From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: February 20, 2010 5:46:12 AM PST
To: Diane Gerun <dgerun@adlc.ca>
Subject: Re: Copyright - Photo Air India

Shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight
811, and TWA Flight 800.

These Smith AARs and this website are the work of John Barry
Smith, an independent aircraft accident investigator not affiliated
with any government agency, or regulatory departments, or law
enforcement, or attorneys, or manufacturer, or airlines, or
publishers, or unions, or media.

John Barry Smith has over fifty years experience in many aspects
of aviation and loves airplanes more than most, in particular, the
Boeing 747 and its models. The 747 is a magnificent aircraft
which has proven itself over the decades to become a truly
classic aircraft.
On Feb 19, 2010, at 8:00 AM, Diane Gerun wrote:
Dear Sir or Madam:
I am with the Alberta Distance Learning Centre, a public, nonprofit, Canadian K-12 educational institution, requests
permission to reproduce material found on your website.
We are developing new courses for approximately 500 students
in our 10-12 programs. These students are provided with course
materials through either a secure online delivery platform or

printed books.
1. May ADLC reproduce the material identified below on an
instructional material CD produced specifically for the students
in these courses?
2. May ADLC include the identified material directly on our
website, with appropriate referencing to the original author?
(Please provide the statement you would like included.)
The materials will not be modified. We will identify the original
authors of all third-party work.
We wish permission to use the following material:
Title
Website URL
Photo of piece of metal – The
Bombing of Air India Flight 182 http://www.ntsb.org/
Wiringcargodoorlite/
Photos%20Air%20India%20Flight%20182.html
Thank you for a prompt response so we may proceed with our
course development.

Sincerely,

Diane Gerun
Copyright

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>

Date: February 20, 2010 5:32:44 AM PST
To: Diane Gerun <dgerun@adlc.ca>
Subject: Re: Copyright - Photo Air India

By 'original third person author' I refer to the picture you wanted
to reproduce. The actual website and SmithAAR on Air India
Flight 182 is my own. My conclusions are my own. The
Canadians did not name a cause for the explosion, the Indians
did-a bomb. I concluded it was the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation and no bomb.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Feb 19, 2010, at 3:10 PM, Diane Gerun wrote:
Good Afternoon,
Thank you so much for your approval and the quick reply.
thanks
Diane Gerun
Copyright

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: February 20, 2010 5:29:55 AM PST
To: Diane Gerun <dgerun@adlc.ca>
Subject: Re: Copyright - Photo Air India

On Feb 19, 2010, at 8:00 AM, Diane Gerun wrote:
2. May ADLC include the identified material directly on our
website, with appropriate referencing to the original author?
(Please provide the statement you would like included.)

Original authors are the Canadian Aviation Safety Board Aviation
Occurrence Report and the Indian Kirpal report on Air India
Flight 182, two government documents for the public.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
From: "Diane Gerun" <dgerun@adlc.ca>
Date: February 19, 2010 3:10:32 PM PST
To: "Smith John Barry" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Re: Copyright - Photo Air India

Good Afternoon,

Thank you so much for your approval and the quick reply.
thanks
Diane Gerun
Copyright

From: Smith John Barry <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: February 19, 2010 11:01:14 AM PST
To: Diane Gerun <dgerun@adlc.ca>
Subject: Re: Copyright - Photo Air India

Dear Diane, Friday, February 19, 2010
1. Yes.
2. Yes. No statement included.
Good luck and I'll answers questions too.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 915 5086
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
On Feb 19, 2010, at 8:00 AM, Diane Gerun wrote:
Dear Sir or Madam:
I am with the Alberta Distance Learning Centre, a public, nonprofit, Canadian K-12 educational institution, requests

permission to reproduce material found on your website.
We are developing new courses for approximately 500 students
in our 10-12 programs. These students are provided with course
materials through either a secure online delivery platform or
printed books.
1. May ADLC reproduce the material identified below on an
instructional material CD produced specifically for the students
in these courses?
2. May ADLC include the identified material directly on our
website, with appropriate referencing to the original author?
(Please provide the statement you would like included.)
The materials will not be modified. We will identify the original
authors of all third-party work.
We wish permission to use the following material:
Title
Website URL
Photo of piece of metal – The
Bombing of Air India Flight 182 http://www.ntsb.org/
Wiringcargodoorlite/
Photos%20Air%20India%20Flight%20182.html
Thank you for a prompt response so we may proceed with our
course development.

Sincerely,

Diane Gerun
Copyright

From: "Diane Gerun" <dgerun@adlc.ca>
Date: February 19, 2010 8:00:44 AM PST
To: barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Subject: Copyright - Photo Air India

Dear Sir or Madam:
I am with the Alberta Distance Learning Centre, a public, nonprofit, Canadian K-12 educational institution, requests
permission to reproduce material found on your website.
We are developing new courses for approximately 500 students
in our 10-12 programs. These students are provided with course
materials through either a secure online delivery platform or
printed books.
1. May ADLC reproduce the material identified below on an
instructional material CD produced specifically for the students
in these courses?
2. May ADLC include the identified material directly on our
website, with appropriate referencing to the original author?
(Please provide the statement you would like included.)
The materials will not be modified. We will identify the original
authors of all third-party work.
We wish permission to use the following material:
Title
Website URL
Photo of piece of metal – The
Bombing of Air India Flight 182 http://www.ntsb.org/
Wiringcargodoorlite/
Photos%20Air%20India%20Flight%20182.html
Thank you for a prompt response so we may proceed with our
course development.

Sincerely,

Diane Gerun
Copyright

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: editor@thelinkpaper.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 alternative explanation: Science
based, non conspiracy.

http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com/

http://www.ntsb.org

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Air India Documentary Is Same Old, Same Old!
Air India 182 offers no new insight into the tragedy, which
continue to divide critical opinion as what and who really was
behind it. However, writer-director Sturla Gunnarson deserves
credit for his disciplined and reasoned approach to steers clear of
the one-sided agenda of Vancouver SunÕs Kim Bolan, who is
listed as a consultant for the film.
By R. Paul Dhillon
SURREY ‹ The upcoming CBC documentary ÒAir India 182Ó
offers no new insight into CanadaÕs worst ever aviation tragedy
despite a valiant effort by renowned Canadian filmmaker Sturla
Gunnarsson to faithfully recount the story up until the conclusion
of the court case that acquitted accused Ripudaman Singh Malik
and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
The LINK got an exclusive preview of the 90-minute feature
length documentary that uses archival footage and dramatized
sequences featuring passengers but more controversially having
actors play the actual Air India players like Talwinder Singh
Parmar (played by Baljinder Singh), Hardyal Singh Johal (played
by Sarabjeet Singh) and Inderjit Singh Reyat (played by Gurpreet
Singh Chana).
Gunnarson, who says he grew up in Vancouver being aware of the
horrendous effects the killings of 329 people had on the families,
does an effective job in telling the story from the families
perspective, giving a real sense of massive loss of life from the
senseless downing of flight 182.
However, he basically rehashes information from the Air India
court case and other questionable ÒCSIS intelligenceÓ that
presents the case that has now been taken as a bible by Canadian
mainstream mediaÕs propaganda that it was a conspiracy by Sikh
militants who carried out the bombing despite the fact that other

than the so-called Òbomb-makerÓ Reyat, there has not been a
single conviction in the case.
The documentary gives a distorted view that the conspiracy was
hatched by these so-called Sikh militants to get back at the Indian
governmentÕs attack on the Golden Temple without delving into
the Indian agentsÕ (RAW) role in the conspiracy or even their
attempts to fuel tensions in the Sikh community during the
turbulent period of 1984.
Asked to explain this and many omissions of numerous plots and
conspiracies that led to the tragedy and Gunnarson is forced to
time and fall back on the same defence - that the film is basically
taken from the Malik-Bagri case and other intelligence sources.
ÒThese conspiracy theories ‹ itÕs just nonsense,Ó Gunnarson
told the LINK.
ÒI have grown up in the Sikh community and they are a very
vibrant people but that does not mean that there arenÕt bad
Sikhs. It is quite possible to have Sikh villains,Ó says Gunnarson,
who is married to a BC Sikh woman and says he handled the story
with the utter sensitivity towards the Sikh community.
But after repeated questioning from this reporter - that why were
specifically things that point to the Indian governmentÕs role as
well as other doubts as to whether this was a larger conspiracy
rather than the work of these ÒbuffoonishÓ group of Sikh
militants who werenÕt even sure whether the bags would even get
on the plane and it was a sad, criminally insane series of events,
not of the so-called bombersÕ doing, that led the bombs to get on
to those planes ‹ Gunnarson is forced to admit that fact there is
nothing new in the story and either you take the police and
courtÕs view of things or you donÕt!
ÒThere is nothing new in the film as it is not intended as a
investigative film but more as a record of an important part of our
modern history in Canada,Ó he says. ÒI would be happy if the

film brings about a discussion among Sikhs and Canadians and a
healing between the two communities to move forward.Ó
Parmar, who was a central figure in the Air India case and was
tried a number of times unsuccessfully in Canadian courts on
various charges, has now been permanently labeled as the
ÒmastermindÓ behind the conspiracy thanks in much part to the
propaganda in the mainstream press, especially the lengthy onesided writings of the Vancouver SunÕs agenda-based reporter
Kim Bolan, who is listed a consultant on the documentary.
It should be pointed out that Gunnarson, who deserves credit for
his disciplined and reasoned approach, steers clear of much of
BolanÕs well known bias in the case and sticks largely to the facts.
Parmar, who gave his life to his militant cause for a Sikh
homeland, was a complicated figure who didnÕt intimidate easily.
Court records, police interviews and media scrums show him to
be very committed revolutionary but who time and again denied
that he had anything to do with the Air India bombing. He has
also been pointed as a double agent who certainly had an Indian
agent (Mr. X who has never been identified) with him when he
traveled to Duncan to meet Reyat during that whole ÒblastÓ in
the woods incident that Canadian police never went to check on
until the plane went down.
Parmar was tortured by the Indian government and killed in their
usual in-custody killings of political prisoners. Why didnÕt the
Indian government charge and try him for the Air India bombing
as it was their plane and many of their citizens and countrymen
who died in it.
And now he has been declared a mastermind of the conspiracy in
Canada without the opportunity to defend himself as Canadian
authorities donÕt even know who delivered the homemade
bombs. Other than Reyat purchasing some parts that could be
used to make a detonating device (Reyat in his plea bargain with
the Crown maintained as such that he gathered the parts but

neither made the bombs or knows anyone else who made the
bombs) there is absolutely no physical evidence to connect the
various players to the crime.
The documentary, aside from making an apology for the policeÕs
incompetence by saying they didnÕt have the resources and
didnÕt know what they were doing, also omits things like what
was the role of Surjan Gill, a self-appointed President of Khalistan
but more importantly an alleged CSIS mole who would be the best
person to help convict the so-called people involved in the
conspiracy because he knew everything that was going on from
the inside. Why was he shipped off shore to England before the
Air India trial began? The documentary features turncoat MP
Ujjal Dosanjh but fails to point out that he was also Surjan GillÕs
lawyer. While it goes into death threats to Rajiv Gandhi during his
visit to North America and his motherÕs assassination but
conveniently leaves out the thousands of Sikhs slaughtered by
GandhiÕs Congress hooligans with the help of the police.
These omissions alone make it somewhat of a one-sided view of
things that the film takes and therefore it opens itself up to
criticism.
There are a lot of recordings by police where the subjects saying
stuff in Punjabi that can be construed as they are carrying out a
conspiracy but you would need to suspend disbelief and also
would have to believe that they were trained by the CIAÕs foreign
insurgency unit. There were also erasure of many recordings and
due to many such facts of police incompetence or interference ‹
the resoluteness with which the documentary tries to tell the story
of the bombings as absolute remains questionable at best!
Air India 182, which airs on the anniversary of the flight's
departure, 23 years ago, and on the eve of CanadaÕs National Day
of Remembrance for Victims of Terrorism, will be telecast
commercial-free on CBC Television, Sunday, June 22, at 8 p.m.
16 Jun 2008 by editor

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Nice call for pubic interest about airplane crash
investigators, if it bleeds, it leads.

Stories in G and M about criminal investigators
with conspiracy nonsense warrant columns,
story about reputable investigator, me, with
science and precedent warrant nothing.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Controversy dogs investigator

JESSICA LEEDER
August 2, 2007
In the covert and sometimes shadowy world of
intelligence-gathering, it's rare to find an agent

with a reputation as notorious as that of Juval Aviv.
A U.S. citizen who bills himself as an expert on
international terrorism, and a former agent of
Mossad, Israel's highly secretive intelligence
agency, Mr. Aviv has had a difficult time keeping his
name out of the limelight during his 36-year
controversial career.
Mr. Aviv, who is about 60, is the president of
Interfor Inc., a Manhattan-based firm offering
security consulting and international investigative
and intelligence services to legal, corporate and
financial communities. Publicity materials from the
company say it has a global presence, and former
clients include the British Secret Service, Israeli
intelligence and several high-level U.S. government
agencies, including the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Central Intelligence and Drug
Enforcement Agencies.
However, Mr. Aviv is best known for his
controversial role in the investigation that followed
the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103. After the
London-to-New York flight blew up over Lockerbie,
Scotland, killing 259 people, Mr. Aviv was
commissioned by the airline and its insurance
company to investigate.
Print Edition - Section Front
Enlarge Image
In his final report, Mr. Aviv claimed CIA
involvement in the bombing. He suggested the
agency had a deal to co-operate with Syrian drug
smugglers in exchange for the release of American
hostages being held at the time in Lebanon.

According to Mr. Aviv's theory, this deal led the CIA
to allow a package, supposedly drugs, to be loaded
onto the plane. Its contents were actually a bomb,
according to the theory.
While Mr. Aviv's findings failed to resonate with a
jury in the Lockerbie case, the agent alleges his
work led U.S. law-enforcement officials to pay him
special attention. In March of 1995, he was indicted
federally on three counts of mail and wire fraud
stemming from a $20,000 report he did for GE
Capital Corp., which was alleged to be fraudulent.
Mr. Aviv was acquitted of the charges in late 1996,
but not before a document from the court file
alleging that Mr. Aviv never worked for Israeli
intelligence made its way into The Wall Street
Journal.
Since then, Mr. Aviv seems to have been on the
defensive about his credentials. While those who
operate in the tight-knit global network of private
investigators know his work well, some of Mr. Aviv's
colleagues say they are concerned about his high
profile.
"In this kind of intelligence-gathering world, you try
to stay as far below the wire as possible," said one
private investigator. "If you come above the wire,
you can be exposed to anything. It doesn't seem to
bother him or intimidate him."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Smith Submission 23: Please do what you said you

are going to do.

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Michael Tansey,
Spokesperson
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Tansey,
Tuesday, July 31,
2007
"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 23: Please do what you
said you are going to do. Filed Tuesday, July 31, 2007.
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August

11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006
Smith Submission 16: Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19:
I respond to your appeal to contact
you. Filed Monday, May 21, 2007
Smith Submission 20: Show Trial. Filed Wednesday, May 30,

2007
Smith Submission 21: Fairness, Prosecution, and Inquiry. Filed
Saturday, July 7, 2007
Smith Submission 22: Relevant, material, and timely. Filed
Saturday, July 14, 2007
Smith Submission 23: Please do what you said you are going to
do. Filed Tuesday, July 31, 2007.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
==============================================
==============================================
==============================
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Senior Counsel
Brian Gover

Anil Kapoor
Roger Bilodeau
Legal Counsel
Francis Barragan
Nadine Blum
Fr⁄d⁄rick Carle
Genevi∂ve Coutl⁄e
Teja Rachamalla
Louis S⁄v⁄no
Marisa Victor
Legal Coordinator
Yolanda Saito
Smith Submission 23: Please do what you said you are going to
do.
Dear Commissioner Major, Lead and Co-Counsel, Legal Staff,
Public Affairs, Spokesperson, and Research Staff, Tuesday,
July 31, 2007
Spokesperson (Mr. Michael Tansey) explores:
Air India inquiry spokesman Michael Tansey declined to
comment on the report of a meeting with the commission to
present Mr. Parmar's confession. "We're aware of this article [in
Tehelka], and we will explore this and any other allegations
when the hearings resume in the fall," Mr. Tansey said in an
interview.
Lead Counsel (Mr. Freiman) encourages:
Mark Freiman, chief counsel to the inquiry, has not only
welcomed the unexpected volunteers who have come knocking
at his door to date, but has issued a public appeal for more.
"We are continuing to hear from people who are coming

forward," said Freiman. "This is one of the benefits of a public
inquiry . . . I encourage people who have relevant information to
contact the commission."
The Commissioner of the Inquiry (Justice John Major) testifies:
THE COMMISSIONER: "Yes. Well, I will confirm that. The
nature of this Commission was to be very broad in the evidence
that it heard, in order to put to rest the various theories, rumours
and neglect that have occurred since the explosion in 1985."
The Attorney General Representative (Mr. Barney Brucker)
opines:
MR. BRUCKER: No, we canÕt, but we are concerned about the
focus of the Inquiry. When I attended here and listened to your
Opening Statement I was struck by one comment that you made
and I will paraphrase that, perhaps not accurately, but what I took
from your comments was that you intended to conduct a
thorough but efficient inquiry and that an efficient inquiry does
not mean that it has to take a great deal of time.
The Prime Minister (Honourable Stephen Harper) gives
guidance:
Speech excerpts - Prime Minister Harper announces inquiry into
Air India bombing
"A full public inquiry is required. This inquiry will be launched
immediately and led by an outstanding Canadian, retired
Supreme Court Justice John Major. He has agreed to serve as
Commissioner for this inquiry and I have every confidence that
he will conduct a thorough and compassionate investigation into
the events surrounding this tragedy. This inquiry is about
analyzing the evidence that has come to light since 1985 and
applying it to the world we live in today."

To sum up the publicly stated goals and directions for the Inquiry
by the participants:
The Prime Minister creates the Commission of Inquiry into the
Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight 182 and orders a
thorough investigation into the events surrounding the tragedy
and he wants the evidence analyzed that has come to light since
1985.
The Attorney General agrees to a thorough investigation during
the Inquiry and insists on 'efficiency.'
The Commissioner of the Inquiry decides to be very broad in the
evidence that he hears in 'order to put to rest the various theories'
that have occurred since the explosion in 1985."
The Counsel for the Inquiry appeals for people who have
relevant information to 'contact the commission.'
The Spokesperson for the Inquiry states, "...we will explore this
and any other allegations when the hearings resume in the fall."
Well, All Right!!! We agree!
Gentlemen, hear me out: I have evidence that has come to light
since 1985, I agree with a thorough and efficient inquiry, I
welcome the very broad examination of evidence, I wish to put
to rest various theories which have arisen since 1985, I am
contacting the Commission with relevant information, and I
cherish the thought of an exploration of my allegation that the
cause of Air India Flight 182 was the shorted wiring/unlatch
motor on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation and not the

conspiracy of bombers with bombs in two aircraft flying and
landing in four airports before the bombs go off in who knows
what section of the airplane.
We agree fully in our common goal of a thorough investigation,
putting to rest theories, exploring allegations, efficient inquiry,
and evidence analyzed. And we both feel so strongly about our
intentions that we put in writing.
I look forward to our meetings. When can I start? I'll make my
own arrangements for travel and accommodations, all at my
expense of course. Shall I meet you at your place or mine?
Which documents would you like to look at first? Shall I bring
some tea and biscuits?
Wait, you're not joking are you with all those public statements
that apply to me? You're not putting me on, are you? Are you
having a laugh? Is he having a laugh?
'No way', I say, 'high government officials (and some not so high,
but just the same) when dealing with an intensely interesting
public event which includes emotional tragedy for thousands,
financial hardship for hundreds of thousands, and the disruptive
effects for millions will certainly do what they say they are going
go do, especially since the comments were made while not under
any duress and sound so honest and reassuring.'
I am very reassured by the very recent comment by the
Spokesperson for the Inquiry to explore allegations and the
previous assertions given honestly from the Prime Minister, AG,
Commissioner of the Inquiry, and Counsel for a thorough and
broad investigation to include analyzing evidence to put to rest
various theories about Air India Flight 182.

So, Mr. Harper, Mr. Brucker, Mr. Major, Mr. Freiman, and Mr.
Tansey, please do what you said you are going to do.
To do what you said you are going to do means inviting me to
testify this fall before the Commission of Inquiry to hear my
evidence which has come to light since 1985, to explore my
allegation about wiring/cargo door caused problems with Air
India Flight 182, to honor my response to your appeal for
relevant information, and to put to rest various theories about the
crash, specifically the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured
open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup theory.
And yes, I will be efficient in my presentation.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)

Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006

Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to contact you.
Filed Monday, May 21, 2007
Smith Submission 20: Show Trial. Filed Wednesday, May 30,
2007
Smith Submission 21: Fairness, Prosecution, and Inquiry. Filed
Saturday, July 7, 2007
Smith Submission 22: Relevant, material, and timely. Saturday,
July 14, 2007
Smith Submission 23: Please do what you said you are going to
do. Filed Tuesday, July 31, 2007
Recording of Air India bombing confession allegedly surfaces 22
years later
ROBERT MATAS
July 30, 2007
VANCOUVER -- A recording of the alleged confession of the
mastermind behind the bombing of Air India Flight 182 has
surfaced 22 years after the tragedy, an investigative magazine in
India says.
Vancouver Sikh militant Talwinder Singh Parmar confessed to
Punjab police during five days of interrogation in October, 1992,
before being killed by police, the article says. The officer who

arrested Mr. Parmar, Harmail Singh Chandi, was directed to
destroy the tape-recorded confession but he kept them secretly, it
says.
Under the headline "Operation Silence," the article in the
magazine Tehelka also says the police officer who arrested Mr.
Parmar flew to Canada in June to provide evidence to the Air
India inquiry headed by retired judge John Major.
However a spokesman for families of the victims of the attack
said last night that he knew nothing about a statement by Mr.
Parmar.
In the alleged confession, Mr. Parmar shifted the blame from
himself, telling police he was acting on behalf of Lakhbir Singh
Brar, a member of a prominent family in the fight in the 1980s
for a Sikh separate country called Khalistan.
Mr. Parmar is said to have told police that Vancouver Island
resident Inderjit Singh Reyat prepared the suitcases with bombs
for two flights while Mr. Brar arranged for the booking of the
tickets.
Mr. Brar has not been linked to the Air India disaster previously.
Mr. Reyat was convicted in 2005 and sent to prison; he is the
only person to have been convicted for the bombings. In one of
the deadliest terrorist attacks in aviation history, a bomb
exploded on an Air India flight from Canada to India on June 23,
1985, killing 329 people. The bombs were in suitcases checked
in at Vancouver airport. Police say the attacks were the work of a
Vancouver-based circle of Sikh militants fighting with the Indian
government over the creation of Khalistan. Mr. Reyat was
convicted for providing items that went into the bombs.
Mr. Parmar was arrested in connection with the bombings and
released without being charged. He left Canada after Mr. Reyat
was arrested in 1988 and was later reported to be living in
Pakistan. Mr. Parmar was killed in 1992 in India. Indian police

maintain he was shot during an encounter with a group of
militants. Khalistani supporters have said he was tortured by
police and subsequently died.
Tehelka reported that Mr. Parmar was caught by Punjab police
officer Chandi in Jammu province in September, 1992 and
interrogated from Oct. 9 to Oct. 14. Mr. Chandi told the
magazine that Mr. Parmar was killed in police custody on the
order of senior officers.
Lakhbir Singh Brar came to Canada in April, 1985, as a refugee.
He was identified as a national security risk by Canada's security
service and deported in the early 1990s. He is reported to be
living in Pakistan and is wanted by the Indian government for
minor offences.
The Punjab Human Rights Organization, a non-governmental
organization based in Chandigarh, put together a report of the
confession, and two members of the organization accompanied
Mr. Chandi to Canada.
Air India inquiry spokesman Michael Tansey declined to
comment on the report of a meeting with the commission to
present Mr. Parmar's confession. "We're aware of this article [in
Tehelka], and we will explore this and any other allegations
when the hearings resume in the fall," Mr. Tansey said in an
interview.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: I confess I had to chuckle at your latest story.

Now, Robert, Monday, July 30, 2007
Below is funny, dynamite? Please, that is sooooo 1960s.

And why not have bomb go off on the first Air India leg from
Toronto to Montreal on Air India Flight 181 instead of waiting a
dozen hours or so later?
And secret for 22 years? Conspiracy guys love their secrets.
Anyway, I wouldn't rush into an explanation that makes sense
(unlike the 'confession), has precedent, no conspiracies, and
obeys the law of science to explain why a plane crashes, not the
whims of human nature.

Air India inquiry spokesman Michael Tansey declined to
comment on the report of a meeting with the commission to
present Mr. Parmar's confession. "We're aware of this article [in
Tehelka], and we will explore this and any other allegations
when the hearings resume in the fall," Mr. Tansey said in an
interview.

Please note that the Inquiry refuses to explore my allegation for
Air India Flight 182 with the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com

http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
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before being killed by police, the article says. The officer who
arrested Mr. Parmar, Harmail Singh Chandi, was directed to
destroy the tape-recorded confession but he kept them secretly, it
says.
Under the headline "Operation Silence," the article in the
magazine Tehelka also says the police officer who arrested Mr.
Parmar flew to Canada in June to provide evidence to the Air
India inquiry headed by retired judge John Major.
However a spokesman for families of the victims of the attack
said last night that he knew nothing about a statement by Mr.
Parmar.
In the alleged confession, Mr. Parmar shifted the blame from
himself, telling police he was acting on behalf of Lakhbir Singh
Brar, a member of a prominent family in the fight in the 1980s
for a Sikh separate country called Khalistan.
Mr. Parmar is said to have told police that Vancouver Island
resident Inderjit Singh Reyat prepared the suitcases with bombs
for two flights while Mr. Brar arranged for the booking of the

tickets.
Mr. Brar has not been linked to the Air India disaster previously.
Mr. Reyat was convicted in 2005 and sent to prison; he is the
only person to have been convicted for the bombings. In one of
the deadliest terrorist attacks in aviation history, a bomb
exploded on an Air India flight from Canada to India on June 23,
1985, killing 329 people. The bombs were in suitcases checked
in at Vancouver airport. Police say the attacks were the work of a
Vancouver-based circle of Sikh militants fighting with the Indian
government over the creation of Khalistan. Mr. Reyat was
convicted for providing items that went into the bombs.
Mr. Parmar was arrested in connection with the bombings and
released without being charged. He left Canada after Mr. Reyat
was arrested in 1988 and was later reported to be living in
Pakistan. Mr. Parmar was killed in 1992 in India. Indian police
maintain he was shot during an encounter with a group of
militants. Khalistani supporters have said he was tortured by
police and subsequently died.
Tehelka reported that Mr. Parmar was caught by Punjab police
officer Chandi in Jammu province in September, 1992 and
interrogated from Oct. 9 to Oct. 14. Mr. Chandi told the
magazine that Mr. Parmar was killed in police custody on the
order of senior officers.
Lakhbir Singh Brar came to Canada in April, 1985, as a refugee.
He was identified as a national security risk by Canada's security
service and deported in the early 1990s. He is reported to be
living in Pakistan and is wanted by the Indian government for
minor offences.
The Punjab Human Rights Organization, a non-governmental
organization based in Chandigarh, put together a report of the
confession, and two members of the organization accompanied
Mr. Chandi to Canada.
Air India inquiry spokesman Michael Tansey declined to

comment on the report of a meeting with the commission to
present Mr. Parmar's confession. "We're aware of this article [in
Tehelka], and we will explore this and any other allegations
when the hearings resume in the fall," Mr. Tansey said in an
interview.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 and cargo door in the news...1

Dear Robert, Sunday, July 15, 2007
I was emailing WSO in 2000 about wiring/cargo door. See
below email from 2000 of WSO replying to my email to them.
Sikh organization sues CBC
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC news storyÕs
assertion that the WSO released a 2000 press release with the
title: ÒSikhs did not bomb Air India 182Ó, which, according to
the CBC Òclaimed that a cargo door fell off the plane.Ó

Are you interested in defending your fellow media personnel
from a lawsuit?
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell

barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182
Date: Tue, 7 Nov 2000 10:40:56 -0500
X-Priority: 3
Hello John!
Thank you for youe email. We know well of the CSIS/RCMP
unwillingness to
look at possible alternative explanations for the Air India
disaster.
I have forwarded your email to our executive and hope to return
to you with
some plan of action. I am now going to look at your site! Will
email you
later.
Thank you again.
Regards,
Anne Lowthian

----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
To: <wsopanth@trytel.com>; <wsopanth@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 06, 2000 11:51 AM
Subject: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

> Dear Anne Lowthian, executive director of the World Sikh
Organization
>
> I am an aircraft accident investigator with no official status but
I
> do have 35 years of experience in aviation and I am a survivor
of a
> sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
>
> I have much evidence, facts, and data, that show that Air India
> Flight 182 was not 'bombed' by anybody, certainly not Sikhs,
but was
> brought down by explosive decompression caused by an open
cargo door
> in flight. It's happened before to a similar aircraft with similar
> evidence on the data recorders, United Airlines Flight 811 in
> February 1989.
>
> corazon.com is the website of mine that will come up if you
put Air
> India Flight 182 into several search engines. The site has been
up
> for four years. The most popular download is the Air India
Flight 182
> reports from the Canadian and Indian authorities as the
statistics

> below from one week show. I got the report, scanned it, and
put it on
> the site in 1997. http://www.corazon.com/
AirIndiareportcontents.html
>
> That report shows how flimsy the evidence is of a bomb and
how the
> Indian judge really stretched to make such a conclusion.
Subsequent
> similar crashes show that the evidence in AI 182 matches a
> wiring/cargo door mechanical event. There is no conspiracy
nonsense
> with this airplane crash. The red herring of a bomb thousands
of
> miles away is not relevant.
>
> I've tried to contact the RCMP and TSB but they refuse to
consider
> any explanation other than bomb for AI 182.
>
> I invite your attention to www.corazon.com. I ask that you
assign an
> aviation experienced Sikh to review the data and give opinion.
I'm
> available for interviews.
>
> I am not associated with government, the law, the
manufacturer, the
> airlines, or any religion.
>
> Cheers,
> Barry
> John Barry Smith

> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
> Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
> US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
> US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
> Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
> Retired US Army Major MSC
> Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
> Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
>
> From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
> Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 00:02:55 -0800
> To: postmaster@corazon.com
> Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
>
> Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
> =========================================
>
> Program started at Sun, Nov 05 2000 00:02.
> Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:13 to Sun, Nov
05 2000 00:15
> (7.00 days).
> -------------------------------------------------------------------------->
> General Summary
> --------------> Successful requests: 38,317

> Average successful requests per day: 5,472
> Successful requests for pages: 19,806
> Average successful requests for pages per day: 2,828
> Failed requests: 323
> Distinct files requested: 2,252
> Distinct hosts served: 4,710
> Corrupt logfile lines: 2,493
> Data transferred: 0.976 Gbytes
> Average data transferred per day: 142.863 Mbytes
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------> Referrer Report
> --------------> Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
> requests.
>
> #reqs: URL
> -----: --> 5509: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
> 2748: http://www.corazon.com/
> 1873: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
> 1020: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
> 672: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
> 655: http://www.ntsb.org/
> 430: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
> 328: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
> 308: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
> 286: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
> 258: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
> 246: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
> 245: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
> 244: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

230: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
226: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
221: http://www.google.com/search
208: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
207: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
202: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
201: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
182: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
181: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
173: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
159: http://www.altavista.com/cgi-bin/query
157: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
154: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
149: http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html
148: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
147: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
139: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
136: http://aviation-safety.net/database/1985/850623-2.htm
134: http://www.corazon.com/wreckageplots.html
133: http://www.corazon.com/Inflightdamage.html
128: http://www.corazon.com/aftmidspanlatch.html
126: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
122: http://www.corazon.com/800wxradar.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
116: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
115: http://www.airdisaster.com/news/1000/29/news.html
113: http://www.corazon.com/Tornoffnose.html
111: http://www.corazon.com/Redherrings.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/Foddedengines.html
106: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/teknik.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan2.html

>
>
>

93: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan58.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan33.html

Well, Air India Flight 182 and cargo door falling off plane are in
news and lawsuit. So a story on shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 would be
timely and informative.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Sikh organization sues CBC
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC news storyÕs
assertion that the WSO released a 2000 press release with the
title: ÒSikhs did not bomb Air India 182Ó, which, according to
the CBC Òclaimed that a cargo door fell off the plane.Ó
Documentary Ôcontained significant and numerous factual
misrepresentations,Õ lawsuit argues
Jul 11, 2007 03:19 Pm

SAN GREWAL
STAFF REPORTER
In response to what it describes as a Òdishonest and highly
offensiveÓ characterization made by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, a $110 million civil lawsuit was filed yesterday on
behalf of the World Sikh Organization against the national
broadcaster.
The lawsuit, filed in the Ontario Superior Court in Toronto also
names reporter Terry Milewski and Liberal MP Ujjal Dosanjh for
comments they made in a June 28, 2007 feature story titled
ÒSamosa PoliticsÓ that aired on The National.
A similar version of the story, which linked Sikh extremism to
the WSO and highlighted its ties to the mainstream Canadian
political scene, also aired on CBC Radio, with a print version
posted on the CBC News website.
The WSO describes itself as a non-profit human rights group
established in 1984 with national bodies around the world that
defend not only Sikhs but the rights of all people.
Representatives would not say how many members there are in
Canada or worldwide.
ÒIt is the WSOÕs view that the CBC documentary contained
significant and numerous factual misrepresentations about the
World Sikh Organization,Ó said Gian Singh Sandhu, a policy
advisor with the groupÕs Canadian body, who spoke at a press
conference held yesterday in downtown Toronto.
ÒThe WSOÕs lawsuit for defamation, libel and slander arises
from the airing of the documentary noted above.Ó
Sandhu added that the story, which he says was written about in
Indian newspapers and mentioned by media in other parts of the
world, has resulted in, Òsignificant damage to the reputation of
the WSO and the Sikh community.Ó
A CBC spokesperson said the broadcaster was not aware of the
suit until it was informed about the press conference yesterday

and that Òif and whenÓ the suit was received it would be given
Òdue consideration.Ó Until then, the CBC will not make any
comment.
A spokesperson for Mr. Dosanjh, MP for Vancouver South, said
he had not been served as of 4 pm eastern time and had no
comment about the suit, but stood behind his statements made in
the CBC news story.
When asked what Mr. Dosanjh specifically said in the story that
the WSO objected to, Mr. Sandhu said it was obvious that the
MP was making a connection between the WSO and Sikh
extremism.
A segment of the story included comments by Dosanjh, stating
that at the Dec. 2006 Liberal leadership convention in Montreal
the WSO exercised significant influence. He then states that a
Sikh delegate told DosanjhÕs wife, not knowing who she was,
not to vote for Bob Rae.
Dosanjh then states in the story that the delegate said Rae, in a
2005 report to the federal government, was openly critical of
Sikh extremists behind the 1985 Air India bombing, and should
not be supported.
As for factual errors that the WSO believes were included in
MilewskiÕs reporting, Sandhu said after the press conference
that, contrary to what appears in the news story, a man with
alleged ties to convicted Air India-bomb maker Inderjit Reyat,
named Daljit Singh Sandhu, was never the leader of the WSO.
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC news storyÕs
assertion that the WSO released a 2000 press release with the
title: ÒSikhs did not bomb Air India 182Ó, which, according to
the CBC Òclaimed that a cargo door fell off the plane.Ó
ÒThere was no such press release from the WSO,Ó Sandhu said.
He added that the storyÕs characterization of a 1984 convention
at New YorkÕs Madison Square Garden where Sikhs were
videotaped calling for violence, as a WSO event is factually

incorrect.
ÒThat was not a WSO function. Mr Milewski needs to do his
homework.Ó

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>,
Subject: Re: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

Dear Ms. Lowthian, Thursday, July 12, 2007
The shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
is correct for Air India Flight 182. Sikhs were not involved as
'nobody' did it, the cause was a mechanical fault.
Stick to it, the facts will speak for themselves. Details at sites
below.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
Sikh organization sues CBC
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC news story1s
assertion that

the WSO released a 2000 press release with the title: 3Sikhs did
not bomb
Air India 1822, which, according to the CBC 3claimed that a
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off the plane.2
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lawsuit argues
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3It is the WSO1s view that the CBC documentary contained
significant and
numerous factual misrepresentations about the World Sikh
Organization,2 said
Gian Singh Sandhu, a policy advisor with the group1s Canadian
body, who
spoke at a press conference held yesterday in downtown Toronto.
3The WSO1s lawsuit for defamation, libel and slander arises
from the airing
of the documentary noted above.2
Sandhu added that the story, which he says was written about in
Indian
newspapers and mentioned by media in other parts of the world,
has resulted
in, 3significant damage to the reputation of the WSO and the
Sikh
community.2
A CBC spokesperson said the broadcaster was not aware of the
suit until it
was informed about the press conference yesterday and that 3if
and when2 the
suit was received it would be given 3due consideration.2 Until
then, the CBC
will not make any comment.
A spokesperson for Mr. Dosanjh, MP for Vancouver South, said
he had not been
served as of 4 pm eastern time and had no comment about the

suit, but stood
behind his statements made in the CBC news story.
When asked what Mr. Dosanjh specifically said in the story that
the WSO
objected to, Mr. Sandhu said it was obvious that the MP was
making a
connection between the WSO and Sikh extremism.
A segment of the story included comments by Dosanjh, stating
that at the
Dec. 2006 Liberal leadership convention in Montreal the WSO
exercised
significant influence. He then states that a Sikh delegate told
Dosanjh1s
wife, not knowing who she was, not to vote for Bob Rae.
Dosanjh then states in the story that the delegate said Rae, in a
2005
report to the federal government, was openly critical of Sikh
extremists
behind the 1985 Air India bombing, and should not be supported.
As for factual errors that the WSO believes were included in
Milewski1s
reporting, Sandhu said after the press conference that, contrary to
what
appears in the news story, a man with alleged ties to convicted
Air
India-bomb maker Inderjit Reyat, named Daljit Singh Sandhu,
was never the
leader of the WSO.
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC news story1s
assertion that
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3There was no such press release from the WSO,2 Sandhu said.
He added that the story1s characterization of a 1984 convention
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calling for
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At 10:40 AM -0500 11/7/00, Wsopanth wrote:
Hello John!
Thank you for youe email. We know well of the CSIS/RCMP
unwillingness to
look at possible alternative explanations for the Air India
disaster.
I have forwarded your email to our executive and hope to return
to you with
some plan of action. I am now going to look at your site! Will
email you
later.
Thank you again.
Regards,
Anne Lowthian

----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
To: <wsopanth@trytel.com>; <wsopanth@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 06, 2000 11:51 AM
Subject: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

> Dear Anne Lowthian, executive director of the World Sikh
Organization
>
> I am an aircraft accident investigator with no official status but
I
> do have 35 years of experience in aviation and I am a survivor
of a
> sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
>
> I have much evidence, facts, and data, that show that Air India
> Flight 182 was not 'bombed' by anybody, certainly not Sikhs,
but was
> brought down by explosive decompression caused by an open
cargo door
> in flight. It's happened before to a similar aircraft with similar
> evidence on the data recorders, United Airlines Flight 811 in
> February 1989.
>
> corazon.com is the website of mine that will come up if you
put Air
> India Flight 182 into several search engines. The site has been
up
> for four years. The most popular download is the Air India
Flight 182
> reports from the Canadian and Indian authorities as the

statistics
> below from one week show. I got the report, scanned it, and
put it on
> the site in 1997. http://www.corazon.com/
AirIndiareportcontents.html
>
> That report shows how flimsy the evidence is of a bomb and
how the
> Indian judge really stretched to make such a conclusion.
Subsequent
> similar crashes show that the evidence in AI 182 matches a
> wiring/cargo door mechanical event. There is no conspiracy
nonsense
> with this airplane crash. The red herring of a bomb thousands
of
> miles away is not relevant.
>
> I've tried to contact the RCMP and TSB but they refuse to
consider
> any explanation other than bomb for AI 182.
>
> I invite your attention to www.corazon.com. I ask that you
assign an
> aviation experienced Sikh to review the data and give opinion.
I'm
> available for interviews.
>
> I am not associated with government, the law, the
manufacturer, the
> airlines, or any religion.
>
> Cheers,
> Barry

> John Barry Smith
> (831) 659-3552 phone
> 551 Country Club Drive,
> Carmel Valley, CA 93924
> www.corazon.com
> barry@corazon.com
> Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
> US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
> US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
> Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
> Retired US Army Major MSC
> Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
> Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
>
> From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
> Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 00:02:55 -0800
> To: postmaster@corazon.com
> Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
>
> Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
> =========================================
>
> Program started at Sun, Nov 05 2000 00:02.
> Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:13 to Sun, Nov
05 2000 00:15
> (7.00 days).
> -------------------------------------------------------------------------->
> General Summary
> ---------------

> Successful requests: 38,317
> Average successful requests per day: 5,472
> Successful requests for pages: 19,806
> Average successful requests for pages per day: 2,828
> Failed requests: 323
> Distinct files requested: 2,252
> Distinct hosts served: 4,710
> Corrupt logfile lines: 2,493
> Data transferred: 0.976 Gbytes
> Average data transferred per day: 142.863 Mbytes
> --------------------------------------------------------------------------> Referrer Report
> --------------> Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
> requests.
>
> #reqs: URL
> -----: --> 5509: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
> 2748: http://www.corazon.com/
> 1873: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
> 1020: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
> 672: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
> 655: http://www.ntsb.org/
> 430: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
> 328: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
> 308: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
> 286: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
> 258: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
> 246: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
> 245: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

244: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
230: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
226: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
221: http://www.google.com/search
208: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
207: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
202: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
201: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
182: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
181: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
173: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
159: http://www.altavista.com/cgi-bin/query
157: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
154: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
149: http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html
148: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
147: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
139: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
136: http://aviation-safety.net/database/1985/850623-2.htm
134: http://www.corazon.com/wreckageplots.html
133: http://www.corazon.com/Inflightdamage.html
128: http://www.corazon.com/aftmidspanlatch.html
126: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
122: http://www.corazon.com/800wxradar.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
116: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
115: http://www.airdisaster.com/news/1000/29/news.html
113: http://www.corazon.com/Tornoffnose.html
111: http://www.corazon.com/Redherrings.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/Foddedengines.html
106: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/teknik.html

> 102: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan2.html
> 93: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
> 89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan58.html
> 89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan33.html

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 and cargo door in the news...

Well, Air India Flight 182 and cargo door
falling off plane are in news and lawsuit. So a
story on shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation
for Air India Flight 182 would be timely and
informative.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Sikh organization sues CBC
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC
news storyÕs assertion that the WSO released a
2000 press release with the title: ÒSikhs did not
bomb Air India 182Ó, which, according to the CBC
Òclaimed that a cargo door fell off the plane.Ó
Documentary Ôcontained significant and numerous
factual misrepresentations,Õ lawsuit argues
Jul 11, 2007 03:19 Pm
SAN GREWAL
STAFF REPORTER
In response to what it describes as a Òdishonest
and highly offensiveÓ characterization made by the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, a $110 million
civil lawsuit was filed yesterday on behalf of the
World Sikh Organization against the national
broadcaster.
The lawsuit, filed in the Ontario Superior Court in
Toronto also names reporter Terry Milewski and
Liberal MP Ujjal Dosanjh for comments they made
in a June 28, 2007 feature story titled ÒSamosa
PoliticsÓ that aired on The National.
A similar version of the story, which linked Sikh
extremism to the WSO and highlighted its ties to
the mainstream Canadian political scene, also aired
on CBC Radio, with a print version posted on the
CBC News website.
The WSO describes itself as a non-profit human
rights group established in 1984 with national
bodies around the world that defend not only Sikhs

but the rights of all people. Representatives would
not say how many members there are in Canada or
worldwide.
ÒIt is the WSOÕs view that the CBC documentary
contained significant and numerous factual
misrepresentations about the World Sikh
Organization,Ó said Gian Singh Sandhu, a policy
advisor with the groupÕs Canadian body, who
spoke at a press conference held yesterday in
downtown Toronto.
ÒThe WSOÕs lawsuit for defamation, libel and
slander arises from the airing of the documentary
noted above.Ó
Sandhu added that the story, which he says was
written about in Indian newspapers and mentioned
by media in other parts of the world, has resulted
in, Òsignificant damage to the reputation of the
WSO and the Sikh community.Ó
A CBC spokesperson said the broadcaster was not
aware of the suit until it was informed about the
press conference yesterday and that Òif and whenÓ
the suit was received it would be given Òdue
consideration.Ó Until then, the CBC will not make
any comment.
A spokesperson for Mr. Dosanjh, MP for Vancouver
South, said he had not been served as of 4 pm
eastern time and had no comment about the suit,
but stood behind his statements made in the CBC
news story.
When asked what Mr. Dosanjh specifically said in
the story that the WSO objected to, Mr. Sandhu
said it was obvious that the MP was making a
connection between the WSO and Sikh extremism.

A segment of the story included comments by
Dosanjh, stating that at the Dec. 2006 Liberal
leadership convention in Montreal the WSO
exercised significant influence. He then states that
a Sikh delegate told DosanjhÕs wife, not knowing
who she was, not to vote for Bob Rae.
Dosanjh then states in the story that the delegate
said Rae, in a 2005 report to the federal
government, was openly critical of Sikh extremists
behind the 1985 Air India bombing, and should not
be supported.
As for factual errors that the WSO believes were
included in MilewskiÕs reporting, Sandhu said after
the press conference that, contrary to what
appears in the news story, a man with alleged ties
to convicted Air India-bomb maker Inderjit Reyat,
named Daljit Singh Sandhu, was never the leader
of the WSO.
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC
news storyÕs assertion that the WSO released a
2000 press release with the title: ÒSikhs did not
bomb Air India 182Ó, which, according to the CBC
Òclaimed that a cargo door fell off the plane.Ó
ÒThere was no such press release from the WSO,Ó
Sandhu said.
He added that the storyÕs characterization of a
1984 convention at New YorkÕs Madison Square
Garden where Sikhs were videotaped calling for
violence, as a WSO event is factually incorrect.
ÒThat was not a WSO function. Mr Milewski needs
to do his homework.Ó

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Subject: RE: Just got back

Well, was I a sucker? Was Howett for real? Did he really have a
relationship with Reyat? Was he speaking for Reyat? Is LINC a
scam? No wonder Reyat feels like he can't trust anyone. I spent
hours outlining a defense for Reyat.
My latest below to the Commission of Inquiry (sic). You might
ask Dorval and Freiman on their opinion why they will not
permit rebuttal to their bomb explanation or inquire into
alternatives.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 21: Fairness, Prosecution, and
Inquiry. Filed Saturday, July 7, 2007
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Michael Tansey,
Spokesperson
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Tansey,
2007

Saturday, July 7,

"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 21: Fairness, Prosecution,
and Inquiry. Filed Saturday, July 7, 2007
Smith Submission 1,
Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed
28 July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August

11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19:
I respond to your appeal to contact
you. Filed Monday, May 21, 2007
Smith Submission 20: Show Trial. Filed Wednesday, May 30,

2007
Smith Submission 21: Fairness, Prosecution, and Inquiry. Filed
Saturday, July 7, 2007
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
==============================================
==============================================
==============================
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Lead Counsel
Mark J. Freiman
Co-Counsel
Michel Dorval
Senior Counsel

Brian Gover
Anil Kapoor
Roger Bilodeau
Legal Counsel
Francis Barragan
Nadine Blum
Fr⁄d⁄rick Carle
Genevi∂ve Coutl⁄e
Teja Rachamalla
Louis S⁄v⁄no
Marisa Victor
Legal Coordinator
Yolanda Saito
Smith Submission 21: Fairness, Prosecution, and Inquiry.
Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Mr. Michel Dorval
and Legal Staff,
Saturday, July 7, 2007
Thank you, Mr. Dorval, for your polite letter of June 12, 2007, in
which you politely state you do not anticipate that you will
require my testimony. You also state you have received my
Submissions, 1-20, which are available to Commission Staff and
the public. Well, good; polite letters keep professional
disagreements civil and productive. I shall endeavor to do the
same.
The sticking point that jabs in my throat is that the Commission
of Inquiry is not supposed to be a Commission of Prosecution of
the Investigators of Air India Flight 182 but is ordered by the
Prime Minister to be an Inquiry not a prosecution. You, sir, as a
former prosecutor with a hammer of justice see Air India Flight
182 as a nail of crime. It's not. Air India Flight 182 was a

machine reacting to physical laws of nature not to human whims
of evil. One of the thousands of parts of that machine failed, a
part failure happens every day to millions of machines with
varying degrees of consequence.
A good start for an Inquiry would be: "Establish cause of death
of victim." If a man is found dead on a sidewalk and a policeman
said he was shot in head and a physician says he had a heart
attack, who do you defer to? Do you require more evidence and
opinion? Of course you do but what you don't do is to reject the
physician's opinion and accept the policeman's opinion without
question.
The next step is to consider the statistical history of the victim, in
this case an early model Boeing 747.
1. Consider a mechanical problem, the usual problem in plane
crashes, happened to Air India Flight 182 until ruled out.
2. Evaluate a precedent such as United Airlines Flight 811 for Air
India Flight 182 until the match is ruled out.
3. Respect the opinion of Crown aircraft accident investigators
before deferring to laymen in the press, police forces, or court
system for their improbable and rare conspiracy explanation.
4. Consider very rare events such as a bomb explosion plotted by
conspirators caused Air India Flight 182 only after the normal,
usual, probable causes of mechanical failure, pilot error, or
weather have been ruled out.
5. Trust unpleasant science reality before pleasing myth when
seeking an explanation for machine crashes.
If you were prosecuting the bombing explanation in a fair trial,
then you, as representing the government and law, would have to
provide time for a defense against that accusation. You refuse. I

ask for that time to rebut your assertion Air India Flight 182
suffered a bomb explosion and also provide you with a plausible
alternative supported with precedent.
If an Inquiry, you would consider all explanations, especially
those presented with facts and precedent. You refuse. I ask you to
consider a reasonable explanation supported by hard evidence of
twisted metal and recorders.
You have the best of both unfair worlds, Mr. Dorval, prosecution
without rebuttal and inquiry without inquiring. And that is not
fair. The law as written is fair, always allowing one side to rebut
the other and vice versa. It's in the implementation of fairly
written law that the system breaks down and injustice occurs.
Allow me the opportunity to rebut your bombing prosecution for
Air India Flight 182. Allow me to answer questions to your
inquiries as to the cause of the airplane crash. Those two actions
by you would be fair.
As is my wont, I did some research:
The main participants are:
The Commissioner - The Honourable John C. Major
Commission Counsel - lawyers appointed by the Commissioner
to assist him and to represent the interests of the Canadian public
during the course of the Inquiry.
Witnesses - individuals who provide oral testimony.
Individuals and organizations with standing - usually represented
by their own lawyers.
The lead counsel in the inquiry is Mark Freiman, a Toronto
attorney and former deputy attorney general of Ontario.
Michel Dorval, a former Crown prosecutor for the attorney
general of Quebec, will be co-counsel.

Mr. Dorval, do you believe you are representing the interests of
the Canadian public during the course of the Inquiry by rejecting
alternatives to the bomb explanation by refusing to grant me
standing? My explanation slightly defuses the public hysteria
about terrorism and it reveals mechanical problems which can be
fixed. My research shows the Canadian flying public is at risk
from another mechanical repeat of the cause that brought down
Air India Flight 182, faulty wiring causing a forward cargo door
to rupture open in flight causing an explosive decompression
which mimics a bomb explosion.
Does fairness mean anything to you? It must since you have
devoted your life to it. It does to me. In my Navy squadron I was
the Legal Officer and as such acted in the capacity of Trial
Counsel, Defense Counsel, and Administrative Officer in various
judicial events. I learned to be fair as I sometimes represented the
Commanding Officer and sometimes the accused.
That is why in my SmithAAR for Air India Flight 182 I have
evaluated all possible causes such as missile, bomb, lightning,
cargo shift, center fuel tank explosion, and electrical. The
Commission was given the hard copy of that AAR in person by
me after my unfair abbreviated three minute presentation to
achieve standing in July, 2006.
Where is the stereotypical Canadian caution, calmness and
objectivity? It was present in 1986 in the CASB AAR. Today it is
the government who is being hysterical like the weirdos claiming
conspiracy everywhere. I'm not a conspiracy guy unlike most
nowadays. It seems to me that everyone involved in Air India
Flight 182 is acting independently in their own perceived best
interests...and they are wrong. There are no conspiracies; there

are machines with parts failures and persons who wish that it
were not so and thus do not go down that investigative path when
the easy pleasing path of blame shifting is available and
encouraged.
I say the Canadian justice system got it right by acquitting the
accused, they were not guilty, Justice Josephson was correct. I
say the Mounties did not get a prosecution because no one
caused the crash of Air India Flight 182. I say the Canadian
aviation experts were correct by not concluding a bomb caused
the crash. I am the calm, persistent fellow who uses facts and
evidence to support conclusions which are based on normal
causes for airplane crashes, mechanical, pilot error, and weather.
The government is the one using unfair tactics and lies to support
a very rare cause for a crash which is also disruptive to public
order and trust. I understand your zeal. Mr. Dorval, and that of
your staff and the Commissioner, we all hate killers of innocent
people but first establish a crime before looking for the
perpetrators. Air India Flight 182 has not been established as a
crime by the accident investigators, only by those that wish it to
be a crime; the police, the media, defence counsel, and former
prosecutors such as yourself and fellow counsel.
You are being unfair and you know it. You allow a serious error
to be broadcast for a year in your website; "Yet, it was not until
the following January that the Canadian Aviation Safety Board
concluded that the destruction of this aircraft was caused by a
bomb." That is a knowing false statement .The Canadian
Aviation Safety Board did not conclude that the destruction of
this aircraft was caused by a bomb although you say it did. You
also allow that error as stated by the Prime Minister to continue
without correction. If your website Opening Statement were
under oath, that assertion would be perjury. Bad website, bad

website.
You do not need to lie to support the bombing explanation for Air
India Flight 182, you have the Vancouver Sun, the Globe and
Mail, the Mounties, the acquitted defendants, prosecutors and
millions of citizens to agree with you.
But you don't have the people with you who know best why
airplanes crash. The Crown officials who dispute you are the
actual few who know why airplanes break up in flight and
specifically Air India Flight 182: The CASB and the UK AAIB
officials, both of whom did not conclude it was a bomb although
under intense pressure to say so. And me, an independent
investigator. I know why airplanes fly and why they don't. I've
been in a sudden fatal fiery jet airplane crash, I've been
investigated by the Air India Task Force, and I've written
hundreds of pages on the Air India Flight 182 event. And yet you
encourage the public testimony of a man who cleans toilets and
seats of airplanes thus giving credibility and stature to his
opinions while rejecting someone who knows more about a
Boeing 747 called Air India Flight 182 than anyone you've heard
from. You are prosecuting, not inquiring. You are not allowing
rebuttal to your unsupported assertions of bombs in airliners (Air
India Flight 182, CP Air Flight 60, and CP 003) and lapses in
security that permitted them to be placed. You are not being fair.
(You do realize you are asserting bombs in Flights 60 and 003,
right?)
If you believe that airplane crashes are too technical for you to
understand (they are not), then rely on the crash experts, not the
news media or the police. The experts did not conclude it was a
bomb. Period. That is indisputable. One expert even ruled a
bomb explosion out based on hard evidence in the cockpit voice

recorder, the only direct evidence and the best. He was correct.
The benefit of hindsight now makes it clear the cause of that
explosion, faulty wiring. Wonderful hindsight was not available
in 1985 to the CASB or the Kirpal Investigators but is available
to me and I used it. I analyzed the evidence that has come to light
since 1985 and applied it to the world we live in today.
Article excerpt about the formation of your Inquiry: "The
demand gained force after it was backed by former Ontario
premier Bob Rae, who led a federal review that concluded in late
2005 that there should be an administrative inquiry, not a public
one, which would not have the power of subpoena. The Liberal
government accepted that recommendation in November 2005.
After the Conservatives took power, however, Harper called a
full, public judicial inquiry. When Harper called the inquiry, he
said: "This inquiry is not a matter of reprisal, nor is it intended to
go back over the criminal trial. It is about finding answers to
several key questions about the worst mass murder in Canadian
history.""
Mr. Dorval, 'finding answers' is not done by rejecting alternative
explanations when those explanations are supported by aviation
accident experts and supported by precedent. You are not
implementing the Prime Minister Harper's wishes....although the
Attorney General and the Prime Minister may in fact be telling
you to stifle any non-bomb talk in back room conversations. But
that is conspiracy nonsense and I would choose to believe the
Prime Minister and Commissioner Major at face value when they
state they want an open, complete and thorough Inquiry to
answer questions.
I am replying to you today several weeks after your 12 June
letter because I have just returned from three weeks in Europe

where I researched Pan Am Flight 103 by going to the Lockerbie
crash site and plotting where the actual pieces of wreckage
landed from that inflight breakup of the early model Boeing 747
that created a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an
abrupt power cut to the flight data recorder, just like Air India
Flight 182, United Airlines Flight 811, and TWA Flight 800. Yes,
I'm saying Pan Am Flight 103 was also not a bomb explosion but
the same cause as Air India Flight 182 and the irrefutable
electrical cause of United Airlines Flight 811.
The Scottish Criminal Courts Review Commission has just
recently issued a news release (attached at end of this
Submission) in which they refer back for retrial the conviction of
the only person convicted in the 'bombing.' They say the
conviction was a possible miscarriage of justice. As someone
who has said for ten years there was no bombing and thus no
criminals for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103, the
decision was a partial vindication for me.
Of interest to me is the broad and complete investigative
techniques of the Boeing 747 crash of Pan Am Flight 103 the
Commission pursued when considering the verdict.
From the SCCRC Commission: "We are neither pro-Crown nor
pro-defence. Our role is to examine the grounds of review
identified, either by the applicant, a third party or by our own
investigations, and to decide whether any of the grounds meet
our statutory test. I am satisfied that the Commission has
vigorously and independently scrutinised the many grounds of
review in this particular application, and has now produced a
lengthy and detailed statement of reasons which I believe
comprehensively deals with all of the issues raised."

The Commission for Pan Am Flight 103 did what the Prime
Minister said the Commission for Air India Flight 182 was going
to do:
Speech - Prime Minister Harper announces inquiry into Air India
bombing Ottawa, Ontario
"Thank you Mr. Speaker. On June 23, 1985, Air India Flight 182,
on its way from Montreal to London, England, exploded in midair near the coast of Ireland.
In January of the following year, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board concluded that the destruction of this aircraft was caused
by a bomb.
It is our duty as Canadians to do everything in our power to
prevent a similar tragedy from ever happening again,
A full public inquiry is required.
This inquiry will be launched immediately and led by an
outstanding Canadian, retired Supreme Court Justice John Major.
He has agreed to serve as Commissioner for this inquiry and I
have every confidence that he will conduct a thorough and
compassionate investigation into the events surrounding this
tragedy.
This inquiry is about analyzing the evidence that has come to
light since 1985 and applying it to the world we live in today.'"
Mr. Dorval, your Commission of Inquiry is not doing what it said
it was going to do. That's not fair. The Commission of Inquiry is
not examining grounds for review submitted by a third party or
permitting that person to testify although clearly within the terms
of reference. (I was personally investigated by a member of the
Air India Task Force, who else have you interviewed who has
actually been investigated? You say you are investigating into
Crown agency activities but refuse to listen to someone who has
actually been there.)

Well, the comparison is clear, one Crown Commission being fair,
objective, comprehensive and the other Crown Commission
being narrow minded, unfair, biased, and politically oriented.
Why not, Mr. Dorval, trust the Canadian justice system that
usually gets it right, the accused for Air India Flight 182 were not
guilty?
Why not, Mr. Dorval, trust the Crown aviation accident
investigators who usually get it right, there was no bomb
explosion in Air India Flight 182?
Why not believe in the rarest of causes for an airplane crash, a
bomb, only after ruling out the usual, normal, mundane causes
(mechanical failure, pilot error, or bad weather) that have
statistics and precedent on their side?
Why not trust in science first for machine crashes instead of
human motives such as revenge?
Why not ask TSB Canada for an updated AAR to Air India Flight
182 based on the subsequent twenty years of accumulated
knowledge of several similar Boeing 747 accidents that have
come to light?
Why not do what the Prime Minister and Commissioner Major
said they were going to do, conduct an open, thorogh public,
inquiry?
Why not be fair? Why not inquire?
Regards,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
Smith Submission 1,
Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed
28 July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006

Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11: Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19:
I respond to your appeal to contact
you. Filed Monday, May 21, 2007
Smith Submission 20: Show Trial. Filed Wednesday, May 30,
2007
Smith Submission 21: Fairness, Prosecution, and Inquiry. Filed
Saturday, July 7, 2007
Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr.
Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the CVR

and
ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no evidence of a
high
explosive device having detonated on AI 182. There is strong
evidence
to suggest that a sudden explosive decompression occurred but
the
cause has not been identified. It must be concluded that without
positive evidence of an explosive device from either the
wreckage or
pathological examinations, some other cause has to be
established for
the accident".
From the Commission website: "Opening Statement" June 21,
2006, Background,
"In announcing the launch of this Inquiry, the Prime Minister, the
Right Honourable Stephen Harper, stated that a public inquiry is
the only route left to obtaining answers to how the tragedy of
June 23, 1985 occurred when Air India Flight 182 exploded over
the Atlantic Ocean."
"Opening Statement" June 21, 2006, Background,
"Yet, it was not until the following January that the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction of this
aircraft was caused by a bomb."
Not so. Absolutely incorrect. Terribly misleading. The Canadian
Aviation Safety Board made no such conclusion. The below is
the actual conclusion in 4.1.5.
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board for Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986

"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1.
At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air
India Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before water
impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from the
forward portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the
aircraft was the lead event in this occurrence.
5.
There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion."
From the SCCRC report:
26. The Commissioner may receive any evidence or
information which he considers to be helpful in fulfilling his
mandate whether or not such evidence or information would be
admissible in court.
NEWS RELEASE
ABDELBASET ALI MOHMED AL MEGRAHI
28 June 2007
The Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission (Òthe
CommissionÓ) has today referred the case of Abdelbaset Ali
Mohmed Al Megrahi (Òthe applicantÓ) to the High Court of
Justiciary. As a result of the CommissionÕs decision the
applicant is entitled to a further appeal against his conviction for

the murder of 270 people who died following the bombing of
Pam Am flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland on 21 December
1988.
In accordance with the CommissionÕs statutory obligations, a
statement of the reasons for its decision has been sent to the High
Court, the applicant, his solicitor, and Crown Office. The
Commission has no power under statute to make copies of its
statements of reasons available to the public. However, given the
worldwide interest in this case, and the fact that there has been a
great deal of press and media speculation as to the nature of the
grounds of review, the Commission has decided to provide a
fuller news release than normal. Accordingly, a brief summary of
some of the CommissionÕs main findings in the case is given
below.
As the full statement of reasons extends to over 800 pages and is
accompanied by a further thirteen volumes of appendices it is not
possible to reflect the detail or complexity of the issues that have
been addressed by the Commission. This news release is
intended therefore merely to assist in an understanding of the
nature of the CommissionÕs main investigations and findings
and does not form part of its decision in the case. Announcing the
decision today, the Chairman of the Commission the Very Rev.
Dr Graham Forbes CBE said: - ÒThe Commission has a very
special role within the Scottish Criminal Justice system, and has
been given extensive statutory powers to enable it to carry out
this role. The function of the Commission is not to decide upon
the guilt or innocence of an applicant. We are neither pro-Crown
nor pro-defence. Our role is to examine the grounds of review
identified, either by the applicant, a third party or by our own
investigations, and to decide whether any of the grounds meet
our statutory test. I am satisfied that the Commission has
vigorously and independently scrutinised the many grounds of
review in this particular application, and has now produced a

lengthy and detailed statement of reasons which I believe
comprehensively deals with all of the issues raised.Ó 2
Provost Forbes continued:- ÒIt would have been impossible for
us to have completed our investigation without the cooperation
of other public and government bodies both at home and abroad,
and we readily acknowledge this help. I would emphasise
however that neither Scottish Ministers nor the Scottish
Executive Justice Department, nor for that matter any other
official body, has at any time sought to influence or interfere in
the CommissionÕs investigations; and all requests for
appropriate grant aid to enable a full and comprehensive
investigation and review have been properly met, without
question.
This has been a difficult case to deal with. The CommissionÕs
enquiry team have worked tirelessly for over three years. Some
of what we have discovered may imply innocence; some of what
we have discovered may imply guilt. However, such matters are
for a court to decide. The Commission is of the view, based upon
our lengthy investigations, the new evidence we have found and
other evidence which was not before the trial court that the
applicant may have suffered a miscarriage of justice. The place
for that matter to be determined is in the appeal court, to which
we now refer the case.Ó Gerard Sinclair, the Chief Executive of
the Commission said today: - ÒThis has clearly been a unique
case for the Commission in many ways, not least, in terms of the
universal press and media interest. It has certainly been the
longest, the most expensive and singularly most complex case
we have had to investigate and review. I am pleased that after a
full and thorough investigation we are now able to produce our
statement of reasons. It has been difficult at times to ignore, and
to refrain from commenting upon, the almost constant
speculation regarding this review, much of which I have to say
has been either inaccurate or simply incorrect. I hope however

that the comprehensive statement of reasons which the
Commission has now produced for the parties will answer the
many questions which have been raised over the last 3 years. The
CommissionÕs involvement in the case is now at an end. It is a
matter entirely for those representing the Crown and the defence
at any future appeal to decide whether they wish to rely upon the
conclusions reached by the Commission, or develop arguments
of their own. Thereafter, it will be for the appeal court to decide
whether there has been a miscarriage of justice in this case.Ó
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1. 0 Background
1.1 On 31 January 2001, following a trial at the High Court of
Justiciary sitting in the Netherlands (Òthe trial courtÓ), the
applicant, a Libyan national, was convicted by three Scottish
judges of murdering those who died as a result of the bombing of
PA103. A co-accused, Al Amin Khalifa Fhimah, also a Libyan,
was found not guilty. The applicantÕs appeal against conviction
was rejected by the High Court on 14 March 2002. Although
appeals by both the Crown and the applicant in relation to the
sentence are still ongoing, those proceedings are entirely separate
from the CommissionÕs role in the case which concerned only
the conviction.
2.0 The Review
2.1 The applicant applied to the Commission for a review of his
conviction on 23 September 2003. The application, which
comprised 16 separate volumes of submissions and supporting
materials, contained numerous grounds on which it was argued
the case should be referred to the High Court. In February 2004
the Commission allocated the case to an investigative team
consisting of a senior legal officer (Robin Johnston) and two
legal officers (Andrew Beadsworth and Gordon Newall). An
additional legal officer (Michael Walker) was involved in the
case on a part time basis. 2.2 Throughout 2004 the firm of

solicitors representing the applicant at that time lodged with the
Commission a further five sets of submissions, the contents of
which significantly broadened the scope of the initial application.
The Commission also received and considered numerous
submissions from other parties.
2.3 Correspondence was also received from the relatives of some
of the victims who enquired mainly as to progress in the
investigation. 2.4 During its investigation of the case the
Commission had access to a wide range of materials including
the following: ¥ the transcript of the evidence and submissions at
trial; ¥ the Crown and defence productions at trial; ¥ all witness
statements obtained by the police during its investigation
including an electronic database of over 15,000 such statements;
¥ copies of all witness statements obtained by the Crown in
preparation for the trial;
¥ the correspondence files prepared by the firm of solicitors
which acted for the applicant at trial and in his appeal against
conviction, and copies of all witness statements obtained by them
from witnesses based in the United Kingdom;
¥ an electronic database consisting of all information held on the
case by the firm of solicitors which acted for co-accused at trial.
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2.5 As the custodians of much of the evidence in the case,
Dumfries & Galloway Police were the CommissionÕs principal
source of additional information, receiving over 200 separate
written requests for information from the Commission. In
addition numerous visits were made to Dumfries police office
where members of the enquiry team were given access to
material held there. The CommissionÕs enquiry team was also
given access to materials held by the Forensic Explosives
Laboratory at Fort Halstead, Kent, which dealt with the forensic
examination of items during the police investigation. A
substantial amount of information was also obtained from other

agencies including Crown Office and the Security Service. 2.6
The CommissionÕs further enquiries were wide-ranging and
took place in the United Kingdom, Malta, Libya and Italy from
2004 onwards. As well as examining the information provided to
it, the Commission interviewed a further 45 witnesses, including
the applicant and his co accused Mr Fhimah. Many of these
interviews were conducted over several days and a number of the
witnesses required to be seen on more than one occasion.
Enquiries in Malta and Italy also involved the recovery of official
records from various bodies. 2.7 As the CommissionÕs statutory
powers do not extend beyond Scotland, some difficulties were
encountered where witnesses living in other countries refused to
be interviewed. In the majority of cases these difficulties were
resolved through discussions with the individuals concerned, but
in respect of several witnesses living in Malta this was not
possible. Accordingly at an early stage of the review an approach
was made to the Attorney General of Malta to establish whether
the Commission could make use of the provisions of Maltese law
to obtain statements from the witnesses concerned. The
Commission was advised by the Attorney General that in order to
do so a written agreement between the United Kingdom and
Malta would be required. Following a meeting with the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office (ÒFCOÓ), in July 2005 the
Commission drafted and sent such an agreement to the FCO
which thereafter forwarded it to the Maltese authorities. After
lengthy negotiations the agreement was signed by the United
Kingdom and Maltese authorities in June 2006. The witnesses in
question were interviewed by the CommissionÕs enquiry team in
August of that year. 2.8 The Commission continued to interview
witnesses and examine productions during 2006 and 2007, and
concluded its investigations in April 2007. Between the initial
submissions and the additional submissions received during the
course of the review, the Commission identified a total of 48

principal grounds for consideration and review by the
Commission. In addition, as a result of our own investigations
the Commission identified some further potential grounds of
review. Many of the original grounds were the subject of
numerous separate submissions and allegations submitted over
many hundreds of pages. In relation to 45 of the original 48
grounds identified, the Commission has concluded that it does
not believe that a miscarriage of justice has occurred. Of the
remaining grounds, some of which resulted from the
CommissionÕs own investigations, the Commission has
identified 6 grounds where it believes that a miscarriage of
justice may have 5
occurred and that it is in the interests of justice to refer the matter
to the court of appeal.
3.0 The evidence at trial
3.1 In order to understand the CommissionÕs findings in the case
it is helpful to summarise the evidence on which the applicantÕs
conviction is based.
3.2 The trial court found that the bomb which destroyed PA103
was contained within a Toshiba RT-SF16 radio cassette player
which had been placed inside a brown hardshell Samsonite
suitcase (known as Òthe primary suitcaseÓ). Also established to
have been inside the primary suitcase were twelve items of
clothing and an umbrella, a number of which were traced to a
shop called MaryÕs House in Sliema, Malta. When interviewed
by the police, the proprietor of MaryÕs House, Anthony Gauci,
recalled selling many of the items to a man he described as
Libyan.
3.3 It was established that the bomb had been triggered by a
digital timer known as an MST-13 which was manufactured by a
firm based in Switzerland named MEBO. The trial court
accepted the evidence given by one of the partners in that firm,
Edwin Bollier, that in 1985 and 1986 he had supplied 20 sample

MST-13 timers to Libya.
3.4 The trial court also found that the primary suitcase had been
placed on board Air Malta flight KM180 from Malta to Frankfurt
where it was transferred via the baggage system to Pam Am
flight 103A (ÒPA103AÓ) from Frankfurt to Heathrow, and
thereafter to PA103 itself. 3.5 The evidence relied upon by the
trial court to convict the applicant was as follows:
¥ Anthony GauciÕs evidence that the purchaser of the items
resembled the applicant Òa lotÓ.
¥ Evidence from various sources that Mr Gauci sold the items on
7 December 1988, a date on which the applicant was proved to
be in Malta staying in a hotel close to MaryÕs House. ¥
Evidence that on 20-21 December 1988 the applicant was in
Malta travelling on a ÒcodedÓ passport (i.e. a passport in a false
name issued by the Libyan passport authority); and that on 21
December 1988 he was at Luqa airport at a time when baggage
for flight KM180 was being checked in.
¥ Evidence that in 1985 the applicant was a member of the
Libyan intelligence service (ÒJSOÓ, later named ÒESOÓ) and
until January 1987 was head of the airline security section of that
organisation. 6
¥ Evidence of the applicantÕs association with Mr Bollier and
with various members of the JSO and Libyan military who
purchased MST-13 timers from him.
4.0 Main grounds that were rejected by the Commission 4.1 The
following is a summary of some of the CommissionÕs main
findings on the grounds of review which were not accepted by
the Commission, and accordingly do not form part of the grounds
of referral. ¥ In the initial application to the Commission,
reference was made to a former police officer who, it was
alleged, worked at a senior level in the police investigation and
could provide ÒsensitiveÓ information about the case. A number
of the allegations made on behalf of the applicant were based on

information apparently provided by this witness. The true
identity of the witness was not disclosed in the application;
instead, a pseudonym, Òthe GolferÓ, was used. The
CommissionÕs enquiry team interviewed the Golfer, a former
detective sergeant, on three separate occasions during which he
made a number of allegations concerning the conduct of the
police investigation. As a result of its enquiries the Commission
is satisfied that the Golfer was involved in the police
investigation into the bombing of PA103. However, there was a
vast array of inconsistencies and contradictions between, and
sometimes within, his statements to the Commission. There were
also inconsistencies between what he told the Commission and
what the submissions alleged he had told the applicantÕs former
legal representatives. In addition the Commission considered
some of his allegations to be implausible when considered
alongside other evidence in the case, and unsupported or refuted
when viewed in the context of the CommissionÕs other findings
(see below). In light of this the Commission has serious
misgivings as to the credibility and reliability of this witness and
was not prepared to accept his allegations.
¥ Many of the initial and additional submissions received on
behalf of the applicant sought to challenge the origin of various
items which the trial court accepted were within the primary
suitcase. The items in question consisted of a Slalom-make shirt,
a pair of Yorkie-make trousers, a babygro and the instruction
manual relating to the Toshiba radio cassette player used to
conceal the explosive device. To some extent the submissions
were based upon allegations said to have been made by the
Golfer. Underlying each of them was a suspicion about the
conduct of the investigating authorities who, it was alleged, had
manipulated, altered or fabricated statements, productions and
other records in order to make out a case against the applicant.
The Commission conducted extensive investigations into each of

the allegations and is satisfied there is no proper basis for any of
them. The allegations were further undermined by records
recovered by the Commission from the Forensic Explosives
Laboratory. 7
¥ The additional submissions also sought to cast doubt on the
origin of a fragment of circuit board recovered by forensic
scientists which the trial court accepted had been part of the
MST-13 timer that triggered the bomb. Underlying those
submissions was the allegation that evidence of the timer
fragment had been fabricated in order to implicate Libya in the
bombing. The Commission undertook extensive enquiries in this
area but found nothing to support that allegation or to undermine
the trial courtÕs conclusions in respect of the fragment. ¥
Various materials were submitted to the Commission in
connection with the evidence given at trial by Mr Allen Feraday,
one of the forensic scientists involved in the case. It was pointed
out that the Court of Appeal in England had overturned a number
of convictions which had been based, at least in part, on Mr
FeradayÕs evidence. The Commission examined papers relating
to each of the cases and is satisfied that the evidence given by Mr
Feraday on those occasions was different in nature from that
which he gave at the applicantÕs trial. Furthermore, Mr
FeradayÕs evidence concerning the origins of the timer fragment
was largely supported by experts instructed by the defence prior
to the trial.
¥ A substantial number of allegations were made to the
Commission regarding the manner in which the applicant was
represented by the legal advisers who acted for him at his trial
and his appeal against conviction. The allegations were wideranging and covered failures to prepare and present the
applicantÕs defence and to advance legal argument on his behalf.
As part of its investigations regarding these claims the
Commission conducted lengthy interviews with several members

of the applicantÕs former defence team. However, applying the
tests which have been set down by the High Court in previous
cases dealing with such matters, the Commission did not
consider the allegations to be well-founded.
¥ The Commission also investigated claims that a former police
officer who was involved in searches of the area around
Lockerbie after the crash had found a ÒCIA badgeÓ but had
been told by colleagues that such items were not to be recorded
as evidence. As part of its enquiries into this allegation the
Commission interviewed the officer concerned. It also took
statements from another officer who it was alleged had been
present when the badge was found, and from the senior
investigating officer at the time. Both of these witnesses disputed
the officerÕs claims and the CommissionÕs other enquiries
established nothing that might support the claims. Accordingly
the Commission was not prepared to accept the officerÕs
allegations. ¥ It was also alleged in the submissions that items
found at the scene of the crash had been Òspirited awayÓ and
that there had been Òunofficial CIA involvementÓ in the
recovery and examination of these. One such item was a suitcase
belonging to one of the passengers on PA103, 8
Major Charles McKee. Despite extensive enquiries the
Commission found no evidence to suggest that anyone other than
Scottish police officers came into contact with Major McKeeÕs
suitcase at the scene of the crash. The Commission also found no
evidence to support the allegation that a hole had been cut in
Major McKeeÕs suitcase in order to gain access to its contents.
¥ Since the time of the bombing numerous allegations have
circulated concerning the possible involvement of Khaled Jaafar,
a passenger on PA103 who boarded PA103A at Frankfurt. A
number of those allegations were repeated in submissions made
to the Commission. The results of the CommissionÕs enquiries
in this connection provide no support for the claim that Mr Jaafar

was involved, wittingly or unwittingly, in the bombing.
5.0 Grounds of referral
5.1 The following is a brief summary of some of the
CommissionÕs main findings on the grounds of review which
formed the basis of the grounds of referral:
¥ A number of the submissions made on behalf of the applicant
challenged the reasonableness of the trial courtÕs verdict, based
on the legal test contained in section 106(3)(b) of the Criminal
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995. The Commission rejected the
vast majority of those submissions. However, in examining one
of the grounds, the Commission formed the view that there is no
reasonable basis in the trial courtÕs judgment for its conclusion
that the purchase of the items from MaryÕs House, took place on
7 December 1988. Although it was proved that the applicant was
in Malta on several occasions in December 1988, in terms of the
evidence 7 December was the only date on which he would have
had the opportunity to purchase the items. The finding as to the
date of purchase was therefore important to the trial courtÕs
conclusion that the applicant was the purchaser. Likewise, the
trial courtÕs conclusion that the applicant was the purchaser was
important to the verdict against him. Because of these factors the
Commission has reached the view that the requirements of the
legal test may be satisfied in the applicantÕs case. ¥ New
evidence not heard at the trial concerned the date on which the
Christmas lights were illuminated in the area of Sliema in which
MaryÕs House is situated. In the CommissionÕs view, taken
together with Mr GauciÕs evidence at trial and the contents of
his police statements, this additional evidence indicates that the
purchase of the items took place prior to 6 December 1988. In
other words, it indicates that the purchase took place at a time
when there was no evidence at trial that the applicant was in
Malta.
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¥ Additional evidence, not made available to the defence, which
indicates that four days prior to the identification parade at which
Mr Gauci picked out the applicant, he saw a photograph of the
applicant in a magazine article linking him to the bombing. In the
CommissionÕs view evidence of Mr GauciÕs exposure to this
photograph in such close proximity to the parade undermines the
reliability of his identification of the applicant at that time and at
the trial itself. ¥ Other evidence, not made available to the
defence, which the Commission believes may further undermine
Mr GauciÕs identification of the applicant as the purchaser and
the trial courtÕs finding as to the date of purchase.
6.0 Interests of justice test
6.1 Before referring a case to the High Court the Commission
must be satisfied not only that a miscarriage of justice may have
occurred but also that it is in the interests of justice that a
reference be made. 6.2 In determining whether it was in the
interests of justice to refer the case the Commission considered a
range of matters. These included the various statements which
the applicant gave to his legal representatives before the trial in
which he set out his position in respect of the allegations against
him. It also included the statements which the applicant gave to
the Commission. Although there were a number of
inconsistencies and contradictions in these accounts, the
Commission did not consider the contents of these statements
justified the refusal of the case in the interests of justice. 6.3 The
Commission also took into account a letter submitted by Libya to
the United Nations Security Council in 2003 in which it accepted
Òresponsibility for the actions of its officialsÓ in the ÒLockerbie
incidentÓ. However, as the Commission did not view the letter
as amounting to confirmation by Libya of the applicantÕs guilt,
it did not believe that its terms justified refusing his case in the
interests of justice. 6.4 Accordingly, the Commission has now
referred the case of the applicant to the High Court of Justiciary.

7.0 Media Speculation over the last 3 years 7.1 The Commission
has refrained from commenting publicly upon the many articles
and stories which have appeared in the press and media during
the time of its review of this case. It is fair to say however that
much of the information that has been written about the
CommissionÕs investigations has been either inaccurate or
incorrect. This can only have been upsetting to many of the
parties involved in this matter, including the applicant, witnesses
at the trial and the families of the victims. 10
7.2 As recently as within the last week there has been a great deal
of media speculation about what is contained within the
CommissionÕs statement of reasons, and the reasons for a
referral. The Commission is satisfied that the confidentiality of
both its enquiries, and the content of its statement of reasons
have remained entirely secure during the whole of the review
period, and that there has been no leakage of information from
within the organisation. Many of the press reports published
during the review have simply involved a repetition of certain of
the original defence submissions received by the Commission at
the beginning of its review, and which have formed the basis of a
large part of the CommissionÕs investigation. As indicated in
this release, the Commission has concluded after full and proper
investigation that these submissions are unsubstantiated and
without merit. In particular the Commission has found no basis
for concluding that evidence in the case was fabricated by the
police, the Crown, forensic scientists or any other representatives
of official bodies or government agencies. 7.3 The Commission
hopes that, by providing additional information in its short
summary of some of the grounds of review and of the
conclusions reached, this will end some of these inaccurate
reports. The statement of reasons obviously deals with all of
these matters in substantially greater detail.
Other information

8.0 The total cost of reviewing the case to date has been
£1,108,536. The majority of costs have been in relation to office
accommodation, investigation costs including travel, staff
salaries and fees of Board members. The breakdown of cost on
an annual basis is as follows: Year Cost
2003-04 £41,000
2004-05 £274,892
2005-06 £361,562
2006-07 £369,785
2007-08 (Anticipated) £61,297
Total £1,108,536
Please note: no further comment will be made by the
Commission on the case.
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NOTES FOR EDITORS
When issuing a press release the Commission normally attaches
a brief background note on the work of the Commission for the
benefit of editors. As this case is likely to attract additional media
interest beyond the Scottish media, the Commission has prepared
this expanded note, which is provided for your assistance. In
addition to the news release, although the Commission will not
be giving any interviews regarding its decision, stock video
footage of the CommissionsÕ offices will be available from BBC
Scotland at no cost by contacting the Planning Department,
telephone 0141 338 2760, email scottish.planning@bbc.co.uk
You may also wish to note that the CommissionÕs annual report
for the year 2006/07 will be published and available on the
CommissionÕs website from the beginning of July 2007.
9.0 The Commission
9.1 Background
The Commission is an independent, public body which was
established in 1999 by section 194A of the Criminal Procedure
(Scotland) Act 1995 as amended. It has responsibility for

reviewing alleged miscarriages of justice in Scotland.
Under section 194B of the 1995 Act, the Commission has the
power to refer to the High Court of Justiciary any conviction or
sentence passed on a person, whether or not an appeal against the
conviction or sentence has been heard and determined
previously. The consequence of a reference is that the High Court
hears an appeal in the case.
Section 194C of the Act provides the statutory test that the
Commission must apply in reviewing a case. This test, which is
different from the test applied by the CCRC in England, provides
that the Commission may refer a case where it believes that:(a) a miscarriage of justice may have occurred; and (b) it is in the
interests of justice that a reference should be made. N.B. The
Commission do not assess whether a conviction is ÒunsafeÓ, as
this is an English test.
Details of the tests, and how they may be applied, can be found
on the CommissionÕs website, www.sccrc.org.uk.
The Commission has a statutory obligation to provide statements
of reasons for its decisions. In referral cases the statement of
reasons is sent to the High Court, the applicant concerned (and
his representatives, if any) and Crown 12
Office. In cases in which the Commission decides not to refer a
case, its statement of reasons is sent only to the applicant and any
representatives. A decision by the Commission to refer a case to
the High Court does not guarantee the success of the subsequent
appeal. A reference is simply an indication to the court that a
miscarriage of justice may have occurred and that it is in the
interests of justice for the court to consider the case. Once a
decision is made by the Commission to refer a case its role in the
matter is at an end and it is the responsibility of the applicant or
his legal representatives to decide upon and formulate the
grounds of appeal and thereafter to present the appeal.
In order to assist in its investigation of cases the Commission has

the power to apply for an order from the High Court for the
production of documents held by a person or public body. In
addition, where a witness refuses to provide a statement the
Commission may apply to a sheriff for a warrant compelling that
person to do so. During 2006-07 the Commission did not require
to use either of these powers.
The Commission operates under statutory non-disclosure
provisions whereby, subject to certain statutory exceptions, it is a
criminal offence for any Member of the Board or employee to
disclose information obtained by the Commission in the exercise
of any of its functions. The CommissionÕs governing legislation
is posted on its website, www.sccrc.org.uk.
9.2 The Review Process
The Board of the Commission is responsible for deciding
whether or not cases should be referred to the High Court. All
applications received by the Commission are initially considered
by the Chief Executive before a recommendation is made to the
Board on whether or not to accept, reject or continue the case for
further information. If accepted for full review, the case is
allocated to one or more Legal Officers and the investigation
process commences in accordance with the CommissionÕs case
handling procedures. These procedures are set out in full on the
CommissionÕs website, www.sccrc.org.uk. The main focus of
reviews carried out by the Commission is the grounds presented
by the applicant, although the Commission may investigate cases
more widely if it considers this appropriate. If the Commission
decides not to refer a case to the High Court, an interim
statement of reasons will be issued to the applicant and his
representatives. The applicant is then given a period of 21 days
in which to submit any further representations to the
Commission. Any requests to extend this period will be
considered by the Board of the Commission. If no further
representations are 13

submitted, a letter will be issued after the 21 day period has
expired stating that the Commission has decided finally not to
refer the case. If further representations are submitted these are
considered by the Commission which may decide to carry out
further enquiries. If the Board of the Commission is of the view
that no further issues have been raised which cause it to believe
that a miscarriage of justice may have occurred then a
supplementary statement of reasons is issued. This details any
additional enquiries undertaken since the issue of the interim
statement of reasons and confirms the decision not to refer the
case to the High Court. Where the Board of the Commission
considers that the further representations suggest that a
miscarriage of justice may have occurred, it may reverse its
interim decision and refer the case to the High Court. 10.0 Case
Statistics
10.1 Summary
As at 31 March 2007, the Commission had reviewed 841 cases,
of which 67 were referred to the High Court. As at that date the
Commission had received a total of 887 cases since its
establishment in April 1999. 10.2 High Court Referrals
As at 31 March 2007, the Commission had referred a total of 67
cases to the High Court, 39 of which have so far been
determined. Of these, 25 appeals have been granted, 11 rejected
and 3 abandoned. 11.0 Board Members
The Board of the Commission currently operates with eight
Members, one of whom is the Chair, all of whom are appointed
by Royal Warrant on the advice of Scottish Ministers. Board
Member appointments are made in line with the Code of Practice
issued by the Commissioner for Public Appointments in
Scotland.
The Chair of the Commission is the Very Reverend Graham
Forbes CBE, Provost of St MaryÕs Cathedral, Edinburgh. Board
Membership currently comprises: Sir Gerald Gordon Q.C. CBE;

Sheriff Ruth Anderson Q.C.; Professor Peter Duff, Professor of
Criminal Justice at Aberdeen University; Mr David Belfall,
retired senior civil servant (Mr Belfall was not involved in the
review of Mr MegrahiÕs case); Mr James MacKay, retired
Deputy Chief Constable of Tayside Police; Mr Graham Bell
Q.C.; and Mr Robert Anthony Q.C., who was appointed on 26
March 2007. During 2006-07, a further 3 new Board Members
were appointed in order to replace three outgoing Board
Members in 2007-08. Professor Brian Caddy, 14
Mr Stewart Campbell and Mr Gerard McClay will all take up
their appointments from 1 July 2007.
12.0 Staff
The CommissionÕs full time staff complement consists of a
chief executive (Mr Gerard Sinclair), a director of administration
(Mr Chris Reddick), a senior legal officer (Mr Robin Johnston), 8
legal officers and 3 administrative support staff. Staffing levels
are monitored closely in line with case volumes on an ongoing
basis.
For any general information about the Commission please
contact Mr Chris Reddick, Director of Administration, SCCRC,
5th Floor Portland House, 17 Renfield Street, Glasgow, Tel: 0141
270 7030, e-mail: creddick@sccrc.org.uk or visit the
CommissionÕs website at www.sccrc.org.uk
Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft Accident Report No
2/90 (EW/C1094) Report on the accident to Boeing 747-121,
N739PA at Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire, Scotland on 21December
1988 state that in the 'bomb' explosion area on the port side:
"1.12.2.1 Fuselage Where these panels formed the boundary of
the shatter zone, the metal in the immediate locality was ragged,
heavily distorted, and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted rather as if a very large shotgun had been fired at the inner

surface of the fuselage at close range.
8. Analysis. With the two container reconstructions placed
together it became apparent that a relatively mild blast had exited
container 4041 through the rear lower face to the left of the
curtain and impinged at an angle on the forward face of container
7511. This had punched a hole, Figure F-10, approximately 8
inches square some 10 inches up from its base and removed the
surface of this face inboard from the hole for some 50 inches.:
2.12.1.1 Shock wave propagation The force of the explosion
breaking out of the container would therefore have been directed
downwards and rearwards."
The actual Crown examiners of the evidence in the wreckage
reported that the 'explosion' in the baggage compartment was
mild, directed, and not heard on the cockpit voice recorder. There
was no bomb explosion because a bomb has to be loud,
spherical, and powerful. There was instead a secondary firing of
a 'shotgun' type device, possibly in embassy courier bags, after
the huge explosive decompression on the starboard side at the
forward cargo door which left matching evidence to the
irrefutable forward cargo door event of United Airlines Flight
811.

At 12:46 PM -0400 7/11/07, Matas, Robert wrote:
Larry did not return my phone calls. At one point, he emailed a
message,
saying he would call. But he never did.
Reyat had a chance for parole. He waived his right to a hearing
and made

written submissions. The parole board decided he was still a risk
to
re-offend. He completes his sentence next year. In other words,
nothing
happened.
Robert
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2007 10:27 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: Just got back
I got back from Europe, visited the Pan Am Flight 103 crash site.
Interesting.
Anyway, how did the Howett thing pan out? I have not heard
from him.
What is status of Reyat story?
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Calling them 'subversive" ...over the top?

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Michael Tansey,
Spokesperson
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Tansey,
Wednesday,
May 30, 2007
"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 20: Show Trial. Filed
Wednesday, May 30, 2007
(Help provided in Submission 20 to procure subpoena to Air
Canada to testify before the Commission)
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted

wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January

21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to contact you.
Filed Monday, May 21, 2007
Smith Submission 20: Show Trial. Filed Wednesday, May 30,
2007
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
==============================================
==============================================
==============================

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson

Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Mr. Mark J.
Freiman, Wednesday, May 30, 2007

"We are continuing to hear from people who are coming
forward," said Freiman. "This is one of the benefits of a public
inquiry . . . I encourage people who have relevant information to
contact the commission."

Thank you, Mr. Freiman, for your most polite response to my
offer to testify before the Commission in response to your
request for public citizens with knowledge of Air India Flight
182 to come forward. (Scanned letter below)
I read that you coordinate evidence and testimony to be
presented to the Commissioner in order to fulfill the Inquiry's
mandate. Fine. I qualify to offer testimony to the Commissioner
to fulfill the Inquiry's mandate. I repeat my offer to provide
relevant information about Air India Flight 182 to you.
You state that matters I could assist with are covered by other
evidence that is already available to the Commission. You mean
someone else has provided you with an alternative explanation
for the tragedy of Air India Flight 182? Who? And what
evidence? You appear to state that because of this anonymous
'other evidence' my presence is not required. I do not believe you
have 'other evidence' which covers 'other matters' because it's
obvious that my previous submissions have not been considered
by your research staff as I have received no inquiries as one
would expect for a complex mechanical explanation for a
controversial airplane accident.

It seems to me that if you listen to an airport 'cleaner' about his
opinions about the causes of the crash of Air India Flight 182,
you should be able to hear from an aviation professional who has
been in a fatal jet crash, has been investigated by the RCMP Air
India Task Force, who has written extensively about the event,
and offers data, facts, and evidence to support an explanation
which exonerates the RCMP, the CSIS, and Crown prosecutors
for failing to secure convictions, and event which precipitated the
formation of the Commission.
My mechanical wiring/cargo door explanation for Air India
Flight 182 does the following:
RCMP vindicated. Ghosts, no criminals.
CSIS vindicated. Ghosts, no criminals.
Justice Josephson vindicated, correct verdict.
Canadian justice system correct in acquittal and appeals.
Commission of Inquiry Harper correct, open inquiry.
CASB correct, no bomb, unknown cause was correct for 1986.
Less hate amongst citizens. Not trying to kill each other.
Safer planes sell better, cargo doors fixed.
Better economy for Canadians, more planes sold in Seattle, near
Vancouver.
Safer for Canadian flying public, less crashes.
Trust in government increased, proof that it is trying for public
safety.
Airline vindicated. Not their fault.
Airports at Vancouver, Montreal, Toronto vindicated, no bombs
through security.
Security services at airports vindicated. No terrorists slipped
through.
As an attorney, Mr. Freiman, I'm sure you understand the
adversary style of the law to determine the best account of

events. You also understand the fairness of a Crown justice
system that allows both sides of an issue to clearly present
differing opinions using rules of evidence and established
procedures. A prosecutor is not obligated to present evidence that
helps the defence counsel and vice versa but both get a chance in
front of the judge and jury and the public to present their
opinions, as wacky as they may be.
You are not being fair, Mr. Freiman. Your prosecution, errrr...I
mean, presentation of providing testimony to support the bomb
explanation seems to be going well, sort of. You listen to cabin
cleaners, reject offers from someone who knows more about Air
India Flight 182 than most, and then get rejected by Air Canada.
You have very loose standards for someone to offer testimony
when it comes to supporting your prosecution but very tight
standards when rejecting anyone who offers a contrary point of
view. You are not conducting an Inquiry (sic) but a show trial.
You ask me no questions but tell me to sit down long before my
allotted fifteen minutes was up. Even when the rules allow some
sparse minutes to an opposing side you violate procedures. Is that
why you became an attorney at in Inquiry (sic), Mr. Freiman, to
stack the cards, to fix the deck? Does it feel free to finally be able
to project a point of view without the pesky restrictions of a court
of law?
My position is the cause of Air India Flight 182 is a common
cause, mechanical, which has happened since in an irrefutable
matching accident, United Airlines Flight 811. My loyal position
supports the Crown aviation crash experts and a Justice verdict.
Your position is that of a very very rare cause, a bomb involving
conspiracy, perjury, and shootouts.

Your position causes sectarian hatreds among Canadian citizens
to continue, it causes distrust of the public towards its police
agencies, it instills fear in the flying public of the ability of the
security and the airport to protect them from terrorists, it casts
doubt on the judicial system represented by Justice Josephson
with his verdict of acquittals, and it undercuts the credibility of
Canadians in their aviation experts in the CASB who never
concluded the cause was a bomb explosion even under intense
pressure to do so.
There is a name for propaganda that undermines the public
confidence in its governmental institutions: Subversive.
What are you afraid of? What is so revolutionary in the wiring/
cargo door explanation that impels you to violate rules of
fairness and objectivity which your profession reveres and which
I assume you believe you are a valued member of that fraternity?
I realize, Mr. Freiman, you are only doing the bidding of your
client. Could you please persuade the Commissioner to be fair,
respect science, and contribute to the peace of the citizenry by
considering a common cause for airplane accidents and thus for
Air India Flight 182?
I'm off in a week and a half to do further research in Scotland on
Pan Am Flight 103 and then to Amsterdam to do research on El
Al 1862, two more early model Boeing 747s that crashed under
controversial circumstances. I see you've extended the
Commission public hearings from the original schedule. I will be
glad to testify when I get back from Europe on July 8th should
you reconsider and grant my offer to provide an alternative, non
conspiracy, mechanical explanation with precedent for Air India
Flight 182, the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open

forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation.
By the way, you wish to hear testimony from Air Canada...well,
sir, to help your cause for subpoena, Air Canada has a direct link
to the Narita bombing event and to Air India Flight 182. CP Air
003 flew the alleged bomb from Vancouver to Narita. CP Air 060
flew the alleged bomb from Vancouver to Toronto to be loaded
about Air India Flight 182. Canadian Pacific Air merged into Air
Canada. Air Canada has the documents it inherited which would
describe aviation safety in the time period you are interested in,
1985 and the present.
Article: In 1987, due to sporadic profits in the 1980s, CP decided
to sell its airline to Pacific Western Airlines for $300 million and
assume the airline's debt of $600 million. In April of 1987, PWA
announced the new name of the merged airlines: Canadian
Airlines International. In 2000 Canadian Airlines merged into Air
Canada.
Thank you again for your polite response to my offer to present
relevant testimony about Air India Flight 182.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday,
August 11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It

happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11: Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to contact you.
Filed Monday, May 21, 2007
Smith Submission 20: Show Trial. Filed Wednesday, May 30,
2007

Major slams Air Canada at Air India inquiry
Kim Bolan, CanWest News Service
Published: Wednesday, May 30, 2007
Air India commissioner John Major slammed Canada's largest
airline Wednesday for refusing to participate in the inquiry into

the bombing of Flight 182 in June 1985.
Major said it is Air Canada's "duty" to give evidence at the
judicial inquiry and that he will issue subpoenas for senior
officers if they do not cooperate.
Major was reacting after inquiry lawyer Brian Gover informed
him that Air Canada had sent an email declining to send a
witness to the inquiry.
Air India inquiry commissioner justice John Major.
Air India inquiry commissioner justice John Major.
The email, from a senior Air Canada lawyer, said: "We must
advise that after consideration we will not be able to testify at the
inquiry on the topics identified."
Major said it is surprising that the country's flag carrier has
declined to participate in the work of the commission.
"That response to your request is unusual. Their attendance
provides them and us with an opportunity to hear from Canada's
largest airline which in turn would reassure its customers that
safety is an important issue for the airline and the public they
serve," Major said.
"Air Canada is our largest airline and one of the world's oldest
and largest. It might be able to make recommendations. It should
be able to make recommendations on improving air safety for
travelers, for baggage and for other ancillary matters related to
safety in the air and to confirm its observation of the rules and
regulations."
Major said Air Canada should change its position quickly or it

will have no choice.
"This subpoena can be avoided by Air Canada designating a
representative knowledgeable in aviation safety to appear at this
inquiry at a time of the inquiry's choosing," Major said.
The inquiry into the June 23, 1985 Air India bombing is now
looking at the issue of airport security in Canada after a month
reviewing the police response to the terrorist threat posed by
Sikh extremists before the plot unfolded.
The inquiry was called in 2006 after renewed demands of
victims' relatives after the March 2005 acquittals of two B.C.
Sikh separatists. A third man, Inderjit Singh Reyat, pleaded
guilty to manslaughter for his role in the bombing, which killed
329 people, mostly Canadian.
Vancouver Sun

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Subject: RE: Larry Howett

At 10:52 AM -0400 5/27/07, Matas, Robert wrote:
He has not responded to my email. I'll start phoning around on
Monday.

Thanks. He was supposed to get back to me and didn't.
My question to you is why not ask a question to the Commission
via Mr. Tansey or Mr. Dickerson? A question from the press to a

spokesperson and public affairs officer is legitimate enough, yes?
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
mtansey@majorcomm.ca
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Tansey, Michael
Spokesperson
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
The question would be, "Why do you listen during testimony to a
lowly 'airport cleaner' and a B'Nai Brith representative regarding
an airplane crash when you refuse to allow a pilot to testify who
is also an airplane crash survivor who was investigated by the
RCMP regarding the Air India Flight 182 "bombing" and has
written extensively about the event?"
I fall within the mandate to be granted standing and yet they
reject my input. They request people to come forward and yet
refuse to listen to me. I am not rude, nor slovenly, nor wild eyed
conspiracy nut but polite, factual, and scientific. I have formally
requested standing through proper channels.
There is your story, Robert, the Commission is not an impartial
inquiry into an investigation about a plane crash but a
prosecution of a particular explanation....bomb! That conspiracy
explanation is subversive in that it continues to incite hatred
amongst the Canadian minorities to each other, it reduces trust
amongst the citizens of the credibility of the justice system
implemented by Justice Josephson, it puts suspicion amongst the
citizens about the police agencies such as RCMP and CSIS, it
puts fear into the Canadian flying public that they are being

betrayed by lax security at airports, it destroys the credibility of
the Canadian and UK aircraft accident investigators such as
CASB and UK AAIB (who did not conclude it was a bomb
explosion), and the bomb explanation generally panders to the
base human emotions of grief, fear, hate, and revenge while
rejecting a scientific explanation such as faulty wiring.
The Commission is a political show trial which supports
conspiracy nonsense while suppressing the reality of science.
The fix is in. The deck is stacked. The cards are marked.
Where is the cooler head to provide a counterpoint to the hysteria
of bombs everywhere? It should be you.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
From: "Dickerson, Ken" <kdickerson@majorcomm.ca>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
X-Nonspam: None
Mr. Smith,
I have forwarded your submission number 19 (ÒSmith
Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to contact youÓ,

received on May 21, 2007) to the recipients you listed.
I have also highlighted for Mr. Freiman, Mr. Dorval and other
Commission counsel your offer to provide testimony.
Your submissions have all been filed with the Registrar in the
permanent record of the Commission, and as such are available
to the CommissionÕs research staff.
Thank you,

Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publiques
tel.: 613-992-1834
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Tansey, Michael
Spokesperson
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Tansey,
Monday, May
21, 2007
"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 19: I respond to your
appeal to contact you. Filed Monday, May 21, 2007 2007
Smith Submission 1,

Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28

July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,

August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to contact you.
Filed Monday, May 21, 2007
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
==============================================
==============================================
==============================

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182

Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Mr. Mark J.
Freiman, Monday, May 21, 2007
Mark Freiman, chief counsel to the inquiry, has not only
welcomed the unexpected volunteers who have come knocking
at his door to date, but has issued a public appeal for more.
"We are continuing to hear from people who are coming
forward," said Freiman. "This is one of the benefits of a public
inquiry . . . I encourage people who have relevant information to
contact the commission."
Mr. Freiman, I respond to your appeal to contact you.
I know a lot about Air India Flight 182 and the circumstances of
its explosion. I was investigated by RCMP. I can contribute to the
Commission. I fall within your mandate. Call me to speak before
you and let me testify about my research and conclusions.
The Commission has shown that there is much to be gained by
going over the past and bringing it up. Please be fair and consider
all aspects of Air India Flight 182. Please respect science which
can be confirmed as much as you respect conversations of twenty
two years ago. Please review my shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/

inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182. Please
request update on Air India Flight 182 from TSB (Air), the
Crown experts in aircraft crashes.
Please consider the preponderance of scientific evidence which
rules out the bomb explanation in that Canadian aircraft accident
investigators declined to state a bomb explosion while the UK
aircraft accident investigator ruled it out:
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion."
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,

some other cause has to be established for the accident".
The UK aircraft accident expert officially states: "...there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI
182."
He is correct. The Canadians are correct. Let their scientific
conclusions be heard through me in front of your Commission.
Be as fair to the science explanation as you are to the conspiracy
explanations.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive

decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007

Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to contact you.
Filed Monday, May 21, 2007

Flood of startling revelations transforms work of Air India
inquiry
Jim Brown, Canadian Press
Published: Monday, May 21, 2007

OTTAWA (CP) - When John Major began his inquiry into the
1985 Air India bombing, cynics wondered how he could possibly
discover anything new about a tragic event so far in the past.
The former Supreme Court judge and his staff of lawyers have
since provided a dramatic answer to that question, as witnesses
step forward to tell stories they had kept to themselves for more
than two decades.
"In my heart of hearts I hoped we would have that," says Jacques
Shore, a lawyer for the families of the bombing victims. "When I
spoke of that openly at the very beginning of the commission,
people said I was being naive and maybe too hopeful."
In the last three weeks, however, the inquiry has heard startling
testimony from:
-(at)Former diplomat James Bartleman, who says he shared
intelligence with the RCMP before the bombing indicating that
Air India was about to come under attack, only to be told by the

Mounties that they already knew about the threat and didn't need
his help to do their job.
-(at)Former Justice Department lawyer Graham Pinos, who says
he heard Mel Deschenes, a top CSIS anti-terrorist officer, predict
just days before the attack that Sikh extremists would bring down
a plane sooner or later.
-(at)Former Quebec provincial policeman Serge Carignan, who
says his sniffer dog never got a chance to check most of the
baggage aboard Flight 182 because it took off before he arrived.
-(at)Former Burns Security guard Daniel Lalonde, who says Air
India's security chief John D'Souza appeared anxious to get the
plane off the ground for economic reasons, even if there hadn't
been a full-scale luggage check.
Shore sees the flood of testimony as a kind of psychological
cleansing for many of the witnesses.
"There was no place (until now) to unload the information that
had been obviously sitting on these people's minds for so long.
People had to clear their conscience but there wasn't an
opportunity to do so."
He's hoping the trend will continue this week as the focus shifts
to surveillance carried out by the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service on Sikh militants in the months preceding the June 1985
attack.
It's known that CSIS had wiretapped most of the key suspects
and had many of them under physical surveillance as well. The
question has always been why nobody managed to piece the

puzzle together in time to head off the bombing.
Mark Freiman, chief counsel to the inquiry, has not only
welcomed the unexpected volunteers who have come knocking
at his door to date, but has issued a public appeal for more.
"We are continuing to hear from people who are coming
forward," said Freiman. "This is one of the benefits of a public
inquiry . . . I encourage people who have relevant information to
contact the commission."
It's a far cry from the course Major charted when he started his
work. He thought then that most of the facts were long since on
the public record, and his main task would be to draw lessons
from them for future anti-terrorism policy.

From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Sat 5/26/2007 12:14 PM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: Larry Howett
Have you been able to contact Larry Howett? I have not had any
contact either and am worried.
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552

1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: hansra@sanjhsavera.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182 Parmar is innocent
Dear Sukhminder Singh Hansra, Tuesday, May 22, 2007
You are correct, Mr. Parmar is innocent, including Reyat.
Nobody did it, the cause was mechanical. Details at my
websites below.
It's science, not conspiracy nonsense. The Sikh religion
should be restored to its former respect and not villified as
it is now.
RCMP vindicated. Ghosts, no criminals.
CSIS vindicated. Ghosts, no criminals.
Justice Josephson vindicated, correct verdict.
Canadian justice system correct in acquittal and appeals.
Commission of Inquiry Harper correct, open inquiry.
CASB correct, no bomb, unknown cause was correct for 1986.
Less hate amongst citizens. Not trying to kill each other.
Safer planes sell better, cargo doors fixed.
Better economy for Canadians, more planes sold in Seattle, near
Vancouver.
Safer for Canadian flying public, less crashes.
Trust in government increased, proof that it is trying for public safety.
Airline vindicated. Not their fault.

Airports at Vancouver, Montreal, Toronto vindicated, no bombs through
security.
Security services at airports vindicated. No terrorists slipped through.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

MP blasts newspaper editorial for 'approving of' assault he
suffered
Wants RCMP to investigate Punjabi publication
Vancouver Sun; CanWest News Service
Published: Tuesday, May 22, 2007
VANCOUVER -- Liberal MP Ujjal Dosanjh has complained to
the RCMP about an editorial in a Punjabi newspaper that he
says condones the 1985 assault that sent him to hospital.
The May 17 article in Ontario's Sanjh Savera newspaper
criticizes the Vancouver South MP for demanding a police
investigation into a controversial parade last month
honouring the Air India bombing's suspected mastermind.
Dosanjh asked for the probe because some in the Surrey,
B.C., parade displayed photos of Talwinder Singh Parmar
and several assassins of politicians in India, calling them
martyrs.

In response to Dosanjh's comments, Sanjh Savera published
an editorial suggesting Parmar is innocent but no longer
alive to defend himself.
The article said that when Dosanjh was speaking out
against "martyrs of the Sikh struggle" two decades ago,
"some guru's loved one beat him well."
"The remarks in the editorial are clearly approving of the
attack on myself," Dosanjh said. He was not in politics
when he was attacked.
Sanjh Savera editor Sukhminder Singh Hansra said Dosanjh
can think what he wants, but he is misinterpreting the
editorial.
"The justice system does not allow us to label anybody as a
criminal until they are proven to be," Hansra said of Parmar.
"That was the gist of my article."
The only man convicted in the Air India bombing, Inderjit
Singh Reyat, said it was Parmar who asked him to build two
bombs in June 1985. Two men who were acquitted,
Ripudaman Singh
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, also blamed Parmar during
their trial.
Air India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland on
June 23, 1985, killing all 329 people aboard, after a bombladen suitcase was planted on the plane at Pearson
International in Toronto.
An inquiry into the bombing, headed by former Supreme
Court justice John Major, resumes today.
The Edmonton Journal 2007

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Smith Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to
contact you.

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Tansey, Michael
Spokesperson
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Tansey,
Monday, May
21, 2007
"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 19: I respond to your
appeal to contact you. Filed Monday, May 21, 2007 2007
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive

decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007

Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to contact you.
Filed Monday, May 21, 2007
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
==============================================
==============================================
==============================

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Mr. Mark J.
Freiman, Monday, May 21, 2007

Mark Freiman, chief counsel to the inquiry, has not only
welcomed the unexpected volunteers who have come knocking
at his door to date, but has issued a public appeal for more.
"We are continuing to hear from people who are coming
forward," said Freiman. "This is one of the benefits of a public
inquiry . . . I encourage people who have relevant information to
contact the commission."
Mr. Freiman, I respond to your appeal to contact you.
I know a lot about Air India Flight 182 and the circumstances of
its explosion. I was investigated by RCMP. I can contribute to the
Commission. I fall within your mandate. Call me to speak before
you and let me testify about my research and conclusions.
The Commission has shown that there is much to be gained by
going over the past and bringing it up. Please be fair and consider
all aspects of Air India Flight 182. Please respect science which
can be confirmed as much as you respect conversations of twenty
two years ago. Please review my shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182. Please
request update on Air India Flight 182 from TSB (Air), the
Crown experts in aircraft crashes.
Please consider the preponderance of scientific evidence which
rules out the bomb explanation in that Canadian aircraft accident
investigators declined to state a bomb explosion while the UK
aircraft accident investigator ruled it out:
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety

Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion."
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
The UK aircraft accident expert officially states: "...there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI
182."
He is correct. The Canadians are correct. Let their scientific
conclusions be heard through me in front of your Commission.
Be as fair to the science explanation as you are to the conspiracy
explanations.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting

the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 19: I respond to your appeal to contact you.
Filed Monday, May 21, 2007

Flood of startling revelations transforms work of Air India
inquiry
Jim Brown, Canadian Press

Published: Monday, May 21, 2007

OTTAWA (CP) - When John Major began his inquiry into the
1985 Air India bombing, cynics wondered how he could possibly
discover anything new about a tragic event so far in the past.
The former Supreme Court judge and his staff of lawyers have
since provided a dramatic answer to that question, as witnesses
step forward to tell stories they had kept to themselves for more
than two decades.
"In my heart of hearts I hoped we would have that," says Jacques
Shore, a lawyer for the families of the bombing victims. "When I
spoke of that openly at the very beginning of the commission,
people said I was being naive and maybe too hopeful."
In the last three weeks, however, the inquiry has heard startling
testimony from:
-(at)Former diplomat James Bartleman, who says he shared
intelligence with the RCMP before the bombing indicating that
Air India was about to come under attack, only to be told by the
Mounties that they already knew about the threat and didn't need
his help to do their job.
-(at)Former Justice Department lawyer Graham Pinos, who says
he heard Mel Deschenes, a top CSIS anti-terrorist officer, predict
just days before the attack that Sikh extremists would bring down
a plane sooner or later.
-(at)Former Quebec provincial policeman Serge Carignan, who
says his sniffer dog never got a chance to check most of the

baggage aboard Flight 182 because it took off before he arrived.
-(at)Former Burns Security guard Daniel Lalonde, who says Air
India's security chief John D'Souza appeared anxious to get the
plane off the ground for economic reasons, even if there hadn't
been a full-scale luggage check.
Shore sees the flood of testimony as a kind of psychological
cleansing for many of the witnesses.
"There was no place (until now) to unload the information that
had been obviously sitting on these people's minds for so long.
People had to clear their conscience but there wasn't an
opportunity to do so."
He's hoping the trend will continue this week as the focus shifts
to surveillance carried out by the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service on Sikh militants in the months preceding the June 1985
attack.
It's known that CSIS had wiretapped most of the key suspects
and had many of them under physical surveillance as well. The
question has always been why nobody managed to piece the
puzzle together in time to head off the bombing.
Mark Freiman, chief counsel to the inquiry, has not only
welcomed the unexpected volunteers who have come knocking
at his door to date, but has issued a public appeal for more.
"We are continuing to hear from people who are coming
forward," said Freiman. "This is one of the benefits of a public
inquiry . . . I encourage people who have relevant information to
contact the commission."

It's a far cry from the course Major charted when he started his
work. He thought then that most of the facts were long since on
the public record, and his main task would be to draw lessons
from them for future anti-terrorism policy.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182

At 11:50 AM -0400 5/21/07, Matas, Robert wrote:
thanks

You are sitting on the biggest story of your career. Sitting.
Waiting for what? Someone else to break it?

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:05 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182

At 11:36 AM -0400 5/21/07, Matas, Robert wrote:
Mr. Smith,
Thank you for your exhaustive review of the disaster and air
safety. I have not yet read through all the emails but eventually I
will make my way through them.

What are you looking for? You need to ask questions. What's
your angle? Why not get an expert in aviation to evaluate my

data and conclusions? G and M must have an aviation specialist
on staff.
Time is running out, the Commission ends soon although they
did extend the hearings for a month. I'm leaving for Europe and
Lockerbie Pan Am Flight 103 on June 8th for a month.
Air India Flight 182 is hot for as long as the Commission is in
session.
Public Hearings
September 25 - 28
October 3 - 5
October 10 - 13
November 6 - 8
February 19, 2007
March 5 - 7, 9
April 30, May 1, 3 - 4
May 7 - 9
May 14 - 17
May 22 - 25
May 28 - June 1
June 4 - 6
June 13 - 15
June 18 - 22

IÕm trying to reach Larry Howett to speak to him about Mr.
Reyat and he has not yet responded to an email I sent. Would you
have a phone number for him?

His e-mail address is freedom_spirit@hotmail.com and his
business address is Larry Howett C.O LINC 302 -32463 Simon
Ave., Abbotsford, B.C. V2T 5E3.
http://www.lincandassociates.bc.ca/index.html

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Cc: freedom_spirit@hotmail.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182

At 11:31 AM -0400 5/28/02, Matas, Robert wrote:
The file arrived. Thanks.
Dear Mr. Matas, Tuesday, May 15, 2007
'Well, we meet again'...(Star Wars)
I've been contacted by Larry Howett who is friends with Mr.
Reyat. Mr. Howett gave me some interesting background on the

Narita event which only further reinforces my belief Mr. Reyat
had nothing to do with Narita or Air India Flight 182.
Anyway, since Air India Flight 182 is hot right now with all this
nonsense about missed warnings and absent sniffing dogs, why
not present the counterpoint of reality/science explanation, the
shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation?
The science explanation would at least give a sober look to
balance the hysterical anger of the family members against the
RCMP and CSIS.
I have suggested that Mr. Reyat do the following: (Decisions
pending and no comments or commitments by Mr. Reyat on
anything, you might email Mr. Howett,
freedom_spirit@hotmail.com, for further information.)
Go before the Commission of Inquiry, declare innocence in
Narita and Air India Flight 182 and offer alternative explanation.
Request update to AAR from TSB (Air) of CASB who never
concluded it was a bomb.
Request update from UK AAIB who ruled out bomb for Air
India Flight 182.
Request photos and film of Air India Flight 182 wreckage from
RCMP who holds them tight.
Go to trial on perjury and attack conspiracy assumption of
Crown by presenting wiring/cargo door explanation.
Ask for Judge Josephson.
Mr. Matas, the Commission of Inquiry has shown that any new
angles on Air India Flight 182 are worthy of consideration and
evaluation even after many decades. You could then bring up the

wiring/cargo door explanation, the mechanical explanation. the
explanation with precedent.
You could correctly state that the experts in aircraft accident
investigation in two countries, UK and Canada have never stated
Air India Flight 182 was caused by a bomb and in fact, the UK
investigator ruled out a bomb for scientific reasons.
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion."
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,

some other cause has to be established for the accident".
You could ask the Canadian TSB Air and the UK AAIB for
updates on their decades old accident reports and specifically
query if they have changed their minds on the cause of Air India
Flight 182 or do they still decline to state it was a bomb and do
they still rule bomb out. You might ask if they still conclude the
explosion of unknown cause occurred in the forward
compartment or have they changed their minds. You could ask
them if they have considered United Airlines Flight 811 into their
evaluations for the cause of Air India Flight 182 since the events
are so similar.
Mr. Matas, you have put many hundreds of hours into Air India
Flight 182, you know more than any of those reporters about the
case. It's appropriate for your knowledge and experience to be
put to use.
By the way, USA FAA is looking into the cargo door hazards
right now:

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Conspiracy nuts love their missing witnesses and
their Mr. X's.

JEFF SALLOT
Globe and Mail Update
May 16, 2007 at 10:45 AM EDT
OTTAWA Ñ Concerned by the costs of delay, an Air India
official decided to let a doomed flight leave Montreal's

Mirabel airport in 1985 before baggage could be searched
by a bomb-sniffer dog, a federal inquiry was told
Wednesday.
Daniel Lalonde, a former Burns security guard at the
airport, said he overheard an Air India official named John
talking about the costs with an official from either Air
Canada or Transport Canada.
After all these years, Mr. Lalonde, now an Ontario Provincial
Police sergeant, could not remember who the second
official was.
Nor can he recall ever knowing John's family name. But John
stood out in his mind because he wore a fez.
The men discussed the fact Óthe cost of keeping a plane on
an airport tarmac was very high,Ó Mr. Lalonde said. ÓThey
decided to send the plane because of that fact.Ó
Mr. Lalonde said he was listening to this discussion
because he was awaiting instructions on what to do with
three bags that had not been loaded on the flight. The
three bags looked suspicious under X-ray examination.
Previous witnesses at the inquiry have said no bomb was
found in the three bags, and the flight departed before a
Quebec police bomb-sniffer dog had arrived at Mirabel.
The inquiry is trying to determine whether delaying the
flight might have afforded the canine unit an opportunity to
hunt through the other luggage, including the one that
actually contained the bomb.
Mr. Lalonde said he was only 18 at the time, working his
first job in security and was being paid the minimum wage,
$4 an hour at the time.
He said his formal training consisted of watching an hourlong video, which included instructions on what a gun or a

bundle of dynamite might look like in an X-ray picture.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: More stuff...To Crown officials...

Date: Sun, 22 Oct 2006 19:20:48 -0700
To: pm@pm.gc.ca, barney.brucker@justice.gc.ca,
MINTC@tc.gc.ca, communications@tsb.gc.ca,
Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca, Terry.Burtch@tsb.gc.ca,
securitas@tsb.gc.ca, mtansey@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Air India Flight 182 wiring/cargo door explanation1
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Stephen Harper
Office of the Prime Minister
80 Wellington Street
Ottawa
K1A 0A2
Salpie Stepanian
Assistant to the Prime Minister
pm@pm.gc.ca
Honourable
Vic Toews, Minister of Justice and Attorney
General of Canada,
Mr. Barney Brucker
Attorney General of Canada
Department of Justice
Ontario Regional Office

The Exchange Tower
130 King St. W.
Suite 3400, Box 36
Toronto, ON
M5X 1 K6
barney.brucker@justice.gc.ca
Honourable Lawrence Cannon,
Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities,
Richard Stryde
Senior Special Assistant
MINTC@tc.gc.ca
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Head Office
200 Promenade du Portage
Place du Centre 4th Floor
Gatineau, Quebec K1A 1K8
Christian Plouffe
Communications Advisor
Communications Group
Transportation Safety Board
communications@tsb.gc.ca
Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Terry.Burtch@tsb.gc.ca
SECURITAS
PO Box 1996
Station B
Hull, Quebec
J8Z 3Z2
securitas@tsb.gc.ca
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of

Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
mtansey@majorcomm.ca
Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
Dear Honourable Ministers, Commissioner, and Respected
Staff,
Sunday, October 22, 2006
All roads lead to Barney. But first...our subject:

Introduction:
An action transferred is an action completed and an action
completed is better than no action at all, so let me thank the
below staff for their referrals:
1. Salpie Stepanian, Assistant to the Prime Minister for the reply
to my email to the Prime Minister; "Please be assured that your
comments have been carefully reviewed and are appreciated. I
have taken the liberty of forwarding your correspondence

directly to the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of
Canada, the Honourable Vic Toews, within whose
responsibilities this matter falls."
2. Richard Stryde, Senior Special Assistant, to Honourable
Lawrence Cannon, Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and
Communities for his reply to my email. "The Minister has asked
me to reply on his behalf. I have noted your comments with
respect to this matter. Although, as you indicate, the Attorney
General of Canada is the Government of Canada's representative
on the Commission of Inquiry into the investigation of the
bombing of Air India Flight 182. This being the case, I have
taken the liberty of forwarding a copy of your correspondence to
the office of the Honourable Vic Toews, Minister of Justice and
Attorney General of Canada, for consideration.
Thank you both, Ms. Stepanian and Mr. Stryde, and I appreciate
the attention at highest political levels that my alert has received
of the clear and present danger to the Canadian flying public by
the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for
early model Boeing 747s, of which Air India Flight 182 was but
one. It occurred to me that since my wiring/cargo door
explanation received the attention of such high officials, then it
must also be considered by others, such as the AG, TSB, and the
Commission of Inquiry.
I present myself to you as someone who is not seeking
compensation, who is not pursuing a lawsuit, who is not angry
and ranting, who does not seek a special tax break, nor one who
is pleading for mercy for a criminal conviction. I am someone
who is trying to prevent mass deaths in another airplane crash
similar to Air India Flight 182. I am qualified to do so through

experience and education but not by rank or title. I have proven
my good intentions by flying to Ottawa from California and
staying in a hotel at my own expense and time. I consider myself
one of the good guys and would like to think that everyone
involved here is also good. We are to protect and serve the
people, you from your official public positions and me from my
private and unofficial one. We are on the same side. We have the
same goals although different routes. I understand your way. I'm
asking that you understand my path; it's down to earth, makes
sense, and is clear cut.
There was some surprise that my research and conclusions about
an airplane crash were referred to the Attorney General but I still
appreciate the referrals, thank you again, Ms. Stepanian and Mr.
Stryde. Sooner or later the Transportation Safety Board (Air) will
be the ones to evaluate the causes of an airplane crash based on
the physical laws of science and not the emotional, irrational
motives of human nature. The other official responses to my alert
from the Minister of Justice, the Commission of Inquiry into the
Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight 182, the TSB
(Air), and Securitas (TSB) have been...silence. The Attorney
chooses to remain silent, the Spokesperson will not speak, the
Inquirer will not inquire, and the security officers will not...do
whatever they do. I shall hopefully assume the silences reflect
deep contemplation, solemn pondering, if you will.
I must make do with what I have and what I have are two
referrals from high authority to the Minister of Justice and
Attorney General of Canada...which is actually his
representative, Mr. Barney Brucker. My presentation must be
appropriate to the audience and will therefore be made using
legal terms in a courtroom model with attorney relationships. Mr.
Brucker and I are most certainly good sons, wonderful husbands,

terrific fathers, loyal to our friends, and competent professionals.
However, in the courtroom model we shall be professional
adversaries as the British system uses the plaintiff and defendant
style to determine findings: I shall be polite and respectful while
arguing a common goal to understand what happened and why;
in this case, why Air India Flight 182 exploded in midair so
many years ago. If everyone knew 'why' for sure, there would not
be the many conflicting official opinions about what and where
in the aircraft the explosion occurred nor the current Commission
of Inquiry or an upcoming perjury trial. The issue is still
contentious and will remain so until a conclusive ending is
attained.
In the old days, say before June, 1985, the government was the
stolid, conservative arbiter of verdicts and justice while the wild
eyed conspiracy guys with their erratic connecting the
coincidental dots into plots of mass murder by foreign looking
gents were the barely tolerated and scorned rabble. Now the
government is the conspiracy bomber terrorist believing guy and
a scientific fellow like me is on the outside, trying to reason with
the unreasonable. Please be reasonable; respond to reason not
emotional hate and a lust for revenge based on horror and grief.
There are real terrorists out there wanting to blow up airliners but
they were not involved with the destruction of Air India Flight
182.
Let us assume that the Crown believes and has prosecuted
several men on the premise that two or three bombs were placed
on two Boeing 747s which departed Vancouver BC and later
blew up, one on a baggage cart and one in an aircraft, murdering
many. Furthermore, those bombs were placed by several revenge
seeking turbaned terrorists who conspired with each other over a
period of months. Subsequent attempts at prosecution revealed

administrative lapses among various agencies which are alleged
to have thwarted justice. A witness lied. Victims' families remain
irate. Law enforcement is frustrated. Thus an Inquiry and further
prosecution of a presumed conspirator continue.
Assume that I claim that there was no bomb on Air India Flight
182 and therefore no bombers, no conspiracy, no crime, and no
criminals. The cause was the mechanical one of the shorted
wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation which is
amply supported by facts, data, evidence, recorders, schematics,
and a matching precedent of United Airlines Flight 811.
Presentation Outline:
Introduction
Opening Statement
Presenting Case:
Part I: Witnesses
Part II:
Analogy
Part III:
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Part IV:
Best Evidence
Part V:
Human Nature Conjecture
Part VI:
Photograph evidence
Part VII:
Layperson Explanation
Part VIII:Template
Part IX:
The Unifying Official Version
Part X: Sequence of Destruction
Part XI:
Political Implications
Part XII:
Standing
Summation
Permit me now to make my opening statement to Mr. Barney
Brucker, (the judge, jury, and prosecutor of one), then present my

case in detail, and sum up to conclusion and await the verdict
from Mr. Brucker.
Opening statement:
Mr. Brucker, I am the plaintiff, I have come to you for redress of
a grievance, that grief being the loss of a huge airliner and the
deaths of 329 men, women, and children and flight crew. I
believe the probable cause of that airplane crash to be the same
probable cause of about half of all the thousands of airplane
crashes, a mechanical fault with the machine. I do not believe the
cause of that inflight breakup to have been caused by the rarest of
causes for an explosion in a highly pressurized hull; sabotage and
specifically a bomb explosion. My explanation is called the
shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation or
wiring/cargo door for short. That electrical cause occurred for Air
India Flight 182 and for several other early model Boeing 747s,
in particular United Airlines Flight 811. That wiring problem can
occur again and another 329 persons can needlessly die. The
problems are mechanical and can be fixed thus preventing
another inflight explosion when that cargo door ruptures outward
in flight, causing an explosion which mimics a bomb explosion.
The hard evidence refutes a bomb explosion because the
necessary scientific evidence which would confirm a bomb
explosion is missing and the scientific evidence which confirms
an explosive decompression due to a ruptured open cargo door is
present. A bomb explosion on Air India Flight 182 is
scientifically ruled out and an open cargo door is ruled in.
The defence (government) contends it was a bomb explosion in
the aft bulk cargo compartment on the left side that caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182. They have offered as

proof a complicated conspiracy theory involving a Mr. X, an
adulterous affair, jealous lovers, misappropriated funds,
shootouts, angry and revengeful savages, army assaults, religious
conflicts and a potential breakaway civil war. Fine, that's all very
exciting and a movie with those elements would be very
entertaining, I'm sure. Air India Flight 182 was first and foremost
an airplane crash. It was not a domestic disturbance that
escalated into violence or a bank robbery. An airplane has to
obey immutable laws of physics to fly and the same laws to
breakup in flight and crash. Humans who commit crimes react to
their own internal changing moral rules and can not be predicted.
Machine behaviour can be predicted. The conspiracy guys will
claim that the reason there were no convictions is because one of
the conspirators perjured himself during trial and if he had just
told the truth, convictions would have followed.
To understand and explain why Air India Flight 182 crashed I
will stick to the facts and leave the intrigue to the newspapers
and TV. Please bear with me as I present charts, photographs,
text, expert opinions, similar airplane accidents with similar
evidence, and closely reasoned conclusions. Swiss Air Flight 111
and TWA Flight 800 have taught the Canadian, UK, and USA
government investigators much about the consequences of faulty
wiring in widebody airliners.
Both sides, the conspiracy and the mechanical, have a common
goal with different routes to get there. We want to protect the
trusting flying public and prevent needless deaths. Here are my
paths starting from the end and working backwards:
1. The known faulty and aging Poly X type wiring needs to be
replaced in early model Boeing 747s.
2. The design flaw of non-plug cargo doors needs to be corrected
by making the doors like the plug type passenger doors.

3. The design flaw of absent locking sectors on the two midspan
latches of the two cargo doors needs to be corrected by inserting
the missing locking sectors.
4. The USA Federal Aviation Administration will issue an
Airworthiness Directive (AD) for emergency inspection of the
cargo door wiring for chafing and charring based upon the
Transportation Safety Board (TSB) updated findings.
5. The TSB (Air) will investigate and issue an updated CASB
Aircraft Accident Report (AAR) for Air India Flight 182 based
upon hindsight using the knowledge gained from several
subsequent similar accidents, specifically United Airlines Flight
811, Swiss Air 111, and TWA Flight 800. I will assist the TSB in
their investigation. The new AAR will be based upon the
suggestion of the Commissioner of the Inquiry into Air India
Flight 182.
6. The Commissioner will request TSB (Air) for their official
opinion as to the cause of Air India Flight 182 since the last
official accident report of twenty years ago by the predecessor
CASB did not conclude the cause was a bomb and evidence at
that time refuted the bomb explosion explanation and suggested a
explosive decompression caused by structural failure.
7. I persuade Commissioner Major that it would be prudent to
order an updated AAR to fulfill his mandate of a full and
thorough inquiry and to satisfy his personal goal that the inquiry
was to be very broad in the evidence that it heard, in order to put
to rest the various theories, rumours and neglect that have
occurred since the explosion in 1985.
8. The Attorney General of Canada will suggest to the
Commissioner that I be granted standing as witness since I
qualify under a Term of Reference and have submitted the
paperwork in a timely manner.
9. I persuade the AG representative to act on my behalf because
the evidence I present today warrants the checking out of the

reasonable, mechanical, alternative explanation. I persuade the
AG representative to solicit Crown expert opinions about Air
India Flight 182 from the quasi-judicial and technical fields of
the Commission of Inquiry and the TSB (Air) aircraft accident
investigators.
Or: Mr. Brucker or Commissioner Major directly asks TSB (Air)
to provide to them an opinion as to the probable cause of Air
India Flight 182. TSB has never been asked and might very well
welcome the chance to express their professional opinion; after
all, this crash is the most famous airplane crash in Canadian
history and their purpose for existence is to explain airplane
crashes to the political leadership and public.
Or: Mr. Brucker suggests to TSB (Air) staff that they meet with
me in Vancouver to allow me to present my wiring/cargo door
explanation in person to the investigators.
The path of the Crown prosecutors and RCMP Air India Task
Force appears to be to try to put several people in prison which
will 'send a message' and salve some grief. The Crown has many
who agree it was a bomb explosion which include the RCMP, the
CSIS, the prosecutors, the accused, the defence counsels,
newspapers, books, TV, radio, the manufacturer, the airline, the
victim's families, justices, and the man in the street.
The start of my path is here today and I will now present my case
for the mechanical explanation, the non bomb explanation, for
Air India Flight 182. The only people who agree with me of not
concluding it was a bomb explosion in the aft bulk cargo
compartment are those who actually know why airplanes fly and
why they don't; who know why airplanes mostly land safely and
why they occasionally come apart in the air; that is, professional

government aircraft accident investigators from four countries,
the USA, the UK, India, and Canada. It should be an interesting
argument, a pleasing myth believed by millions versus
unpleasant science concluded by dozens.
Presenting the wiring/cargo door case. It's detailed, it's complex,
it's science, it's logical, it's factual, and it makes sense.
Part I: I call several witnesses by means of quoting their official
words in documents.
Speech excerpts - Prime Minister Harper announces inquiry into
Air India bombing
"A full public inquiry is required. This inquiry will be launched
immediately and led by an outstanding Canadian, retired
Supreme Court Justice John Major. He has agreed to serve as
Commissioner for this inquiry and I have every confidence that
he will conduct a thorough and compassionate investigation into
the events surrounding this tragedy. This inquiry is about
analyzing the evidence that has come to light since 1985 and
applying it to the world we live in today."
From transcript of 18 July 2006, Hearing on Standing,
Commissioner Major:
The Commissioner: "Yes. Well, I will confirm that. The nature
of this Commission was to be very broad in the evidence that it
heard, in order to put to rest the various theories, rumours and
neglect that have occurred since the explosion in 1985."
From transcript again: Mr. Barney Brucker:
Mr. Brucker: I just wanted to indicate to you, Commissioner,
that I have provided this morning to Mrs. Cook and to
Commission counsel a brief submission that we had prepared just

on the general test for standing and issues that we submit you
will be taking into account.
The Commissioner: You canÕt do much better than get standing,
though, can you?
Mr. Brucker: No, we canÕt, but we are concerned about the
focus of the Inquiry. When I attended here and listened to your
Opening Statement I was struck by one comment that you made
and I will paraphrase that, perhaps not accurately, but what I took
from your comments was that you intended to conduct a
thorough but efficient inquiry and that an efficient inquiry does
not mean that it has to take a great deal of time. We have, in my
submission to you, a very compressed time schedule in which we
have to get things done and my submissions simply highlight that
in that environment, a matter which is of interest to all
Canadians, that there should be some judicious consideration of
who will get standing and who wonÕt or who may be an
intervenor and who wonÕt, and that to ensure that the process is
thorough and efficient I have offered some general principles that
I submit might be of assistance to you.
The Commissioner: Thank you. ThatÕs been filed and will be
looked at."
End quotes.
I can not cross examine but I can comment on those statements.
The Prime Minister desires a full, thorough, and compassionate
public inquiry into the events surrounding Air India Flight 182
by analyzing the evidence that has come to light since 1985. The
direction for the Commission is pointed by the two leading
authorities, the Prime Minister and the Commissioner to be full,
thorough, and broad.

Mr. Brucker recommends an efficient inquiry. Well, kangaroo
courts are efficient and lynch mobs are cheap and fast.
"Thorough and broad" requires time for the presentation of
various theories since the explosion of 1985, one of which is the
wiring/cargo door explanation. That alternative explanation
should have its time in front of the Commission of Inquiry and
that can be done by granting me witness or intervenor standing.
It's been twenty one years since the event and several more hours
of listening to a 'various theory' is certainly justified in the name
of thoroughness. As far as efficiency goes, when the wiring/cargo
door explanation is confirmed by Crown aircraft investigators,
the Commission of Inquiry can reduce 90% of its workload since
the reason for the acquittals by Justice Josephson is obvious, the
accused were innocent and the prosecutors, RCMP and CSIS can
be exonerated for failing to obtain convictions.
Does the wiring/cargo door explanation have validity? Is it as
wild as a mid air with a flying saucer explanation and thus not
worthy of consideration? Or is the wiring/cargo door explanation
down to earth and real?
Let me present expert witnesses through their quotes:
CASB Aviation Occurrence Report on Air India Flight 182,
1986: "The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits
as follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment.Ó
From Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182, 1986: "Mr. R.A.
Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents Investigation

Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis
reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the CVR and
ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no evidence of a
high explosive device having detonated on AI 182. There is
strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
End quotes:
That 'other cause' was established by me in 1996 based on an
event in 1989, United Airlines Flight 811, plus other accidents.
(And there is good reason why it is called an ÔexplosiveÕ
decompression. It is an explosion that mimics a bomb.)
That non bomb concluding finding from CASB is absolutely
correct. It does not conclude the destruction of the aircraft was
caused by a bomb. It is specific on the location of the mystery
explosion as the forward cargo compartment and rules out the
rear cargo compartments. There are several alternative
explanations for that confirmed explosion, from fire in the cargo
hold or hull rupture at a door, or bomb in baggage explodes. I
agree there was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment
as did all the experts agree on that point in 1986 for solid
reasons.
The Canadian and United Kingdom government experts in
aircraft accident investigation for Air India Flight 182 did not
state the cause was a bomb and in fact, the UK expert stated in
1986 it was not a bomb and gave strong evidence for his
conclusion. To claim the Canadian Aviation Safety Board

concluded the cause was a bomb is incorrect, prejudicial, and
inflammatory.
The Canadian crash experts (CASB) called Air India Flight 182 a
'crash'. It was. The word ÔbombÕ was never used in relation
with Air India Flight 182 in their entire CASB report. ÒBombÓ
was used only once in reference to a different aircraft and event
for comparison purposes and there was no match.
Aircraft accidents are sometimes complicated events and
analogies may possibly explain the misunderstandings. Air India
Flight 182 is but one tree in a forest of four early model Boeing
747s that experienced an inflight breakup leaving similar
evidence.
Part II: An analogy to include the four trees in the forest but I'll
call them brothers instead:
Early model Boeing 747s are machines. We say they die when
they crash but they were never really alive, now were they? We
anthropomorphize. Let me continue with the analogy.
It's as if a person falls down dead. The police, the media, the
man's family, the courts, the prosecution, and the defence all
agree, yes, it was a shot to the head that killed him but we'll
argue about who and where and when he was shot. Several men
are arrested, and at the trial the defence states that yes, the victim
was shot in the head but their clients did not do it. All the while
some physicians who examined the dead person are saying, no, it
was not a gunshot to the head but a heart attack, while other
physicians say we don't know how he died but we may find out
later.

And then another man falls down dead at same spot and it's the
brother of the previous dead man. Same thing happens, most non
physicians say gunshot to head but the autopsy cause of death
determined by government physicians claim natural causes.
Several more men are accused and tried. The defence agreed
with the prosecution as to cause of death as gunshot but their
clients did not pull the trigger.
And then another brother falls down dead under similar
circumstances...first guesses were gunshot to head but later
proven wrong.
And then another brother falls down dead under similar
circumstances...first guesses were gunshot to head but later
proven wrong.
All four brothers share the same exact DNA and the evidence
discovered at their deaths is generally the same. Two brothers are
conclusively proven to have died of heart attacks and the deaths
of the other two remain controversial.
And all the while, the people who know why people fall down
dead are saying, not a gunshot to the head but heart attack,
probably caused by poor diet.
How does a four time serial killer called faulty wiring get away
with it?
1. The deaths happen over a period of years, 1985 through 1996.
Memories are short. Personnel change. Documents are thrown
away, misplaced, or lost. Witnesses forget.
2. The deaths happen many thousands of miles apart from each
other, such as Ireland, New York, Lockerbie, and Hawaii.

3. The deaths involve many agencies; RCMP, Scotland Yard,
FBI, CIA, CSIS, TSB, NTSB, CASB, AAIB, Indian Civil
Aviation Agency, and all the way to the top political leaders. The
agencies do not cooperate or communicate fully, they defend
their area of investigation, they are secretive, and they have
many administrative senior officials directing them. Each agency
looks closely at its lone tree/brother/aircraft in the forest/family
of four while ignoring the other three.
4 The deaths involve objects that look different at first glance
such as different colors in their livery, different names in their
titles, and different nicknames.
5. The deaths involve victims who are not wealthy, important,
connected to authority, or famous.
6. The deaths involve different complex legal jurisdictions in
faraway places such as India, Canada, UK, and USA.
7. The deaths involve billions of dollars which means people get
funny when they get around money.
A. The killer is well loved, well connected, wealthy, powerful,
and not a suspect and anybody raising suspicion is scorned.
B. The killer has killed before but is still above suspicion having
said to have reformed.
C. The killer's freedom is necessary for the financial well being
of thousands of workers.
1. The accused are relatively poor, different color skin and
language than the accusers, and have in the past expressed
violent thoughts.
2. The accused reinforce the prejudices of the accusers.
3. The accused get the suspicion off the real killer.
Part III: Matchups to determine a pattern.

There are no conspiracies among the agencies, courts, media, or
public to hide or protect the real killer or to convict the innocent.
All involved really believe the real killer is not guilty and the
accused are guilty based upon the public's own self interest. The
well meaning accusers all believe in a vast international
conspiracy by the accused to commit mass murder and like all
conspiracy zealots, refuse to consider down to earth explanations
for such mass grief causing events. The hysteria feeds on itself
with the stories gaining myth status with constant repeating,
embellishment and modifications.
The real killer is faulty wiring, a small failure which brings down
huge machines, early model Boeing 747s, by exploiting the
design flaws of non plug cargo doors and no locking sectors on
the midspan latches. The dead brothers/machines are Air India
Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and
TWA Flight 800.
The deaths are respectively 329, 270, 9, and 230 for a total of
eight hundred thirty eight fatalities. That's a mass killing in four
events over eleven years and thousands of miles apart involving
the governments of four countries.
The four mechanical victims are virtually identical. They are
early model Boeing 747s. There are tens of thousand of airliners
out there in hundreds of model and submodels but there are
currently about five hundred Boeing 747-100 and 747-200
aircraft still in service of which only four planes have the below
similar evidence after inflight breakups.
The similarities in the circumstances and of the wreckage of
those events are many: larger version at http://
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com Other details at http://

www.ntsb.org

The defence counsel for the four accused of bombing two of
those aircraft essentially stipulated to the cause of the crashes as
bombs and quibbled over a few feet of where it was in the
aircraft and challenged the Crown to prove who planted the
bombs.
And the defence followed that strategy all the while knowing
(assuming they did their homework) that the actual government
experts in aviation crash investigations were saying they did not
know the cause, or the cause was an explosive decompression
and that one UK crash expert even refuted the bomb cause. The
defence knew that similar type aircraft had similar type fatal
accidents in 1989 and 1996 and the cause was electrical, not a
bomb explosion. The defence uncritically believed the police
story and that of the Crown prosecutors, the media, the public,
and the anguished victim's families, while ignoring the one group
who knew what they were talking about, the Canadian Aviation
Safety Board investigators, the UK Air Accidents Investigation
Board investigators, the National Transportation Safety Board
investigators, and the Indian accident investigators.
For Air India Flight 182 the location of the explosion was in the
forward cargo compartment for fifteen years. That conclusion is
amply supported by hard wreckage evidence and yet on the day
of the trial the location switched to the aft bulk cargo
compartment, a location conclusively ruled out by earlier
investigators. The defence never disputed the move of the
explosion from forward to aft compartments.

For Pan Am Flight 103 the AAIB investigator of the wreckage
observed that the cause of the soot in the container alleged to
have held a powerful, spherical and loud bomb was actually:
"Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted,
and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very
large shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage
at close range." The defence never objected to the premise of a
bomb explosion which was shown by evidence to be mild,
directed, and silent, three physical impossibilities for a bomb but
natural for a 'very large shotgun' in the luggage which was safe
unless a huge explosive decompression were to occur nearby
were a cargo door to rupture open inflight.
Emotion trumped science. Wishful revenge thinking ruled the
day. Pleasant explanations based on grief salving emotions were
believed while unpleasant explanations supported by hard
evidence that could be touched, seen, and listened to was rejected
without consideration.
Part IV: Best Evidence:
Speaking legally as an amateur, I understand there are several
types of evidence; circumstantial, indirect, hearsay, and direct.
All can be very persuasive. The best evidence is direct evidence.
For Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and TWA Flight
800 there is much circumstantial evidence such as airspeed,
altitude and time of day. There is indirect evidence such as
wreckage debris pattern and twisted metal. Hearsay is for the
conspiracy guys believing quarreling lovers and taped political
ramblings.
The one source for the best evidence which is direct and

irrefutable is the cockpit voice recorder and the flight data
recorder. They were there at event time. Those recorders were
put there to do precisely what they did, record for later
evaluation events which took place in the cockpit and in the
aircraft at large. They tell us directly what went on in the final
minutes.
And what does the best and indisputable direct evidence show as
to what the cause of Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103
and two others?

Chart 12 above from NTSB public docket for TWA Flight 800
showing the sudden loud sound from the CVRs in graphical
format. Air India is Air India Flight 182, PanAm is Pan Am
Flight 103, and United is United Airlines Flight 811. (Philippine
Air was a Boeing 737 that had a fuel tank explode on the ground
and not a Boeing 747 exploding in the air as the others.)
The graph shows a sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt
power cut to the flight data recorders, a rare event separately, and
extremely rare to have both together.
The sudden loud sound was analyzed very carefully by the
government analysts for frequency, duration, limiting, and rise
and fall time.
The conclusion reached by all the analysts in the UK, USA,
Canada and India is that the sudden loud sound is not a bomb
explosion sound, nor a missile exploding sound, but that of an
explosive decompression sound. The bomb sound was ruled out
because necessary low frequencies were not present and the rise

time was too slow. There was no bomb sound in the cockpit at
the initial event time for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and TWA Flight 800.
If not a bomb sound, then what was the cause of the sudden loud
sound?
Air India Flight 182
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United
Kingdom
The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape. An analysis of the CVR audio found no significant
very low frequency content which would be expected from the
sound created by the detonation of a high explosive device. A
comparison with CVRs recording an explosive decompression*
on a DC-10, a bomb in the cargo hold of a B737, and a gun shot
on the flight deck of a B737 was made. Considering the different
acoustic characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB
analysis indicates that there were distinct similarities between the
sound of the explosive decompression on the DC-10 and the
sound recorded on the AI 182 CVR. *Explosive decompression
is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and rapid loss of cabin

pressurization.
(Please note the DC-10 explosive decompression above
referenced in the Air India Flight 182 CVR analysis was
probably the Turkish Airlines DC-10 fatal event when the aft
cargo door blew open causing an explosive decompression which
destroyed the flight controls leading to the crash.)
Pan Am Flight 103
"It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft
structure. The short period between the beginning of the event
and the loss of electrical power suggests that the latter is more
likely to be the case."
United Airlines Flight 811
"The Safety Board believes that the approximate 1.5 to 2.0
seconds between the first sound (a thump) and the second very
loud noise recorded on the CVR at the time of the door
separation was probably the time difference between the initial
failure of the latches at the bottom of the door, and the
subsequent separation of the door, explosive decompression, and
destruction of the cabin floor and fuselage structure. The door did
not fail and separate instantaneously; rather, it first opened at the
bottom and then flew open violently. As the door separated, it
tore away the hinge and surrounding structure as the pressure in
the cabin forced the floor beams downward in the area of the
door to equalize with the loss of pressure in the cargo
compartment."
TWA Flight 800
"The TWA flight 800 CVR recorded noise characteristics that
were most similar to those recorded by the CVRs on board the

United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines airplanes."
The Pan Am Flight 103 sudden loud sound is 'more likely' to be
the case for the break-up of the aircraft structure, not a bomb
sound.
The United Airlines Flight 811 sudden loud sound is indisputably
and irrefutably the explosive decompression sound when the
forward cargo door burst open because that aircraft barely landed
safely at Honolulu.
The TWA Flight 800 sudden loud sound is most similar to United
Airlines Flight 811 as both were early model Boeing 747s.
United Airlines Flight 811 is the model that fits the other three, it
is the victim of the killer wiring that was able to make it back to
Honolulu to eventually identify the culprit, the electrical system
of wiring or a switch. Just as it was only after United Airlines
Flight 811 that the cause of the sound on Air India Flight 182
was identified, it was only after Swiss Air Flight 111 and TWA
Flight 800 that the true extent of the pervasive and dangerous
Poly X wiring in all early model Boeing 747s was made known.
(United Airlines Flight 811 is the case law analogy; it was a
similar case that was tried and proven beyond doubt to be a
certain cause and that cause may be applied to other similar
cases.)
The best evidence for these similar events in similar aircraft is
the direct evidence which is the cockpit voice recorder which
recorded the sudden loud sound which when analyzed indicated
an explosive decompression from a ruptured open forward cargo
door and not a bomb explosion sound. That's science, that's real,

that's confirmable, and it's corroborated by government sound
analysts.
Part V: Human Nature Conjecture:
Why has the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open
forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and
TWA Flight 800 not been advanced before in the public's mind?
I would hope I would not, but I might very well have reacted as
others have if my job, my reputation, my income, and my
freedom depended upon the bomb explosion explanation being
the accepted one and the wiring/cargo door explanation rejected.
There is no conspiracy, just people acting in their own perceived
best interests. Who and what are they?
1. The manufacturer wants the blame for the loss of the aircraft
and life to be placed upon factors out of its control and not on its
design errors of non plug cargo doors and absent locking sectors
in the midspan latches. The manufacturer does not want to have
to spend millions to correct the manufacturing faults in the
wiring nor modify the cargo doors.
2. The airline wants the blame placed on others such as airport
screening personnel and not on itself for not finding the frayed
wires to the cargo door unlatch motor. The aircrews want to
believe the event was a rare occurrence and do not want to
believe that every minute they fly in early model Boeing 747s the
aircraft can come apart in flight in seconds when the cargo door
blows open as it did in United Airlines Flight 811.
3. The police, the RCMP, the FBI, Scotland Yard and prosecutors
all welcome the inclusion of the high profile catastrophes into
their jurisdiction so they can solve the crime and increase their

budgets and staff to counter the threats. They would reject the
mechanical cause as their general involvement would end.
4. The court system welcomes the chance to establish justice by
punishing the criminals asserted by the law enforcement
agencies. Vast amounts of bailiffs, new court facilities, numerous
attorneys, and much tax money goes into trials while a
mechanical cause is relegated to settlement meetings between
insurance attorneys.
5. The victims' families have turned their grief to anger to hate
and want someone to vent their emotion of revenge against. They
would prefer to believe their loved ones died in some vast
international conspiracy which is part of a worldwide larger force
instead of a trivial event such as bare wire shorting to metal and
turning on a motor which is supposed to remain off while in
flight.
6. The media such as TV, radio, and newspapers much prefer an
emotional human tragedy interesting story to tell rather than a
scientific story which requires education into basic laws of nature
such as gravity, lift, thrust, drag, and pressure differential.
Emotional stories require feelings which everyone has while
science stories require education which is absent in many
viewers, listeners, and readers. The media tells people what they
want to hear and that is exciting, illogical, conspiracy stories, not
boring mechanical proofs.
7. The government oversight agencies want to shift the blame of
the crashes to foreign terrorists slipping through lax airport
security and not their own failures as regulators and monitors of
safety issues. The wiring/cargo door explanation reveals their
failure to order the airlines and manufacturer to fix the
documented problem of faulty wiring causing cargo doors to
open in early model Boeing 747s such as Pan Am Flight 125 in
1987, United airlines preflight in 1991, and United Airlines
Flight 811 in 1989.

8. The public demands revenge for a great loss of human life
which was preventable. Dying in a bombed airplane crash
offends two basic instincts of all humans at birth, a startle reflex
shown by arms stretched wide and the falling reflex shown by
grasping hands. The public pays money to hear what it wants and
rejects that which is unpleasant. The bombing explanation
reinforces their prejudices of xenophobia and racism; it implies
the event was a one off affair and not likely to reappear if only
security were tighter. The bombing story gives an opportunity for
revenge; it gives an exciting tale of intrigue, spying, shootouts,
and chase scenes. The wiring/cargo door explanation is dry, has
lots of charts and statistics, and implies the faulty wiring and
dangerous non plug cargo doors are industry wide, not fixed, and
the problems could reappear the next time they fly as a
passenger.
I say again, there are no conspiracies among the principals, only
people acting in their own perceived best interests which is
essentially, "It's not my fault, nor my company's fault, nor my
government's, nor the police, nor the airline, nor the media, nor
the courts' fault; it's the fault of those revenge seeking turbaned
terrorists over there."
To support that blame shifting exculpatory bomb explosion
explanation, vast illogical and science defying fantasies had to be
devised and repeated until the myth of the Lockerbie bombing
and the bombing of Air India Flight 182 was implanted into the
public psyche. Debunking will be very difficult as myths are
generated and believed by a people needing them. Debunking is
important because the genuine cause of faulty wiring remains at
large, waiting for the right circumstances to strike again.
However......conspiracy zealots defeat their cause eventually. The

continued controversies with Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am
Flight 103 are evidence that something is not right and thus the
trials, the appeals, and the inquiries continue.
Part VI: Photograph evidence:
More logical conclusions supported by photographic evidence:
1. When a bomb is detonated on the port side of pressurized early
model Boeing 747s, that port side will be shattered and the
starboard opposite side remains smooth, like the Bruntingthorpe
staged bombing of a real Boeing 747. (Port side is left side facing
forward and starboard side is right side.)
2. When the faulty wiring causes the forward cargo door to blow
out on the starboard side, that starboard side is shattered into
characteristic pattern of rectangle and longitudinally split cargo
door, as is Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, Pan Am
Flight 103, and United Airlines Flight 811, while the port side
remains relatively smooth.
Which of the above choices fits the Air India Flight 182 and Pan
Am Flight 103 actual evidence? Let's look at the photographs
and wreckage reconstruction sketches by the authorities.
A Boeing 747 had a real bomb go off in the aft cargo
compartment in a real Boeing 747 during a staged event.
(Bruntingthrope photos below)
Results:
1. Port side blown to bits
2. Starboard side opposite the blast has the aft cargo door and
bulk cargo door latched, intact, and smooth skin all around.

Now to Pan Am Flight 103, (thought by many to be bomb
explosion of same type and size as Bruntingthorpe.)
Below is wreckage reconstruction sketch from UK AAIB AAR:
Port side, a small blue rectangle (from alleged bomb explosion)
with relatively smooth non exploded skin around. Other bent
skin is from aero dynamics not explosion.
Starboard side at same initial time is shattered and large area
with door split longitudinally, stringers exposed and large
rectangle destruction area.

Port side above for Pan Am Flight 103, nose to left.

Starboard side forward cargo door for Pan Am Flight 103, nose
to right.

United Airlines Flight 811

Port side is very smooth and undamaged.
Starboard side is shattered with large rectangle destruction area,
split longitudinal door, and stringers exposed.
1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the
right side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large.
TWA Flight 800
Port smooth side below opposite cargo door and forward of
center fuel tank, nose to left.

Starboard side below, with cargo door shattered area to right.
Center fuel tank explosion as initial event would be bilateral, not
unilateral.

TWA Flight 800 starboard side, nose to right.

TWA Flight 800 forward cargo door area to right.

Air India Flight 182 below:
Air India Flight 182 wreckage reconstruction from CASB and
Kirpal Report. Of the small amount of wreckage recovered, only
the pieces of wreckage that showed damage was reported. There
is no reports of inflight or other damage to the port side opposite
either cargo door so the assumption can be that there was none
and thus smooth. The forward cargo door was damaged and split
in two longitudinally which matches Pan Am Flight 103 and
United Airlines Flight 811.
CASB report: "All cargo doors were found intact and attached to
the fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which
had some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on
the forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The
damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared
to have been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface
of the cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because
the damage appeared to be different than that seen on other
wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by
CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the
water, the area of the door to which the lift cable was attached
broke free from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back
onto the sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door was
unsuccessful." "This damage was different from that seen on
other wreckage pieces. A failure of this door in flight would
explain the impact damage to the right wing areas. The door
failing as an initial event would cause an explosive
decompression leading to a downward force on the cabin floor as
a result of the difference in pressure between the upper and lower
portions of the aircraft." 2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo

Compartment This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller
floor was located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the
direction of cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the
crossbeam displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in
relation to the lower skin panel when it was detached from the
lower skin. No other significant observation was noted. There
was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment. Target 47, which is a
portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor, shows no
indications characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft
cargo compartment."
The above quotes from the accident investigators indicate the
explosion was not on the port side but on the starboard side and
in the forward cargo compartment. The implications are that the
inflight damage was on the starboard side and the port side was
undamaged. The rear cargo compartment had no explosion from
a bomb or otherwise.
Below is a layout of the staged bombs for the Bruntingthorpe
experiment with standard container with bomb inside exploding
on port side, shattering it but leaving the starboard side smooth
and door intact and latched.

Deductions:
When the port side is smooth and starboard side opposite and
near the cargo door is shattered, that means cargo door opened in
flight and no bomb. That description fits Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and TWA Flight

800. That evidence rules in ruptured open cargo door as initial
event.
When port side is shattered and starboard side opposite and near
cargo door is smooth, that means bomb and no open cargo door.
That description fits none. That evidence rules out bomb
explosion.
The conclusions to be made from the above photographs is that
for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, Pan Am Flight 103,
and United Airlines Flight 811, the damage occurred on the
starboard side near the forward cargo door leaving the port side
smooth. That actually did happen and rules in the wiring/cargo
door explanation. A bomb explosion on the port side, as in the
Bruntingthorpe experiment and alleged for Air India Flight 182
and Pan Am Flight 103 would have shattered the port side and
left the starboard side smooth. That did not happen, but the
reverse did, thus ruling out the bomb explosion explanation and
confirming the wiring/cargo door explanation.
Part VII: Layperson Explanation
One excuse I am given by those unwilling to evaluate the hard
evidence that supports the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
for Air India Flight 182 is that it is 'too technical'.
Well, it's not too technical; below is the explanation for
laypersons who have a basic education in science. If a person
knows why lightning strikes, why balloons pop, the power of
wind, and why gravity pulls, then that person can understand
what happened to Air India Flight 182.
Lightning Strikes

Balloon Pops
Wind Power
Gravity Pulls
Lightning strikes because of an imbalance between the negative
electrically charged particles and the further away positively
charged particles. When sufficient negative and positive charges
gather, and when the electric field becomes sufficiently strong, an
electrical discharge (the bolt of lightning) occurs within clouds or
between clouds and the ground. Lightning occurs because the
bottom of a thundercloud becomes negatively charged. The
ground becomes positively charged. Simple physics says that
opposite charges attract, so boom, the lightning takes a one way
trip to the closest positively charged item- usually a tree, phone
pole, or other high object.

In a Boeing 747 the opening and closing of the cargo doors is
done by an electric current through a latching or unlatching
motor controlled by a switch. When the switch is open/off, there
is no current to turn the motor which would turn the latching
cams around the latching pins. When the switch is closed/on the
circuit between the negatively charged particles and the
positively charged is closed and current flows through the
resistive motor which turns torque tubes which turn cams to
surround pins which closes and holds the door tight against the
fuselage.
When the aircraft is airborne a switch is opened/off which
prevents any current from inadvertently turning on the cargo
door unlatch motor. There is no way to turn on the unlatch motor

to open the cargo door from inside the cockpit.
However, when faulty wiring such as Poly X type, which was
used in Air India Flight 182, chafes and cracks to bare wire to
short on the metal fuselage, the voltage has a path to complete
the circuit and the lightning strikes; that is, the safety feature of a
switch is bypassed and the now flowing current turns on the
cargo door unlatch motor. The imbalance between the charged
electrons which was held steady by the safety switch is now
allowed to discharge/equalize through the shorted wire through
the resistive motor which turns on as it is supposed to do when
receiving current. The latching cams now turn around the
latching pins into the unlock/unlatch direction thus releasing
their hold on the closed cargo door. The faulty wire which
allowed the motor to turn on when it was supposed to stay off
was installed during manufacture of the aircraft. The defective
wiring is a manufacturing error.
The bare wire shorted on the cargo door unlatch motor which
turned the cams to the unlatch position. Lightning struck and the
unlatch motor turned on and started to allow the cargo door to
open in flight.
Balloon pops:
Air tends to move in a straight line from a high-pressure area to a
low pressure area. As balloons reach maximum expansion they
get to a point where the latex runs out of stretch and gets stiff and
resists further stretching. This is obvious in a fresh, over inflated
balloon. It will become stiffer and get very rigid as all the latex
molecules all become oriented in the tensile stress directions.
This increase in stiffness will cause balloons, unlike soap
bubbles, to increase in internal air pressure just before bursting.

Even small balloons like nine inch rounds can produce a very big
bang if they are strong high quality balloons and are blown up to
the limit. They can develop fantastically high tensions. Of course
a larger balloon blown up to a similar extreme tension all over
would make an even bigger bang.
The hull of a Boeing 747 such as Air India Flight 182 can be
considered a huge balloon when pressurized. As the aircraft
climbs the air molecules outside are further apart and have less
pressure than those that were inside the aircraft at takeoff. If the
aircraft is not pressurized, the air molecules inside and outside
the aircraft are the same and there is no differential. The hull is
not inflated and there would be no inside high pressure trying to
equalize with the outside lower pressure.
But the hull of the Boeing 747 in flight with crew and passengers
aboard can not remain unpressurized as the air would be too thin
to sustain life so oxygenated air is pumped into the hull and the
balloon/hull inflates. There now exists a distance difference
between the air molecules inside the aircraft to those outside of
the airplane. There is an imbalance. There is now pressure to
equalize the air molecules but the sealed metal fuselage skin
prevents the equalization. The hull stays inflated.
As the plane climbs higher, the pressure inside is kept constant at
a comfortable level for the passengers while the pressure outside
continues to decline the higher the aircraft goes. When the
aircraft is about 20000 feet, the pressure on the inside of the
fuselage is about 3.5 PSI or pounds per square inch. At cruise
altitude of about 31000 feet, the pressure on each square inch on
the inside of the inflated balloon called the hull is 8.9 PSI.

The Boeing 747 has two cargo doors 110 by 99 inches in size.
The pressure on the cargo doors of Air India Flight 182 when
cruising at 31000, when the initial event occurred, was 96921
pounds pressing on each of the nine foot by eight foot doors held
in place only by a long hinge, eight rotating lower latching cams
around latching pins and two midspan rotating latching cams
around latching pins.

An analogy: Imagine a large under inflated balloon with no holes
in it. Then cut six small holes in the balloon and two large square
holes. Then, if you could, put patches over the six small holes
from the inside of the balloon so that when the balloon is
inflated, the inside high pressure would press the patch tighter
into the balloon and seal the hole tighter. That is called a 'plug
type' patch. But....then put patches over the two large square cut
holes on the outside of the balloon so that when the balloon is
inflated, the high air pressure inside the balloon presses against
the outside patch to push it outward. That is called a 'non plug
type' patch.
Another analogy for the patch is a band aid wound dressing on
an arm. The arm has the cut hole/wound and the patch is the
band aid to stop the bleeding wound. A band aid on the inside of
the arm would be more effective but impractical so band aids are
put on the outside of the arm and often are pulled off
inadvertently.
Air India Flight 182 has those several small holes cut into the
pressurized hull and then patched from the inside. They are
called plug type passenger doors. When airborne and at altitude,

those passenger entry and exit doors can not be opened in flight
because the inside air pressure presses them tight against the
metal fuselage. Only if the pilot depressurizes the inside of the
hull can those doors be opened, such as on the ground. The
wounds are small and the band aid is sufficient to stop the
bleeding since the patch is in the inside and the blood pressure
actually prevents bleeding.
However, the two huge cargo doors which were cut from the
metal fuselage and then patched back are non-plug type. It's as if
they are patched from the outside so that as the inside pressure
grows higher and the outside pressure goes lower, the pressure
differential increases and about 97000 pounds of air presses on
the eight by nine foot door to burst it open. The door does not
press on the inside of the fuselage tighter because it is not a plug
type. The only things holding the door closed are the hinge and
the ten latches around the ten latch pins. The latch cams are not
told to unlatch in flight because there is no current to the unlatch
motor. The non plug cargo doors are a design error; they should
be plug type. The wounds are large and the band aid is not sticky
enough to stop the bleeding as the blood pressure pushes
outward.
A hull rupture in flight can be a catastrophic event so safety
efforts are made to prevent its occurrence. As the cams are turned
around the pins, a locking sector is then manually placed against
the latch pin to prevent the inadvertent unlatching should
electrical current turn the unlatch motor on. The locking sector
would stop the cam from turning to the open position and the
unlatch motor would burn itself out trying.
However, while the lower eight latches have eight locking
sectors as a safety measure, the two midspan latches have no

locking sectors at all. That is another design error; the midspan
latches need locking sectors similar to the eight lower ones. The
band aid over the wound was too small.
(As it turns out, years after Air India Flight 182 crashed, it was
shown that the eight locking sectors themselves were too weak to
stop the cams from unlatching when the unlatch motor did in fact
inadvertently receive power and the door unlatched in flight;
United Airlines Flight 811. The eight locking sectors were then
strengthened but the midspan latches had no locking sectors to
strengthen.)
For Air India Flight 182, the faulty bare wire shorted on the
power for the cargo door unlatch motor which turned the cams to
the unlatch position after bypassing the safety switch. The eight
lower latching cams overrode the weak lower eight locking
sectors. Just past dead center of the pins the 97000 pounds of
internal pressure finally popped the balloon of a pressurized hull
at the forward cargo door. The result was an explosive
decompression which occurred in an instant. Explosive
decompression is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and
rapid loss of cabin pressurization.
The sudden and powerful rushing out of the higher pressure air
inside the pressurized hull of Air India Flight 182 mimicked a
bomb in sound and fury. The sound of the explosion was so loud
it was picked up on the cockpit voice recorder. The forward
cargo door split into two parts and burst apart as it tore out and
up taking further fuselage skin with it. The contents of the
forward cargo hold were blown out and into the nearby starboard
engines number three and four causing foreign object damage to
the nacelles and turbine blades inside the engines. The ensuing
hole in the starboard side of the fuselage forward of the wing

centered around the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 in
the wreckage reconstruction below was now about thirty feet tall
and twenty feet wide, target 204 and cross hatch skin above it.

The manufacturing flaw of installing defective wiring had
exploited the design flaw of a non plug door coupled with the
design flaw of no locking sectors on the mid span latches
allowing the door to inadvertently open in flight causing a
massive explosive decompression which created a huge hole in
the nose of Air India Flight 182.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured
open.
Wind Power:
From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound: 296 knots is 341
miles per hour or 549 km/h.
If the newly created huge hole in the nose of Air India Flight 182
had occurred while the aircraft were motionless in the calm air,
the nose would have stayed on and the aircraft would not have
broken up in flight. However, the wind force on the now
compromised formerly streamlined hull was higher than any
natural wind on earth.
Category V Hurricane, Catastrophic>155 mph

Shrubs and trees blown down and uprooted; considerable
damage to roofs of all buildings; all signs down. Very severe and
extensive damage to windows and doors. Complete failure of
roofs on several residences and industrial buildings. Extensive
shattering of glass from pressure variation and blown debris.
Some complete building failures. Smaller buildings are
overturned or destroyed. Complete destruction of mobile homes.
F3 Tornado, Fujita Scale 3 158-206 mph, strongly built schools,
homes, and businesses have outside walls blown away; weaker
homes completely swept away,
F4 Tornado, Fujita Scale 4 207-260 mph, strongly built homes
have all interior and exterior walls blown apart; cars thrown 300
yards or more in the air
F5 Tornado, Fujita Scale 5 261-318 mph, strongly built homes
are completely blown away
An intact egg is strong when pressed on its small end but after
the shell is cracked, the strength is gone and it crumbles. So it
was with Air India Flight 182.
The wind force of 341 miles per hour tore the gashed nose off
which fell first in the debris pattern on the ocean floor. The wind
force tore into the rest of the tubular, now unpressurized hull, and
ruptured open the rest of the fuselage and other compartments.
The debris was blown aft and hit the starboard wing and
stabilizer causing inflight damage. The engines and wings came
off and mixed with the rest of the disintegrating aircraft.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured
open. The enormous wind power tore the nose off and
disintegrated the rest of the aircraft.

Gravity grabs.
Gravity is one of four known fundamental forces of nature.
Gravity is by far the weakest of the four, yet it dominates on the
scale of large space objects. Gravity cannot be shielded in any
way. Intervening objects, whatever their make-up, have no effect
whatsoever on the attraction between two separated objects.
If Air India Flight 182 were in far outer space the thousands of
broken parts would just float around but those debris pieces were
affected by the gravity of Earth and caused the aircraft parts to
flutter down to the sea and further down to the ocean floor 6500
feet under the water surface.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured
open. The enormous wind tore the nose off and disintegrated the
rest. Gravity pulled the pieces downward to the bottom of the
ocean.
Lightning Struck
Balloon Popped
Wind Powered
Gravity Pulled
Part VIII: Template:
If the DNA can be used as an analogy for specific evidence
discovered for one event and that specific evidence is matched in
another event, it can be said the DNA matches.
United Airlines Flight 811 below:

"Executive Summary from USA NTSB AAR 92/02 of March
1992:
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing
747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.

The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed
in the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the

unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective
actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door
opening incident on a Pan Am B-747. As a result of this
investigation, the Safety Board issued safety recommendations
concerning cargo doors and other nonplug doors on pressurized
transport category airplanes, cabin safety, and emergency
response."
The first probable cause was incorrect so the NTSB issued
another AAR based upon new evidence. The same can be done
by TSB Air for Air India Flight 182 based upon the subsequent
new evidence. I have had the benefit of hindsight to research all
Boeing 747 hull losses for matches to the evidence retrieved
regarding Air India Flight 182. There have been five matches,
including Air India Flight 182. All are controversial while United
Airlines Flight 811 is the only aircraft that was able to land after
the shorted switch or wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup occurred. The DNA
evidence and probable cause for United Airlines Flight 811 is
irrefutable.
In none of the five official investigations for Air India Flight 182
was United Airlines Flight 811 considered. For four of those
investigations, United Airlines Flight 811 had not occurred yet;
for the fifth, the attorneys and law enforcement agencies chose
not to refer to it.
What happened to Air India Flight 182 happened to United
Airlines Flight 811 and others. The cause of United Airlines

Flight 811 is the same cause for Air India Flight 182. The
sequence is the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
The linchpin DNA match to all five Boeing 747 accidents is the
sudden loud sound on the Cockpit Voice Recorder followed by
the abrupt power cut to the Flight Data Recorder. The CVR and
FDR data is the only direct evidence available and it is the best.
NTSB AAR, United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. NTSB
Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
CASB AOR, Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Kirpal Report: "Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section,
Accidents Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In
conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that
from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is

no evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI
182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident"
Premise Explanation for Air India Flight 182: Explosion in the
forward cargo compartment caused by explosive decompression
caused by structural failure of ruptured open forward cargo door
at one or both of the midspan latches caused by faulty electrical
wiring:
Analysis: There is close agreement with the opinions of the two
aviation authorities (CASB and AAIB), the judicial finding of
Judge Kirpal, and this independent aircraft accident investigator
in the specific location in the aircraft and consequences of the
explosion with the only difference being the cause of the
explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which could
have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the forward
cargo compartment near the forward cargo door which caused
the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
B. AAIB: There was an explosion, cause not
identified but not a bomb explosion, which caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
C. Justice Kirpal: There was an explosion, a bomb
explosion, on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment near the forward cargo door which caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
D.
Justice Josephson: There was an explosion, a

bomb explosion, on the port side of the aft cargo compartment
opposite the aft cargo door which caused the inflight breakup of
Air India Flight 182.
E.
John Barry Smith: There was an explosion, an
explosive decompression when faulty wiring shorted on the
forward cargo door unlatch motor which allowed one or both of
the midspan latches to rupture open in the forward cargo door on
the starboard side of the forward cargo compartment, which
caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
F. Transportation Safety Board of Canada (Air): Yet
to be asked for opinion.
To determine the pattern in early model Boeing 747 accidents
that suffered breakups in flight, it was necessary to evaluate
carefully all the official accident reports concerning them. A
pattern was detected of similar significant evidence among only
five of the over forty hull damages or losses, two of which are
Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811.
Summary of specific matching evidence between Air India Flight
182 and United Airlines Flight 811: (The DNA evidence listed
below applies to both aircraft)
A.
Boeing 747
B.
Early model
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight
E.
Breakup occurs forward of the wing
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in

all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo
door area
L.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.
Initial event sound is loud
N.
Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to
data recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number four
V.
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft and forward of the
forward cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo
door
AC.
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not
reported as latched
AD.
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented
(stronger lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo
door

AG.
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered passenger
bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb
explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for
probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
A few of the above matches may be common, trivial, or
irrelevant but most are rare and critical.
The important DNA matches that determine the certainty that
both aircraft:
1. Were similar model and type of early model Boeing 747s..
2. Had the same appearance for each longitudinally fractured
forward cargo doors
3. Had sudden loud sounds which were an explosive
decompression sound and not a bomb explosion sound.
4. Had an abrupt power cut to the flight data recorders after the
sudden loud sound.
5. Had the same damaged areas around the forward cargo door.
6. Had relatively smooth fuselage skin on port side opposite the
shattered starboard cargo door side.
7. Had similar inflight damage to the starboard engines and flight
surfaces.
8. Had at least nine never recovered bodies.

9. Had explosions in the forward cargo compartment which were
initially thought to have been bombs but the opinions were later
somewhat modified.
There are many reasonable possible explanations for an
explosion or explosive decompression near the forward cargo
door of an early model Boeing 747, only one of which is a rare
bomb explosion:
A. Bomb explosion. (Considered for both, ruled out in one,
should be ruled out for both.)
B. Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for both flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Ruled in for one.)
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for both flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for both flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for both flights.)
G. Fire. (Ruled out for both flights.)
H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for both flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for both flights.)
J . Fuel tank explosion. (Ruled out for both flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for both flights.)
L. Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for both flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for both flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for both flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for both flights.)
P. Out of rig door. (Ruled out for both flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for both flights.)
R. Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for both flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one flight, then
ruled out for both flights.)
T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight)
U. Repair error. (Ruled out for both flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Ruled out for both flights.)

General Conclusion: Based upon the indisputable probable cause
of electrical fault for United Airlines Flight 811 and the many
matches of evidence to Air India Flight 182, the discovered
common cause for United Airlines Flight 811 and Air India
Flight 182 is the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
which is a mechanical explanation for an explosion on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured open in
flight, probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring inadvertently turning on the
door unlatch motor.
Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182:
These conclusions are based on evidence available after
1985.
A. While proceeding normally, an inflight breakup of Air
India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and catastrophically at 0714Z
at 31000 feet at 300 knots TAS about 110 miles west of Cork,
Ireland on 23 June, 1985. There were no survivors.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden explosive
decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by the suddenly
ruptured open forward cargo door probably at one or both of the
midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was probably
caused by faulty wiring which turned on the door unlatch motor
which unlatched the latching cams from around the latching pins
in flight.

F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X wiring with
inferior insulation which easily cracked to bare wire especially in
the presence of moisture.
G. There was no bomb explosion in any cargo
compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or anywhere else on
the aircraft.
H. There was no explosion from any source in the aft cargo
compartment.
I. The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder was
the sound of the air rushing out during the explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
J. The abrupt power cut to the recorders was caused by
the explosive effects of the decompression affecting the power
cables in the adjacent main equipment compartment to the
forward cargo compartment.
Contributing causes:
A. Water or moisture in the forward cargo compartment.
B. Weak locking sectors on the bottom eight latches of the
cargo doors.
C.
Poor design of one midspan latch per each eight foot
side of the cargo doors.
D.
Poor design of no locking sector for each midspan latch
of the cargo doors.
E.
Poor design of outward opening, nonplug type, large,
square cargo doors in a highly pressurized hull.
There were no bombs on Air India Flight 182. There were no
crimes and no criminals and no conspiracies. There was and is a
mechanical problem which exists to this day, aging and failing
Poly X wiring which exploits design errors of non plug cargo
doors and omitted midspan locking sectors allowing an explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptures open in
flight.

To know the cause of Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight
103, one must know the details of United Airlines Flight 811, the
model and irrefutably explained event. All of those official AARs
are available at http://ntsb.org.
Part IX: The Unifying Official Version
There is one scenario that unites the five official versions: Bombs
in baggage explode.
1. The first official determination is the Narita Event is from the
Japanese police point of view.
"At 0541 GMT, 23 June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at
Narita Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT a
bag from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in the transit area
of the airport within an hour of the Air India occurrence. Two
persons were killed and four were injured... Baggage cart
explodes in transit area... The explosion of a bag from CP 003 at
Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55 minutes before the AI 182
accident...the site where the blast had taken place was inspected
which gave some, though very vague, idea of the detonating
power of the blast."
To sum up: "A bag from a Vancouver flight exploded on a
baggage cart in a transit area from a vague power of a blast."
The Narita Event is officially determined by the police to be a
bomb which caused the blast of vague power in a bag as part of
the baggage on a baggage cart in a transit area of a major airport
hub. The first official bomb in the baggage explodes.
2. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182

Event is from an Indian judge's point of view.
Kirpal Report: "4.10 After going through the entire record we
find that there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence which
directly points to the cause of the accident as being that of an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft."
"All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different from that seen on other
wreckage pieces,..."
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by an
Indian judge to be caused by a bomb in the baggage in the
forward cargo hold possibly on the right side. (No physical
connection between the forward and aft cargo holds which are
several hundred feet apart.) That is the second official bomb in
the baggage to explode.
3. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182
Event is from a Canadian judge's point of view.
Below from "Reasons for Judgment" by Justice Josephson
regarding Malik and Bagri.
I. Overview [1] In the early morning hours of June 23, 1985, Air
India Flight 182, carrying 329 people[1], was destroyed midflight by a bomb located in its rear cargo hold.
H. Conclusion [190] It is agreed amongst the experts that the
Kanishka was destroyed by the detonation of an explosive device

within its left aft fuselage.
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by a
Canadian judge to be a bomb in the baggage in the rear cargo
hold on the left side. That is the third official bomb in the
baggage to explode.
4. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182
Event is from the Canadian aviation accident investigators point
of view:
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment.Ó
"The forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo
floor attached was located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward force and the
fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This
damage was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces. A
failure of this door in flight would explain the impact damage to
the right wing areas. The door failing as an initial event would
cause an explosive decompression leading to a downward force
on the cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft."
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by
Canadian aviation accident investigators to be an explosion of
unknown cause in the forward cargo compartment probably on
the right side. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment

occurs from undetermined cause.
5. The next official determination for Air India Flight 182 is from
the United Kingdom aircraft accident investigator point of view.
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by a
British aviation accident investigator to be something, not a
bomb, somewhere, causes an explosive decompression. That is
the fifth explanation for an explosion.
Those are the five official determinations of explosions related to
Air India Flight 182 by five official investigations in three
countries over two decades.
1. A vaguely powerful explosion of a bag on a baggage cart with
bags in a major transit area hub airport determined by the
Japanese police in 1985.
2. A very powerful explosion of a bomb in a bag in the baggage
in the forward cargo hold, possibly on the right side, of Air India
Flight 182 determined by the Indian Justice Kirpal in 1986.
3. A very powerful explosion of a bomb in a bag in the baggage
in the rear cargo hold on the left side of Air India Flight 182
determined by the Canadian Justice Josephson, in 2005.

4. An explosion of unknown cause in the forward cargo
compartment, probably on the right side, of Air India Flight 182
determined by the Canadian aircraft accident investigators of the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board, CASB in 1986.
5. A very powerful explosive decompression, not a bomb,
someplace in Air India Flight 182, determined by the British
aircraft accident investigator R. A. Davis of U.K. Accidents
Investigations Branch in 1986.
There is no consensus on any significant issue by any officials
other than explosive events occurred on a baggage cart and on an
airplane thousands of miles apart and within the hour.
There is official disagreement in the determinations of whether it
was a bomb or something else, how many bombs were involved,
where the bombs were loaded, how powerful the bombs were,
what container the bomb was in, which major section of the
aircraft the bomb was placed, on what side of the aircraft the
bomb was located, or what caused an explosive decompression
that was not a bomb. (Not counted are the disagreements of who
put the bombs there and why.)
There was no official hard evidence determined for bombs such
as three fuses, three bomb casings, three bomb residues, shrapnel
wounds, or three timers in any of the three locations stated as
having bombs detonated which are the Narita airport, the rear
cargo, and the forward cargo compartments of Air India Flight
182. (The rear and forward cargo compartments are hundreds of
feet apart with no physical connection.)
There is one official cause to unite them all: Three bombs by
assuming that an explosion means only one thing and that is
bomb explosion and assuming that official determinations after
official investigations are correct.

The one scenario that unites the five official determinations is
that bomb, bomb, bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go
boom, boom, boom.
Two of the bombs were surreptitiously placed on two Boeing
747s at Vancouver airport on 22 June 1985, the day before they
blew up. The third bomb was placed into one of the Boeing 747s
at the Montreal airport later that same day.
The official versions united:
Bomb 1: One bomb was loaded on CP 003 which flew to Tokyo
with no detonation of the bomb during the long flight across the
Pacific. This bomb was then unloaded in a busy airport, put on a
baggage cart which was wheeled through a 'transit' area with
many other bags from many other flights, and only then did the
vaguely powerful bomb detonate at 0619Z, not from an altimeter
fuze but from a timing fuze which went off when it was not
supposed to for an aircraft terrorist bombing. No fuze or parts of
any bomb or the suitcase were reported to have been discovered.
No match of any debris parts of this bomb were made to other
bombs by same terrorist group. No claims of responsibility or
confessions were obtained. (The Japanese police determined
bomb.)
Bomb 2: At the same time the Narita bomb was loaded at
Vancouver onto CP 003 on the afternoon of 22 June 1985,
another bomb was loaded onto CP 060, also in Vancouver, and
successfully slipped past the extensive security of men, dogs, and
machines. CP 060 then flew to Toronto without the bomb going
off by timer or altimeter fuse. At Toronto, the bomb was then off
loaded from CP 060 and sent, along with some passengers, to a

different aircraft, a Boeing 747 which was Flight 181 which,
after another flight to Montreal, would change to Flight 182. At
Toronto, all the baggage from Vancouver on CP 060, including
the bomb, was placed in the aft cargo hold of the Boeing 747.
This aircraft, called Flight 181, took off and flew to Montreal
with the bomb still not detonating by altimeter or timing fuze.
The timer was set to go off at 0714Z. (The Judge Josephson
determined bomb.)
Bomb 3: After the Boeing 747 called Flight 181 landed in
Montreal with the bomb from Vancouver still in the aft cargo
hold, the flight number of the same Boeing 747 changed to Air
India Flight 182, and more passengers and baggage were put on
board. All their baggage was placed into the forward cargo hold.
A new aircraft bomb was thus loaded into the forward cargo
compartment with the timer set to go off at 0714Z. (The Judge
Kirpal determined bomb.)
There were many delays involved with loading parts of a large
engine into the aft cargo compartment which did not set off the
bomb in that compartment. Finally, the aft and forward cargo
compartment bomb laden Boeing 747 now called Air India Flight
182 took off from Montreal for its third flight in many hours,
flew for five hours across the Atlantic and then a fuze for the
Montreal loaded bomb activated and exploded in the forward
cargo compartment, not by an altimeter fuze because the aircraft
was level at 31000 feet and had been so for hours, but by a timer
fuze. The Vancouver bomb, first loaded in Vancouver and
transferred to the aft cargo compartment of the doomed aircraft
in Toronto, detonated at exactly the same time, 0714Z. The two
bombs blew holes in the pressurized hull causing an explosive
decompression.

Thus explains and unites the Japanese police bomb, the Justice
Kirpal bomb, the Justice Josephson bomb, the CASB explosion,
and the UK AIB explosive decompression events.
The official determinations assume inefficient ticketing agents,
dull-witted security forces, and malfunctioning X ray machines
in four large metropolitan airports in two industrialized nations.
It assumes incompetent terrorists who can't set a bomb to go off
on time. It assumes quiet bombs in an aircraft that leave no sound
when they go off. It assumes three stealthy bombs that managed
to slip through sniffing dogs, portable metal detectors, X-Ray
machines, private security teams, and yet leave no trace of their
fuzes, timers, explosive material, or containers.
Officially the terrorists were of two groups; one group in
Vancouver to check the bomb in the baggage which was placed
in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to explode
according to the Canadian judge. Another terrorist group in
Montreal checked their bomb in baggage which was placed in
the forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to
explode there according to the Indian judge. The Vancouver
terrorist group also checked in another bomb in the baggage of
another aircraft to explode later on a baggage cart at Narita
airport, according to the Indian judge.
The terrorists were stupid because:
1. The bombs did not go off when a real aircraft bomb usually
goes off, shortly after takeoff climb on the initially loaded flight.
2. The fuzes were three timers set to go of at odd times such as
0619, 0714, and 0714 many hours later after being set.
3. They did not claim responsibility to advertise their cause.
The terrorists were smart because:
1. They were able to construct bombs which left no fuse, no

casings, no timer evidence and were silent.
2. They were able to smuggle three bombs through tight security
at four large airports in two countries.
3. They coordinated two bomb explosions on the same aircraft
loaded in different locations at two airports to ensure destruction.
The terrorists were lucky because;
1. The four takeoffs and landings and turbulence did not detonate
the amateur improvised bombs.
2. The changing of two planes and movement of baggage from
plane to transit area did not detonate the bombs.
3. Their bomb laden baggage was not misplaced or misdirected
by the airline.
4. The many unexpected schedule delays and aircraft changes
still allowed the bombs to go off to kill innocent people instead
of in an unoccupied hangar or baggage storage area.
This is the official unified motive to explain the Narita airport
transit area and Air India Flight 182 bombings: Revenge seeking
terrorist groups managed to place three stealthy bombs in three
aircraft and on one baggage cart through four airports in one day.
Part X: Sequence of Destruction
Below is the scientific explanation for Air India Flight 182 in
narrative form based on direct, circumstantial, tangible, deduced,
historical, and inferred evidence obtained through government
aircraft accident reports and testimony under oath, 1953-2006.
All statements of fact can be corroborated as having occurred in
Air India Flight 182 or other similar Boeing 747s under similar
circumstances.
Pressurized hulls of jet airliners have been blowing up since
1953 with the Comet.

03/03/1953
location: Karachi, Pakistan
carrier: Canadian Pacific flight:
aircraft: comet registry:
aboard: fatal: 11 ground:
details: First fatal crash of a commercial jet aircraft
05/02/1953
location: near Jagalogori West Bengal, India
carrier: British Overseas Airlines flight: 783/057
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry: g-alyv
aboard: 43 fatal: 43 ground:
details: broke up in flight during a violent thunderstorm. Metal
fatigue due to design flaw.
01/10/1954
location: Elba, Italy
carrier: British Overseas Airlines flight:
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry:
aboard: fatal: 35 ground:
details: broke up in flight. Metal fatigue due to design flaw.
04/08/1954
location: stromboli, italy
carrier: South African Airways flight:
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry:
aboard: fatal: 21 ground:
details: broke up in flight. Metal fatigue due to design flaw.
The Wiring/Cargo Door Explanation
Hull ruptures in flight leading to sudden explosive

decompressions have occurred in over fifty airliners over the
years. The causes can be bombs, metal fatigue, cargo shifts,
inadvertent door openings from improperly latched to electrical
faults, cockpit windows being broken by bird strikes, fuel tank
explosion, missile hits, corrosion, faulty repair of damaged
bulkhead, midair collisions, thunderstorms, and improperly fitted
pressure relief valves.
Air India Flight 182 fits into one of those categories, the shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup one.
There are literally hundreds of pressurization problems that occur
in airliners that are not sudden explosions but slow failures.
These events rarely lead to fatalities while the sudden loud
events usually do.
In an historical and statistical sense Air India Flight 182 was a
normal aircraft accident: The cause was mechanical and not
unusual. There have been several subsequent explosive
decompressions in Boeing 747s similar to Air India Flight 182
that left similar evidence.
The forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 opened
inadvertently in flight for certain, the cause of that opening was
probably faulty wiring.
Background:
On 18 July, 1984 a high lift vehicle damaged the fuselage skin
near the forward cargo door of a Boeing 747-237B, Air India
Flight 182, construction number 330, operated by Air India
airlines. The fuselage skin had wiring routed on the inside which
became bent from the impact and subsequently cracked to bare

wire, a characteristic of the polyimide type insulated Poly X
wiring installed in the aircraft. The forward cargo door had nonsteel locking sectors to keep the bottom eight latching cams from
being back driven which would allow the door to open in flight
causing explosive decompression which would be a catastrophic
event well known to aircraft designers.
In June of 1986 several passengers changed their flight
plans and their baggage routing for various flights through
Canada to overseas destinations probably from Vancouver.
On 22 June, 1986, two aircraft had baggage loaded aboard
them at the Vancouver B. C. airport; one flight was called CP 003
and the other CP 060. Flight 003 took off and flew uneventfully
to the extremely busy Narita airport near Tokyo, Japan. After the
baggage was unloaded from the flight, it was put on a baggage
cart which was wheeled through a transit area of many other
baggage carts containing many other bags from many other
flights. An explosion of unspecified cause, unknown fuzing,
unknown container, and unknown material occurred on the
baggage cart which killed two people and injured others. The
airport had high security because of previous terrorist attacks on
it resulting in fatalities over the years.
The other flight, CP 060, flew uneventfully to Toronto
Airport. The baggage was unloaded from CP 060 and those bags
continuing on to London on Air India Flight 181/182 were
loaded into the aft cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B,
construction number 330. The flight, now called Air India Flight
181, then flew uneventfully to Mirabel Airport in Montreal. After
landing, some baggage of the departing passengers was unloaded
from the aft compartment. Parts of a broken engine were placed
in the aft cargo compartment for ferry back to India. New

passengers and new baggage from Montreal for the next flight of
the same aircraft, construction number 330 and now called Air
India Flight 182, were loaded with all the new baggage going
into the forward baggage compartment. The baggage from
Vancouver on CP 060 and reloaded at Toronto remained in the aft
cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B now called Air India
Flight 182.
The forward cargo compartment was filled with summer
night air, warm and moist. When flying at altitude the air would
be cooled by the air conditioning and the very cold outside air
would cool the fuselage skin thus condensing out moisture along
the inside of the compartment which would run through the
wiring bundles and down into the cargo door bilge.
Air India Flight 182 took off from Montreal for London at
0218 Z on 23 June 1985 and flew uneventfully for about five
hours and while at 31000 feet at 296 knots and about 115 miles
west of Ireland a tragic sequence of events began at 0714 Z. The
pressure differential between outside and inside air was at its
maximum design limit, 8.9 pounds per square inch.
Water may have met the cracked insulated wire which may
have been previously damaged by the high lift accident to the
cargo door area. The now exposed and bare wire shorted against
the metal fuselage. The electricity then flowed around safety
cutout switches and powered on the cargo door actuator unlatch
electric motor which attempted to rotate all ten cam sectors to
unlocked positions around their ten latching pins. The eight
lower cam sectors may have been prevented from unlatching
around the latching pins because of the bottom eight locking
sectors. However, the two midspan latches had no locking
sectors to prevent the inadvertent rotation of the midspan
latching cams around the midspan latching pins.

The lower eight cams probably overcame the weaker
locking sectors to just turn past center and allow the door to
unlatch in flight, a defect known years later in two other Boeing
747 flights, Pan Am Flight 125 and United Airlines Flight 811.
The midspan cams turned just past center with no locking sectors
to prevent the backdriving of the cams, an operation only
supposed to be allowed on the ground. Possibly other factors
such as an out of rig cargo door, a poor repair job on the door
area, the slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and worn latch pins
may have contributed to have allowed the two midspan latches to
rotate just past center permitting the almost 100,000 pounds of
internal pressure on the 99 inch by 110 inch door to rupture
outward inflight relieving the maximum pressure differential on
the internal fuselage.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish forward cargo door
would have instantly burst open at the midspan and bottom
latches sending the latches, door material, and large pieces of
fuselage skin spinning away. The forward cargo compartment
would have spewed its contents outward onto the starboard side
of the fuselage. It was as if a huge mylar balloon had popped.
The severe explosion of explosive decompression caused the
forward cargo door to be fractured and shattered into a few large
pieces and many small pieces which gave a frayed appearance
from an outward force. Many small bits of metal from the
explosion were embedded into the cargo door area metal fuselage
structure.
The top part of the door swung outward and upward on its
hinge and then separated taking large vertical pieces of fuselage
skin with it, exposing stringers and bulkheads. The very lower
part of the door sill with its eight bottom latches may have stuck

to fuselage skin. The resulting damage zone appeared as a huge
rectangle of shattered door, skin, and stringers. Some pieces of
the door and fuselage skin flew directly aft and impacted the
leading edge of the right wing, the vertical stabilizer and the right
horizontal stabilizer inflight.
This explosion of explosive decompression blew out a large
hole about thirty feet wide and forty feet high on the starboard
side of the nose forward of the wing. It looked as if a bomb had
gone off inside the forward cargo hold. Fuselage skin was peeled
outward at various places on the starboard side of the nose.
The forward cargo door had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward starboard side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one-quarter of the
distance above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door appeared
to have been badly frayed. The cargo door pieces and the
adjacent skin had holes, flaps, fractures, inward concavity, tears,
deformities, outward bent petals, curls, missing pieces, cracks,
separations, curved fragments, spikes, and folds. The fast and
powerful explosion of the explosive decompression would have
caused a metallurgical effect called ÔtwinningÕ on a few
fragments of pieces of wreckage.
The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing the high pressure inside the fuselage to the low
pressure outside the aircraft while making a sudden very loud
audible sound. This sudden rushing outward air was recorded on
the Cockpit Voice Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The sound
did not accurately match any bomb explosion sounds on other
aircraft but did match the explosive decompression sound on

another wide body airliner, a DC-10 cargo door open event.
The tremendous explosive force in the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the adjacent main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorders. The resulting data tapes showed a sudden
loud audible sound followed by an abrupt power cut to the flight
data recorder, the cockpit voice recorder and transponder.
The number three engine and cowling, closest to the forward
cargo compartment, were damaged by inflight debris from
material ejected from the now exposed compartment and cabin
above, debris which also damaged the number four engine
cowling by a displaced turbine blade from number three engine.
The resulting vibration from the internal damage to engine
number three caused the nacelle and engine to fall away from the
wing, as designed, and land apart from the other three engines.
The floor beams above the forward cargo hold were sucked
downward, and were fractured and broken from the sudden
decompression. The floor panels were stationary but gave the
appearance of separating upward by the suddenly moving
downward floor beams.
The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression from the right. Air rushed
into the large hole and weakened other skin and frames thus
peeling skin further outward and rupturing the aft part of the
aircraft to include the aft cargo compartment and the aft pressure
bulkhead. There was no evidence of an explosion of any source
in the aft cargo compartment.
The 296 knots of wind force pressed upon the weakened
airframe and broke it in half amidships. This wind force was

larger than any wind force the surface of the earth had ever
experienced. The nose portion and wings tore off and landed in a
dense debris heap apart from the debris field of the aft part.
The rest of the plane without the forward section suddenly
decelerated from 296 knots and caused whiplash injuries to
passengers. After the breakup, the passengers who were not
wearing their seatbelts were scattered to far distances. They
suffered explosion type injuries such as pieces of metal
embedded in them from flying debris in the cabin. They were not
burned because there was no fire nor explosion from a bomb
explosion. The passengers had no other bomb explosion
evidence. The passengers and crew were ejected from the
disintegrating aircraft to tumble to the water and suffer upward
impact physical damage to their bodies. Some remained in their
seats and were trapped in the fuselage underwater. Some had
decompression type injuries of hypoxia from the high altitude
aircraft breakup.
The passengers fell to the sea and some floated and some
sank. The baggage from Vancouver passengers and loaded into
the aft cargo compartment fell to the sea and some floated and
some sank. The baggage from Montreal passengers and loaded
into the forward cargo compartment fell to the sea and some
floated and some sank. The aircraft fell in pieces and some pieces
floated and some sank.
The pilots may have been conscious for a few seconds and
adjusted the trim controls out of habit. The communications
radio may have been activated by the disturbances in the cockpit
and transmitted for a few seconds to air traffic control.
The port side forward of the wing was relatively smooth and

undamaged from inflight debris while the starboard side forward
of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at the ruptured cargo
door area.
A few local fires appeared on the surface of the ocean from
the jet kerosene fuel and singed some seat cushions and floating
passengers.
All was quiet as the ground controllers tried to contact Air
India Flight 182 as the flight crew did not respond to radio calls.
Rescue teams were sent. Authorities became aware of the tragedy
of 329 men, women, and children dying in a sudden plane crash.
Aftermath:
Explanations were sought as to what happened. Immediately
the suggestion was made by authorities that a bomb explosion
had caused the accident because of the sudden and catastrophic
nature of the immediate evidence.
The Canadian aviation accident investigation authorities became
involved since the aircraft had taken off from Canada and had
many Canadian citizens aboard. Indian authorities became
involved since the airline, Air India, has government ties. The
Indian authorities quickly dismissed their aviation experts and
assigned a Judge of the Court the oversee the investigation.
After a period of investigation, much of which was
conducted to confirm the bomb explosion explanation and
identify the culprits, the Indian judge made a finding in 1986 that
a bomb in the forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 and ruled out any type of
explosion in the aft cargo compartment.
After a period of investigation, during which the opinion of

the UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch representative of an
explosive decompression not caused by a bomb but a cause as
yet to be determined was given, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board made a conclusion in 1986 that an explosion of unstated
cause in the forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 while also ruling out any
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment.
The immediate finding by the Indians of a bomb explosion
in the forward cargo compartment was accepted and remained
the probable cause for Air India Flight 182 twenty one years later
although subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in similar
circumstances leaving similar evidence now resolutely
contradicted that finding although confirming the Indian finding
of an explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment and no explosion in the aft.
The Canadian probable cause of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of an undetermined cause has been proven to
be correct by subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in
similar circumstances leaving similar evidence which do reveal
the cause of the explosion: faulty wiring causing the forward
cargo door to rupture open inflight at the latches leading to a
tremendous explosion of explosive decompression causing Air
India Flight 182 to totally breakup in flight.
In 2001 three men were arrested for involvement in the
unproved bombing. One pled guilty on a bomb making charge
and went to prison while denying any involvement with Air India
Flight 182.
In 2005 two of the accused were found not guilty by a
Canadian judge in British Columbia. The other man remains in

prison and charged with perjury in that trial. The Canadian judge
determined that an explosion occurred in the rear cargo
compartment on the left side and the cause was a bomb. No
explanations were offered to rebut the original findings of
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side and
no explosion of any source in the aft cargo compartment.
In 2006 a Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of
the Bombing of Air India Flight 182 was appointed. The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation was presented to the
Commissioner at an open hearing on 19 July, 2006. Excerpts
below:
Application for Standing presented by Mr. Smith: Mr.
Smith: Thank you, Commissioner Major, for allowing me to
supplement my written application for standing...I have an
alternate explanation for Air India 182. It's a mechanical
explanation. I'll go into some detail during my presentation and
my detail will not be to persuade you that my explanation is
correct but to persuade you that my research has depth and is
worthy of being granted standing.
The Commissioner: Well, I donÕt think, Mr. Smith, that
you need 15 minutes to persuade me of that. HereÕs the
difficulty...You have an alternate theory. The alternate theory may
over time prove to be correct. I donÕt know...but the Terms of
Reference preclude our considering whether or not there was any
cause for that explosion other than the bomb that is found by the
Supreme Court of British Columbia.
Hindsight:
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight

breakup from an explosion, it was believed that an explosive
decompression in an early model Boeing 747 could not cause an
abrupt power cut to the data flight recorders. That belief was
cited by the Indian Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the
explosive decompression explanation because, in fact, Air India
Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
The Indian Kirpal Reports states: "It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electrical power supply from the MEC
compartment." The later event of United Airlines Flight 811
showed that it was possible, and indeed, did happen, that an
explosive decompression caused by a structural failure could and
did cause an abrupt electrical cutoff to the recorders.
The reason for the Indians in 1986 to rule out explosive
decompression by structural failure was negated by the reality of
United Airlines Flight 811 in 1989. If the Indians had the
foreknowledge of United Airlines Flight 811 and the explosive
decompression which cut off abruptly the power to the recorders,
it is most probable they would have sustained the findings of the
Canadians and the British who said that a explosion in the
forward cargo compartment occurred and all would have then
known the solution to the mystery posed by the AAIB
investigator: "...but the cause has not been identified." The cause
was identified in 1989 and demonstrated by United Airlines
Flight 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02: The National Transportation
Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in
flight and the subsequent explosive decompression.'
The evidence that was unavailable to the Air India Flight
182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident investigators in 1985 that
became available in the ensuing 16 years that would have been
invaluable in assisting them in determining the probable cause

was:
A. Evidence that an explosive decompression could cause
an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
B.
Evidence that floor panels can appear to separate upwards
when in fact the floor beneath were pulled down.
C. Testimony that twinning can occur in explosions other
than bombs, such as an aviation fuel explosion, or explosive
decompression.
D.
Evidence that the type of wiring installed, Poly-X, was
defective in that it cracked to bare wire easily, especially in the
presence of moisture.
E. Visible ruptures in flight in forward cargo doors of
other early model Boeing 747s that suffered the same events in
flight.
F. Several Airworthiness Directives for defects in and
around the forward cargo doors of Boeing 747s that if
uncorrected could lead to inadvertent opening of the cargo door
in flight leading to catastrophic explosive decompression.
The evidence that was available to the Air India Flight 182
CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident investigators in 1985 was
such to lead them to conclude that an explosion had taken place
on the starboard side in the forward cargo compartment which
was picked up by the cockpit voice recorder and cut off the
electrical power in the adjacent main electrical equipment
compartment. The cause of the explosion was given as either
unknown, structural failure of explosive decompression, or a
bomb explosion. Since the event in 1989 with United Airlines
Flight 811 had not happened yet, the understandable decision of
the Indians, based on three assumptions later proven unreliable,
was to state the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment a bomb whilst the cautious Canadian CASB and
the British AAIB left the cause unstated or unidentified.

Part XI: Political Implications
Mr. Brucker, if and when the substantiated mechanical
explanation for Air India Flight 182 is confirmed by Crown
experts in aircraft crashes (TSB Air investigators), the political
consequences are very positive: (Assuming I'm a political
amateur optimist)
1. The caution and prudence of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board of 1986 will be revealed; their findings were correct, there
was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment of Air India
Flight 182 with an electrical cause only apparent four years later
with United Airlines Flight 811.
2. The RCMP and CSIS will be exonerated for their failure to
catch their men because there were no men to catch. There was
no bomb, there were no bombers, there was no conspiracy, there
was no crime, there were no criminals; the small cause was
faulty Poly-X wiring destroying a large machine, an early model
Boeing 747.
3. The security of Canadian airports was intact and not
penetrated because there was no bomb placed in a CP aircraft
leaving Vancouver, BC, which then passed through Montreal and
Toronto airports.
4. The wisdom of the Canadian judicial system will be reaffirmed
as represented by Justice Josephson who found the two accused
not guilty because they were.
5 The tenacity and bravery of the Prime Minister to order an
Inquiry that eventually would reveal the probable cause for the
two decade old tragedy whilst knowing that official Inquiries
sometimes answer key questions that remain unsolved, can help
prevent future aircraft accidents, but can cause turbulent changes
in attitude amongst the public.
6. A grand reduction in the amount of fear, suspicion, and hate

among Canadian citizens against themselves, a religion, an
airline, and law enforcement.
7. Closure for the families.
A pessimist might opine that acceptance of a mechanical
explanation and rejection of the bomb conspiracy story would
create disturbance in the minds of the citizens and cause unrest
among the families and my reply would be, "That's why
politicians and high officials get the respect, because they explain
clearly and smooth upsets over to maintain the peace and
prosperity of the state."
Part XII: Standing as witness before the Commission of Inquiry
I have fulfilled a Term of Reference and thus worthy of being
granted standing because:
1. I have flown in Boeing 747s and about twenty other types of
military and civilian aircraft during forty five years of aviation
experience accumulating thousands of hours of flight time.
2. My crew duties have included pilot in command, co-pilot,
navigator, bombardier, flight crew, mechanic, and owner.
3. I am a qualified nuclear weapon loading officer/bombardier
which means I know how to create, load, arm, deliver, and
detonate nuclear weapons as well as conventional bombs.
4. I have dropped bombs.
5. I have investigated in depth the bombing of Air India Flight
182 and other explanations for the inflight breakup and have
written a three hundred page aircraft accident report and built a
thousand page website demonstrating a substantial interest.
(Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 and Exhibit S-18 in the
Commission files)
6. I have been investigated by the RCMP, the Air India Task

Force, and the security branch of Transport Canada during their
investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight 182.
7. I am personally aware of a conflict between the RCMP and
Transportation Safety Board of Canada which resulted in
problems of effective cooperation which I believe adversely
affected the investigation into the bombing of Air India Flight
182.
8. I have been in a sudden fiery fatal jet airplane crash and
suffered lifelong injuries.
9. I have seen the fatal victim in that crash.
10. I have visited and discussed the crash with the surviving
family members of the victim.
11. I have discovered a clear and present hazard to the security
and safety of Canadian passengers flying in early model Boeing
747s such as Air India Flight 182. (The shorted wiring/ruptured
open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup hazard)
Summation
There were no bombs on Air India Flight 182. There were no
crimes and no criminals and no conspiracies. There was and is a
mechanical problem which exists to this day, aging and failing
Poly X wiring which exploits design errors of non plug cargo
doors and omitted midspan locking sectors allowing an explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptures open in
flight.
Mr. Brucker, please check out this alternate explanation for the
current bomb explosion one for Air India Flight 182. The
alternative mechanical explanation with precedent warrants
requests to Crown experts in technical matters (TSB (Air)
investigators), and the Crown expert in inquiry (Commissioner

Major of the Commission of Inquiry), for their opinions to assist
you on a course of action to follow after their inquiries are
complete. I can also help those agencies by being available to
present the wiring/cargo door explanation to them in detail. Can
you ask TSB (Air) for their professional opinions?
Can you set up a meeting with TSB (Air) investigators and me in
Vancouver? I will go there to meet them.
Can you suggest to Commissioner Major that I be granted
standing as a witness before him? It is in the best interest of the
Commission of Inquiry to inquire into the wiring/cargo door
explanation to fulfill the guidance given by the Prime Minister to
conduct a full and thorough inquiry and also fulfill the
Commissioner's stated goal of being very broad in the evidence
that it heard, in order to put to rest the various theories, rumours
and neglect that have occurred since the explosion in 1985.
On a personal note, I have read the law somewhat in my forty
five years of adulthood. In my opinion, my readings of military
law, federal law, local law, and aviation law have revealed one
thing that is always apparent: Fairness. The law as written always
allows the other side the same advantages or concessions as the
other. If one side has time, the other does too. If one side makes a
statement, the other side has an opportunity to rebut, and the
original side can rebut the rebuttal and then the other side gets to
rebut that rebuttal. The bombing explanation has had twenty one
years to present its case, please allow the wiring/cargo door a
few hours in front of TSB (Air) or the Commission of Inquiry.
Please turn those fair words of the written law and the idealistic
words of the Prime Minister and the Commissioner into reality.
Respectfully,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Mr. John Barry Smith
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Dear Mr. Smith:
On behalf of the Prime Minister, I would like to thank you for
your e-mail of October 2 regarding the Commission of Inquiry
into the Bombing of Air India Flight 182. Please be assured that
your comments have been carefully reviewed and are
appreciated.
I have taken the liberty of forwarding your correspondence
directly to the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of
Canada, the Honourable Vic Toews, within whose
responsibilities this matter falls.
Once again, thank you for taking the time to write.
Sincerely,
Salpie Stepanian
Assistant to the Prime Minister
cc: Hon. Vic Toews, P.C., M.P., Minister of Justice and Attorney

General of
Canada
Mr. John Barry Smith
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your correspondence of August 20, 2006, to the
Honourable Lawrence Cannon, Minister of Transport,
Infrastructure and Communities, regarding Air India Flight 182.
The Minister has asked me to reply on his behalf.
I have noted your comments with respect to this matter.
Although, as you indicate, the Attorney General of Canada is the
Government of Canada's representative on the Commission of
Inquiry into the investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight
182. This being the case, I have taken the liberty of forwarding a
copy of your correspondence to the office of the Honourable Vic
Toews, Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, for
consideration.
I trust that this action will prove satisfactory. Again, thank you
for writing.
Yours truly,
Richard Stryde
Senior Special Assistant
c.c. Office of the Honourable Vic Toews, P.C. M.P.
Dear John Barry Smith,
Thank you for your interest in Transportation Safety Board.
Your comments are important to us and we will address them as

quickly as
possible.
We have lots of information already available on-line which may
be exactly
what you need. Our e-mail service is now available. The
subscription page
lets you choose the documents for which you would like to
receive a
notification. When a type of document you have requested is
posted on our
Web site, an e-mail that includes a short summary and a link to
the
document on our Web site will be sent to you. Please use the
following
link to subscribe to our e-mail service
(http://listserv.tsb.gc.ca/en/subscribe/).
We invite you to start by reading:
About the TSB (http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/common/about.asp);
FAQ (http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/common/faq.asp) where many of
your questions
may already have been addressed;
The Site Map (http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/common/site_map.asp);
and
Search (http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/search/query.asp) pages are
valuable tools
to find specific information.

If you wish to contact a TSB employee, please use the GEDS
Employee
Directory at http://direct.srv.gc.ca/cgi-bin/direct500/BE.
Please note that personal information collected by TSB is
protected.
Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your comments.
Communications Group
Transportation Safety Board
E-mail: communications@tsb.gc.ca
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/common/offices.asp
Good afternoon,
The Transportation Safety Board (TSB) has implemented
SECURITAS, a
confidential program through which you can report potentially
unsafe
acts or conditions relating to the Canadian transportation system
that
would not normally be reported through other channels.
For more information, please follow this link:
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/securitas/index.asp
Thank you for your interest in the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada.
Best regards,
Christian Plouffe

Communications Advisor
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your recent inquiry regarding the last
correspondence you had with Mr. Bill Tucker on the Air India
file. Mr. Tucker's replacement is Mr. Terry Burtch, who joined us
last October. I have forwarded your request to Mr. Burtch, who
is pursuing it at present. You may also be interested to know that
just before we received your request, both the Director of
Investigations - Air and the Director, Engineering, retired from
the Transportation Safety Board. Mr. Burtch is presently
following up with other staff in those respective organizations,
and will communicate directly with you at the earliest
opportunity. We regret the delay in responding, but trust that this
approach will be satisfactory.
Paulette G. Delorme
Executive Assistant / Adjointe ex⁄cutive
Transportation Safety Board of Canada/
Bureau de la s⁄curit⁄ des transports du Canada
Tel.: (819) 994-8002
FAX: (819) 994-9759

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of
Reference: Non Cooperation.

Date: Thu, 17 Aug 2006 08:54:12 -0700

To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :NewMaster:2309732:Garstang
emails.pdf: :NewMaster:2309732:SGT Blachford
emails.pdf: :NewMaster:2309732:Tuckeremails.pdf:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Thursday, August 17, 2006
Below is Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Thursday, August 17, 2006
I have attached three pdf files for the Commissioner to
substantiate my claims, one for Mr. Garstang, one for Sgt.
Blachford, and one for Mr. Tucker.
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/

inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
=========================
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publique

Terms of Reference: the Commissioner to conduct the Inquiry
specifically for the purpose of making findings and
recommendations with respect to the following, namely, if there
were problems in the effective cooperation between government
departments and agencies, including the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, in
the investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight 182, either
before or after June 23, 1985, whether any changes in practice or
legislation are required to prevent the recurrence of similar
problems of cooperation in the investigation of terrorism
offences in the future.
Dear Commissioner Major,
Thursday,
August 17, 2006
There was a problem in the effective cooperation between
Canadian government agencies, RCMP and TSB (Transportation
Safety Board), in the investigation of the bombing of Air India
Flight 182 from 1997 through 2002 and a change in practice is
required to prevent the recurrence of similar problems of
cooperation in the investigation of terrorism offences in the
future.
Names and titles of persons referenced below:
Terry Burtch
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board Canada
Bill Tucker (Retired)
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board Canada

Bart Blachford Sgt.
John Schnieder
Rich Spruel
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Air India Task Force
Keith Hamilton
Crown sponsored attorney for the accused Bagri
John Garstang
Securitas branch of TSB
Ken Smart
Chief Inspector of Accidents,
Air Accident Investigations Branch
AAIB
DRA Farnborough
Hants GU14 6TD
United Kingdom
I was personally investigated by the RCMP Air India Task Force
during their investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight 182.
I was personally questioned by the TSB about the events
surrounding the bombing of Air India Flight 182. I received
erroneous information from Securitas of the TSB. The two
agencies did not cooperate based upon the information I gave
them.
1. In response to my email to Securitas of TSB I received the
erroneous information from John Garstang of TSB: The cargo
door was not retrieved from the bottom of the ocean.

At 3:18 PM +0400 2/27/97, Securitas wrote:
Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft. During any aircraft crash, investigators
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause. In the case
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a
bomb blast
had occurred. Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet. Put your money on
the experts;
you will win more often.
---------2. In response I wrote the below email for members of the Air
India Task Force, John Schnieder and Rich Spruel, and to John
Garstang of Securitas. (Emails attached as pdf file)
At 9:11 PM +0000 4/17/97, John Barry Smith wrote:

To: Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Attention Mr John Garstang RE Air India 182
Mr. Garstang, this is John Barry Smith, discover of the cargo
door explanation for the cause of the crash of AI 182. I just had a
nice chat with Mr. John Schnieder of the Air India Task Force.
He said he would get in touch with you to ask would you contact
me to discuss the forward cargo door of AI 182. Mr. Schnieder is
a police officer and referred me to you because you are an
aircraft crash investigator and sent me the email about how the
door was retrieved and latches latched. Well, since the door was
not retrieved the latch status is still unknown and we must go to
other evidence to explain the crash. After twelve years and three
other similar crashes, a better explanation emerges, inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. www.corazon.com
has a thousand pages of documentation and analyis of the four
crashes.
In addition Boeing is conducting its own investigation into the
forward cargo door as shown by the remark of Mr. Rich Spruel
of the Task Force that Boeing had also recently inquired about
that forward cargo door of AI 182.
I trust that as a crash investigator your primary desire is to
explain a crash so that it will not happen again and will examine
all possibilities that are presented that are reasonable and
documented, such as cargo door. Please contact me through
email or phone so that I may present my case in a short brief,
enough to give you thought to either pursue the door theory or
dismiss it. Please don't ignore it.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith 10408 659 3552
3. Several years later I heard from Sgt. Bart Blachford of the
RCMP AITF and I responded below and provided him with my

accident reports: (Emails attached as pdf file)
At 10:56 PM -0800 11/14/01,
To: SGT Blachford@redshift.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Meeting about Air India Flight 182
Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
Dear Sergeant Blachford, 14 Nov 01
Thank you for your letter of 7 Nov 01 in which you would like to
meet with me and discuss in detail my shorted wiring/forward
cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup for
Air India Flight 182 and taking at least a day to do so.
Yes, of course, Sergeant. Let us work on the logistics.
I would prefer here in my home office with my computers and
stacks of documents for referral as needed and the sooner the
better. I put myself at your service regarding time and date.
I'll meet you at the Monterey Airport, or, if you drive, as I did in
March to Vancouver, call me and I'll set you up with lodging. An
alternative meeting place is possible.
I've also invited a representative of TSB, Mr. Bill Tucker, to join
us as well as an attorney for the defence assigned by the Crown,
Mr. Keith Hamilton. (Mr. Garstang being unavailable.) I'm
waiting for replies from them. If you prefer to meet alone, please

tell me and that is fine with me. My approach is open and
forthright with everyone informed. Please consult with them
regarding the meeting.
Email for Mr. Tucker: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
TSB
Email for Mr. Keith Hamilton: keithrh@telus.net
Defense Counsel assigned by the Crown for Mr. Bagri
The ideal meeting would include the law enforcement authority,
(you of the RCMP AITF), a TSB aircraft safety investigator (Mr.
Tucker or representative), defence counsel assigned by the
Crown (Mr. Keith Hamilton), and this independent aircraft
accident investigator, (John Barry Smith.)
It seems the mood has changed in the past few days after AA 587
and now the first speculation of a cause of an airliner crash is
mechanical failure instead of a terrorist act (such as believed in
1985). It looks like facts, data, and evidence, are taking priority
now and that is good. There are lots of those for support of a
mechanical cause for Air India Flight 182 and I look forward to
laying them out for you and answering all your queries.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552

541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
4. I sent my files to Sgt Blachford and note that Mr. Bill Tucker
of TSB was cooperating with the RCMP AITF by providing them
with my files. Sgt. Blachford declined to provide me with an
email address.

Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
Dear Sergeant Blachford,
31 May 2001
Enclosed is hard copy of my Smith AAR for AI 182 and the
appendices to it. These hard copy files should be the same as my
PDF files sent to you electronically earlier from Mr. Tucker of
TSB.
Also enclosed is a hard copy of my email I sent to you via the
RCMP website yesterday.
Do you have a direct email other than the web based email for
RCMP?
I invite discussion on this matter which I believe presents a
danger to the flying public as well as clearing up a mystery of 16
years; telephone calls and emails are most welcome.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

5. Sgt Bart Blachford and Mr. Bill Tucker of TSB Air visited me
in my home in early December 2001 and stayed for a day
listening to my presentation. I stated to them that viewing the
evidence of Air India Flight 182 via the videotapes would be
most helpful to the investigation of the bombing of Air India
Flight 182. I quoted a family member of a victim of United
Airlines Flight 811 as saying a USA NTSB official who had seen
both as saying the cargo doors of Air India Flight 182 and United
Airlines Flight 811 matched visually. Sgt. Blachford never
replied. Mr. Garstang and Mr. Hamilton chose not to attend.
At 8:56 AM -0800 12/17/01, John Barry Smith wrote:
Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6
Dear Sgt. Bart Blachford, 17 Dec 01

Let us take advantage of this extra time to further check out the
shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup for Air India Flight 182 and
others.
I'm hoping this extra time will give you and AITF opportunity to
interview me again as they check out the items of interest you
discovered during our discussions such as paint smears and
twisted torque tubes.
Is there any chance we can view videotapes of that door area of
Air India Flight 182 together to look for those matches to United
Airlines Flight 811?
During our talks down here I mentioned that the family of one of
the victims of United Airlines Flight 811, the Campbells, had
quoted a NTSB investigator as saying the Air India Flight 182
door looked just like the United Airlines Flight 811 door which
gives a further match to a wiring cause and not a bomb. Mr.
Tucker said he believed that no NTSB investigator had access to
the Air India Flight 182 photos and thus could give no opinion. I
was able to research this further and discovered that, in fact, a
NTSB investigator did have access to all of the Air India Flight
182 data and thus could state with accuracy that the Air India
Flight 182 door matched the United Airlines Flight 811 forward
cargo door. That investigator was no less than Jim Wildey, the
person who ruled out the forward cargo door of Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 based on only the examination of eight of the
ten latches.
Below excerpt from the Campbells of New Zealand to me:

'We flew to Seattle but were told we could not see
the door , we drove to Washington to see the NTSB and as we
entered the
office we were told they could spare us 5 minutes,about 3 hours
later we held
a set of the recovered C locks and Lock sectors and they
admitted we were
correct , that they would ensure that the aircraft would be fixed
but not to
hold our breath waiting for a new report ever to be released .
After lunch
with them I asked " in light of what we now know on 811 do you
still think
that Air India was a bomb ?"
The reply was that we never thought that Air India was a bomb in
fact the
video shows a cargo door exactly the same as 811.'
From Kirpal Report below on Air India Flight 182:
'1.5.16 The participant had all filed their affidavits by way of
submissions. The Court indicated that formal hearings would be
held for the purpose of cross-examining some of the witnesses
about three weeks after the receipt of all the reports of the
various groups. While in Cork, in the first week of November,
1985 some of the salvaged pieces of the wreckage were brought
there. After they were inspected by all the participants and their
advisers, who were present in Cork, it was decided by the Court
that further detailed metallurgical and other examination of those
pieces would be done at BARC, Bombay. In order that there
should be no undue delay the Court decided that a Group be
constituted consisting of expert representatives of all the
participants and also the nominees

of the Court. This group was asked to carry out metallurgical
and other examination of some of the critical pieces salvaged and
give its report to the Court. The group constituted as a
'Committee of Experts' was as under :a. Mr. A.J.W. Melson, Canadian Aviation Safety Board,
Canada.
b. Mr. R.K. Phillips, Canadian Pacific Air, Canada.
c. Mr. T. Swift, Federal Aviation, Administration, USA.
d. Mr. R.Q. Taylor, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
e. Mr. J.P. Tryzl, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
f. Mr. J.F. Wildey II, National Transportation Safety Board USA.
g. Mr. S.N. Seshadri, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India
(Coordinator).'
The above suggests that for Air India Flight 182, the NTSB
representative, Jim Wildey, said no bomb; the AAIB
representative, Mr. Roy Davis, said no bomb; the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board, (CASB) declined to say bomb, and only a
judicial officer, not an aircraft investigator, Judge Kirpal, said
bomb, and even that opinion was given reluctantly:
From Kirpal Report:
'ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 From the evidence which is available what has now to be
determined is as to what caused the accident.
4.2
Finding the cause of the accident is usually a deduction
from known set of facts. In the present case known facts are not
very many, but there are a number of possible events which
might have happened which could have led to the crash.
4.3 The first task is to try and marshal the facts which may
have a bearing as to the cause of the accident.
4.4 It is undisputed, and there is ample evidence on the record

to prove it, that Air India's Kanishka had a normal and uneventful
flight out of Montreal. The aircraft had been in air for about five
hours and was cruising smoothly at an altitude of 31,000 feet.
The readout from the CVR shows that there was no emergency
on board till the catastrophic event had occurred. This is
corroborated by the printout available from the DFDR. The event
occurred at approximately 0714 Z and that brought the aircraft
down, and it probably hit the surface of the sea within a distance
of 5 miles. The time within which the plane came down at such a
steep angle could not have been more than very few minutes.
There was a sudden snapping of the communication between the
aircraft and the ground. The aircraft had also suddenly
disappeared from the radar.
4.5
It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000 feet
which had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could have possibly
happened to it? The aircraft was apparently incapacitated and this
was due either to it having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an explosive device
within the aircraft.
4.6 Evidence indicates that after the event had occurred,
though the pilots did not or were not in a position to
communicate with the ground, they nevertheless appeared to
have taken some action. ...
4.7 It can further be speculated that if an explosion takes place
in the forward cargo compartment, the oxygen stream might have
been damaged so that when the pilots donned their masks as part
of the emergency drill for explosive decompression, they were
not breathing enriched oxygen and the time of useful
consciousness at about 31,000 feet would be significantly less
than 30 seconds under high stress and if the pilots became
unconscious as a result of this, then the aircraft would have got
out of control which would explain the subsequent events.
4.8 ..."The United States Norad/Space Command has confirmed

that there was no incoming space debris in the vicinity of Ireland
on June 23, 1985."
4.9
Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities viz.,
structural failure or accident having been caused due to a bomb
having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10 After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points to
the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time there
is complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was any
structural failure.'
So, Sgt. Blachford, that's two aviation accident investigation
agencies giving an opinion that there was no bomb, one agency
declining to say a bomb, and one judicial officer saying bomb out
of two equal choices. That's three to one against supporting
bomb. When Judge Kirpal said there 'is complete lack of
evidence to indicate that there was any structural failure,' he was
correct in 1986 because he did not know what a structural failure
from an inadvertently opened cargo door in flight looks like on a
Boeing 747, nobody did. But now we do know and the evidence
matches United Airlines Flight 811, not a bomb event although
initially thought to be by the crew.
I am available to travel up there to give a full presentation to Mr.
Schneider and the rest of the AITF staff if you wish. It really is
important, not just for justice for the three jailed men, but that
my research shows that a current hazard exists for the Canadian
public that needs to be corrected.
Cheers,
Barry

(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
6. Mr. Bill Tucker and I had an extensive email correspondence
before he retired. (Emails atached as pdf file)
At 6:23 PM -0400 6/25/02, Tucker, Bill wrote:
X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca Tue Jun 25 15:22:17 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 18:23:49 -0400
Reply-By: Sun, 2 Jun 2002 17:00:00 -0400
X-Message-Flag: Follow up
Dear Barry,
I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed
specific
responses to several of your points. I'll get to your request for
photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of
your
concerns - or at least try to.
1) - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".
2) - There is nothing fishy going on.
3) - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a

friend. He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).
4) - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I am
shocked
that you would suspect a connection. The fact is that my
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before
Ken's visit.
5) - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy". Based on my direct
knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one
plausible
explanation. Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in
the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be
plausible, but
unlikely. Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation
sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.
6) - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182,
PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity

with the UA
811 investigation than the other three. However, I have
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed
in UA
811.
7) - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182. Moreover, my personal opinion is
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so.
Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I
still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision. I have high confidence
in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I
sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.

Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is

only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.

There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure
possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner. In fact, I
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information
and

suggestions that you had provided. John G. told me that when he
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest
hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.
As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related
elements
are only part of a huge investigation. The trial (which is
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation. You will
no doubt be
following the trial, as I will. Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome
(whatever
that may be)..
In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating
with you at least most of the time. (I must admit that there have been
times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere
message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.) If I may offer
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume
you, and

don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing
it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not
listen to
what you have to say. I was, and still am, impressed with you.
You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful
family and
home; Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement
years.
Very sincerely,

Bill T..
> -----Original Message----> From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent:
Wednesday, May 22, 2002 7:28 AM
> To: Tucker, Bill
> Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182
>
> Dear Bill, 22 May 02
>
> Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal
Commission
> to have suffered an explosion on the right side forward of the
wing
> in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right side forward of
the
> wing are relevant and very important. It is to be expected that

> photographs of that area be available for inspection as they are
the
> fatal wound of the victim. Much time and expense was used to
procure
> those photographs. They exist and held by the Crown
authorities.
>
> If the Director General, Investigation Operations,
Transportation
> Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is
rebuffed
> with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going on.
>
> Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did
Ken Smart
> say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?
>
> Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.
>
> I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for
Air
> India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.
>
> In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you
refer
> to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the
> accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also
never
> refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed which
is
> absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other three.
>
> Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts,

only
> the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since
1985
> and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even in
the
> face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds in the
metal,
> cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United Airlines Flight
811.
>
> For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of
Pan Am
> Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the 'bomb'
> explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution
fuselage
> reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event time.
The
> photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence is there.
>
> But ignored and that's why it's fishy.
>
> Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward
cargo
> door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to
see
> if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of
twisted
> metal.
>
> Cheers,
> Barry

7. The key segment of the above correspondence from Mr. Bill
Tucker of TSB Air talking to John Garstang and the RCMP AITF
regarding the visual evidence is that:
A. The video evidence is deteriorating over time.
B. Mr. John Garstang has a busy workload.
C. Both the TSB's General Counsel and Mr. Tucker have been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air India wreckage photographs could be injurious to
the RCMP's work and that, as such, release is exempted under
Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access to Information Act.
D. Mr. Tucker obtained a personal commitment from both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see
if there is anything that can be made available to you.
E. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can certainly be
made available after the trial.
8. I followed up with TSB.
At 12:47 PM -0700 7/14/03, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: Terry.Burtch@tsb.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India Flight 182 update
Cc: Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
At 9:09 AM -0400 7/3/03, Delorme, Paulette wrote:
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your recent inquiry regarding the last
correspondence you had with Mr. Bill Tucker on the Air India
file. Mr. Tucker's replacement is Mr. Terry Burtch, who joined us

last October. I have forwarded your request to Mr. Burtch, who
is pursuing it at present. You may also be interested to know that
just before we received your request, both the Director of
Investigations - Air and the Director, Engineering, retired from
the Transportation Safety Board. Mr. Burtch is presently
following up with other staff in those respective organizations,
and will communicate directly with you at the earliest
opportunity. We regret the delay in responding, but trust that this
approach will be satisfactory.
Paulette G. Delorme
Executive Assistant / Adjointe exÚcutive
Transportation Safety Board of Canada/
Bureau de la sÚcuritÚ des transports du Canada
Tel.: (819) 994-8002
FAX: (819) 994-9759

Terry Burtch
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board Canada
Dear Mr. Burtch, Monday, July 14, 2003 12:23 PM
John Barry Smith here following up on Ms. Delorme's email of a
few weeks ago.
Essentially my premise is that Air India Flight 182 and others
were brought down by a mechanical cause with precedent. There
are no conspiracies, just a machine obeying the physical laws of
nature.

My proof is in official documents, photographs, and the
wonderful luxury of hindsight of 18 years.
The issue is important because the mechanical problems exist to
this day and the danger exists of a reoccurrence of the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation.
There also exists the trial of two men accused of causing the
inflight breakup. Would it not be prudent for TSB to conduct an
update of the AAR of so many years ago? The CASB report and
the Kirpal report were conducted without the benefit of
subsequent similar accidents to similar type aircraft and model
under similar circumstances.
An update would be most beneficial since the latest Canadian
opinion as to the probable cause of Air India Flight 182 was an
explosion of undetermined origin in the forward cargo
compartment, an opinion I concur with as time has revealed the
cause of the explosion.
It's not a bomb. Nobody 'blew' it up. It was an explosion all right,
an explosive decompression.
John Garstang has been seconded to the RCMP and his opinion
does not reflect that of the TSB, does it? If so, then there are
many inconsistencies and contradictions in his opinion that a
bomb in the aft cargo compartment caused the breakup.
The Crown is in the position of arguing against itself in the
pursuit of justice for the 329 deaths in Air India Flight 182. For
instance, CASB and the Kirpal Report both conclusively agree
the explosion was in the forward cargo compartment. The reports

offer ample evidence to support that conclusion. Yet the Crown
now postulates the explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment, a premise easily refuted with the Crown's own
evidence.
If the explosion occurred in the forward cargo compartment, the
accused are innocent as all the baggage from the Vancouver
passengers were loaded in the aft cargo compartment. The
Montreal passengers' baggage was loaded into the forward cargo
compartment.
If the explosion occurred in the aft cargo compartment, the
CASB and the Kirpal Report are incorrect in a basic finding. If
so, that error must be explained by data, facts, and evidence. That
has not been done.
Just exactly where did the explosion occur? The lives of the
accused and flying passenger's today are dependent on that
conclusion.
Once determined where, then the question is why. I believe I
have found the answer and it is the shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
for Air India Flight 182 and others.
This is quite controversial and refutes conventional wisdom/
wishful thinking of many years. However the facts are there. I
can present them to you at your convenience, Mr. Burtch.
Many facts can be deduced from the actual photographs of the
actual wreckage of Air India Flight 182. Apparently the RCMP
has those photographs and will not release them to TSB,
according to Mr. Bill Tucker.

That's not right. That's wrong when an aviation safety board can
not look at accident photographs. Could you look at the
photographs and high quality video to see if the forward cargo
door area of Air India Flight 182 matches the photographs of
United Airlines Flight 811? Could you update the AAR for Air
India Flight 182 to include the knowledge gained by hindsight
and similar accidents in early model Boeing 747s?
Could you assign a staff person to listen to me as I present my
research and analysis that concludes the probable cause of the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 was the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation?
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

9. The TSB never received any visual evidence of Air India
Flight 182 from RCMP as requested.
10. The TSB never followed up by questioning me as Mr. Tucker
indicated.
11. The visual evidence continues to deteriorate.
12. TSB will not respond to my requests.

To sum up, Commissioner Major, regarding the term of reference
of non cooperation that I am personally involved in which
justifies my request for grant of standing: There was
noncooperation between TSB Air and the RCMP AITF regarding
relevant and important visual evidence in the form of videotapes
and 35 MM color film of the wreckage of Air India Flight 182.
The Canadian air accident investigating board was denied visual
evidence of an airplane crash by the police authorities who
claimed an exemption to law to justify the denial.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
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4
Thank you for email, detailed reply to follow.
S (Normal)
Ken Smart
8:04 AM 4/22/02 55
PA 103 reply to your email, Mr. Smart
S (Normal)
y
Ken Smart
9:26 AM 4/30/02 0
Smith AAR PA 103, Appendices A-K
S
(Normal)
y
Ken Smart
9:26 AM 4/30/02
0
Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix M
S (Normal)
y
Ken Smart
9:26 AM 4/30/02
0
Smith AAR PA 103, Appendix L
S (Normal)
y
Ken Smart
9:26 AM 4/30/02
0
Smith AAR PA 103, Part IV
S
(Normal)
y
Ken Smart
9:26 AM 4/30/02
0
Smith AAR PA 103, Part III
S (Normal)
y
Ken Smart
9:26 AM 4/30/02
0
Smith AAR PA 103, Part II
S
(Normal)
y
Ken Smart
9:26 AM 4/30/02
0
Smith AAR PA 103, Part I
S
(Normal)
Ken Smart
9:31 AM 4/30/02
1
Smith AAR for PA 103 completed and sent
S
(Normal)
y
Ken Smart
1:05 PM 5/1/02
12 Additional considerations to AAR PA 103, Smith
S (Normal)
Ken Smart
9:22 AM 5/30/02 38
Written before and after Trans World Airlines Flight 8
S (Normal)
Ken Smart
8:46 PM 6/2/02 293
Conscience/Comet/Wiring/Doors
(Normal)
Ken Smart
2:33 AM 6/7/02 1
Re: Conscience/Comet/Wiring/Doors
R
(Normal)
Ken Smart
2:33 AM 6/7/02
151 Re: Conscience/Comet/Wiring/Doors
F
(Normal)
y
Ken Smart
10:00 PM 6/9/02

97
Line of communication open Pan Am Flight 103
R (Normal)
Ken Smart
2:31 AM 6/25/02
5
Re: Please notify Chinese Authorities about the wiring
S (Normal)
Ken Smart
12:18 AM 6/26/02
7
Pattern emerging
S
(Normal)
Ken Smart
11:30 PM
8/16/03
6
Investigators ask questions....
S
(Normal)
y
ksmart@aaib.gov.uk
8:04 AM
4/22/02 0
Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182/103
S (Normal)
y
ksmart@aaib.gov.uk 8:05 AM
4/22/02 0
AAR United Airlines Flight 811 92/02 NTSB
S
(Normal)
ksmart@aaib.gov.uk 5:33 PM
5/29/02 2
To Mr. Chou: China Airlines Flight 611 Black Box
resul
S (Normal)
ksmart@aaib.gov.uk,
Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca, kfch 11:27 AM 6/29/02
3
Maybe
not open cargo door....

(Normal)
Securitas
4:18 AM 2/27/97 3
Re: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
(Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
9:01 AM 2/27/97 2
Thank you for info, need more please
- (Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca 12:43
PM 3/1/97 1
Cargo door Flight 182
- (Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca 8:47
PM 3/15/97 2
Please comment AI 182 cargo door
(Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
2:11 PM 4/17/97 1
Attention Mr John Garstang RE Air India
182
- (Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca 3:30
PM 11/28/97
17
Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800
Hearing

S
(Normal)
2:33 AM 10/29/00
103 and UAL 811
S
(Normal)
9:05 PM 3/13/01 2
182 bomb locati

16

Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
AI 182 matches TWA 800 and PA

Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Urgent for John Garstang of TSB re: AI

(Normal)
SGT Blachford@redshift.com
11:56 PM 11/14/01
5
Meeting about Air India Flight 182
- (Normal)
SGT Blachford@redshift.com
9:56 AM 12/17/01
10 Trial delay opportunity
(Normal)
Sgt. Bart Blachford@RCMP
2:40 PM 2/1/02 2
Pan Am Flight 103 cargo door
photographs analyses
(Normal)
Sgt. Bart Blachford@RCMP
4:30 PM 5/1/02 2
Smith AAR for Pan Am Flight 103
X
(Normal)
Sgt. Bart
Blachford@redshift.com
1:46 PM 12/11/01
16 The
End of the Day
- (Normal)
Sgt.Bart Blachford@RCMP 11:43
PM 2/10/02
5
Analysis of PA 103 cargo door photo Part
IV
- (Normal)
Sgt.BartBlachford@RCMP 12:51
PM 2/16/02
3
Who are the TSB investigators?
- (Normal)
Sgt.BartBlachford@RCMP 1:03 PM
2/27/02 2
Mr. Garstang follow up
- (Normal)
Sgt.BartBlachford@RCMP 9:21 AM
3/3/02 21
Door of 182 like door of 811
- (Normal)
Sgt.BartBlachford@RCMP 9:34 AM
3/24/02 52 Authority who said 182 door exactly same as 811
door

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Intro to Submissions to Commission.

Mr. Smith,
Good to hear from you again. I understand the inquiry will be in
B.C. sometime in June. Have you been in touch
with the inquiry? That could give me something to write about.
Hope all is well,
Robert

Hello, Robert, Tuesday, May 15, 2007
On the off chance the Globe and Mail is not a scandal mongering
tabloid rag sheet and is, in fact, a sober reality based newspaper;
in the remote possibility that injustices incurred are of interest to
the citizens of Canada; and in the fervent hope that scientific
based reality reasoning trumps wild assed fear based emotional
hysteria, I am sending my fact based submissions to the
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182, submissions suggested by Commissioner
Major himself.
There are eighteen plus my initial one to Commissioner Major

after he cut me off a minute into my promised fifteen minute
presentation about the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured
open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
To persuade your editor to run the wiring/cargo door alternative
explanation, I suggest the following tack: It's good for Canada!
RCMP vindicated. Ghosts, no criminals.
CSIS vindicated. Ghosts, no criminals.
Justice Josephson vindicated, correct verdict.
Canadian justice system correct in acquittal and appeals.
Commission of Inquiry Harper correct, open inquiry.
CASB correct, no bomb, unknown cause was correct for 1986.
Less hate amongst citizens. Not trying to kill each other.
Safer planes sell better, cargo doors fixed.
Better economy for Canadians, more planes sold in Seattle, near
Vancouver.
Safer for Canadian flying public, less crashes.
Trust in government increased, proof that it is trying for public
safety.
Airline vindicated. Not their fault.
Airports at Vancouver, Montreal, Toronto vindicated, no bombs
through security.
Security services at airports vindicated. No terrorists slipped
through.
To briefly show the bias of the Commission, I point to an
prejudicial fact persisting for a year in email first reported to the
Commission in July 2006:
My first point is to repeat my observation made to the
Commission in

writing and in person several weeks ago that a grievous error of
fact
persists every day in the Commission's Opening Statement on the
official website: June 21, 2006, Background:
"Yet, it was not until the following January that the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction of this
aircraft
was caused by a bomb."
Not so. Absolutely incorrect. Terribly misleading. That error
leads
to a hysterical rant such as the next statement by the
Commission:
"This massive murder was the most insidious episode of
cowardice and
inhumanity in our history at the time,..."
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board made no such bombing
conclusion.
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000
feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all on
board.

5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However,
the evidence does not support any other conclusion."
When an error as serious as the false statement about the
Canadian
accident experts calling the explosion a bomb is allowed to
persist,
the erroneous deductions are compounded over time. The Prime
Minister
even repeated the error to Parliament. There are several reasons
with
precedent for an explosion in the forward cargo compartment of
a
Boeing 747 with a bomb being a very unlikely cause and a
mechanically
caused explosive decompression very likely. To continue to
misquote
the Canadian Safety Board and call their conclusion a bombing is
bewilderingly deceptive.
When the false statement (of bombing conclusion) is repeated
while
knowing that statement to be false, as the Commission has
known for
several weeks, that act is called perjury when under oath. I
recommend, to uphold the highest integrity of the Commission,
that
the grievous error of fact be corrected as soon as possible and
hopefully not years.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: RE: Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission
1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected

Date: Tue, 1 Aug 2006 12:09:40 -0700
To: "Dickerson, Ken" <kdickerson@majorcomm.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: RE: Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 1,
Grievous Error of Fact Detected
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
At 2:19 PM -0400 8/1/06, Dickerson, Ken wrote:
Mr. Smith,
Just to confirm that I forwarded this submission to the
Commissioner and the other three Commission officers you
named.

Thanks for confirmation, Mr. Dickerson. That was Submission 1.
Submission 2 is in fourth draft stage and will be sent this week.
Sub 3, 4, 5, and 6 are in early rough draft conditions. Research
takes time; accuracy is everything when dealing with technical
issues such as why an aircraft would come apart in the air.
I am very encouraged by the Commissioner's remarks at 18 July
hearing transcript excerpt below:
THE COMMISSIONER: "Yes. Well, I will confirm that. The
nature of this Commission was to be very
broad in the evidence that it heard, in order to put to
rest the various theories, rumours and neglect that have
occurred since the explosion in 1985."
Put me to rest!
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publiques
tel.: 613-992-1834

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Friday, July 28, 2006 12:19 PM
To: Dickerson, Ken
Subject: Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 1, Grievous
Error of Fact Detected
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Friday, July 28, 2006
Well, we make do with what is given us. I was granted leave by
the
Commissioner to file materials I believe will be useful to the
Commission.
"Disposition: Mr. Smith is denied standing. However, leave to
file
materials that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner is
granted."
In that regard I wish at this time to file the material below to the
Commission as 'Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact
Detected'.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
Useful Material Creator

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air
India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs
Dear Commissioner Major, Friday, July 28, 2006
Thank you for granting me leave to file materials I believe will
be
useful to the Commission. The following material is herewith
submitted as 'Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact
Detected':
The decision to grant intervenor status to B'nai Brith by you is
applauded. It appears you have taken the Prime Minister at his
word
when he stated he wished the Commissioner to conduct a
thorough
investigation into the events surrounding this tragedy which is
about
analyzing the evidence since 1985 and applying it to today. It's a
broad mandate which can certainly include an organization such
as
B'nai Brith, Canada, which is the independent voice of the
Jewish
community, representing its interests nationwide to government,
NGO's

and the wider Canadian public.
"B'nai Brith Canada Request by B'nai Brith Canada:
B'nai Brith Canada sought standing, either as a party or as an
intervenor, with respect to the mandate of the Inquiry.
Disposition: Intervenor status is granted..."
"John Barry Smith Request by John Barry Smith:
Mr. Smith sought standing to make submissions on issues of
aviation
safety as well as on his assessment of the facts as they relate to
the cause of the explosion that resulted in the Air India Flight
182
tragedy.
Disposition: Mr. Smith is denied standing. However, leave to file
materials that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner is
granted."
One might ask why an organization: That had no members on
Air India
Flight 182, was not investigated, not involved with the bombing,
did
not advocate the creation of the Commission and is otherwise not
expert in airplane crashes, was granted the privileged status of
intervenor while a person (me) who actually was personally
investigated by the RCMP, who was a military bombardier and
knows
about bombings, is extremely familiar about Air India Flight 182
and
the type of aircraft it was, who has actually been in a sudden fatal
fiery jet airplane crash, and who has met the family members of
that
fatality, was denied person of standing status in an inquiry into

an
investigation of a sudden fatal fiery jet airplane crash.
Possibly your inquiry could be called the Inquiry into the
Emotions
of Feelings of Persecution in Family Members of the Victims of
Religious Discrimination and for Others Who Have Felt the
Same Way.
We make do with what is given us, and in that regard your
spoken
words to me come back during that abbreviated oral submission
period
on 19 July 2006: "... what I can do is permit you to file any
written
material that substantiates your view and it will be part of the Air
India record. It will be there for examination by people who look
at
this Inquiry in future years,..."
Future years...in aviation safety, Commissioner, we don't have
future
years and often, not even future minutes. But...I make do with
what
is granted and that is leave to file any written material that
substantiates my view to the Commission and thus become part
of the
Air India record.
I am doing so at this time, thank you for that consolation,
Commissioner. Your verbal statement to me implies no member
of the
Commission will look at this material, only those people from

the
future. I hope they can read other than French or Punjabi because
this is written in, well, like, uh, you know,
Californian-American-English...dude.
My first point is to repeat my observation made to the
Commission in
writing and in person several weeks ago that a grievous error of
fact
persists every day in the Commission's Opening Statement on the
official website: June 21, 2006, Background:
"Yet, it was not until the following January that the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction of this
aircraft
was caused by a bomb."
Not so. Absolutely incorrect. Terribly misleading. That error
leads
to a hysterical rant such as the next statement by the
Commission:
"This massive murder was the most insidious episode of
cowardice and
inhumanity in our history at the time,..."
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board made no such bombing
conclusion.
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as

follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000
feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all on
board.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However,
the evidence does not support any other conclusion."
When an error as serious as the false statement about the
Canadian
accident experts calling the explosion a bomb is allowed to
persist,
the erroneous deductions are compounded over time. The Prime
Minister
even repeated the error to Parliament. There are several reasons
with
precedent for an explosion in the forward cargo compartment of
a
Boeing 747 with a bomb being a very unlikely cause and a
mechanically
caused explosive decompression very likely. To continue to
misquote
the Canadian Safety Board and call their conclusion a bombing is
bewilderingly deceptive.
When the false statement (of bombing conclusion) is repeated
while
knowing that statement to be false, as the Commission has

known for
several weeks, that act is called perjury when under oath. I
recommend, to uphold the highest integrity of the Commission,
that
the grievous error of fact be corrected as soon as possible and
hopefully not years.
This completes "Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact
Detected"
of material that substantiates my view that Air India Flight 182
was
caused by the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
"Smith Submission 2 to follow: "Bombs Everywhere," (or Bomb,
bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage, go boom, boom, boom:
The
Official Versions)".
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 3:
The Official Versions:

Date: Tue, 8 Aug 2006 08:53:23 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 3: The
Official Versions:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Tuesday, August 8, 2006
Below is Submission 3 for the Commissioner of the
Commission. 'The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb, in the
baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.'

Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of
Fact Detected, Filed 28 July, 2006. (Please correct Commission
website.)
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the
Inquiry: Who, what, why, and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006
(Please grant me standing.)
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 3: The Official
Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage
go boom, boom, boom. (Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to
resolve official conflicts of type of explosion and where it
occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8, 2006
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publiques
Dear Commissioner Major, Tuesday, August 8, 2006

1. "Disposition: Mr. Smith is denied standing. However, leave to
file materials that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner
is granted."
2. Commissioner Major at hearing to Smith: "...what I can do is
permit you to file any written material that substantiates your
view and it will be part of the Air India record."
3. Commissioner at hearing: "The best I can do is to repeat the
offer I made and invite you to file in as much as detail as you
choose whatever it is that supports your theory and it will be part
of this record."
4. Commissioner: "YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably
know, to add to your filed material should you choose."
Yes, sir, I can take a hint. Thank you for your urgings. I am
submitting as fast as I can and will continue to file material I
believe will be useful to you regarding the Inquiry, the
investigation, the bombing, Air India Flight 182, what's it like to
be a victim of a sudden fatal jet airplane crash, and the emotions
when meeting the family members of that fatal victim.
The key focus is the crashed aircraft. If Air India Flight 182 had
not crashed and landed safely, then there would be no grieving
family members, no victims, no bombing, no investigation, and
no inquiry. The core is the airplane and why it crashed. If the
official crash causes are confused and contradictory the inquiry
conclusions will be also.
Thus enter the bomb bomb bomb explanations (not lies) provided
by others who think they are pointing you...
There is one scenario that unites the five official versions: Bomb,

bomb, bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom,
boom.
1. The first official determination is the Narita Event is from the
Japanese police point of view.
"At 0541 GMT, 23 June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at
Narita Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT a
bag from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in the transit area
of the airport within an hour of the Air India occurrence. Two
persons were killed and four were injured... Baggage cart
explodes in transit area... The explosion of a bag from CP 003 at
Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55 minutes before the AI 182
accident...the site where the blast had taken place was inspected
which gave some, though very vague, idea of the detonating
power of the blast."
To sum up: "A bag from a Vancouver flight exploded on a
baggage cart in a transit area from a vague power of a blast."
The Narita Event is officially determined by the police to be a
bomb which caused the blast of vague power in a bag as part of
the baggage on a baggage cart in a transit area of a major airport
hub. The first official bomb in the baggage goes boom.
2. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182
Event is from an Indian judge's point of view.
Kirpal Report: "4.10 After going through the entire record we
find that there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence which
directly points
to the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a
bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft."

"All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different from that seen on other
wreckage pieces,..."
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by an
Indian judge to be caused by a bomb in the baggage in the
forward cargo hold possibly on the right side. (No physical
connection between the forward and aft cargo holds which are
several hundred feet apart.) That is the second official bomb in
the baggage go boom.
3. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182
Event is from a Canadian judge's point of view.
Below from "Reasons for Judgment" by Justice Josephson
regarding Malik and Bagri.
I. Overview [1] In the early morning hours of June 23, 1985, Air
India Flight 182, carrying 329 people[1], was destroyed midflight by a bomb located in its rear cargo hold.
H. Conclusion [190] It is agreed amongst the experts that the
Kanishka was destroyed by the detonation of an explosive device
within its left aft fuselage.
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by a
Canadian judge to be a bomb in the baggage in the aft cargo hold

on the left side. That is the third official bomb in the baggage go
boom.
4. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182
Event is from the Canadian aviation accident investigators point
of view:
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment.Ó
"The forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo
floor attached was located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward force and the
fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This
damage was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces. A
failure of this door in flight would explain the impact damage to
the right wing areas. The door failing as an initial event would
cause an explosive decompression leading to a downward force
on the cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft."
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by
Canadian aviation accident investigators to be an explosion of
unknown cause in the forward cargo compartment probably on
the right side. Another explosion in the forward cargo
compartment goes kaboom. (Bombs go boom, unknown caused
explosive decompressions go kaboom.)

5. The next official determination for Air India Flight 182 is from
the United Kingdom aircraft accident investigator point of view.
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by a
British aviation accident investigator to be something, not a
bomb, somewhere, causes an explosive decompression. That is
the fifth explanation for an explosion go kaboom.
Those are the five official determinations of explosions related to
Air India Flight 182 by five official investigations in three
countries over two decades.
1. A vaguely powerful explosion of a bag on a baggage cart with
bags in a major transit area hub airport determined by the
Japanese police in 1985.
2. A very powerful explosion of a bomb in a bag in the baggage
in the forward cargo hold, possibly on the right side, of Air India
Flight 182 determined by the Indian Justice Kirpal in 1986.
3. A very powerful explosion of a bomb in a bag in the baggage
in the aft cargo hold on the left side of Air India Flight 182
determined by the Canadian Justice Josephson, in 2005.
4. An explosion of unknown cause in the forward cargo

compartment, probably on the right side, of Air India Flight 182
determined by the Canadian aircraft accident investigators of the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board, CASB in 1986.
5. A very powerful explosive decompression, not a bomb,
someplace in Air India Flight 182, determined by the British
aircraft accident investigator R. A. Davis of U.K. Accidents
Investigations Branch in 1986.
There is no consensus on any significant issue by any officials
other than explosive events occurred on a baggage cart and on an
airplane thousands of miles apart and within the hour.
There is official disagreement in the determinations of whether it
was a bomb or something else, how many bombs were involved,
where the bombs were loaded, how powerful the bombs were,
what container the bomb was in, which major section of the
aircraft the bomb was placed, on what side of the aircraft the
bomb was located, or what caused an explosive decompression
that was not a bomb. (Not counted are the disagreements of who
put the bombs there and why.)
There was no official direct evidence determined for bombs with
three fuses, three bomb casings, three bomb residues, three
shrapnel wounds, or three timers in any of the three locations
stated as having bombs exploded which are the Narita airport and
the aft and forward cargo compartments of Air India Flight 182.
There is one official cause to unite them all: Three bombs.
Assuming that an explosion means only one thing and that is
bomb explosion and assuming that official determinations after
official investigations are correct the following scenario can
explain what happened:

{Commissioner Major, please bear with me on this story telling,
I did not make the contradictory determinations which require
unification, well meaning officials did. Confusing statements ask
for humor to diffuse the frustration. (My plausible
straightforward mechanical explanation with precedent is
contained in Submission 4: The shorted wiring/ruptured open/
forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation).}
The one scenario that unites the five official determinations:
Bomb, bomb, bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom,
boom, boom.
Two of the bombs were surreptitiously placed on two Boeing
747s at Vancouver airport on 22 June 1985, the day before they
blew up. The third bomb was placed into one of the Boeing 747s
at the Montreal airport later that same day.
The official versions united:
Bomb 1: One bomb was loaded on CP 003 which flew to Tokyo
with no detonation of the bomb during the long flight across the
Pacific. This bomb was then unloaded in a busy airport, put on a
baggage cart which was wheeled through a 'transit' area with
many other bags from many other flights, and only then did the
vaguely powerful bomb detonate at 0619Z, not from an altimeter
fuze but from a timing fuze which went off when it was not
supposed to for an aircraft terrorist bombing. No fuze or parts of
any bomb or the suitcase were reported to have been discovered.
No match of any debris parts of this bomb were made to other
bombs by same terrorist group. No claims of responsibility or
confessions were obtained. (The Japanese police determined
bomb.)

Bomb 2: At the same time the Narita bomb was loaded at
Vancouver onto CP 003 on the afternoon of 22 June 1985,
another bomb was loaded onto CP 060, also in Vancouver, and
successfully slipped past the extensive security of men, dogs, and
machines. CP 060 then flew to Toronto without the bomb going
off by timer or altimeter fuse. At Toronto, the bomb was then off
loaded from CP 060 and sent, along with some passengers, to a
different aircraft, a Boeing 747 which was Flight 181 which,
after another flight to Montreal, would change to Flight 182. At
Toronto, all the baggage from Vancouver on CP 060, including
the bomb, was placed in the aft cargo hold of the Boeing 747.
This aircraft, called Flight 181, took off and flew to Montreal
with the bomb still not detonating by altimeter or timing fuze.
The timer was set to go off at 0714Z. (The Judge Josephson
determined bomb.)
Bomb 3: After the Boeing 747 called Flight 181 landed in
Montreal with the bomb from Vancouver still in the aft cargo
hold, the flight number of the same Boeing 747 changed to Air
India Flight 182, and more passengers and baggage were put on
board. All their baggage was placed into the forward cargo hold.
A new aircraft bomb was thus loaded into the forward cargo
compartment with the timer set to go off at 0714Z. (The Judge
Kirpal determined bomb.)
There were many delays involved with loading parts of a large
engine into the aft cargo compartment which did not set off the
bomb in that compartment. Finally, the aft and forward cargo
compartment bomb laden Boeing 747 now called Air India Flight
182 took off from Montreal for its third flight in many hours,
flew for five hours across the Atlantic and then a fuze for the
Montreal loaded bomb activated and exploded in the forward

cargo compartment, not by an altimeter fuze because the aircraft
was level at 31000 feet and had been so for hours, but by a timer
fuze. The Vancouver bomb, first loaded in Vancouver and
transferred to the aft cargo compartment of the doomed aircraft
in Toronto, detonated at exactly the same time, 0714Z. The two
bombs blew holes in the pressurized hull causing an explosive
decompression.
Thus explains and unites the Japanese police bomb, the Justice
Kirpal bomb, the Justice Josephson bomb, the CASB explosion,
and the UK AIB explosive decompression events.
The official determinations assume inefficient ticketing agents,
dull-witted security forces, and malfunctioning X ray machines
in four large metropolitan airports in two industrialized nations.
It assumes incompetent terrorists who can't set a bomb to go off
on time. It assumes quiet bombs in an aircraft that leave no sound
when they go off. It assumes three stealthy bombs that managed
to slip through sniffing dogs, portable metal detectors, X-Ray
machines, private security teams, and yet leave no trace of their
fuzes, timers, explosive material, or containers.
Officially the terrorists were of two groups; one group in
Vancouver to check the bomb in the baggage which was placed
in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to explode
according to the Canadian judge. Another terrorist group in
Montreal checked their bomb in baggage which was placed in
the forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to
explode there according to the Indian judge. The Vancouver
terrorist group also checked in another bomb in the baggage of
another aircraft to explode later on a baggage cart at Narita
airport, according to the Indian judge.

Three bombs to explode: one at Narita airport, one in the forward
cargo compartment and another in the aft cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182. (There is no physical connection between
the two very far apart cargo compartments of a Boeing 747.)
The terrorists were stupid because:
1. The bombs did not go off when a real aircraft bomb usually
goes off, shortly after takeoff climb on the initially loaded flight.
2. The fuzes were three timers set to go of at odd times such as
0619, 0714, and 0714 many hours later after being set.
3. They did not claim responsibility to advertise their cause.
The terrorists were smart because:
1. They were able to construct bombs which left no fuse, no
casings, no timer evidence and were silent.
2. They were able to smuggle three bombs through tight security
at four large airports in two countries.
3. They coordinated two bombs on the same aircraft loaded in
different locations at two airports to go off at same time to ensure
destruction.
The terrorists were lucky because;
1. The four takeoffs and landings and turbulence did not detonate
the amateur improvised bombs.
2. The changing of two planes and movement of baggage from
plane to transit area did not detonate the bombs.
3. Their bomb laden baggage was not misplaced or misdirected
by the airline.
4. The many unexpected schedule delays and aircraft changes
still allowed the bombs to go off to kill innocent people instead
of in an unoccupied hangar or baggage storage area.
This is the official unified determination to explain the Narita

airport transit area and Air India Flight 182 bombings: Revenge
seeking terrorist groups managed to place three stealthy bombs in
three aircraft and on one baggage cart through four airports in
one day. Three bombs in three bags in three baggage areas go
boom boom boom.
Commissioner Major, yes, it's a convoluted, illogical, bizarre
story but then, conspiracy stories usually are. When accepted as
truth by wishful thinking noncritical listeners, the conspiracy
stories are exciting, pleasing, and repeated; when examined by
skeptics, the stories usually blow up in the tellers' faces, as the
bomb, bomb, bomb determinations do.
The Canadian Transportation Safety Board Air has never given
its official opinion in the probable cause of Air India Flight 182,
the most famous airplane crash in Canadian history. Their
specialized expert input is invaluable to the Commission. Will
you please ask TSB Air to provide to the Commission an updated
supplement to the twenty year old CASB accident report on Air
India Flight 182, a request justified by several subsequent similar
accidents since 1985 to similar Boeing 747s and to resolve the
explosion location conflict created by Justice Josephson and
Justice Kirpal?
My down to earth mechanical explanation follows in my next
Submission to the Commission. The wiring/cargo door
explanation applauds Justice Josephson's finding of not guilty, it
confirms the Canadian aviation accident investigators'
conclusion, it exonerates the RCMP's failure to catch Snidely
Whiplash, and justifies the expense and time of this Commission
of Inquiry into events surrounding Air India Flight 182.
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of

Fact Detected, Filed 28 July, 2006. (Please correct Commission
website.)
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the
Inquiry: Who, what, why, and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006
(Please grant me standing.)
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 3: The Official
Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage
go boom, boom, boom. (Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to
resolve official conflicts of type of explosion and where it
occurred.)
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
montereypeninsulaairport.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version:

Date: Tue, 8 Aug 2006 18:21:15 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>

Subject: Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 4: The
Unofficial Version:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Tuesday, August 8, 2006
Below is Submission 4 for the Commissioner of the
Commission: Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The
shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of
Fact Detected, Filed 28 July, 2006. (Please correct Commission
website.)
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the
Inquiry: Who, what, why, and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006
(Please grant me standing.)
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 3: The Official
Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage
go boom, boom, boom. (Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to
resolve official conflicts of type of explosion and where it
occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8, 2006
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial
Version: The shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please
consider a plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent)
Filed Tuesday, August 8, 2006.

Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publiques
Dear Commissioner Major, Tuesday, August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation.
Below is the scientific explanation for Air India Flight 182 in
narrative form based on direct, circumstantial, tangible, deduced,
historical, and inferred evidence obtained through government
aircraft accident reports and testimony under oath, 1953-2006.
All statements of fact can be corroborated as having occurred in
Air India Flight 182 or other similar Boeing 747s under similar
circumstances.
Pressurized hulls of jet airliners have been blowing up since
1953 with the Comet.

03/03/1953
location: Karachi, Pakistan
carrier: Canadian Pacific flight:
aircraft: comet registry:
aboard: fatal: 11 ground:
details: First fatal crash of a commercial jet aircraft
05/02/1953
location: near Jagalogori West Bengal, India
carrier: British Overseas Airlines flight: 783/057
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry: g-alyv
aboard: 43 fatal: 43 ground:
details: broke up in flight during a violent thunderstorm. Metal
fatigue due to design flaw.
01/10/1954
location: Elba, Italy
carrier: British Overseas Airlines flight:
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry:
aboard: fatal: 35 ground:
details: broke up in flight. Metal fatigue due to design flaw.
04/08/1954
location: stromboli, italy
carrier: South African Airways flight:
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry:
aboard: fatal: 21 ground:
details: broke up in flight. Metal fatigue due to design flaw.
Hull ruptures in flight leading to sudden explosive
decompressions have occurred in over fifty airliners over the
years. The causes can be bombs, metal fatigue, cargo shifts,
inadvertent door openings from improperly latched to electrical

faults, cockpit windows being broken by bird strikes, fuel tank
explosion, missile hits, corrosion, faulty repair of damaged
bulkhead, midair collisions, thunderstorms, and improperly fitted
pressure relief valves.
Air India Flight 182 fits into one of those categories, the shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup one.
There are literally hundreds of pressurization problems that occur
in airliners that are not sudden explosions but slow failures.
These events rarely lead to fatalities while the sudden loud
events usually do.
In an historical and statistical sense Air India Flight 182 was a
normal aircraft accident: The cause was mechanical and not
unusual. There have been several subsequent explosive
decompressions in Boeing 747s similar to Air India Flight 182
that left similar evidence.
The forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 opened
inadvertently in flight for certain, the cause of that opening was
probably faulty wiring.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

Sequence of Destruction for Air India Flight 182:

Background:
On 18 July, 1984 a high lift vehicle damaged the fuselage skin
near the forward cargo door of a Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330, operated by Air India airlines. The fuselage skin
had wiring routed on the inside which became bent from the
impact and subsequently cracked to bare wire, a characteristic of
the polyimide type insulated Poly X wiring installed in the
aircraft. The forward cargo door had non-steel locking sectors to
keep the bottom eight latching cams from being back driven
which would allow the door to open in flight causing explosive
decompression which would be a catastrophic event well known
to aircraft designers.
In June of 1986 several passengers changed their flight
plans and their baggage routing for various flights through
Canada to overseas destinations probably from Vancouver.
On 22 June, 1986, two aircraft had baggage loaded aboard
them at the Vancouver B. C. airport; one flight was called CP 003
and the other CP 060. Flight 003 took off and flew uneventfully
to the extremely busy Narita airport near Tokyo, Japan. After the
baggage was unloaded from the flight, it was put on a baggage
cart which was wheeled through a transit area of many other
baggage carts containing many other bags from many other
flights. An explosion of unspecified cause, unknown fuzing,
unknown container, and unknown material occurred on the
baggage cart which killed two people and injured others. The
airport had high security because of previous terrorist attacks on
it resulting in fatalities over the years.

The other flight, CP 060, flew uneventfully to Toronto
Airport. The baggage was unloaded from CP 060 and those bags
continuing on to London on Air India Flight 181/182 were
loaded into the aft cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B,
construction number 330. The flight, now called Air India Flight
181, then flew uneventfully to Mirabel Airport in Montreal. After
landing, some baggage of the departing passengers was unloaded
from the aft compartment. Parts of a broken engine were placed
in the aft cargo compartment for ferry back to India. New
passengers and new baggage from Montreal for the next flight of
the same aircraft, construction number 330 and now called Air
India Flight 182, were loaded with all the new baggage going
into the forward baggage compartment. The baggage from
Vancouver on CP 060 and reloaded at Toronto remained in the aft
cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B now called Air India
Flight 182.
The forward cargo compartment was filled with summer
night air, warm and moist. When flying at altitude the air would
be cooled by the air conditioning and the very cold outside air
would cool the fuselage skin thus condensing out moisture along
the inside of the compartment which would run through the
wiring bundles and down into the cargo door bilge.
Air India Flight 182 took off from Montreal for London at
0218 Z on 23 June 1985 and flew uneventfully for about five
hours and while at 31000 feet at 296 knots and about 115 miles
west of Ireland a tragic sequence of events began at 0714 Z. The
pressure differential between outside and inside air was at its
maximum design limit, 8.9 pounds per square inch.
The Event:
Water may have met the cracked insulated wire which may

have been previously damaged by the high lift accident to the
cargo door area. The now exposed and bare wire shorted against
the metal fuselage. The electricity then flowed around safety
cutout switches and powered on the cargo door actuator unlatch
electric motor which attempted to rotate all ten cam sectors to
unlocked positions around their ten latching pins. The eight
lower cam sectors may have been prevented from unlatching
around the latching pins because of the bottom eight locking
sectors. However, the two midspan latches had no locking
sectors to prevent the inadvertent rotation of the midspan
latching cams around the midspan latching pins.
The lower eight cams probably overcame the weaker
locking sectors to just turn past center and allow the door to
unlatch in flight, a defect known years later in two other Boeing
747 flights, Pan Am Flight 125 and United Airlines Flight 811.
The midspan cams turned just past center with no locking sectors
to prevent the backdriving of the cams, an operation only
supposed to be allowed on the ground. Possibly other factors
such as an out of rig cargo door, a poor repair job on the door
area, the slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and worn latch pins
may have contributed to have allowed the two midspan latches to
rotate just past center permitting the almost 100,000 pounds of
internal pressure on the 99 inch by 110 inch door to rupture
outward inflight relieving the maximum pressure differential on
the internal fuselage.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish forward cargo door
would have instantly burst open at the midspan and bottom
latches sending the latches, door material, and large pieces of
fuselage skin spinning away. The forward cargo compartment
would have spewed its contents outward onto the starboard side
of the fuselage. It was as if a huge mylar balloon had popped.

The severe explosion of explosive decompression caused the
forward cargo door to be fractured and shattered into a few large
pieces and many small pieces which gave a frayed appearance
from an outward force. Many small bits of metal from the
explosion were embedded into the cargo door area metal fuselage
structure.
The top part of the door swung outward and upward on its
hinge and then separated taking large vertical pieces of fuselage
skin with it, exposing stringers and bulkheads. The very lower
part of the door sill with its eight bottom latches may have stuck
to fuselage skin. The resulting damage zone appeared as a huge
rectangle of shattered door, skin, and stringers. Some pieces of
the door and fuselage skin flew directly aft and impacted the
leading edge of the right wing, the vertical stabilizer and the right
horizontal stabilizer inflight.
This explosion of explosive decompression blew out a large
hole about thirty feet wide and forty feet high on the starboard
side of the nose forward of the wing. It looked as if a bomb had
gone off inside the forward cargo hold. Fuselage skin was peeled
outward at various places on the starboard side of the nose.
The forward cargo door had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward starboard side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one-quarter of the
distance above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door appeared
to have been badly frayed. The cargo door pieces and the
adjacent skin had holes, flaps, fractures, inward concavity, tears,
deformities, outward bent petals, curls, missing pieces, cracks,
separations, curved fragments, spikes, and folds. The fast and

powerful explosion of the explosive decompression would have
caused a metallurgical effect called ÔtwinningÕ on a few
fragments of pieces of wreckage.
The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing the high pressure inside the fuselage to the low
pressure outside the aircraft while making a sudden very loud
audible sound. This sudden rushing outward air was recorded on
the Cockpit Voice Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The sound
did not accurately match any bomb explosion sounds on other
aircraft but did match the explosive decompression sound on
another wide body airliner, a DC-10 cargo door open event.
The tremendous explosive force in the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the adjacent main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorders. The resulting data tapes showed a sudden
loud audible sound followed by an abrupt power cut to the flight
data recorder, the cockpit voice recorder and transponder.
The number three engine and cowling, closest to the forward
cargo compartment, were damaged by inflight debris from
material ejected from the now exposed compartment and cabin
above, debris which also damaged the number four engine
cowling by a displaced turbine blade from number three engine.
The resulting vibration from the internal damage to engine
number three caused the nacelle and engine to fall away from the
wing, as designed, and land apart from the other three engines.
The floor beams above the forward cargo hold were sucked
downward, and were fractured and broken from the sudden
decompression. The floor panels were stationary but gave the
appearance of separating upward by the suddenly moving

downward floor beams.
The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression from the right. Air rushed
into the large hole and weakened other skin and frames thus
peeling skin further outward and rupturing the aft part of the
aircraft to include the aft cargo compartment and the aft pressure
bulkhead. There was no evidence of an explosion of any source
in the aft cargo compartment.
The 296 knots of wind force pressed upon the weakened
airframe and broke it in half amidships. This wind force was
larger than any wind force the surface of the earth had ever
experienced. The nose portion and wings tore off and landed in a
dense debris heap apart from the debris field of the aft part.
The rest of the plane without the forward section suddenly
decelerated from 296 knots and caused whiplash injuries to
passengers. After the breakup, the passengers who were not
wearing their seatbelts were scattered to far distances. They
suffered explosion type injuries such as pieces of metal
embedded in them from flying debris in the cabin. They were not
burned because there was no fire nor explosion from a bomb
explosion. The passengers had no other bomb explosion
evidence. The passengers and crew were ejected from the
disintegrating aircraft to tumble to the water and suffer upward
impact physical damage to their bodies. Some remained in their
seats and were trapped in the fuselage underwater. Some had
decompression type injuries of hypoxia from the high altitude
aircraft breakup.
The passengers fell to the sea and some floated and some
sank. The baggage from Vancouver passengers and loaded into
the aft cargo compartment fell to the sea and some floated and

some sank. The baggage from Montreal passengers and loaded
into the forward cargo compartment fell to the sea and some
floated and some sank. The aircraft fell in pieces and some pieces
floated and some sank.
The pilots may have been conscious for a few seconds and
adjusted the trim controls out of habit. The communications
radio may have been activated by the disturbances in the cockpit
and transmitted for a few seconds to air traffic control.
The port side forward of the wing was relatively smooth and
undamaged from inflight debris while the starboard side forward
of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at the ruptured cargo
door area.
A few local fires appeared on the surface of the ocean from
the jet kerosene fuel and singed some seat cushions and floating
passengers.
All was quiet as the ground controllers tried to contact Air
India Flight 182 as the flight crew did not respond to radio calls.
Rescue teams were sent. Authorities became aware of the tragedy
of 329 men, women, and children dying in a sudden plane crash.
Aftermath:
Explanations were sought as to what happened. Immediately
the suggestion was made by authorities that a bomb explosion
had caused the accident because of the sudden and catastrophic
nature of the immediate evidence.
The Canadian aviation accident investigation authorities became
involved since the aircraft had taken off from Canada and had
many Canadian citizens aboard. Indian authorities became

involved since the airline, Air India, has government ties. The
Indian authorities quickly dismissed their aviation experts and
assigned a Judge of the Court the oversee the investigation.
After a period of investigation, much of which was
conducted to confirm the bomb explosion explanation and
identify the culprits, the Indian judge made a finding in 1986 that
a bomb in the forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 and ruled out any type of
explosion in the aft cargo compartment.
After a period of investigation, during which the opinion of
the UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch representative of an
explosive decompression not caused by a bomb but a cause as
yet to be determined was given, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board made a conclusion in 1986 that an explosion of unstated
cause in the forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 while also ruling out any
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment.
The immediate finding by the Indians of a bomb explosion
in the forward cargo compartment was accepted and remained
the probable cause for Air India Flight 182 twenty one years later
although subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in similar
circumstances leaving similar evidence now resolutely
contradicted that finding although confirming the Indian finding
of an explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment and no explosion in the aft.
The Canadian probable cause of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of an undetermined cause has been proven to
be correct by subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in
similar circumstances leaving similar evidence which do reveal
the cause of the explosion: faulty wiring causing the forward

cargo door to rupture open inflight at the latches leading to a
tremendous explosion of explosive decompression causing Air
India Flight 182 to totally breakup in flight.
In 2001 three men were arrested for involvement in the
unproved bombing. One pled guilty on a bomb making charge
and went to prison while denying any involvement with Air India
Flight 182.
In 2005 two of the accused were found not guilty by a
Canadian judge in British Columbia. The other man remains in
prison and charged with perjury in that trial. The Canadian judge
determined that an explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment in the left side and the cause was a bomb. No
explanations were offered to rebut the original findings of
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side and
no explosion of any source in the aft cargo compartment.
In 2006 a Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of
the Bombing of Air India Flight 182 was appointed. The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation was presented to the
Commissioner at an open hearing on 19 July, 2006. Excerpts
below:
Application for Standing presented by Mr. Smith: Mr.
Smith: Thank you, Commissioner Major, for allowing me to
supplement my written application for standing...I have an
alternate explanation for Air India 182. It's a mechanical
explanation. I'll go into some detail during my presentation and
my detail will not be to persuade you that my explanation is
correct but to persuade you that my research has depth and is
worthy of being granted standing.

The Commissioner: Well, I donÕt think, Mr. Smith, that
you need 15 minutes to persuade me of that. HereÕs the
difficulty...You have an alternate theory. The alternate theory may
over time prove to be correct. I donÕt know...but the Terms of
Reference preclude our considering whether or not there was any
cause for that explosion other than the bomb that is found by the
Supreme Court of British Columbia.
Hindsight:
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight
breakup from an explosion, it was believed that an explosive
decompression in an early model Boeing 747 could not cause an
abrupt power cut to the data flight recorders. That belief was
cited by the Indian Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the
explosive decompression explanation because, in fact, Air India
Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
The Indian Kirpal Reports states: "It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electrical power supply from the MEC
compartment." The later event of United Airlines Flight 811
showed that it was possible, and indeed, did happen, that an
explosive decompression caused by a structural failure could and
did cause an abrupt electrical cutoff to the recorders.
The reason for the Indians in 1986 to rule out explosive
decompression by structural failure was negated by the reality of
United Airlines Flight 811 in 1989. If the Indians had the
foreknowledge of United Airlines Flight 811 and the explosive
decompression which cut off abruptly the power to the recorders,
it is most probable they would have sustained the findings of the
Canadians and the British who said that a explosion in the
forward cargo compartment occurred and all would have then
known the solution to the mystery posed by the AAIB

investigator: "...but the cause has not been identified." The cause
was identified in 1989 and demonstrated by United Airlines
Flight 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02: The National Transportation
Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in
flight and the subsequent explosive decompression.'
The evidence that was unavailable to the Air India Flight
182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident investigators in 1985 that
became available in the ensuing 16 years that would have been
invaluable in assisting them in determining the probable cause
was:
A. Evidence that an explosive decompression could cause
an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
B.
Evidence that floor panels can appear to separate upwards
when in fact the floor beneath were pulled down.
C. Testimony that twinning can occur in explosions other
than bombs, such as an aviation fuel explosion, or explosive
decompression.
D.
Evidence that the type of wiring installed, Poly-X, was
defective in that it cracked to bare wire easily, especially in the
presence of moisture.
E. Visible ruptures in flight in forward cargo doors of
other early model Boeing 747s that suffered the same events in
flight.
F.
Several Airworthiness Directives for defects in and
around the forward cargo doors of Boeing 747s that if
uncorrected could lead to inadvertent opening of the cargo door
in flight leading to catastrophic explosive decompression.
The evidence that was available to the Air India Flight 182
CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident investigators in 1985 was

such to lead them to conclude that an explosion had taken place
on the starboard side in the forward cargo compartment which
was picked up by the cockpit voice recorder and cut off the
electrical power in the adjacent main electrical equipment
compartment. The cause of the explosion was given as either
unknown, structural failure of explosive decompression, or a
bomb explosion. Since the event in 1989 with United Airlines
Flight 811 had not happened yet, the understandable decision of
the Indians, based on three assumptions later proven unreliable,
was to state the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment a bomb whilst the cautious Canadian CASB and
the British AAIB left the cause unstated or unidentified.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Please forward to Commissioner Major before
25 July deadline.

Date: Sun, 23 Jul 2006 22:06:42 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Please forward to Commissioner Major before 25 July
deadline.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Sunday, July 23, 2006

The Commissioner said he would accept written submissions
from me to him. Below is a letter for the Commissioner
regarding my fleeting time before him. I shall also send a hard
copy to the Commission address. Can you print it out or email it
to him, please?
I'm still trying for standing before the 25 July deadline, hope
springs eternal.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
P.O. Box 1298, Station B
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5R3
CANADA
Dear Commissioner John C. Major, Q.C. Sunday, July 23, 2006
This is John Barry Smith who appeared before you briefly on 19
July, 2006, at the hearings to consider grants of standing before
the Commission.

Actually, I never got to the ÒJohn Barry SmithÕ part because
you interrupted me after 60 seconds and said you would not
listen to any of the remaining 14 minutes of my allotted 15
minutes because my content was not within the Terms of
Reference which violated the Rules included in your Mandate.
As you can imagine, I was quite distraught when I was rejected
only a few minutes into my presumed fifteen minute
presentation. I'm over that now. I now understand your position
and your reasons for my rejection. I hope by this last gasp letter
before the 25 July deadline for standing to persuade you that
your misgivings are unfounded.
Your kindly, patient demeanor indicated you regretted having to
cut short my presentation but you had no choice as you were a
loyal public servant just following your orders with rules. You do
have a choice, sir.
Based upon the transcript of our few minutes of talking there are
clear implications that:
1. You are persuaded I am worthy of being granted standing.
2. The Terms of Reference direct us to take into account those
things that have already been determined.
3. Because Justice Josephson determined the cause of the
explosion was a bomb any alternate explanation is moot.
4. My alternate theory may be correct but you do not know.
5. My explanation can not be considered as part of evidence
because the Terms of Reference preclude its consideration.
6. If you could grant me standing within the Rules, you would.
Commissioner Major, permit me to demonstrate you can grant

me standing because:
1. My explanation is within the Terms of Reference for at least
one and possibly two Terms.
2. It has already been determined the cause of Air India Flight
182 was an explosion with cause not stated and can be taken into
account.
2. Justice Josephson did not determine the cause was a bomb
because the bomb cause was never disputed by the defense.
3. I can remove your doubts about my explanation being correct.
4. You can grant me standing based on grounds stated in the
Terms and verbal suggestions from the Prime Minister.
To refresh our memory: Transcript from 19 July 2006 Hearings
on Standings before the Commission of Inquiry into the
Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight 182.
"Mr. Smith: I have an alternate explanation for Air India 182. It's
a mechanical explanation. I'll go into some detail during my
presentation and my detail will not be to persuade you that my
explanation is correct but to persuade you that my research has
depth and is worthy of being granted standing.
THE COMMISSIONER: Well, I donÕt think, Mr. Smith, that
you need 15 minutes to persuade me of that. HereÕs the
difficulty. The Terms of Reference direct us to take into account
those things that have already been determined. Justice
Josephson in Vancouver determined that there was a bomb in a
certain compartment of the airplane and it was the bomb that
caused the explosion that resulted in the death of these people.
You have an alternate theory. The alternate theory may over time
prove to be correct. I donÕt know. What I do know is that we
cannot consider it as part of the evidence in this Inquiry but what

I can do is permit you to file any written material that
substantiates your view and it will be part of the Air India
record. It will be there for examination by people who look at
this Inquiry in future years, but the Terms of Reference preclude
our considering whether or not there was any cause for that
explosion other than the bomb that is found by the Supreme
Court of British Columbia.
So I canÕt do anything more for you than permit you to do what
I have just suggested."
Reply today in this letter: Commissioner Major, it has already
been determined that there was an investigation into the bombing
of Air India Flight 182 and yet, there is an inquiry into that
investigation. Following that logic, it was determined that during
the investigations from 1985 to 2005 the cause of the explosion
was determined to be a bomb by Justice Kirpal and thus an
inquiry into that issue is justified.
It has also been determined that during those investigations there
are discrepancies between agencies such as a Court, CASB, TSB,
and the RCMP as to the cause of the explosion and the location
of that explosion, and therefore an inquiry into those
determinations is justified. The investigation into the bombing of
Air India Flight 182 certainly included whether there was a bomb
or not and where it was; therefore, an inquiry into the
investigation of the bombing should allow discussion on those
matters.
Imagine if the judicial courts were to reject reconsidering cold
case files as closed and reject any reconsideration or appeal.
Imagine if the judicial courts were to reject without discussion
the technological advancements of DNA testing and the internet

in resolving cases, new and old.
Air India Flight 182 is a cold case file. I used the internet to
access official government websites on aviation safety available
to the public and was able to see a pattern for several matching
accidents for early model Boeing 747s that suffered an explosion
in flight near and in the forward cargo compartment which left a
sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder followed by an
abrupt power cut to the flight data recorders with more severe
inflight damage on the starboard side. All were initially thought
to have been bomb explosions. The DNA of those four accidents
matches Air India Flight 182.
At this time, please let me address each point specifically which
warrants my granting of standing and your authority to do so:
1. You are persuaded I am worthy of being granted standing.
Reply: Thank you, sir.
2. The Terms of Reference direct us to take into account those
things that have already been determined.
Reply: Yes, sir, and it has already been determined by those that
are most qualified to give an opinion about Air India Flight 182
that the cause was an explosion....in the forward cargo
compartment....of unstated cause.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the

forward cargo compartment.Ó
That finding from CASB is absolutely correct. It also does not
conclude the destruction of the aircraft was caused by a bomb. It
is specific on the location. There are several alternative
explanations for that confirmed explosion, from fire in the cargo
hold or hull rupture at a door, or bomb in baggage go boom. I
agree there was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment,
all the experts agreed on that point in 1986 for solid reasons. The
cause and location of the explosion is now in disagreement
between the Court, media, by the Indian government, the RCMP,
the UK crash investigator, and me. All these disagreements
occurred during the investigation of the bombing which is the
subject of the inquiry.
The Canadian and United Kingdom government experts in
aircraft accident investigation for Air India Flight 182 did not
state the cause was a bomb and in fact, the UK expert stated in
1986 it was not a bomb and gave strong evidence for his
conclusion.
Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
That 'other cause' was established by me in 1996 based on an

event in 1989, UAL 811, plus other accidents. (And there is good
reason why it is called an ÔexplosiveÕ decompression. It is an
explosion that mimics a bomb.)
The Canadian crash experts (CASB) called Air India Flight 182 a
'crash'. It was. The word ÔbombÕ was never used in relation
with Air India Flight 182 in their entire CASB report. ÒBombÓ
was used only once in reference to a different aircraft and event
for comparison purposes. There was no match.
It has already been determined during the investigation there was
an explosion and I wish to present in detail my explanation of
that explosion. My discussion would take into account a thing
already determined as part of a Term of Reference: An explosion
in Air India Flight 182 was determined during the investigation
into the bombing. An inquiry into the investigation should
include discussion regarding the explosion and its location.
To repeat the logic: An 'Inquiry into the Investigation of the
Bombing' should allow discussion of what, how, when, where,
and why a bomb explosion was determined during the
investigation of the bombing and why other explanations were
ruled out, especially when there is so much official expert
disagreement in the bombing conclusion from Canadian
government air accident investigators.
3. Because Justice Josephson determined the cause of the
explosion was a bomb any alternate explanation is moot.
Reply: Criminal court judges and criminal defense attorneys may
be expert in the evils of human nature but not in the faults of
machines. Regarding Justice JosephsonÕs belief in a bomb
caused event, the criminal defense attorney for the two accused

never disputed the bomb cause and quibbled about the specific
location, but only that his clients did not plant it. The issue of an
alternative explanation or general location was never raised. IÕm
sure the accused believe Air India Flight 182 was blown out of
the sky by a bomb someplace in the plane but they did not plant
it. Justice Josephson did not 'determine' the cause was a bomb, it
was essentially stipulated by a criminal defense attorney and a
prosecutor.
Below from "Reasons for Judgment" by Justice Josephson
regarding Malik and Bagri.
I.

OVERVIEW

[1]
In the early morning hours of June 23, 1985, Air
India Flight 182, carrying 329 people[1], was destroyed midflight by a bomb located in its rear cargo hold. Remnants of the
plane and bodies of some of the victims were recovered from the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Ireland. There were no survivors.
H.
Conclusion [190] It is agreed amongst the experts that
the Kanishka was destroyed by the detonation of an explosive
device within its left aft fuselage. The sole issue is the precise
location of that device.
Reply: Is the trial of the two accused eligible for inclusion in the
"Investigation" which is part of the Inquiry into the
Investigation....? If no, then Justice Josephson's finding is
irrelevant and precludes nothing. If yes, then the discrepancies
between the experts of 1986 in accident reports and 2005 during
trial can be included and justify an inquiry into the details of the
disagreements.

During trial here was never any consideration of an alternative
for the holes and bulges they discovered. There was never any
consideration of the location of the explosion being in the
forward part of the aircraft which was 'agreed amongst the
experts' in 1986. There was some quibbling in 2005 about a few
feet of location but never any substantive argument of where and
what caused the explosion. There was never any discussion of
several similar Boeing 747s accidents which matched Air India
Flight 182.
The agreement amongst the experts in Canada, UK, and India in
1986 stated the explosion occurred in the forward cargo
compartment and yet in 2005 there was never any dispute about
the cause being a bomb or its location nor any rebuttal to the
experts of 1986.
From the 1986 CASB experts opinion: 2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft
Cargo Compartment
No other significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
From the 1986 Indian Kirpal report:
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure
This portion of the aft cargo compartment was located between B
S 1600 and B S 1760. No significant observation was noted.
There was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
An Inquiry into an investigation of a bombing could certainly
inquire as to the unexplained discrepancy between two groups of
experts declaring opposite opinions during the investigations
after June 23, 1985.

I might add that the two documents which state the experts'
opinions of an explosion in the forward cargo compartment are
specifically suggested as source material for the Commission:
Terms of Reference: "...the Commissioner to conduct the Inquiry
as he considers appropriate with respect to accepting as
conclusive or giving weight to the findings of other examinations
of the circumstances surrounding the bombing of Air India Flight
182, including
# the report of the Honourable Mr. Justice B.N. Kirpal of the
High Court of Delhi of February 26, 1986,
# the Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation
Safety Board into the crash involving Air India Flight 182 of
January 22, 1986"
The Trial proceedings of Justice Josephson are noticeably absent
which would imply they are outside the area of inquiry. In that
case, sir, Justice Josephson's determination of a bomb does not
preclude including discussion of an alternate explanation for the
explosion in this inquiry.
4. My alternate theory may be correct but you do not know.
Reply: An honest statement expressing an open mind revealing
an intellectual curiosity. I can remove your doubts, sir, if given
the opportunity, by use of documents, charts, models, aircraft
accident reports, and following strict rules of scientific
exposition. I have had the luxury of technological advancements
such as the internet and the benefit of hindsight based on several
similar accidents.
5. My explanation can not be considered as part of evidence

because the Terms of Reference preclude its consideration.
Reply: You can grant standing sir, should you choose to do so.
Your criteria is whether my explanation fits into Terms of
Reference.
Terms of Reference. Ò2. the Commissioner to conduct the
Inquiry specifically for the purpose of making findings and
recommendations with respect to the following, namely...,
2. if there were problems in the effective cooperation between
government departments and agencies, including the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service and the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, in the investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight
182, either before or after June 23, 1985,Ó
I can give one area of lack of effective cooperation between
Canadian government agencies: A high ranking TSB Air official
in June, 2002, Mr. Bill Tucker, officially requested (at my urging)
photographs of the wreckage of Air India Flight 182 (photos held
by the RCMP) to the RCMP Air India Task Force via Sgt. Bart
Blachford who declined to cooperate and rejected the request
thus keeping secret from Canadian aviation accident personnel
important evidence of a Canadian aviation accident in which
both agencies were interested. There was no cooperation between
the RCMP Air India Task Force and the TSB Air investigators
during a period after June 23, 1985. The history of Air India
Flight 182 might very well have been different if the RCMP had
given those vital photographs to TSB for evaluation as requested.
Terms of Reference. Ò7. whether further changes in practice or
legislation are required to address the specific aviation security
breaches associated with the Air India Flight 182 bombing,
particularly those relating to the screening of passengers and

their baggage;Ó
The meaning of the word ÔsecurityÕ probably means protection
from human killers while the general meaning of 'security' is
protection from natural hazards, human hazards, or machine
hazards. Changes in practice are required to address a specific
aviation security breach in that the airplane hazard of
maintaining faulty wiring still exists today for Canadian air
passengers. Air India Flight 182 was after all, an airplane crash,
not a bank robbery. I was about to present an issue that affected
and still affects the physical security of all Canadian citizens who
fly in early model Boeing 747s, of which 500 are early models
still in service which are similar to the model of Air India Flight
182. This security inclusion as a Term of Reference is a stretch
but still fits in a general area of aviation security. If you are to err
in discretion, Commissioner Major, please err on the side of too
much inquiry, not too little.
My explanation is within the Terms of Reference in at least one
area and probably two in addition to referring to a thing that has
already been determined. My explanation thus can be considered
as part of evidence should you choose to do so.
6. If you could grant me standing within the Rules, you would.
Reply: Sir, you can. Please do.
1. Your authority as directed by the Rules of Procedure:
D. STANDING
10. A person may be granted full or partial standing as a party
by the Commissioner if the Commissioner is satisfied that the
person is directly and substantially affected by the mandate of

the Inquiry or portions thereof.
11. A person may be granted standing as an intervenor by the
Commissioner if the Commissioner is satisfied that the person
represents clearly ascertainable interests and perspectives
essential to the Commissioner's mandate, which the
Commissioner considers ought to be separately represented
before the Inquiry, in which event the intervenor may participate
in a manner to be determined by the Commissioner.
14. The Commissioner will determine any special conditions
under which a person may participate and those parts of the
Inquiry in which a person granted standing may participate.
15. From time to time, the Commissioner may, in his discretion,
at any time grant to or rescind standing from a person, or modify
the status or conditions of the standing of a person.
16. The Commissioner will determine on what terms and in
which parts of the Inquiry a party or intervenor may participate,
and the nature and extent of such participation.
You may set special conditions, you may rescind standing, you
may narrow the area of standing, you may modify status or
conditions of standing, you may determine the nature and extent
of the participation.
You can grant me standing sir, should you choose to do so.
I also have a unique perspective which would enhance the work
of the Commission...I have actually been in a sudden fiery fatal
jet airplane crash and I would be talking about a sudden fiery
fatal jet airplane crash. I would call that a unique perspective.
A brief description of this messenger/applicant is appropriate at
this time:
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135

certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
I am not employed by a manufacturer, any airline, attorneys,
family groups, or government agencies. I am thus able to be
detached and objective.
On an informal note, Prime Minister Harper's concept of the
Commission of Inquiry is stated below in excerpts:
Speech - Prime Minister Harper announces inquiry into Air India
bombing
Ottawa, Ontario
Thank you Mr. Speaker.
On June 23, 1985, Air India Flight 182, on its way from Montreal
to London, England, exploded in mid-air near the coast of
Ireland.
In January of the following year, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board concluded that the destruction of this aircraft was caused
by a bomb.
It is our duty as Canadians to do everything in our power to
prevent a similar tragedy from ever happening again,
A full public inquiry is required.
This inquiry will be launched immediately and led by an
outstanding Canadian, retired Supreme Court Justice John Major.
He has agreed to serve as Commissioner for this inquiry and I
have every confidence that he will conduct a thorough and
compassionate investigation into the events surrounding this

tragedy.
This inquiry is about analyzing the evidence that has come to
light since 1985 and applying it to the world we live in today.'
Nice speech. Nice guidance. Let me condense some of them:
1. Exploded in mid-air.
2. Do everything in our power to prevent similar tragedy.
3. Full public inquiry.
4. Outstanding Canadian, retired Supreme Court Justice John
Major.
5. Commissioner...will conduct a thorough investigation into the
events surrounding this tragedy.
6. This inquiry is about analyzing the evidence since 1985 and
applying it to today.
Those verbal suggestions from the Prime Minister are very broad
and make sense. You have great power, Commissioner, to do
everything in your power to conduct a thorough investigation
into the events surrounding Flight 182 and to analyze the
evidence since 1985 and apply it today. Your action to abruptly
curtail my presentation was bewildering until I read the
transcript.
There is much official encouragement to allow me to proceed as I
present an explanation for the tragedy based on a thorough
investigation into Air India Flight 182 and uses several similar
accidents of early model Boeing 747s in 1988, 1989, 1996, and
2003.
I wish now to address the most insidious lie/error of fact with
such disastrous consequences I have run up against in my short
sweet life of sixty two years:

Here it is:
From Prime Minister Harper's speech to Parliament 1 May 2006:
ÒIn January of the following year, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board concluded that the destruction of this aircraft was caused
by a bomb.Ó
From Letter for Application for Partial Standing from Air India,
ÒThe Canadian Aviation Safety Board later determined that Air
India Flight 182 and its passengers and crew had been the
victims of an explosive device that was contained in baggage
stowed in the aircraftÕs cargo compartment.Ó
From website of The Commission of Inquiry into the
Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight 182, opening
statement: ÒYet, it was not until the following January that the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction
of this aircraft was caused by a bomb.Ó
Wrong, wrong, wrong.
Here is the true and accurate statement from the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board for Air India Flight 182:
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment.Ó
That finding from CASB is absolutely correct.

Here is the terrible logical conclusion of the false premise:
Unwitting Prime Minister Harper again:
ÔIn January of the following year, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board concluded that the destruction of this aircraft was caused
by a bomb. Clearly, this was an act of terrorism - one that
claimed hundreds of innocent lives.Ó
That was a dangerous conclusion based upon a false premise and
off we go to the 911 terrorists everywhere paranoia parade; "Take
off your shoes, your belt, your jacket, empty your pockets and
stick out your arms; this is clearly for your own safety sir, your
fellow passengers may be stone cold suicidal killers and
welcome aboard, we hope you enjoy your flight."
There were real terrorists on airplanes in 2001 but none was
present sixteen years earlier with Air India Flight 182. There was
no bomb, no bombers, no conspiracies, no crime and no
criminals: A huge machine exploded because a small part failed.
The event was investigated and now there is an inquiry into that
investigation which evaluated causes and locations of the already
determined explosion. I wish to contribute to that inquiry into the
investigation.
A good idea would be for the Commission to formally ask for an
updated supplemental opinion about the twenty one year old
Aviation Occurrence Report of the CASB. The request to the
Transportation Safety Board of Canada, Air, investigators
regarding Flight 182 would give you a Crown respected opinion
by air accident experts, not criminal attorneys, and TSB might be
flattered at the request but need to be asked by competent
authority which the Commission of Inquiry certainly is.

I support the Canadian institutions of safety and justice and
inquiry. The Canadian Transport Safety Board represented by the
CASB was correct, there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. The Canadian judicial system represented by
Justice Josephson was correct, the accused did not do it because
nobody did it. I even sympathize with the CSIS and the
Gendarmerie royale du Canada. They could not catch anyone
because there was no one to catch; they were chasing ghosts
created by media and a foreign government for its own purposes.
In a court environment there is an adversarial relationship
between the parties while a commission is less formal and should
be more of a cooperative style with the goal being the gaining of
knowledge and possibly truth. I did not complain too much at the
start of my show when you told this dog to sit and keep the pony
in the corral. I am not your adversary, Commissioner Major, I am
on the side of the Canadian aviation accident experts, on the side
of Canadian Justice Josephson, and the side of Canadian Prime
Minister Harper's thorough inquiry; I agree with all three. And
yet I am excluded from presenting evidence and those that doubt
the institutions are given full exposure. ThatÕs not fair or
reasonable, sir. Please correct the injustice by allowing my
explanation time in the sun.
In California I was given a scant five days to prepare my oral
presentation to you in Ottawa and I learned a lot: I learned that
flights booked with less than seven days notice cost a whole lot
more than those booked with more than seven days and I learned
to never ever fly in an Airbus 319 again unless I lose ten inches
in length, starting at my feet.
I used those five days to rehearse about four hours every day,

revising and revising. After the first day of hearing adjourned I
stood in front of the podium looking at the Canadian flags on
poles behind the empty CommissionerÕs dais and honed my
speech to fifteen minutes. On the morning of the actual
presentation I came early and repeated the dress rehearsal. I had
my plastic model of a Boeing 747 to use as a visual aid. I had a
large color photo of the actual aircraft, ÒKanishkaÓ taken a few
years before its explosion. I had a pun, Òvotre a decouvrir.Ó I
was not going to bumble through, wander off, or read by rote
with head down as other applicants did; no, I was going to
maintain eye contact, stick to the facts, present a logical
sequence of events, and not attempt to persuade you my
explanation was correct but to persuade you my research had
depth, I had done my homework, my facts were compelling and I
was thus justified a granting of standing as a person before the
Commission which would give me an opportunity to present my
explanation in detail at a later time.
I was told you could not allow my standing by mandate, yet upon
review you could. I was told my content was not in the Terms of
Reference, but upon review it is. I was told I could submit
written documents for consideration and in that case, please
consider this letter, although full of chaff, as a substitute for the
twelve minutes I did not get earlier. Is the jury still out on my
application for standing, Your Honor?
THE COMMISSIONER: I should say we appreciate the time
youÕve taken to come as far as youÕve come to make this point.
Reply: You're welcome, sir. Ottawa is full of varied pleasant
people and my visit to the Air Museum outside of town was a
highlight. Spitfire, Hurricane, Komet, Starfighter, and Vampire
were magnificent to see first time and close up.

I empathize with the victimÕs families; their grief is real
regardless of the cause of the explosion of the aircraft their loved
ones were in. Any beliefs they hold to relieve grief are justified. I
would hope that my alternative mechanical explanation will give
them some consolation and closure by explaining clearly,
completely, and in detail what happened to their family members.
'Who, what, where, when, how much, how, and why' questions
are all answered by the shorted wiring/ruptured open forward
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
for Air India Flight 182.
You have a great opportunity, Commissioner Major, to solve a
vexing problem that has haunted the Canadian consciousness for
twenty one years. Physical mysteries are not resolved by closed
minds based on stereotypes or raw emotions; they are solved by
rules of science, accumulation of data, questions based on
conjecture, and rigorous application of logic. Air India Flight 182
was an airplane crash first and always.
I trust that you will do everything in your power as
Commissioner to conduct a thorough investigation into the
surrounding events and to analyze the evidence since 1985 and
apply it today during the term of the Commission of Inquiry into
the Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight 182.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell

barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and
Emperor Kanishka

Date: Sat, 19 Aug 2006 20:43:22 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor
Kanishka
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Saturday, August 19, 2006
Below is Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor
Kanishka. (Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday,
August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)

Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
=========================

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publique
Dear Commissioner Major,
Saturday,

August 19, 2006

Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Elephant in the room: Illustrates a large issue with influence over
a discussion that is not mentioned by the participants. The
expression "elephant in the room" refers to a situation where
something major is going on, it's on everyone's mind and
impossible to ignore -- like an elephant in the room. But nobody
talks about the "elephant" because nobody knows what to do
about it.
Well, the elephant in the rotunda of the Commission hearing will
be "No Bomb!"
During the commission hearings, there will be many speakers
presenting their views. Many will know there is an elephant in
the room: There exists a reasonable, plausible, mechanical
alternative explanation for Air India Flight 182 with a solid
precedent, United Airlines Flight 811. None will bring up the

subject unless asked.
Various officials and citizens from the below agencies are aware
of the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air
India Flight 182.
Transportation Safety Board Canada
Terry Burtch, Bill Tucker (ret)
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Air India Task Force
Bart Blachford Sgt.
John Schnieder
Rich Spruel
Securitas branch of TSB
John Garstang
Air India Victims Families Association (AIVFA)
Susheel Gupta and Bal Gupta.
Globe and Mail Reporter
Robert Matas
Attorney for the accused Mr. Malik
Dave Crossin QC
Attorney for the accused Mr. Reyat
Ian Donaldson QC

The accused and acquitted:
Mr. Malik
A similar theme of the ignored elephant is "The emperor's new
clothes." The emperor is naked but nobody wants to be the first
to say so for fear of appearing different or stupid.
My revised version states Emperor Kanishka is not carrying a
bomb under his clothes but his shoelaces are untied with the
shoelaces representing the frayed wiring which represents a very
real danger of tripping and falling while the imaginary bomb is
not a threat. (Emperor Kanishka is the Air India name for Air
India Flight 182.)
Emperor Kanishka's New Bomb
by Hans Christian Anderson and John Barry Smith
Once upon a time there lived a vain Emperor Kanishka
whose only worry in life was to dress in elegant clothes and play
with explosives which he carried around on him. He changed
clothes and fired off explosives almost every hour and loved to
show them off to his people.
Word of the Emperor's strange habits spread over his
kingdom and beyond. Two scoundrels who had heard of the
Emperor's vanity decided to take advantage of it. They
introduced themselves at the gates of the palace with a scheme in
mind.
"We are two very good bomb makers and after many years of
research we have invented an extraordinary method to create a
bomb so light and powerful that it is beautiful and very loud. As
a matter of fact it is invisible and soundless to anyone who is too

stupid and incompetent to appreciate its quality. The wise and
intelligent will see it and hear it when it goes off."
The chief of the guards heard the bombmakers' strange story
and sent for the court chamberlain. The chamberlain notified the
prime minister, who ran to the Emperor and disclosed the
incredible news. Emperor Kanishka's curiosity got the better of
him and he decided to see the two bombmakers.
"Besides being very loud, your Highness, this bomb will be
woven in colors and patterns created especially for you." The
emperor gave the two men a bag of gold coins in exchange for
their promise to begin working on the bomb immediately.
"Just tell us what you need to get started and we'll give it to
you." The two terrorists asked for a loom, silk, gold thread and
then pretended to begin working. Emperor Kanishka thought he
had spent his money quite well: in addition to getting a new
extraordinary bomb, he would discover which of his subjects
were ignorant and incompetent who could not see or hear it. A
few days later, he called the old and wise prime minister, who
was considered by everyone as a man with common sense.
"Go and see how the work is proceeding," Emperor Kanishka
told him, "and come back to let me know."
The prime minister was welcomed by the two terrorists.
"We're almost finished, but we need a lot more gold thread.
Here, Excellency! Admire the colors, feel the softness!" The old
man bent over the loom and tried to see the bomb that was not
there. He felt cold sweat on his forehead.

"I can't see anything," he thought. "If I see nothing, that
means I'm stupid! Or, worse, incompetent!" If the prime minister
admitted that he didn't see anything, he would be discharged
from his office.
"What a marvelous bomb, he said then. "I'll certainly tell the
Emperor." The two terrorists rubbed their hands gleefully. They
had almost made it. More gold thread was requested to finish the
work.
Finally, the Emperor received the announcement that the two
bombmakers had come to show off the new big bomb.
"Come in," the Emperor ordered. Even as they bowed, the
two terrorists pretended to be holding the large bomb.
"Here it is your Highness, the result of our labour," the
terrorists said. "We have worked night and day but, at last, the
most powerful bomb in the world is ready for you. Look at the
colors and feel how fine it is." Of course the Emperor did not see
any colors and could not feel any bomb between his fingers. He
panicked and felt like fainting. But luckily the throne was right
behind him and he sat down. But when he realized that no one
could know that he did not see the bomb, he felt better. Nobody
could find out he was stupid and incompetent.
The farce continued as the two terrorists had foreseen it.
Once they had taken the measurements, the two began cutting the
air with screwdrivers while sewing with their needles an invisible
bomb under the the emperor's clothes.
"Your Highness, you'll have to put this sweater over this big
bomb." The two terrorists gave the new bomb to him to hold

under his sweater and then held up a mirror. Emperor Kanishka
was embarrassed to see no bulge but since none of his bystanders
were embarrassed, he felt relieved.
"Yes, this is a beautiful bomb and it looks very good on me,"
Emperor Kanishka said trying to look comfortable. "You've done
a fine job."
"Your Majesty," the prime minister said, "we have a request
for you. The people have found out about this extraordinary
bomb and they are anxious to see you explode it." The Emperor
was doubtful showing himself holding no bomb to the people,
but then he abandoned his fears. After all, no one would know
about it except the ignorant and the incompetent.
"All right," he said. "I will grant the people this privilege."
He summoned his carriage and the ceremonial parade was
formed. A group of dignitaries walked at the very front of the
procession and anxiously scrutinized the faces of the people in
the street. All the people had gathered in the main square,
pushing and shoving to get a better look. Applause welcomed the
regal procession.
Emperor Kanishka stood at the edge of the bomb explosion
pit, reached under his sweater and threw out the invisible and
weightless bomb. The Emperor yelled, "Boom!" and everyone
jumped back by the force of the word.
Everyone wanted to know how stupid or incompetent his or
her neighbor was and, as Emperor Kanishka walked back from
the bomb pit, a strange murmur rose from the crowd.
Everyone said, loud enough for the others to hear: "Look at

the Emperor's new bomb explode. It was so powerful!"
"What a marvellous fuse, too!"
"And the colors! The colors of that beautiful bomb! I have
never seen anything like it in my life!" They all tried to conceal
their disappointment at not being able to see or hear the bomb,
and since nobody was willing to admit his own stupidity and
incompetence, they all behaved as the two terrorists had
predicted.
However, an independent aviation accident investigator with
thousands of hours of flight time and knew a lot about bombs,
who had no official job. and could only see things as his eyes
showed them and heard sounds as his ears heard them, went up
to the carriage.
"My tape recorder recorded no sounds from the bomb, only
the sound of Emperor's Kanishka's voice saying 'boom'. And I
don't see any bomb. Emperor Kanishka, you have no bomb, and
your shoelaces are untied, which is dangerous," the scientist
investigator pilot said.
"Fool!" the court chamberlain reprimanded, running after
him. "Don't talk nonsense!" He told the investigator to sit down.
But the investigator's remark, which had been heard by the
bystanders, was repeated over and over again until the kingdom's
investigators cried:
"The scientist is right! Emperor Kanishka has no bomb and
his shoelaces are untied! It's true!"
Emperor Kanishka realized that the people were right but

could not admit to that. He thought it better to continue the
procession under the illusion that anyone who couldn't see or
hear his bomb was either stupid or incompetent.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
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The Original Version
The EmperorÕs New Suit
by
Hans Christian Andersen
(1837)
MANY, many years ago lived an emperor, who thought so much
of new clothes that he spent all his money in order to obtain
them; his only ambition was to be always well dressed. He did
not care for his soldiers, and the theatre did not amuse him; the
only thing, in fact, he thought anything of was to drive out and
show a new suit of clothes. He had a coat for every hour of the
day; and as one would say of a king ÒHe is in his cabinet,Ó so
one could say of him, ÒThe emperor is in his dressing-room.Ó
The great city where he resided was very gay; every day many
strangers from all parts of the globe arrived. One day two
swindlers came to this city; they made people believe that they
were weavers, and declared they could manufacture the finest
cloth to be imagined. Their colours and patterns, they said, were
not only exceptionally beautiful, but the clothes made of their
material possessed the wonderful quality of being invisible to

any man who was unfit for his office or unpardonably stupid.
ÒThat must be wonderful cloth,Ó thought the emperor. ÒIf I
were to be dressed in a suit made of this cloth I should be able to
find out which men in my empire were unfit for their places, and
I could distinguish the clever from the stupid. I must have this
cloth woven for me without delay.Ó And he gave a large sum of
money to the swindlers, in advance, that they should set to work
without any loss of time. They set up two looms, and pretended
to be very hard at work, but they did nothing whatever on the
looms. They asked for the finest silk and the most precious goldcloth; all they got they did away with, and worked at the empty
looms till late at night.
ÒI should very much like to know how they are getting on with
the cloth,Ó thought the emperor. But he felt rather uneasy when
he remembered that he who was not fit for his office could not
see it. Personally, he was of opinion that he had nothing to fear,
yet he thought it advisable to send somebody else first to see how
matters stood. Everybody in the town knew what a remarkable
quality the stuff possessed, and all were anxious to see how bad
or stupid their neighbours were.
ÒI shall send my honest old minister to the weavers,Ó thought
the emperor. ÒHe can judge best how the stuff looks, for he is
intelligent, and nobody understands his office better than he.Ó
The good old minister went into the room where the swindlers
sat before the empty looms. ÒHeaven preserve us!Ó he thought,
and opened his eyes wide, ÒI cannot see anything at all,Ó but he
did not say so. Both swindlers requested him to come near, and
asked him if he did not admire the exquisite pattern and the
beautiful colours, pointing to the empty looms. The poor old

minister tried his very best, but he could see nothing, for there
was nothing to be seen. ÒOh dear,Ó he thought, Òcan I be so
stupid? I should never have thought so, and nobody must know
it! Is it possible that I am not fit for my office? No, no, I cannot
say that I was unable to see the cloth.Ó
ÒNow, have you got nothing to say?Ó said one of the swindlers,
while he pretended to be busily weaving.
ÒOh, it is very pretty, exceedingly beautiful,Ó replied the old
minister looking through his glasses. ÒWhat a beautiful pattern,
what brilliant colours! I shall tell the emperor that I like the cloth
very much.Ó
ÒWe are pleased to hear that,Ó said the two weavers, and
described to him the colours and explained the curious pattern.
The old minister listened attentively, that he might relate to the
emperor what they said; and so he did.
Now the swindlers asked for more money, silk and gold-cloth,
which they required for weaving. They kept everything for
themselves, and not a thread came near the loom, but they
continued, as hitherto, to work at the empty looms.
Soon afterwards the emperor sent another honest courtier to the
weavers to see how they were getting on, and if the cloth was
nearly finished. Like the old minister, he looked and looked but
could see nothing, as there was nothing to be seen.
ÒIs it not a beautiful piece of cloth?Ó asked the two swindlers,
showing and explaining the magnificent pattern, which, however,
did not exist.

ÒI am not stupid,Ó said the man. ÒIt is therefore my good
appointment for which I am not fit. It is very strange, but I must
not let any one know it;Ó and he praised the cloth, which he did
not see, and expressed his joy at the beautiful colours and the fine
pattern. ÒIt is very excellent,Ó he said to the emperor.
Everybody in the whole town talked about the precious cloth. At
last the emperor wished to see it himself, while it was still on the
loom. With a number of courtiers, including the two who had
already been there, he went to the two clever swindlers, who now
worked as hard as they could, but without using any thread.
ÒIs it not magnificent?Ó said the two old statesmen who had
been there before. ÒYour Majesty must admire the colours and
the pattern.Ó And then they pointed to the empty looms, for they
imagined the others could see the cloth.
ÒWhat is this?Ó thought the emperor, ÒI do not see anything at
all. That is terrible! Am I stupid? Am I unfit to be emperor? That
would indeed be the most dreadful thing that could happen to
me.Ó
ÒReally,Ó he said, turning to the weavers, Òyour cloth has our
most gracious approval;Ó and nodding contentedly he looked at
the empty loom, for he did not like to say that he saw nothing.
All his attendants, who were with him, looked and looked, and
although they could not see anything more than the others, they
said, like the emperor, ÒIt is very beautiful.Ó And all advised
him to wear the new magnificent clothes at a great procession
which was soon to take place. ÒIt is magnificent, beautiful,
excellent,Ó one heard them say; everybody seemed to be
delighted, and the emperor appointed the two swindlers
ÒImperial Court weavers.Ó

The whole night previous to the day on which the procession was
to take place, the swindlers pretended to work, and burned more
than sixteen candles. People should see that they were busy to
finish the emperorÕs new suit. They pretended to take the cloth
from the loom, and worked about in the air with big scissors, and
sewed with needles without thread, and said at last: ÒThe
emperorÕs new suit is ready now.Ó
The emperor and all his barons then came to the hall; the
swindlers held their arms up as if they held something in their
hands and said: ÒThese are the trousers!Ó ÒThis is the coat!Ó
and ÒHere is the cloak!Ó and so on. ÒThey are all as light as a
cobweb, and one must feel as if one had nothing at all upon the
body; but that is just the beauty of them.Ó
ÒIndeed!Ó said all the courtiers; but they could not see anything,
for there was nothing to be seen.
ÒDoes it please your Majesty now to graciously undress,Ó said
the swindlers, Òthat we may assist your Majesty in putting on the
new suit before the large looking-glass?Ó
The emperor undressed, and the swindlers pretended to put the
new suit upon him, one piece after another; and the emperor
looked at himself in the glass from every side.
ÒHow well they look! How well they fit!Ó said all. ÒWhat a
beautiful pattern! What fine colours! That is a magnificent suit of
clothes!Ó
The master of the ceremonies announced that the bearers of the
canopy, which was to be carried in the procession, were ready.

ÒI am ready,Ó said the emperor. ÒDoes not my suit fit me
marvellously?Ó Then he turned once more to the looking-glass,
that people should think he admired his garments.
The chamberlains, who were to carry the train, stretched their
hands to the ground as if they lifted up a train, and pretended to
hold something in their hands; they did not like people to know
that they could not see anything.
The emperor marched in the procession under the beautiful
canopy, and all who saw him in the street and out of the windows
exclaimed: ÒIndeed, the emperorÕs new suit is incomparable!
What a long train he has! How well it fits him!Ó Nobody wished
to let others know he saw nothing, for then he would have been
unfit for his office or too stupid. Never emperorÕs clothes were
more admired.
ÒBut he has nothing on at all,Ó said a little child at last. ÒGood
heavens! listen to the voice of an innocent child,Ó said the father,
and one whispered to the other what the child had said. ÒBut he
has nothing on at all,Ó cried at last the whole people. That made
a deep impression upon the emperor, for it seemed to him that
they were right; but he thought to himself, ÒNow I must bear up
to the end.Ó And the chamberlains walked with still greater
dignity, as if they carried the train which did not exist.
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Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
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Dear Commissioner Major, Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11: Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
1. "Disposition: Mr. Smith is denied standing. However, leave to
file materials that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner
is granted."
I believe I can be useful to you regarding the Inquiry, the
investigation, the bombing, Air India Flight 182, what's it like to
be a victim of a sudden fatal jet airplane crash, and the emotions
when meeting the family members of that fatal victim.
I believe, from his statements, Prime Minister Harper desires a
full, thorough, and compassionate public inquiry into the events
surrounding Air India Flight 182 by analyzing the evidence that
has come to light since 1985.
I believe, from your statements, that the nature of the
Commission is to be very broad in the evidence that it heard, in
order to put to rest the various theories, rumours and neglect that
have occurred since the explosion in 1985. I have a theory based
on an event in February 1989, United Airlines Flight 811. It will
not rest.
You have shown willingness to be broad minded by receiving my
evidence, submissions, or information which you have
considered to be helpful in fulfilling your mandate whether or not
such evidence or information would be admissible in court.
I interpret the goals of the Commission of Inquiry into the

Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight 182 to be to
inquire into:
1. The investigation of the bombing.
2. The bombing.
3. Air India Flight 182.
4. The victims.
5. The family members of the victims.
As I understand the Rules and Procedures, sir, you have the
authority to grant standing to a person who has a clearly
ascertainable interest or perspective which would enhance the
work of the Commissioner, determine any special conditions
under which that person may participate, rescind the standing,
and determine in which parts of the inquiry and the nature and
extent of that person may participate. You are also authorized to
grant to any other person who satisfies him that he or she has a
substantial and direct interest in the subject matter of the Inquiry
an opportunity for appropriate participation in the Inquiry.
In other words, as you know, you are granted broad powers to
conduct your inquiry. You have told me that your criteria are the
Terms of Reference, for example, if there were problems in the
effective cooperation between government departments and
agencies in the investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight
182. Please reconsider your previous denial of my request for
standing and grant it now with whatever special conditions,
limitations, restrictions, and the extent of my contributions you
determine.
I believe I have fulfilled your requirements of being useful and
fulfilling a Term of Reference and thus worthy of being granted
standing because:

1. I have flown in Boeing 747s and about twenty other types of
military and civilian aircraft during forty five years of aviation
experience accumulating thousands of hours of flight time.
2. My crew duties have included pilot in command, co-pilot,
navigator, bombardier, flight crew, mechanic, and owner.
3. I am a qualified nuclear weapon loading officer/bombardier
which means I know how to create, load, arm, deliver, and
detonate nuclear weapons as well as conventional bombs.
4. I have dropped bombs.
5. I have investigated in depth the bombing of Air India Flight
182 and other explanations for the inflight breakup and have
written a three hundred page aircraft accident report and built a
thousand page website demonstrating a substantial interest.
(Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 and Exhibit S-18 in the
Commission files)
6. I have been investigated by the RCMP, the Air India Task
Force, and the security branch of Transport Canada during their
investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight 182.
7. I am personally aware of a conflict between the RCMP and
Transportation Safety Board of Canada which resulted in
problems of effective cooperation which I believe adversely
affected the investigation into the bombing of Air India Flight
182. (Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation.)
8. I have been in a sudden fiery fatal jet airplane crash and
suffered lifelong injuries. (Smith Submission 9: The Crash and
Meeting the Family.)
9. I have seen the fatal victim in that crash.
10. I have visited and discussed the crash with the surviving
family members of the victim.
11. I have discovered a clear and present hazard to the security
and safety of Canadian passengers flying in early model Boeing

747s such as Air India Flight 182. (The shorted wiring/ruptured
open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup hazard)
My supporting documents for the above statements are the
Commission referenced documents of the report of the
Honourable Mr. Justice B.N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi
of February 26, 1986 and the Aviation Occurrence Report of the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board into the crash involving Air
India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986. (On file with the
Commission)
In additional support, there are dozens of emails and letters
between me and John Schneider and Sgt. Bart Blachford of the
RCMP AITF, between me and Mr. Bill Tucker (now retired),
Director General of Investigative Operations of the
Transportation Safety Board of Canada, and between me and Mr.
John Garstang of the Securitas branch of Transport Canada.
(Filed earlier as Emails in PDF files.)
I have included the narrative of my sudden fiery fatal jet airplane
crash in which I ejected at night at low level when our starboard
engine ingested a titanium bolt and caught fire. My pilot told me
to eject and we both did. I lived and he died. (Smith Submission
9: The Crash and Meeting the Family.)
I have included a narrative of my meeting two of his surviving
sons who grew up to be US Navy pilots, like their dad.
For the reasons above, Commissioner Major, I believe I have
fulfilled the formal and informal requirements for standing
before your commission. Please reconsider your previous denial
of my request for standing and grant it now with whatever

special conditions, limitations, restrictions, and the extent of my
contributions you determine.
Please allow me the opportunity to present my mechanical
explanation for the airplane crash called Air India Flight 182.
To review my pleas:
1. Please grant me standing to present my mechanical non
conspiracy explanation to you in depth.
2. Please ask TSB Air to provide an aircraft accident report to
you on the probable cause of Air India Flight 182.
3. Please correct the highly prejudicial error on Commission
website that states the CASB concluded it was a bomb; they did
not. ("Yet, it was not until the following January that the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction
of this aircraft was caused by a bomb.")
4. Please post all the non classified written material submitted to
you by the public during the public inquiry (including my
submissions) on the Commission website, http://
www.majorcomm.ca/en/index.asp

Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
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ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
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2006
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Date: Sat, 19 Aug 2006 20:44:00 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
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Ken Dickerson
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Dear Mr. Dickerson,

Saturday, August 19, 2006

Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. Filed
I have also sent copies of each submission to Mr. Brucker since
he was so concerned about who is granted standing and all of the
below are a result of my being denied standing.
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,

2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11: Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
I will be sending relevant material to be filed that does not
require the attention of the Commissioner but is necessary for a
complete file. The items will be relevant accident reports from
government safety boards and communications with safety
officials. I hope my request is approved to post all the non
classified written material submitted by the public during the
public inquiry (including my submissions) on the Commission

website, http://www.majorcomm.ca/en/index.asp The public area
could be called the Public Docket.
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
==
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publique
Dear Commissioner Major,

Saturday, August 19, 2006

Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
A cliche for every occasion: Grasping at straws 1. Having little
or no options left. 2. Desperate.
It's hard being fair, if it were easy, everyone would be doing it.
Instead, we have judges who are trained to be detached,
objective, non emotional, rational, and fair.
It's easy to be biased, emotional, and unfair, it's why most people

are. The narrow and closed minded are unwilling to consider
alternatives that might alter their rigid internal belief structure.
It's hard to change.
It's hard to defend someone when there is a lynch mob outside
the jail screaming for revenge. Lesser principled officials give in
to the popular will.
Justice Josephson upheld his professional principles and came to
the correct conclusions when he acquitted the two accused all the
while knowing what the popular will was.
After sixteen years of research on early model Boeing 747s that
disintegrate in flight I have found that my wiring/cargo door
explanation is met with these responses in sequence:
1. No.
2. You are wrong.
3. You are crazy.
4. Go away.
5. I'm ignoring you.
6. Attack.
7. Ask a real question to check it out.
8. Take action on new knowledge acquired.
Interestingly enough, the same sequence was followed by the
family members of Air India Flight 182 and others upon hearing
the verdict of Justice Josephson.
First they said to themselves, no, it can't be. Then, they said he
was wrong. Then they said he must be nuts to acquit them. Then
they want his career to end by claiming he is incompetent in his
conclusions. Now they ignore him. And at last the family

members want the Commission to punish those they believe
betrayed them: Justice Josephson, the RCMP, the CSIS, and
anybody else involved, even extending to an independent
accident investigator. Public opinion will not get to stage seven
and ask real questions about the crash.
The officials and family members apparently want the
Commissioner to ask questions as long as they are hatchet
questions to cast blame at inefficient and incompetent court and
law enforcement systems. Then they want their revenge by a
few demotions, firings, and forced early retirements of officials.
The basis for this sequence is fear. There is fear of change. All
the parties have fear of change such that all their work of twenty
years was in vain. There is a clich⁄ for this:
Barking up the
wrong tree 1. Looking in the wrong place for the solution for a
problem. 2. Thinking the answer is one thing when it is not. The
hunter/prosecutors told the dogs/police to find the raccoon/
terrorists and the dogs spent years and think they treed the
raccoon but they didn't. The correct tree/mechanical cause is far
away with only this puppy/investigator barking up it.
I find myself in an upside down world where I am begging an
inquirer leading an inquiry to actually inquire, which is to say,
ask questions of me.
It is an inside out world where I am supporting Canadian
institutions such as the CASB, Justice Josephson, the RCMP, the
CSIS while a government Commission is involved with
disputing their findings and looking to discredit their competence
by accusing them of failure.
It is a backward world when I am the rational scientist with loads

of data and corroborative facts who is stifled and regarded as
looney while the government is full of conspiracies, suspicions,
finger pointing, and stories that don't make sense when examined
closely. I am the cooler head trying to prevail over hysterical
elements of the government and media.
It is a strange world when I have to plead with the officials, who
gain their authority through the power of doing what they say
they are going to do, to actually do what they say they are going
to do, that is, to hold a full, public, thorough, and broad inquiry
to put to rest various theories.
It is a bewildering world when an official exclaims doubt by
saying, "I don't know" and then rejects professional, specialized,
Crown opinion that can allay his doubt and resolve serious
contradictions in other reports.
It is a suspicious world when I point out an inflammatory and
prejudicial written error stated by the Commission about a
finding of bomb and the error remains uncorrected.
It is confusing to me that I have to plead with an official to be
fair who has spent his entire long and distinguished career being
just that.
It is weird to me to have to try to persuade someone to do what
he was trained to do, swore to do, paid to do, was encouraged to
do, was ordered to do, and I think, what he really wants to do: Be
fair, solve a mystery, establish justice, and protect his fellow
citizens.
I'm not asking for special treatment, nor an exemption or waiver,
or mercy, or compensation. I'm asking for the rules to be

followed, for the inquiry to inquire, and for promises to be kept.
I have not ignored contrary reports, I have considered both sides.
I did not pick and choose reports, I included all. I acted as an
investigator, not a prosecutor. From Table of Contents of my
Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 below (Commission Exhibit
S-18):
2. Premise Explanations for Air India Flight 182
2.1 Explosion in flight in the forward cargo compartment
2.1.1 Proponents
2.1.2 Analysis
2.1.3 Conclusion
2.2 Explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo compartment
2.2.1 Proponent
2.2.2 Analysis
2.2.3 Conclusion
2.3 Explosion in the forward cargo compartment with its cause
unstated
2.3.1 Proponent
2.3.2 Analysis
2.3.3 Conclusion
2.4 Explosion in the forward cargo compartment, inclusive of a
bomb detonation
2.4.1 Proponent
2.4.2 Analysis
2.4.3 Conclusions
2.5 Explosion in the forward cargo compartment caused by
explosive decompression of
undetermined cause, exclusive of a bomb detonation
2.5.1 Proponent
2.5.2 Analysis
2.5.3 Conclusions

2.6 Explosion in the forward cargo compartment caused by
explosive decompression
caused by structural failure of ruptured open forward cargo door
at one or both of the midspan
latches caused by faulty electrical wiring
2.6.1 Proponent
2.6.2 Analysis
2.6.3 Conclusion
My conscience is clear; I have done the best I could to persuade
authority that Air India Flight 182 was not a rare bomb event for
a more common failing of a part, specifically a forward cargo
door rupturing open in flight probably caused by a faulty
electrical switch or wiring.
For persuasion I have of course ruled out threats, passed on
wheedling and cajoling, and instead concentrated on
corroborated expert opinions, rational, logical, a presentation of
facts, data, evidence modestly punctuated with brilliant sparks of
wit.
I have also begged and pleaded. I shall again.
1. Please grant me standing to present my mechanical non
conspiracy explanation to you in depth.
2. Please ask TSB Air to provide an aircraft accident report to
you on the probable cause of Air India Flight 182.
3. Please correct the highly prejudicial error on Commission
website that states the CASB concluded it was a bomb; they did
not. ("Yet, it was not until the following January that the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction
of this aircraft was caused by a bomb.")
4. Please post all the non classified written material submitted to
you by the public during the public inquiry (including my

submissions) on the Commission website, http://
www.majorcomm.ca/en/index.asp The public area could be
called the Public Docket.
Commissioner Major, in an interview you said your concern was
whether an event such as Air India Flight 182 could happen
again. Well, sir, the answer is yes because the frayed wiring in
the cargo door unlatch system still exists in the about five
hundred early model Boeing 747s still in service today
worldwide.
Have you ever wondered at the over reaction to the threat of an
airplane crash? Many more people die weekly in car crashes than
ever die yearly in airplane accidents and yet billions are spent in
airline safety and security and relatively very little in vehicular
safety. The answer is in the primitive responses of the brain at
birth and infancy called reflexes. We are not born with the reflex
to react to the smell of skidding rubber tires, of the feeling of a
broken bone, or even the pain of fire. All those fears are learned
through experience.
We are born with the fears of suffocation, dehydration, loud
sounds, and falling. All these fears are present when flying in
airplanes and the psyche knows the dangers regardless of the
movie that's playing, the number of pillows, or the quality of the
meal.
Sucking Reflex: The sucking reflex is initiated when something
touches the roof of an infants mouth. Infants have a strong
sucking reflex which helps to ensure they can latch onto a bottle
or breast.
Startle Reflex: Infants will respond to sudden sounds or

movements by throwing their arms and legs out, and throwing
their heads back. Most infants will usually cry when startled and
proceed to pull their limbs back into their bodies.
Breathing is the first reflex we have. As we get older we develop
regulated breathing but we never loose our reflexive breathing.
After the first breath comes the first cry.
Parachute Response: This is a protective response that protects
an infant if he/she falls. Beginning at about 5-6 months, if an
infant falls, he will extend his arms to try and 'catch' himself.
The thought of a loud bomb going off in an airplane which
results in suffocating during a long fall while crying for help is a
four fold horror nightmare at the basest levels of our
personalities. Passengers will pay any amount of money and
tolerate any restrictions on civil freedoms to reduce those four
fears to manageable levels. Hysterical fear leading to panic is in
the back of the mind of many passengers who have a fear of
flying. (I have a rational worry of flying and it's based on the
realities of the common hazards, bad weather, pilot error and
mechanical fault.)
I will tell you a good story you may well remember forever about
Air India Flight 182. This was told to me at the beginning of my
research for AI 182 about ten years ago.
When the Boeing 747 called Air India Flight 182 disintegrated in
flight at 31000 feet over the ocean, some passengers stayed in
their seats all the way down, some were probably sucked into
engines, and some were blown free and floated down in a few
minutes to the ocean surface. All the men, women, and children
died.

There was one very pregnant woman who was blown free and as
she was falling she delivered/ejected her baby. They both fell to
the water. She died on impact but since the baby was lighter, the
infant did not die, but floated for a bit on the water and then
drowned. The baby died not from blunt trauma injuries but from
salt water in the lungs.
Well, that image of a pregnant human female sensing imminent
death and ejecting her baby from within herself as a last chance
effort was very haunting to me. I recalled it perfectly.
As it turns out, about five years ago I had occasion to speak by
telephone to Wing Commander Dr. I. R. Hill of the Accident
Investigations Branch of the United Kingdom who contributed to
the Air India Flight 182 reports. I asked Dr. Hill about the
injuries to the passengers and any evidence of bomb damage. He
replied, as he stated in the accident reports, that he found no
explosion by bomb evidence on anyone. He did find explosive
decompression injuries and impact damage.
I asked him about the pregnant woman/baby story. He replied
that he did not find any evidence of that event occurring; there
were no babies that drowned. His interview statements
corroborated his written statements of years earlier. (A lot can be
deduced from the below Medical Examiner's observations but
that would be for a later time.)
From the CASB AOR:
"2.9 Medical Evidence There were 30 children recovered and
they showed less overall injury. The average severity of injury
increases from Zone C to E and is significantly less in C than in
Zones D and E.

Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies. Five of
these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evenly
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be seated
at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries from
a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear of the
aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including three
children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the right (3
in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of lap
belts.
Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion."

The point, Commissioner Major, is that myth like tales are told
about Air India Flight 182 and upon examination are totally false.
There was no drowned in salt water infant. So it is with the
bombs in several places tales that are the official versions of Air
India Flight 182. They are just not true although they are
wonderful, emotion evoking, awe inspiring, mysterious, and
satisfying in very primitive ways.
Frayed wiring shorting on a motor is not myth like. It's mundane.
It does not hold interest. But it is usual, reasonable, plausible,
and it has a precedent/antecedent with United Airlines Flight 811.
I know with more certainty than some life and death decisions I
have made in the air regarding me and my crew that Air India
Flight 182 was not caused by a bomb explosion in any
compartment. I know there were no bombs, no bombers, no
conspiracies, no crime, and no criminals. I do know for certain
that the forward cargo door blew out at initial event time that
caused the nose to come off leading to the inflight disintegration
and the cause of that door rupture was probably an electrical
switch or wiring based upon conclusions made regarding United
Airlines Flight 811, TWA Flight 800, and Swiss Air 111.
I'm dead serious about airplane crashes, having survived a fatal
one. Well, live and learn. When young and frustrated, we cry.
When middle aged and outraged, we yell. And now, when old, at
my age looking at foolishness, I laugh. Conspiracy nonsense is
foolish.
I laugh at this fool who spent $2500 and a week of travel to and
from Ottawa for about twenty five seconds of original input to a
Commission of Inquiry before being told my efforts were futile.
That's a hundred dollars a second. I'm laughing.

John Major, this is Major John! I'm chuckling since I am a real
Major John. I'm a retired US Army Major and my name is John
Smith. I have written 'Major John' many hundreds of times as
you, sir, have written 'John Major.' Completely irrelevant but,
what the heck, clever play on words and it made this audience of
one smile.
I have done my best and it's time to close up shop.
Please don't prod me with your sword to walk the plank into
quiet oblivion...
Ready, Aim, ...no blindfold necessary and I reject the last
cigarette, bad for my health, you see...
Get ready to throw that switch to fry my brains and wipe out all
my memories....
Why is the hangman hooded, who is the bad guy here.....
Strap me down, slip the needle in, it's time for dreamless sleep
anyway...
Do I hear the crushing of acid crystals in this small chamber...is
that fog..<gasp>, my throat, <gasp>, <gasp>, I can't talk, <gasp>,
<gasp>, <gasp>...no more, no more, <gasp>, Au Revoir......
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
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In my previous Submission I said Au Revoir which literally
means 'until the seeing again'....so, Bon Jour! Smith Submission
13: What is the fear?
Thank you for your 'Reasons for Rulings on Standings" recently
posted on your website. http://www.majorcomm.ca/en/
reasonsforrulingsonstanding/ Since you only rejected three of
the twenty two (plus late CLA) and I am one of the three, I felt
you were writing directly to me. I believe I understand your
rationale:
1. Commissioner Major states: Therefore... other groups or
individuals must demonstrate a direct and substantial interest
before party standing will be granted.
By implication, I have not demonstrated a direct and substantial

interest.
2. Legal case law quote: "What does not constitute a valid reason
for a participant's standing is mere concern about the issues to be
examined, if the concern is not based upon the possible
consequences to the personal interests of the person expressing
the concern. "
By implication I have a concern but it is not a concern based
upon consequences to my personal interests.
3. Legal case law quote: Mere concern about the issues to be
canvassed at the inquest, however deep and genuine, is not
enough to constitute direct and substantial interest.
By implication I do have a deep and genuine concern but that's
not good enough for standing.
4. Legal case law quote: Neither is expertise in the subject matter
of the inquest or the particular issues of fact that will arise.
By implication I do have expertise in the subject matter and the
issues of fact that will arise but that is not good enough for
standing.
5. Legal case law quote: It is not enough that an individual has a
useful perspective that might assist the coroner.
By implication I do have a useful perspective that might assist
the....the...huh? What are we talking about here, an Inquiry or an
Inquest?
6. Commissioner Major states: Therefore, while the test for

"substantial and direct" interest is not precise, applicants must in
some way be directly affected by the conclusions reached in the
Inquiry to be granted party standing.
By implication, although the test for 'substantial and direct' is not
precise and the Commissioner is given wide latitude for his
broad and full inquiry, I have not shown a 'direct' enough effect
for standing.
(Cheap sarcasm alert) Commissioner Major, I now fully
understand why you denied standing to B'nai Brith, Canada
Canadian Civil Liberties Association (CCLA), Canadian
Coalition Against Terror (C-CAT), Canadian Council on
American Islamic Relations, Canadian Muslim Civil Liberties
Association (CMCLA), Canadian Coalition for Democracies,
and the Canadian Jewish Congress since those groups were not
involved in the investigation of the bombing, were never victims
of a sudden fatal jet crash, were not part of the flight crew, know
very little about aircraft and even less about the aircraft called
Air India Flight 182 and why it crashed, but instead attempted to
use the Commission bully pulpit to publicize their various
political and religious agenda.
I can understand why you would grant restricted intervenor
standing to me who has been personally involved in the
investigation into the bombing such that Sgt. Blachford of the Air
India Task Force travelled a thousand miles to interview me; I do
know of an issue of non cooperation between Canadian agencies,
the TSB and the RCMP, in that information crucial to the actual
aircraft wreckage was denied to safety investigators and the
RCMP violated a law in doing so (Term of Reference); I have
been in a sudden fatal jet airplane crash and have met the family
members of the victim (unique perspective); I have researched

and written extensively for ten years about the accident from a
cold scientific point of view (expertise in subject matter) and not
the conspiratorial, fear mongering, hate generating, revenge
seeking attitude; and I support the verdict of Justice Josephson
and the conclusions of the CASB and AAIB accident
investigators instead of blaming them for incompetence.
Wait, I got that backwards, didn't I? The religious and political
groups were granted standing while I was denied. Now that is
bewildering.
What is the fear of presenting the shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation to you? Can not your legal mind
debunk and put to rest a preposterous fantasy theory with a few
well chosen questions and thus give credit to the Commission for
fulfilling "The nature of this Commission was to be very broad in
the evidence that it heard, in order to put to rest the various
theories, rumours and neglect that have occurred since the
explosion in 1985"?
What is the fear that Air India Flight 182 was not a terrorist
bombing but in fact, a mechanical cause that has happened since
with United Airlines Flight 811?
And that leads to the first part of this submission in which you
state indirectly I was denied standing because I am not
"...directly affected by the conclusions reached in the Inquiry to
be granted party standing."
First, how can you know what are the 'conclusions reached' when
the Commission has not yet begun its inquiry? You can't, unless
the fix is in and I trust it's not. What is the purpose of an inquiry

but to find answers to mysteries not yet solved? I trust the goal is
not to confirm suspicions preordained.
Second, I am directly affected by the Inquiry conclusions,
whatever they are, and so are you and all Canadian citizens who
fly in passenger airliners with non plug cargo doors and old
wiring.
My goal is to present my mechanical explanation at the Inquiry,
try to get TSB (Air) to investigate Air India Flight 182 as is their
duty, have the Crown crash experts conclude the cause was
mechanical (if substantiated), have TSB and Transport Canada
recommend to Boeing to replace the wiring and make the cargo
door plug type; and thus the aircraft are safer, and passengers and
crew and those under the flight path do not die when the wiring
shorts on the unlatch motor and my task is accomplished. My
issue is aviation safety and removing a clear danger of explosive
decompression inflight which is a danger to all passengers. That
hazard is present now and will be for years to come unless fixed.
That is the difference between me and the other groups you
granted standing to; I wish to present my explanations for the
good of all citizens not just a particular race, religion or political
group. I am not seeking funding to do so. I do not ask for special
favors for tardiness. I do not ask for exemptions. I do ask for the
principles of a full, broad inquiry be put into action, for rules of
procedure be obeyed by all, and a chance to be heard, as
promised, even if only for fifteen minutes.
Canadian citizens are directly affected by my shorted wiring/
unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation because that is what
happened to Air India Flight 182 and it did happen again with

United Airlines Flight 811 and TWA Flight 800 and can happen
again.
7. Commissioner Major states: Insofar as the Terms of Reference
touch on issues that may affect or engage certain segments of
Canadian society in unique and important ways, I should hear
these voices and perspectives.
Yes, sir, you should. The important issue that will affect the
certain segment of Canadian society called the flying public in a
unique and important way is for that segment to avoid a fatal
airplane crash, such as Air India Flight 182. You should hear this
voice talk about that aircraft and my perspective why it crashed.
The Term of Reference you should hear this voice talk about is
the denial by RCMP of a request by TSB Air for visual evidence
held by RCMP for evaluation by TSB Air. That evidence was
originally obtained by TSB Air and Indian aviation authorities
for their investigations not the RCMP.
Air India Flight 182 was the victim and the persons were
peripheral, as cruel as it sounds. That Boeing 747-237B could
have been a freighter with crew of three and it still would have
crashed. The Boeing 747 was the victim and the cause of death
should be given by professional Crown investigators. You quoted
a coroner earlier, would you decline the opinion of a Crown
physician to give a cause of death for a prominent citizen fatality
by murder or natural causes? No, you would request the doctor's
opinion. You should thus request the opinion of the professional
Crown aircraft crash investigators for the death of Air India
Flight 182. The TSB (Air) investigators are the ones to give you
opinion you respect about the crash of that airplane. Their
opinion trumps criminal law attorney opinion, police, or justices
in Canada and India.

Since you mentioned a coroner and inquest, I shall mention
autopsy. I have done the autopsy on Air India Flight 182. I
dissected it and put it back together and discovered the cause of
death and it was not murder by bomb but premature aging of
wire insulation and the genetic defect of design flaw of non plug
cargo doors. You can ask for confirmation of that scientific
wiring/cargo door explanation by Crown scientists to resolve the
laypersons' conflicts about where the bomb was, who put it there,
and why.
Let me sum up various official opinions as to the cause of Air
India Flight 182:
A. The professional government aviation accident investigators:
1. The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows: Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings: There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the initial event
was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo compartment.Ó
2. Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
3. Below excerpt from the Campbells of New Zealand to me:

"After lunch with them {NTSB investigators} I asked "In light of
what we now know on UAL 811 do you still think that Air India
was a bomb?" The reply was that we never thought that Air India
was a bomb, in fact the video shows a cargo door exactly the
same as 811." From Kirpal Report below on Air India Flight 182
assistance provided: Mr. J.F. Wildey II, National Transportation
Safety Board USA.
4. Wing Commander Dr. I. R. Hill of the Accident Investigations
Branch of the United Kingdom, "Pathological examination failed
to reveal any injuries indicative of a fire or explosion."
The experts in air crash investigation from three countries,
Canada, USA, and UK, never concluded it was a bomb although
political pressure at the time was intense for them to rule it was a
bomb explosion. The representatives from the UK AAIB and the
USA NTSB ruled out a bomb based upon forensic and visual
evidence.
The opinion of the crash experts in why Air India Flight 182
would explode in midair indicate the probable cause was an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment by internal
explosive decompression, the cause of which was yet to be
established by one, bomb ruled out by two, and the same
mechanical cause as United Airlines Flight 811 ruled in by one. I
agree. That is my radical theory that needs to be put to rest, a
probable cause of mine is agreed with, more or less, by several
aviation crash experts from three countries.
B. The opinions for Air India Flight 182 of judges, attorneys,
prosecutors, police, secret police, media, manufacturer, airline,
and the public:

Bombs! Bomb on cart in Japan, bomb in forward cargo
compartment, bomb in aft cargo compartment...by known
terrorists for revenge who were set free by blind justice.
That is the opinion I refute. No bombs, no bombers, no
conspiracies, no crime, no criminals. (Is that the fear? If no
criminals, then no police, no attorneys, no courts and no judges?)
Air India Flight 182 is not an open and shut case; there is much
serious disagreement between the police and judicial agencies
involved as to who, what, where, when, and why. (No
disagreement amongst the aviation crash investigators including
me)
8. Commissioner Major states: Therefore, I cannot grant
intervenor status unless applicants have ascertainable interests
and perspectives that are essential to my mandate.
By implication I do not have the interests or perspectives, yet I
do have ascertainable interests and perspectives that are essential
to you sir. I know of non cooperation, in violation of Canadian
law, between government agencies and I have the perspective of
surviving a fatal jet airplane crash. I also notify you of a clear
danger to the Canadian flying public that is present when they fly
on early model Boeing 747s.
9. Commissioner Major states: Mr. John Barry Smith, ... applied
for standing. I find that, as interesting as the perspectives of these
individuals may be, their experience and perspectives are not
directly applicable to the mandate of the Inquiry, nor are their
specific interests directly and substantially affected by the
mandate. Accordingly, these individuals should be denied
standing. Having regard, however, to the effort they have

expended in preparing materials, they should be at liberty to file
written materials with the Inquiry. They are to have no additional
rights or status.
10. Well there you have it, the money shot, denied standing.
Conspiracy theory groups are given stature and standing;
scientific explanation is told to take a walk and to leave a note for
somebody in the future if they wish. The inclusion criteria for
them were loose and the exclusion criteria for me were tight.
That's not fair.
You personally told me, Commissioner Major, I have a theory
that may be correct; you then said you didn't know if it was
correct, you write I have an interesting perspective...I have given
written evidence to you of fulfilling a term of reference, I have
complied with all the administrative rules for standing..and
yet....denied standing...while granting it to others less qualified.
The only reason I can see for this reluctance to inquire is fear.
What is the fear of soliciting Crown expert opinion from TSB
about the death of Air India Flight 182? Especially since events
since 1985 are particularly relevant such as United Airlines
Flight 811?
What is the fear of correcting an inflammatory and prejudicial
error on the Commission website that states the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board concluded the cause of Air India Flight
182 was the explosion of a bomb when they did not?
What is the fear of having Justice Josephson vindicated and the
Canadian safety board investigators applauded for their caution
and astuteness? My mechanical explanation is politically and

technically correct. It can be corroborated by Crown experts.
What is the fear of having an exonerating explanation for the
failure of the RCMP and the CSIS to prevent a terrorist bombing
or convict the guilty when they did not fail?
Overcome the fears:
1. Please grant me standing as intervenor to present my
mechanical non conspiracy explanation to you in depth.
2. Please ask TSB Air to provide an aircraft accident report to
you on the probable cause of Air India Flight 182 and resolve the
location contradiction of the explosion.
3. Please correct the highly prejudicial error on Commission
website that states the CASB concluded it was a bomb; they did
not. ("Yet, it was not until the following January that the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction
of this aircraft was caused by a bomb.")
4. Please post all the non classified written material submitted to
you by the public during the public inquiry (including my
submissions) on the Commission website, http://
www.majorcomm.ca/en/index.asp The public area could be
called the Public Docket. Daily transcripts of the Inquiry could
be included also.
For every single reason you give for denying me standing, sir, I
have rebutted with facts. I am more qualified than most to speak
at the hearings. I fulfill a term of reference. I am directly
affected. I do have expertise in the subject matter, deep concerns,
interests, and I do have the unique perspective of actually being
in a fatal airplane crash.
I am not the enemy. I am an ally. The enemy in this case is not

human evil but time as machines wear out through age and the
complexities of designing a high altitude high speed aircraft.
I read that the Prime Minister wants a full, thorough, and
compassionate public inquiry into the events surrounding Air
India Flight 182 by analyzing the evidence that has come to light
since 1985. Yes, sir, me too!
I read that you state the nature of this Commission was to be very
broad in the evidence that it heard, in order to put to rest the
various theories, rumours and neglect that have occurred since
the explosion in 1985. Yes, sir, good idea!
You both have put actions to your words by granting standing to
B'nai Brith, Canada Canadian Civil Liberties Association,
Canadian Coalition Against Terror, Canadian Council on
American Islamic Relations, Canadian Muslim Civil Liberties
Association, Canadian Coalition for Democracies, and the
Canadian Jewish Congress.
And yet....you have denied standing as intervenor for this
messenger and his rational scientific message. I shall now be
rude. I have always tried to be polite, issue oriented, detached,
factually based, and honest by giving both sides. Now I shall be
emotional with one carefully chosen word.
I perceive you to be an attorney, a judge, and a senior justice in a
law abiding society. You have devoted your distinguished career
to sorting out the lies, separating exaggerations from fact,
objectively making decisions based upon truth, reasonableness,
and the rules of law to hack through the jungle of litigation on
the path to fairness and justice as best as anyone can.

But...as Commissioner of this Inquiry and your reasons for action
towards me, sir, you have been....disingenuous.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
831 241 0631 cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
barry@ntsb.org
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,

reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11: Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006

RULING ON STANDING
August 9, 2006
REASONS FOR RULINGS ON STANDING
1. INTRODUCTION
I received 21 applications for standing from groups or
individuals. I have given each application due consideration and
have appended to these Reasons the consequent ruling for each
applicant.

Before I turn to a discussion of the merits of each application, I
will review some of the principles and rules that have guided my
decisions on standing.
2. GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON STANDING
The Terms of Reference and draft Rules of Procedure and
Practice contemplate two types of standing in this Inquiry: that of
parties and that of intervenors.
The Terms of Reference establishing this Inquiry give the
Commissioner the authority:
1.
...to grant to the families of the victims of the Air India
Flight 182 bombing an opportunity for appropriate participation
in the Inquiry; and
1. ...to grant to any other person who satisfies him that he or
she has a substantial and direct interest in the subject-matter of
the Inquiry an opportunity for appropriate participation in the
Inquiry.
The Terms of Reference also authorize the Commissioner:
1. ...to adopt any procedures and methods that he may
consider expedient for the proper conduct of the Inquiry...
Pursuant to this latter authority, draft Rules of Procedure and
Practice (the "Rules") have been issued.
Rule 10 provides:
A person may be granted full or partial standing as a party by the
Commissioner if the Commissioner is satisfied that the person is
directly and substantially affected by the mandate of the Inquiry
or portions thereof.
Therefore, aside from family members and associations of family
members who presumptively, pursuant to paragraph (f) of the
Terms of Reference, have the requisite interest in participation in
this Inquiry, other groups or individuals must demonstrate a
direct and substantial interest before party standing will be
granted.

Justice John Gomery, in his reasons with respect to standing
before the Commission of Inquiry into the Sponsorship Program
and Advertising Activities, explained the concept of "substantial
and direct" interest as follows:
What constitutes a "substantial and direct interest in the subject
matter of the Inquiry"? Based upon what has been decided in
comparable cases, the interest of the applicant may be the
protection of a legal interest in the sense that the outcome of the
Inquiry may affect the legal status or property interests of the
applicant, or it may be as insubstantial as the applicant's sense of
well-being or fear of an adverse effect upon his or her reputation.
Even if such a fear proves to be unfounded, it may be serious and
objectively reasonable enough to warrant party or intervenor
standing in the Inquiry. What does not constitute a valid reason
for a participant's standing is mere concern about the issues to be
examined, if the concern is not based upon the possible
consequences to the personal interests of the person expressing
the concern. As was stated by Campbell J. in Range
Representative on Administrative Segregation Kingston
Penitentiary v. Ontario (1989), 39 Admin. L.R. at p. 13, dealing
with a coroner's inquest:

Mere concern about the issues to be canvassed at the inquest,
however deep and genuine, is not enough to constitute direct and
substantial interest. Neither is expertise in the subject matter of
the inquest or the particular issues of fact that will arise. It is not
enough that an individual has a useful perspective that might
assist the coroner.
Therefore, while the test for "substantial and direct" interest is
not precise, applicants must in some way be directly affected by
the conclusions reached in the Inquiry to be granted party

standing.
However, the success of this Inquiry is also dependent on the
participation of those individuals, groups and organizations that,
while not affected directly by the mandate, can provide crucial
perspectives in relation to the Terms of Reference.
In this regard, Rule 11 provides:
A person may be granted standing as an intervenor by the
Commissioner if the Commissioner is satisfied that the person
represents clearly ascertainable interests and perspectives
essential to the Commissioner's mandate, which the
Commissioner considers ought to be separately represented
before the Inquiry, in which event the intervenor may participate
in a manner to be determined by the Commissioner.
Insofar as the Terms of Reference touch on issues that may affect
or engage certain segments of Canadian society in unique and
important ways, I should hear these voices and perspectives.
However, my mandate and role must at all times be guided by
the Terms of Reference and the Rules, and it is in the public
interest that this Inquiry be focused and conducted as
expeditiously as possible. Therefore, I cannot grant intervenor
status unless applicants have ascertainable interests and
perspectives that are essential to my mandate. It is not enough
that an individual or organization has interests that overlap with
the Inquiry or the desire to influence its outcome.
With these principles in mind, I now turn to my findings.
3. DISPOSITIONS
These applications can conveniently be broken out into a number
of categories:
1) Family members and associations of family members
I received applications from the following groups representing
family members of the victims of the bombing:
¥
Air India Cabin Crew Association (AICCA)

¥
¥
¥

Air India Victims Families Association (AIVFA)

¥
¥
¥
Family members of the crew member victims of Air
India Flight 182, and India nationals (FMCMV/IN)
¥
¥
I also received applications from the following individuals who
are family members:
¥
Mr. Sanjay Lazar
¥
¥
¥
Ms. Lata Pada
¥
¥
¥
Mr. Niraj Sinha
¥
¥
During the course of the hearing, I was advised that AICCA and
FMCMV/IN intend to join forces and collaborate with each
other, and that Mr. Lazar intends to join that group as well.
AIVFA stated that it represents a large proportion of family
members residing in North America, and is still gathering new
applications for membership.
Ms. Pada stated that she is working with a number of family
members residing in North America who are not members of
AIVFA.
Mr. Sinha resides in India and has applied in writing.
All of the foregoing individuals and groups are entitled to
participate pursuant to paragraph (f) of the Terms of Reference.
They all have a direct and substantial interest in the subject

matter of the Inquiry within the meaning of Rule 10 and should
therefore be granted party status.
I find that the appropriate level of participation of these groups
and individuals can be achieved on the following terms:
1. AICCA, FMCMV/IN, Mr. Lazar and Mr. Sinha all are or
represent family members or groups of family members of
victims of the bombing who reside in India or elsewhere outside
of North America. They form a natural grouping for the purposes
of representation.
2.
3.
4. AIVFA represents a large and potentially growing
number of family members of victims of the bombing who reside
in North America. It forms a natural group for the purposes of
representation.
5.
6.
7. Ms. Pada and other individuals who did not apply
separately but are aligned with her form a natural grouping for
the purposes of representation.
8.
9.
10. Each of the preceding three groups of family
members should be granted status as parties for the purposes of
participation in this Inquiry pursuant to the Rules.
11.
12.
13. Proper conduct of the Inquiry requires that repetition
be minimized to the extent possible. Each group is therefore
encouraged to cooperate and collaborate with other groups to the
extent possible, and is expected to avoid repetition in its
participation.
14.

15.
On that basis, party status is granted on the terms set out in the
rulings attached to these reasons.
2) Government of Canada
The Department of Justice acts for the departments and agencies
of the Government of Canada, as well as for the Government
itself. The departments and agencies relevant to the Inquiry
include: RCMP, CSIS, Transport Canada, FINTRAC,
Communications Security Establishment, Department of Foreign
Affairs and International Trade, Department of Finance, and
Canada Revenue Agency. Counsel for the Department of Justice
indicated at the hearing that the Department of Justice had
canvassed the issue of conflict and will address any conflict,
should it arise, to ensure that there is no interruption in the
proceedings of the Inquiry. The Government of Canada will
"attempt to speak with one voice."
Departments and agencies of the Government of Canada clearly
have a substantial and direct interest in the subject matter of the
Inquiry. The conclusions of this Commission will have direct
implications for their policies, legislation, protocols and
activities. In addition, the historical portion of the mandate
directly implicates a number of specific departments and
agencies. The Attorney General of Canada should be granted
status as a party to participate on the Government's behalf
pursuant to the Rules.
3) Air India
Air India applied for standing as a party to participate in the
Inquiry with respect to subparagraphs (b)(i), (ii), (iv), (vi) and
(vii) of the Terms of Reference.
As set out in its application, Air India clearly has a substantial
and direct interest in the subject matter of the Inquiry. It should
therefore be given status as a party to participate, as set out in the
Rules, with respect to those parts of the mandate of the Inquiry.

4) Groups, associations and organizations claiming special
expertise
with respect to all or part of the mandate of the inquiry
The following groups, associations and organizations provided
affidavit evidence as to their experience and expertise with
respect to all or part of the mandate of the Inquiry:
1. B'nai Brith Canada
2.
3.
4. Canadian Civil Liberties Association (CCLA)
5.
6.
7. Canadian Coalition Against Terror (C-CAT)
8.
9.
10. Canadian Coalition for Democracies (CCD)
11.
12.
13. Canadian Council on American Islamic Relations and
Canadian Muslim Civil Liberties Association (CAIR-CAN/
CMCLA)
14.
15.
16. Canadian Jewish Congress (CJC)
17.
18.
19. Canadian Resource Centre for Victims of Crime
(CRCVC)
20.
21.
22. World Sikh Organization of Canada (WSO)
23.
24.

On examination of the evidence, it is my view that none is
affected in such a direct and substantial manner so as to qualify
as a party pursuant to Rule 10, but that each qualifies, pursuant to
the test set out in Rule 11, for participation as an intervenor.
I find that the proper conduct of the Inquiry requires that in each
case the participation of the intervenor should be limited to areas
of demonstrated experience and expertise. On the basis of the
affidavit evidence, the proper scope of participation for each of
the intervenors is that set out in the rulings appended hereto.
I find further that, pursuant to paragraph (d) of the Terms of
Reference and pursuant to Rule 11 of the draft Rules, the proper
conduct of the Inquiry will be facilitated by restricting the
participation of each intervenor at first instance to written
submissions with respect to the areas of the Inquiry or portions of
the mandate for which they were granted standing.
Individual intervenors may wish to extend their participation
beyond written submissions. Different applicants in this group
asked for specific extended rights of participation. Once they file
their written submissions, intervenors are at liberty to apply for
extended rights of participation, including the right to make a 10minute opening statement, or other participation as envisaged by
the Rules. Such applications should be made in writing,
addressed to Commission Counsel, with a copy to the Registrar. I
shall deal with each such application on the merits, subject to
such additional process, if any, as will be determined at the time
of application.
The Canadian Bar Association (CBA) applied in writing and
asked for leave to extend the time to apply for standing as an
intervenor. I hereby grant such leave, and upon review of the
CBA's materials, also grant the CBA intervenor status in
accordance with the terms set out above and with the rulings
appended hereto.
5) Mr. Ripudaman Singh Malik

Mr. Malik was charged in connection with the bombing of Air
India Flight 182. He was acquitted in proceedings reported as R.
v. Malik, [2005] B.C.J. No. 521 (B.C.S.C.). Mr. Malik applied in
writing for standing with respect to the mandate of the Inquiry.
Paragraph (p) of the Terms of Reference prohibits the
Commissioner from "expressing any conclusion or
recommendation regarding the civil or criminal liability of any
person or organization." Mr. Malik has a substantial and direct
interest in a finding regarding his civil or criminal liability or
lack thereof with respect to the bombing, but that is not part of
the mandate of the Inquiry. While Mr. Malik may have personal
experience or evidence as to the impact on him of any alleged
deficiencies in the conduct of the investigation into the bombing
and of the conduct of the trial, such experience does not vest him
with the special expertise with respect to the specific issues
within the mandate of the Inquiry and about which I am to report.
Mr. Malik's affidavit focuses largely on his interests in his
reputation and on the possibilities he perceives for damage to
those interests during the course of the Inquiry. In view of
paragraph (p) of the Terms of Reference, there should be little if
any relevant evidence that could have the impact on Mr. Malik's
interests in his reputation that he fears. Nevertheless, a possibility
does exist of such negative impact, and in light of the possibility,
I find that Mr. Malik has, to that extent, an interest in the subject
matter of the Inquiry, limited as that interest may be.
I find that, pursuant to Rule 11, the appropriate standing for Mr.
Malik is as an intervenor, and that his interest in the subject
matter of the Inquiry can be accommodated at first instance by
participation in writing.
As with other intervenors, Mr. Malik is at liberty to apply in
writing for expanded participation. The same rules that apply to
the other intervenors should apply to Mr. Malik in this regard.
6) Other individuals who applied for standing

Mr. John Barry Smith, Mr. Arnold Guetta and Mr. Thomas
Quiggin also applied for standing.
I find that, as interesting as the perspectives of these individuals
may be, their experience and perspectives are not directly
applicable to the mandate of the Inquiry, nor are their specific
interests directly and substantially affected by the mandate.
Accordingly, these individuals should be denied standing.
Having regard, however, to the effort they have expended in
preparing materials, they should be at liberty to file written
materials with the Inquiry. They are to have no additional rights
or status.
4. CONCLUSION
The applications for standing will be dealt with in accordance
with these Reasons and on the basis of the rulings appended
hereto.
APPENDIX I: RULINGS ON STANDING
1. ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA
1. Request by Applicant:
Applicant sought full party standing.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Party status is granted. The Attorney General of Canada may
participate as provided by the Rules and Terms of Reference.
2. AIR INDIA
1. Request by Applicant:
Applicant sought partial party standing with respect to Terms of
Reference b(i), b(ii), b(iv), b(vi), and b(vii).
2.
3.

4.

Disposition:

Party status is granted on the following basis:
5.
6. The participation of Air India is to be in accordance
with the Rules and is limited to issues arising with respect to
Terms of Reference b(i), b(ii), b(iv), b(vi) and b(vii).
3. AIR INDIA CABIN CREW ASSOCIATION (AICCA)
1. Request by Applicant:
Applicant sought full party standing.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Party status is granted on the following basis:
5.
6. The Applicant may participate as provided by the
Rules and Terms of Reference with respect to the mandate of the
Inquiry. Party status is granted on the understanding that the
Applicant will collaborate and align with FMCMV/IN and with
Sanjay Lazar. AICCA and persons aligned with it are also
expected to avoid repetition and are encouraged, to the extent
possible, to coordinate and collaborate with AIVFA and with Ms.
Lata Pada and members of her group.
4. AIR INDIA VICTIMS FAMILIES ASSOCIATION (AIVFA)
1. Request by Applicant:
Applicant sought full party standing.
2.
3.

4.

Disposition:

Party status is granted. AIVFA may participate as provided by the
Rules and Terms of Reference. AIVFA is expected to avoid
repetition and is encouraged to coordinate and collaborate, to the
extent possible, with AICCA and persons aligned thereto, as well
as with Ms. Lata Pada and family members aligned with her.
5. B'NAI BRITH CANADA
1. Request by Applicant:
B'nai Brith Canada sought standing, either as a party or as an
intervenor, with respect to the mandate of the Inquiry.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Intervenor status is granted on the following basis:
5.
6. B'nai Brith Canada may, in the first instance, provide
written submissions with respect to the issues set out in the
Terms of Reference.
6. THE CANADIAN BAR ASSOCIATION (CBA)
1. Request by Applicant:
CBA sought standing to participate as an intervenor with respect
to the mandate of the Inquiry.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Intervenor status is granted on the following basis:

5.
6. CBA may, in the first instance, provide written
submissions with respect to the mandate insofar as it touches on
issues related to the administration of justice, promoting the rule
of law, maintaining the independence of the legal profession and
the judiciary, and the elimination of discrimination.
7. CANADIAN CIVIL LIBERTIES ASSOCIATION (CCLA)
1. Request by Applicant:
CCLA sought standing to make submissions with respect to civil
liberty issues that are raised by the mandate of the Inquiry.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Written submissions were received on behalf of CCLA, but
representatives did not appear before the Commission to make
representations during the hearings on standing.
Based on the written application, intervenor status is granted on
the following conditions:
5.
6. The participation of CCLA is limited, in the first
instance, to written submissions with respect to the impact on
civil liberties of existing and proposed anti-terrorism legislation
and of existing and proposed (if any) rules of criminal procedure
(as they relate to the Terms of Reference).
8. CANADIAN COALITION AGAINST TERROR (C-CAT)
1.
Request by Applicant:
C-CAT sought standing as a party, or in the alternative as an
intervenor, to make submissions with respect to Terms of

Reference b)i), b)iii), b)iv), b)v), and b)vi).
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Intervenor status is granted on the following basis:
5.
6. C-CAT is granted the right, in the first instance, to
make written submissions with respect to Terms of Reference b)
i), b)iii), b)iv), b)v), and b)vi).
9. CANADIAN COALITION FOR DEMOCRACIES (CCD)
1. Request by Applicant:
CCD sought standing as an intervenor with respect to the
mandate of the Inquiry.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Intervenor status is granted on the following basis:
5.
6. The participation of CCD is limited, in the first
instance, to written submissions with respect to issues of security
and intelligence (as they relate to the mandate of the Inquiry) and
to issues of terrorist financing.
10. CANADIAN COUNCIL ON AMERICAN ISLAMIC
RELATIONS (CAIR-CAN)/
CANADIAN MUSLIM CIVIL LIBERTIES
ASSOCIATION (CMCLA)
1.
Request by Applicant:

CAIR-CAN/CMCLA sought full party standing or, in the
alternative, status as a partial party or as an intervenor.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Written submissions were received on behalf of CAIR-CAN/
CMCLA, but representatives did not appear before the
Commission to make representations during the hearings on
standing.
Based on the written application, intervenor status is granted on
the following conditions:
5.
6. The participation of CAIR-CAN/CMCLA is limited,
in the first instance, to providing written submissions with
respect to anti-terrorist legislation and its impact.
11. CANADIAN JEWISH CONGRESS (CJC)
1. Request by Applicant:
CJC sought standing to participate as an intervenor with respect
to Terms of Reference b)i) - b)v).
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Intervenor status is granted on the following basis:
5.
6. CJC may, in the first instance, provide written
submissions with respect to Terms of Reference b)i) - b)v).
12. CANADIAN RESOURCE CENTRE FOR VICTIMS OF

CRIME (CRCVC)
1. Request by Applicant:
CRCVC sought standing to present written submissions in
respect of Terms of Reference b)iv) as well as issues with respect
to the relationship between the government and victims of
terrorism.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Written submissions were received on behalf of CRCVC, but
representatives did not appear before the Commission to make
representations during the hearings on standing.
Based on the written application, intervenor status is granted on
the following conditions:
5.
6. The participation of CRCVC is limited to providing
written submissions on matters involving the support of victims
of terror including the role of victims of terror in the criminal
justice system.
13. FAMILY MEMBERS OF THE CREW MEMBER
VICTIMS OF AIR INDIA
FLIGHT 182, AND INDIA NATIONALS (FMCMV/IN)
1. Request by Applicant:
Applicant sought full party standing.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:

Party status is granted. FMCMV/IN may participate as provided
by the Rules and Terms of Reference.
14. ARNOLD GUETTA
1.
Request by Applicant:
Mr. Guetta sought standing to make submissions with respect to
alleged failures of the Air India Flight 182 investigation and
judicial processes.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Mr. Guetta is denied standing. However, leave to file materials
that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner is granted.
15. SANJAY LAZAR
1.
Request by Applicant:
Applicant sought full party standing.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Party status is granted on the following basis:
5.
6.
7.
8. The Applicant may participate as provided by the
Rules and Terms of Reference with respect to the mandate of the
Inquiry. Party status is granted on the understanding that the
Applicant will collaborate and align with AICCA as well as with
FMCMV/IN.
16. RIPUDAMAN SINGH MALIK
1. Request by Applicant:

Mr. Malik sought standing to challenge any evidence that may
impugn his character and to make submissions on flaws in
criminal investigation and trial processes as they relate to his
personal experience in the criminal justice system.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Written submissions were received on behalf of Mr. Malik but
neither he nor his counsel appeared before the Commission to
make representations on his right to standing. Nonetheless, his
application having been filed will be considered, and on such
consideration he is granted intervenor status on the following
basis:
5.
6.
7.
8. Mr. Malik's participation is limited to responding to
any evidence that directly and adversely affects his reputation. In
the first instance such response is to be made through written
submissions.
17. LATA PADA
1. Request by Applicant:
Applicant sought full party standing.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Party status is granted. Ms. Pada may participate as provided by
the Rules and Terms of Reference.

Ms. Pada is encouraged to collaborate and align herself with
other family members of victims of the bombing of Air India
Flight 182, and will inform Commission counsel in writing, with
a copy to the Registrar, of any additional family members of
victims of the bombing of Air India Flight 182 with whom she is
aligned, whether or not they have formally applied for standing.
All such additional family members will have party standing as
members of Ms. Pada's group.
Ms. Pada and her group are expected to avoid repetition and are
encouraged to coordinate and collaborate, to the extent possible,
with AIVFA and with AICCA and persons aligned with those
groups.
18. THOMAS QUIGGIN
1. Request by Applicant:
Mr. Quiggin sought standing to make submissions with respect to
Terms of Reference b)i), b)iii), and b)iv).
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Mr. Quiggin is denied standing. However, leave to file materials
that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner is granted.
19. NIRAJ SINHA
1.
Request by Applicant:
Applicant sought full party standing.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Party status is granted on the following basis:

5.
6.
7.
8. The Applicant may participate as provided by the
Rules and the Terms of Reference. Party status is granted on the
understanding that the Applicant will collaborate and align with
FMCMV/IN and persons aligned with that group.
20. JOHN BARRY SMITH
1. Request by Applicant:
Mr. Smith sought standing to make submissions on issues of
aviation safety as well as on his assessment of the facts as they
relate to the cause of the explosion that resulted in the Air India
Flight 182 tragedy.
2.
3.
4. Disposition:
Mr. Smith is denied standing. However, leave to file materials
that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner is granted.
21. WORLD SIKH ORGANIZATION OF CANADA (WSO)
1. Request by Applicant:
WSO sought:
¥
Standing to make opening submissions on all aspects
of the Terms of Reference;
¥
¥
¥
The right to apply for leave to examine witnesses on
the protocols and rules in place for Canadian officials engaged in
the investigations of the bombing of Air India Flight 182;
¥

¥
¥
The right to apply for leave to make submissions on
the scope of the Inquiry's mandate or other procedural matters;
and
¥
¥
¥
The right to make closing submissions.
¥
¥
2. Disposition:
Intervenor status is granted on the following basis:
3.
4.
5.
6. The participation of WSO is limited, in the first
instance, to written submissions on matters that affect the
reputational interests of the Sikh community.
RULES APPLICABLE TO ALL INTERVENORS
The following rules apply to all intervenors who wish to apply
for leave to assume a broader role beyond the filing of written
submissions:
1.
Following the filing of their written submissions,
intervenors may apply for leave to make a 10-minute opening
statement.
2.
3.
4. Any intervenor wishing to propose a witness to be
called by Commission Counsel may make submissions in
writing, with reference to Rules of Procedure and Practice 44 and
49, outlining the nature and importance of the anticipated
evidence to be given by such witness.
5.

6.
7. Any intervenor wishing to participate in a manner
beyond that envisioned in paragraphs 1 and 2 above, may apply
in writing for leave, outlining the nature of the proposed
additional participation and attaching submissions as to the
unique and valuable contribution to the accomplishment of the
mandate of the Commission that would result from such
additional participation.
8.
9.
10. All written submissions and applications are to be
submitted in hard copy to Commission Counsel at the address of
the Commission, with a copy to the Registrar.
11.
12.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and
Unsubstantiated Opinions (Who Says?)

Date: Fri, 29 Sep 2006 16:50:18 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, mtansey@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and
Unsubstantiated Opinions (Who Says?)
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182

Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Dear Mr. Dickerson and Mr. Tansey,
Friday,
September 29, 2006
"Disposition: Mr. Smith is denied standing. However, leave to
file materials that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner
is granted." And: Commissioner Major at hearing to Smith:
"...what I can do is permit you to file any written material that
substantiates your view and it will be part of the Air India
record." And: The best I can do is to repeat the offer I made and
invite you to file in as much as detail as you choose whatever it is
that supports your theory and it will be part of this record." And:
"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and
Unsubstantiated Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Wednesday,
September 27, 2006
Please acknowledge receipt and filing of this material as well as
acknowledging receipt of Smith Submission 13 submitted on
August 28, 2006.
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type

of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11: Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Thanks and Regards,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
===========
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Dear Commissioner Major and Staff,
2006

Friday, September 29,

Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?)
From Commission of Inquiry Website under "Facts":
"The Commission will provide uncontested facts in a series of
dossiers."
Methinks thou doth protest too much. "Uncontested"? Whoa!
Where did that come from? Well, of course it comes from the
truth that the 'facts' about Air India Flight 182 have been
contested since 1985.

Specifically: Uncontested facts (sic) from your pdf file of
Summary of the Facts:
1. "The Narita explosion occurred on the ground, in the baggage
handling area. A suitcase arriving with Canadian Pacific Flight
003 and destined for Air India Flight 301 to
Bangkok, Thailand was the source of the explosion."
The above last sentence of your uncontested fact stating the
source of the explosion was a suitcase from CP 003 is an
unsubstantiated opinion by an anonymous source with no
supporting documentation. It can be assumed there were many
suitcases and many baggage cart in a baggage handling area of a
major hub airport such as Tokyo.
2. "A bomb located in the rear cargo hold had detonated and
opened a hole in the left aft fuselage of the aircraft."
A. The above sentence in your uncontested fact pdf of the
location of the explosion is an opinion by a Canadian judge
which is directly contradicted by the opinion of another judge,
Indian Judge Kirpal who stated in a document directed to the
Commission in its mandate: The Kirpal Report; "4.10 After
going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points to
the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft."
You refer to an opinion by Judge Josephson whose opinion is not
directed to the Commission yet ignore the opinion of Judge
Kirpal, whose opinion is specifically directed to the Commission.
You choose to believe the opinion of Judge Josephson on the
location of the explosion but disbelieve him on the guilt of the

two Sikhs. You choose to believe the opinion of Judge Kirpal on
the source of the explosion but not the location of it. You pick
and choose those legal opinions from documents off the directed
list which confirm your preconceived conclusion yet choose to
ignore the conflicting opinions from your directed list and then
call your opinion, "Uncontested."
Here are some uncontested facts from the Kirpal Report written
by actual aircraft investigators who viewed the evidence:
3.2.11.42: "There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight
deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including several
lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold."
"4.10 After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points to
the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft."
3.2.11.42: "There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight
deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including several
lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold."
2.9 Medical Evidence Pathological examination failed to reveal
any injuries indicative of a fire or explosion.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 - Lower Skin Panel - Forward Cargo
Area
The holes and other features observed in targets 362/396
and 399 must have been due to shock waves and penetration by

fragments resulting from an explosion inside the forward cargo
hold.
3.4.5 Explosive Device The scorching of the right wing root fillet
and the damage to the upper deck cabinet suggest, if there was an
explosion, it emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
Target 47, which is a portion of the aft cargo compartment roller
floor, shows no indications characteristic of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
B. The source of the explosion, which you claim is an
uncontested fact of a bomb is in fact, disputed by the evidence
presented by the actual experts in aircraft accident investigations
in two countries, CASB of Canada and the AAIB of the United
Kingdom, both of whom never concluded the source was a
bomb. In uncontested fact, the UK representative ruled out a
bomb explosion as the source of the sudden loud sound at initial
event time.
Again from the documents recommended to the Commission in
its mandate: CASB Aviation Occurrence Report and the Kirpal
Report:
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,

some other cause has to be established for the accident".
Those 'uncontested' facts you present to the public are in fact,
disputed and contradicted by experts in India, Canada, and Great
Britain. The conclusion you make of a bomb explosion is a
contested fact refuted by a government aircraft accident
investigator.
3. Then there is the lie. The big lie, the cunning lie, the
continuing lie.
When a statement is made to the public at large in an official
website which is prejudicial to a minority group and clearly in
error, it might be said the fault was unintentional through
ignorance. I reported this gross error to you in a June, 2006 letter
which you acknowledged reading. When the error is not then
corrected the mistake might be explained as government sloth. I
told you in person of the error in July, 2006, (transcript excerpt
enclosed). When the blatant error is still not corrected and many
reports are made to the Commission over a period of months, the
error might be explained as political infighting between the
wishful thinkers and the scientists. But now I know, after reading
your comment about 'uncontested (sic) facts', that your
misstatement about the CASB cause of Air India Flight 182 is
purposeful, intentional, and a lie. The benefit of doubt is gone;
the error is no accident.
Here is your lie as stated in the official Commission website for
the past four months: "Yet, it was not until the following January
that the Canadian Aviation Safety Board concluded that the
destruction of this aircraft was caused by a bomb."
Here is the truth as told to you face to face and in fifteen letters to

the Commission: "The Canadian Aviation Safety Board
respectfully submits as follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings 5. There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the initial event
was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo compartment.Ó"
Note there are many potential causes for an explosion in a
pressurized hull, the rarest of which is a bomb. You said the
CASB concluded the destruction of Air India Flight 182 was
caused by a bomb and they did not conclude that. You are trying
to put the veneer of crash expert opinion as that of a bomb since
the opinion of justices and attorneys carry little weight in
technical events such as airplane crashes. That official statement
you persist in making that the Canadian Aviation Safety Board
concluded that the destruction of this aircraft was caused by a
bomb is the betraying lie you make to the trusting public.
In summary, the Commission is presenting contested facts as
final and continuing to lie about the Canadian accident experts'
conclusions. You have violated the rules of procedure by denying
me my fifteen minutes of allotted time in person and have
violated a term of reference by denying the examination of a
conflict of cooperation between Canadian agencies, TSB and
RCMP, in their investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight
182. You are ignoring opinions from directed documents to the
Commission while selecting opinions from documents that are
not mentioned at all in the Commission's mandate.
You are not conducting an investigation nor an inquiry; you are
conducting a show trial persecution of a minority religion in
Canada by picking and choosing selected opinions out of dozens
from attorneys and justices and the media while ignoring the
contradictory conclusions of the technical experts in airplane

crashes.
You are well aware that the 'facts' in Air India Flight 182 are
often in dispute and many facts, such as the sudden loud sound
on the cockpit voice recorder, refute your perception of a bomb
explosion and that's why you had to put the extra adjective in
there, "uncontested", to reassure yourself and others of your
flimsy premise of a bomb by revenge seeking turbaned terrorists
while ignoring the actual hard contradictory evidence. You had to
lie about the Canadian aviation accident experts' opinion to give
the appearance of scientific corroboration of your conspiracy
based foundation of a revenge justified Commission of Inquiry
(sic).
The correct adjective you should use for your 'facts' is 'putative'.
putative [adj.]
1. Commonly put forth or accepted as true on inconclusive
grounds; "the foundling's putative father"; SYN. purported,
reputed, supposed.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
INTERNATIONAL REPORTING INC.

Hearing for Standing, 19 July 2006, Ottawa
MR. SMITH: May I correct a gross error that appeared in the
Air India application and in the Terms of 22
Reference for this hearing? I'd like to quote from the 23
Aviation Accident Report to correct a gross error. 24
THE COMMISSIONER: Well, you still have some 25
time. So get it on the record. 1
MR. SMITH: Thank you. 2
I wish to quote from two documents 3
specifically authorized by the Commission for 4
consideration: the report of the Honourable Justice Kirpal 5
and the Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation 6
Safety Board. 7
THE COMMISSIONER: Well, I should -- just to 8
keep the record straight, these are not recommendations by 9
the Commission. These are directions to the Commission. 10
MR. SMITH: Right. 11
THE COMMISSIONER: This is the Order in 12
Council telling us what to do. 13
MR. SMITH: Okay. 14
THE COMMISSIONER: It's not -- those 15
directions do not come from the Commission. We're subject 16
to the directions. 17
MR. SMITH: Okay. The gross error is that 18
the Canadians have said that a bomb exploded in Air India 19
182. That is absolutely incorrect. It's not true. The 20
Indians did say that it was a bomb. IÕll quote: 21
ÒAfter going through the entire record, 22
we find there is circumstantial as well 23
as direct evidence which directly 24
points to the cause of the accident as 25
being that of an explosion of a bomb in 1

the forward cargo hold of the 2
aircraft.Ó 3
ThatÕs the Indian opinion. ThatÕs fine. 4
The Canadian opinion is absolutely correct. 5
I agree with Judge Josephson and I agree with the Canadian 6
Aviation Safety Board of 1986. The Canadian Aviation 7
Safety Board respectfully submits as follows, ÒCause 8
related findingsÓ: 9
ÒThere was no evidence to indicate the 10
structural failure of the aircraft was 11
a lead event. There is considerable 12
circumstantial and other evidence to 13
indicate that the initial event was an 14
explosion occurring in the forward 15
cargo compartment. This evidence is 16
not conclusive. However, the evidence 17
does not support any other conclusion.Ó 18
That is absolutely correct, sir. The 19
Canadians were prudent. They were cautious and they made a
20
professional decision based upon the evidence they had. 21
They knew about a bomb. ThereÕs many reasons and 22
explanations for an explosion in the forward cargo 23
compartment. It can be a fire. It can be lightning. It 24
can be a fuel tank or it could be an explosive 25
decompression. 1
The Canadians were correct. They said an 2
explosion and declined to give an explanation. They knew 3
it could have been a bomb but they declined it and the 4
reason they declined it was because of the evidence which 5
counteracted a bomb. 6
For instance, in the same report, they 7
turned the cockpit voice recorder, which is the only direct 8

evidence, not indirect or circumstantial -- they turned 9
that over to the British Aircraft Investigation Board for 10
analyzing. 11
Mr. Davis, the U.K. accident investigator, 12
reported: 13
ÒConsidering the different acoustic 14
characteristics between a DC-10 and a 15
Boeing 747, the AIB analysis indicates 16
that there were distinct similarities 17
between the sound of the explosive 18
decompression of the DC-10 and the 19
sound recorded on the AI-182 CVR.Ó 20
He has matched the sound to a cargo door 21
caused DC-10 --- 22
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August

15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11: Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 15

Date: Wed, 25 Oct 2006 09:07:10 -0700
To: mtansey@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 15
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of

Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Dear Mr. Dickerson or Mr. Tansey,
Wednesday,
October 25, 2006
"Disposition: Mr. Smith is denied standing. However, leave to
file materials that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner
is granted." And: Commissioner Major at hearing to Smith:
"...what I can do is permit you to file any written material that
substantiates your view and it will be part of the Air India
record." And: The best I can do is to repeat the offer I made and
invite you to file in as much as detail as you choose whatever it is
that supports your theory and it will be part of this record." And:
"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG,
Commissioner, Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP
AITF.
Please acknowledge receipt and filing of this material as well as
acknowledging receipt of Smith Submission 13 and Smith
Submission 14 submitted on September 29, 2006. Do you require
hard copy to be sent to you or are these electronic versions
acceptable for submission? Has Mr. Dickerson moved on or
should I continue to include him?
Please make sure the research section of the Inquiry gets my filed
material, in particular, Commission Exhibit S-18, my Smith AAR
for Air India Flight 182.

From Commission website:
Our Research Program Concurrent with the hearings, the
CommissionÕs research staff will study all of the documents,
reports and evidence from the hearings to deal with all issues
within our mandate. The research program will involve
academics and other specialists from across Canada and
elsewhere. They will provide studies that can be valuable when
the Commission assesses the evidence and makes findings to be
included in the final report.

Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what,
why, and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me
standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,

August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
===========
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182

Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Dear Commissioner Major and Staff,
2006

Wednesday, October 25,

Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, and RCMP AITF.
Enclosed is letter to Canadian officials sent 22 October 06
regarding Air India Flight 182 which was written in reply to
responses from the office of the Prime Minister and Minister of
Transport. The letter lays out the case for Air India Flight 182
being a wiring/cargo door problem and not mad bombers.
I'm sure my filed material and submissions, in particular,
Commission Exhibit S-18, the Smith AAR for Air India Flight
182, will be valuable to your researchers in your Research
Program as they assess the evidence.
MR. FREIMAN: Mr. Commissioner, I propose to
12 make the application and the supplementary materials
13 provided by Mr. Smith as Exhibit S-18.
14 --- EXHIBIT NO./PIéCE No. S-18:
15 Documentary package from Mr. John Barry
16 Smith
17 THE COMMISSIONER: YouÕre free, Mr. Smith,

18 as you probably know, to add to your filed material should
19 you choose.
From Commission website:
Our Research Program: Concurrent with the hearings, the
CommissionÕs research staff will study all of the documents,
reports and evidence from the hearings to deal with all issues
within our mandate. The research program will involve
academics and other specialists from across Canada and
elsewhere. They will provide studies that can be valuable when
the Commission assesses the evidence and makes findings to be
included in the final report.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
To: pm@pm.gc.ca, barney.brucker@justice.gc.ca,
MINTC@tc.gc.ca, communications@tsb.gc.ca,
Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca, Terry.Burtch@tsb.gc.ca,
securitas@tsb.gc.ca, mtansey@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Air India Flight 182 wiring/cargo door explanation
Cc:
Bcc:

X-Attachments:
Stephen Harper
Office of the Prime Minister
80 Wellington Street
Ottawa
K1A 0A2
Salpie Stepanian
Assistant to the Prime Minister
pm@pm.gc.ca
Honourable
Vic Toews, Minister of Justice and Attorney
General of Canada,
Mr. Barney Brucker
Attorney General of Canada
Department of Justice
Ontario Regional Office
The Exchange Tower
130 King St. W.
Suite 3400, Box 36
Toronto, ON
M5X 1 K6
barney.brucker@justice.gc.ca
Honourable Lawrence Cannon,
Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and Communities,
Richard Stryde
Senior Special Assistant
MINTC@tc.gc.ca
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Head Office
200 Promenade du Portage

Place du Centre 4th Floor
Gatineau, Quebec K1A 1K8
Christian Plouffe
Communications Advisor
Communications Group
Transportation Safety Board
communications@tsb.gc.ca
Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Terry.Burtch@tsb.gc.ca
SECURITAS
PO Box 1996
Station B
Hull, Quebec
J8Z 3Z2
securitas@tsb.gc.ca
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
mtansey@majorcomm.ca
Sgt. B. Blachford
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather St.
Vancouver, B. C.
V5Z 1K6

Dear Honourable Ministers, Commissioner, and Respected
Staff,
Sunday, October 22, 2006
All roads lead to Barney. But first...our subject:

Introduction:
An action transferred is an action completed and an action
completed is better than no action at all, so let me thank the
below staff for their referrals:
1. Salpie Stepanian, Assistant to the Prime Minister for the reply
to my email to the Prime Minister; "Please be assured that your
comments have been carefully reviewed and are appreciated. I
have taken the liberty of forwarding your correspondence
directly to the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of
Canada, the Honourable Vic Toews, within whose
responsibilities this matter falls."
2. Richard Stryde, Senior Special Assistant, to Honourable
Lawrence Cannon, Minister of Transport, Infrastructure and
Communities for his reply to my email. "The Minister has asked
me to reply on his behalf. I have noted your comments with
respect to this matter. Although, as you indicate, the Attorney
General of Canada is the Government of Canada's representative
on the Commission of Inquiry into the investigation of the
bombing of Air India Flight 182. This being the case, I have
taken the liberty of forwarding a copy of your correspondence to
the office of the Honourable Vic Toews, Minister of Justice and
Attorney General of Canada, for consideration.

Thank you both, Ms. Stepanian and Mr. Stryde, and I appreciate
the attention at highest political levels that my alert has received
of the clear and present danger to the Canadian flying public by
the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for
early model Boeing 747s, of which Air India Flight 182 was but
one. It occurred to me that since my wiring/cargo door
explanation received the attention of such high officials, then it
must also be considered by others, such as the AG, TSB, and the
Commission of Inquiry.
I present myself to you as someone who is not seeking
compensation, who is not pursuing a lawsuit, who is not angry
and ranting, who does not seek a special tax break, nor one who
is pleading for mercy for a criminal conviction. I am someone
who is trying to prevent mass deaths in another airplane crash
similar to Air India Flight 182. I am qualified to do so through
experience and education but not by rank or title. I have proven
my good intentions by flying to Ottawa from California and
staying in a hotel at my own expense and time. I consider myself
one of the good guys and would like to think that everyone
involved here is also good. We are to protect and serve the
people, you from your official public positions and me from my
private and unofficial one. We are on the same side. We have the
same goals although different routes. I understand your way. I'm
asking that you understand my path; it's down to earth, makes
sense, and is clear cut.
There was some surprise that my research and conclusions about
an airplane crash were referred to the Attorney General but I still
appreciate the referrals, thank you again, Ms. Stepanian and Mr.
Stryde. Sooner or later the Transportation Safety Board (Air) will
be the ones to evaluate the causes of an airplane crash based on

the physical laws of science and not the emotional, irrational
motives of human nature. The other official responses to my alert
from the Minister of Justice, the Commission of Inquiry into the
Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight 182, the TSB
(Air), and Securitas (TSB) have been...silence. The Attorney
chooses to remain silent, the Spokesperson will not speak, the
Inquirer will not inquire, and the security officers will not...do
whatever they do. I shall hopefully assume the silences reflect
deep contemplation, solemn pondering, if you will.
I must make do with what I have and what I have are two
referrals from high authority to the Minister of Justice and
Attorney General of Canada...which is actually his
representative, Mr. Barney Brucker. My presentation must be
appropriate to the audience and will therefore be made using
legal terms in a courtroom model with attorney relationships. Mr.
Brucker and I are most certainly good sons, wonderful husbands,
terrific fathers, loyal to our friends, and competent professionals.
However, in the courtroom model we shall be professional
adversaries as the British system uses the plaintiff and defendant
style to determine findings: I shall be polite and respectful while
arguing a common goal to understand what happened and why;
in this case, why Air India Flight 182 exploded in midair so
many years ago. If everyone knew 'why' for sure, there would not
be the many conflicting official opinions about what and where
in the aircraft the explosion occurred nor the current Commission
of Inquiry or an upcoming perjury trial. The issue is still
contentious and will remain so until a conclusive ending is
attained.
In the old days, say before June, 1985, the government was the
stolid, conservative arbiter of verdicts and justice while the wild
eyed conspiracy guys with their erratic connecting the

coincidental dots into plots of mass murder by foreign looking
gents were the barely tolerated and scorned rabble. Now the
government is the conspiracy bomber terrorist believing guy and
a scientific fellow like me is on the outside, trying to reason with
the unreasonable. Please be reasonable; respond to reason not
emotional hate and a lust for revenge based on horror and grief.
There are real terrorists out there wanting to blow up airliners but
they were not involved with the destruction of Air India Flight
182.
Let us assume that the Crown believes and has prosecuted
several men on the premise that two or three bombs were placed
on two Boeing 747s which departed Vancouver BC and later
blew up, one on a baggage cart and one in an aircraft, murdering
many. Furthermore, those bombs were placed by several revenge
seeking turbaned terrorists who conspired with each other over a
period of months. Subsequent attempts at prosecution revealed
administrative lapses among various agencies which are alleged
to have thwarted justice. A witness lied. Victims' families remain
irate. Law enforcement is frustrated. Thus an Inquiry and further
prosecution of a presumed conspirator continue.
Assume that I claim that there was no bomb on Air India Flight
182 and therefore no bombers, no conspiracy, no crime, and no
criminals. The cause was the mechanical one of the shorted
wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation which is
amply supported by facts, data, evidence, recorders, schematics,
and a matching precedent of United Airlines Flight 811.
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Permit me now to make my opening statement to Mr. Barney
Brucker, (the judge, jury, and prosecutor of one), then present my
case in detail, and sum up to conclusion and await the verdict
from Mr. Brucker.
Opening statement:
Mr. Brucker, I am the plaintiff, I have come to you for redress of
a grievance, that grief being the loss of a huge airliner and the
deaths of 329 men, women, and children and flight crew. I
believe the probable cause of that airplane crash to be the same
probable cause of about half of all the thousands of airplane
crashes, a mechanical fault with the machine. I do not believe the
cause of that inflight breakup to have been caused by the rarest of
causes for an explosion in a highly pressurized hull; sabotage and
specifically a bomb explosion. My explanation is called the
shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation or

wiring/cargo door for short. That electrical cause occurred for Air
India Flight 182 and for several other early model Boeing 747s,
in particular United Airlines Flight 811. That wiring problem can
occur again and another 329 persons can needlessly die. The
problems are mechanical and can be fixed thus preventing
another inflight explosion when that cargo door ruptures outward
in flight, causing an explosion which mimics a bomb explosion.
The hard evidence refutes a bomb explosion because the
necessary scientific evidence which would confirm a bomb
explosion is missing and the scientific evidence which confirms
an explosive decompression due to a ruptured open cargo door is
present. A bomb explosion on Air India Flight 182 is
scientifically ruled out and an open cargo door is ruled in.
The defence (government) contends it was a bomb explosion in
the aft bulk cargo compartment on the left side that caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182. They have offered as
proof a complicated conspiracy theory involving a Mr. X, an
adulterous affair, jealous lovers, misappropriated funds,
shootouts, angry and revengeful savages, army assaults, religious
conflicts and a potential breakaway civil war. Fine, that's all very
exciting and a movie with those elements would be very
entertaining, I'm sure. Air India Flight 182 was first and foremost
an airplane crash. It was not a domestic disturbance that
escalated into violence or a bank robbery. An airplane has to
obey immutable laws of physics to fly and the same laws to
breakup in flight and crash. Humans who commit crimes react to
their own internal changing moral rules and can not be predicted.
Machine behaviour can be predicted. The conspiracy guys will
claim that the reason there were no convictions is because one of
the conspirators perjured himself during trial and if he had just
told the truth, convictions would have followed.

To understand and explain why Air India Flight 182 crashed I
will stick to the facts and leave the intrigue to the newspapers
and TV. Please bear with me as I present charts, photographs,
text, expert opinions, similar airplane accidents with similar
evidence, and closely reasoned conclusions. Swiss Air Flight 111
and TWA Flight 800 have taught the Canadian, UK, and USA
government investigators much about the consequences of faulty
wiring in widebody airliners.
Both sides, the conspiracy and the mechanical, have a common
goal with different routes to get there. We want to protect the
trusting flying public and prevent needless deaths. Here are my
paths starting from the end and working backwards:
1. The known faulty and aging Poly X type wiring needs to be
replaced in early model Boeing 747s.
2. The design flaw of non-plug cargo doors needs to be corrected
by making the doors like the plug type passenger doors.
3. The design flaw of absent locking sectors on the two midspan
latches of the two cargo doors needs to be corrected by inserting
the missing locking sectors.
4. The USA Federal Aviation Administration will issue an
Airworthiness Directive (AD) for emergency inspection of the
cargo door wiring for chafing and charring based upon the
Transportation Safety Board (TSB) updated findings.
5. The TSB (Air) will investigate and issue an updated CASB
Aircraft Accident Report (AAR) for Air India Flight 182 based
upon hindsight using the knowledge gained from several
subsequent similar accidents, specifically United Airlines Flight
811, Swiss Air 111, and TWA Flight 800. I will assist the TSB in
their investigation. The new AAR will be based upon the
suggestion of the Commissioner of the Inquiry into Air India
Flight 182.
6. The Commissioner will request TSB (Air) for their official

opinion as to the cause of Air India Flight 182 since the last
official accident report of twenty years ago by the predecessor
CASB did not conclude the cause was a bomb and evidence at
that time refuted the bomb explosion explanation and suggested a
explosive decompression caused by structural failure.
7. I persuade Commissioner Major that it would be prudent to
order an updated AAR to fulfill his mandate of a full and
thorough inquiry and to satisfy his personal goal that the inquiry
was to be very broad in the evidence that it heard, in order to put
to rest the various theories, rumours and neglect that have
occurred since the explosion in 1985.
8. The Attorney General of Canada will suggest to the
Commissioner that I be granted standing as witness since I
qualify under a Term of Reference and have submitted the
paperwork in a timely manner.
9. I persuade the AG representative to act on my behalf because
the evidence I present today warrants the checking out of the
reasonable, mechanical, alternative explanation. I persuade the
AG representative to solicit Crown expert opinions about Air
India Flight 182 from the quasi-judicial and technical fields of
the Commission of Inquiry and the TSB (Air) aircraft accident
investigators.
Or: Mr. Brucker or Commissioner Major directly asks TSB (Air)
to provide to them an opinion as to the probable cause of Air
India Flight 182. TSB has never been asked and might very well
welcome the chance to express their professional opinion; after
all, this crash is the most famous airplane crash in Canadian
history and their purpose for existence is to explain airplane
crashes to the political leadership and public.
Or: Mr. Brucker suggests to TSB (Air) staff that they meet with
me in Vancouver to allow me to present my wiring/cargo door

explanation in person to the investigators.
The path of the Crown prosecutors and RCMP Air India Task
Force appears to be to try to put several people in prison which
will 'send a message' and salve some grief. The Crown has many
who agree it was a bomb explosion which include the RCMP, the
CSIS, the prosecutors, the accused, the defence counsels,
newspapers, books, TV, radio, the manufacturer, the airline, the
victim's families, justices, and the man in the street.
The start of my path is here today and I will now present my case
for the mechanical explanation, the non bomb explanation, for
Air India Flight 182. The only people who agree with me of not
concluding it was a bomb explosion in the aft bulk cargo
compartment are those who actually know why airplanes fly and
why they don't; who know why airplanes mostly land safely and
why they occasionally come apart in the air; that is, professional
government aircraft accident investigators from four countries,
the USA, the UK, India, and Canada. It should be an interesting
argument, a pleasing myth believed by millions versus
unpleasant science concluded by dozens.
Presenting the wiring/cargo door case. It's detailed, it's complex,
it's science, it's logical, it's factual, and it makes sense.
Part I: I call several witnesses by means of quoting their official
words in documents.
Speech excerpts - Prime Minister Harper announces inquiry into
Air India bombing
"A full public inquiry is required. This inquiry will be launched
immediately and led by an outstanding Canadian, retired
Supreme Court Justice John Major. He has agreed to serve as

Commissioner for this inquiry and I have every confidence that
he will conduct a thorough and compassionate investigation into
the events surrounding this tragedy. This inquiry is about
analyzing the evidence that has come to light since 1985 and
applying it to the world we live in today."
From transcript of 18 July 2006, Hearing on Standing,
Commissioner Major:
The Commissioner: "Yes. Well, I will confirm that. The nature
of this Commission was to be very broad in the evidence that it
heard, in order to put to rest the various theories, rumours and
neglect that have occurred since the explosion in 1985."
From transcript again: Mr. Barney Brucker:
Mr. Brucker: I just wanted to indicate to you, Commissioner,
that I have provided this morning to Mrs. Cook and to
Commission counsel a brief submission that we had prepared just
on the general test for standing and issues that we submit you
will be taking into account.
The Commissioner: You canÕt do much better than get standing,
though, can you?
Mr. Brucker: No, we canÕt, but we are concerned about the
focus of the Inquiry. When I attended here and listened to your
Opening Statement I was struck by one comment that you made
and I will paraphrase that, perhaps not accurately, but what I took
from your comments was that you intended to conduct a
thorough but efficient inquiry and that an efficient inquiry does
not mean that it has to take a great deal of time. We have, in my
submission to you, a very compressed time schedule in which we
have to get things done and my submissions simply highlight that
in that environment, a matter which is of interest to all
Canadians, that there should be some judicious consideration of

who will get standing and who wonÕt or who may be an
intervenor and who wonÕt, and that to ensure that the process is
thorough and efficient I have offered some general principles that
I submit might be of assistance to you.
The Commissioner: Thank you. ThatÕs been filed and will be
looked at."
End quotes.
I can not cross examine but I can comment on those statements.
The Prime Minister desires a full, thorough, and compassionate
public inquiry into the events surrounding Air India Flight 182
by analyzing the evidence that has come to light since 1985. The
direction for the Commission is pointed by the two leading
authorities, the Prime Minister and the Commissioner to be full,
thorough, and broad.
Mr. Brucker recommends an efficient inquiry. Well, kangaroo
courts are efficient and lynch mobs are cheap and fast.
"Thorough and broad" requires time for the presentation of
various theories since the explosion of 1985, one of which is the
wiring/cargo door explanation. That alternative explanation
should have its time in front of the Commission of Inquiry and
that can be done by granting me witness or intervenor standing.
It's been twenty one years since the event and several more hours
of listening to a 'various theory' is certainly justified in the name
of thoroughness. As far as efficiency goes, when the wiring/cargo
door explanation is confirmed by Crown aircraft investigators,
the Commission of Inquiry can reduce 90% of its workload since
the reason for the acquittals by Justice Josephson is obvious, the
accused were innocent and the prosecutors, RCMP and CSIS can
be exonerated for failing to obtain convictions.

Does the wiring/cargo door explanation have validity? Is it as
wild as a mid air with a flying saucer explanation and thus not
worthy of consideration? Or is the wiring/cargo door explanation
down to earth and real?
Let me present expert witnesses through their quotes:
CASB Aviation Occurrence Report on Air India Flight 182,
1986: "The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits
as follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment.Ó
From Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182, 1986: "Mr. R.A.
Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents Investigation
Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis
reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the CVR and
ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no evidence of a
high explosive device having detonated on AI 182. There is
strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
End quotes:
That 'other cause' was established by me in 1996 based on an
event in 1989, United Airlines Flight 811, plus other accidents.
(And there is good reason why it is called an ÔexplosiveÕ
decompression. It is an explosion that mimics a bomb.)

That non bomb concluding finding from CASB is absolutely
correct. It does not conclude the destruction of the aircraft was
caused by a bomb. It is specific on the location of the mystery
explosion as the forward cargo compartment and rules out the
rear cargo compartments. There are several alternative
explanations for that confirmed explosion, from fire in the cargo
hold or hull rupture at a door, or bomb in baggage explodes. I
agree there was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment
as did all the experts agree on that point in 1986 for solid
reasons.
The Canadian and United Kingdom government experts in
aircraft accident investigation for Air India Flight 182 did not
state the cause was a bomb and in fact, the UK expert stated in
1986 it was not a bomb and gave strong evidence for his
conclusion. To claim the Canadian Aviation Safety Board
concluded the cause was a bomb is incorrect, prejudicial, and
inflammatory.
The Canadian crash experts (CASB) called Air India Flight 182 a
'crash'. It was. The word ÔbombÕ was never used in relation
with Air India Flight 182 in their entire CASB report. ÒBombÓ
was used only once in reference to a different aircraft and event
for comparison purposes and there was no match.
Aircraft accidents are sometimes complicated events and
analogies may possibly explain the misunderstandings. Air India
Flight 182 is but one tree in a forest of four early model Boeing
747s that experienced an inflight breakup leaving similar
evidence.
Part II: An analogy to include the four trees in the forest but I'll

call them brothers instead:
Early model Boeing 747s are machines. We say they die when
they crash but they were never really alive, now were they? We
anthropomorphize. Let me continue with the analogy.
It's as if a person falls down dead. The police, the media, the
man's family, the courts, the prosecution, and the defence all
agree, yes, it was a shot to the head that killed him but we'll
argue about who and where and when he was shot. Several men
are arrested, and at the trial the defence states that yes, the victim
was shot in the head but their clients did not do it. All the while
some physicians who examined the dead person are saying, no, it
was not a gunshot to the head but a heart attack, while other
physicians say we don't know how he died but we may find out
later.
And then another man falls down dead at same spot and it's the
brother of the previous dead man. Same thing happens, most non
physicians say gunshot to head but the autopsy cause of death
determined by government physicians claim natural causes.
Several more men are accused and tried. The defence agreed
with the prosecution as to cause of death as gunshot but their
clients did not pull the trigger.
And then another brother falls down dead under similar
circumstances...first guesses were gunshot to head but later
proven wrong.
And then another brother falls down dead under similar
circumstances...first guesses were gunshot to head but later
proven wrong.

All four brothers share the same exact DNA and the evidence
discovered at their deaths is generally the same. Two brothers are
conclusively proven to have died of heart attacks and the deaths
of the other two remain controversial.
And all the while, the people who know why people fall down
dead are saying, not a gunshot to the head but heart attack,
probably caused by poor diet.
How does a four time serial killer called faulty wiring get away
with it?
1. The deaths happen over a period of years, 1985 through 1996.
Memories are short. Personnel change. Documents are thrown
away, misplaced, or lost. Witnesses forget.
2. The deaths happen many thousands of miles apart from each
other, such as Ireland, New York, Lockerbie, and Hawaii.
3. The deaths involve many agencies; RCMP, Scotland Yard,
FBI, CIA, CSIS, TSB, NTSB, CASB, AAIB, Indian Civil
Aviation Agency, and all the way to the top political leaders. The
agencies do not cooperate or communicate fully, they defend
their area of investigation, they are secretive, and they have
many administrative senior officials directing them. Each agency
looks closely at its lone tree/brother/aircraft in the forest/family
of four while ignoring the other three.
4 The deaths involve objects that look different at first glance
such as different colors in their livery, different names in their
titles, and different nicknames.
5. The deaths involve victims who are not wealthy, important,
connected to authority, or famous.
6. The deaths involve different complex legal jurisdictions in
faraway places such as India, Canada, UK, and USA.
7. The deaths involve billions of dollars which means people get

funny when they get around money.
A. The killer is well loved, well connected, wealthy, powerful,
and not a suspect and anybody raising suspicion is scorned.
B. The killer has killed before but is still above suspicion having
said to have reformed.
C. The killer's freedom is necessary for the financial well being
of thousands of workers.
1. The accused are relatively poor, different color skin and
language than the accusers, and have in the past expressed
violent thoughts.
2. The accused reinforce the prejudices of the accusers.
3. The accused get the suspicion off the real killer.
Part III: Matchups to determine a pattern.
There are no conspiracies among the agencies, courts, media, or
public to hide or protect the real killer or to convict the innocent.
All involved really believe the real killer is not guilty and the
accused are guilty based upon the public's own self interest. The
well meaning accusers all believe in a vast international
conspiracy by the accused to commit mass murder and like all
conspiracy zealots, refuse to consider down to earth explanations
for such mass grief causing events. The hysteria feeds on itself
with the stories gaining myth status with constant repeating,
embellishment and modifications.
The real killer is faulty wiring, a small failure which brings down
huge machines, early model Boeing 747s, by exploiting the
design flaws of non plug cargo doors and no locking sectors on
the midspan latches. The dead brothers/machines are Air India
Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and

TWA Flight 800.
The deaths are respectively 329, 270, 9, and 230 for a total of
eight hundred thirty eight fatalities. That's a mass killing in four
events over eleven years and thousands of miles apart involving
the governments of four countries.
The four mechanical victims are virtually identical. They are
early model Boeing 747s. There are tens of thousand of airliners
out there in hundreds of model and submodels but there are
currently about five hundred Boeing 747-100 and 747-200
aircraft still in service of which only four planes have the below
similar evidence after inflight breakups.
The similarities in the circumstances and of the wreckage of
those events are many: larger version at http://
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com Other details at http://
www.ntsb.org

The defence counsel for the four accused of bombing two of
those aircraft essentially stipulated to the cause of the crashes as
bombs and quibbled over a few feet of where it was in the
aircraft and challenged the Crown to prove who planted the
bombs.
And the defence followed that strategy all the while knowing
(assuming they did their homework) that the actual government
experts in aviation crash investigations were saying they did not
know the cause, or the cause was an explosive decompression
and that one UK crash expert even refuted the bomb cause. The
defence knew that similar type aircraft had similar type fatal

accidents in 1989 and 1996 and the cause was electrical, not a
bomb explosion. The defence uncritically believed the police
story and that of the Crown prosecutors, the media, the public,
and the anguished victim's families, while ignoring the one group
who knew what they were talking about, the Canadian Aviation
Safety Board investigators, the UK Air Accidents Investigation
Board investigators, the National Transportation Safety Board
investigators, and the Indian accident investigators.
For Air India Flight 182 the location of the explosion was in the
forward cargo compartment for fifteen years. That conclusion is
amply supported by hard wreckage evidence and yet on the day
of the trial the location switched to the aft bulk cargo
compartment, a location conclusively ruled out by earlier
investigators. The defence never disputed the move of the
explosion from forward to aft compartments.
For Pan Am Flight 103 the AAIB investigator of the wreckage
observed that the cause of the soot in the container alleged to
have held a powerful, spherical and loud bomb was actually:
"Where these panels formed the boundary of the shatter zone, the
metal in the immediate locality was ragged, heavily distorted,
and the inner surfaces were pitted and sooted - rather as if a very
large shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage
at close range." The defence never objected to the premise of a
bomb explosion which was shown by evidence to be mild,
directed, and silent, three physical impossibilities for a bomb but
natural for a 'very large shotgun' in the luggage which was safe
unless a huge explosive decompression were to occur nearby
were a cargo door to rupture open inflight.
Emotion trumped science. Wishful revenge thinking ruled the
day. Pleasant explanations based on grief salving emotions were

believed while unpleasant explanations supported by hard
evidence that could be touched, seen, and listened to was rejected
without consideration.
Part IV: Best Evidence:
Speaking legally as an amateur, I understand there are several
types of evidence; circumstantial, indirect, hearsay, and direct.
All can be very persuasive. The best evidence is direct evidence.
For Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and TWA Flight
800 there is much circumstantial evidence such as airspeed,
altitude and time of day. There is indirect evidence such as
wreckage debris pattern and twisted metal. Hearsay is for the
conspiracy guys believing quarreling lovers and taped political
ramblings.
The one source for the best evidence which is direct and
irrefutable is the cockpit voice recorder and the flight data
recorder. They were there at event time. Those recorders were
put there to do precisely what they did, record for later
evaluation events which took place in the cockpit and in the
aircraft at large. They tell us directly what went on in the final
minutes.
And what does the best and indisputable direct evidence show as
to what the cause of Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103
and two others?

Chart 12 above from NTSB public docket for TWA Flight 800
showing the sudden loud sound from the CVRs in graphical
format. Air India is Air India Flight 182, PanAm is Pan Am

Flight 103, and United is United Airlines Flight 811. (Philippine
Air was a Boeing 737 that had a fuel tank explode on the ground
and not a Boeing 747 exploding in the air as the others.)
The graph shows a sudden loud sound followed by an abrupt
power cut to the flight data recorders, a rare event separately, and
extremely rare to have both together.
The sudden loud sound was analyzed very carefully by the
government analysts for frequency, duration, limiting, and rise
and fall time.
The conclusion reached by all the analysts in the UK, USA,
Canada and India is that the sudden loud sound is not a bomb
explosion sound, nor a missile exploding sound, but that of an
explosive decompression sound. The bomb sound was ruled out
because necessary low frequencies were not present and the rise
time was too slow. There was no bomb sound in the cockpit at
the initial event time for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and TWA Flight 800.
If not a bomb sound, then what was the cause of the sudden loud
sound?
Air India Flight 182
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive

device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United
Kingdom
The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape. An analysis of the CVR audio found no significant
very low frequency content which would be expected from the
sound created by the detonation of a high explosive device. A
comparison with CVRs recording an explosive decompression*
on a DC-10, a bomb in the cargo hold of a B737, and a gun shot
on the flight deck of a B737 was made. Considering the different
acoustic characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB
analysis indicates that there were distinct similarities between the
sound of the explosive decompression on the DC-10 and the
sound recorded on the AI 182 CVR. *Explosive decompression
is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and rapid loss of cabin
pressurization.
(Please note the DC-10 explosive decompression above
referenced in the Air India Flight 182 CVR analysis was
probably the Turkish Airlines DC-10 fatal event when the aft
cargo door blew open causing an explosive decompression which
destroyed the flight controls leading to the crash.)
Pan Am Flight 103
"It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft
structure. The short period between the beginning of the event
and the loss of electrical power suggests that the latter is more
likely to be the case."
United Airlines Flight 811

"The Safety Board believes that the approximate 1.5 to 2.0
seconds between the first sound (a thump) and the second very
loud noise recorded on the CVR at the time of the door
separation was probably the time difference between the initial
failure of the latches at the bottom of the door, and the
subsequent separation of the door, explosive decompression, and
destruction of the cabin floor and fuselage structure. The door did
not fail and separate instantaneously; rather, it first opened at the
bottom and then flew open violently. As the door separated, it
tore away the hinge and surrounding structure as the pressure in
the cabin forced the floor beams downward in the area of the
door to equalize with the loss of pressure in the cargo
compartment."
TWA Flight 800
"The TWA flight 800 CVR recorded noise characteristics that
were most similar to those recorded by the CVRs on board the
United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines airplanes."
The Pan Am Flight 103 sudden loud sound is 'more likely' to be
the case for the break-up of the aircraft structure, not a bomb
sound.
The United Airlines Flight 811 sudden loud sound is indisputably
and irrefutably the explosive decompression sound when the
forward cargo door burst open because that aircraft barely landed
safely at Honolulu.
The TWA Flight 800 sudden loud sound is most similar to United
Airlines Flight 811 as both were early model Boeing 747s.
United Airlines Flight 811 is the model that fits the other three, it
is the victim of the killer wiring that was able to make it back to

Honolulu to eventually identify the culprit, the electrical system
of wiring or a switch. Just as it was only after United Airlines
Flight 811 that the cause of the sound on Air India Flight 182
was identified, it was only after Swiss Air Flight 111 and TWA
Flight 800 that the true extent of the pervasive and dangerous
Poly X wiring in all early model Boeing 747s was made known.
(United Airlines Flight 811 is the case law analogy; it was a
similar case that was tried and proven beyond doubt to be a
certain cause and that cause may be applied to other similar
cases.)
The best evidence for these similar events in similar aircraft is
the direct evidence which is the cockpit voice recorder which
recorded the sudden loud sound which when analyzed indicated
an explosive decompression from a ruptured open forward cargo
door and not a bomb explosion sound. That's science, that's real,
that's confirmable, and it's corroborated by government sound
analysts.
Part V: Human Nature Conjecture:
Why has the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open
forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and
TWA Flight 800 not been advanced before in the public's mind?
I would hope I would not, but I might very well have reacted as
others have if my job, my reputation, my income, and my
freedom depended upon the bomb explosion explanation being
the accepted one and the wiring/cargo door explanation rejected.
There is no conspiracy, just people acting in their own perceived
best interests. Who and what are they?

1. The manufacturer wants the blame for the loss of the aircraft
and life to be placed upon factors out of its control and not on its
design errors of non plug cargo doors and absent locking sectors
in the midspan latches. The manufacturer does not want to have
to spend millions to correct the manufacturing faults in the
wiring nor modify the cargo doors.
2. The airline wants the blame placed on others such as airport
screening personnel and not on itself for not finding the frayed
wires to the cargo door unlatch motor. The aircrews want to
believe the event was a rare occurrence and do not want to
believe that every minute they fly in early model Boeing 747s the
aircraft can come apart in flight in seconds when the cargo door
blows open as it did in United Airlines Flight 811.
3. The police, the RCMP, the FBI, Scotland Yard and prosecutors
all welcome the inclusion of the high profile catastrophes into
their jurisdiction so they can solve the crime and increase their
budgets and staff to counter the threats. They would reject the
mechanical cause as their general involvement would end.
4. The court system welcomes the chance to establish justice by
punishing the criminals asserted by the law enforcement
agencies. Vast amounts of bailiffs, new court facilities, numerous
attorneys, and much tax money goes into trials while a
mechanical cause is relegated to settlement meetings between
insurance attorneys.
5. The victims' families have turned their grief to anger to hate
and want someone to vent their emotion of revenge against. They
would prefer to believe their loved ones died in some vast
international conspiracy which is part of a worldwide larger force
instead of a trivial event such as bare wire shorting to metal and
turning on a motor which is supposed to remain off while in
flight.
6. The media such as TV, radio, and newspapers much prefer an

emotional human tragedy interesting story to tell rather than a
scientific story which requires education into basic laws of nature
such as gravity, lift, thrust, drag, and pressure differential.
Emotional stories require feelings which everyone has while
science stories require education which is absent in many
viewers, listeners, and readers. The media tells people what they
want to hear and that is exciting, illogical, conspiracy stories, not
boring mechanical proofs.
7. The government oversight agencies want to shift the blame of
the crashes to foreign terrorists slipping through lax airport
security and not their own failures as regulators and monitors of
safety issues. The wiring/cargo door explanation reveals their
failure to order the airlines and manufacturer to fix the
documented problem of faulty wiring causing cargo doors to
open in early model Boeing 747s such as Pan Am Flight 125 in
1987, United airlines preflight in 1991, and United Airlines
Flight 811 in 1989.
8. The public demands revenge for a great loss of human life
which was preventable. Dying in a bombed airplane crash
offends two basic instincts of all humans at birth, a startle reflex
shown by arms stretched wide and the falling reflex shown by
grasping hands. The public pays money to hear what it wants and
rejects that which is unpleasant. The bombing explanation
reinforces their prejudices of xenophobia and racism; it implies
the event was a one off affair and not likely to reappear if only
security were tighter. The bombing story gives an opportunity for
revenge; it gives an exciting tale of intrigue, spying, shootouts,
and chase scenes. The wiring/cargo door explanation is dry, has
lots of charts and statistics, and implies the faulty wiring and
dangerous non plug cargo doors are industry wide, not fixed, and
the problems could reappear the next time they fly as a
passenger.

I say again, there are no conspiracies among the principals, only
people acting in their own perceived best interests which is
essentially, "It's not my fault, nor my company's fault, nor my
government's, nor the police, nor the airline, nor the media, nor
the courts' fault; it's the fault of those revenge seeking turbaned
terrorists over there."
To support that blame shifting exculpatory bomb explosion
explanation, vast illogical and science defying fantasies had to be
devised and repeated until the myth of the Lockerbie bombing
and the bombing of Air India Flight 182 was implanted into the
public psyche. Debunking will be very difficult as myths are
generated and believed by a people needing them. Debunking is
important because the genuine cause of faulty wiring remains at
large, waiting for the right circumstances to strike again.
However......conspiracy zealots defeat their cause eventually. The
continued controversies with Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am
Flight 103 are evidence that something is not right and thus the
trials, the appeals, and the inquiries continue.
Part VI: Photograph evidence:
More logical conclusions supported by photographic evidence:
1. When a bomb is detonated on the port side of pressurized early
model Boeing 747s, that port side will be shattered and the
starboard opposite side remains smooth, like the Bruntingthorpe
staged bombing of a real Boeing 747. (Port side is left side facing
forward and starboard side is right side.)
2. When the faulty wiring causes the forward cargo door to blow
out on the starboard side, that starboard side is shattered into

characteristic pattern of rectangle and longitudinally split cargo
door, as is Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, Pan Am
Flight 103, and United Airlines Flight 811, while the port side
remains relatively smooth.
Which of the above choices fits the Air India Flight 182 and Pan
Am Flight 103 actual evidence? Let's look at the photographs
and wreckage reconstruction sketches by the authorities.
A Boeing 747 had a real bomb go off in the aft cargo
compartment in a real Boeing 747 during a staged event.
(Bruntingthrope photos below)
Results:
1. Port side blown to bits
2. Starboard side opposite the blast has the aft cargo door and
bulk cargo door latched, intact, and smooth skin all around.

Now to Pan Am Flight 103, (thought by many to be bomb
explosion of same type and size as Bruntingthorpe.)
Below is wreckage reconstruction sketch from UK AAIB AAR:
Port side, a small blue rectangle (from alleged bomb explosion)
with relatively smooth non exploded skin around. Other bent
skin is from aero dynamics not explosion.
Starboard side at same initial time is shattered and large area

with door split longitudinally, stringers exposed and large
rectangle destruction area.

Port side above for Pan Am Flight 103, nose to left.

Starboard side forward cargo door for Pan Am Flight 103, nose
to right.

United Airlines Flight 811

Port side is very smooth and undamaged.
Starboard side is shattered with large rectangle destruction area,
split longitudinal door, and stringers exposed.
1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the
right side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large.
TWA Flight 800

Port smooth side below opposite cargo door and forward of
center fuel tank, nose to left.

Starboard side below, with cargo door shattered area to right.
Center fuel tank explosion as initial event would be bilateral, not
unilateral.

TWA Flight 800 starboard side, nose to right.

TWA Flight 800 forward cargo door area to right.
Air India Flight 182 below:
Air India Flight 182 wreckage reconstruction from CASB and
Kirpal Report. Of the small amount of wreckage recovered, only
the pieces of wreckage that showed damage was reported. There
is no reports of inflight or other damage to the port side opposite
either cargo door so the assumption can be that there was none
and thus smooth. The forward cargo door was damaged and split
in two longitudinally which matches Pan Am Flight 103 and
United Airlines Flight 811.
CASB report: "All cargo doors were found intact and attached to
the fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which
had some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on
the forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally

about one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The
damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared
to have been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface
of the cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because
the damage appeared to be different than that seen on other
wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by
CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the
water, the area of the door to which the lift cable was attached
broke free from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back
onto the sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door was
unsuccessful." "This damage was different from that seen on
other wreckage pieces. A failure of this door in flight would
explain the impact damage to the right wing areas. The door
failing as an initial event would cause an explosive
decompression leading to a downward force on the cabin floor as
a result of the difference in pressure between the upper and lower
portions of the aircraft." 2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo
Compartment This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller
floor was located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the
direction of cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the
crossbeam displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in
relation to the lower skin panel when it was detached from the
lower skin. No other significant observation was noted. There
was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment. Target 47, which is a
portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor, shows no
indications characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft
cargo compartment."
The above quotes from the accident investigators indicate the
explosion was not on the port side but on the starboard side and
in the forward cargo compartment. The implications are that the
inflight damage was on the starboard side and the port side was

undamaged. The rear cargo compartment had no explosion from
a bomb or otherwise.
Below is a layout of the staged bombs for the Bruntingthorpe
experiment with standard container with bomb inside exploding
on port side, shattering it but leaving the starboard side smooth
and door intact and latched.

Deductions:
When the port side is smooth and starboard side opposite and
near the cargo door is shattered, that means cargo door opened in
flight and no bomb. That description fits Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and TWA Flight
800. That evidence rules in ruptured open cargo door as initial
event.
When port side is shattered and starboard side opposite and near
cargo door is smooth, that means bomb and no open cargo door.
That description fits none. That evidence rules out bomb
explosion.
The conclusions to be made from the above photographs is that
for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, Pan Am Flight 103,
and United Airlines Flight 811, the damage occurred on the
starboard side near the forward cargo door leaving the port side
smooth. That actually did happen and rules in the wiring/cargo
door explanation. A bomb explosion on the port side, as in the
Bruntingthorpe experiment and alleged for Air India Flight 182
and Pan Am Flight 103 would have shattered the port side and
left the starboard side smooth. That did not happen, but the

reverse did, thus ruling out the bomb explosion explanation and
confirming the wiring/cargo door explanation.
Part VII: Layperson Explanation
One excuse I am given by those unwilling to evaluate the hard
evidence that supports the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
for Air India Flight 182 is that it is 'too technical'.
Well, it's not too technical; below is the explanation for
laypersons who have a basic education in science. If a person
knows why lightning strikes, why balloons pop, the power of
wind, and why gravity pulls, then that person can understand
what happened to Air India Flight 182.
Lightning Strikes
Balloon Pops
Wind Power
Gravity Pulls
Lightning strikes because of an imbalance between the negative
electrically charged particles and the further away positively
charged particles. When sufficient negative and positive charges
gather, and when the electric field becomes sufficiently strong, an
electrical discharge (the bolt of lightning) occurs within clouds or
between clouds and the ground. Lightning occurs because the
bottom of a thundercloud becomes negatively charged. The
ground becomes positively charged. Simple physics says that
opposite charges attract, so boom, the lightning takes a one way
trip to the closest positively charged item- usually a tree, phone
pole, or other high object.

In a Boeing 747 the opening and closing of the cargo doors is
done by an electric current through a latching or unlatching
motor controlled by a switch. When the switch is open/off, there
is no current to turn the motor which would turn the latching
cams around the latching pins. When the switch is closed/on the
circuit between the negatively charged particles and the
positively charged is closed and current flows through the
resistive motor which turns torque tubes which turn cams to
surround pins which closes and holds the door tight against the
fuselage.
When the aircraft is airborne a switch is opened/off which
prevents any current from inadvertently turning on the cargo
door unlatch motor. There is no way to turn on the unlatch motor
to open the cargo door from inside the cockpit.
However, when faulty wiring such as Poly X type, which was
used in Air India Flight 182, chafes and cracks to bare wire to
short on the metal fuselage, the voltage has a path to complete
the circuit and the lightning strikes; that is, the safety feature of a
switch is bypassed and the now flowing current turns on the
cargo door unlatch motor. The imbalance between the charged
electrons which was held steady by the safety switch is now
allowed to discharge/equalize through the shorted wire through
the resistive motor which turns on as it is supposed to do when
receiving current. The latching cams now turn around the
latching pins into the unlock/unlatch direction thus releasing
their hold on the closed cargo door. The faulty wire which
allowed the motor to turn on when it was supposed to stay off
was installed during manufacture of the aircraft. The defective

wiring is a manufacturing error.
The bare wire shorted on the cargo door unlatch motor which
turned the cams to the unlatch position. Lightning struck and the
unlatch motor turned on and started to allow the cargo door to
open in flight.
Balloon pops:
Air tends to move in a straight line from a high-pressure area to a
low pressure area. As balloons reach maximum expansion they
get to a point where the latex runs out of stretch and gets stiff and
resists further stretching. This is obvious in a fresh, over inflated
balloon. It will become stiffer and get very rigid as all the latex
molecules all become oriented in the tensile stress directions.
This increase in stiffness will cause balloons, unlike soap
bubbles, to increase in internal air pressure just before bursting.
Even small balloons like nine inch rounds can produce a very big
bang if they are strong high quality balloons and are blown up to
the limit. They can develop fantastically high tensions. Of course
a larger balloon blown up to a similar extreme tension all over
would make an even bigger bang.
The hull of a Boeing 747 such as Air India Flight 182 can be
considered a huge balloon when pressurized. As the aircraft
climbs the air molecules outside are further apart and have less
pressure than those that were inside the aircraft at takeoff. If the
aircraft is not pressurized, the air molecules inside and outside
the aircraft are the same and there is no differential. The hull is
not inflated and there would be no inside high pressure trying to
equalize with the outside lower pressure.

But the hull of the Boeing 747 in flight with crew and passengers
aboard can not remain unpressurized as the air would be too thin
to sustain life so oxygenated air is pumped into the hull and the
balloon/hull inflates. There now exists a distance difference
between the air molecules inside the aircraft to those outside of
the airplane. There is an imbalance. There is now pressure to
equalize the air molecules but the sealed metal fuselage skin
prevents the equalization. The hull stays inflated.
As the plane climbs higher, the pressure inside is kept constant at
a comfortable level for the passengers while the pressure outside
continues to decline the higher the aircraft goes. When the
aircraft is about 20000 feet, the pressure on the inside of the
fuselage is about 3.5 PSI or pounds per square inch. At cruise
altitude of about 31000 feet, the pressure on each square inch on
the inside of the inflated balloon called the hull is 8.9 PSI.
The Boeing 747 has two cargo doors 110 by 99 inches in size.
The pressure on the cargo doors of Air India Flight 182 when
cruising at 31000, when the initial event occurred, was 96921
pounds pressing on each of the nine foot by eight foot doors held
in place only by a long hinge, eight rotating lower latching cams
around latching pins and two midspan rotating latching cams
around latching pins.

An analogy: Imagine a large under inflated balloon with no holes
in it. Then cut six small holes in the balloon and two large square
holes. Then, if you could, put patches over the six small holes
from the inside of the balloon so that when the balloon is
inflated, the inside high pressure would press the patch tighter

into the balloon and seal the hole tighter. That is called a 'plug
type' patch. But....then put patches over the two large square cut
holes on the outside of the balloon so that when the balloon is
inflated, the high air pressure inside the balloon presses against
the outside patch to push it outward. That is called a 'non plug
type' patch.
Another analogy for the patch is a band aid wound dressing on
an arm. The arm has the cut hole/wound and the patch is the
band aid to stop the bleeding wound. A band aid on the inside of
the arm would be more effective but impractical so band aids are
put on the outside of the arm and often are pulled off
inadvertently.
Air India Flight 182 has those several small holes cut into the
pressurized hull and then patched from the inside. They are
called plug type passenger doors. When airborne and at altitude,
those passenger entry and exit doors can not be opened in flight
because the inside air pressure presses them tight against the
metal fuselage. Only if the pilot depressurizes the inside of the
hull can those doors be opened, such as on the ground. The
wounds are small and the band aid is sufficient to stop the
bleeding since the patch is in the inside and the blood pressure
actually prevents bleeding.
However, the two huge cargo doors which were cut from the
metal fuselage and then patched back are non-plug type. It's as if
they are patched from the outside so that as the inside pressure
grows higher and the outside pressure goes lower, the pressure
differential increases and about 97000 pounds of air presses on
the eight by nine foot door to burst it open. The door does not
press on the inside of the fuselage tighter because it is not a plug
type. The only things holding the door closed are the hinge and

the ten latches around the ten latch pins. The latch cams are not
told to unlatch in flight because there is no current to the unlatch
motor. The non plug cargo doors are a design error; they should
be plug type. The wounds are large and the band aid is not sticky
enough to stop the bleeding as the blood pressure pushes
outward.
A hull rupture in flight can be a catastrophic event so safety
efforts are made to prevent its occurrence. As the cams are turned
around the pins, a locking sector is then manually placed against
the latch pin to prevent the inadvertent unlatching should
electrical current turn the unlatch motor on. The locking sector
would stop the cam from turning to the open position and the
unlatch motor would burn itself out trying.
However, while the lower eight latches have eight locking
sectors as a safety measure, the two midspan latches have no
locking sectors at all. That is another design error; the midspan
latches need locking sectors similar to the eight lower ones. The
band aid over the wound was too small.
(As it turns out, years after Air India Flight 182 crashed, it was
shown that the eight locking sectors themselves were too weak to
stop the cams from unlatching when the unlatch motor did in fact
inadvertently receive power and the door unlatched in flight;
United Airlines Flight 811. The eight locking sectors were then
strengthened but the midspan latches had no locking sectors to
strengthen.)
For Air India Flight 182, the faulty bare wire shorted on the
power for the cargo door unlatch motor which turned the cams to
the unlatch position after bypassing the safety switch. The eight
lower latching cams overrode the weak lower eight locking

sectors. Just past dead center of the pins the 97000 pounds of
internal pressure finally popped the balloon of a pressurized hull
at the forward cargo door. The result was an explosive
decompression which occurred in an instant. Explosive
decompression is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and
rapid loss of cabin pressurization.
The sudden and powerful rushing out of the higher pressure air
inside the pressurized hull of Air India Flight 182 mimicked a
bomb in sound and fury. The sound of the explosion was so loud
it was picked up on the cockpit voice recorder. The forward
cargo door split into two parts and burst apart as it tore out and
up taking further fuselage skin with it. The contents of the
forward cargo hold were blown out and into the nearby starboard
engines number three and four causing foreign object damage to
the nacelles and turbine blades inside the engines. The ensuing
hole in the starboard side of the fuselage forward of the wing
centered around the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 in
the wreckage reconstruction below was now about thirty feet tall
and twenty feet wide, target 204 and cross hatch skin above it.

The manufacturing flaw of installing defective wiring had
exploited the design flaw of a non plug door coupled with the
design flaw of no locking sectors on the mid span latches
allowing the door to inadvertently open in flight causing a
massive explosive decompression which created a huge hole in
the nose of Air India Flight 182.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured
open.

Wind Power:
From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound: 296 knots is 341
miles per hour or 549 km/h.
If the newly created huge hole in the nose of Air India Flight 182
had occurred while the aircraft were motionless in the calm air,
the nose would have stayed on and the aircraft would not have
broken up in flight. However, the wind force on the now
compromised formerly streamlined hull was higher than any
natural wind on earth.
Category V Hurricane, Catastrophic>155 mph
Shrubs and trees blown down and uprooted; considerable
damage to roofs of all buildings; all signs down. Very severe and
extensive damage to windows and doors. Complete failure of
roofs on several residences and industrial buildings. Extensive
shattering of glass from pressure variation and blown debris.
Some complete building failures. Smaller buildings are
overturned or destroyed. Complete destruction of mobile homes.
F3 Tornado, Fujita Scale 3 158-206 mph, strongly built schools,
homes, and businesses have outside walls blown away; weaker
homes completely swept away,
F4 Tornado, Fujita Scale 4 207-260 mph, strongly built homes
have all interior and exterior walls blown apart; cars thrown 300
yards or more in the air
F5 Tornado, Fujita Scale 5 261-318 mph, strongly built homes
are completely blown away

An intact egg is strong when pressed on its small end but after
the shell is cracked, the strength is gone and it crumbles. So it
was with Air India Flight 182.
The wind force of 341 miles per hour tore the gashed nose off
which fell first in the debris pattern on the ocean floor. The wind
force tore into the rest of the tubular, now unpressurized hull, and
ruptured open the rest of the fuselage and other compartments.
The debris was blown aft and hit the starboard wing and
stabilizer causing inflight damage. The engines and wings came
off and mixed with the rest of the disintegrating aircraft.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured
open. The enormous wind power tore the nose off and
disintegrated the rest of the aircraft.
Gravity grabs.
Gravity is one of four known fundamental forces of nature.
Gravity is by far the weakest of the four, yet it dominates on the
scale of large space objects. Gravity cannot be shielded in any
way. Intervening objects, whatever their make-up, have no effect
whatsoever on the attraction between two separated objects.
If Air India Flight 182 were in far outer space the thousands of
broken parts would just float around but those debris pieces were
affected by the gravity of Earth and caused the aircraft parts to
flutter down to the sea and further down to the ocean floor 6500
feet under the water surface.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured

open. The enormous wind tore the nose off and disintegrated the
rest. Gravity pulled the pieces downward to the bottom of the
ocean.
Lightning Struck
Balloon Popped
Wind Powered
Gravity Pulled
Part VIII: Template:
If the DNA can be used as an analogy for specific evidence
discovered for one event and that specific evidence is matched in
another event, it can be said the DNA matches.
United Airlines Flight 811 below:

"Executive Summary from USA NTSB AAR 92/02 of March
1992:
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing
747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the

fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door
could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed
in the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the back-

driving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective
actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door
opening incident on a Pan Am B-747. As a result of this
investigation, the Safety Board issued safety recommendations
concerning cargo doors and other nonplug doors on pressurized
transport category airplanes, cabin safety, and emergency
response."
The first probable cause was incorrect so the NTSB issued
another AAR based upon new evidence. The same can be done
by TSB Air for Air India Flight 182 based upon the subsequent
new evidence. I have had the benefit of hindsight to research all

Boeing 747 hull losses for matches to the evidence retrieved
regarding Air India Flight 182. There have been five matches,
including Air India Flight 182. All are controversial while United
Airlines Flight 811 is the only aircraft that was able to land after
the shorted switch or wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup occurred. The DNA
evidence and probable cause for United Airlines Flight 811 is
irrefutable.
In none of the five official investigations for Air India Flight 182
was United Airlines Flight 811 considered. For four of those
investigations, United Airlines Flight 811 had not occurred yet;
for the fifth, the attorneys and law enforcement agencies chose
not to refer to it.
What happened to Air India Flight 182 happened to United
Airlines Flight 811 and others. The cause of United Airlines
Flight 811 is the same cause for Air India Flight 182. The
sequence is the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
The linchpin DNA match to all five Boeing 747 accidents is the
sudden loud sound on the Cockpit Voice Recorder followed by
the abrupt power cut to the Flight Data Recorder. The CVR and
FDR data is the only direct evidence available and it is the best.
NTSB AAR, United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. NTSB

Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
CASB AOR, Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Kirpal Report: "Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section,
Accidents Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In
conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that
from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is
no evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI
182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident"
Premise Explanation for Air India Flight 182: Explosion in the
forward cargo compartment caused by explosive decompression
caused by structural failure of ruptured open forward cargo door
at one or both of the midspan latches caused by faulty electrical
wiring:
Analysis: There is close agreement with the opinions of the two
aviation authorities (CASB and AAIB), the judicial finding of
Judge Kirpal, and this independent aircraft accident investigator

in the specific location in the aircraft and consequences of the
explosion with the only difference being the cause of the
explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which could
have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the forward
cargo compartment near the forward cargo door which caused
the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
B. AAIB: There was an explosion, cause not
identified but not a bomb explosion, which caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
C. Justice Kirpal: There was an explosion, a bomb
explosion, on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment near the forward cargo door which caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
D.
Justice Josephson: There was an explosion, a
bomb explosion, on the port side of the aft cargo compartment
opposite the aft cargo door which caused the inflight breakup of
Air India Flight 182.
E.
John Barry Smith: There was an explosion, an
explosive decompression when faulty wiring shorted on the
forward cargo door unlatch motor which allowed one or both of
the midspan latches to rupture open in the forward cargo door on
the starboard side of the forward cargo compartment, which
caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
F. Transportation Safety Board of Canada (Air): Yet
to be asked for opinion.
To determine the pattern in early model Boeing 747 accidents
that suffered breakups in flight, it was necessary to evaluate
carefully all the official accident reports concerning them. A
pattern was detected of similar significant evidence among only

five of the over forty hull damages or losses, two of which are
Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811.
Summary of specific matching evidence between Air India Flight
182 and United Airlines Flight 811: (The DNA evidence listed
below applies to both aircraft)
A.
Boeing 747
B.
Early model
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight
E.
Breakup occurs forward of the wing
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in
all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo
door area
L.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.
Initial event sound is loud
N.
Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to
data recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine

number four
V.
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft and forward of the
forward cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo
door
AC.
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not
reported as latched
AD.
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented
(stronger lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo
door
AG.
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered passenger
bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb
explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for
probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
A few of the above matches may be common, trivial, or
irrelevant but most are rare and critical.

The important DNA matches that determine the certainty that
both aircraft:
1. Were similar model and type of early model Boeing 747s..
2. Had the same appearance for each longitudinally fractured
forward cargo doors
3. Had sudden loud sounds which were an explosive
decompression sound and not a bomb explosion sound.
4. Had an abrupt power cut to the flight data recorders after the
sudden loud sound.
5. Had the same damaged areas around the forward cargo door.
6. Had relatively smooth fuselage skin on port side opposite the
shattered starboard cargo door side.
7. Had similar inflight damage to the starboard engines and flight
surfaces.
8. Had at least nine never recovered bodies.
9. Had explosions in the forward cargo compartment which were
initially thought to have been bombs but the opinions were later
somewhat modified.
There are many reasonable possible explanations for an
explosion or explosive decompression near the forward cargo
door of an early model Boeing 747, only one of which is a rare
bomb explosion:
A. Bomb explosion. (Considered for both, ruled out in one,
should be ruled out for both.)
B. Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for both flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Ruled in for one.)
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for both flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for both flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for both flights.)

G. Fire. (Ruled out for both flights.)
H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for both flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for both flights.)
J . Fuel tank explosion. (Ruled out for both flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for both flights.)
L. Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for both flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for both flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for both flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for both flights.)
P. Out of rig door. (Ruled out for both flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for both flights.)
R. Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for both flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one flight, then
ruled out for both flights.)
T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight)
U. Repair error. (Ruled out for both flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Ruled out for both flights.)
General Conclusion: Based upon the indisputable probable cause
of electrical fault for United Airlines Flight 811 and the many
matches of evidence to Air India Flight 182, the discovered
common cause for United Airlines Flight 811 and Air India
Flight 182 is the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
which is a mechanical explanation for an explosion on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured open in
flight, probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring inadvertently turning on the
door unlatch motor.
Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182:

These conclusions are based on evidence available after
1985.
A. While proceeding normally, an inflight breakup of Air
India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and catastrophically at 0714Z
at 31000 feet at 300 knots TAS about 110 miles west of Cork,
Ireland on 23 June, 1985. There were no survivors.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden explosive
decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by the suddenly
ruptured open forward cargo door probably at one or both of the
midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was probably
caused by faulty wiring which turned on the door unlatch motor
which unlatched the latching cams from around the latching pins
in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X wiring with
inferior insulation which easily cracked to bare wire especially in
the presence of moisture.
G. There was no bomb explosion in any cargo
compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or anywhere else on
the aircraft.
H. There was no explosion from any source in the aft cargo
compartment.
I. The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder was
the sound of the air rushing out during the explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
J. The abrupt power cut to the recorders was caused by
the explosive effects of the decompression affecting the power
cables in the adjacent main equipment compartment to the
forward cargo compartment.
Contributing causes:

A. Water or moisture in the forward cargo compartment.
B. Weak locking sectors on the bottom eight latches of the
cargo doors.
C.
Poor design of one midspan latch per each eight foot
side of the cargo doors.
D.
Poor design of no locking sector for each midspan latch
of the cargo doors.
E.
Poor design of outward opening, nonplug type, large,
square cargo doors in a highly pressurized hull.
There were no bombs on Air India Flight 182. There were no
crimes and no criminals and no conspiracies. There was and is a
mechanical problem which exists to this day, aging and failing
Poly X wiring which exploits design errors of non plug cargo
doors and omitted midspan locking sectors allowing an explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptures open in
flight.
To know the cause of Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight
103, one must know the details of United Airlines Flight 811, the
model and irrefutably explained event. All of those official AARs
are available at http://ntsb.org.
Part IX: The Unifying Official Version
There is one scenario that unites the five official versions: Bombs
in baggage explode.
1. The first official determination is the Narita Event is from the
Japanese police point of view.
"At 0541 GMT, 23 June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at
Narita Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT a

bag from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in the transit area
of the airport within an hour of the Air India occurrence. Two
persons were killed and four were injured... Baggage cart
explodes in transit area... The explosion of a bag from CP 003 at
Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55 minutes before the AI 182
accident...the site where the blast had taken place was inspected
which gave some, though very vague, idea of the detonating
power of the blast."
To sum up: "A bag from a Vancouver flight exploded on a
baggage cart in a transit area from a vague power of a blast."
The Narita Event is officially determined by the police to be a
bomb which caused the blast of vague power in a bag as part of
the baggage on a baggage cart in a transit area of a major airport
hub. The first official bomb in the baggage explodes.
2. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182
Event is from an Indian judge's point of view.
Kirpal Report: "4.10 After going through the entire record we
find that there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence which
directly points to the cause of the accident as being that of an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft."
"All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different from that seen on other
wreckage pieces,..."

The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by an
Indian judge to be caused by a bomb in the baggage in the
forward cargo hold possibly on the right side. (No physical
connection between the forward and aft cargo holds which are
several hundred feet apart.) That is the second official bomb in
the baggage to explode.
3. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182
Event is from a Canadian judge's point of view.
Below from "Reasons for Judgment" by Justice Josephson
regarding Malik and Bagri.
I. Overview [1] In the early morning hours of June 23, 1985, Air
India Flight 182, carrying 329 people[1], was destroyed midflight by a bomb located in its rear cargo hold.
H. Conclusion [190] It is agreed amongst the experts that the
Kanishka was destroyed by the detonation of an explosive device
within its left aft fuselage.
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by a
Canadian judge to be a bomb in the baggage in the rear cargo
hold on the left side. That is the third official bomb in the
baggage to explode.
4. The next official determination of the Air India Flight 182
Event is from the Canadian aviation accident investigators point
of view:
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment.Ó

"The forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo
floor attached was located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward force and the
fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This
damage was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces. A
failure of this door in flight would explain the impact damage to
the right wing areas. The door failing as an initial event would
cause an explosive decompression leading to a downward force
on the cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft."
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by
Canadian aviation accident investigators to be an explosion of
unknown cause in the forward cargo compartment probably on
the right side. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment
occurs from undetermined cause.
5. The next official determination for Air India Flight 182 is from
the United Kingdom aircraft accident investigator point of view.
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
The Air India Flight 182 Event is officially determined by a

British aviation accident investigator to be something, not a
bomb, somewhere, causes an explosive decompression. That is
the fifth explanation for an explosion.
Those are the five official determinations of explosions related to
Air India Flight 182 by five official investigations in three
countries over two decades.
1. A vaguely powerful explosion of a bag on a baggage cart with
bags in a major transit area hub airport determined by the
Japanese police in 1985.
2. A very powerful explosion of a bomb in a bag in the baggage
in the forward cargo hold, possibly on the right side, of Air India
Flight 182 determined by the Indian Justice Kirpal in 1986.
3. A very powerful explosion of a bomb in a bag in the baggage
in the rear cargo hold on the left side of Air India Flight 182
determined by the Canadian Justice Josephson, in 2005.
4. An explosion of unknown cause in the forward cargo
compartment, probably on the right side, of Air India Flight 182
determined by the Canadian aircraft accident investigators of the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board, CASB in 1986.
5. A very powerful explosive decompression, not a bomb,
someplace in Air India Flight 182, determined by the British
aircraft accident investigator R. A. Davis of U.K. Accidents
Investigations Branch in 1986.
There is no consensus on any significant issue by any officials
other than explosive events occurred on a baggage cart and on an
airplane thousands of miles apart and within the hour.
There is official disagreement in the determinations of whether it
was a bomb or something else, how many bombs were involved,
where the bombs were loaded, how powerful the bombs were,

what container the bomb was in, which major section of the
aircraft the bomb was placed, on what side of the aircraft the
bomb was located, or what caused an explosive decompression
that was not a bomb. (Not counted are the disagreements of who
put the bombs there and why.)
There was no official hard evidence determined for bombs such
as three fuses, three bomb casings, three bomb residues, shrapnel
wounds, or three timers in any of the three locations stated as
having bombs detonated which are the Narita airport, the rear
cargo, and the forward cargo compartments of Air India Flight
182. (The rear and forward cargo compartments are hundreds of
feet apart with no physical connection.)
There is one official cause to unite them all: Three bombs by
assuming that an explosion means only one thing and that is
bomb explosion and assuming that official determinations after
official investigations are correct.
The one scenario that unites the five official determinations is
that bomb, bomb, bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go
boom, boom, boom.
Two of the bombs were surreptitiously placed on two Boeing
747s at Vancouver airport on 22 June 1985, the day before they
blew up. The third bomb was placed into one of the Boeing 747s
at the Montreal airport later that same day.
The official versions united:
Bomb 1: One bomb was loaded on CP 003 which flew to Tokyo
with no detonation of the bomb during the long flight across the
Pacific. This bomb was then unloaded in a busy airport, put on a
baggage cart which was wheeled through a 'transit' area with

many other bags from many other flights, and only then did the
vaguely powerful bomb detonate at 0619Z, not from an altimeter
fuze but from a timing fuze which went off when it was not
supposed to for an aircraft terrorist bombing. No fuze or parts of
any bomb or the suitcase were reported to have been discovered.
No match of any debris parts of this bomb were made to other
bombs by same terrorist group. No claims of responsibility or
confessions were obtained. (The Japanese police determined
bomb.)
Bomb 2: At the same time the Narita bomb was loaded at
Vancouver onto CP 003 on the afternoon of 22 June 1985,
another bomb was loaded onto CP 060, also in Vancouver, and
successfully slipped past the extensive security of men, dogs, and
machines. CP 060 then flew to Toronto without the bomb going
off by timer or altimeter fuse. At Toronto, the bomb was then off
loaded from CP 060 and sent, along with some passengers, to a
different aircraft, a Boeing 747 which was Flight 181 which,
after another flight to Montreal, would change to Flight 182. At
Toronto, all the baggage from Vancouver on CP 060, including
the bomb, was placed in the aft cargo hold of the Boeing 747.
This aircraft, called Flight 181, took off and flew to Montreal
with the bomb still not detonating by altimeter or timing fuze.
The timer was set to go off at 0714Z. (The Judge Josephson
determined bomb.)
Bomb 3: After the Boeing 747 called Flight 181 landed in
Montreal with the bomb from Vancouver still in the aft cargo
hold, the flight number of the same Boeing 747 changed to Air
India Flight 182, and more passengers and baggage were put on
board. All their baggage was placed into the forward cargo hold.
A new aircraft bomb was thus loaded into the forward cargo
compartment with the timer set to go off at 0714Z. (The Judge

Kirpal determined bomb.)
There were many delays involved with loading parts of a large
engine into the aft cargo compartment which did not set off the
bomb in that compartment. Finally, the aft and forward cargo
compartment bomb laden Boeing 747 now called Air India Flight
182 took off from Montreal for its third flight in many hours,
flew for five hours across the Atlantic and then a fuze for the
Montreal loaded bomb activated and exploded in the forward
cargo compartment, not by an altimeter fuze because the aircraft
was level at 31000 feet and had been so for hours, but by a timer
fuze. The Vancouver bomb, first loaded in Vancouver and
transferred to the aft cargo compartment of the doomed aircraft
in Toronto, detonated at exactly the same time, 0714Z. The two
bombs blew holes in the pressurized hull causing an explosive
decompression.
Thus explains and unites the Japanese police bomb, the Justice
Kirpal bomb, the Justice Josephson bomb, the CASB explosion,
and the UK AIB explosive decompression events.
The official determinations assume inefficient ticketing agents,
dull-witted security forces, and malfunctioning X ray machines
in four large metropolitan airports in two industrialized nations.
It assumes incompetent terrorists who can't set a bomb to go off
on time. It assumes quiet bombs in an aircraft that leave no sound
when they go off. It assumes three stealthy bombs that managed
to slip through sniffing dogs, portable metal detectors, X-Ray
machines, private security teams, and yet leave no trace of their
fuzes, timers, explosive material, or containers.
Officially the terrorists were of two groups; one group in
Vancouver to check the bomb in the baggage which was placed
in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to explode

according to the Canadian judge. Another terrorist group in
Montreal checked their bomb in baggage which was placed in
the forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to
explode there according to the Indian judge. The Vancouver
terrorist group also checked in another bomb in the baggage of
another aircraft to explode later on a baggage cart at Narita
airport, according to the Indian judge.
The terrorists were stupid because:
1. The bombs did not go off when a real aircraft bomb usually
goes off, shortly after takeoff climb on the initially loaded flight.
2. The fuzes were three timers set to go of at odd times such as
0619, 0714, and 0714 many hours later after being set.
3. They did not claim responsibility to advertise their cause.
The terrorists were smart because:
1. They were able to construct bombs which left no fuse, no
casings, no timer evidence and were silent.
2. They were able to smuggle three bombs through tight security
at four large airports in two countries.
3. They coordinated two bomb explosions on the same aircraft
loaded in different locations at two airports to ensure destruction.
The terrorists were lucky because;
1. The four takeoffs and landings and turbulence did not detonate
the amateur improvised bombs.
2. The changing of two planes and movement of baggage from
plane to transit area did not detonate the bombs.
3. Their bomb laden baggage was not misplaced or misdirected
by the airline.
4. The many unexpected schedule delays and aircraft changes
still allowed the bombs to go off to kill innocent people instead
of in an unoccupied hangar or baggage storage area.

This is the official unified motive to explain the Narita airport
transit area and Air India Flight 182 bombings: Revenge seeking
terrorist groups managed to place three stealthy bombs in three
aircraft and on one baggage cart through four airports in one day.
Part X: Sequence of Destruction
Below is the scientific explanation for Air India Flight 182 in
narrative form based on direct, circumstantial, tangible, deduced,
historical, and inferred evidence obtained through government
aircraft accident reports and testimony under oath, 1953-2006.
All statements of fact can be corroborated as having occurred in
Air India Flight 182 or other similar Boeing 747s under similar
circumstances.
Pressurized hulls of jet airliners have been blowing up since
1953 with the Comet.
03/03/1953
location: Karachi, Pakistan
carrier: Canadian Pacific flight:
aircraft: comet registry:
aboard: fatal: 11 ground:
details: First fatal crash of a commercial jet aircraft
05/02/1953
location: near Jagalogori West Bengal, India
carrier: British Overseas Airlines flight: 783/057
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry: g-alyv
aboard: 43 fatal: 43 ground:
details: broke up in flight during a violent thunderstorm. Metal
fatigue due to design flaw.

01/10/1954
location: Elba, Italy
carrier: British Overseas Airlines flight:
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry:
aboard: fatal: 35 ground:
details: broke up in flight. Metal fatigue due to design flaw.
04/08/1954
location: stromboli, italy
carrier: South African Airways flight:
aircraft: De Havilland comet 1 registry:
aboard: fatal: 21 ground:
details: broke up in flight. Metal fatigue due to design flaw.
The Wiring/Cargo Door Explanation
Hull ruptures in flight leading to sudden explosive
decompressions have occurred in over fifty airliners over the
years. The causes can be bombs, metal fatigue, cargo shifts,
inadvertent door openings from improperly latched to electrical
faults, cockpit windows being broken by bird strikes, fuel tank
explosion, missile hits, corrosion, faulty repair of damaged
bulkhead, midair collisions, thunderstorms, and improperly fitted
pressure relief valves.
Air India Flight 182 fits into one of those categories, the shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup one.
There are literally hundreds of pressurization problems that occur
in airliners that are not sudden explosions but slow failures.
These events rarely lead to fatalities while the sudden loud
events usually do.

In an historical and statistical sense Air India Flight 182 was a
normal aircraft accident: The cause was mechanical and not
unusual. There have been several subsequent explosive
decompressions in Boeing 747s similar to Air India Flight 182
that left similar evidence.
The forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 opened
inadvertently in flight for certain, the cause of that opening was
probably faulty wiring.
Background:
On 18 July, 1984 a high lift vehicle damaged the fuselage skin
near the forward cargo door of a Boeing 747-237B, Air India
Flight 182, construction number 330, operated by Air India
airlines. The fuselage skin had wiring routed on the inside which
became bent from the impact and subsequently cracked to bare
wire, a characteristic of the polyimide type insulated Poly X
wiring installed in the aircraft. The forward cargo door had nonsteel locking sectors to keep the bottom eight latching cams from
being back driven which would allow the door to open in flight
causing explosive decompression which would be a catastrophic
event well known to aircraft designers.
In June of 1986 several passengers changed their flight
plans and their baggage routing for various flights through
Canada to overseas destinations probably from Vancouver.
On 22 June, 1986, two aircraft had baggage loaded aboard
them at the Vancouver B. C. airport; one flight was called CP 003
and the other CP 060. Flight 003 took off and flew uneventfully
to the extremely busy Narita airport near Tokyo, Japan. After the
baggage was unloaded from the flight, it was put on a baggage

cart which was wheeled through a transit area of many other
baggage carts containing many other bags from many other
flights. An explosion of unspecified cause, unknown fuzing,
unknown container, and unknown material occurred on the
baggage cart which killed two people and injured others. The
airport had high security because of previous terrorist attacks on
it resulting in fatalities over the years.
The other flight, CP 060, flew uneventfully to Toronto
Airport. The baggage was unloaded from CP 060 and those bags
continuing on to London on Air India Flight 181/182 were
loaded into the aft cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B,
construction number 330. The flight, now called Air India Flight
181, then flew uneventfully to Mirabel Airport in Montreal. After
landing, some baggage of the departing passengers was unloaded
from the aft compartment. Parts of a broken engine were placed
in the aft cargo compartment for ferry back to India. New
passengers and new baggage from Montreal for the next flight of
the same aircraft, construction number 330 and now called Air
India Flight 182, were loaded with all the new baggage going
into the forward baggage compartment. The baggage from
Vancouver on CP 060 and reloaded at Toronto remained in the aft
cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B now called Air India
Flight 182.
The forward cargo compartment was filled with summer
night air, warm and moist. When flying at altitude the air would
be cooled by the air conditioning and the very cold outside air
would cool the fuselage skin thus condensing out moisture along
the inside of the compartment which would run through the
wiring bundles and down into the cargo door bilge.
Air India Flight 182 took off from Montreal for London at

0218 Z on 23 June 1985 and flew uneventfully for about five
hours and while at 31000 feet at 296 knots and about 115 miles
west of Ireland a tragic sequence of events began at 0714 Z. The
pressure differential between outside and inside air was at its
maximum design limit, 8.9 pounds per square inch.
Water may have met the cracked insulated wire which may
have been previously damaged by the high lift accident to the
cargo door area. The now exposed and bare wire shorted against
the metal fuselage. The electricity then flowed around safety
cutout switches and powered on the cargo door actuator unlatch
electric motor which attempted to rotate all ten cam sectors to
unlocked positions around their ten latching pins. The eight
lower cam sectors may have been prevented from unlatching
around the latching pins because of the bottom eight locking
sectors. However, the two midspan latches had no locking
sectors to prevent the inadvertent rotation of the midspan
latching cams around the midspan latching pins.
The lower eight cams probably overcame the weaker
locking sectors to just turn past center and allow the door to
unlatch in flight, a defect known years later in two other Boeing
747 flights, Pan Am Flight 125 and United Airlines Flight 811.
The midspan cams turned just past center with no locking sectors
to prevent the backdriving of the cams, an operation only
supposed to be allowed on the ground. Possibly other factors
such as an out of rig cargo door, a poor repair job on the door
area, the slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and worn latch pins
may have contributed to have allowed the two midspan latches to
rotate just past center permitting the almost 100,000 pounds of
internal pressure on the 99 inch by 110 inch door to rupture
outward inflight relieving the maximum pressure differential on
the internal fuselage.

The nine foot by eight foot squarish forward cargo door
would have instantly burst open at the midspan and bottom
latches sending the latches, door material, and large pieces of
fuselage skin spinning away. The forward cargo compartment
would have spewed its contents outward onto the starboard side
of the fuselage. It was as if a huge mylar balloon had popped.
The severe explosion of explosive decompression caused the
forward cargo door to be fractured and shattered into a few large
pieces and many small pieces which gave a frayed appearance
from an outward force. Many small bits of metal from the
explosion were embedded into the cargo door area metal fuselage
structure.
The top part of the door swung outward and upward on its
hinge and then separated taking large vertical pieces of fuselage
skin with it, exposing stringers and bulkheads. The very lower
part of the door sill with its eight bottom latches may have stuck
to fuselage skin. The resulting damage zone appeared as a huge
rectangle of shattered door, skin, and stringers. Some pieces of
the door and fuselage skin flew directly aft and impacted the
leading edge of the right wing, the vertical stabilizer and the right
horizontal stabilizer inflight.
This explosion of explosive decompression blew out a large
hole about thirty feet wide and forty feet high on the starboard
side of the nose forward of the wing. It looked as if a bomb had
gone off inside the forward cargo hold. Fuselage skin was peeled
outward at various places on the starboard side of the nose.
The forward cargo door had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward starboard side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one-quarter of the

distance above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door appeared
to have been badly frayed. The cargo door pieces and the
adjacent skin had holes, flaps, fractures, inward concavity, tears,
deformities, outward bent petals, curls, missing pieces, cracks,
separations, curved fragments, spikes, and folds. The fast and
powerful explosion of the explosive decompression would have
caused a metallurgical effect called ÔtwinningÕ on a few
fragments of pieces of wreckage.
The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the
huge hole equalizing the high pressure inside the fuselage to the
low pressure outside the aircraft while making a sudden very
loud audible sound. This sudden rushing outward air was
recorded on the Cockpit Voice Recorder as a sudden loud sound.
The sound did not accurately match any bomb explosion sounds
on other aircraft but did match the explosive decompression
sound on another wide body airliner, a DC-10 cargo door open
event.
The tremendous explosive force in the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the adjacent main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorders. The resulting data tapes showed a sudden
loud audible sound followed by an abrupt power cut to the flight
data recorder, the cockpit voice recorder and transponder.
The number three engine and cowling, closest to the forward
cargo compartment, were damaged by inflight debris from
material ejected from the now exposed compartment and cabin
above, debris which also damaged the number four engine
cowling by a displaced turbine blade from number three engine.

The resulting vibration from the internal damage to engine
number three caused the nacelle and engine to fall away from the
wing, as designed, and land apart from the other three engines.
The floor beams above the forward cargo hold were sucked
downward, and were fractured and broken from the sudden
decompression. The floor panels were stationary but gave the
appearance of separating upward by the suddenly moving
downward floor beams.
The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression from the right. Air rushed
into the large hole and weakened other skin and frames thus
peeling skin further outward and rupturing the aft part of the
aircraft to include the aft cargo compartment and the aft pressure
bulkhead. There was no evidence of an explosion of any source
in the aft cargo compartment.
The 296 knots of wind force pressed upon the weakened
airframe and broke it in half amidships. This wind force was
larger than any wind force the surface of the earth had ever
experienced. The nose portion and wings tore off and landed in a
dense debris heap apart from the debris field of the aft part.
The rest of the plane without the forward section suddenly
decelerated from 296 knots and caused whiplash injuries to
passengers. After the breakup, the passengers who were not
wearing their seatbelts were scattered to far distances. They
suffered explosion type injuries such as pieces of metal
embedded in them from flying debris in the cabin. They were not
burned because there was no fire nor explosion from a bomb
explosion. The passengers had no other bomb explosion
evidence. The passengers and crew were ejected from the
disintegrating aircraft to tumble to the water and suffer upward

impact physical damage to their bodies. Some remained in their
seats and were trapped in the fuselage underwater. Some had
decompression type injuries of hypoxia from the high altitude
aircraft breakup.
The passengers fell to the sea and some floated and some
sank. The baggage from Vancouver passengers and loaded into
the aft cargo compartment fell to the sea and some floated and
some sank. The baggage from Montreal passengers and loaded
into the forward cargo compartment fell to the sea and some
floated and some sank. The aircraft fell in pieces and some pieces
floated and some sank.
The pilots may have been conscious for a few seconds and
adjusted the trim controls out of habit. The communications
radio may have been activated by the disturbances in the cockpit
and transmitted for a few seconds to air traffic control.
The port side forward of the wing was relatively smooth and
undamaged from inflight debris while the starboard side forward
of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at the ruptured cargo
door area.
A few local fires appeared on the surface of the ocean from
the jet kerosene fuel and singed some seat cushions and floating
passengers.
All was quiet as the ground controllers tried to contact Air
India Flight 182 as the flight crew did not respond to radio calls.
Rescue teams were sent. Authorities became aware of the tragedy
of 329 men, women, and children dying in a sudden plane crash.
Aftermath:

Explanations were sought as to what happened. Immediately
the suggestion was made by authorities that a bomb explosion
had caused the accident because of the sudden and catastrophic
nature of the immediate evidence.
The Canadian aviation accident investigation authorities became
involved since the aircraft had taken off from Canada and had
many Canadian citizens aboard. Indian authorities became
involved since the airline, Air India, has government ties. The
Indian authorities quickly dismissed their aviation experts and
assigned a Judge of the Court the oversee the investigation.
After a period of investigation, much of which was
conducted to confirm the bomb explosion explanation and
identify the culprits, the Indian judge made a finding in 1986 that
a bomb in the forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 and ruled out any type of
explosion in the aft cargo compartment.
After a period of investigation, during which the opinion of
the UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch representative of an
explosive decompression not caused by a bomb but a cause as
yet to be determined was given, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board made a conclusion in 1986 that an explosion of unstated
cause in the forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 while also ruling out any
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment.
The immediate finding by the Indians of a bomb explosion
in the forward cargo compartment was accepted and remained
the probable cause for Air India Flight 182 twenty one years later
although subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in similar
circumstances leaving similar evidence now resolutely
contradicted that finding although confirming the Indian finding

of an explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment and no explosion in the aft.
The Canadian probable cause of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of an undetermined cause has been proven to
be correct by subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in
similar circumstances leaving similar evidence which do reveal
the cause of the explosion: faulty wiring causing the forward
cargo door to rupture open inflight at the latches leading to a
tremendous explosion of explosive decompression causing Air
India Flight 182 to totally breakup in flight.
In 2001 three men were arrested for involvement in the
unproved bombing. One pled guilty on a bomb making charge
and went to prison while denying any involvement with Air India
Flight 182.
In 2005 two of the accused were found not guilty by a
Canadian judge in British Columbia. The other man remains in
prison and charged with perjury in that trial. The Canadian judge
determined that an explosion occurred in the rear cargo
compartment on the left side and the cause was a bomb. No
explanations were offered to rebut the original findings of
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the right side and
no explosion of any source in the aft cargo compartment.
In 2006 a Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of
the Bombing of Air India Flight 182 was appointed. The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation was presented to the
Commissioner at an open hearing on 19 July, 2006. Excerpts
below:

Application for Standing presented by Mr. Smith: Mr.
Smith: Thank you, Commissioner Major, for allowing me to
supplement my written application for standing...I have an
alternate explanation for Air India 182. It's a mechanical
explanation. I'll go into some detail during my presentation and
my detail will not be to persuade you that my explanation is
correct but to persuade you that my research has depth and is
worthy of being granted standing.
The Commissioner: Well, I donÕt think, Mr. Smith, that
you need 15 minutes to persuade me of that. HereÕs the
difficulty...You have an alternate theory. The alternate theory may
over time prove to be correct. I donÕt know...but the Terms of
Reference preclude our considering whether or not there was any
cause for that explosion other than the bomb that is found by the
Supreme Court of British Columbia.
Hindsight:
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight
breakup from an explosion, it was believed that an explosive
decompression in an early model Boeing 747 could not cause an
abrupt power cut to the data flight recorders. That belief was
cited by the Indian Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the
explosive decompression explanation because, in fact, Air India
Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
The Indian Kirpal Reports states: "It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electrical power supply from the MEC
compartment." The later event of United Airlines Flight 811
showed that it was possible, and indeed, did happen, that an
explosive decompression caused by a structural failure could and
did cause an abrupt electrical cutoff to the recorders.
The reason for the Indians in 1986 to rule out explosive

decompression by structural failure was negated by the reality of
United Airlines Flight 811 in 1989. If the Indians had the
foreknowledge of United Airlines Flight 811 and the explosive
decompression which cut off abruptly the power to the recorders,
it is most probable they would have sustained the findings of the
Canadians and the British who said that a explosion in the
forward cargo compartment occurred and all would have then
known the solution to the mystery posed by the AAIB
investigator: "...but the cause has not been identified." The cause
was identified in 1989 and demonstrated by United Airlines
Flight 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02: The National Transportation
Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in
flight and the subsequent explosive decompression.'
The evidence that was unavailable to the Air India Flight
182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident investigators in 1985 that
became available in the ensuing 16 years that would have been
invaluable in assisting them in determining the probable cause
was:
A. Evidence that an explosive decompression could cause
an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
B.
Evidence that floor panels can appear to separate upwards
when in fact the floor beneath were pulled down.
C. Testimony that twinning can occur in explosions other
than bombs, such as an aviation fuel explosion, or explosive
decompression.
D.
Evidence that the type of wiring installed, Poly-X, was
defective in that it cracked to bare wire easily, especially in the
presence of moisture.
E. Visible ruptures in flight in forward cargo doors of
other early model Boeing 747s that suffered the same events in

flight.
F. Several Airworthiness Directives for defects in and
around the forward cargo doors of Boeing 747s that if
uncorrected could lead to inadvertent opening of the cargo door
in flight leading to catastrophic explosive decompression.
The evidence that was available to the Air India Flight 182
CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident investigators in 1985 was
such to lead them to conclude that an explosion had taken place
on the starboard side in the forward cargo compartment which
was picked up by the cockpit voice recorder and cut off the
electrical power in the adjacent main electrical equipment
compartment. The cause of the explosion was given as either
unknown, structural failure of explosive decompression, or a
bomb explosion. Since the event in 1989 with United Airlines
Flight 811 had not happened yet, the understandable decision of
the Indians, based on three assumptions later proven unreliable,
was to state the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment a bomb whilst the cautious Canadian CASB and
the British AAIB left the cause unstated or unidentified.
Part XI: Political Implications
Mr. Brucker, if and when the substantiated mechanical
explanation for Air India Flight 182 is confirmed by Crown
experts in aircraft crashes (TSB Air investigators), the political
consequences are very positive: (Assuming I'm a political
amateur optimist)
1. The caution and prudence of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board of 1986 will be revealed; their findings were correct, there
was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment of Air India
Flight 182 with an electrical cause only apparent four years later
with United Airlines Flight 811.
2. The RCMP and CSIS will be exonerated for their failure to

catch their men because there were no men to catch. There was
no bomb, there were no bombers, there was no conspiracy, there
was no crime, there were no criminals; the small cause was
faulty Poly-X wiring destroying a large machine, an early model
Boeing 747.
3. The security of Canadian airports was intact and not
penetrated because there was no bomb placed in a CP aircraft
leaving Vancouver, BC, which then passed through Montreal and
Toronto airports.
4. The wisdom of the Canadian judicial system will be reaffirmed
as represented by Justice Josephson who found the two accused
not guilty because they were.
5 The tenacity and bravery of the Prime Minister to order an
Inquiry that eventually would reveal the probable cause for the
two decade old tragedy whilst knowing that official Inquiries
sometimes answer key questions that remain unsolved, can help
prevent future aircraft accidents, but can cause turbulent changes
in attitude amongst the public.
6. A grand reduction in the amount of fear, suspicion, and hate
among Canadian citizens against themselves, a religion, an
airline, and law enforcement.
7. Closure for the families.
A pessimist might opine that acceptance of a mechanical
explanation and rejection of the bomb conspiracy story would
create disturbance in the minds of the citizens and cause unrest
among the families and my reply would be, "That's why
politicians and high officials get the respect, because they explain
clearly and smooth upsets over to maintain the peace and
prosperity of the state."
Part XII: Standing as witness before the Commission of Inquiry

I have fulfilled a Term of Reference and thus worthy of being
granted standing because:
1. I have flown in Boeing 747s and about twenty other types of
military and civilian aircraft during forty five years of aviation
experience accumulating thousands of hours of flight time.
2. My crew duties have included pilot in command, co-pilot,
navigator, bombardier, flight crew, mechanic, and owner.
3. I am a qualified nuclear weapon loading officer/bombardier
which means I know how to create, load, arm, deliver, and
detonate nuclear weapons as well as conventional bombs.
4. I have dropped bombs.
5. I have investigated in depth the bombing of Air India Flight
182 and other explanations for the inflight breakup and have
written a three hundred page aircraft accident report and built a
thousand page website demonstrating a substantial interest.
(Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 and Exhibit S-18 in the
Commission files)
6. I have been investigated by the RCMP, the Air India Task
Force, and the security branch of Transport Canada during their
investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight 182.
7. I am personally aware of a conflict between the RCMP and
Transportation Safety Board of Canada which resulted in
problems of effective cooperation which I believe adversely
affected the investigation into the bombing of Air India Flight
182.
8. I have been in a sudden fiery fatal jet airplane crash and
suffered lifelong injuries.
9. I have seen the fatal victim in that crash.
10. I have visited and discussed the crash with the surviving
family members of the victim.
11. I have discovered a clear and present hazard to the security
and safety of Canadian passengers flying in early model Boeing

747s such as Air India Flight 182. (The shorted wiring/ruptured
open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup hazard)
Summation
There were no bombs on Air India Flight 182. There were no
crimes and no criminals and no conspiracies. There was and is a
mechanical problem which exists to this day, aging and failing
Poly X wiring which exploits design errors of non plug cargo
doors and omitted midspan locking sectors allowing an explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptures open in
flight.
Mr. Brucker, please check out this alternate explanation for the
current bomb explosion one for Air India Flight 182. The
alternative mechanical explanation with precedent warrants
requests to Crown experts in technical matters (TSB (Air)
investigators), and the Crown expert in inquiry (Commissioner
Major of the Commission of Inquiry), for their opinions to assist
you on a course of action to follow after their inquiries are
complete. I can also help those agencies by being available to
present the wiring/cargo door explanation to them in detail. Can
you ask TSB (Air) for their professional opinions?
Can you set up a meeting with TSB (Air) investigators and me in
Vancouver? I will go there to meet them.
Can you suggest to Commissioner Major that I be granted
standing as a witness before him? It is in the best interest of the
Commission of Inquiry to inquire into the wiring/cargo door
explanation to fulfill the guidance given by the Prime Minister to
conduct a full and thorough inquiry and also fulfill the

Commissioner's stated goal of being very broad in the evidence
that it heard, in order to put to rest the various theories, rumours
and neglect that have occurred since the explosion in 1985.
On a personal note, I have read the law somewhat in my forty
five years of adulthood. In my opinion, my readings of military
law, federal law, local law, and aviation law have revealed one
thing that is always apparent: Fairness. The law as written always
allows the other side the same advantages or concessions as the
other. If one side has time, the other does too. If one side makes a
statement, the other side has an opportunity to rebut, and the
original side can rebut the rebuttal and then the other side gets to
rebut that rebuttal. The bombing explanation has had twenty one
years to present its case, please allow the wiring/cargo door a
few hours in front of TSB (Air) or the Commission of Inquiry.
Please turn those fair words of the written law and the idealistic
words of the Prime Minister and the Commissioner into reality.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Mr. John Barry Smith
barry@johnbarrysmith.com

Dear Mr. Smith:
On behalf of the Prime Minister, I would like to thank you for
your e-mail of October 2 regarding the Commission of Inquiry
into the Bombing of Air India Flight 182. Please be assured that
your comments have been carefully reviewed and are
appreciated.
I have taken the liberty of forwarding your correspondence
directly to the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of
Canada, the Honourable Vic Toews, within whose
responsibilities this matter falls.
Once again, thank you for taking the time to write.
Sincerely,
Salpie Stepanian
Assistant to the Prime Minister
cc: Hon. Vic Toews, P.C., M.P., Minister of Justice and Attorney
General of
Canada
Mr. John Barry Smith
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your correspondence of August 20, 2006, to the
Honourable Lawrence Cannon, Minister of Transport,
Infrastructure and Communities, regarding Air India Flight 182.
The Minister has asked me to reply on his behalf.
I have noted your comments with respect to this matter.
Although, as you indicate, the Attorney General of Canada is the
Government of Canada's representative on the Commission of

Inquiry into the investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight
182. This being the case, I have taken the liberty of forwarding a
copy of your correspondence to the office of the Honourable Vic
Toews, Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, for
consideration.
I trust that this action will prove satisfactory. Again, thank you
for writing.
Yours truly,
Richard Stryde
Senior Special Assistant
c.c. Office of the Honourable Vic Toews, P.C. M.P.
Dear John Barry Smith,
Thank you for your interest in Transportation Safety Board.
Your comments are important to us and we will address them as
quickly as
possible.
We have lots of information already available on-line which may
be exactly
what you need. Our e-mail service is now available. The
subscription page
lets you choose the documents for which you would like to
receive a
notification. When a type of document you have requested is
posted on our
Web site, an e-mail that includes a short summary and a link to
the
document on our Web site will be sent to you. Please use the

following
link to subscribe to our e-mail service
(http://listserv.tsb.gc.ca/en/subscribe/).
We invite you to start by reading:
About the TSB (http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/common/about.asp);
FAQ (http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/common/faq.asp) where many of
your questions
may already have been addressed;
The Site Map (http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/common/site_map.asp);
and
Search (http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/search/query.asp) pages are
valuable tools
to find specific information.
If you wish to contact a TSB employee, please use the GEDS
Employee
Directory at http://direct.srv.gc.ca/cgi-bin/direct500/BE.
Please note that personal information collected by TSB is
protected.
Thank you for taking the time to provide us with your comments.
Communications Group
Transportation Safety Board
E-mail: communications@tsb.gc.ca
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/common/offices.asp

Good afternoon,
The Transportation Safety Board (TSB) has implemented
SECURITAS, a
confidential program through which you can report potentially
unsafe
acts or conditions relating to the Canadian transportation system
that
would not normally be reported through other channels.
For more information, please follow this link:
http://www.tsb.gc.ca/en/securitas/index.asp
Thank you for your interest in the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada.
Best regards,
Christian Plouffe
Communications Advisor
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Dear Mr. Smith:
Thank you for your recent inquiry regarding the last
correspondence you had with Mr. Bill Tucker on the Air India
file. Mr. Tucker's replacement is Mr. Terry Burtch, who joined us
last October. I have forwarded your request to Mr. Burtch, who
is pursuing it at present. You may also be interested to know that
just before we received your request, both the Director of
Investigations - Air and the Director, Engineering, retired from
the Transportation Safety Board. Mr. Burtch is presently
following up with other staff in those respective organizations,

and will communicate directly with you at the earliest
opportunity. We regret the delay in responding, but trust that this
approach will be satisfactory.
Paulette G. Delorme
Executive Assistant / Adjointe ex⁄cutive
Transportation Safety Board of Canada/
Bureau de la s⁄curit⁄ des transports du Canada
Tel.: (819) 994-8002
FAX: (819) 994-9759

Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the

Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10: The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11: Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?)
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 16: Research This.

Date: Sat, 16 Dec 2006 10:35:49 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 16: Research This.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson,

Saturday, December 16, 2006

"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 16: Research This
From Commission website: "Our Research Program Concurrent
with the hearings, the CommissionÕs research staff will study all
of the documents, reports and evidence from the hearings to deal
with all issues within our mandate. The research program will
involve academics and other specialists from across Canada and
elsewhere. They will provide studies that can be valuable when
the Commission assesses the evidence and makes findings to be
included in the final report."

Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted

wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006

Thanks, Merry Christmas, and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
===========
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Research Staff
Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Commission
Research Staff, Saturday, December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 16: Research This. Filed Saturday, December
16, 2006
I'm sure my filed material and submissions, in particular,
Commission Exhibit S-18, the Smith AAR for Air India Flight
182, will be valuable to your researchers in your Research
Program as they assess the evidence.
MR. FREIMAN: Mr. Commissioner, I propose to

12 make the application and the supplementary materials
13 provided by Mr. Smith as Exhibit S-18.
14 --- EXHIBIT NO./PIéCE No. S-18:
15 Documentary package from Mr. John Barry
16 Smith
17 THE COMMISSIONER: YouÕre free, Mr. Smith,
18 as you probably know, to add to your filed material should
19 you choose.
Research strives for accuracy as conclusions are based upon
those findings. In that regard there is a serious error in the
Commission's basic fundamentals which has skewered the entire
proceedings; here it is:
From Commission Website: "Yet, it was not until the following
January that the Canadian Aviation Safety Board concluded that
the destruction of this aircraft was caused by a bomb."
That statement is in error. It is wrong. It is misleading and
prejudicial. The consequences of the error are severe. Assuming
the error is innocent, research from the Research Staff can
confirm the error and correct it.
From Commission Website: Our Research Program: Concurrent
with the hearings, the CommissionÕs research staff will study all
of the documents, reports and evidence from the hearings to deal
with all issues within our mandate. The research program will
involve academics and other specialists from across Canada and
elsewhere. They will provide studies that can be valuable when
the Commission assesses the evidence and makes findings to be
included in the final report.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board did not conclude that the

destruction of this aircraft was caused by a bomb. Here is what
they concluded:
CASB Aviation Occurrence Report on Air India Flight 182,
1986: "The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits
as follows:
Ò4.1 Cause-Related Findings 5. There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the initial event
was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo compartment.Ó
Note there are many alternative explanations for the explosion in
the forward cargo compartment other than the rare event of a
bomb explosion. The most common explanation is a hull rupture
caused by structural failure, a mechanical event. Note the CASB
Aviation Occurrence Report on Air India Flight 182, 1986, is
specifically stated as a document for the Commission to consider
in its deliberations.
Assuming the error is not innocent but a cunning lie to perpetuate
the myth of mad terrorists with turbans killing hundreds of weak
and innocent women and babies trapped in an airliner in order to
increase budgets and staff, then...well, go back to checking with
the police, the secret agents, the Mounties, the newspapers, and
maybe some psychics for explanations for an airplane crash
while ignoring those Crown aircraft accident investigators who
actually know what they are talking about...such as the the CASB
and UK investigators: "Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder
Section, Accidents Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K.
3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is
considered that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for
analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive device having
detonated on AI 182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a
sudden explosive decompression occurred but the cause has not

been identified. It must be concluded that without positive
evidence of an explosive device from either the wreckage or
pathological examinations, some other cause has to be
established for the accident".
2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United
Kingdom
The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape. An analysis of the CVR audio found no significant
very low frequency content which would be expected from the
sound created by the detonation of a high explosive device. A
comparison with CVRs recording an explosive decompression*
on a DC-10, a bomb in the cargo hold of a B737, and a gun shot
on the flight deck of a B737 was made. Considering the different
acoustic characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB
analysis indicates that there were distinct similarities between the
sound of the explosive decompression on the DC-10 and the
sound recorded on the AI 182 CVR. *Explosive decompression
is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and rapid loss of cabin
pressurization.
(Please note the DC-10 explosive decompression above
referenced in the Air India Flight 182 CVR analysis was
certainly the Turkish Airlines DC-10 fatal event when the aft
cargo door blew open causing an explosive decompression which
destroyed the flight controls leading to the crash.)
Dear Research Staff of academics and other specialists from
across Canada and elsewhere: Please be accurate, please correct
a serious documented error, please evaluate an alternative
explanation for Air India Flight 182, the shorted wiring/unlatch
motor on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation as presented to you

at the Commission Hearing, on file as Exhibit S-18 (Smith AAR
for Air India Flight 182) and Smith Submissions 1 to 16 sent and
filed with the Commission.
I do not pray, I do not demand, I do not threaten; I'm a scientist
and appeal to your reason and trust in facts, data, and evidence of
which there is much in abundance for Air India Flight 182.
I've requested your aid for research on an error of fact of the
Commission. I've said 'please, now let me implore you to act.
Consider this email a petition for consideration. I appeal to your
professionalism as researchers. I invite you to ask me questions,
and I beg you to think.
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,

August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com

http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
References below:
From Commission website: "Many issues remain unresolved
relating back to that 1985 terrorist attack on Air India flight 182
that began in Canada but never reached its destination. In the
middle of the night, more than 300 Canadians, some of Indian
ancestry, lost their lives in a senseless act of unprecedented
violence over the skies of Ireland. Yet, it was not until the
following January that the Canadian Aviation Safety Board
concluded that the destruction of this aircraft was caused by a
bomb. This massive murder was the most insidious episode of
cowardice and inhumanity in our history at the time, and its
death toll has been surpassed only by the September 11, 2001
attacks on the World Trade Centre in New York. The Air India
destruction remains among the worst aviation disasters in
Canadian and world history."
http://www.majorcomm.ca/en/statements/openingstatement.asp
OPENING STATEMENT
June 21, 2006
1. INTRODUCTION
Today, we begin the public proceedings of The Commission of
Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight
182, which was established by Order in Council P.C. 2006-293,
issued on May 1, 2006 pursuant to Part I of the Inquiries Act.
Following the Terms of Reference contained in the Order in

Council, this Commission's mandate is to hold hearings, either in
public or in camera, anywhere inside or outside Canada in order
to provide a report on the following questions:
* The extent to which any systemic problems in the interagency cooperation in the investigation of the bombing of Air
India Flight 182 have been resolved and any legislative and
procedural changes that are still needed;
* The question of whether further changes in practice or
legislation are required to address the specific aviation security
breaches associated with the Air India Flight 182 bombing,
particularly those relating to the screening of passengers and
their baggage.
Background
In announcing the launch of this Inquiry, the Prime Minister, the
Right Honourable Stephen Harper, stated that a public inquiry is
the only route left to obtaining answers to how the tragedy of
June 23, 1985 occurred when Air India Flight 182 exploded over
the Atlantic Ocean. The aircraft was flying at an altitude of
31,000 feet (9500 m) just south of Ireland, when all 329 on board
were killed. Eighty-two of those victims were children and 280
were Canadian citizens.
Many issues remain unresolved relating back to that 1985
terrorist attack on Air India flight 182 that began in Canada but
never reached its destination. In the middle of the night, more
than 300 Canadians, some of Indian ancestry, lost their lives in a
senseless act of unprecedented violence over the skies of Ireland.
Yet, it was not until the following January that the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction of this
aircraft was caused by a bomb. This massive murder was the

most insidious episode of cowardice and inhumanity in our
history at the time, and its death toll has been surpassed only by
the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Centre in
New York. The Air India destruction remains among the worst
aviation disasters in Canadian and world history.
It is not possible to undo what happened in 1985. We can,
however, attempt to understand how this happened and to
recommend safeguards and systemic changes to prevent future
threats to our national security and intrusions into the lives of so
many innocent people.
The Inquiry
From Commission Website: Our Research Program: Concurrent
with the hearings, the CommissionÕs research staff will study all
of the documents, reports and evidence from the hearings to deal
with all issues within our mandate. The research program will
involve academics and other specialists from across Canada and
elsewhere. They will provide studies that can be valuable when
the Commission assesses the evidence and makes findings to be
included in the final report.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 17: Myth versus Reality

Date: Sun, 21 Jan 2007 19:03:54 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 17: Myth versus Reality

Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson,

Sunday, January 21, 2007

"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:

The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16: Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Thanks, Happy 2007, and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

==============================================
==============================================
==============================
Doonesbury Sunday, January 14, 2007

It's just too controversial...And so is the Air India Flight 182
controversy, the Pan Am Flight 103 controversy, the TWA Flight
800 controversy....
Air India Flight 182 currently has a Commission of Inquiry
twenty two years after the event.
Pan Am Flight 103 has a case before the Scottish Criminal
Courts Review Commission eighteen years after the event.
TWA Flight 800 continues to have stories of a missile shootdown
by the US Navy or terrorists eleven years after the event.
The controversy for those Boeing 747 crashes, as I see it, is the
conflict between pleasant conspiracy myths and unpleasant
mechanical reality.
Hello, Commissioner Major and Researchers of the Commission
of Inquiry into the Bombing of Air India Flight 182, my name is
John Barry Smith and I offer a reality based scientific alternative
to the imaginative conspiracy explanation for Air India Flight
182.
But you know that already. I've appeared personally before the
Commission, I've written letters, I'm submitted hard copies of
researched material as well as my sixteen supplemental
submissions of which this formal seventeenth is just be the latest.

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Research Staff of Academics in the Research Program from
Across Canada and Elsewhere
Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Commission
Research Staff, Sunday, January 21, 2007
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Sunday, January 21,
2007
From Commission Website: Our Research Program: "Concurrent
with the hearings, the CommissionÕs research staff will study all
of the documents, reports and evidence from the hearings to deal
with all issues within our mandate. The research program will
involve academics and other specialists from across Canada and
elsewhere. They will provide studies that can be valuable when
the Commission assesses the evidence and makes findings to be
included in the final report."
I would hope that Commission Exhibit S-18, the Smith AAR for
Air India Flight 182, will be invaluable to researchers in the
Research Program as you assess the evidence 'within their
mandate'. The mandate is broad according to Commissioner

Major: The Commissioner: "Yes. Well, I will confirm that. The
nature of this Commission was to be very broad in the evidence
that it heard, in order to put to rest the various theories, rumours
and neglect that have occurred since the explosion in 1985."
So, here we go on my latest submission, Myth vs. Reality.
I can just imagine the excitement when Mr. Dickerson
immediately calls up Commissioner Major and announces, "Sir,
we've got another one! Number 17!" Commissioner Major tells
the Minister he was talking to that their meeting will have to be
adjourned as he has just received a very important email from a
respected investigator regarding the subject of the Commission
Inquiry, Air India Flight 182, and needs immediate time to study
the contents.
Mr. Dickerson then located all the researchers spread out across
Canada and elsewhere and gives them the news, "Another one
from Smith! I'm forwarding you the details at this time,
acknowledge receipt and prepare for discussion."
The staff attorneys are then informed in milder tones since
attorneys hate any conflicting news of their point of view so
carefully prepared for presentation to satisfied clients. The
attorneys were nowhere to be found and their cell/mobile phones
were off so voicemail messages were left on their answering
machines and pagers.
Meetings were set up the next morning to evaluate the shorted
wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air
India Flight 182. The hard evidence was examined, the
assumptions about wiring/cargo door were confirmed, the

findings were corroborated, the conclusions were judged to be
sound and decisions were reached: Smith was asked to present
his wiring/cargo door explanation to the full Commission and
researchers and counsel; in addition, a request to the
Transportation Safety Board of Canada was made for an updated
supplement to the twenty year old Aircraft Occurrence Report by
the Canadian Aviation Safety Board in which they did not
conclude the probable cause was a bomb explosion and in fact
quoted an United Kingdom investigator who ruled it out.
The TSB (Air) report then confirmed the cause as a mechanical
fault, not a bomb explosion, and provided the scientific evidence
to support the findings.
Upon hearing the news that the Commission of Inquiry into the
Bombing of Air India Flight 182 was actually going to inquire
into the bombing of Air India Flight 182, Smith swooned.
Subsequently the science explanation was accepted, the faulty
wiring was replaced and no more Boeing 747s came apart in
flight. Smith was so dumbfounded at the events he had so long
hoped for that he appeared humble when knighted by the Queen
of Canada in a moving ceremony attended by many. (It could
happen!)
Reality: Email submission 17 is filtered to Trash.
Wishful thinking versus reality. What is reality, or as I like to say,
"The map is not the territory, the territory is the territory." To put
a fine point on it, "A map is a piece of paper."
Research means to re search, to search again. To inquire means
to investigate and both acts require questions. Questions are good

things. Inquisitiveness is a virtue. Air India Flight 182 is still
controversial, still being researched and still the subject of
inquiry. It is time to forego the pleasant wishful thinking and
defer to ugly reality.
For Air India Flight 182, a wishful thinking map has been drawn
for the cause of the tragedy in which 239 men women and
children died a terrible death. The pretty map shows that
Canadian government, Indian government, Boeing manufacturer,
Air India airline, the flight crew, and the passengers to be
guiltless of any responsibility for the many deaths as the cause
was the lax efforts of sloppy security screeners at several airports
and the dastardly deeds of turbaned terrorists seeking revenge.
If only that pleasant guilt absolving version were so. Many
hundreds of media representatives, manufacturer reps,
government agencies, police, defence counsel, prosecutors, and
attorneys have tried for over twenty years to make it so. But alas,
reality keeps on intruding into the fantasy and thus the
Commission of Inquiry exists with its staff of academics and
researchers from across Canada and elsewhere. (I'm from
Elsewhere, California.)
The reality that intrudes is composed of sound recordings of the
actual event taking place which rule out bomb explosion, twisted
metal in the aircraft skin which indicates the explosion occurred
in the forward compartment not the aft, wreckage debris patterns
of engines and tail parts, and of course, the split longitudinally
forward cargo door which matches other Boeing 747s that
suffered inflight breakup especially United Airlines Flight 811.
The reality is that Air India Flight 182 was an accident caused by
the sequence that causes most aircraft accidents, mechanical
failure of a part which leads to failures of other parts which leads

to destruction. There were no bombs, no bombers, no
conspiracies, no crimes, and no criminals. It was an accident.
That reality is unpleasant to accept for many, especially those
who will appear to be somewhat responsible.
The reality of the wiring/cargo caused accident of Air India
Flight 182 shows that Judge Josephson was correct in finding the
accused not guilty, explains why the RCMP could not find the
bombers, proves religious groups are not killing each others, and
that the early Crown aircraft investigators were correct. Why do
those consequences not bring joy to Canadian citizens to have
their judicial system regain stature, decrease hate amongst
themselves, restore confidence in the police agencies, and trust
again Canadian aircraft investigators?
I'm guessing it's because the wishful thinking guilt absolving
map is still more pleasant and entertaining to believe than the
routine banal mechanical explanation. (I could be wrong on
determining the motives of human nature, that's not my area.
Why people do what they do is a continuing mystery to me.)
The wishful thinking bombers map and the reality of the
scientific evidence territory conflict; they do not match. One is
wrong. The evidence in the territory of aircraft wreckage remains
the same; the map can change.
Innocent day dreams are fine things. The problems occur when
they are believed as truth and actions are taken based on false
assumptions. Farmers may dream of rain but the reality of the
drops is needed, the plants can't be fooled. Politicians spout
dreams as truth all the time such as balanced budgets are just
around the corner. Politicians have to tell the citizens what they
want to hear or they will be politicians no longer. Researchers

have the luxury of telling the truth based on solid science, not
changing emotions.
A pleasant day dream to deflect grief is one composed of anger,
hate, and revenge. That has occurred for Air India Flight 182 and
other Boeing 747 tragedies. It was the terrorists and they are
everywhere is the day dream turned nightmare which eases the
pain of grief.
An unpleasant reality is that early model Boeing 747s including
Air India Flight 182 have known defective Poly X wiring
installed that is prone to cracking to bare wire which turns on the
cargo door unlatch motor leading to explosive decompression
and inflight breakup. That manufacturing defect is present in
about five hundred currently in service Boeing 747-100 and
747-200 series, some of which fly in Canadian airspace.
An unpleasant reality is the all Boeing 747s have design flaws of
outward opening non plug cargo doors which do not have
locking sectors on the midspan latches.
Researchers are supposed to be neutral in reacting to the findings
during their research. That's hard to do when the facts conflict
with preconceived assumptions but then, that's why researchers
make the big bucks, they are paid to be impartial, just like
judges. If it were easy to ignore built in prejudices and make fair
findings based on evidence, everyone would do it instead of the
relatively few judges and researchers in the world.
I consider myself a researcher. I have often during my sixteen
years of research into the wiring/cargo door explanation for early
model Boeing 747s that disintegrate in flight have had to resist
the temptation to exaggerate, ignore, or flat out lie about any

conflicting data I might uncover. All the data must be
corroborated, analyzed, and reported whether it fits the
hypothesis or not.
As it turns out, once the correct explanation is figured out, the
facts will confirm it. I call those many moments, "Cargo Door
Moments". It's when I say to myself, "Well, if the starboard side
forward cargo door opened in flight, then certain things have to
happen, such as the starboard horizontal elevator or wing would
receive inflight damage." I then research all the information
about inflight damage and sure enough, the accident reports
confirm that more infight damage occurred on the starboard side
of these Boeing 747s than the port side.
Science seems so simple to me. Two and two is four which might
be good or it might be bad depending on circumstances. I don't
change the answer to five to avoid the unpleasant answer of four.
However, for those officials who believe there are no unpleasant
consequences but many good ones for stating the answer is five,
the wrong answer is easy to state. As a survivor of a sudden night
fiery fatal jet airplane crash, I know of the unpleasant
consequences of a mechanical failure. Two and two is four
regardless of how much I wanted the answer to be five. I deferred
to reality, my plane was on fire and going down. I acted on the
reality and saved my life.
It turns out that for the majority nowadays, the answer is often
five. Trying to get the media and government agencies to
consider a scientific answer which conflicts with the imaginative
faith based conclusion of terrorists is so far impossible. The
reaction by government officials, (well, to be specific,
Commissioner John Major,) is the same as trying to enter into
discussion about evolution with a Christian fundamentalist. The

zealot knows the answer, period, and rejects all efforts by others
to offer evidence of science which refutes the pleasing mythic
belief.
I was promised fifteen minutes in a face to face hearing to
present my science based explanation for Air India Flight 182 to
the Commission of Inquiry (sic) and was rejected after five, three
of which were spent listening to Commissioner Major tell me I
might be right but he didn't want to hear about it and to go away.
Those that wish to believe that a Boeing 747 was destroyed by a
bomb placed by foreign looking men with odd headgear will
continue to believe that imaginative idea regardless of the lack of
supporting evidence and reject any alternative explanation well
supported with hard facts and data. Emotion overrules reason,
sad to say. Anger, hate, and revenge are stronger emotions than
the pleasure of enlightenment through knowledge obtained by
research. It was ever thus, savages temporarily dominate. Reason
is gentle but persevering while violent anger burns out over time.
What harm would occur if I had been allowed my promised
fifteen minutes? What harm would occur if the science based
explanation for Air India Flight 182 had been given standing to
allow a full explanation to be presented to the Commission? The
religious based agencies who applied were given standing and
will present their persecution based explanations for the tragedy.
The Commission is not a scientific inquiry but turning into an
emotion based faith healing show.
Science was not trusted and lost; the controversy was stifled. Can
science based researchers make a difference? Are the
Commission researchers and academics from across Canada and
elsewhere the type that research Noah's Ark, the Shroud of Turin,

teeth from Buddha, the Bermuda Triangle, Bigfoot, and crop
circles? If so, then all is lost and myth composed of entertaining
stories becomes common folk wisdom.
Emotion sells, reason rots on the stinking shelf. It seems today
that most TV news (sic) is really packaged emotions with few
facts presented but lots of sincere inflections in the beautiful
readers' voices. It's as if being lectured by condescending third
grade teachers who are so reluctant of telling their young
students of the harsh realities of the real world. The media and
government are in the business of transmitting emotions: anger at
the chosen enemy, hate at chosen villains, revenge toward
chosen terrorists, sympathy towards chosen victims, and all
ending with a little heart warming cuddly story to reassure the
citizen/children that although things may be bad around the
world, authority/daddy/mommy is protecting us at home. There's
a word for those presentations: Propaganda.
propaganda [n.]
PRON: /"pr≈p&'gΩnd&/
1. Information that is spread for the purpose of promoting some
cause.
ETYM: Abbrev. from Latin de propaganda fide: cf. French
propagande. Related to Propagate.
For instance, several hundred passengers and crew die a terrible
death which includes sudden loud sounds, pain, and the horror of
falling to death. That event is politically treated as a one off
event that probably could have been avoided had but a few
security screeners done a better job. New security practices are in
place to prevent another two bombs being placed in baggage on
two Boeing 747s on the same day and exploding much later
within the hour. The message 'cause' is the tragedy won't happen

again and all as is well. Continue to buy tickets. Flying is safer
than driving. There is not an industry wide problem with non
plug outward opening cargo doors or hundreds of passenger
airliners flying with faulty wiring putting many thousands at
daily risk.
Three criminal court justices have concluded a bomb explosion
brought down Air India Flight 182; Justice Kirpal of India,
Justice Josephson and Justice Major of Canada. Justice Kirpal
authored the Indian accident investigation report which stated a
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment, Justice
Josephson presided over the two accused bombers' trial and
stated there was a bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment,
and Justice Major has stated in interviews with the press that he
believed a bomb caused the destruction of unstated location. The
Justices can not even agree as to where the supposed bomb was
located nor who did it but they do know it was a rare bomb
explosion and not the more common mechanical fault that causes
inflight decompressions.
Three criminal court justices who know the evil in men's hearts
saw evil in the destruction of a Boeing 747 and concluded a
bomb exploded somewhere in it and it was placed by foreign
looking men who were callously killing children out of revenge
for another act of evil years earlier. This entertaining myth has
betrayal, violence, explosions, grief, intrigue, sexual adventures,
large sums of money exchanging hands, police from several
countries earnestly working, and of course continuing headlines
and TV interviews. What's not to like about the bombers
explanation for Air India Flight 182? Emotion sells and this story
has mythic qualities.
The people who actually know why Boeing 747s come apart in

the air did not conclude it was a bomb. The Canadian aircraft
accident investigators concluded that the cause was an explosion
of unknown cause to be determined later. The UK investigator
said the cause was an explosion but not a bomb. Both
investigators used science to support their conclusions such as
frequency response in recordings, direction of twisted metal, and
debris patterns. This private independent investigator from
California used the luxury of hindsight to look back on
subsequent similar accidents which occurred after the CASB and
UK investigators' reports to conclude the Crown investigators
were correct in 1986 and can offer much more corroborating
evidence. United Airlines Flight 811 is the model wiring/cargo
door Boeing 747 event which occurred four years after Air India
Flight 182 and matches in many critical evidence areas.
The scientific wiring/cargo door explanation is boring to laymen.
Understanding it requires basic education in electricity, gravity,
and physics of air pressure. Science implied that the danger was
more widespread and still exists. This explanation did not dispel
grief through anger, hate, and revenge. Science was rejected
without discussion or investigation.
Government refuses to accept an unpopular scientific
inconvenient truth which is supported by scientists in several
countries. Global warming is a similar controversial explanation
for observed events which also affects Canada. Global warming
is called an inconvenient truth, I call the wiring/cargo door
explanation an unpleasant reality; both are science based and
rejected by politicians and the public while accepted by
researchers and experts in their fields.
The criminal justices used police reports of overheard
conversations, sexual affairs, and paid for betrayals. Interest

sustained.
The aircraft accident investigators used recordings, wreckage
reconstructions, flight logs, baggage manifests, and debris
patterns. Interest wanes.
Criminal court justices giving opinions about the cause of a plane
crash or the actual scientific research based conclusions by
aircraft investigators...who you gonna trust?
The answer is neither until the crash cause is re-searched and
inquiries are made by the researcher staff employed by the
Commission of Inquiry to search again as well as request the
TSB (Air) for their first official opinions.
Please do so. I implore the Commission researchers to ask me
questions based on science as you inquire about Air India Flight
182. I invite you to ask me to submit my additional research
materials for confirmation or rebuttal. The mythic bomb
explanation has had twenty two years to persuade; it has failed.
Give the science explanation of shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup a few days of your time before hearings resume
on February 19th. It's all there in Commission Exhibit S-18, in
my other sixteen Commission Submissions, and on http://
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com or http://www.ntsb.org
Trust science again.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006

Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16: Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me
either. (I feel your pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007

Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2007 15:14:48 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I
feel your pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Cc:
Bcc:

X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson,

Wednesday, February 21, 2007

"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me
either. (I feel your pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:

The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
==============================================
==============================================
==============================

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Commission
Research Staff, Wednesday, February 21, 2007
They won't talk to me either. I feel your pain.
Press report: "Addressing a hushed hearing room Monday,
former Supreme Court justice John Major said federal lawyers
are insisting on such heavy censorship of written material that it
makes the paper trail surrounding the 1985 bombing
"meaningless."

Federal lawyer Barney Brucker said he hopes a solution can be
found. But he insisted some evidence must be heard in private to
avoid providing a "road map for terrorists" on how to circumvent
security measures and stage future attacks."
Yes, Commissioner Major, being rejected by officials is anguish
for those who care and have much to offer, such as you wanting
to be heard by the families as you discuss official documents and
me wanting to be heard by you as I discuss official documents.
We share a common complaint.
The RCMP and the CSIS will not relent on the majority and
certainly not on the important documents to declassify them.
Those agencies did not want the Commission of Inquiry to be
created and will relish you disbanding it. Maybe that is their
goal, to censor you into 'meaningless.'
Those agencies know they look like fools in their pursuit and
prosecution of the 'bombers' because there were no bombers. Air
India Flight 182 was an accident, a mechanical problem, not
conspiracies by revenge seeking turbaned terrorists. Anybody or
any agency chasing ghosts is sure to look foolish, uncoordinated,
and unsuccessful. "Ghostbusters' the movie was a comedy, of
course.
You do have an option, sir. Call me before you and let me discuss
my shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for
Air India Flight 182. I use declassified reports which have been
suggested in your mandate to consider, the CASB aviation
occurrence report and the Kirpal Report. My mechanical
explanation is science; it is not transcripts of tapped phone calls

or testimony from disgruntled lovers. The wiring/cargo door
explanation uses the solid precedent. The wiring/cargo door
explanation is so powerful a persuader that it will smoke out
those agencies into a response to attempt to rebut it. Only after
my testimony will the RCMP and CSIS respond to your request
to reveal and examine the 'paper trail.'
In strict observance of your mandate, Commissioner Major, you
could also call me as a witness and I can detail my meeting with
Sgt. Bart Blatchford of the RCMP Air India Task Force as he
investigated the bombing of Air India Flight 182. Sgt. Blatchford
interviewed me in detail in my house in California about my
relations with the Sikhs, my mechanical explanation, and how it
refuted their bombing explanation.
Why not request all the documents about me from the Air India
Task Force of the RCMP, I authorize it on my end. Call me as a
witness and I'll reveal the contents of the interview as the RCMP
investigated the bombing of Air India Flight 182.
Use my presence and explanation to pursue your mandate to
inquire into the investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight
182.
My safety concerns have been forwarded and I have been
directed to the Attorney General by the Prime Minister's office
and by the Minister of Transportation and yet have received no
response from the Attorney General.
Salpie Stepanian, Assistant to the Prime Minister: "I have taken
the liberty of forwarding your correspondence directly to the
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, the
Honourable Vic Toews, within whose responsibilities this matter

falls."
Richard Stryde, Senior Special Assistant: "This being the case, I
have taken the liberty of forwarding a copy of your
correspondence to the office of the Honourable Vic Toews,
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, for
consideration."
All roads lead to Barney and Vic...and hit a dead end. What is
their game? Why are they opposing Prime Minister Harper's
dictates that you have "agreed to serve as Commissioner for this
inquiry and I have every confidence that he will conduct a
thorough and compassionate investigation into the events
surrounding this tragedy. This inquiry is about analyzing the
evidence that has come to light since 1985 and applying it to the
world we live in today."?
Why is the Attorney General ignoring your concerns as he is
ignoring mine even as the Prime Minister is encouraging both of
us in our endeavours?
Why is the AG opposed to you hearing about police procedures
twenty years ago and my six year old mechanical explanation
that would exonerate the police and intelligence agencies,
confirm the wisdom of a Crown criminal judge, defuse the hate
amongst the citizens, and give respect to the opinions of
Canadian aircraft investigators of years ago?
What is your goal, Commissioner? To understand what happened
to Air India Flight 182? I can tell you. I know what happened.
You have the unclassified and freely offered scientific
explanation before you.

I know a lot about Air India Flight 182 and the circumstances of
its explosion. I was investigated. I can contribute. I fall within
your mandate. Call me to speak before you and let me reveal my
paper trail. Do not let them censor me too.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
Smith Submission 1,
Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed
28 July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006

Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007

Jim Brown, Canadian Press
Published: Monday, February 19, 2007

OTTAWA (CP) - The head of the Air India inquiry is threatening
to shut down the investigation and close up shop unless the
government relents on its claims that key documents and
testimony must remain secret for national security reasons.
Addressing a hushed hearing room Monday, former Supreme
Court justice John Major said federal lawyers are insisting on
such heavy censorship of written material that it makes the paper
trail surrounding the 1985 bombing "meaningless."
That in turn makes it difficult to question witnesses adequately in
open hearings, said Major. And he doesn't want to move behind
closed doors and cut off access by the families of the bomb
victims and the media.
He's giving the government two weeks to confer with
commission counsel and reach a deal that will allow more of the
evidence to be made public. Unless the problem can be solved,
he'll tell Prime Minister Stephen Harper he can't go on.
"If the documents remain, in a manner of speaking blacked out,
there is no way I can carry out my mandate," said Major. "And if
this remains, I will communicate my view to the prime minister
after assessing the state of affairs on March 5."
Major said the papers in question number in the thousands, and
although he could launch court proceedings to declassify them
that could take years of effort. If that were to happen, he said, the
inquiry would "disappear into the quicksand of bureaucracy."
Federal lawyer Barney Brucker said he hopes a solution can be
found. But he insisted some evidence must be heard in private to

avoid providing a "road map for terrorists" on how to circumvent
security measures and stage future attacks.
Brucker also argued that some of the sensitive material needed
for the inquiry was provided buy foreign governments, in
confidence, and public release could compromise Canada's
foreign relations.
That explanation didn't sit well with some relatives of the 329
people who lost their lives when Air India Flight 182 was
downed by a terrorist bomb in June 1985.
"We are sick and tired of excuses and bureaucratic stonewalling,"
said Bal Gupta, head of the Air India Victims' Families
Association. Although the group has campaigned for years for an
inquiry, Gupta said he'd rather see it shut down than become a
"charade" that can't get at the truth.
Jacques Shore, one of the lawyers for the association, appealed to
Harper and Justice Minister Rob Nicholson to show political
leadership and overrule the advocates of secrecy in the federal
bureaucracy.
"It's time for us to know what's happened," said Shore.
The 1985 bombing was the work of militant Sikh separatists who
used British Columbia as a base to campaign for an independent
homeland in the Punjab region of northern India. The vast
majority of the victims were Canadian citizens of Indian origin
or descent.
Some of the key suspects were under surveillance by the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service long before plane went

down. But nobody pieced the puzzle together in time to thwart
the plot, and the subsequent criminal investigation was hampered
by turf wars between CSIS and the RCMP.
Only one man was ever convicted for his role in the bombing.
Another left Canada after the attack and was shot dead by police
in India in 1992. Two more were acquitted at a trial in Vancouver
two years ago.
Major was appointed by Harper last year to look into the
bombing, find out what went wrong with the investigation, and
draw lessons that may still be relevant for counter-terrorist policy
in the post-9/11 world.
© The Canadian Press 2007

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry:

Date: Thu, 3 Aug 2006 09:38:18 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Thursday, August 3, 2006

Below is Submission 2 for the Commissioner of the
Commission.
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you.
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs
Dear Commissioner Major,
Thursday, August 3, 2006
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182... the words are a mouthful for sure. Permit

me to examine them closely as words are our tools to
understanding and the more precise they are, the deeper the
understanding. I am inquiring about the inquiry, but first,
research.
"Disposition: Mr. Smith is denied standing. However, leave to
file materials that he believes will be useful to the Commissioner
is granted."
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you.
1. commission [n.]
1. A fee for services rendered based on a percentage of an
amount received or collected or agreed to be paid (as
distinguished from a salary); "he works on commission."
2. A formal statement of a command or injunction to do
something; SYN. charge, direction.
3. An official document issued by a government and conferring
on the recipient the rank of an officer in the armed forces; SYN.
military commission.
4. The act of granting authority to undertake certain functions;
SYN. commissioning.
5. The state of being in good working order and ready for
operation; "put the ships into commission"; "the motor was out
of commission."
It appears that definition 2 and 4 fit the best. The Commission
has a command to do something with authority.
2. inquiry [n.]
1. A search for knowledge; SYN. enquiry, research.
2. A systematic investigation of a matter of public interest; SYN.
enquiry.

3. A legal investigation into a crime or wrongdoing; "the police
have opened an inquiry"; SYN. enquiry.
It appears that all three definitions fit. The Commission has a
command and the authority to search for knowledge and conduct
a systematic investigation of a matter of public interest.
3. investigation [n.]
1. The work of inquiring into something thoroughly and
systematically; SYN. investigating
An investigation appears to be an inquiry. The Commission has a
command and the authority to search for knowledge and conduct
an inquiry into an inquiry.
4. bombing [n.]
An attack by dropping bombs; SYN. bombardment.
bomb [n.]
1. An explosive device fused to denote under specific conditions.
2. A film or play that is a resounding failure; "that movie was a
real bomb."
The Commission has a command and the authority to search for
knowledge and conduct an inquiry into an investigation of an
explosive device. (The Inquiry shall not bomb during its
performances.)
5. Air India Flight 182.
Not in the dictionary so let's use my definition: Air India Flight
182 was a Boeing 747-237B assigned to the airline Air India,
registration VT-EFO, first flight on 19 June 1978, construction
number was 21473, and line number 330. It was on a flight from

Mirabel to London when it disappeared from the radar scope at a
position of latitude 51°O'N and longitude 12°50'W at 0714
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 23 June 1985, and crashed into
the ocean about 110 miles west of Cork, Ireland. There were no
survivors among the 329 passengers and crew members.
Basic Specifications of a Boeing 747:
Wing Span 211 feet 5 inches (64.44 m)
Overall Length 231 feet 10.25 inches (70.66 m)
Tail Height 63 feet 8 inches (19.41 m)
Body Width
Outside 21 feet 4 inches (6.5 m)
Inside 20 feet (6.1 m)
The Commission has a command and the authority to search for
knowledge and conduct an investigation into an investigation of
an explosive device which affected a Boeing 747.
6. Unstated focus of the Commission 1:
victim [n.]
FORMS: victims
1. A person who is tricked or swindled; SYN. dupe.
2. An unfortunate person who suffers from some adverse
circumstance.
The Commission has a command and the authority to search for
knowledge and conduct an inquiry into an investigation of an
explosive device which affected a Boeing 747 and the
unfortunate persons who died in it.
7. Unstated focus of the Commission 2:
family [n.]
FORMS: families

1. Primary social group; parents and children; "he wanted to have
a good job before starting a family"; SYN. family unit.
2. People descended from a common ancestor; "his family had
lived in Massachusetts since the Mayflower"; SYN. family line,
folk, kinfolk, kinsfolk,
3. A social unit living together; "he moved his family to
Virginia"; SYN. household, house, home, menage.
4. An association of people who share common beliefs or
activities; "the message was addressed not just to employees but
to every member of the company family"; SYN. fellowship.
The Commission has a command and the authority to search for
knowledge and conduct an inquiry into an investigation of an
explosive device which affected a Boeing 747 and the
unfortunate persons who died in it and the emotional
consequences upon the surviving people who share a common
belief and activities.
Inquiry question 1: What is the focus and number one inquiry
priority of the Commission? The investigation, the bombing, the
aircraft, the victims, or the family members? What has the last
priority?
Speech excerpts - Prime Minister Harper announces inquiry into
Air India bombing
"A full public inquiry is required. This inquiry will be launched
immediately and led by an outstanding Canadian, retired
Supreme Court Justice John Major. He has agreed to serve as
Commissioner for this inquiry and I have every confidence that
he will conduct a thorough and compassionate investigation into
the events surrounding this tragedy. This inquiry is about
analyzing the evidence that has come to light since 1985 and
applying it to the world we live in today."

The Prime Minister desires a full, thorough, and compassionate
public inquiry into the events surrounding Air India Flight 182
by analyzing the evidence that has come to light since 1985.
Your own words, Commissioner Major, reflect that guidance,
from transcript of 18 July 2006, Hearing on Standing:
THE COMMISSIONER: "Yes. Well, I will confirm that. The
nature of this Commission was to be very broad in the evidence
that it heard, in order to put to rest the various theories, rumours
and neglect that have occurred since the explosion in 1985."
The direction for the Commission is pointed by the two leading
authorities to be full, thorough, and broad, but earlier statements
that morning had taken a darker turn.
"MR. BRUCKER: I just wanted to indicate to you,
Commissioner, that I have provided this morning to Mrs. Cook
and to Commission counsel a brief submission that we had
prepared just on the general test for standing and issues that we
submit you will be taking into account.
THE COMMISSIONER: You canÕt do much better than get
standing, though, can you?
MR. BRUCKER: No, we canÕt, but we are concerned about the
focus of the Inquiry. When I attended here and listened to your
Opening Statement I was struck by one comment that you made
and I will paraphrase that, perhaps not accurately, but what I took
from your comments was that you intended to conduct a
thorough but efficient inquiry and that an efficient inquiry does
not mean that it has to take a great deal of time. We have, in my
submission to you, a very compressed time schedule in which we

have to get things done and my submissions simply highlight that
in that environment, a matter which is of interest to all
Canadians, that there should be some judicious consideration of
who will get standing and who wonÕt or who may be an
intervenor and who wonÕt, and that to ensure that the process is
thorough and efficient I have offered some general principles that
I submit might be of assistance to you.
THE COMMISSIONER: Thank you. ThatÕs been filed and
will be looked at."
Commissioner Major, forgive me my suspicions but now I see
why those excluded from a public inquiry begin to think of
skullduggery afoot. The Prime Minister and you both proclaim
publicly your intentions for a broad, full, and thorough inquiry to
put to rest the various theories, rumours, and neglect that have
occurred since the explosion in 1985. And yet....I read that the
Attorney General representative is indicating time is short and
your inquiry does not need a great deal of time. He even
generously offers principles and a general test to assist you in
some judicious consideration of who will get standing and who
wonÕt or who may be an intervenor and who wonÕt. It appears
he's not concerned about himself being granted standing but is
concerned about others. Apparently he's trying to influence the
direction of the inquiry by guiding your decisions on who
presents before you.
It appears to me he is afraid that you, sir, in fact, will conduct a
broad, full, and thorough inquiry and is trying to make is narrow
and short by controlling who is given standing and who is not.
Out of nineteen applicants who 'demandes de participation',
sixteen were granted and three denied of which I am one, sad to
say. I did not demand, I applied and am still applying.

My better reasoning self tells me that the Attorney General
representative of Canada can not possibly concern himself with
this wacko from California with a zany theory about Air India
Flight 182 being mechanical and whose application of standing,
available to read by all, describes the theory. And yet...who else
among the applicants is controversial? The World Sikh
Organization? B'nai Brith? Who is the AG representative
referring to in his 'general test' of inclusion or exclusion for
standing? How did I fail a test of inclusion when I did not know
the test questions?
It also appears that Mr. Brucker is trying to assist your decision
in whether to ask Transport Canada Air for an updated aviation
accident report on the twenty one year old crash by claiming time
is short, efficiency does not need time and implies his agencies
such as Transport Canada have a busy schedule. Press reports
state the final report is due September 2007; a year is ample time
to listen for an hour or two to me and my theory as well as
Transport Canada to squeeze in some aviation accident
investigation update time for the most famous aviation event in
Canadian history. Let TSB Air resolve the glaring discrepancy
between Justice Kirpal's forward cargo compartment location for
the explosion and Justice Josephson's determination of the aft
cargo compartment. Two bombs going off at the same time
would explain away the anomaly....or something else.
Will you please ask TSB Air to provide to the Commission an
updated supplement to the twenty one year old accident report on
Air India Flight 182 based on several subsequent similar
accidents to similar Boeing 747s since 1985 and resolve the
explosion location conflict?
My friends told me, when the Commission was announced, that
it was just another government whitewash to get and keep votes

by placating irate citizens. I demurred and trusted in the open
minded and fairness of the Canadian reputation as shown by the
CASB report of Air India Flight 182 and Justice JosephsonÕs
findings in acquitting the two accused. I might have to apologize
to my friends for doubting their political astuteness while
acknowledging my own naivete.
I am perplexed. My mechanical explanation supports Canadian
institutions.
1. The CASB was correct, there was an explosion and they did
not yet understand the cause because the answer only became
apparent four years later with United Airlines Flight 811.
2. Justice Josephson was correct, the two accused did not put a
bomb on board, nobody did.
3. There were no lapses in security that led to Air India Flight
182's bombing that need to be rectified because there was no
bombing.
4. The Mounties did not get their man because there were no men
to get.
5. There will be closure for the families when they can clearly
understand through science what happened and why.
6. A divisive issue of anger, hate, and revenge will be removed
from the Canadian psyche.
7. This Commission of Inquiry can examine and put to rest the
various theories, rumours and neglect that have occurred since
the explosion in 1985 if it is very broad in the evidence it hears.
Why would the Canadian government not welcome an
explanation for Air India Flight 182 that is reasonable, plausible,
with precedent and confirms the intelligence and wisdom of
Canadian aviation, law enforcement, and justice institutions?

And yet...it appears that I am to be denied an opportunity to
present my detailed analysis with supporting documents to the
Commission of Inquiry. I've already been cut off after a few
minutes of oral submission and can only resort to supplemental
text to be filed with the record such as this plaint. There is to be
no cross examination of my points, no questioning of my
reasoning for my conclusions, and no public debate.
I'm even more confused when such peripheral organizations such
as religious groups are granted standing while I, who has been
investigated in the bombing of Air India Flight 182, who has
written extensively about the crash, who has survived a fatal jet
crash, and who fits a Term of Reference for personal knowledge
of agency non cooperation, am denied.
If religious groups are willingly caught in the wide net of a broad
investigation, please let the small fishes of scientists like myself,
Transport Canada, and the Transportation Safety Board (Air) be
ensnared also. Air India Flight 182 was an airplane crash not an
exorcism, after all.
The words of promise of 'public, full, thorough, broad' inquiry
are empty when it comes to actually implementing them in my
case and I don't know why. As a flight crewmember I put my life
in the hands of my pilot. There were many men who looked like
pilots, talked like pilots, and thought they were good pilots, but I
judge always on performance. I was often surprised when the
most unlikely looking men and women turned out to be the best
pilots. Many men talk a good game but fall down during play. I
assume you have also been surprised at the performance of some
attorneys before you in court. I'm trusting the Commission
fulfills its high ideals as stated by Prime Minister Harper and
yourself, sir, in its performance.

My Inquiry into the Inquiry asks questions:
1. What is the focus and number one priority of the Commission
of Inquiry? The investigation, the bombing, the aircraft, the
victims, or the family members?
2. Why was I denied standing when I was qualified when others
less qualified were granted standing?
3. Are you going to do a full, broad, and thorough inquiry as you
have stated or are you going to do a short, narrow, efficient one
as suggested by Mr. Brucker?
4. What were the 'general principles' and the 'general test' Mr.
Brucker offered to you to "ensure the process (granting standing)
is thorough and efficient"?
5. Why would the Canadian government not welcome an
explanation for Air India Flight 182 that is reasonable, plausible,
with precedent and confirms the intelligence and wisdom of
Canadian aviation, law enforcement, and justice institutions as
well as bringing peace of mind to many of its citizens?
6. Will you please ask TSB Air to provide to the Commission an
updated supplement to the twenty one year old accident report on
Air India Flight 182 based on several subsequent similar
accidents to similar Boeing 747s since 1985 and resolve the
discrepancy of explosion location?
7. Will you reconsider and use the authority given to you in
Rules of Procedure to grant me standing as a person of unique
perspective who can enhance the work of the Commission? (15.
From time to time, the Commissioner may, in his discretion, at
any time grant to or rescind standing from a person, or modify
the status or conditions of the standing of a person.)
Summary of Submissions:
Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected Filed 28 July,
2006. Canadians did not conclude it was a bomb. TSB Air should
be asked for their opinion.

Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why, and will
you. Filed Thursday, August 3, 2006 Wiring/cargo door
explanation should be fully considered.
Upcoming:
Submission 3: Bomb explanations are contradictory.
Submission 4: Correct probable cause is the wiring/cargo door
explanation.
Submission 5: Clear and present danger exists to Canadian and
other passengers flying in early model Boeing 747s.
Submission 6: Action should be taken now, not later, to fix
design and manufacturing problems.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future
Years:

Date: Thu, 17 Aug 2006 08:38:06 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years:
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Thursday, August 17, 2006
Below is Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years:
Predicting the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday,
August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006

Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
At the request of the Guptas, I have ceased sending them my
submissions.
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
=========================
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publique
Dear Commissioner Major, Thursday, August 17, 2006
You to me: "You have an alternate theory. The alternate theory
may over time prove to be correct. I donÕt know. What I do
know is that we cannot consider it as part of the evidence in this

Inquiry but what I can do is permit you to file any written
material that substantiates your view and it will be part of the Air
India record. It will be there for examination by people who look
at this Inquiry in future years,..."
Dear Person of the People in Future Years,
I figure you are probably a high school student here from some
detention hall assignment doing a make work essay in early 21st
century history. I was told a hundred years ago you might be
examining my filed written material that substantiates my
alternate theory for an airplane crash.
Well, where to start, my wayward student? What's it like in 2106
anyway? Still Scuba diving down to the tops of skyscrapers?
Crowded on the high ground? Can you live on the wages of a
solar mirror cleaner? I can only guess, but something tells me
that travel between any two points more than a hundred miles
apart will not require passports, ID papers, and strip searches as
we had in 2006. Things will be better in 2106 and it's all because
of a few brave men in high office.
What was it like in 2006 you ask? (Because you have to or you
ain't leaving study hall?) It all started when a big airliner with
329 on board, called Air India Flight 182, blew up over the ocean
and terrorists were blamed for putting a bomb on board. Exactly
at what airport the bomb was loaded, where it was located in the
plane, and how many bombs were facts in dispute by the various
investigating agencies and everyone (except me) believed it was
a bomb by terrorists and urgent, drastic actions needed to be
taken to prevent another tragedy.
Of course real terrorists noticed all the tears, wailing, press

coverage, expenses, disruptions, and political reaction and
thought, "Hmmmm....airplanes crashing really upsets our
enemy." And then another large airliner blew up in the air and
terrorists were again blamed (wrongly, from my research) and
more tears, hair pulling, and rants against foreigners. Trials and
punishments occurred. This time the terrorists knew they were
really onto something, a way to really disrupt and hurt the
industrial society they blamed for corrupting their own culture.
Now the terrorists knew they did not bomb those big 747s out of
the air but figured their brothers in arms had done it. Everybody
(except me) 'knew' they were bombed and tried very hard to find
the bombers. The suspects and the convicted all turned out,
naturally, to be non English speaking, dark skinned, foreign
looking men with funny hats.
Real terrorists plotted on causing airplanes to crash, since the
effect was so great for such little effort and risk. And on
September 11, 2001, they struck with not one, but four crashes.
All the security measures from 1985 on including X ray
machines, strip searches, dogs, private security staff, random
baggage searches, profiles were to no avail and all four planes
crashed and the world was never the same.
Travel became hell. All the passengers were disarmed before
boarding. All water or other beverages were removed before
flight. Delays, aborted flights, cancelled trips, scares, and
evacuations were commonplace.
But you are not living in that fearful, suspicious, inconvenient
world of 2006 are you, lucky student, a former world of the
hysterical reaction to mass grief of 1985, 1988, and 1996 events
which turned to anger, to hate, and to revenge against somebody,

anybody. What changed the course of history? It was the
judgments of a few brave men.
How did you come to this material on file to be examined by
people in the future? Let me guess. You put "History 100 years
ago" into a search engine which had indexed thirty trillion words
in billions of websites. All the links you clicked on were 'Server
Busy" or "Error Page 404" except this material which was
probably on an archived website deep in the Canadian
Government basement of obsolete formatted filed material
submitted for an Commission of Inquiry. And yet this filed
material for people in future years has remained clear and
available, why is that? It's because it is important.
Ah, 2006...there were two distinct types of people back then:
1. The Pie in the Skyers.
2. The Down to Earthers.
I was a Down to Earther or scientists as we called them. We
looked at things we called reality such as twisted metal, broken
parts, and recorded sounds. We detected patterns from which we
made reasoned, logical conclusions. We conducted experiments
to reconstruct the events for confirmation and invited others to
replicate our experiments for objective observations to determine
validity. Whether the conclusions or the implications of those
conclusions gave us pleasure or pain was not our concern, only
the explanation of reality. We wanted to know an accurate reality
so we could plan ahead or to fix mistakes in the past. In my case
it was to prevent other people dying in plane crashes since I had
survived one myself and a plane crash is not a good thing even if
you can walk away injured.
Then there were the Pie in the Skyers, or as I called them, The

Bombs in the Skyers. They had different criteria for determining
reality. Their main rules for validity of an idea were:
1. If it makes me feel good, it's right.
2. If it's right, it's true.
3. If someone tells me true things, he/she shall be rewarded with
money and attention.
4. If it makes me feel bad, it's wrong.
5. If it's wrong, it's false.
6. If someone tells me a false thing, they are lying.
7. If someone lies to me, they shall be punished by rejection and
scorn.
Emotion ruled the day! And Air India Flight 182 was the crash in
1985 that started it all.
The Bombs in the Sky guys loved the excitement of conspiracy
stories with a Mr. X here and there, foreign countries, lots of
airports, mistresses, lots of money changing hands, and political
intrigue everywhere. How could the bomb stories not be correct?
They made everybody happy: The manufacturer (it's not my
fault) blamed the airport for letting the bombs get through. The
airport (it's not my fault) blamed the terrorists. The airline (it's
not my fault) blamed the bombers. The Government regulatory
agency and safety boards (it's not my fault) blamed the crazy
foreign religions. The family members (it's not my fault) blamed
the evil in men's hearts. The newspapers and TV station (it's not
my fault) sold the exciting story over and over again, adding bits
and pieces here and there when necessary to keep the conflicting
stories fresh.
The general belief of the public was, "Well, it's evil human
nature, flying is still safer than driving, they are doing all they
can (and it's not the officials' fault) to stop the bombers from

doing it again, it's OK to fly, keep on buying tickets, put your
seatback in an upright position, and enjoy your flight."
Everyone was acting in their own perceived best interest and that
was, 'It's not my fault, it's his fault, over there, put him in jail'.
There were no conspiracies by the major parties involved to keep
the real explanation for the crash secret, they just preferred,
along with everyone else, the conspiracy explanation of the
bombs in the sky since it made them feel good.
The Pie in the Skyers were in the majority since being absolved
of blame and responsibility of multiple tragedies made them feel
good, which means it's right, which means it's true. Everyone
from the TV, radio, newspaper, magazines, books, government
officials, who repeated the true, right, good feeling stories were
rewarded with promotions, pay raises, and desirable assignments.
And the reality of travel became more and more unpleasant.
More time was spent in the car to the airport than in the airplane
and more time was spent on the airplane on the ground taxiing or
waiting for a gate than was spent in the air in the airplane.
But everyone knew it wasn't their fault and that made them feel
good so it was true.
Except for those pesky Down to Earthers.
This Down to Earther looked at the actual evidence of the
airplane crash such as twisted metal, loud recordings, wreckage
debris pattern, inflight damage, history of previous or subsequent
similar events and concluded that the cause of those bombed
planes was not bombs but a mechanical systems fault such that
the electrical system had failed, specifically the wiring had

frayed and shorted on a motor that was supposed to stay off in
flight.
Research showed bombs caused a tiny percentage of plane
crashes. Bombs are a small part of a small subset of causes called
'Sabotage". Pilot error and mechanical failures cause about 90%
of plane crashes with mechanical contributing about 40%. Wiring
failures caused literally hundreds of fires, many failed
instruments, and a few cargo doors to open in flight.
The scientists called government aviation accident investigators
who actually knew why planes crashed did not conclude it was a
bomb, just an explosion and another aviation accident
investigator said the cause was an explosion that was not a bomb.
They were just doing their job as objective, detached, logical,
non emotional, investigators.
But...the news that the plane crashes were caused by faulty
wiring and not bombs did not make everyone feel good. The non
bomb/bad wiring explanation meant that everyone was
responsible in some small or large way and that realization made
them feel very, very bad. Because they felt bad, they knew the
mechanical wiring explanation was wrong. Because it was
wrong, it was false. And anybody who told them falsehoods was
lying to them. Therefore the liar must be punished by stifling,
rejection, and scorn to make him stop giving the pain of a wrong
explanation.
The larger issue was myth versus science; wishful thinking
versus reality. The ignorant, fearful population turned to exciting
stories that made them feel good by exposing and smiting
enemies while glorifying themselves. The scientists were
shunned, demoted, fired, or had funds cut off from their research.

The politicians responded to the will of their citizens and told
even more outrageous tales of heroism and sacrifice.
Wishful thinking ruled, reality lost. Myth won, science was
trounced. Exciting stories were believed while boring
details...well...bored.
The situation world wide was dangerous. Terrorists were
everywhere. Relations among nations were on the cusp of a
world war with all sides living myths and wanting to fight. Many
politicians evened declared World War III had begun. Tensions
were very high as local outbreaks of war kept on popping up,
threatening to spread wider.
The rule of law was under attack as the belief was that only
sissies hired attorneys and played the game of cross examination
of witnesses, confronting the accuser, and disclosure of evidence,
when everyone knew that real men got their guns and started
shooting and loaded up with bombs and started bombing. The
court system was considered a game for shoplifting cases while
the only system that worked included secret armies, paid
mercenaries, widespread eavesdropping, and secret prisons.
Investigators became prosecutors and decided on guilt.
Prosecutors became judges and decided on punishment. Judges
became politicians and decided what the people wanted to hear.
Politicians became businessmen seeking profits. Businessmen
became priests giving advice on how to live. Priests became
military leaders defending their followers by shooting others.
Military leaders became assassins with remotely controlled and
armed drones. Everyone was doing the job of others while
neglecting their own.

A new Dark Ages was appearing. Societies were splitting into
smaller segregated groups based upon language, race, or
religious criteria. Residential communities became gated
fortresses. Suspicion, distrust, anger, fear, hate, and vendettas
become normal attitudes.
But this Down to Earther scientist kept on telling his reasonable,
plausible explanation for the initial plane crash that started it all
in letters, websites, interviews and an appearance in front of a
Commission of Inquiry into one of the plane crashes.
The crash of Air India Flight 182 was blamed on revenge seeking
terrorist putting one or two bombs to blow up the plane in the aft
or forward cargo compartment. But the stories did not sound
right, there were important discrepancies in the multiple bomb
explanations. Suspects were accused, and tried. Law enforcement
agencies bickered as they chased ghosts around the world. And
then entered one of the three brave enlightened men: Justice Ian
Josephson. He evaluated the evidence and acquitted the two
accused. He found they did not plant the bombs and he was right,
they didn't do it, nobody did it.
Outrage was everywhere. The outraged citizens who had looked
forward to revenge were upset and wanted punishment against
someone, anyone, even those in law enforcement.
And then entered the next of the three brave enlightened men:
Prime Minister Stephen Harper. He created a Commission of
Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of Air India Flight
182. He said "It is our duty as Canadians to do everything in our
power to prevent a similar tragedy from ever happening again, A
full public inquiry is required. This inquiry will be launched
immediately and led by an outstanding Canadian, retired

Supreme Court Justice John Major. He has agreed to serve as
Commissioner for this inquiry and I have every confidence that
he will conduct a thorough and compassionate investigation into
the events surrounding this tragedy. This inquiry is about
analyzing the evidence that has come to light since 1985 and
applying it to the world we live in today."
Prime Minister Harper did indeed want a full public inquiry
which would be thorough, compassionate, and analyze the
evidence and events surrounding the tragedy.
And he got it.
Enter the third brave enlightened man, retired Supreme Court
Justice John Major. He is the Commissioner who told me I would
be examined by you in the future. Commissioner Major said to
me personally, "... I can do is permit you to file any written
material that substantiates your view and it will be part of the Air
India record. It will be there for examination by people who look
at this Inquiry in future years,..."
Commissioner Major also stated, "The nature of this
Commission was to be very broad in the evidence that it heard, in
order to put to rest the various theories, rumours and neglect that
have occurred since the explosion in 1985."
And it was.
Commissioner Major patiently listened to everyone as they gave
their opinions about the investigation, the bombing, the aircraft,
the victims, and the victims' families. He listened to
representatives of various agencies explain why they did not get
convictions of the accused terrorists, why information was lost,

destroyed, or misplaced, turf battles, secret tapes, communication
lapses, funding problems, and lack of cooperation among the
many agencies tracking suspected terrorists. Fingers were
pointed in every which direction. The Commissioner listened to
various religious groups give their opinions and complaints about
discrimination against them by terrorists.
And the curious Commissioner listened to this independent
aircraft accident investigator who had an interesting explanation
for the crash that was different from the conventional wisdom
held by all the others. This civilian said the cause was not a
bomb explosion; there were no bombers, no conspiracies, no
crimes, and no criminals.
Well, my young chipmunk, that alternative explanation caused a
stir and everyone involved wanted this civilian investigator to
shut up, sit down, and go away.
But Commissioner Major held firm to his principals and those of
the Prime Minister who both wanted a very broad full, public,
and thorough inquiry. The Commissioner stated he wanted to 'put
to rest various theories' for the accident and to do that, he had to
listen to them, not reject them out of hand. He was pressured to
keep the inquiry narrow, short, and focused on specific already
agreed upon conclusions.
But, he stayed true to his calling of justice through law, not
emotion. So, he listened to this civilian investigator give his oral
presentation with audio visual aids, textbooks, accident reports,
diagrams, pictures, and schematics. The Commissioner then read
the various text submissions of the civilian that documented in
depth the evidence which led him to conclude the cause was not
a bomb but the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/

explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
The Commissioner sought other modern expert opinion so he
tasked the premier aviation accident investigation government
team in Canada for their evaluation of the probable cause of the
crash. The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (Air) then
evaluated the wiring/cargo door explanation and the evidence in
1989 of a similar accident, United Airlines Flight 811, and
realized that the conspiracy stories of adulterous fraudulent
terrorists were good stories but not grounded in fact, unlike the
scientific explanation of the wiring/cargo door theory.
The TSB Air reported their findings to the Commissioner. He
concluded that the earlier evaluation by the Canadian Safety
Board was correct, that the police could not catch their culprits
because there were no culprits, the prosecutors could not get a
conviction because nobody did it, the judge who acquitted the
accused followed the law and was vindicated, the family
members rested easier knowing the details of the accident, and a
clear danger to the flying public was removed when the faulty
wiring was replaced and the design flaws in the cargo doors were
fixed.
The anger, hate, and lust for revenge which had permeated
Canadian attitudes for decades was removed. The hysteria about
air travel and bombs was reduced somewhat. More attention was
properly paid for training of pilots, maintenance of the aircraft,
and safe design. Air travel was safer and more relaxed. The
quality of life for millions of Canadian citizens and others
worldwide improved.
And that is why the CN building in Toronto is called the "Harper
Tower" and the route from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific

Ocean through the Arctic archipelago of Canada is called "The
Harper Passage."
The way of thinking that allowed for full, public, and thorough
inquiries from many parties became normal, while the old style
of fixed, predetermined, politically satisfying inquiry findings
was rejected.
And that's why that way of thinking is called, "The Major
Doctrine." Whenever mysteries and important events that
demand explanation arise, the first response by the public is
always, "Use the Major Doctrine!"
And that's why this filed material has been made clear and
available to you, a person of a people in the future, so that you
may marvel at the excessive fears and suspicions of the past,
overcome any new fears, rely on scientific and fair inquiry into
important reality events, coexist peacefully with spiritual
neighbors, and act on conclusions based on reality, not good
stories.
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,

reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Smith Submission 9 The Crash and Meeting
the Family.

Date: Fri, 18 Aug 2006 08:37:37 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 9 The Crash and Meeting the Family.
Cc:

Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Friday, August 18, 2006
Below is Smith Submission 9 The Crash and Meeting the
Family. (It happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006

Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9 The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
=========================
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publique
Dear Commissioner Major, Friday, August 18, 2006
To review my pleas:
1. Please grant me standing to present my mechanical non
conspiracy explanation to you in depth.
2. Please ask TSB Air to provide an aircraft accident report to
you on the probable cause of Air India Flight 182.
3. Please correct the highly prejudicial error on Commission
website that states the CASB concluded it was a bomb; they did
not. ("Yet, it was not until the following January that the

Canadian Aviation Safety Board concluded that the destruction
of this aircraft was caused by a bomb.")
And a new one:
4. Please post all the non classified written material submitted to
you by the public during the public inquiry (including my
submissions) on the Commission website, http://
www.majorcomm.ca/en/index.asp
As I understand it, you are conducting a public, broad, and full
inquiry into the events surrounding:
1. The investigation of the bombing.
2. The bombing.
3. Air India Flight 182.
4. The victims.
5. The family members of the victims.
According to the family members, the Commission of Inquiry
was created because of the 329 victims and the distress the
surviving family members felt in their grief.
As justification that I can contribute information to the
Commission to enhance its work and thus eligible for a grant of
standing, I submit the following information of what leads up to
and during a sudden night fatal jet airplane crash from this
survivor. I offer the Commission a unique perspective of a
sudden inflight fatal jet airplane crash.
I then add what it's like to meet the surviving family members of
the fatality.
Field Carrier Landing Practice FCLP (Two articles I wrote and
were published in the Pacific Flyer 1990)

I popped up my canopy by toggling the switch on the left
console. The aluminum clamshell with two small side windows
whooshed up and locked. The warm night air of central Florida
rushed into the cockpit displacing the cool forced conditioned air
on my forehead while I still breathed the cold oxygen from my
mask. The dull roar of the two idling jet engines hit me through
my helmet; the intakes were just two feet away on my left and
right, I was in the middle. I was strapped into the back seat of an
RA-5C Vigilante at 2300 hours on a concrete ramp at Sanford
Naval Air Station on 14 June 1967. We were conducting Night
Field Carrier Landing Practice (FCLP) on Runway 27 with five
other aircraft in the pattern. Wind was calm and temperature
about 85 degrees. The sky was clear with only the flashing lights
of the other aircraft as they went around and around the pattern
to be seen.
My regular training pilot climbed out of his front cockpit and
wiggled down the ladder attached to the fuselage and the new
pilot climbed up and in. The fifty thousand pound airplane with
its two fifteen thousand pound thrust idling engines sat in its
chocks and vibrated as it was being refueled by a yellow truck
off to the side. Flashing lights were everywhere but it was all
orderly and the pilot switch and hot refueling was going off
without a hitch. I took off my mask and instantly the smell of
exhausted jet fuel came into the cockpit. I relaxed and enjoyed it.
It was all very exciting. The new pilot came up on hot mike and
said, "OK, Smitty, how do you read?" He knew that his regularly
assigned Reconnaissance Attack Navigator (RAN) had been
replaced by me for this evening FCLP only. "Loud and clear, sir,"
I replied, putting my mask back on and talking into the
microphone embedded in it. I toggled down my canopy and it
closed with a reassuring thump and clunked locked. The air

cooled down and the noise eased for a bit.
My regular pilot walked away without a look back. He had just
practiced twelve landings and would do so again tomorrow night.
He was an unmarried thirty eight year old Navy Commander
who had been flying single seat jet reconnaissance fighters (F-8)
off carriers for years and had had one combat tour in the new war
in Vietnam. He was now preparing to carrier qualify in this type
aircraft before he went back to war in Vietnam. It was his first
time flying in a two seat carrier jet.
I was a single, twenty three year old Ensign navigator who had
had little jet experience, little navigator experience and had never
been in combat or even on a carrier. I was in awe of him. We had
been assigned as a crew and we flew all our missions together.
We were due to qualify in the RA-5C in one month on the USS
Ranger, one of the large supercarriers of the time, and then on to
combat in six months over North Vietnam flying from Yankee
Station in the Gulf of Tonkin. But first we had to practice crew
coordination and the techniques and procedures to land the
largest and heaviest carrier aircraft on a flight deck. This was the
pilot's time.
For the past several months I had been navigating low level,
medium speed photo missions throughout Florida, Georgia,
Alabama, and Tennessee, learning how to take pictures of small
bridges, roads, power plants, and prisons, while maneuvering up
and down and all around at four hundred and eighty knots. The
hardest part was not throwing up while thinking ahead of the
airplane and putting in very small number new target coordinates
into the computer. Now it was FCLP and all pilot technique and
skill to get this airplane at a certain spot on the earth, in a certain
attitude, at a certain speed, at a certain weight, and at a certain

time. It had to be done right. We were doing OK. "Any gripes?"
my new pilot asked, referring to any problems the airplane might
have developed during the previous two FCLP periods.
"No problems ," I answered. My new pilot was a Lieutenant
Commander, also thirty eight, and had had much experience in
combat and RA-5C carrier flying. He was married and had five
children. I addressed him as Mr. Butler. I was more respectful to
him than in awe, but also felt much more friendly towards him.
He had recently returned from a Western Pacific (WestPac) cruise
and a harrowing combat tour. He was now undergoing refresher
training before going out for another combat cruise with a
different squadron than mine. I had volunteered to fly these two
hops with him because I knew him to be safe and instructive.
"Call for taxi," he directed. I made all the radio calls but the
incoming instructions were for the pilot who was listening and
had his hands full trying to precisely place this ungainly airplane
onto a spot of runway about twenty yards wide by twenty yards
long. The A-5, like most supersonic aircraft, was a clumsy,
underpowered buffalo when it was slow and dirty with flaps,
droops, and landing gear down, but cleaned up it was a beautiful,
graceful, speeding demon.
"Ground control, 201, taxi," I said into the oxygen mask as I
pressed down on a button on right right footrest after first
confirming I had the correct frequency set in the small window at
eye level. We were flying one of twelve aircraft assigned to the
only Navy tactical reconnaissance training squadron, RVAH-3.
Our call sign was Commanche Trail 201 which I had shortened
to 201. I would have shortened it to 01 but there was another 01
in the pattern and I did not want to be confused with him.

"201, Ground, cleared to taxi runway 27, wind calm, altimeter
two niner niner two," the tower replied. "Ground," was short for
"ground control" which was the title of the person in the tower
who monitored aircraft movements on the ramp just prior to
takeoff. The same person might be called, "Tower," after we were
airborne.
The engines revved up and we started to slowly taxi toward the
duty runway. We were only partially loaded with fuel because we
would be landing shorty after takeoff and the landing gear would
not support the weight of a fully loaded landing aircraft. The A-5
usually held thirty thousand pounds of jet fuel, about five
thousand gallons, but for our touch and go's we usually took off
with about seven thousand pounds of JP-4, or about a thousand
gallons.
That amount of fuel was sufficient for about twenty five minutes
of six crash and dashes before we would stop and hot refuel
again. Each pilot would then have had two exhausting periods of
twelve field carrier landing practices on the night runway which
had landing lights which simulated a carrier's angled flight deck.
They usually emerged from the cockpit soaked in sweat. There
was a Landing Signal Officer (LSO) standing by the end of the
runway to talk to the pilots as they made their approach. The
LSO, "Paddles," as he was called, was an experienced RA-5C
pilot who made recommendations to the squadron commander as
to whether a particular pilot was qualified to fly out to the ship
for landing qualifications which would enable that pilot to go on
the cruise. A thumbs down by Paddles was a serious thing for a
pilot and his career.
"Take off checklist," my pilot intoned.

"Compass," I quickly promptly as I was expecting the request. I
had only flown with Mr. Butler one other time, a day low-level
hop through mountains in southern Tennessee. It was the only
time I had ever tried the Terrain Following Radar (TFR) which
allowed the plane to be guided below mountain tops by the
navigator interpreting special radar signals. No one trusted the
radar enough to use it for real. On that day the radar worked fine
and I respected the pilot for at least showing his trust for me and
the system. For that reason I had volunteered to stay and fly the
extra two periods instead of getting out and leaving with my
regular pilot who had completed his two periods. "Set," the pilot
answered the expected reply. "Hook," I said.
"Up," he answered.
"IFF," I said, and then answered my own query, "set to standby."
Identification, Friend or Foe (IFF) was not required since we
never left the air station control area, but we always went
through every checklist item anyway.
"Canopy," I said.
"Down and locked, lights out," he answered.
"Harness," I said.
"Locked," he replied.
"OK, flaps and take off power to go," I said as we neared the end
of the runway." The takeoff ritual was proceeding exactly as
usual. We never engaged in idle chitchat.
There was so much information coming into us from different

sources that it required all our concentration to monitor and
interpret it so we didn't have any time for non-life threatening
conversation. We were closely watching dials telling us engine
temperatures, flap position, radio frequency, fuel flow, hydraulic
status lights and also listening to the tower, the LSO, and five
other aircraft in the pattern. Our senses were alive with
processing information, figuring out which calls were for us and
which required responses. We had engine noise and radio noise
also interferring with hearing clearly. Internal communication
was kept to a minimum.
We waited for a minute as another aircraft came in for his
approach. It was no use calling for take off yet and the common
frequency was busy enough with six airplanes all communicating
where they were, their intentions, their fuel states, and listening
to the LSO give final landing instructions. I checked the inside of
my small cockpit. My left elbow could touch the aluminum skin
of the left side and my right elbow could touch the right. My arm
partially bent forward could touch the front console. I had a little
one foot by one foot window high up on the left and right side of
my canopy. In front of me there was a fold-down desk and a full
instrument panel including radar, viewfinder, altimeters and
many other electronic controls. It was cramped but comfortable
once I knew where everything was. The seat was a hard beige
plastic which was the bottom of the ejection seat which also went
up my back and over the top of my head. The seat had to be hard
to exert the correct forces without hurting the back. No cushions
were allowed. I could not see nor touch my pilot in his equally
small cockpit in front of me.
I figured that in an hour and a half I would be having a cold can
of beer and a Florida lobster and baked potato dinner at my
favorite Sanford restaurant. I watched out my little right side

window as the landing A-5 wobbled lower and lower. The A-5
came down in its flared position, wings rocking back and forth,
and slammed down in front of us and then with a roar took back
off again, then slowly turned right to prepare for its next touch
and go. It was said that a carrier landing was nothing more than a
controlled crash. One reason Air Force type aircraft were
unsuitable for carrier landings is that the landing gear were never
strong enough.
"OK, call for take off," my pilot said. We were on hot mike
which allowed everything we said to be heard by each other. His
breathing increased.
"Tower, 201 for takeoff," I quickly radioed. "201, tower, cleared
for takeoff, wind calm," the tower crisply responded. All the
players were correctly anticipating each other.
"201, roger," I acknowledged.
As we quickly taxied into position at the end of the runway, I
called off the last checklist item, "Flaps." A crew had once
attempted to take off with flaps at zero. The plane never got
airborne. It was such a small thing with such serious
consequences. "Flaps ten," he said, "OK, power coming up." The
engines now started their whining up to full roar. He released the
brakes as soon as the engines were at one hundred percent and
then kicked in the afterburners. We had to takeoff soon and leave
room for the next A-5 now on final for landing. We started to
roll. "All temperatures normal," the pilot said as we gathered
speed. Our takeoff roll was short because of our light fuel load
and we were soon airborne and turning downwind to prepare to
land in just a few minutes. He left the flaps at ten and the landing
gear down. The afterburners were shut off and the power slightly

reduced to maintain our speed of one hundred sixty knots
downwind at six hundred feet. We would fly the whole six passes
never getting higher than six hundred feet nor further away from
the runway than a mile.
"201 abeam," I called as we passed parallel the runway. Each
plane called various positions in the pattern to let everyone know
where they were. The critical interval was how soon each pilot
turned base which would determine how long his final approach
would be. My regular pilot would often make fun of other pilots
who preferred a longer approach than he did. My pilot tonight
made no such derogatory statements; he just adjusted into the
pattern.
"201 turning final, state 6.7," I called. We had 6700 pounds of
fuel left, enough for five more passes after this one for a total of
twenty five minutes of flight time.
"Landing checklist, flaps," I said to the pilot.
"Flaps full down," he replied in between heavy grunts. As usual
it sounded as if the pilot was wrestling with a low, slow, clumsy,
and very dangerous
monster. The vibration increased at the airflow responded to the
added drag of the huge flaps hanging full down into the
airstream.
"Gear," I prompted.
"Three down and locked," he answered and then added, "I've got
the ball, 6.0."
"Checklist complete," I said to the pilot and then stepped on my

mike button and said, "201 ball, state 6.0," I let the LSO know
we had the meatball in sight which was a reflected image in a
mirror which let the pilot know his angle of approach toward the
simulated end of the carrier. The mirror system and the lighting
pattern were identical to that of the ship giving the pilots accurate
simulation of a carrier night landing. Fuel state was critical
information around the ship because most of the jets were always
within minutes of flaming out if they did not land successfully.
At a certain point the aircraft was diverted to a land runway if it
was felt the plane could not make it aboard.
"Roger ball," the LSO acknowledged that we were on final, had
the field and ball in sight and we had six thousand pounds of fuel
left.
Our RA-5C wiggled its wings and the engines surged up and
down as we got closer and closer to the cement runway.
"Little power," the LSO advised. No reply was expected. The
whine grew louder as the pilot added a little power. "Going
high," the LSO's reassuring calm voice told us. I felt the power
ease up. My radar altimeter and pressure altimeter wound down
lower and lower. Then came the expected thump of the landing
as we hit approximately where we wanted to on the runway.
During the FCLP debriefing the LSO would describe each pass to
the pilot and give criticism. The LSO had the authority to wave
off a plane from landing and his recommendation whether to
divert a plane or not carried weight. As soon as the thump of the
landing occurred the engines went to full non-afterburning power
and we almost immediately were airborne again and turning
downwind quickly to keep the pattern tight. I noted the time of
the landing, fuel state and any comments for later debrief on my
pad.

This time upwind my pilot raised the landing gear and the flaps
to ten degrees. Having to lower the gear for landing made the
FCLP more realistic. The first night FCLP was the hardest for
each pilot and now that we had that one over, I relaxed and went
into the routine. I settled into the small cockpit, checked my pad
of paper clamped to the desktop with the record of landings and
fuel states. I cinched up my harness, checked my clear visor
down and gloves on tight. I was wearing a new silver flight suit
that was undergoing testing. It had the parachute harness
integrated into the suit, unlike the regular flight suit that had the
harness added on as a separate item. The plane tossed and turned;
it was a little like an amusement ride at a carnival. Again
downwind I called, "201 abeam."
"Landing checklist, flaps," I quickly said. We both knew what the
other was about to say and also knew the expected response.
"Flaps full," he replied.
"Gear," I prompted.
"Three down and locked, state 5.0," he answered just after the
small thumps of the landing gear locking in place were felt.
"Checklist complete," I said to the pilot, and to the LSO I said,
"201, on final, state 5.0." The plane began its usual last minute
maneuverings. This particular plane, Bureau Number 149314,
was on its second full day of flight operations after having been
returned from a Progressive Aircraft Rework (PAR) program
which updated all the systems and repainted the aircraft inside
and out. It gave the feeling of flying in a brand new airplane. We
also carried a million dollar camera in the reconnaissance pod.

Normally the camera would not be used on the rough FCLP but
this plane was up, flyable, and needed. The Navy policy of
aircraft usage was when a plane was ready to fly, a crew was
found to fly it. The constant pounding of the landings was hard
going on camera mounts and internal parts.
"I've got the ball, 4.8" my pilot said calmly.
"201, ball 4.8," I reported to the LSO.
"Roger ball," the LSO answered.
We staggered along as usual and made a nice pass with no
comments from the LSO. The plane thumped its usual thump and
accelerated as the pilot applied full takeoff power. We started to
climb. I started to write down the landing and the fuel state on
my pad in the well-lit small cockpit when I heard a sudden soft
rushing sound off to my right.
Just then my pilot said, in a slightly exasperated voice, "Oh, shit,
starboard engine." I immediately asked, as I started to put my
pencil into its holder still listening to the whooshing on my right,
"What's the matter?"
My pilot quickly answered me. "Standby, eject, " he said in a
terse, level tone of voice. I immediately reached up with both
hands and pulled the face curtain all the way down over my face
and upper body.
Nothing happened.
The rushing sound continued as I looked down to see what was
wrong and started to think that we were low and wouldn't have

much time to do any of the manual procedures such as blowing
off my canopy, unhooking myself from the seat, and jumping
out. As it turned out, the delay was caused by the normal
functioning of the seat firing sequence which allowed three
quarters of a second for the seat to be set in the full down
position. Since I was tall, I always had it in the full down
position. I was still looking down when the rocket ejection seat
fired. The cockpit was immediately filled with bright flame and I
was ejected upwards. The original ejection seats were fired with
explosive charges, but too many pilots suffered back injuries so
the seat was improved by having this seat propelled by a small
rocket charge that reduced the initial shock on the back. The ride
up was smooth.
After the bright flash of the rocket firing I had just enough time
to think that I hoped everything worked normally. I knew the
complicated sequence that had to be followed precisely for me to
live through this. Just then I felt a great tug and felt warm black
sky all around so the knee restraints had retracted normally, the
seat had bottomed out, my canopy had blown off, the seat had
fired, the knee restraints had been popped off, the bladder behind
me had inflated separating me from the six hundred pound
ejection seat, my drogue parachute had deployed immediately
since we were below twelve thousand feet, my main parachute
had opened, my face curtain was gone with the seat and I was
coming down to earth under a parachute while breathing oxygen
from my ten minute bailout bottle. My new silver flight suit had
held and was comfortable. I did not know what had happened to
my pilot. His ejection sequence is delayed one and three quarter
seconds to permit my ejection sequence to complete itself before
his sequence commences. Without the delay there would be a
chance of his canopy blowing away into me as I was ejected
upward.

As soon as I had realized that the chute had opened I saw a
brilliant yellow flash down and to my left as my airplane hit the
ground. I thought, "Just like in the movies." It hit and smeared a
yellow flash in the night. After a maximum of three seconds in
the calm air after the chute opened I abruptly hit the ground in a
standing position and crumpled down into a heap.
During training I was taught to roll upon landing using the fleshy
parts of my body to cushion the landing. They never mentioned
what to do on a pitch dark night when the ground was invisible.
As soon as I hit, I felt a sharp pain in my back but quickly got up
and looked around. The burning plane was about forty yards
away, upside down, and making explosive noises. I was on a
hard, flat, grassy field. I kept the oxygen mask on because the gas
was cool and I knew it was clean. I put my blinking flashlight on
my harness, as instructed in my training classes, and started to
walk away to look for my pilot. I then took off the oxygen mask
and breathed in the warm Florida night air. I laughed and
thought, "I did it and this is really something to talk about, I can't
wait to tell the guys."
I shouted, "Mr. Butler, Mr. Butler." There was no answer, just the
crackling of the burning airplane. I walked around a bit, still
exhilarated but very aware of my situation. It had only been a
minute since the sudden rushing noise, but it had seemed like a
lifetime. A Navy fire truck drove up with some fireman hanging
onto the sides. It stopped and the fireman asked me if I was all
right and I said sure, why not, and laughed. They didn't laugh.
The plane had crashed just next to the runway. I climbed into a
yellow Navy pickup truck that soon came up and we drove to a
central grouping spot. I asked about my pilot but got no answer.

I got out and walked over to a circle of men standing around a
parachute I knew wasn't mine. I walked over to my pilot's
parachute and it looked to me as if the flight suit attached to it
had just been thrown into a heap on the grassy ground. I guessed
he had unzipped his flight suit and had squirmed out of the suit,
leaving it attached to the parachute which was laying all strewn
out. I again asked where my pilot was, but there was no answer,
only silence, as everyone just stood around and looked.
There was no activity other than silent standing around. The
plane was going to burn itself out and there was no searching
going on. I realized then that my pilot was still inside his flight
suit and he was dead. I wasn't happy anymore and didn't look
forward to telling the guys all about it anymore either. I sighed
and went back to the truck and asked to be taken back to the
tower.
My back was starting to hurt whenever I bent over. I rode back
silently to the tower where my regular pilot and our squadron
commander were already waiting. I told them we lost the
starboard engine and we ejected. I told them my pilot was dead
but they didn't seem to want to believe it. They said I was in
shock and to relax. The safety officer was there and suggested I
tell everything I knew into a tape recorder for the accident
investigation. I agreed and sat down with him and told the whole
story as close as I could remember it.
I then went back to the locker room, changed my clothes and
went home to bed. The next day I woke up and my back was
really hurting from a compression fracture of thoracic vertebrate
six from the abrupt parachute landing. I went to work, was sent
to the Dispensary where I was given some muscle relaxants for
my back, and took two days off. I resumed flying and completed

my training.
The accident report revealed that a loose clamp, probably undone
or not correctly tightened during the Progressive Rework, had
become loose and was ingested into the starboard engine causing
Foreign Object Damage (FOD) and a fire. The pilot's ejection
sequence was normal but he was too low or the angle was not
vertical enough for the parachute to inflate after it was pulled
from the ejection seat by the drogue. It was guessed that he was
too low because the aircraft had rolled slightly to the right while
waiting for my ejection sequence to complete and thus changed
the trajectory of the seat from the vertical to the horizontal. He
died of massive internal injures. It was reported that he should
have used the alternate ejection handles on each armrest instead
of the face curtain because that way he could have maintained
the aircraft in level flight instead of taking his hands off the
control stick to reach up and pull the face curtain. Up until that
crash it was believed that the Vigilante could maintain altitude
and even climb if an engine out situation developed when low,
slow, and dirty. NATOPS was changed to have the A-5 reach five
hundred feet before turning downwind. I believe that my pilot
did everything right from quickly identifying the source of the
noise, to deciding the airplane was not airworthy, informing his
crew with instructions, and following the correct ejection
sequence. And he still died and I lived.
The family members...
June 14th, 1967 1130 PM, Sanford Florida, ejection from RA-5C
during Field Carrier Landing Practice, (FCLP) killing the pilot,
LCDR C.T. Butler, and injuring the Reconnaissance Attack
Navigator (RAN), Ensign John Barry Smith. The dead pilot
leaves a wife and five children of whom three are boys, the oldest
age eight.

July 1990, Pacific Flyer prints an article written by the navigator.
A picture from his cruisebook of an A-5 with an A-3
coincidentally on the backside was also submitted. August,
September, October, 1990. Letters pour in to Pacific Flyer
regarding mixup in photos.
November 1st 1990. A letter from Pacific Flyer arrives at the
navigator's home. I open it and find another letter inside,
addressed to me, John Barry Smith, Care of Pacific Flyer. The
contents of the letter, handwritten in ink, follow.
Start letter: "Dear Mr Smith, My name is Richard Butler, C.T.
Butler was my father. You can imagine my surprise when I came
across your "Night of Terror" article in the July Pacific Flyer and
realized your pilot in that accident was my father. It was even
more strange because a couple of nights before I told a friend
that I would like to learn more about my father's accident.
I am now a Navy pilot myself. I am attached to VF-51, flying
F-14's at Miramar. We were returning from a WestPac
deployment and the USS Carl Vinson was in port at Pearl
Harbor, I was SDO sitting in the ready room while everyone else
enjoyed the beaches when I happened to find a copy of the
Pacific Flyer. What caught my eye was that they put a picture of
an A-3 instead of an A-5. When I started to read the article I got a
shiver down my back when I read the date and place in the first
paragraph and then saw my father's name. I can still vividly
remember that next morning, when I was eight years old, and
there were several strange women at my house and my mother
wouldn't get out of bed. My mother has yet to remarry and did a
heroic job raising five kids. We all turned out pretty well. John,
the next oldest boy to me is also a Navy pilot at Miramar flying
with VF-126, the adversary squadron .

We would both like a chance to meet you. Your article was a
good one, answered a lot of questions I had about that accident
23 years ago. If you would like to get together with John and I
sometime please give me a call or write. I look forward to
hearing from you. Sincerely, Richard Butler." End letter.
I held the letter in my hand, stunned and amazed. The past had
come alive. There was a string of life which had continued all
these years. I immediately made plans to meet the Butler boys.
I had received the letter on a Wednesday and had already planned
to fly in my Mooney to San Antonio on Tuesday for a week. I
had learned not to make too firm of commitments while flying
light airplanes and sent the following letter to Richard Butler.
Start letter: "Dear Richard Butler, Monday, November 5, 1990,
Thank you for your letter. We must meet at a convenient time.
I was talking to a retired Navy Captain today who also knew
your father. Small world.
It's amazing you and your brother are Navy pilots; it's quite an
accomplishment. I met your uncle the day after the crash. I knew
there were five children.
After the article appeared a reader wrote in and said he was in the
pattern during the crash that night.
In 1969 I was in Sigonella filing a flight plan for an A-5 and the
First Class at the tower said he watched one crash. I enquired
where and when and it turned out he was the tower operator the
night of the crash. He said they were all surprised anyone lived

because it happened so suddenly.
Well, I lived because your Dad thought about me back there and
told me to eject.
I volunteered for the hop because the previous times I had flown
with him I had learned a lot. He was very helpful and patient to a
23 year old Ensign. Maybe he was that way because of his five
kids.
I'm off tomorrow to San Antonio in my Mooney for a week. I
will return about the 14th of November. I'll call you to set up a
rendezvous. The pilot who climbed out of the plane just before
your father climbed in lives in San Diego. I'll coordinate with
him so we can all get together.
I just got my Commercial license with instrument rating and this
is my first IFR cross country.
You might write me here at home and give me and your brother
in-port schedule. Sincerely, John Barry Smith." End letter.
The trip to San Antonio to visit friends was an annual event but
the first in my airplane. A year earlier in San Antonio I had first
sat in a Mooney and decided I wanted one. Four days later, after
arriving back in Carmel Valley, I had bought my Mooney in
Hollister. Now I had it fixed up and was proudly flying it back to
show off while exercising my new instrument rating.
I took off in clear weather and a fine running machine to fly
direct to Bullhead City to stay in the Flamingo Hilton, courtesy
of Baron Hilton who had sent me a free three night certificate, as
he had done to many other pilots.

The flight was nice, the Hotel and casino were fine, and the
airport was terrible. In a thirty knot wind there was no assistance
to push back the plane to parking, no help tying down nor chocks
available.
They would not bring a gas truck out to refuel unless I walked in
and signed a gas chit. The gas truck was slow to get there and
there was no ride to and from the plane to office. I was charged
for two nights of tie down although I was only there 23 hours.
But the room was great, which is to say it was free and I had a
view of the airport with my plane on it.
I gambled a little and drank none; the next day was to be a
grueling, rugged three leg, nine hour flight to San Antonio. I
planned on refueling in Deming, NM, and Fort Stockton Texas.
That night I checked the weather via a phone line to Reno. A low
pressure air mass had moved in during the day bringing snow,
rain, and freezing rain from Phoenix to El Paso to San Antonio.
I was faced with the common problem, bad weather and what to
do. I couldn't go around it to the south because Mexico was
down there. To go around to the north would require a detour as
far north as Denver over some really high mountains. I had the
new instrument rating and was willing to fly in clouds and rain
and snow, but not freezing rain. My Mooney had no pitot heat,
nor radar, nor de ice.
I did have two more free nights in the hotel, I could wait it out
and push it to make the Saturday night party in San Antonio, or I
could just follow the front, flying behind it in the rain but
avoiding the freezing rain. When it got too bad, I could land and

wait it out.
And then I thought of flying to San Diego to meet the Butlers. I
gave a call to Richard's home in San Diego from the casino lobby
with one of my many quarters. Richard's wife Lana responded by
saying Richard was on a mission to Fallon bombing range but
would be back the next night and we set up a dinner meeting.
So the attraction of meeting the sons of the man who saved my
life years ago turned me away from a huge weather system and
towards San Diego.
I had a tailwind and was finally able to see 200 knots on the
groundspeed readout. I was in the yellow sailing along when I hit
a bit of moderate to severe near Julian and lost 500 feet. I was
way above maneuvering speed so I pulled the power back to
slow down. Center called and asked what was going on and I
replied turbulence. Another plane, a Boeing 737, heard and asked
where. Center replied it was just a light plane and wasn't
important. The 737 replied he didn't ask what but where.
The next day, I called my regular pilot, Burton J. Larkins, Capt
(Ret.) and explained the situation and we agreed to meet that day
for lunch and dinner.
We went for a ride on his beautiful forty foot sailboat up and
down the San Diego Harbor. We rode by the tied up USS Ranger,
where we carrier qualified (carqualled) in RA-5Cs July 1967,
three weeks after my ejection. To land on the Ranger in a
Vigilante was why we were practicing FCLP that fateful night.
We rode by all the Navy ships in port with the thoughts of the
impending Gulf war on our minds. The sister ships to the Iwo

Jima were there. The Iwo Jima was a Marine helicopter carrier
and the ship that ninety percent of my boot camp class went to
after graduation. I went to an electronics school in Memphis
because I told the man in the third week of boot camp I liked
flying so he made me into an aviation recruit while the others
became seamen recruits. We sailed by Navy boot camp and the
bridge connecting Camp Nimitz which I recall marching over so
often. Also visible was the USS Recruit, a landbound destroyer,
where I learned to tie knots. We saw landing craft which were
taking recruits to visit a ship as part of their training. Helicopters
were frequently flying over us as they landed at North Island.
And we were meeting a pilot who was on a practice bombing
mission in Nevada.
Captain Larkins and I were at the Cafe Machado at Montgomery
Field a little early to wait for Richard and John Butler to arrive.
They walked up and I immediately recognized them as Navy
pilots. We made the introductions and sat down to dinner and
conversation.
I offered a toast, "To C. T. Butler, a man who created your lives
and saved mine." Richard's voice was just like his dad's, sort of a
soft southern drawl. Richard was of medium height, sandy hair,
and bore a strong resemblance to his father. John was taller and
slightly younger. Both of the young men were calm, deliberate,
and thoughtful. The saying, "You can tell a fighter pilot, but you
can't tell him much," was not true in this case. I had to revise my
image of the elite of Naval Aviation.
John had gone to the Naval Academy, then to a short preflight,
and then to flight training. He was now flying F-16s, F/A-18s,
and F-5s in an adversarial role against F-14s. Richard was flying

F-14s in an active Navy fighter squadron. So in professional life
the two men were sibling rivals but in their personal lives I saw
mutual respect and love.
I remarked that it was possible that C.T. Butler was so patient
and willing to teach a 23 year old Ensign named John was
because he had a son named John, age six, whom he was
teaching also.
Richard had graduated from the University of Kentucky and
gone to Preflight in Pensacola. He discussed the landing
difficulties of FCLP at San Clemente Island, a practice carrier
landing site off San Diego. There are no drop lights, there is
always a right crosswind, and the landing pattern is reversed. It
turns out the practice for night carrier landings is harder than the
real thing.
Captain Larkins explained after he climbed out of the plane and
was walking back to the ready room, he saw the flash of the
explosion.
Richard mentioned there was a third brother, Paul, who had just
gotten married. He said that their mother was a dental hygienist
who had gone back to work to help support the raising of five
young children.
We reviewed Navy career patterns the way it is now and the way
it was then. We were actually representing Naval aviation from
the early fifties to the early nineties. We agreed it hasn't changed
that much, actually. There are still sea tours, shore tours, school
tours, ship's company tours, and exchange tours.
Captain Larkins offered to take Richard and John sailing some

time which was accepted. I offered my house for a place to stay
if they should come up this way. We all walked out to the ramp to
look at my Mooney.
I'm quite proud of N79807, a 1965 M20C, but I knew that
compared to a F-14 or F-16, it must have looked like a toy
model. But, as Richard said, "It was all mine."

We had enjoyed the meal, the talk of the past, present, and future
and agreed we would like to get together again, sometime.
I was flying back to the Salinas airport the next day and thinking
about the meeting. Naval aviation is in good hands if there are
pilots like Richard and John flying. They were polite, mature,
reasoning, and intelligent. The Butler family must be one really
sharp family.
I wondered what went through their mother's mind when her two
sons told her they wanted to be Navy pilots, just like dad. I
thought of her lying in bed the morning of the crash, unable to
get up, the nightmare come true, no husband, no father, no future.
And yet, she did get up, and she succeeded.
It was a beautiful flight from San Diego to LAX to Point Magu,
to San Luis Obispo, to Big Sur, to Salinas. The visibility was
200 miles. I could see the Space Shuttle lake bed landing strip at
Edwards Air Force Base while over downtown LA at 10000 feet.
The trip up the coast was striking with surf, boats, caves, and
windy highways to look at in the clear smooth weather.

And then, my airplane veered off to the left while on the two axis
pneumatic autopilot Mooneys have. It then veered off to the
right. I checked the vacuum gauge; it was zero. I had had a
catastrophic vacuum pump failure and no standby system. While
straight and level my attitude gyro showed me in a level, gradual
climb and the directional gyro showed me in a right turn. Then
they began to spin faster and faster. They ended up just going
around and around. I did an ILS into Salinas in VFR under
partial panel and realized it is necessary to cover up the defective
instruments to avoid distraction because the scan took me right
back to them every few seconds.
I taxied up to my hangar and shut down. I sat in the cockpit and
reflected on what had happened. The vacuum pump had failed
four flight hours out of Bullhead City. If I had gone to San
Antonio, as planned, instead of San Diego to see Richard and
John Butler, I would have lost my primary flight instruments
while in the soup over somewhere near Deming, New Mexico,
where mountains are high, radar coverage is poor, and airfields
far apart.
C. T. Butler may have saved my tail again. The End.
Commissioner Major, as justification that I can contribute
information to the Commission to enhance its work and thus
eligible for a grant of standing, I have submitted the above
narrative of what leads up to and during a sudden night fatal jet
airplane crash from this survivor as well as meeting the surviving
family members.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Smith Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years: Predicting the
Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9 The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial
Version: The Layperson Explanation

Date: Sun, 13 Aug 2006 09:22:45 -0700
To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The Layperson Explanation
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Sunday, August 13, 2006
Below is Submission 5 for the Commissioner of the
Commission: Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial
Version: The Layperson Explanation
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of
Fact Detected, Filed 28 July, 2006. (Please correct Commission
website.)
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the
Inquiry: Who, what, why, and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006
(Please grant me standing.)
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 3: The Official
Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage

go boom, boom, boom. (Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to
resolve official conflicts of type of explosion and where it
occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8, 2006
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial
Version: The shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please
consider a plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent)
Filed Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Commission of Inquiry Submission 5: Substantiating the
Unofficial Version: The Layperson Explanation (It's not rocket
science) Filed Sunday, August 13, 2006
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
=======================================
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publique
Dear Commissioner
Major,
Sunday, August 13, 2006

Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson Explanation
One excuse I am given by those unwilling to evaluate the hard
evidence that supports the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
for Air India Flight 182 is that it is 'too technical'.
Well, it's not too technical; below is the explanation for
laypersons who have a basic education in science. If a person
knows why lightning strikes, why balloons pop, the power of
wind, and why gravity pulls, then that person can understand
what happened to Air India Flight 182.
Lightning Strikes
Balloon Pops
Wind Power
Gravity Pulls
Lightning strikes because of an imbalance between the negative
electrically charged particles and the further away positively
charged particles. When sufficient negative and positive charges
gather, and when the electric field becomes sufficiently strong, an
electrical discharge (the bolt of lightning) occurs within clouds or
between clouds and the ground. Lightning occurs because the
bottom of a thundercloud becomes negatively charged. The
ground becomes positively charged. Simple physics says that
opposite charges attract, so boom, the lightning takes a one way
trip to the closest positively charged item- usually a tree, phone
pole, or other high object.

In a Boeing 747 the opening and closing of the cargo doors is
done by an electric current through a latching or unlatching
motor controlled by a switch. When the switch is open/off, there
is no current to turn the motor which would turn the latching
cams around the latching pins. When the switch is closed/on the
circuit between the negatively charged particles and the
positively charged is closed and current flows through the
resistive motor which turns torque tubes which turn cams to
surround pins which closes and holds the door tight against the
fuselage.
When the aircraft is airborne a switch is opened/off which
prevents any current from inadvertently turning on the cargo
door unlatch motor. There is no way to turn on the unlatch motor
to open the cargo door from inside the cockpit.
However, when faulty wiring such as Poly X type, which was
used in Air India Flight 182, chafes and cracks to bare wire to
short on the metal fuselage, the voltage has a path to complete
the circuit and the lightning strikes; that is, the safety feature of a
switch is bypassed and the now flowing current turns on the
cargo door unlatch motor. The imbalance between the charged
electrons which was held steady by the safety switch is now
allowed to discharge/equalize through the shorted wire through
the resistive motor which turns on as it is supposed to do when
receiving current. The latching cams now turn around the
latching pins into the unlock/unlatch direction thus releasing
their hold on the closed cargo door. The faulty wire which
allowed the motor to turn on when it was supposed to stay off
was installed during manufacture of the aircraft. The defective
wiring is a manufacturing error.

The bare wire shorted on the cargo door unlatch motor which
turned the cams to the unlatch position. Lightning struck and the
unlatch motor turned on and started to allow the cargo door to
open in flight.
Balloon pops:
Air tends to move in a straight line from a high-pressure area to a
low pressure area. As balloons reach maximum expansion they
get to a point where the latex runs out of stretch and gets stiff and
resists further stretching. This is obvious in a fresh, over inflated
balloon. It will become stiffer and get very rigid as all the latex
molecules all become oriented in the tensile stress directions.
This increase in stiffness will cause balloons, unlike soap
bubbles, to increase in internal air pressure just before bursting.
Even small balloons like nine inch rounds can produce a very big
bang if they are strong high quality balloons and are blown up to
the limit. They can develop fantastically high tensions. Of course
a larger balloon blown up to a similar extreme tension all over
would make an even bigger bang.
The hull of a Boeing 747 such as Air India Flight 182 can be
considered a huge balloon when pressurized. As the aircraft
climbs the air molecules outside are further apart and have less
pressure than those that were inside the aircraft at takeoff. If the
aircraft is not pressurized, the air molecules inside and outside
the aircraft are the same and there is no differential. The hull is
not inflated and there would be no inside high pressure trying to
equalize with the outside lower pressure.
But the hull of the Boeing 747 in flight with crew and passengers
aboard can not remain unpressurized as the air would be too thin

to sustain life so oxygenated air is pumped into the hull and the
balloon/hull inflates. There now exists a distance difference
between the air molecules inside the aircraft to those outside of
the airplane. There is an imbalance. There is now pressure to
equalize the air molecules but the sealed metal fuselage skin
prevents the equalization. The hull stays inflated.
As the plane climbs higher, the pressure inside is kept constant at
a comfortable level for the passengers while the pressure outside
continues to decline the higher the aircraft goes. When the
aircraft is about 20000 feet, the pressure on the inside of the
fuselage is about 3.5 PSI or pounds per square inch. At cruise
altitude of about 31000 feet, the pressure on each square inch on
the inside of the inflated balloon called the hull is 8.9 PSI.
The Boeing 747 has two cargo doors 110 by 99 inches in size.
The pressure on the cargo doors of Air India Flight 182 when
cruising at 31000, when the initial event occurred, was 96921
pounds pressing on each of the nine foot by eight foot doors held
in place only by a long hinge, eight rotating lower latching cams
around latching pins and two midspan rotating latching cams
around latching pins.

An analogy: Imagine a large under inflated balloon with no holes
in it. Then cut six small holes in the balloon and two large square
holes. Then, if you could, put patches over the six small holes
from the inside of the balloon so that when the balloon is
inflated, the inside high pressure would press the patch tighter
into the balloon and seal the hole tighter. That is called a 'plug
type' patch. But....then put patches over the two large square cut

holes on the outside of the balloon so that when the balloon is
inflated, the high air pressure inside the balloon presses against
the outside patch to push it outward. That is called a 'non plug
type' patch.
Another analogy for the patch is a band aid wound dressing on
an arm. The arm has the cut hole/wound and the patch is the
band aid to stop the bleeding wound. A band aid on the inside of
the arm would be more effective but impractical so band aids are
put on the outside of the arm and often are pulled off
inadvertently.
Air India Flight 182 has those several small holes cut into the
pressurized hull and then patched from the inside. They are
called plug type passenger doors. When airborne and at altitude,
those passenger entry and exit doors can not be opened in flight
because the inside air pressure presses them tight against the
metal fuselage. Only if the pilot depressurizes the inside of the
hull can those doors be opened, such as on the ground. The
wounds are small and the band aid is sufficient to stop the
bleeding since the patch is in the inside and the blood pressure
actually prevents bleeding.
However, the two huge cargo doors which were cut from the
metal fuselage and then patched back are non-plug type. It's as if
they are patched from the outside so that as the inside pressure
grows higher and the outside pressure goes lower, the pressure
differential increases and about 97000 pounds of air presses on
the eight by nine foot door to burst it open. The door does not
press on the inside of the fuselage tighter because it is not a plug
type. The only things holding the door closed are the hinge and
the ten latches around the ten latch pins. The latch cams are not
told to unlatch in flight because there is no current to the unlatch

motor. The non plug cargo doors are a design error; they should
be plug type. The wounds are large and the band aid is not sticky
enough to stop the bleeding as the blood pressure pushes
outward.
A hull rupture in flight can be a catastrophic event so safety
efforts are made to prevent its occurrence. As the cams are turned
around the pins, a locking sector is then manually placed against
the latch pin to prevent the inadvertent unlatching should
electrical current turn the unlatch motor on. The locking sector
would stop the cam from turning to the open position and the
unlatch motor would burn itself out trying.
However, while the lower eight latches have eight locking
sectors as a safety measure, the two midspan latches have no
locking sectors at all. That is another design error; the midspan
latches need locking sectors similar to the eight lower ones. The
band aid over the wound was too small.
(As it turns out, years after Air India Flight 182 crashed, it was
shown that the eight locking sectors themselves were too weak to
stop the cams from unlatching when the unlatch motor did in fact
inadvertently receive power and unlatched in flight. The eight
locking sectors were then strengthened but the midspan latches
had no locking sectors to strengthen.)
For Air India Flight 182, the faulty bare wire shorted on the
power for the cargo door unlatch motor which turned the cams to
the unlatch position after bypassing the safety switch. The eight
lower latching cams overrode the weak lower eight locking
sectors. Just past dead center of the pins the 97000 pounds of
internal pressure finally popped the balloon of a pressurized hull
at the forward cargo door. The result was an explosive

decompression which occurred in an instant. Explosive
decompression is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and
rapid loss of cabin pressurization.
The sudden and powerful rushing out of the higher pressure air
inside the pressurized hull of Air India Flight 182 mimicked a
bomb in sound and fury. The sound of the explosion was so loud
it was picked up on the cockpit voice recorder. The forward
cargo door split into two parts and burst apart as it tore out and
up taking further fuselage skin with it. The contents of the
forward cargo hold were blown out and into the nearby starboard
engines number three and four causing foreign object damage to
the nacelles and turbine blades inside the engines. The ensuing
hole in the starboard side of the fuselage forward of the wing
centered around the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 in
the wreckage reconstruction below was now about thirty feet tall
and twenty feet wide, target 204 and cross hatch skin above it.

The manufacturing flaw of installing defective wiring had
exploited the design flaw of a non plug door coupled with the
design flaw of no locking sectors on the mid span latches
allowing the door to inadvertently open in flight causing a
massive explosive decompression which created a huge hole in
the nose of Air India Flight 182.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured
open.
Wind Power:

From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound: 296 knots is 341
miles per hour or 549 km/h.
If the newly created huge hole in the nose of Air India Flight 182
had occurred while the aircraft were motionless in the calm air,
the nose would have stayed on and the aircraft would not have
broken up in flight. However, the wind force on the now
compromised formerly streamlined hull was higher than any
natural wind on earth.
Category V Hurricane, Catastrophic>155 mph
Shrubs and trees blown down and uprooted; considerable
damage to roofs of all buildings; all signs down. Very severe and
extensive damage to windows and doors. Complete failure of
roofs on several residences and industrial buildings. Extensive
shattering of glass from pressure variation and blown debris.
Some complete building failures. Smaller buildings are
overturned or destroyed. Complete destruction of mobile homes.
F3 Tornado, Fujita Scale 3 158-206 mph, strongly built schools,
homes, and businesses have outside walls blown away; weaker
homes completely swept away,
F4 Tornado, Fujita Scale 4 207-260 mph, strongly built homes
have all interior and exterior walls blown apart; cars thrown 300
yards or more in the air
F5 Tornado, Fujita Scale 5 261-318 mph, strongly built homes
are completely blown away
An intact egg is strong when pressed on its small end but after
the shell is cracked, the strength is gone and it crumbles. So it
was with Air India Flight 182.

The wind force of 341 miles per hour tore the gashed nose off
which fell first in the debris pattern on the ocean floor. The wind
force tore into the rest of the tubular, now unpressurized hull, and
ruptured open the rest of the fuselage and other compartments.
The debris was blown aft and hit the starboard wing and
stabilizer causing inflight damage. The engines and wings came
off and mixed with the rest of the disintegrating aircraft.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured
open. The enormous wind power tore the nose off and
disintegrated the rest of the aircraft.
Gravity grabs.
Gravity is one of four known fundamental forces of nature.
Gravity is by far the weakest of the four, yet it dominates on the
scale of large space objects. Gravity cannot be shielded in any
way. Intervening objects, whatever their make-up, have no effect
whatsoever on the attraction between two separated objects.
If Air India Flight 182 were in far outer space the thousands of
broken parts would just float around but those debris pieces were
affected by the gravity of Earth and caused the aircraft parts to
flutter down to the sea and further down to the ocean floor 6500
feet under the water surface.
Lightning struck and the unlatch motor turned on. The balloon
popped when the forward cargo door unlatched and ruptured
open. The enormous wind tore the nose off and disintegrated the
rest. Gravity pulled the pieces downward to the bottom of the
ocean.

Lightning Struck
Balloon Popped
Wind Powered
Gravity Pulled
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson Explanation. (It's not rocket science) Filed Sunday,
August 13, 2006
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fwd: Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial
Version: The DNA Match

Date: Tue, 15 Aug 2006 18:01:58 -0700
To: barry@johnbarrysmith.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson, Tuesday, August 15, 2006
Below is Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial
Version: The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed
Tuesday, August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type

of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,
2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Thanks and Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
==============================================
=========================
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires
publique
Dear Commissioner Major, Tuesday, August 15, 2006

Commissioner to me: "YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably
know, to add to your filed material should you choose."
I'm adding sir, I'm adding! I will continue to add material I
believe will be useful to you regarding the Inquiry, the
investigation, the bombing, Air India Flight 182, what's it like to
be a victim of a sudden fatal jet airplane crash, and the emotions
when meeting the family members of that fatal victim.
Commission of Inquiry Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the
Unofficial Version: The DNA Match.
DNA forms genes, the hereditary material of the cell. DNA is a
macromolecule present in the cells of all living beings. All the
cells of an individual contain the same DNA, creating a specific
identity for the individual. When cells divide, DNA produces an
identical copy of itself. A gene is a part of an individualÕs DNA.

The Emperor Kanishka had no bombs concealed in his clothes.
If the DNA can be used as an analogy for specific evidence
discovered for one event and that specific evidence is matched in
another event, it can be said the DNA matches. The DNA of Air
India Flight 182 was first and last an airplane that crashed:
1. An early model Boeing 747,
2. Did not have the Section 41 retrofit,
3. Had Poly X wiring installed.
4. Had previous problems with the cargo door.
5. Experienced hull rupture explosive decompression forward
of the wing on right side in cargo door area.
6. Damaged engine number three and engine number four fan

cowl.
7. Sudden sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder.
8. Loud sound on Cockpit Voice Recorder.
9. Sudden loud sound is not a bomb explosion sound.
10. Sudden loud sound was quickly followed by an abrupt power
cut the other flight data recorders.
11. There was outward peeled skin in the forward cargo door
area.
12. Had more inflight damage on the starboard side of aircraft.
13. Had at least nine never recovered bodies.
14. Had vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of
cargo door.
15. Forward cargo door metal skin was frayed and shattered
outward.
16. Forward cargo door split longitudinally.
17. Attempts to retrieve forward cargo door made because of its
uniqueness.
18. Identical aft cargo door intact and latched.
19. Bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected.
And all of the above specific evidence is present in United
Airlines Flight 811, another early model Boeing 747 that came
apart in flight leading to fatalities but was able to land mostly
intact so its DNA evidence could be examined and indisputably
stated:

"Executive Summary from USA NTSB AAR 92/02 of March
1992:
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing

747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu
and the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety Board decided to proceed with a final report
based on the available evidence without the benefit of an actual
examination of the door mechanism. The original report was
adopted by the Safety Board on April 16, 1990, as NTSB/
AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery operation
was begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft
Company, and United Airlines. The search and recovery effort
was supported by Navy radar data on the separated cargo door,
underwater sonar equipment, and a manned submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on
September 26 and October 1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to the accident flight to the extent that the door

could have been closed and appeared to have been locked, when
in fact the door was not fully latched. This belief was expressed
in the report and was supported by the evidence available at the
time. However, upon examination of the door, the damage to the
locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather, the
evidence indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from
the closed position into a nearly open position after the door had
been closed and locked. The latch cams had been driven into the
lock sectors that deformed so that they failed to prevent the backdriving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these changes and
supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors,
cabin safety, and emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to deformation, allowing the door to become
unlatched after being properly latched and locked. Also
contributing to the accident was a lack of timely corrective
actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987 cargo door

opening incident on a Pan Am B-747. As a result of this
investigation, the Safety Board issued safety recommendations
concerning cargo doors and other nonplug doors on pressurized
transport category airplanes, cabin safety, and emergency
response."
Commissioner Major, please note above that the first probable
cause was incorrect so the NTSB issued another AAR based
upon new evidence. The same can be done by TSB Air for Air
India Flight 182 based upon the subsequent new evidence. I have
had the benefit of hindsight to research all Boeing 747 hull losses
for matches to the evidence retrieved regarding Air India Flight
182. There have been five matches, including Air India Flight
182. All are controversial while United Airlines Flight 811 is the
only aircraft that was able to land after the shorted switch or
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup occurred. The DNA evidence
and probable cause for United Airlines Flight 811 is irrefutable.
In none of the five official investigations for Air India Flight 182
listed in Smith Submission 3 was United Airlines Flight 811
considered. For four of those investigations, United Airlines
Flight 811 had not occurred yet; for the fifth, the attorneys and
law enforcement agencies chose not to refer to it.
For the Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the
Bombing of Air India Flight 182, this Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The DNA Matches, is the
first to consider the match between Air India Flight 182 and
United Airlines Flight 811.
What happened to Air India Flight 182 happened to United
Airlines Flight 811 and others. The cause of United Airlines
Flight 811 is the same cause for Air India Flight 182. The

sequence is the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
The linchpin DNA match to all five Boeing 747 accidents is the
sudden loud sound on the Cockpit Voice Recorder followed by
the abrupt power cut to the Flight Data Recorder. The CVR and
FDR data is the only direct evidence available and it is the best.
NTSB AAR, United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. NTSB
Accident Report 92-02 Page 25
CASB AOR, Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder." Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Kirpal Report: "Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section,
Accidents Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In
conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that
from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is
no evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI

182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident"
Premise Explanation for Air India Flight 182: Explosion in the
forward cargo compartment caused by explosive decompression
caused by structural failure of ruptured open forward cargo door
at one or both of the midspan latches caused by faulty electrical
wiring:
Analysis: There is close agreement with the opinions of the two
aviation authorities (CASB and AAIB), the judicial finding of
Judge Kirpal, and this independent aircraft accident investigator
in the specific location in the aircraft and consequences of the
explosion with the only difference being the cause of the
explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which could
have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the forward
cargo compartment near the forward cargo door which caused
the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
B. AAIB: There was an explosion, cause not
identified but not a bomb explosion, which caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
C. Justice Kirpal: There was an explosion, a bomb
explosion, on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment near the forward cargo door which caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
D.
Justice Josephson: There was an explosion, a
bomb explosion, on the port side of the aft cargo compartment

opposite the aft cargo door which caused the inflight breakup of
Air India Flight 182.
E.
John Barry Smith: There was an explosion, an
explosive decompression when faulty wiring shorted on the
forward cargo door unlatch motor which allowed one or both of
the midspan latches to rupture open in the forward cargo door on
the starboard side of the forward cargo compartment, which
caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
F. Transportation Safety Board of Canada (Air): Yet
to be asked for opinion.
To determine the pattern in early model Boeing 747 accidents
that suffered breakups in flight, it was necessary to evaluate
carefully all the official accident reports concerning them. A
pattern was detected of similar significant evidence among only
five of the over forty hull damages or losses, two of which are
Air India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811.
Summary of specific matching evidence between Air India Flight
182 and United Airlines Flight 811: (The DNA evidence listed
below applies to both aircraft)
A.
Boeing 747
B.
Early model
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight
E.
Breakup occurs forward of the wing
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in
all parameters

K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo
door area
L.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.
Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O.
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to
data recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S.
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number four
V.
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z.
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft and forward of the
forward cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo
door
AC.
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not
reported as latched
AD.
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented
(stronger lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo
door
AG.
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally

AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered passenger
bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb
explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for
probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
A few of the above matches may be common, trivial, or
irrelevant but most are rare and critical.
The important DNA matches that determine the certainty that
both aircraft:
1. Were similar model and type of early model Boeing 747s..
2. Had the same appearance for each longitudinally fractured
forward cargo doors
3. Had sudden loud sounds which were an explosive
decompression sound and not a bomb explosion sound.
4. Had an abrupt power cut to the flight data recorders after the
sudden loud sound.
5. Had the same damaged areas around the forward cargo door.
6. Had relatively smooth fuselage skin on port side opposite the
shattered starboard cargo door side.
7. Had similar inflight damage to the starboard engines and flight
surfaces.
8. Had at least nine never recovered bodies.
9. Had explosions in the forward cargo compartment which were

initially thought to have been bombs but the opinions were later
somewhat modified.
There are many reasonable possible explanations for an
explosion or explosive decompression near the forward cargo
door of an early model Boeing 747, only one of which is a rare
bomb explosion:
A. Bomb explosion. (Considered for both, ruled out in one,
should be ruled out for both.)
B. Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for both flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Ruled in for one.)
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for both flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for both flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for both flights.)
G. Fire. (Ruled out for both flights.)
H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for both flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for both flights.)
J . Fuel tank explosion. (Ruled out for both flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for both flights.)
L. Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for both flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for both flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for both flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for both flights.)
P. Out of rig door. (Ruled out for both flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for both flights.)
R. Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for both flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one flight, then
ruled out for both flights.)
T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight)
U. Repair error. (Ruled out for both flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Ruled out for both flights.)

General Conclusion: Based upon the indisputable probable cause
of electrical fault for United Airlines Flight 811 and the many
matches of evidence to Air India Flight 182, the discovered
common cause for United Airlines Flight 811 and Air India
Flight 182 is the shorted wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
which is a mechanical explanation for an explosion on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured open in
flight, probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring inadvertently turning on the
door unlatch motor.
Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182:
These conclusions are based on evidence available after
1985.
A. While proceeding normally, an inflight breakup of Air
India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and catastrophically at 0714Z
at 31000 feet at 300 knots TAS about 110 miles west of Cork,
Ireland on 23 June, 1985. There were no survivors.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden explosive
decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by the suddenly
ruptured open forward cargo door probably at one or both of the
midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was probably
caused by faulty wiring which turned on the door unlatch motor
which unlatched the latching cams from around the latching pins
in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X wiring with

inferior insulation which easily cracked to bare wire especially in
the presence of moisture.
G. There was no bomb explosion in any cargo
compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or anywhere else on
the aircraft.
H. There was no explosion from any source in the aft cargo
compartment.
I. The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder was
the sound of the air rushing out during the explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
J. The abrupt power cut to the recorders was caused by
the explosive effects of the decompression affecting the power
cables in the adjacent main equipment compartment to the
forward cargo compartment.
Contributing causes:
A. Water or moisture in the forward cargo compartment.
B. Weak locking sectors on the bottom eight latches of the
cargo doors.
C.
Poor design of one midspan latch per each eight foot
side of the cargo doors.
D.
Poor design of no locking sector for each midspan latch
of the cargo doors.
E.
Poor design of outward opening, nonplug type, large,
square cargo doors in a highly pressurized hull.
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb, bomb,
in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom. (Please
ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts of type
of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday, August 8,

2006
Smith Submission 4: The Unofficial Version: The shorted wiring/
ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a plausible,
reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday, August
15, 2006
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Subject: Send again without attachments. Air India Flight 182

To: barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Subject: failure notice

Hi. This is the qmail-send program at
smtpauth14.prod.mesa1.secureserver.net.
I'm afraid I wasn't able to deliver your message to the following
addresses.
This is a permanent error; I've given up. Sorry it didn't work out.
<RMatas@globeandmail.com>:
199.85.64.51 failed after I sent the message.
Remote host said: 552 #5.3.4 message size exceeds limit

At 12:27 PM -0400 5/15/07, Matas, Robert wrote:
Mr. Smith,
Good to hear from you again. I understand the inquiry will be in
B.C. sometime in June. Have you been in touch
with the inquiry? That could give me something to write about.

Hi, have I been in touch with the Inquiry? Well, er...yes. I spent
3000 bucks to fly to Ottawa last July and was given only three
minutes of the promised fifteen minutes to request standing. I
then have written over a hundred pages in many submissions to
them. They have stifled any alternative explanations on science
but amplify hysterical fear mongering rumors. I sound shrill....
I've laid out the entire wiring/cargo door explanation in technical
and layperson terms in my submissions.
Barry

Smith Submission 9 The Crash and Meeting the Family..pdf
182awinquirymajoraftertrans.cwk (WP).pdf
barney.brucker@justice.gc.ca, 8_34 PM 8_19_06, You canÕt do
much better than get standing, though, can yo.pdf
Dickerson, Ken, 9_26 AM 8_18_06, Commission of Inquiry
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error o.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 8_17 PM 8_19_06, Smith
Submission 10_ The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 8_23 PM 8_19_06, Smith
Submission 11_ Reconsideration of your denial of sta.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 8_30 PM 8_19_06, Smith
Submission 12. Last Gasp_ Clutching at a Straw..pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_04 AM 8_28_06, Smith
Submission 13_ What is the fear.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_23 AM 8_18_06, Smith
Submission 8_ Specific Term of Reference_ Non Cooper.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_24 AM 8_18_06, Smith
Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years_.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_25 AM 8_18_06, Commission of
Inquiry Smith Submission 4_ The Unofficial V.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_25 AM 8_18_06, Submission 5_
Substantiating the Unofficial Version_ The L.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_25 AM 8_18_06, Submission 6_
Substantiating the Unofficial Version_ The D.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_26 AM 8_18_06, Commission of
Inquiry Smith Submission 3_ The Official Ver.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_26 AM 8_18_06, Smith
Submission 2_ Inquiry into the Inquiry_.pdf
major1.cwk (WP).pdf
securitas@tsb.gc.ca, Communications@tsb.gc.ca, 4_44 PM

9_29_06, Report of clear and present danger to the Canadian
flying.pdf
Smith Sub 16 Research This.pdf
smithsubmission 17 myth reality.pdf
SmithSubmission1-14.pdf
Smithsubmission14putative.pdf
Smithsubmission15ltrPMetalcompresss.pdf
Submission 18 I feel your pain.pdf

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182

At 12:27 PM -0400 5/15/07, Matas, Robert wrote:
Mr. Smith,
Good to hear from you again. I understand the inquiry will be in
B.C. sometime in June. Have you been in touch
with the inquiry? That could give me something to write about.

Hi, have I been in touch with the Inquiry? Well, er...yes. I spent
3000 bucks to fly to Ottawa last July and was given only three
minutes of the promised fifteen minutes to request standing. I
then have written over a hundred pages in many submissions to
them. They have stifled any alternative explanations on science
but amplify hysterical fear mongering rumors. I sound shrill....
I've laid out the entire wiring/cargo door explanation in technical
and layperson terms in my submissions.

Barry
PDF attached of my Commission of Inquiry (sic) submissions"
Smith Submission 9 The Crash and Meeting the Family..pdf
182awinquirymajoraftertrans.cwk (WP).pdf
barney.brucker@justice.gc.ca, 8_34 PM 8_19_06, You canÕt do
much better than get standing, though, can yo.pdf
Dickerson, Ken, 9_26 AM 8_18_06, Commission of Inquiry
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error o.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 8_17 PM 8_19_06, Smith
Submission 10_ The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 8_23 PM 8_19_06, Smith
Submission 11_ Reconsideration of your denial of sta.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 8_30 PM 8_19_06, Smith
Submission 12. Last Gasp_ Clutching at a Straw..pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_04 AM 8_28_06, Smith
Submission 13_ What is the fear.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_23 AM 8_18_06, Smith
Submission 8_ Specific Term of Reference_ Non Cooper.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_24 AM 8_18_06, Smith
Submission 7. Dear People in Future Years_.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_25 AM 8_18_06, Commission of
Inquiry Smith Submission 4_ The Unofficial V.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_25 AM 8_18_06, Submission 5_
Substantiating the Unofficial Version_ The L.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_25 AM 8_18_06, Submission 6_
Substantiating the Unofficial Version_ The D.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_26 AM 8_18_06, Commission of
Inquiry Smith Submission 3_ The Official Ver.pdf
kdickerson@majorcomm.ca, 9_26 AM 8_18_06, Smith
Submission 2_ Inquiry into the Inquiry_.pdf
major1.cwk (WP).pdf

securitas@tsb.gc.ca, Communications@tsb.gc.ca, 4_44 PM
9_29_06, Report of clear and present danger to the Canadian
flying.pdf
Smith Sub 16 Research This.pdf
smithsubmission 17 myth reality.pdf
SmithSubmission1-14.pdf
Smithsubmission14putative.pdf
Smithsubmission15ltrPMetalcompresss.pdf
Submission 18 I feel your pain.pdf

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: newsroom@globeandmail.com
Subject: For Jeff Sallot

Dear Mr. Sallot, Friday, February 23, 2007
Regarding Air India Flight 182:
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

To: kdickerson@majorcomm.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I
feel your pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires publique
Dear Mr. Dickerson,

Wednesday, February 21, 2007

"YouÕre free, Mr. Smith, as you probably know, to add to your
filed material should you choose."
As given permission by the Commissioner to submit material:
Enclosed below is Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me
either. (I feel your pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.
(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts

of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed
Wednesday, October 25, 2006.

Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
==============================================
==============================================
==============================

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson

Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Commission
Research Staff, Wednesday, February 21, 2007
They won't talk to me either. I feel your pain.
Press report: "Addressing a hushed hearing room Monday,
former Supreme Court justice John Major said federal lawyers
are insisting on such heavy censorship of written material that it
makes the paper trail surrounding the 1985 bombing
"meaningless."
Federal lawyer Barney Brucker said he hopes a solution can be
found. But he insisted some evidence must be heard in private to
avoid providing a "road map for terrorists" on how to circumvent
security measures and stage future attacks."
Yes, Commissioner Major, being rejected by officials is anguish
for those who care and have much to offer, such as you wanting
to be heard by the families as you discuss official documents and
me wanting to be heard by you as I discuss official documents.
We share a common complaint.
The RCMP and the CSIS will not relent on the majority and
certainly not on the important documents to declassify them.
Those agencies did not want the Commission of Inquiry to be
created and will relish you disbanding it. Maybe that is their
goal, to censor you into 'meaningless.'
Those agencies know they look like fools in their pursuit and
prosecution of the 'bombers' because there were no bombers. Air
India Flight 182 was an accident, a mechanical problem, not
conspiracies by revenge seeking turbaned terrorists. Anybody or

any agency chasing ghosts is sure to look foolish, uncoordinated,
and unsuccessful. "Ghostbusters' the movie was a comedy, of
course.
You do have an option, sir. Call me before you and let me discuss
my shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for
Air India Flight 182. I use declassified reports which have been
suggested in your mandate to consider, the CASB aviation
occurrence report and the Kirpal Report. My mechanical
explanation is science; it is not transcripts of tapped phone calls
or testimony from disgruntled lovers. The wiring/cargo door
explanation uses the solid precedent. The wiring/cargo door
explanation is so powerful a persuader that it will smoke out
those agencies into a response to attempt to rebut it. Only after
my testimony will the RCMP and CSIS respond to your request
to reveal and examine the 'paper trail.'
In strict observance of your mandate, Commissioner Major, you
could also call me as a witness and I can detail my meeting with
Sgt. Bart Blatchford of the RCMP Air India Task Force as he
investigated the bombing of Air India Flight 182. Sgt. Blatchford
interviewed me in detail in my house in California about my
relations with the Sikhs, my mechanical explanation, and how it
refuted their bombing explanation.
Why not request all the documents about me from the Air India
Task Force of the RCMP, I authorize it on my end. Call me as a
witness and I'll reveal the contents of the interview as the RCMP
investigated the bombing of Air India Flight 182.
Use my presence and explanation to pursue your mandate to
inquire into the investigation of the bombing of Air India Flight

182.
My safety concerns have been forwarded and I have been
directed to the Attorney General by the Prime Minister's office
and by the Minister of Transportation and yet have received no
response from the Attorney General.
Salpie Stepanian, Assistant to the Prime Minister: "I have taken
the liberty of forwarding your correspondence directly to the
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, the
Honourable Vic Toews, within whose responsibilities this matter
falls."
Richard Stryde, Senior Special Assistant: "This being the case, I
have taken the liberty of forwarding a copy of your
correspondence to the office of the Honourable Vic Toews,
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, for
consideration."
All roads lead to Barney and Vic...and hit a dead end. What is
their game? Why are they opposing Prime Minister Harper's
dictates that you have "agreed to serve as Commissioner for this
inquiry and I have every confidence that he will conduct a
thorough and compassionate investigation into the events
surrounding this tragedy. This inquiry is about analyzing the
evidence that has come to light since 1985 and applying it to the
world we live in today."?
Why is the Attorney General ignoring your concerns as he is
ignoring mine even as the Prime Minister is encouraging both of
us in our endeavours?
Why is the AG opposed to you hearing about police procedures

twenty years ago and my six year old mechanical explanation
that would exonerate the police and intelligence agencies,
confirm the wisdom of a Crown criminal judge, defuse the hate
amongst the citizens, and give respect to the opinions of
Canadian aircraft investigators of years ago?
What is your goal, Commissioner? To understand what happened
to Air India Flight 182? I can tell you. I know what happened.
You have the unclassified and freely offered scientific
explanation before you.
I know a lot about Air India Flight 182 and the circumstances of
its explosion. I was investigated. I can contribute. I fall within
your mandate. Call me to speak before you and let me reveal my
paper trail. Do not let them censor me too.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
Smith Submission 1, Grievous Error of Fact Detected, Filed 28
July, 2006. (Please correct Commission website.)
Smith Submission 2: Inquiry into the Inquiry: Who, what, why,
and will you, Filed 3 August, 2006 (Please grant me standing.)
Smith Submission 3: The Official Versions: Bomb, bomb,
bomb, in the baggage, baggage, baggage go boom, boom, boom.

(Please ask TSB Air for their opinion to resolve official conflicts
of type of explosion and where it occurred.) Filed Tuesday,
August 8, 2006
Smith Submission 4:
The Unofficial Version: The shorted
wiring/ruptured open/forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. (Please consider a
plausible, reasonable, electrical cause with precedent) Filed
Tuesday, August 8, 2006.
Smith Submission 5: Substantiating the Unofficial Version: The
Layperson version. (It's not rocket science) Filed Friday, August
11, 2006
Smith Submission 6:
Substantiating the Unofficial Version:
The DNA Match. (A match made in heaven) Filed Tuesday,
August 15, 2006
Smith Submission 7.
Dear People in Future Years: Predicting
the Past. (The Major Doctrine.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 8: Specific Term of Reference: Non
Cooperation. (Sorry, no can do.) Filed Thursday, August 17, 2006
Smith Submission 9: The Crash and Meeting the Family. (It
happens so fast) Filed Friday, August 18, 2006
Smith Submission 10:
The Elephant and Emperor Kanishka.
(Easy to see, hard to talk about) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 11:
Reconsideration of your denial of
standing: Try Try Again. (Never give up) Filed Saturday, August
19, 2006
Smith Submission 12. Last Gasp: Grasping at a Straw. (Throw
me a bone here, I'm dying) Filed Saturday, August 19, 2006
Smith Submission 13: What is the fear? (Boo!) Filed Monday,
August 28, 2006
Smith Submission 14: Putative Facts and Unsubstantiated
Opinions. (Who Says?) Filed Friday, September 29, 2006
Smith Submission 15: Letter to PM, AG, Commissioner,
Minister of Transport, TSB, Securitas, RCMP AITF. Filed

Wednesday, October 25, 2006.
Smith Submission 16:
Research This. Filed Saturday,
December 16, 2006
Smith Submission 17: Myth vs. Reality. Filed Sunday, January
21, 2007
Smith Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your
pain.) Filed Wednesday, February 21, 2007

Jim Brown, Canadian Press
Published: Monday, February 19, 2007
OTTAWA (CP) - The head of the Air India inquiry is threatening
to shut down the investigation and close up shop unless the
government relents on its claims that key documents and
testimony must remain secret for national security reasons.
Addressing a hushed hearing room Monday, former Supreme
Court justice John Major said federal lawyers are insisting on
such heavy censorship of written material that it makes the paper
trail surrounding the 1985 bombing "meaningless."
That in turn makes it difficult to question witnesses adequately in
open hearings, said Major. And he doesn't want to move behind
closed doors and cut off access by the families of the bomb
victims and the media.
He's giving the government two weeks to confer with
commission counsel and reach a deal that will allow more of the
evidence to be made public. Unless the problem can be solved,
he'll tell Prime Minister Stephen Harper he can't go on.
"If the documents remain, in a manner of speaking blacked out,

there is no way I can carry out my mandate," said Major. "And if
this remains, I will communicate my view to the prime minister
after assessing the state of affairs on March 5."
Major said the papers in question number in the thousands, and
although he could launch court proceedings to declassify them
that could take years of effort. If that were to happen, he said, the
inquiry would "disappear into the quicksand of bureaucracy."
Federal lawyer Barney Brucker said he hopes a solution can be
found. But he insisted some evidence must be heard in private to
avoid providing a "road map for terrorists" on how to circumvent
security measures and stage future attacks.
Brucker also argued that some of the sensitive material needed
for the inquiry was provided buy foreign governments, in
confidence, and public release could compromise Canada's
foreign relations.
That explanation didn't sit well with some relatives of the 329
people who lost their lives when Air India Flight 182 was
downed by a terrorist bomb in June 1985.
"We are sick and tired of excuses and bureaucratic stonewalling,"
said Bal Gupta, head of the Air India Victims' Families
Association. Although the group has campaigned for years for an
inquiry, Gupta said he'd rather see it shut down than become a
"charade" that can't get at the truth.
Jacques Shore, one of the lawyers for the association, appealed to
Harper and Justice Minister Rob Nicholson to show political
leadership and overrule the advocates of secrecy in the federal
bureaucracy.

"It's time for us to know what's happened," said Shore.
The 1985 bombing was the work of militant Sikh separatists who
used British Columbia as a base to campaign for an independent
homeland in the Punjab region of northern India. The vast
majority of the victims were Canadian citizens of Indian origin
or descent.
Some of the key suspects were under surveillance by the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service long before plane went
down. But nobody pieced the puzzle together in time to thwart
the plot, and the subsequent criminal investigation was hampered
by turf wars between CSIS and the RCMP.
Only one man was ever convicted for his role in the bombing.
Another left Canada after the attack and was shot dead by police
in India in 1992. Two more were acquitted at a trial in Vancouver
two years ago.
Major was appointed by Harper last year to look into the
bombing, find out what went wrong with the investigation, and
draw lessons that may still be relevant for counter-terrorist policy
in the post-9/11 world.
© The Canadian Press 2007

Subject: Your submissions #17 and 18
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2007 15:16:24 -0500
Thread-Topic: Your submissions #17 and 18
Thread-Index: AcdWvlMOFuPLD34/QU+qbIw4kH2vng==
From: "Dickerson, Ken" <kdickerson@majorcomm.ca>

To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
X-Nonspam: None
Mr. Smith,
I have forwarded your submissions numbered 17 and 18
(received on January 21, 2007 and February 21, 2007) to the
recipients you listed. To be clear, I am referring to the following
submissions:
- Submission 17: Myth versus Reality - received January 21,
2007
- Submission 18: They won't talk to me either. (I feel your pain.)
- received February 21, 2007
Your submissions have all been filed with the Registrar in the
permanent record of the Commission, and as such are available
to the CommissionÕs research staff.
Thank you,

Ken Dickerson
Public Affairs Officer / Agent des affaires publiques
tel.: 613-992-1834
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Judge threatens to shut down Air-India inquiry
JEFF SALLOT
Globe and Mail Update
OTTAWA Ñ The head of the Air-India inquiry has
threatened to shut down proceedings because the
government's claims to secrecy are hampering his ability to
investigate the 1985 terrorist bombing.
Former Supreme Court justice John Major said on Monday
morning that claims to secrecy were being placed on much
of the material he required.
He plans to adjourn the hearings to March 5, saying he
hopes the government will come around to share his view
by that date.
"If the documents remain, in a manner of speaking, blacked
out, there is no way I can carry out my mandate," Judge
Major told the hearing.
Related to this article
Justice John Major arrives for the resumption of the AirIndia inquiry in Ottawa on Monday. Tom Hanson/CP
Justice John Major arrives for the resumption of the AirIndia inquiry in Ottawa on Monday. (Tom Hanson/CP)
Articles Related Articles
* Sorting the public from the private
* Don't put shackles on the Air-India inquiry Lock

Photogalleries Photo Gallery
* Photo gallery: The children of Air-India
Internet Links Internet
* Special report: The Air-India bombing
* Interactive: Timeline Popup
* Audio slideshow: Robert Matas Popup
Follow this writer Follow this writer
* Add JEFF SALLOT to my e-mail alerts Globe Insider
Latest Comments Comments
* Mr Harper took a stance based on election. His claim is
no different...
* Our money. Our information. Our call!Twenty two years
of bumbling...
* The politicians set up the inquiry - they should now
stay out...
* Quit blaming govt workers, as they only take policy
direction...
* 63 reader comments | Comments closed
The Globe and Mail
"If this remains, I will communicate my views to the Prime
Minister after assessing the state of affairs on March 5."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: joe.pavia@570news.rogers.com
Subject: for JEREMY HAINSWORTH

Dear Mr. Hainsworth and Mr. Pavia, Saturday, October 14, 2006
Regarding your coverage of Air India Flight 182:
I've attached a pdf file of my shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for the accident and my attempts to
appear before the Commission of Inquiry.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
Wreckage of bombed Air India jet remains in B.C.
warehouse until fate decided
October 8, 2006 - 16:01
By: JEREMY HAINSWORTH
The remains of two burned seats from Air India
Flight 182 sit on the floor of a warehouse in a
secret location in Vancouver in this June 15, 2004,
file photo. (CPimages/Chuck Stoody)
VANCOUVER (CP) - For the families of the Air India jet

brought down by a terrorist bomb more than 20 years ago,
the only physical memory of the tragedy is the wreckage
itself.
The mangled remains of the jumbo airliner also make up
the primary physical evidence in the faltering legal case,
evidence that sits in a Vancouver-area warehouse while its
future is determined.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: "Bonoguore, Tenille" <TBonoguore@globeandmail.com>
Subject: RE: Followup

Ok, thanks. (There's actually a lot to address, but then...)
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

At 10:48 AM -0400 8/4/06, Bonoguore, Tenille wrote:
Not at the moment, thanks John. There's little for us to address
until
the hearings start, and I believe a permanent reporter at that
bureau
will most likely cover that story. I shall pass your details on to

them.
Regards,
Tenille.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Friday, August 04, 2006 10:47 AM
To: Bonoguore, Tenille
Subject: Followup
Do you want a followup to your interview of me after the Inquiry
hearing?
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: sunnewstips@png.canwest.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182, the shorted wiring/ruptured
open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation
If you know of any information that would help us develop

this story, please contact us at
sunnewstips@png.canwest.com.

Well, uh, OK, but you are not going to like it, and thus reject it,
but you did ask and I did respond, for the record, you understand:
The shorted wiring/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight
182.
No bomb, no bombers, no conspiracy, no crime, no criminals,
just a mechanical event that has happened before and happened
since and will probably happen again.
Facts, evidence, and other supporting documentation at
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:04 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Need address to apply for standing for Inquiry

Dear Bob, do you know the email address or other address
referred to below that I may send my application to apply for
standing before the Commission?
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
On Wednesday, Mr. Major said families of the victims will
be able to address the inquiry in the first phase of its work
without having to be sworn in or face cross examination.
They can give their statements by appearing personally,
writing or sending e-mail or using any other method of
communication they wish to use.
A second phase of the inquiry will cover documentary
evidence, witnesses and dossiers and other more formal
submissions
seeking standing in the inquiry must apply in writing by
July 7. Hearings will be held in Ottawa later next for oral
submissions on why standing should be granted.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca

Subject: Will you ever ask me a question? I have the answers
to those 'lingering questions'.
Rae tapped to head new Air-India probe
By TERRY WEBER
Wednesday, November 23, 2005 Posted at 2:24 PM EST
Globe and Mail Update
Ottawa has asked former Ontario premier Bob Rae to stay
on and head a new Air-India inquiry after he said
Wednesday that there are still lingering questions about the
two-decades-old bombing that killed more than 300
people in this country's worst case of mass murder.
Deputy Prime Minister Anne McLellan, who tapped Mr. Rae
this spring as an independent adviser in the case, said
Wednesday that the relationship Mr. Rae has built with
families of victims and his knowledge of the incident make
him the best choice for the new role.
ÒThis has taken a long time, but I think Mr. Rae has done a
remarkable job, and the relationships he's developed with
the families are also remarkable,Ó she said.
ÒI have every confidence that he will build on that which he
does know and has learned to answer the questions he has
identified, some additional questions that families have
identified.Ó
Advertisements
click here
Earlier in the day, Mr. Rae released his much-anticipated
report on the Air-India bombing and recommended that

the federal government stage a focused inquiry looking at
four specific questions that continue to linger. Groups
representing victims' families welcomed the report, but also
asked that any further probe be expanded to also look at
issues such as terrorism funding and government
accountability.
Speaking with reporters, Mr. Rae emphasized Òvery
significantÓ questions about the case and the investigation
remained, although he also said that any new inquiry
cannot attempt to determine criminal responsibility for the
tragedy.
Instead, he said, Canadians need answers to four basic
questions about the case.
They are:
‹ Was the Canadian government's assessment of the
potential threat of Sikh terrorism before 1985 adequate,
given the information available at the time?
‹ In the periods before and after the bombing, were there
problems in the relationship between the RCMP and CSIS?
‹ How can the difference between security intelligence and
evidence that can be used in a criminal trial be dealt with?
‹ Has Canada learned enough from the Air-India bombing
in terms of aviation safety and public policy?
ÒI think there are some very fundamental issues that
Canadians need to come to grips with,Ó he said. ÒThere
have to be answers.Ó
In March, Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
and mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri were found not guilty in
connection with the deaths of the 329 people aboard Flight

182 on June 23, 1985, and on murder charges related to a
bombing in Tokyo that killed two baggage handlers the
same day.
The verdict enraged members of the victims' families and
prompted calls for a public inquiry into the handling of the
case.
Of two others linked to the case, Talwinder Singh Parma, of
Burnaby, B.C., was killed in a shootout with Indian police in
1992. Electrician Inderjit Singh Reyat of Duncan, B.C.,
pleaded guilty to manslaughter for his part in the bombing
and received a five-year jail term. He was already serving a
10-year sentence for manslaughter and explosives charges
related to the Tokyo bombing.
Many have demanded answers about the role that Canadian
agencies such as the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
and the RCMP played before the bombing and how the
investigation progressed afterward.
In April, Public Security Minister Anne McLellan appointed
Mr. Rae as an independent expert to investigate possible
next steps in the wake of the acquittals. He was asked to
determine whether there were any unanswered questions
that needed to be addressed.
ÒThe fundamental objective of an inquiry has to be lessons
learned,Ó Mr. Rae said, adding he is also concerned that
any further probe not go Òoff the rails.Ó
ÒHow did these things go wrong, are they still going wrong
and how can we make sure they are fixed?"
He also urged the government to ensure that those affected
by the tragedy be given a voice.
Lata Pada, speaking on behalf of a group of victims'

families, said they would like an inquiry to also look into
the ability of terrorism groups and individuals to raise
support in Canada as well as review immigration policies
and extradition laws as they relate to Air-India and to
people now living in this country Òwho have openly
espoused support of terrorism.Ó
She said the inquiry should also look at the need for
tougher laws to respond to the Òculture of fear and
intimidationÓ as it existed in this case. It should also look
at the ability of the judicial system to try terrorism cases.
Ms. Pada, who lost her husband and two daughters in the
bombing, also said the families expect to see Òsystemic
accountabilityÓ by government agencies.
ÒThere needs to be accountability for the past and
corrective measures for the future,Ó she said.
ÒWe do hope that the government will seize this
opportunity now. These are lessons to be learned to serve
Canadians now and in to the future.Ó
Ms. McLellan said the government ‹ facing an imminent
election ‹ will move quickly, issuing the order in council on
Thursday appointing Mr. Rae as head of the next stage and
making the necessary resources available to him.
She said resources would also be made available to the
victims' families so they can participate in the next phase.
ÒI share the hope of the families and all Canadians that
we're able to move forward and find full and complete
answers to the questions,Ó she said.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT

To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Ah, the mystery, and yet no one will consider a
reasonable, plausible, mechanical explanation with
precedent. Why is that?
Only truth can set us free," she told the crowd. "Do not trivialize
the magnitude of this tragedy by saying nothing can be done."

JBS>Ah, the mystery, and yet no one will consider a reasonable,
plausible, mechanical explanation with precedent. Why is that?
Thursday, June 23, 2005 Updated at 3:30 PM EDT
Canadian Press

Ahakista, Ireland Ñ Amid the sound of waves pounding the shore
and the smell of incense in the air, families, friends and politicians
from Ireland, India and Canada paid tribute at a solemn ceremony
Thursday to victims of the Air India bombing 20 years ago.
About 500 people gathered under a sea of umbrellas in the rain
and wind, where a memorial service was held starting with a
minute of silence beginning at 8:12 a.m.
It was at 8:13 a.m. on June 23, 1985, that Air India Flight 182
disappeared from radar, blown out of the air by a bomb planted in
Canada. All 329 people on board, including more than 200
Canadians, died in the tragedy.
"It was an unimaginable loss, it was your loss. It was our nation's
loss," Prime Minister Paul Martin told the gathering at a
monument for the victims.
"Make no mistake, the flight may have been Air India's, it may
have taken place off the coast of Ireland, but this in so many ways
is a Canadian tragedy."
Since the acquittal of two B.C. men in the bombing in March,
frustrated family members have called on Martin to hold a public
inquiry.
That demand was repeated Thursday by Padmini Turlapati, who

lost two sons in the bombing.
"Only truth can set us free," she told the crowd. "Do not trivialize
the magnitude of this tragedy by saying nothing can be done."
Mr. Martin made no mention of an inquiry in his address but he
has asked former Ontario premier Bob Rae to determine whether
a public inquiry is warranted.
Mr. Rae, who accompanied Mr. Martin, was non-committal.
"It is to make sure that whatever inquiry, whatever review,
however it happens, that it deals with questions that it can
answer," Mr. Rae said. "We have to set up something that is really
going to work."
Later, at a news conference in Cork, Ireland, Mr. Martin said one
of the goals of the families is to make sure no one else has to
endure such a tragedy.
"One of the ways in which you ensure that this kind of thing
doesn't happen again is that people be eternally vigilant and that
we remind people of the dangers of terrorism," he said.
Earlier, at the memorial, Mr. Martin promised that Canada would
one day build a monument to the victims.
"To the families whose families were lost on Flight 182, I say to
you, that with your help and guidance, we will build in Canada, a
permanent memorial to those who perished," Mr. Martin said.
On Wednesday, Mr. Martin declared June 23 a national day of
mourning and said he had recommended to the Governor
General a proclamation that June 23 designated a national day of
remembrance for victims of terrorism.
In the House of Commons Thursday, Deputy Prime Minister Anne
McLellan and representatives from the three opposition parties
read statements about remebering the tragedy and gave
messages of condolences to the families.
Some family members were in the Commons in Ottawa Thursday
to watch the proceedings.
As well, the flag on Parliament Hill flew at half-mast to mark the
sad occasion.
Across the sea, the Irish monument and site of the memorial at
Akahista, a rocky point along the Irish coast, was set up in the
memory of the victims. The shadow of a large sundial in the
middle of the monument is meant to touch a precise spot every

June 23 Ñ at 8:13 a.m.
The inscription around the sundial reads: "Time flies, suns rise
and shadows fall, let it pass by, love reigns forever overall."
Prior to Thursday's ceremony, families placed flowers below the
names of the victims on a wall at the memorial. Bouquets were
pinned with pictures and notes to loved ones, with dedications
like "we miss you."
Ministers from several denominations offered prayers at the
ceremony.
Then, 329 white balloons were released into the air, while 331
paper lanterns Ñ including two representing the two Japanese
airport baggage handlers killed on the same day as part of the
same bombing plot Ñ were set afloat on the Atlantic.
Accompanying Mr. Martin were the other federal political leaders
Ñ Conservative Leader Stephen Harper, the NDP's Jack Layton
and Gilles Duceppe of the Bloc Ñas well as B.C. Premier Gordon
Campbell.
The Air India plane was brought down off Ireland by a bomb
placed aboard the jetliner in Vancouver. The aircraft set down in
Toronto before taking off for its destination Ñ Bombay Ñ which it
would never reach.
Rescuers recovered 131 bodies and debris scattered over the
ocean about 200 kilometres from the Irish coast.
After a lengthy trial, a Vancouver court acquitted two men in
March of charges that they carried out the bombing of Flight 182,
leaving victims' families still waiting for answers on who was
responsible for the disaster. Ripudaman Singh Malik, 58, and
Agaib Singh Bagri, 55 were acquitted of first-degree murder and
conspiracy charges.
A third man, Inderjit Singh Reyat, is currently serving a five-year
prison sentence after he pleaded guilty to manslaughter in the
case. Reyat, an electrician from Duncan, B.C., was given the
additional five-year term on top of 10 years he was already
serving on manslaughter and explosives charges related to the
Narita bombing.
The suspected mastermind of the plot, Talwinder Singh Parmar,
was killed in a shootout with police in India in 1992.
With a report from Globe and Mail Update

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: Pollution is a serious threat.

At 11:58 AM -0400 6/7/05, Matas, Robert wrote:
I appreciate your note. I assume you still have not been
convinced.

Dear Robert, Tuesday, June 7, 2005 at 10:11 AM
I am convinced polluting vehicles are a serious threat. I remain
convinced that there was no bomb on board AI 182 but there was
bad wiring. The Sikhs got lucky, they got an honest judge. The
TSB was honest too in 1985 when they said the cause was an
explosive decompression in the forward cargo hold but declined
to state a cause although there was much pressure to declare it
was a bomb.
I assume you are convinced it was a bomb and the two accused
planted it regardless that all the baggage loaded in Vancouver
went into the aft cargo hold and the explosion was in the
forward.
These inadvertently opened in the air or on the ground cargo
doors on Boeing 747s happen about every three years. The odds
are due since China Airlines 611 occurred in 2002.
Can't beat the odds.
Regards,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA, 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@qp6.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 05, 2005 7:46 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: Pollution is a serious threat.
Investigations
Winner: Fred Vallance-Jones and Steve Buist of the Hamilton
Spectator for their investigation into Ontario's Drive Clean
program that was meant to keep polluting vehicles off the road.
Runners-up: Sarah Gibb of the Saskatoon Star Phoenix; Andrew
McIntosh of the National Post.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Pollution is a serious threat.
Investigations
Winner: Fred Vallance-Jones and Steve Buist of the Hamilton
Spectator for their investigation into Ontario's Drive Clean
program that was meant to keep polluting vehicles off the road.
Runners-up: Sarah Gibb of the Saskatoon Star Phoenix; Andrew
McIntosh of the National Post.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: "CHRISTOPHER DONVILLE, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:"
<CJDONVILLE@bloomberg.net>
Subject: Re: Air India Flight 182 alternative plausible
reasonable

To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
Dear Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan,
At 6:37 PM -0500 3/16/05, CHRISTOPHER DONVILLE,
BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: wrote:
Hi, thanks you very much. I know Rob Matas and will be in
touch. Chris

So, I'm curious, why did you not do what you said you were
going to do? What it an opinion? Or was it facts?
Let me guess, an opinion. So, are you columnists or reporters?
If you are columnists then excuse my misjudgment of assuming
you were reporters and did reporter like things, like checking
sources and facts, regardless of how outrageous the story was.
And yes, it is outrageous in this day to present an airplane crash
as a mechanical event (like 50% of crash causes) instead of the

popular terrorist cause (less than .1%).
If you are reporter, then you have had presented to you by a non
anonymous source with credentials a story of great import and
significant life and death issues for your readers.
But...but...but, it does require somebody, a reporter, an editor, a
fact checker, a researcher, to actually read some documents and
make up their own mind.
And that, I see, is too much to ask.
I wonder why Adrian Cox, David Evans and Abhay Singh are
different than Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David
Scanlan, DNA?
Well, could you at least refer the shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
for Air India Flight 182 to Mr. Abhay Singh for his
consideration?
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

News Services or Online Content Winners

Two winners were announced in this category: Adrian Cox,
David Evans and Abhay Singh of Bloomberg News for ÒThe
Flimflam Man,Ó in a fascinating look at the risky world of highstakes trading and the anything-goes atmosphere of the boom
years, this is a reportorial tour de force thoroughly documented at
every turn on a crime that stands out even in this age of
outrageous corporate scandals.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: "CHRISTOPHER DONVILLE, BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM:"
<CJDONVILLE@bloomberg.net>
Subject: Re: Air India Flight 182 alternative plausible
reasonable ex

At 6:37 PM -0500 3/16/05, CHRISTOPHER DONVILLE,
BLOOMBERG/ NEWSROOM: wrote:
Hi, thanks you very much. I know Rob Matas and will be in
touch. Chris

"...will be in touch."
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
At: 3/16 15:36
> To contact the reporter on this story:
> Christopher Donville in Vancouver at
cjdonville@bloomberg.net and
> Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
>
> To contact the editor responsible for this story:
> David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
>
> Dear Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan,
Wednesday,
> March 16, 2005 3:30PM
>
> My name is John Barry Smith and I offer to you and your
reading
> public a plausible, reasonable explanation with precedent for
the Air
> India Flight 182 explosive decompression event. It's the
shorted
> wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight
> breakup explanation. The precedent is the United Airlines
Flight 811
> explosive decompression event.
>
> Robert Matas of the Globe and Mail has the details.
rmatas@globeandmail.ca

>
> It's never too late to solve a mystery.
>
> Regards,
> Barry
>
> John Barry Smith
> 541 Country Club Drive
> Carmel Valley, California 93924
> 831 659 3552
> barry@qp6.com
> www.qp6.com
>
>
>
>
> Research In Motion to Pay NTP $450 Mln to Settle Patent
Lawsuit in U.S.
>
> Desjardins Securities, Officers, Are Fined $1.6 Million by
Regulators
>
> Kinross Gold Says It Will Miss Deadline for Filing Last
Year's Results
>
> Canadians Are Acquitted in 1985 Air India Bombing
(Update3)
>
> March 16 (Bloomberg) -- Two Canadians were acquitted of
carrying out
> the 1985 bombing of an Air India plane in the deadliest attack
on an
> aircraft until the Sept. 11 hijackings in 2001.

>
> The evidence against Ripudaman Singh Malik, 58, and Ajaib
Singh
> Bagri, 55, wasn't sufficient for convictions after a 19- month
trial,
> British Columbia Supreme Court Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
said
> today. Key prosecution witnesses surfaced ``too late to be
> credible,'' CBC Newsworld quoted Josephson as saying in a
Vancouver
> court.
>
> The case spawned one of the largest criminal probes in
Canadian
> history and cost at least C$100 million ($83 million) to
prosecute,
> CBC said. Explosions aboard Air India Flight 182 killed 329 as
the
> Boeing Co. 747 approached the Irish coast on a flight between
> Montreal and London. The aircraft's final destination was
Mumbai.
>
> Bagri said outside the courtroom today that he had expected
to be
> acquitted ``because I'm innocent.''
>
> Prosecutors alleged that Malik, of Vancouver, and Bagri, of
> Kamloops, British Columbia, perpetrated the crime to avenge a
raid by
> Indian troops on the Sikh religion's holiest shrine. Malik, a
> millionaire businessman and a leader in the Vancouver Sikh
community,
> and Bagri, a sawmill worker, were arrested on Oct. 27, 2000,

and
> their trial ended in December after 233 trial days in Vancouver
and
> testimony from 115 witnesses.
>
> ``So who did it? Who put the bombs on the planes? The
public wants
> to know,'' said Sarwan Singh Randhawa, general secretary of
the Ross
> Street Sikh Temple in Vancouver.
>
> Earlier Conviction
>
> Inderjit Singh Reyat, also charged in the bombing, is serving
a
> five-year prison term after pleading guilty to manslaughter for
his
> role in the attack in February 2003.
>
> The Royal Canadian Mounted Police said before the arrests
that an
> unidentified man booked reservations on two flights, one from
> Vancouver to Narita en route to Bangkok and Delhi, and
another from
> Vancouver that connected to Flight 182. The Air India plane
carried
> 82 children, CBC said.
>
> Reyat was convicted in 1991 and sentenced to 10 years in
prison for
> his part in making the bomb that exploded at Narita airport
near
> Tokyo on the same day as the Air India bombing. Two baggage

handlers
> died in the Narita explosion.
>
> The RCMP, Canada's national police force, had as many as 20
agents
> working on the case and earlier established a C$1 million
reward for
> information leading to the arrest and conviction of those
responsible.
>
> Terrorists killed 2,993 on Sept. 11, 2001, when they hijacked
four
> planes, flying two into the World trade Center in New York and
one
> into the Pentagon building outside Washington. A fourth plane
crashed
> in rural Pennsylvania.
>
>
>
>
> To contact the reporter on this story:
> Christopher Donville in Vancouver at
cjdonville@bloomberg.net and
> Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
>
> To contact the editor responsible for this story:
> David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
>
> Last Updated: March 16, 2005 16:35 EST
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: sikh_media_advis <sikh_media_advis@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Air India Flight 182 shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation

At 1:00 PM -0800 3/19/05, sikh_media_advis wrote:
the malik family had created a website called www.notguilty.org,
if you want to contact them you may through that web-site.

Thank you, can you refer a Sikh reporter to me?
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com> wrote:
At 8:16 PM -0800 3/18/05, sikh_media_advis wrote:
so what's up, santokh asked me to contact you regarding the
acquital.

http://www.srigranth.org/servlet/gurbani.gurbani?
Action=Page&Param=1008
jw kau ismir Ajwmlu auDirE ginkw hU giq pweI ]1] rhwau ]
Meditating in remembrance on it, Ajaamal was saved, and
Ganika the prostitute was emancipated. ||1||Pause||
jw ka ismir Ajwmlu aDirAo ginkw hU giq pweé ]1] rhwa ]
jaa ka-o simar ajaamal uDhaari-o ganikaa hoo gat paa-ee. ||1||
rahaa-o.
Dear Mr. sikh media advis Person, Friday, March 18, 2005
8:20PM
Let us meditate in remembrance: Air India Flight 182, almost 20
years, June 23, 1985.
I can remove any stain of horrendous terrorist criminal act now
upon the Sikh religion. The reason is simple: Air India Flight 182
was not a bomb caused explosive decompression but an
inadvertently opened in flight forward cargo door. Sikhs are
rightfully exonerated.
I talk aviation facts and safety and leave the conspiracy nonsense
to others. This is a very serious subject, life and death, in fact.
If you need a confirming source that you respect, please check
with Santokh, a retired Boeing 747 pilot, regarding my shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/

inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
Now is the time for you to ask for a public inquiry, actually add
to the demands that the government have a public inquiry. I can
testify. And then offer as a reason for a public inquiry is that you
understand an alternative, reasonable, plausible explanation for
the tragedy of Air India Flight 182, the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation.
Here are some Canadian reporters names and emails; they have
received my documents for review. They would be interested in
your opinion and suggestions.
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
What's up is that an honest judge showed up. I said all along they
did not do it because no one did it, it was a mechanical event.
And the hazard is still out there unrepaired.
After meditating, let the Sikh religion be saved, and Ganika the
hateful government police be emancipated.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552

barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - now with 250MB free storage. Learn more.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: sikh_media_advis <sikh_media_advis@yahoo.com>,
Santokh Singh <ssmaan44@yahoo.com>,
Amardeep@seccom.com.my, "Jaspreet S. Malik"
<jsmalik@wwdb.org>
Subject: Air India Flight 182: Malik was and is innocent. I
have consistently said this for nine years because there was
no bomb, just a ruptured open cargo door from bad wiring.
Malik is lucky he had an honest judge. Time for another
inquiry.
Malik denies hostility toward Hindus: report
CTV.ca News Staff
Ripudaman Singh Malik denied involvement in the AirIndia case and said he was charged because the RCMP
were under pressure to solve the bombings that killed
331 people.
In an interview with The Globe and Mail, Malik said he
was arrested because an overzealous police force needed
to make headway in the case, but did not undertake "due
diligence" in assessing the witnesses who testified.

On Wednesday, he and Ajaib Singh Bagri were found not
guilty of all eight criminal charges connected to a pair of
blasts directed at Air India airliners in 1985,
In his ruling, Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the B.C.
Supreme Court said that the key witnesses were not
credible.
"I'm not a saint and I'm not a devil," Malik told the paper.
"I'm a human being. I make mistakes and I try to make
good judgments," the Vancouver businessman said.
Malik said he is not hostile toward Hindus and knew
nothing of the plot that led to the bombings in 1985.
"Hindus were my suppliers, all the time. I have nothing
against them," he said, referring to his clothing import
business.
He accuses the RCMP of persuading a key witness to
testify at the trial -- a woman he fired from her job.
"They were telling the lady, 'You want revenge? This is
the only avenue open to you.'"
As for a witness who testified that he was asked to drop
a briefcase with a bomb at the airport by Malik, he
insists: "I never met him, I know his face, but I do not
know where I saw him."
He claimed to be sympathetic to the RCMP.
"They're bending over backwards to do their job. They
should not bend over backwards. They should just do
their job."

Malik said his four-and-a-half years in prison were a part
of his destiny.
"That is how I took it, and it was less hard for me."
Now that he is out of prison, he doesn't want to return to
his business. He's not sure what his future holds.
As for the Air-India investigation, he told The Globe that
the file should stay open but that if it cannot be solved,
the RCMP should accept it and move on.
Meanwhile, families of victims killed in the bombings are
vowing to continue the fight to finding answers.
Public Safety Minister Anne McLellan said that she would
meet with family members but she has also said she
doesn't see the need for a public inquiry.
"There are so many aspects of this thing, I'm not saying
whether they're right or wrong, but I'm saying they
should be brought out," said Bal Gupta, whose wife
Ramwati perished in the bombing.
Gupta, who is part of the Air India Victims' Families
Association told The Canadian Press that the victims
deserve more from McLellan.
"Otherwise she's definitely not protecting Canadians from
similar acts of terrorism,'' he added.
"There's a basic principle when a system fails. You find
out what failed in the system, where the system did not
work and how you can prevent it. The same thing applies
to this disaster," Gupta said.

"We don't want that to happen to somebody else."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: sikh_media_advis <sikh_media_advis@yahoo.com>,
Santokh Singh <ssmaan44@yahoo.com>,
Amardeep@seccom.com.my, "Jaspreet S. Malik"
<jsmalik@wwdb.org>
Subject: Air India Flight 182 shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation

At 8:16 PM -0800 3/18/05, sikh_media_advis wrote:
so what's up, santokh asked me to contact you regarding the
acquital.

http://www.srigranth.org/servlet/gurbani.gurbani?
Action=Page&Param=1008
jw kau ismir Ajwmlu auDirE ginkw hU giq pweI ]1] rhwau ]
Meditating in remembrance on it, Ajaamal was saved, and Ganika the prostitute
was emancipated. ||1||Pause||

jw ka ismir Ajwmlu aDirAo ginkw hU giq pwe⁄ ]1] rhwa ]
jaa ka-o simar ajaamal uDhaari-o ganikaa hoo gat paa-ee. ||1|| rahaa-o.

Dear Mr. sikh media advis Person, Friday, March 18, 2005
8:20PM
Let us meditate in remembrance: Air India Flight 182, almost 20

years, June 23, 1985.
I can remove any stain of horrendous terrorist criminal act now
upon the Sikh religion. The reason is simple: Air India Flight 182
was not a bomb caused explosive decompression but an
inadvertently opened in flight forward cargo door. Sikhs are
rightfully exonerated.
I talk aviation facts and safety and leave the conspiracy nonsense
to others. This is a very serious subject, life and death, in fact.
If you need a confirming source that you respect, please check
with Santokh, a retired Boeing 747 pilot, regarding my shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
Now is the time for you to ask for a public inquiry, actually add
to the demands that the government have a public inquiry. I can
testify. And then offer as a reason for a public inquiry is that you
understand an alternative, reasonable, plausible explanation for
the tragedy of Air India Flight 182, the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation.
Here are some Canadian reporters names and emails; they have
received my documents for review. They would be interested in
your opinion and suggestions.
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.

What's up is that an honest judge showed up. I said all along they
did not do it because no one did it, it was a mechanical event.
And the hazard is still out there unrepaired.
After meditating, let the Sikh religion be saved, and Ganika the
hateful government police be emancipated.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: cjdonville@bloomberg.net, rcurren@bloomberg.net,
dscanlan@bloomberg.net
Cc: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 Public Inquiry

To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
Dear Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan,
Thursday, March 17, 2005 7:34AM
A public inquiry might happen if there is a plausible reason to do

so. If an explanation for the Air India Flight 182 event were
offered that made sense and had a precedent, that inquiry might
be called.
Maybe after the hate and blame shifting is over since the
'bombers' were acquitted, a more sensible approach to figuring
out why the airplane crashed can be attempted.
The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation is such a sensible
explanation that would warrant a public inquiry.
The evidence holds up under intense scrutiny. I know since I
have been scrutinizing these Boeing 747 explosive
decompressions for years.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com
Inquiry calls in Air India case
Most of the relatives described the verdict as a "travesty
of justice"
Canadian families of the victims of the Air India jet
bombing in 1985 have called for a public inquiry
following the acquittal of the two main suspects.

The authorities "owe it to the 329 victims of this crime,"
said Eddie Madon, after the judge in Vancouver found
two Canadian Sikhs not guilty.
The trial has cost least $100m, and has been one of the
most complex cases in Canadian history.
Deputy Prime Minister Anne McLellan said there was no
point in an inquiry.
"There will be, tragically, some questions that may very
well not be answered," she said.
Today, 20 years on, we have lost our families all
over again
She likened the incident to the 11 September 2001
attacks on the US, where there were also questions "that
will never be answered, as hard as we look".
Flight 182 blew up over the Atlantic Ocean off the Irish
coast while it was travelling from Canada to India.
Most computers will open PDF documents automatically,
but you may need to download Adobe Acrobat Reader.
The judge said the prosecution, which alleged the men
were seeking to punish India for a crackdown on Sikhs,
had failed to prove its case.
There were credibility issues with the witnesses
testifying against both men.
'Shock'
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik, 58, and

55-year-old Ajaib Singh Bagri, a sawmill worker, were
arrested in 2000 and charged with a list of offences
including murder.
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri were
arrested in 2000
The men, who were both born in India, denied any
involvement in the crime.
"I want to repeat publicly today what I have told the
authorities numerous times since 1985, that I had
absolutely no involvement in any of these criminal
activities," Mr Bagri said in a statement after the verdict.
The victims' relatives in Canada and India were
unanimous in condemning the verdict.
They said the verdict was a second tragedy - after the
death of their loved ones - and asked the Canadian
government to challenge the court ruling.
"I cant believe it. I cant believe it," one man moaned
loudly in the courtroom.
"Today 20 years on we have lost our families all over
again," said Sanjay Lazar, who had travelled to
Vancouver from Mumbai to hear the verdict.
"Today's verdict flies in the face of what we believe
Canada to be, a fair society," said Lata Pada, whose
husband and two daughters died aboard the plane.
HAVE YOUR SAY
The Canadian police have clearly failed in their
efforts

Nagarajan, Rolla, USA
Prosecutors had taken 13 months to present evidence,
after a 15-year investigation.
Some evidence was lost or destroyed, and two potential
witnesses were murdered.
The prosecution had accused the men of helping to plant
the bomb on the Air India jet in revenge for the Indian
army's 1984 storming of the Golden Temple in Amritsar,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
A second bomb, in luggage to be loaded on to another
Air India flight, exploded on the same day at Tokyo's
Narita airport, killing two baggage handlers.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: cjdonville@bloomberg.net, rcurren@bloomberg.net,
dscanlan@bloomberg.net
Cc: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 "Intellectual Curiosity" "critical
insight into current business news and events. "

To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
Dear Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan,
Wednesday, March 16, 2005 8:51PM
Please use your "intellectual curiosity" to give "critical insight

into current business news and events" such as Air India Flight
182 and its impact on "markets, companies, economies,
politics..."
So, is it 4000 or 5000 (approx) storied filed daily? Regardless,
that's a lot of stories, and a lot of hard work.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com
About Bloomberg
At Bloomberg, each of our 8,000 employees embodies the
excellence and intellectual curiosity that we are known for. We
demand much of our people; they are treated with the respect that
they have earned by building us into a world leader in our
industry. We give them every advantage in their careers, with
top-flight training and windows for advancement. All of this
means that we create an environment in which there's an
unparalleled opportunity to excel.
News Services or Online Content Winners
Two winners were announced in this category: Adrian Cox,
David Evans and Abhay Singh of Bloomberg News for ÒThe
Flimflam Man,Ó in a fascinating look at the risky world of highstakes trading and the anything-goes atmosphere of the boom
years, this is a reportorial tour de force thoroughly documented at

every turn on a crime that stands out even in this age of
outrageous corporate scandals.
Bloomberg Radio Syndicated Reports
Powered by Bloomberg's unparalleled global news and
information resources, Bloomberg Radio distributes syndicated
reports to more than 840 affiliates worldwide in four languages.
Our radio reports are designed to enhance local programming
from start to finish. Timely topics include a dynamic mix of
international market activity, a daily market recap, breaking
updates on technology trends, a cutting-edge business segment
that focuses on African-Americans and an award-winning report
for Hispanic audiences.
Bloomberg magazines complement our broadcast products by
delivering in-depth perspective and critical insight into current
business news and events. Our two monthly publications Ñ
Bloomberg Markets¨ and Bloomberg Wealth Manager¨ Ñ give
readers a thorough examination of companies, people and trends.
In print, online, on air
Bloomberg has grown to include a global news service,
including television, radio, the Internet and publications. The
financial newswire service, Bloomberg News¨, is comprised of
1,600 reporters in 94 bureaus worldwide, writing more than
4,000 news stories daily. Armed with Bloomberg's data and
analytics, we follow the money trail better than any other news
organization.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: cjdonville@bloomberg.net, rcurren@bloomberg.net,
dscanlan@bloomberg.net
Cc: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 aircraft accident reports
attached and United Airlines Flight 811 AAR

To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
Dear Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan,
Wednesday, March 16, 2005 5:54PM
While the story is hot for a little while longer:
Attached as three pdf files are:
1. The official Canadian and Indian governments' aircraft
accident reports for Air India Flight 182; they are two separate
reports and the Canadian aviation authority never said it was a
bomb and the Indians did.
2. The Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 by John Barry Smith,
that's me. I examine all the possible causes and conclude that
happened to Air India Flight 182 is what happened to United
Airlines Flight 811.
3. The NTSB AAR for United Airlines Flight 811, the victim
below that came back to tell its story.

Dear Members of the Canadian Press: Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg
Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan, for sources to check out the
cargo door explanation I offer:
Mr. Bill Tucker, TSB retired, knows all the details of the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
Dave Crossin of the trial knows about it, so does Ian Donaldson,
both prominent attorneys.
Sgt. Bart Blachford of the RCMP knows about it, he was down
here in my house asking questions about the wiring/cargo door
explanation for AI 182.
And now you know about it, gentlemen, a little bit. Does it still
seem plausible after seeing NTSB picture above? Is it reasonable
to possibly assume just for long second that a huge hole appeared
in the fuselage of Air India Flight 182 when its cargo door
ruptured open? Does the evidence of Air India Flight 182 match
the real evidence of United Airlines Flight 811?
It's never too late to detect errors and correct them.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com

www.qp6.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: cjdonville@bloomberg.net, rcurren@bloomberg.net,
dscanlan@bloomberg.net
Cc: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 alternative plausible reasonable
explanation with precedent, Robert Matas has the story.
To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net and Reg Curren
in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
Dear Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan, Wednesday, March 16,
2005 3:30PM
My name is John Barry Smith and I offer to you and your reading public a
plausible, reasonable explanation with precedent for the Air India Flight 182
explosive decompression event. It's the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation. The precedent is the United
Airlines Flight 811 explosive decompression event.
Robert Matas of the Globe and Mail has the details.

rmatas@globeandmail.ca
It's never too late to solve a mystery.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

Research In Motion to Pay NTP $450 Mln to Settle
Patent Lawsuit in U.S.
Desjardins Securities, Officers, Are Fined $1.6
Million by Regulators
Kinross Gold Says It Will Miss Deadline for Filing
Last Year's Results

Canadians Are Acquitted in 1985 Air India
Bombing (Update3)
March 16 (Bloomberg) -- Two Canadians were acquitted
of carrying out the 1985 bombing of an Air India plane in
the deadliest attack on an aircraft until the Sept. 11
hijackings in 2001.
The evidence against Ripudaman Singh Malik, 58, and
Ajaib Singh Bagri, 55, wasn't sufficient for convictions
after a 19- month trial, British Columbia Supreme Court
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson said today. Key prosecution
witnesses surfaced ``too late to be credible,'' CBC
Newsworld quoted Josephson as saying in a Vancouver
court.
The case spawned one of the largest criminal probes in
Canadian history and cost at least C$100 million ($83
million) to prosecute, CBC said. Explosions aboard Air
India Flight 182 killed 329 as the Boeing Co. 747
approached the Irish coast on a flight between Montreal
and London. The aircraft's final destination was Mumbai.
Bagri said outside the courtroom today that he had

expected to be acquitted ``because I'm innocent.''
Prosecutors alleged that Malik, of Vancouver, and Bagri,
of Kamloops, British Columbia, perpetrated the crime to
avenge a raid by Indian troops on the Sikh religion's
holiest shrine. Malik, a millionaire businessman and a
leader in the Vancouver Sikh community, and Bagri, a
sawmill worker, were arrested on Oct. 27, 2000, and
their trial ended in December after 233 trial days in
Vancouver and testimony from 115 witnesses.
``So who did it? Who put the bombs on the planes? The
public wants to know,'' said Sarwan Singh Randhawa,
general secretary of the Ross Street Sikh Temple in
Vancouver.
Earlier Conviction
Inderjit Singh Reyat, also charged in the bombing, is
serving a five-year prison term after pleading guilty to
manslaughter for his role in the attack in February 2003.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police said before the
arrests that an unidentified man booked reservations on
two flights, one from Vancouver to Narita en route to
Bangkok and Delhi, and another from Vancouver that
connected to Flight 182. The Air India plane carried 82
children, CBC said.
Reyat was convicted in 1991 and sentenced to 10 years
in prison for his part in making the bomb that exploded
at Narita airport near Tokyo on the same day as the Air
India bombing. Two baggage handlers died in the Narita
explosion.
The RCMP, Canada's national police force, had as many

as 20 agents working on the case and earlier established
a C$1 million reward for information leading to the arrest
and conviction of those responsible.
Terrorists killed 2,993 on Sept. 11, 2001, when they
hijacked four planes, flying two into the World trade
Center in New York and one into the Pentagon building
outside Washington. A fourth plane crashed in rural
Pennsylvania.

To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net and Reg Curren
in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: You reporter, me former military officer: I ask
questions, you don't. Poll accurate. Life upside down.

Article from site below:
Whom Are You Going to Believe?
It's just as well that our men in uniform are asking
Donald Rumsfeld the tough questions that our craven
national news media refuses to ask. According to a new
Gallup Poll, no one trusts the news media, anyway.

Once again, newspaper reporters score poorly in the
annual Gallup Poll, released today, on "honesty and
ethical standards" in various professions, as judged by
the American public. They rank even lower than bankers,
auto mechanics, elected officials, and nursing-home
operators.
Military officers, however, scrored well in the same poll.
So, maybe they should be the ones asking the questions.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Insertions for time line. Been four years since you
knew...

June 23, 1985 -- A bomb explosion in Tokyo's Narita airport kills
two people; 54 minutes later, a mid-air bomb explosion aboard
Air-India Flight 182 kills 329 people.
Nov. 6, 1985 -- The RCMP raid homes of seven suspects; police
are ready to lay charges, but Crown prosecutors decide the
likelihood of conviction is slim.
Feb. 8, 1988 -- British Columbia auto mechanic Inderjit Singh
Reyat is arrested in England and charged with helping to make
the bomb that exploded in Japan.
May 10, 1991 -- Mr. Reyat, convicted of manslaughter, is
sentenced to 10 years; RCMP wind down the Air-India

investigation.
Oct. 15, 1992 -- Alleged Air-India mastermind Talwinder Singh
Parmar is killed by police in India. He was not charged in the
case.
June 1, 1995 -- The RCMP restart the investigation.
Oct. 15, 1997 -- A woman who will become a key witness in the
case against Ripudaman Singh Malik begins talks with
authorities about allegations that Mr. Malik was involved in
immigration fraud, mismanagement of a Sikh parochial school
and misuse of government grants. Six months later, the witness
tells authorities Mr. Malik admitted to her that he was involved
in the Air-India disaster.
October, 2000 -- A man living in the United States who will
become a key witness against Ajaib Singh Bagri agrees to appear
at trial in Canada after he is offered $300,000 (U.S.) to testify
about five conversations in which he says Mr. Bagri incriminated
himself.
Oct. 28, 2000 -- Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are arrested for murder
in the deaths of 331 people killed by bomb explosions in Japan
and aboard the Air-India flight.
==========================
Insert: Dec 6 2000, Canadian press represented by Robert Matas
informed of plausible alternative mechanical explanation for Air
India Flight 182, the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
==========================
June 5, 2001 -- Mr. Reyat is charged in bomb the explosion on

the Air-India flight.
===========================
Insert: Dec 10 2001, Dave Crossin, attorney for Mr. Malik the
accused, personally told about the shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Air India Flight 182 and the impossibility of his
clients to have committed the crime.
===========================
Nov. 15, 2002 -- Air-India suspect Hardial Singh Johal, 55, dies
of natural causes. He allegedly stored the suitcases with bombs in
the basement of a Vancouver school. He was not charged in the
case.
Feb. 10, 2003 -- Mr. Reyat pleads guilty to manslaughter for the
deaths aboard the Air-India flight and is sentenced to five years
in prison.
April 28, 2003 -- The trial begins.
Dec. 3, 2004 -- The judge withdraws to consider the verdict.
March 16, 2005 -- Judge to deliver verdict.

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Facts for AI 182
Date: Wed, 6 Dec 2000 11:46:59 -0500
Thanks for the stuff. Keep in touch.

Robert Matas
National Correspondent
The Globe and Mail
(604) 631-6628
> -----Original Message----> From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, December 05, 2000 7:52 PM
> To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
> Subject:
Facts for AI 182
>
> << Message: Untitled Attachment >> << File:
> twabrenbigforcampgell.JPG_.jpg >>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Prediction four months early: Malik convicted, Bagri
walks. Both innocent in reality.

Air India trial closes in Canada
Air India flight 182 plunged into the Atlantic ocean near
Ireland
Final arguments in the trial of two Sikhs accused of
bombing an Air India passenger jet have
concluded, 19 months after the case began.
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are
accused of planting a pair of bombs on Air India jets in
June 1985.
One plane exploded over the Atlantic, killing all 329

people. The second bomb killed two baggage handlers in
Tokyo.
British Columbia Supreme Court Justice Ian Josephson
said he will deliver his decision on 16 March 2005.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Here's a lie for you by the Crown. Sgt. Blachford of
the RCMP came to my house and he knows that someone
disputes that Canada became the victim.....He is part of the
Air India Task Force.
VANCOUVER -- The prosecution began to sketch out the
finishing touches on its submissions at the Air-India international
terrorism case yesterday with an emotional question that cut right
to the heart of the unparalleled trial.
No one has disputed that Canada became the victim of an act of
international terrorism on June 23, 1985, that killed 331 people,
senior Crown prosecutor Robert Wright said in B.C. Supreme
Court.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: the evidence does not support any other
conclusion, unless you don't want to believe the evidence.
Can you not report relevant facts as stated by the Canadian
government in their official reports?
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings

1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India Flight 182 was
subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of 31,000 feet resulting in its crash into
the sea and the death of all on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before water impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from the forward portion
before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the aircraft was the lead
event in this occurrence.
5.
There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo compartment. This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: The same can be said truthfully about Boeing and
it's 747

Brits knew wiring faulty on subs, navy says

By PAUL KORING
From Saturday's Globe and Mail
More than a decade ago, the British navy knew of insulation
problems on the main power lines in submarines subsequently
bought by Canada. But it didn't upgrade the insulation on all four
submarines, only partly documented the repairs and never
explicitly told the Canadian navy, The Globe and Mail has
learned.
Eventually both navies independently devised more durable and
watertight upgrades for one water-prone location, but neither
regarded it as important to use the upgraded insulation on
connections where the high-voltage lines pass through a
bulkhead underneath the captain's cabin.

That location is where arcing caused a catastrophic electrical fire
earlier this month aboard HMCS Chicoutimi, leaving the newly
refurbished submarine crippled and without power, and an officer
dying of smoke inhalation.
It's a Òclean, dry environment,Ó said Commodore Roger
Westwood, Canada's senior naval engineer. ÒNo one expected
an [insulation] breakdown in that area,Ó he said in a long
interview, during which he provided details about the insulation
problems and fixes applied by both the British and Canadian
navies.
Submariners and engineers in both countries knew well the
serious risk of a massive arc occurring if faulty insulation allowed
salt water to short-circuit high-voltage lines, but the upgrades
were incompletely documented and neither the British nor
Canadian navy considered it necessary to upgrade the insulation
under the captain's cabin.
We Ònever had an earth [fault] under the captain's cabin,Ó
Cmdre. Westwood said.
An earth, or ground fault, occurs when electrical current leaks
through insulation because it is dirty, worn or breaking down.
There are scores of electrical connections, not just the main
power lines, in the space under the captain's cabin floor.
The fire on board Chicoutimi suggests insulation failure on at
least two of the main power cables Ñ one positive, one negative
Ñ and a massive arc caused by sea water immersing the
connections.
Since the Chicoutimi fire, the main power-line connections
beneath the captain's cabin on Canada's three other submarines
have been ordered upgraded to match the more durable and

watertight insulation already used at the engine room bulkhead.
The British navy first knew of problems with the main power cable
insulation in 1993, only three years after the commissioning of
HMS Upholder, first of the class of four and the submarine now
known as HMCS Chicoutimi.
Insulation on power-line connections near the engine room
bulkhead was replaced. The change was documented and,
sometime later, apparently applied to another of the four
submarines eventually purchased by Canada.
But the changes and the problem were never explicitly explained
when the four submarines were refurbished before being handed
over to the Canadian navy.
ÒIf you had rummaged through the files you would have found
it,Ó Cmdre. Westwood said. Find it the Canadian navy did, but
not until after the Chicoutimi fire.
As Canada's navy struggles to untangle what went so terribly and
suddenly wrong on Chicoutimi, a troubling and still-incomplete
chain of failures is emerging, one that raises questions about the
original design of the subs' power lines, their maintenance and
refurbishing, as well as the way the Canadian crew was sailing
the submarine with hatches open in heavy seas.
A central issue is whether tougher, more water-resistant insulation
should have been applied to all of the locations where the highvoltage cables pass through a bulkhead or, as was the case, only
in a low location close to the engine room and more susceptible
to water, dirt and wear.
It seems to have been treated as a relatively minor issue both by
the British and Canadian navies.

For instance, it has emerged only in the past few days that the
Royal Navy changed the insulation on the eight power lines
running through Bulkhead 56, near the engine room, in 1993.
That repair was documented as a ÒconcessionÓ at the time,
meaning that it was supposed to be eventually returned to its
original state.
Separately, Canadian naval engineers found problems with the
insulation on the main power lines in the same place on board
HMCS Corner Brook in July, 2003. At the time, Luc Pelletier,
current captain of the Chicoutimi, was in command.
Although no arcing or fire occurred on Corner Brook, the
insulation was found to be failing. A fix was developed using
multiple layers of vulcanized rubber covered with shrink-wrapped
plastic. Canadian naval engineers also checked HMCS Windsor,
based in Halifax at the time, and discovered similar ground faults
and worn insulation and applied the same solution.
At the time, the repair was regarded as a relatively routine matter.
ÒIt's not necessarily a material event,Ó Cmdre. Westwood said. It
didn't, for instance, warrant consideration by Canada's Subsafe
Board, which is charged with reviewing and certifying the safety
of Canada's submarines. Nor is there any evidence to suggest it
was passed to Canada's West Coast naval base at Esquimalt.
The sole submarine based there, HMCS Victoria, was discovered
only this month to have the same sort of British fix, apparently
also applied sometime in the early 1990s, before the four identical
sister-submarines were mothballed.
There are also design and operating issues in play.
For instance, it remains unclear why the British submarines were
originally built with the thick main power cables broken into
sections rather than passing through the bulkheads. The latter

design, with unbroken cables, and therefore fewer connections is
inherently less likely to be susceptible to earthing faults.
Also under scrutiny is why the underfloor location beneath the
captain's cabin, but not far from the conning tower, was regarded
as unlikely to be inundated with water.
Submarines running Òopened upÓ in heavy seas and high winds,
as Chicoutimi was at the time of the accident, are prone to
occasional ÒgoffersÓ of water.
That's the term submariners use for a torrent of water that floods
down through the conning tower when both the upper and lower
hatches are left open, a condition that requires the approval of the
captain.
In the Chicoutimi accident, water apparently flooded into the
space beneath the captain's cabin's floor.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Explosion in forward, not aft, as concluded by
Canadian and Indian aviation accident investigators.

At 11:30 AM -0400 10/27/04, Matas, Robert wrote:
Thanks for the note. The submissions in court were exhaustive
supporting the theory of an explosion at the rear. I did not see
anything at the trial supporting the theory of an explosion in the
front. If you want to stick with the front-end theory, you have a
lot of work to do. All the best. Robert

Thanks for the note. The submissions in court were by the

Crown, the prosecutors, and the RCMP who were trying to make
a case. The assumption of bomb in aft compartment was not
disputed by the defense who are criminal attorneys, not aviation
accident investigators.
Below are the conclusions based upon observed evidence of the
aviation accident investigators of three countries who concluded
the explosion occurred in the forward cargo compartment and
furthermore, concluded that no explosion of any kind occurred in
the aft cargo compartment.
The explosion occurred in the forward compartment, so why did
the RCMP change the location 15 years later to the aft? Well, all
the baggage from Vancouver went into the aft so the accused are
innocent. So, RCMP changed the explosion to the aft, just like
that, with no rebuttal of the exhaustive and extensive evidence
collected years ago. And then, when the TSB, Bill Tucker,
requested the film of the aft and forward compartments now held
by the RCMP, the request was refused.
You are not an investigative journalist. Too bad.
You are a reporter, Bob, you interpret what the government says
in terms your audience can understand. You tell them what they
want to hear in an entertaining manner. You sell papers.
You do that even in the face of solid contradictory evidence. You
may think it's innocent puffery but it's not; it's a life and death
issue for thousands of the citizens you are supposed to represent
with unbiased reporting of relevant information about current
events. You are not doing that.
Why do you do it? To keep your job? Keep the salary coming in?

Good motives. Money is the motive of most.
You have been entrusted by your paper to report on the Air India
Flight 182 case. The issues covered have included many outside
the courtroom issues such as trouble with prior attorneys and sob
stories of families. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is relevant
and important. You are avoiding it. You are betraying the trust of
the readers of your paper that expect to hear many sides of the
story, not just the prosecutors or the criminal defense attorneys.
Barry
At 6:23 PM -0400 6/25/02, Tucker, Bill wrote:
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..

To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2004 8:06 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: you quoted: "I'd like to ask them one question," Ms.
Acharya

said. "Why did they do it?

I ask you one question:
Why do you do it?
Why do you ignore real evidence and continue reporting
emotional opinions?
You are acting as a government representative instead of an
independent journalist.
You know the explosion occurred in the front compartment and
all the
baggage from Vancouver went into the aft compartment.
(According to
the Canadians, the British, and the American aviation accident
authorities.)
Why do you do it?
Barry

Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating against a
breakup in flight of Air
India Flight 182 caused by an explosion of a bomb in the aft
cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and
5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact mark found on

the leading edge
of the right horizontal root leading edge is indicative of an object
striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests that the loss
of the tail plane
was not the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary structure;
however, there is
evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and
aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion of the aft
cargo compartment
roller floor, shows no indications characteristic of an explosion
emanating from the
aft cargo compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have
caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films of the
wreckage it was found
that the complete aft cargo door was intact and in its position
except that it had come
adrift slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The
door was found lying
along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the aircraft. This
indicates that the
door remained in position and did not cause any problem in
flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of

the aft cargo
compartment was located between B S 1600 and B S 1760. No
significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to indicate
characteristics of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo
compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the panels of the
front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of holes. This
shows that there
was occurrence of an event in the front cargo compartment and
not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows
that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl,
right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of the right
hand stabilizer were
damaged in flight. This damage could have occurred only if
objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo
door of the front cargo compartment was also found ruptured
from above. This also
indicates that the explosion perhaps occurred in the forward
cargo compartment
causing the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right
hand side.

2.1. Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight in the forward
cargo compartment .
2.1.1 Proponents: Indian Government in its Kirpal Report,
CASB, Canadian Aviation
Safety Board, now TSB, Transportation Safety Board, of Canada,
in its Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report, UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents
Investigation Branch Farnborough,
U.K., by its representative, NTSB USA, National Transportation
Safety Board, United States of
America, by its representative
2.1.2 Analysis: The unanimous conclusion by authorities of a
sudden inflight breakup
implies an explosion of explosive decompression since the hull
of Air India Flight 182 was
pressurized to a 8.9 pounds per square inch differential between
inside and outside air at 31000
feet above sea level. Explosive decompression is a symptom of a
sudden hull breakup, not the
cause. If the hull is not compromised by a break in it,
decompression does not occur. Any break of
substantial size in that highly pressurized hull, for reasons such
as a bomb explosion, a midair
collision, or an inadvertently opened cargo door, would be
sufficient to cause an inflight breakup
and subsequent explosive decompression. Some of the
investigators in the two reports seem to
imply that if a bomb had detonated, then that would rule out
explosive decompression occurring
and vice versa; however, inflight breakups can be caused by an
explosive decompression which

can be caused by a 'bomb' explosion, or structural failure, or an
inadvertent door opening. All
bomb explosions, all structural failures, and all inadvertent door
openings do not cause inflight
breakups; in fact, many aircraft have suffered those events and
landed safely. On the other hand,
any one of those events has the potential to cause an inflight
breakup and have in the past,
depending on the size of the bomb, the skin tear, or the door.
When a catastrophic event occurs, such as an explosion of a
bomb, or a large door opening
in flight, much evidence is left behind for investigators to
recover, examine, and evaluate specific
to that cause. All explosions of any kind leave certain similar
evidence regardless of the cause of
the explosion. Evidence of an explosion does not imply a 'bomb'
nor explosive decompression
from any source. Even when there is a single piece of tangible
evidence that indicates a specific
type of explosion such as a bomb, structural failure, or an
inadvertent door opening, other
corroborative evidence is required to sustain the conclusion of
the type of explosion since all types
of explosions can cause similar evidence and explosive
decompressions from any source can
mimic a bomb explosion and vice versa.
The unanimous conclusion by authorities of an inflight breakup
by explosion in the
forward cargo compartment for Air India Flight 182 can be
summarized by the Canadian Aviation
Bureau Aviation Occurrence Report findings and an excerpt from
the Indian Kirpal Report which
also illustrates the conflict in the specifics:

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety Board
respectfully submits as
follows: 4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial
event was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence
is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not support any
other conclusion.
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From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1. 4.10 After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as
well as direct evidence which directly points to the cause of the
accident as being
that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold of the
aircraft;
2. 3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived
at is that the
aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the
aircraft.
An inflight breakup is agreed upon by the Canadian and Indian
authorities and the cause is
given as an explosion; however, the Canadians decline to give a
cause of the explosion and leave it
unstated. The Indians state the cause of the explosion was a
'bomb.' The Canadian finding
specifically omits a possible cause of the explosion such as
'bomb,' or 'explosive decompression'.
The location of the explosion is identified and agreed by both

authorities as the forward cargo
compartment.
The tangible and circumstantial evidence upon which the
unanimous conclusion of
inflight breakup by explosion in the forward cargo compartment
was reached can be summarized
as thus:
A. The cockpit audio tapes and the digital flight recorder were
normal until a
sudden audible loud sound occurred and the power was abruptly
cut to the recorders.
B. Passengers suffered explosion type injuries.
C. Metal skin of the fuselage was peeled outward and curled.
D. Metal skin suffered explosion type impacts from inside the
aircraft.
E. The main pieces of wreckage on the surface were far apart
from each other
as well as the wide scatter of the victims.
F. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment explained the
abrupt
cessation of the recorders and the sudden loud audible sound on
the voice recorder.
G. The inflight damage could have occurred only if objects had
been ejected
from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in the air.
2.1.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in flight in Air India
Flight 182 in the
forward cargo compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements supporting the
breakup in flight
of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo
compartment:

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the recordings of the
DFDR, CVR and
Shannon ATC tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after
the flight recorders stopped recording. The conversations in the
cockpit were
normal, and there was no indication of an emergency situation
prior to the loud
noise heard on the CVR a fraction of a second before it stopped
recording. The
DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters recorded
before it stopped
functioning. The other possibility for the irregular signals on the
DFDR is that they
were caused by a disturbance to the Flight Data Acquisition Unit
in the main
electronics bay. Since there was an almost simultaneous loss of
the transponder
signal, this indicates the possibility of an abrupt aircraft electrical
failure. The abrupt
cessation of the data recorder could be caused by airframe
structural failure or the
detonation of an explosive device as the initial event.
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3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence showed a
proportion of the
passengers with indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail
injuries and loss of
clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and decompression indicates
that the aircraft
experienced a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries

and loss of
clothing indicate a proportion of the passengers were ejected
from the aircraft before
water impact. Hence, it is likely that the aft portion of the aircraft
separated from the
forward portion before striking the water.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier, the sudden
nature of the
occurrence indicates the possibility of a massive airframe
structural failure or the
detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been established as
sudden and
without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight recorders
indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary structure;
however, there is
evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and
aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight. An explosion in
the forward cargo compartment would explain the loss of the
DFDR, CVR and
transponder signal as the electronics bay is immediately ahead of
the cargo
compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements supporting the
breakup in flight
of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo
compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R. Hill

further stated that
the significance of flail injuries being suffered by some of the
passengers was that it
indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air at an altitude and
that the victims had
come out of the aeroplane at an altitude.
3.2.11.42 a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and
the condition of the limited wreckage recovered indicates that the
aircraft had broken
up in flight before impact with the sea.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at
is that the aircraft
had broken in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows
that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl,
right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of the right
hand stabilizer were
damaged in flight. This damage could have occurred only if
objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo
door of the front cargo compartment was also found ruptured
from above. This also
indicates that the explosion perhaps occurred in the forward
cargo compartment
causing the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right
hand side.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical

examination, especially of
Targets 362 and 399, clearly confirms that there was an explosion
in the forward
cargo compartment.
2.2 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo
compartment, a bomb which
was first loaded at Vancouver B.C, Canada onto CP Flight 060 on
22 June, 1985.
2.2.1 No proponent for this explanation but it was considered,
evaluated, and rejected
in the Indian Kirpal Report, the Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report: by the AAIB representative,
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and the NTSB representative. However, there exists a recent
report entitled "Aircraft Occurrence
Investigation Report" dated 16 March 2001, by John H.
Garstang, an official assigned to the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) Air India Task Force
(AITF). The report shall be
referred to as the 'Garstang Report.'
Observations about the author of the Garstang Report: John H.
Garstang, is an official
assigned to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) Air
India Task Force (AITF). Mr.
Garstang is apparently not currently assigned to the
Transportation Safety Board (TSB) of Canada.
His report carries his signature without title. He has been
assigned to the RCMP AITF since 1988
and therefore represents official RCMP opinion regarding the
probable cause of Air India Flight
182. He calls his work for the RCMP as "independent."
Current government agency opinions about the probable cause

for the inflight breakup of
Air India Flight 182:
A. RCMP opinion about the probable cause for Air India 182 is
an explosion
of a bomb in the forward cargo compartment.
B. Unless updated with a supplemental conclusion by the TSB,
the Canadian
Aviation Safety Board (Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report)
conclusions as stated in their 1986
Aviation Occurrence Report of an explosion, cause unstated, in
the forward cargo compartment
was the probable cause for the breakup of Air India Flight 182 is
the current position of Canadian
aircraft accident investigation authorities.
C. Unless updated by the Indian government, the Kirpal Report
findings of an
explosion by a bomb in the forward cargo compartment is the
current position of the Indian
government.
2.2.2 Analysis: There was consideration of the explosion of a
bomb, or any other
source of an explosion, in the aft cargo compartment of Air India
Flight 182 instead of an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment, to explain the
breakup in flight amidships. Both the
Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report had good cause to suspect a
failure in the aft section of Air India Flight 182 and therefore
examined and evaluated extensively
the possibility of an aft pressure bulkhead failure or an aft cargo
door inadvertent opening.
Just five weeks after Air India Flight 182, a Japan Air Lines
Boeing 747, JAL Flight 123,

had an aft pressure bulkhead fail in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression tore off the
vertical stabilizer which rendered the aircraft uncontrollable
leading to its fatal crash. Wreckage of
Air India Flight 182 was then attempted to be retrieved by the
US Navy to rule in or rule out such a
similar probable cause.
Corroborative official statements supporting the reasons and
results of the close
examination of the aft pressure bulkhead for evidence of
preexisting failure in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead
The localized impact mark found on the leading edge of the right
horizontal root
leading edge is indicative of an object striking the stabilizer in
flight before water
impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail plane was not the
first event. The
horizontal and vertical stabilizers were found separated and each
was intact and in
good condition. Items from the aft cargo compartment were
found further to the
west of the tail plane. The absence of the type of damage to the
tail plane as was
found in the Japan Airlines (JAL) Boeing 747 accident where the
aft pressure
bulkhead failed and which took place shortly after this
occurrence, and the rupture
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of the aft cargo compartment before the loss of the tail indicate
that there was not an

in-flight failure of the aft pressure bulkhead. In addition,
examination of the
recovered portions of the bulkhead shows evidence of overload
failures from the
rear to front only and no evidence of any pre-existing defect,
premature cracking or
pre-impact corrosion damage.
From the Indian Kirpal Report
1.4.6 The Court also had the advantage of being able to meet
members of
the team investigating into the Japan Airlines Flight JL 123
accident which had
occurred near Tokyo on 12th August, 1985. Similarities and
dissimilarities between
the two accidents were, to some extent, noticed and some
information was
exchanged.
3.2.10.5 Subsequent to the accident to Japan Airlines Boeing 747
aircraft,
suspected to have been caused by failure of the repair to the rear
pressure bulkhead,
NTSB and FAA decided to fund the U.S. Navy for a two week
operation over the
seas for recovery of significant pieces of wreckage.
In addition, the aft cargo door stops of Air India Flight 182 had
been removed and
reinstalled by authorized personnel just before the Air India
Flight 182 fatal flight to make room for
parts of an engine being shipped back to India for repair.
Corroborative official statements supporting the reasons and
results of the close
examination of the aft cargo door for preexisting failure in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report

2.1.20 The pre-loaded four pallets and one container were
brought to the aircraft by
M/s Mega International personnel from their warehouse in the
afternoon of 22nd
June for loading them into the aircraft cargo compartment at
positions assigned by
the Air Canada load agent. Difficulty was experienced while
loading one of the
pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable loading of
the cowl, Air
Canada engineering/maintenance personnel removed door stop
fitting from the aft
cargo compartment door cut-out. After removal of the fittings,
the cowl could be
loaded. All the removed fittings were then reinstalled.
From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.4.3.5 Some difficulty was experienced while loading one of the
pallets
having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable loading of the
cowl, Air Canada
engineering/maintenance personnel removed door stop fittings
from the aft cargo
compartment door cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the
pallet could be loaded.
All the removed fittings were then re-installed. Removal and
installation of the
fittings was certified by Mr. Rajendra.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could
have caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films of the
wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and in its
position except that it

had come adrift slightly. The door was found latched at the
bottom. The door was
found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the
aircraft. This indicates
that the door remained in position and did not cause any problem
in flight.
The investigators carefully examined all pieces of wreckage in
and around the aft pressure
bulkhead and aft cargo compartment for evidence of any type of
failure of structure and for any
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type of explosion, such as explosive decompression or a bomb.
They found none.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in support that no
evidence of an explosion in
the aft cargo compartment was found.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600
and BS 1760. Based on the direction of cleat rotation on the skin
panel (target 7)
and the crossbeam displacement on this structure, target 47
moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to indicate
characteristics of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
Investigators on the scene found that the type of damage that
would have occurred with an
aft pressure bulkhead failure such as the loss of the vertical
stabilizer did not occur to Air India

Flight 182; they found that the aft cargo compartment ruptured
before, not after, the loss of the
entire tailplane, and they found that the overload failures from
the rear to front only instead of from
front to rear if the aft pressure bulkhead had failed as an initial
event.
They found that the aft cargo door was discovered intact and in
position and did not cause
any problem in flight. It was latched at the bottom. They found
there was no evidence to indicate
characteristics of an explosion of any type emanating from the
aft cargo compartment.
Therefore, after an extensive examination and evaluation by the
Canadian and Indian
authorities of the possibility of an explosion of any type in the aft
section or in the aft cargo
compartment based upon visual examination of the actual aft
pressure bulkhead, aft cargo door, aft
cargo compartment floor and skin; they concluded that the
occurrence of an explosion or any type
in the aft cargo compartment was ruled out as well as a failure of
the aft pressure bulkhead or
involvement by the aft cargo door. The rupture that occurred in
the aft cargo compartment was after
the initial events, was a result of the overpressures and overload
experienced by that part of the
aircraft and consistent with an airframe disintegrating after an
inflight breakup caused by the
confirmed explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
The tangible and direct evidence to support the conclusions by
authorities of an inflight
breakup by explosion in the forward cargo compartment exists in
the CVR, the ATC tape

recording, the DFDR, the wreckage distribution, the inflight
damage to the airframe, the medical
evidence, and the engines.
A confirmed alternative exists to a bomb explosion in the aft
cargo compartment of Air
India Flight 182 to explain its inflight breakup and that is an
explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. That conclusion was and remains unanimous
among the aircraft accident
investigative authorities and was based upon the evidence and
lack of evidence.
There exist certain characteristics of an explosion by bomb such
as evidence in the metal
itself or in the wreckage such as: Pitting, cratering, hot gas,
washing, holes, punctures, shrapnel,
explosive residue, burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin,
sooted metal, timer, fuze, bomb
explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder, and staggered
power cuts to the aft and forward
data recorders (the transponder is located forward and the CVR
and DFDR are located aft.)
Summary of evidence required to support a conclusion of an
explosion of any type in the
aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 and its presence or
absence:
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A. Pitting: Absent
B. Cratering: Absent
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent

G. Explosive residue: Absent
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Absent
J . Timer: Absent
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent
M. Staggered power cuts to the aft and forward data recorders:
Absent
Summary of evidence that refutes the assertion that an explosion
of any type occurred in the
aft cargo compartment as an initial event or at any other time.
A. Absence of required corroborative evidence to support the
assertion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces of airframe well
forward of the aft
cargo compartment such as leading edge of wing and engines.
D. Overpressures in both cargo compartments, not just the aft.
E. Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F. Much straight and undamaged fuselage skin in the aft section.
G. Conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment to
explain the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
H. General trajectory patterns from wreckage debris locations
that match two
other early model Boeing 747s, Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, that
experienced inflight breakups amidships from an explosion in or
near the forward cargo
compartment, not the aft cargo compartment as confirmed by the
aircraft accident investigation
authorities of the UK AAIB, and the USA NTSB.
An evaluation of the independent accident report by Mr.

Garstang follows:
The overall appraisal by this independent investigator of Mr.
Garstang's report is that the
data shows in some manner what happens to sections 46 and 48
of an early model Boeing 747 that
has broken apart amidships from an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment and is in the
process of disintegrating as it falls and drifts from 31000 feet to
the sea, after which it drifts and
sinks another 6700 feet to the bottom.
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Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing fuselage
station numbers and sections.
The Garstang Report states that in section 46 and 48 there were
overloads on beams,
bulkheads, trunnions, and fuselage skin around rivets. There
were also overpressures in both
cargo compartments and on outer skin panels.
Overloads and overpressures are expected to occur with inflight
breakups and do not
necessarily confirm an explosion from any source.
The Garstang Report concludes:
9.0 CONCLUSION
9.1 Analysis indicates that the sudden and catastrophic loss of the
aircraft was
due to the overload failure of the aft cargo compartment and the
bulk cargo
compartment as a result of sudden, large, internal overpressure
load(s). The only
plausible way to do this rapidly, and in the manner previously
described, is by the
detonation of a bomb (improvised explosive device). The

evidence I have examined
is consistent with this.
There are other plausible ways to explain sudden, large, internal
overpressure load(s). In a
recent correspondence with Gordon E. Smith, Senior Materials
Engineer, Mr. Smith, (no relation)
states and concludes in regard to overpressures and overloads in
Air India Flight 182,
"Overload: is the pulling/stretching (tension) of material (metal)
the crack
progresses at close to right angles (90 degrees) to the direction of
tensile stress.
Compression (pressing) can also produce cracks where the metal
tries to fold back
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upon itself and fails in a different mode (shear) Looks entirely
different than a
tensile crack
Overpressure: the pressure hull experienced a higher pressure
that the design
pressure."
The airframe was disintegrating and rapidly redistributing its
design loads. This
redistribution leads to a lot of local overloading on airframe/
pressure hull metal. It
tore itself apart."
The Garstang Report makes an unsubstantiated statement that is
in contradiction to the
Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report in which Mr. Garstang states
on page 7, referring to the "Forward Half of the Aircraft Fuselage
(Sections 41, 42, 44), "The

fracture patterns examined were all consistent with an overload
mode of failure." The Indian Kirpal
Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report found
conclusive evidence of an explosion in
the forward half of the fuselage forward of the wing on the right
side in the forward cargo
compartment that was not the result of an overload mode of
failure but was the result of an
explosion. They also found many, not 'all', fractures that were of
an overload type as both the aft
and forward cargo compartments ruptured and were
disintegrating in flight.
The Garstang Report devotes a scant one page to the breakup of
the forward half of Air
India Flight 182 whereas the actual investigators in the Indian
Kirpal Report and Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report inquiries concentrated most of their retrieval
and evaluation efforts in that area
based upon the tangible evidence discovered which conclusively
proved an explosion had occurred
in the forward cargo compartment and there was no explosion of
any type in the aft compartment.
The Garstang Report declines to address that evidence.
The Garstang Report devotes most of its fourteen pages of
analysis to the 'Rear Half of the
Aircraft Fuselage' which had fractured into smaller pieces and
lay isolated from one another on the
ocean floor. He implies that observation is evidence of an
explosion in the aft cargo compartment
but, in fact, is evidence of an inflight breakup and disintegrating
fuselage which lay scatted in a
very long trail of debris.
The Garstang Report reports that the breakup location is at the

Section 44 and Section 46
joint which is to be expected with an inflight breakup since that
is where the sections are mated in
construction, but not expected if a powerful bomb were to
explode in the aft cargo compartment
which would have split and shattered the fuselage in the middle
of Section 46 leaving much
obvious evidence of the bomb explosion.
Above picture is of a Boeing 747 during construction and shows
the sections being mated. Section
41 has already been mated to Section 42. The unmated joint on
the left is the Section 44/Section 46
joint.
When a real bomb the size of the alleged bomb by the Garstang
Report is detonated in the
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aft cargo compartment of a Boeing 747, much real evidence is
created.
Above is a picture of the staged bombing of a Boeing 747 at
Bruntingthorpe in 1997.
The aft section evidence which resulted from the real bomb
explosion above does not match
the aft section evidence examined for Air India Flight 182 which
had undeformed, straight fuselage
skin and intact cargo doors. If the above bomb type explosion
had occurred in Air India Flight
182, the Canadian and Indian and UK investigative authorities in
1985/1986 would most certainly
have detected it because of the obvious hot-gas pitting on pieces
of metal, punctures, shrapnel,
explosive residue, pitting, cratering, explosive type injuries to
passengers sitting in the cabin,

timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice
recorder.
None of the tell tale characteristics of a bomb explosion pieces of
evidence was found on
Air India Flight 182. In addition there was much evidence to rule
out any type of explosion in the
aft compartment.
The reason for ruling out a bomb explosion anywhere in Air
India Flight 182 is the same
reason used to rule out a bomb explosion anywhere in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, another
early model Boeing 747 that was seriously evaluated for a bomb
explosion after experiencing an
inflight breakup caused by an explosion that was not in the aft
cargo compartment. That reason is a
lack of corroborating evidence even after some ambiguous
evidence of overpressures and
overloading was discovered.
The Garstang Report describes, in 'Aft Cargo and Bulk Cargo
Compartments' a large piece
of belly skin, Target 7, which was not grossly deformed, bent,
twisted, or crushed, missing
evidence which might be expected within the range of a powerful
bomb explosion. The report
describes the separations of the skin from the floor assembly in
terms of overload and overpressure
but not by hot gas pitting, shrapnel, cratering or punctures which
would support the assertion of an
explosion by bomb.
The Garstang Report makes another undocumented statement
that a piece of skin is
'similar' to a piece of skin in the Bruntingthorpe staged bomb
explosion but provides no

photographs of either piece of metal. It is reasonable to expect
that among thousands of different
shapes of pieces of wreckage there might be one that are 'similar'
to another among thousands of
pieces in a staged bomb explosion.
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The Garstang Report describes in detail the overpressures and
overloads of pieces of the aft
section of Air India Flight 182 (Targets 7, 8, 47, 307, 287, 658,
26, 369, 321, 71, and 282) but
offers no evidence of an explosion, only of aerodynamic forces
consistent with a fuselage
disintegrating as it falls from five miles high.
Whenever there is evidence offered in pieces of metal in
'deformation', there is also the
qualifier that the deformation could have occurred by
aerodynamic forces or water impact.
Deformation on pieces of metal in the aft section, as are
overpressures and overloads, are not
confirmations of an explosion by bomb but are confirmations of a
section of aircraft disintegrating
as it falls after an inflight breakup amidships from a confirmed
explosion in the forward cargo
compartment.
The Garstang Report equated on page 13 that a bomb is an
improvised explosive device
when it states: "Detonation of a bomb (improvised explosive
device)...", a synonym which is
misleading. There are many devices which may become an
improvised explosive device such as
firecrackers, fireworks, blasting caps, and other incendiary
devices which were never intended to

become bombs but did by circumstances. If there were any
device created that was not improvised
to be explosive, but very, very calculated, it would be a 'bomb'
which is a most carefully thought
out explosive device. On the other hand, fireworks do detonate
inadvertently and cause explosions
often leading to fatalities.
The Garstang Report summarizes the 'Structural Breakup' by
stating: " Analysis indicated
that the aft cargo and bulk cargo compartments failed due to a
large, internal, overpressure
load(s)."
To use the overpressures and overloads on beam, fuselage skin,
skin panels, and trunnions
as conclusive evidence of an explosion is faulty logic as both
cargo compartments had such
evidence. Those overpressure failures are consistent with
aerodynamic and water impact forces
acting on a compromised fuselage disintegrating as it falls to the
sea, an opinion shared and stated
by the Indian Kirpal Report and Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report investigators in 1985/1986
who carefully examined and evaluated all wreckage in the aft
area of Air India Flight 182 and is
also the current opinion of a senior metals engineer in 2001.
Without any corroborative tangible evidence which would have
been present of a bomb
explosion, or evidence of any type of explosion, the next
statement by Mr. Garstang lacks
credibility and carries little weight: "The only plausible way to
do this rapidly, and in the manner
previously described, is by the detonation of a bomb,
(improvised explosive device).Ó

As explained above, there is a plausible way to explain the
overpressures in the aft
compartment as well as the overpressures discovered in the
forward compartment: Aerodynamic
and water impact forces acting upon both cargo compartments in
the fuselage as it disintegrates and
falls to the sea after experiencing an inflight breakup amidships
from the confirmed explosion in
the forward cargo compartment. This plausible way to explain
the overpressure evidence is
currently agreed upon by official accident investigators of three
countries, a metal engineer, and
this independent aircraft accident investigator.
The Garstang Report section on 'Trajectory Analysis' opens with
a broad disclaimer that a
breakup of an aircraft in flight is a complex affair composed of
random actions because various
pieces of wreckage have different weights, sizes, and shapes and
the trajectory of these pieces
through the air can not be precisely determined because of the
unknown winds and currents affect
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the drift pattern of the piece through the five miles of air to the
bottom of the ocean.
There are other factors which limit the validity of trajectory
studies as stated by the
Canadians in their aviation occurrence report, ÒThe depth of the
wreckage varies between about
6000 and 7000 feet, and the effect of the ocean current, tides and
the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus some
distortion of an object's relationship from

time of water entry to its location on the bottom cannot be
discounted. In general, the items found
east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and often made of
a structure which traps air.
These items may have taken considerable time to sink and may
have moved horizontally in sea
currents before settling on the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed
beside some wreckage does
indicate horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.Ó
The Garstang Report plots the location of the pieces of wreckage
in three appendices, G,
H, and I. The specific locations of the pieces of wreckage as
retrieved are given in latitude and
longitude (lat/long) in the Indian Kirpal Report and in the
appendices of the Garstang Report which
is consistent with wreckage retrieval procedures. The Indian
Kirpal Report, as well as the Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 NTSB report of AAR 00/03, plots the
wreckage items on a grid using a
north arrow and distance in nautical miles from a reference point,
which is consistent with official
aircraft accident reports.
The Garstang Report, however, plots the wreckage items in
"Universal Mercator
Projection", omits the north arrow, and has no reference point.
Specifically, the Garstang Report narrative gives the lat/long
position for only one piece of
wreckage, a torn suitcase. In the official accident reports of the
Indians and Canadians for Air India
Flight 182, and the USA NTSB for TWA 800, the broad
wreckage patterns as well as the
individual pieces are given in lat/long.
Only a generalized appraisal of large sections of wreckage is

possible and that was done in
the Garstang Report as well as the official reports. A general plot
of large sections of wreckage
may be plotted and a theory of which sections left the aircraft
first based upon the assumption they
would land closest to the initial event location. This is done on
all in flight breakups, such as Pan
Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two
additional early model Boeing 747s that
suffered breakups amidships inflight and left similar debris
patterns. Specifically, the nose section
was in a dense localized area, the area of initial breakup just
forward of the wing was in a scattered
area, and then the long loose trail of the aft section as it scatters
widely the pieces of the
disintegrating fuselage.
All three flights, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and
Trans World Airlines Flight
800, exhibited this matching debris pattern. All three flights have
conclusive evidence which is
reported in detail in the official accident reports of having
suffered breakups in flight from
explosions in or adjacent to the forward cargo compartment,
conclusions which are supported by
trajectory studies, wreckage reconstructions, and reconstruction
drawings. All three official
accident reports conclusively ruled out explosions of any type in
the aft cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report states on page 16: "It is significant to note
that the wreckage trail
patterns bear a very strong resemblance to a known case
involving the same type of aircraft, at
essentially the same altitude and speed, which was proceeding

normally when, without warning,
something sudden and catastrophic occurred." "The case I
[Garstang] am referring to is the Pan
Am Flight 103 occurrence..."
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Above drawing shows wreckage trails for Pan Am Flight 103
from the AAIB AAR 2/90
The debris patterns of Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 103 do
match. Both events were
carefully examined for the location of the explosion that broke
the aircraft apart amidships. Both
events have conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment to explain the
breakup. Both events had none of the evidence to support an
assertion of an explosion from any
source in the aft cargo compartment. The matching debris
patterns of both events confirm the
conclusions of the British, Indian, and Canadian investigators
who stated in their respective aircraft
accident reports that the explosion in each aircraft occurred in the
forward cargo compartment and
did not occur in the aft compartment.
The concluding assertion on the trajectory analysis of The
Garstang Report which states,
"The distinction is that the wreckage trail patterns indicate that
the lead Air India Flight 182 breakup
event occurred in the rear of the aircraft, as opposed to the front
of the Pan Am 103 case,"
contradicts the physical laws of aerodynamics, gravity,
chemistry, and metallurgy. It insults the
detailed concerted efforts of aviation accident investigators of
three countries to precisely determine

the location of the explosion and who all concluded it was in the
forward section and was not in the
aft cargo compartment.
Summary of evidence that suggests there was an explosion of
any type in the aft cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182 as indicated by the Garstang
Report:
A. Overpressures and overloads on a few pieces of the aft section
of Air India
Flight 182 (Targets 7, 8, 47, 307, 287, 658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and
282)
B. Quilting pattern on a few pieces of wreckage.
C. One piece of wreckage fuselage skin that is ÔsimilarÕ to
another piece of
metal from wreckage from a staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectory studies that imply that the specific first pieces to
leave Air India
Flight 182 came from the aft cargo compartment.
Summary of reasonable alternative explanations to explain the
evidence offered by the
Garstang Report for an explosion in the aft cargo compartment.
A. Over pressures and overloads on a few pieces of fuselage
skin, beams, and
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trunnions occur during any fuselage breakup, with or without an
explosion source.
B. Quilting patterns on fuselage skin occurs upon water impact
and did so on
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and Pan Am Flight 103.
C. A strangely shaped piece of metal can occur when a fuselage
disintegrates
from an inflight breakup at 296 knots which can be similar to a

strangely shaped of a piece of metal
that occurs after a staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectories can be widely variable for specific pieces of
falling wreckage
based upon shape, size, and weight of the object.
To review the evaluation of the Garstang Report regarding Air
India Flight 182:
A. It offers no new evidence to contradict the conclusions of the
Canadians and
the Indians.
B. It offers no new insight into the previous investigations.
C. It omits and refuses to address the conclusive tangible
evidence which
refutes its assertions, such as
1. Cockpit voice recorder data,
2. Inflight damage to engines, wing leading edge and right
horizontal
stabilizer. straight and undamaged skin panels in the aft cargo
compartment,
3. The large undeformed sheets of fuselage skin,
4. The intact aft and bulk cargo doors,
5. The loss of the tailplane was not the first event and would have
been
if a bomb explosion had occurred in the aft cargo compartment.
6. The power was cut to three pieces of electronic equipment,
two of
which are located in the aft area, and one in the main equipment
compartment adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment. If an explosion occurred in the aft
cargo compartment, the two
recorders might have stopped recording but not the transponder
which would have continued on
for some time. The simultaneous stopping of all three indicates

the explosion was in the forward
cargo compartment.
D. It offers no corroborative evidence of a bomb explosion in the
aft cargo
compartment such as:
1. Pitting: Absent
2. Cratering: Absent
3. Hot gas washing: Absent
4. Holes: Absent
5. Punctures: Absent
6. Shrapnel: Absent
7. Explosive residue: Absent
8. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin: Absent
9. Sooted metal: Absent
10. Timer: Absent
11. Fuze: Absent
12. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice recorder: Absent
13. Staggered power cuts to the aft and forward data recorders:
Absent
E. It offers as proof of an explosion in the aft compartment
ambiguous
evidence which is common to both compartments such as
overloads, overpressures, and quilting
patterns, all of which have alternative explanations such as
aerodynamics and water impact, and are
evident in both cargo compartments of Air India Flight 182 and
evident in Pan Am Flight 103 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two additional Boeing 747
inflight breakups that were not caused
by explosions in the aft cargo compartment.
F. It offers a trajectory study in which:
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1. Essential chart details are omitted,
2. Ballistic trajectory charts are missing which are included in
other accident reports which contain trajectory studies.
3. Specific conclusions about locations of pieces of wreckage
are made which were prone to error from errant winds, currents,
and aerodynamics of random
shaped pieces of wreckage,
To summarize the assertions in the Garstang Report that an
explosion of a bomb in the aft
cargo compartment caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182:
A. There is no old or new evidence offered to sustain such an
assertion.
B. The methodology is unorthodox.
C. Statements are made which contradict the established facts,
data, and
evidence.
D. Conclusions are drawn which are unsubstantiated, not logical,
or have
plausible alternative explanations.
2.2.3 Conclusions:
There never was and is not now any official assertion by any
recognized aviation accident
investigating authority that the explosions in Trans World
Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103,
and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in or near the forward
cargo compartment and there never
was and is not now any assertion by an recognized aviation
accident investigating authority of any
country that an explosion of any type occurred in the aft cargo
compartment of their respective
aircraft.
To put it another way, there has been and there is now total

agreement by all aviation
accident investigating authorities of four countries, Canada, UK,
USA, and India, that the
explosions in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight
103, and Air India Flight 182
occurred in or near the forward cargo compartment. There has
been and there is now total
agreement by all aviation accident investigating authorities of
those same countries, that the
explosion in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103,
and Air India Flight 182 did not
occur in the aft cargo compartment.
A. There was no bomb explosion, nor any other type of
explosion, in the aft
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182.
B. There was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment of
Air India
Flight 182.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating against a
breakup in flight of Air
India Flight 182 caused by an explosion of a bomb in the aft
cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and
5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact mark found on
the leading edge
of the right horizontal root leading edge is indicative of an object
striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests that the loss
of the tail plane
was not the first event.

3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary structure;
however, there is
evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and
aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight.
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3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion of the aft
cargo compartment
roller floor, shows no indications characteristic of an explosion
emanating from the
aft cargo compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have
caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films of the
wreckage it was found
that the complete aft cargo door was intact and in its position
except that it had come
adrift slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The
door was found lying
along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the aircraft. This
indicates that the
door remained in position and did not cause any problem in
flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of
the aft cargo
compartment was located between B S 1600 and B S 1760. No
significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to indicate

characteristics of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo
compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the panels of the
front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of holes. This
shows that there
was occurrence of an event in the front cargo compartment and
not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows
that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl,
right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of the right
hand stabilizer were
damaged in flight. This damage could have occurred only if
objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo
door of the front cargo compartment was also found ruptured
from above. This also
indicates that the explosion perhaps occurred in the forward
cargo compartment
causing the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right
hand side.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been established as
sudden and
without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight recorders
indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary structure;

however, there is
evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and
aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight. An explosion in
the forward cargo compartment would explain the loss of the
DFDR, CVR and
transponder signal as the electronics bay is immediately ahead of
the cargo
compartment.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at
is that the aircraft
had broken in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows
that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl,
right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of the right
hand stabilizer were
damaged in flight. This damage could have occurred only if
objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo
door of the front cargo compartment was also found ruptured
from above. This also
indicates that the explosion perhaps occurred in the forward
cargo compartment
causing the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right
hand side.
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j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist
passenger cabin including several lavatories and the rear bulk
cargo hold.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the mapping of the
sea bed provided
some distinct distribution patterns. The depth of the wreckage
varies between about
6000 and 7000 feet, and the effect of the ocean current, tides and
the way objects
may have descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus
some distortion of an
object's relationship from time of water entry to its location on
the bottom cannot be
discounted. In general, the items found east of long 12°43.00'W
are small,
lightweight and often made of a structure which traps air. These
items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved
horizontally in sea currents
before settling on the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed beside
some wreckage does
indicate horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.
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Air-India witness not credible, defence says

By ROBERT MATAS
Thursday, October 21, 2004 - Page A6

VANCOUVER -- A central witness at the Air-India trial misled the
court in order to avoid the appearance of collusion with two other
witnesses, defence lawyer Richard Fernyhough says.
During the second day of final submissions at the international
terrorism trial, Mr. Fernyhough attacked the credibility of the
witness who testified that Ripudaman Singh Malik asked him to
take a suitcase on a flight to India a few months before the deadly
Air-India disaster.
Mr. Malik told him he would be considered a martyr if he did not
return, the witness told the court. After the twin bombings killed
331 people on June 23, 1985, Mr. Malik asked him not to tell
anyone about their conversation, he testified. A court order
prohibits the publication of his identity.
The witness did not tell police about the incriminating
conversations until April of 1997.
While in the witness box, he repeatedly said he did not tell
anyone else about the conversation with Mr. Malik, Mr.
Fernyhough said.
The witness specifically denied telling a witness named Narinder
Singh Gill and a second witness, a woman at the centre of the
prosecution's case against Mr. Malik.
However Mr. Gill and the woman -- who cannot be identified -testified that the witness told them about the alleged
conversation, Mr. Fernyhough said.

Mr. Fernyhough urged the court to accept the testimony of those
who said they discussed the incriminating conversation with the
witness.
"This is simply another attempt by [the witness] to mislead the
court to bolster his credibility by denying any possibility of
collusion between himself and two other key Crown witnesses,"
Mr. Fernyhough said.
Mr. Fernyhough also said the witness had "a very strong motive"
to fabricate the evidence.
He wanted part of the $1-million reward for information leading to
a conviction in the Air-India case.
He also was looking for revenge against Mr. Malik, who he
believed had cheated him out of a significant amount of money,
Mr. Malik's lawyer said.
The defence lawyer questioned why the witness said nothing for
12 years about the incriminating conversations.
Presumably, the witness believed Mr. Malik was involved in the
conspiracy responsible for the bomb explosions.
Also, the witness would have realized if he had done what Mr.
Malik asked him to do, he would have been one of the
passengers on the airplane that was blown up, Mr. Fernyhough
said.
"He'd have you believe he went to police because his conscience
pushed him to do it," the lawyer said.
But he did not explain why it took 12 years to develop a
conscience, Mr. Fernyhough said.

The witness also told the court he maintained a fairly close
relationship with Mr. Malik in the years immediately after the AirIndia disaster.
The witness and Mr. Malik were involved together in community
institutions and Mr. Malik helped provide financing for a property
purchase by the witness, Mr. Fernyhough said.
"These are not the actions of a person who was struggling with
his conscience," Mr. Fernyhough said.
The defence lawyer said their relationship began to deteriorate in
1990 in a dispute over money.
The witness went to police when he reached a breaking point in
the escalating dispute.
"It seems a rather startling coincidence that his conscience
pushed him to go to police on the very same day he threatened
[to beat up] Mr. Malik, and one week after an article [in a Punjabilanguage newspaper] reminding readers of the reward," Mr.
Fernyhough said.
The defence lawyer urged the court to find that the witness never
had the conversation he alleged he had with Mr. Malik.
The witness fabricated an account of a conversation because he
saw an opportunity to get back at Mr. Malik and get some money
that he thought he was owed, Mr. Fernyhough said.
Mr. Malik and co-defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with
the murder of 331 people killed on June 23, 1985, in two bomb
explosions on opposite sides of the world.
Prosecutors allege Sikh terrorists, seeking revenge against the
Indian government, put the bombs on planes in Vancouver

connecting to Air-India flights.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:03 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Coming down to the final innings and few chances
left to report on alternate explanation for Air India Flight 182.

Air-India trial enters final phase

By Robert Matas
Tuesday, October 19, 2004 - Page A14

Vancouver -- The final phase in the Air-India trial begins today
with submissions on whether the court can believe witnesses who
testified about the involvement of Vancouver millionaire
businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik in the killing of 331 people.
Defence lawyers for co-defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri are expected
to begin their final submissions next week. Crown prosecutors are
expected to make their submissions in November.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with murder in the death of
329 people killed in a mid-air explosion aboard an Air-India flight
from Canada and the death of two baggage handlers killed in
Japan.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Don't have much to say about bomb location,

Robert, although you know the evidence of 1986 puts in
forward compartment and makes them innocent...

By Robert Matas
Tuesday, May 11, 2004 - Page A6
Vancouver -- The Air-India trial judge repeatedly
questioned the relevance yesterday of defence evidence
on the location of a bomb aboard the aircraft that blew up
in 1985, killing 329 people.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of B.C. Supreme Court
pressed British expert Edward Trimble to show the link
between the damage on several pieces of wreckage and
the bomb's location.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Headline wrong, Reyat is not 'accused', only Malik
and Bagri...Misleading and biased headline...

At 7:58 AM -0700 4/23/04
Gave dynamite to accused, witness tells Air-India trial

By Robert Matas
Friday, April 23, 2004 - Page A8

Vancouver -- The Air-India trial heard yesterday that a Vancouver
Island well-driller gave dynamite to blow up tree stumps to
Inderjit Singh Reyat in May, 1985, a week before Mr. Reyat
tested a homemade-bomb, allegedly with Talwinder Singh
Parmar, who was killed by police in India in 1992.

Ken Slade told the court he heard a news report about the AirIndia disaster at 6 a.m. on June 23, 1985. "I said to my wife, I
hope that wasn't my powder, and she was pretty upset," Mr.
Slade said.
The prosecution alleges Mr. Reyat, Ripudaman Singh Malik and
Ajaib Singh Bagri were part of a conspiracy to blow up the AirIndia planes.

You wrote earlier in article:
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are on trial for the
murder of 331 people killed on June 23, 1985

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: The explosion was in the forward not the aft. All
Vancouver baggage went into aft compartment. I can prove
explosion was in the forward, not aft.

Hi.
I'm sure you already know but Garstang has changed his mind
and is expected to testify that the explosion was at the back. Will
you be in Vancouver to hear his testimony?

Nope, farces are not my choice of entertainment. I prefer
documentaries.

I've refuted the Garstang Report in my pdf file.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: The explosion was in the forward not the aft. All
Vancouver baggage went into aft compartment. I can prove
explosion was in the forward, not aft.

From newspaper article of today:
The location of the bomb within the hold of the plane is a key
part of the case. The prosecution says it was planted at the back
of the plane were luggage is concealed.
From Canadian and Indian reports:
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of
the aft cargo compartment was located between B S 1600 and B
S 1760. No significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the
panels of the front cargo compartment are ruptured and have a
large number of holes. This shows that there was occurrence of
an event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3

engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.

From Smith PDF of Air India Flight 182 on corazon.com:

Summary of reasonable alternative explanations to explain the
evidence offered by the Garstang Report for an explosion in the
aft cargo compartment.
A.
Over pressures and overloads on a few pieces of
fuselage skin, beams, and trunnions occur during any fuselage
breakup, with or without an explosion source.
B.
Quilting patterns on fuselage skin occurs upon
water impact and did so on Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and
Pan Am Flight 103.
C. A strangely shaped piece of metal can occur
when a fuselage disintegrates from an inflight breakup at 296
knots which can be similar to a strangely shaped of a piece of
metal that occurs after a staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectories can be widely variable for specific
pieces of falling wreckage based upon shape, size, and weight of
the object.
To review the evaluation of the Garstang Report regarding Air

India Flight 182:
A. It offers no new evidence to contradict the
conclusions of the Canadians and the Indians.
B.
It offers no new insight into the previous
investigations.
C.
It omits and refuses to address the conclusive
tangible evidence which refutes its assertions, such as
1. Cockpit voice recorder data,
2.
Inflight damage to engines, wing leading edge
and right horizontal stabilizer. straight and undamaged skin
panels in the aft cargo compartment,
3. The large undeformed sheets of fuselage skin,
4. The intact aft and bulk cargo doors,
5. The loss of the tailplane was not the first event
and would have been if a bomb explosion had occurred in the aft
cargo compartment.
6. The power was cut to three pieces of electronic
equipment, two of which are located in the aft area, and one in
the main equipment compartment adjacent to the forward cargo
compartment. If an explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment, the two recorders might have stopped recording
but not the transponder which would have continued on for some
time. The simultaneous stopping of all three indicates the
explosion was in the forward cargo compartment.
D.
It offers no corroborative evidence of a bomb
explosion in the aft cargo compartment such as:
1. Pitting: Absent
2. Cratering: Absent
3.
Hot gas washing: Absent
4. Holes: Absent
5.
Punctures: Absent
6.
Shrapnel: Absent

7.
Explosive residue: Absent
7. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the
cabin: Absent
8.
Sooted metal: Absent
10. Timer: Absent
11. Fuze: Absent
12. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice
recorder: Absent
13. Staggered power cuts to the aft and forward
data recorders: Absent
E.
It offers as proof of an explosion in the aft
compartment ambiguous evidence which is common to both
compartments such as overloads, overpressures, and quilting
patterns, all of which have alternative explanations such as
aerodynamics and water impact, and are evident in both cargo
compartments of Air India Flight 182 and evident in Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two additional
Boeing 747 inflight breakups that were not caused by explosions
in the aft cargo compartment.
F.
It offers a trajectory study in which:
1. The plotting is confusing,
2. Essential chart details are omitted,
3.
Confusing legend is given, and
4. Ballistic trajectory charts are missing
which are included in other accident reports which contain
trajectory studies.
5. Specific conclusions about locations of
pieces of wreckage are made which were prone to error from
errant winds, currents, and aerodynamics of random shaped
pieces of wreckage,
To summarize the assertions in the Garstang Report that an
explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo compartment caused the

inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182:
A. There is no old or new evidence offered to
sustain such an assertion.
B. The methodology is unorthodox.
C.
Statements are made which contradict the
established facts, data, and evidence.
D. Conclusions are drawn which are unsubstantiated and
not logical.
2.3.3 Conclusions:
There never was and is not now any official assertion by any
recognized aviation accident investigating authority that the
explosions in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight
103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in or near the forward
cargo compartment and there never was and is not now any
assertion by an recognized aviation accident investigating
authority of any country that an explosion of any type occurred
in the aft cargo compartment of their respective aircraft.
To put it another way, there has been and there is now total
agreement by all aviation accident investigating authorities of
four countries, Canada, UK, USA, and India, that the explosions
in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 occurred in or near the forward cargo
compartment. There has been and there is now total agreement
by all aviation accident investigating authorities of those same
countries, that the explosion in Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
Pan Am Flight 103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in the
aft cargo compartment.
A. There was no bomb explosion, nor any other type
of explosion, in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight

182.
B. There was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating
against a breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 caused by an
explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact mark found on
the leading edge of the right horizontal root leading edge is
indicative of an object striking the stabilizer in flight before
water impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail plane was not
the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion of the aft
cargo compartment roller floor, shows no indications
characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft cargo
compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films
of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft cargo door
was intact and in its position except that it had come adrift
slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The door was
found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the

aircraft. This indicates that the door remained in position and did
not cause any problem in flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of
the aft cargo compartment was located between B S 1600 and B
S 1760. No significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the
panels of the front cargo compartment are ruptured and have a
large number of holes. This shows that there was occurrence of
an event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been established as
sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would
explain the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the

electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at
is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been a
rapid decompression in the aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and
the rear bulk cargo hold.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the mapping of the
sea bed provided some distinct distribution patterns. The depth of
the wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the
effect of the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus some
distortion of an object's relationship from time of water entry to
its location on the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the
items found east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and
often made of a structure which traps air. These items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved

horizontally in sea currents before settling on the bottom. Marks
left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does indicate
horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.
By ROBERT MATAS
Tuesday, April 20, 2004 - Page A8

VANCOUVER -- The bombed-out Air-India aircraft that
exploded over the Atlantic Ocean in 1985, killing all 329
people aboard, has been reconstructed at a warehouse at
a secret location in the Vancouver region, B.C. Supreme
Court heard yesterday.
The Air-India trial will move to the secret address next
week to hear testimony about the location of the bomb in
the plane at the time of the explosion, prosecutor Robert
Wright told the court.
The wreckage is the only piece of physical evidence in the
mammoth trial, which started almost one year ago.
Testimony about the bomb's location is considered central
to the prosecution case against defendants Ajaib Singh
Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik.
But neither members of the public nor the news media will
be allowed to see the charred wreckage, hear the
testimony directly or find out the site of the rebuilt plane,
Mr. Wright said.
A video link will enable the public and the defendants to
follow the testimony on a screen at the courtroom in
downtown Vancouver, he said. The warehouse does not

have space for members of the public, Mr. Wright said in
court. Geoff Gaul, a spokesman for the prosecution, said
outside the courtroom that security concerns necessitated
the secrecy.
Most of the Air-India Boeing 747 remains on the ocean
floor off the coast of Ireland, despite attempts immediately
after the disaster to retrieve the wreckage and two
multimillion-dollar deep-sea dives in the late 1980s and
early 1990s to search for debris.
The sparse list of retrieved items, set out in an internal
government report in 1992, drives home the horror of the
unprecedented mid-air terrorist attack. The divers picked
up a piece of the front cargo hold, part of the fuselage, two
pieces of foam-filled metal tracks, two overhead luggagebin doors, a toilet door with embedded glass fragments,
suitcases, clothing, pieces of different types of aircraft
structure and several boxes of small fragments.
Unofficial reports indicated less than 10 per cent of the
plane, by weight, was pulled out of the water.
The lack of forensic evidence with clear markings of an
explosion crippled the police investigation, posing a
significant hurdle for several years to laying criminal
charges.
The prosecutors and defence lawyers in the Air-India trial
have agreed that the plane was blown up by a bomb but
they disagree on where it was stored on the aircraft.
The prosecution theory is that the explosive device was in
baggage checked in at the Vancouver airport and stored in

a compartment at the back of the plane.
However, early assessments of the explosion indicated that
the bomb exploded at the front of the plane. The Canadian
Aviation Safety Board and an Indian government
commission of inquiry both concluded in 1986 that the
explosion occurred in a baggage compartment at the front
of the plane.
Airline employees have told the court that baggage from
Toronto was stored in cargo compartments at the front of
the plane.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson decided -- without hearing
from the media or members of the victims' families -- to
endorse the proposal to impose the restrictions on public
access and move the court proceedings to the warehouse.
A court order prohibits the media from reporting the
address of the warehouse if it ever becomes known.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Need to change URL link

Dear Robert, the link below on Globe and Mail website for
Kirpal Report needs to be changed:

From:
http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
To:
http://www.corazon.com

Cheers,
Barry
PS, love all this political spy thriller story at the trial, total
crap but so entertaining.

AirDisaster.com
B.C. Ministry of Attorney General
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal's Report on the Air-India
Disaster

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: Re: airline safety

>So, do you think the downing of the flight to Paris from Egypt
was mechanical or terrorism?
>
>
>Robert Matas
>The Globe and Mail
>Vancouver, Canada
Ah, Robert, thanks for the question. Tuesday, January 13, 2004
11:53AM
Caveats: I'm a specialist in Boeing 747, early model, and
pressurization problems, specifically ruptured hulls.

The Paris from Egypt was a 737. It happened very soon after
takeoff. The 737 has plug type cargo doors.
Soooo....the event was probably not a pressurization problem as
too low for full effect to occur, a 737 has plug type cargo doors
which is very very smart so cargo door probably did not blow.
The plane did not explode at initial event time so no explosive
decompression.
So: The Paris from Egypt flight was not the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation.
Now to your question:
Terrorism? Well, need more evidence and phone calls after the
event do not make it terrorism, just as conversations said later do
not make it a bomb as in Air India Flight 182.
Terrorism would pick a more political target such as USA or
Jews or Saudi Arabia.
Terrorism would have bomb go off later than immediately after
takeoff.
Terrorism would have had words from cockpit.
So: No terrorism unless there is another reasonable
alternative...which there is.
Mechanical: It looks so far from the scant evidence of an engine
failure on takeoff and cockpit confusion and stall and crash. No

talking because crew busy trying to fly on one engine while
heavy and slow.
A good safety investigator friend speculates it was electrical fire
and smoke and loss of control. Another thinks hydraulics.
Robert, I think it was probably mechanical. The unknown
problem caused loss of control/airspeed resulting in crash. The
problem could have been engine failure, fire, or flight control
problems.
Now, for Air India Flight 182:
I am reading such bullshit about this trial. It reads like a soap
opera divorce cause with revenge and murder. It's not. It's a plane
crash.
As long as the defence continues to assume it was a bomb, it will
be a split decision with Malik going to jail for life and Bagri
going free.
The defence is very smart when it comes to conspiracies and how
to defend but they are very stupid when it comes to plane
crashes.
The RCMP has the defence exactly where it wants them. No talk
of facts, just emotions.
Reyat got light sentence because his attorney was the only one
willing to fight the 'bomb' allegations. I'll have to quote the
highly respected reporter from the Globe and Mail (who asks
questions) for my facts below:

Sooo...as long as nobody asks any questions and assumes the
blame for Air India Flight 182 was not the manufacturer, the
airline, or the government oversight but those bloody terrorists,
everything goes along fine. Lots of money changes hands, a
minority is further ostracized, other country are intimidated into
giving up weapons, and everything is fine until the next one
which may have already happened with China Airlines Flight
611.
I'm putting my last letter replying to a TSB letter to me in this
email.
Terry M. Burtch, P. Eng
Director General
Investigation Operations wrote me.
My letter further states that politics rule instead of science when
it comes to plane crashes. Hear, speak, and see no evil when the
evil may refer to you is the working policy. Few ask me any
questions regarding a mechanical explanation with precedent for
a plane crash but everyone loves conspiracy love stories.
But.. the game is still afoot. The trial continues...where have I
read that before.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption
that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's
lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they
were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,
despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.

"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a
report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft
or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion"
occurred in the plane's forward cargo compartment. "This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a submission
to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more
direct. Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold" as the cause of
the incident, he wrote in a February, 1986, report.
At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the
prosecution preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the
Canadian experts and the Kirpal Commission's.

The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb
exploded at the rear, in the cargo compartment where a suitcase
from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential
witnesses to testify about the wreckage and 39 potential
witnesses to testify about the analysis of injuries to the
passengers.
At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on
the characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be
called to explain how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about
whether the crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in
the rear of the aircraft was "a very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more
competing expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts
is virtually unknown," the defence counsel said.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
At 11:26 AM -0800 1/13/04, John Barry Smith wrote:
X-From_: phoebus@iinet.net.au Sun Jan 4 05:56:22 2004
From: "John Sampson" <phoebus@iinet.net.au>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: From source about new 737 crash..
Date: Sun, 4 Jan 2004 21:55:47 +0800
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Importance: Normal

JBS
It wouldn't be 737 uncommanded rudder because on take-off
they are always above cross-over speed (i.e. the speed is such
that the ailerons can easily exceed rudder-induced roll authority).
Except for the fact that they'd reached 5000ft on departure, it
would have been more likely to have been an overweight aircraft
struggling with low-speed asymmetry after a bird-strike induced
engine failure - and a pilot rushing to turn around and land (never
a good idea at low altitude at night, heavy and with a full load of
undumpable fuel). They'd likely have made a pigs of that quite
early on - as they didn't get any calls out at all, but the
inconsistency with that theory is that they'd climbed to 5000ft
before losing it. At night, despite the clear weather, moonless
over the black-as-pitch water, disorientation is always a
possibility. I'd be very surprised if it had to do with hydraulics or
terrorism. Lack of twinning of the standby attitude indicator
might have permitted an unusual attitude to quickly develop if
they'd had an ADI failure passing 5000ft (the height at which
they lost it).
Fatigue could have been a factor. Flash is only a two-plane
operation and they make their profits out of high tourist season
utilization. The fact that they usually have to carry the slip crew
to do that might point to a chronic fatigue problem - and there's
nothing unusual about that for low-cost (LOCO) airlines.
So if I was a betting man, and taking into account the altitude
achieved, the rapid loss of control and nil r/t calls, I would
probably be expecting to hear that an electrical failure caused a
smoke, comms and/or flight instrument (attitude indicator)
problem which caught them unawares, rapidly developing into a
loss of control - unrecoverable at night, overwater, with a heavy
airplane. It's always on the cards that when there's smoke, the

need to do something quickly might induce some rapid
switchology - and that can create its own problems at night,
overwater, heavy and fatigued.
I believe the recorders are in a 1000ft of water so recovery of
them before their transponders expire might prove challenging.
As always, they are the key to resolving the cause. I would hope
that the French participation in the investigation into a Boeing's
crash might stimulate them more than they
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Barry,
I did very little work on the 737. The joke is their are two
Boeing Commercial Airplane Companies Renton and Everett and
this is not far from the truth. I know that the 737 & 757 lower
lobe cargo door is manually operated and I think it is assisted
with a counterbalance spring and
hydraulic damper. My best guess is that it is a plug type door.
Their are
a few 737 & 757 freighter & combi models with a nonpluge
Main deck cargo door and these are hydraulically lifted, latched
& locked. The Egyptian crash is in my best guess another rudder
control problem. I did some work on the 737 hydraulic system
and until they bring the basic hydraulic system up to the 777
standards their will be more hydraulically caused accidents. The
system hydraulic filters are too course for the clearances in the
spool valves used all over the 737 flight control systems.(757 are
improved) The same systems operate flight controls, landing gear
retract and main deck
cargo on the 737 & 757. Also the Boeing manufactured
hydraulic
tubing is not pressure flushed prior to factory installation, so the

planes can start with a contaminated hydraulic system that the
737 is not designed
to cope with???? The 737 has a good safety record, but I fly on
them as
little as possible since I spent time studying their hydraulic
system.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xx
Terry M. Burtch, P. Eng
Director General
Investigation Operations
Place du Centre
200 Promenade du Portage
4th Floor
Gatineau, Quebec
K1A 1K8
Nick Stoss
Formerly A/Director General
Investigation Operations
Paulette G. Delorme
Executive Assistant / Adjointe executive
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Bureau de la securite des transports du Canada
Jim Harris
Public Affairs Advisor
Transportation Safety Board of Canada

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Air India Task Force
5255 Heather Street
Vancouver, B.C.
V5Z 1K6
Dear Mr. Burtch,
December 6, 2003

Saturday,

Thank you for your letter of 25 November, 2003 in which you
reply to my previous letters and emails. Your letter was most
interesting and deserves serious attention.
TB>"Since I have returned to the office this fall, I have had the
opportunity to familiarize myself with this file, including a
review of past correspondence and reports."
JBS>Welcome to your new position, Mr. Burtch, I assume this is
the capping of a long and successful career in TSB. Thank you
for your attention to my assertion that the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation deserves further investigation for the
probable cause of Air India Flight 182.
TB>"I believe that as an organization we have given your
materials and concerns full and unbiased consideration, including
an opportunity for you to meet with Mr. Tucker at your home to
present your materials and analyses."
JBS>Yes, that was very considerate of Mr. Tucker to travel from
Ottawa to Carmel Valley and I appreciate that.
TB>"...materials you had requested are presently in the custody

of the Crown Counsel and the RCMP who have decided they will
not be released while the present legal proceedings are
underway."
JBS>Ah yes, the legal system and its convenient checks and
balances to maintain fairness which must be observed.
TB>"..we would be pleased to consider your request again when
these proceedings are completed, or when the materials are
released to us."
JBS>Thank you for your offer of potential consideration should
circumstances permit.
TB>I regret that I can not be more positive, but I trust that you
will understand our position."
JBS>Ah, Mr. Burtch, don't feel so bad, you're doing the best you
can and I now do understand your position. I did not earlier, but I
do now.
Your responses to my entreaties for discussions with an actual
aircraft safety investigator of TSB are smooth, polite, and firm.
You effectively back up the statements of your colleagues,
protect your staff, puff up your organization, and attempt to
dismiss an annoyance. You are a smooth operator, a polished
politician, and I'm sure a good father, brother, son, and buddy to
your friends.
But...but...but...however... Mr. Burtch, you are not a politician,
now are you? You are the Director General of Investigation
Operations of the Transportation Safety Board of Canada. A
politician is a smooth public relations person never making

waves and putting their constituency in the best light regardless
of unpleasant facts. An investigator asks lots of embarrassing
questions, turns over stones, rocks the boat, and lets the chips fall
where they may. A politician never lets the chips land without
directing the fall. An 'unbiased and full' investigation examines
all plausible and reasonable explanations giving weight to all the
evidence. A political investigation is an oxymoron as the
conclusion is preordained.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB) Aviation Accident
Occurrence (AAO) for Air India Flight 182 in 1986 was a full
and unbiased accident investigation. It was correct based upon
what was known about Boeing 747 accidents in 1985. It took
into account a subsequent similar accident, JAL 123, which
occurred a few months later. The Canadian Aviation Safety
Board of 1986 was cautious, prudent, unbiased, fair, and they got
it right. They concluded Air India Flight 182 was an accident
caused by an explosion of undetermined origin in the forward
cargo compartment. The CASB of 1986 did not have the
advantage, as I do and you do, Mr. Burtch, of United Airlines
Flight 811 of 1989 and its many matches of data starting with the
rare events of a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an
abrupt power loss to the other recorders.
The Canadian aviation accident staff of 1986 were investigators;
they were not politicians. And look what happened to them! They
got disbanded!
I now understand your position, Mr. Burtch, of acting like a
politician instead of the Director General of Investigation
Operations of TSB. You want to retire, have a pension, and you
want your organization to survive. You are doing what is
necessary, as you see it, for the success of yourself, your

colleagues, your friends, your family, your organization, and
your country.
And like all politicians, you believe wishful thinking instead of
the hard cold facts that a real investigator sees every day. The
political take on Air India Flight 182 is that strange looking men
with funny accents and funny hats placed bombs on two aircraft
out of Vancouver because of hatred of a foreign government's
actions against their religion. Terrorists are everywhere and
Canada is doing its part in prosecuting those terrible people.
Millions of dollars have been spent by the RCMP and the
investment must be justified with convictions. The manufacturer
of the aircraft is fortunately blameless as the economic welfare of
a Canadian province is at stake. Government oversight of
aviation safety on airliners was satisfactory. Mr. Burtch, I now do
understand your position. And it's wrong.
Here's why: 1. An aircraft manufacturer is not protected when
defects in the manufacturing process are ignored and other
parties are blamed. The airlines know that Boeing airliners are
mysteriously disintegrating inflight every so often. The causes
can't all be suicidal copilots, errant missiles, bombs, or
spontaneous fuel tank fires with no ignition source. Consequently
Boeing is in real trouble as nobody will buy their aircraft without
buy backs, discounts, or political arm twisting. The public knows
that Boeing airliners are mysteriously coming apart in the air and
thus try to avoid that airline that flies them. It is no coincidence
that Pan Am is bankrupt and gone after Pan American World
Airways Flight 103, Air India would be dissolved if not a state
airline, TWA is bankrupt and gone forever after Trans World
Airlines Flight 800. (UAL is bankrupt too but that probably is a
coincidence.) A safe aircraft flown by a safe airline is the best
business model. Safer aircraft sell easier than unsafe ones.

Replacing the known defective Poly X wiring and making the
cargo doors plug type is doable and would stop these inflight
breakups. To ignore the possible fixes is not protecting Boeing or
the airlines, it is ensuring their eventual dissolution.
As any slick politician who perceives contrary facts as evil, your
letter to me is essentially one of: 1. See no evil as the thousands
of photographs of the wreckage of Air India Flight 182 are blind
to you; 2. Hear no evil as you have asked me to shut up, 3.
Speak no evil as you now 'do not intend to respond further.'
As one who is in charge of investigators and one who ignores the
contrary facts of CVR data, wreckage debris, and the luxury of
hindsight of similar accidents, you are betraying the trust of those
thousands of Canadians and millions of passengers who fly in
airliners and specifically in early model Boeing 747s that may
again suffer a sudden inflight breakup such as Air India Flight
182, Pan American World Airways Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and possibly China
Airlines Flight 611.
Let's assume you are not a politician and I will respond to your
letter as if you were an investigator with an engineering
background, Mr. Burtch.
TB>"Since I have returned to the office this fall, I have had the
opportunity to familiarize myself with this file, including a
review of past correspondence and reports."
JBS>The 'file' can be called the shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
for Air India Flight 182, or 'wiring/cargo door'. As you are
familiar with my correspondence I then know that you know that

all the baggage from the Vancouver BC passenger went into the
aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, according to the
Indian investigators. I know you know all the baggage from the
Montreal passengers went into the forward cargo compartment,
according to the Indian investigators. I know you know the
explosion occurred in the forward cargo compartment of Air
India Flight 182, according to the Canadian, Indian, and British
investigators. I know you know the sudden loud sound on the
CVR at initial event time for Air India Flight 182 was evaluated
as a non-bomb sound but was matched to the sound of an
explosive decompression in another widebody airliner when the
cargo door ruptured open inflight, according to the Canadian and
British investigators. Those are facts as determined by aircraft
investigators from three countries during the intense
investigation in 1985/1986. There has been no evidence
presented since then to refute those facts and conclusions. I agree
with those facts. I agree with the cautious Canadian investigators
of the CASB who concluded the probable cause of Air India
Flight 182 was an explosion of undetermined origin in the
forward cargo compartment. Subsequent similar accidents have
allowed the refinement of that probable cause to be faulty wiring
and the location to be the forward cargo door at the midspan
latches.
By standing by and allowing the trial of two persons who are
accused of blowing up Air India Flight 182 with a bomb in the
aft cargo compartment, you are tacitly agreeing that the
investigators of three national safety boards were wrong yet offer
no proof of rebuttal. Which is it? Forward or aft cargo
compartment? It has to be one or the other and there is no
physical connection between them. If aft cargo compartment then
the accident investigations by three national safety organizations
were blatantly wrong in their conclusion the explosion was in the

forward cargo compartment and they were just as certain there
was no explosion of any kind in the aft cargo compartment. If in
the forward, then the two accused are innocent. My assertion is
that the Canadians, Indians, and British were correct by
concluding on hard evidence the explosion occurred in the
forward compartment and I further assert the accused are
innocent because nobody did it; there was no crime and therefore
no criminals. It was a mechanical event with precedent of
United Airlines Flight 811 as seen by modern eyes.
TB>"I believe that as an organization we have given your
materials and concerns full and unbiased consideration..."
JBS>Opinion noted. Your definition of "full and unbiased
consideration' is different than mine. "Full" to me in the context
of an investigation is that the investigator asks questions. A
politician only asks questions he knows the answer to because he
wants his position reaffirmed; an investigator ask questions
because he wants to know the answers to his mysteries.
You never asked any questions, Mr. Burtch. Mr. Stoss never
asked me any questions. Mr. Garstang never asked me any
questions. Sgt. Bart Blachford never asked any questions. Mr.
Tucker never asked any questions. Your aviation accident
investigation organization has never asked me any questions.
You tell me your opinions and offer support for those opinions by
referring to other people's opinions. This is not a political caucus
filled with emotion and debts called in. Air India Flight 182 is an
airplane crash with fatalities. Facts, data, evidence are what
count and yet you never discuss those issues but only the human
interactions between Crown agencies, your staff, and the outside
world.

Biased means one explanation is favored such as a bomb
explosion. "Unbiased" means that all plausible and reasonable
alternative explanations for Air India Flight 182 are evaluated.
You have never evaluated the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation by a
professional aircraft accident investigator. In fact, you have never
evaluated the missile or spontaneous center tank explosion
explanation either. (Or cargo shift, turbulence, or stowaway.) I
have and ruled them out as described in my Smith AAR for Air
India Flight 182 available in pdf format at www.corazon.com and
sent previously by email.
TB>"...materials you had requested are presently in the custody
of the Crown Counsel and the RCMP who have decided they will
not be released while the present legal proceedings are
underway."
JBS>Well, Mr. Burtch, it was Mr. Tucker of TSB who requested
some 'materials' from RCMP and was rebuffed. Can not the TSB
be trusted? What an insult to reject that request. He asked for
pictures of the wreckage, not too onerous a request, one would
think, coming from the Director General of Investigation
Operations of a safety board mandated with the responsibility to
find out how that wreckage came to be. The legal proceedings
will be 'underway' for years and years as the appeals proceed. Air
India Flight 182 is not a bank robbery and the criminals fled in an
airplane, a case where the RCMP would have superior
jurisdiction. Air India Flight 182 is an airplane crash first and the
last official position of the Canadian aviation authorities is that
there was no crime involved. For you, as representing the TSB,
to defer to the RCMP in this matter is very strange. Well, smart
for a politician wanting to go with the flow of revenge, but
strange for a curious investigator. Wreckage out of sight,

wreckage out of mind. See no evil.
TB>"...unless new information becomes available to us, there is
nothing more that we can provide to you and we do not intend to
respond further."
JBS>Brushoff noted. Speak no evil.
TB>"I would also ask that you no longer communicate with Mrs.
Delorme since she is unable to provide you with any assistance
in these matters."
JBS>As it turns out, Mrs. Delorme is apparently the only one
with a conscience and who gets actual results. Hear no evil.
Have you no curiosity, Mr. Burtch? Or is it curiosity killed the
cat. If you have no curiosity then you are living a lie when you
pretend to be an investigator in charge of investigators. Air India
Flight 182 deserves an update of an AAO of eighteen years ago.
The justice system of Canada should have the best evaluation of
the cause of that crash upon which to make decisions that affect
all of its citizens. The outcome of this trial and the resolution of
Air India Flight 182 affects millions of Canadians, tens of
millions in a religion, and hundreds of millions of flying
passengers and crews worldwide for many decades to come. The
reputation of Canadian justice and intelligence is at stake.
TSB has recently been accused of being slow with their AARs. I
would reply that is not a bad thing when caution, deliberation,
and accuracy is required. TSB is not lazy because it can not get
to every accident but it should try to get to the most significant. I
also understand about being short on manpower and low on
budgets. Priorities are necessary and if any crash deserved the

highest priority it is certainly Air India Flight 182.
To not take advantage of time and use the luxury of hindsight is
not smart, it is downright stupid. United Airlines Flight 811
matches Air India Flight 182 as well as other early model Boeing
747s as the chart on www.corazon.com shows. If United Airlines
Flight 811 were caused by a bomb, as the flightcrew later stated
inflight, then I would be saying Air India Flight 182 was bomb
caused. But United Airlines Flight 811 was caused by a ruptured
open forward cargo door inflight, as the flight crew stated just a
few seconds after the event, according to the CVR. They were
right the first time but their change was understandable when
they then thought it was a bomb since the event occurred just two
months after Pan American World Airways Flight 103 which was
thought to be a bomb, probably based upon the erroneous
conclusion that Air India Flight 182 was a bomb and all three
Boeing 747 explosive decompressions were so similar.
Air India Flight 182, Pan American World Airways Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and
possibly China Airlines Flight 611 all had ruptured open cargo
doors inflight. The cause can't all be bombs, or missiles, or fuel
tank explosions with no ignition source, but they could all be an
electrical problem such as shorted wiring or switch, as was
concluded in the irrefutable event of United Airlines Flight 811.
All airways lead back to United Airlines Flight 811.
TSB and RCMP have checked me out as a messenger and have
shown me to be an experienced aviation crew member,
mechanic, and commercial pilot. I'm a retired US military officer
with wife and family. I'm an observant investigator as shown by
my best guess that your secretary is left handed yet have never
met her/him.

It's time to check out my message. The shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Air India Flight 182 and others is available in pdf
format at www.corazon.com. The Smith AARs for three
accidents are detailed evaluations of all plausible probable causes
for the inflight breakups of Air India Flight 182, Pan American
World Airways Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800.
The official government AARs for those three plus the two
NTSB AARs for United Airlines Flight 811 are also available for
reference.
I have a question for you, Mr. Burtch: The RCMP states that a
bomb was placed on CP 060 out of Vancouver to Toronto where
it was transferred to a Boeing 747-200, Air India Flight 181,
from Toronto to Montreal with flight number changing to Air
India Flight 182 for flight to Delhi via London. Another bomb
was placed on an aircraft at about the same time in Vancouver for
a flight to Tokyo, CP 003. That flight was to land just before
another Air India flight was to take off for Bangkok, Air India
Flight 301. So, according to the RCMP, there were two bombs to
be placed on four aircraft spread throughout the world flying out
of four airports and timed to go off within an hour of each other.
(Yes, conspiracy theories get very complicated very fast.) Now, I
know that Air India Flight 182 was an early model Boeing 747
but what were the types of aircraft for CP 060, CP 003, and Air
India Flight 301? May I assume they were all Boeing 747s? It's
important as the wiring/cargo door explanation matches up only
early model Boeing 747s and not Airbus or other Boeing
airliners. The danger of shorted wiring causing another cargo
door unlatch motor to short on exists to this day.
A politician would run away from controversy, avoid ruffling

feathers, and remaining ignorant and blind. A curious
investigator would get into the case with both hands, eyes, and
ears open. Mr. Burtch, fate has put you into a hot seat. There is a
trial going on right now that involves you and your organization.
There is contrary evidence which conflicts with conventional
wisdom presented to you this very moment. There are five
countries involved with the outcome; Canada, USA, UK, India,
and Japan. There are several Crown organizations which have
vital interests in Air India Flight 182; RCMP, CSIS, Crown
prosecutors, and TSB. Don't run away. Stand and do your job. I
can speak strongly because I am a survivor of a sudden fiery
night fatal jet airplane crash.
I am curious, unbiased, and willing to give full consideration to
contrary evidence. I remain available for discussions via
telephone, email, or hard copy letter. I am willing to see evil,
hear evil, and speak evil, if that will contribute to aviation safety.
Mr. Burtch, you are an engineer who must respect facts, data, and
evidence. You should give scant weight to overheard
conversations by jilted lovers years after an event given to
support weird conspiracy notions. The evidence is there in
reports and wreckage to give the solution to the mysteries
presented by Air India Flight 182. A request to view photographs
of the forward and aft cargo door areas is certainly justified and
the TSB can be trusted to be discreet. See for yourself to solve
the conflict of where the explosion occurred. It would also be
prudent and certainly within the area of responsibility of TSB to
conduct a review of Air India Flight 182 based upon subsequent
similar accidents so that an updated supplement to the original
AAO of eighteen years ago could be presented to the Crown
officials for their best use as they see fit.

It's only fair and right.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Excerpts from CVR transcript from United Airlines Flight 811.
1119 E

WE'RE AT SIXTEEN THOUSAND COMIN' DOWN

1120

E

1121 C

WE'RE GETTIN' WHAT WE GOT.
OKAY.

1123
F
GO THROUGH THE PROCEDURE FOR
NUMBER ONE AH NUMBER THREE.
1127

X

1129 F

*
I THINK WE BLEW A DOOR (* THINK WE

BLEW A) - OR SOMETHIN'.
1135 C
TELL THE PA- THE AH FLIGHT ATTENDANT
TO GET AH PREPARED FOR AN EVACUATION.
1153 C

WE DON'T HAVE ANY FIRE INDICATIONS.

1156 E

I DON'T HAVE NO I DON'T HAVE ANYTHING.

1159

C

OKAY WE LOST NUMBER AH THREE.

1202
F
(LOOKIT) EGT - MAYBE WE DIDN'T THERE'S NO N1.

1753 C
OKAY FOUR THOUSAND WE GOT A FIRE ON
THE RIGHT SIDE
1755 C
1357

WE GOT A FIRE ON THE FIGHT SIDE
C

1753

AH WE'RE ON TWO ENGINES NOW.
E

THE WHOLE RIGHT SIDE...

1759 E
THE RIGHT SIDE IS GONE FROM ABOUT
THE AH ONE RIGHT BACK IT'S JUST OPEN YOU'RE JUST
LOOKIN' OUTSIDE
1759 R
1807
1808

UNITED EIGHT ELEVEN HEAVY ROGER
C

WADDAYA MEAN PIECESE

LOOKS LIKE A BOMB

1809 F

FUSELAGE-

1810 E

YES FUSELAGE IT'S JUST OPEN

1812 C
OKAY IT LOOKS LIKE WE GOT A BOMB AH
THAT WENT OFF ON THE RIGHT SIDE
1815 C

AH THE WHOLE RIGHT SIDE IS GONE

1817

E

1820

F

FROM ABOUT ONE RIGHT BACK TO AHANYBODY-

1822 E
SOME PEOPLE ARE PROBABLY GONE - I
DON'T KNOW
1824

C

WE GOT A REAL PROBLEM HERE

From CASB AAO for Air India Flight 182:
CP 060 Vancouver - Toronto Confirmed Scheduled to depart
Vancouver at 0900 PDT, 22 June 1985
AI 181 Toronto - Montreal Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Toronto at 1835 EDT, 22 June 1985
AI 182 Montreal - Delhi Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Montreal at 2020 EDT, 22 June 1985
CP 003 Vancouver - Tokyo Confirmed Scheduled to depart
Vancouver at 1315 PDT, 22 June 1985
Air India 301 Tokyo - Bangkok
2.11.4.6 Section 42
Portions of section 42, consisting of the forward cargo hold,
main deck passenger area, and the upper deck passenger area,

were located near section 41. This area was severely damaged
and some of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown skin, the upper
passenger compartment deck, the belly skin, and some of the
cargo floor including roller tracks. The right-hand, number two
passenger door including some of the upper and aft frame and
outer skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the sea bed
near this area were a large number of suitcases and baggage as
well as several badly damaged containers.
All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the direction of
cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the crossbeam
displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before water
impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from the
forward portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the
aircraft was the lead event in this occurrence.
5.
There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
From the Kirpal Report for Air India Flight 182:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop
fittings could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the
video films of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft
cargo door was intact and in its position except that it had come
adrift slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The
door was found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion
of the aircraft. This indicates that the door remained in position
and did not cause any problem in flight. In the front cargo
compartment, there were 16 containers out of which four were
empty. Five containers had baggage of Delhi bound passengers.
Container at Position 13L had baggage of the first class and

London passengers and container at position 13R had crew
baggage. The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal was
loaded in containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R, 23R and 24R in
the front cargo compartment. Container at position 24L contained
fan blades in wooden boxes and the other components of the pod
engine. Valuable container was at position 14R.
2.4.3.7
In the aft cargo compartment, there were four pallets
containing parts of the fifth pod engine and two containers at
positions 44L and 44R containing baggage of Delhi bound
passengers. The bulk cargo compartment contained passenger
baggage bound for Delhi and Bombay. All the baggage and
engine parts in the aft and bulk cargo compartments were loaded
at Toronto.
unbiased [adj.]
PRON: /&n'bI&st/
1. Without bias.
ETYM: Pref. un- + biased.
bias [n.]
PRON: /'bI&s/
FORMS: biases
1. A partiality that prevents objective consideration of an issue or
situation; SYN. prejudice.
2. Especially: racial bias.
ETYM: French biasis, perh. from Late Lat. bifax two-faced;
Latin bis + facies face. Related to Bi-, Face.
bias [adj.]
PRON: /'bI&s/
1. Slanting diagonally across the grain of a fabric; "a bias fold."
biased [adj.]
PRON: /'bI&st/
1. Favoring one person or side over another; "a biased account of

the trial"; SYN. colored, one-sided, slanted.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Justice reporter? Ha! He calls it a 'bombing'..and I
changed my web site, Robert, AI 182 report is on different
page
Anti-terrorism law faces test from Air-India bombing case
Applying law retroactively, secret probes by courts are among issues for top
court
By KIRK MAKIN
JUSTICE REPORTER
Monday, December 8, 2003 - Page A6

Canada's anti-terrorism legislation was born as a response
to the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on New York and
Washington, yet its first legal test comes this week in a
case dating back to the 1985 -- the bombing of Air-India
Flight 182.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: margolis@foreigncorrespondent.com
Subject: Ah, a Canadian, that explains a lot....

Eric Margolis
c/o Editorial Department
The Toronto Sun
333 King St. East
Toronto Ontario Canada

M5A 3X5
Dear Mr. Margolis, Sunday, November 23, 2003 7:14AM
Excuse the provocative subject line; trying to grind through the
chaff of spam.
I agree with the below and enjoy your other columns on your
website:
Once the most daring of aircraft designers, mighty Boeing now
contents itself with reinventing the wheel, producing more
versions of its venerable 747 or ever larger twin engine
transports, like 777, that offer little or no benefit other than
saving fuel, and must cross wide oceans on only two engines

At 1:15 AM -0800 11/23/03, Santokh Singh wrote:
barry
1. your comments pls.
2. have a look at http://www.bigeye.com/fcorrlst.htm have been
in touch with eric off and on for about 8 years. he is sympathetic
to reason. pls include him in your mail list. it might take time.
chardi kalah / ever hopeful
santokh

Well, essentially, Mr. Margolis, I have discovered a plausible
mechanical explanation for several early model Boeing 747
inflight breakups that is contrary to current political wisdom.

Instead of terrorist bombers, the probable cause is faulty wiring
shorting and turning on a motor in flight. The shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation is on www.corazon.com.
Santokh said you are sympathetic to reason. I am not a
conspiracy guy but a scientist who respects facts, data, and
evidence. There is a trial going on in Vancouver, Canada
regarding Air India Flight 182. It reads like a soap opera of
betrayed love and revenge. It is unreasonable and nonsense when
discussing why an airliner disintegrated in flight.
The mechanical cause of Air India Flight 182 was the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation. You seem to know a lot about
airplanes since you fly a lot. Do you know why airplanes crash?
It's usually weather, pilot error, or mechanical problems.
Sabotage is the least of a pilot's and passengers' realistic worries.
For references:
Santokh of course; he is a retired Boeing 747 pilot and knows
about airplanes. Bill Tucker of TSB is now retired. He was in
charge of the Investigations Section and is well aware of the
reasonableness of the wiring/cargo door explanation for Air India
Flight 182. He would be a source of official discussion since
the active duty TSB persons are all close mouthed about a crash
now handed over to the RCMP. Bart Blachford of the Air India
Task Force of the RCMP is also well aware of my explanation.
He might have some comment. Robert Matas of the Globe and
Mail has called me a few times but is more of a reporter than an
investigative journalist.
For me (checking out the messenger before the message):

Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
My message is that a current safety hazard exists in early model
Boeing 747s in that faulty wiring is shorting on the cargo door
unlatch motor which leads to a ruptured open cargo door in flight
leading to an inflight breakup and fatalities. The wire is Poly X.
If you are curious about the probable cause of several of the most
controversial aircraft accidents in history that puts forth a
realistic scientific appraisal instead of the hysterical conspiracy
bombers who of course speak a foreign language and wear funny
hats....then check out the website and best of all, ask me
questions. If the wiring explanation is bunk, you should be able
to determine that right away with your reporter nose for
nonsense. As long as the wiring explanation makes sense, keep
on sorting the wheat from the chaff; it's a fascinating story of
political wishful thinking of pleasant fantasies versus tragic
unpleasant truths of science.
By the way, all the baggage loaded in Vancouver went into the
aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 and the explosion
occurred in the forward cargo compartment, according to the
Canadian, British, and Indian aircraft accident investigators.
There is no connection between the two compartments.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com
Subject: Checking me out.....

To: Indo Canadian Times <indo@direct.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: This guy and Air India Flight 182 and shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Larkin,
Here is the second e-mail I received from this guy. Can you
please
look into this to see who he is?
Rupinder Hayer Bains

Dear Ms. Bains, Tuesday, November 18, 2003 10:14AM

This guy... in a nutshell:
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
The cause of Air India Flight 182 was not a bomb, not a
conspiracy, not criminal, but a mechanical event with precedent
in another early model Boeing 747 accident, United Airlines
Flight 811.
I know that you may not want to believe this as it may mean your
father died in vain since he believed in the conspiracy theory.
The family of the victims also do not want to believe that
something so trivial as a shorted wire caused the deaths but want
to believe in worldwide conspiracies funded by evil men.
However, I hold hope you can be objective and examine the
facts, data, evidence I have researched and presented in
www.corazon.com.
Now, wouldn't that be a story, Air India Flight 182 and Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 not being mad terrorists
with bombs but a plain old fashioned mechanical problem that's
happened before, not a story that the authorities would like to
disseminate instead of the crazy funny talking foreigners with
grudges killing innocent people.

I wrote to you, Ms. Bains, because you are a newspaper person
and that implies objectivity, curiosity, and openness. I would
assume you would consider all plausible explanations for Air
India Flight 182. Well, the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
certainly that.
If you want to ask who I am to Sikhs, ask Amardeep Kaur
AMARDEEP@klse.com.my and Santokh Singh.
maan100@worldonline.nl Deep is an attorney, and Santokh is a
retired Boeing 747 pilot and both are involved with Sikh Youth.
Ms. Bains, this is serious stuff, life and death, but not conspiracy,
just mechanical events obeying the physical laws of physics not
human nature. My interest is aviation safety, yours must be to
find out why your father was killed. Our interests may intersect
with Air India Flight 182.
You can ask questions which will be very revealing:
Ask why the authorities have not and will not release
photographs of the actual 'crime' scene, the forward cargo hold of
Air India Flight 182.
Ask where was exactly the explosion in Air India Flight 182 that
caused the inflight breakup.
Ask if the explosion was in the forward cargo compartment, as
the British, Indians, and Canadians all agreed, and all the
baggage loaded in Vancouver went into the aft cargo
compartment, how could a 'bomb' in the aft compartment blow
up in the forward compartment when there is no mechanical

connection.
Ask how the sudden loud sound on the CVR was analyzed and
declared to be 'not' a bomb sound' but an explosive
decompression sound matched to another widebody airliner
sound when the cargo door opened, the cause is still a 'bomb.'
And on and on...
M. Bains, every statement above can be documented by official
aviation aircraft accident reports.
Yes, it is strange that at this late date you are presented with an
alternative to the cause of Air India Flight 182 but then, I've been
working on this since 1989 for Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and 1996 for Air India Flight 182.
Air India Flight 182 was an airplane crash, not a bank robbery.
Treat Air India Flight 182 as you would a machine failure first
and then everything will make sense.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

At 8:03 PM -0800 11/14/03, From a Source:
>>Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames
terroists for
>>her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear
from
>>her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send you
a
>>number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of Indo
>>Canadian Times.
>
>
>Dear Ms. Rupinder Hayer, Saturday, November 15, 2003
3:36PM
>
>
>The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
>decompression/inflight breakup explanation has the facts and it
has a
>precedent. For you to understand what happened to your father
in a
>plane crash you will have to learn why planes crash.
>
>Correction, correction!
>
>At 3:27 PM -0800 11/15/03, A source:
>>Her father died in the garage when he was getting into his
>>wheelchair - he was shot by an assilant that the police yet have
to
>>capture - she blames the terrorists as her father was always
writing
>>against them so the story goes.

>
>
>I was wrong, I thought he died in Air India Flight 182. Well,
what
>was your father writing? Terrorist conspiracy stories? If so,
then
>the cause of plausible mechanical explanation is lost as
conspiracies
>can never be refuted by facts. There is always a "Mr. X' to fill in
>the blanks.
>
>Well, if you are curious, as a newspaper person should be, you
might
>check out a story that makes sense, has facts, has conclusions
that
>can be checked out, and has a precedent, United Airlines Flight
811.
>
>The whole benefit to you would be you find out the truth about
her
>father and she clear your religion of terrible accusations. You
would
>think that would be enough to pique your interest.
>
>Call and we can chat if you wish.
>
>Cheers,
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924
>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: Indo Canadian Times <indo@direct.ca>
Subject: This guy and Air India Flight 182 and shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation

Mr. Larkin,
Here is the second e-mail I received from this guy. Can you
please
look into this to see who he is?
Rupinder Hayer Bains

Dear Ms. Bains, Tuesday, November 18, 2003 10:14AM
This guy... in a nutshell:
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
The cause of Air India Flight 182 was not a bomb, not a
conspiracy, not criminal, but a mechanical event with precedent
in another early model Boeing 747 accident, United Airlines
Flight 811.

I know that you may not want to believe this as it may mean your
father died in vain since he believed in the conspiracy theory.
The family of the victims also do not want to believe that
something so trivial as a shorted wire caused the deaths but want
to believe in worldwide conspiracies funded by evil men.
However, I hold hope you can be objective and examine the
facts, data, evidence I have researched and presented in
www.corazon.com.
Now, wouldn't that be a story, Air India Flight 182 and Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 not being mad terrorists
with bombs but a plain old fashioned mechanical problem that's
happened before, not a story that the authorities would like to
disseminate instead of the crazy funny talking foreigners with
grudges killing innocent people.
I wrote to you, Ms. Bains, because you are a newspaper person
and that implies objectivity, curiosity, and openness. I would
assume you would consider all plausible explanations for Air
India Flight 182. Well, the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
certainly that.
If you want to ask who I am to Sikhs, ask Amardeep Kaur
AMARDEEP@klse.com.my and Santokh Singh.
maan100@worldonline.nl Deep is an attorney, and Santokh is a
retired Boeing 747 pilot and both are involved with Sikh Youth.
Ms. Bains, this is serious stuff, life and death, but not conspiracy,
just mechanical events obeying the physical laws of physics not
human nature. My interest is aviation safety, yours must be to
find out why your father was killed. Our interests may intersect

with Air India Flight 182.
You can ask questions which will be very revealing:
Ask why the authorities have not and will not release
photographs of the actual 'crime' scene, the forward cargo hold of
Air India Flight 182.
Ask where was exactly the explosion in Air India Flight 182 that
caused the inflight breakup.
Ask if the explosion was in the forward cargo compartment, as
the British, Indians, and Canadians all agreed, and all the
baggage loaded in Vancouver went into the aft cargo
compartment, how could a 'bomb' in the aft compartment blow
up in the forward compartment when there is no mechanical
connection.
Ask how the sudden loud sound on the CVR was analyzed and
declared to be 'not' a bomb sound' but an explosive
decompression sound matched to another widebody airliner
sound when the cargo door opened, the cause is still a 'bomb.'
And on and on...
M. Bains, every statement above can be documented by official
aviation aircraft accident reports.
Yes, it is strange that at this late date you are presented with an
alternative to the cause of Air India Flight 182 but then, I've been
working on this since 1989 for Pan American World Airways
Flight 103 and 1996 for Air India Flight 182.

Air India Flight 182 was an airplane crash, not a bank robbery.
Treat Air India Flight 182 as you would a machine failure first
and then everything will make sense.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

At 8:03 PM -0800 11/14/03, From a Source:
>>Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames
terroists for
>>her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear
from
>>her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send you
a
>>number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of Indo
>>Canadian Times.
>
>
>Dear Ms. Rupinder Hayer, Saturday, November 15, 2003
3:36PM
>
>

>The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
>decompression/inflight breakup explanation has the facts and it
has a
>precedent. For you to understand what happened to your father
in a
>plane crash you will have to learn why planes crash.
>
>Correction, correction!
>
>At 3:27 PM -0800 11/15/03, A source:
>>Her father died in the garage when he was getting into his
>>wheelchair - he was shot by an assilant that the police yet have
to
>>capture - she blames the terrorists as her father was always
writing
>>against them so the story goes.
>
>
>I was wrong, I thought he died in Air India Flight 182. Well,
what
>was your father writing? Terrorist conspiracy stories? If so,
then
>the cause of plausible mechanical explanation is lost as
conspiracies
>can never be refuted by facts. There is always a "Mr. X' to fill in
>the blanks.
>
>Well, if you are curious, as a newspaper person should be, you
might
>check out a story that makes sense, has facts, has conclusions
that
>can be checked out, and has a precedent, United Airlines Flight
811.

>
>The whole benefit to you would be you find out the truth about
her
>father and she clear your religion of terrible accusations. You
would
>think that would be enough to pique your interest.
>
>Call and we can chat if you wish.
>
>Cheers,
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924
>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots

Her father died in the garage when he was getting into his
wheelchair - he was shot by an assilant that the police yet have to
capture - she blames the terrorists as her father was always
writing against them so the story goes.
Thanks, I corrected my previous email.
At 3:41 PM -0800 11/15/03, John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Ms. Rupinder Hayer, Saturday, November 15, 2003

3:36PM

The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation has the facts and it
has a precedent. For you to understand what happened to your
father in a plane crash you will have to learn why planes crash.
Correction, correction!
At 3:27 PM -0800 11/15/03, A source:
Her father died in the garage when he was getting into his
wheelchair - he was shot by an assilant that the police yet have to
capture - she blames the terrorists as her father was always
writing against them so the story goes.

I was wrong, I thought he died in Air India Flight 182. Well,
what was your father writing? Terrorist conspiracy stories? If so,
then the cause of plausible mechanical explanation is lost as
conspiracies can never be refuted by facts. There is always a "Mr.
X' to fill in the blanks.
Well, if you are curious, as a newspaper person should be, you
might check out a story that makes sense, has facts, has
conclusions that can be checked out, and has a precedent, United
Airlines Flight 811.
The whole benefit to you would be you find out the truth about
her father and she clear your religion of terrible accusations. You
would think that would be enough to pique your interest.
Call and we can chat if you wish.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: indo@direct.ca
Subject: For Rupinder Hayer: Correction: Air India Flight 182
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation

At 8:03 PM -0800 11/14/03, From a Source:
Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames terroists
for her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear
from her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send
you a number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of
Indo Canadian Times.

Dear Ms. Rupinder Hayer, Saturday, November 15, 2003
3:36PM

The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation has the facts and it
has a precedent. For you to understand what happened to your
father in a plane crash you will have to learn why planes crash.

Correction, correction!
At 3:27 PM -0800 11/15/03, A source:
Her father died in the garage when he was getting into his
wheelchair - he was shot by an assilant that the police yet have to
capture - she blames the terrorists as her father was always
writing against them so the story goes.

I was wrong, I thought he died in Air India Flight 182. Well,
what was your father writing? Terrorist conspiracy stories? If so,
then the cause of plausible mechanical explanation is lost as
conspiracies can never be refuted by facts. There is always a "Mr.
X' to fill in the blanks.
Well, if you are curious, as a newspaper person should be, you
might check out a story that makes sense, has facts, has
conclusions that can be checked out, and has a precedent, United
Airlines Flight 811.
The whole benefit to you would be you find out the truth about
her father and she clear your religion of terrible accusations. You
would think that would be enough to pique your interest.
Call and we can chat if you wish.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots

Try it out, if it doesn't work, I'll pick up a paper of hers and give
you the phone # for the paper - g'luck because you chances of
changing her mind her next to nil I think.

Thanks, I sent an email yesterday to the indo email address. I
don't like the phone as I am not persuasive verbally. I prefer the
written word.
I hope she responds to my email.
The whole benefit to her is she finds out the truth about her
father, she can claim compensation from Boeing, and she clears
her religion of terrible accusations. You would think that would
be enough to pique her interest.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: indo@direct.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 shorted wiring/ruptured open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation

At 8:03 PM -0800 11/14/03, From a Source:
Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames terroists
for her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear
from her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send
you a number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of
Indo Canadian Times.

Dear Ms. Rupinder Hayer, Friday, November 14, 2003 10:03PM
I understand your grief but you have directed your anger in the
wrong direction. Air India Flight 182 was a plane crash first and
last. The reason it crashed was because of mechanical reasons,
not conspiracy plots. As a newspaper person I trust you respect
facts, data, and evidence over half remembered conversations by
jilted lovers years after an event.
The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation has the facts and it
has a precedent. For you to understand what happened to your
father in a plane crash you will have to learn why planes crash.
99% of the time the cause is pilot error, weather, or mechanical
fault. Air India Flight 182 was faulty wiring causing the forward
cargo door to rupture open in flight leading to the inflight

breakup. The explosive decompression mimics a bomb. There
was no bomb. There was no crime. There are no criminals. There
is a culprit and that is faulty wiring, a danger that exists to this
day. That is my goal, to make these planes safe.
A few facts with concise statements in a few words. All
statements below can be verified with documents upon request.
1. Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment in flight leading to its breakup. The Canadian,
British, and Indian aviation accident authorities agree on that
conclusion. There has been no evidence presented to contradict
those findings.
2. The Canadian accident board, the CASB, refused to state the
cause of that explosion to be a bomb and left the cause unstated.
3. The Indian judge, Judge Kirpal, stated the cause of the
explosion to be a bomb based upon three reasons which later
accident history proved to be incorrect.
4. The British aviation accident board representative stated the
cause of the explosion was not a bomb but probably explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
5. The attorney for Reyat argued the cause was not a bomb. He
was then offered a very lenient sentence if he plead guilty to a
lesser charge. The other attorneys for the accused are criminal
attorneys who believe it was a bomb explosion but their clients
did not plant it. Those attorneys do not know why airplanes
crash. I do, I am a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery fatal jet
airplane crash.

6. Through 12 years of research and analysis, I have concluded
the cause was not a bomb but a mechanical event based on
precedent, faulty wiring, and design flaws of non plug cargo
doors and no locking sectors on the midspan latches.
7. The explosion in Air India Flight 182 was an explosive
decompression which occurred when the forward cargo door
inadvertently opened in flight, probably caused by faulty wiring.
The event has precedent in another similar explosion in the
forward cargo compartment of another early model Boeing 747
which left similar evidence such as a sudden loud sound on the
CVR and an abrupt power cut to the recorders, United Airlines
Flight 811.
8. The accused could not have caused the explosion because all
baggage from Vancouver was loaded into the aft cargo
compartment and the explosion occurred in the forward cargo
compartment. There is no physical connection in the aircraft
between the aft and forward cargo compartments.
9. The RCMP will not release photographs of the wreckage of
Air India Flight 182 to the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada TSB, which would confirm the shattered forward cargo
door which would match other similar accidents.
10. My lengthy analysis is in a PDF file called the Smith AAR
on www.corazon.com. It explains all the plausible possibilities
for the accident, including bomb, missile, and ruptured open
cargo door. I had the advantage of hindsight and the ability of 15
years of similar type accidents to review and compare.
11. Two persons you might contact regarding the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight

breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 are Amardeep Kaur
and Santokh Singh. AMARDEEP@klse.com.my and
maan100@worldonline.nl
12. To sum up, the accused did not plant a bomb, nobody did.
The cause was a mechanical event with precedent.
If you can avoid the hate and conspiracy nonsense and treat Air
India Flight 182 as an airplane crash, the objective evidence plus
hindsight of other similar crashes will demonstrate to you that
the cause was not a bomb but mechanical.
The PDF file is available on www.corazon.com. I am available to
answer questions. I am not a Sikh but I am committed to aviation
safety. The danger of faulty wiring and non plug cargo doors is
still present and exposes all who fly in early model Boeing 747s
to a similar inflight breakup.
Yes, it would be hard to change a belief that has been drilled into
your head for 18 years of bomb, bomb, bomb, but the facts, data,
and evidence refute that and reveal the true probable cause. But,
you will have to learn why airplanes come apart in the air like
Air India Flight 182 did. It was a rare event but it has happened
since and will happen again.
Something you could do which is appropriate for a newspaper is
to request photographs of the aircraft wreckage and in particular
the location of the explosion, the forward cargo compartment.
That is fair, is it not? Let us see the scene of the crime. You will
know something is wrong with the prosecution's case when they
refuse to show you the basic evidence. Photographs exist in full
color of that wreckage where your father is buried. They are
vitally important to the case and appropriate to be viewed by

your readers.
By the way, Sikhs are totally innocent of the heinous crime and
the religion is totally being smeared forever by these false
accusations of terrorist bombings.
Respectfully,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety Board
respectfully submits as follows: 4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.

2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the direction of
cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the crossbeam
displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant observation was noted. There was no

evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
JBS>Therefore, after an extensive examination and evaluation by
the Canadian and Indian authorities of the possibility of an
explosion of any type in the aft section or in the aft cargo
compartment based upon visual examination of the actual aft
pressure bulkhead, aft cargo door, aft cargo compartment floor
and skin; they concluded that the occurrence of an explosion or
any type in the aft cargo compartment was ruled out as well as a
failure of the aft pressure bulkhead or involvement by the aft
cargo door. The rupture that occurred in the aft cargo
compartment was after the initial events, was a result of the
overpressures and overload experienced by that part of the
aircraft and consistent with an airframe disintegrating after an
inflight breakup caused by the confirmed explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
Summary of evidence that refutes the assertion that an explosion
of any type occurred in the aft cargo compartment as an initial
event or at any other time.
A. Absence of required corroborative evidence to
support the assertion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces of
airframe well forward of the aft cargo compartment such as
leading edge of wing and engines.
D.
Overpressures in both cargo compartments, not
just the aft.
E.
Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F.
Much straight and undamaged fuselage skin in
the aft section.

G.
Conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment to explain the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
H.
General trajectory patterns from wreckage debris
locations that match two other early model Boeing 747s, Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced
inflight breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo compartment as
confirmed by the aircraft accident investigation authorities of the
UK AAIB, and the USA NTSB.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety Board
respectfully submits as follows: 4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1. 4.10 After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points to
the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft;
2. 3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived
at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been
a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
An inflight breakup is agreed upon by the Canadian and Indian
authorities and the cause is given as an explosion; however, the
Canadians decline to give a cause of the explosion and leave it
unstated. The Indians state the cause of the explosion was a
'bomb.' The Canadian finding specifically omits a possible cause

of the explosion such as 'bomb,' or 'explosive decompression'.
The location of the explosion is identified and agreed by both
authorities as the forward cargo compartment.
The tangible and circumstantial evidence upon which
the unanimous conclusion of inflight breakup by explosion in the
forward cargo compartment was reached can be summarized as
thus:
A. The cockpit audio tapes and the digital flight
recorder were normal until a sudden audible loud sound occurred
and the power was abruptly cut to the recorders.
B.
Passengers suffered explosion type injuries.
C. Metal skin of the fuselage was peeled outward and
curled.
D.
Metal skin suffered explosion type impacts from
inside the aircraft.
E. The main pieces of wreckage on the surface were
far apart from each other as well as the wide scatter of the
victims.
F. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment
explained the abrupt cessation of the recorders and the sudden
loud audible sound on the voice recorder.
G. The inflight damage could have occurred only if
objects had been ejected from the front portion of the aircraft
when it was still in the air.
2.1.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in flight in Air
India Flight 182 in the forward cargo compartment.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"

<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots

Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames terroists
for her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear
from her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send
you a number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of
Indo Canadian Times.
I just found the below. I'll use these if they are the ones for Ms.
Hayer.

E-mail: indo@direct.ca

Tel: 1 - (604) - 599-5408

Yes, I understand that. However, she has turned her grief to hate
and directed it in wrong direction. She may, as newspaper
person, respect facts, data, and evidence.
I'd appreciate the number, thanks.
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots

Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames terroists
for her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear
from her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send
you a number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of
Indo Canadian Times.

Yes, I understand that. However, she has turned her grief to hate
and directed it in wrong direction. She may, as newspaper
person, respect facts, data, and evidence.
I'd appreciate the number, thanks.
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots

Could you help me get in contact with Rupinder Kaur Hayer
Bains of Apna-Roots? I want to show him the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182. He may be
interested in some facts for a change over all the conspiracy
nonsense at the trial.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Best way to get to Mr. Malik is to to see send an e-mail to his son
which I believe you have as he would know that information,

I get confused with all the relatives and not sure which is which:

hmalik@uniserve.com, aniljitsingh@hotmail.com,
hmalik@harrisonhotsprings.com, jsmalik@wwdb.org,
npsingh@wans.net, jaswinderp@hotmail.com,
khalsaq@yahoo.com
Anyway, I sent this to all of them but no reply:
Cheers,
Barry
To: hmalik@uniserve.com, aniljitsingh@hotmail.com,
hmalik@harrisonhotsprings.com, jsmalik@wwdb.org,
npsingh@wans.net, jaswinderp@hotmail.com,
khalsaq@yahoo.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: I'm coming up to Vancouver
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Relatives, Friday, September 26, 2003 7:41 AM
I'm coming up to Vancouver between Oct 7 through Oct 12 and
would like to meet Mr. Malik at the Vancouver jail. Can you help
me set up an appointment with him? I want to tell him I know
he's innocent because nobody put a bomb on Air India Flight 182
and I can prove it using hindsight and science.

If you have a tough time reaching Mr. Malik's son then we can

try to get the name of a person connected to the law team.
OK, thanks. Email works fine.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

We'll try to send word to Mr. Ma.lik but don't hold your breath
right now the battle in court is funding for Mr. Malik's case Mr.Malik's team wants the state to pay as Mr. Malik said that he
does not have the assets to procure an effective defense team. As
for the lady at the herald we can send her the stuff that we sent to
the press here - would that be effective or is there another way of
doing this.

Well, regarding the Herald. Her point is that a local paper would
not be interested in Air India Flight 182. Well, I say the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/

inflight breakup explanation affects all flying passengers
worldwide and is therefore relevant the their readers.
I think Ms. Shackelford would authorize an interview/story based
upon my past contributions to the paper and your interest as a
minority trying to get an unbiased view of terrible accusations.
Any plausible alternative explanation to mass murder is worthy
of an article. Ms. Sukhjit Purewal writes good stories; I have read
them.
I'm surprised there is no Sikh newspaper as such. How about a
website devoted to Sikh affairs exclusively? Is there no one to
ask questions of an explanation which exonerates 20 million
people of complicity in mass murder of men women and
children?
Regarding Mr. Malik: I'm going to Vancouver sometime between
October 7 and 12. I'm going to try to see him during visiting
hours at the Vancouver jail. If you can give me some advice to
ensure some time with him, I would appreciate it. He knows me
by name and I think that when I'm announced as a visitor, he will
see me. Do they allow visitors? He has been jailed for three years
on trumped up charges that were only filed after the British got a
conviction on the Pan American World Airways Flight 103 event.
The Crown wants to justify 15 years of expensive investigation.
I want him to know that at least one person on this planet knows
he is innocent and can prove it scientifically other than those that
love him and know he's innocent through emotion. I met his wife
and we had a nice conversation.
All he has to do is to tell his attorneys to query the location of the
explosion, confirm the Crown itself through its aviation accident

investigators stated the explosion was in the forward cargo
compartment and the Crown itself declared that baggage from
Vancouver was loaded into the aft cargo compartment and they
will have to let him go. On the Crown's own evidence Mr. Malik
and Mr. Bagri are innocent as they could not have committed the
crime they are accused of.
My problem would still remain as the confirmation of faulty
wiring and design flaw would not be demonstrated but...it's a
start.
I don't know Mr. Bagri but have heard good things about Mr.
Peck. If I could see him for a time, it might be fruitful. I well
understand that all they are thinking about now is getting more
money from anyone including the Crown. Money and crime they
know about, airplane crashes they don't.
Good luck trying to send word to Mr. Malik that I would like to
visit with him. Let me know if anything comes of it as well as
any contact with their attorneys.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir, Wednesday, September 24, 2003 4:22 PM
Thanks for effort, I did not get entire file, please resend
attachment or enclose it in body of text.
Now we can both see where the media and government are deaf
and blind to science fact when it does not suit their perceived
best interests. I sympathize with all Sikhs everywhere who are
being tainted by this unjust accusation of mass murder. I alone
know for sure they are innocent because I know 'nobody' did it.
I have not been contacted by any of the media you sent the article
to. You would think someone out there would be curious.
Are there not Sikh newspapers? Sikh investigative reporters?
Sikh pilots?
I know of one reporter but she rejected the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation out of hand. Maybe you can interest her.
She is a reporter for the Monterey County Herald, our local daily.
At 6:22 PM -0700 8/11/03, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: spurewal@montereyherald.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear Sukhjit Purewal, Monday, August 11, 2003 6:09 PM
You said on the phone that my story of a mechanical explanation
for an airplane crash for which two Sikhs are accused of blowing
up was 'not something you would be interested in.'
Well, as I said in the telephone call, it's about aviation safety and
many of the Herald's readers fly in the aircraft I am referring to:
Early model Boeing 747s. The cause of that accident exists to
this day, faulty wiring in early model Boeing 747s.
The two accused are innocent because nobody blew it up, it was
a mechanical event of shorted wiring causing the forward cargo
door to rupture open in flight causing an inflight breakup from
the explosive decompression. There is a precedent for Air India
Flight 182 and that is United Airlines Flight 811.
By not asking basic questions of your source, that's me, you have
betrayed your profession of newspaper reporter. This is not an
unverifiable conspiracy nonsense story, this is factual analysis
and can be confirmed by official sources.
By not pursuing the possibility that two Sikhs are innocent you
are betraying your religion in that Sikhs are accused of the worst
mass murder in aviation history: 329 men, women, and children
died. The entire 20 million strong religion is accused of being
and aiding terrorists.
maan100@worldonline.nl Santokh Singh.
AMARDEEP@klse.com.my Amardeep Kaur.
Check with those two. Introduce yourself as a reporter for the

Monterey County Herald and want an opinion about John Barry
Smith and the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight
182.
Check with Laurel Shackelford about me and my former
contributions to the Herald.
The best stories are strange at first.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Well, never give up.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_30f0_719c_4fc7
Content-Type: text/html
We sent the attached document to the press a number of days
ago, we basically used the information that you surmised which
you will see at the end of the attached article - we in fact only
made minor changes for example where you used the phrase "I"
we stated "the expert. If you think we should state more to the
press we are all ears - we have introduced this evidence to a
member of the defense team but it is unlikely that they will do
nothing with it. The attached article was sent to basically the
local media, globe and mail and AP and local tv stations. Take a
read and see if we can add more and in what direction.

>From: John Barry Smith
WARNING: The remainder of this 35K message has not been
transferred. Turn on the ÒFetchÓ button in the icon bar and
check mail again to get the whole thing.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Thanks, the discrepancy between the fact that the Indian govt.
stated that the explosion occurred in the forward section and the
Canadaian in the aft section makes for an interesting
contradiction. I wonder why - such a large discrepancy should
have been investigated further.
Thanks, we'll use the info for our next response.

I don't see it in your 'next response. Why is that?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Sorry here is the article (see below) where I was getting the
information, I misread about the contradiction I thought there
was one between the Indian and Canadian inquiries. With the
case against Malik and Bagri it appears that they are not even
trying to contest the finding of the inquiries rather the defense

simply has accepted the fact re: 'the bomb' - probably due to
costs - it appears that Mr. Matas was in contact with you already
and yet he did not print an article noting the contradictions that
you have pointed out except in this one article and even here he
qualifies it as Reyat's defense rather than a seperate puzzle that
the authorities have not accounted for. It appears that the Press
would rather not listen except to qualify the story as they know
it.
Thanks for the info - we'll use the stuff that you sent however
given that Mr. Matas who has been the most fair journalist so far
has not shown any interest in following up the story it is unlikely
that there will be a response.
Thanks
S.S. Bains

Mr. S. S. Bains
Sikh Media Advisory Council
Dear Mr. Bains, Wednesday, September 17, 2003 6:59 AM
Thank you for your reply above of 9/17/03. Let me comment:
1. The Indians, the British, and the Canadian aviation accident
authorities in 1986 concluded that the explosion in Air India
Flight 182 occurred in the forward cargo compartment. They
specifically excluded the aft cargo compartment. The cause of
that explosion was disputed with the Indians stating bomb, the
British stating explosive decompression and not a bomb, and the
Canadians were silent. Mr. John Garstang, a TSB official who
has been seconded to the RCMP and represents the police point
of view, has recently reported the explosion occurred in the aft
cargo compartment and the cause was a bomb. He has provided

no hard evidence to refute the previous opinions and no new
evidence to support his contradictory finding.
2. The defence attorneys are criminal attorneys and understand
conspiracies and evil minds of men. The do not understand why
airplanes crash and they don't want to learn as it takes years and
years of training. They do not dispute the cause of the explosion
of Air India Flight 182 as a 'bomb' since they are out of a job if
that were so. They probably do not know of the three baggage
compartments in Boeing 747s. They certainly do not know about
cockpit voice recorders and flight recorders or wreckage debris
patterns.
3. I have met with the RCMP and the TSB officials in my home
in December 2001. They never asked questions of my shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182. They just
wanted confirmation that their bomb explanation was not
conclusively refuted. There is no conspiracy to hide the wiring/
cargo door explanation. Everyone involved feels it is in their best
interest that the blame be placed on 'terrorists' and not on
manufacturing problems with early model Boeing 747s flown by
airlines.
4. Mr. Matas will write what happens in the courtroom. He is not
an investigative journalist. I have not found one. The answer to
achieve public awareness is to talk to the defence attorneys who
can raise the issues in court. The relatives can talk to the defence
attorneys. Mr. Malik himself believed at one time about the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. He understands it.
5. The relatives of the accused are Sikhs. You have influence

with them. If you raise the plausible, reasonable, mechanical
alternative to a bomb with them, ask them to contact the defence
attorneys to contact me, I can attempt to persuade the attorneys
through official documents that support the explanation to raise
the issue in court; specifically, where was the location of the
explosion? What was the cause? Who stated the cause? Where
was the baggage loaded into the plane at Vancouver? Have there
been similar crashes to Air India Flight 182? Why is the defence
prevented from seeing the pictures of the wreckage and in
particular the location of the explosion?
6. My opinion as to why Reyat was offered the lenient sentence
was simply to prevent his attorney from raising those very
questions in court. The RCMP knows the weakness in their case
because I told them so they avoided them.
7. Reyat in no way confessed to making the bomb for Air India
Flight 182 as the press states over and over again. He stated:
"Text of the agreed statement of facts submitted in B.C. Supreme
Court
when Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty Feb. 10 to 329 counts
of
manslaughter in the 1985 bombing of Air India Flight 182:"
--"In May and Jun. 1985, in the province of British Columbia, Mr.
Reyat
acquired various materials for the purpose of aiding others in the
making of the explosive devices. Mr. Reyat was told and
believed that
the explosive devices would be transported to India in order to
blow up
property such as a car, a bridge or something 'heavy.' Although

Mr.
Reyat acquired materials for this purpose, he did not make or
arm an
explosive device, nor did he place an explosive device on an
airplane,
nor does he know who did or did not do so. At no time did Mr.
Reyat
intend by his actions to cause death to any person or believe that
such
consequences were likely to occur. However, unbeknownst to
Mr. Reyat the
items that he acquired were used by another person or persons to
help
make an explosive device that, on or about Jun. 23, 1985,
destroyed Air
India Flight 182, killing all 329 people on board."
8. Note the phrase "However, unbeknownst to Mr. Reyat ...." that
was inserted to get the defence to admit it was a bomb explosion
regardless of who planted it. The defence agreed. With defence
attorneys like that, who needs prosecutors.
9. There is much much more that supports the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182, dozens and dozens
of hard facts, data, and evidence that matches other similar
accidents. I had the advantage of hindsight which the officials of
1985/1986 did not have. The Canadians of that time were correct
to reject the cause of the explosion as a bomb.
10. If you can just get the facts out about the plausible alternative
of a mechanical cause and turn the attention of Air India Flight
182 to an airplane crash, the aviation press can take over from

there and analyze my Smith AAR. My report will stand up to
scientific scrutiny because everything is documented and
corroborated.
11. Are there not Sikh newspapers? Have them interview me.
Contact the relatives: hmalik@uniserve.com,
aniljitsingh@hotmail.com, hmalik@harrisonhotsprings.com,
jsmalik@wwdb.org, npsingh@wans.net,
jaswinderp@hotmail.com, khalsaq@yahoo.com The accused are
innocent because nobody put a bomb on Air India Flight 182.
12. Did you contact Santokh Singh? He is a retired Boeing 747
pilot and influential in Sikh Youth. He understands my
explanation.
13. Contact Mr. Matas and ask him about the contradictions
noted above in questions. I am on good terms with him. He has
not rejected the mechanical explanation. Appeal to sense of
fairness: Any plausible explanation deserves the public's
attention and the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is
reasonable and is supported by documents and precedent.
14. There is no higher priority for Sikhs right now than clearing
the name of their religion as mass killers of innocents, especially
in this time of fear of terrorism. I can help. You can help. The
Sikhs revere the written word in sacred books. The intellect is
there over feelings for personalities. The books/reports are there;
they have to be read and understood. It's work but worthwhile.
Cheers,
Barry Smith

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
X-From_: RMatas@globeandmail.ca Fri Sep 12 08:34:32 2003
From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: "I made no bomb," he told the court. (Mr. X made
it. Love con
spiracy thinkers. Always have a Mr. X to fill in the blanks.)
Date: Fri, 12 Sep 2003 11:34:24 -0400
Good to hear from you again. Hope you had a good summer.
Reyat does not appear to be helping the conspiracy. The next few
days should be quite interesting.
Regards, Robert
>Below from offical reports on Air India Flight 182
-

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>AMARDEEP@klse.com.my,
Santokh Singh <maan100@worldonline.nl>
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Thanks, the discrepancy between the fact that the Indian govt.
stated that the explosion occurred in the forward section and the
Canadaian in the aft section makes for an interesting
contradiction. I wonder why - such a large discrepancy should
have been investigated further.
Thanks, we'll use the info for our next response.
Dear Sir, Tuesday, September 16, 2003 7:41 AM
Identify yourself. Anonymous writers are usually conspiracy
nuts.
You state above that the Canadian authorities say the explosion
occurred in the aft compartment, not so.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety Board
respectfully submits as follows: 4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
I note you do not ask any questions about the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation explanation instead of the bomb
explanation. You have not read my aviation accident report in pdf
format. I present facts to you which support the non bomb
explanation and yet you do not follow up. I ask, why do you
believe the press reports that repeat over and over again a bomb
explosion? Why do you believe the Crown that says over and
over again a bomb explosion? You have been given evidence

which contradicts the very people you claim are biased and
unfair and yet you do not follow up on solid evidence which
clears an entire religion of a horrendous crime. Even if the
accused are found innocent, Sikhs will always be blamed for
bombing Air India Flight 182 unless the cause is shown not to be
a bomb but a mechanical event.
Why not believe the Canadian and British aviation experts of
1986 who stated they did not know the cause of the explosion or
that it was explosive decompression and not a bomb? Why not
believe me as I present hard evidence and similar accidents as
support for the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation?
I think the reason is that you think it was a bomb also and have
for many years and are reluctant to change your mind even when
presented with facts. So now you understand why the Globe and
Mail and Sun continue to print conspiracy stories and prejudicial
stories about the Sikhs. The readers believe bomb and so do you.
No one wants to change their mind about an exciting conspiracy
story instead of a boring mechanical event that has happened
since and will happen again.
The Sikhs had nothing to do with Air India Flight 182, no person
did that day. The aircraft was acting as aircraft have to act,
according to physical laws of nature and aerodynamics.
Why not give the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation to some
aviation experts instead of legal experts. Air India Flight 182 was
a plane crash, not a bank robbery.
Cheers,

Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the direction of
cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the crossbeam
displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
JBS>Therefore, after an extensive examination and evaluation by
the Canadian and Indian authorities of the possibility of an
explosion of any type in the aft section or in the aft cargo
compartment based upon visual examination of the actual aft
pressure bulkhead, aft cargo door, aft cargo compartment floor
and skin; they concluded that the occurrence of an explosion or
any type in the aft cargo compartment was ruled out as well as a
failure of the aft pressure bulkhead or involvement by the aft
cargo door. The rupture that occurred in the aft cargo
compartment was after the initial events, was a result of the
overpressures and overload experienced by that part of the
aircraft and consistent with an airframe disintegrating after an
inflight breakup caused by the confirmed explosion in the

forward cargo compartment.
Summary of evidence that refutes the assertion that an explosion
of any type occurred in the aft cargo compartment as an initial
event or at any other time.
A. Absence of required corroborative evidence to
support the assertion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces of
airframe well forward of the aft cargo compartment such as
leading edge of wing and engines.
D.
Overpressures in both cargo compartments, not
just the aft.
E.
Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F.
Much straight and undamaged fuselage skin in
the aft section.
G.
Conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment to explain the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
H.
General trajectory patterns from wreckage debris
locations that match two other early model Boeing 747s, Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced
inflight breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo compartment as
confirmed by the aircraft accident investigation authorities of the
UK AAIB, and the USA NTSB.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety Board
respectfully submits as follows: 4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the

forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1. 4.10 After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points to
the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft;
2. 3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived
at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been
a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
An inflight breakup is agreed upon by the Canadian and Indian
authorities and the cause is given as an explosion; however, the
Canadians decline to give a cause of the explosion and leave it
unstated. The Indians state the cause of the explosion was a
'bomb.' The Canadian finding specifically omits a possible cause
of the explosion such as 'bomb,' or 'explosive decompression'.
The location of the explosion is identified and agreed by both
authorities as the forward cargo compartment.
The tangible and circumstantial evidence upon which
the unanimous conclusion of inflight breakup by explosion in the
forward cargo compartment was reached can be summarized as
thus:
A. The cockpit audio tapes and the digital flight
recorder were normal until a sudden audible loud sound occurred
and the power was abruptly cut to the recorders.
B.
Passengers suffered explosion type injuries.
C. Metal skin of the fuselage was peeled outward and
curled.
D.
Metal skin suffered explosion type impacts from
inside the aircraft.

E. The main pieces of wreckage on the surface were
far apart from each other as well as the wide scatter of the
victims.
F. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment
explained the abrupt cessation of the recorders and the sudden
loud audible sound on the voice recorder.
G. The inflight damage could have occurred only if
objects had been ejected from the front portion of the aircraft
when it was still in the air.
2.1.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in flight in Air
India Flight 182 in the forward cargo compartment.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

could you give it to us especially the succint points as to why the
crash could not have been downed with a bomb.

Sikh Media Advisory Council
Dear Sir or Madam, Monday, September 15, 2003 10:23 PM
Well.....'succinct'.
succinct [adj.]
1. Precise; compressed into few words.
2. Tending to produce concise statements.

Let me make concise statements in a few words. All statements
below can be verified with documents upon request.
1. Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment in flight leading to its breakup. The Canadian,
British, and Indian aviation accident authorities agree on that
conclusion. There has been no evidence presented to contradict
those findings.
2. The Canadian accident board, the CASB, refused to state the
cause of that explosion to be a bomb and left the cause unstated.
3. The Indian judge, Judge Kirpal, stated the cause of the
explosion to be a bomb based upon three reasons which later
accident history proved to be incorrect.
4. The British aviation accident board representative stated the
cause of the explosion was not a bomb but probably explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
5. The attorney for Reyat argued the cause was not a bomb. He
was then offered a very lenient sentence if he plead guilty to a
lesser charge. The other attorneys for the accused are criminal
attorneys who believe it was a bomb explosion but their clients
did not plant it. Those attorneys do not know why airplanes
crash. I do, I am a survivor of a sudden, night, fiery fatal jet
airplane crash.
6. Through 12 years of research and analysis, I have concluded
the cause was not a bomb but a mechanical event based on
precedent, faulty wiring, and design flaws of non plug cargo
doors and no locking sectors on the midspan latches.

7. The explosion in Air India Flight 182 was an explosive
decompression which occurred when the forward cargo door
inadvertently opened in flight, probably caused by faulty wiring.
The event has precedent in another similar explosion in the
forward cargo compartment of another early model Boeing 747
which left similar evidence such as a sudden loud sound on the
CVR and an abrupt power cut to the recorders, United Airlines
Flight 811.
8. The accused could not have caused the explosion because all
baggage from Vancouver was loaded into the aft cargo
compartment and the explosion occurred in the forward cargo
compartment. There is no physical connection in the aircraft
between the aft and forward cargo compartments.
9. The RCMP will not release photographs of the wreckage of
Air India Flight 182 to the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada TSB, which would confirm the shattered forward cargo
door which would match other similar accidents.
10. My lengthy analysis is in a PDF file called the Smith AAR.
It explains all the plausible possibilities for the accident,
including bomb, missile, and ruptured open cargo door. I had the
advantage of hindsight and the ability of 15 years of similar type
accidents to review and compare.
11. Two persons you might contact regarding the shorted wiring/
ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight
breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 are Amardeep Kaur
and Santokh Singh. AMARDEEP@klse.com.my and
maan100@worldonline.nl

12. To sum up, the accused did not plant a bomb, nobody did.
The cause was a mechanical event with precedent.
If you can avoid the hate and conspiracy nonsense and treat Air
India Flight 182 as an airplane crash, the objective evidence plus
hindsight of other similar crashes will demonstrate to you that
the cause was not a bomb but mechanical.
The PDF file is available on www.corazon.com. I am available to
answer questions. I am not a Sikh but I am committed to aviation
safety. The danger of faulty wiring and non plug cargo doors is
still present and exposes all who fly in early model Boeing 747s
to a similar inflight breakup.
Sincerely,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: "I made no bomb," he told the court.

Good to hear from you again. Hope you had a good summer.
Reyat does not appear to be helping the conspiracy. The next few

days should be quite interesting.
Regards, Robert

Dear Robert, Friday, September 12, 2003 12:07 PM
Please note that Reyat's attorney was the only attorney for the
accused for Air India Flight 182 and Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 who disputed the 'bomb' explanation for the
inflight explosions and that soon thereafter the Crown promptly
settled by offering a five year deal, a ludicrously lenient offer for
the murder of 329 people.
Please do not stand by quietly when the Crown says the
explosion occurred in the aft compartment when you know the
Canadians and the Indians both said it was in the forward and
therefore the 'bomb' could not have been loaded at Vancouver. To
print the conclusions of the CASB and the Kirpal report using
quotes is relevant and not forbidden.
Actually the defense believes it was a bomb and therefore does
not care where it was so may not even query the location. No
pictures permitted of the actual location either, locked up by the
RCMP.
Anyway, Pan American World Airways Flight 103 looks dead
forever since Libya said they were not involved but paid 2.7
billion anyway. The statement which the press says Libya
accepted blame actually does no such thing, but then who
actually reads what the facts are when money is involved?
"I made no bomb," he told the court....and that means for the
Narita event also.

With defence attorneys like the accused have, who needs
prosecutors? Note that when the money ran out, Dave Crossin
ran out.
I have informed TSB of all of this information about the forward/
aft compartment illogic. Why not get an interview with TSB?
Does it not seem strange that the foremost aviation authority in
Canada is silent on the most important aviation accident in
Canadian history? Ms. Delorme will answer you, I bet.
Cheers,
Barry
Paulette G. Delorme
Paulette.Delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Executive Assistant / Adjointe exÚcutive
Transportation Safety Board of Canada/
Bureau de la sÚcuritÚ des transports du Canada
Tel.: (819) 994-8002
FAX: (819) 994-9759

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: "I made no bomb," he told the court. (Mr. X made it.
Love conspiracy thinkers. Always have a Mr. X to fill in the
blanks.)

Air-India prosecutor to challenge evasive
Reyat

By ROBERT MATAS
From Friday's Globe and Mail
Vancouver Ñ Inderjit Singh Reyat, who was expected to provide crucial evidence
in the Air-India trial, has been so unhelpful in court that the prosecutor who
subpoenaed him in the first place will apply today to challenge his evidence.
Mr. Reyat was convicted of manslaughter this year after telling the court he
provided items for a bomb that blew up on an Air-India flight in 1985, killing 329
people.
He was sentenced to five years in jail in addition to 10 years already served for
manslaughter in the bombing deaths of two people at Japan's Narita airport
shortly before the Air-India disaster.
His sentence caused speculation that a plea-bargain deal had been made to
have him testify against alleged co-conspirators Ripudaman Singh Malik and
Ajaib Singh Bagri, although prosecution and defence lawyers at the time denied a
deal had been struck.
However, after two days of contradictory and evasive testimony, prosecutor
Leonard Doust indicated he was not satisfied with what Mr. Reyat was telling the
court.
He notified the court yesterday that he would ask to cross-examine Mr. Reyat.
Under normal court procedures, a lawyer can only ask a witness questions to
support his case, but cannot challenge the evidence the witness presents
without approval from the judge.
If Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson accedes, Mr. Doust will be allowed to adopt a
more aggressive approach, questioning Mr. Reyat more vigorously on the basis
of previous statements he has made.
Like most witnesses who appear in the trial, Mr. Reyat was required to be in
court under a subpoena.
He has repeatedly changed his testimony under persistent questioning. Often, he
responded to questions by saying he could not remember. He has denied some
allegations until confronted with evidence that contradicted what he said.
Mr. Doust questioned him at length about acquiring items for the explosive
devices, including batteries, electric relays, blasting caps, a tuner to house the
device, clocks to be used as timers, dynamite and gunpowder.

Mr. Reyat's conviction for making the Narita bomb hinged on evidence linking
him to his efforts to acquire the items.
But he told the court yesterday that most of the items were obtained for
household uses. He reacted angrily to the suggestion that he had made a bomb.
"I made no bomb," he told the court.
Asked whether he had ever talked to Mr. Malik on the phone, he said he spoke to
him some time in late 1985. When Mr. Doust asked him about a phone call to Mr.
Malik's business that was charged to the Reyat home in May, 1984, Mr. Reyat
said he did not know anything about it.
Confronted with evidence of a phone call on Feb. 5, 1985, from Mr. Malik's house
to his home, Mr. Reyat said he recalled that Mr. Malik was phoning him to solicit
funds for the Khalsa Credit Union.
He told the court that he did not remember Mr. Malik coming to his house in 1984
or 1985 with a Sikh priest and a third person. But when he was asked whether
Mr. Malik at that time made an effort to persuade him to build a bomb, he said
"never."
Mr. Reyat appeared angry when Mr. Doust asked whether the Sikh priest was
also putting pressure on him to agree to make the bombs. "That's ridiculous, not
true. It never happened like that. He is the holiest man," Mr. Reyat said.
He denied that the priest made him swear an oath of secrecy about the
discussion.
Mr. Reyat said he had no idea whether Mr. Malik paid part of his legal costs in the
Narita bombing trial in 1991. However, he confirmed that Mr. Malik was giving his
wife some money to support his family while he was in jail.
Mr. Reyat said he did not know why Mr. Malik was giving the money to his family
and he had not asked him to explain. He also said he had no idea how much. "I
never asked," he said.
Mr. Reyat also told the court that he did not realize the items he had collected for
an explosive device were used in the Narita bomb until police in Japan four or
five months after the disaster traced parts of the bomb to purchases he had
made.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT

To: onlineeditor@scotsman.com
Subject: Last Chance: Does anybody there know about why
airplanes crash? Give this to your Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 expert.

Dear Sir, Friday, September 12, 2003 6:38 AM
Is it too late to put aside conspiracy and hate for a bit to examine
a plausible mechanical explanation for a plane crash that has
precedent?
I refer to Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and the
precedent is United Airlines Flight 811.
www.corazon.com has details.

Let's look at reality above and not overheard conversation years
ago. Above is a never released publicly picture of the starboard
side of that infamous forward cargo hold of Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. It is the forward cargo door side and shows
the blown open bottom half of the door. This evidence matches
other ruptured open cargo door of early model Boeing 747s that
left a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an abrupt
power cut to the recorders.
What caused the door to blow open? You might say a bomb did
it. I would suggest a precedent of United Airlines Flight 811 in
which the electrical system was the probable cause.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty

wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s.
I have been researching these crashes for 12 years. Is it too late
for reason and common sense to present its case using facts, data,
and evidence?
At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
You might be particularly interested in my explanation of why a
bomb is erroneously considered to be the probable cause. It's in
my pdf file of my Aircraft Accident Report for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103, sent to the 'letters' section of The
Scotsman.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL
WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.

As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09
million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great

difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In
the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make
public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy

that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."
She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"
It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.
Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people

we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.
Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it
has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk

jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.
Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: letters_TS@scotsman.com
Subject: Last Chance: Is it too late for common sense on Pan
American World Airways Flight 103?

Dear Sir, Friday, September 12, 2003 6:37 AM
Is it too late to put aside conspiracy and hate for a bit to examine

a plausible mechanical explanation for a plane crash that has
precedent?
I refer to Pan American World Airways Flight 103 and the
precedent is United Airlines Flight 811.
www.corazon.com has details.

Let's look at reality above and not overheard conversation years
ago. Above is a never released publicly picture of the starboard
side of that infamous forward cargo hold of Pan American World
Airways Flight 103. It is the forward cargo door side and shows
the blown open bottom half of the door. This evidence matches
other ruptured open cargo door of early model Boeing 747s that
left a sudden loud sound on the CVR followed by an abrupt
power cut to the recorders.
What caused the door to blow open? You might say a bomb did
it. I would suggest a precedent of United Airlines Flight 811 in
which the electrical system was the probable cause.
The implications of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation is that
Boeing is responsible for Lockerbie deaths because of faulty
wiring and a design flaw of non plug cargo doors in their Boeing
747s.
I have been researching these crashes for 12 years. Is it too late
for reason and common sense to present its case using facts, data,
and evidence?

At 8:18 AM -0700 9/8/03,
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
I note above and below in your article that the Scots are
dissatisfied with the official explanation. They are correct: No
bomb, no bombers, no crime, just nature trying to equalize
pressure in a pressurized hull, similar to the Comet accidents of
years ago (also originally thought to be bomb caused).
If you are fair you will consider all explanations that are
reasonable. You may ask questions of me to determine the worth
of my explanation. I offer a non-conspiracy mechanical
explanation that can be confirmed and is supported by official
documents, photographs, charts, and schematics. It's science. Pan
American World Airways Flight 103 was a aircraft inflight
breakup, not a bank robbery.
You might be particularly interested in my explanation of why a
bomb is erroneously considered to be the probable cause. It's in
my pdf file of my Aircraft Accident Report for Pan American
World Airways Flight 103, attached.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Lockerbie relative rejects £4m pay-out as 'another step away
from the truth'
DAN MCDOUGALL
WHEN the fax arrived from the United NationsÕ headquarters in
New York at Marina de LarracoecheaÕs Bilbao apartment, she
was eating with her family.
She was soon to lose her appetite as she ran her eyes over the
details of the settlement reached with the Libyan government for
the compensation to be paid to families who had lost relatives in
the destruction of flight 103 over Lockerbie in 1988.
She had nothing but anger and contempt for the sum promised to
her in recognition of the loss of her younger sisterÕs life.
Nieves de Larracoechea, a stewardess with Pan-Am, was 39
when she was killed along with 269 others on 21 December,
1988 after a bomb concealed inside a Toshiba radio cassette
recorder tore through flight 103, sending blazing wreckage
raining down on Lockerbie.
As the compensation settlement with Libya appears finally
settled, Ms de Larracoechea believes the relatives of the victims
have never been further from the truth.
"Compensation has never been an issue for me or many others
whose lives were blighted by these appalling events. I believe the
money being offered represents nothing more than another step
away from the truth. The figure of $6.5 million dollars (£4.09

million) for each family affected by the atrocity means nothing to
me and I have no intention of accepting any money, all I want is
the truth."
She added: "Many people seem focused on the money, but the
reality of the situation is it more than suits Libya to accept
liability for the bombing, it means they can fully restore trade to
the west. Their oil exports alone and the inward investment open
trade will bring will ensure they justify the Lockerbie pay-outs in
a year.
"This isnÕt about accepting blame, or apologising, itÕs about oil
trade and the families of the victims have been caught up in a
huge diplomatic game. What we want to know is who was
specifically responsible for this and how much forewarning did
both the American and British governments have of a terrorist
attack."
Ms Larracoechea holds nothing but troubled memories of the
trial of two suspects at HollandÕs Kamp van Zeist two years
ago, a criminal process she claims was nothing more than a
political and financial fix designed to speed up the removal of oil
sanctions against Libya and bury the real story of the bombing.
She also maintains the conviction of Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi was a travesty: "From the start of that trial, I had great
difficulty accepting these men were the bombers, and I had an
even harder time believing they were acting alone if they were in
it at all."
She added: "I continue to believe they, particularly Megrahi since
he was found guilty, were also victims of this tragedy. The fact
that he is languishing in a Scottish prison is a source of great
sadness to me and to many other relatives I have spoken to. In

the circumstances he is nothing more than a scapegoat."
In the opening days of the trial, Ms de Larracoechea recalls the
chill that ran through the public gallery as television screens
showed the moment when flight 103 disappeared off radar, to be
replaced by ghostly green traces of wreckage spreading over
south-west Scotland.
Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old daughter, Theodora, was killed,
was so upset by the image that she left the room. But Ms de
Larracoechea claims she found the image easier to deal with. Not
only had she seen it at the fatal accident inquiry in Scotland, but
she has made herself face far more graphic evidence since, such
as the police photographs she still has of the carnage on the
ground.
However, on the first Friday of the trial, the court listened for a
full hour as the complete list of victims was read out. "That was
difficult," Ms Larracoechea recalled. "But not as difficult as
living with it every day."
Only an independent inquiry, overseen by two delegated nations
other than Britain or the US, can now address her allegations that
Megrahi is innocent and the US government failed to make
public warnings from terrorist groups in the run-up to the tragedy
that a US airline would be targeted.
Ms de Larracoechea said: "If my sister had told me that there had
been bomb threats but she was going to get on the plane because
she didnÕt take them seriously, then things would be completely
different. At least she would have had the choice, she would have
been in control of her own life. Instead, she and the other people
on the plane were effectively allowed to be massacred."

She added: "Another issue that has to be scrutinised more closely
is the fact that Abu Nidal admitted responsibility for the bombing
on behalf of his Fatah Revolutionary Council in direct retaliation
for America mistakenly shooting down an Iranian airbus. Why
was his admission of culpability ignored?"
It seems increasingly unlikely that an independent inquiry will be
granted. Last year she took her case directly to the Scottish
courts, petitioning the five judges in charge of the Lockerbie trial
to agree to an independent inquiry.
In her petition, Ms de Larracoechea told the judges, led by Lord
Cullen, that "central aspects of the case were repeatedly
shielded" during the fatal accident inquiry, adding that an
independent review of all evidence of the criminal investigation
was the only way to deliver answers to the families. The judges
quickly rejected her submission as "incompetent".
Ms de Larracoechea is not alone in her calls for a public inquiry.
Mrs Cohen and her husband Dan last week said the settlement
was a "bribe" and said they would accept only the first instalment
of the $6.5 million.
Mr Cohen, 67, of New Jersey, said: "If we were wealthy people
we would turn the whole thing down, but weÕre not. The second
and third payments will be worth a total of $6 million (£3.77
million) but we wonÕt be touching that."
Jim Swire, whose daughter Flora was on board flight 103, has
also said that the families of the victims still wanted to know
how the attack had been allowed to happen.

Yet, many Americans continue to believe full liability for the
atrocity lies with Libya. George Williams, a spokesman for the
US victims, said:" The only thing that would satisfy us more
would be to have GaddafiÕs head delivered on a platter over to
the US."

LIBYAN DEAL FRENCH THREAT
SUSAN BELL
PARIS will use its veto at the United Nations security council
vote tomorrow to block the British motion to lift sanctions
against Libya after the Lockerbie settlement - unless Tripoli
provides "sufficient guarantees" it will pay extra compensation to
families of the 170 victims of the 1989 bombing of a French
UTA jet.
"If a vote was held at the UN security council (now), we would
have no option but to oppose it," said Renaud Muselier, French
foreign secretary.
It is still unclear whether the UN vote will be delayed. Wary of
another bitter UN row like that over the Iraq war, London has
twice delayed introducing a motion to lift sanctions. However, it
has said it canÕt wait indefinitely for a French UTA deal and risk
jeopardising its hard-won deal for families of the Lockerbie
disaster.
The British-US deal with Libya over Lockerbie left Paris
severely embarrassed. It gives Pan-Am families 25 times more
money than that received four years ago by the families of
victims of UTA flight 772 from Paris to Brazzaville in Central
Africa.

Libya has never admitted responsibility for blowing up the jet
over the Sahara, but in 1999 paid $33 million (£21 million) in
compensation. In the same year a French court convicted, in
absentia, six members of the Libyan intelligence services.
In theory, UTA families would have received around $194,000
(£122,000) each. Guillaume Denoix de Saint Marc, a spokesman
for the families, said some have had nothing. Even more
traumatising, he said, is the fact the six agents, including Colonel
GaddafiÕs brother-in-law, have remained free.
Mr Denoix de Saint Marc said: "We are not necessarily looking
to get exactly the same as Lockerbie, but the agreed sum must be
sufficiently important so we feel justice has been done."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Let's hope the photographs of wreckage Air India
Flight 182 don't get erased too...

Sunday, June 22, 2003

Canadian spy agency erased Kanishka tapes
Vancouver, June 11: Canada's spy agency wiped out tape
recordings of intercepted phone calls of the suspected
mastermind in the 1985 bombing of Air India's Kanishka flight,
which killed 329 people on board, even while it was negotiating
with police over giving them access to the tapes.
Only 54 of about 300 tapes remained intact by the time senior

Royal Canadian Mountain Police (RCMP) staff found out that
CSIS was erasing them, court documents show shedding light on
the controversial role of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service both before and after the bombings.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Why is not your byline on this story? Are you the
reporter for Air India Flight 182?

Judge releases sealed warrants in Air-India
case
Canadian Press
E-mail this Article
Print this Article
Advertisement
Vancouver Ñ Sealed search warrants in the Air-India bombing case released
Friday by B.C. Supreme Court show that the RCMP had prepared to charge a
man recently revealed as a possible informant for Canada's spy agency.
The Mounties had obtained two search warrants Nov. 7, 1996, for the home and
relative's vehicle of Surjan Singh Gill, who was named in court documents
released last month as a possible mole for the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service.
The search warrants sealed since 1996 list four counts Ñ three of first-degree
murder and one of conspiracy Ñ against Mr. Gill and five other men.
But Mr. Gill has never been charged and now lives in England. CSIS officials and
Solicitor-General Wayne Easter have denied an agent infiltrated a network of

Sikh extremists believed to be involved in the Air-India bombings.
Mr. Easter has also rejected calls by opposition MPs for an inquiry.
The other men listed in the four counts include Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri, who are currently on trial in Canada's biggest mass murder case.
Both men now face eight counts of first-degree murder, conspiracy, and other
charges.
Inderjit Singh Reyat, Hardial Singh Johal and Talwinder Singh Parmar are also
named in the four counts.
"Through the interception of private communications and physical surveillance, a
number of meetings were held" between Mr. Gill, Mr. Parmar, Mr. Johal, Mr. Malik
and others known to police in the weeks prior to June 22, 1985, says the
information to obtain the search warrants.
"In a letter dated June 20, 1985, Surjan Singh Gill suddenly resigned as a
member of the Babbar Khalsa," the document also says.
The Babbar Khalsa is a terrorist group of Sikh extremists banned last week by
the Canadian government.
Mr. Reyat was convicted in February of manslaughter for his part in the bombing
of Air-India Flight 182, and is serving a controversial five-year sentence in the
downing of Air-India Flight 182.
All 329 crew and passengers Ñ mostly Canadian Ñ perished when the aircraft
plunged into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Ireland on June 23, 1985 after a
suitcase bomb exploded.
Mr. Reyat has already served a 10-year sentence for his role in another suitcase
bomb blast less than an hour earlier at Tokyo's Narita airport, where two
baggage handlers died. The luggage was destined for another Air-India flight.
Mr. Johal died in Vancouver last year after an illness and Mr. Parmar, who was
believed to be the mastermind behind the bombing conspiracy, was killed in India
in 1992.
Mr. Parmar was also chief of the Babbar Khalsa, an organization of Sikh
separatists bent on seeking revenge against the Indian government. Threats had
been made against Air India, the government-owned airline.
That was after the Indian government ordered the Indian Army to storm the
Golden Temple in Amritsar, India, Sikhism's holiest shrine, a year earlier.
On Friday, Mr. Justice Ian Josephson allowed the release of the sealed

warrants, along with most of the information used as grounds to obtain them,
after the CBC filed an application to have the information disclosed.
The Mounties had applied to have the search warrants sealed to protect Mr. Gill
and his family during the investigation of the two Air-India bombings.
Police had also asked the court to seal wiretap conversations in the ongoing AirIndia investigation.
Mr. Gill has consented to the release of the information, the court heard.
The release of the search warrants was not a contentious issue between the
Crown and defence lawyers for Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik.
But both sides told Judge Josephson that they did not want the disclosure of
some information used to obtain the warrants because it identifies the men on
trial and may jeopardize the case.
"It is speculative, unreliable, highly prejudicial and denied by the source," Richard
Peck, defence lawyer for Mr. Bagri, said of parts of the information used by the
RCMP as grounds to obtain the search warrants.
Richard Fernyhough, defence lawyer for Mr. Malik, told Judge Josephson that he
is also opposed to such material that includes his client's name.
"The fruits of that search are not part of the case against Mr. Malik or Mr. Bagri,"
Mr. Fernyhough said.
Crown lawyer Dianne Wiedemann also objected to the release of several
paragraphs in the information to obtain the search warrants.
She said Mr. Gill's identity as a confidential informant had to be protected and
that the information could not impact Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik's trial, which
resumes in the fall after a summer recess.
Ms. Wiedemann, along with a lawyer for the RCMP, also did not want wiretap
information released, even if Mr. Gill and his lawyer David Gibbons, who was not
in court Friday, had given consent.
"Some of the conversations are between third parties and Mr. Gibbons cannot
consent to those conversations," Ms. Wiedemann said.
Judge Josephson will review the information used to obtain the search warrants
and may release the contentious parts at a later date.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Ah, a third bomb! and yes, key guy is dead and can't
talk, typical conspiracy thinking nonsense.....
At that time, they believed the noise was a gun shot. After the Air-India disaster
on June 23, 1985, they re-examined the site and decided the noise was from a
test of a homemade bomb.
Mr. Parmar, who police say was the mastermind behind the plot, was killed by
police in India in 1992.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Yes, maybe it is best for Canada that everyone shut
up. Truth through silence, ha!

"I think it is absolutely irresponsible at this point to
raise all of these issues when there is an active
prosecution under way," Dosanjh said in an
interview Wednesday. "The responsible thing to do
would be to allow the prosecution to conclude and
then determine whether or not any useful lessons
can be learned by a public inquiry."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: kbolan@png.canwest.com
Subject: Can you give me an email for CSIS? Their web site
has none. Can you refer a CSIS agent to me?

Can you give me an email for CSIS? Their web site has none.

Can you refer a CSIS agent to me?
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Never accused CSIS of having Air
India knowledge, RCMP says
Mole comment 'context being missed' by
media, politicians
Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, June 04, 2003

The RCMP attempted to clarify the record Tuesday, saying
it has never accused Canada's spy agency of having
advance knowledge of the 1985 Air India bombing.
Sergeant Grant Learned, who speaks on behalf of the
RCMP's Air India task force, said controversial RCMP
information contained in newly released court documents
is being taken out of context by journalists and politicians
across Canada.
Learned said statements that the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service may have had a mole among the
alleged bombing conspirators -- a man who pulled out
just before the explosions took place -- must be placed in
the proper context. The comments were made during an

RCMP interrogation of a suspect in the Air India bombing.
"The context seems to be being missed by many of the
media reporting on it," Learned said. "This is a statement
or a phrase given to a subject who is under police
interview and I have already said you take such
statements with a huge grain of salt."
Opposition politicians are renewing their call for a public
inquiry into the case, in light of the release of thousands
of pages of documents used in the pre-trial phase of the
Air India case.
Among those documents, which date back to 1985, are
partial transcripts of RCMP interviews with three Air India
suspects shortly after their arrests.
RCMP interrogators suggested to both Ripudaman Singh
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri in October 2000 that one of
their associates, a man named Surjan Singh Gill, was
taking his instructions from CSIS and that CSIS then
erased hundreds of hours of taped calls with the alleged
conspirators to cover up the agency's involvement. A
third transcript of a June 2001 interrogation of Inderjit
Singh Reyat, who pleaded guilty in February for his role
in the plot, notes another RCMP officer suggesting the
government of India was involved and that Malik might
be an Indian government agent.
Learned said the RCMP cannot comment specifically on
the documents because the case is before the courts.
"Our position has been that we are completely at arm's
length," Learned said. "Unfortunately, this has taken on a
twist that some issues are being held as fact when they
are not factual, such as people standing and saying the

RCMP have made certain claims. We haven't made
claims."
Both CSIS and Solicitor General Wayne Easter reiterated
denials the agency had any advance warning of the plot,
which left 331 dead in two separate explosions on June
23, 1985.
Easter went a step further than he did Monday, stating
CSIS did not have a mole among militant Sikh separatists
alleged to have plotted the bombings.
"The bottom line is no, they didn't have a mole," said
Easter, minister responsible for CSIS.
He also chastised his political opponents for raising the
issue while the trial is continuing.
"I am concerned about the families of the victims who
are listening to this kind of rumour and rhetoric" from
Opposition MPs, Easter said in the Commons.
"It is a bit of a travesty they would pull those rumours
out of the air and possibly jeopardize the longest-running
investigation and court case in [Canadian] history."
Malik and Bagri will be back in court June 23 for the
resumption of their trial on eight counts including
murder, conspiracy and attempted murder in two
bombings that targeted Air India.
Air India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland,
killing all 329 aboard. Less than an hour earlier, a blast at
Tokyo's Narita Airport killed two baggage handlers. The
Crown alleges the pair was part of a conspiracy by Sikh
separatists to target India's national airline in retaliation

for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine, in Amritsar, India.
A representative of the Indian high commission in Ottawa
also flatly denied RCMP interview statements about the
alleged involvement of the Indian government.
Gurbachan Singh, a consular official, said in an interview
he found such suggestions "atrocious."
"We totally reject any such suggestion," Singh said. "It is
an example of disinformation. I would not like to
comment further because the matter is subjudicial."
However, the controversy did not die down Tuesday, as
Burnaby New Democrat MP Svend Robinson called a
news conference to reiterate his demand for a public
inquiry into the activities of CSIS both before and after
the 1985 bombing. He raised the issue of the potential
mole, but also read from a 1996 memo written by thenRcmp Inspector Gary Bass, which chastised CSIS for
erasing wire-tap tapes. The memo, which was released
publicly several months ago, said the information was of
a "highly probative" nature and could have led to a
prosecution years earlier.
"When you look at what he is saying, it is a damning
indictment of CSIS," Robinson said. "There is enough
here to at the very least call for an inquiry. Let's get at
the truth."
Robinson said the combination of the RCMP
interrogations suggesting a mole and the 1996 Bass
memo suggest a cover-up.
"The solicitor-general said there was no cover-up. How
does he know?"

However, putting together a couple of documents that
were written years apart can be misleading, Learned
said.
"To cross-reference or index memos that were part of a
disclosure package to link them into an interview or a
statement made by a police investigator during an
interview, you are comparing apples and oranges," he
said. " Stuff is [being] brushed over with a common
swipe to create perhaps an impression we had made this
claim and that is not correct."
kbolan@png.canwest.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Would Alan Freeman like to interview me?
By ROBERT MATAS and ALAN FREEMAN
From Tuesday's Globe and Mail

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: This coded conspiracy nonsense would be funny
except people believe it....
"Mr. Parmar asked Mr. Gill whether he had delivered those papers. Mr. Gill
replied: Yes. Mr. Parmar then told him to deliver the clothes to the same place,"
the officer stated. "I believe that the 'papers' refers to the airline tickets and
'clothes' refers to the suitcase for the bombs."

H

10:18 AM EDT
Wednesday, Jun. 4, 2003

Mountie blames CSIS mole
A Sikh separatist suspected of being a CSIS mole in the Air-India conspiracy had
the explosives and airline tickets with him shortly before two bombs were
allegedly checked onto flights at the Vancouver airport, an RCMP officer stated
in an affidavit.
Canada's spy agency intercepted a telephone call on June 21, 1985, between
Surjan Singh Gill and the alleged mastermind of the scheme, Talwinder Singh
Parmar, Constable Gary Clark-Marlow said in an affidavit sworn to obtain court
approval for wiretaps.
Mr. Parmar and Mr. Gill spoke in code, stated Constable Clark-Marlow, a
member of the Air-India task force. The affidavit was among documents from the
Air-India trial released last week after a publication ban was lifted.
"Mr. Parmar asked Mr. Gill whether he had delivered those papers. Mr. Gill
replied: Yes. Mr. Parmar then told him to deliver the clothes to the same place,"
the officer stated. "I believe that the 'papers' refers to the airline tickets and
'clothes' refers to the suitcase for the bombs."
The revelation raises questions about the Air-India investigation and Mr. Gill's
move to England in 2000, shortly before two other men were charged in the case.
Before he left Canada, the RCMP had identified Mr. Gill as one of six main
suspects in the Air-India case, recently released RCMP documents show.
Mr. Gill was never charged in the bombings.
Efforts to track down Mr. Gill yesterday proved fruitless.
"He's still in England," said a man who answered Mr. Gill's cellphone and claimed
to be his brother Gurnam, a London bus driver. "He's here, but he's in Coventry
today."
Told that Mr. Gill was suspected of being a spy for Canada's intelligence service,
the respondent burst out laughing.
"It's still going on," he said, promising to get his brother to call back. Later calls to
the same phone went unanswered.
Mr. Gill lived until recently at his brother's home in a London suburb near
Heathrow airport and adjacent to Southall, the centre of London's Punjabi
population.

A visitor to Gurnam's modest semi-detached house, across the street from a rail
line, at first found nobody home. A neighbour, Mohamed Aleem, confirmed that
Surjan Singh Gill had been living with his brother, but had moved out some time
ago.
RCMP Staff Sergeant Grant Learned said in an interview that he could not
respond to questions about the affidavit, which was sworn some time after April
1996. The date of the affidavit is included in information still subject to publication
ban.
The recently released police documents from the Air-India trial tell only part of the
story, he said.
"There's still hundreds of thousands of pages and tapes and interviews that the
media do not have access to," he said. "Everyone has questions about bits and
pieces of information. . . . I expect the same questions will be raised during the
trial."
Constable Clark-Marlow's comments in the affidavit provide an extensive
account of dozens of Mr. Parmar's telephone conversations monitored by CSIS
starting in late March, 1985.
Mr. Gill was in frequent contact with Mr. Parmar in the days leading up to June
23, 1985. Although tape recordings of most conversations were erased, the spy
agency had officers' notes and various reports to piece together a portrait of Mr.
Gill's activities.
A CSIS agent, Larry Lowe, followed Mr. Gill, Mr. Parmar and an unidentified man
to the Vancouver ferry terminal on the afternoon of June 4, 1985, when Mr.
Parmar and the other man went to Vancouver Island, allegedly to test explosives,
the RCMP officer stated.
CSIS surveillance personnel saw Mr. Gill pick up Mr. Parmar at the ferry terminal
at 11:35 p.m. on the same day.
CSIS surveillance personnel also saw Mr. Gill arrive at Mr. Parmar's house at
8:15 a.m., June 21, 1985, the same day they had spoken on the phone about
delivering paper and clothes.
Mr. Gill handed Mr. Parmar a manila envelope and talked with him for about 30
minutes. Police subsequently found a note dated June 21, 1985, that said Mr. Gill
was resigning from a Sikh separatist group run by Mr. Parmar.
"It is my belief that Gill's purpose in this visit was to deliver his resignation,"
Constable Clark-Marlow stated.
Despite his resignation, Mr. Gill was seen talking to Mr. Parmar later the same

day. Mr. Gill also went over to Mr. Parmar's house on the evening of June, 23,
1985, after the bombs had exploded, Constable Clark-Marlow wrote.
Another police officer, Staff Sergeant Don Adam, suggested during the
interrogation of one of the Air-India defendants that Mr. Gill was a CSIS agent
who was instructed to pull out before the disaster. Solicitor-General Wayne
Easter has denied that CSIS knew in advance about the bombing.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops millworker Ajaib
Singh Bagri face murder charges in the death of 329 people killed in a midair
explosion aboard an Air-India flight on June 23, 1985. They are also charged with
the murder of two people who died in an explosion at Tokyo's Narita airport.
The prosecution has charged that the explosions were caused by bombs in
suitcases checked onto flights at the Vancouver airport. One of the bombs went
to Tokyo where it exploded at the Narita airport before it could be transferred to
an Air-India flight and the other was on a flight to Toronto where it was transferred
to another Air-India flight and exploded off the coast of Ireland.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Counter this conspiracy nonsense with facts about
the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India
Flight 182

Dear Robert, can you give me an email for
CSIS? Their web site has none. Can you refer
a CSIS agent to me?

Barry
Canada attacked in Air India case
By Ian Gunn
BBC correspondent in Vancouver
Canada's intelligence service is defending itself against
allegations that it deliberately hampered the investigation of
the bombing of an Indian airliner.
Two Sikh militants are on trial in Canada for killing 329 people when
Air India Flight 182 exploded over the Atlantic in 1985.
The plane exploded off Ireland
Newly-released court documents suggest a man at the centre of the
bombing was a spy and that efforts to protect his identity led the
Canadian intelligence service to shred crucial evidence.
It has been known for some time that Canada's Security and
Intelligence Service (CSIS) destroyed documents relating to the
bombing.
Until now it has been assumed that this was simply due to
embarrassing incompetence.
However papers released in the murder trial of the two suspects now
suggest the evidence was deliberately destroyed to protect a CSIS
agent at the heart of the conspiracy.
That would mean that Canada's own spies caused years of frustrating
delays in the case.
No warning
Public reaction has been swift and angry.
The opposition is calling for a public inquiry to force the secretive spy
agency to explain itself.
The militants on trial are pleading not guilty

Some relatives of the victims say that if there was an agent at the
heart of the conspiracy, this means that CSIS had advance warning of
the bombing.
That suggestion has elicited a rare public rebuttal from the agency.
In a terse statement, it says any suggestion that it would not have
tried to prevent the tragedy is absurd.
But that falls somewhere short of a full denial of the allegations and
there is other circumstantial evidence as well.
One of the key figures in the Sikh militant group left it just three days
before the bombing, was never charged and has since quietly
disappeared in Britain.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Your archive needs updating, All your recent stuff is
missing......
From website:

Air-India case relies on indirect evidence
By Robert Matas
Wednesday, February 26, 2003
Defence plans to make credibility a central issue in jet-bombing trial

Speech could play key role in trial
By Robert Matas
Wednesday, February 26, 2003
Bagri's Madison Square Garden remarks call for revenge against the
government of India

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
By Robert Matas
Thursday, February 27, 2003

Reports on crash of Air-India jet conflict

In his mind, he's an innocent man
By Robert Matas
Tuesday, February 11, 2003
The man who pleaded guilty to manslaughter in the deaths of 329 people sleeps
well at night

Sabotage feared as 329 die in jet
Caller claims Sikh group planted bomb

'Why don't police charge me?' Air India
suspect asks
The chief suspect in terrorist bombings that killed 329 people over the Atlantic
Ocean and two baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita Airport says he is innocent
and can sleep with a clear conscience

Air-India trail hot, RCMP assert
The mood has changed considerably in Punjab and in Vancouver since Flight
182 exploded, killing 329 people, and witnesses are not as hard to find as they
were

AirDisaster.com
B.C. Ministry of Attorney General
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal's Report on the Air-India Disaster
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT

To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Press gives conspiracy nonsense, I give you facts
in May of typical cargo door mishap on 747.

Boeing 747-436, G-BNLZ
AAIB Bulletin No: 5/2003 Ref: EW/G2003/02/21 Category: 1.1
Aircraft Type and Registration: Boeing 747-436, G-BNLZ
No & Type of Engines: 4 Rolls-Royce RB211-524H219 turbofan engines
Year of Manufacture: 1993
Date & Time (UTC): 26 February 2003 at 1130 hrs
Location: Stand W1, London Heathrow Airport
Type of Flight: Public Transport (Passenger)
Persons on Board: Crew - 18 Passengers - 294
Injuries: Crew - None Passengers - None
Nature of Damage: Cargo door seal damaged.
Commander's Licence: Airline Transport Pilot's Licence
Commander's Age: 50 years
Commander's Flying Experience: 13,867 hours (of which 773
were on type)
Last 90 days - 112 hours
Last 28 days - 39 hours
Information Source: Aircraft Accident Report Form submitted by
the pilot
During their pre-flight preparation the flight crew were informed
by a ground engineer that, whilst
being closed, the forward cargo door had struck the side hand rail
of a freight elevator vehicle that had
just been used for loading freight into the forward hold. The
cargo door seal was damaged
necessitating the removal of the aircraft from service.

RCMP hint CSIS had Air India
informant
Police comments to suspects in 1985
bombing may have been just interrogation
tactics

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
ADVERTISEMENT

Controversy is swirling around statements by the RCMP
that Canada's spy agency had an informant in the inner
circle of the Air India bombing conspiracy and that the
Indian government was somehow involved in Canada's
worse mass murder.
Both comments were made by RCMP interrogators in
interviews with two Air India suspects immediately after
their arrests and were contained in newly released court
documents.
After suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri was arrested in October
2000, police suggested a former associate of Bagri's
named Surjan Singh Gill was a mole for the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service who backed out of the Air
India bombing at the last minute on the instructions of
CSIS.
"And of course, why was he trying to back out? Well,

because his CSIS agents have told him to back out,"
RCMP Sergeant Jim Hunter told Bagri.
"They told him to get out of there. Things are happening
and you can't be seen as part of that."
Gill has never been charged and moved to England in
September 2000, just before Bagri and co-accused
Ripudaman Singh Malik were charged in the case.
In an interview in England two years ago, he told The
Vancouver Sun he was not an Air India suspect, though
he is repeatedly described as one in RCMP records of
their 18-year investigation.
But in the Bagri interrogation, Hunter makes several
references to Gill being a CSIS informant such as, "His
agent handlers have told him 'you better distance
yourself from these people,' " and later on in the
interview, "Mr. Gill is trying to get out of this because he
is in big trouble."
If true, the comments suggest CSIS may have had prior
knowledge of the bombing.
But it is also possible the RCMP was employing a
common interrogation technique which can involve
providing inaccurate information to elicit a response from
a suspect.
Neither CSIS nor the RCMP would comment specifically
on the documents Sunday.
RCMP Sergeant Grant Learned said it would be
inappropriate to comment because the Air India case is
before the courts.

But generally speaking, he suggested that police employ
many techniques while interrogating subjects.
"The interrogation strategies used often involve the
introduction of information as fact when in fact [that
information] is not now absolutely known or verified,"
Learned said Sunday. "When we have these interview
strategies, a person believes certain information. The
designed purpose of that is to motivate someone to
release information that they wouldn't otherwise
release."
Just 100 pages of a 503-page interview with Bagri were
released Friday on a disk containing thousands of pages
of documents from months of hearings prior to the start
of the Air India trial April 28.
Also contained in the documents are details of an
interview with Inderjit Singh Reyat after his arrest in
June 2001. Reyat pleaded guilty for his role in the
bombing last February and was sentenced to five years.
RCMP Corporal Baltej Dhillon told Reyat that since he
started on the Air India Task Force, "I've been told that
the Indian government is involved in this -- that there
was an outside agency that had a hand in this."
Dhillon, a turbanned Sikh officer, appeared to be trying to
win Reyat's cooperation by discrediting Malik. He even
praised Talwinder Singh Parmar, the late Babbar Khalsa
leader suspected of being the mastermind of the Air
India plot.
Dhillon also suggested to Reyat that Malik could have
been an Indian government agent.

"We asked him a question. We asked him: 'Are you an
Indian agent?' And I can tell you very openly and very
honestly here today that his answer to me was not
satisfactory and it has left me with grave doubts about
where his loyalty is," Dhillon said.
The public release of the startling interrogation details is
causing a stir in the Indo-Canadian community.
Liberal MLA Dave Hayer said he understands why police
can't shed more light on the facts while the trial is ongoing.
"But you have to be careful when you are talking about
another government or about someone in the community
being a spy," Hayer said Sunday.
"Police sometimes use different tactics to get to the
bottom of things during an interrogation."
Hayer said he hopes the RCMP will provide fuller
explanations once the trial is over.
"This information is causing some problem. The
community doesn't understand some of these things,"
said Hayer, whose father, a newspaper publisher, was
assassinated after writing critically about Sikh terrorism
in Canada.
"I do hope that once the court trial is over the police
clarify some of this information and say exactly what
happened."
The Air India trial is adjourned until June 23, when it will
sit for a week before a two-month summer recess.

Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy, murder and
attempted murder in two bombings June 23, 1985 that
targeted Air India and left 331 dead.
Air India Flight 182 was blown out of the sky off the
coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard. Less than an hour
earlier, a bomb destined for another Air India flight
exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage
handlers.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a broader
conspiracy by B.C.-based Sikh separatists to target
India's national airline to retaliate against the Indian
Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: What a coincidence. Sure to inflame. I guess we
know what side Josephson is on.....

Mr. Josephson is expected to rule on the submissions
sometime next month. After one month of testimony, the
trial has adjourned to June 23.
Malik and Bagri face eight counts, including murder,
attempted murder and conspiracy in two bombings
on June 23, 1985 that targeted Air India flights
Dear Robert, Thursday, May 29, 2003 2:37 PM

I am a source for a story you are following and writing and being
published. My credibility has been established. I support my
claims with experience, knowledge, data, facts, evidence, and
official documents.
My claims are controversial and refute conventional wisdom. Air
India Flight 182 was not a bomb, it was mechanical. The shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation is not a conspiracy explanation and
requires facts and evidence. It is science and can therefore be
confirmed independently.
I believe it is the duty of your paper to publish any alternative,
reasonable, plausible explanation for an event which has been in
the consciousness of Canadians for about 18 years. Was Air India
Flight 182 a bomb? If so, where? If not a bomb, what could it
have been?
Since the trial is going on and all this 'secrecy' stuff is in effect,
then don't write about bomb or conspiracy or Sikhs or Golden
Temple. You can write about an alternative explanation that the
Crown and the Court have never said, "Don't talk about this."
You can talk about a mechanical explanation that is not gossip
but science.
It's important because the mechanical explanation reveals flaws
in Boeing 747s which continue to this day and puts the lives of
your readers at risk when they fly. It's a safety issue, not a
political or religious one.
If necessary, have an aviation correspondent check my facts and
conclusions as reported on www.corazon.com. There must be an

aviation professional your paper calls on when aviation stories
come up.
To write the story yourself, all you need is in my PDF in the
Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182, attached to this email. In
particular, one area refutes the bomb in aft cargo compartment.
Another section refutes bomb anywhere. And one section
supports the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation by comparing it to
similar accidents including United Airlines Flight 811.
You've checked out the messenger, now check out his message:
No bomb for Air India Flight 182 but a mechanical event with
precedent and a continuing threat to the lives of airline
passengers.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: Thanks for correction, you have risen to the
occasion.

Thanks for the note. We have clarified the report. Check it
out
http://www.globeandmail.com/backgrounder/airindia/
pages/s_investigation.html
Jan. 22, 1986
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board formally concludes that an explosion brought
down Air-India Flight 182.
Dear Robert...well all right! Truth emerges. It's a small thing but the principle is
strong. Correct inaccuracies as they are reported.
Did you know the NTSB still has the wrong AAR for United Airlines Flight 811 on
their website. They have the first one that shows improper latching as the probable
cause, not the newer one that shows electrical. I reported it but they did not correct
it.
Regarding Air India Flight 182:
Feb. 4, 1986
B. N. Kirpal, a judge heading an Indian government inquiry into the disaster,
concludes an explosion in the forward baggage compartment brought down Flight
182.

Your website is correct, and the above CASB report conclusion could also state that
the explosion of unstated cause was in the forward cargo compartment, just like the
Kirpal report.
It's very important because soon the Crown shall say the explosion was in the aft
compartment, an impossibility with the actual evidence which exists.
The last official Canadian opinion by aviation authorities is explosion of unknown
cause in the forward cargo compartment for Air India Flight 182.
To attempt to change that now with no supporting evidence just to get a conviction
is not right.
The criminal defence attorneys don't know about aft and forward cargo
compartments and don't want to learn. They know conspiracies and crimes and
intend to say it was a bomb but our guys did not do it and you can't prove it.
Well, they may get one guy off but not all.
What happened to Reyat? Is he out of the picture because he plead guilty?
It is so sad to sit here and see two guys on trial for their life's freedom and know
they are innocent. Nobody did it. It was mechanical supported by evidence and
precedent.
But no one likes to admit they were wrong. Pride comes before a fall. Thank you
for correcting your paper's website. You proved truth is more important than
emotion.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Ms. Delorme, Tuesday, May 27, 2003 10:33 PM
I believe you assisted me a few years ago in regard to my shorted

wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
You referred me to Mr. Bill Tucker. We had an extensive
correspondence and a face to face meeting in my home in Carmel
Valley in December 2001.
Mr. Tucker told me just before retiring:
However, I have obtained a personal commitment from both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"
reminder to
follow up.

Well, I have waited but have heard nothing from either of those
Directors. Was I just brushed off? Was the 'personal commitment'
genuine? There is much to contribute to the TSB regarding Air
India Flight 182 based on the luxury of hindsight of 18 years.
Can you refer those gentlemen/women to me for further
discussion? I am a non conspiracy person and always refer to
facts, data, and evidence for Air India Flight 182. I believe the
probable cause was a mechanical event with precedent. Every
claim can be supported by official documents and evidence.
Can you bring forward the followup, please?

Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca Tue Jun 25 15:22:17 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 18:23:49 -0400
Reply-By: Sun, 2 Jun 2002 17:00:00 -0400
X-Message-Flag: Follow up
Dear Barry,
I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed
specific
responses to several of your points. I'll get to your request for
photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of
your
concerns - or at least try to.
1) - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".
2) - There is nothing fishy going on.

3) - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a
friend. He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).
4) - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I
am shocked
that you would suspect a connection. The fact is that my
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before
Ken's visit.
5) - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy". Based on my direct
knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one
plausible
explanation. Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in
the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be
plausible, but
unlikely. Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation
sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.
6) - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182,
PanAm 103,

and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity
with the UA
811 investigation than the other three. However, I have
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed
in UA
811.
7) - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182. Moreover, my personal opinion is
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so.
Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I
still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision. I have high
confidence in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I
sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the

cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info
that is still

in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure
possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner. In fact, I
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information
and
suggestions that you had provided. John G. told me that when he
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest
hint of a

desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.
As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related
elements
are only part of a huge investigation. The trial (which is
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation. You will
no doubt be
following the trial, as I will. Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome
(whatever
that may be)..
In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating
with you at least most of the time. (I must admit that there have been
times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere
message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.) If I may offer
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume
you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing
it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not

listen to
what you have to say. I was, and still am, impressed with you.
You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful
family and
home; Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement
years.
Very sincerely,
Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:02 PM PDT
To: ontrial@lawcourtsed.ca
Subject: How can the court system be fair when it forbids
viewing the 'scene of the crime'?

Dear Law Court, Tuesday, May 27, 2003 3:35 PM
How can the Canadian law be fair if it forbids the accused from
seeing the actual photographs of the wreckage of the aircraft they
are accused of destroying?
The accused of the crash of Air India Flight 182 are innocent
because 'nobody' did it. The accident was caused by a mechanical
fault with precedent. The cause was the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation and the precedent was United Airlines Flight 811.
The evidence is there to be evaluated in the reports on website
http://www.corazon.com.

There also exists current evidence not examined that the accused
are entitled to review; photographs of the actual wreckage of the
actual and alleged explosion zones of the forward and the aft
cargo doors of Air India Flight 182. These photographs of the
actual 'scene of the crime' are being withheld by the RCMP from
an independent safety investigator, the public, and the
Transportation Safety Board of Canada. The below email
correspondence shows the denial to the TSB by the RCMP to a
request for those existing photographs of the wreckage of Air
India Flight 182 for an independent evaluation.
The accused have the right to see the aircraft they are blamed for
destroying, the public has the right to see the photographs their
tax money paid for, the newspapers have the right to see the
photographs to inform their readers of vitally important events in
their lives, and the Canadian safety board has the right to see the
photographs to give an unbiased evaluation to find the actual
cause to prevent it from reoccurring.
Are you not curious?
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Kirpal Report>Pathological examination failed to reveal any

injuries indicative of a fire or explosion.
Kirpal Report> 3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000
still photographs (positives and transparencies) provided the
visual information on the targets
Below to Barry Smith from Bill Tucker via email, May 02:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..

To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the

SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Larger excerpts from official sources to document above quotes:
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed and
built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 6000
feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360Ä high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped

with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on
the targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore

essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since
carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.9 Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into account.
3.2.10.1
During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
3.2.10.12

After detailed macro photography of the recovered

wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by
the experts group to facilitate their packing.

2.9 Medical Evidence
Medical examination was conducted on the 131 bodies recovered
after the accident. This comprises about 40 per cent of the 329
persons on board. It should be noted that assigned seating is
based on preliminary information. Also, the exact position of
passengers is not certain because it is not known if passengers
changed their seats after lift-off. On the information available,
the passengers were seated as follows:
Passengers:*
Seats Bodies
Available
Occupied
Identified
Zone A
16
1
0
Zone B 22 0
0
Upper Deck 18
7
0
Zone C 112 104 + 2 29
Zone D
86
84 + 1 38
Zone E
123 105 + 3 50
SUB-TOTAL 377 301 (+6 infants)
117
Crew:
Flight Deck 3
3
0
Cabin 19
19
5
TOTAL 399 329 122
There were 30 children recovered and they showed less overall
injury. The average severity of injury increases from Zone C to E
and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.

Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies. Five of
these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evenly
*See Appendix C for interior seating arrangement.
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be
seated at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries from
a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear of the
aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including three
children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the right (3
in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of lap
belts.
Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion.
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear Bill, 22 May 02
Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal
Commission to have suffered an explosion on the right side
forward of the wing in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right
side forward of the wing are relevant and very important. It is to
be expected that photographs of that area be available for
inspection as they are the fatal wound of the victim. Much time
and expense was used to procure those photographs. They exist
and held by the Crown authorities.
If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation
Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is
rebuffed with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going
on.
Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did
Ken Smart say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?
Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.
I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for
Air India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.
In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you
refer to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the
accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also
never refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed
which is absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other
three.
Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only
the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since

1985 and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even
in the face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds
in the metal, cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United
Airlines Flight 811.
For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan
Am Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the
'bomb' explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution
fuselage reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event
time. The photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence
is there.
But ignored and that's why it's fishy.
Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo
door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to
see if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of
twisted metal.
Cheers,
Barry
X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca Tue Jun 25 15:22:17 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 18:23:49 -0400
Reply-By: Sun, 2 Jun 2002 17:00:00 -0400
X-Message-Flag: Follow up
Dear Barry,
I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed
specific

responses to several of your points. I'll get to your request for
photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of
your
concerns - or at least try to.
1) - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".
2) - There is nothing fishy going on.
3) - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a
friend. He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).
4) - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I
am shocked
that you would suspect a connection. The fact is that my
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before
Ken's visit.
5) - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy". Based on my direct
knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one
plausible
explanation. Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in
the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be

plausible, but
unlikely. Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation
sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.
6) - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182,
PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity
with the UA
811 investigation than the other three. However, I have
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed
in UA
811.
7) - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182. Moreover, my personal opinion is
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so.
Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I
still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision. I have high
confidence in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I
sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of

the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that

release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure

possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner. In fact, I
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information
and
suggestions that you had provided. John G. told me that when he
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest
hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.
As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related
elements
are only part of a huge investigation. The trial (which is
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation. You will
no doubt be
following the trial, as I will. Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome
(whatever
that may be)..
In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating
with you at least most of the time. (I must admit that there have been
times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere
message or to

respond to it without adequate consideration.) If I may offer
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume
you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing
it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not
listen to
what you have to say. I was, and still am, impressed with you.
You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful
family and
home; Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement
years.
Very sincerely,
Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: Robert, you could correct your paper's website
which says the CASB said bomb and you know they didn't.

4.1 Cause-related findings
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of
the aircraft was the lead event in this occurrence.
A wiring short was the lead event and is not a structural failure.

The cargo door did what it was told to do, try to open.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board formally concludes
that a bomb brought down Air-India Flight 182.

The above is a lie. The CASB declined to say it was a bomb and
specifically said they did not say it was a bomb.
The Kirpal Report concluded it was a bomb.
The Indians are not the Canadians.
To conclude it was a bomb because structural failure was not the
lead event is biased without evidence of a bomb and there is
none other than the conspiracy nonsense of overheard
conversations.
Robert, you've crossed over the line when you and your paper
say it was a bomb explosion on Air India Flight 182 and the
CASB agrees with you.
And...you specifically omit the AAIB opinion that it was
structural failure and specifically said it was not a bomb.
CASB said unknown cause of explosion in forward cargo
compartment.
Kirpal said bomb in forward cargo compartment.
AAIB said explosion in forward cargo compartment and not a
bomb.
And the RCMP, and your paper say....

Bomb in aft cargo compartment!
And you might wonder why the print media is losing credibility
in the mind of the public...
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Robert, you could correct your paper's website
which says the CASB said bomb and you know they didn't.
http://www.globeandmail.com/backgrounder/airindia/pages/
s_investigation.html
Jan. 22, 1986
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board formally concludes that a bomb brought
down Air-India Flight 182.

The Investigation
June 23, 1985
Nov. 8, 1985
RCMP conduct raids on homes of suspected Sikh militants including Talwinder

Singh Parmar, Inderjit Singh Reyat, Surjan Singh Gill and Hardial Singh Johal
Although the arrests lead to widespread speculation that the Air-India bombing is
about to be solved, that does not prove to be the case: charges against Mr.
Parmar are eventually dropped for lack of evidence, and Mr. Reyat is charged
with a minor offence, unrelated to Air-India. Mr. Parmar later acknowledges that
he is considered a prime suspect in the Air-India bombing.
Jan. 22, 1986
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board formally concludes that a bomb brought
down Air-India Flight 182.
Feb. 4, 1986
B. N. Kirpal, a judge heading an Indian government inquiry into the disaster,
concludes a bomb in the forward baggage compartment brought down Flight 182.
May 11, 1986
Federal Solicitor-General James Kelleher says new evidence discovered in the
case may lead to charges, but warns that the evidence gathered so far is
insufficient to get a conviction in court.
Nov. 11, 1987
The head of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service resigns after it is
revealed that the agency submitted a misleading affidavit in 1985 in order to
obtain a wiretap warrant from a judge as they investigated suspected Sikh
terrorists in connection with the Air-India bombing.
Feb. 5, 1988
Inderjit Singh Reyat is arrested in England in connection with the Narita airport
bombing. Soon after Mr. Reyat's arrest, Talwinder Singh Parmar leaves Canada
for India. Although he is still widely regarded as the prime suspect in the Air-India
case, police say Mr. Parmar is free to travel where he wants, since he has not
been charged with any crime.
Aug. 10.1988
A British court orders Mr. Reyat's extradition to Canada.
Aug. 21, 1989
Canadian investigators confirm they have found new evidence in the Air-India
bombing, but refuse to make it public.
Jan. 30, 1990
Citizens Alliance for a Public Inquiry into the Air-India Disaster claims RCMP are
blocking its bid for a public inquiry.
May 10, 1991
Inderjit Singh Reyat is convicted in Vancouver of manslaughter and four
explosives charges related to the Narita airport bombing.

May 14, 1991
Liberal MP John Nunziatia says RCMP know who bombed the plane but don't
have evidence needed for prosecution.
Oct. 15, 1992
Talwinder Singh Parmar is shot by police. There are conflicting reports about
whether he was killed in a battle with police or while being tortured by police.
Feb. 3, 1994
Solicitor-General Herb Gray says a royal commission into the air disaster hasn't
been ruled out, but declines to order one.
April 13, 1994
RCMP say they have spent $20-million on the Air-India investigation, and are still
working on the case.
May 31, 1995
RCMP announce a $1-million reward for help catching Air-India bombers.
Dec. 11, 1996
RCMP announce that they expect to lay charges against several suspects in the
bombing within a few months. No charges are laid.
Oct. 15, 1998
RCMP announce they have handed their Air-India report to British Columbia's
Crown counsel office, which may allow them to bring charges in the bombing.
March 11, 1999
RCMP announce they have spent $26-million on the Air-India probe.
Jan. 26, 2000
A former CSIS agent tells The Globe and Mail that a turf war between his agency
and the RCMP led him to destroy taped interviews with Air-India sources rather
than hand them over to his rivals at the RCMP.
June 26, 2000
Documents obtained by The Globe and Mail reveal that police have identified a
third suspect in the Air-India investigation. The documents indicate that a link has
been established between the suspect and Inderjit Singh Reyat, who is still in
prison after being convicted in connection with the Narita airport bombing.
Although police do not name the suspect, they say he has significant financial
ties to Mr. Reyat's family.
Oct. 27, 2000
Ripudaman Singh Malik, 53, and Ajaib Singh Bagri, 51, are charged with murder.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com
Cc: mmj@kaclawyers.com, info@ap.org,
www.myvoice@compuserve.com, letters@globeandmail.ca,
nwnews@wic.ca, pfong@png.canwest.com,
fdawson@png.canwest.com, vcasselton@png.canwest.com,
smuir@png.canwest.com, sjiwa@png.canwest.com,
vsosnowski@png.canwest.com, pgraham@png.canwest.com,
AMARDEEP@klse.com.my, hmalik@uniserve.com,
aniljitsingh@hotmail.com, hmalik@harrisonhotsprings.com,
jsmalik@wwdb.org, npsingh@wans.net,
jaswinderp@hotmail.com, khalsaq@yahoo.com,
beanbag@mbay.net, chrisolsson@btopenworld.com,
spmayes@email.msn.com, swatson@core.com,
Barry.Howarth@Ticketmaster.com, smandkjc@internet.co.nz,
mdornheim@att.net, maan100@worldonline.nl,
KaurSingh@webtv.net, Glenwood@mweb.co.za,
murphyd@tc.gc.ca, pageota@tc.gc.ca,
paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca, pettifg@tc.gc.ca, plattsj@tc.gc.ca,
sweetd@tc.gc.ca, sampsonj@bigpond.net.au, adlaw@planet.nl,
rskeenqc@compuserve.com, adlaw@callnetuk.com,
Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov, John.Dimtroff@FAA.DOT.GOV,
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov, Bob.Breneman@faa.dot.gov,
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov, WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov,
DICKINA@ntsb.gov

Dear Sikh Media and honorable addressees, Monday, May 26,
2003 9:07 AM
The accused of the crash of Air India Flight 182 are innocent
because 'nobody' did it. The accident was caused by a mechanical
fault with precedent. The cause was the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation and the precedent was United Airlines Flight 811.

The evidence is there to be evaluated in the reports on website
http://www.corazon.com.
There also exists current evidence not examined that the accused
are entitled to review; photographs of the actual wreckage of the
actual and alleged explosion zones of the forward and the aft
cargo doors of Air India Flight 182. These photographs of the
actual 'scene of the crime' are being withheld by the RCMP from
an independent safety investigator, the public, and the
Transportation Safety Board of Canada. The below email
correspondence shows the denial to the TSB by the RCMP to a
request for those existing photographs of the wreckage of Air
India Flight 182 for an independent evaluation.
Sikhs! Now is your opportunity to see for yourselves and to show
the world the actual damage to the actual aircraft which will
refute the Crown's assertion the explosion was in the aft cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182 and was indeed in the
forward cargo compartment, as agreed by the Canadians in the
CASB, and the Indians in the Kirpal Commission in 1986. All
the Vancouver baggage was loaded into the aft cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182 and therefore unable to
'blow up' the forward cargo compartment. The photographs will
exonerate the accused.
Sikhs, you revere the factual representation of events and not
biased emotions so go to the actual photographs of the actual
aircraft that your religion is accused of destroying. You are
innocent. It was a mechanical cause and it has happened since
with other similar aircraft type and model leaving similar
evidence. You will have to read the reports and the released
photographs from the other safety boards. You will have to read

and learn why airplanes crash. http://www.corazon.com has those
reports as well as the only place to get the Air India Flight 182
Kirpal and CASB report for download.
The accused have the right to see the aircraft they are blamed for
destroying, the public has the right to see the photographs their
tax money paid for, the newspapers have the right to see the
photographs to inform their readers of vitally important events in
their lives, and the Canadian safety board has the right to see the
photographs to give an unbiased evaluation to find the actual
cause to prevent it from reoccurring.
Are you not curious?
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Kirpal Report>Pathological examination failed to reveal any
injuries indicative of a fire or explosion.
Kirpal Report> 3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000
still photographs (positives and transparencies) provided the
visual information on the targets

Below to Barry Smith from Bill Tucker via email, May 02:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.

The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they

will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Larger excerpts from official sources to document above quotes:
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed and
built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 6000
feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360Ä high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial

areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on
the targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since
carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of

locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.9 Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into account.
3.2.10.1
During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
3.2.10.12
After detailed macro photography of the recovered
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by
the experts group to facilitate their packing.

2.9 Medical Evidence
Medical examination was conducted on the 131 bodies recovered
after the accident. This comprises about 40 per cent of the 329
persons on board. It should be noted that assigned seating is
based on preliminary information. Also, the exact position of
passengers is not certain because it is not known if passengers
changed their seats after lift-off. On the information available,
the passengers were seated as follows:
Passengers:*
Seats Bodies
Available
Occupied
Identified
Zone A
16
1
0
Zone B 22 0
0
Upper Deck 18
7
0
Zone C 112 104 + 2 29
Zone D
86
84 + 1 38
Zone E
123 105 + 3 50
SUB-TOTAL 377 301 (+6 infants)
117
Crew:
Flight Deck 3
3
0
Cabin 19
19
5
TOTAL 399 329 122
There were 30 children recovered and they showed less overall
injury. The average severity of injury increases from Zone C to E
and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies. Five of
these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11

in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evenly
*See Appendix C for interior seating arrangement.
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be
seated at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries from
a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear of the
aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including three
children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the right (3
in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of lap
belts.
Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion.
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Bill, 22 May 02
Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal
Commission to have suffered an explosion on the right side
forward of the wing in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right
side forward of the wing are relevant and very important. It is to
be expected that photographs of that area be available for

inspection as they are the fatal wound of the victim. Much time
and expense was used to procure those photographs. They exist
and held by the Crown authorities.
If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation
Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is
rebuffed with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going
on.
Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did
Ken Smart say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?
Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.
I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for
Air India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.
In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you
refer to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the
accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also
never refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed
which is absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other
three.
Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only
the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since
1985 and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even
in the face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds
in the metal, cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United
Airlines Flight 811.
For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan
Am Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the
'bomb' explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution

fuselage reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event
time. The photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence
is there.
But ignored and that's why it's fishy.
Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo
door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to
see if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of
twisted metal.
Cheers,
Barry
X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca Tue Jun 25 15:22:17 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 18:23:49 -0400
Reply-By: Sun, 2 Jun 2002 17:00:00 -0400
X-Message-Flag: Follow up
Dear Barry,
I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed
specific
responses to several of your points. I'll get to your request for
photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of
your
concerns - or at least try to.
1) - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".

2) - There is nothing fishy going on.
3) - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a
friend. He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).
4) - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I
am shocked
that you would suspect a connection. The fact is that my
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before
Ken's visit.
5) - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy". Based on my direct
knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one
plausible
explanation. Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in
the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be
plausible, but
unlikely. Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation
sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.
6) - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182,

PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity
with the UA
811 investigation than the other three. However, I have
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed
in UA
811.
7) - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182. Moreover, my personal opinion is
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so.
Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I
still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision. I have high
confidence in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I
sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only

certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info

that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure
possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner. In fact, I
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information
and
suggestions that you had provided. John G. told me that when he
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest

hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.
As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related
elements
are only part of a huge investigation. The trial (which is
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation. You will
no doubt be
following the trial, as I will. Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome
(whatever
that may be)..
In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating
with you at least most of the time. (I must admit that there have been
times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere
message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.) If I may offer
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume
you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing
it as the

only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not
listen to
what you have to say. I was, and still am, impressed with you.
You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful
family and
home; Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement
years.
Very sincerely,
Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: kbolan@png.canwest.com
Subject: For Your Information: Air India Flight 182
Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, May 24, 2003

Dear Ms. Bolan: Saturday, May 24, 2003 9:27 PM
Don't you think it odd that the Sikhs are accused of blowing up
an airplane and yet the pictures of that blown up airplane are kept
secret from you, your readers, the TSB, and the Defence?
Would not the pictures look good in your paper? Let the readers
see the explosions in the forward cargo compartment, or is it the

aft cargo compartment?
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Facts below:

>From Bill Tucker of TSB to me in an email:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired:
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the

ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.
From Kirpal Report and CASB report> 3.2.5.2 About 50 video
tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs (positives and
transparencies) provided the visual information on the targets
FEBRUARY 26, 1986
3.2.9.1
All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes

and all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
All the personnel involved in the recovery operation were shown
the slides and photographs of the targets which were chosen for
recovery on priority basis. The method and procedure of the
recovery operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another
meeting was convened on 6.10.85
to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing
various photographs of targets to be recovered.
3.2.10.12
After detailed macro photography of the recovered
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by
the experts group to facilitate their packing.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed and
built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 6000
feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable

of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed and
built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 6000
feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating

in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on
the targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since

carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.9 Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into account.
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment

(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since
carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.9 Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and

photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into account.
3.2.10.1
During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.

Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion.
2.9 Medical Evidence
Medical examination was conducted on the 131 bodies recovered
after the accident. This comprises about 40 per cent of the 329
persons on board. It should be noted that assigned seating is
based on preliminary information. Also, the exact position of
passengers is not certain because it is not known if passengers
changed their seats after lift-off. On the information available,
the passengers were seated as follows:
Passengers:*
Seats Bodies
Available
Occupied
Identified
Zone A
16
1
0
Zone B 22 0
0
Upper Deck 18
7
0
Zone C 112 104 + 2 29

Zone D
86
84 + 1 38
Zone E
123 105 + 3 50
SUB-TOTAL 377 301 (+6 infants)
117
Crew:
Flight Deck 3
3
0
Cabin 19
19
5
TOTAL 399 329 122
There were 30 children recovered and they showed less overall
injury. The average severity of injury increases from Zone C to E
and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies. Five of
these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evenly
*See Appendix C for interior seating arrangement.
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be
seated at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries from
a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear of the
aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including three
children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the right (3
in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of lap

belts.
Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Robert, test my credibility....

MAY 23, 2003
COMMENTARY
By Gary Weiss
Jayson Blair vs. the Fraud Police
For reporters, the ultimate nightmare is the source who lies.
Journalists spend a good deal of their working lives figuring out
ways to test the credibility of the people who give them
information without alienating them.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: The below is the type of conspiracy nonsense
usually given by the Missile Guys for Trans World Airlines
Flight 800.

Mr. Malik was seen in conversation with
Talwinder Singh Parmar and another unidentified
male on June 18, 1985 at Mr. Parmar's
Vancouver house, Mr. Justice Bruce Josephson

was told.
The three men were seated on the floor, talking
to each other, when CSIS agents discontinued
their surveillance at 9:50 p.m. on that evening,
the report stated.
The court also heard that Ajaib Singh Bagri's car
was seen at Mr. Parmar's house on June 21,
1985, the day before two bags were checked
onto flights, each allegedly with a bomb inside.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Official CASB statement: Pathological examination
failed to reveal any injuries indicative of a fire or explosion.

Vancouver Ñ Bodies floating in the Atlantic Ocean at the
crash site of Air-India flight 182 were covered with oil,
hydraulic fluid and blood, the Air-India trial heard Thursday.
Yes, Robert, but no evidence of bomb explosion which is
the mystery isn't it?
Barry
2.9 Medical Evidence
Medical examination was conducted on the 131 bodies recovered
after the accident. This comprises about 40 per cent of the 329
persons on board. It should be noted that assigned seating is

based on preliminary information. Also, the exact position of
passengers is not certain because it is not known if passengers
changed their seats after lift-off. On the information available,
the passengers were seated as follows:
Passengers:*
Seats Bodies
Available
Occupied
Identified
Zone A
16
1
0
Zone B 22 0
0
Upper Deck 18
7
0
Zone C 112 104 + 2 29
Zone D
86
84 + 1 38
Zone E
123 105 + 3 50
SUB-TOTAL 377 301 (+6 infants)
117
Crew:
Flight Deck 3
3
0
Cabin 19
19
5
TOTAL 399 329 122
There were 30 children recovered and they showed less overall
injury. The average severity of injury increases from Zone C to E
and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies. Five of
these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evenly
*See Appendix C for interior seating arrangement.
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be
seated at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).

Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries from
a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear of the
aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including three
children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the right (3
in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of lap
belts.
Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: You link to my site....which says 3.2.5.2
About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provided the visual
information on the targets

Globe and Mail Website>Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal's Report on the
Air-India Disaster
links to corazon.com for Air India Flight 182 report. That's fine. I
ordered that print report from Canada and it took me over a
hundred of boring hours of scanning it and putting it in
webpages and uploading. Someone I know had it transcribed. It
exists no where else. It is extremely valuable. Tens of thousands
of people have downloaded it since 1996.

It's text and there are no pictures except a few grainy black and
white that are worthless. There are however high quality color
still and moving pictures in film and video and the Crown has
them. You can get them.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on
the targets
I show the test report, Robert, you show the pictures. Why not
suggest to your editor that what newspaper readers want is
pictures, not dry paraphrasing of what goes on in a courtroom.
(Although you do make it interesting.) Get the pictures. Ask the
defence to get the pictures. Ask the Chief of RCMP for the
pictures.
Then show in the paper the area of the 'bomb' explosion. The
explosion was there are all right, right there at the forward cargo
door and the text describes it. Let's see it. Let the readers see it.
Let the trial come alive.
Please don't make me say a picture is worth a thousand.....
Then show the aft end of the wreckage and where the new 'bomb'
is supposed to have gone off.
Two pictures is all you need, Robert. One of the forward cargo
door and one of the aft. They exist. They are in public reports,
paid for by Canadians.
You might also request the below:
Cheers,

Barry
Aircraft:
AI 182:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and
sketches now held by the RCMP, TSB, NTSB, AAIB, and BARC
to include the About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still
photographs taken.
2. Access to all hard evidence of the wreckage which was
retrieved from ocean now in Bombay.
3. Interviews with TSB, AAIB, and NTSB investigators who
contributed to the AI 182 report through deposition or voluntary
meeting.
4. Autopsy reports now held by Indian authorities.
5. Wreckage database and plots held by TSB
6. Passenger and cargo manifests held by TSB.
7. CVR and FDR printouts held by TSB.
8. All picture albums made of the wreckage, albums now held by
TSB.
Quotes about evidence:
FEBRUARY 26, 1986
3.2.9.1
All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
All the personnel involved in the recovery operation were shown
the slides and photographs of the targets which were chosen for
recovery on priority basis. The method and procedure of the
recovery operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another
meeting was convened on 6.10.85

to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing
various photographs of targets to be recovered.
3.2.10.12
After detailed macro photography of the recovered
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by
the experts group to facilitate their packing.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed and
built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 6000
feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still

photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed and
built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 6000
feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
A complete optical suite.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.

3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on
the targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since
carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.9 Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage

Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into account.
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation

3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since
carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.9 Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into account.

3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: Fishy going on....

The testimony this week is supposed to be about the
explosion. IÕll get in touch if there is an opportunity to write
something.
Robert
I'm trying today to follow this up. I'll phone later today or
early Friday.

Dear Robert,
No followup to the fact that the RCMP will not let the TSB see
photos of Air India Flight 182?
You are right, there was an explosion, an explosive
decompression. Exactly what the AAIB representative said and
the CASB said, and Kirpal said, and they all said it happened in
the forward cargo compartment and they all said it did not
happen in the aft cargo compartment.
They disagreed on the cause of the explosion that you say, I say,

and everyone said happened in Air India Flight 182. One said
bomb, one said structural failure, one said unknown, and I say
the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation. I have the precedent
and advantage the others did not have: hindsight with United
Airlines Flight 811.
I think it is important that the public know that the scene of the
crime of a mass murder of 329 people is being kept secret by the
police authority, even secret to the Crown's most expert authority,
the TSB.
Now why is that? Why not ask Sgt Blachford of RCMP? or
Garstang? or Bill Tucker? The canard about court hearings and
deterioration is stalling and evasion. Let us see the scratched and
rotting pictures, ask the court to let the press see the wreckage.
There are not dead bodies, secret hardware, or political issues in
the twisted metal. This was civilian airliner in peacetime. Let us
see it. Let the Globe see it. Let me see it. Let TSB see it. Let the
Judge see it. Let the accused see it.
What is there to hide? Much effort and money was put into
making those high resolution photographs and video for
expressly this purpose, for review and evaluation by competent
authority at the proper time.
Now is the proper time and if not now, then never.
Standing by for you to call if there is an opportunity to write
something.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: Fishy going on....

Dear Robert,
Friday, May 16, 2003 10:08 PM
just got back from three day field trip at Yosemite with my 11
year old daughter. It was a fifth grade class trip with a few
parents. Fantastic...but, I may have missed you. I have been out
of touch with the outside world since Wednesday morning and
not checked my answering machine yet.
I stand by to corroborate anything you need confirming.
Hope springs eternal...just like the waterfalls we saw and the
3000 year old Sequoia trees....
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

IÕm trying today to follow this up. IÕll phone later today or
early Friday.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:vigilante3@redshift.net]
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2003 9:28 AM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fishy going on....
Dear Robert, Sunday, May 11, 2003 9:26 AM
below opinion about 'unsafe' conviction is from aviation accident
expert. My email which evoked Bill Tucker's response and Mr.
Tucker's entire email is attached below:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired
He might be interviewed since he is retired and can talk now
without court restraints and would be talking about an alternative
explanation not in dispute at court.
And...Robert, how can persons be accused of 'robbing a bank'
and yet the defence can not see pictures of the 'bank'?
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Subject: RE: John still trying...Fwd: Why there was no
explosion, bomb or otherwise, in the aft cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182
Date: Sun, 11 May 2003 16:17:11 +0800
That last paragraph below would seem to me to constitute
an automatic miscarriage of Justice - if Tucker is telling it
as it truly is. Even if convicted by a jury, the Sikhs would
probably be able to have it overturned on judicial appeal, It
would be a demonstrably "unsafe" conviction.
JS
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:vigilante3@redshift.net]
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2003 8:05 AM
To: sampsonj
Subject: RE: John still trying...Fwd: Why there was no
explosion, bomb or otherwise, in the aft cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182
JBS
Read the lengthy PDF file and I would agree that it is
mightily apparent that the Garstang analysis was skewed

towards a finding of an explosion in aft cargo - solely
because that was where the Sikh's cargo was placed.
JS, well I agree and very reluctantly because it smacks of
corruption. It really bugs me that an official investigator
would bias his conclusions to fit political ends. And that's
what apparently Jim Wildey of NTSB and Tom Thurman of
the FBI did. They are supposed to be scientists.
Any confirmation of the fwd cargo having been the origin of
any explosion would make it quite hard to get a conviction.
JBS>I told all this to Dave Crossin, attorney for Malik two
years ago. And is confirmed by much evidence and
examination. JAL 123 happened two months after Air India
Flight 182 so the aft pressure bulkhead and nearby was
carefully scrutinized for any evidence of explosion of any
source. None found, no explosion.
JS>Garstang appears to have fully understood his task which was to incriminate the Sikhs by dint of circumstantial
corroboration and thereby get the RCMP off the hook - as
the Mounties always need to get their man (and had sworn
to in this case). So it all depended upon how effectively
that Garstang Report was to be dismantled in court.
JBS>I can dismantle it and so can you and the attorneys
can't because they are criminal lawyers, not accident
investigators.
John, that Garstang report is a piece of shit and unworthy
of any title of accident report.
TSB in the name of Bill Tucker tried to get photos of Air

India Flight 182 and was rebuffed by RCMP. Imagine that,
the aviation authority can not get pictures of a plane crash
wreckage.
RCMP is really hiding the evidence. It's all there on film. I
could match the cargo doors to the others very quickly.
But never get the chance...
But...fate is funny....
Cheers,
Barry

>From Bill Tucker of TSB
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired:
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he

is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.

Email which precipitated response:
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Bill, 22 May 02
Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal
Commission to have suffered an explosion on the right side
forward of the wing in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right
side forward of the wing are relevant and very important. It is to
be expected that photographs of that area be available for
inspection as they are the fatal wound of the victim. Much time
and expense was used to procure those photographs. They exist
and held by the Crown authorities.
If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation
Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is
rebuffed with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going
on.
Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did
Ken Smart say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?
Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.
I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for
Air India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.
In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you
refer to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the
accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also
never refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed
which is absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other

three.
Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only
the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since
1985 and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even
in the face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds
in the metal, cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United
Airlines Flight 811.
For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan
Am Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the
'bomb' explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution
fuselage reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event
time. The photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence
is there.
But ignored and that's why it's fishy.
Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo
door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to
see if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of
twisted metal.
Cheers,
Barry
X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca Tue Jun 25 15:22:17 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 18:23:49 -0400
Reply-By: Sun, 2 Jun 2002 17:00:00 -0400
X-Message-Flag: Follow up

Dear Barry,
I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed
specific
responses to several of your points. I'll get to your request for
photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of
your
concerns - or at least try to.
1) - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".
2) - There is nothing fishy going on.
3) - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a
friend. He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).
4) - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I
am shocked
that you would suspect a connection. The fact is that my
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before
Ken's visit.
5) - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy". Based on my direct
knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one
plausible
explanation. Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in

the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be
plausible, but
unlikely. Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation
sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.
6) - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182,
PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity
with the UA
811 investigation than the other three. However, I have
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed
in UA
811.
7) - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182. Moreover, my personal opinion is
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so.
Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I
still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision. I have high
confidence in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I
sincerely

hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in

effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"

reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure
possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner. In fact, I
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information
and
suggestions that you had provided. John G. told me that when he
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest
hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.
As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related
elements
are only part of a huge investigation. The trial (which is
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation. You will
no doubt be
following the trial, as I will. Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome
(whatever
that may be)..
In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating
with you -

at least most of the time. (I must admit that there have been
times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere
message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.) If I may offer
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume
you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing
it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not
listen to
what you have to say. I was, and still am, impressed with you.
You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful
family and
home; Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement
years.
Very sincerely,
Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: If happened at Narita, it's a bomb from a Sikh. Point

is, explosions occur that are not bombs.

Bag explodes on departing plane at SFO
Bay City News
Sunday, May 11, 2003
1:23 p.m. -- A bag loaded with electronic test equipment exploded as
it was being loaded onto a Hawaii-bound Boeing 757 at San Francisco
International Airport this morning, officials said.
A baggage handler standing nearby walked away with a singed
eyebrow, and no other injuries or damage were reported on United
Airlines flight 33, according to Suzanne Luber, a spokesman for the
Transportation Security Administration.
Only several of about 180 passengers were on board the plane when
the explosion occurred in the cargo hold. All were evacuated, airport
officials said.
They are scheduled to board another flight shortly after noon,
spokesman Michael McCarron said.

airport

The travellers and their baggage, having arrived from Salt Lake City,
were being moved to the plane around 10 a.m. for a connecting flight
to Lihue, on the island of Kauai, Luber said.
A mobile X-ray machine was brought out to scan the bag as law
enforcement officers questioned the man who owns it, Luber said.
Both the man and his luggage have been cleared, and foul play is not
suspected, McCarron said, adding that the minor explosion may have
been caused by an overheated or malfunctioning part in the test
equipment.
Copyright 2003 by Bay City News, Inc. Replication, Republication or
Retransmission without the express written consent of Bay City News, Inc. is
prohibited.

From: John Barry Smith <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fishy going on....

Dear Robert, Sunday, May 11, 2003 9:26 AM
below opinion about 'unsafe' conviction is from aviation accident
expert. My email which evoked Bill Tucker's response and Mr.
Tucker's entire email is attached below:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired
He might be interviewed since he is retired and can talk now
without court restraints and would be talking about an alternative
explanation not in dispute at court.
And...Robert, how can persons be accused of 'robbing a bank'
and yet the defence can not see pictures of the 'bank'?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

http://www.corazon.com

To: "'John Barry Smith'" <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Subject: RE: John still trying...Fwd: Why there was no
explosion, bomb or otherwise, in the aft cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182
Date: Sun, 11 May 2003 16:17:11 +0800
That last paragraph below would seem to me to constitute
an automatic miscarriage of Justice ‹ if Tucker is telling it
as it truly is. Even if convicted by a jury, the Sikhs would
probably be able to have it overturned on judicial appeal, It
would be a demonstrably ÒunsafeÓ conviction.
JS
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:vigilante3@redshift.net]
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2003 8:05 AM
To: sampsonj
Subject: RE: John still trying...Fwd: Why there was no
explosion, bomb or otherwise, in the aft cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182
JBS
Read the lengthy PDF file and I would agree that it is
mightily apparent that the Garstang analysis was skewed
towards a finding of an explosion in aft cargo - solely
because that was where the Sikh's cargo was placed.
JS, well I agree and very reluctantly because it smacks of
corruption. It really bugs me that an official investigator
would bias his conclusions to fit political ends. And that's

what apparently Jim Wildey of NTSB and Tom Thurman of
the FBI did. They are supposed to be scientists.
Any confirmation of the fwd cargo having been the origin of
any explosion would make it quite hard to get a conviction.
JBS>I told all this to Dave Crossin, attorney for Malik two
years ago. And is confirmed by much evidence and
examination. JAL 123 happened two months after Air India
Flight 182 so the aft pressure bulkhead and nearby was
carefully scrutinized for any evidence of explosion of any
source. None found, no explosion.
JS>Garstang appears to have fully understood his task which was to incriminate the Sikhs by dint of circumstantial
corroboration and thereby get the RCMP off the hook - as
the Mounties always need to get their man (and had sworn
to in this case). So it all depended upon how effectively
that Garstang Report was to be dismantled in court.
JBS>I can dismantle it and so can you and the attorneys
can't because they are criminal lawyers, not accident
investigators.
John, that Garstang report is a piece of shit and unworthy
of any title of accident report.
TSB in the name of Bill Tucker tried to get photos of Air
India Flight 182 and was rebuffed by RCMP. Imagine that,
the aviation authority can not get pictures of a plane crash
wreckage.
RCMP is really hiding the evidence. It's all there on film. I
could match the cargo doors to the others very quickly.

But never get the chance...
But...fate is funny....
Cheers,
Barry

>From Bill Tucker of TSB
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired:
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some

years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.

Email which precipitated response:
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Bill, 22 May 02

Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal
Commission to have suffered an explosion on the right side
forward of the wing in flight. Therefore, photographs of the right
side forward of the wing are relevant and very important. It is to
be expected that photographs of that area be available for
inspection as they are the fatal wound of the victim. Much time
and expense was used to procure those photographs. They exist
and held by the Crown authorities.
If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation
Safety Board of Canada asks to view those photographs and is
rebuffed with excuses and delay, there is something fishy going
on.
Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did
Ken Smart say that led to your decision to retire a few days later?
Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.
I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for
Air India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.
In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you
refer to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause of the
accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence. You also
never refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never existed
which is absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other
three.
Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only
the opinions of titles of persons who have been involved since
1985 and have much interest in maintaining the status quo, even

in the face of conclusive contradictory evidence which abounds
in the metal, cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United
Airlines Flight 811.
For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan
Am Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after the
'bomb' explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage distribution
fuselage reconstruction which shows it happened at initial event
time. The photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence
is there.
But ignored and that's why it's fishy.
Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo
door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to
see if the twisted metal matches the other three door areas of
twisted metal.
Cheers,
Barry
X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca Tue Jun 25 15:22:17 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 18:23:49 -0400
Reply-By: Sun, 2 Jun 2002 17:00:00 -0400
X-Message-Flag: Follow up
Dear Barry,
I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed
specific

responses to several of your points. I'll get to your request for
photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of
your
concerns - or at least try to.
1) - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".
2) - There is nothing fishy going on.
3) - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a
friend. He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).
4) - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I am
shocked
that you would suspect a connection. The fact is that my
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before
Ken's visit.
5) - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India
Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy". Based on my direct
knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one
plausible
explanation. Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in
the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I
considered a bomb to

be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be
plausible, but
unlikely. Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired
since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation
sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.
6) - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182,
PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity
with the UA
811 investigation than the other three. However, I have
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed
in UA
811.
7) - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to
re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182. Moreover, my personal opinion is
that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so.
Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I
still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision. I have high confidence
in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I
sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.

Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,

and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"

reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure
possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner. In fact, I
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information
and
suggestions that you had provided. John G. told me that when he
was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest
hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.
As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related
elements
are only part of a huge investigation. The trial (which is
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence
that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation. You will
no doubt be
following the trial, as I will. Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome
(whatever
that may be)..
In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating

with you at least most of the time. (I must admit that there have been
times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere
message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.) If I may offer
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume
you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing
it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not
listen to
what you have to say. I was, and still am, impressed with you.
You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful
family and
home; Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement
years.
Very sincerely,

Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca

Subject: Why there was no explosion, bomb or otherwise, in
the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182

Dear Robert, Saturday, May 10, 2003 8:51 AM
As you observe and listen to the testimony starting on May 20,
please keep in mind the following facts as described in my AAR
for Air India Flight 182 and also realize John Garstang is
speaking as a representative of the RCMP, not the TSB. He has
been seconded from the TSB to the RCMP. The last official
Canadian aviation authority opinion is the CASB report which
states an explosion in the forward cargo compartment with no
source given. Also, unless updated by the Indian government, the
Kirpal Report findings of an explosion by a bomb in the forward
cargo compartment is the current position of the Indian
government.
Please note that an explosion in the forward cargo compartment
by a bomb rules out the defendants because all the Vancouver
luggage was loaded into the aft cargo compartment. All the
Montreal passengers' luggage was loaded into the forward cargo
compartment.
Attached is a pdf file of an excerpt from my Smith AAR for Air
India Flight 182. This excerpt is the section which debunks the
Garstang Report which states there was a bomb explosion in the
aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182. The excerpt
quotes relevant Canadian, UK, and Indian aviation authorities
which clearly state there was no explosion of any kind in the aft
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182. Those authorities
examined the possibility very carefully and rejected it based
upon visual evidence of the area.
Official conclusions:

From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films
of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft cargo door
was intact and in its position except that it had come adrift
slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The door was
found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the
aircraft. This indicates that the door remained in position and did
not cause any problem in flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of
the aft cargo compartment was located between B S 1600 and B
S 1760. No significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the
panels of the front cargo compartment are ruptured and have a
large number of holes. This shows that there was occurrence of
an event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact mark found on
the leading edge of the right horizontal root leading edge is
indicative of an object striking the stabilizer in flight before
water impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail plane was not
the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion of the aft
cargo compartment roller floor, shows no indications
characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft cargo
compartment.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the direction of
cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the crossbeam
displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
My Conclusions from Smith AAR for 182 available on
www.corazon.com:
2.3.3 Conclusions:

There never was and is not now any official assertion by any
recognized aviation accident investigating authority that the
explosions in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight
103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in or near the forward
cargo compartment and there never was and is not now any
assertion by an recognized aviation accident investigating
authority of any country that an explosion of any type occurred
in the aft cargo compartment of their respective aircraft.
To put it another way, there has been and there is now total
agreement by all aviation accident investigating authorities of
four countries, Canada, UK, USA, and India, that the explosions
in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 occurred in or near the forward cargo
compartment. There has been and there is now total agreement
by all aviation accident investigating authorities of those same
countries, that the explosion in Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
Pan Am Flight 103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in the
aft cargo compartment.
Robert, what you have at trial are criminal defence attorneys
defending persons accused of a plane crash, not a bank robbery.
The defence attorneys don't know airplanes or why they crash
but they do know about bank robberies. The defence will agree
with anything the Crown says about why the planes crashed but
will state their clients did not do it and the Crown can't prove it.
Well, it may work but I doubt it. One will be found guilty and
one not guily. Guilty one will be Malik. And yet, no one blew the
plane up, it was a mechanical problem and it's still happening
and all because of the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
Can you not run a story about a reasonable, plausible, alternative

explanation for Air India Flight 182 that has a clear mechanical
precedent of United Airlines Flight 811?

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: Pesky cargo doors are not freaks...only the
people who say th ey open in flight on 747s...

Stay tuned. Testimony during the week of May 20 is
expected to deal with the explosion/crash etc.
With kindest regards,
Robert
Robert, thanks, I avidly follow your stories in the Globe and
Mail. I'll make comments on testimony and try to keep the
unworthy scorn out of my correspondence.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Pesky cargo doors are not freaks...only the people
who say they open in flight on 747s...

Scores die in freak air tragedy
More than 120 people are feared dead in the Democratic
Republic of Congo after being sucked out of a cargo plane.
Military officials are quoted as saying that the rear ramp of a plane
became detached soon after it had taken off from the capital,
Kinshasa, on an internal flight.
The Defence Minister Irung Awan told reporters that he was unaware
of any deaths, but airport sources told the BBC in Kinshasa that only
the Russian crew members survived.
The accident took place on Thursday night about 45 minutes after the
plane took off.
The plane had been chartered by the military and was flying from
Kinshasa to Congo's second city, Lubumbashi.
Recent African air accidents
6 March 2003: An Algerian Boeing 737 crashes after taking off from
the remote Tamanrasset airport, leaving up to 102 people dead.
4 July 2002: A Sudan Airways plane crashes into a residential
district of Bangui, capital of the Central African Republic, killing 23
people.

7 May 2002: An EgyptAir Boeing 735 crash-lands near Tunis with 55
passengers and up to 10 crew on board, killing 15.
4 May 2002: A BAC1-11-500 plane crashes in the Nigerian city of
Kano, killing 148 people - half of them on the ground.
Flying in Africa can be dangerous
"The doors opened including the ramp as the pressure system broke
down," a military official told Reuters news agency.
"Everybody was sucked out."
The Russian crew was able to turn the Ilyushin 76 around and land at
Kinshasa airport following the incident.
There were both civilians and military or police officials on board,
reports say.
A senior air force officer said an inquiry was under way.
The BBC's Mark Dummett in Kinshasa says there are often plane
accidents in the vast country.
He says the poor state of the roads and the terrible state of the
economy means any journey over distance requires a hair-raising ride
in a poorly-maintained aircraft.
Many are old Soviet military planes, with passengers and cargo
crammed in the back.
Concerns over the safety of now ageing Ilyushin 76 planes have
mounted since 276 people died when one crashed in Iran's
southeastern mountains in February.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Matas>A bomb explosion aboard Air-India flight 182
on June 23, 1985 killed 329 people.
Matas>A bomb explosion aboard Air-India flight 182 on June 23, 1985 killed 329
people.

Dear Robert, you state that so confidently with no qualifications such as CASB
said explosion of unknown source and UK AAIB rep said explosion of a source
yet to be determined.
You are making judgments based on conclusions reached by wishful thinking
contrary to established official accident reports.
At least now you can explain why Reyat got such a sweet five year deal for
'killing' 329 people....his lawyers knew the weakness of the RCMP case and
were about to push it....and the Crown/RCMP offered the deal.
For Peck and Crossin, they think it was a bomb but their clients did not plant it.
With defence attorneys like that, who needs prosecutors?
The verdict? Like Pan American World Airways Flight 103, one guy goes to jail
for life and the other walks free. Which one goes to jail? Malik.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Air-India trial zeros in on passenger list
By ROBERT MATAS
Globe and Mail Update
E-mail this Article
Print this Article
Advertisement
Vancouver Ñ A passenger who checked in a suitcase suspected of holding a
bomb that exploded on an Air-India flight in 1985 did not board the plane, B.C.
Supreme Court heard Thursday.
An exhaustive review of records at now-defunct CP Air showed that the ticket
used to check in the luggage was never used, Joyce Soul, a senior clerk in the

airlines' accounting department in 1985, told the court.
The testimony during the seventh day of the Air-India trial was a small but
essential piece of evidence in the prosecution's courtroom portrayal of the
deadliest crime in Canadian history.
A bomb explosion aboard Air-India flight 182 on June 23, 1985 killed 329 people.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: You wrote this and you know there was no bomb
too, because I can prove it to you....

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh Reyat was preparing
to challenge the widely held assumption that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed
by a bomb at the rear of the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was sentenced to five
years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was announced shortly before John
Garstang, an expert on analyzing wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a
pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's lawyers had
told the court as early as November, 2001, that they were reviewing several
contradictory reports on the cause of the disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor, despite two RCMP
dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the 329 people on the
flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children, were recovered and taken to Cork,
Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil dispute over the
cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies nor the wreckage provided clues
to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign whatsoever of

damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a report dated March 21, 1988.
"None of the 131 bodies . . . showed any sign of death having been caused by
explosive injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither side in the dispute
could point to a recovered part of the aircraft or a body to establish conclusively
whether the plane was brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing a bomb was
placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that a bomb exploded in the
cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a judicial inquiry
in India.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion" occurred in the
plane's forward cargo compartment. "This evidence is not conclusive. However,
the evidence does not support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a
submission to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more direct.
Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an explosion of a bomb in
the forward cargo hold" as the cause of the incident, he wrote in a February,
1986, report.
At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the prosecution
preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the Canadian experts and the Kirpal
Commission's.
The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb exploded at the rear,
in the cargo compartment where a suitcase from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential witnesses to testify
about the wreckage and 39 potential witnesses to testify about the analysis of
injuries to the passengers.
At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on the
characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be called to explain
how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about whether the
crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in the rear of the aircraft was "a
very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more competing
expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts is virtually unknown," the
defence counsel said.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: RMatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Silence!
Dear Robert, I understand your reluctance to report on anything that is not provided
to you by your government. Especially about a crash of a machine 18 years ago
that your government declined to state the cause of the crash as a bomb.
Truth by silence!
Don't you love slogans?
Ah, terrorists, they rule the world by fear. And it works.
Sweeping ban on publication....has a nice ring to it...censorship works too.
Cheers,
Barry
RCMP, CSIS ask to review Air-India material
By ROBERT MATAS
From Tuesday's Globe and Mail
E-mail this Article
Print this Article
Vancouver Ö A sweeping ban on publication of information from the Air-India
case was extended Monday as the RCMP and CSIS joined the prosecution in asking
for more time to sift through material they may wish to keep from public view.
"I realize what has occurred is extraordinary, but this is simply a reflection of the
extraordinary nature of this case," Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson, of the B.C.
Supreme Court, said Monday.
Judge Josephson had made available most of the documents from pretrial hearings
in the Air-India case in response to an application last month from The Globe and
Mail. He reimposed the ban 10 days later after the media had already published
reports on some of the material, including a report on the unprecedented release of
a list of RCMP informants.

Publication bans are frequently imposed in pretrial hearings to ensure that potential
jurors are not exposed to evidence before the trial. The Globe application was filed
after Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty to helping make a bomb that exploded on
an Air-India flight on June 23, 1985, killing 329 people; two others accused of
playing a role in the plot decided to have a trial by judge alone, without a jury.
The ban was brought back after prosecutors raised concerns about the safety of
informants and witnesses.
After hearing that prosecutors needed a few more days to complete an inventory of
materials, Judge Josephson agreed to postpone consideration of legal arguments
about the ban to Thursday.
The judge said he was satisfied that Crown prosecutors were making a considerable
effort to be in a position to disclose as much as possible without compromising the
Air-India trial.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns told the court that some material could be accessible to
the public without compromising the trial.
However, he anticipated he would be returning to court to ask that information
dealing with witnesses, informants and potential evidence be sealed and unavailable
for viewing without the court's approval.
The RCMP told the court that they would like even further restrictions on public
access.
Jeffrey Hayes, a government lawyer representing the RCMP, said the police were
caught by surprise when the court released pretrial documents. Police had provided
information from the 18-year Air-India investigation to prosecutors without
realizing the documents would become part of the court record, he said.
Police were concerned about the impact of publishing information on the
continuing investigation and on relations with international agencies, he said.
Concessions should not have been made by the prosecution to allow publication of
the material, he added.
Hans Van Iperen, a lawyer representing the Canadian Security Intelligence Service,
Canada's spy agency, said CSIS had concerns about material dealing with relations
with foreign countries and with transcripts of intercepted conversations and officers'
notes of those conversations.
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are to face murder charges at a trial

scheduled to begin April 28. The Air-India mass murder is the deadliest crime in
Canadian history.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: Problems, yes....

Thanks for the note. I have not abandoned the story but I have
not yet found
someone to review the material for me.

I know a retired Boeing 747 pilot. He is sharp and a Sikh.
Santokh Singh email: maan100@worldonline.nl
He lives in the Netherlands. He is aware of the wiring/cargo door
explanation.
There must be someone up there in Vancouver who knows why
airliners crash.

Also I am puzzled about Reyat
admitting he made a bomb that was put on the plane if in fact a
bomb was not
put on the plane.

He did not admit making a bomb that was put on a plane. The
last line below was put in there by the RCMP to cunningly have
the defence admit there was bomb even though it says 'person or
persons' which excludes Reyat.
However, unbeknownst to Mr. Reyat the
items that he acquired were used by another person or persons to
help
make an explosive device that, on or about Jun. 23, 1985,
destroyed Air
India Flight 182, killing all 329 people on board."
Robert, this bomb stuff goes on and on. It's like trying to prove to
you Aliens did not land at Roswell if you believed they did.
Air India Flight 182 was mechanical. It matches United Airlines
Flight 811 which is indisputably mechanical. Both were the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
The photographs of Air India Flight 182 cargo door area are
being withheld by RCMP. TSB can not even get them. Bill
Tucker was high up in TSB and tried and retired. He would be
interesting to interview:
At 6:23 PM -0400 6/25/02, Tucker, Bill wrote:
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right
side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,

with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access

to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info
that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be
releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be
at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next
few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from
both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations
that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is
anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both
of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward"
reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Maybe you can ask to see the pictures. They exist and it was 18
years ago.
It comes down to this for me, Robert, are you an investigative

journalist or are you a reporter. A reporter reports. A journalist
investigates.
What seems funny to me is I'm talking reality and facts and
having a hard time being heard whilst anybody with whispered
conversations about bombs and religions get a hearing right
away.
Does conspiracy, myth, fear, and superstition really rule in 2003?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
"Text of the agreed statement of facts submitted in B.C. Supreme
Court
when Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty Feb. 10 to 329 counts
of
manslaughter in the 1985 bombing of Air India Flight 182:"

Although Mr.
Reyat acquired materials for this purpose, he did not make or
arm an
explosive device, nor did he place an explosive device on an
airplane,

nor does he know who did or did not do so. At no time did Mr.
Reyat
intend by his actions to cause death to any person or believe that
such
consequences were likely to occur. However, unbeknownst to
Mr. Reyat the
items that he acquired were used by another person or persons to
help
make an explosive device that, on or about Jun. 23, 1985,
destroyed Air
India Flight 182, killing all 329 people on board."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Problems, yes....

RM>The massive, multimillion-dollar Air-India bombing
investigation stretched over 17ü years and has been reported to
have been riddled with problems.
Dear Robert, one problem is that everybody talks conspiracy and
nobody talks reality. Reality is most plane crashes are pilot error
or mechanical. Very very few are sabotage or bombings.
Air India Flight 182 was caused by the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation. Nobody 'did' it.
Find a aviation person who knows why planes crash and whose
opinion you respect and have him review corazon.com. If he says
it's possible, is that not enough to bring the mechanical

explanation to light of day?
Or.....will you wait for someone else to do it and then you can
copy them?
Mr. Reyat pleaded guilty last month to helping make the AirIndia airliner bomb,.....

Reyat did no such thing but the RCMP would have you believe
he did.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
By STAFF
The Toronto Star, Feb. 11, 2003
"Text of the agreed statement of facts submitted in B.C. Supreme
Court
when Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty Feb. 10 to 329 counts
of
manslaughter in the 1985 bombing of Air India Flight 182:"
--"In May and Jun. 1985, in the province of British Columbia, Mr.
Reyat

acquired various materials for the purpose of aiding others in the
making of the explosive devices. Mr. Reyat was told and
believed that
the explosive devices would be transported to India in order to
blow up
property such as a car, a bridge or something 'heavy.' Although
Mr.
Reyat acquired materials for this purpose, he did not make or
arm an
explosive device, nor did he place an explosive device on an
airplane,
nor does he know who did or did not do so. At no time did Mr.
Reyat
intend by his actions to cause death to any person or believe that
such
consequences were likely to occur. However, unbeknownst to
Mr. Reyat the
items that he acquired were used by another person or persons to
help
make an explosive device that, on or about Jun. 23, 1985,
destroyed Air
India Flight 182, killing all 329 people on board."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Credibility, I have it with facts.
Air-India case relies on indirect evidence
Defence plans to make credibility a central issue in jet-bombing trial
By ROBERT MATAS
Wednesday, February 26, 2003 - Page A1
Dear Mr. Matas,

Anytime you're ready to look at the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182
instead of the 'indirect evidence' you know how to get hold of me: John Barry
Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: sunnewstips@pacpress.southam.ca
Subject: For Kim Bolan, Air India Flight 182

Dear Ms/Mr Bolan, 11 Sep 02
Sgt Bart Blachford of the AITF RCMP visited me in my house in
the middle of December 01 regarding my explanation for Air
India Flight 182. Also present was Mr. Bill Tucker of the TSB. I
would be willing to discuss the events of that meeting.
My explanation is the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup sequence for Air India
Flight 182 and detailed at www.corazon.com.
If you review the data and believe it worthy of further
investigation, email or call me at the below addresses.
Although it contradicts the 'bomb' explanation, I believe the
plausible, mechanical explanation of wiring/cargo door problem,
with precedent of United Airlines Flight 811, will prove the
correct probable cause.

By the way, the official determination as of this date by the
CASB in 1986 is that the explosion cause was unstated while the
Indian judge found it was a bomb. So, officially, the Canadian
position, until changed, is that Air India Flight 182 was destroyed
by an explosion of unknown cause while specifically declining to
state it was a bomb explosion.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Air India: Cab driver 'offered $1 million' Kulwarn Singh Parmar
says RCMP harassed him at workplace

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun

Wednesday, September 11, 2002

Bonny's Cabs driver Kulwarn Singh Parmar says he was hassled
by RCMP in connection with the Air India bombing. (Peter
Battistoni, Vancouver Sun)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: sunnewstips@pacpress.canwestinteractive.com
Subject: For Kim Bolan, Air India Flight 182

Dear Ms/Mr Bolan, 11 Sep 02
Sgt Bart Blachford of the AITF RCMP visited me in my house in
the middle of December 01 regarding my explanation for Air
India Flight 182. Also present was Mr. Bill Tucker of the TSB. I
would be willing to discuss the events of that meeting.
My explanation is the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup sequence for Air India
Flight 182 and detailed at www.corazon.com.
If you review the data and believe it worthy of further
investigation, email or call me at the below addresses.
Although it contradicts the 'bomb' explanation, I believe the
plausible, mechanical explanation of wiring/cargo door problem,
with precedent of United Airlines Flight 811, will prove the
correct probable cause.
By the way, the official determination as of this date by the
CASB in 1986 is that the explosion cause was unstated while the
Indian judge found it was a bomb. So, officially, the Canadian
position, until changed, is that Air India Flight 182 was destroyed
by an explosion of unknown cause while specifically declining to
state it was a bomb explosion.

Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Air India: Cab driver 'offered $1 million' Kulwarn Singh Parmar
says RCMP harassed him at workplace

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun

Wednesday, September 11, 2002

Bonny's Cabs driver Kulwarn Singh Parmar says he was hassled
by RCMP in connection with the Air India bombing. (Peter
Battistoni, Vancouver Sun)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: RMatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: SGT Bart Blachford of the RCMP AITF is the man to
talk to about wiring/cargo door for Air India Flight 182 and

others...

Canadian pair's lawyers seek informant's name
By ROBERT MATAS

Thursday, May 30, 2002 ‹ Print Edition, Page A8

VANCOUVER -- In a sensational twist in the high-profile triplemurder case of which Canadians Atif Rafay and Sebastian Burns
stand accused, a British Columbia judge will be asked next
month to compel the RCMP to reveal the name of a police
informant who could possibly clear the two men.
Mr. Rafay's father Tariq, mother Sultana and autistic sister
Basma were clubbed to death in their home in the Seattle suburb
of Bellevue on July 13, 1994.
Prosecutors allege Mr. Burns beat the three victims with a
baseball bat while Mr. Rafay watched and then helped cover up
the crime. They allege the two men, who were 18 at the time,
expected to collect $350,000 in life insurance and the value of
the family's split-level house.
Mr. Rafay and Mr. Burns were arrested in B.C. the next year and
extradited in 2001 to stand trial in the United States after
Washington state gave assurances that the two Canadians would
not face the death penalty if found guilty.
However, Neil Fox, Mr. Burns's U.S. lawyer, said yesterday that

shortly after the slayings the RCMP were told by an informant
about a contract killer who might have been responsible.
The RCMP passed the information to investigators in Bellevue,
but U.S. authorities at that time did nothing about it, Mr. Fox said
in an interview from Seattle. "No one investigated it for six
years."
The defence team found out about the informant last year, Mr.
Fox said. Defence lawyers were told that an informant said a
contract killer was hired to kill a family in Washington state with
prior ties to British Columbia.
"We want to get the name and background of the informant, to
learn who he is, his track record, whether he was credible," Mr.
Fox said. As well, the lawyer said, "We'd like to talk to the
informant."
Armed with a formal request from a Seattle court judge, the
defence team will ask a B.C. judge next month to order the
RCMP to co-operate with the U.S. defence lawyers and answer
their questions about the murder investigation.
David Butcher, Mr. Burns's Vancouver lawyer, said in an
interview that the defence team will ask the court to order the
police to co-operate on several issues in addition to access to the
informant. They also seek access to records of police wiretaps of
the accused men and police training manuals for undercover
operations, he said.
RCMP spokesman Sergeant Grant Learned said in an interview
that the police will provide to the court whatever information
they are directed by it to supply.

"The issue is relevance," he said. The defence lawyers have
requested access to wiretapped conversations that the prosecutors
say is irrelevant.
"We will respond to any direction we get that is part of the
process," Sgt. Learned said.
Mr. Rafay's lawyer, Veronica Freitas, said from Seattle that the
evidence against her client relies mostly on a confession which,
she said, was obtained by the RCMP under questionable
procedures.
The defence is seeking access to the wiretapped conversations,
but the police have been willing to release only parts they have
selected, she said.
Despite the dispute over wiretapped evidence, prosecutors have
previously said they have "overwhelming evidence" against the
two Canadians.
The case has been scheduled to begin April 28, 2003.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: China Airlines Flight 611 and Air India Flight 182

>I also have completed my Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182
in pdf. It is available upon request as it is a big file with lots of
pictures. If you are going to get into Air India Flight 182 as an

airplane crash and not a conspiracy plot like a bank robbery, you
will have much reading to do. My AAR is a good place to start.
Would this be available?

Certainly, PDF attached for Pan Am Flight 103. If you do not get
it, tell me and we'll try something else.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: RE: China Airlines Flight 611 and Air India Flight 182

>I also have completed my Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182
in pdf. It is available upon request as it is a big file with lots of
pictures. If you are going to get into Air India Flight 182 as an
airplane crash and not a conspiracy plot like a bank robbery, you
will have much reading to do. My AAR is a good place to start.
Would this be available?

Certainly, PDF attached for Air India Flight 182. If you do not
get it, tell me and we'll try something else.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:01 PM PDT
To: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Subject: China Airlines Flight 611 and Air India Flight 182

Robert Matas
National Correspondent
The Globe and Mail
(604) 631-6628
> -----Original Message----> From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, December 05, 2000 7:52 PM
> To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
> Subject:
Facts for AI 182
>
> << Message: Untitled Attachment >> << File:
> twabrenbigforcampgell.JPG_.jpg >>

Thanks for the stuff. Keep in touch.

Dear Bob, 27 May 2002
Well, it's been a year and a half, but never too late for safety.
Yes, it looks like China Airlines Flight 611 is another shorted
wiring/forward cargo door rupture/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup event similar to Air India Flight 182, Pan Am
Flight 103, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and the indisputable
model, United Airlines Flight 811.

Table below shows the similarities amongst the five and the "yes'
for China Airlines Flight 611 will keep on increasing as the
investigation develops.
The good news:
Water is shallow.
Primary radar during event.
Taiwanese has good ties to West.
China Airlines unbiased towards any manufacturer.
Bob, I think your primary interest is with Air India Flight 182
and its relation to China Airlines Flight 611. They are the same
so far which means that Air India Flight 182 may have the same
cause as China Airlines Flight 611 and it may not be bomb.
As far as I am concerned, Air India Flight 182 has never been a
bomb; it has always been a shorted wiring/forward cargo door
rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup event.
Well, it all comes down to the facts, data, evidence. I await your
call for interview at 12:30PM, Monday at 1831 659 3552.
Website www.corazon.com has tons of information dating back
to 1996 when Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had its inflight
breakup with no mayday soon after takeoff in an old Boeing
747...which was called a bomb for 17 months and finally
determined it wasn't through lack of corroborative evidence.
I also have completed my Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182 in
pdf. It is available upon request as it is a big file with lots of
pictures. If you are going to get into Air India Flight 182 as an
airplane crash and not a conspiracy plot like a bank robbery, you
will have much reading to do. My AAR is a good place to start.

I also have a contact in TSB to whom you may talk about the
plausibility of the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air
India Flight 182.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747
Breakups in Flight
AI 182 PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800
CI 611
Boeing 747
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Early model -100 or -200
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
Yes Yes Yes

Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Breakup occurs amidships
Yes Yes Yes
Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
No
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
No Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff
No Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters
Yes
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts
Maybe Yes
Yes Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door area
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is loud
Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data
recorders
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound
No
No
No
No
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound
in wide body airliner
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door
Maybe Maybe Yes Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number three
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three
Maybe Yes
Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number four
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
Yes
Maybe Yes Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes Yes
Yes Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward cargo door
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as latched
No
No
No
No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock sectors)
No No
No Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
Yes
Yes Yes Maybe

Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched
Yes
Yes Yes Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft
Yes Yes
No Yes
Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb explosion.
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable
cause
Yes No Yes Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion
Yes Yes
No
No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'
No Yes No No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause
Yes No No No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source
No
No
No
Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo door
No No Yes No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door
No
No
Yes No
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four B747
Breakups in Flight
AI 182 PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: vmanley@montereyherald.com
Subject: Set up

Dear Laurel, Calvin, and Victoria, 24 June 01
Let's review:
Long ago I'm invited to write a Commentary on Rents.
I do.
The article elicits responses from readers; one of which identifies
me by title and writes in her Commentary about what bad person
I am and asks a direct question to me. Another woman writes a
letter to the Editor and harangues me by name and asks a
question to me.
On June 6, 01, I respond with a letter answering both questions
and keeping the focus on the issues, not the personalities.
I inquire about the status of the response letter and am told that it
is "In Process" and will be put in the 'letter column.'
I wait. I wait. 18 days go by.
I talk to my father who tells me a few days ago he wrote a letter
about competition in a free market and the Herald called to verify
he was the author before printing.

It was printed today, 24 June 01. I write a letter over two weeks
ago and it's 'In Process' and my father writes a letter a few day
ago and it gets printed.
So, I was set up to write a controversial article, attacked by name
in response letters, denied equal response letter for a fair rebuttal
using facts, and then lied to about getting my response printed.
Hmmmm........Not good. Not fair. Not representative. Not
balanced.
Why is that? Why permit name calling in your letter column?
Why not permit response by the accused? Why tell someone you
are going to print a letter and then not do it?
Why do you not do what you say you are going to do? All you
have to do is do what you say you are going to do. I do.
Are we stepping in doo doo?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
At 9:58 AM -0800 5/15/01, Laurel Shackelford wrote:
John,

Thanks for letting me know that's your lovely
daughter....Fascinating tidbit about your father's role in getting
Hopkins to delete some barbed wire fencing..Could I persuade
you to further the letter writer's campaign by writing about it perhaps a double byline with your father? It's a worthwhile
crusade, I think.
Your piece (the shortened version) on rents is slated for Sunday's
Commentary. I'll send the edited version to you for review today
- there are no substantive changes; I mainly need you to
doublecheck the numbers since I converted them to numerals.
Laurel
At 9:24 PM -0700 6/11/01, Calvin Demmon wrote:
Dear John,
According to the file, your letter came in on June 7. It's In
Process,which means that somebody else has it and will call you
to
verify that you wrote it. Then it will come to me and I'll put it in
the
letter column.
I'm fairly low on the food chain here, so I don't know what to say
about
your domain name query except that I believe such decisions are
made by
Knight Ridder rather than locally at The Herald. And I'd bet that
KR
doesn't want to buy a domain name.
Your letter (this one, the one below) is very informative and I

appreciate your sending it.
Best,
Calvin Demmon

At 9:57 AM -0700 6/18/01, John Barry Smith wrote:
To: cdemmon@montereyherald.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Status of rebuttal letter/New commentary
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Laurel, Calvin, and Victoria, 18 June 01
John Barry Smith here, responding to invite from Ms. Manley in
her well researched article in the Sunday Herald for landlords to
'share their stories about how they have been affected...'' by the
softening real estate market.
My story is that I wrote a Commentary piece for the Herald
about rents/versus owning which provoked responses which were
not flattering and in fact were downright...downright....downright
something; glib words elude me in my confused embarrassment.
I was able to gin up a letter to the editor (below) which salved
my shell shocked pride somewhat. But..., not printed, and it's
been almost two weeks as I am laid out to ridicule without any
response; my friends must think me a wimp and defeated by the
hateful letters full of whining and exaggerations about me.
So, I whine too, does the squeaky wheel get the grease?

Anyway, how about another commentary of 600 words from the
point of view of this villain landlord?
Both the letter to the editor which named me and the
Commentary article which quoted me asked specific questions of
me. I can answer both, but it will need more than 200 words
each.
Questions, yes, questions..
1. Why not sell house to tenants and rent from them?
2. If renting to tenants not profitable, why do it?
This story has legs.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

To: mheditor@montereyherald.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Reply to letter about me in your paper
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Editor;

Below is response to letter about me in the 6 June 01 letters to
editor section. A reply is justified since it was a derogatory
affront and I should be able to respond.
199 words.
John Barry Smith

Re: "Angered by Landlord"
Landlord John Smith here, (please, just call me Lord John)
vilified in a recent letter as spoiled, rotten, and arrogant. I'm
asked, "Why doesn't he sell to his tenants and rent from them?
Answers: 1. I couldn't afford the rent. If they bought and charged
me what it costs them in mortgage, taxes, and fees to break even,
the rent would be $2800 a month instead of the $1500 now. 2. I
could not get a loan because of a low appraisal because they
trashed the place. Just joking. 3. Sell? And take a rental off the
market, thus driving rents higher in this free market?
Renting makes sense for short timers and the non-committed so
most do rent. It's a good deal relative to alternatives. The
question should be, "Why buy?" My answer is I like to change/
modify/alter/customize so I own my eight year old Ford, my five
year old Mac clone, and my 42 year old house and customize
them, an option not available if I leased a car, computer, or
house. I pay a lot of money for that luxury.
"Why rent out a house to tenants?" Now that's a good question.

John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Snake!

Dear Laurel, 28 June 01
My wife, daughter (Laura Ashley) and I just drove up to our
home in Carmel Valley about a half hour ago. In our driveway,
sunning herself, was a three foot rattler. It was probably the same
one I saw last year in our back yard but as a baby. She looked at
me and did nothing. I took some pictures. As I got a long pole
and attempted to shoo her away from our car with terrified wife
and child inside, the snake coiled, hissed and did the tail wagging

thing. The pole was ten feet long but felt like ten inches. I took
another picture. She finally slithered away and is now out there
doing the rattlesnake thing.
The pictures show snake length, coloring, good camouflage,
coiled, and rattle.
Well, they are out there.
Separate emails have other pictures
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Snake pix 3

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Snake pix 2

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Stories

John,
I'll forward your query about the status of the letter to Assistant
City Editor Calvin Demmon, who is assisting me with letters.
We've been swamped with letters recently

Dear Laurel,
Well, that's a good sign, indifference is the enemy and swamped
shows interest. When boats get 'swamped', they sink.

While I appreciate your generous offer to write another
Commentary on the subject of landlords, I need to decline.
There's so much competition for that Commentary spaces, we
typically don't offer that forum to any individual more than once
a year.
No problemo, I'll look forward to May of 2002, we'll still be
yakking about high rents and those greedy landlords. The pro

renters have had two commentaries while the landlords have had
one. The silence from the other landlords is interesting. They are
keeping their heads down.
What happened to the airport stories? It seems the airport has
become Mr. Nice Guy all of a sudden and not the autocratic
entity that flies overhead Ryan Ranch often. Monterey Peninsula
Airport is becoming a corporate hub for the West Coast; expect
traffic to triple at least in the next few years as these time share
jets for business become very popular.
Every good story steps on the toes of the powerful. Here in
Monterey it would be the golf courses and tourism. A good story
might be the increase in allergies suffered by all around here.
Why is that? It's gotten much worse in the last few years, too
much for an explanation of a rainy spring. Allergies can come
from the pesticides they spray on these greens or the added
pollen from the grasses or even the new acres of grapes.
Something's up with the allergic reactions by the locals though.
Hope the 1700 job hits of Knight Ridder don't hit home. Lean
indeed.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Status of rebuttal letter/New commentary

Dear Laurel, Calvin, and Victoria, 18 June 01
John Barry Smith here, responding to invite from Ms. Manley in
her well researched article in the Sunday Herald for landlords to
'share their stories about how they have been affected...'' by the
softening real estate market.
My story is that I wrote a Commentary piece for the Herald
about rents/versus owning which provoked responses which were
not flattering and in fact were downright...downright....downright
something; glib words elude me in my confused embarrassment.
I was able to gin up a letter to the editor (below) which salved
my shell shocked pride somewhat. But..., not printed, and it's
been almost two weeks as I am laid out to ridicule without any
response; my friends must think me a wimp and defeated by the
hateful letters full of whining and exaggerations about me.
So, I whine too, does the squeaky wheel get the grease?
Anyway, how about another commentary of 600 words from the
point of view of this villain landlord?
Both the letter to the editor which named me and the
Commentary article which quoted me asked specific questions of
me. I can answer both, but it will need more than 200 words
each.

Questions, yes, questions..
1. Why not sell house to tenants and rent from them?
2. If renting to tenants not profitable, why do it?
This story has legs.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

At 9:24 PM -0700 6/11/01, Calvin Demmon wrote:
Dear John,
According to the file, your letter came in on June 7. It's In
Process,which means that somebody else has it and will call you
to
verify that you wrote it. Then it will come to me and I'll put it in
the
letter column.
I'm fairly low on the food chain here, so I don't know what to say
about
your domain name query except that I believe such decisions are

made by
Knight Ridder rather than locally at The Herald. And I'd bet that
KR
doesn't want to buy a domain name.
Your letter (this one, the one below) is very informative and I
appreciate your sending it.
Best,
Calvin Demmon

Re: "Angered by Landlord"
Landlord John Smith here, (please, just call me Lord John)
vilified in a recent letter as spoiled, rotten, and arrogant. I'm
asked, "Why doesn't he sell to his tenants and rent from them?
Answers: 1. I couldn't afford the rent. If they bought and charged
me what it costs them in mortgage, taxes, and fees to break even,
the rent would be $2800 a month instead of the $1500 now. 2. I
could not get a loan because of a low appraisal because they
trashed the place. Just joking. 3. Sell? And take a rental off the
market, thus driving rents higher in this free market?
Renting makes sense for short timers and the non-committed so
most do rent. It's a good deal relative to alternatives. The
question should be, "Why buy?" My answer is I like to change/
modify/alter/customize so I own my eight year old Ford, my five
year old Mac clone, and my 42 year old house and customize
them, an option not available if I leased a car, computer, or
house. I pay a lot of money for that luxury.

"Why rent out a house to tenants?" Now that's a good question.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: vmanley@montereyherald.com
Subject: Status of rebuttal letter/New commentary

Dear Laurel, Calvin, and Victoria, 18 June 01
John Barry Smith here, responding to invite from Ms. Manley in
her well researched article in the Sunday Herald for landlords to
'share their stories about how they have been affected...'' by the
softening real estate market.
My story is that I wrote a Commentary piece for the Herald
about rents/versus owning which provoked responses which were
not flattering and in fact were downright...downright....downright
something; glib words elude me in my confused embarrassment.
I was able to gin up a letter to the editor (below) which salved
my shell shocked pride somewhat. But..., not printed, and it's
been almost two weeks as I am laid out to ridicule without any
response; my friends must think me a wimp and defeated by the
hateful letters full of whining and exaggerations about me.
So, I whine too, does the squeaky wheel get the grease?
Anyway, how about another commentary of 600 words from the
point of view of this villain landlord?

Both the letter to the editor which named me and the
Commentary article which quoted me asked specific questions of
me. I can answer both, but it will need more than 200 words
each.
Questions, yes, questions..
1. Why not sell house to tenants and rent from them?
2. If renting to tenants not profitable, why do it?
This story has legs.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

At 9:24 PM -0700 6/11/01, Calvin Demmon wrote:
Dear John,
According to the file, your letter came in on June 7. It's In
Process,which means that somebody else has it and will call you
to
verify that you wrote it. Then it will come to me and I'll put it in
the

letter column.
I'm fairly low on the food chain here, so I don't know what to say
about
your domain name query except that I believe such decisions are
made by
Knight Ridder rather than locally at The Herald. And I'd bet that
KR
doesn't want to buy a domain name.
Your letter (this one, the one below) is very informative and I
appreciate your sending it.
Best,
Calvin Demmon

Re: "Angered by Landlord"
Landlord John Smith here, (please, just call me Lord John)
vilified in a recent letter as spoiled, rotten, and arrogant. I'm
asked, "Why doesn't he sell to his tenants and rent from them?
Answers: 1. I couldn't afford the rent. If they bought and charged
me what it costs them in mortgage, taxes, and fees to break even,
the rent would be $2800 a month instead of the $1500 now. 2. I
could not get a loan because of a low appraisal because they
trashed the place. Just joking. 3. Sell? And take a rental off the
market, thus driving rents higher in this free market?
Renting makes sense for short timers and the non-committed so
most do rent. It's a good deal relative to alternatives. The
question should be, "Why buy?" My answer is I like to change/

modify/alter/customize so I own my eight year old Ford, my five
year old Mac clone, and my 42 year old house and customize
them, an option not available if I leased a car, computer, or
house. I pay a lot of money for that luxury.
"Why rent out a house to tenants?" Now that's a good question.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: cdemmon@montereyherald.com
Subject: Status of rebuttal letter/New commentary

Dear Laurel, Calvin, and Victoria, 18 June 01
John Barry Smith here, responding to invite from Ms. Manley in
her well researched article in the Sunday Herald for landlords to
'share their stories about how they have been affected...'' by the
softening real estate market.
My story is that I wrote a Commentary piece for the Herald
about rents/versus owning which provoked responses which were
not flattering and in fact were downright...downright....downright
something; glib words elude me in my confused embarrassment.
I was able to gin up a letter to the editor (below) which salved
my shell shocked pride somewhat. But..., not printed, and it's
been almost two weeks as I am laid out to ridicule without any
response; my friends must think me a wimp and defeated by the
hateful letters full of whining and exaggerations about me.

So, I whine too, does the squeaky wheel get the grease?
Anyway, how about another commentary of 600 words from the
point of view of this villain landlord?
Both the letter to the editor which named me and the
Commentary article which quoted me asked specific questions of
me. I can answer both, but it will need more than 200 words
each.
Questions, yes, questions..
1. Why not sell house to tenants and rent from them?
2. If renting to tenants not profitable, why do it?
This story has legs.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

At 9:24 PM -0700 6/11/01, Calvin Demmon wrote:
Dear John,

According to the file, your letter came in on June 7. It's In
Process,which means that somebody else has it and will call you
to
verify that you wrote it. Then it will come to me and I'll put it in
the
letter column.
I'm fairly low on the food chain here, so I don't know what to say
about
your domain name query except that I believe such decisions are
made by
Knight Ridder rather than locally at The Herald. And I'd bet that
KR
doesn't want to buy a domain name.
Your letter (this one, the one below) is very informative and I
appreciate your sending it.
Best,
Calvin Demmon

Re: "Angered by Landlord"
Landlord John Smith here, (please, just call me Lord John)
vilified in a recent letter as spoiled, rotten, and arrogant. I'm
asked, "Why doesn't he sell to his tenants and rent from them?
Answers: 1. I couldn't afford the rent. If they bought and charged
me what it costs them in mortgage, taxes, and fees to break even,
the rent would be $2800 a month instead of the $1500 now. 2. I
could not get a loan because of a low appraisal because they
trashed the place. Just joking. 3. Sell? And take a rental off the

market, thus driving rents higher in this free market?
Renting makes sense for short timers and the non-committed so
most do rent. It's a good deal relative to alternatives. The
question should be, "Why buy?" My answer is I like to change/
modify/alter/customize so I own my eight year old Ford, my five
year old Mac clone, and my 42 year old house and customize
them, an option not available if I leased a car, computer, or
house. I pay a lot of money for that luxury.
"Why rent out a house to tenants?" Now that's a good question.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: alice@alicehill.com
Subject: Too right

Dear Alice, Too right, and Jobs Ellison Dell Gates et all should
be focusing in getting broadband into our homes and offices, not
corporations like ATT baby bells et al that are like government,
slow and reactive.
You used a great analogy to chip to web: here's mine: If the
government did the software of road and highways, we would
have roads that are safe at 50 MPH, if the cars where made by
private enterprise we would have cars that do 150 MPH, Oh we
do.
To reverse it, the cars by government would go 45 MPH max on
roads that would be safe at 500 MPH.

If ATT et al (big corporations are as slow, safe, and noninnovative as government) did the highways of electrons, the
safe speed would be 56 K, and if private enterprise did the
computers the speed would be 10 megabit a second. Oh, it is.
To reverse it, if private enterprise did the broadband, we would
all have DSL or satellite or something and get 10 megabit a
second while our computers would still be at 286 chip speed with
a new 386 due in six months and every six months are told it will
be ready in six months.
Jobs and Dell make a Ferrari that drives on dirt roads while the
average guy drives a Ford that goes just fine on the dirt road but
would be slow on a superhighway and would buy a Ferrari to go
that fast, but no superhighway and none in sight, so the Ford
stays.
The answer, the razor blade makers, Jobs Gates guys, had better
make sure the user can get access to all those razor blades he
needs and wants. (love metaphors.)
So, get the trucks and installers on the road, lay those wires, hook
up those cable modems, hook up satellites, do something other
than ATT trying for the cream of the crop in high density office
buildings who pay high prices which are tax deductible. The big
guys don't want to get their fingers dirty with actually putting the
wires in the homes, they want to make deals and talk about the
future. The future caught up with them and it's stuck in 1997.
Until the computers get TV quality and size on their monitors the
net and computer makers are stuck in 286 land. Broadband will
do that and ATT can't and won't, but guys like free enterprise

Jobs et al can and will.
I hope.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

And then things froze, right at 56 Kbps. And stayed
that way. And stayed that way.
Broadband blues Unfortunately, while Intel was able
to serve up the 386 chip--the CPU that many feel kick
started computing into the graphical, interactive and
highly profitable "PC Boom Part 2" we know today,
no one has been able to kick-start faster Internet

connections out of their dial-up 286-style existence.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: cdemmon@montereyherald.com
Subject: Re: Status of letter to the editor/

Dear Mr. Demmon,
Thanks for reply, standing by.
Cheers
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Dear John,
According to the file, your letter came in on June 7. It's In
Process,which means that somebody else has it and will call you
to

verify that you wrote it. Then it will come to me and I'll put it in
the
letter column.
I'm fairly low on the food chain here, so I don't know what to say
about
your domain name query except that I believe such decisions are
made by
Knight Ridder rather than locally at The Herald. And I'd bet that
KR
doesn't want to buy a domain name.
Your letter (this one, the one below) is very informative and I
appreciate your sending it.
Best,
Calvin Demmon

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: cdemmon@montereyherald.com
Subject: Status of letter to the editor/cityofmonterey.com

Dear Mr. Demmon,
This is John Barry Smith here, checking on the status of my letter
to the editor replying to a letter to the editor that referred to me
by name. I hope to see my response published which will ease
my tortured ego.
Anyway, love your computer pieces, need more.

I have all those cityof....com domains which are just sitting there
funneling traffic and readers to my skimpy site.
A good story is the availability of high speed access to various
parts of the Peninsula.
For instance, here in CV we have none. No DSL, no cable, and
sat iffy if you can see the thing in the sky which is hard in a
valley. There is a new service of point to point but need a home
base antenna and at least 6 people to sign up and pay the 1250.00
dollar installation fee. My house is in a pit of silence from
broadband but I do hear all the airplanes.
It's so sad for a guy who bought his first Apple II in 1980, Mac in
1987, 165C in 1992, and Clone 604/120 in 1996 and internet in
1995.
Did you see the story on the cityofsalinas.com guy? And why is
Livernois doing that story which is in your area?
It seems now that the actual city does not own the domain name
cityof...com, an that your newspaper could use the obvious
traffic to the site of the easily remembered name. The other city
related sites are all trying to sell something.
Any ideas?
Last week these people came to the sites with no advertising:
Possibly countyofmonterey.com would be of interest since the
Herald is county wide.
Request Report
--------------

Listing files with at least 1 request, sorted by the number of
requests.
#reqs: %bytes:
last time: file
-----: ------: ---------------: ---1948: 90.82%: Jun/ 3/01 01:40: internetpagepublishing.com/
74: 0.12%: Jun/ 2/01 22:27: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofmonterey.html
42: 0.07%: Jun/ 2/01 20:12: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofashley.html
29: 0.11%: Jun/ 2/01 18:41: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofoakland.html
21: 0.05%: Jun/ 3/01 00:45: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofcarmel.html
21: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 21:42: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofsanfrancisco.html
19: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 13:49: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofmacon.html
18: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 18:34: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofgilroy.html
17: 0.16%: Jun/ 2/01 23:22: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofmonroe.html
15: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 12:45: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofseaside.html
14: 0.01%: Jun/ 3/01 00:45: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofwatsonville.html
12: 0.96%: Jun/ 2/01 19:01: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyoflake.html
12: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofsantacruz.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofsantaclara.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 13:25: internetpagepublishing.com/

cityof/cityofmarina.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofmontreal.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofmorganhill.html
11: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 10:30: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofjasper.html
10: 0.07%: Jun/ 2/01 09:04: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofvernon.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofpacificgrove.html
10: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofbedford.html
10: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 08:13: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityoffarmington.html
10: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofwaterloo.html
10: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofoxford.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofsanford.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 3/01 00:44: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofstratford.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:35: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofbernlillo.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofarcadia.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 22:55: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofyakima.html
9: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityoffairfax.html
9: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofquebec.html

9: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofdelreyoaks.html
8: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofgreenfield.html
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

At 5:25 PM -0800 6/9/01, Laurel Shackelford wrote:
X-From_: lshackel@montereyherald.com Sat Jun 9 17:00:42
2001
Date: Sat, 09 Jun 2001 17:25:39 -0800
From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Organization: Monterey County Herald
X-Accept-Language: en
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: cityofmonterey.com et al
John,
Thank you for your missive. Time is short, so please excuse the
brevity.
I doubt that The Herald would be interested in purchasing a
domain, but the

person who would decide is Publisher Pat Keil. You should
contact her if
you want to pursue the idea.
Calvin Demmon is handling letters to the editor and could tell
you the
status of the one you wrote. it's cdemmon@montereyherald.com.
Sounds like an interesting site - you certainly are knowledgable
about a
wide range of topics.
We don't have any reporter openings now, and I couldn't be
optimistic about
opportunities here for anyone who didn't have recent experience
as a
reporter. You might want to ask HR director Dani Ross to notify
you of any
reporter openings.
Best wishes,
Laurel

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Re: cityofmonterey.com et al

John,
Thank you for your missive. Time is short, so please excuse the
brevity.

{Insert Aphorism here}

aph¥o¥rism \"a-fe-'ri-zem\ n : a short saying stating a general
truth : maxim
max¥im \"mak-sem\ n : a proverbial saying
prov¥erb \"pra-'verb\ n : a pithy popular saying : adage
ad¥age \"a-dij\ n : an old familiar saying : proverb, maxim
pithy \"pi-the\ adj pith¥i¥er; -est 1 : consisting of or filled with
pith 2 : having substance and point : concise
con¥cise \ken-"ss\ adj : expressing much in few words : brief ˜
con¥cise¥ly adv ˜ con¥cise¥ness n
I can dig it.
Pat Keil. You should contact her if
you want to pursue the idea.

OK.
Calvin Demmon is handling letters to the editor and could tell
you the
status of the one you wrote. it's cdemmon@montereyherald.com.

OK, I read him all the time especially his computer stuff.

Sounds like an interesting site - you certainly are knowledgable
about a
wide range of topics.

{Something} of all trades, master of none. (Incomplete pithy
adage.)

We don't have any reporter openings now,

You have a decent bunch of reporters now, putting their bylines
is a good idea.
I have great new digital camera, I shall send in some local action
shots for possible publication when they occur. I drove by the
Virginia Land accident soon after but did not take pictures of the
smashed car the 90 year old was driving as she attempted to dart
across 4 lanes of 55 MPH rush hour traffic instead of turning
right and driving 600 yards to a red light at Rancho San Carlos
and then crossing the highway with the green light.
Maybe some real Jimmy Olson shots if I can't be Clark Kent.
Do bears have souls?
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT

To: mheditor@montereyherald.com
Subject: Reply to letter about me in your paper

Dear Editor;
Below is response to letter about me in the 6 June 01 letters to
editor section. A reply is justified since it was a derogatory
affront and I should be able to respond.
199 words.
John Barry Smith

Re: "Angered by Landlord"
Landlord John Smith here, (please, just call me Lord John)
vilified in a recent letter as spoiled, rotten, and arrogant. I'm
asked, "Why doesn't he sell to his tenants and rent from them?
Answers: 1. I couldn't afford the rent. If they bought and charged
me what it costs them in mortgage, taxes, and fees to break even,
the rent would be $2800 a month instead of the $1500 now. 2. I
could not get a loan because of a low appraisal because they
trashed the place. Just joking. 3. Sell? And take a rental off the
market, thus driving rents higher in this free market?
Renting makes sense for short timers and the non-committed so
most do rent. It's a good deal relative to alternatives. The
question should be, "Why buy?" My answer is I like to change/
modify/alter/customize so I own my eight year old Ford, my five
year old Mac clone, and my 42 year old house and customize
them, an option not available if I leased a car, computer, or

house. I pay a lot of money for that luxury.
"Why rent out a house to tenants?" Now that's a good question.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Stirring the pot

Dear Laurel, below is letter to letter to the editor I have sent just
now to mhedtior@monterherald.com. I hope it gets published. I
suspect I've been sullied again.
Cheers,

Barry

Dear Editor;
Below is response to letter about me in the 6 June 01 letters to
editor section. A reply is justified since it was a derogatory
affront and I should be able to respond.
199 words.
John Barry Smith

Re: "Angered by Landlord"
Landlord John Smith here, (please, just call me Lord John)
vilified in a recent letter as spoiled, rotten, and arrogant. I'm
asked, "Why doesn't he sell to his tenants and rent from them?
Answers: 1. I couldn't afford the rent. If they bought and charged
me what it costs them in mortgage, taxes, and fees to break even,
the rent would be $2800 a month instead of the $1500 now. 2. I
could not get a loan because of a low appraisal because they
trashed the place. Just joking. 3. Sell? And take a rental off the
market, thus driving rents higher in this free market?
Renting makes sense for short timers and the non-committed so
most do rent. It's a good deal relative to alternatives. The
question should be, "Why buy?" My answer is I like to change/
modify/alter/customize so I own my eight year old Ford, my five

year old Mac clone, and my 42 year old house and customize
them, an option not available if I leased a car, computer, or
house. I pay a lot of money for that luxury.
"Why rent out a house to tenants?" Now that's a good question.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: mail@coastweekly.com
Subject: Two letters for the Editor

Dear Editor, below are two aviation related articles that may be
of interest to your readers. If you require source materials or
have queries, please contact me. I can reduce or enlarge them as

required.
You did good articles on the airports before; these may assist in
improving them by removing them.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Letter number one below:

Dear Editor:
Re: Facts about safety at Carmel Valley Airport:

Real danger is a crash in front of my house and killed three
people, as a light airplane did to me in 1991 after a low flyby of
the small, narrow, gravelly, short, unlighted, non secured airport
called Carmel Valley which has a large elementary school in
which my daughter is enrolled just off the departure end of the
runway. Real danger is a crash near the school in 1995 after
running low on gas when trying to return to land after stupidly
taking off from the airport that has no gas available.
National Transportation Safety Board investigation details from
official reports:
Accident occurred Nov-10-91 at Carmel Valley, Ca, Injuries: 3
fatal, 1 serious.
On a clear day with 15 mile visibility the pilot flew to the Carmel
Valley airport. Probable cause: The pilot's failure to maintain a
safe altitude above the ground during an intentional low altitude
flight in mountainous terrain.
On July 1, 1995, at 0945 hours Pacific daylight time, a Piper
struck power lines during an attempted return to airport
maneuver at Carmel Valley Airport, Carmel Valley, California.
The airplane was destroyed. The certificated private pilot and his
passenger were seriously injured. {Investigator} reported that the
amount of fuel in each tank was measured at less than 1 gallon in
the right tank and about 5 gallons in the left. The inspector also
reported that no fuel is available at the Carmel Valley Airport.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley CA 93924

Letter or commentary below on different but related subject:

Dear Editor:
Monterey Peninsula Airport is inappropriate land use for 2001.
Monterey used to be a fishing community, then it was military
oriented city, now it is a tourist destination. Tourists expect peace
and quiet for a vacation. Other peaceful and quiet coastal tourist
communities such as Santa Barbara, La Jolla, and Santa Cruz
have their airports far away. Monterey is not peaceful and quiet
because of the dozens of takeoffs daily in several different types
of aircraft from the reciprocating engines which are on small
aircraft which are privately owned, the prop jets which are on
the airliners, to the pure jets of the corporate charter aircraft.
The reciprocating engines are on the slower aircraft so the noise
lasts a longer time. The prop jets are on the airliners which
actually make the smallest noise footprint in the air but the
loudest on the ground, and the corporate charter jets are the
loudest, make many flights a day carrying only a few passengers
and sometimes none as they fly out for positioning flights to
return to Monterey after the day's missions.
The residents of Monterey and surrounding communities were
living and working in the area long before airplanes ever flew.
Monterey was settled before 1850 when the noisiest contraption
was the horse and buggy. During World War II, many
communities believed it was patriotic to have an airport nearby
for defense and thus many new runways were built near cities
which were small at the time. The flights out of the close to
downtown airports were few with less than ten flights a week

disturbing the tranquility. The poisoning of the land started at
that time when the chemicals were dumped into the ground. It
was considered big time to actually have an airport in a city and a
status symbol that the city was thriving.
The quality of life on the Monterey Peninsula is seriously
impaired by the noise, poisoning, and danger from the constant
airplanes flying overhead, on the ground, or in the hangars.
And it's not getting better; the noise and pollution is not getting
less; it is getting worse. The corporate hub is adding aircraft to its
fleet monthly. The airliner traffic remains constant because the
passenger base is steady. Monterey will always be a weekend
destination for transient private pilots, pilots who are not
professional, may fly infrequently and thus not be as proficient as
they could be as they maneuver among the nearby mountains and
dodge in and out of the clouds. There exists a flying school at
Monterey Peninsula Airport which means very inexperience
pilots flying a pattern around and around the runway for practice.
The flying school would be better served flying out of Marina
Airport, an airport originally used by the club in the 1970's. The
airport is isolated, has less traffic and is more tolerant of flight
procedural errors students are prone to.
The airlines would be better served flying out of Salinas
Municipal airport, an airport within a growing population base
for passengers. Monterey Peninsula passengers could drive the
half hour to the airport.
The transient private pilots would be better served flying out of
Salinas Municipal Airport which is safer and then using rental
cars to come to Monterey.

The corporate jets would not be better served flying out of
Salinas Municipal Airport. Their passengers currently enjoy
climbing out of their plane into their limo to their hotel in Pebble
Beach or Carmel Valley, away from the noise of the airport and
freeways to get ready for their rounds of golf. The corporate jet
passengers would be annoyed at the half hour drive from Salinas
Municipal Airport to their hotels.
For three out of the four users of Monterey Peninsula Airport,
their goals would be better realized by transferring their
operations from Monterey to Salinas.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is split in two with a north side and a
south side. Passenger parking is limited and expensive. Hangars
on northside are old and unusable. New hangars are for corporate
use only.
Salinas Municipal Airport has existing facilities to handle new
commercial airline traffic: FAA tower, terminal, long runways,
fuel farm, large ramp, passenger parking and maintenance
hangars.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is located within dense residential
zones with homes on all four sides under all flight patterns. There
are also many businesses which are adjacent to the airport or
nearby and also under flight patterns. The ground noise from
constantly running auxiliary power units is heard eighteen hours
a day by literally thousands of nearby residents. The fumes are
smelt by hundreds of residents. The ground pollutions affect
hundred of residents directly and thousands indirectly. Take off
noise is heard by literally dozens of thousands of residents
dozens of times a day.

Salinas Municipal Airport is located in an industrial area
southeast of the main commercial center and residential areas.
Most of the airport is surrounded by agricultural fields. Noise and
other environmental impacts all airports impart would have
minimal affect on local citizens.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is located next to rising terrain into
which four aircraft have fatally crashed within the last decade.
No one on the ground has yet been killed by the impacting
aircraft. The weather is such that the airport is socked in many
months of the year by the marine layer fog. Instrument
approaches used in poor weather fly over densely populated
cities.
Salinas Municipal Airport is located in the middle of a large wide
valley with rising terrain many miles away. Safety for the
flightcrews would be greater as well as for those on the ground
near the airport. The weather has less fog and stratus layer. The
instrument approaches fly mostly over agricultural fields.
Monterey Peninsula Airport has seen a decline in passenger use
as the passenger base population has declined because of the
built out land on the peninsula. Residents outside the Peninsula
drive to San Jose for flights.
Salinas Municipal Airport as a commercial air service airport
would see an increase in passenger loads as Salinas is growing
annually and has the land to accommodate the added residents.
Salinas passengers currently drive to San Jose for flights.
Monterey Peninsula Airport has become a corporate hub for
charter jets. The corporate jets, which have an exemption on

noise levels, are increasing in number and frequency in flights
because Monterey Peninsula Airport is friendly to them contrary
to other noise sensitive communities which have enacted strict
mandatory curfews, limited number of arrivals and departures,
and excluded the very noisiest from any activity.
If the Monterey Peninsula Airport were closed and operations
moved to Salinas, what would become of the hundreds of acres
on a plateau overlooking Monterey Bay? That is a question best
answered by the elected officials of the various communities
which surround the airport, an option not available at this time as
the Airport is run by a board which does not answer to any mayor
or city council. Any land use that does not make noise, give off
offensive odors, not poison the ground, or otherwise disturb
nearby citizens to distraction would be welcome and a certain
improvement over the current land use.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: RE: What might have been

But this it seems is not the whole story Barry- found this on
PPRUNE- it is
from the author of said FI article. His original article was
subbed! This
further information raises some serious questions!!

Oh, Ben, what nightmare. Pilot's worst nightmare. In my
Mooney I always did control check and always looked. Could
not see rudder.
But, Airbus can't see any control surfaces.

This is very very serious. It is the United Airlines Flight 811 that
came back and told the tale and yet what was done? A bandaid.
The insanity of having outward opening non plug cargo door is
equalled by having identical shaped and numbered wiring
harness. The poor sap electrician could have killed a hundred and
never knew he did wrong and could do it again.
Complete fail safe measures, such as a plug door or new shaped
wiring connectors needs to be done right now. All planes checked
now although...
It was checked OK on the ground?
At 5:54 PM +0100 5/23/01, Ben Whalley wrote:
A proper flight control check has been conducted. By the
mechanics and by
the crew, prior to take off.

Then what is the problem?
When does the problem occur?
When the computer decides to believe one input other than the
other one?
Arbitrary life and death decision by computer.
More questions than answers.
Things look slightly out of control, so to speak.

Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: RE: What might have been

Joking apart, this raises another issue. If this incident had ended
with a
smoking hole in the ground how easy would the cause of the
crash have been
to trace? The incident tripped no warning bells or master
cuations so the
aircraft obviously thought it was behaving correctly given the
manual
inputs- no indication of the reverse of polarity was able to be
traced by
this extremely sophisticated airliner. So would the FDR give any
clues? And
might the tiny connectors have been vaporized in the resultant
blaze
destroying the evidence....?

Too right, impossible to figure out....until another happened that
did not crash. Or go back and find any mysterious similar crashes
that now has answer. I can't think of any but Airbus have down
go arounds and crashed into air terminal in Taiwan.
Just like United Airlines Flight 811 that survived and matched

similar mystery crashes of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Pan
Am Flight 103 Air India Flight 182 by evidence.
Above would have been pilot error for sure.
Good question of why did copilot take over and do something so
intrinsically counter intuitive, down low and give hard stick into
ground?
That guy/gal had something few have. How did he know pilot
was giving inputs that controls were responding backwards? The
movement is so slight and the stick is on opposite side of cockpit.
Just so many questions.
Probably weather would have been blamed and poor pilot
response.
What might have been.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Ben, luv dem 'puters...

Pilot to computer:
Flaps are not up, do this:
Computer to pilot:
Flaps are up, I'll do that.

Pilot to computer:
No, I can see the flaps, they are not up, do this.
Computer to pilot:
I can't hear you, flaps are supposed to be up, I put them up, they
are up, we will do that.
Pilot to computer:
Who's is charge?
Computer to pilot:
Who are you?
Just a long series of what I have called over the years as
'Computer caused crashes" a separate category from weather,
mechanical, pilot error, sabotage, etc.
EgyptAir is one with autopilot disconnect uncommanded by non
suicidal pilot.
Cheers
Barry

X-From_: sampson1@iinet.net.au Wed May 23 02:21:43 2001
From: "John Sampson" <sampson1@iinet.net.au>
To: "Alex Paterson" <apaterson@vision.net.au>
Subject: only the second serious incident
Date: Wed, 23 May 2001 17:18:02 +0800
X-Priority: 3
Alex
FYI. I don't suppose you or your brother know any more (historically
wise) than what Prof Ladkin has commented on below?
JS
----- Original Message ----From: "Peter B. Ladkin" <ladkin@rvs.uni-bielefeld.de>
To: "IASA Safety" <safety@iasa.com.au>
Cc: "David Evans" <devans@pbimedia.com>
Sent: Wednesday, May 23, 2001 3:09 PM
Subject: Re: Fw: Cross-wired controls almost bring down Lufthansa A
320
> Thanks, John.
>
> Tim sent me a copy of the note yesterday, and I read it in Flight
> International when I got home some time later.
>
> To my knowledge, this is only the third recorded incident with
> computer-controlled primary flight control system in commercial
> aircraft, and only the second serious incident.
>
> The first was an incident between a DC-10 and A320 at Sydney
Kingsford
> Smith in 1991, during parallel intersecting runway ops. A DC-10 was
> cleared to land and stop short of the intersecting runway; an A320
> was landing on the intersecting runway. The A320 pilots assessed that
> the DC-10 was not going to stop short, and went around. During the

> go around, inputs to the PFCS were noted consistent with movement
> or pressure on the first officer's stick, although no such movement
> or pressure was believed to have been applied. The inputs were
> minimal, and did not affect the go-around manoeuvre commanded by
the
> captain. The incident was the conflict during parallel intersecting
> runway ops, and the sidestick anomaly was jsut noted. Relevant
excerpts
> are on the WWW in my compendium.
>
> The first serious incident was Dragonair in Hong Kong in April 1994.
> Because of a wind gust during flaps transition, the flaps stayed in
> one regime and the PFCS "thought" they were in another; the
recommended
> procedures exacerbated the resulting control problems and the pilots
> had numerous attempts and considerable difficulty landing the aircraft
> in gusty conditions. No one was hurt, and neither was the plane
(much).
> Hong Kong transitioned to Chinese control before the report came out,
> and I don't know anyone who has a copy, although Ken Funk at
Oregon
> State had a good go at trying to get one.
>
> This is the second serious incident.
>
> A distinction is made in safety procedures between PFCS, which is
> regarded as critical to the safety of flight, and other computer
> systems such as the FMS or autopilot, which are not. Nevertheless,
> bungled interactions with the FMS, including some in which the
> FMS design and/or implementation was at fault, have killed people.
> Cali, for example. There are people such as myself, and, it turns
> out, some people at the UK CAA Safety Regulation Group, who
believe
> a rethink of this safety-criticality of on-board systems is in order.

>
> There are many military examples, of course, of FBW PFCS problems
> leading to accidents. The X-31, the Gripen (twice), the Osprey, and
more
> that I don't keep good track of, as well as anomalies that didn't lead
> to accidents (the AFTI F-16's attempt to fly with asynchronous
> control channels).
>
> PBL

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Hopkins fence/CV airport/MRY airport/computer
controls

Dear Laurel,
Self styled writer here. The Hopkins fence actually is a hot
button item, as they say in the trade.
Many tolerate the law breaking usurping Stanford privately
owned institution who commandeers prime California coast for
its very own selfish purposes such as having a private seashell
beach to look out upon over lunch because...well, it is a refuge
for the cute sea otters and research is good and Stanford is such
a nice school, Chelsea goes there, and if the fence comes down
and allows the public access to the public access land, they are
liable to trample all over the delicate rocks and scare off the
seals, so it's better to keep the illegal six foot chainlink fence

erected along a half mile or more along the recreational trail
since the walkers get to see the public access land anyway after
the Hopkins fence ends.
Laurel, as you have walked the trail, once past the concentration
style fence, do you not feel relief and revel in the unfettered
view? I do. I hate fences. And fences that keep me off my public
land are particularly galling.
The answer is to remove the chain link prison fence, go in a few
feet and put a consistent with PG type two foot wooden fence
with polite sign that tells people this is a refuge. People stay off
beach, view is enhanced, and public is mollified.
This story is too big for this self styled writer, it needs legal
advice and interviews with the Hopkins people.
Good luck.
Wha' hoppen' to my letter to the editor about crashes out of
Carmel Valley Airport and my commentary about moving
Monterey operations to Salinas?
Too hot to handle?
Below is good story, how close we live to death.
An Asian copilot would never have overridden the pilot without
permission.

Barry

FLIGHT INTERNATIONAL, 22 May 2001, page 14
AIR TRANSPORT

CROSS WIRED CONTROLS ALMOST
BRING DOWN LUFTHANSA A 320
Tim van Beveren / Miami

A LUFTHANSA Airbus A320 almost crashed shortly after takeoff because of reversed wiring in the captainÕs sidestick flight
control. Quick action by the co-pilot, whose sidestick was not
faulty, prevented a crash.
The 20 March Frankfurt-Paris scheduled service hit turbulence
just after rotate and the left wing dipped. The captain responded
with a slight sidestick input to the right but the aircraft banked
further left. The pilot followed up with a stronger right input. The
aircraft responded with more left bank, reaching 21¡. Realizing
the problem, the copilot switched his sidestick to priority and
recovered the aircraft.
According to sources close to the investi-gation, the flight data

recorder revealed that the left wing dipped to within 0.5 m (1.6
ft) of the ground. ÒIf this had continued for 5 s more, the aircraft
would have definitely crashed,Ó says the source. A full report by
the German BFU aircraft accident investigation board is
expected shortly. Airbus declines to comment and Lufthansa
would not make anyone available for comment.
The crew say they had performed their pre-take-off checks and
that all electronic centralized aircraft monitor (ECAM)
indications seemed normal. According to the A 320 manual, the
pilot flying (PF) should check his sidestick for full lateral and
fore/aft movement, holding it in each position until the control
surfaces have reached full travel, and the pilot not flying (PNF)
should check the ECAM to see that the control surfaces are
moving correctly. The roles are then reversed while the PNF
checks his controls.
After performing handling checks at 12,000 ft (3650 m) and
confirming that the captainÕs sidestick was reversed in roll, the
crew returned to Frankfurt.
The investigation has focused on mainte-nance on the captainÕs
controls carried out by Lufthansa Technik just before the flight.
During the previous flight a problem with one of the two
elevator/ aileron computers (ELAC) had occurred. An electrical
pin in the connector was found to be damaged and was replaced.
it has been confirmed that two pairs of pins inside the connector
had accidentally been crossed during the repair. This changed the
polarity in the sidestick and the respective control channels,
ÒbypassingÓ the control unit which might have sensed the error
and would have triggered a warning. Clues might have been seen
on the ECAM screen during the flight control checks, but often
pilots only check for a deflection indication, not the direction.
Before the aircraft left the hangar a flight control check was

performed by the mechanic, but only using the first officerÕs
sidestick. ?

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: David Evans <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: What might have been

An Asian copilot would never have overridden the pilot without
permission.
Barry
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A LUFTHANSA Airbus A320 almost crashed shortly after takeoff because of reversed wiring in the captainÕs sidestick flight
control. Quick action by the co-pilot, whose sidestick was not
faulty, prevented a crash.

The 20 March Frankfurt-Paris scheduled service hit turbulence
just after rotate and the left wing dipped. The captain responded
with a slight sidestick input to the right but the aircraft banked
further left. The pilot followed up with a stronger right input. The
aircraft responded with more left bank, reaching 21¡. Realizing
the problem, the copilot switched his sidestick to priority and
recovered the aircraft.
According to sources close to the investi-gation, the flight data
recorder revealed that the left wing dipped to within 0.5 m (1.6
ft) of the ground. ÒIf this had continued for 5 s more, the aircraft
would have definitely crashed,Ó says the source. A full report by
the German BFU aircraft accident investigation board is
expected shortly. Airbus declines to comment and Lufthansa
would not make anyone available for comment.
The crew say they had performed their pre-take-off checks and
that all electronic centralized aircraft monitor (ECAM)
indications seemed normal. According to the A 320 manual, the
pilot flying (PF) should check his sidestick for full lateral and
fore/aft movement, holding it in each position until the control
surfaces have reached full travel, and the pilot not flying (PNF)
should check the ECAM to see that the control surfaces are
moving correctly. The roles are then reversed while the PNF
checks his controls.
After performing handling checks at 12,000 ft (3650 m) and
confirming that the captainÕs sidestick was reversed in roll, the
crew returned to Frankfurt.
The investigation has focused on mainte-nance on the captainÕs
controls carried out by Lufthansa Technik just before the flight.
During the previous flight a problem with one of the two
elevator/ aileron computers (ELAC) had occurred. An electrical

pin in the connector was found to be damaged and was replaced.
it has been confirmed that two pairs of pins inside the connector
had accidentally been crossed during the repair. This changed the
polarity in the sidestick and the respective control channels,
ÒbypassingÓ the control unit which might have sensed the error
and would have triggered a warning. Clues might have been seen
on the ECAM screen during the flight control checks, but often
pilots only check for a deflection indication, not the direction.
Before the aircraft left the hangar a flight control check was
performed by the mechanic, but only using the first officerÕs
sidestick. ?

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: What might have been

An Asian copilot would never have overridden the pilot without
permission.
Barry
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control. Quick action by the co-pilot, whose sidestick was not
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The 20 March Frankfurt-Paris scheduled service hit turbulence
just after rotate and the left wing dipped. The captain responded
with a slight sidestick input to the right but the aircraft banked
further left. The pilot followed up with a stronger right input. The
aircraft responded with more left bank, reaching 21¡. Realizing
the problem, the copilot switched his sidestick to priority and
recovered the aircraft.
According to sources close to the investi-gation, the flight data
recorder revealed that the left wing dipped to within 0.5 m (1.6
ft) of the ground. ÒIf this had continued for 5 s more, the aircraft
would have definitely crashed,Ó says the source. A full report by
the German BFU aircraft accident investigation board is
expected shortly. Airbus declines to comment and Lufthansa
would not make anyone available for comment.
The crew say they had performed their pre-take-off checks and
that all electronic centralized aircraft monitor (ECAM)
indications seemed normal. According to the A 320 manual, the
pilot flying (PF) should check his sidestick for full lateral and
fore/aft movement, holding it in each position until the control
surfaces have reached full travel, and the pilot not flying (PNF)

should check the ECAM to see that the control surfaces are
moving correctly. The roles are then reversed while the PNF
checks his controls.
After performing handling checks at 12,000 ft (3650 m) and
confirming that the captainÕs sidestick was reversed in roll, the
crew returned to Frankfurt.
The investigation has focused on mainte-nance on the captainÕs
controls carried out by Lufthansa Technik just before the flight.
During the previous flight a problem with one of the two
elevator/ aileron computers (ELAC) had occurred. An electrical
pin in the connector was found to be damaged and was replaced.
it has been confirmed that two pairs of pins inside the connector
had accidentally been crossed during the repair. This changed the
polarity in the sidestick and the respective control channels,
ÒbypassingÓ the control unit which might have sensed the error
and would have triggered a warning. Clues might have been seen
on the ECAM screen during the flight control checks, but often
pilots only check for a deflection indication, not the direction.
Before the aircraft left the hangar a flight control check was
performed by the mechanic, but only using the first officerÕs
sidestick. ?

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Ross and Perry

Barry,
I'll send you a copy of my cir. Vitae sometime in the future. But
what I

have written and what I would look for from you are two
different things.
My advise to you is to outline the book first and send it to me.
Make the
outline as detailed as possible.
>
> Do you have a web site and/or a list of books you've previously
published to
> give me an idea of what you want?

Well, actually, the question is what books have you published,
Jim, not written. Would I be your first? Would it be an online
only book?
What is Ross and Perry Publishing company? Who is Ross and
who is Perry?
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: NTSB Source material for letter to editor
Ntsb identification: lax92fa043 for details, refer to ntsb microfiche
number 46284a
Accident occurred nov-10-91 at carmel valley, ca

aircraft: cessna 172m, registration: n80274
Injuries: 3 fatal, 1 serious.
On a clr day with 15 mi vis, the plt flew to the carmel valley arpt.
Witnesses said he dscndd to btn 200' & 300' agl (650' & 750' msl),
then flew past the arpt; initially the gnd track was parallel, but
abt 570 ft south of rwy 29. Witnesses said the acft was flying
slowly; after traveling abt 8/10 mi past the arpt, the acft turned
rgt & flew abt 6/10 mi, hdg twd the rising trrn of a box canyon.
Just bfr impact, the acft bgn a left turn & collided with 40 deg
upsloping trrn at abt 850' msl. The pilot had flown the acft to the
same arpt 7 wks earlier. A pilot examiner rprtd the arpt was
clearly visible fm the air & was not difficult to locate, especially
after having once been there. No preimpact mechanical
malfunction was found with the airframe or eng.
Probable cause
The pilot's failure to maintain a safe altitude above the ground
during an intentional low altitude flight in mountainous terrain.
Contributing factors related to the pilot becoming distracted
while flying over the ground and to his failure to initiate a climb
or take other corrective action by altering his course in a timely
manner to avoid colliding with the mountain.

LAX95LA233
On July 1, 1995, at 0945 hours Pacific daylight time, a Piper
PA28-161, N8399T, struck power lines during an attempted return
to airport maneuver at Carmel Valley Airport, Carmel Valley,
California. The maneuver was initiated by the pilot because of a
perceived loss of engine power in the takeoff initial climb. The
airplane was destroyed. The certificated private pilot and his
passenger were seriously injured. The flight was originating at
the time of the accident for a destination of Monterey Peninsula
Airport, Monterey, California. Visual meteorological conditions

prevailed.
According to the pilot's written report, he stated that he
performed a preflight inspection and that the aircraft had 7
gallons of fuel. After taking off and reaching an altitude of 450
feet agl, the airplane lost engine power. The pilot initiated an
immediate right turn towards the airport. After completing the
emergency checklist, the pilot realized that the airplane would
not glide back to the airport. He then chose an area away from
people and structures for an emergency landing. After landing,
the pilot shut off the master switch and waited for emergency
personnel.
Responding fire department personnel reported that the right
wing fuel tank contained no fuel. The left wing tank "contained
very little fuel."
A Federal Aviation Administration inspector from the San Jose,
California, Flight Standards District Office, examined the aircraft.
He reported that the amount of fuel in each tank was measured at
less than 1 gallon in the right tank and about 5 gallons in the left.
The fuel selector was found positioned between the left and right
fuel tank. The inspector also reported that no fuel is available at
the Carmel Valley Airport.Probable Cause
fuel starvation due to the pilot's inadequate preflight preparation
in that he failed to position the fuel selector to a tank known to
contain fuel.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Letter for the Editor: rebuttal CV airport safe

Dear Laurel, I just have to rebut the nonsense in the letters to
Editor today about the CV airport with 241 finely chosen words
most of which come from a government safety agency, the

NTSB.
Cheers,
Barry

Dear Editor:

Re: Facts about safety at Carmel Valley Airport:
A red herring does not crash in front of your house and kill three
people, as a light airplane did to me in 1991 after a low flyby of
the small, narrow, gravelly, short, unlighted, non secured airport
which has a large elementary school in which my daughter is
enrolled just off the departure end of the runway. A red herring
does not crash near the school in 1995 after running low on gas
when trying to return to land after stupidly taking off from the
airport that has no gas available.
National Transportation Safety Board investigation details:
Accident occurred Nov-10-91 at Carmel Valley, Ca, Injuries: 3
fatal, 1 serious.
On a clear day with 15 mile visibility the pilot flew to the Carmel
Valley airport. Probable cause: The pilot's failure to maintain a
safe altitude above the ground during an intentional low altitude
flight in mountainous terrain.
On July 1, 1995, at 0945 hours Pacific daylight time, a Piper
struck power lines during an attempted return to airport
maneuver at Carmel Valley Airport, Carmel Valley, California.
The airplane was destroyed. The certificated private pilot and his

passenger were seriously injured. {Investigator} reported that the
amount of fuel in each tank was measured at less than 1 gallon in
the right tank and about 5 gallons in the left. The inspector also
reported that no fuel is available at the Carmel Valley Airport.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley CA 93924

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Hopkins Marine Station Point of View

Dear Laurel, below is some research on the Hopkins Marine Life
Refuge. This is their point of view and might be expected to be
used as justification to keep the six foot chain link fence up. Note
that Public Access cannot be restricted. Hmmm.....it is.
Cheers,
Barry

For research, and for an endless source of projects for students,
they take advantage of their unique location, with several
complex ecosystems right outside their laboratory windows.
Public access
Although public access (kayakers, boat divers) from outside the
refuge cannot be restricted, all users are requested to respect the
purpose of the refuge and to refrain from damaging or disturbing
the marine life and study sites within it. Any illegal activity
(including spearfishing, hook and line fishing, or collecting
without a scientific collecting permit and approval of the Refuge
Committee) within the HMLR should be reported to the Refuge
Manager in as much detail as possible, including any boat CF
numbers. If recreational users (divers, kayakers, hikers) are seen
using shore facilities or walking along the intertidal, please
inform them that they are on Stanford property (if above the
mean high-tide line) or in the Hopkins Marine Life Refuge (if
below the mean high-tide line), and ask for their cooperation in
leaving. Please do not demand that they leave. If you run into
difficulties, get their names and numbers and inform the Refuge
Manager.

Minimizing disturbance
Researchers and students should avoid unnecessary disturbance
of animals and plants in the HMLR. Walk on sand or paths to
avoid treading on organisms or study sites. Please walk very
carefully in the rocky intertidal and note locations of study site
markers. In the kelp bed, use oars and anchor in sand channels
where possible. Divers and snorkelers should not unduly disturb
the seals hauled out on the rocks or on West Beach. Divers
should maintain neutral buoyancy as much as is safely possible
during dives to minimize damage to benthic organisms.
Hopkins staff, visiting investigators, and students may use the
continuous sandy area of Agassiz beach without prior approval,
but should avoid walking on the adjacent rocks. Keep in mind
that this beach is within the HMLR; the same guidelines
concerning minimizing disturbance apply, and activity should be
kept at a discrete level.

HOPKINS MARINE LIFE REFUGE

The Hopkins Marine Life Refuge (HMLR) was established by
the State of California in 1931 and renewed and expanded in
1985. It protects the waters and shoreline adjacent to Hopkins
Marine Station of Stanford University. Use of the refuge is
limited to scientific and educational activities.
Boundaries

The refuge encompasses the intertidal and subtidal region
adjacent to Hopkins Marine Station from mean higher high water
out to a depth of 60 feet, extending southeast to the Monterey/
Pacific Grove city line (David Avenue), and northwest to a line
from Third street in Pacific Grove. The boundaries are marked
by five yellow buoys. Two additional marker buoys near the east
side of the refuge belong to the Monterey Bay Aquarium. map of
refuge
Administration
A Refuge Manager and a Refuge Committee composed of
members of HMS faculty, students, and staff are responsible for
reviewing proposed uses of the HMLR. The current Refuge
Manager is Freya Sommer, (831) 655 6245.
Use of the HMLR
Scientific and educational activity within the HMLR is
encouraged.
All visiting investigators and instructors must submit a
"statement of HMLR use" form [pdf] to the Refuge Manager at
least one month prior to the visit for approval by the Refuge
Committee. Visiting students or researchers who have obtained
approval for refuge use must notify the Refuge Manager prior to
each visit or series of visits with advanced notice of at least one
week. HINT: printing this page will help you fill out form.
Resident investigators and course instructors should inform the
manager of the location of their study sites and the nature of their
work so that multiple uses can be coordinated.

All field sites should be clearly marked, and all site markings and
experimental structures and materials placed in the HMLR must
be removed at the completion of the project. Please notify the
Refuge Manager when the study is finished, and if possible
include a short research summary or reprints of publications
resulting from work in the HMLR.
Public access
Although public access (kayakers, boat divers) from outside the
refuge cannot be restricted, all users are requested to respect the
purpose of the refuge and to refrain from damaging or disturbing
the marine life and study sites within it. Any illegal activity
(including spearfishing, hook and line fishing, or collecting
without a scientific collecting permit and approval of the Refuge
Committee) within the HMLR should be reported to the Refuge
Manager in as much detail as possible, including any boat CF
numbers. If recreational users (divers, kayakers, hikers) are seen
using shore facilities or walking along the intertidal, please
inform them that they are on Stanford property (if above the
mean high-tide line) or in the Hopkins Marine Life Refuge (if
below the mean high-tide line), and ask for their cooperation in
leaving. Please do not demand that they leave. If you run into
difficulties, get their names and numbers and inform the Refuge
Manager.
Collecting
Those who wish to collect in the HMLR must have a valid
California Department of Fish and Game collecting permit and
approval of the Refuge Committee. Students may collect if
accompanied by a member of the instruction staff with a permit
and HMLR committee approval. The responsible party must
keep a log of all collecting, including dates, locations, and

numbers of organisms collected.
Diving and snorkeling
Only the large sandy beaches (Boatworks beach, Agassiz beach,
and West beach) should be used to gain access to the water. Free
divers should read these refuge use guidelines and meet with the
Refuge Manager for a site orientation before going in the water.
Divers associated with Stanford must meet with the Diving
Safety Officer Freya Sommer and enter the Stanford University
Scientific Diving Program before conducting any dives under
the auspices of Stanford University.
Visiting divers must plan their diving activity in the refuge
through their own Diving Safety Officer, who should make the
appropriate arrangements with the Refuge Manager and Diving
Safety Officer at Hopkins.
Boats
Operators of HMS boats and motors must complete a boat
check-out with the Refuge Manager/Diving Safety Officer prior
to use. Boats may be launched and landed only on Agassiz beach.
Minimizing disturbance
Researchers and students should avoid unnecessary disturbance
of animals and plants in the HMLR. Walk on sand or paths to
avoid treading on organisms or study sites. Please walk very
carefully in the rocky intertidal and note locations of study site
markers. In the kelp bed, use oars and anchor in sand channels
where possible. Divers and snorkelers should not unduly disturb
the seals hauled out on the rocks or on West Beach. Divers

should maintain neutral buoyancy as much as is safely possible
during dives to minimize damage to benthic organisms.
Hopkins staff, visiting investigators, and students may use the
continuous sandy area of Agassiz beach without prior approval,
but should avoid walking on the adjacent rocks. Keep in mind
that this beach is within the HMLR; the same guidelines
concerning minimizing disturbance apply, and activity should be
kept at a discrete level.
Dogs are not allowed in the refuge. Owners who bring their dogs
to the station are responsible for keeping them under control and
on a leash at all times.
Back

New labs, aquarium dedicated at Hopkins Marine Station
STANFORD -- Since its founding in 1892, Hopkins Marine
Station has been a beacon to world-renowned biologists and
home to some of Stanford's most revered teachers. But by the
mid-1970s, an air of neglect hung over the little cluster of
buildings on their rocky headland. The first marine laboratory on
the Pacific Coast seemed headed for a genteel version of the
obsolescence haunting nearby Cannery Row. A blue-ribbon
committee recommended that Stanford take action to rescue its
seaside laboratory from fading away.
Now Cannery Row bustles with visitors drawn to shops,
restaurants and the innovative Monterey Bay Aquarium. And
next door, Hopkins director Dennis Powers is ready to proclaim
the renovated station "the best marine research facility for its size

in the world."
Powers, the Harold A. Miller Professor of Marine Biology, and
his predecessor, the late Colin Pittendrigh, have presided over a
20-year program of building and renovation at the marine station,
coupled with recruitment of a faculty of highly respected
scientists.
In a dedication ceremony May 10, the newest jewel in the
Hopkins crown officially opened: the DeNault Family Research
Building, which houses a small aquarium (one of three on the
Hopkins campus) and research laboratories for two Hopkins
scientists.
Hopkins has been transformed to a miniature campus, a blend of
sandstone-and-tile buildings with wooden marine warehouses in
the style of the historic Monterey Boat Works - now a high-tech
lecture hall. The renovations include advanced laboratories
equipped for studies ranging from molecular and cell biology to
simulated wave and wind action. There is a one-of-a-kind study
center for live tuna. Library windows overlook otters and whales,
and terminals that link Hopkins scholars by high-speed fiberoptic cable to the university's knowledge bases.
The result is not a conventional oceanographic station, Powers
emphasized: "We use marine organisms to study basic scientific
questions, from biomechanics to neurobiology to transgenic fish
to ecology." Hopkins scientists study organisms ranging from
algae to whales, at the level of genes, cells, whole animals and
ecosystems.
For research, and for an endless source of projects for students,
they take advantage of their unique location, with several
complex ecosystems right outside their laboratory windows.

Faculty and students also collaborate with the Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research Institute and a half-dozen other marine
research facilities that have joined Hopkins in making this region
a major center of scientific activity.
Among Hopkins' eight faculty and two active emeriti are two
members of the National Academy of Sciences: professor
emeritus Daniel Mazia, a specialist in cell biology, and George
Somero, who studies how marine organisms adapt to extreme
conditions.
Powers studies the evolutionary strategies that organisms use to
adapt to their environments. Barbara Block, co-director of the
Tuna Research and Conservation Center, studies the physiology
of tuna and other nomadic ocean fishes. Mark Denny examines
the biomechanics of animals and plants that manage to survive
on wave-swept shores. David Epel researches fertilization and
how marine organisms repel pollutants. William Gilly and his
colleague Stuart Thompson are neurobiologists. Paul Levine uses
the symbiotic and parasitic relationships between animals and
bacteria to look for the basic mechanisms of disease.
Hopkins faculty, with the aid of lecturer James Watanabe, teach
marine and general biology undergraduates during the winter,
spring and fall quarters. In spring, the scientists open their
laboratories to undergraduates for a chance to do hands-on
science in an intensive research course. Retired lecturer Chuck
Baxter, an authority on Pacific intertidal zones, also works with
students on spring research projects.
Somero and Gilly both have laboratories in the new DeNault
building. It was built with $3 million in donations from the

National Science Foundation and from three families who have
been longtime supporters of Stanford and of the marine station:
John and Jean DeNault of Los Angeles; the late David A.
Packard and the Packard Foundation of Palo Alto, Calif.; and the
family of the late Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Miller of Portland, Ore.
For Gilly, the unique combination of laboratory and research
aquarium provides a perk not available to many neurobiologists.
He has worked with squid for more than 20 years, because their
giant nerve cells provide an excellent way to study how neurons
in all animals - including humans - fire an electrical signal.
Now he and his students can raise squid from hatchlings and
document how behavior influences the development of their
neurons. He already has shown that it takes more than genes to
develop a functioning nervous system - it takes life experience.
Unless baby squid chase after fast-moving live prey when they
are small, they don't develop the coordination among neurons
that lets them catch dinner - and escape from becoming dinner when they are adults.
In the new research building, Gilly has set up a special room with
controlled lighting and electronics that will allow him to
videotape the behavior of live squid. "We'll be able to do living
animal experiments under controlled conditions, plus cellular and
molecular studies," Gilly says. "It's a dream come true."
http://www-marine.stanford.edu/
Hopkins Marine Station is a marine biology research and
educational facility that operates as a branch of Stanford
University's Department of Biological Sciences. Founded in

1892, Hopkins was the first marine laboratory to be
established on the American Pacific coast. Since that time,
many notable scientists, as well as a continuous population
of undergraduate and graduate students have come to the
Station to study and work towards a better understanding
of the marine world. The Station is located in Pacific Grove,
on the Monterey Peninsula, which forms the Southern
shore of Monterey Bay. It lies in a region of scenic beauty
and historic interest, 90 miles south of Stanford's main
campus in Palo Alto.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Hopkins fence removal

Thanks. The changes wll be made. Laurel

Roger dodger, working late I see.
My dad and I are working on the removing Hopkins fence thing,
but my Mom, who knows about the marine life, says the beach
needs to be protected from the marauding tourists who would
destroy the research projects.
Well, let the Hopkins people present that case to the public.
Another alternative is to have a low barrier across the area that
does not obstruct the view and then further in a higher fence.

The goal is to make the view from the recreational trail match the
beauty of the shoreline and not have chain link fence in view
shed. It's a doable thing with minimum engineering and no
permits required. But it is change and we know how people feel
about that.
Cheers,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Housing Situation commentary article

John, this is the box that would go with your main piece. Laurel.
Please insert any changes in CAPS.

John Barry Smith, a self-styled authority on Monterey Peninsula
housing strategies, lists these credentials: o
Occasional Tourist in Motels: Monterey Peninsula 1952-1988
Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel Valley 1977-1978; New
Monterey 1986; Pebble Beach 1986.
Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove 1977, Seaside 1978, Carmel
Valley 1988.
Landlord: Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside 1978 for
seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven years.
Total tourist nights: 100.
Total renting: 5 years.

Total ownership: 56 years.
otal landlord: 38 years.

Well, 'self styled'? Where did that come from? That sounds like
an insult. When is 'self styled' ever a compliment? And who is to
'style' the authority on Monterey Peninsula housing strategies?
No one.
How about John Barry Smith, 'A LONG TIME RESIDENT ON
THE MONTEREY PENINSULA' lists these credentials:
Or delete 'self-styled' and just leave it 'John Barry Smith, an
authority on ..."
Delete the 'o' hanging out there for some reason after 'credentials:
o' Can not capitalize an omission.
Last credential: add the 'T' for 'Total landlord: 38 years.' omitted
for some reason.
At 5:34 PM -0800 5/15/01, Laurel Shackelford wrote:
This is the main piece; please insert any change in CAPS.
Well, why is '30-year' hyphenated? It's fine if so.
'2000 a month' needs a comma if the others have them, and they
do. A comma in CAPS is hard to do.

There appears to be a perception that the only persons who are
paying high costs for housing around the Monterey Bay are
renters. Not so.
Relative to other communities, such as Barstow, it's true that
renters are paying more money for the same house or apartment;
however, relative to other types of persons living here such as
tourists, homeowners, or landlords, renters have by far the lowest
housing costs. They may not realize that. If they knew about
living costs borne by all, they might not be so inflamed.
It's obvious that the tourist pays the most per month to live here
when the average daily cost is more than $100 per night, which
works out to $3,000 a month for a bedroom and bathroom.
The landlords' expenses are comparable to the homeowners'.
Here is a general comparison between the remaining renter and
homeowner.
The renter started with about $2,500. The owner started with
about $25,000. The similar houses they lived in were valued at
about $250,000.
The renter paid $1,000 a month and paid for water, electricity,
gas, TV cable, and phone. He did not get the $5 interest per
month on the $1,000 he used as a deposit.
The owner paid the same utilities herself. She also paid every
month $1,600 to the bank for the 30-year mortgage of $225,000
after having given the $25,000 as a down payment; $50 a month
to the insurance company for the mandatory insurance; $2000 a
month to the state of California for the mandatory property tax;
$12 a month to the mandatory water board; $20 a month to the
mandatory disposal pickup; for a mandatory total of $1,882
dollars a month. She did not get the $145 a month interest from
the $25,000 she had used as a down payment.
The owner in effect was paying $2,027 a month to live here
while the renter was paying $1,005. If the true cost of monthly
ownership of a house on the Monterey Peninsula were charged to

the renters, the rents would be doubled overnight.
Owners who moved here years ago, eventually bought a house
and then rented it out, are now aware of potential problems such
as not being able to raise the rent to meet rising costs or having
to tolerate unsuitable tenants. Most current landlords were
satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred dollars a
month in exchange for pleasant tenants who paid the rent on time
and kept good care of the house.
But now landlords are thinking: Appreciation is tenuous, maybe
it's best to sell now, an action which would decrease the supply
of available rental properties. Or they are thinking: If some sort
of retroactive caps are imposed, I had better start raising rents
now, thus causing rents to rise again.
Renters are paying the least among the four main categories and
are driving their rents higher by their current actions. There
always has been a housing shortage, the rents and costs of houses
here has always been high; they always will be.
What's the point? Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to
community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards. Enjoy
what you have.
John Barry Smith lives in Carmel Valley
He certainly does, Looks good, Laurel, Thank you,

Cheers,
Barry the self styled contrarian Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT

To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Art mimics reality?

X-From_: tomkirkwood@msn.com Tue May 15 05:54:27 2001
X-Sender: tomkirkwood@msn.com
Date: Tue, 15 May 2001 06:01:36 -0600
From: "Book-of-the-Month Club Author Tom Kirkwood"
<tomkirkwood@msn.com>
To: "barry@corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Boeing vs. Airbus: What If . . .
Reply-To: tomkirkwood@netzero.com
Don't miss the first great romantic thriller of the new century.
PILOT'S DAWN is now available as an eBook from the
respected British-French publisher, Online Originals. Download
the novel to your laptop or eBook reader from http://
www.onlineoriginals.com or visit the author's website at http://
www.pilotsdawn.com. Below is the publisher's summary:
Synopsis
French Minister of Industry, Georges Michelet,
is a man of the
right with presidential ambitions. When he is
approached by
Walter Claussen, a former East-Bloc spy who
has spent 30
years in the States developing a plan to sabotage
American
aviation, he cannot turn down a diabolical offer.
Claussen, for a
hefty fee, promises to destroy Boeing's
leadership in the global
marketplace. Airbus, the unwitting beneficiary,

will revive the
French economy and catapult Michelet into the
political limelight.
Steven Le Conte, a young American journalist
manqu⁄, lives in
Paris near Sophie Marx, retired bureau chief of
The New York
Times. Sophie, who is writing a series on
Michelet, persuades
Steven to befriend Michelet's daughter, Nicole.
When the two
fall hopelessly in love, Steven is plunged into an
ugly dilemma.
Frank Warner, head of the National
Transportation Safety
Board in the US, has failed to make sense of the
random crashes
that have plagued Boeing aircraft and terrified
the flying public.
As airlines worldwide begin to switch their
orders to Airbus, he
becomes the scapegoat of the Administration.
Steven, quite by
chance, learns that Michelet is behind the
crashes. When he
finally manages to convince Sophie, she
contacts a beleaguered
Frank Warner. Unable to elicit any support from
the Washington
establishment, Warner comes to Paris himself.
Several subplots,
pitting family members against each other, love
against decency

and courage against terror, hurtle toward a
conclusion that leaves
the reader exhilarated and emotionally spent.

If you have received this newsletter in error or wish to be
removed from the author's mailing list, please email
tomkirkwood@netzero.com and write REMOVE in the subject
box.

____________________________________
This message was sent to you using Broadc@st
____________________________________

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: David Evans <devans@phillips.com>
Subject: Art mimics reality?

X-From_: tomkirkwood@msn.com Tue May 15 05:54:27 2001
X-Sender: tomkirkwood@msn.com
Date: Tue, 15 May 2001 06:01:36 -0600
From: "Book-of-the-Month Club Author Tom Kirkwood"

<tomkirkwood@msn.com>
To: "barry@corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Boeing vs. Airbus: What If . . .
Reply-To: tomkirkwood@netzero.com
Don't miss the first great romantic thriller of the new century.
PILOT'S DAWN is now available as an eBook from the
respected British-French publisher, Online Originals. Download
the novel to your laptop or eBook reader from http://
www.onlineoriginals.com or visit the author's website at http://
www.pilotsdawn.com. Below is the publisher's summary:
Synopsis
French Minister of Industry, Georges Michelet,
is a man of the
right with presidential ambitions. When he is
approached by
Walter Claussen, a former East-Bloc spy who
has spent 30
years in the States developing a plan to sabotage
American
aviation, he cannot turn down a diabolical offer.
Claussen, for a
hefty fee, promises to destroy Boeing's
leadership in the global
marketplace. Airbus, the unwitting beneficiary,
will revive the
French economy and catapult Michelet into the
political limelight.
Steven Le Conte, a young American journalist
manqu⁄, lives in
Paris near Sophie Marx, retired bureau chief of
The New York
Times. Sophie, who is writing a series on

Michelet, persuades
Steven to befriend Michelet's daughter, Nicole.
When the two
fall hopelessly in love, Steven is plunged into an
ugly dilemma.
Frank Warner, head of the National
Transportation Safety
Board in the US, has failed to make sense of the
random crashes
that have plagued Boeing aircraft and terrified
the flying public.
As airlines worldwide begin to switch their
orders to Airbus, he
becomes the scapegoat of the Administration.
Steven, quite by
chance, learns that Michelet is behind the
crashes. When he
finally manages to convince Sophie, she
contacts a beleaguered
Frank Warner. Unable to elicit any support from
the Washington
establishment, Warner comes to Paris himself.
Several subplots,
pitting family members against each other, love
against decency
and courage against terror, hurtle toward a
conclusion that leaves
the reader exhilarated and emotionally spent.

If you have received this newsletter in error or wish to be
removed from the author's mailing list, please email
tomkirkwood@netzero.com and write REMOVE in the subject

box.

____________________________________
This message was sent to you using Broadc@st
____________________________________

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Fwd: Not so simple

X-From_: olsson@globalnet.co.uk Tue May 15 03:46:44 2001
Date: Tue, 15 May 2001 11:46:31 +0100
From: Chris Olsson <olsson@globalnet.co.uk>
X-Accept-Language: en
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Not so simple
Barry,
You may remeber that we all thought that Concorde crash was a
single-point
failure. It seemed at the time that it was a simple matter of a tyre
failure
(induced by a bit of FOD) which caused the catastrophe.

Quite rightly, the French -- and later the British -- grounded the
type,
pending a proper investigation and rectification of the problem
(s).
Read the following article which The Observer published last
weekend:
http://www.observer.co.uk/Print/0,3858,4185791,00.html

Cheers,

Chris Olsson

Observer | Doomed
Deadly errors that ended a dream

Doomed
THE REAL STORY OF FLIGHT 4590: SPECIAL
INVESTIGATION: A freak 'single cause' accident was
blamed when an Air France Concorde crashed in flames in
Paris last year, killing 114 people. But a number of errors
which could have been avoided may have played a part in
the disaster.
David Rose
Sunday May 13, 2001
The Observer
It is an indelible image, heavy with symbolism: the
photograph taken on 25 July last year at the moment
Concorde became a technological Icarus. The great white

bird rears up over runway 26 at Charles de Gaulle,
immediately after takeoff. Already mortally wounded,
flames bleed uncontrollably from beneath the left-hand
wing. Less than two minutes later, the world's only
supersonic airliner will fling itself into the Paris suburb of
Gonesse, killing all 109 on board and another five on the
ground.
In the 10 months since the crash, the official investigation
into its causes has focused almost entirely on the fire.
According to the French accident investigation bureau, the
BEA, it broke out when the plane passed over a strip of
metal on the runway. A tyre burst; a chunk of rubber
thudded into a fuel tank inside the wing; jet fuel poured out
of a hole and ignited.
The hot gases caused two of the engines to falter, and
despite a valiant struggle by Captain Christian Marty, a
daredevil skier who once crossed the Atlantic on a windsurf
board, the loss of thrust made the crash inevitable.
This 'single cause' explanation is why the Civil Aviation
Authority grounded British Airways' seven Concordes three
weeks after the disaster. Its chairman, Sir Malcolm Field,
said: ' It is clear to all of us in the CAA that a tyre burst
alone should never cause the loss of a public transport
aircraft tyre debris alone is thought to have led to this
catastrophic accident.'
An investigation by The Observer suggests the truth is
much more complicated - and as far as Air France is
concerned, far more worrying. In the words of John
Hutchinson, a BA Concorde captain for 15 years, the fire on
its own should have been 'eminently survivable; the pilot
should have been able to fly his way out of trouble'. The
reason why he failed to do so, Hutchinson believes, was a

lethal combination of operational error and 'negligence' by
the maintenance department of Air France. This appears to
have been a crash with more than one contributing factor,
most of which were avoidable.
Go back to that photograph. An amazing picture: but where
was it taken? The answer is: inside an Air France Boeing
747 which had just landed from Japan, and was waiting to
cross Concorde's runway on its way back to the terminal.
Its passengers included Jacques Chirac and his wife, the
President and first lady of France, returning from the G7
summit.
Concorde looks to be nearby because it had been close to
hitting the 747, an event which would have turned both
aircraft into a giant fireball. Veering wildly to the left, like a
recalcitrant supermarket trolley with a jammed wheel,
Concorde's undercarriage had locked askew.
When Marty pulled back on the control column to raise the
nose and take to the air - the process pilots call 'rotation' the plane's airspeed was only 188 knots, 11 knots below
the minimum recommended velocity (VR) required for this
manoeuvre.
But he had no choice: the plane was about to leave the
tarmac altogether and plough into the soft and bumpy
grass at its side. That might have ripped off the landing
gear, leaving Concorde to overturn and blow up on its own.
If not, the 747 lay straight ahead. So he took to the air,
although he knew he was travelling too slowly, which would
impair the damaged plane's chances of survival.
The BEA's interim report, published last January, notes that
according to the cockpit voice record, the instant before
Marty rotated, Jean Marcot, his co-pilot, screamed: 'Watch
out!' The report states: 'At this stage it is not possible to

explain this exclamation.' Marcot was at the front of a
Concorde thundering off a runway at 200mph towards a
747 carrying his head of state: his exclamation seems
reasonably explicable.
But why was the plane in this disastrous position? Shocking
evidence now emerging suggests that the underlying
reason may have been that Air France Concorde F-BTSC
had not been properly maintained. The airline's ground staff
had failed to replace a 'spacer', a vital component of the
landing gear which keeps the wheels in proper alignment,
when they serviced and reassembled the plane's
undercarriage four days before the disaster. Although the
BEA disputes it, there is compelling evidence that it was the
missing spacer which may have caused the plane to skew to
the left, so forcing Marty to leave the ground too early.
At the same time, the plane was operating outside its
legally certified limits. When it stood at the end of the
runway, ready to roll, it was more than six tonnes over its
approved maximum takeoff weight for the given conditions,
with its centre of gravity pushed dangerously far to the
rear. According to Hutchinson, even before the blowout,
Marty was already 'pushing the envelope' of safe flying
explored by the test pilots when the plane was being
developed in the early 1970s.
Had the plane not hit the metal strip, Marty would almost
certainly have got away with it. Faced with an emergency,
with his plane in the air flying below a sustainable speed, his
options were severely compromised. According to
Hutchinson, Marty found himself trying to save a one-time
thoroughbred which was 'responding like a flying pancake,
like a sack of potatoes'.
The Observer's investigation suggests Concorde need not

have been grounded at all. Now undergoing a £30 million
refit to equip the fuel tanks with new kevlar linings, it was
already basically safe. As for Air France, the sense of
sorrow over what took place remains palpable: the crash
was their worst nightmare. Their lawyers are close to
reaching a settlement with the families of the 109 German
victims, luxury package tourists from Mƒnchengladbach
about to start the holiday of a lifetime. Each family has
been offered about £1m - the largest settlement in German
legal history.
Disclosure that this may not have been a 'single cause'
catastrophe may place this in jeopardy. Because the plane
was bound for New York, the relatives would be entitled to
sue in America. If the courts there found Air France
culpable, the damages they might award could make £1m
seem trivial.
Most of the raw data about the crash can be found on the
internet, in the two reports already published by the BEA.
Its final report is due in a few weeks' time. Meanwhile, a
separate inquiry is being conducted by an investigating
judge. The missing undercarriage spacer, and the effects
this had on Flight 4590, are now emerging as the judicial
investigation's central issues. If the French courts decide
there is sufficient evidence, they have the power to charge
Air France with 'homicide involuntaire' - what British law
would term corporate manslaughter.
The stresses on Concorde's landing gear are unusually
severe. Unlike ordinary aircraft, its delta wings generate
hardly any 'lift' until the captain pulls up the nose and
pitches the plane upwards at an angle of 18 degrees at the
point of rotation. Until then, the wheels and bogeys will
bear all of Concorde's weight - in the case of a fully-laden

plane at takeoff, about 185 tonnes.
The procedures both Air France and British Airways impose
on their ground crews reflect the obvious danger of getting
anything wrong. At regular intervals of a few hundred flying
hours, the various load-bearing components become 'lifed',
and must be replaced. When the undercarriage bogeys are
taken apart and reassembled, the work must be done
according to a rigid formula, and rigorously inspected and
assessed.
Concorde F-BTSC went into the hangar at Charles de Gaulle
on 18 July, a week before the crash. The part which was
'lifed' was the left undercarriage 'beam' - the horizontal
tube through which the two wheel axles pass at each end.
In the middle is a low-friction pivot which connects the
beam to the vertical 'leg' extending down from inside the
wing. The bits of the pivot which bear the load are two
steel 'shear bushes'.
To keep them in position, they are separated by the spacer:
a piece of grey, anodised aluminium about five inches in
diameter and twelve inches long. When the plane left the
hangar on 21 July, the spacer was missing. After the crash,
it was found in the Air France workshop, still attached to
the old beam which had been replaced.
In the days before the accident, the aircraft flew to New
York and back twice. At first, the load-bearing shear bushes
remained in the right positions. But each time the plane
took off, the landing gear was retracted into the wing. On
the ground, the two shear bushes are positioned
horizontally, on either side of the beam. With the gear
retracted, the right-hand bush lies vertically above the left.
On F-BTSC, it began to slip, down into the gap where there
should have been a spacer. By the day of the crash, it had

moved about seven inches, until the two washers were
almost touching. Instead of being held firmly in a snugfitting pivot, the beam and the wheels were wobbling, with
about three degrees of movement possible in any direction.
As the plane taxied to the start of the runway, there was
nothing to keep the front wheels of the undercarriage in
line with the back. The supermarket trolley was ready to
jam. Exactly when it started to do so is uncertain. JeanMarie Chauve, who flew Concordes with Air France until his
retirement six years ago, and Michel Suaud, for many years
a Concorde flight engineer, believe the undercarriage was
already out of alignment when the plane began to move
down the runway.
They have spent the past six months preparing a 60-page
report on the crash, which they have submitted to the
investigating judge. Chauve said: 'The acceleration was
abnormally slow from the start. There was something
retarding the aircraft, holding it back.' In his view, it must
have been friction from the undercarriage. Chauve and
Suaud's report contains detailed calculations which
conclude that without this retardation, the plane would
have taken off 1,694 metres from the start of the runway before reaching the fateful metal strip.
The BEA contests these findings, saying that the
acceleration was normal until the tyre burst. It also
maintains that even after the blowout, the missing spacer
was insignificant.
The BEA's critics say that once the tyre burst, the load on
the three remaining tyres became uneven, and even if the
wheels had been more or less straight before, they now
twisted disastrously to the side. The 'smoking gun' is a
remarkable series of photographs in the BEA's own

preliminary report. They show unmistakably the skid marks
of four tyres, heading off the runway on to its concrete
shoulder, almost reaching the rough grass beyond.
In one picture, the foreground depicts a smashed yellow
steel landing light on the very edge of the made-up surface,
which was clipped by the aircraft as Marty tried to wrest it
into the air. Industry sources have confirmed that this
probably had further, damaging results. Until then the
number one engine had been functioning almost normally
but when the plane hit the landing light it ingested hard
material which caused it to surge and fail. This hard
material, the sources say, was probably parts of the broken
light.
And as one industry insider put it: 'You would not see four
marks if the wheels had been straight, with the back wheels
behind the front. And you should not see such marks at all
after a normal takeoff. This plane was skidding sideways. It
was out of control.'
John Hutchinson said: 'The blowout alone would not cause
these marks. You'd get intermittent blobs from flapping
rubber, but these are very clearly skids.' Overall, the effect
on the plane was like trying to take off in an exceptional
crosswind - a situation Concorde pilots are trained to avoid
at all costs. The captain tried to overcome the leftward
drift by turning the rudder to the right. It made negligible
difference.
In its interim report, and in a statement issued last month
after Captain Chauve submitted his dossier to the judge,
the BEA said that the leftwards 'yaw' was caused not by
the faulty landing gear but by 'the loss of thrust from
engines one and two'.
There are several problems with this analysis. First, as the

BEA's own published data reveals, the thrust from engine
one was almost normal until the end of the skid, when it
took in the parts of the landing light. It is simply not true
that the yaw began when both engines failed.
Second, those who fly the plane say that a loss of engine
power will not cause an uncontrollable yaw. Concorde's
engines, unlike, say, a 747, are not mounted out near the
wingtips but close to the tail and fuselage. The Observer
has spoken to five former and serving Concorde captains
and flying officers. All have repeatedly experienced the loss
of an engine shortly before takeoff in the computerised
Concorde training simulator; one of them, twice, has done
so for real. All agree, in John Hutchinson's words, that 'it's
no big deal at all. You're not using anything like the full
amount of rudder to keep the plane straight; the yaw is
totally containable'.
Finally, there are the skid marks. Yesterday, the BEA
claimed the plane had not skidded at all. Its chief
spokeswoman, Helen Bastianelli, confirmed that the wheels
were 'not in a symmetric trajectory' - in other words out of
alignment - when the Concorde took off, the first time the
BEA has made this crucial disclosure. But despite the
photographic evidence, she still insisted the yaw was
caused by engine failure - on the grounds that photos or no
photos, there was no sign of skid marks.
Later I was telephoned by Philip Swan, an Englishman who
works for the BEA in Le Bourget - the airstrip near Gonesse
where Marty was hoping to try to land. He accepted that
the pictures did show the marks of four tyres, and that
they were clearly out of alignment. But he concluded: 'The
photograph does depict that the tyres of the aircraft made
sideways marks under stress. But I prefer not to use the

term skid.' Think of your car, resisting your attempts to
drive it straight, lurching off to the left. The BEA would say
those black smears it leaves behind on the road are not
evidence of a skid, merely the marks of the wheels moving
sideways under stress.
The fact that Marty had to rotate his plane 11 knots below
its stipulated rotation velocity was always going to make it
difficult to save. In the event, he never got close to 'V2,'
the 220-knot airspeed which would have represented stable
flight. For a few seconds in the agonising minute between
takeoff and catastrophe he got up to about 210 knots,
only for the number one engine - which had begun to
recover - to fail for a second time.
But despite everything already against him - the skewed
bogey; the fire - other avoidable factors were further
loading the dice, making it still more difficult to rescue the
plane. When Marty paused at the start of the runway, his
instruments told him that his Concorde had 1.2 tonnes of
extra fuel which should have been burnt during the taxi.
In addition, it contained 19 bags of luggage which were not
included on the manifest, and had been loaded at the last
minute, weighing a further 500 kg. These took the total
mass to about 186 tonnes - a tonne above the aircraft's
certified 'maximum structural weight' - the weight its
physical components were designed and tested to carry in
safety.
Meanwhile, in the interval between Concorde's leaving the
terminal and reaching the start of the runway, something
very important had changed: the wind. It had been still.
Now, as the control tower told Marty, he had an eight knot
tailwind. The first thing pilots learn is that one takes off
against the wind. Yet as the voice record makes clear,

Marty and his crew seemed not to react to this information
at all.
Had they paused for a moment, they might have
recomputed the data on which they had planned their
takeoff. If they had, they would have learnt a very worrying
fact. Flying a tonne over maximum structural weight was
theoretically unlawful, but was not an outrageous risk.
However, more important than this measure is what pilots
call the RTOW, the regulated takeoff weight: a limit set
according to detailed tables for a given plane in the
conditions obtaining at a particular time and place. As Marty
released the brake on 25 July last year with the eight-knot
wind behind him, the tailwind meant that Concorde's RTOW
was just 180 tonnes - at least six tonnes less than the
weight of Flight 4590.
John Hutchinson said: 'The change in the wind was an
incredible revelation, and no one says anything. Marty
should have done the sums and told the tower, "Hang on,
we've got to redo our calculations".' Once he realised how
far he was above the RTOW, he should have insisted on
taxiing back to the other end of the runway - as most
Concorde pilots have done several times - and taken off
against the wind. 'If I'm honest, I've probably taken off 30,
40 kg overweight - after all, you can never be sure because
you don't weigh the passengers or the hand baggage. But
not six tonnes! They were already at the limits of the
envelope. Once the wind changed, they were beyond it.'
The extra weight had a further consequence beyond simply
making it harder to get into the air. It shifted the centre of
gravity backwards: the extra bags almost certainly went
into the rear hold, and all the extra fuel was in the rearmost
tank, number 11. A plane's centre of gravity is expressed

as a percentage: so many per cent 'fore' or 'aft'.
Brian Trubshaw and John Cochrane, Concorde's two test
pilots when the aircraft was being developed in the early
1970s, set the aft operating limit at 54 per cent - beyond
that, they found, it risked becoming uncontrollable, likely to
rear up backwards and crash, exactly as Flight 4590 did in
its final moments over Gonesse.
The doomed plane's centre of gravity went beyond 54 per
cent. The BEA states a figure of 54.2 per cent. A senior
industry source, who cannot be named for contractual
reasons, says the true figure may have been worse: with
the extra fuel and bags, it may have been up to 54.6 per
cent.
He said: 'This is very significant. Even in a takeoff with all
four engines working normally, you are well beyond the
point where the test pilots would have been prepared to
tread.' And as the fuel gushed from the hole in the forward
number five tank, the centre of gravity moved still further
back. Once again, Air France and Marty had closed off their
options.
Marty's crew was to do so one final time. When the plane
was just 25 feet off the ground, Gilles Jardinaud, the flight
engineer, shut down the ailing number two engine. Both
French and British pilots say it was another disastrous
mistake, which breached all set procedures. The engine
itself was not on fire, and as the tank emptied and the fire
burnt itself out, it would probably have recovered. The fixed
drill for shutting down an engine requires the crew to wait
until the flight is stable at 400 feet, and to do so then only
on a set of commands from the captain.
In a comment which might be applied to the whole
unfolding tragedy, John Hutchinson said: 'Discipline had

broken down. The captain doesn't know what's happening;
the co-pilot doesn't know; it's a shambles. Once you
deviate from rules and procedures, it's chaos.'
British Airways says its transatlantic service will resume in
the autumn, once the modifications have been tested. It
plans to relaunch it with a plane full of celebrities, who have
already been treated to lavish presentations in London and
New York, and invited to marvel at new seats and lavatories
designed by Terence Conran.
Last week, I put the results of The Observer's investigation
to Air France: a spokesman said the airline wished to make
no comment on any aspect of the crash.
But there will not be another supersonic airliner in most of
our lifetimes. The paramount icon of what Harold Wilson
once called 'the white heat of the technological revolution,'
Concorde has no competitors. The headline The Observer
used in reporting the crash last summer was 'Death of a
Dream'.
That dream was shared by the Germans from
Mƒnchengladbach who chattered and sang in the Charles de
Gaulle VIP departure lounge, happy to ignore a 45-minute
delay; it continues to inspire the correspondents to the
many Concorde internet chat rooms and bulletin boards.
Previous reports of the tragedy which left it tarnished,
perhaps beyond salvage, have described the crash as an
'act of God', a freak occurrence which exposed a fatal
structural weakness in the aircraft which could have
appeared at any time.
Following the lead from the BEA, the international media
have looked at previous tyre blowouts, suggesting that any
one of them could have set in motion an ineluctable chain
reaction; they have taken as a given the proposition that

once the fire began, and hot gases interfered with the
running of the left-hand engines, then the disaster that
followed on 25 July last year was inevitable.
The investigation by The Observer suggests the truth may
not only be more complicated, but also sadder, more
sordid. Men, not God, caused Concorde to crash, and their
omissions and errors may have turned an escapable mishap
to catastrophe.
'The accident appalled me beyond belief,' John Hutchinson
said. 'The images of the plane and the crash will live in my
mind forever. But it now seems that a single failing may not
have caused the accident.
'In simple terms, if all the procedures and drills had been
followed, if there had not been shortcuts and blind eyes,
the crash might not have happened.'
Guardian Unlimited © Guardian Newspapers Limited 2001

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Re: Star!

John,
Thanks for letting me know that's your lovely
daughter....Fascinating tidbit about your father's role in getting
Hopkins to delete some barbed wire fencing..Could I persuade
you to further the letter writer's campaign by writing about it perhaps a double byline with your father?

Yes, I'll talk to Dad today.
It's a worthwhile crusade, I think.

Absolutely, that walk is classic and to see the fence is to think
concentration camp. Lower the fence to three feet if needed to
keep tourists from walking to sandy beach and disturbing the
wildlife. I think the visitors will respect the sanctity of the marine
station with just a polite sign.

Your piece (the shortened version) on rents is slated for Sunday's
Commentary. I'll send the edited version to you for review today
- there are no substantive changes; I mainly need you to
doublecheck the numbers since I converted them to numerals.

Ok, looking forward to it.
Nuttin' on the close/move airport thing?
Sincerely,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Feedings....

Barry,
Not due to a lack of interest. My wife just had a baby three

weeks ago and
is taking her last two final exams for her second degree. I have
been
overwhelmed with chores. I'll get back to you soon.
Jim

Ok, thanks, Jim, it's just that sometimes I get left hanging now
and then......
I remember the baby...sleep deprived yet? I know about those
chores, for me it was doing all the feedings. But good bonding,
that's for sure.
That baby cry in the far distance bringing one out of deep sleep
and yes, it is time again.
I've just received another inquiry from the RCMP who want my
documentation and want to interview me about the wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression explanation. I'm trying to
coordinate it with the Sikhs.
I'm telling you Jim, everyone has their own interest at heart and
care less about passenger safety.
Do you have a web site and/or a list of books you've previously
published to give me an idea of what you want?
Sincerely,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Re: Followup to Andy Rose' call.

By this statement, "I really want to double check any numbers
and conclusions I make before publication," I infer that you want
to double check the numbers you gave Andy. Please deal
directly with Andy about that - I'm
swamped and can be the middle person.

Dear Swampee,
Roger, as we say in aviation, deal direct with Andy.
You know what they say about swamps....it hard to drain the
swamp when you are up to your ass in alligators.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT

To: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Subject: Understand mountain is high to climb

Not me. I would say you have an uphill challenge. Your best bet
(even as
small as it is) would be to try the traditional media - and see if
you can
further advance your theories by exposing them through a
sympathetic ear in
some recognized newspaper. Perhaps a freelance reporter could
pick-up your
story and push it to papers, but then again... The public has been
hearing
bomb for 15 years...
Good luck
Paul Marquis
Editor
Aviation Safety Letter

Yes, it's hard and it's been 12 years and counting.
The public heard huge gash in Titanic for 85 years; they heard
canals on Mars for a hundred; they heard bomb for Hindenberg
for seventy years, they heard OJ was not guilty, they heard the
Mounties always get their man...even when there is no man to
get.
For us aviation types, always defer to the reality of facts, data,
and evidence, and it's all there in my report. Let's just hope that
some professional safety people will take the time to read it and
digest it and evaluate it on its merits.

The implication is that there is a clear and present danger to the
Canadian flying public as I write this. And it's documented...by
the CASB, NTSB, and AAIB in its pieces and I put them
together to see the picture of faulty wiring causing cargo doors to
open in flight. All with established, confirmed, official precedent
of course.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:47:00 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Hot off the press...

Thank for the suggestion. I 'll pass it along.

Dear Laurel,
Thanks for above and below was just posted on NTSB web site.
It's about a mile from my house......
Interesting crash, apparently, the pilot had his head in the cockpit
trying to get his transponder to work, turned right when not
supposed to and did not climb as ordered but stayed about level
and climbed gradually, about 800 feet per minute and almost
made it. He could see the light sky through the clouds but never
made it because he flew right into a mountain.
So, why did he turn right instead of left and why did he not climb
as assigned when in the soup?
Could be he was distracted by the transponder not working and
had head in cockpit looking at wrong dials when he should have
been flying the airplane first. And busy talking to the tower too.
Aviate, Navigate and Communicate.
This dead pilot had it backwards, talking to the tower, then
navigate with transponder giving info that he was about to run
into mountain, and lastly pulling back on the stick to fly over
mountains. The twin Cessna 310 can climb at 2000 feet per
minute and he was light with only one person in plane.
He flew into a mountain he knew was there.

He may have only made one mistake in his flying career.
And did not land on my house or your house and kill some
innocent people.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

NTSB Identification: LAX01FA152
Accident occurred Sunday, April 22, 2001 at Carmel
Valley, CA
Aircraft:Cessna 310F, registration: N5834X
Injuries: 1 Fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change,
and may contain errors. Any errors in this report will
be corrected when the final report has been completed.
On April 22, 2001, at 1108 hours Pacific daylight
time, a Cessna 310F, N5834X, was destroyed by
impact with mountainous terrain, 3 miles northwest of

Carmel Valley, California. The airline transport
certificated pilot, the sole occupant, was fatally
injured. The personal flight was operated by the owner
under 14 CFR Part 91. Instrument meteorological
conditions prevailed and the aircraft was operating on
an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan. The flight
originated at the Monterey Peninsula airport at 1105.
According to the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) Southwest Region Quality Assurance Office,
the aircraft arrived at Monterey from Carson City,
Nevada, on a visual flight rules (VFR) flight plan.
Upon arrival at Monterey, the pilot requested an
instrument clearance from VFR conditions on top and
executed an instrument approach and landing at
Monterey; landing about 1030. According to a
preliminary transcript of communications, at 1052:53,
the pilot contacted Monterey Air Traffic Control
Tower and requested an instrument clearance to VFR
conditions on top. The tower issued a clearance to the
"Salinas VOR [navigational aide] via the SECA 2
departure, climb to and report reaching VFR
conditions on top, if not on top by 6,000 [feet]
maintain 6,000 and advise, tops last reported 2,300
[feet], departure frequency will be 133.0,
[transponder] squawk will be assigned." The pilot
read back the clearance but omitted the assigned

altitude in the read-back. The controller restated,
"your altitude is 6,000." The pilot acknowledged
"6,000." At 1100:05, the aircraft was issued a taxi
clearance to runway 10R and was given a transponder
code of 4565. At 1104:45, the aircraft was cleared for
takeoff on runway 10R. At 1107:00, the tower
controller transmitted to the aircraft that he was not
receiving the aircraft's transponder. At 1107:20, the
tower transmitted "I've got your transponder now,
contact departure [control]." At 1107:56, the pilot
transmitted "Monterey, twin Cessna 5834 xray is with
you (unintelligible) 2,000." At 1108:04, the Monterey
Approach controller transmitted "last call to Monterey
was that twin Cessna 5834 xray?" At 1108:06, the
pilot replied "34 xray." At 1108:10, the controller
transmitted "November 34 xray verify you're flying
the seca 2 departure, say altitude." At 1008:13, the
pilot replied "2,200 climbing." At 1108:14, the
controller transmitted "are you canceling IFR and on
top now VFR, you're southbound November 34X,
radar contact 5 miles east of Monterey." At 1108:28,
the pilot replied "we're just about to break out here a
little bit." At 1108:30, the controller transmitted "34
xray you're heading directly towards higher terrain
turn northbound immediately if you're not VFR." At
1108:40, the controller transmitted "November 34
xray are you on top?" There was no further

communication received from the aircraft.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) SECA 2
departure procedure states (in part) "TAKE-OFF
RUNWAY 10L/R: Climb via heading 096 [degrees]
and intercept the SNS [Salinas navigational aide]
R-210 to SNS VORTAC, thence via assigned route,
maintain 6,000 [feet]. Expect clearance to filed
altitude 5 minutes after departure."
A review of preliminary recorded radar flight path
data provided by the FAA's Southwest Region Quality
Assurance Office shows that, after departure, the
aircraft climbed approximately on a 100-degree
(magnetic) heading, until crossing the Salinas
VORTAC 210 radial, at which time the aircraft track
turned right to approximately a 160-degree heading
and the aircraft remained on that heading until radar
contact was lost near the accident site.
The accident site was on a south-southwesterly facing
mountain slope in the coastal mountain range, 6.6
miles southeast of the Monterey Peninsula airport.
The position was at latitude 36 degrees 30.9 minutes
north and longitude 121degrees 44.4 minutes west
(GPS). The elevation was 1,700 feet mean sea level
(msl, GPS). The local mountain slope was about 45
degrees downward to the south and southwest. To the

north and northeast of the site, the mountain rose
steeply to a ridgeline about 2,000 feet msl. The
Carmel Valley, extending east-west to the coast, was
visible at the base of the mountain about 1 mile to the
south and southwest.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182 AAR from Smith

Dear Paul, a working 'bee' or a working 'stiff'?
Well, yes, I have sent it to officials. I usually get the brushoff by
referrals to NTSB who don't want contradiction only
confirmation of their explanations, as flimsy as they are.
But still trying. David Evans has not replied specifically to this
but has passed on the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation before for TWA 800.
I have sent it to some TSB officials, you might discuss it with
them at the Seminar. Below.
murphyd@tc.gc.ca, pageota@tc.gc.ca,
paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca, pettifg@tc.gc.ca, plattsj@tc.gc.c,
sweetd@tc.gc.ca,
Thanks for reading it, it's quite interesting in its implications.
Also thanks for sending Aviation Safety Letter, I read it through
and through.

As you say, "Learn from the mistakes of other and avoid making
them yourself..."
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Thank you John. Looks like a very exhaustive report, and I will
read it when
time permits - right now we are in the last week preparations for
our
Canadian Aviation Safety Seminar from May 14 to 16.
I assume you have taken some formal steps to present your
points to either
the FAA, NTSB, TC or the TSB - so I am not sure what to do
with it. I
forwarded it to Mike Murphy for his information. Mike is also an
independent
consultant who is quite involved in the safety of the flying
public. He has

been very active in following the SR111 investigation and wiring
issues.
As the TC ASL Editor, my options to promote your conclusions
are limited.
David Evans (Air Safety Week) may be bolder than I am in this
respect. Keep
me advised of the reactions from your report from transportation
"officials"
- (I do not consider myself an "official", just a working bee here).
Thanks
Paul Marquis
Editor
Aviation Safety Letter
Transport Canada

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Commentaries

Congratulations on getting a book contract! I understand that
your book must come first. If you choose to condense the piece,
please send it back for further consideration. Commentary
decisions aren't made on the basis of whether the view reflects
the majority.
Laurel

Dear Laurel,

Books, shmooks, the internet is where it's at. And that means
online newspapers too.
Another angle, as you know, I have domain names of cities
around here in Monterey County. Is there some way we could
mutually benefit by all the traffic that comes to my
www.cityof....com names?
It seems to me that a newspaper invites traffic to read their
material to get readership up to therefore raise advertising
revenue and here I get people wanting to know about the local
cities around here, come to my domains, and I have very little to
offer them.
39 people a week to cityofmonterey.com is not much but it is
every week and they come without any advertising about the site.
And if all the the local cities are added up, it gets up near a
hundred. If the sites were advertised and there were some content
on them, they will come. They are so easy to remember.
Ah, I don't know, it's a business side of life which is not my
strong point.
Anyway, commentary, let me 'jin up a piece on rent/owning and
airport land use. I've been active in this closing Carmel Valley
Airport thing. Remember the crash into the bay last October with
the two women pilots, what a sad thing, details below. I'm still
waiting for details from NTSB about the 22 April crash a mile
from my house in Carmel Valley.
If your business development people want to discuss the use of
the idle domain names, have them give me a call. Knight Ridder

has a good web presence with lots of city specific web domains.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Requests:
1915: 97.68%: May/ 6/01 02:08: internetpagepublishing.com/
39: 0.05%: May/ 5/01 22:59: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofmonterey.html
19: 0.06%: May/ 5/01 17:40: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofoakland.html
13: 0.02%: May/ 4/01 19:51: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofashley.html
12: 0.03%: May/ 5/01 15:24: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofeureka.html
11: 0.02%: May/ 5/01 09:10: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofcarmel.html
11: 0.01%: May/ 4/01 19:15: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofmontreal.html
10: 0.01%: May/ 5/01 15:23: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofseaside.html
10: 0.01%: May/ 5/01 10:58: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofsanfrancisco.html
9: 0.01%: May/ 5/01 22:59: internetpagepublishing.com/
cityof/cityofpacificgrove.html
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Carmel CA
cityofcarmel.net
USA
36
Capitola
CA
cityofcapitola.com
USA
135 Monterey
CA
cityofmonterey.com
USA
116 King City
CA
cityofkingcity.com
USA
432 Jamestown
CA
cityofjamestown.com
USA
817 Greenfield CA
cityofgreenfield.com
USA
88 Gilroy CA
cityofgilroy.com
USA
139 Marina CA
cityofmarina.com
USA
181 Redwood City CA
cityofredwoodcity.com
USA
137 Monterey
CA
cityofmonterey.org
USA
11
Paso Robles CA
cityofpasorobles.com
USA
165 Oakland CA
cityofoakland.org
USA
164 Oakland CA
cityofoakland.net
USA
170 Pacific Grove CA
cityofpacificgrove.com
USA
39
Carmel CA
cityofcarmel.org
USA
40
Carmel by the Sea
CA
cityofcarmelbythesea.com
USA
37
Carmel CA
cityofcarmel.com

USA
35
Castroville CA
USA
138 Morgan Hill CA
cityofmorganhill.com
65
Del Rey Oaks CA
cityofdelreyoaks.com
192 Santa Cruz CA
USA
193 Seaside CA
USA
221 San Francisco CA
cityofsanfrancisco.net
222 San Francisco CA
cityofsanfrancisco.org
224 San Luis Obispo CA
cityofsanluisobispo.com
194 Sand City
CA
USA
16 Aptos CA
USA
233 Watsonville CA
cityofwatsonville.com

cityofcastroville.com

USA
USA
cityofsantacruz.net
cityofseaside.com

USA
USA
USA
cityofsandcity.com
cityofaptos.com

USA

NTSB Identification: LAX01FA014
Accident occurred Sunday, October 15, 2000 at MONTEREY,
CA
Aircraft:Beech 35-33, registration: N1344G
Injuries: 2 Fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when

the final report has been completed.
On October 15, 2000, about 1244 hours Pacific daylight time, a
Beech 35-33, N1344G, operated by the pilot, descended into the
Pacific Ocean off Monterey, California, during climb out on a
special visual flight rules clearance. The accident site is in the
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. The accident site was
about 2 miles northwest of the Monterey Peninsula Airport, from
where the pilot had taken off about 1242. The flight was
performed under 14 CFR Part 91. Instrument meteorological
conditions existed at the airport. The noninstrument rated private
pilot had been issued a special visual flight rules (SVFR)
clearance for departure, and had taken off toward the ocean for a
personal flight to Sacramento, California. The airplane was
destroyed, and the pilot and pilot-rated passenger were fatally
injured.
On October 18, with the assistance of the United States Coast
Guard and local municipal authorities, the main wreckage was
recovered from a 60-foot depth. The wreckage was found at
global positioning satellite (GPS) coordinates of 36 degrees
36.774 minutes north latitude by 121 degrees 52.260 minutes
west longitude. The wreckage was examined immediately
following its recovery.
In summary, the engine's crankshaft was rotated, compression
was felt in the cylinders, and the continuity of the gear and valve
train was confirmed. The propeller blades were observed
torsionally twisted and bent into an "S" shape. Fuel was observed
in the main fuel line leading to the flow divider. The vacuum
pump's drive coupling was found intact. The continuity of the
flight control system was verified. The throw-over control yoke
was found positioned to the left side.
A pilot-witness, in another airplane waiting in sequence for
takeoff behind the accident pilot, provided a statement to the
National Transportation Safety Board investigator. According to

this witness, the noninstrument rated pilot occupied the left seat,
and the instrument rated passenger (who held a commercial pilot
and flight instructor certificate) was in the right seat. The
airplane's acceleration and initial climb appeared normal. The
witness lost sight of the airplane as it entered the base of the
clouds.
A jogger, located near the coast reported "I heard the sound of an
airplane in a dive (and saw) a plane fly out of the clouds, diving
towards the water." The airplane pulled out of the dive. It then
rolled sideways while climbing and then "dropped suddenly into
what appeared to be a straight downward dive." It descended at
what appeared to be a 90-degree angle. At no time did the engine
sound as if it were under stress, faltering, or sputtering. It
sounded very strong.
Numerous other witnesses, who were in boats, also reported
observing the airplane during its last few seconds of flight. One
boater reported, "I first heard the plane . . . under full throttle."
The plane climbed, went inverted, rolled into a dive, and hit the
water at full speed. Another boater commented that "it appeared
like he came out of the heavy fog . . .".
Another boater reported that he was between 300 and 500 yards
from the crash site. According to this witness, the airplane "flew
out of the low clouds at an angle of approximate 45 to 60 degrees
toward the sea."
Five boaters reported observing the airplane bank right to "an
inverted attitude," and "full throttle" was heard. Three other
boaters reported the airplane was attempting to pull out of a fall
and "it was out of control." The airplane pulled up, the right wing
dipped, the plane rolled and twisted counter-clockwise (cork
screwed) and went up, twisting back almost toward the direction
from which it came. It was inverted. Then, it appeared to stall
and descend straight down into the water.
At 1213, Monterey Airport (elevation 254 feet mean sea level

(msl)) reported its weather as 5 miles visibility, mist, and a
broken ceiling 700 feet above ground level (agl). At 1254,
Monterey reported its visibility had decreased to 4 miles in mist.
The overcast ceiling had lowered to 500 feet agl.
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: May/ 4/01 18:00: internetpagepublishing.com/
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: May/ 4/01 18:16: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofdelhi.html
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: May/ 4/01 17:40: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofstanley.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:46: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofcoleman.html
1:
: May/ 5/01 13:41: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofnassau.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:42: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofcass.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:55: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsuperior.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:21: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmonticello.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:35: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofamherst.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:53: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofduval.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:33: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofatlanticcity.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:45: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/

cityofcentral.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:40: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofplains.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 19:00: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofprovidence.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:36: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsouthlaketahoe.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:39: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityoftipton.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:56: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofmaricopa.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:37: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofbronx.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:11: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmaxwell.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:39: internetpagepublishing.com/
CVlocalsite/NOCVairportairpark4.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:58: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofclackamas.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:12: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofclyde.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:06: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmorgantown.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:03: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofgreene.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 19:01: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofsaintlouis.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:23: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofjonesville.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:35: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofripley.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:04: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsaintjames.html

1:
: May/ 4/01 17:39: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofseneca.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:54: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyoftarrant.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:06: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofleroy.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:01: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofdupage.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:17: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofmecklenburg.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:35: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofattica.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:42: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofseymour.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:57: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofplymouth.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:47: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofstarcity.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:53: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofknox.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:09: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmitchell.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 19:00: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofmiddlesex.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:14: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmartin.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:33: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofhidalgo.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:23: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityoflenox.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:58: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofclark.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:37: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/

cityofheaven.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:52: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofatlanta.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:33: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofbethel.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:47: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsturgis.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:40: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofbristol.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:41: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofcumberland.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:33: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofelkton.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:28: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofwill.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 19:01: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofmontgomery.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:34: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwilliams.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:44: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofglenwood.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:42: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofharris.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:54: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofrandolph.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:15: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofluck.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:59: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsanluisobispo.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:26: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsparta.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:30: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmountvernon.html

1:
: May/ 4/01 18:16: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofnassau.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:59: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofallegheny.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:57: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofdavidson.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:08: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofspokane.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:25: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofarnold.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:48: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofwake.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:59: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofshelby.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:40: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofemerson.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:49: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityoflakeview.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:37: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwaterford.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:35: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofhartford.html
1:
: May/ 3/01 10:51: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwashingtonDC.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:36: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofcharleston.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:59: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofbexar.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:05: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofversailles.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:02: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofmarion.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/

cityoflitchfield.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:51: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofrepublic.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:56: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwoodville.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:43: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwillard.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofgrandlake.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:52: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofpolk.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:04: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofdallas.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:58: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofpetersburg.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:21: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofcenter.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:46: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwarmsprings.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:04: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofsummit.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:54: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofjohnson.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:57: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwakefield.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:32: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofgrandview.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:55: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofroosevelt.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:47: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofjefferson.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:47: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofhillcity.html

1:
: May/ 4/01 18:38: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsaintcharles.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:48: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofhumboldt.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:56: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofoklahoma.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:44: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofperu.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:11: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofhomer.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:41: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofcalcutta.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:32: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofgenesee.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:01: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofspringdale.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:52: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofcobb.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:09: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmercedes.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:20: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofbenton.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 17:31: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsmith.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:08: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofgranville.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:53: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofbroward.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:36: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofgwinnett.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:09: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofdouglas.html
1:
: Apr/30/01 11:36: internetpagepublishing.com/

countyof/countyofftworth.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:17: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofcolfax.html
1:
: May/ 4/01 18:15: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofjackson.html
4: 0.88%: May/ 5/01 18:08: [not listed: 1 file]
1:
: Apr/24/01 12:10: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofashland.html
4: 0.69%: Apr/28/01 06:24: [not listed: 2 files]

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Too much of Informed, thoughtful commentary on
the housing situation.

John, thank you. There's good food for thought here, however,
it's way too long for our Commentary section. If you want to
condense it to 600 words, I would be happy to give it another
look.
Laurel
Dear Laurel,
It's easy to write a long story; it's hard to write a short story.
Well, I should but...I just received an offer from a publisher to
publish a book on my wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation for four aircraft accidents and I really
should do that before fun stuff.
And, the living cost thing is controversial. The paper must write
to the majority and the majority do not want to hear how they are

living cheap when paying a thousand a month for rent. They
want sympathy and bad mouthing the landlords, a time honored
tradition.
I guess I could go in and cut every third word to get to 600
words. Be hard to read though.
Ha!
Thanks, Laurel, let me look at it again to cut it so you can give it
another look to digest the food for thought so that maybe the
readers will have something to look at.
The animal pictures on front pages were great, good closeups of
cows, horses, etc. in color. Pandering to the Salinas crowd?
A good closeup of tourist on Fisherman's Wharf would be funny.
Here's a hot subject that could/will be:
Closing Monterey Peninsula Airport as incompatible to land use
and restoring it to native land. Reduce pollution and noise and
make Monterey the tourist place it purports to be. Santa Barbara,
La Jolla and Santa Cruz all have their airports way out of town.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is becoming a corporate hub for the
West Coast. The Airport Board is friendly to charter outfits and
the board is not responsive to the city councils affected by the
noise. This shall soon be called Monterey Air Force Base with
hundreds of flights a day as other cities have thrown out the
corporate noisier jets or made mandatory curfews.
Moving the Airport to Salinas makes sense as Salinas airport is

mostly surrounded by fields, it's in an industrial zone, it has
burgeoning poplulation, it has hangars, terminal and tower
already in place.
Well, as noise becomes more and more of a social issue, expect
to see pressure to close Monterey Peninsula Airport and moving
operations to Salinas. The plateau is worth millions in residential
or other appropriate land use in a peaceful tourist town.
Those poor saps in Del Rey Oaks have to endure noise and
smells and land poisoning and get nothing in return but the
evasive tactics of an unresponsive Airport Board.
Ain't local politics great?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: marqupj@tc.gc.ca

Subject: Air India Flight 182 AAR from Smith

Dear Paul,
Attached as a pdf file is my AAR on Air India Flight 182. It
shows that the most probable cause was the wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression explanation. Note the Canadians in
1986 in the CASB report stated the cause was an unexplained
explosion. Now, years later, after United Airlines Flight 811, the
cause of that explosion is clear: Wiring.
Swiss Air 111 investigation by TSB showed the dangers of
Kapton style insulation.
The implication of my AAR is that there is clear and present
danger to the Canadian flying public that should be addressed by
the TSB. That danger is faulty wiring in the cargo door system,
not only the fuel system or flight entertainment system.
Here's the matches between the incontrovertible United Airlines
Flight 811 and Air India Flight 182: From the Smith AAR
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air India Flight 182 and

United
Airlines Flight 811 specifically:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C. Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D. Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
102
J . Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in all
parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door area
L. Initial event starts with sudden sound
M. Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data
recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression sound in
wide
body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number four
V. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward
cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door
AC. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not reported as
latched
AD. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented (stronger lock
sectors)

AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door
AG. Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable
cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
Smith AAR AI 182

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Questions

Dear Jim,
Still wrestling with this new possible direction of 'book' about
wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression for four Boeing 747
fatal accidents.
What other books have you published?
Are you the publisher?
Does your company have a web site?
What is the potential profit to me for a 'modestly successful'
book?
What other obligations would I occur should you accept the
manuscript for publication?
Would I have an editor assigned to help with format, proofing,

and legal considerations such as copyright and libel?
The only 'voice' I can hear myself obeying for a 'book' is the first
person singular, warts and all. Emotions from anger to frustration
to bitterness to hopes dashed. It would be Galileo understanding
the earth goes round the sun and not the other way around and
when he asks people to look through his telescope at the moons
of Jupiter, they say, 'We don't need no stinkin' telescopes' and put
him under house arrest until he dies eleven years later.
All the facts would be documented, all the emotion my own.
It's possible.
It's also possible that I could provide four AAR for sale too. My
independent accident investigator aircraft accident reports told
from objective point of view for Air India Flight 182 Pan Am
Flight 103 United Airlines Flight 811 Trans World Airlines
Flight 800. You've seen one, Air India Flight 182.
They could be used to support the book and give technical
information for those that desire it.
Well, as I said, I'm thinking about it.
In the back of my mind is that I have to be ready when another
747 bites the dust in the same manner as the other three. I have
be ready for the Air India Flight 182 trial in February.
Here's my stats for my web sites about the wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression explanation for last month. I've been
above this in 'hot' weeks by triple and it's been this way for
almost five years. There are at least 750000 people out there

around the world that know about the wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression explanation for the four aircraft.
So the book may be presold.
Well, we'll see, the well is deep on wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation.
By the way, I did the 'pdf' thing about my RA 5C aircraft and
ejection and translant last night and I'll attach it as pdf file in
separate email if you're interested. It's over 6 meg with lots of
pictures.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Program started at Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:23 to Sun, Oct 29 2000
00:13
(6.99 days).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 25,840
Average successful requests per day: 3,694
Successful requests for pages: 13,242
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,893
Failed requests: 316
Distinct files requested: 1,848
Distinct hosts served: 4,140
Corrupt logfile lines: 3,327
Data transferred: 666.748 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 95.344 Mbytes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Program started at Sun, Apr 01 2001 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Mar 25 2001 00:36 to Sun, Apr 01 2001
00:15
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 15,072
Average successful requests per day: 2,157
Successful requests for pages: 7,504
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,074
Failed requests: 269
Distinct files requested: 1,346
Distinct hosts served: 3,425
Corrupt logfile lines: 1,799
Data transferred: 425.634 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 60.931 Mbytes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Program started at Sun, Apr 08 2001 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Apr 01 2001 00:26 to Sun, Apr 08 2001
00:10
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 13,324
Average successful requests per day: 1,906
Successful requests for pages: 7,083
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,013
Failed requests: 314
Distinct files requested: 1,234
Distinct hosts served: 3,199
Corrupt logfile lines: 1,588
Data transferred: 412.658 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 59.044 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Apr 29 2001 00:03.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Apr 22 2001 00:39 to Sun, Apr 29 2001
00:21
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 13,201
Average successful requests per day: 1,889
Successful requests for pages: 6,878
Average successful requests for pages per day: 984
Failed requests: 256

Distinct files requested: 1,055
Distinct hosts served: 3,109
Corrupt logfile lines: 1,469
Data transferred: 414.427 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 59.309 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, May 06 2001 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Apr 29 2001 00:32 to Sun, May 06 2001
00:21
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 13,374
Average successful requests per day: 1,912
Successful requests for pages: 6,854
Average successful requests for pages per day: 980
Failed requests: 302
Distinct files requested: 1,516
Distinct hosts served: 3,147
Corrupt logfile lines: 1,419
Data transferred: 381.514 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 54.561 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 15 2000 00:10 to Sat, Oct 21 2000
23:55
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary

--------------Successful requests: 19,095
Average successful requests per day: 2,731
Successful requests for pages: 9,171
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,311
Failed requests: 572
Distinct files requested: 2,062
Distinct hosts served: 3,110
Corrupt logfile lines: 935
Data transferred: 468.855 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 67.079 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:23 to Sun, Oct 29 2000
00:13
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 25,840
Average successful requests per day: 3,694
Successful requests for pages: 13,242
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,893
Failed requests: 316
Distinct files requested: 1,848
Distinct hosts served: 4,140
Corrupt logfile lines: 3,327
Data transferred: 666.748 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 95.344 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Nov 05 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:13 to Sun, Nov 05 2000

00:15
(7.00 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 38,317
Average successful requests per day: 5,472
Successful requests for pages: 19,806
Average successful requests for pages per day: 2,828
Failed requests: 323
Distinct files requested: 2,252
Distinct hosts served: 4,710
Corrupt logfile lines: 2,493
Data transferred: 0.976 Gbytes
Average data transferred per day: 142.863 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Nov 19 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Nov 12 2000 00:08 to Sun, Nov 19 2000
00:11
(7.00 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 16,161
Average successful requests per day: 2,307
Successful requests for pages: 8,190
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,169
Failed requests: 262
Distinct files requested: 1,695
Distinct hosts served: 2,976
Corrupt logfile lines: 987

Data transferred: 398.637 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 56.931 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Nov 26 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Nov 19 2000 00:27 to Sun, Nov 26 2000
00:08
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 19,564
Average successful requests per day: 2,799
Successful requests for pages: 10,682
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,528
Failed requests: 265
Distinct files requested: 1,772
Distinct hosts served: 2,775
Corrupt logfile lines: 180
Data transferred: 420.006 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 60.114 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Dec 03 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Nov 26 2000 00:15 to Sun, Dec 03 2000
00:14
(7.00 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 19,443
Average successful requests per day: 2,777

Successful requests for pages: 9,374
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,339
Failed requests: 222
Distinct files requested: 1,581
Distinct hosts served: 3,137
Corrupt logfile lines: 539
Data transferred: 447.465 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 63.930 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Dec 10 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Dec 03 2000 00:27 to Sun, Dec 10 2000
00:04
(6.98 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 17,909
Average successful requests per day: 2,564
Successful requests for pages: 9,045
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,294
Failed requests: 190
Distinct files requested: 1,845
Distinct hosts served: 2,932
Corrupt logfile lines: 226
Data transferred: 410.510 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 58.778 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Dec 17 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Dec 10 2000 00:29 to Sun, Dec 17 2000
00:17
(6.99 days).

---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 19,900
Average successful requests per day: 2,846
Successful requests for pages: 9,473
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,354
Failed requests: 238
Distinct files requested: 1,877
Distinct hosts served: 2,953
Corrupt logfile lines: 238
Data transferred: 502.823 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 71.917 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Dec 24 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Dec 17 2000 00:08 to Sun, Dec 24 2000
00:22
(7.01 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 15,479
Average successful requests per day: 2,208
Successful requests for pages: 7,708
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,099
Failed requests: 251
Distinct files requested: 1,662
Distinct hosts served: 2,676
Corrupt logfile lines: 564
Data transferred: 336.334 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 47.981 Mbytes

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Dec 31 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Dec 24 2000 00:26 to Sun, Dec 31 2000
00:10
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 13,951
Average successful requests per day: 1,996
Successful requests for pages: 7,066
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,010
Failed requests: 426
Distinct files requested: 1,550
Distinct hosts served: 2,145
Corrupt logfile lines: 2
Data transferred: 301.044 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 43.074 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Jan 07 2001 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Dec 31 2000 00:07 to Sun, Jan 07 2001
00:00
(7.00 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 15,298
Average successful requests per day: 2,186
Successful requests for pages: 7,202
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,029

Failed requests: 201
Distinct files requested: 1,706
Distinct hosts served: 2,526
Corrupt logfile lines: 59
Data transferred: 336.566 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 48.114 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Jan 14 2001 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Jan 07 2001 00:11 to Sat, Jan 13 2001
23:59
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 19,912
Average successful requests per day: 2,847
Successful requests for pages: 8,916
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,275
Failed requests: 233
Distinct files requested: 2,255
Distinct hosts served: 3,242
Corrupt logfile lines: 152
Data transferred: 514.738 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 73.621 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Jan 21 2001 00:03.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Jan 14 2001 00:10 to Sun, Jan 21 2001
00:01
(6.99 days).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 18,277
Average successful requests per day: 2,613
Successful requests for pages: 8,265
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,181
Failed requests: 194
Distinct files requested: 1,687
Distinct hosts served: 2,985
Corrupt logfile lines: 133
Data transferred: 437.053 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 62.491 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Program started at Sun, Jan 28 2001 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Jan 21 2001 00:12 to Sun, Jan 28 2001
00:03
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 18,577
Average successful requests per day: 2,656
Successful requests for pages: 8,754
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,251
Failed requests: 160
Distinct files requested: 1,602
Distinct hosts served: 3,094
Corrupt logfile lines: 96
Data transferred: 425.537 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 60.845 Mbytes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Program started at Sun, Feb 04 2001 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Jan 28 2001 00:29 to Sun, Feb 04 2001
00:06
(6.98 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 32,641
Average successful requests per day: 4,673
Successful requests for pages: 12,292
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,759
Failed requests: 295
Distinct files requested: 1,788
Distinct hosts served: 5,128
Corrupt logfile lines: 199
Data transferred: 873.292 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 125.041 Mbytes
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Re: Elements of argument

John,
I enjoyed our conversation yesterday.
Here is the approach to argument created by the Greeks that is

still valid
to day. I recommend you incorporate it.
-Jim Stevenson
Publisher
Ross & Perry, Inc.
Publishers
717 Second St., N.E., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20002
Telephone (202) 675-8300

Attachment converted: Master:Elements of argument.pdf (PDF /
CARO) (0004E851)

Dear Jim, Thanks for elements, I read them and agree with them
and used them except I reversed the sequence; I stated their case
first, then mine.
Thanks for the call. It was quite detailed as much as I can
remember.
Valujet, of course it was not 02 cannisters, they were innocent
bystanders when wiring started fire in forward cargo
compartment, etc.
Egyptian pilot was not suicidal, he was innocent bystander when
wiring caused autopilot to disconnect, etc,
Air India Flight 182 Pan Am Flight 103 United Airlines Flight

811 Trans World Airlines Flight 800 were not bombs but wiring
causing door unlatch motor to turn on. and shattering innocent
bystander door.
Wiring is the culprit.
So, to persuade the public to pressure the authorities to
investigate the wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression
explanation for three 747 accidents by me writing a book and
you publishing it and distributing it and readers read it and then
what? Write their congressman? Ha! I have as much lack of faith
in politicians as you do in safety officials.
I have my voice for the AAR for Air India Flight 182 and am
ready to continue for Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and Pan
Am Flight 103. It's technical and follows your elements of
argument.
To do a narrative that is of interest and can be understood by
laymen is something else.
I have done something like that, I'll include it below, two
descriptions for two audiences.

Let me think more about this, I am flattered that you have offered
to publish a book about the subject. I don't promise anything I
won't deliver. Let me think about an outline. I think that one way
or the other it will happen. Sooner or later. The interest will peak
about Feb through summer 2002 because of the Air India Flight
182 trial.
Thanks for the call, looking forward to more exchanges between

us.
Cheers,
Barry

T. A laypersonÕs explanation for the destruction of Air India
Flight 182 relies
on basic science and common sense and might go like this:
Why do airplanes fly?
They fly because of lift which exceeds the drag. Common sense
tells us that cutting anything such
as butter with a knife causes friction. Friction also slows things
down when an object moves
through the air and creates heat. Friction is drag.
Lift is created when the air flowing over the top of the wing takes
a longer distance than the wind
flowing over the bottom of the wing. This causes a pressure
differential between the top and
bottom of the wing. The wing is sucked upwards into the lower
pressure air on top of the wing.
The wing must be moving through the air. This can be done in
many ways but the usual way is for
an engine to make the wing move forward by expelling gases to
the rear. This powerful thrusting
overcomes the friction of the drag and moves the wing through
the air which creates the lift and the
airplane flies.
Why do balloons rupture?
Balloons rupture when the compressed higher pressure inside air
breaks through the balloon
material and to suddenly equalize the pressure to the
uncompressed lower pressure outside air. It

happens so fast itÕs called an explosion. The rupture cause can
occur from within or from the
outside of the balloon. If the balloon material is just stretched too
far, the rupture cause is on the
surface. The outside air pressure is less at the balloon goes higher
making the inside air pressure
greater and greater. That is why a full balloon that climbs and
climbs will always pop if the material
is made to withstand the normal pressures on the ground.
Regardless of the cause of the rupture, the material of the balloon
is shredded, torn, and frayed
from the outward force. If the balloon is placed under deep water
then the reverse is true and the
balloon will implode and the material will be shredded, torn, and
frayed from an inward force. In
this regard, a submarine is opposite from an airplane. The higher
an airplane goes, the higher the
pressure inside; the lower a submarine goes, the higher the
pressure outside. An airplane can
explode while a submarine can implode.
What makes the loud pop sound?
The pop is the noise of the suddenly rushing outward air
molecules rubbing against the other
slower moving air molecules. Heat and noise is created.
What evidence is there of the balloon pop in air?
A sudden loud sound.
Torn, shredded, and frayed material.
Any inside material of the balloon moving to the outside.
What is lightning?
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Lightning is the equalizing of a electrical potential from one
charged area to a differently charged
area. It is similar to a balloon pop except the movement is with

electrons instead of air molecules.
Lightning causes fires by the intense heat created by this
equalizing of electron pressure
differential.
Wiring conducts this discharge of electrons in directions to make
things like motors move or stop
moving. When the wiring is not insulated the electrons in the
bare wire will seek out a different
way to flow to equalize the different energy potential created by
the generators. and as a result,
fires may start or motors may turn on when they are not supposed
to.
Compressed air in a balloon and a full battery is similar in that
they both have energy stored up that
seeks to discharge if given a chance.
Why does a hand move backward when it is stuck out the
window and turned flat against the
wind?
Air has weight. It may be invisible but it is real. When your hand
is thin to the wind, the resistance
of your hand moving through the air molecules is less but when
you turn your hand flat against the
wind, the extra area of your wide hand gives a greater resistance
to the wind and the weight of the
wind force is increased to push your hand back. If the wind force
is very powerful it can push
your hand back so hard it can break it. The highest wind on earth
exists in Force Five Tornadoes
with wind speed up to 250 miles per hour. These winds tear roofs
off houses, pick up trucks and
spin them around, and toss cows for long distances.
Why did Air India Flight 182 crash?
For Air India Flight 182, the huge airplane was able to fly

because of its wings which gave lift as
the plane moved through the air powered by the jet engines
which created thrust which overcame
the friction of the drag of the airframe on the air molecules.
As the plane flew higher, the air inside become compressed
relative to the outside air. The inside
air was actually less compressed than the air on the ground, but
relative to the outside very low
pressure air at altitude, the inside air was highly compressed thus
creating a large pressure
differential. It was like a balloon being expanded.
The balloon of the fuselage of Air India Flight 182 got bigger
and bigger. It actually expanded
from the inside out as the air molecules inside tried to get outside
to the less dense air to equalize
the pressure differential. The air molecules inside pressed against
every inch of the fuselage at the
rivets, the windows, the doors, the hinges, the latches, and the
skin itself.
Usually Air India Flight 182 would later descend and the process
would be reversed and the
pressure differential would be reduced until landing when the
outside and inside pressure would be
equal and the balloon of the fuselage would shrink back to
normal. This continual blowing up and
letting out the air in the balloon of the fuselage put wear and tear
on all the fitting, rivets, windows,
hinges, latches, and doors in the fuselage frame.
The time in June, Air India Flight 182 was flying normally very
high up with the pressure
differential at its maximum, the balloon was at its most expanded
with the inside air molecules
pressing the hardest on the inside of the fuselage which included

the cockpit, the passenger cabin,
the lavatories, and the cargo compartments.
Smith AAR AI Flight 182
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Suddenly, lightning struck in a small way when the electrons of
electricity which were normally
blocked on their way to a motor found another way to get there
because the blocking insulation
cracked and exposed the bare wire which touched another
discharge path. The lightning flowed to
a motor which turned on and did what it was designed to do
when it received electricity, turn some
wheels called cams which encircled some pins in a device called
a latch. In this case the cams
turned in the direction to allow the latch of a forward cargo door
to unlock. As the latch became
just so slightly unlocked, the huge internal compressed air
pressure burst the entire cargo door
open at the weakest point, the midspan latches that held a long
eight foot stretch of sliced fuselage
together and had no safety locks to prevent what was
accidentally happening.
The balloon of Air India Flight 182 popped. A sudden loud sound
was produced and heard by
everyone on board as the compressed air rushed out of the
balloon of the fuselage and forward
cargo compartment into the outside air in front of the engines on
the right side of the airplane. The
rupture area of the cargo door became shattered, torn, and frayed
from the outward force of the air
molecules. The pop of the balloon was so violent it disrupted all
the electricity in a nearby
equipment compartment and turned off the power to the data

recorders. Material from inside the
cabin and cargo compartment was ejected outward into engines
and against the right wing and rear
stabilizers.
The explosion of the pop of the fuselage is called an explosive
decompression. The force is so
great it curls, pits, craters, bends, tears metal into fragments and
affects the actual atom makeup of
the metal. The hole the explosive decompression caused when
the large door was ruptured and tore
outward, upward, and away was about twenty feet wide and
thirty feet tall.
If Air India Flight 182 had not been moving the damage may
have remained as it was, a big hole in
the right side of the nose with a lot of stuff from the cabin and
cargo compartment ejected and
missing. However, there was 300 knots, about 330 miles per
hour, of wind force on the nose of
the airplane. The nose shuddered because the sides, the bottom,
and top of the fuselage which had
strong beams to hold it together were all bent, twisted, and
broken.
The enormous wind force of the weight of the fast moving air
molecules on the weakened forward
part of Air India Flight 182 tore it off. The jagged blunt end of
the torn off nose was too much drag
for the engines to overcome. The airplane slowed down. The
airplane could not fly because there
was not enough lift from the wings.
The aircraft broke in two and fell to the sea, coming apart in
many pieces as it disintegrated from
the unusual forces applied from all directions.
The passengers inside Air India Flight 182 who were now

outside falling would die because the
human body can not withstand the force of striking very dense
water molecules at a high speed.
To sum up: The surface of the inflated fuselage popped when the
lightning of the electricity caused
a motor to turn on which allowed a hole to appear in the forward
cargo door and allowed the
compressed air molecules to escape outside to the less
compressed air molecules. The escape was
so sudden as to shatter and tear the surface of the inflated
fuselage at the forward cargo door. The
aircraft came apart when the extremely fast moving air molecules
pressed so hard against the
weakened forward part as to break it in two. The passengers died
because they struck the water too
fast for the water to make a hole for them.
The technical terms for all is the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression at the
Smith AAR AI Flight 182
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midspan latches. The door opening was attributed to faulty
wiring in the door control system
which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward
the unlatched position after initial
door closure. The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive
nature of the decompression.
Smith AAR AI Flight 182
12. Sequence of Destruction for Air India Flight 182:
Hypothetical possible sequence of destruction for Air India
Flight 182 based on

circumstantial, tangible, deduced, historical, inferred, and direct
evidence obtained through aircraft
accident reports, 1952-2001.
On 18 July, 1984 a high lift vehicle damaged the fuselage skin
near the forward cargo door
of a Boeing 747-237B, construction number 330, operated by Air
India airlines. The fuselage skin
had wiring routed on the inside which became bent from the
impact and subsequently cracked to
bare wire, a characteristic of the polyimide type insulated Poly X
wiring installed in the aircraft.
The forward cargo door had non-steel locking sectors to keep the
bottom eight latching cams from
being back driven which would allow the door to open in flight
causing explosive decompression
which would be a catastrophic event well known to aircraft
designers.
In June of 1986 several passengers changed their flight plans and
their baggage routing for
various flights through Canada to overseas destinations probably
from Vancouver.
On 22 June, 1986, two aircraft had baggage loaded aboard them
at the Vancouver B. C.
airport; one flight was called CP 003 and the other CP 060. Flight
003 took off and flew
uneventfully to the extremely busy Narita airport near Tokyo,
Japan. After the baggage was
unloaded from the flight, it was put on a baggage cart which was
wheeled through a transit area of
many other baggage carts containing many other bags from many
other flights. An explosion of
unspecified cause, unknown fuzing, unknown container, and
unknown material occurred on the

baggage cart which killed two people and injured others. The
airport had high security because of
previous terrorist attacks on it resulting in fatalities over the
years.
The other flight, CP 060, flew uneventfully to Toronto Airport.
The baggage was unloaded
from CP 060 and those bags continuing on to London on Air
India Flight 181/182 were loaded
into the aft cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B,
construction number 330. The flight, now
called Air India Flight 181, flew uneventfully to Mirabel Airport
in Montreal. After landing, some
baggage of the departing passengers was unloaded from the aft
compartment. Parts of a broken
engine were placed in the aft cargo compartment for ferry back
to India. New passengers and new
baggage from Montreal for the next flight of the same aircraft,
construction number 330 and now
called Air India Flight 182, were loaded with all the new baggage
going into the forward baggage
compartment. The baggage from Vancouver on CP 060 and
reloaded at Toronto remained in the aft
cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330 and now called Air India
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Flight 182.
The forward cargo compartment was filled with summer night
air, warm and moist. When
flying at altitude the air would be cooled by the air conditioning
and the very cold outside air would
cool the fuselage skin thus condensing out moisture along the
inside of the compartment which
would run through the wiring bundles and down into the cargo

door bilge.
Air India Flight 182 took off from Montreal for London at 0218
Z on 23 June 1986 and
flew uneventfully for about five hours and while at 31000 feet at
296 knots and about 115 miles
west of Ireland a tragic sequence of events began at 0714 Z. The
pressure differential between
outside and inside air was at its maximum design limit, 8.9
pounds per square inch.
Water may have met the cracked insulated wire which may have
been previously damaged
by the high lift accident to the cargo door area. The now exposed
and bare wire shorted against the
metal fuselage. The electricity then flowed around safety cutout
switches and powered on the cargo
door actuator unlatch electric motor which attempted to rotate all
ten cam sectors to unlocked
positions around their latching pins. The eight lower cam sectors
may have been prevented from
unlatching around the latching pins because of the bottom eight
locking sectors. However, the two
midspan latches had no locking sectors to prevent the inadvertent
rotation of the midspan latching
cams around the midspan latching pins. The lower eight cams
may have been able to overcome the
weaker locking sectors to just turn past center and allow the door
to unlatch in flight, a defect
known years later in two other Boeing 747 flights, Pan Am Flight
125 and United Airlines Flight
811. The midspan cams may have turned just past center with not
no locking sectors to prevent the
backdriving of the cams, an operation only supposed to be
allowed on the ground. Possibly other

factors such as an out of rig cargo door, a poor repair job on the
door area, the slack in bellcranks,
torque tubes, and worn latch pins may combined to have allowed
the two midspan latches to rotate
just past center permitting the almost 100,000 pounds of internal
pressure on the 99 inch by 110
inch door to rupture outward inflight relieving the maximum
pressure differential on the internal
fuselage.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish forward cargo door would
have instantly burst open at
the midspan bottom latches sending the latches, door material,
and large pieces of fuselage skin
spinning away. The forward cargo compartment would have
spewn its contents outward onto the
starboard side of the fuselage. I was as if a huge mylar balloon
had popped. The severe explosion
of explosive decompression caused the forward cargo door to be
fractured and shattered into a few
large pieces and many small pieces which gave a frayed
appearance from an outward force. Many
small bits of metal from the explosion were embedded into the
cargo door area metal fuselage
structure.
The top part of the door swung outward and upward on its hinge
and then separated taking
large vertical pieces of fuselage skin with it, exposing stringers
and bulkheads. The very lower part
of the door sill with its eight bottom latches may have stuck to
fuselage skin. The resulting damage
zone appeared as a huge rectangle of shattered door, skin, and
stringers. Some pieces of the door
and fuselage skin flew directly aft and impacted the leading edge

of the right wing, the vertical
stabilizer and the right horizontal stabilizer inflight.
This explosion of explosive decompression blew out a large hole
about thirty feet wide and
forty feet high on the starboard side of the nose forward of the
wing. It looked as if a bomb had
gone off inside the forward cargo hold. Fuselage skin was peeled
outward at various places on the
starboard side of the nose.
Smith AAR AI 182
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The forward cargo door had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on
the forward starboard side of the aircraft, was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance
above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage
skin near the door appeared to
have been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of
the cargo door appeared to have
been badly frayed. The cargo door pieces and the adjacent skin
had holes, flaps, fractures, inward
concavity, tears, deformities, outward bent petals, curls, missing
pieces, cracks, separations,
curved fragments, spikes, and folds. The fast and powerful
explosion of the explosive
decompression would have caused a metallurgical effect called
ÔtwinningÕ on a few fragments of
pieces of wreckage.
The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing the high
pressure inside the fuselage to the low pressure outside the
aircraft while making a sudden very
loud audible sound. This sudden rushing outward air was

recorded on the Cockpit Voice Recorder
as a sudden loud sound. The sound did not accurately match any
bomb explosion sounds on other
aircraft but did match the explosive decompression sound on
another wide body airliner, a DC-10
cargo door open event.
The tremendous explosive force in the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the adjacent
main equipment compartment which housed power cables and
abruptly shut off power to the Flight
Data Recorders. The resulting data tapes showed a sudden loud
audible sound followed by an
abrupt power cut to the flight data recorder, the cockpit voice
recorder and transponder.
The number three engine and cowling, closest to the forward
cargo compartment, were
damaged by inflight debris from material ejected from the now
exposed compartment and cabin
above, debris which also damaged the number four engine
cowling by a displaced turbine blade
from number three engine. The resulting vibration from the
internal damage to engine number three
caused the nacelle and engine to fall away from the wing, as
designed, and land apart from the
other three engines.
The floor beams above the forward cargo hold were sucked
downward, and were fractured
and broken from the sudden decompression. The floor panels
were stationary but gave the
appearance of separating upward by the suddenly moving
downward floor beams.
The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive

decompression from the right. Air rushed into the large hole and
weakened other skin and frames
peeling skin further outward and rupturing the aft part of the
aircraft to include the aft cargo
compartment and the aft pressure bulkhead. The 296 knots of
wind force pressed upon the
weakened airframe and broke it in half amidships. This wind
force was larger than any wind force
the surface of the earth had ever experienced. The nose portion
and wings tore off and landed in a
dense debris heap apart from the debris field of the aft part.
The rest of the plane without the forward section suddenly
decelerated from 296 knots and
caused whiplash injuries to passengers. After the breakup, the
passengers who were not wearing
their seatbelts were scattered to far distances. They suffered
explosion type injuries such as pieces
of metal embedded in them from flying debris in the cabin. They
were not burned because there
was no fire nor explosion from a bomb explosion. The
passengers had no other bomb explosion
evidence. The passengers and crew were ejected from the
disintegrating aircraft to tumble to the
water and suffer upward impact physical damage to their bodies.
Some remained in the their seats
and were trapped in the fuselage underwater. Some had
decompression type injuries of hypoxia
from the high altitude aircraft breakup.
Smith AAR AI 182
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The passengers fell to the sea and some floated and some sank.
The baggage from
Vancouver passengers and loaded into the aft cargo compartment

fell to the sea and some floated
and some sank. The baggage from Montreal passengers and
loaded into the forward cargo
compartment fell to the sea and some floated and some sank. The
aircraft fell in pieces and some
pieces floated and some sank.
The pilots may have been conscious for a few seconds and
adjusted the trim controls out of
habit. The communications radio may have been activated by the
disturbances in the cockpit and
transmitted for a few seconds to air traffic control.
The port side forward of the wing was relatively smooth and
undamaged from inflight
debris while the starboard side forward of the wing was
shattered, torn, and frayed at the ruptured
cargo door area.
A few local fires appeared on the surface of the ocean from the
jet kerosene fuel and singed
some seat cushions and floating passengers.
Explanations were sought as to what happened. Immediately the
suggestion was made by
authorities that a bomb explosion had caused the accident
because of the sudden and catastrophic
nature of the immediate evidence.
The Canadian aviation accident investigation authorities became
involved since the aircraft
had taken off from Canada and had many Canadian citizens
aboard. Indian authorities became
involved since the airline, Air India, has government ties. The
Indian authorities quickly dismissed
their aviation experts and assigned a Judge of the Court the
oversee the investigation.
After a period of investigation, much of which was conducted to

confirm the bomb
explosion explanation and identify the culprits, the Indian judge
made a finding that a bomb in the
forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight breakup of
Air India Flight 182.
After a period of investigation, during which the opinion of the
UK Air Accidents
Investigation Branch representative of an explosive
decompression not caused by a bomb but a
cause as yet to be determined was given, the Canadian Aviation
Safety Board made a conclusion
that an explosion of unstated cause in the forward cargo
compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
The immediate suggestion by the Indians of a bomb explosion in
the forward cargo
compartment was accepted and remained the probable cause for
Air India Flight 182 sixteen years
later although subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in
similar circumstances leaving
similar evidence now resolutely contradict that finding although
confirming the Indian finding of an
explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment.
The Canadian probable cause of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of an
undermined cause has been proven to be correct by subsequent
accidents of a similar type aircraft
in similar circumstances leaving similar evidence which do
reveal the cause of the explosion: faulty
wiring causing the forward cargo door to rupture open inflight at
the latches leading to a
tremendous explosion of explosive decompression causing Air

India Flight 182 to totally breakup
in flight.
Smith AAR AI 182

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: Air India Flight 182

I agree that your findings would make a great story. To this end I
have
written an email to the managing editor of the BBC's
investigative
documentaries department (ie. the people who do this type of
journalistic
programming). She is a very big cheese indeed and I will follow
up with a
call.

Dear Ben, thanks, every effort is appreciated. And you put it very
persuasively.
The Sikhs goals are to get their guys off from the charges and
mine are to correct an injustice and get these early model Boeing
747s fixed from the faulty wiring and poorly designed outward
opening cargo doors. For the nonce, our interests coincide. I have
great sympathy for their cause of innocence because I know the
two accused did not bomb Air India Flight 182 because nobody
did.

From the Scottish PA 103 verdict below, note that the existence
of 'explosive device' was not disputed by the defence, and amply
proved means to the prosecution who wanted its existence.
The Sikhs shall not be so stupid.
[2] It is not disputed, and was amply proved, that the cause of the
disaster was
indeed the explosion of a device within the aircraft.
At 1:12 PM +0100 5/2/01, Ben Whalley wrote:

I am very busy ith other projects at the moment but would love to
and will
catch up with you over the telephone soon.

By all means. I look forward to it.
I've also send a Word document of the report and appendices
since it has all the color pictures in context and formatting intact.
That is the official version at this time.
I think the main thing about the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation, if true then it's a great investigative
journalism story which will change aviation history forever and
save lives from future similar accidents; if invalid, then someone
wasted a few hours checking the explanation out.
Please do not rely on opinion, even mine, but rely on the facts,
data, evidence of the four similar accidents that make the pattern
as described in Part 3 of my report. We know enough about why
planes fly and why they crash to make up our own opinion, our
own independent opinion.

I will of course be ready to discuss the wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression explanation with big and small cheeses
over in the BBC's investigative documentaries department.
The trial is set for Feb 4, 2002, so the story will be hot then and a
show would be timely.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Informed, thoughtful commentary on the housing
situation.

At 9:33 AM -0800 4/30/01, Laurel Shackelford wrote:
We're always interested in informed, thoughtful
commentary on the housing situation. Sounds like you
could provide it. I'll look foward to reading what you
send. Laurel

Dear Laurel, 1 May 01

Below is submission of about 1750 words of
informed, thoughtful commentary on the housing
situation. Can you do your magic in editing?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Parable:
There were once two persons who lived far away.
They decided to move to the Monterey Bay area
because they found it to be a nice place to live. They
moved into one of the Monterey Peninsula
communities and lived next door to each other in
about the same sized, shaped, and functional houses.
They both worked in about the same type jobs for the
about the same wages for about the same hours.

One person rented and the other owned. The renter
brought to Monterey Peninsula about two thousand
five hundred dollars with him. The owner brought
about twenty five thousand dollars with her. The
renter had saved his money for about ten months. The
owner had saved her money for about ten years.
The similar houses they lived in each had a value at
the time of move in of about two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars.
The renter paid one thousand dollars a month to treat
the house as if he owned it and paid for water,
electricity, gas, TV cable, and phone himself. He did
not get the five dollars interest per month on the one
thousand dollars he used as a deposit.
The owner paid for water, electricity, gas, TV cable,
and phone herself. She also paid every month one
thousand six hundred dollars to the bank to pay for the
thirty year mortgage of two hundred twenty five
thousand dollars after having given the twenty five
thousand dollars as a down payment; fifty dollars a
month to the insurance company for the mandatory
insurance; and two hundred dollars a month to the
state of California for the mandatory property tax;
twelve dollars a month to the mandatory water board;
twenty dollars a month to the mandatory disposal

pickup; thirty dollars a month to the mandatory water
supply company for a mandatory total of one
thousand nine hundred twelve dollars a month to treat
the house as if she owned it. She also did not get the
one hundred dollars forty five dollars a month interest
from the twenty five thousand dollars she had used as
a down payment.
The owner in effect was paying two thousand fifty
seven dollars a month to live on the Monterey Bary
plus some utility expenses.
The renter in effect was paying one thousand five
dollars a month to live on the Monterey Bay plus
some utility expenses.
Several years passed. Property taxes went up every
year. The owner paid them. Carpets, heating ducts, a
roof, a stove, and a fence needed replacing. The owner
paid for it. Over a period of time the upfront paid for
expenses averaged about one hundred dollars a
month. The uncertain value of the house went up at an
average of an invisible one hundred dollars a month.
The owner took good care of her house and sustained
the value of her house through pride of ownership.
The renter reported to the landlord that the washer had
broken, the fence had fallen down and windows had

broken. The landlord fixed them at no expense to the
tenant. The renter took care of the house as he would a
motel room and the normal wear and tear
accumulated.
One afternoon both persons were out sunning
themselves on the deck of their houses after the
morning fog had burned off and they reflected on their
lives.
The renter was thinking about his life, his living
conditions, his job and the better promotion prospects
offered elsewhere and how he could take the new job
and move within the month. He thought about his
relationships with people around him and how it
might be best if he just cooled these down and left to
start anew someplace else with exciting new people.
He could save a thousand dollars, get his deposit of
one thousand dollars back, and move on within the
month. He thought it would be easy just to get rid of
most of his furniture and other stuff, pack up a small
trailer and take off. He really liked the Monterey area
but he heard they were paying better at this other
place a few hundred miles away. The landlord had just
raised the rent from one thousand dollars a month to
twelve hundred dollars a month, a two hundred dollar
increase of twenty percent. He thought that it might
not be worth it to stay here at the same salary and

have to pay increased rent for the same old house and
go to work with the same old people at the same old
job. He thought about moving on.
The owner thought about her life. Her job was the
same old job but she had heard about a better paying
one elsewhere. She had some good friends and knew
some people she did not like. She thought about
moving on and then thought of the hassle of selling
her home, listing it and having it shown as strangers
went through her house, paying the six percent
commission off the selling price, having to put some
more money into it to get into saleable condition,
paying the capital gains tax, paying the recapture on
the depreciation she had used, and realized she would
be just about where she started a few years back in
saved money. She really liked the Monterey area and
decided it was worth it to continue to pay the
increased taxes, the mortgage, and the other
mandatory fees owners paid, now up four hundred and
fifty dollars, an increase of about twenty percent,
raised to two thousand five hundred dollars a month to
pay everyone or lose everything through liens and
foreclosure. She decided to stay, settle down, get
married, start a family, support the schools, get
involved with local politics, and make the Monterey
Peninsula a better place to live, prosper, and grow.

The issue came up about the high cost of living on the
Monterey Peninsula. Articles were written, meetings
were held, and study groups were formed.
And who was complaining? Who was making threats
about how the quality of life would be decreased if
they did not get their living expenses lowered or
frozen by governmental controls? Who had the least
to lose if the costs kept on going up? Who put the
least amount of money, time, worry, and effort into
those living expenses?
Was it the owner paying twenty five hundred dollars a
month to live here with all the worries about sudden
expenses and no freedom to walk away from it all if
times got tough? Or was it the renter paying twelve
hundred dollars a month to live here in about the same
house working at the same job with about the same
amount of time off and no worries about sudden high
expenses and the freedom to start again almost
overnight if things turned down?
Well, it's the lower paying person who complains and
threatens to leave while the higher paying person
remains silent and just keeps on working and living
and paying the bills.

It's as if a person went to a car rental business and
insisted that a thirty thousand dollar car rent for four
dollars a day and gets very upset if the charge were
raised to the amount the car owner actually had to pay
to own the car. A house that costs three hundred
thousand dollars to buy but rented at twelve hundred
dollars a month or forty dollars a day is somewhat
analogous to a car that costs thirty thousand dollars to
buy being rented for one hundred twenty dollars a
month or four dollars a day.
If the true cost of ownership of a house on the
Monterey Peninsula were charged to the renters, the
rents would at least be doubled overnight. Doubled,
not twenty percent but one hundred percent.
As usual, complainers who try to get something for
very little have defeated their cause. Here is what has
happened in the previous several months since the
issue of the high cost of living around Monterey Bay
has emerged. Owners who moved here years ago,
saved their nickels and dimes, bought a house, fixed it
up, then rented it out and kept it maintained, are now
aware of potential problems such as not being able to
raise the rent to meet rising costs or having to accept
unsuitable or unruly tenants. The current landlords
were satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages,

taxes and insurance for a reasonable profit of a few
hundred dollars a month in exchange for pleasant
tenants who paid the rent on time and kept good care
of the house.
But now...but now...the landlords are thinking: Maybe
its best to sell now and forget about the hassle of
renting out to tenants, an action which would thus
decrease the supply of available rental properties and
drive the rents up through normal economic
fundamentals of supply and demand. Or the landlords
are thinking: If some sort of caps are imposed on
rents, they may be made retroactive so I had better
start raising the rents now to get ahead of any
controls, thus causing rents to rise again.
So the rents go up either way as result of the recent
complaining by tenants paying one half of the real
costs of maintaining the house they are living in.
There always has been a housing shortage on the
Monterey Peninsula. The rents and costs of houses
here has always been high. They always will be. There
are reasons why a three bedroom two bath ranch style
home in Pebble Beach costs one million dollars to
own and three thousand five hundred dollars a month
to rent and why the same house in Barstow costs

eighty five thousand dollars to own and six hundred
dollars a month to rent. No more Monterey Peninsula
land is being created while more people with money
are and they want to live in a nice area like the
Monterey Bay so costs are relatively high. There is
still lots of desert land being turned into residential
areas so costs are relatively low. Location is
everything and Monterey Bay has a supreme location.
What's the moral? Stop whining. Stop making threats.
Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to community.
Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards.
Author:
Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel Valley 1977-1978;
New Monterey 1986; Pebble Beach 1986.
Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove 1977, Seaside
1978, Carmel Valley 1988.
Landlord: Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside
1978 for seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven
years.
Total renting: 5 years.
Total ownership: 56 years.
Total landlord: 38 years.
John Barry Smith

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Commentary comin' up,

We're always interested in informed, thoughtful commentary on
the housing situation. Sounds like you could provide it. I'll look
foward to reading what you send. Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:

Okey doke. By Thursday.
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Honored, shmonered.

Thank you! I am honored to be selected.
Laurel

Honored, shmonered. Circulation has to stay up or hit the bricks,
babe. It's a step up on a slippery ladder.

I can write as many words as you want and be very interesting on
the 'housing shortage' high rent thing, written from view of long
time renter and landlord on Monterey Peninsula. It's
controversial since it is not the line supporting the 'poor'
hospitality workers who 'threaten' to leave since they do not have
a 'living' wage. Ha! Join the crowd sweating out the money.
Well, does the Herald tolerate controversy in its editorial pages?
This story has legs.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182

John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
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*

Report on the Accident to Boeing 747-237B VTEFO, Air India Flight 182,
Off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Abstract: Air India Flight 182, a Boeing 747-237B,
registration VT-EFO, was on a flight from Mirabel
airport, Montreal, Canada, to Heathrow airport,
London, UK, when it disappeared from the radar
scope at a position of latitude 51 degrees 0 minutes
North and longitude 12 degrees 50 minutes West at
0714 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 23 June 1985,

and the pieces crashed into the ocean about 110 miles
west of Cork, Ireland. There were no survivors among
the 329 passengers and crew members. There was
unanimous official opinion among authorities that an
inflight breakup caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment occurred. Based on the direct,
tangible and circumstantial evidence of four similar
accidents as described in six aircraft accident reports
and using the benefit of hindsight, the conclusion of
this investigator and author of this report is that the
probable cause of the accident to Air India Flight 182
was faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the forward cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight probably at one or both of the
midspan latches leading to an explosion of explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment and
subsequent aircraft breakup.
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1. Air India Flight 182
Glossary:
Acronyms and Abbreviations:
CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB,
Transportation Safety Board, of Canada
UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K
NTSB USA, National Transportation Safety Board,
United States of America
CVR, cockpit voice recorder
DFDR, digital flight data recorder
ATC, air traffic control
AAR, aircraft accident report
MEC, main equipment compartment
PSI, pounds per square inch
FOD, foreign object damage
IED, improvised explosive device
KTS, knots
TAS, true air speed

IAS, indicated air speed
AI, Air India
PA, Pan Am World Airways
UAL, United Airlines,
TWA, Trans World Airlines
JAL, Japan Air Lines
NAVAVNSAFECEN, Naval Aviation Safety Center
a.c. alternating current
AC advisory circular
AD airworthiness directive
ALPA Air Line Pilots Association
amp ampere
AOA angle-of-attack
APU auxiliary power unit
ARTCC air route traffic control center
ASR airport surveillance radar
ATC air traffic control
ATP airline transport pilot
CAM cockpit area microphone
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
c.g. center of gravity
CVR cockpit voice recorder
CWT center wing fuel tank
d.c. direct current
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
E/E electrical/electronics
EME electromagnetic environment

EMI electromagnetic interference
EPR engine pressure ratio
F Fahrenheit
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FARs Federal Aviation Regulations
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
FDR flight data recorder
FQIS fuel quantity indication system
GPS global positioning system
HF high frequency
Hg mercury
HIRF high-intensity radiated fields
Hz hertz (cycles per second)
JFK John F. Kennedy International Airport (New
York, New York)
MHz megahertz
msl mean sea level
NASA National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
NPRM notice of proposed rulemaking
PETN pentaerythritol tetranitrate
P/N part number
psi (pressure expressed in) pounds per square inch
P&W Pratt & Whitney
RDX cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine

SB service bulletin
SDR service difficulty report
SL service letter
S/N serial number
STA body station
STC supplemental type certificate
TWA Trans World Airlines, Inc.
USAF U.S. Air Force
USCG U.S. Coast Guard
References and Source Materials:
AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90, Pan Am 103,
22 December 1988, Boeing 747
Blacks Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition 1990
Canadian Aviation Bureau Aviation Occurrence, Air
India Boeing, 747-237B VT-EFO Report
Indian Kirpal Report, Report Of The Court
Investigating Accident To Air India Boeing 747
Aircraft VT-ETO, "Kanishka" On 23rd June 1985
NAVAVNSAFECEN Investigation 69-67, RA-5C, 14
June, 1967
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board AAR 92-11, El Al
Flight 1862, Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 90/01 UAL Flight 811, 23 February 1989,
Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL Flight 811, 23 February 1989,

Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 00/03 TWA Flight 800, 17 July 1996,
Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 93/06, JAL Flight 46E, 31 March, 1993,
Boeing 747
Definitions: Definitions as used in this report:
Bomb: 'Bomb' may mean an explosive device
designed to release destructive material at high
velocity upon detonation; an explosive device placed
in an aircraft with an intent to detonate.
Cargo Door: In the Boeing 747 both the forward and
aft lower cargo doors are similar in appearance and
operation. They are located on the lower starboard
side of the fuselage and are outward opening and
nonplug. The door opening is approximately 110
inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured along the
fuselage.
Cargo Compartments: The forward and aft freight
holds are used for the storage of cargo and baggage in
standard air-transportable containers. The forward
freight compartment has a length of approximately 40
feet and a depth of approximately 6 feet. The
containers are loaded into the forward hold through a
large cargo door on the starboard side of the aircraft.
Conclusion of fact: An inference drawn from the

subordinate or evidentiary facts.
Conclusive evidence: That which is incontrovertible,
either because the law does not permit it to be
contradicted, or because it is so strong and convincing
as to overbear all proof to the contrary and establish
the proposition in question beyond reasonable doubt.
Ear Barotrauma: Injury to the tympanic membrane
(eardrum) when a sudden pressure differential exists
between the middle ear cavity and the external ear.
Evidence: A species of proof, or probative matter,
legally presented at the trial of an issue, by the act of
the parties and through the medium of witnesses,
records, documents, exhibits, concrete objects, etc.,
for the purpose of inducing belief in the minds of the
court or jury as to their contention.
Circumstantial Evidence: The proof of various facts or
circumstances which usually attend the main fact in
dispute, and therefore tend to prove its existence, or to
sustain, by their consistency, the hypothesis claimed.
Testimony not based on actual personal knowledge or
observation of the facts in controversy, but of other
facts from which deductions are drawn, showing
indirectly the facts sought to be proved. Evidence of
facts or circumstances from which the existence or
nonexistence of fact in issue may be inferred.
Inferences drawn from facts proved.
Direct Evidence: Evidence in the form of testimony

from a witness who actually saw, heard, or touched
the subject of questioning.
Tangible Evidence: Evidence which consists of
something that can be seen or touched. In contrast to
testimonial evidence, tangible evidence is real
evidence.
Expert: One who is knowledgeable in a specialized
field, that knowledge being obtained from either
education or personal experience. One who by reason
of education or special experience has knowledge
respecting a subject matter about which persons
having no particular training are incapable of forming
an accurate opinion or making a correct deduction.
Expert Testimony: Opinion evidence of some person
who possesses special skill or knowledge in some
science, profession, or business which is not common
to the average man and which is possessed by the
expert by reason of his special study or experience.
Expert Witness: One who by reason of education or
specialized experience possesses superior knowledge
respecting a subject about which persons have no
particular training are incapable of forming an
accurate opinion, or deducing correct conclusions.
One possessing, with reference to particular subject,
knowledge not acquired by ordinary persons.
Explosion: To burst or cause to burst violently and
noisily. The sudden and rapid escape of gases from a

confined space, accompanied by high temperatures,
violent shock, and loud noise.
Explosive Decompression: Explosive decompression
is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and rapid
loss of cabin pressurization of higher internal air
pressure venting outside to the lower pressure air.
Finding: The result of the deliberations of a jury or a
court. A decision upon a question of fact reached as
the result of a judicial examination or investigation by
a court, jury, referee, coroner, etc. A recital of the
facts found.
Outward Opening Nonplug: A type of cargo door
which undergoes stress to open in flight under a high
pressure differential because it opens outward and the
door does not 'plug up' or 'block' the opening.
Premise: A statement of fact or a supposition made or
implied as a basis of argument.
Reasonable doubt: The standard used to determine the
guilt of innocence of a person criminally charged.
Reasonable doubt which will justify acquittal is doubt
based on reason and arising from evidence or lack of
evidence, and it is doubt which a reasonable man or
woman might entertain, and it is not fanciful doubt, is
not imagined doubt, and is not doubt that juror might
conjure up to avoid performing an unpleasant task or
duty. Reasonable doubt is such a doubt as would
cause prudent men to hesitate before acting in matters

of importance to themselves. Doubt based on reasons
which arise from evidence or lack of evidence.
Starboard Side: The right side of the fuselage looking
from aft to forward. The port side is the left side
looking aft to forward. The starboard side of the
aircraft faces the viewer when the nose is to the right.
Both cargo doors are on the starboard side of the
Boeing 747.
Wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression
explanation: Mechanical explanation for the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 and three other
Boeing 747s as caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of explosive decompression when
the forward cargo door ruptures open in flight,
probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring inadvertently
turning on the door unlatch motor.
Formatting Style:
There are two Aircraft Accident Reports specifically
referenced in Section 1 regarding Air India Flight 182;
the Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report. Conclusions made by an
independent accident investigator must be supported
by the best evidence available and documented for
immediate confirmation by the reviewer; therefore,

quotes and section numbers from the actual official
reports are given after the discussion by the
investigator. The format is to first give a premise
explanation, its proponent, an analysis, a discussion
of the explanation, and the conclusion; immediately
followed by the indented excerpts of the official
corroborative statements to support or mitigate against
the premise explanation, if appropriate. The first
report quoted is always the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report followed by the Indian Kirpal
Report. Any identical duplicated material from both
reports is only stated once in a premise explanation
but may be repeated in other premises if relevant.
Thus the premise explanation and its proponents is
stated, discussion and analysis are made, and then
each official report is quoted in sequence to support or
mitigate against that explanation. All quotes from the
two official Air India Flight 182 reports are indented
and followed by the introduction: 'From the Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report:" or 'From the Indian
Kirpal Report' and followed by the statements.
Introduction:
*
There was unanimous official opinion among

authorities that an inflight breakup caused by an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment occurred
in Air India Flight 182 on 23 June 1985 at 0714Z, one
hundred fifteen miles west of Ireland while
proceeding normally at 31,000 feet above sea level.
The information concerning meteorological
conditions, crew, flight, aircraft, aids to navigation,
communication, and search and rescue as reported by
the Indians and Canadians in their reports is stipulated
to be correct.
This report examines some the information
available to the public with respect to the
circumstances surrounding the Air India Flight 182
accident which has been published in public
documents reporting conclusions and findings. The
sources of information include information made
public by the Indian and Canadian inquiries as a result
of the RCMP investigation; the flight data recorder
(FDR), cockpit voice recorder (CVR) and Shannon
ATC tape recording analyses by Canadian, United
Kingdom, and Indian authorities; the medical
evidence obtained from the pathologist of the Air
Accidents Investigations Branch of the United
Kingdom; evidence obtained by photographic
examination of the wreckage recovered, the wreckage
distribution pattern, and evaluations of photographs

and videotapes of the wreckage on the ocean bottom.
In addition, this report evaluates the evidence and
conclusions in other aircraft accident reports which
support the conclusion by this investigator for the
probable cause of the Air India Flight 182 accident as
an inflight breakup caused by a wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression sequence of events.
The tangible and direct evidence to support the
conclusion of an inflight breakup by explosion in the
forward cargo compartment exists in the CVR, the
ATC tape recording, the DFDR, the wreckage
distribution, the inflight damage to the airframe, the
medical evidence, and the engines. There was no
dispute among investigating authorities that a breakup
of Air India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and
catastrophically in flight and the cause was an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
There was some circumstantial evidence in 1985
that a bomb caused that explosion; however, based
upon similar circumstances to similar aircraft leaving
similar evidence in the subsequent sixteen years, new
facts and circumstantial evidence sustain the premise
explanation by this investigator that the cause of the
explosion in the Air India Flight 182 forward cargo
compartment was not the result of a conspiracy to

detonate a bomb but a mechanical explanation as
caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment of explosive decompression when the
forward cargo door ruptured open in flight, probably
at one or both of the midspan latches and probably
caused by faulty wiring inadvertently turning on the
door unlatch motor.
Section 2 of this report establishes that Air India
Flight 182 did suffer an explosion in the forward
cargo door compartment on the starboard side that led
to the total breakup of the aircraft in flight and the
explosion cause was not a bomb. Section 3 establishes
that the cause of the explosion in Air India Flight 182
was an explosive decompression when the forward
cargo door ruptured open in flight probably at one or
both of the midspan latches and probably caused by
faulty wiring.
2. Premise Explanations for Air India Flight 182:
The main questions presented to the investigators
in 1985/1986 for the cause of the inflight breakup for
Air India Flight 182 were, 'What kind of explosion
and where did it occur?' Six premises will be
examined:

2.1 Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight for
Air India Flight 182 in the forward cargo
compartment.
Proponents: Indian Government in its Kirpal Report,
CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB,
Transportation Safety Board, of Canada, in its
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report, UK AAIB,
United Kingdom Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Farnborough, U.K by its representative, NTSB USA,
National Transportation Safety Board, United States
of America, by its representative
2.2. Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in
the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, a
bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver B.C,
Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
No proponent but considered, evaluated, and rejected
by the Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report, and the AAIB representative
2.3 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the
forward cargo compartment with its cause unstated:
Proponent: Canadian CASB (TSB),
2.4 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment on the starboard side, inclusive of
a bomb detonation.

Proponent: Indian Kirpal Report,
2.5 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation:
Proponent: Mr. Roy Davis of AAIB, as described in
the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report and the
Indian Kirpal Report
2.6 Premise Explanation described in Section 3:
Explosion in the forward cargo compartment caused
by explosive decompression caused by structural
failure of ruptured open forward cargo door at one or
both of the midspan latches caused by faulty electrical
wiring:
Proponent: John Barry Smith
This report shall analyze all the explanations, their
proponents, their reasons, and their likelihood of
being the most correct.
2.1. Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight in the
forward cargo compartment .
2.1.1 Proponents: Indian Government in its
Kirpal Report, CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety

Board, now TSB, Transportation Safety Board, of
Canada, in its Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report,
UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents
Investigation Branch Farnborough, U.K., by its
representative, NTSB USA, National Transportation
Safety Board, United States of America, by its
representative
2.1.2 Analysis: The unanimous conclusion by
authorities of a sudden inflight breakup implies an
explosion of explosive decompression since the hull
of Air India Flight 182 was pressurized to a 8.9
pounds per square inch differential between inside and
outside air at 31000 feet above sea level. Explosive
decompression is a symptom of a sudden hull
breakup, not the cause. If the hull is not compromised
by a break in it, decompression does not occur. Any
break of substantial size in that highly pressurized
hull, for reasons such as a bomb explosion, a midair
collision, or an inadvertently opened cargo door,
would be sufficient to cause an inflight breakup and
subsequent explosive decompression. Some of the
investigators in the two reports seem to imply that if a
bomb had detonated, then that would rule out
explosive decompression occurring and vice versa;
however, inflight breakups can be caused by an
explosive decompression which can be caused by a

'bomb' explosion, or structural failure, or an
inadvertent door opening. All bomb explosions, all
structural failures, and all inadvertent door openings
do not cause inflight breakups; in fact, many aircraft
have suffered those events and landed safely. On the
other hand, any one of those events has the potential
to cause an inflight breakup and have in the past,
depending on the size of the bomb, the skin tear, or
the door.
When a catastrophic event occurs, such as an
explosion of a bomb, or a large door opening in flight,
much evidence is left behind for investigators to
recover, examine, and evaluate specific to that cause.
All explosions of any kind leave certain similar
evidence regardless of the cause of the explosion.
Evidence of an explosion does not imply a 'bomb' nor
explosive decompression from any source. Even when
there is a single piece of tangible evidence that
indicates a specific type of explosion such as a bomb,
structural failure, or an inadvertent door opening,
other corroborative evidence is required to sustain the
conclusion of the type of explosion since all types of
explosions can cause similar evidence and explosive
decompressions from any source can mimic a bomb
explosion and vice versa.

The unanimous conclusion by authorities of an
inflight breakup by explosion in the forward cargo
compartment for Air India Flight 182 can be
summarized by the Canadian Aviation Bureau
Aviation Occurrence Report findings and an excerpt
from the Indian Kirpal Report which also illustrates
the conflict in the specifics:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety
Board respectfully submits as follows: 4.1 CauseRelated Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1. 4.10 After going through the entire record we find
that there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence
which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft;
2. 3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however,
be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair

and that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
An inflight breakup is agreed upon by the Canadian
and Indian authorities and the cause is given as an
explosion; however, the Canadians decline to give a
cause of the explosion and leave it unstated. The
Indians state the cause of the explosion was a 'bomb.'
The Canadian finding specifically omits a possible
cause of the explosion such as 'bomb,' or 'explosive
decompression'. The location of the explosion is
identified and agreed by both authorities as the
forward cargo compartment.
The tangible and circumstantial evidence
upon which the unanimous conclusion of inflight
breakup by explosion in the forward cargo
compartment was reached can be summarized as thus:
A. The cockpit audio tapes and the digital
flight recorder were normal until a sudden audible
loud sound occurred and the power was abruptly cut
to the recorders.
B. Passengers suffered explosion type
injuries.
C.
Metal skin of the fuselage was peeled
outward and curled.
D.
Metal skin suffered explosion type

impacts from inside the aircraft.
E. The main pieces of wreckage on the
surface were far apart from each other as well as the
wide scatter of the victims.
F. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment explained the abrupt cessation of the
recorders and the sudden loud audible sound on the
voice recorder.
G. The inflight damage could have occurred
only if objects had been ejected from the front portion
of the aircraft when it was still in the air.
2.1.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in flight
in Air India Flight 182 in the forward cargo
compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
supporting the breakup in flight of Air India Flight
182 as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the
recordings of the DFDR, CVR and Shannon ATC
tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped
recording. The conversations in the cockpit were

normal, and there was no indication of an emergency
situation prior to the loud noise heard on the CVR a
fraction of a second before it stopped recording. The
DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The other
possibility for the irregular signals on the DFDR is
that they were caused by a disturbance to the Flight
Data Acquisition Unit in the main electronics bay.
Since there was an almost simultaneous loss of the
transponder signal, this indicates the possibility of an
abrupt aircraft electrical failure. The abrupt cessation
of the data recorder could be caused by airframe
structural failure or the detonation of an explosive
device as the initial event.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence
showed a proportion of the passengers with
indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries
and loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and
decompression indicates that the aircraft experienced
a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries
and loss of clothing indicate a proportion of the
passengers were ejected from the aircraft before water
impact. Hence, it is likely that the aft portion of the
aircraft separated from the forward portion before
striking the water.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the

possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or
the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment would explain the loss of the DFDR,
CVR and transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
supporting the breakup in flight of Air India Flight
182 as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr.
I.R. Hill further stated that the significance of flail
injuries being suffered by some of the passengers was
that it indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air
at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude.
3.2.11.42 a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and

bodies into consideration and the condition of the
limited wreckage recovered indicates that the aircraft
had broken up in flight before impact with the sea.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be
arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and
that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical
examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
2.2 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the
aft cargo compartment, a bomb which was first loaded

at Vancouver B.C, Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22
June, 1985.
2.2.1 No proponent for this explanation but it
was considered, evaluated, and rejected in the Indian
Kirpal Report, the Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report: by the AAIB representative, and the NTSB
representative. However, there exists a recent report
entitled "Aircraft Occurrence Investigation Report"
dated 16 March 2001,by John H. Garstang, an official
assigned to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) Air India Task Force (AITF). He calls his
work for the RCMP as "independent." The report shall
be referred to as the 'Garstang Report.'
Observations about the author of the Garstang
Report: John H. Garstang, is an official assigned to the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) Air India
Task Force (AITF). Mr. Garstang is apparently not
currently assigned to the Transportation Safety Board
(TSB) of Canada. His report carries his signature
without title. He has been assigned to the RCMP AITF
since 1988 and therefore represents official RCMP
opinion regarding the probable cause of Air India
Flight 182. He calls his work for the RCMP as
"independent."

Current government agency opinions about the
probable cause for the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182:
A.
RCMP opinion about the probable cause
for Air India 182 is an explosion of a bomb in the
forward cargo compartment.
B. Unless updated with a supplemental
conclusion by the TSB, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board (Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report)
conclusions as stated in their 1986 Aviation
Occurrence Report of an explosion, cause unstated, in
the forward cargo compartment was the probable
cause for the breakup of Air India Flight 182 is the
current position of Canadian aircraft accident
investigation authorities.
C. Unless updated by the Indian
government, the Kirpal Report findings of an
explosion by a bomb in the forward cargo
compartment is the current position of the Indian
government.
2.2.2 Analysis: There was consideration of the
explosion of a bomb, or any other source of an
explosion, in the aft cargo compartment of Air India
Flight 182 instead of an explosion in the forward

cargo compartment, to explain the breakup in flight
amidships. Both the the Indian Kirpal Report and the
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report had good cause
to suspect a failure in the aft section of Air India
Flight 182 and therefore examined and evaluated
extensively the possibility of an aft pressure bulkhead
failure or an aft cargo door inadvertent opening.
Just five weeks after Air India Flight 182, a Japan
Air Lines Boeing 747, JAL Flight 123, had an aft
pressure bulkhead fail in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression tore off the vertical
stabilizer which rendered the aircraft uncontrollable
leading to its fatal crash. Wreckage of Air India Flight
182 was then attempted to be retrieved by the US
Navy to rule in or rule out such a similar probable
cause.
Corroborative official statements supporting the
reasons and results of the close examination of the aft
pressure bulkhead for evidence of preexisting failure
in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead
The localized impact mark found on the leading edge
of the right horizontal root leading edge is indicative

of an object striking the stabilizer in flight before
water impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail
plane was not the first event. The horizontal and
vertical stabilizers were found separated and each was
intact and in good condition. Items from the aft cargo
compartment were found further to the west of the tail
plane. The absence of the type of damage to the tail
plane as was found in the Japan Airlines (JAL) Boeing
747 accident where the aft pressure bulkhead failed
and which took place shortly after this occurrence,
and the rupture of the aft cargo compartment before
the loss of the tail indicate that there was not an inflight failure of the aft pressure bulkhead. In addition,
examination of the recovered portions of the bulkhead
shows evidence of overload failures from the rear to
front only and no evidence of any pre-existing defect,
premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion damage.
From the Indian Kirpal Report
1.4.6
The Court also had the advantage of
being able to meet members of the team investigating
into the Japan Airlines Flight JL 123 accident which
had occurred near Tokyo on 12th August, 1985.
Similarities and dissimilarities between the two
accidents were, to some extent, noticed and some
information was exchanged.
3.2.10.5
Subsequent to the accident to Japan

Airlines Boeing 747 aircraft, suspected to have been
caused by failure of the repair to the rear pressure
bulkhead, NTSB and FAA decided to fund the U.S.
Navy for a two week operation over the seas for
recovery of significant pieces of wreckage.
In addition, the aft cargo door stops of Air India
Flight 182 had been removed and reinstalled by
authorized personnel just before the Air India Flight
182 fatal flight to make room for parts of an engine
being shipped back to India for repair.
Corroborative official statements supporting the
reasons and results of the close examination of the aft
cargo door for preexisting failure in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
2.1.20
The pre-loaded four pallets and one
container were brought to the aircraft by M/s Mega
International personnel from their warehouse in the
afternoon of 22nd June for loading them into the
aircraft cargo compartment at positions assigned by
the Air Canada load agent. Difficulty was experienced
while loading one of the pallets having inlet cowl of
the pod engine. To enable loading of the cowl, Air
Canada engineering/maintenance personnel removed
door stop fitting from the aft cargo compartment door

cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the cowl could
be loaded. All the removed fittings were then
reinstalled.
From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.4.3.5 Some difficulty was experienced while
loading one of the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod
engine. To enable loading of the cowl, Air Canada
engineering/maintenance personnel removed door
stop fittings from the aft cargo compartment door cutout. After removal of the fittings, the pallet could be
loaded. All the removed fittings were then re-installed.
Removal and installation of the fittings was certified
by Mr. Rajendra.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the
door stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in
flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom. The door
was found lying along with the wreckage of the aft
portion of the aircraft. This indicates that the door
remained in position and did not cause any problem in
flight.
The investigators carefully examined all pieces of

wreckage in and around the aft pressure bulkhead and
aft cargo compartment for evidence of any type of
failure of structure and for any type of explosion, such
as explosive decompression or a bomb. They found
none.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in
support that no evidence of an explosion in the aft
cargo compartment was found.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor
was located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on
the direction of cleat rotation on the skin panel (target
7) and the crossbeam displacement on this structure,
target 47 moved aft in relation to the lower skin panel
when it was detached from the lower skin. No other
significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
Investigators on the scene found that the type of
damage that would have occurred with an aft pressure
bulkhead failure such as the loss of the vertical
stabilizer did not occur to Air India Flight 182; they
found that the aft cargo compartment ruptured before,
not after, the loss of the entire tailplane, and they

found that the overload failures from the rear to front
only instead of from front to rear if the aft pressure
bulkhead had failed as an initial event.
They found that the aft cargo door was discovered
intact and in position and did not cause any problem
in flight. It was latched at the bottom. They found
there was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an
explosion of any type emanating from the aft cargo
compartment.
Therefore, after an extensive examination and
evaluation by the Canadian and Indian authorities of
the possibility of an explosion of any type in the aft
section or in the aft cargo compartment based upon
visual examination of the actual aft pressure bulkhead,
aft cargo door, aft cargo compartment floor and skin;
they concluded that the occurrence of an explosion or
any type in the aft cargo compartment was ruled out
as well as a failure of the aft pressure bulkhead or
involvement by the aft cargo door. The rupture that
occurred in the aft cargo compartment was after the
initial events, was a result of the overpressures and
overload experienced by that part of the aircraft and
consistent with an airframe disintegrating after an
inflight breakup caused by the confirmed explosion in
the forward cargo compartment.

The tangible and direct evidence to support the
conclusions by authorities of an inflight breakup by
explosion in the forward cargo compartment exists in
the CVR, the ATC tape recording, the DFDR, the
wreckage distribution, the inflight damage to the
airframe, the medical evidence, and the engines.
A confirmed alternative exists to a bomb explosion
in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to
explain its inflight breakup and that is an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment. That conclusion was
and remains unanimous among the aircraft accident
investigative authorities and was based upon the
evidence and lack of evidence.
There exist certain characteristics of an explosion
by bomb such as evidence in the metal itself or in the
wreckage such as: Pitting, cratering, hot gas, washing,
holes, punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, burn
injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin, sooted
metal, timer, fuze, bomb explosion sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, and staggered power cuts to
the aft and forward data recorders (the transponder is
located forward and the CVR and DFDR are located
aft.)

Summary of evidence required to support a
conclusion of an explosion of any type in the aft cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182 and its presence
or absence:
A. Pitting: Absent
B. Cratering: Absent
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D.
Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G.
Explosive residue: Absent
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the
cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Absent
J. Timer: Absent
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit
voice recorder: Absent
M. Staggered power cuts to the aft and
forward data recorders: Absent
Summary of evidence that refutes the assertion
that an explosion of any type occurred in the aft cargo
compartment as an initial event or at any other time.
A. Absence of required corroborative
evidence to support the assertion.

B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR
and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces
of airframe well forward of the aft cargo compartment
such as leading edge of wing and engines.
D.
Overpressures in both cargo
compartments, not just the aft.
E. Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F. Much straight and undamaged
fuselage skin in the aft section.
G. Conclusive evidence of an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment to explain the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
H. General trajectory patterns from
wreckage debris locations that match two other early
model Boeing 747s, Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced inflight
breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo
compartment as confirmed by the aircraft accident
investigation authorities of the UK AAIB, and the
USA NTSB.
An evaluation of the independent accident report
by Mr. Garstang follows:
The overall appraisal by this independent

investigator of Mr. Garstang's report is that the data
shows in some manner what happens to sections 46
and 48 of an early model Boeing 747 that has broken
apart amidships from an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment and is in the process of
disintegrating as it falls and drifts from 31000 feet to
the sea, after which it drifts and sinks another 6700
feet to the bottom.

*
Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing
fuselage station numbers and sections.
The Garstang Report states that in section 46 and 48
there were overloads on beams, bulkheads, trunnions,
and fuselage skin around rivets. There were also
overpressures in both cargo compartments and on
outer skin panels.
Overloads and overpressures are expected to occur
with inflight breakups and do not necessarily confirm
an explosion.
In a recent correspondence with Gordon E. Smith,
Senior Materials Engineer, Mr. Smith, (no relation)

states and concludes in regard to overpressures and
overloads in Air India Flight 182,
"Overload: is the pulling/stretching (tension) of
material (metal) the crack progresses at close to right
angles (90 degrees) to the direction of tensile stress.
Compression (pressing) can also produce cracks
where the metal tries to fold back upon itself and fails
in a different mode (shear) Looks entirely different
than a tensile crack
Overpressure: the pressure hull experienced a higher
pressure that the design pressure."
The airframe was disintegrating and rapidly
redistributing its design loads. This redistribution
leads to a lot of local overloading on airframe/
pressure hull metal. It tore itself apart."
The Garstang Report makes an unsubstantiated
statement that is in contradiction to the Indian Kirpal
Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
in which Mr. Garstang states on page 7, referring to
the "Forward Half of the Aircraft Fuselage (Sections
41, 42, 44), "The fracture patterns examined were all
consistent with an overload mode of failure." The
Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report found conclusive evidence of an
explosion in the forward half of the fuselage forward

of the wing on the right side in the forward cargo
compartment that was not the result of an overload
mode of failure but was the result of an explosion.
They also found many, not 'all', fractures that were of
an overload type as both the aft and forward cargo
compartments ruptured and were disintegrating in
flight.
The Garstang Report devotes a scant one page to the
breakup of the forward half of Air India Flight 182
whereas the actual investigators in the the Indian
Kirpal Report and Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report inquiries concentrated most of their retrieval
and evaluation efforts in that area based upon the
tangible evidence discovered which conclusively
proved an explosion had occurred in the forward
cargo compartment and there was no explosion of any
type in the aft compartment. The Garstang Report
declines to address that evidence.
The Garstang Report devotes most of its fourteen
pages of analysis to the 'Rear Half of the Aircraft
Fuselage' which had fractured into smaller pieces and
lay isolated from one another on the ocean floor. He
implies that observation is evidence of an explosion in
the aft cargo compartment but, in fact, is evidence of
an inflight breakup and disintegrating fuselage which

lay scatted in a very long trail of debris.
The Garstang Report reports that the breakup
location is at the Section 44 and Section 46 joint
which is to be expected with an inflight breakup since
that is where the sections are mated in construction,
but not expected if a powerful bomb were to explode
in the aft cargo compartment which would have split
and shattered the fuselage in the middle of Section 46
leaving much obvious evidence of the bomb
explosion.

*
Above picture is of a Boeing 747 during construction
and shows the sections being mated. Section 41 has
already been mated to Section 42. The unmated joint
on the left is the Section 44/Section 46 joint.
When a real bomb the size of the alleged bomb by
the Garstang Report is detonated in the aft cargo
compartment of a Boeing 747, much real evidence is
created.
*
Above is a picture of the staged bombing of a Boeing
747 at Bruntingthorpe in 1997.

The aft section evidence which resulted from the
real bomb explosion above does not match the aft
section evidence examined for Air India Flight 182
which had undeformed, straight fuselage skin and
intact cargo doors. If the above bomb type explosion
had occurred in Air India Flight 182, the Canadian
and Indian and UK investigative authorities in
1985/1986 would most certainly have detected it
because of the obvious hot-gas pitting on pieces of
metal, punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting,
cratering, explosive type injuries to passengers sitting
in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound
on the cockpit voice recorder.
None of the tell tale characteristics of a bomb
explosion pieces of evidence was found on Air India
Flight 182. In addition there was much evidence to
rule out any type of explosion in the aft compartment.
The reason for ruling out a bomb explosion
anywhere in Air India Flight 182 is the same reason
used to rule out a bomb explosion anywhere in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, another early model
Boeing 747 that was seriously evaluated for a bomb
explosion after experiencing an inflight breakup
caused by an explosion that was not in the aft cargo

compartment. That reason is a lack of corroborating
evidence even after some ambiguous evidence of
overpressures and overloading was discovered.
The Garstang Report describes, in 'Aft Cargo and
Bulk Cargo Compartments' a large piece of belly skin,
Target 7, which was not grossly deformed, bent,
twisted, or crushed, missing evidence which might be
expected within the range of a powerful bomb
explosion. The report describes the separations of the
skin from the floor assembly in terms of overload and
overpressure but not by hot gas pitting, shrapnel,
cratering or punctures which would support the
assertion of an explosion by bomb.
The Garstang Report makes another
undocumented statement that a piece of skin is
'similar' to a piece of skin in the Bruntingthorpe
staged bomb explosion but provides no photographs
of either piece of metal. It is reasonable to expect that
among thousands of different shapes of pieces of
wreckage there might be one that are 'similar' to
another among thousands of pieces in a staged bomb
explosion.
The Garstang Report describes in detail the
overpressures and overloads of pieces of the aft

section of Air India Flight 182 (Targets 7, 8, 47, 307,
287, 658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and 282) but offers no
evidence of an explosion, only of aerodynamic forces
consistent with a fuselage disintegrating as it falls
from five miles high.
Whenever there is evidence offered in pieces of
metal in 'deformation', there is also the qualifier that
the deformation could have occurred by aerodynamic
forces or water impact. Deformation on pieces of
metal in the aft section, as are overpressures and
overloads, are not confirmations of an explosion by
bomb but are confirmations of a section of aircraft
disintegrating as it falls after an inflight breakup
amidships from a confirmed explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report equated on page 13 that a
bomb is an improvised explosive device when it
states: "Detonation of a bomb (improvised explosive
device)...", a synonym which is incorrect. There are
many devices which may become an improvised
explosive device such as firecrackers, fireworks,
blasting caps, and other incendiary devices which
were never intended to become bombs but did by
circumstances. If there were any device created that
was not improvised to be explosive, but very, very

calculated, it would be a 'bomb' which is a most
carefully thought out explosive device. On the other
hand, fireworks do detonate inadvertently and cause
explosions often leading to fatalities.
The Garstang Report summarizes the 'Structural
Breakup' by stating: "Analysis indicated that the aft
cargo and bulk cargo compartments failed due to a
large, internal, overpressure load(s)."
To use the overpressures and overloads on beam,
fuselage skin, skin panels, and trunnions as conclusive
evidence of an explosion is faulty logic as both cargo
compartments had such evidence. Those overpressure
failures are consistent with aerodynamic and water
impact forces acting on a compromised fuselage
disintegrating as it falls to the sea, an opinion shared
and stated by the the Indian Kirpal Report and
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report investigators in
1985/1986 who carefully examined and evaluated all
wreckage in the aft area of Air India Flight 182 and is
also the current opinion of a senior metals engineer in
2001.
Without any corroborative tangible evidence
which would have been present of a bomb explosion,
or evidence of any type of explosion, the next

statement by Mr. Garstang lacks credibility and
carries little weight: "The only plausible way to do
this rapidly, and in the manner previously described, is
by the detonation of a bomb, (improvised explosive
device).Ó
As explained above, there is a plausible way to
explain the overpressures in the aft compartment as
well as the overpressures discovered in the forward
compartment: Aerodynamic and water impact forces
acting upon both cargo compartments in the fuselage
as it disintegrates and falls to the sea after
experiencing an inflight breakup amidships from the
confirmed explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. This plausible way to explain the
overpressure evidence is currently agreed upon by
official accident investigators of three countries, a
metal engineer, and this independent aircraft accident
investigator.
The Garstang Report section on 'Trajectory
Analysis' opens with a broad disclaimer that a breakup
of an aircraft in flight is a complex affair composed of
random actions because various pieces of wreckage
have different weights, sizes, and shapes and the
trajectory of these pieces through the air can not be
precisely determined because of the unknown winds

and currents affect the drift pattern of the piece
through the five miles of air to the bottom of the
ocean.
There are other factors which limit the validity of
trajectory studies as stated by the Canadians in their
aviation occurrence report, ÒThe depth of the
wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet,
and the effect of the ocean current, tides and the way
objects may have descended to the sea bed was not
determined, thus some distortion of an object's
relationship from time of water entry to its location on
the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the items
found east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight
and often made of a structure which traps air. These
items may have taken considerable time to sink and
may have moved horizontally in sea currents before
settling on the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed
beside some wreckage does indicate horizontal
movement of the wreckage as it settled.Ó
The Garstang Report plots the location of the pieces
of wreckage in three appendices, G, H, and I. The
specific locations of the pieces of wreckage as
retrieved are given in latitude and longitude (lat/long)
in the Indian Kirpal Report and in the appendices of
the Garstang Report which is consistent with

wreckage retrieval procedures. The Indian Kirpal
Report, as well as the Trans World Airlines Flight 800
NTSB report of AAR 00/03, plots the wreckage items
on a grid using a north arrow and distance in nautical
miles from a reference point, which is consistent with
official aircraft accident reports.
The Garstang Report, however, plots the wreckage
items in "Universal Mercator Projection", omits the
north arrow, and has no reference point,which is not
standard procedure, confusing and so misleading as
the plots become meaningless.
Specifically, the Garstang Report narrative gives
the lat/long position for only one piece of wreckage, a
torn suitcase. In the official accident reports of the
Indians and Canadians for Air India Flight 182, and
the USA NTSB for TWA 800, the broad wreckage
patterns as well as the individual pieces are given in
lat/long. In the Garstang Report plot, there are
inadequate legends, there is no overall pattern
depiction of all the wreckage, there is no reference
point nor even a North arrow and thus no way to
confirm the accuracy of the plots. The isolated small
plots of wreckage, the lack of lat/long plot, the
vagaries of upper altitude winds and lower sea
currents, make the plots in the Garstang report

essentially worthless for any detailed deductions of
which specific pieces of wreckage landed first.
Only a generalized appraisal of large sections of
wreckage is possible and that was done in the
Garstang Report as well as the official reports. A
general plot of large sections of wreckage may be
plotted and a theory of which sections left the aircraft
first based upon the assumption they would land
closest to the initial event location. This is done on all
in flight breakups, such as Pan Am Flight 103 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two additional early
model Boeing 747s that suffered breakups amidships
inflight and left similar debris patterns. Specifically,
the nose section was in a dense localized area, the area
of initial breakup just forward of the wing was in a
scattered area, and then the long loose trail of the aft
section as it scatters widely the pieces of the
disintegrating fuselage.
All three flights, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am
Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
exhibited this matching debris pattern. All three flights
have conclusive evidence which is reported in detail
in the official accident reports of having suffered
breakups in flight from explosions in or adjacent to
the forward cargo compartment, conclusions which

are supported by trajectory studies, wreckage
reconstructions, and reconstruction drawings. All
three official accident reports conclusively ruled out
explosions of any type in the aft cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report states on page 16: "It is
significant to note that the wreckage trail patterns bear
a very strong resemblance to a known case involving
the same type of aircraft, at essentially the same
altitude and speed, which was proceeding normally
when, without warning, something sudden and
catastrophic occurred." "The case I am referring to is
the Pan Am Flight 103 occurrence..."
*
Above drawing shows wreckage trails for Pan Am
Flight 103 from the AAIB AAR 2/90
The debris patterns of Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am 103 do match. Both events were carefully
examined for the location of the explosion that broke
the aircraft apart amidships. Both events have
conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment to explain the breakup. Both
events had none of the evidence to support an
assertion of an explosion in the aft compartment. The

matching debris patterns of both events confirm the
conclusions of the British, Indian, and Canadian
investigators who concluded in their respective
aircraft accident reports that the explosion in each
aircraft occurred in the forward cargo compartment
and did not occur in the aft compartment.
The concluding assertion on the trajectory
analysis of The Garstang Report which states, "The
distinction is that the wreckage trail patterns indicate
that the lead Air India Flight 182 breakup event
occurred in the rear of the aircraft, as opposed to the
front of the Pan Am 103 case," contradicts the
physical laws of aerodynamics, gravity, chemistry,
and metallurgy. It insults the detailed concerted efforts
of aviation accident investigators of three countries to
precisely determine the location of the explosion and
who all concluded it was in the forward section and
was not in the aft cargo compartment.
Summary of evidence that suggests there was an
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182 as indicated by the Garstang
Report:
A.
Overpressures and overloads on a few
pieces of the aft section of Air India Flight 182
(Targets 7, 8, 47, 307, 287, 658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and

282)
B.
Quilting pattern on a few pieces of
wreckage.
C. One piece of wreckage fuselage skin that
is ÔsimilarÕ to another piece of metal from wreckage
from a staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectory studies that imply that the
specific first pieces to leave Air India Flight 182 came
from the aft cargo compartment.
Summary of reasonable alternative explanations to
explain the evidence offered by the Garstang Report
for an explosion in the aft cargo compartment.
A.
Over pressures and overloads on a few
pieces of fuselage skin, beams, and trunnions occur
during any fuselage breakup, with or without an
explosion source.
B. Quilting patterns on fuselage skin
occurs upon water impact and did so on Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 and Pan Am Flight 103.
C. A strangely shaped piece of metal can
occur when a fuselage disintegrates from an inflight
breakup at 296 knots which can be similar to a
strangely shaped of a piece of metal that occurs after a
staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectories can be widely variable for

specific pieces of falling wreckage based upon shape,
size, and weight of the object.
To review the evaluation of the Garstang Report
regarding Air India Flight 182:
A.
It offers no new evidence to contradict the
conclusions of the Canadians and the Indians.
B. It offers no new insight into the
previous investigations.
C.
It omits and refuses to address the
conclusive tangible evidence which refutes its
assertions, such as
1. Cockpit voice recorder data,
2. Inflight damage to engines, wing
leading edge and right horizontal stabilizer. straight
and undamaged skin panels in the aft cargo
compartment,
3. The large undeformed sheets of
fuselage skin,
4. The intact aft and bulk cargo doors,
5. The loss of the tailplane was not the
first event and would have been if a bomb explosion
had occurred in the aft cargo compartment.
6. The power was cut to three pieces
of electronic equipment, two of which are located in
the aft area, and one in the main equipment

compartment adjacent to the forward cargo
compartment. If an explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment, the two recorders might have stopped
recording but not the transponder which would have
continued on for some time. The simultaneous
stopping of all three indicates the explosion was in the
forward cargo compartment.
D.
It offers no corroborative evidence of a
bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment such as:
1. Pitting: Absent
2. Cratering: Absent
3. Hot gas washing: Absent
4.
Holes: Absent
5. Punctures: Absent
6. Shrapnel: Absent
7. Explosive residue: Absent
7. Burn injuries to passengers sitting
in the cabin: Absent
8. Sooted metal: Absent
10. Timer: Absent
11. Fuze: Absent
12. Bomb explosion sound on the
cockpit voice recorder: Absent
13. Staggered power cuts to the aft
and forward data recorders: Absent
E. It offers as proof of an explosion in the
aft compartment ambiguous evidence which is

common to both compartments such as overloads,
overpressures, and quilting patterns, all of which have
alternative explanations such as aerodynamics and
water impact, and are evident in both cargo
compartments of Air India Flight 182 and evident in
Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight
800, two additional Boeing 747 inflight breakups that
were not caused by explosions in the aft cargo
compartment.
F. It offers a trajectory study in which:
1. The plotting is confusing,
2.
Essential chart details are
omitted,
3. Confusing legend is given, and
4.
Ballistic trajectory charts are
missing which are included in other accident reports
which contain trajectory studies.
5.
Specific conclusions about
locations of pieces of wreckage are made which were
prone to error from errant winds, currents, and
aerodynamics of random shaped pieces of
wreckage,
To summarize the assertions in the Garstang
Report that an explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo
compartment caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182:

A. There is no old or new evidence
offered to sustain such an assertion.
B. The methodology is unorthodox.
C. Statements are made which contradict the
established facts, data, and evidence.
D.
Conclusions are drawn which are
unsubstantiated and not logical.
2.3.3 Conclusions:
There never was and is not now any official
assertion by any recognized aviation accident
investigating authority that the explosions in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 did not occur in or near the forward
cargo compartment and there never was and is not
now any assertion by an recognized aviation accident
investigating authority of any country that an
explosion of any type occurred in the aft cargo
compartment of their respective aircraft.
To put it another way, there has been and there is
now total agreement by all aviation accident
investigating authorities of four countries, Canada,
UK, USA, and India, that the explosions in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 occurred in or near the forward cargo

compartment. There has been and there is now total
agreement by all aviation accident investigating
authorities of those same countries, that the explosion
in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight
103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in the aft
cargo compartment.
A. There was no bomb explosion, nor any
other type of explosion, in the aft cargo compartment
of Air India Flight 182.
B. There was an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against a breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 caused by an explosion of a bomb in the aft
cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were
found in place and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry
doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact
mark found on the leading edge of the right horizontal
root leading edge is indicative of an object striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests
that the loss of the tail plane was not the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the

flight recorders indicates the possibility of a massive
and sudden failure of primary structure; however,
there is evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in
the forward and aft cargo compartments prior to any
failure of the primary structure in flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion
of the aft cargo compartment roller floor, shows no
indications characteristic of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door
stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in
flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom. The door
was found lying along with the wreckage of the aft
portion of the aircraft. This indicates that the door
remained in position and did not cause any problem in
flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This
portion of the aft cargo compartment was located
between B S 1600 and B S 1760. No significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to
indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.

G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin
panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight
and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of
holes. This shows that there was occurrence of an
event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft
cargo compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo

compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment would explain the loss of the DFDR,
CVR and transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be
arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and
that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including

several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the
mapping of the sea bed provided some distinct
distribution patterns. The depth of the wreckage varies
between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the effect of
the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus
some distortion of an object's relationship from time
of water entry to its location on the bottom cannot be
discounted. In general, the items found east of long
12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and often made of
a structure which traps air. These items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved
horizontally in sea currents before settling on the
bottom. Marks left on the sea bed beside some
wreckage does indicate horizontal movement of the
wreckage as it settled.
2.3 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment with its cause unstated:
2.3.1 Proponents: CASB, Canadian Aviation
Safety Board in its Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report

2.3.2 Analysis: The CASB explanation for the
breakup was to state there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment but omit the cause of the
explosion. This was the prudent choice of the CASB
based on evidence and experience available to them in
1985/1986. CASB concluded in their report that the
evidence supported an 'explosion' in the forward cargo
compartment but that the evidence did not support the
determination of the cause of that explosion. They
specifically omitted a cause of bomb, structural
failure, or open door. The CASB most certainly knew
the focus of attention would be on the cause of the
explosion and did not omit the cause as an
administrative oversight. They certainly knew the
Indians believed it was a bomb explosion and the
AAIB representative had rejected that cause and
stated the explosion was from an explosive
decompression by a cause yet to be determined.
The CASB decided to just state the explosion
occurred in the forward cargo department and
declined to state the cause as a bomb detonation or
explosive decompression. This decision by the
Canadians to be cautious was later proven correct by
subsequent similar accidents discussed in Section 3
which finally determined the cause of the explosion
not from a bomb explosion but an explosive

decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured
open in flight.
2.3.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment with cause unstated based
upon knowledge available in 1985/1986 to the
Canadian accident investigators.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as
caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment with its cause unstated.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS The Canadian Aviation Safety
Board respectfully submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
2.4 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side,
inclusive of a bomb detonation, a bomb which was
first loaded at Vancouver B.C, Canada onto CP Flight

060 on 22 June, 1985.
2.4.1 Proponent: The Indian Kirpal Report.
2.4.2 Analysis: Another explanation for the
explosion was a 'bomb' in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side which caused the
breakup of Air India Flight 182 in flight and was
presented by the Indian Kirpal Report which
concludes in a finding: ' 4.10 After going through the
entire record we find that there is circumstantial as
well as direct evidence which directly points to the
cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a
bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft.'
The bomb explosion in the forward cargo
compartment finding by the Indians was based on
meager circumstantial and tangible evidence. The
circumstantial evidence of 'bomb' detonation lies in
two areas, the ticketing and switching of tickets by
one or two mysterious men in Vancouver, B. C.
Canada and an explosion at Narita Airport, Tokyo,
Japan within the hour of the explosion of Air India
Flight 182 off Ireland.
It is not unusual for passengers to manipulate
ticket fares and baggage destinations when flying into

and through Canada: From the Kirpal Report: '2.2 It
should be noted that some passengers from India book
flights to Montreal with their intended destination
being Toronto. The reason is that the fare to Montreal
is cheaper and therefore some passengers get off the
flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and leave
without reporting a cancellation of the trip to
Montreal.'
The ticketing by airline agents of the two men
allegedly named 'Singh' is described in the report;
however, the supporting documentation is missing.
There are no interview notes or audio tapes available
of the actual transactions. The ticketing procedures as
described conflict with established procedures by the
airlines. The names offered should have been rejected
on site as inadequate for security reasons. It is not
unusual for passengers to switch flights. The entire
ticketing sequence used as important circumstantial
evidence for a 'bomb' being loaded upon CP 060 in
Vancouver is uncorroborated, unsubstantiated,
conflicts with normal procedures, and lacks tangible
evidence of tickets, suitcases, money, voice, or
handwritten notes.
The second circumstantial event offered as proof of a
'bomb' explosion on Air India Flight 182 is the Narita

episode of an explosion on a baggage cart which
happened thousands of miles away in a enormously
busy airport which had suffered fatal terrorist attacks
before and after which were unrelated to any Air India
flights. The airport was controversial in that in
September, 1971, after a second compulsory
execution of the land expropriation by proxy, three
policemen were killed in a conflict during
expropriation. In May, 1977, the removal of the
obstructing steel tower resulted in the death of one the
supporters of the opposition group during the protest
rally. In March, 1978, extremists attacked the control
tower with subsequent destruction of most of the
equipment resulting in the opening of the airport
being postponed. In September, 1988, the Chairman
of the Chiba Prefecture Land Expropriation
Committee was seriously injured in an attack of
terrorism. All members of the committee resigned.
The details supporting the Narita 'bomb'
explosion evidence are omitted from the Indian Kirpal
Report as well as the details on yet another Boeing
747 aircraft, CP 003, carrying a 'bomb' which does not
detonate during the flight. For the Narita event to be
connected to Air India Flight 182 in any meaningful
manner, the details as to security for CP 003 and the
baggage cart explosion must be investigated and

stated in the same degree of attention to detail as the
security status for CP 060 and Air India Flight
181/182.
The four flights of three different aircraft through
four airports in two countries which had the two
'bombs' on board had many delays enroute and to
connect the event of Narita and the event of Air India
by timing because they happened within the hour
thousands of miles apart as circumstantial proof of a
relationship indicating both were 'bombs' is not
logical nor credible.
The Indian Kirpal report states in the finding:
'A. Connection with an explosion at Narita Airport :
On 23rd June, 1985 there was an explosion at the
Narita Airport. The explosion occurred when a bomb
exploded in a suit case which was to be interlined to
Air India's Flight No. 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok.
CPA 003 arrived Narita Airport, Tokyo. Arrived 14
minutes early 0541 Baggage cart explodes in transit
area. 2 killed, 4 injured' 'Similarly, a suitcase was
interlined unaccompanied on CP Air Flight 003 from
Vancouver to Tokyo to be placed on Air India Flight
301 to Bangkok. The explosion of a bag from CP 003
at Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55 minutes before

the AI 182 accident. Therefore, the nature of the link
between the two occurrences raises the possibility that
the suitcase which was unaccompanied on AI 182
contained an explosive device.' 'At 0541 GMT, 23
June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at Narita
Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT
a bag from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in
the transit area of the airport within an hour of the Air
India occurrence. Two persons were killed and four
were injured. From the day of the occurrences, there
have been questions about a possible linkage between
the events.' 'The interlined baggage exploded at Narita
Airport and there is strong probability that the suitcase
from Vancouver, which was interlined to AI 182,
contained a device similar to the one which had
exploded at Narita Airport on 23 June, 1985.' 'As it
was suspected that there may be a link between the
blast which had taken place at Narita Airport on 23rd
June, 1985 and the accident to Air India's flight 182, it
was felt necessary to inspect the site of the bomb blast
at Narita Airport. On the aforesaid visit to Tokyo, the
site where the blast had taken place was inspected
which gave some, though very vague, idea of the
detonating power of the blast.'
Note there is no evidentiary connection between
'an interlined bag' and 'a bag from this flight'. There is

no support documentation for a 'bomb' explosion on
the baggage cart, no documentation support for which
suitcase and from which flight the bag came from and
the only statement by the Court is very vague about
details even though he personally visited the site.
When the Indian judicial authority alleges that Air
India Flight 182 was blown out of the sky by a 'bomb'
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the
starboard side in its official report, then the following
sequence of allegations must be believed:
Two bombs were somehow surreptitiously placed on
two Boeing 747s at Vancouver airport on or about 22
June 1985. This was done although there was much
security in place to prevent such heinous crimes. One
'bomb' loaded on CP 003 flew to Tokyo with the
'bomb' refusing to detonate either through a altimeter
fuze or a timing fuze. This 'bomb' was then unloaded
in a busy airport, put on a baggage cart which was
wheeled through a 'transit' area with many other bags
from many other flights, and only then the 'bomb'
detonated, not from an altimeter fuze but from a
timing fuze which went off when it was not supposed
to. No fuze or parts of any bomb or the suitcase were
reported to have been discovered. At the same time
this premature 'bomb' was loaded at Vancouver onto

CP 003, the other 'bomb' was loaded onto CP 060,
also in Vancouver, and successfully slipped past the
extensive security of men, dogs, and machines. CP
060 then flew to Toronto without the bomb going off
by timer or altimeter fuse. At Toronto, the 'bomb' was
then off loaded from CP 060 and sent, along with
some passengers, to a different aircraft, a Boeing 747
which was Flight 181 which, after another flight to
Montreal, would change to Flight 182. At Toronto, all
the baggage from CP 060, including the 'bomb', was
placed in the aft cargo hold of the Boeing 747 that
was to become Air India Flight 182. The aircraft, now
called Flight 181, took off and flew to Montreal with
the 'bomb' still not detonating by altimeter or timing
fuze. After the Boeing 747 landed in Montreal with
the 'bomb' still in the aft cargo hold, the flight number
changed to Air India Flight 182, more passengers and
baggage were put on board, with all their baggage,
and a new ÔbombÕ, loaded into the forward cargo
compartment. There were many delays involved with
loading parts of a large engine into the aft cargo
compartment which did not set off the 'bomb' in that
compartment. Finally, the aft and forward cargo
compartment 'bomb' laden Boeing 747 called Air
India Flight 182 took off for its third flight in about
twelve hours, flew for five hours and then a fuze for
an entirely new Montreal 'bomb' decided to activate

and a Ôbomb' exploded in the forward cargo
compartment, not by an altimeter fuze because the
aircraft was level at 31000 feet and had been so for
hours, but by a timer fuze. The Vancouver 'bomb', first
loaded in Vancouver and transferred to the aft cargo
compartment of the doomed aircraft in Toronto, is
presumed to have fallen harmlessly to the sea and
remained hidden from the robotic search vehicles with
video and still cameras.
To further clarify the impossibility of the ÔbombÕ
assertions in the Indian Kirpal report: The bomb
explosion explanation for a bomb loaded first in
Vancouver is impossible because if the first placement
of the bomb in an aircraft is stated to have occurred in
Vancouver for flights CP 003 and CP 060, then the
mystery suitcase with a bomb inside from Vancouver
on CP 060, as was all baggage, was loaded from CP
060 into the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight
181/182 in Toronto and thus unable to explode in the
forward cargo compartment two flights later as only
the Indian Kirpal Report alleges. One section of the
Indian Kirpal Reports states that the cargo
compartment into which the suitcase carrying the
alleged bomb was loaded could not be determined, but
in another section of the same report, it clearly states
that all the baggage from CP 060 was loaded into the

aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 181/182 in
Toronto and all the baggage for the Montreal
passengers was loaded into the forward compartment.
[2.4.3.6 The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal
was loaded in containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R,
23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment. 2.4.3.7
All the baggage and engine parts in the aft and bulk
cargo compartments were loaded at Toronto.] The
unsure statement by one investigator versus the clear
statement and the logic of common sense of efficient
baggage loading indicates that all baggage from CP
060 from Vancouver went into the aft cargo
compartment, not the forward, and all baggage for the
Montreal passengers went into the forward cargo
compartment, not the aft, of Air India Flight 181/182.
If there were conclusive evidence of a bomb
explosion in the forward cargo compartment of Air
India Flight 182, and there is not even scant evidence
of a bomb explosion in either compartment, the
suitcase containing the 'bomb' would have come from
Montreal ticketed passengers.
The confusion among authorities over the three
ÔbombsÕ as to where they came from, where they
were going, what aircraft was targeted, and where
they were located in the various aircraft is

understandable because the ÔbombsÕ are phantoms.
There were no bombs. The phantom ÔbombsÕ
existed only in the minds of those who wished them to
exist.
The Tokyo airport is one of the busiest in the
world; lost and misplaced baggage is common at all
airports; this airport was the target of unrelated
terrorist acts before and since; there is no
documentation to support the vague conjecture of a
connection to an event thousands of miles away which
took place within the hour although the many flights
involved had many delays; security details were
omitted on yet another bomb placed into a Boeing
747; and details on type of bomb and security
arrangements at Narita Airport were omitted.
The circumstantial connections to passengers
switching flights and events on baggage carts
thousands of miles away have little, if any, connection
to an airplane accident at 31000 feet. Any connection
of those two circumstances is very unlikely and lacks
any real evidence to support the claim the events are
circumstantial proof of a bombing in an airliner such
as Air India Flight 182.
The entire premise of 'bomb explosion' for Air

India Flight 182 from circumstantial evidence is not
realistic when the actual details are examined and
impossible if the 'bomb' is asserted to have been
loaded in Vancouver, B.C. Canada. At first blush it
appears plausible, and even exciting, but the reality of
the evidence rules it out. The bomb theory lacks
credibility, reason, or logic. It assumes inefficient
ticketing agents, dull-witted security forces, and
malfunctioning X ray machines in four large
metropolitan airports in two industrialized nations. It
assumes incompetent terrorists who can't set a 'bomb'
to go off on time. It assumes a quiet 'bomb' in an
aircraft that makes no sound when it goes off, and
three stealthy 'bombs' that managed to slip through
sniffing dogs, portable metal detectors, X-Ray
machines, private security teams, and yet leave no
trace of their fuzes, timers, explosive material, or
containers.
The conclusion of a 'bomb' explosion in Air India
Flight 182 is based mainly on weak circumstantial
evidence since little tangible evidence of a bomb
explosion was discovered. The circumstantial
evidence of a 'bomb' explosion is unsubstantiated and
can be summed up as very vague. Now that a
reasonable, mechanical alternative with precedent for
the explosion on Air India Flight 182 has emerged,

detailed in Section 3 of this report, the finding of
'bomb explosion' becomes even less credible.
The tangible evidence for and against a bomb placed
anywhere on Air India Flight 182 can be summarized
as thus:
Summary of evidence for a bomb explosion:
A. Blackened erosion on some seat
cushions.
B. Cabinet had dent in it.
C. Minor fire and explosive damage in cabin.
D.
Sudden and massive structural failure.
E. The lining in one suitcase was severely
tattered;
F. Although the wooden spares box was
burned, this could have happened after the
occurrence;
G. Although pieces of an overhead locker
were damaged by fire, it is not known if the burning
happened at the time of the occurrence;
H. Although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft;
I. The bottoms of some seat cushions
show indications of a possible explosion;

J. The inside of the right wing root fillet
appears to have been scorched; and
K. The deformation of the floor of the
upper deck storage cabinet might have been caused by
an explosive shock wave generated below the cabin
floor and inboard from the cabinet.
L.
Damage to the floor stantion and the
presence of the fragments.
M. Targets 362/396 and 399 which contain
some evidence that an explosion emanated from the
forward cargo compartment.
N.
Curling, cork-screwing, and saw tooth
edges may also be indicative of an explosion though
such fractures by themselves may not be conclusive
evidence that an explosion was involved.
O. The bang could have been caused by a
rapid decompression but it could also have been
caused by an explosive device.
P. Marked similarities between the spectra
of Indian Airlines 737 and Air India's Kanishka CVR.
Q. Twinning on fragments of wreckage.
Summary of evidence against a bomb explosion:
R. Wooden boxes were found broken apart
exhibiting no burn marks.
S. An electronic device was found among
some floating wreckage and was not modified as a

detonating device.
T. There was no evidence to indicate
characteristics of an explosion emanating from the aft
cargo compartment.
U. No part of an explosive device, its
detonator or timing mechanism was recovered.
V. Certain characteristics of the noise
indicate the possibility that the noise was the result of
an explosive decompression.
W. From the examination of the wreckage
recovered and wreckage on the bottom, there is no
indication that a fire or explosion emanated from the
cabin or flight deck areas.
X. The medical examination of the bodies
also showed no fire or explosion type injuries.
Y. A portion of the aft cargo compartment
roller floor shows no indications characteristic of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
Z.
No evidence of fire burns or explosive
material could be found.
AA. The floating wreckage recovered and
showed there was no evidence of fire internal or
external.
AB. Examination of clothing from the bodies
did not show any explosive fractures or any signs of
burning.
AC. The seat cushions and head cushions

also did not show any explosive characteristics.
AD. A number of lavatory doors and
structure also did not show any damage consistent
with explosion. The flight deck door showed no
explosion damage inside or outside.
AE. There was no significant fire or
explosion in the flight deck, first and tourist passenger
cabin including several lavatories and the rear bulk
cargo hold.
AF. The bang could have been caused by a
rapid decompression and no sound of a 'bomb'
preceded the bang.
AG. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at by the Court is that the aircraft
had broken in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft.
AH. Twinning evidence is unreliable
because of poor examining conditions and a powerful
explosive decompression can be the cause of it.
An article in a magazine by Mr. Eric Newton, a
retired expert in aviation sabotage, to describe a
phenomenon called, 'twinning' is referred to by Judge
Kirpal as support for a bomb explosion.
Judge Kirpal quotes Mr. Newton who writes:
"In some metals such as copper, iron and steel,

deformation in the crystals of the metal takes place by
'twinning', that is to say by parallel lines or cracks
cutting across the crystal. Such a phenomenon can
occur only if the specimen has been subjected to
extreme shock wave loading at velocities in the order
of 8000 m/sec. Such specimens, usually distorted
must be selected with care, prepared in a metallurgical
laboratory, polished, mounted and microscopically
examined."
Judge Kirpal then states in his report, 3.2.11.58: ÔThe
metallurgical report indicates that the microscopic
examination (conducted by them) discloses such
features being present which had been described as
positive signatures of the detonation of an explosive
device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.Õ Judge Kirpal
does not identify the authors of the 'metallurgical
report' who conducted the actual microscopic
examination of the few fragments from Air India
Flight 182 that exhibited twinning but it is possible
that the fragments of aluminum found at the bottom of
the ocean might not have been copper, iron, or steel,
and having been immersed for days, had not been
selected with care and prepared in a metallurgical
laboratory and thus any results are highly suspect. For
twinning to be reliable as an indicator of the type of
explosion, a comparative piece of similar metal with

the same amount of pressure cycles must be used to
compare against the twinned fragment. The actual
results of the metallurgical report for Air India Flight
182 are not given, only vague references to 'such
results' and 'explosive fracture' which could come
from any explosive source, such as an explosive
decompression.
In recent correspondence with Gordon E. Smith,
Senior Materials Engineer, Mr. Smith (no relation)
reports to this investigator that twinning can be
produced any time metal is separated fast enough,
about 25,000 feet/Sec speed, which includes such
events as bomb explosion, aviation fuel explosion,
and powerful explosive decompressions. An aviation
fuel explosion can create twinning only by
concentrating its force and tearing the metal. Twins
will be found adjacent to tears but not several feet
away from tears. In an explosive decompression, the
twin population and size distribution will be related to
the force of the explosion experience by that piece.
Metal grain twinning from age/cycles will be
distributed in areas of high stresses from pressure
cycles. i.e. door frames, bulkheads. The twin
characteristics will be a function of the total force
available and the rate of application of that force. For
twinning to be reliable as an indicator of the type of

explosion, a comparative piece of similar metal with
the same amount of pressure cycles must be used to
compare against the twinned fragment. The Reference
sample must be from the same numbered part on an
aircraft with similar numbers of pressure cycles. A
new part will not have any metal crystal twins that
might have been formed by in service stresses.
When Mr. Newton personally inspected the pieces
and the fragments of pieces of wreckage and made his
report to the Court, he makes no mention of 'twinning'
but he does seem to rule in an explosion but rules out
sabotage by bomb explosion.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the absence of fire or bomb explosion
evidence by personal inspection by Mr. Newton.
From the Kirpal Report:
3.2.11.42 The floating wreckage recovered was
initially examined at Cork. On 25th June, Mr. Eric
Newton a retired investigator of AIB, UK, was
requested to examine the floating wreckage recovered
and other materials with specific reference to the
possibility of explosive sabotage having taken place.
Mr. Newton examined the floating wreckage,
passenger clothings and the other materials recovered

from the crash victims The findings of Mr. Newton on
the material available at that time are summarised
below:
a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and the condition of the limited
wreckage recovered indicates that the aircraft had
broken up in flight before impact with the sea.
b. Detailed examination of the structural wreckage
recovered did not reveal any evidence of collision
with another aircraft. Nothing was found suggestive
of an external missile attack.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
d. There was no evidence of lightning strike.
e. Examination of all available structural parts
recovered, did not reveal any evidence of significant
corrosion, metal fatigue or other material defects. All
fractures and failures were consistent with
overstressing material and crash impact forces
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not
show any explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
The seat cushions and head cushions also did not
show any explosive characteristics.
g. The damage to the suitcases (14 large and 29
small) which were examined was due to impact crash
forces. The presence of 14 large suitcases could,
however, indicate that one of the baggage containers
had been broken to permit these suitcases to escape.

h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did
not show any damage consistent with explosion. The
flight deck door showed no explosion damage inside
or outside.
i The circumstantial evidence strongly suggests a
sudden and unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including
several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
Microscopic examination of crystals on fragments of
pieces of metal from Air India Flight 182 which were
not selected with care, not the proper metal, not
prepared in a metallurgical laboratory, retrieved in
poor condition, and which gives vague results which
may or may not have been caused by a high explosive
device is not a very reliable and valid basis upon
which to make the finding of the detonation of a high
explosive device in the forward cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182 as Judge Kirpal had done. Even if
some 'twinning' was discovered, the cause of it may
not have been a bomb explosion; it could have been
an explosive decompression. Other corroborative
evidence was needed to determine the cause of the
twinning but it was not found.
In regard to 'twinning' as a reliable indicator of a

bomb explosion in Air India Flight 182, the Canadians
decline to even discuss ÔtwinningÕ and do not refer
to it in their report at all. For Trans World Airlines
Flight 800, a similar event for which the cause was
suspected as being a bomb explosion for seventeen
months and underwent intense scrutiny to confirm the
bomb explanation, 'twinning' was not considered or
mentioned at all in its aircraft accident report, NTSB
AAR 00/03. The legitimate corroborating evidence
sought for a bomb explosion in Trans World Airlines
Flight 800, such as severe pitting, cratering, petalling,
or hot gas washing, was discussed in the report. The
investigation into Pan Am Flight 103 which has
attempted for years to confirm a bomb explosion also
neglected to consider 'twinning' as a reliable indicator
of a bomb explosion and omits any reference to it in
its report of AAIB 9/90. Contrary to Judge KirpalÕs
assertion, twinning is not a positive indicator of a
specific type of explosion, such as a bomb explosion,
exclusive of other types of explosions.
The reasons for ruling out a bomb explosion for Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons for
ruling out a bomb explosion for Air India Flight 182
and that is a lack of corroborating evidence even after
some minute ambiguous tangible evidence was
discovered.

The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans
World Airlines Flight 800: Page 180, footnote 368:
Evidence of a bomb explosion included deformation
of materials away from a location at the height of the
passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that formed a pattern
radiating from the same location (including into the
CWT), punctures radiating from the same location,
and shrapnel. Further, according to the FBI's
laboratory report, No. 91204034 S YQ YB/91207052
S YQ YB, dated January 30, 1990, chemical analysis
of a piece of wreckage from the right side of the CWT
identified the presence of RDX and PETN high
explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86
percent of the composition of SEMTEX, which is a
rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia, primarily for
use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX has been used by
criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since 1966.
(SEMTEX was identified as the material used in the
bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103. For additional
information, see section 1.11.1.2.) Page 257 to page
259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1.2 Consideration of a
High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or
Missile Warhead) Several factors led to speculation

that the accident might have been caused by a bomb
or missile strike. These factors included heightened
safety and security concerns because of the 1996
Olympics then being held in the United States, the
fact that TWA flight 800 was an international flight,
and the sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight
breakup. In addition, numerous witnesses to the
accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a
fireball, which some people believed represented a
missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were recorded by the
Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity of
TWA flight 800 at the time of the accident that
apparently could not be explained. Accordingly, the
Safety Board considered the possibility that a bomb
exploded inside the airplane or that a missile warhead
from a shoulder-launched missile exploded upon
impact with the airplane. Testing performed by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) found trace
amounts of explosives on three separate pieces of
airplane wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of
canvaslike material and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically
associated with a high-energy explosion of a bomb or
missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were found on any
portion of the recovered airplane structure, including

the pieces on which the trace amounts of explosives
were found. Only about 5 percent of the airplane's
fuselage was not recovered, and none of the areas of
missing fuselage were large enough to have
encompassed all of the damage that would have been
caused by the detonation of a bomb or missile.
Although several large holes are visible in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane fuselage, almost
all of the structure that originally filled in these holes
is attached to the remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane contained any
unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry
point of a missile. Further, the victims remains
showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives, nor was there any
damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a high-energy explosion.
Investigators considered several scenarios to
determine how the trace amounts of explosive residue
might have gotten on the wreckage from the accident
airplane. Trace amounts of explosive residue could
have been transferred to the contaminated pieces from
the military personnel (and their associated clothing,
boots, and equipment) that were on board the accident
airplane when it was used to transport troops during
the Gulf War in 1991. In addition, explosives were

placed and then removed from several locations in the
accident airplane during a dog-training explosive
detection exercise about 1 month before the accident.
Despite being unable to determine the exact source of
the trace amounts of explosive residue found on the
wreckage, the lack of any corroborating evidence
associated with a high-energy explosion indicates that
these trace amounts did not result from the detonation
of a high-energy explosive device on TWA flight 800.
Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the inflight breakup of TWA flight 800 was not initiated by
a bomb or a missile strike.
Judge Kirpal was only forceful for one
explanation for the Air India Flight 182 event in
which he stated in his report: 3.4.6.60 The only
conclusion which can, however, be arrived at is that
the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has
been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
The ambiguity and conflicts from within the
investigators may be summarized by their finding and
conclusion where Judge Kirpal finds for a bomb
explosion and the Canadian aircraft accident
investigators conclude an explosion but decline to
state the cause.

There was much evidence of an explosion on the
starboard side of the forward cargo compartment in
Air India Flight 182 but of the circumstantial and
tangible evidence for a bomb explosion there is
precious little of actual physical evidence and when
that evidence is offered, it is usually accompanied by
a disclaimer with an alternative benign explanation.
When opinions for a bomb explosion are stated, they
are often unsubstantiated, confusing and self
contradictory. Determined efforts were made at great
expense and time to confirm an explosive device with
every possible bit of metal examined closely for the
characteristics of a bomb such as fuze, timer, residue,
container, but none of a conclusive nature was found.
On the other hand, evidence given against an
explosive device in Air India Flight 182 is clearly
stated and unequivocal.
The circumstantial evidence for a bomb explosion
relies on flawed logic, unrelated events, and irrelevant
facts while omitting crucial details necessary to
sustain the premise. The explanation for the explosion
which caused the breakup in flight based on the
circumstantial and tangible evidence as caused by a
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment is
poorly documented, mostly unsubstantiated,
unreasonably circumstantial, and therefore very

unlikely, and probably impossible.
The Canadian professional aircraft accident
investigators understood the evidence and the
significance of the lack of it and refused to conclude a
bomb was the cause of the explosion but agreed there
was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment
on the starboard side. When the illogical
circumstantial evidence and the dearth of physical
evidence of a 'bomb' explosion on Air India Flight 182
is considered, it is clear why the Canadian aircraft
accident investigators chose to leave the cause of the
explosion as unknown and unstated. The Indian
government was not so prudent.
The Indian investigation was conducted and written
by Honorable Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal, Judge, High
Court of Delhi Assessors, not an aircraft accident
investigator. Although the Court held that it would not
go into the question as to who was responsible for the
accident, the Indian Kirpal Report devotes many
dozens of pages describing the thousands of
investigative hours in three countries to do exactly
that by accepting hearsay evidence and
uncorroborated testimony on the unsubstantiated
assumption of a 'bomb explosion'.

The Indian aviation accident investigator
originally assigned, Mr. Khola, Director of Air Safety,
Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi, was quickly
taken off the case and input from Indian aircraft
accidents investigators was muted thereafter. The tone
of the Indian Kirpal Report was shifted from the
science to the political, while the Canadian Report
stays firmly neutral and scientific. Because of the shift
of emphasis from accident investigation to criminal
investigation a presumption was made that a person or
persons unknown committed the act and much effort
was directed in confirming that a crime had occurred
so that the persons could be apprehended.
In the case of Air India Flight 182, however, the
evidence showed there was no bomb explosion but a
mechanical accident, and thus no crime, and thus no
criminals, except possibly for unintentional lapses of
responsibility or negligence. The Canadian aircraft
accident investigators understood the mechanical
possibility and stated the cause of the airplane crash in
scientific conclusions and not criminal findings.
Analysis of the then and now tangible, direct and
circumstantial evidence for the conclusion by this
investigator of a mechanical probable cause of the
explosion as caused by wiring/cargo door/explosive

decompression sequence of events is given in Section
3 of this report.
2.4.3 Conclusions: Conclusions regarding the
premise of an explosion in flight of a bomb on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182, inclusive of a bomb detonation, a
bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver B.C,
Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
A. There was an explosion on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment.
B. There was no bomb explosion in the
forward cargo compartment from any baggage loaded
in Vancouver B.C onto CP 060.
C. There was no bomb explosion, nor any
other kind of explosion, in the aft compartment.
D. There was no bomb explosion in any
compartment, although there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
(Type of explosion detailed in Section 3)
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the identification of the Indian official in
charge of the investigation for Air India Flight 182.
From the Indian Kirpal Report.
Initial Action Taken by the Government of India
1.2.1 Initial intimation of the accident was received

by Air India who, in turn, communicated the same to
Mr. H.S. Khola, Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation
Department, New Delhi. The Accident Investigation
Branch of United Kingdom also sent information to
the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi to
the effect that the accident had taken place on
international waters and as such it was India which
was the authority to investigate the accident in
accordance with the provisions of ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2 Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated
23rd June, 1985 was issued by the Director General of
Civil Aviation whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed
Inspector of Accidents for the purpose of carrying out
the investigation into the aforesaid air accident. This
appointment was made under Rule 71 of the Aircraft
Rules, 1937.
1.2.12 The Government of India, in exercise of the
powers conferred by Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules,
1937 vide Notification No. AV.15013/10/85-A, dated
13th July, 1985, directed that a formal investigation of
the accident be carried out. Mr Justice B.N. Kirpal,
Judge of the Delhi High Court, was appointed as the
Court to hold the said investigation.
1.5.28 By the order dated 4th February, 1986, it was
made clear that it was not the intention of the
investigation to apportion blame if any lapse had been
committed and, therefore, the Court would ignore any

written submissions which tended to apportion blame
or responsibility for any lapse of any participants. The
Court had then held that it will not go into the
question as to who was responsible for the accident. It
was in view of this order that no evidence was led by
any of the parties on the question as to who may have
been responsible for any possible lapse which could
have led to this accident.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment, inclusive of a bomb detonation.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area There was blackened
erosion damage to the bottoms of some seat cushions,
showing damage possibly from an explosive device,
and the upper deck storage cabinet had a large
rounded dent in the bottom inboard edge which might
have been caused by an explosive shock wave
generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the
cabinet. It should be noted that the pieces of the
overhead locker were found on the Welsh shore some
time after the accident, and it is not known if the
pieces were subjected to a fire after the accident. Also,
it is not known if the damage to the seat cushions and

the upper deck storage cabinet could have been
caused by other means. Nevertheless, the above
evidence suggests that some areas of the passenger
cabin may have been subjected to minor fire and
explosive damage possibly emanating from below the
cabin floor.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the
possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or
the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.5 Explosive Device Of the floating wreckage,
there is little to indicate the possibility of an
explosion:
the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
although the wooden spares box was burned, this
could have happened after the occurrence; although
pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, it
is not known if the burning happened at the time of
the occurrence;although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft; the bottoms of some seat cushions show
indications of a possible explosion; the inside of the
right wing root fillet appears to have been scorched;
and the deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor

and inboard from the cabinet. It is not known if the
suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which
the cushions came is also unknown. The scorching of
the right wing root fillet and the damage to the upper
deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and
stringers on the right side in the area of the forward
cargo compartment contained holes and several
hundred metal fragments. The damage to the floor
stantion and the presence of the fragments are
consistent with an explosion. The examination of the
recovered wreckage contains no evidence of an
explosion except for targets 362/396 and 399 which
contain some evidence that an explosion emanated
from the forward cargo compartment.
An explosion in the forward cargo compartment
would explain the loss of the DFDR, CVR and
transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.5 Security Aspects There is a considerable amount
of circumstantial and other evidence that an explosive
device caused the occurrence
3.5 The evidence indicates that if there was an
explosion, it most likely occurred in the forward cargo
hold, not the passenger and flight deck areas or

exterior to the fuselage. Although an explosive device
could have been placed in a cargo hold in a number of
ways, the available evidence points to the events
involving the checked baggage of M. and L. Singh in
Vancouver. The investigation determined that a
suitcase was interlined unaccompanied from
Vancouver via CP Air Flight 060 to Toronto. In
Toronto, there is nothing to suggest that the suitcase
was not transferred to Terminal 2 and placed on board
Air India Flight 181/182 in accordance with normal
practice.
3.5.2 Once loaded on the aircraft, the suitcase would
have been placed in container 11L and 12L (see
Appendix B) if in the forward cargo compartment, in
container 44L or 44R if in the aft cargo compartment,
or in position 52 if in the bulk cargo compartment. It
could not be determined in which cargo compartment
the suitcase was loaded. Therefore, although the
procedures were in place to prevent an explosive
device from being placed on board the aircraft in
checked-in baggage, there was a breakdown in the Xray machine used to screen baggage, and there are
indications that the PD-4 sniffer was inadequate. Also,
the security numbering system used in Toronto was
ineffective in preventing unaccompanied interlined
baggage from being placed on board the aircraft.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements in
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment inclusive of a bomb detonation.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1.2.8 It was also being speculated that the accident
may have occurred due to an explosion on board the
aircraft. In order to see whether there was any
evidence of an explosion which could be gathered
from the floating wreckage which was being salvaged,
the Government of India requisitioned the services of
Mr. Eric Newton, a Specialist in the detection of
explosives sabotage in aircraft wreckage.
3.2.11.56 Mr. Newton has also observed that curling,
cork-screwing, and saw tooth edges may also be
indicative of an explosion though such fractures by
themselves may not be conclusive evidence that an
explosion was involved.
3.2.11.57 Mr. Newton also refers to the positive
explosive signatures which remain on a detonation in
an aircraft. These positive signatures, according to
him, are as follows:
"(a) The formation of distinctive surface effects such
as pitting or very small craters formed in metal
surfaces, caused by extremely high velocity impacts
from small particles of explosive material. Such

craters, when viewed under the microscope, have
raised and rolled over edges and often have explosive
residue in the bottom of the crater.
"(b) Small fragments of metal, some less than 1 mm
in diameter, which, under the scanning electron
microscope, reveal features such as rolled edges, hot
gas washing (orange peel effect, surface melting and
pitting and general evidence of heat; such features
have been proved and observed following explosive
experiments with known explosives). Supporting
strong evidence would be if such fragments (normally
found embedded in structures, furnishing or suitcases)
were found embedded in a body where evidence of
burning of tissue is present at the puncture entry and
where the fragment came to rest.
"(c) As well as surface effects on metal fragments
produced by explosives there are deformation
mechanisms which are peculiar to high rates of strain
at normal temperature. At normal rates of strain
metals deform by usual mechanism associated with
dislocation movement. However, because this process
in an explosion is thermally activated at very high
rates of strain, there is insufficient time for the normal
process to occur. In some metals such as copper, iron
and steel, deformation in the crystals of the metal
takes place by 'twinning', that is to say by parallel
lines or cracks cutting across the crystal. Such a

phenomenon can occur only if the specimen has been
subjected to extreme shock wave loading at velocities
in the order of 8000 m/sec. Such specimens, usually
distorted must be selected with care, prepared in a
metallurgical laboratory, polished, mounted and
microscopically examined. Where such twinning of
the crystals is found it establishes (a) that the
specimen was close to the seat of the explosion and
(b) that a military type explosive had been used with a
detonating velocity of 8000 m/sec or more. Twinning
is rarely produced when shock impact loadings are
below 8000 m/sec.
The above features, singly or combined, are
considered to be proof positive evidence of a
detonation of a high explosive; they could not be
produced in any other way.
3.2.11.58 The metallurgical report indicates that the
microscopic examination (conducted by them)
discloses such features being present which had been
described as positive signatures of the detonation of
an explosive device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.
Furthermore, twinning effect has also been noticed at
a number of places - around holes and in fragments.
These have been categorised by Mr. Newton as
positive signature of an explosion.
3.2.11.59 In the primary zone of explosion, metallic
structures disintegrate into numerous tiny fragments

and usually these fragments contain the above
mentioned distinct signatures of explosion. In the
present case the explosive damage had occurred at an
altitude of 31000 feet when the aircraft was flying
over the ocean. The fragments that formed due to
explosion must have been scattered over a wide area
and it is impossible to locate and recover all of them
from the ocean bed. Nevertheless, some of the
fragments which were recovered along with the
targets 362 and 399 do contain signatures of explosive
fracture.
3.2.11.60 From the aforesaid discussion it would,
therefore, be safe to conclude that the examination of
targets 362 and 399 clearly reveals that there had been
a detonation of an explosive device on the Kanishka
aircraft and that detonation has taken place not too far
away from where these targets had been located.
3.4.6.51 It may be that the frequency spectrum of
Kanishka CVR did not contain low frequencies but, as
has been admitted by Mr. Davis himself in answer to a
Court question, it is not necessary that in the case of
every detonation there must necessarily be low
frequencies in the spectrum. The CVR of Indian
Airlines Boeing 737 has not been analysed either by
Mr. Caiger or Mr. Davis. The analysis was, however,
conducted by Mr. Seshadri and as is evident from his
report, there were marked similarities between the

spectra of Indian Airlines 737 and Air India's
Kanishka CVR.
3.4.6.56 From what has been stated in the various
reports, as well as in the testimony of the 3 experts
who appeared in the Court, the only safe conclusion
which can be drawn is that possibly enough study has
not been done, due to lack of adequate data, which
can lead one to the conclusion as to the exact nature of
the sound and the distance from which it originated.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is not possible
to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is due

to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been
admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not
possible to say that the bang is due to break up of a
structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression.
In the present case the bang, as already noticed, could
have been due to the sound originating from the
detonation of a device or by reason of rapid
decompression. Other evidence on the record,
however, clearly indicates that the accident occurred
due to a bomb having exploded in the forward cargo
hold of Kanishka. The spectra analysis and the
conclusions of Mr. S.N. Seshadri are corroborated by
other evidence.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000
feet which had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could
have possibly happened to it? The aircraft was
apparently incapacitated and this was due either to it
having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an
explosive device within the aircraft.
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities
viz., structural failure or accident having been caused
due to a bomb having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10 After going through the entire record we find that

there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence
which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time there is
complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was
any structural failure.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion of a 'bomb' in
the forward cargo compartment:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.1- The wooden boxes which contained the fan
blades of the 5th pod engine were loaded in container
24L in the forward cargo compartment and were
found broken apart exhibiting no burn marks. An
electronic device was found among some floating
wreckage and was forwarded to the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre for analysis. There was some concern
that it could have been used to detonate an explosive
device. The device was forwarded to the RCMP who
in conjunction with the CASB determined it to be an
item manufactured for use in radiosondes (weather
balloons) and was not modified as a detonating
device.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 - Lower Skin Panel -

Forward Cargo Area. The chemical nature of the
explosive material was not identified. No part of an
explosive device, its detonator or timing mechanism
was recovered.
2.2 It should be noted that some passengers from
India book flights to Montreal with their intended
destination being Toronto. The reason is that the fare
to Montreal is cheaper and therefore some passengers
get off the flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and
leave without reporting a cancellation of the trip to
Montreal. All checked-in baggage for AI 181/182 was
to be screened by an X-ray machine which was
located in Terminal 2 at the end of international belt
number 4. This location would permit all baggage
from the check-in counters and interline carts to be
fed through the X-ray machine before being loaded. It
has been established that this machine worked
intermittently for a period of time and stopped
working during the loading process at about 1700
EDT (2100 GMT). Rather than opening the bags and
physically inspecting them, the Burns security
personnel performing the X-ray screening were told
by the Air India security officer to start using the
hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
3.1 Initial Event The millisecond noise on a CVR as
observed in this case is usually, as described in the
available literature, the result of the shock wave from

detonation of an explosive device. However, in this
case, certain characteristics of the noise indicate the
possibility that the noise was the result of an explosive
decompression.
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area From the examination
of the wreckage recovered and wreckage on the
bottom, there is no indication that a fire or explosion
emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas. The
medical examination of the bodies also showed no fire
or explosion type injuries.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion of a 'bomb' in
the forward cargo compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.1.1. Air India Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO
'Kanishka' was operating flight AI-181 (BombayDelhi-Frankfurt-Toronto-Montreal) on 22nd June,
1985. From Montreal it becomes AI-182 from Mirabel
to Heathrow Airport, London enroute to Delhi and
Bombay.
2.1.7 As stated earlier, 68 transit passengers had
disembarked at Toronto for completing the customs
and immigration checks. However, only 65 of these
passengers re-boarded the aircraft as per transit cards
collected at the boarding gate. It is in evidence that

almost every flight of Air India to Canada, two or
three transit passengers do not re-board the flight at
Toronto.
2.4.3.6 The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal
was loaded in containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R,
23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment.
2.4.3.7 All the baggage and engine parts in the aft and
bulk cargo compartments were loaded at Toronto.
3.1.8 Air Vice Marshal Kunzru, witness No. 10 in his
report dated 14th November, 1985, Ex.A-48, No
evidence of fire burns or explosive material, other
than Kerosene burns on some bodies, which I had
myself seen at Cork, could be found. Kerosene burns
in such accidents is a fairly common findings and is of
no significance"
3.2.11.21 In the metallurgical report it is stated that on
an examination of this target it was also found that on
the underside of this floor near the forward end, a
number of dents and impact marks were observed.
This region appeared to have suffered shrapnel
penetration. This area was radiographed but no
metallic fragment was detected.
3.2.11.42 The floating wreckage recovered was
initially examined at Cork.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not
show any explosive fractures or any signs of burning.

The seat cushions and head cushions also did not
show any explosive characteristics.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did
not show any damage consistent with explosion. The
flight deck door showed no explosion damage inside
or outside.
i. The circumstantial evidence strongly suggests a
sudden and unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including
several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device. One fact which has, however, to
be noticed is that the sound from the explosion must
necessarily emanate a few milliseconds or seconds
earlier than the sound of rapid decompression because
the explosion must necessarily occur before a hole is
made, which results in decompression. In the event of
there being an explosive detonation then the sound
from there must reach the area mike first before the
sound of decompression is received by it. The sound
may travel either through the air or through the
structure of the aircraft, but if there is no explosion of
a device, but there is nevertheless an explosive

decompression for some other reason, then it is that
sound which will reach the area mike. To my mind it
will be difficult to say, merely by looking at the
spectra of the sound, that the bang recorded on the
CVR tape was from an explosive device.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is not possible
to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is due
to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been
admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not
possible to say that the bang is due to break up of a
structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000
feet which had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could

have possibly happened to it? The aircraft was
apparently incapacitated and this was due either to it
having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an
explosive device within the aircraft.
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities
viz., structural failure or accident having been caused
due to a bomb having been placed inside the aircraft.
2.5 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation:
2.5.1 Proponent: UK Air Accidents Investigation
Branch, (AAIB) representative.
2.5.2 Analysis: There is unanimous opinion that
Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight breakup due
to an explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
The cause of the explosion is in dispute. The Canadian
investigators left the cause unstated. The Indian Kirpal
Report states it was a 'bomb'.
In 1985/1986, the UK AAIB investigator, Mr.
Roy A. Davis, stated the cause of the explosion to be
explosive decompression, exclusive of a bomb

detonation, and the cause of the decompression was
yet to be identified. Mr. Davis ruled out a bomb
explosion, among other reasons, because of the sound
spectrum analysis of the sudden loud audible sound
on the cockpit voice recorder of Air India Flight 182
at event start time lacked the low frequencies and fast
rise time associated with a bomb explosion.
There is ample evidence of explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment,
exclusive of a bomb explosion, in the official reports
which is summarized as follows:
A.
Forward cargo door broken, frayed, and
damage caused by outward force.
B. CVR recording of an explosive
decompression sound which matches another
decompression sound in a wide body airliner.
C.
CVR recording not a bomb explosion
because of lacking low frequencies and slow rise time.
D. ATC recordings of sounds which
matched another decompression event in wide body
airliner.
E.
Many fragments and outward curling
of fuselage skin in the forward cargo door area.
F. Ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments.
G. Passenger victims suffered hypoxia,

decompression, flail injuries, and loss of clothing.
H.
No passengers sitting above or near
the forward cargo door were recovered.
I. More damage on starboard side than
port side.
J. Inflight damage to engine number three,
right wing and right horizontal stabilizer.
K. Forward cargo door ruptured from
above.
L. General absence of explosive residue,
timing device, or other bomb explosion evidence.
In addition to the tangible evidence listed above,
there are three crucial assumptions about items of
evidence which, in 1985 and 1986, were used by
Judge Kirpal to rule out explosive decompression and
rule in 'bomb explosion'; whereas, in 1989, the
opposite of two of the earlier assumptions was
conclusively shown to be true.
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight
breakup from an explosion, it was believed that an
explosive decompression in an early model Boeing
747 could not cause an abrupt power cut to the data
flight recorders. That belief was cited by the Indian
Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the explosive
decompression explanation because, in fact, Air India
Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut to the

data recorders. The Indian Kirpal Reports states: "It
was not possible that any rapid decompression caused
by a structural failure could have disrupted the entire
electrical power supply from the MEC compartment."
That assumption may have been correct in 1985 but a
subsequent similar event with similar evidence to a
similar type aircraft in 1989 has shown that
assumption to be completely wrong. United Airlines
(UAL) Flight 811, an early model Boeing 747 similar
to Air India Flight 182, did in fact suffer a rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure of a
forward cargo door which inadvertently ruptured open
in flight which did abruptly disrupt the entire
electrical supply in the adjacent Main Equipment
Compartment (MEC).
Therefore, one of the main reasons why the
Indian Kirpal Report rejected the explosive
decompression explanation has been conclusively
proven incorrect, thereby supporting the wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression explanation as a
plausible, reasonable, mechanical explanation for the
events of Air India Flight 182.
The second reason used by the Indian Kirpal
Report for rejecting the explosive decompression
explanation was that the floor panels appeared to have

failed in an upward direction whereas a
decompression would have put downward pressure on
the floor panels. However, the subsequent event of
UAL 811, four years later, showed that when the
decompression occurs, the floor beams are pulled
downward with such force the floor panels separate.
In effect, there is no difference in the appearance of
floor panels which fail upward attached to stationary
floor beams compared to floor panels remaining
stationary as the floor beams beneath them are pulled
downward. Both events could lead investigators to
assume that the floor panels failed upward from an
explosive force below or to assume the panels
remained stationary and the supporting floor beams
were suddenly sucked downward by decompression
forces. Other corroborative evidence is needed for
either conclusion to be accurate.
The third reason for accepting the Ôbomb
explosionÕ explanation was the belief by Judge
Kirpal that only a bomb explosion could create the
metallurgical effect known as ÔtwinningÕ. Since
twins were found on fragments of pieces of metal
examined under less than ideal conditions and
believing he had the Ôproof positiveÕ for a bomb
explosion, Judge Kirpal states in 3.2.11.58 ÔThe
metallurgical report indicates that the microscopic

examination (conducted by them) discloses such
features [twinning] being present which had been
described as positive signatures of the detonation of
an explosive device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.Õ It
is now known that under certain conditions, an
aviation fuel explosion or a powerful explosive
decompression can also create ÔtwinsÕ in the metal
affected by the blast; therefore. the identification of
ÔtwiningÕ on fragments of pieces of metal from the
wreckage is not a positive indicator of a bomb
explosion in Air India Flight 182. Other corroborative
evidence is needed for any conclusion to be accurate.
Judge Kirpal relied on three beliefs to sustain his
lone finding of a bomb explosion in Air India Flight
182; all three have been shown to lack corroborative
support and over the subsequent sixteen years to be
flawed and unreliable with alternative, plausible
explanations for the evidence. It was understandable
that Judge Kirpal made the error in judgment for the
cause of the explosion that caused the breakup of Air
India Flight 182 as a bomb explosion based on what
he believed in 1985/1986.
Based upon the actual evidence presented in
1985/1986, there is considerable support for the
probable cause for the explosion that caused the

inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 to be
explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment but not caused by a bomb explosion.
The UK AAIB investigator concluded as such but
gave no cause for the decompression. He stated in The
Indian Kirpal Report 3.4.6.16: "It is considered that
from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for
analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive
device having detonated on AI 182. There is strong
evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been
identified."
The British aviation accident investigator from
AAIB rejected the bomb explosion explanation,
accepted the explosive decompression premise but
said the cause of it is not yet identified. The Canadian
aviation accident investigators also declined to state
the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment but did not reject the bomb explosion
explanation. The Indian judge rejected the explosive
decompression explanation and accepted the bomb
explosion explanation possibly because of the three
assumptions valid in 1985 but now shown by a
subsequent event to be unreliable.
To summarize, the UK AAIB representative

concluded that there was an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression by an unidentified cause; the
Canadians concluded there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side but
declined to state the cause; and the Indians found
there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side and stated the
cause to be a bomb explosion, basing their finding on
three flawed assumptions.
It might be presumed that had the Indian, Canadian,
and British authorities known about the similar type
event, United Airlines Flight 811, detailed in Section
3, in a similar type aircraft which left similar evidence
four years later which would have explained the
mysteries of Air India Flight 182, they all would have
refined their probable cause for the explosion to be
explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment due to a ruptured open forward cargo
door in flight.
2.5.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation, based upon knowledge available in
1985/1986.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.6 Section 42 Portions of section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near
section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown
skin, the upper passenger compartment deck, the belly
skin, and some of the cargo floor including roller
tracks. All cargo doors were found intact and attached
to the fuselage structure except for the forward cargo
door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward right side
of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about onequarter of the distance above the lower frame. The
damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward
force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on

other wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover the door
was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after the
wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of the door
to which the lift cable was attached broke free from
the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the
sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door was
unsuccessful.
2.11.4.9 Sections 46 and 48 Sections 46 and 48
contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of BS
1480 and, for purposes of this Submission, will
include the horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. The
aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were
identified. A large portion of the outer skin panels
showed signs of a force being applied from the inside
out. On several pieces of wreckage, the skin was
curled outwards away from the stringers and formers.
This could have been the result of an overpressure of
air or water.
2.11.5 Wreckage Recovery and Initial Examination
During the wreckage mapping, some small items were
recovered, and an unsuccessful attempt was made to
recover a portion of the forward cargo door.
2.11.6.8 Target 399 - Fuselage Side and 2R Entry
Door The fuselage segment was located between BS
780 and 940. This piece was badly damaged and
buckled inwards along a line through the lower door

hinge. There were 12 holes or damaged areas on the
skin generally with petals bending outwards. The curl
on a flap around a hole had one full turn. This curl
was in the outward direction. Cracks were also
noticed around some of the holes. Part of the metal
was missing in some of the holes. The edges of some
of the petals showed reverse slant fracture. In one of
the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
When this target was recovered from the sea, along
with it came a few hundred tiny fragments and
medium-sized pieces. One of the medium-sized pieces
recovered with this target was a floor stantion about
35 inches long. It was confirmed that this stantion
belonged to the right side of the forward cargo hold.
The inner face of the stantion had a fracture with a
curl at the lower end, the curl being in the outboard
direction and up into the centre of the stantion.
Scientists from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
the National Aeronautical Laboratory and the
Explosives Research and Development Laboratory in
India conducted a metallurgical examination of certain
items of wreckage. Their report on target 399
concluded that:
the curling of the metal on the floor channel was
indicative of a shock wave effect; the large number of
tiny fragments from the disintegration of nonbrittle
aluminum was a characteristic indication of explosive

forces; and the indications of punctures, outward
petalling around holes, curling of metal lips, reverse
slant fracture, formation of spikes at fracture edges
and certain microstructural changes all were
indicative of an explosion.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 Lower Skin Panel Forward
Cargo Area This section of skin panel was located
between BS 720 and 860 and is just below target 399.
The skin was badly crumpled and torn and had several
punctures. It was pulled free from a large mass of
debris which included some mangled cargo floor
beams and roller trays. Some of the punctures had a
feathered or spiked profile, with spikes angled at
approximately 45 degrees to the edge. Other puncture
holes gave clear indication of being formed by
underlying stiffeners at impact. Two of these holes
contained pieces of web stiffener. Most of the
punctures were the result of penetrations from inside.
In the preliminary report of Mr. V.J. Clancy,
representing Boeing, the following observations
regarding target 362/396 were made: There were
about 20 holes in the lower skin panel clearly
resulting from penetration from inside. In addition to
the fact that perforation was from inside, there were
certain features which suggested that they were made
by high velocity fragments such as those produced by
an explosion. The production of a large number of

small fragments is generally regarded as an indication
of an explosion. One piece, which was isolated, was
about an inch square of sheet alloy with characteristic
spikes on one edge similar to those described by
Tardif and Sterling. The following is an excerpt from
the report by Mr. V.J. Clancy wherein he gives his
opinion and conclusions regarding target 362.
"Opinion The features discernible to a careful close
visual examination point towards the possibility of an
explosion but taken alone do not justify a firm
conclusion. Mr. Clancy concluded that: "there is
strong circumstantial evidence that an explosion
occurred but neither individually nor collectively do
the several pointers give the degree of confidence
necessary for a firm and final conclusion, at this time."
The Indian report, in addition to the observations
made by Mr. Clancy, noted the following with respect
to the metallurgical examination: The microstructure
in the various areas examined on target 362/396
confirmed explosive loading in this part of the aircraft.
The holes and other features observed in targets
362/396 and 399 must have been due to shock waves
and penetration by fragments resulting from an
explosion inside the forward cargo hold. The chemical
nature of the explosive material was not identified. No
part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing
mechanism was recovered.

3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the
recordings of the DFDR, CVR and Shannon ATC
tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped
recording. The conversations in the cockpit were
normal, and there was no indication of an emergency
situation prior to the loud noise heard on the CVR a
fraction of a second before it stopped recording. The
DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The abrupt
cessation of the data recorder could be caused by
airframe structural failure or the detonation of an
explosive device as the initial event. The millisecond
noise on a CVR as observed in this case is usually, as
described in the available literature, the result of the
shock wave from detonation of an explosive device.
However, in this case, certain characteristics of the
noise indicate the possibility that the noise was the
result of an explosive decompression. There is some
disagreement regarding the cause and location of the
source of the noise heard on the CVR, that is, whether
the noise resulted from an explosive device or an
explosive decompression and whether the noise
originated from the rear or closer to the front of the
aircraft.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence
showed a proportion of the passengers with

indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries
and loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and
decompression indicates that the aircraft experienced
a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries
and loss of clothing indicate a proportion of the
passengers were ejected from the aircraft before water
impact
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the
possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or
the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up The forward cargo door
which had some fuselage and cargo floor attached was
located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above
the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been
caused by an outward force and the fracture surfaces
of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This damage
was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces.
A failure of this door in flight would explain the
impact damage to the right wing areas. The door
failing as an initial event would cause an explosive
decompression leading to a downward force on the
cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft.
However, examination showed that the cabin floor

panels separated from the support structure in an
upward direction.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device Of the floating wreckage,
there is little to indicate the possibility of an
explosion:
the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
although the wooden spares box was burned, this
could have happened after the occurrence; although
pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, it
is not known if the burning happened at the time of
the occurrence; although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft; the bottoms of some seat cushions show
indications of a possible explosion; the inside of the
right wing root fillet appears to have been scorched;
and the deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor

and inboard from the cabinet. It is not known if the
suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which
the cushions came is also unknown. The scorching of
the right wing root fillet and the damage to the upper
deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and
stringers on the right side in the area of the forward
cargo compartment contained holes and several
hundred metal fragments. The damage to the floor
stantion and the presence of the fragments are
consistent with an explosion.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully
submits as follows:
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:

From the Indian Kirpal Report:
3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows:
"It is considered that from the CVR and ATC
recordings supplied for analysis, there is no evidence
of a high explosive device having detonated on AI
182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden
explosive decompression occurred but the cause has
not been identified.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression. In the
present case the bang, as already noticed, could have
been due to the sound originating from the detonation
of a device or by reason of rapid decompression.

3.5.6 Subjects were taken to 8,000 feet in the
explosive decompression chamber with oxygen. They
were exposed to an altitude of 25,000 feet within one
second. During the course of this explosion a loud
bang was heard and inside the chamber there was
misting and drop in temperature.
3.4.6.15 It was also reported by Mr. Davis that
knocking sounds which were heard during the
transmission were initially thought to be due to handheld microphone vibration. This was discounted
because of the frequency of the sounds. He noticed
that almost identical sounds were heard on the DC-10
CVR after the decompression had occurred and the
source of that sound had not been identified.
2.10.2 The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR
and the Shannon ATC tape. An analysis of the CVR
audio found no significant very low frequency content
which would be expected from the sound created by
the detonation of a high explosive device. A
comparison with CVRs recording an explosive
decompression on a DC-10, a bomb in the cargo hold
of a B737, and a gun shot on the flight deck of a B737
was made. Considering the different acoustic
characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB
analysis indicates that there were distinct similarities
between the sound of the explosive decompression on
the DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI 182

CVR. Knocking sounds were also heard during the
transmission. These were initially thought to be due to
hand-held microphone vibration, but this was
discounted because of the frequency of the sounds.
Almost identical sounds were heard on the DC-10
CVR after the explosive decompression had occurred.
Their source was not identified.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door
stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in
flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom.
2.4.4.1 (ii) Fuselage Lower Bilge Area: Boeing
Company have recommended modifications to
provide improved drainage systems by incorporation
of various Service Bulletins. All the relevant
modification have been completed by Air India on the
affected aircraft. In addition to completion of these
modifications, repeat inspection of lower bilge area is
being carried out to meet the requirements of Boeing
(iv) Cargo Compartments: Inspection of all the cargo

compartment interior structures for corrosion and
cracks is being accomplished periodically by Air India
after removal of linings and insulation blankets.
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr.
I.R. Hill further stated that the significance of flail
injuries being suffered by some of the passengers was
that it indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air
at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. Furthermore, the seating
pattern also shows that none of the bodies from Zone
A or B was recovered, in fact as per the seating plan
Zone B was supposed to have been unoccupied. This
Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment.
3.2.8.1 The forward fuselage section of the aircraft
was found inverted and badly broken into many
pieces, the major pieces being :
(vi) The lower portion of the fuselage skin/frame
between the nose and B S 1000 was damaged past
recognition except for a small portion with the
forwarded cargo door (Target No.204) and another
portion containing the aft access door cutout at B S
810 (Target No. 362).
3.2.9.5 Section 41 Section 41, consisting of the
cockpit, first-class section, and electronics bay and
identified as target 192, was found in a near-inverted
attitude. This section was severely damaged. The

electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located
within the wreckage.
3.2.9.6 Section 42 Portions of Section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near
section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. All cargo
doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door,
located on the forward right side of the aircraft, was
broken horizontally about one-quarter of the distance
above the lower frame. The damage to the door and
the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been
caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of
the cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed.
Because the damage appeared to be different from that
seen on other wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover
the door was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly
after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of
the door to which the lift cable was attached broke
free from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled
back on to the sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door
was unsuccessful.
3.2.11.28 Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin This
piece included the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of

bottom centre and five longitudinal stringers to the
right of bottom centre. The original shape of the piece
(convex in the circumferential direction) had been
deformed to a concave inward overall shape. Multiple
separations were found in the skin as well as in the
underlying stringers. Further inward concavity was
found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.38 A number of small fragments were found
along with the forward cargo skin in target 362.
Amongst them was a piece from the web of a roller
tray. This has pronounced curling of the edges
towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting :
Signals from this also stopped being received by the
secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the
CVR and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at
about the same time, when the signals from ATC
transponder had also ceased, it is reasonable to
presume that there must have been a complete
breakdown of electrical supply which had affected all
the three units. The only event which could have
caused such a damage to paralyze the entire MEC
compartment could only have been an explosion in
the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure
could have disrupted the entire electrical power
supply from the MEC compartment. In known cases

of aircraft being subjected to rapid decompression
there has never been such an instantaneous and total
stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircraft have
been known to have continued to fly and
communicate with the ground even after
decompression.
E. Damage in air : The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
F. Evidence of Over pressurization: The examination
of the structural panels and the other parts of the
forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo
compartment, recovered from the sea bed, indicates
that overpressure condition had occurred in both the
cargo compartments. The failure of the passenger
cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the

compartments.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin
panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight
and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of
holes. This shows that there was occurrence of an
event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft
cargo compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up The door failing as an initial
event would cause an explosive decompression
leading to a downward force on the cabin floor as a
result of the difference in pressure between the upper
and lower portions of the aircraft. However,
examination showed that the cabin floor panels
separated from the support structure in an upward
direction.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The examination of the
floating and recovered wreckage and the analysis of
the photos and videos of the wreckage on the bottom

failed to indicate any evidence of a failure of the
primary or secondary structure as a result of a preexisting defect. The initial event has been established
as sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation
of the flight recorders indicates the possibility of a
massive and sudden failure of primary structure;
however, there is evidence to suggest that there were
ruptures in the forward and aft cargo compartments
prior to any failure of the primary structure in flight.
Therefore, available evidence tends to rule out a
massive structural failure as the initial event.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting:
Signals from this also stopped being received by the
secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the
CVR and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at
about the same time, when the signals from ATC
transponder had also ceased, it is reasonable to
presume that there must have been a complete
breakdown of electrical supply which had affected all

the three units. The only event which could have
caused such a damage to paralyze the entire MEC
compartment could only have been an explosion in
the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure
could have disrupted the entire electrical power
supply from the MEC compartment. In known cases
of aircraft being subjected to rapid decompression
there has never been such an instantaneous and total
stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircraft have
been known to have continued to fly and
communicate with the ground even after
decompression.
F. Evidence of Over pressurization: The examination
of the structural panels and the other parts of the
forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo
compartment, recovered from the sea bed, indicates
that overpressure condition had occurred in both the
cargo compartments. The failure of the passenger
cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the
compartments.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical
examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment. Microscopy around some
of the holes discloses that they have such

characteristics like twinning which can be present
only if the holes had been punctured due to the
detonation of an explosive device.
2.6 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression caused by structural failure of ruptured
open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan
latches caused by faulty electrical wiring:
2.6.1 Proponent: John Barry Smith
2.6.2 Analysis: There is close agreement with the
opinions of the two aviation authorities (CASB and
AAIB), the judicial finding of Judge Kirpal, and this
independent aircraft accident investigator in the
specific location in the aircraft and consequences of
the explosion with the only difference being the cause
of the explosion on the starboard side of the forward
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which
could have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment near the
forward cargo door which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.

B. AAIB: There was an explosion, cause
not identified but not a bomb explosion, of the
forward cargo compartment which caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
C. Judge Kirpal: There was an explosion,
a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the
forward cargo compartment near the forward cargo
door which caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
D. John Barry Smith: There was an
explosion, an explosive decompression when faulty
wiring shorted on the forward cargo door unlatch
motor which allowed one or both of the midspan
latches to rupture open in the forward cargo door on
the starboard side of the forward cargo compartment,
which caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight
182.
To determine the pattern in early model Boeing 747
accidents that suffered breakups in flight, it was
necessary to evaluate carefully all the official accident
reports concerning them. A pattern was detected of
similar significant evidence among only four of the
many hull losses, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight
103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World

Airlines Flight 800.
It was very probable that one common initial
event by one cause was the reason for all four since
the matching evidence was so rare. There are many
significant individual matches of evidence among
each flight to each other. Table 1 in 7.17 in Section 3
gives all the individual matches to each other of the
fifty four significant evidence matches that appear
among the flights such as:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or
total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit
G. High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
H. Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
I.
Previous maintenance problems with forward
cargo door
J. Initial event within an hour after takeoff
K. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding
normally in all parameters
L. Initial event has unusual radar contacts
M.
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near

forward cargo door area
N.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
O.
Initial event sound is loud
P. Initial event sound is audible to humans
Q. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt
power cut to data recorders
R.
Initial event sound matched to explosion of
bomb sound
S.
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner
T. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo
door area
U.
Unusual paint smears on and above forward
cargo door
V. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo
compartment
W. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number three
X. Fire/soot in engine number three
Y.
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number four
Z. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
AA. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
AB.
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
AC.
More severe inflight damage on starboard
side than port side
AD. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris

AE. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of
the forward cargo door
AF. Fracture/tear/rupture at one or both of the
midspan latches of forward cargo door
AG. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door
reported as latched
AH. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04
implemented (stronger lock sectors)
AI. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AJ.
Rectangular shape of shattered area around
forward cargo door
AK.
Forward cargo door fractured in two
longitudinally
AL. Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched
AM.
Passengers suffered decompression type
injuries
AN. At least nine missing and never recovered
passenger bodies
AO. Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft
AP.
Initial official determination of probable
cause as bomb explosion.
AQ. Initial official determination modified from
bomb explosion
AR. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AS. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door
considered for probable cause

AT.
Official probable cause as bomb explosion
AU. Official probable cause as 'improvised
explosive device'
AV. Official probable cause as explosion by
unstated cause
AW.
Official probable cause as explosion in center
fuel tank with unknown ignition source
AX.
Official probable cause as improper latching
of forward cargo door
AY. Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door
AZ. "Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to
detonation flight
BA. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
BB. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on
fatal flight
2.6.3 Conclusion: The discovered common
cause for all four aircraft, including Air India Flight
182, is the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression premise explanation which is a
mechanical explanation by an explosion on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of
explosive decompression when the forward cargo
door ruptures open in flight, probably at one or both of
the midspan latches and probably caused by faulty
wiring inadvertently turning on the door unlatch

motor and explained in detail in Section 3 of this
report.
3. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight
800 Wiring/Cargo Door/Explosive Decompression
Matching Evidence
Introduction
4. Formatting style
5. Background
6. Purpose
7. Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression caused by structural failure of ruptured
open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan
latches caused by faulty electrical wiring
7.1 Matching Significant Circumstantial
Evidence
7.2 All four aircraft had probable causes initially
thought to be bomb explosions.
7.3 All four aircraft had the probable cause of

bomb explosion modified.
7.4 All four aircraft had initial breakups in their
airframes in a similar amidships location.
7.5 All four aircraft had at least nine missing
never recovered bodies.
7.6 All four aircraft had passengers which
showed explosive decompression type injuries and no
evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
7.7 All four aircraft experienced a sudden, loud,
audible sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event
start time.
7.8 All four aircraft had the source of the sudden,
loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source as an explosive decompression supported.
7.9 All four aircraft had an abrupt power cut to
the data recorders immediately after the sudden, loud,
audible sound.
7.10 All four aircraft had an explosion in or
adjacent to the forward cargo compartment.
7.11 All four aircraft had similar shattered
fuselage skin in and around the forward cargo door.
7.12 All four aircraft had relatively mild damage
on the port side of the nose forward of the wing.
7.13 All four aircraft had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris
7.14 All four aircraft had foreign object damage to
engine number three.

7.15 All four aircraft had incomplete reports of
the status of the forward cargo door, in particular, the
status of the two midspan latches.
7.16 All four aircraft had similar debris patterns on
the surface of the ground or sea bottom.
7.17 Summary of matching evidence for all
aircraft: Table 1
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811
8. Cargo Door Operation Boeing 747
9. Choice of Explosion Cause
10. Inadvertent Cargo Door Opening Causes
11. Wiring
12. Sequence of destruction for Air India Flight
182
13. Comment
14. Hindsight
15. General Conclusions

16. Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182
17. Contributing Causes
18. Recommendations
19. Concluding Comment
3. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight
800 Wiring/Cargo Door/Explosive Decompression
Matching Evidence
Introduction
Hindsight is a luxury that is available to determine
what happened to Air India Flight 182. It has been
sixteen years since the tragic event and many Boeing
747 accidents have occurred before and since.
(Appendix A, Boeing 747 Accidents) There have been
fourteen hull losses of Boeing 747s since 1985 with a
startling three of them suffering similar explosions in
flight to Air India Flight 182 leaving significant
matching evidence that gives circumstantial proof that
all four aircraft suffered the same probable cause. The
main fact in dispute for Air India Flight 182 is the
cause of the explosion that caused the aircraft to

breakup in flight. The three similar accidents,
including one which did not totally breakup in flight,
United Airlines Flight 811, prove by their existence
and tangible evidence that all four should be included
in a matching group of inflight breakups initiated by
the same probable cause.
Once the evidence has been evaluated sufficiently to
include them all into one similar group as matching,
various premises may be evaluated to explain the
inflight breakups, such as bomb explosion, center fuel
tank explosion, missile explosion, or explosive
decompression. The three similar accidents which
occurred in similar circumstances and left similar
matching evidence to United Airlines Flight 811 are
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800. The three flights are all
controversial but evidence grouped the the aircraft
together, not the flight numbers.
When the matching evidence is examined thoroughly
enough to deduce all four as having the same initial
event then the conclusion can be made that the general
cause is the one for the confirmed, indisputable event
of United Airlines Flight 811 in which the forward
cargo door ruptured open in flight causing the
explosive decompression explosion which other

investigators have mistakenly assumed to be a bomb
or center fuel tank explosion.
All of the many potential causes of why those
inadvertently ruptured forward cargo doors opened
inflight may then be considered such as a bomb
explosion, center tank explosion, or explosive
decompression explosion. The most probable general
cause is the same as the one irrefutably confirmed for
the Ôtremendous explosionÕ in United Airlines Flight
811, the cause of which was attributed to a faulty
switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the unlatched position after initial door closure
and before takeoff. The probable cause has been
further refined, by this investigator, to the initial
rupture location in the forward cargo door at one or
both of the midspan latches and the electrical fault to
that of faulty wiring failing in flight.
When evaluating at one time the probable causes
from the point of view of the five accident reports and
other research, there is overwhelming circumstantial
and tangible evidence that all four aircraft suffered a
breakup in flight from an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment at the forward cargo door on the
starboard side.

The current official general explanations for the
inflight breakups can be summarized:
A. Air India Flight 182: An explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
B.
Pan Am Flight 103: An explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the port side.
C.
United Airlines Flight 811: An explosion in
the forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
D. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: An
explosion in the center of the aircraft adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment.
All of the above official explanations were stated
years ago without benefit of hindsight or current
research techniques. The explanations all try to
explain the inflight breakup as an explosion in or near
the forward cargo compartment. The only difference
is the location of the explosion by a few feet and the
cause of the explosion. The explosive decompression
by the sudden rupturing open of the forward cargo
door in flight is generally consistent with all current
official explanations. All of the inconsistencies in each

individual accident are fully explained by the wiring/
cargo door/explosive decompression explanation
applied to all four accidents.
One aircraft had a partial breakup, United Airlines
Flight 811, and was thus able to land with its evidence
of the event for a positive incontrovertible explanation
of an explosion of explosive decompression at the
forward cargo door which explained the tangible
evidence of CVR, FDR, inflight damage, engine
damage, and injuries to passengers. That substantial
and tangible evidence of United Airlines Flight 811
matches the evidence for all four aircraft, Air India
Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight
811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800. This pattern
of evidence will be described below with summaries,
findings, and matching evidence.
The individual evidence of Air India Flight 182 will
be matched to United Airlines Flight 811 to show that
the explanation for the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment as a bomb is extremely unlikely and
even impossible based upon the evaluation in Section
2 of this report and the explanation as an explosive
decompression caused by a ruptured open forward
cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches in
flight from faulty wiring is most probable.

4. Formatting Style:
Formatting style for the specific matching accidents in
Section 3: There are six Aviation Accident Reports
concerning four Boeing 747 accidents referred to in
Section 3 which compare the four accidents to each
other into a matching pattern. For instance:
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
experienced ........(Description and evidence Match)
Air India Flight 182 was flying normally.......
(Individual flight evidence match)
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally.......
(Individual flight evidence match)
United Airlines Flight 811 was flying normally .......
(Individual flight evidence match)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was flying
normally ...... (Individual flight evidence match)
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the...(Indented excerpts to support the

described pattern indented)
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was ..... Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
21 (Individual excerpts and source)
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to....... UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 15 (Individual excerpts and source)
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal ....... NTSB Accident
Report 92-02 Page 25 (Individual excerpts and
source)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The recording appeared .......Exhibit 12B (Individual
excerpts and source)
5. Background:
There is a history of aviation accidents not being
fully explained in the first AAR.
*
Icarus was the first aviation related fatality and his
mythic accident was said to have been caused when

the wax by which he affixed the wings to his body
melted when he flew too close to the sun; the wings
came off, and down he went.
The AAR might have been worded thus:
When King Minos of Crete found out that his son, the
Minotaur, had been killed and Theseus had escaped
with his daughter, he was angry with Daedalus for not
building a complex enough labyrinth. In revenge, he
imprisoned the inventor in there with his young son
Icarus. Determined to escape from this unfair
punishment, Daedalus fashioned two pairs of wings,
each on a wooden frame, lined with many feathers
which were fixed with beeswax.
When the inventor had finished, he and his son
climbed up to the highest part of the labyrinth,
catching the wind and looking down into the sea
which surrounded the walls. They fixed their wings on
each other and planned their escape. Daedalus told
Icarus that he was to keep his arms wide apart so as to
catch even the slightest breath of wind and to keep
close behind his father, keeping a straight course
between the sun and the sea. "For if you fly too close
to the sea, your feathers will dampen and you will
drown under the weight of the frame. If you fly too
close to the sun however, the beeswax will melt and

the feathers will loosen. Remember these words and
you will be safe."
The two of them then leapt from the walls, Daedalus
going first and Icarus following closely behind.
However, Icarus soon became bolder as he flew
effortlessly in the skies and left his father's straight
course of flight to twirl and loop in the air. As his
loops became bolder, he flew higher and forgot his
father's warning. All too late, he noticed the feathers
falling off the frame for he had flown too close to the
sun. He called out to his father as he fell from the sky
and into the sea where he drowned.
Daedalus had heard his cries but it was too late for
Icarus had already fallen. He recovered the body
which had swept up onto a nearby island and buried it
there, naming it 'Icaria'. He then flew on and found
refuge in Etna's land.
This explanation was not meant to be examined
closely, of course, as the explanation makes no sense.
For instance, how does one affix large wings to a
human body with beeswax; how does one fly high
enough to get too close to the sun, how did Icarus find
enough energy to get off the ground in the first place,
and lastly, who was to blame? Was it the designer

Daedalus who used the defective wax? Was it the
King who gave them reason to fly away? Was it pilot
error of flying his craft outside accepted operating
limits? What could be done to prevent such a
reoccurrence? Better flight training, better adhesives?
Aviation accident investigations are very complex
affairs with many parties interested in the outcome.
(Note that laypersons who have heard about Icarus are
usually unaware of the wise admonition to not fly too
low and are only aware of the warning hazard of
flying too high. Only the fatal accident causes are
remembered.)
The probable cause for Icarus' accident made
sense at the time of telling, but now, years later, we
understand it did make a good story and fulfilled the
wishful thinking of those listening to it but was clearly
impossible based on the tangible, circumstantial, and
direct evidence.
With the introduction of the jet age in commercial
airliners in the late 1950's, such as the Comet from the
United Kingdom, large hulls were pressurized and
subjected to many cycles of pressurizing and
depressurizing. Cracks appeared in the fuselage which
led to structural failure and powerful explosive
decompressions which appeared as an explosion

which led to the inflight breakup of the early airliner.
There is a history of inadvertent explosive
decompressions in commercial airliners being initially
suspected as bomb explosions. Those events are
usually controversial. (Appendix B, Avianca
Accident) It is an understandable error of deduction
because an explosion of explosive decompression
closely mimics a bomb in producing explosive effects
such as ejecting material at high velocity, making a
loud noise, being unexpected, and not supposed to
happen inside an airliner as well as cratering, pitting
curling, folding, and tearing metal. An explosive
decompression is referred to in accident investigations
as an 'explosionÕ and described by a crewmember
who suffered through one as a Ôtremendous
explosion.Õ
All explosions give some similar evidence; it is the
corroborating evidence for a specific type of explosion
that is required before a determination may be made
as to type of explosion, such as bomb, fuel tank, or
explosive decompression. Explosive decompression is
the most difficult to determine because it leaves no
residue or soot and therefore, its determination lies
largely in the absence of corroborating evidence for an
alternative explanation of residue, timer, fuze, ignition

source, burns, or soot. An explosive decompression
does need a highly pressurized vessel and a rupture
location identified whereas the others do not. Bombs
and fuel tanks can explode on the ground; fatal
explosive decompressions from any source have all
occurred inflight.
*
The solution to the early mystery of the Comet
crashes was achieved by matching two similar events
in the similar aircraft which left similar evidence.
Excerpts of corroborative statements to support the
Comet explosive decompression explanation:
(Appendix C, Comet Accidents)
http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/FailureCases/
FAILURE.htm
Professor M Neil James Webpage:
http://www.plym.tech.ac.uk/sme/uoa30/structur.htm
Comet Airliner: Jet transportation age began in on
May 5 1952 when the De Havilland Comet 1 began
scheduled flights from London to Johannesburg. In
April 1953, a Tokyo to London service was
inaugurated ‹ flying time for the 10 200 mile distance
dropped from 85 hours to 36 hours. The Comet had a
cruising speed of 490 mph at 35 000 feet and a range
of 1 750 miles with a payload of 44 passengers.

The cabin was pressurized to maintain a pressure
equivalent to 8 000 feet at an aircraft altitude of 40
000 feet, which was required for efficient operation of
the engines. This gave a pressure differential of 8.25
psi (56 kPa) across the fuselage ‹ twice the value
previously used. De Havilland conducted Ômany
testsÕ to ensure structural integrity of the cabin.
However, a series of 3 accidents occurred where
Comet aircraft disintegrated in flight:
(a) Investigation by R.A.E. (Excerpts) The loss of
Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke presented a problem of
unprecedented difficulty, the solution of which was
clearly of the greatest importance to the future, not
only of the Comet, but also of Civil Air Transport in
this country and, indeed, throughout the world. They
thought it necessary to satisfy themselves about the
structural integrity of the aircraft, in particular of the
cabin and the tail and to consider in more detail
possible sources of explosion and loss of control. But
at the time when their attention became directed to
fatigue of the pressure cabin they were influenced
chiefly by the apparent similarity of the circumstances
of the two accidents, and by the fact that the
modifications carried out after Elba seemed to rule out
many of the other possible causes.

(2) There were serious lessons resulting from
explosive decompression and deceleration.
G-ALYV after leaving Calcutta ‹ May 1953. Violent
storms were thought to be involved and some
wreckage was recovered. No firm conclusions drawn
as to cause.
G-ALYP over Elba ‹ January 1954 after 1 286 cabin
pressurisation cycles. Little wreckage was recovered
and no major problems found in fleet inspection. Fire
was assumed the most likely cause and modifications
made to improve fire prevention and control. Aircraft
returned to service.
G-ALYY flying as SA 201 after leaving Rome ‹ April
1954. and all Comet 1 aircraft were subsequently
withdrawn from service.
A more intensive effort was made to recover the
wreckage of G-ALYP using underwater television
cameras for the first time. About 70% of the aircraft
was recovered and reconstructed at Farnborough. The
Royal Navy was charged with getting the relevant
fuselage piece of G-ALYP from the sea (using
simulation trials, based on the way the aircraft was
now thought to break up in flight, to establish the
likely position of this part of the aircraft on the
seabed. This was recovered within a few hours of
searching and showed, in the language of the coroner,
the Ôunmistakable fingerprint of fatigueÕ. The

fatigue crack was associated with the stress
concentrations of the rather square rear ADF window
cutout (stress of 315 MPa at edge of window), and
with a bolt hole around the window (although the
stress at the bolt position was only 70 MPa).
In the 1960s a new type of airliner came into
production called a 'widebody', the DC-10 (Appendix
D, DC-10 Accidents) and the Boeing 747 (Appendix
E, Boeing 747 History). These aircraft had a much
larger cabin to accommodate several hundred
passengers. This larger size of the hull required
greater pressurization loads on the internal fuselage
which were underestimated by designers.
Subsequently two flights of the DC-10 suffered
explosive decompressions in flight from inadvertent
cargo door openings which left evidence of a sudden
loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder which was
used to match to later explosive decompression events
in another wide body airliner, the Boeing 747. The
design of the outward opening nonplug cargo door
was criticized as inadequate for both types of aircraft
in subsequent accident reports.
*
June 12, 1972
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N103AA, American
Airlines

Over Windsor, Ontario
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 67
Fatalities: 0
Following takeoff from Detroit, the rear cargo door
blew off due to a door latch system that had been
damaged by ground crew members. The loss of
pressurization caused the cabin floor to buckle and
damaged the hydraulic control lines of the aircraft.
The captain, having trained himself in simulator
sessions to fly the aircraft using its throttles (a method
called Òdifferential thrust steeringÓ), made an
emergency landing in Detroit.
March 3, 1974
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 TC-JAV Turk Hava
Yollari - THY
Outside Paris, France
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 346
Fatalities: 346
The latch mechanism of the aft cargo door, the design
of which was susceptible to damage, had been
damaged before the accident. Before takeoff the door
had not been secured properly. Shortly after takeoff
from Paris, the door failed. The resulting
depressurization led to the disruption of the floor

structure, causing six passengers and parts of the
aircraft to be ejected, rendering No.2 engine
inoperative, and impairing the flight controls so that it
was impossible for the crew to regain control of the
aircraft.
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines Flight 811, a
Boeing 747-122, experienced an explosive
decompression as it was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu, Hawaii, en
route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
*
After an investigation, the NTSB issued AAR 90/01
which concluded:
'The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the improperly latched
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the
subsequent explosive decompression.' NTSB also
stated: 'The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing
to have reexamined the original assumptions and
conclusions about the B-747 cargo door design and
certification was after the findings of the Turkish
Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France.

The concerns for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock
mechanisms and the human and mechanical failures,
singularly and in combination, that led to that
accident, should have prompted a review of the B-747
cargo door's continuing airworthiness. In the Turkish
Airlines case, a single failure by a ramp service agent,
who closed the door, in combination with a poorly
designed latch/lock system, led to a catastrophic
accident. The revisions to the DC-10 cargo door
mechanisms mandated after that accident apparently
were not examined and carried over to the design of
the B-747 cargo doors. Specifically, the mechanical
retrofit of more positive locking mechanisms on the
DC-10 cargo door to preclude an erroneous locked
indication to the flightcrew, and the incorporation of
redundant sensors to show the position of the latches/
locks, were not required to be retrofitted at that time
for the B-747.'
After extensive efforts from the family of one of the
victims, the forward cargo door pieces of United
Airlines Flight 811 were retrieved from the bottom of
the ocean and it was discovered that, in fact, the cargo
door had been properly latched, thus exonerating the
accused ground baggage handler of the deaths of nine
innocent passengers. The NTSB issued another
aircraft accident report, AAR 92/02, with the

corrected probable cause, the only known time that
two aircraft accident reports have been written about
the same accident.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states: "Thus, as a result of the
recovery and examination of the cargo door, the
Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these
changes and supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression. The
door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or
wiring in the door control system which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff."
Over a period of eleven years, from 1985 to
1996, there have been four early model Boeing 747
aircraft which have suffered fatal explosive
decompressions in flight which were all initially
attributed to 'bombs', one of which was United
Airlines Flight 811 as reported by the surviving crew.
Two of the accidents have since had a bomb explosion
ruled out as the probable cause while one cause is in

dispute as a bomb or not and one cause is stated to be
'an improvised explosive device' which may or may
not be a bomb. All four flights were and are
controversial. It is these four flights that in similar
circumstances with similar aircraft that left similar
evidence that has led this investigator to conclude that
one similar probable cause is the same for all,
including Air India Flight 182, and that similar cause
is the only confirmed and irrefutable probable cause:
the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo
door in flight and the subsequent explosive
decompression refined to the locations as the midspan
latches and the cause as faulty wiring.
The implication of this conclusion is that there were
never any bombs, or missiles, or center fuel tanks
initially exploding inflight on the four flights but an
event in each occurred which mimics those other
explosions, that is, an explosive decompression after
an inadvertently ruptured open forward cargo door
inflight.
6. Purpose:
This report shall evaluate the four fatal inflight
breakups of Boeing 747s using the cumulative
evidence of sixteen years to sustain the matching

pattern for all four of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment by a sudden ruptured opening of
the forward cargo door in flight at one or both of the
midspan latches probably caused by faulty wiring.
Specific data about the four early model Boeing
747s:
Air India Flight 182: Sequence in construction:#330,
Construction Number 21473 Date completed: 19 June
78, Type Aircraft: B747-237B Type of wiring: Poly-X
(Raychem Corp), accident date: June 23 1985
Pan Am Flight 103: Sequence in construction: #15,
Construction Number 19646, Date completed: 25 Jan
70, Type Aircraft: B747-121 Type of wiring: Poly-X
(Raychem Corp), accident date: 21 December 88
United Airlines Flight 811: Sequence in
construction:#89, Construction Number 19875, Date
completed: 20 Oct 70, Type Aircraft: B747-122 Type
of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp), accident date: 23
February 89
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Sequence in
construction:#153, Construction Number 20083, Date
completed: 18 August 71, Type Aircraft: B747-131
Type of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp), accident

date: 17 July 96
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Air India Flight 182
From: Report Of The Court Investigating Accident To
Air India Boeing 747 Aircraft VT-EFO, "Kanishka"
On 23rd June 1985
From Canadian Aviation Bureau Safety Board
Aviation Occurrence Air India Boeing 747-237b
VT-EFO Cork, Ireland 110 Miles West 23 June
1985
Boeing 747-237B 'Kanishka' aircraft VT-EFO was
manufactured by Messrs Boeing Company under
Sl.No. 21473. The aircraft was acquired by Air India
on 19th June, 1978. Initially, it came with the expert
Certificate of Airworthiness No. E-161805.
Subsequently, the Certificate of Airworthiness No.
1708 was issued by the Director General of Civil
Aviation, India on 5th July, 1978. The C of A was
renewed periodically and was valid up to 29th June,
1985. From the beginning of June, 1985, C of A
renewal work of the aircraft was in progress. The
aircraft had the Certificate of Registration No. 2179
issued by the DGCA on 5th May, 1978. The
commercial flight of 'Kanishka' aircraft started on 7th
July, 1978.
2.4.1.2 The aircraft was maintained by Air India

following the approved maintenance schedules. It had
logged 23634:49 hours and had completed 7525
cycles till the time of accident.
A. On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 Air India's
Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO (Kanishka) was on a
scheduled passenger flight (AI-182) from Montreal
and was proceeding to London enroute to Delhi and
Bombay. It was being monitored at Shannon on the
Radar Scope. At about 0714 GMT it suddenly
disappeared from the Radar Scope and the aircraft,
which has been flying at an altitude of approximately
31,000 feet, plunged into the Atlantic Ocean off the
south-west coast of Ireland at position latitude 51
degrees 3.6 minutes N and Longitude 12 degrees 49
minutes W. This was one of the worst air disasters
wherein all the 307 passengers plus 22 crew members
perished.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully
submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning,
Air India Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event
at an altitude of 31,000 feet resulting in its crash into
the sea and the death of all on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured
before water impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated

from the forward portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural
failure of the aircraft was the lead event in this
occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.'
The Indian Kirpal Report: "3.4.6.60 The only
conclusion which can, however, be arrived at is that
the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has
been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.' and 4.10
'After going through the entire record we find that
there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence
which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft.'
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Pan Am Flight 103
From: Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90
1.6.1 Leading particulars Aircraft type: Boeing
747-121 Constructor's serial number: 19646
N739PA first flew in 1970 and spent its whole service

life in the hands of Pan American World Airways
Incorporated. Its Certificate of Airworthiness was
issued on 12 February 1970 and remained in force
until the time of the accident, at which time the
aircraft had completed a total of 72,464 hours flying
and 16,497 flight cycles.
The accident was notified to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch at 19.40 hrs on the 21 December
1988 and the investigation commenced that day. The
aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New
York, had been in level cruising flight at flight level
310 (31,000 feet) for approximately seven minutes
when the last secondary radar return was received just
before 19.03 hrs. The radar then showed multiple
primary returns fanning out downwind. Major
portions of the wreckage of the aircraft fell on the
town of Lockerbie with other large parts landing in
the countryside to the east of the town. Lighter debris
from the aircraft was strewn along two trails, the
longest of which extended some 130 kilometres to the
east coast of England. The report concludes that the
detonation of an improvised explosive device led
directly to the destruction of the aircraft with the loss
of all 259 persons on board and 11 of the residents of
the town of Lockerbie.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: United Airlines Flight 811:
From: National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Aircraft Accident Report Explosive Decompression-Loss Of Cargo Door In Flight
United Airlines Flight 811 Boeing 747-122, N4713U
Honolulu, Hawaii February 24, 1989
The accident airplane, serial No. 19875, registered in
the United States as N4713U, was manufactured as a
Boeing 747-122 transport category airplane by the
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company (Boeing),
Seattle, Washington, a Division of the Boeing
Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing,
was manufactured in accordance with Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) type certificate No.
A20WE, as approved on December 30, 1969. The
airplane was certificated in accordance with the
provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective February 1,
1965.
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a
Boeing 747-122, experienced an explosive
decompression as it was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu, Hawaii, en
route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight

attendants, and 337 passengers aboard. The airplane
made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu and
the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of
the airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe
cargo door had separated in flight and had caused
extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin structure
adjacent to the door. Nine of the passengers had been
ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines
that the probable cause of this accident was the
sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door
in flight and the subsequent explosive decompression.
The door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or
wiring in the door control system which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From: National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Aircraft Accident Report
In-flight Breakup Over the Atlantic Ocean
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
Boeing 747-131, N93119

Near East Moriches, New York
July 17, 1996
The accident airplane, N93119, a 747-100 series
airplane (model 747-131), serial number (S/N) 20083,
was manufactured by Boeing in July 1971 and
purchased new by TWA. The airplane was added to
TWA's operating certificate on October 27, 1971, and,
except for a 1-year period, was operated by TWA in
commercial transport service until the accident
occurred. According to TWA records, the accident
airplane had 93,303 total hours of operation (16,869
flight cycles) at the time of the accident. The 747-100
is a low-wing, transport-category airplane that is
about 225 feet long and 63 feet high (from the ground
to the top of the vertical stabilizer), with a wingspan
of about 195 feet.
On July 17, 1996, about 2031 eastern daylight time,
Trans World Airlines, Inc. (TWA) flight 800, a Boeing
747-131, N93119, crashed in the Atlantic Ocean near
East Moriches, New York. TWA flight 800 was
operating under the provisions of Code of Federal
Regulations Part 121 as a scheduled international
passenger flight from John F. Kennedy International
Airport (JFK), New York, New York, to Charles
DeGaulle International Airport, Paris, France. The
flight departed JFK about 2019, with 2 pilots, 2 flight

engineers, 14 flight attendants, and 212 passengers on
board. All 230 people on board were killed, and the
airplane was destroyed. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed for the flight, which operated on
an instrument flight rules flight plan.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines
that the probable cause of the TWA flight 800 accident
was an explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT),
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air
mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy for
the explosion could not be determined with certainty,
but, of the sources evaluated by the investigation, the
most likely was a short circuit outside of the CWT
that allowed excessive voltage to enter it through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity
indication system.
Excerpts of corroborative statements for
background:
For Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight
800:
Findings of John Barry Smith, independent aviation
accident investigator, in report 'Boeing 747 Rupture at
Midspan Latches of Forward Cargo Door in Flight

Probably Caused by Wiring/Electrical Fault Accidents
TWA 800, UAL 811, PA 103, AI 182' at
www.corazon.com, December, 1996. For AI 182:
'Explosion in forward cargo compartment explains
observations. Explosive decompression which occurs
when cargo door opens produces explosive effects.' 'A
structural failure occurred in AI 182 when the forward
cargo door inadvertently ruptured open in flight when
faulty wiring probably shorted on the door unlatch
motor which led to explosive decompression just
forward of the wing on the starboard side creating a
huge hole in which airframe integrity was
compromised so that the aircraft broke up in flight'.
7. Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of explosive decompression
caused by structural failure of ruptured open forward
cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches
caused by faulty electrical wiring:
Proponent: John Barry Smith
Analysis: To determine the pattern in early model
Boeing 747 accidents that suffered breakups in flight,
it was necessary to evaluate carefully all the official
accident reports concerning them. A pattern was
detected of similar significant evidence among only

four of the many hull losses. It was very probable that
one initial event by one cause was the reason for all
four. The evidence is detailed below. There are many
significant individual matches of evidence among
each flight to each other. For instance, three flights
had strange radar returns at event time but Air India
Flight 182 was out of radar range and therefore there
is no match for all, therefore the match is not included
below. Only the matches for all four flights are listed
below. Table 1 in 7.17 of Section 3 gives all the
individual matches to each other of the fifty four
significant evidence matches that appear among the
flights.
7.1. Matching Significant Circumstantial
Evidence: The matching significant circumstantial
evidence that follows is for all the four aircraft, Air
India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
A. All four aircraft had probable causes
initially thought to be bomb explosions.
B. All four aircraft had the probable cause of
bomb explosion modified.
C.

All four aircraft had breakups in their

airframes in a similar amidships location.
D. All four aircraft had at least nine missing
never recovered bodies.
E. All four aircraft had passengers which
showed explosive decompression type injuries and no
injuries consistent with a detonation of a powerful
bomb.
F. All four aircraft experienced a sudden, loud,
audible sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event
start time.
G. All four aircraft had the source of the sudden,
loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source as an explosive decompression supported.
H. All four aircraft had an abrupt power cut to
the recorders immediately after the sudden, loud,
audible sound.
I. All four aircraft had an explosion in or adjacent
to the forward cargo compartment.
J. All four aircraft had similar shattered fuselage
skin in and around the forward cargo door.

K. All four aircraft had relatively mild damage
on the port side of the nose forward of the wing
directly opposite the shattered zone around the
forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
L. All four aircraft had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris.
M. All four aircraft had foreign object damage to
engine number three.
N. All four aircraft had incomplete reports of
the status of the forward cargo door, in particular, the
status of the two midspan latches was omitted.
O. All four aircraft had similar debris patterns
on the surface of the ground or sea bottom. (United
Airlines Flight 811 had much lesser debris that still
fell in the same pattern as the rest which was first
items to leave the aircraft landed the closest to the
initial event location.)
7.2. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had probable causes which
were initially thought to be bomb explosions:

Air India Flight 182. Initial action was to speculate on
explosive sabotage for the cause and immediately
requisition the services of a specialist in the detection
of explosives sabotage in aircraft wreckage.
Pan Am Flight 103: Within a few days items of
wreckage were retrieved upon which forensic
scientists found conclusive evidence of a detonating
high explosive.
United Airlines Flight 811: The flight crew heard the
explosion, checked the damage and reported to the
tower a bomb had gone off in their aircraft.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Initial information
led to consideration of the detonation of a high energy
explosive device.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights were thought
initially to be 'bombs'.
Air India Flight 182
From the Indian Kirpal Report: Initial Action Taken
by the Government of India 1.2.8 It was also being
speculated that the accident may have occurred due to

an explosion on board the aircraft. In order to see
whether there was any evidence of an explosion
which could be gathered from the floating wreckage
which was being salvaged, the Government of India
requisitioned the services of Mr. Eric Newton, a
Specialist in the detection of explosives sabotage in
aircraft wreckage.
Pan Am Flight 103
From Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90 Synopsis: Within a few
days items of wreckage were retrieved upon which
forensic scientists found conclusive evidence of a
detonating high explosive.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02 1.15 Survival Aspects: At
0210, the FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a
United Airlines, Inc., B-747, with a possible bomb on
board, had experienced an explosion and was
returning to HNL.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1 The In-Flight Breakup:
On the basis of this initial information, investigators
considered several possible causes for TWA flight
800s in-flight structural breakup: a structural failure

and decompression; detonation of a high-energy
explosive device, such as a bomb exploding inside the
airplane or a missile warhead exploding upon impact
with the airplane; and a fuel/air explosion in the center
wing fuel tank (CWT). Several factors led to
speculation that the accident might have been caused
by a bomb or missile strike. These factors included
heightened safety and security concerns because of
the 1996 Olympics then being held in the United
States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was an
international flight, and the sudden and catastrophic
nature of the in-flight breakup.
7.3 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had the original cause of bomb
explosion modified.
Two flights, United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, had the accident cause
changed from 'bomb explosion' to other; one flight,
Air India Flight 182, remained a bomb for the Indians
and maybe a bomb by the Canadians, and one flight,
Pan Am 103, became an "improvised explosive
device' which may or may not be a bomb.
Air India Flight 182 is now stated to be an explosion

from an unstated source by the Canadian aviation
accident investigators and an explosion by bomb by
the judicial inquiry of Judge Kirpal.
Pan Am Flight 103 is now stated to be an explosion by
an 'an improvised explosive device', which may or
may not be a 'bomb'. The British accident
investigators could certainly have called the cause a
'bomb' if they had chosen to but declined as the
evidence supported a conclusion of an improvised
explosive device but did not support the conclusion of
a 'bomb.' A cargo door has become an improvised
explosive device in the United Airlines Flight 811 and
the Paris Turkish Airlines DC-10 events in which
tremendous explosions occurred by the inadvertently
improvised complex door device. Firecrackers and
fireworks illegally carried aboard in a cabin or cargo
compartment can become inadvertent improvised
explosive devices.
United Airlines Flight 811 is now stated to be an
explosion by explosive decompression caused by an
inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight
from defective electrical wiring or switch. After
landing safely the crew and ground personnel
discovered that the forward cargo door had opened in
flight and there was no evidence of a bomb on board

as they previously reported.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 is now stated to be an
explosion of the center fuel tank by an unknown
ignition source but probably faulty wiring. NTSB
concluded that the in-flight breakup of TWA flight 800
was not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike because
of the lack of any corroboration evidence associated
with a high energy explosion. A bomb explosion or
missile strike was the official working explanation for
seventeen months. Evidence of of a detonating high
explosive was discovered but determined to be benign
such as a 'dog sniffing' test.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements that two
of the aircraft changed their initial cause from 'bomb',
one aircraft had explosion as a bomb or an explosion
of unstated cause, and one aircraft had an explosion
by an improvised explosive device.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits
as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings 5. There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the

forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not
conclusive. However, the evidence does not support
any other conclusion.'
From the Kirpal Report: 4.10 After going through the
entire record we find that there is circumstantial as
well as direct evidence which directly points
to the cause of the accident as being that of an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold of the
aircraft. At the same time there is complete lack of
evidence to indicate that there was any structural
failure.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90:
Synopsis. The report concludes that the detonation of
an improvised explosive device led directly to the
destruction of the aircraft with the loss of all 259
persons on board and 11 of the residents of the town
of Lockerbie
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Executive Summary: The
airplane made a successful emergency landing at
Honolulu and the occupants evacuated the airplane.
Examination of the airplane revealed that the forward
lower lobe cargo door had separated in flight and had
caused extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin

structure adjacent to the door.
Trans World Air Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 2.2.1.2 Consideration of a
High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or
Missile Warhead) Despite being unable to determine
the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the lack of any
corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy
explosion indicates that these trace amounts did not
result from the detonation of a high-energy explosive
device on TWA flight 800. Accordingly, the Safety
Board concludes that the in-flight breakup of TWA
flight 800 was not initiated by a bomb or a missile
strike. The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of the TWA flight
800 accident was an explosion of the center wing fuel
tank (CWT), resulting from ignition of the flammable
fuel/air mixture in the tank. The source of ignition
energy for the explosion could not be determined with
certainty,
7.4 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had breakups in their airframes in a
similar amidships location.

For three of the aircraft the sudden huge hole
appearing on the starboard side just forward of the
wing was too large and the forward part of the aircraft
pulled away from the aft part for a total breakup.
United Airlines Flight 811 had a partial breakup with
'only' a ten foot by fifteen foot hole appearing and was
able, with difficulty, to safely land soon after the
explosive decompression when the forward cargo
door opened in flight.
Air India Flight 182 had an inflight breakup when the
aft part separated from the forward part.
Pan Am Flight 103 had an inflight breakup when the
forward part pulled away from the rear part.
United Airlines Flight 811 had an inflight partial
breakup of the forward part when a huge hole
appeared in the nose of the aircraft.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an inflight
breakup when the nose portion pulled away from the
rest of the aircraft.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had breakups in
their airframes at a similar amidships location:

Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 3.3
Aircraft Break-up Sequence Hence, it is likely that the
aft portion of the aircraft separated from the forward
portion before striking the water. Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 48
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90: 2.14
Summary The combined effect of the direct and
indirect explosive forces was to destroy the structural
integrity of the forward fuselage. UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 56 The forward fuselage and flight deck
area separated from the remaining structure within a
period of 2 to 3 seconds." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page
57 Although the pattern of distribution of bodies on
the ground was not clear cut there was some
correlation with seat allocation which suggested that
the forward part of the aircraft had broken away from
the rear early in the disintegration process. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 30
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a
hole on the right side in the area of the forward lower

lobe cargo door, approximately 10 by 15 feet large.
An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door, to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper
deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. NTSB/AAR 92/02 Page 4
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 2.2.1.3 Consideration of a
Fuel/Air Explosion in the Center Wing Fuel Tank It
was clear from the wreckage recovery locations that
the first pieces to depart the airplane were from the
area in and around the airplane's wing center section
(WCS), which includes the CWT, and, therefore, that
the breakup must have initiated in this area.
7.5 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had at least nine never recovered bodies.
Extensive and long searches were made at the four
accident sites soon after the events. The never
recovered passengers were mostly those seated in the
cabin near and above the forward cargo door. One

published report gives the macabre explanation for the
missing bodies for United Airline Flight 811 as they
were ingested into the adjacent number three engine.
Air India Flight 182 had 131 bodies recovered of the
329 which left 198 bodies never recovered with
passengers assigned seats near and above the forward
cargo compartment included in the missing.
Pan Am Flight 103 had ten passengers never
recovered although evidence was presented of
recovering very small items such as fragments of
pieces of metal which indicates the extensive and
thorough search that was conducted on land.
United Airlines Flight 811 had nine never recovered
passengers, all expelled from the huge hole created
when the forward cargo door opened in flight which
took fuselage skin with it leaving the passengers
above exposed. US Navy ships were on the scene very
quickly but recovered no bodies.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has at least nineteen
bodies never recovered although DNA testing of the
fragments of bones identified all the passengers.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to

support the match that all four flights had at least nine
missing, never recovered bodies.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 3.1.6
In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R.
Hill further stated that the significance of flail injuries
being suffered by some of the passengers was that it
indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air at an
altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. He further explained that if
an explosion had occurred in the cargo hold, it was
possible that the bodies may not show any sign of
explosion. It may here be mentioned that the forensic
examination of the bodies do not disclose any
evidence of an explosion. Furthermore, the seating
pattern also shows that none of the bodies from Zone
A or B was recovered, in fact as per the seating plan
Zone B was supposed to have been unoccupied. This
Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment. Medical examination was conducted on
the 131 bodies recovered after the accident. This
comprises about 40 percent of the 329 persons on
board. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 19
Pan Am Flight 103:

From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.13
Medical and pathological information The bodies of
10 passengers were not recovered and of these, 8 had
been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over
the wing at the front of the economy section. UK
AAIB Report 2/90 Page 31
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Executive Summary: Nine
of the passengers had been ejected from the airplane
and lost at sea. 1.2 Injuries to Persons Injuries
Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers Others Serious Lost
in flight. An extensive air and sea search for the
passengers was unsuccessful. 1.15 Survival Aspects
The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive
nature of the decompression, which swept nine of the
passengers from the airplane. The explosive
decompression of the cabin when the cargo door
separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor structure
and seats where the nine fatally injured passengers
had been seated were subjected to the destructive
forces of the decompression and the passengers were
lost through the hole in the fuselage. Their remains
were not recovered. Passengers-Nine Passengers who
were seated in seats 8H, 9FGH, 10GH, 11GH and
12H, were ejected from the fuselage and were not
found; and thus, are assumed to have been fatally

injured in the accident.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.13 Medical and
Pathological Information: Most identifications of
occupants were accomplished through the use of
fingerprints or dental records. However, in 29 cases,
neither of these methods was successful; these cases
required the use of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
protocols or forensic radiography as the primary
means of identification. (Nineteen occupants were
identified solely by DNA, and 10 were identified by
forensic radiography, either by the medical examiner
or the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.)
7.6 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had passengers that showed explosive
decompression type injuries and no evidence of
bomb explosion injuries.
Air India Flight 182 has at least twenty five
passengers who showed signs of decompression
injuries and no evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Pan Am Flight 103 had a majority of passengers who
had been injured by the inflight disintegration of the

aircraft and showed no evidence of bomb explosion
injuries.
United Airlines Flight 811 had surviving passengers
who suffered decompression type injuries such as
baro trauma to the ear and no evidence of bomb
explosion injuries.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had passengers who
suffered from the effects of an inflight breakup of the
aircraft and no evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had passengers
who suffered from decompression type injuries and no
evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 2.9
Medical Evidence Flail pattern injuries were
exhibited by eight bodies. Five of these were in Zone
E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one crew
member. The significance of flail injuries is that it
indicates that the victims came out of the aircraft at
altitude before it hit the water. There were 26 bodies
that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of oxygen),
including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and

11 in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. Pathological
examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative of
a fire or explosion.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.13
Medical and pathological information The results of
the post mortem examination of the victims indicated
that the majority had experienced severe multiple
injuries at different stages, consistent with the in-flight
disintegration of the aircraft and ground impact. There
was no pathological indication of an in-flight fire and
no evidence that any of the victims had been injured
by shrapnel from the explosion. There was also no
evidence which unequivocally indicated that
passengers or cabin crew had been killed or injured by
the effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the
aircraft, the majority were found in areas which
indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage
during the disintegration. Although the pattern of
distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with seat allocation which
suggested that the forward part of the aircraft had
broken away from the rear early in the disintegration
process. The bodies of 10 passengers were not
recovered and of these, 8 had been allocated seats in

rows 23 to 28 positioned over the wing at the front of
the economy section.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Injury Information
Passengers.--Nine Passengers who were seated in
seats 8H, 9FGH, 10GH, 11GH, and 12H, were ejected
from the fuselage and were not found; and thus, are
assumed to have been fatally injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the
following injuries: Seat 7CBarotrauma to both ears 9E
Superficial abrasions and contusions to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears 13D Barotrauma to both
ears 13E Bleeding in both ears 14A Laceration in the
parietal occipital area, barotrauma to both ears 16J
Barotrauma to both ears 26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B Barotrauma to both ears 26H Barotitis to both
ears, low back pain, irritation to the right eye due to
foreign bodies 27A Barotrauma to the right ear 28J
Superficial abrasions and a contusion to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.13 Medical and
Pathological Information A Medical Forensic
Investigation Analysis Report, dated January 28,
1999, and prepared for the Department of Justice/FBI

by a medical/forensic expert, 166 concluded the
following: Exhaustive analysis of all available
medical data on the victims of TWA Flight 800 by an
experienced team of forensic pathologists,
biomechanicists and criminal investigators failed to
find any evidence that any victim was directly
exposed to a bomb blast or missile warhead
detonation. This finding makes it highly unlikely that
a localized explosion occurred within the passenger
cabin of TWA Flight 800. All injuries found in the
victims were consistent with severe in-flight break up
and subsequent water impact.
7.7 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had experienced a sudden, loud, audible
sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event start
time:
It is very unusual to have a sudden, loud, audible
sound appear to the flightcrew in flight. It never
happens under usual circumstances and only four
times in accidents. The rarity and difficulty in creating
such an event leads to the assumption that one
identical initial event caused the sound which
appeared on all four cockpit voice recorders, such as a
bomb explosion, a center tank explosion, or an

explosive decompression from a sudden hull rupture.
Air India Flight 182 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
United Airlines Flight 811 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred and described
by a survivor as a 'tremendous explosion'.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was flying normally
when a sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights experienced a
sudden, loud audible sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at event start time.
*
Above Chart 12 from TWA 800 Public Docket for
TWA 800 and shows CVR data for TWA 800, Pan Am
Flight 103, Air India Flight 182, United Airlines
Flight 811, and a Philippines Airlines 737.
Air India Flight 182:

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council,
Canada From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was
proceeding normally en route from Montreal to
London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound
continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost
immediately, the line from the cockpit area
microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the rear of
the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This
was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.11.2
Cockpit voice recorder The CVR tape was listened to
for its full duration and there was no indication of
anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual crew
behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM
channel followed almost immediately by the cessation
of recording whilst the crew were copying their
transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC." UK
AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 It is not clear if the sound
at the end of the recording is the result of the

explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft
structure. The short period between the beginning of
the event and the loss of electrical power suggests that
the latter is more likely to be the case. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 38
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders The
CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could
be heard on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5
seconds after a "thump" was heard on the CVR for
which one of the flightcrew made a comment. They
heard a sound, described as a "thump," which shook
the airplane. They said that this sound was followed
immediately by a "tremendous explosion." The
airplane had experienced an explosive decompression.
The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang.
The CVR returned to normal operation at 0209:29
HST, and cockpit conversation continued to be
recorded in a normal manner. NTSB Accident Report
92-02 Page 25.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1. Factual Information 1.1
History of Flight The CVR then recorded a very loud

sound for a fraction of a second (0.117 second) on all
channels immediately before the recording ended.
1.11.1.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder-Related Airplane
Tests As previously discussed in section 1.1, the CVR
recorded an event (a very loud sound) that was about
40 percent louder than the previous signals during the
last few tenths of a second of the CVR recording,
which continued until the CVR recording abruptly
stopped. The CVRs recovered from these airplanes
all recorded very loud sound events just before they
stopped recording. The sound signatures from these
events were compared with the sound signatures
recorded at the end of the TWA flight 800 CVR
recording. Generally, the sound signatures could be
characterized based on how quickly the loud noise
event rose from the background noise (rise time), the
duration of the loud noise event, and how quickly the
loud noise event decreased (fall time). 121 The TWA
flight 800 CVR recorded noise characteristics that
were most similar to those recorded by the CVRs on
board the United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines
airplanes. At 2031:12, the CVR recording ended. A
sound spectrum study of the information recorded by
the CVR revealed that twice within the last second of
the CVR recording (about 0.73 and 0.68 seconds
before the recording stopped), the captain's channel
recorded harmonic tones at the 400 Hertz 10 (Hz)

frequency, but it did not record other electrical system
background noise that it had recorded previously
throughout the recording. These other electrical
system background noises were recorded on the other
CVR channels without interruption. 11 The CVR then
recorded a every loud sound for a fraction of a second
(0.117 second) on all channels immediately before the
recording ended. The accident airplane's last recorded
radar 12 transponder return occurred at 2031:12, and a
review of the FDR data indicated that the FDR lost
power at 2031:12.
7.8 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had the source of the sudden, loud,
audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source of the sudden, loud, audible sound as an
explosive decompression supported.
Air India Flight 182:
The sudden loud, audible sound lacked certain low
frequencies and had a slower rise time for it to be the
sound of a bomb explosion. The sudden loud sound
matched that of an explosive decompression of a wide
body DC-10 decompression accident sound.

Pan Am Flight 103:
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds. The sound did match the
sound of its structure breaking up.
United Airlines Flight 811
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds because a bomb explosion
was conclusively ruled out. The sudden loud sound
did match the sound of the explosive decompression
when its forward cargo door opened in flight which
allowed the inside compressed air to rush out
suddenly into the low pressure outside air.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds because a bomb explosion
was conclusively ruled out. The sudden loud sound
was matched to the sound of a Boeing 747 explosive
decompression accident sound, specifically, United
Airlines Flight 811.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all had the source of the

sudden, loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion
disputed and the source as an explosive
decompression supported.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch
(AIB), United Kingdom An analysis of the CVR audio
found no significant very low frequency content
which would be expected from the sound created by
the detonation of a high explosive device.
Considering the different acoustic characteristics
between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis
indicates that there were distinct similarities between
the sound of the explosive decompression on the
DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI 182 CVR.
3.4.6.52 It would be pertinent to note that even
according to the report of Mr. Davis the rise time in
the case of Kanishka, which has been given for the
peak is about 40 milliseconds. 3.4.6.55 A reference
may also be made, at this stage, the frequency
spectrum of the sound of the hand gun which was
fired on a Boeing 737 flight deck. He has stated that
the rise time for reaching the peak is almost
instantaneous. Same is the case with regard to the
frequency spectrum prepared by him of a bomb in a
B-737 aircraft where the bomb had been placed in the

freight hold which is shown in Fig. 6. A perusal of that
spectrum also shows that the peak was reached in
approximately 5 ms. 3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was
heard is evident to the ear when the CVR as well as
the ATC tapes are played. The bang could have been
caused by a rapid decompression but it could also
have been caused by an explosive device. One fact
which has, however, to be noticed is that the sound
from the explosion must necessarily emanate a few
milliseconds or seconds earlier than the sound of rapid
decompression because the explosion must
necessarily occur before a hole is made, which results
in decompression. In the event of there being an
explosive detonation then the sound from there must
reach the area mike first before the sound of
decompression is received by it. The sound may travel
either through the air or through the structure of the
aircraft, but if there is no explosion of a device, but
there is nevertheless an explosive decompression for
some other reason, then it is that sound which will
reach the area mike. To my mind it will be difficult to
say, merely by looking at the spectra of the sound, that
the bang recorded on the CVR tape was from an
explosive device.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 2.3.2

Cockpit voice recorders The analysis of the cockpit
voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C,
concluded that there were valid signals available to
the CVR when it stopped at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second
because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end of the
recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period
between the beginning of the event and the loss of
electrical power suggests that the latter is more likely
to be the case.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders
Examination of the data plotted from the DFDR
indicated that the flight was normal from liftoff to the
accident. The recorder operated normally during the
period. However, the decompression event caused a
data loss of approximately 2 1/2 seconds. When the
data resumed being recorded, all values appeared
valid with the exception of the pitch and roll
parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp
increase immediately following the decompression.
Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change
just after the decompression and a slight increase as
the airplane began its descent. The CVR revealed
normal communication before the decompression. At

0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the
CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the
flightcrew made a comment. The electrical power to
the CVR was lost for approximately 21.4 seconds
following the loud bang. The CVR returned to normal
operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit conversation
continued to be recorded in a normal manner
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.11.1.2 Cockpit Voice
Recorder-Related Airplane Tests Sound spectrum
analysis plots from these airplane tests were compared
with those from the TWA flight 800 CVR recording.
For further comparisons, the Safety Board plotted the
CVR recordings from other known in-flight
explosions/breakups (such as Pan Am flight 103, a
747-100 airplane that crashed at Lockerbie, Scotland,
after a bomb on board exploded; 117 an Air India
747-100 that crashed in the Atlantic Ocean southwest
of Ireland after a bomb on board exploded; and United
flight 811, a 747-100 that lost its forward cargo door
in flight. The CVRs recovered from these airplanes all
recorded very loud sound events just before they
stopped recording. The sound signatures from these
events were compared with the sound signatures
recorded at the end of the TWA flight 800 CVR

recording. Generally, the sound signatures could be
characterized based on how quickly the loud noise
event rose from the background noise (rise time), the
duration of the loud noise event, and how quickly the
loud noise event decreased (fall time). The TWA flight
800 CVR recorded noise characteristics that were
most similar to those recorded by the CVRs on board
the United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines airplanes.
7. 9 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders immediately after a sudden, loud,
audible sound at event start time.
It is very unusual to have an abrupt power cut to
the data recorders in flight. It never happens under
usual circumstances and only four times in accidents
which were preceded by another rare occurrence, a
sudden, loud, audible sound on the flightdeck. The
rarity and difficulty in creating such an event leads to
the assumption that one identical initial event caused
the abrupt power cut which disrupted all four data
recorders, such as a bomb explosion, a center tank
explosion, or an explosive decompression from a
sudden hull rupture

The actual duration or the fall time of the sudden
loud sound can not be determined because the power
to the recording device was severed before the sound
ended. The sound may have lasted for quite a long
time but it is not recorded. The duration of the sound
and the fall time of it on the recorders is independent
of the actual duration and fall tall time of the sudden
loud sound.
Air India Flight 182 was proceeding normally until a
sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Pan Am Flight 103 was proceeding normally until a
sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
United Airlines Flight 811 was proceeding normally
until a sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was proceeding
normally until a sudden, loud, audible sound was
immediately followed by an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to

support the match that all four flights were proceeding
normally until a sudden, loud, audible sound was
immediately followed by an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: '
2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council,
Canada From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was
proceeding normally en route from Montreal to
London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound
continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost
immediately, the line from the cockpit area
microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the rear of
the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This
was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 21 When synchronized with other
recordings it was determined, within the accuracy that
the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR. Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
22
Pan Am Flight 103

From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 2.3.1
Digital flight data recordings The analysis of the
recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which is
detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data
simply stopped. Following careful examination and
correlation of the various sources of recorded
information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the recorder
had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +- second. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 37 The analysis of the cockpit voice
recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded
that there were valid signals available to the DVR
when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- second because the
power supply to the recorder was interrupted. It is not
clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the
aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power
suggests that the latter is more likely to be the case.
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders
However, the decompression event caused a data loss
of approximately 2 1/2 seconds. The CVR revealed
normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the

CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the
flightcrew made a comment. The electrical power to
the CVR was lost for approximately 21.4 seconds
following the loud bang. NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.11.2 Flight Data Recorder
During the first 12 1/2 minutes of the accident flight
(from the start of the takeoff roll until 2031:12, when
the recording stopped abruptly), the FDR operated
continuously and recorded data consistent with a
normal departure and climb. The data indicated that
the airplane was in a wings-level climb, and the
vertical and longitudinal acceleration forces were
consistent with normal airplane loads when the
recording stopped. Examination of the FDR data
revealed that the interruption of the recording at
2031:12 was consistent with the loss of electrical
power to the recorder. 1.1 History of Flight At
2031:12, the CVR recording ended. The CVR then
recorded a every loud sound for a fraction of a second
(0.117 second) on all channels immediately before the
recording ended. The accident airplane's last recorded
radar 12 transponder return occurred at 2031:12, and a
review of the FDR data indicated that the FDR lost
power at 2031:12.

7.10 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had an explosion in or adjacent
to the forward cargo compartment.
Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
Pan Am Flight 103 had an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
United Airlines Flight 811 had an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an explosion in
the center fuel tank immediately adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment with much tangible
evidence of an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment as the initial event and the center tank
explosion later as a consequence.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had an explosion
in or adjacent to the forward cargo compartment.
Air India Flight 182:

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 4.1
Cause-Related Findings "There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment." Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 58
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
1.12.2.4 Baggage containers It was evident, from the
main wreckage layout, that the explosion had
occurred in the forward cargo hold and, although all
baggage container wreckage was examined, only
items from this area which showed the relevant
characteristics were considered for the reconstruction.
The initial explosion triggered a sequence of events
which effectively destroyed the structural integrity of
the forward fuselage. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 43
The direct explosive forces produced a large hole in
the fuselage structure and disrupted the main cabin
floor. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 56
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.6.2 Cargo Door
Description and Operation Both the forward and aft
lower cargo doors are similar in appearance and
operation. They are located on the lower right side of

the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door
opening is approximately 110 inches wide by 99
inches high, as measured along the fuselage. 1.3
Damage to the Airplane The primary damage to the
airplane consisted of a hole on the right side in the
area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door
fuselage cutout lower sill and side frames were intact
but the door was missing (see figures 1 and 2). An
area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper
deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. Executive Summary The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
NTSB AAR 00/03 Executive Summary: The National
Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of the TWA flight 800 accident was an
explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT),

resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air
mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy for
the explosion could not be determined with certainty,
but, of the sources evaluated by the investigation, the
most likely was a short circuit outside of the CWT
that allowed excessive voltage to enter it through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity
indication system. From NTSB TWA 800 Photographs
and text from Public Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Study, page 20, "Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880,
840, 820, 800, and 780...The initial opening of the
fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the
expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied
by collapse of the main deck floor for some distance
forward of STA 1000. The red area recovery of
interior components as far forward as STA 600 would
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and
associated structural breakup."
7.11 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had similar shattered fuselage
skin in and around the forward cargo door.
The forward cargo doors of Pan Am Flight 103 and
Air India Flight 182, are shown in drawings as equally

split longitudinally which matches the retrieved
United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door
longitudinal split of its retrieved forward cargo door.
The Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo
door is shown in photographs as very shattered with
two ruptures of outward peeled skin at each midspan
latch.
The text description of the damage of the Air
India Flight 182 forward cargo door and the
surrounding area fits very closely with the
photographs of the forward cargo door and the
surrounding area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800, a
Boeing 747 that also suffered an inflight breakup in
flight thought to be caused by a bomb explosion in the
forward cargo compartment. Photographs of the
forward cargo door area of Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 with the closeup of the forward cargo door
area demonstrate the shattered destruction of the door
area. The text from the Indian Kirpal report
concerning pieces of wreckage debris around the
forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 describes
very accurately the details in the photographs of the
the same area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800. The
matches of both cargo door areas to each other with
similar holes, flaps, fractures, inward concavity, tears,
deformities, outward bent petals, curls, missing

pieces, cracks, separations, curved fragments, spikes,
and folds are apparent by matching the photographs of
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 to the text of Air
India Flight 182. There are no photographs yet
available of the forward cargo door area of Air India
Flight 182 in the accident reports to compare to the
other three aircraft.
*
Above is a NTSB photograph of the wreckage
reconstruction of Trans World Airlines Flight 800
starboard side over and forward of the wing. Fuselage
station 600 is to the right extending to fuselage station
960 to the left in the photograph. A little over half of
the forward cargo door is the shattered area in the
lower right hand section. An outward opening petal
shaped rupture can be seen at the aft midspan latch of
the forward cargo door. The mildly damaged right
hand, number two passenger door is in the middle left
of the photograph.
*
Above is a closeup photograph of about a half of the
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door
extending from fuselage station 520 on the right to
fuselage station 620 to the left in the photograph. The
cargo door hinge is in red near the top of the
photograph. The outward opening petal shaped oval

rupture is located at the forward midspan latch of the
forward cargo door.
*Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing
fuselage station numbers and sections.
Below is text from the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report and the Indian Kirpal Report
referring to Air India Flight 182 area forward of the
wing on the starboard side:
E. Damage in air : The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
2.11.4.6 Section 42 Portions of section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near
section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown
skin, the upper passenger compartment deck, the belly
skin, and some of the cargo floor including roller
tracks. The right-hand, number two passenger door
including some of the upper and aft frame and outer
skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the
sea bed near this area were a large number of suitcases
and baggage as well as several badly damaged
containers. All cargo doors were found intact and
attached to the fuselage structure except for the
forward cargo door which had some fuselage and

cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward
right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed.
3.2.11.23 Target 399 - Fuselage around 2R Door This
target is shown in Fig. 399-1. A detailed description is
given below : TARGET 399 Fuselage Station 780 to
940 in the longitudinal direction and stringer 7R down
to stringer 35R circumferentially. This piece contained
five window frames, one in the 2R passenger entry
door. Three of the window frames, including the door
window frame, still contained window panes. Little
overall deformation was found in the stringers and
skin above the door. The structure did contain a
significant amount of damage and fractures in the skin
and stringers beneath the window level. In the area
beneath the level of the windows, the original convex
outward shape of the surface had been deformed into
an inward concave shape. Further inward concavity
was found in the skin between many of the stringers
below stringer 28R. The skin at the forward edge of
the piece was folded outward and back between
stringers 25R and 30R. Over most of the remaining
edges of the piece a relatively small amount of overall

deformation was noted in the skin adjacent to the edge
separations. Twelve holes or damage areas were
numbered and are further described.
No.1 : Hole, 5 inches by 9 inches with two large flaps
and one smaller curl, all folded outward. Reversing
slant fractures, small area missing.
No.2 : Hole, 2 inches by 3/4 inch, one flap folded
outward, reversing slant fractures, one curled sliver,
no missing metal.
No.3 : Triangular shaped hole about 2 inches on each
side. One flap, folding inward, with one area with a
serrated edge. No missing metal, extensive cracking
away from corners of the hole, reversing slant
fracture.
No.4 :
Tear area, 8 inches overall, with
deformation inward in the centre of the area.
Reversing slant fracture.
No.5 :
Fracture area with two legs measuring 14
inches and about 24 inches. Small triangular shaped
piece missing from a position slightly above stringer
27R. Inward fold noted near the joint of the legs. An
area of 45° scuff marks extend onto this fold.
No.6 : Hole about 2.5 inches by 3 inches with a flap
folded outward, reversing slant fracture.
Approximately half the metal from the hole is
missing.
No.7 : Hole about 3 inches by 1 inch, all metal from

the hole is missing. Fracture edges are deformed
outward.
No.8 : Forward edge of the skin is deformed into an
"S" shaped flap. Three inward curls noted on an edge.
No.9 :
Inwardly deformed flap of metal between
stringers 11R and 12R at a frame splice separation. No
evidence of an impact on the outside surface.
No.10 : Door lower sill fractured and deformed
downward at the aft edge of the door.
No.11 : Frame 860 missing above stringer 14R. Upper
auxiliary frame of the door has its inner chord and
web missing at station 860. A 10 inch piece of stringer
12R is missing aft of station 860.
No.12 : Attached piece of floor panel (beneath door)
has one half of a seat track attached. The floor panel is
perforated and the lower surface skin is torn.
3.2.11.24 Much of the damage on this target was on
the skin and stringers beneath the window level, i.e.,
on the right side of the front cargo hold. The inside
and outside surface of the skin in this region are
shown in Fig. 399-2 and 399-3 respectively. There
were 12 holes or damaged areas on the skin as
described above, generally with petals bending
outwards. The curl on a flap around hole no.1 shown
in Figh 399-4 has one full turn. This curl is in the
outward direction. Cracks were also noticed around
some of the holes. Part of the metal was missing in

some of the holes. The edges of some of the petals
showed reverse slant fracture. In one of the holes,
spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
3.2.11.25 When this target was recovered from the
sea, along with it came a large number, a few
hundreds, of tiny fragments and medium size pieces,
All of the fragments were recovered from the area
below the passenger entry door 2R. One of the
medium size pieces recovered with this target was a
floor stantion, about 35 inches long, shown in Fig.
399-5. It is a square tube. It had the mark station 880
painted on its inner face, i.e. facing the centre line of
the cargo hold. The part number printed on this station
is 69B06115 12 and the assembly number is ASSY
65B06115-942 E3664 1/31/78*. It was confirmed that
this stantion belongs to the right side of the forward
cargo hold. The inner face of the stantion had a
fracture with a curl at the lower end, the curl being in
the outboard direction and up into the centre of the
station. Fig. 399-6 is a print from the radiograph of
this station. The inward curling can be seen clearly in
this figure. Curling of the metal in this manner is a
shock wave effect.
3.2.11.26 A piece near the fracture edge of this
stantion was cut, and examined metallographically.
Fig. 399-7 and 399-8 show the micro-structure of this
piece. Twins are seen in the grains close to the

fracture edge. The normal microstructure of the
stantion material is free from twins as shown in Fig.
399-9.
3.2.11.27 Fig. 399-10 shows a collection of small
fragments recovered along with target 399. There
were some curved fragments with small radius of
curvature (A). Reverse slant fracture (B) was noticed
in some of the skin pieces. A piece 3/4" x 1/2" and
3/16" thick was found to have three blunt spikes at the
edge (C). This piece was metallographically polished
on the longitudinal edge. The microstructure of the
piece is shown in Fig. 399-11. It may be seen that the
grains in this fragment also contain a large number of
twins.
3.2.11.28 Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin This
piece included the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of
bottom centre and five longitudinal stringers to the
right of bottom centre. The original shape of the piece
(convex in the circumferential direction) had been
deformed to a concave inward overall shape. Multiple
separations were found in the skin as well as in the
underlying stringers. Further inward concavity was
found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.29 The two sides of this piece are shown in Fig.
362-1 and 362-2. This piece has 25 holes or damaged
areas in most of which there are multiple petals

curling outwards. These holes are numbered 1 to 3,
4a, 4b, 4c and 5 to 23. These are described below.
Unless otherwise noted, holes did not have any
material missing :
No.1 : Hole with a large flap of skin, reversing slant
fracture.
No.2 : Hole with multiple curls, reverse slant fracture.
No.3: Hole with multiple flaps and curls, reversing
slant fracture, one area of spikes (ragged sawtooth)
No.4A: One large flap, reverse slant fracture, one area
of spikes.
No.4B : Hole with two flaps.
No.4C : Hole with two flaps, one area of spikes
No.5 : Hole with two flaps
No.6 : Branching tear from the left side of the piece,
reversing slant fracture.
No.7 : Hole, with one flap, one curl and one area of
spikes.
No.8: Very large tear from the left side of the piece
with multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant fracture
and at least two areas of spikes.
No.9 : Hole with multiple flaps, one curl.
No. 10: 2.5 inch tear
No.11: One flap
No. 12: Grip hole, plus a curl with spikes on both
sides of the curl.
No.13: "U" shaped notch with gouge marks in the

inboard/outboard direction. Three curls are nearby
with one are of spikes. Gouges found on a nearby
stringer and on a nearby flap.
No. 14 : Nearly circular hole, 0.3 inch to 0.4 inch in
diameter. Small metal lipping on outside surface of
the skin. Most of the metal from the hole is missing.
No. 15 : Hole in the skin beneath the first stringer to
the left of centre bottom. Small piece missing.
No. 16 : Hole in the stringer above hole No. 15. Most
of the metal from this hole is missing.
No. 17 : Hole through the second stringer to the left of
centre bottom, 0.4 inch in diameter. The hole
encompassed a rivet which attached the stringer to the
outer skin. Small pieces of metal missing.
No. 18 : Hole at the aft end of the piece between the
third and fourth stringers to the left of centre bottom.
The hole consisted of a circular portion (0.4 inch
diameter), plus a folded lip extending away from the
hole. The metal from the circular area was missing.
No. 19 : Hole with metal folded from the outside to
the inside, about 0.6 inch by 1.5 inch. Flap adjacent to
the hole contained a heavy gouge mark on the outside
surface of the skin.
No. 20 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 21 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 22 : Hole with one flap.
No. 23 : Hole about 0.3 inch in diameter, with tears

away from the hole. Small piece missing.
3.2.11.30 Fig. 362-3 to 362-7 show a few of these
holes. There were also cracks or tears around some of
the holes. The curls around some of the holes had
nearly one full turn. In the large tear between body
stations 700 and 740 and stringers between 41L and
45L, there were many pronounced curls as shown in
Fig. 362-8. On the edges of the petals around several
holes, reverse slant fracture was seen at a number of
places. This slant fracture is at an angle of about 45°
to the skin surface, the fracture continuing in the same
general direction but with the slope of the slant
fracture reversing frequently.
3.2.11.31 Sharp spikes were observed at the edges of
the holes or at the edges of the petals around the holes
No. 3, 4A, 4C, 7, 8 (at two locations), 12, 13 and 16.
Some of the spikes are shown in Fig. 362-9 to 362-12.
One of the holes, No. 14, on the skin was nearly
elliptical with metal completely missing, as shown in
Fig. 362-13. On the inside surface of the skin, paint
surrounding this hole was missing. Hole No. 16 was
through the hat section stringer, as shown in Fig.
362-14. In this, most of the metal was missing. On the
inside of the hat section, the fracture edge of this hole
had spikes, as shown in Fig. 362-15. Hole No. 17 was
through the stringer and the skin, as shown in 362-16.
3.2.11.32 Through holes No. 20 and 21, extruded

angles were found stuck inside, as shown in Fig.
362-17 and 362-18 respectively. In the petal around
hole No. 20, there was an impact mark by hit from the
angle as seen in Fig. 362-19 photographed after
removing the angle. Such a mark was not present in
the petals around other holes.
3.2.11.33 On the skin adjacent to hole No. 13 gouge
marks were noticed, Fig. 362-20. These marks were
on the inside surface of the skin. To check whether
these could be due to rubbing by the bridal cable of
Scarab during the recovery operations, a sample of
bridal cable was obtained from "John Cabot" and
gouge marks were produced by pressing this cable
against an aluminum sheet. The gouge marks thus
produced, as shown in Fig. 362-21, appear to be
different from those observed near hole No. 13.
3.2.11.34 A piece surrounding hole No. 14 was cut out
and examined in a Jeol 840 scanning electron
microscope at the Naval Chemical and Metallurgical
Laboratory, Bombay. Fig. 362-22 and 362-23 are the
scanning electron micrographs showing the inside
surface and outside surface of the skin around this
hole. Flow of metal from inside to outside can be seen
from these figures. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis
was carried out on the edges of this hole. Only the
elements present in this alloy and sea water residue
were detected.

3.2.11.35 A portion of the skin containing part of hole
No. 14 was cut, polished on the thickness side of the
skin and examined in a metallurgical microscope. Fig.
362-24 shows the microstructure of this region. The
flow of metal along the edge of the hole can be seen
from the shape of the deformed grains near the hole.
This can be compared with the bulk of the grains
shown in Fig. 362-25, away from the hole. In
addition, in Fig. 362-24, a series of twin bands can be
seen in some of the grains near the hole. Fig. 362-26
shows these bands at a higher magnification. Normal
deformation rates at various temperatures do not
produce such twinning in aluminum or its alloys. It
may be noted that this microstructural feature is
absent in the microstructure of the skin, away from
hole No. 14, Fig. 362-25.
3.2.11.36 Metallography was also carried out on a
petal around hole No.7 and on a curl with spikes
around hole No. 12. The microstructures indicate
twins, however they could not be recorded due to their
poor contrast.
3.2.11.37 Small pieces containing the spikes around
holes No. 12 and 16 were cut and energy dispersive xray chemical analysis on the region of spikes in both
was carried out in the Jeol 840 SEM. Only elements
present in the alloys and sea water residue were
detected.

3.2.11.38A number of small fragments were found
along with the forward cargo skin in target 362.
Amongst them was a piece from the web of a roller
tray. This has pronounced curling of the edges
towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
3.2.11.39 Another small fragment was found from the
above target. This piece, identified as specimen No. 12
in box No. 1, target 362, has a number of spikes along
the edge. A scanning electron micrograph of the
spikes is shown in Fig. 362-28. The sides of the spikes
on SEM examination revealed elongated dimples as
shown in Fig. 362-29, characteristic of shear mode of
fracture. Metallography was carried out on the
thickness side of this specimen. Fig. 362-30 and
362-31 show the microstructure near the apex of the
spike and at the root of the spike respectively.
Extensive twinning can be seen in these regions of the
spikes.
3.2.11.40 Another fragment recovered with target 362
and identified as specimen No. 8 in box No. 1, also
showed extensive twinning. The microstructure is
recorded in Fig. 362-32.
Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door was ruptured,
split and shattered.
Pan Am Flight 103 has not text information about the

forward cargo door although it was near the location
of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
The reconstruction drawing shows the forward cargo
door split longitudinally at the midspan latches at the
initial event start time.
United Airlines Flight 811 gives a detailed report on
the ruptured and split forward cargo door.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 photographs show the
ruptured, split and shattered forward cargo door.
Excerpts of official corroborative drawings and
photographs to support all aircraft had similar
shattered skin in and around the forward cargo door.
Air India Flight 182 from the Indian Kirpal Report:
*
Pan Am Flight 103 below from AAIB Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90
*
United Airlines Flight 811 below from NTSB AAR
92/02
*

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 below from NTSB
public docket and AAR 00/03:

*
Below illustration shows the red zone of Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 which is were all the first
debris left the aircraft. The red zone includes the
forward cargo door area but the zone is forward of the
center fuel tank.
*
7.12 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had relatively mild damage on
the port side of the nose forward of the wing
directly opposite the shattered zone around the
forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
Air India Flight 182 concentrated on the starboard
side since it had unusual damage on the fuselage
wreckage. No photographs are yet available of the
port side. There is no report of any damage on the port
side of the aircraft. Only a few parts of the port side
were retrieved and nothing unusual was reported
about those pieces.
Pan Am Flight 103 had large areas of skin torn away
on the starboard side during the first instants of the
initial event while immediately opposite at the same

time only a few pieces were torn off.
United Airlines Flight 811 had no damage to the port
side of the airframe. All of the damage was on the
starboard side from the explosive decompression and
the ejected objects. The vertical stabilizer in the
middle of the aircraft was damaged.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had no inflight
damage on the port side while the starboard side
directly opposite is shattered and torn.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had relatively
mild damage on the port side of the nose forward of
the wing directly opposite the shattered zone around
the forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
Air India Flight 182: From the Indian Kirpal Report
and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: Five
frames and door-port side aft# 5 left door (iii) Section
of fuselage between B S 510 to B S 700, including the
passenger window belt right side, up and over crown
to include upper deck windows left side (Target No.
218). (iv) Section of fuselage between B S 720 to B S
840 including left side passenger window belt, up and
over crown to right side passenger window belt.

Forward and upper edges of L H No.2 door cutout can
be seen (Target No. 193). (v) Large section of fuselage
between B S 1000 to B S 1460 including left side
passenger window belt, up and over crown to right
side passenger window belt. This section was found
lying on its right side (Target No. 137). There was no
reported in flight damage to engines Nos. 1 and 2.
Pan Am Flight 103: From UK AAIB Report 2/90
*
Above photograph from Figure B-11 of the
AAIB report shows the large amounts of fuselage skin
around the forward cargo door (top drawing) torn
away at initial event time while on the port side
(bottom drawing) at the same time, only a few pieces
are torn off. The dark blue rectangle is the very small
Ôbomb explosionÕ shatter zone which is purported to
have caused the aircraft to break in two.
United Airlines Flight 811: From NTSB AAR 92/02:
1.3 Damage to the Airplane The primary damage to
the airplane consisted of a hole on the right side in the
area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door
fuselage cutout lower sill and side frames were intact
but the door was missing (see figures 1 and 2). An

area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper
deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. Examination of all structure
around the area of primary damage disclosed no
evidence of preexisting cracks or corrosion. All
fractures were typical of fresh overstress breaks.
Debris had damaged portions of the right wing, the
right horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and
engines Nos. 3 and 4. No damage was noted on the
left side of the airplane, including engines Nos. 1 and
2.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: From NTSB Public
Docket photograph
*
Above photograph shows the smooth port side
forward of the wing (nose to left in photograph),
while directly opposite the starboard side is shattered
and torn. There was no inflight damage to engines
Nos. 1 or 2, both on the port side of the aircraft.

7.13 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris.
Air India Flight 182 had inflight damage to the right
wing root, number three engine and cowling, engine
number four cowling, vertical stabilizer, and the right
horizontal stabilizer.
Pan Am Flight 103 had inflight damage to number
three engine and cowling, the vertical stabilizer, and
the right horizontal stabilizer. The wing was destroyed
and examination for inflight damage was not possible.
United Airlines Flight 811 had inflight damage to the
leading edge of the right wing, engine number three
and cowling, engine number four and cowling, the
vertical stabilizer, the right horizontal stabilizer.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had inflight damage
to the right wing, engine number three and cowling,
and the right horizontal stabilizer.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had similar
inflight damage to their airframe structures.

Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 3.4.1
Aircraft Break-up The examination of the floating
wreckage indicates that the right wing root leading
edge, the number 3 engine inboard fan cowling, the
right inboard midflap leading edge, and the right
horizontal stabilizer root leading edge all exhibit
damage consistent with objects striking the right wing
and stabilizer before water impact. page 49. The fan
cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of being
struck by a portion of the turbine from number 3
engine. page 49 The right wing root fillet which faired
the leading edge of the wing to the fuselage ahead of
the right spar had a vertical dent similar to that which
would have resulted had the fillet run into a soft
cylindrical object with significant relative velocity.
page 30. The fan cowls of the number 4 engine had a
series of five marks in a vertical line across the centre
of the Air India logo on the inboard facing side of the
fan cowl. These marks had the characteristic airfoil
shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible that a
portion of the turbine parted from the number 3
engine and struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
Pan Am Flight 103:
UK AAIB Report 2/90 1.14 Fire Of the several large

pieces of aircraft wreckage which fell in the town of
Lockerbie, one was seen to have the appearance of a
ball of fire with a trial of flame. Its final path indicated
this was the No 3 engine, which embedded itself in a
road in the north-east part of the town. page 31
During this process the lower nose section struck the
No 3 engine intake causing the engine to detach from
its pylon. This fuselage separation was apparently
complete within 3 seconds of the explosion. page 44.
Containers and items of cargo ejected from the
fuselage aperture in the forward hold, together with
pieces of detached structure, collided with the
empennage severing most of the left tailplane,
disrupting the outer half of the right tailplane, and
damaging the fin leading edge structure. page 57
Examination of the structure of the fin revealed
evidence of in-flight damage to the leading edge
caused by the impact of structure or cabin contents.
1.12.3.3 General damage features not directly
associated with explosive forces. (v) A large, clear,
imprint of semi-eliptical form was apparent on the
lower right side at station 360 which had evidently
been caused by the separating forward fuselage
section striking the No 3 engine as it swung rearwards
and to the right (confirmed by No 3 engine fan cowl
damage)

United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a
hole on the right side in the area of the forward lower
lobe cargo door, approximately 10 by 15 feet large.
The cargo door fuselage cutout lower sill and side
frames were intact but the door was missing. An area
of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet lengthwise
by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the upper sill
of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window
belt, had separated from the airplane at a location
above the cargo door extending to the upper deck
windows. The floor beams adjacent to and inboard of
the cargo door area had been fractured and buckled
downwards. Debris had damaged portions of the right
wing, the right horizontal stabilizer, the vertical
stabilizer and engines Nos.3 and 4. The right wing had
sustained impact damage along the leading edge
between the No. 3 engine pylon and the No. 17
variable camber leading edge flap. Slight impact
damage to the No. 18 leading edge flap was noted.
The external surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl
assembly exhibited foreign object damage including
small tears, scuffs and a large outwardly directed hole.
The entire circumference of all the acoustic (sound
attenuator) panels installed on the inlet section of the
cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. The leading

edges of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine
exhibited extensive foreign object damage. External
damage to the No 4 engine inlet and core cowls was
confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl
assembly. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had
sustained both soft and hard object damage from
foreign objects. NTSB/AAR 92/02 Page 7 NTSB/
AAR 92/02 Page 8
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB TWA 800 Public Docket Exhibit 7A 3.1
Right Wing The right wing had separated into two
major sections.The wing structure between the
inboard and outboard sections (WS 1224 to WS 1482)
had broken into several pieces. Fire and soot damage
was observed mainly on the inboard wing section,
with some limited fire and soot damage on the other
pieces. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A,
Structures Group Report, page 33: 5.1 Horizontal
Stabilizer, Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from
turbine section, and glitter. On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, An engine stator blade from
turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
7.14 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,

United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had foreign object damage to
engine number three.
Engine number three is the engine closest to the
fuselage on the starboard side and the engine closest
to the forward cargo door. Any debris ejected from a
sudden opening in the forward cargo compartment or
cabin nearby will be ingested into the large fan of the
engine. Foreign object damage to an engine inflight
generally results in fire and bent or broken fan turbine
blades. Sufficient ingestion of objects may result in an
uncontainment where parts of the engine depart the
nacelle and sometimes strike other parts of the aircraft
such as the adjacent number four engine and cowling
or the right horizontal stabilizer. Engine number three
is directly in front of the right wing leading edge, the
right wing fillet, and the right horizontal stabilizer.
Air India Flight 182 examination showed that an
internal turbine part of engine number three departed
and impacted the adjacent engine.
Pan Am Flight 103 examination showed engine
number three ingested debris from within the aircraft.
United Airlines Flight 811 examination showed

engine number three exhibited extensive foreign
object damage.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 examination showed
that engine number three had many fan blades
missing, soft body impacts on a partial airfoil, impact
damage to the leading and trailing edges of the fan
blades, and fan blade airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips were bent forward. Foreign object damage is a
cause for those damages.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had foreign
object damage to engine number three.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: The
fan cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of
being struck by a portion of the turbine from number
3 engine. page 49 These marks had the characteristic
airfoil shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible that a
portion of the turbine parted from the number 3
engine and struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
Pan Am Flight 103:
UK AAIB Report 2/90 1.12.4 Examination of engines
(ii) No 3 engine, identified on site as containing
ingested debris from within the aircraft, nonetheless

had no evidence of the type of shingling seen on the
blades of No 2 engine.
United Airlines Flight 811: From NTSB AAR 92/02:
1.3 Damage to the Airplane The leading edges of all
fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine exhibited
extensive foreign object damage.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB TWA 800 Public Docket Exhibit 8A,
Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly: Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21
blades with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root
sections were recovered. All of the fan blades had
sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips
outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent
forward slightly. About half of the fan blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges.
Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could
be matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an
adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft
body impacts along the leading edge and a partial
airfoil had a soft body impact, which had some
streaking extending rearward.
7.15 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,

United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had incomplete reports of the
status of the forward cargo door.
In particular, the status of the two midspan latches
of the forward cargo door is omitted even though the
door is close to the site of the initial explosion and the
latched status of the other doors is usually given.
There is evidence of ruptures at the midspan latches of
all the forward cargo doors. There are two identically
sized cargo doors on Boeing 747s with twenty latches
and sixteen locking sectors. There are two midspan
latches for each door. The aft cargo door, the bulk
cargo door, and the CRAF door is often reported as
intact and latched. The eight midspan latches for the
forward cargo doors on the four accident aircraft have
not been discovered, nor retrieved, nor examined, nor
evaluated, nor status reported. The whereabouts of
those eight midspan latches in the four forward cargo
doors is a mystery.
Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door was shattered
with no status reported for any of the ten latches yet
the aft cargo door was intact and latched at the
bottom. There is a description and drawing of a
longitudinal split of the forward cargo door near the
midspan latches.

Pan Am Flight 103 omitted the latch status of the
forward cargo door which was split in two while the
aft cargo door (frames 1800-1920) is reported as
latched. A reconstruction drawing shows a
longitudinal split at the midspan latches of the
forward cargo door.
United Airlines Flight 811 reports on the split forward
cargo door discuss the latching pins but omits the
status of the midspan latch cams while the aft cargo
door is intact and latched. The midspan latch area had
a rupture at the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, giving the characteristic outward petal shaped
explosion of metal.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 reports on only the
bottom eight latches of the forward cargo door and
omits any discussion of the midspan latches which are
missing from the wreckage database while the aft
cargo door status is unreported. Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 photographs show clearly the large petal
shaped ruptures at both the midspan latches of the
forward cargo door.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had incomplete

reports of the status of the forward cargo door while
status of aft cargo door is usually reported.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
2.11.4.6 Section 42 All cargo doors were found intact
and attached to the fuselage structure except for the
forward cargo door which had some fuselage and
cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward
right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed. 2.4.3.6 From the
video films of the wreckage it was found that the
complete aft cargo door was intact and in its position
except that it had come adrift slightly. The door was
found latched at the bottom.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
1.12.1.2 The Rosebank Crescent site Other items
found in the wreckage included both body landing
gears, the right wing landing gear, the left and right
landing gear support beams and the cargo door
(frames 1800-1920) which was latched. The CRAF

door itself (latched) apart from the top area containing
the hinge.
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.16.1.1 Before Recovery of
the Door The forward mid-span latch pin was
relatively undamaged. The aft mid-span latch pin had
definite areas of damage. Both pins had wear areas
where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.16.4.4 Metallurgical
Examination of the Forward Cargo Door The Safety
Board also considered the possibility that the forward
cargo door (the forward edge of which is located
several feet aft of STA 520 on the lower right side of
the fuselage) separated from the accident airplane in
flight and that this separation initiated the breakup
sequence. The Board examined the pieces of the
forward cargo door, which were recovered from the
yellow zone. All eight of the latching cams at the
bottom of the door were recovered attached to pieces
of the lower end of the door and were in the latched
position. Additionally, the latching cams and pieces of
the cargo door remained attached to the pins along the
lower door sill. The hinge at the top of the door was

broken into several pieces, but the hinge pin still held
the various pieces of the hinge together. There was no
evidence to suggest that this hinge separated. The
forward cargo door exhibited severe crushing
deformation and fragmentation, very similar to
damage observed on the adjacent fuselage structure.
Public Docket Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number
97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain
attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the
pins along the lower door sill.
7.16 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and United
Airlines Flight 811 to a much lesser extent, had
similar debris patterns on the surface of the
ground or sea bottom.
There was a denser, tight debris zone for the forward
part of the aircraft and then scattered in a trail for the
rest of aircraft. The forward part of the aircraft debris
was closest to the initial event site. United Airlines
Flight 811 had limited wreckage and it was found by
tracking radar information of the debris to the surface
of the ocean. The similar debris patterns are to be
expected because of the similar breakup amidships in
flight.

Air India Flight 182 had the nose section and wing
land in a localized zone with the rest of the aircraft
spread out in a trail.
Pan Am Flight 103 had the forward fuselage fall in
short trail and the aft fuselage in a loose trail with
nose in one tightly packed zone.
United Airlines Flight 811 had pieces from the partial
breakup of the forward fuselage fall to the sea.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had a tightly packed
forward part of the fuselage fall in a zone and a looser
trail for the aft fuselage.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had similar
debris patterns.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 3.3
Aircraft Break-up Sequence The forward portion of
the aircraft was highly localized, which indicates that
it struck the water in one large mass. page 49.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42, and 44, and
the wing structure were located in a relatively

localized area ... page 32. Section 46 and 48,
including the vertical fin and horizontal stabilizer,
extended in a west to east pattern... page 32. A third
area which had some distinctive pattern was that of
the engines, engine struts, and components and was
localized ... page 32.
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.12.1
General distribution of wreckage in the field The
wreckage was distributed in two trails which became
known as the northern and southern trails...page 15.
The northern trail contained mainly wreckage from
the rear fuselage, fin and the inner regions of both
tailplanes together with structure and skin from the
upper half of the fuselage forward to approximately
the wing mid-chord position. page 17. The southern
trail was easily defined...The trail contained numerous
large items from the forward fuselage. page 18.
1.12.2.4 Baggage containers Discrimination between
forward and rear cargo hold containers was relatively
straightforward as the rear cargo hold wreckage was
almost entirely confined to Lockerbie, whilst that
from the forward hold was scattered along the
southern wreckage trail.
United Airlines Flight 811:

From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.12 Wreckage and Impact
Information Navy radar near Honolulu tracked debris
that fell from the airplane when the cargo door was
lost. Refinement of the radar data led to a probable
"splashdown" point in the ocean.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.12 Wreckage Recovery
and Documentation Information Pieces of the
wreckage were distributed along a northeasterly 123
path about 4 miles long by 3 1/2 miles wide in the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long Island.
1.12.1 Wreckage Recovered from the Red Zone The
red zone was the largest of the three zones and was
located farthest west (closest to JFK) in the wreckage
distribution. Pieces recovered from the red zone
generally included pieces from between about
fuselage STA 840 and about fuselage STA 1000 (the
aft portion of section 42 see figure 3a for station
references); the structure from the aft end of the
forward cargo compartment; and pieces from the
WCS, including most of the front spar, a large portion
of SWB3, and the manufacturing access door from
SWB2.
1.12.2 Wreckage Recovered from the Yellow Zone
The yellow zone was the smallest of the three zones
and was contained within the red zone on its

northeastern side (see figure 22a). This zone contained
pieces of the airplane's forward fuselage, from about
STA 840 to the nose of the airplane (STA 90). The
wreckage recovered from the yellow zone included
nearly all of fuselage section 41 (the nose section) and
the forward portions of fuselage section 42.
1.12.3 Wreckage Recovered from the Green Zone The
green zone was located farthest east (farthest from
JFK) in the wreckage distribution. Most of the
airplane wreckage was recovered from this zone,
including most of the pieces of both wings, all four
engines, and the fuselage aft of about STA 1000
(fuselage sections 44, 46, and 48 see figures 3a and 3b
for reference).
7.17 Summary of matching evidence for all
aircraft:
There is overwhelming circumstantial and tangible
evidence from the five aircraft accident reports that all
four aircraft suffered a breakup in flight amidships
caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. One aircraft had a partial breakup,
United Airlines Flight 811, and was fortunately able to
land with its invaluable evidence for a positive
incontrovertible explanation for the tremendous
explosion of explosive decompression which created

the tangible evidence of CVR, FDR, inflight damage,
engine damage, and injuries to passengers which
matches the other other three accidents in many
significant ways as detailed below in Table 1:
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for
Four B747 Breakups in Flight
AI 182
PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800
Boeing 747
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Early model -100 or -200
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Breakup occurs amidships
Yes Yes Yes Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
No Yes Yes Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
No Yes Yes Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo
door
Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff
No Yes Yes Yes

Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward
cargo door area
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is loud
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power
cut to data recorders Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb
sound
No No
No No
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound
in wide body airliner
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door
area
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo
door
Maybe Maybe Yes Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number three Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number four Yes Yes Yes Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than
port side
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the
forward cargo door Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward
cargo door
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door
reported as latched
No
No No No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented
(stronger lock sectors) No No No Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward

cargo door
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
Yes Yes Yes Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger
bodies
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft
Yes Yes No Yes
Initial official determination of probable cause as
bomb explosion. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial official determination modified from bomb
explosion
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered
for probable cause
Yes No Yes Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion
Yes Yes No No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive
device'
No Yes No No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated
cause
Yes No No No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel

tank
with unknown ignition source
No
No No Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of
forward cargo door
No No Yes No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door
No No Yes No
"Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to
detonation flight
Yes Yes N/A N/A
"Bomb' allegedly loaded one flight previous to
detonation flight
N/A N/A N/A Yes
Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
"Bomb' allegedly goes off on ground after a flight
N/A N/A N/A N/A
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for
Four B747 Breakups in Flight
AI 182
PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811
specifically:

A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or
total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo
door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding
normally in all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near
forward cargo door area
L.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.
Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt
power cut to data recorders
P.
Initial event sound not matched to explosion of
bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door
area
S.
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo

compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number four
V.
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than
port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of
the forward cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of
forward cargo door
AC.
Midspan latching status of forward cargo
door not reported as latched
AD.
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not
implemented (stronger lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward
fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around
forward cargo door
AG.
Forward cargo door fractured in two
longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries

AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered
passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause
as bomb explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from
bomb explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door
considered for probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on
fatal flight

8. Cargo Door Operation for Boeing 747: Drawing
of Boeing 747 cargo door from NTSB AAR 92/02
*
From AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811:
1.6.2 Cargo Door Description and Operation:
Normally, the cargo doors are operated electrically by
means of a switch located on the exterior of the
fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of
the door. If at any time the switch is released, the

switch will return to a neutral position, power is
removed from all actuators, and movement of the
actuators ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is
held to the "closed" position, energizing the closing
actuator, and the door moves toward the closed
position. After the door has reached the near closed
position, the hook position switch transfers the
electrical control power to the pull- in hook actuator,
and the cargo door is brought to the closed position by
the pull-in hooks. When the pull-in hooks reach their
fully closed position, the hook-closed switch transfers
electrical power to the latch actuator. The latch
actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the
lower portion of the door, around the eight latch pins,
attached to the lower door sill. At the same time, the
two midspan latch cams, located on the sides of the
door rotate around the two midspan latch pins located
on the sides of the door frame. When the eight latch
cams and the two mid-span cams reach their fully
closed position, electrical power is removed from the
latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This
completes the electrically powered portion of the door
closing operation. The door can also be operated in
the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.

The final securing operation is the movement of lock
sectors across the latch cams. These are manually
moved in place across the open mouth of each of the
eight lower cams through mechanical linkages to the
master latch lock handle. The position of the lock
sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors
located on the upper section of each cargo door. The
pressure relief doors are designed to relieve any
residual pressure differential before the cargo doors
are opened after landing, and to prevent pressurization
of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief
doors are mechanically linked to the movement of the
lock sectors. This final procedure also actuates the
master latch lock switch, removing electrical control
power from the opening and closing control circuits,
and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door warning
light through a switch located on one of the pressure
relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished
by reversing the above procedure.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are
designed to carry circumferential (hoop) loads arising
from pressurization of the airplane. These loads are
transmitted from the piano hinge at the top of the

door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches
located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches
consist of eight latch pins attached to the lower door
sill and eight latch cams attached to the bottom of the
door. The cargo door also has two midspan latches
located along the fore and aft sides of the door. These
midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of
the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four
door stops which limit inward movement of the door.
There are two pull-in hooks located on the fore and aft
lower portion of the door, with pull-in hook pins on
the sides of the door frame.' (Appendix F, Cargo Door
Incidents)
9. Choice of Explosion Cause:
There is agreement among the authorities on
where and when the explosion occurred in Air India
Flight 182 and what happened afterward; the only
difference of opinion is the source of the explosion:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which
could have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment near the
forward cargo door which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.

B. AAIB: There was an explosion, not
identified but not a bomb explosion, of the forward
cargo compartment which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.
C.
Judge Kirpal: There was an explosion,
a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the
forward cargo compartment near the forward cargo
door which caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
Throughout the Canadian and Indian reports on Air
India Flight 182 the choice is considered for the
explosion in the forward cargo compartment as being
a bomb explosion or a structural failure causing an
explosive decompression. The Canadians preferred to
leave the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
hold which caused the explosive decompression
unstated. The British statement was that the cause of
the explosion was explosive decompression but was
not yet identified. The Indians stated the cause was a
bomb possibly because there was no other reasonable
alternative offered to them in 1985/1986. They also
based the choice of bomb explosion cause on
premises that were later proven to be unreliable:
Explosive decompression by structural failure could
not cause an abrupt power cut to the flight recorders

and it can, twinning could not be produced by an
explosive decompression and it can, and floor panels
can appear to be broken upwards when in fact the
floor beams were broken downward. They also could
not have been aware of the several airworthiness
directives issued to correct faults in the cargo doors
that became apparent in the ensuing years.
It is now evident that the source of the explosions in
all the aircraft was not a bomb, but a sudden, powerful
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured
open at one or both of the midspan latches probably
caused by faulty wiring turning on the door unlatch
motor.
10. Inadvertent Cargo Door Opening Causes:
Once the direct and tangible evidence established
that all four aircraft suffered a breakup in flight caused
by an explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment at the forward cargo door, the question
became, "What made the forward cargo door suddenly
rupture open in flight?'
There are many ways for a cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight: (Current official opinion in
parentheses)

A.
Bomb explosion. (Partially accepted for two
flights, ruled out for two flights.)
B.
Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Accepted for
two flights, ruled out for two flights.
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for all flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
G. Fire. (Ruled out for all flights.)
H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for all flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for all flights.)
J.
Fuel tank explosion. (Accepted for one flight,
ruled out for three flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for all flights.)
L.
Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for all flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for all flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for all flights.)
P.
Out of rig door. (Ruled out for all flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for all flights.)
R.
Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for all flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one
flight, then ruled out for all flights.)

T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out
for three flights.)
U.
Repair error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled
out for three flights.)
W. Collision with terrain. (Ruled out for all flights.)
The four aircraft have had most of these probable
causes considered at one time or the other by the
authorities in varying degrees of attention. The initial
answers were wrong twice for United Airlines Flight
811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and modified
for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 103. United
Airlines Flight 811 was at first explained as a bomb
explosion, then it was changed to an improperly
latched forward cargo door, then finally it was
determined to be an electrical switch or wiring to
cause the forward cargo door to open in flight. Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 was at first explained as a
bomb explosion, then a missile strike, and currently a
center fuel tank explosion by an unknown ignition
source.
The current official probable causes for all four
are ambiguous or mysterious:
A.
Air India Flight 182 Explosion of unstated
cause or explosion of a bomb.

B.
Pan Am Flight 103: Improvised explosive
device or a bomb.
C. United Airlines Flight 811: Electrical switch or
wiring causing forward cargo door to open in flight.
D. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Center fuel tank
explosion by unknown ignition source with wiring the
main suspect.
In all the cases, based upon the evidence now
available to this investigator, an explosion occurred in
the forward cargo compartment on the starboard side
at event start time; in all cases explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment
caused a tremendous explosion which mimics a bomb
or fuel tank explosion; and in all cases there is much
matching direct, tangible and circumstantial evidence
to the one accident which has the irrefutable probable
cause, United Airlines Flight 811, with the electrical
switch or wiring causing the forward cargo door to
rupture open inflight causing an explosion of
explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment.
Time has allowed this investigator to add further
refinements to the confirmed probable cause of United
Airlines Flight 811 in two ways; the location in the
forward cargo door that ruptures first has been

identified as one or both of the midspan latches and
that the wiring has now been shown to be faulty in
that it cracks and chafes to bare wire easily, especially
in the presence of moisture.
The midspan latch area of the forward cargo door
of United Airlines Flight 811, the reference accident,
had a rupture at the aft midspan latch, showing the
characteristic outward petal shaped explosion of
metal. Air India Flight 182 describes the entire door in
shattered terms of outward curled metal which would
include the midspan latches and describes a
longitudinal split near the latches. Pan Am Flight 103
shows a reconstruction drawing of a longitudinal split
at the midspan latches. Trans World Airlines Flight
800 shows clearly the large petal shaped ruptures at
both the midspan latches of the forward cargo door.
The midspan latches have no locking sectors to
prevent the inadvertent backdriving of the latching
cams while the bottom eight latching cams do have
the eight safety locking sectors. Each midspan latch
holds together an eight foot slice of fuselage skin at
the aft and forward edges of the cargo door against the
tens of thousands of pounds of internal pressure
exerted outward in flight.

The matching evidence of missing midspan latches,
the large slice of fuselage the latches hold together,
the lack of locking sectors on those midspan latches,
the lack of a status report on the latches, and drawings
and photographs of ruptures at those latch locations
on the actual doors on all four aircraft indicates the
ruptures in the forward cargo door on all four aircraft
occurred at one or both of the midspan latches as the
initial event leading to the explosive decompression
and airframe breakup.
The investigation authorities in 1985/1986/1989
also did not know of the faulty Poly X wiring because
the faults of that type insulated wire only became
apparent years later. That defective type of wiring,
which was on Air India Flight 182, was implicated in
the explosive decompression of United Airlines Flight
811. Also, the investigators of 1985 did not have the
sound of the explosive decompression in the forward
cargo compartment of a early model Boeing 747
which occurred in 1989 to match with Air India Flight
182 in 1985. They would have discovered the sounds
of the Boeing 747 that was United Airlines Flight 811
matched the sudden loud sound of Air India Flight
182, just as the DC-10 explosive decompression
sound matched Air India Flight 182. Thus, Air India
Flight 182 would have had two wide body airliners

which had suffered explosive decompressions inflight,
not caused by bomb explosions, which left a sudden
loud audible sound on the cockpit voice recorders to
match with the sudden loud audible sound on its own
recorder.
If the 1985 CASB and AAIB and Indian
investigators for Air India Flight 182 had had the
UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 and wiring records to
review, they would have quickly discovered the many
significant similarities and would probably have made
the match between the two flights, and thus been able
to make the right choice among an explosion of
unstated cause, or a bomb explosion, or structural
failure, or inadvertent rupture of the forward cargo
door at one or both of the midspan latches due to
faulty wiring causing the door to open in flight leading
to explosive decompression.
11. Wiring:
The discovery of the faulty Poly X wiring, which
was installed in all four aircraft, further narrows down
the probable cause of the inadvertent door rupture to
defective wiring. Cargo holds of Boeing 747s are
known to have condensed water in them which
accumulates in the bilges. The wire is of an aromatic

polyimide type of insulation called Poly X. All four
aircraft had this type of faulty wiring.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the claim that Poly X wiring is defective:
(Appendix G, Wiring)
Quote from Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Public
Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing
telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164
(TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high
vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service
Bulletin No. 747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was
mainly associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius
is the largest contributor to mechanical stress in
installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a
contributor."

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Public Docket 516A,
Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems
Command to National Electrical Manufacturers
Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you know, the problems
with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and
its use had been curtailed."
From NTSB AAR 00/03 Trans World Airlines Flight
800: The results of these reviews are discussed in this
section. Wiring-Related Accidents/Incidents In an
October 21, 1996, fax, the Civil Aviation Authority of
Singapore described an event that occurred on
October 12, 1996, in which an operator reported that
arcing in a wire bundle on a 747-200 cargo airplane
had resulted in a fire at the aft bulkhead of the forward
cargo compartment about STA 1000. The airplane was
undergoing maintenance at the time of the fire, and
subsequent inspection revealed damage to wire
bundles W834,W846, W1524, and W370; the
insulation blanket; the aft bulkhead of the forward
cargo compartment; and (possibly) the CWT sealant.
The operator removed the affected components from
the airplane and shipped them to Boeing for
examination and evaluation. A December 16, 1996,
letter from Boeing stated that X-ray microanalysis and
chemical identification of the damaged wire suggest
that the insulation of the wire was damaged and that

arcing had occurred between the damaged wires or
that arcing between the damaged wires and ground
had occurred.
12. Sequence of Destruction for Air India Flight
182:
Hypothetical possible sequence of destruction for
Air India Flight 182 based on circumstantial, tangible,
deduced, historical, inferred, and direct evidence
obtained through aircraft accident reports, 1952-2001.
On 18 July, 1984 a high lift vehicle damaged the
fuselage skin near the forward cargo door of a Boeing
747-237B, construction number 330, operated by Air
India airlines. The fuselage skin had wiring routed on
the inside which became bent from the impact and
subsequently cracked to bare wire, a characteristic of
the polyimide type insulated Poly X wiring installed
in the aircraft. The forward cargo door had non-steel
locking sectors to keep the bottom eight latching cams
from being back driven which would allow the door to
open in flight causing explosive decompression which
would be a catastrophic event well known to aircraft
designers.
In June of 1986 several passengers changed their

flight plans and their baggage routing for various
flights through Canada to overseas destinations
probably from Vancouver.
On 22 June, 1986, two aircraft had baggage loaded
aboard them at the Vancouver B. C. airport; one flight
was called CP 003 and the other CP 060. Flight 003
took off and flew uneventfully to the extremely busy
Narita airport near Tokyo, Japan. After the baggage
was unloaded from the flight, it was put on a baggage
cart which was wheeled through a transit area of many
other baggage carts containing many other bags from
many other flights. An explosion of unspecified cause,
unknown fuzing, unknown container, and unknown
material occurred on the baggage cart which killed
two people and injured others. The airport had high
security because of previous terrorist attacks on it
resulting in fatalities over the years.
The other flight, CP 060, flew uneventfully to
Toronto Airport. The baggage was unloaded from CP
060 and those bags continuing on to London on Air
India Flight 181/182 were loaded into the aft cargo
compartment of the Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330. The flight, now called Air India Flight
181, flew uneventfully to Mirabel Airport in Montreal.
After landing, some baggage of the departing

passengers was unloaded from the aft compartment.
Parts of a broken engine were placed in the aft cargo
compartment for ferry back to India. New passengers
and new baggage from Montreal for the next flight of
the same aircraft, construction number 330 and now
called Air India Flight 182, were loaded with all the
new baggage going into the forward baggage
compartment. The baggage from Vancouver on CP
060 and reloaded at Toronto remained in the aft cargo
compartment of the Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330 and now called Air India Flight 182.
The forward cargo compartment was filled with
summer night air, warm and moist. When flying at
altitude the air would be cooled by the air
conditioning and the very cold outside air would cool
the fuselage skin thus condensing out moisture along
the inside of the compartment which would run
through the wiring bundles and down into the cargo
door bilge.
Air India Flight 182 took off from Montreal for
London at 0218 Z on 23 June 1986 and flew
uneventfully for about five hours and while at 31000
feet at 296 knots and about 115 miles west of Ireland a
tragic sequence of events began at 0714 Z. The
pressure differential between outside and inside air

was at its maximum design limit, 8.9 pounds per
square inch.
Water may have met the cracked insulated wire
which may have been previously damaged by the high
lift accident to the cargo door area. The now exposed
and bare wire shorted against the metal fuselage. The
electricity then flowed around safety cutout switches
and powered on the cargo door actuator unlatch
electric motor which attempted to rotate all ten cam
sectors to unlocked positions around their latching
pins. The eight lower cam sectors may have been
prevented from unlatching around the latching pins
because of the bottom eight locking sectors. However,
the two midspan latches had no locking sectors to
prevent the inadvertent rotation of the midspan
latching cams around the midspan latching pins. The
lower eight cams may have been able to overcome the
weaker locking sectors to just turn past center and
allow the door to unlatch in flight, a defect known
years later in two other Boeing 747 flights, Pan Am
Flight 125 and United Airlines Flight 811. The
midspan cams may have turned just past center with
not no locking sectors to prevent the backdriving of
the cams, an operation only supposed to be allowed
on the ground. Possibly other factors such as an out of
rig cargo door, a poor repair job on the door area, the

slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and worn latch pins
may combined to have allowed the two midspan
latches to rotate just past center permitting the almost
100,000 pounds of internal pressure on the 99 inch by
110 inch door to rupture outward inflight relieving the
maximum pressure differential on the internal
fuselage.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish forward cargo
door would have instantly burst open at the midspan
bottom latches sending the latches, door material, and
large pieces of fuselage skin spinning away. The
forward cargo compartment would have spewn its
contents outward onto the starboard side of the
fuselage. I was as if a huge mylar balloon had popped.
The severe explosion of explosive decompression
caused the forward cargo door to be fractured and
shattered into a few large pieces and many small
pieces which gave a frayed appearance from an
outward force. Many small bits of metal from the
explosion were embedded into the cargo door area
metal fuselage structure.
The top part of the door swung outward and
upward on its hinge and then separated taking large
vertical pieces of fuselage skin with it, exposing
stringers and bulkheads. The very lower part of the

door sill with its eight bottom latches may have stuck
to fuselage skin. The resulting damage zone appeared
as a huge rectangle of shattered door, skin, and
stringers. Some pieces of the door and fuselage skin
flew directly aft and impacted the leading edge of the
right wing, the vertical stabilizer and the right
horizontal stabilizer inflight.
This explosion of explosive decompression blew
out a large hole about thirty feet wide and forty feet
high on the starboard side of the nose forward of the
wing. It looked as if a bomb had gone off inside the
forward cargo hold. Fuselage skin was peeled outward
at various places on the starboard side of the nose.
The forward cargo door had some fuselage and
cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward
starboard side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed. The cargo door
pieces and the adjacent skin had holes, flaps, fractures,
inward concavity, tears, deformities, outward bent
petals, curls, missing pieces, cracks, separations,
curved fragments, spikes, and folds. The fast and

powerful explosion of the explosive decompression
would have caused a metallurgical effect called
ÔtwinningÕ on a few fragments of pieces of
wreckage.
The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of
the huge hole equalizing the high pressure inside the
fuselage to the low pressure outside the aircraft while
making a sudden very loud audible sound. This
sudden rushing outward air was recorded on the
Cockpit Voice Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The
sound did not accurately match any bomb explosion
sounds on other aircraft but did match the explosive
decompression sound on another wide body airliner, a
DC-10 cargo door open event.
The tremendous explosive force in the forward cargo
hold severely disrupted the adjacent main equipment
compartment which housed power cables and abruptly
shut off power to the Flight Data Recorders. The
resulting data tapes showed a sudden loud audible
sound followed by an abrupt power cut to the flight
data recorder, the cockpit voice recorder and
transponder.
The number three engine and cowling, closest to
the forward cargo compartment, were damaged by

inflight debris from material ejected from the now
exposed compartment and cabin above, debris which
also damaged the number four engine cowling by a
displaced turbine blade from number three engine.
The resulting vibration from the internal damage to
engine number three caused the nacelle and engine to
fall away from the wing, as designed, and land apart
from the other three engines.
The floor beams above the forward cargo hold
were sucked downward, and were fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The floor
panels were stationary but gave the appearance of
separating upward by the suddenly moving downward
floor beams.
The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression from
the right. Air rushed into the large hole and weakened
other skin and frames peeling skin further outward
and rupturing the aft part of the aircraft to include the
aft cargo compartment and the aft pressure bulkhead.
The 296 knots of wind force pressed upon the
weakened airframe and broke it in half amidships.
This wind force was larger than any wind force the
surface of the earth had ever experienced. The nose
portion and wings tore off and landed in a dense

debris heap apart from the debris field of the aft part.
The rest of the plane without the forward section
suddenly decelerated from 296 knots and caused
whiplash injuries to passengers. After the breakup, the
passengers who were not wearing their seatbelts were
scattered to far distances. They suffered explosion
type injuries such as pieces of metal embedded in
them from flying debris in the cabin. They were not
burned because there was no fire nor explosion from a
bomb explosion. The passengers had no other bomb
explosion evidence. The passengers and crew were
ejected from the disintegrating aircraft to tumble to
the water and suffer upward impact physical damage
to their bodies. Some remained in the their seats and
were trapped in the fuselage underwater. Some had
decompression type injuries of hypoxia from the high
altitude aircraft breakup.
The passengers fell to the sea and some floated
and some sank. The baggage from Vancouver
passengers and loaded into the aft cargo compartment
fell to the sea and some floated and some sank. The
baggage from Montreal passengers and loaded into
the forward cargo compartment fell to the sea and
some floated and some sank. The aircraft fell in pieces
and some pieces floated and some sank.

The pilots may have been conscious for a few
seconds and adjusted the trim controls out of habit.
The communications radio may have been activated
by the disturbances in the cockpit and transmitted for
a few seconds to air traffic control.
The port side forward of the wing was relatively
smooth and undamaged from inflight debris while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at the ruptured cargo door area.
A few local fires appeared on the surface of the
ocean from the jet kerosene fuel and singed some seat
cushions and floating passengers.
All was quiet as the ground controllers tried to
contact Air India Flight 182 which had suddenly
disappeared from their radar screens and the
flightcrew did not respond to radio calls. Rescue
teams were sent. Authorities became aware of the
tragedy of 329 men, women, and children dying in a
sudden plane crash.
Explanations were sought as to what happened.
Immediately the suggestion was made by authorities
that a bomb explosion had caused the accident

because of the sudden and catastrophic nature of the
immediate evidence.
The Canadian aviation accident investigation
authorities became involved since the aircraft had
taken off from Canada and had many Canadian
citizens aboard. Indian authorities became involved
since the airline, Air India, has government ties. The
Indian authorities quickly dismissed their aviation
experts and assigned a Judge of the Court the oversee
the investigation.
After a period of investigation, much of which was
conducted to confirm the bomb explosion explanation
and identify the culprits, the Indian judge made a
finding that a bomb in the forward cargo compartment
had caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight
182.
After a period of investigation, during which the
opinion of the UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch
representative of an explosive decompression not
caused by a bomb but a cause as yet to be determined
was given, the Canadian Aviation Safety Board made
a conclusion that an explosion of unstated cause in the
forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.

The immediate suggestion by the Indians of a
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment
was accepted and remained the probable cause for Air
India Flight 182 sixteen years later although
subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in
similar circumstances leaving similar evidence now
resolutely contradict that finding although confirming
the Indian finding of an explosion on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment.
The Canadian probable cause of an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment of an undermined cause
has been proven to be correct by subsequent accidents
of a similar type aircraft in similar circumstances
leaving similar evidence which do reveal the cause of
the explosion: faulty wiring causing the forward cargo
door to rupture open inflight at the latches leading to a
tremendous explosion of explosive decompression
causing Air India Flight 182 to totally breakup in
flight.
13. Comment:
Aging aircraft problems such as cracking wiring do
not get better with age; they get worse. Design
problems such as inadequately latched non plug doors

which open outward in flight can not be fixed by
putting more latches on them. Aircraft accidents will
happen; most are caused by mechanical problems or
pilot error. A very small percent are caused by
sabotage in the air. (Appendix H, Accidents).
Subsequent problems to 1985 discovered in and
around the forward cargo door of Boeing 747s were
expressed as Airworthiness Directives (AD).
A. The locking sectors on the bottom eight
latches of both cargo doors needed to be strengthened.
(AD)
B. The lower sill of the forward cargo door
needed strengthening. (AD)
C.
Section 41 needed to be strengthened. (AD)
D.
Instructions needed to be made clearer to
ground personnel to not backdrive the latches. (AD)
E. Caution placards needed to be easily
understandable. (AD)
F. Wire bundles alongside the forward cargo
door needed to be rerouted so they would not bind and
chafe. (AD)
14. Hindsight:
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an
inflight breakup from an explosion, it was believed
that an explosive decompression in an early model

Boeing 747 could not cause an abrupt power cut to the
data flight recorders. That belief was cited by the
Indian Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the
explosive decompression explanation because, in fact,
Air India Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut
to the data recorders. The Indian Kirpal Reports
states: "It was not possible that any rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure could
have disrupted the entire electrical power supply from
the MEC compartment." The later event of United
Airlines Flight 811 showed that it was possible, and
indeed, did happen, that an explosive decompression
caused by a structural failure could and did cause an
abrupt electrical cutoff to the recorders.
The reason for the Indians in 1985 to rule out
explosive decompression by structural failure was
negated by the reality of United Airlines Flight 811 in
1989. If the Indians had the foreknowledge of United
Airlines Flight 811 and the explosive decompression
which cut off abruptly the power to the recorders, it is
most probable they would have sustained the findings
of the Canadians and the British who said that a
explosion in the forward cargo compartment occurred
and all would have then known the solution to the
mystery posed by the AAIB investigator: "...but the
cause has not been identified." The cause was

identified in 1989 and demonstrated by United
Airlines Flight 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02: The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression.'
The evidence that was unavailable to the Air India
Flight 182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident
investigators in 1985 that became available in the
ensuing 16 years that would have been invaluable in
assisting them in determining the probable cause was:
A. Evidence that an explosive decompression
could cause an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
B.
Evidence that floor panels can appear to
separate upwards when in fact the floor beneath were
pulled down.
C. Testimony that twinning can occur in
explosions other than bombs, such as an aviation fuel
explosion, or explosive decompression.
D. Evidence that the type of wiring installed,
Poly-X, was defective in that it cracked to bare wire
easily, especially in the presence of moisture.
E. Visible ruptures in flight in forward cargo
doors of other early model Boeing 747s that suffered
the same events in flight.

F. Several Airworthiness Directives for defects
in and around the forward cargo doors of Boeing 747s
that if uncorrected could lead to inadvertent opening
of the cargo door in flight leading to catastrophic
explosive decompression.
The evidence that was available to the Air India
Flight 182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident
investigators in 1985 was such to lead them to
conclude that an explosion had taken place on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment
which was picked up by the cockpit voice recorder
and cut off the electrical power in the adjacent main
electrical equipment compartment. The cause of the
explosion was given as either unknown, structural
failure of explosive decompression, or a bomb
explosion. Since the event in 1989 with United
Airlines Flight 811 had not happened yet, the
understandable decision of the Indians, based on three
assumptions later proven unreliable, was to state the
cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment a bomb whilst the cautious Canadian
CASB and the British AAIB left the cause unstated or
unidentified.
15. General Conclusions for Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and

Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
When all the evidence is objectively considered
using the hindsight of sixteen years, it is apparent that
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 suffered the same and only
confirmed and irrefutable probable cause for the
explosion of the explosive decompression in the
forward cargo compartment that led to the breakup in
flight, that of United Airlines Flight 811.
It is apparent that all four aircraft are related by
direct, tangible, and circumstantial evidence to have
suffered an amidships breakup in flight which
occurred after an explosion on the starboard side in
the forward cargo compartment which caused an
explosive decompression, the cause of which was a
suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door in flight
probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor. The implications of these
conclusions raises many questions which are
addressed in Appendix I, Questions.
Based on the direct, tangible and circumstantial
evidence of the four accidents, and using the benefit
of hindsight, the conclusion of this investigator and

author of this report is that the probable cause of the
forward cargo door rupturing open in flight for the
four aircraft, including Air India Flight 182, was
faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the forward cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight at one or both of the midspan
latch leading to explosive decompression in the
forward cargo compartment.
A. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 experienced inflight breakups.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden
explosive decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by
the suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door
probably at one or both of the midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor which unlatched the latching cams
from around the latching pins in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X
wiring with inferior insulation which easily cracked to
bare wire especially in the presence of moisture.
G. There were no bomb explosions in any

cargo compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or
anywhere else in any of the aircraft.
16. Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182:
These conclusions are based on evidence available
before and after 1985.
A. While proceeding normally, an inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and
catastrophically at 0714Z at 31000 feet at 300 knots
TAS about 110 miles west of Cork, Ireland on 23
June, 1985. There were no survivors.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden
explosive decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by
the suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door
probably at one or both of the midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor which unlatched the latching cams
from around the latching pins in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X
wiring with inferior insulation which easily cracked to
bare wire especially in the presence of moisture.
G. There was no bomb explosion in any cargo

compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or
anywhere else on the aircraft.
H. There was no explosion in the aft cargo
compartment.
I. The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder was the sound of the air rushing out during
the explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment.
J. The abrupt power cut to the recorders was
caused by the explosive effects of the decompression
affecting the power cables in the adjacent main
equipment compartment to the forward cargo
compartment.
17. Contributing causes:
A. Water or moisture in the forward cargo
compartment.
B. Weak locking sectors on the bottom eight
latches of the cargo doors.
C.
Poor design of one midspan latch per each
eight foot side of the cargo doors.
D. Poor design of no locking sector for each
midspan latch of the cargo doors.
E. Poor design of outward opening nonplug
type large, squarish cargo doors in a highly
pressurized hull.

18. Recommendations:
A. An emergency airworthiness directive for
immediate compliance should be issued for all
operators of early model Boeing 747s to visually and
electrically wire check all the wiring for integrity in
the forward cargo door area as well as all wiring
involved with operation of the forward cargo door.
B. All unnecessary electrical equipment on
early model Boeing 747s should be turned off and
remain off during flight.
C. All early model Boeing 747s should have
the Poly X insulated wiring removed or isolated and
replaced as soon as practicable.
D. All early model Boeing 747s should have the
aft and forward outward opening nonplug cargo doors
sealed shut permanently or modified into plug type
doors.
19. Concluding Comment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report: 1.1.4 The aircraft
in question - Kanishka, was named after the most
powerful and famous king of the Kushanas who
perhaps ruled in India from AD 78 to AD 103. Besides
being a great conqueror, he was an ardent supporter

and follower of Buddhism - a religion which preaches
non-violence. Emperor Kanishka, however, met a
violent end. After 25 years of reign he was killed by
some of his own subjects. His life was thus brought to
an abrupt end. 1.1.5 It is indeed ironical that the
Jumbo Jet which bore the name 'Kanishka' also met
with a violent and a sudden end on that fateful
morning of 23rd June, 1985.
It is indeed ironic that the Jumbo Jet which bore
the name 'Kanishka' also met with a violent and a
sudden end on that fateful morning of 23rd June,
1985, after seven years of reign, accidentally killed by
some of his own subjects.
Respectfully submitted;
John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
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Appendix I Questions
Source: John Barry Smith

Questions:
There are many questions raised by the realization
that four large commercial airliners were not attacked
by terrorists detonating bombs but by a common
mechanical problem of faulty wires which allow cargo
doors to rupture open when they shouldn't. Listed
below are some of the informal questions and partial
answers that the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation creates regarding the four
flights of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 and all aircraft in general.
A.
How and why does forward cargo door
open in flight?
United Airlines Flight 811 door open cause was
electrical short to door motor to unlatch position
which overrode safety locking sectors and failed
switch and door unlatched and opened. Pan Am Flight
103 and United Airlines Flight 811 had total forward
cargo door openings while Air India Flight 182 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had rupture at aft
midspan latch with bottom eight latches holding tight.
Door openings were probably a result of aging
aircraft, out of rig door, chafed aging faulty Poly-X

wiring, weakened Section 41 area, design weakness of
no locking sectors for midspan latches, AAR 92/02,
page 12, and only one latch per eight feet of vertical
door. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had similar
circumstances.
B.
How does open door in flight cause nose to
come off for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
and Trans World Airlines Flight 800?
Cargo door opens and huge ten by thirty foot hole
appears in nose, structural members of door and frame
are missing, floor beams are fractured, bent, and
broken, aircraft direction is askew, flight control
surfaces affected, engines damaged, and 300 knots,
more than the fastest hurricane or force five tornado
on earth, hits damaged area and tears nose off within
three to five seconds.
C. Why did nose of United Airlines Flight 811
stay on?
Nose of United Airlines Flight 811 may have stayed
on because the pilot said he had just come off
autopilot and did not fight plane as it gyrated, or plane
was younger than others, or the time from door
opening to tearing off was 1.5 seconds and allowed
the pressurization to be relieved somewhat and six

less feet of width of hole was torn off.
D. Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103
not a bomb?
Yes, not a bomb for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am
Flight 103 as initial event. Evidence refutes bomb
explanation and is in government accident reports
which careful analysis will reveal and documented on
www.corazon.com. Those accident investigators did
not have the benefit of hindsight, the internet, or
several subsequent similar accidents to compare and
draw different conclusions.
E. Trans World Airlines Flight 800 not center
tank as initial event?
Center tank exploded yes, but after door ruptured/
opened, hole appeared in nose, nose torn off in wind,
fuselage falling with disintegrating fuel tanks and
ignited by fodded and on fire engine number 3 or 4 at
7500 feet thereby explaining the Chairman's question,
"Why so few bodies burned?" The answer is they
were not there to be burned. The nose came off with
the passengers inside cabin and descended to ocean
alone.
F.
Is explosive decompression enough to tear
nose and forward part of aircraft off?

Explosive decompression is enough to rupture a
pressurized hull at weak spot, one latch for eight feet
of door, in a weak area, Section 41, but not enough to
tear nose off. The ultimate destructive force is the 300
knots of slipstream, more powerful than any wind on
earth. If cargo door popped in balloon, the large hole
would appear but the nose would stay on. In a
tornado, nose comes off within three to five seconds.
G. When forward cargo door opens does it
always result in deaths?
No, with United Airlines preflight in 1991 the aft door
opened electrically inadvertently and nothing
happened because it was on the ground and no
pressure differential. So no damage. Then Pan Am
Flight 125 in 1987 had forward door open partially
and plane could not pressurize adequately and turned
around and landed, so no damage with slight pressure
differential except expense of fuel and risk to life.
Then 811 happened with smaller hole and 1.5 second
delay in opening and nine dead with larger pressure
differential. Then 103, 800, and 182 had explosive
decompression up high with maximum differential
and door ruptured and shattered and took skin to the
left and right and above with it exposing huge hole
and forward part of aircraft came off and all died.
When the forward cargo door ruptures or fully opens

or partially opens, different consequences occur from
minor to severe depending on pressure differential
which depends on altitude and speed at which door
ruptures/opens.
H.
Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door
explanation quiet?
There is no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup by
agencies involved with the cargo door explanation:
1. No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists named
Singh to put a bomb on Air India Flight 182; the door
ruptured in flight.
2.
No conspiracy of Libyan terrorists or
whoever to put a bomb on Pan Am Flight 103; the
door ruptured in flight.
3. No conspiracy to detonate a bomb on
United Airlines Flight 811 as the passengers thought,
as the crew thought and told the tower who told the
Coast Guard and crash crews on the ground as they
prepared for a wounded 747 coming in after a bomb
blast; the door ruptured in flight.
4. No conspiracy to put a bomb on Trans
World Airlines Flight 800,
5.
No conspiracy of terrorists to shoot a
missile,
6.
No coverup by US Navy to hide accidental
shootdown,

7. No coverup by Boeing, NTSB, FAA, or
TWA who are hiding the knowledge the door ruptured
in flight.
I. Why the huge hole on starboard side in
cargo door area while port side smooth?
That's where the forward cargo door is located on all
the aircraft, forward of the wing on the right side. The
rectangular shattered zone around the forward cargo
door is apparent on all the wreckage reconstruction
photographs and drawings. The unilateral damage on
TWA Flight 800 refutes the center tank explosion as
the initial event.
J. Are passengers at risk right now?
Yes, all passengers currently flying in early model
Boeing 747s with Poly X wiring are at risk of the
faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the ruptured opening of the midspan latches
of the cargo door leading to explosive decompression
and fatalities.The fault has unofficially occurred in
1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, and 1996.
K. What is the sudden loud sound on the CVR on
all four aircraft at the initial event time of the inflight
breakup?
The sound is the rush of air molecules to the outside

to equalize the high pressure air in the cabin with the
low pressure air outside at altitude. Explosive
decompression is a very loud event.
L. Why the almost immediate power cut to the
recorders?
The main equipment compartment (MEC) is
immediately adjacent and in front of the forward
cargo compartment. The MEC has the wiring power
to the recorders and the explosion of decompression
nearby cuts off power.
M. Why the right side inflight airframe
damage?
The starboard (right) side is where the forward cargo
door opens in flight and material from inside the
compartment and cabin above are ejected into the
slipstream. Engine number three and the right
horizontal stabilizer are close to and aft of the forward
cargo compartment. The objects are ingested into the
nearby engine number three, strike the leading edge of
the right wing, and continue aft and strike the right
horizontal stabilizer. The port side is relatively
unscathed from inflight debris.
N. Why the shattered area around the forward
cargo door?

When the explosion of decompression occurs, the
door is flung open if all the latches unlock and
shattered if the bottom eight latches hold but rupture
at the midspan latches. In any case the top part of the
door opens outward and upward and away taking
much fuselage skin above the door with it.
O. Why the streak for Trans World Airlines
Flight 800?
The streak is the reflection of the evening sun of shiny
metal skin from the forward cargo door area coming
off in flight during the explosive decompression and
seen by ground observers in darkness to the east as the
objects quickly decelerate from 300 knots in a
horizontal direction to straight down from 13700 feet.
P. What is the ignition source for the center
fuel tank explosion of Trans World Airlines Flight
800?
The ignition source for the center fuel tank explosion
is the on fire engine number three which ingested
foreign objects from the forward cargo compartment
after the ruptured opening of the forward cargo door.
The falling and disintegrating fuselage and fuel tanks
were ignited by the fiery exhaust and caused the
explosion well after the initial event.

Q. Why to do the authorities think Pan Am 103
was a bomb explosion?
There was a relatively mild, directed discharge of a
shotgun type weapon in the forward cargo
compartment after the explosive decompression. This
discharge put a small shatter zone of 20 inches into
the skin on the port side of the compartment. The
authorities call this event the initial event of a bomb
explosion. A Boeing 747 can tolerate a 20 inch hole in
its fuselage and in fact has been designed to withstand
such a hole of that size and larger. United Airlines
Flight 811 showed that a Boeing 747 can safely
withstand a ten foot by twenty foot hole in the
fuselage and land safely. Bombs are not mild, are
spherical, would make a bomb sound on the CVR, and
leave much other evidence than a small hole.
R. Why do the authorities think Air India Flight
182 was a bomb explosion?
Air India Flight 182 had a catastrophic inflight
breakup that looked like a bomb had gone off inside
it. An explosive decompression mimics a bomb
explosion. There was evidence of an explosion. At the
time there was no other reasonable explanation for
such an explosive decompression for a Boeing 747
except for a bomb or to leave the cause unstated. The
finding of a bomb explosion for Air India Flight 182

was based on two assumptions, later refuted, by the
Indians: an explosive decompression could abruptly
turn off the electrical supply to the recorders and the
floor panels separated upward from a exploding force
from below.
S.
How can the experts and the public be so
wrong?
Experts and laypersons below:
1. police
2. aircraft accident investigators
3. media
4. government
5. manufacturer
6. attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and judges
7. airlines
8. flightcrews
9. passengers.
This is a political and human nature question; the
best I can do to explain it is as follows: Experts are
often wrong; they are human. In the case of the
wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression for four
Boeing 747 accidents, the experts were all partially
right and partially wrong, some more than others. The
good ones try to find their errors, correct them and
continue on; however, it is understandable that the not

so good experts and laypersons are reluctant to
investigate alternative probable causes for fatal
aircraft accidents if that path leads to unpleasant
truths:
For the law enforcement authorities to have
their budgets cut and staff reduced instead of
increased for more terrorist activities,
For accident investigators who have
previously made conclusions about causes that are
now refuted and whose credibility would now be in
jeopardy and threaten their reputations,
For the media to have a boring mechanical
story that has happened before and was supposed to
have been fixed instead of an exciting spy conspiracy
story,
For the government who has oversight of all
to find out it overlooked and allowed noncompliance
of regulations to occur,
For the manufacturer to discover most of the
thousands of airplanes it constructed have severe
design problems of outward opening non plug cargo
doors and faulty wiring installed.
For attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and
judges who have caused the transfer of hundreds of
millions of dollars in lawsuits to discover it was done
on factual errors,
For the airlines to find out they may have

not kept their airframes maintained properly,
For the flightcrews who do not want to
believe their aircraft can come apart at any second and
there is nothing they can do about it,
For the passengers who want to be persuaded
there is no danger in flying and insist on being
reassured that any problems have been fixed, their
ticket prices are low, and they have their baggage with
them.
All parties are acting in their perceived best interest
and believing in wishful thinking. They are not
objective. In this particular case, when Boeing 747s
are breaking apart in flight, there is an understandable
perceived best interest by all parties to believe they
are not responsible for the accidents and the fatalities.
By having the blame shifted to outside forces such as
terrorists, most parties are absolved of guilt. The
parties, law enforcement and security, responsible for
allowing the 'bomb' to be put aboard are rewarded
with higher staffs and budgets. The only losers with
the 'bomb' explanation are the ones accused of putting
it there.
The electrical problem in airliners is difficult to detect
because the symptoms are treated instead of the cause.
Faulty wiring and switches do more than cause cargo

doors to open in flight, they cause yaw dampers to
swing back and forth, they cause autopilots to
disconnect or act strange, and they often cause fires.
When cargo doors ruptured open in flight over a
period of eleven years in four airlines in four airports
in three countries, investigation jurisdictions where
spread out over distance and time. Each agency
looked at the sole tree and did not see the forest of
four trees.
There are built in protection beliefs when a Boeing
747 crashes. The manufacturer contributes to the
welfare and salaries to tens of thousands of employees
and indeed, the whole northwest of the United States
derives much support from Boeing. If the company
were to be put in jeopardy because of manufacturing
errors and be the subject of lawsuits, literally millions
of citizens would be concerned. All parties including
the government, the media, the investigating agencies,
and the legal system do not want the company to be in
danger and instinctively, although not conspiratorially,
act together to protect that company. If any sort of
plausible explanation that exonerates the company
exists, that explanation will be eagerly sought and
agreed with. That sudden agreement explains why the
'bomb' explanation for all four aircraft was discussed
within hours of the discovery of the accident and

immediately accepted as a working hypothesis. In
every report the 'bomb' explanation is the one most
quickly sought to be confirmed by the authorities.
Incredible lengths were taken in time and money to
confirm the 'bomb' explosion.
An explosion by explosive decompression caused
by an inadvertently opened forward cargo door
inflight mimics a 'bomb' explosion in many ways.
Passengers get hit by flying debris, metal is petaled
outwards, recorders pick up a loud noise, wings and
tails get struck by pieces of skin, engines suck in
pieces of metal, and the aircraft can disintegrate and
catch on fire as it falls. Tangible evidence of a bomb is
hard to find as the bomb explodes and distributes the
timer, fuze, and container far and wide. It looks at first
glance as if a bomb had gone off.
It is understandable how all concerned parties are
eager to accept the plausible and absolving 'bomb'
explanation and very, very reluctant to investigate the
implicating wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation for the four Boeing 747
accidents that suffered breakups in flight.
It is also understandable that a person motivated by
actually being in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet

airplane crash and surviving, although the pilot was
killed, takes great effort to prevent it from happening
to others. Because that person is also being
completely independent of all the other parties he can
objectively evaluate the separate accidents to see the
pattern and thus the common probable cause for all.
That fatal accident was in 1967 and that person is the
author of this report.
It is only when the evidence becomes
overwhelming, incontrovertible, and irrefutable that
an alternative explanation to a bomb is even
considered seriously and when that new explanation
reveals a clear and present hazard to the flying public,
then the parties will reluctantly reexamine the
evidence to conclude that it was not the lesser evil of
'bomb' but the greater evil of a mechanical problem, a
design problem, an oversight problem, that was
supposed to have been fixed, but wasn't, and it could
happen again.
T. A laypersonÕs explanation for the destruction
of Air India Flight 182 relies on basic science and
common sense and might go like this:
Why do airplanes fly?

They fly because of lift which exceeds the drag.
Common sense tells us that cutting anything such as
butter with a knife causes friction. Friction also slows
things down when an object moves through the air
and creates heat. Friction is drag.
Lift is created when the air flowing over the top of the
wing takes a longer distance than the wind flowing
over the bottom of the wing. This causes a pressure
differential between the top and bottom of the wing.
The wing is sucked upwards into the lower pressure
air on top of the wing.
The wing must be moving through the air. This can be
done in many ways but the usual way is for an engine
to make the wing move forward by expelling gases to
the rear. This powerful thrusting overcomes the
friction of the drag and moves the wing through the
air which creates the lift and the airplane flies.
Why do balloons rupture?
Balloons rupture when the compressed higher
pressure inside air breaks through the balloon material
and to suddenly equalize the pressure to the
uncompressed lower pressure outside air. It happens
so fast itÕs called an explosion. The rupture cause can

occur from within or from the outside of the balloon.
If the balloon material is just stretched too far, the
rupture cause is on the surface. The outside air
pressure is less at the balloon goes higher making the
inside air pressure greater and greater. That is why a
full balloon that climbs and climbs will always pop if
the material is made to withstand the normal pressures
on the ground.
Regardless of the cause of the rupture, the material of
the balloon is shredded, torn, and frayed from the
outward force. If the balloon is placed under deep
water then the reverse is true and the balloon will
implode and the material will be shredded, torn, and
frayed from an inward force. In this regard, a
submarine is opposite from an airplane. The higher an
airplane goes, the higher the pressure inside; the lower
a submarine goes, the higher the pressure outside. An
airplane can explode while a submarine can implode.
What makes the loud pop sound?
The pop is the noise of the suddenly rushing outward
air molecules rubbing against the other slower moving
air molecules. Heat and noise is created.
What evidence is there of the balloon pop in air?

A sudden loud sound.
Torn, shredded, and frayed material.
Any inside material of the balloon moving to the
outside.
What is lightning?
Lightning is the equalizing of a electrical potential
from one charged area to a differently charged area. It
is similar to a balloon pop except the movement is
with electrons instead of air molecules. Lightning
causes fires by the intense heat created by this
equalizing of electron pressure differential.
Wiring conducts this discharge of electrons in
directions to make things like motors move or stop
moving. When the wiring is not insulated the
electrons in the bare wire will seek out a different way
to flow to equalize the different energy potential
created by the generators. and as a result, fires may
start or motors may turn on when they are not
supposed to.
Compressed air in a balloon and a full battery is
similar in that they both have energy stored up that
seeks to discharge if given a chance.

Why does a hand move backward when it is stuck out
the window and turned flat against the wind?
Air has weight. It may be invisible but it is real. When
your hand is thin to the wind, the resistance of your
hand moving through the air molecules is less but
when you turn your hand flat against the wind, the
extra area of your wide hand gives a greater resistance
to the wind and the weight of the wind force is
increased to push your hand back. If the wind force is
very powerful it can push your hand back so hard it
can break it. The highest wind on earth exists in Force
Five Tornadoes with wind speed up to 250 miles per
hour. These winds tear roofs off houses, pick up
trucks and spin them around, and toss cows for long
distances.
Why did Air India Flight 182 crash?
For Air India Flight 182, the huge airplane was able to
fly because of its wings which gave lift as the plane
moved through the air powered by the jet engines
which created thrust which overcame the friction of
the drag of the airframe on the air molecules.
As the plane flew higher, the air inside become

compressed relative to the outside air. The inside air
was actually less compressed than the air on the
ground, but relative to the outside very low pressure
air at altitude, the inside air was highly compressed
thus creating a large pressure differential. It was like a
balloon being expanded.
The balloon of the fuselage of Air India Flight 182 got
bigger and bigger. It actually expanded from the
inside out as the air molecules inside tried to get
outside to the less dense air to equalize the pressure
differential. The air molecules inside pressed against
every inch of the fuselage at the rivets, the windows,
the doors, the hinges, the latches, and the skin itself.
Usually Air India Flight 182 would later descend and
the process would be reversed and the pressure
differential would be reduced until landing when the
outside and inside pressure would be equal and the
balloon of the fuselage would shrink back to normal.
This continual blowing up and letting out the air in the
balloon of the fuselage put wear and tear on all the
fitting, rivets, windows, hinges, latches, and doors in
the fuselage frame.
The time in June, Air India Flight 182 was flying
normally very high up with the pressure differential at

its maximum, the balloon was at its most expanded
with the inside air molecules pressing the hardest on
the inside of the fuselage which included the cockpit,
the passenger cabin, the lavatories, and the cargo
compartments.
Suddenly, lightning struck in a small way when the
electrons of electricity which were normally blocked
on their way to a motor found another way to get there
because the blocking insulation cracked and exposed
the bare wire which touched another discharge path.
The lightning flowed to a motor which turned on and
did what it was designed to do when it received
electricity, turn some wheels called cams which
encircled some pins in a device called a latch. In this
case the cams turned in the direction to allow the latch
of a forward cargo door to unlock. As the latch
became just so slightly unlocked, the huge internal
compressed air pressure burst the entire cargo door
open at the weakest point, the midspan latches that
held a long eight foot stretch of sliced fuselage
together and had no safety locks to prevent what was
accidentally happening.
The balloon of Air India Flight 182 popped. A sudden
loud sound was produced and heard by everyone on
board as the compressed air rushed out of the balloon

of the fuselage and forward cargo compartment into
the outside air in front of the engines on the right side
of the airplane. The rupture area of the cargo door
became shattered, torn, and frayed from the outward
force of the air molecules. The pop of the balloon was
so violent it disrupted all the electricity in a nearby
equipment compartment and turned off the power to
the data recorders. Material from inside the cabin and
cargo compartment was ejected outward into engines
and against the right wing and rear stabilizers.
The explosion of the pop of the fuselage is called an
explosive decompression. The force is so great it
curls, pits, craters, bends, tears metal into fragments
and affects the actual atom makeup of the metal. The
hole the explosive decompression caused when the
large door was ruptured and tore outward, upward,
and away was about twenty feet wide and thirty feet
tall.
If Air India Flight 182 had not been moving the
damage may have remained as it was, a big hole in the
right side of the nose with a lot of stuff from the cabin
and cargo compartment ejected and missing.
However, there was 300 knots, about 330 miles per
hour, of wind force on the nose of the airplane. The
nose shuddered because the sides, the bottom, and top

of the fuselage which had strong beams to hold it
together were all bent, twisted, and broken.
The enormous wind force of the weight of the fast
moving air molecules on the weakened forward part
of Air India Flight 182 tore it off. The jagged blunt
end of the torn off nose was too much drag for the
engines to overcome. The airplane slowed down. The
airplane could not fly because there was not enough
lift from the wings.
The aircraft broke in two and fell to the sea, coming
apart in many pieces as it disintegrated from the
unusual forces applied from all directions.
The passengers inside Air India Flight 182 who were
now outside falling would die because the human
body can not withstand the force of striking very
dense water molecules at a high speed.
To sum up: The surface of the inflated fuselage
popped when the lightning of the electricity caused a
motor to turn on which allowed a hole to appear in the
forward cargo door and allowed the compressed air
molecules to escape outside to the less compressed air
molecules. The escape was so sudden as to shatter and
tear the surface of the inflated fuselage at the forward

cargo door. The aircraft came apart when the
extremely fast moving air molecules pressed so hard
against the weakened forward part as to break it in
two. The passengers died because they struck the
water too fast for the water to make a hole for them.
The technical terms for all is the probable cause of
this accident was the sudden opening of the forward
lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression at the midspan latches. The
door opening was attributed to faulty wiring in the
door control system which permitted electrical
actuation of the door latches toward the unlatched
position after initial door closure. The fatal injuries
were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression.
U. Why have I pursued this issue of wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression events for over a
decade?
The best answer I can give to that is that my life was
literally within two seconds of ending but was saved
by the unselfish action of my pilot who in a time of
stress with a disabled aircraft took the time to tell me
to 'eject' which I did unquestionably and lived by the
two seconds I had while he died be the two seconds he

did not have. Because I survived one, I believe I am
repaying a moral debt to prevent others from dying in
a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part
135 certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator,
RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in
RA-5C
Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator

Appendix J Bruntingthorpe

*
A dramatic test proves that simple improvements can
checkmate bomb-wielding terrorists.
BY JIM WILSON
----------------------------------------------------------------------In less than a minute, bombs will shower England's
Bruntingthorpe Airfield with the jagged remains of a
Boeing 747 jumbo jet.
"We cannot tell you their exact size and location,"
says Richard Wright, a spokesman for the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA), which is sponsoring one of
the most dramatic experiments in aviation history.
They are about to blow up a retired Air France 747. If
the experiment plays out as expected, the CAA will
have solid proof that simple improvements in baggage
container and cargo bay design can minimize the
damage of terrorist bombs, like the one that downed
Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in
December 1988.
Wright's colleague, Rory Martin, suggests I pay

especially close attention to the rear of the doomed
plane. "We concentrated on the cargo bay," he
explains. "We want to know how the explosions work,
how structures fail." To this end, one of the four
bombs has been placed inside a standard baggage
container, close to an unprotected section of fuselage.
Taking Martin's advice, I aim my binoculars at a
spot between the tail and the wing as I listen to the
final countdown. Three, two, one . . . Four explosions
detonate simultaneously. Inside the aft cargo bay, the
pressure wave from one of the blasts has blown
through a standard baggage container as if it were just
wrapping paper. Unimpeded, these rapidly expanding,
high-temperature gases hammer into the fuselage.
To make the experiment more realistic, the interior
of the plane was pressurized. Creating just the right
amount of pressure proved to be one of the day's most
difficult challenges, and it caused several holds in the
countdown. During one of these delays, Chris Peel, a
top British structures and materials expert, told me
why getting the pressurization right was so important
to the outcome of the experiment. "If the aircraft is
unpressurized, small cracks will produce minor
damage. Catastrophic damage occurs when the
pressure difference amplifies the damage, causing the
cracks to run," he says.

These amplifying effects soon become apparent.
The explosion creates a jagged tear that races forward
to the wing, makes a 90¡ turn and then splits the skin
along a line of rivets around the fuselage. The tail
section slumps down on the runway. A cloud of fireextinguishing carbon dioxide gas is released to
smother any secondary fires that may have erupted.
After this gas has dispersed, I am allowed a closeup
look at the damage. "The standard container was
virtually transparent to the explosion," says Peel. A
container hardened with a material similar to that used
in bulletproof vests and placed near the front of the
forward cargo bay (see diagram on opposite page)
appears to have fully contained the force of the bomb
planted inside.
A second standard 5 x 5 x 5-ft. container also has
been demolished, but there is little visible evidence of
this outside of the plane. A 15-ft. "bulletproof" panel
placed against the fuselage as a sort of shock absorber
apparently has performed as advertised. There is
likewise no evidence of damage to the fuselage next
to a standard baggage container that has been
modified by the addition of an 8-in. foam liner.
It will be late fall before the Defence Evaluation
and Research Agency, which conducted the
experiment for the CAA, issues its final report. But a
cursory inspection shows that technology for blunting

terror's threat is at hand. "If you put all the changes
together," suggests Martin, "they make a good
system."

By Lauren Terrazzano
Staff Writer
A CENTER FUEL tank blown up by TWA Flight 800
investigators shows damage patterns unlike anything
found on the fuel tank of the downed plane, according
to early test results -- a development that could finally
rule out the possibility that any explosive charge
destroyed the plane, sources said.
Since last spring, officials had said they were close to
eliminating the bomb and missile theories that had
long dominated speculation about the crash's cause.
But FBI investigators have been reluctant to be
definitive, saying they wanted to re-analyze the
wreckage and await the results of more tests.
The test results, from several detonations of a Boeing
747 tank in Bruntingthorpe, England, last month,
brought investigators one step closer to dropping the
idea of a small, "shaped charge" placed on or near the
Flight 800 tank -- the only possibility left of a bomb,
because of the lack of other evidence.
"Very small amounts of explosives left very
distinctive marks, unlike anything we've seen on the

plane," said one investigative source, speaking of the
recent tests. "Even the small amounts [of explosives]
left distinctive signatures on the structures, so if a
small bomb had gone off, it clearly would leave a
signature."
Five other theories of ignition remain, including a dud
missile or other object piercing the plane's skin and
four mechanical scenarios: a static charge within the
tank, a faulty scavenge pump, corroded fuel probes
and damaged wiring in the right wing.
Investigators have determined the blast originated in
the nearly empty 12,890-gallon tank, igniting fuel air
vapors in an explosion that tore the plane apart, killing
all 230 people aboard. The actual ignition source
remains a mystery.
The National Transportation Safety Board has
directed hundreds of tests in laboratories around the
world to study potential factors in the explosion.
In October, investigators plan to blow up portions of a
center fuel tank in Denver in conjunction with work
being done on fuel volatility with the California
Institute of Technology. Investigators hope to
determine the direction in which flame travels through
the tank's different compartments. The testing could
help investigators confirm the exact point of ignition
within the tank.
Full-scale explosions will follow "within six months"

said NTSB spokesman Peter Goelz, adding that
results of the Denver tests would not likely be made
available before the public hearings planned on the
crash in December. "So little is known about the
flammability of Jet A fuel that we need to continue
and expand our tests," Goelz said.
The NTSB said the results of the Bruntingthorpe tests
are still being analyzed and would not be released
until the hearing.
In those tests, investigators set off series of small
explosions at various points on the tank, trying to
determine impacts that could be compared to TWA
Flight 800's reconstructed fuel tank. A final explosion
included filling the tank with propane to see how it
broke apart.
The board also measured the data from the explosions
on a cockpit voice recorder to compare to the
recording from TWA Flight 800. The data are still
being analyzed, but investigators said they weren't
hopeful about the comparisons because the test plane
used in Bruntingthorpe wasn't pressurized like Flight
800 was, and it would therefore emit a different sound
signature.
A parallel criminal investigation of the crash is
continuing, and FBI Assistant Director James
Kallstrom told victims' families July 19 that the
inquiry could wrap up within 60 to 90 days.

The agency said yesterday it would not comment on
the Bruntingthorpe tests. "Because the investigation is
ongoing, we're not discussing any test results that may
have been completed," said FBI spokesman Joseph
Valiquette.
May 17, 1997
BRUNTINGTHORPE, England (Reuter) -Scientists Saturday blew up an old jumbo jet in their
quest for ways to make planes safer from terrorist
attack.
The giant jet was almost split in two by the blasts,
which left the tail section lying crumpled on the
ground.
The test, sponsored by Britain's Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) and the U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), was designed to find new ways
of making aircraft more bomb-resistant.
Four bombs were exploded inside the pressurized
cargo hold of a Boeing 747 in the former U.S. Air
Force Strategic Air Command base at Bruntingthorpe,
Leicester, about 100 miles north of London.

In 1988, 270 people were killed when a bomb
destroyed a Pan Am 747 which crashed to the earth in
Lockerbie, Scotland. In 1989, another 171 perished
when a bomb brought down a French UTA DC-10
airliner over Niger.
The experiment, part of a five-year $5 million
research program to improve aircraft structures, was
carried out by Britain's Defense Evaluation Research
Agency (DERA), a wing of the Ministry of Defense.
Two explosions were designed to test two new types
of baggage containers and a third tested a body-armor
type of protective material in the cargo hold.
A fourth demonstrated the impact of bombs against
unprotected structures, CAA spokesman Richard
Wright said.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: h, g

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,

Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix G: Wiring
NTSB AAR 00/03:
1.18.2 Information Regarding Electrical/Wiring
Anomalies on
Airplanes
1.18.2.1 Accidents, Incidents, and Events Involving
Electrical/Wiring
Components
During its investigation of the TWA flight 800
accident, the Safety Board
examined its aviation accident/incident database for
records of previous accidents and
incidents involving transport-category airplanes in
which the Board had used the words
wire or wiring in the probable cause. In addition, the
Safety Board reviewed other
available records involving wiring- and/or fire/smokerelated air carrier events, including
the following:
¥ Boeing laboratory reports, SBs, and SLs;
¥ AFRL reports;
¥ Safety Board preliminary, airworthiness factual, and
accident brief reports;
¥ AIR 2000 air safety reports;

¥ British Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB)
reports;
¥ FAA service difficulty reports (SDR); 370 and
¥ a Civil Aviation Administration of China
investigation report.
The results of these reviews are discussed in this
section.
Wiring-Related Accidents/Incidents
In an October 21, 1996, fax, the Civil Aviation
Authority of Singapore described
an event that occurred on October 12, 1996, in which
an operator reported that arcing in a
wire bundle on a 747-200 cargo airplane had resulted
in a fire at the aft bulkhead of the
forward cargo compartment about STA 1000. The
airplane was undergoing maintenance
at the time of the fire, and subsequent inspection
revealed damage to wire bundles W834,W846,
W1524, and W370; the insulation blanket; the aft
bulkhead of the forward cargo
compartment; and (possibly) the CWT sealant. The
operator removed the affected
components from the airplane and shipped them to
Boeing for examination and
evaluation. A December 16, 1996, letter from Boeing
stated that X-ray microanalysis and
chemical identification of the damaged wire suggest

that the insulation of the wire was
damaged and that arcing had occurred between the
damaged wires or that arcing between
the damaged wires and ground had occurred.
From IASA: The International Aviation Safety
Association is a non profit safety organization
incorporated in New York.
Website at www.IASA.com.au .
Chairman: Mrs. Lyn Susan Romano
Description of High-Temperature Aircraft Electrical
Wires. Only One, TKT MEETS FAAÕs FAR 25
STANDARDS. Sources; Industry Wire Experts.
Contact jking1@mediaone.net
Type
Properties
Some Aircraft Used In
PVC/NYLON
per 1,000 ft.
copious smoke
when exposed

*Heaviest and thickest at 6.8 lbs.
Early DC-9s
*Insulation burns readily creating
(e.g., ValuJet 592)
*Insulation turns to hydraulic acid
727s, 737s until 1979

to water.
Poly-X
*The first exotic blend of
insulation (due to oil embargo)
Early 747s
(Aliphatic
*Light weight, 4.7 lbs. per 1,000
ft.
(e.g., TWA 800)
Polyimide)
*Susceptible to
solvents
and
DC-10s
*Chafing resistant but cracks
around Circumference
*Copious smoke
*Due to brittleness, 1" bare spots
not uncommon
* premature aging at just 4,000 hrs
* Fails FAR 25
XL Tefzel
than 96%
(Spec 55)
(ETEF Type)

* Copious smoke, density greater
747s, 767s, 777s
* Cracks easiest under vibration
years?
* Toxicity the worst (ETE Type)

* Arc tracks
* Soft as butter at rated 150 degrees C ‹ not 200 C
* Explodes in oxygen enriched
areas
* Fails FAR 25

Stilan
ft.

*Light weight, 4.7 lbs. per 1,000
747s and DC-10s built
*Insulation breaks down in
hydraulic and de-icing fluid
in mid-to-late 1970s
*Microscopic crazing problem seen
by microscope
*Cracks under stress
*Found to arc over
* Spurious signal generation
* Fails FAR 25
Kapton
*Very light weight, 4.5 lbs per
1,000 ft
727s, 737s, some 747s
(Aromatic
*Insulation burns fiercely creating
no smoke
(
400s) 767s, DC-10s
Polyimide
*Known to arc
over
MD-80, MD-11, and
* Burns fiercely with arc
over
A300-600 (with
teflon
* Fails FAR
25
top
coat)

TKT
ft.

*Light weight, 5.0 lbs. in per 1,000
737s and 757s built
*Abrasion

resistant
late 1992 and on
*Superb insulation protection
*High heat tolerance
*Resists smoking when burning
(less than 2% density)
*Used on some aircraft since 1992.
FAR 25 states: that insulation material can not be used
that is hazardous, unreliable, or contributes smoke/
fire. No particular uses of insulation were further
specified so insulation material includes; seat
insulation, insulation blankets, rug insulation, and
wire insulation. They are all types of insulation
materials. Unless they are tested with an electrical
fire (2,000 degrees) igniter to prove flammability
proof, the material can not meet far 25 requirements.
By their own (Limited) standards, the FAA has said,
in fact, that most types of wire can not be used !
Only TKT wire insulation meets FAR 25 Standards.
IASA STUDY OF 270 WIRE RELATED
ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS
LAST REVISED. 3/2/2001 by

jking1@mediaone.net. IASA Data Specialist
Introduction
The following is a chronological list and brief
summaries to aircraft ÒWireÓ related events
including significant systems failures, smoke and or
fires. Some industry actions have also been added.
This list is by no means intended to represent all such
events known but rather is an attempt to focus more
clearly on those where wire or wire types become
known. Other IASA studies are available that broaden
these number of events where ÒelectricalÓ becomes
the focus rather than just those where the word
ÒwireÓ is more easily recognized. 109 additional
such items to the 270 here may be found on page 14.
Identifying the various wire types or that the wires
themselves have become directly causal is difficult
because of the absence of such fault coding in the ATA
coding system used throughout the commercial
industry. The industry has now recognized this
diminishing factor and recognized by the military
some years ago.
Sources

The vast majority of events seen here come from the
databases of the FAAÕs Office Of System Safety
which include;
The FAA Incident Data Reporting System
Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS)
NTSB Accident/Incident Reports
NTSB Recommendation Reports
NTSB Monthly Reports
And miscellaneous FAA Tech Reports/Letters
The URL source references and a guild to access
them may be found at the back of this report. Also
many other source URLs have been incorporated into
the event description where economy of space
allowed.
1.August 18, 1972 Lockheed L-1011. First recorded
arc-tracking/arc-over event in commercial aircraft. 7
wires severed. Lockheed Report # 10 1973.
2. 6/30/77. TWA (W.B. Clark) objects to BoeingÕs
continued use of Kapton wiring.
3.5/27/83. L-1011, TWA. Flight 111, Smoke and
flames in the cockpit. Kapton wire damage. NTSB
Accident/Incident Report # MKC83IA116.
4 6/2/83. DC-9-32. Air Canada. Near Cincinnati
experienced an inflight fire and an Emergency landing

at Cincinnati. Lav pumps, associated wiring and
deterioration of wire insulation were inspected.
NTSB Monthly Report # DCA83AA028.
5. 9/2/83. TWA acknowledges over 30 instances with
Kapton wiring failures. Report 1702.
6 5/17/84. DC-10, Northwest Airlines. During climb
saw sparks and smoke from the left side panel under
his glare shield. Flight returned, and wire-bundle
insulation and fabric sleeve around wire-bundle were
found burned. Circuit breakers were tested, no cause
found as to why they failed to open. NTSB Accident/
Incident Report # CHI84IA196
7.4/6/84. FAA acknowledges considerable adverse
experience with Kapton wiring among several
operators, stating an investigation is warranted. States
problem is under-reported. Memorandum FAAÕs
Leroy Keith to all managers of ACOs.
8. 1/14/85. 757, Monarch Airlines. Loss of left
generator due to flashover of Kapton feeder cables
and lavatory leak. See 1/26/89 FAA/ Congressman
Dingell letter and AD 85-12-08.
9. 5/10/85. Monarch Airlines 757. Kapton power
feeders chafe and arc. Wire-bundle vaporized.
Adjacent wire-bundles damaged. Boeing Alert Service
Bulletin 757-24A0025.
10. 9/19/85. 727, Braniff Airlines. On landing
noticed sparks from C/B Panel. Replaced wires, C/Bs,

current sensing coils. FAA Incident Rpt #
19850919051729C.
11.10/18/85. L-1011,Royal Jordanian Airlines inflight fire. Kapton wires arced and ignited a titanium
air-duct. NTSB Recommendations Rpt # A-85-91.
13.7/12/87. Delta 767-232, Kapton wiring harness
causes uncommanded go-around malfunction. NTSB
Monthly, Ref http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/NYC/
87A202.htm.
14.3/88. DC-10, Northwest Airlines. Fire in
electrical compartment, arcing cables, flames 1 to 2
feet high from ignited insulation blankets. Ref. DOT/
FAA/CT-91/2 TechRpt.
15. 2/24/89. 747, United flight 811. Faulty Wiring
and/or switch cause door to open in-flight. Nine
passengers lost. NTSB Rpt. # AAR-92/02.
(superceded Rpt. # 90/01).
16.12/30/89. 737, America West. Fire in wheel well
due to arcing wire against a hydraulic line. All
hydraulics lost. Overran runway. NTSB Monthly Rpt.
# LAX90FA061.
17.1/18/90. MD-80, U.S. Air. Overheated wire
insulation filled cockpit with smoke. Loose generator
terminals found, no cause to cockpit smoke. Ref.
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/55.
18. 5/11/90. 737, Phillipine Airlines. Shortly after
pushback aircraft exploded. 8 dead. Wiring caused

explosion of center fuel tank. Ref. NTSB Rpt
A-90-103. http://www.asy.faa.gov/asp/
asy_searchus.asp Type in ÒA-90-103Ó
3/17/91. L-1011, Delta Airlines. Flames from the base
of the cabin sidewall. Wires burned, 5 C/Bs tripped.
Diverted to Goose Bay, Canada. Ref. DOT/FAA/CTTN94/55.
8/2/91. 737, U.S. Air. While at cruise, lavatory smoke
detectors activated and crew smelled smoke but
stopped when C/Bs were pulled. FAA Incident #
199108020441799C.
9/28/91. MD-82, Continental Airlines. While taxing
smoke came out of the instrument panel. Emergency
evac. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # NYC91LA247 and ASRS
Rpt. 190436.
9/11. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Cabin
reported light bulb pop and cabin crew saw
smoke .Electrical fire behind light panel. Flight
diverted. ASRS Rpt. # 190451.
10/91. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). On climb
out smoke reported in cabin. Returned and fire
department called. ASRS Rpt. # 190756.
11/13/91. DC-8, Flagfship Express. Cargo door
opened in flight. Damaged wires found in a wirebundle. NTSB Accident/Incident Rpt. #
NYC92IA030.
12/91. ASRS PILOT Report (de-identified). On climb-

out attendant reported smoke in the cabin. Returned
flight. ASRS Rpt.197455.
2/12/91. Evergreen 747-100 experiences in-flight
upset and lost 10,000 ft approaching supersonic
speeds. Spurious signals caused uncommanded inputs
to the autopilot. Poly-X wiring known for spurious
signal generation to autopilots. Ref. TSB Report and
NTSB Log # 2359, 4/30/92.
1/3/92. 737, United Airlines. Noticed electrical
burning odor. Loud arc then heard with flames from
aft cockpit panel. Short in a large wire-bundle. NTSB
Rpt. # DEN92IA025.
3/92. ASRS Pilot Report. Smoke in cabin and return
to gate. During next flight smoke re- occurred.
Emergency return. This was the 5 th time in one
month. ASRS Rpt. # 206023.
6/20/92. DC-8, Hawaiian Airlines. On ground, smoke
from C/B Panel with spiking fire. Used fire
extinguisher. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19920620024179C.
6/92. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Cabin
declared a fire odor and ceiling was hot. Diverted and
declared a emergency. ASRS Rpt. # 214032.
7/22/92. 727, Northwest Airlines. Smoke in the
cockpit, diverted to Fort Wayne. Found burned wiring
above co-pilots upper window. FAA Incident Rpt.#
19920722033979C.
7/92. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Crew noted

sparks, arcing and smoke half way back left side. C/B
popped, fire stopped. FAA made 2 inquires. ASRS
Rpt. # 214781.
9/92.ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At gate,
smoke became thicker from behind attendant jump
seat with power off. Fire dept called. ASRS Rpt. #
220716.
1/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
descending smoke came from C/B Panel behind
captain. Emergency divert to BFL, evacuation on
runway. ASRS Rpt. # 231385.
5/10/93. MD-11F. # 3 Engine surges with autopilot
on or off because of broken wire. Unscheduled
landing. Ref FAA SDR 1993051700120. (item 3).
8/6/93. MD-11F. Precautionary shutdown # 2 engine.
Replaced # 2 engine wiring cable. Cable assy failed.
Ref FAA SDR 1993081100261. (item 4).
9/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At post flight,
smoke in the cabin. Emergency evacuation. Claimed
FAA follow-up-(Incident Data not found). ASRS
Rpt.# 251342.
10/8/93. MD-11. Lost ground spoilers. During
inspection found numerous burned and chafed wires
in the fwd avionics bay. Ref FAA SDR
1993111000022. (item 5).
10/16/93. MD-81, Swissair. Heavy smoke from
overhead panel after departing Munich. Emergency

landing. Ref. NTSB Recommendation Rpts A-94-136
& A-94-133. German Investigations Unit identified a
faulty Emergency Power switch.
11/2/93. MD-11. FADEC fault, return to Block.
Suspect Òspurious digital signalÓ. Unable to
duplicate. Ref FAA SDR 1993121300179. (item 6).
11/4/93. MD-87, Scandinavian Airlines. On landing
crew noticed smoke in aft end. At the gate a fire
erupted and extensively damaged the aircraft as arcing
Kapton wires ignited flammable Mylar insulation
blankets. Danish AAIB Rep # 2/96, SE-DIB.
4/11/94. A-320, Northwest Airlines. From cruise
electrical wire insulation burning smell in cockpit.
Diverted to Buffalo, replaced fan. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19940411012399C.
11/10/94. 737, China Airlines. After landing ground
crew detected burning smell. Opened E/E bay and
noted insulation blanket on fire under rack 2.
Improper clamping allowed arcing Kapton wires to
ignite flammable insulation blankets. Ref. FAA DOT/
FAA/AR-97/58. Also see CAAC letter(7/24/96) to
the FAA.
10/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise C/B Panel (P-18) behind captain emited heavy
smoke. C/B popped, smoke stopped. Emergency,
diverted. ASRS #285007.
11/94 ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Departed

LAX, aft cabin filled with smoke. Declared
emergency, diverted. Met by FAA.. ASRS Rpt. #
288297.
11/94. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). MD-80
aborted TO at OÕHare due to smoke/fumes in the
cockpit and cabin.
12/8/94. Boeing 767 operator reports worn Kapton
wires causing loss of passenger oxygen deployment,
emergency lights, passenger signs, emergency
evacuation signal and the fuel shutoff for the engine
fire-handle switch. Ref. Boeing SB 767-35A0029.
1/8/95. MD-11F. Gear warning on climb out.
Unscheduled landing. Found bad wire insulation to
position indicator. Ref FAA SDR 1995011300722.
(item 9).
1/11/95. DC-9, Columbian aircraft impacted the sea.
52 lost. Sparks and fire seen. Was first delayed
because of electrical work. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA95RA013.
50. 2/19/95. MD-11. Found galley power feeder wires
arcing to L-3 door stop. (AD 98-25-11 addressed this
34 months later Ref FAA SDR 1995022400481. (item
11).
4/28/95. DC-10. Auto-pilot pitching violently, other
deferred. Unscheduled landing. Same AGAIN on
4/29. Found shorts via pins 38-39 and for left
outboard elevator. Ref FAA SDRs 1995060200120

and 1995060200121. (items 6 & 7).
4/29/95. MD-11. # 1 AC Buss Tie lock out, Return to
gate. Wire # 3-16BL shorted to ground. Ref FAA SDR
19950551900452. (item 12).
5/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Smoke in the
cabin. Procedures did not stop smoke. Failure of Flap
Indication and thrust reversers. FAA met A/C. ASRS
# 305701.
5/10/95. 767. During layover found smoke in forward
cabin from three shorted wires inside seat track 1C,
2C. Ref FAA SDR 1995051900313. (item 8).
5/17/95. 767. Lost right generator, unable to start
APU. Unscheduled landing. Found short in IDG
feeder. Ref FAA SDR 1995051900507. (item 10).
5/19/95. DC-10. C/Bs popped, lost # 1 and 2
generators. Unscheduled landing. Found burnt out
wire-bundle in forward cargo ceiling. Ref FAA SDR
1995072100418. (item 9).
7/7/95. MD-11. Inspection found arcing and burning
off of the pins in the automatic control PCU located in
the recess of the Tail Fuel Tank. Concern is the
proximity of this Fuel tank. Suspect faulty materials/
sealing. Ref FAA SDR 1995080400534. (item 13).
8/18/95. 767. During cruise found wire-bundle arcing
along sidewall, seats 2A &3A. Activated a fire
extinguisher. Ref FAA SDR 1995082500003. (item
20).

8/6/95. MD-11, China Airlines. At gate, smoke came
from E&E bay. Arcing Kapton wires ignited
flammable Mylar batts. Ref. DOT/FAA/AR-97/58 &
CAAC /FAA letter.
9/8/95. DC-10. A false warning to high engine oil
temperature with engine shutdown and unscheduled
landing. A bad wire to ground was found. Ref FAA
SDR 1995091500033.
9/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise heavy smoke in the cabin. Emergency divert to
Nassau. Claimed FAA Investigation. None found.
ASRS # 315585.
11/2/95. MD-11. Found on Inspection two engine
wire-harnesses chafed. Two incidents; this one -- Ref
FAA SDR 1995111300460 And 1995111300461 on
11/6. (items 15,16)
11/13/95. 737, China Airlines. Mylar lnsulation
blankets set afire by hot drill chips from maintenance.
Ref. DOT/FAA/AR-97/58 and CAAC / FAA Letter
7/24/96 (as above).
11/26/95. MD-82, Atitalia. Prior to TO, fire in the
cabin from light ballast spread quickly through ceiling
panels, wire-harnesses, insulation blankets. Ref. DOT/
FAA/AR-97/58.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 on taxiout saw smoke in the cockpit from generator control
panel. Third event. FO required medical help. ASRS

Rpt. # 321583.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-88
cabin advised of smoke alarm and odor in the cabin.
Smoke in the cockpit. Returned to Atlanta. Cause
unknown. ASRS 322428.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-10
recurring electrical fuel pump failures during fuel
dump. Noticed hot electrical smell. Flight returned.
ASRS Rpt. # 320312.
1/11/96. MD-11. During cruise had a # 1 engine
generator warning. Found shorted and damaged feeder
cables in the pylon. Ref FAA SDR 1996011200174.
(item 19).
1996 the NTSB declares Air Force One, the
PresidentÕs aircraft, rewired due to concerns with
Kapton wire. Ref. Center Public Integrity Rpt. ÒIn
The Unlikely EventÓ, ISBN1882583-10-8.
1/16/96. 737. During inspection found chafed wire
and arcing at E 3-2 Rack. Ref FAA SDR
1996012600172. (item 2).
2/25/96. DC-9. Aborted approach because could not
get green gear light. Declared emergency. Faulty wire
at switch. Ref FAA SDR 19960301000170. (item 10).
3/2/96. DC-9. A flash and smoke at row 5. Light
disconnected due to chafed wires. Light okay. Ref
FAA SDR 1996030800123. (item 13).
3/3/96. 737. During climb smoke came from the aft

galley area. Unscheduled landing. Found shorted wire.
Ref FAA SDR 1996052300102. (item 19).
3/8/96. 747. Leading edge warning during taxi.
Found wiring shorted. Return to gate. Ref FAA SDR
1996031500155. (item 4).
3/8/96. DC-9. Smoke while at the gate smoke from
overhead near entry. Found burned wiring, scorched
insulation. Ref FAA SDR 1996040500468. (item 22).
4/26/96. DC-10. In flight had smell of hot insulation
by rows 14 to 18. Could not duplicate. Return to
service. Ref FAA SDR 1996050200380. (item 21).
4/28/96. MD-11. Flight arrived with five Avionic C/
Bs tripped. Found wire-bundle chafing. Ref FAA SDR
1996060600568. (item 25).
5/3/96. DC-9. At cruise fire annunciator and fire loop
illuminated. Found wires W255A16 and 286A16N
rubbing together. Ref FAA SDR 1996101000691.
(item 41).
5/12/96. DC-9. No green gear light. Diverted to SYR.
Replaced left down limit switch wire-harness. Ref
FAA SDR 1996062000576. (item 31).
5/31/96. 747. On approach electrical burning smell in
cockpit. Taxi light could not be turned off. Shorted
witch and wire found. Ref FAA SDR 1996062700585.
(item 15).
5/31/96. DC-9. During cruise, smoke in the aft cabin
behind F/As seat. Found two burnt wires. Ref FAA

SDR 1997010200195. (item 54).
6/1/96. 767. Inspection found numerous C/Bs tripped
and chafed wires aft of CHILLER Unit in E/E
compartment. Ref FAA SDR 1996061300112. (item
41).
6/5/96. DC-10. During takeoff had slat-disagree
lights. Aborted TO. Found chafed wire and replaced
sensor to prox box wires. Ref FAA SDR
1996061300092. (item 25).
6/12/96. 747. On climb out had flap lockout. Diverted
flight. Found shorted wiring near P54 Panel. Ref FAA
SDR 19960620001888. (item 11).
6/15/96. 747. During climb the red light for the nose
gear ÒunsafeÓ came on. Repaired wire. Ref FAA
SDR 1996062700006. (item 12).
6/17/96. DC-9. At the gate, had smoke in the cabin.
Light ballast and charred wiring was replaced. Ref
FAASDR 1996062000380. (item 30).
6/18/96. 737. On approach anti skid warning came
on. Diverted to BWI. Replaced right main gear wire
strut harness. Ref FAA SDR 1996071000673. (item
39).
6/23/96. 747. During climb the # 3 hydraulic overheat
warning came on. Unscheduled landing. Repaired
wire for indication problem. Ref FAA SDR
1996062700179. (item 13).
6/25/96. 767-332ER, Delta Airlines. Wires arced and

severed one of two aileron cables. Lost right
generator. Emergency landing. Ref. NTSB Monthly
Rpt. NYC96IA131. SDR
7/21/96. DC-9. Inspection found the sidewall lights to
be flickering. A wire burnt wire-harness was found.
Ref FAA SDR 1996072500306. (item 36).
7/22/96. DC-9. Flight attendant reported no power to
the forward coffeemaker. Inspection revealed melted
wires to a terminal block. Ref FAA SDR
1996080200386. (item 38).
7/26/96. 747, TWA 800. High voltage Poly-X wiring
outside the center fuel tank was bundled with the low
voltage, split Teflon FQIS wiring inside the tank. A
spark/arc transferred this energy into the tank through
the wiring. Ref. NTSB AAR-00/03.
7/28/96. 767. During cruise wiring at seats 2A and
others shorted and burned through. Ref FAA SDR
1996080200439. (item 52).
7/31/96. 737. Inspection found APU feeder harness
and a stringer burnt. Ref FAA SDr 1996080800015.
(item 43).
8/5/96. DC-9. At engine start smoke entered the
cockpit. Burned wire found at the right heatexchanger fan. Ref FAA SDR 1996080800520. (item
39).
8/13/96. 737. During cruise, left wing overheat light
flickered. Unscheduled landing. Wire found chafed

through and shorting. Ref FAA SDR. 1997013000457.
(item 96).
8/31/96. 747. During taxi, primary display and C/B
tripped. Returned to gate. Repaired chafed wire. Ref
FAA SDR 19960905000421. (item 24).
9/3/96. 747. During cruise electrical arc and smoke
came from galley work light. Found charred wiring
insulation. Ref FAA SDR 1996092600668. (item 27).
10/7/96. 737. During cruise smoke came from behind
cockpit overhead panel. Burnt wiring was found. Ref
FAA SDR 1996101700002. (item 63).
10/7/96. 737. During takeoff # 2 thrust reverser
unlock light came on, aborted takoff. Found chafed
wire in pylon area. Ref FAA SDR 19961114000362.
(item 72).
10/8/96. MD-11. Inspection found # 2 generator
feeder cables chafed over right over wing exit. Ref
FAA SDR 1996110100255. (item 28).
10/13/00. DC-9. Inspection found 24 lighting wires
burnt, right side, station 1083 to 1205. Ref FAA SDR
1996101700537. (item 43).
11/4/96. DC-9. On approach, aft and forward fuel
boost pumps C/Bs tripped. Found wire-bundle chafed
in left wing. Ref FAA SDR 1996111400055. (item
47).
11/17/96. 737. Prior to takeoff, sparking, popping and
smoke from compass and ignition switch area.

Returned to gate. Saw chafed wire. Ref FAA SDR
199611200285. (item 74)
11/23/96. DC-9. During climb, burning odor in cabin.
Unscheduled landing. Replaced damaged left ground
power wire. Ref FAA SDR 1996121900609. (item
51).
12/10/96. 737. During inspection for ADI
malfunction, lav water was found in wire-bundles
feeding E/E compart connectors. Ref FAA SDR
1997032700535. (item 125)
12/1196. 757,U.S. Air. Enroute, smoke and fire were
visible in the aft floor and side wall area. Emergency
and diverted. Examination of the burned area revealed
an Audio-entertainment system cable had become
shorted. Ref. NTSB Monthly Rpt. CHI97IA041.
12/14/96. 737. During inspection found left wing
wire-bundle melted 15 of 32 wires. Ref Boeing
service letter 737-SL-24-27. Ref FAA SDR
1996122600319. (item 82).
12/20/96. DC-10. At cruise, C/B for mid cabin reading
lights popped. Reset, and burning smell began. Wiring
found to be charred. Ref FAA SDR 1996122600432.
(item 37).
12/20/96. 737. During climb # 1 engine surged.
Declared an emergency and returned. Replaced engine
PMC blue harness assembly. Ref FAA SDR
1997012300452. (item 93).

12/27/96. DC-9. After takeoff, right wing fuel boost
pump C/B popped, then reset. Aft pump C/B popped,
then forward again. Connector arcing, insulation
damage in the fuel conduits was noted. Phase C/Bs
popped. Ref FAA SDR 1997010200560. (item 55).
1/30/97. Several Boeing 767 Operators report loss
of system failure(s) and/or fire due to Kapton wiring
chafing on oxygen line fitting which could lead to
electrical arcing. Boeing SB 767-35A00229, 6/25/98.
1/14/97. 737. During a inspection, fluid passing
through a connector shorted out the rudder Power
Control Unit solenoid. Ref FAA SDR
1997030600012. (item 114).
1/15/97. DC-10. During cruise, wing anti ice valves
disagree light illuminated and then the # 3 manifold
fail light. Found Wire-bundle burned. Ref FAA SDR
1997020600768.
1/20/97. 767. Inspection found strong electrical smell
in aft galley. Unable to isolate. Suspect Chiller. Ref
FAA SDR 1997013000095. (item 77).
1/20/97. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. Smoke from
panel behind captainÕs seat. Charred wiring due to
phase short and dust particles. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI97IA072.
1/23/97. 767. Inspection found broken wire in cargo
hold tripped a C/B. Resetting caused a small fire in the
hold and in the insulation. Ref FAA SDR

1997122900005. (item 121).
1/27/97. 737. During cruise, lost series of systems
including pressurization. Unable to reset C/Bs,
Diverted. # 1 gen wire burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1997020600127. (item 105).
1/27/97. 737. On climb lost radar. Returned to gate.
Found shorted Data A Buss B-wire. Ref FAA SDR
1997013000834. (item 104).
3/7/97. 737. While landing had flaps freeze. Found
wire between connectors shorted to shield. Ref FAA
SDR 1997032700165. (item).
3/8/97. 747. Inspection found # 1 APU generator
feeder cables with split insulation and melted spacers.
Ref FAA SDR 1997041700153. (item 44).
3/10/97. 737. In cruise, an uncommanded
pressurization decent (manual) . Unscheduled landing.
Chafed wires near outflow valve. Ref FAA SDR
1997070300284. (item 171).
3/14/97. 737. Sparks under seat 9D. Found shorted
wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997032700004. (item 121).
3/14/97. 747. Inspection found chafed wire-harness
and a bare wire with signs of arcing at # 1 reserve
tank and rib. Ref FAA SDR 1997040300806. (item
43).
3/30/97. DC-9. On climb had fault with right main
gear unsafe light. Found high resistance of uplock to
terminal wire. Ref FAA SDR 1999041000284. (item

61).
4/24/97. 747. Inspection found # 2 fuel boost pump
wiring insulation failed due to conductive corrosion.
Ref FAA SDR 1998011500139. (item 72).
4/28/97. 747-243, G-VIRGIN. Arcing Poly-X wires
ignite cabin interior materials and destroy wirebundles behind overhead panels in forward cabin. Ref,
UK AAIB Rpt. # 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3) Appendix G.
(www.open.gov.uk/aaib/n653ua/n653ua.htm).
5/9/97. 737. Engine fire warning on touchdown. Fired
extinguisher. Found badly chafed fire wire at a clamp.
Ref FAA SDR 19970717000869. (item 174).
5/10/97. 737. While at cruise had # 1 transformer
rectifier C/B tripping. Unscheduled landing. Found
melted wires on C/B. Ref FAA SDR 1997052200816.
(item 156).
5/24/97. DC-9. On approach, gear warning light
would not go out. Found bare wires and water inside
wire conduit. Ref FAA SDR 1997060500660. (item
63).
6/7/97. 737. Smoke and electrical smell near start
switch., switch shorted to standby compass. Repaired
five wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997 061900262. (item
163).
6/11/97. 747. Smoke and sparks at seat 2EF.
Attendant used extinguisher. Repaired failed wiring.
Ref FAA SDR 1998021100983. (item 76).

6/17/97. 737. On climb, engine EGT went to 1250
and then blank. Unscheduled landing. Found EGT
wires shorted at engine harness. Ref FAA SDR
1997071000062. (item 172).
6/21/97. 767. At cruise had uncommanded IDG
disconnect. Wire-harness failed. Ref FAA SDR
1997071700992. (item 95).
6/22/97. DC-9. On taxi out had elevator power fail.
Return to gate. Replaced failed wire. Ref FAA SDR
1997072400064. (item 70).
7/3/97. DC-9. At cruise, something electrical is
shorting in cockpit overhead panel. Wire shorted. Ref
FAA SDR 19970722400519. (item 71).
7/5/97. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. At cruise smoke
came from beneath glareshield. Shut off generators,
declared emergency. Found burnt wires. NTSB
Monthly CHI97IA195.
7/5/97. DC-9. At cruise smoke began filling cockpit
from forward panel. Declared emergency. Found 4
feet of burned wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997071000444.
(item 67).
7/15/97. DC-10. On climb had high oil temp, shut
down # 2 engine. Unscheduled landing. Found shorted
wire. Ref FAA SDR 1997081400787. (item 51).
7/28/97. 747. During cruise had sparks/smoke from
seat 23-2. Replaced power cable and electronic unit.
Ref FAA SDR 1997082100422. (item 58).

8/9/97. 747. On taxi had left wing overheat
intermittent light on. Found shorted wire. Ref FAA
SDR 1997081400977. (item 57).
8/14/97. DC-9. On approach main gear unsafe light
fault. Found several failed wires at terminal block
53-66. Ref FAA SDR 1997100200689. (item 82).
8/25/97. DC-9. While in maintenance check, smoke
and wire insulation damage was found near forward
entry overhead. Ref FAA SDR 1997082800729. (item
76).
9/6/97. DC-9. On approach had gear warning fault,
C/B found popped. Repaired wiring short. Ref FAA
SDR 1997091100397. (item 78).
9/12/97. During taxi APU temp panel lights flickering
and the smell of smoke in the cockpit. Found burned
and chafed wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997091800828.
( item 186).
9/21/97. 747. During climb had wing overheat light.
Unscheduled landing. Found chafed wire at clamp.
Ref FAA SDR 1997092500774. (item 61).
9/22/97. DC-10. During climb # 2 manifold fail light
came on. Unscheduled landing. Replaced wires at
manifold loop. Ref FAA SDR 19971000200322. (item
54).
9/25/97. DC-9. During climb had gear fault light.
Replaced gear wiring harness and sensor. Ref FAA
SDR 19971000200331. (item 81).

9/29/97. 737. During cruise had APU fire warning.
Pulled fire handle, light continued. Found wiring out
of position. Ref FAA SDR 1997100200721. (item
189).
10/97. ASRS Report (de-identified). During preflight
noticed light C/B popped. Sparks and wire arcing and
worn insulation found. ASRS Rpt.# 382990.
10/15/97 767. Inspection found generator feeder
cable chafed and burned near slat. Ref FAA SDR
1998012200841. (item 125).
152. 11/8/97. 767. During cruise left tank fuel
quantity, and totalizer goes blank. Fault code included
wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1997120400881. (item 117).
12/8/97. 767. During cruise left generator light
flickering. Repairs to T-1 cable to IDG. Ref FAA SDR
1998011500726. (item 124).
12/30/97. 737. During climb unable to control
pressurization. Returned to gate. Found C/B tripping,
replaced PRSOV wiring. Ref FAA SDR
1998012200253. (item 203).
1/9/98 United Airlines flight 965, 767-322ER, arcing
Kapton wires burned Cross-linked Tefzel wiring.
Toxic gases emitted, wire-bundles burned. Ref. U.K.
AAIB Rpt 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3), para 1.12.3.8 and
1.18.2. (www.open.gov.uk/aaib/n653ua/n653ua.htm )
1/9/98. 767. During cruise had short circuit in P30
Panel near forward Chiller. Unsched landing. Severe

wire-bundle damage. Ref FAA SDR 1998040800005.
(item 129).
1/12/98. 737. Inspection found generator feeder cable
and loom burnt due to arcing at the plug and socket.
Ref FAA SDR 1998111300314. (item 276).
1/13/98. DC-9. On the gate the crew smelled smoke
in the cockpit. Found broken wiring causing arcing at
audio panel. Ref FAA SDR 199812200236. (item 84).
1/17/98. DC-10. During cruise # 1 start valve light
illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed
wiring near valve. Ref FAA SDR 1998012200529.
(item 63).
1/18/98. DC-9. On taxi out had acrid electrical odor
in cockpit. Light C/B popped. Return to gate. Suspect
ballast or wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1998042900488.
(item 99).
1/24/98. 737. During cruise a loud popping sound
and a spark came out of cockpit overhead. C/B trips.
Found shorted wire. Ref FAA SDR 1998031200994.
(item 215).
1/25/98. 737. During cruise had engine fire faults.
Reoccurring problem. Unscheduled landing. Engine
core wiring harness faulted. Ref FAA SDR
1998022600675. (item 213).
6/27/98. 767. NTSB issues recommendations to the
FAA on the Kapton wires on 767s due to the risk of
in-flight fires or loss of control. The Kapton wires

caused electricity to jump to control cables controlling
the flight control surfaces. Ref A-98-1/2. (CNN 1/27).
1/29/98. DC-9. While at the gate smoke began
coming in from battery compartment. Found broken
wire. Ref FAA SDR 1998042900699 (item 100)..
3/1/98. Boeing declares arcing?sparking Kapton
should be replaced with cross-linked Tefzel wire.
Boeing Flight Summary Report 747-SRP-23-0057.
2/3/98. 767. During cruise flaps indicator jumps, also
fault lights illuminated. Rewired at sensors and to
wing root. Ref FAA SDR 1998043000009. (item 140).
2/6/98. 737. On climb gear would not raise.
Unscheduled landing. Repaired wiring at gear logic
shelf E11. Ref FAA SDR 1998031200971. (item 214).
2/8/98. DC-9. During decent had smoke in the cabin.
Declared emergency. Repaired wire ends at S3-94.
Ref FAA SDR 1998021900305. (item 87).
3/2/98. DC-9. During cruise a burning smell was
detected in the rear cabin. Repaired broken wire at
wire-bundle for lighting. Ref FAA SDR
1998043000771. (item 101).
3/6/98. 747. During cruise # 4 engine CSD overtemperature. Could Not Disconnect ! No cause found.
Solder melted at disconnect. Ref FAA SDR
1998041701129. (item 83).
3/13/98. 747. On taxi out, # 4 engine start valve open
light on. Returned to gate. Found wire insulation

rotten at engine. Ref FAA SDR 1998032600261. (item
80).
3/15/98. DC-9. During climb the right engine start
valve illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Repaired the
engine wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 1998043000860.
(item 102).
4/10/98. 767. During cruise had electrical smell and
haze at aft right galley. Only Chiller and fridge on.
Repaired wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1998082800159.
(item 140).
4/17/98. DC-10. Inspection found aft engine power
feeder cables shorted at inlet duct panel # 364GR. Ref
FAA SDR 199850100056. (item 74).
4/23/98. 737. During cruise # 2 slat transit light
illuminated, a previous on 4/16. Unscheduled landing.
Wire to be replaced. Ref FAA SDR 1998050100806.
(item 230).
4/28/98. 737. Inspection found cockpit overhead
wire-bundle chafed and burned. Ref FAA SDR
1998071700469. (item 242).
5/15/98. DC-9. During approach, nose gear downlock
warning fault. Declared and emergency. Replaced
gear wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 1998052200834.
(item 108).
5/16/98. MD11F. During taxi had # 3 engine
vibration warning. Returned to gate. Found engine
vibration wire-harness faulting. Ref FAA SDR

1998062000686. (item 45).
5/18/98. UPS 747-123 experiences uncommanded
yaw inputs during cruise flight. Found to be a wire
problem. Emergency landing. NTSB Monthly
CHI98IA164.
5/20/98. DC-9. Inspection found APU power feeder
cable shorted on a standoff. Ref FAA SDR
1998052900077. (item 109).
5/30/98. DC-10. After a smoke smell, found decoder
harness and wires burnt under seat 22E. Ref FAA
SDR 1998060500439.
182. 6/27/98. 737. After take off # 2 generator
dropped off line. Could not reset. Unscheduled
landing. Replaced generator wire-harness. Ref FAA
SDR 1998120400507. (item 284).
183. 6/30/98. DC-9. Nose gear unsafe light
illuminated. Replaced electrical harness. Ref FAA
SDR 1998072400242. (item 112).
184. 7/15/98. DC-9. During cruise left generator
tripped off. Losing hydraulics. Unscheduled landing.
Wire arced through a hyd line. Ref FAA SDR
1998082100014. (item 114).
7/22/98. 747. Rejected takeoff due to cargo fire
indication. Found chafed wire behind F/Es panel. Ref
FAA SDR 1998080700341. (item 104).
8/14/98. 747. On taxi in C/B tripped for lights.
Inspection found burnt and overheated wires and

arcing. Ref FAA SDR 1998100900902. (item 112).
9/2/98. Swissair 111, MD-11- Investigation still
ongoing, but Kapton and Tefzel wiring found that had
arced. Mixed wiring types. Probable contributing
factors may include incorrect routing/installation of
the wiring.
9/24/98. 737. # 1 fuel heat valve came on, oil temp
exceeded, shutdown engine. Returned to MCI. Found
burned wire at valve. Ref FAA SDR
19981113000986. (item 278).
10/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While in
cruise, cabin crew noted smell of electrical fire.
Diverted to alternate. ASRS Rpt. # 419315.
10/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-10
dumped 85,000 lbs of fuel, declared emergency and
diverted after smelling smoke in the cabin. ASRS Rpt.
# 418250.
10/3/98. 767. While in cruise pax spilled drink in
electric motor seat and shorted it out. Found chafed
shorted wires near floor. Ref FAA SDR
1998100900432. (item 154).
10/8/98. MD-11, Delta Airlines. Two hours West of
England enroute to Georgia experienced an electrical
odor. Diverted to Ireland. NTSN Monthly #
DCA99RA002. Also see FAA SDR 1998101600553;
says Òburned wiring to compressorÓ found. Item 51
11/98. L-1011 Kapton wiring arcs in cockpit behind

circuit breaker panel. Emergency landing. Aircraft
receiving conflicting electrical anomalies. Aircraft
thought it was on the ground and in the air at the same
time. Ref ASRS AB99:9/3-6
11/8/98. MD-11. Inspection found shorted wire in
forward cargo which ignited Mylar insulation blanket.
Ref FAA SDR 1998111301330. (item 52).
11/9/98. L-1011 Delta Airlines. Enroute between
Honolulu and SFO, electrical fire in the cockpit.
Numerous systems were lost. Emergency landing at
San Francisco. Previous days had multiple electrical
problems. NTSB Rpt. DCA99SA043 & ASRS Rpt.
419799.
11/9/98. DC-9. Inspection found smoke from lower
EPC Panel. Found chafed and burned wires near right
AC relay. Ref FAA SDR 1998122400289. (item 124).
11/11/98. MD-11. At the gate a fire erupted in the
forward cargo hold. Wiring damage led to a Mylar
insulation blanket fire. Ref NTSB Recommendation
Letter A-99-104 through 106, 12/15/99. See http://
www.ntsb.gov/recs/letters/1999/A99_104_106.pdf
11/28/98. 747-400, Quantas Airlines. In flight fire in
the E&E Bay. Arcing Kapton wiring ignites
flammable insulation blankets. Emergency landing.
Ref. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # DCA99WA014 and Ref.
AAIB 5/200 (EW/C98/1/3), para 1.18.4 . Item 7.
11/28/98. 747. During climb saw equipment cooling

caution. Found damaged and burned wiring &
insulation blanket in fwd cargo area. Ref FAA SDR
1998011500351. item 117.
200. 11/30/98. MD-11F. During climb had faults;
auto-pilot & throttles, Flt Dir, TAT, flaps, Press, Fan,
etc. Returned, found 3 chafed wires. Ref FAA SDR
1998120400240. item 54.
12/25/98. DC-10. During climb had # 1 engine fire
warning. Unscheduled landing. Found wire-harness at
fault. Ref FAA SDR 1999010100129. (item 90).
12/22/98. L-1011, Delta Airlines. Before pushback, a
passenger saw smoke and sparks from a sidewall vent.
Two wire-bundles burned in the Mid Electrical Center.
Wire to wire arcing, dust buildup and lav fluids were
noted. A Delta Report said this was the fifth report of
lav water, the eleventh report of wire to wire rubbing,
the thirteenth report of excessive dirt buildup among
DeltaÕs 35 L-1011s. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA99WA014.
12/29/98. DC-9. At gate, smoke in the cockpit and
cabin. Crew saw an electrical Flash /Fire in comp left
of door. Replaced wiring. Ref FAA SDR
1999010800058. (item 125).
1/29/99. 737. Inspection found chafed wires in center
fuel tank level switch. Fuel found inside conduit. Ref
FAA SDr 1999081200463. (item 357).
1/31/99. MD-11, American Airlines, smoke in the

cabin. ÒBuzzÓ heard over PA system, C/B reset and
then smoke seen in first class. Emergency declared,
diverted to Seattle. Video system damaged, unknown
connector failure. NTSB Accident Rpt. DCA99SA037
1/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise lost all pressurization, smoke in the cabin due
to wiring caused electrical smoke. Emergency /divert.
ASRS Rpt 424550.
2/13/99. MD-11. Inspection found electrical smell at
row 13 and found electrical harness shorted out. Ref
FAA SDR 1999021900341. (item 59).
2/16./99. Dc-9. Inspection found left generator feeder
cable shorting out in tail cone area. Bulkhead had a
hole burned in it. Ref FAA SDR 1999022600217.
(item 132).
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9 got
failures of radio fan, GPWS, FDR, # 1 VHF, # 1
VOR, # 3 fuel boost pump, captainÕs ADI and CDI.
Emergency decent to DTW. At gate, 11 more C/Bs
popped.
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9-30
multiple unrelated electrical failures, most of left
system lost but with no auto-transfering. Emergency
landing. ASRS 428107.
2/23/99. MD-11. During overnight inspection aircraft
would not accept power. Found wire burned and
shorted in forward cargo bay. Ref FAA SDR

1999041700401. (item 63).
2/25/99. 737. On landing sparks and smoke in
overhead panel behind fuel panel. Several C/Bs
popped. Chafed wires behind panel. Ref FAA SDR
1999031200195. (item 327).
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-11 U.S.
While parked, a fire in a wire-bundle occurred. 14
wires found brittle and replaced. ASRS Rpt. 431017.
3/5/99. DC-10. Inspection found APU generator
feeder cable shorting out at pressure bulkhead. Wire
melted. Ref FAA SDR 1999031200607. (item 99).
3/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 on TO
had electrical smoke from the pilotÕs overhead panel.
Pilot saw burned and charred wiring. ASRS Rpt.
429985.
3/29/99. MD-11, World Airways. During
maintenance checks a Kapton wiring harness was
found with chafed and arcing damage. Adjacent Mylar
blankets also completely burned away. No cause
listed. NTSB/Garvey letter, 12/15/99, NTSB Rpt.
DCA99SA051.
3/31/99. DC-9. During climb had a loud pop and
flash from the EPC C/B Panel, acrid smell. Found
chafed power port feeder. Ref FAA SDR
1999043000409. (item 135).
4/9/99. 747. Inspection found # 2 main aft boost pump
wiring insulation faulty. Ref FAA SDR

1999070900114. (item 134).
5/3/99. DC-9. During cruise the PSU oxygen masks
dropped on the left side. Found wire shorted into
forward lav pump under lav. Ref FAA SDR
1999051400001. (item 136).
5/10/99. 747. During inspection found C/B # 152
popped and smoked. Found wire chafing in overhead
P5 Panel,wheel well fire Ref FAA SDR
1999061800610. (item 130).
5/16/99. DC-9. Aft left & fwd left fuel boost pump C/
Bs popped, later the right side. Declared emergency.
Damaged wire-bundle. Ref FAA SDR
1999062500762. (item 142).
5/18/99. 747. Inspection found trailing flap position
wire in forward cargo ceiling shorted to ground. Ref
FAA SDR 1999070900113. (item 133).
5/21/99. 737. During climb had smoke in the flight
deck. Found wire chafed against bracket above P6-1
Panel. Ref FAA SDR 1999060400487. (item 337).
6/20/99. 737. During cruise faults with # 2 fuel gage.
Replaced the # 1 and the # 2 wing tank harness
assemblies. Ref FAA SDR 1999072300651. (item).
7/7/99. DC-10. Inspection found smoke/sparks in
main gear bay. Wiring for # 2 Aux Hydraulic pump
burned through but C/Bs not tripped. Ref FAA SDR
1999091000467.
7/8/99. 737. Inspection found 20 damaged wires in

the vertical stabilizer and apparently damaged by
hydraulic fluid near rudder PCU. Ref FAA SDR
1999081200849. (item 358)
7/27/99. 737. Inspection found system B hydraulic
pump line chafing power wire-bundle causing short
circuit. Ref FAA SDR 1999112500057. (item 391).
7/27/99. MD-11F. Inspection found forward cargo
external power cable arcing below floor and bilge area
insulation blanket burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1999073000464. (item 77).
7/31/99. 737. During cruise stabilizer trim actuator C/
B pops. Found wires shorted to ground at bulkhead.
Ref FAA SDR 1999081200236. (item 356).
8/3/99. MD-11. Inspection found seat 5G electrically
inop. Found burned wire. Ref FAA SDR
1999081400461. (item 78).
8/10/99. 737. On takeoff left generator tripped.
Smoke in cabin. Unscheduled landing. # 1 TR C/B
tripped and generator feeder burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1999082000330. (item 361).
8/24/99. 737. During climb aircraft yawed.
Unscheduled landing. Autopilot stabilizer trim wiring
found damaged at aft bulkhead. Ref FAA SDR
1999102200599. (item 381).
8/27/99. 737. At climb interphone had ringing
chimes, call lights flashing, smoke and flame at 3R
Com panel. Wires replaced. Ref FAA SDR

1999102900318. (item 385).
9/2/99. 737. On takeoff # 2 bleed tripped off.
Pressurization went to 9,500. Return to block. Wire
Open to air bleed regulator. Ref FAA SDR
1999101300025. (item 374).
9/7/99. MD-88, Delta Airlines. During climb noted
smoke in the cabin. Emergency and diverted. Mylar
insulation burned 5 x 5 foot under floor. No cause.
NTSB NYC99IA231. Also reference in NTSB/Garvey
letter, 12/15/99 at ntsb.gov/recs/letters/1999/
A99_104_106.pdf
9/21/99. MD-11. Inspection found sparks and smoke
from under seat 11C. Wire-harness shorted to foot
rest. Ref FAA SDR 1999100100110. (item 83).
9/25/99. 737. During climb had uncommanded right
and left Yaw. Found a broken wire at forward end of
E1 equipment rack. Ref FAA SDR 2000022900039.
(item 417).
9/28/99. DC-9. Inspection found SELCAL system
wire with burned insulation between station 110 to
160. Ref FAA SDR 1999100100341. (item 153).
10/9/99. 737. En route # 1 and 2 TRs tripped. Reset,
tripped again. Electrical smell noted. Unsched
landing. Replaced gen feeder harness. Ref FAA SDR
1999110500446. item 389
10/18/99. 737. During climb had smoke in aft galley.
Unscheduled landing. Found shorted power wire

behind galley. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900119. (item
384).
10/20/99. 737. Aborted takeoff after warning horn
sound. Found chafing wire to # 4 SKEW sensor in
wheel well. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900116. (item
383).
10/24/99. MD-11. Inspection found chafed and arcing
wire at seat 3B, C/B did not pop. Replaced wiring
harness. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900893. (item 85).
11/1/99. British 737-500 arcing kapton wiring in E/E
bay, wire-bundle found completely charred. Ref .
AAIB Rpt. 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3) Para. 1.18.4.
11/2/99. 737. During climb both fuel flow indicators
fluctuated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed wire
near # 1 engine. Ref FAA SDR 1999111100007. (item
390).
11/8/99. DC-10. During climb lost # 2 generator.
Reset C/B. Smoke in the aft galley, gen off again.
Found feeder wires shorted. Ref FAA SDR
1999111900011. (item 114).
11/9/99. DC-10. Inspection found fuel quantity fault.
Wires in aux tank have insulation separation and
damage. Ref FAA SDR 19991218000846. (item 119).
11/11/99. 737. During climb multiple C/Bs popped .
Unscheduled landing. Found failure of the wirebundle insulation at BS 410. Aircraft 772 wiring
replaced. No system problems found for overload. Ref

FAA SDR 1999122300026. (item 399). SEE NEXT.
11/11/99. 737. Alaska Airlines returned after popped
C/Bs and low fuel lights. Follow up found additional
C/Bs popped and heavily sooted and melted insulation
in wiring bundles near cargo hold, station 410.
NTSB Accident Rpt. SEA00IA019.
11/19/99. DC-9. During climb generator failed with
AC cross lockout. Noted electrical odor. Unshed
Landing. Feeder cable shorted. Ref FAA SDR
1999112500233. (item 156).
11/21/99. MD-11. Maintenance found arcing behind
seat 13A caused by pinched cable. Ref FAA SDR
1999120400158. (item 88).
12/21/99. DC-10. Number 1 AC Bus C/Bs popping.
Found burned wires in ceiling of forward
compartment. Ref FAA SDR 1999011500634. (item
92).
1/10/00. 747. Inspection found APU generator feeder
cable burned below cabin floor at BS 1450. Ref FAA
SDr 2000042800255. (item 165).
1/18/00. DC-10. Inspection found electric hydraulic
pump had 2 each shorted wires causing a fire. Ref
FAA SDR 2000012900102. (item 122).
1/20/00. 737. During climb had fuel imbalance.
Unscheduled landing. Replaced # 1 fuel quantity
wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 2000012000226. (item
407).

1/24/00. 737. During cruise generator tripped off
twice. Third time could not reset C/B. Unscheduled
landing. Replaced T1 wire. Ref FAA SDR
2000040800132. (item 425).
1/25/00. MD-11. During cruise coffee maker wire
burned through but C/Bs did not pop. Ref FAA SDR
2000021200806. (item 91).
1/28/00. 737. While in climb aft lav smoke detector
was sounding. Smell in cabin. Unscheduled landing.
Found aged lav wire. Ref FAA SDr 2000050300165.
(item 429).
1/31/00. 737. During climb fuel quantity indications
decreased and erratic. Unscheduled landing. Repaired
wires in right wing. Ref FAA SDR 2000022600044.
(item 414).
2/2/00. 747. Inspection found generator feeder cable
burnt at staÕs 970, 980, and 985. Ref FAA SDR
2000022600048. (item 158).
2/8/00. DC-9. During pushback left pack fan C/Bs
tripped. Found heat-exchanger wires chafing and
shorted. Ref FAA SDR 2000021900295. (item 168).
2/8/00. 737. During decent # 1 generator Bus off light
and systems loss. Declared emergency. Found chafed
gen harness. Ref FAA SDR 2000042800409. (item
427).
4/16/00. 737. At climb pressurization fail light
illuminated. C/B popped, no control. Wires damaged

at controller and aft bulkhead. Ref FAA SDR
2000061000353. item 442.
4/17/00. 737. After liftoff wheel well C/B popped.
Had previous repairs to wiring, and now found 20
wires burned at P18-3 panel. Ref FAA SDR
2000060300211. (item 440).
4/18/00. 737. During cruise left wing/body overheat
light illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed
shorted wire at APU. Ref FAA SDR 2000061000225.
(item 441).
5/1/00. DC-9 On descent had smoke in the cockpit.
Found a burnt wire going to map light. Ref FAA SDR
2000062400177. (item 177).
5/20/00.737, Electrical loom (bundle) arcing due to
swarf in P6-4 C/B Panel. Overheated power
receptacle, cause unknown. Ref . AAIB Rpt. 5/2000
(EW/C98/1/3) Para. 1.18.4.
6/10/00. 747. Inspection found wiring harness arcing
at BS 520 in the forward cargo hold. Ref FAA SDr
2000082200021. (item 172).
6/17/00. 737. Inspection found APU wiring melted
behind starter connector and burned insulation in the
E/E bay. Ref FAA SDR 200072500192. (item 466).
8/8/00. DC-9, Air Tran Airways. Flight returned to
Greensboro with very dense smoke in the cockpit.
Sparks and smoke seen the area of the forward FA
jump seat. Emergency declared. Extensive wire

damage in electrical panel behind captainÕs seat and
blistering of the aircraft skin. Aircraft substantially
damaged. NTSB Monthly # DCA00MA079.
10/1/2000, MD-80, Continental Airlines. Kapton
arcing burns a fist sized hole in the cockpit. Cockpit
filled with smoke. Emergency landing. NTSB
Monthly ATL01IA001 and FAA Accident Rpt at
http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1002_N.TXT.
John D. King, IASA Data Specialist at
jking1@mediaone.net.
INSTRUCTIONS TO LOCATE SOURCE URSs
AND AGENCIES IN THIS IASA STUDY
NTSB Monthly http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/
months.htm Search By Year And Date.
NTSB Recommendations http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_searchus.asp Search By Report Number.
NTSB Accident/Incident http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_ntsb.asp Search By Report Number.
FAA Incident Data System http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_fids.asp Search By Report Number.
Cross System Search to each of the above http://

nasdac.faa.gov/asp/asy_crosssys.asp.
ASRS REPORTS At http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_asrs.asp Search By Report Number.
NASDACÕs Aviation Safety Data Accessibility Study
Index http://nasdac.faa.gov/safety_info_study
ÔHeinrich PyramidÕ http://nasdac.faa.gov/gain/
Presentation/GAIN_Brief.pdf ref page 7 of 42.
MILITARY WIRING ISSUES SEPARATED FROM
ABOVE LIST 18 ITEMS
May 1995, Royal Air Force Nimrod, wires arc and
fire starts. Aircraft lost.
July 20 1998, Army Command issued to all AH-64
helicopter users to inspect the Kapton wiring which
could contribute to uncommanded inputs.
September 4, 1999 NASAÕs entire Shuttle fleet
grounded for 6 months for Kapton wiring problems.
October 17, 1988, NASAÕs Magellan Spacecraft
experiences $87,000 electrical fire due to Kapton
wiring.
1983 NASAÕs Columbia Shuttle orbiting earth
experiences Kapton wire fire.
1985, NASAÕs Space Lab used in the shuttle,

experiences Kapton wire fire.
March 30, 1987, F-18 Kapton wire fire nearly dooms
$32 million aircraft.
November 1982, Air ForceÕs F-16 experiences
Kapton arc-tracking. Pilot/Aircraft lost.
August 24, 1990 US Coast GuardÕs E-2C crashed
due to Kapton wire fire.
November 2000- US Navy loses 153rd F-14 out of
600 produced. Requested $360 million in FY 83 to
rewire F-14s due to wire to wire shorts caused by
premature aging and cracking of Poly-X wire type
used in first 323 aircraft produced.
May 31, 1982-December1, 1981- In just six months
the Air Force experiences 800 autopilot anomalies due
to wiring.
March 1986-US Navy AV-8B in-flight electrical fire
caused by Kapton wiring. Fourth occurrence in six
month period.
1988 US Military, Canadian and British military ban
Kapton.
March 1987, Vermont National Guard F-16, arcing
Kapton caused nine wire-bundles to be destroyed.
May 1985, EF 111 Air force jet has a catastrophic
explosion of Kapton wires. 92 wires damaged, 29
circuit breakers popped.
September 11, 1986 Marine AV-8B Harrier emergency
landing, inoperative critical instruments, several

burned bundles of Kapton wires.
January 27, 1982 US Navy F-4, Electrical in-flight fire
in circuit breaker 10 inches from co-pilotÕs feet.
Thick smoke in the cockpit/all electrical power lost.
Emergency landing.
October 1987, US Navy A-6 aircraft lost at sea.
Kapton wire only suspected cause.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15 ITEMS NOT POSTED DUE TO LACK OF
OTHER SOURCES
11/28/00. DC-9, Air Tran. Flight 956 returned to
Hartsfield, Ct after smoke was detected in forward
galley and cockpit C/Bs tripped. Evacuation was
made on the runway. Passengers were given 1,000
dollars each for lost luggage and claims of luggage
damaged in the fire. News wire stories.
http://www.accessaltanta.com/partners/ajc/
newsatlanta/airtran_1129.html
http://www.ohio.com/dist/nf/021801.htm
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/ap/
20001201/bs/plane_fire_1.html
http://www.herald.com/thispage.htm?
content/archive/news/yahoo/digdocs/055368.htm
11/16/00. 747, United Airlines. Smoke filled one of

the kitchens. Emergency landing at Seattle-Tacoma.
News wire story. www.airsafetyonline.com/news/
200011/16/5. shtml
11/3/00. 757 American Airlines. 757 reported smoke
in the cockpit. Emergency declared and landed in
Miami IntÕl airport. News http://
dailynews.yahoo.com.hwplg/20001103/lo/
240762_1.html
10/19/00. 747 United Airlines diverted to Auckland
because of electrical problems. News wire story
http://www.pprune.org/ubb/NonCGI/
Forum1/HTML/010545.html.
10/18/00. 757, National Airlines. Flight 7002 returned
and landed due to a fire in the galley. FAA Incident
Reg 546NA. News wire story . http://www.faa.gov/
avr/aai/D_1018_N.TXT
10/6/2000. MD-80, American Airlines. Denver to LA
Flight 2821 diverted to Bryce Canyon Airport after
reports of smoke in the cabin and oxygen masks were
deployed. News wire story.
http://more.abcnews.go.com/sections/
travel/DailyNews/Emerglanding001006.html.
9/27/2000. MD-80 (or 90), American Airlines.
Returned to Omaha Airport after departing DFW and
an occurrence of smoke in the cockpit. No further
detail.
8/24/99. MD-90. Uni Air. On landing at Hualian,

Taiwan flight 873 (Reg B-17912) heard a loud noise
from the front of the cabin and thick black smoke
poured from one of the overhead compartments on the
right side. It took firefighters a half hour to control
the blaze. 28 people were injured. News wire story.
http://aviation-safety.net/database/1999/990824-0.htm
8/13/00. 757, Continental Airlines. Diverted into
Ketchikan with electrical failures. Possible ÔRed
EyeÕ out of ANC. No details.
7/23/00. 757, British Airways. Possible cabin fire and
divert to Heathrow (LHR) . No details.
7/17/2000. MD-80, American Airlines. DFW to
Orlando, flight 1258 diverted to Dallas Fort Worth
after reports of smoke in the cockpit. Emergency over
wing evacuation. AP Wire.
http://more.news.abcnews.go.com/
sections/travel/DailyNews/smokecockpit000717.html
6/15/00. MD-80, Continental Airlines. According to
FAA records Òthe 1981 MD80 has been repaired for
small cracks, dents, fluid loss, burned wires and
electrical problemsÓ. News wire story. http://
www.bergen.com/news/lurch200006155.htm
2/29/00. 747-300. Reg # PU-BUH. From EHAM
(Amsterdam) to PANC (Anchorage) made a
emergency decent into Prestwick (PIC) after report of
a main cargo-deck fire. No detail.
7/16/99. American Airlines. Flight 2191 made a

emergency landing at the naval station in the Florida
Keys after the pilot said he smelled smoke aboard the
Miami to Cancun flight with 162 aboard. AP Wire. No
details.
3/12/99. 767, United Airlines. Flight 971 Washington
to Milan. Smoke detected, emergency and diverted to
Newfoundland. CNN News wire. END
____________________________

10 MISCELLANOUS ITEMS NOT POSTED FOR
LACK OF ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
1981. TWA asks the Boeing Company not to use
Kapton on their 767s. Boeing refuses.
July 12, 1987. Boeing 767-232 has all three
autopilots fail.
August 10, 1990. Delta 767-332 made an emergency
landing due to loss of engine due to chafed Kapton
wiring.
February 1, 1995. Monarch 757, Kapton wire-bundles
arc, knocking out cockpit displays.
May 28 1998. Continental 737, arcing wires burn hole
in conduit, explosive condition, All 737s grounded
with more than 51% showing exposed conductors.
September 22, 1999. SAAB SF-340-B Emergency
landing/Smoke in the Cockpit due to chafed wire

from autopilot system.
November 1, 1999. CanadaÕs Transport Canada
acknowledges Kapton wire problems. Ref British
AAIB Report 52/87.
31 Jan 00. DC-9. Nightingale/Skytrain.Reg #
MWT107 While parked at the gate pilot was advised
of a fire in the aft Lav with minor damage. Passengers
deplaned. FAA Incident *.
March 2, 2000. British Airways 747 Flt 179
experiences abrupt climb injuring 11, FAA
determines, ÒThe aircraft experienced an
uncommanded autopilot climbÓ. (USA Today)
March 3, 2000. Kapton banned from use by
Austrailian Airline.

109 ADDITIONAL ITEMS POTENTIALLY
ÒWIREÓ RELATED BUT NOT SPECIFICALLY
MENTIONED
12/7/84, 727, Republic Airlines. TO aborted, smoke
and arcing from P611 Panel. Heat and smoke damage
near left ground blower. FAA Incident Rpt #
19841207070859C.
4/8/85. DC-9-82. American Airlines. During cruise, C/
Bs opened for transformer rectifers at AC Panel. FAA
Incident Rpt # 19850408014749C.

12/31/85. DC-3, Private charter. Dense smoke in
cockpit from fire originating in aft cabin. Ignition and
fuel source undetermined. NTSB Recommendations
Rpt # A-85-91.
8/10/86. DC-10, American Trans Air. Fire in the
forward cargo hold on the ground. No probable cause
determined. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # DCA86IA037.
11/26/86. 727, Continental Airlines. While on ground
a cargo fire started. APU generator C/B found
smoldering. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19861125069939C.
5/26/87. 737, Southwest Airlines. While in climb,
smoke was seen in the aft galley. Pulled breakers,
unable to duplicate. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19870526022979C.
11/28/87. 747, South African Airways. Crashed into
the sea with all 160 lost. Last ATC communication
suggested an in flight fire. NTSB Recommendation
Rpt. # A-88-61.
2/3/88. DC-9, American Airlines. Smoke in the cabin,
soft/hot floor above cargo area. No causes to the fire
were noted. NTSB Recommendation Rpt.# A-88-121
& A-88-128.
4/88. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). While at
cruise, smelled a strong electrical smell, Lost # 1
Main AC and generator. ASRS # 86076.
4/88. 737, Continental Airlines. On final, a fire in the
ceiling continued to burn through insulation blankets

and duct insulation. Fire department called. Ref.
DOT/FAA/CT-91/2.
10/88. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During pre
flight a fire erupted in the center pedestal. Even with
Halon and power off fire continued to burn. ASRS. #
96957.
1/89. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Aborted TO
after a loud noise from Main C/B Panel. 5 C/Bs
popped. Tried again, 10 C/Bs popped. Declared Emer.
ASRS # 101677.
2/2/89. DC-9, Swissair. Fire developed in the C/B
Panel. Flt diverted and Emergency evacuated. Ref.
Letter and FAA testimony Senate hearing (103-397)
on 11/8/93.
4/89. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Declared a
emergency out of IAH and diverted back for Smoke in
the cockpit. ASRSRpt # 109853.
4/89. ASRS Pilot Report. After push back at
Fayetteville Regional crew advised of smoke in the
cabin. Emergency evacuation followed. ASRS Rpt #
109801.
6/89. DC-10, Canadian Airlines. Apparent arcing of
light fixture ignited surrounding insulation blankets
and the fire spread to ceilings and walls. Ref. DOT/
FAA/CT-91/2.
8/17/89. 737, Delta Airlines. While on final, electrical
failures, Number 2 and Nunber 3

Power Transformer Rectifier C/Bs had tripped. FAA
Incident Rpt.# 19890817052289C.
10/14/89. 727, Delta Airlines. While parked, a muffed
explosion and flames came from the vent near seat
3D. No cause was found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA90MA002.
10/89. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). Smoke in the
cockpit and cabin, declared emergency. Same
problem several days later. ASRS Rpt # 127334.
12/1/89. DC-9, American Airlines. At cruise, found
electrical smell like an overheated electrical system.
Found burnt terminals and C/B. FAA Incident #
19891201062979C.
1/10/90. 747, Northwest Airlines. Found heat damage
around aft cargo mid-ship drain mast. Components
tested but no probable cause. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI90IA064.
1/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Electrical
shutdown and cockpit filled with smoke. Declared
emergency and diverted. ASRS Rpt. # 134261.
4/6/90. DC-9, Midway Airlines. From cruise,
electrical problems. Diverted, replaced C Phase C/B.
FAA Incident Rpt. # 19900406022459C.
8/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Near VUZ,
AL heard loud ÒPopÓ noise followed by the smell of
electrical smoke. Informed ATC, continued to IAH.
ASRS Rpt # 155020.

09/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Immediately
after TO from Cleveland Hopkins, smoke in the cabin,
emergency declared and returned. ASRS Rpt. #
157942.
9/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Left Denver
gate, smoke filled cabin. Could not see past 1st class.
PA did not work. Emergency evacuation. ASRS Rpt.
# 157908.
2/1/91. DC-9, U.S. Air. On arrival experienced a fire
in the aft cargo hold. Bags scorched but no sources
within the hold were found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
MIA91SA230.
11/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Near St
Louis IntÕl at 23,000 attendant reported smoke and
fumes in cabin. Declared emergency and landed.
ASRS Rpt. # 256013.
11/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). On taxi out
smelled smoke, returned. Next flight, cockpit began to
fill with smoke. Emergency divert. ASRS Rpt. #
258014.
4/26/94. 737, Aloha Airlines. Gear position, PA,
Interphone and thrust reversers not working. Cabin
smoke, evacuation. Source not found. NTSB Monthly
Rpt. # LAX94IA206.
6/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Rancid
cockpit odor on takeoff from Atlanta. Emergency
declared. Autopilot inop. Electrical smell noted. ASRS

Rpt. # 276367.
7/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 on
takeoff, gear retract, TO warning, transponder,
pressurization malfunctioned. Cabin odor. Diverted.
ASRS Rpt. # 278033.
7/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At cruise
following systems failed or faulted; equiptment
cooling fan light, Dual DC fail IRS, Battery Buss,
anti skid, both N1 and EGT indicators, Com 2, Capt
ADI and HIS, autopilot, reverser lights, red gear
lights, elevator feel light and PA system. Emergency,
saw thick cabin smoke. ASRS # 278111.
9/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 observed
erratic fuel flows and then strong electrical odor in the
cockpit. Emergency declared. Fire dept called. ASRS
Rpt. # 282510
9/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-11, both
pilots saw smoke coming from overhead cargo test
panel. Diverted to EWR.. ASRS Rpt. # 284198.
2/10/95. DC-9, TWA. Smoke in the cockpit, diverted
to Omaha. Cause not determined. Aircraft returned to
service. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19950210006589C.
2/16/95.DC9, Sunjet IntÕl Airlines. At 27,000
experienced a pressurization problem with associated
smoke in the cockpit Emergency decent. FAA Incident
Rpt 19950216005639C
3/95. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). Inflight,

smoke, fumes and ÒpopÓ. Possible window short.
Ran checklist. Declared emergency, diverted to BNA.
ASRS Rpt 299362.
3/13/95. 737, Delta Airlines. Crackling sound, brief
fire, smoke and fumes upper right hand corner of R-1
window. C/Bs did not pop. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19950313006819C.
5/5/95. ASRS Pilot Report. At 27,500 United DC-10
lost all generators. Deployed emergency generator.
Emergency landing. No cause found. ASRS Rpt. #
303757.
5/28/96 Martinair 767-31AER experienced repeated
electrical anomalies, uncommanded auto-pilot
disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, and
blanking of transponder codes. Emergency landing.
Kapton wiring suspected. Other anomalies observed
on two other 767s. Ref. NTSB Monthly
NYC96IA116.
5/15/96. 747. On descent noticed spark under seat 3B.
One fire bottle used to extinguish the spark. Ref FAA
SDR 1996071100004. (item 18).
9/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During cruise
heavy smoke in the cabin. Emergency divert to
Nassau. Claimed FAA Investigation. None found.
ASRS # 315585.
1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 at 29,000
smoke came from under FO forward panel. Divert to

TLH. Same problem in another 727 weeks later.
ASRS # 326301
1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 during
cruise total loss of all electrical power. After APU
start emergency divert to CMH. ASRS Rpt. # 326327.
1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 757 smoke in
the cabin. Declared a emergency, landed in San
Francisco. ASRS Rpt. # 325089.
2/9/96. DC-9. On take off EPR system C/B popped.
Return to gate. Could not duplicate the problem. Ref
FAA SDR 1996030800454. (item 14).
2/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During clinb
smoke billowed out of aft galley. Emergency
evacuation on ramp. Cause not determined. ASRS
Rpt. # 328795.
2/25/96. DC-9. VALUJET. While sitting at the gate C/
B trips for PA, Interphone, No Smoking and Fasten
seat Belts. Smoke in cabin. Accomplished VJ E.O.
DC-9-3396005. Ref FAA SDR 1996060600422. (item
29).
5/15/96. DC-10. During cruise multiplex system
power shorted out and sparked with smoke in the
cabin at seats 33DE. Ref FAA SDR 1996052300007.
(item 22).
8/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767 East of
Nova Scotia smoke in the cockpit. Declared
emergency and landed overweight at Sidney. ASRS

Rpt. # 344573.
8/14/96. DC-10 While at cruise a oxygen generator
activated over Row 26-28. Right side of aircraft had
strong electrical smell. Ref FAA SDR
1996082200603. (item 28).
8/30/96. 747. During landing sparks and smoke
emited from under seat 31-7. Cable shorted, activated
fire extinguisher. Ref FAA SDR 1996102400370.
(item 29).
9/4/96. 737, U.S. Air. Gear failed to retract, Air/
ground C/B popped. Unable to duplicate the problem.
Aircraft returned to service. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19960904033669C.
9/5/96. DC-10, Federal Express. At 33,000ft smoke in
the cabin cargo compartment. Emergency landing at
Stewart. No cause found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA96MA079.
9/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). After TO
cabin reported very strong electrical smoke.
Emergency return to IAD. C/Bs did not trip, no cause
found. ASRS Rpt.# 348982
9/8/00. DC-9. During cruise left engine overheat
warning. Declared an emergency and landed. Found
tripped C/B, no cause found. Ref FAA SDR
19960911200448. (item 40).
10/20/96. 737, U.S. Air. Smoke in the cockpit,
diverted to Ithaca N.Y. FAA Ferry permit was issued.

ÒCase considered closedÓ. Ref. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19961020037309C.
10/29/96. DC-9. At cruise, B phase C/B popped and
then all forward fuel boost pumps, then A phase &
others. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996110100943. (item 46).
11/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While at
cruise noted strange odor and fumes in cockpit.
Equiptment overheat light on. Declared emergency/
landed. ASRS 353804.
11/16/96. DC-9. During cruise left AC Buss C/B
popped. Numerous C/b trips and system loss
followed. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996121900650. (item 52).
12/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
taxiing to gate, smoke came out from behind FO
control panel. ASRS Rpt. # 355635.
12/19/96. DC-9. At takeoff, center aft fuel boost pump
C/B popped. All quantity gages went blank. Reset
failed. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996122600330. (item 53).
1/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 during
cruise had multiple systems fail. Standby power and
APU would not work. Emergency, divert. ASRS Rpt.
# 358949.
1/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9 on
ground had smoke coming from the E&E bay. Fire

dept called. Batteries found smoking. ASRS Rpt.#
357142.
3/9/97. DC-10. Overhead cabin panels rows 25 to 26
began arcing and smelled smoke. Unable to find
cause. Ref FAA SDR 1997031300703. (item 44).
5/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 had
cabin smoke and heat reported. Emergency declared,
diverted to alternate. ASRS Rpt. # 369599.
5/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-80 at
11,000 feet reported electrical smell in the cabin.
Declared an emergency. ASRS Rpt. # 370087.
6/17/97. DC-10, Sun Country Airlines. Smoke in the
aircraft. Emergency landing to Denver. Two crew
members hospitalized. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
FTW97IA227.
10/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
taxiing cabin reported increasing electrical smoke. C/
Bs did not pop. Return to gate. Next flight same again.
ASRS 382946
10/29/97. DC-9. During cruise lavatory door, when
locked, shocked a passenger. Replaced wire. Ref FAA
SDR 1998042800555. (item 98).
11/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767-200ER
had electrical smoke. Declared emergency, returned to
the Azores. Second such diversion/month. ASRS Rpt.
# 385050.
12/19/97. 737, Sinapore Airlines. Reg # 9V-TRF.

Flight MI-185 exploded in mid-air. Ref. http://
www.airdiasters.co.uk/191297.htm . No cause or
Report available here.
12/19/97. MD-80, Alaska Airlines. Taxiing to gate
when cabin filled with smoke. Over wing evacuation
to the taxiway. Ref. www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/2000/
SS0001.pdf Òcase 4Ó.
12/25/97. 737, United Airlines. In flight smelled
electrical burning and noted landing gear C/B popped.
Left main gear collapsed on landing. Ref.
www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/2000/SS0001.pdf ,Òcase 5Ó.
1/7/98. MD-11F. Inspection found wiring burned up
beneath center cargo floor. Also noted bellframe
burned through. Ref FAA SDR 1998011500120. (item
40).
1/11/98. Boeing 767 Emergency landing, Kapton
wires arced popping circuit- breakers and smoke in
the cabin. Ref Boeing Service Message
M-7200-98-00140, 6/21/98.
1/19/98. 737, Continental Airlines. Enroute, C/Bs for
# 1 Main, aft boost in # 2 Main and both pumps in the
center and aux fuel tank popped. Only 2 pumps
remained operational Replaced C/B #65. Ref. FAA
Incident Rpt. # 19980119002309C. Case closed.
1/19/98. 737, Continental Airlines. Enroute, C/Bs for
# 1 Main, aft boost in # 2 Main and both pumps in the
center and aux fuel tank popped. Only 2 pumps

remained operational Replaced C/B #65. Ref. FAA
Incident Rpt. # 19980119002309C. Case closed.
1/9/98. Boeing 767 emergency landing due to
intermittent leading edge disagreement, electrical
smoke and fumes in the cabin. Ref Boeing Service
Message M-7200-98-00140, 6/21/98. (Ref NTSB
Monthly DCA98RA016).
3/2798. DC-9. Air Canada. On taxiout, experienced a
electrical fire in the cockpit overhead panel. Source
was ignition switch. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI98A110.
3/30/98. 727 Royal Airlines. Ft Lauderdale. Before
TO crew smelled smoke in the cockpit. Flames and
smoke coming from the overhead panel. Evacuated
using chutes.Ref. NTSB www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/
2000/SS0001.pdf ,Òcase 13Ó.
4/4/98. 767, Brittania. Diverted by damaged sidewall
heater and arcing electrical fire burned a hole in a
panel and insulation blankets. AAIB of Iceland to
investigate. NTSB Monthly Rpt. DCA98WA046.
4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At cruise,
smelled strong electrical smell. Haze in the cabin.
Made straight in landing. ASRS Rpt. # 40075.
4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). C/B popped
for left AC Buss. Reset but popped again. Could not
reset again. Emergency and diverted to Detroit. ASRS
Rpt.# 400849.

4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Enroute,
Transfer Buss C/B popped. Would not reset. Lost
instruments and pressurization control. Emergency /
divert. ASRS # 400987.
5/15/98. Type ?, United Airlines. Smoke, sparks and
flames from C/B Panel C787. Fire put out, flight
landed and 411 passengers offloaded. FAA Incident #
19980515014099C.
5/98. ASRS Pilot Repot (de-identified). Lost all cabin
PA systems. Smelled electrical odor in cockpit. Called
for emergency equipment and landed. ASRS Rpt. #
401039.
6/22/98. 757-2Y0, Air 2000 Ltd. Experienced a loud
bang and sparks from cockpit overhead panel. Flight
diverted. UK AAIB investigating. NTSB Monthly
DCA98WA057.
7/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 noted
cracking sound behind C/B panel. Equipment and
pressurization failures. Diverted to alternate. ASRS
Rpt. # 408309.
8/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767-300
abeam of Nova Scotia had smoke in the cockpit.
Declared emergency, landed overweight at Sydney,
N.S. ASRS Rpt. # 344573.
3/22/99. DC-10. During cruise a loud spark arced,
then several more times later in flight near the lower
inst panel. No cause found. Ref FAA SDR

1999041700441. (item 104).
4/7/99. 737, Turkish Airlines. Became engulfed in
fire shortly after TO and crashed. Ref. http://
www.airdiasters.co.uk/070499.htm . No cause or
Report found here.
6/22/99. 737, United Airlines. Enroute, smoke in the
cabin. Diverted to Scottsbluff. Unable to find cause,
returned to service. FAA Incident 19990622018839C.
Case Closed.
7/31/99. 737. For Two Flights, during climb had
engine overheat fault. Unscheduled landings.
Replaced engine soft core harness. Ref FAA SDR
1999090300679. (item 366).
9/8/99. 747. During cruise lost 50 % electrical
power. Unscheduled landing. Wire/water
contaminated in galley. Ref FAA SDR
2000022300014. (item 157).
2/26/00. DC-9/80, U.S. Air. Reg # USA1248. At
Indianapolis, Pilot declared smoke in the cockpit. Two
Flight attendants hospitalized for smoke inhalation.
FAA Incident*.
5/7/00. 717 Air Tran Airways. Smoke in the cockpit
coming from near the fuel pump switches. Declared
an emergency. No cause, switches sent for tests.
NTSB MIA00SA147.
7/12/00. 727, Federal Express. Reg # FDX3106.
Smoke in the cockpit. Declared an emergency and

evacuated on the runway at Fort Worth. FAA Incident.
Source; www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_0717_N.TXT
7/12/00. 777-200, British Airways. Enroute Toronto
to London reported smoke in the cockpit and declared
a emergency, divert to Montreal. Cadors Rpt
2000A0378.
7/21/00. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. Reg # 671Mc.
On TO had smoke in the cockpit. Returned and evac
pax to the runway. FAA Incident faa.gov/avr/aai/
D_0724_N.TXT
8/10/00. 767, Delta Airlines. DAL 139 enroute
Manchester to N.Y. reported electrical smoke in the
cockpit East of Labrador. Diverted to Goose Bay.
Cadors Rpt # 2000A0454.
10/18/00. 757, National Airlines. Flight 7002
returned and landed due to a fire in the galley. FAA
Incident Reg 546NA. http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/
D_1018_N.TXT
11/11/00. 737, U.S. Air. Reg # USA1862. Reported
smoke in the cabin. Unknown. FAA Incident. http://
www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1113_N.TXT
11/15/00. 747, United Airlines. Reg # UAL809.
Flight 809 reported smoke in the galley. Emergency
and diverted to Seattle. FAA Incident www.faa.gov/
avr/aai/D_1116_N.TXT
11/20/00. A-300, American Airlines. At 16,000 feet
neither pressurization controllers would work. F/A

chimes sounded eratically and the forward lav smoke
detector sounded. After landing, ram air switch would
not depressurize aircraft. Captain then reported a fire
and called to emergency evacuate. F/A opened a door
and was expelled from the aircraft and killed. NTSB
Monthly MIA01FA029.
11/29/00. MD-80, American Airlines. Flight 1683.
Flight attendant report of smoke in the cabin.
Emergency landing at Reagan NatÕl and evacuation
to the ground using slides and chutes. FAA Incident
http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1130_N.TXT
Limitations
The aircraft events listed here are limited to the
larger types of commercial transports, all reports to
the commuter-type craft (i.e. Beech, Saab, ATRs)
were discarded even though they also operated under
the same Part 121 commercial carrier rules and, as the
same carriers seen in this report, shared the same
materials in wiring insulation types and insulation
blanket (batts) used in their Ôbig cousinsÕ.
Under reporting is a big problem and as NASDAC
had noticed, there are significant limitations to the
self-reporting processes and such may apply in the
Aviation Safety Reporting System Database (ASRS)

Reports used here. The same limitations may well
apply to the newly announced system by the White
House in late January 2000 dubbed the Aviation
Safety Action Program (ASAP). This encompasses
virtually all of the claims cited for the creation of the
earlier ASRS system in 1983, including immunity
from prosecution and claims for heightened safety
awareness and information sharing.
The NASDAC studies (see source on page 12) also
noted that such aviation mishaps subject to self
reporting often go unreported because of; (1) by
themselves, they may appear insignificant, (2) the
event wasnÕt intentional, (3) no one is hurt because
of back up systems or (4) no collation is seen to other
events. The latter may easily be attributed to lack of
information sharing, which ironically, is why these
programs were set up in the first place. Never-theless, NASDAC agrees the actual calls placed to ASRS
are but a fraction of the industry incidents and
occurrences.
Moreover, NASDAC made note of the Heinrich
Pyramid (see source on page 15) whereas for every
given major accident, there will be 3-5 less significant
accidents, and among 7-10 incidents, there may be at
least several hundred unreported occurrences. Thus,

with the ASRS voluntary reports here, unreported
incidents may have ranged considerably higher.
The FAAÕs Service Difficulty Reporting Lastly, a
separate IASA Study demonstrated that within the
Office Of System Safety Databases, and all linked to a
common search engine, that the FAA Incident Data
System Reports reflected but less than 5 % of the
combined reports from the other databases listed
there.
Edited by jking1@mediaone.net.
John D. King
IASA Data Specialist
The International Aviation Safety Association is a non
profit safety organization incorporated in New York.
See our website at www.IASA.com.au .
Chairman: Mrs. Lyn Susan Romano
Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985

by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix H Miscellaneous Accidents
(Unofficial)
A 50-Year Snapshot of Crash Causes
Accident Causes
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s
Total
Pilot Error
38%
36%
26%
26%
26%
30%
Pilot Error (weather related)
10%
16%
14%
16%
4%

14%
Pilot Error (mechanical related)
5%
4%
4%
3%
2%
4%
All Pilot Error
53%
56%
44%
45%
42%
48%
Other Human Error
3%
8%
9%
6%
9%
7%
Weather
17%
11%
15%
17%

15%
15%
Mechanical Failure
21%
17%
20%
16%
23%
19%
Sabotage
6%
5%
10%
15%
10%
9%
Other Cause
0%
3%
2%
1%
1%
2%
Source: BACK Associates and PlaneCrashInfo.com
database
Accident

Killed
1
March 27,
1977
Two Boeing 747s
operated by Pan
American and KLM
collide at the airport
on Tenerife in Spain's
Canary Islands
582
2
Aug. 12,
1985
Japan Air Lines Boeing
747 crashes into
a mountain on a
domestic flight
520
3
March 3,
1974
Turkish DC-10 crashes
northeast of
Paris
346
4

June 23,
1985
Air-India Boeing 747
crashes off the
coast of Ireland.
Investigators conclude
a bomb caused the crash
329
5
Aug. 19,
1980
Fiery emergency landing
of a Saudi
Arabian L-1011 jet at the
airport in the
Saudi capital of Riyadh
301
6
July 3,
1988
Iran Air A300 Airbus
shot down by USS
Vincennes over the
Persian Gulf
290
7
May 25,

1979
American Airlines
DC-10 crashes on
takeoff in Chicago
273
8
Dec. 21,
1988
Pan Am Boeing 747
crashes in
Lockerbie, Scotland. A
terrorist bomb
was blamed
270*
9
Sept. 1,
1983
Korean Air Lines 747
shot down by a
Soviet fighter after flying
through Soviet
airspace near Sakhalin
Island
269
10
April 26,
1994

A China Airlines
A300-600R Airbus
exploded and burned
during an aborted
landing in Nagoya,
Japan
262
* 259 people were killed on
the plane, 11 on the ground
Source: The Associated Press

Civil Aviation Safety Documentation Archive CASDA
This listing contains all jet airliners, involved in
bombings:
The list contains the following information:
# number date Type
registration operator
no. of casulaties (no. of occupants) + cas. on
the ground location of accident
Bombings aboard jet aircraft

#1 22.05.62 Boeing 707-124
N70775 Continental Air Lines (USA)
45(45) Unionville; 6mls NNW (USA)
While on its way from Chicago to Kansas City at
FL390, a bomb exploded in the
right rear lavatory. Consequently, the tail section
separated, and the
aircraft crashed out of control.
CAUSE: Detonation of dynamite in a towel container.

#2 12.10.67 de Havilland DH-106 Comet 4
G-ARCO British European Airways - BEA
(UK)
66(66) Rodhos, 100nm off; 35¡55'N 30
¡01'E (Greece)
After a turnover of 1h 20mins at Athens, flight CY284
departed at 02.41h.
Flying at FL290, a bomb exploded under seat 4A or
5A in the rear of the
tourist cabin. At FL150 the Comet broke up and
crashed into the sea.

#3 11.12.67 Boeing 727
N..... American Airlines (USA)
0(78) Alamosa, over (USA)
One hour and 42mins after take-off from Chicago, a
small explosion occurred
in the rear baggage compartment. The Boeing was
able to make a safe landing.
CAUSE: Home made bomb exploded.

#4 19.11.68 Boeing 707-324C
N17325 Continental Air Lines (USA)
0(70) Gunnison; over (USA)
While descending through FL240 towards Denver, an
explosion took place in the
lavatory, followed by a fire. A safe emergency landing
was made.
The passenger, seen leaving the lavatory just before
the explosion, was
arrested by the FBI.

#5 11.03.69 Boeing 707
Ethiopian Airlines
0(0) Frankfurt-Rhein Main APT
(Germany)

On the ground, two explosions took place in the
tourist class passenger
compartment.

#6 21.02.70 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle VIR
OE-LCU Austrian Airlines (Austria)
0(38) Frankfurt; nr. (Germany)
At FL100, 20mins after take-off from Frankfurt, an
explosion in the forward
freight hold blew a hole of 3'x2' through the bottom of
the fuselage. The
Caravelle safely returned to Frankfurt.

#7 21.02.70 Convair CV-990-30A-6
HB-ICD Swissair (Switzerland)
47(47) Zƒrich; nr. (Switzerland)
An explosion in the aft of the plane, about 9mins.
after take-off. The
Convair crashed, while returning to the airport.

#8 24.08.71 Boeing 707
Alia Jordanian Airlines
0(0) Madrid-Barajas (Spain)
An explosive device in the aft lavatory complex blew

a hole in the top
fuselage (3ft long). Luckily the aircraft was parked at
the time.

#9 21.11.71 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle III
B- 1852 China Airlines (Taiwan)
25(25) Penghu Island; nr. (Taiwan)
The aircraft crashed into the sea on a flight from
Taipei to Hong Kong.
CAUSE: Probably caused by a bomb explosion.

#10 26.01.72 McDonnell Douglas DC- 9-32
YU-AHT Jugoslovenski Aerotransport JAT (Yugoslavia)
27(28) Krussne Hory Mt (Czech.)
An inflight explosion in the forward cargo hold of a
homemade bomb at FL100
caused the DC-9 to break up and crash. The surviving
crew member fell 15000ft
in the tailsection!
CAUSE: Bomb placed on the aircraft by the Croatian
extremists organisation
'Ustasji'.

#11 08.03.72 Boeing 707-331
N761TW Trans World Airlines - TWA
(USA)
0(0) Las Vegas-McCarran IAP (USA)
A bomb exploded in the right rear part of the cockpit
while the aircraft was
parked.

#12 25.05.72 Boeing 727-116
CC-CAG LAN Chile (Chile)
0(50) Cuba, nr ()
One hour and 18mins after take-off from Panama City
a homemade pipe bomb
exploded in the ice water fountain service
compartment. A rapid decompression
followed. A successful emergency landing at Montego
Bay was made at 13.10h.

#13 15.06.72 Convair CV-880-22M-21
VR-HFZ Cathay Pacific Airways (Hong
Kong)
81(81) nr Pleiku (Vietnam)
The Convair (Flight CX 700Z) took off from Bangkok
at 04.55h GMT bound for
Homg Kong. While flying at FL290 a bomb exploded,

hidden in a suitcase under
a passenger seat on the right side over the wing.
The bomb was put on the aircraft by a police officer
whose daughter and
fiancee were aboard.

#14 16.08.72 Boeing 707
4X-A.. El Al (Israel)
0(148) over Roma (Italy)
A bomb in a portable record player (stored in the aft
baggage compartment)
exploded shortly after take-off. The 200grams of
explosive just caused a hole
in the baggage compartment. The Boeing landed
safely back at Roma.

#15 22.03.74 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle III
F-BRSY Air Inter (France)
0() Bastia (France)
On the ground an explosion occurred in the forward
landing gear compartment,
causing substantial damage.

#16 26.08.74 Boeing 707

Trans World Airlines - TWA
0() Roma (Italy)
After landing in Roma, a fire was discovered in the aft
baggage compartment.
The fire was caused by an explosive device which
malfunctioned.

#17 08.09.74 Boeing 707-331B
N8734 Trans World Airlines - TWA (USA)
88(88) Cephalonia; 58mls W off (Greece)
En route to Athens, a bomb exploded aboard TWA
Flight 841. The Boeing entered
a steep climb, went into a steep nose down spin and
crashed into the Ionian
Sea. The bomb was placed in the aft cargo
compartment.

#18 03.06.75 BAC One-Eleven 524FF
RP-C1184 Philippine Air Lines
(Philippines)
1(64) nr Manila (Philippines)
During descent into Manila (at FL200) a bomb
exploded in the right lavatory
in the rear of the plane. The explosion caused a hole in
the fuselage of 1.3m

x 4m. A successfll emergency landing was made.

#19 05.07.75 Boeing 707
Pakistan International Airlines - PIA
0() Rawalpindi (Pakistan)
On the ground after a flight from Karachi a bomb,
placed under a passenger
seat, exploded. The explosion ripped a 3ft x 4ft hole in
the fuselage.

#20 01.01.76 Boeing 720-023B
OD-AFT Middle East Airlines - MEA
(Lebanon)
81(81) Al Qaysumah; 20nm NW (Saudi
Arabia)
En route at FL370 from Beirut to Dubai, a bomb
exploded in the forward
baggage compartment. The aircraft crashed into the
desert.

#21 07.09.76 Boeing 707-328
F-BHSH Air France (France)
0(0) Ajaccio (France)
Seven masked men set dynamite explosives aboard

the aircraft and caused the
explosion.

#22 06.10.76 McDonnell Douglas DC- 8-43
CU-T1201 Cubana (Cuba)
73(73) Bridgeport; 5mls W off (Barbados)
At 17.15h Flight 455 took off from Bridgetown
Runway 09, heading for
Kingston. Nine minutes later, the crew tried to turn
back to Barbados due to
an explosion. The DC-8 lost height rapidly and
crashed in a nose down, right
wing low attitude into the sea, 5 miles offshore.
CAUSE: An explosive device detonated in the rear of
the cabin, which resulted
in an uncontrollable fire, possibly causing crew
incapacitation.

#23 17.08.78 BAC One-Eleven 524FF
RP-C1184 Philippine Air Lines
(Philippines)
1(84) Sinara Island; over (Philippines)
En explosion in the rear left lavatory blew a hole in
the fuselage. The
aircraft was flying at FL240 at the time, on its way

from Cebu to Manila.

#24 26.04.79 Boeing 737-2A8
VT-ECR Indian Airlines (India)
0(67) Madras (India)
On its way from Trivandrum to Madras, the aircraft
was cleared to descent
from FL270. Shortly afterwards an explosion took
place in the forward
lavatory, causing a complete instrument and electrical
failure.
The Boeing had to make a flapless landing at Madras.
The aircraft touched
down 2500ft past the Runway 25 threshold and
overran. The right side of the
plane caught fire.
CAUSE: As a result of the explosion, the flaps,
reverse thrust and anti-skid
systems couldn't be used during the emergency
landing.

#25 15.11.79 Boeing 727
N..... American Airlines (USA)
0(78) Chicago; nr. (USA)
Thirty minutes after leaving Chicago, a bomb device

hidden in a wooden box in
a mail bag detonated. This resulted in pressure
fluctuations and smoke in the
cabin. A safe landing was made at Washington-Dulles.
FBI thinks the bomb was placed aboard by the
'Unabomber', who was responsible
for a number of attacks on universities and airlines
since 1978.

#26 09.09.80 Boeing 727
N..... United Air Lines (USA)
0(44) Sacramento (USA)
While passengers were deplaning, a small carbord box
blew up in the cargo
hold and injured two cargo handlers.

#27 21.12.80 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle VIR
HK-1810 TAC Colombia (Colombia)
70(70) Guajira (Colombia)
At 14.18hrs the Caravelle took off from Rio Hacha for
a flight to Medellin.
Five minutes after take-off an explosion occurred and
there appeared to be a
fire in the right-hand aft portion of the aircraft. The
Caravelle went out of

control and crashed.
The aircraft was on its first scheduled flight after 17
months of maintenance
work.
It's not known for sure whether the explosion was
caused by a bomb or not.

#28 31.08.81 Boeing 720-023B
OD-AFR Middle East Airlines - MEA
(Lebanon)
0() Beirut IAP (Lebanon)
Shortly after arriving from a flight from Libya, an
explosion of approx. 5kgs
of dynamite destroyed the aircraft.

#29 13.10.81 Boeing 737-2K2C
PH-TVC Air Malta (Malta)
0(0) Cairo IAP (Egypt)
While offloading luggage a porter and 3 security
guards were injured when two
parcels exploded about 15mins apart. A third bomb
which didn't detonate, was
located later.

#30 12.12.81 Boeing 727-025
YN-BXW Aeronica (Nicaragua)
0() Mexico City (Maxico)
When the passengers were ready to embark the plane,
a bomb exploded between
the rearmost cabin seat on the left aisle and the cabin
wall. The blast tore
a 3ft hole in the fuselage. The captain, 2 stewardesses
and an aiport
mechanic where injured.
The aircraft was preparing for a flight to San Salvador.

#31 11.08.82 Boeing 747-121
N754PA Pan American World Airways
(USA)
1() Hawaii; 140mls (USA)
On a flight from Tokyo one passenger was killed
when a bomb, located under
the seat cushion, exploded. The explosion also
resulted in a hole in the
floor and damage to the ceiling and overhead racks. A
safe landing was made
at Honolulu.

#32 19.08.83 Boeing 727-294

YK-AGA Syrian Arab Airlines (Syria)
0(12) Roma (Italy)
During boarding a glass bottle containing flammable
liquid, located under a
seat in the passenger area near the right overwing
emergency exit, caused a
fire. The interior of the plane completely burned out.

#33 23.09.83 Boeing 737-2P6
A40-BK Gulf Air (Oman)
112(112) Mino Jebel Ali (UAE)
After a brief distress message, the aircraft crashed in
the desert.
Evidence indiacted that a bomb had exploded in the
baggage compartment.
The aicraft was on a flight from Karachi to Abu
Dhabi.

#34 18.01.84 Boeing 747
Air France
0(261) Karachi, 70mls (Pakistan)
An in-flight explosion after leaving Karachi blew a
hole in the right rear
cargo hold and caused a loss of cabin pressure. An
emergency descent to

5000ft was made and the aircraft returned to Karachi.

#35 10.03.84 McDonnell Douglas DC- 8-63PF
F-BOLL Union de Transportes A⁄riens UTA (France)
0(23) N'Djamena (Tchad)
Twenty minutes after arriving from Brazzaville, a
bomb exploded in the
central baggage compartment.

#36 23.01.85 Boeing 727-2K3
CP-1276 Lloyd A⁄reo Boliviano - LAB
(Bolivia)
1(127) Santa Cruz; 30nm (Bolivia)
While descending through FL100 a passenger went
into the forward lavatory
carrying a dynamite in a briefcase. The dynamite
exploded, killing the
passenger. The aircraft made a safe landing at Santa
Cruz.

#37 09.03.85 Lockheed L-1011 TriStar 500
Royal Jordanian Airlines
0() Dubai IAP (UAE)

On ground at Dubai, after a flight from Karachi, a
bomb exploded in a baggage
compartment.

#38 23.06.85 Boeing 747-237B
VT-EFO Air India (India)
329(329) Atlantic Ocean ()
The aircraft broke up in flight at FL310 and crashed
into the Ocean.
CAUSE: A bomb, placed on board by a Sikh terrorist,
caused a powerful
explosion.

#39 30.10.85 Boeing 727
American Airlines
0() Dallas-Fort Worth (USA)
An explosion occurred in the forward baggage
compartment while baggage was
being unloaded.
The device was contained in a vinyl tote bag.

#40 02.04.86 Boeing 727-231
N54340 Trans World Airlines - TWA
(USA)

4(121) K⁄rkira (Corfu); over (Greece)
While descending through FL100 a bomb exploded,
causing a 1,40 x 1,60m hole
in the fuselage. Four passengers fell off the aircraft.
The aircraft landed
safely at Athens.

#41 26.10.86 Airbus A.300B4-601
HS-TAE Thai Airways International
(Thailand)
0(239) nr Shimizu (Japan)
An explosion at FL330 caused a rapid decompression
and the loss of 2
hydraulic systems.
The Airbus made an emergency descent with a max of
2.6g and landed safely.
CAUSE: A passenger attempted to smuggle
handgrenade into Japan but it
exploded in the aft toilet.

#42 29.11.87 Boeing 707-3B5C
HL-7406 Korean Air (South Korea)
115(115) Andaman Sea; 14¡33' N 97¡23' E
()
At 00.01h UTC Koream flight 858 departed Abu

Dhabi for a flight to Seoul via
Bangkok. At 05.01h UTC the last message was
received. It appeared that a bomb
explosion aboard caused the crash.
Two passengers who had left the plane at Abu Dhabi,
left a radio and liquor
bottle containing hidden explosives in the overhead
rack at row 7.

#43 21.12.88 Boeing 747-121A
N739PA Pan American World Airways
(USA)
259(259) + 11 Lockerbie (UK)
The aircraft disintegrated at FL310 after a bomb
exploded in the forward cargo
hold. Larges pieces of debris fell into a residential
area of Lockerbie.

#44 19.09.89 McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30
N54629 Union de Transportes A⁄riens UTA (France)
171(171) T⁄n⁄r⁄ desert; 16¡54'N 11¡59'E
(Niger)
Flight UTA 772 (Brazzaville - N'Djamena - Paris
CDG) departed N'Djamena at

12.13h. While climbing through FL350, 21mins after
take-off, a pentryt bomb
exploded near seat 13R. The DC-10 disintegrated and
crashed in the desert.
The bomb was probably placed on board at
Brazzaville.
The DC-10 had accumulated 60.267 flying hours and
14.777 cycles.

#45 27.11.89 Boeing 727-21
HK-1803 Avianca (Colombia)
107(107) nr Bogota (Colombia)
The aircraft exploded shortly after take-off

#46 18.03.91 Ilyushin 86
SSSR-..... Aeroflot (Russia)
0(360) Sverdlovsk (Russia)
A psychiatric patient threw a petrol bomb, which
caused an on-board fire. An
mergency landing was made at Sverdlovsk.
The aircraft was on its way from Moscow to
Novokuznetsk.

#47 10.12.94 Boeing 747-283B
EI-BWF Philippine Air Lines (Philippines)
1(293) Minami Diato Isl.; nr. (Japan)
On a flight from Manila to Tokyo via Cebu, a bomb
exploded in the passenger
cabin beneath seat 26K. A successful emergency
landing at Okinawa was made at
12.45h.
The muslim group Abu Sayyaf claimed responsibility.

Bombings aboard jet aircraft :
statistics

Departure airport ranking:
Karachi (Pakistan) - 4 times
Athens (Greece) - 3 times
Roma (Italy) - 3 times
Chicago (USA) - 3 times
Brazzaville (Congo) - 2 times
Cebu (Philippines) - 2 times

Total casualties:
1626
(including 11 casualties on the ground at Lockerbie
and 70 casualties of a Colombian Caravelle of which
it's not sure whether a bomb caused the accident or
not).
Total aircraft destroyed:
23
Total aircraft destroyed in-flight:
16
Harro Ranter
hranter@inter.NL.net

1. Tenerife, Canary Islands, March 27 1977 - 583
killed
KLM Boeing 747-206B runs into Pan Am Boeing
747-121 on runway

2. Tokyo, Japan, August 12 1985 - 520 killed
JAL Boeing 747SR-46 crashes into mountain, 4
survivors

3.
Charkhi Dadri, India, November 12 1996 - 349
victims
Saudi Arabian Airlines Boeing B747-168B collides in
mid-air with Kazach Ilyushin Il-76TD

4. Ermenonville, France, March 3 1974 - 346 killed
DC-10 Series 10 of THY Turkish Airlines cargo door
bursts open - crashes in a forest

5. Irish Sea, June 23 1985 - 329 killed
Air India Boeing 747-237B, terrorist bomb

6. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, August 19 1980 - 301
victims
Saudia L-1011-200 Tristar bursts into flames after
emergency landing

7.
Kinshasa, Zaire, January 8 1996 - 297+ killed
Overloaded African Air Antonov-32 crashes into
market place - 4 of 5 crewmembers survive

8. Persian Gulf, July 3 1988 - 290 dead
USS Vincennes downs Iran Air Airbus A300B2-202

9. Chicago, USA, May 25 1979 - 273 dead
American Airlines DC-10 Series 10 crashes due to
damaged hydraulics

10. Lockerbie, Scotland, December 21 1988 - 270
killed
Libyan terrorists bomb attack on a Pan Am Boeing
747-121A

11. Sakhalin Island, USSR, September 1 1983 - 269
perished
Soviet Su-15 downs a Korean Air Lines Boeing
747-230B

12. Nagoya, Japan, April 26 1994 - 264 dead
China Airlines Airbus A300B4-622R, 9 survivors

13.
Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, July 11 1991 - 261
fatalities

Nationair Canada DC-8 Super 61 leased to Nigeria
Airways catches fire after take-off caused by blown
tires

14.
Ross Island, Antartica, November 29 1979 257 dead
Air New Zealand DC-10 Series 30 flies into polar
mountain

15. Gander, Canada, December 12 1985 - 256
fatalities
Arrow Air Inc. DC-8 Super 63PF crashes during takeoff

16. Pancur Batu, Indonesia, September 26 1997 234 killed
Garuda Indonesia Airways A300B4-220, 222 pax,
crashes in bad visibility conditions due to forrest fires

17.
New York, USA, July 17 1996 - 230 perished
TWA Boeing 747-131 crashes into ocean near Long
Island due to exploding center fuel tank

18. Peggy's Cove, Canada, September 3 1998 - 229
Swissair MD-11 crashes in the Atlantic after fireproblems, no survivors among the 215 passengers

19.
Guam, Pacific Ocean, August 6 1997 - 225
fatalities
Korean Airlines Boeing 747 fails to make a correct
approach, 29 survive

20. Ban Nong Rong, Thailand, May 26 1991 - 223
killed
Lauda Air Boeing 767-3Z9ER goes down after thrust
reverser problems

21. Maharashtra, India, January 1 1978 - 213 killed
Air India B-747-237B explodes in mid-air

22. Taipeh, Taiwan, February 16 1998 - 204
fatalities
China Airlines Airbus A300-622R crashes during
retried landing, also killing 15 crew and 7 on the
ground

23. Uch Kuduk, Uzbekistan, USSR, July 10 1985 200 fatalities
Aeroflot Tupolev 154B-2, goes into flat spin and
crashes

24. Maskeliya, Sri Lanka, December 4 1974 - 191
dead
Martinair DC-8 Series 55F hits moutain

25.
Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic, February 6
1996 - 189 perished
Alas Nacionales Boeing 757-225 crashes into Atlantic
due to wrong air speed indication

26.
Immouzer, Morocco, August 3 1975 -188
killed
Alia Royal Jordanian Airlines Boeing 707-321C hits
moutain

27.
Katunayake, Sri Lanka, November 15 1978 184 killed

Icelandair DC-8 Super 63CF ploughes into a coconut
plantation, 78 survivors

28. Warsaw, Poland, May 9 1987 - 182 killed
LOT Il-62MK crashes when two engines catch fire at
an altitude of 8200 meters

29. Mejorada del Campo, Spain, November 27 1983 181 fatalities
Avianca Boeing 747-283B Combi crashes during
approach, 11 survivors

30. Ajaccio, Corsica, December 1 1981 - 180
fatalities
Inex Adria Aviopromet Yugoslav DC-9 Super 82
crashes into mountain on approach

31. Zanderij, Surinam, June 7 1989 -177 killed
Crew of SLM DC-8 Super 62 ignores tower
instructions, 10 survivors

32. Krasnaya Polyana, USSR, October 13 1972 - 176

dead
Ilyushin-62 crashes into a lake, ILS inoperative

33. Kano, Nigeria, January 22 1973 - 176 fatalities
Alia Royal Jordanian B-707-3D3C crashes during
landing due to landing gear damage

34. Zagreb, Yugoslavia, September 10 1976 - 176
dead
Mid-air collision between Inex-Adria DC-9 Series 32
and BA Hsa Trident 3B, ATC language error

35.
Dneprodzerzhinsk, USSR, August 11 1979 173 killed
Two Aeroflot Tu-134's collide at an altitude of 8000m

36. Ténéré Desert, Niger, September 19 1989 - 170
dead
Terrorist bomb aboard a Union de Transportes Aériens
DC-10 Series 30

37.

San Andres mountains, Mexico, March 31

1986 - 167 killed
Mexicana Boeing 727-264, tyre burst causes fuel leak

38. Kathmandu, Nepal, September 28 1992 - 167
fatalities
Pakistan International Airlines A300B4-203 crashes
on approach

39. Alma-Ata, USSR, July 7 1980 - 163 fatalities
Aeroflot Tu-154B-2 crashes shortly after take-off

40.
Lagos, Nigeria, September 27 1992 - 163
fatalities

41. Morioka, Japan, July 30 1971 - 162 dead
All Nippon Airways B-727-281 collides with JASDF
F-86F Sabre

42. Havana, Cuba, September 3 1989 - 160 dead
Cubana de Aviacon Il-62M crashes killing all 126
aboard and 34 on ground

43. Xian, China, June 6 1994 - 160 fatalities
China Northwest Tupolev 154M

44.
Cali, Columbia, December 20 1995 - 160
killed
Boeing 757-223 of American Airlines hits mountain, 4
survivors

45. Mauritius, Indian Ocean, November 28 1987 159 fatalities
South African Airways Boeing 747-244B self-igniting
fire-works

46. Tripoli, Lybia, December 22 1992 - 157
fatalities
Jamahiriya Lybian Arab Airlines Boeing Advanced
727-2L5 collides with MiG-23

47.
Schönefeld, GDR, August 14 1972 - 156
killed
Interflug Gesellschaft Il-62 catches fire in rear
fuselage

48.
At Ta'if, Saudi Arabia, November 26 1979 156 victims
Pakistan International Airlines, B-707-340C, fire starts
in the aft-cabin, total destruction

49. Detroit, USA, August 16 1987 - 156 perished
Northwest Airlines MD-82, slats not extended on
takeoff, crashes on highway

50.
Maracaibo, Venezuela, March 16 1969 - 155
perished
VIASA DC-9 Series 32 hits electric power line,
crashes in suburb

51. Tenerife, Canary Islands, December 3 1972 - 155
killed
Spantax Covair 990-30A-5 Coronado, loss of control
on take-off

52. Isparta, Turkey, September 19 1976 - 155 fatalities
THY Boeing Advanced 727-2F2, wrong airport

assumed, hits moutain

53. Kenner, USA, July 9 1982 - 153 killed
Pan Am B-727-235 carrying 145 flies into
thunderstorm crashes into suburbs

54. Omsk, USSR, October 15 1984 - ±150 victims
Aeroflot Tu-154 collides with fuel truck on runway

55. Bilbao, Spain, February 19 1985 - 148 dead
Iberia Boeing Advanced 727-256 crashes into TV
antenna atop Mt Oiz

56. Tenerife, Canary Islands, April 25 1980 - 146
fatalities
Dan-Air Services B-727-46 crashes into moutain on
approach

57. San Diego, USA, September 25 1978 - 144 died
Mid-air collision between Pacific Southwest Airlines
B-727-214 and Cessna 172M

58. Palo Alto, Azores, February 8 1989 - 144 dead
Independent Air Inc. Boeing 707-331B hits mountain,
communication error with tower

59. Longyearbyen, Spitsbergen, Norway, August
29 1996 -143 killed
Vnukovo Airlines Tu-154M crashes on arrival

60. Liutang, China, November 24 1992 - 141
fatalities
China Southern B-737-3YO hits moutain due to
vibration in starboard engine

61. Kahengula, Angola, December 19 1995 - 141
perished
Trans Service Airlift Chartered Lockheed 188C
Electra

62. Lagos, Nigeria, November 7 1996 - 141
victims
Nigerian Aviation Development Company Boeing
B727 crashes into lagoon

63. Cucuta, Colombia, March 17 1988 - 139 killed
AVIANCA B-727-21, flies into moutain due to pilot
error

64. Pacatuba, Brazil, June 8 1982 - 137 victims
Viacao Aerea Sao Paulo Boeing Advanced 727-212,
pilot is destracted by lighted city

65.
Dallas, USA, August 2 1985 - 137 perished
Delta Airlines Lockheed L-1011-1 Tristar encounters
microburst

66. New York, United States of America,
December 16 1960 - 134 killed
United Airlines DC-8 Series 11 collides with TWA
Lockheed 1049 Super Constellation

67. Tokyo Bay, Japan, February 4 1966 - 133 dead
All Nippon Airways B-727-81 crashes, cause
unknown

68.
Medellin, Columbia, May 19 1993 - 133
fatalities
Aeronautics Society of Medellin Boeing 727-46
carrying a crew of 7

69. Belarussia, USSR, June 28 1982 - 132 casualties
Aeroflot Yakovlev 42 carrying 124 passengers and a
crew of 8

70. Canton, China, October 2 1990 - 132 dead
Hijacked Chinese Boeing Advanced 737-247 first hits
an empty B-707-3J6B and then a B-757-21B

71. Teheran, Iran, February 8 1993 - 132 fatalities
Mid-air collision of an Iran Air Tu-154M and a
Sukhoi fighter

72. Pittsburgh, USA, September 8 1994 - 132
fatalities
USAir Boeing 737-3B7

73.
Funchal, Portugal, November 19 1979 - 131
victims
TAP Boeing Advanced 727-282, overruns runway,
plunges of cliff, strikes a bridge, 33 survivors

74. Las Mesitas, Honduras, October 21 1989 - 131
fatalities
TAN Airlines Boeing 727-224 hits moutain on
approach, 19 survivors

75. Orly, France, June 3 1962 - 130 killed
Air France B-707-328 crashes on take-off

76.
Sverdlovsk, USSR, November 11 1967 - 130
killed
Aeroflot Il-18 crashes due to radar failure

77. Lubango, Angola, November 8 1983 - 130 dead
TAAG-Angola Airlines Boeing Advanced 737-2M2
shot down by guerrillas

78.

Gujarat India, October 19 1988 - 130 killed

Indian Airlines B-737-2A8 undershot runway hits
trees and high-tension pylon

79. Tokyo, Japan, June 18 1953 - 129 dead
Engine failure on take-off USAF C-124 Globemaster
II

80. South Vietnam, December 24 1966 - 129
fatalities
Military chartered Canadair CL-44

81. The Grand Canyon, USA, June 30 1956 - 128
perish
Mid-air collision between UAL DC-7 and TWA
Lockheed 1049 Super Constellation

82. Markazi, Iran, January 21 1980 - 128 killed
Iran Air B-727-86 crashes due to ILS malfunction

83. Voronezh, USSR, March 5 1976 - 127 fatalities
Aeroflot Ilyushin 18D, pressurization failure during
approach

84. Comoro Islands, November 23 1996 - 127
casualties
Hijacked Ethiopean Airlines B767-260ER runs out of
fuel, crashes near shore, 48 survive

85. Nicosia, Cyprus, April 20 1967 - 126 killed
Globe Air Bristol Britannia 313 crashes on landing

86.
Damascus, Syria, August 20 1975 - 126 killed
Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie Ilyushin-62 hits sandy hill
during approach, 2 survivors

87.
Irkutsk, Russia, January 4 1994 - 125 perished
Aeroflot Tupolev 154M goes down due to bad
maintanance

88. Mount Fuji, Japan, March 5 1966 - 124 perish
BOAC B-707-436, fatigue cracks in a bolt hole

89. Windhoek, South-West Africa, April 20 1968 -

123 fatalities
South African Airways B-707-344C crashes on takeoff, 5 survivors

90. Saulx-les-Chartreux, France, July 11 1973 - 123
killed
Varig Boeing 707-345C, total fire during descent, 11
survivors

91. Arequipa, Peru, February 29 1996 - 123 dead
Faucett B-737-222 crashes burning into mountain

92. Cairo, Egypt, May 20 1965 - 121 killed
Pakistan International Airlines B-720-040B, nosedown condition, 6 survivors

93. Cuenca, Ecuador, July 11 1983 - 119 fatalities
TAME Boeing Advanced 727-2V2, tail section strikes
a ridge, crashes into hilly terrain

94. Sainte Thérèse de Blainville, Canada, November
29 1963 - 118 killed

Trans Canadian DC-8 Series 54F, in-flight explosion

95.
Heathrow, England, June 18 1972 - 118 killed
British European Airways HS-121 Trident 1C, crew
failed to diagnose premature 'droop' retraction

96. Leningrad, USSR, April 27 1974 - 118 fatalities
Aeroflot Ilyushin 18V has a take-off accident

97. Mont Blanc, Switzerland, January 24 1966 - 117
perished
Air-India B-707-437, bad atmospheric conditions

98.
Carini, Sicily, May 5 1972 - 115 fatalities
Alitalia DC-8 Series 43 crashes into mountain

99. New York, USA, June 24 1975 - 115 dead
Eastern Airlines B-727-225 crashes due to windshear,
9 survivors

100.

Andaman Sea, November 29 1987 - 115 dead

Korean Air B-707-3B5C, North Korean bomb attack
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18:45
LOCATION: East Moriches, NY
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT: 800
AIRCRAFT: B-747-131 REGISTRY: N93119
ABOARD: 230 FATAL: 230 GROUND:
DETAILS: Exploded in-flight at FL 130.
10/04/1992
LOCATION: Amsterdam, Netherlands
CARRIER: El Al FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747-258F REGISTRY: 4X-AXG
ABOARD: 5 FATAL: 5 GROUND: 47
DETAILS: Lost an engine while in flight caused by
corroded pins.
12/29/1991
LOCATION: Wanli, Taiwan
CARRIER: Air China FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B747-2R7F REGISTRY: B-198
ABOARD: 5 FATAL: 5 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed on takeoff after losing engine due

to corroded pins.
11/27/1989 c 07:20
LOCATION: Near Bogota, Columbia
CARRIER: AVIANCA FLIGHT: 203
AIRCRAFT: B-727-21 REGISTRY: HK-1803
ABOARD: 107 FATAL: 107 GROUND: 3
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger compartment under a seat.
09/19/1989 c 14:00
LOCATION: Near Bilma Niger
CARRIER: Union de Transportes Aeriens (France)
FLIGHT: 772
AIRCRAFT: DC-10-30 REGISTRY: N54629
ABOARD: 170 FATAL: 170 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward baggage compartment.
02/24/1989
LOCATION: Honolulu, HA
CARRIER: United Airlines FLIGHT: 811
AIRCRAFT: B-747-122 REGISTRY: N4713U
ABOARD: 356 FATAL: 9 GROUND:
DETAILS: Improperly latched cargo door. Loss of
door in-flight, explosive decompression.
Nine sucked out of plane.

12/21/1988 c 19:00
LOCATION: Lockerbie, Scotland
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
103
AIRCRAFT: B747-121 REGISTRY: N739PA
ABOARD: 259 FATAL: 259 GROUND: 11
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward cargo area.
04/28/1988
LOCATION: Maui, HI
CARRIER: Aloha Airlines FLIGHT: 243
AIRCRAFT: B-737-297 REGISTRY: N73711
ABOARD: 95 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Separation of top of fuselage and
explosive decompression. Metal fatigue. One
passenger sucked out.
11/29/1987 c 11:30
LOCATION: Over Andaman Sea
CARRIER: Korean Air FLIGHT: 858
AIRCRAFT: B707-3B5C REGISTRY: HL-7406
ABOARD: 115 FATAL: 115 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger compartment.

11/28/1987 c 04:00
LOCATION: Over Indian Ocean
CARRIER: South African Airways FLIGHT: 295
AIRCRAFT: B-747-244B REGISTRY: ZS-SAS
ABOARD: 159 FATAL: 159 GROUND:
DETAILS: Fire in the main cargo area. Hazardous
materials in the cargo hold.
04/02/1986
LOCATION: Near Athens, Greece
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-727 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 4 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of a explosive device in the
passenger compartment causing four
passengers to be sucked out.
06/23/1985 c 07:15
LOCATION: Atlantic Ocean, Near Ireland
CARRIER: Air India FLIGHT: 182
AIRCRAFT: B-747-237B REGISTRY: VT-EFO
ABOARD: 329 FATAL: 329 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward cargo hold. Aircraft broke up in
flight.
09/23/1983

c 15;30

LOCATION: Near Mina Jebel Ali, UAE
CARRIER: Gulf Air FLIGHT: 717
AIRCRAFT: B-737-2P6 REGISTRY: A40-BK
ABOARD: 112 FATAL: 112 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in
baggage compartment. Crashed during
emergency landing
08/11/1982
LOCATION: Pacific Ocean 40 from Honolulu
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger compartment. The aircraft
landed safely
06/27/1980 c 21:00
LOCATION: Tyrrhenian Sea, Ustica, Italy
CARRIER: Aero Transporti Italiani FLIGHT: 870
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-15 REGISTRY: I-TIGI
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Possibly struck by missile. Aircraft broke
up and crashed.
01/01/1978 c 20:15
LOCATION: Off Bandra, Maharashtra, India

CARRIER: Air India FLIGHT: 855
AIRCRAFT: B-747-237B REGISTRY: VT-EBD
ABOARD: 213 FATAL: 213 GROUND:
DETAILS: Went into a steep dive and exploded on
impact. Malfunction of altitude director
indicator.
11/03/1977
LOCATION: Belgrade, Yugoslavia
CARRIER: El Al FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Explosive decompression
10/06/1976 c 13:30
LOCATION: Off Bridgetown, Barbados
CARRIER: Empresa Consolidada Cubana de
Aviacion (Cuba) FLIGHT: 455
AIRCRAFT: DC-8-43 REGISTRY: CU-T1201
ABOARD: 73 FATAL: 73 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed into Caribbean Sea. Detonation
of an explosive device in the aft of the
cabin.
01/01/1976 c 05:30
LOCATION: Northeastern Saudi Arabia
CARRIER: Middle East Airlines (Lebanon)

FLIGHT: 438
AIRCRAFT: B-720B REGISTRY: OD-AFT
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke-up at FL 370. Detonation of an
explosive device the forward cargo
compartment.
12/22/1974 c12:30
LOCATION: Maturin, Venezuela
CARRIER: Aerovias Venezolanas SA (Venezuela)
FLIGHT: 358
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-14 REGISTRY: YV-CAVM
ABOARD: 77 FATAL: 77 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed 5 minutes after takeoff.
Unknown cause.
09/15/1974 c 11:00
LOCATION: Phan Rang, Vietnam
CARRIER: Air Vietnam (South Vietnam) FLIGHT:
706
AIRCRAFT: B-727-121C REGISTRY: XV-NJC
ABOARD: 75 FATAL: 75 GROUND:
DETAILS: Hijacked. Detonation of two hand
grenades in the passenger compartment.
09/08/1974 c 09:40
LOCATION: Ionian Sea West of Athens, off

Kefallinia, Greece
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT: 841
AIRCRAFT: B-707-331B REGISTRY: N8734
ABOARD: 88 FATAL: 88 GROUND:
DETAILS: Went into steep climb then nose-dived into
ocean. Detonation of an explosive
device in the aft cargo hold
03/03/1974 c 12:40
LOCATION: Bois d' Ermenonville, France
CARRIER: THY (Turkish Air) FLIGHT: 981
AIRCRAFT: DC-10-10 REGISTRY: TC-JAV
ABOARD: 346 FATAL: 346 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed shortly after takeoff. Lost
improperly latched cargo door.
Decompression, damage to controls.
11/03/1973
LOCATION: Over New Mexico
CARRIER: National Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: DC-10 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: 116 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Overspeeding of starboardengine, engine
disintegrated, pieces struck fuselage,
broke window, passenger sucked out.
07/22/1973

22:06

LOCATION: Off Papeete, Tahiti
CARRIER: Pan Amercian World Airways FLIGHT:
816
AIRCRAFT: 707-321B REGISTRY: N417PA
ABOARD: 78 FATAL: 78 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed 30 seconds after takeoff into the
ocean.
05/18/1973
LOCATION: Southern Siberia, USSR
CARRIER: Aeroflot FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Tupolev Tu-104A REGISTRY:
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke up at FL 300. Detonation of a
bomb in the cabin being carried by a
passenger.
06/15/1972 c 14:00
LOCATION: Near Pleiku, Vietnam
CARRIER: Cathay Pacific Airways (Hong Kong)
FLIGHT: 700Z
AIRCRAFT: Convair 880M REGISTRY: VR-HFZ
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while en route. Detonation of an
explosive device in the passenger cabin.
01/26/1972

LOCATION: Near Hermsdorf, Czechoslovakia
CARRIER: JAT FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-32 REGISTRY: YU-AHT
ABOARD: 28 FATAL: 27 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of bomb in forward cargo
hold. Crew member fell 15,000 feet in the
tail section and survived.
02/21/1970
LOCATION: Germany
CARRIER: Swissair FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Convair CV-990-30A-6 REGISTRY:
HBICD
ABOARD: 47 FATAL: 47 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
rear of the plane shortly after takeoff.
10/12/1967 c 07:25
LOCATION: Off south-western Turkey
CARRIER: British Eurpoean Airways FLIGHT:
284
AIRCRAFT: de Havilland Comet 4B REGISTRY:
G-ARCO
ABOARD: 66 FATAL: 66 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke up at FL290. Detonation of an
explosive device in the passenger cabin.

12/08/1963 20:59
LOCATION: Elkton, MD
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
214
AIRCRAFT: B-707-121 REGISTRY: N709PA
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Exploded and crashed while in holding
pattern. Lightening induced ignition of fuel
tank vapors.
07/28/1963 c 01:50
LOCATION: Off Bandra, Maharashtra, India
CARRIER: United Arab Airlines (Egypt) FLIGHT:
869
AIRCRAFT: de Havilland Comet 4C REGISTRY:
SU-ALD
ABOARD: 63 FATAL: 63 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while preparing to land.
05/22/1962 c 21:15
LOCATION: Near Unionville, MO
CARRIER: Contenential Airlines FLIGHT: 11
AIRCRAFT: B-707-124 REGISTRY: N70775
ABOARD: 45 FATAL: 45 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while en route. Detonation of a
dynamite bomb in the right rear lavatory.

Unusual Accidents
------------------------------------------------------------------Captain allowed his children to manipulate the
controls.

03/23/1994 00:57
LOCATION: Near Mezhduretshensk, Russia
CARRIER: Russian International Airways
FLIGHT: 593
AIRCRAFT: Airbus A310-304
REGISTRY: F-OGQS S/N: 596
ABOARD: 75 FATAL: 75 GROUND:
DETAILS:The aircraft crashed after the captain
allowed his child to
manipulate the controls of the plane. The pilot's 11
year old
daughter and 16 year old son were taking turns in
the pilot's seat,
flying the plane. While the boy was flying, he put
the airliner in a
bank of 90 degrees and the nose dropped sharply.
Some one pulled
back on the yoke to obtain level flight but the plane

stalled.
Amazingly, rather than the co-pilot in the right hand
seat taking over
the controls, the captain began to coach his son in
recovery
techniques. After several stalls and rapid pull-ups
the plane went
into a spiral descent. In the end the co-pilot initiated
a 4.8g pull-up
and nearly regained a stable flightpath but the
aircraft struck the
ground killing all aboard.

Captain almost sucked out of plane

06/10/1990 c 08:20
LOCATION: Oxfordshire, England
CARRIER: British Airways FLIGHT: 5309
AIRCRAFT: BAC One-Eleven
REGISTRY: S/N:
ABOARD: 85 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: On a flight from Birmingham, England
to Malaga, Spain,
at FL 230, a large section of windshield fell away
from the aircraft.

The decompression pulled the captain out from
under his seatbelt.
Despite trying to hold onto the yoke, the captain
was sucked out into
the opening. A steward in the cockpit was able to
grab hold of his
legs. Another steward was able to strap himself
into the vacant seat
and aid in holding onto the captain's legs. The
copilot wearing full
restraints made an emergency landing at
Southampton. The captain
remained half way out of the aircraft for 15 minutes
and suffered
only frostbite and some fractures. Improper bolts
used to replace the
windshield two days earlier.

Ran out of fuel while in holding pattern

01/25/1990 21:34
LOCATION: Cove Neck, New York
CARRIER: AVIANCA (Colombia) FLIGHT:
052
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-707-321B

REGISTRY: HK 2016 S/N: 19276
ABOARD: 158 FATAL: 73 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft was put in a series of
extended holding
patterns as it approached New York. The crew
informed ATC they
were running out of fuel but did not declare an
emergency and were
cleared to land. After a missed approach and
during a go-around,
the plane ran out of fuel and crashed in a wooded
area. The captain
speaking very little English and communicating
through the first
officer at no time declared an emergency. The first
officer used the
term "we need priority" several times, rather than
declaring an
emergency. The ATC did not realize the peril of the
aircraft. Failure
of the crew to properly communicate the
emergency situation to the
ATC.

Crew preoccupied with listening to a World Cup
Soccer match

09/03/1989 c 20:45
LOCATION: Near Sao Jose do Xingu, Brazil
CARRIER: VARIG (Brazil) FLIGHT: 254
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-737-241
REGISTRY: PP-VMK S/N: 21006
ABOARD: 54 FATAL: 13 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft ran out of fuel due to a
navigation error and
crashed into the jungle. The crew, preoccupied with
listening to a
World Cup championship match, flew in the wrong
direction. It is
alleged that the pilot led the survivors two days
through the jungle to
rescue and the first words out of his mouth were
"who won".

Nine passengers sucked out of plane and lost at sea

02/24/1989 02:09
LOCATION: Honolulu, Hawaii
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT: 811
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-747-122

REGISTRY: N4713U S/N:
ABOARD: 356 FATAL: 9 GROUND:
DETAILS: After leaving Honolulu, on a flight from
Los Angeles to
Sydney, Australia, the loss of an improperly latched
cargo door
resulted in explosive decompression and loss of
power in the No. 3
and 4 engines. Nine passengers were sucked out of
the plane and lost
at sea. The plane landed safely.

Both pilots shot by fired airline employee

12/07/1987 16:16
LOCATION: San Luis Obispo, California
CARRIER: Pacific Southwest Airlines FLIGHT:
1771
AIRCRAFT: British Aerospace BAe-146-200
REGISTRY: N350PS S/N: E-2027
ABOARD: 43 FATAL: 43 GROUND:
DETAILS: A fired USAir employee, David Burke,
after leaving a
goodbye message to friends, shot both pilots. The
aircraft went into

a steep dive and crashed.

Plane crashed after pilot ignored Ground Proximity
Warning System

02/19/1985 09:27
LOCATION: Mt. Oiz, near Durango, Vizcaya,
Spain
CARRIER: Iberia Airlines (Spain) FLIGHT: 610
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-727-256
REGISTRY: EC-DDU S/N: 21777
ABOARD: 148 FATAL: 148 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into an antenna on
Mt. Oiz.
Incorrect interpretation of Ground Proximity
Warning System
(GPWS). The captain was heard shouting "shut up"
at the GPWS as
it announced "pull up". Overconfidence in altitude
alert system.
Incorrect interpretation of its warnings.

All four engines failed after flying through volcanic
ash

06/24/1982 20:44
LOCATION: Mount Galunggung, Indonesia
CARRIER: British Airways FLIGHT: 009
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-747
REGISTRY: G-BDXH S/N:
ABOARD: 257 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft flew into a plume from a
volcanic eruption at
37,000 feet during the night. All engines failed and
the windshield
lost transparency because of pitting. The first
engine was restarted at
12,000 feet, followed by the other three and the
plane landed safely
at Jakarta.

Aircraft crashed after crew struggled with mentally ill
pilot

02/09/1982
LOCATION: Tokyo, Japan
CARRIER: Japan Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-8-61

REGISTRY: JA-8061 S/N: 45889
ABOARD: 174 FATAL: 24 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft flew into shallow water
after a struggle with
a mentally ill pilot. It appears the captain, known
to have mental
problems, put an engine into reverse while the copilot and flight
engineer battled to restrain him.

Captain experimented with autothrotle system

11/03/1973 c 16:40
LOCATION: Near Albuquerque, New Mexico
CARRIER: National Airlines FLIGHT: 27
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-10-10
REGISTRY: N60NA S/N:
ABOARD: 128 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Overspeeding of the starboard engine
caused the engine
to disintegrate. Pieces struck the fuselage, breaking
a window,
causing rapid explosive decompression and a
passenger was sucked
out of the plane. The plane landed safely. The

captain and flight
engineer experimenting with the autothrottle system
to see its
response to various other instrument settings caused
overspeeding of
the engine.

Twenty-nine survivors rescued after 2 months in the
Andes mountains

10/13/1972
LOCATION: Near San Fernando, Chile
CARRIER: TAMU FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Fairchild-Hiller FH-227D/LCD
REGISTRY: T-571 S/N: 572
ABOARD: 45 FATAL: 29 GROUND:
DETAILS: The flight crashed into Andes
mountains. The survivors
were not found until 12/22/72. Survivors resorted
to cannibalism to
stay alive. The book and move "Alive" is based on
this accident.

Crew member fell 33,000 feet and survived

01/26/1972 c 17:00
LOCATION: Near Hermsdorf, Czechoslovakia
CARRIER: JAT Yugoslav Airlines FLIGHT: 364
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-9-32
REGISTRY: YU-AHT S/N: 47482
ABOARD: 28 FATAL: 27 GROUND:
DETAILS: The plane crashed after the detonation
of bomb in the
forward cargo hold. A stewardess fell 33,000 feet
in the tail
section and although breaking both legs and being
paralyzed from
the waist down, survived. The bomb was believed
to be placed on the
plane by a Croatian extremist group.

Co-pilot accidently deployed spoilers 60 feet off the
ground

07/05/1970 08:09
LOCATION: Toronto, Canada
CARRIER: Air Canada FLIGHT: 621
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-8-63

REGISTRY: CF-TIW S/N: 46114
ABOARD: 109 FATAL: 109 GROUND:
DETAILS: While landing and approximately 60
feet above the
runway, the spoilers were inadvertently deployed
causing the aircraft
to fall and lose the No. 4 engine. The crew then
decided to goaround. The aircraft exploded while attempting the
go-around.
Inadvertent deployment of spoilers while the
aircraft was still in the
air by the first officer. Faulty design by allowing
the spoiler handle
to perform two different unrelated tasks.

Captain suffered heart attack

04/22/1966 20:30
LOCATION: Near Ardmore, Oklahoma
CARRIER: American Flyers Airline FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Lockheed 188C Electra
REGISTRY: N183H S/N: 1136
ABOARD: 98 FATAL: 83 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into foothills during

landing attempt
at Ardmore Municipal Airport . Incapacitation of
captain with a
heart attack during final stages of approach.

Pilot decided to give passengers a view of the
mountain

03/05/1966 c 14:15
LOCATION: Near Gotemba City, Mt. Fuji, Japan
CARRIER: British Overseas Airways FLIGHT:
911
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-707-436
REGISTRY: G-APFE S/N: 17706
ABOARD: 124 FATAL: 124 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into Mt. Fuji after
encountering
severe turbulence when the pilot decided to give the
passengers a
view of the mountain. The aircraft encountered
severe clear air
turbulence and started to come apart in the air
before crashing.

Aircraft crashes after collision with a whistling swan

11/23/1962
LOCATION: Ellicot, Maryland
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Vickers Viscount 745D
REGISTRY: N7430 S/N: 128
ABOARD: 18 FATAL: 18 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft struck a flock of Whistling
Swans at night, at
6,000 ft. One, estimated to be 13 pounds, struck
the leading edge of
the tail stabilizer, weakening the structure and
causing it to detach.
The aircraft lost control and crashed.

Son placed bomb aboard aircraft to collect insurance
on his mother

11/01/1955 c 19:00
LOCATION: Longmont, Colorado
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT: 629
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-6B
REGISTRY: N37559 S/N: 43538

ABOARD: 44 FATAL: 44 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed 11 minutes after
taking off from
Denver on a flight to Seattle. Detonation of a bomb
in the No. 4
cargo hold, placed by John Graham in his mother's
luggage in order
to collect $37,500 in insurance. A delayed flight
caused the
bomb to detonate over flat land rather than the
mountains as planned.
He was executed for the crime.

Husband placed a bomb aboard aircraft to collect
insurance on his wife

09/09/1949 10:45
LOCATION: Sault-aux-Cochons, PQ, Canada
CARRIER: Canadian Pacific Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-3
REGISTRY: CF-CUA S/N: 4518
ABOARD: 23 FATAL: 23 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft disintegrated in flight 40
miles outside of
Quebec. Detonation of a dynamite bomb in the

forward baggage
compartment. Planted by Albert Guay, a jeweler,
in a plot to kill
his wife, a passenger on the plane. Guay, who
assembled the bomb,
had his mistress Marguerite Pitre air express the
bomb on the aircraft.
Ms. Pitre brother, a clockmaker, helped make the
timing
mechanism. The insurance policy was for 10,000
dollars. All three
were hanged for the crime.

Falulty design caused aviation fuel to be sucked into
heating vent
10/24/1947
LOCATION: Bryce Canyon, Utah
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-6
REGISTRY: NC37510 S/N: 42875
ABOARD: 52 FATAL: 52 GROUND:
DETAILS: Fire was reported on board the aircraft
before it crashed.
An almost identical accident with the same cause
occurred on 11/11/47.

The flight crew transferred fuel either intentionally
or inadvertently
from the No. 4 alternate tanks to the No. 3 alternate
tanks and failed
to stop the transfer process in time to avoid
overflowing the No. 3
alternate tank. Gasoline flowed through the No. 3
alternate vent line,
out the vent, and was carried back by the slip
stream, entering the cabin
heater combustion air intake scoop. When the
cabin heater came on, an
explosion and fire occurred. Design flaw in the
aircraft.

Captain intentionally engaged the gust lock in flight

10/08/1947
LOCATION: El Paso, Texas
CARRIER: American Airlines FLIGHT: 311
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-4
REGISTRY: NC90432 S/N:
ABOARD: 56 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft went into steep dive and
pulled out 350 feet

from the ground. As an experiment, a captain
riding in the jump
seat engaged the gust lock in flight. The command
pilot rolled the
elevator with no response as the jump seat captain
disengaged the
gust lock causing the aircraft to go into a steep dive,
execute part of
an outside roll and become inverted. Neither the
command nor jump
seat captain had seat belts on and accidently
feathered No. 1, 2 and 4
engines. The co-pilot managed to unfeather the
props and pull out of
the dive.

U.S. Army Air Corps plane crashed into Empire State
Building

07/28/1945 9:49
LOCATION: New York, New York
CARRIER: Military FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: USAAC B-25 Bomber
REGISTRY: 0577 S/N:
ABOARD: 3 FATAL: 3 GROUND: 11

DETAILS: A U.S. Army Air Force plane crashed
into the 79th floor
of the Empire State Building in heavy fog. Lt. Col.
William
Franklin Smith Jr., the pilot, became disoriented
while trying to land
at Newark Airport. Lt. Smith was told he had a 3
hour wait to land
at Newark. Impatient to get his plane on the
ground, he falsely
declared he had official business at La Guardia
Airport with the
intention of diverting to Newark as soon as he was
cleared. The 12
ton plane smashed a 20 ft. hole in the building.
Fuel from thehb
ruptured gas tanks poured out and set two floors
ablaze killing 10
people. One engine exited the south side of the
building and plunged
into a penthouse below.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: f, e,d,

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix D DC-10 Accidents (Unofficial 1973
through 1996)
http://www.taxiways.net/DC-10/history/52-37.html
DC-10 losses
Date: Registration: DC-10 type: Msn: Fn:
Airline:
731217 EC-CBN DC-10-30
46925 87 Iberia
740303 TC-JAV DC-10-10
46704 29
Turkish Airlines
751112 N1032F DC-10-30CF
46826 109
Overseas National Airways
760102 N1031F DC-10-30CF
46825 81 Saudi
Arabian Airlines
780301 N68045 DC-10-10
46904 44
Continental Airlines
790525 N110AA DC-10-10
46510 22

American Airlines
791031 N903WA DC-10-10
46929 107
Western Airlines
791128 ZK-NZP DC-10-30
46910 182 Air
New Zealand
810203 AP-AXE DC-10-30
46935 172
Pakistan Airlines
820123 N113WA DC-10-30CF
47821 320
World Airways
820913 EC-DEG DC-10-30CF
46962 238
Spantax
831223 HL-7339 DC-10-30
46960 237
Korean Airlines
860810 N184AT DC-10-40
46751 36 ATA
(American Trans Air)
870110 5N-ANR DC-10-30
46968 243
Nigeria Airways
870917 82-0190 KC-10A 48212 382 US Air
Force
880521 N136AA DC-10-10
47846 69
American Airlines
890719 N1819U DC-10-10
46618 118
United Airlines
890727 HL-7328 DC-10-30
47887 125
Korean Airlines
890919 N54629 DC-10-30
46852 93 UTA
921221
PH-MBN DC-10-30CF
46924 218

Martinair
930414 N139AA DC-10-30
American Airlines
960613 PK-GIE DC-10-30
Garuda Indonesia
960905 N68055 DC-10-10F
Federal Express

46711 105
46685 284
47809 191

Service Bulletin 52-37
Service Bulletin 52-37 was issued by Douglas on July
3rd 1972, three weeks after the Windsor incident in
which the rear cargo door blew off and caused severe
damages to the aircraft structure. These modifications
suggested by Douglas included a completely new door
locking system for the infamous cargo door. Several
facts are still unknown, but neither Douglas nor the
operators of the DC-10 took this service bulletin too
serious. At this time, 49 aircraft were already
manufactured and operated by following airlines:
http://members.tripod.com/vicondisa/dc10acc.htm
June 12, 1972
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N103AA (fsn 46503/
fn 05), American Airlines
Over Windsor, Ontario

Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 67
Fatalities: 0
Following takeoff from Detroit, the rear cargo door
blew off due to a door latch system that had been
damaged by ground crew members. The loss of
pressurization caused the cabin floor to buckle and
damaged the hydraulic control lines of the aircraft.
The captain, having trained himself in simulator
sessions to fly the aircraft using its throttles (a method
called Òdifferential thrust steeringÓ), made an
emergency landing in Detroit.
November 3, 1973
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N60NA (46700/14),
National Airlines
Over Albuquerque, New Mexico
Mechanical Failure due to Operator Error
Occupants: 128
Fatalities: 1
At 39,000 feet over Albuquerque the cockpit crew
experimented with the autothrottle system of their
DC-10. Their experiments overspeeded the fans of the
no. 3 engine, subjecting them to unusually high
stresses and causing them to burst through their
casing. Fragments of the shattered engine pierced the
fuselage and depressurized the cabin, sucking one

passenger to his death.
December 17, 1973
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 EC-CBN (46925/87),
Iberia
Boston-Logan International Airport, Massachusetts
Wind Shear
Occupants: 168
Fatalities: 0
The DC-10 approached Boston Runway 33L in bad
weather and reduced visibility. The aircraft struck
approach lights 500 feet short of the threshold and
collided with a dike. The right main landing gear was
sheared off; the aircraft then skidded and came to a
rest 3000 feet from the threshold. The aircraft
descended fast due to wind shear, which had not been
noticed by the crew during the landing.
McDonnell Douglas photo
March 3, 1974
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 TC-JAV (46704/29),
Turk Hava Yollari - THY
Outside Paris, France
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 346
Fatalities: 346
The latch mechanism of the aft cargo door, the design

of which was susceptible to damage, had been
damaged before the accident. Before takeoff the door
had not been secured properly. Shortly after takeoff
from Paris, the door failed. The resulting
depressurization led to the disruption of the floor
structure, causing six passengers and parts of the
aircraft to be ejected, rendering No.2 engine
inoperative, and impairing the flight controls so that it
was impossible for the crew to regain control of the
aircraft.
November 12, 1975
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N1032F
(46826/109), Overseas National Airways
New York-John F. Kennedy International Airport
Fire due to Foreign Object Damage and Mechanical
Failure
Occupants: 139
Fatalities: 0
Shortly after accelerating through 100 knots, but
before reaching takeoff speed, a flock of birds rose
from the runway. The aircraft struck the birds,
damaging the no. 3 engine's fan blades and causing
rotor imbalance. This caused a failure of the engine
casing and started a fire in the right wing. Partial loss
of hydraulic power to the planeÕs systems from the
failure of the no. 3 engine meant that the aircraft could

not be stopped on the runway. The pilot-in-command
steered the aircraft off the runway at a 40-knot speed;
the main undercarriage collapsed and the aircraft
came to rest against the shoulder of the taxiway.
January 2, 1976
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N1031F
(46825/81), Saudia
Istanbul, Turkey
Weather
Occupants: 373
Fatalities: 0
Heavy landing in fog; careened off the runway.
March 1, 1978
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N68045 (46904/44),
Continental Airlines
Los Angeles International Airport, California
Mechanical Failure
Occupants: 200
Fatalities: 2
During acceleration for takeoff, an engine exploded.
The flight crew did not believe the plane would be
able to stop on the remaining length of runway and
steered it off the runway during deceleration. During
the turn one of the main landing gear struts broke off
and the airplane caught fire in this area.

May 25, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N110AA (46510/22),
American Airlines
Chicago OÕHare International Airport, Illinois
Mechanical Failure due to Maintenance Error
Occupants: 271
Fatalities: 271 + 2 third-party fatalities = 273
The No. 1 engine and pylon, its mountings damaged
by an improper maintenance procedure, fell from its
position on the left wing just before aircraft rotation.
The engine loss resulted in a loss of hydraulic
pressure to the left-wing slats. The uncommanded slat
retraction, combined with damage inflicted to the
leading edge during the engine separation, created a
condition of asymmetrical lift. When the damaged
wing lost its lift the plane rolled on its side and
crashed into a trailer park less than a mile from the
end of the runway.
October 31, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N903WA (46929/107),
Western Air Lines
Mexico City-Benito Juarez International Airport,
Mexico
Landing Accident due to Weather/Human Error

Occupants: 88
Fatalities: 72 + 1 third party fatality = 73.
The DC-10 crashed after a landing descent through
foggy conditions. Cleared to land on Runway 23R, it
instead touched down on 23L, which had been closed
for repairs. The aircraft struck excavation equipment
and suffered substantial damage before crashing into a
building.
November 11, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 XA-DUH
(46937/152), Aeromexico
Luxembourg, Europe
Improper climb procedures/operator error
Occupants: 311
Fatalities: 0
While climbing to 31,000 feet the aircraft entered a
sustained stall, from which it recovered at 18,900 feet.
The aircraft suffered mild damage to its outboard
elevators and portions of the lower aft fuselage.
Jon Proctor collection
November 28, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 ZK-NZP (46910/182),
Air New Zealand
Mt. Erebus, Antarctica
Navigational Error

Occupants: 257
Fatalities: 257
On a sightseeing flight over Antarctica, the aircraft
deviated from its course by 1.5 miles east of its
intended position and crashed into the slope of Mt.
Erebus. The aircraft was destroyed by impact and fire.
Later investigation placed blame on the airline for
changing the computer track of the aircraft without
notifying the flight crew.
February 3, 1981
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 AP-AXE (46935/172),
Pakistan International Airlines
Karachi, Pakistan
Ground fire
Occupants: 0
Fatalities: 0
Destroyed in a hangar fire.
January 23, 1982
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N113WA
(47821/320), World Airways
Boston-Logan International Airport, Massachusetts
Landing accident due to weather and human error
Occupants: 212
Fatalities: 2
The aircraft touched down on an ice-covered runway

2,800 feet past the displaced threshold. When it
became clear that the aircraft would not stop on the
runway the crew turned the aircraft off at the end of
the runway. The aircraft rolled into shallow water and
the nose section separated.
September 13, 1982
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF EC-DEG
(46962/238, ex-N1034F), Spantax
Malaga, Spain
Landing Gear Failure/Fire
Occupants: 394
Fatalities: 50
The crew aborted the takeoff above rotation speed due
to strong vibration. The aircraft overran the runway,
crashed into a railway embankment and caught fire.
The source of the vibration was later determined to be
a failure of the recapped tread of the right nose wheel.
December 23, 1983
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 HL-7339 (46960/237,
ex-N1033F), Korean Air Lines
Ground Collision due to Weather/Human Error
Anchorage, Alaska
Occupants: 3
Fatalities: 0
Under foggy conditions the DC-10 crew taxied onto

the wrong runway and collided head-on with a Piper
PA-31.
August 10, 1986
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-40 N184AT (46751/36,
ex-N142US), American Trans Air
Chicago-OÕHare International Airport, Illinois
Ground Fire
Occupants: 0
Fatalities: 0
A mechanic, improperly handling a loose oxygen
generator from a damaged passenger seat-back in the
forward cargo hold, set off the generator. This ignited
the seat covers, along with oil stored in the forward
cargo hold. The fire eventually burned through the
cabin floor.
January 10, 1987
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 5N-ANR (46968/243),
Nigeria Airways
Ilorin, Nigeria
Training Accident
Occupants: 9
Fatalities: 0
While practicing touch-and-go landings, the aircraft
overshot the runway and caught fire.

September 17, 1987
McDonnell Douglas KC-10A 82-0190 (48212/382),
United States Air Force
Barksdale Air Force Base
Ground Fire
Occupants: 17
Fatalities: 1
Ground fire.
May 21, 1988
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N136AA (47846/69,
ex-ZK-NZL), American Airlines
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, Texas
Take-off Accident
Occupants: 254
Fatalities: 0
During the takeoff roll, the flight crew received
indications that the flaps and slats were not in takeoff
position. The crew attempted to stop the plane but ran
out of runway space. The nose gear collapsed, causing
major damage to the underside of the forward
fuselage. The aircraft was removed from service and
used for parts.
View photos of the damage
July 19, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N1819U (46618/118),

United Air Lines
Sioux City-Gateway, Iowa
Mechanical/Hydraulic Failure due to Engine Failure
Occupants: 298
Fatalities: 111
During cruise at 37,000 feet the number 2 engine
suffered an uncontained failure due to an unnoticed
fatigue crack in the stage 1 fan disk. The explosion
sent shards flying through the rear of the plane,
rupturing its hydraulic flight control lines. With the
help of a secondary air crewman the flight crew was
able to control the aircraft through differential thrust
steering of the remaining engines, and eventually
descended for an emergency landing at Sioux City.
During the final approach the nose pitched downward
and the right wing dropped; the aircraft skidded to the
right, rolled inverted, caught fire and cartwheeled.
McDonnell Douglas photo
July 27, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 HL-7328 (47887/125,
ex-HS-VGE), Korean Air
Tripoli International Airport, Libya
Landing Accident due to Weather
Occupants: 199
Fatalities: 75 + 4 third party fatalities = 79.
The aircraft approached in conditions of poor

visibility and crashed short of the airport.
photo courtesy of Greg Drawbaugh
September 19, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N54629 (46852/93),
Union de Transportes Aeriens (UTA)
Over Sahara desert in Niger
Sabotage
Occupants: 171
Fatalities: 171
During climb on this flight from N'Djamena to Paris, a
bomb planted in the baggage hold went off.
photo courtesy of Greg Drawbaugh
December 21, 1992
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF PH-MBN
(46924/218), Martinair Holland
Faro, Portugal
Landing Accident due to Weather/Human Error
Occupants: 340
Fatalities: 56
During approach, when the aircraft was switched from
autopilot to manual mode, the airspeed fell and could
not be restored before the aircraft touched the runway.
The main gear struck the runway very hard, causing
the right wing to separate and the aircraft to slide
down the runway. It was later determined that the high

rate of descent, coupled with a crosswind, exceeded
the structural limitations of the aircraft.
April 14, 1993
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N139AA (46711/105,
ex-N80NA), American Airlines
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, Texas
Landing Accident due to Weather/Operator Error
Occupants: 202
Fatalities: 0
During landing in poor weather the aircraft was
caught in a crosswind. The first officer wanted to
perform a go-around but the captain took control and
landed the aircraft. The plane drifted off the runway
and came to rest in mud; the nose and left main gear
struts collapsed.
Read the abstract of the NTSB report
November 26, 1993
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 YV-135C
(46791/258), Viasa
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Landing accident
Occupants: unknown
Fatalities: unknown
Damaged extensively while overshooting the runway
on landing at Buenos Aires. Put into storage.

June 13, 1996
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 PK-GIE (46685/284),
Garuda Indonesia Airways
Fukuoka, Japan
Engine failure
Occupants: 275
Fatalities: 3
Immediately after takeoff the first stage fan of the
number 3 engine separated. The takeoff was aborted
and the DC-10 skidded off the runway. The landing
gear and number 1 engine separated from the aircraft.
September 5, 1996
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10CF N68055
(47809/191), Federal Express
Newburgh-Stewart International Airport, New York
Fire
Occupants: 5
Fatalities: 0
At 33,000 feet during a flight from Memphis to
Boston, a fire began in the cargo area. The crew made
an emergency landing at Newburgh 20 minutes later
and evacuated the aircraft. Because of the cargo
arrangement, the firemen could not reach the source of
the smoke. An hour after it started, the fire burned
through the fuselage and the tail separated.

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix E Boeing History
(Unofficial) (AP)
1910: William Boeing buys Heath's shipyard on the
Duwamish River. It becomes his first airplane factory.
The first airplane flight is made over Seattle.
1915: Boeing has a hangar built beside Lake Union.
1916: Pacific Aero Products is incorporated, and
Boeing buys 998 of the company's 1,000 shares. He
moves the operation to his shipyard on the Duwamish

River.
1917: Pacific Aero Products is renamed the Boeing
Airplane Co.
1918: Boeing signs a contract with the U.S. Navy to
build 50 HS-2Ls, a patrol flying boat.
1919: The B-1 mail plane, the first Boeing-designed
commercial aircraft, makes its first flight.
1921: The company wins a contract to build 200
Thomas Morse MB-3A pursuit fighters.
1922: Edgar N. Gott, general manager of the Boeing
Aircraft Co., tells workers they will each receive a
$500 insurance policy as a New Year's gift, the first
known non-wage benefit at Boeing.
1926: The Army orders 25 PW-9C fighters, a version
of the PW-9 with a heavier fuselage. The production
version of the FB-5 carrier fighter makes its first
flight. The 27 ordered by the Navy are rolled onto
barges and taken to the USN Langley.
1927: Boeing Airplane signs a contract with the U.S.
Postal Service to fly airmail between Chicago and San

Francisco. The Boeing Air Transport, predecessor of
United Airlines, is founded to operate the mail routes
and run the new airline.
1928: Boeing Air Transport acquires 73 percent of
Pacific Air Transport's stock and runs an airline up and
down the West Coast.
1929: The stock markets crash and the Depression
begins. Ellen Church, a registered nurse, joins the
crew of a Model 80A flight headed to San Francisco
and becomes the first woman flight attendant.
1931: Boeing Air Transport, National Air Transport,
Varney Air Lines and Pacific Air Transport combine to
become United Air Lines, providing coast-to-coast
passenger and mail service. One way takes 27 hours.
Military contracts
1932: The P-26 Peashooter makes its first flight. It
becomes known as the fastest air-cooled pursuit
fighter in the world.
1934: The U.S. Army corps asks for a design for a
very heavy long-range experimental bomber. Boeing
engineers begin work on the XB-15. Bill Boeing sells

his shares, angry over the government forcing him to
sell off the fledgling United Airlines and other parts of
his empire.
1935: Model 299 (XB-17), prototype of the B-17,
makes its first flight at Boeing Field. Reporters dub it
the "Flying Fortress." A Model 299 makes a nonstop
test flight from Seattle to Dayton, Ohio, A few months
later, a Model 299 crashes in Dayton.
1936: Boeing buys 28 acres on Marginal Way in
Seattle, between Boeing Field and the Duwamish
Waterway. The International Association of
Machinists Local 751 signs its first working
agreement with Boeing Airplane.
1938: The Model 307 Stratoliner, the first American
pressurized commercial transport, makes its first
flight.
1939: The Civil Aeronautics Authority grants Pan
American Airways permission to use the Model 314
Clipper for commercial service.
1940: Pan American Airways takes delivery of its first
Model 307 Stratoliners.

1941: The U.S. Navy chooses a site in Renton as its
new manufacturing facility. It later trades the facility
to the Army Air Corps, and 1,119 B-29s are built there
in record time. Engineering starts for 264 servicemodel B-29s. The first B-17s fly into combat with the
British Royal Air Force. Japan bombs Pearl Harbor on
Dec. 7, drawing the United States into World War II.
1942: The luxurious Stratoliners are stripped of their
civilian finery and pressed into military service as
C-75s. The first flights carry antitank ammunition and
medical supplies to British forces in Libya. The
Model 345, or B-29, bomber makes its first flight.
1943: Boeing builds branch plants throughout the
Puget Sound area, in Aberdeen, Bellingham, Tacoma,
Chehalis and Everett.
1945: The war ends and 30,000 Boeing employees
lose their jobs.
Commercial jets
1952: At its Renton plant, Boeing begins building the
Model 367-80, the jetliner and jet tanker prototype
that becomes the Dash 80, or 707.

1958: Pan American World Airways takes delivery of
the country's first commercial jet airliner, a 707-120.
That same year, the U.S. Air force selects Boeing to
assemble and test the Minuteman intercontinental
ballistic missile.
The space race
1963: NASA selects Boeing to build eight Lunar
Orbiter spacecraft. Boeing also helps develop a
number of space projects, including the Saturn V
rocket.
1964: Boeing begins building a space center in Kent.
It competes with Lockheed to design the SST, or
supersonic transport.
1966: Boeing celebrates its 50th anniversary. It
announces plans for a 490-passenger 747 jetliner and
begins construction on a new plant in Everett. It wins
the design contract for the SST.
1968: The first 747-100 is rolled out during
ceremonies at the new Everett plant. Launched by
Saturn V, Apollo 8 takes the first astronauts around the
moon.

1969: The 747-100 makes its first flight, and Apollo
11 astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin are
the first humans to walk on the moon. President Nixon
approves the construction of two SST prototypes by
Boeing. Boeing also begins building the Lunar
Roving Vehicle.
1970: Boeing begins work on the Airborne Warning
and Control System planes, or AWACS.
1971: The "Boeing Depression" hits the Seattle area,
caused by a recession, high costs for the 747 and
cancellation of the SST. The company cuts its area
work force from 80,400 to 37,200 in two years,
prompting the famous billboard that read, "Will the
last person leaving Seattle turn out the lights." But the
company also begins to diversify.
1974: Boeing's work on NASA programs continues as
it wins a contract to build components of the Hubble
Space Telescope.
1975: Boeing introduces its personal rapid transit
system in Japan. It carries 3 million people by the
year's end. It delivers its first modified B-52D to the
Strategic Air Command.

1977: Boeing delivers a modified 747 for use as a
delivery vehicle for the space shuttle. It also begins
work on the world's largest wind turbine.
1979: The Chinook CH-47D helicopter makes its first
flight.
1982: The 757-200 jetliner makes its first flight.
1985: Boeing begins preliminary designs for the
international space station.
1986: Boeing and Bell Helicopter Textron start
building six prototypes of the V-22 Osprey tilt-rotor
aircraft.
1987: Boeing wins a contract to build the living and
working quarters for the international space station.
1989: The V-22 Osprey and the B-2 stealth bomber
make their first flights.
1992: Phil Condit becomes president of the Boeing
Co.
Mergers

1996: Boeing merges with Rockwell's aerospace and
defense units. They are renamed Boeing North
American and are to operate as a subsidiary.
1997: Boeing merges with McDonnell Douglas Corp.
2000: The company lays off nearly 30,000 workers
from July 1998 to July 2000. In October, Boeing
acquires the former Hughes Space & Communications
Co. of El Segundo, Calif., from Hughes Electronics
Corp. and renames it Boeing Satellite Systems.
2000: Boeing, which has endured a number of lengthy
strikes, is hit with a 40-day walkout by its engineers
and technical workers.
January 2001: Boeing confirms it is considering
closing the Renton plant and consolidating some of its
aircraft manufacturing in Everett.
February: Boeing hints it may move its headquarters.
Company Chairman and CEO Phil Condit, fresh from
economic meetings in Davos, Switzerland, says
Boeing cannot be too reliant on one region -- or one
national economy -- for its future.
March 7: Boeing says that wings for the proposed

747X jumbo plane will be made in Japan.
March 21: Boeing announces it will move its
corporate headquarters from Seattle. It is looking at
sites in the Chicago, Denver and Dallas-Fort Worth
areas.
Sources: Boeing's Web site: www.boeing.com; The
Associated Press
747: BOEINGS MASTERPIECE
by Patrick Hoeveler
Today modern aviation is unthinkable without the
Boeing 747, of which 1,193 aircraft have up to date
been delivered. This unique giant has transported 2.2
billion people, which equals 40 percent of the world's
population. 30 years ago only few experts believed in
this monumental success. In those days the Jumbo Jet
was seen as an exotic creature among the other planes,
and it was even thought that the Boeing Company was
risking financial ruin.
The 747 came into existence after Boeing lost the
competition for a strategic airlifter for the US Air
Force. The Air Force needed a strategic long-haul
airlifter capable of transporting troops and heavy

weaponry to Europe. The very desirable contract was,
however, given to Lockheed in 1965 and led to the
creation of the C-5A Galaxy. From today's point of
view this was a stroke of luck for Boeing, because the
company now had resources for a new "Mega"Airliner. By the way, Lockheed only built 131 models
of them Galaxy.
The 747 saga began in spring 1965, when Pan
American World Airways, Pan Am, asked Boeing to
develop a lengthened version of the 707, with a
capacity for 250 passengers. However, this could not
be done for technical reasons.
During talks with Boeing representatives Pan Am
Boss Juan Trippe demanded a commercial airliner,
which could transport 400 passengers over a distance
of 5,000km. The new jet was also be used for the
transportation of cargo, because Trippe was convinced
that aviation was to be dominated by supersonic
airliners ten years from then. In that case the 747 was
to be an excellent cargo liner. A few days later Boeing
President William Allen telephoned Trippe and asked
whether he had been serious with this unusual idea.
Trippe, who had throughout the development of the
707 proved to be a friend of technological
innovations, just responded by saying, "I am serious."

In December 1965 both men met to negotiate details.
Thus the foundation to build this giant was laid.
On 13 April 1966 Allen and Trippe signed a sales
contract for 25 aircraft costing of $550 million. This
was up to then the biggest single contract of any
airline. Pan Am's decision was courageous, since the
competition doubted vehemently the economic
viability of the giant jet. It has to be added that the
then 71year old Juan Trippe ordered the 747 during a
booming air traffic. An annual growth rate of 15 per
cent in passenger rates was predicted. It was Pan Am's
plan to beat the competition with the 747, which could
carry three times as many passengers as the 707. The
recession in 1970, which was completely unexpected,
and the oil crisis foiled these plans. The 747 created
over-capacities, which are every airliner's nightmare.
Most carriers preferred smaller aircraft: They were,
however, afraid that the competition might buy the
giant and in this way dominate on international routes.
This is why mainly non-American airlines were
queuing up outside the Seattle works.
Here Boeing Boss Allen appointed Mel Stamper to be
head of the world's biggest aircraft-project. For four
years Stamper was in charge of the approx. 50,000
staff working on this program. He only took one day

off, one Christmas Eve. The work load was so
immense that he was often unable to return home and
had to spend the night on a conference table in his
office. Because of his leadership style his co-workers
remembered him as a drill sergeant of the US Marines
rather than as a manager.
In August 1965 Joseph Sutter joined the team as Chief
Designer. After the program launch in March 1966
Sutter and his team looked at 50 different designs with
two decks. The double-decker design was not ideal,
because passengers could not be evacuated in the time
prescribed by the American Aviation Authority FAA.
After viewing an improvised mock up of a cabin,
which was uncovered, Trippe discarded the double
deck idea. The view from the improvised top deck had
given almost everybody present vertigo. It is obvious
why everyone involved, apart from one Pan Am pilot,
refused to use the attached emergency escape slide.
After this sobering experience Trippe wanted to look
at the 1:1 model of a conventional single deck, which
was still being constructed. This design already had
the famous hump, which was to be the trade mark of
the 747. It goes without saying that the hunchback
attracted many sarcastic comments. It was alleged that
Boeing designed the hunchback to enable wealthy
captains to sit on their thick wallets and not bump

their heads.
There was a practical reason for the distinctive curve.
Trippe had asked for the cockpit to be situated above
the cabin. This was going to make loading easier. The
space behind the cockpit was allocated to the air
conditioning system and other instruments. However,
businessman Trippe had other ideas. "This space is
reserved for passengers. Couldn't we install a bar
there?" Sutter agreed with this idea, but other ideas
like glass nose for first class passengers only caused
everyone to shake their heads. Impressed with the size
of the cabin, there were many suggestions as to how
to use it, i.e. a restaurant, cinema, hairdressing salon
or even a casino.
The aircraft of the superlatives was now in need of a
production hangar of equally breathtaking
dimensions. The existing works like Renton, in which
the 707, 727 and 737 were assembled, were not big
enough. The search for a suitable location had started
as early as October 1964; it was intended for the
planned for C-5. A commission examined 50 locations
to their suitability, until Bill Allen decided on a site in
Everett, which is located north of Seattle in
Washington State. All along Everett had only ranked
on fifth place. It did have an existing airport, Fairfield,

but there was no rail link. The second steepest rail
track in the USA had to be built at a cost of $5 million
dollars. With the launch of the 747 the start of the
world's biggest industrial building was given. It was
big enough to house 40 football fields measuring 5.5
million sq m. Over 2,800 workmen battled against the
elements, months of rainfalls and snowstorms made
the building works extremely difficult. During rains
lasting 68 days, an enormous mud slide covered part
of the site. It cost another $5million dollars to clear up
the mess. In order to stay within the tight schedule,
the construction of the 747 was started, although the
factory had not been finished.
The 747 team was under enormous pressure to
succeed, not only because the factory had cost $200
million. There was an Anti-Jumbo-Lobby, which
questioned the safety of the big aircraft, arguing that a
single crash of one of the new Boeing models would
cause as many casualties as all airliner accidents in
any one year. Some "experts" even demanded that the
747 should only be allowed to fly in storm free
corridors, because it would not be able to weather any
turbulence because of its size.
In order to cut down any accident risk, Boeing used
the so-called "Fault Free Analysis". A team of five

engineers was occupied for months and compiled
diagrams examining the effects of a failing instrument
or the effect of one fault on all systems. According to
Sutter safety was given the utmost priority, even the
coffee makers on board were checked thoroughly.
Never before had Boeing invested so much time and
money into laboratory and wind channel tests.
Amongst other things the engineers built two 747
models of three meter length, which corresponded
with a complete Douglas DC-6. The wind channel test
program was supposed to take 15,000 hours.
After basic design work and more than 75,000
construction drawings, which were carried out by
hand, had been completed, the 4.5 million parts of the
first 747 had to be assembled. Workmen very often
cursed the monster, which they had to build. However,
they were also proud of the product and their own
achievement. Stamper was most impressed by their
thirst for action and suggested to call the team in
Everett the "Incredibles". To Stamper's amazement
this nickname soon appeared on helmets and coats
worn by the employees. Stamper remembers, "It was
the most motivated workforce I have ever seen. Some
chaps even worked two shifts one after the other
without being asked."

The "Incredibles" had indeed performed a miracle.
Less than three years after the contract was signed
Jumbo 001 left the hangar in Everett with a big fuss
on 30 September 1968. To celebrate the day 26
stewardesses, who were responsible for the first
customers "beheaded" bottles of champagne and
christened the first 747 "City of Everett". A Boeing
707, 727 and 737 flew overhead and made the
celebrations perfect.
747-100 prototype rolls out
Prior to her maiden flight Jack Waddell, head of the
test program, had made a movable mockup in order to
simulate the way the 747 would roll on the ground,
since a cockpit more than 10 meters above ground
was very unusual in those days. The monstrosity was
jokingly named "Waddall's Wagon" by Boeing
employees. Strain trials, which were carried out to
take the wind out of the critics' sails, went quite
spectacularly. In one test the wings of a static plane
were being bent upwards and only broke at 7.9
meters.
On 9 February 1969 it became obvious that the $1
billion cost for developing the 747 had been
worthwhile. Jack Waddell, Brial Wygle and Jesse

Wallick took to the skies in Jumbo N7470 only two
months behind schedule. Pilot Waddell was
enthusiastic about the aircraft's flight properties, "
This plane is the answer to every pilot's dream." And
it was said beforehand that the aircraft was simply too
big to fly safely. One was even concerned that the 747
might damage the tarmac because of its weight.
During test flights it became apparent that there were
grave problems with the original version of the Pratt 7
Whitney JT-9D. During the 1,400 hours flight and
1,013 flights of the test program, the engines were
exchanged 55 times. However, the Jumbo finally
received its certification through the FAA on 30
December 1969. When the "Baby Boeing" 737 was
being tested, there was only engine change. Four of
the five test aircraft were later fitted with airline
interior and supplied to customers. The first 747
stayed with Boeing for further test purposes.
Pan Am took her first 747 into service on 21 February
as scheduled. "Clipper Young America" was supposed
to fly 336 passengers from New York to London.
However, an "obstinate" door and problems during
loading the cargo made the flight late. When the
Jumbo finally rolled out to take off, one of the engines
overheated. The aircraft finally had to be replaced.

The substitute 747 took off after a delay of seven
hours. This would not be one off occurrence. Delays
and cancelled flights soon gave the 747 the nickname
"Dumbo Jet", the flying white elephant. At the
beginning of the 70s problems with the engines went
so far that up to 30 completed Jumbos had to be stored
in Everett with concrete blocks instead of engines
under their wings. Moreover there were rising costs
and delays in supplying the aircraft. The tight
schedule was to blame for this, because it was simply
unrealistic to build up a new organisation, a new
production plant and a new aircraft all at the same
time in only 34 months.
Boeing's bad luck did not seem to change. The
company's vital nerve was hit badly by the 747 crisis,
the discontinuation of the super sonic airliner program
SST and declining orders. It was initially planned for
the profits of the 707s and 727s to keep the 737 and
747 projects afloat. However, the Board of Directors
in Seattle were not able to predict the impending
recession. The result was debts amounting to $1
billion. Boeing reduced its staff from 100,000 in 1968
to 38,000. This rigorous reduction and the sales
success of the 727-200 led Boeing back on the road of
success.

Pratt & Whitney was finally able to remedy the
existing engine problems. As a result the Jumbo's
reliability increased impressively. Half a year after its
service, the 747-Fleet had already transported one
million passengers. From 1970 Boeing expanded its
program by taking on the 747-200 with wider range
and bigger payload. It also offered the aircraft with
different engines, i.e. Pratt & Whitney JT9D, General
Electric CF6 and Rolls Royce RB524. The 747-200
became the most popular model with 393 models and
was only beaten by the 747-400. Later the 747SP
Special Performance followed for extremely long
distances and the 747-300 with lengthened upper deck
for up to 69 passengers. The program has for now
been brought to a conclusion with the 747-400 with
two-man cockpit, modern avionics and more powerful
engines.
During the Superjet's 30th anniversary celebrations
Sutter, now retired Executive Vice Director, said,
"From the beginning the 747 was intended to be
versatile. That is why she did adjust to new
technologies and our customers' requirements over
decades. This flexibility contributed towards the
plane's success and makes it legendary." Currently
Boeing is investigating the 747-400X with an
increased take-off weight of 409.5 tons. This version

can fly 740 km further than the ordinary 747-400.
According to Ed Renouard, Vice President and
General Manager of the 747/767 Program, who spoke
during the celebration in Everett, lengthened versions
are being considered. "The 747's evolutionary
possibilities will without doubt enable us to continue
building versions of the Jumbo for the next 30 years,"
explained Renouard.
Although orders are currently receding because of the
Asian economic crisis, the Boeing 747 remains the
flagship of the world's largest constructor. It is
possible that the introduction of the Airbus A3XX in
2005 will take the lead of the Jumbo Jet. Until then
the Boeing 747 is and remains a prime example for
technological performance.
Instantly recognized by passengers around the world,
the Boeing 747 is in a class by itself. The 747-400
continues the 747 family legacy by integrating
advanced technology into one of the world's most
modern and fuel-efficient airliners. Currently, the only
model in production, the 747-400 incorporates major
aerodynamic improvements over earlier 747 models,
including the addition of winglets to reduce drag, new
avionics, a new flight deck and the latest in-flight
entertainment systems.

The improved and advanced 747-400 delivers more
range, better fuel economy and lower operating costs
than the previous 747 models. The 747-400 has a
range of approximately 8,300 statute miles (13,360
km) and the lowest cost per seat-mile of any twinaisle airplane offered by any manufacturer. It has a
dispatch-reliability rate of 98.8 percent.
Boeing delivered the first 747-400 in 1989 to
Northwest Airlines. Since the first 747 delivery in
1969, Boeing has delivered more than 1,230 747s, of
which 500 are high-technology 747-400s. The 747's
longevity and popularity are based on its unbeatable
low seat-mile costs, flexibility, long-range dominance,
unmatched comfort options and ability to integrate
new technology.
Aerodynamics and Structural Materials
The 747-400's most noticeable aerodynamic
improvement is the 6-foot longer wing with a 6-foothigh winglet angled upward and slightly outward.
This change reduces fuel burn and extends the
airplane's range. While designing the 747-400, Boeing
engineers discovered that the kind of wing shape
needed by the airplane created a whirling pattern,
called a vortex, at the wingtip while the airplane

moved through the air at cruising speed. The top part
of that whirling movement of air actually pushed
down on the top of the wing, creating drag.
Initially, it was thought that the problem could be
solved by adding several feet to the wing, but that
would make it difficult to navigate increasingly
crowded airport taxiways and ramps. Longer wings
also would reduce the number of airport terminal
gates available to the 747-400. The acceptable
solution came in the form of a compromise that
involved lengthening the wing by 6 feet and adding
the winglet.
The winglet provides the effect of having an even
greater wingspan without outgrowing the standard
airport slot. The wingtip extension and winglet offer a
fuel mileage improvement of about 3 percent, which
during the lifespan of an airplane amounts to
considerable savings for the airlines and their
passengers. The durable and lightweight winglets are
made of graphite-epoxy materials, currently used on
the Boeing 737, 757, 767 and 777 airplanes. The
composite and aluminum winglet saves 60 pounds (27
kg) per airplane compared to an all-aluminum
structure.
Boeing also recontoured the wing-to-body fairing for
drag improvement and achieved additional efficiency
from newly designed nacelles and struts for the

airplane's advanced engines: the General Electric
CF6-80C2, the Pratt & Whitney PW4000 and the
Rolls-Royce RB211. These engines provide up to
62,000 pounds of thrust.
Use of advanced materials allows considerable
structural weight reductions throughout the 747-400.
Metal flooring, previously used in the passenger
cabin, has been replaced by light, tough graphite
composite floor panels.
Structural carbon brakes are standard on the 747-400's
16 main landing-gear wheels. They provide improved
energy absorption characteristics and wear resistance,
as well as an estimated 1,800-pound (816 kg) weight
savings over previous brakes.
The 747-400 also achieved weight savings of
approximately 4,200 pounds (1,900 kg) by using
higher-strength aluminum alloys with improved
fatigue life. These alloys, introduced on the 757 and
767, are incorporated in the 747-400's wing skins,
stringers and lower-spar chords.
Flight Deck
The 747-400 flight deck provides flexibility that is
being incorporated in more models across the Boeing
fleet. The 747-300 three-crew analog cockpit was
transformed into a fully digital, two-crew flight deck
with cathode ray tube (CRT) displays. Six 8- by 8inch (200 by 200 mm) CRTs are used to display

airplane flight control, navigation, engine and crewalerting functions. They allow more information to be
displayed with fewer instruments. The number of
flight deck lights, gauges and switches was reduced to
365 from the 971 on the 747-300. Flight crew
workload is designed to be one-half to one-third that
of former 747 models.
In the event of an individual CRT failure, automatic or
manual display switching is used as a backup. The
Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting System (EICAS)
can call up the status or schematics of various systems
at any time on one of the CRTs. Crews now can obtain
an update of the airplane's mechanical condition while
in flight, whereas before the information only was
available to maintenance workers when the airplane
was parked.
Interior Design
Boeing redesigned the interior of the 747-400 to
improve passenger comfort, convenience and appeal.
Ceiling and sidewall panels were recontoured with
new, lighter-weight materials that provide an open,
airy look. Passenger stowage capacity increased to
15.9 cubic feet (0.4 m3) in each 60-inch (152 cm)
outboard stowage bin, or 2.9 cubic feet (0.08 m3) per
passenger.
New laminate materials were designed to meet Boeing
fireworthiness goals. A new thermoplastic blend

reduces smoke and toxicity levels in the event of fire,
and upper-deck ceiling panels are made of improved
polyester and phenolic sheet molding materials
instead of polyester.
Interior flexibility allows airline operators to relocate
class dividers and galley and lavatory modules more
quickly to serve market requirements. Lavatory
installation is simplified by a vacuum waste system,
and additional locations for galleys and lavatories are
available. These "quick-change features" allow major
rearrangement within 48 hours, while seats and
compartments can be changed overnight.
Boeing also revised the 747-400 air-distribution
system. This increases the main deck cabin air
distribution zones from three to five, which allows
ventilation rates in each zone to be regulated based on
passenger density.
For the first time on any airliner, an optional cabin
crew rest area uses space in the rear of the fuselage
above the aft lavatories. This area, which can be
configured for eight bunks and two seats, provides
privacy as well as comfort for off-duty flight
attendants. By relocating the crew rest to this area, 10
more profit-making seats are available on the main
deck of the aircraft.
Increased Range and Flexibility
An optional 3,300-U.S.-gallon (12,490 L) fuel tank in

the horizontal tail boosts the 747-400's range an
additional 400 statute miles (650 km). The 747-400
also has a new 1,450-horsepower auxiliary power unit
(APU) that provides an estimated 35 percent to 40
percent reduction in fuel consumption, better air
pressurization performance on hot days, higher
electrical output and reduced noise levels. Mounted in
the rear fuselage, the APU supplies pressurized air for
air conditioning and engine starting while the airplane
is on the ground, plus electrical power to operate
lights and other requirements during stops. The new
APU also can be retrofitted to earlier 747s.
The 747-400 is available in passenger, combi,
freighter and domestic configurations. The 747-400
Combi is two airplanes in one, carrying both
passengers (forward) and cargo (aft) on the main
deck. The 747-400 Freighter is the largest commercial
cargo transport in service, and the 747-400 Domestic
is a high-capacity (568 passengers) airplane that
incorporates structural improvements to accommodate
the increased takeoff and landing cycles of shortrange operations. Because it does not need the dragreducing capabilities of the 747-400's longer wing and
winglet, the 747-400 Domestic uses the same wings as
the 747-100, -200 and -300 models.
Boeing 747 marks 30 years in service

Jan. 21 marks the 30th anniversary of the Boeing 747.
To date,1,238 have been delivered, more than any
other widebody jet in history. Eleven-hundred are still
in service, 500 of which are the high-technology
747-400. In November 1999, the 747 received its own
U.S. postage stamp, recognizing its place as one of the
top three aviation achievements of the 20th century.
Parts of the aircraft are made in Wichita.
The first 747, the 747-100, rolled out of the Seattle
works on 30th September 1968, and flew on 9th
February 1969. The first commercial flight was with
Pan Am between London and New York on 22nd
January 1970.
The 747-200 is a heavier version, which entered
service with KLM Royal Dutch Airlines (the oldest
name in the airline business, incidentally) in February
1971. Its increased weight and improved range
stemmed mainly from an increase in the fuel load. A
freight version, the -200F, appeared in April 1972,
together with a short-range high-capacity version for
the Japanese domestic market, the 747SR. This carries
523 passengers.
1973 saw the start of planning for the 747SP, the first

example appearing on 19th May 1975 with the first
flight on 4th July. This is a special performance
version, produced for services where the prodigious
passenger-carrying capacity of its longer sisters is
unnecessary. The aircraft is nearly 14.5 m shorter than
the standard version, the tailfin some 1.5 m taller, and
the tailplanes 3 m longer. Pan Am was the first
customer for this, too. The last example of 45 was
built in 1982.
In 1982 the upper deck of the -200 was stretched by 7
m to produce the 747-300. This first flew on 5th
October 1982, and the initial customer was Swissair.
The modification was also applied to existing 747's.
The current production version (pricelist on Boeing's
website - some $170 million - delivery included?) is
the 747-400. Built with a fully EFIS cockpit (i.e.
electronic instruments and fly-by-wire technology;
pictured right) it needs two flight crew rather than
three, and is lighter than its predecessors because of
the widespread use of composite materials. It might
look like aluminium.... The winglets are a
characteristic feature, there is a long upper deck, and
there is increased fuel capacity compared with
previous versions. The high capacity -400D takes 566
passengers and is the present version of the 747SR.
There is also a freight variant, the -400F.

The mid-1960s was a propitious time to begin
developing a large airplane. Helped by affordable
fares, air-passenger traffic was growing explosively.
Increasingly crowded skies and the availability of
large-thrust engines added to the incentive for creating
the giant 747.
Boeing had a start on the design and technology of
such an airplane because the company had bid on, but
lost, the contract for a gigantic military transport, the
C-5A.
When Boeing approached the airlines about a 550-seat
jetliner in 1966, Pan American placed a $525 million
order for the new 747 almost immediately.
To build the new plane, Boeing constructed a $200
million plant in Everett, Wash., 30 miles north of
Seattle. The world's biggest airliner would be
assembled in the world's largest building (by volume).
The 747 was truly monumental in size. The fuselage
of the original 747 was 225 feet long; the tail as tall as
a six-story building. Pressurized, it carried a ton of air.
The cargo hold had room for 3,400 pieces of baggage
and could be unloaded in seven minutes. The total

wing area was larger than a basketball court. Yet the
entire global navigation system weighed less than a
modern laptop computer.
Later, derivatives of the basic 747 were offered. The
747-200 can carry approximately 440 passengers
about 5,600 nautical miles. The 747-300 has an
extended upper deck and is designed to be more costeffective to operate than the 747-200.
The latest model, the 747-400, rolled out in 1988. The
largest of all commercial jetliners, it uses advanced
technology throughout, especially in the all-digital
flight deck, where only two crew members are needed
instead of the usual three. The wingspan has been
increased by 18 feet to a total of 212 feet, with 6-foothigh "winglets" on the wing tips. The 747-400 also is
produced as a freighter, as a combination freighter and
passenger model, and in a special domestic version,
without the winglets, for shorter-range flights.

BOEING 747-200B
No. of passengers: 281-372
Crew: 8-15
Engines: Four 21 300 kp

Pratt & Whitney turbofan
Cruising speed: 890 kmph
Range: 10 400 km
Remarks: Long-range aircraft
Period of operation for SAS: 1971-1983
4 x 244 kN Pratt & Whitney JT9D-7R4G2
Dimensions and Weights
Span 59.6 m Landing gear track
11.0 m Max
ramp weight 379,210 kg Max payload (kg)
69,400
Length 70.7 m Wheelbase
25.6 m Max take-off
weight 377,850 kg Range w/ max payload
11,000
Height 19.3 m Turn radius 42.8 m Max landing
weight 255,830 kg Max fuel (kg) 43,110
Wing Area 512 m· Wing Sweep 37.5π Max zerofuel weight 238,820 kg
Range w/ max fuel (km)
13,690
Empty weight 170,400 kg Max fuel (litres)
198,380
Performance
FAR Field Lengths Speeds
Take-off Landing
ISA sea level 3,190 m ISA sea level 1,890 m V2
speed
177 kt
ISA +20πC sl 3,610 m ISA +20πC sl 1,890 m VAT
speed
141 kt

ISA 5,000 ft 2,130 m VNO speed
375 kt MNO
speed
M 0.92
ISA +20π 5,000 ft 2,130 m ISA = International
Standard Atmosphere
Cruise Performance and Accomodation
Cruise
Long range Cabin Cargo
compartments
Max speed 507 kt Max speed
484 kt Max
seats
550 Hold volume 175 m¸
Altitude 35,000 ft
Altitude
35,000 ft
Seat
pitch 76 cm/30.4" No of holds 3
Fuel cons./h 12,990 kg
Fuel cons./h 10,700
kg
Abreast 10 Press diff (bar)
0.60
BOEING 747-400 COMBI
No. of passengers: 209-230
Crew: 8-10
Engines: Four 24000 kp
Pratt & Whitney turbofan
Cruising speed: 890 kmph
Range: 10400 km
Remarks: Boing 747 with cabin divided and the aft
section used for cargo.
Long-range aircraft
Period of operation for SAS: 1977-1987
4 x 254 kN Pratt & Whitney PW4056 or 251 kN

General Electric CF6-80C2B1F or 264 kN Rolls
Royce RB.211-524H
Dimensions and Weights for Pratt & Whitney
powered aircraft
Span 64.5 m Landing gear track 11.0 m Max
ramp weight 397,730 kg Max payload (kg)
49,140
Length 70.7 m Wheelbase
25.6 m Max take-off
weight 396,830 kg
Height 19.3 m Turn radius 42.8 m Max landing
weight 285,710 kg
Wing Area 511.2 m·
Wing Sweep 37.5π
Max zero-fuel weight 256,240 kg Range w/ max
fuel (km) 12,390
Empty weight 184,080 kg Max
fuel (litres)
216,852
Performance for Pratt & Whitney powered aircraft
FAR Field Lengths
Speeds
Take-off Landing
ISA sea level 2,073 m
ISA +20πC sl 2,073 m
ISA = International Standard Atmosphere
Cruise Performance and Accomodation
Cruise
Long range Cabin Cargo
compartments
Max speed
496 kt Max seats
266

Hold volume 170.7 m¸
Altitude
35,000 ft
Seat pitch 81
cm/32.4" No of holds 3
Abreast 10 Press diff (bar)
0.60

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix F Cargo Door Incidents
(FAA, NTSB databases)
Detail Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED
AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS

Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
854TW
Total Aboard:
98
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
3
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information Primary
Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,

MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
-------------------------------------------------------------------General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19861208079879C
Local Date:
12/08/1986
Local Time:
08:45
City:
MEMPHIS
State:
TN
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-727-223

Airframe Hours:
33354
Operator Code:
AALA
Operator:
AMERICAN AIRLINES
INC - AALA
Owner Name:
AMERICAN AIRLINES
INC
Narrative
UNABLE TO CONTROLCABIN
PRESSURIZATION IN AUTO OR MANUAL
MODE. FOUND
CARGO DOOR SEAL OUT OF THE
TRACK.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
847AA
Total Aboard:
74
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:

Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

3

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
UNKNOWN
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19861227081709C
Local Date:
12/27/1986
Local Time:
09:11
City:
CHICAGO
State:
IL
Airport Name:
CHICAGO O'HARE
INTL
Airport Id:
ORD
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
DOUG
DC-8-73F
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
TAGA
Operator:
ORION LIFT SERVICE
INC - TAGA
Owner Name:
ORION AIR
INC
Narrative

CARGO DOOR OPENED ON TAKEOFF.
RETURNED WITH DOOR LIGHTS ON.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
ALL CARGO
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
808UP
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):

Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

DAY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19870408025949C
04/08/1987
07:08
GREAT FALLS
MT
GREAT FALLS

INTL
Airport Id:
GTF
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-737-222
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
UALA
Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC UALA
Owner Name:
UNITED AIRLINES
INC
Narrative
A CARGO DOOR WARNING LIGHT CAME ON
DURING CLIMB. THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED
TO THE AIRPORT. DOOR IMPROPERLY
LATCHED.
--------------------------------------------------------------Detail
Primary Flight Type:
CARRIER

SCHEDULED AIR

Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
9051U
Total Aboard:
39
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
Aircraft Information

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19870430022259C
04/30/1987
07:45
COLUMBUS
OH
PORT COLUMBUS
CMH
INCIDENT - AIR
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
TO INITIAL CLIMB (1ST
POWER REDUCTION)
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-737-204
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
PDLA
Operator:
PRESIDENTIAL AIRWAYS
INC - PDLA
Owner Name:
PRESIDENTIAL
AIRWAYS INC
Narrative
THE AIRCRAFT WOULD NOT PRESSURIZE
AND THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO AIRPORT.
CARGO DOOR UNLATCHED. WARNING
LIGHT INOP.
------------------------------------------------------------------Detail
Primary Flight Type:
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
Type of Operation:
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:

SCHEDULED AIR
PASSENGERS
AIR CARRIER/
313XV

Total Aboard:
31
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND

Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
8400
Total in Make/Model:
830
Total Last 90 Days:
160
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 160
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19870310025169C
Local Date:
03/10/1987
Local Time:
10:25
City:
LONDON, UNITED
KINGDOM
State:
OF
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING

B-747-121
Airframe Hours:
68950
Operator Code:
PAAA
Operator:
PAN AMERICAN WORLD
AIRWAYS INC - PAAA
Owner Name:
PAN AMERICAN
WORLD AIRWAYS INC
Narrative
THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO AIRPORT
WHEN UNABLE TO PRESSURIZE THE CABIN.
CARGO DOOR LATCH TORQUE TUBE
WORN.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
740PA
Total Aboard:
245
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:

Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

4

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA

INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19841101064029C
Local Date:
11/01/1984
Local Time:
20:43
City:
DETROIT
State:
MI
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
SVM
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
NORMAL CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
LKHEED L-188A
Airframe Hours:
40607
Operator Code:
ZIAA
Operator:
ZANTOP
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES INC - ZIAA
Owner Name:
ZANTOP
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES

Narrative
CREW DOOR PORTION OF FORWARD CARGO
DOOR SEPARATED DROM AIRCRAFT OVER
LAKE ERIE. RETURNED FOR
LANDING.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
ALL CARGO
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
346HA
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A

FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

NIGHT
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE MULTIENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19860128014289C
01/28/1986
10:13

City:
ST LOUIS
State:
MO
Airport Name:
LAMBERT-ST LOUIS
INTL
Airport Id:
STL
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
TO INITIAL CLIMB (1ST
POWER REDUCTION)
Aircraft Make/Model:
CVAC CV-340XXX
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
GAIA
Operator:
KITTY HAWK AIRCARGO
INC - GAIA
Owner Name:
GENERAL AVIATION
INC
Narrative
FORWARD CARGO DOOR OPENED AS
AIRCRAFT TOOK OFF. OBJECTS DROPPED
OUT.
RETURNED. FAILED TO SEE WARNING
LIGHT.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
ALL CARGO
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
453GA
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):

Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

DAY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
6000
Total in Make/Model:
500
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
<<>>

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19831229069289C
12/29/1983
22:15

City:
CHICAGO
State:
IL
Airport Name:
CHICAGO O'HARE
INTL
Airport Id:
ORD
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-747-131
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
TWAA
Operator:
TRANS WORLD
AIRLINES INC - TWAA
Owner Name:
TRANS WORLD
AIRLINES INC
Narrative
AFT CARGO DOOR LIGHT ILLUMINATED ON
CLIMBOUT. DOOR DIFFERENTIAL FLAPPER
DOOR OPEN DUE TO ICED UP MASTER LOCK
PIN.
Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
93108
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: FREEZING
TEMPERATURE
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
NIGHT
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19840214010999C
02/14/1984
06:45
JAMAICA
NY
JOHN F KENNEDY
JFK
INCIDENT - AIR

CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
FINAL APPROACHINSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Aircraft Make/Model:
DOUG
DC-8-63F
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
Owner Name:
VIASA
VENEZUELA
Narrative
FORWARD CARGO DOOR OPENED ON FINAL
APPROACH. CAUSE OF THE DOOR OPENING
COULD NOT BE
DETERMINED.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
Type of Operation:
CARRIER
Registration Number:

SCHEDULED AIR
CARGO
FOREIGN AIR
801WA

Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAWN
Flight Plan Filed:
NONE
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight

Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
-FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19840310022409C
Local Date:
03/10/1984
Local Time:
13:41
City:
DALLAS
State:
TX
Airport Name:
DALLAS/FORT WORTH
INTERNATIONAL
Airport Id:
DFW
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
NORMAL CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-727-123
Airframe Hours:
50208

Operator Code:
Operator:
INC - AALA
Owner Name:
INC

AALA
AMERICAN AIRLINES
AMERICAN AIRLINES

Narrative
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AT CRUISE
ALTITUDE. FOUND FATIGUE FAILURE OF THE
FUSELAGE SKIN FORWARD OF THE AFT
CARGO DOOR.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
1993
Total Aboard:
38
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:

Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

3

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT
RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
03
Wind Speed (mph):
06
Visibility (mi):
GREATER THAN 10
MILES
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0

Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: c, b, a

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent aircraft accident investigator
Appendix A: Boeing 747 Accidents
(Unofficial 1970 through 1997) Harro Ranter
Following is a listing of all Boeing 747 aircraft,
damaged beyond repair in accidents.
# 1) 06.09.70 () Boeing 747-121 N752PA (19656/34)
Pan American World Airways 0 fatalities / 0
occupants +
Location: Cairo IAP (Egypt) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Ground from: Amsterdam-Schiphol
APT to: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP Flightnr.:

PA93 The aircraft was hijacked by two men just after
leaving Amsterdam. The flight diverted to Beirut,
where 7 others boarded the plane. The aircraft was
flown to Cairo. All occupants were released and the
aircraft was blown up. Source: Aircraft hijackings and
other criminal acts against civil aviation : statistics
and narrative reports / FAA
# 2) 23.07.73 () Boeing 747-246B
JA-8109 (20503/180) Japan Air Lines - JAL 0
fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Benghazi-Benina (Libya) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Ground from:
Amsterdam-Schiphol APT to: Anchorage IAP
Flightnr.: JA404 Flight 404 was hijacked by 4 men
and a woman, shortly after leaving Amsterdam. The
woman hijacker got killed in an accidental explosion
of the explosive device she was carrying. The aircraft
landed at Dubai and later took off for Damascus and
Benghazi. All passengers and crew were released
and the aircraft blown up.
# 3) 20.11.74 (ca. 07:50) Boeing 747-130
D-ABYB (19747/29) Lufthansa
59 fatalities / 157 occupants +
Location: Nairobi-Wilson APT (Kenya) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Take-off from: Nairobi-

Wilson APT to: Johannesburg-Jan Smuts APT
Flightnr.: LH540 Boeing 747 D-ABYB was taking off
for the last leg of the Frankfurt-Nairobi- Johannesburg
flight when the crew felt vibration or buffeting
following lift off. The captain, suspecting wheel
imbalance, raised the gear. A lack of acceleration
forced the crew to lower the nose in order to maintain
airspeed. The Boeing continued to descend however
and contacted the ground 1120m past the end of
Runway 24 and struck an elevated road 114m further
on. The aircraft broke up and caught fire before
coming to rest 454m past the initial point of impact.
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The accident was caused by
the crew initiating a take-off with the leading edge
flaps retracted because the pneumatic system which
operates them had not been switched on. This resulted
in the aircraft becoming airborne in a partially stalled
condition which the pilots did not identify in the short
time available to them for recovery. Major
contributory factors were the lack of warning of a
critical condition of leading edge flap position and the
failure of the crew to complete satisfactorily their
checklist items."
# 4) 12.06.75 () Boeing 747-128
N28888 (20542/201) Air France
0 fatalities / 394 occupants +

Location: Bombay (India) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Take-off from: Bombay to: Flightnr.:
During a 180o turn at the beginning of Runway 27 the
No.11 tire (on the right hand maingear) failed. During
take-off the no.12 tire also failed. Wheels and braking
assembly then started rubbing the runway, causing a
fire. The take-off was aborted. Initial delay in shutting
down the engines and an improper deployment of fire
services caused the fire to spread.
# 5) 09.05.76 () Boeing 747-131F
5-8104 (19677/73) Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force
17 fatalities / 17 occupants +
Location: Madrid; nr (Spain) Nature: Freight Phase:
Descent from: to: Madrid-Torrejon AFB Flightnr.:
ULF48 The aircraft was struck by lightning while
descending through FL100 on its way to Torrejon
AFB. The explosion in the no.1 fuel tank which
followed caused severe damage to the left wing. 54
Seconds later the left wing failed and freighter
crashed. POSSIBLE CAUSE: Ignition of fuel vapour
in the ullage of the tank in the vicinity of a motor
drive fuel valve. Source: FI 15.5.76(1283)
# 6) 27.03.77 (17.06) Boeing 747-121
N736PA (19643/11) Pan American World Airways
335 fatalities / 396 occupants + 248

Location: Tenerife (Spain) Nature: Non Scheduled
Passenger Phase: from: Tenerife-Norte Los Rodeos to:
Las Palmas Flightnr.: PA1736 At 12.30h a bomb
explodes in the Las Palmas passenger terminal.
Because of warnings of a possible second bomb, the
airport was closed. A large number of flights were
diverted to Tenerife, a.o. KLM Flight 4805 from
Amsterdam and PanAm Flight 1736 (coming from
Los Angeles and New York). Las Palmas Airport
opened to traffic again at 15.00h. Because the PanAm
passengers remained on aboard it was possible to
leave Tenerife at once. The taxiways were congested
by other aircraft however. This meant the PanAm
crew had to backtrack on Runway 12 for take-off on
Runway 30. The entrance to Runway 12 however, was
blocked by the KLM Boeing. The PanAm flight had to
wait for almost 2 hours before all KLM passengers
(except 1) had reboarded and refuelling had taken
place. The KLM flight was then cleared to backtrack
Runway 12 and make a 180deg. turn at the end. Three
minutes later (at 17.02h) Pan Am 1736 was cleared to
follow the KLM aircraft and backtrack Runway 12.
The PanAm crew were told to leave the runway at the
third taxiway and report leaving the runway. At
17.05:44h KLM 4805 reported ready for take-off and
was given instructions for a Papa beacon departure.
The KLM crew repeated the instructions and added

"We are now at take-off". The brakes were released
and KLM 4805 started the take- off roll. Tenerife
tower, knowing that Pan Am 1736 was still taxying
down the runway replied "OK ...... Stand by for takeoff, I will call you." This message coincided with the
PanAm crew's transmission "No ... uh we're stil
taxiing down the runway, the Clipper 1736". These
communications caused a shrill noise in the KLM
cockpit, lasting approx. 3.74 seconds. Tenerife tower
replied: "Papa Alpha 1736 report runway clear.", were
upon the PanAm crew replied: "OK, will report when
we're clear". This caused some concerns with the
KLM flight engineer asking the captain: "Is he not
clear then?" After repeating his question the captain
answers emphatically: "Oh, yes". A number of second
before impact the KLM crew saw the PanAm Boeing
still taxiing down the runway. The crew tried to climb
away and became airborne after a 65ft taildrag in an
excessive rotation. The PanAm crew immediately
turned the aircraft to the right and applied full power.
The KLM aircraft was airborne, but the fuselage
skidded over the PanAm's aft fuselage, destroying it
and shearing off the tail. The KLM aircraft flew on
and crashed out of control 150m further on, sliding
another 300m bursting into flames. PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The KLM aircraft had taken off without
take-off clearance, in the absolute conviction that this

clearance had been obtained, which was the result of a
misunderstanding between the tower and the KLM
aircraft. This misunderstanding had arisen from the
mutual use of usual terminology which, however,
gave rise to misinterpretation. In combination with a
number of other coinciding circumstances, the
premature take-off of the KLM aircraft resulted in a
collision with the Pan Am aircraft, because the latter
was still on the runway since it had missed the correct
intersection."
Source: Flight Safety Digest July 1995(1-10)/Flight
Safety Foundation; ICAO Circular 153-AN/56 (p.
22-68) Human factors report on the Tenerife accident /
Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
# 7) 27.03.77 (17.06) Boeing 747-206B
PH-BUF (20400/157) KLM Royal Dutch Airlines 248
fatalities / 248 occupants + 335
Location: Tenerife (Spain) Nature: Non Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Take-off from: Tenerife-Norte Los
Rodeos to: Las Palmas Flightnr.: KL4805 At 12.30h a
bomb explodes in the Las Palmas passenger terminal.
Because of warnings of a possible second bomb, the
airport was closed. A large number of flights were
diverted to Tenerife, a.o. KLM Flight 4805 from
Amsterdam and PanAm Flight 1736 (coming from
Los Angeles and New York). Las Palmas Airport

opened to traffic again at 15.00h. Because the PanAm
passengers remained on aboard it was possible to
leave Tenerife at once. The taxiways were congested
by other aircraft however. This meant the PanAm
crew had to backtrack on Runway 12 for take-off on
Runway 30. The entrance to Runway 12 however, was
blocked by the KLM Boeing. The PanAm flight had to
wait for almost 2 hours before all KLM passengers
(except 1) had reboarded and refuelling had taken
place. The KLM flight was then cleared to backtrack
Runway 12 and make a 180deg. turn at the end. Three
minutes later (at 17.02h) Pan Am 1736 was cleared to
follow the KLM aircraft and backtrack Runway 12.
The PanAm crew were told to leave the runway at the
third taxiway and report leaving the runway. At
17.05:44h KLM 4805 reported ready for take-off and
was given instructions for a Papa beacon departure.
The KLM crew repeated the instructions and added
"We are now at take-off". The brakes were released
and KLM 4805 started the take- off roll. Tenerife
tower, knowing that Pan Am 1736 was still taxying
down the runway replied "OK ...... Stand by for takeoff, I will call you." This message coincided with the
PanAm crew's transmission "No ... uh we're stil
taxiing down the runway, the Clipper 1736". These
communications caused a shrill noise in the KLM
cockpit, lasting approx. 3.74 seconds. Tenerife tower

replied: "Papa Alpha 1736 report runway clear.", were
upon the PanAm crew replied: "OK, will report when
we're clear". This caused some concerns with the
KLM flight engineer asking the captain: "Is he not
clear then?" After repeating his question the captain
answers emphatically: "Oh, yes". A number of second
before impact the KLM crew saw the PanAm Boeing
still taxiing down the runway. The crew tried to climb
away and became airborne after a 65ft taildrag in an
excessive rotation. The PanAm crew immediately
turned the aircraft to the right and applied full power.
The KLM aircraft was airborne, but the fuselage
skidded over the PanAm's aft fuselage, destroying it
and shearing off the tail. The KLM aircraft flew on
and crashed out of control 150m further on, sliding
another 300m bursting into flames. PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The KLM aircraft had taken off without
take-off clearance, in the absolute conviction that this
clearance had been obtained, which was the result of a
misunderstanding between the tower and the KLM
aircraft. This misunderstanding had arisen from the
mutual use of usual terminology which, however,
gave rise to misinterpretation. In combination with a
number of other coinciding circumstances, the
premature take-off of the KLM aircraft resulted in a
collision with the Pan Am aircraft, because the latter
was still on the runway since it had missed the correct

intersection."
Source: Flight Safety Digest July 1995(1-10)/Flight
Safety Foundation; ICAO Circular 153-AN/56 (p.
22-68) Human factors report on the Tenerife accident /
Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
# 8) 01.01.78 (ca. 20:15) Boeing 747-237B VT-EBD
(19959/124) Air India
213 fatalities / 213 occupants +
Location: Arabian Sea, off Bandra (India) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Climb from: to: Dubai
IAP Flightnr.: AI855 The aircraft left Bombay-Santa
Cruz Airport for a flight to Dubai (Flight AI855).
Following a right turn, the aircraft rolled to the left
beyond 90o, lost control and crashed into shallow
(10m deep) water, 3km offshore at an angle of 35-40o.
PROBABLE CAUSE: The Attitude Director Indicator
(ADI) probably malfunctioned during the right turn,
which led to a complete loss of situational awareness
of the crew members.
# 9) 19.11.80 () Boeing 747-2B5B
HL-7445 (21773/366) Korean Air Lines - KAL 14
fatalities / 212 occupants +
Location: Seoul-Kimpo IAP (Korea) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Landing from: to: SeoulKimpo IAP Flightnr.: The aircraft struck a 45o

embankent slope 2.4m from the top, crashed on
Runway 14, broke up and caught fire. Weather at the
time of the accident was a visibility 1000m, fog,
temperature 2deg.
# 10) 04.08.83 () Boeing 747-121
N738PA (19645/14) Pan American World Airways 0
fatalities / 243 occupants +
Location: Karachi IAP (Pakistan) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Landing from: to: Karachi IAP
Flightnr.: The aircraft touched down on a wet runway
and reverse thrust was applied on all engines, except
no.4 (of which the reverser had been de-activated).
When coming out of reverse, the no.4 engine reached
1.4199 EPR, causing the Boeing th yaw to the left and
depart the runway 2400m past the threshold.
PROBABLE CAUSE: Inadvertent application of
power on the no.4 engine while coming out of reverse.
# 11) 01.09.83 (18.26) Boeing 747-230B
HL-7442 (20559/186) Korean Air Lines - KAL 269
fatalities / 269 occupants +
Location: Okhotsk Sea () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: Anchorage IAP, AK to:
Seoul-Kimpo IAP Flightnr.: KE007 The Boeing
arrived at Anchorage at 03.30 local time after a flight
from New York. At 05.00h the aircraft took off again

from Runway 32, bound for Seoul. The flight was
cleared directly to the Bethel VOR beacon and then
on to the Romeo 20 route. However, the aircraft
started diverging from it's intended course and passed
12mls North of the Bethel beacon. While approaching
the Kamchatka peninsula, 6 MiG-23 fighters were
scrambled. Because a US Boeing RC-135 intelligence
plane was flying in the area East off Kamchatka, the
Soviet defence forces probably thought the B747
radar echo to be the RC-135. KAL 007 left Russian
airspace over the Okhostk Sea and the fighters
returned to their base. Passing abeam the Nippi
beacon (4hrs after take-off), the aircraft was 185mls
off course and headed for Sakhalin. Two Soviet
Sukhoi Su-15 fighters were scrambled from the
Dolinsk-Sokol airbase at 17.42h UTC and 17.54
respectively. At 18.16h UTC flight 007 re-entered
Soviet airspace. At 18.22h the Soviet command
ordered destruction of the target (for the 2nd time).
Two air-to-air missiles were lauched by one of the
fighters and struck the Boeing at 18.26h. Cabin
pressure was lost and the aircraft suffered control
problems, causing the Boeing to spiral down and
crash into the sea.
# 12) 27.11.83 (00.06) Boeing 747-283B
HK-2910 (21381/311) Avianca

181 fatalities / 192 occupants +
Location: Madrid-Barajas APT; 12km SE (Spain)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Final Approach
from: Paris-Charles de Gaulle to: Madrid-Barajas
Flightnr.: AV011 Avianca Flight 011 took off from
Paris-Charles de Gaulle at 22.25h for a flight to
Bogota via Madrid. The crew intercepted the ILS (for
an approach to Runway 33) on the wrong track and
continued to descend below MDA. This led to some
problems with inserting the Madrid VOR coordiantes
in the aircraft's INS (inertial navigation system),
which caused the pilot to initiate a right turn short of
the VOR beacon (the point were he should have made
the turn). The right maingear and no.4 engine
suddenly contacted a hill at an altitude of 2247ft and a
speed of 142kts. Three seconds later the aircraft
impacted a second hill at a sped of 135kts and a
4,9deg. nose-up attitude. Six seconds after contacting
the 2nd hill, the aircraft (at 126kts) hit the ground with
the right wing, which broke off. The Boeing
cartwheeled and broke in five pieces and came to rest
upside down. PROBABLE CAUSE: "The pilot-incormnand, without having any precise knowledge of
his position, set out to intercept the ILS on an
incorrect track without initiating the published
instrument approach manoeuvre; in so doing he
descended below all; the area safety minima until he

collided with the ground. Contributory factors were:
a) Inaccurate navigation by the crew, which placed
them in an incorrect position for initiating the
approach manoeuvre.; b) Failure of the crew to take
corrective action in accordance with the operating
instructions of the ground proximity warning system.;
c) Deficient teamwork on the flight deck.; d)
Imprecise position information supplied to the aircraft
by APP.; e) The APP controller, in failing to inform
the aircraft that radar service had terminated, did not
maintain a proper watch on the radar
scope." (Accident Investigation Board, Spain) Source:
ICAO Circular 196-AN/119 (105-107, incomplete)
# 13) 16.03.85 () Boeing 747-3B3
F-GDUA (22870/573) Union de Transportes Ariens UTA 0 fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Paris-Charles de Gaulle (France) Nature:
Phase: Ground from: - to: - Flightnr.:
Destroyed by fire.
# 14) 23.06.85 (07.15 GMT) Boeing 747-237B VTEFO (21473/330) Air India
329 fatalities / 329 occupants +
Location: Atlantic Ocean () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: Montreal-Mirabel IAP
to: London-Heathrow APT Flight nr.: AI182 The

aircraft left Toronto almost 2 hours late due to the
installation of a 5th spare engine, fitted below the left
wing. The engine had to be ferried for repairs in India.
After a stopover at Montreal, Flight 182 continued to
London. At 07.15h GMT the aircraft suddenly
disappeared from radar screens. An explosion had
occurred at FL310, causing a rapid decompression,
followed by an inflight break-up. The aircraft crashed
into the 2000m deep ocean off Shannon. PROBABLE
CAUSE: A bomb, placed on board by a Sikh terrorist,
caused an explosion, powerful enough to cause an
inflight break-up. Source: Aircraft hijackings and
other criminal acts against civil aviation : statistical
and narrative reports / FAA; Aviation disasters / D.
Gero (p. 182-183); Air Disasters / S. Stewart; Flight
International 1.11.86 + 18.10.86
# 15) 12.08.85 (18.56) Boeing 747-SR46
JA-8119 (20783/230) Japan Air Lines - JAL 520
fatalities / 524 occupants +
Location: Tokyo; nr (Japan) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Climb from: Tokyo-Haneda IAP to:
Osaka IAP Flightnr.: JL123 JAL Flight 123 took off
from Tokyo-Haneda at 18.12h for a flight to Osaka. At
18.24h, while climbing through 23900ft at a speed of
300kts, an unusual vibration occurred. An impact
force raised the nose of the aircraft and control

problems were experienced. Two minutes later
hydarulic pressure had dropped and ailerons, elevators
and yaw dumper became inerative, followed by dutch
roll and plughoid oscillations (unusual movement in
which altitude and speed change significantly in a
20-100sec. cycle without change of angle of attack).
The aircraft started to descend to 6600ft while the
crew tried to control the aircraft by using engine
thrust. Upon reaching 6600ft the airspeed had dropped
to 108kts. The aircraft then climbed with a 39deg.
angle of attack to a maximum of approx. 13400ft and
started to descend again. JAl123 finally brushed
against a tree covered ridge, continued and struck
another ridge, bursting into flames. PROBABLE
CAUSE: "Deterioration of flight characteristics and
loss of primary flight controls due to rupture of the aft
pressure bulkhead with subsequent ruptures of the tail,
vertical fin and hydraulic flight control systems. The
reason for the aft pressure bulkhead rupture was that
its strength was reduced by the fatigue cracks
propagating in the spliced portion of the bulkhead's
webs. The initiation and propagation of the fatigue
cracks are attributable to the improper repairs of the
bulkhead, conducted in 1978, and since the fatigue
cracks were not found in the later maintenance
inspections, this contributed to the accident." Source:

# 16) 02.12.85 () Boeing 747-228B
F-GCBC (22427/485) Air France
0 fatalities / 273 occupants +
Location: Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Landing
The aircraft veered off the runway on landing, crossed
a ditch and collided with a concrete ramp. It appeared
that the no.1 engine throttle cable had broken, making
it impossible for the flightcrew to control engine
power. The engine had accelerated to an unusually
high level of (forward) thrust (above take-off power).

# 17) 28.11.87 (00:07 UTC) Boeing 747-244B ZSSAS (22171/488) South African Airways - SAA 159
fatalities / 159 occupants +
Location: Indian Ocean () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Descent from: Taibei-Chang Kai
Shek IAP to: Flightnr.: SA295 South African flight
295 took off from Taibei at 14.23, carrying 159
occupants and 6 pallets of cargo in the main deck
cargo hold. At 23.49h the crew reported Mauritius
Approach control they had a fire on board. An
emergency descent to FL140 was carried out.
Mauritius ATC cleared the aircraft to FL50, followed
by a approach clearance. The captain's response was
the last radio contact with SA295. It appeared that a

fire had started in the cargo pallet at position PR. The
aircraft had somehow lost control, broke up and
crashed into the Ocean. PROBABLE CAUSE: Fire of
an unknown origin had possibly: 1) incapacitated the
crew; 2) caused disorientation of the crew due to thick
smoke; 3) caused crew distraction; 4) weakened the
aircraft structure, causing an inflight break-up.; 5)
burned through several control cables; 6) caused loss
of control due to deformation of the aircraft fuselage.
Source:
# 18) 21.12.88 (19.03) Boeing 747-121A
N739PA (19646/15) Pan American World Airways
259 fatalities / 259 occupants + 11
Location: Lockerbie (UK) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: London-Heathrow
APT to: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP Flightnr.:
PA103 Flight PA103 departed London-Heathrow
Runway 27R for New York at 18.25. The aircraft
levlled off at FL310 31 minutes later. At 19.03
Shanwick Oceanic Control transmitted an oceanic
clearance. At that time an explosion occurred in the
aircraft's forward cargo hold at position 4L. The
explosive forces produced a large hole in the fuselage
structure and disrupted the main cabin floor. Major
cracks continued to propagate from the large hole
while containers and items of cargo ejected through

the hole, striking the empennage, left- and right
tailplane. The forward fuselage and flight deck area
separated when the aircraft was in a nose down and
left roll attitude, peeling away to the right at Station
800. The nose section then knocked the No.3 engine
off its pylon. The remaining aircraft disintegrated
while it was descending nearly vertically from
19000ft to 9000ft. A section of cabin floor and
baggage hold (from approx. Station 1241-1920) fell
onto housing at Rosebank Terrace, Lockerbie. The
main wing structure struck the ground with a high
yaw angle at Sherwood Crescent, Lockerbie causing a
massive fire. The Semtex bomb which caused the
explosion had probably been hidden in a radio
cassette player and was transferred to PA103 from a
Pan Am Boeing 727 flight, arriving from Frankfurt.
The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
General Command (PFLP-GC) was probably the
organization responsible for the bombing.
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The in-flight disintegration of
the aircraft was caused by the detonation of an
improvised explosive device located in a baggage
container positioned on the left side of the forward
cargo hold at aircraft station 700." (Accident Report
2/90) Source: ICAO Circular 260-AN/154 (133-188);
ASW 12.4.93(3); AW&ST 2.1.89 (28-32)

# 19) 19.02.89 (06.36) Boeing 747-249F
N807FT (21828/408) Flying Tiger Line
4 fatalities / 4 occupants +
Location: Kuala Lumpur; 7,5 mls (Malaysia) Nature:
Freight Phase: Final Approach from: to: Kuala
Lumpur-Subang IAP Flightnr.: FT66 The Boeing
crashed into a wooded hillside, while on an NDB
approach to Runway 33. The aircraft had descended
1800ft below minimum altitude and collided with a
hill at 600ft MSL. PROBABLE CAUSE: Nonstandard phraseology was used by Kuala Lumpur
ATC, causign the the crew to misinterpret the
instructions.
Source: ICAO Adrep Summary; AW&ST 27.02.89
(24); FI 17- 12.01.90 (44)
# 20) 07.05.90 () Boeing 747-237B
VT-EBO (20558/188) Air India
0 fatalities / 215 occupants +
Location: Delhi (India) Nature: Scheduled Passenger
Phase: Landing from: London-Heathrow APT to:
Delhi-Indira Gandhi IAP Flightnr.: AI132 The Boeing
747 touched down at Delhi after a flight from London.
On application of reverse thrust, a failure of the no.1
engine pylon to wing attachment caused this engine to
tilt nose down. Hot exhaustion gasses caused a fire on
the left wing. The aircraft was damaged beyond repair.

PROBABLE CAUSE: "The accident was caused due
to the migration of the improperly installed diagonalbrace aft fuse-pin of the No.1 engine from its fitting
which substantially reduced the load carrying
capability of the engine fittings resulting in failure of
the upper-link forward fuse pin due to excessive loads
on account of probably improper landing leading to a
partial separation of engine and fire." Source: NTSB/
SIR-94/02 (p. 16)
# 21) 18.02.91 () Boeing 747-136
G-AWND (19764/107) British Airways
0 fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Kuwait City IAP (Kuwait) Nature: - Phase:
Ground from: - to: - Flight nr.: - The aircraft was at
Kuwait Airport during the Iraqi invasion of August 2,
1990 and blown up by Iraqi forces when allied forced
intervened.
# 22) 29.12.91 (ca 15.05) Boeing 747-2R7F B- 198
(22390/482) China Airlines
5 fatalities / 5 occupants +
Location: Wanli; nr (Taiwan) Nature: Freight Phase:
Climb from: Taibei-Chang Kai Shek IAP to:
Anchorage IAP Flightnr.: CI358 The aircraft was
climbing through 5200ft when the no.3 engine
separated from the wing. The engine struck the no.4

engine, which separated also. Control was lost and the
aircraft crashed into a hillside at 700ft. The aircraft
had accumulated 45868 hours and 9094 cycles.
PROBABLE CAUSE: Initial findings suggest a
failure of both no.3 engine inboard midspar fittings,
partly in fatigue partly ductile. Source: S152; Aircraft
Accident Report 92-11 El Al Flight 1862 ... /
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board (p.32); AW&ST
6.1.92 (23); fi 8-14.1.92 (11)
# 23) 04.10.92 (17.35 UTC) Boeing 747-258F 4XAXG (21737/362) El Al
4 fatalities / 4 occupants + 47
Location: Amsterdam (Netherlands) Nature: Freight
Phase: Climb from: Amsterdam-Schiphol APT to: Tel
Aviv-Ben Gurion Flightnr.: LY1862 PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The design and certification of the B747
pylon was found to be inadequate to provide the
required level of safety. Furthermore the system to
ensure structural integrity by inspection failed. This
ultimately caused - probably initiated by fatigue in the
inboard midspar fuse-pin - the no.3 pylon and engine
to separate from the wing in such a way that the no.4
pylon and engine were torn off, part of the leading
edge of the wing was damaged and the use of several
systems was lost or limited. This subsequently left the
flight crew with very limited control of the airplane.

Because of the marginal controllability a safe landing
became highly improbable, if not virtually
impossible." Source: Aircraft Accident Report 92-11
El Al Flight 1862 Boeing 747-258F 4X-AXG
Bijlmermeer, Amsterdam October 4, 1992 /
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board; NTSB Safety
Recommendations A-92-117
# 24) 04.11.93 () Boeing 747-409
B- 165 (24313/966) China Airlines
0 fatalities / 396 occupants +
Location: Hon Kong-Kai Tak APT (Hong Kong)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Landing from:
to: Hon Kong-Kai Tak APT Flightnr.: CI605 The
aircraft skidded off the wet runway and ended up in
shallow water. The flight landed with heavy
crosswinds, caused by tropical storm Ira. Source:
ASW 8.11.93(4) + ASW 13.12.93(6) + ASW 28.3.94
(3); Air Letter No. 13,186 - 20.2.95 (1)
# 25) 20.12.95 (11.36 EST) Boeing 747-136 N605FF
(20271/172) Tower Air
0 fatalities / 468 occupants +
Location: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP (USA)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Take-off from:
New York-John F. Kennedy IAP, NY to: Miami IAP
Flightnr.: FF41 Flight 41, bound for Miami was

pushed back from the gate at 10.36h. At 11.00h
deicing procedures were started at 11.00h, using both
Type I and Type II fluids. The crew received clearance
for Runway 4L at 11.16h and started to taxy slowly
towards the assigned runway. The aircraft was stopped
on the taxiway to clear the engines of any ice by
increasing power to 45% N1 for 10 seconds. The
aircraft continued and the flight was cleared to taxi in
position and hold at 11.32h and got take-off clearance
at 11.36h. The take-off was normal, until shortly
before 80kts. The aircraft started to move to the left;
corrections by the crew were ineffective. The captain
then aborted the takeoff by retarding powerlevers to
idle and by applying maximum braking. He didn't use
reverse thrust, because of the slow speed, long runway
and the possibility that it could worsen directional
control. At 2100ft past the threshold, the 747 departed
the left side of the runway. The aircraft finally struck a
transformer, causing the no,4 engine to separate. The
Boeing came to rest at 4800ft past the threshold and
600ft to the left of the runway centerline with the
nosegear collapsed. PROBABLE CAUSE" The
captain's failure to reject the takeoff in a timely
manner when excessive nosewheel steering tiller
inputs resulted in a loss of directional control on a
slippery runway. Inadequate Boeing 747 slippery
runway operating procedures developed by Tower Air,

Inc., and the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group and
the inadequate fidelity of Boeing 747 flight training
simulators for slippery runway operations contributed
to the cause of this accident. The captain's
reapplication of forward thrust before the airplane
departed the left side of the runway contributed to the
severity of the runway excursion and damage to the
airplane." (NTSB)
Source: AW&ST 1.1.96(31); Knipselkrant Luchtvaart
52-1995; S201(50); ASW 29.01.96(6) + 05.02.96(7) +
26.02.96(7) + 4.11.96 (8); NTSB Safety
Recommendations A-96-45 through -47
# 26) 17.07.96 (20.31 EDT) Boeing 747-131 N93119
(20083/153) Trans World Airlines - TWA 230
fatalities / 230 occupants +
Location: Long Island, off (USA) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Climb from: New York-John F.
Kennedy IAP, NY to: Paris-Charles de Gaulle
Flightnr.: TW800
# 27) 12.11.96 (18.40) Boeing 747-168B
HZ-AIH (22748/555) Saudia
312 fatalities / 312 occupants + 37
Location: Charki Dadri; 3mls (India) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Climb from: Delhi-Indira
Gandhi IAP to: Dhahran IAP Flightnr.: SV763 Air

Kazakhstan Flight 1907 had taken off from Chimkent
for a flight to New Delhi and was inbound to Delhi on
Airway G452, descending to FL150. Saudia Flight
763 had taken off from New Delhi at 18.32h for a
scheduled flight to Dhahran and Jeddah. The aircraft
followed the Parvi SID and climbed to FL140.
Apparently the Kazakh aircraft had descended below
its assigned altitude and was flying at 14500ft when
the crew were told there was a Saudi Boeing 747 8
miles away at FL140. Thirteen seconds later the
Ilyushin had descended another 310ft. Shortly
afterwards both aircraft collided, plummeted down in
flames and crashed in an arid farming area. Source:
AW&ST 18.11.96 (34-36); IHT 6.5.97 Pilot eror focus
of India Collision investigation - Nov. 14, 1996 India
buries, cremates victims of air disaster - Nov. 14, 1996
# 28) 05.08.97 (01.50) Boeing 747-3B5
HL7468 (22487/605) Korean Air
223 fatalities / 254 occupants +
Location: Guam-Agana IAP; nr (USA) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Final Approach from:
Seoul-Kimpo IAP to: Flightnr.: KE801

Air India Flight 182

Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix B: Avianca Accident
(Unofficial narrative)
I. Introduction
On November 27, 1989, Avianca Airlines Flight 203,
originating from Bogota, Colombia, exploded shortly
after take-off, killing the 107 persons on board
including two Americans. SSA Richard Hahn was
assigned to this case as part of a team of
representatives from the United States. Hahn collected
evidence at the crime scene, examined evidence, and
prepared a final report. Dandeny Munoz-Mascara
(Munoz) was indicted for causing the explosion and in
1994 was tried twice in the Eastern District of New
York. The first trial resulted in a mistrial; he was
convicted in the second trial. Hahn testified as an
explosives expert in both trials.
Whitehurst alleges that in the trials Hahn, among

other things, fabricated evidence, committed perjury,
and testified outside his area of expertise. Whitehurst's
principal allegations concern Hahn's testimony about
(1) the type of explosive that caused the crash, (2)
Whitehurst's scientific results, and (3) the fire and
secondary explosion that followed the initial blast.
To investigate Whitehurst's claims, we reviewed the
pertinent Laboratory reports and, where available, the
underlying work papers and test results. We reviewed
transcripts of the testimony of Hahn and the closing
arguments made by the prosecutor in both trials. We
also questioned agents Hahn and Whitehurst and their
former unit chiefs, J. Christopher Ronay and James
Corby. Finally, we also interviewed others involved in
the case, including Edward Bender, James Kearney,
Donald Thompson, Dwight Dennett, former Assistant
United States Attorneys (AUSAs) Cheryl Pollak and
Beth Wilkinson (who jointly tried the Munoz case
twice), and DEA agent Sam Trotman.
We conclude that Hahn did not commit perjury or
fabricate evidence. We further conclude, however, that
Hahn gave testimony that was, in part, either
scientifically unsound or beyond his expertise. We
also conclude that Kearney erred when he failed to
resolve a dispute between Hahn and Whitehurst; the

result was that Hahn gave incomplete testimony
regarding Whitehurst's scientific results. Finally, we
conclude that Whitehurst sent a scientifically flawed
memorandum to the prosecutor during the first trial
and committed other errors in the case.
The following section (Section II) summarizes the
factual background to the allegations. Section III
analyzes the issues relating to Hahn's testimony
(Section A) and Whitehurst's conduct (Section B). We
state our conclusions in Section IV.
II. Factual Background
A. The Crime Scene
On November 29, 1989, Hahn arrived in Colombia to
investigate the crash. While there, he met with and
discussed the aircraft explosion with experts from the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). He and
other experts in various fields examined the crime
scene, collected evidence, attempted to reconstruct the
aircraft, and formed theories as to what happened.
After days of investigation, Hahn and the FAA
representatives concluded as follows: A small

explosive device functioned on the aircraft beneath a
seat over the wing. This explosion breached certain
portions of the aircraft and caused a fire and a second
explosion described as a fuel-air explosion, which
blew the aircraft apart and sent it to the ground in
pieces.
On December 6, 1989, while Hahn was still in
Colombia investigating the Avianca crash, a
Colombian government building (the DAS Building)
was bombed. Later that day Hahn went to the scene of
the DAS explosion to offer his assistance. He
examined the damage there and took soil samples in
which no explosives residues were found.
B. The Laboratory Analysis
Hahn sent samples of evidence from the Avianca
crime scene to the FBI Laboratory. Once the samples
arrived, an EU technician catalogued the evidence and
sent it to various units in the Laboratory for
examination. Whitehurst, as an examiner in the MAU,
was asked to examine various items for explosives
residues. Edward Bender, the technician then assigned
to Whitehurst, received and analyzed this evidence.
As was customary in the Laboratory, Bender ran the
instrumental analysis and reported the results to

Whitehurst. Whitehurst's role as an examiner was to
review and draw conclusions from the data provided
by the technician.
In January 1990 Whitehurst identified RDX and
PETN high explosives on a specimen from a portion
of the aircraft. He wrote a report (dictation), which
was approved by MAU Chief James Corby and was
sent to Hahn who included it verbatim in one of his
two reports. In his other report Hahn noted that a
portion of the aircraft skin bore pitting and cratering
unique to high explosives. Hahn concluded that an
explosive device with a relatively small amount of
high explosives functioned on board the aircraft,
causing a breach of the fuselage and other parts of the
aircraft, a fire, and a fuel-air explosion that caused the
aircraft to break apart.
C. The Confessor
In the spring of 1994, on the eve of the first Munoz
trial, the Attorney General of Colombia wrote a letter
to the District Court Judge in the case and stated that
the wrong person was charged in the Avianca case and
that the responsible person was in custody in
Colombia and had confessed to the crime. In
interviews by an ATF agent in Colombia, the
Confessor stated, among other things, that he was

responsible for making the bomb that destroyed
Avianca Flight 203 and that the explosive consisted of
5 kilograms of an ammonium based gelatin dynamite.
The Confessor claimed that this dynamite was A the
same explosive used at the DAS Building.
The Munoz prosecutor sought Hahn's advice
regarding this development. According to a
memorandum Hahn wrote in 1995, he advised the
prosecutor [in 1994] that neither was the damage to
the aircraft consistent with dynamite, based on the
pitting and cratering that was present on the fuselage,
nor was the damage consistent with the functioning of
a single dynamite device of five kilos in size. Hahn
added that his opinion was A supported by the finding
of residues RDX and PETN and the lack of residues
consistent with a dynamite.
On June 4, 1994, Hahn telephoned Whitehurst to tell
him that he (Whitehurst) might be called as a witness
to rebut the claims of the Confessor, which Hahn
described. According to Whitehurst, Hahn asked
whether Whitehurst could discredit the Confessor's
story based on the residue analysis. According to
Hahn, he asked Whitehurst, A[C]an you say, from
your material analysis, whether or not this might have
been an ammonia gel dynamite or not.

During the June 4, 1994, conversation, Hahn told
Whitehurst that Hahn believed the pitting and
cratering on the evidence was indicative of an
explosive with a VOD of 20,000 feet per second.
Whitehurst responded that there are ammonia-gel
dynamites capable of detonation velocities of
approximately 20,000 feet per second and that
therefore the damage may have been possible from
such a dynamite. Hahn dismissed Whitehurst's views
because Whitehurst was not at the crime scene or
aircraft reconstruction and because explosives damage
assessment is outside Whitehurst's expertise. Hahn did
not ask Whitehurst to prepare any documents
regarding his analysis of the Confessor's statement.
On June 6th Hahn faxed Whitehurst a copy of one of
the Confessor's statements.
D. The Whitehurst Memorandum
On June 7, 1994, Whitehurst prepared a memorandum
to Corby (the Whitehurst Memorandum) relating to
whether the FBI could scientifically disprove the
Confessor's story. The following day Whitehurst
delivered to Corby the memorandum with technical
papers that Whitehurst claimed supported his views.
Whitehurst stated in the memorandum that he could

not disprove the use of an ammonium gel dynamite
and that in fact the data is consistent with the use of
an ammonium nitrate based high explosive. The
memorandum asserted that the pitting and cratering
did not rule out the use of a gelatin dynamite, citing
the attached literature. Whitehurst also raised
questions concerning possible contamination that
would affect the significance of his previous findings
of PETN and RDX.
Corby reviewed the memorandum overnight, and on
June 9, 1994, according to Whitehurst, Corby told him
to quickly provide Whitehurst's assessment to the
prosecutor. Corby stated that he did not authorize
Whitehurst to send the memorandum itself directly to
the prosecutor, only to provide the information in the
memorandum to the prosecutor. On June 9, 1994,
Whitehurst gave the memorandum to an agent on the
case (Dwight Dennett) to give to the prosecutor.
Dennett delivered the document as promised.
Whitehurst did not send a copy of the memorandum to
Hahn or discuss this memorandum with him prior to
sending it to the prosecutor.
On June 14, 1994, Whitehurst received a note from
Corby stating that AUSA Pollak wanted to talk to him.
Whitehurst called Pollak, who was angry. They

discussed the memorandum. According to Whitehurst,
Pollak explained the concept of Brady material and
told Whitehurst that now she would have to turn the
information over to the defense. At about the same
time, Pollak also told Hahn that she would have to
disclose the memorandum to the defense under Brady.
Although Hahn later assumed the Whitehurst
Memorandum was disclosed to the defense, it is
unclear whether in fact disclosure was made. The
prosecutors did not contact Whitehurst further
regarding this case.
E. The Trials
Hahn testified in the first Munoz trial on June 7, 1994.
This was two days before Whitehurst gave his
memorandum to Dennett, and thus Hahn did not have
the memorandum when he testified. Among other
things, Hahn testified to his opinion as to how the
initial and secondary explosions occurred on the
aircraft and related the conclusions regarding RDX
and PETN as set forth in Whitehurst's dictation. Hahn
also gave testimony that tended to contradict the
Confessor's story by asserting that the damage to the
aircraft indicated the use of a fast-moving explosive
like RDX or PETN while the damage to the DAS
Building indicated a slower-moving explosive like

dynamite.
On June 14, 1994, Hahn received a copy of the
Whitehurst Memorandum from Pollak. He then sent a
copy to his former unit chief, J. Christopher Ronay,
and discussed the matter with him. Between the two
trials, SAS Chief James Kearney, MAU Chief Corby,
and Ronay addressed the issues raised by Whitehurst's
Memorandum but made no communication to Hahn
regarding any resolution of the controversy. Hahn,
therefore, proceeded to the second trial with no
guidance from management about how to testify in
light of the views expressed in the Whitehurst
Memorandum.
On November 22, 1994, during the second trial, Hahn
repeated essentially the same testimony he gave in the
first trial. No mention was made of any of the
opinions discussed in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
III. Analysis
A. Hahn's Testimony
1. Contradiction of Confessor, Pitting and Cratering
In both trials Hahn opined that the pitting and
cratering on the fuselage of the aircraft was caused by

an extremely or Avery high explosive but that the
DAS Building was damaged by a slower-moving
explosive such as dynamite. This testimony
contradicted the Confessor's story that the same
explosive--a dynamite--was used at the DAS Building
and on the aircraft. We conclude that Hahn's opinions
correlating the pitting and cratering to a high velocity
explosive were unsound and not justified by his
experience or by the scientific literature. Although a
high velocity explosive may have been used on the
aircraft, Hahn's opinions at the trials regarding pitting
and cratering were flawed.
a. Trial Testimony
In the first trial, Hahn testified that an extremely high
explosive caused the pitting and cratering on the
aircraft, that RDX and PETN are explosives in that
category, that no dynamite could have caused that
damage, and that the damage at the DAS Building
was indicative of a heaving explosive such as
dynamite and not a brisant explosive like RDX or
PETN. Hahn further testified that by extremely high
explosive he meant the ones that do travel at 22, 24
thousand feet per second. Hahn was certain that this
testimony contrasting dynamite with RDX and PETN
was elicited to anticipate and contradict the

Confessor's story should it be introduced by the
defense. A defense based on the Confessor, however,
was not interposed in either trial.
In the second trial Hahn testified that the pitting and
cratering on the fuselage was caused by a very high
explosive here functioning in the area of 20,000 feet
per second. Regarding the damage at the DAS
Building, he testified:
It indicated to me that again the explosive that was
used here, unlike the explosive device or an explosive
that would cause pitting and cratering, this was a
much slower moving explosive. This was going to be
like a dynamite or ammonia-base type nitrate
explosive that would have a long period heaving
effect, if you will.

b. Validity of Hahn's Correlation of the Pitting to a
VOD Range
In the first trial, Hahn testified that no dynamite could
have caused the pitting and cratering on the aircraft.
This testimony was clearly erroneous even under
Hahn's own theories, since Hahn firmly maintains that
the pitting was caused by an explosive with a VOD of

about 20,000 feet per second and he testified at the
first trial and the OIG interviews that some dynamites
have a VOD in that range.
Taken literally, Hahn's testimony in the second trial
indicated that he believed the phenomenon of pitting
and cratering can only occur with a Avery high
explosive --that is, an explosive with a VOD of about
20,000 feet per second or more. This is implied from
his testimony that the damage at the DAS Building
was indicative of an explosive such as a dynamite
rather than an explosive that would cause pitting and
cratering. Hahn told us in his first interview that at the
time of the Munoz trials he had only experienced
pitting and cratering with explosives having a VOD of
at least 20,000 feet per second and believed that
pitting and cratering would only occur with such
explosives. Hahn's experience, however, was, at best,
incomplete. In fact, pitting and cratering can be
achieved with some high explosives with a VOD as
low as 10,000 feet per second. Most dynamites have a
VOD in excess of 10,000 feet per second.
In a letter after his first OIG interview and in a second
interview, Hahn insisted that his testimony should not
be taken literally. He maintained that when he said the
explosive at the DAS Building was not the type of
explosive that would cause pitting and cratering, he

meant it was not the type of explosive that would
cause the distinctive pitting and cratering on the
Avianca aircraft. The pits on the aircraft had diameters
of about one-eighth to one-quarter inch. By contrast,
the pitting and cratering discussed in the articles
attached to the Whitehurst Memorandum contained
much smaller pits (.1 to .5 millimeters). To Hahn the
size of the pits on the Avianca aircraft indicated a
VOD of about 20,000 feet per second or more. Hahn
insisted that it was this type of pitting and cratering (A
the large pits ) that he was referring to in his trial
testimony.
Hahn believed that large pits, as in the Avianca case,
are indicative of a VOD of about 20,000 feet per
second or more because he had never seen pitting of
that size or anything closely resembling that except
with explosives in the range of 20,000 ft/second
detonation velocity. Hahn has seen such pitting in his
tests of shaped charges at the FBI range. In these tests
Hahn used explosives with a VOD of at least 20,000
feet per second. Hahn theorized that the pitting on the
Avianca aircraft was caused by jetting resulting from a
deformation on the explosive's surface that was, in
effect, a small shaped charge. See also Hahn OIG
Interview: AI speculated far enough to say, there had
to be some imperfection in this explosive charge to

cause this shape, to form this jet.
Hahn admitted, however, that in his tests with shaped
charges at the range he had never seen such pitting at
all except when he was trying to deliberately achieve
that effect with a shaped charge that was lined (e.g.,
with an old vehicle headlight) and that he had never
experimented with shaped explosives with a VOD less
than 20,000 feet per second. Based on this experience,
therefore, Hahn was unqualified to say whether it was
the shaping, the fragmentation from the lining, or the
high velocity, or some combination of these elements,
that was necessary to produce the large pits.
Moreover, the pitting here was found on aircraft
aluminum, and Hahn had no experience using aircraft
aluminum as a target material with any type of
explosive. Hahn acknowledged that pitting would
occur more readily on aircraft aluminum than on steel,
which Hahn used in his tests.
Hahn assumed that the perpetrators of the Avianca
blast did not take the time to create an intentionally
shaped charge. Hahn's tests at the FBI range, in which
he obtained pitting similar to Avianca's, involved
lined, intentionally shaped charges and targets of steel,
which had little connection to the scenario he posited

in the Avianca case--an explosive not intentionally
shaped with a target of aircraft aluminum.
Hahn theorized that the jetting that caused the large
pits on the aircraft came from random imperfections
at the surface of the explosive. Hahn acknowledged,
however, that he has no experience, documentation, or
anything that validates the proposition that such pits
can be created from accidental imperfections on the
explosive.
Additionally, Hahn admitted at one point in the OIG
interviews that the pitting and cratering in this case is
merely consistent with an explosive with a VOD of at
least 20,000 feet per second. He stated that, because
we don't have the experimental data, he cannot exclu
[de] other explosives.
Accordingly, for all these reasons, we conclude that
Hahn's experience was inadequate to support his
opinion that the large pits found on the aircraft
aluminum in this case were necessarily caused by an
extremely or Avery high explosive with a VOD of at
least 20,000 feet per second.
Hahn's correlation of the pitting to a VOD range was
not based on his experience but was a speculative

extrapolation from his experience. This speculation
was based on Hahn's understanding of the science of
pitting and cratering (his jetting theory). Hahn
admitted, however, that the science of pitting and
cratering is beyond his expertise: I'm not qualified to
talk to you about exactly how this process functions.
I'm not even sure that the scientific community knows
exactly what goes on here, to be honest with you.
Hahn was qualified to render opinions based only on
his experience, which did not justify his attempt to
correlate the pitting with the VOD of the explosive.
Hahn asserted that he relied on his jetting theory
because AI don't know how else you would get that
damage. That Hahn could conceive of no other theory,
however, did not make his jetting theory valid.
Finally, Hahn's recent involvement in the Oklahoma
City case has broadened his experience. The pitting in
that case is similar in size to the pitting in the Avianca
case, although the VOD of the explosive in Oklahoma
City, according to Hahn, is significantly below 20,000
feet per second. Given the Oklahoma City case, Hahn
acknowledged that big pits can be obtained from an
explosive with a VOD substantially less than 20,000
feet per second. Based on the Oklahoma City case and
our own experience, we conclude that there is no

scientific basis for correlating large pits, as in the
Avianca and Oklahoma City cases, with a VOD of
about 20,000 feet per second or more.
c. Other Theories in Support of Hahn's VOD Opinion
Hahn also told us that his opinion that the explosive
had a VOD of at least 20,000 feet per second rested on
two factors in addition to the pitting and cratering: (1)
the shattering of an I-beam on the aircraft showing
that the explosive was very brisant and (2) the short
amount of time the gas jet would have had to cause
the pitting before the explosive shock wave and the
depressurization of the cabin pushed the fuselage
away. This explanation is problematic for three
reasons. First, Hahn's VOD opinions at the trials only
relied on the pitting and cratering. Second, the
evidence that the I-beam in fact was shattered by the
explosive is weak. All that one can say with certainty
is that a portion of the I-beam, like many other
portions of the aircraft, was missing. Hahn made no
scientific comparison between (1) the ends of the Ibeam that were adjacent to the missing piece and (2)
the ends of other items adjacent to missing pieces, to
determine whether the breakage of the I-beam was
necessarily from a brisant explosive. Further, in the
opinion of Walter Korsgaard, the FAA expert who
investigated the Avianca crash, the wing box that

contained the I-beam was violated after the second
(fuel-air) explosion. Third, regardless of the VOD of
the explosive, a gas jet will precede the shock wave
and hit the target before the shock wave pushes it
away. Hahn made no calculations of the difference in
speed between a jet from an explosive with a VOD of
20,000 feet per second and a jet from an explosive
with a VOD of, say, 16,000 feet per second. Needless
to say, jets from either explosive would travel
extraordinarily fast. Hahn has no scientific basis for
concluding that the depressurization of the cabin
would have pushed the fuselage away before it could
have been hit by a jet from an explosive with a VOD
below 20,000 feet per second.
On January 8, 1997, an attorney representing Hahn
submitted a letter arguing, among other things, that,
quite apart from the pitting and cratering, Hahn's
VOD opinion was reasonable in light of (1) the
shattering of the I-beam and (2) the detection of
residue of RDX and PETN. The letter asserts that
these two factors, taken together, alone establish the
reasonableness of Agent Hahn's conclusion.
(Emphasis in original). Again, this justification is not
the one Hahn used in his trial testimony, in which he
asserted that the pitting established the explosive's
VOD. In any event, as discussed in the preceding

paragraph, the evidence that the I-beam was shattered
in such a way as to show high brisance is weak. As to
the second factor, if the explosive device on the
aircraft used RDX and PETN as the explosive main
charge, then by definition the main charge would have
had a VOD in excess of 20,000 feet per second since
the VODs of RDX, PETN, and Semtex (which
combines RDX and PETN) exceed 23,900 feet per
second. The residue evidence does indicate that the
main charge may have consisted of RDX and PETN
and that therefore the VOD of the main charge may
have exceeded 23,900 feet per second. Had Hahn so
testified, his testimony would have been reasonable,
but he testified to something else. The problem with
Hahn's testimony was that he correlated the pitting to
a particular VOD range. That testimony was
scientifically unsound and not justified by Hahn's
experience, regardless of what the residue evidence
may have shown.
d. Hahn's Rejection of the Whitehurst Literature
On June 14, 1994--a few days after his testimony in
the first trial and 5 months before his testimony in the
second trial--Hahn received the Whitehurst
Memorandum with its attached scientific literature.
One of the attached articles indicated that pitting and

cratering could be achieved on aircraft aluminum with
a 40% Forcite gelatin dynamite. Although Hahn
assumed in 1994 that this dynamite had a VOD of
20,000 feet per second, in fact its VOD is about
13,800 feet per second.
Hahn told us that he ignored the literature when he
testified in the second trial, because the pitting
depicted in the literature (pits with a diameter of .1 to .
5 millimeters) was vastly different in dimension from
the pitting in the Avianca case (pits with a diameter of
1/8 to 1/4 inch). Hahn stated in his interview that A[u]
ntil such time as I saw Mr. Whitehurst's paper, I never
paid attention to, looked for, [or] was even aware of
this sort of microscopic pitting and cratering that that
paper refers to.
The literature also discussed how pitting and cratering
is caused. One article (by H. P. Tardif and another
author) stated:
This phenomenon can be produced by two separate
mechanisms. The first is due to the shaped charge
effect caused by tiny imperfections at the surface of
the charge. These imperfections, such as holes and
cavities, collapse to form extremely high velocity jets
of gases which impinge on the surface to form small

crater-like pits. The second appears to be caused by
the high velocity impact of small amounts of
unconsumed explosive with a nearby surface or by
friable extraneous material placed between the charge
and the nearby surface.

A second article (by D. G. Higgs and T. S. Hayes)
stated: AIt is thought that the pits are caused by the
impingement of high velocity particles of partially
combusted explosive and/or fused extraneous matter
encountered between the explosive charge and the
witness' material.
The Tardif and Higgs explanations differed from
Hahn's jetting theory in two respects. First, Hahn
believed that pitting was derived from gas jets. Both
articles, however, provide another mechanism for
pitting--namely, the impingement of particles of
unconsumed explosive or extraneous matter placed
between the explosive and the target. Second, the
Tardif article does include as one mechanism Hahn's
theory that pits can be caused by jets formed from
imperfections at the surface of the explosive. But
Tardif states that these pits will be small, presumably
within the size range discussed in the article (.1 to .5
millimeters). The Tardif article thus at least raises the

question whether Hahn's jetting theory can account for
the large pits on the Avianca aircraft.
After Hahn received the Whitehurst memorandum and
the attached scientific literature, he made no inquiries
before the second trial concerning the soundness of
his theories regarding pitting and cratering. Because
Hahn was unfamiliar with A microscopic pitting and
had no experience with pitting on aircraft aluminum
and because the articles raised questions concerning
the validity of his jetting theory, we conclude that
Hahn erred when he failed to look into these matters
before he testified in the second trial.
2. Hahn's Testimony About the Results of Whitehurst's
Examination
Whitehurst contends that in both trials Hahn gave
inappropriate testimony regarding the findings of
RDX and PETN, because Hahn failed to mention the
conclusions set forth in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
We conclude that Hahn's testimony in the first trial
was unobjectionable but that his testimony in the
second trial was incomplete. Further, we conclude that
SAS Chief James Kearney contributed to Hahn's
incomplete testimony by not properly resolving the
issues raised by the Whitehurst Memorandum. As

discussed in Section B, infra, however, the Whitehurst
Memorandum was a deeply flawed document.
Accordingly, the impact of Hahn's failure to mention
the opinions in the document may have been
insignificant.
a. Background
In 1990 Whitehurst submitted AE dictation in which
he identified the presence of RDX and PETN high
explosive[s] on a specimen consisting of a piece of the
rubber fuel bladder Hahn had cut from the Avianca
wreckage in Colombia. The dictation contained no
other findings on any specimen. The instrumental
analyses upon which Whitehurst based his
conclusions were performed by a technician, Edward
Bender.
On June 8, 1994, the Whitehurst Memorandum was
submitted to Corby. In the memorandum, Whitehurst
reviewed this matter and offered opinions that
supplemented or questioned his 1990 dictation.
Whitehurst stated: AIt is my opinion at this time that
the data we acquired from analysis of the evidence
provided to us in this matter does not disprove the use
of an ammonium nitrate based high explosive and in
fact is consistent with but not proof of the use of such

an explosive. Regarding his 1990 chemical analysis
that detected PETN and RDX, Whitehurst stated that
A[a] number of questions [about possible
contamination] need to be answered before we can
determine the significance of that data. He then listed
a series of questions concerning possible
contamination at the crime scene, during
transportation of the evidence, and during the
processing of the evidence at the Laboratory. He
further opined that A[t]he upshot of all of this is that
the data we have at this time cannot be used to
successfully disprove the statement that a gelatin
dynamite was used in this bombing.
On June 14, 1994, a week after he testified in the first
trial, Hahn received the Whitehurst Memorandum. He
discussed the memorandum with EU Chief Ronay and
sent Ronay a copy of the memorandum on June 14,
1994. On June 16, 1994, Ronay sent a memorandum
to SAS Chief Kearney regarding the Whitehurst
Memorandum, which he attached. On June 22, 1994,
Hahn also sent Kearney a memorandum. Shortly after
receiving Ronay's memorandum, Kearney sent a list
of questions to Corby about the events surrounding
the Whitehurst Memorandum and its dissemination to
Pollak. Corby responded to Kearney's questions in
writing on July 6, 1994. Corby supported many of

Whitehurst's opinions.
Kearney told us he thought both Hahn and Whitehurst
should have testified at the trials. However, neither
Kearney, Ronay, nor any other supervisor advised
Hahn on how he should deal with the Whitehurst
Memorandum in his testimony at the second trial.
Hahn regarded the Whitehurst Memorandum as a
rejection of his [Whitehurst's] own scientific findings.
Hahn stated, An this case, Mr. Whitehurst has, in
writing, offered an opinion contrary to his own
scientific findings. Nevertheless, on November 22,
1994, Hahn testified in the second Munoz trial that in
1990 he submitted pieces of the aircraft and
swabbings to the Materials Analysis Unit of the F.B.I.
laboratory to try -- who specialize in looking for
explosives residue to try to determine what explosive
was used here.
Q. What were the results of those tests?
A. The results were although they found no residue
that they could identify here on this piece, or any
other piece, except a piece of the fuel bladder, and on
that piece of fuel bladder taken from the area right
immediately underneath the blast, they found residue

of two explosives, Research Development Explosive,
RDX, which is again a very fast brisant explosive; and
PETN, or Penta-erithrit[o]l tetranitrate. . . .

In his testimony Hahn made no mention of anything
in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
Hahn maintains that he properly ignored the
Whitehurst Memorandum in his testimony for the
following reasons:
What he says in the letter [referring to the Whitehurst
Memorandum] is not based on any sort of analysis.
What he says in the letter is based on speculation, it's
not the results of his material analysis.
I mean, Fred does nothing in that letter [but] speculate
as to what could have been or what might have been
or what may have occurred. His scientific analysis, his
instrumental analysis that he conducts, still remains
that the results were PETN and RDX.
Furthermore, I spoke to Bender, who actually
conducted it, who, again, was completely comfortable
with those results, felt they could be relied upon. Why
should I not rely on them.

Further, Hahn told us that he answered the questions
raised by Whitehurst regarding contamination and
assured himself that there was no contamination of the
evidence. Finally, Hahn relied on his belief that the
defense had a copy of the Whitehurst Memorandum
so that the defendant could call Whitehurst as a
witness to elicit any of the information in the
memorandum.
b. Discussion
(1) Hahn
Because Hahn was unaware of the Whitehurst
Memorandum when he testified in the first trial, he
cannot be faulted for failing to include it in his
testimony.
Regarding Hahn's testimony in the second trial,
Whitehurst alleges that Hahn committed perjury by
reciting the MAU results without supplementing or
amending them with the information in the Whitehurst
Memorandum. Although we find no perjury, we
conclude that the testimony was incomplete.
When one Laboratory examiner testifies to the results

or conclusions of another examiner, the testifying
examiner has a duty to report the results accurately
and completely--whether he agrees or disagrees with
his colleague's opinions. Although in 1990 Whitehurst
concluded that RDX and PETN were on the fuel
bladder and that, according to his dictation, he
reached no other conclusions regarding explosives
residue, Whitehurst stated in 1994 that he reached
additional conclusions from a review of the data. It
was beyond Hahn's expertise as an EU examiner, and
beyond his discretion as a witness purporting to recite
the results of another examiner, to selectively omit the
1994 conclusions because Hahn thought they were
speculative or otherwise meritless. What was
requested of Hahn on the witness stand was not his
evaluation of Whitehurst's conclusions but merely a
factual restatement of them. When Hahn was asked to
state the MAU results, a complete answer would have
been that the MAU chemist found RDX and PETN in
1990 but on a further review in 1994 also found that
the data did not prove but was consistent with an
ammonium nitrate explosive and thought that the
significance of the data for RDX and PETN could not
be determined without answering certain questions
about contamination. Since Hahn believed that in
1994 Whitehurst reject[ed] the scientific findings
made in 1990, Hahn's testimony about the 1990

findings was potentially misleading without the caveat
that the author of the 1990 findings now had
misgivings and additional findings.
We recognize that Whitehurst neither withdrew the
original dictation nor submitted a supplemental
dictation. Nor do we consider the Whitehurst
Memorandum a complete rejection of Whitehurst's
dictation. Nevertheless, when Hahn testified in the
second trial, Hahn was aware that Whitehurst had
reached additional conclusions supplementing those
reflected in his 1990 dictation. To ignore the
Whitehurst Memorandum because it lacked the form
of a supplemental dictation would be an elevation of
format over substance. At a minimum, Hahn had an
affirmative duty to obtain explicit permission from a
supervisor before he omitted reference to the
Whitehurst Memorandum, because such omission was
potentially incomplete and misleading. He failed to
obtain such supervisory approval.
That Bender was comfortable with the original
dictation is immaterial. Bender was a technician.
Whitehurst, as the examiner, was responsible for the
MAU results and conclusions. Moreover, all Bender
could say was that the instrumental results were
accurate--something Whitehurst never disputed. The

Whitehurst Memorandum concerned additional
conclusions concerning an ammonium nitrate
explosive and the significance of the instrumental
results--matters on which Bender was unqualified to
comment.
Similarly, that Hahn believed there was no
contamination did not justify omitting language
Whitehurst used to qualify his conclusions.
Finally, that the defense may have had the Whitehurst
Memorandum does not mean Hahn could ignore it in
his testimony. Regardless of what the defense
possesses, an examiner has a duty to present accurate
testimony. By not testifying to the information in the
memorandum, Hahn gave testimony that was
incomplete. Moreover, Hahn did not know for a fact
that the memorandum was disclosed. Although Hahn
told us I'm certain the prosecutor gave the
memorandum to the defense, he also told us, A So, I
mean, I don't really know, but I imagine that [Cheryl
Pollak, the prosecutor] recognized that it was
incumbent upon her to provide it [to the defense] and
she discharged her duties. I have no reason to presume
otherwise.
When one examiner testifies to another examiner's

conclusions, the testifying examiner is only a
messenger. He has no discretion to omit language
supplementing or qualifying the conclusions, even if
he believes the language is speculative or groundless.
We recognize that Hahn was presented with a very
unusual and difficult situation and that he received no
guidance from his supervisors. We nevertheless
conclude that he had an affirmative duty to resolve the
controversy before he gave potentially incomplete and
misleading testimony and that he therefore erred when
he testified, without explicit supervisory approval, as
though the Whitehurst Memorandum did not exist.
(2) Kearney
Although Hahn erred in his testimony, Kearney
contributed to that error. Kearney told us he believed
that the Whitehurst Memorandum would not affect the
Laboratory results or Hahn's testimony. Yet Kearney
recognized that in the memorandum Whitehurst was
attempting to qualify his initial results, and Kearney
thought that Whitehurst should have testified to his
examination and results at trial. Had Whitehurst
testified, the qualifications] to his initial results would
have been put before the jury. Yet Kearney took no
action either to cause Whitehurst to testify in the
second trial or to tell Hahn to include the

qualifications] in his own testimony if Hahn was
asked to restate Whitehurst's conclusions.
Moreover, Corby supported much of Whitehurst's
analysis, but we can detect no steps taken by Kearney
to consult with other qualified experts to resolve the
scientific issues. Without further review of the
technical and scientific issues that had been raised, we
do not see a valid basis for Kearney's decision to
dismiss the concerns raised by the Whitehurst
Memorandum.
One example of a scientific issue in the memorandum
that Kearney dismissed without proper consideration
related to Whitehurst's observations concerning the
VOD necessary to cause pitting and cratering. Despite
Corby's support for Whitehurst's position, Kearney
apparently rejected Whitehurst's position without
thorough scientific research and analysis.
The most glaring mistake made by Kearney was his
failure to communicate to Hahn or Whitehurst, and
document, any decisions he did make. Whitehurst
waited but was never called as a witness in the first
trial. He was not even informed of the second trial.
Hahn heard nothing regarding his complaints about
the memorandum and thus proceeded to the second

trial with no further guidance on how to handle any
questioning on this topic. If the memorandum had
been turned over to the defense, questions regarding it
were certainly possible at the second trial. Kearney
should have informed Hahn of his reasoning in
dismissing the concerns in the memorandum so that
Hahn could be prepared to respond to defense
questions. Instead, management left Hahn and
Whitehurst totally unprepared for the embarrassing
situation in which they might be forced to take the
stand and contradict each other.
In sum, we conclude that Kearney erred in not
properly resolving the issues raised by the Whitehurst
Memorandum and not communicating his decisions to
Hahn and Whitehurst.
3. Secondary Explosion
Hahn testified in both trials that, after the explosive
device was detonated on the Avianca aircraft, a fire
started resulting in a secondary explosion, which he
described as a fuel-air explosion, that destroyed the
aircraft. In the first trial he stated that Awe reached the
conclusion as to what happened. By implication, this
meant that Hahn reached the conclusion in
consultation with the FAA and NTSB representatives

at the crime scene. In contrast, in the second trial
Hahn stated that the scenario he described was Amy
conclusion. This statement of the conclusion is
problematic because Hahn is not an expert in fuel-air
explosions.
When asked by the OIG what experience he had in
linking particular damage with the occurrence of a
fuel-air explosion, Hahn stated, The FAA has
conducted experiments where they've done fires on
board an aircraft fuselage and have had areas of
flashover, and I've seen videos of that. And other than
that, and being aware of fuel-air explosions, I don't
have any experience. Hahn further explained that he
based his testimony on other experts and things that
he had read about fuel-air explosions. Hahn readily
admitted to the OIG that he was not an expert in fuelair explosions.
We find Hahn's testimony in the second trial regarding
fuel-air explosions to be beyond his own experience
and expertise. As proof of his lack of expertise, we
cite the fact that Hahn interchangeably refers to the
secondary explosion as a fuel-air explosion or a flash
fire. These two phenomena are not the same, and
Hahn's use of the two descriptions interchangeably is
incorrect. Hahn admitted that he was using the two

words to mean the same thing; however, he clarified
that what he was really talking about was a flashover
or the point at which matter suddenly burns
explosively. This distinction was not made in his
testimony at trial.
Walter Korsgaard was the FAA representative who
investigated the Avianca crash; he is an expert on fuelair explosions on aircraft. Like Hahn, Korsgaard
concluded that a fuel-air explosion occurred on the
Avianca flight. Korsgaard's opinion as to what
happened, however, differed from Hahn's in certain
respects. Korsgaard's report states:
Based on the above evidence and various eye witness
accounts, the following sequence of events can be
developed:
-- [1] IED [improvised explosive device] detonates in
area under seat number 14F and frame station 783 on
passenger cabin floor.
-- [2] Passenger cabin floor penetrated.
-- [3] Passenger cabin fuselage skin and top of center
fuselage fuel tank middle bladder section penetrated.

-- [4] Passenger cabin relatively slowly begins to
decompress and pressurize[d] center fuselage fuel
tank.
-- [5] A fuel/air explosion and fuel ignition is initiated
in top of center fuselage fuel tank spreading rapidly
thru [sic] vent holes to right and left number 2 fuel
tank wet wing sections and back into passenger cabin
as pressure in fuel tank exceeds cabin pressure.
-- [6] Structure integrity of center fuselage wing box
section and right and left wet wing fuel tank sections
of number 2 fuel tank bulkheads are violated.
-- [7] Fuel in wet wing fuel tanks numbers 1 and 2 is
ignited.
-- [8] The APU [auxillary power unit] located at rear
of center fuselage wing box section is blown to rear of
aircraft by the force of the fuel/air explosion within
this center section fuel tank.
Korsgaard continues the sequence of events by
describing how the aircraft broke up and came to the
ground.
In the two trials and in his OIG interview, Hahn

testified to a scenario different from Korsgaard's.
Hahn agreed with the first three events described by
Korsgaard: an IED detonated under seat 14F,
breaching the center fuselage fuel bladder tank and
the side of the aircraft. Then their accounts diverge.
Hahn made no mention, as Korsgaard did (Event 4),
that the passenger cabin relatively slowly beg[an] to
decompress and pressurizes center fuselage fuel tank.
In fact earlier in Hahn's testimony in the second trial
he said that certain aircraft damage indicated rapid
depressurization of the cabin.
The next event, according to Korsgaard (Event 5),
was that a fuel/air explosion and fuel ignition is
initiated in top of center fuselage fuel tank. According
to Hahn, on the other hand, the next event is a fire that
burned Adirty, throwing a lot of hot gaseous material
into the air, a lot of hot matter into the air. According
to Hahn, the fuel-air explosion did not come until
later:
[W]hat I believe happened is that a small explosive
device functioned, breaching the aircraft, opening the
side of the fuselage, opening up the bladder box or the
bladder fuel cells inside the wing, blasted and started
a fire.

That fire burned for a number of seconds, probably in
the neighborhood of a minute, at which point in time
the hot gases and hot particula[te] matter from that fire
caused the secondary explosion of fuel air explosion.
That broke the aircraft apart.

Moreover, according to Hahn, the fuel-air explosion
did not occur in the fuel tank, as Korsgaard stated, but
rather inside the fuselage (first trial). As Hahn
described it in his OIG interview:
So the fire [that was set off by the explosive device] is
burning as that fuel is venting and it's burning not
only fuel, but it's going to be burning carpeting and
seat cushions and fabrics, rugs, whatever is there on
board that aircraft. . . . [E]ventually it reaches a point
where you have enough heat and hot gasses and hot
flammable gasses and particulate matter in the air
where it flashes over, and when it flashes over, the
aircraft comes apart.

In the first trial and in the OIG interview, Hahn
compared the fuel-air explosion in Avianca to a fuelair explosion in a grain elevator, in which small
particulate matter from the grain is suspended in the

air. Korsgaard said nothing about particulate matter
from the interior of the cabin playing a role in the
fuel-air explosion.
Thus, Hahn's theory regarding a fuel-air explosion
differed from Korsgaard's in three principal respects.
The first difference related to the sequence of events:
Korsgaard thought the event that followed the
detonation of the IED was the fuel-air explosion and
the fire, whereas Hahn testified that the detonation led
to a fire that burned probably for about a minute and
then the fuel-air explosion occurred. The second
difference related to the location of the fuel-air
explosion: the center fuel tank (Korsgaard) as opposed
to the fuselage (Hahn). Finally, Korsgaard did not say,
as Hahn did, that particulate matter played a role in
the explosion.
Because Hahn is not an expert in fuel-air explosions,
he should have simply testified to the opinion of
Korsgaard (or to the opinion of another qualified
expert)--with an attribution and without
embellishment. Hahn ventured beyond his expertise
when he developed and testified to his own theory of a
fuel-air explosion.
4. Injuries to Passengers

Hahn testified in both trials that certain injuries
observed on the passengers' bodies--hard, burnt skin
and skulls that had been cracked open--supported his
theory of a secondary explosion. In the first trial he
stated that these injuries were consistent with extreme
heat, flash-fire type of damage. In the second trial he
stated the injuries were consistent with a flash fire or a
fuel-air explosion. We conclude that this testimony
was beyond Hahn's expertise and was incorrect.
Hahn told us that he drew the connection between
these injuries and the flash fire because the only other
place he had heard of the same type of injuries was in
lectures regarding a flash fire at Dupont Plaza in
Puerto Rico. He also told us that he was familiar with
the subject matter because he attended lectures on fire
damage by a former agent where this was discussed
and had read articles about these same types of
injuries and their causes. We conclude that this
experience was inadequate to make him an expert on
the relationship between the injuries and an explosion.
In fact, the injuries are not consistent with a flash fire
or fuel-air explosion, which are of short duration.
Rather, the injuries indicate that the bodies were
subjected to substantial heat for a significant period of
time. When we pressed Hahn on this point, he

acknowledged that the injuries to the bodies did not
justify the opinion that a fuel-air explosion occurred
but rather that there was a hot fire burning for a
continuous period of time. Hahn admitted that it might
have been more accurate for him to say that the
injuries to the bodies were consistent with his theory
of how the fuel-air explosion came about--that is, that
there was a preexisting condition (the continuous hot
fire) which could have led to a fuel-air explosion. As
Hahn also admitted, however, this preexisting
condition would not always result in a fuel-air
explosion, and a fuel-air explosion would not always
require a fire such as the one he believed occurred in
this case. Essentially, the injuries to the bodies told
Hahn nothing about whether a fuel-air explosion
occurred; they only told him that an intense fire
burned for a period of time. This is quite different
from his testimony that the injuries to the bodies were
consistent with a flash fire or fuel-air explosion.
Hahn told us he thought he could render opinions
about matters if AI know more than a layman, which
is your test of whether or not you're an expert. He also
stated that Aif I know the answer it would be
permissible for him to respond to questions outside
his expertise. As exemplified by this case, Hahn's
views are incorrect and dangerous. All educated

laymen are not experts. That a witness thinks he
knows the answer to a question does not mean he
does. To assure that erroneous and unreliable
information is not presented in court, a Laboratory
examiner must only answer questions within his
expertise.
In sum, we conclude that Hahn's testimony about the
injuries was misleading, inaccurate, and outside his
area of expertise. We further conclude that he
improperly used this testimony to support his theory
of a fuel-air explosion.
5. Other Allegations
Concerning Hahn's testimony, Whitehurst makes
numerous other allegations, which we will address
summarily. Because Whitehurst makes the same basic
criticisms to Hahn's testimony in both trials, the
references below are to the second trial unless
otherwise noted.
a. Whitehurst contends that Hahn misstated his
qualifications and background. We conclude that only
one contention has merit. Hahn was not required to
volunteer his major in college (English), and, when
Hahn testified to his participation in scores of
bombing cases, he was not required to volunteer the

percentage relating to aircraft explosions.
Hahn also testified that A[m]y experience includes
being called upon to do crime scene processing and
make assessments of such notable causes of
explosives [sic] in criminal cases such as Pan Am 103
over Lockerbie, Scotland and the World Trade Center
in New York. This testimony overstated Hahn's
experience. In the Pan Am 103 case, Hahn's only
involvement in explosive assessments was that he
examined the passengers' personal effects for blast
damage. In the Trade Center case, Hahn's role was
limited to management of the crime scene and did not
include analysis of the evidence.
b. During his testimony Hahn was shown numerous
photographs (most of which he took) of the aircraft
wreckage and debris and a diagram of the aircraft, and
he was asked to state his observations. Regarding one
photograph he stated that Aon the inside wall of this
fuselage is where we actually found charring and heat
damage, which told us that, again, this side of the
aircraft from the outside was not on fire, but inside
smoke was filling out, circulating throughout the
fuselage, and heating up terribly, melting down things
on the inside of the aircraft on the left-hand side.
(Emphasis added.) Although Hahn may not be an

expert on fire damage to aircraft, his testimony here
implicitly meant that the other experts at the scene,
who do have expertise on this subject, participated in
the assessment. Accordingly, we do not fault this
testimony.
Regarding another photograph Hahn testified:
That is a wing of the aircraft and it show[s] very
severe fire damage. That fire damage is very evident
here (indicating) where you see this white area on the
far right-handside of the photograph, but that is
actually where the aluminum has become oxidized
from the heat. Cooked, if you will, almost to a boiling
point.
We conclude that this testimony exceeded Hahn's
expertise and was inaccurate. Hahn had no expertise
in the oxidation of aluminum. Without a scientific
examination of the white area, Hahn could not say
categorically that it was the result of oxidation. In his
OIG interview Hahn told us that the oxidation would
not occur just from heat, as he testified at trial, but
from the burning process in the presence of air
(oxygen). Hahn had no scientific basis for saying that
the aluminum was A[c]ooked . . . almost to a boiling
point.

Regarding the diagram and other photographs, Hahn
commented on the structure of the aircraft. Kearney
felt Hahn drifted outside his expertise on some of this
testimony. Some of Hahn's comments were merely
descriptive, requiring no special expertise (debris at
the crime scene, main landing gear ). Other testimony,
however, appears to require expertise that Hahn
lacked (position on aircraft of fuel tanks, position and
function of Awing box ). Also, Hahn commented on
what he perceived as non-explosive damage
(deformation of fuselage by depressurization of
aircraft). In these examples, Hahn should have made
clear that he was basing his testimony on information
received from other experts. In contrast, regarding the
lack of information from the voice data recorder,
Hahn testified that A[w]e believe the lines were cut by
the detonation of the explosive device (emphasis
added), implying that the assessment came, at least in
part, from the aircraft experts at the scene.
c. We reject Whitehurst's contention that an EU
examiner such as Hahn, because he is not a
metallurgist, is unqualified to testify about his
observations of unique explosive damage such as
pitting and cratering. Such observations and
conclusions are within a qualified EU examiner's

expertise. Similarly, Hahn was qualified to say that (1)
a portion of the emergency exit was probably in . . .
many pieces because it was situated near the seat of
the explosive device, (2) certain damage was
Aprobably impact rather than explosive pitting, and
(3) the explosive pitting would occur within a certain
distance of the explosive. We do not consider the
latter comment fabricate[d] testimony, as Whitehurst
claims.
d. We conclude that Hahn was beyond his expertise
and inaccurate in his use of certain terms (the gas
causing pitting and cratering was in the form of a
plasma, the metal in the pits was crystallized, the
explosive Semtex contains a butylene binder). These
terms were unnecessary to Hahn's presentation and
should have been avoided.
e. Contrary to Whitehurst's claims, Hahn, in our
opinion, did not give fabricate[d] explanations of
brisant explosives and the functioning of a high
explosive (A[h]igh explosives function not by
burning, but by molecular breaking apart ). These
were not unacceptable lay explanations for these
matters.
f. We find no fault with Hahn's testimony about the

uses of PETN and RDX and the composition of
Semtex. In fact, these explanations track Whitehurst's
dictation. Similarly, Hahn's testimony that Semtex and
C-4 are not, and nitroglycerine is, impact sensitive
was accurate.
g. Hahn testified as to how his duties differed from the
duties of the NTSB and FAA representatives, by
saying that his assignment was to determine whether
an explosive device functioned on the aircraft and the
duties of the others were primarily to determine
whether the crash resulted from a mechanical failure.
We think this testimony was slightly inaccurate.
Needless to say, if it was determined that the crash
resulted from a criminal act, the FBI would have been
the exclusive agency of the United States to
investigate the crime. But the NTSB and FAA are,
without limitation, mandated to determine the cause
of the crash, which would include an inquiry by them
as to whether an explosive device was used.
h. Whitehurst expressed concern that Hahn's
testimony showed that his presence at the DAS crime
scene may have led to contamination of the Avianca
evidence. Hahn, however, told us that he had sent the
Avianca evidence to the Laboratory before the DAS
Building was bombed.

i. In the first trial, after Hahn testified to the findings
of RDX and PETN, he was asked whether those
chemicals would be found in any other part of the
plane other than an explosive device --in, for example,
the seats or the paneling. Hahn replied:
They are both extremely unstable molecules, as any
explosive would be. And they, in fact, they can break
down with something as simple as sunlight. You
would not find them in the environment, no.

This answer was partially inaccurate. Although RDX
and PETN do not occur naturally in the environment,
they are not extremely unstable and would not readily
break down from sunlight under normal
circumstances.
B. Whitehurst's Conduct
As explained below, we conclude that Whitehurst's
conduct in this case was deeply flawed in several
respects.
1. Overload
discredit the Confessor's claim that an ammonium

nitrate gelatin dynamite was used on the aircraft. As
Whitehurst told Hahn on June 4th, and as Whitehurst
acknowledged in his memorandum, he would have
expected to find residues of nitroglycerine (NG) on
the evidence if a dynamite had detonated on the
aircraft. (NG is a primary component of dynamite.
See n.98, supra.) According to the Whitehurst
Memorandum, however, no residues of NG were
found on the specimens Whitehurst examined.
Nevertheless, Whitehurst concluded in the
memorandum that he could not disprove the dynamite
claim. One of the reasons for this conclusion was that
Whitehurst noticed in his 1994 review that the liquid
chromatography test (LC) for PETN was overloaded,
which may have obscured the presence of NG.
Because, therefore, NG may have been present but not
detected due to the overload, Whitehurst asserted in
the memorandum that he could not eliminate the
possibility of a dynamite.
What Whitehurst overlooked in his 1994 review,
however, was that, in addition to the LC test, a thin
layer chromatography test (TLC) was conducted. The
TLC would have detected NG if present. It did not. A
thorough review of the file by Whitehurst would have
revealed this information. When we confronted
Whitehurst with the TLC results, he admitted that he

erred in not reviewing the TLC data in 1994 and in
concluding that due to the overload he could not
exclude the presence of NG. Thus, we fault
Whitehurst for failing to conduct an adequate review
of his own file prior to issuing his memorandum, a
review that would have invalidated his theory that NG
may have been present and was obscured by the
overload.
With respect to his original 1990 examination, we also
fault Whitehurst for failing to recognize the overload
and run a second test.
2. Misstatement of the June 4th Conversation and of
the Pertinent Issue
The Whitehurst Memorandum began with a summary
of Whitehurst's June 4, 1994, conversation with Hahn
about the Confessor. The summary, however,
misstates the conversation on a material point.
According to the memorandum, Hahn said in this
conversation that the Confessor claimed to have used
an ammonium nitrate based explosive (emphasis
added) and that the damage was not consistent with an
ANFO type explosive. (ANFO consists of ammonium
nitrate and fuel oil.) In fact, as Whitehurst
acknowledged in his OIG interview, Hahn said that

the Confessor claimed to have used an ammonium
nitrate based dynamite. When Whitehurst wrote the
memorandum, he, of course, knew the claim
concerned a dynamite, since he discussed dynamite
throughout the memorandum, and he attached to the
memorandum one of the Confessor's statements,
which described the use of a dynamite.
One important difference between an ammonium
nitrate based explosive and an ammonium nitrate
based dynamite is NG, which is an essential
component only of the latter. By misstating the June
4th conversation by omitting reference to a dynamite
and by including reference to ANFO, Whitehurst
made it seem that the important issue to be addressed
in the memorandum was the use of an explosive that
may not contain NG. As noted, Whitehurst detected
no residues of NG on the evidence.
In the second paragraph of the memorandum,
Whitehurst stated the following conclusion:
It is my opinion at this time that the data we acquired
from analysis of the evidence provided to us in this
matter does not disprove the use of an ammonium
nitrate based high explosive and in fact is consistent
with but not proof of the use of such an explosive.

Later in the memorandum, Whitehurst stated the basis
for this conclusion:
The presence of white powder in the pits and the
initial data consistent with the presence of nitrate and
nitrite ions is consistent with though not proof of the
presence of an ammonium nitrate based explosive.
This conclusion tracked Whitehurst's misstatement of
the June 4th conversation and begged the real
question in the case--namely, whether the data
disproved or was consistent with the use of an
ammonium nitrate based dynamite. As Whitehurst
stated in his interview, The question that [Hahn] asked
me was essentially, was an ammonium nitrate gelatin
based dynamite used, or can you discredit that.
Because Whitehurst detected no NG residue, it would
have been difficult for him to conclude that the
evidence in fact is consistent with the use of a
dynamite. We are unable to find that Whitehurst
deliberately misstated the June 4th conversation to
avoid that difficulty but still render an opinion that the
evidence was consistent with a large class of
explosives that would appear to include an ammonium
nitrate dynamite. In any event, the conclusion about

an ammonium nitrate explosive did not address the
exact question asked by Hahn. Nowhere in the
Whitehurst Memorandum does the author say that the
data is consistent with an ammonium nitrate
dynamite.
Whitehurst may have rendered an opinion that the
data was consistent with an ammonium nitrate
explosive because he thought this was the only
conclusion justified by the evidence and he thought, in
good faith, that he should set forth any conclusions he
could reach. If so, he should have stated explicitly that
he could not conclude that the data was in fact
consistent with an ammonium nitrate dynamite, the
Confessor's alleged explosive. As written, the
conclusion is, at best, confusing, because it
erroneously suggests that Whitehurst thought the data
was consistent with the Confessor's story.
3. Validity of Opinions
a. Ammonium Nitrate Explosive
As noted, Whitehurst opined that the data (1) does not
disprove, and (2) in fact is consistent with, an
ammonium nitrate based high explosive. The first part
of the opinion appears valid. Indeed, because all the

remnants of the aircraft were not recovered and
because the recovery did not begin until several days
after the crash, it would have been virtually
impossible to disprove the use of any explosive based
on the residue analysis. Finding one or more
explosives on the recovered residue (e.g., RDX and
PETN) would not preclude the possibility that the
residue of another explosive either was on an
unrecovered remnant or, before the recovery began,
was washed away by rain, was dislodged by the crash,
decomposed, etc. The failure to find residue of an
ammonium nitrate explosive, therefore, would not
constitute proof that the explosive was not used on the
aircraft.
In contrast, Whitehurst's opinion that the data in fact
is consistent with an ammonium nitrate explosive is
an overstatement by any reasonable measure.
Whitehurst stated in the memorandum: The presence
of white powder in the pits and the initial data
consistent with the presence of nitrate and nitrite ions
is consistent with though not proof of the presence of
an ammonium nitrate based explosive. Whitehurst's
technician found white powder in certain pits on the
fuselage. This white powder possibly could have been
ammonium nitrate. The technician, however,
attempted to examine this powder instrumentally and

was unable to determine what it was. The identity of
the white powder is unknown.
As for the ions, Whitehurst's technician produced
initial data consistent with the presence of nitrate and
ammonium ions on specimen Q13. A second test,
however, could not confirm[] the presence of the ions.
Accordingly, it is not certain that the ions were in fact
present. In any event, because nitrate and ammonium
ions occur naturally in the environment, the mere
detection of them has only very limited probative
value.
Whitehurst himself later maintained that similar
results were not significant when he criticized certain
work by David Williams in the Oklahoma City case.
There, Williams stated in his report that A[a]
mmonium ions and nitrate ions were found to be
present on specimen Q171. This statement was
apparently made in support of Williams' theory that
ANFO was the main charge in the explosive device.
Whitehurst had this to say about Williams' statement:
Why is Mr. Williams being allowed to introduce this
into his report. He knows perfectly well that that
means absolutely nothing at all. But the prosecutors
will not. After an explosion the presence of nitrates
are ubiquitous. Before an explosion nitrates are

ubiquitous, everywhere. We are only now conducting
background studies to determine just how prevalent.
Many explosives give off ammonium. It means
nothing, UNLESS TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT.
(Capitalization in original; emphasis added.) When
confronted with the contradiction between his
comments about ions in the Avianca and Oklahoma
City cases, Whitehurst could provide no explanation.
The laboratory notes in the Avianca case for specimen
Q13 state that the ammonium and nitrate ions could
not be reasonably associated because ammonium
nitrate was not detected on a particular test and both
ions Acould be formed by other than ammonium
nitrate explosives. In his dictation, neither did
Whitehurst mention the ions, nor did he say the data
was consistent with an ammonium nitrate explosive.
Because (1) the white powder could not be identified,
(2) the presence of the ions could not be confirmed,
and (3) the ions have been found to occur naturally in
the environment, we conclude that Whitehurst's
statement that the data is consistent with the use of an
ammonium nitrate explosive is overstated and
suggests too strongly that such an explosive may have
been used on the aircraft.

b. Ammonium Nitrate Dynamite
In his memorandum Whitehurst also opined that the
data we have at this time cannot be used to
successfully disprove the statement that a gelatin
dynamite was used in this bombing. This opinion is
valid for the reasons stated above concerning the
inability to disprove the use of an ammonium nitrate
explosive (failure to recover all remnants of the
aircraft, etc.).
In his OIG interview Whitehurst addressed whether
the data was consistent with the presence of an
ammonium nitrate dynamite. He stated there was a
weak consistency. He stated that the bases for this
opinion were the factors discussed above regarding an
ammonium nitrate explosive (the white powder and
ions) and the fact that the presence of NG might have
been obscured by the instrumental overload. As
discussed above, Whitehurst's overload theory was
invalid. Given Whitehurst's failure to detect NG
residue and given the weakness of the data showing
the use of an ammonium nitrate explosive, we
conclude that Whitehurst's data did not warrant the
opinion (given in his OIG interview) that the evidence
was consistent with the use of an ammonium nitrate

dynamite.
Whitehurst's data only allowed him to opine: (1) the
data does not disprove the use of an ammonium
nitrate dynamite; (2) no data points to the use of a
dynamite; (3) some data (the unconfirmed presence of
ions and the unidentified white powder in the pits)
have very limited probative value; (4) the ions (if they
were present) could have come from an ammonium
nitrate dynamite or from numerous other explosives or
from the environment, and he cannot say which
alternative is most likely; and (5) the unidentified
white powder could have been ammonium nitrate or
some other white substance, and he cannot say which
alternative is most likely.
Thus, Whitehurst's opinion that the data was
consistent with the use of an ammonium nitrate
explosive was not only overstated but begged the real
question--namely, whether the data was consistent
with the use of an ammonium nitrate dynamite (the
explosive the Confessor said he used). As to that
question, we conclude that Whitehurst's data did not
justify an opinion that the evidence was consistent
with any dynamite. Accordingly, Whitehurst's
conclusion in the second paragraph of the
memorandum--that the data in fact is consistent with

an ammonium nitrate explosive--was not only
overstated, but also misleading, because it suggested,
without a valid scientific basis, that Whitehurst's data
supported the Confessor's story.
4. Contamination
Although not directly relevant to the discrediting of
the Confessor's story, Whitehurst addressed in the
memorandum whether possible contamination
prevented the Laboratory from determining the
significance of the data identifying the presence of
RDX and PETN. In his original dictation Whitehurst
stated:
Chemical analysis of specimen Q15 identified the
presence of RDX and PETN high explosive. These
two explosives are used in conjunction in the
explosive SEMTEX. They also can be used in
separate components of explosive systems.
It is the opinion of this examiner that the RDX and
PETN identified on specimen Q15 originated either
from an explosive such as SEMTEX or from a
combination of components of an explosive system
containing both PETN and RDX.

The Whitehurst Memorandum sets forth a series of
questions about possible contamination at the crime
scene, in transit, and at the Laboratory. See n.115,
supra. Unlike Whitehurst's dictation, in which he
opined that the RDX and PETN came from Semtex or
an explosive system, in the memorandum he raised
the question whether the RDX and PETN may have
come from contamination rather than from the aircraft
remnants before they were recovered in Colombia.
Whitehurst asserted that the contamination questions
need to be answered before we can determine the
significance of the data -- that is, before it could be
determined whether the RDX and PETN came from
the aircraft or from contamination.
Whitehurst told us that when he wrote the
memorandum, AI had no evidence at all about
contamination. He stated, So what you've asked me is,
do I know there was contamination. No, but I don't
know there wasn't contamination. Whitehurst
acknowledged that the contamination questions he
raised were not specific to the Avianca case, but
applied to any case involving organic explosives like
APETN, RDX, TNT, nitroglycerine. Nevertheless, at
the time of Whitehurst's March 1996 OIG interview,
he had never raised these questions in any of his
numerous cases, before or after Avianca, unless there

was specific evidence of contamination.
Despite Whitehurst's assertion that he had no evidence
at all about contamination when he wrote the
memorandum, we think the circumstantial evidence
available to him pointed to the unlikelihood that the
PETN and RDX were present as a result of
contamination. The RDX and PETN were both found
on the same specimen, and none of the other eight
specimens contained either explosive. According to
Whitehurst's original dictation, and the prosecution's
theory, the substances were found together because
they were components of Semtex or an explosive
system used in the bombing. If, instead, the specimens
had been contaminated by RDX and PETN, it would
have been likely that the contaminants would have
been randomly distributed on the specimens,
producing contamination with either or both of the
explosives on more than one specimen. In an OIG
interview Whitehurst cited a 1995 contamination
study in the Laboratory to show the real possibility of
contamination there, but in that study, of the four
locations that contained either RDX or PETN, none
contained both substances. Although it is of course
possible that there was contamination of a single
specimen with two separate explosives and no other
specimen was affected by either contaminant, this is

not the likeliest scenario.
We question the manner in which Whitehurst raised
the issue of contamination. We do not fault an
examiner for raising a relevant issue at a late date if it
does not occur to him earlier, and vigilance
concerning contamination should be an integral part
of the work of a forensic scientist. Here, however, the
contamination questions raised in the Whitehurst
Memorandum could and should have been addressed
within the Laboratory before the memorandum was
disseminated to a prosecutor in the middle of a trial.
Hahn was knowledgeable about the procedures
followed at the crime scene and how the evidence was
transported to the Laboratory. Other personnel could
have explained how the evidence was processed once
it arrived at the Laboratory. Whitehurst should have
addressed the contamination questions to these people
before he disseminated the memorandum outside the
Laboratory. Finally, Whitehurst should have noted in
his memorandum that the lack of a random
distribution of the RDX and PETN was indicative of
the absence of contamination.
Since (1) the contamination issue was only indirectly
relevant to contradicting the Confessor's story, (2)
there was no affirmative evidence of contamination,

(3) the circumstantial evidence was indicative of a
lack of contamination, and (4) Whitehurst never wrote
a memorandum with questions like these in any other
case before or since Avianca, we conclude that
Whitehurst erred when he raised the issue, in the
manner that he did, for the first time in an ongoing
trial.
Corby told us he would not have authorized the
release of the information in the Whitehurst
Memorandum to the prosecutor had he known
Whitehurst had not contacted Hahn first.
Nevertheless, it is apparent from the face of the
memorandum that Whitehurst had taken no steps
within the Laboratory to determine the validity of any
of the contamination issues raised in the
memorandum. We therefore conclude that Corby erred
when he told Whitehurst to provide the information in
the memorandum to the prosecutor without also
directing Whitehurst to make the necessary
contamination inquiries in the Laboratory first.
5. Circumvention of Hahn
Whitehurst wrote the memorandum on June 7, 1994,
and gave it to Corby the next day. Corby reviewed it
overnight and told Whitehurst on June 9, 1994, to give

the memorandum to the prosecutor. That day
Whitehurst gave the memorandum to an agent
working on the case; he in turn gave it to the AUSA.
Whitehurst did not consult with Hahn, or give him a
copy of the memorandum, before it was disseminated
outside the Laboratory.
Whitehurst justified his failure to consult with Hahn,
or send him a copy of the memorandum, on his
assertion that Hahn is a bully, will not listen to any
reason at all, and does not receive information. We
have already noted Whitehurst's error in failing to
discuss the contamination questions with Hahn before
disseminating the memorandum to the prosecutor.
More generally, we conclude that Whitehurst's failure
to consult with Hahn on any issue, or at least send him
a copy of the memorandum, before releasing it outside
the Laboratory was unprofessional.
IV. Conclusion
A. Hahn
We conclude that in the Munoz trials Hahn did not
commit perjury, fabricate evidence, or intend to
mislead the court. We also conclude that he committed
several errors: he erroneously testified in the first trial
that no dynamite could have caused the pitting and

cratering on the aircraft; he gave scientific opinions
correlating the pitting and cratering with a VOD range
that were unsound and not justified by his experience;
before the second trial, he made no inquiries about the
validity of his jetting theory, even though the literature
attached to the Whitehurst Memorandum conflicted
with that theory; he gave incomplete testimony
concerning the MAU results; he testified incorrectly
and outside his expertise concerning a fuel-air
explosion, the injuries to passengers, and other areas;
and he slightly overstated his experience. Hahn's
conduct exemplifies the need (discussed in Part Six,
infra) to train examiners to base conclusions on
confirmed findings and validated theories and to
testify within their areas of expertise.
B. Whitehurst
We conclude that Whitehurst committed several errors
in connection with the Whitehurst Memorandum: he
reached an invalid conclusion that an instrumental
overload may have obscured the presence of NG; this
error occurred because he neglected to thoroughly
review the Laboratory file including the TLC results;
he misstated his June 4, 1994, conversation with Hahn
on a material point; he rendered a misleading and
overstated opinion that suggested that his data was
consistent with a potential defense; he raised

questions whether contamination may account for his
original findings of RDX and PETN, although there
was no affirmative evidence of contamination, the
circumstantial evidence was indicative of a lack of
contamination, and he made no inquiries inside the
Laboratory to determine whether his contamination
concerns might have validity; and he released the
memorandum outside the Laboratory without
consulting with Hahn or at least sending him a copy.
Finally, he also erred in his 1990 examination by
failing to recognize the instrumental overload and run
a second test. All of the errors in the memorandum
tended to create problems for Hahn, the FBI, and the
prosecution in an ongoing trial.
C. Kearney
We conclude that SAS Chief Kearney erred by not
properly resolving the controversy raised by the
Whitehurst Memorandum and by not communicating
his decisions to Hahn and Whitehurst. After the
second trial Kearney reviewed Hahn's testimony in
that trial and felt Hahn testified outside his expertise
regarding the construction of the aircraft and the
injuries to the passengers. Kearney also erred by
failing to discuss these matters with Hahn, and define
and document the corrective action taken, to avoid

such problems in the future.
D. Corby
We conclude that Corby erred when he authorized
Whitehurst to release the information in the
memorandum to the prosecutor without also directing
Whitehurst to address the contamination questions to
personnel inside the Laboratory first.
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Source: http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/
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Comet Airliner
Jet transportation age began in on May 5 1952 when
the De Havilland Comet 1 began scheduled flights
from London to Johannesburg. In April 1953, a Tokyo
to London service was inaugurated ‹ flying time for
the 10 200 mile distance dropped from 85 hours to 36
hours. The Comet had a cruising speed of 490 mph at
35 000 feet and a range of 1 750 miles with a payload
of 44 passengers.
Power came from 4 De Havilland Ghost turbojet
engines of 5 000 lbf thrust. Engines were mounted in
the wing root ‹ this minimises yaw accompanying loss
of engine on take-off, but poses a hazard in the event
of engine fire/disintegration and does not allow for
easy uprating of engines (cf. hanging engine pods
under wing) ‹ poor design for development. Fuel
consumption of turbojets is lower at high altitude.
The cabin was pressurised to maintain a pressure
equivalent to 8 000 feet at an aircraft altitude of 40
000 feet, which was required for efficient operation of
the engines. This gave a pressure differential of 8.25
psi (56 kPa) across the fuselage ‹ twice the value
previously used. De Havilland conducted Ômany

testsÕ to ensure structural integrity of the cabin. Other
innovations included high pressure refuelling,
hydraulic actuation of control surfaces and cabin air
conditioning. It seemed that the future was bright for
the British aircraft industry, with orders from France,
Canada and the UK.
However, a series of 3 accidents occurred where
Comet aircraft disintegrated in flight:
G-ALYV after leaving Calcutta ‹ May 1953. Violent
storms were thought to be involved and some
wreckage was recovered. No firm conclusions drawn
as to cause.
G-ALYP over Elba ‹ January 1954 after 1 286 cabin
pressurisation cycles. Little wreckage was recovered
and no major problems found in fleet inspection. Fire
was assumed the most likely cause and modifications
made to improve fire prevention and control. Aircraft
returned to service.
G-ALYY flying as SA 201 after leaving Rome ‹ April
1954.
A more intensive effort was made to recover the
wreckage of G-ALYP using underwater television
cameras for the first time. About 70% of the aircraft
was recovered and reconstructed at Farnborough. The
engines were recovered more-or-less intact, showing

that engine disintegration was not the cause of the
accident, and neither was any evidence of fire found.
Comet G-ALYU, which had experienced 3 539 flying
hours and 1 221 cabin pressurisation cycles, was
subjected to full-scale flight simulation testing at
Farnborough. The fuselage was hydraulically
pressurised in cycles, while the wings were flexed
with jacks to simulate the flight loads. Water was used
for this pressurisation because calculations had
indicated that the energy release under cabin rupture
with air as the pressurisation medium was equivalent
to the explosion of a 500 lbf bomb in the cabin. The
cabin was also supported in water to avoid extraneous
weight effects. After the equivalent of a total of 3 057
(1836 simulated cycles) flight cycles a 2 mm crack
near the escape hatch grew to failure (Hatch Sketch).
This was repaired and after 5 46 flight cycles a 4.5 m
section of the cabin wall ruptured due to fatigue
cracking. It was concluded that explosive cabin failure
had caused the loss of the 3 Comet aircraft.
Developing a detectable crack 6 mm long consumed
some 95% of the cyclic life.
The Royal Navy was charged with getting the relevant
fuselage piece of G-ALYP from the sea (using
simulation trials, based on the way the aircraft was

now thought to break up in flight, to establish the
likely position of this part of the aircraft on the
seabed. This was recovered within a few hours of
searching and showed, in the language of the coroner,
the Ôunmistakable fingerprint of fatigueÕ. The
fatigue crack was associated with the stress
concentrations of the rather square rear ADF window
cutout (stress of 315 MPa at edge of window), and
with a bolt hole around the window (although the
stress at the bolt position was only 70 MPa).
The Chief Designer at De Havilland had wanted to
glue the windows in position, but the tooling for the
square shape was too difficult to make. A lower stress
concentration shape would have been easier to
manufacture.
The manufacturer had performed fatigue tests of the
forward cabin area at about 10 psi (with cracking
occurring at 18 000 cycles), but these were carried out
after static tests of to up to 16.5 psi (twice operating
pressure) had previously been applied. Cracks were
also known to be present after manufacture, and the
remedy was to drill 1.6 mm holes at the crack tip to
ÔarrestÕ them (such an arrested crack was present
near the rear ADF window, which had not propagated
until the final failure).

Modifications were made to the design of the aircraft
and the Comet 4 re-entered service in October 1958
on the trans-Atlantic route with 80 passengers. A few
weeks later the Boeing 707 flew the same route with
120 passengers and a safer, more flexible design
engine design. The loss of 6 years to the Comet
problems may have been instrumental in losing the
lead in future jet transportation to the US. Parity in
sales of passenger aircraft was established only in
1999 between Airbus and Boeing.
Technological Outcomes:
Full-scale testing of aircraft structures utilised in
future aircraft.
Better understanding of fatigue testing achieved, i.e.
match service and test loads (no previous overpressurisation cycles first).
Attention drawn to detectability/critical size issues for
fatigue cracks in aircraft structures.
Concept of Ôone-bayÕ crack tolerance in fuselage
probably formulated.
Causes:
1. New technology introducing new load cases (high
altitude flight for turbojet engines requiring cabin
pressurisation).

2. Mis-match between service loads and fatigue test
procedure.
3. Possible contribution from out-of-plane bending
loads (bi-axial stresses).
Design Failures:
Improperly understood failure mode assessment
procedures necessitated by implementation of new
technology.
Poor configuration due to wing root engine placement
(very few other aircraft have had engines in this
position), affecting uprating potential, fire hazard, and
structural integrity in the event of engine
disintegration.
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Report on the Accident to Boeing 747-237B VTEFO, Air India Flight 182,
Off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Abstract: Air India Flight 182, a Boeing 747-237B,
registration VT-EFO, was on a flight from Mirabel
airport, Montreal, Canada, to Heathrow airport,
London, UK, when it disappeared from the radar
scope at a position of latitude 51 degrees 0 minutes
North and longitude 12 degrees 50 minutes West at
0714 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 23 June 1985,
and the pieces crashed into the ocean about 110 miles
west of Cork, Ireland. There were no survivors among
the 329 passengers and crew members. There was
unanimous official opinion among authorities that an
inflight breakup caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment occurred. Based on the direct,
tangible and circumstantial evidence of four similar
accidents as described in six aircraft accident reports
and using the benefit of hindsight, the conclusion of
this investigator and author of this report is that the
probable cause of the accident to Air India Flight 182
was faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the forward cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight probably at one or both of the

midspan latches leading to an explosion of explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment and
subsequent aircraft breakup.
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1. Air India Flight 182
Glossary:
Acronyms and Abbreviations:
CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB,
Transportation Safety Board, of Canada
UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents

Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K
NTSB USA, National Transportation Safety Board,
United States of America
CVR, cockpit voice recorder
DFDR, digital flight data recorder
ATC, air traffic control
AAR, aircraft accident report
MEC, main equipment compartment
PSI, pounds per square inch
FOD, foreign object damage
IED, improvised explosive device
KTS, knots
TAS, true air speed
IAS, indicated air speed
AI, Air India
PA, Pan Am World Airways
UAL, United Airlines,
TWA, Trans World Airlines
JAL, Japan Air Lines
NAVAVNSAFECEN, Naval Aviation Safety Center
a.c. alternating current
AC advisory circular
AD airworthiness directive
ALPA Air Line Pilots Association
amp ampere
AOA angle-of-attack
APU auxiliary power unit

ARTCC air route traffic control center
ASR airport surveillance radar
ATC air traffic control
ATP airline transport pilot
CAM cockpit area microphone
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
c.g. center of gravity
CVR cockpit voice recorder
CWT center wing fuel tank
d.c. direct current
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
E/E electrical/electronics
EME electromagnetic environment
EMI electromagnetic interference
EPR engine pressure ratio
F Fahrenheit
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FARs Federal Aviation Regulations
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
FDR flight data recorder
FQIS fuel quantity indication system
GPS global positioning system
HF high frequency
Hg mercury
HIRF high-intensity radiated fields
Hz hertz (cycles per second)
JFK John F. Kennedy International Airport (New

York, New York)
MHz megahertz
msl mean sea level
NASA National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
NPRM notice of proposed rulemaking
PETN pentaerythritol tetranitrate
P/N part number
psi (pressure expressed in) pounds per square inch
P&W Pratt & Whitney
RDX cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
SB service bulletin
SDR service difficulty report
SL service letter
S/N serial number
STA body station
STC supplemental type certificate
TWA Trans World Airlines, Inc.
USAF U.S. Air Force
USCG U.S. Coast Guard
References and Source Materials:
AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90, Pan Am 103,
22 December 1988, Boeing 747

Blacks Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition 1990
Canadian Aviation Bureau Aviation Occurrence, Air
India Boeing, 747-237B VT-EFO Report
Indian Kirpal Report, Report Of The Court
Investigating Accident To Air India Boeing 747
Aircraft VT-ETO, "Kanishka" On 23rd June 1985
NAVAVNSAFECEN Investigation 69-67, RA-5C, 14
June, 1967
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board AAR 92-11, El Al
Flight 1862, Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 90/01 UAL Flight 811, 23 February 1989,
Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL Flight 811, 23 February 1989,
Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 00/03 TWA Flight 800, 17 July 1996,
Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 93/06, JAL Flight 46E, 31 March, 1993,
Boeing 747
Definitions: Definitions as used in this report:
Bomb: 'Bomb' may mean an explosive device
designed to release destructive material at high
velocity upon detonation; an explosive device placed
in an aircraft with an intent to detonate.
Cargo Door: In the Boeing 747 both the forward and
aft lower cargo doors are similar in appearance and

operation. They are located on the lower starboard
side of the fuselage and are outward opening and
nonplug. The door opening is approximately 110
inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured along the
fuselage.
Cargo Compartments: The forward and aft freight
holds are used for the storage of cargo and baggage in
standard air-transportable containers. The forward
freight compartment has a length of approximately 40
feet and a depth of approximately 6 feet. The
containers are loaded into the forward hold through a
large cargo door on the starboard side of the aircraft.
Conclusion of fact: An inference drawn from the
subordinate or evidentiary facts.
Conclusive evidence: That which is incontrovertible,
either because the law does not permit it to be
contradicted, or because it is so strong and convincing
as to overbear all proof to the contrary and establish
the proposition in question beyond reasonable doubt.
Ear Barotrauma: Injury to the tympanic membrane
(eardrum) when a sudden pressure differential exists
between the middle ear cavity and the external ear.
Evidence: A species of proof, or probative matter,
legally presented at the trial of an issue, by the act of
the parties and through the medium of witnesses,
records, documents, exhibits, concrete objects, etc.,
for the purpose of inducing belief in the minds of the

court or jury as to their contention.
Circumstantial Evidence: The proof of various facts or
circumstances which usually attend the main fact in
dispute, and therefore tend to prove its existence, or to
sustain, by their consistency, the hypothesis claimed.
Testimony not based on actual personal knowledge or
observation of the facts in controversy, but of other
facts from which deductions are drawn, showing
indirectly the facts sought to be proved. Evidence of
facts or circumstances from which the existence or
nonexistence of fact in issue may be inferred.
Inferences drawn from facts proved.
Direct Evidence: Evidence in the form of testimony
from a witness who actually saw, heard, or touched
the subject of questioning.
Tangible Evidence: Evidence which consists of
something that can be seen or touched. In contrast to
testimonial evidence, tangible evidence is real
evidence.
Expert: One who is knowledgeable in a specialized
field, that knowledge being obtained from either
education or personal experience. One who by reason
of education or special experience has knowledge
respecting a subject matter about which persons
having no particular training are incapable of forming
an accurate opinion or making a correct deduction.
Expert Testimony: Opinion evidence of some person

who possesses special skill or knowledge in some
science, profession, or business which is not common
to the average man and which is possessed by the
expert by reason of his special study or experience.
Expert Witness: One who by reason of education or
specialized experience possesses superior knowledge
respecting a subject about which persons have no
particular training are incapable of forming an
accurate opinion, or deducing correct conclusions.
One possessing, with reference to particular subject,
knowledge not acquired by ordinary persons.
Explosion: To burst or cause to burst violently and
noisily. The sudden and rapid escape of gases from a
confined space, accompanied by high temperatures,
violent shock, and loud noise.
Explosive Decompression: Explosive decompression
is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and rapid
loss of cabin pressurization of higher internal air
pressure venting outside to the lower pressure air.
Finding: The result of the deliberations of a jury or a
court. A decision upon a question of fact reached as
the result of a judicial examination or investigation by
a court, jury, referee, coroner, etc. A recital of the
facts found.
Outward Opening Nonplug: A type of cargo door
which undergoes stress to open in flight under a high
pressure differential because it opens outward and the

door does not 'plug up' or 'block' the opening.
Premise: A statement of fact or a supposition made or
implied as a basis of argument.
Reasonable doubt: The standard used to determine the
guilt of innocence of a person criminally charged.
Reasonable doubt which will justify acquittal is doubt
based on reason and arising from evidence or lack of
evidence, and it is doubt which a reasonable man or
woman might entertain, and it is not fanciful doubt, is
not imagined doubt, and is not doubt that juror might
conjure up to avoid performing an unpleasant task or
duty. Reasonable doubt is such a doubt as would
cause prudent men to hesitate before acting in matters
of importance to themselves. Doubt based on reasons
which arise from evidence or lack of evidence.
Starboard Side: The right side of the fuselage looking
from aft to forward. The port side is the left side
looking aft to forward. The starboard side of the
aircraft faces the viewer when the nose is to the right.
Both cargo doors are on the starboard side of the
Boeing 747.
Wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression
explanation: Mechanical explanation for the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 and three other
Boeing 747s as caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of explosive decompression when
the forward cargo door ruptures open in flight,

probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring inadvertently
turning on the door unlatch motor.
Formatting Style:
There are two Aircraft Accident Reports specifically
referenced in Section 1 regarding Air India Flight 182;
the Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report. Conclusions made by an
independent accident investigator must be supported
by the best evidence available and documented for
immediate confirmation by the reviewer; therefore,
quotes and section numbers from the actual official
reports are given after the discussion by the
investigator. The format is to first give a premise
explanation, its proponent, an analysis, a discussion
of the explanation, and the conclusion; immediately
followed by the indented excerpts of the official
corroborative statements to support or mitigate against
the premise explanation, if appropriate. The first
report quoted is always the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report followed by the Indian Kirpal
Report. Any identical duplicated material from both
reports is only stated once in a premise explanation
but may be repeated in other premises if relevant.

Thus the premise explanation and its proponents is
stated, discussion and analysis are made, and then
each official report is quoted in sequence to support or
mitigate against that explanation. All quotes from the
two official Air India Flight 182 reports are indented
and followed by the introduction: 'From the Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report:" or 'From the Indian
Kirpal Report' and followed by the statements.
Introduction:
*
There was unanimous official opinion among
authorities that an inflight breakup caused by an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment occurred
in Air India Flight 182 on 23 June 1985 at 0714Z, one
hundred fifteen miles west of Ireland while
proceeding normally at 31,000 feet above sea level.
The information concerning meteorological
conditions, crew, flight, aircraft, aids to navigation,
communication, and search and rescue as reported by
the Indians and Canadians in their reports is stipulated
to be correct.
This report examines some the information
available to the public with respect to the
circumstances surrounding the Air India Flight 182

accident which has been published in public
documents reporting conclusions and findings. The
sources of information include information made
public by the Indian and Canadian inquiries as a result
of the RCMP investigation; the flight data recorder
(FDR), cockpit voice recorder (CVR) and Shannon
ATC tape recording analyses by Canadian, United
Kingdom, and Indian authorities; the medical
evidence obtained from the pathologist of the Air
Accidents Investigations Branch of the United
Kingdom; evidence obtained by photographic
examination of the wreckage recovered, the wreckage
distribution pattern, and evaluations of photographs
and videotapes of the wreckage on the ocean bottom.
In addition, this report evaluates the evidence and
conclusions in other aircraft accident reports which
support the conclusion by this investigator for the
probable cause of the Air India Flight 182 accident as
an inflight breakup caused by a wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression sequence of events.
The tangible and direct evidence to support the
conclusion of an inflight breakup by explosion in the
forward cargo compartment exists in the CVR, the
ATC tape recording, the DFDR, the wreckage
distribution, the inflight damage to the airframe, the
medical evidence, and the engines. There was no

dispute among investigating authorities that a breakup
of Air India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and
catastrophically in flight and the cause was an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
There was some circumstantial evidence in 1985
that a bomb caused that explosion; however, based
upon similar circumstances to similar aircraft leaving
similar evidence in the subsequent sixteen years, new
facts and circumstantial evidence sustain the premise
explanation by this investigator that the cause of the
explosion in the Air India Flight 182 forward cargo
compartment was not the result of a conspiracy to
detonate a bomb but a mechanical explanation as
caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment of explosive decompression when the
forward cargo door ruptured open in flight, probably
at one or both of the midspan latches and probably
caused by faulty wiring inadvertently turning on the
door unlatch motor.
Section 2 of this report establishes that Air India
Flight 182 did suffer an explosion in the forward
cargo door compartment on the starboard side that led
to the total breakup of the aircraft in flight and the
explosion cause was not a bomb. Section 3 establishes
that the cause of the explosion in Air India Flight 182

was an explosive decompression when the forward
cargo door ruptured open in flight probably at one or
both of the midspan latches and probably caused by
faulty wiring.
2. Premise Explanations for Air India Flight 182:
The main questions presented to the investigators
in 1985/1986 for the cause of the inflight breakup for
Air India Flight 182 were, 'What kind of explosion
and where did it occur?' Six premises will be
examined:
2.1 Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight for
Air India Flight 182 in the forward cargo
compartment.
Proponents: Indian Government in its Kirpal Report,
CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB,
Transportation Safety Board, of Canada, in its
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report, UK AAIB,
United Kingdom Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Farnborough, U.K by its representative, NTSB USA,
National Transportation Safety Board, United States
of America, by its representative
2.2. Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in
the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, a

bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver B.C,
Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
No proponent but considered, evaluated, and rejected
by the Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report, and the AAIB representative
2.3 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the
forward cargo compartment with its cause unstated:
Proponent: Canadian CASB (TSB),
2.4 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment on the starboard side, inclusive of
a bomb detonation.
Proponent: Indian Kirpal Report,
2.5 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation:
Proponent: Mr. Roy Davis of AAIB, as described in
the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report and the
Indian Kirpal Report
2.6 Premise Explanation described in Section 3:
Explosion in the forward cargo compartment caused
by explosive decompression caused by structural
failure of ruptured open forward cargo door at one or

both of the midspan latches caused by faulty electrical
wiring:
Proponent: John Barry Smith
This report shall analyze all the explanations, their
proponents, their reasons, and their likelihood of
being the most correct.
2.1. Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight in the
forward cargo compartment .
2.1.1 Proponents: Indian Government in its
Kirpal Report, CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety
Board, now TSB, Transportation Safety Board, of
Canada, in its Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report,
UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents
Investigation Branch Farnborough, U.K., by its
representative, NTSB USA, National Transportation
Safety Board, United States of America, by its
representative
2.1.2 Analysis: The unanimous conclusion by
authorities of a sudden inflight breakup implies an
explosion of explosive decompression since the hull
of Air India Flight 182 was pressurized to a 8.9
pounds per square inch differential between inside and
outside air at 31000 feet above sea level. Explosive

decompression is a symptom of a sudden hull
breakup, not the cause. If the hull is not compromised
by a break in it, decompression does not occur. Any
break of substantial size in that highly pressurized
hull, for reasons such as a bomb explosion, a midair
collision, or an inadvertently opened cargo door,
would be sufficient to cause an inflight breakup and
subsequent explosive decompression. Some of the
investigators in the two reports seem to imply that if a
bomb had detonated, then that would rule out
explosive decompression occurring and vice versa;
however, inflight breakups can be caused by an
explosive decompression which can be caused by a
'bomb' explosion, or structural failure, or an
inadvertent door opening. All bomb explosions, all
structural failures, and all inadvertent door openings
do not cause inflight breakups; in fact, many aircraft
have suffered those events and landed safely. On the
other hand, any one of those events has the potential
to cause an inflight breakup and have in the past,
depending on the size of the bomb, the skin tear, or
the door.
When a catastrophic event occurs, such as an
explosion of a bomb, or a large door opening in flight,
much evidence is left behind for investigators to
recover, examine, and evaluate specific to that cause.

All explosions of any kind leave certain similar
evidence regardless of the cause of the explosion.
Evidence of an explosion does not imply a 'bomb' nor
explosive decompression from any source. Even when
there is a single piece of tangible evidence that
indicates a specific type of explosion such as a bomb,
structural failure, or an inadvertent door opening,
other corroborative evidence is required to sustain the
conclusion of the type of explosion since all types of
explosions can cause similar evidence and explosive
decompressions from any source can mimic a bomb
explosion and vice versa.
The unanimous conclusion by authorities of an
inflight breakup by explosion in the forward cargo
compartment for Air India Flight 182 can be
summarized by the Canadian Aviation Bureau
Aviation Occurrence Report findings and an excerpt
from the Indian Kirpal Report which also illustrates
the conflict in the specifics:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety
Board respectfully submits as follows: 4.1 CauseRelated Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an

explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1. 4.10 After going through the entire record we find
that there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence
which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft;
2. 3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however,
be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair
and that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
An inflight breakup is agreed upon by the Canadian
and Indian authorities and the cause is given as an
explosion; however, the Canadians decline to give a
cause of the explosion and leave it unstated. The
Indians state the cause of the explosion was a 'bomb.'
The Canadian finding specifically omits a possible
cause of the explosion such as 'bomb,' or 'explosive
decompression'. The location of the explosion is
identified and agreed by both authorities as the
forward cargo compartment.

The tangible and circumstantial evidence
upon which the unanimous conclusion of inflight
breakup by explosion in the forward cargo
compartment was reached can be summarized as thus:
A. The cockpit audio tapes and the digital
flight recorder were normal until a sudden audible
loud sound occurred and the power was abruptly cut
to the recorders.
B. Passengers suffered explosion type
injuries.
C.
Metal skin of the fuselage was peeled
outward and curled.
D.
Metal skin suffered explosion type
impacts from inside the aircraft.
E. The main pieces of wreckage on the
surface were far apart from each other as well as the
wide scatter of the victims.
F. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment explained the abrupt cessation of the
recorders and the sudden loud audible sound on the
voice recorder.
G. The inflight damage could have occurred
only if objects had been ejected from the front portion
of the aircraft when it was still in the air.
2.1.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in flight
in Air India Flight 182 in the forward cargo

compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
supporting the breakup in flight of Air India Flight
182 as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the
recordings of the DFDR, CVR and Shannon ATC
tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped
recording. The conversations in the cockpit were
normal, and there was no indication of an emergency
situation prior to the loud noise heard on the CVR a
fraction of a second before it stopped recording. The
DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The other
possibility for the irregular signals on the DFDR is
that they were caused by a disturbance to the Flight
Data Acquisition Unit in the main electronics bay.
Since there was an almost simultaneous loss of the
transponder signal, this indicates the possibility of an
abrupt aircraft electrical failure. The abrupt cessation
of the data recorder could be caused by airframe
structural failure or the detonation of an explosive
device as the initial event.

3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence
showed a proportion of the passengers with
indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries
and loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and
decompression indicates that the aircraft experienced
a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries
and loss of clothing indicate a proportion of the
passengers were ejected from the aircraft before water
impact. Hence, it is likely that the aft portion of the
aircraft separated from the forward portion before
striking the water.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the
possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or
the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment would explain the loss of the DFDR,
CVR and transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements
supporting the breakup in flight of Air India Flight
182 as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr.
I.R. Hill further stated that the significance of flail
injuries being suffered by some of the passengers was
that it indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air
at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude.
3.2.11.42 a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and
bodies into consideration and the condition of the
limited wreckage recovered indicates that the aircraft
had broken up in flight before impact with the sea.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be
arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and
that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it

was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical
examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
2.2 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the
aft cargo compartment, a bomb which was first loaded
at Vancouver B.C, Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22
June, 1985.
2.2.1 No proponent for this explanation but it
was considered, evaluated, and rejected in the Indian
Kirpal Report, the Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report: by the AAIB representative, and the NTSB
representative. However, there exists a recent report
entitled "Aircraft Occurrence Investigation Report"
dated 16 March 2001,by John H. Garstang, an official
assigned to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) Air India Task Force (AITF). He calls his
work for the RCMP as "independent." The report shall
be referred to as the 'Garstang Report.'

Observations about the author of the Garstang
Report: John H. Garstang, is an official assigned to the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) Air India
Task Force (AITF). Mr. Garstang is apparently not
currently assigned to the Transportation Safety Board
(TSB) of Canada. His report carries his signature
without title. He has been assigned to the RCMP AITF
since 1988 and therefore represents official RCMP
opinion regarding the probable cause of Air India
Flight 182. He calls his work for the RCMP as
"independent."
Current government agency opinions about the
probable cause for the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182:
A.
RCMP opinion about the probable cause
for Air India 182 is an explosion of a bomb in the
forward cargo compartment.
B. Unless updated with a supplemental
conclusion by the TSB, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board (Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report)
conclusions as stated in their 1986 Aviation
Occurrence Report of an explosion, cause unstated, in
the forward cargo compartment was the probable
cause for the breakup of Air India Flight 182 is the

current position of Canadian aircraft accident
investigation authorities.
C. Unless updated by the Indian
government, the Kirpal Report findings of an
explosion by a bomb in the forward cargo
compartment is the current position of the Indian
government.
2.2.2 Analysis: There was consideration of the
explosion of a bomb, or any other source of an
explosion, in the aft cargo compartment of Air India
Flight 182 instead of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment, to explain the breakup in flight
amidships. Both the the Indian Kirpal Report and the
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report had good cause
to suspect a failure in the aft section of Air India
Flight 182 and therefore examined and evaluated
extensively the possibility of an aft pressure bulkhead
failure or an aft cargo door inadvertent opening.
Just five weeks after Air India Flight 182, a Japan
Air Lines Boeing 747, JAL Flight 123, had an aft
pressure bulkhead fail in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression tore off the vertical
stabilizer which rendered the aircraft uncontrollable
leading to its fatal crash. Wreckage of Air India Flight

182 was then attempted to be retrieved by the US
Navy to rule in or rule out such a similar probable
cause.
Corroborative official statements supporting the
reasons and results of the close examination of the aft
pressure bulkhead for evidence of preexisting failure
in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead
The localized impact mark found on the leading edge
of the right horizontal root leading edge is indicative
of an object striking the stabilizer in flight before
water impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail
plane was not the first event. The horizontal and
vertical stabilizers were found separated and each was
intact and in good condition. Items from the aft cargo
compartment were found further to the west of the tail
plane. The absence of the type of damage to the tail
plane as was found in the Japan Airlines (JAL) Boeing
747 accident where the aft pressure bulkhead failed
and which took place shortly after this occurrence,
and the rupture of the aft cargo compartment before
the loss of the tail indicate that there was not an inflight failure of the aft pressure bulkhead. In addition,
examination of the recovered portions of the bulkhead

shows evidence of overload failures from the rear to
front only and no evidence of any pre-existing defect,
premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion damage.
From the Indian Kirpal Report
1.4.6
The Court also had the advantage of
being able to meet members of the team investigating
into the Japan Airlines Flight JL 123 accident which
had occurred near Tokyo on 12th August, 1985.
Similarities and dissimilarities between the two
accidents were, to some extent, noticed and some
information was exchanged.
3.2.10.5
Subsequent to the accident to Japan
Airlines Boeing 747 aircraft, suspected to have been
caused by failure of the repair to the rear pressure
bulkhead, NTSB and FAA decided to fund the U.S.
Navy for a two week operation over the seas for
recovery of significant pieces of wreckage.
In addition, the aft cargo door stops of Air India
Flight 182 had been removed and reinstalled by
authorized personnel just before the Air India Flight
182 fatal flight to make room for parts of an engine
being shipped back to India for repair.
Corroborative official statements supporting the
reasons and results of the close examination of the aft

cargo door for preexisting failure in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
2.1.20
The pre-loaded four pallets and one
container were brought to the aircraft by M/s Mega
International personnel from their warehouse in the
afternoon of 22nd June for loading them into the
aircraft cargo compartment at positions assigned by
the Air Canada load agent. Difficulty was experienced
while loading one of the pallets having inlet cowl of
the pod engine. To enable loading of the cowl, Air
Canada engineering/maintenance personnel removed
door stop fitting from the aft cargo compartment door
cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the cowl could
be loaded. All the removed fittings were then
reinstalled.
From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.4.3.5 Some difficulty was experienced while
loading one of the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod
engine. To enable loading of the cowl, Air Canada
engineering/maintenance personnel removed door
stop fittings from the aft cargo compartment door cutout. After removal of the fittings, the pallet could be
loaded. All the removed fittings were then re-installed.
Removal and installation of the fittings was certified
by Mr. Rajendra.

2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the
door stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in
flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom. The door
was found lying along with the wreckage of the aft
portion of the aircraft. This indicates that the door
remained in position and did not cause any problem in
flight.
The investigators carefully examined all pieces of
wreckage in and around the aft pressure bulkhead and
aft cargo compartment for evidence of any type of
failure of structure and for any type of explosion, such
as explosive decompression or a bomb. They found
none.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in
support that no evidence of an explosion in the aft
cargo compartment was found.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor
was located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on
the direction of cleat rotation on the skin panel (target

7) and the crossbeam displacement on this structure,
target 47 moved aft in relation to the lower skin panel
when it was detached from the lower skin. No other
significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
Investigators on the scene found that the type of
damage that would have occurred with an aft pressure
bulkhead failure such as the loss of the vertical
stabilizer did not occur to Air India Flight 182; they
found that the aft cargo compartment ruptured before,
not after, the loss of the entire tailplane, and they
found that the overload failures from the rear to front
only instead of from front to rear if the aft pressure
bulkhead had failed as an initial event.
They found that the aft cargo door was discovered
intact and in position and did not cause any problem
in flight. It was latched at the bottom. They found
there was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an
explosion of any type emanating from the aft cargo
compartment.
Therefore, after an extensive examination and
evaluation by the Canadian and Indian authorities of
the possibility of an explosion of any type in the aft

section or in the aft cargo compartment based upon
visual examination of the actual aft pressure bulkhead,
aft cargo door, aft cargo compartment floor and skin;
they concluded that the occurrence of an explosion or
any type in the aft cargo compartment was ruled out
as well as a failure of the aft pressure bulkhead or
involvement by the aft cargo door. The rupture that
occurred in the aft cargo compartment was after the
initial events, was a result of the overpressures and
overload experienced by that part of the aircraft and
consistent with an airframe disintegrating after an
inflight breakup caused by the confirmed explosion in
the forward cargo compartment.
The tangible and direct evidence to support the
conclusions by authorities of an inflight breakup by
explosion in the forward cargo compartment exists in
the CVR, the ATC tape recording, the DFDR, the
wreckage distribution, the inflight damage to the
airframe, the medical evidence, and the engines.
A confirmed alternative exists to a bomb explosion
in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to
explain its inflight breakup and that is an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment. That conclusion was
and remains unanimous among the aircraft accident
investigative authorities and was based upon the

evidence and lack of evidence.
There exist certain characteristics of an explosion
by bomb such as evidence in the metal itself or in the
wreckage such as: Pitting, cratering, hot gas, washing,
holes, punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, burn
injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin, sooted
metal, timer, fuze, bomb explosion sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, and staggered power cuts to
the aft and forward data recorders (the transponder is
located forward and the CVR and DFDR are located
aft.)
Summary of evidence required to support a
conclusion of an explosion of any type in the aft cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182 and its presence
or absence:
A. Pitting: Absent
B. Cratering: Absent
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D.
Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G.
Explosive residue: Absent
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the
cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Absent

J. Timer: Absent
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit
voice recorder: Absent
M. Staggered power cuts to the aft and
forward data recorders: Absent
Summary of evidence that refutes the assertion
that an explosion of any type occurred in the aft cargo
compartment as an initial event or at any other time.
A. Absence of required corroborative
evidence to support the assertion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR
and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces
of airframe well forward of the aft cargo compartment
such as leading edge of wing and engines.
D.
Overpressures in both cargo
compartments, not just the aft.
E. Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F. Much straight and undamaged
fuselage skin in the aft section.
G. Conclusive evidence of an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment to explain the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
H. General trajectory patterns from

wreckage debris locations that match two other early
model Boeing 747s, Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced inflight
breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo
compartment as confirmed by the aircraft accident
investigation authorities of the UK AAIB, and the
USA NTSB.
An evaluation of the independent accident report
by Mr. Garstang follows:
The overall appraisal by this independent
investigator of Mr. Garstang's report is that the data
shows in some manner what happens to sections 46
and 48 of an early model Boeing 747 that has broken
apart amidships from an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment and is in the process of
disintegrating as it falls and drifts from 31000 feet to
the sea, after which it drifts and sinks another 6700
feet to the bottom.

*
Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing
fuselage station numbers and sections.

The Garstang Report states that in section 46 and 48
there were overloads on beams, bulkheads, trunnions,
and fuselage skin around rivets. There were also
overpressures in both cargo compartments and on
outer skin panels.
Overloads and overpressures are expected to occur
with inflight breakups and do not necessarily confirm
an explosion.
In a recent correspondence with Gordon E. Smith,
Senior Materials Engineer, Mr. Smith, (no relation)
states and concludes in regard to overpressures and
overloads in Air India Flight 182,
"Overload: is the pulling/stretching (tension) of
material (metal) the crack progresses at close to right
angles (90 degrees) to the direction of tensile stress.
Compression (pressing) can also produce cracks
where the metal tries to fold back upon itself and fails
in a different mode (shear) Looks entirely different
than a tensile crack
Overpressure: the pressure hull experienced a higher
pressure that the design pressure."
The airframe was disintegrating and rapidly
redistributing its design loads. This redistribution

leads to a lot of local overloading on airframe/
pressure hull metal. It tore itself apart."
The Garstang Report makes an unsubstantiated
statement that is in contradiction to the Indian Kirpal
Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
in which Mr. Garstang states on page 7, referring to
the "Forward Half of the Aircraft Fuselage (Sections
41, 42, 44), "The fracture patterns examined were all
consistent with an overload mode of failure." The
Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report found conclusive evidence of an
explosion in the forward half of the fuselage forward
of the wing on the right side in the forward cargo
compartment that was not the result of an overload
mode of failure but was the result of an explosion.
They also found many, not 'all', fractures that were of
an overload type as both the aft and forward cargo
compartments ruptured and were disintegrating in
flight.
The Garstang Report devotes a scant one page to the
breakup of the forward half of Air India Flight 182
whereas the actual investigators in the the Indian
Kirpal Report and Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report inquiries concentrated most of their retrieval
and evaluation efforts in that area based upon the

tangible evidence discovered which conclusively
proved an explosion had occurred in the forward
cargo compartment and there was no explosion of any
type in the aft compartment. The Garstang Report
declines to address that evidence.
The Garstang Report devotes most of its fourteen
pages of analysis to the 'Rear Half of the Aircraft
Fuselage' which had fractured into smaller pieces and
lay isolated from one another on the ocean floor. He
implies that observation is evidence of an explosion in
the aft cargo compartment but, in fact, is evidence of
an inflight breakup and disintegrating fuselage which
lay scatted in a very long trail of debris.
The Garstang Report reports that the breakup
location is at the Section 44 and Section 46 joint
which is to be expected with an inflight breakup since
that is where the sections are mated in construction,
but not expected if a powerful bomb were to explode
in the aft cargo compartment which would have split
and shattered the fuselage in the middle of Section 46
leaving much obvious evidence of the bomb
explosion.

*

Above picture is of a Boeing 747 during construction
and shows the sections being mated. Section 41 has
already been mated to Section 42. The unmated joint
on the left is the Section 44/Section 46 joint.
When a real bomb the size of the alleged bomb by
the Garstang Report is detonated in the aft cargo
compartment of a Boeing 747, much real evidence is
created.
*
Above is a picture of the staged bombing of a Boeing
747 at Bruntingthorpe in 1997.
The aft section evidence which resulted from the
real bomb explosion above does not match the aft
section evidence examined for Air India Flight 182
which had undeformed, straight fuselage skin and
intact cargo doors. If the above bomb type explosion
had occurred in Air India Flight 182, the Canadian
and Indian and UK investigative authorities in
1985/1986 would most certainly have detected it
because of the obvious hot-gas pitting on pieces of
metal, punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting,
cratering, explosive type injuries to passengers sitting
in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound
on the cockpit voice recorder.

None of the tell tale characteristics of a bomb
explosion pieces of evidence was found on Air India
Flight 182. In addition there was much evidence to
rule out any type of explosion in the aft compartment.
The reason for ruling out a bomb explosion
anywhere in Air India Flight 182 is the same reason
used to rule out a bomb explosion anywhere in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, another early model
Boeing 747 that was seriously evaluated for a bomb
explosion after experiencing an inflight breakup
caused by an explosion that was not in the aft cargo
compartment. That reason is a lack of corroborating
evidence even after some ambiguous evidence of
overpressures and overloading was discovered.
The Garstang Report describes, in 'Aft Cargo and
Bulk Cargo Compartments' a large piece of belly skin,
Target 7, which was not grossly deformed, bent,
twisted, or crushed, missing evidence which might be
expected within the range of a powerful bomb
explosion. The report describes the separations of the
skin from the floor assembly in terms of overload and
overpressure but not by hot gas pitting, shrapnel,
cratering or punctures which would support the
assertion of an explosion by bomb.

The Garstang Report makes another
undocumented statement that a piece of skin is
'similar' to a piece of skin in the Bruntingthorpe
staged bomb explosion but provides no photographs
of either piece of metal. It is reasonable to expect that
among thousands of different shapes of pieces of
wreckage there might be one that are 'similar' to
another among thousands of pieces in a staged bomb
explosion.
The Garstang Report describes in detail the
overpressures and overloads of pieces of the aft
section of Air India Flight 182 (Targets 7, 8, 47, 307,
287, 658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and 282) but offers no
evidence of an explosion, only of aerodynamic forces
consistent with a fuselage disintegrating as it falls
from five miles high.
Whenever there is evidence offered in pieces of
metal in 'deformation', there is also the qualifier that
the deformation could have occurred by aerodynamic
forces or water impact. Deformation on pieces of
metal in the aft section, as are overpressures and
overloads, are not confirmations of an explosion by
bomb but are confirmations of a section of aircraft
disintegrating as it falls after an inflight breakup

amidships from a confirmed explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report equated on page 13 that a
bomb is an improvised explosive device when it
states: "Detonation of a bomb (improvised explosive
device)...", a synonym which is incorrect. There are
many devices which may become an improvised
explosive device such as firecrackers, fireworks,
blasting caps, and other incendiary devices which
were never intended to become bombs but did by
circumstances. If there were any device created that
was not improvised to be explosive, but very, very
calculated, it would be a 'bomb' which is a most
carefully thought out explosive device. On the other
hand, fireworks do detonate inadvertently and cause
explosions often leading to fatalities.
The Garstang Report summarizes the 'Structural
Breakup' by stating: "Analysis indicated that the aft
cargo and bulk cargo compartments failed due to a
large, internal, overpressure load(s)."
To use the overpressures and overloads on beam,
fuselage skin, skin panels, and trunnions as conclusive
evidence of an explosion is faulty logic as both cargo
compartments had such evidence. Those overpressure

failures are consistent with aerodynamic and water
impact forces acting on a compromised fuselage
disintegrating as it falls to the sea, an opinion shared
and stated by the the Indian Kirpal Report and
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report investigators in
1985/1986 who carefully examined and evaluated all
wreckage in the aft area of Air India Flight 182 and is
also the current opinion of a senior metals engineer in
2001.
Without any corroborative tangible evidence
which would have been present of a bomb explosion,
or evidence of any type of explosion, the next
statement by Mr. Garstang lacks credibility and
carries little weight: "The only plausible way to do
this rapidly, and in the manner previously described, is
by the detonation of a bomb, (improvised explosive
device).Ó
As explained above, there is a plausible way to
explain the overpressures in the aft compartment as
well as the overpressures discovered in the forward
compartment: Aerodynamic and water impact forces
acting upon both cargo compartments in the fuselage
as it disintegrates and falls to the sea after
experiencing an inflight breakup amidships from the
confirmed explosion in the forward cargo

compartment. This plausible way to explain the
overpressure evidence is currently agreed upon by
official accident investigators of three countries, a
metal engineer, and this independent aircraft accident
investigator.
The Garstang Report section on 'Trajectory
Analysis' opens with a broad disclaimer that a breakup
of an aircraft in flight is a complex affair composed of
random actions because various pieces of wreckage
have different weights, sizes, and shapes and the
trajectory of these pieces through the air can not be
precisely determined because of the unknown winds
and currents affect the drift pattern of the piece
through the five miles of air to the bottom of the
ocean.
There are other factors which limit the validity of
trajectory studies as stated by the Canadians in their
aviation occurrence report, ÒThe depth of the
wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet,
and the effect of the ocean current, tides and the way
objects may have descended to the sea bed was not
determined, thus some distortion of an object's
relationship from time of water entry to its location on
the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the items
found east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight

and often made of a structure which traps air. These
items may have taken considerable time to sink and
may have moved horizontally in sea currents before
settling on the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed
beside some wreckage does indicate horizontal
movement of the wreckage as it settled.Ó
The Garstang Report plots the location of the pieces
of wreckage in three appendices, G, H, and I. The
specific locations of the pieces of wreckage as
retrieved are given in latitude and longitude (lat/long)
in the Indian Kirpal Report and in the appendices of
the Garstang Report which is consistent with
wreckage retrieval procedures. The Indian Kirpal
Report, as well as the Trans World Airlines Flight 800
NTSB report of AAR 00/03, plots the wreckage items
on a grid using a north arrow and distance in nautical
miles from a reference point, which is consistent with
official aircraft accident reports.
The Garstang Report, however, plots the wreckage
items in "Universal Mercator Projection", omits the
north arrow, and has no reference point,which is not
standard procedure, confusing and so misleading as
the plots become meaningless.
Specifically, the Garstang Report narrative gives

the lat/long position for only one piece of wreckage, a
torn suitcase. In the official accident reports of the
Indians and Canadians for Air India Flight 182, and
the USA NTSB for TWA 800, the broad wreckage
patterns as well as the individual pieces are given in
lat/long. In the Garstang Report plot, there are
inadequate legends, there is no overall pattern
depiction of all the wreckage, there is no reference
point nor even a North arrow and thus no way to
confirm the accuracy of the plots. The isolated small
plots of wreckage, the lack of lat/long plot, the
vagaries of upper altitude winds and lower sea
currents, make the plots in the Garstang report
essentially worthless for any detailed deductions of
which specific pieces of wreckage landed first.
Only a generalized appraisal of large sections of
wreckage is possible and that was done in the
Garstang Report as well as the official reports. A
general plot of large sections of wreckage may be
plotted and a theory of which sections left the aircraft
first based upon the assumption they would land
closest to the initial event location. This is done on all
in flight breakups, such as Pan Am Flight 103 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two additional early
model Boeing 747s that suffered breakups amidships
inflight and left similar debris patterns. Specifically,

the nose section was in a dense localized area, the area
of initial breakup just forward of the wing was in a
scattered area, and then the long loose trail of the aft
section as it scatters widely the pieces of the
disintegrating fuselage.
All three flights, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am
Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
exhibited this matching debris pattern. All three flights
have conclusive evidence which is reported in detail
in the official accident reports of having suffered
breakups in flight from explosions in or adjacent to
the forward cargo compartment, conclusions which
are supported by trajectory studies, wreckage
reconstructions, and reconstruction drawings. All
three official accident reports conclusively ruled out
explosions of any type in the aft cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report states on page 16: "It is
significant to note that the wreckage trail patterns bear
a very strong resemblance to a known case involving
the same type of aircraft, at essentially the same
altitude and speed, which was proceeding normally
when, without warning, something sudden and
catastrophic occurred." "The case I am referring to is
the Pan Am Flight 103 occurrence..."

*
Above drawing shows wreckage trails for Pan Am
Flight 103 from the AAIB AAR 2/90
The debris patterns of Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am 103 do match. Both events were carefully
examined for the location of the explosion that broke
the aircraft apart amidships. Both events have
conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment to explain the breakup. Both
events had none of the evidence to support an
assertion of an explosion in the aft compartment. The
matching debris patterns of both events confirm the
conclusions of the British, Indian, and Canadian
investigators who concluded in their respective
aircraft accident reports that the explosion in each
aircraft occurred in the forward cargo compartment
and did not occur in the aft compartment.
The concluding assertion on the trajectory
analysis of The Garstang Report which states, "The
distinction is that the wreckage trail patterns indicate
that the lead Air India Flight 182 breakup event
occurred in the rear of the aircraft, as opposed to the
front of the Pan Am 103 case," contradicts the
physical laws of aerodynamics, gravity, chemistry,

and metallurgy. It insults the detailed concerted efforts
of aviation accident investigators of three countries to
precisely determine the location of the explosion and
who all concluded it was in the forward section and
was not in the aft cargo compartment.
Summary of evidence that suggests there was an
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182 as indicated by the Garstang
Report:
A.
Overpressures and overloads on a few
pieces of the aft section of Air India Flight 182
(Targets 7, 8, 47, 307, 287, 658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and
282)
B.
Quilting pattern on a few pieces of
wreckage.
C. One piece of wreckage fuselage skin that
is ÔsimilarÕ to another piece of metal from wreckage
from a staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectory studies that imply that the
specific first pieces to leave Air India Flight 182 came
from the aft cargo compartment.
Summary of reasonable alternative explanations to
explain the evidence offered by the Garstang Report
for an explosion in the aft cargo compartment.

A.
Over pressures and overloads on a few
pieces of fuselage skin, beams, and trunnions occur
during any fuselage breakup, with or without an
explosion source.
B. Quilting patterns on fuselage skin
occurs upon water impact and did so on Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 and Pan Am Flight 103.
C. A strangely shaped piece of metal can
occur when a fuselage disintegrates from an inflight
breakup at 296 knots which can be similar to a
strangely shaped of a piece of metal that occurs after a
staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectories can be widely variable for
specific pieces of falling wreckage based upon shape,
size, and weight of the object.
To review the evaluation of the Garstang Report
regarding Air India Flight 182:
A.
It offers no new evidence to contradict the
conclusions of the Canadians and the Indians.
B. It offers no new insight into the
previous investigations.
C.
It omits and refuses to address the
conclusive tangible evidence which refutes its
assertions, such as
1. Cockpit voice recorder data,

2. Inflight damage to engines, wing
leading edge and right horizontal stabilizer. straight
and undamaged skin panels in the aft cargo
compartment,
3. The large undeformed sheets of
fuselage skin,
4. The intact aft and bulk cargo doors,
5. The loss of the tailplane was not the
first event and would have been if a bomb explosion
had occurred in the aft cargo compartment.
6. The power was cut to three pieces
of electronic equipment, two of which are located in
the aft area, and one in the main equipment
compartment adjacent to the forward cargo
compartment. If an explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment, the two recorders might have stopped
recording but not the transponder which would have
continued on for some time. The simultaneous
stopping of all three indicates the explosion was in the
forward cargo compartment.
D.
It offers no corroborative evidence of a
bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment such as:
1. Pitting: Absent
2. Cratering: Absent
3. Hot gas washing: Absent
4.
Holes: Absent
5. Punctures: Absent

6. Shrapnel: Absent
7. Explosive residue: Absent
7. Burn injuries to passengers sitting
in the cabin: Absent
8. Sooted metal: Absent
10. Timer: Absent
11. Fuze: Absent
12. Bomb explosion sound on the
cockpit voice recorder: Absent
13. Staggered power cuts to the aft
and forward data recorders: Absent
E. It offers as proof of an explosion in the
aft compartment ambiguous evidence which is
common to both compartments such as overloads,
overpressures, and quilting patterns, all of which have
alternative explanations such as aerodynamics and
water impact, and are evident in both cargo
compartments of Air India Flight 182 and evident in
Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight
800, two additional Boeing 747 inflight breakups that
were not caused by explosions in the aft cargo
compartment.
F. It offers a trajectory study in which:
1. The plotting is confusing,
2.
Essential chart details are
omitted,
3. Confusing legend is given, and

4.
Ballistic trajectory charts are
missing which are included in other accident reports
which contain trajectory studies.
5.
Specific conclusions about
locations of pieces of wreckage are made which were
prone to error from errant winds, currents, and
aerodynamics of random shaped pieces of
wreckage,
To summarize the assertions in the Garstang
Report that an explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo
compartment caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182:
A. There is no old or new evidence
offered to sustain such an assertion.
B. The methodology is unorthodox.
C. Statements are made which contradict the
established facts, data, and evidence.
D.
Conclusions are drawn which are
unsubstantiated and not logical.
2.3.3 Conclusions:
There never was and is not now any official
assertion by any recognized aviation accident
investigating authority that the explosions in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air

India Flight 182 did not occur in or near the forward
cargo compartment and there never was and is not
now any assertion by an recognized aviation accident
investigating authority of any country that an
explosion of any type occurred in the aft cargo
compartment of their respective aircraft.
To put it another way, there has been and there is
now total agreement by all aviation accident
investigating authorities of four countries, Canada,
UK, USA, and India, that the explosions in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 occurred in or near the forward cargo
compartment. There has been and there is now total
agreement by all aviation accident investigating
authorities of those same countries, that the explosion
in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight
103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in the aft
cargo compartment.
A. There was no bomb explosion, nor any
other type of explosion, in the aft cargo compartment
of Air India Flight 182.
B. There was an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements

mitigating against a breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 caused by an explosion of a bomb in the aft
cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were
found in place and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry
doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact
mark found on the leading edge of the right horizontal
root leading edge is indicative of an object striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests
that the loss of the tail plane was not the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the
flight recorders indicates the possibility of a massive
and sudden failure of primary structure; however,
there is evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in
the forward and aft cargo compartments prior to any
failure of the primary structure in flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion
of the aft cargo compartment roller floor, shows no
indications characteristic of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door
stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in
flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was

found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom. The door
was found lying along with the wreckage of the aft
portion of the aircraft. This indicates that the door
remained in position and did not cause any problem in
flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This
portion of the aft cargo compartment was located
between B S 1600 and B S 1760. No significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to
indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin
panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight
and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of
holes. This shows that there was occurrence of an
event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft
cargo compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it

was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment would explain the loss of the DFDR,
CVR and transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be
arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and
that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand

inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including
several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the
mapping of the sea bed provided some distinct
distribution patterns. The depth of the wreckage varies
between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the effect of
the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus
some distortion of an object's relationship from time
of water entry to its location on the bottom cannot be
discounted. In general, the items found east of long
12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and often made of
a structure which traps air. These items may have

taken considerable time to sink and may have moved
horizontally in sea currents before settling on the
bottom. Marks left on the sea bed beside some
wreckage does indicate horizontal movement of the
wreckage as it settled.
2.3 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment with its cause unstated:
2.3.1 Proponents: CASB, Canadian Aviation
Safety Board in its Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report
2.3.2 Analysis: The CASB explanation for the
breakup was to state there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment but omit the cause of the
explosion. This was the prudent choice of the CASB
based on evidence and experience available to them in
1985/1986. CASB concluded in their report that the
evidence supported an 'explosion' in the forward cargo
compartment but that the evidence did not support the
determination of the cause of that explosion. They
specifically omitted a cause of bomb, structural
failure, or open door. The CASB most certainly knew
the focus of attention would be on the cause of the
explosion and did not omit the cause as an
administrative oversight. They certainly knew the

Indians believed it was a bomb explosion and the
AAIB representative had rejected that cause and
stated the explosion was from an explosive
decompression by a cause yet to be determined.
The CASB decided to just state the explosion
occurred in the forward cargo department and
declined to state the cause as a bomb detonation or
explosive decompression. This decision by the
Canadians to be cautious was later proven correct by
subsequent similar accidents discussed in Section 3
which finally determined the cause of the explosion
not from a bomb explosion but an explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured
open in flight.
2.3.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment with cause unstated based
upon knowledge available in 1985/1986 to the
Canadian accident investigators.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as
caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment with its cause unstated.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS The Canadian Aviation Safety

Board respectfully submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
2.4 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side,
inclusive of a bomb detonation, a bomb which was
first loaded at Vancouver B.C, Canada onto CP Flight
060 on 22 June, 1985.
2.4.1 Proponent: The Indian Kirpal Report.
2.4.2 Analysis: Another explanation for the
explosion was a 'bomb' in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side which caused the
breakup of Air India Flight 182 in flight and was
presented by the Indian Kirpal Report which
concludes in a finding: ' 4.10 After going through the
entire record we find that there is circumstantial as
well as direct evidence which directly points to the
cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a
bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft.'

The bomb explosion in the forward cargo
compartment finding by the Indians was based on
meager circumstantial and tangible evidence. The
circumstantial evidence of 'bomb' detonation lies in
two areas, the ticketing and switching of tickets by
one or two mysterious men in Vancouver, B. C.
Canada and an explosion at Narita Airport, Tokyo,
Japan within the hour of the explosion of Air India
Flight 182 off Ireland.
It is not unusual for passengers to manipulate
ticket fares and baggage destinations when flying into
and through Canada: From the Kirpal Report: '2.2 It
should be noted that some passengers from India book
flights to Montreal with their intended destination
being Toronto. The reason is that the fare to Montreal
is cheaper and therefore some passengers get off the
flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and leave
without reporting a cancellation of the trip to
Montreal.'
The ticketing by airline agents of the two men
allegedly named 'Singh' is described in the report;
however, the supporting documentation is missing.
There are no interview notes or audio tapes available
of the actual transactions. The ticketing procedures as

described conflict with established procedures by the
airlines. The names offered should have been rejected
on site as inadequate for security reasons. It is not
unusual for passengers to switch flights. The entire
ticketing sequence used as important circumstantial
evidence for a 'bomb' being loaded upon CP 060 in
Vancouver is uncorroborated, unsubstantiated,
conflicts with normal procedures, and lacks tangible
evidence of tickets, suitcases, money, voice, or
handwritten notes.
The second circumstantial event offered as proof of a
'bomb' explosion on Air India Flight 182 is the Narita
episode of an explosion on a baggage cart which
happened thousands of miles away in a enormously
busy airport which had suffered fatal terrorist attacks
before and after which were unrelated to any Air India
flights. The airport was controversial in that in
September, 1971, after a second compulsory
execution of the land expropriation by proxy, three
policemen were killed in a conflict during
expropriation. In May, 1977, the removal of the
obstructing steel tower resulted in the death of one the
supporters of the opposition group during the protest
rally. In March, 1978, extremists attacked the control
tower with subsequent destruction of most of the
equipment resulting in the opening of the airport

being postponed. In September, 1988, the Chairman
of the Chiba Prefecture Land Expropriation
Committee was seriously injured in an attack of
terrorism. All members of the committee resigned.
The details supporting the Narita 'bomb'
explosion evidence are omitted from the Indian Kirpal
Report as well as the details on yet another Boeing
747 aircraft, CP 003, carrying a 'bomb' which does not
detonate during the flight. For the Narita event to be
connected to Air India Flight 182 in any meaningful
manner, the details as to security for CP 003 and the
baggage cart explosion must be investigated and
stated in the same degree of attention to detail as the
security status for CP 060 and Air India Flight
181/182.
The four flights of three different aircraft through
four airports in two countries which had the two
'bombs' on board had many delays enroute and to
connect the event of Narita and the event of Air India
by timing because they happened within the hour
thousands of miles apart as circumstantial proof of a
relationship indicating both were 'bombs' is not
logical nor credible.
The Indian Kirpal report states in the finding:

'A. Connection with an explosion at Narita Airport :
On 23rd June, 1985 there was an explosion at the
Narita Airport. The explosion occurred when a bomb
exploded in a suit case which was to be interlined to
Air India's Flight No. 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok.
CPA 003 arrived Narita Airport, Tokyo. Arrived 14
minutes early 0541 Baggage cart explodes in transit
area. 2 killed, 4 injured' 'Similarly, a suitcase was
interlined unaccompanied on CP Air Flight 003 from
Vancouver to Tokyo to be placed on Air India Flight
301 to Bangkok. The explosion of a bag from CP 003
at Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55 minutes before
the AI 182 accident. Therefore, the nature of the link
between the two occurrences raises the possibility that
the suitcase which was unaccompanied on AI 182
contained an explosive device.' 'At 0541 GMT, 23
June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at Narita
Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT
a bag from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in
the transit area of the airport within an hour of the Air
India occurrence. Two persons were killed and four
were injured. From the day of the occurrences, there
have been questions about a possible linkage between
the events.' 'The interlined baggage exploded at Narita
Airport and there is strong probability that the suitcase
from Vancouver, which was interlined to AI 182,

contained a device similar to the one which had
exploded at Narita Airport on 23 June, 1985.' 'As it
was suspected that there may be a link between the
blast which had taken place at Narita Airport on 23rd
June, 1985 and the accident to Air India's flight 182, it
was felt necessary to inspect the site of the bomb blast
at Narita Airport. On the aforesaid visit to Tokyo, the
site where the blast had taken place was inspected
which gave some, though very vague, idea of the
detonating power of the blast.'
Note there is no evidentiary connection between
'an interlined bag' and 'a bag from this flight'. There is
no support documentation for a 'bomb' explosion on
the baggage cart, no documentation support for which
suitcase and from which flight the bag came from and
the only statement by the Court is very vague about
details even though he personally visited the site.
When the Indian judicial authority alleges that Air
India Flight 182 was blown out of the sky by a 'bomb'
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the
starboard side in its official report, then the following
sequence of allegations must be believed:
Two bombs were somehow surreptitiously placed on
two Boeing 747s at Vancouver airport on or about 22

June 1985. This was done although there was much
security in place to prevent such heinous crimes. One
'bomb' loaded on CP 003 flew to Tokyo with the
'bomb' refusing to detonate either through a altimeter
fuze or a timing fuze. This 'bomb' was then unloaded
in a busy airport, put on a baggage cart which was
wheeled through a 'transit' area with many other bags
from many other flights, and only then the 'bomb'
detonated, not from an altimeter fuze but from a
timing fuze which went off when it was not supposed
to. No fuze or parts of any bomb or the suitcase were
reported to have been discovered. At the same time
this premature 'bomb' was loaded at Vancouver onto
CP 003, the other 'bomb' was loaded onto CP 060,
also in Vancouver, and successfully slipped past the
extensive security of men, dogs, and machines. CP
060 then flew to Toronto without the bomb going off
by timer or altimeter fuse. At Toronto, the 'bomb' was
then off loaded from CP 060 and sent, along with
some passengers, to a different aircraft, a Boeing 747
which was Flight 181 which, after another flight to
Montreal, would change to Flight 182. At Toronto, all
the baggage from CP 060, including the 'bomb', was
placed in the aft cargo hold of the Boeing 747 that
was to become Air India Flight 182. The aircraft, now
called Flight 181, took off and flew to Montreal with
the 'bomb' still not detonating by altimeter or timing

fuze. After the Boeing 747 landed in Montreal with
the 'bomb' still in the aft cargo hold, the flight number
changed to Air India Flight 182, more passengers and
baggage were put on board, with all their baggage,
and a new ÔbombÕ, loaded into the forward cargo
compartment. There were many delays involved with
loading parts of a large engine into the aft cargo
compartment which did not set off the 'bomb' in that
compartment. Finally, the aft and forward cargo
compartment 'bomb' laden Boeing 747 called Air
India Flight 182 took off for its third flight in about
twelve hours, flew for five hours and then a fuze for
an entirely new Montreal 'bomb' decided to activate
and a Ôbomb' exploded in the forward cargo
compartment, not by an altimeter fuze because the
aircraft was level at 31000 feet and had been so for
hours, but by a timer fuze. The Vancouver 'bomb', first
loaded in Vancouver and transferred to the aft cargo
compartment of the doomed aircraft in Toronto, is
presumed to have fallen harmlessly to the sea and
remained hidden from the robotic search vehicles with
video and still cameras.
To further clarify the impossibility of the ÔbombÕ
assertions in the Indian Kirpal report: The bomb
explosion explanation for a bomb loaded first in
Vancouver is impossible because if the first placement

of the bomb in an aircraft is stated to have occurred in
Vancouver for flights CP 003 and CP 060, then the
mystery suitcase with a bomb inside from Vancouver
on CP 060, as was all baggage, was loaded from CP
060 into the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight
181/182 in Toronto and thus unable to explode in the
forward cargo compartment two flights later as only
the Indian Kirpal Report alleges. One section of the
Indian Kirpal Reports states that the cargo
compartment into which the suitcase carrying the
alleged bomb was loaded could not be determined, but
in another section of the same report, it clearly states
that all the baggage from CP 060 was loaded into the
aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 181/182 in
Toronto and all the baggage for the Montreal
passengers was loaded into the forward compartment.
[2.4.3.6 The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal
was loaded in containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R,
23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment. 2.4.3.7
All the baggage and engine parts in the aft and bulk
cargo compartments were loaded at Toronto.] The
unsure statement by one investigator versus the clear
statement and the logic of common sense of efficient
baggage loading indicates that all baggage from CP
060 from Vancouver went into the aft cargo
compartment, not the forward, and all baggage for the
Montreal passengers went into the forward cargo

compartment, not the aft, of Air India Flight 181/182.
If there were conclusive evidence of a bomb
explosion in the forward cargo compartment of Air
India Flight 182, and there is not even scant evidence
of a bomb explosion in either compartment, the
suitcase containing the 'bomb' would have come from
Montreal ticketed passengers.
The confusion among authorities over the three
ÔbombsÕ as to where they came from, where they
were going, what aircraft was targeted, and where
they were located in the various aircraft is
understandable because the ÔbombsÕ are phantoms.
There were no bombs. The phantom ÔbombsÕ
existed only in the minds of those who wished them to
exist.
The Tokyo airport is one of the busiest in the
world; lost and misplaced baggage is common at all
airports; this airport was the target of unrelated
terrorist acts before and since; there is no
documentation to support the vague conjecture of a
connection to an event thousands of miles away which
took place within the hour although the many flights
involved had many delays; security details were
omitted on yet another bomb placed into a Boeing

747; and details on type of bomb and security
arrangements at Narita Airport were omitted.
The circumstantial connections to passengers
switching flights and events on baggage carts
thousands of miles away have little, if any, connection
to an airplane accident at 31000 feet. Any connection
of those two circumstances is very unlikely and lacks
any real evidence to support the claim the events are
circumstantial proof of a bombing in an airliner such
as Air India Flight 182.
The entire premise of 'bomb explosion' for Air
India Flight 182 from circumstantial evidence is not
realistic when the actual details are examined and
impossible if the 'bomb' is asserted to have been
loaded in Vancouver, B.C. Canada. At first blush it
appears plausible, and even exciting, but the reality of
the evidence rules it out. The bomb theory lacks
credibility, reason, or logic. It assumes inefficient
ticketing agents, dull-witted security forces, and
malfunctioning X ray machines in four large
metropolitan airports in two industrialized nations. It
assumes incompetent terrorists who can't set a 'bomb'
to go off on time. It assumes a quiet 'bomb' in an
aircraft that makes no sound when it goes off, and
three stealthy 'bombs' that managed to slip through

sniffing dogs, portable metal detectors, X-Ray
machines, private security teams, and yet leave no
trace of their fuzes, timers, explosive material, or
containers.
The conclusion of a 'bomb' explosion in Air India
Flight 182 is based mainly on weak circumstantial
evidence since little tangible evidence of a bomb
explosion was discovered. The circumstantial
evidence of a 'bomb' explosion is unsubstantiated and
can be summed up as very vague. Now that a
reasonable, mechanical alternative with precedent for
the explosion on Air India Flight 182 has emerged,
detailed in Section 3 of this report, the finding of
'bomb explosion' becomes even less credible.
The tangible evidence for and against a bomb placed
anywhere on Air India Flight 182 can be summarized
as thus:
Summary of evidence for a bomb explosion:
A. Blackened erosion on some seat
cushions.
B. Cabinet had dent in it.
C. Minor fire and explosive damage in cabin.
D.
Sudden and massive structural failure.
E. The lining in one suitcase was severely

tattered;
F. Although the wooden spares box was
burned, this could have happened after the
occurrence;
G. Although pieces of an overhead locker
were damaged by fire, it is not known if the burning
happened at the time of the occurrence;
H. Although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft;
I. The bottoms of some seat cushions
show indications of a possible explosion;
J. The inside of the right wing root fillet
appears to have been scorched; and
K. The deformation of the floor of the
upper deck storage cabinet might have been caused by
an explosive shock wave generated below the cabin
floor and inboard from the cabinet.
L.
Damage to the floor stantion and the
presence of the fragments.
M. Targets 362/396 and 399 which contain
some evidence that an explosion emanated from the
forward cargo compartment.
N.
Curling, cork-screwing, and saw tooth
edges may also be indicative of an explosion though
such fractures by themselves may not be conclusive

evidence that an explosion was involved.
O. The bang could have been caused by a
rapid decompression but it could also have been
caused by an explosive device.
P. Marked similarities between the spectra
of Indian Airlines 737 and Air India's Kanishka CVR.
Q. Twinning on fragments of wreckage.
Summary of evidence against a bomb explosion:
R. Wooden boxes were found broken apart
exhibiting no burn marks.
S. An electronic device was found among
some floating wreckage and was not modified as a
detonating device.
T. There was no evidence to indicate
characteristics of an explosion emanating from the aft
cargo compartment.
U. No part of an explosive device, its
detonator or timing mechanism was recovered.
V. Certain characteristics of the noise
indicate the possibility that the noise was the result of
an explosive decompression.
W. From the examination of the wreckage
recovered and wreckage on the bottom, there is no
indication that a fire or explosion emanated from the
cabin or flight deck areas.
X. The medical examination of the bodies

also showed no fire or explosion type injuries.
Y. A portion of the aft cargo compartment
roller floor shows no indications characteristic of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
Z.
No evidence of fire burns or explosive
material could be found.
AA. The floating wreckage recovered and
showed there was no evidence of fire internal or
external.
AB. Examination of clothing from the bodies
did not show any explosive fractures or any signs of
burning.
AC. The seat cushions and head cushions
also did not show any explosive characteristics.
AD. A number of lavatory doors and
structure also did not show any damage consistent
with explosion. The flight deck door showed no
explosion damage inside or outside.
AE. There was no significant fire or
explosion in the flight deck, first and tourist passenger
cabin including several lavatories and the rear bulk
cargo hold.
AF. The bang could have been caused by a
rapid decompression and no sound of a 'bomb'
preceded the bang.
AG. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at by the Court is that the aircraft

had broken in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft.
AH. Twinning evidence is unreliable
because of poor examining conditions and a powerful
explosive decompression can be the cause of it.
An article in a magazine by Mr. Eric Newton, a
retired expert in aviation sabotage, to describe a
phenomenon called, 'twinning' is referred to by Judge
Kirpal as support for a bomb explosion.
Judge Kirpal quotes Mr. Newton who writes:
"In some metals such as copper, iron and steel,
deformation in the crystals of the metal takes place by
'twinning', that is to say by parallel lines or cracks
cutting across the crystal. Such a phenomenon can
occur only if the specimen has been subjected to
extreme shock wave loading at velocities in the order
of 8000 m/sec. Such specimens, usually distorted
must be selected with care, prepared in a metallurgical
laboratory, polished, mounted and microscopically
examined."
Judge Kirpal then states in his report, 3.2.11.58: ÔThe
metallurgical report indicates that the microscopic
examination (conducted by them) discloses such
features being present which had been described as

positive signatures of the detonation of an explosive
device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.Õ Judge Kirpal
does not identify the authors of the 'metallurgical
report' who conducted the actual microscopic
examination of the few fragments from Air India
Flight 182 that exhibited twinning but it is possible
that the fragments of aluminum found at the bottom of
the ocean might not have been copper, iron, or steel,
and having been immersed for days, had not been
selected with care and prepared in a metallurgical
laboratory and thus any results are highly suspect. For
twinning to be reliable as an indicator of the type of
explosion, a comparative piece of similar metal with
the same amount of pressure cycles must be used to
compare against the twinned fragment. The actual
results of the metallurgical report for Air India Flight
182 are not given, only vague references to 'such
results' and 'explosive fracture' which could come
from any explosive source, such as an explosive
decompression.
In recent correspondence with Gordon E. Smith,
Senior Materials Engineer, Mr. Smith (no relation)
reports to this investigator that twinning can be
produced any time metal is separated fast enough,
about 25,000 feet/Sec speed, which includes such
events as bomb explosion, aviation fuel explosion,

and powerful explosive decompressions. An aviation
fuel explosion can create twinning only by
concentrating its force and tearing the metal. Twins
will be found adjacent to tears but not several feet
away from tears. In an explosive decompression, the
twin population and size distribution will be related to
the force of the explosion experience by that piece.
Metal grain twinning from age/cycles will be
distributed in areas of high stresses from pressure
cycles. i.e. door frames, bulkheads. The twin
characteristics will be a function of the total force
available and the rate of application of that force. For
twinning to be reliable as an indicator of the type of
explosion, a comparative piece of similar metal with
the same amount of pressure cycles must be used to
compare against the twinned fragment. The Reference
sample must be from the same numbered part on an
aircraft with similar numbers of pressure cycles. A
new part will not have any metal crystal twins that
might have been formed by in service stresses.
When Mr. Newton personally inspected the pieces
and the fragments of pieces of wreckage and made his
report to the Court, he makes no mention of 'twinning'
but he does seem to rule in an explosion but rules out
sabotage by bomb explosion.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the absence of fire or bomb explosion
evidence by personal inspection by Mr. Newton.
From the Kirpal Report:
3.2.11.42 The floating wreckage recovered was
initially examined at Cork. On 25th June, Mr. Eric
Newton a retired investigator of AIB, UK, was
requested to examine the floating wreckage recovered
and other materials with specific reference to the
possibility of explosive sabotage having taken place.
Mr. Newton examined the floating wreckage,
passenger clothings and the other materials recovered
from the crash victims The findings of Mr. Newton on
the material available at that time are summarised
below:
a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and the condition of the limited
wreckage recovered indicates that the aircraft had
broken up in flight before impact with the sea.
b. Detailed examination of the structural wreckage
recovered did not reveal any evidence of collision
with another aircraft. Nothing was found suggestive
of an external missile attack.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
d. There was no evidence of lightning strike.
e. Examination of all available structural parts

recovered, did not reveal any evidence of significant
corrosion, metal fatigue or other material defects. All
fractures and failures were consistent with
overstressing material and crash impact forces
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not
show any explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
The seat cushions and head cushions also did not
show any explosive characteristics.
g. The damage to the suitcases (14 large and 29
small) which were examined was due to impact crash
forces. The presence of 14 large suitcases could,
however, indicate that one of the baggage containers
had been broken to permit these suitcases to escape.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did
not show any damage consistent with explosion. The
flight deck door showed no explosion damage inside
or outside.
i The circumstantial evidence strongly suggests a
sudden and unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including
several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
Microscopic examination of crystals on fragments of
pieces of metal from Air India Flight 182 which were
not selected with care, not the proper metal, not
prepared in a metallurgical laboratory, retrieved in

poor condition, and which gives vague results which
may or may not have been caused by a high explosive
device is not a very reliable and valid basis upon
which to make the finding of the detonation of a high
explosive device in the forward cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182 as Judge Kirpal had done. Even if
some 'twinning' was discovered, the cause of it may
not have been a bomb explosion; it could have been
an explosive decompression. Other corroborative
evidence was needed to determine the cause of the
twinning but it was not found.
In regard to 'twinning' as a reliable indicator of a
bomb explosion in Air India Flight 182, the Canadians
decline to even discuss ÔtwinningÕ and do not refer
to it in their report at all. For Trans World Airlines
Flight 800, a similar event for which the cause was
suspected as being a bomb explosion for seventeen
months and underwent intense scrutiny to confirm the
bomb explanation, 'twinning' was not considered or
mentioned at all in its aircraft accident report, NTSB
AAR 00/03. The legitimate corroborating evidence
sought for a bomb explosion in Trans World Airlines
Flight 800, such as severe pitting, cratering, petalling,
or hot gas washing, was discussed in the report. The
investigation into Pan Am Flight 103 which has
attempted for years to confirm a bomb explosion also

neglected to consider 'twinning' as a reliable indicator
of a bomb explosion and omits any reference to it in
its report of AAIB 9/90. Contrary to Judge KirpalÕs
assertion, twinning is not a positive indicator of a
specific type of explosion, such as a bomb explosion,
exclusive of other types of explosions.
The reasons for ruling out a bomb explosion for Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons for
ruling out a bomb explosion for Air India Flight 182
and that is a lack of corroborating evidence even after
some minute ambiguous tangible evidence was
discovered.
The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans
World Airlines Flight 800: Page 180, footnote 368:
Evidence of a bomb explosion included deformation
of materials away from a location at the height of the
passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that formed a pattern
radiating from the same location (including into the
CWT), punctures radiating from the same location,
and shrapnel. Further, according to the FBI's
laboratory report, No. 91204034 S YQ YB/91207052
S YQ YB, dated January 30, 1990, chemical analysis
of a piece of wreckage from the right side of the CWT
identified the presence of RDX and PETN high

explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86
percent of the composition of SEMTEX, which is a
rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia, primarily for
use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX has been used by
criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since 1966.
(SEMTEX was identified as the material used in the
bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103. For additional
information, see section 1.11.1.2.) Page 257 to page
259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1.2 Consideration of a
High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or
Missile Warhead) Several factors led to speculation
that the accident might have been caused by a bomb
or missile strike. These factors included heightened
safety and security concerns because of the 1996
Olympics then being held in the United States, the
fact that TWA flight 800 was an international flight,
and the sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight
breakup. In addition, numerous witnesses to the
accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a
fireball, which some people believed represented a
missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were recorded by the
Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity of
TWA flight 800 at the time of the accident that
apparently could not be explained. Accordingly, the

Safety Board considered the possibility that a bomb
exploded inside the airplane or that a missile warhead
from a shoulder-launched missile exploded upon
impact with the airplane. Testing performed by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) found trace
amounts of explosives on three separate pieces of
airplane wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of
canvaslike material and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically
associated with a high-energy explosion of a bomb or
missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were found on any
portion of the recovered airplane structure, including
the pieces on which the trace amounts of explosives
were found. Only about 5 percent of the airplane's
fuselage was not recovered, and none of the areas of
missing fuselage were large enough to have
encompassed all of the damage that would have been
caused by the detonation of a bomb or missile.
Although several large holes are visible in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane fuselage, almost
all of the structure that originally filled in these holes
is attached to the remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane contained any
unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry
point of a missile. Further, the victims remains

showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives, nor was there any
damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a high-energy explosion.
Investigators considered several scenarios to
determine how the trace amounts of explosive residue
might have gotten on the wreckage from the accident
airplane. Trace amounts of explosive residue could
have been transferred to the contaminated pieces from
the military personnel (and their associated clothing,
boots, and equipment) that were on board the accident
airplane when it was used to transport troops during
the Gulf War in 1991. In addition, explosives were
placed and then removed from several locations in the
accident airplane during a dog-training explosive
detection exercise about 1 month before the accident.
Despite being unable to determine the exact source of
the trace amounts of explosive residue found on the
wreckage, the lack of any corroborating evidence
associated with a high-energy explosion indicates that
these trace amounts did not result from the detonation
of a high-energy explosive device on TWA flight 800.
Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the inflight breakup of TWA flight 800 was not initiated by
a bomb or a missile strike.
Judge Kirpal was only forceful for one

explanation for the Air India Flight 182 event in
which he stated in his report: 3.4.6.60 The only
conclusion which can, however, be arrived at is that
the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has
been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
The ambiguity and conflicts from within the
investigators may be summarized by their finding and
conclusion where Judge Kirpal finds for a bomb
explosion and the Canadian aircraft accident
investigators conclude an explosion but decline to
state the cause.
There was much evidence of an explosion on the
starboard side of the forward cargo compartment in
Air India Flight 182 but of the circumstantial and
tangible evidence for a bomb explosion there is
precious little of actual physical evidence and when
that evidence is offered, it is usually accompanied by
a disclaimer with an alternative benign explanation.
When opinions for a bomb explosion are stated, they
are often unsubstantiated, confusing and self
contradictory. Determined efforts were made at great
expense and time to confirm an explosive device with
every possible bit of metal examined closely for the
characteristics of a bomb such as fuze, timer, residue,
container, but none of a conclusive nature was found.

On the other hand, evidence given against an
explosive device in Air India Flight 182 is clearly
stated and unequivocal.
The circumstantial evidence for a bomb explosion
relies on flawed logic, unrelated events, and irrelevant
facts while omitting crucial details necessary to
sustain the premise. The explanation for the explosion
which caused the breakup in flight based on the
circumstantial and tangible evidence as caused by a
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment is
poorly documented, mostly unsubstantiated,
unreasonably circumstantial, and therefore very
unlikely, and probably impossible.
The Canadian professional aircraft accident
investigators understood the evidence and the
significance of the lack of it and refused to conclude a
bomb was the cause of the explosion but agreed there
was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment
on the starboard side. When the illogical
circumstantial evidence and the dearth of physical
evidence of a 'bomb' explosion on Air India Flight 182
is considered, it is clear why the Canadian aircraft
accident investigators chose to leave the cause of the
explosion as unknown and unstated. The Indian
government was not so prudent.

The Indian investigation was conducted and written
by Honorable Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal, Judge, High
Court of Delhi Assessors, not an aircraft accident
investigator. Although the Court held that it would not
go into the question as to who was responsible for the
accident, the Indian Kirpal Report devotes many
dozens of pages describing the thousands of
investigative hours in three countries to do exactly
that by accepting hearsay evidence and
uncorroborated testimony on the unsubstantiated
assumption of a 'bomb explosion'.
The Indian aviation accident investigator
originally assigned, Mr. Khola, Director of Air Safety,
Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi, was quickly
taken off the case and input from Indian aircraft
accidents investigators was muted thereafter. The tone
of the Indian Kirpal Report was shifted from the
science to the political, while the Canadian Report
stays firmly neutral and scientific. Because of the shift
of emphasis from accident investigation to criminal
investigation a presumption was made that a person or
persons unknown committed the act and much effort
was directed in confirming that a crime had occurred
so that the persons could be apprehended.

In the case of Air India Flight 182, however, the
evidence showed there was no bomb explosion but a
mechanical accident, and thus no crime, and thus no
criminals, except possibly for unintentional lapses of
responsibility or negligence. The Canadian aircraft
accident investigators understood the mechanical
possibility and stated the cause of the airplane crash in
scientific conclusions and not criminal findings.
Analysis of the then and now tangible, direct and
circumstantial evidence for the conclusion by this
investigator of a mechanical probable cause of the
explosion as caused by wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression sequence of events is given in Section
3 of this report.
2.4.3 Conclusions: Conclusions regarding the
premise of an explosion in flight of a bomb on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182, inclusive of a bomb detonation, a
bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver B.C,
Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
A. There was an explosion on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment.
B. There was no bomb explosion in the
forward cargo compartment from any baggage loaded
in Vancouver B.C onto CP 060.

C. There was no bomb explosion, nor any
other kind of explosion, in the aft compartment.
D. There was no bomb explosion in any
compartment, although there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
(Type of explosion detailed in Section 3)
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the identification of the Indian official in
charge of the investigation for Air India Flight 182.
From the Indian Kirpal Report.
Initial Action Taken by the Government of India
1.2.1 Initial intimation of the accident was received
by Air India who, in turn, communicated the same to
Mr. H.S. Khola, Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation
Department, New Delhi. The Accident Investigation
Branch of United Kingdom also sent information to
the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi to
the effect that the accident had taken place on
international waters and as such it was India which
was the authority to investigate the accident in
accordance with the provisions of ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2 Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated
23rd June, 1985 was issued by the Director General of
Civil Aviation whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed
Inspector of Accidents for the purpose of carrying out
the investigation into the aforesaid air accident. This

appointment was made under Rule 71 of the Aircraft
Rules, 1937.
1.2.12 The Government of India, in exercise of the
powers conferred by Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules,
1937 vide Notification No. AV.15013/10/85-A, dated
13th July, 1985, directed that a formal investigation of
the accident be carried out. Mr Justice B.N. Kirpal,
Judge of the Delhi High Court, was appointed as the
Court to hold the said investigation.
1.5.28 By the order dated 4th February, 1986, it was
made clear that it was not the intention of the
investigation to apportion blame if any lapse had been
committed and, therefore, the Court would ignore any
written submissions which tended to apportion blame
or responsibility for any lapse of any participants. The
Court had then held that it will not go into the
question as to who was responsible for the accident. It
was in view of this order that no evidence was led by
any of the parties on the question as to who may have
been responsible for any possible lapse which could
have led to this accident.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment, inclusive of a bomb detonation.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:

3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area There was blackened
erosion damage to the bottoms of some seat cushions,
showing damage possibly from an explosive device,
and the upper deck storage cabinet had a large
rounded dent in the bottom inboard edge which might
have been caused by an explosive shock wave
generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the
cabinet. It should be noted that the pieces of the
overhead locker were found on the Welsh shore some
time after the accident, and it is not known if the
pieces were subjected to a fire after the accident. Also,
it is not known if the damage to the seat cushions and
the upper deck storage cabinet could have been
caused by other means. Nevertheless, the above
evidence suggests that some areas of the passenger
cabin may have been subjected to minor fire and
explosive damage possibly emanating from below the
cabin floor.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the
possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or
the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.5 Explosive Device Of the floating wreckage,
there is little to indicate the possibility of an
explosion:
the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;

although the wooden spares box was burned, this
could have happened after the occurrence; although
pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, it
is not known if the burning happened at the time of
the occurrence;although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft; the bottoms of some seat cushions show
indications of a possible explosion; the inside of the
right wing root fillet appears to have been scorched;
and the deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor
and inboard from the cabinet. It is not known if the
suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which
the cushions came is also unknown. The scorching of
the right wing root fillet and the damage to the upper
deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and
stringers on the right side in the area of the forward
cargo compartment contained holes and several
hundred metal fragments. The damage to the floor
stantion and the presence of the fragments are
consistent with an explosion. The examination of the
recovered wreckage contains no evidence of an

explosion except for targets 362/396 and 399 which
contain some evidence that an explosion emanated
from the forward cargo compartment.
An explosion in the forward cargo compartment
would explain the loss of the DFDR, CVR and
transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.5 Security Aspects There is a considerable amount
of circumstantial and other evidence that an explosive
device caused the occurrence
3.5 The evidence indicates that if there was an
explosion, it most likely occurred in the forward cargo
hold, not the passenger and flight deck areas or
exterior to the fuselage. Although an explosive device
could have been placed in a cargo hold in a number of
ways, the available evidence points to the events
involving the checked baggage of M. and L. Singh in
Vancouver. The investigation determined that a
suitcase was interlined unaccompanied from
Vancouver via CP Air Flight 060 to Toronto. In
Toronto, there is nothing to suggest that the suitcase
was not transferred to Terminal 2 and placed on board
Air India Flight 181/182 in accordance with normal
practice.
3.5.2 Once loaded on the aircraft, the suitcase would
have been placed in container 11L and 12L (see
Appendix B) if in the forward cargo compartment, in

container 44L or 44R if in the aft cargo compartment,
or in position 52 if in the bulk cargo compartment. It
could not be determined in which cargo compartment
the suitcase was loaded. Therefore, although the
procedures were in place to prevent an explosive
device from being placed on board the aircraft in
checked-in baggage, there was a breakdown in the Xray machine used to screen baggage, and there are
indications that the PD-4 sniffer was inadequate. Also,
the security numbering system used in Toronto was
ineffective in preventing unaccompanied interlined
baggage from being placed on board the aircraft.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment inclusive of a bomb detonation.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1.2.8 It was also being speculated that the accident
may have occurred due to an explosion on board the
aircraft. In order to see whether there was any
evidence of an explosion which could be gathered
from the floating wreckage which was being salvaged,
the Government of India requisitioned the services of
Mr. Eric Newton, a Specialist in the detection of
explosives sabotage in aircraft wreckage.

3.2.11.56 Mr. Newton has also observed that curling,
cork-screwing, and saw tooth edges may also be
indicative of an explosion though such fractures by
themselves may not be conclusive evidence that an
explosion was involved.
3.2.11.57 Mr. Newton also refers to the positive
explosive signatures which remain on a detonation in
an aircraft. These positive signatures, according to
him, are as follows:
"(a) The formation of distinctive surface effects such
as pitting or very small craters formed in metal
surfaces, caused by extremely high velocity impacts
from small particles of explosive material. Such
craters, when viewed under the microscope, have
raised and rolled over edges and often have explosive
residue in the bottom of the crater.
"(b) Small fragments of metal, some less than 1 mm
in diameter, which, under the scanning electron
microscope, reveal features such as rolled edges, hot
gas washing (orange peel effect, surface melting and
pitting and general evidence of heat; such features
have been proved and observed following explosive
experiments with known explosives). Supporting
strong evidence would be if such fragments (normally
found embedded in structures, furnishing or suitcases)
were found embedded in a body where evidence of
burning of tissue is present at the puncture entry and

where the fragment came to rest.
"(c) As well as surface effects on metal fragments
produced by explosives there are deformation
mechanisms which are peculiar to high rates of strain
at normal temperature. At normal rates of strain
metals deform by usual mechanism associated with
dislocation movement. However, because this process
in an explosion is thermally activated at very high
rates of strain, there is insufficient time for the normal
process to occur. In some metals such as copper, iron
and steel, deformation in the crystals of the metal
takes place by 'twinning', that is to say by parallel
lines or cracks cutting across the crystal. Such a
phenomenon can occur only if the specimen has been
subjected to extreme shock wave loading at velocities
in the order of 8000 m/sec. Such specimens, usually
distorted must be selected with care, prepared in a
metallurgical laboratory, polished, mounted and
microscopically examined. Where such twinning of
the crystals is found it establishes (a) that the
specimen was close to the seat of the explosion and
(b) that a military type explosive had been used with a
detonating velocity of 8000 m/sec or more. Twinning
is rarely produced when shock impact loadings are
below 8000 m/sec.
The above features, singly or combined, are
considered to be proof positive evidence of a

detonation of a high explosive; they could not be
produced in any other way.
3.2.11.58 The metallurgical report indicates that the
microscopic examination (conducted by them)
discloses such features being present which had been
described as positive signatures of the detonation of
an explosive device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.
Furthermore, twinning effect has also been noticed at
a number of places - around holes and in fragments.
These have been categorised by Mr. Newton as
positive signature of an explosion.
3.2.11.59 In the primary zone of explosion, metallic
structures disintegrate into numerous tiny fragments
and usually these fragments contain the above
mentioned distinct signatures of explosion. In the
present case the explosive damage had occurred at an
altitude of 31000 feet when the aircraft was flying
over the ocean. The fragments that formed due to
explosion must have been scattered over a wide area
and it is impossible to locate and recover all of them
from the ocean bed. Nevertheless, some of the
fragments which were recovered along with the
targets 362 and 399 do contain signatures of explosive
fracture.
3.2.11.60 From the aforesaid discussion it would,
therefore, be safe to conclude that the examination of
targets 362 and 399 clearly reveals that there had been

a detonation of an explosive device on the Kanishka
aircraft and that detonation has taken place not too far
away from where these targets had been located.
3.4.6.51 It may be that the frequency spectrum of
Kanishka CVR did not contain low frequencies but, as
has been admitted by Mr. Davis himself in answer to a
Court question, it is not necessary that in the case of
every detonation there must necessarily be low
frequencies in the spectrum. The CVR of Indian
Airlines Boeing 737 has not been analysed either by
Mr. Caiger or Mr. Davis. The analysis was, however,
conducted by Mr. Seshadri and as is evident from his
report, there were marked similarities between the
spectra of Indian Airlines 737 and Air India's
Kanishka CVR.
3.4.6.56 From what has been stated in the various
reports, as well as in the testimony of the 3 experts
who appeared in the Court, the only safe conclusion
which can be drawn is that possibly enough study has
not been done, due to lack of adequate data, which
can lead one to the conclusion as to the exact nature of
the sound and the distance from which it originated.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device.

3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is not possible
to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is due
to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been
admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not
possible to say that the bang is due to break up of a
structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression.
In the present case the bang, as already noticed, could
have been due to the sound originating from the
detonation of a device or by reason of rapid
decompression. Other evidence on the record,
however, clearly indicates that the accident occurred
due to a bomb having exploded in the forward cargo
hold of Kanishka. The spectra analysis and the

conclusions of Mr. S.N. Seshadri are corroborated by
other evidence.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000
feet which had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could
have possibly happened to it? The aircraft was
apparently incapacitated and this was due either to it
having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an
explosive device within the aircraft.
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities
viz., structural failure or accident having been caused
due to a bomb having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10 After going through the entire record we find that
there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence
which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time there is
complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was
any structural failure.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion of a 'bomb' in
the forward cargo compartment:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.1- The wooden boxes which contained the fan

blades of the 5th pod engine were loaded in container
24L in the forward cargo compartment and were
found broken apart exhibiting no burn marks. An
electronic device was found among some floating
wreckage and was forwarded to the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre for analysis. There was some concern
that it could have been used to detonate an explosive
device. The device was forwarded to the RCMP who
in conjunction with the CASB determined it to be an
item manufactured for use in radiosondes (weather
balloons) and was not modified as a detonating
device.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 - Lower Skin Panel Forward Cargo Area. The chemical nature of the
explosive material was not identified. No part of an
explosive device, its detonator or timing mechanism
was recovered.
2.2 It should be noted that some passengers from
India book flights to Montreal with their intended
destination being Toronto. The reason is that the fare
to Montreal is cheaper and therefore some passengers
get off the flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and
leave without reporting a cancellation of the trip to
Montreal. All checked-in baggage for AI 181/182 was
to be screened by an X-ray machine which was
located in Terminal 2 at the end of international belt
number 4. This location would permit all baggage

from the check-in counters and interline carts to be
fed through the X-ray machine before being loaded. It
has been established that this machine worked
intermittently for a period of time and stopped
working during the loading process at about 1700
EDT (2100 GMT). Rather than opening the bags and
physically inspecting them, the Burns security
personnel performing the X-ray screening were told
by the Air India security officer to start using the
hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
3.1 Initial Event The millisecond noise on a CVR as
observed in this case is usually, as described in the
available literature, the result of the shock wave from
detonation of an explosive device. However, in this
case, certain characteristics of the noise indicate the
possibility that the noise was the result of an explosive
decompression.
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area From the examination
of the wreckage recovered and wreckage on the
bottom, there is no indication that a fire or explosion
emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas. The
medical examination of the bodies also showed no fire
or explosion type injuries.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion of a 'bomb' in

the forward cargo compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.1.1. Air India Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO
'Kanishka' was operating flight AI-181 (BombayDelhi-Frankfurt-Toronto-Montreal) on 22nd June,
1985. From Montreal it becomes AI-182 from Mirabel
to Heathrow Airport, London enroute to Delhi and
Bombay.
2.1.7 As stated earlier, 68 transit passengers had
disembarked at Toronto for completing the customs
and immigration checks. However, only 65 of these
passengers re-boarded the aircraft as per transit cards
collected at the boarding gate. It is in evidence that
almost every flight of Air India to Canada, two or
three transit passengers do not re-board the flight at
Toronto.
2.4.3.6 The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal
was loaded in containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R,
23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment.
2.4.3.7 All the baggage and engine parts in the aft and
bulk cargo compartments were loaded at Toronto.
3.1.8 Air Vice Marshal Kunzru, witness No. 10 in his
report dated 14th November, 1985, Ex.A-48, No
evidence of fire burns or explosive material, other
than Kerosene burns on some bodies, which I had
myself seen at Cork, could be found. Kerosene burns
in such accidents is a fairly common findings and is of

no significance"
3.2.11.21 In the metallurgical report it is stated that on
an examination of this target it was also found that on
the underside of this floor near the forward end, a
number of dents and impact marks were observed.
This region appeared to have suffered shrapnel
penetration. This area was radiographed but no
metallic fragment was detected.
3.2.11.42 The floating wreckage recovered was
initially examined at Cork.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not
show any explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
The seat cushions and head cushions also did not
show any explosive characteristics.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did
not show any damage consistent with explosion. The
flight deck door showed no explosion damage inside
or outside.
i. The circumstantial evidence strongly suggests a
sudden and unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including
several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid

decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device. One fact which has, however, to
be noticed is that the sound from the explosion must
necessarily emanate a few milliseconds or seconds
earlier than the sound of rapid decompression because
the explosion must necessarily occur before a hole is
made, which results in decompression. In the event of
there being an explosive detonation then the sound
from there must reach the area mike first before the
sound of decompression is received by it. The sound
may travel either through the air or through the
structure of the aircraft, but if there is no explosion of
a device, but there is nevertheless an explosive
decompression for some other reason, then it is that
sound which will reach the area mike. To my mind it
will be difficult to say, merely by looking at the
spectra of the sound, that the bang recorded on the
CVR tape was from an explosive device.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,

however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is not possible
to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is due
to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been
admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not
possible to say that the bang is due to break up of a
structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000
feet which had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could
have possibly happened to it? The aircraft was
apparently incapacitated and this was due either to it
having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an
explosive device within the aircraft.
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities
viz., structural failure or accident having been caused
due to a bomb having been placed inside the aircraft.
2.5 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation:

2.5.1 Proponent: UK Air Accidents Investigation
Branch, (AAIB) representative.
2.5.2 Analysis: There is unanimous opinion that
Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight breakup due
to an explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
The cause of the explosion is in dispute. The Canadian
investigators left the cause unstated. The Indian Kirpal
Report states it was a 'bomb'.
In 1985/1986, the UK AAIB investigator, Mr.
Roy A. Davis, stated the cause of the explosion to be
explosive decompression, exclusive of a bomb
detonation, and the cause of the decompression was
yet to be identified. Mr. Davis ruled out a bomb
explosion, among other reasons, because of the sound
spectrum analysis of the sudden loud audible sound
on the cockpit voice recorder of Air India Flight 182
at event start time lacked the low frequencies and fast
rise time associated with a bomb explosion.
There is ample evidence of explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment,
exclusive of a bomb explosion, in the official reports
which is summarized as follows:
A.
Forward cargo door broken, frayed, and
damage caused by outward force.

B. CVR recording of an explosive
decompression sound which matches another
decompression sound in a wide body airliner.
C.
CVR recording not a bomb explosion
because of lacking low frequencies and slow rise time.
D. ATC recordings of sounds which
matched another decompression event in wide body
airliner.
E.
Many fragments and outward curling
of fuselage skin in the forward cargo door area.
F. Ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments.
G. Passenger victims suffered hypoxia,
decompression, flail injuries, and loss of clothing.
H.
No passengers sitting above or near
the forward cargo door were recovered.
I. More damage on starboard side than
port side.
J. Inflight damage to engine number three,
right wing and right horizontal stabilizer.
K. Forward cargo door ruptured from
above.
L. General absence of explosive residue,
timing device, or other bomb explosion evidence.
In addition to the tangible evidence listed above,
there are three crucial assumptions about items of
evidence which, in 1985 and 1986, were used by

Judge Kirpal to rule out explosive decompression and
rule in 'bomb explosion'; whereas, in 1989, the
opposite of two of the earlier assumptions was
conclusively shown to be true.
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight
breakup from an explosion, it was believed that an
explosive decompression in an early model Boeing
747 could not cause an abrupt power cut to the data
flight recorders. That belief was cited by the Indian
Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the explosive
decompression explanation because, in fact, Air India
Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders. The Indian Kirpal Reports states: "It
was not possible that any rapid decompression caused
by a structural failure could have disrupted the entire
electrical power supply from the MEC compartment."
That assumption may have been correct in 1985 but a
subsequent similar event with similar evidence to a
similar type aircraft in 1989 has shown that
assumption to be completely wrong. United Airlines
(UAL) Flight 811, an early model Boeing 747 similar
to Air India Flight 182, did in fact suffer a rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure of a
forward cargo door which inadvertently ruptured open
in flight which did abruptly disrupt the entire
electrical supply in the adjacent Main Equipment

Compartment (MEC).
Therefore, one of the main reasons why the
Indian Kirpal Report rejected the explosive
decompression explanation has been conclusively
proven incorrect, thereby supporting the wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression explanation as a
plausible, reasonable, mechanical explanation for the
events of Air India Flight 182.
The second reason used by the Indian Kirpal
Report for rejecting the explosive decompression
explanation was that the floor panels appeared to have
failed in an upward direction whereas a
decompression would have put downward pressure on
the floor panels. However, the subsequent event of
UAL 811, four years later, showed that when the
decompression occurs, the floor beams are pulled
downward with such force the floor panels separate.
In effect, there is no difference in the appearance of
floor panels which fail upward attached to stationary
floor beams compared to floor panels remaining
stationary as the floor beams beneath them are pulled
downward. Both events could lead investigators to
assume that the floor panels failed upward from an
explosive force below or to assume the panels
remained stationary and the supporting floor beams

were suddenly sucked downward by decompression
forces. Other corroborative evidence is needed for
either conclusion to be accurate.
The third reason for accepting the Ôbomb
explosionÕ explanation was the belief by Judge
Kirpal that only a bomb explosion could create the
metallurgical effect known as ÔtwinningÕ. Since
twins were found on fragments of pieces of metal
examined under less than ideal conditions and
believing he had the Ôproof positiveÕ for a bomb
explosion, Judge Kirpal states in 3.2.11.58 ÔThe
metallurgical report indicates that the microscopic
examination (conducted by them) discloses such
features [twinning] being present which had been
described as positive signatures of the detonation of
an explosive device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.Õ It
is now known that under certain conditions, an
aviation fuel explosion or a powerful explosive
decompression can also create ÔtwinsÕ in the metal
affected by the blast; therefore. the identification of
ÔtwiningÕ on fragments of pieces of metal from the
wreckage is not a positive indicator of a bomb
explosion in Air India Flight 182. Other corroborative
evidence is needed for any conclusion to be accurate.
Judge Kirpal relied on three beliefs to sustain his

lone finding of a bomb explosion in Air India Flight
182; all three have been shown to lack corroborative
support and over the subsequent sixteen years to be
flawed and unreliable with alternative, plausible
explanations for the evidence. It was understandable
that Judge Kirpal made the error in judgment for the
cause of the explosion that caused the breakup of Air
India Flight 182 as a bomb explosion based on what
he believed in 1985/1986.
Based upon the actual evidence presented in
1985/1986, there is considerable support for the
probable cause for the explosion that caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 to be
explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment but not caused by a bomb explosion.
The UK AAIB investigator concluded as such but
gave no cause for the decompression. He stated in The
Indian Kirpal Report 3.4.6.16: "It is considered that
from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for
analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive
device having detonated on AI 182. There is strong
evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been
identified."
The British aviation accident investigator from

AAIB rejected the bomb explosion explanation,
accepted the explosive decompression premise but
said the cause of it is not yet identified. The Canadian
aviation accident investigators also declined to state
the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment but did not reject the bomb explosion
explanation. The Indian judge rejected the explosive
decompression explanation and accepted the bomb
explosion explanation possibly because of the three
assumptions valid in 1985 but now shown by a
subsequent event to be unreliable.
To summarize, the UK AAIB representative
concluded that there was an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression by an unidentified cause; the
Canadians concluded there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side but
declined to state the cause; and the Indians found
there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side and stated the
cause to be a bomb explosion, basing their finding on
three flawed assumptions.
It might be presumed that had the Indian, Canadian,
and British authorities known about the similar type
event, United Airlines Flight 811, detailed in Section

3, in a similar type aircraft which left similar evidence
four years later which would have explained the
mysteries of Air India Flight 182, they all would have
refined their probable cause for the explosion to be
explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment due to a ruptured open forward cargo
door in flight.
2.5.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation, based upon knowledge available in
1985/1986.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.6 Section 42 Portions of section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near
section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown

skin, the upper passenger compartment deck, the belly
skin, and some of the cargo floor including roller
tracks. All cargo doors were found intact and attached
to the fuselage structure except for the forward cargo
door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward right side
of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about onequarter of the distance above the lower frame. The
damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward
force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on
other wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover the door
was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after the
wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of the door
to which the lift cable was attached broke free from
the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the
sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door was
unsuccessful.
2.11.4.9 Sections 46 and 48 Sections 46 and 48
contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of BS
1480 and, for purposes of this Submission, will
include the horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. The
aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were
identified. A large portion of the outer skin panels

showed signs of a force being applied from the inside
out. On several pieces of wreckage, the skin was
curled outwards away from the stringers and formers.
This could have been the result of an overpressure of
air or water.
2.11.5 Wreckage Recovery and Initial Examination
During the wreckage mapping, some small items were
recovered, and an unsuccessful attempt was made to
recover a portion of the forward cargo door.
2.11.6.8 Target 399 - Fuselage Side and 2R Entry
Door The fuselage segment was located between BS
780 and 940. This piece was badly damaged and
buckled inwards along a line through the lower door
hinge. There were 12 holes or damaged areas on the
skin generally with petals bending outwards. The curl
on a flap around a hole had one full turn. This curl
was in the outward direction. Cracks were also
noticed around some of the holes. Part of the metal
was missing in some of the holes. The edges of some
of the petals showed reverse slant fracture. In one of
the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
When this target was recovered from the sea, along
with it came a few hundred tiny fragments and
medium-sized pieces. One of the medium-sized pieces
recovered with this target was a floor stantion about
35 inches long. It was confirmed that this stantion
belonged to the right side of the forward cargo hold.

The inner face of the stantion had a fracture with a
curl at the lower end, the curl being in the outboard
direction and up into the centre of the stantion.
Scientists from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
the National Aeronautical Laboratory and the
Explosives Research and Development Laboratory in
India conducted a metallurgical examination of certain
items of wreckage. Their report on target 399
concluded that:
the curling of the metal on the floor channel was
indicative of a shock wave effect; the large number of
tiny fragments from the disintegration of nonbrittle
aluminum was a characteristic indication of explosive
forces; and the indications of punctures, outward
petalling around holes, curling of metal lips, reverse
slant fracture, formation of spikes at fracture edges
and certain microstructural changes all were
indicative of an explosion.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 Lower Skin Panel Forward
Cargo Area This section of skin panel was located
between BS 720 and 860 and is just below target 399.
The skin was badly crumpled and torn and had several
punctures. It was pulled free from a large mass of
debris which included some mangled cargo floor
beams and roller trays. Some of the punctures had a
feathered or spiked profile, with spikes angled at
approximately 45 degrees to the edge. Other puncture

holes gave clear indication of being formed by
underlying stiffeners at impact. Two of these holes
contained pieces of web stiffener. Most of the
punctures were the result of penetrations from inside.
In the preliminary report of Mr. V.J. Clancy,
representing Boeing, the following observations
regarding target 362/396 were made: There were
about 20 holes in the lower skin panel clearly
resulting from penetration from inside. In addition to
the fact that perforation was from inside, there were
certain features which suggested that they were made
by high velocity fragments such as those produced by
an explosion. The production of a large number of
small fragments is generally regarded as an indication
of an explosion. One piece, which was isolated, was
about an inch square of sheet alloy with characteristic
spikes on one edge similar to those described by
Tardif and Sterling. The following is an excerpt from
the report by Mr. V.J. Clancy wherein he gives his
opinion and conclusions regarding target 362.
"Opinion The features discernible to a careful close
visual examination point towards the possibility of an
explosion but taken alone do not justify a firm
conclusion. Mr. Clancy concluded that: "there is
strong circumstantial evidence that an explosion
occurred but neither individually nor collectively do
the several pointers give the degree of confidence

necessary for a firm and final conclusion, at this time."
The Indian report, in addition to the observations
made by Mr. Clancy, noted the following with respect
to the metallurgical examination: The microstructure
in the various areas examined on target 362/396
confirmed explosive loading in this part of the aircraft.
The holes and other features observed in targets
362/396 and 399 must have been due to shock waves
and penetration by fragments resulting from an
explosion inside the forward cargo hold. The chemical
nature of the explosive material was not identified. No
part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing
mechanism was recovered.
3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the
recordings of the DFDR, CVR and Shannon ATC
tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped
recording. The conversations in the cockpit were
normal, and there was no indication of an emergency
situation prior to the loud noise heard on the CVR a
fraction of a second before it stopped recording. The
DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The abrupt
cessation of the data recorder could be caused by
airframe structural failure or the detonation of an
explosive device as the initial event. The millisecond
noise on a CVR as observed in this case is usually, as

described in the available literature, the result of the
shock wave from detonation of an explosive device.
However, in this case, certain characteristics of the
noise indicate the possibility that the noise was the
result of an explosive decompression. There is some
disagreement regarding the cause and location of the
source of the noise heard on the CVR, that is, whether
the noise resulted from an explosive device or an
explosive decompression and whether the noise
originated from the rear or closer to the front of the
aircraft.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence
showed a proportion of the passengers with
indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries
and loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and
decompression indicates that the aircraft experienced
a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries
and loss of clothing indicate a proportion of the
passengers were ejected from the aircraft before water
impact
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the
possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or
the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up The forward cargo door
which had some fuselage and cargo floor attached was
located on the sea bed. The door was broken

horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above
the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been
caused by an outward force and the fracture surfaces
of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This damage
was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces.
A failure of this door in flight would explain the
impact damage to the right wing areas. The door
failing as an initial event would cause an explosive
decompression leading to a downward force on the
cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft.
However, examination showed that the cabin floor
panels separated from the support structure in an
upward direction.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device Of the floating wreckage,
there is little to indicate the possibility of an
explosion:
the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;

although the wooden spares box was burned, this
could have happened after the occurrence; although
pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, it
is not known if the burning happened at the time of
the occurrence; although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft; the bottoms of some seat cushions show
indications of a possible explosion; the inside of the
right wing root fillet appears to have been scorched;
and the deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor
and inboard from the cabinet. It is not known if the
suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which
the cushions came is also unknown. The scorching of
the right wing root fillet and the damage to the upper
deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and
stringers on the right side in the area of the forward
cargo compartment contained holes and several
hundred metal fragments. The damage to the floor
stantion and the presence of the fragments are
consistent with an explosion.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully

submits as follows:
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows:
"It is considered that from the CVR and ATC
recordings supplied for analysis, there is no evidence
of a high explosive device having detonated on AI
182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden
explosive decompression occurred but the cause has
not been identified.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device.

3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression. In the
present case the bang, as already noticed, could have
been due to the sound originating from the detonation
of a device or by reason of rapid decompression.
3.5.6 Subjects were taken to 8,000 feet in the
explosive decompression chamber with oxygen. They
were exposed to an altitude of 25,000 feet within one
second. During the course of this explosion a loud
bang was heard and inside the chamber there was
misting and drop in temperature.
3.4.6.15 It was also reported by Mr. Davis that
knocking sounds which were heard during the
transmission were initially thought to be due to handheld microphone vibration. This was discounted
because of the frequency of the sounds. He noticed
that almost identical sounds were heard on the DC-10
CVR after the decompression had occurred and the
source of that sound had not been identified.

2.10.2 The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR
and the Shannon ATC tape. An analysis of the CVR
audio found no significant very low frequency content
which would be expected from the sound created by
the detonation of a high explosive device. A
comparison with CVRs recording an explosive
decompression on a DC-10, a bomb in the cargo hold
of a B737, and a gun shot on the flight deck of a B737
was made. Considering the different acoustic
characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB
analysis indicates that there were distinct similarities
between the sound of the explosive decompression on
the DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI 182
CVR. Knocking sounds were also heard during the
transmission. These were initially thought to be due to
hand-held microphone vibration, but this was
discounted because of the frequency of the sounds.
Almost identical sounds were heard on the DC-10
CVR after the explosive decompression had occurred.
Their source was not identified.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door
stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in

flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom.
2.4.4.1 (ii) Fuselage Lower Bilge Area: Boeing
Company have recommended modifications to
provide improved drainage systems by incorporation
of various Service Bulletins. All the relevant
modification have been completed by Air India on the
affected aircraft. In addition to completion of these
modifications, repeat inspection of lower bilge area is
being carried out to meet the requirements of Boeing
(iv) Cargo Compartments: Inspection of all the cargo
compartment interior structures for corrosion and
cracks is being accomplished periodically by Air India
after removal of linings and insulation blankets.
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr.
I.R. Hill further stated that the significance of flail
injuries being suffered by some of the passengers was
that it indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air
at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. Furthermore, the seating
pattern also shows that none of the bodies from Zone
A or B was recovered, in fact as per the seating plan
Zone B was supposed to have been unoccupied. This
Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment.

3.2.8.1 The forward fuselage section of the aircraft
was found inverted and badly broken into many
pieces, the major pieces being :
(vi) The lower portion of the fuselage skin/frame
between the nose and B S 1000 was damaged past
recognition except for a small portion with the
forwarded cargo door (Target No.204) and another
portion containing the aft access door cutout at B S
810 (Target No. 362).
3.2.9.5 Section 41 Section 41, consisting of the
cockpit, first-class section, and electronics bay and
identified as target 192, was found in a near-inverted
attitude. This section was severely damaged. The
electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located
within the wreckage.
3.2.9.6 Section 42 Portions of Section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near
section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. All cargo
doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door,
located on the forward right side of the aircraft, was
broken horizontally about one-quarter of the distance
above the lower frame. The damage to the door and
the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been

caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of
the cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed.
Because the damage appeared to be different from that
seen on other wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover
the door was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly
after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of
the door to which the lift cable was attached broke
free from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled
back on to the sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door
was unsuccessful.
3.2.11.28 Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin This
piece included the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of
bottom centre and five longitudinal stringers to the
right of bottom centre. The original shape of the piece
(convex in the circumferential direction) had been
deformed to a concave inward overall shape. Multiple
separations were found in the skin as well as in the
underlying stringers. Further inward concavity was
found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.38 A number of small fragments were found
along with the forward cargo skin in target 362.
Amongst them was a piece from the web of a roller
tray. This has pronounced curling of the edges
towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting :
Signals from this also stopped being received by the

secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the
CVR and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at
about the same time, when the signals from ATC
transponder had also ceased, it is reasonable to
presume that there must have been a complete
breakdown of electrical supply which had affected all
the three units. The only event which could have
caused such a damage to paralyze the entire MEC
compartment could only have been an explosion in
the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure
could have disrupted the entire electrical power
supply from the MEC compartment. In known cases
of aircraft being subjected to rapid decompression
there has never been such an instantaneous and total
stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircraft have
been known to have continued to fly and
communicate with the ground even after
decompression.
E. Damage in air : The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo

compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
F. Evidence of Over pressurization: The examination
of the structural panels and the other parts of the
forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo
compartment, recovered from the sea bed, indicates
that overpressure condition had occurred in both the
cargo compartments. The failure of the passenger
cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the
compartments.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin
panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight
and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of
holes. This shows that there was occurrence of an
event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft
cargo compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up The door failing as an initial
event would cause an explosive decompression
leading to a downward force on the cabin floor as a
result of the difference in pressure between the upper
and lower portions of the aircraft. However,
examination showed that the cabin floor panels
separated from the support structure in an upward
direction.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The examination of the
floating and recovered wreckage and the analysis of
the photos and videos of the wreckage on the bottom
failed to indicate any evidence of a failure of the
primary or secondary structure as a result of a preexisting defect. The initial event has been established
as sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation
of the flight recorders indicates the possibility of a
massive and sudden failure of primary structure;
however, there is evidence to suggest that there were
ruptures in the forward and aft cargo compartments
prior to any failure of the primary structure in flight.
Therefore, available evidence tends to rule out a
massive structural failure as the initial event.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India

Flight 182 as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting:
Signals from this also stopped being received by the
secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the
CVR and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at
about the same time, when the signals from ATC
transponder had also ceased, it is reasonable to
presume that there must have been a complete
breakdown of electrical supply which had affected all
the three units. The only event which could have
caused such a damage to paralyze the entire MEC
compartment could only have been an explosion in
the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure
could have disrupted the entire electrical power
supply from the MEC compartment. In known cases
of aircraft being subjected to rapid decompression
there has never been such an instantaneous and total
stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircraft have
been known to have continued to fly and
communicate with the ground even after
decompression.
F. Evidence of Over pressurization: The examination

of the structural panels and the other parts of the
forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo
compartment, recovered from the sea bed, indicates
that overpressure condition had occurred in both the
cargo compartments. The failure of the passenger
cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the
compartments.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical
examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment. Microscopy around some
of the holes discloses that they have such
characteristics like twinning which can be present
only if the holes had been punctured due to the
detonation of an explosive device.
2.6 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression caused by structural failure of ruptured
open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan
latches caused by faulty electrical wiring:
2.6.1 Proponent: John Barry Smith
2.6.2 Analysis: There is close agreement with the
opinions of the two aviation authorities (CASB and

AAIB), the judicial finding of Judge Kirpal, and this
independent aircraft accident investigator in the
specific location in the aircraft and consequences of
the explosion with the only difference being the cause
of the explosion on the starboard side of the forward
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which
could have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment near the
forward cargo door which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.
B. AAIB: There was an explosion, cause
not identified but not a bomb explosion, of the
forward cargo compartment which caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
C. Judge Kirpal: There was an explosion,
a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the
forward cargo compartment near the forward cargo
door which caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
D. John Barry Smith: There was an
explosion, an explosive decompression when faulty
wiring shorted on the forward cargo door unlatch

motor which allowed one or both of the midspan
latches to rupture open in the forward cargo door on
the starboard side of the forward cargo compartment,
which caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight
182.
To determine the pattern in early model Boeing 747
accidents that suffered breakups in flight, it was
necessary to evaluate carefully all the official accident
reports concerning them. A pattern was detected of
similar significant evidence among only four of the
many hull losses, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight
103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800.
It was very probable that one common initial
event by one cause was the reason for all four since
the matching evidence was so rare. There are many
significant individual matches of evidence among
each flight to each other. Table 1 in 7.17 in Section 3
gives all the individual matches to each other of the
fifty four significant evidence matches that appear
among the flights such as:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)

D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or
total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit
G. High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
H. Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
I.
Previous maintenance problems with forward
cargo door
J. Initial event within an hour after takeoff
K. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding
normally in all parameters
L. Initial event has unusual radar contacts
M.
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near
forward cargo door area
N.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
O.
Initial event sound is loud
P. Initial event sound is audible to humans
Q. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt
power cut to data recorders
R.
Initial event sound matched to explosion of
bomb sound
S.
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner
T. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo
door area
U.
Unusual paint smears on and above forward
cargo door

V. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo
compartment
W. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number three
X. Fire/soot in engine number three
Y.
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number four
Z. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
AA. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
AB.
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
AC.
More severe inflight damage on starboard
side than port side
AD. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AE. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of
the forward cargo door
AF. Fracture/tear/rupture at one or both of the
midspan latches of forward cargo door
AG. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door
reported as latched
AH. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04
implemented (stronger lock sectors)
AI. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AJ.
Rectangular shape of shattered area around
forward cargo door
AK.
Forward cargo door fractured in two
longitudinally
AL. Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched

AM.
Passengers suffered decompression type
injuries
AN. At least nine missing and never recovered
passenger bodies
AO. Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft
AP.
Initial official determination of probable
cause as bomb explosion.
AQ. Initial official determination modified from
bomb explosion
AR. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AS. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door
considered for probable cause
AT.
Official probable cause as bomb explosion
AU. Official probable cause as 'improvised
explosive device'
AV. Official probable cause as explosion by
unstated cause
AW.
Official probable cause as explosion in center
fuel tank with unknown ignition source
AX.
Official probable cause as improper latching
of forward cargo door
AY. Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door
AZ. "Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to
detonation flight
BA. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight

BB. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on
fatal flight
2.6.3 Conclusion: The discovered common
cause for all four aircraft, including Air India Flight
182, is the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression premise explanation which is a
mechanical explanation by an explosion on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of
explosive decompression when the forward cargo
door ruptures open in flight, probably at one or both of
the midspan latches and probably caused by faulty
wiring inadvertently turning on the door unlatch
motor and explained in detail in Section 3 of this
report.
3. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight
800 Wiring/Cargo Door/Explosive Decompression
Matching Evidence
Introduction
4. Formatting style
5. Background

6. Purpose
7. Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression caused by structural failure of ruptured
open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan
latches caused by faulty electrical wiring
7.1 Matching Significant Circumstantial
Evidence
7.2 All four aircraft had probable causes initially
thought to be bomb explosions.
7.3 All four aircraft had the probable cause of
bomb explosion modified.
7.4 All four aircraft had initial breakups in their
airframes in a similar amidships location.
7.5 All four aircraft had at least nine missing
never recovered bodies.
7.6 All four aircraft had passengers which
showed explosive decompression type injuries and no
evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
7.7 All four aircraft experienced a sudden, loud,
audible sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event
start time.
7.8 All four aircraft had the source of the sudden,
loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source as an explosive decompression supported.

7.9 All four aircraft had an abrupt power cut to
the data recorders immediately after the sudden, loud,
audible sound.
7.10 All four aircraft had an explosion in or
adjacent to the forward cargo compartment.
7.11 All four aircraft had similar shattered
fuselage skin in and around the forward cargo door.
7.12 All four aircraft had relatively mild damage
on the port side of the nose forward of the wing.
7.13 All four aircraft had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris
7.14 All four aircraft had foreign object damage to
engine number three.
7.15 All four aircraft had incomplete reports of
the status of the forward cargo door, in particular, the
status of the two midspan latches.
7.16 All four aircraft had similar debris patterns on
the surface of the ground or sea bottom.
7.17 Summary of matching evidence for all
aircraft: Table 1
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811
8. Cargo Door Operation Boeing 747
9. Choice of Explosion Cause

10. Inadvertent Cargo Door Opening Causes
11. Wiring
12. Sequence of destruction for Air India Flight
182
13. Comment
14. Hindsight
15. General Conclusions
16. Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182
17. Contributing Causes
18. Recommendations
19. Concluding Comment
3. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight
800 Wiring/Cargo Door/Explosive Decompression
Matching Evidence
Introduction

Hindsight is a luxury that is available to determine
what happened to Air India Flight 182. It has been
sixteen years since the tragic event and many Boeing
747 accidents have occurred before and since.
(Appendix A, Boeing 747 Accidents) There have been
fourteen hull losses of Boeing 747s since 1985 with a
startling three of them suffering similar explosions in
flight to Air India Flight 182 leaving significant
matching evidence that gives circumstantial proof that
all four aircraft suffered the same probable cause. The
main fact in dispute for Air India Flight 182 is the
cause of the explosion that caused the aircraft to
breakup in flight. The three similar accidents,
including one which did not totally breakup in flight,
United Airlines Flight 811, prove by their existence
and tangible evidence that all four should be included
in a matching group of inflight breakups initiated by
the same probable cause.
Once the evidence has been evaluated sufficiently to
include them all into one similar group as matching,
various premises may be evaluated to explain the
inflight breakups, such as bomb explosion, center fuel
tank explosion, missile explosion, or explosive
decompression. The three similar accidents which
occurred in similar circumstances and left similar

matching evidence to United Airlines Flight 811 are
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800. The three flights are all
controversial but evidence grouped the the aircraft
together, not the flight numbers.
When the matching evidence is examined thoroughly
enough to deduce all four as having the same initial
event then the conclusion can be made that the general
cause is the one for the confirmed, indisputable event
of United Airlines Flight 811 in which the forward
cargo door ruptured open in flight causing the
explosive decompression explosion which other
investigators have mistakenly assumed to be a bomb
or center fuel tank explosion.
All of the many potential causes of why those
inadvertently ruptured forward cargo doors opened
inflight may then be considered such as a bomb
explosion, center tank explosion, or explosive
decompression explosion. The most probable general
cause is the same as the one irrefutably confirmed for
the Ôtremendous explosionÕ in United Airlines Flight
811, the cause of which was attributed to a faulty
switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the unlatched position after initial door closure

and before takeoff. The probable cause has been
further refined, by this investigator, to the initial
rupture location in the forward cargo door at one or
both of the midspan latches and the electrical fault to
that of faulty wiring failing in flight.
When evaluating at one time the probable causes
from the point of view of the five accident reports and
other research, there is overwhelming circumstantial
and tangible evidence that all four aircraft suffered a
breakup in flight from an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment at the forward cargo door on the
starboard side.
The current official general explanations for the
inflight breakups can be summarized:
A. Air India Flight 182: An explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
B.
Pan Am Flight 103: An explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the port side.
C.
United Airlines Flight 811: An explosion in
the forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
D.

Trans World Airlines Flight 800: An

explosion in the center of the aircraft adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment.
All of the above official explanations were stated
years ago without benefit of hindsight or current
research techniques. The explanations all try to
explain the inflight breakup as an explosion in or near
the forward cargo compartment. The only difference
is the location of the explosion by a few feet and the
cause of the explosion. The explosive decompression
by the sudden rupturing open of the forward cargo
door in flight is generally consistent with all current
official explanations. All of the inconsistencies in each
individual accident are fully explained by the wiring/
cargo door/explosive decompression explanation
applied to all four accidents.
One aircraft had a partial breakup, United Airlines
Flight 811, and was thus able to land with its evidence
of the event for a positive incontrovertible explanation
of an explosion of explosive decompression at the
forward cargo door which explained the tangible
evidence of CVR, FDR, inflight damage, engine
damage, and injuries to passengers. That substantial
and tangible evidence of United Airlines Flight 811
matches the evidence for all four aircraft, Air India
Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight

811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800. This pattern
of evidence will be described below with summaries,
findings, and matching evidence.
The individual evidence of Air India Flight 182 will
be matched to United Airlines Flight 811 to show that
the explanation for the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment as a bomb is extremely unlikely and
even impossible based upon the evaluation in Section
2 of this report and the explanation as an explosive
decompression caused by a ruptured open forward
cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches in
flight from faulty wiring is most probable.
4. Formatting Style:
Formatting style for the specific matching accidents in
Section 3: There are six Aviation Accident Reports
concerning four Boeing 747 accidents referred to in
Section 3 which compare the four accidents to each
other into a matching pattern. For instance:
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
experienced ........(Description and evidence Match)
Air India Flight 182 was flying normally.......

(Individual flight evidence match)
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally.......
(Individual flight evidence match)
United Airlines Flight 811 was flying normally .......
(Individual flight evidence match)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was flying
normally ...... (Individual flight evidence match)
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the...(Indented excerpts to support the
described pattern indented)
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was ..... Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
21 (Individual excerpts and source)
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to....... UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 15 (Individual excerpts and source)
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal ....... NTSB Accident
Report 92-02 Page 25 (Individual excerpts and

source)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The recording appeared .......Exhibit 12B (Individual
excerpts and source)
5. Background:
There is a history of aviation accidents not being
fully explained in the first AAR.
*
Icarus was the first aviation related fatality and his
mythic accident was said to have been caused when
the wax by which he affixed the wings to his body
melted when he flew too close to the sun; the wings
came off, and down he went.
The AAR might have been worded thus:
When King Minos of Crete found out that his son, the
Minotaur, had been killed and Theseus had escaped
with his daughter, he was angry with Daedalus for not
building a complex enough labyrinth. In revenge, he
imprisoned the inventor in there with his young son
Icarus. Determined to escape from this unfair
punishment, Daedalus fashioned two pairs of wings,
each on a wooden frame, lined with many feathers
which were fixed with beeswax.

When the inventor had finished, he and his son
climbed up to the highest part of the labyrinth,
catching the wind and looking down into the sea
which surrounded the walls. They fixed their wings on
each other and planned their escape. Daedalus told
Icarus that he was to keep his arms wide apart so as to
catch even the slightest breath of wind and to keep
close behind his father, keeping a straight course
between the sun and the sea. "For if you fly too close
to the sea, your feathers will dampen and you will
drown under the weight of the frame. If you fly too
close to the sun however, the beeswax will melt and
the feathers will loosen. Remember these words and
you will be safe."
The two of them then leapt from the walls, Daedalus
going first and Icarus following closely behind.
However, Icarus soon became bolder as he flew
effortlessly in the skies and left his father's straight
course of flight to twirl and loop in the air. As his
loops became bolder, he flew higher and forgot his
father's warning. All too late, he noticed the feathers
falling off the frame for he had flown too close to the
sun. He called out to his father as he fell from the sky
and into the sea where he drowned.

Daedalus had heard his cries but it was too late for
Icarus had already fallen. He recovered the body
which had swept up onto a nearby island and buried it
there, naming it 'Icaria'. He then flew on and found
refuge in Etna's land.
This explanation was not meant to be examined
closely, of course, as the explanation makes no sense.
For instance, how does one affix large wings to a
human body with beeswax; how does one fly high
enough to get too close to the sun, how did Icarus find
enough energy to get off the ground in the first place,
and lastly, who was to blame? Was it the designer
Daedalus who used the defective wax? Was it the
King who gave them reason to fly away? Was it pilot
error of flying his craft outside accepted operating
limits? What could be done to prevent such a
reoccurrence? Better flight training, better adhesives?
Aviation accident investigations are very complex
affairs with many parties interested in the outcome.
(Note that laypersons who have heard about Icarus are
usually unaware of the wise admonition to not fly too
low and are only aware of the warning hazard of
flying too high. Only the fatal accident causes are
remembered.)
The probable cause for Icarus' accident made

sense at the time of telling, but now, years later, we
understand it did make a good story and fulfilled the
wishful thinking of those listening to it but was clearly
impossible based on the tangible, circumstantial, and
direct evidence.
With the introduction of the jet age in commercial
airliners in the late 1950's, such as the Comet from the
United Kingdom, large hulls were pressurized and
subjected to many cycles of pressurizing and
depressurizing. Cracks appeared in the fuselage which
led to structural failure and powerful explosive
decompressions which appeared as an explosion
which led to the inflight breakup of the early airliner.
There is a history of inadvertent explosive
decompressions in commercial airliners being initially
suspected as bomb explosions. Those events are
usually controversial. (Appendix B, Avianca
Accident) It is an understandable error of deduction
because an explosion of explosive decompression
closely mimics a bomb in producing explosive effects
such as ejecting material at high velocity, making a
loud noise, being unexpected, and not supposed to
happen inside an airliner as well as cratering, pitting
curling, folding, and tearing metal. An explosive
decompression is referred to in accident investigations

as an 'explosionÕ and described by a crewmember
who suffered through one as a Ôtremendous
explosion.Õ
All explosions give some similar evidence; it is the
corroborating evidence for a specific type of explosion
that is required before a determination may be made
as to type of explosion, such as bomb, fuel tank, or
explosive decompression. Explosive decompression is
the most difficult to determine because it leaves no
residue or soot and therefore, its determination lies
largely in the absence of corroborating evidence for an
alternative explanation of residue, timer, fuze, ignition
source, burns, or soot. An explosive decompression
does need a highly pressurized vessel and a rupture
location identified whereas the others do not. Bombs
and fuel tanks can explode on the ground; fatal
explosive decompressions from any source have all
occurred inflight.
*
The solution to the early mystery of the Comet
crashes was achieved by matching two similar events
in the similar aircraft which left similar evidence.
Excerpts of corroborative statements to support the
Comet explosive decompression explanation:
(Appendix C, Comet Accidents)
http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/FailureCases/

FAILURE.htm
Professor M Neil James Webpage:
http://www.plym.tech.ac.uk/sme/uoa30/structur.htm
Comet Airliner: Jet transportation age began in on
May 5 1952 when the De Havilland Comet 1 began
scheduled flights from London to Johannesburg. In
April 1953, a Tokyo to London service was
inaugurated ‹ flying time for the 10 200 mile distance
dropped from 85 hours to 36 hours. The Comet had a
cruising speed of 490 mph at 35 000 feet and a range
of 1 750 miles with a payload of 44 passengers.
The cabin was pressurized to maintain a pressure
equivalent to 8 000 feet at an aircraft altitude of 40
000 feet, which was required for efficient operation of
the engines. This gave a pressure differential of 8.25
psi (56 kPa) across the fuselage ‹ twice the value
previously used. De Havilland conducted Ômany
testsÕ to ensure structural integrity of the cabin.
However, a series of 3 accidents occurred where
Comet aircraft disintegrated in flight:
(a) Investigation by R.A.E. (Excerpts) The loss of
Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke presented a problem of
unprecedented difficulty, the solution of which was

clearly of the greatest importance to the future, not
only of the Comet, but also of Civil Air Transport in
this country and, indeed, throughout the world. They
thought it necessary to satisfy themselves about the
structural integrity of the aircraft, in particular of the
cabin and the tail and to consider in more detail
possible sources of explosion and loss of control. But
at the time when their attention became directed to
fatigue of the pressure cabin they were influenced
chiefly by the apparent similarity of the circumstances
of the two accidents, and by the fact that the
modifications carried out after Elba seemed to rule out
many of the other possible causes.
(2) There were serious lessons resulting from
explosive decompression and deceleration.
G-ALYV after leaving Calcutta ‹ May 1953. Violent
storms were thought to be involved and some
wreckage was recovered. No firm conclusions drawn
as to cause.
G-ALYP over Elba ‹ January 1954 after 1 286 cabin
pressurisation cycles. Little wreckage was recovered
and no major problems found in fleet inspection. Fire
was assumed the most likely cause and modifications
made to improve fire prevention and control. Aircraft
returned to service.
G-ALYY flying as SA 201 after leaving Rome ‹ April
1954. and all Comet 1 aircraft were subsequently

withdrawn from service.
A more intensive effort was made to recover the
wreckage of G-ALYP using underwater television
cameras for the first time. About 70% of the aircraft
was recovered and reconstructed at Farnborough. The
Royal Navy was charged with getting the relevant
fuselage piece of G-ALYP from the sea (using
simulation trials, based on the way the aircraft was
now thought to break up in flight, to establish the
likely position of this part of the aircraft on the
seabed. This was recovered within a few hours of
searching and showed, in the language of the coroner,
the Ôunmistakable fingerprint of fatigueÕ. The
fatigue crack was associated with the stress
concentrations of the rather square rear ADF window
cutout (stress of 315 MPa at edge of window), and
with a bolt hole around the window (although the
stress at the bolt position was only 70 MPa).
In the 1960s a new type of airliner came into
production called a 'widebody', the DC-10 (Appendix
D, DC-10 Accidents) and the Boeing 747 (Appendix
E, Boeing 747 History). These aircraft had a much
larger cabin to accommodate several hundred
passengers. This larger size of the hull required
greater pressurization loads on the internal fuselage
which were underestimated by designers.

Subsequently two flights of the DC-10 suffered
explosive decompressions in flight from inadvertent
cargo door openings which left evidence of a sudden
loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder which was
used to match to later explosive decompression events
in another wide body airliner, the Boeing 747. The
design of the outward opening nonplug cargo door
was criticized as inadequate for both types of aircraft
in subsequent accident reports.
*
June 12, 1972
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N103AA, American
Airlines
Over Windsor, Ontario
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 67
Fatalities: 0
Following takeoff from Detroit, the rear cargo door
blew off due to a door latch system that had been
damaged by ground crew members. The loss of
pressurization caused the cabin floor to buckle and
damaged the hydraulic control lines of the aircraft.
The captain, having trained himself in simulator
sessions to fly the aircraft using its throttles (a method
called Òdifferential thrust steeringÓ), made an
emergency landing in Detroit.

March 3, 1974
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 TC-JAV Turk Hava
Yollari - THY
Outside Paris, France
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 346
Fatalities: 346
The latch mechanism of the aft cargo door, the design
of which was susceptible to damage, had been
damaged before the accident. Before takeoff the door
had not been secured properly. Shortly after takeoff
from Paris, the door failed. The resulting
depressurization led to the disruption of the floor
structure, causing six passengers and parts of the
aircraft to be ejected, rendering No.2 engine
inoperative, and impairing the flight controls so that it
was impossible for the crew to regain control of the
aircraft.
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines Flight 811, a
Boeing 747-122, experienced an explosive
decompression as it was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu, Hawaii, en
route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
*

After an investigation, the NTSB issued AAR 90/01
which concluded:
'The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the improperly latched
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the
subsequent explosive decompression.' NTSB also
stated: 'The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing
to have reexamined the original assumptions and
conclusions about the B-747 cargo door design and
certification was after the findings of the Turkish
Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France.
The concerns for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock
mechanisms and the human and mechanical failures,
singularly and in combination, that led to that
accident, should have prompted a review of the B-747
cargo door's continuing airworthiness. In the Turkish
Airlines case, a single failure by a ramp service agent,
who closed the door, in combination with a poorly
designed latch/lock system, led to a catastrophic
accident. The revisions to the DC-10 cargo door
mechanisms mandated after that accident apparently
were not examined and carried over to the design of
the B-747 cargo doors. Specifically, the mechanical
retrofit of more positive locking mechanisms on the
DC-10 cargo door to preclude an erroneous locked

indication to the flightcrew, and the incorporation of
redundant sensors to show the position of the latches/
locks, were not required to be retrofitted at that time
for the B-747.'
After extensive efforts from the family of one of the
victims, the forward cargo door pieces of United
Airlines Flight 811 were retrieved from the bottom of
the ocean and it was discovered that, in fact, the cargo
door had been properly latched, thus exonerating the
accused ground baggage handler of the deaths of nine
innocent passengers. The NTSB issued another
aircraft accident report, AAR 92/02, with the
corrected probable cause, the only known time that
two aircraft accident reports have been written about
the same accident.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states: "Thus, as a result of the
recovery and examination of the cargo door, the
Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these
changes and supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression. The
door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or

wiring in the door control system which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff."
Over a period of eleven years, from 1985 to
1996, there have been four early model Boeing 747
aircraft which have suffered fatal explosive
decompressions in flight which were all initially
attributed to 'bombs', one of which was United
Airlines Flight 811 as reported by the surviving crew.
Two of the accidents have since had a bomb explosion
ruled out as the probable cause while one cause is in
dispute as a bomb or not and one cause is stated to be
'an improvised explosive device' which may or may
not be a bomb. All four flights were and are
controversial. It is these four flights that in similar
circumstances with similar aircraft that left similar
evidence that has led this investigator to conclude that
one similar probable cause is the same for all,
including Air India Flight 182, and that similar cause
is the only confirmed and irrefutable probable cause:
the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo
door in flight and the subsequent explosive
decompression refined to the locations as the midspan
latches and the cause as faulty wiring.

The implication of this conclusion is that there were
never any bombs, or missiles, or center fuel tanks
initially exploding inflight on the four flights but an
event in each occurred which mimics those other
explosions, that is, an explosive decompression after
an inadvertently ruptured open forward cargo door
inflight.
6. Purpose:
This report shall evaluate the four fatal inflight
breakups of Boeing 747s using the cumulative
evidence of sixteen years to sustain the matching
pattern for all four of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment by a sudden ruptured opening of
the forward cargo door in flight at one or both of the
midspan latches probably caused by faulty wiring.
Specific data about the four early model Boeing
747s:
Air India Flight 182: Sequence in construction:#330,
Construction Number 21473 Date completed: 19 June
78, Type Aircraft: B747-237B Type of wiring: Poly-X
(Raychem Corp), accident date: June 23 1985
Pan Am Flight 103: Sequence in construction: #15,
Construction Number 19646, Date completed: 25 Jan

70, Type Aircraft: B747-121 Type of wiring: Poly-X
(Raychem Corp), accident date: 21 December 88
United Airlines Flight 811: Sequence in
construction:#89, Construction Number 19875, Date
completed: 20 Oct 70, Type Aircraft: B747-122 Type
of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp), accident date: 23
February 89
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Sequence in
construction:#153, Construction Number 20083, Date
completed: 18 August 71, Type Aircraft: B747-131
Type of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp), accident
date: 17 July 96
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Air India Flight 182
From: Report Of The Court Investigating Accident To
Air India Boeing 747 Aircraft VT-EFO, "Kanishka"
On 23rd June 1985
From Canadian Aviation Bureau Safety Board
Aviation Occurrence Air India Boeing 747-237b
VT-EFO Cork, Ireland 110 Miles West 23 June
1985
Boeing 747-237B 'Kanishka' aircraft VT-EFO was
manufactured by Messrs Boeing Company under
Sl.No. 21473. The aircraft was acquired by Air India

on 19th June, 1978. Initially, it came with the expert
Certificate of Airworthiness No. E-161805.
Subsequently, the Certificate of Airworthiness No.
1708 was issued by the Director General of Civil
Aviation, India on 5th July, 1978. The C of A was
renewed periodically and was valid up to 29th June,
1985. From the beginning of June, 1985, C of A
renewal work of the aircraft was in progress. The
aircraft had the Certificate of Registration No. 2179
issued by the DGCA on 5th May, 1978. The
commercial flight of 'Kanishka' aircraft started on 7th
July, 1978.
2.4.1.2 The aircraft was maintained by Air India
following the approved maintenance schedules. It had
logged 23634:49 hours and had completed 7525
cycles till the time of accident.
A. On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 Air India's
Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO (Kanishka) was on a
scheduled passenger flight (AI-182) from Montreal
and was proceeding to London enroute to Delhi and
Bombay. It was being monitored at Shannon on the
Radar Scope. At about 0714 GMT it suddenly
disappeared from the Radar Scope and the aircraft,
which has been flying at an altitude of approximately
31,000 feet, plunged into the Atlantic Ocean off the
south-west coast of Ireland at position latitude 51
degrees 3.6 minutes N and Longitude 12 degrees 49

minutes W. This was one of the worst air disasters
wherein all the 307 passengers plus 22 crew members
perished.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully
submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning,
Air India Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event
at an altitude of 31,000 feet resulting in its crash into
the sea and the death of all on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured
before water impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated
from the forward portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural
failure of the aircraft was the lead event in this
occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.'
The Indian Kirpal Report: "3.4.6.60 The only
conclusion which can, however, be arrived at is that
the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has
been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.' and 4.10

'After going through the entire record we find that
there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence
which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft.'
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Pan Am Flight 103
From: Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90
1.6.1 Leading particulars Aircraft type: Boeing
747-121 Constructor's serial number: 19646
N739PA first flew in 1970 and spent its whole service
life in the hands of Pan American World Airways
Incorporated. Its Certificate of Airworthiness was
issued on 12 February 1970 and remained in force
until the time of the accident, at which time the
aircraft had completed a total of 72,464 hours flying
and 16,497 flight cycles.
The accident was notified to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch at 19.40 hrs on the 21 December
1988 and the investigation commenced that day. The
aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New
York, had been in level cruising flight at flight level
310 (31,000 feet) for approximately seven minutes
when the last secondary radar return was received just

before 19.03 hrs. The radar then showed multiple
primary returns fanning out downwind. Major
portions of the wreckage of the aircraft fell on the
town of Lockerbie with other large parts landing in
the countryside to the east of the town. Lighter debris
from the aircraft was strewn along two trails, the
longest of which extended some 130 kilometres to the
east coast of England. The report concludes that the
detonation of an improvised explosive device led
directly to the destruction of the aircraft with the loss
of all 259 persons on board and 11 of the residents of
the town of Lockerbie.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: United Airlines Flight 811:
From: National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Aircraft Accident Report Explosive Decompression-Loss Of Cargo Door In Flight
United Airlines Flight 811 Boeing 747-122, N4713U
Honolulu, Hawaii February 24, 1989
The accident airplane, serial No. 19875, registered in
the United States as N4713U, was manufactured as a
Boeing 747-122 transport category airplane by the
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company (Boeing),
Seattle, Washington, a Division of the Boeing

Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing,
was manufactured in accordance with Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) type certificate No.
A20WE, as approved on December 30, 1969. The
airplane was certificated in accordance with the
provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective February 1,
1965.
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a
Boeing 747-122, experienced an explosive
decompression as it was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu, Hawaii, en
route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard. The airplane
made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu and
the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of
the airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe
cargo door had separated in flight and had caused
extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin structure
adjacent to the door. Nine of the passengers had been
ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines
that the probable cause of this accident was the
sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door
in flight and the subsequent explosive decompression.
The door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or

wiring in the door control system which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From: National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Aircraft Accident Report
In-flight Breakup Over the Atlantic Ocean
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
Boeing 747-131, N93119
Near East Moriches, New York
July 17, 1996
The accident airplane, N93119, a 747-100 series
airplane (model 747-131), serial number (S/N) 20083,
was manufactured by Boeing in July 1971 and
purchased new by TWA. The airplane was added to
TWA's operating certificate on October 27, 1971, and,
except for a 1-year period, was operated by TWA in
commercial transport service until the accident
occurred. According to TWA records, the accident
airplane had 93,303 total hours of operation (16,869
flight cycles) at the time of the accident. The 747-100
is a low-wing, transport-category airplane that is
about 225 feet long and 63 feet high (from the ground

to the top of the vertical stabilizer), with a wingspan
of about 195 feet.
On July 17, 1996, about 2031 eastern daylight time,
Trans World Airlines, Inc. (TWA) flight 800, a Boeing
747-131, N93119, crashed in the Atlantic Ocean near
East Moriches, New York. TWA flight 800 was
operating under the provisions of Code of Federal
Regulations Part 121 as a scheduled international
passenger flight from John F. Kennedy International
Airport (JFK), New York, New York, to Charles
DeGaulle International Airport, Paris, France. The
flight departed JFK about 2019, with 2 pilots, 2 flight
engineers, 14 flight attendants, and 212 passengers on
board. All 230 people on board were killed, and the
airplane was destroyed. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed for the flight, which operated on
an instrument flight rules flight plan.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines
that the probable cause of the TWA flight 800 accident
was an explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT),
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air
mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy for
the explosion could not be determined with certainty,
but, of the sources evaluated by the investigation, the
most likely was a short circuit outside of the CWT

that allowed excessive voltage to enter it through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity
indication system.
Excerpts of corroborative statements for
background:
For Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight
800:
Findings of John Barry Smith, independent aviation
accident investigator, in report 'Boeing 747 Rupture at
Midspan Latches of Forward Cargo Door in Flight
Probably Caused by Wiring/Electrical Fault Accidents
TWA 800, UAL 811, PA 103, AI 182' at
www.corazon.com, December, 1996. For AI 182:
'Explosion in forward cargo compartment explains
observations. Explosive decompression which occurs
when cargo door opens produces explosive effects.' 'A
structural failure occurred in AI 182 when the forward
cargo door inadvertently ruptured open in flight when
faulty wiring probably shorted on the door unlatch
motor which led to explosive decompression just
forward of the wing on the starboard side creating a
huge hole in which airframe integrity was
compromised so that the aircraft broke up in flight'.

7. Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of explosive decompression
caused by structural failure of ruptured open forward
cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches
caused by faulty electrical wiring:
Proponent: John Barry Smith
Analysis: To determine the pattern in early model
Boeing 747 accidents that suffered breakups in flight,
it was necessary to evaluate carefully all the official
accident reports concerning them. A pattern was
detected of similar significant evidence among only
four of the many hull losses. It was very probable that
one initial event by one cause was the reason for all
four. The evidence is detailed below. There are many
significant individual matches of evidence among
each flight to each other. For instance, three flights
had strange radar returns at event time but Air India
Flight 182 was out of radar range and therefore there
is no match for all, therefore the match is not included
below. Only the matches for all four flights are listed
below. Table 1 in 7.17 of Section 3 gives all the
individual matches to each other of the fifty four
significant evidence matches that appear among the
flights.

7.1. Matching Significant Circumstantial
Evidence: The matching significant circumstantial
evidence that follows is for all the four aircraft, Air
India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
A. All four aircraft had probable causes
initially thought to be bomb explosions.
B. All four aircraft had the probable cause of
bomb explosion modified.
C. All four aircraft had breakups in their
airframes in a similar amidships location.
D. All four aircraft had at least nine missing
never recovered bodies.
E. All four aircraft had passengers which
showed explosive decompression type injuries and no
injuries consistent with a detonation of a powerful
bomb.
F. All four aircraft experienced a sudden, loud,
audible sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event
start time.

G. All four aircraft had the source of the sudden,
loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source as an explosive decompression supported.
H. All four aircraft had an abrupt power cut to
the recorders immediately after the sudden, loud,
audible sound.
I. All four aircraft had an explosion in or adjacent
to the forward cargo compartment.
J. All four aircraft had similar shattered fuselage
skin in and around the forward cargo door.
K. All four aircraft had relatively mild damage
on the port side of the nose forward of the wing
directly opposite the shattered zone around the
forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
L. All four aircraft had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris.
M. All four aircraft had foreign object damage to
engine number three.
N. All four aircraft had incomplete reports of
the status of the forward cargo door, in particular, the

status of the two midspan latches was omitted.
O. All four aircraft had similar debris patterns
on the surface of the ground or sea bottom. (United
Airlines Flight 811 had much lesser debris that still
fell in the same pattern as the rest which was first
items to leave the aircraft landed the closest to the
initial event location.)
7.2. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had probable causes which
were initially thought to be bomb explosions:
Air India Flight 182. Initial action was to speculate on
explosive sabotage for the cause and immediately
requisition the services of a specialist in the detection
of explosives sabotage in aircraft wreckage.
Pan Am Flight 103: Within a few days items of
wreckage were retrieved upon which forensic
scientists found conclusive evidence of a detonating
high explosive.
United Airlines Flight 811: The flight crew heard the
explosion, checked the damage and reported to the
tower a bomb had gone off in their aircraft.

Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Initial information
led to consideration of the detonation of a high energy
explosive device.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights were thought
initially to be 'bombs'.
Air India Flight 182
From the Indian Kirpal Report: Initial Action Taken
by the Government of India 1.2.8 It was also being
speculated that the accident may have occurred due to
an explosion on board the aircraft. In order to see
whether there was any evidence of an explosion
which could be gathered from the floating wreckage
which was being salvaged, the Government of India
requisitioned the services of Mr. Eric Newton, a
Specialist in the detection of explosives sabotage in
aircraft wreckage.
Pan Am Flight 103
From Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90 Synopsis: Within a few
days items of wreckage were retrieved upon which
forensic scientists found conclusive evidence of a
detonating high explosive.

United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02 1.15 Survival Aspects: At
0210, the FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a
United Airlines, Inc., B-747, with a possible bomb on
board, had experienced an explosion and was
returning to HNL.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1 The In-Flight Breakup:
On the basis of this initial information, investigators
considered several possible causes for TWA flight
800s in-flight structural breakup: a structural failure
and decompression; detonation of a high-energy
explosive device, such as a bomb exploding inside the
airplane or a missile warhead exploding upon impact
with the airplane; and a fuel/air explosion in the center
wing fuel tank (CWT). Several factors led to
speculation that the accident might have been caused
by a bomb or missile strike. These factors included
heightened safety and security concerns because of
the 1996 Olympics then being held in the United
States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was an
international flight, and the sudden and catastrophic
nature of the in-flight breakup.
7.3 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United

Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had the original cause of bomb
explosion modified.
Two flights, United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, had the accident cause
changed from 'bomb explosion' to other; one flight,
Air India Flight 182, remained a bomb for the Indians
and maybe a bomb by the Canadians, and one flight,
Pan Am 103, became an "improvised explosive
device' which may or may not be a bomb.
Air India Flight 182 is now stated to be an explosion
from an unstated source by the Canadian aviation
accident investigators and an explosion by bomb by
the judicial inquiry of Judge Kirpal.
Pan Am Flight 103 is now stated to be an explosion by
an 'an improvised explosive device', which may or
may not be a 'bomb'. The British accident
investigators could certainly have called the cause a
'bomb' if they had chosen to but declined as the
evidence supported a conclusion of an improvised
explosive device but did not support the conclusion of
a 'bomb.' A cargo door has become an improvised
explosive device in the United Airlines Flight 811 and
the Paris Turkish Airlines DC-10 events in which

tremendous explosions occurred by the inadvertently
improvised complex door device. Firecrackers and
fireworks illegally carried aboard in a cabin or cargo
compartment can become inadvertent improvised
explosive devices.
United Airlines Flight 811 is now stated to be an
explosion by explosive decompression caused by an
inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight
from defective electrical wiring or switch. After
landing safely the crew and ground personnel
discovered that the forward cargo door had opened in
flight and there was no evidence of a bomb on board
as they previously reported.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 is now stated to be an
explosion of the center fuel tank by an unknown
ignition source but probably faulty wiring. NTSB
concluded that the in-flight breakup of TWA flight 800
was not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike because
of the lack of any corroboration evidence associated
with a high energy explosion. A bomb explosion or
missile strike was the official working explanation for
seventeen months. Evidence of of a detonating high
explosive was discovered but determined to be benign
such as a 'dog sniffing' test.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements that two
of the aircraft changed their initial cause from 'bomb',
one aircraft had explosion as a bomb or an explosion
of unstated cause, and one aircraft had an explosion
by an improvised explosive device.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits
as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings 5. There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not
conclusive. However, the evidence does not support
any other conclusion.'
From the Kirpal Report: 4.10 After going through the
entire record we find that there is circumstantial as
well as direct evidence which directly points
to the cause of the accident as being that of an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold of the
aircraft. At the same time there is complete lack of
evidence to indicate that there was any structural
failure.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90:

Synopsis. The report concludes that the detonation of
an improvised explosive device led directly to the
destruction of the aircraft with the loss of all 259
persons on board and 11 of the residents of the town
of Lockerbie
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Executive Summary: The
airplane made a successful emergency landing at
Honolulu and the occupants evacuated the airplane.
Examination of the airplane revealed that the forward
lower lobe cargo door had separated in flight and had
caused extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin
structure adjacent to the door.
Trans World Air Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 2.2.1.2 Consideration of a
High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or
Missile Warhead) Despite being unable to determine
the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the lack of any
corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy
explosion indicates that these trace amounts did not
result from the detonation of a high-energy explosive
device on TWA flight 800. Accordingly, the Safety
Board concludes that the in-flight breakup of TWA
flight 800 was not initiated by a bomb or a missile

strike. The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of the TWA flight
800 accident was an explosion of the center wing fuel
tank (CWT), resulting from ignition of the flammable
fuel/air mixture in the tank. The source of ignition
energy for the explosion could not be determined with
certainty,
7.4 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had breakups in their airframes in a
similar amidships location.
For three of the aircraft the sudden huge hole
appearing on the starboard side just forward of the
wing was too large and the forward part of the aircraft
pulled away from the aft part for a total breakup.
United Airlines Flight 811 had a partial breakup with
'only' a ten foot by fifteen foot hole appearing and was
able, with difficulty, to safely land soon after the
explosive decompression when the forward cargo
door opened in flight.
Air India Flight 182 had an inflight breakup when the
aft part separated from the forward part.
Pan Am Flight 103 had an inflight breakup when the

forward part pulled away from the rear part.
United Airlines Flight 811 had an inflight partial
breakup of the forward part when a huge hole
appeared in the nose of the aircraft.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an inflight
breakup when the nose portion pulled away from the
rest of the aircraft.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had breakups in
their airframes at a similar amidships location:
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 3.3
Aircraft Break-up Sequence Hence, it is likely that the
aft portion of the aircraft separated from the forward
portion before striking the water. Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 48
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90: 2.14
Summary The combined effect of the direct and
indirect explosive forces was to destroy the structural
integrity of the forward fuselage. UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 56 The forward fuselage and flight deck

area separated from the remaining structure within a
period of 2 to 3 seconds." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page
57 Although the pattern of distribution of bodies on
the ground was not clear cut there was some
correlation with seat allocation which suggested that
the forward part of the aircraft had broken away from
the rear early in the disintegration process. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 30
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a
hole on the right side in the area of the forward lower
lobe cargo door, approximately 10 by 15 feet large.
An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door, to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper
deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. NTSB/AAR 92/02 Page 4
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 2.2.1.3 Consideration of a
Fuel/Air Explosion in the Center Wing Fuel Tank It
was clear from the wreckage recovery locations that

the first pieces to depart the airplane were from the
area in and around the airplane's wing center section
(WCS), which includes the CWT, and, therefore, that
the breakup must have initiated in this area.
7.5 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had at least nine never recovered bodies.
Extensive and long searches were made at the four
accident sites soon after the events. The never
recovered passengers were mostly those seated in the
cabin near and above the forward cargo door. One
published report gives the macabre explanation for the
missing bodies for United Airline Flight 811 as they
were ingested into the adjacent number three engine.
Air India Flight 182 had 131 bodies recovered of the
329 which left 198 bodies never recovered with
passengers assigned seats near and above the forward
cargo compartment included in the missing.
Pan Am Flight 103 had ten passengers never
recovered although evidence was presented of
recovering very small items such as fragments of
pieces of metal which indicates the extensive and
thorough search that was conducted on land.

United Airlines Flight 811 had nine never recovered
passengers, all expelled from the huge hole created
when the forward cargo door opened in flight which
took fuselage skin with it leaving the passengers
above exposed. US Navy ships were on the scene very
quickly but recovered no bodies.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has at least nineteen
bodies never recovered although DNA testing of the
fragments of bones identified all the passengers.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had at least nine
missing, never recovered bodies.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 3.1.6
In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R.
Hill further stated that the significance of flail injuries
being suffered by some of the passengers was that it
indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air at an
altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. He further explained that if
an explosion had occurred in the cargo hold, it was
possible that the bodies may not show any sign of
explosion. It may here be mentioned that the forensic

examination of the bodies do not disclose any
evidence of an explosion. Furthermore, the seating
pattern also shows that none of the bodies from Zone
A or B was recovered, in fact as per the seating plan
Zone B was supposed to have been unoccupied. This
Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment. Medical examination was conducted on
the 131 bodies recovered after the accident. This
comprises about 40 percent of the 329 persons on
board. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 19
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.13
Medical and pathological information The bodies of
10 passengers were not recovered and of these, 8 had
been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over
the wing at the front of the economy section. UK
AAIB Report 2/90 Page 31
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Executive Summary: Nine
of the passengers had been ejected from the airplane
and lost at sea. 1.2 Injuries to Persons Injuries
Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers Others Serious Lost
in flight. An extensive air and sea search for the
passengers was unsuccessful. 1.15 Survival Aspects

The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive
nature of the decompression, which swept nine of the
passengers from the airplane. The explosive
decompression of the cabin when the cargo door
separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor structure
and seats where the nine fatally injured passengers
had been seated were subjected to the destructive
forces of the decompression and the passengers were
lost through the hole in the fuselage. Their remains
were not recovered. Passengers-Nine Passengers who
were seated in seats 8H, 9FGH, 10GH, 11GH and
12H, were ejected from the fuselage and were not
found; and thus, are assumed to have been fatally
injured in the accident.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.13 Medical and
Pathological Information: Most identifications of
occupants were accomplished through the use of
fingerprints or dental records. However, in 29 cases,
neither of these methods was successful; these cases
required the use of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
protocols or forensic radiography as the primary
means of identification. (Nineteen occupants were
identified solely by DNA, and 10 were identified by
forensic radiography, either by the medical examiner
or the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.)

7.6 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had passengers that showed explosive
decompression type injuries and no evidence of
bomb explosion injuries.
Air India Flight 182 has at least twenty five
passengers who showed signs of decompression
injuries and no evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Pan Am Flight 103 had a majority of passengers who
had been injured by the inflight disintegration of the
aircraft and showed no evidence of bomb explosion
injuries.
United Airlines Flight 811 had surviving passengers
who suffered decompression type injuries such as
baro trauma to the ear and no evidence of bomb
explosion injuries.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had passengers who
suffered from the effects of an inflight breakup of the
aircraft and no evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had passengers

who suffered from decompression type injuries and no
evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 2.9
Medical Evidence Flail pattern injuries were
exhibited by eight bodies. Five of these were in Zone
E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one crew
member. The significance of flail injuries is that it
indicates that the victims came out of the aircraft at
altitude before it hit the water. There were 26 bodies
that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of oxygen),
including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and
11 in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. Pathological
examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative of
a fire or explosion.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.13
Medical and pathological information The results of
the post mortem examination of the victims indicated
that the majority had experienced severe multiple
injuries at different stages, consistent with the in-flight
disintegration of the aircraft and ground impact. There
was no pathological indication of an in-flight fire and
no evidence that any of the victims had been injured

by shrapnel from the explosion. There was also no
evidence which unequivocally indicated that
passengers or cabin crew had been killed or injured by
the effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the
aircraft, the majority were found in areas which
indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage
during the disintegration. Although the pattern of
distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with seat allocation which
suggested that the forward part of the aircraft had
broken away from the rear early in the disintegration
process. The bodies of 10 passengers were not
recovered and of these, 8 had been allocated seats in
rows 23 to 28 positioned over the wing at the front of
the economy section.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Injury Information
Passengers.--Nine Passengers who were seated in
seats 8H, 9FGH, 10GH, 11GH, and 12H, were ejected
from the fuselage and were not found; and thus, are
assumed to have been fatally injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the
following injuries: Seat 7CBarotrauma to both ears 9E
Superficial abrasions and contusions to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears 13D Barotrauma to both
ears 13E Bleeding in both ears 14A Laceration in the

parietal occipital area, barotrauma to both ears 16J
Barotrauma to both ears 26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B Barotrauma to both ears 26H Barotitis to both
ears, low back pain, irritation to the right eye due to
foreign bodies 27A Barotrauma to the right ear 28J
Superficial abrasions and a contusion to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.13 Medical and
Pathological Information A Medical Forensic
Investigation Analysis Report, dated January 28,
1999, and prepared for the Department of Justice/FBI
by a medical/forensic expert, 166 concluded the
following: Exhaustive analysis of all available
medical data on the victims of TWA Flight 800 by an
experienced team of forensic pathologists,
biomechanicists and criminal investigators failed to
find any evidence that any victim was directly
exposed to a bomb blast or missile warhead
detonation. This finding makes it highly unlikely that
a localized explosion occurred within the passenger
cabin of TWA Flight 800. All injuries found in the
victims were consistent with severe in-flight break up
and subsequent water impact.
7.7 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United

Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had experienced a sudden, loud, audible
sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event start
time:
It is very unusual to have a sudden, loud, audible
sound appear to the flightcrew in flight. It never
happens under usual circumstances and only four
times in accidents. The rarity and difficulty in creating
such an event leads to the assumption that one
identical initial event caused the sound which
appeared on all four cockpit voice recorders, such as a
bomb explosion, a center tank explosion, or an
explosive decompression from a sudden hull rupture.
Air India Flight 182 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
United Airlines Flight 811 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred and described
by a survivor as a 'tremendous explosion'.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was flying normally
when a sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights experienced a
sudden, loud audible sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at event start time.
*
Above Chart 12 from TWA 800 Public Docket for
TWA 800 and shows CVR data for TWA 800, Pan Am
Flight 103, Air India Flight 182, United Airlines
Flight 811, and a Philippines Airlines 737.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council,
Canada From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was
proceeding normally en route from Montreal to
London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound
continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost
immediately, the line from the cockpit area
microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the rear of
the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This
was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 21

Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.11.2
Cockpit voice recorder The CVR tape was listened to
for its full duration and there was no indication of
anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual crew
behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM
channel followed almost immediately by the cessation
of recording whilst the crew were copying their
transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC." UK
AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 It is not clear if the sound
at the end of the recording is the result of the
explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft
structure. The short period between the beginning of
the event and the loss of electrical power suggests that
the latter is more likely to be the case. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 38
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders The
CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could
be heard on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5
seconds after a "thump" was heard on the CVR for
which one of the flightcrew made a comment. They
heard a sound, described as a "thump," which shook

the airplane. They said that this sound was followed
immediately by a "tremendous explosion." The
airplane had experienced an explosive decompression.
The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang.
The CVR returned to normal operation at 0209:29
HST, and cockpit conversation continued to be
recorded in a normal manner. NTSB Accident Report
92-02 Page 25.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1. Factual Information 1.1
History of Flight The CVR then recorded a very loud
sound for a fraction of a second (0.117 second) on all
channels immediately before the recording ended.
1.11.1.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder-Related Airplane
Tests As previously discussed in section 1.1, the CVR
recorded an event (a very loud sound) that was about
40 percent louder than the previous signals during the
last few tenths of a second of the CVR recording,
which continued until the CVR recording abruptly
stopped. The CVRs recovered from these airplanes
all recorded very loud sound events just before they
stopped recording. The sound signatures from these
events were compared with the sound signatures
recorded at the end of the TWA flight 800 CVR
recording. Generally, the sound signatures could be

characterized based on how quickly the loud noise
event rose from the background noise (rise time), the
duration of the loud noise event, and how quickly the
loud noise event decreased (fall time). 121 The TWA
flight 800 CVR recorded noise characteristics that
were most similar to those recorded by the CVRs on
board the United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines
airplanes. At 2031:12, the CVR recording ended. A
sound spectrum study of the information recorded by
the CVR revealed that twice within the last second of
the CVR recording (about 0.73 and 0.68 seconds
before the recording stopped), the captain's channel
recorded harmonic tones at the 400 Hertz 10 (Hz)
frequency, but it did not record other electrical system
background noise that it had recorded previously
throughout the recording. These other electrical
system background noises were recorded on the other
CVR channels without interruption. 11 The CVR then
recorded a every loud sound for a fraction of a second
(0.117 second) on all channels immediately before the
recording ended. The accident airplane's last recorded
radar 12 transponder return occurred at 2031:12, and a
review of the FDR data indicated that the FDR lost
power at 2031:12.
7.8 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines

Flight 800 had the source of the sudden, loud,
audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source of the sudden, loud, audible sound as an
explosive decompression supported.
Air India Flight 182:
The sudden loud, audible sound lacked certain low
frequencies and had a slower rise time for it to be the
sound of a bomb explosion. The sudden loud sound
matched that of an explosive decompression of a wide
body DC-10 decompression accident sound.
Pan Am Flight 103:
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds. The sound did match the
sound of its structure breaking up.
United Airlines Flight 811
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds because a bomb explosion
was conclusively ruled out. The sudden loud sound
did match the sound of the explosive decompression
when its forward cargo door opened in flight which
allowed the inside compressed air to rush out

suddenly into the low pressure outside air.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds because a bomb explosion
was conclusively ruled out. The sudden loud sound
was matched to the sound of a Boeing 747 explosive
decompression accident sound, specifically, United
Airlines Flight 811.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all had the source of the
sudden, loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion
disputed and the source as an explosive
decompression supported.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch
(AIB), United Kingdom An analysis of the CVR audio
found no significant very low frequency content
which would be expected from the sound created by
the detonation of a high explosive device.
Considering the different acoustic characteristics
between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis
indicates that there were distinct similarities between

the sound of the explosive decompression on the
DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI 182 CVR.
3.4.6.52 It would be pertinent to note that even
according to the report of Mr. Davis the rise time in
the case of Kanishka, which has been given for the
peak is about 40 milliseconds. 3.4.6.55 A reference
may also be made, at this stage, the frequency
spectrum of the sound of the hand gun which was
fired on a Boeing 737 flight deck. He has stated that
the rise time for reaching the peak is almost
instantaneous. Same is the case with regard to the
frequency spectrum prepared by him of a bomb in a
B-737 aircraft where the bomb had been placed in the
freight hold which is shown in Fig. 6. A perusal of that
spectrum also shows that the peak was reached in
approximately 5 ms. 3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was
heard is evident to the ear when the CVR as well as
the ATC tapes are played. The bang could have been
caused by a rapid decompression but it could also
have been caused by an explosive device. One fact
which has, however, to be noticed is that the sound
from the explosion must necessarily emanate a few
milliseconds or seconds earlier than the sound of rapid
decompression because the explosion must
necessarily occur before a hole is made, which results
in decompression. In the event of there being an
explosive detonation then the sound from there must

reach the area mike first before the sound of
decompression is received by it. The sound may travel
either through the air or through the structure of the
aircraft, but if there is no explosion of a device, but
there is nevertheless an explosive decompression for
some other reason, then it is that sound which will
reach the area mike. To my mind it will be difficult to
say, merely by looking at the spectra of the sound, that
the bang recorded on the CVR tape was from an
explosive device.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 2.3.2
Cockpit voice recorders The analysis of the cockpit
voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C,
concluded that there were valid signals available to
the CVR when it stopped at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second
because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end of the
recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period
between the beginning of the event and the loss of
electrical power suggests that the latter is more likely
to be the case.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders

Examination of the data plotted from the DFDR
indicated that the flight was normal from liftoff to the
accident. The recorder operated normally during the
period. However, the decompression event caused a
data loss of approximately 2 1/2 seconds. When the
data resumed being recorded, all values appeared
valid with the exception of the pitch and roll
parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp
increase immediately following the decompression.
Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change
just after the decompression and a slight increase as
the airplane began its descent. The CVR revealed
normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the
CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the
flightcrew made a comment. The electrical power to
the CVR was lost for approximately 21.4 seconds
following the loud bang. The CVR returned to normal
operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit conversation
continued to be recorded in a normal manner
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.11.1.2 Cockpit Voice
Recorder-Related Airplane Tests Sound spectrum
analysis plots from these airplane tests were compared
with those from the TWA flight 800 CVR recording.

For further comparisons, the Safety Board plotted the
CVR recordings from other known in-flight
explosions/breakups (such as Pan Am flight 103, a
747-100 airplane that crashed at Lockerbie, Scotland,
after a bomb on board exploded; 117 an Air India
747-100 that crashed in the Atlantic Ocean southwest
of Ireland after a bomb on board exploded; and United
flight 811, a 747-100 that lost its forward cargo door
in flight. The CVRs recovered from these airplanes all
recorded very loud sound events just before they
stopped recording. The sound signatures from these
events were compared with the sound signatures
recorded at the end of the TWA flight 800 CVR
recording. Generally, the sound signatures could be
characterized based on how quickly the loud noise
event rose from the background noise (rise time), the
duration of the loud noise event, and how quickly the
loud noise event decreased (fall time). The TWA flight
800 CVR recorded noise characteristics that were
most similar to those recorded by the CVRs on board
the United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines airplanes.
7. 9 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders immediately after a sudden, loud,
audible sound at event start time.

It is very unusual to have an abrupt power cut to
the data recorders in flight. It never happens under
usual circumstances and only four times in accidents
which were preceded by another rare occurrence, a
sudden, loud, audible sound on the flightdeck. The
rarity and difficulty in creating such an event leads to
the assumption that one identical initial event caused
the abrupt power cut which disrupted all four data
recorders, such as a bomb explosion, a center tank
explosion, or an explosive decompression from a
sudden hull rupture
The actual duration or the fall time of the sudden
loud sound can not be determined because the power
to the recording device was severed before the sound
ended. The sound may have lasted for quite a long
time but it is not recorded. The duration of the sound
and the fall time of it on the recorders is independent
of the actual duration and fall tall time of the sudden
loud sound.
Air India Flight 182 was proceeding normally until a
sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Pan Am Flight 103 was proceeding normally until a

sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
United Airlines Flight 811 was proceeding normally
until a sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was proceeding
normally until a sudden, loud, audible sound was
immediately followed by an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights were proceeding
normally until a sudden, loud, audible sound was
immediately followed by an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: '
2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council,
Canada From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was
proceeding normally en route from Montreal to
London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound
continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost

immediately, the line from the cockpit area
microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the rear of
the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This
was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 21 When synchronized with other
recordings it was determined, within the accuracy that
the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR. Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
22
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 2.3.1
Digital flight data recordings The analysis of the
recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which is
detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data
simply stopped. Following careful examination and
correlation of the various sources of recorded
information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the recorder
had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +- second. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 37 The analysis of the cockpit voice
recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded
that there were valid signals available to the DVR
when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- second because the
power supply to the recorder was interrupted. It is not

clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the
aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power
suggests that the latter is more likely to be the case.
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders
However, the decompression event caused a data loss
of approximately 2 1/2 seconds. The CVR revealed
normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the
CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the
flightcrew made a comment. The electrical power to
the CVR was lost for approximately 21.4 seconds
following the loud bang. NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.11.2 Flight Data Recorder
During the first 12 1/2 minutes of the accident flight
(from the start of the takeoff roll until 2031:12, when
the recording stopped abruptly), the FDR operated
continuously and recorded data consistent with a
normal departure and climb. The data indicated that
the airplane was in a wings-level climb, and the

vertical and longitudinal acceleration forces were
consistent with normal airplane loads when the
recording stopped. Examination of the FDR data
revealed that the interruption of the recording at
2031:12 was consistent with the loss of electrical
power to the recorder. 1.1 History of Flight At
2031:12, the CVR recording ended. The CVR then
recorded a every loud sound for a fraction of a second
(0.117 second) on all channels immediately before the
recording ended. The accident airplane's last recorded
radar 12 transponder return occurred at 2031:12, and a
review of the FDR data indicated that the FDR lost
power at 2031:12.
7.10 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had an explosion in or adjacent
to the forward cargo compartment.
Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
Pan Am Flight 103 had an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
United Airlines Flight 811 had an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an explosion in
the center fuel tank immediately adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment with much tangible
evidence of an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment as the initial event and the center tank
explosion later as a consequence.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had an explosion
in or adjacent to the forward cargo compartment.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 4.1
Cause-Related Findings "There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment." Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 58
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
1.12.2.4 Baggage containers It was evident, from the
main wreckage layout, that the explosion had
occurred in the forward cargo hold and, although all
baggage container wreckage was examined, only
items from this area which showed the relevant

characteristics were considered for the reconstruction.
The initial explosion triggered a sequence of events
which effectively destroyed the structural integrity of
the forward fuselage. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 43
The direct explosive forces produced a large hole in
the fuselage structure and disrupted the main cabin
floor. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 56
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.6.2 Cargo Door
Description and Operation Both the forward and aft
lower cargo doors are similar in appearance and
operation. They are located on the lower right side of
the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door
opening is approximately 110 inches wide by 99
inches high, as measured along the fuselage. 1.3
Damage to the Airplane The primary damage to the
airplane consisted of a hole on the right side in the
area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door
fuselage cutout lower sill and side frames were intact
but the door was missing (see figures 1 and 2). An
area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper

deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. Executive Summary The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
NTSB AAR 00/03 Executive Summary: The National
Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of the TWA flight 800 accident was an
explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT),
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air
mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy for
the explosion could not be determined with certainty,
but, of the sources evaluated by the investigation, the
most likely was a short circuit outside of the CWT
that allowed excessive voltage to enter it through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity
indication system. From NTSB TWA 800 Photographs
and text from Public Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Study, page 20, "Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880,
840, 820, 800, and 780...The initial opening of the
fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the
expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied

by collapse of the main deck floor for some distance
forward of STA 1000. The red area recovery of
interior components as far forward as STA 600 would
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and
associated structural breakup."
7.11 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had similar shattered fuselage
skin in and around the forward cargo door.
The forward cargo doors of Pan Am Flight 103 and
Air India Flight 182, are shown in drawings as equally
split longitudinally which matches the retrieved
United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door
longitudinal split of its retrieved forward cargo door.
The Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo
door is shown in photographs as very shattered with
two ruptures of outward peeled skin at each midspan
latch.
The text description of the damage of the Air
India Flight 182 forward cargo door and the
surrounding area fits very closely with the
photographs of the forward cargo door and the
surrounding area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800, a
Boeing 747 that also suffered an inflight breakup in

flight thought to be caused by a bomb explosion in the
forward cargo compartment. Photographs of the
forward cargo door area of Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 with the closeup of the forward cargo door
area demonstrate the shattered destruction of the door
area. The text from the Indian Kirpal report
concerning pieces of wreckage debris around the
forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 describes
very accurately the details in the photographs of the
the same area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800. The
matches of both cargo door areas to each other with
similar holes, flaps, fractures, inward concavity, tears,
deformities, outward bent petals, curls, missing
pieces, cracks, separations, curved fragments, spikes,
and folds are apparent by matching the photographs of
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 to the text of Air
India Flight 182. There are no photographs yet
available of the forward cargo door area of Air India
Flight 182 in the accident reports to compare to the
other three aircraft.
*
Above is a NTSB photograph of the wreckage
reconstruction of Trans World Airlines Flight 800
starboard side over and forward of the wing. Fuselage
station 600 is to the right extending to fuselage station
960 to the left in the photograph. A little over half of

the forward cargo door is the shattered area in the
lower right hand section. An outward opening petal
shaped rupture can be seen at the aft midspan latch of
the forward cargo door. The mildly damaged right
hand, number two passenger door is in the middle left
of the photograph.
*
Above is a closeup photograph of about a half of the
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door
extending from fuselage station 520 on the right to
fuselage station 620 to the left in the photograph. The
cargo door hinge is in red near the top of the
photograph. The outward opening petal shaped oval
rupture is located at the forward midspan latch of the
forward cargo door.
*Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing
fuselage station numbers and sections.
Below is text from the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report and the Indian Kirpal Report
referring to Air India Flight 182 area forward of the
wing on the starboard side:
E. Damage in air : The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
2.11.4.6 Section 42 Portions of section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near

section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown
skin, the upper passenger compartment deck, the belly
skin, and some of the cargo floor including roller
tracks. The right-hand, number two passenger door
including some of the upper and aft frame and outer
skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the
sea bed near this area were a large number of suitcases
and baggage as well as several badly damaged
containers. All cargo doors were found intact and
attached to the fuselage structure except for the
forward cargo door which had some fuselage and
cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward
right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed.
3.2.11.23 Target 399 - Fuselage around 2R Door This
target is shown in Fig. 399-1. A detailed description is
given below : TARGET 399 Fuselage Station 780 to
940 in the longitudinal direction and stringer 7R down
to stringer 35R circumferentially. This piece contained
five window frames, one in the 2R passenger entry
door. Three of the window frames, including the door

window frame, still contained window panes. Little
overall deformation was found in the stringers and
skin above the door. The structure did contain a
significant amount of damage and fractures in the skin
and stringers beneath the window level. In the area
beneath the level of the windows, the original convex
outward shape of the surface had been deformed into
an inward concave shape. Further inward concavity
was found in the skin between many of the stringers
below stringer 28R. The skin at the forward edge of
the piece was folded outward and back between
stringers 25R and 30R. Over most of the remaining
edges of the piece a relatively small amount of overall
deformation was noted in the skin adjacent to the edge
separations. Twelve holes or damage areas were
numbered and are further described.
No.1 : Hole, 5 inches by 9 inches with two large flaps
and one smaller curl, all folded outward. Reversing
slant fractures, small area missing.
No.2 : Hole, 2 inches by 3/4 inch, one flap folded
outward, reversing slant fractures, one curled sliver,
no missing metal.
No.3 : Triangular shaped hole about 2 inches on each
side. One flap, folding inward, with one area with a
serrated edge. No missing metal, extensive cracking
away from corners of the hole, reversing slant
fracture.

No.4 :
Tear area, 8 inches overall, with
deformation inward in the centre of the area.
Reversing slant fracture.
No.5 :
Fracture area with two legs measuring 14
inches and about 24 inches. Small triangular shaped
piece missing from a position slightly above stringer
27R. Inward fold noted near the joint of the legs. An
area of 45° scuff marks extend onto this fold.
No.6 : Hole about 2.5 inches by 3 inches with a flap
folded outward, reversing slant fracture.
Approximately half the metal from the hole is
missing.
No.7 : Hole about 3 inches by 1 inch, all metal from
the hole is missing. Fracture edges are deformed
outward.
No.8 : Forward edge of the skin is deformed into an
"S" shaped flap. Three inward curls noted on an edge.
No.9 :
Inwardly deformed flap of metal between
stringers 11R and 12R at a frame splice separation. No
evidence of an impact on the outside surface.
No.10 : Door lower sill fractured and deformed
downward at the aft edge of the door.
No.11 : Frame 860 missing above stringer 14R. Upper
auxiliary frame of the door has its inner chord and
web missing at station 860. A 10 inch piece of stringer
12R is missing aft of station 860.
No.12 : Attached piece of floor panel (beneath door)

has one half of a seat track attached. The floor panel is
perforated and the lower surface skin is torn.
3.2.11.24 Much of the damage on this target was on
the skin and stringers beneath the window level, i.e.,
on the right side of the front cargo hold. The inside
and outside surface of the skin in this region are
shown in Fig. 399-2 and 399-3 respectively. There
were 12 holes or damaged areas on the skin as
described above, generally with petals bending
outwards. The curl on a flap around hole no.1 shown
in Figh 399-4 has one full turn. This curl is in the
outward direction. Cracks were also noticed around
some of the holes. Part of the metal was missing in
some of the holes. The edges of some of the petals
showed reverse slant fracture. In one of the holes,
spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
3.2.11.25 When this target was recovered from the
sea, along with it came a large number, a few
hundreds, of tiny fragments and medium size pieces,
All of the fragments were recovered from the area
below the passenger entry door 2R. One of the
medium size pieces recovered with this target was a
floor stantion, about 35 inches long, shown in Fig.
399-5. It is a square tube. It had the mark station 880
painted on its inner face, i.e. facing the centre line of
the cargo hold. The part number printed on this station
is 69B06115 12 and the assembly number is ASSY

65B06115-942 E3664 1/31/78*. It was confirmed that
this stantion belongs to the right side of the forward
cargo hold. The inner face of the stantion had a
fracture with a curl at the lower end, the curl being in
the outboard direction and up into the centre of the
station. Fig. 399-6 is a print from the radiograph of
this station. The inward curling can be seen clearly in
this figure. Curling of the metal in this manner is a
shock wave effect.
3.2.11.26 A piece near the fracture edge of this
stantion was cut, and examined metallographically.
Fig. 399-7 and 399-8 show the micro-structure of this
piece. Twins are seen in the grains close to the
fracture edge. The normal microstructure of the
stantion material is free from twins as shown in Fig.
399-9.
3.2.11.27 Fig. 399-10 shows a collection of small
fragments recovered along with target 399. There
were some curved fragments with small radius of
curvature (A). Reverse slant fracture (B) was noticed
in some of the skin pieces. A piece 3/4" x 1/2" and
3/16" thick was found to have three blunt spikes at the
edge (C). This piece was metallographically polished
on the longitudinal edge. The microstructure of the
piece is shown in Fig. 399-11. It may be seen that the
grains in this fragment also contain a large number of
twins.

3.2.11.28 Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin This
piece included the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of
bottom centre and five longitudinal stringers to the
right of bottom centre. The original shape of the piece
(convex in the circumferential direction) had been
deformed to a concave inward overall shape. Multiple
separations were found in the skin as well as in the
underlying stringers. Further inward concavity was
found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.29 The two sides of this piece are shown in Fig.
362-1 and 362-2. This piece has 25 holes or damaged
areas in most of which there are multiple petals
curling outwards. These holes are numbered 1 to 3,
4a, 4b, 4c and 5 to 23. These are described below.
Unless otherwise noted, holes did not have any
material missing :
No.1 : Hole with a large flap of skin, reversing slant
fracture.
No.2 : Hole with multiple curls, reverse slant fracture.
No.3: Hole with multiple flaps and curls, reversing
slant fracture, one area of spikes (ragged sawtooth)
No.4A: One large flap, reverse slant fracture, one area
of spikes.
No.4B : Hole with two flaps.
No.4C : Hole with two flaps, one area of spikes
No.5 : Hole with two flaps

No.6 : Branching tear from the left side of the piece,
reversing slant fracture.
No.7 : Hole, with one flap, one curl and one area of
spikes.
No.8: Very large tear from the left side of the piece
with multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant fracture
and at least two areas of spikes.
No.9 : Hole with multiple flaps, one curl.
No. 10: 2.5 inch tear
No.11: One flap
No. 12: Grip hole, plus a curl with spikes on both
sides of the curl.
No.13: "U" shaped notch with gouge marks in the
inboard/outboard direction. Three curls are nearby
with one are of spikes. Gouges found on a nearby
stringer and on a nearby flap.
No. 14 : Nearly circular hole, 0.3 inch to 0.4 inch in
diameter. Small metal lipping on outside surface of
the skin. Most of the metal from the hole is missing.
No. 15 : Hole in the skin beneath the first stringer to
the left of centre bottom. Small piece missing.
No. 16 : Hole in the stringer above hole No. 15. Most
of the metal from this hole is missing.
No. 17 : Hole through the second stringer to the left of
centre bottom, 0.4 inch in diameter. The hole
encompassed a rivet which attached the stringer to the
outer skin. Small pieces of metal missing.

No. 18 : Hole at the aft end of the piece between the
third and fourth stringers to the left of centre bottom.
The hole consisted of a circular portion (0.4 inch
diameter), plus a folded lip extending away from the
hole. The metal from the circular area was missing.
No. 19 : Hole with metal folded from the outside to
the inside, about 0.6 inch by 1.5 inch. Flap adjacent to
the hole contained a heavy gouge mark on the outside
surface of the skin.
No. 20 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 21 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 22 : Hole with one flap.
No. 23 : Hole about 0.3 inch in diameter, with tears
away from the hole. Small piece missing.
3.2.11.30 Fig. 362-3 to 362-7 show a few of these
holes. There were also cracks or tears around some of
the holes. The curls around some of the holes had
nearly one full turn. In the large tear between body
stations 700 and 740 and stringers between 41L and
45L, there were many pronounced curls as shown in
Fig. 362-8. On the edges of the petals around several
holes, reverse slant fracture was seen at a number of
places. This slant fracture is at an angle of about 45°
to the skin surface, the fracture continuing in the same
general direction but with the slope of the slant
fracture reversing frequently.
3.2.11.31 Sharp spikes were observed at the edges of

the holes or at the edges of the petals around the holes
No. 3, 4A, 4C, 7, 8 (at two locations), 12, 13 and 16.
Some of the spikes are shown in Fig. 362-9 to 362-12.
One of the holes, No. 14, on the skin was nearly
elliptical with metal completely missing, as shown in
Fig. 362-13. On the inside surface of the skin, paint
surrounding this hole was missing. Hole No. 16 was
through the hat section stringer, as shown in Fig.
362-14. In this, most of the metal was missing. On the
inside of the hat section, the fracture edge of this hole
had spikes, as shown in Fig. 362-15. Hole No. 17 was
through the stringer and the skin, as shown in 362-16.
3.2.11.32 Through holes No. 20 and 21, extruded
angles were found stuck inside, as shown in Fig.
362-17 and 362-18 respectively. In the petal around
hole No. 20, there was an impact mark by hit from the
angle as seen in Fig. 362-19 photographed after
removing the angle. Such a mark was not present in
the petals around other holes.
3.2.11.33 On the skin adjacent to hole No. 13 gouge
marks were noticed, Fig. 362-20. These marks were
on the inside surface of the skin. To check whether
these could be due to rubbing by the bridal cable of
Scarab during the recovery operations, a sample of
bridal cable was obtained from "John Cabot" and
gouge marks were produced by pressing this cable
against an aluminum sheet. The gouge marks thus

produced, as shown in Fig. 362-21, appear to be
different from those observed near hole No. 13.
3.2.11.34 A piece surrounding hole No. 14 was cut out
and examined in a Jeol 840 scanning electron
microscope at the Naval Chemical and Metallurgical
Laboratory, Bombay. Fig. 362-22 and 362-23 are the
scanning electron micrographs showing the inside
surface and outside surface of the skin around this
hole. Flow of metal from inside to outside can be seen
from these figures. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis
was carried out on the edges of this hole. Only the
elements present in this alloy and sea water residue
were detected.
3.2.11.35 A portion of the skin containing part of hole
No. 14 was cut, polished on the thickness side of the
skin and examined in a metallurgical microscope. Fig.
362-24 shows the microstructure of this region. The
flow of metal along the edge of the hole can be seen
from the shape of the deformed grains near the hole.
This can be compared with the bulk of the grains
shown in Fig. 362-25, away from the hole. In
addition, in Fig. 362-24, a series of twin bands can be
seen in some of the grains near the hole. Fig. 362-26
shows these bands at a higher magnification. Normal
deformation rates at various temperatures do not
produce such twinning in aluminum or its alloys. It
may be noted that this microstructural feature is

absent in the microstructure of the skin, away from
hole No. 14, Fig. 362-25.
3.2.11.36 Metallography was also carried out on a
petal around hole No.7 and on a curl with spikes
around hole No. 12. The microstructures indicate
twins, however they could not be recorded due to their
poor contrast.
3.2.11.37 Small pieces containing the spikes around
holes No. 12 and 16 were cut and energy dispersive xray chemical analysis on the region of spikes in both
was carried out in the Jeol 840 SEM. Only elements
present in the alloys and sea water residue were
detected.
3.2.11.38A number of small fragments were found
along with the forward cargo skin in target 362.
Amongst them was a piece from the web of a roller
tray. This has pronounced curling of the edges
towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
3.2.11.39 Another small fragment was found from the
above target. This piece, identified as specimen No. 12
in box No. 1, target 362, has a number of spikes along
the edge. A scanning electron micrograph of the
spikes is shown in Fig. 362-28. The sides of the spikes
on SEM examination revealed elongated dimples as
shown in Fig. 362-29, characteristic of shear mode of
fracture. Metallography was carried out on the
thickness side of this specimen. Fig. 362-30 and

362-31 show the microstructure near the apex of the
spike and at the root of the spike respectively.
Extensive twinning can be seen in these regions of the
spikes.
3.2.11.40 Another fragment recovered with target 362
and identified as specimen No. 8 in box No. 1, also
showed extensive twinning. The microstructure is
recorded in Fig. 362-32.
Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door was ruptured,
split and shattered.
Pan Am Flight 103 has not text information about the
forward cargo door although it was near the location
of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
The reconstruction drawing shows the forward cargo
door split longitudinally at the midspan latches at the
initial event start time.
United Airlines Flight 811 gives a detailed report on
the ruptured and split forward cargo door.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 photographs show the
ruptured, split and shattered forward cargo door.
Excerpts of official corroborative drawings and
photographs to support all aircraft had similar

shattered skin in and around the forward cargo door.
Air India Flight 182 from the Indian Kirpal Report:
*
Pan Am Flight 103 below from AAIB Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90
*
United Airlines Flight 811 below from NTSB AAR
92/02
*

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 below from NTSB
public docket and AAR 00/03:
*
Below illustration shows the red zone of Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 which is were all the first
debris left the aircraft. The red zone includes the
forward cargo door area but the zone is forward of the
center fuel tank.
*
7.12 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had relatively mild damage on
the port side of the nose forward of the wing
directly opposite the shattered zone around the

forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
Air India Flight 182 concentrated on the starboard
side since it had unusual damage on the fuselage
wreckage. No photographs are yet available of the
port side. There is no report of any damage on the port
side of the aircraft. Only a few parts of the port side
were retrieved and nothing unusual was reported
about those pieces.
Pan Am Flight 103 had large areas of skin torn away
on the starboard side during the first instants of the
initial event while immediately opposite at the same
time only a few pieces were torn off.
United Airlines Flight 811 had no damage to the port
side of the airframe. All of the damage was on the
starboard side from the explosive decompression and
the ejected objects. The vertical stabilizer in the
middle of the aircraft was damaged.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had no inflight
damage on the port side while the starboard side
directly opposite is shattered and torn.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had relatively

mild damage on the port side of the nose forward of
the wing directly opposite the shattered zone around
the forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
Air India Flight 182: From the Indian Kirpal Report
and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: Five
frames and door-port side aft# 5 left door (iii) Section
of fuselage between B S 510 to B S 700, including the
passenger window belt right side, up and over crown
to include upper deck windows left side (Target No.
218). (iv) Section of fuselage between B S 720 to B S
840 including left side passenger window belt, up and
over crown to right side passenger window belt.
Forward and upper edges of L H No.2 door cutout can
be seen (Target No. 193). (v) Large section of fuselage
between B S 1000 to B S 1460 including left side
passenger window belt, up and over crown to right
side passenger window belt. This section was found
lying on its right side (Target No. 137). There was no
reported in flight damage to engines Nos. 1 and 2.
Pan Am Flight 103: From UK AAIB Report 2/90
*
Above photograph from Figure B-11 of the
AAIB report shows the large amounts of fuselage skin
around the forward cargo door (top drawing) torn

away at initial event time while on the port side
(bottom drawing) at the same time, only a few pieces
are torn off. The dark blue rectangle is the very small
Ôbomb explosionÕ shatter zone which is purported to
have caused the aircraft to break in two.
United Airlines Flight 811: From NTSB AAR 92/02:
1.3 Damage to the Airplane The primary damage to
the airplane consisted of a hole on the right side in the
area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door
fuselage cutout lower sill and side frames were intact
but the door was missing (see figures 1 and 2). An
area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper
deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. Examination of all structure
around the area of primary damage disclosed no
evidence of preexisting cracks or corrosion. All
fractures were typical of fresh overstress breaks.
Debris had damaged portions of the right wing, the
right horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and
engines Nos. 3 and 4. No damage was noted on the

left side of the airplane, including engines Nos. 1 and
2.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: From NTSB Public
Docket photograph
*
Above photograph shows the smooth port side
forward of the wing (nose to left in photograph),
while directly opposite the starboard side is shattered
and torn. There was no inflight damage to engines
Nos. 1 or 2, both on the port side of the aircraft.
7.13 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris.
Air India Flight 182 had inflight damage to the right
wing root, number three engine and cowling, engine
number four cowling, vertical stabilizer, and the right
horizontal stabilizer.
Pan Am Flight 103 had inflight damage to number
three engine and cowling, the vertical stabilizer, and
the right horizontal stabilizer. The wing was destroyed
and examination for inflight damage was not possible.

United Airlines Flight 811 had inflight damage to the
leading edge of the right wing, engine number three
and cowling, engine number four and cowling, the
vertical stabilizer, the right horizontal stabilizer.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had inflight damage
to the right wing, engine number three and cowling,
and the right horizontal stabilizer.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had similar
inflight damage to their airframe structures.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 3.4.1
Aircraft Break-up The examination of the floating
wreckage indicates that the right wing root leading
edge, the number 3 engine inboard fan cowling, the
right inboard midflap leading edge, and the right
horizontal stabilizer root leading edge all exhibit
damage consistent with objects striking the right wing
and stabilizer before water impact. page 49. The fan
cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of being
struck by a portion of the turbine from number 3
engine. page 49 The right wing root fillet which faired
the leading edge of the wing to the fuselage ahead of

the right spar had a vertical dent similar to that which
would have resulted had the fillet run into a soft
cylindrical object with significant relative velocity.
page 30. The fan cowls of the number 4 engine had a
series of five marks in a vertical line across the centre
of the Air India logo on the inboard facing side of the
fan cowl. These marks had the characteristic airfoil
shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible that a
portion of the turbine parted from the number 3
engine and struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
Pan Am Flight 103:
UK AAIB Report 2/90 1.14 Fire Of the several large
pieces of aircraft wreckage which fell in the town of
Lockerbie, one was seen to have the appearance of a
ball of fire with a trial of flame. Its final path indicated
this was the No 3 engine, which embedded itself in a
road in the north-east part of the town. page 31
During this process the lower nose section struck the
No 3 engine intake causing the engine to detach from
its pylon. This fuselage separation was apparently
complete within 3 seconds of the explosion. page 44.
Containers and items of cargo ejected from the
fuselage aperture in the forward hold, together with
pieces of detached structure, collided with the
empennage severing most of the left tailplane,
disrupting the outer half of the right tailplane, and

damaging the fin leading edge structure. page 57
Examination of the structure of the fin revealed
evidence of in-flight damage to the leading edge
caused by the impact of structure or cabin contents.
1.12.3.3 General damage features not directly
associated with explosive forces. (v) A large, clear,
imprint of semi-eliptical form was apparent on the
lower right side at station 360 which had evidently
been caused by the separating forward fuselage
section striking the No 3 engine as it swung rearwards
and to the right (confirmed by No 3 engine fan cowl
damage)
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a
hole on the right side in the area of the forward lower
lobe cargo door, approximately 10 by 15 feet large.
The cargo door fuselage cutout lower sill and side
frames were intact but the door was missing. An area
of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet lengthwise
by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the upper sill
of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window
belt, had separated from the airplane at a location
above the cargo door extending to the upper deck
windows. The floor beams adjacent to and inboard of
the cargo door area had been fractured and buckled

downwards. Debris had damaged portions of the right
wing, the right horizontal stabilizer, the vertical
stabilizer and engines Nos.3 and 4. The right wing had
sustained impact damage along the leading edge
between the No. 3 engine pylon and the No. 17
variable camber leading edge flap. Slight impact
damage to the No. 18 leading edge flap was noted.
The external surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl
assembly exhibited foreign object damage including
small tears, scuffs and a large outwardly directed hole.
The entire circumference of all the acoustic (sound
attenuator) panels installed on the inlet section of the
cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. The leading
edges of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine
exhibited extensive foreign object damage. External
damage to the No 4 engine inlet and core cowls was
confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl
assembly. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had
sustained both soft and hard object damage from
foreign objects. NTSB/AAR 92/02 Page 7 NTSB/
AAR 92/02 Page 8
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB TWA 800 Public Docket Exhibit 7A 3.1
Right Wing The right wing had separated into two
major sections.The wing structure between the
inboard and outboard sections (WS 1224 to WS 1482)

had broken into several pieces. Fire and soot damage
was observed mainly on the inboard wing section,
with some limited fire and soot damage on the other
pieces. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A,
Structures Group Report, page 33: 5.1 Horizontal
Stabilizer, Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from
turbine section, and glitter. On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, An engine stator blade from
turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
7.14 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had foreign object damage to
engine number three.
Engine number three is the engine closest to the
fuselage on the starboard side and the engine closest
to the forward cargo door. Any debris ejected from a
sudden opening in the forward cargo compartment or
cabin nearby will be ingested into the large fan of the
engine. Foreign object damage to an engine inflight
generally results in fire and bent or broken fan turbine
blades. Sufficient ingestion of objects may result in an
uncontainment where parts of the engine depart the
nacelle and sometimes strike other parts of the aircraft

such as the adjacent number four engine and cowling
or the right horizontal stabilizer. Engine number three
is directly in front of the right wing leading edge, the
right wing fillet, and the right horizontal stabilizer.
Air India Flight 182 examination showed that an
internal turbine part of engine number three departed
and impacted the adjacent engine.
Pan Am Flight 103 examination showed engine
number three ingested debris from within the aircraft.
United Airlines Flight 811 examination showed
engine number three exhibited extensive foreign
object damage.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 examination showed
that engine number three had many fan blades
missing, soft body impacts on a partial airfoil, impact
damage to the leading and trailing edges of the fan
blades, and fan blade airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips were bent forward. Foreign object damage is a
cause for those damages.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had foreign
object damage to engine number three.

Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: The
fan cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of
being struck by a portion of the turbine from number
3 engine. page 49 These marks had the characteristic
airfoil shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible that a
portion of the turbine parted from the number 3
engine and struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
Pan Am Flight 103:
UK AAIB Report 2/90 1.12.4 Examination of engines
(ii) No 3 engine, identified on site as containing
ingested debris from within the aircraft, nonetheless
had no evidence of the type of shingling seen on the
blades of No 2 engine.
United Airlines Flight 811: From NTSB AAR 92/02:
1.3 Damage to the Airplane The leading edges of all
fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine exhibited
extensive foreign object damage.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB TWA 800 Public Docket Exhibit 8A,
Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly: Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21
blades with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root
sections were recovered. All of the fan blades had

sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips
outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent
forward slightly. About half of the fan blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges.
Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could
be matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an
adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft
body impacts along the leading edge and a partial
airfoil had a soft body impact, which had some
streaking extending rearward.
7.15 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had incomplete reports of the
status of the forward cargo door.
In particular, the status of the two midspan latches
of the forward cargo door is omitted even though the
door is close to the site of the initial explosion and the
latched status of the other doors is usually given.
There is evidence of ruptures at the midspan latches of
all the forward cargo doors. There are two identically
sized cargo doors on Boeing 747s with twenty latches
and sixteen locking sectors. There are two midspan
latches for each door. The aft cargo door, the bulk
cargo door, and the CRAF door is often reported as

intact and latched. The eight midspan latches for the
forward cargo doors on the four accident aircraft have
not been discovered, nor retrieved, nor examined, nor
evaluated, nor status reported. The whereabouts of
those eight midspan latches in the four forward cargo
doors is a mystery.
Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door was shattered
with no status reported for any of the ten latches yet
the aft cargo door was intact and latched at the
bottom. There is a description and drawing of a
longitudinal split of the forward cargo door near the
midspan latches.
Pan Am Flight 103 omitted the latch status of the
forward cargo door which was split in two while the
aft cargo door (frames 1800-1920) is reported as
latched. A reconstruction drawing shows a
longitudinal split at the midspan latches of the
forward cargo door.
United Airlines Flight 811 reports on the split forward
cargo door discuss the latching pins but omits the
status of the midspan latch cams while the aft cargo
door is intact and latched. The midspan latch area had
a rupture at the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, giving the characteristic outward petal shaped

explosion of metal.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 reports on only the
bottom eight latches of the forward cargo door and
omits any discussion of the midspan latches which are
missing from the wreckage database while the aft
cargo door status is unreported. Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 photographs show clearly the large petal
shaped ruptures at both the midspan latches of the
forward cargo door.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had incomplete
reports of the status of the forward cargo door while
status of aft cargo door is usually reported.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
2.11.4.6 Section 42 All cargo doors were found intact
and attached to the fuselage structure except for the
forward cargo door which had some fuselage and
cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward
right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door

appeared to have been badly frayed. 2.4.3.6 From the
video films of the wreckage it was found that the
complete aft cargo door was intact and in its position
except that it had come adrift slightly. The door was
found latched at the bottom.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
1.12.1.2 The Rosebank Crescent site Other items
found in the wreckage included both body landing
gears, the right wing landing gear, the left and right
landing gear support beams and the cargo door
(frames 1800-1920) which was latched. The CRAF
door itself (latched) apart from the top area containing
the hinge.
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.16.1.1 Before Recovery of
the Door The forward mid-span latch pin was
relatively undamaged. The aft mid-span latch pin had
definite areas of damage. Both pins had wear areas
where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.16.4.4 Metallurgical
Examination of the Forward Cargo Door The Safety

Board also considered the possibility that the forward
cargo door (the forward edge of which is located
several feet aft of STA 520 on the lower right side of
the fuselage) separated from the accident airplane in
flight and that this separation initiated the breakup
sequence. The Board examined the pieces of the
forward cargo door, which were recovered from the
yellow zone. All eight of the latching cams at the
bottom of the door were recovered attached to pieces
of the lower end of the door and were in the latched
position. Additionally, the latching cams and pieces of
the cargo door remained attached to the pins along the
lower door sill. The hinge at the top of the door was
broken into several pieces, but the hinge pin still held
the various pieces of the hinge together. There was no
evidence to suggest that this hinge separated. The
forward cargo door exhibited severe crushing
deformation and fragmentation, very similar to
damage observed on the adjacent fuselage structure.
Public Docket Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number
97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain
attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the
pins along the lower door sill.
7.16 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and

Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and United
Airlines Flight 811 to a much lesser extent, had
similar debris patterns on the surface of the
ground or sea bottom.
There was a denser, tight debris zone for the forward
part of the aircraft and then scattered in a trail for the
rest of aircraft. The forward part of the aircraft debris
was closest to the initial event site. United Airlines
Flight 811 had limited wreckage and it was found by
tracking radar information of the debris to the surface
of the ocean. The similar debris patterns are to be
expected because of the similar breakup amidships in
flight.
Air India Flight 182 had the nose section and wing
land in a localized zone with the rest of the aircraft
spread out in a trail.
Pan Am Flight 103 had the forward fuselage fall in
short trail and the aft fuselage in a loose trail with
nose in one tightly packed zone.
United Airlines Flight 811 had pieces from the partial
breakup of the forward fuselage fall to the sea.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had a tightly packed
forward part of the fuselage fall in a zone and a looser

trail for the aft fuselage.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had similar
debris patterns.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 3.3
Aircraft Break-up Sequence The forward portion of
the aircraft was highly localized, which indicates that
it struck the water in one large mass. page 49.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42, and 44, and
the wing structure were located in a relatively
localized area ... page 32. Section 46 and 48,
including the vertical fin and horizontal stabilizer,
extended in a west to east pattern... page 32. A third
area which had some distinctive pattern was that of
the engines, engine struts, and components and was
localized ... page 32.
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.12.1
General distribution of wreckage in the field The
wreckage was distributed in two trails which became
known as the northern and southern trails...page 15.
The northern trail contained mainly wreckage from
the rear fuselage, fin and the inner regions of both

tailplanes together with structure and skin from the
upper half of the fuselage forward to approximately
the wing mid-chord position. page 17. The southern
trail was easily defined...The trail contained numerous
large items from the forward fuselage. page 18.
1.12.2.4 Baggage containers Discrimination between
forward and rear cargo hold containers was relatively
straightforward as the rear cargo hold wreckage was
almost entirely confined to Lockerbie, whilst that
from the forward hold was scattered along the
southern wreckage trail.
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.12 Wreckage and Impact
Information Navy radar near Honolulu tracked debris
that fell from the airplane when the cargo door was
lost. Refinement of the radar data led to a probable
"splashdown" point in the ocean.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.12 Wreckage Recovery
and Documentation Information Pieces of the
wreckage were distributed along a northeasterly 123
path about 4 miles long by 3 1/2 miles wide in the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long Island.
1.12.1 Wreckage Recovered from the Red Zone The
red zone was the largest of the three zones and was

located farthest west (closest to JFK) in the wreckage
distribution. Pieces recovered from the red zone
generally included pieces from between about
fuselage STA 840 and about fuselage STA 1000 (the
aft portion of section 42 see figure 3a for station
references); the structure from the aft end of the
forward cargo compartment; and pieces from the
WCS, including most of the front spar, a large portion
of SWB3, and the manufacturing access door from
SWB2.
1.12.2 Wreckage Recovered from the Yellow Zone
The yellow zone was the smallest of the three zones
and was contained within the red zone on its
northeastern side (see figure 22a). This zone contained
pieces of the airplane's forward fuselage, from about
STA 840 to the nose of the airplane (STA 90). The
wreckage recovered from the yellow zone included
nearly all of fuselage section 41 (the nose section) and
the forward portions of fuselage section 42.
1.12.3 Wreckage Recovered from the Green Zone The
green zone was located farthest east (farthest from
JFK) in the wreckage distribution. Most of the
airplane wreckage was recovered from this zone,
including most of the pieces of both wings, all four
engines, and the fuselage aft of about STA 1000
(fuselage sections 44, 46, and 48 see figures 3a and 3b
for reference).

7.17 Summary of matching evidence for all
aircraft:
There is overwhelming circumstantial and tangible
evidence from the five aircraft accident reports that all
four aircraft suffered a breakup in flight amidships
caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. One aircraft had a partial breakup,
United Airlines Flight 811, and was fortunately able to
land with its invaluable evidence for a positive
incontrovertible explanation for the tremendous
explosion of explosive decompression which created
the tangible evidence of CVR, FDR, inflight damage,
engine damage, and injuries to passengers which
matches the other other three accidents in many
significant ways as detailed below in Table 1:
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for
Four B747 Breakups in Flight
AI 182
PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800
Boeing 747
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Early model -100 or -200
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Breakup occurs amidships
Yes Yes Yes Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
No Yes Yes Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
No Yes Yes Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo
door
Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff
No Yes Yes Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward
cargo door area
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is loud
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power

cut to data recorders Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb
sound
No No
No No
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound
in wide body airliner
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door
area
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo
door
Maybe Maybe Yes Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number three Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number four Yes Yes Yes Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than
port side
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the
forward cargo door Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward
cargo door
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door
reported as latched
No
No No No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented
(stronger lock sectors) No No No Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward
cargo door
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
Yes Yes Yes Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger
bodies
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft
Yes Yes No Yes
Initial official determination of probable cause as
bomb explosion. Yes Yes Yes Yes

Initial official determination modified from bomb
explosion
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered
for probable cause
Yes No Yes Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion
Yes Yes No No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive
device'
No Yes No No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated
cause
Yes No No No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel
tank
with unknown ignition source
No
No No Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of
forward cargo door
No No Yes No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door
No No Yes No
"Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to
detonation flight
Yes Yes N/A N/A
"Bomb' allegedly loaded one flight previous to
detonation flight
N/A N/A N/A Yes
Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
"Bomb' allegedly goes off on ground after a flight
N/A N/A N/A N/A
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for
Four B747 Breakups in Flight
AI 182
PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811
specifically:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or
total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo
door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding
normally in all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near

forward cargo door area
L.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.
Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt
power cut to data recorders
P.
Initial event sound not matched to explosion of
bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door
area
S.
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo
compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number four
V.
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than
port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of
the forward cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of

forward cargo door
AC.
Midspan latching status of forward cargo
door not reported as latched
AD.
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not
implemented (stronger lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward
fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around
forward cargo door
AG.
Forward cargo door fractured in two
longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered
passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause
as bomb explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from
bomb explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door
considered for probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on
fatal flight

8. Cargo Door Operation for Boeing 747: Drawing
of Boeing 747 cargo door from NTSB AAR 92/02
*
From AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811:
1.6.2 Cargo Door Description and Operation:
Normally, the cargo doors are operated electrically by
means of a switch located on the exterior of the
fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of
the door. If at any time the switch is released, the
switch will return to a neutral position, power is
removed from all actuators, and movement of the
actuators ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is
held to the "closed" position, energizing the closing
actuator, and the door moves toward the closed
position. After the door has reached the near closed
position, the hook position switch transfers the
electrical control power to the pull- in hook actuator,
and the cargo door is brought to the closed position by
the pull-in hooks. When the pull-in hooks reach their
fully closed position, the hook-closed switch transfers
electrical power to the latch actuator. The latch

actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the
lower portion of the door, around the eight latch pins,
attached to the lower door sill. At the same time, the
two midspan latch cams, located on the sides of the
door rotate around the two midspan latch pins located
on the sides of the door frame. When the eight latch
cams and the two mid-span cams reach their fully
closed position, electrical power is removed from the
latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This
completes the electrically powered portion of the door
closing operation. The door can also be operated in
the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock
sectors across the latch cams. These are manually
moved in place across the open mouth of each of the
eight lower cams through mechanical linkages to the
master latch lock handle. The position of the lock
sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors
located on the upper section of each cargo door. The
pressure relief doors are designed to relieve any
residual pressure differential before the cargo doors
are opened after landing, and to prevent pressurization
of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief

doors are mechanically linked to the movement of the
lock sectors. This final procedure also actuates the
master latch lock switch, removing electrical control
power from the opening and closing control circuits,
and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door warning
light through a switch located on one of the pressure
relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished
by reversing the above procedure.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are
designed to carry circumferential (hoop) loads arising
from pressurization of the airplane. These loads are
transmitted from the piano hinge at the top of the
door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches
located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches
consist of eight latch pins attached to the lower door
sill and eight latch cams attached to the bottom of the
door. The cargo door also has two midspan latches
located along the fore and aft sides of the door. These
midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of
the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four
door stops which limit inward movement of the door.
There are two pull-in hooks located on the fore and aft
lower portion of the door, with pull-in hook pins on
the sides of the door frame.' (Appendix F, Cargo Door
Incidents)

9. Choice of Explosion Cause:
There is agreement among the authorities on
where and when the explosion occurred in Air India
Flight 182 and what happened afterward; the only
difference of opinion is the source of the explosion:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which
could have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment near the
forward cargo door which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.
B. AAIB: There was an explosion, not
identified but not a bomb explosion, of the forward
cargo compartment which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.
C.
Judge Kirpal: There was an explosion,
a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the
forward cargo compartment near the forward cargo
door which caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
Throughout the Canadian and Indian reports on Air
India Flight 182 the choice is considered for the
explosion in the forward cargo compartment as being

a bomb explosion or a structural failure causing an
explosive decompression. The Canadians preferred to
leave the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
hold which caused the explosive decompression
unstated. The British statement was that the cause of
the explosion was explosive decompression but was
not yet identified. The Indians stated the cause was a
bomb possibly because there was no other reasonable
alternative offered to them in 1985/1986. They also
based the choice of bomb explosion cause on
premises that were later proven to be unreliable:
Explosive decompression by structural failure could
not cause an abrupt power cut to the flight recorders
and it can, twinning could not be produced by an
explosive decompression and it can, and floor panels
can appear to be broken upwards when in fact the
floor beams were broken downward. They also could
not have been aware of the several airworthiness
directives issued to correct faults in the cargo doors
that became apparent in the ensuing years.
It is now evident that the source of the explosions in
all the aircraft was not a bomb, but a sudden, powerful
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured
open at one or both of the midspan latches probably
caused by faulty wiring turning on the door unlatch
motor.

10. Inadvertent Cargo Door Opening Causes:
Once the direct and tangible evidence established
that all four aircraft suffered a breakup in flight caused
by an explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment at the forward cargo door, the question
became, "What made the forward cargo door suddenly
rupture open in flight?'
There are many ways for a cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight: (Current official opinion in
parentheses)
A.
Bomb explosion. (Partially accepted for two
flights, ruled out for two flights.)
B.
Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Accepted for
two flights, ruled out for two flights.
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for all flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
G. Fire. (Ruled out for all flights.)
H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for all flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for all flights.)

J.
Fuel tank explosion. (Accepted for one flight,
ruled out for three flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for all flights.)
L.
Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for all flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for all flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for all flights.)
P.
Out of rig door. (Ruled out for all flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for all flights.)
R.
Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for all flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one
flight, then ruled out for all flights.)
T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out
for three flights.)
U.
Repair error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled
out for three flights.)
W. Collision with terrain. (Ruled out for all flights.)
The four aircraft have had most of these probable
causes considered at one time or the other by the
authorities in varying degrees of attention. The initial
answers were wrong twice for United Airlines Flight
811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and modified
for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 103. United
Airlines Flight 811 was at first explained as a bomb

explosion, then it was changed to an improperly
latched forward cargo door, then finally it was
determined to be an electrical switch or wiring to
cause the forward cargo door to open in flight. Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 was at first explained as a
bomb explosion, then a missile strike, and currently a
center fuel tank explosion by an unknown ignition
source.
The current official probable causes for all four
are ambiguous or mysterious:
A.
Air India Flight 182 Explosion of unstated
cause or explosion of a bomb.
B.
Pan Am Flight 103: Improvised explosive
device or a bomb.
C. United Airlines Flight 811: Electrical switch or
wiring causing forward cargo door to open in flight.
D. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Center fuel tank
explosion by unknown ignition source with wiring the
main suspect.
In all the cases, based upon the evidence now
available to this investigator, an explosion occurred in
the forward cargo compartment on the starboard side
at event start time; in all cases explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment
caused a tremendous explosion which mimics a bomb

or fuel tank explosion; and in all cases there is much
matching direct, tangible and circumstantial evidence
to the one accident which has the irrefutable probable
cause, United Airlines Flight 811, with the electrical
switch or wiring causing the forward cargo door to
rupture open inflight causing an explosion of
explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment.
Time has allowed this investigator to add further
refinements to the confirmed probable cause of United
Airlines Flight 811 in two ways; the location in the
forward cargo door that ruptures first has been
identified as one or both of the midspan latches and
that the wiring has now been shown to be faulty in
that it cracks and chafes to bare wire easily, especially
in the presence of moisture.
The midspan latch area of the forward cargo door
of United Airlines Flight 811, the reference accident,
had a rupture at the aft midspan latch, showing the
characteristic outward petal shaped explosion of
metal. Air India Flight 182 describes the entire door in
shattered terms of outward curled metal which would
include the midspan latches and describes a
longitudinal split near the latches. Pan Am Flight 103
shows a reconstruction drawing of a longitudinal split

at the midspan latches. Trans World Airlines Flight
800 shows clearly the large petal shaped ruptures at
both the midspan latches of the forward cargo door.
The midspan latches have no locking sectors to
prevent the inadvertent backdriving of the latching
cams while the bottom eight latching cams do have
the eight safety locking sectors. Each midspan latch
holds together an eight foot slice of fuselage skin at
the aft and forward edges of the cargo door against the
tens of thousands of pounds of internal pressure
exerted outward in flight.
The matching evidence of missing midspan latches,
the large slice of fuselage the latches hold together,
the lack of locking sectors on those midspan latches,
the lack of a status report on the latches, and drawings
and photographs of ruptures at those latch locations
on the actual doors on all four aircraft indicates the
ruptures in the forward cargo door on all four aircraft
occurred at one or both of the midspan latches as the
initial event leading to the explosive decompression
and airframe breakup.
The investigation authorities in 1985/1986/1989
also did not know of the faulty Poly X wiring because
the faults of that type insulated wire only became

apparent years later. That defective type of wiring,
which was on Air India Flight 182, was implicated in
the explosive decompression of United Airlines Flight
811. Also, the investigators of 1985 did not have the
sound of the explosive decompression in the forward
cargo compartment of a early model Boeing 747
which occurred in 1989 to match with Air India Flight
182 in 1985. They would have discovered the sounds
of the Boeing 747 that was United Airlines Flight 811
matched the sudden loud sound of Air India Flight
182, just as the DC-10 explosive decompression
sound matched Air India Flight 182. Thus, Air India
Flight 182 would have had two wide body airliners
which had suffered explosive decompressions inflight,
not caused by bomb explosions, which left a sudden
loud audible sound on the cockpit voice recorders to
match with the sudden loud audible sound on its own
recorder.
If the 1985 CASB and AAIB and Indian
investigators for Air India Flight 182 had had the
UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 and wiring records to
review, they would have quickly discovered the many
significant similarities and would probably have made
the match between the two flights, and thus been able
to make the right choice among an explosion of
unstated cause, or a bomb explosion, or structural

failure, or inadvertent rupture of the forward cargo
door at one or both of the midspan latches due to
faulty wiring causing the door to open in flight leading
to explosive decompression.
11. Wiring:
The discovery of the faulty Poly X wiring, which
was installed in all four aircraft, further narrows down
the probable cause of the inadvertent door rupture to
defective wiring. Cargo holds of Boeing 747s are
known to have condensed water in them which
accumulates in the bilges. The wire is of an aromatic
polyimide type of insulation called Poly X. All four
aircraft had this type of faulty wiring.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the claim that Poly X wiring is defective:
(Appendix G, Wiring)
Quote from Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Public
Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing
telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164
(TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three in-service problems:

-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high
vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service
Bulletin No. 747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was
mainly associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius
is the largest contributor to mechanical stress in
installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a
contributor."
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Public Docket 516A,
Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems
Command to National Electrical Manufacturers
Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you know, the problems
with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and
its use had been curtailed."
From NTSB AAR 00/03 Trans World Airlines Flight
800: The results of these reviews are discussed in this
section. Wiring-Related Accidents/Incidents In an
October 21, 1996, fax, the Civil Aviation Authority of
Singapore described an event that occurred on
October 12, 1996, in which an operator reported that
arcing in a wire bundle on a 747-200 cargo airplane

had resulted in a fire at the aft bulkhead of the forward
cargo compartment about STA 1000. The airplane was
undergoing maintenance at the time of the fire, and
subsequent inspection revealed damage to wire
bundles W834,W846, W1524, and W370; the
insulation blanket; the aft bulkhead of the forward
cargo compartment; and (possibly) the CWT sealant.
The operator removed the affected components from
the airplane and shipped them to Boeing for
examination and evaluation. A December 16, 1996,
letter from Boeing stated that X-ray microanalysis and
chemical identification of the damaged wire suggest
that the insulation of the wire was damaged and that
arcing had occurred between the damaged wires or
that arcing between the damaged wires and ground
had occurred.
12. Sequence of Destruction for Air India Flight
182:
Hypothetical possible sequence of destruction for
Air India Flight 182 based on circumstantial, tangible,
deduced, historical, inferred, and direct evidence
obtained through aircraft accident reports, 1952-2001.
On 18 July, 1984 a high lift vehicle damaged the
fuselage skin near the forward cargo door of a Boeing

747-237B, construction number 330, operated by Air
India airlines. The fuselage skin had wiring routed on
the inside which became bent from the impact and
subsequently cracked to bare wire, a characteristic of
the polyimide type insulated Poly X wiring installed
in the aircraft. The forward cargo door had non-steel
locking sectors to keep the bottom eight latching cams
from being back driven which would allow the door to
open in flight causing explosive decompression which
would be a catastrophic event well known to aircraft
designers.
In June of 1986 several passengers changed their
flight plans and their baggage routing for various
flights through Canada to overseas destinations
probably from Vancouver.
On 22 June, 1986, two aircraft had baggage loaded
aboard them at the Vancouver B. C. airport; one flight
was called CP 003 and the other CP 060. Flight 003
took off and flew uneventfully to the extremely busy
Narita airport near Tokyo, Japan. After the baggage
was unloaded from the flight, it was put on a baggage
cart which was wheeled through a transit area of many
other baggage carts containing many other bags from
many other flights. An explosion of unspecified cause,
unknown fuzing, unknown container, and unknown

material occurred on the baggage cart which killed
two people and injured others. The airport had high
security because of previous terrorist attacks on it
resulting in fatalities over the years.
The other flight, CP 060, flew uneventfully to
Toronto Airport. The baggage was unloaded from CP
060 and those bags continuing on to London on Air
India Flight 181/182 were loaded into the aft cargo
compartment of the Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330. The flight, now called Air India Flight
181, flew uneventfully to Mirabel Airport in Montreal.
After landing, some baggage of the departing
passengers was unloaded from the aft compartment.
Parts of a broken engine were placed in the aft cargo
compartment for ferry back to India. New passengers
and new baggage from Montreal for the next flight of
the same aircraft, construction number 330 and now
called Air India Flight 182, were loaded with all the
new baggage going into the forward baggage
compartment. The baggage from Vancouver on CP
060 and reloaded at Toronto remained in the aft cargo
compartment of the Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330 and now called Air India Flight 182.
The forward cargo compartment was filled with
summer night air, warm and moist. When flying at

altitude the air would be cooled by the air
conditioning and the very cold outside air would cool
the fuselage skin thus condensing out moisture along
the inside of the compartment which would run
through the wiring bundles and down into the cargo
door bilge.
Air India Flight 182 took off from Montreal for
London at 0218 Z on 23 June 1986 and flew
uneventfully for about five hours and while at 31000
feet at 296 knots and about 115 miles west of Ireland a
tragic sequence of events began at 0714 Z. The
pressure differential between outside and inside air
was at its maximum design limit, 8.9 pounds per
square inch.
Water may have met the cracked insulated wire
which may have been previously damaged by the high
lift accident to the cargo door area. The now exposed
and bare wire shorted against the metal fuselage. The
electricity then flowed around safety cutout switches
and powered on the cargo door actuator unlatch
electric motor which attempted to rotate all ten cam
sectors to unlocked positions around their latching
pins. The eight lower cam sectors may have been
prevented from unlatching around the latching pins
because of the bottom eight locking sectors. However,

the two midspan latches had no locking sectors to
prevent the inadvertent rotation of the midspan
latching cams around the midspan latching pins. The
lower eight cams may have been able to overcome the
weaker locking sectors to just turn past center and
allow the door to unlatch in flight, a defect known
years later in two other Boeing 747 flights, Pan Am
Flight 125 and United Airlines Flight 811. The
midspan cams may have turned just past center with
not no locking sectors to prevent the backdriving of
the cams, an operation only supposed to be allowed
on the ground. Possibly other factors such as an out of
rig cargo door, a poor repair job on the door area, the
slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and worn latch pins
may combined to have allowed the two midspan
latches to rotate just past center permitting the almost
100,000 pounds of internal pressure on the 99 inch by
110 inch door to rupture outward inflight relieving the
maximum pressure differential on the internal
fuselage.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish forward cargo
door would have instantly burst open at the midspan
bottom latches sending the latches, door material, and
large pieces of fuselage skin spinning away. The
forward cargo compartment would have spewn its
contents outward onto the starboard side of the

fuselage. I was as if a huge mylar balloon had popped.
The severe explosion of explosive decompression
caused the forward cargo door to be fractured and
shattered into a few large pieces and many small
pieces which gave a frayed appearance from an
outward force. Many small bits of metal from the
explosion were embedded into the cargo door area
metal fuselage structure.
The top part of the door swung outward and
upward on its hinge and then separated taking large
vertical pieces of fuselage skin with it, exposing
stringers and bulkheads. The very lower part of the
door sill with its eight bottom latches may have stuck
to fuselage skin. The resulting damage zone appeared
as a huge rectangle of shattered door, skin, and
stringers. Some pieces of the door and fuselage skin
flew directly aft and impacted the leading edge of the
right wing, the vertical stabilizer and the right
horizontal stabilizer inflight.
This explosion of explosive decompression blew
out a large hole about thirty feet wide and forty feet
high on the starboard side of the nose forward of the
wing. It looked as if a bomb had gone off inside the
forward cargo hold. Fuselage skin was peeled outward
at various places on the starboard side of the nose.

The forward cargo door had some fuselage and
cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward
starboard side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed. The cargo door
pieces and the adjacent skin had holes, flaps, fractures,
inward concavity, tears, deformities, outward bent
petals, curls, missing pieces, cracks, separations,
curved fragments, spikes, and folds. The fast and
powerful explosion of the explosive decompression
would have caused a metallurgical effect called
ÔtwinningÕ on a few fragments of pieces of
wreckage.
The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of
the huge hole equalizing the high pressure inside the
fuselage to the low pressure outside the aircraft while
making a sudden very loud audible sound. This
sudden rushing outward air was recorded on the
Cockpit Voice Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The
sound did not accurately match any bomb explosion
sounds on other aircraft but did match the explosive
decompression sound on another wide body airliner, a

DC-10 cargo door open event.
The tremendous explosive force in the forward cargo
hold severely disrupted the adjacent main equipment
compartment which housed power cables and abruptly
shut off power to the Flight Data Recorders. The
resulting data tapes showed a sudden loud audible
sound followed by an abrupt power cut to the flight
data recorder, the cockpit voice recorder and
transponder.
The number three engine and cowling, closest to
the forward cargo compartment, were damaged by
inflight debris from material ejected from the now
exposed compartment and cabin above, debris which
also damaged the number four engine cowling by a
displaced turbine blade from number three engine.
The resulting vibration from the internal damage to
engine number three caused the nacelle and engine to
fall away from the wing, as designed, and land apart
from the other three engines.
The floor beams above the forward cargo hold
were sucked downward, and were fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The floor
panels were stationary but gave the appearance of
separating upward by the suddenly moving downward

floor beams.
The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression from
the right. Air rushed into the large hole and weakened
other skin and frames peeling skin further outward
and rupturing the aft part of the aircraft to include the
aft cargo compartment and the aft pressure bulkhead.
The 296 knots of wind force pressed upon the
weakened airframe and broke it in half amidships.
This wind force was larger than any wind force the
surface of the earth had ever experienced. The nose
portion and wings tore off and landed in a dense
debris heap apart from the debris field of the aft part.
The rest of the plane without the forward section
suddenly decelerated from 296 knots and caused
whiplash injuries to passengers. After the breakup, the
passengers who were not wearing their seatbelts were
scattered to far distances. They suffered explosion
type injuries such as pieces of metal embedded in
them from flying debris in the cabin. They were not
burned because there was no fire nor explosion from a
bomb explosion. The passengers had no other bomb
explosion evidence. The passengers and crew were
ejected from the disintegrating aircraft to tumble to
the water and suffer upward impact physical damage

to their bodies. Some remained in the their seats and
were trapped in the fuselage underwater. Some had
decompression type injuries of hypoxia from the high
altitude aircraft breakup.
The passengers fell to the sea and some floated
and some sank. The baggage from Vancouver
passengers and loaded into the aft cargo compartment
fell to the sea and some floated and some sank. The
baggage from Montreal passengers and loaded into
the forward cargo compartment fell to the sea and
some floated and some sank. The aircraft fell in pieces
and some pieces floated and some sank.
The pilots may have been conscious for a few
seconds and adjusted the trim controls out of habit.
The communications radio may have been activated
by the disturbances in the cockpit and transmitted for
a few seconds to air traffic control.
The port side forward of the wing was relatively
smooth and undamaged from inflight debris while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at the ruptured cargo door area.
A few local fires appeared on the surface of the
ocean from the jet kerosene fuel and singed some seat

cushions and floating passengers.
All was quiet as the ground controllers tried to
contact Air India Flight 182 which had suddenly
disappeared from their radar screens and the
flightcrew did not respond to radio calls. Rescue
teams were sent. Authorities became aware of the
tragedy of 329 men, women, and children dying in a
sudden plane crash.
Explanations were sought as to what happened.
Immediately the suggestion was made by authorities
that a bomb explosion had caused the accident
because of the sudden and catastrophic nature of the
immediate evidence.
The Canadian aviation accident investigation
authorities became involved since the aircraft had
taken off from Canada and had many Canadian
citizens aboard. Indian authorities became involved
since the airline, Air India, has government ties. The
Indian authorities quickly dismissed their aviation
experts and assigned a Judge of the Court the oversee
the investigation.
After a period of investigation, much of which was
conducted to confirm the bomb explosion explanation

and identify the culprits, the Indian judge made a
finding that a bomb in the forward cargo compartment
had caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight
182.
After a period of investigation, during which the
opinion of the UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch
representative of an explosive decompression not
caused by a bomb but a cause as yet to be determined
was given, the Canadian Aviation Safety Board made
a conclusion that an explosion of unstated cause in the
forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
The immediate suggestion by the Indians of a
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment
was accepted and remained the probable cause for Air
India Flight 182 sixteen years later although
subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in
similar circumstances leaving similar evidence now
resolutely contradict that finding although confirming
the Indian finding of an explosion on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment.
The Canadian probable cause of an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment of an undermined cause
has been proven to be correct by subsequent accidents

of a similar type aircraft in similar circumstances
leaving similar evidence which do reveal the cause of
the explosion: faulty wiring causing the forward cargo
door to rupture open inflight at the latches leading to a
tremendous explosion of explosive decompression
causing Air India Flight 182 to totally breakup in
flight.
13. Comment:
Aging aircraft problems such as cracking wiring do
not get better with age; they get worse. Design
problems such as inadequately latched non plug doors
which open outward in flight can not be fixed by
putting more latches on them. Aircraft accidents will
happen; most are caused by mechanical problems or
pilot error. A very small percent are caused by
sabotage in the air. (Appendix H, Accidents).
Subsequent problems to 1985 discovered in and
around the forward cargo door of Boeing 747s were
expressed as Airworthiness Directives (AD).
A. The locking sectors on the bottom eight
latches of both cargo doors needed to be strengthened.
(AD)
B. The lower sill of the forward cargo door
needed strengthening. (AD)
C.
Section 41 needed to be strengthened. (AD)

D.
Instructions needed to be made clearer to
ground personnel to not backdrive the latches. (AD)
E. Caution placards needed to be easily
understandable. (AD)
F. Wire bundles alongside the forward cargo
door needed to be rerouted so they would not bind and
chafe. (AD)
14. Hindsight:
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an
inflight breakup from an explosion, it was believed
that an explosive decompression in an early model
Boeing 747 could not cause an abrupt power cut to the
data flight recorders. That belief was cited by the
Indian Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the
explosive decompression explanation because, in fact,
Air India Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut
to the data recorders. The Indian Kirpal Reports
states: "It was not possible that any rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure could
have disrupted the entire electrical power supply from
the MEC compartment." The later event of United
Airlines Flight 811 showed that it was possible, and
indeed, did happen, that an explosive decompression
caused by a structural failure could and did cause an
abrupt electrical cutoff to the recorders.

The reason for the Indians in 1985 to rule out
explosive decompression by structural failure was
negated by the reality of United Airlines Flight 811 in
1989. If the Indians had the foreknowledge of United
Airlines Flight 811 and the explosive decompression
which cut off abruptly the power to the recorders, it is
most probable they would have sustained the findings
of the Canadians and the British who said that a
explosion in the forward cargo compartment occurred
and all would have then known the solution to the
mystery posed by the AAIB investigator: "...but the
cause has not been identified." The cause was
identified in 1989 and demonstrated by United
Airlines Flight 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02: The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression.'
The evidence that was unavailable to the Air India
Flight 182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident
investigators in 1985 that became available in the
ensuing 16 years that would have been invaluable in
assisting them in determining the probable cause was:
A.

Evidence that an explosive decompression

could cause an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
B.
Evidence that floor panels can appear to
separate upwards when in fact the floor beneath were
pulled down.
C. Testimony that twinning can occur in
explosions other than bombs, such as an aviation fuel
explosion, or explosive decompression.
D. Evidence that the type of wiring installed,
Poly-X, was defective in that it cracked to bare wire
easily, especially in the presence of moisture.
E. Visible ruptures in flight in forward cargo
doors of other early model Boeing 747s that suffered
the same events in flight.
F. Several Airworthiness Directives for defects
in and around the forward cargo doors of Boeing 747s
that if uncorrected could lead to inadvertent opening
of the cargo door in flight leading to catastrophic
explosive decompression.
The evidence that was available to the Air India
Flight 182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident
investigators in 1985 was such to lead them to
conclude that an explosion had taken place on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment
which was picked up by the cockpit voice recorder
and cut off the electrical power in the adjacent main
electrical equipment compartment. The cause of the

explosion was given as either unknown, structural
failure of explosive decompression, or a bomb
explosion. Since the event in 1989 with United
Airlines Flight 811 had not happened yet, the
understandable decision of the Indians, based on three
assumptions later proven unreliable, was to state the
cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment a bomb whilst the cautious Canadian
CASB and the British AAIB left the cause unstated or
unidentified.
15. General Conclusions for Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
When all the evidence is objectively considered
using the hindsight of sixteen years, it is apparent that
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 suffered the same and only
confirmed and irrefutable probable cause for the
explosion of the explosive decompression in the
forward cargo compartment that led to the breakup in
flight, that of United Airlines Flight 811.
It is apparent that all four aircraft are related by
direct, tangible, and circumstantial evidence to have
suffered an amidships breakup in flight which

occurred after an explosion on the starboard side in
the forward cargo compartment which caused an
explosive decompression, the cause of which was a
suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door in flight
probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor. The implications of these
conclusions raises many questions which are
addressed in Appendix I, Questions.
Based on the direct, tangible and circumstantial
evidence of the four accidents, and using the benefit
of hindsight, the conclusion of this investigator and
author of this report is that the probable cause of the
forward cargo door rupturing open in flight for the
four aircraft, including Air India Flight 182, was
faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the forward cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight at one or both of the midspan
latch leading to explosive decompression in the
forward cargo compartment.
A. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 experienced inflight breakups.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.

C. The explosion was a severe and sudden
explosive decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by
the suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door
probably at one or both of the midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor which unlatched the latching cams
from around the latching pins in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X
wiring with inferior insulation which easily cracked to
bare wire especially in the presence of moisture.
G. There were no bomb explosions in any
cargo compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or
anywhere else in any of the aircraft.
16. Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182:
These conclusions are based on evidence available
before and after 1985.
A. While proceeding normally, an inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and
catastrophically at 0714Z at 31000 feet at 300 knots
TAS about 110 miles west of Cork, Ireland on 23
June, 1985. There were no survivors.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.

C. The explosion was a severe and sudden
explosive decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by
the suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door
probably at one or both of the midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor which unlatched the latching cams
from around the latching pins in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X
wiring with inferior insulation which easily cracked to
bare wire especially in the presence of moisture.
G. There was no bomb explosion in any cargo
compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or
anywhere else on the aircraft.
H. There was no explosion in the aft cargo
compartment.
I. The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder was the sound of the air rushing out during
the explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment.
J. The abrupt power cut to the recorders was
caused by the explosive effects of the decompression
affecting the power cables in the adjacent main
equipment compartment to the forward cargo
compartment.

17. Contributing causes:
A. Water or moisture in the forward cargo
compartment.
B. Weak locking sectors on the bottom eight
latches of the cargo doors.
C.
Poor design of one midspan latch per each
eight foot side of the cargo doors.
D. Poor design of no locking sector for each
midspan latch of the cargo doors.
E. Poor design of outward opening nonplug
type large, squarish cargo doors in a highly
pressurized hull.
18. Recommendations:
A. An emergency airworthiness directive for
immediate compliance should be issued for all
operators of early model Boeing 747s to visually and
electrically wire check all the wiring for integrity in
the forward cargo door area as well as all wiring
involved with operation of the forward cargo door.
B. All unnecessary electrical equipment on
early model Boeing 747s should be turned off and
remain off during flight.
C. All early model Boeing 747s should have
the Poly X insulated wiring removed or isolated and

replaced as soon as practicable.
D. All early model Boeing 747s should have the
aft and forward outward opening nonplug cargo doors
sealed shut permanently or modified into plug type
doors.
19. Concluding Comment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report: 1.1.4 The aircraft
in question - Kanishka, was named after the most
powerful and famous king of the Kushanas who
perhaps ruled in India from AD 78 to AD 103. Besides
being a great conqueror, he was an ardent supporter
and follower of Buddhism - a religion which preaches
non-violence. Emperor Kanishka, however, met a
violent end. After 25 years of reign he was killed by
some of his own subjects. His life was thus brought to
an abrupt end. 1.1.5 It is indeed ironical that the
Jumbo Jet which bore the name 'Kanishka' also met
with a violent and a sudden end on that fateful
morning of 23rd June, 1985.
It is indeed ironic that the Jumbo Jet which bore
the name 'Kanishka' also met with a violent and a
sudden end on that fateful morning of 23rd June,
1985, after seven years of reign, accidentally killed by
some of his own subjects.

Respectfully submitted;
John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
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Appendix I Questions
Source: John Barry Smith
Questions:
There are many questions raised by the realization
that four large commercial airliners were not attacked
by terrorists detonating bombs but by a common
mechanical problem of faulty wires which allow cargo
doors to rupture open when they shouldn't. Listed
below are some of the informal questions and partial
answers that the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation creates regarding the four
flights of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 and all aircraft in general.

A.
How and why does forward cargo door
open in flight?
United Airlines Flight 811 door open cause was
electrical short to door motor to unlatch position
which overrode safety locking sectors and failed
switch and door unlatched and opened. Pan Am Flight
103 and United Airlines Flight 811 had total forward
cargo door openings while Air India Flight 182 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had rupture at aft
midspan latch with bottom eight latches holding tight.
Door openings were probably a result of aging
aircraft, out of rig door, chafed aging faulty Poly-X
wiring, weakened Section 41 area, design weakness of
no locking sectors for midspan latches, AAR 92/02,
page 12, and only one latch per eight feet of vertical
door. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had similar
circumstances.
B.
How does open door in flight cause nose to
come off for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
and Trans World Airlines Flight 800?
Cargo door opens and huge ten by thirty foot hole
appears in nose, structural members of door and frame
are missing, floor beams are fractured, bent, and
broken, aircraft direction is askew, flight control

surfaces affected, engines damaged, and 300 knots,
more than the fastest hurricane or force five tornado
on earth, hits damaged area and tears nose off within
three to five seconds.
C. Why did nose of United Airlines Flight 811
stay on?
Nose of United Airlines Flight 811 may have stayed
on because the pilot said he had just come off
autopilot and did not fight plane as it gyrated, or plane
was younger than others, or the time from door
opening to tearing off was 1.5 seconds and allowed
the pressurization to be relieved somewhat and six
less feet of width of hole was torn off.
D. Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103
not a bomb?
Yes, not a bomb for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am
Flight 103 as initial event. Evidence refutes bomb
explanation and is in government accident reports
which careful analysis will reveal and documented on
www.corazon.com. Those accident investigators did
not have the benefit of hindsight, the internet, or
several subsequent similar accidents to compare and
draw different conclusions.
E.

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 not center

tank as initial event?
Center tank exploded yes, but after door ruptured/
opened, hole appeared in nose, nose torn off in wind,
fuselage falling with disintegrating fuel tanks and
ignited by fodded and on fire engine number 3 or 4 at
7500 feet thereby explaining the Chairman's question,
"Why so few bodies burned?" The answer is they
were not there to be burned. The nose came off with
the passengers inside cabin and descended to ocean
alone.
F.
Is explosive decompression enough to tear
nose and forward part of aircraft off?
Explosive decompression is enough to rupture a
pressurized hull at weak spot, one latch for eight feet
of door, in a weak area, Section 41, but not enough to
tear nose off. The ultimate destructive force is the 300
knots of slipstream, more powerful than any wind on
earth. If cargo door popped in balloon, the large hole
would appear but the nose would stay on. In a
tornado, nose comes off within three to five seconds.
G. When forward cargo door opens does it
always result in deaths?
No, with United Airlines preflight in 1991 the aft door
opened electrically inadvertently and nothing
happened because it was on the ground and no

pressure differential. So no damage. Then Pan Am
Flight 125 in 1987 had forward door open partially
and plane could not pressurize adequately and turned
around and landed, so no damage with slight pressure
differential except expense of fuel and risk to life.
Then 811 happened with smaller hole and 1.5 second
delay in opening and nine dead with larger pressure
differential. Then 103, 800, and 182 had explosive
decompression up high with maximum differential
and door ruptured and shattered and took skin to the
left and right and above with it exposing huge hole
and forward part of aircraft came off and all died.
When the forward cargo door ruptures or fully opens
or partially opens, different consequences occur from
minor to severe depending on pressure differential
which depends on altitude and speed at which door
ruptures/opens.
H.
Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door
explanation quiet?
There is no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup by
agencies involved with the cargo door explanation:
1. No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists named
Singh to put a bomb on Air India Flight 182; the door
ruptured in flight.
2.
No conspiracy of Libyan terrorists or
whoever to put a bomb on Pan Am Flight 103; the

door ruptured in flight.
3. No conspiracy to detonate a bomb on
United Airlines Flight 811 as the passengers thought,
as the crew thought and told the tower who told the
Coast Guard and crash crews on the ground as they
prepared for a wounded 747 coming in after a bomb
blast; the door ruptured in flight.
4. No conspiracy to put a bomb on Trans
World Airlines Flight 800,
5.
No conspiracy of terrorists to shoot a
missile,
6.
No coverup by US Navy to hide accidental
shootdown,
7. No coverup by Boeing, NTSB, FAA, or
TWA who are hiding the knowledge the door ruptured
in flight.
I. Why the huge hole on starboard side in
cargo door area while port side smooth?
That's where the forward cargo door is located on all
the aircraft, forward of the wing on the right side. The
rectangular shattered zone around the forward cargo
door is apparent on all the wreckage reconstruction
photographs and drawings. The unilateral damage on
TWA Flight 800 refutes the center tank explosion as
the initial event.

J. Are passengers at risk right now?
Yes, all passengers currently flying in early model
Boeing 747s with Poly X wiring are at risk of the
faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the ruptured opening of the midspan latches
of the cargo door leading to explosive decompression
and fatalities.The fault has unofficially occurred in
1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, and 1996.
K. What is the sudden loud sound on the CVR on
all four aircraft at the initial event time of the inflight
breakup?
The sound is the rush of air molecules to the outside
to equalize the high pressure air in the cabin with the
low pressure air outside at altitude. Explosive
decompression is a very loud event.
L. Why the almost immediate power cut to the
recorders?
The main equipment compartment (MEC) is
immediately adjacent and in front of the forward
cargo compartment. The MEC has the wiring power
to the recorders and the explosion of decompression
nearby cuts off power.
M.
damage?

Why the right side inflight airframe

The starboard (right) side is where the forward cargo
door opens in flight and material from inside the
compartment and cabin above are ejected into the
slipstream. Engine number three and the right
horizontal stabilizer are close to and aft of the forward
cargo compartment. The objects are ingested into the
nearby engine number three, strike the leading edge of
the right wing, and continue aft and strike the right
horizontal stabilizer. The port side is relatively
unscathed from inflight debris.
N. Why the shattered area around the forward
cargo door?
When the explosion of decompression occurs, the
door is flung open if all the latches unlock and
shattered if the bottom eight latches hold but rupture
at the midspan latches. In any case the top part of the
door opens outward and upward and away taking
much fuselage skin above the door with it.
O. Why the streak for Trans World Airlines
Flight 800?
The streak is the reflection of the evening sun of shiny
metal skin from the forward cargo door area coming
off in flight during the explosive decompression and
seen by ground observers in darkness to the east as the
objects quickly decelerate from 300 knots in a

horizontal direction to straight down from 13700 feet.
P. What is the ignition source for the center
fuel tank explosion of Trans World Airlines Flight
800?
The ignition source for the center fuel tank explosion
is the on fire engine number three which ingested
foreign objects from the forward cargo compartment
after the ruptured opening of the forward cargo door.
The falling and disintegrating fuselage and fuel tanks
were ignited by the fiery exhaust and caused the
explosion well after the initial event.
Q. Why to do the authorities think Pan Am 103
was a bomb explosion?
There was a relatively mild, directed discharge of a
shotgun type weapon in the forward cargo
compartment after the explosive decompression. This
discharge put a small shatter zone of 20 inches into
the skin on the port side of the compartment. The
authorities call this event the initial event of a bomb
explosion. A Boeing 747 can tolerate a 20 inch hole in
its fuselage and in fact has been designed to withstand
such a hole of that size and larger. United Airlines
Flight 811 showed that a Boeing 747 can safely
withstand a ten foot by twenty foot hole in the
fuselage and land safely. Bombs are not mild, are

spherical, would make a bomb sound on the CVR, and
leave much other evidence than a small hole.
R. Why do the authorities think Air India Flight
182 was a bomb explosion?
Air India Flight 182 had a catastrophic inflight
breakup that looked like a bomb had gone off inside
it. An explosive decompression mimics a bomb
explosion. There was evidence of an explosion. At the
time there was no other reasonable explanation for
such an explosive decompression for a Boeing 747
except for a bomb or to leave the cause unstated. The
finding of a bomb explosion for Air India Flight 182
was based on two assumptions, later refuted, by the
Indians: an explosive decompression could abruptly
turn off the electrical supply to the recorders and the
floor panels separated upward from a exploding force
from below.
S.
How can the experts and the public be so
wrong?
Experts and laypersons below:
1. police
2. aircraft accident investigators
3. media
4. government
5. manufacturer

6. attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and judges
7. airlines
8. flightcrews
9. passengers.
This is a political and human nature question; the
best I can do to explain it is as follows: Experts are
often wrong; they are human. In the case of the
wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression for four
Boeing 747 accidents, the experts were all partially
right and partially wrong, some more than others. The
good ones try to find their errors, correct them and
continue on; however, it is understandable that the not
so good experts and laypersons are reluctant to
investigate alternative probable causes for fatal
aircraft accidents if that path leads to unpleasant
truths:
For the law enforcement authorities to have
their budgets cut and staff reduced instead of
increased for more terrorist activities,
For accident investigators who have
previously made conclusions about causes that are
now refuted and whose credibility would now be in
jeopardy and threaten their reputations,
For the media to have a boring mechanical
story that has happened before and was supposed to
have been fixed instead of an exciting spy conspiracy

story,
For the government who has oversight of all
to find out it overlooked and allowed noncompliance
of regulations to occur,
For the manufacturer to discover most of the
thousands of airplanes it constructed have severe
design problems of outward opening non plug cargo
doors and faulty wiring installed.
For attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and
judges who have caused the transfer of hundreds of
millions of dollars in lawsuits to discover it was done
on factual errors,
For the airlines to find out they may have
not kept their airframes maintained properly,
For the flightcrews who do not want to
believe their aircraft can come apart at any second and
there is nothing they can do about it,
For the passengers who want to be persuaded
there is no danger in flying and insist on being
reassured that any problems have been fixed, their
ticket prices are low, and they have their baggage with
them.
All parties are acting in their perceived best interest
and believing in wishful thinking. They are not
objective. In this particular case, when Boeing 747s
are breaking apart in flight, there is an understandable

perceived best interest by all parties to believe they
are not responsible for the accidents and the fatalities.
By having the blame shifted to outside forces such as
terrorists, most parties are absolved of guilt. The
parties, law enforcement and security, responsible for
allowing the 'bomb' to be put aboard are rewarded
with higher staffs and budgets. The only losers with
the 'bomb' explanation are the ones accused of putting
it there.
The electrical problem in airliners is difficult to detect
because the symptoms are treated instead of the cause.
Faulty wiring and switches do more than cause cargo
doors to open in flight, they cause yaw dampers to
swing back and forth, they cause autopilots to
disconnect or act strange, and they often cause fires.
When cargo doors ruptured open in flight over a
period of eleven years in four airlines in four airports
in three countries, investigation jurisdictions where
spread out over distance and time. Each agency
looked at the sole tree and did not see the forest of
four trees.
There are built in protection beliefs when a Boeing
747 crashes. The manufacturer contributes to the
welfare and salaries to tens of thousands of employees
and indeed, the whole northwest of the United States

derives much support from Boeing. If the company
were to be put in jeopardy because of manufacturing
errors and be the subject of lawsuits, literally millions
of citizens would be concerned. All parties including
the government, the media, the investigating agencies,
and the legal system do not want the company to be in
danger and instinctively, although not conspiratorially,
act together to protect that company. If any sort of
plausible explanation that exonerates the company
exists, that explanation will be eagerly sought and
agreed with. That sudden agreement explains why the
'bomb' explanation for all four aircraft was discussed
within hours of the discovery of the accident and
immediately accepted as a working hypothesis. In
every report the 'bomb' explanation is the one most
quickly sought to be confirmed by the authorities.
Incredible lengths were taken in time and money to
confirm the 'bomb' explosion.
An explosion by explosive decompression caused
by an inadvertently opened forward cargo door
inflight mimics a 'bomb' explosion in many ways.
Passengers get hit by flying debris, metal is petaled
outwards, recorders pick up a loud noise, wings and
tails get struck by pieces of skin, engines suck in
pieces of metal, and the aircraft can disintegrate and
catch on fire as it falls. Tangible evidence of a bomb is

hard to find as the bomb explodes and distributes the
timer, fuze, and container far and wide. It looks at first
glance as if a bomb had gone off.
It is understandable how all concerned parties are
eager to accept the plausible and absolving 'bomb'
explanation and very, very reluctant to investigate the
implicating wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation for the four Boeing 747
accidents that suffered breakups in flight.
It is also understandable that a person motivated by
actually being in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet
airplane crash and surviving, although the pilot was
killed, takes great effort to prevent it from happening
to others. Because that person is also being
completely independent of all the other parties he can
objectively evaluate the separate accidents to see the
pattern and thus the common probable cause for all.
That fatal accident was in 1967 and that person is the
author of this report.
It is only when the evidence becomes
overwhelming, incontrovertible, and irrefutable that
an alternative explanation to a bomb is even
considered seriously and when that new explanation
reveals a clear and present hazard to the flying public,

then the parties will reluctantly reexamine the
evidence to conclude that it was not the lesser evil of
'bomb' but the greater evil of a mechanical problem, a
design problem, an oversight problem, that was
supposed to have been fixed, but wasn't, and it could
happen again.
T. A laypersonÕs explanation for the destruction
of Air India Flight 182 relies on basic science and
common sense and might go like this:
Why do airplanes fly?
They fly because of lift which exceeds the drag.
Common sense tells us that cutting anything such as
butter with a knife causes friction. Friction also slows
things down when an object moves through the air
and creates heat. Friction is drag.
Lift is created when the air flowing over the top of the
wing takes a longer distance than the wind flowing
over the bottom of the wing. This causes a pressure
differential between the top and bottom of the wing.
The wing is sucked upwards into the lower pressure
air on top of the wing.
The wing must be moving through the air. This can be

done in many ways but the usual way is for an engine
to make the wing move forward by expelling gases to
the rear. This powerful thrusting overcomes the
friction of the drag and moves the wing through the
air which creates the lift and the airplane flies.
Why do balloons rupture?
Balloons rupture when the compressed higher
pressure inside air breaks through the balloon material
and to suddenly equalize the pressure to the
uncompressed lower pressure outside air. It happens
so fast itÕs called an explosion. The rupture cause can
occur from within or from the outside of the balloon.
If the balloon material is just stretched too far, the
rupture cause is on the surface. The outside air
pressure is less at the balloon goes higher making the
inside air pressure greater and greater. That is why a
full balloon that climbs and climbs will always pop if
the material is made to withstand the normal pressures
on the ground.
Regardless of the cause of the rupture, the material of
the balloon is shredded, torn, and frayed from the
outward force. If the balloon is placed under deep
water then the reverse is true and the balloon will
implode and the material will be shredded, torn, and

frayed from an inward force. In this regard, a
submarine is opposite from an airplane. The higher an
airplane goes, the higher the pressure inside; the lower
a submarine goes, the higher the pressure outside. An
airplane can explode while a submarine can implode.
What makes the loud pop sound?
The pop is the noise of the suddenly rushing outward
air molecules rubbing against the other slower moving
air molecules. Heat and noise is created.
What evidence is there of the balloon pop in air?
A sudden loud sound.
Torn, shredded, and frayed material.
Any inside material of the balloon moving to the
outside.
What is lightning?
Lightning is the equalizing of a electrical potential
from one charged area to a differently charged area. It
is similar to a balloon pop except the movement is
with electrons instead of air molecules. Lightning
causes fires by the intense heat created by this
equalizing of electron pressure differential.

Wiring conducts this discharge of electrons in
directions to make things like motors move or stop
moving. When the wiring is not insulated the
electrons in the bare wire will seek out a different way
to flow to equalize the different energy potential
created by the generators. and as a result, fires may
start or motors may turn on when they are not
supposed to.
Compressed air in a balloon and a full battery is
similar in that they both have energy stored up that
seeks to discharge if given a chance.
Why does a hand move backward when it is stuck out
the window and turned flat against the wind?
Air has weight. It may be invisible but it is real. When
your hand is thin to the wind, the resistance of your
hand moving through the air molecules is less but
when you turn your hand flat against the wind, the
extra area of your wide hand gives a greater resistance
to the wind and the weight of the wind force is
increased to push your hand back. If the wind force is
very powerful it can push your hand back so hard it
can break it. The highest wind on earth exists in Force
Five Tornadoes with wind speed up to 250 miles per

hour. These winds tear roofs off houses, pick up
trucks and spin them around, and toss cows for long
distances.
Why did Air India Flight 182 crash?
For Air India Flight 182, the huge airplane was able to
fly because of its wings which gave lift as the plane
moved through the air powered by the jet engines
which created thrust which overcame the friction of
the drag of the airframe on the air molecules.
As the plane flew higher, the air inside become
compressed relative to the outside air. The inside air
was actually less compressed than the air on the
ground, but relative to the outside very low pressure
air at altitude, the inside air was highly compressed
thus creating a large pressure differential. It was like a
balloon being expanded.
The balloon of the fuselage of Air India Flight 182 got
bigger and bigger. It actually expanded from the
inside out as the air molecules inside tried to get
outside to the less dense air to equalize the pressure
differential. The air molecules inside pressed against
every inch of the fuselage at the rivets, the windows,
the doors, the hinges, the latches, and the skin itself.

Usually Air India Flight 182 would later descend and
the process would be reversed and the pressure
differential would be reduced until landing when the
outside and inside pressure would be equal and the
balloon of the fuselage would shrink back to normal.
This continual blowing up and letting out the air in the
balloon of the fuselage put wear and tear on all the
fitting, rivets, windows, hinges, latches, and doors in
the fuselage frame.
The time in June, Air India Flight 182 was flying
normally very high up with the pressure differential at
its maximum, the balloon was at its most expanded
with the inside air molecules pressing the hardest on
the inside of the fuselage which included the cockpit,
the passenger cabin, the lavatories, and the cargo
compartments.
Suddenly, lightning struck in a small way when the
electrons of electricity which were normally blocked
on their way to a motor found another way to get there
because the blocking insulation cracked and exposed
the bare wire which touched another discharge path.
The lightning flowed to a motor which turned on and
did what it was designed to do when it received
electricity, turn some wheels called cams which

encircled some pins in a device called a latch. In this
case the cams turned in the direction to allow the latch
of a forward cargo door to unlock. As the latch
became just so slightly unlocked, the huge internal
compressed air pressure burst the entire cargo door
open at the weakest point, the midspan latches that
held a long eight foot stretch of sliced fuselage
together and had no safety locks to prevent what was
accidentally happening.
The balloon of Air India Flight 182 popped. A sudden
loud sound was produced and heard by everyone on
board as the compressed air rushed out of the balloon
of the fuselage and forward cargo compartment into
the outside air in front of the engines on the right side
of the airplane. The rupture area of the cargo door
became shattered, torn, and frayed from the outward
force of the air molecules. The pop of the balloon was
so violent it disrupted all the electricity in a nearby
equipment compartment and turned off the power to
the data recorders. Material from inside the cabin and
cargo compartment was ejected outward into engines
and against the right wing and rear stabilizers.
The explosion of the pop of the fuselage is called an
explosive decompression. The force is so great it
curls, pits, craters, bends, tears metal into fragments

and affects the actual atom makeup of the metal. The
hole the explosive decompression caused when the
large door was ruptured and tore outward, upward,
and away was about twenty feet wide and thirty feet
tall.
If Air India Flight 182 had not been moving the
damage may have remained as it was, a big hole in the
right side of the nose with a lot of stuff from the cabin
and cargo compartment ejected and missing.
However, there was 300 knots, about 330 miles per
hour, of wind force on the nose of the airplane. The
nose shuddered because the sides, the bottom, and top
of the fuselage which had strong beams to hold it
together were all bent, twisted, and broken.
The enormous wind force of the weight of the fast
moving air molecules on the weakened forward part
of Air India Flight 182 tore it off. The jagged blunt
end of the torn off nose was too much drag for the
engines to overcome. The airplane slowed down. The
airplane could not fly because there was not enough
lift from the wings.
The aircraft broke in two and fell to the sea, coming
apart in many pieces as it disintegrated from the
unusual forces applied from all directions.

The passengers inside Air India Flight 182 who were
now outside falling would die because the human
body can not withstand the force of striking very
dense water molecules at a high speed.
To sum up: The surface of the inflated fuselage
popped when the lightning of the electricity caused a
motor to turn on which allowed a hole to appear in the
forward cargo door and allowed the compressed air
molecules to escape outside to the less compressed air
molecules. The escape was so sudden as to shatter and
tear the surface of the inflated fuselage at the forward
cargo door. The aircraft came apart when the
extremely fast moving air molecules pressed so hard
against the weakened forward part as to break it in
two. The passengers died because they struck the
water too fast for the water to make a hole for them.
The technical terms for all is the probable cause of
this accident was the sudden opening of the forward
lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression at the midspan latches. The
door opening was attributed to faulty wiring in the
door control system which permitted electrical
actuation of the door latches toward the unlatched
position after initial door closure. The fatal injuries

were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression.
U. Why have I pursued this issue of wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression events for over a
decade?
The best answer I can give to that is that my life was
literally within two seconds of ending but was saved
by the unselfish action of my pilot who in a time of
stress with a disabled aircraft took the time to tell me
to 'eject' which I did unquestionably and lived by the
two seconds I had while he died be the two seconds he
did not have. Because I survived one, I believe I am
repaying a moral debt to prevent others from dying in
a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
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Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part
135 certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator,
RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in
RA-5C
Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix J Bruntingthorpe

*
A dramatic test proves that simple improvements can
checkmate bomb-wielding terrorists.
BY JIM WILSON
----------------------------------------------------------------------In less than a minute, bombs will shower England's
Bruntingthorpe Airfield with the jagged remains of a

Boeing 747 jumbo jet.
"We cannot tell you their exact size and location,"
says Richard Wright, a spokesman for the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA), which is sponsoring one of
the most dramatic experiments in aviation history.
They are about to blow up a retired Air France 747. If
the experiment plays out as expected, the CAA will
have solid proof that simple improvements in baggage
container and cargo bay design can minimize the
damage of terrorist bombs, like the one that downed
Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in
December 1988.
Wright's colleague, Rory Martin, suggests I pay
especially close attention to the rear of the doomed
plane. "We concentrated on the cargo bay," he
explains. "We want to know how the explosions work,
how structures fail." To this end, one of the four
bombs has been placed inside a standard baggage
container, close to an unprotected section of fuselage.
Taking Martin's advice, I aim my binoculars at a
spot between the tail and the wing as I listen to the
final countdown. Three, two, one . . . Four explosions
detonate simultaneously. Inside the aft cargo bay, the
pressure wave from one of the blasts has blown
through a standard baggage container as if it were just
wrapping paper. Unimpeded, these rapidly expanding,

high-temperature gases hammer into the fuselage.
To make the experiment more realistic, the interior
of the plane was pressurized. Creating just the right
amount of pressure proved to be one of the day's most
difficult challenges, and it caused several holds in the
countdown. During one of these delays, Chris Peel, a
top British structures and materials expert, told me
why getting the pressurization right was so important
to the outcome of the experiment. "If the aircraft is
unpressurized, small cracks will produce minor
damage. Catastrophic damage occurs when the
pressure difference amplifies the damage, causing the
cracks to run," he says.
These amplifying effects soon become apparent.
The explosion creates a jagged tear that races forward
to the wing, makes a 90¡ turn and then splits the skin
along a line of rivets around the fuselage. The tail
section slumps down on the runway. A cloud of fireextinguishing carbon dioxide gas is released to
smother any secondary fires that may have erupted.
After this gas has dispersed, I am allowed a closeup
look at the damage. "The standard container was
virtually transparent to the explosion," says Peel. A
container hardened with a material similar to that used
in bulletproof vests and placed near the front of the
forward cargo bay (see diagram on opposite page)
appears to have fully contained the force of the bomb

planted inside.
A second standard 5 x 5 x 5-ft. container also has
been demolished, but there is little visible evidence of
this outside of the plane. A 15-ft. "bulletproof" panel
placed against the fuselage as a sort of shock absorber
apparently has performed as advertised. There is
likewise no evidence of damage to the fuselage next
to a standard baggage container that has been
modified by the addition of an 8-in. foam liner.
It will be late fall before the Defence Evaluation
and Research Agency, which conducted the
experiment for the CAA, issues its final report. But a
cursory inspection shows that technology for blunting
terror's threat is at hand. "If you put all the changes
together," suggests Martin, "they make a good
system."

By Lauren Terrazzano
Staff Writer
A CENTER FUEL tank blown up by TWA Flight 800
investigators shows damage patterns unlike anything
found on the fuel tank of the downed plane, according
to early test results -- a development that could finally
rule out the possibility that any explosive charge
destroyed the plane, sources said.
Since last spring, officials had said they were close to

eliminating the bomb and missile theories that had
long dominated speculation about the crash's cause.
But FBI investigators have been reluctant to be
definitive, saying they wanted to re-analyze the
wreckage and await the results of more tests.
The test results, from several detonations of a Boeing
747 tank in Bruntingthorpe, England, last month,
brought investigators one step closer to dropping the
idea of a small, "shaped charge" placed on or near the
Flight 800 tank -- the only possibility left of a bomb,
because of the lack of other evidence.
"Very small amounts of explosives left very
distinctive marks, unlike anything we've seen on the
plane," said one investigative source, speaking of the
recent tests. "Even the small amounts [of explosives]
left distinctive signatures on the structures, so if a
small bomb had gone off, it clearly would leave a
signature."
Five other theories of ignition remain, including a dud
missile or other object piercing the plane's skin and
four mechanical scenarios: a static charge within the
tank, a faulty scavenge pump, corroded fuel probes
and damaged wiring in the right wing.
Investigators have determined the blast originated in
the nearly empty 12,890-gallon tank, igniting fuel air
vapors in an explosion that tore the plane apart, killing
all 230 people aboard. The actual ignition source

remains a mystery.
The National Transportation Safety Board has
directed hundreds of tests in laboratories around the
world to study potential factors in the explosion.
In October, investigators plan to blow up portions of a
center fuel tank in Denver in conjunction with work
being done on fuel volatility with the California
Institute of Technology. Investigators hope to
determine the direction in which flame travels through
the tank's different compartments. The testing could
help investigators confirm the exact point of ignition
within the tank.
Full-scale explosions will follow "within six months"
said NTSB spokesman Peter Goelz, adding that
results of the Denver tests would not likely be made
available before the public hearings planned on the
crash in December. "So little is known about the
flammability of Jet A fuel that we need to continue
and expand our tests," Goelz said.
The NTSB said the results of the Bruntingthorpe tests
are still being analyzed and would not be released
until the hearing.
In those tests, investigators set off series of small
explosions at various points on the tank, trying to
determine impacts that could be compared to TWA
Flight 800's reconstructed fuel tank. A final explosion
included filling the tank with propane to see how it

broke apart.
The board also measured the data from the explosions
on a cockpit voice recorder to compare to the
recording from TWA Flight 800. The data are still
being analyzed, but investigators said they weren't
hopeful about the comparisons because the test plane
used in Bruntingthorpe wasn't pressurized like Flight
800 was, and it would therefore emit a different sound
signature.
A parallel criminal investigation of the crash is
continuing, and FBI Assistant Director James
Kallstrom told victims' families July 19 that the
inquiry could wrap up within 60 to 90 days.
The agency said yesterday it would not comment on
the Bruntingthorpe tests. "Because the investigation is
ongoing, we're not discussing any test results that may
have been completed," said FBI spokesman Joseph
Valiquette.
May 17, 1997
BRUNTINGTHORPE, England (Reuter) -Scientists Saturday blew up an old jumbo jet in their
quest for ways to make planes safer from terrorist
attack.
The giant jet was almost split in two by the blasts,

which left the tail section lying crumpled on the
ground.
The test, sponsored by Britain's Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) and the U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), was designed to find new ways
of making aircraft more bomb-resistant.
Four bombs were exploded inside the pressurized
cargo hold of a Boeing 747 in the former U.S. Air
Force Strategic Air Command base at Bruntingthorpe,
Leicester, about 100 miles north of London.
In 1988, 270 people were killed when a bomb
destroyed a Pan Am 747 which crashed to the earth in
Lockerbie, Scotland. In 1989, another 171 perished
when a bomb brought down a French UTA DC-10
airliner over Niger.
The experiment, part of a five-year $5 million
research program to improve aircraft structures, was
carried out by Britain's Defense Evaluation Research
Agency (DERA), a wing of the Ministry of Defense.
Two explosions were designed to test two new types
of baggage containers and a third tested a body-armor
type of protective material in the cargo hold.
A fourth demonstrated the impact of bombs against
unprotected structures, CAA spokesman Richard

Wright said.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: h, g
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Appendix G: Wiring
NTSB AAR 00/03:
1.18.2 Information Regarding Electrical/Wiring
Anomalies on
Airplanes
1.18.2.1 Accidents, Incidents, and Events Involving
Electrical/Wiring
Components
During its investigation of the TWA flight 800
accident, the Safety Board
examined its aviation accident/incident database for

records of previous accidents and
incidents involving transport-category airplanes in
which the Board had used the words
wire or wiring in the probable cause. In addition, the
Safety Board reviewed other
available records involving wiring- and/or fire/smokerelated air carrier events, including
the following:
¥ Boeing laboratory reports, SBs, and SLs;
¥ AFRL reports;
¥ Safety Board preliminary, airworthiness factual, and
accident brief reports;
¥ AIR 2000 air safety reports;
¥ British Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB)
reports;
¥ FAA service difficulty reports (SDR); 370 and
¥ a Civil Aviation Administration of China
investigation report.
The results of these reviews are discussed in this
section.
Wiring-Related Accidents/Incidents
In an October 21, 1996, fax, the Civil Aviation
Authority of Singapore described
an event that occurred on October 12, 1996, in which
an operator reported that arcing in a
wire bundle on a 747-200 cargo airplane had resulted
in a fire at the aft bulkhead of the

forward cargo compartment about STA 1000. The
airplane was undergoing maintenance
at the time of the fire, and subsequent inspection
revealed damage to wire bundles W834,W846,
W1524, and W370; the insulation blanket; the aft
bulkhead of the forward cargo
compartment; and (possibly) the CWT sealant. The
operator removed the affected
components from the airplane and shipped them to
Boeing for examination and
evaluation. A December 16, 1996, letter from Boeing
stated that X-ray microanalysis and
chemical identification of the damaged wire suggest
that the insulation of the wire was
damaged and that arcing had occurred between the
damaged wires or that arcing between
the damaged wires and ground had occurred.
From IASA: The International Aviation Safety
Association is a non profit safety organization
incorporated in New York.
Website at www.IASA.com.au .
Chairman: Mrs. Lyn Susan Romano
Description of High-Temperature Aircraft Electrical
Wires. Only One, TKT MEETS FAAÕs FAR 25

STANDARDS. Sources; Industry Wire Experts.
Contact jking1@mediaone.net
Type
Properties
Some Aircraft Used In
PVC/NYLON
per 1,000 ft.
copious smoke
when exposed

*Heaviest and thickest at 6.8 lbs.
Early DC-9s
*Insulation burns readily creating
(e.g., ValuJet 592)
*Insulation turns to hydraulic acid
727s, 737s until 1979
to water.

Poly-X
*The first exotic blend of
insulation (due to oil embargo)
Early 747s
(Aliphatic
*Light weight, 4.7 lbs. per 1,000
ft.
(e.g., TWA 800)
Polyimide)
*Susceptible to
solvents
and
DC-10s
*Chafing resistant but cracks
around Circumference
*Copious smoke
*Due to brittleness, 1" bare spots
not uncommon

* premature aging at just 4,000 hrs
* Fails FAR 25
XL Tefzel
than 96%
(Spec 55)
(ETEF Type)

* Copious smoke, density greater
747s, 767s, 777s
* Cracks easiest under vibration
years?
* Toxicity the worst (ETE Type)

* Arc tracks
* Soft as butter at rated 150 degrees C ‹ not 200 C
* Explodes in oxygen enriched
areas
* Fails FAR 25
Stilan
ft.

*Light weight, 4.7 lbs. per 1,000
747s and DC-10s built
*Insulation breaks down in
hydraulic and de-icing fluid
in mid-to-late 1970s
*Microscopic crazing problem seen
by microscope
*Cracks under stress
*Found to arc over
* Spurious signal generation
* Fails FAR 25
Kapton
1,000 ft

*Very light weight, 4.5 lbs per
727s, 737s, some 747s

(Aromatic
*Insulation burns fiercely creating
no smoke
(
400s) 767s, DC-10s
Polyimide
*Known to arc
over
MD-80, MD-11, and
* Burns fiercely with arc
over
A300-600 (with
teflon
* Fails FAR
25
top
coat)
TKT
ft.

*Light weight, 5.0 lbs. in per 1,000
737s and 757s built
*Abrasion

resistant
late 1992 and on
*Superb insulation protection
*High heat tolerance
*Resists smoking when burning
(less than 2% density)
*Used on some aircraft since 1992.
FAR 25 states: that insulation material can not be used
that is hazardous, unreliable, or contributes smoke/
fire. No particular uses of insulation were further

specified so insulation material includes; seat
insulation, insulation blankets, rug insulation, and
wire insulation. They are all types of insulation
materials. Unless they are tested with an electrical
fire (2,000 degrees) igniter to prove flammability
proof, the material can not meet far 25 requirements.
By their own (Limited) standards, the FAA has said,
in fact, that most types of wire can not be used !
Only TKT wire insulation meets FAR 25 Standards.
IASA STUDY OF 270 WIRE RELATED
ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS
LAST REVISED. 3/2/2001 by
jking1@mediaone.net. IASA Data Specialist
Introduction
The following is a chronological list and brief
summaries to aircraft ÒWireÓ related events
including significant systems failures, smoke and or
fires. Some industry actions have also been added.
This list is by no means intended to represent all such
events known but rather is an attempt to focus more
clearly on those where wire or wire types become
known. Other IASA studies are available that broaden
these number of events where ÒelectricalÓ becomes
the focus rather than just those where the word

ÒwireÓ is more easily recognized. 109 additional
such items to the 270 here may be found on page 14.
Identifying the various wire types or that the wires
themselves have become directly causal is difficult
because of the absence of such fault coding in the ATA
coding system used throughout the commercial
industry. The industry has now recognized this
diminishing factor and recognized by the military
some years ago.
Sources
The vast majority of events seen here come from the
databases of the FAAÕs Office Of System Safety
which include;
The FAA Incident Data Reporting System
Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS)
NTSB Accident/Incident Reports
NTSB Recommendation Reports
NTSB Monthly Reports
And miscellaneous FAA Tech Reports/Letters
The URL source references and a guild to access
them may be found at the back of this report. Also
many other source URLs have been incorporated into

the event description where economy of space
allowed.
1.August 18, 1972 Lockheed L-1011. First recorded
arc-tracking/arc-over event in commercial aircraft. 7
wires severed. Lockheed Report # 10 1973.
2. 6/30/77. TWA (W.B. Clark) objects to BoeingÕs
continued use of Kapton wiring.
3.5/27/83. L-1011, TWA. Flight 111, Smoke and
flames in the cockpit. Kapton wire damage. NTSB
Accident/Incident Report # MKC83IA116.
4 6/2/83. DC-9-32. Air Canada. Near Cincinnati
experienced an inflight fire and an Emergency landing
at Cincinnati. Lav pumps, associated wiring and
deterioration of wire insulation were inspected.
NTSB Monthly Report # DCA83AA028.
5. 9/2/83. TWA acknowledges over 30 instances with
Kapton wiring failures. Report 1702.
6 5/17/84. DC-10, Northwest Airlines. During climb
saw sparks and smoke from the left side panel under
his glare shield. Flight returned, and wire-bundle
insulation and fabric sleeve around wire-bundle were
found burned. Circuit breakers were tested, no cause
found as to why they failed to open. NTSB Accident/
Incident Report # CHI84IA196
7.4/6/84. FAA acknowledges considerable adverse
experience with Kapton wiring among several

operators, stating an investigation is warranted. States
problem is under-reported. Memorandum FAAÕs
Leroy Keith to all managers of ACOs.
8. 1/14/85. 757, Monarch Airlines. Loss of left
generator due to flashover of Kapton feeder cables
and lavatory leak. See 1/26/89 FAA/ Congressman
Dingell letter and AD 85-12-08.
9. 5/10/85. Monarch Airlines 757. Kapton power
feeders chafe and arc. Wire-bundle vaporized.
Adjacent wire-bundles damaged. Boeing Alert Service
Bulletin 757-24A0025.
10. 9/19/85. 727, Braniff Airlines. On landing
noticed sparks from C/B Panel. Replaced wires, C/Bs,
current sensing coils. FAA Incident Rpt #
19850919051729C.
11.10/18/85. L-1011,Royal Jordanian Airlines inflight fire. Kapton wires arced and ignited a titanium
air-duct. NTSB Recommendations Rpt # A-85-91.
13.7/12/87. Delta 767-232, Kapton wiring harness
causes uncommanded go-around malfunction. NTSB
Monthly, Ref http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/NYC/
87A202.htm.
14.3/88. DC-10, Northwest Airlines. Fire in
electrical compartment, arcing cables, flames 1 to 2
feet high from ignited insulation blankets. Ref. DOT/
FAA/CT-91/2 TechRpt.
15. 2/24/89. 747, United flight 811. Faulty Wiring

and/or switch cause door to open in-flight. Nine
passengers lost. NTSB Rpt. # AAR-92/02.
(superceded Rpt. # 90/01).
16.12/30/89. 737, America West. Fire in wheel well
due to arcing wire against a hydraulic line. All
hydraulics lost. Overran runway. NTSB Monthly Rpt.
# LAX90FA061.
17.1/18/90. MD-80, U.S. Air. Overheated wire
insulation filled cockpit with smoke. Loose generator
terminals found, no cause to cockpit smoke. Ref.
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/55.
18. 5/11/90. 737, Phillipine Airlines. Shortly after
pushback aircraft exploded. 8 dead. Wiring caused
explosion of center fuel tank. Ref. NTSB Rpt
A-90-103. http://www.asy.faa.gov/asp/
asy_searchus.asp Type in ÒA-90-103Ó
3/17/91. L-1011, Delta Airlines. Flames from the base
of the cabin sidewall. Wires burned, 5 C/Bs tripped.
Diverted to Goose Bay, Canada. Ref. DOT/FAA/CTTN94/55.
8/2/91. 737, U.S. Air. While at cruise, lavatory smoke
detectors activated and crew smelled smoke but
stopped when C/Bs were pulled. FAA Incident #
199108020441799C.
9/28/91. MD-82, Continental Airlines. While taxing
smoke came out of the instrument panel. Emergency
evac. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # NYC91LA247 and ASRS

Rpt. 190436.
9/11. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Cabin
reported light bulb pop and cabin crew saw
smoke .Electrical fire behind light panel. Flight
diverted. ASRS Rpt. # 190451.
10/91. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). On climb
out smoke reported in cabin. Returned and fire
department called. ASRS Rpt. # 190756.
11/13/91. DC-8, Flagfship Express. Cargo door
opened in flight. Damaged wires found in a wirebundle. NTSB Accident/Incident Rpt. #
NYC92IA030.
12/91. ASRS PILOT Report (de-identified). On climbout attendant reported smoke in the cabin. Returned
flight. ASRS Rpt.197455.
2/12/91. Evergreen 747-100 experiences in-flight
upset and lost 10,000 ft approaching supersonic
speeds. Spurious signals caused uncommanded inputs
to the autopilot. Poly-X wiring known for spurious
signal generation to autopilots. Ref. TSB Report and
NTSB Log # 2359, 4/30/92.
1/3/92. 737, United Airlines. Noticed electrical
burning odor. Loud arc then heard with flames from
aft cockpit panel. Short in a large wire-bundle. NTSB
Rpt. # DEN92IA025.
3/92. ASRS Pilot Report. Smoke in cabin and return
to gate. During next flight smoke re- occurred.

Emergency return. This was the 5 th time in one
month. ASRS Rpt. # 206023.
6/20/92. DC-8, Hawaiian Airlines. On ground, smoke
from C/B Panel with spiking fire. Used fire
extinguisher. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19920620024179C.
6/92. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Cabin
declared a fire odor and ceiling was hot. Diverted and
declared a emergency. ASRS Rpt. # 214032.
7/22/92. 727, Northwest Airlines. Smoke in the
cockpit, diverted to Fort Wayne. Found burned wiring
above co-pilots upper window. FAA Incident Rpt.#
19920722033979C.
7/92. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Crew noted
sparks, arcing and smoke half way back left side. C/B
popped, fire stopped. FAA made 2 inquires. ASRS
Rpt. # 214781.
9/92.ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At gate,
smoke became thicker from behind attendant jump
seat with power off. Fire dept called. ASRS Rpt. #
220716.
1/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
descending smoke came from C/B Panel behind
captain. Emergency divert to BFL, evacuation on
runway. ASRS Rpt. # 231385.
5/10/93. MD-11F. # 3 Engine surges with autopilot
on or off because of broken wire. Unscheduled
landing. Ref FAA SDR 1993051700120. (item 3).

8/6/93. MD-11F. Precautionary shutdown # 2 engine.
Replaced # 2 engine wiring cable. Cable assy failed.
Ref FAA SDR 1993081100261. (item 4).
9/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At post flight,
smoke in the cabin. Emergency evacuation. Claimed
FAA follow-up-(Incident Data not found). ASRS
Rpt.# 251342.
10/8/93. MD-11. Lost ground spoilers. During
inspection found numerous burned and chafed wires
in the fwd avionics bay. Ref FAA SDR
1993111000022. (item 5).
10/16/93. MD-81, Swissair. Heavy smoke from
overhead panel after departing Munich. Emergency
landing. Ref. NTSB Recommendation Rpts A-94-136
& A-94-133. German Investigations Unit identified a
faulty Emergency Power switch.
11/2/93. MD-11. FADEC fault, return to Block.
Suspect Òspurious digital signalÓ. Unable to
duplicate. Ref FAA SDR 1993121300179. (item 6).
11/4/93. MD-87, Scandinavian Airlines. On landing
crew noticed smoke in aft end. At the gate a fire
erupted and extensively damaged the aircraft as arcing
Kapton wires ignited flammable Mylar insulation
blankets. Danish AAIB Rep # 2/96, SE-DIB.
4/11/94. A-320, Northwest Airlines. From cruise
electrical wire insulation burning smell in cockpit.
Diverted to Buffalo, replaced fan. FAA Incident Rpt. #

19940411012399C.
11/10/94. 737, China Airlines. After landing ground
crew detected burning smell. Opened E/E bay and
noted insulation blanket on fire under rack 2.
Improper clamping allowed arcing Kapton wires to
ignite flammable insulation blankets. Ref. FAA DOT/
FAA/AR-97/58. Also see CAAC letter(7/24/96) to
the FAA.
10/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise C/B Panel (P-18) behind captain emited heavy
smoke. C/B popped, smoke stopped. Emergency,
diverted. ASRS #285007.
11/94 ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Departed
LAX, aft cabin filled with smoke. Declared
emergency, diverted. Met by FAA.. ASRS Rpt. #
288297.
11/94. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). MD-80
aborted TO at OÕHare due to smoke/fumes in the
cockpit and cabin.
12/8/94. Boeing 767 operator reports worn Kapton
wires causing loss of passenger oxygen deployment,
emergency lights, passenger signs, emergency
evacuation signal and the fuel shutoff for the engine
fire-handle switch. Ref. Boeing SB 767-35A0029.
1/8/95. MD-11F. Gear warning on climb out.
Unscheduled landing. Found bad wire insulation to
position indicator. Ref FAA SDR 1995011300722.

(item 9).
1/11/95. DC-9, Columbian aircraft impacted the sea.
52 lost. Sparks and fire seen. Was first delayed
because of electrical work. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA95RA013.
50. 2/19/95. MD-11. Found galley power feeder wires
arcing to L-3 door stop. (AD 98-25-11 addressed this
34 months later Ref FAA SDR 1995022400481. (item
11).
4/28/95. DC-10. Auto-pilot pitching violently, other
deferred. Unscheduled landing. Same AGAIN on
4/29. Found shorts via pins 38-39 and for left
outboard elevator. Ref FAA SDRs 1995060200120
and 1995060200121. (items 6 & 7).
4/29/95. MD-11. # 1 AC Buss Tie lock out, Return to
gate. Wire # 3-16BL shorted to ground. Ref FAA SDR
19950551900452. (item 12).
5/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Smoke in the
cabin. Procedures did not stop smoke. Failure of Flap
Indication and thrust reversers. FAA met A/C. ASRS
# 305701.
5/10/95. 767. During layover found smoke in forward
cabin from three shorted wires inside seat track 1C,
2C. Ref FAA SDR 1995051900313. (item 8).
5/17/95. 767. Lost right generator, unable to start
APU. Unscheduled landing. Found short in IDG
feeder. Ref FAA SDR 1995051900507. (item 10).

5/19/95. DC-10. C/Bs popped, lost # 1 and 2
generators. Unscheduled landing. Found burnt out
wire-bundle in forward cargo ceiling. Ref FAA SDR
1995072100418. (item 9).
7/7/95. MD-11. Inspection found arcing and burning
off of the pins in the automatic control PCU located in
the recess of the Tail Fuel Tank. Concern is the
proximity of this Fuel tank. Suspect faulty materials/
sealing. Ref FAA SDR 1995080400534. (item 13).
8/18/95. 767. During cruise found wire-bundle arcing
along sidewall, seats 2A &3A. Activated a fire
extinguisher. Ref FAA SDR 1995082500003. (item
20).
8/6/95. MD-11, China Airlines. At gate, smoke came
from E&E bay. Arcing Kapton wires ignited
flammable Mylar batts. Ref. DOT/FAA/AR-97/58 &
CAAC /FAA letter.
9/8/95. DC-10. A false warning to high engine oil
temperature with engine shutdown and unscheduled
landing. A bad wire to ground was found. Ref FAA
SDR 1995091500033.
9/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise heavy smoke in the cabin. Emergency divert to
Nassau. Claimed FAA Investigation. None found.
ASRS # 315585.
11/2/95. MD-11. Found on Inspection two engine
wire-harnesses chafed. Two incidents; this one -- Ref

FAA SDR 1995111300460 And 1995111300461 on
11/6. (items 15,16)
11/13/95. 737, China Airlines. Mylar lnsulation
blankets set afire by hot drill chips from maintenance.
Ref. DOT/FAA/AR-97/58 and CAAC / FAA Letter
7/24/96 (as above).
11/26/95. MD-82, Atitalia. Prior to TO, fire in the
cabin from light ballast spread quickly through ceiling
panels, wire-harnesses, insulation blankets. Ref. DOT/
FAA/AR-97/58.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 on taxiout saw smoke in the cockpit from generator control
panel. Third event. FO required medical help. ASRS
Rpt. # 321583.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-88
cabin advised of smoke alarm and odor in the cabin.
Smoke in the cockpit. Returned to Atlanta. Cause
unknown. ASRS 322428.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-10
recurring electrical fuel pump failures during fuel
dump. Noticed hot electrical smell. Flight returned.
ASRS Rpt. # 320312.
1/11/96. MD-11. During cruise had a # 1 engine
generator warning. Found shorted and damaged feeder
cables in the pylon. Ref FAA SDR 1996011200174.
(item 19).
1996 the NTSB declares Air Force One, the

PresidentÕs aircraft, rewired due to concerns with
Kapton wire. Ref. Center Public Integrity Rpt. ÒIn
The Unlikely EventÓ, ISBN1882583-10-8.
1/16/96. 737. During inspection found chafed wire
and arcing at E 3-2 Rack. Ref FAA SDR
1996012600172. (item 2).
2/25/96. DC-9. Aborted approach because could not
get green gear light. Declared emergency. Faulty wire
at switch. Ref FAA SDR 19960301000170. (item 10).
3/2/96. DC-9. A flash and smoke at row 5. Light
disconnected due to chafed wires. Light okay. Ref
FAA SDR 1996030800123. (item 13).
3/3/96. 737. During climb smoke came from the aft
galley area. Unscheduled landing. Found shorted wire.
Ref FAA SDR 1996052300102. (item 19).
3/8/96. 747. Leading edge warning during taxi.
Found wiring shorted. Return to gate. Ref FAA SDR
1996031500155. (item 4).
3/8/96. DC-9. Smoke while at the gate smoke from
overhead near entry. Found burned wiring, scorched
insulation. Ref FAA SDR 1996040500468. (item 22).
4/26/96. DC-10. In flight had smell of hot insulation
by rows 14 to 18. Could not duplicate. Return to
service. Ref FAA SDR 1996050200380. (item 21).
4/28/96. MD-11. Flight arrived with five Avionic C/
Bs tripped. Found wire-bundle chafing. Ref FAA SDR
1996060600568. (item 25).

5/3/96. DC-9. At cruise fire annunciator and fire loop
illuminated. Found wires W255A16 and 286A16N
rubbing together. Ref FAA SDR 1996101000691.
(item 41).
5/12/96. DC-9. No green gear light. Diverted to SYR.
Replaced left down limit switch wire-harness. Ref
FAA SDR 1996062000576. (item 31).
5/31/96. 747. On approach electrical burning smell in
cockpit. Taxi light could not be turned off. Shorted
witch and wire found. Ref FAA SDR 1996062700585.
(item 15).
5/31/96. DC-9. During cruise, smoke in the aft cabin
behind F/As seat. Found two burnt wires. Ref FAA
SDR 1997010200195. (item 54).
6/1/96. 767. Inspection found numerous C/Bs tripped
and chafed wires aft of CHILLER Unit in E/E
compartment. Ref FAA SDR 1996061300112. (item
41).
6/5/96. DC-10. During takeoff had slat-disagree
lights. Aborted TO. Found chafed wire and replaced
sensor to prox box wires. Ref FAA SDR
1996061300092. (item 25).
6/12/96. 747. On climb out had flap lockout. Diverted
flight. Found shorted wiring near P54 Panel. Ref FAA
SDR 19960620001888. (item 11).
6/15/96. 747. During climb the red light for the nose
gear ÒunsafeÓ came on. Repaired wire. Ref FAA

SDR 1996062700006. (item 12).
6/17/96. DC-9. At the gate, had smoke in the cabin.
Light ballast and charred wiring was replaced. Ref
FAASDR 1996062000380. (item 30).
6/18/96. 737. On approach anti skid warning came
on. Diverted to BWI. Replaced right main gear wire
strut harness. Ref FAA SDR 1996071000673. (item
39).
6/23/96. 747. During climb the # 3 hydraulic overheat
warning came on. Unscheduled landing. Repaired
wire for indication problem. Ref FAA SDR
1996062700179. (item 13).
6/25/96. 767-332ER, Delta Airlines. Wires arced and
severed one of two aileron cables. Lost right
generator. Emergency landing. Ref. NTSB Monthly
Rpt. NYC96IA131. SDR
7/21/96. DC-9. Inspection found the sidewall lights to
be flickering. A wire burnt wire-harness was found.
Ref FAA SDR 1996072500306. (item 36).
7/22/96. DC-9. Flight attendant reported no power to
the forward coffeemaker. Inspection revealed melted
wires to a terminal block. Ref FAA SDR
1996080200386. (item 38).
7/26/96. 747, TWA 800. High voltage Poly-X wiring
outside the center fuel tank was bundled with the low
voltage, split Teflon FQIS wiring inside the tank. A
spark/arc transferred this energy into the tank through

the wiring. Ref. NTSB AAR-00/03.
7/28/96. 767. During cruise wiring at seats 2A and
others shorted and burned through. Ref FAA SDR
1996080200439. (item 52).
7/31/96. 737. Inspection found APU feeder harness
and a stringer burnt. Ref FAA SDr 1996080800015.
(item 43).
8/5/96. DC-9. At engine start smoke entered the
cockpit. Burned wire found at the right heatexchanger fan. Ref FAA SDR 1996080800520. (item
39).
8/13/96. 737. During cruise, left wing overheat light
flickered. Unscheduled landing. Wire found chafed
through and shorting. Ref FAA SDR. 1997013000457.
(item 96).
8/31/96. 747. During taxi, primary display and C/B
tripped. Returned to gate. Repaired chafed wire. Ref
FAA SDR 19960905000421. (item 24).
9/3/96. 747. During cruise electrical arc and smoke
came from galley work light. Found charred wiring
insulation. Ref FAA SDR 1996092600668. (item 27).
10/7/96. 737. During cruise smoke came from behind
cockpit overhead panel. Burnt wiring was found. Ref
FAA SDR 1996101700002. (item 63).
10/7/96. 737. During takeoff # 2 thrust reverser
unlock light came on, aborted takoff. Found chafed
wire in pylon area. Ref FAA SDR 19961114000362.

(item 72).
10/8/96. MD-11. Inspection found # 2 generator
feeder cables chafed over right over wing exit. Ref
FAA SDR 1996110100255. (item 28).
10/13/00. DC-9. Inspection found 24 lighting wires
burnt, right side, station 1083 to 1205. Ref FAA SDR
1996101700537. (item 43).
11/4/96. DC-9. On approach, aft and forward fuel
boost pumps C/Bs tripped. Found wire-bundle chafed
in left wing. Ref FAA SDR 1996111400055. (item
47).
11/17/96. 737. Prior to takeoff, sparking, popping and
smoke from compass and ignition switch area.
Returned to gate. Saw chafed wire. Ref FAA SDR
199611200285. (item 74)
11/23/96. DC-9. During climb, burning odor in cabin.
Unscheduled landing. Replaced damaged left ground
power wire. Ref FAA SDR 1996121900609. (item
51).
12/10/96. 737. During inspection for ADI
malfunction, lav water was found in wire-bundles
feeding E/E compart connectors. Ref FAA SDR
1997032700535. (item 125)
12/1196. 757,U.S. Air. Enroute, smoke and fire were
visible in the aft floor and side wall area. Emergency
and diverted. Examination of the burned area revealed
an Audio-entertainment system cable had become

shorted. Ref. NTSB Monthly Rpt. CHI97IA041.
12/14/96. 737. During inspection found left wing
wire-bundle melted 15 of 32 wires. Ref Boeing
service letter 737-SL-24-27. Ref FAA SDR
1996122600319. (item 82).
12/20/96. DC-10. At cruise, C/B for mid cabin reading
lights popped. Reset, and burning smell began. Wiring
found to be charred. Ref FAA SDR 1996122600432.
(item 37).
12/20/96. 737. During climb # 1 engine surged.
Declared an emergency and returned. Replaced engine
PMC blue harness assembly. Ref FAA SDR
1997012300452. (item 93).
12/27/96. DC-9. After takeoff, right wing fuel boost
pump C/B popped, then reset. Aft pump C/B popped,
then forward again. Connector arcing, insulation
damage in the fuel conduits was noted. Phase C/Bs
popped. Ref FAA SDR 1997010200560. (item 55).
1/30/97. Several Boeing 767 Operators report loss
of system failure(s) and/or fire due to Kapton wiring
chafing on oxygen line fitting which could lead to
electrical arcing. Boeing SB 767-35A00229, 6/25/98.
1/14/97. 737. During a inspection, fluid passing
through a connector shorted out the rudder Power
Control Unit solenoid. Ref FAA SDR
1997030600012. (item 114).
1/15/97. DC-10. During cruise, wing anti ice valves

disagree light illuminated and then the # 3 manifold
fail light. Found Wire-bundle burned. Ref FAA SDR
1997020600768.
1/20/97. 767. Inspection found strong electrical smell
in aft galley. Unable to isolate. Suspect Chiller. Ref
FAA SDR 1997013000095. (item 77).
1/20/97. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. Smoke from
panel behind captainÕs seat. Charred wiring due to
phase short and dust particles. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI97IA072.
1/23/97. 767. Inspection found broken wire in cargo
hold tripped a C/B. Resetting caused a small fire in the
hold and in the insulation. Ref FAA SDR
1997122900005. (item 121).
1/27/97. 737. During cruise, lost series of systems
including pressurization. Unable to reset C/Bs,
Diverted. # 1 gen wire burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1997020600127. (item 105).
1/27/97. 737. On climb lost radar. Returned to gate.
Found shorted Data A Buss B-wire. Ref FAA SDR
1997013000834. (item 104).
3/7/97. 737. While landing had flaps freeze. Found
wire between connectors shorted to shield. Ref FAA
SDR 1997032700165. (item).
3/8/97. 747. Inspection found # 1 APU generator
feeder cables with split insulation and melted spacers.
Ref FAA SDR 1997041700153. (item 44).

3/10/97. 737. In cruise, an uncommanded
pressurization decent (manual) . Unscheduled landing.
Chafed wires near outflow valve. Ref FAA SDR
1997070300284. (item 171).
3/14/97. 737. Sparks under seat 9D. Found shorted
wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997032700004. (item 121).
3/14/97. 747. Inspection found chafed wire-harness
and a bare wire with signs of arcing at # 1 reserve
tank and rib. Ref FAA SDR 1997040300806. (item
43).
3/30/97. DC-9. On climb had fault with right main
gear unsafe light. Found high resistance of uplock to
terminal wire. Ref FAA SDR 1999041000284. (item
61).
4/24/97. 747. Inspection found # 2 fuel boost pump
wiring insulation failed due to conductive corrosion.
Ref FAA SDR 1998011500139. (item 72).
4/28/97. 747-243, G-VIRGIN. Arcing Poly-X wires
ignite cabin interior materials and destroy wirebundles behind overhead panels in forward cabin. Ref,
UK AAIB Rpt. # 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3) Appendix G.
(www.open.gov.uk/aaib/n653ua/n653ua.htm).
5/9/97. 737. Engine fire warning on touchdown. Fired
extinguisher. Found badly chafed fire wire at a clamp.
Ref FAA SDR 19970717000869. (item 174).
5/10/97. 737. While at cruise had # 1 transformer
rectifier C/B tripping. Unscheduled landing. Found

melted wires on C/B. Ref FAA SDR 1997052200816.
(item 156).
5/24/97. DC-9. On approach, gear warning light
would not go out. Found bare wires and water inside
wire conduit. Ref FAA SDR 1997060500660. (item
63).
6/7/97. 737. Smoke and electrical smell near start
switch., switch shorted to standby compass. Repaired
five wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997 061900262. (item
163).
6/11/97. 747. Smoke and sparks at seat 2EF.
Attendant used extinguisher. Repaired failed wiring.
Ref FAA SDR 1998021100983. (item 76).
6/17/97. 737. On climb, engine EGT went to 1250
and then blank. Unscheduled landing. Found EGT
wires shorted at engine harness. Ref FAA SDR
1997071000062. (item 172).
6/21/97. 767. At cruise had uncommanded IDG
disconnect. Wire-harness failed. Ref FAA SDR
1997071700992. (item 95).
6/22/97. DC-9. On taxi out had elevator power fail.
Return to gate. Replaced failed wire. Ref FAA SDR
1997072400064. (item 70).
7/3/97. DC-9. At cruise, something electrical is
shorting in cockpit overhead panel. Wire shorted. Ref
FAA SDR 19970722400519. (item 71).
7/5/97. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. At cruise smoke

came from beneath glareshield. Shut off generators,
declared emergency. Found burnt wires. NTSB
Monthly CHI97IA195.
7/5/97. DC-9. At cruise smoke began filling cockpit
from forward panel. Declared emergency. Found 4
feet of burned wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997071000444.
(item 67).
7/15/97. DC-10. On climb had high oil temp, shut
down # 2 engine. Unscheduled landing. Found shorted
wire. Ref FAA SDR 1997081400787. (item 51).
7/28/97. 747. During cruise had sparks/smoke from
seat 23-2. Replaced power cable and electronic unit.
Ref FAA SDR 1997082100422. (item 58).
8/9/97. 747. On taxi had left wing overheat
intermittent light on. Found shorted wire. Ref FAA
SDR 1997081400977. (item 57).
8/14/97. DC-9. On approach main gear unsafe light
fault. Found several failed wires at terminal block
53-66. Ref FAA SDR 1997100200689. (item 82).
8/25/97. DC-9. While in maintenance check, smoke
and wire insulation damage was found near forward
entry overhead. Ref FAA SDR 1997082800729. (item
76).
9/6/97. DC-9. On approach had gear warning fault,
C/B found popped. Repaired wiring short. Ref FAA
SDR 1997091100397. (item 78).
9/12/97. During taxi APU temp panel lights flickering

and the smell of smoke in the cockpit. Found burned
and chafed wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997091800828.
( item 186).
9/21/97. 747. During climb had wing overheat light.
Unscheduled landing. Found chafed wire at clamp.
Ref FAA SDR 1997092500774. (item 61).
9/22/97. DC-10. During climb # 2 manifold fail light
came on. Unscheduled landing. Replaced wires at
manifold loop. Ref FAA SDR 19971000200322. (item
54).
9/25/97. DC-9. During climb had gear fault light.
Replaced gear wiring harness and sensor. Ref FAA
SDR 19971000200331. (item 81).
9/29/97. 737. During cruise had APU fire warning.
Pulled fire handle, light continued. Found wiring out
of position. Ref FAA SDR 1997100200721. (item
189).
10/97. ASRS Report (de-identified). During preflight
noticed light C/B popped. Sparks and wire arcing and
worn insulation found. ASRS Rpt.# 382990.
10/15/97 767. Inspection found generator feeder
cable chafed and burned near slat. Ref FAA SDR
1998012200841. (item 125).
152. 11/8/97. 767. During cruise left tank fuel
quantity, and totalizer goes blank. Fault code included
wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1997120400881. (item 117).
12/8/97. 767. During cruise left generator light

flickering. Repairs to T-1 cable to IDG. Ref FAA SDR
1998011500726. (item 124).
12/30/97. 737. During climb unable to control
pressurization. Returned to gate. Found C/B tripping,
replaced PRSOV wiring. Ref FAA SDR
1998012200253. (item 203).
1/9/98 United Airlines flight 965, 767-322ER, arcing
Kapton wires burned Cross-linked Tefzel wiring.
Toxic gases emitted, wire-bundles burned. Ref. U.K.
AAIB Rpt 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3), para 1.12.3.8 and
1.18.2. (www.open.gov.uk/aaib/n653ua/n653ua.htm )
1/9/98. 767. During cruise had short circuit in P30
Panel near forward Chiller. Unsched landing. Severe
wire-bundle damage. Ref FAA SDR 1998040800005.
(item 129).
1/12/98. 737. Inspection found generator feeder cable
and loom burnt due to arcing at the plug and socket.
Ref FAA SDR 1998111300314. (item 276).
1/13/98. DC-9. On the gate the crew smelled smoke
in the cockpit. Found broken wiring causing arcing at
audio panel. Ref FAA SDR 199812200236. (item 84).
1/17/98. DC-10. During cruise # 1 start valve light
illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed
wiring near valve. Ref FAA SDR 1998012200529.
(item 63).
1/18/98. DC-9. On taxi out had acrid electrical odor
in cockpit. Light C/B popped. Return to gate. Suspect

ballast or wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1998042900488.
(item 99).
1/24/98. 737. During cruise a loud popping sound
and a spark came out of cockpit overhead. C/B trips.
Found shorted wire. Ref FAA SDR 1998031200994.
(item 215).
1/25/98. 737. During cruise had engine fire faults.
Reoccurring problem. Unscheduled landing. Engine
core wiring harness faulted. Ref FAA SDR
1998022600675. (item 213).
6/27/98. 767. NTSB issues recommendations to the
FAA on the Kapton wires on 767s due to the risk of
in-flight fires or loss of control. The Kapton wires
caused electricity to jump to control cables controlling
the flight control surfaces. Ref A-98-1/2. (CNN 1/27).
1/29/98. DC-9. While at the gate smoke began
coming in from battery compartment. Found broken
wire. Ref FAA SDR 1998042900699 (item 100)..
3/1/98. Boeing declares arcing?sparking Kapton
should be replaced with cross-linked Tefzel wire.
Boeing Flight Summary Report 747-SRP-23-0057.
2/3/98. 767. During cruise flaps indicator jumps, also
fault lights illuminated. Rewired at sensors and to
wing root. Ref FAA SDR 1998043000009. (item 140).
2/6/98. 737. On climb gear would not raise.
Unscheduled landing. Repaired wiring at gear logic
shelf E11. Ref FAA SDR 1998031200971. (item 214).

2/8/98. DC-9. During decent had smoke in the cabin.
Declared emergency. Repaired wire ends at S3-94.
Ref FAA SDR 1998021900305. (item 87).
3/2/98. DC-9. During cruise a burning smell was
detected in the rear cabin. Repaired broken wire at
wire-bundle for lighting. Ref FAA SDR
1998043000771. (item 101).
3/6/98. 747. During cruise # 4 engine CSD overtemperature. Could Not Disconnect ! No cause found.
Solder melted at disconnect. Ref FAA SDR
1998041701129. (item 83).
3/13/98. 747. On taxi out, # 4 engine start valve open
light on. Returned to gate. Found wire insulation
rotten at engine. Ref FAA SDR 1998032600261. (item
80).
3/15/98. DC-9. During climb the right engine start
valve illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Repaired the
engine wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 1998043000860.
(item 102).
4/10/98. 767. During cruise had electrical smell and
haze at aft right galley. Only Chiller and fridge on.
Repaired wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1998082800159.
(item 140).
4/17/98. DC-10. Inspection found aft engine power
feeder cables shorted at inlet duct panel # 364GR. Ref
FAA SDR 199850100056. (item 74).
4/23/98. 737. During cruise # 2 slat transit light

illuminated, a previous on 4/16. Unscheduled landing.
Wire to be replaced. Ref FAA SDR 1998050100806.
(item 230).
4/28/98. 737. Inspection found cockpit overhead
wire-bundle chafed and burned. Ref FAA SDR
1998071700469. (item 242).
5/15/98. DC-9. During approach, nose gear downlock
warning fault. Declared and emergency. Replaced
gear wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 1998052200834.
(item 108).
5/16/98. MD11F. During taxi had # 3 engine
vibration warning. Returned to gate. Found engine
vibration wire-harness faulting. Ref FAA SDR
1998062000686. (item 45).
5/18/98. UPS 747-123 experiences uncommanded
yaw inputs during cruise flight. Found to be a wire
problem. Emergency landing. NTSB Monthly
CHI98IA164.
5/20/98. DC-9. Inspection found APU power feeder
cable shorted on a standoff. Ref FAA SDR
1998052900077. (item 109).
5/30/98. DC-10. After a smoke smell, found decoder
harness and wires burnt under seat 22E. Ref FAA
SDR 1998060500439.
182. 6/27/98. 737. After take off # 2 generator
dropped off line. Could not reset. Unscheduled
landing. Replaced generator wire-harness. Ref FAA

SDR 1998120400507. (item 284).
183. 6/30/98. DC-9. Nose gear unsafe light
illuminated. Replaced electrical harness. Ref FAA
SDR 1998072400242. (item 112).
184. 7/15/98. DC-9. During cruise left generator
tripped off. Losing hydraulics. Unscheduled landing.
Wire arced through a hyd line. Ref FAA SDR
1998082100014. (item 114).
7/22/98. 747. Rejected takeoff due to cargo fire
indication. Found chafed wire behind F/Es panel. Ref
FAA SDR 1998080700341. (item 104).
8/14/98. 747. On taxi in C/B tripped for lights.
Inspection found burnt and overheated wires and
arcing. Ref FAA SDR 1998100900902. (item 112).
9/2/98. Swissair 111, MD-11- Investigation still
ongoing, but Kapton and Tefzel wiring found that had
arced. Mixed wiring types. Probable contributing
factors may include incorrect routing/installation of
the wiring.
9/24/98. 737. # 1 fuel heat valve came on, oil temp
exceeded, shutdown engine. Returned to MCI. Found
burned wire at valve. Ref FAA SDR
19981113000986. (item 278).
10/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While in
cruise, cabin crew noted smell of electrical fire.
Diverted to alternate. ASRS Rpt. # 419315.
10/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-10

dumped 85,000 lbs of fuel, declared emergency and
diverted after smelling smoke in the cabin. ASRS Rpt.
# 418250.
10/3/98. 767. While in cruise pax spilled drink in
electric motor seat and shorted it out. Found chafed
shorted wires near floor. Ref FAA SDR
1998100900432. (item 154).
10/8/98. MD-11, Delta Airlines. Two hours West of
England enroute to Georgia experienced an electrical
odor. Diverted to Ireland. NTSN Monthly #
DCA99RA002. Also see FAA SDR 1998101600553;
says Òburned wiring to compressorÓ found. Item 51
11/98. L-1011 Kapton wiring arcs in cockpit behind
circuit breaker panel. Emergency landing. Aircraft
receiving conflicting electrical anomalies. Aircraft
thought it was on the ground and in the air at the same
time. Ref ASRS AB99:9/3-6
11/8/98. MD-11. Inspection found shorted wire in
forward cargo which ignited Mylar insulation blanket.
Ref FAA SDR 1998111301330. (item 52).
11/9/98. L-1011 Delta Airlines. Enroute between
Honolulu and SFO, electrical fire in the cockpit.
Numerous systems were lost. Emergency landing at
San Francisco. Previous days had multiple electrical
problems. NTSB Rpt. DCA99SA043 & ASRS Rpt.
419799.
11/9/98. DC-9. Inspection found smoke from lower

EPC Panel. Found chafed and burned wires near right
AC relay. Ref FAA SDR 1998122400289. (item 124).
11/11/98. MD-11. At the gate a fire erupted in the
forward cargo hold. Wiring damage led to a Mylar
insulation blanket fire. Ref NTSB Recommendation
Letter A-99-104 through 106, 12/15/99. See http://
www.ntsb.gov/recs/letters/1999/A99_104_106.pdf
11/28/98. 747-400, Quantas Airlines. In flight fire in
the E&E Bay. Arcing Kapton wiring ignites
flammable insulation blankets. Emergency landing.
Ref. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # DCA99WA014 and Ref.
AAIB 5/200 (EW/C98/1/3), para 1.18.4 . Item 7.
11/28/98. 747. During climb saw equipment cooling
caution. Found damaged and burned wiring &
insulation blanket in fwd cargo area. Ref FAA SDR
1998011500351. item 117.
200. 11/30/98. MD-11F. During climb had faults;
auto-pilot & throttles, Flt Dir, TAT, flaps, Press, Fan,
etc. Returned, found 3 chafed wires. Ref FAA SDR
1998120400240. item 54.
12/25/98. DC-10. During climb had # 1 engine fire
warning. Unscheduled landing. Found wire-harness at
fault. Ref FAA SDR 1999010100129. (item 90).
12/22/98. L-1011, Delta Airlines. Before pushback, a
passenger saw smoke and sparks from a sidewall vent.
Two wire-bundles burned in the Mid Electrical Center.
Wire to wire arcing, dust buildup and lav fluids were

noted. A Delta Report said this was the fifth report of
lav water, the eleventh report of wire to wire rubbing,
the thirteenth report of excessive dirt buildup among
DeltaÕs 35 L-1011s. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA99WA014.
12/29/98. DC-9. At gate, smoke in the cockpit and
cabin. Crew saw an electrical Flash /Fire in comp left
of door. Replaced wiring. Ref FAA SDR
1999010800058. (item 125).
1/29/99. 737. Inspection found chafed wires in center
fuel tank level switch. Fuel found inside conduit. Ref
FAA SDr 1999081200463. (item 357).
1/31/99. MD-11, American Airlines, smoke in the
cabin. ÒBuzzÓ heard over PA system, C/B reset and
then smoke seen in first class. Emergency declared,
diverted to Seattle. Video system damaged, unknown
connector failure. NTSB Accident Rpt. DCA99SA037
1/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise lost all pressurization, smoke in the cabin due
to wiring caused electrical smoke. Emergency /divert.
ASRS Rpt 424550.
2/13/99. MD-11. Inspection found electrical smell at
row 13 and found electrical harness shorted out. Ref
FAA SDR 1999021900341. (item 59).
2/16./99. Dc-9. Inspection found left generator feeder
cable shorting out in tail cone area. Bulkhead had a
hole burned in it. Ref FAA SDR 1999022600217.

(item 132).
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9 got
failures of radio fan, GPWS, FDR, # 1 VHF, # 1
VOR, # 3 fuel boost pump, captainÕs ADI and CDI.
Emergency decent to DTW. At gate, 11 more C/Bs
popped.
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9-30
multiple unrelated electrical failures, most of left
system lost but with no auto-transfering. Emergency
landing. ASRS 428107.
2/23/99. MD-11. During overnight inspection aircraft
would not accept power. Found wire burned and
shorted in forward cargo bay. Ref FAA SDR
1999041700401. (item 63).
2/25/99. 737. On landing sparks and smoke in
overhead panel behind fuel panel. Several C/Bs
popped. Chafed wires behind panel. Ref FAA SDR
1999031200195. (item 327).
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-11 U.S.
While parked, a fire in a wire-bundle occurred. 14
wires found brittle and replaced. ASRS Rpt. 431017.
3/5/99. DC-10. Inspection found APU generator
feeder cable shorting out at pressure bulkhead. Wire
melted. Ref FAA SDR 1999031200607. (item 99).
3/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 on TO
had electrical smoke from the pilotÕs overhead panel.
Pilot saw burned and charred wiring. ASRS Rpt.

429985.
3/29/99. MD-11, World Airways. During
maintenance checks a Kapton wiring harness was
found with chafed and arcing damage. Adjacent Mylar
blankets also completely burned away. No cause
listed. NTSB/Garvey letter, 12/15/99, NTSB Rpt.
DCA99SA051.
3/31/99. DC-9. During climb had a loud pop and
flash from the EPC C/B Panel, acrid smell. Found
chafed power port feeder. Ref FAA SDR
1999043000409. (item 135).
4/9/99. 747. Inspection found # 2 main aft boost pump
wiring insulation faulty. Ref FAA SDR
1999070900114. (item 134).
5/3/99. DC-9. During cruise the PSU oxygen masks
dropped on the left side. Found wire shorted into
forward lav pump under lav. Ref FAA SDR
1999051400001. (item 136).
5/10/99. 747. During inspection found C/B # 152
popped and smoked. Found wire chafing in overhead
P5 Panel,wheel well fire Ref FAA SDR
1999061800610. (item 130).
5/16/99. DC-9. Aft left & fwd left fuel boost pump C/
Bs popped, later the right side. Declared emergency.
Damaged wire-bundle. Ref FAA SDR
1999062500762. (item 142).
5/18/99. 747. Inspection found trailing flap position

wire in forward cargo ceiling shorted to ground. Ref
FAA SDR 1999070900113. (item 133).
5/21/99. 737. During climb had smoke in the flight
deck. Found wire chafed against bracket above P6-1
Panel. Ref FAA SDR 1999060400487. (item 337).
6/20/99. 737. During cruise faults with # 2 fuel gage.
Replaced the # 1 and the # 2 wing tank harness
assemblies. Ref FAA SDR 1999072300651. (item).
7/7/99. DC-10. Inspection found smoke/sparks in
main gear bay. Wiring for # 2 Aux Hydraulic pump
burned through but C/Bs not tripped. Ref FAA SDR
1999091000467.
7/8/99. 737. Inspection found 20 damaged wires in
the vertical stabilizer and apparently damaged by
hydraulic fluid near rudder PCU. Ref FAA SDR
1999081200849. (item 358)
7/27/99. 737. Inspection found system B hydraulic
pump line chafing power wire-bundle causing short
circuit. Ref FAA SDR 1999112500057. (item 391).
7/27/99. MD-11F. Inspection found forward cargo
external power cable arcing below floor and bilge area
insulation blanket burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1999073000464. (item 77).
7/31/99. 737. During cruise stabilizer trim actuator C/
B pops. Found wires shorted to ground at bulkhead.
Ref FAA SDR 1999081200236. (item 356).
8/3/99. MD-11. Inspection found seat 5G electrically

inop. Found burned wire. Ref FAA SDR
1999081400461. (item 78).
8/10/99. 737. On takeoff left generator tripped.
Smoke in cabin. Unscheduled landing. # 1 TR C/B
tripped and generator feeder burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1999082000330. (item 361).
8/24/99. 737. During climb aircraft yawed.
Unscheduled landing. Autopilot stabilizer trim wiring
found damaged at aft bulkhead. Ref FAA SDR
1999102200599. (item 381).
8/27/99. 737. At climb interphone had ringing
chimes, call lights flashing, smoke and flame at 3R
Com panel. Wires replaced. Ref FAA SDR
1999102900318. (item 385).
9/2/99. 737. On takeoff # 2 bleed tripped off.
Pressurization went to 9,500. Return to block. Wire
Open to air bleed regulator. Ref FAA SDR
1999101300025. (item 374).
9/7/99. MD-88, Delta Airlines. During climb noted
smoke in the cabin. Emergency and diverted. Mylar
insulation burned 5 x 5 foot under floor. No cause.
NTSB NYC99IA231. Also reference in NTSB/Garvey
letter, 12/15/99 at ntsb.gov/recs/letters/1999/
A99_104_106.pdf
9/21/99. MD-11. Inspection found sparks and smoke
from under seat 11C. Wire-harness shorted to foot
rest. Ref FAA SDR 1999100100110. (item 83).

9/25/99. 737. During climb had uncommanded right
and left Yaw. Found a broken wire at forward end of
E1 equipment rack. Ref FAA SDR 2000022900039.
(item 417).
9/28/99. DC-9. Inspection found SELCAL system
wire with burned insulation between station 110 to
160. Ref FAA SDR 1999100100341. (item 153).
10/9/99. 737. En route # 1 and 2 TRs tripped. Reset,
tripped again. Electrical smell noted. Unsched
landing. Replaced gen feeder harness. Ref FAA SDR
1999110500446. item 389
10/18/99. 737. During climb had smoke in aft galley.
Unscheduled landing. Found shorted power wire
behind galley. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900119. (item
384).
10/20/99. 737. Aborted takeoff after warning horn
sound. Found chafing wire to # 4 SKEW sensor in
wheel well. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900116. (item
383).
10/24/99. MD-11. Inspection found chafed and arcing
wire at seat 3B, C/B did not pop. Replaced wiring
harness. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900893. (item 85).
11/1/99. British 737-500 arcing kapton wiring in E/E
bay, wire-bundle found completely charred. Ref .
AAIB Rpt. 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3) Para. 1.18.4.
11/2/99. 737. During climb both fuel flow indicators
fluctuated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed wire

near # 1 engine. Ref FAA SDR 1999111100007. (item
390).
11/8/99. DC-10. During climb lost # 2 generator.
Reset C/B. Smoke in the aft galley, gen off again.
Found feeder wires shorted. Ref FAA SDR
1999111900011. (item 114).
11/9/99. DC-10. Inspection found fuel quantity fault.
Wires in aux tank have insulation separation and
damage. Ref FAA SDR 19991218000846. (item 119).
11/11/99. 737. During climb multiple C/Bs popped .
Unscheduled landing. Found failure of the wirebundle insulation at BS 410. Aircraft 772 wiring
replaced. No system problems found for overload. Ref
FAA SDR 1999122300026. (item 399). SEE NEXT.
11/11/99. 737. Alaska Airlines returned after popped
C/Bs and low fuel lights. Follow up found additional
C/Bs popped and heavily sooted and melted insulation
in wiring bundles near cargo hold, station 410.
NTSB Accident Rpt. SEA00IA019.
11/19/99. DC-9. During climb generator failed with
AC cross lockout. Noted electrical odor. Unshed
Landing. Feeder cable shorted. Ref FAA SDR
1999112500233. (item 156).
11/21/99. MD-11. Maintenance found arcing behind
seat 13A caused by pinched cable. Ref FAA SDR
1999120400158. (item 88).
12/21/99. DC-10. Number 1 AC Bus C/Bs popping.

Found burned wires in ceiling of forward
compartment. Ref FAA SDR 1999011500634. (item
92).
1/10/00. 747. Inspection found APU generator feeder
cable burned below cabin floor at BS 1450. Ref FAA
SDr 2000042800255. (item 165).
1/18/00. DC-10. Inspection found electric hydraulic
pump had 2 each shorted wires causing a fire. Ref
FAA SDR 2000012900102. (item 122).
1/20/00. 737. During climb had fuel imbalance.
Unscheduled landing. Replaced # 1 fuel quantity
wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 2000012000226. (item
407).
1/24/00. 737. During cruise generator tripped off
twice. Third time could not reset C/B. Unscheduled
landing. Replaced T1 wire. Ref FAA SDR
2000040800132. (item 425).
1/25/00. MD-11. During cruise coffee maker wire
burned through but C/Bs did not pop. Ref FAA SDR
2000021200806. (item 91).
1/28/00. 737. While in climb aft lav smoke detector
was sounding. Smell in cabin. Unscheduled landing.
Found aged lav wire. Ref FAA SDr 2000050300165.
(item 429).
1/31/00. 737. During climb fuel quantity indications
decreased and erratic. Unscheduled landing. Repaired
wires in right wing. Ref FAA SDR 2000022600044.

(item 414).
2/2/00. 747. Inspection found generator feeder cable
burnt at staÕs 970, 980, and 985. Ref FAA SDR
2000022600048. (item 158).
2/8/00. DC-9. During pushback left pack fan C/Bs
tripped. Found heat-exchanger wires chafing and
shorted. Ref FAA SDR 2000021900295. (item 168).
2/8/00. 737. During decent # 1 generator Bus off light
and systems loss. Declared emergency. Found chafed
gen harness. Ref FAA SDR 2000042800409. (item
427).
4/16/00. 737. At climb pressurization fail light
illuminated. C/B popped, no control. Wires damaged
at controller and aft bulkhead. Ref FAA SDR
2000061000353. item 442.
4/17/00. 737. After liftoff wheel well C/B popped.
Had previous repairs to wiring, and now found 20
wires burned at P18-3 panel. Ref FAA SDR
2000060300211. (item 440).
4/18/00. 737. During cruise left wing/body overheat
light illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed
shorted wire at APU. Ref FAA SDR 2000061000225.
(item 441).
5/1/00. DC-9 On descent had smoke in the cockpit.
Found a burnt wire going to map light. Ref FAA SDR
2000062400177. (item 177).
5/20/00.737, Electrical loom (bundle) arcing due to

swarf in P6-4 C/B Panel. Overheated power
receptacle, cause unknown. Ref . AAIB Rpt. 5/2000
(EW/C98/1/3) Para. 1.18.4.
6/10/00. 747. Inspection found wiring harness arcing
at BS 520 in the forward cargo hold. Ref FAA SDr
2000082200021. (item 172).
6/17/00. 737. Inspection found APU wiring melted
behind starter connector and burned insulation in the
E/E bay. Ref FAA SDR 200072500192. (item 466).
8/8/00. DC-9, Air Tran Airways. Flight returned to
Greensboro with very dense smoke in the cockpit.
Sparks and smoke seen the area of the forward FA
jump seat. Emergency declared. Extensive wire
damage in electrical panel behind captainÕs seat and
blistering of the aircraft skin. Aircraft substantially
damaged. NTSB Monthly # DCA00MA079.
10/1/2000, MD-80, Continental Airlines. Kapton
arcing burns a fist sized hole in the cockpit. Cockpit
filled with smoke. Emergency landing. NTSB
Monthly ATL01IA001 and FAA Accident Rpt at
http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1002_N.TXT.
John D. King, IASA Data Specialist at
jking1@mediaone.net.
INSTRUCTIONS TO LOCATE SOURCE URSs
AND AGENCIES IN THIS IASA STUDY

NTSB Monthly http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/
months.htm Search By Year And Date.
NTSB Recommendations http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_searchus.asp Search By Report Number.
NTSB Accident/Incident http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_ntsb.asp Search By Report Number.
FAA Incident Data System http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_fids.asp Search By Report Number.
Cross System Search to each of the above http://
nasdac.faa.gov/asp/asy_crosssys.asp.
ASRS REPORTS At http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_asrs.asp Search By Report Number.
NASDACÕs Aviation Safety Data Accessibility Study
Index http://nasdac.faa.gov/safety_info_study
ÔHeinrich PyramidÕ http://nasdac.faa.gov/gain/
Presentation/GAIN_Brief.pdf ref page 7 of 42.
MILITARY WIRING ISSUES SEPARATED FROM
ABOVE LIST 18 ITEMS

May 1995, Royal Air Force Nimrod, wires arc and
fire starts. Aircraft lost.
July 20 1998, Army Command issued to all AH-64
helicopter users to inspect the Kapton wiring which
could contribute to uncommanded inputs.
September 4, 1999 NASAÕs entire Shuttle fleet
grounded for 6 months for Kapton wiring problems.
October 17, 1988, NASAÕs Magellan Spacecraft
experiences $87,000 electrical fire due to Kapton
wiring.
1983 NASAÕs Columbia Shuttle orbiting earth
experiences Kapton wire fire.
1985, NASAÕs Space Lab used in the shuttle,
experiences Kapton wire fire.
March 30, 1987, F-18 Kapton wire fire nearly dooms
$32 million aircraft.
November 1982, Air ForceÕs F-16 experiences
Kapton arc-tracking. Pilot/Aircraft lost.
August 24, 1990 US Coast GuardÕs E-2C crashed
due to Kapton wire fire.
November 2000- US Navy loses 153rd F-14 out of
600 produced. Requested $360 million in FY 83 to
rewire F-14s due to wire to wire shorts caused by
premature aging and cracking of Poly-X wire type
used in first 323 aircraft produced.
May 31, 1982-December1, 1981- In just six months
the Air Force experiences 800 autopilot anomalies due

to wiring.
March 1986-US Navy AV-8B in-flight electrical fire
caused by Kapton wiring. Fourth occurrence in six
month period.
1988 US Military, Canadian and British military ban
Kapton.
March 1987, Vermont National Guard F-16, arcing
Kapton caused nine wire-bundles to be destroyed.
May 1985, EF 111 Air force jet has a catastrophic
explosion of Kapton wires. 92 wires damaged, 29
circuit breakers popped.
September 11, 1986 Marine AV-8B Harrier emergency
landing, inoperative critical instruments, several
burned bundles of Kapton wires.
January 27, 1982 US Navy F-4, Electrical in-flight fire
in circuit breaker 10 inches from co-pilotÕs feet.
Thick smoke in the cockpit/all electrical power lost.
Emergency landing.
October 1987, US Navy A-6 aircraft lost at sea.
Kapton wire only suspected cause.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15 ITEMS NOT POSTED DUE TO LACK OF
OTHER SOURCES
11/28/00. DC-9, Air Tran. Flight 956 returned to

Hartsfield, Ct after smoke was detected in forward
galley and cockpit C/Bs tripped. Evacuation was
made on the runway. Passengers were given 1,000
dollars each for lost luggage and claims of luggage
damaged in the fire. News wire stories.
http://www.accessaltanta.com/partners/ajc/
newsatlanta/airtran_1129.html
http://www.ohio.com/dist/nf/021801.htm
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/ap/
20001201/bs/plane_fire_1.html
http://www.herald.com/thispage.htm?
content/archive/news/yahoo/digdocs/055368.htm
11/16/00. 747, United Airlines. Smoke filled one of
the kitchens. Emergency landing at Seattle-Tacoma.
News wire story. www.airsafetyonline.com/news/
200011/16/5. shtml
11/3/00. 757 American Airlines. 757 reported smoke
in the cockpit. Emergency declared and landed in
Miami IntÕl airport. News http://
dailynews.yahoo.com.hwplg/20001103/lo/
240762_1.html
10/19/00. 747 United Airlines diverted to Auckland
because of electrical problems. News wire story
http://www.pprune.org/ubb/NonCGI/
Forum1/HTML/010545.html.
10/18/00. 757, National Airlines. Flight 7002 returned
and landed due to a fire in the galley. FAA Incident

Reg 546NA. News wire story . http://www.faa.gov/
avr/aai/D_1018_N.TXT
10/6/2000. MD-80, American Airlines. Denver to LA
Flight 2821 diverted to Bryce Canyon Airport after
reports of smoke in the cabin and oxygen masks were
deployed. News wire story.
http://more.abcnews.go.com/sections/
travel/DailyNews/Emerglanding001006.html.
9/27/2000. MD-80 (or 90), American Airlines.
Returned to Omaha Airport after departing DFW and
an occurrence of smoke in the cockpit. No further
detail.
8/24/99. MD-90. Uni Air. On landing at Hualian,
Taiwan flight 873 (Reg B-17912) heard a loud noise
from the front of the cabin and thick black smoke
poured from one of the overhead compartments on the
right side. It took firefighters a half hour to control
the blaze. 28 people were injured. News wire story.
http://aviation-safety.net/database/1999/990824-0.htm
8/13/00. 757, Continental Airlines. Diverted into
Ketchikan with electrical failures. Possible ÔRed
EyeÕ out of ANC. No details.
7/23/00. 757, British Airways. Possible cabin fire and
divert to Heathrow (LHR) . No details.
7/17/2000. MD-80, American Airlines. DFW to
Orlando, flight 1258 diverted to Dallas Fort Worth
after reports of smoke in the cockpit. Emergency over

wing evacuation. AP Wire.
http://more.news.abcnews.go.com/
sections/travel/DailyNews/smokecockpit000717.html
6/15/00. MD-80, Continental Airlines. According to
FAA records Òthe 1981 MD80 has been repaired for
small cracks, dents, fluid loss, burned wires and
electrical problemsÓ. News wire story. http://
www.bergen.com/news/lurch200006155.htm
2/29/00. 747-300. Reg # PU-BUH. From EHAM
(Amsterdam) to PANC (Anchorage) made a
emergency decent into Prestwick (PIC) after report of
a main cargo-deck fire. No detail.
7/16/99. American Airlines. Flight 2191 made a
emergency landing at the naval station in the Florida
Keys after the pilot said he smelled smoke aboard the
Miami to Cancun flight with 162 aboard. AP Wire. No
details.
3/12/99. 767, United Airlines. Flight 971 Washington
to Milan. Smoke detected, emergency and diverted to
Newfoundland. CNN News wire. END
____________________________

10 MISCELLANOUS ITEMS NOT POSTED FOR
LACK OF ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
1981. TWA asks the Boeing Company not to use

Kapton on their 767s. Boeing refuses.
July 12, 1987. Boeing 767-232 has all three
autopilots fail.
August 10, 1990. Delta 767-332 made an emergency
landing due to loss of engine due to chafed Kapton
wiring.
February 1, 1995. Monarch 757, Kapton wire-bundles
arc, knocking out cockpit displays.
May 28 1998. Continental 737, arcing wires burn hole
in conduit, explosive condition, All 737s grounded
with more than 51% showing exposed conductors.
September 22, 1999. SAAB SF-340-B Emergency
landing/Smoke in the Cockpit due to chafed wire
from autopilot system.
November 1, 1999. CanadaÕs Transport Canada
acknowledges Kapton wire problems. Ref British
AAIB Report 52/87.
31 Jan 00. DC-9. Nightingale/Skytrain.Reg #
MWT107 While parked at the gate pilot was advised
of a fire in the aft Lav with minor damage. Passengers
deplaned. FAA Incident *.
March 2, 2000. British Airways 747 Flt 179
experiences abrupt climb injuring 11, FAA
determines, ÒThe aircraft experienced an
uncommanded autopilot climbÓ. (USA Today)
March 3, 2000. Kapton banned from use by
Austrailian Airline.

109 ADDITIONAL ITEMS POTENTIALLY
ÒWIREÓ RELATED BUT NOT SPECIFICALLY
MENTIONED
12/7/84, 727, Republic Airlines. TO aborted, smoke
and arcing from P611 Panel. Heat and smoke damage
near left ground blower. FAA Incident Rpt #
19841207070859C.
4/8/85. DC-9-82. American Airlines. During cruise, C/
Bs opened for transformer rectifers at AC Panel. FAA
Incident Rpt # 19850408014749C.
12/31/85. DC-3, Private charter. Dense smoke in
cockpit from fire originating in aft cabin. Ignition and
fuel source undetermined. NTSB Recommendations
Rpt # A-85-91.
8/10/86. DC-10, American Trans Air. Fire in the
forward cargo hold on the ground. No probable cause
determined. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # DCA86IA037.
11/26/86. 727, Continental Airlines. While on ground
a cargo fire started. APU generator C/B found
smoldering. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19861125069939C.
5/26/87. 737, Southwest Airlines. While in climb,
smoke was seen in the aft galley. Pulled breakers,
unable to duplicate. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19870526022979C.

11/28/87. 747, South African Airways. Crashed into
the sea with all 160 lost. Last ATC communication
suggested an in flight fire. NTSB Recommendation
Rpt. # A-88-61.
2/3/88. DC-9, American Airlines. Smoke in the cabin,
soft/hot floor above cargo area. No causes to the fire
were noted. NTSB Recommendation Rpt.# A-88-121
& A-88-128.
4/88. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). While at
cruise, smelled a strong electrical smell, Lost # 1
Main AC and generator. ASRS # 86076.
4/88. 737, Continental Airlines. On final, a fire in the
ceiling continued to burn through insulation blankets
and duct insulation. Fire department called. Ref.
DOT/FAA/CT-91/2.
10/88. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During pre
flight a fire erupted in the center pedestal. Even with
Halon and power off fire continued to burn. ASRS. #
96957.
1/89. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Aborted TO
after a loud noise from Main C/B Panel. 5 C/Bs
popped. Tried again, 10 C/Bs popped. Declared Emer.
ASRS # 101677.
2/2/89. DC-9, Swissair. Fire developed in the C/B
Panel. Flt diverted and Emergency evacuated. Ref.
Letter and FAA testimony Senate hearing (103-397)
on 11/8/93.

4/89. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Declared a
emergency out of IAH and diverted back for Smoke in
the cockpit. ASRSRpt # 109853.
4/89. ASRS Pilot Report. After push back at
Fayetteville Regional crew advised of smoke in the
cabin. Emergency evacuation followed. ASRS Rpt #
109801.
6/89. DC-10, Canadian Airlines. Apparent arcing of
light fixture ignited surrounding insulation blankets
and the fire spread to ceilings and walls. Ref. DOT/
FAA/CT-91/2.
8/17/89. 737, Delta Airlines. While on final, electrical
failures, Number 2 and Nunber 3
Power Transformer Rectifier C/Bs had tripped. FAA
Incident Rpt.# 19890817052289C.
10/14/89. 727, Delta Airlines. While parked, a muffed
explosion and flames came from the vent near seat
3D. No cause was found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA90MA002.
10/89. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). Smoke in the
cockpit and cabin, declared emergency. Same
problem several days later. ASRS Rpt # 127334.
12/1/89. DC-9, American Airlines. At cruise, found
electrical smell like an overheated electrical system.
Found burnt terminals and C/B. FAA Incident #
19891201062979C.
1/10/90. 747, Northwest Airlines. Found heat damage

around aft cargo mid-ship drain mast. Components
tested but no probable cause. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI90IA064.
1/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Electrical
shutdown and cockpit filled with smoke. Declared
emergency and diverted. ASRS Rpt. # 134261.
4/6/90. DC-9, Midway Airlines. From cruise,
electrical problems. Diverted, replaced C Phase C/B.
FAA Incident Rpt. # 19900406022459C.
8/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Near VUZ,
AL heard loud ÒPopÓ noise followed by the smell of
electrical smoke. Informed ATC, continued to IAH.
ASRS Rpt # 155020.
09/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Immediately
after TO from Cleveland Hopkins, smoke in the cabin,
emergency declared and returned. ASRS Rpt. #
157942.
9/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Left Denver
gate, smoke filled cabin. Could not see past 1st class.
PA did not work. Emergency evacuation. ASRS Rpt.
# 157908.
2/1/91. DC-9, U.S. Air. On arrival experienced a fire
in the aft cargo hold. Bags scorched but no sources
within the hold were found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
MIA91SA230.
11/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Near St
Louis IntÕl at 23,000 attendant reported smoke and

fumes in cabin. Declared emergency and landed.
ASRS Rpt. # 256013.
11/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). On taxi out
smelled smoke, returned. Next flight, cockpit began to
fill with smoke. Emergency divert. ASRS Rpt. #
258014.
4/26/94. 737, Aloha Airlines. Gear position, PA,
Interphone and thrust reversers not working. Cabin
smoke, evacuation. Source not found. NTSB Monthly
Rpt. # LAX94IA206.
6/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Rancid
cockpit odor on takeoff from Atlanta. Emergency
declared. Autopilot inop. Electrical smell noted. ASRS
Rpt. # 276367.
7/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 on
takeoff, gear retract, TO warning, transponder,
pressurization malfunctioned. Cabin odor. Diverted.
ASRS Rpt. # 278033.
7/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At cruise
following systems failed or faulted; equiptment
cooling fan light, Dual DC fail IRS, Battery Buss,
anti skid, both N1 and EGT indicators, Com 2, Capt
ADI and HIS, autopilot, reverser lights, red gear
lights, elevator feel light and PA system. Emergency,
saw thick cabin smoke. ASRS # 278111.
9/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 observed
erratic fuel flows and then strong electrical odor in the

cockpit. Emergency declared. Fire dept called. ASRS
Rpt. # 282510
9/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-11, both
pilots saw smoke coming from overhead cargo test
panel. Diverted to EWR.. ASRS Rpt. # 284198.
2/10/95. DC-9, TWA. Smoke in the cockpit, diverted
to Omaha. Cause not determined. Aircraft returned to
service. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19950210006589C.
2/16/95.DC9, Sunjet IntÕl Airlines. At 27,000
experienced a pressurization problem with associated
smoke in the cockpit Emergency decent. FAA Incident
Rpt 19950216005639C
3/95. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). Inflight,
smoke, fumes and ÒpopÓ. Possible window short.
Ran checklist. Declared emergency, diverted to BNA.
ASRS Rpt 299362.
3/13/95. 737, Delta Airlines. Crackling sound, brief
fire, smoke and fumes upper right hand corner of R-1
window. C/Bs did not pop. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19950313006819C.
5/5/95. ASRS Pilot Report. At 27,500 United DC-10
lost all generators. Deployed emergency generator.
Emergency landing. No cause found. ASRS Rpt. #
303757.
5/28/96 Martinair 767-31AER experienced repeated
electrical anomalies, uncommanded auto-pilot
disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, and

blanking of transponder codes. Emergency landing.
Kapton wiring suspected. Other anomalies observed
on two other 767s. Ref. NTSB Monthly
NYC96IA116.
5/15/96. 747. On descent noticed spark under seat 3B.
One fire bottle used to extinguish the spark. Ref FAA
SDR 1996071100004. (item 18).
9/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During cruise
heavy smoke in the cabin. Emergency divert to
Nassau. Claimed FAA Investigation. None found.
ASRS # 315585.
1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 at 29,000
smoke came from under FO forward panel. Divert to
TLH. Same problem in another 727 weeks later.
ASRS # 326301
1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 during
cruise total loss of all electrical power. After APU
start emergency divert to CMH. ASRS Rpt. # 326327.
1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 757 smoke in
the cabin. Declared a emergency, landed in San
Francisco. ASRS Rpt. # 325089.
2/9/96. DC-9. On take off EPR system C/B popped.
Return to gate. Could not duplicate the problem. Ref
FAA SDR 1996030800454. (item 14).
2/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During clinb
smoke billowed out of aft galley. Emergency
evacuation on ramp. Cause not determined. ASRS

Rpt. # 328795.
2/25/96. DC-9. VALUJET. While sitting at the gate C/
B trips for PA, Interphone, No Smoking and Fasten
seat Belts. Smoke in cabin. Accomplished VJ E.O.
DC-9-3396005. Ref FAA SDR 1996060600422. (item
29).
5/15/96. DC-10. During cruise multiplex system
power shorted out and sparked with smoke in the
cabin at seats 33DE. Ref FAA SDR 1996052300007.
(item 22).
8/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767 East of
Nova Scotia smoke in the cockpit. Declared
emergency and landed overweight at Sidney. ASRS
Rpt. # 344573.
8/14/96. DC-10 While at cruise a oxygen generator
activated over Row 26-28. Right side of aircraft had
strong electrical smell. Ref FAA SDR
1996082200603. (item 28).
8/30/96. 747. During landing sparks and smoke
emited from under seat 31-7. Cable shorted, activated
fire extinguisher. Ref FAA SDR 1996102400370.
(item 29).
9/4/96. 737, U.S. Air. Gear failed to retract, Air/
ground C/B popped. Unable to duplicate the problem.
Aircraft returned to service. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19960904033669C.
9/5/96. DC-10, Federal Express. At 33,000ft smoke in

the cabin cargo compartment. Emergency landing at
Stewart. No cause found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA96MA079.
9/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). After TO
cabin reported very strong electrical smoke.
Emergency return to IAD. C/Bs did not trip, no cause
found. ASRS Rpt.# 348982
9/8/00. DC-9. During cruise left engine overheat
warning. Declared an emergency and landed. Found
tripped C/B, no cause found. Ref FAA SDR
19960911200448. (item 40).
10/20/96. 737, U.S. Air. Smoke in the cockpit,
diverted to Ithaca N.Y. FAA Ferry permit was issued.
ÒCase considered closedÓ. Ref. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19961020037309C.
10/29/96. DC-9. At cruise, B phase C/B popped and
then all forward fuel boost pumps, then A phase &
others. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996110100943. (item 46).
11/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While at
cruise noted strange odor and fumes in cockpit.
Equiptment overheat light on. Declared emergency/
landed. ASRS 353804.
11/16/96. DC-9. During cruise left AC Buss C/B
popped. Numerous C/b trips and system loss
followed. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996121900650. (item 52).

12/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
taxiing to gate, smoke came out from behind FO
control panel. ASRS Rpt. # 355635.
12/19/96. DC-9. At takeoff, center aft fuel boost pump
C/B popped. All quantity gages went blank. Reset
failed. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996122600330. (item 53).
1/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 during
cruise had multiple systems fail. Standby power and
APU would not work. Emergency, divert. ASRS Rpt.
# 358949.
1/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9 on
ground had smoke coming from the E&E bay. Fire
dept called. Batteries found smoking. ASRS Rpt.#
357142.
3/9/97. DC-10. Overhead cabin panels rows 25 to 26
began arcing and smelled smoke. Unable to find
cause. Ref FAA SDR 1997031300703. (item 44).
5/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 had
cabin smoke and heat reported. Emergency declared,
diverted to alternate. ASRS Rpt. # 369599.
5/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-80 at
11,000 feet reported electrical smell in the cabin.
Declared an emergency. ASRS Rpt. # 370087.
6/17/97. DC-10, Sun Country Airlines. Smoke in the
aircraft. Emergency landing to Denver. Two crew
members hospitalized. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #

FTW97IA227.
10/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
taxiing cabin reported increasing electrical smoke. C/
Bs did not pop. Return to gate. Next flight same again.
ASRS 382946
10/29/97. DC-9. During cruise lavatory door, when
locked, shocked a passenger. Replaced wire. Ref FAA
SDR 1998042800555. (item 98).
11/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767-200ER
had electrical smoke. Declared emergency, returned to
the Azores. Second such diversion/month. ASRS Rpt.
# 385050.
12/19/97. 737, Sinapore Airlines. Reg # 9V-TRF.
Flight MI-185 exploded in mid-air. Ref. http://
www.airdiasters.co.uk/191297.htm . No cause or
Report available here.
12/19/97. MD-80, Alaska Airlines. Taxiing to gate
when cabin filled with smoke. Over wing evacuation
to the taxiway. Ref. www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/2000/
SS0001.pdf Òcase 4Ó.
12/25/97. 737, United Airlines. In flight smelled
electrical burning and noted landing gear C/B popped.
Left main gear collapsed on landing. Ref.
www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/2000/SS0001.pdf ,Òcase 5Ó.
1/7/98. MD-11F. Inspection found wiring burned up
beneath center cargo floor. Also noted bellframe
burned through. Ref FAA SDR 1998011500120. (item

40).
1/11/98. Boeing 767 Emergency landing, Kapton
wires arced popping circuit- breakers and smoke in
the cabin. Ref Boeing Service Message
M-7200-98-00140, 6/21/98.
1/19/98. 737, Continental Airlines. Enroute, C/Bs for
# 1 Main, aft boost in # 2 Main and both pumps in the
center and aux fuel tank popped. Only 2 pumps
remained operational Replaced C/B #65. Ref. FAA
Incident Rpt. # 19980119002309C. Case closed.
1/19/98. 737, Continental Airlines. Enroute, C/Bs for
# 1 Main, aft boost in # 2 Main and both pumps in the
center and aux fuel tank popped. Only 2 pumps
remained operational Replaced C/B #65. Ref. FAA
Incident Rpt. # 19980119002309C. Case closed.
1/9/98. Boeing 767 emergency landing due to
intermittent leading edge disagreement, electrical
smoke and fumes in the cabin. Ref Boeing Service
Message M-7200-98-00140, 6/21/98. (Ref NTSB
Monthly DCA98RA016).
3/2798. DC-9. Air Canada. On taxiout, experienced a
electrical fire in the cockpit overhead panel. Source
was ignition switch. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI98A110.
3/30/98. 727 Royal Airlines. Ft Lauderdale. Before
TO crew smelled smoke in the cockpit. Flames and
smoke coming from the overhead panel. Evacuated

using chutes.Ref. NTSB www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/
2000/SS0001.pdf ,Òcase 13Ó.
4/4/98. 767, Brittania. Diverted by damaged sidewall
heater and arcing electrical fire burned a hole in a
panel and insulation blankets. AAIB of Iceland to
investigate. NTSB Monthly Rpt. DCA98WA046.
4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At cruise,
smelled strong electrical smell. Haze in the cabin.
Made straight in landing. ASRS Rpt. # 40075.
4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). C/B popped
for left AC Buss. Reset but popped again. Could not
reset again. Emergency and diverted to Detroit. ASRS
Rpt.# 400849.
4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Enroute,
Transfer Buss C/B popped. Would not reset. Lost
instruments and pressurization control. Emergency /
divert. ASRS # 400987.
5/15/98. Type ?, United Airlines. Smoke, sparks and
flames from C/B Panel C787. Fire put out, flight
landed and 411 passengers offloaded. FAA Incident #
19980515014099C.
5/98. ASRS Pilot Repot (de-identified). Lost all cabin
PA systems. Smelled electrical odor in cockpit. Called
for emergency equipment and landed. ASRS Rpt. #
401039.
6/22/98. 757-2Y0, Air 2000 Ltd. Experienced a loud
bang and sparks from cockpit overhead panel. Flight

diverted. UK AAIB investigating. NTSB Monthly
DCA98WA057.
7/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 noted
cracking sound behind C/B panel. Equipment and
pressurization failures. Diverted to alternate. ASRS
Rpt. # 408309.
8/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767-300
abeam of Nova Scotia had smoke in the cockpit.
Declared emergency, landed overweight at Sydney,
N.S. ASRS Rpt. # 344573.
3/22/99. DC-10. During cruise a loud spark arced,
then several more times later in flight near the lower
inst panel. No cause found. Ref FAA SDR
1999041700441. (item 104).
4/7/99. 737, Turkish Airlines. Became engulfed in
fire shortly after TO and crashed. Ref. http://
www.airdiasters.co.uk/070499.htm . No cause or
Report found here.
6/22/99. 737, United Airlines. Enroute, smoke in the
cabin. Diverted to Scottsbluff. Unable to find cause,
returned to service. FAA Incident 19990622018839C.
Case Closed.
7/31/99. 737. For Two Flights, during climb had
engine overheat fault. Unscheduled landings.
Replaced engine soft core harness. Ref FAA SDR
1999090300679. (item 366).
9/8/99. 747. During cruise lost 50 % electrical

power. Unscheduled landing. Wire/water
contaminated in galley. Ref FAA SDR
2000022300014. (item 157).
2/26/00. DC-9/80, U.S. Air. Reg # USA1248. At
Indianapolis, Pilot declared smoke in the cockpit. Two
Flight attendants hospitalized for smoke inhalation.
FAA Incident*.
5/7/00. 717 Air Tran Airways. Smoke in the cockpit
coming from near the fuel pump switches. Declared
an emergency. No cause, switches sent for tests.
NTSB MIA00SA147.
7/12/00. 727, Federal Express. Reg # FDX3106.
Smoke in the cockpit. Declared an emergency and
evacuated on the runway at Fort Worth. FAA Incident.
Source; www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_0717_N.TXT
7/12/00. 777-200, British Airways. Enroute Toronto
to London reported smoke in the cockpit and declared
a emergency, divert to Montreal. Cadors Rpt
2000A0378.
7/21/00. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. Reg # 671Mc.
On TO had smoke in the cockpit. Returned and evac
pax to the runway. FAA Incident faa.gov/avr/aai/
D_0724_N.TXT
8/10/00. 767, Delta Airlines. DAL 139 enroute
Manchester to N.Y. reported electrical smoke in the
cockpit East of Labrador. Diverted to Goose Bay.
Cadors Rpt # 2000A0454.

10/18/00. 757, National Airlines. Flight 7002
returned and landed due to a fire in the galley. FAA
Incident Reg 546NA. http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/
D_1018_N.TXT
11/11/00. 737, U.S. Air. Reg # USA1862. Reported
smoke in the cabin. Unknown. FAA Incident. http://
www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1113_N.TXT
11/15/00. 747, United Airlines. Reg # UAL809.
Flight 809 reported smoke in the galley. Emergency
and diverted to Seattle. FAA Incident www.faa.gov/
avr/aai/D_1116_N.TXT
11/20/00. A-300, American Airlines. At 16,000 feet
neither pressurization controllers would work. F/A
chimes sounded eratically and the forward lav smoke
detector sounded. After landing, ram air switch would
not depressurize aircraft. Captain then reported a fire
and called to emergency evacuate. F/A opened a door
and was expelled from the aircraft and killed. NTSB
Monthly MIA01FA029.
11/29/00. MD-80, American Airlines. Flight 1683.
Flight attendant report of smoke in the cabin.
Emergency landing at Reagan NatÕl and evacuation
to the ground using slides and chutes. FAA Incident
http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1130_N.TXT
Limitations

The aircraft events listed here are limited to the
larger types of commercial transports, all reports to
the commuter-type craft (i.e. Beech, Saab, ATRs)
were discarded even though they also operated under
the same Part 121 commercial carrier rules and, as the
same carriers seen in this report, shared the same
materials in wiring insulation types and insulation
blanket (batts) used in their Ôbig cousinsÕ.
Under reporting is a big problem and as NASDAC
had noticed, there are significant limitations to the
self-reporting processes and such may apply in the
Aviation Safety Reporting System Database (ASRS)
Reports used here. The same limitations may well
apply to the newly announced system by the White
House in late January 2000 dubbed the Aviation
Safety Action Program (ASAP). This encompasses
virtually all of the claims cited for the creation of the
earlier ASRS system in 1983, including immunity
from prosecution and claims for heightened safety
awareness and information sharing.
The NASDAC studies (see source on page 12) also
noted that such aviation mishaps subject to self
reporting often go unreported because of; (1) by
themselves, they may appear insignificant, (2) the
event wasnÕt intentional, (3) no one is hurt because

of back up systems or (4) no collation is seen to other
events. The latter may easily be attributed to lack of
information sharing, which ironically, is why these
programs were set up in the first place. Never-theless, NASDAC agrees the actual calls placed to ASRS
are but a fraction of the industry incidents and
occurrences.
Moreover, NASDAC made note of the Heinrich
Pyramid (see source on page 15) whereas for every
given major accident, there will be 3-5 less significant
accidents, and among 7-10 incidents, there may be at
least several hundred unreported occurrences. Thus,
with the ASRS voluntary reports here, unreported
incidents may have ranged considerably higher.
The FAAÕs Service Difficulty Reporting Lastly, a
separate IASA Study demonstrated that within the
Office Of System Safety Databases, and all linked to a
common search engine, that the FAA Incident Data
System Reports reflected but less than 5 % of the
combined reports from the other databases listed
there.
Edited by jking1@mediaone.net.
John D. King

IASA Data Specialist
The International Aviation Safety Association is a non
profit safety organization incorporated in New York.
See our website at www.IASA.com.au .
Chairman: Mrs. Lyn Susan Romano
Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix H Miscellaneous Accidents
(Unofficial)
A 50-Year Snapshot of Crash Causes
Accident Causes
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s
Total

Pilot Error
38%
36%
26%
26%
26%
30%
Pilot Error (weather related)
10%
16%
14%
16%
4%
14%
Pilot Error (mechanical related)
5%
4%
4%
3%
2%
4%
All Pilot Error
53%
56%
44%
45%
42%

48%
Other Human Error
3%
8%
9%
6%
9%
7%
Weather
17%
11%
15%
17%
15%
15%
Mechanical Failure
21%
17%
20%
16%
23%
19%
Sabotage
6%
5%
10%
15%

10%
9%
Other Cause
0%
3%
2%
1%
1%
2%
Source: BACK Associates and PlaneCrashInfo.com
database
Accident
Killed
1
March 27,
1977
Two Boeing 747s
operated by Pan
American and KLM
collide at the airport
on Tenerife in Spain's
Canary Islands
582
2
Aug. 12,
1985

Japan Air Lines Boeing
747 crashes into
a mountain on a
domestic flight
520
3
March 3,
1974
Turkish DC-10 crashes
northeast of
Paris
346
4
June 23,
1985
Air-India Boeing 747
crashes off the
coast of Ireland.
Investigators conclude
a bomb caused the crash
329
5
Aug. 19,
1980
Fiery emergency landing
of a Saudi
Arabian L-1011 jet at the

airport in the
Saudi capital of Riyadh
301
6
July 3,
1988
Iran Air A300 Airbus
shot down by USS
Vincennes over the
Persian Gulf
290
7
May 25,
1979
American Airlines
DC-10 crashes on
takeoff in Chicago
273
8
Dec. 21,
1988
Pan Am Boeing 747
crashes in
Lockerbie, Scotland. A
terrorist bomb
was blamed
270*

9
Sept. 1,
1983
Korean Air Lines 747
shot down by a
Soviet fighter after flying
through Soviet
airspace near Sakhalin
Island
269
10
April 26,
1994
A China Airlines
A300-600R Airbus
exploded and burned
during an aborted
landing in Nagoya,
Japan
262
* 259 people were killed on
the plane, 11 on the ground
Source: The Associated Press

Civil Aviation Safety Documentation Archive CASDA
This listing contains all jet airliners, involved in
bombings:
The list contains the following information:
# number date Type
registration operator
no. of casulaties (no. of occupants) + cas. on
the ground location of accident
Bombings aboard jet aircraft
#1 22.05.62 Boeing 707-124
N70775 Continental Air Lines (USA)
45(45) Unionville; 6mls NNW (USA)
While on its way from Chicago to Kansas City at
FL390, a bomb exploded in the
right rear lavatory. Consequently, the tail section
separated, and the
aircraft crashed out of control.
CAUSE: Detonation of dynamite in a towel container.

#2 12.10.67 de Havilland DH-106 Comet 4

G-ARCO

British European Airways - BEA

(UK)
66(66) Rodhos, 100nm off; 35¡55'N 30
¡01'E (Greece)
After a turnover of 1h 20mins at Athens, flight CY284
departed at 02.41h.
Flying at FL290, a bomb exploded under seat 4A or
5A in the rear of the
tourist cabin. At FL150 the Comet broke up and
crashed into the sea.

#3 11.12.67 Boeing 727
N..... American Airlines (USA)
0(78) Alamosa, over (USA)
One hour and 42mins after take-off from Chicago, a
small explosion occurred
in the rear baggage compartment. The Boeing was
able to make a safe landing.
CAUSE: Home made bomb exploded.

#4 19.11.68 Boeing 707-324C
N17325 Continental Air Lines (USA)
0(70) Gunnison; over (USA)

While descending through FL240 towards Denver, an
explosion took place in the
lavatory, followed by a fire. A safe emergency landing
was made.
The passenger, seen leaving the lavatory just before
the explosion, was
arrested by the FBI.

#5 11.03.69 Boeing 707
Ethiopian Airlines
0(0) Frankfurt-Rhein Main APT
(Germany)
On the ground, two explosions took place in the
tourist class passenger
compartment.

#6 21.02.70 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle VIR
OE-LCU Austrian Airlines (Austria)
0(38) Frankfurt; nr. (Germany)
At FL100, 20mins after take-off from Frankfurt, an
explosion in the forward
freight hold blew a hole of 3'x2' through the bottom of
the fuselage. The
Caravelle safely returned to Frankfurt.

#7 21.02.70 Convair CV-990-30A-6
HB-ICD Swissair (Switzerland)
47(47) Zƒrich; nr. (Switzerland)
An explosion in the aft of the plane, about 9mins.
after take-off. The
Convair crashed, while returning to the airport.

#8 24.08.71 Boeing 707
Alia Jordanian Airlines
0(0) Madrid-Barajas (Spain)
An explosive device in the aft lavatory complex blew
a hole in the top
fuselage (3ft long). Luckily the aircraft was parked at
the time.

#9 21.11.71 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle III
B- 1852 China Airlines (Taiwan)
25(25) Penghu Island; nr. (Taiwan)
The aircraft crashed into the sea on a flight from
Taipei to Hong Kong.
CAUSE: Probably caused by a bomb explosion.

#10 26.01.72 McDonnell Douglas DC- 9-32

YU-AHT Jugoslovenski Aerotransport JAT (Yugoslavia)
27(28) Krussne Hory Mt (Czech.)
An inflight explosion in the forward cargo hold of a
homemade bomb at FL100
caused the DC-9 to break up and crash. The surviving
crew member fell 15000ft
in the tailsection!
CAUSE: Bomb placed on the aircraft by the Croatian
extremists organisation
'Ustasji'.

#11 08.03.72 Boeing 707-331
N761TW Trans World Airlines - TWA
(USA)
0(0) Las Vegas-McCarran IAP (USA)
A bomb exploded in the right rear part of the cockpit
while the aircraft was
parked.

#12 25.05.72 Boeing 727-116
CC-CAG LAN Chile (Chile)
0(50) Cuba, nr ()
One hour and 18mins after take-off from Panama City
a homemade pipe bomb

exploded in the ice water fountain service
compartment. A rapid decompression
followed. A successful emergency landing at Montego
Bay was made at 13.10h.

#13 15.06.72 Convair CV-880-22M-21
VR-HFZ Cathay Pacific Airways (Hong
Kong)
81(81) nr Pleiku (Vietnam)
The Convair (Flight CX 700Z) took off from Bangkok
at 04.55h GMT bound for
Homg Kong. While flying at FL290 a bomb exploded,
hidden in a suitcase under
a passenger seat on the right side over the wing.
The bomb was put on the aircraft by a police officer
whose daughter and
fiancee were aboard.

#14 16.08.72 Boeing 707
4X-A.. El Al (Israel)
0(148) over Roma (Italy)
A bomb in a portable record player (stored in the aft
baggage compartment)
exploded shortly after take-off. The 200grams of
explosive just caused a hole

in the baggage compartment. The Boeing landed
safely back at Roma.

#15 22.03.74 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle III
F-BRSY Air Inter (France)
0() Bastia (France)
On the ground an explosion occurred in the forward
landing gear compartment,
causing substantial damage.

#16 26.08.74 Boeing 707
Trans World Airlines - TWA
0() Roma (Italy)
After landing in Roma, a fire was discovered in the aft
baggage compartment.
The fire was caused by an explosive device which
malfunctioned.

#17 08.09.74 Boeing 707-331B
N8734 Trans World Airlines - TWA (USA)
88(88) Cephalonia; 58mls W off (Greece)
En route to Athens, a bomb exploded aboard TWA
Flight 841. The Boeing entered
a steep climb, went into a steep nose down spin and

crashed into the Ionian
Sea. The bomb was placed in the aft cargo
compartment.

#18 03.06.75 BAC One-Eleven 524FF
RP-C1184 Philippine Air Lines
(Philippines)
1(64) nr Manila (Philippines)
During descent into Manila (at FL200) a bomb
exploded in the right lavatory
in the rear of the plane. The explosion caused a hole in
the fuselage of 1.3m
x 4m. A successfll emergency landing was made.

#19 05.07.75 Boeing 707
Pakistan International Airlines - PIA
0() Rawalpindi (Pakistan)
On the ground after a flight from Karachi a bomb,
placed under a passenger
seat, exploded. The explosion ripped a 3ft x 4ft hole in
the fuselage.

#20 01.01.76 Boeing 720-023B
OD-AFT Middle East Airlines - MEA

(Lebanon)
81(81) Al Qaysumah; 20nm NW (Saudi
Arabia)
En route at FL370 from Beirut to Dubai, a bomb
exploded in the forward
baggage compartment. The aircraft crashed into the
desert.

#21 07.09.76 Boeing 707-328
F-BHSH Air France (France)
0(0) Ajaccio (France)
Seven masked men set dynamite explosives aboard
the aircraft and caused the
explosion.

#22 06.10.76 McDonnell Douglas DC- 8-43
CU-T1201 Cubana (Cuba)
73(73) Bridgeport; 5mls W off (Barbados)
At 17.15h Flight 455 took off from Bridgetown
Runway 09, heading for
Kingston. Nine minutes later, the crew tried to turn
back to Barbados due to
an explosion. The DC-8 lost height rapidly and
crashed in a nose down, right
wing low attitude into the sea, 5 miles offshore.

CAUSE: An explosive device detonated in the rear of
the cabin, which resulted
in an uncontrollable fire, possibly causing crew
incapacitation.

#23 17.08.78 BAC One-Eleven 524FF
RP-C1184 Philippine Air Lines
(Philippines)
1(84) Sinara Island; over (Philippines)
En explosion in the rear left lavatory blew a hole in
the fuselage. The
aircraft was flying at FL240 at the time, on its way
from Cebu to Manila.

#24 26.04.79 Boeing 737-2A8
VT-ECR Indian Airlines (India)
0(67) Madras (India)
On its way from Trivandrum to Madras, the aircraft
was cleared to descent
from FL270. Shortly afterwards an explosion took
place in the forward
lavatory, causing a complete instrument and electrical
failure.
The Boeing had to make a flapless landing at Madras.
The aircraft touched

down 2500ft past the Runway 25 threshold and
overran. The right side of the
plane caught fire.
CAUSE: As a result of the explosion, the flaps,
reverse thrust and anti-skid
systems couldn't be used during the emergency
landing.

#25 15.11.79 Boeing 727
N..... American Airlines (USA)
0(78) Chicago; nr. (USA)
Thirty minutes after leaving Chicago, a bomb device
hidden in a wooden box in
a mail bag detonated. This resulted in pressure
fluctuations and smoke in the
cabin. A safe landing was made at Washington-Dulles.
FBI thinks the bomb was placed aboard by the
'Unabomber', who was responsible
for a number of attacks on universities and airlines
since 1978.

#26 09.09.80 Boeing 727
N..... United Air Lines (USA)
0(44) Sacramento (USA)
While passengers were deplaning, a small carbord box

blew up in the cargo
hold and injured two cargo handlers.

#27 21.12.80 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle VIR
HK-1810 TAC Colombia (Colombia)
70(70) Guajira (Colombia)
At 14.18hrs the Caravelle took off from Rio Hacha for
a flight to Medellin.
Five minutes after take-off an explosion occurred and
there appeared to be a
fire in the right-hand aft portion of the aircraft. The
Caravelle went out of
control and crashed.
The aircraft was on its first scheduled flight after 17
months of maintenance
work.
It's not known for sure whether the explosion was
caused by a bomb or not.

#28 31.08.81 Boeing 720-023B
OD-AFR Middle East Airlines - MEA
(Lebanon)
0() Beirut IAP (Lebanon)
Shortly after arriving from a flight from Libya, an
explosion of approx. 5kgs

of dynamite destroyed the aircraft.

#29 13.10.81 Boeing 737-2K2C
PH-TVC Air Malta (Malta)
0(0) Cairo IAP (Egypt)
While offloading luggage a porter and 3 security
guards were injured when two
parcels exploded about 15mins apart. A third bomb
which didn't detonate, was
located later.

#30 12.12.81 Boeing 727-025
YN-BXW Aeronica (Nicaragua)
0() Mexico City (Maxico)
When the passengers were ready to embark the plane,
a bomb exploded between
the rearmost cabin seat on the left aisle and the cabin
wall. The blast tore
a 3ft hole in the fuselage. The captain, 2 stewardesses
and an aiport
mechanic where injured.
The aircraft was preparing for a flight to San Salvador.

#31 11.08.82 Boeing 747-121

N754PA

Pan American World Airways

(USA)
1() Hawaii; 140mls (USA)
On a flight from Tokyo one passenger was killed
when a bomb, located under
the seat cushion, exploded. The explosion also
resulted in a hole in the
floor and damage to the ceiling and overhead racks. A
safe landing was made
at Honolulu.

#32 19.08.83 Boeing 727-294
YK-AGA Syrian Arab Airlines (Syria)
0(12) Roma (Italy)
During boarding a glass bottle containing flammable
liquid, located under a
seat in the passenger area near the right overwing
emergency exit, caused a
fire. The interior of the plane completely burned out.

#33 23.09.83 Boeing 737-2P6
A40-BK Gulf Air (Oman)
112(112) Mino Jebel Ali (UAE)
After a brief distress message, the aircraft crashed in
the desert.

Evidence indiacted that a bomb had exploded in the
baggage compartment.
The aicraft was on a flight from Karachi to Abu
Dhabi.

#34 18.01.84 Boeing 747
Air France
0(261) Karachi, 70mls (Pakistan)
An in-flight explosion after leaving Karachi blew a
hole in the right rear
cargo hold and caused a loss of cabin pressure. An
emergency descent to
5000ft was made and the aircraft returned to Karachi.

#35 10.03.84 McDonnell Douglas DC- 8-63PF
F-BOLL Union de Transportes A⁄riens UTA (France)
0(23) N'Djamena (Tchad)
Twenty minutes after arriving from Brazzaville, a
bomb exploded in the
central baggage compartment.

#36 23.01.85 Boeing 727-2K3
CP-1276 Lloyd A⁄reo Boliviano - LAB

(Bolivia)
1(127) Santa Cruz; 30nm (Bolivia)
While descending through FL100 a passenger went
into the forward lavatory
carrying a dynamite in a briefcase. The dynamite
exploded, killing the
passenger. The aircraft made a safe landing at Santa
Cruz.

#37 09.03.85 Lockheed L-1011 TriStar 500
Royal Jordanian Airlines
0() Dubai IAP (UAE)
On ground at Dubai, after a flight from Karachi, a
bomb exploded in a baggage
compartment.

#38 23.06.85 Boeing 747-237B
VT-EFO Air India (India)
329(329) Atlantic Ocean ()
The aircraft broke up in flight at FL310 and crashed
into the Ocean.
CAUSE: A bomb, placed on board by a Sikh terrorist,
caused a powerful
explosion.

#39 30.10.85 Boeing 727
American Airlines
0() Dallas-Fort Worth (USA)
An explosion occurred in the forward baggage
compartment while baggage was
being unloaded.
The device was contained in a vinyl tote bag.

#40 02.04.86 Boeing 727-231
N54340 Trans World Airlines - TWA
(USA)
4(121) K⁄rkira (Corfu); over (Greece)
While descending through FL100 a bomb exploded,
causing a 1,40 x 1,60m hole
in the fuselage. Four passengers fell off the aircraft.
The aircraft landed
safely at Athens.

#41 26.10.86 Airbus A.300B4-601
HS-TAE Thai Airways International
(Thailand)
0(239) nr Shimizu (Japan)
An explosion at FL330 caused a rapid decompression
and the loss of 2

hydraulic systems.
The Airbus made an emergency descent with a max of
2.6g and landed safely.
CAUSE: A passenger attempted to smuggle
handgrenade into Japan but it
exploded in the aft toilet.

#42 29.11.87 Boeing 707-3B5C
HL-7406 Korean Air (South Korea)
115(115) Andaman Sea; 14¡33' N 97¡23' E
()
At 00.01h UTC Koream flight 858 departed Abu
Dhabi for a flight to Seoul via
Bangkok. At 05.01h UTC the last message was
received. It appeared that a bomb
explosion aboard caused the crash.
Two passengers who had left the plane at Abu Dhabi,
left a radio and liquor
bottle containing hidden explosives in the overhead
rack at row 7.

#43 21.12.88 Boeing 747-121A
N739PA Pan American World Airways
(USA)
259(259) + 11 Lockerbie (UK)

The aircraft disintegrated at FL310 after a bomb
exploded in the forward cargo
hold. Larges pieces of debris fell into a residential
area of Lockerbie.

#44 19.09.89 McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30
N54629 Union de Transportes A⁄riens UTA (France)
171(171) T⁄n⁄r⁄ desert; 16¡54'N 11¡59'E
(Niger)
Flight UTA 772 (Brazzaville - N'Djamena - Paris
CDG) departed N'Djamena at
12.13h. While climbing through FL350, 21mins after
take-off, a pentryt bomb
exploded near seat 13R. The DC-10 disintegrated and
crashed in the desert.
The bomb was probably placed on board at
Brazzaville.
The DC-10 had accumulated 60.267 flying hours and
14.777 cycles.

#45 27.11.89 Boeing 727-21
HK-1803 Avianca (Colombia)
107(107) nr Bogota (Colombia)
The aircraft exploded shortly after take-off

#46 18.03.91 Ilyushin 86
SSSR-..... Aeroflot (Russia)
0(360) Sverdlovsk (Russia)
A psychiatric patient threw a petrol bomb, which
caused an on-board fire. An
mergency landing was made at Sverdlovsk.
The aircraft was on its way from Moscow to
Novokuznetsk.

#47 10.12.94 Boeing 747-283B
EI-BWF Philippine Air Lines (Philippines)
1(293) Minami Diato Isl.; nr. (Japan)
On a flight from Manila to Tokyo via Cebu, a bomb
exploded in the passenger
cabin beneath seat 26K. A successful emergency
landing at Okinawa was made at
12.45h.
The muslim group Abu Sayyaf claimed responsibility.

Bombings aboard jet aircraft :

statistics

Departure airport ranking:
Karachi (Pakistan) - 4 times
Athens (Greece) - 3 times
Roma (Italy) - 3 times
Chicago (USA) - 3 times
Brazzaville (Congo) - 2 times
Cebu (Philippines) - 2 times

Total casualties:
1626
(including 11 casualties on the ground at Lockerbie
and 70 casualties of a Colombian Caravelle of which
it's not sure whether a bomb caused the accident or
not).
Total aircraft destroyed:
23
Total aircraft destroyed in-flight:
16
Harro Ranter

hranter@inter.NL.net

1. Tenerife, Canary Islands, March 27 1977 - 583
killed
KLM Boeing 747-206B runs into Pan Am Boeing
747-121 on runway

2. Tokyo, Japan, August 12 1985 - 520 killed
JAL Boeing 747SR-46 crashes into mountain, 4
survivors

3.
Charkhi Dadri, India, November 12 1996 - 349
victims
Saudi Arabian Airlines Boeing B747-168B collides in
mid-air with Kazach Ilyushin Il-76TD

4. Ermenonville, France, March 3 1974 - 346 killed
DC-10 Series 10 of THY Turkish Airlines cargo door
bursts open - crashes in a forest

5. Irish Sea, June 23 1985 - 329 killed
Air India Boeing 747-237B, terrorist bomb

6. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, August 19 1980 - 301
victims
Saudia L-1011-200 Tristar bursts into flames after
emergency landing

7.
Kinshasa, Zaire, January 8 1996 - 297+ killed
Overloaded African Air Antonov-32 crashes into
market place - 4 of 5 crewmembers survive

8. Persian Gulf, July 3 1988 - 290 dead
USS Vincennes downs Iran Air Airbus A300B2-202

9. Chicago, USA, May 25 1979 - 273 dead
American Airlines DC-10 Series 10 crashes due to
damaged hydraulics

10. Lockerbie, Scotland, December 21 1988 - 270
killed
Libyan terrorists bomb attack on a Pan Am Boeing
747-121A

11. Sakhalin Island, USSR, September 1 1983 - 269
perished
Soviet Su-15 downs a Korean Air Lines Boeing
747-230B

12. Nagoya, Japan, April 26 1994 - 264 dead
China Airlines Airbus A300B4-622R, 9 survivors

13.
Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, July 11 1991 - 261
fatalities
Nationair Canada DC-8 Super 61 leased to Nigeria
Airways catches fire after take-off caused by blown
tires

14.
Ross Island, Antartica, November 29 1979 257 dead
Air New Zealand DC-10 Series 30 flies into polar
mountain

15. Gander, Canada, December 12 1985 - 256
fatalities
Arrow Air Inc. DC-8 Super 63PF crashes during take-

off

16. Pancur Batu, Indonesia, September 26 1997 234 killed
Garuda Indonesia Airways A300B4-220, 222 pax,
crashes in bad visibility conditions due to forrest fires

17.
New York, USA, July 17 1996 - 230 perished
TWA Boeing 747-131 crashes into ocean near Long
Island due to exploding center fuel tank

18. Peggy's Cove, Canada, September 3 1998 - 229
Swissair MD-11 crashes in the Atlantic after fireproblems, no survivors among the 215 passengers

19.
Guam, Pacific Ocean, August 6 1997 - 225
fatalities
Korean Airlines Boeing 747 fails to make a correct
approach, 29 survive

20. Ban Nong Rong, Thailand, May 26 1991 - 223
killed

Lauda Air Boeing 767-3Z9ER goes down after thrust
reverser problems

21. Maharashtra, India, January 1 1978 - 213 killed
Air India B-747-237B explodes in mid-air

22. Taipeh, Taiwan, February 16 1998 - 204
fatalities
China Airlines Airbus A300-622R crashes during
retried landing, also killing 15 crew and 7 on the
ground

23. Uch Kuduk, Uzbekistan, USSR, July 10 1985 200 fatalities
Aeroflot Tupolev 154B-2, goes into flat spin and
crashes

24. Maskeliya, Sri Lanka, December 4 1974 - 191
dead
Martinair DC-8 Series 55F hits moutain

25.

Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic, February 6

1996 - 189 perished
Alas Nacionales Boeing 757-225 crashes into Atlantic
due to wrong air speed indication

26.
Immouzer, Morocco, August 3 1975 -188
killed
Alia Royal Jordanian Airlines Boeing 707-321C hits
moutain

27.
Katunayake, Sri Lanka, November 15 1978 184 killed
Icelandair DC-8 Super 63CF ploughes into a coconut
plantation, 78 survivors

28. Warsaw, Poland, May 9 1987 - 182 killed
LOT Il-62MK crashes when two engines catch fire at
an altitude of 8200 meters

29. Mejorada del Campo, Spain, November 27 1983 181 fatalities
Avianca Boeing 747-283B Combi crashes during
approach, 11 survivors

30. Ajaccio, Corsica, December 1 1981 - 180
fatalities
Inex Adria Aviopromet Yugoslav DC-9 Super 82
crashes into mountain on approach

31. Zanderij, Surinam, June 7 1989 -177 killed
Crew of SLM DC-8 Super 62 ignores tower
instructions, 10 survivors

32. Krasnaya Polyana, USSR, October 13 1972 - 176
dead
Ilyushin-62 crashes into a lake, ILS inoperative

33. Kano, Nigeria, January 22 1973 - 176 fatalities
Alia Royal Jordanian B-707-3D3C crashes during
landing due to landing gear damage

34. Zagreb, Yugoslavia, September 10 1976 - 176
dead
Mid-air collision between Inex-Adria DC-9 Series 32
and BA Hsa Trident 3B, ATC language error

35.
Dneprodzerzhinsk, USSR, August 11 1979 173 killed
Two Aeroflot Tu-134's collide at an altitude of 8000m

36. Ténéré Desert, Niger, September 19 1989 - 170
dead
Terrorist bomb aboard a Union de Transportes Aériens
DC-10 Series 30

37.
San Andres mountains, Mexico, March 31
1986 - 167 killed
Mexicana Boeing 727-264, tyre burst causes fuel leak

38. Kathmandu, Nepal, September 28 1992 - 167
fatalities
Pakistan International Airlines A300B4-203 crashes
on approach

39. Alma-Ata, USSR, July 7 1980 - 163 fatalities
Aeroflot Tu-154B-2 crashes shortly after take-off

40.
Lagos, Nigeria, September 27 1992 - 163
fatalities

41. Morioka, Japan, July 30 1971 - 162 dead
All Nippon Airways B-727-281 collides with JASDF
F-86F Sabre

42. Havana, Cuba, September 3 1989 - 160 dead
Cubana de Aviacon Il-62M crashes killing all 126
aboard and 34 on ground

43. Xian, China, June 6 1994 - 160 fatalities
China Northwest Tupolev 154M

44.
Cali, Columbia, December 20 1995 - 160
killed
Boeing 757-223 of American Airlines hits mountain, 4
survivors

45. Mauritius, Indian Ocean, November 28 1987 159 fatalities
South African Airways Boeing 747-244B self-igniting

fire-works

46. Tripoli, Lybia, December 22 1992 - 157
fatalities
Jamahiriya Lybian Arab Airlines Boeing Advanced
727-2L5 collides with MiG-23

47.
Schönefeld, GDR, August 14 1972 - 156
killed
Interflug Gesellschaft Il-62 catches fire in rear
fuselage

48.
At Ta'if, Saudi Arabia, November 26 1979 156 victims
Pakistan International Airlines, B-707-340C, fire starts
in the aft-cabin, total destruction

49. Detroit, USA, August 16 1987 - 156 perished
Northwest Airlines MD-82, slats not extended on
takeoff, crashes on highway

50.

Maracaibo, Venezuela, March 16 1969 - 155

perished
VIASA DC-9 Series 32 hits electric power line,
crashes in suburb

51. Tenerife, Canary Islands, December 3 1972 - 155
killed
Spantax Covair 990-30A-5 Coronado, loss of control
on take-off

52. Isparta, Turkey, September 19 1976 - 155 fatalities
THY Boeing Advanced 727-2F2, wrong airport
assumed, hits moutain

53. Kenner, USA, July 9 1982 - 153 killed
Pan Am B-727-235 carrying 145 flies into
thunderstorm crashes into suburbs

54. Omsk, USSR, October 15 1984 - ±150 victims
Aeroflot Tu-154 collides with fuel truck on runway

55. Bilbao, Spain, February 19 1985 - 148 dead
Iberia Boeing Advanced 727-256 crashes into TV

antenna atop Mt Oiz

56. Tenerife, Canary Islands, April 25 1980 - 146
fatalities
Dan-Air Services B-727-46 crashes into moutain on
approach

57. San Diego, USA, September 25 1978 - 144 died
Mid-air collision between Pacific Southwest Airlines
B-727-214 and Cessna 172M

58. Palo Alto, Azores, February 8 1989 - 144 dead
Independent Air Inc. Boeing 707-331B hits mountain,
communication error with tower

59. Longyearbyen, Spitsbergen, Norway, August
29 1996 -143 killed
Vnukovo Airlines Tu-154M crashes on arrival

60. Liutang, China, November 24 1992 - 141
fatalities
China Southern B-737-3YO hits moutain due to

vibration in starboard engine

61. Kahengula, Angola, December 19 1995 - 141
perished
Trans Service Airlift Chartered Lockheed 188C
Electra

62. Lagos, Nigeria, November 7 1996 - 141
victims
Nigerian Aviation Development Company Boeing
B727 crashes into lagoon

63. Cucuta, Colombia, March 17 1988 - 139 killed
AVIANCA B-727-21, flies into moutain due to pilot
error

64. Pacatuba, Brazil, June 8 1982 - 137 victims
Viacao Aerea Sao Paulo Boeing Advanced 727-212,
pilot is destracted by lighted city

65.
Dallas, USA, August 2 1985 - 137 perished
Delta Airlines Lockheed L-1011-1 Tristar encounters

microburst

66. New York, United States of America,
December 16 1960 - 134 killed
United Airlines DC-8 Series 11 collides with TWA
Lockheed 1049 Super Constellation

67. Tokyo Bay, Japan, February 4 1966 - 133 dead
All Nippon Airways B-727-81 crashes, cause
unknown

68.
Medellin, Columbia, May 19 1993 - 133
fatalities
Aeronautics Society of Medellin Boeing 727-46
carrying a crew of 7

69. Belarussia, USSR, June 28 1982 - 132 casualties
Aeroflot Yakovlev 42 carrying 124 passengers and a
crew of 8

70. Canton, China, October 2 1990 - 132 dead
Hijacked Chinese Boeing Advanced 737-247 first hits

an empty B-707-3J6B and then a B-757-21B

71. Teheran, Iran, February 8 1993 - 132 fatalities
Mid-air collision of an Iran Air Tu-154M and a
Sukhoi fighter

72. Pittsburgh, USA, September 8 1994 - 132
fatalities
USAir Boeing 737-3B7

73.
Funchal, Portugal, November 19 1979 - 131
victims
TAP Boeing Advanced 727-282, overruns runway,
plunges of cliff, strikes a bridge, 33 survivors

74. Las Mesitas, Honduras, October 21 1989 - 131
fatalities
TAN Airlines Boeing 727-224 hits moutain on
approach, 19 survivors

75. Orly, France, June 3 1962 - 130 killed
Air France B-707-328 crashes on take-off

76.
Sverdlovsk, USSR, November 11 1967 - 130
killed
Aeroflot Il-18 crashes due to radar failure

77. Lubango, Angola, November 8 1983 - 130 dead
TAAG-Angola Airlines Boeing Advanced 737-2M2
shot down by guerrillas

78. Gujarat India, October 19 1988 - 130 killed
Indian Airlines B-737-2A8 undershot runway hits
trees and high-tension pylon

79. Tokyo, Japan, June 18 1953 - 129 dead
Engine failure on take-off USAF C-124 Globemaster
II

80. South Vietnam, December 24 1966 - 129
fatalities
Military chartered Canadair CL-44

81. The Grand Canyon, USA, June 30 1956 - 128
perish
Mid-air collision between UAL DC-7 and TWA
Lockheed 1049 Super Constellation

82. Markazi, Iran, January 21 1980 - 128 killed
Iran Air B-727-86 crashes due to ILS malfunction

83. Voronezh, USSR, March 5 1976 - 127 fatalities
Aeroflot Ilyushin 18D, pressurization failure during
approach

84. Comoro Islands, November 23 1996 - 127
casualties
Hijacked Ethiopean Airlines B767-260ER runs out of
fuel, crashes near shore, 48 survive

85. Nicosia, Cyprus, April 20 1967 - 126 killed
Globe Air Bristol Britannia 313 crashes on landing

86.
Damascus, Syria, August 20 1975 - 126 killed
Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie Ilyushin-62 hits sandy hill

during approach, 2 survivors

87.
Irkutsk, Russia, January 4 1994 - 125 perished
Aeroflot Tupolev 154M goes down due to bad
maintanance

88. Mount Fuji, Japan, March 5 1966 - 124 perish
BOAC B-707-436, fatigue cracks in a bolt hole

89. Windhoek, South-West Africa, April 20 1968 123 fatalities
South African Airways B-707-344C crashes on takeoff, 5 survivors

90. Saulx-les-Chartreux, France, July 11 1973 - 123
killed
Varig Boeing 707-345C, total fire during descent, 11
survivors

91. Arequipa, Peru, February 29 1996 - 123 dead
Faucett B-737-222 crashes burning into mountain

92. Cairo, Egypt, May 20 1965 - 121 killed
Pakistan International Airlines B-720-040B, nosedown condition, 6 survivors

93. Cuenca, Ecuador, July 11 1983 - 119 fatalities
TAME Boeing Advanced 727-2V2, tail section strikes
a ridge, crashes into hilly terrain

94. Sainte Thérèse de Blainville, Canada, November
29 1963 - 118 killed
Trans Canadian DC-8 Series 54F, in-flight explosion

95.
Heathrow, England, June 18 1972 - 118 killed
British European Airways HS-121 Trident 1C, crew
failed to diagnose premature 'droop' retraction

96. Leningrad, USSR, April 27 1974 - 118 fatalities
Aeroflot Ilyushin 18V has a take-off accident

97. Mont Blanc, Switzerland, January 24 1966 - 117
perished

Air-India B-707-437, bad atmospheric conditions

98.
Carini, Sicily, May 5 1972 - 115 fatalities
Alitalia DC-8 Series 43 crashes into mountain

99. New York, USA, June 24 1975 - 115 dead
Eastern Airlines B-727-225 crashes due to windshear,
9 survivors

100. Andaman Sea, November 29 1987 - 115 dead
Korean Air B-707-3B5C, North Korean bomb attack
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LOCATION: East Moriches, NY
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT: 800
AIRCRAFT: B-747-131 REGISTRY: N93119
ABOARD: 230 FATAL: 230 GROUND:
DETAILS: Exploded in-flight at FL 130.
10/04/1992

LOCATION: Amsterdam, Netherlands
CARRIER: El Al FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747-258F REGISTRY: 4X-AXG
ABOARD: 5 FATAL: 5 GROUND: 47
DETAILS: Lost an engine while in flight caused by
corroded pins.
12/29/1991
LOCATION: Wanli, Taiwan
CARRIER: Air China FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B747-2R7F REGISTRY: B-198
ABOARD: 5 FATAL: 5 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed on takeoff after losing engine due
to corroded pins.
11/27/1989 c 07:20
LOCATION: Near Bogota, Columbia
CARRIER: AVIANCA FLIGHT: 203
AIRCRAFT: B-727-21 REGISTRY: HK-1803
ABOARD: 107 FATAL: 107 GROUND: 3
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger compartment under a seat.
09/19/1989 c 14:00
LOCATION: Near Bilma Niger
CARRIER: Union de Transportes Aeriens (France)
FLIGHT: 772

AIRCRAFT: DC-10-30 REGISTRY: N54629
ABOARD: 170 FATAL: 170 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward baggage compartment.
02/24/1989
LOCATION: Honolulu, HA
CARRIER: United Airlines FLIGHT: 811
AIRCRAFT: B-747-122 REGISTRY: N4713U
ABOARD: 356 FATAL: 9 GROUND:
DETAILS: Improperly latched cargo door. Loss of
door in-flight, explosive decompression.
Nine sucked out of plane.
12/21/1988 c 19:00
LOCATION: Lockerbie, Scotland
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
103
AIRCRAFT: B747-121 REGISTRY: N739PA
ABOARD: 259 FATAL: 259 GROUND: 11
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward cargo area.
04/28/1988
LOCATION: Maui, HI
CARRIER: Aloha Airlines FLIGHT: 243
AIRCRAFT: B-737-297 REGISTRY: N73711

ABOARD: 95 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Separation of top of fuselage and
explosive decompression. Metal fatigue. One
passenger sucked out.
11/29/1987 c 11:30
LOCATION: Over Andaman Sea
CARRIER: Korean Air FLIGHT: 858
AIRCRAFT: B707-3B5C REGISTRY: HL-7406
ABOARD: 115 FATAL: 115 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger compartment.
11/28/1987 c 04:00
LOCATION: Over Indian Ocean
CARRIER: South African Airways FLIGHT: 295
AIRCRAFT: B-747-244B REGISTRY: ZS-SAS
ABOARD: 159 FATAL: 159 GROUND:
DETAILS: Fire in the main cargo area. Hazardous
materials in the cargo hold.
04/02/1986
LOCATION: Near Athens, Greece
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-727 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 4 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of a explosive device in the

passenger compartment causing four
passengers to be sucked out.
06/23/1985 c 07:15
LOCATION: Atlantic Ocean, Near Ireland
CARRIER: Air India FLIGHT: 182
AIRCRAFT: B-747-237B REGISTRY: VT-EFO
ABOARD: 329 FATAL: 329 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward cargo hold. Aircraft broke up in
flight.
09/23/1983 c 15;30
LOCATION: Near Mina Jebel Ali, UAE
CARRIER: Gulf Air FLIGHT: 717
AIRCRAFT: B-737-2P6 REGISTRY: A40-BK
ABOARD: 112 FATAL: 112 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in
baggage compartment. Crashed during
emergency landing
08/11/1982
LOCATION: Pacific Ocean 40 from Honolulu
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the

passenger compartment. The aircraft
landed safely
06/27/1980 c 21:00
LOCATION: Tyrrhenian Sea, Ustica, Italy
CARRIER: Aero Transporti Italiani FLIGHT: 870
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-15 REGISTRY: I-TIGI
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Possibly struck by missile. Aircraft broke
up and crashed.
01/01/1978 c 20:15
LOCATION: Off Bandra, Maharashtra, India
CARRIER: Air India FLIGHT: 855
AIRCRAFT: B-747-237B REGISTRY: VT-EBD
ABOARD: 213 FATAL: 213 GROUND:
DETAILS: Went into a steep dive and exploded on
impact. Malfunction of altitude director
indicator.
11/03/1977
LOCATION: Belgrade, Yugoslavia
CARRIER: El Al FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Explosive decompression

10/06/1976 c 13:30
LOCATION: Off Bridgetown, Barbados
CARRIER: Empresa Consolidada Cubana de
Aviacion (Cuba) FLIGHT: 455
AIRCRAFT: DC-8-43 REGISTRY: CU-T1201
ABOARD: 73 FATAL: 73 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed into Caribbean Sea. Detonation
of an explosive device in the aft of the
cabin.
01/01/1976 c 05:30
LOCATION: Northeastern Saudi Arabia
CARRIER: Middle East Airlines (Lebanon)
FLIGHT: 438
AIRCRAFT: B-720B REGISTRY: OD-AFT
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke-up at FL 370. Detonation of an
explosive device the forward cargo
compartment.
12/22/1974 c12:30
LOCATION: Maturin, Venezuela
CARRIER: Aerovias Venezolanas SA (Venezuela)
FLIGHT: 358
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-14 REGISTRY: YV-CAVM
ABOARD: 77 FATAL: 77 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed 5 minutes after takeoff.

Unknown cause.
09/15/1974 c 11:00
LOCATION: Phan Rang, Vietnam
CARRIER: Air Vietnam (South Vietnam) FLIGHT:
706
AIRCRAFT: B-727-121C REGISTRY: XV-NJC
ABOARD: 75 FATAL: 75 GROUND:
DETAILS: Hijacked. Detonation of two hand
grenades in the passenger compartment.
09/08/1974 c 09:40
LOCATION: Ionian Sea West of Athens, off
Kefallinia, Greece
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT: 841
AIRCRAFT: B-707-331B REGISTRY: N8734
ABOARD: 88 FATAL: 88 GROUND:
DETAILS: Went into steep climb then nose-dived into
ocean. Detonation of an explosive
device in the aft cargo hold
03/03/1974 c 12:40
LOCATION: Bois d' Ermenonville, France
CARRIER: THY (Turkish Air) FLIGHT: 981
AIRCRAFT: DC-10-10 REGISTRY: TC-JAV
ABOARD: 346 FATAL: 346 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed shortly after takeoff. Lost

improperly latched cargo door.
Decompression, damage to controls.
11/03/1973
LOCATION: Over New Mexico
CARRIER: National Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: DC-10 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: 116 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Overspeeding of starboardengine, engine
disintegrated, pieces struck fuselage,
broke window, passenger sucked out.
07/22/1973 22:06
LOCATION: Off Papeete, Tahiti
CARRIER: Pan Amercian World Airways FLIGHT:
816
AIRCRAFT: 707-321B REGISTRY: N417PA
ABOARD: 78 FATAL: 78 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed 30 seconds after takeoff into the
ocean.
05/18/1973
LOCATION: Southern Siberia, USSR
CARRIER: Aeroflot FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Tupolev Tu-104A REGISTRY:
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke up at FL 300. Detonation of a

bomb in the cabin being carried by a
passenger.
06/15/1972 c 14:00
LOCATION: Near Pleiku, Vietnam
CARRIER: Cathay Pacific Airways (Hong Kong)
FLIGHT: 700Z
AIRCRAFT: Convair 880M REGISTRY: VR-HFZ
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while en route. Detonation of an
explosive device in the passenger cabin.
01/26/1972
LOCATION: Near Hermsdorf, Czechoslovakia
CARRIER: JAT FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-32 REGISTRY: YU-AHT
ABOARD: 28 FATAL: 27 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of bomb in forward cargo
hold. Crew member fell 15,000 feet in the
tail section and survived.
02/21/1970
LOCATION: Germany
CARRIER: Swissair FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Convair CV-990-30A-6 REGISTRY:
HBICD
ABOARD: 47 FATAL: 47 GROUND:

DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
rear of the plane shortly after takeoff.
10/12/1967 c 07:25
LOCATION: Off south-western Turkey
CARRIER: British Eurpoean Airways FLIGHT:
284
AIRCRAFT: de Havilland Comet 4B REGISTRY:
G-ARCO
ABOARD: 66 FATAL: 66 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke up at FL290. Detonation of an
explosive device in the passenger cabin.
12/08/1963 20:59
LOCATION: Elkton, MD
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
214
AIRCRAFT: B-707-121 REGISTRY: N709PA
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Exploded and crashed while in holding
pattern. Lightening induced ignition of fuel
tank vapors.
07/28/1963 c 01:50
LOCATION: Off Bandra, Maharashtra, India
CARRIER: United Arab Airlines (Egypt) FLIGHT:
869

AIRCRAFT: de Havilland Comet 4C REGISTRY:
SU-ALD
ABOARD: 63 FATAL: 63 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while preparing to land.
05/22/1962 c 21:15
LOCATION: Near Unionville, MO
CARRIER: Contenential Airlines FLIGHT: 11
AIRCRAFT: B-707-124 REGISTRY: N70775
ABOARD: 45 FATAL: 45 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while en route. Detonation of a
dynamite bomb in the right rear lavatory.

Unusual Accidents
------------------------------------------------------------------Captain allowed his children to manipulate the
controls.

03/23/1994 00:57
LOCATION: Near Mezhduretshensk, Russia
CARRIER: Russian International Airways
FLIGHT: 593
AIRCRAFT: Airbus A310-304

REGISTRY: F-OGQS S/N: 596
ABOARD: 75 FATAL: 75 GROUND:
DETAILS:The aircraft crashed after the captain
allowed his child to
manipulate the controls of the plane. The pilot's 11
year old
daughter and 16 year old son were taking turns in
the pilot's seat,
flying the plane. While the boy was flying, he put
the airliner in a
bank of 90 degrees and the nose dropped sharply.
Some one pulled
back on the yoke to obtain level flight but the plane
stalled.
Amazingly, rather than the co-pilot in the right hand
seat taking over
the controls, the captain began to coach his son in
recovery
techniques. After several stalls and rapid pull-ups
the plane went
into a spiral descent. In the end the co-pilot initiated
a 4.8g pull-up
and nearly regained a stable flightpath but the
aircraft struck the
ground killing all aboard.

Captain almost sucked out of plane

06/10/1990 c 08:20
LOCATION: Oxfordshire, England
CARRIER: British Airways FLIGHT: 5309
AIRCRAFT: BAC One-Eleven
REGISTRY: S/N:
ABOARD: 85 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: On a flight from Birmingham, England
to Malaga, Spain,
at FL 230, a large section of windshield fell away
from the aircraft.
The decompression pulled the captain out from
under his seatbelt.
Despite trying to hold onto the yoke, the captain
was sucked out into
the opening. A steward in the cockpit was able to
grab hold of his
legs. Another steward was able to strap himself
into the vacant seat
and aid in holding onto the captain's legs. The
copilot wearing full
restraints made an emergency landing at
Southampton. The captain
remained half way out of the aircraft for 15 minutes
and suffered

only frostbite and some fractures. Improper bolts
used to replace the
windshield two days earlier.

Ran out of fuel while in holding pattern

01/25/1990 21:34
LOCATION: Cove Neck, New York
CARRIER: AVIANCA (Colombia) FLIGHT:
052
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-707-321B
REGISTRY: HK 2016 S/N: 19276
ABOARD: 158 FATAL: 73 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft was put in a series of
extended holding
patterns as it approached New York. The crew
informed ATC they
were running out of fuel but did not declare an
emergency and were
cleared to land. After a missed approach and
during a go-around,
the plane ran out of fuel and crashed in a wooded
area. The captain
speaking very little English and communicating
through the first

officer at no time declared an emergency. The first
officer used the
term "we need priority" several times, rather than
declaring an
emergency. The ATC did not realize the peril of the
aircraft. Failure
of the crew to properly communicate the
emergency situation to the
ATC.

Crew preoccupied with listening to a World Cup
Soccer match

09/03/1989 c 20:45
LOCATION: Near Sao Jose do Xingu, Brazil
CARRIER: VARIG (Brazil) FLIGHT: 254
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-737-241
REGISTRY: PP-VMK S/N: 21006
ABOARD: 54 FATAL: 13 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft ran out of fuel due to a
navigation error and
crashed into the jungle. The crew, preoccupied with
listening to a
World Cup championship match, flew in the wrong
direction. It is

alleged that the pilot led the survivors two days
through the jungle to
rescue and the first words out of his mouth were
"who won".

Nine passengers sucked out of plane and lost at sea

02/24/1989 02:09
LOCATION: Honolulu, Hawaii
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT: 811
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-747-122
REGISTRY: N4713U S/N:
ABOARD: 356 FATAL: 9 GROUND:
DETAILS: After leaving Honolulu, on a flight from
Los Angeles to
Sydney, Australia, the loss of an improperly latched
cargo door
resulted in explosive decompression and loss of
power in the No. 3
and 4 engines. Nine passengers were sucked out of
the plane and lost
at sea. The plane landed safely.

Both pilots shot by fired airline employee

12/07/1987 16:16
LOCATION: San Luis Obispo, California
CARRIER: Pacific Southwest Airlines FLIGHT:
1771
AIRCRAFT: British Aerospace BAe-146-200
REGISTRY: N350PS S/N: E-2027
ABOARD: 43 FATAL: 43 GROUND:
DETAILS: A fired USAir employee, David Burke,
after leaving a
goodbye message to friends, shot both pilots. The
aircraft went into
a steep dive and crashed.

Plane crashed after pilot ignored Ground Proximity
Warning System

02/19/1985 09:27
LOCATION: Mt. Oiz, near Durango, Vizcaya,
Spain
CARRIER: Iberia Airlines (Spain) FLIGHT: 610
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-727-256
REGISTRY: EC-DDU S/N: 21777
ABOARD: 148 FATAL: 148 GROUND:

DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into an antenna on
Mt. Oiz.
Incorrect interpretation of Ground Proximity
Warning System
(GPWS). The captain was heard shouting "shut up"
at the GPWS as
it announced "pull up". Overconfidence in altitude
alert system.
Incorrect interpretation of its warnings.

All four engines failed after flying through volcanic
ash

06/24/1982 20:44
LOCATION: Mount Galunggung, Indonesia
CARRIER: British Airways FLIGHT: 009
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-747
REGISTRY: G-BDXH S/N:
ABOARD: 257 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft flew into a plume from a
volcanic eruption at
37,000 feet during the night. All engines failed and
the windshield
lost transparency because of pitting. The first
engine was restarted at

12,000 feet, followed by the other three and the
plane landed safely
at Jakarta.

Aircraft crashed after crew struggled with mentally ill
pilot

02/09/1982
LOCATION: Tokyo, Japan
CARRIER: Japan Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-8-61
REGISTRY: JA-8061 S/N: 45889
ABOARD: 174 FATAL: 24 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft flew into shallow water
after a struggle with
a mentally ill pilot. It appears the captain, known
to have mental
problems, put an engine into reverse while the copilot and flight
engineer battled to restrain him.

Captain experimented with autothrotle system

11/03/1973 c 16:40
LOCATION: Near Albuquerque, New Mexico
CARRIER: National Airlines FLIGHT: 27
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-10-10
REGISTRY: N60NA S/N:
ABOARD: 128 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Overspeeding of the starboard engine
caused the engine
to disintegrate. Pieces struck the fuselage, breaking
a window,
causing rapid explosive decompression and a
passenger was sucked
out of the plane. The plane landed safely. The
captain and flight
engineer experimenting with the autothrottle system
to see its
response to various other instrument settings caused
overspeeding of
the engine.

Twenty-nine survivors rescued after 2 months in the
Andes mountains

10/13/1972
LOCATION: Near San Fernando, Chile

CARRIER: TAMU FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Fairchild-Hiller FH-227D/LCD
REGISTRY: T-571 S/N: 572
ABOARD: 45 FATAL: 29 GROUND:
DETAILS: The flight crashed into Andes
mountains. The survivors
were not found until 12/22/72. Survivors resorted
to cannibalism to
stay alive. The book and move "Alive" is based on
this accident.

Crew member fell 33,000 feet and survived

01/26/1972 c 17:00
LOCATION: Near Hermsdorf, Czechoslovakia
CARRIER: JAT Yugoslav Airlines FLIGHT: 364
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-9-32
REGISTRY: YU-AHT S/N: 47482
ABOARD: 28 FATAL: 27 GROUND:
DETAILS: The plane crashed after the detonation
of bomb in the
forward cargo hold. A stewardess fell 33,000 feet
in the tail
section and although breaking both legs and being
paralyzed from

the waist down, survived. The bomb was believed
to be placed on the
plane by a Croatian extremist group.

Co-pilot accidently deployed spoilers 60 feet off the
ground

07/05/1970 08:09
LOCATION: Toronto, Canada
CARRIER: Air Canada FLIGHT: 621
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-8-63
REGISTRY: CF-TIW S/N: 46114
ABOARD: 109 FATAL: 109 GROUND:
DETAILS: While landing and approximately 60
feet above the
runway, the spoilers were inadvertently deployed
causing the aircraft
to fall and lose the No. 4 engine. The crew then
decided to goaround. The aircraft exploded while attempting the
go-around.
Inadvertent deployment of spoilers while the
aircraft was still in the
air by the first officer. Faulty design by allowing
the spoiler handle

to perform two different unrelated tasks.

Captain suffered heart attack

04/22/1966 20:30
LOCATION: Near Ardmore, Oklahoma
CARRIER: American Flyers Airline FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Lockheed 188C Electra
REGISTRY: N183H S/N: 1136
ABOARD: 98 FATAL: 83 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into foothills during
landing attempt
at Ardmore Municipal Airport . Incapacitation of
captain with a
heart attack during final stages of approach.

Pilot decided to give passengers a view of the
mountain

03/05/1966 c 14:15
LOCATION: Near Gotemba City, Mt. Fuji, Japan
CARRIER: British Overseas Airways FLIGHT:
911

AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-707-436
REGISTRY: G-APFE S/N: 17706
ABOARD: 124 FATAL: 124 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into Mt. Fuji after
encountering
severe turbulence when the pilot decided to give the
passengers a
view of the mountain. The aircraft encountered
severe clear air
turbulence and started to come apart in the air
before crashing.

Aircraft crashes after collision with a whistling swan

11/23/1962
LOCATION: Ellicot, Maryland
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Vickers Viscount 745D
REGISTRY: N7430 S/N: 128
ABOARD: 18 FATAL: 18 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft struck a flock of Whistling
Swans at night, at
6,000 ft. One, estimated to be 13 pounds, struck
the leading edge of
the tail stabilizer, weakening the structure and

causing it to detach.
The aircraft lost control and crashed.

Son placed bomb aboard aircraft to collect insurance
on his mother

11/01/1955 c 19:00
LOCATION: Longmont, Colorado
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT: 629
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-6B
REGISTRY: N37559 S/N: 43538
ABOARD: 44 FATAL: 44 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed 11 minutes after
taking off from
Denver on a flight to Seattle. Detonation of a bomb
in the No. 4
cargo hold, placed by John Graham in his mother's
luggage in order
to collect $37,500 in insurance. A delayed flight
caused the
bomb to detonate over flat land rather than the
mountains as planned.
He was executed for the crime.

Husband placed a bomb aboard aircraft to collect
insurance on his wife

09/09/1949 10:45
LOCATION: Sault-aux-Cochons, PQ, Canada
CARRIER: Canadian Pacific Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-3
REGISTRY: CF-CUA S/N: 4518
ABOARD: 23 FATAL: 23 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft disintegrated in flight 40
miles outside of
Quebec. Detonation of a dynamite bomb in the
forward baggage
compartment. Planted by Albert Guay, a jeweler,
in a plot to kill
his wife, a passenger on the plane. Guay, who
assembled the bomb,
had his mistress Marguerite Pitre air express the
bomb on the aircraft.
Ms. Pitre brother, a clockmaker, helped make the
timing
mechanism. The insurance policy was for 10,000
dollars. All three
were hanged for the crime.

Falulty design caused aviation fuel to be sucked into
heating vent
10/24/1947
LOCATION: Bryce Canyon, Utah
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-6
REGISTRY: NC37510 S/N: 42875
ABOARD: 52 FATAL: 52 GROUND:
DETAILS: Fire was reported on board the aircraft
before it crashed.
An almost identical accident with the same cause
occurred on 11/11/47.
The flight crew transferred fuel either intentionally
or inadvertently
from the No. 4 alternate tanks to the No. 3 alternate
tanks and failed
to stop the transfer process in time to avoid
overflowing the No. 3
alternate tank. Gasoline flowed through the No. 3
alternate vent line,
out the vent, and was carried back by the slip
stream, entering the cabin
heater combustion air intake scoop. When the
cabin heater came on, an
explosion and fire occurred. Design flaw in the
aircraft.

Captain intentionally engaged the gust lock in flight

10/08/1947
LOCATION: El Paso, Texas
CARRIER: American Airlines FLIGHT: 311
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-4
REGISTRY: NC90432 S/N:
ABOARD: 56 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft went into steep dive and
pulled out 350 feet
from the ground. As an experiment, a captain
riding in the jump
seat engaged the gust lock in flight. The command
pilot rolled the
elevator with no response as the jump seat captain
disengaged the
gust lock causing the aircraft to go into a steep dive,
execute part of
an outside roll and become inverted. Neither the
command nor jump
seat captain had seat belts on and accidently
feathered No. 1, 2 and 4
engines. The co-pilot managed to unfeather the
props and pull out of

the dive.

U.S. Army Air Corps plane crashed into Empire State
Building

07/28/1945 9:49
LOCATION: New York, New York
CARRIER: Military FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: USAAC B-25 Bomber
REGISTRY: 0577 S/N:
ABOARD: 3 FATAL: 3 GROUND: 11
DETAILS: A U.S. Army Air Force plane crashed
into the 79th floor
of the Empire State Building in heavy fog. Lt. Col.
William
Franklin Smith Jr., the pilot, became disoriented
while trying to land
at Newark Airport. Lt. Smith was told he had a 3
hour wait to land
at Newark. Impatient to get his plane on the
ground, he falsely
declared he had official business at La Guardia
Airport with the
intention of diverting to Newark as soon as he was
cleared. The 12

ton plane smashed a 20 ft. hole in the building.
Fuel from thehb
ruptured gas tanks poured out and set two floors
ablaze killing 10
people. One engine exited the south side of the
building and plunged
into a penthouse below.
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Appendix D DC-10 Accidents (Unofficial 1973
through 1996)
http://www.taxiways.net/DC-10/history/52-37.html
DC-10 losses

Date: Registration: DC-10 type: Msn: Fn:
Airline:
731217 EC-CBN DC-10-30
46925 87 Iberia
740303 TC-JAV DC-10-10
46704 29
Turkish Airlines
751112 N1032F DC-10-30CF
46826 109
Overseas National Airways
760102 N1031F DC-10-30CF
46825 81 Saudi
Arabian Airlines
780301 N68045 DC-10-10
46904 44
Continental Airlines
790525 N110AA DC-10-10
46510 22
American Airlines
791031 N903WA DC-10-10
46929 107
Western Airlines
791128 ZK-NZP DC-10-30
46910 182 Air
New Zealand
810203 AP-AXE DC-10-30
46935 172
Pakistan Airlines
820123 N113WA DC-10-30CF
47821 320
World Airways
820913 EC-DEG DC-10-30CF
46962 238
Spantax
831223 HL-7339 DC-10-30
46960 237
Korean Airlines
860810 N184AT DC-10-40
46751 36 ATA

(American Trans Air)
870110 5N-ANR DC-10-30
46968 243
Nigeria Airways
870917 82-0190 KC-10A 48212 382 US Air
Force
880521 N136AA DC-10-10
47846 69
American Airlines
890719 N1819U DC-10-10
46618 118
United Airlines
890727 HL-7328 DC-10-30
47887 125
Korean Airlines
890919 N54629 DC-10-30
46852 93 UTA
921221
PH-MBN DC-10-30CF
46924 218
Martinair
930414 N139AA DC-10-30
46711 105
American Airlines
960613 PK-GIE DC-10-30
46685 284
Garuda Indonesia
960905 N68055 DC-10-10F
47809 191
Federal Express
Service Bulletin 52-37
Service Bulletin 52-37 was issued by Douglas on July
3rd 1972, three weeks after the Windsor incident in
which the rear cargo door blew off and caused severe
damages to the aircraft structure. These modifications

suggested by Douglas included a completely new door
locking system for the infamous cargo door. Several
facts are still unknown, but neither Douglas nor the
operators of the DC-10 took this service bulletin too
serious. At this time, 49 aircraft were already
manufactured and operated by following airlines:
http://members.tripod.com/vicondisa/dc10acc.htm
June 12, 1972
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N103AA (fsn 46503/
fn 05), American Airlines
Over Windsor, Ontario
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 67
Fatalities: 0
Following takeoff from Detroit, the rear cargo door
blew off due to a door latch system that had been
damaged by ground crew members. The loss of
pressurization caused the cabin floor to buckle and
damaged the hydraulic control lines of the aircraft.
The captain, having trained himself in simulator
sessions to fly the aircraft using its throttles (a method
called Òdifferential thrust steeringÓ), made an
emergency landing in Detroit.
November 3, 1973

McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N60NA (46700/14),
National Airlines
Over Albuquerque, New Mexico
Mechanical Failure due to Operator Error
Occupants: 128
Fatalities: 1
At 39,000 feet over Albuquerque the cockpit crew
experimented with the autothrottle system of their
DC-10. Their experiments overspeeded the fans of the
no. 3 engine, subjecting them to unusually high
stresses and causing them to burst through their
casing. Fragments of the shattered engine pierced the
fuselage and depressurized the cabin, sucking one
passenger to his death.
December 17, 1973
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 EC-CBN (46925/87),
Iberia
Boston-Logan International Airport, Massachusetts
Wind Shear
Occupants: 168
Fatalities: 0
The DC-10 approached Boston Runway 33L in bad
weather and reduced visibility. The aircraft struck
approach lights 500 feet short of the threshold and
collided with a dike. The right main landing gear was
sheared off; the aircraft then skidded and came to a

rest 3000 feet from the threshold. The aircraft
descended fast due to wind shear, which had not been
noticed by the crew during the landing.
McDonnell Douglas photo
March 3, 1974
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 TC-JAV (46704/29),
Turk Hava Yollari - THY
Outside Paris, France
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 346
Fatalities: 346
The latch mechanism of the aft cargo door, the design
of which was susceptible to damage, had been
damaged before the accident. Before takeoff the door
had not been secured properly. Shortly after takeoff
from Paris, the door failed. The resulting
depressurization led to the disruption of the floor
structure, causing six passengers and parts of the
aircraft to be ejected, rendering No.2 engine
inoperative, and impairing the flight controls so that it
was impossible for the crew to regain control of the
aircraft.
November 12, 1975
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N1032F
(46826/109), Overseas National Airways

New York-John F. Kennedy International Airport
Fire due to Foreign Object Damage and Mechanical
Failure
Occupants: 139
Fatalities: 0
Shortly after accelerating through 100 knots, but
before reaching takeoff speed, a flock of birds rose
from the runway. The aircraft struck the birds,
damaging the no. 3 engine's fan blades and causing
rotor imbalance. This caused a failure of the engine
casing and started a fire in the right wing. Partial loss
of hydraulic power to the planeÕs systems from the
failure of the no. 3 engine meant that the aircraft could
not be stopped on the runway. The pilot-in-command
steered the aircraft off the runway at a 40-knot speed;
the main undercarriage collapsed and the aircraft
came to rest against the shoulder of the taxiway.
January 2, 1976
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N1031F
(46825/81), Saudia
Istanbul, Turkey
Weather
Occupants: 373
Fatalities: 0
Heavy landing in fog; careened off the runway.

March 1, 1978
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N68045 (46904/44),
Continental Airlines
Los Angeles International Airport, California
Mechanical Failure
Occupants: 200
Fatalities: 2
During acceleration for takeoff, an engine exploded.
The flight crew did not believe the plane would be
able to stop on the remaining length of runway and
steered it off the runway during deceleration. During
the turn one of the main landing gear struts broke off
and the airplane caught fire in this area.

May 25, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N110AA (46510/22),
American Airlines
Chicago OÕHare International Airport, Illinois
Mechanical Failure due to Maintenance Error
Occupants: 271
Fatalities: 271 + 2 third-party fatalities = 273
The No. 1 engine and pylon, its mountings damaged
by an improper maintenance procedure, fell from its
position on the left wing just before aircraft rotation.
The engine loss resulted in a loss of hydraulic
pressure to the left-wing slats. The uncommanded slat

retraction, combined with damage inflicted to the
leading edge during the engine separation, created a
condition of asymmetrical lift. When the damaged
wing lost its lift the plane rolled on its side and
crashed into a trailer park less than a mile from the
end of the runway.
October 31, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N903WA (46929/107),
Western Air Lines
Mexico City-Benito Juarez International Airport,
Mexico
Landing Accident due to Weather/Human Error
Occupants: 88
Fatalities: 72 + 1 third party fatality = 73.
The DC-10 crashed after a landing descent through
foggy conditions. Cleared to land on Runway 23R, it
instead touched down on 23L, which had been closed
for repairs. The aircraft struck excavation equipment
and suffered substantial damage before crashing into a
building.
November 11, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 XA-DUH
(46937/152), Aeromexico
Luxembourg, Europe
Improper climb procedures/operator error

Occupants: 311
Fatalities: 0
While climbing to 31,000 feet the aircraft entered a
sustained stall, from which it recovered at 18,900 feet.
The aircraft suffered mild damage to its outboard
elevators and portions of the lower aft fuselage.
Jon Proctor collection
November 28, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 ZK-NZP (46910/182),
Air New Zealand
Mt. Erebus, Antarctica
Navigational Error
Occupants: 257
Fatalities: 257
On a sightseeing flight over Antarctica, the aircraft
deviated from its course by 1.5 miles east of its
intended position and crashed into the slope of Mt.
Erebus. The aircraft was destroyed by impact and fire.
Later investigation placed blame on the airline for
changing the computer track of the aircraft without
notifying the flight crew.
February 3, 1981
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 AP-AXE (46935/172),
Pakistan International Airlines
Karachi, Pakistan

Ground fire
Occupants: 0
Fatalities: 0
Destroyed in a hangar fire.
January 23, 1982
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N113WA
(47821/320), World Airways
Boston-Logan International Airport, Massachusetts
Landing accident due to weather and human error
Occupants: 212
Fatalities: 2
The aircraft touched down on an ice-covered runway
2,800 feet past the displaced threshold. When it
became clear that the aircraft would not stop on the
runway the crew turned the aircraft off at the end of
the runway. The aircraft rolled into shallow water and
the nose section separated.
September 13, 1982
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF EC-DEG
(46962/238, ex-N1034F), Spantax
Malaga, Spain
Landing Gear Failure/Fire
Occupants: 394
Fatalities: 50
The crew aborted the takeoff above rotation speed due

to strong vibration. The aircraft overran the runway,
crashed into a railway embankment and caught fire.
The source of the vibration was later determined to be
a failure of the recapped tread of the right nose wheel.
December 23, 1983
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 HL-7339 (46960/237,
ex-N1033F), Korean Air Lines
Ground Collision due to Weather/Human Error
Anchorage, Alaska
Occupants: 3
Fatalities: 0
Under foggy conditions the DC-10 crew taxied onto
the wrong runway and collided head-on with a Piper
PA-31.
August 10, 1986
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-40 N184AT (46751/36,
ex-N142US), American Trans Air
Chicago-OÕHare International Airport, Illinois
Ground Fire
Occupants: 0
Fatalities: 0
A mechanic, improperly handling a loose oxygen
generator from a damaged passenger seat-back in the
forward cargo hold, set off the generator. This ignited
the seat covers, along with oil stored in the forward

cargo hold. The fire eventually burned through the
cabin floor.
January 10, 1987
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 5N-ANR (46968/243),
Nigeria Airways
Ilorin, Nigeria
Training Accident
Occupants: 9
Fatalities: 0
While practicing touch-and-go landings, the aircraft
overshot the runway and caught fire.
September 17, 1987
McDonnell Douglas KC-10A 82-0190 (48212/382),
United States Air Force
Barksdale Air Force Base
Ground Fire
Occupants: 17
Fatalities: 1
Ground fire.
May 21, 1988
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N136AA (47846/69,
ex-ZK-NZL), American Airlines
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, Texas
Take-off Accident

Occupants: 254
Fatalities: 0
During the takeoff roll, the flight crew received
indications that the flaps and slats were not in takeoff
position. The crew attempted to stop the plane but ran
out of runway space. The nose gear collapsed, causing
major damage to the underside of the forward
fuselage. The aircraft was removed from service and
used for parts.
View photos of the damage
July 19, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N1819U (46618/118),
United Air Lines
Sioux City-Gateway, Iowa
Mechanical/Hydraulic Failure due to Engine Failure
Occupants: 298
Fatalities: 111
During cruise at 37,000 feet the number 2 engine
suffered an uncontained failure due to an unnoticed
fatigue crack in the stage 1 fan disk. The explosion
sent shards flying through the rear of the plane,
rupturing its hydraulic flight control lines. With the
help of a secondary air crewman the flight crew was
able to control the aircraft through differential thrust
steering of the remaining engines, and eventually
descended for an emergency landing at Sioux City.

During the final approach the nose pitched downward
and the right wing dropped; the aircraft skidded to the
right, rolled inverted, caught fire and cartwheeled.
McDonnell Douglas photo
July 27, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 HL-7328 (47887/125,
ex-HS-VGE), Korean Air
Tripoli International Airport, Libya
Landing Accident due to Weather
Occupants: 199
Fatalities: 75 + 4 third party fatalities = 79.
The aircraft approached in conditions of poor
visibility and crashed short of the airport.
photo courtesy of Greg Drawbaugh
September 19, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N54629 (46852/93),
Union de Transportes Aeriens (UTA)
Over Sahara desert in Niger
Sabotage
Occupants: 171
Fatalities: 171
During climb on this flight from N'Djamena to Paris, a
bomb planted in the baggage hold went off.
photo courtesy of Greg Drawbaugh

December 21, 1992
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF PH-MBN
(46924/218), Martinair Holland
Faro, Portugal
Landing Accident due to Weather/Human Error
Occupants: 340
Fatalities: 56
During approach, when the aircraft was switched from
autopilot to manual mode, the airspeed fell and could
not be restored before the aircraft touched the runway.
The main gear struck the runway very hard, causing
the right wing to separate and the aircraft to slide
down the runway. It was later determined that the high
rate of descent, coupled with a crosswind, exceeded
the structural limitations of the aircraft.
April 14, 1993
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N139AA (46711/105,
ex-N80NA), American Airlines
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, Texas
Landing Accident due to Weather/Operator Error
Occupants: 202
Fatalities: 0
During landing in poor weather the aircraft was
caught in a crosswind. The first officer wanted to
perform a go-around but the captain took control and
landed the aircraft. The plane drifted off the runway

and came to rest in mud; the nose and left main gear
struts collapsed.
Read the abstract of the NTSB report
November 26, 1993
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 YV-135C
(46791/258), Viasa
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Landing accident
Occupants: unknown
Fatalities: unknown
Damaged extensively while overshooting the runway
on landing at Buenos Aires. Put into storage.
June 13, 1996
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 PK-GIE (46685/284),
Garuda Indonesia Airways
Fukuoka, Japan
Engine failure
Occupants: 275
Fatalities: 3
Immediately after takeoff the first stage fan of the
number 3 engine separated. The takeoff was aborted
and the DC-10 skidded off the runway. The landing
gear and number 1 engine separated from the aircraft.
September 5, 1996

McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10CF N68055
(47809/191), Federal Express
Newburgh-Stewart International Airport, New York
Fire
Occupants: 5
Fatalities: 0
At 33,000 feet during a flight from Memphis to
Boston, a fire began in the cargo area. The crew made
an emergency landing at Newburgh 20 minutes later
and evacuated the aircraft. Because of the cargo
arrangement, the firemen could not reach the source of
the smoke. An hour after it started, the fire burned
through the fuselage and the tail separated.
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Appendix E Boeing History
(Unofficial) (AP)
1910: William Boeing buys Heath's shipyard on the
Duwamish River. It becomes his first airplane factory.
The first airplane flight is made over Seattle.
1915: Boeing has a hangar built beside Lake Union.
1916: Pacific Aero Products is incorporated, and
Boeing buys 998 of the company's 1,000 shares. He
moves the operation to his shipyard on the Duwamish
River.
1917: Pacific Aero Products is renamed the Boeing
Airplane Co.
1918: Boeing signs a contract with the U.S. Navy to
build 50 HS-2Ls, a patrol flying boat.
1919: The B-1 mail plane, the first Boeing-designed
commercial aircraft, makes its first flight.
1921: The company wins a contract to build 200
Thomas Morse MB-3A pursuit fighters.

1922: Edgar N. Gott, general manager of the Boeing
Aircraft Co., tells workers they will each receive a
$500 insurance policy as a New Year's gift, the first
known non-wage benefit at Boeing.
1926: The Army orders 25 PW-9C fighters, a version
of the PW-9 with a heavier fuselage. The production
version of the FB-5 carrier fighter makes its first
flight. The 27 ordered by the Navy are rolled onto
barges and taken to the USN Langley.
1927: Boeing Airplane signs a contract with the U.S.
Postal Service to fly airmail between Chicago and San
Francisco. The Boeing Air Transport, predecessor of
United Airlines, is founded to operate the mail routes
and run the new airline.
1928: Boeing Air Transport acquires 73 percent of
Pacific Air Transport's stock and runs an airline up and
down the West Coast.
1929: The stock markets crash and the Depression
begins. Ellen Church, a registered nurse, joins the
crew of a Model 80A flight headed to San Francisco
and becomes the first woman flight attendant.
1931: Boeing Air Transport, National Air Transport,

Varney Air Lines and Pacific Air Transport combine to
become United Air Lines, providing coast-to-coast
passenger and mail service. One way takes 27 hours.
Military contracts
1932: The P-26 Peashooter makes its first flight. It
becomes known as the fastest air-cooled pursuit
fighter in the world.
1934: The U.S. Army corps asks for a design for a
very heavy long-range experimental bomber. Boeing
engineers begin work on the XB-15. Bill Boeing sells
his shares, angry over the government forcing him to
sell off the fledgling United Airlines and other parts of
his empire.
1935: Model 299 (XB-17), prototype of the B-17,
makes its first flight at Boeing Field. Reporters dub it
the "Flying Fortress." A Model 299 makes a nonstop
test flight from Seattle to Dayton, Ohio, A few months
later, a Model 299 crashes in Dayton.
1936: Boeing buys 28 acres on Marginal Way in
Seattle, between Boeing Field and the Duwamish
Waterway. The International Association of
Machinists Local 751 signs its first working

agreement with Boeing Airplane.
1938: The Model 307 Stratoliner, the first American
pressurized commercial transport, makes its first
flight.
1939: The Civil Aeronautics Authority grants Pan
American Airways permission to use the Model 314
Clipper for commercial service.
1940: Pan American Airways takes delivery of its first
Model 307 Stratoliners.
1941: The U.S. Navy chooses a site in Renton as its
new manufacturing facility. It later trades the facility
to the Army Air Corps, and 1,119 B-29s are built there
in record time. Engineering starts for 264 servicemodel B-29s. The first B-17s fly into combat with the
British Royal Air Force. Japan bombs Pearl Harbor on
Dec. 7, drawing the United States into World War II.
1942: The luxurious Stratoliners are stripped of their
civilian finery and pressed into military service as
C-75s. The first flights carry antitank ammunition and
medical supplies to British forces in Libya. The
Model 345, or B-29, bomber makes its first flight.

1943: Boeing builds branch plants throughout the
Puget Sound area, in Aberdeen, Bellingham, Tacoma,
Chehalis and Everett.
1945: The war ends and 30,000 Boeing employees
lose their jobs.
Commercial jets
1952: At its Renton plant, Boeing begins building the
Model 367-80, the jetliner and jet tanker prototype
that becomes the Dash 80, or 707.
1958: Pan American World Airways takes delivery of
the country's first commercial jet airliner, a 707-120.
That same year, the U.S. Air force selects Boeing to
assemble and test the Minuteman intercontinental
ballistic missile.
The space race
1963: NASA selects Boeing to build eight Lunar
Orbiter spacecraft. Boeing also helps develop a
number of space projects, including the Saturn V
rocket.
1964: Boeing begins building a space center in Kent.

It competes with Lockheed to design the SST, or
supersonic transport.
1966: Boeing celebrates its 50th anniversary. It
announces plans for a 490-passenger 747 jetliner and
begins construction on a new plant in Everett. It wins
the design contract for the SST.
1968: The first 747-100 is rolled out during
ceremonies at the new Everett plant. Launched by
Saturn V, Apollo 8 takes the first astronauts around the
moon.
1969: The 747-100 makes its first flight, and Apollo
11 astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin are
the first humans to walk on the moon. President Nixon
approves the construction of two SST prototypes by
Boeing. Boeing also begins building the Lunar
Roving Vehicle.
1970: Boeing begins work on the Airborne Warning
and Control System planes, or AWACS.
1971: The "Boeing Depression" hits the Seattle area,
caused by a recession, high costs for the 747 and
cancellation of the SST. The company cuts its area
work force from 80,400 to 37,200 in two years,

prompting the famous billboard that read, "Will the
last person leaving Seattle turn out the lights." But the
company also begins to diversify.
1974: Boeing's work on NASA programs continues as
it wins a contract to build components of the Hubble
Space Telescope.
1975: Boeing introduces its personal rapid transit
system in Japan. It carries 3 million people by the
year's end. It delivers its first modified B-52D to the
Strategic Air Command.
1977: Boeing delivers a modified 747 for use as a
delivery vehicle for the space shuttle. It also begins
work on the world's largest wind turbine.
1979: The Chinook CH-47D helicopter makes its first
flight.
1982: The 757-200 jetliner makes its first flight.
1985: Boeing begins preliminary designs for the
international space station.
1986: Boeing and Bell Helicopter Textron start
building six prototypes of the V-22 Osprey tilt-rotor

aircraft.
1987: Boeing wins a contract to build the living and
working quarters for the international space station.
1989: The V-22 Osprey and the B-2 stealth bomber
make their first flights.
1992: Phil Condit becomes president of the Boeing
Co.
Mergers
1996: Boeing merges with Rockwell's aerospace and
defense units. They are renamed Boeing North
American and are to operate as a subsidiary.
1997: Boeing merges with McDonnell Douglas Corp.
2000: The company lays off nearly 30,000 workers
from July 1998 to July 2000. In October, Boeing
acquires the former Hughes Space & Communications
Co. of El Segundo, Calif., from Hughes Electronics
Corp. and renames it Boeing Satellite Systems.
2000: Boeing, which has endured a number of lengthy
strikes, is hit with a 40-day walkout by its engineers

and technical workers.
January 2001: Boeing confirms it is considering
closing the Renton plant and consolidating some of its
aircraft manufacturing in Everett.
February: Boeing hints it may move its headquarters.
Company Chairman and CEO Phil Condit, fresh from
economic meetings in Davos, Switzerland, says
Boeing cannot be too reliant on one region -- or one
national economy -- for its future.
March 7: Boeing says that wings for the proposed
747X jumbo plane will be made in Japan.
March 21: Boeing announces it will move its
corporate headquarters from Seattle. It is looking at
sites in the Chicago, Denver and Dallas-Fort Worth
areas.
Sources: Boeing's Web site: www.boeing.com; The
Associated Press
747: BOEINGS MASTERPIECE
by Patrick Hoeveler
Today modern aviation is unthinkable without the

Boeing 747, of which 1,193 aircraft have up to date
been delivered. This unique giant has transported 2.2
billion people, which equals 40 percent of the world's
population. 30 years ago only few experts believed in
this monumental success. In those days the Jumbo Jet
was seen as an exotic creature among the other planes,
and it was even thought that the Boeing Company was
risking financial ruin.
The 747 came into existence after Boeing lost the
competition for a strategic airlifter for the US Air
Force. The Air Force needed a strategic long-haul
airlifter capable of transporting troops and heavy
weaponry to Europe. The very desirable contract was,
however, given to Lockheed in 1965 and led to the
creation of the C-5A Galaxy. From today's point of
view this was a stroke of luck for Boeing, because the
company now had resources for a new "Mega"Airliner. By the way, Lockheed only built 131 models
of them Galaxy.
The 747 saga began in spring 1965, when Pan
American World Airways, Pan Am, asked Boeing to
develop a lengthened version of the 707, with a
capacity for 250 passengers. However, this could not
be done for technical reasons.

During talks with Boeing representatives Pan Am
Boss Juan Trippe demanded a commercial airliner,
which could transport 400 passengers over a distance
of 5,000km. The new jet was also be used for the
transportation of cargo, because Trippe was convinced
that aviation was to be dominated by supersonic
airliners ten years from then. In that case the 747 was
to be an excellent cargo liner. A few days later Boeing
President William Allen telephoned Trippe and asked
whether he had been serious with this unusual idea.
Trippe, who had throughout the development of the
707 proved to be a friend of technological
innovations, just responded by saying, "I am serious."
In December 1965 both men met to negotiate details.
Thus the foundation to build this giant was laid.
On 13 April 1966 Allen and Trippe signed a sales
contract for 25 aircraft costing of $550 million. This
was up to then the biggest single contract of any
airline. Pan Am's decision was courageous, since the
competition doubted vehemently the economic
viability of the giant jet. It has to be added that the
then 71year old Juan Trippe ordered the 747 during a
booming air traffic. An annual growth rate of 15 per
cent in passenger rates was predicted. It was Pan Am's
plan to beat the competition with the 747, which could
carry three times as many passengers as the 707. The

recession in 1970, which was completely unexpected,
and the oil crisis foiled these plans. The 747 created
over-capacities, which are every airliner's nightmare.
Most carriers preferred smaller aircraft: They were,
however, afraid that the competition might buy the
giant and in this way dominate on international routes.
This is why mainly non-American airlines were
queuing up outside the Seattle works.
Here Boeing Boss Allen appointed Mel Stamper to be
head of the world's biggest aircraft-project. For four
years Stamper was in charge of the approx. 50,000
staff working on this program. He only took one day
off, one Christmas Eve. The work load was so
immense that he was often unable to return home and
had to spend the night on a conference table in his
office. Because of his leadership style his co-workers
remembered him as a drill sergeant of the US Marines
rather than as a manager.
In August 1965 Joseph Sutter joined the team as Chief
Designer. After the program launch in March 1966
Sutter and his team looked at 50 different designs with
two decks. The double-decker design was not ideal,
because passengers could not be evacuated in the time
prescribed by the American Aviation Authority FAA.
After viewing an improvised mock up of a cabin,

which was uncovered, Trippe discarded the double
deck idea. The view from the improvised top deck had
given almost everybody present vertigo. It is obvious
why everyone involved, apart from one Pan Am pilot,
refused to use the attached emergency escape slide.
After this sobering experience Trippe wanted to look
at the 1:1 model of a conventional single deck, which
was still being constructed. This design already had
the famous hump, which was to be the trade mark of
the 747. It goes without saying that the hunchback
attracted many sarcastic comments. It was alleged that
Boeing designed the hunchback to enable wealthy
captains to sit on their thick wallets and not bump
their heads.
There was a practical reason for the distinctive curve.
Trippe had asked for the cockpit to be situated above
the cabin. This was going to make loading easier. The
space behind the cockpit was allocated to the air
conditioning system and other instruments. However,
businessman Trippe had other ideas. "This space is
reserved for passengers. Couldn't we install a bar
there?" Sutter agreed with this idea, but other ideas
like glass nose for first class passengers only caused
everyone to shake their heads. Impressed with the size
of the cabin, there were many suggestions as to how
to use it, i.e. a restaurant, cinema, hairdressing salon

or even a casino.
The aircraft of the superlatives was now in need of a
production hangar of equally breathtaking
dimensions. The existing works like Renton, in which
the 707, 727 and 737 were assembled, were not big
enough. The search for a suitable location had started
as early as October 1964; it was intended for the
planned for C-5. A commission examined 50 locations
to their suitability, until Bill Allen decided on a site in
Everett, which is located north of Seattle in
Washington State. All along Everett had only ranked
on fifth place. It did have an existing airport, Fairfield,
but there was no rail link. The second steepest rail
track in the USA had to be built at a cost of $5 million
dollars. With the launch of the 747 the start of the
world's biggest industrial building was given. It was
big enough to house 40 football fields measuring 5.5
million sq m. Over 2,800 workmen battled against the
elements, months of rainfalls and snowstorms made
the building works extremely difficult. During rains
lasting 68 days, an enormous mud slide covered part
of the site. It cost another $5million dollars to clear up
the mess. In order to stay within the tight schedule,
the construction of the 747 was started, although the
factory had not been finished.

The 747 team was under enormous pressure to
succeed, not only because the factory had cost $200
million. There was an Anti-Jumbo-Lobby, which
questioned the safety of the big aircraft, arguing that a
single crash of one of the new Boeing models would
cause as many casualties as all airliner accidents in
any one year. Some "experts" even demanded that the
747 should only be allowed to fly in storm free
corridors, because it would not be able to weather any
turbulence because of its size.
In order to cut down any accident risk, Boeing used
the so-called "Fault Free Analysis". A team of five
engineers was occupied for months and compiled
diagrams examining the effects of a failing instrument
or the effect of one fault on all systems. According to
Sutter safety was given the utmost priority, even the
coffee makers on board were checked thoroughly.
Never before had Boeing invested so much time and
money into laboratory and wind channel tests.
Amongst other things the engineers built two 747
models of three meter length, which corresponded
with a complete Douglas DC-6. The wind channel test
program was supposed to take 15,000 hours.
After basic design work and more than 75,000
construction drawings, which were carried out by

hand, had been completed, the 4.5 million parts of the
first 747 had to be assembled. Workmen very often
cursed the monster, which they had to build. However,
they were also proud of the product and their own
achievement. Stamper was most impressed by their
thirst for action and suggested to call the team in
Everett the "Incredibles". To Stamper's amazement
this nickname soon appeared on helmets and coats
worn by the employees. Stamper remembers, "It was
the most motivated workforce I have ever seen. Some
chaps even worked two shifts one after the other
without being asked."
The "Incredibles" had indeed performed a miracle.
Less than three years after the contract was signed
Jumbo 001 left the hangar in Everett with a big fuss
on 30 September 1968. To celebrate the day 26
stewardesses, who were responsible for the first
customers "beheaded" bottles of champagne and
christened the first 747 "City of Everett". A Boeing
707, 727 and 737 flew overhead and made the
celebrations perfect.
747-100 prototype rolls out
Prior to her maiden flight Jack Waddell, head of the
test program, had made a movable mockup in order to

simulate the way the 747 would roll on the ground,
since a cockpit more than 10 meters above ground
was very unusual in those days. The monstrosity was
jokingly named "Waddall's Wagon" by Boeing
employees. Strain trials, which were carried out to
take the wind out of the critics' sails, went quite
spectacularly. In one test the wings of a static plane
were being bent upwards and only broke at 7.9
meters.
On 9 February 1969 it became obvious that the $1
billion cost for developing the 747 had been
worthwhile. Jack Waddell, Brial Wygle and Jesse
Wallick took to the skies in Jumbo N7470 only two
months behind schedule. Pilot Waddell was
enthusiastic about the aircraft's flight properties, "
This plane is the answer to every pilot's dream." And
it was said beforehand that the aircraft was simply too
big to fly safely. One was even concerned that the 747
might damage the tarmac because of its weight.
During test flights it became apparent that there were
grave problems with the original version of the Pratt 7
Whitney JT-9D. During the 1,400 hours flight and
1,013 flights of the test program, the engines were
exchanged 55 times. However, the Jumbo finally
received its certification through the FAA on 30

December 1969. When the "Baby Boeing" 737 was
being tested, there was only engine change. Four of
the five test aircraft were later fitted with airline
interior and supplied to customers. The first 747
stayed with Boeing for further test purposes.
Pan Am took her first 747 into service on 21 February
as scheduled. "Clipper Young America" was supposed
to fly 336 passengers from New York to London.
However, an "obstinate" door and problems during
loading the cargo made the flight late. When the
Jumbo finally rolled out to take off, one of the engines
overheated. The aircraft finally had to be replaced.
The substitute 747 took off after a delay of seven
hours. This would not be one off occurrence. Delays
and cancelled flights soon gave the 747 the nickname
"Dumbo Jet", the flying white elephant. At the
beginning of the 70s problems with the engines went
so far that up to 30 completed Jumbos had to be stored
in Everett with concrete blocks instead of engines
under their wings. Moreover there were rising costs
and delays in supplying the aircraft. The tight
schedule was to blame for this, because it was simply
unrealistic to build up a new organisation, a new
production plant and a new aircraft all at the same
time in only 34 months.

Boeing's bad luck did not seem to change. The
company's vital nerve was hit badly by the 747 crisis,
the discontinuation of the super sonic airliner program
SST and declining orders. It was initially planned for
the profits of the 707s and 727s to keep the 737 and
747 projects afloat. However, the Board of Directors
in Seattle were not able to predict the impending
recession. The result was debts amounting to $1
billion. Boeing reduced its staff from 100,000 in 1968
to 38,000. This rigorous reduction and the sales
success of the 727-200 led Boeing back on the road of
success.
Pratt & Whitney was finally able to remedy the
existing engine problems. As a result the Jumbo's
reliability increased impressively. Half a year after its
service, the 747-Fleet had already transported one
million passengers. From 1970 Boeing expanded its
program by taking on the 747-200 with wider range
and bigger payload. It also offered the aircraft with
different engines, i.e. Pratt & Whitney JT9D, General
Electric CF6 and Rolls Royce RB524. The 747-200
became the most popular model with 393 models and
was only beaten by the 747-400. Later the 747SP
Special Performance followed for extremely long
distances and the 747-300 with lengthened upper deck
for up to 69 passengers. The program has for now

been brought to a conclusion with the 747-400 with
two-man cockpit, modern avionics and more powerful
engines.
During the Superjet's 30th anniversary celebrations
Sutter, now retired Executive Vice Director, said,
"From the beginning the 747 was intended to be
versatile. That is why she did adjust to new
technologies and our customers' requirements over
decades. This flexibility contributed towards the
plane's success and makes it legendary." Currently
Boeing is investigating the 747-400X with an
increased take-off weight of 409.5 tons. This version
can fly 740 km further than the ordinary 747-400.
According to Ed Renouard, Vice President and
General Manager of the 747/767 Program, who spoke
during the celebration in Everett, lengthened versions
are being considered. "The 747's evolutionary
possibilities will without doubt enable us to continue
building versions of the Jumbo for the next 30 years,"
explained Renouard.
Although orders are currently receding because of the
Asian economic crisis, the Boeing 747 remains the
flagship of the world's largest constructor. It is
possible that the introduction of the Airbus A3XX in
2005 will take the lead of the Jumbo Jet. Until then

the Boeing 747 is and remains a prime example for
technological performance.
Instantly recognized by passengers around the world,
the Boeing 747 is in a class by itself. The 747-400
continues the 747 family legacy by integrating
advanced technology into one of the world's most
modern and fuel-efficient airliners. Currently, the only
model in production, the 747-400 incorporates major
aerodynamic improvements over earlier 747 models,
including the addition of winglets to reduce drag, new
avionics, a new flight deck and the latest in-flight
entertainment systems.
The improved and advanced 747-400 delivers more
range, better fuel economy and lower operating costs
than the previous 747 models. The 747-400 has a
range of approximately 8,300 statute miles (13,360
km) and the lowest cost per seat-mile of any twinaisle airplane offered by any manufacturer. It has a
dispatch-reliability rate of 98.8 percent.
Boeing delivered the first 747-400 in 1989 to
Northwest Airlines. Since the first 747 delivery in
1969, Boeing has delivered more than 1,230 747s, of
which 500 are high-technology 747-400s. The 747's
longevity and popularity are based on its unbeatable

low seat-mile costs, flexibility, long-range dominance,
unmatched comfort options and ability to integrate
new technology.
Aerodynamics and Structural Materials
The 747-400's most noticeable aerodynamic
improvement is the 6-foot longer wing with a 6-foothigh winglet angled upward and slightly outward.
This change reduces fuel burn and extends the
airplane's range. While designing the 747-400, Boeing
engineers discovered that the kind of wing shape
needed by the airplane created a whirling pattern,
called a vortex, at the wingtip while the airplane
moved through the air at cruising speed. The top part
of that whirling movement of air actually pushed
down on the top of the wing, creating drag.
Initially, it was thought that the problem could be
solved by adding several feet to the wing, but that
would make it difficult to navigate increasingly
crowded airport taxiways and ramps. Longer wings
also would reduce the number of airport terminal
gates available to the 747-400. The acceptable
solution came in the form of a compromise that
involved lengthening the wing by 6 feet and adding
the winglet.
The winglet provides the effect of having an even
greater wingspan without outgrowing the standard

airport slot. The wingtip extension and winglet offer a
fuel mileage improvement of about 3 percent, which
during the lifespan of an airplane amounts to
considerable savings for the airlines and their
passengers. The durable and lightweight winglets are
made of graphite-epoxy materials, currently used on
the Boeing 737, 757, 767 and 777 airplanes. The
composite and aluminum winglet saves 60 pounds (27
kg) per airplane compared to an all-aluminum
structure.
Boeing also recontoured the wing-to-body fairing for
drag improvement and achieved additional efficiency
from newly designed nacelles and struts for the
airplane's advanced engines: the General Electric
CF6-80C2, the Pratt & Whitney PW4000 and the
Rolls-Royce RB211. These engines provide up to
62,000 pounds of thrust.
Use of advanced materials allows considerable
structural weight reductions throughout the 747-400.
Metal flooring, previously used in the passenger
cabin, has been replaced by light, tough graphite
composite floor panels.
Structural carbon brakes are standard on the 747-400's
16 main landing-gear wheels. They provide improved
energy absorption characteristics and wear resistance,
as well as an estimated 1,800-pound (816 kg) weight
savings over previous brakes.

The 747-400 also achieved weight savings of
approximately 4,200 pounds (1,900 kg) by using
higher-strength aluminum alloys with improved
fatigue life. These alloys, introduced on the 757 and
767, are incorporated in the 747-400's wing skins,
stringers and lower-spar chords.
Flight Deck
The 747-400 flight deck provides flexibility that is
being incorporated in more models across the Boeing
fleet. The 747-300 three-crew analog cockpit was
transformed into a fully digital, two-crew flight deck
with cathode ray tube (CRT) displays. Six 8- by 8inch (200 by 200 mm) CRTs are used to display
airplane flight control, navigation, engine and crewalerting functions. They allow more information to be
displayed with fewer instruments. The number of
flight deck lights, gauges and switches was reduced to
365 from the 971 on the 747-300. Flight crew
workload is designed to be one-half to one-third that
of former 747 models.
In the event of an individual CRT failure, automatic or
manual display switching is used as a backup. The
Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting System (EICAS)
can call up the status or schematics of various systems
at any time on one of the CRTs. Crews now can obtain
an update of the airplane's mechanical condition while
in flight, whereas before the information only was

available to maintenance workers when the airplane
was parked.
Interior Design
Boeing redesigned the interior of the 747-400 to
improve passenger comfort, convenience and appeal.
Ceiling and sidewall panels were recontoured with
new, lighter-weight materials that provide an open,
airy look. Passenger stowage capacity increased to
15.9 cubic feet (0.4 m3) in each 60-inch (152 cm)
outboard stowage bin, or 2.9 cubic feet (0.08 m3) per
passenger.
New laminate materials were designed to meet Boeing
fireworthiness goals. A new thermoplastic blend
reduces smoke and toxicity levels in the event of fire,
and upper-deck ceiling panels are made of improved
polyester and phenolic sheet molding materials
instead of polyester.
Interior flexibility allows airline operators to relocate
class dividers and galley and lavatory modules more
quickly to serve market requirements. Lavatory
installation is simplified by a vacuum waste system,
and additional locations for galleys and lavatories are
available. These "quick-change features" allow major
rearrangement within 48 hours, while seats and
compartments can be changed overnight.
Boeing also revised the 747-400 air-distribution
system. This increases the main deck cabin air

distribution zones from three to five, which allows
ventilation rates in each zone to be regulated based on
passenger density.
For the first time on any airliner, an optional cabin
crew rest area uses space in the rear of the fuselage
above the aft lavatories. This area, which can be
configured for eight bunks and two seats, provides
privacy as well as comfort for off-duty flight
attendants. By relocating the crew rest to this area, 10
more profit-making seats are available on the main
deck of the aircraft.
Increased Range and Flexibility
An optional 3,300-U.S.-gallon (12,490 L) fuel tank in
the horizontal tail boosts the 747-400's range an
additional 400 statute miles (650 km). The 747-400
also has a new 1,450-horsepower auxiliary power unit
(APU) that provides an estimated 35 percent to 40
percent reduction in fuel consumption, better air
pressurization performance on hot days, higher
electrical output and reduced noise levels. Mounted in
the rear fuselage, the APU supplies pressurized air for
air conditioning and engine starting while the airplane
is on the ground, plus electrical power to operate
lights and other requirements during stops. The new
APU also can be retrofitted to earlier 747s.
The 747-400 is available in passenger, combi,
freighter and domestic configurations. The 747-400

Combi is two airplanes in one, carrying both
passengers (forward) and cargo (aft) on the main
deck. The 747-400 Freighter is the largest commercial
cargo transport in service, and the 747-400 Domestic
is a high-capacity (568 passengers) airplane that
incorporates structural improvements to accommodate
the increased takeoff and landing cycles of shortrange operations. Because it does not need the dragreducing capabilities of the 747-400's longer wing and
winglet, the 747-400 Domestic uses the same wings as
the 747-100, -200 and -300 models.
Boeing 747 marks 30 years in service
Jan. 21 marks the 30th anniversary of the Boeing 747.
To date,1,238 have been delivered, more than any
other widebody jet in history. Eleven-hundred are still
in service, 500 of which are the high-technology
747-400. In November 1999, the 747 received its own
U.S. postage stamp, recognizing its place as one of the
top three aviation achievements of the 20th century.
Parts of the aircraft are made in Wichita.
The first 747, the 747-100, rolled out of the Seattle
works on 30th September 1968, and flew on 9th
February 1969. The first commercial flight was with
Pan Am between London and New York on 22nd

January 1970.
The 747-200 is a heavier version, which entered
service with KLM Royal Dutch Airlines (the oldest
name in the airline business, incidentally) in February
1971. Its increased weight and improved range
stemmed mainly from an increase in the fuel load. A
freight version, the -200F, appeared in April 1972,
together with a short-range high-capacity version for
the Japanese domestic market, the 747SR. This carries
523 passengers.
1973 saw the start of planning for the 747SP, the first
example appearing on 19th May 1975 with the first
flight on 4th July. This is a special performance
version, produced for services where the prodigious
passenger-carrying capacity of its longer sisters is
unnecessary. The aircraft is nearly 14.5 m shorter than
the standard version, the tailfin some 1.5 m taller, and
the tailplanes 3 m longer. Pan Am was the first
customer for this, too. The last example of 45 was
built in 1982.
In 1982 the upper deck of the -200 was stretched by 7
m to produce the 747-300. This first flew on 5th
October 1982, and the initial customer was Swissair.
The modification was also applied to existing 747's.

The current production version (pricelist on Boeing's
website - some $170 million - delivery included?) is
the 747-400. Built with a fully EFIS cockpit (i.e.
electronic instruments and fly-by-wire technology;
pictured right) it needs two flight crew rather than
three, and is lighter than its predecessors because of
the widespread use of composite materials. It might
look like aluminium.... The winglets are a
characteristic feature, there is a long upper deck, and
there is increased fuel capacity compared with
previous versions. The high capacity -400D takes 566
passengers and is the present version of the 747SR.
There is also a freight variant, the -400F.
The mid-1960s was a propitious time to begin
developing a large airplane. Helped by affordable
fares, air-passenger traffic was growing explosively.
Increasingly crowded skies and the availability of
large-thrust engines added to the incentive for creating
the giant 747.
Boeing had a start on the design and technology of
such an airplane because the company had bid on, but
lost, the contract for a gigantic military transport, the
C-5A.
When Boeing approached the airlines about a 550-seat

jetliner in 1966, Pan American placed a $525 million
order for the new 747 almost immediately.
To build the new plane, Boeing constructed a $200
million plant in Everett, Wash., 30 miles north of
Seattle. The world's biggest airliner would be
assembled in the world's largest building (by volume).
The 747 was truly monumental in size. The fuselage
of the original 747 was 225 feet long; the tail as tall as
a six-story building. Pressurized, it carried a ton of air.
The cargo hold had room for 3,400 pieces of baggage
and could be unloaded in seven minutes. The total
wing area was larger than a basketball court. Yet the
entire global navigation system weighed less than a
modern laptop computer.
Later, derivatives of the basic 747 were offered. The
747-200 can carry approximately 440 passengers
about 5,600 nautical miles. The 747-300 has an
extended upper deck and is designed to be more costeffective to operate than the 747-200.
The latest model, the 747-400, rolled out in 1988. The
largest of all commercial jetliners, it uses advanced
technology throughout, especially in the all-digital
flight deck, where only two crew members are needed

instead of the usual three. The wingspan has been
increased by 18 feet to a total of 212 feet, with 6-foothigh "winglets" on the wing tips. The 747-400 also is
produced as a freighter, as a combination freighter and
passenger model, and in a special domestic version,
without the winglets, for shorter-range flights.

BOEING 747-200B
No. of passengers: 281-372
Crew: 8-15
Engines: Four 21 300 kp
Pratt & Whitney turbofan
Cruising speed: 890 kmph
Range: 10 400 km
Remarks: Long-range aircraft
Period of operation for SAS: 1971-1983
4 x 244 kN Pratt & Whitney JT9D-7R4G2
Dimensions and Weights
Span 59.6 m Landing gear track
11.0 m Max
ramp weight 379,210 kg Max payload (kg)
69,400
Length 70.7 m Wheelbase
25.6 m Max take-off
weight 377,850 kg Range w/ max payload
11,000
Height 19.3 m Turn radius 42.8 m Max landing

weight 255,830 kg Max fuel (kg) 43,110
Wing Area 512 m· Wing Sweep 37.5π Max zerofuel weight 238,820 kg
Range w/ max fuel (km)
13,690
Empty weight 170,400 kg Max fuel (litres)
198,380
Performance
FAR Field Lengths Speeds
Take-off Landing
ISA sea level 3,190 m ISA sea level 1,890 m V2
speed
177 kt
ISA +20πC sl 3,610 m ISA +20πC sl 1,890 m VAT
speed
141 kt
ISA 5,000 ft 2,130 m VNO speed
375 kt MNO
speed
M 0.92
ISA +20π 5,000 ft 2,130 m ISA = International
Standard Atmosphere
Cruise Performance and Accomodation
Cruise
Long range Cabin Cargo
compartments
Max speed 507 kt Max speed
484 kt Max
seats
550 Hold volume 175 m¸
Altitude 35,000 ft
Altitude
35,000 ft
Seat
pitch 76 cm/30.4" No of holds 3
Fuel cons./h 12,990 kg
Fuel cons./h 10,700
kg
Abreast 10 Press diff (bar)
0.60

BOEING 747-400 COMBI
No. of passengers: 209-230
Crew: 8-10
Engines: Four 24000 kp
Pratt & Whitney turbofan
Cruising speed: 890 kmph
Range: 10400 km
Remarks: Boing 747 with cabin divided and the aft
section used for cargo.
Long-range aircraft
Period of operation for SAS: 1977-1987
4 x 254 kN Pratt & Whitney PW4056 or 251 kN
General Electric CF6-80C2B1F or 264 kN Rolls
Royce RB.211-524H
Dimensions and Weights for Pratt & Whitney
powered aircraft
Span 64.5 m Landing gear track 11.0 m Max
ramp weight 397,730 kg Max payload (kg)
49,140
Length 70.7 m Wheelbase
25.6 m Max take-off
weight 396,830 kg
Height 19.3 m Turn radius 42.8 m Max landing
weight 285,710 kg
Wing Area 511.2 m·
Wing Sweep 37.5π
Max zero-fuel weight 256,240 kg Range w/ max

fuel (km) 12,390
Empty weight 184,080 kg Max
fuel (litres)
216,852
Performance for Pratt & Whitney powered aircraft
FAR Field Lengths
Speeds
Take-off Landing
ISA sea level 2,073 m
ISA +20πC sl 2,073 m
ISA = International Standard Atmosphere
Cruise Performance and Accomodation
Cruise
Long range Cabin Cargo
compartments
Max speed
496 kt Max seats
266
Hold volume 170.7 m¸
Altitude
35,000 ft
Seat pitch 81
cm/32.4" No of holds 3
Abreast 10 Press diff (bar)
0.60

Air India Flight 182

Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix F Cargo Door Incidents
(FAA, NTSB databases)
Detail Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED
AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
854TW
Total Aboard:
98
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
3
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information Primary
Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN

Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
-------------------------------------------------------------------General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19861208079879C
Local Date:
12/08/1986

Local Time:
08:45
City:
MEMPHIS
State:
TN
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-727-223
Airframe Hours:
33354
Operator Code:
AALA
Operator:
AMERICAN AIRLINES
INC - AALA
Owner Name:
AMERICAN AIRLINES
INC
Narrative
UNABLE TO CONTROLCABIN
PRESSURIZATION IN AUTO OR MANUAL
MODE. FOUND
CARGO DOOR SEAL OUT OF THE
TRACK.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
847AA
Total Aboard:
74
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
3
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
UNKNOWN

Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19861227081709C
12/27/1986
09:11
CHICAGO
IL
CHICAGO O'HARE
ORD
INCIDENT - AIR
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
DOUG
DC-8-73F
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
TAGA
Operator:
ORION LIFT SERVICE
INC - TAGA
Owner Name:
ORION AIR
INC
Narrative
CARGO DOOR OPENED ON TAKEOFF.
RETURNED WITH DOOR LIGHTS ON.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
ALL CARGO
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
808UP
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
RETRACT TRICYCLE

Aircraft Weight Class:
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

OVER 12500 LBS

4

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0

Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19870408025949C
Local Date:
04/08/1987
Local Time:
07:08
City:
GREAT FALLS
State:
MT
Airport Name:
GREAT FALLS
INTL
Airport Id:
GTF
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-737-222
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
UALA
Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC UALA

Owner Name:
INC

UNITED AIRLINES

Narrative
A CARGO DOOR WARNING LIGHT CAME ON
DURING CLIMB. THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED
TO THE AIRPORT. DOOR IMPROPERLY
LATCHED.
--------------------------------------------------------------Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
9051U
Total Aboard:
39
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:

FAA INCIDENT DATA

SYSTEM
Report Number:
19870430022259C
Local Date:
04/30/1987
Local Time:
07:45
City:
COLUMBUS
State:
OH
Airport Name:
PORT COLUMBUS
INTL
Airport Id:
CMH
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
TO INITIAL CLIMB (1ST
POWER REDUCTION)
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-737-204
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
PDLA
Operator:
PRESIDENTIAL AIRWAYS
INC - PDLA
Owner Name:
PRESIDENTIAL
AIRWAYS INC
Narrative
THE AIRCRAFT WOULD NOT PRESSURIZE

AND THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO AIRPORT.
CARGO DOOR UNLATCHED. WARNING
LIGHT INOP.
------------------------------------------------------------------Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
313XV
Total Aboard:
31
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR

Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

DAY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
8400
Total in Make/Model:
830
Total Last 90 Days:
160
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 160
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19870310025169C
03/10/1987

Local Time:
10:25
City:
LONDON, UNITED
KINGDOM
State:
OF
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-747-121
Airframe Hours:
68950
Operator Code:
PAAA
Operator:
PAN AMERICAN WORLD
AIRWAYS INC - PAAA
Owner Name:
PAN AMERICAN
WORLD AIRWAYS INC
Narrative
THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO AIRPORT
WHEN UNABLE TO PRESSURIZE THE CABIN.
CARGO DOOR LATCH TORQUE TUBE
WORN.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
740PA
Total Aboard:
245
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY

Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
CARRIER

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19841101064029C
11/01/1984
20:43
DETROIT
MI
SVM
INCIDENT - AIR

Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
NORMAL CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
LKHEED L-188A
Airframe Hours:
40607
Operator Code:
ZIAA
Operator:
ZANTOP
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES INC - ZIAA
Owner Name:
ZANTOP
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES
Narrative
CREW DOOR PORTION OF FORWARD CARGO
DOOR SEPARATED DROM AIRCRAFT OVER
LAKE ERIE. RETURNED FOR
LANDING.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
Type of Operation:
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:

ALL CARGO
CARGO
AIR CARRIER/
346HA

Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
NIGHT
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
Pilot Rating:
ENGINE LAND

AIRLINE TRANSPORT
AIRPLANE MULTI-

Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19860128014289C
Local Date:
01/28/1986
Local Time:
10:13
City:
ST LOUIS
State:
MO
Airport Name:
LAMBERT-ST LOUIS
INTL
Airport Id:
STL
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
TO INITIAL CLIMB (1ST
POWER REDUCTION)
Aircraft Make/Model:
CVAC CV-340XXX

Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
INC - GAIA
Owner Name:
INC

GAIA
KITTY HAWK AIRCARGO
GENERAL AVIATION

Narrative
FORWARD CARGO DOOR OPENED AS
AIRCRAFT TOOK OFF. OBJECTS DROPPED
OUT.
RETURNED. FAILED TO SEE WARNING
LIGHT.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
ALL CARGO
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
453GA
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS

Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

2

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
6000
Total in Make/Model:
500
Total Last 90 Days:
0

Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
<<>>

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19831229069289C
Local Date:
12/29/1983
Local Time:
22:15
City:
CHICAGO
State:
IL
Airport Name:
CHICAGO O'HARE
INTL
Airport Id:
ORD
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-747-131
Airframe Hours:

Operator Code:
TWAA
Operator:
TRANS WORLD
AIRLINES INC - TWAA
Owner Name:
TRANS WORLD
AIRLINES INC
Narrative
AFT CARGO DOOR LIGHT ILLUMINATED ON
CLIMBOUT. DOOR DIFFERENTIAL FLAPPER
DOOR OPEN DUE TO ICED UP MASTER LOCK
PIN.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
93108
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:

Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

4

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: FREEZING
TEMPERATURE
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
NIGHT
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19840214010999C
Local Date:
02/14/1984
Local Time:
06:45
City:
JAMAICA
State:
NY
Airport Name:
JOHN F KENNEDY
INTL
Airport Id:
JFK
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
FINAL APPROACHINSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Aircraft Make/Model:
DOUG
DC-8-63F
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
Owner Name:
VIASA
VENEZUELA

Narrative
FORWARD CARGO DOOR OPENED ON FINAL
APPROACH. CAUSE OF THE DOOR OPENING
COULD NOT BE
DETERMINED.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR
CARRIER
Registration Number:
801WA
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR

Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
Approach Type:

DAWN
NONE

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
-FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19840310022409C
03/10/1984
13:41
DALLAS

State:
TX
Airport Name:
DALLAS/FORT WORTH
INTERNATIONAL
Airport Id:
DFW
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
NORMAL CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-727-123
Airframe Hours:
50208
Operator Code:
AALA
Operator:
AMERICAN AIRLINES
INC - AALA
Owner Name:
AMERICAN AIRLINES
INC
Narrative
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AT CRUISE
ALTITUDE. FOUND FATIGUE FAILURE OF THE
FUSELAGE SKIN FORWARD OF THE AFT
CARGO DOOR.

Detail

Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
1993
Total Aboard:
38
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
3
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT
RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
03
Wind Speed (mph):
06
Visibility (mi):
GREATER THAN 10
MILES
Visibility Restrictions:

Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

DAY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:59 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: c, b, a

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent aircraft accident investigator

Appendix A: Boeing 747 Accidents
(Unofficial 1970 through 1997) Harro Ranter
Following is a listing of all Boeing 747 aircraft,
damaged beyond repair in accidents.
# 1) 06.09.70 () Boeing 747-121 N752PA (19656/34)
Pan American World Airways 0 fatalities / 0
occupants +
Location: Cairo IAP (Egypt) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Ground from: Amsterdam-Schiphol
APT to: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP Flightnr.:
PA93 The aircraft was hijacked by two men just after
leaving Amsterdam. The flight diverted to Beirut,
where 7 others boarded the plane. The aircraft was
flown to Cairo. All occupants were released and the
aircraft was blown up. Source: Aircraft hijackings and
other criminal acts against civil aviation : statistics
and narrative reports / FAA
# 2) 23.07.73 () Boeing 747-246B
JA-8109 (20503/180) Japan Air Lines - JAL 0
fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Benghazi-Benina (Libya) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Ground from:
Amsterdam-Schiphol APT to: Anchorage IAP

Flightnr.: JA404 Flight 404 was hijacked by 4 men
and a woman, shortly after leaving Amsterdam. The
woman hijacker got killed in an accidental explosion
of the explosive device she was carrying. The aircraft
landed at Dubai and later took off for Damascus and
Benghazi. All passengers and crew were released
and the aircraft blown up.
# 3) 20.11.74 (ca. 07:50) Boeing 747-130
D-ABYB (19747/29) Lufthansa
59 fatalities / 157 occupants +
Location: Nairobi-Wilson APT (Kenya) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Take-off from: NairobiWilson APT to: Johannesburg-Jan Smuts APT
Flightnr.: LH540 Boeing 747 D-ABYB was taking off
for the last leg of the Frankfurt-Nairobi- Johannesburg
flight when the crew felt vibration or buffeting
following lift off. The captain, suspecting wheel
imbalance, raised the gear. A lack of acceleration
forced the crew to lower the nose in order to maintain
airspeed. The Boeing continued to descend however
and contacted the ground 1120m past the end of
Runway 24 and struck an elevated road 114m further
on. The aircraft broke up and caught fire before
coming to rest 454m past the initial point of impact.
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The accident was caused by
the crew initiating a take-off with the leading edge

flaps retracted because the pneumatic system which
operates them had not been switched on. This resulted
in the aircraft becoming airborne in a partially stalled
condition which the pilots did not identify in the short
time available to them for recovery. Major
contributory factors were the lack of warning of a
critical condition of leading edge flap position and the
failure of the crew to complete satisfactorily their
checklist items."
# 4) 12.06.75 () Boeing 747-128
N28888 (20542/201) Air France
0 fatalities / 394 occupants +
Location: Bombay (India) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Take-off from: Bombay to: Flightnr.:
During a 180o turn at the beginning of Runway 27 the
No.11 tire (on the right hand maingear) failed. During
take-off the no.12 tire also failed. Wheels and braking
assembly then started rubbing the runway, causing a
fire. The take-off was aborted. Initial delay in shutting
down the engines and an improper deployment of fire
services caused the fire to spread.
# 5) 09.05.76 () Boeing 747-131F
5-8104 (19677/73) Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force
17 fatalities / 17 occupants +
Location: Madrid; nr (Spain) Nature: Freight Phase:

Descent from: to: Madrid-Torrejon AFB Flightnr.:
ULF48 The aircraft was struck by lightning while
descending through FL100 on its way to Torrejon
AFB. The explosion in the no.1 fuel tank which
followed caused severe damage to the left wing. 54
Seconds later the left wing failed and freighter
crashed. POSSIBLE CAUSE: Ignition of fuel vapour
in the ullage of the tank in the vicinity of a motor
drive fuel valve. Source: FI 15.5.76(1283)
# 6) 27.03.77 (17.06) Boeing 747-121
N736PA (19643/11) Pan American World Airways
335 fatalities / 396 occupants + 248
Location: Tenerife (Spain) Nature: Non Scheduled
Passenger Phase: from: Tenerife-Norte Los Rodeos to:
Las Palmas Flightnr.: PA1736 At 12.30h a bomb
explodes in the Las Palmas passenger terminal.
Because of warnings of a possible second bomb, the
airport was closed. A large number of flights were
diverted to Tenerife, a.o. KLM Flight 4805 from
Amsterdam and PanAm Flight 1736 (coming from
Los Angeles and New York). Las Palmas Airport
opened to traffic again at 15.00h. Because the PanAm
passengers remained on aboard it was possible to
leave Tenerife at once. The taxiways were congested
by other aircraft however. This meant the PanAm
crew had to backtrack on Runway 12 for take-off on

Runway 30. The entrance to Runway 12 however, was
blocked by the KLM Boeing. The PanAm flight had to
wait for almost 2 hours before all KLM passengers
(except 1) had reboarded and refuelling had taken
place. The KLM flight was then cleared to backtrack
Runway 12 and make a 180deg. turn at the end. Three
minutes later (at 17.02h) Pan Am 1736 was cleared to
follow the KLM aircraft and backtrack Runway 12.
The PanAm crew were told to leave the runway at the
third taxiway and report leaving the runway. At
17.05:44h KLM 4805 reported ready for take-off and
was given instructions for a Papa beacon departure.
The KLM crew repeated the instructions and added
"We are now at take-off". The brakes were released
and KLM 4805 started the take- off roll. Tenerife
tower, knowing that Pan Am 1736 was still taxying
down the runway replied "OK ...... Stand by for takeoff, I will call you." This message coincided with the
PanAm crew's transmission "No ... uh we're stil
taxiing down the runway, the Clipper 1736". These
communications caused a shrill noise in the KLM
cockpit, lasting approx. 3.74 seconds. Tenerife tower
replied: "Papa Alpha 1736 report runway clear.", were
upon the PanAm crew replied: "OK, will report when
we're clear". This caused some concerns with the
KLM flight engineer asking the captain: "Is he not
clear then?" After repeating his question the captain

answers emphatically: "Oh, yes". A number of second
before impact the KLM crew saw the PanAm Boeing
still taxiing down the runway. The crew tried to climb
away and became airborne after a 65ft taildrag in an
excessive rotation. The PanAm crew immediately
turned the aircraft to the right and applied full power.
The KLM aircraft was airborne, but the fuselage
skidded over the PanAm's aft fuselage, destroying it
and shearing off the tail. The KLM aircraft flew on
and crashed out of control 150m further on, sliding
another 300m bursting into flames. PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The KLM aircraft had taken off without
take-off clearance, in the absolute conviction that this
clearance had been obtained, which was the result of a
misunderstanding between the tower and the KLM
aircraft. This misunderstanding had arisen from the
mutual use of usual terminology which, however,
gave rise to misinterpretation. In combination with a
number of other coinciding circumstances, the
premature take-off of the KLM aircraft resulted in a
collision with the Pan Am aircraft, because the latter
was still on the runway since it had missed the correct
intersection."
Source: Flight Safety Digest July 1995(1-10)/Flight
Safety Foundation; ICAO Circular 153-AN/56 (p.
22-68) Human factors report on the Tenerife accident /
Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)

# 7) 27.03.77 (17.06) Boeing 747-206B
PH-BUF (20400/157) KLM Royal Dutch Airlines 248
fatalities / 248 occupants + 335
Location: Tenerife (Spain) Nature: Non Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Take-off from: Tenerife-Norte Los
Rodeos to: Las Palmas Flightnr.: KL4805 At 12.30h a
bomb explodes in the Las Palmas passenger terminal.
Because of warnings of a possible second bomb, the
airport was closed. A large number of flights were
diverted to Tenerife, a.o. KLM Flight 4805 from
Amsterdam and PanAm Flight 1736 (coming from
Los Angeles and New York). Las Palmas Airport
opened to traffic again at 15.00h. Because the PanAm
passengers remained on aboard it was possible to
leave Tenerife at once. The taxiways were congested
by other aircraft however. This meant the PanAm
crew had to backtrack on Runway 12 for take-off on
Runway 30. The entrance to Runway 12 however, was
blocked by the KLM Boeing. The PanAm flight had to
wait for almost 2 hours before all KLM passengers
(except 1) had reboarded and refuelling had taken
place. The KLM flight was then cleared to backtrack
Runway 12 and make a 180deg. turn at the end. Three
minutes later (at 17.02h) Pan Am 1736 was cleared to
follow the KLM aircraft and backtrack Runway 12.
The PanAm crew were told to leave the runway at the

third taxiway and report leaving the runway. At
17.05:44h KLM 4805 reported ready for take-off and
was given instructions for a Papa beacon departure.
The KLM crew repeated the instructions and added
"We are now at take-off". The brakes were released
and KLM 4805 started the take- off roll. Tenerife
tower, knowing that Pan Am 1736 was still taxying
down the runway replied "OK ...... Stand by for takeoff, I will call you." This message coincided with the
PanAm crew's transmission "No ... uh we're stil
taxiing down the runway, the Clipper 1736". These
communications caused a shrill noise in the KLM
cockpit, lasting approx. 3.74 seconds. Tenerife tower
replied: "Papa Alpha 1736 report runway clear.", were
upon the PanAm crew replied: "OK, will report when
we're clear". This caused some concerns with the
KLM flight engineer asking the captain: "Is he not
clear then?" After repeating his question the captain
answers emphatically: "Oh, yes". A number of second
before impact the KLM crew saw the PanAm Boeing
still taxiing down the runway. The crew tried to climb
away and became airborne after a 65ft taildrag in an
excessive rotation. The PanAm crew immediately
turned the aircraft to the right and applied full power.
The KLM aircraft was airborne, but the fuselage
skidded over the PanAm's aft fuselage, destroying it
and shearing off the tail. The KLM aircraft flew on

and crashed out of control 150m further on, sliding
another 300m bursting into flames. PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The KLM aircraft had taken off without
take-off clearance, in the absolute conviction that this
clearance had been obtained, which was the result of a
misunderstanding between the tower and the KLM
aircraft. This misunderstanding had arisen from the
mutual use of usual terminology which, however,
gave rise to misinterpretation. In combination with a
number of other coinciding circumstances, the
premature take-off of the KLM aircraft resulted in a
collision with the Pan Am aircraft, because the latter
was still on the runway since it had missed the correct
intersection."
Source: Flight Safety Digest July 1995(1-10)/Flight
Safety Foundation; ICAO Circular 153-AN/56 (p.
22-68) Human factors report on the Tenerife accident /
Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
# 8) 01.01.78 (ca. 20:15) Boeing 747-237B VT-EBD
(19959/124) Air India
213 fatalities / 213 occupants +
Location: Arabian Sea, off Bandra (India) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Climb from: to: Dubai
IAP Flightnr.: AI855 The aircraft left Bombay-Santa
Cruz Airport for a flight to Dubai (Flight AI855).
Following a right turn, the aircraft rolled to the left

beyond 90o, lost control and crashed into shallow
(10m deep) water, 3km offshore at an angle of 35-40o.
PROBABLE CAUSE: The Attitude Director Indicator
(ADI) probably malfunctioned during the right turn,
which led to a complete loss of situational awareness
of the crew members.
# 9) 19.11.80 () Boeing 747-2B5B
HL-7445 (21773/366) Korean Air Lines - KAL 14
fatalities / 212 occupants +
Location: Seoul-Kimpo IAP (Korea) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Landing from: to: SeoulKimpo IAP Flightnr.: The aircraft struck a 45o
embankent slope 2.4m from the top, crashed on
Runway 14, broke up and caught fire. Weather at the
time of the accident was a visibility 1000m, fog,
temperature 2deg.
# 10) 04.08.83 () Boeing 747-121
N738PA (19645/14) Pan American World Airways 0
fatalities / 243 occupants +
Location: Karachi IAP (Pakistan) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Landing from: to: Karachi IAP
Flightnr.: The aircraft touched down on a wet runway
and reverse thrust was applied on all engines, except
no.4 (of which the reverser had been de-activated).
When coming out of reverse, the no.4 engine reached

1.4199 EPR, causing the Boeing th yaw to the left and
depart the runway 2400m past the threshold.
PROBABLE CAUSE: Inadvertent application of
power on the no.4 engine while coming out of reverse.
# 11) 01.09.83 (18.26) Boeing 747-230B
HL-7442 (20559/186) Korean Air Lines - KAL 269
fatalities / 269 occupants +
Location: Okhotsk Sea () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: Anchorage IAP, AK to:
Seoul-Kimpo IAP Flightnr.: KE007 The Boeing
arrived at Anchorage at 03.30 local time after a flight
from New York. At 05.00h the aircraft took off again
from Runway 32, bound for Seoul. The flight was
cleared directly to the Bethel VOR beacon and then
on to the Romeo 20 route. However, the aircraft
started diverging from it's intended course and passed
12mls North of the Bethel beacon. While approaching
the Kamchatka peninsula, 6 MiG-23 fighters were
scrambled. Because a US Boeing RC-135 intelligence
plane was flying in the area East off Kamchatka, the
Soviet defence forces probably thought the B747
radar echo to be the RC-135. KAL 007 left Russian
airspace over the Okhostk Sea and the fighters
returned to their base. Passing abeam the Nippi
beacon (4hrs after take-off), the aircraft was 185mls
off course and headed for Sakhalin. Two Soviet

Sukhoi Su-15 fighters were scrambled from the
Dolinsk-Sokol airbase at 17.42h UTC and 17.54
respectively. At 18.16h UTC flight 007 re-entered
Soviet airspace. At 18.22h the Soviet command
ordered destruction of the target (for the 2nd time).
Two air-to-air missiles were lauched by one of the
fighters and struck the Boeing at 18.26h. Cabin
pressure was lost and the aircraft suffered control
problems, causing the Boeing to spiral down and
crash into the sea.
# 12) 27.11.83 (00.06) Boeing 747-283B
HK-2910 (21381/311) Avianca
181 fatalities / 192 occupants +
Location: Madrid-Barajas APT; 12km SE (Spain)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Final Approach
from: Paris-Charles de Gaulle to: Madrid-Barajas
Flightnr.: AV011 Avianca Flight 011 took off from
Paris-Charles de Gaulle at 22.25h for a flight to
Bogota via Madrid. The crew intercepted the ILS (for
an approach to Runway 33) on the wrong track and
continued to descend below MDA. This led to some
problems with inserting the Madrid VOR coordiantes
in the aircraft's INS (inertial navigation system),
which caused the pilot to initiate a right turn short of
the VOR beacon (the point were he should have made
the turn). The right maingear and no.4 engine

suddenly contacted a hill at an altitude of 2247ft and a
speed of 142kts. Three seconds later the aircraft
impacted a second hill at a sped of 135kts and a
4,9deg. nose-up attitude. Six seconds after contacting
the 2nd hill, the aircraft (at 126kts) hit the ground with
the right wing, which broke off. The Boeing
cartwheeled and broke in five pieces and came to rest
upside down. PROBABLE CAUSE: "The pilot-incormnand, without having any precise knowledge of
his position, set out to intercept the ILS on an
incorrect track without initiating the published
instrument approach manoeuvre; in so doing he
descended below all; the area safety minima until he
collided with the ground. Contributory factors were:
a) Inaccurate navigation by the crew, which placed
them in an incorrect position for initiating the
approach manoeuvre.; b) Failure of the crew to take
corrective action in accordance with the operating
instructions of the ground proximity warning system.;
c) Deficient teamwork on the flight deck.; d)
Imprecise position information supplied to the aircraft
by APP.; e) The APP controller, in failing to inform
the aircraft that radar service had terminated, did not
maintain a proper watch on the radar
scope." (Accident Investigation Board, Spain) Source:
ICAO Circular 196-AN/119 (105-107, incomplete)

# 13) 16.03.85 () Boeing 747-3B3
F-GDUA (22870/573) Union de Transportes Ariens UTA 0 fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Paris-Charles de Gaulle (France) Nature:
Phase: Ground from: - to: - Flightnr.:
Destroyed by fire.
# 14) 23.06.85 (07.15 GMT) Boeing 747-237B VTEFO (21473/330) Air India
329 fatalities / 329 occupants +
Location: Atlantic Ocean () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: Montreal-Mirabel IAP
to: London-Heathrow APT Flight nr.: AI182 The
aircraft left Toronto almost 2 hours late due to the
installation of a 5th spare engine, fitted below the left
wing. The engine had to be ferried for repairs in India.
After a stopover at Montreal, Flight 182 continued to
London. At 07.15h GMT the aircraft suddenly
disappeared from radar screens. An explosion had
occurred at FL310, causing a rapid decompression,
followed by an inflight break-up. The aircraft crashed
into the 2000m deep ocean off Shannon. PROBABLE
CAUSE: A bomb, placed on board by a Sikh terrorist,
caused an explosion, powerful enough to cause an
inflight break-up. Source: Aircraft hijackings and
other criminal acts against civil aviation : statistical
and narrative reports / FAA; Aviation disasters / D.

Gero (p. 182-183); Air Disasters / S. Stewart; Flight
International 1.11.86 + 18.10.86
# 15) 12.08.85 (18.56) Boeing 747-SR46
JA-8119 (20783/230) Japan Air Lines - JAL 520
fatalities / 524 occupants +
Location: Tokyo; nr (Japan) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Climb from: Tokyo-Haneda IAP to:
Osaka IAP Flightnr.: JL123 JAL Flight 123 took off
from Tokyo-Haneda at 18.12h for a flight to Osaka. At
18.24h, while climbing through 23900ft at a speed of
300kts, an unusual vibration occurred. An impact
force raised the nose of the aircraft and control
problems were experienced. Two minutes later
hydarulic pressure had dropped and ailerons, elevators
and yaw dumper became inerative, followed by dutch
roll and plughoid oscillations (unusual movement in
which altitude and speed change significantly in a
20-100sec. cycle without change of angle of attack).
The aircraft started to descend to 6600ft while the
crew tried to control the aircraft by using engine
thrust. Upon reaching 6600ft the airspeed had dropped
to 108kts. The aircraft then climbed with a 39deg.
angle of attack to a maximum of approx. 13400ft and
started to descend again. JAl123 finally brushed
against a tree covered ridge, continued and struck
another ridge, bursting into flames. PROBABLE

CAUSE: "Deterioration of flight characteristics and
loss of primary flight controls due to rupture of the aft
pressure bulkhead with subsequent ruptures of the tail,
vertical fin and hydraulic flight control systems. The
reason for the aft pressure bulkhead rupture was that
its strength was reduced by the fatigue cracks
propagating in the spliced portion of the bulkhead's
webs. The initiation and propagation of the fatigue
cracks are attributable to the improper repairs of the
bulkhead, conducted in 1978, and since the fatigue
cracks were not found in the later maintenance
inspections, this contributed to the accident." Source:
# 16) 02.12.85 () Boeing 747-228B
F-GCBC (22427/485) Air France
0 fatalities / 273 occupants +
Location: Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Landing
The aircraft veered off the runway on landing, crossed
a ditch and collided with a concrete ramp. It appeared
that the no.1 engine throttle cable had broken, making
it impossible for the flightcrew to control engine
power. The engine had accelerated to an unusually
high level of (forward) thrust (above take-off power).

# 17) 28.11.87 (00:07 UTC) Boeing 747-244B ZS-

SAS (22171/488) South African Airways - SAA 159
fatalities / 159 occupants +
Location: Indian Ocean () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Descent from: Taibei-Chang Kai
Shek IAP to: Flightnr.: SA295 South African flight
295 took off from Taibei at 14.23, carrying 159
occupants and 6 pallets of cargo in the main deck
cargo hold. At 23.49h the crew reported Mauritius
Approach control they had a fire on board. An
emergency descent to FL140 was carried out.
Mauritius ATC cleared the aircraft to FL50, followed
by a approach clearance. The captain's response was
the last radio contact with SA295. It appeared that a
fire had started in the cargo pallet at position PR. The
aircraft had somehow lost control, broke up and
crashed into the Ocean. PROBABLE CAUSE: Fire of
an unknown origin had possibly: 1) incapacitated the
crew; 2) caused disorientation of the crew due to thick
smoke; 3) caused crew distraction; 4) weakened the
aircraft structure, causing an inflight break-up.; 5)
burned through several control cables; 6) caused loss
of control due to deformation of the aircraft fuselage.
Source:
# 18) 21.12.88 (19.03) Boeing 747-121A
N739PA (19646/15) Pan American World Airways
259 fatalities / 259 occupants + 11

Location: Lockerbie (UK) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: London-Heathrow
APT to: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP Flightnr.:
PA103 Flight PA103 departed London-Heathrow
Runway 27R for New York at 18.25. The aircraft
levlled off at FL310 31 minutes later. At 19.03
Shanwick Oceanic Control transmitted an oceanic
clearance. At that time an explosion occurred in the
aircraft's forward cargo hold at position 4L. The
explosive forces produced a large hole in the fuselage
structure and disrupted the main cabin floor. Major
cracks continued to propagate from the large hole
while containers and items of cargo ejected through
the hole, striking the empennage, left- and right
tailplane. The forward fuselage and flight deck area
separated when the aircraft was in a nose down and
left roll attitude, peeling away to the right at Station
800. The nose section then knocked the No.3 engine
off its pylon. The remaining aircraft disintegrated
while it was descending nearly vertically from
19000ft to 9000ft. A section of cabin floor and
baggage hold (from approx. Station 1241-1920) fell
onto housing at Rosebank Terrace, Lockerbie. The
main wing structure struck the ground with a high
yaw angle at Sherwood Crescent, Lockerbie causing a
massive fire. The Semtex bomb which caused the
explosion had probably been hidden in a radio

cassette player and was transferred to PA103 from a
Pan Am Boeing 727 flight, arriving from Frankfurt.
The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
General Command (PFLP-GC) was probably the
organization responsible for the bombing.
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The in-flight disintegration of
the aircraft was caused by the detonation of an
improvised explosive device located in a baggage
container positioned on the left side of the forward
cargo hold at aircraft station 700." (Accident Report
2/90) Source: ICAO Circular 260-AN/154 (133-188);
ASW 12.4.93(3); AW&ST 2.1.89 (28-32)
# 19) 19.02.89 (06.36) Boeing 747-249F
N807FT (21828/408) Flying Tiger Line
4 fatalities / 4 occupants +
Location: Kuala Lumpur; 7,5 mls (Malaysia) Nature:
Freight Phase: Final Approach from: to: Kuala
Lumpur-Subang IAP Flightnr.: FT66 The Boeing
crashed into a wooded hillside, while on an NDB
approach to Runway 33. The aircraft had descended
1800ft below minimum altitude and collided with a
hill at 600ft MSL. PROBABLE CAUSE: Nonstandard phraseology was used by Kuala Lumpur
ATC, causign the the crew to misinterpret the
instructions.
Source: ICAO Adrep Summary; AW&ST 27.02.89

(24); FI 17- 12.01.90 (44)
# 20) 07.05.90 () Boeing 747-237B
VT-EBO (20558/188) Air India
0 fatalities / 215 occupants +
Location: Delhi (India) Nature: Scheduled Passenger
Phase: Landing from: London-Heathrow APT to:
Delhi-Indira Gandhi IAP Flightnr.: AI132 The Boeing
747 touched down at Delhi after a flight from London.
On application of reverse thrust, a failure of the no.1
engine pylon to wing attachment caused this engine to
tilt nose down. Hot exhaustion gasses caused a fire on
the left wing. The aircraft was damaged beyond repair.
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The accident was caused due
to the migration of the improperly installed diagonalbrace aft fuse-pin of the No.1 engine from its fitting
which substantially reduced the load carrying
capability of the engine fittings resulting in failure of
the upper-link forward fuse pin due to excessive loads
on account of probably improper landing leading to a
partial separation of engine and fire." Source: NTSB/
SIR-94/02 (p. 16)
# 21) 18.02.91 () Boeing 747-136
G-AWND (19764/107) British Airways
0 fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Kuwait City IAP (Kuwait) Nature: - Phase:

Ground from: - to: - Flight nr.: - The aircraft was at
Kuwait Airport during the Iraqi invasion of August 2,
1990 and blown up by Iraqi forces when allied forced
intervened.
# 22) 29.12.91 (ca 15.05) Boeing 747-2R7F B- 198
(22390/482) China Airlines
5 fatalities / 5 occupants +
Location: Wanli; nr (Taiwan) Nature: Freight Phase:
Climb from: Taibei-Chang Kai Shek IAP to:
Anchorage IAP Flightnr.: CI358 The aircraft was
climbing through 5200ft when the no.3 engine
separated from the wing. The engine struck the no.4
engine, which separated also. Control was lost and the
aircraft crashed into a hillside at 700ft. The aircraft
had accumulated 45868 hours and 9094 cycles.
PROBABLE CAUSE: Initial findings suggest a
failure of both no.3 engine inboard midspar fittings,
partly in fatigue partly ductile. Source: S152; Aircraft
Accident Report 92-11 El Al Flight 1862 ... /
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board (p.32); AW&ST
6.1.92 (23); fi 8-14.1.92 (11)
# 23) 04.10.92 (17.35 UTC) Boeing 747-258F 4XAXG (21737/362) El Al
4 fatalities / 4 occupants + 47
Location: Amsterdam (Netherlands) Nature: Freight

Phase: Climb from: Amsterdam-Schiphol APT to: Tel
Aviv-Ben Gurion Flightnr.: LY1862 PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The design and certification of the B747
pylon was found to be inadequate to provide the
required level of safety. Furthermore the system to
ensure structural integrity by inspection failed. This
ultimately caused - probably initiated by fatigue in the
inboard midspar fuse-pin - the no.3 pylon and engine
to separate from the wing in such a way that the no.4
pylon and engine were torn off, part of the leading
edge of the wing was damaged and the use of several
systems was lost or limited. This subsequently left the
flight crew with very limited control of the airplane.
Because of the marginal controllability a safe landing
became highly improbable, if not virtually
impossible." Source: Aircraft Accident Report 92-11
El Al Flight 1862 Boeing 747-258F 4X-AXG
Bijlmermeer, Amsterdam October 4, 1992 /
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board; NTSB Safety
Recommendations A-92-117
# 24) 04.11.93 () Boeing 747-409
B- 165 (24313/966) China Airlines
0 fatalities / 396 occupants +
Location: Hon Kong-Kai Tak APT (Hong Kong)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Landing from:
to: Hon Kong-Kai Tak APT Flightnr.: CI605 The

aircraft skidded off the wet runway and ended up in
shallow water. The flight landed with heavy
crosswinds, caused by tropical storm Ira. Source:
ASW 8.11.93(4) + ASW 13.12.93(6) + ASW 28.3.94
(3); Air Letter No. 13,186 - 20.2.95 (1)
# 25) 20.12.95 (11.36 EST) Boeing 747-136 N605FF
(20271/172) Tower Air
0 fatalities / 468 occupants +
Location: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP (USA)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Take-off from:
New York-John F. Kennedy IAP, NY to: Miami IAP
Flightnr.: FF41 Flight 41, bound for Miami was
pushed back from the gate at 10.36h. At 11.00h
deicing procedures were started at 11.00h, using both
Type I and Type II fluids. The crew received clearance
for Runway 4L at 11.16h and started to taxy slowly
towards the assigned runway. The aircraft was stopped
on the taxiway to clear the engines of any ice by
increasing power to 45% N1 for 10 seconds. The
aircraft continued and the flight was cleared to taxi in
position and hold at 11.32h and got take-off clearance
at 11.36h. The take-off was normal, until shortly
before 80kts. The aircraft started to move to the left;
corrections by the crew were ineffective. The captain
then aborted the takeoff by retarding powerlevers to
idle and by applying maximum braking. He didn't use

reverse thrust, because of the slow speed, long runway
and the possibility that it could worsen directional
control. At 2100ft past the threshold, the 747 departed
the left side of the runway. The aircraft finally struck a
transformer, causing the no,4 engine to separate. The
Boeing came to rest at 4800ft past the threshold and
600ft to the left of the runway centerline with the
nosegear collapsed. PROBABLE CAUSE" The
captain's failure to reject the takeoff in a timely
manner when excessive nosewheel steering tiller
inputs resulted in a loss of directional control on a
slippery runway. Inadequate Boeing 747 slippery
runway operating procedures developed by Tower Air,
Inc., and the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group and
the inadequate fidelity of Boeing 747 flight training
simulators for slippery runway operations contributed
to the cause of this accident. The captain's
reapplication of forward thrust before the airplane
departed the left side of the runway contributed to the
severity of the runway excursion and damage to the
airplane." (NTSB)
Source: AW&ST 1.1.96(31); Knipselkrant Luchtvaart
52-1995; S201(50); ASW 29.01.96(6) + 05.02.96(7) +
26.02.96(7) + 4.11.96 (8); NTSB Safety
Recommendations A-96-45 through -47
# 26) 17.07.96 (20.31 EDT) Boeing 747-131 N93119

(20083/153) Trans World Airlines - TWA 230
fatalities / 230 occupants +
Location: Long Island, off (USA) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Climb from: New York-John F.
Kennedy IAP, NY to: Paris-Charles de Gaulle
Flightnr.: TW800
# 27) 12.11.96 (18.40) Boeing 747-168B
HZ-AIH (22748/555) Saudia
312 fatalities / 312 occupants + 37
Location: Charki Dadri; 3mls (India) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Climb from: Delhi-Indira
Gandhi IAP to: Dhahran IAP Flightnr.: SV763 Air
Kazakhstan Flight 1907 had taken off from Chimkent
for a flight to New Delhi and was inbound to Delhi on
Airway G452, descending to FL150. Saudia Flight
763 had taken off from New Delhi at 18.32h for a
scheduled flight to Dhahran and Jeddah. The aircraft
followed the Parvi SID and climbed to FL140.
Apparently the Kazakh aircraft had descended below
its assigned altitude and was flying at 14500ft when
the crew were told there was a Saudi Boeing 747 8
miles away at FL140. Thirteen seconds later the
Ilyushin had descended another 310ft. Shortly
afterwards both aircraft collided, plummeted down in
flames and crashed in an arid farming area. Source:
AW&ST 18.11.96 (34-36); IHT 6.5.97 Pilot eror focus

of India Collision investigation - Nov. 14, 1996 India
buries, cremates victims of air disaster - Nov. 14, 1996
# 28) 05.08.97 (01.50) Boeing 747-3B5
HL7468 (22487/605) Korean Air
223 fatalities / 254 occupants +
Location: Guam-Agana IAP; nr (USA) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Final Approach from:
Seoul-Kimpo IAP to: Flightnr.: KE801

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix B: Avianca Accident
(Unofficial narrative)
I. Introduction
On November 27, 1989, Avianca Airlines Flight 203,
originating from Bogota, Colombia, exploded shortly

after take-off, killing the 107 persons on board
including two Americans. SSA Richard Hahn was
assigned to this case as part of a team of
representatives from the United States. Hahn collected
evidence at the crime scene, examined evidence, and
prepared a final report. Dandeny Munoz-Mascara
(Munoz) was indicted for causing the explosion and in
1994 was tried twice in the Eastern District of New
York. The first trial resulted in a mistrial; he was
convicted in the second trial. Hahn testified as an
explosives expert in both trials.
Whitehurst alleges that in the trials Hahn, among
other things, fabricated evidence, committed perjury,
and testified outside his area of expertise. Whitehurst's
principal allegations concern Hahn's testimony about
(1) the type of explosive that caused the crash, (2)
Whitehurst's scientific results, and (3) the fire and
secondary explosion that followed the initial blast.
To investigate Whitehurst's claims, we reviewed the
pertinent Laboratory reports and, where available, the
underlying work papers and test results. We reviewed
transcripts of the testimony of Hahn and the closing
arguments made by the prosecutor in both trials. We
also questioned agents Hahn and Whitehurst and their
former unit chiefs, J. Christopher Ronay and James

Corby. Finally, we also interviewed others involved in
the case, including Edward Bender, James Kearney,
Donald Thompson, Dwight Dennett, former Assistant
United States Attorneys (AUSAs) Cheryl Pollak and
Beth Wilkinson (who jointly tried the Munoz case
twice), and DEA agent Sam Trotman.
We conclude that Hahn did not commit perjury or
fabricate evidence. We further conclude, however, that
Hahn gave testimony that was, in part, either
scientifically unsound or beyond his expertise. We
also conclude that Kearney erred when he failed to
resolve a dispute between Hahn and Whitehurst; the
result was that Hahn gave incomplete testimony
regarding Whitehurst's scientific results. Finally, we
conclude that Whitehurst sent a scientifically flawed
memorandum to the prosecutor during the first trial
and committed other errors in the case.
The following section (Section II) summarizes the
factual background to the allegations. Section III
analyzes the issues relating to Hahn's testimony
(Section A) and Whitehurst's conduct (Section B). We
state our conclusions in Section IV.
II. Factual Background

A. The Crime Scene
On November 29, 1989, Hahn arrived in Colombia to
investigate the crash. While there, he met with and
discussed the aircraft explosion with experts from the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). He and
other experts in various fields examined the crime
scene, collected evidence, attempted to reconstruct the
aircraft, and formed theories as to what happened.
After days of investigation, Hahn and the FAA
representatives concluded as follows: A small
explosive device functioned on the aircraft beneath a
seat over the wing. This explosion breached certain
portions of the aircraft and caused a fire and a second
explosion described as a fuel-air explosion, which
blew the aircraft apart and sent it to the ground in
pieces.
On December 6, 1989, while Hahn was still in
Colombia investigating the Avianca crash, a
Colombian government building (the DAS Building)
was bombed. Later that day Hahn went to the scene of
the DAS explosion to offer his assistance. He
examined the damage there and took soil samples in
which no explosives residues were found.

B. The Laboratory Analysis
Hahn sent samples of evidence from the Avianca
crime scene to the FBI Laboratory. Once the samples
arrived, an EU technician catalogued the evidence and
sent it to various units in the Laboratory for
examination. Whitehurst, as an examiner in the MAU,
was asked to examine various items for explosives
residues. Edward Bender, the technician then assigned
to Whitehurst, received and analyzed this evidence.
As was customary in the Laboratory, Bender ran the
instrumental analysis and reported the results to
Whitehurst. Whitehurst's role as an examiner was to
review and draw conclusions from the data provided
by the technician.
In January 1990 Whitehurst identified RDX and
PETN high explosives on a specimen from a portion
of the aircraft. He wrote a report (dictation), which
was approved by MAU Chief James Corby and was
sent to Hahn who included it verbatim in one of his
two reports. In his other report Hahn noted that a
portion of the aircraft skin bore pitting and cratering
unique to high explosives. Hahn concluded that an
explosive device with a relatively small amount of
high explosives functioned on board the aircraft,
causing a breach of the fuselage and other parts of the

aircraft, a fire, and a fuel-air explosion that caused the
aircraft to break apart.
C. The Confessor
In the spring of 1994, on the eve of the first Munoz
trial, the Attorney General of Colombia wrote a letter
to the District Court Judge in the case and stated that
the wrong person was charged in the Avianca case and
that the responsible person was in custody in
Colombia and had confessed to the crime. In
interviews by an ATF agent in Colombia, the
Confessor stated, among other things, that he was
responsible for making the bomb that destroyed
Avianca Flight 203 and that the explosive consisted of
5 kilograms of an ammonium based gelatin dynamite.
The Confessor claimed that this dynamite was A the
same explosive used at the DAS Building.
The Munoz prosecutor sought Hahn's advice
regarding this development. According to a
memorandum Hahn wrote in 1995, he advised the
prosecutor [in 1994] that neither was the damage to
the aircraft consistent with dynamite, based on the
pitting and cratering that was present on the fuselage,
nor was the damage consistent with the functioning of
a single dynamite device of five kilos in size. Hahn

added that his opinion was A supported by the finding
of residues RDX and PETN and the lack of residues
consistent with a dynamite.
On June 4, 1994, Hahn telephoned Whitehurst to tell
him that he (Whitehurst) might be called as a witness
to rebut the claims of the Confessor, which Hahn
described. According to Whitehurst, Hahn asked
whether Whitehurst could discredit the Confessor's
story based on the residue analysis. According to
Hahn, he asked Whitehurst, A[C]an you say, from
your material analysis, whether or not this might have
been an ammonia gel dynamite or not.
During the June 4, 1994, conversation, Hahn told
Whitehurst that Hahn believed the pitting and
cratering on the evidence was indicative of an
explosive with a VOD of 20,000 feet per second.
Whitehurst responded that there are ammonia-gel
dynamites capable of detonation velocities of
approximately 20,000 feet per second and that
therefore the damage may have been possible from
such a dynamite. Hahn dismissed Whitehurst's views
because Whitehurst was not at the crime scene or
aircraft reconstruction and because explosives damage
assessment is outside Whitehurst's expertise. Hahn did
not ask Whitehurst to prepare any documents

regarding his analysis of the Confessor's statement.
On June 6th Hahn faxed Whitehurst a copy of one of
the Confessor's statements.
D. The Whitehurst Memorandum
On June 7, 1994, Whitehurst prepared a memorandum
to Corby (the Whitehurst Memorandum) relating to
whether the FBI could scientifically disprove the
Confessor's story. The following day Whitehurst
delivered to Corby the memorandum with technical
papers that Whitehurst claimed supported his views.
Whitehurst stated in the memorandum that he could
not disprove the use of an ammonium gel dynamite
and that in fact the data is consistent with the use of
an ammonium nitrate based high explosive. The
memorandum asserted that the pitting and cratering
did not rule out the use of a gelatin dynamite, citing
the attached literature. Whitehurst also raised
questions concerning possible contamination that
would affect the significance of his previous findings
of PETN and RDX.
Corby reviewed the memorandum overnight, and on
June 9, 1994, according to Whitehurst, Corby told him
to quickly provide Whitehurst's assessment to the
prosecutor. Corby stated that he did not authorize

Whitehurst to send the memorandum itself directly to
the prosecutor, only to provide the information in the
memorandum to the prosecutor. On June 9, 1994,
Whitehurst gave the memorandum to an agent on the
case (Dwight Dennett) to give to the prosecutor.
Dennett delivered the document as promised.
Whitehurst did not send a copy of the memorandum to
Hahn or discuss this memorandum with him prior to
sending it to the prosecutor.
On June 14, 1994, Whitehurst received a note from
Corby stating that AUSA Pollak wanted to talk to him.
Whitehurst called Pollak, who was angry. They
discussed the memorandum. According to Whitehurst,
Pollak explained the concept of Brady material and
told Whitehurst that now she would have to turn the
information over to the defense. At about the same
time, Pollak also told Hahn that she would have to
disclose the memorandum to the defense under Brady.
Although Hahn later assumed the Whitehurst
Memorandum was disclosed to the defense, it is
unclear whether in fact disclosure was made. The
prosecutors did not contact Whitehurst further
regarding this case.
E. The Trials

Hahn testified in the first Munoz trial on June 7, 1994.
This was two days before Whitehurst gave his
memorandum to Dennett, and thus Hahn did not have
the memorandum when he testified. Among other
things, Hahn testified to his opinion as to how the
initial and secondary explosions occurred on the
aircraft and related the conclusions regarding RDX
and PETN as set forth in Whitehurst's dictation. Hahn
also gave testimony that tended to contradict the
Confessor's story by asserting that the damage to the
aircraft indicated the use of a fast-moving explosive
like RDX or PETN while the damage to the DAS
Building indicated a slower-moving explosive like
dynamite.
On June 14, 1994, Hahn received a copy of the
Whitehurst Memorandum from Pollak. He then sent a
copy to his former unit chief, J. Christopher Ronay,
and discussed the matter with him. Between the two
trials, SAS Chief James Kearney, MAU Chief Corby,
and Ronay addressed the issues raised by Whitehurst's
Memorandum but made no communication to Hahn
regarding any resolution of the controversy. Hahn,
therefore, proceeded to the second trial with no
guidance from management about how to testify in
light of the views expressed in the Whitehurst
Memorandum.

On November 22, 1994, during the second trial, Hahn
repeated essentially the same testimony he gave in the
first trial. No mention was made of any of the
opinions discussed in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
III. Analysis
A. Hahn's Testimony
1. Contradiction of Confessor, Pitting and Cratering
In both trials Hahn opined that the pitting and
cratering on the fuselage of the aircraft was caused by
an extremely or Avery high explosive but that the
DAS Building was damaged by a slower-moving
explosive such as dynamite. This testimony
contradicted the Confessor's story that the same
explosive--a dynamite--was used at the DAS Building
and on the aircraft. We conclude that Hahn's opinions
correlating the pitting and cratering to a high velocity
explosive were unsound and not justified by his
experience or by the scientific literature. Although a
high velocity explosive may have been used on the
aircraft, Hahn's opinions at the trials regarding pitting
and cratering were flawed.
a. Trial Testimony

In the first trial, Hahn testified that an extremely high
explosive caused the pitting and cratering on the
aircraft, that RDX and PETN are explosives in that
category, that no dynamite could have caused that
damage, and that the damage at the DAS Building
was indicative of a heaving explosive such as
dynamite and not a brisant explosive like RDX or
PETN. Hahn further testified that by extremely high
explosive he meant the ones that do travel at 22, 24
thousand feet per second. Hahn was certain that this
testimony contrasting dynamite with RDX and PETN
was elicited to anticipate and contradict the
Confessor's story should it be introduced by the
defense. A defense based on the Confessor, however,
was not interposed in either trial.
In the second trial Hahn testified that the pitting and
cratering on the fuselage was caused by a very high
explosive here functioning in the area of 20,000 feet
per second. Regarding the damage at the DAS
Building, he testified:
It indicated to me that again the explosive that was
used here, unlike the explosive device or an explosive
that would cause pitting and cratering, this was a
much slower moving explosive. This was going to be

like a dynamite or ammonia-base type nitrate
explosive that would have a long period heaving
effect, if you will.

b. Validity of Hahn's Correlation of the Pitting to a
VOD Range
In the first trial, Hahn testified that no dynamite could
have caused the pitting and cratering on the aircraft.
This testimony was clearly erroneous even under
Hahn's own theories, since Hahn firmly maintains that
the pitting was caused by an explosive with a VOD of
about 20,000 feet per second and he testified at the
first trial and the OIG interviews that some dynamites
have a VOD in that range.
Taken literally, Hahn's testimony in the second trial
indicated that he believed the phenomenon of pitting
and cratering can only occur with a Avery high
explosive --that is, an explosive with a VOD of about
20,000 feet per second or more. This is implied from
his testimony that the damage at the DAS Building
was indicative of an explosive such as a dynamite
rather than an explosive that would cause pitting and
cratering. Hahn told us in his first interview that at the
time of the Munoz trials he had only experienced
pitting and cratering with explosives having a VOD of

at least 20,000 feet per second and believed that
pitting and cratering would only occur with such
explosives. Hahn's experience, however, was, at best,
incomplete. In fact, pitting and cratering can be
achieved with some high explosives with a VOD as
low as 10,000 feet per second. Most dynamites have a
VOD in excess of 10,000 feet per second.
In a letter after his first OIG interview and in a second
interview, Hahn insisted that his testimony should not
be taken literally. He maintained that when he said the
explosive at the DAS Building was not the type of
explosive that would cause pitting and cratering, he
meant it was not the type of explosive that would
cause the distinctive pitting and cratering on the
Avianca aircraft. The pits on the aircraft had diameters
of about one-eighth to one-quarter inch. By contrast,
the pitting and cratering discussed in the articles
attached to the Whitehurst Memorandum contained
much smaller pits (.1 to .5 millimeters). To Hahn the
size of the pits on the Avianca aircraft indicated a
VOD of about 20,000 feet per second or more. Hahn
insisted that it was this type of pitting and cratering (A
the large pits ) that he was referring to in his trial
testimony.
Hahn believed that large pits, as in the Avianca case,

are indicative of a VOD of about 20,000 feet per
second or more because he had never seen pitting of
that size or anything closely resembling that except
with explosives in the range of 20,000 ft/second
detonation velocity. Hahn has seen such pitting in his
tests of shaped charges at the FBI range. In these tests
Hahn used explosives with a VOD of at least 20,000
feet per second. Hahn theorized that the pitting on the
Avianca aircraft was caused by jetting resulting from a
deformation on the explosive's surface that was, in
effect, a small shaped charge. See also Hahn OIG
Interview: AI speculated far enough to say, there had
to be some imperfection in this explosive charge to
cause this shape, to form this jet.
Hahn admitted, however, that in his tests with shaped
charges at the range he had never seen such pitting at
all except when he was trying to deliberately achieve
that effect with a shaped charge that was lined (e.g.,
with an old vehicle headlight) and that he had never
experimented with shaped explosives with a VOD less
than 20,000 feet per second. Based on this experience,
therefore, Hahn was unqualified to say whether it was
the shaping, the fragmentation from the lining, or the
high velocity, or some combination of these elements,
that was necessary to produce the large pits.

Moreover, the pitting here was found on aircraft
aluminum, and Hahn had no experience using aircraft
aluminum as a target material with any type of
explosive. Hahn acknowledged that pitting would
occur more readily on aircraft aluminum than on steel,
which Hahn used in his tests.
Hahn assumed that the perpetrators of the Avianca
blast did not take the time to create an intentionally
shaped charge. Hahn's tests at the FBI range, in which
he obtained pitting similar to Avianca's, involved
lined, intentionally shaped charges and targets of steel,
which had little connection to the scenario he posited
in the Avianca case--an explosive not intentionally
shaped with a target of aircraft aluminum.
Hahn theorized that the jetting that caused the large
pits on the aircraft came from random imperfections
at the surface of the explosive. Hahn acknowledged,
however, that he has no experience, documentation, or
anything that validates the proposition that such pits
can be created from accidental imperfections on the
explosive.
Additionally, Hahn admitted at one point in the OIG
interviews that the pitting and cratering in this case is
merely consistent with an explosive with a VOD of at

least 20,000 feet per second. He stated that, because
we don't have the experimental data, he cannot exclu
[de] other explosives.
Accordingly, for all these reasons, we conclude that
Hahn's experience was inadequate to support his
opinion that the large pits found on the aircraft
aluminum in this case were necessarily caused by an
extremely or Avery high explosive with a VOD of at
least 20,000 feet per second.
Hahn's correlation of the pitting to a VOD range was
not based on his experience but was a speculative
extrapolation from his experience. This speculation
was based on Hahn's understanding of the science of
pitting and cratering (his jetting theory). Hahn
admitted, however, that the science of pitting and
cratering is beyond his expertise: I'm not qualified to
talk to you about exactly how this process functions.
I'm not even sure that the scientific community knows
exactly what goes on here, to be honest with you.
Hahn was qualified to render opinions based only on
his experience, which did not justify his attempt to
correlate the pitting with the VOD of the explosive.
Hahn asserted that he relied on his jetting theory
because AI don't know how else you would get that

damage. That Hahn could conceive of no other theory,
however, did not make his jetting theory valid.
Finally, Hahn's recent involvement in the Oklahoma
City case has broadened his experience. The pitting in
that case is similar in size to the pitting in the Avianca
case, although the VOD of the explosive in Oklahoma
City, according to Hahn, is significantly below 20,000
feet per second. Given the Oklahoma City case, Hahn
acknowledged that big pits can be obtained from an
explosive with a VOD substantially less than 20,000
feet per second. Based on the Oklahoma City case and
our own experience, we conclude that there is no
scientific basis for correlating large pits, as in the
Avianca and Oklahoma City cases, with a VOD of
about 20,000 feet per second or more.
c. Other Theories in Support of Hahn's VOD Opinion
Hahn also told us that his opinion that the explosive
had a VOD of at least 20,000 feet per second rested on
two factors in addition to the pitting and cratering: (1)
the shattering of an I-beam on the aircraft showing
that the explosive was very brisant and (2) the short
amount of time the gas jet would have had to cause
the pitting before the explosive shock wave and the
depressurization of the cabin pushed the fuselage
away. This explanation is problematic for three

reasons. First, Hahn's VOD opinions at the trials only
relied on the pitting and cratering. Second, the
evidence that the I-beam in fact was shattered by the
explosive is weak. All that one can say with certainty
is that a portion of the I-beam, like many other
portions of the aircraft, was missing. Hahn made no
scientific comparison between (1) the ends of the Ibeam that were adjacent to the missing piece and (2)
the ends of other items adjacent to missing pieces, to
determine whether the breakage of the I-beam was
necessarily from a brisant explosive. Further, in the
opinion of Walter Korsgaard, the FAA expert who
investigated the Avianca crash, the wing box that
contained the I-beam was violated after the second
(fuel-air) explosion. Third, regardless of the VOD of
the explosive, a gas jet will precede the shock wave
and hit the target before the shock wave pushes it
away. Hahn made no calculations of the difference in
speed between a jet from an explosive with a VOD of
20,000 feet per second and a jet from an explosive
with a VOD of, say, 16,000 feet per second. Needless
to say, jets from either explosive would travel
extraordinarily fast. Hahn has no scientific basis for
concluding that the depressurization of the cabin
would have pushed the fuselage away before it could
have been hit by a jet from an explosive with a VOD
below 20,000 feet per second.

On January 8, 1997, an attorney representing Hahn
submitted a letter arguing, among other things, that,
quite apart from the pitting and cratering, Hahn's
VOD opinion was reasonable in light of (1) the
shattering of the I-beam and (2) the detection of
residue of RDX and PETN. The letter asserts that
these two factors, taken together, alone establish the
reasonableness of Agent Hahn's conclusion.
(Emphasis in original). Again, this justification is not
the one Hahn used in his trial testimony, in which he
asserted that the pitting established the explosive's
VOD. In any event, as discussed in the preceding
paragraph, the evidence that the I-beam was shattered
in such a way as to show high brisance is weak. As to
the second factor, if the explosive device on the
aircraft used RDX and PETN as the explosive main
charge, then by definition the main charge would have
had a VOD in excess of 20,000 feet per second since
the VODs of RDX, PETN, and Semtex (which
combines RDX and PETN) exceed 23,900 feet per
second. The residue evidence does indicate that the
main charge may have consisted of RDX and PETN
and that therefore the VOD of the main charge may
have exceeded 23,900 feet per second. Had Hahn so
testified, his testimony would have been reasonable,
but he testified to something else. The problem with

Hahn's testimony was that he correlated the pitting to
a particular VOD range. That testimony was
scientifically unsound and not justified by Hahn's
experience, regardless of what the residue evidence
may have shown.
d. Hahn's Rejection of the Whitehurst Literature
On June 14, 1994--a few days after his testimony in
the first trial and 5 months before his testimony in the
second trial--Hahn received the Whitehurst
Memorandum with its attached scientific literature.
One of the attached articles indicated that pitting and
cratering could be achieved on aircraft aluminum with
a 40% Forcite gelatin dynamite. Although Hahn
assumed in 1994 that this dynamite had a VOD of
20,000 feet per second, in fact its VOD is about
13,800 feet per second.
Hahn told us that he ignored the literature when he
testified in the second trial, because the pitting
depicted in the literature (pits with a diameter of .1 to .
5 millimeters) was vastly different in dimension from
the pitting in the Avianca case (pits with a diameter of
1/8 to 1/4 inch). Hahn stated in his interview that A[u]
ntil such time as I saw Mr. Whitehurst's paper, I never
paid attention to, looked for, [or] was even aware of

this sort of microscopic pitting and cratering that that
paper refers to.
The literature also discussed how pitting and cratering
is caused. One article (by H. P. Tardif and another
author) stated:
This phenomenon can be produced by two separate
mechanisms. The first is due to the shaped charge
effect caused by tiny imperfections at the surface of
the charge. These imperfections, such as holes and
cavities, collapse to form extremely high velocity jets
of gases which impinge on the surface to form small
crater-like pits. The second appears to be caused by
the high velocity impact of small amounts of
unconsumed explosive with a nearby surface or by
friable extraneous material placed between the charge
and the nearby surface.

A second article (by D. G. Higgs and T. S. Hayes)
stated: AIt is thought that the pits are caused by the
impingement of high velocity particles of partially
combusted explosive and/or fused extraneous matter
encountered between the explosive charge and the
witness' material.

The Tardif and Higgs explanations differed from
Hahn's jetting theory in two respects. First, Hahn
believed that pitting was derived from gas jets. Both
articles, however, provide another mechanism for
pitting--namely, the impingement of particles of
unconsumed explosive or extraneous matter placed
between the explosive and the target. Second, the
Tardif article does include as one mechanism Hahn's
theory that pits can be caused by jets formed from
imperfections at the surface of the explosive. But
Tardif states that these pits will be small, presumably
within the size range discussed in the article (.1 to .5
millimeters). The Tardif article thus at least raises the
question whether Hahn's jetting theory can account for
the large pits on the Avianca aircraft.
After Hahn received the Whitehurst memorandum and
the attached scientific literature, he made no inquiries
before the second trial concerning the soundness of
his theories regarding pitting and cratering. Because
Hahn was unfamiliar with A microscopic pitting and
had no experience with pitting on aircraft aluminum
and because the articles raised questions concerning
the validity of his jetting theory, we conclude that
Hahn erred when he failed to look into these matters
before he testified in the second trial.

2. Hahn's Testimony About the Results of Whitehurst's
Examination
Whitehurst contends that in both trials Hahn gave
inappropriate testimony regarding the findings of
RDX and PETN, because Hahn failed to mention the
conclusions set forth in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
We conclude that Hahn's testimony in the first trial
was unobjectionable but that his testimony in the
second trial was incomplete. Further, we conclude that
SAS Chief James Kearney contributed to Hahn's
incomplete testimony by not properly resolving the
issues raised by the Whitehurst Memorandum. As
discussed in Section B, infra, however, the Whitehurst
Memorandum was a deeply flawed document.
Accordingly, the impact of Hahn's failure to mention
the opinions in the document may have been
insignificant.
a. Background
In 1990 Whitehurst submitted AE dictation in which
he identified the presence of RDX and PETN high
explosive[s] on a specimen consisting of a piece of the
rubber fuel bladder Hahn had cut from the Avianca
wreckage in Colombia. The dictation contained no
other findings on any specimen. The instrumental

analyses upon which Whitehurst based his
conclusions were performed by a technician, Edward
Bender.
On June 8, 1994, the Whitehurst Memorandum was
submitted to Corby. In the memorandum, Whitehurst
reviewed this matter and offered opinions that
supplemented or questioned his 1990 dictation.
Whitehurst stated: AIt is my opinion at this time that
the data we acquired from analysis of the evidence
provided to us in this matter does not disprove the use
of an ammonium nitrate based high explosive and in
fact is consistent with but not proof of the use of such
an explosive. Regarding his 1990 chemical analysis
that detected PETN and RDX, Whitehurst stated that
A[a] number of questions [about possible
contamination] need to be answered before we can
determine the significance of that data. He then listed
a series of questions concerning possible
contamination at the crime scene, during
transportation of the evidence, and during the
processing of the evidence at the Laboratory. He
further opined that A[t]he upshot of all of this is that
the data we have at this time cannot be used to
successfully disprove the statement that a gelatin
dynamite was used in this bombing.

On June 14, 1994, a week after he testified in the first
trial, Hahn received the Whitehurst Memorandum. He
discussed the memorandum with EU Chief Ronay and
sent Ronay a copy of the memorandum on June 14,
1994. On June 16, 1994, Ronay sent a memorandum
to SAS Chief Kearney regarding the Whitehurst
Memorandum, which he attached. On June 22, 1994,
Hahn also sent Kearney a memorandum. Shortly after
receiving Ronay's memorandum, Kearney sent a list
of questions to Corby about the events surrounding
the Whitehurst Memorandum and its dissemination to
Pollak. Corby responded to Kearney's questions in
writing on July 6, 1994. Corby supported many of
Whitehurst's opinions.
Kearney told us he thought both Hahn and Whitehurst
should have testified at the trials. However, neither
Kearney, Ronay, nor any other supervisor advised
Hahn on how he should deal with the Whitehurst
Memorandum in his testimony at the second trial.
Hahn regarded the Whitehurst Memorandum as a
rejection of his [Whitehurst's] own scientific findings.
Hahn stated, An this case, Mr. Whitehurst has, in
writing, offered an opinion contrary to his own
scientific findings. Nevertheless, on November 22,
1994, Hahn testified in the second Munoz trial that in

1990 he submitted pieces of the aircraft and
swabbings to the Materials Analysis Unit of the F.B.I.
laboratory to try -- who specialize in looking for
explosives residue to try to determine what explosive
was used here.
Q. What were the results of those tests?
A. The results were although they found no residue
that they could identify here on this piece, or any
other piece, except a piece of the fuel bladder, and on
that piece of fuel bladder taken from the area right
immediately underneath the blast, they found residue
of two explosives, Research Development Explosive,
RDX, which is again a very fast brisant explosive; and
PETN, or Penta-erithrit[o]l tetranitrate. . . .

In his testimony Hahn made no mention of anything
in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
Hahn maintains that he properly ignored the
Whitehurst Memorandum in his testimony for the
following reasons:
What he says in the letter [referring to the Whitehurst
Memorandum] is not based on any sort of analysis.

What he says in the letter is based on speculation, it's
not the results of his material analysis.
I mean, Fred does nothing in that letter [but] speculate
as to what could have been or what might have been
or what may have occurred. His scientific analysis, his
instrumental analysis that he conducts, still remains
that the results were PETN and RDX.
Furthermore, I spoke to Bender, who actually
conducted it, who, again, was completely comfortable
with those results, felt they could be relied upon. Why
should I not rely on them.
Further, Hahn told us that he answered the questions
raised by Whitehurst regarding contamination and
assured himself that there was no contamination of the
evidence. Finally, Hahn relied on his belief that the
defense had a copy of the Whitehurst Memorandum
so that the defendant could call Whitehurst as a
witness to elicit any of the information in the
memorandum.
b. Discussion
(1) Hahn

Because Hahn was unaware of the Whitehurst
Memorandum when he testified in the first trial, he
cannot be faulted for failing to include it in his
testimony.
Regarding Hahn's testimony in the second trial,
Whitehurst alleges that Hahn committed perjury by
reciting the MAU results without supplementing or
amending them with the information in the Whitehurst
Memorandum. Although we find no perjury, we
conclude that the testimony was incomplete.
When one Laboratory examiner testifies to the results
or conclusions of another examiner, the testifying
examiner has a duty to report the results accurately
and completely--whether he agrees or disagrees with
his colleague's opinions. Although in 1990 Whitehurst
concluded that RDX and PETN were on the fuel
bladder and that, according to his dictation, he
reached no other conclusions regarding explosives
residue, Whitehurst stated in 1994 that he reached
additional conclusions from a review of the data. It
was beyond Hahn's expertise as an EU examiner, and
beyond his discretion as a witness purporting to recite
the results of another examiner, to selectively omit the
1994 conclusions because Hahn thought they were
speculative or otherwise meritless. What was

requested of Hahn on the witness stand was not his
evaluation of Whitehurst's conclusions but merely a
factual restatement of them. When Hahn was asked to
state the MAU results, a complete answer would have
been that the MAU chemist found RDX and PETN in
1990 but on a further review in 1994 also found that
the data did not prove but was consistent with an
ammonium nitrate explosive and thought that the
significance of the data for RDX and PETN could not
be determined without answering certain questions
about contamination. Since Hahn believed that in
1994 Whitehurst reject[ed] the scientific findings
made in 1990, Hahn's testimony about the 1990
findings was potentially misleading without the caveat
that the author of the 1990 findings now had
misgivings and additional findings.
We recognize that Whitehurst neither withdrew the
original dictation nor submitted a supplemental
dictation. Nor do we consider the Whitehurst
Memorandum a complete rejection of Whitehurst's
dictation. Nevertheless, when Hahn testified in the
second trial, Hahn was aware that Whitehurst had
reached additional conclusions supplementing those
reflected in his 1990 dictation. To ignore the
Whitehurst Memorandum because it lacked the form
of a supplemental dictation would be an elevation of

format over substance. At a minimum, Hahn had an
affirmative duty to obtain explicit permission from a
supervisor before he omitted reference to the
Whitehurst Memorandum, because such omission was
potentially incomplete and misleading. He failed to
obtain such supervisory approval.
That Bender was comfortable with the original
dictation is immaterial. Bender was a technician.
Whitehurst, as the examiner, was responsible for the
MAU results and conclusions. Moreover, all Bender
could say was that the instrumental results were
accurate--something Whitehurst never disputed. The
Whitehurst Memorandum concerned additional
conclusions concerning an ammonium nitrate
explosive and the significance of the instrumental
results--matters on which Bender was unqualified to
comment.
Similarly, that Hahn believed there was no
contamination did not justify omitting language
Whitehurst used to qualify his conclusions.
Finally, that the defense may have had the Whitehurst
Memorandum does not mean Hahn could ignore it in
his testimony. Regardless of what the defense
possesses, an examiner has a duty to present accurate

testimony. By not testifying to the information in the
memorandum, Hahn gave testimony that was
incomplete. Moreover, Hahn did not know for a fact
that the memorandum was disclosed. Although Hahn
told us I'm certain the prosecutor gave the
memorandum to the defense, he also told us, A So, I
mean, I don't really know, but I imagine that [Cheryl
Pollak, the prosecutor] recognized that it was
incumbent upon her to provide it [to the defense] and
she discharged her duties. I have no reason to presume
otherwise.
When one examiner testifies to another examiner's
conclusions, the testifying examiner is only a
messenger. He has no discretion to omit language
supplementing or qualifying the conclusions, even if
he believes the language is speculative or groundless.
We recognize that Hahn was presented with a very
unusual and difficult situation and that he received no
guidance from his supervisors. We nevertheless
conclude that he had an affirmative duty to resolve the
controversy before he gave potentially incomplete and
misleading testimony and that he therefore erred when
he testified, without explicit supervisory approval, as
though the Whitehurst Memorandum did not exist.
(2) Kearney

Although Hahn erred in his testimony, Kearney
contributed to that error. Kearney told us he believed
that the Whitehurst Memorandum would not affect the
Laboratory results or Hahn's testimony. Yet Kearney
recognized that in the memorandum Whitehurst was
attempting to qualify his initial results, and Kearney
thought that Whitehurst should have testified to his
examination and results at trial. Had Whitehurst
testified, the qualifications] to his initial results would
have been put before the jury. Yet Kearney took no
action either to cause Whitehurst to testify in the
second trial or to tell Hahn to include the
qualifications] in his own testimony if Hahn was
asked to restate Whitehurst's conclusions.
Moreover, Corby supported much of Whitehurst's
analysis, but we can detect no steps taken by Kearney
to consult with other qualified experts to resolve the
scientific issues. Without further review of the
technical and scientific issues that had been raised, we
do not see a valid basis for Kearney's decision to
dismiss the concerns raised by the Whitehurst
Memorandum.
One example of a scientific issue in the memorandum
that Kearney dismissed without proper consideration

related to Whitehurst's observations concerning the
VOD necessary to cause pitting and cratering. Despite
Corby's support for Whitehurst's position, Kearney
apparently rejected Whitehurst's position without
thorough scientific research and analysis.
The most glaring mistake made by Kearney was his
failure to communicate to Hahn or Whitehurst, and
document, any decisions he did make. Whitehurst
waited but was never called as a witness in the first
trial. He was not even informed of the second trial.
Hahn heard nothing regarding his complaints about
the memorandum and thus proceeded to the second
trial with no further guidance on how to handle any
questioning on this topic. If the memorandum had
been turned over to the defense, questions regarding it
were certainly possible at the second trial. Kearney
should have informed Hahn of his reasoning in
dismissing the concerns in the memorandum so that
Hahn could be prepared to respond to defense
questions. Instead, management left Hahn and
Whitehurst totally unprepared for the embarrassing
situation in which they might be forced to take the
stand and contradict each other.
In sum, we conclude that Kearney erred in not
properly resolving the issues raised by the Whitehurst

Memorandum and not communicating his decisions to
Hahn and Whitehurst.
3. Secondary Explosion
Hahn testified in both trials that, after the explosive
device was detonated on the Avianca aircraft, a fire
started resulting in a secondary explosion, which he
described as a fuel-air explosion, that destroyed the
aircraft. In the first trial he stated that Awe reached the
conclusion as to what happened. By implication, this
meant that Hahn reached the conclusion in
consultation with the FAA and NTSB representatives
at the crime scene. In contrast, in the second trial
Hahn stated that the scenario he described was Amy
conclusion. This statement of the conclusion is
problematic because Hahn is not an expert in fuel-air
explosions.
When asked by the OIG what experience he had in
linking particular damage with the occurrence of a
fuel-air explosion, Hahn stated, The FAA has
conducted experiments where they've done fires on
board an aircraft fuselage and have had areas of
flashover, and I've seen videos of that. And other than
that, and being aware of fuel-air explosions, I don't
have any experience. Hahn further explained that he

based his testimony on other experts and things that
he had read about fuel-air explosions. Hahn readily
admitted to the OIG that he was not an expert in fuelair explosions.
We find Hahn's testimony in the second trial regarding
fuel-air explosions to be beyond his own experience
and expertise. As proof of his lack of expertise, we
cite the fact that Hahn interchangeably refers to the
secondary explosion as a fuel-air explosion or a flash
fire. These two phenomena are not the same, and
Hahn's use of the two descriptions interchangeably is
incorrect. Hahn admitted that he was using the two
words to mean the same thing; however, he clarified
that what he was really talking about was a flashover
or the point at which matter suddenly burns
explosively. This distinction was not made in his
testimony at trial.
Walter Korsgaard was the FAA representative who
investigated the Avianca crash; he is an expert on fuelair explosions on aircraft. Like Hahn, Korsgaard
concluded that a fuel-air explosion occurred on the
Avianca flight. Korsgaard's opinion as to what
happened, however, differed from Hahn's in certain
respects. Korsgaard's report states:

Based on the above evidence and various eye witness
accounts, the following sequence of events can be
developed:
-- [1] IED [improvised explosive device] detonates in
area under seat number 14F and frame station 783 on
passenger cabin floor.
-- [2] Passenger cabin floor penetrated.
-- [3] Passenger cabin fuselage skin and top of center
fuselage fuel tank middle bladder section penetrated.
-- [4] Passenger cabin relatively slowly begins to
decompress and pressurize[d] center fuselage fuel
tank.
-- [5] A fuel/air explosion and fuel ignition is initiated
in top of center fuselage fuel tank spreading rapidly
thru [sic] vent holes to right and left number 2 fuel
tank wet wing sections and back into passenger cabin
as pressure in fuel tank exceeds cabin pressure.
-- [6] Structure integrity of center fuselage wing box
section and right and left wet wing fuel tank sections
of number 2 fuel tank bulkheads are violated.

-- [7] Fuel in wet wing fuel tanks numbers 1 and 2 is
ignited.
-- [8] The APU [auxillary power unit] located at rear
of center fuselage wing box section is blown to rear of
aircraft by the force of the fuel/air explosion within
this center section fuel tank.
Korsgaard continues the sequence of events by
describing how the aircraft broke up and came to the
ground.
In the two trials and in his OIG interview, Hahn
testified to a scenario different from Korsgaard's.
Hahn agreed with the first three events described by
Korsgaard: an IED detonated under seat 14F,
breaching the center fuselage fuel bladder tank and
the side of the aircraft. Then their accounts diverge.
Hahn made no mention, as Korsgaard did (Event 4),
that the passenger cabin relatively slowly beg[an] to
decompress and pressurizes center fuselage fuel tank.
In fact earlier in Hahn's testimony in the second trial
he said that certain aircraft damage indicated rapid
depressurization of the cabin.
The next event, according to Korsgaard (Event 5),
was that a fuel/air explosion and fuel ignition is

initiated in top of center fuselage fuel tank. According
to Hahn, on the other hand, the next event is a fire that
burned Adirty, throwing a lot of hot gaseous material
into the air, a lot of hot matter into the air. According
to Hahn, the fuel-air explosion did not come until
later:
[W]hat I believe happened is that a small explosive
device functioned, breaching the aircraft, opening the
side of the fuselage, opening up the bladder box or the
bladder fuel cells inside the wing, blasted and started
a fire.
That fire burned for a number of seconds, probably in
the neighborhood of a minute, at which point in time
the hot gases and hot particula[te] matter from that fire
caused the secondary explosion of fuel air explosion.
That broke the aircraft apart.

Moreover, according to Hahn, the fuel-air explosion
did not occur in the fuel tank, as Korsgaard stated, but
rather inside the fuselage (first trial). As Hahn
described it in his OIG interview:
So the fire [that was set off by the explosive device] is
burning as that fuel is venting and it's burning not

only fuel, but it's going to be burning carpeting and
seat cushions and fabrics, rugs, whatever is there on
board that aircraft. . . . [E]ventually it reaches a point
where you have enough heat and hot gasses and hot
flammable gasses and particulate matter in the air
where it flashes over, and when it flashes over, the
aircraft comes apart.

In the first trial and in the OIG interview, Hahn
compared the fuel-air explosion in Avianca to a fuelair explosion in a grain elevator, in which small
particulate matter from the grain is suspended in the
air. Korsgaard said nothing about particulate matter
from the interior of the cabin playing a role in the
fuel-air explosion.
Thus, Hahn's theory regarding a fuel-air explosion
differed from Korsgaard's in three principal respects.
The first difference related to the sequence of events:
Korsgaard thought the event that followed the
detonation of the IED was the fuel-air explosion and
the fire, whereas Hahn testified that the detonation led
to a fire that burned probably for about a minute and
then the fuel-air explosion occurred. The second
difference related to the location of the fuel-air
explosion: the center fuel tank (Korsgaard) as opposed

to the fuselage (Hahn). Finally, Korsgaard did not say,
as Hahn did, that particulate matter played a role in
the explosion.
Because Hahn is not an expert in fuel-air explosions,
he should have simply testified to the opinion of
Korsgaard (or to the opinion of another qualified
expert)--with an attribution and without
embellishment. Hahn ventured beyond his expertise
when he developed and testified to his own theory of a
fuel-air explosion.
4. Injuries to Passengers
Hahn testified in both trials that certain injuries
observed on the passengers' bodies--hard, burnt skin
and skulls that had been cracked open--supported his
theory of a secondary explosion. In the first trial he
stated that these injuries were consistent with extreme
heat, flash-fire type of damage. In the second trial he
stated the injuries were consistent with a flash fire or a
fuel-air explosion. We conclude that this testimony
was beyond Hahn's expertise and was incorrect.
Hahn told us that he drew the connection between
these injuries and the flash fire because the only other
place he had heard of the same type of injuries was in
lectures regarding a flash fire at Dupont Plaza in

Puerto Rico. He also told us that he was familiar with
the subject matter because he attended lectures on fire
damage by a former agent where this was discussed
and had read articles about these same types of
injuries and their causes. We conclude that this
experience was inadequate to make him an expert on
the relationship between the injuries and an explosion.
In fact, the injuries are not consistent with a flash fire
or fuel-air explosion, which are of short duration.
Rather, the injuries indicate that the bodies were
subjected to substantial heat for a significant period of
time. When we pressed Hahn on this point, he
acknowledged that the injuries to the bodies did not
justify the opinion that a fuel-air explosion occurred
but rather that there was a hot fire burning for a
continuous period of time. Hahn admitted that it might
have been more accurate for him to say that the
injuries to the bodies were consistent with his theory
of how the fuel-air explosion came about--that is, that
there was a preexisting condition (the continuous hot
fire) which could have led to a fuel-air explosion. As
Hahn also admitted, however, this preexisting
condition would not always result in a fuel-air
explosion, and a fuel-air explosion would not always
require a fire such as the one he believed occurred in
this case. Essentially, the injuries to the bodies told

Hahn nothing about whether a fuel-air explosion
occurred; they only told him that an intense fire
burned for a period of time. This is quite different
from his testimony that the injuries to the bodies were
consistent with a flash fire or fuel-air explosion.
Hahn told us he thought he could render opinions
about matters if AI know more than a layman, which
is your test of whether or not you're an expert. He also
stated that Aif I know the answer it would be
permissible for him to respond to questions outside
his expertise. As exemplified by this case, Hahn's
views are incorrect and dangerous. All educated
laymen are not experts. That a witness thinks he
knows the answer to a question does not mean he
does. To assure that erroneous and unreliable
information is not presented in court, a Laboratory
examiner must only answer questions within his
expertise.
In sum, we conclude that Hahn's testimony about the
injuries was misleading, inaccurate, and outside his
area of expertise. We further conclude that he
improperly used this testimony to support his theory
of a fuel-air explosion.
5. Other Allegations

Concerning Hahn's testimony, Whitehurst makes
numerous other allegations, which we will address
summarily. Because Whitehurst makes the same basic
criticisms to Hahn's testimony in both trials, the
references below are to the second trial unless
otherwise noted.
a. Whitehurst contends that Hahn misstated his
qualifications and background. We conclude that only
one contention has merit. Hahn was not required to
volunteer his major in college (English), and, when
Hahn testified to his participation in scores of
bombing cases, he was not required to volunteer the
percentage relating to aircraft explosions.
Hahn also testified that A[m]y experience includes
being called upon to do crime scene processing and
make assessments of such notable causes of
explosives [sic] in criminal cases such as Pan Am 103
over Lockerbie, Scotland and the World Trade Center
in New York. This testimony overstated Hahn's
experience. In the Pan Am 103 case, Hahn's only
involvement in explosive assessments was that he
examined the passengers' personal effects for blast
damage. In the Trade Center case, Hahn's role was
limited to management of the crime scene and did not
include analysis of the evidence.

b. During his testimony Hahn was shown numerous
photographs (most of which he took) of the aircraft
wreckage and debris and a diagram of the aircraft, and
he was asked to state his observations. Regarding one
photograph he stated that Aon the inside wall of this
fuselage is where we actually found charring and heat
damage, which told us that, again, this side of the
aircraft from the outside was not on fire, but inside
smoke was filling out, circulating throughout the
fuselage, and heating up terribly, melting down things
on the inside of the aircraft on the left-hand side.
(Emphasis added.) Although Hahn may not be an
expert on fire damage to aircraft, his testimony here
implicitly meant that the other experts at the scene,
who do have expertise on this subject, participated in
the assessment. Accordingly, we do not fault this
testimony.
Regarding another photograph Hahn testified:
That is a wing of the aircraft and it show[s] very
severe fire damage. That fire damage is very evident
here (indicating) where you see this white area on the
far right-handside of the photograph, but that is
actually where the aluminum has become oxidized
from the heat. Cooked, if you will, almost to a boiling

point.
We conclude that this testimony exceeded Hahn's
expertise and was inaccurate. Hahn had no expertise
in the oxidation of aluminum. Without a scientific
examination of the white area, Hahn could not say
categorically that it was the result of oxidation. In his
OIG interview Hahn told us that the oxidation would
not occur just from heat, as he testified at trial, but
from the burning process in the presence of air
(oxygen). Hahn had no scientific basis for saying that
the aluminum was A[c]ooked . . . almost to a boiling
point.
Regarding the diagram and other photographs, Hahn
commented on the structure of the aircraft. Kearney
felt Hahn drifted outside his expertise on some of this
testimony. Some of Hahn's comments were merely
descriptive, requiring no special expertise (debris at
the crime scene, main landing gear ). Other testimony,
however, appears to require expertise that Hahn
lacked (position on aircraft of fuel tanks, position and
function of Awing box ). Also, Hahn commented on
what he perceived as non-explosive damage
(deformation of fuselage by depressurization of
aircraft). In these examples, Hahn should have made
clear that he was basing his testimony on information

received from other experts. In contrast, regarding the
lack of information from the voice data recorder,
Hahn testified that A[w]e believe the lines were cut by
the detonation of the explosive device (emphasis
added), implying that the assessment came, at least in
part, from the aircraft experts at the scene.
c. We reject Whitehurst's contention that an EU
examiner such as Hahn, because he is not a
metallurgist, is unqualified to testify about his
observations of unique explosive damage such as
pitting and cratering. Such observations and
conclusions are within a qualified EU examiner's
expertise. Similarly, Hahn was qualified to say that (1)
a portion of the emergency exit was probably in . . .
many pieces because it was situated near the seat of
the explosive device, (2) certain damage was
Aprobably impact rather than explosive pitting, and
(3) the explosive pitting would occur within a certain
distance of the explosive. We do not consider the
latter comment fabricate[d] testimony, as Whitehurst
claims.
d. We conclude that Hahn was beyond his expertise
and inaccurate in his use of certain terms (the gas
causing pitting and cratering was in the form of a
plasma, the metal in the pits was crystallized, the

explosive Semtex contains a butylene binder). These
terms were unnecessary to Hahn's presentation and
should have been avoided.
e. Contrary to Whitehurst's claims, Hahn, in our
opinion, did not give fabricate[d] explanations of
brisant explosives and the functioning of a high
explosive (A[h]igh explosives function not by
burning, but by molecular breaking apart ). These
were not unacceptable lay explanations for these
matters.
f. We find no fault with Hahn's testimony about the
uses of PETN and RDX and the composition of
Semtex. In fact, these explanations track Whitehurst's
dictation. Similarly, Hahn's testimony that Semtex and
C-4 are not, and nitroglycerine is, impact sensitive
was accurate.
g. Hahn testified as to how his duties differed from the
duties of the NTSB and FAA representatives, by
saying that his assignment was to determine whether
an explosive device functioned on the aircraft and the
duties of the others were primarily to determine
whether the crash resulted from a mechanical failure.
We think this testimony was slightly inaccurate.
Needless to say, if it was determined that the crash

resulted from a criminal act, the FBI would have been
the exclusive agency of the United States to
investigate the crime. But the NTSB and FAA are,
without limitation, mandated to determine the cause
of the crash, which would include an inquiry by them
as to whether an explosive device was used.
h. Whitehurst expressed concern that Hahn's
testimony showed that his presence at the DAS crime
scene may have led to contamination of the Avianca
evidence. Hahn, however, told us that he had sent the
Avianca evidence to the Laboratory before the DAS
Building was bombed.
i. In the first trial, after Hahn testified to the findings
of RDX and PETN, he was asked whether those
chemicals would be found in any other part of the
plane other than an explosive device --in, for example,
the seats or the paneling. Hahn replied:
They are both extremely unstable molecules, as any
explosive would be. And they, in fact, they can break
down with something as simple as sunlight. You
would not find them in the environment, no.

This answer was partially inaccurate. Although RDX

and PETN do not occur naturally in the environment,
they are not extremely unstable and would not readily
break down from sunlight under normal
circumstances.
B. Whitehurst's Conduct
As explained below, we conclude that Whitehurst's
conduct in this case was deeply flawed in several
respects.
1. Overload
discredit the Confessor's claim that an ammonium
nitrate gelatin dynamite was used on the aircraft. As
Whitehurst told Hahn on June 4th, and as Whitehurst
acknowledged in his memorandum, he would have
expected to find residues of nitroglycerine (NG) on
the evidence if a dynamite had detonated on the
aircraft. (NG is a primary component of dynamite.
See n.98, supra.) According to the Whitehurst
Memorandum, however, no residues of NG were
found on the specimens Whitehurst examined.
Nevertheless, Whitehurst concluded in the
memorandum that he could not disprove the dynamite
claim. One of the reasons for this conclusion was that
Whitehurst noticed in his 1994 review that the liquid
chromatography test (LC) for PETN was overloaded,

which may have obscured the presence of NG.
Because, therefore, NG may have been present but not
detected due to the overload, Whitehurst asserted in
the memorandum that he could not eliminate the
possibility of a dynamite.
What Whitehurst overlooked in his 1994 review,
however, was that, in addition to the LC test, a thin
layer chromatography test (TLC) was conducted. The
TLC would have detected NG if present. It did not. A
thorough review of the file by Whitehurst would have
revealed this information. When we confronted
Whitehurst with the TLC results, he admitted that he
erred in not reviewing the TLC data in 1994 and in
concluding that due to the overload he could not
exclude the presence of NG. Thus, we fault
Whitehurst for failing to conduct an adequate review
of his own file prior to issuing his memorandum, a
review that would have invalidated his theory that NG
may have been present and was obscured by the
overload.
With respect to his original 1990 examination, we also
fault Whitehurst for failing to recognize the overload
and run a second test.
2. Misstatement of the June 4th Conversation and of

the Pertinent Issue
The Whitehurst Memorandum began with a summary
of Whitehurst's June 4, 1994, conversation with Hahn
about the Confessor. The summary, however,
misstates the conversation on a material point.
According to the memorandum, Hahn said in this
conversation that the Confessor claimed to have used
an ammonium nitrate based explosive (emphasis
added) and that the damage was not consistent with an
ANFO type explosive. (ANFO consists of ammonium
nitrate and fuel oil.) In fact, as Whitehurst
acknowledged in his OIG interview, Hahn said that
the Confessor claimed to have used an ammonium
nitrate based dynamite. When Whitehurst wrote the
memorandum, he, of course, knew the claim
concerned a dynamite, since he discussed dynamite
throughout the memorandum, and he attached to the
memorandum one of the Confessor's statements,
which described the use of a dynamite.
One important difference between an ammonium
nitrate based explosive and an ammonium nitrate
based dynamite is NG, which is an essential
component only of the latter. By misstating the June
4th conversation by omitting reference to a dynamite
and by including reference to ANFO, Whitehurst

made it seem that the important issue to be addressed
in the memorandum was the use of an explosive that
may not contain NG. As noted, Whitehurst detected
no residues of NG on the evidence.
In the second paragraph of the memorandum,
Whitehurst stated the following conclusion:
It is my opinion at this time that the data we acquired
from analysis of the evidence provided to us in this
matter does not disprove the use of an ammonium
nitrate based high explosive and in fact is consistent
with but not proof of the use of such an explosive.
Later in the memorandum, Whitehurst stated the basis
for this conclusion:
The presence of white powder in the pits and the
initial data consistent with the presence of nitrate and
nitrite ions is consistent with though not proof of the
presence of an ammonium nitrate based explosive.
This conclusion tracked Whitehurst's misstatement of
the June 4th conversation and begged the real
question in the case--namely, whether the data
disproved or was consistent with the use of an
ammonium nitrate based dynamite. As Whitehurst

stated in his interview, The question that [Hahn] asked
me was essentially, was an ammonium nitrate gelatin
based dynamite used, or can you discredit that.
Because Whitehurst detected no NG residue, it would
have been difficult for him to conclude that the
evidence in fact is consistent with the use of a
dynamite. We are unable to find that Whitehurst
deliberately misstated the June 4th conversation to
avoid that difficulty but still render an opinion that the
evidence was consistent with a large class of
explosives that would appear to include an ammonium
nitrate dynamite. In any event, the conclusion about
an ammonium nitrate explosive did not address the
exact question asked by Hahn. Nowhere in the
Whitehurst Memorandum does the author say that the
data is consistent with an ammonium nitrate
dynamite.
Whitehurst may have rendered an opinion that the
data was consistent with an ammonium nitrate
explosive because he thought this was the only
conclusion justified by the evidence and he thought, in
good faith, that he should set forth any conclusions he
could reach. If so, he should have stated explicitly that
he could not conclude that the data was in fact
consistent with an ammonium nitrate dynamite, the

Confessor's alleged explosive. As written, the
conclusion is, at best, confusing, because it
erroneously suggests that Whitehurst thought the data
was consistent with the Confessor's story.
3. Validity of Opinions
a. Ammonium Nitrate Explosive
As noted, Whitehurst opined that the data (1) does not
disprove, and (2) in fact is consistent with, an
ammonium nitrate based high explosive. The first part
of the opinion appears valid. Indeed, because all the
remnants of the aircraft were not recovered and
because the recovery did not begin until several days
after the crash, it would have been virtually
impossible to disprove the use of any explosive based
on the residue analysis. Finding one or more
explosives on the recovered residue (e.g., RDX and
PETN) would not preclude the possibility that the
residue of another explosive either was on an
unrecovered remnant or, before the recovery began,
was washed away by rain, was dislodged by the crash,
decomposed, etc. The failure to find residue of an
ammonium nitrate explosive, therefore, would not
constitute proof that the explosive was not used on the
aircraft.

In contrast, Whitehurst's opinion that the data in fact
is consistent with an ammonium nitrate explosive is
an overstatement by any reasonable measure.
Whitehurst stated in the memorandum: The presence
of white powder in the pits and the initial data
consistent with the presence of nitrate and nitrite ions
is consistent with though not proof of the presence of
an ammonium nitrate based explosive. Whitehurst's
technician found white powder in certain pits on the
fuselage. This white powder possibly could have been
ammonium nitrate. The technician, however,
attempted to examine this powder instrumentally and
was unable to determine what it was. The identity of
the white powder is unknown.
As for the ions, Whitehurst's technician produced
initial data consistent with the presence of nitrate and
ammonium ions on specimen Q13. A second test,
however, could not confirm[] the presence of the ions.
Accordingly, it is not certain that the ions were in fact
present. In any event, because nitrate and ammonium
ions occur naturally in the environment, the mere
detection of them has only very limited probative
value.
Whitehurst himself later maintained that similar
results were not significant when he criticized certain

work by David Williams in the Oklahoma City case.
There, Williams stated in his report that A[a]
mmonium ions and nitrate ions were found to be
present on specimen Q171. This statement was
apparently made in support of Williams' theory that
ANFO was the main charge in the explosive device.
Whitehurst had this to say about Williams' statement:
Why is Mr. Williams being allowed to introduce this
into his report. He knows perfectly well that that
means absolutely nothing at all. But the prosecutors
will not. After an explosion the presence of nitrates
are ubiquitous. Before an explosion nitrates are
ubiquitous, everywhere. We are only now conducting
background studies to determine just how prevalent.
Many explosives give off ammonium. It means
nothing, UNLESS TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT.
(Capitalization in original; emphasis added.) When
confronted with the contradiction between his
comments about ions in the Avianca and Oklahoma
City cases, Whitehurst could provide no explanation.
The laboratory notes in the Avianca case for specimen
Q13 state that the ammonium and nitrate ions could
not be reasonably associated because ammonium
nitrate was not detected on a particular test and both

ions Acould be formed by other than ammonium
nitrate explosives. In his dictation, neither did
Whitehurst mention the ions, nor did he say the data
was consistent with an ammonium nitrate explosive.
Because (1) the white powder could not be identified,
(2) the presence of the ions could not be confirmed,
and (3) the ions have been found to occur naturally in
the environment, we conclude that Whitehurst's
statement that the data is consistent with the use of an
ammonium nitrate explosive is overstated and
suggests too strongly that such an explosive may have
been used on the aircraft.
b. Ammonium Nitrate Dynamite
In his memorandum Whitehurst also opined that the
data we have at this time cannot be used to
successfully disprove the statement that a gelatin
dynamite was used in this bombing. This opinion is
valid for the reasons stated above concerning the
inability to disprove the use of an ammonium nitrate
explosive (failure to recover all remnants of the
aircraft, etc.).
In his OIG interview Whitehurst addressed whether
the data was consistent with the presence of an

ammonium nitrate dynamite. He stated there was a
weak consistency. He stated that the bases for this
opinion were the factors discussed above regarding an
ammonium nitrate explosive (the white powder and
ions) and the fact that the presence of NG might have
been obscured by the instrumental overload. As
discussed above, Whitehurst's overload theory was
invalid. Given Whitehurst's failure to detect NG
residue and given the weakness of the data showing
the use of an ammonium nitrate explosive, we
conclude that Whitehurst's data did not warrant the
opinion (given in his OIG interview) that the evidence
was consistent with the use of an ammonium nitrate
dynamite.
Whitehurst's data only allowed him to opine: (1) the
data does not disprove the use of an ammonium
nitrate dynamite; (2) no data points to the use of a
dynamite; (3) some data (the unconfirmed presence of
ions and the unidentified white powder in the pits)
have very limited probative value; (4) the ions (if they
were present) could have come from an ammonium
nitrate dynamite or from numerous other explosives or
from the environment, and he cannot say which
alternative is most likely; and (5) the unidentified
white powder could have been ammonium nitrate or
some other white substance, and he cannot say which

alternative is most likely.
Thus, Whitehurst's opinion that the data was
consistent with the use of an ammonium nitrate
explosive was not only overstated but begged the real
question--namely, whether the data was consistent
with the use of an ammonium nitrate dynamite (the
explosive the Confessor said he used). As to that
question, we conclude that Whitehurst's data did not
justify an opinion that the evidence was consistent
with any dynamite. Accordingly, Whitehurst's
conclusion in the second paragraph of the
memorandum--that the data in fact is consistent with
an ammonium nitrate explosive--was not only
overstated, but also misleading, because it suggested,
without a valid scientific basis, that Whitehurst's data
supported the Confessor's story.
4. Contamination
Although not directly relevant to the discrediting of
the Confessor's story, Whitehurst addressed in the
memorandum whether possible contamination
prevented the Laboratory from determining the
significance of the data identifying the presence of
RDX and PETN. In his original dictation Whitehurst
stated:

Chemical analysis of specimen Q15 identified the
presence of RDX and PETN high explosive. These
two explosives are used in conjunction in the
explosive SEMTEX. They also can be used in
separate components of explosive systems.
It is the opinion of this examiner that the RDX and
PETN identified on specimen Q15 originated either
from an explosive such as SEMTEX or from a
combination of components of an explosive system
containing both PETN and RDX.
The Whitehurst Memorandum sets forth a series of
questions about possible contamination at the crime
scene, in transit, and at the Laboratory. See n.115,
supra. Unlike Whitehurst's dictation, in which he
opined that the RDX and PETN came from Semtex or
an explosive system, in the memorandum he raised
the question whether the RDX and PETN may have
come from contamination rather than from the aircraft
remnants before they were recovered in Colombia.
Whitehurst asserted that the contamination questions
need to be answered before we can determine the
significance of the data -- that is, before it could be
determined whether the RDX and PETN came from
the aircraft or from contamination.

Whitehurst told us that when he wrote the
memorandum, AI had no evidence at all about
contamination. He stated, So what you've asked me is,
do I know there was contamination. No, but I don't
know there wasn't contamination. Whitehurst
acknowledged that the contamination questions he
raised were not specific to the Avianca case, but
applied to any case involving organic explosives like
APETN, RDX, TNT, nitroglycerine. Nevertheless, at
the time of Whitehurst's March 1996 OIG interview,
he had never raised these questions in any of his
numerous cases, before or after Avianca, unless there
was specific evidence of contamination.
Despite Whitehurst's assertion that he had no evidence
at all about contamination when he wrote the
memorandum, we think the circumstantial evidence
available to him pointed to the unlikelihood that the
PETN and RDX were present as a result of
contamination. The RDX and PETN were both found
on the same specimen, and none of the other eight
specimens contained either explosive. According to
Whitehurst's original dictation, and the prosecution's
theory, the substances were found together because
they were components of Semtex or an explosive
system used in the bombing. If, instead, the specimens

had been contaminated by RDX and PETN, it would
have been likely that the contaminants would have
been randomly distributed on the specimens,
producing contamination with either or both of the
explosives on more than one specimen. In an OIG
interview Whitehurst cited a 1995 contamination
study in the Laboratory to show the real possibility of
contamination there, but in that study, of the four
locations that contained either RDX or PETN, none
contained both substances. Although it is of course
possible that there was contamination of a single
specimen with two separate explosives and no other
specimen was affected by either contaminant, this is
not the likeliest scenario.
We question the manner in which Whitehurst raised
the issue of contamination. We do not fault an
examiner for raising a relevant issue at a late date if it
does not occur to him earlier, and vigilance
concerning contamination should be an integral part
of the work of a forensic scientist. Here, however, the
contamination questions raised in the Whitehurst
Memorandum could and should have been addressed
within the Laboratory before the memorandum was
disseminated to a prosecutor in the middle of a trial.
Hahn was knowledgeable about the procedures
followed at the crime scene and how the evidence was

transported to the Laboratory. Other personnel could
have explained how the evidence was processed once
it arrived at the Laboratory. Whitehurst should have
addressed the contamination questions to these people
before he disseminated the memorandum outside the
Laboratory. Finally, Whitehurst should have noted in
his memorandum that the lack of a random
distribution of the RDX and PETN was indicative of
the absence of contamination.
Since (1) the contamination issue was only indirectly
relevant to contradicting the Confessor's story, (2)
there was no affirmative evidence of contamination,
(3) the circumstantial evidence was indicative of a
lack of contamination, and (4) Whitehurst never wrote
a memorandum with questions like these in any other
case before or since Avianca, we conclude that
Whitehurst erred when he raised the issue, in the
manner that he did, for the first time in an ongoing
trial.
Corby told us he would not have authorized the
release of the information in the Whitehurst
Memorandum to the prosecutor had he known
Whitehurst had not contacted Hahn first.
Nevertheless, it is apparent from the face of the
memorandum that Whitehurst had taken no steps

within the Laboratory to determine the validity of any
of the contamination issues raised in the
memorandum. We therefore conclude that Corby erred
when he told Whitehurst to provide the information in
the memorandum to the prosecutor without also
directing Whitehurst to make the necessary
contamination inquiries in the Laboratory first.
5. Circumvention of Hahn
Whitehurst wrote the memorandum on June 7, 1994,
and gave it to Corby the next day. Corby reviewed it
overnight and told Whitehurst on June 9, 1994, to give
the memorandum to the prosecutor. That day
Whitehurst gave the memorandum to an agent
working on the case; he in turn gave it to the AUSA.
Whitehurst did not consult with Hahn, or give him a
copy of the memorandum, before it was disseminated
outside the Laboratory.
Whitehurst justified his failure to consult with Hahn,
or send him a copy of the memorandum, on his
assertion that Hahn is a bully, will not listen to any
reason at all, and does not receive information. We
have already noted Whitehurst's error in failing to
discuss the contamination questions with Hahn before
disseminating the memorandum to the prosecutor.

More generally, we conclude that Whitehurst's failure
to consult with Hahn on any issue, or at least send him
a copy of the memorandum, before releasing it outside
the Laboratory was unprofessional.
IV. Conclusion
A. Hahn
We conclude that in the Munoz trials Hahn did not
commit perjury, fabricate evidence, or intend to
mislead the court. We also conclude that he committed
several errors: he erroneously testified in the first trial
that no dynamite could have caused the pitting and
cratering on the aircraft; he gave scientific opinions
correlating the pitting and cratering with a VOD range
that were unsound and not justified by his experience;
before the second trial, he made no inquiries about the
validity of his jetting theory, even though the literature
attached to the Whitehurst Memorandum conflicted
with that theory; he gave incomplete testimony
concerning the MAU results; he testified incorrectly
and outside his expertise concerning a fuel-air
explosion, the injuries to passengers, and other areas;
and he slightly overstated his experience. Hahn's
conduct exemplifies the need (discussed in Part Six,
infra) to train examiners to base conclusions on
confirmed findings and validated theories and to

testify within their areas of expertise.
B. Whitehurst
We conclude that Whitehurst committed several errors
in connection with the Whitehurst Memorandum: he
reached an invalid conclusion that an instrumental
overload may have obscured the presence of NG; this
error occurred because he neglected to thoroughly
review the Laboratory file including the TLC results;
he misstated his June 4, 1994, conversation with Hahn
on a material point; he rendered a misleading and
overstated opinion that suggested that his data was
consistent with a potential defense; he raised
questions whether contamination may account for his
original findings of RDX and PETN, although there
was no affirmative evidence of contamination, the
circumstantial evidence was indicative of a lack of
contamination, and he made no inquiries inside the
Laboratory to determine whether his contamination
concerns might have validity; and he released the
memorandum outside the Laboratory without
consulting with Hahn or at least sending him a copy.
Finally, he also erred in his 1990 examination by
failing to recognize the instrumental overload and run
a second test. All of the errors in the memorandum
tended to create problems for Hahn, the FBI, and the
prosecution in an ongoing trial.

C. Kearney
We conclude that SAS Chief Kearney erred by not
properly resolving the controversy raised by the
Whitehurst Memorandum and by not communicating
his decisions to Hahn and Whitehurst. After the
second trial Kearney reviewed Hahn's testimony in
that trial and felt Hahn testified outside his expertise
regarding the construction of the aircraft and the
injuries to the passengers. Kearney also erred by
failing to discuss these matters with Hahn, and define
and document the corrective action taken, to avoid
such problems in the future.
D. Corby
We conclude that Corby erred when he authorized
Whitehurst to release the information in the
memorandum to the prosecutor without also directing
Whitehurst to address the contamination questions to
personnel inside the Laboratory first.
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Appendix C Comet Accidents (Unofficial)
Source: http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/
FailureCases/FAILURE.htm
Professor M Neil James - Web page http://
www.plym.tech.ac.uk/sme/uoa30/structur.htm
Comet Airliner
Jet transportation age began in on May 5 1952 when
the De Havilland Comet 1 began scheduled flights
from London to Johannesburg. In April 1953, a Tokyo
to London service was inaugurated ‹ flying time for
the 10 200 mile distance dropped from 85 hours to 36
hours. The Comet had a cruising speed of 490 mph at
35 000 feet and a range of 1 750 miles with a payload
of 44 passengers.
Power came from 4 De Havilland Ghost turbojet
engines of 5 000 lbf thrust. Engines were mounted in

the wing root ‹ this minimises yaw accompanying loss
of engine on take-off, but poses a hazard in the event
of engine fire/disintegration and does not allow for
easy uprating of engines (cf. hanging engine pods
under wing) ‹ poor design for development. Fuel
consumption of turbojets is lower at high altitude.
The cabin was pressurised to maintain a pressure
equivalent to 8 000 feet at an aircraft altitude of 40
000 feet, which was required for efficient operation of
the engines. This gave a pressure differential of 8.25
psi (56 kPa) across the fuselage ‹ twice the value
previously used. De Havilland conducted Ômany
testsÕ to ensure structural integrity of the cabin. Other
innovations included high pressure refuelling,
hydraulic actuation of control surfaces and cabin air
conditioning. It seemed that the future was bright for
the British aircraft industry, with orders from France,
Canada and the UK.
However, a series of 3 accidents occurred where
Comet aircraft disintegrated in flight:
G-ALYV after leaving Calcutta ‹ May 1953. Violent
storms were thought to be involved and some
wreckage was recovered. No firm conclusions drawn
as to cause.
G-ALYP over Elba ‹ January 1954 after 1 286 cabin

pressurisation cycles. Little wreckage was recovered
and no major problems found in fleet inspection. Fire
was assumed the most likely cause and modifications
made to improve fire prevention and control. Aircraft
returned to service.
G-ALYY flying as SA 201 after leaving Rome ‹ April
1954.
A more intensive effort was made to recover the
wreckage of G-ALYP using underwater television
cameras for the first time. About 70% of the aircraft
was recovered and reconstructed at Farnborough. The
engines were recovered more-or-less intact, showing
that engine disintegration was not the cause of the
accident, and neither was any evidence of fire found.
Comet G-ALYU, which had experienced 3 539 flying
hours and 1 221 cabin pressurisation cycles, was
subjected to full-scale flight simulation testing at
Farnborough. The fuselage was hydraulically
pressurised in cycles, while the wings were flexed
with jacks to simulate the flight loads. Water was used
for this pressurisation because calculations had
indicated that the energy release under cabin rupture
with air as the pressurisation medium was equivalent
to the explosion of a 500 lbf bomb in the cabin. The
cabin was also supported in water to avoid extraneous

weight effects. After the equivalent of a total of 3 057
(1836 simulated cycles) flight cycles a 2 mm crack
near the escape hatch grew to failure (Hatch Sketch).
This was repaired and after 5 46 flight cycles a 4.5 m
section of the cabin wall ruptured due to fatigue
cracking. It was concluded that explosive cabin failure
had caused the loss of the 3 Comet aircraft.
Developing a detectable crack 6 mm long consumed
some 95% of the cyclic life.
The Royal Navy was charged with getting the relevant
fuselage piece of G-ALYP from the sea (using
simulation trials, based on the way the aircraft was
now thought to break up in flight, to establish the
likely position of this part of the aircraft on the
seabed. This was recovered within a few hours of
searching and showed, in the language of the coroner,
the Ôunmistakable fingerprint of fatigueÕ. The
fatigue crack was associated with the stress
concentrations of the rather square rear ADF window
cutout (stress of 315 MPa at edge of window), and
with a bolt hole around the window (although the
stress at the bolt position was only 70 MPa).
The Chief Designer at De Havilland had wanted to
glue the windows in position, but the tooling for the
square shape was too difficult to make. A lower stress

concentration shape would have been easier to
manufacture.
The manufacturer had performed fatigue tests of the
forward cabin area at about 10 psi (with cracking
occurring at 18 000 cycles), but these were carried out
after static tests of to up to 16.5 psi (twice operating
pressure) had previously been applied. Cracks were
also known to be present after manufacture, and the
remedy was to drill 1.6 mm holes at the crack tip to
ÔarrestÕ them (such an arrested crack was present
near the rear ADF window, which had not propagated
until the final failure).
Modifications were made to the design of the aircraft
and the Comet 4 re-entered service in October 1958
on the trans-Atlantic route with 80 passengers. A few
weeks later the Boeing 707 flew the same route with
120 passengers and a safer, more flexible design
engine design. The loss of 6 years to the Comet
problems may have been instrumental in losing the
lead in future jet transportation to the US. Parity in
sales of passenger aircraft was established only in
1999 between Airbus and Boeing.
Technological Outcomes:
Full-scale testing of aircraft structures utilised in

future aircraft.
Better understanding of fatigue testing achieved, i.e.
match service and test loads (no previous overpressurisation cycles first).
Attention drawn to detectability/critical size issues for
fatigue cracks in aircraft structures.
Concept of Ôone-bayÕ crack tolerance in fuselage
probably formulated.
Causes:
1. New technology introducing new load cases (high
altitude flight for turbojet engines requiring cabin
pressurisation).
2. Mis-match between service loads and fatigue test
procedure.
3. Possible contribution from out-of-plane bending
loads (bi-axial stresses).
Design Failures:
Improperly understood failure mode assessment
procedures necessitated by implementation of new
technology.
Poor configuration due to wing root engine placement
(very few other aircraft have had engines in this
position), affecting uprating potential, fire hazard, and
structural integrity in the event of engine
disintegration.
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Report on the Accident to Boeing 747-237B VTEFO, Air India Flight 182,
Off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Abstract: Air India Flight 182, a Boeing 747-237B,
registration VT-EFO, was on a flight from Mirabel
airport, Montreal, Canada, to Heathrow airport,
London, UK, when it disappeared from the radar
scope at a position of latitude 51 degrees 0 minutes
North and longitude 12 degrees 50 minutes West at
0714 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 23 June 1985,
and the pieces crashed into the ocean about 110 miles

west of Cork, Ireland. There were no survivors among
the 329 passengers and crew members. There was
unanimous official opinion among authorities that an
inflight breakup caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment occurred. Based on the direct,
tangible and circumstantial evidence of four similar
accidents as described in six aircraft accident reports
and using the benefit of hindsight, the conclusion of
this investigator and author of this report is that the
probable cause of the accident to Air India Flight 182
was faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the forward cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight probably at one or both of the
midspan latches leading to an explosion of explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment and
subsequent aircraft breakup.
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1. Air India Flight 182
Glossary:
Acronyms and Abbreviations:
CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB,
Transportation Safety Board, of Canada
UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K
NTSB USA, National Transportation Safety Board,
United States of America
CVR, cockpit voice recorder
DFDR, digital flight data recorder
ATC, air traffic control
AAR, aircraft accident report
MEC, main equipment compartment
PSI, pounds per square inch
FOD, foreign object damage
IED, improvised explosive device
KTS, knots
TAS, true air speed
IAS, indicated air speed

AI, Air India
PA, Pan Am World Airways
UAL, United Airlines,
TWA, Trans World Airlines
JAL, Japan Air Lines
NAVAVNSAFECEN, Naval Aviation Safety Center
a.c. alternating current
AC advisory circular
AD airworthiness directive
ALPA Air Line Pilots Association
amp ampere
AOA angle-of-attack
APU auxiliary power unit
ARTCC air route traffic control center
ASR airport surveillance radar
ATC air traffic control
ATP airline transport pilot
CAM cockpit area microphone
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
c.g. center of gravity
CVR cockpit voice recorder
CWT center wing fuel tank
d.c. direct current
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
E/E electrical/electronics
EME electromagnetic environment
EMI electromagnetic interference

EPR engine pressure ratio
F Fahrenheit
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FARs Federal Aviation Regulations
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
FDR flight data recorder
FQIS fuel quantity indication system
GPS global positioning system
HF high frequency
Hg mercury
HIRF high-intensity radiated fields
Hz hertz (cycles per second)
JFK John F. Kennedy International Airport (New
York, New York)
MHz megahertz
msl mean sea level
NASA National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
NPRM notice of proposed rulemaking
PETN pentaerythritol tetranitrate
P/N part number
psi (pressure expressed in) pounds per square inch
P&W Pratt & Whitney
RDX cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
SB service bulletin

SDR service difficulty report
SL service letter
S/N serial number
STA body station
STC supplemental type certificate
TWA Trans World Airlines, Inc.
USAF U.S. Air Force
USCG U.S. Coast Guard
References and Source Materials:
AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90, Pan Am 103,
22 December 1988, Boeing 747
Blacks Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition 1990
Canadian Aviation Bureau Aviation Occurrence, Air
India Boeing, 747-237B VT-EFO Report
Indian Kirpal Report, Report Of The Court
Investigating Accident To Air India Boeing 747
Aircraft VT-ETO, "Kanishka" On 23rd June 1985
NAVAVNSAFECEN Investigation 69-67, RA-5C, 14
June, 1967
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board AAR 92-11, El Al
Flight 1862, Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 90/01 UAL Flight 811, 23 February 1989,
Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL Flight 811, 23 February 1989,
Boeing 747

NTSB AAR 00/03 TWA Flight 800, 17 July 1996,
Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 93/06, JAL Flight 46E, 31 March, 1993,
Boeing 747
Definitions: Definitions as used in this report:
Bomb: 'Bomb' may mean an explosive device
designed to release destructive material at high
velocity upon detonation; an explosive device placed
in an aircraft with an intent to detonate.
Cargo Door: In the Boeing 747 both the forward and
aft lower cargo doors are similar in appearance and
operation. They are located on the lower starboard
side of the fuselage and are outward opening and
nonplug. The door opening is approximately 110
inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured along the
fuselage.
Cargo Compartments: The forward and aft freight
holds are used for the storage of cargo and baggage in
standard air-transportable containers. The forward
freight compartment has a length of approximately 40
feet and a depth of approximately 6 feet. The
containers are loaded into the forward hold through a
large cargo door on the starboard side of the aircraft.
Conclusion of fact: An inference drawn from the
subordinate or evidentiary facts.

Conclusive evidence: That which is incontrovertible,
either because the law does not permit it to be
contradicted, or because it is so strong and convincing
as to overbear all proof to the contrary and establish
the proposition in question beyond reasonable doubt.
Ear Barotrauma: Injury to the tympanic membrane
(eardrum) when a sudden pressure differential exists
between the middle ear cavity and the external ear.
Evidence: A species of proof, or probative matter,
legally presented at the trial of an issue, by the act of
the parties and through the medium of witnesses,
records, documents, exhibits, concrete objects, etc.,
for the purpose of inducing belief in the minds of the
court or jury as to their contention.
Circumstantial Evidence: The proof of various facts or
circumstances which usually attend the main fact in
dispute, and therefore tend to prove its existence, or to
sustain, by their consistency, the hypothesis claimed.
Testimony not based on actual personal knowledge or
observation of the facts in controversy, but of other
facts from which deductions are drawn, showing
indirectly the facts sought to be proved. Evidence of
facts or circumstances from which the existence or
nonexistence of fact in issue may be inferred.
Inferences drawn from facts proved.
Direct Evidence: Evidence in the form of testimony
from a witness who actually saw, heard, or touched

the subject of questioning.
Tangible Evidence: Evidence which consists of
something that can be seen or touched. In contrast to
testimonial evidence, tangible evidence is real
evidence.
Expert: One who is knowledgeable in a specialized
field, that knowledge being obtained from either
education or personal experience. One who by reason
of education or special experience has knowledge
respecting a subject matter about which persons
having no particular training are incapable of forming
an accurate opinion or making a correct deduction.
Expert Testimony: Opinion evidence of some person
who possesses special skill or knowledge in some
science, profession, or business which is not common
to the average man and which is possessed by the
expert by reason of his special study or experience.
Expert Witness: One who by reason of education or
specialized experience possesses superior knowledge
respecting a subject about which persons have no
particular training are incapable of forming an
accurate opinion, or deducing correct conclusions.
One possessing, with reference to particular subject,
knowledge not acquired by ordinary persons.
Explosion: To burst or cause to burst violently and
noisily. The sudden and rapid escape of gases from a
confined space, accompanied by high temperatures,

violent shock, and loud noise.
Explosive Decompression: Explosive decompression
is an aviation term used to mean a sudden and rapid
loss of cabin pressurization of higher internal air
pressure venting outside to the lower pressure air.
Finding: The result of the deliberations of a jury or a
court. A decision upon a question of fact reached as
the result of a judicial examination or investigation by
a court, jury, referee, coroner, etc. A recital of the
facts found.
Outward Opening Nonplug: A type of cargo door
which undergoes stress to open in flight under a high
pressure differential because it opens outward and the
door does not 'plug up' or 'block' the opening.
Premise: A statement of fact or a supposition made or
implied as a basis of argument.
Reasonable doubt: The standard used to determine the
guilt of innocence of a person criminally charged.
Reasonable doubt which will justify acquittal is doubt
based on reason and arising from evidence or lack of
evidence, and it is doubt which a reasonable man or
woman might entertain, and it is not fanciful doubt, is
not imagined doubt, and is not doubt that juror might
conjure up to avoid performing an unpleasant task or
duty. Reasonable doubt is such a doubt as would
cause prudent men to hesitate before acting in matters
of importance to themselves. Doubt based on reasons

which arise from evidence or lack of evidence.
Starboard Side: The right side of the fuselage looking
from aft to forward. The port side is the left side
looking aft to forward. The starboard side of the
aircraft faces the viewer when the nose is to the right.
Both cargo doors are on the starboard side of the
Boeing 747.
Wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression
explanation: Mechanical explanation for the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 and three other
Boeing 747s as caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of explosive decompression when
the forward cargo door ruptures open in flight,
probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring inadvertently
turning on the door unlatch motor.
Formatting Style:
There are two Aircraft Accident Reports specifically
referenced in Section 1 regarding Air India Flight 182;
the Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report. Conclusions made by an
independent accident investigator must be supported
by the best evidence available and documented for
immediate confirmation by the reviewer; therefore,
quotes and section numbers from the actual official

reports are given after the discussion by the
investigator. The format is to first give a premise
explanation, its proponent, an analysis, a discussion
of the explanation, and the conclusion; immediately
followed by the indented excerpts of the official
corroborative statements to support or mitigate against
the premise explanation, if appropriate. The first
report quoted is always the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report followed by the Indian Kirpal
Report. Any identical duplicated material from both
reports is only stated once in a premise explanation
but may be repeated in other premises if relevant.
Thus the premise explanation and its proponents is
stated, discussion and analysis are made, and then
each official report is quoted in sequence to support or
mitigate against that explanation. All quotes from the
two official Air India Flight 182 reports are indented
and followed by the introduction: 'From the Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report:" or 'From the Indian
Kirpal Report' and followed by the statements.
Introduction:
*
There was unanimous official opinion among
authorities that an inflight breakup caused by an

explosion in the forward cargo compartment occurred
in Air India Flight 182 on 23 June 1985 at 0714Z, one
hundred fifteen miles west of Ireland while
proceeding normally at 31,000 feet above sea level.
The information concerning meteorological
conditions, crew, flight, aircraft, aids to navigation,
communication, and search and rescue as reported by
the Indians and Canadians in their reports is stipulated
to be correct.
This report examines some the information
available to the public with respect to the
circumstances surrounding the Air India Flight 182
accident which has been published in public
documents reporting conclusions and findings. The
sources of information include information made
public by the Indian and Canadian inquiries as a result
of the RCMP investigation; the flight data recorder
(FDR), cockpit voice recorder (CVR) and Shannon
ATC tape recording analyses by Canadian, United
Kingdom, and Indian authorities; the medical
evidence obtained from the pathologist of the Air
Accidents Investigations Branch of the United
Kingdom; evidence obtained by photographic
examination of the wreckage recovered, the wreckage
distribution pattern, and evaluations of photographs
and videotapes of the wreckage on the ocean bottom.

In addition, this report evaluates the evidence and
conclusions in other aircraft accident reports which
support the conclusion by this investigator for the
probable cause of the Air India Flight 182 accident as
an inflight breakup caused by a wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression sequence of events.
The tangible and direct evidence to support the
conclusion of an inflight breakup by explosion in the
forward cargo compartment exists in the CVR, the
ATC tape recording, the DFDR, the wreckage
distribution, the inflight damage to the airframe, the
medical evidence, and the engines. There was no
dispute among investigating authorities that a breakup
of Air India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and
catastrophically in flight and the cause was an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
There was some circumstantial evidence in 1985
that a bomb caused that explosion; however, based
upon similar circumstances to similar aircraft leaving
similar evidence in the subsequent sixteen years, new
facts and circumstantial evidence sustain the premise
explanation by this investigator that the cause of the
explosion in the Air India Flight 182 forward cargo
compartment was not the result of a conspiracy to
detonate a bomb but a mechanical explanation as

caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment of explosive decompression when the
forward cargo door ruptured open in flight, probably
at one or both of the midspan latches and probably
caused by faulty wiring inadvertently turning on the
door unlatch motor.
Section 2 of this report establishes that Air India
Flight 182 did suffer an explosion in the forward
cargo door compartment on the starboard side that led
to the total breakup of the aircraft in flight and the
explosion cause was not a bomb. Section 3 establishes
that the cause of the explosion in Air India Flight 182
was an explosive decompression when the forward
cargo door ruptured open in flight probably at one or
both of the midspan latches and probably caused by
faulty wiring.
2. Premise Explanations for Air India Flight 182:
The main questions presented to the investigators
in 1985/1986 for the cause of the inflight breakup for
Air India Flight 182 were, 'What kind of explosion
and where did it occur?' Six premises will be
examined:
2.1

Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight for

Air India Flight 182 in the forward cargo
compartment.
Proponents: Indian Government in its Kirpal Report,
CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB,
Transportation Safety Board, of Canada, in its
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report, UK AAIB,
United Kingdom Air Accidents Investigation Branch
Farnborough, U.K by its representative, NTSB USA,
National Transportation Safety Board, United States
of America, by its representative
2.2. Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in
the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, a
bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver B.C,
Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
No proponent but considered, evaluated, and rejected
by the Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report, and the AAIB representative
2.3 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the
forward cargo compartment with its cause unstated:
Proponent: Canadian CASB (TSB),
2.4 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment on the starboard side, inclusive of
a bomb detonation.
Proponent: Indian Kirpal Report,

2.5 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation:
Proponent: Mr. Roy Davis of AAIB, as described in
the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report and the
Indian Kirpal Report
2.6 Premise Explanation described in Section 3:
Explosion in the forward cargo compartment caused
by explosive decompression caused by structural
failure of ruptured open forward cargo door at one or
both of the midspan latches caused by faulty electrical
wiring:
Proponent: John Barry Smith
This report shall analyze all the explanations, their
proponents, their reasons, and their likelihood of
being the most correct.
2.1. Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight in the
forward cargo compartment .
2.1.1 Proponents: Indian Government in its
Kirpal Report, CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety
Board, now TSB, Transportation Safety Board, of

Canada, in its Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report,
UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents
Investigation Branch Farnborough, U.K., by its
representative, NTSB USA, National Transportation
Safety Board, United States of America, by its
representative
2.1.2 Analysis: The unanimous conclusion by
authorities of a sudden inflight breakup implies an
explosion of explosive decompression since the hull
of Air India Flight 182 was pressurized to a 8.9
pounds per square inch differential between inside and
outside air at 31000 feet above sea level. Explosive
decompression is a symptom of a sudden hull
breakup, not the cause. If the hull is not compromised
by a break in it, decompression does not occur. Any
break of substantial size in that highly pressurized
hull, for reasons such as a bomb explosion, a midair
collision, or an inadvertently opened cargo door,
would be sufficient to cause an inflight breakup and
subsequent explosive decompression. Some of the
investigators in the two reports seem to imply that if a
bomb had detonated, then that would rule out
explosive decompression occurring and vice versa;
however, inflight breakups can be caused by an
explosive decompression which can be caused by a
'bomb' explosion, or structural failure, or an

inadvertent door opening. All bomb explosions, all
structural failures, and all inadvertent door openings
do not cause inflight breakups; in fact, many aircraft
have suffered those events and landed safely. On the
other hand, any one of those events has the potential
to cause an inflight breakup and have in the past,
depending on the size of the bomb, the skin tear, or
the door.
When a catastrophic event occurs, such as an
explosion of a bomb, or a large door opening in flight,
much evidence is left behind for investigators to
recover, examine, and evaluate specific to that cause.
All explosions of any kind leave certain similar
evidence regardless of the cause of the explosion.
Evidence of an explosion does not imply a 'bomb' nor
explosive decompression from any source. Even when
there is a single piece of tangible evidence that
indicates a specific type of explosion such as a bomb,
structural failure, or an inadvertent door opening,
other corroborative evidence is required to sustain the
conclusion of the type of explosion since all types of
explosions can cause similar evidence and explosive
decompressions from any source can mimic a bomb
explosion and vice versa.
The unanimous conclusion by authorities of an

inflight breakup by explosion in the forward cargo
compartment for Air India Flight 182 can be
summarized by the Canadian Aviation Bureau
Aviation Occurrence Report findings and an excerpt
from the Indian Kirpal Report which also illustrates
the conflict in the specifics:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety
Board respectfully submits as follows: 4.1 CauseRelated Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1. 4.10 After going through the entire record we find
that there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence
which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft;
2. 3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however,
be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair
and that there has been a rapid decompression in the

aircraft.
An inflight breakup is agreed upon by the Canadian
and Indian authorities and the cause is given as an
explosion; however, the Canadians decline to give a
cause of the explosion and leave it unstated. The
Indians state the cause of the explosion was a 'bomb.'
The Canadian finding specifically omits a possible
cause of the explosion such as 'bomb,' or 'explosive
decompression'. The location of the explosion is
identified and agreed by both authorities as the
forward cargo compartment.
The tangible and circumstantial evidence
upon which the unanimous conclusion of inflight
breakup by explosion in the forward cargo
compartment was reached can be summarized as thus:
A. The cockpit audio tapes and the digital
flight recorder were normal until a sudden audible
loud sound occurred and the power was abruptly cut
to the recorders.
B. Passengers suffered explosion type
injuries.
C.
Metal skin of the fuselage was peeled
outward and curled.
D.
Metal skin suffered explosion type
impacts from inside the aircraft.

E. The main pieces of wreckage on the
surface were far apart from each other as well as the
wide scatter of the victims.
F. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment explained the abrupt cessation of the
recorders and the sudden loud audible sound on the
voice recorder.
G. The inflight damage could have occurred
only if objects had been ejected from the front portion
of the aircraft when it was still in the air.
2.1.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in flight
in Air India Flight 182 in the forward cargo
compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
supporting the breakup in flight of Air India Flight
182 as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the
recordings of the DFDR, CVR and Shannon ATC
tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped
recording. The conversations in the cockpit were
normal, and there was no indication of an emergency

situation prior to the loud noise heard on the CVR a
fraction of a second before it stopped recording. The
DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The other
possibility for the irregular signals on the DFDR is
that they were caused by a disturbance to the Flight
Data Acquisition Unit in the main electronics bay.
Since there was an almost simultaneous loss of the
transponder signal, this indicates the possibility of an
abrupt aircraft electrical failure. The abrupt cessation
of the data recorder could be caused by airframe
structural failure or the detonation of an explosive
device as the initial event.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence
showed a proportion of the passengers with
indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries
and loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and
decompression indicates that the aircraft experienced
a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries
and loss of clothing indicate a proportion of the
passengers were ejected from the aircraft before water
impact. Hence, it is likely that the aft portion of the
aircraft separated from the forward portion before
striking the water.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the
possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or

the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment would explain the loss of the DFDR,
CVR and transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
supporting the breakup in flight of Air India Flight
182 as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr.
I.R. Hill further stated that the significance of flail
injuries being suffered by some of the passengers was
that it indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air
at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude.
3.2.11.42 a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and
bodies into consideration and the condition of the

limited wreckage recovered indicates that the aircraft
had broken up in flight before impact with the sea.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be
arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and
that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical
examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
2.2 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the
aft cargo compartment, a bomb which was first loaded
at Vancouver B.C, Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22

June, 1985.
2.2.1 No proponent for this explanation but it
was considered, evaluated, and rejected in the Indian
Kirpal Report, the Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report: by the AAIB representative, and the NTSB
representative. However, there exists a recent report
entitled "Aircraft Occurrence Investigation Report"
dated 16 March 2001,by John H. Garstang, an official
assigned to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) Air India Task Force (AITF). He calls his
work for the RCMP as "independent." The report shall
be referred to as the 'Garstang Report.'
Observations about the author of the Garstang
Report: John H. Garstang, is an official assigned to the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) Air India
Task Force (AITF). Mr. Garstang is apparently not
currently assigned to the Transportation Safety Board
(TSB) of Canada. His report carries his signature
without title. He has been assigned to the RCMP AITF
since 1988 and therefore represents official RCMP
opinion regarding the probable cause of Air India
Flight 182. He calls his work for the RCMP as
"independent."
Current government agency opinions about the

probable cause for the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182:
A.
RCMP opinion about the probable cause
for Air India 182 is an explosion of a bomb in the
forward cargo compartment.
B. Unless updated with a supplemental
conclusion by the TSB, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board (Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report)
conclusions as stated in their 1986 Aviation
Occurrence Report of an explosion, cause unstated, in
the forward cargo compartment was the probable
cause for the breakup of Air India Flight 182 is the
current position of Canadian aircraft accident
investigation authorities.
C. Unless updated by the Indian
government, the Kirpal Report findings of an
explosion by a bomb in the forward cargo
compartment is the current position of the Indian
government.
2.2.2 Analysis: There was consideration of the
explosion of a bomb, or any other source of an
explosion, in the aft cargo compartment of Air India
Flight 182 instead of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment, to explain the breakup in flight

amidships. Both the the Indian Kirpal Report and the
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report had good cause
to suspect a failure in the aft section of Air India
Flight 182 and therefore examined and evaluated
extensively the possibility of an aft pressure bulkhead
failure or an aft cargo door inadvertent opening.
Just five weeks after Air India Flight 182, a Japan
Air Lines Boeing 747, JAL Flight 123, had an aft
pressure bulkhead fail in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression tore off the vertical
stabilizer which rendered the aircraft uncontrollable
leading to its fatal crash. Wreckage of Air India Flight
182 was then attempted to be retrieved by the US
Navy to rule in or rule out such a similar probable
cause.
Corroborative official statements supporting the
reasons and results of the close examination of the aft
pressure bulkhead for evidence of preexisting failure
in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead
The localized impact mark found on the leading edge
of the right horizontal root leading edge is indicative
of an object striking the stabilizer in flight before

water impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail
plane was not the first event. The horizontal and
vertical stabilizers were found separated and each was
intact and in good condition. Items from the aft cargo
compartment were found further to the west of the tail
plane. The absence of the type of damage to the tail
plane as was found in the Japan Airlines (JAL) Boeing
747 accident where the aft pressure bulkhead failed
and which took place shortly after this occurrence,
and the rupture of the aft cargo compartment before
the loss of the tail indicate that there was not an inflight failure of the aft pressure bulkhead. In addition,
examination of the recovered portions of the bulkhead
shows evidence of overload failures from the rear to
front only and no evidence of any pre-existing defect,
premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion damage.
From the Indian Kirpal Report
1.4.6
The Court also had the advantage of
being able to meet members of the team investigating
into the Japan Airlines Flight JL 123 accident which
had occurred near Tokyo on 12th August, 1985.
Similarities and dissimilarities between the two
accidents were, to some extent, noticed and some
information was exchanged.
3.2.10.5
Subsequent to the accident to Japan
Airlines Boeing 747 aircraft, suspected to have been

caused by failure of the repair to the rear pressure
bulkhead, NTSB and FAA decided to fund the U.S.
Navy for a two week operation over the seas for
recovery of significant pieces of wreckage.
In addition, the aft cargo door stops of Air India
Flight 182 had been removed and reinstalled by
authorized personnel just before the Air India Flight
182 fatal flight to make room for parts of an engine
being shipped back to India for repair.
Corroborative official statements supporting the
reasons and results of the close examination of the aft
cargo door for preexisting failure in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
2.1.20
The pre-loaded four pallets and one
container were brought to the aircraft by M/s Mega
International personnel from their warehouse in the
afternoon of 22nd June for loading them into the
aircraft cargo compartment at positions assigned by
the Air Canada load agent. Difficulty was experienced
while loading one of the pallets having inlet cowl of
the pod engine. To enable loading of the cowl, Air
Canada engineering/maintenance personnel removed
door stop fitting from the aft cargo compartment door
cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the cowl could

be loaded. All the removed fittings were then
reinstalled.
From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.4.3.5 Some difficulty was experienced while
loading one of the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod
engine. To enable loading of the cowl, Air Canada
engineering/maintenance personnel removed door
stop fittings from the aft cargo compartment door cutout. After removal of the fittings, the pallet could be
loaded. All the removed fittings were then re-installed.
Removal and installation of the fittings was certified
by Mr. Rajendra.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the
door stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in
flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom. The door
was found lying along with the wreckage of the aft
portion of the aircraft. This indicates that the door
remained in position and did not cause any problem in
flight.
The investigators carefully examined all pieces of
wreckage in and around the aft pressure bulkhead and

aft cargo compartment for evidence of any type of
failure of structure and for any type of explosion, such
as explosive decompression or a bomb. They found
none.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in
support that no evidence of an explosion in the aft
cargo compartment was found.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor
was located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on
the direction of cleat rotation on the skin panel (target
7) and the crossbeam displacement on this structure,
target 47 moved aft in relation to the lower skin panel
when it was detached from the lower skin. No other
significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
Investigators on the scene found that the type of
damage that would have occurred with an aft pressure
bulkhead failure such as the loss of the vertical
stabilizer did not occur to Air India Flight 182; they
found that the aft cargo compartment ruptured before,
not after, the loss of the entire tailplane, and they
found that the overload failures from the rear to front

only instead of from front to rear if the aft pressure
bulkhead had failed as an initial event.
They found that the aft cargo door was discovered
intact and in position and did not cause any problem
in flight. It was latched at the bottom. They found
there was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an
explosion of any type emanating from the aft cargo
compartment.
Therefore, after an extensive examination and
evaluation by the Canadian and Indian authorities of
the possibility of an explosion of any type in the aft
section or in the aft cargo compartment based upon
visual examination of the actual aft pressure bulkhead,
aft cargo door, aft cargo compartment floor and skin;
they concluded that the occurrence of an explosion or
any type in the aft cargo compartment was ruled out
as well as a failure of the aft pressure bulkhead or
involvement by the aft cargo door. The rupture that
occurred in the aft cargo compartment was after the
initial events, was a result of the overpressures and
overload experienced by that part of the aircraft and
consistent with an airframe disintegrating after an
inflight breakup caused by the confirmed explosion in
the forward cargo compartment.

The tangible and direct evidence to support the
conclusions by authorities of an inflight breakup by
explosion in the forward cargo compartment exists in
the CVR, the ATC tape recording, the DFDR, the
wreckage distribution, the inflight damage to the
airframe, the medical evidence, and the engines.
A confirmed alternative exists to a bomb explosion
in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to
explain its inflight breakup and that is an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment. That conclusion was
and remains unanimous among the aircraft accident
investigative authorities and was based upon the
evidence and lack of evidence.
There exist certain characteristics of an explosion
by bomb such as evidence in the metal itself or in the
wreckage such as: Pitting, cratering, hot gas, washing,
holes, punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, burn
injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin, sooted
metal, timer, fuze, bomb explosion sound on the
cockpit voice recorder, and staggered power cuts to
the aft and forward data recorders (the transponder is
located forward and the CVR and DFDR are located
aft.)
Summary of evidence required to support a

conclusion of an explosion of any type in the aft cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182 and its presence
or absence:
A. Pitting: Absent
B. Cratering: Absent
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D.
Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent
F. Shrapnel: Absent
G.
Explosive residue: Absent
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the
cabin: Absent
I. Sooted metal: Absent
J. Timer: Absent
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit
voice recorder: Absent
M. Staggered power cuts to the aft and
forward data recorders: Absent
Summary of evidence that refutes the assertion
that an explosion of any type occurred in the aft cargo
compartment as an initial event or at any other time.
A. Absence of required corroborative
evidence to support the assertion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR

and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces
of airframe well forward of the aft cargo compartment
such as leading edge of wing and engines.
D.
Overpressures in both cargo
compartments, not just the aft.
E. Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F. Much straight and undamaged
fuselage skin in the aft section.
G. Conclusive evidence of an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment to explain the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
H. General trajectory patterns from
wreckage debris locations that match two other early
model Boeing 747s, Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced inflight
breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo
compartment as confirmed by the aircraft accident
investigation authorities of the UK AAIB, and the
USA NTSB.
An evaluation of the independent accident report
by Mr. Garstang follows:
The overall appraisal by this independent
investigator of Mr. Garstang's report is that the data

shows in some manner what happens to sections 46
and 48 of an early model Boeing 747 that has broken
apart amidships from an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment and is in the process of
disintegrating as it falls and drifts from 31000 feet to
the sea, after which it drifts and sinks another 6700
feet to the bottom.

*
Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing
fuselage station numbers and sections.
The Garstang Report states that in section 46 and 48
there were overloads on beams, bulkheads, trunnions,
and fuselage skin around rivets. There were also
overpressures in both cargo compartments and on
outer skin panels.
Overloads and overpressures are expected to occur
with inflight breakups and do not necessarily confirm
an explosion.
In a recent correspondence with Gordon E. Smith,
Senior Materials Engineer, Mr. Smith, (no relation)
states and concludes in regard to overpressures and

overloads in Air India Flight 182,
"Overload: is the pulling/stretching (tension) of
material (metal) the crack progresses at close to right
angles (90 degrees) to the direction of tensile stress.
Compression (pressing) can also produce cracks
where the metal tries to fold back upon itself and fails
in a different mode (shear) Looks entirely different
than a tensile crack
Overpressure: the pressure hull experienced a higher
pressure that the design pressure."
The airframe was disintegrating and rapidly
redistributing its design loads. This redistribution
leads to a lot of local overloading on airframe/
pressure hull metal. It tore itself apart."
The Garstang Report makes an unsubstantiated
statement that is in contradiction to the Indian Kirpal
Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
in which Mr. Garstang states on page 7, referring to
the "Forward Half of the Aircraft Fuselage (Sections
41, 42, 44), "The fracture patterns examined were all
consistent with an overload mode of failure." The
Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report found conclusive evidence of an
explosion in the forward half of the fuselage forward
of the wing on the right side in the forward cargo

compartment that was not the result of an overload
mode of failure but was the result of an explosion.
They also found many, not 'all', fractures that were of
an overload type as both the aft and forward cargo
compartments ruptured and were disintegrating in
flight.
The Garstang Report devotes a scant one page to the
breakup of the forward half of Air India Flight 182
whereas the actual investigators in the the Indian
Kirpal Report and Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report inquiries concentrated most of their retrieval
and evaluation efforts in that area based upon the
tangible evidence discovered which conclusively
proved an explosion had occurred in the forward
cargo compartment and there was no explosion of any
type in the aft compartment. The Garstang Report
declines to address that evidence.
The Garstang Report devotes most of its fourteen
pages of analysis to the 'Rear Half of the Aircraft
Fuselage' which had fractured into smaller pieces and
lay isolated from one another on the ocean floor. He
implies that observation is evidence of an explosion in
the aft cargo compartment but, in fact, is evidence of
an inflight breakup and disintegrating fuselage which
lay scatted in a very long trail of debris.

The Garstang Report reports that the breakup
location is at the Section 44 and Section 46 joint
which is to be expected with an inflight breakup since
that is where the sections are mated in construction,
but not expected if a powerful bomb were to explode
in the aft cargo compartment which would have split
and shattered the fuselage in the middle of Section 46
leaving much obvious evidence of the bomb
explosion.

*
Above picture is of a Boeing 747 during construction
and shows the sections being mated. Section 41 has
already been mated to Section 42. The unmated joint
on the left is the Section 44/Section 46 joint.
When a real bomb the size of the alleged bomb by
the Garstang Report is detonated in the aft cargo
compartment of a Boeing 747, much real evidence is
created.
*
Above is a picture of the staged bombing of a Boeing
747 at Bruntingthorpe in 1997.

The aft section evidence which resulted from the
real bomb explosion above does not match the aft
section evidence examined for Air India Flight 182
which had undeformed, straight fuselage skin and
intact cargo doors. If the above bomb type explosion
had occurred in Air India Flight 182, the Canadian
and Indian and UK investigative authorities in
1985/1986 would most certainly have detected it
because of the obvious hot-gas pitting on pieces of
metal, punctures, shrapnel, explosive residue, pitting,
cratering, explosive type injuries to passengers sitting
in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion sound
on the cockpit voice recorder.
None of the tell tale characteristics of a bomb
explosion pieces of evidence was found on Air India
Flight 182. In addition there was much evidence to
rule out any type of explosion in the aft compartment.
The reason for ruling out a bomb explosion
anywhere in Air India Flight 182 is the same reason
used to rule out a bomb explosion anywhere in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, another early model
Boeing 747 that was seriously evaluated for a bomb
explosion after experiencing an inflight breakup
caused by an explosion that was not in the aft cargo
compartment. That reason is a lack of corroborating

evidence even after some ambiguous evidence of
overpressures and overloading was discovered.
The Garstang Report describes, in 'Aft Cargo and
Bulk Cargo Compartments' a large piece of belly skin,
Target 7, which was not grossly deformed, bent,
twisted, or crushed, missing evidence which might be
expected within the range of a powerful bomb
explosion. The report describes the separations of the
skin from the floor assembly in terms of overload and
overpressure but not by hot gas pitting, shrapnel,
cratering or punctures which would support the
assertion of an explosion by bomb.
The Garstang Report makes another
undocumented statement that a piece of skin is
'similar' to a piece of skin in the Bruntingthorpe
staged bomb explosion but provides no photographs
of either piece of metal. It is reasonable to expect that
among thousands of different shapes of pieces of
wreckage there might be one that are 'similar' to
another among thousands of pieces in a staged bomb
explosion.
The Garstang Report describes in detail the
overpressures and overloads of pieces of the aft
section of Air India Flight 182 (Targets 7, 8, 47, 307,

287, 658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and 282) but offers no
evidence of an explosion, only of aerodynamic forces
consistent with a fuselage disintegrating as it falls
from five miles high.
Whenever there is evidence offered in pieces of
metal in 'deformation', there is also the qualifier that
the deformation could have occurred by aerodynamic
forces or water impact. Deformation on pieces of
metal in the aft section, as are overpressures and
overloads, are not confirmations of an explosion by
bomb but are confirmations of a section of aircraft
disintegrating as it falls after an inflight breakup
amidships from a confirmed explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report equated on page 13 that a
bomb is an improvised explosive device when it
states: "Detonation of a bomb (improvised explosive
device)...", a synonym which is incorrect. There are
many devices which may become an improvised
explosive device such as firecrackers, fireworks,
blasting caps, and other incendiary devices which
were never intended to become bombs but did by
circumstances. If there were any device created that
was not improvised to be explosive, but very, very
calculated, it would be a 'bomb' which is a most

carefully thought out explosive device. On the other
hand, fireworks do detonate inadvertently and cause
explosions often leading to fatalities.
The Garstang Report summarizes the 'Structural
Breakup' by stating: "Analysis indicated that the aft
cargo and bulk cargo compartments failed due to a
large, internal, overpressure load(s)."
To use the overpressures and overloads on beam,
fuselage skin, skin panels, and trunnions as conclusive
evidence of an explosion is faulty logic as both cargo
compartments had such evidence. Those overpressure
failures are consistent with aerodynamic and water
impact forces acting on a compromised fuselage
disintegrating as it falls to the sea, an opinion shared
and stated by the the Indian Kirpal Report and
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report investigators in
1985/1986 who carefully examined and evaluated all
wreckage in the aft area of Air India Flight 182 and is
also the current opinion of a senior metals engineer in
2001.
Without any corroborative tangible evidence
which would have been present of a bomb explosion,
or evidence of any type of explosion, the next
statement by Mr. Garstang lacks credibility and

carries little weight: "The only plausible way to do
this rapidly, and in the manner previously described, is
by the detonation of a bomb, (improvised explosive
device).Ó
As explained above, there is a plausible way to
explain the overpressures in the aft compartment as
well as the overpressures discovered in the forward
compartment: Aerodynamic and water impact forces
acting upon both cargo compartments in the fuselage
as it disintegrates and falls to the sea after
experiencing an inflight breakup amidships from the
confirmed explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. This plausible way to explain the
overpressure evidence is currently agreed upon by
official accident investigators of three countries, a
metal engineer, and this independent aircraft accident
investigator.
The Garstang Report section on 'Trajectory
Analysis' opens with a broad disclaimer that a breakup
of an aircraft in flight is a complex affair composed of
random actions because various pieces of wreckage
have different weights, sizes, and shapes and the
trajectory of these pieces through the air can not be
precisely determined because of the unknown winds
and currents affect the drift pattern of the piece

through the five miles of air to the bottom of the
ocean.
There are other factors which limit the validity of
trajectory studies as stated by the Canadians in their
aviation occurrence report, ÒThe depth of the
wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet,
and the effect of the ocean current, tides and the way
objects may have descended to the sea bed was not
determined, thus some distortion of an object's
relationship from time of water entry to its location on
the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the items
found east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight
and often made of a structure which traps air. These
items may have taken considerable time to sink and
may have moved horizontally in sea currents before
settling on the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed
beside some wreckage does indicate horizontal
movement of the wreckage as it settled.Ó
The Garstang Report plots the location of the pieces
of wreckage in three appendices, G, H, and I. The
specific locations of the pieces of wreckage as
retrieved are given in latitude and longitude (lat/long)
in the Indian Kirpal Report and in the appendices of
the Garstang Report which is consistent with
wreckage retrieval procedures. The Indian Kirpal

Report, as well as the Trans World Airlines Flight 800
NTSB report of AAR 00/03, plots the wreckage items
on a grid using a north arrow and distance in nautical
miles from a reference point, which is consistent with
official aircraft accident reports.
The Garstang Report, however, plots the wreckage
items in "Universal Mercator Projection", omits the
north arrow, and has no reference point,which is not
standard procedure, confusing and so misleading as
the plots become meaningless.
Specifically, the Garstang Report narrative gives
the lat/long position for only one piece of wreckage, a
torn suitcase. In the official accident reports of the
Indians and Canadians for Air India Flight 182, and
the USA NTSB for TWA 800, the broad wreckage
patterns as well as the individual pieces are given in
lat/long. In the Garstang Report plot, there are
inadequate legends, there is no overall pattern
depiction of all the wreckage, there is no reference
point nor even a North arrow and thus no way to
confirm the accuracy of the plots. The isolated small
plots of wreckage, the lack of lat/long plot, the
vagaries of upper altitude winds and lower sea
currents, make the plots in the Garstang report
essentially worthless for any detailed deductions of

which specific pieces of wreckage landed first.
Only a generalized appraisal of large sections of
wreckage is possible and that was done in the
Garstang Report as well as the official reports. A
general plot of large sections of wreckage may be
plotted and a theory of which sections left the aircraft
first based upon the assumption they would land
closest to the initial event location. This is done on all
in flight breakups, such as Pan Am Flight 103 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two additional early
model Boeing 747s that suffered breakups amidships
inflight and left similar debris patterns. Specifically,
the nose section was in a dense localized area, the area
of initial breakup just forward of the wing was in a
scattered area, and then the long loose trail of the aft
section as it scatters widely the pieces of the
disintegrating fuselage.
All three flights, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am
Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
exhibited this matching debris pattern. All three flights
have conclusive evidence which is reported in detail
in the official accident reports of having suffered
breakups in flight from explosions in or adjacent to
the forward cargo compartment, conclusions which
are supported by trajectory studies, wreckage

reconstructions, and reconstruction drawings. All
three official accident reports conclusively ruled out
explosions of any type in the aft cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report states on page 16: "It is
significant to note that the wreckage trail patterns bear
a very strong resemblance to a known case involving
the same type of aircraft, at essentially the same
altitude and speed, which was proceeding normally
when, without warning, something sudden and
catastrophic occurred." "The case I am referring to is
the Pan Am Flight 103 occurrence..."
*
Above drawing shows wreckage trails for Pan Am
Flight 103 from the AAIB AAR 2/90
The debris patterns of Air India Flight 182 and
Pan Am 103 do match. Both events were carefully
examined for the location of the explosion that broke
the aircraft apart amidships. Both events have
conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment to explain the breakup. Both
events had none of the evidence to support an
assertion of an explosion in the aft compartment. The
matching debris patterns of both events confirm the

conclusions of the British, Indian, and Canadian
investigators who concluded in their respective
aircraft accident reports that the explosion in each
aircraft occurred in the forward cargo compartment
and did not occur in the aft compartment.
The concluding assertion on the trajectory
analysis of The Garstang Report which states, "The
distinction is that the wreckage trail patterns indicate
that the lead Air India Flight 182 breakup event
occurred in the rear of the aircraft, as opposed to the
front of the Pan Am 103 case," contradicts the
physical laws of aerodynamics, gravity, chemistry,
and metallurgy. It insults the detailed concerted efforts
of aviation accident investigators of three countries to
precisely determine the location of the explosion and
who all concluded it was in the forward section and
was not in the aft cargo compartment.
Summary of evidence that suggests there was an
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182 as indicated by the Garstang
Report:
A.
Overpressures and overloads on a few
pieces of the aft section of Air India Flight 182
(Targets 7, 8, 47, 307, 287, 658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and
282)

B.
Quilting pattern on a few pieces of
wreckage.
C. One piece of wreckage fuselage skin that
is ÔsimilarÕ to another piece of metal from wreckage
from a staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectory studies that imply that the
specific first pieces to leave Air India Flight 182 came
from the aft cargo compartment.
Summary of reasonable alternative explanations to
explain the evidence offered by the Garstang Report
for an explosion in the aft cargo compartment.
A.
Over pressures and overloads on a few
pieces of fuselage skin, beams, and trunnions occur
during any fuselage breakup, with or without an
explosion source.
B. Quilting patterns on fuselage skin
occurs upon water impact and did so on Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 and Pan Am Flight 103.
C. A strangely shaped piece of metal can
occur when a fuselage disintegrates from an inflight
breakup at 296 knots which can be similar to a
strangely shaped of a piece of metal that occurs after a
staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectories can be widely variable for
specific pieces of falling wreckage based upon shape,

size, and weight of the object.
To review the evaluation of the Garstang Report
regarding Air India Flight 182:
A.
It offers no new evidence to contradict the
conclusions of the Canadians and the Indians.
B. It offers no new insight into the
previous investigations.
C.
It omits and refuses to address the
conclusive tangible evidence which refutes its
assertions, such as
1. Cockpit voice recorder data,
2. Inflight damage to engines, wing
leading edge and right horizontal stabilizer. straight
and undamaged skin panels in the aft cargo
compartment,
3. The large undeformed sheets of
fuselage skin,
4. The intact aft and bulk cargo doors,
5. The loss of the tailplane was not the
first event and would have been if a bomb explosion
had occurred in the aft cargo compartment.
6. The power was cut to three pieces
of electronic equipment, two of which are located in
the aft area, and one in the main equipment
compartment adjacent to the forward cargo

compartment. If an explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment, the two recorders might have stopped
recording but not the transponder which would have
continued on for some time. The simultaneous
stopping of all three indicates the explosion was in the
forward cargo compartment.
D.
It offers no corroborative evidence of a
bomb explosion in the aft cargo compartment such as:
1. Pitting: Absent
2. Cratering: Absent
3. Hot gas washing: Absent
4.
Holes: Absent
5. Punctures: Absent
6. Shrapnel: Absent
7. Explosive residue: Absent
7. Burn injuries to passengers sitting
in the cabin: Absent
8. Sooted metal: Absent
10. Timer: Absent
11. Fuze: Absent
12. Bomb explosion sound on the
cockpit voice recorder: Absent
13. Staggered power cuts to the aft
and forward data recorders: Absent
E. It offers as proof of an explosion in the
aft compartment ambiguous evidence which is
common to both compartments such as overloads,

overpressures, and quilting patterns, all of which have
alternative explanations such as aerodynamics and
water impact, and are evident in both cargo
compartments of Air India Flight 182 and evident in
Pan Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight
800, two additional Boeing 747 inflight breakups that
were not caused by explosions in the aft cargo
compartment.
F. It offers a trajectory study in which:
1. The plotting is confusing,
2.
Essential chart details are
omitted,
3. Confusing legend is given, and
4.
Ballistic trajectory charts are
missing which are included in other accident reports
which contain trajectory studies.
5.
Specific conclusions about
locations of pieces of wreckage are made which were
prone to error from errant winds, currents, and
aerodynamics of random shaped pieces of
wreckage,
To summarize the assertions in the Garstang
Report that an explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo
compartment caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182:
A. There is no old or new evidence

offered to sustain such an assertion.
B. The methodology is unorthodox.
C. Statements are made which contradict the
established facts, data, and evidence.
D.
Conclusions are drawn which are
unsubstantiated and not logical.
2.3.3 Conclusions:
There never was and is not now any official
assertion by any recognized aviation accident
investigating authority that the explosions in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 did not occur in or near the forward
cargo compartment and there never was and is not
now any assertion by an recognized aviation accident
investigating authority of any country that an
explosion of any type occurred in the aft cargo
compartment of their respective aircraft.
To put it another way, there has been and there is
now total agreement by all aviation accident
investigating authorities of four countries, Canada,
UK, USA, and India, that the explosions in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 occurred in or near the forward cargo
compartment. There has been and there is now total

agreement by all aviation accident investigating
authorities of those same countries, that the explosion
in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight
103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in the aft
cargo compartment.
A. There was no bomb explosion, nor any
other type of explosion, in the aft cargo compartment
of Air India Flight 182.
B. There was an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against a breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 caused by an explosion of a bomb in the aft
cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were
found in place and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry
doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact
mark found on the leading edge of the right horizontal
root leading edge is indicative of an object striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests
that the loss of the tail plane was not the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the
flight recorders indicates the possibility of a massive

and sudden failure of primary structure; however,
there is evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in
the forward and aft cargo compartments prior to any
failure of the primary structure in flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion
of the aft cargo compartment roller floor, shows no
indications characteristic of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door
stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in
flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom. The door
was found lying along with the wreckage of the aft
portion of the aircraft. This indicates that the door
remained in position and did not cause any problem in
flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This
portion of the aft cargo compartment was located
between B S 1600 and B S 1760. No significant
observation was noted. There was no evidence to
indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin

panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight
and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of
holes. This shows that there was occurrence of an
event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft
cargo compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary

structure in flight. An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment would explain the loss of the DFDR,
CVR and transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be
arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and
that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including
several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.

2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the
mapping of the sea bed provided some distinct
distribution patterns. The depth of the wreckage varies
between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the effect of
the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus
some distortion of an object's relationship from time
of water entry to its location on the bottom cannot be
discounted. In general, the items found east of long
12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and often made of
a structure which traps air. These items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved
horizontally in sea currents before settling on the
bottom. Marks left on the sea bed beside some
wreckage does indicate horizontal movement of the
wreckage as it settled.
2.3 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment with its cause unstated:
2.3.1 Proponents: CASB, Canadian Aviation
Safety Board in its Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report
2.3.2 Analysis: The CASB explanation for the

breakup was to state there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment but omit the cause of the
explosion. This was the prudent choice of the CASB
based on evidence and experience available to them in
1985/1986. CASB concluded in their report that the
evidence supported an 'explosion' in the forward cargo
compartment but that the evidence did not support the
determination of the cause of that explosion. They
specifically omitted a cause of bomb, structural
failure, or open door. The CASB most certainly knew
the focus of attention would be on the cause of the
explosion and did not omit the cause as an
administrative oversight. They certainly knew the
Indians believed it was a bomb explosion and the
AAIB representative had rejected that cause and
stated the explosion was from an explosive
decompression by a cause yet to be determined.
The CASB decided to just state the explosion
occurred in the forward cargo department and
declined to state the cause as a bomb detonation or
explosive decompression. This decision by the
Canadians to be cautious was later proven correct by
subsequent similar accidents discussed in Section 3
which finally determined the cause of the explosion
not from a bomb explosion but an explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured

open in flight.
2.3.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment with cause unstated based
upon knowledge available in 1985/1986 to the
Canadian accident investigators.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as
caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment with its cause unstated.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS The Canadian Aviation Safety
Board respectfully submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
2.4 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side,
inclusive of a bomb detonation, a bomb which was
first loaded at Vancouver B.C, Canada onto CP Flight
060 on 22 June, 1985.

2.4.1 Proponent: The Indian Kirpal Report.
2.4.2 Analysis: Another explanation for the
explosion was a 'bomb' in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side which caused the
breakup of Air India Flight 182 in flight and was
presented by the Indian Kirpal Report which
concludes in a finding: ' 4.10 After going through the
entire record we find that there is circumstantial as
well as direct evidence which directly points to the
cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a
bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft.'
The bomb explosion in the forward cargo
compartment finding by the Indians was based on
meager circumstantial and tangible evidence. The
circumstantial evidence of 'bomb' detonation lies in
two areas, the ticketing and switching of tickets by
one or two mysterious men in Vancouver, B. C.
Canada and an explosion at Narita Airport, Tokyo,
Japan within the hour of the explosion of Air India
Flight 182 off Ireland.
It is not unusual for passengers to manipulate
ticket fares and baggage destinations when flying into
and through Canada: From the Kirpal Report: '2.2 It

should be noted that some passengers from India book
flights to Montreal with their intended destination
being Toronto. The reason is that the fare to Montreal
is cheaper and therefore some passengers get off the
flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and leave
without reporting a cancellation of the trip to
Montreal.'
The ticketing by airline agents of the two men
allegedly named 'Singh' is described in the report;
however, the supporting documentation is missing.
There are no interview notes or audio tapes available
of the actual transactions. The ticketing procedures as
described conflict with established procedures by the
airlines. The names offered should have been rejected
on site as inadequate for security reasons. It is not
unusual for passengers to switch flights. The entire
ticketing sequence used as important circumstantial
evidence for a 'bomb' being loaded upon CP 060 in
Vancouver is uncorroborated, unsubstantiated,
conflicts with normal procedures, and lacks tangible
evidence of tickets, suitcases, money, voice, or
handwritten notes.
The second circumstantial event offered as proof of a
'bomb' explosion on Air India Flight 182 is the Narita
episode of an explosion on a baggage cart which

happened thousands of miles away in a enormously
busy airport which had suffered fatal terrorist attacks
before and after which were unrelated to any Air India
flights. The airport was controversial in that in
September, 1971, after a second compulsory
execution of the land expropriation by proxy, three
policemen were killed in a conflict during
expropriation. In May, 1977, the removal of the
obstructing steel tower resulted in the death of one the
supporters of the opposition group during the protest
rally. In March, 1978, extremists attacked the control
tower with subsequent destruction of most of the
equipment resulting in the opening of the airport
being postponed. In September, 1988, the Chairman
of the Chiba Prefecture Land Expropriation
Committee was seriously injured in an attack of
terrorism. All members of the committee resigned.
The details supporting the Narita 'bomb'
explosion evidence are omitted from the Indian Kirpal
Report as well as the details on yet another Boeing
747 aircraft, CP 003, carrying a 'bomb' which does not
detonate during the flight. For the Narita event to be
connected to Air India Flight 182 in any meaningful
manner, the details as to security for CP 003 and the
baggage cart explosion must be investigated and
stated in the same degree of attention to detail as the

security status for CP 060 and Air India Flight
181/182.
The four flights of three different aircraft through
four airports in two countries which had the two
'bombs' on board had many delays enroute and to
connect the event of Narita and the event of Air India
by timing because they happened within the hour
thousands of miles apart as circumstantial proof of a
relationship indicating both were 'bombs' is not
logical nor credible.
The Indian Kirpal report states in the finding:
'A. Connection with an explosion at Narita Airport :
On 23rd June, 1985 there was an explosion at the
Narita Airport. The explosion occurred when a bomb
exploded in a suit case which was to be interlined to
Air India's Flight No. 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok.
CPA 003 arrived Narita Airport, Tokyo. Arrived 14
minutes early 0541 Baggage cart explodes in transit
area. 2 killed, 4 injured' 'Similarly, a suitcase was
interlined unaccompanied on CP Air Flight 003 from
Vancouver to Tokyo to be placed on Air India Flight
301 to Bangkok. The explosion of a bag from CP 003
at Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55 minutes before
the AI 182 accident. Therefore, the nature of the link

between the two occurrences raises the possibility that
the suitcase which was unaccompanied on AI 182
contained an explosive device.' 'At 0541 GMT, 23
June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at Narita
Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT
a bag from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in
the transit area of the airport within an hour of the Air
India occurrence. Two persons were killed and four
were injured. From the day of the occurrences, there
have been questions about a possible linkage between
the events.' 'The interlined baggage exploded at Narita
Airport and there is strong probability that the suitcase
from Vancouver, which was interlined to AI 182,
contained a device similar to the one which had
exploded at Narita Airport on 23 June, 1985.' 'As it
was suspected that there may be a link between the
blast which had taken place at Narita Airport on 23rd
June, 1985 and the accident to Air India's flight 182, it
was felt necessary to inspect the site of the bomb blast
at Narita Airport. On the aforesaid visit to Tokyo, the
site where the blast had taken place was inspected
which gave some, though very vague, idea of the
detonating power of the blast.'
Note there is no evidentiary connection between
'an interlined bag' and 'a bag from this flight'. There is
no support documentation for a 'bomb' explosion on

the baggage cart, no documentation support for which
suitcase and from which flight the bag came from and
the only statement by the Court is very vague about
details even though he personally visited the site.
When the Indian judicial authority alleges that Air
India Flight 182 was blown out of the sky by a 'bomb'
explosion in the forward cargo compartment on the
starboard side in its official report, then the following
sequence of allegations must be believed:
Two bombs were somehow surreptitiously placed on
two Boeing 747s at Vancouver airport on or about 22
June 1985. This was done although there was much
security in place to prevent such heinous crimes. One
'bomb' loaded on CP 003 flew to Tokyo with the
'bomb' refusing to detonate either through a altimeter
fuze or a timing fuze. This 'bomb' was then unloaded
in a busy airport, put on a baggage cart which was
wheeled through a 'transit' area with many other bags
from many other flights, and only then the 'bomb'
detonated, not from an altimeter fuze but from a
timing fuze which went off when it was not supposed
to. No fuze or parts of any bomb or the suitcase were
reported to have been discovered. At the same time
this premature 'bomb' was loaded at Vancouver onto
CP 003, the other 'bomb' was loaded onto CP 060,

also in Vancouver, and successfully slipped past the
extensive security of men, dogs, and machines. CP
060 then flew to Toronto without the bomb going off
by timer or altimeter fuse. At Toronto, the 'bomb' was
then off loaded from CP 060 and sent, along with
some passengers, to a different aircraft, a Boeing 747
which was Flight 181 which, after another flight to
Montreal, would change to Flight 182. At Toronto, all
the baggage from CP 060, including the 'bomb', was
placed in the aft cargo hold of the Boeing 747 that
was to become Air India Flight 182. The aircraft, now
called Flight 181, took off and flew to Montreal with
the 'bomb' still not detonating by altimeter or timing
fuze. After the Boeing 747 landed in Montreal with
the 'bomb' still in the aft cargo hold, the flight number
changed to Air India Flight 182, more passengers and
baggage were put on board, with all their baggage,
and a new ÔbombÕ, loaded into the forward cargo
compartment. There were many delays involved with
loading parts of a large engine into the aft cargo
compartment which did not set off the 'bomb' in that
compartment. Finally, the aft and forward cargo
compartment 'bomb' laden Boeing 747 called Air
India Flight 182 took off for its third flight in about
twelve hours, flew for five hours and then a fuze for
an entirely new Montreal 'bomb' decided to activate
and a Ôbomb' exploded in the forward cargo

compartment, not by an altimeter fuze because the
aircraft was level at 31000 feet and had been so for
hours, but by a timer fuze. The Vancouver 'bomb', first
loaded in Vancouver and transferred to the aft cargo
compartment of the doomed aircraft in Toronto, is
presumed to have fallen harmlessly to the sea and
remained hidden from the robotic search vehicles with
video and still cameras.
To further clarify the impossibility of the ÔbombÕ
assertions in the Indian Kirpal report: The bomb
explosion explanation for a bomb loaded first in
Vancouver is impossible because if the first placement
of the bomb in an aircraft is stated to have occurred in
Vancouver for flights CP 003 and CP 060, then the
mystery suitcase with a bomb inside from Vancouver
on CP 060, as was all baggage, was loaded from CP
060 into the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight
181/182 in Toronto and thus unable to explode in the
forward cargo compartment two flights later as only
the Indian Kirpal Report alleges. One section of the
Indian Kirpal Reports states that the cargo
compartment into which the suitcase carrying the
alleged bomb was loaded could not be determined, but
in another section of the same report, it clearly states
that all the baggage from CP 060 was loaded into the
aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 181/182 in

Toronto and all the baggage for the Montreal
passengers was loaded into the forward compartment.
[2.4.3.6 The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal
was loaded in containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R,
23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment. 2.4.3.7
All the baggage and engine parts in the aft and bulk
cargo compartments were loaded at Toronto.] The
unsure statement by one investigator versus the clear
statement and the logic of common sense of efficient
baggage loading indicates that all baggage from CP
060 from Vancouver went into the aft cargo
compartment, not the forward, and all baggage for the
Montreal passengers went into the forward cargo
compartment, not the aft, of Air India Flight 181/182.
If there were conclusive evidence of a bomb
explosion in the forward cargo compartment of Air
India Flight 182, and there is not even scant evidence
of a bomb explosion in either compartment, the
suitcase containing the 'bomb' would have come from
Montreal ticketed passengers.
The confusion among authorities over the three
ÔbombsÕ as to where they came from, where they
were going, what aircraft was targeted, and where
they were located in the various aircraft is
understandable because the ÔbombsÕ are phantoms.

There were no bombs. The phantom ÔbombsÕ
existed only in the minds of those who wished them to
exist.
The Tokyo airport is one of the busiest in the
world; lost and misplaced baggage is common at all
airports; this airport was the target of unrelated
terrorist acts before and since; there is no
documentation to support the vague conjecture of a
connection to an event thousands of miles away which
took place within the hour although the many flights
involved had many delays; security details were
omitted on yet another bomb placed into a Boeing
747; and details on type of bomb and security
arrangements at Narita Airport were omitted.
The circumstantial connections to passengers
switching flights and events on baggage carts
thousands of miles away have little, if any, connection
to an airplane accident at 31000 feet. Any connection
of those two circumstances is very unlikely and lacks
any real evidence to support the claim the events are
circumstantial proof of a bombing in an airliner such
as Air India Flight 182.
The entire premise of 'bomb explosion' for Air
India Flight 182 from circumstantial evidence is not

realistic when the actual details are examined and
impossible if the 'bomb' is asserted to have been
loaded in Vancouver, B.C. Canada. At first blush it
appears plausible, and even exciting, but the reality of
the evidence rules it out. The bomb theory lacks
credibility, reason, or logic. It assumes inefficient
ticketing agents, dull-witted security forces, and
malfunctioning X ray machines in four large
metropolitan airports in two industrialized nations. It
assumes incompetent terrorists who can't set a 'bomb'
to go off on time. It assumes a quiet 'bomb' in an
aircraft that makes no sound when it goes off, and
three stealthy 'bombs' that managed to slip through
sniffing dogs, portable metal detectors, X-Ray
machines, private security teams, and yet leave no
trace of their fuzes, timers, explosive material, or
containers.
The conclusion of a 'bomb' explosion in Air India
Flight 182 is based mainly on weak circumstantial
evidence since little tangible evidence of a bomb
explosion was discovered. The circumstantial
evidence of a 'bomb' explosion is unsubstantiated and
can be summed up as very vague. Now that a
reasonable, mechanical alternative with precedent for
the explosion on Air India Flight 182 has emerged,
detailed in Section 3 of this report, the finding of

'bomb explosion' becomes even less credible.
The tangible evidence for and against a bomb placed
anywhere on Air India Flight 182 can be summarized
as thus:
Summary of evidence for a bomb explosion:
A. Blackened erosion on some seat
cushions.
B. Cabinet had dent in it.
C. Minor fire and explosive damage in cabin.
D.
Sudden and massive structural failure.
E. The lining in one suitcase was severely
tattered;
F. Although the wooden spares box was
burned, this could have happened after the
occurrence;
G. Although pieces of an overhead locker
were damaged by fire, it is not known if the burning
happened at the time of the occurrence;
H. Although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft;
I. The bottoms of some seat cushions
show indications of a possible explosion;
J. The inside of the right wing root fillet

appears to have been scorched; and
K. The deformation of the floor of the
upper deck storage cabinet might have been caused by
an explosive shock wave generated below the cabin
floor and inboard from the cabinet.
L.
Damage to the floor stantion and the
presence of the fragments.
M. Targets 362/396 and 399 which contain
some evidence that an explosion emanated from the
forward cargo compartment.
N.
Curling, cork-screwing, and saw tooth
edges may also be indicative of an explosion though
such fractures by themselves may not be conclusive
evidence that an explosion was involved.
O. The bang could have been caused by a
rapid decompression but it could also have been
caused by an explosive device.
P. Marked similarities between the spectra
of Indian Airlines 737 and Air India's Kanishka CVR.
Q. Twinning on fragments of wreckage.
Summary of evidence against a bomb explosion:
R. Wooden boxes were found broken apart
exhibiting no burn marks.
S. An electronic device was found among
some floating wreckage and was not modified as a
detonating device.

T. There was no evidence to indicate
characteristics of an explosion emanating from the aft
cargo compartment.
U. No part of an explosive device, its
detonator or timing mechanism was recovered.
V. Certain characteristics of the noise
indicate the possibility that the noise was the result of
an explosive decompression.
W. From the examination of the wreckage
recovered and wreckage on the bottom, there is no
indication that a fire or explosion emanated from the
cabin or flight deck areas.
X. The medical examination of the bodies
also showed no fire or explosion type injuries.
Y. A portion of the aft cargo compartment
roller floor shows no indications characteristic of an
explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
Z.
No evidence of fire burns or explosive
material could be found.
AA. The floating wreckage recovered and
showed there was no evidence of fire internal or
external.
AB. Examination of clothing from the bodies
did not show any explosive fractures or any signs of
burning.
AC. The seat cushions and head cushions
also did not show any explosive characteristics.

AD. A number of lavatory doors and
structure also did not show any damage consistent
with explosion. The flight deck door showed no
explosion damage inside or outside.
AE. There was no significant fire or
explosion in the flight deck, first and tourist passenger
cabin including several lavatories and the rear bulk
cargo hold.
AF. The bang could have been caused by a
rapid decompression and no sound of a 'bomb'
preceded the bang.
AG. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at by the Court is that the aircraft
had broken in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft.
AH. Twinning evidence is unreliable
because of poor examining conditions and a powerful
explosive decompression can be the cause of it.
An article in a magazine by Mr. Eric Newton, a
retired expert in aviation sabotage, to describe a
phenomenon called, 'twinning' is referred to by Judge
Kirpal as support for a bomb explosion.
Judge Kirpal quotes Mr. Newton who writes:
"In some metals such as copper, iron and steel,
deformation in the crystals of the metal takes place by

'twinning', that is to say by parallel lines or cracks
cutting across the crystal. Such a phenomenon can
occur only if the specimen has been subjected to
extreme shock wave loading at velocities in the order
of 8000 m/sec. Such specimens, usually distorted
must be selected with care, prepared in a metallurgical
laboratory, polished, mounted and microscopically
examined."
Judge Kirpal then states in his report, 3.2.11.58: ÔThe
metallurgical report indicates that the microscopic
examination (conducted by them) discloses such
features being present which had been described as
positive signatures of the detonation of an explosive
device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.Õ Judge Kirpal
does not identify the authors of the 'metallurgical
report' who conducted the actual microscopic
examination of the few fragments from Air India
Flight 182 that exhibited twinning but it is possible
that the fragments of aluminum found at the bottom of
the ocean might not have been copper, iron, or steel,
and having been immersed for days, had not been
selected with care and prepared in a metallurgical
laboratory and thus any results are highly suspect. For
twinning to be reliable as an indicator of the type of
explosion, a comparative piece of similar metal with
the same amount of pressure cycles must be used to

compare against the twinned fragment. The actual
results of the metallurgical report for Air India Flight
182 are not given, only vague references to 'such
results' and 'explosive fracture' which could come
from any explosive source, such as an explosive
decompression.
In recent correspondence with Gordon E. Smith,
Senior Materials Engineer, Mr. Smith (no relation)
reports to this investigator that twinning can be
produced any time metal is separated fast enough,
about 25,000 feet/Sec speed, which includes such
events as bomb explosion, aviation fuel explosion,
and powerful explosive decompressions. An aviation
fuel explosion can create twinning only by
concentrating its force and tearing the metal. Twins
will be found adjacent to tears but not several feet
away from tears. In an explosive decompression, the
twin population and size distribution will be related to
the force of the explosion experience by that piece.
Metal grain twinning from age/cycles will be
distributed in areas of high stresses from pressure
cycles. i.e. door frames, bulkheads. The twin
characteristics will be a function of the total force
available and the rate of application of that force. For
twinning to be reliable as an indicator of the type of
explosion, a comparative piece of similar metal with

the same amount of pressure cycles must be used to
compare against the twinned fragment. The Reference
sample must be from the same numbered part on an
aircraft with similar numbers of pressure cycles. A
new part will not have any metal crystal twins that
might have been formed by in service stresses.
When Mr. Newton personally inspected the pieces
and the fragments of pieces of wreckage and made his
report to the Court, he makes no mention of 'twinning'
but he does seem to rule in an explosion but rules out
sabotage by bomb explosion.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the absence of fire or bomb explosion
evidence by personal inspection by Mr. Newton.
From the Kirpal Report:
3.2.11.42 The floating wreckage recovered was
initially examined at Cork. On 25th June, Mr. Eric
Newton a retired investigator of AIB, UK, was
requested to examine the floating wreckage recovered
and other materials with specific reference to the
possibility of explosive sabotage having taken place.
Mr. Newton examined the floating wreckage,
passenger clothings and the other materials recovered
from the crash victims The findings of Mr. Newton on

the material available at that time are summarised
below:
a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and the condition of the limited
wreckage recovered indicates that the aircraft had
broken up in flight before impact with the sea.
b. Detailed examination of the structural wreckage
recovered did not reveal any evidence of collision
with another aircraft. Nothing was found suggestive
of an external missile attack.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
d. There was no evidence of lightning strike.
e. Examination of all available structural parts
recovered, did not reveal any evidence of significant
corrosion, metal fatigue or other material defects. All
fractures and failures were consistent with
overstressing material and crash impact forces
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not
show any explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
The seat cushions and head cushions also did not
show any explosive characteristics.
g. The damage to the suitcases (14 large and 29
small) which were examined was due to impact crash
forces. The presence of 14 large suitcases could,
however, indicate that one of the baggage containers
had been broken to permit these suitcases to escape.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did

not show any damage consistent with explosion. The
flight deck door showed no explosion damage inside
or outside.
i The circumstantial evidence strongly suggests a
sudden and unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including
several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
Microscopic examination of crystals on fragments of
pieces of metal from Air India Flight 182 which were
not selected with care, not the proper metal, not
prepared in a metallurgical laboratory, retrieved in
poor condition, and which gives vague results which
may or may not have been caused by a high explosive
device is not a very reliable and valid basis upon
which to make the finding of the detonation of a high
explosive device in the forward cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182 as Judge Kirpal had done. Even if
some 'twinning' was discovered, the cause of it may
not have been a bomb explosion; it could have been
an explosive decompression. Other corroborative
evidence was needed to determine the cause of the
twinning but it was not found.
In regard to 'twinning' as a reliable indicator of a
bomb explosion in Air India Flight 182, the Canadians

decline to even discuss ÔtwinningÕ and do not refer
to it in their report at all. For Trans World Airlines
Flight 800, a similar event for which the cause was
suspected as being a bomb explosion for seventeen
months and underwent intense scrutiny to confirm the
bomb explanation, 'twinning' was not considered or
mentioned at all in its aircraft accident report, NTSB
AAR 00/03. The legitimate corroborating evidence
sought for a bomb explosion in Trans World Airlines
Flight 800, such as severe pitting, cratering, petalling,
or hot gas washing, was discussed in the report. The
investigation into Pan Am Flight 103 which has
attempted for years to confirm a bomb explosion also
neglected to consider 'twinning' as a reliable indicator
of a bomb explosion and omits any reference to it in
its report of AAIB 9/90. Contrary to Judge KirpalÕs
assertion, twinning is not a positive indicator of a
specific type of explosion, such as a bomb explosion,
exclusive of other types of explosions.
The reasons for ruling out a bomb explosion for Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons for
ruling out a bomb explosion for Air India Flight 182
and that is a lack of corroborating evidence even after
some minute ambiguous tangible evidence was
discovered.

The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans
World Airlines Flight 800: Page 180, footnote 368:
Evidence of a bomb explosion included deformation
of materials away from a location at the height of the
passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting damage on
multiple pieces of wreckage that formed a pattern
radiating from the same location (including into the
CWT), punctures radiating from the same location,
and shrapnel. Further, according to the FBI's
laboratory report, No. 91204034 S YQ YB/91207052
S YQ YB, dated January 30, 1990, chemical analysis
of a piece of wreckage from the right side of the CWT
identified the presence of RDX and PETN high
explosive. These two explosives comprise about 86
percent of the composition of SEMTEX, which is a
rubberlike material manufactured by Synthesia
Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia, primarily for
use in mining and other civil engineering activities.
According to the FBI, SEMTEX has been used by
criminal and terrorist elements in Europe since 1966.
(SEMTEX was identified as the material used in the
bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103. For additional
information, see section 1.11.1.2.) Page 257 to page
259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1.2 Consideration of a
High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or
Missile Warhead) Several factors led to speculation
that the accident might have been caused by a bomb

or missile strike. These factors included heightened
safety and security concerns because of the 1996
Olympics then being held in the United States, the
fact that TWA flight 800 was an international flight,
and the sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight
breakup. In addition, numerous witnesses to the
accident reported seeing a streak of light and then a
fireball, which some people believed represented a
missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were recorded by the
Islip, New York, radar site in the general vicinity of
TWA flight 800 at the time of the accident that
apparently could not be explained. Accordingly, the
Safety Board considered the possibility that a bomb
exploded inside the airplane or that a missile warhead
from a shoulder-launched missile exploded upon
impact with the airplane. Testing performed by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) found trace
amounts of explosives on three separate pieces of
airplane wreckage (described by the FBI as a piece of
canvaslike material and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically
associated with a high-energy explosion of a bomb or
missile warhead (such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing) were found on any
portion of the recovered airplane structure, including
the pieces on which the trace amounts of explosives

were found. Only about 5 percent of the airplane's
fuselage was not recovered, and none of the areas of
missing fuselage were large enough to have
encompassed all of the damage that would have been
caused by the detonation of a bomb or missile.
Although several large holes are visible in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane fuselage, almost
all of the structure that originally filled in these holes
is attached to the remaining structure but is folded
either inward or outward. No area of structure in the
reconstructed portion of the airplane contained any
unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry
point of a missile. Further, the victims remains
showed no evidence of injuries that could have been
caused by high-energy explosives, nor was there any
damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a high-energy explosion.
Investigators considered several scenarios to
determine how the trace amounts of explosive residue
might have gotten on the wreckage from the accident
airplane. Trace amounts of explosive residue could
have been transferred to the contaminated pieces from
the military personnel (and their associated clothing,
boots, and equipment) that were on board the accident
airplane when it was used to transport troops during
the Gulf War in 1991. In addition, explosives were
placed and then removed from several locations in the

accident airplane during a dog-training explosive
detection exercise about 1 month before the accident.
Despite being unable to determine the exact source of
the trace amounts of explosive residue found on the
wreckage, the lack of any corroborating evidence
associated with a high-energy explosion indicates that
these trace amounts did not result from the detonation
of a high-energy explosive device on TWA flight 800.
Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the inflight breakup of TWA flight 800 was not initiated by
a bomb or a missile strike.
Judge Kirpal was only forceful for one
explanation for the Air India Flight 182 event in
which he stated in his report: 3.4.6.60 The only
conclusion which can, however, be arrived at is that
the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has
been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
The ambiguity and conflicts from within the
investigators may be summarized by their finding and
conclusion where Judge Kirpal finds for a bomb
explosion and the Canadian aircraft accident
investigators conclude an explosion but decline to
state the cause.
There was much evidence of an explosion on the

starboard side of the forward cargo compartment in
Air India Flight 182 but of the circumstantial and
tangible evidence for a bomb explosion there is
precious little of actual physical evidence and when
that evidence is offered, it is usually accompanied by
a disclaimer with an alternative benign explanation.
When opinions for a bomb explosion are stated, they
are often unsubstantiated, confusing and self
contradictory. Determined efforts were made at great
expense and time to confirm an explosive device with
every possible bit of metal examined closely for the
characteristics of a bomb such as fuze, timer, residue,
container, but none of a conclusive nature was found.
On the other hand, evidence given against an
explosive device in Air India Flight 182 is clearly
stated and unequivocal.
The circumstantial evidence for a bomb explosion
relies on flawed logic, unrelated events, and irrelevant
facts while omitting crucial details necessary to
sustain the premise. The explanation for the explosion
which caused the breakup in flight based on the
circumstantial and tangible evidence as caused by a
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment is
poorly documented, mostly unsubstantiated,
unreasonably circumstantial, and therefore very
unlikely, and probably impossible.

The Canadian professional aircraft accident
investigators understood the evidence and the
significance of the lack of it and refused to conclude a
bomb was the cause of the explosion but agreed there
was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment
on the starboard side. When the illogical
circumstantial evidence and the dearth of physical
evidence of a 'bomb' explosion on Air India Flight 182
is considered, it is clear why the Canadian aircraft
accident investigators chose to leave the cause of the
explosion as unknown and unstated. The Indian
government was not so prudent.
The Indian investigation was conducted and written
by Honorable Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal, Judge, High
Court of Delhi Assessors, not an aircraft accident
investigator. Although the Court held that it would not
go into the question as to who was responsible for the
accident, the Indian Kirpal Report devotes many
dozens of pages describing the thousands of
investigative hours in three countries to do exactly
that by accepting hearsay evidence and
uncorroborated testimony on the unsubstantiated
assumption of a 'bomb explosion'.
The Indian aviation accident investigator

originally assigned, Mr. Khola, Director of Air Safety,
Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi, was quickly
taken off the case and input from Indian aircraft
accidents investigators was muted thereafter. The tone
of the Indian Kirpal Report was shifted from the
science to the political, while the Canadian Report
stays firmly neutral and scientific. Because of the shift
of emphasis from accident investigation to criminal
investigation a presumption was made that a person or
persons unknown committed the act and much effort
was directed in confirming that a crime had occurred
so that the persons could be apprehended.
In the case of Air India Flight 182, however, the
evidence showed there was no bomb explosion but a
mechanical accident, and thus no crime, and thus no
criminals, except possibly for unintentional lapses of
responsibility or negligence. The Canadian aircraft
accident investigators understood the mechanical
possibility and stated the cause of the airplane crash in
scientific conclusions and not criminal findings.
Analysis of the then and now tangible, direct and
circumstantial evidence for the conclusion by this
investigator of a mechanical probable cause of the
explosion as caused by wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression sequence of events is given in Section

3 of this report.
2.4.3 Conclusions: Conclusions regarding the
premise of an explosion in flight of a bomb on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of
Air India Flight 182, inclusive of a bomb detonation, a
bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver B.C,
Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
A. There was an explosion on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment.
B. There was no bomb explosion in the
forward cargo compartment from any baggage loaded
in Vancouver B.C onto CP 060.
C. There was no bomb explosion, nor any
other kind of explosion, in the aft compartment.
D. There was no bomb explosion in any
compartment, although there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
(Type of explosion detailed in Section 3)
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the identification of the Indian official in
charge of the investigation for Air India Flight 182.
From the Indian Kirpal Report.
Initial Action Taken by the Government of India
1.2.1 Initial intimation of the accident was received
by Air India who, in turn, communicated the same to

Mr. H.S. Khola, Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation
Department, New Delhi. The Accident Investigation
Branch of United Kingdom also sent information to
the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi to
the effect that the accident had taken place on
international waters and as such it was India which
was the authority to investigate the accident in
accordance with the provisions of ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2 Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated
23rd June, 1985 was issued by the Director General of
Civil Aviation whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed
Inspector of Accidents for the purpose of carrying out
the investigation into the aforesaid air accident. This
appointment was made under Rule 71 of the Aircraft
Rules, 1937.
1.2.12 The Government of India, in exercise of the
powers conferred by Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules,
1937 vide Notification No. AV.15013/10/85-A, dated
13th July, 1985, directed that a formal investigation of
the accident be carried out. Mr Justice B.N. Kirpal,
Judge of the Delhi High Court, was appointed as the
Court to hold the said investigation.
1.5.28 By the order dated 4th February, 1986, it was
made clear that it was not the intention of the
investigation to apportion blame if any lapse had been
committed and, therefore, the Court would ignore any
written submissions which tended to apportion blame

or responsibility for any lapse of any participants. The
Court had then held that it will not go into the
question as to who was responsible for the accident. It
was in view of this order that no evidence was led by
any of the parties on the question as to who may have
been responsible for any possible lapse which could
have led to this accident.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment, inclusive of a bomb detonation.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area There was blackened
erosion damage to the bottoms of some seat cushions,
showing damage possibly from an explosive device,
and the upper deck storage cabinet had a large
rounded dent in the bottom inboard edge which might
have been caused by an explosive shock wave
generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the
cabinet. It should be noted that the pieces of the
overhead locker were found on the Welsh shore some
time after the accident, and it is not known if the
pieces were subjected to a fire after the accident. Also,
it is not known if the damage to the seat cushions and
the upper deck storage cabinet could have been

caused by other means. Nevertheless, the above
evidence suggests that some areas of the passenger
cabin may have been subjected to minor fire and
explosive damage possibly emanating from below the
cabin floor.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the
possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or
the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.5 Explosive Device Of the floating wreckage,
there is little to indicate the possibility of an
explosion:
the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
although the wooden spares box was burned, this
could have happened after the occurrence; although
pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, it
is not known if the burning happened at the time of
the occurrence;although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft; the bottoms of some seat cushions show
indications of a possible explosion; the inside of the
right wing root fillet appears to have been scorched;
and the deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor
and inboard from the cabinet. It is not known if the

suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which
the cushions came is also unknown. The scorching of
the right wing root fillet and the damage to the upper
deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and
stringers on the right side in the area of the forward
cargo compartment contained holes and several
hundred metal fragments. The damage to the floor
stantion and the presence of the fragments are
consistent with an explosion. The examination of the
recovered wreckage contains no evidence of an
explosion except for targets 362/396 and 399 which
contain some evidence that an explosion emanated
from the forward cargo compartment.
An explosion in the forward cargo compartment
would explain the loss of the DFDR, CVR and
transponder signal as the electronics bay is
immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.5 Security Aspects There is a considerable amount
of circumstantial and other evidence that an explosive
device caused the occurrence
3.5 The evidence indicates that if there was an
explosion, it most likely occurred in the forward cargo
hold, not the passenger and flight deck areas or
exterior to the fuselage. Although an explosive device

could have been placed in a cargo hold in a number of
ways, the available evidence points to the events
involving the checked baggage of M. and L. Singh in
Vancouver. The investigation determined that a
suitcase was interlined unaccompanied from
Vancouver via CP Air Flight 060 to Toronto. In
Toronto, there is nothing to suggest that the suitcase
was not transferred to Terminal 2 and placed on board
Air India Flight 181/182 in accordance with normal
practice.
3.5.2 Once loaded on the aircraft, the suitcase would
have been placed in container 11L and 12L (see
Appendix B) if in the forward cargo compartment, in
container 44L or 44R if in the aft cargo compartment,
or in position 52 if in the bulk cargo compartment. It
could not be determined in which cargo compartment
the suitcase was loaded. Therefore, although the
procedures were in place to prevent an explosive
device from being placed on board the aircraft in
checked-in baggage, there was a breakdown in the Xray machine used to screen baggage, and there are
indications that the PD-4 sniffer was inadequate. Also,
the security numbering system used in Toronto was
ineffective in preventing unaccompanied interlined
baggage from being placed on board the aircraft.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in

support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment inclusive of a bomb detonation.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1.2.8 It was also being speculated that the accident
may have occurred due to an explosion on board the
aircraft. In order to see whether there was any
evidence of an explosion which could be gathered
from the floating wreckage which was being salvaged,
the Government of India requisitioned the services of
Mr. Eric Newton, a Specialist in the detection of
explosives sabotage in aircraft wreckage.
3.2.11.56 Mr. Newton has also observed that curling,
cork-screwing, and saw tooth edges may also be
indicative of an explosion though such fractures by
themselves may not be conclusive evidence that an
explosion was involved.
3.2.11.57 Mr. Newton also refers to the positive
explosive signatures which remain on a detonation in
an aircraft. These positive signatures, according to
him, are as follows:
"(a) The formation of distinctive surface effects such
as pitting or very small craters formed in metal
surfaces, caused by extremely high velocity impacts
from small particles of explosive material. Such
craters, when viewed under the microscope, have

raised and rolled over edges and often have explosive
residue in the bottom of the crater.
"(b) Small fragments of metal, some less than 1 mm
in diameter, which, under the scanning electron
microscope, reveal features such as rolled edges, hot
gas washing (orange peel effect, surface melting and
pitting and general evidence of heat; such features
have been proved and observed following explosive
experiments with known explosives). Supporting
strong evidence would be if such fragments (normally
found embedded in structures, furnishing or suitcases)
were found embedded in a body where evidence of
burning of tissue is present at the puncture entry and
where the fragment came to rest.
"(c) As well as surface effects on metal fragments
produced by explosives there are deformation
mechanisms which are peculiar to high rates of strain
at normal temperature. At normal rates of strain
metals deform by usual mechanism associated with
dislocation movement. However, because this process
in an explosion is thermally activated at very high
rates of strain, there is insufficient time for the normal
process to occur. In some metals such as copper, iron
and steel, deformation in the crystals of the metal
takes place by 'twinning', that is to say by parallel
lines or cracks cutting across the crystal. Such a
phenomenon can occur only if the specimen has been

subjected to extreme shock wave loading at velocities
in the order of 8000 m/sec. Such specimens, usually
distorted must be selected with care, prepared in a
metallurgical laboratory, polished, mounted and
microscopically examined. Where such twinning of
the crystals is found it establishes (a) that the
specimen was close to the seat of the explosion and
(b) that a military type explosive had been used with a
detonating velocity of 8000 m/sec or more. Twinning
is rarely produced when shock impact loadings are
below 8000 m/sec.
The above features, singly or combined, are
considered to be proof positive evidence of a
detonation of a high explosive; they could not be
produced in any other way.
3.2.11.58 The metallurgical report indicates that the
microscopic examination (conducted by them)
discloses such features being present which had been
described as positive signatures of the detonation of
an explosive device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.
Furthermore, twinning effect has also been noticed at
a number of places - around holes and in fragments.
These have been categorised by Mr. Newton as
positive signature of an explosion.
3.2.11.59 In the primary zone of explosion, metallic
structures disintegrate into numerous tiny fragments
and usually these fragments contain the above

mentioned distinct signatures of explosion. In the
present case the explosive damage had occurred at an
altitude of 31000 feet when the aircraft was flying
over the ocean. The fragments that formed due to
explosion must have been scattered over a wide area
and it is impossible to locate and recover all of them
from the ocean bed. Nevertheless, some of the
fragments which were recovered along with the
targets 362 and 399 do contain signatures of explosive
fracture.
3.2.11.60 From the aforesaid discussion it would,
therefore, be safe to conclude that the examination of
targets 362 and 399 clearly reveals that there had been
a detonation of an explosive device on the Kanishka
aircraft and that detonation has taken place not too far
away from where these targets had been located.
3.4.6.51 It may be that the frequency spectrum of
Kanishka CVR did not contain low frequencies but, as
has been admitted by Mr. Davis himself in answer to a
Court question, it is not necessary that in the case of
every detonation there must necessarily be low
frequencies in the spectrum. The CVR of Indian
Airlines Boeing 737 has not been analysed either by
Mr. Caiger or Mr. Davis. The analysis was, however,
conducted by Mr. Seshadri and as is evident from his
report, there were marked similarities between the
spectra of Indian Airlines 737 and Air India's

Kanishka CVR.
3.4.6.56 From what has been stated in the various
reports, as well as in the testimony of the 3 experts
who appeared in the Court, the only safe conclusion
which can be drawn is that possibly enough study has
not been done, due to lack of adequate data, which
can lead one to the conclusion as to the exact nature of
the sound and the distance from which it originated.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is not possible
to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is due
to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been

admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not
possible to say that the bang is due to break up of a
structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression.
In the present case the bang, as already noticed, could
have been due to the sound originating from the
detonation of a device or by reason of rapid
decompression. Other evidence on the record,
however, clearly indicates that the accident occurred
due to a bomb having exploded in the forward cargo
hold of Kanishka. The spectra analysis and the
conclusions of Mr. S.N. Seshadri are corroborated by
other evidence.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000
feet which had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could
have possibly happened to it? The aircraft was
apparently incapacitated and this was due either to it
having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an
explosive device within the aircraft.
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities
viz., structural failure or accident having been caused
due to a bomb having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10 After going through the entire record we find that
there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence

which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time there is
complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was
any structural failure.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion of a 'bomb' in
the forward cargo compartment:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.1- The wooden boxes which contained the fan
blades of the 5th pod engine were loaded in container
24L in the forward cargo compartment and were
found broken apart exhibiting no burn marks. An
electronic device was found among some floating
wreckage and was forwarded to the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre for analysis. There was some concern
that it could have been used to detonate an explosive
device. The device was forwarded to the RCMP who
in conjunction with the CASB determined it to be an
item manufactured for use in radiosondes (weather
balloons) and was not modified as a detonating
device.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 - Lower Skin Panel Forward Cargo Area. The chemical nature of the

explosive material was not identified. No part of an
explosive device, its detonator or timing mechanism
was recovered.
2.2 It should be noted that some passengers from
India book flights to Montreal with their intended
destination being Toronto. The reason is that the fare
to Montreal is cheaper and therefore some passengers
get off the flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and
leave without reporting a cancellation of the trip to
Montreal. All checked-in baggage for AI 181/182 was
to be screened by an X-ray machine which was
located in Terminal 2 at the end of international belt
number 4. This location would permit all baggage
from the check-in counters and interline carts to be
fed through the X-ray machine before being loaded. It
has been established that this machine worked
intermittently for a period of time and stopped
working during the loading process at about 1700
EDT (2100 GMT). Rather than opening the bags and
physically inspecting them, the Burns security
personnel performing the X-ray screening were told
by the Air India security officer to start using the
hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
3.1 Initial Event The millisecond noise on a CVR as
observed in this case is usually, as described in the
available literature, the result of the shock wave from
detonation of an explosive device. However, in this

case, certain characteristics of the noise indicate the
possibility that the noise was the result of an explosive
decompression.
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area From the examination
of the wreckage recovered and wreckage on the
bottom, there is no indication that a fire or explosion
emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas. The
medical examination of the bodies also showed no fire
or explosion type injuries.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion of a 'bomb' in
the forward cargo compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.1.1. Air India Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO
'Kanishka' was operating flight AI-181 (BombayDelhi-Frankfurt-Toronto-Montreal) on 22nd June,
1985. From Montreal it becomes AI-182 from Mirabel
to Heathrow Airport, London enroute to Delhi and
Bombay.
2.1.7 As stated earlier, 68 transit passengers had
disembarked at Toronto for completing the customs
and immigration checks. However, only 65 of these
passengers re-boarded the aircraft as per transit cards
collected at the boarding gate. It is in evidence that
almost every flight of Air India to Canada, two or

three transit passengers do not re-board the flight at
Toronto.
2.4.3.6 The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal
was loaded in containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R,
23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment.
2.4.3.7 All the baggage and engine parts in the aft and
bulk cargo compartments were loaded at Toronto.
3.1.8 Air Vice Marshal Kunzru, witness No. 10 in his
report dated 14th November, 1985, Ex.A-48, No
evidence of fire burns or explosive material, other
than Kerosene burns on some bodies, which I had
myself seen at Cork, could be found. Kerosene burns
in such accidents is a fairly common findings and is of
no significance"
3.2.11.21 In the metallurgical report it is stated that on
an examination of this target it was also found that on
the underside of this floor near the forward end, a
number of dents and impact marks were observed.
This region appeared to have suffered shrapnel
penetration. This area was radiographed but no
metallic fragment was detected.
3.2.11.42 The floating wreckage recovered was
initially examined at Cork.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not
show any explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
The seat cushions and head cushions also did not

show any explosive characteristics.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did
not show any damage consistent with explosion. The
flight deck door showed no explosion damage inside
or outside.
i. The circumstantial evidence strongly suggests a
sudden and unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including
several lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device. One fact which has, however, to
be noticed is that the sound from the explosion must
necessarily emanate a few milliseconds or seconds
earlier than the sound of rapid decompression because
the explosion must necessarily occur before a hole is
made, which results in decompression. In the event of
there being an explosive detonation then the sound
from there must reach the area mike first before the
sound of decompression is received by it. The sound
may travel either through the air or through the
structure of the aircraft, but if there is no explosion of
a device, but there is nevertheless an explosive
decompression for some other reason, then it is that

sound which will reach the area mike. To my mind it
will be difficult to say, merely by looking at the
spectra of the sound, that the bang recorded on the
CVR tape was from an explosive device.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is not possible
to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is due
to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been
admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not
possible to say that the bang is due to break up of a
structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000
feet which had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could
have possibly happened to it? The aircraft was

apparently incapacitated and this was due either to it
having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an
explosive device within the aircraft.
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities
viz., structural failure or accident having been caused
due to a bomb having been placed inside the aircraft.
2.5 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation:
2.5.1 Proponent: UK Air Accidents Investigation
Branch, (AAIB) representative.
2.5.2 Analysis: There is unanimous opinion that
Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight breakup due
to an explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
The cause of the explosion is in dispute. The Canadian
investigators left the cause unstated. The Indian Kirpal
Report states it was a 'bomb'.
In 1985/1986, the UK AAIB investigator, Mr.
Roy A. Davis, stated the cause of the explosion to be
explosive decompression, exclusive of a bomb
detonation, and the cause of the decompression was

yet to be identified. Mr. Davis ruled out a bomb
explosion, among other reasons, because of the sound
spectrum analysis of the sudden loud audible sound
on the cockpit voice recorder of Air India Flight 182
at event start time lacked the low frequencies and fast
rise time associated with a bomb explosion.
There is ample evidence of explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment,
exclusive of a bomb explosion, in the official reports
which is summarized as follows:
A.
Forward cargo door broken, frayed, and
damage caused by outward force.
B. CVR recording of an explosive
decompression sound which matches another
decompression sound in a wide body airliner.
C.
CVR recording not a bomb explosion
because of lacking low frequencies and slow rise time.
D. ATC recordings of sounds which
matched another decompression event in wide body
airliner.
E.
Many fragments and outward curling
of fuselage skin in the forward cargo door area.
F. Ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments.
G. Passenger victims suffered hypoxia,
decompression, flail injuries, and loss of clothing.

H.
No passengers sitting above or near
the forward cargo door were recovered.
I. More damage on starboard side than
port side.
J. Inflight damage to engine number three,
right wing and right horizontal stabilizer.
K. Forward cargo door ruptured from
above.
L. General absence of explosive residue,
timing device, or other bomb explosion evidence.
In addition to the tangible evidence listed above,
there are three crucial assumptions about items of
evidence which, in 1985 and 1986, were used by
Judge Kirpal to rule out explosive decompression and
rule in 'bomb explosion'; whereas, in 1989, the
opposite of two of the earlier assumptions was
conclusively shown to be true.
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight
breakup from an explosion, it was believed that an
explosive decompression in an early model Boeing
747 could not cause an abrupt power cut to the data
flight recorders. That belief was cited by the Indian
Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the explosive
decompression explanation because, in fact, Air India
Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders. The Indian Kirpal Reports states: "It

was not possible that any rapid decompression caused
by a structural failure could have disrupted the entire
electrical power supply from the MEC compartment."
That assumption may have been correct in 1985 but a
subsequent similar event with similar evidence to a
similar type aircraft in 1989 has shown that
assumption to be completely wrong. United Airlines
(UAL) Flight 811, an early model Boeing 747 similar
to Air India Flight 182, did in fact suffer a rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure of a
forward cargo door which inadvertently ruptured open
in flight which did abruptly disrupt the entire
electrical supply in the adjacent Main Equipment
Compartment (MEC).
Therefore, one of the main reasons why the
Indian Kirpal Report rejected the explosive
decompression explanation has been conclusively
proven incorrect, thereby supporting the wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression explanation as a
plausible, reasonable, mechanical explanation for the
events of Air India Flight 182.
The second reason used by the Indian Kirpal
Report for rejecting the explosive decompression
explanation was that the floor panels appeared to have
failed in an upward direction whereas a

decompression would have put downward pressure on
the floor panels. However, the subsequent event of
UAL 811, four years later, showed that when the
decompression occurs, the floor beams are pulled
downward with such force the floor panels separate.
In effect, there is no difference in the appearance of
floor panels which fail upward attached to stationary
floor beams compared to floor panels remaining
stationary as the floor beams beneath them are pulled
downward. Both events could lead investigators to
assume that the floor panels failed upward from an
explosive force below or to assume the panels
remained stationary and the supporting floor beams
were suddenly sucked downward by decompression
forces. Other corroborative evidence is needed for
either conclusion to be accurate.
The third reason for accepting the Ôbomb
explosionÕ explanation was the belief by Judge
Kirpal that only a bomb explosion could create the
metallurgical effect known as ÔtwinningÕ. Since
twins were found on fragments of pieces of metal
examined under less than ideal conditions and
believing he had the Ôproof positiveÕ for a bomb
explosion, Judge Kirpal states in 3.2.11.58 ÔThe
metallurgical report indicates that the microscopic
examination (conducted by them) discloses such

features [twinning] being present which had been
described as positive signatures of the detonation of
an explosive device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.Õ It
is now known that under certain conditions, an
aviation fuel explosion or a powerful explosive
decompression can also create ÔtwinsÕ in the metal
affected by the blast; therefore. the identification of
ÔtwiningÕ on fragments of pieces of metal from the
wreckage is not a positive indicator of a bomb
explosion in Air India Flight 182. Other corroborative
evidence is needed for any conclusion to be accurate.
Judge Kirpal relied on three beliefs to sustain his
lone finding of a bomb explosion in Air India Flight
182; all three have been shown to lack corroborative
support and over the subsequent sixteen years to be
flawed and unreliable with alternative, plausible
explanations for the evidence. It was understandable
that Judge Kirpal made the error in judgment for the
cause of the explosion that caused the breakup of Air
India Flight 182 as a bomb explosion based on what
he believed in 1985/1986.
Based upon the actual evidence presented in
1985/1986, there is considerable support for the
probable cause for the explosion that caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182 to be

explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment but not caused by a bomb explosion.
The UK AAIB investigator concluded as such but
gave no cause for the decompression. He stated in The
Indian Kirpal Report 3.4.6.16: "It is considered that
from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for
analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive
device having detonated on AI 182. There is strong
evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been
identified."
The British aviation accident investigator from
AAIB rejected the bomb explosion explanation,
accepted the explosive decompression premise but
said the cause of it is not yet identified. The Canadian
aviation accident investigators also declined to state
the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment but did not reject the bomb explosion
explanation. The Indian judge rejected the explosive
decompression explanation and accepted the bomb
explosion explanation possibly because of the three
assumptions valid in 1985 but now shown by a
subsequent event to be unreliable.
To summarize, the UK AAIB representative
concluded that there was an explosion in the forward

cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression by an unidentified cause; the
Canadians concluded there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side but
declined to state the cause; and the Indians found
there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side and stated the
cause to be a bomb explosion, basing their finding on
three flawed assumptions.
It might be presumed that had the Indian, Canadian,
and British authorities known about the similar type
event, United Airlines Flight 811, detailed in Section
3, in a similar type aircraft which left similar evidence
four years later which would have explained the
mysteries of Air India Flight 182, they all would have
refined their probable cause for the explosion to be
explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment due to a ruptured open forward cargo
door in flight.
2.5.3 Conclusion: There was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression of undetermined cause, exclusive of a
bomb detonation, based upon knowledge available in
1985/1986.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.6 Section 42 Portions of section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near
section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown
skin, the upper passenger compartment deck, the belly
skin, and some of the cargo floor including roller
tracks. All cargo doors were found intact and attached
to the fuselage structure except for the forward cargo
door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward right side
of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about onequarter of the distance above the lower frame. The
damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward
force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on
other wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover the door

was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after the
wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of the door
to which the lift cable was attached broke free from
the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the
sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door was
unsuccessful.
2.11.4.9 Sections 46 and 48 Sections 46 and 48
contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of BS
1480 and, for purposes of this Submission, will
include the horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. The
aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were
identified. A large portion of the outer skin panels
showed signs of a force being applied from the inside
out. On several pieces of wreckage, the skin was
curled outwards away from the stringers and formers.
This could have been the result of an overpressure of
air or water.
2.11.5 Wreckage Recovery and Initial Examination
During the wreckage mapping, some small items were
recovered, and an unsuccessful attempt was made to
recover a portion of the forward cargo door.
2.11.6.8 Target 399 - Fuselage Side and 2R Entry
Door The fuselage segment was located between BS
780 and 940. This piece was badly damaged and
buckled inwards along a line through the lower door
hinge. There were 12 holes or damaged areas on the

skin generally with petals bending outwards. The curl
on a flap around a hole had one full turn. This curl
was in the outward direction. Cracks were also
noticed around some of the holes. Part of the metal
was missing in some of the holes. The edges of some
of the petals showed reverse slant fracture. In one of
the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
When this target was recovered from the sea, along
with it came a few hundred tiny fragments and
medium-sized pieces. One of the medium-sized pieces
recovered with this target was a floor stantion about
35 inches long. It was confirmed that this stantion
belonged to the right side of the forward cargo hold.
The inner face of the stantion had a fracture with a
curl at the lower end, the curl being in the outboard
direction and up into the centre of the stantion.
Scientists from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
the National Aeronautical Laboratory and the
Explosives Research and Development Laboratory in
India conducted a metallurgical examination of certain
items of wreckage. Their report on target 399
concluded that:
the curling of the metal on the floor channel was
indicative of a shock wave effect; the large number of
tiny fragments from the disintegration of nonbrittle
aluminum was a characteristic indication of explosive
forces; and the indications of punctures, outward

petalling around holes, curling of metal lips, reverse
slant fracture, formation of spikes at fracture edges
and certain microstructural changes all were
indicative of an explosion.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 Lower Skin Panel Forward
Cargo Area This section of skin panel was located
between BS 720 and 860 and is just below target 399.
The skin was badly crumpled and torn and had several
punctures. It was pulled free from a large mass of
debris which included some mangled cargo floor
beams and roller trays. Some of the punctures had a
feathered or spiked profile, with spikes angled at
approximately 45 degrees to the edge. Other puncture
holes gave clear indication of being formed by
underlying stiffeners at impact. Two of these holes
contained pieces of web stiffener. Most of the
punctures were the result of penetrations from inside.
In the preliminary report of Mr. V.J. Clancy,
representing Boeing, the following observations
regarding target 362/396 were made: There were
about 20 holes in the lower skin panel clearly
resulting from penetration from inside. In addition to
the fact that perforation was from inside, there were
certain features which suggested that they were made
by high velocity fragments such as those produced by
an explosion. The production of a large number of
small fragments is generally regarded as an indication

of an explosion. One piece, which was isolated, was
about an inch square of sheet alloy with characteristic
spikes on one edge similar to those described by
Tardif and Sterling. The following is an excerpt from
the report by Mr. V.J. Clancy wherein he gives his
opinion and conclusions regarding target 362.
"Opinion The features discernible to a careful close
visual examination point towards the possibility of an
explosion but taken alone do not justify a firm
conclusion. Mr. Clancy concluded that: "there is
strong circumstantial evidence that an explosion
occurred but neither individually nor collectively do
the several pointers give the degree of confidence
necessary for a firm and final conclusion, at this time."
The Indian report, in addition to the observations
made by Mr. Clancy, noted the following with respect
to the metallurgical examination: The microstructure
in the various areas examined on target 362/396
confirmed explosive loading in this part of the aircraft.
The holes and other features observed in targets
362/396 and 399 must have been due to shock waves
and penetration by fragments resulting from an
explosion inside the forward cargo hold. The chemical
nature of the explosive material was not identified. No
part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing
mechanism was recovered.
3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the

recordings of the DFDR, CVR and Shannon ATC
tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped
recording. The conversations in the cockpit were
normal, and there was no indication of an emergency
situation prior to the loud noise heard on the CVR a
fraction of a second before it stopped recording. The
DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The abrupt
cessation of the data recorder could be caused by
airframe structural failure or the detonation of an
explosive device as the initial event. The millisecond
noise on a CVR as observed in this case is usually, as
described in the available literature, the result of the
shock wave from detonation of an explosive device.
However, in this case, certain characteristics of the
noise indicate the possibility that the noise was the
result of an explosive decompression. There is some
disagreement regarding the cause and location of the
source of the noise heard on the CVR, that is, whether
the noise resulted from an explosive device or an
explosive decompression and whether the noise
originated from the rear or closer to the front of the
aircraft.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence
showed a proportion of the passengers with
indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries

and loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and
decompression indicates that the aircraft experienced
a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries
and loss of clothing indicate a proportion of the
passengers were ejected from the aircraft before water
impact
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier,
the sudden nature of the occurrence indicates the
possibility of a massive airframe structural failure or
the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up The forward cargo door
which had some fuselage and cargo floor attached was
located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above
the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been
caused by an outward force and the fracture surfaces
of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This damage
was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces.
A failure of this door in flight would explain the
impact damage to the right wing areas. The door
failing as an initial event would cause an explosive
decompression leading to a downward force on the
cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft.
However, examination showed that the cabin floor
panels separated from the support structure in an

upward direction.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been
established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the
possibility of a massive and sudden failure of primary
structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device Of the floating wreckage,
there is little to indicate the possibility of an
explosion:
the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
although the wooden spares box was burned, this
could have happened after the occurrence; although
pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire, it
is not known if the burning happened at the time of
the occurrence; although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite
possible that these pieces were not associated with the
aircraft; the bottoms of some seat cushions show
indications of a possible explosion; the inside of the
right wing root fillet appears to have been scorched;
and the deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor
and inboard from the cabinet. It is not known if the

suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which
the cushions came is also unknown. The scorching of
the right wing root fillet and the damage to the upper
deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and
stringers on the right side in the area of the forward
cargo compartment contained holes and several
hundred metal fragments. The damage to the floor
stantion and the presence of the fragments are
consistent with an explosion.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully
submits as follows:
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
support of the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182
as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:

3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows:
"It is considered that from the CVR and ATC
recordings supplied for analysis, there is no evidence
of a high explosive device having detonated on AI
182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden
explosive decompression occurred but the cause has
not been identified.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to
the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by
an explosive device.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical
literature on the subject, it is not possible for this
Court to come to the conclusion as to which of the
Experts is right. The only conclusion which can,
however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken
in midair and that there has been a rapid
decompression in the aircraft.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the
aforesaid two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the
sound emanating due to rapid decompression. In the
present case the bang, as already noticed, could have
been due to the sound originating from the detonation
of a device or by reason of rapid decompression.
3.5.6 Subjects were taken to 8,000 feet in the

explosive decompression chamber with oxygen. They
were exposed to an altitude of 25,000 feet within one
second. During the course of this explosion a loud
bang was heard and inside the chamber there was
misting and drop in temperature.
3.4.6.15 It was also reported by Mr. Davis that
knocking sounds which were heard during the
transmission were initially thought to be due to handheld microphone vibration. This was discounted
because of the frequency of the sounds. He noticed
that almost identical sounds were heard on the DC-10
CVR after the decompression had occurred and the
source of that sound had not been identified.
2.10.2 The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR
and the Shannon ATC tape. An analysis of the CVR
audio found no significant very low frequency content
which would be expected from the sound created by
the detonation of a high explosive device. A
comparison with CVRs recording an explosive
decompression on a DC-10, a bomb in the cargo hold
of a B737, and a gun shot on the flight deck of a B737
was made. Considering the different acoustic
characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB
analysis indicates that there were distinct similarities
between the sound of the explosive decompression on
the DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI 182
CVR. Knocking sounds were also heard during the

transmission. These were initially thought to be due to
hand-held microphone vibration, but this was
discounted because of the frequency of the sounds.
Almost identical sounds were heard on the DC-10
CVR after the explosive decompression had occurred.
Their source was not identified.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also
we have 3 different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to
give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound
of an explosive device followed by decompression.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door
stop fittings could have caused some difficulty in
flight. From the video films of the wreckage it was
found that the complete aft cargo door was intact and
in its position except that it had come adrift slightly.
The door was found latched at the bottom.
2.4.4.1 (ii) Fuselage Lower Bilge Area: Boeing
Company have recommended modifications to
provide improved drainage systems by incorporation
of various Service Bulletins. All the relevant
modification have been completed by Air India on the
affected aircraft. In addition to completion of these
modifications, repeat inspection of lower bilge area is
being carried out to meet the requirements of Boeing
(iv) Cargo Compartments: Inspection of all the cargo
compartment interior structures for corrosion and

cracks is being accomplished periodically by Air India
after removal of linings and insulation blankets.
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr.
I.R. Hill further stated that the significance of flail
injuries being suffered by some of the passengers was
that it indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air
at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. Furthermore, the seating
pattern also shows that none of the bodies from Zone
A or B was recovered, in fact as per the seating plan
Zone B was supposed to have been unoccupied. This
Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment.
3.2.8.1 The forward fuselage section of the aircraft
was found inverted and badly broken into many
pieces, the major pieces being :
(vi) The lower portion of the fuselage skin/frame
between the nose and B S 1000 was damaged past
recognition except for a small portion with the
forwarded cargo door (Target No.204) and another
portion containing the aft access door cutout at B S
810 (Target No. 362).
3.2.9.5 Section 41 Section 41, consisting of the
cockpit, first-class section, and electronics bay and
identified as target 192, was found in a near-inverted
attitude. This section was severely damaged. The
electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located

within the wreckage.
3.2.9.6 Section 42 Portions of Section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near
section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. All cargo
doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure, except for the forward cargo door which had
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door,
located on the forward right side of the aircraft, was
broken horizontally about one-quarter of the distance
above the lower frame. The damage to the door and
the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been
caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of
the cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed.
Because the damage appeared to be different from that
seen on other wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover
the door was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly
after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of
the door to which the lift cable was attached broke
free from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled
back on to the sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door
was unsuccessful.
3.2.11.28 Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin This
piece included the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of
bottom centre and five longitudinal stringers to the

right of bottom centre. The original shape of the piece
(convex in the circumferential direction) had been
deformed to a concave inward overall shape. Multiple
separations were found in the skin as well as in the
underlying stringers. Further inward concavity was
found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.38 A number of small fragments were found
along with the forward cargo skin in target 362.
Amongst them was a piece from the web of a roller
tray. This has pronounced curling of the edges
towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting :
Signals from this also stopped being received by the
secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the
CVR and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at
about the same time, when the signals from ATC
transponder had also ceased, it is reasonable to
presume that there must have been a complete
breakdown of electrical supply which had affected all
the three units. The only event which could have
caused such a damage to paralyze the entire MEC
compartment could only have been an explosion in
the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure
could have disrupted the entire electrical power
supply from the MEC compartment. In known cases
of aircraft being subjected to rapid decompression

there has never been such an instantaneous and total
stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircraft have
been known to have continued to fly and
communicate with the ground even after
decompression.
E. Damage in air : The examination of the floating and
the other wreckage shows that the right hand wing
leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl, right hand
inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This
damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it
was still in the air. The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing
the objects to come out and thereby damaging the
components on the right hand side.
F. Evidence of Over pressurization: The examination
of the structural panels and the other parts of the
forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo
compartment, recovered from the sea bed, indicates
that overpressure condition had occurred in both the
cargo compartments. The failure of the passenger
cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the
compartments.

G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin
panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight
and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of
holes. This shows that there was occurrence of an
event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft
cargo compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up The door failing as an initial
event would cause an explosive decompression
leading to a downward force on the cabin floor as a
result of the difference in pressure between the upper
and lower portions of the aircraft. However,
examination showed that the cabin floor panels
separated from the support structure in an upward
direction.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The examination of the
floating and recovered wreckage and the analysis of
the photos and videos of the wreckage on the bottom
failed to indicate any evidence of a failure of the

primary or secondary structure as a result of a preexisting defect. The initial event has been established
as sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation
of the flight recorders indicates the possibility of a
massive and sudden failure of primary structure;
however, there is evidence to suggest that there were
ruptures in the forward and aft cargo compartments
prior to any failure of the primary structure in flight.
Therefore, available evidence tends to rule out a
massive structural failure as the initial event.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements
mitigating against the breakup in flight of Air India
Flight 182 as caused by an explosion by explosive
decompression at the forward cargo door, exclusive of
a bomb explosion:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting:
Signals from this also stopped being received by the
secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the
CVR and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at
about the same time, when the signals from ATC
transponder had also ceased, it is reasonable to
presume that there must have been a complete
breakdown of electrical supply which had affected all
the three units. The only event which could have

caused such a damage to paralyze the entire MEC
compartment could only have been an explosion in
the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure
could have disrupted the entire electrical power
supply from the MEC compartment. In known cases
of aircraft being subjected to rapid decompression
there has never been such an instantaneous and total
stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircraft have
been known to have continued to fly and
communicate with the ground even after
decompression.
F. Evidence of Over pressurization: The examination
of the structural panels and the other parts of the
forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo
compartment, recovered from the sea bed, indicates
that overpressure condition had occurred in both the
cargo compartments. The failure of the passenger
cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the
compartments.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical
examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment. Microscopy around some
of the holes discloses that they have such
characteristics like twinning which can be present

only if the holes had been punctured due to the
detonation of an explosive device.
2.6 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression caused by structural failure of ruptured
open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan
latches caused by faulty electrical wiring:
2.6.1 Proponent: John Barry Smith
2.6.2 Analysis: There is close agreement with the
opinions of the two aviation authorities (CASB and
AAIB), the judicial finding of Judge Kirpal, and this
independent aircraft accident investigator in the
specific location in the aircraft and consequences of
the explosion with the only difference being the cause
of the explosion on the starboard side of the forward
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which
could have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment near the
forward cargo door which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.
B.

AAIB: There was an explosion, cause

not identified but not a bomb explosion, of the
forward cargo compartment which caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
C. Judge Kirpal: There was an explosion,
a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the
forward cargo compartment near the forward cargo
door which caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
D. John Barry Smith: There was an
explosion, an explosive decompression when faulty
wiring shorted on the forward cargo door unlatch
motor which allowed one or both of the midspan
latches to rupture open in the forward cargo door on
the starboard side of the forward cargo compartment,
which caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight
182.
To determine the pattern in early model Boeing 747
accidents that suffered breakups in flight, it was
necessary to evaluate carefully all the official accident
reports concerning them. A pattern was detected of
similar significant evidence among only four of the
many hull losses, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight
103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800.

It was very probable that one common initial
event by one cause was the reason for all four since
the matching evidence was so rare. There are many
significant individual matches of evidence among
each flight to each other. Table 1 in 7.17 in Section 3
gives all the individual matches to each other of the
fifty four significant evidence matches that appear
among the flights such as:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or
total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit
G. High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
H. Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
I.
Previous maintenance problems with forward
cargo door
J. Initial event within an hour after takeoff
K. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding
normally in all parameters
L. Initial event has unusual radar contacts
M.
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near
forward cargo door area

N.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
O.
Initial event sound is loud
P. Initial event sound is audible to humans
Q. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt
power cut to data recorders
R.
Initial event sound matched to explosion of
bomb sound
S.
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner
T. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo
door area
U.
Unusual paint smears on and above forward
cargo door
V. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo
compartment
W. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number three
X. Fire/soot in engine number three
Y.
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number four
Z. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
AA. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
AB.
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
AC.
More severe inflight damage on starboard
side than port side
AD. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AE. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of

the forward cargo door
AF. Fracture/tear/rupture at one or both of the
midspan latches of forward cargo door
AG. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door
reported as latched
AH. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04
implemented (stronger lock sectors)
AI. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AJ.
Rectangular shape of shattered area around
forward cargo door
AK.
Forward cargo door fractured in two
longitudinally
AL. Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched
AM.
Passengers suffered decompression type
injuries
AN. At least nine missing and never recovered
passenger bodies
AO. Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft
AP.
Initial official determination of probable
cause as bomb explosion.
AQ. Initial official determination modified from
bomb explosion
AR. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AS. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door
considered for probable cause
AT.
Official probable cause as bomb explosion

AU. Official probable cause as 'improvised
explosive device'
AV. Official probable cause as explosion by
unstated cause
AW.
Official probable cause as explosion in center
fuel tank with unknown ignition source
AX.
Official probable cause as improper latching
of forward cargo door
AY. Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door
AZ. "Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to
detonation flight
BA. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
BB. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on
fatal flight
2.6.3 Conclusion: The discovered common
cause for all four aircraft, including Air India Flight
182, is the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression premise explanation which is a
mechanical explanation by an explosion on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment of
explosive decompression when the forward cargo
door ruptures open in flight, probably at one or both of
the midspan latches and probably caused by faulty
wiring inadvertently turning on the door unlatch
motor and explained in detail in Section 3 of this

report.
3. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight
800 Wiring/Cargo Door/Explosive Decompression
Matching Evidence
Introduction
4. Formatting style
5. Background
6. Purpose
7. Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression caused by structural failure of ruptured
open forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan
latches caused by faulty electrical wiring
7.1 Matching Significant Circumstantial
Evidence
7.2 All four aircraft had probable causes initially
thought to be bomb explosions.
7.3 All four aircraft had the probable cause of
bomb explosion modified.

7.4 All four aircraft had initial breakups in their
airframes in a similar amidships location.
7.5 All four aircraft had at least nine missing
never recovered bodies.
7.6 All four aircraft had passengers which
showed explosive decompression type injuries and no
evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
7.7 All four aircraft experienced a sudden, loud,
audible sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event
start time.
7.8 All four aircraft had the source of the sudden,
loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source as an explosive decompression supported.
7.9 All four aircraft had an abrupt power cut to
the data recorders immediately after the sudden, loud,
audible sound.
7.10 All four aircraft had an explosion in or
adjacent to the forward cargo compartment.
7.11 All four aircraft had similar shattered
fuselage skin in and around the forward cargo door.
7.12 All four aircraft had relatively mild damage
on the port side of the nose forward of the wing.
7.13 All four aircraft had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris
7.14 All four aircraft had foreign object damage to
engine number three.
7.15 All four aircraft had incomplete reports of

the status of the forward cargo door, in particular, the
status of the two midspan latches.
7.16 All four aircraft had similar debris patterns on
the surface of the ground or sea bottom.
7.17 Summary of matching evidence for all
aircraft: Table 1
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811
8. Cargo Door Operation Boeing 747
9. Choice of Explosion Cause
10. Inadvertent Cargo Door Opening Causes
11. Wiring
12. Sequence of destruction for Air India Flight
182
13. Comment
14. Hindsight
15. General Conclusions
16. Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182

17. Contributing Causes
18. Recommendations
19. Concluding Comment
3. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight
800 Wiring/Cargo Door/Explosive Decompression
Matching Evidence
Introduction
Hindsight is a luxury that is available to determine
what happened to Air India Flight 182. It has been
sixteen years since the tragic event and many Boeing
747 accidents have occurred before and since.
(Appendix A, Boeing 747 Accidents) There have been
fourteen hull losses of Boeing 747s since 1985 with a
startling three of them suffering similar explosions in
flight to Air India Flight 182 leaving significant
matching evidence that gives circumstantial proof that
all four aircraft suffered the same probable cause. The
main fact in dispute for Air India Flight 182 is the
cause of the explosion that caused the aircraft to
breakup in flight. The three similar accidents,

including one which did not totally breakup in flight,
United Airlines Flight 811, prove by their existence
and tangible evidence that all four should be included
in a matching group of inflight breakups initiated by
the same probable cause.
Once the evidence has been evaluated sufficiently to
include them all into one similar group as matching,
various premises may be evaluated to explain the
inflight breakups, such as bomb explosion, center fuel
tank explosion, missile explosion, or explosive
decompression. The three similar accidents which
occurred in similar circumstances and left similar
matching evidence to United Airlines Flight 811 are
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800. The three flights are all
controversial but evidence grouped the the aircraft
together, not the flight numbers.
When the matching evidence is examined thoroughly
enough to deduce all four as having the same initial
event then the conclusion can be made that the general
cause is the one for the confirmed, indisputable event
of United Airlines Flight 811 in which the forward
cargo door ruptured open in flight causing the
explosive decompression explosion which other
investigators have mistakenly assumed to be a bomb

or center fuel tank explosion.
All of the many potential causes of why those
inadvertently ruptured forward cargo doors opened
inflight may then be considered such as a bomb
explosion, center tank explosion, or explosive
decompression explosion. The most probable general
cause is the same as the one irrefutably confirmed for
the Ôtremendous explosionÕ in United Airlines Flight
811, the cause of which was attributed to a faulty
switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the unlatched position after initial door closure
and before takeoff. The probable cause has been
further refined, by this investigator, to the initial
rupture location in the forward cargo door at one or
both of the midspan latches and the electrical fault to
that of faulty wiring failing in flight.
When evaluating at one time the probable causes
from the point of view of the five accident reports and
other research, there is overwhelming circumstantial
and tangible evidence that all four aircraft suffered a
breakup in flight from an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment at the forward cargo door on the
starboard side.

The current official general explanations for the
inflight breakups can be summarized:
A. Air India Flight 182: An explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
B.
Pan Am Flight 103: An explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the port side.
C.
United Airlines Flight 811: An explosion in
the forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
D. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: An
explosion in the center of the aircraft adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment.
All of the above official explanations were stated
years ago without benefit of hindsight or current
research techniques. The explanations all try to
explain the inflight breakup as an explosion in or near
the forward cargo compartment. The only difference
is the location of the explosion by a few feet and the
cause of the explosion. The explosive decompression
by the sudden rupturing open of the forward cargo
door in flight is generally consistent with all current
official explanations. All of the inconsistencies in each
individual accident are fully explained by the wiring/

cargo door/explosive decompression explanation
applied to all four accidents.
One aircraft had a partial breakup, United Airlines
Flight 811, and was thus able to land with its evidence
of the event for a positive incontrovertible explanation
of an explosion of explosive decompression at the
forward cargo door which explained the tangible
evidence of CVR, FDR, inflight damage, engine
damage, and injuries to passengers. That substantial
and tangible evidence of United Airlines Flight 811
matches the evidence for all four aircraft, Air India
Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight
811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800. This pattern
of evidence will be described below with summaries,
findings, and matching evidence.
The individual evidence of Air India Flight 182 will
be matched to United Airlines Flight 811 to show that
the explanation for the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment as a bomb is extremely unlikely and
even impossible based upon the evaluation in Section
2 of this report and the explanation as an explosive
decompression caused by a ruptured open forward
cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches in
flight from faulty wiring is most probable.

4. Formatting Style:
Formatting style for the specific matching accidents in
Section 3: There are six Aviation Accident Reports
concerning four Boeing 747 accidents referred to in
Section 3 which compare the four accidents to each
other into a matching pattern. For instance:
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
experienced ........(Description and evidence Match)
Air India Flight 182 was flying normally.......
(Individual flight evidence match)
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally.......
(Individual flight evidence match)
United Airlines Flight 811 was flying normally .......
(Individual flight evidence match)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was flying
normally ...... (Individual flight evidence match)
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the...(Indented excerpts to support the
described pattern indented)

Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was ..... Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
21 (Individual excerpts and source)
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to....... UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 15 (Individual excerpts and source)
United Airlines Flight 811:
"The CVR revealed normal ....... NTSB Accident
Report 92-02 Page 25 (Individual excerpts and
source)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The recording appeared .......Exhibit 12B (Individual
excerpts and source)
5. Background:
There is a history of aviation accidents not being
fully explained in the first AAR.
*
Icarus was the first aviation related fatality and his
mythic accident was said to have been caused when
the wax by which he affixed the wings to his body

melted when he flew too close to the sun; the wings
came off, and down he went.
The AAR might have been worded thus:
When King Minos of Crete found out that his son, the
Minotaur, had been killed and Theseus had escaped
with his daughter, he was angry with Daedalus for not
building a complex enough labyrinth. In revenge, he
imprisoned the inventor in there with his young son
Icarus. Determined to escape from this unfair
punishment, Daedalus fashioned two pairs of wings,
each on a wooden frame, lined with many feathers
which were fixed with beeswax.
When the inventor had finished, he and his son
climbed up to the highest part of the labyrinth,
catching the wind and looking down into the sea
which surrounded the walls. They fixed their wings on
each other and planned their escape. Daedalus told
Icarus that he was to keep his arms wide apart so as to
catch even the slightest breath of wind and to keep
close behind his father, keeping a straight course
between the sun and the sea. "For if you fly too close
to the sea, your feathers will dampen and you will
drown under the weight of the frame. If you fly too
close to the sun however, the beeswax will melt and
the feathers will loosen. Remember these words and

you will be safe."
The two of them then leapt from the walls, Daedalus
going first and Icarus following closely behind.
However, Icarus soon became bolder as he flew
effortlessly in the skies and left his father's straight
course of flight to twirl and loop in the air. As his
loops became bolder, he flew higher and forgot his
father's warning. All too late, he noticed the feathers
falling off the frame for he had flown too close to the
sun. He called out to his father as he fell from the sky
and into the sea where he drowned.
Daedalus had heard his cries but it was too late for
Icarus had already fallen. He recovered the body
which had swept up onto a nearby island and buried it
there, naming it 'Icaria'. He then flew on and found
refuge in Etna's land.
This explanation was not meant to be examined
closely, of course, as the explanation makes no sense.
For instance, how does one affix large wings to a
human body with beeswax; how does one fly high
enough to get too close to the sun, how did Icarus find
enough energy to get off the ground in the first place,
and lastly, who was to blame? Was it the designer
Daedalus who used the defective wax? Was it the

King who gave them reason to fly away? Was it pilot
error of flying his craft outside accepted operating
limits? What could be done to prevent such a
reoccurrence? Better flight training, better adhesives?
Aviation accident investigations are very complex
affairs with many parties interested in the outcome.
(Note that laypersons who have heard about Icarus are
usually unaware of the wise admonition to not fly too
low and are only aware of the warning hazard of
flying too high. Only the fatal accident causes are
remembered.)
The probable cause for Icarus' accident made
sense at the time of telling, but now, years later, we
understand it did make a good story and fulfilled the
wishful thinking of those listening to it but was clearly
impossible based on the tangible, circumstantial, and
direct evidence.
With the introduction of the jet age in commercial
airliners in the late 1950's, such as the Comet from the
United Kingdom, large hulls were pressurized and
subjected to many cycles of pressurizing and
depressurizing. Cracks appeared in the fuselage which
led to structural failure and powerful explosive
decompressions which appeared as an explosion
which led to the inflight breakup of the early airliner.

There is a history of inadvertent explosive
decompressions in commercial airliners being initially
suspected as bomb explosions. Those events are
usually controversial. (Appendix B, Avianca
Accident) It is an understandable error of deduction
because an explosion of explosive decompression
closely mimics a bomb in producing explosive effects
such as ejecting material at high velocity, making a
loud noise, being unexpected, and not supposed to
happen inside an airliner as well as cratering, pitting
curling, folding, and tearing metal. An explosive
decompression is referred to in accident investigations
as an 'explosionÕ and described by a crewmember
who suffered through one as a Ôtremendous
explosion.Õ
All explosions give some similar evidence; it is the
corroborating evidence for a specific type of explosion
that is required before a determination may be made
as to type of explosion, such as bomb, fuel tank, or
explosive decompression. Explosive decompression is
the most difficult to determine because it leaves no
residue or soot and therefore, its determination lies
largely in the absence of corroborating evidence for an
alternative explanation of residue, timer, fuze, ignition
source, burns, or soot. An explosive decompression

does need a highly pressurized vessel and a rupture
location identified whereas the others do not. Bombs
and fuel tanks can explode on the ground; fatal
explosive decompressions from any source have all
occurred inflight.
*
The solution to the early mystery of the Comet
crashes was achieved by matching two similar events
in the similar aircraft which left similar evidence.
Excerpts of corroborative statements to support the
Comet explosive decompression explanation:
(Appendix C, Comet Accidents)
http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/FailureCases/
FAILURE.htm
Professor M Neil James Webpage:
http://www.plym.tech.ac.uk/sme/uoa30/structur.htm
Comet Airliner: Jet transportation age began in on
May 5 1952 when the De Havilland Comet 1 began
scheduled flights from London to Johannesburg. In
April 1953, a Tokyo to London service was
inaugurated ‹ flying time for the 10 200 mile distance
dropped from 85 hours to 36 hours. The Comet had a
cruising speed of 490 mph at 35 000 feet and a range
of 1 750 miles with a payload of 44 passengers.

The cabin was pressurized to maintain a pressure
equivalent to 8 000 feet at an aircraft altitude of 40
000 feet, which was required for efficient operation of
the engines. This gave a pressure differential of 8.25
psi (56 kPa) across the fuselage ‹ twice the value
previously used. De Havilland conducted Ômany
testsÕ to ensure structural integrity of the cabin.
However, a series of 3 accidents occurred where
Comet aircraft disintegrated in flight:
(a) Investigation by R.A.E. (Excerpts) The loss of
Yoke Peter and Yoke Yoke presented a problem of
unprecedented difficulty, the solution of which was
clearly of the greatest importance to the future, not
only of the Comet, but also of Civil Air Transport in
this country and, indeed, throughout the world. They
thought it necessary to satisfy themselves about the
structural integrity of the aircraft, in particular of the
cabin and the tail and to consider in more detail
possible sources of explosion and loss of control. But
at the time when their attention became directed to
fatigue of the pressure cabin they were influenced
chiefly by the apparent similarity of the circumstances
of the two accidents, and by the fact that the
modifications carried out after Elba seemed to rule out
many of the other possible causes.
(2) There were serious lessons resulting from

explosive decompression and deceleration.
G-ALYV after leaving Calcutta ‹ May 1953. Violent
storms were thought to be involved and some
wreckage was recovered. No firm conclusions drawn
as to cause.
G-ALYP over Elba ‹ January 1954 after 1 286 cabin
pressurisation cycles. Little wreckage was recovered
and no major problems found in fleet inspection. Fire
was assumed the most likely cause and modifications
made to improve fire prevention and control. Aircraft
returned to service.
G-ALYY flying as SA 201 after leaving Rome ‹ April
1954. and all Comet 1 aircraft were subsequently
withdrawn from service.
A more intensive effort was made to recover the
wreckage of G-ALYP using underwater television
cameras for the first time. About 70% of the aircraft
was recovered and reconstructed at Farnborough. The
Royal Navy was charged with getting the relevant
fuselage piece of G-ALYP from the sea (using
simulation trials, based on the way the aircraft was
now thought to break up in flight, to establish the
likely position of this part of the aircraft on the
seabed. This was recovered within a few hours of
searching and showed, in the language of the coroner,
the Ôunmistakable fingerprint of fatigueÕ. The
fatigue crack was associated with the stress

concentrations of the rather square rear ADF window
cutout (stress of 315 MPa at edge of window), and
with a bolt hole around the window (although the
stress at the bolt position was only 70 MPa).
In the 1960s a new type of airliner came into
production called a 'widebody', the DC-10 (Appendix
D, DC-10 Accidents) and the Boeing 747 (Appendix
E, Boeing 747 History). These aircraft had a much
larger cabin to accommodate several hundred
passengers. This larger size of the hull required
greater pressurization loads on the internal fuselage
which were underestimated by designers.
Subsequently two flights of the DC-10 suffered
explosive decompressions in flight from inadvertent
cargo door openings which left evidence of a sudden
loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder which was
used to match to later explosive decompression events
in another wide body airliner, the Boeing 747. The
design of the outward opening nonplug cargo door
was criticized as inadequate for both types of aircraft
in subsequent accident reports.
*
June 12, 1972
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N103AA, American
Airlines
Over Windsor, Ontario

Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 67
Fatalities: 0
Following takeoff from Detroit, the rear cargo door
blew off due to a door latch system that had been
damaged by ground crew members. The loss of
pressurization caused the cabin floor to buckle and
damaged the hydraulic control lines of the aircraft.
The captain, having trained himself in simulator
sessions to fly the aircraft using its throttles (a method
called Òdifferential thrust steeringÓ), made an
emergency landing in Detroit.
March 3, 1974
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 TC-JAV Turk Hava
Yollari - THY
Outside Paris, France
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 346
Fatalities: 346
The latch mechanism of the aft cargo door, the design
of which was susceptible to damage, had been
damaged before the accident. Before takeoff the door
had not been secured properly. Shortly after takeoff
from Paris, the door failed. The resulting
depressurization led to the disruption of the floor
structure, causing six passengers and parts of the

aircraft to be ejected, rendering No.2 engine
inoperative, and impairing the flight controls so that it
was impossible for the crew to regain control of the
aircraft.
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines Flight 811, a
Boeing 747-122, experienced an explosive
decompression as it was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu, Hawaii, en
route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
*
After an investigation, the NTSB issued AAR 90/01
which concluded:
'The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the improperly latched
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the
subsequent explosive decompression.' NTSB also
stated: 'The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing
to have reexamined the original assumptions and
conclusions about the B-747 cargo door design and
certification was after the findings of the Turkish
Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France.
The concerns for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock

mechanisms and the human and mechanical failures,
singularly and in combination, that led to that
accident, should have prompted a review of the B-747
cargo door's continuing airworthiness. In the Turkish
Airlines case, a single failure by a ramp service agent,
who closed the door, in combination with a poorly
designed latch/lock system, led to a catastrophic
accident. The revisions to the DC-10 cargo door
mechanisms mandated after that accident apparently
were not examined and carried over to the design of
the B-747 cargo doors. Specifically, the mechanical
retrofit of more positive locking mechanisms on the
DC-10 cargo door to preclude an erroneous locked
indication to the flightcrew, and the incorporation of
redundant sensors to show the position of the latches/
locks, were not required to be retrofitted at that time
for the B-747.'
After extensive efforts from the family of one of the
victims, the forward cargo door pieces of United
Airlines Flight 811 were retrieved from the bottom of
the ocean and it was discovered that, in fact, the cargo
door had been properly latched, thus exonerating the
accused ground baggage handler of the deaths of nine
innocent passengers. The NTSB issued another
aircraft accident report, AAR 92/02, with the
corrected probable cause, the only known time that

two aircraft accident reports have been written about
the same accident.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states: "Thus, as a result of the
recovery and examination of the cargo door, the
Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been modified. This report incorporates these
changes and supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01. The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression. The
door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or
wiring in the door control system which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff."
Over a period of eleven years, from 1985 to
1996, there have been four early model Boeing 747
aircraft which have suffered fatal explosive
decompressions in flight which were all initially
attributed to 'bombs', one of which was United
Airlines Flight 811 as reported by the surviving crew.
Two of the accidents have since had a bomb explosion
ruled out as the probable cause while one cause is in
dispute as a bomb or not and one cause is stated to be

'an improvised explosive device' which may or may
not be a bomb. All four flights were and are
controversial. It is these four flights that in similar
circumstances with similar aircraft that left similar
evidence that has led this investigator to conclude that
one similar probable cause is the same for all,
including Air India Flight 182, and that similar cause
is the only confirmed and irrefutable probable cause:
the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo
door in flight and the subsequent explosive
decompression refined to the locations as the midspan
latches and the cause as faulty wiring.
The implication of this conclusion is that there were
never any bombs, or missiles, or center fuel tanks
initially exploding inflight on the four flights but an
event in each occurred which mimics those other
explosions, that is, an explosive decompression after
an inadvertently ruptured open forward cargo door
inflight.
6. Purpose:
This report shall evaluate the four fatal inflight
breakups of Boeing 747s using the cumulative
evidence of sixteen years to sustain the matching
pattern for all four of an explosion in the forward

cargo compartment by a sudden ruptured opening of
the forward cargo door in flight at one or both of the
midspan latches probably caused by faulty wiring.
Specific data about the four early model Boeing
747s:
Air India Flight 182: Sequence in construction:#330,
Construction Number 21473 Date completed: 19 June
78, Type Aircraft: B747-237B Type of wiring: Poly-X
(Raychem Corp), accident date: June 23 1985
Pan Am Flight 103: Sequence in construction: #15,
Construction Number 19646, Date completed: 25 Jan
70, Type Aircraft: B747-121 Type of wiring: Poly-X
(Raychem Corp), accident date: 21 December 88
United Airlines Flight 811: Sequence in
construction:#89, Construction Number 19875, Date
completed: 20 Oct 70, Type Aircraft: B747-122 Type
of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp), accident date: 23
February 89
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Sequence in
construction:#153, Construction Number 20083, Date
completed: 18 August 71, Type Aircraft: B747-131
Type of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp), accident
date: 17 July 96

Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Air India Flight 182
From: Report Of The Court Investigating Accident To
Air India Boeing 747 Aircraft VT-EFO, "Kanishka"
On 23rd June 1985
From Canadian Aviation Bureau Safety Board
Aviation Occurrence Air India Boeing 747-237b
VT-EFO Cork, Ireland 110 Miles West 23 June
1985
Boeing 747-237B 'Kanishka' aircraft VT-EFO was
manufactured by Messrs Boeing Company under
Sl.No. 21473. The aircraft was acquired by Air India
on 19th June, 1978. Initially, it came with the expert
Certificate of Airworthiness No. E-161805.
Subsequently, the Certificate of Airworthiness No.
1708 was issued by the Director General of Civil
Aviation, India on 5th July, 1978. The C of A was
renewed periodically and was valid up to 29th June,
1985. From the beginning of June, 1985, C of A
renewal work of the aircraft was in progress. The
aircraft had the Certificate of Registration No. 2179
issued by the DGCA on 5th May, 1978. The
commercial flight of 'Kanishka' aircraft started on 7th
July, 1978.
2.4.1.2 The aircraft was maintained by Air India
following the approved maintenance schedules. It had

logged 23634:49 hours and had completed 7525
cycles till the time of accident.
A. On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 Air India's
Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO (Kanishka) was on a
scheduled passenger flight (AI-182) from Montreal
and was proceeding to London enroute to Delhi and
Bombay. It was being monitored at Shannon on the
Radar Scope. At about 0714 GMT it suddenly
disappeared from the Radar Scope and the aircraft,
which has been flying at an altitude of approximately
31,000 feet, plunged into the Atlantic Ocean off the
south-west coast of Ireland at position latitude 51
degrees 3.6 minutes N and Longitude 12 degrees 49
minutes W. This was one of the worst air disasters
wherein all the 307 passengers plus 22 crew members
perished.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully
submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning,
Air India Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event
at an altitude of 31,000 feet resulting in its crash into
the sea and the death of all on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured
before water impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated
from the forward portion before water impact.

4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural
failure of the aircraft was the lead event in this
occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an
explosion occurring in the forward cargo
compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion.'
The Indian Kirpal Report: "3.4.6.60 The only
conclusion which can, however, be arrived at is that
the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has
been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.' and 4.10
'After going through the entire record we find that
there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence
which directly points to the cause of the accident as
being that of an explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo hold of the aircraft.'
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Pan Am Flight 103
From: Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90
1.6.1 Leading particulars Aircraft type: Boeing
747-121 Constructor's serial number: 19646
N739PA first flew in 1970 and spent its whole service
life in the hands of Pan American World Airways

Incorporated. Its Certificate of Airworthiness was
issued on 12 February 1970 and remained in force
until the time of the accident, at which time the
aircraft had completed a total of 72,464 hours flying
and 16,497 flight cycles.
The accident was notified to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch at 19.40 hrs on the 21 December
1988 and the investigation commenced that day. The
aircraft, Flight PA103 from London Heathrow to New
York, had been in level cruising flight at flight level
310 (31,000 feet) for approximately seven minutes
when the last secondary radar return was received just
before 19.03 hrs. The radar then showed multiple
primary returns fanning out downwind. Major
portions of the wreckage of the aircraft fell on the
town of Lockerbie with other large parts landing in
the countryside to the east of the town. Lighter debris
from the aircraft was strewn along two trails, the
longest of which extended some 130 kilometres to the
east coast of England. The report concludes that the
detonation of an improvised explosive device led
directly to the destruction of the aircraft with the loss
of all 259 persons on board and 11 of the residents of
the town of Lockerbie.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for

background: United Airlines Flight 811:
From: National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Aircraft Accident Report Explosive Decompression-Loss Of Cargo Door In Flight
United Airlines Flight 811 Boeing 747-122, N4713U
Honolulu, Hawaii February 24, 1989
The accident airplane, serial No. 19875, registered in
the United States as N4713U, was manufactured as a
Boeing 747-122 transport category airplane by the
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company (Boeing),
Seattle, Washington, a Division of the Boeing
Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing,
was manufactured in accordance with Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) type certificate No.
A20WE, as approved on December 30, 1969. The
airplane was certificated in accordance with the
provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective February 1,
1965.
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a
Boeing 747-122, experienced an explosive
decompression as it was climbing between 22,000 and
23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu, Hawaii, en
route to Sydney, Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight
attendants, and 337 passengers aboard. The airplane

made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu and
the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of
the airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe
cargo door had separated in flight and had caused
extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin structure
adjacent to the door. Nine of the passengers had been
ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines
that the probable cause of this accident was the
sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door
in flight and the subsequent explosive decompression.
The door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or
wiring in the door control system which permitted
electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before
takeoff.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for
background: Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From: National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Aircraft Accident Report
In-flight Breakup Over the Atlantic Ocean
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
Boeing 747-131, N93119
Near East Moriches, New York

July 17, 1996
The accident airplane, N93119, a 747-100 series
airplane (model 747-131), serial number (S/N) 20083,
was manufactured by Boeing in July 1971 and
purchased new by TWA. The airplane was added to
TWA's operating certificate on October 27, 1971, and,
except for a 1-year period, was operated by TWA in
commercial transport service until the accident
occurred. According to TWA records, the accident
airplane had 93,303 total hours of operation (16,869
flight cycles) at the time of the accident. The 747-100
is a low-wing, transport-category airplane that is
about 225 feet long and 63 feet high (from the ground
to the top of the vertical stabilizer), with a wingspan
of about 195 feet.
On July 17, 1996, about 2031 eastern daylight time,
Trans World Airlines, Inc. (TWA) flight 800, a Boeing
747-131, N93119, crashed in the Atlantic Ocean near
East Moriches, New York. TWA flight 800 was
operating under the provisions of Code of Federal
Regulations Part 121 as a scheduled international
passenger flight from John F. Kennedy International
Airport (JFK), New York, New York, to Charles
DeGaulle International Airport, Paris, France. The
flight departed JFK about 2019, with 2 pilots, 2 flight
engineers, 14 flight attendants, and 212 passengers on

board. All 230 people on board were killed, and the
airplane was destroyed. Visual meteorological
conditions prevailed for the flight, which operated on
an instrument flight rules flight plan.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines
that the probable cause of the TWA flight 800 accident
was an explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT),
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air
mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy for
the explosion could not be determined with certainty,
but, of the sources evaluated by the investigation, the
most likely was a short circuit outside of the CWT
that allowed excessive voltage to enter it through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity
indication system.
Excerpts of corroborative statements for
background:
For Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight
800:
Findings of John Barry Smith, independent aviation
accident investigator, in report 'Boeing 747 Rupture at
Midspan Latches of Forward Cargo Door in Flight
Probably Caused by Wiring/Electrical Fault Accidents

TWA 800, UAL 811, PA 103, AI 182' at
www.corazon.com, December, 1996. For AI 182:
'Explosion in forward cargo compartment explains
observations. Explosive decompression which occurs
when cargo door opens produces explosive effects.' 'A
structural failure occurred in AI 182 when the forward
cargo door inadvertently ruptured open in flight when
faulty wiring probably shorted on the door unlatch
motor which led to explosive decompression just
forward of the wing on the starboard side creating a
huge hole in which airframe integrity was
compromised so that the aircraft broke up in flight'.
7. Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of explosive decompression
caused by structural failure of ruptured open forward
cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches
caused by faulty electrical wiring:
Proponent: John Barry Smith
Analysis: To determine the pattern in early model
Boeing 747 accidents that suffered breakups in flight,
it was necessary to evaluate carefully all the official
accident reports concerning them. A pattern was
detected of similar significant evidence among only
four of the many hull losses. It was very probable that

one initial event by one cause was the reason for all
four. The evidence is detailed below. There are many
significant individual matches of evidence among
each flight to each other. For instance, three flights
had strange radar returns at event time but Air India
Flight 182 was out of radar range and therefore there
is no match for all, therefore the match is not included
below. Only the matches for all four flights are listed
below. Table 1 in 7.17 of Section 3 gives all the
individual matches to each other of the fifty four
significant evidence matches that appear among the
flights.
7.1. Matching Significant Circumstantial
Evidence: The matching significant circumstantial
evidence that follows is for all the four aircraft, Air
India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
A. All four aircraft had probable causes
initially thought to be bomb explosions.
B. All four aircraft had the probable cause of
bomb explosion modified.
C. All four aircraft had breakups in their
airframes in a similar amidships location.

D. All four aircraft had at least nine missing
never recovered bodies.
E. All four aircraft had passengers which
showed explosive decompression type injuries and no
injuries consistent with a detonation of a powerful
bomb.
F. All four aircraft experienced a sudden, loud,
audible sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event
start time.
G. All four aircraft had the source of the sudden,
loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source as an explosive decompression supported.
H. All four aircraft had an abrupt power cut to
the recorders immediately after the sudden, loud,
audible sound.
I. All four aircraft had an explosion in or adjacent
to the forward cargo compartment.
J. All four aircraft had similar shattered fuselage
skin in and around the forward cargo door.

K. All four aircraft had relatively mild damage
on the port side of the nose forward of the wing
directly opposite the shattered zone around the
forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
L. All four aircraft had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris.
M. All four aircraft had foreign object damage to
engine number three.
N. All four aircraft had incomplete reports of
the status of the forward cargo door, in particular, the
status of the two midspan latches was omitted.
O. All four aircraft had similar debris patterns
on the surface of the ground or sea bottom. (United
Airlines Flight 811 had much lesser debris that still
fell in the same pattern as the rest which was first
items to leave the aircraft landed the closest to the
initial event location.)
7.2. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had probable causes which
were initially thought to be bomb explosions:

Air India Flight 182. Initial action was to speculate on
explosive sabotage for the cause and immediately
requisition the services of a specialist in the detection
of explosives sabotage in aircraft wreckage.
Pan Am Flight 103: Within a few days items of
wreckage were retrieved upon which forensic
scientists found conclusive evidence of a detonating
high explosive.
United Airlines Flight 811: The flight crew heard the
explosion, checked the damage and reported to the
tower a bomb had gone off in their aircraft.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Initial information
led to consideration of the detonation of a high energy
explosive device.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights were thought
initially to be 'bombs'.
Air India Flight 182
From the Indian Kirpal Report: Initial Action Taken
by the Government of India 1.2.8 It was also being
speculated that the accident may have occurred due to
an explosion on board the aircraft. In order to see

whether there was any evidence of an explosion
which could be gathered from the floating wreckage
which was being salvaged, the Government of India
requisitioned the services of Mr. Eric Newton, a
Specialist in the detection of explosives sabotage in
aircraft wreckage.
Pan Am Flight 103
From Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90 Synopsis: Within a few
days items of wreckage were retrieved upon which
forensic scientists found conclusive evidence of a
detonating high explosive.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02 1.15 Survival Aspects: At
0210, the FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a
United Airlines, Inc., B-747, with a possible bomb on
board, had experienced an explosion and was
returning to HNL.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1 The In-Flight Breakup:
On the basis of this initial information, investigators
considered several possible causes for TWA flight
800s in-flight structural breakup: a structural failure
and decompression; detonation of a high-energy

explosive device, such as a bomb exploding inside the
airplane or a missile warhead exploding upon impact
with the airplane; and a fuel/air explosion in the center
wing fuel tank (CWT). Several factors led to
speculation that the accident might have been caused
by a bomb or missile strike. These factors included
heightened safety and security concerns because of
the 1996 Olympics then being held in the United
States, the fact that TWA flight 800 was an
international flight, and the sudden and catastrophic
nature of the in-flight breakup.
7.3 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had the original cause of bomb
explosion modified.
Two flights, United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, had the accident cause
changed from 'bomb explosion' to other; one flight,
Air India Flight 182, remained a bomb for the Indians
and maybe a bomb by the Canadians, and one flight,
Pan Am 103, became an "improvised explosive
device' which may or may not be a bomb.
Air India Flight 182 is now stated to be an explosion
from an unstated source by the Canadian aviation

accident investigators and an explosion by bomb by
the judicial inquiry of Judge Kirpal.
Pan Am Flight 103 is now stated to be an explosion by
an 'an improvised explosive device', which may or
may not be a 'bomb'. The British accident
investigators could certainly have called the cause a
'bomb' if they had chosen to but declined as the
evidence supported a conclusion of an improvised
explosive device but did not support the conclusion of
a 'bomb.' A cargo door has become an improvised
explosive device in the United Airlines Flight 811 and
the Paris Turkish Airlines DC-10 events in which
tremendous explosions occurred by the inadvertently
improvised complex door device. Firecrackers and
fireworks illegally carried aboard in a cabin or cargo
compartment can become inadvertent improvised
explosive devices.
United Airlines Flight 811 is now stated to be an
explosion by explosive decompression caused by an
inadvertently opened forward cargo door in flight
from defective electrical wiring or switch. After
landing safely the crew and ground personnel
discovered that the forward cargo door had opened in
flight and there was no evidence of a bomb on board
as they previously reported.

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 is now stated to be an
explosion of the center fuel tank by an unknown
ignition source but probably faulty wiring. NTSB
concluded that the in-flight breakup of TWA flight 800
was not initiated by a bomb or a missile strike because
of the lack of any corroboration evidence associated
with a high energy explosion. A bomb explosion or
missile strike was the official working explanation for
seventeen months. Evidence of of a detonating high
explosive was discovered but determined to be benign
such as a 'dog sniffing' test.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements that two
of the aircraft changed their initial cause from 'bomb',
one aircraft had explosion as a bomb or an explosion
of unstated cause, and one aircraft had an explosion
by an improvised explosive device.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits
as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings 5. There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not

conclusive. However, the evidence does not support
any other conclusion.'
From the Kirpal Report: 4.10 After going through the
entire record we find that there is circumstantial as
well as direct evidence which directly points
to the cause of the accident as being that of an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold of the
aircraft. At the same time there is complete lack of
evidence to indicate that there was any structural
failure.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90:
Synopsis. The report concludes that the detonation of
an improvised explosive device led directly to the
destruction of the aircraft with the loss of all 259
persons on board and 11 of the residents of the town
of Lockerbie
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Executive Summary: The
airplane made a successful emergency landing at
Honolulu and the occupants evacuated the airplane.
Examination of the airplane revealed that the forward
lower lobe cargo door had separated in flight and had
caused extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin
structure adjacent to the door.

Trans World Air Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 2.2.1.2 Consideration of a
High-Energy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or
Missile Warhead) Despite being unable to determine
the exact source of the trace amounts of explosive
residue found on the wreckage, the lack of any
corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy
explosion indicates that these trace amounts did not
result from the detonation of a high-energy explosive
device on TWA flight 800. Accordingly, the Safety
Board concludes that the in-flight breakup of TWA
flight 800 was not initiated by a bomb or a missile
strike. The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of the TWA flight
800 accident was an explosion of the center wing fuel
tank (CWT), resulting from ignition of the flammable
fuel/air mixture in the tank. The source of ignition
energy for the explosion could not be determined with
certainty,
7.4 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had breakups in their airframes in a
similar amidships location.
For three of the aircraft the sudden huge hole

appearing on the starboard side just forward of the
wing was too large and the forward part of the aircraft
pulled away from the aft part for a total breakup.
United Airlines Flight 811 had a partial breakup with
'only' a ten foot by fifteen foot hole appearing and was
able, with difficulty, to safely land soon after the
explosive decompression when the forward cargo
door opened in flight.
Air India Flight 182 had an inflight breakup when the
aft part separated from the forward part.
Pan Am Flight 103 had an inflight breakup when the
forward part pulled away from the rear part.
United Airlines Flight 811 had an inflight partial
breakup of the forward part when a huge hole
appeared in the nose of the aircraft.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an inflight
breakup when the nose portion pulled away from the
rest of the aircraft.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had breakups in
their airframes at a similar amidships location:

Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 3.3
Aircraft Break-up Sequence Hence, it is likely that the
aft portion of the aircraft separated from the forward
portion before striking the water. Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 48
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90: 2.14
Summary The combined effect of the direct and
indirect explosive forces was to destroy the structural
integrity of the forward fuselage. UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 56 The forward fuselage and flight deck
area separated from the remaining structure within a
period of 2 to 3 seconds." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page
57 Although the pattern of distribution of bodies on
the ground was not clear cut there was some
correlation with seat allocation which suggested that
the forward part of the aircraft had broken away from
the rear early in the disintegration process. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 30
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a
hole on the right side in the area of the forward lower
lobe cargo door, approximately 10 by 15 feet large.

An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door, to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper
deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. NTSB/AAR 92/02 Page 4
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 2.2.1.3 Consideration of a
Fuel/Air Explosion in the Center Wing Fuel Tank It
was clear from the wreckage recovery locations that
the first pieces to depart the airplane were from the
area in and around the airplane's wing center section
(WCS), which includes the CWT, and, therefore, that
the breakup must have initiated in this area.
7.5 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had at least nine never recovered bodies.
Extensive and long searches were made at the four
accident sites soon after the events. The never
recovered passengers were mostly those seated in the
cabin near and above the forward cargo door. One
published report gives the macabre explanation for the

missing bodies for United Airline Flight 811 as they
were ingested into the adjacent number three engine.
Air India Flight 182 had 131 bodies recovered of the
329 which left 198 bodies never recovered with
passengers assigned seats near and above the forward
cargo compartment included in the missing.
Pan Am Flight 103 had ten passengers never
recovered although evidence was presented of
recovering very small items such as fragments of
pieces of metal which indicates the extensive and
thorough search that was conducted on land.
United Airlines Flight 811 had nine never recovered
passengers, all expelled from the huge hole created
when the forward cargo door opened in flight which
took fuselage skin with it leaving the passengers
above exposed. US Navy ships were on the scene very
quickly but recovered no bodies.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has at least nineteen
bodies never recovered although DNA testing of the
fragments of bones identified all the passengers.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had at least nine

missing, never recovered bodies.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 3.1.6
In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R.
Hill further stated that the significance of flail injuries
being suffered by some of the passengers was that it
indicated that the aircraft had broken in mid-air at an
altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. He further explained that if
an explosion had occurred in the cargo hold, it was
possible that the bodies may not show any sign of
explosion. It may here be mentioned that the forensic
examination of the bodies do not disclose any
evidence of an explosion. Furthermore, the seating
pattern also shows that none of the bodies from Zone
A or B was recovered, in fact as per the seating plan
Zone B was supposed to have been unoccupied. This
Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment. Medical examination was conducted on
the 131 bodies recovered after the accident. This
comprises about 40 percent of the 329 persons on
board. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 19
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.13

Medical and pathological information The bodies of
10 passengers were not recovered and of these, 8 had
been allocated seats in rows 23 to 28 positioned over
the wing at the front of the economy section. UK
AAIB Report 2/90 Page 31
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Executive Summary: Nine
of the passengers had been ejected from the airplane
and lost at sea. 1.2 Injuries to Persons Injuries
Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers Others Serious Lost
in flight. An extensive air and sea search for the
passengers was unsuccessful. 1.15 Survival Aspects
The fatal injuries were the result of the explosive
nature of the decompression, which swept nine of the
passengers from the airplane. The explosive
decompression of the cabin when the cargo door
separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor structure
and seats where the nine fatally injured passengers
had been seated were subjected to the destructive
forces of the decompression and the passengers were
lost through the hole in the fuselage. Their remains
were not recovered. Passengers-Nine Passengers who
were seated in seats 8H, 9FGH, 10GH, 11GH and
12H, were ejected from the fuselage and were not
found; and thus, are assumed to have been fatally
injured in the accident.

Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.13 Medical and
Pathological Information: Most identifications of
occupants were accomplished through the use of
fingerprints or dental records. However, in 29 cases,
neither of these methods was successful; these cases
required the use of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
protocols or forensic radiography as the primary
means of identification. (Nineteen occupants were
identified solely by DNA, and 10 were identified by
forensic radiography, either by the medical examiner
or the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.)
7.6 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had passengers that showed explosive
decompression type injuries and no evidence of
bomb explosion injuries.
Air India Flight 182 has at least twenty five
passengers who showed signs of decompression
injuries and no evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Pan Am Flight 103 had a majority of passengers who
had been injured by the inflight disintegration of the
aircraft and showed no evidence of bomb explosion

injuries.
United Airlines Flight 811 had surviving passengers
who suffered decompression type injuries such as
baro trauma to the ear and no evidence of bomb
explosion injuries.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had passengers who
suffered from the effects of an inflight breakup of the
aircraft and no evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had passengers
who suffered from decompression type injuries and no
evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 2.9
Medical Evidence Flail pattern injuries were
exhibited by eight bodies. Five of these were in Zone
E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one crew
member. The significance of flail injuries is that it
indicates that the victims came out of the aircraft at
altitude before it hit the water. There were 26 bodies
that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of oxygen),
including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and
11 in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of

decompression, including 7 children. Pathological
examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative of
a fire or explosion.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.13
Medical and pathological information The results of
the post mortem examination of the victims indicated
that the majority had experienced severe multiple
injuries at different stages, consistent with the in-flight
disintegration of the aircraft and ground impact. There
was no pathological indication of an in-flight fire and
no evidence that any of the victims had been injured
by shrapnel from the explosion. There was also no
evidence which unequivocally indicated that
passengers or cabin crew had been killed or injured by
the effects of a blast. Of the casualties from the
aircraft, the majority were found in areas which
indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage
during the disintegration. Although the pattern of
distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with seat allocation which
suggested that the forward part of the aircraft had
broken away from the rear early in the disintegration
process. The bodies of 10 passengers were not
recovered and of these, 8 had been allocated seats in
rows 23 to 28 positioned over the wing at the front of

the economy section.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Injury Information
Passengers.--Nine Passengers who were seated in
seats 8H, 9FGH, 10GH, 11GH, and 12H, were ejected
from the fuselage and were not found; and thus, are
assumed to have been fatally injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the
following injuries: Seat 7CBarotrauma to both ears 9E
Superficial abrasions and contusions to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears 13D Barotrauma to both
ears 13E Bleeding in both ears 14A Laceration in the
parietal occipital area, barotrauma to both ears 16J
Barotrauma to both ears 26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B Barotrauma to both ears 26H Barotitis to both
ears, low back pain, irritation to the right eye due to
foreign bodies 27A Barotrauma to the right ear 28J
Superficial abrasions and a contusion to the left hand,
mild barotrauma to both ears
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.13 Medical and
Pathological Information A Medical Forensic
Investigation Analysis Report, dated January 28,
1999, and prepared for the Department of Justice/FBI
by a medical/forensic expert, 166 concluded the

following: Exhaustive analysis of all available
medical data on the victims of TWA Flight 800 by an
experienced team of forensic pathologists,
biomechanicists and criminal investigators failed to
find any evidence that any victim was directly
exposed to a bomb blast or missile warhead
detonation. This finding makes it highly unlikely that
a localized explosion occurred within the passenger
cabin of TWA Flight 800. All injuries found in the
victims were consistent with severe in-flight break up
and subsequent water impact.
7.7 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had experienced a sudden, loud, audible
sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event start
time:
It is very unusual to have a sudden, loud, audible
sound appear to the flightcrew in flight. It never
happens under usual circumstances and only four
times in accidents. The rarity and difficulty in creating
such an event leads to the assumption that one
identical initial event caused the sound which
appeared on all four cockpit voice recorders, such as a
bomb explosion, a center tank explosion, or an
explosive decompression from a sudden hull rupture.

Air India Flight 182 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
United Airlines Flight 811 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred and described
by a survivor as a 'tremendous explosion'.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was flying normally
when a sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights experienced a
sudden, loud audible sound on the cockpit voice
recorder at event start time.
*
Above Chart 12 from TWA 800 Public Docket for
TWA 800 and shows CVR data for TWA 800, Pan Am
Flight 103, Air India Flight 182, United Airlines
Flight 811, and a Philippines Airlines 737.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:

2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council,
Canada From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was
proceeding normally en route from Montreal to
London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound
continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost
immediately, the line from the cockpit area
microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the rear of
the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This
was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.11.2
Cockpit voice recorder The CVR tape was listened to
for its full duration and there was no indication of
anything abnormal with the aircraft, or unusual crew
behaviour. The tape record ended, at 19:02:50 hrs +second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM
channel followed almost immediately by the cessation
of recording whilst the crew were copying their
transatlantic clearance from Shanwick ATC." UK
AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15 It is not clear if the sound
at the end of the recording is the result of the
explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft

structure. The short period between the beginning of
the event and the loss of electrical power suggests that
the latter is more likely to be the case. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 38
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders The
CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could
be heard on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5
seconds after a "thump" was heard on the CVR for
which one of the flightcrew made a comment. They
heard a sound, described as a "thump," which shook
the airplane. They said that this sound was followed
immediately by a "tremendous explosion." The
airplane had experienced an explosive decompression.
The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang.
The CVR returned to normal operation at 0209:29
HST, and cockpit conversation continued to be
recorded in a normal manner. NTSB Accident Report
92-02 Page 25.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1. Factual Information 1.1
History of Flight The CVR then recorded a very loud
sound for a fraction of a second (0.117 second) on all

channels immediately before the recording ended.
1.11.1.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder-Related Airplane
Tests As previously discussed in section 1.1, the CVR
recorded an event (a very loud sound) that was about
40 percent louder than the previous signals during the
last few tenths of a second of the CVR recording,
which continued until the CVR recording abruptly
stopped. The CVRs recovered from these airplanes
all recorded very loud sound events just before they
stopped recording. The sound signatures from these
events were compared with the sound signatures
recorded at the end of the TWA flight 800 CVR
recording. Generally, the sound signatures could be
characterized based on how quickly the loud noise
event rose from the background noise (rise time), the
duration of the loud noise event, and how quickly the
loud noise event decreased (fall time). 121 The TWA
flight 800 CVR recorded noise characteristics that
were most similar to those recorded by the CVRs on
board the United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines
airplanes. At 2031:12, the CVR recording ended. A
sound spectrum study of the information recorded by
the CVR revealed that twice within the last second of
the CVR recording (about 0.73 and 0.68 seconds
before the recording stopped), the captain's channel
recorded harmonic tones at the 400 Hertz 10 (Hz)
frequency, but it did not record other electrical system

background noise that it had recorded previously
throughout the recording. These other electrical
system background noises were recorded on the other
CVR channels without interruption. 11 The CVR then
recorded a every loud sound for a fraction of a second
(0.117 second) on all channels immediately before the
recording ended. The accident airplane's last recorded
radar 12 transponder return occurred at 2031:12, and a
review of the FDR data indicated that the FDR lost
power at 2031:12.
7.8 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 had the source of the sudden, loud,
audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and
the source of the sudden, loud, audible sound as an
explosive decompression supported.
Air India Flight 182:
The sudden loud, audible sound lacked certain low
frequencies and had a slower rise time for it to be the
sound of a bomb explosion. The sudden loud sound
matched that of an explosive decompression of a wide
body DC-10 decompression accident sound.
Pan Am Flight 103:

The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds. The sound did match the
sound of its structure breaking up.
United Airlines Flight 811
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds because a bomb explosion
was conclusively ruled out. The sudden loud sound
did match the sound of the explosive decompression
when its forward cargo door opened in flight which
allowed the inside compressed air to rush out
suddenly into the low pressure outside air.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any
bomb explosion sounds because a bomb explosion
was conclusively ruled out. The sudden loud sound
was matched to the sound of a Boeing 747 explosive
decompression accident sound, specifically, United
Airlines Flight 811.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all had the source of the
sudden, loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion

disputed and the source as an explosive
decompression supported.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch
(AIB), United Kingdom An analysis of the CVR audio
found no significant very low frequency content
which would be expected from the sound created by
the detonation of a high explosive device.
Considering the different acoustic characteristics
between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis
indicates that there were distinct similarities between
the sound of the explosive decompression on the
DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI 182 CVR.
3.4.6.52 It would be pertinent to note that even
according to the report of Mr. Davis the rise time in
the case of Kanishka, which has been given for the
peak is about 40 milliseconds. 3.4.6.55 A reference
may also be made, at this stage, the frequency
spectrum of the sound of the hand gun which was
fired on a Boeing 737 flight deck. He has stated that
the rise time for reaching the peak is almost
instantaneous. Same is the case with regard to the
frequency spectrum prepared by him of a bomb in a
B-737 aircraft where the bomb had been placed in the
freight hold which is shown in Fig. 6. A perusal of that

spectrum also shows that the peak was reached in
approximately 5 ms. 3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was
heard is evident to the ear when the CVR as well as
the ATC tapes are played. The bang could have been
caused by a rapid decompression but it could also
have been caused by an explosive device. One fact
which has, however, to be noticed is that the sound
from the explosion must necessarily emanate a few
milliseconds or seconds earlier than the sound of rapid
decompression because the explosion must
necessarily occur before a hole is made, which results
in decompression. In the event of there being an
explosive detonation then the sound from there must
reach the area mike first before the sound of
decompression is received by it. The sound may travel
either through the air or through the structure of the
aircraft, but if there is no explosion of a device, but
there is nevertheless an explosive decompression for
some other reason, then it is that sound which will
reach the area mike. To my mind it will be difficult to
say, merely by looking at the spectra of the sound, that
the bang recorded on the CVR tape was from an
explosive device.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 2.3.2
Cockpit voice recorders The analysis of the cockpit

voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C,
concluded that there were valid signals available to
the CVR when it stopped at 19.02:50 hrs ±1 second
because the power supply to the recorder was
interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the end of the
recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period
between the beginning of the event and the loss of
electrical power suggests that the latter is more likely
to be the case.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders
Examination of the data plotted from the DFDR
indicated that the flight was normal from liftoff to the
accident. The recorder operated normally during the
period. However, the decompression event caused a
data loss of approximately 2 1/2 seconds. When the
data resumed being recorded, all values appeared
valid with the exception of the pitch and roll
parameters. Lateral acceleration showed a sharp
increase immediately following the decompression.
Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid change
just after the decompression and a slight increase as
the airplane began its descent. The CVR revealed
normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the

CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the
flightcrew made a comment. The electrical power to
the CVR was lost for approximately 21.4 seconds
following the loud bang. The CVR returned to normal
operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit conversation
continued to be recorded in a normal manner
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.11.1.2 Cockpit Voice
Recorder-Related Airplane Tests Sound spectrum
analysis plots from these airplane tests were compared
with those from the TWA flight 800 CVR recording.
For further comparisons, the Safety Board plotted the
CVR recordings from other known in-flight
explosions/breakups (such as Pan Am flight 103, a
747-100 airplane that crashed at Lockerbie, Scotland,
after a bomb on board exploded; 117 an Air India
747-100 that crashed in the Atlantic Ocean southwest
of Ireland after a bomb on board exploded; and United
flight 811, a 747-100 that lost its forward cargo door
in flight. The CVRs recovered from these airplanes all
recorded very loud sound events just before they
stopped recording. The sound signatures from these
events were compared with the sound signatures
recorded at the end of the TWA flight 800 CVR
recording. Generally, the sound signatures could be

characterized based on how quickly the loud noise
event rose from the background noise (rise time), the
duration of the loud noise event, and how quickly the
loud noise event decreased (fall time). The TWA flight
800 CVR recorded noise characteristics that were
most similar to those recorded by the CVRs on board
the United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines airplanes.
7. 9 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders immediately after a sudden, loud,
audible sound at event start time.
It is very unusual to have an abrupt power cut to
the data recorders in flight. It never happens under
usual circumstances and only four times in accidents
which were preceded by another rare occurrence, a
sudden, loud, audible sound on the flightdeck. The
rarity and difficulty in creating such an event leads to
the assumption that one identical initial event caused
the abrupt power cut which disrupted all four data
recorders, such as a bomb explosion, a center tank
explosion, or an explosive decompression from a
sudden hull rupture
The actual duration or the fall time of the sudden

loud sound can not be determined because the power
to the recording device was severed before the sound
ended. The sound may have lasted for quite a long
time but it is not recorded. The duration of the sound
and the fall time of it on the recorders is independent
of the actual duration and fall tall time of the sudden
loud sound.
Air India Flight 182 was proceeding normally until a
sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Pan Am Flight 103 was proceeding normally until a
sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
United Airlines Flight 811 was proceeding normally
until a sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately
followed by an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was proceeding
normally until a sudden, loud, audible sound was
immediately followed by an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights were proceeding

normally until a sudden, loud, audible sound was
immediately followed by an abrupt power cut to the
data recorders.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: '
2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council,
Canada From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was
proceeding normally en route from Montreal to
London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound
continued for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost
immediately, the line from the cockpit area
microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the rear of
the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This
was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23
June 1985, page 21 When synchronized with other
recordings it was determined, within the accuracy that
the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR. Canadian
Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page
22
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 2.3.1

Digital flight data recordings The analysis of the
recording from the DFDR fitted to N739PA, which is
detailed in Appendix C, showed that the recorded data
simply stopped. Following careful examination and
correlation of the various sources of recorded
information, it was concluded that this occurred
because the electrical power supply to the recorder
had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +- second. UK AAIB
Report 2/90 Page 37 The analysis of the cockpit voice
recording, which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded
that there were valid signals available to the DVR
when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- second because the
power supply to the recorder was interrupted. It is not
clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the
result of the explosion or is from the break-up of the
aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power
suggests that the latter is more likely to be the case.
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders
However, the decompression event caused a data loss
of approximately 2 1/2 seconds. The CVR revealed
normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the
CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a

"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the
flightcrew made a comment. The electrical power to
the CVR was lost for approximately 21.4 seconds
following the loud bang. NTSB AAR 92/02. page 25
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.11.2 Flight Data Recorder
During the first 12 1/2 minutes of the accident flight
(from the start of the takeoff roll until 2031:12, when
the recording stopped abruptly), the FDR operated
continuously and recorded data consistent with a
normal departure and climb. The data indicated that
the airplane was in a wings-level climb, and the
vertical and longitudinal acceleration forces were
consistent with normal airplane loads when the
recording stopped. Examination of the FDR data
revealed that the interruption of the recording at
2031:12 was consistent with the loss of electrical
power to the recorder. 1.1 History of Flight At
2031:12, the CVR recording ended. The CVR then
recorded a every loud sound for a fraction of a second
(0.117 second) on all channels immediately before the
recording ended. The accident airplane's last recorded
radar 12 transponder return occurred at 2031:12, and a
review of the FDR data indicated that the FDR lost
power at 2031:12.

7.10 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had an explosion in or adjacent
to the forward cargo compartment.
Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
Pan Am Flight 103 had an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
United Airlines Flight 811 had an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an explosion in
the center fuel tank immediately adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment with much tangible
evidence of an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment as the initial event and the center tank
explosion later as a consequence.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had an explosion
in or adjacent to the forward cargo compartment.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 4.1

Cause-Related Findings "There is considerable
circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment." Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 58
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
1.12.2.4 Baggage containers It was evident, from the
main wreckage layout, that the explosion had
occurred in the forward cargo hold and, although all
baggage container wreckage was examined, only
items from this area which showed the relevant
characteristics were considered for the reconstruction.
The initial explosion triggered a sequence of events
which effectively destroyed the structural integrity of
the forward fuselage. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 43
The direct explosive forces produced a large hole in
the fuselage structure and disrupted the main cabin
floor. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 56
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.6.2 Cargo Door
Description and Operation Both the forward and aft
lower cargo doors are similar in appearance and
operation. They are located on the lower right side of
the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door

opening is approximately 110 inches wide by 99
inches high, as measured along the fuselage. 1.3
Damage to the Airplane The primary damage to the
airplane consisted of a hole on the right side in the
area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door
fuselage cutout lower sill and side frames were intact
but the door was missing (see figures 1 and 2). An
area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper
deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. Executive Summary The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
NTSB AAR 00/03 Executive Summary: The National
Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of the TWA flight 800 accident was an
explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT),
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air

mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy for
the explosion could not be determined with certainty,
but, of the sources evaluated by the investigation, the
most likely was a short circuit outside of the CWT
that allowed excessive voltage to enter it through
electrical wiring associated with the fuel quantity
indication system. From NTSB TWA 800 Photographs
and text from Public Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No.
18A, Sequencing Study, page 20, "Downward
separation directions were noted at STA 900, 880,
840, 820, 800, and 780...The initial opening of the
fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the
expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied
by collapse of the main deck floor for some distance
forward of STA 1000. The red area recovery of
interior components as far forward as STA 600 would
not be inconsistent with this floor collapse and
associated structural breakup."
7.11 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had similar shattered fuselage
skin in and around the forward cargo door.
The forward cargo doors of Pan Am Flight 103 and
Air India Flight 182, are shown in drawings as equally
split longitudinally which matches the retrieved

United Airlines Flight 811 forward cargo door
longitudinal split of its retrieved forward cargo door.
The Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo
door is shown in photographs as very shattered with
two ruptures of outward peeled skin at each midspan
latch.
The text description of the damage of the Air
India Flight 182 forward cargo door and the
surrounding area fits very closely with the
photographs of the forward cargo door and the
surrounding area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800, a
Boeing 747 that also suffered an inflight breakup in
flight thought to be caused by a bomb explosion in the
forward cargo compartment. Photographs of the
forward cargo door area of Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 with the closeup of the forward cargo door
area demonstrate the shattered destruction of the door
area. The text from the Indian Kirpal report
concerning pieces of wreckage debris around the
forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 describes
very accurately the details in the photographs of the
the same area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800. The
matches of both cargo door areas to each other with
similar holes, flaps, fractures, inward concavity, tears,
deformities, outward bent petals, curls, missing
pieces, cracks, separations, curved fragments, spikes,

and folds are apparent by matching the photographs of
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 to the text of Air
India Flight 182. There are no photographs yet
available of the forward cargo door area of Air India
Flight 182 in the accident reports to compare to the
other three aircraft.
*
Above is a NTSB photograph of the wreckage
reconstruction of Trans World Airlines Flight 800
starboard side over and forward of the wing. Fuselage
station 600 is to the right extending to fuselage station
960 to the left in the photograph. A little over half of
the forward cargo door is the shattered area in the
lower right hand section. An outward opening petal
shaped rupture can be seen at the aft midspan latch of
the forward cargo door. The mildly damaged right
hand, number two passenger door is in the middle left
of the photograph.
*
Above is a closeup photograph of about a half of the
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door
extending from fuselage station 520 on the right to
fuselage station 620 to the left in the photograph. The
cargo door hinge is in red near the top of the
photograph. The outward opening petal shaped oval
rupture is located at the forward midspan latch of the

forward cargo door.
*Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing
fuselage station numbers and sections.
Below is text from the Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report and the Indian Kirpal Report
referring to Air India Flight 182 area forward of the
wing on the starboard side:
E. Damage in air : The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
2.11.4.6 Section 42 Portions of section 42, consisting
of the forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area,
and the upper deck passenger area, were located near
section 41. This area was severely damaged and some
of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown
skin, the upper passenger compartment deck, the belly
skin, and some of the cargo floor including roller
tracks. The right-hand, number two passenger door
including some of the upper and aft frame and outer
skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the
sea bed near this area were a large number of suitcases
and baggage as well as several badly damaged
containers. All cargo doors were found intact and
attached to the fuselage structure except for the
forward cargo door which had some fuselage and
cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward

right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed.
3.2.11.23 Target 399 - Fuselage around 2R Door This
target is shown in Fig. 399-1. A detailed description is
given below : TARGET 399 Fuselage Station 780 to
940 in the longitudinal direction and stringer 7R down
to stringer 35R circumferentially. This piece contained
five window frames, one in the 2R passenger entry
door. Three of the window frames, including the door
window frame, still contained window panes. Little
overall deformation was found in the stringers and
skin above the door. The structure did contain a
significant amount of damage and fractures in the skin
and stringers beneath the window level. In the area
beneath the level of the windows, the original convex
outward shape of the surface had been deformed into
an inward concave shape. Further inward concavity
was found in the skin between many of the stringers
below stringer 28R. The skin at the forward edge of
the piece was folded outward and back between
stringers 25R and 30R. Over most of the remaining
edges of the piece a relatively small amount of overall
deformation was noted in the skin adjacent to the edge

separations. Twelve holes or damage areas were
numbered and are further described.
No.1 : Hole, 5 inches by 9 inches with two large flaps
and one smaller curl, all folded outward. Reversing
slant fractures, small area missing.
No.2 : Hole, 2 inches by 3/4 inch, one flap folded
outward, reversing slant fractures, one curled sliver,
no missing metal.
No.3 : Triangular shaped hole about 2 inches on each
side. One flap, folding inward, with one area with a
serrated edge. No missing metal, extensive cracking
away from corners of the hole, reversing slant
fracture.
No.4 :
Tear area, 8 inches overall, with
deformation inward in the centre of the area.
Reversing slant fracture.
No.5 :
Fracture area with two legs measuring 14
inches and about 24 inches. Small triangular shaped
piece missing from a position slightly above stringer
27R. Inward fold noted near the joint of the legs. An
area of 45° scuff marks extend onto this fold.
No.6 : Hole about 2.5 inches by 3 inches with a flap
folded outward, reversing slant fracture.
Approximately half the metal from the hole is
missing.
No.7 : Hole about 3 inches by 1 inch, all metal from
the hole is missing. Fracture edges are deformed

outward.
No.8 : Forward edge of the skin is deformed into an
"S" shaped flap. Three inward curls noted on an edge.
No.9 :
Inwardly deformed flap of metal between
stringers 11R and 12R at a frame splice separation. No
evidence of an impact on the outside surface.
No.10 : Door lower sill fractured and deformed
downward at the aft edge of the door.
No.11 : Frame 860 missing above stringer 14R. Upper
auxiliary frame of the door has its inner chord and
web missing at station 860. A 10 inch piece of stringer
12R is missing aft of station 860.
No.12 : Attached piece of floor panel (beneath door)
has one half of a seat track attached. The floor panel is
perforated and the lower surface skin is torn.
3.2.11.24 Much of the damage on this target was on
the skin and stringers beneath the window level, i.e.,
on the right side of the front cargo hold. The inside
and outside surface of the skin in this region are
shown in Fig. 399-2 and 399-3 respectively. There
were 12 holes or damaged areas on the skin as
described above, generally with petals bending
outwards. The curl on a flap around hole no.1 shown
in Figh 399-4 has one full turn. This curl is in the
outward direction. Cracks were also noticed around
some of the holes. Part of the metal was missing in
some of the holes. The edges of some of the petals

showed reverse slant fracture. In one of the holes,
spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
3.2.11.25 When this target was recovered from the
sea, along with it came a large number, a few
hundreds, of tiny fragments and medium size pieces,
All of the fragments were recovered from the area
below the passenger entry door 2R. One of the
medium size pieces recovered with this target was a
floor stantion, about 35 inches long, shown in Fig.
399-5. It is a square tube. It had the mark station 880
painted on its inner face, i.e. facing the centre line of
the cargo hold. The part number printed on this station
is 69B06115 12 and the assembly number is ASSY
65B06115-942 E3664 1/31/78*. It was confirmed that
this stantion belongs to the right side of the forward
cargo hold. The inner face of the stantion had a
fracture with a curl at the lower end, the curl being in
the outboard direction and up into the centre of the
station. Fig. 399-6 is a print from the radiograph of
this station. The inward curling can be seen clearly in
this figure. Curling of the metal in this manner is a
shock wave effect.
3.2.11.26 A piece near the fracture edge of this
stantion was cut, and examined metallographically.
Fig. 399-7 and 399-8 show the micro-structure of this
piece. Twins are seen in the grains close to the
fracture edge. The normal microstructure of the

stantion material is free from twins as shown in Fig.
399-9.
3.2.11.27 Fig. 399-10 shows a collection of small
fragments recovered along with target 399. There
were some curved fragments with small radius of
curvature (A). Reverse slant fracture (B) was noticed
in some of the skin pieces. A piece 3/4" x 1/2" and
3/16" thick was found to have three blunt spikes at the
edge (C). This piece was metallographically polished
on the longitudinal edge. The microstructure of the
piece is shown in Fig. 399-11. It may be seen that the
grains in this fragment also contain a large number of
twins.
3.2.11.28 Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin This
piece included the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of
bottom centre and five longitudinal stringers to the
right of bottom centre. The original shape of the piece
(convex in the circumferential direction) had been
deformed to a concave inward overall shape. Multiple
separations were found in the skin as well as in the
underlying stringers. Further inward concavity was
found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.29 The two sides of this piece are shown in Fig.
362-1 and 362-2. This piece has 25 holes or damaged
areas in most of which there are multiple petals
curling outwards. These holes are numbered 1 to 3,

4a, 4b, 4c and 5 to 23. These are described below.
Unless otherwise noted, holes did not have any
material missing :
No.1 : Hole with a large flap of skin, reversing slant
fracture.
No.2 : Hole with multiple curls, reverse slant fracture.
No.3: Hole with multiple flaps and curls, reversing
slant fracture, one area of spikes (ragged sawtooth)
No.4A: One large flap, reverse slant fracture, one area
of spikes.
No.4B : Hole with two flaps.
No.4C : Hole with two flaps, one area of spikes
No.5 : Hole with two flaps
No.6 : Branching tear from the left side of the piece,
reversing slant fracture.
No.7 : Hole, with one flap, one curl and one area of
spikes.
No.8: Very large tear from the left side of the piece
with multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant fracture
and at least two areas of spikes.
No.9 : Hole with multiple flaps, one curl.
No. 10: 2.5 inch tear
No.11: One flap
No. 12: Grip hole, plus a curl with spikes on both
sides of the curl.
No.13: "U" shaped notch with gouge marks in the
inboard/outboard direction. Three curls are nearby

with one are of spikes. Gouges found on a nearby
stringer and on a nearby flap.
No. 14 : Nearly circular hole, 0.3 inch to 0.4 inch in
diameter. Small metal lipping on outside surface of
the skin. Most of the metal from the hole is missing.
No. 15 : Hole in the skin beneath the first stringer to
the left of centre bottom. Small piece missing.
No. 16 : Hole in the stringer above hole No. 15. Most
of the metal from this hole is missing.
No. 17 : Hole through the second stringer to the left of
centre bottom, 0.4 inch in diameter. The hole
encompassed a rivet which attached the stringer to the
outer skin. Small pieces of metal missing.
No. 18 : Hole at the aft end of the piece between the
third and fourth stringers to the left of centre bottom.
The hole consisted of a circular portion (0.4 inch
diameter), plus a folded lip extending away from the
hole. The metal from the circular area was missing.
No. 19 : Hole with metal folded from the outside to
the inside, about 0.6 inch by 1.5 inch. Flap adjacent to
the hole contained a heavy gouge mark on the outside
surface of the skin.
No. 20 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 21 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 22 : Hole with one flap.
No. 23 : Hole about 0.3 inch in diameter, with tears
away from the hole. Small piece missing.

3.2.11.30 Fig. 362-3 to 362-7 show a few of these
holes. There were also cracks or tears around some of
the holes. The curls around some of the holes had
nearly one full turn. In the large tear between body
stations 700 and 740 and stringers between 41L and
45L, there were many pronounced curls as shown in
Fig. 362-8. On the edges of the petals around several
holes, reverse slant fracture was seen at a number of
places. This slant fracture is at an angle of about 45°
to the skin surface, the fracture continuing in the same
general direction but with the slope of the slant
fracture reversing frequently.
3.2.11.31 Sharp spikes were observed at the edges of
the holes or at the edges of the petals around the holes
No. 3, 4A, 4C, 7, 8 (at two locations), 12, 13 and 16.
Some of the spikes are shown in Fig. 362-9 to 362-12.
One of the holes, No. 14, on the skin was nearly
elliptical with metal completely missing, as shown in
Fig. 362-13. On the inside surface of the skin, paint
surrounding this hole was missing. Hole No. 16 was
through the hat section stringer, as shown in Fig.
362-14. In this, most of the metal was missing. On the
inside of the hat section, the fracture edge of this hole
had spikes, as shown in Fig. 362-15. Hole No. 17 was
through the stringer and the skin, as shown in 362-16.
3.2.11.32 Through holes No. 20 and 21, extruded
angles were found stuck inside, as shown in Fig.

362-17 and 362-18 respectively. In the petal around
hole No. 20, there was an impact mark by hit from the
angle as seen in Fig. 362-19 photographed after
removing the angle. Such a mark was not present in
the petals around other holes.
3.2.11.33 On the skin adjacent to hole No. 13 gouge
marks were noticed, Fig. 362-20. These marks were
on the inside surface of the skin. To check whether
these could be due to rubbing by the bridal cable of
Scarab during the recovery operations, a sample of
bridal cable was obtained from "John Cabot" and
gouge marks were produced by pressing this cable
against an aluminum sheet. The gouge marks thus
produced, as shown in Fig. 362-21, appear to be
different from those observed near hole No. 13.
3.2.11.34 A piece surrounding hole No. 14 was cut out
and examined in a Jeol 840 scanning electron
microscope at the Naval Chemical and Metallurgical
Laboratory, Bombay. Fig. 362-22 and 362-23 are the
scanning electron micrographs showing the inside
surface and outside surface of the skin around this
hole. Flow of metal from inside to outside can be seen
from these figures. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis
was carried out on the edges of this hole. Only the
elements present in this alloy and sea water residue
were detected.
3.2.11.35 A portion of the skin containing part of hole

No. 14 was cut, polished on the thickness side of the
skin and examined in a metallurgical microscope. Fig.
362-24 shows the microstructure of this region. The
flow of metal along the edge of the hole can be seen
from the shape of the deformed grains near the hole.
This can be compared with the bulk of the grains
shown in Fig. 362-25, away from the hole. In
addition, in Fig. 362-24, a series of twin bands can be
seen in some of the grains near the hole. Fig. 362-26
shows these bands at a higher magnification. Normal
deformation rates at various temperatures do not
produce such twinning in aluminum or its alloys. It
may be noted that this microstructural feature is
absent in the microstructure of the skin, away from
hole No. 14, Fig. 362-25.
3.2.11.36 Metallography was also carried out on a
petal around hole No.7 and on a curl with spikes
around hole No. 12. The microstructures indicate
twins, however they could not be recorded due to their
poor contrast.
3.2.11.37 Small pieces containing the spikes around
holes No. 12 and 16 were cut and energy dispersive xray chemical analysis on the region of spikes in both
was carried out in the Jeol 840 SEM. Only elements
present in the alloys and sea water residue were
detected.
3.2.11.38A number of small fragments were found

along with the forward cargo skin in target 362.
Amongst them was a piece from the web of a roller
tray. This has pronounced curling of the edges
towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
3.2.11.39 Another small fragment was found from the
above target. This piece, identified as specimen No. 12
in box No. 1, target 362, has a number of spikes along
the edge. A scanning electron micrograph of the
spikes is shown in Fig. 362-28. The sides of the spikes
on SEM examination revealed elongated dimples as
shown in Fig. 362-29, characteristic of shear mode of
fracture. Metallography was carried out on the
thickness side of this specimen. Fig. 362-30 and
362-31 show the microstructure near the apex of the
spike and at the root of the spike respectively.
Extensive twinning can be seen in these regions of the
spikes.
3.2.11.40 Another fragment recovered with target 362
and identified as specimen No. 8 in box No. 1, also
showed extensive twinning. The microstructure is
recorded in Fig. 362-32.
Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door was ruptured,
split and shattered.
Pan Am Flight 103 has not text information about the
forward cargo door although it was near the location

of the explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
The reconstruction drawing shows the forward cargo
door split longitudinally at the midspan latches at the
initial event start time.
United Airlines Flight 811 gives a detailed report on
the ruptured and split forward cargo door.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 photographs show the
ruptured, split and shattered forward cargo door.
Excerpts of official corroborative drawings and
photographs to support all aircraft had similar
shattered skin in and around the forward cargo door.
Air India Flight 182 from the Indian Kirpal Report:
*
Pan Am Flight 103 below from AAIB Aircraft
Accident Report No 2/90
*
United Airlines Flight 811 below from NTSB AAR
92/02
*

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 below from NTSB
public docket and AAR 00/03:
*

Below illustration shows the red zone of Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 which is were all the first
debris left the aircraft. The red zone includes the
forward cargo door area but the zone is forward of the
center fuel tank.
*
7.12 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had relatively mild damage on
the port side of the nose forward of the wing
directly opposite the shattered zone around the
forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
Air India Flight 182 concentrated on the starboard
side since it had unusual damage on the fuselage
wreckage. No photographs are yet available of the
port side. There is no report of any damage on the port
side of the aircraft. Only a few parts of the port side
were retrieved and nothing unusual was reported
about those pieces.
Pan Am Flight 103 had large areas of skin torn away
on the starboard side during the first instants of the
initial event while immediately opposite at the same
time only a few pieces were torn off.

United Airlines Flight 811 had no damage to the port
side of the airframe. All of the damage was on the
starboard side from the explosive decompression and
the ejected objects. The vertical stabilizer in the
middle of the aircraft was damaged.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had no inflight
damage on the port side while the starboard side
directly opposite is shattered and torn.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had relatively
mild damage on the port side of the nose forward of
the wing directly opposite the shattered zone around
the forward cargo door at the same initial event time.
Air India Flight 182: From the Indian Kirpal Report
and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: Five
frames and door-port side aft# 5 left door (iii) Section
of fuselage between B S 510 to B S 700, including the
passenger window belt right side, up and over crown
to include upper deck windows left side (Target No.
218). (iv) Section of fuselage between B S 720 to B S
840 including left side passenger window belt, up and
over crown to right side passenger window belt.
Forward and upper edges of L H No.2 door cutout can

be seen (Target No. 193). (v) Large section of fuselage
between B S 1000 to B S 1460 including left side
passenger window belt, up and over crown to right
side passenger window belt. This section was found
lying on its right side (Target No. 137). There was no
reported in flight damage to engines Nos. 1 and 2.
Pan Am Flight 103: From UK AAIB Report 2/90
*
Above photograph from Figure B-11 of the
AAIB report shows the large amounts of fuselage skin
around the forward cargo door (top drawing) torn
away at initial event time while on the port side
(bottom drawing) at the same time, only a few pieces
are torn off. The dark blue rectangle is the very small
Ôbomb explosionÕ shatter zone which is purported to
have caused the aircraft to break in two.
United Airlines Flight 811: From NTSB AAR 92/02:
1.3 Damage to the Airplane The primary damage to
the airplane consisted of a hole on the right side in the
area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door
fuselage cutout lower sill and side frames were intact
but the door was missing (see figures 1 and 2). An
area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet

lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from
the upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper
deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at
a location above the cargo door extending to the upper
deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downward. Examination of all structure
around the area of primary damage disclosed no
evidence of preexisting cracks or corrosion. All
fractures were typical of fresh overstress breaks.
Debris had damaged portions of the right wing, the
right horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and
engines Nos. 3 and 4. No damage was noted on the
left side of the airplane, including engines Nos. 1 and
2.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: From NTSB Public
Docket photograph
*
Above photograph shows the smooth port side
forward of the wing (nose to left in photograph),
while directly opposite the starboard side is shattered
and torn. There was no inflight damage to engines
Nos. 1 or 2, both on the port side of the aircraft.
7.13 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,

United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 had similar damage to their
airframe structures from inflight ejected debris.
Air India Flight 182 had inflight damage to the right
wing root, number three engine and cowling, engine
number four cowling, vertical stabilizer, and the right
horizontal stabilizer.
Pan Am Flight 103 had inflight damage to number
three engine and cowling, the vertical stabilizer, and
the right horizontal stabilizer. The wing was destroyed
and examination for inflight damage was not possible.
United Airlines Flight 811 had inflight damage to the
leading edge of the right wing, engine number three
and cowling, engine number four and cowling, the
vertical stabilizer, the right horizontal stabilizer.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had inflight damage
to the right wing, engine number three and cowling,
and the right horizontal stabilizer.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had similar
inflight damage to their airframe structures.

Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 3.4.1
Aircraft Break-up The examination of the floating
wreckage indicates that the right wing root leading
edge, the number 3 engine inboard fan cowling, the
right inboard midflap leading edge, and the right
horizontal stabilizer root leading edge all exhibit
damage consistent with objects striking the right wing
and stabilizer before water impact. page 49. The fan
cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of being
struck by a portion of the turbine from number 3
engine. page 49 The right wing root fillet which faired
the leading edge of the wing to the fuselage ahead of
the right spar had a vertical dent similar to that which
would have resulted had the fillet run into a soft
cylindrical object with significant relative velocity.
page 30. The fan cowls of the number 4 engine had a
series of five marks in a vertical line across the centre
of the Air India logo on the inboard facing side of the
fan cowl. These marks had the characteristic airfoil
shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible that a
portion of the turbine parted from the number 3
engine and struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
Pan Am Flight 103:
UK AAIB Report 2/90 1.14 Fire Of the several large
pieces of aircraft wreckage which fell in the town of

Lockerbie, one was seen to have the appearance of a
ball of fire with a trial of flame. Its final path indicated
this was the No 3 engine, which embedded itself in a
road in the north-east part of the town. page 31
During this process the lower nose section struck the
No 3 engine intake causing the engine to detach from
its pylon. This fuselage separation was apparently
complete within 3 seconds of the explosion. page 44.
Containers and items of cargo ejected from the
fuselage aperture in the forward hold, together with
pieces of detached structure, collided with the
empennage severing most of the left tailplane,
disrupting the outer half of the right tailplane, and
damaging the fin leading edge structure. page 57
Examination of the structure of the fin revealed
evidence of in-flight damage to the leading edge
caused by the impact of structure or cabin contents.
1.12.3.3 General damage features not directly
associated with explosive forces. (v) A large, clear,
imprint of semi-eliptical form was apparent on the
lower right side at station 360 which had evidently
been caused by the separating forward fuselage
section striking the No 3 engine as it swung rearwards
and to the right (confirmed by No 3 engine fan cowl
damage)
United Airlines Flight 811:

From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage to the Airplane
The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a
hole on the right side in the area of the forward lower
lobe cargo door, approximately 10 by 15 feet large.
The cargo door fuselage cutout lower sill and side
frames were intact but the door was missing. An area
of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet lengthwise
by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the upper sill
of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window
belt, had separated from the airplane at a location
above the cargo door extending to the upper deck
windows. The floor beams adjacent to and inboard of
the cargo door area had been fractured and buckled
downwards. Debris had damaged portions of the right
wing, the right horizontal stabilizer, the vertical
stabilizer and engines Nos.3 and 4. The right wing had
sustained impact damage along the leading edge
between the No. 3 engine pylon and the No. 17
variable camber leading edge flap. Slight impact
damage to the No. 18 leading edge flap was noted.
The external surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl
assembly exhibited foreign object damage including
small tears, scuffs and a large outwardly directed hole.
The entire circumference of all the acoustic (sound
attenuator) panels installed on the inlet section of the
cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. The leading
edges of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine

exhibited extensive foreign object damage. External
damage to the No 4 engine inlet and core cowls was
confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl
assembly. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had
sustained both soft and hard object damage from
foreign objects. NTSB/AAR 92/02 Page 7 NTSB/
AAR 92/02 Page 8
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB TWA 800 Public Docket Exhibit 7A 3.1
Right Wing The right wing had separated into two
major sections.The wing structure between the
inboard and outboard sections (WS 1224 to WS 1482)
had broken into several pieces. Fire and soot damage
was observed mainly on the inboard wing section,
with some limited fire and soot damage on the other
pieces. Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A,
Structures Group Report, page 33: 5.1 Horizontal
Stabilizer, Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from
turbine section, and glitter. On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal
Stabilizer, page 34, An engine stator blade from
turbine section penetrated the upper honeycomb
surface near the outboard trailing edge.
7.14 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World

Airlines Flight 800 had foreign object damage to
engine number three.
Engine number three is the engine closest to the
fuselage on the starboard side and the engine closest
to the forward cargo door. Any debris ejected from a
sudden opening in the forward cargo compartment or
cabin nearby will be ingested into the large fan of the
engine. Foreign object damage to an engine inflight
generally results in fire and bent or broken fan turbine
blades. Sufficient ingestion of objects may result in an
uncontainment where parts of the engine depart the
nacelle and sometimes strike other parts of the aircraft
such as the adjacent number four engine and cowling
or the right horizontal stabilizer. Engine number three
is directly in front of the right wing leading edge, the
right wing fillet, and the right horizontal stabilizer.
Air India Flight 182 examination showed that an
internal turbine part of engine number three departed
and impacted the adjacent engine.
Pan Am Flight 103 examination showed engine
number three ingested debris from within the aircraft.
United Airlines Flight 811 examination showed
engine number three exhibited extensive foreign

object damage.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 examination showed
that engine number three had many fan blades
missing, soft body impacts on a partial airfoil, impact
damage to the leading and trailing edges of the fan
blades, and fan blade airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips were bent forward. Foreign object damage is a
cause for those damages.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had foreign
object damage to engine number three.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: The
fan cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of
being struck by a portion of the turbine from number
3 engine. page 49 These marks had the characteristic
airfoil shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible that a
portion of the turbine parted from the number 3
engine and struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
Pan Am Flight 103:
UK AAIB Report 2/90 1.12.4 Examination of engines
(ii) No 3 engine, identified on site as containing
ingested debris from within the aircraft, nonetheless
had no evidence of the type of shingling seen on the

blades of No 2 engine.
United Airlines Flight 811: From NTSB AAR 92/02:
1.3 Damage to the Airplane The leading edges of all
fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine exhibited
extensive foreign object damage.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB TWA 800 Public Docket Exhibit 8A,
Page 11, paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3
disassembly: Of the 46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21
blades with complete or partial airfoils and 6 root
sections were recovered. All of the fan blades had
sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full
length airfoils were bent rearward and the tips
outboard of the outer midspan shroud were bent
forward slightly. About half of the fan blades had
impact damage to the leading and trailing edges.
Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could
be matched to contact with the midspan shroud on an
adjacent blade. One full length blade had four soft
body impacts along the leading edge and a partial
airfoil had a soft body impact, which had some
streaking extending rearward.
7.15 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World

Airlines Flight 800 had incomplete reports of the
status of the forward cargo door.
In particular, the status of the two midspan latches
of the forward cargo door is omitted even though the
door is close to the site of the initial explosion and the
latched status of the other doors is usually given.
There is evidence of ruptures at the midspan latches of
all the forward cargo doors. There are two identically
sized cargo doors on Boeing 747s with twenty latches
and sixteen locking sectors. There are two midspan
latches for each door. The aft cargo door, the bulk
cargo door, and the CRAF door is often reported as
intact and latched. The eight midspan latches for the
forward cargo doors on the four accident aircraft have
not been discovered, nor retrieved, nor examined, nor
evaluated, nor status reported. The whereabouts of
those eight midspan latches in the four forward cargo
doors is a mystery.
Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door was shattered
with no status reported for any of the ten latches yet
the aft cargo door was intact and latched at the
bottom. There is a description and drawing of a
longitudinal split of the forward cargo door near the
midspan latches.

Pan Am Flight 103 omitted the latch status of the
forward cargo door which was split in two while the
aft cargo door (frames 1800-1920) is reported as
latched. A reconstruction drawing shows a
longitudinal split at the midspan latches of the
forward cargo door.
United Airlines Flight 811 reports on the split forward
cargo door discuss the latching pins but omits the
status of the midspan latch cams while the aft cargo
door is intact and latched. The midspan latch area had
a rupture at the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door, giving the characteristic outward petal shaped
explosion of metal.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 reports on only the
bottom eight latches of the forward cargo door and
omits any discussion of the midspan latches which are
missing from the wreckage database while the aft
cargo door status is unreported. Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 photographs show clearly the large petal
shaped ruptures at both the midspan latches of the
forward cargo door.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had incomplete
reports of the status of the forward cargo door while

status of aft cargo door is usually reported.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
2.11.4.6 Section 42 All cargo doors were found intact
and attached to the fuselage structure except for the
forward cargo door which had some fuselage and
cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward
right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed. 2.4.3.6 From the
video films of the wreckage it was found that the
complete aft cargo door was intact and in its position
except that it had come adrift slightly. The door was
found latched at the bottom.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90
1.12.1.2 The Rosebank Crescent site Other items
found in the wreckage included both body landing
gears, the right wing landing gear, the left and right
landing gear support beams and the cargo door
(frames 1800-1920) which was latched. The CRAF
door itself (latched) apart from the top area containing

the hinge.
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.16.1.1 Before Recovery of
the Door The forward mid-span latch pin was
relatively undamaged. The aft mid-span latch pin had
definite areas of damage. Both pins had wear areas
where the cams would contact the pins during
latching.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.16.4.4 Metallurgical
Examination of the Forward Cargo Door The Safety
Board also considered the possibility that the forward
cargo door (the forward edge of which is located
several feet aft of STA 520 on the lower right side of
the fuselage) separated from the accident airplane in
flight and that this separation initiated the breakup
sequence. The Board examined the pieces of the
forward cargo door, which were recovered from the
yellow zone. All eight of the latching cams at the
bottom of the door were recovered attached to pieces
of the lower end of the door and were in the latched
position. Additionally, the latching cams and pieces of
the cargo door remained attached to the pins along the
lower door sill. The hinge at the top of the door was
broken into several pieces, but the hinge pin still held

the various pieces of the hinge together. There was no
evidence to suggest that this hinge separated. The
forward cargo door exhibited severe crushing
deformation and fragmentation, very similar to
damage observed on the adjacent fuselage structure.
Public Docket Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number
97-82, Section 41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door,
Examination of the lower lobe forward cargo door
showed that all eight of the door latching cams remain
attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the
pins along the lower door sill.
7.16 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800, and United
Airlines Flight 811 to a much lesser extent, had
similar debris patterns on the surface of the
ground or sea bottom.
There was a denser, tight debris zone for the forward
part of the aircraft and then scattered in a trail for the
rest of aircraft. The forward part of the aircraft debris
was closest to the initial event site. United Airlines
Flight 811 had limited wreckage and it was found by
tracking radar information of the debris to the surface
of the ocean. The similar debris patterns are to be
expected because of the similar breakup amidships in
flight.

Air India Flight 182 had the nose section and wing
land in a localized zone with the rest of the aircraft
spread out in a trail.
Pan Am Flight 103 had the forward fuselage fall in
short trail and the aft fuselage in a loose trail with
nose in one tightly packed zone.
United Airlines Flight 811 had pieces from the partial
breakup of the forward fuselage fall to the sea.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had a tightly packed
forward part of the fuselage fall in a zone and a looser
trail for the aft fuselage.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the match that all four flights had similar
debris patterns.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 3.3
Aircraft Break-up Sequence The forward portion of
the aircraft was highly localized, which indicates that
it struck the water in one large mass. page 49.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42, and 44, and
the wing structure were located in a relatively
localized area ... page 32. Section 46 and 48,

including the vertical fin and horizontal stabilizer,
extended in a west to east pattern... page 32. A third
area which had some distinctive pattern was that of
the engines, engine struts, and components and was
localized ... page 32.
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.12.1
General distribution of wreckage in the field The
wreckage was distributed in two trails which became
known as the northern and southern trails...page 15.
The northern trail contained mainly wreckage from
the rear fuselage, fin and the inner regions of both
tailplanes together with structure and skin from the
upper half of the fuselage forward to approximately
the wing mid-chord position. page 17. The southern
trail was easily defined...The trail contained numerous
large items from the forward fuselage. page 18.
1.12.2.4 Baggage containers Discrimination between
forward and rear cargo hold containers was relatively
straightforward as the rear cargo hold wreckage was
almost entirely confined to Lockerbie, whilst that
from the forward hold was scattered along the
southern wreckage trail.
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.12 Wreckage and Impact

Information Navy radar near Honolulu tracked debris
that fell from the airplane when the cargo door was
lost. Refinement of the radar data led to a probable
"splashdown" point in the ocean.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.12 Wreckage Recovery
and Documentation Information Pieces of the
wreckage were distributed along a northeasterly 123
path about 4 miles long by 3 1/2 miles wide in the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long Island.
1.12.1 Wreckage Recovered from the Red Zone The
red zone was the largest of the three zones and was
located farthest west (closest to JFK) in the wreckage
distribution. Pieces recovered from the red zone
generally included pieces from between about
fuselage STA 840 and about fuselage STA 1000 (the
aft portion of section 42 see figure 3a for station
references); the structure from the aft end of the
forward cargo compartment; and pieces from the
WCS, including most of the front spar, a large portion
of SWB3, and the manufacturing access door from
SWB2.
1.12.2 Wreckage Recovered from the Yellow Zone
The yellow zone was the smallest of the three zones
and was contained within the red zone on its
northeastern side (see figure 22a). This zone contained

pieces of the airplane's forward fuselage, from about
STA 840 to the nose of the airplane (STA 90). The
wreckage recovered from the yellow zone included
nearly all of fuselage section 41 (the nose section) and
the forward portions of fuselage section 42.
1.12.3 Wreckage Recovered from the Green Zone The
green zone was located farthest east (farthest from
JFK) in the wreckage distribution. Most of the
airplane wreckage was recovered from this zone,
including most of the pieces of both wings, all four
engines, and the fuselage aft of about STA 1000
(fuselage sections 44, 46, and 48 see figures 3a and 3b
for reference).
7.17 Summary of matching evidence for all
aircraft:
There is overwhelming circumstantial and tangible
evidence from the five aircraft accident reports that all
four aircraft suffered a breakup in flight amidships
caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. One aircraft had a partial breakup,
United Airlines Flight 811, and was fortunately able to
land with its invaluable evidence for a positive
incontrovertible explanation for the tremendous
explosion of explosive decompression which created
the tangible evidence of CVR, FDR, inflight damage,

engine damage, and injuries to passengers which
matches the other other three accidents in many
significant ways as detailed below in Table 1:
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for
Four B747 Breakups in Flight
AI 182
PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800
Boeing 747
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Early model -100 or -200
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Breakup occurs amidships
Yes Yes Yes Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
No Yes Yes Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
No Yes Yes Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo
door
Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff
No Yes Yes Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots

while proceeding normally in all parameters
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward
cargo door area
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is loud
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power
cut to data recorders Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb
sound
No No
No No
Initial event sound matched to explosive
decompression sound
in wide body airliner
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door
area
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo
door
Maybe Maybe Yes Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine

number three Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number four Yes Yes Yes Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than
port side
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the
forward cargo door Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward
cargo door
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door
reported as latched
No
No No No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented
(stronger lock sectors) No No No Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward
cargo door
Yes Yes Yes Yes

Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
Yes Yes Yes Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger
bodies
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft
Yes Yes No Yes
Initial official determination of probable cause as
bomb explosion. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial official determination modified from bomb
explosion
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered
for probable cause
Yes No Yes Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion
Yes Yes No No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive
device'
No Yes No No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated
cause
Yes No No No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel
tank

with unknown ignition source
No
No No Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of
forward cargo door
No No Yes No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door
No No Yes No
"Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to
detonation flight
Yes Yes N/A N/A
"Bomb' allegedly loaded one flight previous to
detonation flight
N/A N/A N/A Yes
Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
"Bomb' allegedly goes off on ground after a flight
N/A N/A N/A N/A
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for
Four B747 Breakups in Flight
AI 182
PA103 UAL 811 TWA 800
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air
India Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811
specifically:
A.

Boeing 747

B. Early model -100 or -200
C.
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D.
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or
total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo
door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding
normally in all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near
forward cargo door area
L.
Initial event starts with sudden sound
M.
Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt
power cut to data recorders
P.
Initial event sound not matched to explosion of
bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive
decompression sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door
area
S.
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo
compartment

T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of
engine number four
V.
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than
port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of
the forward cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of
forward cargo door
AC.
Midspan latching status of forward cargo
door not reported as latched
AD.
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not
implemented (stronger lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward
fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around
forward cargo door
AG.
Forward cargo door fractured in two
longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered

passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause
as bomb explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from
bomb explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door
considered for probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on
fatal flight

8. Cargo Door Operation for Boeing 747: Drawing
of Boeing 747 cargo door from NTSB AAR 92/02
*
From AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811:
1.6.2 Cargo Door Description and Operation:
Normally, the cargo doors are operated electrically by
means of a switch located on the exterior of the
fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of
the door. If at any time the switch is released, the
switch will return to a neutral position, power is

removed from all actuators, and movement of the
actuators ceases.
In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is
held to the "closed" position, energizing the closing
actuator, and the door moves toward the closed
position. After the door has reached the near closed
position, the hook position switch transfers the
electrical control power to the pull- in hook actuator,
and the cargo door is brought to the closed position by
the pull-in hooks. When the pull-in hooks reach their
fully closed position, the hook-closed switch transfers
electrical power to the latch actuator. The latch
actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted on the
lower portion of the door, around the eight latch pins,
attached to the lower door sill. At the same time, the
two midspan latch cams, located on the sides of the
door rotate around the two midspan latch pins located
on the sides of the door frame. When the eight latch
cams and the two mid-span cams reach their fully
closed position, electrical power is removed from the
latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This
completes the electrically powered portion of the door
closing operation. The door can also be operated in
the same manner electrically by a switch located
inside the cargo compartment adjacent to the door.

The final securing operation is the movement of lock
sectors across the latch cams. These are manually
moved in place across the open mouth of each of the
eight lower cams through mechanical linkages to the
master latch lock handle. The position of the lock
sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors
located on the upper section of each cargo door. The
pressure relief doors are designed to relieve any
residual pressure differential before the cargo doors
are opened after landing, and to prevent pressurization
of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief
doors are mechanically linked to the movement of the
lock sectors. This final procedure also actuates the
master latch lock switch, removing electrical control
power from the opening and closing control circuits,
and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door warning
light through a switch located on one of the pressure
relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished
by reversing the above procedure.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are
designed to carry circumferential (hoop) loads arising
from pressurization of the airplane. These loads are
transmitted from the piano hinge at the top of the
door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches

located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches
consist of eight latch pins attached to the lower door
sill and eight latch cams attached to the bottom of the
door. The cargo door also has two midspan latches
located along the fore and aft sides of the door. These
midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of
the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four
door stops which limit inward movement of the door.
There are two pull-in hooks located on the fore and aft
lower portion of the door, with pull-in hook pins on
the sides of the door frame.' (Appendix F, Cargo Door
Incidents)
9. Choice of Explosion Cause:
There is agreement among the authorities on
where and when the explosion occurred in Air India
Flight 182 and what happened afterward; the only
difference of opinion is the source of the explosion:
A.
CASB: There was an explosion, which
could have been a bomb explosion, on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment near the
forward cargo door which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.
B.

AAIB: There was an explosion, not

identified but not a bomb explosion, of the forward
cargo compartment which caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.
C.
Judge Kirpal: There was an explosion,
a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the
forward cargo compartment near the forward cargo
door which caused the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
Throughout the Canadian and Indian reports on Air
India Flight 182 the choice is considered for the
explosion in the forward cargo compartment as being
a bomb explosion or a structural failure causing an
explosive decompression. The Canadians preferred to
leave the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
hold which caused the explosive decompression
unstated. The British statement was that the cause of
the explosion was explosive decompression but was
not yet identified. The Indians stated the cause was a
bomb possibly because there was no other reasonable
alternative offered to them in 1985/1986. They also
based the choice of bomb explosion cause on
premises that were later proven to be unreliable:
Explosive decompression by structural failure could
not cause an abrupt power cut to the flight recorders
and it can, twinning could not be produced by an

explosive decompression and it can, and floor panels
can appear to be broken upwards when in fact the
floor beams were broken downward. They also could
not have been aware of the several airworthiness
directives issued to correct faults in the cargo doors
that became apparent in the ensuing years.
It is now evident that the source of the explosions in
all the aircraft was not a bomb, but a sudden, powerful
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptured
open at one or both of the midspan latches probably
caused by faulty wiring turning on the door unlatch
motor.
10. Inadvertent Cargo Door Opening Causes:
Once the direct and tangible evidence established
that all four aircraft suffered a breakup in flight caused
by an explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment at the forward cargo door, the question
became, "What made the forward cargo door suddenly
rupture open in flight?'
There are many ways for a cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight: (Current official opinion in
parentheses)
A.
Bomb explosion. (Partially accepted for two

flights, ruled out for two flights.)
B.
Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Accepted for
two flights, ruled out for two flights.
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for all flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
G. Fire. (Ruled out for all flights.)
H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for all flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for all flights.)
J.
Fuel tank explosion. (Accepted for one flight,
ruled out for three flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for all flights.)
L.
Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for all
flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for all flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for all flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for all flights.)
P.
Out of rig door. (Ruled out for all flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for all flights.)
R.
Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for all flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one
flight, then ruled out for all flights.)
T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out

for three flights.)
U.
Repair error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled
out for three flights.)
W. Collision with terrain. (Ruled out for all flights.)
The four aircraft have had most of these probable
causes considered at one time or the other by the
authorities in varying degrees of attention. The initial
answers were wrong twice for United Airlines Flight
811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and modified
for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 103. United
Airlines Flight 811 was at first explained as a bomb
explosion, then it was changed to an improperly
latched forward cargo door, then finally it was
determined to be an electrical switch or wiring to
cause the forward cargo door to open in flight. Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 was at first explained as a
bomb explosion, then a missile strike, and currently a
center fuel tank explosion by an unknown ignition
source.
The current official probable causes for all four
are ambiguous or mysterious:
A.
Air India Flight 182 Explosion of unstated
cause or explosion of a bomb.
B.
Pan Am Flight 103: Improvised explosive

device or a bomb.
C. United Airlines Flight 811: Electrical switch or
wiring causing forward cargo door to open in flight.
D. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Center fuel tank
explosion by unknown ignition source with wiring the
main suspect.
In all the cases, based upon the evidence now
available to this investigator, an explosion occurred in
the forward cargo compartment on the starboard side
at event start time; in all cases explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment
caused a tremendous explosion which mimics a bomb
or fuel tank explosion; and in all cases there is much
matching direct, tangible and circumstantial evidence
to the one accident which has the irrefutable probable
cause, United Airlines Flight 811, with the electrical
switch or wiring causing the forward cargo door to
rupture open inflight causing an explosion of
explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment.
Time has allowed this investigator to add further
refinements to the confirmed probable cause of United
Airlines Flight 811 in two ways; the location in the
forward cargo door that ruptures first has been
identified as one or both of the midspan latches and

that the wiring has now been shown to be faulty in
that it cracks and chafes to bare wire easily, especially
in the presence of moisture.
The midspan latch area of the forward cargo door
of United Airlines Flight 811, the reference accident,
had a rupture at the aft midspan latch, showing the
characteristic outward petal shaped explosion of
metal. Air India Flight 182 describes the entire door in
shattered terms of outward curled metal which would
include the midspan latches and describes a
longitudinal split near the latches. Pan Am Flight 103
shows a reconstruction drawing of a longitudinal split
at the midspan latches. Trans World Airlines Flight
800 shows clearly the large petal shaped ruptures at
both the midspan latches of the forward cargo door.
The midspan latches have no locking sectors to
prevent the inadvertent backdriving of the latching
cams while the bottom eight latching cams do have
the eight safety locking sectors. Each midspan latch
holds together an eight foot slice of fuselage skin at
the aft and forward edges of the cargo door against the
tens of thousands of pounds of internal pressure
exerted outward in flight.
The matching evidence of missing midspan latches,

the large slice of fuselage the latches hold together,
the lack of locking sectors on those midspan latches,
the lack of a status report on the latches, and drawings
and photographs of ruptures at those latch locations
on the actual doors on all four aircraft indicates the
ruptures in the forward cargo door on all four aircraft
occurred at one or both of the midspan latches as the
initial event leading to the explosive decompression
and airframe breakup.
The investigation authorities in 1985/1986/1989
also did not know of the faulty Poly X wiring because
the faults of that type insulated wire only became
apparent years later. That defective type of wiring,
which was on Air India Flight 182, was implicated in
the explosive decompression of United Airlines Flight
811. Also, the investigators of 1985 did not have the
sound of the explosive decompression in the forward
cargo compartment of a early model Boeing 747
which occurred in 1989 to match with Air India Flight
182 in 1985. They would have discovered the sounds
of the Boeing 747 that was United Airlines Flight 811
matched the sudden loud sound of Air India Flight
182, just as the DC-10 explosive decompression
sound matched Air India Flight 182. Thus, Air India
Flight 182 would have had two wide body airliners
which had suffered explosive decompressions inflight,

not caused by bomb explosions, which left a sudden
loud audible sound on the cockpit voice recorders to
match with the sudden loud audible sound on its own
recorder.
If the 1985 CASB and AAIB and Indian
investigators for Air India Flight 182 had had the
UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 and wiring records to
review, they would have quickly discovered the many
significant similarities and would probably have made
the match between the two flights, and thus been able
to make the right choice among an explosion of
unstated cause, or a bomb explosion, or structural
failure, or inadvertent rupture of the forward cargo
door at one or both of the midspan latches due to
faulty wiring causing the door to open in flight leading
to explosive decompression.
11. Wiring:
The discovery of the faulty Poly X wiring, which
was installed in all four aircraft, further narrows down
the probable cause of the inadvertent door rupture to
defective wiring. Cargo holds of Boeing 747s are
known to have condensed water in them which
accumulates in the bilges. The wire is of an aromatic
polyimide type of insulation called Poly X. All four

aircraft had this type of faulty wiring.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to
support the claim that Poly X wiring is defective:
(Appendix G, Wiring)
Quote from Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Public
Docket 516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's
Factual report of Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing
telefax of June 25, 1997, stated that: The Poly-X wire
was used as general purpose wire on the RA164
(TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high
vibration areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service
Bulletin No. 747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was
mainly associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius
is the largest contributor to mechanical stress in
installed wire or cable. Presence of moisture in
conjunction with mechanical stress is also a
contributor."
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Public Docket 516A,

Page 57, Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems
Command to National Electrical Manufacturers
Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you know, the problems
with poly-x wire are well known to headquarters and
its use had been curtailed."
From NTSB AAR 00/03 Trans World Airlines Flight
800: The results of these reviews are discussed in this
section. Wiring-Related Accidents/Incidents In an
October 21, 1996, fax, the Civil Aviation Authority of
Singapore described an event that occurred on
October 12, 1996, in which an operator reported that
arcing in a wire bundle on a 747-200 cargo airplane
had resulted in a fire at the aft bulkhead of the forward
cargo compartment about STA 1000. The airplane was
undergoing maintenance at the time of the fire, and
subsequent inspection revealed damage to wire
bundles W834,W846, W1524, and W370; the
insulation blanket; the aft bulkhead of the forward
cargo compartment; and (possibly) the CWT sealant.
The operator removed the affected components from
the airplane and shipped them to Boeing for
examination and evaluation. A December 16, 1996,
letter from Boeing stated that X-ray microanalysis and
chemical identification of the damaged wire suggest
that the insulation of the wire was damaged and that
arcing had occurred between the damaged wires or

that arcing between the damaged wires and ground
had occurred.
12. Sequence of Destruction for Air India Flight
182:
Hypothetical possible sequence of destruction for
Air India Flight 182 based on circumstantial, tangible,
deduced, historical, inferred, and direct evidence
obtained through aircraft accident reports, 1952-2001.
On 18 July, 1984 a high lift vehicle damaged the
fuselage skin near the forward cargo door of a Boeing
747-237B, construction number 330, operated by Air
India airlines. The fuselage skin had wiring routed on
the inside which became bent from the impact and
subsequently cracked to bare wire, a characteristic of
the polyimide type insulated Poly X wiring installed
in the aircraft. The forward cargo door had non-steel
locking sectors to keep the bottom eight latching cams
from being back driven which would allow the door to
open in flight causing explosive decompression which
would be a catastrophic event well known to aircraft
designers.
In June of 1986 several passengers changed their
flight plans and their baggage routing for various

flights through Canada to overseas destinations
probably from Vancouver.
On 22 June, 1986, two aircraft had baggage loaded
aboard them at the Vancouver B. C. airport; one flight
was called CP 003 and the other CP 060. Flight 003
took off and flew uneventfully to the extremely busy
Narita airport near Tokyo, Japan. After the baggage
was unloaded from the flight, it was put on a baggage
cart which was wheeled through a transit area of many
other baggage carts containing many other bags from
many other flights. An explosion of unspecified cause,
unknown fuzing, unknown container, and unknown
material occurred on the baggage cart which killed
two people and injured others. The airport had high
security because of previous terrorist attacks on it
resulting in fatalities over the years.
The other flight, CP 060, flew uneventfully to
Toronto Airport. The baggage was unloaded from CP
060 and those bags continuing on to London on Air
India Flight 181/182 were loaded into the aft cargo
compartment of the Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330. The flight, now called Air India Flight
181, flew uneventfully to Mirabel Airport in Montreal.
After landing, some baggage of the departing
passengers was unloaded from the aft compartment.

Parts of a broken engine were placed in the aft cargo
compartment for ferry back to India. New passengers
and new baggage from Montreal for the next flight of
the same aircraft, construction number 330 and now
called Air India Flight 182, were loaded with all the
new baggage going into the forward baggage
compartment. The baggage from Vancouver on CP
060 and reloaded at Toronto remained in the aft cargo
compartment of the Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330 and now called Air India Flight 182.
The forward cargo compartment was filled with
summer night air, warm and moist. When flying at
altitude the air would be cooled by the air
conditioning and the very cold outside air would cool
the fuselage skin thus condensing out moisture along
the inside of the compartment which would run
through the wiring bundles and down into the cargo
door bilge.
Air India Flight 182 took off from Montreal for
London at 0218 Z on 23 June 1986 and flew
uneventfully for about five hours and while at 31000
feet at 296 knots and about 115 miles west of Ireland a
tragic sequence of events began at 0714 Z. The
pressure differential between outside and inside air
was at its maximum design limit, 8.9 pounds per

square inch.
Water may have met the cracked insulated wire
which may have been previously damaged by the high
lift accident to the cargo door area. The now exposed
and bare wire shorted against the metal fuselage. The
electricity then flowed around safety cutout switches
and powered on the cargo door actuator unlatch
electric motor which attempted to rotate all ten cam
sectors to unlocked positions around their latching
pins. The eight lower cam sectors may have been
prevented from unlatching around the latching pins
because of the bottom eight locking sectors. However,
the two midspan latches had no locking sectors to
prevent the inadvertent rotation of the midspan
latching cams around the midspan latching pins. The
lower eight cams may have been able to overcome the
weaker locking sectors to just turn past center and
allow the door to unlatch in flight, a defect known
years later in two other Boeing 747 flights, Pan Am
Flight 125 and United Airlines Flight 811. The
midspan cams may have turned just past center with
not no locking sectors to prevent the backdriving of
the cams, an operation only supposed to be allowed
on the ground. Possibly other factors such as an out of
rig cargo door, a poor repair job on the door area, the
slack in bellcranks, torque tubes, and worn latch pins

may combined to have allowed the two midspan
latches to rotate just past center permitting the almost
100,000 pounds of internal pressure on the 99 inch by
110 inch door to rupture outward inflight relieving the
maximum pressure differential on the internal
fuselage.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish forward cargo
door would have instantly burst open at the midspan
bottom latches sending the latches, door material, and
large pieces of fuselage skin spinning away. The
forward cargo compartment would have spewn its
contents outward onto the starboard side of the
fuselage. I was as if a huge mylar balloon had popped.
The severe explosion of explosive decompression
caused the forward cargo door to be fractured and
shattered into a few large pieces and many small
pieces which gave a frayed appearance from an
outward force. Many small bits of metal from the
explosion were embedded into the cargo door area
metal fuselage structure.
The top part of the door swung outward and
upward on its hinge and then separated taking large
vertical pieces of fuselage skin with it, exposing
stringers and bulkheads. The very lower part of the
door sill with its eight bottom latches may have stuck

to fuselage skin. The resulting damage zone appeared
as a huge rectangle of shattered door, skin, and
stringers. Some pieces of the door and fuselage skin
flew directly aft and impacted the leading edge of the
right wing, the vertical stabilizer and the right
horizontal stabilizer inflight.
This explosion of explosive decompression blew
out a large hole about thirty feet wide and forty feet
high on the starboard side of the nose forward of the
wing. It looked as if a bomb had gone off inside the
forward cargo hold. Fuselage skin was peeled outward
at various places on the starboard side of the nose.
The forward cargo door had some fuselage and
cargo floor attached. This door, located on the forward
starboard side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally
about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin
near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door
appeared to have been badly frayed. The cargo door
pieces and the adjacent skin had holes, flaps, fractures,
inward concavity, tears, deformities, outward bent
petals, curls, missing pieces, cracks, separations,
curved fragments, spikes, and folds. The fast and
powerful explosion of the explosive decompression

would have caused a metallurgical effect called
ÔtwinningÕ on a few fragments of pieces of
wreckage.
The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of
the huge hole equalizing the high pressure inside the
fuselage to the low pressure outside the aircraft while
making a sudden very loud audible sound. This
sudden rushing outward air was recorded on the
Cockpit Voice Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The
sound did not accurately match any bomb explosion
sounds on other aircraft but did match the explosive
decompression sound on another wide body airliner, a
DC-10 cargo door open event.
The tremendous explosive force in the forward cargo
hold severely disrupted the adjacent main equipment
compartment which housed power cables and abruptly
shut off power to the Flight Data Recorders. The
resulting data tapes showed a sudden loud audible
sound followed by an abrupt power cut to the flight
data recorder, the cockpit voice recorder and
transponder.
The number three engine and cowling, closest to
the forward cargo compartment, were damaged by
inflight debris from material ejected from the now

exposed compartment and cabin above, debris which
also damaged the number four engine cowling by a
displaced turbine blade from number three engine.
The resulting vibration from the internal damage to
engine number three caused the nacelle and engine to
fall away from the wing, as designed, and land apart
from the other three engines.
The floor beams above the forward cargo hold
were sucked downward, and were fractured and
broken from the sudden decompression. The floor
panels were stationary but gave the appearance of
separating upward by the suddenly moving downward
floor beams.
The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the
left from reaction of explosive decompression from
the right. Air rushed into the large hole and weakened
other skin and frames peeling skin further outward
and rupturing the aft part of the aircraft to include the
aft cargo compartment and the aft pressure bulkhead.
The 296 knots of wind force pressed upon the
weakened airframe and broke it in half amidships.
This wind force was larger than any wind force the
surface of the earth had ever experienced. The nose
portion and wings tore off and landed in a dense
debris heap apart from the debris field of the aft part.

The rest of the plane without the forward section
suddenly decelerated from 296 knots and caused
whiplash injuries to passengers. After the breakup, the
passengers who were not wearing their seatbelts were
scattered to far distances. They suffered explosion
type injuries such as pieces of metal embedded in
them from flying debris in the cabin. They were not
burned because there was no fire nor explosion from a
bomb explosion. The passengers had no other bomb
explosion evidence. The passengers and crew were
ejected from the disintegrating aircraft to tumble to
the water and suffer upward impact physical damage
to their bodies. Some remained in the their seats and
were trapped in the fuselage underwater. Some had
decompression type injuries of hypoxia from the high
altitude aircraft breakup.
The passengers fell to the sea and some floated
and some sank. The baggage from Vancouver
passengers and loaded into the aft cargo compartment
fell to the sea and some floated and some sank. The
baggage from Montreal passengers and loaded into
the forward cargo compartment fell to the sea and
some floated and some sank. The aircraft fell in pieces
and some pieces floated and some sank.

The pilots may have been conscious for a few
seconds and adjusted the trim controls out of habit.
The communications radio may have been activated
by the disturbances in the cockpit and transmitted for
a few seconds to air traffic control.
The port side forward of the wing was relatively
smooth and undamaged from inflight debris while the
starboard side forward of the wing was shattered, torn,
and frayed at the ruptured cargo door area.
A few local fires appeared on the surface of the
ocean from the jet kerosene fuel and singed some seat
cushions and floating passengers.
All was quiet as the ground controllers tried to
contact Air India Flight 182 which had suddenly
disappeared from their radar screens and the
flightcrew did not respond to radio calls. Rescue
teams were sent. Authorities became aware of the
tragedy of 329 men, women, and children dying in a
sudden plane crash.
Explanations were sought as to what happened.
Immediately the suggestion was made by authorities
that a bomb explosion had caused the accident
because of the sudden and catastrophic nature of the

immediate evidence.
The Canadian aviation accident investigation
authorities became involved since the aircraft had
taken off from Canada and had many Canadian
citizens aboard. Indian authorities became involved
since the airline, Air India, has government ties. The
Indian authorities quickly dismissed their aviation
experts and assigned a Judge of the Court the oversee
the investigation.
After a period of investigation, much of which was
conducted to confirm the bomb explosion explanation
and identify the culprits, the Indian judge made a
finding that a bomb in the forward cargo compartment
had caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight
182.
After a period of investigation, during which the
opinion of the UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch
representative of an explosive decompression not
caused by a bomb but a cause as yet to be determined
was given, the Canadian Aviation Safety Board made
a conclusion that an explosion of unstated cause in the
forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.

The immediate suggestion by the Indians of a
bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment
was accepted and remained the probable cause for Air
India Flight 182 sixteen years later although
subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in
similar circumstances leaving similar evidence now
resolutely contradict that finding although confirming
the Indian finding of an explosion on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment.
The Canadian probable cause of an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment of an undermined cause
has been proven to be correct by subsequent accidents
of a similar type aircraft in similar circumstances
leaving similar evidence which do reveal the cause of
the explosion: faulty wiring causing the forward cargo
door to rupture open inflight at the latches leading to a
tremendous explosion of explosive decompression
causing Air India Flight 182 to totally breakup in
flight.
13. Comment:
Aging aircraft problems such as cracking wiring do
not get better with age; they get worse. Design
problems such as inadequately latched non plug doors
which open outward in flight can not be fixed by

putting more latches on them. Aircraft accidents will
happen; most are caused by mechanical problems or
pilot error. A very small percent are caused by
sabotage in the air. (Appendix H, Accidents).
Subsequent problems to 1985 discovered in and
around the forward cargo door of Boeing 747s were
expressed as Airworthiness Directives (AD).
A. The locking sectors on the bottom eight
latches of both cargo doors needed to be strengthened.
(AD)
B. The lower sill of the forward cargo door
needed strengthening. (AD)
C.
Section 41 needed to be strengthened. (AD)
D.
Instructions needed to be made clearer to
ground personnel to not backdrive the latches. (AD)
E. Caution placards needed to be easily
understandable. (AD)
F. Wire bundles alongside the forward cargo
door needed to be rerouted so they would not bind and
chafe. (AD)
14. Hindsight:
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an
inflight breakup from an explosion, it was believed
that an explosive decompression in an early model
Boeing 747 could not cause an abrupt power cut to the

data flight recorders. That belief was cited by the
Indian Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the
explosive decompression explanation because, in fact,
Air India Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut
to the data recorders. The Indian Kirpal Reports
states: "It was not possible that any rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure could
have disrupted the entire electrical power supply from
the MEC compartment." The later event of United
Airlines Flight 811 showed that it was possible, and
indeed, did happen, that an explosive decompression
caused by a structural failure could and did cause an
abrupt electrical cutoff to the recorders.
The reason for the Indians in 1985 to rule out
explosive decompression by structural failure was
negated by the reality of United Airlines Flight 811 in
1989. If the Indians had the foreknowledge of United
Airlines Flight 811 and the explosive decompression
which cut off abruptly the power to the recorders, it is
most probable they would have sustained the findings
of the Canadians and the British who said that a
explosion in the forward cargo compartment occurred
and all would have then known the solution to the
mystery posed by the AAIB investigator: "...but the
cause has not been identified." The cause was
identified in 1989 and demonstrated by United

Airlines Flight 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02: The
National Transportation Safety Board determines that
the probable cause of this accident was the sudden
opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in flight
and the subsequent explosive decompression.'
The evidence that was unavailable to the Air India
Flight 182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident
investigators in 1985 that became available in the
ensuing 16 years that would have been invaluable in
assisting them in determining the probable cause was:
A. Evidence that an explosive decompression
could cause an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
B.
Evidence that floor panels can appear to
separate upwards when in fact the floor beneath were
pulled down.
C. Testimony that twinning can occur in
explosions other than bombs, such as an aviation fuel
explosion, or explosive decompression.
D. Evidence that the type of wiring installed,
Poly-X, was defective in that it cracked to bare wire
easily, especially in the presence of moisture.
E. Visible ruptures in flight in forward cargo
doors of other early model Boeing 747s that suffered
the same events in flight.
F. Several Airworthiness Directives for defects

in and around the forward cargo doors of Boeing 747s
that if uncorrected could lead to inadvertent opening
of the cargo door in flight leading to catastrophic
explosive decompression.
The evidence that was available to the Air India
Flight 182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident
investigators in 1985 was such to lead them to
conclude that an explosion had taken place on the
starboard side in the forward cargo compartment
which was picked up by the cockpit voice recorder
and cut off the electrical power in the adjacent main
electrical equipment compartment. The cause of the
explosion was given as either unknown, structural
failure of explosive decompression, or a bomb
explosion. Since the event in 1989 with United
Airlines Flight 811 had not happened yet, the
understandable decision of the Indians, based on three
assumptions later proven unreliable, was to state the
cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment a bomb whilst the cautious Canadian
CASB and the British AAIB left the cause unstated or
unidentified.
15. General Conclusions for Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:

When all the evidence is objectively considered
using the hindsight of sixteen years, it is apparent that
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 suffered the same and only
confirmed and irrefutable probable cause for the
explosion of the explosive decompression in the
forward cargo compartment that led to the breakup in
flight, that of United Airlines Flight 811.
It is apparent that all four aircraft are related by
direct, tangible, and circumstantial evidence to have
suffered an amidships breakup in flight which
occurred after an explosion on the starboard side in
the forward cargo compartment which caused an
explosive decompression, the cause of which was a
suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door in flight
probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor. The implications of these
conclusions raises many questions which are
addressed in Appendix I, Questions.
Based on the direct, tangible and circumstantial
evidence of the four accidents, and using the benefit
of hindsight, the conclusion of this investigator and
author of this report is that the probable cause of the

forward cargo door rupturing open in flight for the
four aircraft, including Air India Flight 182, was
faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the forward cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight at one or both of the midspan
latch leading to explosive decompression in the
forward cargo compartment.
A. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 experienced inflight breakups.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden
explosive decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by
the suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door
probably at one or both of the midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor which unlatched the latching cams
from around the latching pins in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X
wiring with inferior insulation which easily cracked to
bare wire especially in the presence of moisture.
G. There were no bomb explosions in any
cargo compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or

anywhere else in any of the aircraft.
16. Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182:
These conclusions are based on evidence available
before and after 1985.
A. While proceeding normally, an inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and
catastrophically at 0714Z at 31000 feet at 300 knots
TAS about 110 miles west of Cork, Ireland on 23
June, 1985. There were no survivors.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden
explosive decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by
the suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door
probably at one or both of the midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was
probably caused by faulty wiring which turned on the
door unlatch motor which unlatched the latching cams
from around the latching pins in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X
wiring with inferior insulation which easily cracked to
bare wire especially in the presence of moisture.
G. There was no bomb explosion in any cargo
compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or

anywhere else on the aircraft.
H. There was no explosion in the aft cargo
compartment.
I. The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice
recorder was the sound of the air rushing out during
the explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment.
J. The abrupt power cut to the recorders was
caused by the explosive effects of the decompression
affecting the power cables in the adjacent main
equipment compartment to the forward cargo
compartment.
17. Contributing causes:
A. Water or moisture in the forward cargo
compartment.
B. Weak locking sectors on the bottom eight
latches of the cargo doors.
C.
Poor design of one midspan latch per each
eight foot side of the cargo doors.
D. Poor design of no locking sector for each
midspan latch of the cargo doors.
E. Poor design of outward opening nonplug
type large, squarish cargo doors in a highly
pressurized hull.

18. Recommendations:
A. An emergency airworthiness directive for
immediate compliance should be issued for all
operators of early model Boeing 747s to visually and
electrically wire check all the wiring for integrity in
the forward cargo door area as well as all wiring
involved with operation of the forward cargo door.
B. All unnecessary electrical equipment on
early model Boeing 747s should be turned off and
remain off during flight.
C. All early model Boeing 747s should have
the Poly X insulated wiring removed or isolated and
replaced as soon as practicable.
D. All early model Boeing 747s should have the
aft and forward outward opening nonplug cargo doors
sealed shut permanently or modified into plug type
doors.
19. Concluding Comment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report: 1.1.4 The aircraft
in question - Kanishka, was named after the most
powerful and famous king of the Kushanas who
perhaps ruled in India from AD 78 to AD 103. Besides
being a great conqueror, he was an ardent supporter
and follower of Buddhism - a religion which preaches

non-violence. Emperor Kanishka, however, met a
violent end. After 25 years of reign he was killed by
some of his own subjects. His life was thus brought to
an abrupt end. 1.1.5 It is indeed ironical that the
Jumbo Jet which bore the name 'Kanishka' also met
with a violent and a sudden end on that fateful
morning of 23rd June, 1985.
It is indeed ironic that the Jumbo Jet which bore
the name 'Kanishka' also met with a violent and a
sudden end on that fateful morning of 23rd June,
1985, after seven years of reign, accidentally killed by
some of his own subjects.
Respectfully submitted;
John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
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Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix I Questions
Source: John Barry Smith
Questions:

There are many questions raised by the realization
that four large commercial airliners were not attacked
by terrorists detonating bombs but by a common
mechanical problem of faulty wires which allow cargo
doors to rupture open when they shouldn't. Listed
below are some of the informal questions and partial
answers that the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation creates regarding the four
flights of Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines
Flight 800 and all aircraft in general.
A.
How and why does forward cargo door
open in flight?
United Airlines Flight 811 door open cause was
electrical short to door motor to unlatch position
which overrode safety locking sectors and failed
switch and door unlatched and opened. Pan Am Flight
103 and United Airlines Flight 811 had total forward
cargo door openings while Air India Flight 182 and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had rupture at aft
midspan latch with bottom eight latches holding tight.
Door openings were probably a result of aging
aircraft, out of rig door, chafed aging faulty Poly-X
wiring, weakened Section 41 area, design weakness of
no locking sectors for midspan latches, AAR 92/02,

page 12, and only one latch per eight feet of vertical
door. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had similar
circumstances.
B.
How does open door in flight cause nose to
come off for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
and Trans World Airlines Flight 800?
Cargo door opens and huge ten by thirty foot hole
appears in nose, structural members of door and frame
are missing, floor beams are fractured, bent, and
broken, aircraft direction is askew, flight control
surfaces affected, engines damaged, and 300 knots,
more than the fastest hurricane or force five tornado
on earth, hits damaged area and tears nose off within
three to five seconds.
C. Why did nose of United Airlines Flight 811
stay on?
Nose of United Airlines Flight 811 may have stayed
on because the pilot said he had just come off
autopilot and did not fight plane as it gyrated, or plane
was younger than others, or the time from door
opening to tearing off was 1.5 seconds and allowed
the pressurization to be relieved somewhat and six
less feet of width of hole was torn off.

D. Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am Flight 103
not a bomb?
Yes, not a bomb for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am
Flight 103 as initial event. Evidence refutes bomb
explanation and is in government accident reports
which careful analysis will reveal and documented on
www.corazon.com. Those accident investigators did
not have the benefit of hindsight, the internet, or
several subsequent similar accidents to compare and
draw different conclusions.
E. Trans World Airlines Flight 800 not center
tank as initial event?
Center tank exploded yes, but after door ruptured/
opened, hole appeared in nose, nose torn off in wind,
fuselage falling with disintegrating fuel tanks and
ignited by fodded and on fire engine number 3 or 4 at
7500 feet thereby explaining the Chairman's question,
"Why so few bodies burned?" The answer is they
were not there to be burned. The nose came off with
the passengers inside cabin and descended to ocean
alone.
F.
Is explosive decompression enough to tear
nose and forward part of aircraft off?
Explosive decompression is enough to rupture a
pressurized hull at weak spot, one latch for eight feet

of door, in a weak area, Section 41, but not enough to
tear nose off. The ultimate destructive force is the 300
knots of slipstream, more powerful than any wind on
earth. If cargo door popped in balloon, the large hole
would appear but the nose would stay on. In a
tornado, nose comes off within three to five seconds.
G. When forward cargo door opens does it
always result in deaths?
No, with United Airlines preflight in 1991 the aft door
opened electrically inadvertently and nothing
happened because it was on the ground and no
pressure differential. So no damage. Then Pan Am
Flight 125 in 1987 had forward door open partially
and plane could not pressurize adequately and turned
around and landed, so no damage with slight pressure
differential except expense of fuel and risk to life.
Then 811 happened with smaller hole and 1.5 second
delay in opening and nine dead with larger pressure
differential. Then 103, 800, and 182 had explosive
decompression up high with maximum differential
and door ruptured and shattered and took skin to the
left and right and above with it exposing huge hole
and forward part of aircraft came off and all died.
When the forward cargo door ruptures or fully opens
or partially opens, different consequences occur from
minor to severe depending on pressure differential

which depends on altitude and speed at which door
ruptures/opens.
H.
Is there a conspiracy to keep cargo door
explanation quiet?
There is no conspiracy, no plot, no coverup by
agencies involved with the cargo door explanation:
1. No conspiracy of Sikh terrorists named
Singh to put a bomb on Air India Flight 182; the door
ruptured in flight.
2.
No conspiracy of Libyan terrorists or
whoever to put a bomb on Pan Am Flight 103; the
door ruptured in flight.
3. No conspiracy to detonate a bomb on
United Airlines Flight 811 as the passengers thought,
as the crew thought and told the tower who told the
Coast Guard and crash crews on the ground as they
prepared for a wounded 747 coming in after a bomb
blast; the door ruptured in flight.
4. No conspiracy to put a bomb on Trans
World Airlines Flight 800,
5.
No conspiracy of terrorists to shoot a
missile,
6.
No coverup by US Navy to hide accidental
shootdown,
7. No coverup by Boeing, NTSB, FAA, or
TWA who are hiding the knowledge the door ruptured

in flight.
I. Why the huge hole on starboard side in
cargo door area while port side smooth?
That's where the forward cargo door is located on all
the aircraft, forward of the wing on the right side. The
rectangular shattered zone around the forward cargo
door is apparent on all the wreckage reconstruction
photographs and drawings. The unilateral damage on
TWA Flight 800 refutes the center tank explosion as
the initial event.
J. Are passengers at risk right now?
Yes, all passengers currently flying in early model
Boeing 747s with Poly X wiring are at risk of the
faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the ruptured opening of the midspan latches
of the cargo door leading to explosive decompression
and fatalities.The fault has unofficially occurred in
1985, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1991, and 1996.
K. What is the sudden loud sound on the CVR on
all four aircraft at the initial event time of the inflight
breakup?
The sound is the rush of air molecules to the outside
to equalize the high pressure air in the cabin with the
low pressure air outside at altitude. Explosive

decompression is a very loud event.
L. Why the almost immediate power cut to the
recorders?
The main equipment compartment (MEC) is
immediately adjacent and in front of the forward
cargo compartment. The MEC has the wiring power
to the recorders and the explosion of decompression
nearby cuts off power.
M. Why the right side inflight airframe
damage?
The starboard (right) side is where the forward cargo
door opens in flight and material from inside the
compartment and cabin above are ejected into the
slipstream. Engine number three and the right
horizontal stabilizer are close to and aft of the forward
cargo compartment. The objects are ingested into the
nearby engine number three, strike the leading edge of
the right wing, and continue aft and strike the right
horizontal stabilizer. The port side is relatively
unscathed from inflight debris.
N. Why the shattered area around the forward
cargo door?
When the explosion of decompression occurs, the
door is flung open if all the latches unlock and

shattered if the bottom eight latches hold but rupture
at the midspan latches. In any case the top part of the
door opens outward and upward and away taking
much fuselage skin above the door with it.
O. Why the streak for Trans World Airlines
Flight 800?
The streak is the reflection of the evening sun of shiny
metal skin from the forward cargo door area coming
off in flight during the explosive decompression and
seen by ground observers in darkness to the east as the
objects quickly decelerate from 300 knots in a
horizontal direction to straight down from 13700 feet.
P. What is the ignition source for the center
fuel tank explosion of Trans World Airlines Flight
800?
The ignition source for the center fuel tank explosion
is the on fire engine number three which ingested
foreign objects from the forward cargo compartment
after the ruptured opening of the forward cargo door.
The falling and disintegrating fuselage and fuel tanks
were ignited by the fiery exhaust and caused the
explosion well after the initial event.
Q. Why to do the authorities think Pan Am 103
was a bomb explosion?

There was a relatively mild, directed discharge of a
shotgun type weapon in the forward cargo
compartment after the explosive decompression. This
discharge put a small shatter zone of 20 inches into
the skin on the port side of the compartment. The
authorities call this event the initial event of a bomb
explosion. A Boeing 747 can tolerate a 20 inch hole in
its fuselage and in fact has been designed to withstand
such a hole of that size and larger. United Airlines
Flight 811 showed that a Boeing 747 can safely
withstand a ten foot by twenty foot hole in the
fuselage and land safely. Bombs are not mild, are
spherical, would make a bomb sound on the CVR, and
leave much other evidence than a small hole.
R. Why do the authorities think Air India Flight
182 was a bomb explosion?
Air India Flight 182 had a catastrophic inflight
breakup that looked like a bomb had gone off inside
it. An explosive decompression mimics a bomb
explosion. There was evidence of an explosion. At the
time there was no other reasonable explanation for
such an explosive decompression for a Boeing 747
except for a bomb or to leave the cause unstated. The
finding of a bomb explosion for Air India Flight 182
was based on two assumptions, later refuted, by the
Indians: an explosive decompression could abruptly

turn off the electrical supply to the recorders and the
floor panels separated upward from a exploding force
from below.
S.
How can the experts and the public be so
wrong?
Experts and laypersons below:
1. police
2. aircraft accident investigators
3. media
4. government
5. manufacturer
6. attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and judges
7. airlines
8. flightcrews
9. passengers.
This is a political and human nature question; the
best I can do to explain it is as follows: Experts are
often wrong; they are human. In the case of the
wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression for four
Boeing 747 accidents, the experts were all partially
right and partially wrong, some more than others. The
good ones try to find their errors, correct them and
continue on; however, it is understandable that the not
so good experts and laypersons are reluctant to
investigate alternative probable causes for fatal

aircraft accidents if that path leads to unpleasant
truths:
For the law enforcement authorities to have
their budgets cut and staff reduced instead of
increased for more terrorist activities,
For accident investigators who have
previously made conclusions about causes that are
now refuted and whose credibility would now be in
jeopardy and threaten their reputations,
For the media to have a boring mechanical
story that has happened before and was supposed to
have been fixed instead of an exciting spy conspiracy
story,
For the government who has oversight of all
to find out it overlooked and allowed noncompliance
of regulations to occur,
For the manufacturer to discover most of the
thousands of airplanes it constructed have severe
design problems of outward opening non plug cargo
doors and faulty wiring installed.
For attorneys, plaintiffs, defendants, and
judges who have caused the transfer of hundreds of
millions of dollars in lawsuits to discover it was done
on factual errors,
For the airlines to find out they may have
not kept their airframes maintained properly,
For the flightcrews who do not want to

believe their aircraft can come apart at any second and
there is nothing they can do about it,
For the passengers who want to be persuaded
there is no danger in flying and insist on being
reassured that any problems have been fixed, their
ticket prices are low, and they have their baggage with
them.
All parties are acting in their perceived best interest
and believing in wishful thinking. They are not
objective. In this particular case, when Boeing 747s
are breaking apart in flight, there is an understandable
perceived best interest by all parties to believe they
are not responsible for the accidents and the fatalities.
By having the blame shifted to outside forces such as
terrorists, most parties are absolved of guilt. The
parties, law enforcement and security, responsible for
allowing the 'bomb' to be put aboard are rewarded
with higher staffs and budgets. The only losers with
the 'bomb' explanation are the ones accused of putting
it there.
The electrical problem in airliners is difficult to detect
because the symptoms are treated instead of the cause.
Faulty wiring and switches do more than cause cargo
doors to open in flight, they cause yaw dampers to
swing back and forth, they cause autopilots to

disconnect or act strange, and they often cause fires.
When cargo doors ruptured open in flight over a
period of eleven years in four airlines in four airports
in three countries, investigation jurisdictions where
spread out over distance and time. Each agency
looked at the sole tree and did not see the forest of
four trees.
There are built in protection beliefs when a Boeing
747 crashes. The manufacturer contributes to the
welfare and salaries to tens of thousands of employees
and indeed, the whole northwest of the United States
derives much support from Boeing. If the company
were to be put in jeopardy because of manufacturing
errors and be the subject of lawsuits, literally millions
of citizens would be concerned. All parties including
the government, the media, the investigating agencies,
and the legal system do not want the company to be in
danger and instinctively, although not conspiratorially,
act together to protect that company. If any sort of
plausible explanation that exonerates the company
exists, that explanation will be eagerly sought and
agreed with. That sudden agreement explains why the
'bomb' explanation for all four aircraft was discussed
within hours of the discovery of the accident and
immediately accepted as a working hypothesis. In
every report the 'bomb' explanation is the one most

quickly sought to be confirmed by the authorities.
Incredible lengths were taken in time and money to
confirm the 'bomb' explosion.
An explosion by explosive decompression caused
by an inadvertently opened forward cargo door
inflight mimics a 'bomb' explosion in many ways.
Passengers get hit by flying debris, metal is petaled
outwards, recorders pick up a loud noise, wings and
tails get struck by pieces of skin, engines suck in
pieces of metal, and the aircraft can disintegrate and
catch on fire as it falls. Tangible evidence of a bomb is
hard to find as the bomb explodes and distributes the
timer, fuze, and container far and wide. It looks at first
glance as if a bomb had gone off.
It is understandable how all concerned parties are
eager to accept the plausible and absolving 'bomb'
explanation and very, very reluctant to investigate the
implicating wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation for the four Boeing 747
accidents that suffered breakups in flight.
It is also understandable that a person motivated by
actually being in a sudden, night, fiery, fatal, jet
airplane crash and surviving, although the pilot was
killed, takes great effort to prevent it from happening

to others. Because that person is also being
completely independent of all the other parties he can
objectively evaluate the separate accidents to see the
pattern and thus the common probable cause for all.
That fatal accident was in 1967 and that person is the
author of this report.
It is only when the evidence becomes
overwhelming, incontrovertible, and irrefutable that
an alternative explanation to a bomb is even
considered seriously and when that new explanation
reveals a clear and present hazard to the flying public,
then the parties will reluctantly reexamine the
evidence to conclude that it was not the lesser evil of
'bomb' but the greater evil of a mechanical problem, a
design problem, an oversight problem, that was
supposed to have been fixed, but wasn't, and it could
happen again.
T. A laypersonÕs explanation for the destruction
of Air India Flight 182 relies on basic science and
common sense and might go like this:
Why do airplanes fly?
They fly because of lift which exceeds the drag.
Common sense tells us that cutting anything such as

butter with a knife causes friction. Friction also slows
things down when an object moves through the air
and creates heat. Friction is drag.
Lift is created when the air flowing over the top of the
wing takes a longer distance than the wind flowing
over the bottom of the wing. This causes a pressure
differential between the top and bottom of the wing.
The wing is sucked upwards into the lower pressure
air on top of the wing.
The wing must be moving through the air. This can be
done in many ways but the usual way is for an engine
to make the wing move forward by expelling gases to
the rear. This powerful thrusting overcomes the
friction of the drag and moves the wing through the
air which creates the lift and the airplane flies.
Why do balloons rupture?
Balloons rupture when the compressed higher
pressure inside air breaks through the balloon material
and to suddenly equalize the pressure to the
uncompressed lower pressure outside air. It happens
so fast itÕs called an explosion. The rupture cause can
occur from within or from the outside of the balloon.
If the balloon material is just stretched too far, the

rupture cause is on the surface. The outside air
pressure is less at the balloon goes higher making the
inside air pressure greater and greater. That is why a
full balloon that climbs and climbs will always pop if
the material is made to withstand the normal pressures
on the ground.
Regardless of the cause of the rupture, the material of
the balloon is shredded, torn, and frayed from the
outward force. If the balloon is placed under deep
water then the reverse is true and the balloon will
implode and the material will be shredded, torn, and
frayed from an inward force. In this regard, a
submarine is opposite from an airplane. The higher an
airplane goes, the higher the pressure inside; the lower
a submarine goes, the higher the pressure outside. An
airplane can explode while a submarine can implode.
What makes the loud pop sound?
The pop is the noise of the suddenly rushing outward
air molecules rubbing against the other slower moving
air molecules. Heat and noise is created.
What evidence is there of the balloon pop in air?
A sudden loud sound.

Torn, shredded, and frayed material.
Any inside material of the balloon moving to the
outside.
What is lightning?
Lightning is the equalizing of a electrical potential
from one charged area to a differently charged area. It
is similar to a balloon pop except the movement is
with electrons instead of air molecules. Lightning
causes fires by the intense heat created by this
equalizing of electron pressure differential.
Wiring conducts this discharge of electrons in
directions to make things like motors move or stop
moving. When the wiring is not insulated the
electrons in the bare wire will seek out a different way
to flow to equalize the different energy potential
created by the generators. and as a result, fires may
start or motors may turn on when they are not
supposed to.
Compressed air in a balloon and a full battery is
similar in that they both have energy stored up that
seeks to discharge if given a chance.
Why does a hand move backward when it is stuck out

the window and turned flat against the wind?
Air has weight. It may be invisible but it is real. When
your hand is thin to the wind, the resistance of your
hand moving through the air molecules is less but
when you turn your hand flat against the wind, the
extra area of your wide hand gives a greater resistance
to the wind and the weight of the wind force is
increased to push your hand back. If the wind force is
very powerful it can push your hand back so hard it
can break it. The highest wind on earth exists in Force
Five Tornadoes with wind speed up to 250 miles per
hour. These winds tear roofs off houses, pick up
trucks and spin them around, and toss cows for long
distances.
Why did Air India Flight 182 crash?
For Air India Flight 182, the huge airplane was able to
fly because of its wings which gave lift as the plane
moved through the air powered by the jet engines
which created thrust which overcame the friction of
the drag of the airframe on the air molecules.
As the plane flew higher, the air inside become
compressed relative to the outside air. The inside air
was actually less compressed than the air on the

ground, but relative to the outside very low pressure
air at altitude, the inside air was highly compressed
thus creating a large pressure differential. It was like a
balloon being expanded.
The balloon of the fuselage of Air India Flight 182 got
bigger and bigger. It actually expanded from the
inside out as the air molecules inside tried to get
outside to the less dense air to equalize the pressure
differential. The air molecules inside pressed against
every inch of the fuselage at the rivets, the windows,
the doors, the hinges, the latches, and the skin itself.
Usually Air India Flight 182 would later descend and
the process would be reversed and the pressure
differential would be reduced until landing when the
outside and inside pressure would be equal and the
balloon of the fuselage would shrink back to normal.
This continual blowing up and letting out the air in the
balloon of the fuselage put wear and tear on all the
fitting, rivets, windows, hinges, latches, and doors in
the fuselage frame.
The time in June, Air India Flight 182 was flying
normally very high up with the pressure differential at
its maximum, the balloon was at its most expanded
with the inside air molecules pressing the hardest on

the inside of the fuselage which included the cockpit,
the passenger cabin, the lavatories, and the cargo
compartments.
Suddenly, lightning struck in a small way when the
electrons of electricity which were normally blocked
on their way to a motor found another way to get there
because the blocking insulation cracked and exposed
the bare wire which touched another discharge path.
The lightning flowed to a motor which turned on and
did what it was designed to do when it received
electricity, turn some wheels called cams which
encircled some pins in a device called a latch. In this
case the cams turned in the direction to allow the latch
of a forward cargo door to unlock. As the latch
became just so slightly unlocked, the huge internal
compressed air pressure burst the entire cargo door
open at the weakest point, the midspan latches that
held a long eight foot stretch of sliced fuselage
together and had no safety locks to prevent what was
accidentally happening.
The balloon of Air India Flight 182 popped. A sudden
loud sound was produced and heard by everyone on
board as the compressed air rushed out of the balloon
of the fuselage and forward cargo compartment into
the outside air in front of the engines on the right side

of the airplane. The rupture area of the cargo door
became shattered, torn, and frayed from the outward
force of the air molecules. The pop of the balloon was
so violent it disrupted all the electricity in a nearby
equipment compartment and turned off the power to
the data recorders. Material from inside the cabin and
cargo compartment was ejected outward into engines
and against the right wing and rear stabilizers.
The explosion of the pop of the fuselage is called an
explosive decompression. The force is so great it
curls, pits, craters, bends, tears metal into fragments
and affects the actual atom makeup of the metal. The
hole the explosive decompression caused when the
large door was ruptured and tore outward, upward,
and away was about twenty feet wide and thirty feet
tall.
If Air India Flight 182 had not been moving the
damage may have remained as it was, a big hole in the
right side of the nose with a lot of stuff from the cabin
and cargo compartment ejected and missing.
However, there was 300 knots, about 330 miles per
hour, of wind force on the nose of the airplane. The
nose shuddered because the sides, the bottom, and top
of the fuselage which had strong beams to hold it
together were all bent, twisted, and broken.

The enormous wind force of the weight of the fast
moving air molecules on the weakened forward part
of Air India Flight 182 tore it off. The jagged blunt
end of the torn off nose was too much drag for the
engines to overcome. The airplane slowed down. The
airplane could not fly because there was not enough
lift from the wings.
The aircraft broke in two and fell to the sea, coming
apart in many pieces as it disintegrated from the
unusual forces applied from all directions.
The passengers inside Air India Flight 182 who were
now outside falling would die because the human
body can not withstand the force of striking very
dense water molecules at a high speed.
To sum up: The surface of the inflated fuselage
popped when the lightning of the electricity caused a
motor to turn on which allowed a hole to appear in the
forward cargo door and allowed the compressed air
molecules to escape outside to the less compressed air
molecules. The escape was so sudden as to shatter and
tear the surface of the inflated fuselage at the forward
cargo door. The aircraft came apart when the
extremely fast moving air molecules pressed so hard

against the weakened forward part as to break it in
two. The passengers died because they struck the
water too fast for the water to make a hole for them.
The technical terms for all is the probable cause of
this accident was the sudden opening of the forward
lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression at the midspan latches. The
door opening was attributed to faulty wiring in the
door control system which permitted electrical
actuation of the door latches toward the unlatched
position after initial door closure. The fatal injuries
were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression.
U. Why have I pursued this issue of wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression events for over a
decade?
The best answer I can give to that is that my life was
literally within two seconds of ending but was saved
by the unselfish action of my pilot who in a time of
stress with a disabled aircraft took the time to tell me
to 'eject' which I did unquestionably and lived by the
two seconds I had while he died be the two seconds he
did not have. Because I survived one, I believe I am
repaying a moral debt to prevent others from dying in

a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part
135 certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator,
RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in
RA-5C
Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix J Bruntingthorpe

*
A dramatic test proves that simple improvements can
checkmate bomb-wielding terrorists.
BY JIM WILSON
----------------------------------------------------------------------In less than a minute, bombs will shower England's
Bruntingthorpe Airfield with the jagged remains of a
Boeing 747 jumbo jet.
"We cannot tell you their exact size and location,"
says Richard Wright, a spokesman for the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA), which is sponsoring one of
the most dramatic experiments in aviation history.
They are about to blow up a retired Air France 747. If
the experiment plays out as expected, the CAA will
have solid proof that simple improvements in baggage
container and cargo bay design can minimize the
damage of terrorist bombs, like the one that downed
Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in
December 1988.
Wright's colleague, Rory Martin, suggests I pay
especially close attention to the rear of the doomed
plane. "We concentrated on the cargo bay," he

explains. "We want to know how the explosions work,
how structures fail." To this end, one of the four
bombs has been placed inside a standard baggage
container, close to an unprotected section of fuselage.
Taking Martin's advice, I aim my binoculars at a
spot between the tail and the wing as I listen to the
final countdown. Three, two, one . . . Four explosions
detonate simultaneously. Inside the aft cargo bay, the
pressure wave from one of the blasts has blown
through a standard baggage container as if it were just
wrapping paper. Unimpeded, these rapidly expanding,
high-temperature gases hammer into the fuselage.
To make the experiment more realistic, the interior
of the plane was pressurized. Creating just the right
amount of pressure proved to be one of the day's most
difficult challenges, and it caused several holds in the
countdown. During one of these delays, Chris Peel, a
top British structures and materials expert, told me
why getting the pressurization right was so important
to the outcome of the experiment. "If the aircraft is
unpressurized, small cracks will produce minor
damage. Catastrophic damage occurs when the
pressure difference amplifies the damage, causing the
cracks to run," he says.
These amplifying effects soon become apparent.
The explosion creates a jagged tear that races forward

to the wing, makes a 90¡ turn and then splits the skin
along a line of rivets around the fuselage. The tail
section slumps down on the runway. A cloud of fireextinguishing carbon dioxide gas is released to
smother any secondary fires that may have erupted.
After this gas has dispersed, I am allowed a closeup
look at the damage. "The standard container was
virtually transparent to the explosion," says Peel. A
container hardened with a material similar to that used
in bulletproof vests and placed near the front of the
forward cargo bay (see diagram on opposite page)
appears to have fully contained the force of the bomb
planted inside.
A second standard 5 x 5 x 5-ft. container also has
been demolished, but there is little visible evidence of
this outside of the plane. A 15-ft. "bulletproof" panel
placed against the fuselage as a sort of shock absorber
apparently has performed as advertised. There is
likewise no evidence of damage to the fuselage next
to a standard baggage container that has been
modified by the addition of an 8-in. foam liner.
It will be late fall before the Defence Evaluation
and Research Agency, which conducted the
experiment for the CAA, issues its final report. But a
cursory inspection shows that technology for blunting
terror's threat is at hand. "If you put all the changes
together," suggests Martin, "they make a good

system."

By Lauren Terrazzano
Staff Writer
A CENTER FUEL tank blown up by TWA Flight 800
investigators shows damage patterns unlike anything
found on the fuel tank of the downed plane, according
to early test results -- a development that could finally
rule out the possibility that any explosive charge
destroyed the plane, sources said.
Since last spring, officials had said they were close to
eliminating the bomb and missile theories that had
long dominated speculation about the crash's cause.
But FBI investigators have been reluctant to be
definitive, saying they wanted to re-analyze the
wreckage and await the results of more tests.
The test results, from several detonations of a Boeing
747 tank in Bruntingthorpe, England, last month,
brought investigators one step closer to dropping the
idea of a small, "shaped charge" placed on or near the
Flight 800 tank -- the only possibility left of a bomb,
because of the lack of other evidence.
"Very small amounts of explosives left very
distinctive marks, unlike anything we've seen on the
plane," said one investigative source, speaking of the
recent tests. "Even the small amounts [of explosives]

left distinctive signatures on the structures, so if a
small bomb had gone off, it clearly would leave a
signature."
Five other theories of ignition remain, including a dud
missile or other object piercing the plane's skin and
four mechanical scenarios: a static charge within the
tank, a faulty scavenge pump, corroded fuel probes
and damaged wiring in the right wing.
Investigators have determined the blast originated in
the nearly empty 12,890-gallon tank, igniting fuel air
vapors in an explosion that tore the plane apart, killing
all 230 people aboard. The actual ignition source
remains a mystery.
The National Transportation Safety Board has
directed hundreds of tests in laboratories around the
world to study potential factors in the explosion.
In October, investigators plan to blow up portions of a
center fuel tank in Denver in conjunction with work
being done on fuel volatility with the California
Institute of Technology. Investigators hope to
determine the direction in which flame travels through
the tank's different compartments. The testing could
help investigators confirm the exact point of ignition
within the tank.
Full-scale explosions will follow "within six months"
said NTSB spokesman Peter Goelz, adding that
results of the Denver tests would not likely be made

available before the public hearings planned on the
crash in December. "So little is known about the
flammability of Jet A fuel that we need to continue
and expand our tests," Goelz said.
The NTSB said the results of the Bruntingthorpe tests
are still being analyzed and would not be released
until the hearing.
In those tests, investigators set off series of small
explosions at various points on the tank, trying to
determine impacts that could be compared to TWA
Flight 800's reconstructed fuel tank. A final explosion
included filling the tank with propane to see how it
broke apart.
The board also measured the data from the explosions
on a cockpit voice recorder to compare to the
recording from TWA Flight 800. The data are still
being analyzed, but investigators said they weren't
hopeful about the comparisons because the test plane
used in Bruntingthorpe wasn't pressurized like Flight
800 was, and it would therefore emit a different sound
signature.
A parallel criminal investigation of the crash is
continuing, and FBI Assistant Director James
Kallstrom told victims' families July 19 that the
inquiry could wrap up within 60 to 90 days.
The agency said yesterday it would not comment on
the Bruntingthorpe tests. "Because the investigation is

ongoing, we're not discussing any test results that may
have been completed," said FBI spokesman Joseph
Valiquette.
May 17, 1997
BRUNTINGTHORPE, England (Reuter) -Scientists Saturday blew up an old jumbo jet in their
quest for ways to make planes safer from terrorist
attack.
The giant jet was almost split in two by the blasts,
which left the tail section lying crumpled on the
ground.
The test, sponsored by Britain's Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) and the U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), was designed to find new ways
of making aircraft more bomb-resistant.
Four bombs were exploded inside the pressurized
cargo hold of a Boeing 747 in the former U.S. Air
Force Strategic Air Command base at Bruntingthorpe,
Leicester, about 100 miles north of London.
In 1988, 270 people were killed when a bomb
destroyed a Pan Am 747 which crashed to the earth in

Lockerbie, Scotland. In 1989, another 171 perished
when a bomb brought down a French UTA DC-10
airliner over Niger.
The experiment, part of a five-year $5 million
research program to improve aircraft structures, was
carried out by Britain's Defense Evaluation Research
Agency (DERA), a wing of the Ministry of Defense.
Two explosions were designed to test two new types
of baggage containers and a third tested a body-armor
type of protective material in the cargo hold.
A fourth demonstrated the impact of bombs against
unprotected structures, CAA spokesman Richard
Wright said.
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Appendix G: Wiring
NTSB AAR 00/03:
1.18.2 Information Regarding Electrical/Wiring
Anomalies on
Airplanes
1.18.2.1 Accidents, Incidents, and Events Involving
Electrical/Wiring
Components
During its investigation of the TWA flight 800
accident, the Safety Board
examined its aviation accident/incident database for
records of previous accidents and
incidents involving transport-category airplanes in
which the Board had used the words
wire or wiring in the probable cause. In addition, the
Safety Board reviewed other
available records involving wiring- and/or fire/smokerelated air carrier events, including
the following:
¥ Boeing laboratory reports, SBs, and SLs;
¥ AFRL reports;
¥ Safety Board preliminary, airworthiness factual, and
accident brief reports;
¥ AIR 2000 air safety reports;
¥ British Air Accidents Investigation Branch (AAIB)
reports;

¥ FAA service difficulty reports (SDR); 370 and
¥ a Civil Aviation Administration of China
investigation report.
The results of these reviews are discussed in this
section.
Wiring-Related Accidents/Incidents
In an October 21, 1996, fax, the Civil Aviation
Authority of Singapore described
an event that occurred on October 12, 1996, in which
an operator reported that arcing in a
wire bundle on a 747-200 cargo airplane had resulted
in a fire at the aft bulkhead of the
forward cargo compartment about STA 1000. The
airplane was undergoing maintenance
at the time of the fire, and subsequent inspection
revealed damage to wire bundles W834,W846,
W1524, and W370; the insulation blanket; the aft
bulkhead of the forward cargo
compartment; and (possibly) the CWT sealant. The
operator removed the affected
components from the airplane and shipped them to
Boeing for examination and
evaluation. A December 16, 1996, letter from Boeing
stated that X-ray microanalysis and
chemical identification of the damaged wire suggest
that the insulation of the wire was
damaged and that arcing had occurred between the

damaged wires or that arcing between
the damaged wires and ground had occurred.
From IASA: The International Aviation Safety
Association is a non profit safety organization
incorporated in New York.
Website at www.IASA.com.au .
Chairman: Mrs. Lyn Susan Romano
Description of High-Temperature Aircraft Electrical
Wires. Only One, TKT MEETS FAAÕs FAR 25
STANDARDS. Sources; Industry Wire Experts.
Contact jking1@mediaone.net
Type
Properties
Some Aircraft Used In
PVC/NYLON
per 1,000 ft.
copious smoke
when exposed

*Heaviest and thickest at 6.8 lbs.
Early DC-9s
*Insulation burns readily creating
(e.g., ValuJet 592)
*Insulation turns to hydraulic acid
727s, 737s until 1979
to water.

Poly-X
*The first exotic blend of
insulation (due to oil embargo)
Early 747s
(Aliphatic
*Light weight, 4.7 lbs. per 1,000
ft.
(e.g., TWA 800)
Polyimide)
*Susceptible to
solvents
and
DC-10s
*Chafing resistant but cracks
around Circumference
*Copious smoke
*Due to brittleness, 1" bare spots
not uncommon
* premature aging at just 4,000 hrs
* Fails FAR 25
XL Tefzel
than 96%
(Spec 55)
(ETEF Type)

* Copious smoke, density greater
747s, 767s, 777s
* Cracks easiest under vibration
years?
* Toxicity the worst (ETE Type)

* Arc tracks
* Soft as butter at rated 150 degrees C ‹ not 200 C
* Explodes in oxygen enriched
areas
* Fails FAR 25
Stilan

*Light weight, 4.7 lbs. per 1,000

ft.

747s and DC-10s built
*Insulation breaks down in
hydraulic and de-icing fluid
in mid-to-late 1970s
*Microscopic crazing problem seen
by microscope
*Cracks under stress
*Found to arc over
* Spurious signal generation
* Fails FAR 25
Kapton
*Very light weight, 4.5 lbs per
1,000 ft
727s, 737s, some 747s
(Aromatic
*Insulation burns fiercely creating
no smoke
(
400s) 767s, DC-10s
Polyimide
*Known to arc
over
MD-80, MD-11, and
* Burns fiercely with arc
over
A300-600 (with
teflon
* Fails FAR
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*Light weight, 5.0 lbs. in per 1,000
737s and 757s built

*Abrasion
resistant
late 1992 and on
*Superb insulation protection
*High heat tolerance
*Resists smoking when burning
(less than 2% density)
*Used on some aircraft since 1992.
FAR 25 states: that insulation material can not be used
that is hazardous, unreliable, or contributes smoke/
fire. No particular uses of insulation were further
specified so insulation material includes; seat
insulation, insulation blankets, rug insulation, and
wire insulation. They are all types of insulation
materials. Unless they are tested with an electrical
fire (2,000 degrees) igniter to prove flammability
proof, the material can not meet far 25 requirements.
By their own (Limited) standards, the FAA has said,
in fact, that most types of wire can not be used !
Only TKT wire insulation meets FAR 25 Standards.
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Introduction
The following is a chronological list and brief
summaries to aircraft ÒWireÓ related events
including significant systems failures, smoke and or
fires. Some industry actions have also been added.
This list is by no means intended to represent all such
events known but rather is an attempt to focus more
clearly on those where wire or wire types become
known. Other IASA studies are available that broaden
these number of events where ÒelectricalÓ becomes
the focus rather than just those where the word
ÒwireÓ is more easily recognized. 109 additional
such items to the 270 here may be found on page 14.
Identifying the various wire types or that the wires
themselves have become directly causal is difficult
because of the absence of such fault coding in the ATA
coding system used throughout the commercial
industry. The industry has now recognized this
diminishing factor and recognized by the military
some years ago.
Sources
The vast majority of events seen here come from the
databases of the FAAÕs Office Of System Safety

which include;
The FAA Incident Data Reporting System
Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS)
NTSB Accident/Incident Reports
NTSB Recommendation Reports
NTSB Monthly Reports
And miscellaneous FAA Tech Reports/Letters
The URL source references and a guild to access
them may be found at the back of this report. Also
many other source URLs have been incorporated into
the event description where economy of space
allowed.
1.August 18, 1972 Lockheed L-1011. First recorded
arc-tracking/arc-over event in commercial aircraft. 7
wires severed. Lockheed Report # 10 1973.
2. 6/30/77. TWA (W.B. Clark) objects to BoeingÕs
continued use of Kapton wiring.
3.5/27/83. L-1011, TWA. Flight 111, Smoke and
flames in the cockpit. Kapton wire damage. NTSB
Accident/Incident Report # MKC83IA116.
4 6/2/83. DC-9-32. Air Canada. Near Cincinnati
experienced an inflight fire and an Emergency landing
at Cincinnati. Lav pumps, associated wiring and
deterioration of wire insulation were inspected.

NTSB Monthly Report # DCA83AA028.
5. 9/2/83. TWA acknowledges over 30 instances with
Kapton wiring failures. Report 1702.
6 5/17/84. DC-10, Northwest Airlines. During climb
saw sparks and smoke from the left side panel under
his glare shield. Flight returned, and wire-bundle
insulation and fabric sleeve around wire-bundle were
found burned. Circuit breakers were tested, no cause
found as to why they failed to open. NTSB Accident/
Incident Report # CHI84IA196
7.4/6/84. FAA acknowledges considerable adverse
experience with Kapton wiring among several
operators, stating an investigation is warranted. States
problem is under-reported. Memorandum FAAÕs
Leroy Keith to all managers of ACOs.
8. 1/14/85. 757, Monarch Airlines. Loss of left
generator due to flashover of Kapton feeder cables
and lavatory leak. See 1/26/89 FAA/ Congressman
Dingell letter and AD 85-12-08.
9. 5/10/85. Monarch Airlines 757. Kapton power
feeders chafe and arc. Wire-bundle vaporized.
Adjacent wire-bundles damaged. Boeing Alert Service
Bulletin 757-24A0025.
10. 9/19/85. 727, Braniff Airlines. On landing
noticed sparks from C/B Panel. Replaced wires, C/Bs,
current sensing coils. FAA Incident Rpt #
19850919051729C.

11.10/18/85. L-1011,Royal Jordanian Airlines inflight fire. Kapton wires arced and ignited a titanium
air-duct. NTSB Recommendations Rpt # A-85-91.
13.7/12/87. Delta 767-232, Kapton wiring harness
causes uncommanded go-around malfunction. NTSB
Monthly, Ref http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/NYC/
87A202.htm.
14.3/88. DC-10, Northwest Airlines. Fire in
electrical compartment, arcing cables, flames 1 to 2
feet high from ignited insulation blankets. Ref. DOT/
FAA/CT-91/2 TechRpt.
15. 2/24/89. 747, United flight 811. Faulty Wiring
and/or switch cause door to open in-flight. Nine
passengers lost. NTSB Rpt. # AAR-92/02.
(superceded Rpt. # 90/01).
16.12/30/89. 737, America West. Fire in wheel well
due to arcing wire against a hydraulic line. All
hydraulics lost. Overran runway. NTSB Monthly Rpt.
# LAX90FA061.
17.1/18/90. MD-80, U.S. Air. Overheated wire
insulation filled cockpit with smoke. Loose generator
terminals found, no cause to cockpit smoke. Ref.
DOT/FAA/CT-TN94/55.
18. 5/11/90. 737, Phillipine Airlines. Shortly after
pushback aircraft exploded. 8 dead. Wiring caused
explosion of center fuel tank. Ref. NTSB Rpt
A-90-103. http://www.asy.faa.gov/asp/

asy_searchus.asp Type in ÒA-90-103Ó
3/17/91. L-1011, Delta Airlines. Flames from the base
of the cabin sidewall. Wires burned, 5 C/Bs tripped.
Diverted to Goose Bay, Canada. Ref. DOT/FAA/CTTN94/55.
8/2/91. 737, U.S. Air. While at cruise, lavatory smoke
detectors activated and crew smelled smoke but
stopped when C/Bs were pulled. FAA Incident #
199108020441799C.
9/28/91. MD-82, Continental Airlines. While taxing
smoke came out of the instrument panel. Emergency
evac. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # NYC91LA247 and ASRS
Rpt. 190436.
9/11. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Cabin
reported light bulb pop and cabin crew saw
smoke .Electrical fire behind light panel. Flight
diverted. ASRS Rpt. # 190451.
10/91. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). On climb
out smoke reported in cabin. Returned and fire
department called. ASRS Rpt. # 190756.
11/13/91. DC-8, Flagfship Express. Cargo door
opened in flight. Damaged wires found in a wirebundle. NTSB Accident/Incident Rpt. #
NYC92IA030.
12/91. ASRS PILOT Report (de-identified). On climbout attendant reported smoke in the cabin. Returned
flight. ASRS Rpt.197455.

2/12/91. Evergreen 747-100 experiences in-flight
upset and lost 10,000 ft approaching supersonic
speeds. Spurious signals caused uncommanded inputs
to the autopilot. Poly-X wiring known for spurious
signal generation to autopilots. Ref. TSB Report and
NTSB Log # 2359, 4/30/92.
1/3/92. 737, United Airlines. Noticed electrical
burning odor. Loud arc then heard with flames from
aft cockpit panel. Short in a large wire-bundle. NTSB
Rpt. # DEN92IA025.
3/92. ASRS Pilot Report. Smoke in cabin and return
to gate. During next flight smoke re- occurred.
Emergency return. This was the 5 th time in one
month. ASRS Rpt. # 206023.
6/20/92. DC-8, Hawaiian Airlines. On ground, smoke
from C/B Panel with spiking fire. Used fire
extinguisher. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19920620024179C.
6/92. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Cabin
declared a fire odor and ceiling was hot. Diverted and
declared a emergency. ASRS Rpt. # 214032.
7/22/92. 727, Northwest Airlines. Smoke in the
cockpit, diverted to Fort Wayne. Found burned wiring
above co-pilots upper window. FAA Incident Rpt.#
19920722033979C.
7/92. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Crew noted
sparks, arcing and smoke half way back left side. C/B
popped, fire stopped. FAA made 2 inquires. ASRS

Rpt. # 214781.
9/92.ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At gate,
smoke became thicker from behind attendant jump
seat with power off. Fire dept called. ASRS Rpt. #
220716.
1/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
descending smoke came from C/B Panel behind
captain. Emergency divert to BFL, evacuation on
runway. ASRS Rpt. # 231385.
5/10/93. MD-11F. # 3 Engine surges with autopilot
on or off because of broken wire. Unscheduled
landing. Ref FAA SDR 1993051700120. (item 3).
8/6/93. MD-11F. Precautionary shutdown # 2 engine.
Replaced # 2 engine wiring cable. Cable assy failed.
Ref FAA SDR 1993081100261. (item 4).
9/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At post flight,
smoke in the cabin. Emergency evacuation. Claimed
FAA follow-up-(Incident Data not found). ASRS
Rpt.# 251342.
10/8/93. MD-11. Lost ground spoilers. During
inspection found numerous burned and chafed wires
in the fwd avionics bay. Ref FAA SDR
1993111000022. (item 5).
10/16/93. MD-81, Swissair. Heavy smoke from
overhead panel after departing Munich. Emergency
landing. Ref. NTSB Recommendation Rpts A-94-136
& A-94-133. German Investigations Unit identified a

faulty Emergency Power switch.
11/2/93. MD-11. FADEC fault, return to Block.
Suspect Òspurious digital signalÓ. Unable to
duplicate. Ref FAA SDR 1993121300179. (item 6).
11/4/93. MD-87, Scandinavian Airlines. On landing
crew noticed smoke in aft end. At the gate a fire
erupted and extensively damaged the aircraft as arcing
Kapton wires ignited flammable Mylar insulation
blankets. Danish AAIB Rep # 2/96, SE-DIB.
4/11/94. A-320, Northwest Airlines. From cruise
electrical wire insulation burning smell in cockpit.
Diverted to Buffalo, replaced fan. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19940411012399C.
11/10/94. 737, China Airlines. After landing ground
crew detected burning smell. Opened E/E bay and
noted insulation blanket on fire under rack 2.
Improper clamping allowed arcing Kapton wires to
ignite flammable insulation blankets. Ref. FAA DOT/
FAA/AR-97/58. Also see CAAC letter(7/24/96) to
the FAA.
10/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise C/B Panel (P-18) behind captain emited heavy
smoke. C/B popped, smoke stopped. Emergency,
diverted. ASRS #285007.
11/94 ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Departed
LAX, aft cabin filled with smoke. Declared
emergency, diverted. Met by FAA.. ASRS Rpt. #

288297.
11/94. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). MD-80
aborted TO at OÕHare due to smoke/fumes in the
cockpit and cabin.
12/8/94. Boeing 767 operator reports worn Kapton
wires causing loss of passenger oxygen deployment,
emergency lights, passenger signs, emergency
evacuation signal and the fuel shutoff for the engine
fire-handle switch. Ref. Boeing SB 767-35A0029.
1/8/95. MD-11F. Gear warning on climb out.
Unscheduled landing. Found bad wire insulation to
position indicator. Ref FAA SDR 1995011300722.
(item 9).
1/11/95. DC-9, Columbian aircraft impacted the sea.
52 lost. Sparks and fire seen. Was first delayed
because of electrical work. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA95RA013.
50. 2/19/95. MD-11. Found galley power feeder wires
arcing to L-3 door stop. (AD 98-25-11 addressed this
34 months later Ref FAA SDR 1995022400481. (item
11).
4/28/95. DC-10. Auto-pilot pitching violently, other
deferred. Unscheduled landing. Same AGAIN on
4/29. Found shorts via pins 38-39 and for left
outboard elevator. Ref FAA SDRs 1995060200120
and 1995060200121. (items 6 & 7).
4/29/95. MD-11. # 1 AC Buss Tie lock out, Return to

gate. Wire # 3-16BL shorted to ground. Ref FAA SDR
19950551900452. (item 12).
5/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Smoke in the
cabin. Procedures did not stop smoke. Failure of Flap
Indication and thrust reversers. FAA met A/C. ASRS
# 305701.
5/10/95. 767. During layover found smoke in forward
cabin from three shorted wires inside seat track 1C,
2C. Ref FAA SDR 1995051900313. (item 8).
5/17/95. 767. Lost right generator, unable to start
APU. Unscheduled landing. Found short in IDG
feeder. Ref FAA SDR 1995051900507. (item 10).
5/19/95. DC-10. C/Bs popped, lost # 1 and 2
generators. Unscheduled landing. Found burnt out
wire-bundle in forward cargo ceiling. Ref FAA SDR
1995072100418. (item 9).
7/7/95. MD-11. Inspection found arcing and burning
off of the pins in the automatic control PCU located in
the recess of the Tail Fuel Tank. Concern is the
proximity of this Fuel tank. Suspect faulty materials/
sealing. Ref FAA SDR 1995080400534. (item 13).
8/18/95. 767. During cruise found wire-bundle arcing
along sidewall, seats 2A &3A. Activated a fire
extinguisher. Ref FAA SDR 1995082500003. (item
20).
8/6/95. MD-11, China Airlines. At gate, smoke came
from E&E bay. Arcing Kapton wires ignited

flammable Mylar batts. Ref. DOT/FAA/AR-97/58 &
CAAC /FAA letter.
9/8/95. DC-10. A false warning to high engine oil
temperature with engine shutdown and unscheduled
landing. A bad wire to ground was found. Ref FAA
SDR 1995091500033.
9/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise heavy smoke in the cabin. Emergency divert to
Nassau. Claimed FAA Investigation. None found.
ASRS # 315585.
11/2/95. MD-11. Found on Inspection two engine
wire-harnesses chafed. Two incidents; this one -- Ref
FAA SDR 1995111300460 And 1995111300461 on
11/6. (items 15,16)
11/13/95. 737, China Airlines. Mylar lnsulation
blankets set afire by hot drill chips from maintenance.
Ref. DOT/FAA/AR-97/58 and CAAC / FAA Letter
7/24/96 (as above).
11/26/95. MD-82, Atitalia. Prior to TO, fire in the
cabin from light ballast spread quickly through ceiling
panels, wire-harnesses, insulation blankets. Ref. DOT/
FAA/AR-97/58.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 on taxiout saw smoke in the cockpit from generator control
panel. Third event. FO required medical help. ASRS
Rpt. # 321583.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-88

cabin advised of smoke alarm and odor in the cabin.
Smoke in the cockpit. Returned to Atlanta. Cause
unknown. ASRS 322428.
11/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-10
recurring electrical fuel pump failures during fuel
dump. Noticed hot electrical smell. Flight returned.
ASRS Rpt. # 320312.
1/11/96. MD-11. During cruise had a # 1 engine
generator warning. Found shorted and damaged feeder
cables in the pylon. Ref FAA SDR 1996011200174.
(item 19).
1996 the NTSB declares Air Force One, the
PresidentÕs aircraft, rewired due to concerns with
Kapton wire. Ref. Center Public Integrity Rpt. ÒIn
The Unlikely EventÓ, ISBN1882583-10-8.
1/16/96. 737. During inspection found chafed wire
and arcing at E 3-2 Rack. Ref FAA SDR
1996012600172. (item 2).
2/25/96. DC-9. Aborted approach because could not
get green gear light. Declared emergency. Faulty wire
at switch. Ref FAA SDR 19960301000170. (item 10).
3/2/96. DC-9. A flash and smoke at row 5. Light
disconnected due to chafed wires. Light okay. Ref
FAA SDR 1996030800123. (item 13).
3/3/96. 737. During climb smoke came from the aft
galley area. Unscheduled landing. Found shorted wire.
Ref FAA SDR 1996052300102. (item 19).

3/8/96. 747. Leading edge warning during taxi.
Found wiring shorted. Return to gate. Ref FAA SDR
1996031500155. (item 4).
3/8/96. DC-9. Smoke while at the gate smoke from
overhead near entry. Found burned wiring, scorched
insulation. Ref FAA SDR 1996040500468. (item 22).
4/26/96. DC-10. In flight had smell of hot insulation
by rows 14 to 18. Could not duplicate. Return to
service. Ref FAA SDR 1996050200380. (item 21).
4/28/96. MD-11. Flight arrived with five Avionic C/
Bs tripped. Found wire-bundle chafing. Ref FAA SDR
1996060600568. (item 25).
5/3/96. DC-9. At cruise fire annunciator and fire loop
illuminated. Found wires W255A16 and 286A16N
rubbing together. Ref FAA SDR 1996101000691.
(item 41).
5/12/96. DC-9. No green gear light. Diverted to SYR.
Replaced left down limit switch wire-harness. Ref
FAA SDR 1996062000576. (item 31).
5/31/96. 747. On approach electrical burning smell in
cockpit. Taxi light could not be turned off. Shorted
witch and wire found. Ref FAA SDR 1996062700585.
(item 15).
5/31/96. DC-9. During cruise, smoke in the aft cabin
behind F/As seat. Found two burnt wires. Ref FAA
SDR 1997010200195. (item 54).
6/1/96. 767. Inspection found numerous C/Bs tripped

and chafed wires aft of CHILLER Unit in E/E
compartment. Ref FAA SDR 1996061300112. (item
41).
6/5/96. DC-10. During takeoff had slat-disagree
lights. Aborted TO. Found chafed wire and replaced
sensor to prox box wires. Ref FAA SDR
1996061300092. (item 25).
6/12/96. 747. On climb out had flap lockout. Diverted
flight. Found shorted wiring near P54 Panel. Ref FAA
SDR 19960620001888. (item 11).
6/15/96. 747. During climb the red light for the nose
gear ÒunsafeÓ came on. Repaired wire. Ref FAA
SDR 1996062700006. (item 12).
6/17/96. DC-9. At the gate, had smoke in the cabin.
Light ballast and charred wiring was replaced. Ref
FAASDR 1996062000380. (item 30).
6/18/96. 737. On approach anti skid warning came
on. Diverted to BWI. Replaced right main gear wire
strut harness. Ref FAA SDR 1996071000673. (item
39).
6/23/96. 747. During climb the # 3 hydraulic overheat
warning came on. Unscheduled landing. Repaired
wire for indication problem. Ref FAA SDR
1996062700179. (item 13).
6/25/96. 767-332ER, Delta Airlines. Wires arced and
severed one of two aileron cables. Lost right
generator. Emergency landing. Ref. NTSB Monthly

Rpt. NYC96IA131. SDR
7/21/96. DC-9. Inspection found the sidewall lights to
be flickering. A wire burnt wire-harness was found.
Ref FAA SDR 1996072500306. (item 36).
7/22/96. DC-9. Flight attendant reported no power to
the forward coffeemaker. Inspection revealed melted
wires to a terminal block. Ref FAA SDR
1996080200386. (item 38).
7/26/96. 747, TWA 800. High voltage Poly-X wiring
outside the center fuel tank was bundled with the low
voltage, split Teflon FQIS wiring inside the tank. A
spark/arc transferred this energy into the tank through
the wiring. Ref. NTSB AAR-00/03.
7/28/96. 767. During cruise wiring at seats 2A and
others shorted and burned through. Ref FAA SDR
1996080200439. (item 52).
7/31/96. 737. Inspection found APU feeder harness
and a stringer burnt. Ref FAA SDr 1996080800015.
(item 43).
8/5/96. DC-9. At engine start smoke entered the
cockpit. Burned wire found at the right heatexchanger fan. Ref FAA SDR 1996080800520. (item
39).
8/13/96. 737. During cruise, left wing overheat light
flickered. Unscheduled landing. Wire found chafed
through and shorting. Ref FAA SDR. 1997013000457.
(item 96).

8/31/96. 747. During taxi, primary display and C/B
tripped. Returned to gate. Repaired chafed wire. Ref
FAA SDR 19960905000421. (item 24).
9/3/96. 747. During cruise electrical arc and smoke
came from galley work light. Found charred wiring
insulation. Ref FAA SDR 1996092600668. (item 27).
10/7/96. 737. During cruise smoke came from behind
cockpit overhead panel. Burnt wiring was found. Ref
FAA SDR 1996101700002. (item 63).
10/7/96. 737. During takeoff # 2 thrust reverser
unlock light came on, aborted takoff. Found chafed
wire in pylon area. Ref FAA SDR 19961114000362.
(item 72).
10/8/96. MD-11. Inspection found # 2 generator
feeder cables chafed over right over wing exit. Ref
FAA SDR 1996110100255. (item 28).
10/13/00. DC-9. Inspection found 24 lighting wires
burnt, right side, station 1083 to 1205. Ref FAA SDR
1996101700537. (item 43).
11/4/96. DC-9. On approach, aft and forward fuel
boost pumps C/Bs tripped. Found wire-bundle chafed
in left wing. Ref FAA SDR 1996111400055. (item
47).
11/17/96. 737. Prior to takeoff, sparking, popping and
smoke from compass and ignition switch area.
Returned to gate. Saw chafed wire. Ref FAA SDR
199611200285. (item 74)

11/23/96. DC-9. During climb, burning odor in cabin.
Unscheduled landing. Replaced damaged left ground
power wire. Ref FAA SDR 1996121900609. (item
51).
12/10/96. 737. During inspection for ADI
malfunction, lav water was found in wire-bundles
feeding E/E compart connectors. Ref FAA SDR
1997032700535. (item 125)
12/1196. 757,U.S. Air. Enroute, smoke and fire were
visible in the aft floor and side wall area. Emergency
and diverted. Examination of the burned area revealed
an Audio-entertainment system cable had become
shorted. Ref. NTSB Monthly Rpt. CHI97IA041.
12/14/96. 737. During inspection found left wing
wire-bundle melted 15 of 32 wires. Ref Boeing
service letter 737-SL-24-27. Ref FAA SDR
1996122600319. (item 82).
12/20/96. DC-10. At cruise, C/B for mid cabin reading
lights popped. Reset, and burning smell began. Wiring
found to be charred. Ref FAA SDR 1996122600432.
(item 37).
12/20/96. 737. During climb # 1 engine surged.
Declared an emergency and returned. Replaced engine
PMC blue harness assembly. Ref FAA SDR
1997012300452. (item 93).
12/27/96. DC-9. After takeoff, right wing fuel boost
pump C/B popped, then reset. Aft pump C/B popped,

then forward again. Connector arcing, insulation
damage in the fuel conduits was noted. Phase C/Bs
popped. Ref FAA SDR 1997010200560. (item 55).
1/30/97. Several Boeing 767 Operators report loss
of system failure(s) and/or fire due to Kapton wiring
chafing on oxygen line fitting which could lead to
electrical arcing. Boeing SB 767-35A00229, 6/25/98.
1/14/97. 737. During a inspection, fluid passing
through a connector shorted out the rudder Power
Control Unit solenoid. Ref FAA SDR
1997030600012. (item 114).
1/15/97. DC-10. During cruise, wing anti ice valves
disagree light illuminated and then the # 3 manifold
fail light. Found Wire-bundle burned. Ref FAA SDR
1997020600768.
1/20/97. 767. Inspection found strong electrical smell
in aft galley. Unable to isolate. Suspect Chiller. Ref
FAA SDR 1997013000095. (item 77).
1/20/97. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. Smoke from
panel behind captainÕs seat. Charred wiring due to
phase short and dust particles. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI97IA072.
1/23/97. 767. Inspection found broken wire in cargo
hold tripped a C/B. Resetting caused a small fire in the
hold and in the insulation. Ref FAA SDR
1997122900005. (item 121).
1/27/97. 737. During cruise, lost series of systems

including pressurization. Unable to reset C/Bs,
Diverted. # 1 gen wire burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1997020600127. (item 105).
1/27/97. 737. On climb lost radar. Returned to gate.
Found shorted Data A Buss B-wire. Ref FAA SDR
1997013000834. (item 104).
3/7/97. 737. While landing had flaps freeze. Found
wire between connectors shorted to shield. Ref FAA
SDR 1997032700165. (item).
3/8/97. 747. Inspection found # 1 APU generator
feeder cables with split insulation and melted spacers.
Ref FAA SDR 1997041700153. (item 44).
3/10/97. 737. In cruise, an uncommanded
pressurization decent (manual) . Unscheduled landing.
Chafed wires near outflow valve. Ref FAA SDR
1997070300284. (item 171).
3/14/97. 737. Sparks under seat 9D. Found shorted
wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997032700004. (item 121).
3/14/97. 747. Inspection found chafed wire-harness
and a bare wire with signs of arcing at # 1 reserve
tank and rib. Ref FAA SDR 1997040300806. (item
43).
3/30/97. DC-9. On climb had fault with right main
gear unsafe light. Found high resistance of uplock to
terminal wire. Ref FAA SDR 1999041000284. (item
61).
4/24/97. 747. Inspection found # 2 fuel boost pump

wiring insulation failed due to conductive corrosion.
Ref FAA SDR 1998011500139. (item 72).
4/28/97. 747-243, G-VIRGIN. Arcing Poly-X wires
ignite cabin interior materials and destroy wirebundles behind overhead panels in forward cabin. Ref,
UK AAIB Rpt. # 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3) Appendix G.
(www.open.gov.uk/aaib/n653ua/n653ua.htm).
5/9/97. 737. Engine fire warning on touchdown. Fired
extinguisher. Found badly chafed fire wire at a clamp.
Ref FAA SDR 19970717000869. (item 174).
5/10/97. 737. While at cruise had # 1 transformer
rectifier C/B tripping. Unscheduled landing. Found
melted wires on C/B. Ref FAA SDR 1997052200816.
(item 156).
5/24/97. DC-9. On approach, gear warning light
would not go out. Found bare wires and water inside
wire conduit. Ref FAA SDR 1997060500660. (item
63).
6/7/97. 737. Smoke and electrical smell near start
switch., switch shorted to standby compass. Repaired
five wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997 061900262. (item
163).
6/11/97. 747. Smoke and sparks at seat 2EF.
Attendant used extinguisher. Repaired failed wiring.
Ref FAA SDR 1998021100983. (item 76).
6/17/97. 737. On climb, engine EGT went to 1250
and then blank. Unscheduled landing. Found EGT

wires shorted at engine harness. Ref FAA SDR
1997071000062. (item 172).
6/21/97. 767. At cruise had uncommanded IDG
disconnect. Wire-harness failed. Ref FAA SDR
1997071700992. (item 95).
6/22/97. DC-9. On taxi out had elevator power fail.
Return to gate. Replaced failed wire. Ref FAA SDR
1997072400064. (item 70).
7/3/97. DC-9. At cruise, something electrical is
shorting in cockpit overhead panel. Wire shorted. Ref
FAA SDR 19970722400519. (item 71).
7/5/97. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. At cruise smoke
came from beneath glareshield. Shut off generators,
declared emergency. Found burnt wires. NTSB
Monthly CHI97IA195.
7/5/97. DC-9. At cruise smoke began filling cockpit
from forward panel. Declared emergency. Found 4
feet of burned wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997071000444.
(item 67).
7/15/97. DC-10. On climb had high oil temp, shut
down # 2 engine. Unscheduled landing. Found shorted
wire. Ref FAA SDR 1997081400787. (item 51).
7/28/97. 747. During cruise had sparks/smoke from
seat 23-2. Replaced power cable and electronic unit.
Ref FAA SDR 1997082100422. (item 58).
8/9/97. 747. On taxi had left wing overheat
intermittent light on. Found shorted wire. Ref FAA

SDR 1997081400977. (item 57).
8/14/97. DC-9. On approach main gear unsafe light
fault. Found several failed wires at terminal block
53-66. Ref FAA SDR 1997100200689. (item 82).
8/25/97. DC-9. While in maintenance check, smoke
and wire insulation damage was found near forward
entry overhead. Ref FAA SDR 1997082800729. (item
76).
9/6/97. DC-9. On approach had gear warning fault,
C/B found popped. Repaired wiring short. Ref FAA
SDR 1997091100397. (item 78).
9/12/97. During taxi APU temp panel lights flickering
and the smell of smoke in the cockpit. Found burned
and chafed wires. Ref FAA SDR 1997091800828.
( item 186).
9/21/97. 747. During climb had wing overheat light.
Unscheduled landing. Found chafed wire at clamp.
Ref FAA SDR 1997092500774. (item 61).
9/22/97. DC-10. During climb # 2 manifold fail light
came on. Unscheduled landing. Replaced wires at
manifold loop. Ref FAA SDR 19971000200322. (item
54).
9/25/97. DC-9. During climb had gear fault light.
Replaced gear wiring harness and sensor. Ref FAA
SDR 19971000200331. (item 81).
9/29/97. 737. During cruise had APU fire warning.
Pulled fire handle, light continued. Found wiring out

of position. Ref FAA SDR 1997100200721. (item
189).
10/97. ASRS Report (de-identified). During preflight
noticed light C/B popped. Sparks and wire arcing and
worn insulation found. ASRS Rpt.# 382990.
10/15/97 767. Inspection found generator feeder
cable chafed and burned near slat. Ref FAA SDR
1998012200841. (item 125).
152. 11/8/97. 767. During cruise left tank fuel
quantity, and totalizer goes blank. Fault code included
wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1997120400881. (item 117).
12/8/97. 767. During cruise left generator light
flickering. Repairs to T-1 cable to IDG. Ref FAA SDR
1998011500726. (item 124).
12/30/97. 737. During climb unable to control
pressurization. Returned to gate. Found C/B tripping,
replaced PRSOV wiring. Ref FAA SDR
1998012200253. (item 203).
1/9/98 United Airlines flight 965, 767-322ER, arcing
Kapton wires burned Cross-linked Tefzel wiring.
Toxic gases emitted, wire-bundles burned. Ref. U.K.
AAIB Rpt 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3), para 1.12.3.8 and
1.18.2. (www.open.gov.uk/aaib/n653ua/n653ua.htm )
1/9/98. 767. During cruise had short circuit in P30
Panel near forward Chiller. Unsched landing. Severe
wire-bundle damage. Ref FAA SDR 1998040800005.
(item 129).

1/12/98. 737. Inspection found generator feeder cable
and loom burnt due to arcing at the plug and socket.
Ref FAA SDR 1998111300314. (item 276).
1/13/98. DC-9. On the gate the crew smelled smoke
in the cockpit. Found broken wiring causing arcing at
audio panel. Ref FAA SDR 199812200236. (item 84).
1/17/98. DC-10. During cruise # 1 start valve light
illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed
wiring near valve. Ref FAA SDR 1998012200529.
(item 63).
1/18/98. DC-9. On taxi out had acrid electrical odor
in cockpit. Light C/B popped. Return to gate. Suspect
ballast or wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1998042900488.
(item 99).
1/24/98. 737. During cruise a loud popping sound
and a spark came out of cockpit overhead. C/B trips.
Found shorted wire. Ref FAA SDR 1998031200994.
(item 215).
1/25/98. 737. During cruise had engine fire faults.
Reoccurring problem. Unscheduled landing. Engine
core wiring harness faulted. Ref FAA SDR
1998022600675. (item 213).
6/27/98. 767. NTSB issues recommendations to the
FAA on the Kapton wires on 767s due to the risk of
in-flight fires or loss of control. The Kapton wires
caused electricity to jump to control cables controlling
the flight control surfaces. Ref A-98-1/2. (CNN 1/27).

1/29/98. DC-9. While at the gate smoke began
coming in from battery compartment. Found broken
wire. Ref FAA SDR 1998042900699 (item 100)..
3/1/98. Boeing declares arcing?sparking Kapton
should be replaced with cross-linked Tefzel wire.
Boeing Flight Summary Report 747-SRP-23-0057.
2/3/98. 767. During cruise flaps indicator jumps, also
fault lights illuminated. Rewired at sensors and to
wing root. Ref FAA SDR 1998043000009. (item 140).
2/6/98. 737. On climb gear would not raise.
Unscheduled landing. Repaired wiring at gear logic
shelf E11. Ref FAA SDR 1998031200971. (item 214).
2/8/98. DC-9. During decent had smoke in the cabin.
Declared emergency. Repaired wire ends at S3-94.
Ref FAA SDR 1998021900305. (item 87).
3/2/98. DC-9. During cruise a burning smell was
detected in the rear cabin. Repaired broken wire at
wire-bundle for lighting. Ref FAA SDR
1998043000771. (item 101).
3/6/98. 747. During cruise # 4 engine CSD overtemperature. Could Not Disconnect ! No cause found.
Solder melted at disconnect. Ref FAA SDR
1998041701129. (item 83).
3/13/98. 747. On taxi out, # 4 engine start valve open
light on. Returned to gate. Found wire insulation
rotten at engine. Ref FAA SDR 1998032600261. (item
80).

3/15/98. DC-9. During climb the right engine start
valve illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Repaired the
engine wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 1998043000860.
(item 102).
4/10/98. 767. During cruise had electrical smell and
haze at aft right galley. Only Chiller and fridge on.
Repaired wiring. Ref FAA SDR 1998082800159.
(item 140).
4/17/98. DC-10. Inspection found aft engine power
feeder cables shorted at inlet duct panel # 364GR. Ref
FAA SDR 199850100056. (item 74).
4/23/98. 737. During cruise # 2 slat transit light
illuminated, a previous on 4/16. Unscheduled landing.
Wire to be replaced. Ref FAA SDR 1998050100806.
(item 230).
4/28/98. 737. Inspection found cockpit overhead
wire-bundle chafed and burned. Ref FAA SDR
1998071700469. (item 242).
5/15/98. DC-9. During approach, nose gear downlock
warning fault. Declared and emergency. Replaced
gear wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 1998052200834.
(item 108).
5/16/98. MD11F. During taxi had # 3 engine
vibration warning. Returned to gate. Found engine
vibration wire-harness faulting. Ref FAA SDR
1998062000686. (item 45).
5/18/98. UPS 747-123 experiences uncommanded

yaw inputs during cruise flight. Found to be a wire
problem. Emergency landing. NTSB Monthly
CHI98IA164.
5/20/98. DC-9. Inspection found APU power feeder
cable shorted on a standoff. Ref FAA SDR
1998052900077. (item 109).
5/30/98. DC-10. After a smoke smell, found decoder
harness and wires burnt under seat 22E. Ref FAA
SDR 1998060500439.
182. 6/27/98. 737. After take off # 2 generator
dropped off line. Could not reset. Unscheduled
landing. Replaced generator wire-harness. Ref FAA
SDR 1998120400507. (item 284).
183. 6/30/98. DC-9. Nose gear unsafe light
illuminated. Replaced electrical harness. Ref FAA
SDR 1998072400242. (item 112).
184. 7/15/98. DC-9. During cruise left generator
tripped off. Losing hydraulics. Unscheduled landing.
Wire arced through a hyd line. Ref FAA SDR
1998082100014. (item 114).
7/22/98. 747. Rejected takeoff due to cargo fire
indication. Found chafed wire behind F/Es panel. Ref
FAA SDR 1998080700341. (item 104).
8/14/98. 747. On taxi in C/B tripped for lights.
Inspection found burnt and overheated wires and
arcing. Ref FAA SDR 1998100900902. (item 112).
9/2/98. Swissair 111, MD-11- Investigation still

ongoing, but Kapton and Tefzel wiring found that had
arced. Mixed wiring types. Probable contributing
factors may include incorrect routing/installation of
the wiring.
9/24/98. 737. # 1 fuel heat valve came on, oil temp
exceeded, shutdown engine. Returned to MCI. Found
burned wire at valve. Ref FAA SDR
19981113000986. (item 278).
10/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While in
cruise, cabin crew noted smell of electrical fire.
Diverted to alternate. ASRS Rpt. # 419315.
10/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-10
dumped 85,000 lbs of fuel, declared emergency and
diverted after smelling smoke in the cabin. ASRS Rpt.
# 418250.
10/3/98. 767. While in cruise pax spilled drink in
electric motor seat and shorted it out. Found chafed
shorted wires near floor. Ref FAA SDR
1998100900432. (item 154).
10/8/98. MD-11, Delta Airlines. Two hours West of
England enroute to Georgia experienced an electrical
odor. Diverted to Ireland. NTSN Monthly #
DCA99RA002. Also see FAA SDR 1998101600553;
says Òburned wiring to compressorÓ found. Item 51
11/98. L-1011 Kapton wiring arcs in cockpit behind
circuit breaker panel. Emergency landing. Aircraft
receiving conflicting electrical anomalies. Aircraft

thought it was on the ground and in the air at the same
time. Ref ASRS AB99:9/3-6
11/8/98. MD-11. Inspection found shorted wire in
forward cargo which ignited Mylar insulation blanket.
Ref FAA SDR 1998111301330. (item 52).
11/9/98. L-1011 Delta Airlines. Enroute between
Honolulu and SFO, electrical fire in the cockpit.
Numerous systems were lost. Emergency landing at
San Francisco. Previous days had multiple electrical
problems. NTSB Rpt. DCA99SA043 & ASRS Rpt.
419799.
11/9/98. DC-9. Inspection found smoke from lower
EPC Panel. Found chafed and burned wires near right
AC relay. Ref FAA SDR 1998122400289. (item 124).
11/11/98. MD-11. At the gate a fire erupted in the
forward cargo hold. Wiring damage led to a Mylar
insulation blanket fire. Ref NTSB Recommendation
Letter A-99-104 through 106, 12/15/99. See http://
www.ntsb.gov/recs/letters/1999/A99_104_106.pdf
11/28/98. 747-400, Quantas Airlines. In flight fire in
the E&E Bay. Arcing Kapton wiring ignites
flammable insulation blankets. Emergency landing.
Ref. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # DCA99WA014 and Ref.
AAIB 5/200 (EW/C98/1/3), para 1.18.4 . Item 7.
11/28/98. 747. During climb saw equipment cooling
caution. Found damaged and burned wiring &
insulation blanket in fwd cargo area. Ref FAA SDR

1998011500351. item 117.
200. 11/30/98. MD-11F. During climb had faults;
auto-pilot & throttles, Flt Dir, TAT, flaps, Press, Fan,
etc. Returned, found 3 chafed wires. Ref FAA SDR
1998120400240. item 54.
12/25/98. DC-10. During climb had # 1 engine fire
warning. Unscheduled landing. Found wire-harness at
fault. Ref FAA SDR 1999010100129. (item 90).
12/22/98. L-1011, Delta Airlines. Before pushback, a
passenger saw smoke and sparks from a sidewall vent.
Two wire-bundles burned in the Mid Electrical Center.
Wire to wire arcing, dust buildup and lav fluids were
noted. A Delta Report said this was the fifth report of
lav water, the eleventh report of wire to wire rubbing,
the thirteenth report of excessive dirt buildup among
DeltaÕs 35 L-1011s. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA99WA014.
12/29/98. DC-9. At gate, smoke in the cockpit and
cabin. Crew saw an electrical Flash /Fire in comp left
of door. Replaced wiring. Ref FAA SDR
1999010800058. (item 125).
1/29/99. 737. Inspection found chafed wires in center
fuel tank level switch. Fuel found inside conduit. Ref
FAA SDr 1999081200463. (item 357).
1/31/99. MD-11, American Airlines, smoke in the
cabin. ÒBuzzÓ heard over PA system, C/B reset and
then smoke seen in first class. Emergency declared,

diverted to Seattle. Video system damaged, unknown
connector failure. NTSB Accident Rpt. DCA99SA037
1/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During
cruise lost all pressurization, smoke in the cabin due
to wiring caused electrical smoke. Emergency /divert.
ASRS Rpt 424550.
2/13/99. MD-11. Inspection found electrical smell at
row 13 and found electrical harness shorted out. Ref
FAA SDR 1999021900341. (item 59).
2/16./99. Dc-9. Inspection found left generator feeder
cable shorting out in tail cone area. Bulkhead had a
hole burned in it. Ref FAA SDR 1999022600217.
(item 132).
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9 got
failures of radio fan, GPWS, FDR, # 1 VHF, # 1
VOR, # 3 fuel boost pump, captainÕs ADI and CDI.
Emergency decent to DTW. At gate, 11 more C/Bs
popped.
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9-30
multiple unrelated electrical failures, most of left
system lost but with no auto-transfering. Emergency
landing. ASRS 428107.
2/23/99. MD-11. During overnight inspection aircraft
would not accept power. Found wire burned and
shorted in forward cargo bay. Ref FAA SDR
1999041700401. (item 63).
2/25/99. 737. On landing sparks and smoke in

overhead panel behind fuel panel. Several C/Bs
popped. Chafed wires behind panel. Ref FAA SDR
1999031200195. (item 327).
2/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-11 U.S.
While parked, a fire in a wire-bundle occurred. 14
wires found brittle and replaced. ASRS Rpt. 431017.
3/5/99. DC-10. Inspection found APU generator
feeder cable shorting out at pressure bulkhead. Wire
melted. Ref FAA SDR 1999031200607. (item 99).
3/99. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 on TO
had electrical smoke from the pilotÕs overhead panel.
Pilot saw burned and charred wiring. ASRS Rpt.
429985.
3/29/99. MD-11, World Airways. During
maintenance checks a Kapton wiring harness was
found with chafed and arcing damage. Adjacent Mylar
blankets also completely burned away. No cause
listed. NTSB/Garvey letter, 12/15/99, NTSB Rpt.
DCA99SA051.
3/31/99. DC-9. During climb had a loud pop and
flash from the EPC C/B Panel, acrid smell. Found
chafed power port feeder. Ref FAA SDR
1999043000409. (item 135).
4/9/99. 747. Inspection found # 2 main aft boost pump
wiring insulation faulty. Ref FAA SDR
1999070900114. (item 134).
5/3/99. DC-9. During cruise the PSU oxygen masks

dropped on the left side. Found wire shorted into
forward lav pump under lav. Ref FAA SDR
1999051400001. (item 136).
5/10/99. 747. During inspection found C/B # 152
popped and smoked. Found wire chafing in overhead
P5 Panel,wheel well fire Ref FAA SDR
1999061800610. (item 130).
5/16/99. DC-9. Aft left & fwd left fuel boost pump C/
Bs popped, later the right side. Declared emergency.
Damaged wire-bundle. Ref FAA SDR
1999062500762. (item 142).
5/18/99. 747. Inspection found trailing flap position
wire in forward cargo ceiling shorted to ground. Ref
FAA SDR 1999070900113. (item 133).
5/21/99. 737. During climb had smoke in the flight
deck. Found wire chafed against bracket above P6-1
Panel. Ref FAA SDR 1999060400487. (item 337).
6/20/99. 737. During cruise faults with # 2 fuel gage.
Replaced the # 1 and the # 2 wing tank harness
assemblies. Ref FAA SDR 1999072300651. (item).
7/7/99. DC-10. Inspection found smoke/sparks in
main gear bay. Wiring for # 2 Aux Hydraulic pump
burned through but C/Bs not tripped. Ref FAA SDR
1999091000467.
7/8/99. 737. Inspection found 20 damaged wires in
the vertical stabilizer and apparently damaged by
hydraulic fluid near rudder PCU. Ref FAA SDR

1999081200849. (item 358)
7/27/99. 737. Inspection found system B hydraulic
pump line chafing power wire-bundle causing short
circuit. Ref FAA SDR 1999112500057. (item 391).
7/27/99. MD-11F. Inspection found forward cargo
external power cable arcing below floor and bilge area
insulation blanket burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1999073000464. (item 77).
7/31/99. 737. During cruise stabilizer trim actuator C/
B pops. Found wires shorted to ground at bulkhead.
Ref FAA SDR 1999081200236. (item 356).
8/3/99. MD-11. Inspection found seat 5G electrically
inop. Found burned wire. Ref FAA SDR
1999081400461. (item 78).
8/10/99. 737. On takeoff left generator tripped.
Smoke in cabin. Unscheduled landing. # 1 TR C/B
tripped and generator feeder burnt. Ref FAA SDR
1999082000330. (item 361).
8/24/99. 737. During climb aircraft yawed.
Unscheduled landing. Autopilot stabilizer trim wiring
found damaged at aft bulkhead. Ref FAA SDR
1999102200599. (item 381).
8/27/99. 737. At climb interphone had ringing
chimes, call lights flashing, smoke and flame at 3R
Com panel. Wires replaced. Ref FAA SDR
1999102900318. (item 385).
9/2/99. 737. On takeoff # 2 bleed tripped off.

Pressurization went to 9,500. Return to block. Wire
Open to air bleed regulator. Ref FAA SDR
1999101300025. (item 374).
9/7/99. MD-88, Delta Airlines. During climb noted
smoke in the cabin. Emergency and diverted. Mylar
insulation burned 5 x 5 foot under floor. No cause.
NTSB NYC99IA231. Also reference in NTSB/Garvey
letter, 12/15/99 at ntsb.gov/recs/letters/1999/
A99_104_106.pdf
9/21/99. MD-11. Inspection found sparks and smoke
from under seat 11C. Wire-harness shorted to foot
rest. Ref FAA SDR 1999100100110. (item 83).
9/25/99. 737. During climb had uncommanded right
and left Yaw. Found a broken wire at forward end of
E1 equipment rack. Ref FAA SDR 2000022900039.
(item 417).
9/28/99. DC-9. Inspection found SELCAL system
wire with burned insulation between station 110 to
160. Ref FAA SDR 1999100100341. (item 153).
10/9/99. 737. En route # 1 and 2 TRs tripped. Reset,
tripped again. Electrical smell noted. Unsched
landing. Replaced gen feeder harness. Ref FAA SDR
1999110500446. item 389
10/18/99. 737. During climb had smoke in aft galley.
Unscheduled landing. Found shorted power wire
behind galley. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900119. (item
384).

10/20/99. 737. Aborted takeoff after warning horn
sound. Found chafing wire to # 4 SKEW sensor in
wheel well. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900116. (item
383).
10/24/99. MD-11. Inspection found chafed and arcing
wire at seat 3B, C/B did not pop. Replaced wiring
harness. Ref FAA SDR 1999102900893. (item 85).
11/1/99. British 737-500 arcing kapton wiring in E/E
bay, wire-bundle found completely charred. Ref .
AAIB Rpt. 5/2000 (EW/C98/1/3) Para. 1.18.4.
11/2/99. 737. During climb both fuel flow indicators
fluctuated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed wire
near # 1 engine. Ref FAA SDR 1999111100007. (item
390).
11/8/99. DC-10. During climb lost # 2 generator.
Reset C/B. Smoke in the aft galley, gen off again.
Found feeder wires shorted. Ref FAA SDR
1999111900011. (item 114).
11/9/99. DC-10. Inspection found fuel quantity fault.
Wires in aux tank have insulation separation and
damage. Ref FAA SDR 19991218000846. (item 119).
11/11/99. 737. During climb multiple C/Bs popped .
Unscheduled landing. Found failure of the wirebundle insulation at BS 410. Aircraft 772 wiring
replaced. No system problems found for overload. Ref
FAA SDR 1999122300026. (item 399). SEE NEXT.
11/11/99. 737. Alaska Airlines returned after popped

C/Bs and low fuel lights. Follow up found additional
C/Bs popped and heavily sooted and melted insulation
in wiring bundles near cargo hold, station 410.
NTSB Accident Rpt. SEA00IA019.
11/19/99. DC-9. During climb generator failed with
AC cross lockout. Noted electrical odor. Unshed
Landing. Feeder cable shorted. Ref FAA SDR
1999112500233. (item 156).
11/21/99. MD-11. Maintenance found arcing behind
seat 13A caused by pinched cable. Ref FAA SDR
1999120400158. (item 88).
12/21/99. DC-10. Number 1 AC Bus C/Bs popping.
Found burned wires in ceiling of forward
compartment. Ref FAA SDR 1999011500634. (item
92).
1/10/00. 747. Inspection found APU generator feeder
cable burned below cabin floor at BS 1450. Ref FAA
SDr 2000042800255. (item 165).
1/18/00. DC-10. Inspection found electric hydraulic
pump had 2 each shorted wires causing a fire. Ref
FAA SDR 2000012900102. (item 122).
1/20/00. 737. During climb had fuel imbalance.
Unscheduled landing. Replaced # 1 fuel quantity
wire-harness. Ref FAA SDR 2000012000226. (item
407).
1/24/00. 737. During cruise generator tripped off
twice. Third time could not reset C/B. Unscheduled

landing. Replaced T1 wire. Ref FAA SDR
2000040800132. (item 425).
1/25/00. MD-11. During cruise coffee maker wire
burned through but C/Bs did not pop. Ref FAA SDR
2000021200806. (item 91).
1/28/00. 737. While in climb aft lav smoke detector
was sounding. Smell in cabin. Unscheduled landing.
Found aged lav wire. Ref FAA SDr 2000050300165.
(item 429).
1/31/00. 737. During climb fuel quantity indications
decreased and erratic. Unscheduled landing. Repaired
wires in right wing. Ref FAA SDR 2000022600044.
(item 414).
2/2/00. 747. Inspection found generator feeder cable
burnt at staÕs 970, 980, and 985. Ref FAA SDR
2000022600048. (item 158).
2/8/00. DC-9. During pushback left pack fan C/Bs
tripped. Found heat-exchanger wires chafing and
shorted. Ref FAA SDR 2000021900295. (item 168).
2/8/00. 737. During decent # 1 generator Bus off light
and systems loss. Declared emergency. Found chafed
gen harness. Ref FAA SDR 2000042800409. (item
427).
4/16/00. 737. At climb pressurization fail light
illuminated. C/B popped, no control. Wires damaged
at controller and aft bulkhead. Ref FAA SDR
2000061000353. item 442.

4/17/00. 737. After liftoff wheel well C/B popped.
Had previous repairs to wiring, and now found 20
wires burned at P18-3 panel. Ref FAA SDR
2000060300211. (item 440).
4/18/00. 737. During cruise left wing/body overheat
light illuminated. Unscheduled landing. Found chafed
shorted wire at APU. Ref FAA SDR 2000061000225.
(item 441).
5/1/00. DC-9 On descent had smoke in the cockpit.
Found a burnt wire going to map light. Ref FAA SDR
2000062400177. (item 177).
5/20/00.737, Electrical loom (bundle) arcing due to
swarf in P6-4 C/B Panel. Overheated power
receptacle, cause unknown. Ref . AAIB Rpt. 5/2000
(EW/C98/1/3) Para. 1.18.4.
6/10/00. 747. Inspection found wiring harness arcing
at BS 520 in the forward cargo hold. Ref FAA SDr
2000082200021. (item 172).
6/17/00. 737. Inspection found APU wiring melted
behind starter connector and burned insulation in the
E/E bay. Ref FAA SDR 200072500192. (item 466).
8/8/00. DC-9, Air Tran Airways. Flight returned to
Greensboro with very dense smoke in the cockpit.
Sparks and smoke seen the area of the forward FA
jump seat. Emergency declared. Extensive wire
damage in electrical panel behind captainÕs seat and
blistering of the aircraft skin. Aircraft substantially

damaged. NTSB Monthly # DCA00MA079.
10/1/2000, MD-80, Continental Airlines. Kapton
arcing burns a fist sized hole in the cockpit. Cockpit
filled with smoke. Emergency landing. NTSB
Monthly ATL01IA001 and FAA Accident Rpt at
http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1002_N.TXT.
John D. King, IASA Data Specialist at
jking1@mediaone.net.
INSTRUCTIONS TO LOCATE SOURCE URSs
AND AGENCIES IN THIS IASA STUDY
NTSB Monthly http://www.ntsb.gov/aviation/
months.htm Search By Year And Date.
NTSB Recommendations http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_searchus.asp Search By Report Number.
NTSB Accident/Incident http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_ntsb.asp Search By Report Number.
FAA Incident Data System http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_fids.asp Search By Report Number.
Cross System Search to each of the above http://
nasdac.faa.gov/asp/asy_crosssys.asp.

ASRS REPORTS At http://nasdac.faa.gov/asp/
asy_asrs.asp Search By Report Number.
NASDACÕs Aviation Safety Data Accessibility Study
Index http://nasdac.faa.gov/safety_info_study
ÔHeinrich PyramidÕ http://nasdac.faa.gov/gain/
Presentation/GAIN_Brief.pdf ref page 7 of 42.
MILITARY WIRING ISSUES SEPARATED FROM
ABOVE LIST 18 ITEMS
May 1995, Royal Air Force Nimrod, wires arc and
fire starts. Aircraft lost.
July 20 1998, Army Command issued to all AH-64
helicopter users to inspect the Kapton wiring which
could contribute to uncommanded inputs.
September 4, 1999 NASAÕs entire Shuttle fleet
grounded for 6 months for Kapton wiring problems.
October 17, 1988, NASAÕs Magellan Spacecraft
experiences $87,000 electrical fire due to Kapton
wiring.
1983 NASAÕs Columbia Shuttle orbiting earth
experiences Kapton wire fire.
1985, NASAÕs Space Lab used in the shuttle,
experiences Kapton wire fire.
March 30, 1987, F-18 Kapton wire fire nearly dooms

$32 million aircraft.
November 1982, Air ForceÕs F-16 experiences
Kapton arc-tracking. Pilot/Aircraft lost.
August 24, 1990 US Coast GuardÕs E-2C crashed
due to Kapton wire fire.
November 2000- US Navy loses 153rd F-14 out of
600 produced. Requested $360 million in FY 83 to
rewire F-14s due to wire to wire shorts caused by
premature aging and cracking of Poly-X wire type
used in first 323 aircraft produced.
May 31, 1982-December1, 1981- In just six months
the Air Force experiences 800 autopilot anomalies due
to wiring.
March 1986-US Navy AV-8B in-flight electrical fire
caused by Kapton wiring. Fourth occurrence in six
month period.
1988 US Military, Canadian and British military ban
Kapton.
March 1987, Vermont National Guard F-16, arcing
Kapton caused nine wire-bundles to be destroyed.
May 1985, EF 111 Air force jet has a catastrophic
explosion of Kapton wires. 92 wires damaged, 29
circuit breakers popped.
September 11, 1986 Marine AV-8B Harrier emergency
landing, inoperative critical instruments, several
burned bundles of Kapton wires.
January 27, 1982 US Navy F-4, Electrical in-flight fire

in circuit breaker 10 inches from co-pilotÕs feet.
Thick smoke in the cockpit/all electrical power lost.
Emergency landing.
October 1987, US Navy A-6 aircraft lost at sea.
Kapton wire only suspected cause.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15 ITEMS NOT POSTED DUE TO LACK OF
OTHER SOURCES
11/28/00. DC-9, Air Tran. Flight 956 returned to
Hartsfield, Ct after smoke was detected in forward
galley and cockpit C/Bs tripped. Evacuation was
made on the runway. Passengers were given 1,000
dollars each for lost luggage and claims of luggage
damaged in the fire. News wire stories.
http://www.accessaltanta.com/partners/ajc/
newsatlanta/airtran_1129.html
http://www.ohio.com/dist/nf/021801.htm
http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/ap/
20001201/bs/plane_fire_1.html
http://www.herald.com/thispage.htm?
content/archive/news/yahoo/digdocs/055368.htm
11/16/00. 747, United Airlines. Smoke filled one of
the kitchens. Emergency landing at Seattle-Tacoma.
News wire story. www.airsafetyonline.com/news/

200011/16/5. shtml
11/3/00. 757 American Airlines. 757 reported smoke
in the cockpit. Emergency declared and landed in
Miami IntÕl airport. News http://
dailynews.yahoo.com.hwplg/20001103/lo/
240762_1.html
10/19/00. 747 United Airlines diverted to Auckland
because of electrical problems. News wire story
http://www.pprune.org/ubb/NonCGI/
Forum1/HTML/010545.html.
10/18/00. 757, National Airlines. Flight 7002 returned
and landed due to a fire in the galley. FAA Incident
Reg 546NA. News wire story . http://www.faa.gov/
avr/aai/D_1018_N.TXT
10/6/2000. MD-80, American Airlines. Denver to LA
Flight 2821 diverted to Bryce Canyon Airport after
reports of smoke in the cabin and oxygen masks were
deployed. News wire story.
http://more.abcnews.go.com/sections/
travel/DailyNews/Emerglanding001006.html.
9/27/2000. MD-80 (or 90), American Airlines.
Returned to Omaha Airport after departing DFW and
an occurrence of smoke in the cockpit. No further
detail.
8/24/99. MD-90. Uni Air. On landing at Hualian,
Taiwan flight 873 (Reg B-17912) heard a loud noise
from the front of the cabin and thick black smoke

poured from one of the overhead compartments on the
right side. It took firefighters a half hour to control
the blaze. 28 people were injured. News wire story.
http://aviation-safety.net/database/1999/990824-0.htm
8/13/00. 757, Continental Airlines. Diverted into
Ketchikan with electrical failures. Possible ÔRed
EyeÕ out of ANC. No details.
7/23/00. 757, British Airways. Possible cabin fire and
divert to Heathrow (LHR) . No details.
7/17/2000. MD-80, American Airlines. DFW to
Orlando, flight 1258 diverted to Dallas Fort Worth
after reports of smoke in the cockpit. Emergency over
wing evacuation. AP Wire.
http://more.news.abcnews.go.com/
sections/travel/DailyNews/smokecockpit000717.html
6/15/00. MD-80, Continental Airlines. According to
FAA records Òthe 1981 MD80 has been repaired for
small cracks, dents, fluid loss, burned wires and
electrical problemsÓ. News wire story. http://
www.bergen.com/news/lurch200006155.htm
2/29/00. 747-300. Reg # PU-BUH. From EHAM
(Amsterdam) to PANC (Anchorage) made a
emergency decent into Prestwick (PIC) after report of
a main cargo-deck fire. No detail.
7/16/99. American Airlines. Flight 2191 made a
emergency landing at the naval station in the Florida
Keys after the pilot said he smelled smoke aboard the

Miami to Cancun flight with 162 aboard. AP Wire. No
details.
3/12/99. 767, United Airlines. Flight 971 Washington
to Milan. Smoke detected, emergency and diverted to
Newfoundland. CNN News wire. END
____________________________

10 MISCELLANOUS ITEMS NOT POSTED FOR
LACK OF ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
1981. TWA asks the Boeing Company not to use
Kapton on their 767s. Boeing refuses.
July 12, 1987. Boeing 767-232 has all three
autopilots fail.
August 10, 1990. Delta 767-332 made an emergency
landing due to loss of engine due to chafed Kapton
wiring.
February 1, 1995. Monarch 757, Kapton wire-bundles
arc, knocking out cockpit displays.
May 28 1998. Continental 737, arcing wires burn hole
in conduit, explosive condition, All 737s grounded
with more than 51% showing exposed conductors.
September 22, 1999. SAAB SF-340-B Emergency
landing/Smoke in the Cockpit due to chafed wire
from autopilot system.
November 1, 1999. CanadaÕs Transport Canada

acknowledges Kapton wire problems. Ref British
AAIB Report 52/87.
31 Jan 00. DC-9. Nightingale/Skytrain.Reg #
MWT107 While parked at the gate pilot was advised
of a fire in the aft Lav with minor damage. Passengers
deplaned. FAA Incident *.
March 2, 2000. British Airways 747 Flt 179
experiences abrupt climb injuring 11, FAA
determines, ÒThe aircraft experienced an
uncommanded autopilot climbÓ. (USA Today)
March 3, 2000. Kapton banned from use by
Austrailian Airline.

109 ADDITIONAL ITEMS POTENTIALLY
ÒWIREÓ RELATED BUT NOT SPECIFICALLY
MENTIONED
12/7/84, 727, Republic Airlines. TO aborted, smoke
and arcing from P611 Panel. Heat and smoke damage
near left ground blower. FAA Incident Rpt #
19841207070859C.
4/8/85. DC-9-82. American Airlines. During cruise, C/
Bs opened for transformer rectifers at AC Panel. FAA
Incident Rpt # 19850408014749C.
12/31/85. DC-3, Private charter. Dense smoke in
cockpit from fire originating in aft cabin. Ignition and

fuel source undetermined. NTSB Recommendations
Rpt # A-85-91.
8/10/86. DC-10, American Trans Air. Fire in the
forward cargo hold on the ground. No probable cause
determined. NTSB Monthly Rpt. # DCA86IA037.
11/26/86. 727, Continental Airlines. While on ground
a cargo fire started. APU generator C/B found
smoldering. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19861125069939C.
5/26/87. 737, Southwest Airlines. While in climb,
smoke was seen in the aft galley. Pulled breakers,
unable to duplicate. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19870526022979C.
11/28/87. 747, South African Airways. Crashed into
the sea with all 160 lost. Last ATC communication
suggested an in flight fire. NTSB Recommendation
Rpt. # A-88-61.
2/3/88. DC-9, American Airlines. Smoke in the cabin,
soft/hot floor above cargo area. No causes to the fire
were noted. NTSB Recommendation Rpt.# A-88-121
& A-88-128.
4/88. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). While at
cruise, smelled a strong electrical smell, Lost # 1
Main AC and generator. ASRS # 86076.
4/88. 737, Continental Airlines. On final, a fire in the
ceiling continued to burn through insulation blankets
and duct insulation. Fire department called. Ref.
DOT/FAA/CT-91/2.

10/88. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During pre
flight a fire erupted in the center pedestal. Even with
Halon and power off fire continued to burn. ASRS. #
96957.
1/89. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Aborted TO
after a loud noise from Main C/B Panel. 5 C/Bs
popped. Tried again, 10 C/Bs popped. Declared Emer.
ASRS # 101677.
2/2/89. DC-9, Swissair. Fire developed in the C/B
Panel. Flt diverted and Emergency evacuated. Ref.
Letter and FAA testimony Senate hearing (103-397)
on 11/8/93.
4/89. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Declared a
emergency out of IAH and diverted back for Smoke in
the cockpit. ASRSRpt # 109853.
4/89. ASRS Pilot Report. After push back at
Fayetteville Regional crew advised of smoke in the
cabin. Emergency evacuation followed. ASRS Rpt #
109801.
6/89. DC-10, Canadian Airlines. Apparent arcing of
light fixture ignited surrounding insulation blankets
and the fire spread to ceilings and walls. Ref. DOT/
FAA/CT-91/2.
8/17/89. 737, Delta Airlines. While on final, electrical
failures, Number 2 and Nunber 3
Power Transformer Rectifier C/Bs had tripped. FAA
Incident Rpt.# 19890817052289C.

10/14/89. 727, Delta Airlines. While parked, a muffed
explosion and flames came from the vent near seat
3D. No cause was found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA90MA002.
10/89. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). Smoke in the
cockpit and cabin, declared emergency. Same
problem several days later. ASRS Rpt # 127334.
12/1/89. DC-9, American Airlines. At cruise, found
electrical smell like an overheated electrical system.
Found burnt terminals and C/B. FAA Incident #
19891201062979C.
1/10/90. 747, Northwest Airlines. Found heat damage
around aft cargo mid-ship drain mast. Components
tested but no probable cause. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI90IA064.
1/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Electrical
shutdown and cockpit filled with smoke. Declared
emergency and diverted. ASRS Rpt. # 134261.
4/6/90. DC-9, Midway Airlines. From cruise,
electrical problems. Diverted, replaced C Phase C/B.
FAA Incident Rpt. # 19900406022459C.
8/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Near VUZ,
AL heard loud ÒPopÓ noise followed by the smell of
electrical smoke. Informed ATC, continued to IAH.
ASRS Rpt # 155020.
09/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Immediately
after TO from Cleveland Hopkins, smoke in the cabin,

emergency declared and returned. ASRS Rpt. #
157942.
9/90. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Left Denver
gate, smoke filled cabin. Could not see past 1st class.
PA did not work. Emergency evacuation. ASRS Rpt.
# 157908.
2/1/91. DC-9, U.S. Air. On arrival experienced a fire
in the aft cargo hold. Bags scorched but no sources
within the hold were found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
MIA91SA230.
11/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Near St
Louis IntÕl at 23,000 attendant reported smoke and
fumes in cabin. Declared emergency and landed.
ASRS Rpt. # 256013.
11/93. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). On taxi out
smelled smoke, returned. Next flight, cockpit began to
fill with smoke. Emergency divert. ASRS Rpt. #
258014.
4/26/94. 737, Aloha Airlines. Gear position, PA,
Interphone and thrust reversers not working. Cabin
smoke, evacuation. Source not found. NTSB Monthly
Rpt. # LAX94IA206.
6/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Rancid
cockpit odor on takeoff from Atlanta. Emergency
declared. Autopilot inop. Electrical smell noted. ASRS
Rpt. # 276367.
7/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 on

takeoff, gear retract, TO warning, transponder,
pressurization malfunctioned. Cabin odor. Diverted.
ASRS Rpt. # 278033.
7/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At cruise
following systems failed or faulted; equiptment
cooling fan light, Dual DC fail IRS, Battery Buss,
anti skid, both N1 and EGT indicators, Com 2, Capt
ADI and HIS, autopilot, reverser lights, red gear
lights, elevator feel light and PA system. Emergency,
saw thick cabin smoke. ASRS # 278111.
9/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 observed
erratic fuel flows and then strong electrical odor in the
cockpit. Emergency declared. Fire dept called. ASRS
Rpt. # 282510
9/94. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-11, both
pilots saw smoke coming from overhead cargo test
panel. Diverted to EWR.. ASRS Rpt. # 284198.
2/10/95. DC-9, TWA. Smoke in the cockpit, diverted
to Omaha. Cause not determined. Aircraft returned to
service. FAA Incident Rpt. # 19950210006589C.
2/16/95.DC9, Sunjet IntÕl Airlines. At 27,000
experienced a pressurization problem with associated
smoke in the cockpit Emergency decent. FAA Incident
Rpt 19950216005639C
3/95. ASRS Pilot report (de-identified). Inflight,
smoke, fumes and ÒpopÓ. Possible window short.
Ran checklist. Declared emergency, diverted to BNA.

ASRS Rpt 299362.
3/13/95. 737, Delta Airlines. Crackling sound, brief
fire, smoke and fumes upper right hand corner of R-1
window. C/Bs did not pop. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19950313006819C.
5/5/95. ASRS Pilot Report. At 27,500 United DC-10
lost all generators. Deployed emergency generator.
Emergency landing. No cause found. ASRS Rpt. #
303757.
5/28/96 Martinair 767-31AER experienced repeated
electrical anomalies, uncommanded auto-pilot
disconnects, changes in airplane zero fuel weight, and
blanking of transponder codes. Emergency landing.
Kapton wiring suspected. Other anomalies observed
on two other 767s. Ref. NTSB Monthly
NYC96IA116.
5/15/96. 747. On descent noticed spark under seat 3B.
One fire bottle used to extinguish the spark. Ref FAA
SDR 1996071100004. (item 18).
9/95. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During cruise
heavy smoke in the cabin. Emergency divert to
Nassau. Claimed FAA Investigation. None found.
ASRS # 315585.
1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 727 at 29,000
smoke came from under FO forward panel. Divert to
TLH. Same problem in another 727 weeks later.
ASRS # 326301

1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 during
cruise total loss of all electrical power. After APU
start emergency divert to CMH. ASRS Rpt. # 326327.
1/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 757 smoke in
the cabin. Declared a emergency, landed in San
Francisco. ASRS Rpt. # 325089.
2/9/96. DC-9. On take off EPR system C/B popped.
Return to gate. Could not duplicate the problem. Ref
FAA SDR 1996030800454. (item 14).
2/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). During clinb
smoke billowed out of aft galley. Emergency
evacuation on ramp. Cause not determined. ASRS
Rpt. # 328795.
2/25/96. DC-9. VALUJET. While sitting at the gate C/
B trips for PA, Interphone, No Smoking and Fasten
seat Belts. Smoke in cabin. Accomplished VJ E.O.
DC-9-3396005. Ref FAA SDR 1996060600422. (item
29).
5/15/96. DC-10. During cruise multiplex system
power shorted out and sparked with smoke in the
cabin at seats 33DE. Ref FAA SDR 1996052300007.
(item 22).
8/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767 East of
Nova Scotia smoke in the cockpit. Declared
emergency and landed overweight at Sidney. ASRS
Rpt. # 344573.
8/14/96. DC-10 While at cruise a oxygen generator

activated over Row 26-28. Right side of aircraft had
strong electrical smell. Ref FAA SDR
1996082200603. (item 28).
8/30/96. 747. During landing sparks and smoke
emited from under seat 31-7. Cable shorted, activated
fire extinguisher. Ref FAA SDR 1996102400370.
(item 29).
9/4/96. 737, U.S. Air. Gear failed to retract, Air/
ground C/B popped. Unable to duplicate the problem.
Aircraft returned to service. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19960904033669C.
9/5/96. DC-10, Federal Express. At 33,000ft smoke in
the cabin cargo compartment. Emergency landing at
Stewart. No cause found. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
DCA96MA079.
9/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). After TO
cabin reported very strong electrical smoke.
Emergency return to IAD. C/Bs did not trip, no cause
found. ASRS Rpt.# 348982
9/8/00. DC-9. During cruise left engine overheat
warning. Declared an emergency and landed. Found
tripped C/B, no cause found. Ref FAA SDR
19960911200448. (item 40).
10/20/96. 737, U.S. Air. Smoke in the cockpit,
diverted to Ithaca N.Y. FAA Ferry permit was issued.
ÒCase considered closedÓ. Ref. FAA Incident Rpt. #
19961020037309C.

10/29/96. DC-9. At cruise, B phase C/B popped and
then all forward fuel boost pumps, then A phase &
others. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996110100943. (item 46).
11/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While at
cruise noted strange odor and fumes in cockpit.
Equiptment overheat light on. Declared emergency/
landed. ASRS 353804.
11/16/96. DC-9. During cruise left AC Buss C/B
popped. Numerous C/b trips and system loss
followed. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996121900650. (item 52).
12/96. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
taxiing to gate, smoke came out from behind FO
control panel. ASRS Rpt. # 355635.
12/19/96. DC-9. At takeoff, center aft fuel boost pump
C/B popped. All quantity gages went blank. Reset
failed. Unscheduled landing. Ref FAA SDR
1996122600330. (item 53).
1/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 during
cruise had multiple systems fail. Standby power and
APU would not work. Emergency, divert. ASRS Rpt.
# 358949.
1/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). DC-9 on
ground had smoke coming from the E&E bay. Fire
dept called. Batteries found smoking. ASRS Rpt.#
357142.

3/9/97. DC-10. Overhead cabin panels rows 25 to 26
began arcing and smelled smoke. Unable to find
cause. Ref FAA SDR 1997031300703. (item 44).
5/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 had
cabin smoke and heat reported. Emergency declared,
diverted to alternate. ASRS Rpt. # 369599.
5/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). MD-80 at
11,000 feet reported electrical smell in the cabin.
Declared an emergency. ASRS Rpt. # 370087.
6/17/97. DC-10, Sun Country Airlines. Smoke in the
aircraft. Emergency landing to Denver. Two crew
members hospitalized. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
FTW97IA227.
10/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). While
taxiing cabin reported increasing electrical smoke. C/
Bs did not pop. Return to gate. Next flight same again.
ASRS 382946
10/29/97. DC-9. During cruise lavatory door, when
locked, shocked a passenger. Replaced wire. Ref FAA
SDR 1998042800555. (item 98).
11/97. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767-200ER
had electrical smoke. Declared emergency, returned to
the Azores. Second such diversion/month. ASRS Rpt.
# 385050.
12/19/97. 737, Sinapore Airlines. Reg # 9V-TRF.
Flight MI-185 exploded in mid-air. Ref. http://
www.airdiasters.co.uk/191297.htm . No cause or

Report available here.
12/19/97. MD-80, Alaska Airlines. Taxiing to gate
when cabin filled with smoke. Over wing evacuation
to the taxiway. Ref. www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/2000/
SS0001.pdf Òcase 4Ó.
12/25/97. 737, United Airlines. In flight smelled
electrical burning and noted landing gear C/B popped.
Left main gear collapsed on landing. Ref.
www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/2000/SS0001.pdf ,Òcase 5Ó.
1/7/98. MD-11F. Inspection found wiring burned up
beneath center cargo floor. Also noted bellframe
burned through. Ref FAA SDR 1998011500120. (item
40).
1/11/98. Boeing 767 Emergency landing, Kapton
wires arced popping circuit- breakers and smoke in
the cabin. Ref Boeing Service Message
M-7200-98-00140, 6/21/98.
1/19/98. 737, Continental Airlines. Enroute, C/Bs for
# 1 Main, aft boost in # 2 Main and both pumps in the
center and aux fuel tank popped. Only 2 pumps
remained operational Replaced C/B #65. Ref. FAA
Incident Rpt. # 19980119002309C. Case closed.
1/19/98. 737, Continental Airlines. Enroute, C/Bs for
# 1 Main, aft boost in # 2 Main and both pumps in the
center and aux fuel tank popped. Only 2 pumps
remained operational Replaced C/B #65. Ref. FAA
Incident Rpt. # 19980119002309C. Case closed.

1/9/98. Boeing 767 emergency landing due to
intermittent leading edge disagreement, electrical
smoke and fumes in the cabin. Ref Boeing Service
Message M-7200-98-00140, 6/21/98. (Ref NTSB
Monthly DCA98RA016).
3/2798. DC-9. Air Canada. On taxiout, experienced a
electrical fire in the cockpit overhead panel. Source
was ignition switch. NTSB Monthly Rpt. #
CHI98A110.
3/30/98. 727 Royal Airlines. Ft Lauderdale. Before
TO crew smelled smoke in the cockpit. Flames and
smoke coming from the overhead panel. Evacuated
using chutes.Ref. NTSB www.ntsb.gov/Publictn/
2000/SS0001.pdf ,Òcase 13Ó.
4/4/98. 767, Brittania. Diverted by damaged sidewall
heater and arcing electrical fire burned a hole in a
panel and insulation blankets. AAIB of Iceland to
investigate. NTSB Monthly Rpt. DCA98WA046.
4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). At cruise,
smelled strong electrical smell. Haze in the cabin.
Made straight in landing. ASRS Rpt. # 40075.
4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). C/B popped
for left AC Buss. Reset but popped again. Could not
reset again. Emergency and diverted to Detroit. ASRS
Rpt.# 400849.
4/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). Enroute,
Transfer Buss C/B popped. Would not reset. Lost

instruments and pressurization control. Emergency /
divert. ASRS # 400987.
5/15/98. Type ?, United Airlines. Smoke, sparks and
flames from C/B Panel C787. Fire put out, flight
landed and 411 passengers offloaded. FAA Incident #
19980515014099C.
5/98. ASRS Pilot Repot (de-identified). Lost all cabin
PA systems. Smelled electrical odor in cockpit. Called
for emergency equipment and landed. ASRS Rpt. #
401039.
6/22/98. 757-2Y0, Air 2000 Ltd. Experienced a loud
bang and sparks from cockpit overhead panel. Flight
diverted. UK AAIB investigating. NTSB Monthly
DCA98WA057.
7/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 737 noted
cracking sound behind C/B panel. Equipment and
pressurization failures. Diverted to alternate. ASRS
Rpt. # 408309.
8/98. ASRS Pilot Report (de-identified). 767-300
abeam of Nova Scotia had smoke in the cockpit.
Declared emergency, landed overweight at Sydney,
N.S. ASRS Rpt. # 344573.
3/22/99. DC-10. During cruise a loud spark arced,
then several more times later in flight near the lower
inst panel. No cause found. Ref FAA SDR
1999041700441. (item 104).
4/7/99. 737, Turkish Airlines. Became engulfed in

fire shortly after TO and crashed. Ref. http://
www.airdiasters.co.uk/070499.htm . No cause or
Report found here.
6/22/99. 737, United Airlines. Enroute, smoke in the
cabin. Diverted to Scottsbluff. Unable to find cause,
returned to service. FAA Incident 19990622018839C.
Case Closed.
7/31/99. 737. For Two Flights, during climb had
engine overheat fault. Unscheduled landings.
Replaced engine soft core harness. Ref FAA SDR
1999090300679. (item 366).
9/8/99. 747. During cruise lost 50 % electrical
power. Unscheduled landing. Wire/water
contaminated in galley. Ref FAA SDR
2000022300014. (item 157).
2/26/00. DC-9/80, U.S. Air. Reg # USA1248. At
Indianapolis, Pilot declared smoke in the cockpit. Two
Flight attendants hospitalized for smoke inhalation.
FAA Incident*.
5/7/00. 717 Air Tran Airways. Smoke in the cockpit
coming from near the fuel pump switches. Declared
an emergency. No cause, switches sent for tests.
NTSB MIA00SA147.
7/12/00. 727, Federal Express. Reg # FDX3106.
Smoke in the cockpit. Declared an emergency and
evacuated on the runway at Fort Worth. FAA Incident.
Source; www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_0717_N.TXT

7/12/00. 777-200, British Airways. Enroute Toronto
to London reported smoke in the cockpit and declared
a emergency, divert to Montreal. Cadors Rpt
2000A0378.
7/21/00. DC-9, Northwest Airlines. Reg # 671Mc.
On TO had smoke in the cockpit. Returned and evac
pax to the runway. FAA Incident faa.gov/avr/aai/
D_0724_N.TXT
8/10/00. 767, Delta Airlines. DAL 139 enroute
Manchester to N.Y. reported electrical smoke in the
cockpit East of Labrador. Diverted to Goose Bay.
Cadors Rpt # 2000A0454.
10/18/00. 757, National Airlines. Flight 7002
returned and landed due to a fire in the galley. FAA
Incident Reg 546NA. http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/
D_1018_N.TXT
11/11/00. 737, U.S. Air. Reg # USA1862. Reported
smoke in the cabin. Unknown. FAA Incident. http://
www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1113_N.TXT
11/15/00. 747, United Airlines. Reg # UAL809.
Flight 809 reported smoke in the galley. Emergency
and diverted to Seattle. FAA Incident www.faa.gov/
avr/aai/D_1116_N.TXT
11/20/00. A-300, American Airlines. At 16,000 feet
neither pressurization controllers would work. F/A
chimes sounded eratically and the forward lav smoke
detector sounded. After landing, ram air switch would

not depressurize aircraft. Captain then reported a fire
and called to emergency evacuate. F/A opened a door
and was expelled from the aircraft and killed. NTSB
Monthly MIA01FA029.
11/29/00. MD-80, American Airlines. Flight 1683.
Flight attendant report of smoke in the cabin.
Emergency landing at Reagan NatÕl and evacuation
to the ground using slides and chutes. FAA Incident
http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/D_1130_N.TXT
Limitations
The aircraft events listed here are limited to the
larger types of commercial transports, all reports to
the commuter-type craft (i.e. Beech, Saab, ATRs)
were discarded even though they also operated under
the same Part 121 commercial carrier rules and, as the
same carriers seen in this report, shared the same
materials in wiring insulation types and insulation
blanket (batts) used in their Ôbig cousinsÕ.
Under reporting is a big problem and as NASDAC
had noticed, there are significant limitations to the
self-reporting processes and such may apply in the
Aviation Safety Reporting System Database (ASRS)
Reports used here. The same limitations may well
apply to the newly announced system by the White

House in late January 2000 dubbed the Aviation
Safety Action Program (ASAP). This encompasses
virtually all of the claims cited for the creation of the
earlier ASRS system in 1983, including immunity
from prosecution and claims for heightened safety
awareness and information sharing.
The NASDAC studies (see source on page 12) also
noted that such aviation mishaps subject to self
reporting often go unreported because of; (1) by
themselves, they may appear insignificant, (2) the
event wasnÕt intentional, (3) no one is hurt because
of back up systems or (4) no collation is seen to other
events. The latter may easily be attributed to lack of
information sharing, which ironically, is why these
programs were set up in the first place. Never-theless, NASDAC agrees the actual calls placed to ASRS
are but a fraction of the industry incidents and
occurrences.
Moreover, NASDAC made note of the Heinrich
Pyramid (see source on page 15) whereas for every
given major accident, there will be 3-5 less significant
accidents, and among 7-10 incidents, there may be at
least several hundred unreported occurrences. Thus,
with the ASRS voluntary reports here, unreported
incidents may have ranged considerably higher.

The FAAÕs Service Difficulty Reporting Lastly, a
separate IASA Study demonstrated that within the
Office Of System Safety Databases, and all linked to a
common search engine, that the FAA Incident Data
System Reports reflected but less than 5 % of the
combined reports from the other databases listed
there.
Edited by jking1@mediaone.net.
John D. King
IASA Data Specialist
The International Aviation Safety Association is a non
profit safety organization incorporated in New York.
See our website at www.IASA.com.au .
Chairman: Mrs. Lyn Susan Romano
Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator

Appendix H Miscellaneous Accidents
(Unofficial)
A 50-Year Snapshot of Crash Causes
Accident Causes
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s
Total
Pilot Error
38%
36%
26%
26%
26%
30%
Pilot Error (weather related)
10%
16%
14%
16%
4%
14%
Pilot Error (mechanical related)

5%
4%
4%
3%
2%
4%
All Pilot Error
53%
56%
44%
45%
42%
48%
Other Human Error
3%
8%
9%
6%
9%
7%
Weather
17%
11%
15%
17%
15%
15%

Mechanical Failure
21%
17%
20%
16%
23%
19%
Sabotage
6%
5%
10%
15%
10%
9%
Other Cause
0%
3%
2%
1%
1%
2%
Source: BACK Associates and PlaneCrashInfo.com
database
Accident
Killed
1

March 27,
1977
Two Boeing 747s
operated by Pan
American and KLM
collide at the airport
on Tenerife in Spain's
Canary Islands
582
2
Aug. 12,
1985
Japan Air Lines Boeing
747 crashes into
a mountain on a
domestic flight
520
3
March 3,
1974
Turkish DC-10 crashes
northeast of
Paris
346
4
June 23,
1985

Air-India Boeing 747
crashes off the
coast of Ireland.
Investigators conclude
a bomb caused the crash
329
5
Aug. 19,
1980
Fiery emergency landing
of a Saudi
Arabian L-1011 jet at the
airport in the
Saudi capital of Riyadh
301
6
July 3,
1988
Iran Air A300 Airbus
shot down by USS
Vincennes over the
Persian Gulf
290
7
May 25,
1979
American Airlines

DC-10 crashes on
takeoff in Chicago
273
8
Dec. 21,
1988
Pan Am Boeing 747
crashes in
Lockerbie, Scotland. A
terrorist bomb
was blamed
270*
9
Sept. 1,
1983
Korean Air Lines 747
shot down by a
Soviet fighter after flying
through Soviet
airspace near Sakhalin
Island
269
10
April 26,
1994
A China Airlines
A300-600R Airbus

exploded and burned
during an aborted
landing in Nagoya,
Japan
262
* 259 people were killed on
the plane, 11 on the ground
Source: The Associated Press

Civil Aviation Safety Documentation Archive CASDA
This listing contains all jet airliners, involved in
bombings:
The list contains the following information:
# number date Type
registration operator
no. of casulaties (no. of occupants) + cas. on
the ground location of accident
Bombings aboard jet aircraft
#1 22.05.62 Boeing 707-124

N70775 Continental Air Lines (USA)
45(45) Unionville; 6mls NNW (USA)
While on its way from Chicago to Kansas City at
FL390, a bomb exploded in the
right rear lavatory. Consequently, the tail section
separated, and the
aircraft crashed out of control.
CAUSE: Detonation of dynamite in a towel container.

#2 12.10.67 de Havilland DH-106 Comet 4
G-ARCO British European Airways - BEA
(UK)
66(66) Rodhos, 100nm off; 35¡55'N 30
¡01'E (Greece)
After a turnover of 1h 20mins at Athens, flight CY284
departed at 02.41h.
Flying at FL290, a bomb exploded under seat 4A or
5A in the rear of the
tourist cabin. At FL150 the Comet broke up and
crashed into the sea.

#3 11.12.67 Boeing 727
N..... American Airlines (USA)

0(78) Alamosa, over (USA)
One hour and 42mins after take-off from Chicago, a
small explosion occurred
in the rear baggage compartment. The Boeing was
able to make a safe landing.
CAUSE: Home made bomb exploded.

#4 19.11.68 Boeing 707-324C
N17325 Continental Air Lines (USA)
0(70) Gunnison; over (USA)
While descending through FL240 towards Denver, an
explosion took place in the
lavatory, followed by a fire. A safe emergency landing
was made.
The passenger, seen leaving the lavatory just before
the explosion, was
arrested by the FBI.

#5 11.03.69 Boeing 707
Ethiopian Airlines
0(0) Frankfurt-Rhein Main APT
(Germany)
On the ground, two explosions took place in the
tourist class passenger

compartment.

#6 21.02.70 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle VIR
OE-LCU Austrian Airlines (Austria)
0(38) Frankfurt; nr. (Germany)
At FL100, 20mins after take-off from Frankfurt, an
explosion in the forward
freight hold blew a hole of 3'x2' through the bottom of
the fuselage. The
Caravelle safely returned to Frankfurt.

#7 21.02.70 Convair CV-990-30A-6
HB-ICD Swissair (Switzerland)
47(47) Zƒrich; nr. (Switzerland)
An explosion in the aft of the plane, about 9mins.
after take-off. The
Convair crashed, while returning to the airport.

#8 24.08.71 Boeing 707
Alia Jordanian Airlines
0(0) Madrid-Barajas (Spain)
An explosive device in the aft lavatory complex blew
a hole in the top
fuselage (3ft long). Luckily the aircraft was parked at

the time.

#9 21.11.71 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle III
B- 1852 China Airlines (Taiwan)
25(25) Penghu Island; nr. (Taiwan)
The aircraft crashed into the sea on a flight from
Taipei to Hong Kong.
CAUSE: Probably caused by a bomb explosion.

#10 26.01.72 McDonnell Douglas DC- 9-32
YU-AHT Jugoslovenski Aerotransport JAT (Yugoslavia)
27(28) Krussne Hory Mt (Czech.)
An inflight explosion in the forward cargo hold of a
homemade bomb at FL100
caused the DC-9 to break up and crash. The surviving
crew member fell 15000ft
in the tailsection!
CAUSE: Bomb placed on the aircraft by the Croatian
extremists organisation
'Ustasji'.

#11 08.03.72 Boeing 707-331
N761TW Trans World Airlines - TWA

(USA)
0(0) Las Vegas-McCarran IAP (USA)
A bomb exploded in the right rear part of the cockpit
while the aircraft was
parked.

#12 25.05.72 Boeing 727-116
CC-CAG LAN Chile (Chile)
0(50) Cuba, nr ()
One hour and 18mins after take-off from Panama City
a homemade pipe bomb
exploded in the ice water fountain service
compartment. A rapid decompression
followed. A successful emergency landing at Montego
Bay was made at 13.10h.

#13 15.06.72 Convair CV-880-22M-21
VR-HFZ Cathay Pacific Airways (Hong
Kong)
81(81) nr Pleiku (Vietnam)
The Convair (Flight CX 700Z) took off from Bangkok
at 04.55h GMT bound for
Homg Kong. While flying at FL290 a bomb exploded,
hidden in a suitcase under
a passenger seat on the right side over the wing.

The bomb was put on the aircraft by a police officer
whose daughter and
fiancee were aboard.

#14 16.08.72 Boeing 707
4X-A.. El Al (Israel)
0(148) over Roma (Italy)
A bomb in a portable record player (stored in the aft
baggage compartment)
exploded shortly after take-off. The 200grams of
explosive just caused a hole
in the baggage compartment. The Boeing landed
safely back at Roma.

#15 22.03.74 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle III
F-BRSY Air Inter (France)
0() Bastia (France)
On the ground an explosion occurred in the forward
landing gear compartment,
causing substantial damage.

#16 26.08.74 Boeing 707
Trans World Airlines - TWA
0() Roma (Italy)

After landing in Roma, a fire was discovered in the aft
baggage compartment.
The fire was caused by an explosive device which
malfunctioned.

#17 08.09.74 Boeing 707-331B
N8734 Trans World Airlines - TWA (USA)
88(88) Cephalonia; 58mls W off (Greece)
En route to Athens, a bomb exploded aboard TWA
Flight 841. The Boeing entered
a steep climb, went into a steep nose down spin and
crashed into the Ionian
Sea. The bomb was placed in the aft cargo
compartment.

#18 03.06.75 BAC One-Eleven 524FF
RP-C1184 Philippine Air Lines
(Philippines)
1(64) nr Manila (Philippines)
During descent into Manila (at FL200) a bomb
exploded in the right lavatory
in the rear of the plane. The explosion caused a hole in
the fuselage of 1.3m
x 4m. A successfll emergency landing was made.

#19 05.07.75 Boeing 707
Pakistan International Airlines - PIA
0() Rawalpindi (Pakistan)
On the ground after a flight from Karachi a bomb,
placed under a passenger
seat, exploded. The explosion ripped a 3ft x 4ft hole in
the fuselage.

#20 01.01.76 Boeing 720-023B
OD-AFT Middle East Airlines - MEA
(Lebanon)
81(81) Al Qaysumah; 20nm NW (Saudi
Arabia)
En route at FL370 from Beirut to Dubai, a bomb
exploded in the forward
baggage compartment. The aircraft crashed into the
desert.

#21 07.09.76 Boeing 707-328
F-BHSH Air France (France)
0(0) Ajaccio (France)
Seven masked men set dynamite explosives aboard
the aircraft and caused the
explosion.

#22 06.10.76 McDonnell Douglas DC- 8-43
CU-T1201 Cubana (Cuba)
73(73) Bridgeport; 5mls W off (Barbados)
At 17.15h Flight 455 took off from Bridgetown
Runway 09, heading for
Kingston. Nine minutes later, the crew tried to turn
back to Barbados due to
an explosion. The DC-8 lost height rapidly and
crashed in a nose down, right
wing low attitude into the sea, 5 miles offshore.
CAUSE: An explosive device detonated in the rear of
the cabin, which resulted
in an uncontrollable fire, possibly causing crew
incapacitation.

#23 17.08.78 BAC One-Eleven 524FF
RP-C1184 Philippine Air Lines
(Philippines)
1(84) Sinara Island; over (Philippines)
En explosion in the rear left lavatory blew a hole in
the fuselage. The
aircraft was flying at FL240 at the time, on its way
from Cebu to Manila.

#24 26.04.79 Boeing 737-2A8
VT-ECR Indian Airlines (India)
0(67) Madras (India)
On its way from Trivandrum to Madras, the aircraft
was cleared to descent
from FL270. Shortly afterwards an explosion took
place in the forward
lavatory, causing a complete instrument and electrical
failure.
The Boeing had to make a flapless landing at Madras.
The aircraft touched
down 2500ft past the Runway 25 threshold and
overran. The right side of the
plane caught fire.
CAUSE: As a result of the explosion, the flaps,
reverse thrust and anti-skid
systems couldn't be used during the emergency
landing.

#25 15.11.79 Boeing 727
N..... American Airlines (USA)
0(78) Chicago; nr. (USA)
Thirty minutes after leaving Chicago, a bomb device
hidden in a wooden box in
a mail bag detonated. This resulted in pressure

fluctuations and smoke in the
cabin. A safe landing was made at Washington-Dulles.
FBI thinks the bomb was placed aboard by the
'Unabomber', who was responsible
for a number of attacks on universities and airlines
since 1978.

#26 09.09.80 Boeing 727
N..... United Air Lines (USA)
0(44) Sacramento (USA)
While passengers were deplaning, a small carbord box
blew up in the cargo
hold and injured two cargo handlers.

#27 21.12.80 Sud Aviation SE-210 Caravelle VIR
HK-1810 TAC Colombia (Colombia)
70(70) Guajira (Colombia)
At 14.18hrs the Caravelle took off from Rio Hacha for
a flight to Medellin.
Five minutes after take-off an explosion occurred and
there appeared to be a
fire in the right-hand aft portion of the aircraft. The
Caravelle went out of
control and crashed.
The aircraft was on its first scheduled flight after 17

months of maintenance
work.
It's not known for sure whether the explosion was
caused by a bomb or not.

#28 31.08.81 Boeing 720-023B
OD-AFR Middle East Airlines - MEA
(Lebanon)
0() Beirut IAP (Lebanon)
Shortly after arriving from a flight from Libya, an
explosion of approx. 5kgs
of dynamite destroyed the aircraft.

#29 13.10.81 Boeing 737-2K2C
PH-TVC Air Malta (Malta)
0(0) Cairo IAP (Egypt)
While offloading luggage a porter and 3 security
guards were injured when two
parcels exploded about 15mins apart. A third bomb
which didn't detonate, was
located later.

#30 12.12.81 Boeing 727-025
YN-BXW Aeronica (Nicaragua)

0() Mexico City (Maxico)
When the passengers were ready to embark the plane,
a bomb exploded between
the rearmost cabin seat on the left aisle and the cabin
wall. The blast tore
a 3ft hole in the fuselage. The captain, 2 stewardesses
and an aiport
mechanic where injured.
The aircraft was preparing for a flight to San Salvador.

#31 11.08.82 Boeing 747-121
N754PA Pan American World Airways
(USA)
1() Hawaii; 140mls (USA)
On a flight from Tokyo one passenger was killed
when a bomb, located under
the seat cushion, exploded. The explosion also
resulted in a hole in the
floor and damage to the ceiling and overhead racks. A
safe landing was made
at Honolulu.

#32 19.08.83 Boeing 727-294
YK-AGA Syrian Arab Airlines (Syria)
0(12) Roma (Italy)

During boarding a glass bottle containing flammable
liquid, located under a
seat in the passenger area near the right overwing
emergency exit, caused a
fire. The interior of the plane completely burned out.

#33 23.09.83 Boeing 737-2P6
A40-BK Gulf Air (Oman)
112(112) Mino Jebel Ali (UAE)
After a brief distress message, the aircraft crashed in
the desert.
Evidence indiacted that a bomb had exploded in the
baggage compartment.
The aicraft was on a flight from Karachi to Abu
Dhabi.

#34 18.01.84 Boeing 747
Air France
0(261) Karachi, 70mls (Pakistan)
An in-flight explosion after leaving Karachi blew a
hole in the right rear
cargo hold and caused a loss of cabin pressure. An
emergency descent to
5000ft was made and the aircraft returned to Karachi.

#35 10.03.84 McDonnell Douglas DC- 8-63PF
F-BOLL Union de Transportes A⁄riens UTA (France)
0(23) N'Djamena (Tchad)
Twenty minutes after arriving from Brazzaville, a
bomb exploded in the
central baggage compartment.

#36 23.01.85 Boeing 727-2K3
CP-1276 Lloyd A⁄reo Boliviano - LAB
(Bolivia)
1(127) Santa Cruz; 30nm (Bolivia)
While descending through FL100 a passenger went
into the forward lavatory
carrying a dynamite in a briefcase. The dynamite
exploded, killing the
passenger. The aircraft made a safe landing at Santa
Cruz.

#37 09.03.85 Lockheed L-1011 TriStar 500
Royal Jordanian Airlines
0() Dubai IAP (UAE)
On ground at Dubai, after a flight from Karachi, a
bomb exploded in a baggage

compartment.

#38 23.06.85 Boeing 747-237B
VT-EFO Air India (India)
329(329) Atlantic Ocean ()
The aircraft broke up in flight at FL310 and crashed
into the Ocean.
CAUSE: A bomb, placed on board by a Sikh terrorist,
caused a powerful
explosion.

#39 30.10.85 Boeing 727
American Airlines
0() Dallas-Fort Worth (USA)
An explosion occurred in the forward baggage
compartment while baggage was
being unloaded.
The device was contained in a vinyl tote bag.

#40 02.04.86 Boeing 727-231
N54340 Trans World Airlines - TWA
(USA)
4(121) K⁄rkira (Corfu); over (Greece)
While descending through FL100 a bomb exploded,

causing a 1,40 x 1,60m hole
in the fuselage. Four passengers fell off the aircraft.
The aircraft landed
safely at Athens.

#41 26.10.86 Airbus A.300B4-601
HS-TAE Thai Airways International
(Thailand)
0(239) nr Shimizu (Japan)
An explosion at FL330 caused a rapid decompression
and the loss of 2
hydraulic systems.
The Airbus made an emergency descent with a max of
2.6g and landed safely.
CAUSE: A passenger attempted to smuggle
handgrenade into Japan but it
exploded in the aft toilet.

#42 29.11.87 Boeing 707-3B5C
HL-7406 Korean Air (South Korea)
115(115) Andaman Sea; 14¡33' N 97¡23' E
()
At 00.01h UTC Koream flight 858 departed Abu
Dhabi for a flight to Seoul via
Bangkok. At 05.01h UTC the last message was

received. It appeared that a bomb
explosion aboard caused the crash.
Two passengers who had left the plane at Abu Dhabi,
left a radio and liquor
bottle containing hidden explosives in the overhead
rack at row 7.

#43 21.12.88 Boeing 747-121A
N739PA Pan American World Airways
(USA)
259(259) + 11 Lockerbie (UK)
The aircraft disintegrated at FL310 after a bomb
exploded in the forward cargo
hold. Larges pieces of debris fell into a residential
area of Lockerbie.

#44 19.09.89 McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30
N54629 Union de Transportes A⁄riens UTA (France)
171(171) T⁄n⁄r⁄ desert; 16¡54'N 11¡59'E
(Niger)
Flight UTA 772 (Brazzaville - N'Djamena - Paris
CDG) departed N'Djamena at
12.13h. While climbing through FL350, 21mins after
take-off, a pentryt bomb

exploded near seat 13R. The DC-10 disintegrated and
crashed in the desert.
The bomb was probably placed on board at
Brazzaville.
The DC-10 had accumulated 60.267 flying hours and
14.777 cycles.

#45 27.11.89 Boeing 727-21
HK-1803 Avianca (Colombia)
107(107) nr Bogota (Colombia)
The aircraft exploded shortly after take-off

#46 18.03.91 Ilyushin 86
SSSR-..... Aeroflot (Russia)
0(360) Sverdlovsk (Russia)
A psychiatric patient threw a petrol bomb, which
caused an on-board fire. An
mergency landing was made at Sverdlovsk.
The aircraft was on its way from Moscow to
Novokuznetsk.

#47 10.12.94 Boeing 747-283B
EI-BWF Philippine Air Lines (Philippines)

1(293) Minami Diato Isl.; nr. (Japan)
On a flight from Manila to Tokyo via Cebu, a bomb
exploded in the passenger
cabin beneath seat 26K. A successful emergency
landing at Okinawa was made at
12.45h.
The muslim group Abu Sayyaf claimed responsibility.

Bombings aboard jet aircraft :
statistics

Departure airport ranking:
Karachi (Pakistan) - 4 times
Athens (Greece) - 3 times
Roma (Italy) - 3 times
Chicago (USA) - 3 times
Brazzaville (Congo) - 2 times
Cebu (Philippines) - 2 times

Total casualties:
1626

(including 11 casualties on the ground at Lockerbie
and 70 casualties of a Colombian Caravelle of which
it's not sure whether a bomb caused the accident or
not).
Total aircraft destroyed:
23
Total aircraft destroyed in-flight:
16
Harro Ranter
hranter@inter.NL.net

1. Tenerife, Canary Islands, March 27 1977 - 583
killed
KLM Boeing 747-206B runs into Pan Am Boeing
747-121 on runway

2. Tokyo, Japan, August 12 1985 - 520 killed
JAL Boeing 747SR-46 crashes into mountain, 4
survivors

3.

Charkhi Dadri, India, November 12 1996 - 349

victims
Saudi Arabian Airlines Boeing B747-168B collides in
mid-air with Kazach Ilyushin Il-76TD

4. Ermenonville, France, March 3 1974 - 346 killed
DC-10 Series 10 of THY Turkish Airlines cargo door
bursts open - crashes in a forest

5. Irish Sea, June 23 1985 - 329 killed
Air India Boeing 747-237B, terrorist bomb

6. Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, August 19 1980 - 301
victims
Saudia L-1011-200 Tristar bursts into flames after
emergency landing

7.
Kinshasa, Zaire, January 8 1996 - 297+ killed
Overloaded African Air Antonov-32 crashes into
market place - 4 of 5 crewmembers survive

8. Persian Gulf, July 3 1988 - 290 dead
USS Vincennes downs Iran Air Airbus A300B2-202

9. Chicago, USA, May 25 1979 - 273 dead
American Airlines DC-10 Series 10 crashes due to
damaged hydraulics

10. Lockerbie, Scotland, December 21 1988 - 270
killed
Libyan terrorists bomb attack on a Pan Am Boeing
747-121A

11. Sakhalin Island, USSR, September 1 1983 - 269
perished
Soviet Su-15 downs a Korean Air Lines Boeing
747-230B

12. Nagoya, Japan, April 26 1994 - 264 dead
China Airlines Airbus A300B4-622R, 9 survivors

13.
Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, July 11 1991 - 261
fatalities
Nationair Canada DC-8 Super 61 leased to Nigeria
Airways catches fire after take-off caused by blown

tires

14.
Ross Island, Antartica, November 29 1979 257 dead
Air New Zealand DC-10 Series 30 flies into polar
mountain

15. Gander, Canada, December 12 1985 - 256
fatalities
Arrow Air Inc. DC-8 Super 63PF crashes during takeoff

16. Pancur Batu, Indonesia, September 26 1997 234 killed
Garuda Indonesia Airways A300B4-220, 222 pax,
crashes in bad visibility conditions due to forrest fires

17.
New York, USA, July 17 1996 - 230 perished
TWA Boeing 747-131 crashes into ocean near Long
Island due to exploding center fuel tank

18. Peggy's Cove, Canada, September 3 1998 - 229

Swissair MD-11 crashes in the Atlantic after fireproblems, no survivors among the 215 passengers

19.
Guam, Pacific Ocean, August 6 1997 - 225
fatalities
Korean Airlines Boeing 747 fails to make a correct
approach, 29 survive

20. Ban Nong Rong, Thailand, May 26 1991 - 223
killed
Lauda Air Boeing 767-3Z9ER goes down after thrust
reverser problems

21. Maharashtra, India, January 1 1978 - 213 killed
Air India B-747-237B explodes in mid-air

22. Taipeh, Taiwan, February 16 1998 - 204
fatalities
China Airlines Airbus A300-622R crashes during
retried landing, also killing 15 crew and 7 on the
ground

23. Uch Kuduk, Uzbekistan, USSR, July 10 1985 200 fatalities
Aeroflot Tupolev 154B-2, goes into flat spin and
crashes

24. Maskeliya, Sri Lanka, December 4 1974 - 191
dead
Martinair DC-8 Series 55F hits moutain

25.
Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic, February 6
1996 - 189 perished
Alas Nacionales Boeing 757-225 crashes into Atlantic
due to wrong air speed indication

26.
Immouzer, Morocco, August 3 1975 -188
killed
Alia Royal Jordanian Airlines Boeing 707-321C hits
moutain

27.
Katunayake, Sri Lanka, November 15 1978 184 killed
Icelandair DC-8 Super 63CF ploughes into a coconut
plantation, 78 survivors

28. Warsaw, Poland, May 9 1987 - 182 killed
LOT Il-62MK crashes when two engines catch fire at
an altitude of 8200 meters

29. Mejorada del Campo, Spain, November 27 1983 181 fatalities
Avianca Boeing 747-283B Combi crashes during
approach, 11 survivors

30. Ajaccio, Corsica, December 1 1981 - 180
fatalities
Inex Adria Aviopromet Yugoslav DC-9 Super 82
crashes into mountain on approach

31. Zanderij, Surinam, June 7 1989 -177 killed
Crew of SLM DC-8 Super 62 ignores tower
instructions, 10 survivors

32. Krasnaya Polyana, USSR, October 13 1972 - 176
dead
Ilyushin-62 crashes into a lake, ILS inoperative

33. Kano, Nigeria, January 22 1973 - 176 fatalities
Alia Royal Jordanian B-707-3D3C crashes during
landing due to landing gear damage

34. Zagreb, Yugoslavia, September 10 1976 - 176
dead
Mid-air collision between Inex-Adria DC-9 Series 32
and BA Hsa Trident 3B, ATC language error

35.
Dneprodzerzhinsk, USSR, August 11 1979 173 killed
Two Aeroflot Tu-134's collide at an altitude of 8000m

36. Ténéré Desert, Niger, September 19 1989 - 170
dead
Terrorist bomb aboard a Union de Transportes Aériens
DC-10 Series 30

37.
San Andres mountains, Mexico, March 31
1986 - 167 killed
Mexicana Boeing 727-264, tyre burst causes fuel leak

38. Kathmandu, Nepal, September 28 1992 - 167
fatalities
Pakistan International Airlines A300B4-203 crashes
on approach

39. Alma-Ata, USSR, July 7 1980 - 163 fatalities
Aeroflot Tu-154B-2 crashes shortly after take-off

40.
Lagos, Nigeria, September 27 1992 - 163
fatalities

41. Morioka, Japan, July 30 1971 - 162 dead
All Nippon Airways B-727-281 collides with JASDF
F-86F Sabre

42. Havana, Cuba, September 3 1989 - 160 dead
Cubana de Aviacon Il-62M crashes killing all 126
aboard and 34 on ground

43.

Xian, China, June 6 1994 - 160 fatalities

China Northwest Tupolev 154M

44.
Cali, Columbia, December 20 1995 - 160
killed
Boeing 757-223 of American Airlines hits mountain, 4
survivors

45. Mauritius, Indian Ocean, November 28 1987 159 fatalities
South African Airways Boeing 747-244B self-igniting
fire-works

46. Tripoli, Lybia, December 22 1992 - 157
fatalities
Jamahiriya Lybian Arab Airlines Boeing Advanced
727-2L5 collides with MiG-23

47.
Schönefeld, GDR, August 14 1972 - 156
killed
Interflug Gesellschaft Il-62 catches fire in rear
fuselage

48.
At Ta'if, Saudi Arabia, November 26 1979 156 victims
Pakistan International Airlines, B-707-340C, fire starts
in the aft-cabin, total destruction

49. Detroit, USA, August 16 1987 - 156 perished
Northwest Airlines MD-82, slats not extended on
takeoff, crashes on highway

50.
Maracaibo, Venezuela, March 16 1969 - 155
perished
VIASA DC-9 Series 32 hits electric power line,
crashes in suburb

51. Tenerife, Canary Islands, December 3 1972 - 155
killed
Spantax Covair 990-30A-5 Coronado, loss of control
on take-off

52. Isparta, Turkey, September 19 1976 - 155 fatalities
THY Boeing Advanced 727-2F2, wrong airport
assumed, hits moutain

53. Kenner, USA, July 9 1982 - 153 killed
Pan Am B-727-235 carrying 145 flies into
thunderstorm crashes into suburbs

54. Omsk, USSR, October 15 1984 - ±150 victims
Aeroflot Tu-154 collides with fuel truck on runway

55. Bilbao, Spain, February 19 1985 - 148 dead
Iberia Boeing Advanced 727-256 crashes into TV
antenna atop Mt Oiz

56. Tenerife, Canary Islands, April 25 1980 - 146
fatalities
Dan-Air Services B-727-46 crashes into moutain on
approach

57. San Diego, USA, September 25 1978 - 144 died
Mid-air collision between Pacific Southwest Airlines
B-727-214 and Cessna 172M

58. Palo Alto, Azores, February 8 1989 - 144 dead

Independent Air Inc. Boeing 707-331B hits mountain,
communication error with tower

59. Longyearbyen, Spitsbergen, Norway, August
29 1996 -143 killed
Vnukovo Airlines Tu-154M crashes on arrival

60. Liutang, China, November 24 1992 - 141
fatalities
China Southern B-737-3YO hits moutain due to
vibration in starboard engine

61. Kahengula, Angola, December 19 1995 - 141
perished
Trans Service Airlift Chartered Lockheed 188C
Electra

62. Lagos, Nigeria, November 7 1996 - 141
victims
Nigerian Aviation Development Company Boeing
B727 crashes into lagoon

63. Cucuta, Colombia, March 17 1988 - 139 killed
AVIANCA B-727-21, flies into moutain due to pilot
error

64. Pacatuba, Brazil, June 8 1982 - 137 victims
Viacao Aerea Sao Paulo Boeing Advanced 727-212,
pilot is destracted by lighted city

65.
Dallas, USA, August 2 1985 - 137 perished
Delta Airlines Lockheed L-1011-1 Tristar encounters
microburst

66. New York, United States of America,
December 16 1960 - 134 killed
United Airlines DC-8 Series 11 collides with TWA
Lockheed 1049 Super Constellation

67. Tokyo Bay, Japan, February 4 1966 - 133 dead
All Nippon Airways B-727-81 crashes, cause
unknown

68.

Medellin, Columbia, May 19 1993 - 133

fatalities
Aeronautics Society of Medellin Boeing 727-46
carrying a crew of 7

69. Belarussia, USSR, June 28 1982 - 132 casualties
Aeroflot Yakovlev 42 carrying 124 passengers and a
crew of 8

70. Canton, China, October 2 1990 - 132 dead
Hijacked Chinese Boeing Advanced 737-247 first hits
an empty B-707-3J6B and then a B-757-21B

71. Teheran, Iran, February 8 1993 - 132 fatalities
Mid-air collision of an Iran Air Tu-154M and a
Sukhoi fighter

72. Pittsburgh, USA, September 8 1994 - 132
fatalities
USAir Boeing 737-3B7

73.
Funchal, Portugal, November 19 1979 - 131
victims

TAP Boeing Advanced 727-282, overruns runway,
plunges of cliff, strikes a bridge, 33 survivors

74. Las Mesitas, Honduras, October 21 1989 - 131
fatalities
TAN Airlines Boeing 727-224 hits moutain on
approach, 19 survivors

75. Orly, France, June 3 1962 - 130 killed
Air France B-707-328 crashes on take-off

76.
Sverdlovsk, USSR, November 11 1967 - 130
killed
Aeroflot Il-18 crashes due to radar failure

77. Lubango, Angola, November 8 1983 - 130 dead
TAAG-Angola Airlines Boeing Advanced 737-2M2
shot down by guerrillas

78. Gujarat India, October 19 1988 - 130 killed
Indian Airlines B-737-2A8 undershot runway hits
trees and high-tension pylon

79. Tokyo, Japan, June 18 1953 - 129 dead
Engine failure on take-off USAF C-124 Globemaster
II

80. South Vietnam, December 24 1966 - 129
fatalities
Military chartered Canadair CL-44

81. The Grand Canyon, USA, June 30 1956 - 128
perish
Mid-air collision between UAL DC-7 and TWA
Lockheed 1049 Super Constellation

82. Markazi, Iran, January 21 1980 - 128 killed
Iran Air B-727-86 crashes due to ILS malfunction

83. Voronezh, USSR, March 5 1976 - 127 fatalities
Aeroflot Ilyushin 18D, pressurization failure during
approach

84. Comoro Islands, November 23 1996 - 127
casualties
Hijacked Ethiopean Airlines B767-260ER runs out of
fuel, crashes near shore, 48 survive

85. Nicosia, Cyprus, April 20 1967 - 126 killed
Globe Air Bristol Britannia 313 crashes on landing

86.
Damascus, Syria, August 20 1975 - 126 killed
Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie Ilyushin-62 hits sandy hill
during approach, 2 survivors

87.
Irkutsk, Russia, January 4 1994 - 125 perished
Aeroflot Tupolev 154M goes down due to bad
maintanance

88. Mount Fuji, Japan, March 5 1966 - 124 perish
BOAC B-707-436, fatigue cracks in a bolt hole

89. Windhoek, South-West Africa, April 20 1968 123 fatalities
South African Airways B-707-344C crashes on take-

off, 5 survivors

90. Saulx-les-Chartreux, France, July 11 1973 - 123
killed
Varig Boeing 707-345C, total fire during descent, 11
survivors

91. Arequipa, Peru, February 29 1996 - 123 dead
Faucett B-737-222 crashes burning into mountain

92. Cairo, Egypt, May 20 1965 - 121 killed
Pakistan International Airlines B-720-040B, nosedown condition, 6 survivors

93. Cuenca, Ecuador, July 11 1983 - 119 fatalities
TAME Boeing Advanced 727-2V2, tail section strikes
a ridge, crashes into hilly terrain

94. Sainte Thérèse de Blainville, Canada, November
29 1963 - 118 killed
Trans Canadian DC-8 Series 54F, in-flight explosion

95.
Heathrow, England, June 18 1972 - 118 killed
British European Airways HS-121 Trident 1C, crew
failed to diagnose premature 'droop' retraction

96. Leningrad, USSR, April 27 1974 - 118 fatalities
Aeroflot Ilyushin 18V has a take-off accident

97. Mont Blanc, Switzerland, January 24 1966 - 117
perished
Air-India B-707-437, bad atmospheric conditions

98.
Carini, Sicily, May 5 1972 - 115 fatalities
Alitalia DC-8 Series 43 crashes into mountain

99. New York, USA, June 24 1975 - 115 dead
Eastern Airlines B-727-225 crashes due to windshear,
9 survivors

100. Andaman Sea, November 29 1987 - 115 dead
Korean Air B-707-3B5C, North Korean bomb attack
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18:45
LOCATION: East Moriches, NY
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT: 800
AIRCRAFT: B-747-131 REGISTRY: N93119
ABOARD: 230 FATAL: 230 GROUND:
DETAILS: Exploded in-flight at FL 130.
10/04/1992
LOCATION: Amsterdam, Netherlands
CARRIER: El Al FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747-258F REGISTRY: 4X-AXG
ABOARD: 5 FATAL: 5 GROUND: 47
DETAILS: Lost an engine while in flight caused by
corroded pins.
12/29/1991
LOCATION: Wanli, Taiwan
CARRIER: Air China FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B747-2R7F REGISTRY: B-198
ABOARD: 5 FATAL: 5 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed on takeoff after losing engine due
to corroded pins.

11/27/1989 c 07:20
LOCATION: Near Bogota, Columbia
CARRIER: AVIANCA FLIGHT: 203
AIRCRAFT: B-727-21 REGISTRY: HK-1803
ABOARD: 107 FATAL: 107 GROUND: 3
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger compartment under a seat.
09/19/1989 c 14:00
LOCATION: Near Bilma Niger
CARRIER: Union de Transportes Aeriens (France)
FLIGHT: 772
AIRCRAFT: DC-10-30 REGISTRY: N54629
ABOARD: 170 FATAL: 170 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward baggage compartment.
02/24/1989
LOCATION: Honolulu, HA
CARRIER: United Airlines FLIGHT: 811
AIRCRAFT: B-747-122 REGISTRY: N4713U
ABOARD: 356 FATAL: 9 GROUND:
DETAILS: Improperly latched cargo door. Loss of
door in-flight, explosive decompression.
Nine sucked out of plane.
12/21/1988

c 19:00

LOCATION: Lockerbie, Scotland
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
103
AIRCRAFT: B747-121 REGISTRY: N739PA
ABOARD: 259 FATAL: 259 GROUND: 11
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward cargo area.
04/28/1988
LOCATION: Maui, HI
CARRIER: Aloha Airlines FLIGHT: 243
AIRCRAFT: B-737-297 REGISTRY: N73711
ABOARD: 95 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Separation of top of fuselage and
explosive decompression. Metal fatigue. One
passenger sucked out.
11/29/1987 c 11:30
LOCATION: Over Andaman Sea
CARRIER: Korean Air FLIGHT: 858
AIRCRAFT: B707-3B5C REGISTRY: HL-7406
ABOARD: 115 FATAL: 115 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger compartment.
11/28/1987 c 04:00
LOCATION: Over Indian Ocean

CARRIER: South African Airways FLIGHT: 295
AIRCRAFT: B-747-244B REGISTRY: ZS-SAS
ABOARD: 159 FATAL: 159 GROUND:
DETAILS: Fire in the main cargo area. Hazardous
materials in the cargo hold.
04/02/1986
LOCATION: Near Athens, Greece
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-727 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 4 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of a explosive device in the
passenger compartment causing four
passengers to be sucked out.
06/23/1985 c 07:15
LOCATION: Atlantic Ocean, Near Ireland
CARRIER: Air India FLIGHT: 182
AIRCRAFT: B-747-237B REGISTRY: VT-EFO
ABOARD: 329 FATAL: 329 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
forward cargo hold. Aircraft broke up in
flight.
09/23/1983 c 15;30
LOCATION: Near Mina Jebel Ali, UAE
CARRIER: Gulf Air FLIGHT: 717

AIRCRAFT: B-737-2P6 REGISTRY: A40-BK
ABOARD: 112 FATAL: 112 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in
baggage compartment. Crashed during
emergency landing
08/11/1982
LOCATION: Pacific Ocean 40 from Honolulu
CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
passenger compartment. The aircraft
landed safely
06/27/1980 c 21:00
LOCATION: Tyrrhenian Sea, Ustica, Italy
CARRIER: Aero Transporti Italiani FLIGHT: 870
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-15 REGISTRY: I-TIGI
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Possibly struck by missile. Aircraft broke
up and crashed.
01/01/1978 c 20:15
LOCATION: Off Bandra, Maharashtra, India
CARRIER: Air India FLIGHT: 855
AIRCRAFT: B-747-237B REGISTRY: VT-EBD

ABOARD: 213 FATAL: 213 GROUND:
DETAILS: Went into a steep dive and exploded on
impact. Malfunction of altitude director
indicator.
11/03/1977
LOCATION: Belgrade, Yugoslavia
CARRIER: El Al FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: B-747 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Explosive decompression
10/06/1976 c 13:30
LOCATION: Off Bridgetown, Barbados
CARRIER: Empresa Consolidada Cubana de
Aviacion (Cuba) FLIGHT: 455
AIRCRAFT: DC-8-43 REGISTRY: CU-T1201
ABOARD: 73 FATAL: 73 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed into Caribbean Sea. Detonation
of an explosive device in the aft of the
cabin.
01/01/1976 c 05:30
LOCATION: Northeastern Saudi Arabia
CARRIER: Middle East Airlines (Lebanon)
FLIGHT: 438
AIRCRAFT: B-720B REGISTRY: OD-AFT

ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke-up at FL 370. Detonation of an
explosive device the forward cargo
compartment.
12/22/1974 c12:30
LOCATION: Maturin, Venezuela
CARRIER: Aerovias Venezolanas SA (Venezuela)
FLIGHT: 358
AIRCRAFT: DC-9-14 REGISTRY: YV-CAVM
ABOARD: 77 FATAL: 77 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed 5 minutes after takeoff.
Unknown cause.
09/15/1974 c 11:00
LOCATION: Phan Rang, Vietnam
CARRIER: Air Vietnam (South Vietnam) FLIGHT:
706
AIRCRAFT: B-727-121C REGISTRY: XV-NJC
ABOARD: 75 FATAL: 75 GROUND:
DETAILS: Hijacked. Detonation of two hand
grenades in the passenger compartment.
09/08/1974 c 09:40
LOCATION: Ionian Sea West of Athens, off
Kefallinia, Greece
CARRIER: Trans World Airlines FLIGHT: 841

AIRCRAFT: B-707-331B REGISTRY: N8734
ABOARD: 88 FATAL: 88 GROUND:
DETAILS: Went into steep climb then nose-dived into
ocean. Detonation of an explosive
device in the aft cargo hold
03/03/1974 c 12:40
LOCATION: Bois d' Ermenonville, France
CARRIER: THY (Turkish Air) FLIGHT: 981
AIRCRAFT: DC-10-10 REGISTRY: TC-JAV
ABOARD: 346 FATAL: 346 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed shortly after takeoff. Lost
improperly latched cargo door.
Decompression, damage to controls.
11/03/1973
LOCATION: Over New Mexico
CARRIER: National Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: DC-10 REGISTRY:
ABOARD: 116 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Overspeeding of starboardengine, engine
disintegrated, pieces struck fuselage,
broke window, passenger sucked out.
07/22/1973 22:06
LOCATION: Off Papeete, Tahiti
CARRIER: Pan Amercian World Airways

FLIGHT:

816
AIRCRAFT: 707-321B REGISTRY: N417PA
ABOARD: 78 FATAL: 78 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed 30 seconds after takeoff into the
ocean.
05/18/1973
LOCATION: Southern Siberia, USSR
CARRIER: Aeroflot FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Tupolev Tu-104A REGISTRY:
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke up at FL 300. Detonation of a
bomb in the cabin being carried by a
passenger.
06/15/1972 c 14:00
LOCATION: Near Pleiku, Vietnam
CARRIER: Cathay Pacific Airways (Hong Kong)
FLIGHT: 700Z
AIRCRAFT: Convair 880M REGISTRY: VR-HFZ
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while en route. Detonation of an
explosive device in the passenger cabin.
01/26/1972
LOCATION: Near Hermsdorf, Czechoslovakia
CARRIER: JAT FLIGHT:

AIRCRAFT: DC-9-32 REGISTRY: YU-AHT
ABOARD: 28 FATAL: 27 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of bomb in forward cargo
hold. Crew member fell 15,000 feet in the
tail section and survived.
02/21/1970
LOCATION: Germany
CARRIER: Swissair FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Convair CV-990-30A-6 REGISTRY:
HBICD
ABOARD: 47 FATAL: 47 GROUND:
DETAILS: Detonation of an explosive device in the
rear of the plane shortly after takeoff.
10/12/1967 c 07:25
LOCATION: Off south-western Turkey
CARRIER: British Eurpoean Airways FLIGHT:
284
AIRCRAFT: de Havilland Comet 4B REGISTRY:
G-ARCO
ABOARD: 66 FATAL: 66 GROUND:
DETAILS: Broke up at FL290. Detonation of an
explosive device in the passenger cabin.
12/08/1963 20:59
LOCATION: Elkton, MD

CARRIER: Pan American World Airways FLIGHT:
214
AIRCRAFT: B-707-121 REGISTRY: N709PA
ABOARD: 81 FATAL: 81 GROUND:
DETAILS: Exploded and crashed while in holding
pattern. Lightening induced ignition of fuel
tank vapors.
07/28/1963 c 01:50
LOCATION: Off Bandra, Maharashtra, India
CARRIER: United Arab Airlines (Egypt) FLIGHT:
869
AIRCRAFT: de Havilland Comet 4C REGISTRY:
SU-ALD
ABOARD: 63 FATAL: 63 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while preparing to land.
05/22/1962 c 21:15
LOCATION: Near Unionville, MO
CARRIER: Contenential Airlines FLIGHT: 11
AIRCRAFT: B-707-124 REGISTRY: N70775
ABOARD: 45 FATAL: 45 GROUND:
DETAILS: Crashed while en route. Detonation of a
dynamite bomb in the right rear lavatory.

Unusual Accidents

------------------------------------------------------------------Captain allowed his children to manipulate the
controls.

03/23/1994 00:57
LOCATION: Near Mezhduretshensk, Russia
CARRIER: Russian International Airways
FLIGHT: 593
AIRCRAFT: Airbus A310-304
REGISTRY: F-OGQS S/N: 596
ABOARD: 75 FATAL: 75 GROUND:
DETAILS:The aircraft crashed after the captain
allowed his child to
manipulate the controls of the plane. The pilot's 11
year old
daughter and 16 year old son were taking turns in
the pilot's seat,
flying the plane. While the boy was flying, he put
the airliner in a
bank of 90 degrees and the nose dropped sharply.
Some one pulled
back on the yoke to obtain level flight but the plane
stalled.
Amazingly, rather than the co-pilot in the right hand

seat taking over
the controls, the captain began to coach his son in
recovery
techniques. After several stalls and rapid pull-ups
the plane went
into a spiral descent. In the end the co-pilot initiated
a 4.8g pull-up
and nearly regained a stable flightpath but the
aircraft struck the
ground killing all aboard.

Captain almost sucked out of plane

06/10/1990 c 08:20
LOCATION: Oxfordshire, England
CARRIER: British Airways FLIGHT: 5309
AIRCRAFT: BAC One-Eleven
REGISTRY: S/N:
ABOARD: 85 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: On a flight from Birmingham, England
to Malaga, Spain,
at FL 230, a large section of windshield fell away
from the aircraft.
The decompression pulled the captain out from
under his seatbelt.

Despite trying to hold onto the yoke, the captain
was sucked out into
the opening. A steward in the cockpit was able to
grab hold of his
legs. Another steward was able to strap himself
into the vacant seat
and aid in holding onto the captain's legs. The
copilot wearing full
restraints made an emergency landing at
Southampton. The captain
remained half way out of the aircraft for 15 minutes
and suffered
only frostbite and some fractures. Improper bolts
used to replace the
windshield two days earlier.

Ran out of fuel while in holding pattern

01/25/1990 21:34
LOCATION: Cove Neck, New York
CARRIER: AVIANCA (Colombia) FLIGHT:
052
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-707-321B
REGISTRY: HK 2016 S/N: 19276
ABOARD: 158 FATAL: 73 GROUND:

DETAILS: The aircraft was put in a series of
extended holding
patterns as it approached New York. The crew
informed ATC they
were running out of fuel but did not declare an
emergency and were
cleared to land. After a missed approach and
during a go-around,
the plane ran out of fuel and crashed in a wooded
area. The captain
speaking very little English and communicating
through the first
officer at no time declared an emergency. The first
officer used the
term "we need priority" several times, rather than
declaring an
emergency. The ATC did not realize the peril of the
aircraft. Failure
of the crew to properly communicate the
emergency situation to the
ATC.

Crew preoccupied with listening to a World Cup
Soccer match

09/03/1989 c 20:45
LOCATION: Near Sao Jose do Xingu, Brazil
CARRIER: VARIG (Brazil) FLIGHT: 254
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-737-241
REGISTRY: PP-VMK S/N: 21006
ABOARD: 54 FATAL: 13 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft ran out of fuel due to a
navigation error and
crashed into the jungle. The crew, preoccupied with
listening to a
World Cup championship match, flew in the wrong
direction. It is
alleged that the pilot led the survivors two days
through the jungle to
rescue and the first words out of his mouth were
"who won".

Nine passengers sucked out of plane and lost at sea

02/24/1989 02:09
LOCATION: Honolulu, Hawaii
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT: 811
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-747-122
REGISTRY: N4713U S/N:
ABOARD: 356 FATAL: 9 GROUND:

DETAILS: After leaving Honolulu, on a flight from
Los Angeles to
Sydney, Australia, the loss of an improperly latched
cargo door
resulted in explosive decompression and loss of
power in the No. 3
and 4 engines. Nine passengers were sucked out of
the plane and lost
at sea. The plane landed safely.

Both pilots shot by fired airline employee

12/07/1987 16:16
LOCATION: San Luis Obispo, California
CARRIER: Pacific Southwest Airlines FLIGHT:
1771
AIRCRAFT: British Aerospace BAe-146-200
REGISTRY: N350PS S/N: E-2027
ABOARD: 43 FATAL: 43 GROUND:
DETAILS: A fired USAir employee, David Burke,
after leaving a
goodbye message to friends, shot both pilots. The
aircraft went into
a steep dive and crashed.

Plane crashed after pilot ignored Ground Proximity
Warning System

02/19/1985 09:27
LOCATION: Mt. Oiz, near Durango, Vizcaya,
Spain
CARRIER: Iberia Airlines (Spain) FLIGHT: 610
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-727-256
REGISTRY: EC-DDU S/N: 21777
ABOARD: 148 FATAL: 148 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into an antenna on
Mt. Oiz.
Incorrect interpretation of Ground Proximity
Warning System
(GPWS). The captain was heard shouting "shut up"
at the GPWS as
it announced "pull up". Overconfidence in altitude
alert system.
Incorrect interpretation of its warnings.

All four engines failed after flying through volcanic
ash

06/24/1982 20:44
LOCATION: Mount Galunggung, Indonesia
CARRIER: British Airways FLIGHT: 009
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-747
REGISTRY: G-BDXH S/N:
ABOARD: 257 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft flew into a plume from a
volcanic eruption at
37,000 feet during the night. All engines failed and
the windshield
lost transparency because of pitting. The first
engine was restarted at
12,000 feet, followed by the other three and the
plane landed safely
at Jakarta.

Aircraft crashed after crew struggled with mentally ill
pilot

02/09/1982
LOCATION: Tokyo, Japan
CARRIER: Japan Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-8-61
REGISTRY: JA-8061 S/N: 45889
ABOARD: 174 FATAL: 24 GROUND:

DETAILS: The aircraft flew into shallow water
after a struggle with
a mentally ill pilot. It appears the captain, known
to have mental
problems, put an engine into reverse while the copilot and flight
engineer battled to restrain him.

Captain experimented with autothrotle system

11/03/1973 c 16:40
LOCATION: Near Albuquerque, New Mexico
CARRIER: National Airlines FLIGHT: 27
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-10-10
REGISTRY: N60NA S/N:
ABOARD: 128 FATAL: 1 GROUND:
DETAILS: Overspeeding of the starboard engine
caused the engine
to disintegrate. Pieces struck the fuselage, breaking
a window,
causing rapid explosive decompression and a
passenger was sucked
out of the plane. The plane landed safely. The
captain and flight
engineer experimenting with the autothrottle system

to see its
response to various other instrument settings caused
overspeeding of
the engine.

Twenty-nine survivors rescued after 2 months in the
Andes mountains

10/13/1972
LOCATION: Near San Fernando, Chile
CARRIER: TAMU FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Fairchild-Hiller FH-227D/LCD
REGISTRY: T-571 S/N: 572
ABOARD: 45 FATAL: 29 GROUND:
DETAILS: The flight crashed into Andes
mountains. The survivors
were not found until 12/22/72. Survivors resorted
to cannibalism to
stay alive. The book and move "Alive" is based on
this accident.

Crew member fell 33,000 feet and survived

01/26/1972 c 17:00
LOCATION: Near Hermsdorf, Czechoslovakia
CARRIER: JAT Yugoslav Airlines FLIGHT: 364
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-9-32
REGISTRY: YU-AHT S/N: 47482
ABOARD: 28 FATAL: 27 GROUND:
DETAILS: The plane crashed after the detonation
of bomb in the
forward cargo hold. A stewardess fell 33,000 feet
in the tail
section and although breaking both legs and being
paralyzed from
the waist down, survived. The bomb was believed
to be placed on the
plane by a Croatian extremist group.

Co-pilot accidently deployed spoilers 60 feet off the
ground

07/05/1970 08:09
LOCATION: Toronto, Canada
CARRIER: Air Canada FLIGHT: 621
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-8-63
REGISTRY: CF-TIW S/N: 46114
ABOARD: 109 FATAL: 109 GROUND:

DETAILS: While landing and approximately 60
feet above the
runway, the spoilers were inadvertently deployed
causing the aircraft
to fall and lose the No. 4 engine. The crew then
decided to goaround. The aircraft exploded while attempting the
go-around.
Inadvertent deployment of spoilers while the
aircraft was still in the
air by the first officer. Faulty design by allowing
the spoiler handle
to perform two different unrelated tasks.

Captain suffered heart attack

04/22/1966 20:30
LOCATION: Near Ardmore, Oklahoma
CARRIER: American Flyers Airline FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Lockheed 188C Electra
REGISTRY: N183H S/N: 1136
ABOARD: 98 FATAL: 83 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into foothills during
landing attempt
at Ardmore Municipal Airport . Incapacitation of

captain with a
heart attack during final stages of approach.

Pilot decided to give passengers a view of the
mountain

03/05/1966 c 14:15
LOCATION: Near Gotemba City, Mt. Fuji, Japan
CARRIER: British Overseas Airways FLIGHT:
911
AIRCRAFT: Boeing B-707-436
REGISTRY: G-APFE S/N: 17706
ABOARD: 124 FATAL: 124 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed into Mt. Fuji after
encountering
severe turbulence when the pilot decided to give the
passengers a
view of the mountain. The aircraft encountered
severe clear air
turbulence and started to come apart in the air
before crashing.

Aircraft crashes after collision with a whistling swan

11/23/1962
LOCATION: Ellicot, Maryland
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Vickers Viscount 745D
REGISTRY: N7430 S/N: 128
ABOARD: 18 FATAL: 18 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft struck a flock of Whistling
Swans at night, at
6,000 ft. One, estimated to be 13 pounds, struck
the leading edge of
the tail stabilizer, weakening the structure and
causing it to detach.
The aircraft lost control and crashed.

Son placed bomb aboard aircraft to collect insurance
on his mother

11/01/1955 c 19:00
LOCATION: Longmont, Colorado
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT: 629
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-6B
REGISTRY: N37559 S/N: 43538
ABOARD: 44 FATAL: 44 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft crashed 11 minutes after

taking off from
Denver on a flight to Seattle. Detonation of a bomb
in the No. 4
cargo hold, placed by John Graham in his mother's
luggage in order
to collect $37,500 in insurance. A delayed flight
caused the
bomb to detonate over flat land rather than the
mountains as planned.
He was executed for the crime.

Husband placed a bomb aboard aircraft to collect
insurance on his wife

09/09/1949 10:45
LOCATION: Sault-aux-Cochons, PQ, Canada
CARRIER: Canadian Pacific Airlines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-3
REGISTRY: CF-CUA S/N: 4518
ABOARD: 23 FATAL: 23 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft disintegrated in flight 40
miles outside of
Quebec. Detonation of a dynamite bomb in the
forward baggage
compartment. Planted by Albert Guay, a jeweler,

in a plot to kill
his wife, a passenger on the plane. Guay, who
assembled the bomb,
had his mistress Marguerite Pitre air express the
bomb on the aircraft.
Ms. Pitre brother, a clockmaker, helped make the
timing
mechanism. The insurance policy was for 10,000
dollars. All three
were hanged for the crime.

Falulty design caused aviation fuel to be sucked into
heating vent
10/24/1947
LOCATION: Bryce Canyon, Utah
CARRIER: United Air Lines FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-6
REGISTRY: NC37510 S/N: 42875
ABOARD: 52 FATAL: 52 GROUND:
DETAILS: Fire was reported on board the aircraft
before it crashed.
An almost identical accident with the same cause
occurred on 11/11/47.
The flight crew transferred fuel either intentionally
or inadvertently

from the No. 4 alternate tanks to the No. 3 alternate
tanks and failed
to stop the transfer process in time to avoid
overflowing the No. 3
alternate tank. Gasoline flowed through the No. 3
alternate vent line,
out the vent, and was carried back by the slip
stream, entering the cabin
heater combustion air intake scoop. When the
cabin heater came on, an
explosion and fire occurred. Design flaw in the
aircraft.

Captain intentionally engaged the gust lock in flight

10/08/1947
LOCATION: El Paso, Texas
CARRIER: American Airlines FLIGHT: 311
AIRCRAFT: Douglas DC-4
REGISTRY: NC90432 S/N:
ABOARD: 56 FATAL: 0 GROUND:
DETAILS: The aircraft went into steep dive and
pulled out 350 feet
from the ground. As an experiment, a captain
riding in the jump

seat engaged the gust lock in flight. The command
pilot rolled the
elevator with no response as the jump seat captain
disengaged the
gust lock causing the aircraft to go into a steep dive,
execute part of
an outside roll and become inverted. Neither the
command nor jump
seat captain had seat belts on and accidently
feathered No. 1, 2 and 4
engines. The co-pilot managed to unfeather the
props and pull out of
the dive.

U.S. Army Air Corps plane crashed into Empire State
Building

07/28/1945 9:49
LOCATION: New York, New York
CARRIER: Military FLIGHT:
AIRCRAFT: USAAC B-25 Bomber
REGISTRY: 0577 S/N:
ABOARD: 3 FATAL: 3 GROUND: 11
DETAILS: A U.S. Army Air Force plane crashed
into the 79th floor

of the Empire State Building in heavy fog. Lt. Col.
William
Franklin Smith Jr., the pilot, became disoriented
while trying to land
at Newark Airport. Lt. Smith was told he had a 3
hour wait to land
at Newark. Impatient to get his plane on the
ground, he falsely
declared he had official business at La Guardia
Airport with the
intention of diverting to Newark as soon as he was
cleared. The 12
ton plane smashed a 20 ft. hole in the building.
Fuel from thehb
ruptured gas tanks poured out and set two floors
ablaze killing 10
people. One engine exited the south side of the
building and plunged
into a penthouse below.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:58 PM PDT
To: JStevenson@RossPerry.com
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Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix D DC-10 Accidents (Unofficial 1973
through 1996)
http://www.taxiways.net/DC-10/history/52-37.html
DC-10 losses
Date: Registration: DC-10 type: Msn: Fn:
Airline:
731217 EC-CBN DC-10-30
46925 87 Iberia
740303 TC-JAV DC-10-10
46704 29
Turkish Airlines
751112 N1032F DC-10-30CF
46826 109
Overseas National Airways
760102 N1031F DC-10-30CF
46825 81 Saudi
Arabian Airlines
780301 N68045 DC-10-10
46904 44
Continental Airlines
790525 N110AA DC-10-10
46510 22
American Airlines
791031 N903WA DC-10-10
46929 107

Western Airlines
791128 ZK-NZP DC-10-30
46910 182 Air
New Zealand
810203 AP-AXE DC-10-30
46935 172
Pakistan Airlines
820123 N113WA DC-10-30CF
47821 320
World Airways
820913 EC-DEG DC-10-30CF
46962 238
Spantax
831223 HL-7339 DC-10-30
46960 237
Korean Airlines
860810 N184AT DC-10-40
46751 36 ATA
(American Trans Air)
870110 5N-ANR DC-10-30
46968 243
Nigeria Airways
870917 82-0190 KC-10A 48212 382 US Air
Force
880521 N136AA DC-10-10
47846 69
American Airlines
890719 N1819U DC-10-10
46618 118
United Airlines
890727 HL-7328 DC-10-30
47887 125
Korean Airlines
890919 N54629 DC-10-30
46852 93 UTA
921221
PH-MBN DC-10-30CF
46924 218
Martinair
930414 N139AA DC-10-30
46711 105

American Airlines
960613 PK-GIE DC-10-30
Garuda Indonesia
960905 N68055 DC-10-10F
Federal Express

46685 284
47809 191

Service Bulletin 52-37
Service Bulletin 52-37 was issued by Douglas on July
3rd 1972, three weeks after the Windsor incident in
which the rear cargo door blew off and caused severe
damages to the aircraft structure. These modifications
suggested by Douglas included a completely new door
locking system for the infamous cargo door. Several
facts are still unknown, but neither Douglas nor the
operators of the DC-10 took this service bulletin too
serious. At this time, 49 aircraft were already
manufactured and operated by following airlines:
http://members.tripod.com/vicondisa/dc10acc.htm
June 12, 1972
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N103AA (fsn 46503/
fn 05), American Airlines
Over Windsor, Ontario
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 67

Fatalities: 0
Following takeoff from Detroit, the rear cargo door
blew off due to a door latch system that had been
damaged by ground crew members. The loss of
pressurization caused the cabin floor to buckle and
damaged the hydraulic control lines of the aircraft.
The captain, having trained himself in simulator
sessions to fly the aircraft using its throttles (a method
called Òdifferential thrust steeringÓ), made an
emergency landing in Detroit.
November 3, 1973
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N60NA (46700/14),
National Airlines
Over Albuquerque, New Mexico
Mechanical Failure due to Operator Error
Occupants: 128
Fatalities: 1
At 39,000 feet over Albuquerque the cockpit crew
experimented with the autothrottle system of their
DC-10. Their experiments overspeeded the fans of the
no. 3 engine, subjecting them to unusually high
stresses and causing them to burst through their
casing. Fragments of the shattered engine pierced the
fuselage and depressurized the cabin, sucking one
passenger to his death.

December 17, 1973
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 EC-CBN (46925/87),
Iberia
Boston-Logan International Airport, Massachusetts
Wind Shear
Occupants: 168
Fatalities: 0
The DC-10 approached Boston Runway 33L in bad
weather and reduced visibility. The aircraft struck
approach lights 500 feet short of the threshold and
collided with a dike. The right main landing gear was
sheared off; the aircraft then skidded and came to a
rest 3000 feet from the threshold. The aircraft
descended fast due to wind shear, which had not been
noticed by the crew during the landing.
McDonnell Douglas photo
March 3, 1974
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 TC-JAV (46704/29),
Turk Hava Yollari - THY
Outside Paris, France
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 346
Fatalities: 346
The latch mechanism of the aft cargo door, the design
of which was susceptible to damage, had been
damaged before the accident. Before takeoff the door

had not been secured properly. Shortly after takeoff
from Paris, the door failed. The resulting
depressurization led to the disruption of the floor
structure, causing six passengers and parts of the
aircraft to be ejected, rendering No.2 engine
inoperative, and impairing the flight controls so that it
was impossible for the crew to regain control of the
aircraft.
November 12, 1975
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N1032F
(46826/109), Overseas National Airways
New York-John F. Kennedy International Airport
Fire due to Foreign Object Damage and Mechanical
Failure
Occupants: 139
Fatalities: 0
Shortly after accelerating through 100 knots, but
before reaching takeoff speed, a flock of birds rose
from the runway. The aircraft struck the birds,
damaging the no. 3 engine's fan blades and causing
rotor imbalance. This caused a failure of the engine
casing and started a fire in the right wing. Partial loss
of hydraulic power to the planeÕs systems from the
failure of the no. 3 engine meant that the aircraft could
not be stopped on the runway. The pilot-in-command
steered the aircraft off the runway at a 40-knot speed;

the main undercarriage collapsed and the aircraft
came to rest against the shoulder of the taxiway.
January 2, 1976
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N1031F
(46825/81), Saudia
Istanbul, Turkey
Weather
Occupants: 373
Fatalities: 0
Heavy landing in fog; careened off the runway.
March 1, 1978
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N68045 (46904/44),
Continental Airlines
Los Angeles International Airport, California
Mechanical Failure
Occupants: 200
Fatalities: 2
During acceleration for takeoff, an engine exploded.
The flight crew did not believe the plane would be
able to stop on the remaining length of runway and
steered it off the runway during deceleration. During
the turn one of the main landing gear struts broke off
and the airplane caught fire in this area.

May 25, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N110AA (46510/22),
American Airlines
Chicago OÕHare International Airport, Illinois
Mechanical Failure due to Maintenance Error
Occupants: 271
Fatalities: 271 + 2 third-party fatalities = 273
The No. 1 engine and pylon, its mountings damaged
by an improper maintenance procedure, fell from its
position on the left wing just before aircraft rotation.
The engine loss resulted in a loss of hydraulic
pressure to the left-wing slats. The uncommanded slat
retraction, combined with damage inflicted to the
leading edge during the engine separation, created a
condition of asymmetrical lift. When the damaged
wing lost its lift the plane rolled on its side and
crashed into a trailer park less than a mile from the
end of the runway.
October 31, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N903WA (46929/107),
Western Air Lines
Mexico City-Benito Juarez International Airport,
Mexico
Landing Accident due to Weather/Human Error
Occupants: 88
Fatalities: 72 + 1 third party fatality = 73.

The DC-10 crashed after a landing descent through
foggy conditions. Cleared to land on Runway 23R, it
instead touched down on 23L, which had been closed
for repairs. The aircraft struck excavation equipment
and suffered substantial damage before crashing into a
building.
November 11, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 XA-DUH
(46937/152), Aeromexico
Luxembourg, Europe
Improper climb procedures/operator error
Occupants: 311
Fatalities: 0
While climbing to 31,000 feet the aircraft entered a
sustained stall, from which it recovered at 18,900 feet.
The aircraft suffered mild damage to its outboard
elevators and portions of the lower aft fuselage.
Jon Proctor collection
November 28, 1979
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 ZK-NZP (46910/182),
Air New Zealand
Mt. Erebus, Antarctica
Navigational Error
Occupants: 257
Fatalities: 257

On a sightseeing flight over Antarctica, the aircraft
deviated from its course by 1.5 miles east of its
intended position and crashed into the slope of Mt.
Erebus. The aircraft was destroyed by impact and fire.
Later investigation placed blame on the airline for
changing the computer track of the aircraft without
notifying the flight crew.
February 3, 1981
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 AP-AXE (46935/172),
Pakistan International Airlines
Karachi, Pakistan
Ground fire
Occupants: 0
Fatalities: 0
Destroyed in a hangar fire.
January 23, 1982
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF N113WA
(47821/320), World Airways
Boston-Logan International Airport, Massachusetts
Landing accident due to weather and human error
Occupants: 212
Fatalities: 2
The aircraft touched down on an ice-covered runway
2,800 feet past the displaced threshold. When it
became clear that the aircraft would not stop on the

runway the crew turned the aircraft off at the end of
the runway. The aircraft rolled into shallow water and
the nose section separated.
September 13, 1982
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF EC-DEG
(46962/238, ex-N1034F), Spantax
Malaga, Spain
Landing Gear Failure/Fire
Occupants: 394
Fatalities: 50
The crew aborted the takeoff above rotation speed due
to strong vibration. The aircraft overran the runway,
crashed into a railway embankment and caught fire.
The source of the vibration was later determined to be
a failure of the recapped tread of the right nose wheel.
December 23, 1983
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 HL-7339 (46960/237,
ex-N1033F), Korean Air Lines
Ground Collision due to Weather/Human Error
Anchorage, Alaska
Occupants: 3
Fatalities: 0
Under foggy conditions the DC-10 crew taxied onto
the wrong runway and collided head-on with a Piper
PA-31.

August 10, 1986
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-40 N184AT (46751/36,
ex-N142US), American Trans Air
Chicago-OÕHare International Airport, Illinois
Ground Fire
Occupants: 0
Fatalities: 0
A mechanic, improperly handling a loose oxygen
generator from a damaged passenger seat-back in the
forward cargo hold, set off the generator. This ignited
the seat covers, along with oil stored in the forward
cargo hold. The fire eventually burned through the
cabin floor.
January 10, 1987
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 5N-ANR (46968/243),
Nigeria Airways
Ilorin, Nigeria
Training Accident
Occupants: 9
Fatalities: 0
While practicing touch-and-go landings, the aircraft
overshot the runway and caught fire.
September 17, 1987
McDonnell Douglas KC-10A 82-0190 (48212/382),

United States Air Force
Barksdale Air Force Base
Ground Fire
Occupants: 17
Fatalities: 1
Ground fire.
May 21, 1988
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N136AA (47846/69,
ex-ZK-NZL), American Airlines
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, Texas
Take-off Accident
Occupants: 254
Fatalities: 0
During the takeoff roll, the flight crew received
indications that the flaps and slats were not in takeoff
position. The crew attempted to stop the plane but ran
out of runway space. The nose gear collapsed, causing
major damage to the underside of the forward
fuselage. The aircraft was removed from service and
used for parts.
View photos of the damage
July 19, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N1819U (46618/118),
United Air Lines
Sioux City-Gateway, Iowa

Mechanical/Hydraulic Failure due to Engine Failure
Occupants: 298
Fatalities: 111
During cruise at 37,000 feet the number 2 engine
suffered an uncontained failure due to an unnoticed
fatigue crack in the stage 1 fan disk. The explosion
sent shards flying through the rear of the plane,
rupturing its hydraulic flight control lines. With the
help of a secondary air crewman the flight crew was
able to control the aircraft through differential thrust
steering of the remaining engines, and eventually
descended for an emergency landing at Sioux City.
During the final approach the nose pitched downward
and the right wing dropped; the aircraft skidded to the
right, rolled inverted, caught fire and cartwheeled.
McDonnell Douglas photo
July 27, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 HL-7328 (47887/125,
ex-HS-VGE), Korean Air
Tripoli International Airport, Libya
Landing Accident due to Weather
Occupants: 199
Fatalities: 75 + 4 third party fatalities = 79.
The aircraft approached in conditions of poor
visibility and crashed short of the airport.

photo courtesy of Greg Drawbaugh
September 19, 1989
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N54629 (46852/93),
Union de Transportes Aeriens (UTA)
Over Sahara desert in Niger
Sabotage
Occupants: 171
Fatalities: 171
During climb on this flight from N'Djamena to Paris, a
bomb planted in the baggage hold went off.
photo courtesy of Greg Drawbaugh
December 21, 1992
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30CF PH-MBN
(46924/218), Martinair Holland
Faro, Portugal
Landing Accident due to Weather/Human Error
Occupants: 340
Fatalities: 56
During approach, when the aircraft was switched from
autopilot to manual mode, the airspeed fell and could
not be restored before the aircraft touched the runway.
The main gear struck the runway very hard, causing
the right wing to separate and the aircraft to slide
down the runway. It was later determined that the high
rate of descent, coupled with a crosswind, exceeded
the structural limitations of the aircraft.

April 14, 1993
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 N139AA (46711/105,
ex-N80NA), American Airlines
Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, Texas
Landing Accident due to Weather/Operator Error
Occupants: 202
Fatalities: 0
During landing in poor weather the aircraft was
caught in a crosswind. The first officer wanted to
perform a go-around but the captain took control and
landed the aircraft. The plane drifted off the runway
and came to rest in mud; the nose and left main gear
struts collapsed.
Read the abstract of the NTSB report
November 26, 1993
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 YV-135C
(46791/258), Viasa
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Landing accident
Occupants: unknown
Fatalities: unknown
Damaged extensively while overshooting the runway
on landing at Buenos Aires. Put into storage.
June 13, 1996

McDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 PK-GIE (46685/284),
Garuda Indonesia Airways
Fukuoka, Japan
Engine failure
Occupants: 275
Fatalities: 3
Immediately after takeoff the first stage fan of the
number 3 engine separated. The takeoff was aborted
and the DC-10 skidded off the runway. The landing
gear and number 1 engine separated from the aircraft.
September 5, 1996
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10CF N68055
(47809/191), Federal Express
Newburgh-Stewart International Airport, New York
Fire
Occupants: 5
Fatalities: 0
At 33,000 feet during a flight from Memphis to
Boston, a fire began in the cargo area. The crew made
an emergency landing at Newburgh 20 minutes later
and evacuated the aircraft. Because of the cargo
arrangement, the firemen could not reach the source of
the smoke. An hour after it started, the fire burned
through the fuselage and the tail separated.
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Appendix E Boeing History
(Unofficial) (AP)
1910: William Boeing buys Heath's shipyard on the
Duwamish River. It becomes his first airplane factory.
The first airplane flight is made over Seattle.
1915: Boeing has a hangar built beside Lake Union.
1916: Pacific Aero Products is incorporated, and
Boeing buys 998 of the company's 1,000 shares. He
moves the operation to his shipyard on the Duwamish
River.

1917: Pacific Aero Products is renamed the Boeing
Airplane Co.
1918: Boeing signs a contract with the U.S. Navy to
build 50 HS-2Ls, a patrol flying boat.
1919: The B-1 mail plane, the first Boeing-designed
commercial aircraft, makes its first flight.
1921: The company wins a contract to build 200
Thomas Morse MB-3A pursuit fighters.
1922: Edgar N. Gott, general manager of the Boeing
Aircraft Co., tells workers they will each receive a
$500 insurance policy as a New Year's gift, the first
known non-wage benefit at Boeing.
1926: The Army orders 25 PW-9C fighters, a version
of the PW-9 with a heavier fuselage. The production
version of the FB-5 carrier fighter makes its first
flight. The 27 ordered by the Navy are rolled onto
barges and taken to the USN Langley.
1927: Boeing Airplane signs a contract with the U.S.
Postal Service to fly airmail between Chicago and San
Francisco. The Boeing Air Transport, predecessor of
United Airlines, is founded to operate the mail routes

and run the new airline.
1928: Boeing Air Transport acquires 73 percent of
Pacific Air Transport's stock and runs an airline up and
down the West Coast.
1929: The stock markets crash and the Depression
begins. Ellen Church, a registered nurse, joins the
crew of a Model 80A flight headed to San Francisco
and becomes the first woman flight attendant.
1931: Boeing Air Transport, National Air Transport,
Varney Air Lines and Pacific Air Transport combine to
become United Air Lines, providing coast-to-coast
passenger and mail service. One way takes 27 hours.
Military contracts
1932: The P-26 Peashooter makes its first flight. It
becomes known as the fastest air-cooled pursuit
fighter in the world.
1934: The U.S. Army corps asks for a design for a
very heavy long-range experimental bomber. Boeing
engineers begin work on the XB-15. Bill Boeing sells
his shares, angry over the government forcing him to
sell off the fledgling United Airlines and other parts of

his empire.
1935: Model 299 (XB-17), prototype of the B-17,
makes its first flight at Boeing Field. Reporters dub it
the "Flying Fortress." A Model 299 makes a nonstop
test flight from Seattle to Dayton, Ohio, A few months
later, a Model 299 crashes in Dayton.
1936: Boeing buys 28 acres on Marginal Way in
Seattle, between Boeing Field and the Duwamish
Waterway. The International Association of
Machinists Local 751 signs its first working
agreement with Boeing Airplane.
1938: The Model 307 Stratoliner, the first American
pressurized commercial transport, makes its first
flight.
1939: The Civil Aeronautics Authority grants Pan
American Airways permission to use the Model 314
Clipper for commercial service.
1940: Pan American Airways takes delivery of its first
Model 307 Stratoliners.
1941: The U.S. Navy chooses a site in Renton as its
new manufacturing facility. It later trades the facility

to the Army Air Corps, and 1,119 B-29s are built there
in record time. Engineering starts for 264 servicemodel B-29s. The first B-17s fly into combat with the
British Royal Air Force. Japan bombs Pearl Harbor on
Dec. 7, drawing the United States into World War II.
1942: The luxurious Stratoliners are stripped of their
civilian finery and pressed into military service as
C-75s. The first flights carry antitank ammunition and
medical supplies to British forces in Libya. The
Model 345, or B-29, bomber makes its first flight.
1943: Boeing builds branch plants throughout the
Puget Sound area, in Aberdeen, Bellingham, Tacoma,
Chehalis and Everett.
1945: The war ends and 30,000 Boeing employees
lose their jobs.
Commercial jets
1952: At its Renton plant, Boeing begins building the
Model 367-80, the jetliner and jet tanker prototype
that becomes the Dash 80, or 707.
1958: Pan American World Airways takes delivery of
the country's first commercial jet airliner, a 707-120.

That same year, the U.S. Air force selects Boeing to
assemble and test the Minuteman intercontinental
ballistic missile.
The space race
1963: NASA selects Boeing to build eight Lunar
Orbiter spacecraft. Boeing also helps develop a
number of space projects, including the Saturn V
rocket.
1964: Boeing begins building a space center in Kent.
It competes with Lockheed to design the SST, or
supersonic transport.
1966: Boeing celebrates its 50th anniversary. It
announces plans for a 490-passenger 747 jetliner and
begins construction on a new plant in Everett. It wins
the design contract for the SST.
1968: The first 747-100 is rolled out during
ceremonies at the new Everett plant. Launched by
Saturn V, Apollo 8 takes the first astronauts around the
moon.
1969: The 747-100 makes its first flight, and Apollo
11 astronauts Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin are

the first humans to walk on the moon. President Nixon
approves the construction of two SST prototypes by
Boeing. Boeing also begins building the Lunar
Roving Vehicle.
1970: Boeing begins work on the Airborne Warning
and Control System planes, or AWACS.
1971: The "Boeing Depression" hits the Seattle area,
caused by a recession, high costs for the 747 and
cancellation of the SST. The company cuts its area
work force from 80,400 to 37,200 in two years,
prompting the famous billboard that read, "Will the
last person leaving Seattle turn out the lights." But the
company also begins to diversify.
1974: Boeing's work on NASA programs continues as
it wins a contract to build components of the Hubble
Space Telescope.
1975: Boeing introduces its personal rapid transit
system in Japan. It carries 3 million people by the
year's end. It delivers its first modified B-52D to the
Strategic Air Command.
1977: Boeing delivers a modified 747 for use as a
delivery vehicle for the space shuttle. It also begins

work on the world's largest wind turbine.
1979: The Chinook CH-47D helicopter makes its first
flight.
1982: The 757-200 jetliner makes its first flight.
1985: Boeing begins preliminary designs for the
international space station.
1986: Boeing and Bell Helicopter Textron start
building six prototypes of the V-22 Osprey tilt-rotor
aircraft.
1987: Boeing wins a contract to build the living and
working quarters for the international space station.
1989: The V-22 Osprey and the B-2 stealth bomber
make their first flights.
1992: Phil Condit becomes president of the Boeing
Co.
Mergers
1996: Boeing merges with Rockwell's aerospace and
defense units. They are renamed Boeing North

American and are to operate as a subsidiary.
1997: Boeing merges with McDonnell Douglas Corp.
2000: The company lays off nearly 30,000 workers
from July 1998 to July 2000. In October, Boeing
acquires the former Hughes Space & Communications
Co. of El Segundo, Calif., from Hughes Electronics
Corp. and renames it Boeing Satellite Systems.
2000: Boeing, which has endured a number of lengthy
strikes, is hit with a 40-day walkout by its engineers
and technical workers.
January 2001: Boeing confirms it is considering
closing the Renton plant and consolidating some of its
aircraft manufacturing in Everett.
February: Boeing hints it may move its headquarters.
Company Chairman and CEO Phil Condit, fresh from
economic meetings in Davos, Switzerland, says
Boeing cannot be too reliant on one region -- or one
national economy -- for its future.
March 7: Boeing says that wings for the proposed
747X jumbo plane will be made in Japan.

March 21: Boeing announces it will move its
corporate headquarters from Seattle. It is looking at
sites in the Chicago, Denver and Dallas-Fort Worth
areas.
Sources: Boeing's Web site: www.boeing.com; The
Associated Press
747: BOEINGS MASTERPIECE
by Patrick Hoeveler
Today modern aviation is unthinkable without the
Boeing 747, of which 1,193 aircraft have up to date
been delivered. This unique giant has transported 2.2
billion people, which equals 40 percent of the world's
population. 30 years ago only few experts believed in
this monumental success. In those days the Jumbo Jet
was seen as an exotic creature among the other planes,
and it was even thought that the Boeing Company was
risking financial ruin.
The 747 came into existence after Boeing lost the
competition for a strategic airlifter for the US Air
Force. The Air Force needed a strategic long-haul
airlifter capable of transporting troops and heavy
weaponry to Europe. The very desirable contract was,
however, given to Lockheed in 1965 and led to the

creation of the C-5A Galaxy. From today's point of
view this was a stroke of luck for Boeing, because the
company now had resources for a new "Mega"Airliner. By the way, Lockheed only built 131 models
of them Galaxy.
The 747 saga began in spring 1965, when Pan
American World Airways, Pan Am, asked Boeing to
develop a lengthened version of the 707, with a
capacity for 250 passengers. However, this could not
be done for technical reasons.
During talks with Boeing representatives Pan Am
Boss Juan Trippe demanded a commercial airliner,
which could transport 400 passengers over a distance
of 5,000km. The new jet was also be used for the
transportation of cargo, because Trippe was convinced
that aviation was to be dominated by supersonic
airliners ten years from then. In that case the 747 was
to be an excellent cargo liner. A few days later Boeing
President William Allen telephoned Trippe and asked
whether he had been serious with this unusual idea.
Trippe, who had throughout the development of the
707 proved to be a friend of technological
innovations, just responded by saying, "I am serious."
In December 1965 both men met to negotiate details.
Thus the foundation to build this giant was laid.

On 13 April 1966 Allen and Trippe signed a sales
contract for 25 aircraft costing of $550 million. This
was up to then the biggest single contract of any
airline. Pan Am's decision was courageous, since the
competition doubted vehemently the economic
viability of the giant jet. It has to be added that the
then 71year old Juan Trippe ordered the 747 during a
booming air traffic. An annual growth rate of 15 per
cent in passenger rates was predicted. It was Pan Am's
plan to beat the competition with the 747, which could
carry three times as many passengers as the 707. The
recession in 1970, which was completely unexpected,
and the oil crisis foiled these plans. The 747 created
over-capacities, which are every airliner's nightmare.
Most carriers preferred smaller aircraft: They were,
however, afraid that the competition might buy the
giant and in this way dominate on international routes.
This is why mainly non-American airlines were
queuing up outside the Seattle works.
Here Boeing Boss Allen appointed Mel Stamper to be
head of the world's biggest aircraft-project. For four
years Stamper was in charge of the approx. 50,000
staff working on this program. He only took one day
off, one Christmas Eve. The work load was so
immense that he was often unable to return home and

had to spend the night on a conference table in his
office. Because of his leadership style his co-workers
remembered him as a drill sergeant of the US Marines
rather than as a manager.
In August 1965 Joseph Sutter joined the team as Chief
Designer. After the program launch in March 1966
Sutter and his team looked at 50 different designs with
two decks. The double-decker design was not ideal,
because passengers could not be evacuated in the time
prescribed by the American Aviation Authority FAA.
After viewing an improvised mock up of a cabin,
which was uncovered, Trippe discarded the double
deck idea. The view from the improvised top deck had
given almost everybody present vertigo. It is obvious
why everyone involved, apart from one Pan Am pilot,
refused to use the attached emergency escape slide.
After this sobering experience Trippe wanted to look
at the 1:1 model of a conventional single deck, which
was still being constructed. This design already had
the famous hump, which was to be the trade mark of
the 747. It goes without saying that the hunchback
attracted many sarcastic comments. It was alleged that
Boeing designed the hunchback to enable wealthy
captains to sit on their thick wallets and not bump
their heads.

There was a practical reason for the distinctive curve.
Trippe had asked for the cockpit to be situated above
the cabin. This was going to make loading easier. The
space behind the cockpit was allocated to the air
conditioning system and other instruments. However,
businessman Trippe had other ideas. "This space is
reserved for passengers. Couldn't we install a bar
there?" Sutter agreed with this idea, but other ideas
like glass nose for first class passengers only caused
everyone to shake their heads. Impressed with the size
of the cabin, there were many suggestions as to how
to use it, i.e. a restaurant, cinema, hairdressing salon
or even a casino.
The aircraft of the superlatives was now in need of a
production hangar of equally breathtaking
dimensions. The existing works like Renton, in which
the 707, 727 and 737 were assembled, were not big
enough. The search for a suitable location had started
as early as October 1964; it was intended for the
planned for C-5. A commission examined 50 locations
to their suitability, until Bill Allen decided on a site in
Everett, which is located north of Seattle in
Washington State. All along Everett had only ranked
on fifth place. It did have an existing airport, Fairfield,
but there was no rail link. The second steepest rail
track in the USA had to be built at a cost of $5 million

dollars. With the launch of the 747 the start of the
world's biggest industrial building was given. It was
big enough to house 40 football fields measuring 5.5
million sq m. Over 2,800 workmen battled against the
elements, months of rainfalls and snowstorms made
the building works extremely difficult. During rains
lasting 68 days, an enormous mud slide covered part
of the site. It cost another $5million dollars to clear up
the mess. In order to stay within the tight schedule,
the construction of the 747 was started, although the
factory had not been finished.
The 747 team was under enormous pressure to
succeed, not only because the factory had cost $200
million. There was an Anti-Jumbo-Lobby, which
questioned the safety of the big aircraft, arguing that a
single crash of one of the new Boeing models would
cause as many casualties as all airliner accidents in
any one year. Some "experts" even demanded that the
747 should only be allowed to fly in storm free
corridors, because it would not be able to weather any
turbulence because of its size.
In order to cut down any accident risk, Boeing used
the so-called "Fault Free Analysis". A team of five
engineers was occupied for months and compiled
diagrams examining the effects of a failing instrument

or the effect of one fault on all systems. According to
Sutter safety was given the utmost priority, even the
coffee makers on board were checked thoroughly.
Never before had Boeing invested so much time and
money into laboratory and wind channel tests.
Amongst other things the engineers built two 747
models of three meter length, which corresponded
with a complete Douglas DC-6. The wind channel test
program was supposed to take 15,000 hours.
After basic design work and more than 75,000
construction drawings, which were carried out by
hand, had been completed, the 4.5 million parts of the
first 747 had to be assembled. Workmen very often
cursed the monster, which they had to build. However,
they were also proud of the product and their own
achievement. Stamper was most impressed by their
thirst for action and suggested to call the team in
Everett the "Incredibles". To Stamper's amazement
this nickname soon appeared on helmets and coats
worn by the employees. Stamper remembers, "It was
the most motivated workforce I have ever seen. Some
chaps even worked two shifts one after the other
without being asked."
The "Incredibles" had indeed performed a miracle.
Less than three years after the contract was signed

Jumbo 001 left the hangar in Everett with a big fuss
on 30 September 1968. To celebrate the day 26
stewardesses, who were responsible for the first
customers "beheaded" bottles of champagne and
christened the first 747 "City of Everett". A Boeing
707, 727 and 737 flew overhead and made the
celebrations perfect.
747-100 prototype rolls out
Prior to her maiden flight Jack Waddell, head of the
test program, had made a movable mockup in order to
simulate the way the 747 would roll on the ground,
since a cockpit more than 10 meters above ground
was very unusual in those days. The monstrosity was
jokingly named "Waddall's Wagon" by Boeing
employees. Strain trials, which were carried out to
take the wind out of the critics' sails, went quite
spectacularly. In one test the wings of a static plane
were being bent upwards and only broke at 7.9
meters.
On 9 February 1969 it became obvious that the $1
billion cost for developing the 747 had been
worthwhile. Jack Waddell, Brial Wygle and Jesse
Wallick took to the skies in Jumbo N7470 only two
months behind schedule. Pilot Waddell was

enthusiastic about the aircraft's flight properties, "
This plane is the answer to every pilot's dream." And
it was said beforehand that the aircraft was simply too
big to fly safely. One was even concerned that the 747
might damage the tarmac because of its weight.
During test flights it became apparent that there were
grave problems with the original version of the Pratt 7
Whitney JT-9D. During the 1,400 hours flight and
1,013 flights of the test program, the engines were
exchanged 55 times. However, the Jumbo finally
received its certification through the FAA on 30
December 1969. When the "Baby Boeing" 737 was
being tested, there was only engine change. Four of
the five test aircraft were later fitted with airline
interior and supplied to customers. The first 747
stayed with Boeing for further test purposes.
Pan Am took her first 747 into service on 21 February
as scheduled. "Clipper Young America" was supposed
to fly 336 passengers from New York to London.
However, an "obstinate" door and problems during
loading the cargo made the flight late. When the
Jumbo finally rolled out to take off, one of the engines
overheated. The aircraft finally had to be replaced.
The substitute 747 took off after a delay of seven
hours. This would not be one off occurrence. Delays

and cancelled flights soon gave the 747 the nickname
"Dumbo Jet", the flying white elephant. At the
beginning of the 70s problems with the engines went
so far that up to 30 completed Jumbos had to be stored
in Everett with concrete blocks instead of engines
under their wings. Moreover there were rising costs
and delays in supplying the aircraft. The tight
schedule was to blame for this, because it was simply
unrealistic to build up a new organisation, a new
production plant and a new aircraft all at the same
time in only 34 months.
Boeing's bad luck did not seem to change. The
company's vital nerve was hit badly by the 747 crisis,
the discontinuation of the super sonic airliner program
SST and declining orders. It was initially planned for
the profits of the 707s and 727s to keep the 737 and
747 projects afloat. However, the Board of Directors
in Seattle were not able to predict the impending
recession. The result was debts amounting to $1
billion. Boeing reduced its staff from 100,000 in 1968
to 38,000. This rigorous reduction and the sales
success of the 727-200 led Boeing back on the road of
success.
Pratt & Whitney was finally able to remedy the
existing engine problems. As a result the Jumbo's

reliability increased impressively. Half a year after its
service, the 747-Fleet had already transported one
million passengers. From 1970 Boeing expanded its
program by taking on the 747-200 with wider range
and bigger payload. It also offered the aircraft with
different engines, i.e. Pratt & Whitney JT9D, General
Electric CF6 and Rolls Royce RB524. The 747-200
became the most popular model with 393 models and
was only beaten by the 747-400. Later the 747SP
Special Performance followed for extremely long
distances and the 747-300 with lengthened upper deck
for up to 69 passengers. The program has for now
been brought to a conclusion with the 747-400 with
two-man cockpit, modern avionics and more powerful
engines.
During the Superjet's 30th anniversary celebrations
Sutter, now retired Executive Vice Director, said,
"From the beginning the 747 was intended to be
versatile. That is why she did adjust to new
technologies and our customers' requirements over
decades. This flexibility contributed towards the
plane's success and makes it legendary." Currently
Boeing is investigating the 747-400X with an
increased take-off weight of 409.5 tons. This version
can fly 740 km further than the ordinary 747-400.
According to Ed Renouard, Vice President and

General Manager of the 747/767 Program, who spoke
during the celebration in Everett, lengthened versions
are being considered. "The 747's evolutionary
possibilities will without doubt enable us to continue
building versions of the Jumbo for the next 30 years,"
explained Renouard.
Although orders are currently receding because of the
Asian economic crisis, the Boeing 747 remains the
flagship of the world's largest constructor. It is
possible that the introduction of the Airbus A3XX in
2005 will take the lead of the Jumbo Jet. Until then
the Boeing 747 is and remains a prime example for
technological performance.
Instantly recognized by passengers around the world,
the Boeing 747 is in a class by itself. The 747-400
continues the 747 family legacy by integrating
advanced technology into one of the world's most
modern and fuel-efficient airliners. Currently, the only
model in production, the 747-400 incorporates major
aerodynamic improvements over earlier 747 models,
including the addition of winglets to reduce drag, new
avionics, a new flight deck and the latest in-flight
entertainment systems.
The improved and advanced 747-400 delivers more

range, better fuel economy and lower operating costs
than the previous 747 models. The 747-400 has a
range of approximately 8,300 statute miles (13,360
km) and the lowest cost per seat-mile of any twinaisle airplane offered by any manufacturer. It has a
dispatch-reliability rate of 98.8 percent.
Boeing delivered the first 747-400 in 1989 to
Northwest Airlines. Since the first 747 delivery in
1969, Boeing has delivered more than 1,230 747s, of
which 500 are high-technology 747-400s. The 747's
longevity and popularity are based on its unbeatable
low seat-mile costs, flexibility, long-range dominance,
unmatched comfort options and ability to integrate
new technology.
Aerodynamics and Structural Materials
The 747-400's most noticeable aerodynamic
improvement is the 6-foot longer wing with a 6-foothigh winglet angled upward and slightly outward.
This change reduces fuel burn and extends the
airplane's range. While designing the 747-400, Boeing
engineers discovered that the kind of wing shape
needed by the airplane created a whirling pattern,
called a vortex, at the wingtip while the airplane
moved through the air at cruising speed. The top part
of that whirling movement of air actually pushed

down on the top of the wing, creating drag.
Initially, it was thought that the problem could be
solved by adding several feet to the wing, but that
would make it difficult to navigate increasingly
crowded airport taxiways and ramps. Longer wings
also would reduce the number of airport terminal
gates available to the 747-400. The acceptable
solution came in the form of a compromise that
involved lengthening the wing by 6 feet and adding
the winglet.
The winglet provides the effect of having an even
greater wingspan without outgrowing the standard
airport slot. The wingtip extension and winglet offer a
fuel mileage improvement of about 3 percent, which
during the lifespan of an airplane amounts to
considerable savings for the airlines and their
passengers. The durable and lightweight winglets are
made of graphite-epoxy materials, currently used on
the Boeing 737, 757, 767 and 777 airplanes. The
composite and aluminum winglet saves 60 pounds (27
kg) per airplane compared to an all-aluminum
structure.
Boeing also recontoured the wing-to-body fairing for
drag improvement and achieved additional efficiency
from newly designed nacelles and struts for the
airplane's advanced engines: the General Electric
CF6-80C2, the Pratt & Whitney PW4000 and the

Rolls-Royce RB211. These engines provide up to
62,000 pounds of thrust.
Use of advanced materials allows considerable
structural weight reductions throughout the 747-400.
Metal flooring, previously used in the passenger
cabin, has been replaced by light, tough graphite
composite floor panels.
Structural carbon brakes are standard on the 747-400's
16 main landing-gear wheels. They provide improved
energy absorption characteristics and wear resistance,
as well as an estimated 1,800-pound (816 kg) weight
savings over previous brakes.
The 747-400 also achieved weight savings of
approximately 4,200 pounds (1,900 kg) by using
higher-strength aluminum alloys with improved
fatigue life. These alloys, introduced on the 757 and
767, are incorporated in the 747-400's wing skins,
stringers and lower-spar chords.
Flight Deck
The 747-400 flight deck provides flexibility that is
being incorporated in more models across the Boeing
fleet. The 747-300 three-crew analog cockpit was
transformed into a fully digital, two-crew flight deck
with cathode ray tube (CRT) displays. Six 8- by 8inch (200 by 200 mm) CRTs are used to display
airplane flight control, navigation, engine and crewalerting functions. They allow more information to be

displayed with fewer instruments. The number of
flight deck lights, gauges and switches was reduced to
365 from the 971 on the 747-300. Flight crew
workload is designed to be one-half to one-third that
of former 747 models.
In the event of an individual CRT failure, automatic or
manual display switching is used as a backup. The
Engine Indicating and Crew Alerting System (EICAS)
can call up the status or schematics of various systems
at any time on one of the CRTs. Crews now can obtain
an update of the airplane's mechanical condition while
in flight, whereas before the information only was
available to maintenance workers when the airplane
was parked.
Interior Design
Boeing redesigned the interior of the 747-400 to
improve passenger comfort, convenience and appeal.
Ceiling and sidewall panels were recontoured with
new, lighter-weight materials that provide an open,
airy look. Passenger stowage capacity increased to
15.9 cubic feet (0.4 m3) in each 60-inch (152 cm)
outboard stowage bin, or 2.9 cubic feet (0.08 m3) per
passenger.
New laminate materials were designed to meet Boeing
fireworthiness goals. A new thermoplastic blend
reduces smoke and toxicity levels in the event of fire,
and upper-deck ceiling panels are made of improved

polyester and phenolic sheet molding materials
instead of polyester.
Interior flexibility allows airline operators to relocate
class dividers and galley and lavatory modules more
quickly to serve market requirements. Lavatory
installation is simplified by a vacuum waste system,
and additional locations for galleys and lavatories are
available. These "quick-change features" allow major
rearrangement within 48 hours, while seats and
compartments can be changed overnight.
Boeing also revised the 747-400 air-distribution
system. This increases the main deck cabin air
distribution zones from three to five, which allows
ventilation rates in each zone to be regulated based on
passenger density.
For the first time on any airliner, an optional cabin
crew rest area uses space in the rear of the fuselage
above the aft lavatories. This area, which can be
configured for eight bunks and two seats, provides
privacy as well as comfort for off-duty flight
attendants. By relocating the crew rest to this area, 10
more profit-making seats are available on the main
deck of the aircraft.
Increased Range and Flexibility
An optional 3,300-U.S.-gallon (12,490 L) fuel tank in
the horizontal tail boosts the 747-400's range an
additional 400 statute miles (650 km). The 747-400

also has a new 1,450-horsepower auxiliary power unit
(APU) that provides an estimated 35 percent to 40
percent reduction in fuel consumption, better air
pressurization performance on hot days, higher
electrical output and reduced noise levels. Mounted in
the rear fuselage, the APU supplies pressurized air for
air conditioning and engine starting while the airplane
is on the ground, plus electrical power to operate
lights and other requirements during stops. The new
APU also can be retrofitted to earlier 747s.
The 747-400 is available in passenger, combi,
freighter and domestic configurations. The 747-400
Combi is two airplanes in one, carrying both
passengers (forward) and cargo (aft) on the main
deck. The 747-400 Freighter is the largest commercial
cargo transport in service, and the 747-400 Domestic
is a high-capacity (568 passengers) airplane that
incorporates structural improvements to accommodate
the increased takeoff and landing cycles of shortrange operations. Because it does not need the dragreducing capabilities of the 747-400's longer wing and
winglet, the 747-400 Domestic uses the same wings as
the 747-100, -200 and -300 models.
Boeing 747 marks 30 years in service
Jan. 21 marks the 30th anniversary of the Boeing 747.

To date,1,238 have been delivered, more than any
other widebody jet in history. Eleven-hundred are still
in service, 500 of which are the high-technology
747-400. In November 1999, the 747 received its own
U.S. postage stamp, recognizing its place as one of the
top three aviation achievements of the 20th century.
Parts of the aircraft are made in Wichita.
The first 747, the 747-100, rolled out of the Seattle
works on 30th September 1968, and flew on 9th
February 1969. The first commercial flight was with
Pan Am between London and New York on 22nd
January 1970.
The 747-200 is a heavier version, which entered
service with KLM Royal Dutch Airlines (the oldest
name in the airline business, incidentally) in February
1971. Its increased weight and improved range
stemmed mainly from an increase in the fuel load. A
freight version, the -200F, appeared in April 1972,
together with a short-range high-capacity version for
the Japanese domestic market, the 747SR. This carries
523 passengers.
1973 saw the start of planning for the 747SP, the first
example appearing on 19th May 1975 with the first
flight on 4th July. This is a special performance

version, produced for services where the prodigious
passenger-carrying capacity of its longer sisters is
unnecessary. The aircraft is nearly 14.5 m shorter than
the standard version, the tailfin some 1.5 m taller, and
the tailplanes 3 m longer. Pan Am was the first
customer for this, too. The last example of 45 was
built in 1982.
In 1982 the upper deck of the -200 was stretched by 7
m to produce the 747-300. This first flew on 5th
October 1982, and the initial customer was Swissair.
The modification was also applied to existing 747's.
The current production version (pricelist on Boeing's
website - some $170 million - delivery included?) is
the 747-400. Built with a fully EFIS cockpit (i.e.
electronic instruments and fly-by-wire technology;
pictured right) it needs two flight crew rather than
three, and is lighter than its predecessors because of
the widespread use of composite materials. It might
look like aluminium.... The winglets are a
characteristic feature, there is a long upper deck, and
there is increased fuel capacity compared with
previous versions. The high capacity -400D takes 566
passengers and is the present version of the 747SR.
There is also a freight variant, the -400F.
The mid-1960s was a propitious time to begin

developing a large airplane. Helped by affordable
fares, air-passenger traffic was growing explosively.
Increasingly crowded skies and the availability of
large-thrust engines added to the incentive for creating
the giant 747.
Boeing had a start on the design and technology of
such an airplane because the company had bid on, but
lost, the contract for a gigantic military transport, the
C-5A.
When Boeing approached the airlines about a 550-seat
jetliner in 1966, Pan American placed a $525 million
order for the new 747 almost immediately.
To build the new plane, Boeing constructed a $200
million plant in Everett, Wash., 30 miles north of
Seattle. The world's biggest airliner would be
assembled in the world's largest building (by volume).
The 747 was truly monumental in size. The fuselage
of the original 747 was 225 feet long; the tail as tall as
a six-story building. Pressurized, it carried a ton of air.
The cargo hold had room for 3,400 pieces of baggage
and could be unloaded in seven minutes. The total
wing area was larger than a basketball court. Yet the
entire global navigation system weighed less than a

modern laptop computer.
Later, derivatives of the basic 747 were offered. The
747-200 can carry approximately 440 passengers
about 5,600 nautical miles. The 747-300 has an
extended upper deck and is designed to be more costeffective to operate than the 747-200.
The latest model, the 747-400, rolled out in 1988. The
largest of all commercial jetliners, it uses advanced
technology throughout, especially in the all-digital
flight deck, where only two crew members are needed
instead of the usual three. The wingspan has been
increased by 18 feet to a total of 212 feet, with 6-foothigh "winglets" on the wing tips. The 747-400 also is
produced as a freighter, as a combination freighter and
passenger model, and in a special domestic version,
without the winglets, for shorter-range flights.

BOEING 747-200B
No. of passengers: 281-372
Crew: 8-15
Engines: Four 21 300 kp
Pratt & Whitney turbofan
Cruising speed: 890 kmph

Range: 10 400 km
Remarks: Long-range aircraft
Period of operation for SAS: 1971-1983
4 x 244 kN Pratt & Whitney JT9D-7R4G2
Dimensions and Weights
Span 59.6 m Landing gear track
11.0 m Max
ramp weight 379,210 kg Max payload (kg)
69,400
Length 70.7 m Wheelbase
25.6 m Max take-off
weight 377,850 kg Range w/ max payload
11,000
Height 19.3 m Turn radius 42.8 m Max landing
weight 255,830 kg Max fuel (kg) 43,110
Wing Area 512 m· Wing Sweep 37.5π Max zerofuel weight 238,820 kg
Range w/ max fuel (km)
13,690
Empty weight 170,400 kg Max fuel (litres)
198,380
Performance
FAR Field Lengths Speeds
Take-off Landing
ISA sea level 3,190 m ISA sea level 1,890 m V2
speed
177 kt
ISA +20πC sl 3,610 m ISA +20πC sl 1,890 m VAT
speed
141 kt
ISA 5,000 ft 2,130 m VNO speed
375 kt MNO
speed
M 0.92

ISA +20π 5,000 ft 2,130 m ISA = International
Standard Atmosphere
Cruise Performance and Accomodation
Cruise
Long range Cabin Cargo
compartments
Max speed 507 kt Max speed
484 kt Max
seats
550 Hold volume 175 m¸
Altitude 35,000 ft
Altitude
35,000 ft
Seat
pitch 76 cm/30.4" No of holds 3
Fuel cons./h 12,990 kg
Fuel cons./h 10,700
kg
Abreast 10 Press diff (bar)
0.60
BOEING 747-400 COMBI
No. of passengers: 209-230
Crew: 8-10
Engines: Four 24000 kp
Pratt & Whitney turbofan
Cruising speed: 890 kmph
Range: 10400 km
Remarks: Boing 747 with cabin divided and the aft
section used for cargo.
Long-range aircraft
Period of operation for SAS: 1977-1987
4 x 254 kN Pratt & Whitney PW4056 or 251 kN
General Electric CF6-80C2B1F or 264 kN Rolls
Royce RB.211-524H

Dimensions and Weights for Pratt & Whitney
powered aircraft
Span 64.5 m Landing gear track 11.0 m Max
ramp weight 397,730 kg Max payload (kg)
49,140
Length 70.7 m Wheelbase
25.6 m Max take-off
weight 396,830 kg
Height 19.3 m Turn radius 42.8 m Max landing
weight 285,710 kg
Wing Area 511.2 m·
Wing Sweep 37.5π
Max zero-fuel weight 256,240 kg Range w/ max
fuel (km) 12,390
Empty weight 184,080 kg Max
fuel (litres)
216,852
Performance for Pratt & Whitney powered aircraft
FAR Field Lengths
Speeds
Take-off Landing
ISA sea level 2,073 m
ISA +20πC sl 2,073 m
ISA = International Standard Atmosphere
Cruise Performance and Accomodation
Cruise
Long range Cabin Cargo
compartments
Max speed
496 kt Max seats
266
Hold volume 170.7 m¸
Altitude
35,000 ft
Seat pitch 81

cm/32.4"

No of holds 3
Abreast 10

Press diff (bar)

0.60

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix F Cargo Door Incidents
(FAA, NTSB databases)
Detail Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED
AIR CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL

Registration Number:
854TW
Total Aboard:
98
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
3
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information Primary
Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight

Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
-------------------------------------------------------------------General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19861208079879C
Local Date:
12/08/1986
Local Time:
08:45
City:
MEMPHIS
State:
TN
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-727-223
Airframe Hours:
33354
Operator Code:
AALA

Operator:
AMERICAN AIRLINES
INC - AALA
Owner Name:
AMERICAN AIRLINES
INC
Narrative
UNABLE TO CONTROLCABIN
PRESSURIZATION IN AUTO OR MANUAL
MODE. FOUND
CARGO DOOR SEAL OUT OF THE
TRACK.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
847AA
Total Aboard:
74
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
3

Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
UNKNOWN
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:

FAA INCIDENT DATA

SYSTEM
Report Number:
19861227081709C
Local Date:
12/27/1986
Local Time:
09:11
City:
CHICAGO
State:
IL
Airport Name:
CHICAGO O'HARE
INTL
Airport Id:
ORD
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
DOUG
DC-8-73F
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
TAGA
Operator:
ORION LIFT SERVICE
INC - TAGA
Owner Name:
ORION AIR
INC
Narrative
CARGO DOOR OPENED ON TAKEOFF.
RETURNED WITH DOOR LIGHTS ON.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
ALL CARGO
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
808UP
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
RETRACT TRICYCLE
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:

Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

DAY
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19870408025949C
04/08/1987
07:08
GREAT FALLS
MT
GREAT FALLS
GTF

Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-737-222
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
UALA
Operator:
UNITED AIR LINES INC UALA
Owner Name:
UNITED AIRLINES
INC
Narrative
A CARGO DOOR WARNING LIGHT CAME ON
DURING CLIMB. THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED
TO THE AIRPORT. DOOR IMPROPERLY
LATCHED.
--------------------------------------------------------------Detail
Primary Flight Type:
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO

SCHEDULED AIR
PASSENGERS AND

Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
9051U
Total Aboard:
39
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command

Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
Phase of Flight:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19870430022259C
04/30/1987
07:45
COLUMBUS
OH
PORT COLUMBUS
CMH
INCIDENT - AIR
NOT A MIDAIR
NONE
TO INITIAL CLIMB (1ST

POWER REDUCTION)
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-737-204
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
PDLA
Operator:
PRESIDENTIAL AIRWAYS
INC - PDLA
Owner Name:
PRESIDENTIAL
AIRWAYS INC
Narrative
THE AIRCRAFT WOULD NOT PRESSURIZE
AND THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO AIRPORT.
CARGO DOOR UNLATCHED. WARNING
LIGHT INOP.
------------------------------------------------------------------Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
313XV
Total Aboard:
31
Fatalities:
0

Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
8400

Total in Make/Model:
830
Total Last 90 Days:
160
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 160
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19870310025169C
Local Date:
03/10/1987
Local Time:
10:25
City:
LONDON, UNITED
KINGDOM
State:
OF
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-747-121
Airframe Hours:
68950

Operator Code:
PAAA
Operator:
PAN AMERICAN WORLD
AIRWAYS INC - PAAA
Owner Name:
PAN AMERICAN
WORLD AIRWAYS INC
Narrative
THE AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO AIRPORT
WHEN UNABLE TO PRESSURIZE THE CABIN.
CARGO DOOR LATCH TORQUE TUBE
WORN.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
740PA
Total Aboard:
245
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:

Number of Engines:
Engine Type:

4

Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT

General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19841101064029C
Local Date:
11/01/1984
Local Time:
20:43
City:
DETROIT
State:
MI
Airport Name:
Airport Id:
SVM
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
NORMAL CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
LKHEED L-188A
Airframe Hours:
40607
Operator Code:
ZIAA
Operator:
ZANTOP
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES INC - ZIAA
Owner Name:
ZANTOP
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES
Narrative
CREW DOOR PORTION OF FORWARD CARGO

DOOR SEPARATED DROM AIRCRAFT OVER
LAKE ERIE. RETURNED FOR
LANDING.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
ALL CARGO
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
346HA
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):

Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

NIGHT
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE MULTIENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0 FAA
INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19860128014289C
01/28/1986
10:13
ST LOUIS
MO

Airport Name:
LAMBERT-ST LOUIS
INTL
Airport Id:
STL
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
TO INITIAL CLIMB (1ST
POWER REDUCTION)
Aircraft Make/Model:
CVAC CV-340XXX
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
GAIA
Operator:
KITTY HAWK AIRCARGO
INC - GAIA
Owner Name:
GENERAL AVIATION
INC
Narrative
FORWARD CARGO DOOR OPENED AS
AIRCRAFT TOOK OFF. OBJECTS DROPPED
OUT.
RETURNED. FAILED TO SEE WARNING
LIGHT.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
ALL CARGO
CARRIERS
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
453GA
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
2
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY

Flight Plan Filed:
RULES
Approach Type:

INSTRUMENT FLIGHT

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
6000
Total in Make/Model:
500
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
<<>>

FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19831229069289C
12/29/1983
22:15
CHICAGO
IL

Airport Name:
CHICAGO O'HARE
INTL
Airport Id:
ORD
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
NONE
Phase of Flight:
CLIMB TO CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-747-131
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
TWAA
Operator:
TRANS WORLD
AIRLINES INC - TWAA
Owner Name:
TRANS WORLD
AIRLINES INC
Narrative
AFT CARGO DOOR LIGHT ILLUMINATED ON
CLIMBOUT. DOOR DIFFERENTIAL FLAPPER
DOOR OPEN DUE TO ICED UP MASTER LOCK
PIN.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
CARRIER

SCHEDULED AIR

Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
93108
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: FREEZING
TEMPERATURE
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
NIGHT
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:

Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
SYSTEM
Report Number:
Local Date:
Local Time:
City:
State:
Airport Name:
INTL
Airport Id:
Event Type:
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:

FAA INCIDENT DATA
19840214010999C
02/14/1984
06:45
JAMAICA
NY
JOHN F KENNEDY
JFK
INCIDENT - AIR
NOT A MIDAIR

Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
FINAL APPROACHINSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Aircraft Make/Model:
DOUG
DC-8-63F
Airframe Hours:
Operator Code:
Operator:
Owner Name:
VIASA
VENEZUELA
Narrative
FORWARD CARGO DOOR OPENED ON FINAL
APPROACH. CAUSE OF THE DOOR OPENING
COULD NOT BE
DETERMINED.
Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
CARGO
Type of Operation:
FOREIGN AIR
CARRIER
Registration Number:
801WA
Total Aboard:
0
Fatalities:
0

Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
4
Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: UNKNOWN
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
Wind Speed (mph):
Visibility (mi):
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAWN
Flight Plan Filed:
NONE
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0

Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0
-FAA INCIDENT DATA SYSTEM REPORT
General Information
Data Source:
FAA INCIDENT DATA
SYSTEM
Report Number:
19840310022409C
Local Date:
03/10/1984
Local Time:
13:41
City:
DALLAS
State:
TX
Airport Name:
DALLAS/FORT WORTH
INTERNATIONAL
Airport Id:
DFW
Event Type:
INCIDENT - AIR
CARRIER
Mid Air Collision:
NOT A MIDAIR
Aircraft Information
Aircraft Damage:
MINOR
Phase of Flight:
NORMAL CRUISE
Aircraft Make/Model:
BOEING
B-727-123
Airframe Hours:
50208
Operator Code:
AALA
Operator:
AMERICAN AIRLINES

INC - AALA
Owner Name:
INC

AMERICAN AIRLINES

Narrative
RAPID DECOMPRESSION AT CRUISE
ALTITUDE. FOUND FATIGUE FAILURE OF THE
FUSELAGE SKIN FORWARD OF THE AFT
CARGO DOOR.

Detail
Primary Flight Type:
SCHEDULED AIR
CARRIER
Secondary Flight Type:
PASSENGERS AND
CARGO
Type of Operation:
AIR CARRIER/
COMMERCIAL
Registration Number:
1993
Total Aboard:
38
Fatalities:
0
Injuries:
0 Landing Gear:
Aircraft Weight Class:
OVER 12500 LBS
Engine Make:
Engine Model:
Engine Group:
Number of Engines:
3

Engine Type:
Environmental/Operations Information
Primary Flight Conditions: VISUAL FLIGHT
RULES
Secondary Flight Conditions: WEATHER NOT A
FACTOR
Wind Direction (deg):
03
Wind Speed (mph):
06
Visibility (mi):
GREATER THAN 10
MILES
Visibility Restrictions:
Light Condition:
DAY
Flight Plan Filed:
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
RULES
Approach Type:
Pilot-in-Command
Pilot Certificates:
AIRLINE TRANSPORT
Pilot Rating:
AIRPLANE SINGLE,
MULTI-ENGINE LAND
Pilot Qualification:
QUALIFIED Flight
Time (Hours) Total Hours:
Total in Make/Model:
0
Total Last 90 Days:
0
Total Last 90 Days Make/Model: 0

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:58 PM PDT
To: JStevenson@RossPerry.com
Subject: c, b, a

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent aircraft accident investigator
Appendix A: Boeing 747 Accidents
(Unofficial 1970 through 1997) Harro Ranter
Following is a listing of all Boeing 747 aircraft,
damaged beyond repair in accidents.
# 1) 06.09.70 () Boeing 747-121 N752PA (19656/34)
Pan American World Airways 0 fatalities / 0
occupants +
Location: Cairo IAP (Egypt) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Ground from: Amsterdam-Schiphol
APT to: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP Flightnr.:
PA93 The aircraft was hijacked by two men just after
leaving Amsterdam. The flight diverted to Beirut,
where 7 others boarded the plane. The aircraft was

flown to Cairo. All occupants were released and the
aircraft was blown up. Source: Aircraft hijackings and
other criminal acts against civil aviation : statistics
and narrative reports / FAA
# 2) 23.07.73 () Boeing 747-246B
JA-8109 (20503/180) Japan Air Lines - JAL 0
fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Benghazi-Benina (Libya) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Ground from:
Amsterdam-Schiphol APT to: Anchorage IAP
Flightnr.: JA404 Flight 404 was hijacked by 4 men
and a woman, shortly after leaving Amsterdam. The
woman hijacker got killed in an accidental explosion
of the explosive device she was carrying. The aircraft
landed at Dubai and later took off for Damascus and
Benghazi. All passengers and crew were released
and the aircraft blown up.
# 3) 20.11.74 (ca. 07:50) Boeing 747-130
D-ABYB (19747/29) Lufthansa
59 fatalities / 157 occupants +
Location: Nairobi-Wilson APT (Kenya) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Take-off from: NairobiWilson APT to: Johannesburg-Jan Smuts APT
Flightnr.: LH540 Boeing 747 D-ABYB was taking off
for the last leg of the Frankfurt-Nairobi- Johannesburg

flight when the crew felt vibration or buffeting
following lift off. The captain, suspecting wheel
imbalance, raised the gear. A lack of acceleration
forced the crew to lower the nose in order to maintain
airspeed. The Boeing continued to descend however
and contacted the ground 1120m past the end of
Runway 24 and struck an elevated road 114m further
on. The aircraft broke up and caught fire before
coming to rest 454m past the initial point of impact.
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The accident was caused by
the crew initiating a take-off with the leading edge
flaps retracted because the pneumatic system which
operates them had not been switched on. This resulted
in the aircraft becoming airborne in a partially stalled
condition which the pilots did not identify in the short
time available to them for recovery. Major
contributory factors were the lack of warning of a
critical condition of leading edge flap position and the
failure of the crew to complete satisfactorily their
checklist items."
# 4) 12.06.75 () Boeing 747-128
N28888 (20542/201) Air France
0 fatalities / 394 occupants +
Location: Bombay (India) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Take-off from: Bombay to: Flightnr.:
During a 180o turn at the beginning of Runway 27 the

No.11 tire (on the right hand maingear) failed. During
take-off the no.12 tire also failed. Wheels and braking
assembly then started rubbing the runway, causing a
fire. The take-off was aborted. Initial delay in shutting
down the engines and an improper deployment of fire
services caused the fire to spread.
# 5) 09.05.76 () Boeing 747-131F
5-8104 (19677/73) Islamic Republic of Iran Air Force
17 fatalities / 17 occupants +
Location: Madrid; nr (Spain) Nature: Freight Phase:
Descent from: to: Madrid-Torrejon AFB Flightnr.:
ULF48 The aircraft was struck by lightning while
descending through FL100 on its way to Torrejon
AFB. The explosion in the no.1 fuel tank which
followed caused severe damage to the left wing. 54
Seconds later the left wing failed and freighter
crashed. POSSIBLE CAUSE: Ignition of fuel vapour
in the ullage of the tank in the vicinity of a motor
drive fuel valve. Source: FI 15.5.76(1283)
# 6) 27.03.77 (17.06) Boeing 747-121
N736PA (19643/11) Pan American World Airways
335 fatalities / 396 occupants + 248
Location: Tenerife (Spain) Nature: Non Scheduled
Passenger Phase: from: Tenerife-Norte Los Rodeos to:
Las Palmas Flightnr.: PA1736 At 12.30h a bomb

explodes in the Las Palmas passenger terminal.
Because of warnings of a possible second bomb, the
airport was closed. A large number of flights were
diverted to Tenerife, a.o. KLM Flight 4805 from
Amsterdam and PanAm Flight 1736 (coming from
Los Angeles and New York). Las Palmas Airport
opened to traffic again at 15.00h. Because the PanAm
passengers remained on aboard it was possible to
leave Tenerife at once. The taxiways were congested
by other aircraft however. This meant the PanAm
crew had to backtrack on Runway 12 for take-off on
Runway 30. The entrance to Runway 12 however, was
blocked by the KLM Boeing. The PanAm flight had to
wait for almost 2 hours before all KLM passengers
(except 1) had reboarded and refuelling had taken
place. The KLM flight was then cleared to backtrack
Runway 12 and make a 180deg. turn at the end. Three
minutes later (at 17.02h) Pan Am 1736 was cleared to
follow the KLM aircraft and backtrack Runway 12.
The PanAm crew were told to leave the runway at the
third taxiway and report leaving the runway. At
17.05:44h KLM 4805 reported ready for take-off and
was given instructions for a Papa beacon departure.
The KLM crew repeated the instructions and added
"We are now at take-off". The brakes were released
and KLM 4805 started the take- off roll. Tenerife
tower, knowing that Pan Am 1736 was still taxying

down the runway replied "OK ...... Stand by for takeoff, I will call you." This message coincided with the
PanAm crew's transmission "No ... uh we're stil
taxiing down the runway, the Clipper 1736". These
communications caused a shrill noise in the KLM
cockpit, lasting approx. 3.74 seconds. Tenerife tower
replied: "Papa Alpha 1736 report runway clear.", were
upon the PanAm crew replied: "OK, will report when
we're clear". This caused some concerns with the
KLM flight engineer asking the captain: "Is he not
clear then?" After repeating his question the captain
answers emphatically: "Oh, yes". A number of second
before impact the KLM crew saw the PanAm Boeing
still taxiing down the runway. The crew tried to climb
away and became airborne after a 65ft taildrag in an
excessive rotation. The PanAm crew immediately
turned the aircraft to the right and applied full power.
The KLM aircraft was airborne, but the fuselage
skidded over the PanAm's aft fuselage, destroying it
and shearing off the tail. The KLM aircraft flew on
and crashed out of control 150m further on, sliding
another 300m bursting into flames. PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The KLM aircraft had taken off without
take-off clearance, in the absolute conviction that this
clearance had been obtained, which was the result of a
misunderstanding between the tower and the KLM
aircraft. This misunderstanding had arisen from the

mutual use of usual terminology which, however,
gave rise to misinterpretation. In combination with a
number of other coinciding circumstances, the
premature take-off of the KLM aircraft resulted in a
collision with the Pan Am aircraft, because the latter
was still on the runway since it had missed the correct
intersection."
Source: Flight Safety Digest July 1995(1-10)/Flight
Safety Foundation; ICAO Circular 153-AN/56 (p.
22-68) Human factors report on the Tenerife accident /
Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
# 7) 27.03.77 (17.06) Boeing 747-206B
PH-BUF (20400/157) KLM Royal Dutch Airlines 248
fatalities / 248 occupants + 335
Location: Tenerife (Spain) Nature: Non Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Take-off from: Tenerife-Norte Los
Rodeos to: Las Palmas Flightnr.: KL4805 At 12.30h a
bomb explodes in the Las Palmas passenger terminal.
Because of warnings of a possible second bomb, the
airport was closed. A large number of flights were
diverted to Tenerife, a.o. KLM Flight 4805 from
Amsterdam and PanAm Flight 1736 (coming from
Los Angeles and New York). Las Palmas Airport
opened to traffic again at 15.00h. Because the PanAm
passengers remained on aboard it was possible to
leave Tenerife at once. The taxiways were congested

by other aircraft however. This meant the PanAm
crew had to backtrack on Runway 12 for take-off on
Runway 30. The entrance to Runway 12 however, was
blocked by the KLM Boeing. The PanAm flight had to
wait for almost 2 hours before all KLM passengers
(except 1) had reboarded and refuelling had taken
place. The KLM flight was then cleared to backtrack
Runway 12 and make a 180deg. turn at the end. Three
minutes later (at 17.02h) Pan Am 1736 was cleared to
follow the KLM aircraft and backtrack Runway 12.
The PanAm crew were told to leave the runway at the
third taxiway and report leaving the runway. At
17.05:44h KLM 4805 reported ready for take-off and
was given instructions for a Papa beacon departure.
The KLM crew repeated the instructions and added
"We are now at take-off". The brakes were released
and KLM 4805 started the take- off roll. Tenerife
tower, knowing that Pan Am 1736 was still taxying
down the runway replied "OK ...... Stand by for takeoff, I will call you." This message coincided with the
PanAm crew's transmission "No ... uh we're stil
taxiing down the runway, the Clipper 1736". These
communications caused a shrill noise in the KLM
cockpit, lasting approx. 3.74 seconds. Tenerife tower
replied: "Papa Alpha 1736 report runway clear.", were
upon the PanAm crew replied: "OK, will report when
we're clear". This caused some concerns with the

KLM flight engineer asking the captain: "Is he not
clear then?" After repeating his question the captain
answers emphatically: "Oh, yes". A number of second
before impact the KLM crew saw the PanAm Boeing
still taxiing down the runway. The crew tried to climb
away and became airborne after a 65ft taildrag in an
excessive rotation. The PanAm crew immediately
turned the aircraft to the right and applied full power.
The KLM aircraft was airborne, but the fuselage
skidded over the PanAm's aft fuselage, destroying it
and shearing off the tail. The KLM aircraft flew on
and crashed out of control 150m further on, sliding
another 300m bursting into flames. PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The KLM aircraft had taken off without
take-off clearance, in the absolute conviction that this
clearance had been obtained, which was the result of a
misunderstanding between the tower and the KLM
aircraft. This misunderstanding had arisen from the
mutual use of usual terminology which, however,
gave rise to misinterpretation. In combination with a
number of other coinciding circumstances, the
premature take-off of the KLM aircraft resulted in a
collision with the Pan Am aircraft, because the latter
was still on the runway since it had missed the correct
intersection."
Source: Flight Safety Digest July 1995(1-10)/Flight
Safety Foundation; ICAO Circular 153-AN/56 (p.

22-68) Human factors report on the Tenerife accident /
Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
# 8) 01.01.78 (ca. 20:15) Boeing 747-237B VT-EBD
(19959/124) Air India
213 fatalities / 213 occupants +
Location: Arabian Sea, off Bandra (India) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Climb from: to: Dubai
IAP Flightnr.: AI855 The aircraft left Bombay-Santa
Cruz Airport for a flight to Dubai (Flight AI855).
Following a right turn, the aircraft rolled to the left
beyond 90o, lost control and crashed into shallow
(10m deep) water, 3km offshore at an angle of 35-40o.
PROBABLE CAUSE: The Attitude Director Indicator
(ADI) probably malfunctioned during the right turn,
which led to a complete loss of situational awareness
of the crew members.
# 9) 19.11.80 () Boeing 747-2B5B
HL-7445 (21773/366) Korean Air Lines - KAL 14
fatalities / 212 occupants +
Location: Seoul-Kimpo IAP (Korea) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Landing from: to: SeoulKimpo IAP Flightnr.: The aircraft struck a 45o
embankent slope 2.4m from the top, crashed on
Runway 14, broke up and caught fire. Weather at the
time of the accident was a visibility 1000m, fog,

temperature 2deg.
# 10) 04.08.83 () Boeing 747-121
N738PA (19645/14) Pan American World Airways 0
fatalities / 243 occupants +
Location: Karachi IAP (Pakistan) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Landing from: to: Karachi IAP
Flightnr.: The aircraft touched down on a wet runway
and reverse thrust was applied on all engines, except
no.4 (of which the reverser had been de-activated).
When coming out of reverse, the no.4 engine reached
1.4199 EPR, causing the Boeing th yaw to the left and
depart the runway 2400m past the threshold.
PROBABLE CAUSE: Inadvertent application of
power on the no.4 engine while coming out of reverse.
# 11) 01.09.83 (18.26) Boeing 747-230B
HL-7442 (20559/186) Korean Air Lines - KAL 269
fatalities / 269 occupants +
Location: Okhotsk Sea () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: Anchorage IAP, AK to:
Seoul-Kimpo IAP Flightnr.: KE007 The Boeing
arrived at Anchorage at 03.30 local time after a flight
from New York. At 05.00h the aircraft took off again
from Runway 32, bound for Seoul. The flight was
cleared directly to the Bethel VOR beacon and then
on to the Romeo 20 route. However, the aircraft

started diverging from it's intended course and passed
12mls North of the Bethel beacon. While approaching
the Kamchatka peninsula, 6 MiG-23 fighters were
scrambled. Because a US Boeing RC-135 intelligence
plane was flying in the area East off Kamchatka, the
Soviet defence forces probably thought the B747
radar echo to be the RC-135. KAL 007 left Russian
airspace over the Okhostk Sea and the fighters
returned to their base. Passing abeam the Nippi
beacon (4hrs after take-off), the aircraft was 185mls
off course and headed for Sakhalin. Two Soviet
Sukhoi Su-15 fighters were scrambled from the
Dolinsk-Sokol airbase at 17.42h UTC and 17.54
respectively. At 18.16h UTC flight 007 re-entered
Soviet airspace. At 18.22h the Soviet command
ordered destruction of the target (for the 2nd time).
Two air-to-air missiles were lauched by one of the
fighters and struck the Boeing at 18.26h. Cabin
pressure was lost and the aircraft suffered control
problems, causing the Boeing to spiral down and
crash into the sea.
# 12) 27.11.83 (00.06) Boeing 747-283B
HK-2910 (21381/311) Avianca
181 fatalities / 192 occupants +
Location: Madrid-Barajas APT; 12km SE (Spain)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Final Approach

from: Paris-Charles de Gaulle to: Madrid-Barajas
Flightnr.: AV011 Avianca Flight 011 took off from
Paris-Charles de Gaulle at 22.25h for a flight to
Bogota via Madrid. The crew intercepted the ILS (for
an approach to Runway 33) on the wrong track and
continued to descend below MDA. This led to some
problems with inserting the Madrid VOR coordiantes
in the aircraft's INS (inertial navigation system),
which caused the pilot to initiate a right turn short of
the VOR beacon (the point were he should have made
the turn). The right maingear and no.4 engine
suddenly contacted a hill at an altitude of 2247ft and a
speed of 142kts. Three seconds later the aircraft
impacted a second hill at a sped of 135kts and a
4,9deg. nose-up attitude. Six seconds after contacting
the 2nd hill, the aircraft (at 126kts) hit the ground with
the right wing, which broke off. The Boeing
cartwheeled and broke in five pieces and came to rest
upside down. PROBABLE CAUSE: "The pilot-incormnand, without having any precise knowledge of
his position, set out to intercept the ILS on an
incorrect track without initiating the published
instrument approach manoeuvre; in so doing he
descended below all; the area safety minima until he
collided with the ground. Contributory factors were:
a) Inaccurate navigation by the crew, which placed
them in an incorrect position for initiating the

approach manoeuvre.; b) Failure of the crew to take
corrective action in accordance with the operating
instructions of the ground proximity warning system.;
c) Deficient teamwork on the flight deck.; d)
Imprecise position information supplied to the aircraft
by APP.; e) The APP controller, in failing to inform
the aircraft that radar service had terminated, did not
maintain a proper watch on the radar
scope." (Accident Investigation Board, Spain) Source:
ICAO Circular 196-AN/119 (105-107, incomplete)
# 13) 16.03.85 () Boeing 747-3B3
F-GDUA (22870/573) Union de Transportes Ariens UTA 0 fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Paris-Charles de Gaulle (France) Nature:
Phase: Ground from: - to: - Flightnr.:
Destroyed by fire.
# 14) 23.06.85 (07.15 GMT) Boeing 747-237B VTEFO (21473/330) Air India
329 fatalities / 329 occupants +
Location: Atlantic Ocean () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: Montreal-Mirabel IAP
to: London-Heathrow APT Flight nr.: AI182 The
aircraft left Toronto almost 2 hours late due to the
installation of a 5th spare engine, fitted below the left
wing. The engine had to be ferried for repairs in India.

After a stopover at Montreal, Flight 182 continued to
London. At 07.15h GMT the aircraft suddenly
disappeared from radar screens. An explosion had
occurred at FL310, causing a rapid decompression,
followed by an inflight break-up. The aircraft crashed
into the 2000m deep ocean off Shannon. PROBABLE
CAUSE: A bomb, placed on board by a Sikh terrorist,
caused an explosion, powerful enough to cause an
inflight break-up. Source: Aircraft hijackings and
other criminal acts against civil aviation : statistical
and narrative reports / FAA; Aviation disasters / D.
Gero (p. 182-183); Air Disasters / S. Stewart; Flight
International 1.11.86 + 18.10.86
# 15) 12.08.85 (18.56) Boeing 747-SR46
JA-8119 (20783/230) Japan Air Lines - JAL 520
fatalities / 524 occupants +
Location: Tokyo; nr (Japan) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Climb from: Tokyo-Haneda IAP to:
Osaka IAP Flightnr.: JL123 JAL Flight 123 took off
from Tokyo-Haneda at 18.12h for a flight to Osaka. At
18.24h, while climbing through 23900ft at a speed of
300kts, an unusual vibration occurred. An impact
force raised the nose of the aircraft and control
problems were experienced. Two minutes later
hydarulic pressure had dropped and ailerons, elevators
and yaw dumper became inerative, followed by dutch

roll and plughoid oscillations (unusual movement in
which altitude and speed change significantly in a
20-100sec. cycle without change of angle of attack).
The aircraft started to descend to 6600ft while the
crew tried to control the aircraft by using engine
thrust. Upon reaching 6600ft the airspeed had dropped
to 108kts. The aircraft then climbed with a 39deg.
angle of attack to a maximum of approx. 13400ft and
started to descend again. JAl123 finally brushed
against a tree covered ridge, continued and struck
another ridge, bursting into flames. PROBABLE
CAUSE: "Deterioration of flight characteristics and
loss of primary flight controls due to rupture of the aft
pressure bulkhead with subsequent ruptures of the tail,
vertical fin and hydraulic flight control systems. The
reason for the aft pressure bulkhead rupture was that
its strength was reduced by the fatigue cracks
propagating in the spliced portion of the bulkhead's
webs. The initiation and propagation of the fatigue
cracks are attributable to the improper repairs of the
bulkhead, conducted in 1978, and since the fatigue
cracks were not found in the later maintenance
inspections, this contributed to the accident." Source:
# 16) 02.12.85 () Boeing 747-228B
F-GCBC (22427/485) Air France
0 fatalities / 273 occupants +

Location: Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Landing
The aircraft veered off the runway on landing, crossed
a ditch and collided with a concrete ramp. It appeared
that the no.1 engine throttle cable had broken, making
it impossible for the flightcrew to control engine
power. The engine had accelerated to an unusually
high level of (forward) thrust (above take-off power).

# 17) 28.11.87 (00:07 UTC) Boeing 747-244B ZSSAS (22171/488) South African Airways - SAA 159
fatalities / 159 occupants +
Location: Indian Ocean () Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Descent from: Taibei-Chang Kai
Shek IAP to: Flightnr.: SA295 South African flight
295 took off from Taibei at 14.23, carrying 159
occupants and 6 pallets of cargo in the main deck
cargo hold. At 23.49h the crew reported Mauritius
Approach control they had a fire on board. An
emergency descent to FL140 was carried out.
Mauritius ATC cleared the aircraft to FL50, followed
by a approach clearance. The captain's response was
the last radio contact with SA295. It appeared that a
fire had started in the cargo pallet at position PR. The
aircraft had somehow lost control, broke up and
crashed into the Ocean. PROBABLE CAUSE: Fire of

an unknown origin had possibly: 1) incapacitated the
crew; 2) caused disorientation of the crew due to thick
smoke; 3) caused crew distraction; 4) weakened the
aircraft structure, causing an inflight break-up.; 5)
burned through several control cables; 6) caused loss
of control due to deformation of the aircraft fuselage.
Source:
# 18) 21.12.88 (19.03) Boeing 747-121A
N739PA (19646/15) Pan American World Airways
259 fatalities / 259 occupants + 11
Location: Lockerbie (UK) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Cruise from: London-Heathrow
APT to: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP Flightnr.:
PA103 Flight PA103 departed London-Heathrow
Runway 27R for New York at 18.25. The aircraft
levlled off at FL310 31 minutes later. At 19.03
Shanwick Oceanic Control transmitted an oceanic
clearance. At that time an explosion occurred in the
aircraft's forward cargo hold at position 4L. The
explosive forces produced a large hole in the fuselage
structure and disrupted the main cabin floor. Major
cracks continued to propagate from the large hole
while containers and items of cargo ejected through
the hole, striking the empennage, left- and right
tailplane. The forward fuselage and flight deck area
separated when the aircraft was in a nose down and

left roll attitude, peeling away to the right at Station
800. The nose section then knocked the No.3 engine
off its pylon. The remaining aircraft disintegrated
while it was descending nearly vertically from
19000ft to 9000ft. A section of cabin floor and
baggage hold (from approx. Station 1241-1920) fell
onto housing at Rosebank Terrace, Lockerbie. The
main wing structure struck the ground with a high
yaw angle at Sherwood Crescent, Lockerbie causing a
massive fire. The Semtex bomb which caused the
explosion had probably been hidden in a radio
cassette player and was transferred to PA103 from a
Pan Am Boeing 727 flight, arriving from Frankfurt.
The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine
General Command (PFLP-GC) was probably the
organization responsible for the bombing.
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The in-flight disintegration of
the aircraft was caused by the detonation of an
improvised explosive device located in a baggage
container positioned on the left side of the forward
cargo hold at aircraft station 700." (Accident Report
2/90) Source: ICAO Circular 260-AN/154 (133-188);
ASW 12.4.93(3); AW&ST 2.1.89 (28-32)
# 19) 19.02.89 (06.36) Boeing 747-249F
N807FT (21828/408) Flying Tiger Line
4 fatalities / 4 occupants +

Location: Kuala Lumpur; 7,5 mls (Malaysia) Nature:
Freight Phase: Final Approach from: to: Kuala
Lumpur-Subang IAP Flightnr.: FT66 The Boeing
crashed into a wooded hillside, while on an NDB
approach to Runway 33. The aircraft had descended
1800ft below minimum altitude and collided with a
hill at 600ft MSL. PROBABLE CAUSE: Nonstandard phraseology was used by Kuala Lumpur
ATC, causign the the crew to misinterpret the
instructions.
Source: ICAO Adrep Summary; AW&ST 27.02.89
(24); FI 17- 12.01.90 (44)
# 20) 07.05.90 () Boeing 747-237B
VT-EBO (20558/188) Air India
0 fatalities / 215 occupants +
Location: Delhi (India) Nature: Scheduled Passenger
Phase: Landing from: London-Heathrow APT to:
Delhi-Indira Gandhi IAP Flightnr.: AI132 The Boeing
747 touched down at Delhi after a flight from London.
On application of reverse thrust, a failure of the no.1
engine pylon to wing attachment caused this engine to
tilt nose down. Hot exhaustion gasses caused a fire on
the left wing. The aircraft was damaged beyond repair.
PROBABLE CAUSE: "The accident was caused due
to the migration of the improperly installed diagonalbrace aft fuse-pin of the No.1 engine from its fitting

which substantially reduced the load carrying
capability of the engine fittings resulting in failure of
the upper-link forward fuse pin due to excessive loads
on account of probably improper landing leading to a
partial separation of engine and fire." Source: NTSB/
SIR-94/02 (p. 16)
# 21) 18.02.91 () Boeing 747-136
G-AWND (19764/107) British Airways
0 fatalities / 0 occupants +
Location: Kuwait City IAP (Kuwait) Nature: - Phase:
Ground from: - to: - Flight nr.: - The aircraft was at
Kuwait Airport during the Iraqi invasion of August 2,
1990 and blown up by Iraqi forces when allied forced
intervened.
# 22) 29.12.91 (ca 15.05) Boeing 747-2R7F B- 198
(22390/482) China Airlines
5 fatalities / 5 occupants +
Location: Wanli; nr (Taiwan) Nature: Freight Phase:
Climb from: Taibei-Chang Kai Shek IAP to:
Anchorage IAP Flightnr.: CI358 The aircraft was
climbing through 5200ft when the no.3 engine
separated from the wing. The engine struck the no.4
engine, which separated also. Control was lost and the
aircraft crashed into a hillside at 700ft. The aircraft
had accumulated 45868 hours and 9094 cycles.

PROBABLE CAUSE: Initial findings suggest a
failure of both no.3 engine inboard midspar fittings,
partly in fatigue partly ductile. Source: S152; Aircraft
Accident Report 92-11 El Al Flight 1862 ... /
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board (p.32); AW&ST
6.1.92 (23); fi 8-14.1.92 (11)
# 23) 04.10.92 (17.35 UTC) Boeing 747-258F 4XAXG (21737/362) El Al
4 fatalities / 4 occupants + 47
Location: Amsterdam (Netherlands) Nature: Freight
Phase: Climb from: Amsterdam-Schiphol APT to: Tel
Aviv-Ben Gurion Flightnr.: LY1862 PROBABLE
CAUSE: "The design and certification of the B747
pylon was found to be inadequate to provide the
required level of safety. Furthermore the system to
ensure structural integrity by inspection failed. This
ultimately caused - probably initiated by fatigue in the
inboard midspar fuse-pin - the no.3 pylon and engine
to separate from the wing in such a way that the no.4
pylon and engine were torn off, part of the leading
edge of the wing was damaged and the use of several
systems was lost or limited. This subsequently left the
flight crew with very limited control of the airplane.
Because of the marginal controllability a safe landing
became highly improbable, if not virtually
impossible." Source: Aircraft Accident Report 92-11

El Al Flight 1862 Boeing 747-258F 4X-AXG
Bijlmermeer, Amsterdam October 4, 1992 /
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board; NTSB Safety
Recommendations A-92-117
# 24) 04.11.93 () Boeing 747-409
B- 165 (24313/966) China Airlines
0 fatalities / 396 occupants +
Location: Hon Kong-Kai Tak APT (Hong Kong)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Landing from:
to: Hon Kong-Kai Tak APT Flightnr.: CI605 The
aircraft skidded off the wet runway and ended up in
shallow water. The flight landed with heavy
crosswinds, caused by tropical storm Ira. Source:
ASW 8.11.93(4) + ASW 13.12.93(6) + ASW 28.3.94
(3); Air Letter No. 13,186 - 20.2.95 (1)
# 25) 20.12.95 (11.36 EST) Boeing 747-136 N605FF
(20271/172) Tower Air
0 fatalities / 468 occupants +
Location: New York-John F. Kennedy IAP (USA)
Nature: Scheduled Passenger Phase: Take-off from:
New York-John F. Kennedy IAP, NY to: Miami IAP
Flightnr.: FF41 Flight 41, bound for Miami was
pushed back from the gate at 10.36h. At 11.00h
deicing procedures were started at 11.00h, using both
Type I and Type II fluids. The crew received clearance

for Runway 4L at 11.16h and started to taxy slowly
towards the assigned runway. The aircraft was stopped
on the taxiway to clear the engines of any ice by
increasing power to 45% N1 for 10 seconds. The
aircraft continued and the flight was cleared to taxi in
position and hold at 11.32h and got take-off clearance
at 11.36h. The take-off was normal, until shortly
before 80kts. The aircraft started to move to the left;
corrections by the crew were ineffective. The captain
then aborted the takeoff by retarding powerlevers to
idle and by applying maximum braking. He didn't use
reverse thrust, because of the slow speed, long runway
and the possibility that it could worsen directional
control. At 2100ft past the threshold, the 747 departed
the left side of the runway. The aircraft finally struck a
transformer, causing the no,4 engine to separate. The
Boeing came to rest at 4800ft past the threshold and
600ft to the left of the runway centerline with the
nosegear collapsed. PROBABLE CAUSE" The
captain's failure to reject the takeoff in a timely
manner when excessive nosewheel steering tiller
inputs resulted in a loss of directional control on a
slippery runway. Inadequate Boeing 747 slippery
runway operating procedures developed by Tower Air,
Inc., and the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group and
the inadequate fidelity of Boeing 747 flight training
simulators for slippery runway operations contributed

to the cause of this accident. The captain's
reapplication of forward thrust before the airplane
departed the left side of the runway contributed to the
severity of the runway excursion and damage to the
airplane." (NTSB)
Source: AW&ST 1.1.96(31); Knipselkrant Luchtvaart
52-1995; S201(50); ASW 29.01.96(6) + 05.02.96(7) +
26.02.96(7) + 4.11.96 (8); NTSB Safety
Recommendations A-96-45 through -47
# 26) 17.07.96 (20.31 EDT) Boeing 747-131 N93119
(20083/153) Trans World Airlines - TWA 230
fatalities / 230 occupants +
Location: Long Island, off (USA) Nature: Scheduled
Passenger Phase: Climb from: New York-John F.
Kennedy IAP, NY to: Paris-Charles de Gaulle
Flightnr.: TW800
# 27) 12.11.96 (18.40) Boeing 747-168B
HZ-AIH (22748/555) Saudia
312 fatalities / 312 occupants + 37
Location: Charki Dadri; 3mls (India) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Climb from: Delhi-Indira
Gandhi IAP to: Dhahran IAP Flightnr.: SV763 Air
Kazakhstan Flight 1907 had taken off from Chimkent
for a flight to New Delhi and was inbound to Delhi on
Airway G452, descending to FL150. Saudia Flight

763 had taken off from New Delhi at 18.32h for a
scheduled flight to Dhahran and Jeddah. The aircraft
followed the Parvi SID and climbed to FL140.
Apparently the Kazakh aircraft had descended below
its assigned altitude and was flying at 14500ft when
the crew were told there was a Saudi Boeing 747 8
miles away at FL140. Thirteen seconds later the
Ilyushin had descended another 310ft. Shortly
afterwards both aircraft collided, plummeted down in
flames and crashed in an arid farming area. Source:
AW&ST 18.11.96 (34-36); IHT 6.5.97 Pilot eror focus
of India Collision investigation - Nov. 14, 1996 India
buries, cremates victims of air disaster - Nov. 14, 1996
# 28) 05.08.97 (01.50) Boeing 747-3B5
HL7468 (22487/605) Korean Air
223 fatalities / 254 occupants +
Location: Guam-Agana IAP; nr (USA) Nature:
Scheduled Passenger Phase: Final Approach from:
Seoul-Kimpo IAP to: Flightnr.: KE801

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,

off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix B: Avianca Accident
(Unofficial narrative)
I. Introduction
On November 27, 1989, Avianca Airlines Flight 203,
originating from Bogota, Colombia, exploded shortly
after take-off, killing the 107 persons on board
including two Americans. SSA Richard Hahn was
assigned to this case as part of a team of
representatives from the United States. Hahn collected
evidence at the crime scene, examined evidence, and
prepared a final report. Dandeny Munoz-Mascara
(Munoz) was indicted for causing the explosion and in
1994 was tried twice in the Eastern District of New
York. The first trial resulted in a mistrial; he was
convicted in the second trial. Hahn testified as an
explosives expert in both trials.
Whitehurst alleges that in the trials Hahn, among
other things, fabricated evidence, committed perjury,
and testified outside his area of expertise. Whitehurst's
principal allegations concern Hahn's testimony about

(1) the type of explosive that caused the crash, (2)
Whitehurst's scientific results, and (3) the fire and
secondary explosion that followed the initial blast.
To investigate Whitehurst's claims, we reviewed the
pertinent Laboratory reports and, where available, the
underlying work papers and test results. We reviewed
transcripts of the testimony of Hahn and the closing
arguments made by the prosecutor in both trials. We
also questioned agents Hahn and Whitehurst and their
former unit chiefs, J. Christopher Ronay and James
Corby. Finally, we also interviewed others involved in
the case, including Edward Bender, James Kearney,
Donald Thompson, Dwight Dennett, former Assistant
United States Attorneys (AUSAs) Cheryl Pollak and
Beth Wilkinson (who jointly tried the Munoz case
twice), and DEA agent Sam Trotman.
We conclude that Hahn did not commit perjury or
fabricate evidence. We further conclude, however, that
Hahn gave testimony that was, in part, either
scientifically unsound or beyond his expertise. We
also conclude that Kearney erred when he failed to
resolve a dispute between Hahn and Whitehurst; the
result was that Hahn gave incomplete testimony
regarding Whitehurst's scientific results. Finally, we
conclude that Whitehurst sent a scientifically flawed

memorandum to the prosecutor during the first trial
and committed other errors in the case.
The following section (Section II) summarizes the
factual background to the allegations. Section III
analyzes the issues relating to Hahn's testimony
(Section A) and Whitehurst's conduct (Section B). We
state our conclusions in Section IV.
II. Factual Background
A. The Crime Scene
On November 29, 1989, Hahn arrived in Colombia to
investigate the crash. While there, he met with and
discussed the aircraft explosion with experts from the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). He and
other experts in various fields examined the crime
scene, collected evidence, attempted to reconstruct the
aircraft, and formed theories as to what happened.
After days of investigation, Hahn and the FAA
representatives concluded as follows: A small
explosive device functioned on the aircraft beneath a
seat over the wing. This explosion breached certain
portions of the aircraft and caused a fire and a second

explosion described as a fuel-air explosion, which
blew the aircraft apart and sent it to the ground in
pieces.
On December 6, 1989, while Hahn was still in
Colombia investigating the Avianca crash, a
Colombian government building (the DAS Building)
was bombed. Later that day Hahn went to the scene of
the DAS explosion to offer his assistance. He
examined the damage there and took soil samples in
which no explosives residues were found.
B. The Laboratory Analysis
Hahn sent samples of evidence from the Avianca
crime scene to the FBI Laboratory. Once the samples
arrived, an EU technician catalogued the evidence and
sent it to various units in the Laboratory for
examination. Whitehurst, as an examiner in the MAU,
was asked to examine various items for explosives
residues. Edward Bender, the technician then assigned
to Whitehurst, received and analyzed this evidence.
As was customary in the Laboratory, Bender ran the
instrumental analysis and reported the results to
Whitehurst. Whitehurst's role as an examiner was to
review and draw conclusions from the data provided
by the technician.

In January 1990 Whitehurst identified RDX and
PETN high explosives on a specimen from a portion
of the aircraft. He wrote a report (dictation), which
was approved by MAU Chief James Corby and was
sent to Hahn who included it verbatim in one of his
two reports. In his other report Hahn noted that a
portion of the aircraft skin bore pitting and cratering
unique to high explosives. Hahn concluded that an
explosive device with a relatively small amount of
high explosives functioned on board the aircraft,
causing a breach of the fuselage and other parts of the
aircraft, a fire, and a fuel-air explosion that caused the
aircraft to break apart.
C. The Confessor
In the spring of 1994, on the eve of the first Munoz
trial, the Attorney General of Colombia wrote a letter
to the District Court Judge in the case and stated that
the wrong person was charged in the Avianca case and
that the responsible person was in custody in
Colombia and had confessed to the crime. In
interviews by an ATF agent in Colombia, the
Confessor stated, among other things, that he was
responsible for making the bomb that destroyed
Avianca Flight 203 and that the explosive consisted of
5 kilograms of an ammonium based gelatin dynamite.

The Confessor claimed that this dynamite was A the
same explosive used at the DAS Building.
The Munoz prosecutor sought Hahn's advice
regarding this development. According to a
memorandum Hahn wrote in 1995, he advised the
prosecutor [in 1994] that neither was the damage to
the aircraft consistent with dynamite, based on the
pitting and cratering that was present on the fuselage,
nor was the damage consistent with the functioning of
a single dynamite device of five kilos in size. Hahn
added that his opinion was A supported by the finding
of residues RDX and PETN and the lack of residues
consistent with a dynamite.
On June 4, 1994, Hahn telephoned Whitehurst to tell
him that he (Whitehurst) might be called as a witness
to rebut the claims of the Confessor, which Hahn
described. According to Whitehurst, Hahn asked
whether Whitehurst could discredit the Confessor's
story based on the residue analysis. According to
Hahn, he asked Whitehurst, A[C]an you say, from
your material analysis, whether or not this might have
been an ammonia gel dynamite or not.
During the June 4, 1994, conversation, Hahn told
Whitehurst that Hahn believed the pitting and

cratering on the evidence was indicative of an
explosive with a VOD of 20,000 feet per second.
Whitehurst responded that there are ammonia-gel
dynamites capable of detonation velocities of
approximately 20,000 feet per second and that
therefore the damage may have been possible from
such a dynamite. Hahn dismissed Whitehurst's views
because Whitehurst was not at the crime scene or
aircraft reconstruction and because explosives damage
assessment is outside Whitehurst's expertise. Hahn did
not ask Whitehurst to prepare any documents
regarding his analysis of the Confessor's statement.
On June 6th Hahn faxed Whitehurst a copy of one of
the Confessor's statements.
D. The Whitehurst Memorandum
On June 7, 1994, Whitehurst prepared a memorandum
to Corby (the Whitehurst Memorandum) relating to
whether the FBI could scientifically disprove the
Confessor's story. The following day Whitehurst
delivered to Corby the memorandum with technical
papers that Whitehurst claimed supported his views.
Whitehurst stated in the memorandum that he could
not disprove the use of an ammonium gel dynamite
and that in fact the data is consistent with the use of
an ammonium nitrate based high explosive. The

memorandum asserted that the pitting and cratering
did not rule out the use of a gelatin dynamite, citing
the attached literature. Whitehurst also raised
questions concerning possible contamination that
would affect the significance of his previous findings
of PETN and RDX.
Corby reviewed the memorandum overnight, and on
June 9, 1994, according to Whitehurst, Corby told him
to quickly provide Whitehurst's assessment to the
prosecutor. Corby stated that he did not authorize
Whitehurst to send the memorandum itself directly to
the prosecutor, only to provide the information in the
memorandum to the prosecutor. On June 9, 1994,
Whitehurst gave the memorandum to an agent on the
case (Dwight Dennett) to give to the prosecutor.
Dennett delivered the document as promised.
Whitehurst did not send a copy of the memorandum to
Hahn or discuss this memorandum with him prior to
sending it to the prosecutor.
On June 14, 1994, Whitehurst received a note from
Corby stating that AUSA Pollak wanted to talk to him.
Whitehurst called Pollak, who was angry. They
discussed the memorandum. According to Whitehurst,
Pollak explained the concept of Brady material and
told Whitehurst that now she would have to turn the

information over to the defense. At about the same
time, Pollak also told Hahn that she would have to
disclose the memorandum to the defense under Brady.
Although Hahn later assumed the Whitehurst
Memorandum was disclosed to the defense, it is
unclear whether in fact disclosure was made. The
prosecutors did not contact Whitehurst further
regarding this case.
E. The Trials
Hahn testified in the first Munoz trial on June 7, 1994.
This was two days before Whitehurst gave his
memorandum to Dennett, and thus Hahn did not have
the memorandum when he testified. Among other
things, Hahn testified to his opinion as to how the
initial and secondary explosions occurred on the
aircraft and related the conclusions regarding RDX
and PETN as set forth in Whitehurst's dictation. Hahn
also gave testimony that tended to contradict the
Confessor's story by asserting that the damage to the
aircraft indicated the use of a fast-moving explosive
like RDX or PETN while the damage to the DAS
Building indicated a slower-moving explosive like
dynamite.
On June 14, 1994, Hahn received a copy of the

Whitehurst Memorandum from Pollak. He then sent a
copy to his former unit chief, J. Christopher Ronay,
and discussed the matter with him. Between the two
trials, SAS Chief James Kearney, MAU Chief Corby,
and Ronay addressed the issues raised by Whitehurst's
Memorandum but made no communication to Hahn
regarding any resolution of the controversy. Hahn,
therefore, proceeded to the second trial with no
guidance from management about how to testify in
light of the views expressed in the Whitehurst
Memorandum.
On November 22, 1994, during the second trial, Hahn
repeated essentially the same testimony he gave in the
first trial. No mention was made of any of the
opinions discussed in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
III. Analysis
A. Hahn's Testimony
1. Contradiction of Confessor, Pitting and Cratering
In both trials Hahn opined that the pitting and
cratering on the fuselage of the aircraft was caused by
an extremely or Avery high explosive but that the
DAS Building was damaged by a slower-moving
explosive such as dynamite. This testimony

contradicted the Confessor's story that the same
explosive--a dynamite--was used at the DAS Building
and on the aircraft. We conclude that Hahn's opinions
correlating the pitting and cratering to a high velocity
explosive were unsound and not justified by his
experience or by the scientific literature. Although a
high velocity explosive may have been used on the
aircraft, Hahn's opinions at the trials regarding pitting
and cratering were flawed.
a. Trial Testimony
In the first trial, Hahn testified that an extremely high
explosive caused the pitting and cratering on the
aircraft, that RDX and PETN are explosives in that
category, that no dynamite could have caused that
damage, and that the damage at the DAS Building
was indicative of a heaving explosive such as
dynamite and not a brisant explosive like RDX or
PETN. Hahn further testified that by extremely high
explosive he meant the ones that do travel at 22, 24
thousand feet per second. Hahn was certain that this
testimony contrasting dynamite with RDX and PETN
was elicited to anticipate and contradict the
Confessor's story should it be introduced by the
defense. A defense based on the Confessor, however,
was not interposed in either trial.

In the second trial Hahn testified that the pitting and
cratering on the fuselage was caused by a very high
explosive here functioning in the area of 20,000 feet
per second. Regarding the damage at the DAS
Building, he testified:
It indicated to me that again the explosive that was
used here, unlike the explosive device or an explosive
that would cause pitting and cratering, this was a
much slower moving explosive. This was going to be
like a dynamite or ammonia-base type nitrate
explosive that would have a long period heaving
effect, if you will.

b. Validity of Hahn's Correlation of the Pitting to a
VOD Range
In the first trial, Hahn testified that no dynamite could
have caused the pitting and cratering on the aircraft.
This testimony was clearly erroneous even under
Hahn's own theories, since Hahn firmly maintains that
the pitting was caused by an explosive with a VOD of
about 20,000 feet per second and he testified at the
first trial and the OIG interviews that some dynamites
have a VOD in that range.

Taken literally, Hahn's testimony in the second trial
indicated that he believed the phenomenon of pitting
and cratering can only occur with a Avery high
explosive --that is, an explosive with a VOD of about
20,000 feet per second or more. This is implied from
his testimony that the damage at the DAS Building
was indicative of an explosive such as a dynamite
rather than an explosive that would cause pitting and
cratering. Hahn told us in his first interview that at the
time of the Munoz trials he had only experienced
pitting and cratering with explosives having a VOD of
at least 20,000 feet per second and believed that
pitting and cratering would only occur with such
explosives. Hahn's experience, however, was, at best,
incomplete. In fact, pitting and cratering can be
achieved with some high explosives with a VOD as
low as 10,000 feet per second. Most dynamites have a
VOD in excess of 10,000 feet per second.
In a letter after his first OIG interview and in a second
interview, Hahn insisted that his testimony should not
be taken literally. He maintained that when he said the
explosive at the DAS Building was not the type of
explosive that would cause pitting and cratering, he
meant it was not the type of explosive that would
cause the distinctive pitting and cratering on the
Avianca aircraft. The pits on the aircraft had diameters

of about one-eighth to one-quarter inch. By contrast,
the pitting and cratering discussed in the articles
attached to the Whitehurst Memorandum contained
much smaller pits (.1 to .5 millimeters). To Hahn the
size of the pits on the Avianca aircraft indicated a
VOD of about 20,000 feet per second or more. Hahn
insisted that it was this type of pitting and cratering (A
the large pits ) that he was referring to in his trial
testimony.
Hahn believed that large pits, as in the Avianca case,
are indicative of a VOD of about 20,000 feet per
second or more because he had never seen pitting of
that size or anything closely resembling that except
with explosives in the range of 20,000 ft/second
detonation velocity. Hahn has seen such pitting in his
tests of shaped charges at the FBI range. In these tests
Hahn used explosives with a VOD of at least 20,000
feet per second. Hahn theorized that the pitting on the
Avianca aircraft was caused by jetting resulting from a
deformation on the explosive's surface that was, in
effect, a small shaped charge. See also Hahn OIG
Interview: AI speculated far enough to say, there had
to be some imperfection in this explosive charge to
cause this shape, to form this jet.
Hahn admitted, however, that in his tests with shaped

charges at the range he had never seen such pitting at
all except when he was trying to deliberately achieve
that effect with a shaped charge that was lined (e.g.,
with an old vehicle headlight) and that he had never
experimented with shaped explosives with a VOD less
than 20,000 feet per second. Based on this experience,
therefore, Hahn was unqualified to say whether it was
the shaping, the fragmentation from the lining, or the
high velocity, or some combination of these elements,
that was necessary to produce the large pits.
Moreover, the pitting here was found on aircraft
aluminum, and Hahn had no experience using aircraft
aluminum as a target material with any type of
explosive. Hahn acknowledged that pitting would
occur more readily on aircraft aluminum than on steel,
which Hahn used in his tests.
Hahn assumed that the perpetrators of the Avianca
blast did not take the time to create an intentionally
shaped charge. Hahn's tests at the FBI range, in which
he obtained pitting similar to Avianca's, involved
lined, intentionally shaped charges and targets of steel,
which had little connection to the scenario he posited
in the Avianca case--an explosive not intentionally
shaped with a target of aircraft aluminum.

Hahn theorized that the jetting that caused the large
pits on the aircraft came from random imperfections
at the surface of the explosive. Hahn acknowledged,
however, that he has no experience, documentation, or
anything that validates the proposition that such pits
can be created from accidental imperfections on the
explosive.
Additionally, Hahn admitted at one point in the OIG
interviews that the pitting and cratering in this case is
merely consistent with an explosive with a VOD of at
least 20,000 feet per second. He stated that, because
we don't have the experimental data, he cannot exclu
[de] other explosives.
Accordingly, for all these reasons, we conclude that
Hahn's experience was inadequate to support his
opinion that the large pits found on the aircraft
aluminum in this case were necessarily caused by an
extremely or Avery high explosive with a VOD of at
least 20,000 feet per second.
Hahn's correlation of the pitting to a VOD range was
not based on his experience but was a speculative
extrapolation from his experience. This speculation
was based on Hahn's understanding of the science of
pitting and cratering (his jetting theory). Hahn

admitted, however, that the science of pitting and
cratering is beyond his expertise: I'm not qualified to
talk to you about exactly how this process functions.
I'm not even sure that the scientific community knows
exactly what goes on here, to be honest with you.
Hahn was qualified to render opinions based only on
his experience, which did not justify his attempt to
correlate the pitting with the VOD of the explosive.
Hahn asserted that he relied on his jetting theory
because AI don't know how else you would get that
damage. That Hahn could conceive of no other theory,
however, did not make his jetting theory valid.
Finally, Hahn's recent involvement in the Oklahoma
City case has broadened his experience. The pitting in
that case is similar in size to the pitting in the Avianca
case, although the VOD of the explosive in Oklahoma
City, according to Hahn, is significantly below 20,000
feet per second. Given the Oklahoma City case, Hahn
acknowledged that big pits can be obtained from an
explosive with a VOD substantially less than 20,000
feet per second. Based on the Oklahoma City case and
our own experience, we conclude that there is no
scientific basis for correlating large pits, as in the
Avianca and Oklahoma City cases, with a VOD of
about 20,000 feet per second or more.

c. Other Theories in Support of Hahn's VOD Opinion
Hahn also told us that his opinion that the explosive
had a VOD of at least 20,000 feet per second rested on
two factors in addition to the pitting and cratering: (1)
the shattering of an I-beam on the aircraft showing
that the explosive was very brisant and (2) the short
amount of time the gas jet would have had to cause
the pitting before the explosive shock wave and the
depressurization of the cabin pushed the fuselage
away. This explanation is problematic for three
reasons. First, Hahn's VOD opinions at the trials only
relied on the pitting and cratering. Second, the
evidence that the I-beam in fact was shattered by the
explosive is weak. All that one can say with certainty
is that a portion of the I-beam, like many other
portions of the aircraft, was missing. Hahn made no
scientific comparison between (1) the ends of the Ibeam that were adjacent to the missing piece and (2)
the ends of other items adjacent to missing pieces, to
determine whether the breakage of the I-beam was
necessarily from a brisant explosive. Further, in the
opinion of Walter Korsgaard, the FAA expert who
investigated the Avianca crash, the wing box that
contained the I-beam was violated after the second
(fuel-air) explosion. Third, regardless of the VOD of
the explosive, a gas jet will precede the shock wave

and hit the target before the shock wave pushes it
away. Hahn made no calculations of the difference in
speed between a jet from an explosive with a VOD of
20,000 feet per second and a jet from an explosive
with a VOD of, say, 16,000 feet per second. Needless
to say, jets from either explosive would travel
extraordinarily fast. Hahn has no scientific basis for
concluding that the depressurization of the cabin
would have pushed the fuselage away before it could
have been hit by a jet from an explosive with a VOD
below 20,000 feet per second.
On January 8, 1997, an attorney representing Hahn
submitted a letter arguing, among other things, that,
quite apart from the pitting and cratering, Hahn's
VOD opinion was reasonable in light of (1) the
shattering of the I-beam and (2) the detection of
residue of RDX and PETN. The letter asserts that
these two factors, taken together, alone establish the
reasonableness of Agent Hahn's conclusion.
(Emphasis in original). Again, this justification is not
the one Hahn used in his trial testimony, in which he
asserted that the pitting established the explosive's
VOD. In any event, as discussed in the preceding
paragraph, the evidence that the I-beam was shattered
in such a way as to show high brisance is weak. As to
the second factor, if the explosive device on the

aircraft used RDX and PETN as the explosive main
charge, then by definition the main charge would have
had a VOD in excess of 20,000 feet per second since
the VODs of RDX, PETN, and Semtex (which
combines RDX and PETN) exceed 23,900 feet per
second. The residue evidence does indicate that the
main charge may have consisted of RDX and PETN
and that therefore the VOD of the main charge may
have exceeded 23,900 feet per second. Had Hahn so
testified, his testimony would have been reasonable,
but he testified to something else. The problem with
Hahn's testimony was that he correlated the pitting to
a particular VOD range. That testimony was
scientifically unsound and not justified by Hahn's
experience, regardless of what the residue evidence
may have shown.
d. Hahn's Rejection of the Whitehurst Literature
On June 14, 1994--a few days after his testimony in
the first trial and 5 months before his testimony in the
second trial--Hahn received the Whitehurst
Memorandum with its attached scientific literature.
One of the attached articles indicated that pitting and
cratering could be achieved on aircraft aluminum with
a 40% Forcite gelatin dynamite. Although Hahn
assumed in 1994 that this dynamite had a VOD of

20,000 feet per second, in fact its VOD is about
13,800 feet per second.
Hahn told us that he ignored the literature when he
testified in the second trial, because the pitting
depicted in the literature (pits with a diameter of .1 to .
5 millimeters) was vastly different in dimension from
the pitting in the Avianca case (pits with a diameter of
1/8 to 1/4 inch). Hahn stated in his interview that A[u]
ntil such time as I saw Mr. Whitehurst's paper, I never
paid attention to, looked for, [or] was even aware of
this sort of microscopic pitting and cratering that that
paper refers to.
The literature also discussed how pitting and cratering
is caused. One article (by H. P. Tardif and another
author) stated:
This phenomenon can be produced by two separate
mechanisms. The first is due to the shaped charge
effect caused by tiny imperfections at the surface of
the charge. These imperfections, such as holes and
cavities, collapse to form extremely high velocity jets
of gases which impinge on the surface to form small
crater-like pits. The second appears to be caused by
the high velocity impact of small amounts of
unconsumed explosive with a nearby surface or by

friable extraneous material placed between the charge
and the nearby surface.

A second article (by D. G. Higgs and T. S. Hayes)
stated: AIt is thought that the pits are caused by the
impingement of high velocity particles of partially
combusted explosive and/or fused extraneous matter
encountered between the explosive charge and the
witness' material.
The Tardif and Higgs explanations differed from
Hahn's jetting theory in two respects. First, Hahn
believed that pitting was derived from gas jets. Both
articles, however, provide another mechanism for
pitting--namely, the impingement of particles of
unconsumed explosive or extraneous matter placed
between the explosive and the target. Second, the
Tardif article does include as one mechanism Hahn's
theory that pits can be caused by jets formed from
imperfections at the surface of the explosive. But
Tardif states that these pits will be small, presumably
within the size range discussed in the article (.1 to .5
millimeters). The Tardif article thus at least raises the
question whether Hahn's jetting theory can account for
the large pits on the Avianca aircraft.

After Hahn received the Whitehurst memorandum and
the attached scientific literature, he made no inquiries
before the second trial concerning the soundness of
his theories regarding pitting and cratering. Because
Hahn was unfamiliar with A microscopic pitting and
had no experience with pitting on aircraft aluminum
and because the articles raised questions concerning
the validity of his jetting theory, we conclude that
Hahn erred when he failed to look into these matters
before he testified in the second trial.
2. Hahn's Testimony About the Results of Whitehurst's
Examination
Whitehurst contends that in both trials Hahn gave
inappropriate testimony regarding the findings of
RDX and PETN, because Hahn failed to mention the
conclusions set forth in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
We conclude that Hahn's testimony in the first trial
was unobjectionable but that his testimony in the
second trial was incomplete. Further, we conclude that
SAS Chief James Kearney contributed to Hahn's
incomplete testimony by not properly resolving the
issues raised by the Whitehurst Memorandum. As
discussed in Section B, infra, however, the Whitehurst
Memorandum was a deeply flawed document.
Accordingly, the impact of Hahn's failure to mention

the opinions in the document may have been
insignificant.
a. Background
In 1990 Whitehurst submitted AE dictation in which
he identified the presence of RDX and PETN high
explosive[s] on a specimen consisting of a piece of the
rubber fuel bladder Hahn had cut from the Avianca
wreckage in Colombia. The dictation contained no
other findings on any specimen. The instrumental
analyses upon which Whitehurst based his
conclusions were performed by a technician, Edward
Bender.
On June 8, 1994, the Whitehurst Memorandum was
submitted to Corby. In the memorandum, Whitehurst
reviewed this matter and offered opinions that
supplemented or questioned his 1990 dictation.
Whitehurst stated: AIt is my opinion at this time that
the data we acquired from analysis of the evidence
provided to us in this matter does not disprove the use
of an ammonium nitrate based high explosive and in
fact is consistent with but not proof of the use of such
an explosive. Regarding his 1990 chemical analysis
that detected PETN and RDX, Whitehurst stated that
A[a] number of questions [about possible

contamination] need to be answered before we can
determine the significance of that data. He then listed
a series of questions concerning possible
contamination at the crime scene, during
transportation of the evidence, and during the
processing of the evidence at the Laboratory. He
further opined that A[t]he upshot of all of this is that
the data we have at this time cannot be used to
successfully disprove the statement that a gelatin
dynamite was used in this bombing.
On June 14, 1994, a week after he testified in the first
trial, Hahn received the Whitehurst Memorandum. He
discussed the memorandum with EU Chief Ronay and
sent Ronay a copy of the memorandum on June 14,
1994. On June 16, 1994, Ronay sent a memorandum
to SAS Chief Kearney regarding the Whitehurst
Memorandum, which he attached. On June 22, 1994,
Hahn also sent Kearney a memorandum. Shortly after
receiving Ronay's memorandum, Kearney sent a list
of questions to Corby about the events surrounding
the Whitehurst Memorandum and its dissemination to
Pollak. Corby responded to Kearney's questions in
writing on July 6, 1994. Corby supported many of
Whitehurst's opinions.
Kearney told us he thought both Hahn and Whitehurst

should have testified at the trials. However, neither
Kearney, Ronay, nor any other supervisor advised
Hahn on how he should deal with the Whitehurst
Memorandum in his testimony at the second trial.
Hahn regarded the Whitehurst Memorandum as a
rejection of his [Whitehurst's] own scientific findings.
Hahn stated, An this case, Mr. Whitehurst has, in
writing, offered an opinion contrary to his own
scientific findings. Nevertheless, on November 22,
1994, Hahn testified in the second Munoz trial that in
1990 he submitted pieces of the aircraft and
swabbings to the Materials Analysis Unit of the F.B.I.
laboratory to try -- who specialize in looking for
explosives residue to try to determine what explosive
was used here.
Q. What were the results of those tests?
A. The results were although they found no residue
that they could identify here on this piece, or any
other piece, except a piece of the fuel bladder, and on
that piece of fuel bladder taken from the area right
immediately underneath the blast, they found residue
of two explosives, Research Development Explosive,
RDX, which is again a very fast brisant explosive; and
PETN, or Penta-erithrit[o]l tetranitrate. . . .

In his testimony Hahn made no mention of anything
in the Whitehurst Memorandum.
Hahn maintains that he properly ignored the
Whitehurst Memorandum in his testimony for the
following reasons:
What he says in the letter [referring to the Whitehurst
Memorandum] is not based on any sort of analysis.
What he says in the letter is based on speculation, it's
not the results of his material analysis.
I mean, Fred does nothing in that letter [but] speculate
as to what could have been or what might have been
or what may have occurred. His scientific analysis, his
instrumental analysis that he conducts, still remains
that the results were PETN and RDX.
Furthermore, I spoke to Bender, who actually
conducted it, who, again, was completely comfortable
with those results, felt they could be relied upon. Why
should I not rely on them.
Further, Hahn told us that he answered the questions
raised by Whitehurst regarding contamination and

assured himself that there was no contamination of the
evidence. Finally, Hahn relied on his belief that the
defense had a copy of the Whitehurst Memorandum
so that the defendant could call Whitehurst as a
witness to elicit any of the information in the
memorandum.
b. Discussion
(1) Hahn
Because Hahn was unaware of the Whitehurst
Memorandum when he testified in the first trial, he
cannot be faulted for failing to include it in his
testimony.
Regarding Hahn's testimony in the second trial,
Whitehurst alleges that Hahn committed perjury by
reciting the MAU results without supplementing or
amending them with the information in the Whitehurst
Memorandum. Although we find no perjury, we
conclude that the testimony was incomplete.
When one Laboratory examiner testifies to the results
or conclusions of another examiner, the testifying
examiner has a duty to report the results accurately
and completely--whether he agrees or disagrees with

his colleague's opinions. Although in 1990 Whitehurst
concluded that RDX and PETN were on the fuel
bladder and that, according to his dictation, he
reached no other conclusions regarding explosives
residue, Whitehurst stated in 1994 that he reached
additional conclusions from a review of the data. It
was beyond Hahn's expertise as an EU examiner, and
beyond his discretion as a witness purporting to recite
the results of another examiner, to selectively omit the
1994 conclusions because Hahn thought they were
speculative or otherwise meritless. What was
requested of Hahn on the witness stand was not his
evaluation of Whitehurst's conclusions but merely a
factual restatement of them. When Hahn was asked to
state the MAU results, a complete answer would have
been that the MAU chemist found RDX and PETN in
1990 but on a further review in 1994 also found that
the data did not prove but was consistent with an
ammonium nitrate explosive and thought that the
significance of the data for RDX and PETN could not
be determined without answering certain questions
about contamination. Since Hahn believed that in
1994 Whitehurst reject[ed] the scientific findings
made in 1990, Hahn's testimony about the 1990
findings was potentially misleading without the caveat
that the author of the 1990 findings now had
misgivings and additional findings.

We recognize that Whitehurst neither withdrew the
original dictation nor submitted a supplemental
dictation. Nor do we consider the Whitehurst
Memorandum a complete rejection of Whitehurst's
dictation. Nevertheless, when Hahn testified in the
second trial, Hahn was aware that Whitehurst had
reached additional conclusions supplementing those
reflected in his 1990 dictation. To ignore the
Whitehurst Memorandum because it lacked the form
of a supplemental dictation would be an elevation of
format over substance. At a minimum, Hahn had an
affirmative duty to obtain explicit permission from a
supervisor before he omitted reference to the
Whitehurst Memorandum, because such omission was
potentially incomplete and misleading. He failed to
obtain such supervisory approval.
That Bender was comfortable with the original
dictation is immaterial. Bender was a technician.
Whitehurst, as the examiner, was responsible for the
MAU results and conclusions. Moreover, all Bender
could say was that the instrumental results were
accurate--something Whitehurst never disputed. The
Whitehurst Memorandum concerned additional
conclusions concerning an ammonium nitrate
explosive and the significance of the instrumental

results--matters on which Bender was unqualified to
comment.
Similarly, that Hahn believed there was no
contamination did not justify omitting language
Whitehurst used to qualify his conclusions.
Finally, that the defense may have had the Whitehurst
Memorandum does not mean Hahn could ignore it in
his testimony. Regardless of what the defense
possesses, an examiner has a duty to present accurate
testimony. By not testifying to the information in the
memorandum, Hahn gave testimony that was
incomplete. Moreover, Hahn did not know for a fact
that the memorandum was disclosed. Although Hahn
told us I'm certain the prosecutor gave the
memorandum to the defense, he also told us, A So, I
mean, I don't really know, but I imagine that [Cheryl
Pollak, the prosecutor] recognized that it was
incumbent upon her to provide it [to the defense] and
she discharged her duties. I have no reason to presume
otherwise.
When one examiner testifies to another examiner's
conclusions, the testifying examiner is only a
messenger. He has no discretion to omit language
supplementing or qualifying the conclusions, even if

he believes the language is speculative or groundless.
We recognize that Hahn was presented with a very
unusual and difficult situation and that he received no
guidance from his supervisors. We nevertheless
conclude that he had an affirmative duty to resolve the
controversy before he gave potentially incomplete and
misleading testimony and that he therefore erred when
he testified, without explicit supervisory approval, as
though the Whitehurst Memorandum did not exist.
(2) Kearney
Although Hahn erred in his testimony, Kearney
contributed to that error. Kearney told us he believed
that the Whitehurst Memorandum would not affect the
Laboratory results or Hahn's testimony. Yet Kearney
recognized that in the memorandum Whitehurst was
attempting to qualify his initial results, and Kearney
thought that Whitehurst should have testified to his
examination and results at trial. Had Whitehurst
testified, the qualifications] to his initial results would
have been put before the jury. Yet Kearney took no
action either to cause Whitehurst to testify in the
second trial or to tell Hahn to include the
qualifications] in his own testimony if Hahn was
asked to restate Whitehurst's conclusions.

Moreover, Corby supported much of Whitehurst's
analysis, but we can detect no steps taken by Kearney
to consult with other qualified experts to resolve the
scientific issues. Without further review of the
technical and scientific issues that had been raised, we
do not see a valid basis for Kearney's decision to
dismiss the concerns raised by the Whitehurst
Memorandum.
One example of a scientific issue in the memorandum
that Kearney dismissed without proper consideration
related to Whitehurst's observations concerning the
VOD necessary to cause pitting and cratering. Despite
Corby's support for Whitehurst's position, Kearney
apparently rejected Whitehurst's position without
thorough scientific research and analysis.
The most glaring mistake made by Kearney was his
failure to communicate to Hahn or Whitehurst, and
document, any decisions he did make. Whitehurst
waited but was never called as a witness in the first
trial. He was not even informed of the second trial.
Hahn heard nothing regarding his complaints about
the memorandum and thus proceeded to the second
trial with no further guidance on how to handle any
questioning on this topic. If the memorandum had
been turned over to the defense, questions regarding it

were certainly possible at the second trial. Kearney
should have informed Hahn of his reasoning in
dismissing the concerns in the memorandum so that
Hahn could be prepared to respond to defense
questions. Instead, management left Hahn and
Whitehurst totally unprepared for the embarrassing
situation in which they might be forced to take the
stand and contradict each other.
In sum, we conclude that Kearney erred in not
properly resolving the issues raised by the Whitehurst
Memorandum and not communicating his decisions to
Hahn and Whitehurst.
3. Secondary Explosion
Hahn testified in both trials that, after the explosive
device was detonated on the Avianca aircraft, a fire
started resulting in a secondary explosion, which he
described as a fuel-air explosion, that destroyed the
aircraft. In the first trial he stated that Awe reached the
conclusion as to what happened. By implication, this
meant that Hahn reached the conclusion in
consultation with the FAA and NTSB representatives
at the crime scene. In contrast, in the second trial
Hahn stated that the scenario he described was Amy
conclusion. This statement of the conclusion is

problematic because Hahn is not an expert in fuel-air
explosions.
When asked by the OIG what experience he had in
linking particular damage with the occurrence of a
fuel-air explosion, Hahn stated, The FAA has
conducted experiments where they've done fires on
board an aircraft fuselage and have had areas of
flashover, and I've seen videos of that. And other than
that, and being aware of fuel-air explosions, I don't
have any experience. Hahn further explained that he
based his testimony on other experts and things that
he had read about fuel-air explosions. Hahn readily
admitted to the OIG that he was not an expert in fuelair explosions.
We find Hahn's testimony in the second trial regarding
fuel-air explosions to be beyond his own experience
and expertise. As proof of his lack of expertise, we
cite the fact that Hahn interchangeably refers to the
secondary explosion as a fuel-air explosion or a flash
fire. These two phenomena are not the same, and
Hahn's use of the two descriptions interchangeably is
incorrect. Hahn admitted that he was using the two
words to mean the same thing; however, he clarified
that what he was really talking about was a flashover
or the point at which matter suddenly burns

explosively. This distinction was not made in his
testimony at trial.
Walter Korsgaard was the FAA representative who
investigated the Avianca crash; he is an expert on fuelair explosions on aircraft. Like Hahn, Korsgaard
concluded that a fuel-air explosion occurred on the
Avianca flight. Korsgaard's opinion as to what
happened, however, differed from Hahn's in certain
respects. Korsgaard's report states:
Based on the above evidence and various eye witness
accounts, the following sequence of events can be
developed:
-- [1] IED [improvised explosive device] detonates in
area under seat number 14F and frame station 783 on
passenger cabin floor.
-- [2] Passenger cabin floor penetrated.
-- [3] Passenger cabin fuselage skin and top of center
fuselage fuel tank middle bladder section penetrated.
-- [4] Passenger cabin relatively slowly begins to
decompress and pressurize[d] center fuselage fuel
tank.

-- [5] A fuel/air explosion and fuel ignition is initiated
in top of center fuselage fuel tank spreading rapidly
thru [sic] vent holes to right and left number 2 fuel
tank wet wing sections and back into passenger cabin
as pressure in fuel tank exceeds cabin pressure.
-- [6] Structure integrity of center fuselage wing box
section and right and left wet wing fuel tank sections
of number 2 fuel tank bulkheads are violated.
-- [7] Fuel in wet wing fuel tanks numbers 1 and 2 is
ignited.
-- [8] The APU [auxillary power unit] located at rear
of center fuselage wing box section is blown to rear of
aircraft by the force of the fuel/air explosion within
this center section fuel tank.
Korsgaard continues the sequence of events by
describing how the aircraft broke up and came to the
ground.
In the two trials and in his OIG interview, Hahn
testified to a scenario different from Korsgaard's.
Hahn agreed with the first three events described by
Korsgaard: an IED detonated under seat 14F,

breaching the center fuselage fuel bladder tank and
the side of the aircraft. Then their accounts diverge.
Hahn made no mention, as Korsgaard did (Event 4),
that the passenger cabin relatively slowly beg[an] to
decompress and pressurizes center fuselage fuel tank.
In fact earlier in Hahn's testimony in the second trial
he said that certain aircraft damage indicated rapid
depressurization of the cabin.
The next event, according to Korsgaard (Event 5),
was that a fuel/air explosion and fuel ignition is
initiated in top of center fuselage fuel tank. According
to Hahn, on the other hand, the next event is a fire that
burned Adirty, throwing a lot of hot gaseous material
into the air, a lot of hot matter into the air. According
to Hahn, the fuel-air explosion did not come until
later:
[W]hat I believe happened is that a small explosive
device functioned, breaching the aircraft, opening the
side of the fuselage, opening up the bladder box or the
bladder fuel cells inside the wing, blasted and started
a fire.
That fire burned for a number of seconds, probably in
the neighborhood of a minute, at which point in time
the hot gases and hot particula[te] matter from that fire

caused the secondary explosion of fuel air explosion.
That broke the aircraft apart.

Moreover, according to Hahn, the fuel-air explosion
did not occur in the fuel tank, as Korsgaard stated, but
rather inside the fuselage (first trial). As Hahn
described it in his OIG interview:
So the fire [that was set off by the explosive device] is
burning as that fuel is venting and it's burning not
only fuel, but it's going to be burning carpeting and
seat cushions and fabrics, rugs, whatever is there on
board that aircraft. . . . [E]ventually it reaches a point
where you have enough heat and hot gasses and hot
flammable gasses and particulate matter in the air
where it flashes over, and when it flashes over, the
aircraft comes apart.

In the first trial and in the OIG interview, Hahn
compared the fuel-air explosion in Avianca to a fuelair explosion in a grain elevator, in which small
particulate matter from the grain is suspended in the
air. Korsgaard said nothing about particulate matter
from the interior of the cabin playing a role in the
fuel-air explosion.

Thus, Hahn's theory regarding a fuel-air explosion
differed from Korsgaard's in three principal respects.
The first difference related to the sequence of events:
Korsgaard thought the event that followed the
detonation of the IED was the fuel-air explosion and
the fire, whereas Hahn testified that the detonation led
to a fire that burned probably for about a minute and
then the fuel-air explosion occurred. The second
difference related to the location of the fuel-air
explosion: the center fuel tank (Korsgaard) as opposed
to the fuselage (Hahn). Finally, Korsgaard did not say,
as Hahn did, that particulate matter played a role in
the explosion.
Because Hahn is not an expert in fuel-air explosions,
he should have simply testified to the opinion of
Korsgaard (or to the opinion of another qualified
expert)--with an attribution and without
embellishment. Hahn ventured beyond his expertise
when he developed and testified to his own theory of a
fuel-air explosion.
4. Injuries to Passengers
Hahn testified in both trials that certain injuries
observed on the passengers' bodies--hard, burnt skin
and skulls that had been cracked open--supported his

theory of a secondary explosion. In the first trial he
stated that these injuries were consistent with extreme
heat, flash-fire type of damage. In the second trial he
stated the injuries were consistent with a flash fire or a
fuel-air explosion. We conclude that this testimony
was beyond Hahn's expertise and was incorrect.
Hahn told us that he drew the connection between
these injuries and the flash fire because the only other
place he had heard of the same type of injuries was in
lectures regarding a flash fire at Dupont Plaza in
Puerto Rico. He also told us that he was familiar with
the subject matter because he attended lectures on fire
damage by a former agent where this was discussed
and had read articles about these same types of
injuries and their causes. We conclude that this
experience was inadequate to make him an expert on
the relationship between the injuries and an explosion.
In fact, the injuries are not consistent with a flash fire
or fuel-air explosion, which are of short duration.
Rather, the injuries indicate that the bodies were
subjected to substantial heat for a significant period of
time. When we pressed Hahn on this point, he
acknowledged that the injuries to the bodies did not
justify the opinion that a fuel-air explosion occurred
but rather that there was a hot fire burning for a

continuous period of time. Hahn admitted that it might
have been more accurate for him to say that the
injuries to the bodies were consistent with his theory
of how the fuel-air explosion came about--that is, that
there was a preexisting condition (the continuous hot
fire) which could have led to a fuel-air explosion. As
Hahn also admitted, however, this preexisting
condition would not always result in a fuel-air
explosion, and a fuel-air explosion would not always
require a fire such as the one he believed occurred in
this case. Essentially, the injuries to the bodies told
Hahn nothing about whether a fuel-air explosion
occurred; they only told him that an intense fire
burned for a period of time. This is quite different
from his testimony that the injuries to the bodies were
consistent with a flash fire or fuel-air explosion.
Hahn told us he thought he could render opinions
about matters if AI know more than a layman, which
is your test of whether or not you're an expert. He also
stated that Aif I know the answer it would be
permissible for him to respond to questions outside
his expertise. As exemplified by this case, Hahn's
views are incorrect and dangerous. All educated
laymen are not experts. That a witness thinks he
knows the answer to a question does not mean he
does. To assure that erroneous and unreliable

information is not presented in court, a Laboratory
examiner must only answer questions within his
expertise.
In sum, we conclude that Hahn's testimony about the
injuries was misleading, inaccurate, and outside his
area of expertise. We further conclude that he
improperly used this testimony to support his theory
of a fuel-air explosion.
5. Other Allegations
Concerning Hahn's testimony, Whitehurst makes
numerous other allegations, which we will address
summarily. Because Whitehurst makes the same basic
criticisms to Hahn's testimony in both trials, the
references below are to the second trial unless
otherwise noted.
a. Whitehurst contends that Hahn misstated his
qualifications and background. We conclude that only
one contention has merit. Hahn was not required to
volunteer his major in college (English), and, when
Hahn testified to his participation in scores of
bombing cases, he was not required to volunteer the
percentage relating to aircraft explosions.
Hahn also testified that A[m]y experience includes

being called upon to do crime scene processing and
make assessments of such notable causes of
explosives [sic] in criminal cases such as Pan Am 103
over Lockerbie, Scotland and the World Trade Center
in New York. This testimony overstated Hahn's
experience. In the Pan Am 103 case, Hahn's only
involvement in explosive assessments was that he
examined the passengers' personal effects for blast
damage. In the Trade Center case, Hahn's role was
limited to management of the crime scene and did not
include analysis of the evidence.
b. During his testimony Hahn was shown numerous
photographs (most of which he took) of the aircraft
wreckage and debris and a diagram of the aircraft, and
he was asked to state his observations. Regarding one
photograph he stated that Aon the inside wall of this
fuselage is where we actually found charring and heat
damage, which told us that, again, this side of the
aircraft from the outside was not on fire, but inside
smoke was filling out, circulating throughout the
fuselage, and heating up terribly, melting down things
on the inside of the aircraft on the left-hand side.
(Emphasis added.) Although Hahn may not be an
expert on fire damage to aircraft, his testimony here
implicitly meant that the other experts at the scene,
who do have expertise on this subject, participated in

the assessment. Accordingly, we do not fault this
testimony.
Regarding another photograph Hahn testified:
That is a wing of the aircraft and it show[s] very
severe fire damage. That fire damage is very evident
here (indicating) where you see this white area on the
far right-handside of the photograph, but that is
actually where the aluminum has become oxidized
from the heat. Cooked, if you will, almost to a boiling
point.
We conclude that this testimony exceeded Hahn's
expertise and was inaccurate. Hahn had no expertise
in the oxidation of aluminum. Without a scientific
examination of the white area, Hahn could not say
categorically that it was the result of oxidation. In his
OIG interview Hahn told us that the oxidation would
not occur just from heat, as he testified at trial, but
from the burning process in the presence of air
(oxygen). Hahn had no scientific basis for saying that
the aluminum was A[c]ooked . . . almost to a boiling
point.
Regarding the diagram and other photographs, Hahn
commented on the structure of the aircraft. Kearney

felt Hahn drifted outside his expertise on some of this
testimony. Some of Hahn's comments were merely
descriptive, requiring no special expertise (debris at
the crime scene, main landing gear ). Other testimony,
however, appears to require expertise that Hahn
lacked (position on aircraft of fuel tanks, position and
function of Awing box ). Also, Hahn commented on
what he perceived as non-explosive damage
(deformation of fuselage by depressurization of
aircraft). In these examples, Hahn should have made
clear that he was basing his testimony on information
received from other experts. In contrast, regarding the
lack of information from the voice data recorder,
Hahn testified that A[w]e believe the lines were cut by
the detonation of the explosive device (emphasis
added), implying that the assessment came, at least in
part, from the aircraft experts at the scene.
c. We reject Whitehurst's contention that an EU
examiner such as Hahn, because he is not a
metallurgist, is unqualified to testify about his
observations of unique explosive damage such as
pitting and cratering. Such observations and
conclusions are within a qualified EU examiner's
expertise. Similarly, Hahn was qualified to say that (1)
a portion of the emergency exit was probably in . . .
many pieces because it was situated near the seat of

the explosive device, (2) certain damage was
Aprobably impact rather than explosive pitting, and
(3) the explosive pitting would occur within a certain
distance of the explosive. We do not consider the
latter comment fabricate[d] testimony, as Whitehurst
claims.
d. We conclude that Hahn was beyond his expertise
and inaccurate in his use of certain terms (the gas
causing pitting and cratering was in the form of a
plasma, the metal in the pits was crystallized, the
explosive Semtex contains a butylene binder). These
terms were unnecessary to Hahn's presentation and
should have been avoided.
e. Contrary to Whitehurst's claims, Hahn, in our
opinion, did not give fabricate[d] explanations of
brisant explosives and the functioning of a high
explosive (A[h]igh explosives function not by
burning, but by molecular breaking apart ). These
were not unacceptable lay explanations for these
matters.
f. We find no fault with Hahn's testimony about the
uses of PETN and RDX and the composition of
Semtex. In fact, these explanations track Whitehurst's
dictation. Similarly, Hahn's testimony that Semtex and

C-4 are not, and nitroglycerine is, impact sensitive
was accurate.
g. Hahn testified as to how his duties differed from the
duties of the NTSB and FAA representatives, by
saying that his assignment was to determine whether
an explosive device functioned on the aircraft and the
duties of the others were primarily to determine
whether the crash resulted from a mechanical failure.
We think this testimony was slightly inaccurate.
Needless to say, if it was determined that the crash
resulted from a criminal act, the FBI would have been
the exclusive agency of the United States to
investigate the crime. But the NTSB and FAA are,
without limitation, mandated to determine the cause
of the crash, which would include an inquiry by them
as to whether an explosive device was used.
h. Whitehurst expressed concern that Hahn's
testimony showed that his presence at the DAS crime
scene may have led to contamination of the Avianca
evidence. Hahn, however, told us that he had sent the
Avianca evidence to the Laboratory before the DAS
Building was bombed.
i. In the first trial, after Hahn testified to the findings
of RDX and PETN, he was asked whether those

chemicals would be found in any other part of the
plane other than an explosive device --in, for example,
the seats or the paneling. Hahn replied:
They are both extremely unstable molecules, as any
explosive would be. And they, in fact, they can break
down with something as simple as sunlight. You
would not find them in the environment, no.

This answer was partially inaccurate. Although RDX
and PETN do not occur naturally in the environment,
they are not extremely unstable and would not readily
break down from sunlight under normal
circumstances.
B. Whitehurst's Conduct
As explained below, we conclude that Whitehurst's
conduct in this case was deeply flawed in several
respects.
1. Overload
discredit the Confessor's claim that an ammonium
nitrate gelatin dynamite was used on the aircraft. As
Whitehurst told Hahn on June 4th, and as Whitehurst
acknowledged in his memorandum, he would have

expected to find residues of nitroglycerine (NG) on
the evidence if a dynamite had detonated on the
aircraft. (NG is a primary component of dynamite.
See n.98, supra.) According to the Whitehurst
Memorandum, however, no residues of NG were
found on the specimens Whitehurst examined.
Nevertheless, Whitehurst concluded in the
memorandum that he could not disprove the dynamite
claim. One of the reasons for this conclusion was that
Whitehurst noticed in his 1994 review that the liquid
chromatography test (LC) for PETN was overloaded,
which may have obscured the presence of NG.
Because, therefore, NG may have been present but not
detected due to the overload, Whitehurst asserted in
the memorandum that he could not eliminate the
possibility of a dynamite.
What Whitehurst overlooked in his 1994 review,
however, was that, in addition to the LC test, a thin
layer chromatography test (TLC) was conducted. The
TLC would have detected NG if present. It did not. A
thorough review of the file by Whitehurst would have
revealed this information. When we confronted
Whitehurst with the TLC results, he admitted that he
erred in not reviewing the TLC data in 1994 and in
concluding that due to the overload he could not
exclude the presence of NG. Thus, we fault

Whitehurst for failing to conduct an adequate review
of his own file prior to issuing his memorandum, a
review that would have invalidated his theory that NG
may have been present and was obscured by the
overload.
With respect to his original 1990 examination, we also
fault Whitehurst for failing to recognize the overload
and run a second test.
2. Misstatement of the June 4th Conversation and of
the Pertinent Issue
The Whitehurst Memorandum began with a summary
of Whitehurst's June 4, 1994, conversation with Hahn
about the Confessor. The summary, however,
misstates the conversation on a material point.
According to the memorandum, Hahn said in this
conversation that the Confessor claimed to have used
an ammonium nitrate based explosive (emphasis
added) and that the damage was not consistent with an
ANFO type explosive. (ANFO consists of ammonium
nitrate and fuel oil.) In fact, as Whitehurst
acknowledged in his OIG interview, Hahn said that
the Confessor claimed to have used an ammonium
nitrate based dynamite. When Whitehurst wrote the
memorandum, he, of course, knew the claim

concerned a dynamite, since he discussed dynamite
throughout the memorandum, and he attached to the
memorandum one of the Confessor's statements,
which described the use of a dynamite.
One important difference between an ammonium
nitrate based explosive and an ammonium nitrate
based dynamite is NG, which is an essential
component only of the latter. By misstating the June
4th conversation by omitting reference to a dynamite
and by including reference to ANFO, Whitehurst
made it seem that the important issue to be addressed
in the memorandum was the use of an explosive that
may not contain NG. As noted, Whitehurst detected
no residues of NG on the evidence.
In the second paragraph of the memorandum,
Whitehurst stated the following conclusion:
It is my opinion at this time that the data we acquired
from analysis of the evidence provided to us in this
matter does not disprove the use of an ammonium
nitrate based high explosive and in fact is consistent
with but not proof of the use of such an explosive.
Later in the memorandum, Whitehurst stated the basis
for this conclusion:

The presence of white powder in the pits and the
initial data consistent with the presence of nitrate and
nitrite ions is consistent with though not proof of the
presence of an ammonium nitrate based explosive.
This conclusion tracked Whitehurst's misstatement of
the June 4th conversation and begged the real
question in the case--namely, whether the data
disproved or was consistent with the use of an
ammonium nitrate based dynamite. As Whitehurst
stated in his interview, The question that [Hahn] asked
me was essentially, was an ammonium nitrate gelatin
based dynamite used, or can you discredit that.
Because Whitehurst detected no NG residue, it would
have been difficult for him to conclude that the
evidence in fact is consistent with the use of a
dynamite. We are unable to find that Whitehurst
deliberately misstated the June 4th conversation to
avoid that difficulty but still render an opinion that the
evidence was consistent with a large class of
explosives that would appear to include an ammonium
nitrate dynamite. In any event, the conclusion about
an ammonium nitrate explosive did not address the
exact question asked by Hahn. Nowhere in the
Whitehurst Memorandum does the author say that the

data is consistent with an ammonium nitrate
dynamite.
Whitehurst may have rendered an opinion that the
data was consistent with an ammonium nitrate
explosive because he thought this was the only
conclusion justified by the evidence and he thought, in
good faith, that he should set forth any conclusions he
could reach. If so, he should have stated explicitly that
he could not conclude that the data was in fact
consistent with an ammonium nitrate dynamite, the
Confessor's alleged explosive. As written, the
conclusion is, at best, confusing, because it
erroneously suggests that Whitehurst thought the data
was consistent with the Confessor's story.
3. Validity of Opinions
a. Ammonium Nitrate Explosive
As noted, Whitehurst opined that the data (1) does not
disprove, and (2) in fact is consistent with, an
ammonium nitrate based high explosive. The first part
of the opinion appears valid. Indeed, because all the
remnants of the aircraft were not recovered and
because the recovery did not begin until several days
after the crash, it would have been virtually

impossible to disprove the use of any explosive based
on the residue analysis. Finding one or more
explosives on the recovered residue (e.g., RDX and
PETN) would not preclude the possibility that the
residue of another explosive either was on an
unrecovered remnant or, before the recovery began,
was washed away by rain, was dislodged by the crash,
decomposed, etc. The failure to find residue of an
ammonium nitrate explosive, therefore, would not
constitute proof that the explosive was not used on the
aircraft.
In contrast, Whitehurst's opinion that the data in fact
is consistent with an ammonium nitrate explosive is
an overstatement by any reasonable measure.
Whitehurst stated in the memorandum: The presence
of white powder in the pits and the initial data
consistent with the presence of nitrate and nitrite ions
is consistent with though not proof of the presence of
an ammonium nitrate based explosive. Whitehurst's
technician found white powder in certain pits on the
fuselage. This white powder possibly could have been
ammonium nitrate. The technician, however,
attempted to examine this powder instrumentally and
was unable to determine what it was. The identity of
the white powder is unknown.
As for the ions, Whitehurst's technician produced

initial data consistent with the presence of nitrate and
ammonium ions on specimen Q13. A second test,
however, could not confirm[] the presence of the ions.
Accordingly, it is not certain that the ions were in fact
present. In any event, because nitrate and ammonium
ions occur naturally in the environment, the mere
detection of them has only very limited probative
value.
Whitehurst himself later maintained that similar
results were not significant when he criticized certain
work by David Williams in the Oklahoma City case.
There, Williams stated in his report that A[a]
mmonium ions and nitrate ions were found to be
present on specimen Q171. This statement was
apparently made in support of Williams' theory that
ANFO was the main charge in the explosive device.
Whitehurst had this to say about Williams' statement:
Why is Mr. Williams being allowed to introduce this
into his report. He knows perfectly well that that
means absolutely nothing at all. But the prosecutors
will not. After an explosion the presence of nitrates
are ubiquitous. Before an explosion nitrates are
ubiquitous, everywhere. We are only now conducting
background studies to determine just how prevalent.
Many explosives give off ammonium. It means

nothing, UNLESS TAKEN OUT OF CONTEXT.
(Capitalization in original; emphasis added.) When
confronted with the contradiction between his
comments about ions in the Avianca and Oklahoma
City cases, Whitehurst could provide no explanation.
The laboratory notes in the Avianca case for specimen
Q13 state that the ammonium and nitrate ions could
not be reasonably associated because ammonium
nitrate was not detected on a particular test and both
ions Acould be formed by other than ammonium
nitrate explosives. In his dictation, neither did
Whitehurst mention the ions, nor did he say the data
was consistent with an ammonium nitrate explosive.
Because (1) the white powder could not be identified,
(2) the presence of the ions could not be confirmed,
and (3) the ions have been found to occur naturally in
the environment, we conclude that Whitehurst's
statement that the data is consistent with the use of an
ammonium nitrate explosive is overstated and
suggests too strongly that such an explosive may have
been used on the aircraft.
b. Ammonium Nitrate Dynamite

In his memorandum Whitehurst also opined that the
data we have at this time cannot be used to
successfully disprove the statement that a gelatin
dynamite was used in this bombing. This opinion is
valid for the reasons stated above concerning the
inability to disprove the use of an ammonium nitrate
explosive (failure to recover all remnants of the
aircraft, etc.).
In his OIG interview Whitehurst addressed whether
the data was consistent with the presence of an
ammonium nitrate dynamite. He stated there was a
weak consistency. He stated that the bases for this
opinion were the factors discussed above regarding an
ammonium nitrate explosive (the white powder and
ions) and the fact that the presence of NG might have
been obscured by the instrumental overload. As
discussed above, Whitehurst's overload theory was
invalid. Given Whitehurst's failure to detect NG
residue and given the weakness of the data showing
the use of an ammonium nitrate explosive, we
conclude that Whitehurst's data did not warrant the
opinion (given in his OIG interview) that the evidence
was consistent with the use of an ammonium nitrate
dynamite.
Whitehurst's data only allowed him to opine: (1) the

data does not disprove the use of an ammonium
nitrate dynamite; (2) no data points to the use of a
dynamite; (3) some data (the unconfirmed presence of
ions and the unidentified white powder in the pits)
have very limited probative value; (4) the ions (if they
were present) could have come from an ammonium
nitrate dynamite or from numerous other explosives or
from the environment, and he cannot say which
alternative is most likely; and (5) the unidentified
white powder could have been ammonium nitrate or
some other white substance, and he cannot say which
alternative is most likely.
Thus, Whitehurst's opinion that the data was
consistent with the use of an ammonium nitrate
explosive was not only overstated but begged the real
question--namely, whether the data was consistent
with the use of an ammonium nitrate dynamite (the
explosive the Confessor said he used). As to that
question, we conclude that Whitehurst's data did not
justify an opinion that the evidence was consistent
with any dynamite. Accordingly, Whitehurst's
conclusion in the second paragraph of the
memorandum--that the data in fact is consistent with
an ammonium nitrate explosive--was not only
overstated, but also misleading, because it suggested,
without a valid scientific basis, that Whitehurst's data

supported the Confessor's story.
4. Contamination
Although not directly relevant to the discrediting of
the Confessor's story, Whitehurst addressed in the
memorandum whether possible contamination
prevented the Laboratory from determining the
significance of the data identifying the presence of
RDX and PETN. In his original dictation Whitehurst
stated:
Chemical analysis of specimen Q15 identified the
presence of RDX and PETN high explosive. These
two explosives are used in conjunction in the
explosive SEMTEX. They also can be used in
separate components of explosive systems.
It is the opinion of this examiner that the RDX and
PETN identified on specimen Q15 originated either
from an explosive such as SEMTEX or from a
combination of components of an explosive system
containing both PETN and RDX.
The Whitehurst Memorandum sets forth a series of
questions about possible contamination at the crime
scene, in transit, and at the Laboratory. See n.115,

supra. Unlike Whitehurst's dictation, in which he
opined that the RDX and PETN came from Semtex or
an explosive system, in the memorandum he raised
the question whether the RDX and PETN may have
come from contamination rather than from the aircraft
remnants before they were recovered in Colombia.
Whitehurst asserted that the contamination questions
need to be answered before we can determine the
significance of the data -- that is, before it could be
determined whether the RDX and PETN came from
the aircraft or from contamination.
Whitehurst told us that when he wrote the
memorandum, AI had no evidence at all about
contamination. He stated, So what you've asked me is,
do I know there was contamination. No, but I don't
know there wasn't contamination. Whitehurst
acknowledged that the contamination questions he
raised were not specific to the Avianca case, but
applied to any case involving organic explosives like
APETN, RDX, TNT, nitroglycerine. Nevertheless, at
the time of Whitehurst's March 1996 OIG interview,
he had never raised these questions in any of his
numerous cases, before or after Avianca, unless there
was specific evidence of contamination.
Despite Whitehurst's assertion that he had no evidence

at all about contamination when he wrote the
memorandum, we think the circumstantial evidence
available to him pointed to the unlikelihood that the
PETN and RDX were present as a result of
contamination. The RDX and PETN were both found
on the same specimen, and none of the other eight
specimens contained either explosive. According to
Whitehurst's original dictation, and the prosecution's
theory, the substances were found together because
they were components of Semtex or an explosive
system used in the bombing. If, instead, the specimens
had been contaminated by RDX and PETN, it would
have been likely that the contaminants would have
been randomly distributed on the specimens,
producing contamination with either or both of the
explosives on more than one specimen. In an OIG
interview Whitehurst cited a 1995 contamination
study in the Laboratory to show the real possibility of
contamination there, but in that study, of the four
locations that contained either RDX or PETN, none
contained both substances. Although it is of course
possible that there was contamination of a single
specimen with two separate explosives and no other
specimen was affected by either contaminant, this is
not the likeliest scenario.
We question the manner in which Whitehurst raised

the issue of contamination. We do not fault an
examiner for raising a relevant issue at a late date if it
does not occur to him earlier, and vigilance
concerning contamination should be an integral part
of the work of a forensic scientist. Here, however, the
contamination questions raised in the Whitehurst
Memorandum could and should have been addressed
within the Laboratory before the memorandum was
disseminated to a prosecutor in the middle of a trial.
Hahn was knowledgeable about the procedures
followed at the crime scene and how the evidence was
transported to the Laboratory. Other personnel could
have explained how the evidence was processed once
it arrived at the Laboratory. Whitehurst should have
addressed the contamination questions to these people
before he disseminated the memorandum outside the
Laboratory. Finally, Whitehurst should have noted in
his memorandum that the lack of a random
distribution of the RDX and PETN was indicative of
the absence of contamination.
Since (1) the contamination issue was only indirectly
relevant to contradicting the Confessor's story, (2)
there was no affirmative evidence of contamination,
(3) the circumstantial evidence was indicative of a
lack of contamination, and (4) Whitehurst never wrote
a memorandum with questions like these in any other

case before or since Avianca, we conclude that
Whitehurst erred when he raised the issue, in the
manner that he did, for the first time in an ongoing
trial.
Corby told us he would not have authorized the
release of the information in the Whitehurst
Memorandum to the prosecutor had he known
Whitehurst had not contacted Hahn first.
Nevertheless, it is apparent from the face of the
memorandum that Whitehurst had taken no steps
within the Laboratory to determine the validity of any
of the contamination issues raised in the
memorandum. We therefore conclude that Corby erred
when he told Whitehurst to provide the information in
the memorandum to the prosecutor without also
directing Whitehurst to make the necessary
contamination inquiries in the Laboratory first.
5. Circumvention of Hahn
Whitehurst wrote the memorandum on June 7, 1994,
and gave it to Corby the next day. Corby reviewed it
overnight and told Whitehurst on June 9, 1994, to give
the memorandum to the prosecutor. That day
Whitehurst gave the memorandum to an agent
working on the case; he in turn gave it to the AUSA.

Whitehurst did not consult with Hahn, or give him a
copy of the memorandum, before it was disseminated
outside the Laboratory.
Whitehurst justified his failure to consult with Hahn,
or send him a copy of the memorandum, on his
assertion that Hahn is a bully, will not listen to any
reason at all, and does not receive information. We
have already noted Whitehurst's error in failing to
discuss the contamination questions with Hahn before
disseminating the memorandum to the prosecutor.
More generally, we conclude that Whitehurst's failure
to consult with Hahn on any issue, or at least send him
a copy of the memorandum, before releasing it outside
the Laboratory was unprofessional.
IV. Conclusion
A. Hahn
We conclude that in the Munoz trials Hahn did not
commit perjury, fabricate evidence, or intend to
mislead the court. We also conclude that he committed
several errors: he erroneously testified in the first trial
that no dynamite could have caused the pitting and
cratering on the aircraft; he gave scientific opinions
correlating the pitting and cratering with a VOD range
that were unsound and not justified by his experience;

before the second trial, he made no inquiries about the
validity of his jetting theory, even though the literature
attached to the Whitehurst Memorandum conflicted
with that theory; he gave incomplete testimony
concerning the MAU results; he testified incorrectly
and outside his expertise concerning a fuel-air
explosion, the injuries to passengers, and other areas;
and he slightly overstated his experience. Hahn's
conduct exemplifies the need (discussed in Part Six,
infra) to train examiners to base conclusions on
confirmed findings and validated theories and to
testify within their areas of expertise.
B. Whitehurst
We conclude that Whitehurst committed several errors
in connection with the Whitehurst Memorandum: he
reached an invalid conclusion that an instrumental
overload may have obscured the presence of NG; this
error occurred because he neglected to thoroughly
review the Laboratory file including the TLC results;
he misstated his June 4, 1994, conversation with Hahn
on a material point; he rendered a misleading and
overstated opinion that suggested that his data was
consistent with a potential defense; he raised
questions whether contamination may account for his
original findings of RDX and PETN, although there
was no affirmative evidence of contamination, the

circumstantial evidence was indicative of a lack of
contamination, and he made no inquiries inside the
Laboratory to determine whether his contamination
concerns might have validity; and he released the
memorandum outside the Laboratory without
consulting with Hahn or at least sending him a copy.
Finally, he also erred in his 1990 examination by
failing to recognize the instrumental overload and run
a second test. All of the errors in the memorandum
tended to create problems for Hahn, the FBI, and the
prosecution in an ongoing trial.
C. Kearney
We conclude that SAS Chief Kearney erred by not
properly resolving the controversy raised by the
Whitehurst Memorandum and by not communicating
his decisions to Hahn and Whitehurst. After the
second trial Kearney reviewed Hahn's testimony in
that trial and felt Hahn testified outside his expertise
regarding the construction of the aircraft and the
injuries to the passengers. Kearney also erred by
failing to discuss these matters with Hahn, and define
and document the corrective action taken, to avoid
such problems in the future.
D. Corby

We conclude that Corby erred when he authorized
Whitehurst to release the information in the
memorandum to the prosecutor without also directing
Whitehurst to address the contamination questions to
personnel inside the Laboratory first.

Air India Flight 182
Report on the accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO,
Air India Flight 182,
off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Appendix C Comet Accidents (Unofficial)
Source: http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/
FailureCases/FAILURE.htm
Professor M Neil James - Web page http://
www.plym.tech.ac.uk/sme/uoa30/structur.htm
Comet Airliner

Jet transportation age began in on May 5 1952 when
the De Havilland Comet 1 began scheduled flights
from London to Johannesburg. In April 1953, a Tokyo
to London service was inaugurated ‹ flying time for
the 10 200 mile distance dropped from 85 hours to 36
hours. The Comet had a cruising speed of 490 mph at
35 000 feet and a range of 1 750 miles with a payload
of 44 passengers.
Power came from 4 De Havilland Ghost turbojet
engines of 5 000 lbf thrust. Engines were mounted in
the wing root ‹ this minimises yaw accompanying loss
of engine on take-off, but poses a hazard in the event
of engine fire/disintegration and does not allow for
easy uprating of engines (cf. hanging engine pods
under wing) ‹ poor design for development. Fuel
consumption of turbojets is lower at high altitude.
The cabin was pressurised to maintain a pressure
equivalent to 8 000 feet at an aircraft altitude of 40
000 feet, which was required for efficient operation of
the engines. This gave a pressure differential of 8.25
psi (56 kPa) across the fuselage ‹ twice the value
previously used. De Havilland conducted Ômany
testsÕ to ensure structural integrity of the cabin. Other
innovations included high pressure refuelling,
hydraulic actuation of control surfaces and cabin air

conditioning. It seemed that the future was bright for
the British aircraft industry, with orders from France,
Canada and the UK.
However, a series of 3 accidents occurred where
Comet aircraft disintegrated in flight:
G-ALYV after leaving Calcutta ‹ May 1953. Violent
storms were thought to be involved and some
wreckage was recovered. No firm conclusions drawn
as to cause.
G-ALYP over Elba ‹ January 1954 after 1 286 cabin
pressurisation cycles. Little wreckage was recovered
and no major problems found in fleet inspection. Fire
was assumed the most likely cause and modifications
made to improve fire prevention and control. Aircraft
returned to service.
G-ALYY flying as SA 201 after leaving Rome ‹ April
1954.
A more intensive effort was made to recover the
wreckage of G-ALYP using underwater television
cameras for the first time. About 70% of the aircraft
was recovered and reconstructed at Farnborough. The
engines were recovered more-or-less intact, showing
that engine disintegration was not the cause of the
accident, and neither was any evidence of fire found.

Comet G-ALYU, which had experienced 3 539 flying
hours and 1 221 cabin pressurisation cycles, was
subjected to full-scale flight simulation testing at
Farnborough. The fuselage was hydraulically
pressurised in cycles, while the wings were flexed
with jacks to simulate the flight loads. Water was used
for this pressurisation because calculations had
indicated that the energy release under cabin rupture
with air as the pressurisation medium was equivalent
to the explosion of a 500 lbf bomb in the cabin. The
cabin was also supported in water to avoid extraneous
weight effects. After the equivalent of a total of 3 057
(1836 simulated cycles) flight cycles a 2 mm crack
near the escape hatch grew to failure (Hatch Sketch).
This was repaired and after 5 46 flight cycles a 4.5 m
section of the cabin wall ruptured due to fatigue
cracking. It was concluded that explosive cabin failure
had caused the loss of the 3 Comet aircraft.
Developing a detectable crack 6 mm long consumed
some 95% of the cyclic life.
The Royal Navy was charged with getting the relevant
fuselage piece of G-ALYP from the sea (using
simulation trials, based on the way the aircraft was
now thought to break up in flight, to establish the
likely position of this part of the aircraft on the
seabed. This was recovered within a few hours of

searching and showed, in the language of the coroner,
the Ôunmistakable fingerprint of fatigueÕ. The
fatigue crack was associated with the stress
concentrations of the rather square rear ADF window
cutout (stress of 315 MPa at edge of window), and
with a bolt hole around the window (although the
stress at the bolt position was only 70 MPa).
The Chief Designer at De Havilland had wanted to
glue the windows in position, but the tooling for the
square shape was too difficult to make. A lower stress
concentration shape would have been easier to
manufacture.
The manufacturer had performed fatigue tests of the
forward cabin area at about 10 psi (with cracking
occurring at 18 000 cycles), but these were carried out
after static tests of to up to 16.5 psi (twice operating
pressure) had previously been applied. Cracks were
also known to be present after manufacture, and the
remedy was to drill 1.6 mm holes at the crack tip to
ÔarrestÕ them (such an arrested crack was present
near the rear ADF window, which had not propagated
until the final failure).
Modifications were made to the design of the aircraft
and the Comet 4 re-entered service in October 1958

on the trans-Atlantic route with 80 passengers. A few
weeks later the Boeing 707 flew the same route with
120 passengers and a safer, more flexible design
engine design. The loss of 6 years to the Comet
problems may have been instrumental in losing the
lead in future jet transportation to the US. Parity in
sales of passenger aircraft was established only in
1999 between Airbus and Boeing.
Technological Outcomes:
Full-scale testing of aircraft structures utilised in
future aircraft.
Better understanding of fatigue testing achieved, i.e.
match service and test loads (no previous overpressurisation cycles first).
Attention drawn to detectability/critical size issues for
fatigue cracks in aircraft structures.
Concept of Ôone-bayÕ crack tolerance in fuselage
probably formulated.
Causes:
1. New technology introducing new load cases (high
altitude flight for turbojet engines requiring cabin
pressurisation).
2. Mis-match between service loads and fatigue test
procedure.
3. Possible contribution from out-of-plane bending

loads (bi-axial stresses).
Design Failures:
Improperly understood failure mode assessment
procedures necessitated by implementation of new
technology.
Poor configuration due to wing root engine placement
(very few other aircraft have had engines in this
position), affecting uprating potential, fire hazard, and
structural integrity in the event of engine
disintegration.
References:
1.
P A Withey (1997) Fatigue failure of the De
Havilland Comet 1 Engineering Failure Analysis Vol.
2 No. 4 pp147-154.
2. J F Lancaster (1996) Engineering catastrophes:
causes and effects of major accidents Woodhead
Publishing.
3. Johannesburg Sunday Star Review, March 22
1992 p.11 Super-fast jet takes a dive.
4.
http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/pao/History/
SP-468/ch13-2.htm
5. http://surf.to/comet (Note that some of the
information here with respect to crashes is inaccurate,
e.g. fatigue is referred to as ÔcrystallinityÕ).

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:58 PM PDT
To: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Subject: Brushoff

I thought I shoulf send you this. It makes for interesting reading
in light
of the Egyptair 767 and other occurences of elevator problems on
the 767.
Dear Ben,
Absolutely, I've always said it was mechanical. I sent the
previous 767 control problems to authorities but still,
"Hey, ain't nuttin' wrong with dem Bowin' planes, muss be dem
crazy A-Rabs."

AA 767 mimics EgyptAir
Bournemouth 737 mimics the 737 rudder crashes.
UAL 811 mimics AI 182, PA 103 and TWA 800. for 747
Windsor Ontario in 1972 for DC 10 mimics Paris Turkish airlines
two years later.
and so it goes.
Lots of unheeded warnings and unpleasant truths by history.
I've been getting brushoffs by AAIB, very professionally done:
And so it goes....

Sincerely,
Barry
To: Wallace Anne <anne.wallace@srg.caa.co.uk>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Brushoff...again....as usual...
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mrs. Wallace, 29 March 2001
Thank you for your prompt reply to my plea for consideration of
my warning/alert to a clear and present danger to the flying
public in early model Boeing 747s.
Your reply, even lacking the traditional salutations, was rejection
of my plea, not by facts, but by opinion of the very group I am
saying is wrong. I thought that was the job of safety people, to
listen to citizens who report safety problems, not reject them out
of hand because they conflict with authority point of view.
Especially from someone who knows what he is talking about
because he has been there, has official documents, an politely
identifies himself.
But you checked with them, and they said, "Yup, we're right and
he's wrong." The End. At least you did not give the insulting to
injury bromide, "Thank you for your interest in aviation safety."
So, AAIB brushes me off to you and you brush me off to FAA.
Do not the British have a characteristic of being polite in all
circumstances?

Do not the British have history of tolerating eccentrics and
checking out their 'weird' stories?
I guess I could end with just a few facts to rebut your CAA
Safety Regulation Group Head of Safety Data and Investigation
Department who says, so serenely and self confidently that
examination of the wreckage proved that the cargo door was not
the cause of PA 103 and TWA 800 accidents.
The status of the PA 103 forward cargo door is not given. The
other two doors are examined and declared latched and locked,
The status of the TWA 800 forward cargo door is not given. The
status of two of the ten latches is not given.
The midspan latches of both forward cargo doors are not
reported as being recovered, examined or if they were latched or
not.
The wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression explanation
states that both forward cargo doors on both aircraft ruptured
open at the midspan latches with photographs and drawings from
NTSB and AAIB to prove it.
You say the cargo door was not the cause of PA 103 yet you and
your group leader and AAIB do not know whether the cargo door
were latched or not and reject all evidence it ruptured open in
flight.
Ah, facts. You prefer opinions...
Note your group leader gave no facts, only opinion, as you did.

Too bad. You would think in this day of science that agencies
such as yours would respect reality and turn aside wishful
thinking when it conflicts with the evidence.
But, you tried, now go have a cup of tea. An action transferred is
an action completed.
Note last line of my credentials, I'm an expert too, in some
things.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

To: enquiries@aaib.gov.uk

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Warning about potential airline crash
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

Dear Air Accidents Investigation Branch,
I am informing you as of 17 Mar 01 of a clear and present danger
to the British flying public that requires immediate attention.
This is not an anonymous telephone call about a 'bomb' threat, an
act which impels you to immediate confirming action in the
interest of public safety. This is a polite, reasoned, identified
warning about the potential disintegration of an airliner by a
mechanical fault which is a warning based on research, analysis,
and precedent. Please contact me by phone or email for further
details. The prudent response is to check out the warning by
contacting the person who gives you the warning. Please do not
ignore this warning. I am available by phone or email for
interview.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.

US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Thank for the information which you have provided. I have
consulted the CAA
Safety Regulation Group Head of Safety Data and Investigation
Department.
He has advised me that examination of the wreckage proved that
the cargo
door was not the cause of PA 103 and TWA 800 accidents. The
judge decided
that on balance of probability the accident to AI182 was caused
by a bomb.
As we cannot take this matter any further we suggest that, if you
have not
already done so, you communicate your concerns to the FAA. I
have copied
the correspondence, by fax, to the FAA's Europe, Africa, &
Middle East
Office in Brussels.
---------From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: 28 March 2001 19:42
To: Wallace Anne
Subject: Warning/alert about wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression

Dear Mrs. Wallace, 28 Mar 2001
Thank you very much for following up on my warning that
there exists
a clear and present danger to the flying public.
This is not a 'bomb' threat, nor a 'sky is falling' exclamation
nor
a 'whispered anonymous' phone call, nor an hysterical
'conspiracy' plot.
This is a warning/alert about a mechanical, well documented,
current, pervasive problem from an identified expert. I invite
discussion
and request that you contact me at my email, my telephone
number, or mail to
my home for further details or refer me to professional accident
investigators.
The problem is wiring. It's a problem well known by the AAIB
but the
severity of the problem is greatly under appreciated because few
fatal
accidents have been blamed on wiring. The symptoms of wiring
failures have
been 'fixed', but not the wiring cause.
Specifically, wiring causes forward cargo doors of early
model
Boeing 747s to rupture open in flight. The electrical problems in
early
model Boeing 747s have caused cargo door to open in flight

before but only
one resulted in fatalities, UAL 811 as described in NTSB AAR
90/01 and
92/02, summary below.
My twelve years of research and analysis have shown that
ruptured
open cargo door in flight events, which mimic a bomb explosion,
have
occurred three other times with many fatalities. The three flights
are all
controversial with conspiracy theories abounding to explain the
mysterious
inflight breakups of the aircraft, however, I can prove to you and
investigators with documents, photographs, and charts that
support the
tangible, circumstantial, and direct evidence that all three
suffered a
ruptured open forward cargo door in flight, probably caused by
an electrical
problem.
The flights are Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA
800.
Yes, they are have been called other probable causes, starting
off
with bomb explosions by terrorists.
No, they are not bombs.
Yes, they are a mechanical cause with precedent which the
matching

evidence among all four shows the pattern or electrically caused
ruptured
open forward cargo door in flight.
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am 103, and TWA 800 all match the
confirmed and irrefutable probable cause of electrically caused
ruptured
open forward cargo door in flight for UAL 811.
I rely on the evidence to prove the wiring/cargo door/
explosive
decompression explanation. I must have an opportunity to
present my research
and analysis to air accident investigators who can evaluate my
warning alert
of the danger of wiring faults in early model Boeing 747s. The
problem is
not clearly understood nor appreciated by the authorities.
An emergency AD to inspect the wiring in the forward cargo
door
areas of early model Boeing 747s must be issued before the event
occurs
again.
I assume AAIB has not attempted to brush me off to a
corporate type
who has no interest in aviation safety but assume they referred
me to you
because you know who to contact to properly review my data
and evaluate the
risk. (Further details on the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression are

at www.corazon.com)
Can you help?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing
747-122,
experienced an explosive decompression as it was climbing
between 22,000 and
23,000 feet after taking off from Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to
Sydney,

Australia with 3 flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337
passengers
aboard.
The airplane made a successful emergency landing at
Honolulu and the
occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the airplane
revealed that
the forward lower lobe cargo door had separated in flight and had
caused
extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to
the door.
Nine of the passengers had been ejected from the airplane and
lost at sea.
A year after the accident, the Safety Board was uncertain that
the
cargo door would be located and recovered from the Pacific
Ocean. The Safety
Board decided to proceed with a final report based on the
available evidence
without the benefit of an actual examination of the door
mechanism. The
original report was adopted by the Safety Board on April 16,
1990, as
NTSB/AAR-90/01.
Subsequently, on July 22, 1990, a search and recovery
operation was
begun by the U.S. Navy with the cost shared by the Safety
Board, the Federal
Aviation Administration, Boeing Aircraft Company, and United
Airlines. The
search and recovery effort was supported by Navy radar data on
the separated
cargo door, underwater sonar equipment, and a manned

submersible vehicle.
The effort was successful, and the cargo door was recovered in
two pieces
from the ocean floor at a depth of 14,200 feet on September 26
and October
1, 1990.
Before the recovery of the cargo door, the Safety Board
believed
that the door locking mechanisms had sustained damage in
service prior to
the accident flight to the extent that the door could have been
closed and
appeared to have been locked, when in fact the door was not
fully latched.
This belief was expressed in the report and was supported by the
evidence
available at the time. However, upon examination of the door, the
damage to
the locking mechanism did not support this hypothesis. Rather,
the evidence
indicated that the latch cams had been backdriven from the
closed position
into a nearly open position after the door had been closed and
locked. The
latch cams had been driven into the lock sectors that deformed so
that they
failed to prevent the back-driving.
Thus, as a result of the recovery and examination of the cargo
door, the Safety Board's original analysis and probable cause
have been
modified. This report incorporates these changes and supersedes
NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The issues in this investigation centered around the design

and
certification of the B-747 cargo doors, the operation and
maintenance to
assure the continuing airworthiness of the doors, cabin safety,
and
emergency response.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower
lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent explosive
decompression. The
door opening was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in the
door control
system which permitted electrical actuation of the door latches
toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.
Contributing to the cause of the accident was a deficiency in the
design of
the cargo door locking mechanisms, which made them
susceptible to
deformation, allowing the door to become unlatched after being
properly
latched and locked. Also contributing to the accident was a lack
of timely
corrective actions by Boeing and the FAA following a 1987
cargo door opening
incident on a Pan Am B-747.
As a result of this investigation, the Safety Board issued
safety
recommendations concerning cargo doors and other nonplug
doors on
pressurized transport category airplanes, cabin safety, and
emergency

response.

Dear Mr Smith
The UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch has
forwarded your
email of 17
March 2001. Please could you provide further details of the
information you
have?
Yours sincerely
Anne Wallace (Mrs)
Corporate Affairs
Safety Regulation Group
Civil Aviation Authority
(anne.wallace@srg.caa.co.uk)

****************************************************
******************
This e-mail, and any files transmitted with it, are
confidential.
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify our
Help Desk
(e-mail: internet.postmaster@srg.caa.co.uk or phone:
+44-1293-573333)
immediately.
You should not copy or use this e-mail or attachments for
any purpose

nor disclose their contents to any other person.

****************************************************
******************

****************************************************
******************
This e-mail, and any files transmitted with it, are confidential.
If you are not the intended recipient, please notify our Help Desk
(e-mail: internet.postmaster@srg.caa.co.uk or phone:
+44-1293-573333)
immediately.
You should not copy or use this e-mail or attachments for any
purpose
nor disclose their contents to any other person.
****************************************************
******************

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:58 PM PDT
To: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>
Subject: Re: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

Hi John!
Could not get www.corazon.com....is it working okay or is it just

my
system??
Regards,
Anne
Anne, Barry here, corazon.com works fine, I just checked. Home
page below: The site is currently four years old with about 1000
pages and 165 megs of research, analysis, and documentation.
At 10:40 AM -0500 11/7/00, Wsopanth wrote:
I have forwarded your email to our executive and hope to return
to you with
some plan of action.

I have to emphasize aviation experience, I discuss facts data
evidence and not conspiracy nonsense and that assumes basic
aerodynamic knowledge. A pilot would be fine.
All four wiring/cargo door events in Boeing 747s, (as I propose,)
are all still controversial as you can see. Wiring/cargo door
explanation clears up the unknowns.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com

barry@corazon.com

Boeing 747
Rupture at Midspan Latches of Forward Cargo Door
in Flight
Probably Caused by Wiring/Electrical Fault
Accidents
TWA 800, UAL 811, PA 103, AI 182
Similar Crash Pattern:
The Type Airplane
The Damage Start Location
The Radar Blips
The Sudden Loud Sounds on CVR
The Abrupt Power Cuts to FDR
The Fodded Engines
The Inflight Damage
The Missing Bodies
Same Cut Point Torn Off Noses
The Wreckage Plots
More Similarities
The Red Herring: Bomb!
Similar Crash Cause:
Mechanical Malfunction:
Inadvertent Rupture/Opening of the Forward

Cargo Door in Flight
Probably Caused by Wiring/Electrical Fault
----------------------------------------------------------------------Additional Details on Accidents includes AARs,
photos, text, drawings, and related accidents, Air
India 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800
----------------------------------------------------------------------Background and Reference

Newer Page Reasoning behind hull rupture door
opening
Introduction
Introduction Photograph
Introduction Page
reconstructmatches.html Reconstruction pictures/
drawings of AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811, and TWA 800
reasoning.html Reasoning behind cargo door
hypothesis
Boeing 747.html Basic Boeing 747 information.
747historycontents.html Illustrated history of Boeing
747, problems, construction pictures, and stretching.

747-121dimensions.html Drawing of Boeing 747-121
747cargo door and nose Pictures and drawings of
cargo door and nose of Boeing 747
747specsheet.html Boeing 747 Specifications and
history
747seating.html Boeing 747-100 series and-200 series
seating.
747crashes.html List of Boeing 747 crashes.
cargodoorfaraway.html Forward cargo door far,
medium and close up photo.
pressurization1.html Aircraft pressurization theory.
aerodynamics.html Boundary layer aerodynamics.
crashchart0.html Chart of three Boeing 747 crashes
and similarities presenting a pattern.
crashchart1.html Chart of three different Boeing 747
crashes/incidents and similarities.
Airworthiness Directive 79-17-02.html First
Airworthiness Directive against forward cargo door.
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 Original AD to
prevent inadvertent opening of forward cargo door,
later amended by AD 89-05-54, not available, later
amended by AD 90-09-06 below.
Airworthiness Directive 90-09-06 Current AD to try
again to stop doors from opening when they shouldn't.
800summary TWA Flight 800 ,UAL Flight 811, Pan
Am Flight 103, Air India Flight 182 Summaries and
explanations.

variousdooraccidents.html Accounts of various cargo
door accidents/incidents.
forwardcargodoorpict.html Contents of links to door
on site to show latch pins, openings, hinge, seal, and
lock sectors.
747passdoor.html 747 plug type passenger door failed
Why Does Door Rupture/Open?
Door Goes; Nose Goes? When door ruptures, how and
why nose comes off.
Bibliography: Official government accident board
reports, news sources, textbooks and documentary
books.
----------------------------------------------------------------------Cargo Door Opening/Rupture Event 1985
Boeing 747-237B, Air India Flight 182
AI182essentials.html Extracts from Canadian report,
Boeing 747-237B. Explanations of sudden sound,
decompression damage, wreckage plot, and inflight
damage.
182summary.html Description of Air India Flight 182
crash with cargo door similarities.
Debriefing
AirIndiareportcontents.html To Canadian and Indian
Air India Flight 182 accident report

----------------------------------------------------------------------Cargo Door Opening/Rupture Event 1988
Boeing 747-121, Pan Am Flight 103
103drawrightleftani.html Computer moving
simulation of sequence of destruction on left and right
side of fuselage, cargo door side more severe.
103blipsani.html Computer moving simulation of
radar blips showing disintegration of aircraft. Door is
shown as diamond.
PA103essentials.html Extracts from AAIB accident
report. Descriptions of sudden loud sound, damage
location, wreckage plot, and abrupt power cut.
103radarblip1.html Pan Am Flight 103 cargo door
caught on radar. Fig C-14, Boeing 747. This image
matches radar plot of TWA 800.
103cvrtext1.html CVR short loud sound interpretation
as break up of aircraft structure. Page C-6
103scancvr1.html Abrupt loss of signal indicates
severe event occurred. Fig C-8
103scandraw0.html First reconstruction drawing
showing cargo door coming apart on 103. Fig. B-10
Debriefing
Pan Am 103 Not a Bomb? Flimsy evidence for bomb
now even weaker with subsequent similar accidents.
103reportcontents.html To UK Pan Am Flight 103

accident report
----------------------------------------------------------------------Cargo Door Opening Event 1989
Boeing 747-122, United Airlines Flight 811
UAL811essentials.html Extracts from NTSB accident
report. Descriptions of sudden loud sound, radar
tracking, missing bodies, FOD engines, and sequence
of destruction once door opens.
811bigholephotobetter.html Better picture of big hole
that 300 knot wind enters and blows off nose of UAL
811, Boeing 747.
811page92conclusions3cause.html Revised probable
cause of door opening, faulty switch.
811PS.html Popular Mechanics cover picture and
story.
811picture UAL 811 cargo door hole picture
More pictures of UAL 811 cargo door hole
Debriefing
811reportcontentpage.html To UAL Flight 811 NTSB
accident report

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Cargo Door Opening/Rupture Event 1996
Boeing 747-131, Trans World Airways Flight 800
Boeing 747.html Basic Boeing 747 information.
747historycontents.html Illustrated history of Boeing
747, problems, construction pictures, and stretching.
747-121dimensions.html Drawing of Boeing 747-121
747cargo door and nose Pictures and drawings of
cargo door and nose of Boeing 747
747specsheet.html Boeing 747 Specifications and
history
747seating.html Boeing 747-100 series and-200 series
seating.
747crashes.html List of Boeing 747 crashes.
cargodoorfaraway.html Forward cargo door far,
medium and close up photo.
pressurization1.html Aircraft pressurization theory.
aerodynamics.html Boundary layer aerodynamics.
Airworthiness Directive 79-17-02.html First
Airworthiness Directive against forward cargo door.
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 Original AD to
prevent inadvertent opening of forward cargo door,
later amended by AD 89-05-54, not available, later
amended by AD 90-09-06 below.
Airworthiness Directive 90-09-06 Current AD to try
again to stop doors from opening when they shouldn't.
variousdooraccidents.html Accounts of various cargo

door accidents/incidents.
----------------------------------------------------------------------1996 1997 1998 1999, 2000 John Barry Smith All
Rights Reserved

----------------------------------------------------------------------Contents Cargo Door Website
Page 2 Details on Accidents
Boeing Manufacturer of 747
http://www.ntsb.gov/ NTSB
http://www.faa.gov/avr/aai/aaihome.htm FAA
barry@corazon.com Email author here.

----------------------------------------------------------------------From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:57 PM PDT
To: rmatas-globeandmail.ca
Subject: Wrongfully accused...like Libyans for PA 103 and US
Navy for TWA 800 and Sikhs for AI 182

Friday, 8 December, 2000, 15:59 GMT Record
damages for sacked Sikh officer
Sergeant Gupal Virdi was sacked nine months ago

A Sikh police sergeant sacked after being wrongly accused of sending
racist hate mail has received record damages of £150,000.
Gurpal Virdi won the payout for hurt feelings after he was racially
discriminated against by the Metropolitan Police.
Last week he was offered his post back by the force, which has also
issued an apology.
Mr Virdi was dismissed in March after a disciplinary panel found him
guilty of sending the racist mail.
No evidence
He was accused of targeting himself and other ethnic minority officers
in the division where he was based in Ealing, West London.
But in August an employment tribunal found there was no evidence
against the 41-year-old, and that he had been the victim of racial
discrimination by investigating officers.
The damages award - £110,000 more than the previous record payout at
an employment tribunal remedy - was made at London Central
Employment Tribunal courts.
According to the Commission for Racial Equality it is also a record
award for injury to feelings.
Apology refused
Mr Virdi, from Cranford, Middlesex, was at first refused an apology
despite the tribunal findings.
That prompted the Metropolitan Police's independent advisory group to
accuse the force of failing to learn the lessons of the Stephen Lawrence
case.
Following his reinstatement, Mr Virdi was handed a letter of apology
from Deputy Commissioner Ian Blair.

The letter said the force accepted unconditionally the findings of the
employment tribunal, and apologised to Mr Virdi and his family "for the
distress that this extended episode has caused".
Search BBC News Online

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:57 PM PDT
To: rmatas-globeandmail.ca
Subject: Keeping in Touch Part I

At 11:46 AM -0500 12/6/00, Matas, Robert wrote:
Thanks for the stuff. Keep in touch.

Keeping in touch in five parts: (Love the Roman Numberals.)
Correspondence between me and the Canadian government
regarding AI 182 not being a bomb but a mechanical explanation
of wiring causing to cargo door to open in flight, something that
has happened before with UAL 811 which left similar evidence.
Cheers, Robert,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

Index with dates:
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Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
2:49 AM 3/25/97 0
Follow up to AI 182
- (Normal)
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
5:18 AM 3/26/97 1
Need accident referral, please, not police.
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7:50 AM 4/10/97 1
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Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
6:59
AM 5/3/97 0
For Mr. John Garstang, TSB
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Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
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Air India 182
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Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
2:31 PM 11/28/97
17 Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA
800 Hearing
(Normal)
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
4:13 AM 12/1/97 0
Correction Noted
(Normal)
Securitas
3:18 AM 2/27/97 3
RE:
Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
(Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca 8:01
AM 2/27/97 2
Thank you for info, need more please
- (Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca 11:43 AM
3/1/97 1
Cargo door Flight 182
- (Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca 7:47 PM
3/15/97 2
Please comment AI 182 cargo door
(Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca 1:11 PM

4/17/97 1
Attention Mr John Garstang RE Air India 182
- (Normal)
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca 2:30 PM
11/28/97
17 Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing
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Manon.Van_Riel@bsttsb.x400.gc.ca
3:03 AM 3/25/97 1
Copy of CASB report
- (Normal)
Communications@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
3:13 AM 9/5/96 1
Real Responsive Humans in a government
agency
S (Normal)
Communications@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
2:34 AM 9/16/98 1
For Mr. John Garstang: Swissair match to
UAL 811
(Normal)
Communications 11:14 PM 9/4/96 2
RE: Wish to buy accident report
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Babin, Jacques 12:58 AM 3/25/97
5
RE: Please help, clarification requested.
(Normal)
Babin, Jacques 6:29 AM 1/25/99 7
RE: SR111: article in Wall Street Journal
(Normal)
Babin, Jacques 12:35 AM 10/29/00
2
Jacques Babin
To: Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Need accident referral, please, not police.
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Monsieur Babin,
Thank you for your referral to Sgt Peter Montague. He returned
my call this morning and we had a nice chat. However, he is a
policeman and convinced it was bomb. He knows nothing about
a door. My position is over the past twelve years new evidence

has surfaced and the possibility exists it was a mechanical failure
that brought down Air India Flight 182 off the Irish coast in June
of 1985.
In that regard, could you refer me to an accident investigator of
the TSB? I would like to present my case in a short brief to a
professional aviation crash investigator of the Canadian
Transportation Safety Board for his consideration.
Thank you, John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com
email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA
93924
>If you wish more up-to-date information on the Air India
inquiry, please
>contact the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in Vancouver,
British Columbia,
>Sgt. Peter Montague, (604) 264-2929.
To: Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Need to talk to accident investigator
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Babin, I was referred to the police regarding AI 182 and they
are not interested in non bomb explanation. I believe there is a
current risk to Canadian B747s destructing in the air based upon
hindsight of twelve years and the ensuing similar three fatal 747

crashes. May I please speak to a TSB professional aircraft
investigator about this matter?
Below email was sent a month ago. I did receive a copy of the
accident report from the person you referred me to, thank you
very much.
I will call at my expense but I must speak with a TSB aviation
professional for a short time to present my case. It is literally life
and death.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

My position is over the past twelve years new evidence has
surfaced and the possibility exists it was a mechanical failure that
brought down Air India Flight 182 off the Irish coast in June of
1985.
In that regard, could you refer me to an accident investigator of
the TSB? I would like to present my case in a short brief to a
professional aviation crash investigator of the Canadian
Transportation Safety Board for his consideration.
Thank you, John Barry Smith
408 659 3552 phone
barry@corazon.com
email
www.corazon.com web site
551 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA
93924
To: Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: For Mr. John Garstang, TSB
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments: :Master:67483:182contents1.JPG:
Mr. Babin,
Mr. John Garstang, aircraft investigator for TSB, called me and
asked if I had a way to electronically transmit some files. I do
and one is attached to this email. Could you have him call me
back and he can tell me exactly what he wants.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
To: Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: For Mr. John Garstang, CASB, regarding Air India 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Please forward to Mr. John Garstang, CASB aircraft accident
investigator.
Dear Mr. Garstang, 5 Nov 97
We spoke on the phone a few months ago regarding Air India
182. New analysis has connected AI 182 to TWA 800. Below is a
copy of a letter to FAA Northwest Region that explains that
connection.
AI 182 as you described it to me on the phone looks exactly like
the reconstruction photo of TWA 800 in the cargo door area. Very
interesting.

Regards,
John Barry Smith
408 659 3552

Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
1601 Lind Ave. S.W.
Renton, WA 98055-4056
(206) 227-2100
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Tom McSweeney, Director ACS
Dear Mr. Brenerman,
5
Nov 97
Thank you for your 29 Oct 97 letter reference 97-120S-699. It
was signed by Mr. Pederson for Mr. Wojnar but I'm assuming
you wrote it and you are the "FAA structural engineer who
assisted the NTSB at the hangar in Calverton, New York..."
I would prefer to discuss with you, an airplane person with the
hands on experience of TWA 800, the details of your letter.
First, the politics...why is the Northwest Region of the FAA
given the task by Mr. McSweeney through my congressman to
'investigate Mr. Smith's concerns'? Would not the Office of
Accident Investigation of the FAA be more appropriate?
Especially since the Northwest Region of the FAA is the only
FAA authority to go on record as supporting the center tank as
initial event with its own ignition theory?

"Worn Wiring May Have Had
Role In TWA Disaster
Chafing in Fuel Tank Conduits Found
in Study of Early 747s
By
Don Phillips
Washington Post Staff Writer
Wednesday, July 2, 1997; Page
A16
The Washington Post
A theory, developed by the FAA's
Northwest
Region in Seattle, involves an
unlikely chain of
events in which an electrical
problem causes a
fire to burn outward from the
wing tank to the
wing tip through a vent tube that
is designed
to allow vapors to escape from
the tank. At the
wing tip, the flame front then
reverses
direction and travels back down
another vent
tube into the center tank.
The NTSB, conducting the TWA
800

investigation, played down the
theory as only
one of many."

So, you see, Mr. Brenerman, my cargo door explanation was sent
for evaluation to a group who already have their own contrary
explanation for TWA 800, not exactly an open mind to an
impartial forum for investigation. It's like asking someone to
prove they're wrong. Few will attempt to overcome that set bias.
I hope you can.
By the way, we are as one on chafed wiring as a problem. NTSB
AAR 92/02 for UAL 811 had chafed wiring which shorted to
turn on door motor which unlatched door. This explanation of
why door ruptured/opened may well explain why fuselage
ruptured at cargo door area for AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800
also.
One last thing on politics: We are the good guys, we seek to
prevent airplane crashes, we are open, we discuss the
possibilities relying of real evidence that we can see, touch, and
hear. If my style 'chafes' when I rebut or attempt to refute your
line of thinking, please don't take it personally. We are not
indifferent; we care. We are on the same side with the same goal,
as you state in your letter to me, "...the first priority of the ...
(FAA) is ensuring the continued operational safety of aircraft."
In that regard let me dissect your letter of 29 Oct 97 very
carefully and reply to each observation and conclusion you have
made about TWA 800 and others.
Assumptions:

1. You are a FAA structural engineer and understand the Boeing
747 airframe.
2. I am a FAA licensed commercial pilot, instrument rated and
previous FAA Part 135 certificate holder.
3. NTSB published documents such as AAR 92/02 shall be
assumed to be correct unless otherwise noted.
4. UK AAIB and Canadian/Indian published government aircraft
accident reports shall be assumed to be correct unless otherwise
noted.
5. You have had hands on experience with TWA 800 and can
confirm or refute deductions based upon personal experience
lacking a published NTSB AAR for referral.
6. The color photograph of the reconstruction of TWA 800 is
complete and accurate. (Photo included in letter and at
www.corazon.com/800foreafthorreconweb.html.)
7. You may soon have internet access and can examine my web
site at www.corazon.com which has scanned text of accident
reports for referral. Email is available to you and you can
correspond to me at barry@corazon.com
8. Hindsight is great and everybody makes mistakes once in a
while.
29 Oct 97 letter to me from you:
Paragraph four, sentence two:
"However, when the wreckage of the nose section was recovered
it became evident that the forward cargo door had not opened in
flight or separated from the nose section prior to impact with
water."
Well, sir, let's be picky. A door means a door and not pieces or
segments or sections. The forward cargo door of TWA 800 is in
tatters, it's shattered, it's in pieces; it's everything but a 'door'. It is
so shattered that only 20% is recovered and reconstructed. What

is the weight of a normal door? What is the weight of the
recovered pieces? For the purposes of discussion I use 20%. If
wrong, provide a more accurate number please. To base the
conclusion, "...forward cargo door had not opened in flight or
separated from the nose section..." based upon only 20% of the
evidence is not valid.
Especially since I have pinpointed the location of door failure/
rupture to the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo door and
that latch is not connected to the frame, as seen in reconstruction
photo. The identification of the aft midspan latch as the point of
failure is deduced by a. observing the large round hole in
reconstruction photo of TWA 800, b. reading descriptive text
about the AI 182 door rupture, and c. viewing the recovered door
of UAL 811. The UAL 811 door shows a small door rupture at
aft midspan latch area. The forward midspan latch pin was not
damaged while the aft latch pin was. The UAL 811 door had a
rupture hole straight through the door. That was an opening in
the door. The door opened inside the door itself as well as at the
latches.
(http://www.corazon.com/811page35analydoor.html
http://www.corazon.com/811doorhalves.html and
http://www.corazon.com/811doorhalvesphoto.html give URLs of
pictures and text of UAL 811 and http://www.corazon.com/
182pixtext1web.hml gives text about forward cargo door area of
AI 182.)
UAL 811 is the model for the three other accidents, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. It always comes back to NTSB AAR 92/02.
(Not the first UAL 811 NTSB AAR which was NTSB/
AAR-90/01 and then superseded by NTSB AAR 92/02, written
after door was recovered and conclusions changed. Everybody

makes mistakes once in a while.)
The TWA 800 reconstruction photo shows other similarities to
UAL 811 which will be discussed as we go along.
Paragraph five, sentence one:
"The FAA structural engineer who assisted the NTSB at the
hangar in Calverton, New York, verified that the forward cargo
door was recovered at the same location as the rest of the nose
section."
Well sir, again, not door recovered but pieces were. Let us
assume the bottom 5% of the door pieces with the bottom eight
latches was found with the nose section and attached to the sill
and fuselage of TWA 800 as seen in NTSB photo. (That matches
the description of AI 182 from video film 6700 feet underwater
also, corazon.com/182pixtext1web.hml.) Because 5% of the door
of TWA 800 was found with the nose does not rule out door
rupture at aft mid span latch. It does not rule out fuselage rupture
caused by door failure. What it does do is say that bottom piece
of door stayed with nose until water impact. Rupture at midspan
latch still possible.
Paragraph five, sentence two:
"A further examination of the recovered wreckage showed that
the upper hinge was still attached to the both the fuselage and the
door."
Exactly! That is what the model shows too! UAL 811 had the
door tear away with the top piece taking upper flange of the door
and all the hinge and attachment bolts with it. The hinges of UAL
811 were in the same condition and attached to the door as TWA
800. (corazon.com/811page35analydoor.html) NTSB AAR 92/02

page 35 and 41: "The hinge pins and all hinge sections from
N4713U's forward cargo door were intact; all hinge sections
rotated relatively easily. All attach bolts from the hinge sections
of the door remained attached..." The TWA 800 reconstruction
photo shows a piece of fuselage skin attached to hinge. The
fuselage skin that left with the door of UAL 811 was not
recovered from ocean floor for examination.
Paragraph five, sentence four and five:
"In addition, the door latches at the bottom of the door were still
attached to the fuselage lower sill structure. This indicates that
the door was in the 'latched and locked' position at the time of
impact with the water."
Well, sir, there are two latches unaccounted for out of ten, the
mid span latches. The door may have been in the almost all
latched and locked position when it hit the water but not totally.
And it is in that area, specifically, the aft midspan latch area,
where the evidence points to rupture.
It was an understandable conclusion to make that door did not
rupture/open in flight when bottom latches were found latched
and attached. It is an understandable conclusion to make that the
door did not rupture/detach when the hinge stayed stayed
attached to the door. However, both conclusions can be adjusted
by viewing more of the door and relying on past precedent.
The answer to refute aft midspan latch rupture is to locate and
identify the aft mid span latch and confirm it is latched around its
pin, an impossibility when looking at the TWA 800
reconstruction photo with sharp, clean line at door frame where
aft mid span latch is supposed to be latched and isn't.

Paragraph six, sentence one:
"The nose section of the airplane impacted the water on the right
side, causing severe hydraulic damage with the result that the
door structure did not remain completely intact."
Well, sir, is this an explanation of why the starboard side cargo
door area is so shattered and the port side of fuselage is so
smooth? You mentioned in our phone call that the skin appeared
to be pushed inwards also. On page 41 of AAR 92/02 for UAL
811 it reads, "Examination of the outer skin contour of the upper
door piece revealed that it had been crushed inward." So the
cargo door of UAL 811 does give an appearance of inward crush
on the door when top piece struck fuselage on its way up after
explosive decompression. You may have noticed the same effect
on the TWA 800 top piece of door. Regarding the rest of the nose
having inward crushing, the TWA 800 reconstruction shows
otherwise with large pieces of skin clearly showing an outward
force with the skin peeled outwards. Regarding the many pieces
of the cargo door area, that is to be expected when the fuselage
ruptured in flight and the weakened nose tore off subjecting that
now exposed and jagged area to 300 knots of slipstream.
Paragraph six, sentence two:
"However, wreckage for the entire door was recovered at the
same location as the nose section and had the same impact
damage as the surrounding fuselage structure on the right side."
Well, sir, I have to contest the use of the adjective, "entire." My
online dictionary states; en¥tire \in-"tr\ adj : complete, whole
synonym: sound, perfect, intact, undamaged ˜ en¥tire¥ly adv
No way was that entire door recovered period, anywhere,
according to that TWA 800 reconstruction photo. I estimate 20%

recovered and let us assume that was in the nose section debris
field. That leaves most of door missing and in particular the
accused aft midspan latch section of the door. In addition, the
20% recovered pieces shown in the reconstruction have all types
of damage revealed; inward, outward, crushed, twisted,
crumpled, torn, and frayed, which is dissimilar to damage only
ten feet above cargo door area of the nose. (I am unable to
comment on the forward part of the cargo door or the area
forward as the only released photograph by NTSB is cropped
short of the entire reconstruction.)
The many pieces of the door would explain the discrepancy in
the newspapers, a computer simulation, and a Coast Guard Rear
Admiral stating on the record that the forward cargo door was
found closest to the event site, yet contradicted by your above
statement. All may be correct, it depends upon which piece is
talked about. The categorical statement by the officer in charge
of recovery that the door was found closest to Kennedy Airport is
probably true and implies that the critical midspan latches may in
the piece of the door he is referring to. The statement by you that
the door was found with nose section is true because you are
referring to the pieces that stayed with the nose.
Please reconsider your appraisal of 'entire' and 'same impact
damage' based upon close analysis of TWA 800 reconstruction
photo.
Paragraph six, sentence three:
"This is additional verification that the forward cargo door had
not opened in flight or separated from the airplane."
Well, sir, my explanation of TWA 800 is rupture in forward cargo
door at aft mid span latch. A door can open at places other than

the latches, some parts can separate and some can stay attached
and yet door can still be said to have 'opened.' But 'open' implies
turning doorknob and door opens. That's why I changed
'inadvertently opened' to 'ruptured'.
Now to paint smears. The red paint smears are real, there are a
lot of them, and solid conclusions can be reached by that very
real evidence. Their location is important, only above and
slightly aft of the forward cargo door. Using NTSB AAR 92/02
as a model again, page, 41, "There were also many areas on the
outer skin where blue and red paint transfer marks could be
seen." The paint transfers for UAL 811 were from fuselage to
door using blue and red paint of United Airlines. TWA 800 was
the red of TWA from the door to the fuselage above. This
indicates an outward expansion of the area below forcing the red
colored door to slam upwards against the fuselage transferring
red paint onto the white painted areas between the passenger
windows. NTSB AAR 92/02 again, page, 41, "The forward cargo
door can rotate open 143 degrees before the hinge would deform,
permitting the door to contact the fuselage above."
The splotchy red painted skin above the door matches the
splotchy red painted smears between windows, indicating the top
of the door slammed up, transferred paint and tore away.
The red paint smears above cargo door indicated outward force
not inward. The peeled open skin indicates outward movement.
The outward means the unilateral starboard damage is not water
impact. Not water impact means that center tank explosion is not
viable as initial event since that would give bilateral damage and
didn't. Outward unilateral damage strengthens rupture at cargo
door area explanation as that is what would happen and did.
Paragraph seven, sentence two and three:

"There is even more compelling evidence resulting from the
TWA flight 800 accident investigation that indicates that the
forward cargo door did not cause the accident. However, it is up
to the NTSB to share this information with you."
Well, sir, that hurts. NTSB sharing information with me? I think
not. Secret information that cargo door didn't burst? I think not
also.
Paragraph eight, sentence two and three:
"However, the accidents to which your refer, in particular the Pan
Am flight 103 and the Air India flight 182 accidents, each had
strong evidence of an internal explosion caused by high
explosive materials (terrorist bomb). In each case there has been
no evidence that the forward cargo door opened in flight causing
the accident."
Well, sir, let me polite in disagreement. Not 'strong' evidence of
bomb. Very weak is what the evidence shows and I have
reviewed the evidence as described in UK, Canadian, and India
accident reports over and over again. AI 182 and PA 103 as cargo
door rupture is quite clear once the premise is made of fuselage
rupture in flight in cargo door area. AI 182 said the fuselage
ruptured in flight at cargo door area and for want of a better
explanation, said bomb did it. PA 103 also had fuselage rupture
on left side of forward cargo hold while wreckage evidence
shows much more damage and sooner on starboard side, at cargo
door area. The evidence is in the reports and they are on web site
www.corazon.com under the flight numbers.
Briefly, AI 182 summation leading to cargo door rupture is on
web page http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html. I will
quote from only two of twenty statements about AI 182 here:

"As described earlier, the sudden nature of the occurrence
indicates the possibility of a massive airframe structural failure
or the detonation of an explosive device." Page 49. And then:
"The AIB report concluded that the analysis of the CVR and ATC
recordings showed no evidence of a high-explosive device
having been detonated on AI 182. It further states there is strong
evidence to suggest a sudden explosive decompression of
undetermined origin occurred." Page 24.
So, Mr. Brenerman, the official report actually gives 'strong
evidence' to cargo door rupture and 'no evidence' to bomb.
PA 103 is similar; rupture at cargo door area is supported by
factual evidence including the reconstruction of PA 103 on
starboard side which matches the photograph of UAL 811 after
landing. The essentials for cargo door for PA 103 are on page
http://www.corazon.com/PA103essentials.html. The premise of
bomb is based upon evidence which shows that a '...rather large
shotgun had been fired at the inner surface of the fuselage at
close range.' Pages 19 and 20 of AAIB report. The resulting hole
was about 15 inches in diameter, not a bomb hole and not big
enough to bring down a 747. There was a blast in PA 103 but
after the rupture at cargo door, just as center tank explosion was
after cargo door rupture for TWA 800. One last thing on PA 103,
the AAIB report never said bomb, only 'improvised explosive
device.' The British are precise with language and they are right
to be so. A door rupturing in flight becomes a device which
wasn't meant to be but became an explosive causing agent, an
explosive decompression. And residue that could he high
explosive is now shown to be possibly benign with TWA 800 and
the dog sniffing test. Bomb explanation for PA 103 is tenuous at
best and will not stand up to scrutiny. I would love to go over
every point of AI 182 and PA 103 with you but first become very
familiar with the government accident reports as I have, they

give the evidence. I encourage you to do so.
The bomb conclusions were political. As an engineer and pilot
let us leave shadowy Sikh terrorists and secret Libyan agents
putting bombs aboard planes to the politicians and let us examine
evidence such as CVR, FDR, FOD, bodies, metal, and statistics.
I full well know the immense claim of PA 103 not being a bomb.
It is a myth airplane like the ship Titanic, the airship Hindenberg,
and the ship Maine, all three of which had original accident
causes modified over time, brittle steel, flammable skin, and coal
dust.
Four high time Boeing 747s took off at night running late and
suffered a fuselage rupture at forward cargo hold which left
similar evidence of sudden loud sound on CVR, similar abrupt
power cut to the FDR, similar Fodded engines, similar paint
smears, similar wreckage pattern, similar in flight damage,
similar destruction sequence, similar missing never recovered
bodies, similar reconstruction patterns, and similar red herring of
bomb.
All four, Mr. Brenerman, all four; and only those four of all 747
accidents. Only one came back to reveal the cause, inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight, rupture at aft
midspan latch area, UAL 811 as described in text and pictures in
NTSB AAR 92/02.
Paragraph nine, sentence two:
"A repetition of the events that caused the UAL flight 811
forward cargo door to open in flight is not likely to occur again
because of modifications required by Airworthiness Directive
(AD) T89-04-54."
Well sir, the cargo door was not supposed to open:
1. after certification.
2. After the first AD when lower sill damage was noticed.

3. After the second AD after door opened on PA 125.
4. After the third AD after UAL 811 cargo door opened.
5. After the fourth AD after the UAL preflight uncommanded
opening.
6. After the fifth AD you mention.
And they are still opening, leaking and malfunctioning. Here's
just one of ten non fatal openings, leakings and loss of
pressurizations over the past three years. SDR: 27 November
1994 Discrepancy/Corrective Action: On rotation, aft cargo door
opened. Replaced spring on lock pin and adj per MM52-34-12.
The cargo door is known to be dangerous, has failed in the past,
is still failing, and I'm saying it's failed/ruptured on three
previously undetected events, AI 182, PA 103, and TWA 800.
The modification you refer to is to replace the aluminium locking
sectors with steel to prevent the lower eight latching cams from
being back driven past the soft metal and unlatch the door. It's
like making the barn door stronger against a horse when it may
be a bull inside trying to get out.
And more important, the midspan latches have no locking sectors
at all so the modification does not apply to them at all. Is it not
strange that the risk of latch cams becoming unlatched, and they
have several times, is so great as to warrant locking sectors yet
the two side midspan latches have none? And each of them holds
in more door sill than the lower latches. That is an astonishing
discovery: no locking sectors on all Boeing 747 forward cargo
door latches which have rupture evidence at that midspan latch
as shown on UAL 811 recovered door.
The absence of locking sectors for the midspan latches and the

AD to strengthen the eight locking sectors for the lower eight
latch cams explains much.
It probably solves how the forward cargo door of AI 182 and
TWA 800 ruptured at aft midspan latch while the bottom latches
remained latched in place: that is the locking sectors did their job
on those two doors and prevented the eight lower latch cams
from being driven into the unlatched position when chafed wires
shorted and turned door motor on. Unfortunately the midspan
latches had no such protection and were driven into the unlatched
position enough for the internal pressure to rupture at that now
weakened area leaving similar shattered door pieces and bottom
latches still attached to lower sill for AI 182 and TWA 800.
For UAL 811 and Pan Am 103, the soft, pre-AD, locking sectors
were overridden by door motor and all ten latches were driven
into the unlatched position allowing the door to open completely
and slam upward, breaking in two and tearing away, leaving the
identical pattern of torn away fuselage skin and door broken in
half longitudinally at midspan latches for each door.
Four aircraft, four door motors to unlocked position, two locking
sectors held and two didn't; two partial openings/ruptures and
two total openings as reflected in the reconstructions and
photographs of wreckage. AI 182 and TWA 800 had locking
sectors hold so ruptures. PA 103 and UAL 811 had locking
sectors overridden so entire door opened and came off.
Paragraph ten, sentence one:
"I hope that this information assures you that the tragedy of TWA
flight 800 was not caused by the in-flight opening of the forward
cargo door and that the FAA has taken measures to ensure that
another occurrence similar to that of UAL flight 811 will not be

repeated."
Well, sir, I am not assured that the tragedy of TWA 800 was not
caused by the inflight opening of the forward cargo door and I
am not assured that the actions of the FAA ensures another UAL
811 will not be repeated. On the contrary, I strongly believe that
the tragedy of TWA 800 was caused by the inflight rupture of the
fuselage at the forward cargo door at the aft midspan latch area
and the actions of the FAA will not prevent such a reoccurrence.
Now, what to do about it. Eventually Boeing will have to fix the
door again.
But first, FAA and NTSB are doing what they can prior to TWA
800 based upon the best evidence at the time. If the real cause of
a failure is unknown, then the fault can't be fixed. If foreign
governments insist on saying a bomb caused a crash, then it is a
security matter, not a structural engineers' or accident
investigators'.
Second, if the cause of a national aviation tragedy is unclear and
ambiguous, then it is understandable for politicians to turn the
cause to advantage, even if later proved wrong.
Third, accident investigating teams only had precedent to rely on
up to their crash. Hindsight and the subsequent similar crashes
were not available to them for their analysis. They are for mine
and now they are for yours. We are all doing the best we can with
what we have.
Fourth, the internet with its research and communication abilities
have sped up the citizen analysis of national accidents.
Fifth, I am the one to have discovered the cargo door cause
because of circumstances:
1. Aircraft modeler.
2. Aircraft owner doing routine maintenance. Mooney M20C

3. Commercial pilot, instrument rated.
4. FAA Part 135 certificate holder, single pilot, single aircraft.
5. Enlisted aircrewman in SP-2E with 2000 hours in patrol
aircraft maintaining and operating all electronic anti-submarine
equipment with specialty of radar.
6. Officer as reconnaissance attack navigator in RA-5C going
supersonic in combat during wartime flying off carriers.
7. Retired military officer with time,money, and motivation to
devote to research into cargo door of Boeing 747s.
8. Survivor of sudden, night, fatal, fiery, jet airplane crash. June
14th, 1967.
I am qualified to give worthy explanation into other sudden,
night, fatal, fiery jet airplane crashes, AI 182, PA 103, UAL 811,
and TWA 800: inadvertent opening/rupture of forward cargo door
in flight at aft midspan latch area on high time Boeing 747s.
What I'm personally doing to prevent a reoccurrence of those
accidents is mailing my analysis to you, talking on the telephone,
emailing government officials and media, and being open and
sharing all information I find that is relevant as soon as I can.
Only through fast, open, and accurate communications can we
stop these fuselages of high time Boeing 747s rupturing in flight
at forward cargo door.
What you can do, Mr. Brenerman, is up to you, as you see fit
based upon the evidence that you have seen with your own eyes
at Calverton, my analysis, NTSB and other government accident
reports, and your own conscience. You have contacts with
Boeing, NTSB, and FAA aircraft accident related groups. I
encourage you to pass along my concerns and analysis for
discussion and possible rebuttal. Please give me scientific
rebuttal to this letter today, I'm sure there must be some

inaccuracies, everybody makes mistakes once in a while.
And everybody gets it right once in a while, too.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
408 659 3552
barry@corazon.com

: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft. During any aircraft crash, investigators
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause. In the case
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and there

was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a
bomb blast
had occurred. Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet. Put your money on
the experts;
you will win more often.
---------From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Securitas
Subject: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Date: Saturday, August 31, 1996 9:50PM
<<File Attachment: BDY3.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:50:40 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 32287B6A.1295(a)corazon.com
FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]
TO: Securitas
SUBJECT: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY3.P00

----------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Safety Person, The cause of the Air India flight 182 crash of
a
Boeing 747-237B from Toronto to London in 1985 was an
inadvertent opened
forward cargo door which then tore of skin which then tore of
nose to
destruction of aircraft. Not a bomb. My safety concern to TSB
Securitas
is that it can happen again. To properly assess the risk to
Canadian air
passengers, visit the web site at http://www.corazon.com for a
fully
documented presentation of the issue of inadvertently opening
cargo
doors. Open doors causing destruction in early model Boeing
747s has
happened before, it has happened now, and it may happen again.
Please
assess door opening claim by visiting web site and evaluating
documents
supporting hypothesis. John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:57 PM PDT
To: rmatas-globeandmail.ca
Subject: Facts for AI 182

Dear Robert,
There is enough wreckage and videotapes of the wreckage on the
ocean bottom to accurately determine the cause of AI 182. Seen

from the perspective of an open cargo door in flight, and not a
bomb, the wreckage and video can be reexamined to match
subsequent events and wreckage evidence such as PA 103 and
UAL 811 and TWA 800. RCMP and TSB have access to those
videotapes and must be evaluated as evidence at trial. John
Garstaing of TSB has viewed those tapes personally and talked
to me about it.
It's not only the door area that is important but the right wing
fillet, the starboard engines, and right horizontal stabilizer. The
investigators did not thoroughly check those areas because they
were looking for proof of bomb, not open cargo door in flight.
The forest is four 747s and the trees are AI 182, PA 103, UAL
811, and TWA 800. Each tree has its own group explaining why
it fell, but only through the analysis of all four does the pattern
become clear; inadvertent opening of the cargo door in flight,
probably caused by known faulty Poly X wiring.
I leave all this conspiracy talk to others, it's counterproductive to
an airplane crash investigation. Machines don't conspire. I
understand the political implications about India and independent
homelands and temples and assassinations all wrapped up into
accusations of mass murder but, really, this is an airplane crash
that matches other airplane crashes that were mechanical events
and not bombs.
I am non religious, non political, and not associated with any
airline or manufacturer or government. I believe that that is the
reason why I can be so objective and look at the evidence
unemotionally to reach the cargo door conclusion which is
rejected by authorities. It is an unpleasant truth and most reject
that.

As a air crash survivor I have a strong interest in preventing the
next crash of a 747 caused by explosive decompression when
that cargo door opens in flight again. The same fault that caused
AI 182 and others is still there.
Here's the patterns of the trees that make up the forest derived
from close analysis of the official accident reports.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

103 to 811 were both
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud

sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines number 3
fire on engine number 3
enginge three fodded number four
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
fracture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
shattered fuselage shape on right side forward of the wing is
vertical large rectangle around forward cargo door.
door in two big halves split at longitudinal midline.
radar reflection from aircraft at event time

103 and 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture in forward cargo hold
engine three falls apart from other engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
sound does not match bomb sound
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun

running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

800 to 182
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side in cargo
door area
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door

bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,

smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as
probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo doors.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies

vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

UAL 811
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with forward cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
hoop stress found in cargo door area
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo

door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
port side smooth forward of the wing
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture of forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

PA 103
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in forward cargo
hold
nose came off
fodded number three engine
engine 3 falls apart from other three engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
sound does not match bomb sounds
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,

midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause for at least for the
last nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
TWA 800
aged
high flight time
non Section 41 retrofit
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
nose came off
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,

at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.
Forward Cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
fodded number three engine
fire in number three engine
missing blades from number three engine.
stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer
red paint mark in right horizontal stabilizer
glitter in right horizontal stabilizer.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo

door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed one flight previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation
considered probable cause for seventeen months
Cargo door failure offered as explanation for sudden loud short
sound on the CVR.
Cargo door failure explanation rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters are not identified

AI 182
non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
damaged number three engine

sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
nose came off
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least two flights previous
to final fatal flight; exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explanation for at least fifteen
years.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
sound does not match bomb
More evidence:

From Indian and Canadian Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films
of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft cargo door
was intact and in its position except that it had come adrift
slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The door was
found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the
aircraft. This indicates that the door remained in position and did
not cause any problem in flight.
2.11.4.6 All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up
The examination of the floating wreckage indicates that the right
wing root leading edge, the number 3 engine inboard fan
cowling, the right inboard midflap leading edge, and the right
horizontal stabilizer root leading edge all exhibit damage
consistent with objects striking the right wing and stabilizer
before water impact. In addition, the right wing root interior area

appears to have been scorched briefly by a heat source. The fan
cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of being struck by a
portion of the turbine from number 3 engine.
The number 3 engine nacelle strut was separated from the rest of
the engine components and was located about one nautical mile
to the west indicating that there was some break-up of the
number 3 engine before water impact.
The forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached was located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward force and the
fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This
damage was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces. A
failure of this door in flight would explain the impact damage to
the right wing areas. The door failing as an initial event would
cause an explosive decompression leading to a downward force
on the cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft. However,
examination showed that the cabin floor panels separated from
the support structure in an upward direction.
"Note that floor panels separating in an upward direction gives
same evidence as floor beams going in down direction, which is
what happens to explosive decompression when floor beams, not
panels, get sucked down, whereas, a bomb makes floor beams go
up, which did not happen."
Note that the above description of the forward cargo door
matches the photo of TWA 800 wreckage:

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:57 PM PDT
To: rmatas-globeandmail.ca
Subject: This is interesting

Still waiting for justice
PAUL SULLIVAN
Monday, December 4, 2000
The Canadian justice system has never seen anything
like it. As two men arrested in the Air-India bombing
cool their heels in a Vancouver jail, the rest of us wait
to see if this crime, the biggest mass murder in
Canadian history, can ever be successfully tried.
It has been 15 years since Air-India Flight 182
exploded off the Irish coast, killing 329 people, most
of them Indo-Canadians. It has taken the RCMP that
long to arrest suspects linked to a group called Babbar
Khalsa, which was formed to punish the enemies of
the Sikhs and has long been thought by police to
harbour the people who organized the bombing.
Throughout those 15 years, Babbar Khalsa's members
and supporters have been active in British Columbia's
Sikh community, while one individual has spent a
decade in jail for building a bomb that was apparently

intended to blow up an Air-India plane but went astray
and killed two baggage handlers in Japan.
The magnitude of this undertaking is breathtaking. It
has taken 60 RCMP officers and $50-million to amass
a body of evidence that took 13 prosecutors two years
to go through. As many as 1,000 witnesses may be
called. The Mounties have promised more arrests, and
the trial, when -- and if -- it is finally scheduled, could
take as long as three years.
So many lives have been sacrificed or irrevocably
altered by this malignancy, which has bound together
the fates of British Columbia and the Indian state of
Punjab, where Sikh separatists have been fighting a
bloody war of independence for decades:
The families of the victims, wondering whether the
murderers would ever be brought to trial;
Peaceful and law-abiding Sikhs, vilified and even
murdered by shadowy conspirators in their own
community to shut them up;
Courageous journalists, most notably The Vancouver
Sun's Kim Bolan, who won't shut up even though she
has been threatened.
Now, with the arrest of Ripudaman Singh Malik and
Ajaib Singh Bagri, there is some hope that Canadian
justice will weather the enormous challenges and
resolve the case. Mr. Malik, one of the community's
most prominent figures and a wealthy man, is putting

together a legal "dream team" that evokes the O.J.
Simpson trial. Millions of dollars in property have
already been pledged to support Mr. Bagri's defence.
They will mount a formidable defence, starting with a
bail hearing that could come in the next few weeks.
One of the ugliest subthemes in this epic story of the
murder of innocents is the assassination of outspoken
community newspaper editor Tara Singh Hayer and
the intimidation of other potential witnesses. Mr.
Hayer was shot in his own garage two years ago, 10
years after surviving an earlier assassination attempt.
So far, the RCMP have not been able to nail the
person responsible for Mr. Hayer's murder.
And the intimidation continues. One man fears for his
life after militants confronted him with his own
statement to police and warned him that he would be
considered a traitor if he testified. How they gained
access to confidential evidence is a mystery.
A Punjabi-language radio host quit his job recently
after rocks were thrown through his studio window.
Sukhminder Singh Cheema says he can no longer
keep broadcasting in the face of threats and
intimidation, and claims his own station owner told
him to lay off the Air-India story, a charge the owner
has denied.
Mr. Hayer's assassination makes it clear that the
threats must be taken seriously. No one in the

community is safe, including B.C. Premier Ujjal
Dosanjh, who was beaten with a crowbar outside his
law office in 1985 for being a moderate and
repudiating violence.
The Mounties have warned militants to stay away
from the witnesses, but what can the police do when
people are convinced their cause is righteous and they
can use any means to achieve it? For most Canadians,
the attack by the Indian military against the Golden
Temple of Amritsar in 1984 is a not-so-current event.
For Sikh separatists, many of them in British
Columbia, it was an unspeakable desecration and
escalation to all-out war. That the revenge murder of
329 innocents was equally unspeakable seems lost on
the militants.
There are those who believe this case will never go to
trial. The evidence is long in the tooth; the accused are
mounting a vigorous defence; being a witness is
hazardous to one's health. That it has taken the
authorities so long to act on this crime means that the
cancer has worked itself deeply into the body of the
Sikh community.
There is no hope of healing until justice is done. The
roots of violence go deep, indeed.
psulli@sullivanmedia.com
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:57 PM PDT
To: dan@airsafety.airsafetyonline.com
Subject: Shyrone Kaur Singh

Sir, I would please hope to solicit your help in reviewing these
reports
and give your humble and expert opinion regarding same.
Thank you for your expert insight into this matter. I (we) look
forward
to your reply.

Dear Dan, I receive your newsletter and visit your site. We
independent aviation safety observers/reporters/analysts have
interesting sites; mine is www.corazon.com and has been up
since summer of 1996.
From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 00:02:55 -0800
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Nov 05 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:13 to Sun, Nov 05
2000 00:15
(7.00 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary

--------------Successful requests: 38,317
Average successful requests per day: 5,472
Successful requests for pages: 19,806
Average successful requests for pages per day: 2,828
Failed requests: 323
Distinct files requested: 2,252
Distinct hosts served: 4,710
Corrupt logfile lines: 2,493
Data transferred: 0.976 Gbytes
Average data transferred per day: 142.863 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Regarding the request from Shyrone Kaur Singh:
Have you reviewed 'these reports' and given 'your humble and
expert opinion regarding same'?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC

Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

At 6:00 AM -0500 11/27/00, Shyrone Kaur Singh wrote:
From: SHYSINGH@webtv.net (~Shyrone Kaur Singh~)
Date: Mon, 27 Nov 2000 06:00:38 -0500 (EST)
To: dan@airsafetyonline.com (Air Safety Online)
Cc: barry@corazon.com, SikhCyberSangat@hotmail.com,
kaursingh@webtv.net
Subject: Air India 182 - Another Probable Cause www.corazon.com
Dear Mr Dan Rupp,
I don't know if you are aware of John Barry Smith's 12 year long
private
and personal investigation of the Air India 182 incident.
Barry is convinced with every fiber of his expert intelligence,
that a
fault in the B747 wiring system leading to the forward cargo
door,
caused the cargo door to open in flight; and thusly caused the
fatal
sudden decompression of the airliner resulting in its demise. The
bomb
theory is a "red herring".
All safety reports can be found at:

"Rupture at Midspan Latches of Forward Cargo Door in Flight
Probably
Caused by Wiring/Electrical Fault"
http://www.corazon.com
Of special interest, please note that there are similarities in the
events of PA 103, UA 811 and TW 800.
Sir, I would please hope to solicit your help in reviewing these
reports
and give your humble and expert opinion regarding same.
Thank you for your expert insight into this matter. I (we) look
forward
to your reply.
Sincerely,
Shyrone Kaur Singh

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 5, 2009 11:46:57 PM PDT
To: adriescribe@hotmail.com
Subject: AI 182 wiring/cargo door explanation

Dear Scribe,
At 8:08 PM -0500 1/12/01, Shyrone Kaur wrote:
adrienne arsenault
washington correspondent
canadian broadcasting corporation
(202) 383-2931
email: adriescribe@hotmail.com

when you speak with adrienne arsenaut, remind her that she meet
me at
the palm beach airport on november 11, 2000 when she and
colleagues
(mcpherson and deguisse) were returning back to washington. i
checked
them in at the ticket counter, had to reissue a ticket and place
deguisse on stand-by for an earlier flight). this was during the
florida
election fiasco.

I have discovered the probable cause for the accident of Air India
182 which is not a bomb, but a wiring problem causing the
forward cargo door rupturing/opening in flight leading to
explosive decompression and loss of the nose. Details at
www.corazon.com
If you believe the explanation is supported by official documents
and a plausible alternative to the bombing explanation for AI
182, I am available for phone interview at 831 659 3552.
I'm sending by another email the official AI 182 Canadian and
Indian report.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Date: July 31, 2009 2:28:03 PM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: RE: Never too late to do a fact based explanation for
AI 182 and not the conspiracy nonsense.

Mr. Smith,
Good to hear from you again. The commission report has been
completed
and is now being reviewed by the national security agency. I
anticipate
the report will include a fact based explanation.
All the best,
Robert

Robert Matas
National Correspondent
The Globe and Mail

Vancouver, B.C.
(604) 631-6628
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Friday, July 31, 2009 1:17 PM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: Never too late to do a fact based explanation for AI 182
and
not the conspiracy nonsense.
Robert Matas
Vancouver - From Friday's Globe and Mail Last updated on
Friday, Jul.
31, 2009 03:09AM EDT
The office of a private Punjabi school in south Vancouver started
by
businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and others was ransacked
before the
school and a prayer room were destroyed by fire, the principal
says.
The school secretary arrived at work around 7:45 a.m. Thursday,
Jasbir Singh Bhatia of the Khalsa Elementary School said in an
interview. She was startled to find open filing cabinet drawers
and
papers thrown about the office.
"She dialled 911 to tell them about the break-in, and as she
looked
out of the window, she saw smoke coming out of one of the

buildings.
They [911 staff] told her to get out of the building, that the fire
trucks were on their way. The whole building was very quickly
engulfed in flames," Mr. Bhatia said.
Most of the fire was under control within 90 minutes. No
students or
staff were in the buildings, and no injuries were reported.
Deputy fire chief Tim Armstrong said the fire started in three
buildings simultaneously and spread rapidly. He called the fire
"unusual." Jana McGuinness, a Vancouver police spokeswoman,
said the
fire was "suspicious." Arson investigators from the police
department
are working with the fire department, she added.
The Khalsa School is run by the non-profit Satnam Education
Society.
Mr. Malik, who was instrumental in establishing the school in
1986,
is chairman of the society's board. He resumed a leadership role
in
Vancouver's traditional Sikh religious community after he was
found
not guilty of murder in the bombing of Air India Flight 182 in
1985,
which killed 329 people.
Mr. Bhatia said the school had been operating without any
problems.
"The school was running very smoothly," he said, adding that he
was

not aware of any graffiti on the walls or suspicious phone calls.
Mr. Malik was out of town and unavailable for comment
yesterday
afternoon. Mr. Bhatia dismissed a suggestion that the fire may be
related to any controversy over Mr. Malik's acquittal in the Air
India case. "That's history," he said. "I have not heard anything
like that."
A news release issued by members of the Sikh community raised
the
question of whether the fire was arson motivated by hatred. "If
the
authorities confirm that this crime was motivated by hatred, it
should serve as a wakeup call to all British Columbians that
much
more work needs to be done to increase cultural understanding
and to
combat the existence of hate groups," the news release said.
Three portable classrooms at the school were destroyed in a fire
on
July 24, 2004. No one was arrested in that investigation. Before
yesterday's fire, the kindergarten-to-Grade 7 school had been
operating out of eight portable classrooms.
Last year, 182 students were enrolled in the school; so far, 155
have
paid fees for September. The school is at 5987 Prince Albert St.,
across from Memorial Park.
With a report from Anupreet Sandhu Bhamra
Join the Discussion:
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: November 17, 2008 6:58:09 AM PST
To: Zafarzang@gmail.com
Subject: Sikhs are innocent of involvement in AI 182.

Racism is everywhere. It's human nature to clump together to
defeat perceived enemies. It's the herd instinct. Fears are
exaggerated by the very fearful. Groups such as religions, races,
the wealthy, the English speakers, and even sports fans always
love themselves and hate others in order to do justified violence
against their 'enemies'.
How to stop the cycle of violence and revenge?
I don't know. I'm an independent aircraft accident investigator
and deal with the physics of machines not the vagaries of human
nature.
Regarding the oppression of Sikhs based on the falsehood of the
alleged involvement in AI 182, I know the Sikhs are innocent
and can prove it.
The shorted wiring/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation is the scientifically
correct one and the conspiracy based nonsense of bombs is the

incorrect one.
Details at www.ntsb.org
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
There are lots of conspiracy nuts around, the problem is when the
government becomes a conspiracy nut for political reasons to
suppress one group of people for the advantage of another.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
831 659 3552
831 392 5013
www.ntsb.org
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com

http://worldsikhnews.com/12%20November%202008/Kim
%20Bolan%20Why%20do%20you%20hate%20the%20Sikhs
%20so%20much.htm
Canada must provide total freedom for its press -freedom to
slander,
freedom to abuse, misrepresent and tarnish any visible minority
community in its midst. Hate mongering in the media must be
made
legal in the name of 'investigative journalism' and 'creativity.'
Otherwise the Canadian authorities will have to unnecessarily
contend

with offering explanation to the string of hurtful, offensive and
hate
provoking articles appearing under Kim Bolan's name in several
Canadian publications.
The learned author's knowledge on all Sikh issues is considered
to be
the definitive last word and no on in the Canadian media dare
question
her supreme intelligence and authority on 'Sikh affairs'.
With such impeccable credentials, how could anyone question
her
pronouncements? Certainly not a weekly news magazine on the
Internet.
Writing in the Vancouver Sun on November 08, 2008, Ms. Bolan
has
revealed 'startling facts' about the possible deportation of a 'Sikh
terrorist'.
Apparently, someone named 'Baljit Ram', like many other people
from
Punjab or elsewhere in India, reached Canada, on May 3, 1998,
and he
was ordered to be 'deported'. Instead of being deported, he was
permitted to make a 'refugee' claim and was (very conveniently)
'identified' as a member of the 'Babbar Khalsa'.
Identified by whom?
Ms. Bolan's authoritative knowledge should have quickly spotted
the
inconsistency in his name and his claimed association with an
allegedly militant Sikh group. But an overwhelming majority of
her
readers don't know this. And that is crux of the problem.
Readers' cannot be held guilty for believing and acting on the
news,

views and analysis presented to them by their trusted news
sources.
The burden of responsibility for the accuracy of the content,
validity
of analysis and reasonableness of the opinions expressed must lie
with
the journalists, editors and their publishers.
As one reviews Ms. Bolan's piece, the following facts emerge.
With his name (Baljit Ram), he is most likely, not a Sikh, let
alone a
member of the 'Babbar Khalsa' group. What 'due diligence' did
Ms.
Bolan do to establish his 'Sikh' faith?
It seems fairly likely that he fabricated alleged links to the
'Babbar
group' to support his refugee application.
There is nothing in Kim Bolan's report that suggests Mr. Baljit
Ram
engaged in any terrorist activities.
There have been reports of Indian intelligence' interference in
Sikh
community affairs in Canada. These have been documented by
India's
senior intelligence officials in books published by them. Could it
be
that he is one of these intelligence operatives, assigned the task
of
joining one or more of Sikh entities as a subversive agent
provocateur?
How has Ms. Bolan investigated and discarded this possibility?
Although denied by Mr. Gill (the president), but even if this guy
has
been staying at this Gurdwara for 10 years, does it make him a

terrorist?
By implication, all regular visitors to this Gurdwara could also be
classified as 'terrorists'.
Ms. Bolan - where's the smoking gun that has prompted you to
tell your
readers' for the umpteenth time, to be wary of anyone even
remotely
resembling or associating with a Sikh? What kind of journalism
is
this?
It's amazing that none of your readers is holding you accountable
for
your irresponsible slander and hate-mongering against a highly
visible
minority of Canadian Sikhs. It is equally astonishing that your
professional body, that is expected to maintain the highest
standards
of professional conduct ‹ Canadian Press Council, is also asleep
at
the switch.
I had thought that such indiscretion is tolerated in India while the
toothless Indian Press Council barely takes notice of such
offences.
Little did I know that such unrestricted freedom is assumed by
Canadian journalists with no authorities to question its misuse!
Whatever may be the truth of her allegations, the presentation
leaves
not only a bad taste in the mouth but it smells of a deep rooted
hate
and acrimony against a community brought to fore pretty
frequently by
the impugned publication's writer and publishers.
We are aware of Indian diplomats and intelligence operatives

wining
and dining various media personalities to paint the emerging (and
engineered) facts with their preferred tint of blue, but we would
consider it highly offensive to suggest that they have succeeded
in
influencing Kim Bolan's journalistic discretion and
independence.
Zafarzang Singh may be contacted at Zafarzang@gmail.com

From: "Amardeep Kaur" <adkaur@gmail.com>
Date: August 1, 2007 3:10:34 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: Re: Racism lives

This is racism....
The video starts off with a picture of the Normandy Landing
where
Allied troops attacked the Nazi's, stopping a great Holocaust, as
well
as some pictures from Tiananmen Square. It then goes to show a
speech
about 1984 in the US House of Representatives. The camera
angle shows
that nobody is there listening or watching, empty seats, perhaps
somewhat symbolic of how the world refuses to address what
happened.
This video is soul stirring, revealing the raw truth for the masses.
Viewer discretion is advised
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MasMHq7oUs

On 01/08/07, John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
wrote:
Book on Canada's worst air tragedy warns of turbulence
Tuesday July 31 2007
SUNIL RAO, Staff Writer

IQBAL RAMOOWALIA
Print this article
Email this article
Inderjit Singh Reyat himself has confessed to building the bomb
and is
serving time-- yet a section of the community behave as if
nothing ever
happened, and writer Iqbal Ramoowalia wonders why.
"But it's all coming out now at the John Major inquiry-- just as I
had said
in my novel The Midair Frown, which I started to write almost
three years
ago," Ramoowalia told South Asian Focus.
The novel was published last year by Unistar Books in
Chandigarh, Punjab's
state capital, and instantly created a stir as people in India sat up
and
took notice. And now, as the issue of Sikh extremism resurfaces
in the

Canadian public consciousness, Ramoowalia's book begins to
assume added
significance.
The book deals with the Kanishka air tragedy of June 23, 1985,
in which Air
India Flight 182 from Montreal to London exploded in midair,
killing all 329
on board. It was the single deadliest terrorist attack involving an
aircraft
before 9/11, and continues to be the largest mass murder in
Canadian
history.
Ramoowalia came to Canada more than 30 years ago and has
been living the
quiet life of a school-teacher and writer for several years now in
Brampton.
But he is saddened by what he sees as the continued abdication
of
responsibility by Canadian politicians, which could have serious
repercussions on the country's future direction.
What is this intellectually-inclined individual who writes "as an
end in
itself" talking about?
"I'm talking about the fringe element in the Sikh community that
is very
small but very vocal, who are narrow-minded fundamentalists,
are armed, and
have taken control of the gurdwaras here, using them to
propagate their own
designs," he says.
Ramoowalia is quick to clarify that it is only a fringe element
that's
involved here-- not the entire Sikh community, which as a rule is

industrious and hard-working. Nor does the fringe element
represent the
whole community.
"But what is happening in the Canadian context is that the
politicians are
turning a blind eye to Sikh fundamentalism which is growing in
the
gurdwaras-- and this will send out the message that Canada is a
very, very
safe haven for terrorists, who will be encouraged to come from
all over the
world to make Canada their home."
It may already be happening, he fears.
There are some two dozen doctoral theses that have been
undertaken by
students in various universities in India based on the Kanishka
air disaster
and his book The Midair Frown, says Ramoowalia.
He readily admits the novel is a work of fiction, based on the
tragedy of
Air India Flight 182. But the explosion of June 23, 1985
continues to
reverberate down the years to the present day, and poses grave
challenges to
Canada's future security, he suggests.
Ramoowalia came to Canada 31 years ago. Prior to migrating in
1975 he worked
as a lecturer in English near Ludhiana. In Canada, he initially did
a
variety of odd jobs-- farm worker, taxi driver, security guard,
dishwasher,
to name but a few-- in order to survive and fund his education
here.

His perseverance paid off, and he got back into education. He has
now been a
schoolteacher for the past 20 years.
But writing was his passion. After six books of modern poetry in
Punjabi, he
switched to English fiction four years ago with his first novel,
The Death
of a Passport, which narrates the sorrowful tale of a Punjabi girl
who lives
a tumultuous life as an illegal immigrant in Canada.
The Midair Frown is Ramoowalia's second novel. He says it
deals with the
Canadian version of the Khalistani movement of the mid-'80s,
which engulfed
the Indian state of Punjab and stretched out a long arm to Flight
182.
The book, published in 2006 in Chandigarh, raised more than a
few eyebrows.
It now seems destined to raise a few more in Canada as well.
Excerpts:
The Air India inquiry seems to be going on forever...
But it's all coming out now. It's all now coming out in the John
Major
inquiry commission, about the terrorists who blew up the aircraft.
It was
earlier hidden, but when (Inderjit Singh) Reyat himself pleaded
guilty to
building the bomb, how can you deny it?
Recent weeks have seen concerns being aired about Sikh
fundamentalism in
Canada.
Let me make it very clear that the entire community cannot be
blamed; nor do

the fringe extremists who perpetrated the deed be seen to
represent the
whole community. It was done by terrorists who happen to be
Sikh.
We have fundamentalists in every community-- Muslim
fundamentalists, Hindu
fundamentalists, Sikh fundamentalists, Christian
fundamentalists-- but it
would obviously be a travesty to paint an entire community with
the same
brush.
Sikhism doesn't condone violence, fundamentalism, terrorism.
Who are these fundamentalists?
The fundamentalists are fringe elements who are narrow-minded
but armed and
very vocal people who have taken control of the gurdwaras here,
using them
to propagate their designs. They are in no way representative of
the entire
community-- who are peaceful, law-abiding, hard-working
people who do not
want to get involved in any way and are apathetic to what is
going on.
If indeed the people who blew up Air India Flight 182 were Sikh
terrorists
seeking a separatist Khalistan, why didn't they claim
responsibility at the
time? After all, every terrorist group thrives on the fear its acts
generate, and to deny itself this key weapon...
They didn't come forward after Kanishka because they were
scared at the
time.
Sections of the mainstream media have in recent days alleged a

rise in Sikh
fundamentalism, causing the World Sikh Organization to
announce it is suing
CBC (Canadian Broadcasting Corporation) for $110 million over
its program
Samosa Politics.
I 100 per cent agree with (Vancouver Sun journalist) Kim Bolan,
and with
CBC, when they say there is again a rise in Sikh fundamentalism.
But they've done it underhandedly, by lobbying the politicians-and the
NDP, the Conservatives, the Liberals, they've all turned a blind
eye. This
is extremely dangerous.
But why have the politicians turned a blind eye?
Because they want the votes, and are scared that if they try to
root out
Sikh fundamentalism they may offend the community at large.
But what will happen then?
The message will go out to all terrorists and fundamentalists, all
over the
world, that Canada is a very, very safe haven for them. And they
will be
encouraged to come from all over the world, to make Canada
their home.
But if it's a case of national security, would the politicians still
remain
soft? What should they do?
They should crack down. They should monitor the actions of
charitable
organizations, and take suitable action.
But won't that cause an immediate backlash, which can
potentially be

dangerous for the public at large?
(Ramoowalia stays silent.)
Having written the book, and after saying what you are now,
don't you fear
any personal backlash?
Yes, there could be a backlash, because that has been their modus
operandi,
they have used violence in the past.
But at some point you have to come out and say what is true.
Do you think Canadian politicians of South Asian origin have
misrepresented
the case to their colleagues?
Our own politicians are even scared of calling those who
perpetrated the
tragedy of Flight 182 'terrorists.' They must realize terrorism is
no
exception to any community-- Hindu, Muslim, Christian... or
Sikh. And when
you have pictures of people with machine-guns in places of
worship...
But when there is no more any separatist movement in India
itself, and there
has been none for several years now, what's the raison d'etre for
fundamentalists to continue here in Canada?
They're keeping it alive for money, and power.
Does your family support your work?
All my efforts are thanks to my wife Sukhsagar, who has freed
me up from my
household responsibilities to allow me to write. I have two
daughters, both
married. One is in England, married to an Irish lad, and the other
is
married to a German-American. You see, I don't just preach

multi-culturalism, I practise it (smiles).
What has been your experience in trying to get your books
published here in
Canada?
It's very hard. But writing is my passion, it is an end in itself. I
write
for my satisfaction.
But of course, I'd love to get published in Canada as well.
Have you planned another novel?
It will be based on the life of a necrophile. I've done the research,
and
plan to start writing in a few days.

From: "Amardeep Kaur" <adkaur@gmail.com>
Date: August 1, 2007 2:04:18 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: she has to put a twist to it - making it into a bad
thing of course......

Retired professor sends cheques monthly to family
of man imprisoned in Air India bombing
Kim Bolan, Vancouver Sun
Published: Sunday, July 29, 2007
BOLTON, Ont. - He may be the oldest Khalistan
supporter in Canada, and 84-year-old Uday Singh
does not mince words when he talks about the
struggle for a separate Sikh nation.
Though Singh says he is financially "stretched,"
the retired Laurentian University math professor

has for years sent a monthly cheque to the family
of Inderjit Singh Reyat because he believes the
convicted B.C. bomb-maker is "our Nelson Mandela."
He also gave financial support to Air India
bombing suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri during his trial.
Despite Reyat's guilty plea in connection with
the 1985 Air India bombing, Singh believes Reyat
was desperate to get out of jail and had nothing
to do with Canada's worst act of terrorism, which
was commemorated in Vancouver Friday with the
unveiling of a memorial in Stanley Park.
"[Reyat's] admission, it appears to me, is
something that was born out of his crying need to
get out of jail. His admission is not necessarily
a statement of fact," Singh said in a recent
interview at his humble country home near
Brampton, Ont. "He is our Nelson Mandela."
Singh helped arrange the marriage of one of
Reyat's daughters in 2003 to the son of the
former Ontario leader of the Babbar Khalsa as a
way of helping Reyat's family. He felt terrible
when the union later ended in divorce.
"I have every sympathy with the whole family,
especially with the mother who has suffered
most," Singh said in a room stacked with papers
and books, including several he has written. "To
me they are like a bunch of flowers, very
fragrant and very well-behaved and high-quality people to me."
Well before Singh immigrated to Canada in 1961,
he felt Sikhs had a rough ride in India, and he
is blunt about his feelings for the Hindu
majority there. "They are our traditional
enemies. They are at our throats from the time of

[the founder of Sikhism] Guru Nanak, the Hindus,"
he said, adding that Sikhs and Hindus cannot live
on the same planet together. "Come on, no, not
even as neighbours. Not even in separate countries."
For 37 years, Singh has run a free school for
Sikh children in Toronto, teaching them history,
language, and culture. His most famous student
was Navdeep Bains, who is now a Liberal MP. He
taught both Bains and his wife until a few years ago.
"I teach them their history, their culture,"
Singh said. "I have taught many sons of my old
students and now even the grandsons of my old
students. But it is a good thing. For me it gives
me my long life and it gives me my health."
It was his first book - The Waning and Waxing of
the Khalistan Movement - that he believes cost
him his Indian passport and the chance to return home.
"I have reason to believe it is this book
poisoned them against me and my passport was taken away."
In it, he outlines his relationship with all the
original Canadian leaders of the movement,
including those identified in connection with the Air India
bombing.
Singh said he helped Talwinder Singh Parmar - the
man police say is the bombing mastermind - escape
from India in 1982 after police there had accused him of murder.
He later lost faith in Parmar's leadership,
though he still believes the former Babbar Khalsa
founder is innocent in the downing of Flight 182
and the murder of 331 people.
"He suddenly popped up here ... he is now dead
and he died for the nation. . . . But I was
struck with his being unlettered, uneducated,

that was striking," Singh said. "He was forceful
otherwise. I was struck by that also. He was good
at collecting people around. And he was better at
collecting money. And I was good at neither so my
mind did catch his image. But later I found out
he wasn't the man of the hour."
Singh said he offered financial help to the
families of both Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik
while they were on trial in the Air India case.
Malik's family declined, but Bagri's wife took a monthly
payment, he said.
Both men were acquitted in March 2005 in a verdict praised by
Singh.
"No Sikh is guilty of doing that. The Hindu
government got it done," he said, claiming an
inquiry now underway in Ottawa will eventually
reach that conclusion even though it has so far
focused on a conspiracy by Sikh terrorists from B.C.
Singh believes that Sikhs are entitled to use
weapons when there is no other way to combat a
problem, as the late separatist leader Jarnail
Singh Bhindranwale did before the Indian army
raided the Golden Temple in June 1984.
"Whatever the arms are at your disposal, my
religion allows me to use them if it is the end
of all other means," he said, praising
Bhindranwale as the only real leader the Khalistan movement
ever had.
Singh said he doesn't understand the recent
controversy over portraits in temples and parades
of Sikh assassins described as martyrs because
they killed political opponents in India. The
portraits have every right to be on display in

Canada, he said. "They did it for us. They
punished the evil-doer, which is heroic," he said.
The Sikh separatist movement in Canada will rise
up again, Singh said, referring to the title of his book.
"It is not dead at all," he said. "It is waning
now, only to wax. It is like you are in a swing - you go down and
up again."
(c) Vancouver Sun 2007

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: July 14, 2007 10:18:53 PM PDT
To: info@worldsikh.org
Subject: Air India Flight 182 shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation

--============_-1027924313==_ma============
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii" ; format="flowed"
Dear Sikhs, Wednesday, July 11, 2007
A cargo door did blow out on Air India Flight 182 causing the
crash.
There were no bombs, no crime, no criminals, no conspiracy.
Details at websites below.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Sikh organization sues CBC
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC news story's
assertion that the WSO released a 2000 press release with the
title:
"Sikhs did not bomb Air India 182", which, according to the
CBC
"claimed that a cargo door fell off the plane."
Documentary 'contained significant and numerous factual
misrepresentations,' lawsuit argues
Jul 11, 2007 03:19 Pm
SAN GREWAL
STAFF REPORTER
In response to what it describes as a "dishonest and highly
offensive" characterization made by the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, a $110 million civil lawsuit was filed yesterday on
behalf of the World Sikh Organization against the national
broadcaster.
The lawsuit, filed in the Ontario Superior Court in Toronto also
names reporter Terry Milewski and Liberal MP Ujjal Dosanjh for
comments they made in a June 28, 2007 feature story titled
"Samosa

Politics" that aired on The National.
A similar version of the story, which linked Sikh extremism to
the
WSO and highlighted its ties to the mainstream Canadian
political
scene, also aired on CBC Radio, with a print version posted on
the
CBC News website.
The WSO describes itself as a non-profit human rights group
established in 1984 with national bodies around the world that
defend
not only Sikhs but the rights of all people. Representatives would
not say how many members there are in Canada or worldwide.
"It is the WSO's view that the CBC documentary contained
significant
and numerous factual misrepresentations about the World Sikh
Organization," said Gian Singh Sandhu, a policy advisor with the
group's Canadian body, who spoke at a press conference held
yesterday
in downtown Toronto.
"The WSO's lawsuit for defamation, libel and slander arises from
the
airing of the documentary noted above."
Sandhu added that the story, which he says was written about in
Indian newspapers and mentioned by media in other parts of the
world,
has resulted in, "significant damage to the reputation of the WSO
and
the Sikh community."
A CBC spokesperson said the broadcaster was not aware of the
suit
until it was informed about the press conference yesterday and
that

"if and when" the suit was received it would be given "due
consideration." Until then, the CBC will not make any comment.
A spokesperson for Mr. Dosanjh, MP for Vancouver South, said
he had
not been served as of 4 pm eastern time and had no comment
about the
suit, but stood behind his statements made in the CBC news
story.
When asked what Mr. Dosanjh specifically said in the story that
the
WSO objected to, Mr. Sandhu said it was obvious that the MP
was
making a connection between the WSO and Sikh extremism.
A segment of the story included comments by Dosanjh, stating
that at
the Dec. 2006 Liberal leadership convention in Montreal the
WSO
exercised significant influence. He then states that a Sikh
delegate
told Dosanjh's wife, not knowing who she was, not to vote for
Bob Rae.
Dosanjh then states in the story that the delegate said Rae, in a
2005 report to the federal government, was openly critical of
Sikh
extremists behind the 1985 Air India bombing, and should not be
supported.
As for factual errors that the WSO believes were included in
Milewski's reporting, Sandhu said after the press conference that,
contrary to what appears in the news story, a man with alleged
ties
to convicted Air India-bomb maker Inderjit Reyat, named Daljit
Singh
Sandhu, was never the leader of the WSO.

Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC news story's
assertion that the WSO released a 2000 press release with the
title:
"Sikhs did not bomb Air India 182", which, according to the
CBC
"claimed that a cargo door fell off the plane."
"There was no such press release from the WSO," Sandhu said.
He added that the story's characterization of a 1984 convention at
New York's Madison Square Garden where Sikhs were
videotaped calling
for violence, as a WSO event is factually incorrect.
"That was not a WSO function. Mr Milewski needs to do his
homework."
--============_-1027924313==_ma============
Content-Type: text/html; charset="iso-8859-1"
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motor
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<div>Dear Sikhs, Wednesday, July 11, 2007</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>A cargo door did blow out on Air India Flight 182 causing
the
crash. There were no bombs, no crime, no criminals, no
conspiracy.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Details at websites below.</div>
<div><br></div>
<div>Regards,</div>

<div><br></div>
<div>John Barry Smith</div>
<div>541 Country Club Drive</div>
<div>Carmel Valley, California 93924</div>
<div>1 831 659 3552</div>
<div>1 831 241 0631 Cell</div>
<div>barry@johnbarrysmith.com</div>
<div>http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com</div>
<div>http://www.ntsb.org</div>
<div><br></div>
<div><br></div>
<div><br></div>
<div><br></div>
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reporter Terry Milewski and Liberal MP Ujjal Dosanjh for
comments they
made in a June 28, 2007 feature story titled =B3Samosa
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Sandhu added that the story, which he says was written about in
Indian
newspapers and mentioned by media in other parts of the world,
has
resulted in, =B3significant damage to the reputation of the WSO
and
the Sikh community.=B2<br>
A CBC spokesperson said the broadcaster was not aware of the
suit
until it was informed about the press conference yesterday and
that
=B3if and when=B2 the suit was received it would be given
=B3due
consideration.=B2 Until then, the CBC will not make any
comment.<br>
A spokesperson for Mr. Dosanjh, MP for Vancouver South, said
he had
not been served as of 4 pm eastern time and had no comment
about the
suit, but stood behind his statements made in the CBC news
story.<br>
When asked what Mr. Dosanjh specifically said in the story that
the
WSO objected to, Mr. Sandhu said it was obvious that the MP
was making
a connection between the WSO and Sikh extremism.<br>
A segment of the story included comments by Dosanjh, stating
that at
the Dec. 2006 Liberal leadership convention in Montreal the
WSO
exercised significant influence. He then states that a Sikh
delegate
told Dosanjh=B9s wife, not knowing who she was, not to vote

for Bob
Rae.<br>
Dosanjh then states in the story that the delegate said Rae, in a
2005
report to the federal government, was openly critical of Sikh
extremists behind the 1985 Air India bombing, and should not be
supported.<br>
As for factual errors that the WSO believes were included in
Milewski=B9s reporting, Sandhu said after the press conference
that,
contrary to what appears in the news story, a man with alleged
ties to
convicted Air India-bomb maker Inderjit Reyat, named Daljit
Singh
Sandhu, was never the leader of the WSO.<br>
Another mistake, according to Sandhu, is the CBC news
story=B9s
assertion that the WSO released a 2000 press release with the
title:
=B3Sikhs did not bomb Air India 182=B2, which, according to
the CBC
=B3claimed that a cargo door fell off the plane.=B2</div>
<div>=B3There was no such press release from the WSO,=B2
Sandhu
said.<br>
He added that the story=B9s characterization of a 1984
convention at
New York=B9s Madison Square Garden where Sikhs were
videotaped calling
for violence, as a WSO event is factually incorrect.<br>
=B3That was not a WSO function. Mr Milewski needs to do his
homework.=B2</div>
</body>

</html>
--============_-1027924313==_ma============--

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: July 13, 2007 3:25:56 PM PDT
To: wsopanth@trytel.com; wsopanth@hotmail.com
Subject: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

Dear Anne Lowthian, Friday, July 13, 2007
Will somebody at WSO please talk to me. The cargo door issue
for Air India Flight 182 is part of your lawsuit. I can explain it.
Sikhs did not bomb Air India Flight 182. Nobody did.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Dear Anne Lowthian, executive director of the World Sikh
Organization
I am an aircraft accident investigator with no official status but I

do have 35 years of experience in aviation and I am a survivor of
a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
I have much evidence, facts, and data, that show that Air India
Flight 182 was not 'bombed' by anybody, certainly not Sikhs, but
was brought down by explosive decompression caused by an
open cargo door in flight. It's happened before to a similar
aircraft with similar evidence on the data recorders, United
Airlines Flight 811 in February 1989.
corazon.com is the website of mine that will come up if you put
Air India Flight 182 into several search engines. The site has
been up for four years. The most popular download is the Air
India Flight 182 reports from the Canadian and Indian authorities
as the statistics below from one week show. I got the report,
scanned it, and put it on the site in 1997. http://
www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
That report shows how flimsy the evidence is of a bomb and how
the Indian judge really stretched to make such a conclusion.
Subsequent similar crashes show that the evidence in AI 182
matches a wiring/cargo door mechanical event. There is no
conspiracy nonsense with this airplane crash. The red herring of
a bomb thousands of miles away is not relevant.
I've tried to contact the RCMP and TSB but they refuse to
consider any explanation other than bomb for AI 182.
I invite your attention to www.corazon.com. I ask that you assign
an aviation experienced Sikh to review the data and give opinion.
I'm available for interviews.
I am not associated with government, the law, the manufacturer,

the airlines, or any religion.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Date: July 11, 2007 9:46:02 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: RE: Just got back

Larry did not return my phone calls. At one point, he emailed a
message,
saying he would call. But he never did.
Reyat had a chance for parole. He waived his right to a hearing
and made
written submissions. The parole board decided he was still a risk
to
re-offend. He completes his sentence next year. In other words,
nothing
happened.
Robert
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2007 10:27 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: Just got back
I got back from Europe, visited the Pan Am Flight 103 crash site.
Interesting.

Anyway, how did the Howett thing pan out? I have not heard
from him.
What is status of Reyat story?
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: July 10, 2007 10:26:48 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Just got back

I got back from Europe, visited the Pan Am Flight 103 crash site.
Interesting.
Anyway, how did the Howett thing pan out? I have not heard
from him.
What is status of Reyat story?
Regards,
John Barry Smith

541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: May 29, 2007 9:38:14 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Email history attached.

Dear Robert, Tuesday, May 29, 2007
Larry Howett has been in contact with me today and I assume
you will do interview with him. I am available for details to
support the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open
forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Air India Flight 182.
I'm leaving in two weeks for a month on Europe doing research
into Pan Am Flight 103 at Lockerbie, Scotland. Time is short.
The story of Air India Flight 182 cools in a month after the
Commission adjourns.
I've attached a pdf of all our emails over the years for reference.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Date: May 27, 2007 7:52:50 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: RE: Larry Howett
He has not responded to my email. I'll start phoning around on
Monday.

From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Sat 5/26/2007 12:14 PM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: Larry Howett
Have you been able to contact Larry Howett? I have not had any
contact either and am worried.
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com

http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: May 26, 2007 9:14:26 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Larry Howett

Have you been able to contact Larry Howett? I have not had any
contact either and am worried.
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: May 22, 2007 7:55:42 AM PDT
To: feedback@canada.com
Subject: I also have 'astonishing revelations' but was denied
standing to present them to Commission.

Air India inquiry has proven its worth
The Gazette

Published: Tuesday, May 22, 2007
Astonishing revelations have come tumbling out of the public
commission of inquiry into the Air India bombing this month almost 22 years after Air India Flight 182 exploded over the
Atlantic, killing all 329 people on-board.

Commission of Inquiry into the Investigation of the Bombing of
Air India Flight 182
Honourable John C. Major, Q.C. Commissioner
Sheila-Marie Cook, Executive Director and Commission
Secretary
Mark J. Freiman, Commission's Lead Counsel
Michel Dorval, Commission's Co-Counsel
Ken Dickerson, Public Affairs Officer/Agent des affaires
publiques
Michael Tansey, Commission Spokesperson
Dear Commissioner Major and specifically Mr. Mark J. Freiman,
Monday, May 21, 2007
Mark Freiman, chief counsel to the inquiry, has not only
welcomed the unexpected
volunteers who have come knocking at his door to date, but has
issued a public appeal for
more.
"We are continuing to hear from people who are coming
forward," said Freiman. "This is
one of the benefits of a public inquiry . . . I encourage people
who have relevant
information to contact the commission."
Mr. Freiman, I respond to your appeal to contact you.
I know a lot about Air India Flight 182 and the circumstances of
its explosion. I was

investigated by RCMP. I can contribute to the Commission. I fall
within your mandate. Call
me to speak before you and let me testify about my research and
conclusions.
The Commission has shown that there is much to be gained by
going over the past and
bringing it up. Please be fair and consider all aspects of Air India
Flight 182. Please respect
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science which can be confirmed as much as you respect
conversations of twenty two years
ago. Please review my shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured
open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for
Air India Flight 182. Please
request update on Air India Flight 182 from TSB (Air), the
Crown experts in aircraft
crashes.
Please consider the preponderance of scientific evidence which
rules out the bomb
explanation in that Canadian aircraft accident investigators
declined to state a bomb
explosion while the UK aircraft accident investigator ruled it out:
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India

Flight 182 was subjected
to a sudden event at an altitude of 31,000 feet resulting in its
crash into the sea and the
death of all on board.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event
was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo compartment.
This evidence is not
conclusive. However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion."
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch,
Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as
follows :- "It is considered
that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis,
there is no evidence of a high
explosive device having detonated on AI 182. There is strong
evidence to suggest that a
sudden explosive decompression occurred but the cause has not
been identified. It must be
concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive device
from either the wreckage or
pathological examinations, some other cause has to be
established for the accident".
The UK aircraft accident expert officially states: "...there is no
evidence of a high explosive
device having detonated on AI 182."
He is correct. The Canadians are correct. Let their scientific
conclusions be heard through
me in front of your Commission. Be as fair to the science
explanation as you are to the
conspiracy explanations.
Regards,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Date: May 21, 2007 8:50:11 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182
thanks

From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Monday, May 21, 2007 8:48 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182

At 11:36 AM -0400 5/21/07, Matas, Robert wrote:
Mr. Smith,
Thank you for your exhaustive review of the disaster and air safety. I have not yet
read through all the emails but eventually I will make my way through them.
What are you looking for? You need to ask questions. What's your angle? Why not
get an expert in aviation to evaluate my data and conclusions? G and M must have
an aviation specialist on staff.
Time is running out, the Commission ends soon although they did extend the
hearings for a month. I'm leaving for Europe and Lockerbie Pan Am Flight 103 on
June 8th for a month.
Air India Flight 182 is hot for as long as the Commission is in session.
Public Hearings

September 25 - 28
October 3 - 5
October 10 - 13
November 6 - 8
February 19, 2007
March 5 - 7, 9
April 30, May 1, 3 - 4
May 7 - 9
May 14 - 17
May 22 - 25
May 28 - June 1
June 4 - 6
June 13 - 15
June 18 - 22

IÕm trying to reach Larry Howett to speak to him about Mr. Reyat and he has not
yet responded to an email I sent. Would you have a phone number for him?
His e-mail address is freedom_spirit@hotmail.com and his business address is
Larry Howett C.O LINC 302 -32463 Simon Ave., Abbotsford, B.C. V2T 5E3.
http://www.lincandassociates.bc.ca/index.html
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Date: May 21, 2007 8:36:37 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182

Mr. Smith,
Thank you for your exhaustive review of the disaster and air safety. I have not yet read
through all the emails but eventually I will make my way through them.
I’m trying to reach Larry Howett to speak to him about Mr. Reyat and he has not yet
responded to an email I sent. Would you have a phone number for him?
All the best,
Robert

From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2007 8:47 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Cc: freedom_spirit@hotmail.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182

At 11:31 AM -0400 5/28/02, Matas, Robert wrote:
The file arrived. Thanks.
Dear Mr. Matas, Tuesday, May 15, 2007
'Well, we meet again'...(Star Wars)
I've been contacted by Larry Howett who is friends with Mr. Reyat. Mr. Howett
gave me some interesting background on the Narita event which only further
reinforces my belief Mr. Reyat had nothing to do with Narita or Air India Flight
182.
Anyway, since Air India Flight 182 is hot right now with all this nonsense about
missed warnings and absent sniffing dogs, why not present the counterpoint of
reality/science explanation, the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open
forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation?
The science explanation would at least give a sober look to balance the hysterical
anger of the family members against the RCMP and CSIS.
I have suggested that Mr. Reyat do the following: (Decisions pending and no
comments or commitments by Mr. Reyat on anything, you might email Mr.
Howett, freedom_spirit@hotmail.com, for further information.)
Go before the Commission of Inquiry, declare innocence in Narita and Air India
Flight 182 and offer alternative explanation.
Request update to AAR from TSB (Air) of CASB who never concluded it was a

bomb.
Request update from UK AAIB who ruled out bomb for Air India Flight 182.
Request photos and film of Air India Flight 182 wreckage from RCMP who holds
them tight.
Go to trial on perjury and attack conspiracy assumption of Crown by presenting
wiring/cargo door explanation.
Ask for Judge Josephson.
Mr. Matas, the Commission of Inquiry has shown that any new angles on Air India
Flight 182 are worthy of consideration and evaluation even after many decades.
You could then bring up the wiring/cargo door explanation, the mechanical
explanation. the explanation with precedent.
You could correctly state that the experts in aircraft accident investigation in two
countries, UK and Canada have never stated Air India Flight 182 was caused by a
bomb and in fact, the UK investigator ruled out a bomb for scientific reasons.
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India Flight 182 was
subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of 31,000 feet resulting in its crash into
the sea and the death of all on board.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the
initial event was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo compartment. This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not support any other
conclusion."
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents Investigation Branch,
Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is
considered that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is
no evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182. There is
strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive decompression occurred but the
cause has not been identified. It must be concluded that without positive evidence
of an explosive device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,
some other cause has to be established for the accident".
You could ask the Canadian TSB Air and the UK AAIB for updates on their
decades old accident reports and specifically query if they have changed their
minds on the cause of Air India Flight 182 or do they still decline to state it was a
bomb and do they still rule bomb out. You might ask if they still conclude the
explosion of unknown cause occurred in the forward compartment or have they

changed their minds. You could ask them if they have considered United Airlines
Flight 811 into their evaluations for the cause of Air India Flight 182 since the
events are so similar.
Mr. Matas, you have put many hundreds of hours into Air India Flight 182, you
know more than any of those reporters about the case. It's appropriate for your
knowledge and experience to be put to use.
By the way, USA FAA is looking into the cargo door hazards right now:

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
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From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.com>
Date: May 15, 2007 9:16:03 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182
Mr. Smith,
Good to hear from you again. I understand the inquiry will be in
B.C. sometime in June. Have you been in touch
with the inquiry? That could give me something to write about.
Hope all is well,

Robert

From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Tue 5/15/2007 11:46 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Cc: freedom_spirit@hotmail.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182

At 11:31 AM -0400 5/28/02, Matas, Robert wrote:
The file arrived. Thanks.
Dear Mr. Matas, Tuesday, May 15, 2007
'Well, we meet again'...(Star Wars)
I've been contacted by Larry Howett who is friends with Mr.
Reyat. Mr. Howett gave me some interesting background on the

Narita event which only further reinforces my belief Mr. Reyat
had nothing to do with Narita or Air India Flight 182.
Anyway, since Air India Flight 182 is hot right now with all this
nonsense about missed warnings and absent sniffing dogs, why
not present the counterpoint of reality/science explanation, the
shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open forward cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation?
The science explanation would at least give a sober look to
balance the hysterical anger of the family members against the
RCMP and CSIS.
I have suggested that Mr. Reyat do the following: (Decisions
pending and no comments or commitments by Mr. Reyat on
anything, you might email Mr. Howett,
freedom_spirit@hotmail.com, for further information.)
Go before the Commission of Inquiry, declare innocence in
Narita and Air India Flight 182 and offer alternative explanation.
Request update to AAR from TSB (Air) of CASB who never
concluded it was a bomb.
Request update from UK AAIB who ruled out bomb for Air
India Flight 182.
Request photos and film of Air India Flight 182 wreckage from
RCMP who holds them tight.
Go to trial on perjury and attack conspiracy assumption of
Crown by presenting wiring/cargo door explanation.
Ask for Judge Josephson.
Mr. Matas, the Commission of Inquiry has shown that any new
angles on Air India Flight 182 are worthy of consideration and
evaluation even after many decades. You could then bring up the

wiring/cargo door explanation, the mechanical explanation. the
explanation with precedent.
You could correctly state that the experts in aircraft accident
investigation in two countries, UK and Canada have never stated
Air India Flight 182 was caused by a bomb and in fact, the UK
investigator ruled out a bomb for scientific reasons.
Aviation Occurrence Report of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board for
Air India Flight 182 of January 22, 1986
"4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion."
"Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section, Accidents
Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K. 3.4.6.16 In conclusion,
Mr. Davis reported as follows :- "It is considered that from the
CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis, there is no
evidence of a high explosive device having detonated on AI 182.
There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified. It
must be concluded that without positive evidence of an explosive
device from either the wreckage or pathological examinations,

some other cause has to be established for the accident".
You could ask the Canadian TSB Air and the UK AAIB for
updates on their decades old accident reports and specifically
query if they have changed their minds on the cause of Air India
Flight 182 or do they still decline to state it was a bomb and do
they still rule bomb out. You might ask if they still conclude the
explosion of unknown cause occurred in the forward
compartment or have they changed their minds. You could ask
them if they have considered United Airlines Flight 811 into their
evaluations for the cause of Air India Flight 182 since the events
are so similar.
Mr. Matas, you have put many hundreds of hours into Air India
Flight 182, you know more than any of those reporters about the
case. It's appropriate for your knowledge and experience to be
put to use.
By the way, USA FAA is looking into the cargo door hazards
right now:

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: November 11, 2006 10:26:53 PM PST
To: jsallot@globeandmail.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Science versus myth.
The myth says bomb; science says shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation.
I appeared before Commissioner Major at the Inquiry you are
reporting on. PDF file attached on my efforts.
Details at http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
http://www.ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: October 14, 2006 9:44:26 AM PDT
To: editorial@cp.org
Subject: for Jim Brown, The Canadian Press

Dear Mr. Brown, Saturday, October 14, 2006
Regarding your coverage of Air India Flight 182:
Details of the shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/ruptured open
forward cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for the accident are at ntsb.org and http://
www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell

barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com

From: postmaster@email.local
Date: October 14, 2006 9:20:23 AM PDT
To: barry@johnbarrysmith.com
Subject: Delivery Status Notification (Failure)

This is an automatically generated Delivery Status Notification.
Delivery to the following recipients failed.
editorial@cp.org

Reporting-MTA: dns;mailhub.email.local
Received-From-MTA:
dns;smtpout09-04.prod.mesa1.secureserver.net
Arrival-Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 12:19:07 -0400
Final-Recipient: rfc822;editorial@cp.org
Action: failed
Status: 5.5.0
Diagnostic-Code: smtp;552 message size of 7858330 bytes
exceeds site limit of 5120000 bytes
Received: from smtpout09-04.prod.mesa1.secureserver.net
([64.202.165.17]) by mailhub.email.local with Microsoft

SMTPSVC(6.0.3790.1830);
Sat, 14 Oct 2006 12:19:07 -0400
Received: (qmail 23398 invoked from network); 14 Oct 2006
16:19:10 -0000
Received: from unknown (71.202.36.138)
by smtpout09-04.prod.mesa1.secureserver.net (64.202.165.17)
with ESMTP; 14 Oct 2006 16:17:40 -0000
Mime-Version: 1.0
Message-Id: <p06230930c156be01d3fa@[192.168.0.100]>
Date: Sat, 14 Oct 2006 09:17:35 -0700
To: editorial@cp.org
From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: for Jim Brown, The Canadian Press
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
boundary="============_-1051279836==_============"
Return-Path: barry@johnbarrysmith.com
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 14 Oct 2006 16:19:07.0406 (UTC)
FILETIME=[793C82E0:01C6EFAC]
Dear Mr. Brown, Saturday, October 14, 2006
Regarding your coverage of Air India Flight 182:
I've attached a pdf file of my shorted wiring/unlatch motor
on/ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight
breakup explanation for the accident and my attempts to appear
before
the Commission of Inquiry.
Regards,
John Barry Smith

541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com
Attachment converted: Kicked:SmithSubmission1-14.pdf (
(00302F08)

/ )

This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: October 14, 2006 9:17:36 AM PDT
To: editorial@cp.org
Subject: for Jim Brown, The Canadian Press

Dear Mr. Brown, Saturday, October 14, 2006
Regarding your coverage of Air India Flight 182:
I've attached a pdf file of my shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for the accident and my attempts to
appear before the Commission of Inquiry.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com

From: feedback@canada.com
Date: October 14, 2006 9:41:20 AM PDT
To: <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>

Thank you for taking the time to share your comments about
canada.com.
We continually look for suggestions on how to improve our
products and
feedback from our users is an essential component.
Please note that feedback@canada.com is used solely for
customer
feedback. If you require technical assistance for your canada.com
membership or canada.com mail account, visit our Help & FAQs
area
[link "Help & FAQs area" to
<http://www.canada.com/aboutus/help/category_email.html>]
for FAQs,
contact information and technical support requests.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: October 14, 2006 9:13:13 AM PDT
To: feedback@canada.com
Subject: for Jim Brown, The Canadian Press

Dear Mr. Brown, Saturday, October 14, 2006
Regarding your coverage of Air India Flight 182:
I've attached a pdf file of my shorted wiring/unlatch motor on/
ruptured open forward cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for the accident and my attempts to
appear before the Commission of Inquiry.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org
http://www.montereypeninsulaairport.com

From: "Bonoguore, Tenille" <TBonoguore@globeandmail.com>
Date: August 4, 2006 7:48:58 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Subject: RE: Followup

Not at the moment, thanks John. There's little for us to address
until
the hearings start, and I believe a permanent reporter at that
bureau
will most likely cover that story. I shall pass your details on to
them.

Regards,
Tenille.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@johnbarrysmith.com]
Sent: Friday, August 04, 2006 10:47 AM
To: Bonoguore, Tenille
Subject: Followup
Do you want a followup to your interview of me after the Inquiry
hearing?
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@johnbarrysmith.com>
Date: August 4, 2006 7:46:49 AM PDT
To: tbonoguore@globeandmail.com
Subject: Followup

Do you want a followup to your interview of me after the Inquiry
hearing?
Regards,

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
1 831 241 0631 Cell
barry@johnbarrysmith.com
safety@ntsb.org

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: June 22, 2006 9:09:32 AM PDT
To: info@airindiainquiry.ca
Subject: How do I apply for standing before the Commission

Dear Sir/Madam, Thursday, June 22, 2006
I am an expert in Boeing 747 inflight accidents and wish to
appear before the Air India Inquiry you have caused to be
created.
Can you tell me who to call or email to qualify for standing?
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
1 831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: December 19, 2005 3:59:48 PM PST
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca

Subject: A mystery..

So, AI 182 crashed and nobody knows why, a mystery. If only
someone had a good idea, with evidence, with data, with
precedent, with credentials, then that might be evaluated and
maybe the mystery would be solved. Or maybe everybody knows
why and it's better just to let the hate simmer, the anti immigrant
emotions fester, the grief unmollified, until it happens again..and
again.
Regards,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, CA, 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com

By ROBERT MATAS
Friday, December 16, 2005 Page S3
VANCOUVER -- Air-India defendant Ripudaman Singh
Malik says the provincial government is unfairly
pursuing him for money he does not have to pay
for his trial defence for a crime he did not commit.
"It's unfair, but there is nothing I can do," Mr.
Malik said yesterday in an interview. "I have no money to fight
them."
The B.C. government sent letters to Mr. Malik and

co-defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri this week
demanding they repay $16-million the government
spent on defence lawyers during the high-profile Air-India
terrorism trial.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri were acquitted 4¸ years
after they were charged with murder in the deaths
of 331 people in two bomb explosions on opposite
sides of the world on June 23, 1985.
Police alleged the bombs were placed in baggage
checked onto flights by a Vancouver-based Sikh
terrorist cell seeking revenge against the government of India.
One bomb exploded on an Air-India flight over the
Atlantic Ocean. The second detonated in the Tokyo
airport, as the baggage was being transferred to an Air-India
flight.
The government has said both Mr. Malik and Mr.
Bagri signed repayment agreements for loans to
cover their legal expenses during the trial.
Legal fees for Mr. Malik's lawyers were about
$6-million and Mr. Bagri's fees were about
$10-million, the government has said.
Mr. Malik was reported to have assets of about
$10-million when he was arrested. After he was
acquitted, he said he was no longer a millionaire.
Mr. Malik confirmed yesterday that he had
received a letter from the government asking him

to repay the cost of his defence lawyers.
"They told me they want the money.
"What can I say? It's not fair. Who knows what will happen
now," he said.
Mr. Malik questioned why he was ever charged with
the crime. The judge found the evidence was
"markedly short" of the judicial standard of
proof of being beyond a reasonable doubt, he said.
"Why did the Crown present the case . . . why did
the government do it?" he said.
However, he cannot afford to sue the government
for wrongfully charging him, he said.
"It cost money. I don't have any. I owe so much," he said.
Mr. Malik anticipates the government will sue him to recover the
money.
"I will have to sell something, and I will have
nothing," he said. "If that happens, that will be most unfair."

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: June 7, 2005 8:58:30 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@qp6.com>
Subject: RE: Pollution is a serious threat.
I appreciate your note. I assume you still have not been
convinced.

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@qp6.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 05, 2005 7:46 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: Pollution is a serious threat.

Investigations
Winner: Fred Vallance-Jones and Steve Buist of the Hamilton
Spectator for their investigation into Ontario's Drive Clean
program that was meant to keep polluting vehicles off the road.
Runners-up: Sarah Gibb of the Saskatoon Star Phoenix; Andrew
McIntosh of the National Post.

From: sikh_media_advis <sikh_media_advis@yahoo.com>
Date: March 19, 2005 1:00:14 PM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Subject: Re: Air India Flight 182 shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation

the malik family had created a website called www.notguilty.org,
if you want to contact them you may through that web-site.
John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com> wrote:
At 8:16 PM -0800 3/18/05, sikh_media_advis wrote:
so what's up, santokh asked me to contact you regarding the
acquital.

http://www.srigranth.org/servlet/gurbani.gurbani?
Action=Page&Param=1008

jw kau ismir Ajwmlu auDirE ginkw hU giq pweI ]1] rhwau ]
Meditating in remembrance on it, Ajaamal was saved, and
Ganika the prostitute was emancipated. ||1||Pause||
jw ka ismir Ajwmlu aDirAo ginkw hU giq pweé ]1] rhwa ]
jaa ka-o simar ajaamal uDhaari-o ganikaa hoo gat paa-ee. ||1||
rahaa-o.
Dear Mr. sikh media advis Person, Friday, March 18, 2005
8:20PM
Let us meditate in remembrance: Air India Flight 182, almost 20
years, June 23, 1985.
I can remove any stain of horrendous terrorist criminal act now
upon the Sikh religion. The reason is simple: Air India Flight 182
was not a bomb caused explosive decompression but an
inadvertently opened in flight forward cargo door. Sikhs are
rightfully exonerated.
I talk aviation facts and safety and leave the conspiracy nonsense
to others. This is a very serious subject, life and death, in fact.
If you need a confirming source that you respect, please check
with Santokh, a retired Boeing 747 pilot, regarding my shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182.
Now is the time for you to ask for a public inquiry, actually add
to the demands that the government have a public inquiry. I can
testify. And then offer as a reason for a public inquiry is that you

understand an alternative, reasonable, plausible explanation for
the tragedy of Air India Flight 182, the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation.
Here are some Canadian reporters names and emails; they have
received my documents for review. They would be interested in
your opinion and suggestions.
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
What's up is that an honest judge showed up. I said all along they
did not do it because no one did it, it was a mechanical event.
And the hazard is still out there unrepaired.
After meditating, let the Sikh religion be saved, and Ganika the
hateful government police be emancipated.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail - now with 250MB free storage. Learn more.
From: sikh_media_advis <sikh_media_advis@yahoo.com>
Date: March 18, 2005 4:50:01 PM PST
To: barry@qp6.com
Subject: air india

so what's up, santokh asked me to contact you regarding the
acquital.

Do you Yahoo!?
Make Yahoo! your home page
From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: March 16, 2005 7:57:37 PM PST
To: cjdonville@bloomberg.net, rcurren@bloomberg.net,
dscanlan@bloomberg.net
Cc: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 wiring/cargo door explanation
theory

To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
Dear Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan,
Wednesday, March 16, 2005 7:54PM

Why should this story be of interest to you and your readers/
viewers?
A human point of view would say that the risk to passengers and
crew of early model Boeing 747 is current and real if the wiring
shorts on again and the unlatch motor tries to unlatch the cargo
door so that it ruptures open in flight, leading to fatalities.
A financial point of view would say that there is incredible
amounts of money in the manufacture and operation of Boeing
747s and if there is a defect in the aircraft, large amounts of
money will shift from one place to another. The consequences of
this explanation being correct are enormous.
A scientific point of view would say there are design defects:
Outward opening non plug cargo doors while the passengers are
plug type; only one midspan latch for each side of the large non
plug cargo door and no locking sectors for those two midspan
latches. There is a manufacturing flaw in that the Poly X wiring
cracks to bare wire from chafing after some years of use.
A legal point of view is where does the liability lie now that the
probable cause of bomb by bombers is less plausible because of
the acquittal today of the two accused. It was a mechanical
problem with precedent. Who is to be held accountable?
Please do not be led astray by the other similar early model
Boeing 747 accidents with controversial flight numbers. Air India
Flight 182 is the focus matched to United Airlines Flight 811.
The cargo door opened at event time in five Boeing 747
accidents and there are currently six official explanations; bomb,
unknown, bomb, improper latching, electrical, missile, center
fuel tank explosion, failed repair doubler. There is only one

indisputable event, United Airlines Flight 811, which is the
model to match. The cause of that cargo door inadvertently
opening in flight was said to be electrical, a switch or wiring.
Gentlemen, are any of you pilots?
There are three basic ideas to understand to understand Air India
Flight 182:
1. Why lightning strikes.
2. Why a balloon pops.
3. Why your hand goes backwards when stuck out of the window
of a moving car and you move your hand flat forward.
From my point of view, I am for aviation safety since I am a
survivor of a sudden, night, fatal, fiery, jet airplane crash. I am
not affiliated with any manufacturer, airline, legal department, or
government agency. I am independent.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

From: "CHRISTOPHER DONVILLE, BLOOMBERG/
NEWSROOM:" <CJDONVILLE@bloomberg.net>
Date: March 16, 2005 3:37:29 PM PST
To: barry@qp6.com
Subject: Re: Air India Flight 182 alternative plausible
reasonable ex

Hi, thanks you very much. I know Rob Matas and will be in
touch. Chris
----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
At: 3/16 15:36
To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and
Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
Dear Mr. Donville, Mr. Reg Curren, and Mr. David Scanlan,
Wednesday,
March 16, 2005 3:30PM
My name is John Barry Smith and I offer to you and your
reading
public a plausible, reasonable explanation with precedent for the
Air

India Flight 182 explosive decompression event. It's the shorted
wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight
breakup explanation. The precedent is the United Airlines Flight
811
explosive decompression event.
Robert Matas of the Globe and Mail has the details.
rmatas@globeandmail.ca
It's never too late to solve a mystery.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

Research In Motion to Pay NTP $450 Mln to Settle Patent
Lawsuit in U.S.
Desjardins Securities, Officers, Are Fined $1.6 Million by
Regulators
Kinross Gold Says It Will Miss Deadline for Filing Last Year's
Results

Canadians Are Acquitted in 1985 Air India Bombing (Update3)
March 16 (Bloomberg) -- Two Canadians were acquitted of
carrying out
the 1985 bombing of an Air India plane in the deadliest attack on
an
aircraft until the Sept. 11 hijackings in 2001.
The evidence against Ripudaman Singh Malik, 58, and Ajaib
Singh
Bagri, 55, wasn't sufficient for convictions after a 19- month
trial,
British Columbia Supreme Court Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
said
today. Key prosecution witnesses surfaced ``too late to be
credible,'' CBC Newsworld quoted Josephson as saying in a
Vancouver
court.
The case spawned one of the largest criminal probes in Canadian
history and cost at least C$100 million ($83 million) to
prosecute,
CBC said. Explosions aboard Air India Flight 182 killed 329 as
the
Boeing Co. 747 approached the Irish coast on a flight between
Montreal and London. The aircraft's final destination was
Mumbai.
Bagri said outside the courtroom today that he had expected to
be
acquitted ``because I'm innocent.''

Prosecutors alleged that Malik, of Vancouver, and Bagri, of
Kamloops, British Columbia, perpetrated the crime to avenge a
raid by
Indian troops on the Sikh religion's holiest shrine. Malik, a
millionaire businessman and a leader in the Vancouver Sikh
community,
and Bagri, a sawmill worker, were arrested on Oct. 27, 2000, and
their trial ended in December after 233 trial days in Vancouver
and
testimony from 115 witnesses.
``So who did it? Who put the bombs on the planes? The public
wants
to know,'' said Sarwan Singh Randhawa, general secretary of the
Ross
Street Sikh Temple in Vancouver.
Earlier Conviction
Inderjit Singh Reyat, also charged in the bombing, is serving a
five-year prison term after pleading guilty to manslaughter for his
role in the attack in February 2003.
The Royal Canadian Mounted Police said before the arrests that
an
unidentified man booked reservations on two flights, one from
Vancouver to Narita en route to Bangkok and Delhi, and another
from
Vancouver that connected to Flight 182. The Air India plane
carried
82 children, CBC said.
Reyat was convicted in 1991 and sentenced to 10 years in prison

for
his part in making the bomb that exploded at Narita airport near
Tokyo on the same day as the Air India bombing. Two baggage
handlers
died in the Narita explosion.
The RCMP, Canada's national police force, had as many as 20
agents
working on the case and earlier established a C$1 million reward
for
information leading to the arrest and conviction of those
responsible.
Terrorists killed 2,993 on Sept. 11, 2001, when they hijacked
four
planes, flying two into the World trade Center in New York and
one
into the Pentagon building outside Washington. A fourth plane
crashed
in rural Pennsylvania.

To contact the reporter on this story:
Christopher Donville in Vancouver at cjdonville@bloomberg.net
and
Reg Curren in Calgary at rcurren@bloomberg.net.
To contact the editor responsible for this story:
David Scanlan in Toronto dscanlan@bloomberg.net.
Last Updated: March 16, 2005 16:35 EST
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@qp6.com>
Date: March 16, 2005 12:26:38 PM PST
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Maybe now your editors will consider an alternative
explanation for Air India Flight 182

and it's the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation.
Regards,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@qp6.com
www.qp6.com

From: "WebSupport" <websupport@globeandmail.ca>
Date: November 1, 2004 12:47:48 PM PST
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Globeandmail.com Customer Service

Hello, John
Thank you for your e-mail. Your questions have been forwarded
to our
Editorial Team.
Sincerely,
Scott
websupport@globeandmail.ca
www.globeandmail.com

-----Original Message----From: News Site User [mailto:news@theglobeandmail.com] On
Behalf Of
barry@corazon.com
Sent: Saturday, October 30, 2004 12:24 PM
To: WebSupport
Cc: ~BUS GlobeWeb
Subject: Globeandmail.com Customer Service

Comments : Questions: What are the ethics of the Globe and
Mail for its
reporters doing stories? What are the duties of your reporters?
What are
the goals of your reporters? What is the difference between a
journalist
and a reporter? What is the standard by which a story assignment
is
made? What are your obligations to the citizens of Canada and to
your
readers? Sincerely, John Barry Smith 541 Country Club Drive

Carmel
Valley, California 93924 831 659 3552 barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Name : John Barry Smith
Email : barry@corazon.com
Phone_Number : 831 659 3552
Username :
Browser/OS : Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC Mac OS X; enus)
AppleWebKit/125.5 (KHTML, like Gecko) Safari/125.9, IP
Address :
24.6.15.41,

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: October 27, 2004 8:30:10 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: you quoted: "I'd like to ask them one question,"
Ms. Acharya said. "Why did they do it?

Thanks for the note. The submissions in court were exhaustive
supporting the theory of an explosion at the rear. I did not see
anything at the trial supporting the theory of an explosion in the
front. If you want to stick with the front-end theory, you have a
lot of work to do. All the best. Robert

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2004 8:06 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: you quoted: "I'd like to ask them one question," Ms.
Acharya
said. "Why did they do it?

I ask you one question:
Why do you do it?
Why do you ignore real evidence and continue reporting
emotional opinions?
You are acting as a government representative instead of an
independent journalist.
You know the explosion occurred in the front compartment and
all the
baggage from Vancouver went into the aft compartment.
(According to
the Canadians, the British, and the American aviation accident
authorities.)
Why do you do it?
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 27, 2004 8:05:49 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: you quoted: "I'd like to ask them one question," Ms.
Acharya said. "Why did they do it?

I ask you one question:
Why do you do it?
Why do you ignore real evidence and continue reporting
emotional opinions?
You are acting as a government representative instead of an
independent journalist.
You know the explosion occurred in the front compartment and
all the baggage from Vancouver went into the aft compartment.
(According to the Canadians, the British, and the American
aviation accident authorities.)
Why do you do it?
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 20, 2004 7:59:41 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: I used to read your total report every day

Dear Robert, I read your stuff every day but now...
I'm not going to pay full subscription for two or three stories a
week from you, sorry, but...

I do get the first sentence or two though, that's nice.
I'm assuming the former Reyat attorney was Chaggar.
Kim Bolan started charging for her newspaper stories a while
ago but no great loss when I stopped reading her. Your stuff was
at least accurate non biased reporting more or less.
The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight
182 is still the correct explanation. No bomb.
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

Phone list allowed as evidence in Air-India trial
ROBERT MATAS
Today's Paper: Thursday, September 9, 2004 12:00 AM Page
A13
Prosecutors at the Air-India trial won a minor victory yesterday
with a court ruling that allows as evidence an apparent link in
early 1985 between the defendants and alleged co-conspirators,
who were never charged in the case.

Bagri prosecution targets 2 conversations
ROBERT MATAS
Today's Paper: Monday, September 6, 2004 12:00 AM Page
A5
Two pivotal conversations form the foundation of the
prosecution's case against Ajaib Singh Bagri, accused of murder
and terrorism.He allegedly admitted his involvement in the
bombings shortly after the disaster, to an acquaintance from New
York, who turned out to be an informant for the U.S. Federal
Bureau of Investigation

Reyat defence was to argue against blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption
that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's
lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they
were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,

despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a
report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft
or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an "explosion"
occurred in the plane's forward cargo compartment. "This
evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion," the agency stated in a submission

to the judicial inquiry in India.
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal of the High Court of Delhi was more
direct. Circumstantial and direct evidence directly points to "an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold" as the cause of
the incident, he wrote in a February, 1986, report.
At the Air-India trial in Vancouver, documents show that the
prosecution preferred Lord Roskill's analysis to those of the
Canadian experts and the Kirpal Commission's.
The prosecution was prepared to show at trial that a bomb
exploded at the rear, in the cargo compartment where a suitcase
from Vancouver was placed.
The court heard that the prosecution had a list of 49 potential
witnesses to testify about the wreckage and 39 potential
witnesses to testify about the analysis of injuries to the
passengers.
At least 16 forensic experts were available to present evidence on
the characteristics of a bomb, and 86 potential witnesses could be
called to explain how the bomb was placed at the rear.
Mr. Reyat's lawyers told the court that conflicting opinions about
whether the crash could be conclusively attributed to a bomb in
the rear of the aircraft was "a very live issue" for the trial.
"Although many murder cases involve one, two or perhaps more
competing expert battles, a case involving scores of such experts
is virtually unknown," the defence counsel said.

Sabotage feared as 329 die in jet
Caller claims Sikh group planted bomb

'Why don't police charge me?' Air India suspect asks
The chief suspect in terrorist bombings that killed 329 people
over the Atlantic Ocean and two baggage handlers at Tokyo's
Narita Airport says he is innocent and can sleep with a clear
conscience

Air-India trail hot, RCMP assert
The mood has changed considerably in Punjab and in Vancouver
since Flight 182 exploded, killing 329 people, and witnesses are
not as hard to find as they were

AirDisaster.com
B.C. Ministry of Attorney General
Canadian Aviation Safety Board's Report

Return to main page ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ© 2003 Bell
Globemedia Interactive Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Air India bombing trial opens
Malik and Bagri: Opted for trial by judge, not jury

The trial of two men accused of bombing an Air India jumbo jet
over the Atlantic nearly 18 years ago is set to begin in Canada on
Monday.
All 329 people on board the aircraft died in the worst-ever bomb
attack on a commercial airliner.
The accused - Ajaib Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik deny charges of conspiracy, murder and attempted murder.
During the trial, they will sit in bullet-proof enclosures in a
$4.8m specially constructed windowless, basement courtroom in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Prosecutors allege that the two men - both Canadian residents are separatist Sikhs who plotted to blow up two Air India planes
to avenge the Indian Army's storming of the Golden Temple at
Amritsar in 1984.
The assault on Sikhism's holiest shrine aimed at ousting militants
holed up there and ended up killing hundreds of people.
'Several plotters'
One of the alleged retaliatory bombs exploded on 23 June 1985
aboard Air India flight 182 - en route from Canada to Delhi via
London - when it was 240 kilometres (150 miles) off the west
coast of Ireland.
The bomb killed everyone on board the flight - mostly Canadian
nationals going to see relatives in India and including over 60
children aged under 11.

The other bomb exploded an hour earlier at Tokyo's Narita
airport inside baggage bound for an Air India jetliner. Two
baggage handlers were killed and four injured.
Both bombs were said to have been loaded on planes connecting
with Air India flights in Vancouver, where Mr Malik, 56, is a
wealthy businessman. Mr Bagri, 53, is a sawmill worker in
Kamloops, British Columbia.
Prosecutors believe at least six conspirators were behind the
attacks.
Talwinder Singh Parmar - a founder of the Sikh militant group
Babbar Khalsa - was killed by Indian police in 1992 and has
been named as a suspect.
In June 2001, Canadian police arrested Inderjit Singh Reyat
while he was nearing the end of a 10-year sentence for making
the bomb that detonated in Narita Airport. Reyat pleaded guilty
to the reduced charge of manslaughter in February and received a
five-year sentence.
At least two other suspects have never been charged.
Costly trial
Reyat may testify at this trial, but prosecutors stress he has not
become a government witness.
Following his conviction, Mr Bagri and Mr Malik decided to opt
for trial by judge not jury.
Indian troops stormed the Golden Temple in 1984

That is likely to reduce the length of the trial, but it is still
expected to be Canada's most expensive and complex ever. It has
already cost over $30m.
The Canadian intelligence service is alleged to have botched the
investigation by destroying wiretaps of the suspects gathered
before and after the bombings.
Tensions within Canada's 200,000-strong Sikh community are
also blamed for hampering the investigation, with those
perceived to be helping police receiving threats.
The trial will begin with opening arguments before prosecutors
start calling witnesses.
Air India trial: Closing tragic chapter

By Daniel Lak
BBC correspondent in Canada

A trial is beginning in the Canadian city of Vancouver that could
bring to an end years of uncertainty, grief and growing anger at
the competence of the country's criminal investigators.
Malik and Bagri: Opted for trial by judge, not jury
Air India flight 182 disappeared from radar screens in late June
of 1985.
All 329 people on board - mostly Canadians of Indian origin died.
The attack has been blamed on Sikh separatist militants fighting

from a base in Canada for an independent homeland in Indian
Punjab.
But it has taken nearly 18 years for the Canadian authorities to
bring two main suspects to trial, and that has caused anguish for
victim's families and doubts about the investigation itself.
'Prepared for worst'
In a small bungalow in Toronto's western suburbs three men and
a woman are talking about tea, but they are thinking about grief,
frustration and justice delayed.
We are hopeful that something will come, but I wouldn't really
put my money on it,
Val Gupta, who lost his wife
Kabita and Kumar Berri lost a 15-year-old son in the Air India
explosion.
Harran Rada Krishan lost his wife and both his children, while
Gupta's wife was killed.
For 18 years these people have coped with grief and growing
anger at a justice system that seemed determined to ignore their
grievances.
Val Gupta says even though the trial is starting he is prepared for
the worst.
The whole community was waiting very anxiously and finally the
trial will be under way and our community is happy about that
Jarnail Assbanda, Canadian Sikh

"We are hopeful that something will come, but I wouldn't really
put my money on it," he says.
"I'm talking to family and - whatever we see - we don't know all
the facts, but we hope that somebody who did this is found
guilty, otherwise it will be a real travesty of justice."
'Horrendous' experience
An artist's drawing of the two accused sitting in the witness box
behind glass
Hopes for a verdict that bring closure may be dim among these
people, but all of them will be at the trial.
They are flown to distant Vancouver by the Canadian
Government in what they say is a long overdue recognition of the
Air India victims' losses.
"It must have been horrendous for the families, especially
because a lot of the families never had bodies to have a funeral,"
says Journalist Robert Maytis, who has been covering the case
for Canada's national newspaper, The Global Mail.
"Only 131 of 239 bodies were ever recovered and for a lot of
those families they never really had a chance to finish
mourning."
Bullet-proof enclosures
About 5,000 kilometres west of the Gupta home in Toronto,
Vancouver's glass steel supreme court angles back from busy
streets.

Prosecutors allege that the accused avenged the Indian army's
storming of Sikh's Golden Temple at Amritsar in 1984
A series of terraced gardens, on top of windowed court rooms
and offices.
The trial of the two main accused in the Air India case takes
place here in a special court room that cost the Canadian tax
payer about $5 million.
Spectators sit behind high security screens of bullet-proof plastic
and watch proceedings on closed circuit televisions.
"We have to keep in mind that the court needs to remain open for
public access, for the public attending court and at the same time
to keep security as transparent as possible," says Sheriff Ross
McKenna, who is in charge of security.
"Not on a level at which to intimidate people and cause
unnecessary fear. But to make sure that due diligence is
exercised," he adds.
'Opportunity for closure'
Canada's Sikh community was outraged by the Air India
bombing too, as everyone else in the country was.
But the fact remains that the attack was linked to the long
defeated Sikh separatist uprising in Indian Punjab.
The past years have been tough for Sikhs in Canada and they
welcome the trial as a opportunity for closure, says Jarnail

Assbanda of the Halsa Divan Society.
"The whole community was waiting very anxiously and finally
the trial will be under way and our community is happy about
that," he says.
"That's why we want to leave it behind. It is stereotyping the
whole Sikh community as terrorists, so we want it to be behind
us and we are not that kind of people."
So, for Canada's Sikh community, the families of the victims and
Canadians and people in India at large this trial represents many
things - an opportunity for closure and of course an end to a
tragic chapter in history.
But this complicated case has thrown up many surprises in the
past.
Nothing can be ruled in or out until the verdict is finally
delivered, possibly up to a year or more from now.

A B.C. Supreme Court sheriff checks identification of people
entering the courtroom for the first day of the Air-India trial in
Vancouver on Monday.
By ROBERT MATAS
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Vancouver Ñ The case against two suspects in the sensational
Air-India international terrorism trial that began on Monday
hinges mostly on comments they made to close women friends
years after the bombs killed 331 people, the B.C. Supreme court
has been told.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri are facing murder charges for the
death of 331 people almost 18 years ago in the worst terrorist
attack in civil aviation history, except for the Sept. 11 World

Trade Center disaster.
Only six families of the victims were in court for the start of the
long-awaited trial. However, several members of Mr. Malik's and
Mr. Bagri's families were on the opposite side of the courtroom,
listening intently as prosecutor Robert Wright outlined the
evidence that will be presented over the next 10 months.
Mr. Wright told the court that in 1997, Mr. Malik "quietly
confessed to his participation" in two bomb explosions on
opposite sides of the world on June 23, 1985, to a woman who
worked at a Sikh parochial school.
Mr. Malik, 56, told his friend that he purchased two tickets that
were used to put the bombs aboard two airline flights, that he
arranged to have the tickets picked up and that he provided cash
to pay for the tickets, Mr. Wright said.
"The admissions of Mr. Malik to [his friend] are detailed and
constitute a clear admission of guilt," Mr. Wright said.
Mr. Bagri, 53, went to a woman friend's house on the night
before the bombs in the luggage were placed on the planes to ask
to borrow her car, Mr. Wright said.
The court will hear that Mr. Bagri told the woman the bags were
going on the aircraft, but he was not. "This is precisely what
happened," Mr. Wright said.
Mr. Bagri also admitted he was responsible for the bomb
explosions to a an American witness who has already received
$300,000 (U.S.) from Canadian authorities to give his testimony
in Canada, the prosecutor added.

A publication ban prohibits the media from reporting the names
of the women.
Mr. Wright also advised the court that Inderjit Singh Reyat, who
has been convicted of manslaughter for his role in the two bomb
explosions, will be subpoenaed to testify.
And as Mr. Reyat's wife, Satnam Kaur Reyat, looked on from a
back row in the public gallery, Mr. Wright said she would also
testify. He did not elaborate on what the two would tell the court.
Defence lawyer David Crossin told the court that evidence of Mr.
Malik's alleged confession to a woman friend will be shown
during the trial to be neither reliable or credible. "It will be
shown to be false," he said.
Mr. Bagri's lawyer Richard Peck said Mr. Bagri has never
admitted to the crime.
The woman who was asked for her car has given 13 statements
to police over the years, and her statements have signficant
inconsistencies, he said. Comments made to an American citizen
who is to testify do not indicate Mr. Bagri was involved, he
added.
Revenge Behind Air India Bombing, Court Told
Mon April 28, 2003 06:38 PM ET
By Allan Dowd
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (Reuters) - Two Sikh
separatists accused of the 1985 bombing of Air India Flight 182

were "terrorists" so driven by a need for revenge they were
willing to kill "hundreds of innocent people," a Canadian court
was told on Monday.
Prosecutors opened their case against Ripudaman Singh Malik
and Ajaib Singh Bagri, who were allegedly part of a group of
Vancouver-based Sikh militants who conspired to attack the
Indian government by destroying two Air India jets
simultaneously at opposite ends of globe.
The June 23, 1985, explosion of Flight 182 off the Irish coast,
while on a flight from Canada to London and India. killed 329
people, making it history's deadliest act of aviation sabotage
until the September 11, 2001, attacks.
Prosecutor Robert Wright said Malik and Bagri were part of a
Vancouver-based conspiracy of Sikh separatists that wanted
revenge on India over the Indian Army's bloody 1984 storming
of Sikhism's holiest shrine, the Golden Temple in the city of
AmriCzar.
"It will be the position of the Crown that this motive was so
strongly felt by the accused that they were prepared to murder
hundreds of innocent people," Wright told the court, whose
audience included relatives of the victims.
Malik, 56, a wealthy Vancouver businessman, and Bagri, 53, a
Kamloops, British Columbia, sawmill worker, are also accused
of a bombing 54 minutes before Flight 182 went down that
killed two workers at Tokyo's Narita airport.
The Tokyo bomb was in luggage being transferred to another
Air India flight.

The case against Malik and Bagri, both prominent members of
Western Canada's large Sikh community, is based largely on
statements they allegedly made to a handful of witnesses in the
years after the bombing. The men were arrested in October
2000.
Malik's and Bagri's legal teams, who are working independently
in the trial, which is being heard by a single judge, both attacked
the credibility of the prosecution's witnesses. They said
witnesses were only repeating rumors widely reported by the
media after Flight 182 was destroyed.
"Even if there was a conspiracy, Bagri was not a member," his
lawyer Richard Peck said in his opening remarks.
Malik's attorney, David Crossin, said the key witness against his
client was also motivated by revenge because she was a former
employee who had been fired. The media are banned from
naming the witness by a court order.
Crossin opened his statement by acknowledging that the
destruction of Flight 182 was a "horror," but said it was
important for his clients to receive a fair trial.
About two dozen relatives of the victims were in the courtroom,
and said they were relieved the trial was finally getting under
way. Members of Malik's and Bagri's family were also in the
court, but sat on the opposite side of the room in the highsecurity facility specially build for the trial.
Majar Sindhu, of Vancouver, heard in court for the first time that
Malik allegedly talked to his sister, niece and nephew several

days before Flight 182 exploded, and although he knew they
were going to be on the aircraft he did not warn them.
"Incredible," he said outside the courtroom, adding that he was
confident the men would be convicted.
Prosecutors confirmed on Monday that they will also call
Inderjit Singh Reyat and his wife as witnesses. Reyat pleaded
guilty in February to a lesser charge of manslaughter for buying
the materials used to make the Flight 182 bomb.
Prosecutors and defense attorneys also confirmed on Monday
that they had reached a deal to admit large amounts of technical
evidence about that bombing without arguments, which will
reduce the amount of witnesses called.
Even on the speedier timetable, the trial is not expected to end
until early 2004.
Among the evidence presented on Monday was that the X-ray
machine used to screen baggage loaded on the doomed Flight
182 aircraft was not working, and the replacement system to
detect explosives was unreliable.
The bags that contained both the Flight 182 and Narita bombs
belonged to male passengers who purchased one-way tickets in
cash, using false names. They never boarded the aircraft.
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Deal could shorten Air-India trial
Reducing number of witnesses called might wind up case by next
February
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VANCOUVER -- Behind-the-scenes negotiations on the eve of
the historic Air-India trial have led to agreements that clear the
way to conclude the court case much sooner than anticipated.
An agreement on background information between the
prosecution and defence is ready for presentation to court early
in the proceedings. The agreement eliminates the need to call
about 65 witnesses.
The trial was once expected to be the longest in Canadian
history, with as many as 1,000 witnesses. But some lawyers
involved now estimate the case could be finished by late
February, 2004, especially since one of three accused pleaded
guilty earlier this year.
Allegations that a Canadian-based Sikh separatist group was
responsible for the deaths of 331 people in twin bombings on

June 23, 1985, have shaken the country and disrupted Canada's
Sikh immigrant community for years.
The long-awaited trial begins this morning in Vancouver with
courtroom security unprecedented in Canada. The prosecution is
ready to call its first witness later today, after opening statements
are made to the court.
According to a schedule drawn up by the prosecution, evidence
in the early stages of the trial will deal with airline ticketing,
baggage movement, the airworthiness of the Boeing 747 that was
blown out of the sky and the extensive efforts to recover bodies
and parts of the plane.
The trial has been divided into five sections; the first was
originally expected to require about 90 witnesses. But the
prosecution and defence have agreed on facts presented by 65 of
those witnesses, which will be read as statements to the court.
The prosecution argument, that Kamloops millworker Ajaib
Singh Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh
Malik are linked to a conspiracy responsible for the Air-India
bomb explosion, will not be heard until June or later.
The mid-air explosion aboard an Air-India flight killed 329
people. Two people were killed 54 minutes earlier in a bomb
explosion in Japan. The explosions were considered the worst
terrorist attack in civil aviation history, until terrorists flew two
airplanes into the World Trade Center on Sept. 11, 2001, killing
thousands.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are now middle-aged family men, each
with five children and grandchildren. Before they were charged

with mass murder on Oct. 27, 2000, they were well-established
members of their communities.
Mr. Malik, a millionaire import-export businessman, played a
significant role in the establishment of Vancouver's popular Sikh
parochial school, a Sikh-run credit union and a charity that has
helped countless people and promotes Sikh religion.
Mr. Bagri, a long-time forklift driver at a B.C. sawmill, was
active in Kamloops's Sikh community and was in demand as a
Sikh preacher across Canada, the United States and England.
A third person, Inderjit Singh Reyat, has been convicted of
manslaughter and sentenced to jail for his role in the bombings.
His guilty plea reduced by half the length of time required for the
trial.
The court case generated a blizzard of legal issues that took two
years to sort out before the trial could begin. Lawyers involved in
the case say they have never heard of another case that has
generated so many files.
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik each have their own defence team. Mr.
Bagri is represented by nine lawyers from five law firms, assisted
by an articling student and a private investigator. Vancouver
lawyer Richard Peck heads the team.
Mr. Peck's office looks like a lawyer's version of The Sorcerer's
Apprentice. Walls of shelves are filled with oversized threeringed binders with material for the Air-India trial. More
continues to pour in daily, even as recently as late last week.
Mr. Peck, who has 28 years of experience, said he has never

handled anything comparable to the Air-India case.
"Every night, I'm reading. It's a challenge to read as much as I
can," he said. "There's no time left for any leisure reading, other
than some poetry."
The prosecution initially set out its case in 101 oversized threeringed black binders; each contains 350 to 500 pages. Twentyfive blue binders set out indexes to 30 compact discs with 42,000
documents that were not relevant to the prosecution, but could be
relevant to the defence. Fifty-one compact discs with more than
100,000 documents contain material that the prosecution said
wasn't relevant to anyone. The CDs, if printed, could fill up to
5,000 binders.
The RCMP provided 100 binders, each about eight centimetres
thick, containing records of wiretap conversations of Air-India
suspects from 1985 to 1991 and 1996 to 2000. Twelve binders
contain wiretap transcripts from a related police investigation.
CSIS also sent over eight boxes of records of phone
conversations intercepted between 1985 and 2000. The agency
had 13,000 hours of wiretaps of prime suspect Talwinder Singh
Parmar.
The police also provided 90 brown binders with officers' notes.
Some files are accessible to the defence, but cannot be stored at a
lawyer's office. Two people from the legal team have spent about
a year reading files at the RCMP office. Similarly, an informal
arrangement has been made with CSIS to gain access to some
material in their files.

The shelves also hold three thick binders containing material
related to the government of India, binders with material on an
alternative-suspect theory, and videotaped interviews of people.
Files provided by the prosecution begot yet more files. Mr.
Bagri's defence team has written more than 400 letters to the
prosecution, requesting more information or clarification of files.
They have received 1,360 responses. The spreadsheet to record
correspondence between lawyers stretches over 60 pages.
The defence team has also generated 100 memos on the
applicable law and 200 memos summarizing factual evidence.
Mr. Peck estimated that it would take 10 years for one person to
read through the material.
Almost all the documents are in English. Mr. Bagri, who
emigrated from India to Canada in 1971, does not read English.
His family and a translator helped him read through a part of the
documents. A Punjabi translator will assist him in the courtroom.
A briefing on the Air-India trial
The story line
Airline tickets were booked in Vancouver to fly to Delhi via
Japan and another set of tickets were booked to fly to Toronto
and connect to an Air-India flight to London, England. An
unidentified Indian male paid $3,005 in cash when he picked up
the tickets. A clean-shaven man in a suit checked in a bag for the
Air-India flight from Toronto. Another man checked in luggage
for the Tokyo flight. The bags went on board; the men did not.

The crime
Mid-air explosion aboard Air-India Flight 182 on June 23, 1985,
killing 329 people; 54 minutes earlier, an explosion at Japan's
Narita airport killed two baggage handlers.
The accused
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik , 56, and
Kamloops millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri , 53, charged with
murder of 331 people. Both say they are not guilty.
The evidence so far
B.C. mechanic Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty to
manslaughter in the death of 329 people on the Air-India flight.
He told the court he acquired material for a bomb that he did not
know was used to blow up Air-India flight 182. Previously, he
was convicted of manslaughter of two people in Japan on
circumstantial evidence that tied the Narita explosion to activities
of a British Columbian group that included him.
The witnesses
Eight key people to testify against Mr. Malik and two against Mr.
Bagri. A court order prohibits publication of their names. Dozens
of witnesses will also be called to satisfy the court that bombs
were in baggage originating from Vancouver and that they blew
up, killing 331 people. Witnesses will also testify about an
alleged motive linking the crime to international terrorism in
support of a separate Sikh country.
Handicaps for the prosecution

Most of the Air-India aircraft and 197 of 329 bodies are still at
the bottom of the sea. The prosecution has almost no forensic
evidence from the Air-India explosion and no witnesses from the
inner circle of the alleged conspiracy. CSIS erased tapes of
intercepted wiretapped phone conversations of key suspects.
Some suspects have died since 1985. Some possible witnesses
have also died.
The court
Saskatchewan-born Ian Bruce Josephson presiding in B.C.
Supreme Court. He has been a member of the B.C. judiciary
since 1975. The prosecution has 18 lawyers; the two defendants
have 15 lawyers.
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VANCOUVER -- The sensational, much-anticipated Air-India
trial quickly turned into plodding exchanges yesterday about the
mundane nuts and bolts of buying airplane tickets.
On the second day of the historic trial, the public gallery had
plenty of empty seats as information and technology specialist
Paul Downs testified about the ticket-reservation system of the
now-defunct Canadian Pacific Airlines.
Agent Martine Donahue testified later about two tickets she sold
on June 19, 1985. One ticket was for a flight to Delhi from
Vancouver via Japan and Thailand; a second ticket was to Delhi,
going east via London. She said a man phoned her to buy both
tickets. He had a slight Indian accent but his "English was very
good," she said. He sounded like "a middle-aged, mature
person," she added.
British Columbians Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh
Bagri are accused of murder in the death of 331 people on June
23, 1985, in two bomb explosions on opposite sides of the world.
The prosecution alleges the two men participated in a conspiracy
involving the purchase of two airline tickets that were used to
plant bombs on aircraft. The bomb explosions were the deadliest
crime in Canadian history.
The prosecution says CP checked in baggage for passengers who

did not board the flights.
Prosecutor Robert Wright has said that Mr. Malik arranged for
the tickets to be bought and provided cash to pay for them.
During yesterday's proceedings, Mr. Malik watched a video
screen displaying the airline documents as Mr. Downs
deciphered the codes and abbreviations on the forms.
The video screens are among several high-technology devices in
the new $7.2-million downtown Vancouver courtroom. The
screens allow the judge, lawyers and the accused in the prisoner's
box to see documents that are being presented to a witness.
Explaining the forms line by line, Mr. Downs told the court that a
ticket was initially bought under the name of Mohinderbel Singh
at 5:52 p.m. Vancouver time on June 19, 1985. The name on the
ticket was later changed to L. Singh.
The passenger initially booked a return ticket to Delhi for $2,601
but later changed it to one-way, he said. The CP flight connected
with an Air-India flight in Japan. The reservation was confirmed
and seat 38H was assigned to the passenger, he said. The ticket
was paid for in cash, he added.
Another ticket was bought under the name Jaswand Singh to fly
to Delhi. Mr. Downs said the name on the ticket was later
changed to M. Singh.
The flight was also changed, he said. The original reservation
had the passenger flying into Montreal's Dorval airport on the
way to Delhi. The ticket was changed to a flight landing first in
Toronto, then at Montreal's Mirabel airport, where the passenger

was to connect with Air-India Flight 182. The passenger was
assigned seat 10B.
The trial continues.
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Air-India trial begins hearing basics of Crown case

Vancouver Ñ The Air-India trial began to hear testimony
Tuesday about the nuts and bolts holding together the
prosecution case of mass murder against two British Columbia
men.
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are accused of
participating in a conspiracy that involved purchasing two airline
tickets that were used to plant bombs on aircraft. The bomb

explosions on June 23, 1985, killed 331 people, the deadliest
crime in Canadian history.
The prosecution alleges that the now-defunct Canadian Airlines
checked in baggage for passengers who did not board the flights.
Baggage on a Canadian Airlines flight from Vancouver to
Toronto was transferred to an Air-India flight to Delhi. Another
piece of baggage was checked on a Canadian Airlines flight to
Japan, where it was to be transferred to an Air-India flight to
Delhi.
Prosecutor Robert Wright has said that Mr. Malik arranged for
the tickets to be purchased and provided cash to pay for them.
Mr. Malik, in a slate silk tunic, black turban and bright orange
scarf, intently watched a video screen displaying the airline
documents as Paul Downs, an information and technology
specialist, deciphered the codes and abbreviations on the forms.
The video screens are among several high-technology devices in
the new $7.2-million downtown Vancouver courtroom. The
screens allow the judge, lawyers and the accused in the prisoner's
box to see documents that are being presented to a witness.
Explaining the forms line by line, Mr. Downs told the court that a
ticket was purchased under the name of Mohinderbell Singh at
5:52 p.m. Vancouver time on June 19, 1985. The name on the
ticket was later changed to L. Singh.
The passenger initially booked a return ticket to Delhi, through
Japan and Thailand, for $2,601 but later changed the ticket to
one-way, he said. The reservation was confirmed and seat 38 H
was assigned to the passenger, he said. The ticket was paid for in

cash, he added.
Another ticket was bought under the name Jaswand Singh, who
was to fly to Delhi, with stops in Toronto, Montreal and London,
England. The reservation was confirmed to Toronto but was put
on waiting lists for the remainder of the trip, the court was told.
The passenger was assigned seat 10B.
Mr. Downs said the name on the ticket was later changed to M.
Singh, 15 minutes after the name had been changed on the first
ticket.
The flight was also changed, he also said. The reservation had the
passenger flying into Montreal's Dorval airport. The ticket was
changed to a flight landing at Mirabel airport, where the
passenger was to connect with the Air-India Flight 182.
Mr. Downs also told the court that both M. Singh and L. Singh
checked in for their flights at the airport on June 22. Each
passenger checked in one bag, he said.
The massive trial, in which Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri face murder
charges, got under way this week.
Why don't police charge me?' Air India suspect asks
08/04/1986
By Zuhair Kashmeri
The chief suspect in last year's terrorist bombings that killed 329
people over the Atlantic Ocean and two baggage handlers at
Tokyo's Narita Airport says he is innocent and can sleep with a
clear conscience.

Talwinder Singh Parmar said in an exclusive interview that,
based on his dealings with police, he knows he is the person the
Canadian Government and police investigators are pointing to
when they say they know who masterminded the plot to explode
bombs simultaneously on two Air- India Boeing 747s.
"Yes, I know that," Mr. Parmar said, agreeing with a reporter that
he is the chief suspect. "But why don't they charge me? . . . I can
sleep at night. I did not kill 329 people."
Mr. Parmar was interviewed on Thursday at the HamiltonWentworth Regional Detention Centre, where he is being held on
another matter.
Royal Canadian Mounted Police officials interviewed later
refused to comment on Mr. Parmar's statements, saying only that
he was entitled to his views.
Corporal Pierre Belanger, a RCMP spokesman in Ottawa, said in
a telephone interview: "We can't comment on this . . . he may be
trying to elicit information that he is the main suspect."
Privately, however, many police sources have confirmed Mr.
Parmar's belief that he is under suspicion.
They believe that he and collaborators intended to blow up the
planes on the ground at Heathrow Airport in London and at
Narita Airport with few or no deaths.
However, the London-bound plane was almost two hours late in
taking off from Canada and the luggage in Japan exploded,
possibly while being tampered with by the baggage handlers who
were killed.

Mr. Parmar, 42, of Burnaby, B.C., a father of three, is the head
priest of the Babbar Khalsa (Lions of the True Faith), a
fundamentalist Sikh group. Though between 150,000 and
200,000 Sikhs live in Canada, only 50 to 100 of them are Babbar
Khalsa activists.
Mr. Parmar bears the title of Jathedar, or commander of a Jatha (a
band of devotees), who leads them in battle to rectify the
injustices done to Sikhism.
"Parmar is the clear and unequivocal leader (of a terrorist cell in
the Babbar Khalsa). . . . (He) is the one who gives the orders,"
Hamilton Crown attorney Dean Paquette told a judge during Mr.
Parmar's most recent court appearance.
The Babbars are one of the most vocal groups in demanding a
separate Sikh homeland carved out of the Indian state of Punjab.
They have argued that the Sikh minority is being slowly forced
to convert to Hinduism, the religion of the majority of Indians, as
part of a Hindu revival sweeping India.
Mr. Parmar, who arrived in Canada in 1970 and is a Canadian
citizen, was in his usual high spirits during the 30-minute
interview at the modern jail in Hamilton's north end.
But the regal air that once characterized the machinist-cumpreacher was missing. When not in jail, Mr. Parmar usually wore
an extra-high yellow-and-blue turban with a shiny metal clasp
and a flowing robe, seventeenth-century Sikh battle dress.
In jail, he was dressed in a regulation blue T-shirt and turban
supplied by Ontario's Ministry of Correctional Services.

Telephone receivers on either side of a bullet-proof glass sheet
connected Mr. Parmar and a reporter. The conversation was
conducted in Hindi. Every now and then, the prisoner would
throw in an unsavory English epithet to describe the Indian
Government.
Mr. Parmar, who speaks Punjabi and Hindi, understands enough
English to communicate with his jailers and to read newspapers.
He has asked for a three-month newspaper subscription while in
the Hamilton jail.
Currently, he is being kept in solitary confinement for his own
protection. He has told jailers, with whom he seems to get along
amicably, that without the protection, he would be assassinated
by Indian Government agents.
"At any given time, India has at least 10 agents after me," he
said. "They would assassinate me if they got the chance."
Police sources said this fear of assassination is the main reason
why security continues to remain tight when Mr. Parmar appears
in court.
Indeed, the spectre of the Indian Government and its agents
looms large over the entire Air-India investigation. Both the
police and the radical Sikh community believe agents close to the
Indian Government had some hand in the airplane bombings,
their intention possibly being to destroy the Sikh independence
movement.
While police have strongly indicated to Mr. Parmar that they
suspect him of being an agent of the Indian Government, it is Mr.

Parmar's contention that police have been misled by Indian
Government propaganda aimed at Sikhs in general and at himself
in particular.
A third element in the investigation is Indian Government
pressure on Canada to lay charges in the case.
Mr. Parmar's current living quarters are a far cry from his
$250,000, mortgage-free home in Burnaby. For a Grade 10
dropout who grew up in the little farming village of Panchta in
Punjab playing soccer and Kabaddi - a vigorous contact sport he has done well for himself.
"God is great. He gives me the money," Mr. Parmar said when
asked about the source of his funds. "In 1972-73, I owned a ninebedroom home."
Over the years, he has worked at a lumber yard, built and sold
several homes similar to his own and worked at his brother-inlaw's janitorial company. He registered the Babbar Khalsa as a
religious body in 1984, but is still waiting to obtain tax exempt
status for it, he said.
Though he has never been charged with anything directly related
to the airplane bombings, the past year has been one of constant
police surveillance, charges, custody and court appearances for
Mr. Parmar.
The day before he was arrested on the charges that put him in the
Hamilton jail, Mr. Parmar was interviewed at a fellow Babbar's
residence in Mississauga.
"Look at that white van out there," he said, indicating he

suspected police were watching his activities.
Mr. Parmar is being held in Hamilton without bail on a charge of
conspiring with six other Babbars to commit terrorism in India.
Among the allegations (based largely on wire-tapped telephone
discussions and other bugged conversations) put forward by the
RCMP are charges that the seven men were planning to explode
bombs in India's Parliament in New Delhi, kidnap the children of
a member of Parliament to force him to plant the explosives and
derail trains.
The original suspicions against Mr. Parmar and the Babbars
arose from surveillance mounted against them by the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service on June 4, 1985, 19 days before the
Air-India crash off the coast of Ireland.
Agents of the civilian spy agency told a British Columbia court
that they followed Mr. Parmar that day to Duncan, B.C., to a
marine electronic workshop, the workplace of another Babbar,
Inderjit Singh Reyat.
The agents testified that there was another man with Mr. Parmar
and that after picking up Mr. Reyat, the three men drove at great
speed to some nearby woods where the agents heard an
explosion that sounded like a shotgun going off.
Police testified recently at Mr. Parmar's bail hearing in Hamilton
that they obtained a statement from Mr. Reyat that Mr. Parmar
asked him to design time bombs for use in India.
In November, despite advice to the contrary by several
investigators who thought such moves were premature, the

RCMP task force in Vancouver conducted a series of raids on
Sikhs. Mr. Reyat and Mr. Parmar were arrested and charged with
illegal possession of explosives.
The charge against Mr. Parmar did not proceed to trial; the
prosecutor told the court in April of this year that he had no
evidence to try the preacher. Mr. Reyat was fined $2,000 for
possessing a stick of dynamite and an old handgun, but the judge
- in the face of extensive publicity in the media linking the
charge to the Air-India crash - emphatically ruled out any
connection between the case and the crash.
"They (the CSIS agents) had two different stories," Mr. Parmar
said in last week's interview. "One said the third person was my
son (Jaswinder, 16) and the other said it was a man called Surjit
Singh. . . .
(Police sources confirmed that initially CSIS agents did believe
that the third man was Mr. Parmar's son.)
"There was no person called Surjit Singh (a name police said Mr.
Reyat gave them for the third man). The police made up the
name. . . . Reyat was scared, he was forced to make all those
statements."
"I did go to Duncan, but I went alone. . . . Reyat was going to
convert my car (a fully loaded Chrysler) to propane. He was
going to give me a discount on the labor cost, but it would still
have cost me $1,600. . . . He later sent me all the receipts. . . .
"We did not test bombs," he said. "Why would we test bombs?"
He said charges against him and the others in Hamilton and

against five Montreal Sikhs added up to nothing but harassment.
(Three of the Montreal Sikhs were freed after being held for a
month when police found that they had no evidence against
them.)
Mr. Parmar said examples abound of how India fabricated
charges against him and his group and how the Canadian police
believed the trumped-up charges.
He cited the information sent by a Punjab police official about
outstanding warrants against Mr. Parmar in India, charging him
in the slaying of two policemen.
Mr. Parmar said that, among other matters, the policeman said in
a sworn statement that Mr. Parmar's father's name was Jarnail
Singh when, in fact, it is Janiat Singh.
Further, Mr. Parmar said that, according to the recent testimony
of an RCMP corporal, that when questioned about this error, the
Indian police official said Jarnail was the English version of the
Punjabi Janiat.
"Janiat is Janiat in English, Hindi and Punjabi," Mr. Parmar said.
"This shows you how eager they are to get me."
As a result of the Indian charges, Mr. Parmar was held on an
extradition warrant in West Germany for more than a year in
1983-84. He was pointed out by Indian Government agents who
had been following him.
The West German court eventually refused to extradite Mr.
Parmar, a Canadian citizen, and sent him back to Canada.

Mr. Parmar said the West German court found no evidence
against him. Indian officials told Canadian police that the court
found that Mr. Parmar could not be ensured a fair trial in India.
"They (the Canadian police) know who did it (blew up the AirIndia plane). They know it was agents of the Indian Government.
Why don't they go after them?"
After the first criminal charges against him were dismissed last
April in British Columbia, Mr. Parmar said in an interview that
the Mounties who arrested him also accused him of being the
Indian Government agent who organized the Air-India bombing.
"I told them to beware, that I was only the agent of the Sikh
community," he said.
Last week in jail, he raised his clenched fist slowly in a royal
fashion from the other side of the glass partition and said over
the telephone: "This hand represents the Sikh community. That is
why they are all after me."
Air-India case relies on indirect evidence
Wednesday, February 26, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- The case against two men accused of blowing
up Air-India Flight 182, killing 329 people, relies heavily on
circumstantial evidence, potentially tainted witnesses and
memories of conversations years after the bomb exploded.
Despite a 17∏-year probe that spanned three continents,
prosecutors have not yet revealed a smoking gun in the case
against Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and

Kamloops millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri.
The strength of the evidence discussed in court so far can now be
revealed, days after a controversial plea-bargain deal with auto
mechanic Inderjit Singh Reyat, who received a five-year sentence
after pleading guilty to manslaughter for his role in collecting
items for the Air-India bomb.
Potential evidence presented during pretrial hearings in British
Columbia Supreme Court over the past two years did not include
references to any testimony from anyone who was part of the
alleged plot to blow up the plane.
What the prosecution does have is a woman's 280-page diary
with snippets of conversations from more than a decade after the
bombing and recollections about statements made over the years.
This is backed by circumstantial evidence, such as phone
records, that prosecutors say is sufficient to convict the accused
men.
The central issue in the trial will be credibility, defence lawyers
told the court during pretrial hearings.
While challenging the admissibility of some evidence, the
lawyers also exposed potential problems with the multimilliondollar police investigation, the operations of Canada's spy agency
and the reliability of several potential witnesses.
One potential witness had been under police investigation 10
times, had two criminal convictions and demanded Canadian
citizenship in exchange for his testimony. The man, whom the
prosecution may decide not to call, has already received

$100,000 from police, the court was told.
A publication ban prohibited reporting of evidence presented in
pretrial hearings in order to ensure potential jurors would not be
prejudiced.
However Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the B.C. Supreme
Court lifted the ban yesterday, after Mr. Malik, Mr. Bagri and the
prosecutors agreed to have the trial by judge only, without a jury.
In response to an application from The Globe and Mail, Judge
Josephson allowed the media to report the evidence, but he
continued the ban on names of people who may testify. The
prosecution asked the court to protect the anonymity of the
potential witnesses.
The Air-India prosecutors and defence teams have been in court
almost continuously since Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri were arrested
in October, 2000. They were charged with murder of 329 people
who were killed in a bomb explosion on June 23, 1985, aboard
an Air-India flight from Canada.
Inderjit Singh Reyat, who was arrested in June, 2001, and
charged as part of the Air India conspiracy, pleaded guilty to
manslaughter this month and is no longer part of the trial.
Submissions during the pretrial hearings show the police had
identified suspects, motives, materials used for the bomb and
activities leading up to the disaster within months of the
explosion.
However, the multimillion-dollar investigation, which was
considered the most complicated and extensive ever undertaken

by Canadian authorities, could not nail down enough evidence to
bring the suspects to trial for years.
By May, 1995, 10 years after the catastrophe, the investigation
had run dry, the court was told.
The big breakthrough came in 1997. A woman who cannot be
identified told police she had information about a conspiracy to
destroy two Air- India flights.
In a ruling this month, Judge Josephson said the prosecution
considered the woman's evidence the linchpin of the case against
Mr. Malik. He noted that prosecutors consider her account of a
1997 conversation with Mr. Malik the "single most important
piece of evidence against him."
During the trial, the defence intends to challenge the honesty and
reliability of the woman's evidence, questioning her on whether
Mr. Malik actually made the statements attributed to him, the
judge wrote.
The woman told police she was told that Mr. Reyat and
Vancouver Sikh leader Talwinder Singh Parmar prepared the
bomb and Mr. Malik bought the airline tickets.
She said Mr. Bagri helped three others take bags with bombs to
the Vancouver airport and check them onto planes that were
departing in opposite directions.
The woman kept a personal journal during 1996 and 1997 in
which she recorded statements by Mr. Malik and Satnam Singh
Reyat, wife of Inderjit Singh Reyat. Police interviewed her on
several occasions between 1997 and 2001.

Her conversation with Mr. Malik came immediately after one
with Ms. Reyat about an article in a Punjabi newspaper that
described several people involved in the Air-India conspiracy,
but did not name them. The woman said Ms. Reyat filled in the
blanks, naming the suspects.
The woman told police that she was informed that Babbar
Khalsa, a militant Sikh group headed in Canada by Mr. Parmar,
was involved in plotting and organizing funding for the murder
of Indian prime minster Rajiv Gandhi, defence lawyers stated.
Speech could play key role in trial
Wednesday, February 26, 2003
By Robert Matas
VANCOUVER -- In the summer before the Air-India disaster,
Kamloops millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri stood on a podium in
front of thousands of Sikhs at Madison Square Garden and called
for revenge against the government of India.
As the New York crowd chanted in Punjabi, "Long live
Khalistan," Mr. Bagri spoke for one hour and 15 minutes about
the need to wage war for Sikh independence and to punish
traitors to the cause.
His remarks, made more than 18 years ago, are expected to play
a central role in the Air-India mass-murder trial scheduled to
begin March 31, the B.C. Supreme Court has heard.
The speech was "a declaration of war and call for vengeance
against India and its Hindu majority," Mr. Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson was told last year during a pretrial hearing.

The remarks in July, 1984, were made one month after Indian
government troops invaded the Golden Temple in Amritsar in an
attempt to root out militants who wanted to establish a Sikh
homeland called Khalistan. Thousands of people were killed,
according to some reports.
Judge Josephson stated last year in a pretrial ruling that Mr.
Bagri's speech "is reasonably capable of supporting the inference
that Mr. Bagri had a strongly held motive to take part in a
conspiracy to place bombs on the national airline of India."
The evidence reveals "not only the existence of motive, but also
the depth and strength with which that motive was held," he
wrote.
The judge ruled that the speech could be considered as evidence
in the Air-India trial, stating that its connection with the crime is
strengthened by anticipated evidence about a statement Mr. Bagri
allegedly made, referring to the Air-India victims as having been
killed in the war.
The case against Mr. Bagri will turn on statements he is alleged
to have made to police and other potential witnesses, his defence
lawyers told the court.
"The central issue is: Did he make the statements, and if he did,
do they prove he is part of the conspiracy?" the court was told.
Mr. Bagri is one of three men arrested and charged with the
murder of 329 people who were killed when a bomb exploded
aboard an Air-India flight from Canada on June 23, 1985. He has
also been charged with murdering two baggage handlers who
were killed by a bomb explosion at Japan's Narita Airport.

Police allege the two bombs originated in Vancouver and were
the work of a B.C.-based conspiracy to seek revenge against the
Indian government for the Golden Temple invasion.
Mr. Bagri, who has pleaded not guilty, has also been charged
with the attempted murder of Punjabi publisher Tara Singh Hayer
in 1988. In 1998, he was shot and killed.
The court has heard that between September, 1987, and August,
1988, Mr. Hayer published articles that implied Mr. Bagri was
involved in the Air-India and Narita bombings. Three days before
the 1988 shooting, Mr. Hayer published an article that referred to
an alleged statement made by Mr. Bagri in 1985 regarding his
involvement in the Air-India incident, Judge Josephson stated in
a pretrial ruling last year.
Mr. Hayer made a statement to police about the Air-India case in
1995 and gave further statements to police in 1996 and 1997.
The court heard that a potential witness was prepared to provide
evidence about a 1992 conversation dealing with the attempted
murder and Air-India if police helped him obtain landed
immigrant status. Once that was granted, he insisted on receiving
Canadian citizenship, which was not forthcoming.
The potential witness, who went to police six years after the
conversation, had two criminal convictions, was the subject of 10
RCMP investigations and had been indicted in India on a charge
of supplying a device for blowing up a government building.
Although prosecutors conceded in court that the informant would
be "a problematic witness," the RCMP paid him more than

$100,000, the court was told.
Judge Josephson wrote that Mr. Hayer's article about Mr. Bagri's
statement was not backed up by any admissible evidence to
support it and the evidence against Mr. Bagri on the attemptedmurder charge was not strong.
The judge ruled that the potential evidence against Mr. Bagri on
the 1988 shooting could not be heard by a jury in the Air-India
trial.

Book contains witness's statement to RCMP, Air India defence
lawyer says
The Canadian Press
Apr 30, 2003
VANCOUVER (CP) _ A book about the bombing of Air India
Flight 182 includes statements to the RCMP by a man who has
testified in the trial, B.C. Supreme Court heard Wednesday.
Bill Smart, a defence lawyer for one of two men accused of firstdegree murder in the airline bombing that killed 329 people, read
passages from The Death of Air India Flight 182.
Some parts of the book, written by Vancouver Province reporter
Salim Jiwa and published in 1986, were identical to testimony
earlier Wednesday from a former CP Airlines ticketing agent.
Gerald Duncan described in great detail a Sikh man he sold two
tickets to on June 20, 1985, for flights connecting to Air India
flights in Toronto and Tokyo.
The book includes the same descriptions of the man, culled from
lengthy statements Duncan made to the RCMP after the June 23,
1985, bomb blast aboard Flight 182 off the coast of Ireland.
``How did he get that?'' Duncan said of Jiwa, after Smart read

from the book.
``I've never met the man,'' Duncan said of the reporter.
``This is scary,'' he said, shaking his head.
Duncan said he doesn't recall talking about the disaster with a CP
Airlines co-worker, as depicted in Jiwa's book.
David Crossin, another lawyer for Malik, told the court Monday
that witnesses' credibility may be at stake because statements
they provided to police have been accessed by three reporters,
including Jiwa, who have made them public.
Malik, 56, and Ajaib Singh Bagri, 53, face multiple counts,
including first-degree murder, attempted murder and conspiracy
in the bombing of Flight 182.
The aircraft plunged into the Atlantic Ocean, killing all 329 crew
and passengers. Only 132 bodies were recovered in the worst
mass murder in Canadian history.
Malik and Bagri also face charges in another bombing 54
minutes earlier, when two baggage handlers were killed at
Tokyo's Narita airport after a suitcase bomb exploded. Air India
Flight 301 was the intended target.
Former co-accused Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty in
February to manslaughter and was sentenced to five years in
prison on top of the 15 years he had already spent in custody for
his part in building the Narita bomb.
Martine Donahue, a former CP Airlines reservations agent,
testified Wednesday that she realized a day after 331 people died
in the two bombings that she may have booked the tickets for the
doomed flights five days earlier.
Donahue said she made the connection after a journalist called
her about the tragedy at midnight on June 23, 1985, and when
she heard a radio report about it.
``I imagine it had quite an effect on you,'' said defence lawyer
Richard Fernyhough.
``Yes, it did,'' Donahue said.

``When you made that connection ... you obviously went to
yourself, `holy cow,''' said Fernyhough, one of six defence
lawyers for Malik.
Donahue said the middle-aged caller she spoke to June 19, 1985,
identified himself as Mr. Singh and wanted to book two airline
tickets for two people named Mohinderbel Singh and Jaswant
Singh.
On Tuesday, she said the caller was adamant about having the
two flights connect with Air India flights in Montreal and Tokyo.
In one of four statements to police, Donahue said the man had ``a
distinctive and refined voice, the kind of voice you like to hear
on the phone.''
She likened the voice to Rajiv Gandhi, who was touring the
United States at the time and would later become India's prime
minister.
At 6 a.m. Monday morning, Donahue said she phoned her
supervisor, who called the RCMP.
Police wanted to meet with her immediately, she said.
``I said `sure, I'll just put on some coffee, come over,' so they
came to my apartment.''
Duncan said he sold the two tickets Donahue had booked to an
Indo-Canadian man wearing a turban, a netted beard, a plaid
shirt, a beige windbreaker and a ring with a clear stone on his
right hand.
The man asked him to change the passengers' names to L. Singh
from Mohinderbel Singh and M. Singh from Jaswant Singh,
Duncan said.
The customer also paid $3,000 in large bills for the one-way
tickets, he said.
``He spoke good English with a slight accent and he was quiet
spoken, soft-spoken,'' Duncan said under questioning by Crown
prosecutor Gordon Matei.
Lead Crown prosecutor Robert Wright said Monday that both

bombings were masterminded by Sikh extremists bent on
sabotaging India's national airline.
Wright said they sought retaliation against the Indian government
for the Indian army's 1984 storming of the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
That event set off a chain of violence, including the assassination
of Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi by her Sikh bodyguards.
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RetuThe trial in Canada of two Sikh men accused of blowing up
an Air India passenger jet has heard evidence about how the
bomb was planted on the aircraft.
Mr Malik (left) and Mr Bagri are on trial for the bombing
Prosecutors say that in June 1985 a man in the city of Vancouver
checked his suitcase onto a flight to Toronto and then onto Air
India Flight 182 to Delhi.
Flight 182 crashed into the Atlantic a few hours later, killing all
329 people on board.
Police believe the man was a Sikh militant and that his suitcase
contained a powerful bomb.
Mistake
The trial is now in its second week and the prosecution has

begun explaining how it believes the bombing occurred.
Prosecutors say it began with a mistake at the check-in desk
which led to the bomb making it onto the plane.
A customer at Vancouver airport did not have a confirmed seat
and therefore ticketing agent, Jeanne Bakermans, should not
have checked his suitcase onto the flight.
The defendants will be shielded by bullet-proof glass during the
trial
Ms Bakermans told the trial she had originally refused to allow
the luggage through, but eventually gave in to the man's constant
badgering.
With a long impatient line of people behind him, she says,
tagging his bag for India seemed the right thing to do.
In fact, the argumentative passenger never boarded the plane he
was so desperate to get his suitcase onto and police have never
found him.
As part of the investigation, the check-in agent was even taken to
India to see suspects but did not recognise anyone.
However, Ms Bakermans has testified that the only thing she is
sure of is that the impatient passenger from 18 years ago was
neither of the two men now on trial for the bombing.
Testimony in the second week of the trial is now focusing on
precisely how the explosives got past several levels of security
and onto the doomed Air India flight.

Defence lawyers say that even if all of the prosecution theories
about the bomb are true, there is no evidence to link them to
either of the two men on trial.
Former ticket agent testifies at Air-India trial

ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Tuesday's Globe and Mail
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Vancouver Ñ A harassed airline ticket agent bent the rules and
unwittingly cleared the way for luggage housing a bomb to be
planted on an Air-India flight in order to speed up service for a
long line of holiday travellers, the B.C. Supreme Court was told
yesterday.
The Vancouver airport was extremely busy on June 22, 1985,
former CP Air employee Jeanne Bakermans testified on the
fourth day of the historic Air-India trial.
About 30 people were lined up waiting to check their bags at her
counter when a passenger, with a ticket under the name of M.
Singh, started to argue with her.
The passenger had a confirmed ticket from Vancouver to Toronto

on CP Air but was not confirmed for a connecting flight on AirIndia to New Delhi.
Ms. Bakermans told him he would have to reclaim his luggage in
Toronto and check it in again for the Air-India flight, she said.
Under standard airline procedure, she could not check the bag on
to the Air-India flight without a confirmed booking.
He insisted he was confirmed on the Air-India flight, she told the
court. Her records showed that his seat was not confirmed.
"He was arguing with me and he started to move away," she said.
He told her that his brother could confirm the confirmation and
he would go get him.
With a lineup behind him, Ms. Bakermans told Mr. Singh she did
not have time to speak to his brother.
"I was concerned that a passenger was going . . . to disappear to
get someone and leave his luggage on the conveyor belt," she
said.
She stopped arguing with him and put a pink tag on the luggage,
sending the bomb in the bag on its way. The tag indicated to
baggage handlers that it should be put on the Air-India flight.
The bomb exploded on June 23, 1985, aboard an Air-India flight
over the Atlantic Ocean, killing 329 people. Two more people
were killed when a bomb in luggage exploded in Tokyo's airport
54 minutes earlier.
Airline records showed that Ms. Bakermans also handled the bag
with the bomb that went from Vancouver to Tokyo to connect to

an Air-India flight.
She did not recall anything about the bag sent to Tokyo or the
person who checked it in, she said.
But she had a description of the person who checked in the bag
for the Toronto connection.
Ms. Bakermans said the man had a roundish face, sparkling
black eyes and black wavy hair. He had "a westernized East
Indian dialect" but did not have a heavy accent and was easy to
understand, she said. He was not wearing a turban and did not
have a beard, she said.
On several occasions police showed her pictures of various men
to see whether she could identify who checked in the bags, she
said.
She identified some men she thought looked similar but she
could never pinpoint a suspect, she told the court.
Police also put together a sketch of the man who checked in the
bags, based on her description. The first drawing on June 24,
1985, was "a six out of 10," but a revised drawing on July 24,
1985, bore a closer resemblance to the unidentified man, she
said.
Defence lawyer Richard Peck asked about a third sketch, based
on a description of a man who bought a Sanyo tuner that police
say was used to make the bomb that exploded in Tokyo.
Ms. Bakermans, who had not seen the sketch before, said the
hairstyle and round face were about right. "I think they are in a

similar range," she said.
While Ms. Bakermans testified, family members of victims from
India were in the public gallery for the first time since the start of
the trial. The federal government offered to pay the expenses for
two people from each family to attend the trial for one week.
Ram Reddy Molakala and his wife, Syamalamma, came from the
city of Chennai in south India to see what was happening in the
courtroom.
Mr. Molakala's 33-year old sister-in-law, Prabhavathi Molakala,
was on the Air-India flight to New Delhi.
"It was a lot of pain," Mr. Molakala said, as he recounted efforts
to bring the body back to India. His sister-in-law had plans to fly
on another flight but changed her ticket to fly from Toronto to see
their parents one day earlier, he said.
Mukta Bhat had a son, daughter-in-law and their six-month-old
son aboard the Air-India flight. The family was returning home
after visiting Canada for a week.
"It's hard," she said, fighting back tears. "It was a very long
journey [to Canada] but we want to know something is
happening," she said.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri are on trial for the murder of 331
people who died in the two bomb explosions. The prosecution
alleges a group of Canadian-based Sikh separatists intended to
plant bombs on two Air-India aircraft as part of a campaign
against the government of India.

Details about luggage transfer bog down Air-India trail

ByÊCAMILLE BAINS
Canadian Press
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Vancouver Ñ The trial of two men accused in Canada's biggest
mass murder bogged down Tuesday in details about the transfer
of luggage onto a doomed Air-India plane that exploded, killing
329 people.
Byron Graham, an Air Canada loading agent working at
Toronto's Lester B. Pearson International Airport on June 22,
1985, told B.C. Supreme Court the Air India aircraft was
carrying an extra engine called a fifth pod underneath a wing.
"A fifth pod would move the centre of gravity forward, so this
means we would have to load more [luggage] on the back" of the
aircraft to balance it, he said during the trial of two British
Columbia men.
The Boeing 747 jumbo jet's engine had broken down a couple
weeks earlier and was being transferred to Mumbai for repairs,
Mr. Graham, now retired, told the court under questioning by
Crown prosecutor Gordon Matei.
The baggage included pieces that had been loaded in Frankfurt.

More luggage would be transferred and unloaded in Montreal,
London, New Delhi and Mumbai, the flight's final destination.
But the delayed Flight 182 crashed about 45 minutes before
reaching London, plunging into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast
of Ireland.
All 329 passengers and crew died, including 135 children. Only
132 bodies were recovered.
Testimony so far this week has focused on the minutiae of
luggage handling. A CP Airlines clerk in Vancouver testified
Monday a man insisted on checking a suitcase through on the
Air-India plane despite the fact he did not have a confirmed
ticket on that flight.
The Crown is trying to connect "itty bitty dots" in what is
believed to be the most complex criminal case in Canadian
history, Geoffrey Gaul, spokesman for the team of Air India
prosecutors, said outside court Tuesday.
"At the end of the day we're hoping there will be a clear picture
of the Crown's case," Mr. Gaul said.
Ripudaman Singh Malik, 56, and Ajaib Singh Bagri, 53, face
eight counts, including first-degree murder, attempted murder
and conspiracy in the bombing of Flight 182.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri also face charges in another bombing
54 minutes earlier, when two baggage handlers were killed at
Tokyo's Narita airport after a suitcase bomb exploded. Air-India
Flight 301 was the intended target.

Former co-accused Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty in
February to manslaughter and was sentenced to five years in
prison on top of 15 years he had already spent in custody for his
part in building the Narita bomb.
Mr. Reyat and his wife Satnam Kaur Reyat have been
subpoenaed to testify in the trial in September.
The Crown has said Sikh extremists masterminded a terrorist
conspiracy by placing suitcase bombs aboard both CP Airlines
flights originating in Vancouver in an attempt to sabotage
connecting Air India flights.
It's believed they targeted India's national airline after that
country's government ordered the Indian Army to storm the
Golden Temple in Amritsar, India, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Michael Docherty, who worked in a baggage handling area at the
Toronto airport where the CP Airlines luggage from Vancouver
arrived, said there was a high volume of luggage to be
transported to an Air India flight bound for Montreal on the
afternoon of June 22, 1985.
It took between 55 and 65 minutes for baggage to be unloaded
from one terminal and transferred to a second terminal before it
could be sent to an X-ray area, Mr. Docherty said.
On Monday, former CP Airlines employee Ross McLean told
Justice Ian Donaldson that the Toronto airport baggage area,
which received luggage originating in Vancouver, was restricted
to employees.
However, Richard Peck, a defence lawyer for Mr. Bagri, quoted a

December 1999 police interview in which McLean said anyone
could have put a bag in the area and that it wasn't secure.
Mr. McLean replied that the area was secure and that he would
have noticed someone without a CP Airlines uniform.
"It would be highly unlikely that somebody put a bag there that
shouldn't be there," he told the court.
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Air-India trial hears of security lapses at airport
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Vancouver Ñ A Toronto airport official ignored alarms that went
off during a security check of luggage for an Air-India flight that
was later blown out of sky in 1985, B.C. Supreme Court heard
Wednesday.
A hand-held security wand beeped repeatedly when passed over
a heavy 70-kilogram suitcase checked in at Pearson airport,
Antonio Coutinho told the court.
A security supervisor decided the alarm was triggered by a lock
on the suitcase, not a bomb, he said.

In his testimony, Mr. Coutinho sounded skeptical.
"There were lots of bags with zippers and with locks but they
never beeped," Mr. Coutinho said. "Only this one particular bag.
The beep-sound came in the centre [of the bag] and then on the
left side. I seen all the bags that came through with locks and I
never heard that sound."
Mr. Coutinho, who was a station attendant for Air Canada in
1985, said he looked at the security officer who had checked the
bag and at the officer who decided that the lock on the suitcase
had triggered the peeping. "And that was it," he said.
He picked up the bag, tagged for Bombay, and put it on a cart.
The bag was loaded in the bulkhold at the rear of Air-India flight
182. Hours later, a bomb exploded over the Atlantic Ocean
killing all crew and passengers aboard the flight.
"The bag was beeping like crazy and they did not stop it,"
defence lawyer Richard Peck said to reporters outside the
courtroom.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri have been charged with murder of
329 people who were killed in the Air-India bomb explosion and
the murder of two people killed in Japan in a bomb explosion
less than an hour earlier.
The prosecution alleges that the two bombs were placed on CP
Air flights in Vancouver. Luggage housing a bomb blew up in
Japan before the bag was transferred to an Air-India flight. The
bomb on Air-India flight 182 was in luggage transferred in

Toronto from a Vancouver flight, the prosecution says.
Testimony about a security breach involving luggage checked in
at Toronto airport was called at the request of defence lawyers,
the court was told.
The alarms set off by the baggage was one of several lapses in
security at Pearson airport described in court Wednesday. It was
not clear in court if any of the lapses led to any significant
problems.
Mr. Coutinho said he was in the area where security checks were
done on June 22, 1985 after the X-ray machine that normally
checks the luggage broke down.
A security officer demonstrated to the staff how to use a handheld scanner, he said. "If [you] hear a big sound, there is an
explosive," the security officer told the staff, Mr. Coutinho said.
Later, the wand beeped when an officer passed the wand over a
bag tagged for Bombay, he said. "He heard a beep sound. He did
it two, three times and heard the same sound," he said.
The security officer in charge told her colleague that the suitcase
lock had probably tripped the alarm, Mr. Coutinho said.
The officer put the scanner on the left side and got the same
sound. He put it on the front Ñ the same sound. He looked at the
supervisor, who repeated that the lock had triggered the noise,
Mr. Coutinho said.
Mr. Coutinho said he was surprised that security staff allowed the
bag to be placed on the plane after the alarms went off.

The trial continues.
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Air-India trial zeros in on passenger list
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Vancouver Ñ A passenger who checked in a suitcase suspected
of holding a bomb that exploded on an Air-India flight in 1985
did not board the plane, B.C. Supreme Court heard Thursday.
An exhaustive review of records at now-defunct CP Air showed
that the ticket used to check in the luggage was never used, Joyce
Soul, a senior clerk in the airlines' accounting department in
1985, told the court.
The testimony during the seventh day of the Air-India trial was a
small but essential piece of evidence in the prosecution's
courtroom portrayal of the deadliest crime in Canadian history.

A bomb explosion aboard Air-India flight 182 on June 23, 1985
killed 329 people. Two British Columbia men - Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri -have been charged with
murder based on their role in a conspiracy to plant the bomb on
the flight.
The prosecution alleges that the bomb was housed in baggage
checked in at the Vancouver airport by a person who did not
board the CP Air flight. The prosecution says that the bag was
transferred to the doomed Air-India flight in Toronto.
Earlier this week, a defence witness testified that luggage for AirIndia flight 182 checked in by a passenger at the Toronto airport
triggered a security alarm on at least two occasions. However, a
security supervisor dismissed the alarm beeps, deciding that a
lock on the suitcase set off the alarm, and the luggage was loaded
on the doomed plane, witness Antonio Coutinho said.
Defence lawyer Richard Peck, who represents Mr. Bagri told
reporters outside the courtroom yesterday that the prosecution
may be going after the wrong people.
"If there was a conspiracy, it may be a different conspiracy [than
the prosecution alleges] involving different conspirators at
different locales," he said.
Lawyers for Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik did not challenge Ms.
Soul's testimony. Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson was told
yesterday that prosecutors and defence lawyers have reached
agreement on several aspects of the alleged conspiracy that the
prosecution was prepared to prove in court.

The out-of-court agreements will eliminate the need to call
dozens of witnesses and cut down costs of the trial by at least $1million, Mr. Peck said.
Evidence dealing with ticketing, the movement of the baggage,
the airworthiness of the aircraft and retrieving the wreckage and
bodies is expected to be completed by May 23, about a month
earlier than previously estimated, prosecutor Robert Wright said
in court.
The court is expected to deal with evidence linking the two
accused man to the conspiracy beginning in September.
eractive Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Air-India bag checked, ticket unused, trial told
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Vancouver -- A passenger who checked in a suitcase suspected of
holding a bomb that exploded on an Air-India flight in 1985 did
not board the plane, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.

A review of records at now-defunct CP Air showed that the ticket
used to check in the luggage was not used to board the plane

Air-India trial zeros in on passenger list
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Vancouver Ö A passenger who checked in a suitcase suspected of
holding a bomb that exploded on an Air-India flight in 1985 did
not board the plane, B.C. Supreme Court heard Thursday.
An exhaustive review of records at now-defunct CP Air showed
that the ticket used to check in the luggage was never used, Joyce
Soul, a senior clerk in the airlines' accounting department in
1985, told the court.
The testimony during the seventh day of the Air-India trial was a
small but essential piece of evidence in the prosecution's
courtroom portrayal of the deadliest crime in Canadian history.

A bomb explosion aboard Air-India flight 182 on June 23, 1985
killed 329 people. Two British Columbia men - Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri -have been charged with
murder based on their role in a conspiracy to plant the bomb on
the flight.
The prosecution alleges that the bomb was housed in baggage
checked in at the Vancouver airport by a person who did not
board the CP Air flight. The prosecution says that the bag was
transferred to the doomed Air-India flight in Toronto.
Earlier this week, a defence witness testified that luggage for AirIndia flight 182 checked in by a passenger at the Toronto airport
triggered a security alarm on at least two occasions. However, a
security supervisor dismissed the alarm beeps, deciding that a
lock on the suitcase set off the alarm, and the luggage was loaded
on the doomed plane, witness Antonio Coutinho said.
Defence lawyer Richard Peck, who represents Mr. Bagri told
reporters outside the courtroom yesterday that the prosecution
may be going after the wrong people.
"If there was a conspiracy, it may be a different conspiracy [than
the prosecution alleges] involving different conspirators at
different locales," he said.
Lawyers for Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik did not challenge Ms.
Soul's testimony. Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson was told
yesterday that prosecutors and defence lawyers have reached
agreement on several aspects of the alleged conspiracy that the
prosecution was prepared to prove in court.

The out-of-court agreements will eliminate the need to call
dozens of witnesses and cut down costs of the trial by at least $1million, Mr. Peck said.
Evidence dealing with ticketing, the movement of the baggage,
the airworthiness of the aircraft and retrieving the wreckage and
bodies is expected to be completed by May 23, about a month
earlier than previously estimated, prosecutor Robert Wright said
in court.
The court is expected to deal with evidence linking the two
accused man to the conspiracy beginning in September.
Bomb sniffers unreliable, trial told
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Airport security staff in Toronto had minimal training and were
using an unreliable device to detect explosives on June 23, 1985,
the day police say a bomb was put on Air-India flight 182, B.C.
Supreme Court was told today.
Naseem Nanji, who was involved in screening baggage for
explosives, testified that she had not been instructed on what a
bomb looked like, had never seen an explosive or dynamite and

would not have known if something she saw was a bomb.
Tim Sheldon, a British expert on explosives, told the court that
the type of hand-held sniffer used on June 23, 1985, to scan
luggage for explosives malfunctioned regularly, going off when
explosives were not present. A spice such as curry powder would
"quite probably" trigger an alarm, he said.
Two British Columbia men, Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri, have been charged with murder for the death of 329
people who were killed in a mid-air bomb explosion aboard AirIndia flight 182.
The prosecution alleges that the bomb was in luggage checked in
at Vancouver airport and transferred in Toronto to the Air-India
aircraft.
Ms. Nanji, who stopped working at Burns International Security
shortly after the disaster, told the court she had received one
training session on how to use scanners to detect explosives in
luggage.
She was operating an X-ray scanner by herself for the second
time on June 23, 1985, when the machine broke down, Ms. Nanji
said.
About about half of the luggage for the flight had been cleared,
Ms. Nanji said. "It just shut off on its own," she said. Unable to
restart it, she called her supervisor.
John D'Souza, an Air-India security officer, asked staff to use the
hand held PD-4 explosive sniffer, she said.

Mr. D'Souza gave her coworker James Post a demonstration. He
lit a match and the sniffer made a long whistling sound, she said.
Mr. D'Souza told them to look out for a long whistling sound and
ignore other noises.
Ms. Nanji said her coworker James Post examined luggage with
the sniffer and she was less than a metre away, putting stickers
on the bags to show they had been okayed by security staff.
She said she heard the sniffer make short beeping sounds on
more than one occasion. She could not recall how many times
the sniffer started beeping.
The sniffer never made a loud whistling sound, she also said.
Her testimony contradicted a baggage handler's testimony
provided last week. Antonio Coutinho told the court he heard the
beeping sound only once. He said security staff ignored the
beeping, after deciding that the zipper had triggered the noise.
The court also heard conflicting evidence about the sniffer. Mr.
Sheldon said vapour of a match was not an explosive material
and would not set off alarms on a scanner.
The trial continues.
Air-India witness denies inside knowledge
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A man who told police about those allegedly involved in the AirIndia conspiracy testified yesterday he was repeating what he
was told by a Vancouver journalist and did not have any firsthand information.
During the ninth day of the Air-India trial, defence lawyer David
Crossin said in B.C. Supreme Court that Sodhi Singh Sodhi
appeared to have identified the names of six people who were
involved in the Air-India conspiracy during police interviews in
1991 and 1992.
Police reports indicates Mr. Sodhi had "direct personal
information" about the conspiracy, he said.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson was also told that the person
who bought two airline tickets in Vancouver as part of the
conspiracy to bomb Air-India aircraft provided Mr. Sodhi's phone
number as the contact number.
The agent who sold the tickets, Gerald Duncan, subsequently
identified a picture of Mr. Sodhi as a photo of someone who
looked similar to the person who bought the airline tickets, Mr.
Crossin said.
However Mr. Sodhi testified he did not know anything personally
about the planning of the twin bombings that killed 331 people
on June 23, 1985.
"I learned that from the media and from a reporter from The
Province paper, Salim Jiwa. Nothing personally from myself," he

said.
Mr. Sodhi also denied that he was part of the conspiracy to blow
up the Air-India aircraft.
Mr. Sodhi said he did not make the airline reservations, did not
go to the CP Air ticket office on June 20, 1985 to pay for the
tickets and did not go to the Vancouver airport on June 22, 1985,
when police say two bags housing bombs were checked in for
flights to India.
Mr. Jiwa told him that his phone number had been left with CP
Air travel agent before the police told him, he said. The journalist
also told him that the conspirators had wanted to bomb planes on
the ground, not in flight, Mr. Sodhi also said.
Two B.C. men Ñ Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri
Ñ have been charged with murder for the death of 329 people in
a mid-air bomb explosion aboard an Air-India flight and the
death of two people in an explosion at Tokyo's Narita airport.
The prosecution says the bombs were ini baggage checked onto
flights in Vancouver.
Mr. Sodhi named Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri as being among the
six people in the conspiracy, according to police reports referred
to by Mr. Crossin in court.
Mr. Sodhi told the court that he did not have direct involvement
or knowledge to state, as he had to police, that Mr. Malik was
"the money man" in the conspiracy. "That is what the media
called him, so we accepted it," Mr. Sodhi said.
During a police interview with Mr. Sodhi in 1998, a man named

Daljit Singh Sandhu was identified as the person who picked up
the tickets, Mr. Crossin said.
Mr. Sodhi said the name of Mr. Sandhu was brought up by police
who were asking his opinion, not by him.
Although he said he had no first-hand information, Mr. Sodhi
also said he had been offered "a lot more" than $1-million to
provide evidence about the conspiracy at the trial. The trial is
now adjourned until May 20.
Recovering Air-India corpses difficult, trial told
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Vancouver Ñ Bodies floating in the Atlantic Ocean at the crash
site of Air-India flight 182 were covered with oil, hydraulic fluid
and blood, the Air-India trial heard Thursday.

The bodies had no muscle tone and their clothing slid off when
efforts were made to pull them out of the water, Royal Air Force
member Mark Tait said Thursday during the fourth week of the
historic Air-India trial.
"It was particularly grim and gruesome," he said. "It was a
terrible scene."
On several occasions, it was impossible to pull the bodies out of
the water, he added.
In graphic detail, Mr. Tait recalled his efforts to grab onto some
bodies, wrapping his legs firmly around the torsos to prevent
them from slipping away. But the oils and natural body fluids
made the task too difficult, he said.
Mr. Tait, a member of the Royal Air Force, was on the first
helicopter to reach the crash site in the Atlantic Ocean, about 180
kilometres southwest of the Irish coast.
As the helicopter hovered about 15 metres above the water, Mr.
Tait was lowered down to place a strap around the bodies.
Raising a body took about 30 seconds, he told the court.
However, the helicopter succeeded in retrieving only four bodies
during 70 minutes at the crash scene.
With fuel running low, the rescue team headed back with the
bodies to Cork, Ireland, he said.
Mr. Tait said dozens of bodies were visible in the water when
they pulled away.

"As we left, there were more coming visibly to the surface," he
said.
The Air-India aircraft fell out of the sky on June 23, 1985, killing
all 329 people aboard the flight.
Nineteen ships and aircraft were involved in the recovery effort.
The rescue crews retrieved 88 bodies on the day of the crash and
43 bodies on the following day. An additional body was
recovered four months later, when part of the aircraft wreckage
was pulled up from the ocean floor.
Two British Columbia men, Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri, have been charged with the murder of those on the
Air-India flight and the murder of two people in Japan, who were
killed in a bomb explosion 54 minutes before the Air-India flight
fell out of the sky.
As Mr. Tait described his rescue attempts, Mr. Malik appeard to
be more interested in a Punjabi-language book on his lap.
Occasionally, he glanced at Mr. Tait and at a video screen in the
prisoner's box with photographs of the rescue. Mr. Bagri was
leaning forward, listening intently to a Punjabi-language
translator repeat Mr. Tait's testimony.
The trail continues.

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun

Thursday, May 22, 2003
CREDIT:ÊAssociated Press
Bodies recovered after the downing of an Air India jet are
covered and laid on the floor of a Cork Regional Hospital.

Shortly after a Royal Air Force helicopter arrived at the spot in
the Atlantic Ocean where Air India Flight 182 vanished in June
1985, bodies began surfacing, an officer aboard the rescue
aircraft testified Wednesday.
Squadron commander John Brooks said the Sea King helicopter
he was aboard on June 23, 1985, was one of the first at the scene
off the coast of Ireland.
"As time was progressing, every time we looked out the door we
could see more and more bodies appearing. Originally we saw
three or four. By the time we picked one up and we looked again,
there might have been six or seven. We'd recover another one and
by then there might be a dozen," Brooks told B.C. Supreme
Court.
At first his crew zeroed in on what they thought was a baby's
body, said Brooks. But as they got closer, they realized it was a
doll.
By that point, they saw "a young lady," and lowered a crewman
to recover her body.

Wednesday was a day of grisly imagery at the trial of Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, the two men charged with
bombing Air India Flight 182 and targeting a second Air India
flight the same day 18 years ago.
Brooks and others who assisted in recovery efforts in the days
after the Air India Boeing 747 disappeared from the radar screen
described the difficult job of recovering bodies with two-metre
swells in the ocean and the smell of fuel in the air.
Captain James Robinson, who commanded the Irish Navy ship
Aisling, was in charge of the scene for most of that first day.
"We were surrounded by wreckage and just bodies everywhere,"
Robinson told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
"The situation on the bridge of my ship as you can imagine was
somewhat tense. The area was full of smoke from the searching
aircraft. I must admit I got a little bit concerned myself. I thought
this is what you trained for so let's do it."
It was just after noon, Irish time, when Robinson's ship arrived
on the scene. Laurentian Forest, a merchant vessel, had called
over the radio to say bodies and debris from the fallen aircraft
could be seen.
Daniel Brown, was a seaman aboard the merchant ship, which
was carrying newsprint from Quebec to Dublin when it got the
emergency call about 9:30 a.m. local time.
Brown broke down on the stand when he explained that the
lifeboat he and others took out could not pick up all the bodies
they saw that day.

"Some I even had in my hands, but we couldn't get them into the
boat," Brown said, wiping a tear from his eye.
Robinson, who is now second-in-command of the Irish navy, also
told the court that an RAF Nimrod was the first aircraft at the
scene, dropping smoke flares to guide other rescue vessels and
helicopters to the spot, about 130 kilometres off the Irish coast.
Well into the early hours of June 24, Robinson headed the
recovery operation, which involved 19 boats ranging from
military vessels to small Spanish fishing boats that had been in
the area.
From his vessel, he dispatched a Gemini inflatable boat with a
crew of three that spent hours picking up bodies. For the heavier
victims, one crew member would get into the water to hoist the
body into the small vessel.
Robinson said his crew had an easier time picking up bodies than
those on the helicopters.
"Obviously having fallen as they did, the bodies were damaged
and it was difficult for the helicopter crews to recover them. It
was simpler to take them into the Gemini ," he said.
Robinson said he had wanted to spell off the crew, but that the
young men refused. They wanted to finish the job.
"We picked up maybe one piece of wreckage. I realized at that
stage that we had a small window in which to recover bodies,"
Robinson explained. "Within 24 hours human bodies normally
sink."

By day's end, his exhausted crewmen were so cold and wet that
they were piling bits of civilian clothing on over their uniforms,
Robinson recalled as he described 88 photographs taken that day
that were entered as exhibits.
Two areas on Robinson's boat became the morgue where bodies
were temporarily placed, he testified.
"The bodies were wrapped in sheets and stowed in two
compartments that were allocated for that purpose," said
Robinson.
All the bodies recovered that day were taken back to the Aisling's
home base near Cork where Irish police -- the Garda -- and the
international media were waiting, Robinson said. In all, just 132
of the 329 victims' remains were recovered.
In a touching scene in the courthouse lobby, Corporal Tom
Smyth, who was the photographer under Robinson's command
back in 1985, shook the hands of several of the victim's relatives
who spent the morning listening to the grim details of the
recovery effort.
Asked by Crown prosecutor Bob Wright if his grim pictures of
the bodies being hoisted into the inflatable boat were typical of
that entire day 18 years ago, Smyth responded: "Yes sir, it never
stopped."
Malik, a Vancouver businessman, and Bagri, a Kamloops mill
worker, listened without emotion as the witnesses described the
grim recovery efforts.

The two B.C. Sikh leaders are charged with eight counts,
including murder, attempted murder and conspiracy in two
bombings on June 23, 1985 that killed 331.
The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two
baggage handlers who were transferring luggage from a
Canadian Pacific flight to Air India Flight 301. The second blast
occurred less than an hour later and killed everyone aboard Air
India Flight 182.
Crown prosecutors allege that Malik, 56, and Bagri, 53, were
part of a conspiracy by B.C.-based Sikh separatists to retaliate
against India's national airline for the Indian army's attack a year
earlier on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Air-India trial hears details contained in CSIS report
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Vancouver Ñ The alleged financier of the Air-India disaster,
Ripudaman Singh Malik, and the alleged mastermind of the
scheme were together on the day before tickets for the doomed
flight were purchased, surveillance by Canada's spy agency
showed.

A report by the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, revealed
Friday in B.C. Supreme Court, is the first piece of evidence in the
historic trial that indicates Mr. Malik associated with others
accused of playing a role in the conspiracy to plant bombs on
two Air-India aircraft.
Mr. Malik was seen in conversation with Talwinder Singh
Parmar and another unidentified male on June 18, 1985 at Mr.
Parmar's Vancouver house, Mr. Justice Bruce Josephson was
told.
The three men were seated on the floor, talking to each other,
when CSIS agents discontinued their surveillance at 9:50 p.m. on
that evening, the report stated.
The court also heard that Ajaib Singh Bagri's car was seen at Mr.
Parmar's house on June 21, 1985, the day before two bags were
checked onto flights, each allegedly with a bomb inside.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are on trial for the murder of 329 people
killed in a mid-air explosion aboard an Air-India flight on June
23, 1985 and two people killed at Tokyo's airport 54 minutes
earlier.
The prosecution alleges the two men were part of a conspiracy
seeking revenge against the government of India in response to
its invasion of the Golden Temple, a Sikh shrine in the Indian
province of Punjab.
The RCMP have previously identified Mr. Parmar, a Vancouverbased Sikh religious leader, as a prime suspect in the mass
murder.

Mr. Parmar was never charged with the murders. He was killed
by police in India in 1992.
During the first four weeks of the trial, none of the evidence until
Friday dealt directly with Mr. Malik or Mr. Bagri.
CSIS put Mr. Parmar under surveillance in the spring of 1985, in
response to concerns raised about security during a visit to the
United States by Rajiv Gandhi, who was then prime minister of
India.
In a statement endorsed by both the prosecution and defence,
Judge Josephson was told that CSIS agents saw Mr. Malik's
beige Volvo station wagon parked in front of Mr. Parmar's
residence on May 21, 1985, but they did not see Mr. Malik.
CSIS agents also reported that Mr. Bagri was at Vancouver
airport on June 9, 1985, with Mr. Parmar. The two men had
arrived on a flight from Toronto and were greeted by Mr.
Parmar's wife and son.
The court was told that Mr. Bagri was dropped off at the house of
a woman who is expected to be a key witness in the case. A
publication ban prohibits the media from identifying the woman.
On the day before luggage housing a bomb was checked in, CSIS
agents saw Mr. Bagri's car outside Mr. Parmar's house, the court
was told. However the agents did not see Mr. Bagri.
An East Indian male who was not Mr. Bagri and has not been
identified was seen speaking with Mr. Parmar, the court was told.
After hearing the "admission of facts," Judge Josephson

adjourned the court proceedings until Wednesday.
Spies watched Air India accused meet militant

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, May 24, 2003
Ajaib Singh Bagri, Talwinder Singh Parmer and an unidentified
man leave Parmar's on July 7, 1985, in a CSIS surveillance
photo.

A body is lifted from the sea in this 1985 photo taken after the
Air India jet exploded and crashed off the Irish coast June 23,
1985, killing 329.

Ripudaman Singh Malik at Talwinder Singh Parmar's Burnaby
apartment in 1985 CSIS photo.

ADVERTISEMENT
Days before bombs were allegedly checked in at Vancouver
International Airport and tagged for two Air India flights, the two

men now on trial were seen by Canadian security agents at
different locations with the suspected mastermind of the terrorist
conspiracy, B.C. Supreme Court was told for the first time
Friday.
Both Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri were
photographed by the Canadian Security Intelligence Service in
May and June, 1985 with Talwinder Singh Parmar, the founder
of the militant Babbar Khalsa separatist group, who was killed by
Indian police in 1992.
Malik was photographed at Parmar's Burnaby house on June 18,
1985 -- four days before the suspicious suitcases were checked in
for the two Air India flights, according to admissions of fact read
by Crown prosecutor Bob Wright Friday and agreed to by
lawyers for Malik and Bagri.
It was the first time a link had been made between Malik and the
controversial Parmar in the days leading up to the Air India
bombing and a second explosion in Japan.
Bagri, long known as a Parmar associate, was seen by CSIS with
Parmar at Vancouver International Airport on June 9, 1985 after
both men arrived on a flight from Toronto. Parmar's wife
Surinder picked the pair up, dropping Bagri at the Vancouver
home of a woman scheduled to testify in the case next fall.
The series of admissions presented to Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson Friday were also the first pieces of evidence directly
linked to Malik and Bagri since their trial began April 28.
Both men are alleged to be militant Sikh separatists who plotted
against the national airline of India to retaliate for the Indian

government's attack on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest
shrine, a year earlier.
Malik and Bagri are charged with eight counts, including murder,
attempted murder and conspiracy in the June 23, 1985 bombing
of Air India Flight 182, which killed 329. The pair are also
charged in the same-day blast at Tokyo's Narita Airport, which
killed two baggage handlers who were loading a suitcase from a
Vancouver flight on to another Air India plane.
The first weeks of the historic Air India trial consisted of the first
two "chapters" of the Crown's case, focusing on the purchase of
two airline tickets by mystery men, the handling of the suspect
suitcases and the aftermath of the downing of Air India Flight
182, including the recovery effort by Irish and British sailors and
military personnel.
Friday's admissions involve the third chapter of the Crown's case,
due to begin in September, which deals with links between the
alleged co-conspirators in the Air India case, including Malik,
Bagri, Parmar and a series of other Sikh leaders who have never
been charged in the terrorist plot.
In addition to the sightings of Malik and Bagri with Parmar, the
vehicles of both accused men were also seen at Parmar's house
on other occasions in the weeks before the bombings.
On May 21, 1985 at 8:20 p.m., Malik's beige Volvo station
wagon, bearing a vanity plate in the name of his company,
Papillon Eastern Imports Ltd., "was parked unoccupied directly
in front of the residence of Talwinder Singh Parmar, 1302
Howard Street, Burnaby, B.C.," the first admission for chapter
three states.

CSIS discontinued surveillance at 9:30 that night without making
"any observations concerning the occupants of the vehicle and
could not determine if the occupants of the vehicle entered 1302
Howard Street."
Malik drove the same car to the house on June 18, arriving at
7:29 p.m., CSIS reported. Another car belonging to the late
Hardial Singh Johal, also arrived at Parmar's home, although
CSIS described the driver as an "unknown male."
Johal, who died last November, was never charged in the Air
India bombing, but remained a suspect until his death. The court
was told earlier that Johal's telephone number was given by the
ticket purchaser and that he was seen at the airport the day the
bags were checked in.
"An East Indian male exited (Johal's) vehicle carrying a dark
coloured brief case and entered the Parmar residence," the
admitted statement of facts said of the June 18 meeting. "Mr.
Malik, Mr. Parmar and the unknown male were observed in
conversation seated on the floor. At 9:50 p.m., the surveillance
was discontinued with Mr. Malik, Mr. Parmar and the unknown
male still in conversation."
Bagri's yellow Pontiac was seen at Parmar's house on June 21,
though Bagri did not appear to be the driver, according to CSIS.
"An unknown East Indian male who was not Mr. Bagri and who
has not been subsequently identified dressed in a dusty blue tunic
and a blue turban exited the vehicle and spoke to Mr. Parmar
who was watering the lawn," the admissions said. "A female and
a young child, not a baby, remained in the vehicle. The unknown

male then parked the vehicle in the driveway and Mr. Parmar and
the unknown male, the unknown female and the young child
entered Mr. Parmar's residence."
After the Air India bombing, which remains Canada's worst mass
murder, Bagri was seen by CSIS agents at Parmar's house on two
days in early July.
Bagri was at the Parmar house on July 6 with a man by the name
of Gurmit Gill.
"Mr. Parmar and Mr. Bagri exited the house and Mr. Bagri
retrieved a red suitcase and parcel from the trunk of his vehicle.
He gave these to Mr. Gill who returned inside the house from the
garage," the admissions said. "Mr. Parmar, Mr. Bagri and Mr.
Gill then walked down Howard Street. Approximately 15
minutes later, the three returned to the Parmar residence."
Parmar and Gurmit Gill drove a blue Oldsmobile to a grocery
store, where they purchased a large quantity of food.
A day later there appeared to be a large gathering at Parmar's
house, including Bagri, Gurmit Gill, another man named Surjan
Singh Gill and several others, the CSIS report stated.
"At times, singing and chanting was heard coming from the
residence. At 10:22 a.m. five unknown male youths exited the
youths and threw a football to each other in front of the
residence. Several unknown males, females and children entered
the residence and left the residence over the course of the late
morning and early afternoon," according to the admissions made
Friday.

Later that morning, Bagri's vehicle was used by three "older
males" to move three large blue duffel bags. Gurmit Gill drove
the unidentified men and later returned alone.
Bagri and Gurmit Gill left in the same car later in the day "after
they had put a suitcase and a small box possibly containing food
in the back of the vehicle."
The next witnesses to testify in the Air India case will not be
called until September. But defence lawyers plan to argue several
motions related to the admissibility of evidence over the next few
weeks, before a two-month summer recess.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
CSIS saw pair meet, Air-India trial told

ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Saturday's Globe and Mail
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VANCOUVER Ñ The man accused of financing the Air-India
disaster, Ripudaman Singh Malik, and the alleged mastermind of
the scheme were together the day before reservations for the
doomed flight were made, surveillance by Canada's spy agency
showed.

A report by the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, revealed
yesterday in B.C. Supreme Court, is the first piece of evidence in
his trial to say that Mr. Malik associated with others accused of
conspiring to plant bombs on two Air-India aircraft.
Mr. Malik was seen in conversation with Talwinder Singh
Parmar and another man on June 18, 1985, at Mr. Parmar's
Vancouver house, Mr. Justice Bruce Josephson was told.
The three men were seated on the floor, talking to each other,
when CSIS agents discontinued their surveillance at 9:50 p.m.,
the report stated.
The court also heard that Ajaib Singh Bagri's car was seen at Mr.
Parmar's house on June 21, 1985, the day before two bags, each
alleged to have had a bomb inside, were checked onto two AirIndia flights.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with murdering 329 people
in an explosion aboard an Air-India flight over the North Atlantic
on June 23, 1985, and two people killed at Tokyo's airport 54
minutes earlier.
The prosecution alleges that the two men were part of a
conspiracy seeking revenge against the government of India for
its invasion of the Golden Temple of Amritsar, a Sikh shrine in
the Indian province of Punjab.
The RCMP have identified Mr. Parmar, a Vancouver-based Sikh
religious leader, as a prime suspect in the deaths.
Mr. Parmar was never charged with murder. He was killed by
police in India in 1992.

In four weeks of the trial until yesterday, none of the evidence
had dealt directly with Mr. Malik or Mr. Bagri.
CSIS put Mr. Parmar under surveillance in the spring of 1985 in
response to concern about security during a visit to the United
States by Rajiv Gandhi, who was then prime minister of India.
In a statement endorsed by both the prosecution and defence,
Judge Josephson was told that CSIS agents saw Mr. Malik's
beige Volvo station wagon parked in front of Mr. Parmar's
residence on May 21, 1985, but did not see Mr. Malik.
However, CSIS saw Mr. Malik at Mr. Parmar's house on June 18,
1985.
CSIS agents also reported that Mr. Bagri had been at Vancouver
airport on June 9 with Mr. Parmar. The two men had arrived on a
flight from Toronto and were greeted by Mr. Parmar's wife and
son.
The court was told that Mr. Bagri was dropped off at the house of
a woman who is expected to be a key witness in the case. A
publication ban prohibits identification of the woman.
The prosecution alleges that two pieces of luggage, each
containing a bomb, were then checked on flights leaving
Vancouver airport June 22.
On the previous day, CSIS agents saw Mr. Bagri's car outside Mr.
Parmar's house, the court was told.
However, the agents did not see Mr. Bagri. A South Asian man

who was not Mr. Bagri and has not been identified was seen
speaking with Mr. Parmar, the court was told.

Spies watched Air India accused meet militant. Vancouver Sun
(May 24, 2003)

We are watching with interest as to how this trial is being
reported. As always it leaves much to be desired, however in
today≈s article there are items that need to be explored in the
article submitted by the pride of the Vancouver Sun.

The reporter states, —It was the first time a link had been made
between Malik and the controversial Parmar in the days leading
up to the Air India bombing and a second explosion in Japan.…
Our initial response was exasperation but then what should one
expect from Ms. Bolan , it is no secret that Mr. Malik and Mr.
Parmar knew each other, in fact Mr. Parmar did business with
Mr. Malik≈s using his financial institution for property
development financing. In other words they were familiar with
each other rather than just in ë the days leading up to the Air
India bombing.≈ ÊThe same can be said of Mr. Bagri who was a
familiar of Mr. Parmar and for that matter probably with other
people at that function.

The relevant question that needs to be asked is that with this
much surveillances on the accused and the deceased where

exactly did the suitcases come from and were the accused seen
going to the Airport on the day of the bombing to drop of that
fateful package.

Mr. Parmar≈s name is repeated by Ms. Bolan a number of times
in the contextual legal framework that he is already presumed
guilty of the Air India tragedy without even having a trial ˚ such
are the misfortunes of the dead. The linkage is made using Mr.
Parmar≈s —guilt… that since Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik knew Mr.
Parmar they too must be guilty ˚ after all the photographs prove
nothing except that the three were seen together at a function and
if one explores further it is reasonable to assume that the three
running in the same social circles probably met before that time
and after the Air India tragedy. The link as stated by Ms. Bolan is
of importance to her however in a proper investigation it means
nothing without the smoking gun ˚ the two suitcases with the
bomb in this case where did they come from. Mr. Johal seen by a
witness at the airport was never charged ˚ why not, if he was the
one person that could be identified by phone number and location
he should have been the first one charged, prior to his death.

What the prosecution is trying to do is to convict two men
through the use of evidence that is based on rumor and
fabrication rather than any hard evidence. Therefore a number of
photographs of Mr. Parmar with the accused are apparently the
next best thing to a smoking gun ˚ innuendos apparently have
become hard fact according to the RCMP investigative
framework.

Ms. Bolan is fond of linkages that exist in thin air similar to the
intelligence provided by the Americans in establishing WMD≈s
in their awful majesty being stored in Iraq, therefore one is not
surprised to once again read, —The series of admissions
presented to Justice Ian Bruce Josephson Friday were also the
first pieces of evidence directly linked to Malik and Bagri since
their trial began April 28. — To a limited intelligence such as
Ms. Bolan these series of admissions may be perceived as —
direct linkages… however when the prosecution is basing its
case on rumors and fabrication these linkages mean nothing and
have as much basis in reality as a fabricated invoice for
radioactive material from Nigeria. What exactly do these pictures
tell except that the Sikh community in BC and the lower
mainland is small and insular and everyone knows each other.
What else does it prove except that people having similar
political and social thinking are attracted to each other as friends
˚ this is a far cry from the photographs being directly linked to
Air India. We are confused what is this evidence linked to except
Ms. Bolan≈s own prejudice.
The fabrication of this conspiracy gets even better when Ms.
Bolan tries to come up with a linkage, —Both men are alleged to
be militant Sikh separatists who plotted against the national
airline of India to retaliate for the Indian government's attack on
the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine, a year earlier.…
The word —alleged… is illuminating in understanding Ms.
Bolan≈s prejudice, if one looks at previous articles over the years
by Ms. Bolan, one would not be faulted for reaching the
conclusion that all Sikhs are militant Sikh separatists except the
ones that curry favor with the Vancouver Sun≈s moral interpreter
˚ Ms. Bolan herself. As for separatism there is nothing inherently

evil about the word, given the fact that there was no India prior
to the British and the Punjabi (Sikh) ethos diverges from the
other minority and majority groups of India ˚ separatism is
perceived as a benefit to better protect the interests of the Sikhs
within India. We believe that the internal contradictions that are
India is a house of cards built around one of the largest militaries
in that area of the world not around any idea of unity or common
purpose or history. This house of cards will one day fall. Much
has been made about the victims of the Air India crash and the
retrieval of lifeless bodies from the sea and the speculation given
by Ms. Bolan and the prosecution is that the Air India crash was
in retaliation of the Indian attack on the Golden Temple. This is
condescending, the victims of the Air India crash have now
through the eyes of their white benefactors been given special
status, the Air India Crash may not have been in retaliation solely
for the attack on Harimadhar Sahib (Golden Temple) but rather
to the pogroms carried out in India in Nov of ≈84 and of course
the injustices that occurred prior to ≈84. The prosecution≈s
investigative teams were rather negligent in trying to establish a
cause for the Air India disaster; rather they only used a
framework that supported their bias without understanding the
history thus simplifying their investigation. ÊIn other words
where is that connecting evidence that ties militant Sikh
separatists with the Air India crash without understanding the
driving political ideology behind Sikh separatism and it is not
that tired old statement that they were just mad because of the
attack on Harimandhar Sahib (Golden Temple) and because the
Separatists hated secular India. This is the most banal idiocy that
has been proliferated by the likes of award winning Ms. Bolan
over the years.
Here is some further telling signs of Ms. Bolan≈s prejudice,
recall that she is the Sun≈s star reporter that has been reporting

on the Sikh community for decades and should be aware of their
religious practices ˚ she states, —Mr. Parmar and Mr. Bagri
exited the house and Mr. Bagri retrieved a red suitcase and parcel
from the trunk of his vehicle. He gave these to Mr. Gill who
returned inside the house from the garage," the admissions said.
"Mr. Parmar, Mr. Bagri and Mr. Gill then walked down Howard
Street. Approximately 15 minutes later, the three returned to the
Parmar residence."Parmar and Gurmit Gill drove a blue
Oldsmobile to a grocery store, where they purchased a large
quantity of food. A day later there appeared to be a large
gathering at Parmar's house, including Bagri, Gurmit Gill,
another man named Surjan Singh Gill and several others, the
CSIS report stated.… What was the reason for this bizarre and by
implication insidious behavior˚ the clue is in the statement,
—"At times, singing and chanting was heard coming from the
residence. At 10:22 a.m. five unknown male youths exited the
youths and threw a football to each other in front of the
residence. Several unknown males, females and children entered
the residence and left the residence over the course of the late
morning and early afternoon," according to the admissions made
Friday.… From the sounds of it Mr. Parmar was having a prayer
meeting (can last for 24 hours) at his house which is a common
practice and tends to be a communal gathering where langar (the
reason for the large purchase of food) is prepared, because the
event is communal people bring items that are required and
resources are pooled as well as tokens of appreciation are given
for helping out with the function. This happens in many instances
in Sikh households all over the world, the inability to place this
in context by the prosecution is truly inspiring if one wants to
explore State duplicity. A gathering of people at a prayer meeting
where items are exchanged and resources are pooled is indicative
of nothing except to highlight the ignorance of the RCMP and of
course the scion of the Vancouver Sun. Why this evidence is

admissible and for what purpose is beyond us except that
Prosecution is clutching at straws.
If there is any message of importance to be taken from this
article it is this, Don≈t let a white (wo)man tell a brown mans≈
story, it after all is bound to be the story of the white (wo)man.

The Vancouver Sun artice can be seen at:
http://www.canada.com/vancouver/story.asp?
id=A9CFC13C-8ACA-4566-BE90-83211A8399FD
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Tears, tea and healing
Workers who risked their lives in a vain attempt to find survivors
of the 1985 airplane bombing meet with victims' families over
tea

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Monday, May 26, 2003
Recovery workers carry a victim of the 1985 bombing of an Air
India flight along a dock at Haulbowline naval base near Cork,

Ireland.

Media and military personnel congregate at Haulbowline naval
base near Cork, Ireland, in the wake of the 1985 bombing of an
Air India flight.

Tire from Flight 182 bobs in the water off the coast of Ireland.

Rescue workers in an inflatable boat scan the water for bodies.
Just 132 bodies of 329 who died were recovered.

Wreckage from Air India Flight 182 floating in the water.

Rescuers transport a body in a stretcher from boat to dock at
Haulbowline naval base.

Stretchers line the docks at Haulbowline naval base -- a grim
reminder of the extent of the Air India tragedy.

ADVERTISEMENT
Relatives of those who perished in the 1985 Air India bombing
had the opportunity to thank the "heroic" rescue teams who
risked their lives to recover bodies after the plane went down off
the coast of Ireland.
Several of those who participated in the dangerous high-seas
recovery mission left Vancouver for their homes in England and
Ireland over the weekend, after emotional testimony at the trial
of two men charged with blowing up Air India Flight 182 on
June 23, 1985.
But before leaving, the seafarers, naval officers and an air traffic
controller had tea with several relatives of the Air India victims,
who sat through the difficult testimony in B.C. Supreme Court
last week.
The meeting was arranged by victims' services so that the two
groups, still scarred by the horrific events 18 years ago, could
share their feelings.
Michael Quinn, the Irish air traffic controller who last
communicated with the ill-fated flight, broke down on the stand
as he heard the tape of his conversation with the pilot of the
Boeing 747 minutes before his death.
Seafarer Daniel Brown also wept in court as he recalled having
some of the victims' bodies in his arms, but being unable to get
them into the boat. Sean Murphy, an Irish lifeboat captain,
testified about leaving mass and spending six hours racing to the
scene, running low on fuel as he and his crew recovered the
remains of three women, a man and a little girl.

James Robinson, second-in-command of the Irish Navy, recalled
how emotions were running high on his vessel as he and his crew
saw "bodies everywhere."
And winchman Mark Tait, of the Royal Air Force, described in
painful detail how he was lowered from a helicopter on a cable
into the sea and grasped the bloody and oil-covered corpses with
his legs in an attempt to recover them.
The gripping testimony was the most dramatic in the first month
of the trial of Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri,
who face murder, conspiracy and attempted murder charges in
two same-day bomb blasts on targeted Air India flights.
All 329 aboard Flight 182 died when it exploded about 180
kilometres from the Irish coast. Less than an hour before, a
suitcase destined for another Air India flight exploded at Tokyo's
Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers.
Just 132 bodies of the 329 who died were recovered.
Malik and Bagri, Sikh separatist leaders, are alleged to have
conspired against India's national airline to retaliate for the
Indian army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
The rescuers who testified last week were escorted everywhere
by RCMP members, who also praised the brave group in the
courthouse lobby.
But the private meeting between the Irish and British men and
the families proved the most emotional.

"We hugged and we cried when [victims' services] arranged for
us to have a tea," Banu Saklikar said Sunday. "That Mr. Brown
was weeping still and Mr. Sean Murphy was there. It was so
rewarding to see them in person after 18 years."
Saklikar, who lost her physician sister and brother-in-law in the
bombing, had mixed emotions after hearing the grisly testimony
about "the broken bodies," then meeting the rescuers who she
sees as true heroes.
"There was both grief and joy in a sense," she said. "There are
two sides -- the generosity and the kindness of the Irish and
English people and ... knowing there are people in this world
who would do such a thing."
Aleem Quraishi travelled all the way from Dubai to hear the
testimony of those who participated in the rescue mission.
"They are heroes. They did a very good job. It's not easy -- those
three or four days on the high seas," said Quraishi.
He lost his sister, Shaista Quadri, her husband and their three
children, who lived in Toronto and were en route to India to
vacation with the then newly married Quraishi.
Quraishi first met some of the men who testified when he
travelled to Cork, Ireland in June, 1985 as his family's
representative.
"The entire group of people we met in Cork were so kind and
helpful," he recalled.

Reliving the tragedy in a B.C. courtroom with the two accused
men sitting emotionless was difficult, said Quraishi, who also left
Vancouver over the weekend.
"I was depressed and emotional at times."
kbolan@png.canwest.com

The Investigation
June 23, 1985
Nov. 8, 1985
RCMP conduct raids on homes of suspected Sikh militants
including Talwinder Singh Parmar, Inderjit Singh Reyat, Surjan
Singh Gill and Hardial Singh Johal Although the arrests lead to
widespread speculation that the Air-India bombing is about to be
solved, that does not prove to be the case: charges against Mr.
Parmar are eventually dropped for lack of evidence, and Mr.
Reyat is charged with a minor offence, unrelated to Air-India.
Mr. Parmar later acknowledges that he is considered a prime
suspect in the Air-India bombing.
Jan. 22, 1986
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board formally concludes that a
bomb brought down Air-India Flight 182.
Feb. 4, 1986
B. N. Kirpal, a judge heading an Indian government inquiry into
the disaster, concludes a bomb in the forward baggage
compartment brought down Flight 182.
May 11, 1986

Federal Solicitor-General James Kelleher says new evidence
discovered in the case may lead to charges, but warns that the
evidence gathered so far is insufficient to get a conviction in
court.
Nov. 11, 1987
The head of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service resigns
after it is revealed that the agency submitted a misleading
affidavit in 1985 in order to obtain a wiretap warrant from a
judge as they investigated suspected Sikh terrorists in connection
with the Air-India bombing.
Feb. 5, 1988
Inderjit Singh Reyat is arrested in England in connection with the
Narita airport bombing. Soon after Mr. Reyat's arrest, Talwinder
Singh Parmar leaves Canada for India. Although he is still widely
regarded as the prime suspect in the Air-India case, police say
Mr. Parmar is free to travel where he wants, since he has not
been charged with any crime.
Aug. 10.1988
A British court orders Mr. Reyat's extradition to Canada.
Aug. 21, 1989
Canadian investigators confirm they have found new evidence in
the Air-India bombing, but refuse to make it public.
Jan. 30, 1990
Citizens Alliance for a Public Inquiry into the Air-India Disaster
claims RCMP are blocking its bid for a public inquiry.
May 10, 1991
Inderjit Singh Reyat is convicted in Vancouver of manslaughter

and four explosives charges related to the Narita airport
bombing.
May 14, 1991
Liberal MP John Nunziatia says RCMP know who bombed the
plane but don't have evidence needed for prosecution.
Oct. 15, 1992
Talwinder Singh Parmar is shot by police. There are conflicting
reports about whether he was killed in a battle with police or
while being tortured by police.
Feb. 3, 1994
Solicitor-General Herb Gray says a royal commission into the air
disaster hasn't been ruled out, but declines to order one.
April 13, 1994
RCMP say they have spent $20-million on the Air-India
investigation, and are still working on the case.
May 31, 1995
RCMP announce a $1-million reward for help catching Air-India
bombers.
Dec. 11, 1996
RCMP announce that they expect to lay charges against several
suspects in the bombing within a few months. No charges are
laid.
Oct. 15, 1998
RCMP announce they have handed their Air-India report to
British Columbia's Crown counsel office, which may allow them
to bring charges in the bombing.

March 11, 1999
RCMP announce they have spent $26-million on the Air-India
probe.
Jan. 26, 2000
A former CSIS agent tells The Globe and Mail that a turf war
between his agency and the RCMP led him to destroy taped
interviews with Air-India sources rather than hand them over to
his rivals at the RCMP.
June 26, 2000
Documents obtained by The Globe and Mail reveal that police
have identified a third suspect in the Air-India investigation. The
documents indicate that a link has been established between the
suspect and Inderjit Singh Reyat, who is still in prison after being
convicted in connection with the Narita airport bombing.
Although police do not name the suspect, they say he has
significant financial ties to Mr. Reyat's family.
Oct. 27, 2000
Ripudaman Singh Malik, 53, and Ajaib Singh Bagri, 51, are
charged with murder.

Sabotage feared as 329 die in jet
Caller claims Sikh group planted bomb

'Why don't police charge me?' Air India suspect asks
The chief suspect in terrorist bombings that killed 329 people
over the Atlantic Ocean and two baggage handlers at Tokyo's
Narita Airport says he is innocent and can sleep with a clear

conscience

Air-India trail hot, RCMP assert
The mood has changed considerably in Punjab and in Vancouver
since Flight 182 exploded, killing 329 people, and witnesses are
not as hard to find as they were

AirDisaster.com
B.C. Ministry of Attorney General
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal's Report on the Air-India Disaster

Attempts made to radio doomed flight
`We don't see a thing,' nearby pilot says
CAMILLE BAINS
CANADIAN PRESS
VANCOUVERÑAn eerie hush fell over courtroom 20 yesterday
as a tape was played of the last attempts to make radio contact
with Air-India Fight 182 Ñ minutes before the plane would crash
into the Atlantic Ocean, killing all 329 people aboard.
"Air-India 182," air traffic controller Michael Quinn called out
over and over again from his post in Shannon, Ireland, when the
Boeing 747 jumbo jet suddenly disappeared from the radar
screen.

There was no answer.
Air-India Flight 182 had inexplicably fallen from the sky minutes
after routine contact with Quinn and his then co-worker Thomas
Lane.
Some of the dozen relatives of those who died on the doomed
aircraft dabbed away tears as they sat in B.C. Supreme Court,
listening to the piercing silence punctuated by static in the June
23, 1985, recording of Quinn's desperate calls to Air-India Flight
182.
Quinn radioed a TWA plane, a CP Airlines jet and a British
Airways aircraft flying in the area to be on the lookout for the
Air-India flight.
"Did you see that Air-India?" he asked the CP Airlines crew.
"We certainly are looking but we don't see a thing," the pilot
responded.
Quinn then asked the TWA pilot to turn around and look for the
Air-India plane.
But there was no sign of the aircraft.
"Air-India 182," Quinn continued to call out again and again.
He earlier told the court that the Air-India plane had been
travelling on its pre-established route, that everything was
normal.

The Crown believes a suitcase bomb exploded aboard the aircraft
that was flying at 9,400 metres, and that's when it disappeared
from the radar screen.
Ripudaman Singh Malik, 56, and 53-year-old Ajaib Singh Bagri
face eight charges, including first-degree murder, attempted
murder and conspiracy in the bombing of Flight 182.
Malik and Bagri are also charged in the deaths of two baggage
handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport after a suitcase bomb exploded
less than an hour earlier. Air India Flight 301 was the intended
target.
Outside court, Toronto resident Nila Patel wiped away tears as
she described how difficult it was to listen to the tape.
Nila's sister-in-law Zebuniska Jethva and her husband Umar died
aboard the plane after a visit to Canada. They left a 13-year-old
son in India.
"When I had to go see the bodies it was terrible," Patel said of
her visit to Ireland.
"It reopened old wounds that had healed," Patel's husband Yusuf
Patel said about listening to the tape.
Court also heard yesterday that the doomed Air-India plane was
checked for sabotage, properly maintained and certified fit to fly
before takeoff from Toronto and Montreal.
The Bombay-bound flight was headed to London but never made
it there.

The Crown's theory is that sabotage, not mechanical defects,
brought down Air-India Flight 182 as B.C.-based Sikh separatists
involved in a terrorist conspiracy sought revenge against India's
government-owned airline.
Both bombings are believed to have been revenge for the Indian
Army's attack on the Golden Temple in Amritsar, Sikhism's
holiest shrine, a year earlier.
Thimera Rajendra, then assistant superintendent and maintenance
manager for Air India in Toronto and Montreal, said he
conducted or supervised safety checks of the Boeing 747 in
Toronto and Montreal and found it to be "100 per cent safe."
Rajendra also said he saw Capt. H.S. Nirendra, pilot of the illfated flight, sign a certificate indicating the plane was fit for
takeoff from both cities.

Tricky testimony tests Air-india judge

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Globe and Mail Update
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The key witness in the Air-India mass murder trial may appear

nervous and not believable at crucial moments in her testimony if
current court rules are not changed, prosecutor Joe Bellows says.
In a bid to have restrictions on her testimony lifted, Mr. Bellows
asked the court Wednesday to allow the witness to give her
evidence without having to think about what she can or cannot
say in court.
While testifying, she may be preoccupied with the court's
restrictions, he said. She may begin to give evidence but then
suddenly stop in mid-sentence and correct herself to ensure she is
not breaking court rules.
"Her credibility will be a crucial issue and assessing her
credibility ... will be assessing her demeanour," Mr. Bellow said.
The prosecution would like the most important witness in the
trial to be relaxed when she is giving the most important part of
her evidence, Mr. Bellow said.
However she may appear disingenuous and as if she is not being
truthful, he said.
A publication ban prohibits the media from identifying the
witness.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and millworker
Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder charges in the death of 331
people killed on June 23, 1985 in twin bombings on opposite
sides of the world.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson, of the British Columbia
Supreme Court, earlier heard that Mr. Malik allegedly told the

witness about his role and the role of Mr. Bagri in the conspiracy
to plant bombs on two Air-India aircraft.
Judge Josephson ruled in February that the witness's testimony
about Mr. Malik's statements about Mr. Bagri were heresay and
would be highly prejudicial to Mr. Bagri's right to a fair trial. The
judge decided that the witness could not refer to Mr. Bagri before
a jury.
However after the judge made his ruling, Mr. Malik and Mr.
Bagri decided to be tried by judge alone, without a jury.
Mr. Bellow urged the judge to reconsider his earlier ruling,
saying restrictions on her testimony were unnecessary in a trial
by judge alone.
Michael Code, Mr. Bagri's lawyer, told the court that the rules of
evidence are the same for a trial by judge alone and a trial with a
jury. Evidence that is inadmissible before a jury is also
inadmissible before a judge, he said.
A judge must also be protected against inadvertent prejudice, he
said.
Most of the information provided by the witness to police is
inadmissible, he said. The witness had no original knowledge of
the bombings and her knowledge was based on what she had
been told by others or on what she had read, he said.
"There is no known heresay exception under which the various
statements made to her can be admitted," he said. The only
exception is her account of the statements allegedly made by Mr.
Malik, he added.

Mr. Josephson is expected to rule on the submissions sometime
next month. After one month of testimony, the trial has adjourned
to June 23.
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'most important witness' can say at trial
Prosecutor says woman, who cannot be identified by court order,
must be able to tell her entire story, including hearsay evidence
implicating Ajaib Singh Bagri

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, May 29, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
Crown prosecutors want "the most important witness" against
accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik to be able to
testify next fall without removing references to co-accused Ajaib
Singh Bagri from her testimony.
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Ian Bruce Josephson ruled earlier
that the witness, whose name is shielded by a court order, would
have to edit her testimony to exclude hearsay references to Bagri
because they were "extremely prejudicial" and the case at that
point was scheduled to be heard by a jury.
But Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows raised the issue in court again

Wednesday, asking for Josephson to allow the references even
though they are inadmissible against Bagri so the witness, who
will undoubtedly be nervous, will not have to worry about
editing her testimony against Malik.
He argued that because Malik and Bagri have re-elected to be
tried by judge alone, Josephson could "self-instruct" to disregard
the woman's references to Bagri while still considering her
evidence against Malik.
"Crown wants her to feel to the greatest extent possible relaxed
and confident in her recollection about what occurred. And it will
be precisely at these crucial aspects of her evidence that she will
probably be the most tense and will necessarily be preoccupied
with keeping Your Lordship's order in mind and what she can or
can't say," Bellows said.
"This is exactly, from the Crown's perspective, what should not
be occurring with respect to the most important evidence of the
most important witness that the Crown is calling against Mr.
Malik."
But Bagri's defence team opposed the change, saying that even in
judge-alone trials there is the chance of "subconscious prejudice"
during the judge's deliberation phase.
"The prejudice flows from the content of the references, from
[the woman] reciting what Mr. Malik's alleged to have said about
Mr. Bagri's involvement in the conspiracy," lawyer Michael Code
argued.
Code quoted from Josephson's earlier ruling: "While [the
woman's] evidence appears to be the linchpin of the case against

Mr. Malik, the references to Mr. Bagri have little probative value
in that case."
Added Code: "One can see that My Lord has absolutely
accurately characterized the true value of this evidence."
In her statements to police, the woman cited conversations with
Malik and Satnam Kaur Reyat, the wife of Inderjit Singh Reyat,
who pleaded guilty last February to manslaughter for his role in
the bombing plot. The woman says both gave her details about
who was involved in the conspiracy.
Code said the Bagri defence team was specifically worried about
six references to Bagri allegedly made by Malik during
conversations with the woman.
Bellows argued the judge would be in a better position to assess
the woman's credibility if she were telling her story completely,
without stopping and starting to edit it.
"It is important that she give her evidence in as natural and
complete a manner as she is capable of doing," Bellows said.
Josephson reserved his decision, saying he would file written
reasons later.
The trial has been adjourned until June 23.
Malik and Bagri face eight counts, including murder, attempted
murder and conspiracy in two bombings on June 23, 1985 that
targeted Air India flights.
The Crown alleges both men were Sikh separatists plotting

against the national airline of India in retaliation for the Indian
Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple at Amritsar,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two
baggage handlers who were transferring a a suitcase from a
Vancouver flight to Air India 301.
The second blast, less than an hour later, downed Air India Flight
182 off the coast of Ireland. All 329 people aboard the plane
died.
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Air India witness called from home of accused
Call display showed number of bombing suspect's home

Kim Bolan

Vancouver Sun
Friday, May 30, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
Police are investigating a phone call made earlier this week to the
home of a Crown witness in the Air India terrorism trial from the
house of accused bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik.
The man, who is scheduled to testify against Malik in the fall,
said he was upset about the call, which came at 12:28 p.m.
Monday and appeared to be from Malik himself.
The man cannot be identified because his name is protected by a
court order.
He said his wife and daughter were home when the phone rang.
His college-aged daughter could see through caller display that
the call was coming from Malik's Vancouver home.
She answered the phone and believed she recognized the caller's
voice as the accused terrorist and asked: "Is this Mr. Malik?" to
which she says the caller responded, "Yes."
The young woman said she had a brief conversation with the
man, who was asking for someone named "Joga Singh." There is
no one by that name living at the witness' house. The witness'
daughter identified herself and the caller indicated he had the
wrong number and hung up the phone.
In an interview, the young woman said she was particularly
concerned when it appeared that Malik was calling her home

from his home.
A Sun reporter went to the witness' house and saw the call
display showing the call listed as R.S. Malik, with a phone
number connected to the Malik family's Shaughnessy mansion.
While Malik remains in Vancouver pre-trial jail, he has phone
access. Telus has a "three-way call" service that allows parties to
call one number, which can then connect to a second number.
Wayne Willows, of the B.C. Corrections Service, said he could
not comment. If any allegation is made involving someone in
custody, police are called to investigate, he said, speaking
generally.
He also declined to comment on the type of phone access Malik
has in jail.
Sergeant Grant Learned, who speaks for the RCMP's Air India
Task Force, said the matter is being investigated, but that he
could not get into details about what is being done.
"We are still looking into it. We are aware of it and we have
alerted Crown," he said.
Geoff Gaul, who speaks for the team of Air India prosecutors,
said investigators are probing the call.
"We are aware of the situation and understand that police are
looking into it," Gaul said.
Malik lawyer Bill Smart said he was unaware of the call until
contacted by The Sun Thursday.

He said he would look into the matter, but couldn't really
comment until he had spoken to his client.
Several months after charges were laid against Malik and Bagri
in the 1985 Air India bombing, two former members of the
International Sikh Youth Federation were charged with
obstruction of justice for allegedly trying to silence another
witness in the case, who is no longer expected to testify. But
those charges were stayed last December.
The witness whose home was called this week said he expects
police and prosecutors to take the matter seriously. He thinks the
call was an attempt to harass his family.
"I am not very happy," said the man. "They should be monitoring
their phone calls."
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Malik tried to make deal with police after arrest

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, May 31, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
A day after he was arrested in October 2000, accused Air India
bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik tried to negotiate a deal with
police to get the charges against him dropped, according to justreleased court documents.
"I will tell my lawyer that I want to make a deal with you guys,"
Malik is quoted as saying in a transcript of the Oct. 29 interview.
"They drop the charges, called (sic) me as witness, what can I
say. Truly. Discuss with [Crown prosecutor] Joe Bellows. That's
the, the top line."
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with

conspiracy, murder and attempted murder in two bombings June
23, 1985 that targeted Air India and left 331 dead. Air India
Flight 182 was blown out of the sky off the coast of Ireland,
killing all 329 aboard. Less than an hour earlier, a bomb destined
for another Air India flight exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport,
killing two baggage handlers.
A third accused, Inderjit Singh Reyat, pleaded guilty to
manslaughter in February for his role in the Air India blast. He
had already served 10 years in connection with Narita bombing.
The RCMP conversation with Malik is contained in another
RCMP interview, conducted with Reyat when he was arrested
and charged in the Air India bombing on June 6, 2001.
Throughout Reyat's interview with investigators, which took
place as he was being driven from Matsqui Institution to
Vancouver provincial court, police were trying to get Reyat's
cooperation in the Air India case.
Part of their strategy appeared to be to discredit Malik by letting
Reyat hear portions of the other man's interview with the RCMP.
Malik, who repeatedly said police had little evidence against
him, made references to Reyat.
"Money is what I'm blamed for and Inderjit bought things on
VISA. That's Mr. Reyat. Tickets were paid by cash," Malik told
police in his October, 2000 interview.
Malik, a millionaire Vancouver businessman, reached no
conclusion with police according to the portions of the taped
interview played for Reyat and contained in the court documents.

Malik said he wanted to sleep on any deal negotiated and to
discuss it with his son, who was then an articling law student.
Malik appeared to be making reference to a written statement
during the conversation.
"There's nothing here which is disrespectful to anybody," he said.
"Every person thinks that they have their side of the story and it
explains the . . . my side of the story."
After the three police officers accompanying Reyat stopped the
tape, one of them, Corporal Baltej Dhillon, told Reyat he had
been misled by people around him.
"There is nothing in our religion that says don't tell the truth,"
Dhillon told Reyat. "If you thought there was support out there
for these people, you are mistaken."
Dhillon told Reyat that in his years on the Task Force: "I've been
told that the Indian Government is involved in this -- that there
was an outside agency that had a hand in this."
Dhillon even suggested Malik could have been an Indian
government agent.
"We asked him a question. We asked him: Are you an Indian
agent? And I can tell you very openly and very honestly here
today that his answer to me was not satisfactory and it has left
me with grave doubts about where his loyalty is," Dhillon said.
Despite Reyat's recent guilty plea, there has been no indication
he has agreed to cooperate with the Crown's case against Malik

and Bagri.
But both he and his wife, Satnam Kaur, have been subpoenaed to
testify when the trial resumes in September.
On Friday, the B.C. Supreme Court registry finally released a
disk containing thousands of pages of documents, evidence and
exhibits that were part of months of hearings prior to the start of
the Air India trial on April 28.
The documents provide incredible detail about the 15-year
criminal investigation that finally led to charges in Canada's
worst mass murder on Oct. 28, 2000.
According to the documents, as the RCMP tried to kick-start the
stalled Air India case in 1995, it even considering approaching an
American crime show for help.
"The Air India case could be advertised on the TV program
Unsolved Mysteries. This however would not be possible until
October, 1985 when the show starts a new season," said a secret
RCMP memo, dated March 16, 1985.
"After 10 years of investigation there is a certain amount of
evidence collected, however, it is not sufficient to lay charges on
our suspects at the present time."
The memo discussed several initiatives the RCMP was
considering to solve the massive terrorism case, including
immunity to suspects and the $1 million reward that was
announced weeks after the memo was written.
"Regional Crown has agreed to grant immunity for Inderjit Singh

Reyat should he provide truthful evidence," said the memo
signed by Sergeant T. Goral.
"The granting of immunity to Surjan Singh Gill would be
considered in due course dependent on the results of the
interviews with Reyat. Gill is believed to be a weak link and it is
suspected that he had the bomb in his possession at one time. It is
further believed that he disassociated himself with the group
when he realized the plan was to bomb an aircraft."
Gill, a former Babbar Khalsa member who once described
himself as Khalistan's consular general, now lives in England,
where The Vancouver Sun interviewed him two years ago.
At the time, he denied he was an Air India suspect and launched
lawsuits against two British Punjabi-language newspapers that
called him one.
However, the newly-released evidence shows Gill was a suspect
from day one and was wiretapped and video-taped talking to the
suspected mastermind of the plot, Babbar Khalsa founder
Talwinder Singh Parmar. Parmar, who was arrested, tortured and
killed by Punjab police in 1992, was never charged.
Gill was arrested by the task force in November, 1996 after he
returned from a shopping trip to Blaine. An RCMP "continuation
report" of the arrest indicates charges were read to Gill, but does
not say what the charges were. There is no indication the charges
went ahead.
Gill's house was also searched by the task force in November,
1985.

The newly-released documents indicate the RCMP was focused
on a much broader group than the three men eventually charged
in the Air India case.
In addition to repeated references to Gill, the documents include
a warrant to arrest Hardial Singh Johal, a former Vancouver
school board employee who died last November.
Johal was arrested two days after Malik and Bagri were first
picked up and charged at the end of October, 2000.
While Johal was never charged, the arrest warrant says he
conspired with Malik, Bagri, Parmar and Reyat "to murder the
329 passengers and crew of an aircraft designated as Air India
flight 182."
Johal's name appeared throughout the court documents. The Air
India trial has also been told Johal's phone number was given to
purchase the tickets believed to have been used in the plot and
that Johal was seen at the airport the day the plot was carried out.
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RCMP hint CSIS had Air India informant
Police comments to suspects in 1985 bombing may have been

just interrogation tactics

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
ADVERTISEMENT
Controversy is swirling around statements by the RCMP that
Canada's spy agency had an informant in the inner circle of the
Air India bombing conspiracy and that the Indian government
was somehow involved in Canada's worse mass murder.
Both comments were made by RCMP interrogators in interviews
with two Air India suspects immediately after their arrests and
were contained in newly released court documents.
After suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri was arrested in October 2000,
police suggested a former associate of Bagri's named Surjan
Singh Gill was a mole for the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service who backed out of the Air India bombing at the last
minute on the instructions of CSIS.
"And of course, why was he trying to back out? Well, because his
CSIS agents have told him to back out," RCMP Sergeant Jim
Hunter told Bagri.
"They told him to get out of there. Things are happening and you
can't be seen as part of that."
Gill has never been charged and moved to England in September

2000, just before Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik
were charged in the case.
In an interview in England two years ago, he told The Vancouver
Sun he was not an Air India suspect, though he is repeatedly
described as one in RCMP records of their 18-year investigation.
But in the Bagri interrogation, Hunter makes several references
to Gill being a CSIS informant such as, "His agent handlers have
told him 'you better distance yourself from these people,' " and
later on in the interview, "Mr. Gill is trying to get out of this
because he is in big trouble."
If true, the comments suggest CSIS may have had prior
knowledge of the bombing.
But it is also possible the RCMP was employing a common
interrogation technique which can involve providing inaccurate
information to elicit a response from a suspect.
Neither CSIS nor the RCMP would comment specifically on the
documents Sunday.
RCMP Sergeant Grant Learned said it would be inappropriate to
comment because the Air India case is before the courts.
But generally speaking, he suggested that police employ many
techniques while interrogating subjects.
"The interrogation strategies used often involve the introduction
of information as fact when in fact [that information] is not now
absolutely known or verified," Learned said Sunday. "When we
have these interview strategies, a person believes certain

information. The designed purpose of that is to motivate
someone to release information that they wouldn't otherwise
release."
Just 100 pages of a 503-page interview with Bagri were released
Friday on a disk containing thousands of pages of documents
from months of hearings prior to the start of the Air India trial
April 28.
Also contained in the documents are details of an interview with
Inderjit Singh Reyat after his arrest in June 2001. Reyat pleaded
guilty for his role in the bombing last February and was
sentenced to five years.
RCMP Corporal Baltej Dhillon told Reyat that since he started
on the Air India Task Force, "I've been told that the Indian
government is involved in this -- that there was an outside
agency that had a hand in this."
Dhillon, a turbanned Sikh officer, appeared to be trying to win
Reyat's cooperation by discrediting Malik. He even praised
Talwinder Singh Parmar, the late Babbar Khalsa leader suspected
of being the mastermind of the Air India plot.
Dhillon also suggested to Reyat that Malik could have been an
Indian government agent.
"We asked him a question. We asked him: 'Are you an Indian
agent?' And I can tell you very openly and very honestly here
today that his answer to me was not satisfactory and it has left
me with grave doubts about where his loyalty is," Dhillon said.
The public release of the startling interrogation details is causing

a stir in the Indo-Canadian community.
Liberal MLA Dave Hayer said he understands why police can't
shed more light on the facts while the trial is on-going.
"But you have to be careful when you are talking about another
government or about someone in the community being a spy,"
Hayer said Sunday.
"Police sometimes use different tactics to get to the bottom of
things during an interrogation."
Hayer said he hopes the RCMP will provide fuller explanations
once the trial is over.
"This information is causing some problem. The community
doesn't understand some of these things," said Hayer, whose
father, a newspaper publisher, was assassinated after writing
critically about Sikh terrorism in Canada.
"I do hope that once the court trial is over the police clarify some
of this information and say exactly what happened."
The Air India trial is adjourned until June 23, when it will sit for
a week before a two-month summer recess.
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy, murder and
attempted murder in two bombings June 23, 1985 that targeted
Air India and left 331 dead.
Air India Flight 182 was blown out of the sky off the coast of
Ireland, killing all 329 aboard. Less than an hour earlier, a bomb
destined for another Air India flight exploded at Tokyo's Narita

Airport, killing two baggage handlers.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a broader conspiracy by
B.C.-based Sikh separatists to target India's national airline to
retaliate against the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the
Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
CSIS denies knowledge of bomb
Spy agency says it had no advance knowledge of bomb

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, June 03, 2003
Stuart Davis, Vancouver Sun Files / Former Burnaby resident
Surjan Singh Gill, who was said to be working with CSIS, has
lived in England since September 2000.

ADVERTISEMENT
Canada's spy agency issued a strong public denial Monday that it
had any advance knowledge of the 1985 Air India bombing plot
that killed 331 people.
But the Canadian Security Intelligence Service refused to
comment specifically about an RCMP document that suggests

CSIS had an informant among the Sikh extremists alleged to
have conspired to blow up two Air India planes.
"Any suggestion that CSIS would not have done everything in its
power to prevent such a tragedy from occurring is absurd," CSIS
official Nicole Currier said from Ottawa. "If CSIS had had any
information which could have prevented the disaster, it would
have provided it to the government and the police."
She said the fact that two men are on trial in the bombing case
prohibits CSIS from commenting further on the controversial
RCMP statements, contained in newly released court documents.
The documents released Friday show that during interrogations
with the bombing suspects shortly after their arrests, RCMP
investigators suggested an associate of the suspects named
Surjan Singh Gill was a CSIS mole. An RCMP officer also said
CSIS may have destroyed hundreds of hours of taped phone calls
of the alleged conspirators to cover up its involvement.
But there is no indication the RCMP comments are true. In fact,
they may just be an interviewing strategy to get the suspects to
provide information about the bombing.
While the RCMP isn't commenting because of the ongoing trial,
spokesman Sergeant Grant Learned acknowledged that
unconfirmed information is often used in interrogations to garner
a response.
"Incorrect conclusions could be drawn if you took the statements
made during an interview and they were interpreted as an
established fact," he said.

The CSIS denials were echoed by Solicitor-General Wayne
Easter who dismissed demands for an inquiry into the
controversial RCMP comments. Under questioning in the House
of Commons on Monday, Easter called it "absolutely absurd" to
suggest CSIS would "pull back for any reason from an ongoing
counter-terrorism investigation and jeopardize the lives of
Canadians and others."
The denials did not stop renewed calls for a public inquiry into
CSIS's role in the Air India bombing, which remains Canada's
worst mass murder.
In the controversial segments of the interrogations, RCMP
Inspector Don Adam asked accused bomber Ripudaman Singh
Malik in October 2000 why he thought CSIS destroyed wiretap
tapes.
"Perhaps if your agent was right in the middle of it, and then it
happened and now you were all going to look horrible, you
might, you might, have a reason to cover that up, wouldn't you?"
Adam suggested to Malik, who he was trying to get to cooperate
with investigators.
Co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri was told after his Oct. 28, 2000,
arrest that a former associate named Surjan Singh Gill, who is
alleged to have pulled out of the bombing plot within days of its
execution, was working with CSIS.
RCMP Sergeant Jim Hunter is quoted telling Bagri: "Why was he
trying to back out. Well, because his CSIS agents have told him
to back out."
And RCMP Corporal Baltej Dhillon told Inderjit Singh Reyat

that he believed the Indian government had a hand in the
bombing plot.
Dhillon also suggested Malik was an Indian government agent
and said he admired Talwinder Singh Parmar, the suspected
mastermind of the plot who was killed by Indian police in 1992.
Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter in February, while Malik
and Bagri remain on trial for conspiracy, murder and attempted
murder in the June 23, 1985, bombing of Air India Flight 182
and a second blast the same day that killed two baggage handlers
in Japan.
Their trial is taking place after an 18-year investigation that has
cost almost $100 million.
The Crown alleges the pair conspired with other B.C.-based Sikh
separatists to target the national airline of India in retaliation for
the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Burnaby New Democratic Party MP Svend Robinson said the
solicitor-general should appoint a public inquiry to investigate
what went wrong with the long-running Air India probe,
especially regarding the role of CSIS.
Robinson called Easter's denials "grossly irresponsible."
"The documents that have been released clearly demonstrate that
there must be a full independent inquiry into the very serious
questions that are raised," Robinson said.
"If CSIS was so incompetent and so bungling and so ineffective

it would be tragic if that led to a miscarriage of justice."
Both CSIS and Easter referred to a November 1992 report of the
Security Intelligence Review Committee, which cleared the
agency of any wrongdoing in the Air India investigation.
"SIRC undertook an exhaustive review of the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service's activities prior to and following the June
1985 Air India bombing," CSIS's Currier said. "Their subsequent
report laid to rest any concerns about CSIS' role in the
investigation of Sikh terrorist activity and the Air India disaster."
However, the SIRC report was one of the documents to which
reporters covering the Air India case were denied access by B.C.
Supreme Court at the request of CSIS.
Meanwhile, Gill, a former Burnaby resident who was the righthand man of suspected mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, did
not return phone calls from The Vancouver Sun. He has lived in
England since September 2000.
Gurbax Singh Virk, editor of the Des Prades newspaper based in
Southall, England, said Gill appears to have gone underground
about three months ago. "Nobody has seen him lately," Virk said
Monday.
But Gill's daughter Pamela, who still lives at the family home in
Burnaby, told The Sun he is still living in England. She declined
to comment on the controversy involving her father.
Surjan Gill is described in dozens of RCMP documents also
released Friday as a suspect who pulled out at the last minute, but
at one point had a bomb in his possession. He had a public

falling out with Parmar after the Air India bombing and laid low
for several years until after Parmar was killed by Punjab police in
1992.
Gill told The Sun in an April 2001 interview that he was not
involved in the Air India plot. In fact, he took legal action against
two British newspapers, including Virk's, because they called
him a suspect.
But he also said he was just visiting his brother in England and
would return to Canada within weeks.
Gill also had years of financial trouble after the Air India
bombing with petitioners winning the court-ordered sale of
several of his Lower Mainland properties. His long-time
Vancouver lawyer, David Gibbons, was unavailable to comment
Monday.
The RCMP wasn't officially commenting on the latest furore over
CSIS and the Air India investigation, and a range of views exists
among RCMP investigators about whether CSIS had agents
among Sikh militants.
The tense, distrustful relationship between the two agencies is
borne out by dozens of documents contained in the latest batch
released in connection with the Air India trial. Despite those
letters and memos, a lawyer for one of the accused bombers said
Monday that he didn't believe CSIS had prior knowledge of the
bombing plot.
Bagri defence lawyer Richard Peck said the documents may be
new to the public, but lawyers have known about their existence
for years.

"These are obviously matters that we are well aware of and have
pursued and will continue to pursue," Peck said. "I've always
been very, very skeptical about this notion or this idea that a
government agency would do this."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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Canada attacked in Air India case
By Ian Gunn
BBC correspondent in Vancouver
Canada's intelligence service is defending itself against
allegations that it deliberately hampered the investigation of the
bombing of an Indian airliner.
Two Sikh militants are on trial in Canada for killing 329 people
when Air India Flight 182 exploded over the Atlantic in 1985.
The plane exploded off Ireland
Newly-released court documents suggest a man at the centre of
the bombing was a spy and that efforts to protect his identity led
the Canadian intelligence service to shred crucial evidence.
It has been known for some time that Canada's Security and
Intelligence Service (CSIS) destroyed documents relating to the
bombing.
Until now it has been assumed that this was simply due to
embarrassing incompetence.

However papers released in the murder trial of the two suspects
now suggest the evidence was deliberately destroyed to protect a
CSIS agent at the heart of the conspiracy.
That would mean that Canada's own spies caused years of
frustrating delays in the case.
No warning
Public reaction has been swift and angry.
The opposition is calling for a public inquiry to force the
secretive spy agency to explain itself.
The militants on trial are pleading not guilty
Some relatives of the victims say that if there was an agent at the
heart of the conspiracy, this means that CSIS had advance
warning of the bombing.
That suggestion has elicited a rare public rebuttal from the
agency.
In a terse statement, it says any suggestion that it would not have
tried to prevent the tragedy is absurd.
But that falls somewhere short of a full denial of the allegations
and there is other circumstantial evidence as well.
One of the key figures in the Sikh militant group left it just three
days before the bombing, was never charged and has since
quietly disappeared in Britain.

Mountie blames CSIS mole

A Sikh separatist suspected of being a CSIS mole in the Air-India
conspiracy had the explosives and airline tickets with him shortly
before two bombs were allegedly checked onto flights at the
Vancouver airport, an RCMP officer stated in an affidavit.
Canada's spy agency intercepted a telephone call on June 21,
1985, between Surjan Singh Gill and the alleged mastermind of
the scheme, Talwinder Singh Parmar, Constable Gary ClarkMarlow said in an affidavit sworn to obtain court approval for
wiretaps.
Mr. Parmar and Mr. Gill spoke in code, stated Constable ClarkMarlow, a member of the Air-India task force. The affidavit was
among documents from the Air-India trial released last week
after a publication ban was lifted.
"Mr. Parmar asked Mr. Gill whether he had delivered those
papers. Mr. Gill replied: Yes. Mr. Parmar then told him to deliver
the clothes to the same place," the officer stated. "I believe that
the 'papers' refers to the airline tickets and 'clothes' refers to the
suitcase for the bombs."
The revelation raises questions about the Air-India investigation
and Mr. Gill's move to England in 2000, shortly before two other
men were charged in the case.
Before he left Canada, the RCMP had identified Mr. Gill as one
of six main suspects in the Air-India case, recently released
RCMP documents show.

Mr. Gill was never charged in the bombings.
Efforts to track down Mr. Gill yesterday proved fruitless.
"He's still in England," said a man who answered Mr. Gill's
cellphone and claimed to be his brother Gurnam, a London bus
driver. "He's here, but he's in Coventry today."
Told that Mr. Gill was suspected of being a spy for Canada's
intelligence service, the respondent burst out laughing.
"It's still going on," he said, promising to get his brother to call
back. Later calls to the same phone went unanswered.
Mr. Gill lived until recently at his brother's home in a London
suburb near Heathrow airport and adjacent to Southall, the centre
of London's Punjabi population.
A visitor to Gurnam's modest semi-detached house, across the
street from a rail line, at first found nobody home. A neighbour,
Mohamed Aleem, confirmed that Surjan Singh Gill had been
living with his brother, but had moved out some time ago.
RCMP Staff Sergeant Grant Learned said in an interview that he
could not respond to questions about the affidavit, which was
sworn some time after April 1996. The date of the affidavit is
included in information still subject to publication ban.
The recently released police documents from the Air-India trial
tell only part of the story, he said.
"There's still hundreds of thousands of pages and tapes and

interviews that the media do not have access to," he said.
"Everyone has questions about bits and pieces of
information. . . . I expect the same questions will be raised during
the trial."
Constable Clark-Marlow's comments in the affidavit provide an
extensive account of dozens of Mr. Parmar's telephone
conversations monitored by CSIS starting in late March, 1985.
Mr. Gill was in frequent contact with Mr. Parmar in the days
leading up to June 23, 1985. Although tape recordings of most
conversations were erased, the spy agency had officers' notes and
various reports to piece together a portrait of Mr. Gill's activities.
A CSIS agent, Larry Lowe, followed Mr. Gill, Mr. Parmar and an
unidentified man to the Vancouver ferry terminal on the
afternoon of June 4, 1985, when Mr. Parmar and the other man
went to Vancouver Island, allegedly to test explosives, the RCMP
officer stated.
CSIS surveillance personnel saw Mr. Gill pick up Mr. Parmar at
the ferry terminal at 11:35 p.m. on the same day.
CSIS surveillance personnel also saw Mr. Gill arrive at Mr.
Parmar's house at 8:15 a.m., June 21, 1985, the same day they
had spoken on the phone about delivering paper and clothes.
Mr. Gill handed Mr. Parmar a manila envelope and talked with
him for about 30 minutes. Police subsequently found a note dated
June 21, 1985, that said Mr. Gill was resigning from a Sikh
separatist group run by Mr. Parmar.
"It is my belief that Gill's purpose in this visit was to deliver his

resignation," Constable Clark-Marlow stated.
Despite his resignation, Mr. Gill was seen talking to Mr. Parmar
later the same day. Mr. Gill also went over to Mr. Parmar's house
on the evening of June, 23, 1985, after the bombs had exploded,
Constable Clark-Marlow wrote.
Another police officer, Staff Sergeant Don Adam, suggested
during the interrogation of one of the Air-India defendants that
Mr. Gill was a CSIS agent who was instructed to pull out before
the disaster. Solicitor-General Wayne Easter has denied that CSIS
knew in advance about the bombing.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder charges in the death
of 329 people killed in a midair explosion aboard an Air-India
flight on June 23, 1985. They are also charged with the murder of
two people who died in an explosion at Tokyo's Narita airport.
The prosecution has charged that the explosions were caused by
bombs in suitcases checked onto flights at the Vancouver airport.
One of the bombs went to Tokyo where it exploded at the Narita
airport before it could be transferred to an Air-India flight and the
other was on a flight to Toronto where it was transferred to
another Air-India flight and exploded off the coast of Ireland.
l Globemedia Interactive Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Never accused CSIS of having Air India knowledge, RCMP says
Mole comment 'context being missed' by media, politicians

Kim Bolan

Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, June 04, 2003
Chuck Stoody, Canadian Press / Burnaby MP Svend Robinson
makes call for inquiry on Tuesday.

ADVERTISEMENT
The RCMP attempted to clarify the record Tuesday, saying it has
never accused Canada's spy agency of having advance
knowledge of the 1985 Air India bombing.
Sergeant Grant Learned, who speaks on behalf of the RCMP's
Air India task force, said controversial RCMP information
contained in newly released court documents is being taken out
of context by journalists and politicians across Canada.
Learned said statements that the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service may have had a mole among the alleged bombing
conspirators -- a man who pulled out just before the explosions
took place -- must be placed in the proper context. The
comments were made during an RCMP interrogation of a suspect
in the Air India bombing.
"The context seems to be being missed by many of the media
reporting on it," Learned said. "This is a statement or a phrase
given to a subject who is under police interview and I have
already said you take such statements with a huge grain of salt."
Opposition politicians are renewing their call for a public inquiry

into the case, in light of the release of thousands of pages of
documents used in the pre-trial phase of the Air India case.
Among those documents, which date back to 1985, are partial
transcripts of RCMP interviews with three Air India suspects
shortly after their arrests.
RCMP interrogators suggested to both Ripudaman Singh Malik
and Ajaib Singh Bagri in October 2000 that one of their
associates, a man named Surjan Singh Gill, was taking his
instructions from CSIS and that CSIS then erased hundreds of
hours of taped calls with the alleged conspirators to cover up the
agency's involvement. A third transcript of a June 2001
interrogation of Inderjit Singh Reyat, who pleaded guilty in
February for his role in the plot, notes another RCMP officer
suggesting the government of India was involved and that Malik
might be an Indian government agent.
Learned said the RCMP cannot comment specifically on the
documents because the case is before the courts.
"Our position has been that we are completely at arm's length,"
Learned said. "Unfortunately, this has taken on a twist that some
issues are being held as fact when they are not factual, such as
people standing and saying the RCMP have made certain claims.
We haven't made claims."
Both CSIS and Solicitor General Wayne Easter reiterated denials
the agency had any advance warning of the plot, which left 331
dead in two separate explosions on June 23, 1985.
Easter went a step further than he did Monday, stating CSIS did
not have a mole among militant Sikh separatists alleged to have

plotted the bombings.
"The bottom line is no, they didn't have a mole," said Easter,
minister responsible for CSIS.
He also chastised his political opponents for raising the issue
while the trial is continuing.
"I am concerned about the families of the victims who are
listening to this kind of rumour and rhetoric" from Opposition
MPs, Easter said in the Commons.
"It is a bit of a travesty they would pull those rumours out of the
air and possibly jeopardize the longest-running investigation and
court case in [Canadian] history."
Malik and Bagri will be back in court June 23 for the resumption
of their trial on eight counts including murder, conspiracy and
attempted murder in two bombings that targeted Air India.
Air India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all
329 aboard. Less than an hour earlier, a blast at Tokyo's Narita
Airport killed two baggage handlers. The Crown alleges the pair
was part of a conspiracy by Sikh separatists to target India's
national airline in retaliation for the Indian Army's attack a year
earlier on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine, in
Amritsar, India.
A representative of the Indian high commission in Ottawa also
flatly denied RCMP interview statements about the alleged
involvement of the Indian government. Gurbachan Singh, a
consular official, said in an interview he found such suggestions
"atrocious."

"We totally reject any such suggestion," Singh said. "It is an
example of disinformation. I would not like to comment further
because the matter is subjudicial."
However, the controversy did not die down Tuesday, as Burnaby
New Democrat MP Svend Robinson called a news conference to
reiterate his demand for a public inquiry into the activities of
CSIS both before and after the 1985 bombing. He raised the
issue of the potential mole, but also read from a 1996 memo
written by then-Rcmp Inspector Gary Bass, which chastised
CSIS for erasing wire-tap tapes. The memo, which was released
publicly several months ago, said the information was of a
"highly probative" nature and could have led to a prosecution
years earlier.
"When you look at what he is saying, it is a damning indictment
of CSIS," Robinson said. "There is enough here to at the very
least call for an inquiry. Let's get at the truth."
Robinson said the combination of the RCMP interrogations
suggesting a mole and the 1996 Bass memo suggest a cover-up.
"The solicitor-general said there was no cover-up. How does he
know?"
However, putting together a couple of documents that were
written years apart can be misleading, Learned said.
"To cross-reference or index memos that were part of a
disclosure package to link them into an interview or a statement
made by a police investigator during an interview, you are
comparing apples and oranges," he said. " Stuff is [being]

brushed over with a common swipe to create perhaps an
impression we had made this claim and that is not correct."
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Criticism of CSIS, RCMP hurts Air India case: Dosanjh
Prosecute alleged terrorists first, then review agencies' conduct,
former premier says
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Ujjal Dosanjh says attention should stay focused on prosecuting
terrorism.

ADVERTISEMENT
Former B.C. premier and attorney general Ujjal Dosanjh says the
time to review the conduct of Canadian law enforcement
agencies in the 1985 Air India bombing investigation is after the
conclusion of the trial now taking place in B.C. Supreme Court.
Dosanjh -- who was targeted by Sikh extremists during a

February 1985 beating -- said the controversy over newly
released documents is distracting attention from the prosecution
of Vancouver millionaire Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri.
"I think it is absolutely irresponsible at this point to raise all of
these issues when there is an active prosecution under way,"
Dosanjh said in an interview Wednesday. "The responsible thing
to do would be to allow the prosecution to conclude and then
determine whether or not any useful lessons can be learned by a
public inquiry."
Documents from the 18-year investigation include partial
transcripts of RCMP interrogations of the Air India suspects
during which police suggested that one of the suspects'
associates, Surjan Singh Gill, was a CSIS mole who was ordered
out of the bombing plot at the last minute.
Gill is now living in England and not returning phone calls.
Several of his British friends told The Vancouver Sun Wednesday
that he was out of town, possibly in Germany, where his book
publisher is based.
The statements of RCMP interrogators suggest the spy agency
may have had advance knowledge of Canada's worst mass
murder, something CSIS flatly rejected this week. The RCMP
has also said that misinformation is sometimes used in interviews
as a technique to gain cooperation. Solicitor General Wayne
Easter backed each agency's position on the controversy.
The released documents contain detailed CSIS memos about the
pre-bombing surveillance on the alleged co-conspirators,
including suspected mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, who is

now dead.
Gill was continually with Parmar and believed by the RCMP to
have possessed the bombs for a period of time before backing
out.
Both Gill and Parmar were also interviewed by the RCMP prior
to the bombing, the documents show.
Dosanjh is named in the some of the "secret" CSIS memos
because of conversations he had with Vancouver Police about
death threats and beatings that were becoming a regular
occurrence in the Indo-Canadian community in the months
before the bombing. Vancouver police passed on the information
to CSIS, according to the documents.
After Dosanjh was beaten with a metal bar, he wrote to thenprime minister Brian Mulroney urging him to take action to stop
the threats against those who were opposing Sikh extremism.
Dosanjh was practising lawyer at the time of the attack.
"We were all worried there was going to be violence and there
was violence. I was attacked ... . People's windows were
smashed. Threatening messages were left on people's answering
machines, including mine. Threats were made to kidnap children
and firebomb your homes, things of that nature. And if you add
that together with the hit lists that were going around -- that is
why I wrote the letter and made the kind of statements I made."
But even with all that community violence, Dosanjh said no one,
including police and Canada's spy agency, imagined a complex
terrorist act like the plot to bomb two Air India planes.

"Hindsight is 20-20 ... . It was a different context, a different
time. Police didn't have sufficient resources. They didn't have
sufficient connections with the community. They didn't have
enough Indo-Canadian police officers. They didn't think that this
community could produce the kind of extremism that might lead
to an Air India tragedy."
One memo released during the ongoing trial indicates Dosanjh
had spoken with Gill, a client Dosanjh had represented on legal
matters, who was also close to suspected conspirator Parmar.
The memo said Gill visited Dosanjh on June 25, 1985 -- two
days after the bombing. "According to Dosanjh, Gill and
Talwinder Parmar have parted company."
Dosanjh said Wednesday that much of the information coming
out now is speculation.
"I have a hard time believing the allegation was made that he was
an agent," Dosanjh said of Gill. "I had known him way back
when he didn't have a beard or a turban."
There is also information Dosanjh provided police about a "Lal
Singh" who had been in Vancouver. L. Singh was one of the
names used to purchase the airline tickets alleged to have been
used in the plot.
Dosanjh said the information he provided police was the kind of
talk circulating after the bombings.
"They knew nothing about what was going on. They would go to
anyone who would share information with them," Dosanjh said.

The newly released documents provide greater detail about what
CSIS knew before the bombing, as well as the agency's
explanation of why it erased hundreds of hours of wiretap tapes
of conversations between the alleged conspirators. Several agents
submitted affidavits saying they were following policy of the
day, which was to erase tapes after 30 days, a policy "that went
back to the Second World War," one memo said, referring to
CSIS' predecessor -- a branch of the RCMP.
Former CSIS agent Michel Juneau-Katsuya said there should be
an inquiry into CSIS' conduct, focusing on the erased tapes, but
he can't accept that somebody in the agency would deliberately
cover up knowledge of the bombing plot.
"I worked with these people for over 21 years. [That] would be
really an oddball -- the guy that would be willing to live with the
knowledge and live with their conscience," Juneau-Katsuya said.
"It is probably a situation where they put the pieces together too
late ... . It is much easier to know after the fact."
Back in 1985 the agency was spending as much time monitoring
Sikh militants as it was on many other organizations, such as the
Irish republican movement and Middle Eastern groups, JuneauKatsuya said.
Dosanjh praised police efforts in the Air India case Wednesday
despite how long it took to lay charges.
"I think police generally speaking worked very hard to solve
this," he said. "This was a very complex long, comprehensive
investigation. I can be critical and others can be critical, but I
actually admire the people and their tenacity in finally bringing
this to a state where there is an active prosecution under way."
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Misjudged Air-India's danger, CSIS acknowledges
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CSIS hurt by erasure of tape
Suspected CSIS mole carried Air-India bombs, Mountie said
Case against CSIS absurd, Easter says
Suspected mole was self-appointed Khalistan envoy
Vancouver Ñ A senior official at Canada's spy agency admitted
one year after the Air-India disaster that its agents might have
prevented the deaths of 331 people if they had recognized the
sound of a bomb exploding when the homemade device was
tested.
Agents also underestimated the ability of members of Canada's
Sikh community to carry out a bombing, a senior official in the
counterterrorism branch of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service conceded in an internal memo recently released.

The memo is the first indication that, a year after the disaster,
CSIS recognized that it might have made a mistake and might
have been able to prevent the deaths.
Before the explosions in Tokyo and aboard Air-India Flight 182
on June 23, 1985, Vancouver Sikh leader Talwinder Singh
Parmar was under CSIS surveillance as part of the protection for
Rajiv Gandhi, then prime minister of India, on a visit to New
York.
On June 4, 1985, CSIS agents followed Mr. Parmar and auto
mechanic Inderjit Singh Reyat to a quarry in a wooded area on
Vancouver Island.
The top official, whose name must remain secret under a court
order, stated in a memo dated July 16, 1986, that the agents heard
a loud explosion; they believed a high-calibre gun had been fired.
They later concluded the incident was a test run for a homemade
bomb used in the Air-India disaster.
The CSIS official stated in the memo that the agency had no
reason to believe Mr. Parmar was testing an explosive device in
the quarry. "This possibility apparently did not occur to anyone
in CSIS at the time," he said.
"Certainly we can, with the benefit of hindsight, say that if we
had immediately interviewed Parmar and Reyat after the
incident, we might have deterred the subsequent presumed
bombing of Flight 182," the official stated.
CSIS has never publicly acknowledged the significance of its
apparent failures of intelligence in the time leading up to the

bombings and has never been called to account for its
performance.
For years, the federal government has resisted pressure to
appoint a public inquiry into how CSIS and the RCMP handled
the Air-India investigation.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder charges in the deaths
of 329 people in the explosion on Flight 182.
They also face murder charges in the deaths of two people 54
minutes earlier when a bomb exploded in luggage being
transferred to an Air-India flight at Tokyo's Narita airport. The
trial began on April 28.
A court order prohibiting publication of the documents was lifted
recently, allowing the media for the first time in 18 years to
report on internal CSIS memos connected to the case.
The spy agency put Mr. Parmar under surveillance in early 1985
in response to a request from the United States Secret Service.
The U.S. agency had identified Mr. Parmar as a Sikh separatist
who should be watched in light of reports of a plot to assassinate
Mr. Gandhi during a visit to the United Nations.
On April 8, 1985, CSIS agents intercepted Mr. Parmar's phone
call with a person identified as Jang Singh in Germany,
apparently talking about Mr. Gandhi's visit to the UN in June, a
recently released document shows.
"Something should be done," Mr. Singh said. "I beg you from all
my family, he should not be allowed to go back. . . . Those in

India, we cannot hope that they will do anything."
"No, they cannot do anything," Mr. Parmar replied. "Well, don't
talk on the phone here. We shall see."
CSIS has been accused of not co-operating with the RCMP at the
time of the Air-India disaster. The official in the memo
adamantly rejected that view.
After the incident at the quarry, but before the Air-India
explosions, CSIS sent a report to the RCMP about the event,
including biographical information about Mr. Reyat and the fact
that Mr. Reyat was a registered owner of two revolvers, the
official said.
Four days after the Air-India disaster, CSIS for a second time
drew the incident to the attention of the RCMP, he stated.
CSIS agents had recalled the incident after June 23, 1985, and
the agency recommended that the RCMP might wish to consider
examining the area of the explosion with one of the CSIS spies
who was on the site at the time, he said.
"It is our understanding that their search, after some considerable
effort, was successful in locating the remains of a blasting cap,
and this became important evidence in the subsequent criminal
prosecution of [Mr.] Reyat," he said.
"In that the information that we had seems to have been reported
to the RCMP prior to the Air-India disaster, and in that we
reminded the RCMP of the incident and provided all cooperation possible subsequent to the disaster, I find it very
difficult to understand how the RCMP can construe anything

about this incident as reflecting a lack of co-operation by CSIS,"
the official stated.
The CSIS official acknowledged, in hindsight, that the agency
might have prevented the disaster.
"But then, the RCMP had this option open to them as well, and
chose not to pursue it," he said.
Parmar not queried about test detonation
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The twists and turns of the Air-India probe
CSIS kept phone tapes from RCMP
Vancouver Ñ RCMP interviewed the suspected mastermind of
the Air-India disaster shortly before the bombings killed 331
people but the police did not ask him what he knew about an
explosion in the woods a week earlier, a recently released
internal RCMP report shows.

RCMP officers, accompanied by U.S. Secret Service agents,
spoke to Talwinder Singh Parmar and another Air-India suspect
on June 12, 1985, 11 days before the Air-India disaster.
However, the Mounties believed that the target of Sikh
extremists at that time was Rajiv Gandhi, who was then the
prime minister of India, and not Air-India aircraft.
The RCMP were interested in finding out what Mr. Parmar
intended to do during Mr. Gandhi's visit to New York City, they
stated in 1992 in a report on the Air-India case. They also wanted
to dissuade extremists from any actions against Mr. Gandhi
during a trip to the United Nations, the RCMP stated.
"The action was preemptive, sending a message to [Mr. Parmar's
group] that the authorities were aware of, and were reacting to
the alleged plot to kill Mr. Gandhi," the RCMP stated in a
document in 1996.
A week before the interview, agents from the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service had followed Mr. Parmar and two other men
into the woods on Vancouver Island, where they heard a loud
bang.
At that time, they believed the noise was a gun shot. After the
Air-India disaster on June 23, 1985, they re-examined the site
and decided the noise was from a test of a homemade bomb.
CSIS told the RCMP on Vancouver Island about the incident on
June 5, 1985, and they told Vancouver police the following day.
Vancouver police told the RCMP in Vancouver, the documents
show.

CSIS also advised the RCMP on June 6, 1985, that the threat to
Air-India and other Indian interests in Canada was "high."
However, the RCMP decided to not reveal what they knew about
the Vancouver Island incident during the Parmar interview "so as
not to jeopardize the ongoing CSIS investigation," they stated in
another document, prepared in 1992.
After the RCMP spoke to Mr. Parmar, CSIS heard Mr. Parmar
talking on the phone with another Air-India suspect, Surjan
Singh Gill.
Four RCMP officers had gone to his house, Mr. Gill said. He
asked Mr. Parmar why they had come to him. "They had many
things, including photographs," CSIS overheard Mr. Gill telling
Mr. Parmar.
Mr. Parmar said the four officers had already been to his house.
He did not offer an explanation for the police visits.
In a CSIS memo written 13 months after the interview, a senior
CSIS official wrote that CSIS might have deterred the presumed
bombings if they had spoken to Mr. Parmar after following him
to the woods for what they later determined was a test of a
homemade bomb.
The RCMP had the same option as the spy agency to deter the
presumed bombing and "they chose not to pursue it," he also
said.
CSIS has been under close scrutiny for its activities related to the
Air-India case. A watchdog group reviewed its involvement in

1992 and defence lawyers at the Air-India trial have scrutinized
its efforts.
The RCMP investigation Ñ which has not been subject to a
review by any independent group Ñ has drawn considerably less
attention.
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and millworker
Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder charges for 329 deaths caused by
a mid-air explosion aboard an Air India flight and two deaths
caused by the explosion of a bomb in a suitcase being transferred
to an Air-India flight in Japan's Narita airport.
Mr. Parmar, who police say was the mastermind behind the plot,
was killed by police in India in 1992.
Police tipped Air India flight would be bombed
Documents recently released by the B.C. Supreme Court
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ADVERTISEMENT
Months before Air India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of
Ireland in June 1985, the RCMP investigated a tip that an Air
India plane out of Montreal would be bombed, according to
documents recently released by B.C. Supreme Court.

"This information was not connected to the June 1985, disasters
and our investigation failed to substantiate an actual plot," said
the "secret" RCMP briefing note on the Air India investigation,
dated February 1992.
"Information regarding this investigation was shared with CSIS
in 1984."
The 12-page note formed the basis of an RCMP status report on
the Air India probe presented in 1992 to the watchdog group
reviewing the conduct of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service.
The note also said the RCMP received information from Air
India in early June 1985 that one of its planes might be
sabotaged.
"On June 6, 1985, the RCMP headquarters in Ottawa asked CSIS
for a threat assessment as a result of correspondence the RCMP
received from Air India concerning the likelihood of their aircraft
being sabotaged. This threat is believed to be worldwide," the
note said.
"CSIS replied on the same date that the threat potential to all
Indian missions in Canada was high and this was intended to
include Air India. CSIS, however, was not aware of any specific
threat to the airlines and further advised that should they learn of
any specific threat to Air India, the (RCMP) would be advised
immediately."
As India's national airline, Air India was considered a target of
Sikh separatists upset at the Indian Army's attack in June 1984,

on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Sergeant Grant Learned, who speaks for the Air India Task
Force, refused to comment Thursday, saying it would be
inappropriate while the trial of two men in connection with the
1985 Air India bombing continues in Supreme Court.
Criticism has flown in recent days over a series of damning
memos contained in thousands of pages of documents released in
the Air India case that suggest CSIS bungled its pre-bombing
investigation of the Air India suspects and that the RCMP blamed
the spy agency for destroying evidence in the case.
But the 1992 RCMP report, presented to the Security Intelligence
Review Committee, paints a more cooperative picture of
relations between the two agencies both before and after two
bombs targeting Air India exploded on June 23, 1985.
"The [RCMP] has always considered our cooperation with CSIS
to be good, both before and after the June 1985 Air India crash,"
the RCMP report said. "The investigation put great strains on
both agencies. There were difficulties and disagreements,
however. Your file review will no doubt illustrate we shared a
common goal and we persevered towards it."
The report said the RCMP provided information to CSIS before
the bombing and that CSIS alerted Duncan RCMP detachment
about its surveillance of the suspected mastermind, Talwinder
Singh Parmar, on June 4, 1985. CSIS agents saw Parmar and
Inderjit Singh Reyat go into the woods near Duncan and then
heard what they believed was a gunshot. It was later learned
Parmar and Reyat were testing explosive material.

RCMP did not follow up on the information until after the June
23 bombing.
Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter last February for his role in
the Air India bombing, which killed 329. He had already served a
10-year sentence after a conviction in a same-day bombing at
Tokyo's Narita Airport. Two baggage handlers were killed when
a bomb exploded in a suitcase from Vancouver, destined for an
Air India flight to Bangkok.
Vancouver millionaire Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri are facing murder and conspiracy
charges in both the Air India and Narita bombings. Their trial
resumes for a week June 23, before adjourning for the summer.
The 1992 RCMP note also said investigators probed the
possibility the government of India had a hand in the bombing,
but that "the RCMP does not have evidence to support this
theory."
The note ends optimistically saying "although it has been seven
years since the Air India disaster, it would be wrong to assume
that there is no hope in successfully concluding the criminal
investigation."
The possibility of an attack on Air India was widely known in the
weeks before the Air India bombing. Many B.C. Sikhs adhered to
a call for a boycott of the airline. In fact, just 18 of the 329
aboard the ill-fated flight were Sikh, even though Sikhs made up
the majority in the Indo-Canadian community.
The Vancouver Sun reported in October 2000 that Parmar, who
was killed by Punjab police in 1992, made a fiery speech at a

Sikh temple in southeast Calgary in the summer of 1984 that Air
India planes would "fall from the sky."
Parmar's message was delivered privately to a group of about 20
who gathered in an upstairs room in the temple to hear the
founder of one of the most militant Sikh separatist groups -- the
Babbar Khalsa or Tigers of the True Faith. At the meeting,
Parmar insisted the Indian government be punished for its attack
a month earlier on the Golden Temple.
One of those attending the Calgary meeting suggested a boycott
of Air India so the airline would stop flying to Canada. But the
conversation soon turned to a more violent strategy.
One proposal was that militants in the Babbar Khalsa and the
International Sikh Youth Federation get missiles and try to hit the
weekly Air India flight as it left Toronto or Montreal.
But Parmar said neither suggestion was right. "We'll think of
something. We will make a plan,'' he pledged.
In India, it was widely publicized that there would be an uprising
by Sikh militants to mark the first anniversary of the temple
attack.
Delhi-based Ashok Rao, who lost his two nephews in the Air
India bombing, recently recalled to a Sun reporter that he and his
wife considered alerting their relatives in Canada to the warnings
that were coming out in India about a two-week uprising to mark
the Golden Temple attack.
But they decided not to trouble their nephews, assuming that any
violence would be in India, not Canada.

In the first weeks of Malik and Bagri's trial, Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson was told that Air India had special security on its
routes in June 1985. The airline was
x-raying all bags bound for its flights, something that other
airlines were not doing.
But the X-ray machine at Pearson International Airport in
Toronto broke down on June 22, 1985 -- when a suitcase from a
Vancouver flight was directed to the Air India plane. A hand-held
detection device brought in to replace the x-ray machine was
virtually useless for detecting explosives.
A year after destruction of Air India Flight 182, the RCMP
arrested and charged five Montreal members of the Babbar
Khalsa with plotting to blow up another plane, believed to be an
Air India flight leaving New York.
Only two of those men were tried. Both Santokh Singh Khela
and Kashmir Singh Dhillon were convicted, but later had the
convictions overturned and won subsequent appeals by Crown
prosecutors.
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Eighteen years after Canada's spy agency zeroed in on two
militant Sikh separatist groups deemed threats to national
security, the federal government has finally banned them as
terrorist organizations.
Solicitor-General Wayne Easter announced Wednesday the
Babbar Khalsa -- believed to have plotted the 1985 Air India
bombing -- and the International Sikh Youth Federation have
been added to a list that now includes 31 groups banned in
Canada as terrorist organizations.
"The government of Canada has determined that these entities
knowingly engaged in terrorist activity," Easter said in a news
release.
Babbar Khalsa leader Ajaib Singh Bagri is on trial on eight
counts related to a plot to bomb two Air India planes, killing 331
people. Bagri is also charged with the 1988 attempted murder of
publisher Tara Singh Hayer, who was later killed. Four ISYF
members were convicted of the 1986 assassination attempt on
Vancouver Island of a visiting Punjabi cabinet minister who was
later slain in India.
The ban means association with or membership in the groups is
illegal, as is fund-raising for them or any of their activities.
Assets of the groups can also be seized.
The ISYF and Babbar Khalsa have both advocated for the armed

struggle to have an independent Sikh homeland they call
Khalistan carved from India's Punjab state. Members of both
groups had their phones wiretapped as early as 1985 by the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service as part of the agency's
probe of "Sikh extremists," according to recently released court
documents in the Air India bombing trial.
And CSIS was following around Babbar Khalsa founder and
suspected Air India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, who
was later killed in India, both before and after the 1985
bombings. The agency has been widely criticized for failing to
prevent the plot, which remains Canada's worst mass murder.
With all the intelligence gathered on the groups, Hayer's daughter
Rupinder is frustrated the Babbar Khalsa and ISYF were not
banned sooner. She believes her father's murder is directly
related to years of criticism he levelled at the militant groups in
his Punjabi-language Indo-Canadian Times.
"This should have been done a long time ago," Rupinder Hayer
said Wednesday. "I am happy it is finally being done, but I am
also sad that it wasn't done before my father's death. Then at least
my father would be alive."
She said violent acts like the Air India bombing might have been
prevented if Canada had taken action sooner.
"We need to make sure there is no more killing, no more lives
taken," she said.
One Surrey-based faction of the ISYF disbanded more than a
year ago. Another faction still operates in Abbotsford and held an
event there just a few weeks ago.

Surdave Singh Jatana, who has been linked to the Abbotsford
group, refused to comment when contacted Wednesday by The
Vancouver Sun.
Amrit Singh Rai, the former spokesman for the disbanded ISYF,
said Wednesday he had no problem with the new Canadian law.
In fact, his group broke up because the government's move to
ban it was anticipated, said Rai, who now works on human rights
issues in Punjab.
"I think the peaceful way is the only way," Rai said.
Babbar Khalsa remains a registered non-profit organization in
B.C., though its latest annual report showed no assets or revenue.
The group's address is listed on government documents as the
Vancouver residence of Parmar's widow, Surinder Kaur, although
all the directors live in Kamloops.
Several did not return calls Wednesday. But director Satnam
Singh KhunKhun said he was not aware he was still listed as a
director. He said he was a member of the Babbar Khalsa at one
point but "that was a long time ago." He said he would check
into it. He laughed when asked about the possibility of assets
being seized and he said he didn't care about the ban at all.
Along with the Babbar Khalsa and the ISYF, Easter also
announced the Babbar's world affiliate, the Babbar Khalsa
International, is now banned. Two militant Muslim groups,
Lashkar-e-Tayyiba and Lashkar-e-Jhangvi were also added to the
list Wednesday.

But John Thompson, who studies terrorism for the Toronto-based
Mackenzie Institute, said just having the groups listed is not
enough if no follow-up is done to arrest and charge group
members.
"(The list) is providing the illusion of action," Thompson said.
"If they start seizing assets including homes and cars, freezing
accounts, that's what has to be done ... these groups and the
people associated with them have to have their assets frozen.
That is something we have failed to do."
He said Canada should also be taking legal action against
members of banned groups and those who associate with them
through front organizations -- something that has not been done
since the list was first created a year ago.
"Every day one of these guys is loose is another day we are in
violation of our international obligations," he said.
Prime Minister Jean Chretien ordered a crackdown on several
groups after the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks in the U.S. Aside
from the 31 banned groups, a longer Canadian list was compiled
of terrorist groups whose assets could be seized by the Canadian
government, though the groups were not banned. Both the ISYF
and the Babbar Khalsa have been on the second list for 10
months.
Hana Hruska, of the solicitor-general's ministry, said in an
interview from Ottawa that she couldn't comment on why it has
taken so long to include the Sikh groups on the banned list,
especially given their addition to the assets list last August.
"The listing is an on-going process," she said. "As the

information gets compiled, the entities are listed."
Nor could she provide data on whether anybody has been
charged with being part of a banned terrorist group since the list
was first created.
"The consequences of being listed are very severe," she said.
kbolan@png.canwest.com

Judge releases sealed warrants in Air-India case
Canadian Press
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Vancouver Ñ Sealed search warrants in the Air-India bombing
case released Friday by B.C. Supreme Court show that the
RCMP had prepared to charge a man recently revealed as a
possible informant for Canada's spy agency.
The Mounties had obtained two search warrants Nov. 7, 1996,
for the home and relative's vehicle of Surjan Singh Gill, who was
named in court documents released last month as a possible mole
for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service.
The search warrants sealed since 1996 list four counts Ñ three of

first-degree murder and one of conspiracy Ñ against Mr. Gill and
five other men.
But Mr. Gill has never been charged and now lives in England.
CSIS officials and Solicitor-General Wayne Easter have denied
an agent infiltrated a network of Sikh extremists believed to be
involved in the Air-India bombings.
Mr. Easter has also rejected calls by opposition MPs for an
inquiry.
The other men listed in the four counts include Ripudaman Singh
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, who are currently on trial in
Canada's biggest mass murder case. Both men now face eight
counts of first-degree murder, conspiracy, and other charges.
Inderjit Singh Reyat, Hardial Singh Johal and Talwinder Singh
Parmar are also named in the four counts.
"Through the interception of private communications and
physical surveillance, a number of meetings were held" between
Mr. Gill, Mr. Parmar, Mr. Johal, Mr. Malik and others known to
police in the weeks prior to June 22, 1985, says the information
to obtain the search warrants.
"In a letter dated June 20, 1985, Surjan Singh Gill suddenly
resigned as a member of the Babbar Khalsa," the document also
says.
The Babbar Khalsa is a terrorist group of Sikh extremists banned
last week by the Canadian government.
Mr. Reyat was convicted in February of manslaughter for his part

in the bombing of Air-India Flight 182, and is serving a
controversial five-year sentence in the downing of Air-India
Flight 182.
All 329 crew and passengers Ñ mostly Canadian Ñ perished
when the aircraft plunged into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
Ireland on June 23, 1985 after a suitcase bomb exploded.
Mr. Reyat has already served a 10-year sentence for his role in
another suitcase bomb blast less than an hour earlier at Tokyo's
Narita airport, where two baggage handlers died. The luggage
was destined for another Air-India flight.
Mr. Johal died in Vancouver last year after an illness and Mr.
Parmar, who was believed to be the mastermind behind the
bombing conspiracy, was killed in India in 1992.
Mr. Parmar was also chief of the Babbar Khalsa, an organization
of Sikh separatists bent on seeking revenge against the Indian
government. Threats had been made against Air India, the
government-owned airline.
That was after the Indian government ordered the Indian Army to
storm the Golden Temple in Amritsar, India, Sikhism's holiest
shrine, a year earlier.
On Friday, Mr. Justice Ian Josephson allowed the release of the
sealed warrants, along with most of the information used as
grounds to obtain them, after the CBC filed an application to
have the information disclosed.
The Mounties had applied to have the search warrants sealed to
protect Mr. Gill and his family during the investigation of the

two Air-India bombings.
Police had also asked the court to seal wiretap conversations in
the ongoing Air-India investigation.
Mr. Gill has consented to the release of the information, the court
heard.
The release of the search warrants was not a contentious issue
between the Crown and defence lawyers for Mr. Bagri and Mr.
Malik.
But both sides told Judge Josephson that they did not want the
disclosure of some information used to obtain the warrants
because it identifies the men on trial and may jeopardize the case.
"It is speculative, unreliable, highly prejudicial and denied by the
source," Richard Peck, defence lawyer for Mr. Bagri, said of
parts of the information used by the RCMP as grounds to obtain
the search warrants.
Richard Fernyhough, defence lawyer for Mr. Malik, told Judge
Josephson that he is also opposed to such material that includes
his client's name.
"The fruits of that search are not part of the case against Mr.
Malik or Mr. Bagri," Mr. Fernyhough said.
Crown lawyer Dianne Wiedemann also objected to the release of
several paragraphs in the information to obtain the search
warrants.
She said Mr. Gill's identity as a confidential informant had to be

protected and that the information could not impact Mr. Bagri
and Mr. Malik's trial, which resumes in the fall after a summer
recess.
Ms. Wiedemann, along with a lawyer for the RCMP, also did not
want wiretap information released, even if Mr. Gill and his
lawyer David Gibbons, who was not in court Friday, had given
consent.
"Some of the conversations are between third parties and Mr.
Gibbons cannot consent to those conversations," Ms. Wiedemann
said.
Judge Josephson will review the information used to obtain the
search warrants and may release the contentious parts at a later
date.
Sunday, June 22, 2003
Ê
Canadian spy agency erased Kanishka tapes<http://
www.expressindia.com/print.php?newsid=22105#>
Vancouver, June 11: Canada's spy agency wiped out tape
recordings of intercepted phone calls of the suspected
mastermind in the 1985 bombing of Air India's Kanishka flight,
which killed 329 people on board, even while it was negotiating
with police over giving them access to the tapes.
Only 54 of about 300 tapes remained intact by the time senior
Royal Canadian Mountain Police (RCMP) staff found out that
CSIS was erasing them, court documents show shedding light on

the controversial role of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service both before and after the bombings.
Vancouver business man Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder charges in the death
of 329 people killed in the mid-air explosion.
Court documents have also shown that a senior CSIS official
admitted one year after the bombings that its agents might have
deterred the main players from carrying out the plot, a media
report quoted the documents as stating.
Also, CSIS intercepted a conversation about explosives two days
before the incident but did not alert the RCMP.
The documents indicate relations between the two agencies were
so bad at the time they may have undermined efforts to pursue
criminal charges in the months after the disaster, Canadian daily
The Globe and Mail reported.
The RCMP learned that CSIS had been intercepting phone calls
of Talwinder Singh Parmar, a prime suspect, on July 5, 1985,
nearly two weeks after the bombings. Parmar was killed in India
in 1992.
However, the RCMP was not told that CSIS had been
intercepting Parmar's calls since March 27, 1985, almost three
months before the crash.
In a memo to headquarters dated July 23, 1985, a senior RCMP
officer complained of "great difficulty" in securing information
from CSIS.

Another RCMP officer wrote in a memo about CSIS disclosing
information on RCMP's Air-India investigation to India, sparking
a caustic response from a top CSIS official.
"The nature and tone of your message does little to encourage a
continued spirit of cooperation. . . . I have to make it perfectly
clear to you that unwarranted attacks, direct or implied, on the
ability and integrity of this service strain the spirit of cooperation
to unnatural limits," CSIS Deputy Director A.M. Barr wrote
back.
On Sept. 6, 1985, CSIS agreed to allow an RCMP officer to see
intercept notes from June 4, 1985, onwards but a few days later
CSIS once again revoked RCMP access, the report said.
After another attempt to work out a suitable arrangement, an
RCMP officer was seconded to CSIS to deal with the tapes. On
Sept. 30, 1985, the officer was told informally that some tapes
had been erased.
Senior RCMP officers were informed of the erasures for the first
time on Oct. 15, 1985, more than three months after learning that
the tapes were made, court was told.
Testimony concerning the erasure of tape recordings and the
acidic relations between CSIS and the RCMP was heard during
pre-trial submissions last year. A court order prohibiting
publication of the testimony was lifted recently.
Defence lawyer Michael Code, in a 186-page submission to court
at that time, summarized the testimony and internal documents in
a bid to show unacceptable negligence on the part of CSIS.

Code estimated that 97 tape recordings of intercepts before the
crash were erased while negotiations were going on in July,
August and September, 1985.

Evidence from the trial
The Air-India trial has so far dealt with the purchase of tickets
allegedly used to plant two bombs on opposite sides of the world
and the movement of baggage that allegedly carried the bombs
from Vancouver to their deadly destinations. None of the
evidence has dealt directly with the role of the two men,
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, charged with the
death of 331 people. Testimony from 26 witnesses over three
weeks and from an admissions of facts set out the following
scenario:
June 19, 1985
A man named Mr. Singh booked two tickets with CP Air ticket
agent Martine Donahue in Vancouver. The first was purchased in
the name of Mohinderbel Singh for a flight to Tokyo that
connected to an Air-India flight to Bangkok. The second ticket
was booked in the name of Jaswand Singh for a Montreal flight,
CP Air flight 086, which connected to an Air-India flight to New
Delhi. Both flights left Vancouver on June 23, 1985. The man
who booked the tickets left a phone number that belonged to
Hardial Singh Johal. The phone number provided one of the first
leads for police to investigate.
June 19, 1985
One hour and twenty minutes after making reservations, a man
phoned CP Air to change the Vancouver-Montreal flight to a
Vancouver-Toronto ticket. He was to connect in Toronto to an

Air-India flight to New Delhi. His ticket was confirmed to
Toronto but he was put on a waiting list from Toronto to New
Delhi.
June 20, 1985
A man with a mustard-coloured turban and beard picked up the
tickets paying agent Gerald Duncan $3,000 in cash. Before
paying, he changed the name on the tickets. He put the
Vancouver-Tokyo-Bangkok flight in the name of L Singh and the
Vancouver-Toronto-Delhi ticket in the name of M. Singh. Indian
government consulate officials linked the bombing to Sikh
terrorism hours after the catastrophe based on the names, L.
Singh and M. Singh.
June 22, 1985
CP Air agent Jeanne Bakermans checked in both L. Singh to
Tokyo and M. Singh to Toronto. She had no recollection of L.
Singh's check-in. However, M. Singh argued with her over
whether he would have to pick up his bag in Toronto and check it
in again for the flight to Delhi. Harassed and busy, she finally
bent the rules and agreed to tag the luggage to be transferred
without requiring him to pick it up. She described M. Singh as
having no turban, clean-shaven, black eyes and wavy black hair.
9:18 a.m. June 22, 1985
CP Air flight 060 departed Vancouver for Toronto. M. Singh was
the only person who was listed on the flight as a passenger and
whose flight coupon was not collected at the gate before
departure.
1:37 p.m., June 22, 1985
CP Air flight 003 departed Vancouver for Tokyo. L. Singh was
the only person on the flight listed as a passenger and whose

flight coupon was not collected at the gate before departure.
8:15 p.m., June 22, 1985
In Toronto, the Air-India to Delhi is delayed while cargo is
loaded. The flight departed one hour and 35 minutes behind
schedule. Air-India left Toronto with 10 people who had
connected from flights from Vancouver. The only bag from CP
Air tagged in Vancouver for the

Sabotage feared as 329 die in jet
Caller claims Sikh group planted bomb

'Why don't police charge me?' Air India suspect asks
The chief suspect in terrorist bombings that killed 329 people
over the Atlantic Ocean and two baggage handlers at Tokyo's
Narita Airport says he is innocent and can sleep with a clear
conscience

Air-India trail hot, RCMP assert
The mood has changed considerably in Punjab and in Vancouver
since Flight 182 exploded, killing 329 people, and witnesses are
not as hard to find as they were

AirDisaster.com
B.C. Ministry of Attorney General
Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal's Report on the Air-India Disaster
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Air India trial to resume June 25
The case will sit for three days before adjourning for July and
August

Vancouver Sun
Monday, June 23, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
The Air India trial will resume in B.C. Supreme Court June 25
before a summer-long adjournment.
The trial of Vancouver millionaire Ripudaman Singh Malik and
Kamloops mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri was scheduled to
resume June 23 -- the 18th anniversary of the bombing of Flight
182 and another blast at Tokyo's Narita Airport.
But Geoff Gaul, who speaks for the team of Air India
prosecutors, said Friday the resumption date has been changed
by mutual consent.
The trial adjourned a month ago and no additional witnesses are
expected until September.
But Justice Ian Bruce Josephson will hear defence motions next
week related to the evidence planned for the fall.

The case is scheduled to sit for three days next week.
The trial began April 28 and adjourned at the end of May. After
next week, it is scheduled to break for July and August before
resuming Sept. 8.
Flurry of phone calls made to accused Air India bomber

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, June 26, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
A flurry of phone calls linked to the home and business of
accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik was made on
June 19, 1985, the day two plane tickets were reserved that
police believe were later used to load bomb-laden suitcases on to
flights leaving Vancouver International Airport.
B.C. Supreme Court was told Wednesday that 45 long-distance
calls were made from Malik's Shaughnessy home or his Papillon
Eastern Import business that day, or were charged to his calling
card from Oliver and Penticton throughout the day.
Police allege the tickets were booked over the phone that day and
picked up June 20 by a still unidentified Sikh man who paid for
them in cash.

The trial of Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri resumed
briefly Wednesday to allow defence lawyers to raise issues
related to evidence to be called in the fall.
Bagri's lawyer, Michael Tammen, said he was concerned about a
Crown delay in providing copies of subtitled video-tapes of
speeches prosecutors plan to enter into evidence at the trial.
Tammen said some of the translations done for the Crown to date
are not accurate and the defence intends to challenge them under
cross-examination.
"The Punjabi language is by no means easy to translate literally,"
Tammen said.
Already, the court has seen an inflammatory video-taped speech
by Bagri, complete with sub-titles, made in July, 1984 at New
York's Madison Square Gardens at the founding convention of
the World Sikh Organization.
The Crown's translation has Bagri calling for the death of Hindus
and retaliation for the Indian army's attack on the Golden Temple
a month earlier.
Tammen noted outside court that a word translated as "death" in
the Crown's version can also be used in a protest to say "down
with" someone or something.
Tammen told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he was concerned
about a lack of disclosure concerning two additional video-tapes
the Crown has uncovered. One is of a speech given by his client
at an Ontario conference in September, 1984. Another speech

was made in Hamilton in July, 1984 by Talwinder Singh Parmar,
the suspected Air India mastermind and founder of the terrorist
group Babbar Khalsa. Parmar was killed while in the custody of
the Punjab police in 1992.
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns said material is being turned
over to the defence as soon as it is ready.
He stood by the Crown's translations, while admitting "the
process of translating, my Lord, has been a difficult one."
Defence lawyers for both Malik and Bagri agreed Wednesday to
admit a 10-page list of telephone calls between suspects in the
Air India bombing both before and after the two bombings.
A call was made from Malik's business to the Duncan home of
Inderjit Singh Reyat on Nov. 7, 1985, the day after police raided
the homes of Reyat and several other Sikh leaders in connection
with the bombing investigation. In February, Reyat pleaded
guilty to manslaughter for his role in the Air India case and was
sentenced to five years.
Two calls Malik made on Nov. 1, 1997 to a former co-worker
who is the main Crown witness against the Vancouver
millionaire were also entered into court Wednesday. The name of
the witness, to whom Malik is alleged to have confessed, is
protected by a court order.
Another 44 long-distance calls between the homes of Parmar and
co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri between December, 1984 and
December 1985 were also entered as part of the admissions
Wednesday.

kbolan@png.canwest.com
Public kept from secret Air India hearing
Courtroom closures in Canada are extremely rare, lawyer says

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, June 28, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
A secret hearing related to the 1985 Air India bombing case has
been going on in B.C. Supreme Court this week.
Lawyers for Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri -the two men accused in Canada's worst mass murder -- declined
to comment when approached by a Vancouver Sun reporter
outside the courtroom Friday, as did lead Crown prosecutor
Robert Wright.
Nor would Malik lawyer Bill Smart or Bagri counsel Michael
Code even confirm the hearing was related to the Air India case,
which was adjourned in a public courtroom Wednesday until
September.
The Vancouver Sun was denied access to the in-camera hearing,
which was held in courtroom 33 and not the $7.2-million
specially designed Air India courtroom one floor below.
Sun lawyer Rob Anderson attempted to make an application to

open the hearing, but was told by a sheriff that the judge in the
case would not allow him inside the courtroom.
In fact, several extra sheriffs were called to the courtroom when
the Sun knocked on the door in an attempt to make an
application to open the hearing.
Also inside the courtroom were Hans Van Iperen, the lawyer for
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service who has been sitting
through the Air India trial and RCMP consultant Paul Meyers -also a regular fixture at the Air India trial.
Anderson presented his business card to a sheriff, who raised the
Sun's request with Madame Justice Heather Holmes, but was not
even allowed into the courtroom to present arguments. Justice
Ian Bruce Josephson, not Holmes, is the judge presiding over the
Air India trial.
Anderson said the whole situation is extremely unusual.
"The closing of a courtroom in Canada is very, very rarely done
and only for extraordinary circumstances," Anderson said.
"Indeed if this is part of the Air India case, in view of the very,
very public trial that has occurred to date, it is most unusual that
such a hearing would be taking place."
Anderson said there are a few circumstances that might warrant
the closure of the courtroom, but no reasons were provided
Friday.
"There may, however, be circumstances that would justify a
deviation from the norm of an open court," Anderson said.

Friday's hearing was described in code on the trial list posted
daily in the lobby of B.C. Supreme Court.
The case was listed as R. vs. I* (CONF) with a number that does
not correspond to the criminal code file for Air India.
Nobody at the court's criminal registry desk could provide
insight into the unusual listing or proceeding.
CSIS earlier opposed requests by the media to gain access to
several documents that have been filed in the Air India case
during the pre-trial phase. Van Iperen earlier argued that the
material should not be released in the interest of national
security. But other CSIS documents, including secret memos
about the agency's controversial tape erasures, have been
released to reporters in recent weeks by Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson, the trial judge.
Also Friday, Josephson refused to reverse an earlier decision to
ban certain parts of a search warrant used after an Air India
suspect, Surjan Singh Gill, was arrested briefly in November
1996. Gill, who has never been charged in the bombing plot,
lives in England.
Josephson said releasing the sealed paragraphs "could reveal the
identity of the informants and thereby place their personal safety
and that of their families at risk."
"I am mindful of the fact that this information has been disclosed
to the defence, thus increasing the risk, but am of the opinion that
due to the extraordinary nature of this case, the release of the
information into the public domain wold result in a significant
and unwarranted increase in that risk," Josephson said in a six-

page written ruling.
Release of the banned paragraphs was also opposed by both
Malik and Bagri, who said "the contents of those paragraphs are
speculative, unreliable and would be highly prejudicial to them if
the details therein were released to the public," Josephson said.
Gill has not commented on earlier court documents that quoted
police suggesting to the other suspects that Gill was a CSIS mole
while the plot was being hatched. But CSIS has denied it had an
agent who infiltrated the group of Sikh militants believed to have
plotted the Air India bombing.
The released information showed that police were ready to
charge Gill, along with Malik, Bagri and two others, back in
1996 in the Air India plot. But it wasn't until October 2000 that
Malik and Bagri were arrested and charged. Another man named
in the 1996 documents, Inderjit Singh Reyat, was charged in
June 2001 and pleaded guilty to manslaughter last February for
his role in the Air India bombing. He was sentenced to five years.
The 1996 warrant said Gill, Malik, Bagri, Reyat, Hardial Singh
Johal and Talwinder Singh Parmar conspired in the Air India
plot. Johal died of natural causes last November and never faced
charges. Parmar, the founder of the terrorist group Babbar
Khalsa, was killed by Punjabi police in 1992. Babbar Khalsa was
banned in Canada last week.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Reyat to testify against Air India accused
Man who pleaded guilty in bombing will take stand

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, April 29, 2003
Ward Perrin, Vancouver Sun / Natasha and Eddy Madon attend
the first day of the Air India trial Monday. Their father, Sam
Madon, and 328 others were killed in the 1985 bombing of Flight
182.

In this artist's sketch, Ripudaman Singh Malik (left) and Ajaib
Singh Bagri listen to opening arguments at the Air India trial held
at B.C. Supreme Court in Vancouver, Monday. (CP/JANE
WOLSAK)

Chuck Stoody, Canadian Press / Photographers line up to shoot
pictures of people entering the courtroom for the first day of the
Air India trial at B.C. Supreme Court in Vancouver Monday.

ADVERTISEMENT
A man who pleaded guilty to his role in the Air India bombing in
February will be called as a Crown witness against two other
accused in the case, lead prosecutor Bob Wright told B.C.

Supreme Court Monday.
Inderjit Singh Reyat and his wife, Satnam Kaur, have been issued
subpoenas to testify in September against Ripudaman Singh
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Malik and Bagri are facing conspiracy and murder charges in
connection with two June 23, 1985 bombings. The first bomb
exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers.
The second blew up Air India Flight 182, killing all 329 aboard.
Reyat's surprise guilty plea two months ago fuelled speculation
that he might testify for the Crown, but the prosecution refused
Monday to categorize him as either friendly or hostile.
"The Crown wouldn't categorize any witness," spokesman Geoff
Gaul said. "At this point in time, they are under subpoena."
Satnam Reyat appeared before Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
Monday and was told to return on Sept. 8 as a Crown witness.
Wright said in his opening statement that the Crown will show
how Malik financially supported the Reyat family through
monthly payments and free accommodation after Inderjit Singh
was convicted in 1991 of manslaughter in the Narita bombing.
Wright said one of the witnesses will testify that Reyat was a
"Sikh hero" and should be supported.
The main witness against Malik is a woman who once worked at
his Khalsa School. Malik allegedly confessed his involvement to
her on more than one occasion, Wright said.

"We had Air India crash," Malik allegedly told the woman,
whose name is protected by a court order.
Wright said Malik had wanted another witness to carry a suitcase
aboard Air India for him, but the man refused. Wright suggested
that Malik had intended to send a bomb-laden suitcase with the
man.
Wright said both Malik and Bagri conspired with the late Babbar
Khalsa leader Talwinder Singh Parmar and "others unknown" to
bomb planes from the national airline of India in retaliation for
the Indian army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Parmar was killed by Indian police in 1992, but his alleged
involvement in the conspiracy will still be part of the Crown's
case, Wright said.
Parmar was connected to both Bagri and Malik, and did a test
explosion with Reyat on Vancouver Island less than three weeks
before the bombing, Wright said.
Wright said one witness will testify how he picked up Parmar
and an unidentified man on June 4, 1985 and drove them to
Reyat's Duncan house, where a test explosion was carried out
later.
Wright said the man told police he was urged by both Parmar and
Malik to change his testimony about the events that day. When
he refused, Parmar said "they were going to have to kill him."
As for Bagri, "the evidence will show that Mr. Bagri was a
militant Sikh terrorist," Wright said. "Mr. Bagri was intent on the

violent overthrow of the Indian government."
He referred to a 1984 speech Bagri made at New York's Madison
Square Gardens, in which he said: "Until we kill 50,000 Hindus,
we will not rest."
In another speech two months later, Bagri called on Sikhs to get
their hands on rifles and tanks.
A witness from the U.S. will testify that Bagri admitted his
involvement in the Air India plot to the man, who was later paid
$300,000 by the RCMP to convince him to testify given that he
was out of the jurisdiction of a Canadian court.
Wright said his case will be broken down into five chapters and
should be concluded early next year. Before each chapter begins,
he will give a more detailed submission about its content, he
said.
He estimated that about 150 witnesses will be called, down from
the more than 800 originally planned when the charges were laid.
The change is a result of admissions of fact that defence lawyers
agreed to make.
The contentious witnesses are not scheduled to be called until the
fall. The next two months will see people involved in the
recovery of bodies testify, as well as the clerks and airline staff
who booked the tickets and dealt with the bomb-laden suitcases.
Just 132 bodies were recovered, Wright said. "Heroic efforts
were made to recover as many bodies as possible."
Malik, 56, and Bagri, 53, wore traditional Punjabi clothes for the

opening day of their trial in a specially designed high-security
courtroom that cost more than $7 million.
Each repeated the words "not guilty" eight times as the
indictment against them was read aloud, outlining how the two
bombs were both destined for Air India flights and exploded
within an hour of each other on opposite sides of the world.
The indictment noted that the Narita blast occurred first, blowing
up as a suitcase was being transferred from a Canadian Pacific
flight from Vancouver to an Air India flight headed to Bangkok.
Fifty-four minutes later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the
coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
Despite months of media hype, some of the 143 seats in the
courtroom were empty. By the afternoon, more than half were
empty.
About a dozen senior RCMP investigators were present,
including assistant commissioner Gary Bass and Staff-Sergeant
Doug Henderson, who first interviewed Reyat back in 1985
about the case.
Family members of the victims shook hands with smiling police
officers.
Relatives of the two accused men were also there, waving at
Malik and Bagri when they were brought into the courtroom to
take their seats. Two of Malik's sons, including lawyer Jaspreet,
attended. Bagri's daughters and son-in-law Jaswinder Singh
Parmar were there.
Before the courtroom opened, several television trucks with

satellite links lined the adjacent streets to deliver live reports on
the biggest case in Canadian history. Expected traffic jams did
not occur, however, despite court services closing several blocks
of parking to the public as a security measure.
Once the courtroom opened, the biggest group inside was the
media contingent. At least 50 journalists from across Canada
overflowed from the media seats into the public section. A few
spectators came as well, including Balwant Singh Gill, president
of Surrey's Guru Nanak temple.
Gill said he was representing his congregation and supporting
those he knew who lost relatives.
"It is very important to be here," he said.
The massive media attention over the Air India bombing for
almost two decades is one reason the testimony of witnesses is
suspect, Malik's lawyer David Crossin told the court Monday.
Crossin said all of the information being provided by witnesses
against his client is available on the public record, both in book
form and in newspaper articles.
The defence lawyer noted that in news reports and in two books
published in the 1980s -- one by Globe and Mail reporter Zuhair
Kashmeri and the other by Vancouver Province reporter Salim
Jiwa -- the language used by both reporters and police was
similar.
"The evidence will show," Crossin said, "that various people in
the media were in close contact with the police."

Crossin also said he might call Vancouver Sun reporter Kim
Bolan as a witness.
He described the main witness against Malik as a disgruntled exemployee who was so bitter that she filed a human rights
complaint, as well as a civil suit.
"She expressed bitterness, anger and hatred towards Mr. Malik,"
Crossin said.
He also took time to acknowledge the magnitude of the Air India
disaster.
"The most difficult challenge that we have faced ... and will
continue to face throughout is the constant presence of the
palpable horror of this alleged crime," he said.
Richard Peck, lead counsel for Bagri, said his client was not
present at any of the main events the Crown mentioned in
connection with the bombing plot.
There is "no scintilla of evidence that Bagri was involved," Peck
said.
He said the two main witnesses against Bagri both have
credibility issues.
The $300,000 payment totally discredits the U.S. resident, Peck
said. The man also has a criminal record, he added.
And a Lower Mainland woman who gave statements to
investigators about Bagri wanting to borrow her car to take
baggage to the airport has recanted the information, Peck said.

She now claims the RCMP and CSIS harassed her into making
13 different statements, Peck said.
"These statements are rife with significant inconsistencies on
crucial points," Peck said.
"It is the Crown and police she does not wish to further meet."
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Reyat to testify against Air India accused
Man who pleaded guilty in bombing will take stand

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, April 29, 2003

Ward Perrin, Vancouver Sun / Natasha and Eddy Madon attend
the first day of the Air India trial Monday. Their father, Sam
Madon, and 328 others were killed in the 1985 bombing of Flight
182.

In this artist's sketch, Ripudaman Singh Malik (left) and Ajaib
Singh Bagri listen to opening arguments at the Air India trial held
at B.C. Supreme Court in Vancouver, Monday. (CP/JANE
WOLSAK)

Chuck Stoody, Canadian Press / Photographers line up to shoot
pictures of people entering the courtroom for the first day of the
Air India trial at B.C. Supreme Court in Vancouver Monday.

ADVERTISEMENT
A man who pleaded guilty to his role in the Air India bombing in
February will be called as a Crown witness against two other
accused in the case, lead prosecutor Bob Wright told B.C.
Supreme Court Monday.
Inderjit Singh Reyat and his wife, Satnam Kaur, have been issued
subpoenas to testify in September against Ripudaman Singh
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Malik and Bagri are facing conspiracy and murder charges in
connection with two June 23, 1985 bombings. The first bomb

exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers.
The second blew up Air India Flight 182, killing all 329 aboard.
Reyat's surprise guilty plea two months ago fuelled speculation
that he might testify for the Crown, but the prosecution refused
Monday to categorize him as either friendly or hostile.
"The Crown wouldn't categorize any witness," spokesman Geoff
Gaul said. "At this point in time, they are under subpoena."
Satnam Reyat appeared before Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
Monday and was told to return on Sept. 8 as a Crown witness.
Wright said in his opening statement that the Crown will show
how Malik financially supported the Reyat family through
monthly payments and free accommodation after Inderjit Singh
was convicted in 1991 of manslaughter in the Narita bombing.
Wright said one of the witnesses will testify that Reyat was a
"Sikh hero" and should be supported.
The main witness against Malik is a woman who once worked at
his Khalsa School. Malik allegedly confessed his involvement to
her on more than one occasion, Wright said.
"We had Air India crash," Malik allegedly told the woman,
whose name is protected by a court order.
Wright said Malik had wanted another witness to carry a suitcase
aboard Air India for him, but the man refused. Wright suggested
that Malik had intended to send a bomb-laden suitcase with the
man.

Wright said both Malik and Bagri conspired with the late Babbar
Khalsa leader Talwinder Singh Parmar and "others unknown" to
bomb planes from the national airline of India in retaliation for
the Indian army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Parmar was killed by Indian police in 1992, but his alleged
involvement in the conspiracy will still be part of the Crown's
case, Wright said.
Parmar was connected to both Bagri and Malik, and did a test
explosion with Reyat on Vancouver Island less than three weeks
before the bombing, Wright said.
Wright said one witness will testify how he picked up Parmar
and an unidentified man on June 4, 1985 and drove them to
Reyat's Duncan house, where a test explosion was carried out
later.
Wright said the man told police he was urged by both Parmar and
Malik to change his testimony about the events that day. When
he refused, Parmar said "they were going to have to kill him."
As for Bagri, "the evidence will show that Mr. Bagri was a
militant Sikh terrorist," Wright said. "Mr. Bagri was intent on the
violent overthrow of the Indian government."
He referred to a 1984 speech Bagri made at New York's Madison
Square Gardens, in which he said: "Until we kill 50,000 Hindus,
we will not rest."
In another speech two months later, Bagri called on Sikhs to get
their hands on rifles and tanks.

A witness from the U.S. will testify that Bagri admitted his
involvement in the Air India plot to the man, who was later paid
$300,000 by the RCMP to convince him to testify given that he
was out of the jurisdiction of a Canadian court.
Wright said his case will be broken down into five chapters and
should be concluded early next year. Before each chapter begins,
he will give a more detailed submission about its content, he
said.
He estimated that about 150 witnesses will be called, down from
the more than 800 originally planned when the charges were laid.
The change is a result of admissions of fact that defence lawyers
agreed to make.
The contentious witnesses are not scheduled to be called until the
fall. The next two months will see people involved in the
recovery of bodies testify, as well as the clerks and airline staff
who booked the tickets and dealt with the bomb-laden suitcases.
Just 132 bodies were recovered, Wright said. "Heroic efforts
were made to recover as many bodies as possible."
Malik, 56, and Bagri, 53, wore traditional Punjabi clothes for the
opening day of their trial in a specially designed high-security
courtroom that cost more than $7 million.
Each repeated the words "not guilty" eight times as the
indictment against them was read aloud, outlining how the two
bombs were both destined for Air India flights and exploded
within an hour of each other on opposite sides of the world.

The indictment noted that the Narita blast occurred first, blowing
up as a suitcase was being transferred from a Canadian Pacific
flight from Vancouver to an Air India flight headed to Bangkok.
Fifty-four minutes later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the
coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
Despite months of media hype, some of the 143 seats in the
courtroom were empty. By the afternoon, more than half were
empty.
About a dozen senior RCMP investigators were present,
including assistant commissioner Gary Bass and Staff-Sergeant
Doug Henderson, who first interviewed Reyat back in 1985
about the case.
Family members of the victims shook hands with smiling police
officers.
Relatives of the two accused men were also there, waving at
Malik and Bagri when they were brought into the courtroom to
take their seats. Two of Malik's sons, including lawyer Jaspreet,
attended. Bagri's daughters and son-in-law Jaswinder Singh
Parmar were there.
Before the courtroom opened, several television trucks with
satellite links lined the adjacent streets to deliver live reports on
the biggest case in Canadian history. Expected traffic jams did
not occur, however, despite court services closing several blocks
of parking to the public as a security measure.
Once the courtroom opened, the biggest group inside was the
media contingent. At least 50 journalists from across Canada
overflowed from the media seats into the public section. A few

spectators came as well, including Balwant Singh Gill, president
of Surrey's Guru Nanak temple.
Gill said he was representing his congregation and supporting
those he knew who lost relatives.
"It is very important to be here," he said.
The massive media attention over the Air India bombing for
almost two decades is one reason the testimony of witnesses is
suspect, Malik's lawyer David Crossin told the court Monday.
Crossin said all of the information being provided by witnesses
against his client is available on the public record, both in book
form and in newspaper articles.
The defence lawyer noted that in news reports and in two books
published in the 1980s -- one by Globe and Mail reporter Zuhair
Kashmeri and the other by Vancouver Province reporter Salim
Jiwa -- the language used by both reporters and police was
similar.
"The evidence will show," Crossin said, "that various people in
the media were in close contact with the police."
Crossin also said he might call Vancouver Sun reporter Kim
Bolan as a witness.
He described the main witness against Malik as a disgruntled exemployee who was so bitter that she filed a human rights
complaint, as well as a civil suit.
"She expressed bitterness, anger and hatred towards Mr. Malik,"

Crossin said.
He also took time to acknowledge the magnitude of the Air India
disaster.
"The most difficult challenge that we have faced ... and will
continue to face throughout is the constant presence of the
palpable horror of this alleged crime," he said.
Richard Peck, lead counsel for Bagri, said his client was not
present at any of the main events the Crown mentioned in
connection with the bombing plot.
There is "no scintilla of evidence that Bagri was involved," Peck
said.
He said the two main witnesses against Bagri both have
credibility issues.
The $300,000 payment totally discredits the U.S. resident, Peck
said. The man also has a criminal record, he added.
And a Lower Mainland woman who gave statements to
investigators about Bagri wanting to borrow her car to take
baggage to the airport has recanted the information, Peck said.
She now claims the RCMP and CSIS harassed her into making
13 different statements, Peck said.
"These statements are rife with significant inconsistencies on
crucial points," Peck said.
"It is the Crown and police she does not wish to further meet."

Canada a haven for terrorism: report
Violent groups banned in other countries thrive here, new study
says

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Monday, June 30, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
Canada has allowed terrorists to move here, fund raise for their
activities and violently repress others from their home countries
who oppose them, according to a new study on terrorism.
The study from the Toronto-based Mackenzie Institute says 15
out of 80 identified international terrorist groups have members
or significant supporters in Canada.
Among the groups are Sikh separatists like those accused of
being responsible for the 1985 Air India bombing, violent
supporters of the Sri Lankan Tamil Tigers and members of the
Islamic extremist group al-Qaida, which perpetrated the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, on the United States.
Written by institute executive director John Thompson, the report
is due to be released July 12. An advance copy was obtained by
The Vancouver Sun.

It says that many of the groups have potential for violence in this
country, though most Canadians who have been killed so far
have not been the victims of attacks against third parties.
"The threat of substantial terrorist violence in Canada seems low,
although it is by no means remote. So far, when terrorists have
killed Canadians in the last 30 years, it has largely been as a
result of attacks at other targets -- whether in Canada or abroad,"
says the report called Other Peoples' Wars says.
"Even the deadly Air India bombing was directed against one
aircraft of India's national airlines. The 27 Canadians who have
largely died in al-Qaida attacks have died because the citizens of
other Western nations were the immediate targets."
Canada has been slow to list groups active here as terrorist
organizations, the report says.
Just this month, the federal government finally outlawed the
Babbar Khalsa -- the group alleged to be behind the Air India
bombing -- "some 25 years after they murdered their first
Canadian citizen on Canadian soil."
Both the Babbars and the just-banned International Sikh Youth
Federation "have built temples and schools, run businesses and
have been quite open in many of their activities for years,"
Thompson said.
And groups like the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam are still
not banned in Canada "despite being . . . described by the U.S. as
a terrorist organization and being included on the UN Security
Council's list," his report says.

"Instead of applying the new laws to terrorist groups in Canada,
the use of a government list of selected groups is embarrassing,"
Thompson wrote.
But the biggest victims of terrorism in Canada are those who
come from the same countries as the terrorist, according to the
report.
"We have allowed agents of the violence experienced in other
nations to come here, mercilessly dominate their fellows from
their home societies and preach an Orwellian message that we
must tolerate their intolerance and that it is racist and
condescending to question their motives and actions. Worst still,
some of our political leaders have accepted this message."
The report says Canada must act immediately to restore the
world's confidence in its ability to deal with terrorists.
"It is almost too late now," Thompson says in his report. "Our
reputation as a full partner in protecting our friends and allies
from terrorism has sometimes been called into question."
He suggests a more concerted effort to meet our international
obligations by acting on the new laws passed in Canada since
Sept. 11. And he says more money should be provided to the
RCMP and Canadian Security Intelligence Service to combat
terrorism.
"It is not enough to pass laws, they have to be used," Thompson
said.
"An unused law is worse than no law at all."

The Mackenzie Institute is an independent, non-profit
organization that publishes reports on political instability and
organized violence, including terrorism, political extremism,
warfare and organized crime.
It is funded by individuals and charitable foundations.
Air India warrants seek credit union accounts
Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, July 12, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
The RCMP has executed at least two search warrants in the last
two weeks in connection with its investigation of the 1985 airline
bombing of an Air India plane that killed 329 persons, The
Vancouver Sun has learned.
The warrants were for separate branches of the Khalsa Credit
Union, the controversial financial institution founded by Air
India bombing suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik.
And they indicated police were looking for more detailed
information about the accounts in the credit union of the Khalsa
School, another institution founded by Malik that receives more
than $3 million in B.C. government funding each year.
One warrant was executed at the credit union's Vancouver branch

about two weeks ago, while the second was executed this week
in Surrey.
The trial of Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri began April
28 in B.C. Supreme Court, but has been adjourned until
September.
Days before the Vancouver search warrant was executed, the Air
India case moved behind closed doors at the Vancouver Law
Courts for a secret hearing.
A lawyer for The Sun was denied access to that hearing. No
reasons were provided about why the court session, which was
not before the trial judge, was closed to the media and public.
It is not known if the recent search warrants are connected to the
secret hearing.
RCMP Sergeant Grant Learned confirmed Friday that search
warrants were executed, but said he could not comment on any
of the details because the case is before the courts.
"The RCMP investigation into matters relating to Air India is still
open. Investigative actions are still being conducted," Learned
said. "I can confirm that search warrants were executed in June
and July in relation to the Air India case."
Ian Cornish, who is supervising the credit union's operations on
behalf of a government regulatory body, declined to comment
Friday.
He said he was aware of the search warrants, but had not seen
them. He referred calls to Amarjit Singh Kooner, the chair of the

credit union's board.
Kooner said he had received a call from the credit union's chief
executive officer Friday telling him about the search warrants.
Anti-terror law used to compel Air India witness

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, July 24, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
Canada's new anti-terrorism legislation is being used to force a
mystery witness believed to have information on the 1985 Air
India bombing to testify at a secret "investigative hearing"
requested by the RCMP.
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Heather Holmes ruled Monday after
another secret hearing that the mystery witness must answer
questions about the bombing and a related blast under a Criminal
Code amendment passed in December 2001, following the
terrorist attacks in the U.S.
Holmes said the order forcing the witness to answer questions
before a judge is valid even though the law came into effect more
than 16 years after the Air India bombing, which killed 329
people and remains Canada's worst mass murder.

The mystery witness, whose name is sealed by the court, asked
Tuesday for the secret investigative hearing to be adjourned to
appeal Holmes' ruling to the Supreme Court of Canada.
While Holmes' entire ruling remains sealed, she provided a
summary Wednesday after an application by The Vancouver Sun
to gain access to material from the in-camera hearing that took
place in a locked courtroom in the last week of June.
Sun lawyer Rob Anderson argued for more access to information
from the secret proceedings, especially given the "profound
public interest" in the Air India case.
He said he would sign an undertaking if he could be granted
access to submissions and transcripts for the purpose of
preparing additional court applications, a process the court
agreed to in the case of former premier Glen Clark after his
house was searched by police.
"It is a fundamentally important issue that society needs to know
about," Anderson said.
Holmes said she would rule on The Sun's application for
additional access today.
But she confirmed in the summary of her ruling that the secret
hearing last month "concerned the interpretation, application and
constitutionality of
s. 83.28 of the Criminal Code, which provides for investigative
hearings in relation to terrorism offences."
Holmes said "the named person required to attend for

examination is not an accused person or a suspect in relation to
the terrorism offence."
But she also said the individual is expected to provide
information related to the continuing police investigation into
two bombings on June 23, 1985 -- the Narita, Japan, blast that
killed two baggage handlers, and the downing of Air India Flight
182.
The trial for two men currently charged in both bombings -Vancouver millionaire Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri -- resumes before B.C. Supreme
Court Justice Ian Bruce Josephson on
Sept. 8.
Crown prosecutor Robert Wright argued Wednesday that, while
the trial is continuing, the information expected to come from the
mystery witness is not directly related to the current court case
and could lead to charges against other suspects.
"The purpose of the hearing is to compel a person to give
information when that person is otherwise uncooperative. It goes
without saying that the law enforcement investigators hope that
the tool works, in which case they will be given information that
is unknown about the Air India bombings," Wright said.
"The Crown submits that the hearing itself has to be in camera
because the witness is being asked for information so that it can
be used to investigate an offence -- some of the answers could
implicate others and could be privileged and certainly should not
be disclosed. Counsel for Bagri and Malik who have now been
permitted to attend the hearing are going to leave at points in

time of the hearing in order to preserve the on-going
investigation privilege."
Wright also said the identity of the witness needs to be protected
"to prevent advertent or inadvertent mischief in the community
against the person to be examined."
And he argued that the investigative hearing is not part of the
trial proceedings, but rather "an investigative tool" and therefore
should not be subjected to the same principles of openness.
He said the tool is no different than police attempting to get a
wiretap or search warrant for a subject. And he compared the
proceeding to the U.S. "grand jury" system, which is also secret.
"The Crown is attempting to preserve the integrity of the use of
the tool. The right to freedom of expression should be
compromised, at least temporarily," he said.
But Anderson argued that the new anti-terrorism laws do not
dictate a closed courtroom.
"My reading of the act is that Parliament has not mandated that,"
he argued. "All aspects of criminal proceedings are to be as open
as possible."
Anderson said there is a range of options that could limit
reporting on the proceedings short of closing the courtroom to
the media and public. But he said it is impossible to gauge
whether the limits are reasonable since he does not have access
to information from the in camera proceedings.
"I am not in a position to know if a ban is justified or overbroad,"

he said.
And he said the comparison to a search warrant application is
inappropriate, given the number of lawyers who've already been
informed about the in camera Air India proceedings.
"In a search warrant case you can't tell a target's lawyer that
we're coming. In this case there's a barrage -- there's a gaggle of
lawyers -- who know all about this," he said. "Where the court is
asked to assist a police investigation -- that cries very much for
public accessibility."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Secret hearings in Air India case will continue, judge rules
Terrorism law forces uncooperative witness to appear

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Friday, July 25, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
The interrogation of an Air India witness at a closed hearing must
remain secret to protect the integrity of the continuing criminal
investigation into Canada's worst mass murder case, a B.C.
Supreme Court judge ruled Thursday.
Justice Heather Holmes rejected an application by The
Vancouver Sun to provide access to submissions and transcripts

from two secret hearings held over the last month at the
Vancouver law courts in connection with the 1985 bombing of an
Air India flight that killed all 329 aboard.
Under Canada's new Anti-Terrorism Act, an uncooperative
mystery witness has been ordered to appear before a judge at an
in-camera hearing and provide information he or she is believed
to have about the bombing. If the person refuses to answer
questions, the witness could be held in contempt and jailed.
The order compelling the mystery witness to talk was made by
Holmes July 21 after a five-day hearing at the end of June behind
locked doors. The hearing to interrogate the mystery witness then
began in secret July 22, but was adjourned when the person's
lawyer, Howard Rubin, sought leave to appeal Holmes' order to
the Supreme Court of Canada. Rubin did not return phone calls
Thursday.
Meanwhile The Sun applied to get access to materials from the
first secret hearing on the grounds that the judicial system should
be open to the public, especially in a case like Air India with
"profound public interest." Holmes then released a synopsis of
her ruling, confirming the hearings are related to the Air India
probe and the constitutionality of the new anti-terrorism law
passed Dec. 24, 2001.
But in her ruling Thursday, Holmes rejected The Sun's request
for detailed information and also denied Sun lawyer Rob
Anderson access to the materials on an undertaking of
confidentiality so he could prepare further applications if
necessary.
However, Holmes did agree that Anderson could make additional

submissions on the issue Aug. 19.
Outside court, Anderson said the case is the first time the
sweeping new terrorism law has been used in B.C. to compel a
witness to testify. It may be the first case of its kind in the
country, Anderson said.
Vancouver millionaire Ripudaman Singh Malik, 56, and
Kamloops mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri, 53, are on trial for
eight counts including murder and conspiracy related to two
bombings on June 23, 1985 that killed 331. The first bomb
exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers
who were transferring luggage from Vancouver to an Air India
flight. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off
the coast of Ireland killing everyone aboard.
The Crown alleges Malik and Bagri were in a group of B.C.based Sikh separatists who targeted India's national airline to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
The mystery witness is not a suspect in the case, Holmes said,
and is expected to provide information that is only incidental to
the trial of Malik and Bagri, which resumes Sept. 8.
Holmes acknowledged the importance of freedom of expression
in her ruling Thursday, but said that in a case like the one before
her, there are sound reasons to keep the hearings in camera for
now.
"Certain judicial practices are inconsistent with public access,"
she said, citing the issuance of search warrants as an example.

But she also said she intends to release more details from the
secret hearing after the examination of the mystery witness is
complete.
She also agreed with the concerns of Crown prosecutor Robert
Wright that the witness could be subjected to "advertent or
inadvertent mischief in the community," if the person's identity
were known before the testimony.
"In these circumstances, I do not grant the order requested,"
Holmes said.
Anderson said he had not expected Holmes to rule on the merit
of his arguments Thursday, but only on The Sun's request to get
access to the secret documents on an undertaking of nondisclosure.
He said he had not made submissions on the principal issues
because he did not know the secret hearing was held under the
anti-terrorism law until five minutes before his court appearance
Wednesday.
"I am in a sticky wicket because you have already ruled on things
I have not addressed," Anderson said. "I attended yesterday not
knowing why the courtroom was closed."
Wright opposed any additional arguments by Anderson.
"Certainly the Crown position is this matter has been argued," he
said. "The barn door is open and the horse is gone."
Bagri lawyer Richard Peck also opposed additional time being
spent on The Sun's application. "We are being diverted by

collateral issues," Peck said.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air India suspect sued by his brother
In a separate case, Ripudaman Singh Malik says he has no
money and needs full government funding for his defence

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, August 06, 2003
Ripudaman Singh Malik

ADVERTISEMENT
Air India bombing suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik is being sued
by his brother over a loan of almost $500,000 that Malik took out
after he was arrested and charged in two 1985 bombings that
killed 331.
Gurdip Singh Malik, of La Canada, Calif., claims in documents
filed in B.C. Supreme Court that he fears his brother will not be
able to repay the debt because of "financial difficulties arising
from charges being laid against him in connection with the Air
India crash in June, 1985."

Gurdip Malik tried to obtain a judgment for the loan in a New
Westminster courtroom last Friday, but the matter was adjourned
until after another case involving the finances of the accused
terrorist is heard at the Vancouver Law Courts.
In the second case, which began Tuesday, Ripudaman Malik is
claiming he no longer has any assets he can use to contribute to
the cost of his defence and therefore needs full funding from the
provincial government. Under an interim agreement confirmed
earlier by Attorney-General Geoff Plant, Malik has been
receiving partial government funding.
The nine-day hearing is covered by a ban on publication that is
being challenged by The Vancouver Sun and The Globe and
Mail. Madame Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein will hear
arguments from media lawyer Rob Anderson today.
While no details of the second case can be reported, the general
issues involve the current assets of the former Vancouver
businessman, which were once estimated to total millions of
dollars and still include a hotel in Harrison Hot Springs, as well
as real estate holdings.
Malik's brother Gurdip was so concerned about the money owing
to him that he filed the statement of claim in June 2003, more
than a year before the loan was due, according to court
documents obtained by The Vancouver Sun.
The court documents include a copy of a six-page security
agreement for the loan, which uses Malik's interest in the
company that owns the Harrison Hot Springs hotel to secure the
debt.

The agreement allow for Malik's brother to call in the debt before
the deadline stated.
In March, Gurdip's Surrey lawyer, Rajdeep Deol, wrote to the Air
India suspect in the Vancouver jail requesting full payment
within two weeks. The letter threatens court action if the deadline
is not met and closes with the line: "Govern yourself
accordingly!"
"Despite the demand referred to above, the plaintiff has not
received any payment from the defendant in respect of the sums
advanced as aforesaid by the plaintiff," Gurdip Malik's statement
of claim says.
Ripudaman Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri were
arrested Oct. 27, 2000, and charged with eight counts including
conspiracy, murder and attempted murder in two bombings on
June 23, 1985. The first blast occurred at Tokyo's Narita Airport,
killing two baggage handlers who were transferring a Vancouver
suitcase to an Air India flight. Less than an hour later, Air India
Flight 182 blew up off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329
aboard.
Malik and Bagri's trial began April 28, but is adjourned until
Sept. 8.
Crown prosecutors allege the men were part of a group of B.C.based Sikh separatists who targeted India's national airline to
retaliate against the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the
Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com

B.C. pulls funding for accused bomber
Victoria believes Air India suspect has assets he is unwilling to
use for his defence

The B.C. government is cutting off funds to lawyers for accused
Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik at the end of this
month because it believes he still has assets he is not prepared to
use for his defence.
The threatened loss of public money comes as Malik is headed
back to court in September to hear the key evidence against him
in his trial on charges of plotting to bomb two Air India flights in
June 1985.
This week, in a court fight with the attorney-general's ministry in
which he is seeking more funding, Malik said he owes so much
to family members he cannot come up with any further
contribution to his multi-million dollar defence.
For the first time since his October 2000 arrest in Canada's worst
mass murder, Malik is on the witness stand in B.C. Supreme
Court, portraying himself as a one-time millionaire entrepreneur
who has been financially ruined by charges he killed 331 people
in two bombings.
Malik told Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein Wednesday he was so
confident he would be acquitted by 2002 that he told two
brothers he would be able to pay back a $1-million loan they
agreed to provide him to pay his lawyers.

At the time -- just weeks after he was arrested -- he believed the
case would be over in less than two years and that he could cover
all his legal fees with the loan, Malik said.
But months later, he realized the case was going to continue for
much longer and be much more expensive, so he applied to the
government for funding.
"First [the defence cost] was $1 million, then it was $2 million
and now it is $5 million. I don't know if next year it will be $6
million," Malik told the court.
"I had to come to grips with the idea that it would be 2003 before
I would get out. Now it is 2004. It keeps changing."
Malik's lawyer Kevin Woodall, calling his client "a man much
diminished," asked for the charges against the accused murderer
to be stayed unless the government funding continues.
He said Malik paid his legal team $650,000 before running out of
cash and requesting the government's help under what is known
as a Rowbotham application.
"There is nothing more that he can give," Woodall said in an
opening statement. "The underlying legal issue is this: What
must Mr. Malik do to obtain a fair trial?"
But John Waddell, of the attorney-general's ministry, said Malik
is still "a Vancouver millionaire" who is a partner in companies
that gross millions of dollars a year and own real estate valued in
the millions.
And he said Malik is claiming unsecured debts against his assets

that "are not proven to be bona fide debts."
"Virtually all the unsecured debts and claims involve family
members," Waddell said.
He said Malik, his business partner and wife Raminder, and their
five children have always operated as a single financial unit and
are now trying to claim all their assets are separate from each
other.
"These contradictions have given the attorney-general cause for
concern," Waddell said.
He noted the Malik family had paid off several luxury vehicles
since the patriarch was arrested almost three years ago, including
a Mercedes, a Lexus and a Chevy Blazer.
And he suggested the money Malik received from a brother in
India and another in California were "gifts" with no expectation
of repayment.
The U.S. brother, Gurdip Singh Malik, has now filed a claim in
New Westminster Supreme Court demanding immediate
repayment of more than $600,000. That case was adjourned last
week pending the outcome of the proceeding under way in
Vancouver.
That loan was documented in an August 2001 security agreement
signed by Malik in which he pledged his shares in a Harrison Hot
Springs hotel he co-owns to guarantee the loan.
Those same shares were also to be used to cover other debts,
including money owed to his wife and some of what the

government was paying to his lawyers, Malik testified.
"I kind of double-pledged the assets," Malik said. "I was
expecting in 2002, I would be out ... that was my honest opinion
at that time, even though it looks wrong now."
Appearing relaxed and confident, Malik even made jokes about
his imprisonment for the last two and a half years.
When Waddell asked Malik if his wife was still driving the
Mercedes, he said: "I haven't seen her driving it lately," making
reference to his time behind bars.
Malik's wife, eldest son, daughter-in-law and daughter were in
court Wednesday, waving and smiling at the accused bomber and
laughing at his quips on the witness stand.
Malik described for Justice Stromberg-Stein how he and his wife
have moved money around for years from personal accounts to
business accounts and wherever it was needed in their joint
business ventures. He explained how several mortgages taken
against the family home in Shaughnessy, of which Mrs. Malik is
the sole title holder, were used for the construction of the hotel,
which is now part of the Executive Inn chain, in Harrison.
Malik blamed his arrest on terrorism charges for the family's
declining fortunes. Several commercial renters in buildings in
Vancouver and Victoria, including the B.C. government, moved
out after his arrest, he noted.
"Because of my arrest, the tenants moved out," Malik said. "The
bottom line is the province moved out of there because of my
charges."

That led to the building in Victoria, once assessed at more than
$3 million, being foreclosed upon and sold for just $1.3 million,
leaving Malik and his wife with a $700,000 judgment against
them for money still owed on the property. Malik then arranged
for that judgment to be bought by his California brother for just
$175,000, he testified.
"We were interested in saving whatever we could," Malik said of
his family. "I made another pledge to [my brother] and asked him
if he could take over that thing."
Waddell questioned Malik repeatedly about more than $250,000
he claims he owes three of his children for working in the hotel
without pay.
And he also queried some of the expenses Malik identified as
having been paid out for his defence team, including $2,000 a
month to his lawyer son Jaspreet, as well as money spent on a
civil case unrelated to his Air India defence.
Malik also admitted to providing incorrect information to the
government about how much he was spending at the jail's
canteen. Malik said in a document that his jail expenses were
$26,000, but the jail provided the attorney-general with a figure
of $7,800 in total.
Asked by Waddell if he had inflated the amount, Malik said: "It
was not inflated, it was wrongly stated by me."
The hearing is expected to last nine days. A court-ordered ban on
publication was lifted Wednesday after an application by The
Vancouver Sun and The Globe and Mail.

The media was also provided with an earlier court order in the
matter compelling Malik to provide the government with greater
detail of his finances in several areas.
Malik was told to explain why a tax return for the year 2000
showed he and his wife taking dividends of more than $300,000
from their clothing company, Papillon Eastern Imports, for the
first time.
"This appears to be the first time a dividend has ever been paid,"
states a government document requesting details of how the
money was used. "These dividends were in addition to other
income received by the Maliks from other sources."
Government lawyers also requested details about family
properties in India based on a story in The Sun last March
describing the apparent wealth of the Malik family there. The
family owns a large factory in New Delhi and an impressive
family estate with a swimming pool and servants near the
Pakistani border.
The government also asked about a controversial $2-million loan
Malik took from the State Bank of India in 1984, as well as
details of a $200,000-loan he provided to the society that runs
Surrey's Khalsa School in January, 1999.
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Wife balks at paying Air-India defence bill
ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Thursday's Globe and Mail
Vancouver Ñ A woman who drives a Mercedes-Benz and runs an

international business with revenues of millions of dollars should
not have to bankrupt herself to pay for the defence of her
husband accused of mass murder in the Air-India case, the B.C.
Supreme Court has been told.
"A spouse is not liable for [her] spouse's debts," lawyer Andrew
Nathanson said during a highly unusual hearing on a request for
the government to pay the legal bills of Ripudaman Singh Malik.
Raminder Kaur Malik is not prepared to put her family's future at
risk by liquidating assets to pay for her husband's legal defence,
he said. The court has no jurisdiction to order Ms. Malik to pay
anything, he added.
"It would be unprecedented in law, and vastly inequitable to Ms.
Malik," Mr. Nathanson said.
The comments were made during opening statements in a twoweek hearing that began Tuesday on whether the provincial
government should pay the legal bills for Mr. Malik. A court
order prohibiting media coverage was lifted yesterday following
an application by The Globe and Mail and the Vancouver Sun.
Mr. Malik, a Vancouver businessman with several real-estate
holdings, has told the government he was virtually broke,
although his wife, who was his business partner for 30 years, still
has significant assets.
Without government aid, he argued, he would be unable to pay
for lawyers at the Air-India trial. Without adequate legal
representation, his right to a fair trial could be jeopardized and
the charges could be put aside.

The government contends the Malik family are still millionaires.
The government has "serious concerns regarding the accuracies
and truthfulness of Mr. Malik's claim that he is indigent,"
government lawyer John Waddell said in court.
The government has not asked Ms. Malik to contribute to her
husband's defence.
However, it says some assets claimed as Ms. Malik's are really
joint assets and could be used to finance legal fees.
Mr. Waddell told the court that several recent transactions
involving his brother in California that reduced Mr. Malik's net
worth were suspicious.
Also, Mr. Malik's list of debts was increased by claiming money
owed to family members, Mr. Waddell said. The debts to family
members have not been proven to be bona fide debts, Mr.
Waddell said.
Mr. Malik has been charged with murder in the death of 331
people in two explosions on opposite sides of the world on June
23, 1985. The trial, now in a summer recess, is to resume on
Sept. 8.
Mr. Malik's legal bills are "hundreds of thousands of dollars a
month," his lawyer Kevin Woodall told the court. At the time of
his arrest, Mr. Malik and his wife had a net worth of about $10million.
Mr. Malik paid his legal bills from the time of his arrest in
October, 2000, until February, 2002, with the help of a loan of
$330,000 (U.S.) from a brother in California and by cashing in

his registered retirement savings plan worth about $200,000.
The government began providing funds for legal fees in
February, 2002, on condition that Mr. Malik would start to
liquidate assets. However in September, 2002, Mr. Malik told the
government that his financial situation had deteriorated and
debtors would claim all his assets if he sold them off. Mr. Malik
said he had nothing else to contribute to the cost of his defence.
For the first time since his arrest, Mr. Malik was in the witness
stand this week to provide testimony. The public gallery was
mostly empty during his testimony.
Explaining the intricacies of his family business dealings, he
appeared relaxed and confident. Despite almost three years in
custody, he occasionally answered questions with a touch of
humour and a smile.
Mr. Malik was asked about several financial transactions. In at
least two incidents, real estate registered in one name was used
for raising financing for an investment in both their names.
The hearing continues.
Air India suspect used tax refund while government paid legal
bills
Accused bomber's lawyer son tells judge expenditures not a
breach of court order

Kim Bolan

Vancouver Sun
CREDIT:ÊWard Perrin, Vancouver Sun

Jaspreet Malik, here with his wife, reports sales at the family's
clothing business have declined 26 per cent.

ADVERTISEMENT
Accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik spent a
$72,000 tax refund last month despite a B.C. Supreme Court
order in May that he not dispose of any of his assets while in a
dispute with the province over legal funding.
Malik got the refund at the end of June and it was placed in a
joint account he shares with his wife and used to pay bills, the
accused's lawyer son Jaspreet Malik explained to Justice Sunni
Stromberg-Stein Friday.
John Waddell, who is representing the attorney-general's
ministry, asked the younger Malik if he considered the
expenditure to be a violation of the court order.
"I don't think so," Jaspreet Malik responded. "He'd received
some money and it paid debts in the ordinary course of
business."
But Waddell noted that when an offer was received on a property
owned by the alleged mass murderer on which no profit was

expected, Jaspreet Malik did consult the attorney-general for
permission to make the sale.
"There was no doubt in my mind that that was an asset covered
by the court order," Jaspreet Malik said of the property sale.
Ripudaman Malik, who was a Vancouver millionaire when he
was arrested in October 2000, now claims to be penniless after
spending $650,000 on lawyers. He says his legal bills will now
top $5 million and he wants the B.C. government to pay all of
them when his terrorism trial resumes in September. If the
government refuses, Malik wants the charges against him stayed.
Appearing confident and relaxed, Malik spent three days on the
witness stand this week trying to convince the court that more
than $1 million of his equity must go to pay debts to his wife,
children, brothers and friends. Because of the debts, he said, he
can no longer contribute anything to his defence.
But Waddell has told a Supreme Court hearing this week that the
government is concerned some of the amounts claimed are not
legitimate. He said Malik is still "a Vancouver millionaire."
And he noted the family has paid off luxury vehicles like a
Mercedes, a Lexus and a Chevy Blazer since the patriarch's
arrest.
Waddell asked both the accused killer and his son why there are
so many variations between a net worth statement Malik filed in
court in December, 2000, when he applied unsuccessfully for
bail, and recent statements given to the government.
Less than three years ago, Malik's net worth was estimated at $10

million. He told the court then he had $1 million equity in the
family company Papillon Eastern Imports. Now he says the
equity in the same women's clothing business is just $50,000.
Jaspreet Malik testified that many customers cancelled orders
after his father was arrested, saying things like: "We know who
the owners are now and we don't want to have anything to do
with it."
Jaspreet said the company's sales have fallen 26 per cent since
the Air India charges were laid, from $3.1 million in 2000 to $2.6
million last year.
He said he believed he is entitled to $18,000 in deferred wages
he was claiming against his father's assets. His siblings also have
claims totalling about $200,000.
"I need the money," he said, adding that he would not give it to
his father's defence team. "I am cash poor and time rich."
Jaspreet Malik admitted his parents paid for all his university
education and living expenses, as well as a $30,000 wedding in
August, 2001, and between $8,000 and $10,000 in renovations to
his law office, which is in a building owned by the family.
He also gets a retainer from his parents of $2,400 a month for
legal assistance with their affairs.
Several of the debts Ripudaman Malik says he owes are to
directors of institutions and charities Malik has founded over the
years.
One loan for more than $100,000 referred to in the hearing was

from Jarnail Singh Manhas, a director of Surrey's Khalsa School,
which Malik started. Another debt for $250,000 being claimed
against Malik's assets is in the name of school director Kewal
Singh Nagra, who says he is collecting the money for Malik's
brother in India.
A third loan Malik is claiming as a liability is owed to Khalsa
Credit Union chair Amarjit Singh Kooner, who has remained
loyal to Malik. Malik chaired the credit union from its inception
in 1986 to several months after his arrest on mass murder
charges.
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are jointly charged in two June 23,
1985 bombings in which 331 died. The first bomb exploded at
Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers. Less than
an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of
Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The hearing on Malik's funding resumes Monday.
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Accused bomber's wife clings to cash
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Vancouver Ñ The wife of a man accused in an alleged terrorist
bombing plot that killed 331 people could not answer many
questions in B.C. Supreme Court Tuesday about a multimilliondollar business she has run for years.
Raminder Malik was testifying at a hearing to determine whether
her husband, Ripudaman Singh Malik, will obtain more
government funding to pay lawyers defending him against
charges in the Air-India disaster.
"I don't know," Ms. Malik said several times when asked by
government lawyer John Waddell about various financial aspects
of her family's finances and Papillon Eastern Imports, a clothing
company headed mainly by her during its 29-year existence.
But the wife of the man accused of the worst mass murder in
Canadian history was clear on one thing.
"Are you prepared today to pledge your assets to support your
husband's defence in the criminal charges?" Mr. Waddell asked,
noting that she had suggested she would help fund the defence
team.
"No, I'm not," she said.
Ms. Malik told the court that she has a $10,000 bank account
with her eldest son, Jaspreet, and a personal $6,000 (U.S.)
account in India but that none of the money is earmarked for her
husband's defence.
Some of that money came from "a few people," she said. "They
felt certain obligation to me. It's just small amounts."

"Were they asked to provide you with money or did they
volunteer?" Mr. Waddell asked.
Ms. Malik evaded the question several times, then answered: "I
didn't specifically ask, but we had discussions, and then they
offered."
She said that some people helped pay the mortgage of a familyowned building that houses Papillon when payments were
increased to $4,000 a month.
Ms. Malik dodged the question when Mr. Waddell asked whether
the same people could assist in her husband's legal defence. She
finally said she did not know.
"Doesn't this hearing and the very nature of what's going on
create an urgent situation for you?" he asked.
"It's an urgent situation, but I don't feel I should take it on," she
said of paying for her husband's team of six lawyers from any of
her assets.
"That was securing my building. This, I don't know if I'm going
to secure anything or get anything or if I'm going to be able to
make a deal with the Crown."
The B.C. government has been funding Mr. Malik's defence
since February, 2002.
Mr. Malik, along with co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, were
arrested in October, 2000, and face multiple counts, including
first-degree murder, conspiracy and other charges in the downing

of Air-India Flight 182.
The plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Ireland
on June 23, 1985, after a suitcase bomb exploded, killing 329
people.
Two baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport were killed
within an hour of the blast after a suitcase intended for another
Air-India flight exploded prematurely.
The Air-India trial began in April and will resume on Sept. 8,
after a summer break.
Taxpayers will continue paying for Mr. Malik's defence until
Madam Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein decides whether Mr.
Malik will remain eligible for funding.
Some of the family's complicated financial arrangements also
involve loans from relatives but without any supporting
documents.
Although Ms. Malik has said she will guarantee loans from two
of her brothers-in-law, she said Tuesday that she felt only a moral
obligation, not a legal one. "I don't know if we have anything in
writing."
She could not tell the court how she could afford to defer
$100,000 in wages last year as a loan to Papillon while
continuing to live in a home once assessed at $2-million, with
five children, three of them adults whose living expenses are paid
by the family.
"In the past few years we've had somewhat of a negative cash

flow from the properties, so I don't know how to explain it to you
where the money came that I looked after my personal
expenses."
Ms. Malik said she did not know whether she received an income
from her shareholder loans or any dividends.
"I'm not very good at these financial deals," she said, suggesting
accountants would have a better understanding. "I don't know
sometimes how we get to it."
Although she said her brother-in-law, Jaspreet Malik, owns a Los
Angeles-based business also called Papillon Eastern Imports and
that it has no ties to the Vancouver business, she acknowledged
that the U.S. company sometimes is referred to as "the L.A.
office."
"It just looks better for optics if you have two different offices in
two different countries."
The court heard that although Mr. Malik has been a suspect in the
two bombings since 1985, the family continued to spend money
on luxury items, such as a Mercedes-Benz car and two sports
utility vehicles.
Ms. Malik has told the court that she and her husband have a
50-50 share in the family's real-estate holdings and two
businesses, worth an estimated $11.6-million.
Malik 'twisted my arm:' witness
Accused Air India bomber tried to influence credit union while
on leave, ex-director says

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Friday, August 15, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
Air India bombing suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik tried to
influence the operations of the Khalsa Credit Union even when
he was on a leave of absence while under criminal investigation,
B.C. Supreme Court was told Thursday.
Former director Kulwarn Singh Parmar, who replaced Malik as
board chair during his leaves, testified that he would receive draft
letters from Malik, which the accused terrorist would try to get
Parmar to sign and send off as his own on credit union letterhead.
Parmar is being sued by the credit union for breach of
confidentiality. Credit union lawyer Andrew Sandilands alleged
the long-time director passed on records related to a customer's
account that were detailed in a Punjabi radio broadcast.
But Parmar denies the allegation and has filed an abuse of
process counter-suit. He says this suit and another the credit
union has filed against him are political because he began to
oppose Malik's influence in the financial institution.
Parmar was on the witness stand in the second day of the trial.
He told Justice Marion Allan he used to be a friend of Malik until
the late 1990s, when Malik was under investigation related to

financial operations at Surrey's Khalsa School.
Malik and credit union manager Aniljit Singh Uppal were both
forced to take leaves because their involvement in both the
school and the credit union was part of an RCMP investigation.
Parmar said the tension rose within the credit union board
throughout 1999 as half the directors sided with Malik, while he
and the others were opposed to the former chair and Khalsa
founder.
During one of Malik's leaves, Parmar said, he called him and
said he should contact him daily with details of the board's
business.
But Parmar testified he did not agree -- "I thought, this is wrong."
Several faxes to Parmar from Malik's company, Papillon Eastern
Imports, and the Khalsa School, were entered into evidence.
Parmar said that in April 1999, Malik and three directors asked
Parmar to meet them at a religious celebration in Vancouver.
Once there, he was told to get into a car, where Malik and the
others tried to get him to sign a letter, Parmar testified.
"They really twisted my arm ... they said do it now," Parmar said,
adding that he refused.
Punjabi reporter Gurpreet Singh testified earlier that he got the
confidential documents used on his Radio India broadcast from
Hardial Singh Johal, another Air India suspect who ran
unsuccessfully several times for the credit union's board and died
last year.

Parmar denied giving the records to Johal and noted that the
credit union board had on at least three occasions raised the issue
of Johal being in possession of confidential documents.
Parmar said the speculation was that Johal had received material
from a relative who was a credit union manager, "but there was
no proof."
There is a ban on publication of details of the documents, but
they involve an allegation against a credit union director.
Parmar said he believed he was entitled to have the material as
acting board chair and only sent the material to government
regulators to try to get the matter investigated.
On Thursday, he offered to return the documents to the credit
union, along with boxes of other material he has in his
possession from the years he was on the board, saying he no
longer wants the papers in his possession, although he believes
he is entitled to keep them.
"Then they can accuse me of something else and I can't afford to
go through another trial with my financial situation," said
Parmar, a taxi driver.
The case is expected to conclude today.
Appraisal too high, family says
Suspect's hotel is not worth an estimated $4 million, lawyer tells
court
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Ripudaman Singh Malik is pictured during an August court
appearance.

ADVERTISEMENT
A lawyer for accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik
believes an appraisal that puts the value of the Malik family's
Harrison Hot Springs hotel at more than $4 million is overinflated.
The ministry of the attorney-general has agreed to lawyer Kevin
Woodall's request for a second appraisal, which is expected to
take two weeks to complete.
That delay forced the adjournment of a B.C. Supreme Court
hearing to decide whether Malik -- who three years ago said he
and his wife had a net worth of $11 million -- is entitled to have
the government cover the full cost of his multi-million dollar
defence team.
Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein said she wanted the financing
question to be dealt with before the terrorism trial of Malik and
co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri resumes next month.

"I want this matter resolved before Sept. 8," said StrombergStein, who is not the trial judge in the Air India bombing trial.
The application for funding will resume before Stromberg-Stein
Sept. 2.
Malik's wife Raminder testified earlier this week that the family
recently received an offer for the hotel of $2.5 million, which she
considered too low.
The hotel, part of the Executive Inn chain, is not currently listed
for sale and Raminder Malik said she would prefer not to sell it.
The 2003 value according to the B.C. Assessment Authority is
just over $3.1 million, down about $35,000 from the previous
year.
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri were charged in
October 2000 on eight counts, including murder, attempted
murder and conspiracy in connection with two June 1985
bombings targeting Air India that killed 331.
The first exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage
handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded
off the coast of Ireland. All 329 aboard perished.
Malik, co-owner of the Harrison hotel and a clothing company
called Papillon Eastern Imports, funded his defence for the first
year, but eventually received partial government aid on the
condition he liquidate some assets.
He now says he cannot afford to do that because he owes more

than $1 million to his children, wife, brothers and friends. The
B.C. government is challenging the legitimacy of some of those
debts, given that several of them did not show up on financial
records until after his arrest.
Malik's three eldest sons testified during the hearing that they
were owed almost $500,000 for work done over the years at the
hotel and clothing company. They all said they had either not
been paid or were given cheques that were immediately signed
back to their parents at Malik's request.
All three, who range in age from 21 to 28, also told the court
they live in the family's Shaughnessy mansion rent-free and
receive money from their parents for education, food and
entertainment.
The family has paid off three luxury vehicles worth close to
$160,000 in total since Malik was incarcerated, Stromberg-Stein
was also told during the hearing.
Yet none of the Malik relatives who testified said they were
prepared to contribute to the accused terrorist's defence, which
they saw as a debt with little hope of repayment.
Stromberg-Stein ruled Thursday that an affidavit sworn by a
government legal assistant outlining details of the Maliks'
expenses was not admissible in its present form. She accepted
Woodall's assertion that the affidavit contained "unqualified
opinion, inappropriate argument and hearsay evidence."
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Leaks link Air India suspect to credit-union case

Hardial Singh Johal, who died last year, leaked documents
involving accusations against a credit union director, court is told
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Hardial Singh Johal has been accused of providing confidential
documents from the Khalsa Credit Union to reporters. Johal died
last November.

ADVERTISEMENT
Confidential documents from the Khalsa Credit Union were
leaked to a Punjabi radio reporter by an Air India bombing
suspect who died last year, B.C. Supreme Court was told
Wednesday.
Hardial Singh Johal provided the documents to Radio India
reporter Gurpreet Singh, who based a report on them in July,
2002, Singh testified at a civil case between the credit union and
a former director.

The credit union, founded by Air India suspect Ripudaman Singh
Malik, is suing long-time director Kulwarn Singh Parmar for
breach of confidentiality related to the documents.
Justice Marion Allan banned publication of details of the
documents, which involve an allegation against a credit union
director.
Credit union lawyer Andrew Sandilands said outside court that
Johal, who has run on a slate with Parmar, must have received
the documents from Parmar.
Johal, who died of a liver disease last November, was never
charged in the 1985 Air India bombing. But documents released
at the trial of Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri indicate
police believed he helped transport bomb-laden suitcases to
Vancouver International Airport.
According to information to obtain a search warrant for Johal's
Vancouver house, the former president of Vancouver's Ross
Street temple "was one of four persons who took the luggage
containing bombs to Vancouver International Airport on the 22nd
of June, 1985."
Johal's phone number was also provided to the ticket agent as a
contact number for the reservations on the downed Air India
flight.
Sandilands told The Vancouver Sun that because Parmar had the
documents, a logical conclusion is that he provided them to
Johal.
(A relative of Johal's is a senior manager at the credit union.)

Sandilands also said that the credit union has requested the
documents back from Parmar, who has failed to return them.
"The total gist of it is -- the credit union believes that no
customer information should be in the hands of anyone but the
credit union itself or the customer," Sandilands said.
Aseem Dosanjh, Parmar's lawyer, said his client did not provide
the documents to Johal or Radio India. He denied any breach of
confidentiality.
Parmar has acknowledged writing a letter to the government
regulators about the allegations raised in the documents to get the
matter investigated.
Dosanjh suggested the civil suit is political in nature to prevent
Parmar from running again for the credit union board.
The intense political battles at the controversial credit union
between directors loyal to Malik and those like Parmar who
opposed him were detailed in some of the evidence in the
opening day of the trial.
Director Karnail Singh Manhas, a Malik supporter, told the court
that Parmar was always making allegations about directors'
conduct.
"Mr. Parmar had a habit to make allegations," Manhas said. "Mr.
Parmar wrote so many letters I just ignored them."
Manhas said he has been to see Malik or talked to him by phone
a few times since the accused terrorist was arrested in October,

2000.
"I think he called me once at home. He wanted some money and
his wife wanted some money so I loaned some money," Manhas
testified.
While Manhas was head of a conduct review committee in 1999
when the allegation in question was made, former chief
executive officer Tarlochan Singh Sandhu told the court he gave
the documents to Parmar to investigate because he trusted the
defendant more than Manhas.
Sandhu said Manhas was "colluding" with Malik and others
"against the credit union."
"They would have stopped the investigation right then and
there," Sandhu said.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Son refuses to pay father's legal costs
Hearing to decide if accused Air India bomber deserves legal aid
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A son of accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik
testified Wednesday that he is willing to lend his father money
for the family businesses, but not for Malik's legal expenses in
the mass murder case.
Darshan Singh Malik was the fourth family member to testify at
a hearing to decide if the alleged terrorist, who claimed a net
worth in December 2000 of $11 million, is now broke and
deserves legal aid for his murder trial.
Darshan Malik gave the same answer as two of his brothers and
mother when asked if he would help his dad cover lawyers' bills
as he has for the family's two main companies over the years.
"[The answer] would probably be no because when I was
reinvesting in the businesses, that's for the family and that
includes me," the 21-year-old told Madame Justice Sunni
Stromberg-Stein. "If I was giving him funds for his legal
defence, that's only him."
Like his older brothers and two uncles, Darshan Malik is
claiming his dad owes him tens of thousands of dollars in
deferred wages and loans for working at the family's Executive
Inn hotel in Harrison Hot Springs or its clothing company -Papillon Eastern Imports.
The elder Malik says those claims by family members, totalling
more than $1 million, must be paid from his remaining assets,
leaving nothing further to contribute to his legal defence.
Government lawyers have suggested repeatedly during the
hearing that many of the family debts are not legitimate and were
only recorded on paper well after Malik's arrest, although they

cover periods for several years before.
Darshan Malik could recall little detail about deferred wages
stated on his income tax returns. He said he never provided any
information for the returns, which were completed by the
family's accountant.
"I have a really bad memory," he testified.
But like his siblings, he said he started working in the family
business as a young child, never receiving reenumeration for his
services.
"I was flip-flopping back and forth between the hotel and
Papillon," he said.
After high school, he said he worked full-time at the two
businesses, either getting pay cheques he signed over to his
parents, or just deferring his wages.
"Basically my family said here's a cheque, sign it back and that's
why I did it."
He also said he has never contributed to rent or food at the
family's Shaughnessy mansion and that he got between $18,000
and $20,000 from his parents in January, 2002 to buy a Chevy
Blazer.
Asked whether he worried about the fact he worked for years
without actual earnings, Darshan Malik said: "I wasn't really
concerned because I had faith my parents were making the right
decision for me."

The hearing is expected to adjourn today until the first week of
September. Lawyers for both sides are waiting for an appraisal of
the Maliks' Harrison hotel, expected to be completed within two
weeks.
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with eight
counts related to two June 23, 1985, bombings both targeting Air
India. The first blast occurred at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 on board.
Their trial resumes Sept. 8 after a summer recess.
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ADVERTISEMENT
Hundreds of thousands of dollars in loans and deferred wages
claimed by the Malik children against their father were recorded

on paper only after the elder Malik was charged in the 1985 Air
India bombing, B.C. Supreme Court was told Tuesday.
Hardeep Singh Malik, the second son of Ripudaman Singh
Malik, told Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein the debts were never
written down on financial statements of the two companies the
Malik family runs until 2002 -- more than a year after the
patriarch's arrest in October 2000.
"We knew because of my father's arrest that we weren't as secure
financially," Hardeep Malik explained. "We were concerned that
we hadn't been paid."
The middle son, who once managed the family's Harrison Hot
Springs hotel, is claiming the largest amount from his father's
assets -- $234,000 in unpaid wages and loans and another
$110,000 of trust money supposedly paid by Malik's mother for
her grandchildren.
"I'm not sure how the accounting is done on that," he said of one
of the amounts he is claiming.
Hardeep Malik followed his parents and brother on the witness
stand at a hearing to determine whether his father will get more
public money for the legal team defending him on charges of
killing 331 people in two 1985 bombings.
Ripudaman Malik claims he is broke, despite court papers he
filed in December 2000 showing his net worth at $11 million.
Now he claims he owes well over $1 million from his assets to
his children, brothers and wife and therefore can't pay anything
more to his lawyers.

Hardeep Malik described how he and his siblings would work at
one of the businesses and get a T-4 for wages that weren't paid.
Sometimes they would be written a cheque they would endorse
and hand back to their parents, he said.
The 25-year-old said he didn't mind the tradition of handing back
pay to his parents because "whenever I needed spending money
they would give it to me anyways."
He also admitted that he has never paid a penny towards living
expenses, post secondary education or a $35,000 Lexus.
Everything has been covered by his parents for his entire life.
The Lexus was purchased three months after his father's arrest
with cash provided by his parents, he said
He then took out a car loan from the Khalsa Credit Union that
went into the family's hotel. The hotel repaid the loan, Hardeep
Malik said.
The Lexus was not the only car paid off after the elder Malik's
arrest.
Malik's wife, Raminder, testified Tuesday about paying off a loan
for her $108,000 Mercedes and providing another son with $18$20,000 to buy a Chevy Blazer.
But Raminder Malik had a hard time recalling her monthly
expenses in court, despite being the head of two multi-million
dollar corporations.
She also told government lawyer John Waddell she could not

remember many of her transactions involving the two family
companies, Khalsa Development and Papillon Eastern Imports.
"I'm not very good at these financial deals," she said.
Waddell asked her about a December, 2000 affidavit in which she
pledged her assets to her husband for the purpose of getting bail.
"Are you prepared today to pledge your assets to support your
husband's defence of the criminal charges?" Waddell asked.
Replied Raminder Malik: "No, I am not."
Like her son Jaspreet and her husband, Raminder Malik testified
her husband's arrest on terrorism charges adversely affected their
business as clients cancelled orders and vacated leased offices.
But she also said Tuesday that she gets calls every day inquiring
about vacancies in the family's Yaletown warehouse building.
"We hope to have it rented soon," she said.
She also said friends have continued to provide her with monthly
gifts and loans so she could shore up her own bank account in
case she is ordered by the court to buy her husband's shares of
the two companies.
One bank account she opened for that purpose now has $10,000
in it. And she saved another $100,000 for that purpose from her
wages, which she has since reinvested in her companies since no
agreement was reached with the government.
"The people who gave me money may not be able to give me any

more," she testified. "There are some people who will be able to
provide me with some money."
While she continues to pay all the expenses for three adult sons,
a daughter-in-law, two teenagers and a nephew from India, she
claimed: "We've lowered our lifestyle . . . since my husband's
arrest."
Probably the largest debt her husband is claiming is owed to his
brother, Gurdip Singh Malik, who runs his own Papillon
company in the Los Angeles area.
While Raminder Malik said the two companies are completely
independent, she admitted that they advertise to customers as if
they are one company, referring to the American company as "the
L.A. office."
"It looks better for the optics if you are a company with two
different offices in two different countries."
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L is for love, not for legal fees, court hears
Accused bomber's wife says she needs her assets
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Raminder Kaur Malik (right, next to son Jaspreet and lawyers
Andrew Nathanson and Kevin Woodall) is fighting to avoid
paying massive legal bills for her husband, accused Air India
bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik.

ADVERTISEMENT
Raminder Kaur Malik pledged her love to her accused terrorist
husband in B.C. Supreme Court Monday, but said she doesn't
want to pay for his defence in the Air India bombing case.
As Ripudaman Singh Malik watched via video monitor from jail,
Raminder Malik testified she should be able to hang on to her
own assets despite the fact her husband is asking for more public
money for his defence against charges he plotted to bomb two
Air India planes in June 1985.
"I'm not charged with anything. I love my husband still, but I
don't want to pay for his defence," Raminder Malik told Justice
Sunni Stromberg-Stein.
"I believe it is my right to protect what I've got for my old age
and my children who are underage."
While she and her husband are business partners in a hotel and
clothing company that together gross millions, Raminder Malik
said she is now carrying the financial and physical burden of the

two businesses.
"I am 52 years old. I have two young children. Ever since I came
to this country I have worked on a continual basis," she said.
"What is mine, I don't want it given away because that is my
security."
She admitted under cross-examination that in December 2000,
when her husband was applying for bail and trying to show the
court how financially stable he was, she swore an affidavit
implying all their assets were jointly-held.
Also presented to the court at the time was a net worth statement
showing the couple had clear assets worth more than $11 million
that were pledged as security for Malik.
Her 2000 statement made mention of the family's Shaughnessy
mansion, then assessed at $2.1 million, as belonging to both she
and her husband.
Now, she says the house is hers and hers alone and has never
been a shared asset, although she admitted the bills for the
house's construction in the early '90s were paid from the couple's
joint account.
"We've had everything 50-50 except the house," said Raminder
Malik, dressed in a typical Punjabi suit in shades of tan and
beige.
She said her husband did not contribute much work toward
construction of the home because his spiritual adviser suggested
it was decadent.

"This holy man told him: 'Don't worry about these materialistic
things. Don't worry about this home. Worry about your home
beyond this life,' " Raminder quoted the adviser as telling Malik.
"So he pulled back a little bit."
The nine-day hearing is to determine if the successful Vancouver
businessman has any remaining assets he can use for his defence.
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are jointly charged in
two June 23, 1985 bombings that killed 331 people. One bomb
exploded at a Tokyo airport, killing two. The other blew up
aboard Air India Flight 182, killing all 329 aboard.
Malik claims he is broke and wants the government to pay his
legal bills, estimated to be $5 million, for his trial, which is to
resume Sept. 8.
But the attorney general's ministry is questioning the legitimacy
of claims of more than $1 million against Malik's assets by his
children, wife and brothers.
Describing her early life with her husband, Raminder Malik
testified Monday they had an arranged marriage after Malik
made a trip to India to search for a wife and met Raminder
through a relative of hers who was his friend.
She had a bachelor's degree in home economics and a masters in
English and was from a middle-class family in the state of Bihar.
In March 1974, they married and she immigrated to Canada. The
day after she arrived, she started working in her husband's
Gastown clothing boutique.

A year later the couple closed the store and decided to sell their
clothing line on a wholesale basis, incorporating Papillon Eastern
Imports.
In 1996, the company had its most successful year ever, with
sales of $5.8 or $5.9 million, she said.
But by last year, those sales had fallen to just $2.6 million. Like
her husband and eldest son who testified earlier, Raminder Malik
blamed the family's financial woes on the suspicion surrounding
her husband and his eventual arrest in October 2000.
"Since 1997, we've had a lot of media coverage which has named
my husband and cast a shadow over our lives," she said.
She said when her husband was arrested on a Friday, a fax came
to the office the following Monday cancelling a $167,000 order,
prompting her to call the customer.
"He tells me morally he can't take this order because we are
associated with such a horrendous crime," Raminder Malik
testified. "There were many other such orders that got cancelled."
But she also testified that she and her husband nearly went
bankrupt in the early 1980s because of high interest rates and
other economic factors at the time.
"We were almost on the verge of bankruptcy at the time. We
were contemplating divorce," she said.
Her husband's brother, Gurdip Singh, in California owns a
similar clothing company also called Papillon Eastern Imports,

Raminder Malik testified.
Gurdip is suing his brother to try to recover more than $600,000
he claims is owed for money loaned to pay Malik's legal bills.
Raminder Malik explained why the date of July 2004 was chosen
as the deadline for repayment in the loan agreement.
"The trial would be long over and my husband would be back
free at work and be able to pay him," she testified. "Now I know
(Gurdip) has sued us because he feels the loan is at risk because
my husband has agreed to give what he has to the province."
She said her five children, three of whom are in their 20s and two
are teenagers, all live for free at the family home, as does her
daughter-in-law and a nephew from India. Up until a few months
ago, there was also a live-in housekeeper, who quit because of
health concerns.
Raminder Malik described a $30,000 wedding she threw for
eldest son Jaspreet two years ago at Surrey's Khalsa School as
scaled back because of the charges against Malik.
"Because my husband was in jail, we did not hold a reception,
we did not get too much catering done," she said, adding that
2,000 people attended.
She said she and Malik paid for the newlyweds' honeymoon in
Mexico, which cost about $2,500.
While her son stated in a letter earlier this year that she could still
raise money for her financial problems, Raminder Malik told the
court Monday it would be irresponsible to borrow more money

from friends and relatives.
"It is a lot of pressure on my shoulders -- with my husband not
here -- to take money when I don't know if I can repay it," she
testified.
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Credit union directors visit Malik, court told
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ADVERTISEMENT
Directors of the Khalsa Credit Union have continued to visit
accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik and receive
calls from him despite his arrest on terrorism charges in October
2000, B.C. Supreme Court was told Friday.
Current credit union chairman Amarjit Singh Kooner testified he
has talked to Malik regularly since Malik has been in jail
awaiting trial and has visited the alleged bomber at the
Vancouver pre-trial jail where he is being held.
"He phoned me so many times," Kooner said. "I saw him in the
cell there two or three times."

Kooner said he has also accompanied other directors to the jail to
see Malik, including vice-chair Gurnaik Singh Brar and Karnail
Singh Manhas.
But Kooner denied a suggestion that he discussed any credit
union business with Malik, who headed the board of the financial
institution since its opening in 1986 until his arrest almost three
years ago.
"It was just to discuss 'How are you? How is your health,' "
Kooner said of his visits to Malik.
Kooner was testifying during a civil case launched by the credit
union against former director Kulwarn Singh Parmar, alleging
breach of confidentiality.
The credit union's claim is that Parmar, who was a long-time
director and Malik opponent, held on to confidential documents
outlining allegations against another director, whose identity is
covered by a ban on publication.
Those allegations later surfaced in a Punjabi radio report by
journalist Gurpreet Singh and the credit union is claiming Parmar
provided the documents.
But Singh testified earlier that he got the papers from Hardial
Singh Johal, a perpetual board candidate and Air India bombing
suspect who died last year.
Kooner told Madame Justice Marion Allan he knew Johal as a
community leader, but not personally.
Both Kooner and Manhas have loaned Malik money, but Kooner

denied providing a letter to help Malik secure bail.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
The family of accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik
colluded to reduce his assets and make it look as if he had no
money to pay his lawyers, B.C. Supreme Court heard Thursday.
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Family arranged its finance to suggest accused Air India bomber
is broke, judge told
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ADVERTISEMENT
The family of accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik
colluded to reduce his assets and make it look as if he had no
money to pay his lawyers, B.C. Supreme Court heard Thursday.
Lawyer John Waddell, who represents the attorney-general's
ministry, said that despite Malik's claim of poverty, the alleged
terrorist can afford to pay more towards his legal team in
Canada's worst mass murder trial.
And Waddell said none of the evidence submitted by Malik and
his family about their finances over a three-week hearing is
credible.
"In fact, most of it borders on fraudulent," Waddell said in a
strongly worded closing submission before Justice Sunni
Stromberg-Stein.
The B.C. government has already spent $3.6 million on Malik's
defence, but Waddell said Malik has reneged on his commitment
to sell off his assets and make a larger contribution to the legal
bills, which are expected to top $6 million.
Malik is applying for additional funding or to have the charges
against him stayed. While the accused bomber remains the co-

owner of a hotel and clothing business worth millions, he told the
court in earlier testimony that the debts he owes to his wife,
children and brothers, totalling more than $1 million, mean he is
broke.
But Waddell pointed out that the Malik family has always
"functioned as one unit" and is only now trying to "artificially
impose a segregation of their assets and income so as to diminish
the value of Mr. Malik's estate."
Malik's three eldest sons testified earlier they were owed
$360,000 in unpaid wages they claimed they contributed to the
family businesses.
Waddell said no "formal records were kept" and that the debts
are not genuine and should be ignored.
"The family will manipulate facts in order to suit their particular
need," Waddell said.
He said the adult children were all living at home for free and
driving expensive vehicles paid for with family money, such as a
Lexus purchased for $35,000 after Malik's arrest.
"Evidence on this point simply highlights the theme of
continuous inconsistencies and collusion between family
members," Waddell said of the Lexus purchase.
Another debt Malik claims he owes to his elder brother Gurdip
Singh was only secured after Malik applied to the government
for funding, Waddell said, adding that Malik "colluded" with his
own brother by attempting to go to court on the debt before the
current hearing began.

"These debts are not bona fide and should be ignored," Waddell
said.
The government's submission shows that Malik and his wife's
annual income averaged almost $390,000 in the five years before
his arrest in October, 2000.
In that same period, the Maliks donated more than $560,000 to
charity, most of which went to the two groups Malik headed, the
Satnam Education Society and the Satnam Trust.
Waddell told Stromberg-Stein that if she dismissed Malik's
application for more funding, he would likely be able to come up
with the money for his 11-person defence team.
The court was earlier told Malik needed another $2.7 million for
the rest of his trial, which is set to resume in Supreme Court
Monday after a summer recess.
Despite Malik's incarceration in October, 2000, he remains "the
driving force and the decision-maker concerning the family's
finances," Waddell said.
"The province recognizes that, given we are halfway through the
trial on this matter, there would be significant consequences of
the dismissal of this application," Waddell said.
Malik lawyer Kevin Woodall interrupted Waddell, telling
Stromberg-Stein that even considering dismissal would "be an
extremely dangerous and improper course."
"These proceedings should terminate forthwith and go before the

trial judge," Woodall suggested.
Malik's wife Raminder Kaur was represented in court Thursday
by Andrew Nathanson, who said the government is trying to
force family members to pay Malik's legal fees, even though the
law states they are not responsible for Malik's bills.
"We don't take families to debtors' prison any more for good
reason," Nathanson said.
And he objected to Waddell's suggestion that the family had
colluded to hide assets.
"To say they are collusive, lying and manipulative is simply not a
fair characterization of these people," Nathanson said. "My
submission is my friend didn't show them to be evasive and
untruthful."
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Witness upset at accused bomber
Part of a statement read in court
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ADVERTISEMENT
The star witness against accused Air India bomber Ripudaman

Singh Malik confronted him about the bombing in the spring of
1997 after she was told of Malik's alleged involvement by the
wife of Inderjit Singh Reyat, B.C. Supreme Court heard
Wednesday.
The witness, whose name is protected by a court order, said in a
statement to police that she was very upset after Satnam Kaur
Reyat told her an Air India suspect referred to in a Punjabi
newspaper article was Malik.
After the conversation, the witness confronted Malik about his
involvement and he allegedly confessed, she said in an April 27,
1998 statement.
Parts of the witness statement were read in court Wednesday by
Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows in a dramatic preview of the key
Crown evidence against Malik.
Defence lawyers for co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are
challenging the admissibility of the conversation between
Satnam Reyat and the witness, who is scheduled to testify
beginning Sept. 29.
Bellows said he anticipates the witness will provide evidence of
the conversation between herself and Reyat to explain that she
approached Malik about the bombing because of "the shocking
revelation rising out of her conversation with Mrs. Reyat."
The witness said she was in shock when Satnam Reyat described
Malik as a suspect in two 1985 bombings that left 331 dead.
"It cannot be," she said at the time, according to her statement,
adding that Satnam Reyat took her hands and said: "Yes, it is Mr.

Malik."
The witness said she was angry at Satnam Reyat for not
mentioning Malik as a suspect earlier. The woman quoted
Satnam Reyat, according to the statement --"I know it is a shock
to you, she said, but I could not say anything to you. But I always
cautioned you that you don't go to him, don't believe him."
The witness also told police that Satnam Reyat said Malik had
used the woman: "You always follow him and listen to him and
got close to him. And he used you."
The woman's statement said Satnam Reyat described other
suspects identified in the article, including her husband, Bagri,
former Ross Street temple president Hardial Singh Johal and
former Malik associate Surjan Singh Gill, who is now living in
England. Neither Johal, who died last November, nor Gill were
ever charged in the case.
The witness also said Satnam Reyat expressed surprise that so
few suspects were mentioned: "One thing interests me, she said,
is that they are only talking about these people, but what about
the others around. There were many others around."
Reyat is also expected to be called as a Crown witness, but not
until November.
Her husband, who pleaded guilty to manslaughter in February for
his role in the bombing, is slated to be on the witness stand next
week as the Crown resumes its evidence against Malik, a 56year-old Vancouver businessman, and Bagri, a former Kamloops
mill worker.

Justice Ian Bruce Josephson ruled Wednesday that Bagri's
lawyers can have standing to argue against the admissibility of
the woman's conversation with Satnam Reyat. Those
submissions will be heard Friday.
The Crown alleges that Malik and Bagri were B.C.-based Sikh
separatists who plotted to bomb India's national airline to
retaliate against the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the
Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
One bomb destined for an Air India flight exploded on June 23,
1985, at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers.
Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 plunged from the
sky en route from Montreal to London. All 329 aboard died
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Air India trial moves to chapter three
Squabble over ability of accused to pay will not slow
proceedings

Neal Hall
Vancouver Sun
Ripudaman Singh Malik

Ajaib Singh Bagri

ADVERTISEMENT
The Air India trial will move into the "third chapter" -- the role of
two men accused of being linked to two bombings that killed 331
people -- when the proceedings resume Monday at the Vancouver

Law Courts.
Despite the legal squabble that continued Friday over the value
of the assets of accused bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik -- who
claims he is no longer a millionaire, is now broke and argues the
government should pay the cost of his estimated $5.7-million
legal bill -- that matter won't affect the trial from proceeding.
"The Crown's intention is to proceed Monday as scheduled,"
Crown counsel spokesman Geoff Gaul said Friday during a press
briefing. "Right now, he has lawyers. They are representing him."
After hearing a full day of evidence and legal arguments Friday
from lawyers acting for the government, Malik and his wife,
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein said she will
rule on the legal funding issue at 9 a.m. on Sept. 19.
Kevin Woodall, the lawyer representing Malik at the hearing,
suggested his client might be able to find enough cash to
contribute $200,000 to the cost of his defence. But anything
more than that and Malik will have to sell off some of his family
assets, perhaps at distress-sale prices.
Most of Friday was consumed by the testimony of two appraisers
who disagreed on the value of the Executive Inn hotel in
Harrison Hot Springs, east of Vancouver, which is owned by
Malik and his wife.
Ken Hollett, a senior Vancouver appraisal consultant for Collier
International Realty Advisors, who was retained by Malik's
lawyer Kevin Woodall, testified the hotel is worth $3.4 million.
Sam Romanaggi, a Seattle appraiser retained by the government,

estimated the value is $4.3 million.
Malik's financial statements from 2000, discussed earlier in the
hearing, showed his net worth was about $11.6 million.
But the accused claims the notoriety of the charges he faces at
trial have affected his real estate and business holdings, which
include his clothing business, Papillon. He claims he doesn't
have any money left to pay for his 11-member defence team.
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are jointly charged with
eight counts including murder, attempted murder and conspiracy
in two bombings targeting Air India planes on June 23, 1985.
The first bomb destined for an Air India flight exploded at
Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four
minutes later, Air India Flight 182 -- flying from Canada to
London's Heathrow airport -- exploded off the coast of Ireland,
killing all 329 board.
The Air India trial began last April and continued into May, when
the Crown led evidence about the ticket and baggage handling,
and the history of Flight 182.
When the trial resumes Monday, after a break of several months,
the Crown's case will move to testimony about the alleged
criminal conspiracy between Malik and Bagri to bomb the
planes.
"The Crown has alleged this whole trial encompasses a criminal
conspiracy involving two explosions," Gaul explained to
reporters.

The next stage of the trial will deal with how the two accused are
linked to the alleged bombings, he added.
The Crown has alleged the two accused were part of a group of
Sikh separatists who targeted India's national airline to retaliate
against the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
The first witness Monday will be Dr. Paul Wallace, a University
of Missouri professor who will explain the history and
development of Sikhism.
The next scheduled witness will be Inderjit Singh Reyat, who
pleaded guilty to manslaughter, before the Air India trial began,
for his role in the bombings.
Reyat, who was sentenced to five years, has been subpoenaed to
testify as a Crown witness.
"There is an expectation he will provide evidence," Gaul said
Friday of Reyat, whose wife Satnam is also scheduled to testify.
The final stage of the trial will involve testimony concerning the
forensic evidence about the deadly explosions.
The Crown's case isn't expected to conclude before early next
year, Gaul said.
The Crown still is engaged in negotiations with the defence
about making some admissions of fact, he added, which might
shorten the trial.
Gaul told reporters that the issue of financing Malik's defence is

not something the prosecution is involved in. It's a matter for
Malik to sort out with the government, he said.
Attack on Golden Temple 'accelerated' terrorism
Air India trial told the attack led to the assassination of Indira
Gandhi

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, September 09, 2003
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Drawing shows Air India suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik in
court.

CREDIT: Ward Perrin, Vancouver Sun

People attending the Air India trial wait to enter the courthouse.

ADVERTISEMENT

Terrorism by Sikh separatists in Punjab actually increased after
the Indian Army attacked the Golden Temple in 1984 to
eliminate a radical Sikh leader holed up there, an American
academic testified monday at the Air India trial.
Dr. Paul Wallace, of the University of Missouri, said the Indian
Army assault on the temple "accelerated" terrorism and led to the
assassination of Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi five months
later.
Gandhi's murder was followed by the Delhi riots in which 2,000
Sikhs were killed, some in organized campaigns, Wallace said.
"Those massive killings certainly antagonized Sikhs
everywhere," Wallace told B.C. Supreme Court Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson.
Wallace was called as a Crown witness to establish the alleged
motive in two 1985 bombings that killed 331 and targeted the
national airline of India.
After a three-month break, the Crown opened its third chapter in
the Air India trial Monday by saying it intends to show how
accused terrorists Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri
conspired with others in the bombing plot.
Inderjit Singh Reyat, who pleaded guilty in February to
manslaughter for his role in the bombing, is scheduled to testify
Wednesday, lead prosecutor Robert Wright said in a brief
opening.
Reyat's wife, Satnam Kaur, also a Crown witness, appeared
briefly Monday and was told by Josephson to return Nov. 3 to

testify.
Wright said the Crown has already established through
hundreds of telephone calls and surveillance tapes by Canada's
spy agency that Malik, Bagri and others were in constant contact
in the weeks and days before the June 23, 1985 bombings.
That evidence was admitted by defence lawyers after an
agreement last May.
Wright said the Crown will now show that Malik and Bagri were
motivated both by their desire to establish a Sikh homeland
called Khalistan and by wanting revenge for the Golden Temple
attack.
Wallace said nothing directly linked to the two suspects, but
provided an overview that covered more than 500 years of Sikh
history.
A colourful character who smiled and laughed as he outlined
critical events in Sikhism, Wallace explained how a warrior
tradition within Sikhism first came to prominence hundreds of
years ago when Sikhs were being persecuted by Mogul rulers in
what is now Punjab.
He said the movement for a separate Sikh homeland called
Khalistan was not widely supported when radical leader Sant
Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale moved into the Golden Temple
complex prior to the 1984 army attack.
Bhindranwale was involved in violent clashes with political
opponents that resulted in some deaths, Wallace said.

Bhindranwale was killed in the army raid and the temple
complex, viewed as the holiest of Sikh shrines was badly
damaged. The attack spurred "a movement of increasing political
violence in Punjab," Wallace said. "An attack on the Vatican
would be the equivalent."
Despite his decades of research, writings and trips to Punjab,
Wallace's expert status is being challenged by defence lawyers
for the two accused.
Bagri lawyer Richard Peck said his client's views were shared by
"thousands of people at the time."
"The Crown, in our respectful submission, will not be able to
satisfy you," he told the Josephson of the motive evidence.
The courtroom was packed with relatives of the accused men and
families of the victims of Air India Flight 182.
Malik and Bagri are charged with murder, attempted murder and
conspiracy in two bombings. The first blast occurred at Tokyo's
Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers. Less than an hour
later, Air India Flight 182 plunged into the sea off the coast of
Ireland. All 329 people aboard he plane died.
Several relatives of the Air India victims were accompanied to
court by support workers. Also in attendance were several of
Malik and Bagri's children and other supporters. Both accused
smiled and waved at family members.
RCMP members of the Air India Task Force joined a larger than
usual crowd of journalists and sheriffs in the specially-designed

$7.2 million Air India courtroom.
Major Crown witnesses are expected to testify in this phase of
the trial, including several people who claim the accused men
confessed to them their roles in the bombing plot.
The case is expected to be completed some time in the spring.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Reyat set to testify at Air India trial
Many hoping for truth about bombings from admitted conspiracy
participant
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Darshan Singh Malik leaves court house after attending the
morning session of the Air India trial at which his father
Ripudaman Singh Malik is one of the accused.

Dr. Paul Wallace
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Families of those killed in the bombings await the testimony of
Inderjit Singh Reyat.

ADVERTISEMENT
Leaders of the Sikh community and relatives of the victims of the
1985 Air India bombing will pack a courtroom today to hear
testimony from admitted participant Inderjit Singh Reyat.
Reyat, who pleaded guilty to manslaughter in February for his
role in Canada's worst mass murder, is being called as a Crown
witness -- under heavy security -- to testify for the first time in
the 18 years since the Air India bombings.
"There are some security issues with Mr. Reyat," Crown
prosecutor Joe Bellows said in B.C. Supreme Court on Tuesday,
explaining why the former Duncan electrician could not be
brought to court earlier.
No one knows how much Reyat is prepared to admit about the
terrorist conspiracy targeting India's national airline that led to
two bombings on June 23, 1985 and 331 deaths. The first bomb
exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport as a suitcase from Vancouver
was being transferred to an Air India flight. Two baggage

handlers were killed. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182
vanished off the coast of Ireland. All 329 aboard perished.
Reyat was convicted of manslaughter in the Narita blast in 1991
after a lengthy trial, but never took the stand in his defence.
He faced new charges in June 2001 that he had conspired to
bomb the Air India plane along with the two men now on trial,
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
However, when Reyat pleaded guilty in February to a reduced
charge of manslaughter, the agreed statement of facts did not
mention Malik nor Bagri.
It said he purchased materials used to build the bomb that
destroyed Flight 182. He also claimed not to know the bomb was
going to be placed in an aircraft, or that human beings were
going to be targeted.
"Mr. Reyat was told and believed the explosive devices would be
transported to India to blow up property such as a car, a bridge or
something heavy," said the statement, read by lead prosecutor
Robert Wright.
"Although Mr. Reyat acquired the materials for this purpose, he
did not make or arm an explosive device, nor did he place an
explosive device on an airplane, nor does he know who did or
did not do so."
Reyat has told police he was approached by suspected Air India
mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar to build a bomb to use on
overseas targets. Parmar was killed by Punjab police in 1992 and
never faced Air India charges.

Reyat's lawyer David Gibbons stressed last February that his
client had no agreement with the Crown to testify against Malik
and Bagri.
This week, the Air India prosecution team would not speculate
about what Reyat might say under oath.
Crown representative Geoff Gaul said Reyat is being treated like
any other witness in the trial.
Gaul would not say if the Crown plans to request hostile witness
status for Reyat.
"All witnesses are expected to tell the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth," Gaul said.
Speaking generally, Gaul said that anyone who who lies under
oath can be charged with perjury. If someone refuses to answer a
question that a judge deems appropriate, they can be held in
contempt of court.
Gaul said about 20 family members of victims are attending
court this week, including 12 local relatives, four people from
India, two from the U.S. and two from Ontario.
Members of the Indo-Canadian community are hopeful Reyat
will finally tell the whole story of the conspiracy.
"It's very significant. It's what the community has been waiting
for," Indo-Canadian Times newspaper editor Rupinder Hayer
said Tuesday.

"We are hoping he will finally tell the truth about the bombings.
He knows a lot more about who was involved than he has
admitted to so far."
Hayer's father, Tara, was to have been an Air India witness, but
he was assassinated five years ago in a still-unsolved shooting.
"If Reyat tells everything he knows, it will make a stronger case
for the Crown. It will also free a lot of people from the paws of
the Khalistanis," Hayer said, referring to the Sikh separatists who
have supported the bombing suspects.
Balwant Singh Gill, president of Surrey's Guru Nanak Sikh
temple, said he intends to be in court today with other Sikh
community leaders.
"His testimony will be very important. People are waiting
anxiously," Gill said. "Many people are coming to the court to
hear him."
Another person who plans to be in court is Major Singh Sidhu,
whose sister, niece and nephew were aboard the ill-fated flight.
"We hope he will tell the truth," Sidhu said. "We really want to
know what happened."
Sidhu was in court Tuesday to hear the second day of testimony
by an American expert on Sikhism. Dr. Paul Wallace, of the
University of Missouri, discussed under cross-examination how
Sikhism has evolved with a strain of militancy.
He also agreed with Bagri defence lawyer Michael Tammen that
there is much in Sikh folklore that depicts Sikh men as valiant

defenders of everyone in their villages, including Hindu women
who may have been victimized.
Photo:ÊJane Wolsak/CP
An artist's sketch showing Inderjit Singh Reyat giving testimony
Wednesday in B.C. Supreme Court in Vancouver.
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Inderjit Singh Reyat, the only person to be convicted in the AirIndia disaster of 1985, stepped into the witness box for the first
time, testifying Wednesday in a calm voice about acquiring items
used in bombs to kill 331 people.
As victims' families and members of the Sikh community
listened intently in a packed courtroom, Mr. Reyat sat silently for
several seconds when he was asked what he did with two clocks
he purchased that had been used as timers in the bombs.
"I believe I give them to the friend who came to visit with
[Talwinder Singh] Parmar," the Punjab-born Mr. Reyat finally
said in his fractured English.
Mr. Reyat told the court that Mr. Parmar had asked him to make

a device that would explode in India to help the Sikh people that
were being mistreated by the government of India.
He said he tried but his effort was not successful.
However he acquired some items taken away by a man referred
to as Mr. X.
His testimony marks a crucial moment in the 18-year effort to
bring those responsible for the deadliest crime in Canadian
history to justice.
"For the first time, people can hear with their own ears that he
helped make the bomb," said Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains, the
daughter of a possible witness in the case who was murdered
before the trial began.
"For years, the [Sikh] community has been saying people are
being framed," she said outside the courtroom. "But it won't
wash any more. People are hearing what he is saying."
Mr. Reyat, dressed in a blue turban, drab green windbreaker,
jeans and sneakers, began testifying Wednesday in the
sensational trial of Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh
Malik and Kamloops millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri. At first, he
appeared extremely nervous.
As he recounted his personal history, Mr. Reyat's voice calmed
down. But often during questioning, the 51-year old auto
mechanic who has been in custody for the past 15 years looked
confused and said he could not remember events in his life.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri have been charged with murder in the

death of 329 people killed in a mid-air explosion aboard an AirIndia flight on June 23, 1985 and the death of two baggage
handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport 54 minutes earlier. The trial,
which began in late April, has not yet dealt with with evidence
linking the two accused men to the crime.
Mr. Reyat was convicted of manslaughter in 1991 for the two
deaths in Japan but he did not testify at his trial. He pleaded
guilty to manslaughter earlier this year to the deaths on the AirIndia flight.
After he received only five additional years in jail on the second
conviction, many observers speculated that a deal was struck for
Mr. Reyat to testify against others.
As he entered the courtroom Wednesday, Mr. Reyat nodded to
Mr. Malik in the prisoner's box. However during Mr. Reyat's
testimony, Mr. Malik appeared to be mostly reading from a
Punjabi-language prayer book.
At the start of his testimony, Mr. Reyat received protection under
the Canada Evidence Act, which means that he cannot face new
charges based on his testimony.
He testified he had met Mr. Parmar, Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri
while living in Vancouver in the late 1970s. He moved to
Duncan, on Vancouver Island, shortly afterwards but would
return to Vancouver regularly to visit his parents.
Mr. Parmar first asked him to make an explosive device in 1984,
he also said.
In June, 1985, Mr. Parmar came to see him in Duncan with

another man that he called Bhaiji, which is brother in Punjabi, he
said.
During their visit, they went into the bush and he tried to explode
a device. But it was like fireworks and did not work very well, he
said.
The trial continues.
I gave bomb parts to stranger, witness says
Mystery man stayed at his home five days, he testifies

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
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Ajaib Singh Bagri (left) and Ripudaman Singh Malik in
prisoner's box observe Inderjit Singh Reyat on monitor with
lawyer as Reyat testifies his role in a plot changed from bomb
maker to supplier.
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Inderjit Singh Reyat on the stand Wednesday.

ADVERTISEMENT
Inderjit Singh Reyat bowed to two Air India bombing suspects as
he entered the witness box Wednesday, then told B.C. Supreme
Court he had no idea who he supplied with bomb-building
supplies in June 1985.
Reyat, who is serving time for his role in two 1985 bombings
that killed 331 people, said a mystery Sikh from Toronto stayed
at his Duncan home for five days before leaving with a tuner, two
timing devices, gunpowder and blasting caps in early June 1985.
"I called him Bhaiji," Reyat said, explaining the word means
brother.
The man, dubbed Mr. X by Crown prosecutor Len Doust, was
taken to Reyat's house by the late Babbar Khalsa leader
Talwinder Singh Parmar, Reyat said.
Reyat said Parmar had asked him to build a bomb to blow up
something heavy in India even before the Indian army attack on
the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine, in June 1984.
Throughout several hours of testimony, Reyat did not say
anything to implicate the two men on trial in the Air India
bombing -- Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Reyat did admit he knew both men before the dual explosions on
June 23, 1985 and also knew other suspects in the case who have
never been charged, including Parmar.

Parmar, the suspected mastermind, was killed while in the
custody of Indian police in 1992.
Reyat told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he agreed to assist
Parmar "to help people in India."
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
Initially, Reyat claimed he had concerns about the plan, but didn't
express them to Parmar or Mr. X. He later testified that he did in
fact tell one or both of the men that if people were going to be
hurt, he didn't want to be involved.
Reyat said his role in the bombing plan changed from builder to
supplier after Parmar visited Reyat in Duncan in early June, 1985
with Mr. X and the trio did a test explosion while agents from
Canada's security service waited nearby.
Reyat said his test blast, which consisted of gunpowder and a
light bulb filament in a toilet paper roll plus a battery and fuse,
was unsuccessful and described as "useless" by Parmar.
At that point, Reyat told Parmar he couldn't build something
satisfactory and became just the supplier of the equipment to Mr.
X, he testified.
Reyat stuck to his admitted statement of facts from February and
a police interview from November, 1985, using both to refresh

his memory before answering questions Wednesday.
The statement said Reyat purchased materials that were then
used to build the bomb that destroyed Flight 182. But Reyat also
claimed not to know the bomb was going to be placed in an
aircraft, or that human beings were going to be targeted.
"Mr. Reyat was told and believed that the explosive devices
would be transported to India in order to blow up property such
as a car, a bridge or something heavy," the statement said.
"Although Mr. Reyat acquired the materials for this purpose, he
did not make or arm an explosive device, nor did he place an
explosive device on an airplane, nor does he know who did or
did not do so."
Reyat also claimed he was pressured in November, 1985 during
an interview with Doug Henderson of the RCMP to provide
information about what Parmar wanted to target in India.
Reyat's statement mentioned a bridge or car, but Reyat said
Wednesday he just made that up because of Henderson's
pressuring.
All Parmar told him was he wanted "to do a big job," he said.
Doust asked repeatedly how Reyat could not have learned Mr.
X's name or native village in Punjab over a five-day visit, when
the mystery man was eating lunch and dinner with him, as well
as being escorted around the Vancouver Island community by the
Reyat family.
"Did you have concerns about leaving this man at home alone in

your house with your wife and children," Doust asked.
"What concerns . . . ?" Reyat said. "Up until this day -- I don't
know how many times you asked me -- I didn't know his name."
Mr. X or "X-man" as Reyat called him in court Wednesday was
in his early 20s with a turban and thin beard and was quite short,
Reyat said, adding the man may have been a teacher.
Reyat confirmed he attended a meeting at a Seattle temple some
time between May and August, 1985, but said he could not recall
if Parmar, Malik or Bagri were there.
Throughout the day, people in the packed courtroom gallery
burst out laughing at Reyat's responses, some of which
contradicted things he had said earlier in the day.
He said he did not know Air India suspect Surjan Singh Gill, who
has never been charged, but he later admitted he placed several
telephone calls to Gill's Burnaby home in the months before the
bombing.
When first asked about the militant separatist Babbar Khalsa
group, Reyat said he knew nothing about it despite his
association with several leaders of the group.
He also said he did not think Parmar was a leader of the
organization, though later in the day he admitted that Parmar was
in fact the chief Babbar.
Reyat frequently responded "I don't know," "I don't recall," or "I
don't remember" even to critical questions about exactly what
Parmar asked him to build.

Reyat has been in jail since 1988, when he was arrested and
charged with manslaughter in connection with a bomb blast at
Tokyo's Narita Airport that killed two baggage handlers. He had
moved from Duncan to England and fought extradition for two
years before being returned to Canada on the Narita charge.
In 1991, he was found guilty and sentenced to 10 years in jail.
During the last week of that sentence, he was charged with
conspiracy and murder connected with the bombing of Air India
Flight 182, which killed all 329 passengers and crew.
Last February, Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter in the Air
India bombing and received an additional five years in jail on top
of the time served.
His wife, Satnam Kaur, is also scheduled to be a witness. She
apparently told a woman considered a key witness against Malik
that the Vancouver businessman was involved in the bombing,
prompting the woman to confront Malik. The woman, whose
name is protected by a court order, told police Malik confessed to
her, saying: "We had Air India crash."
Relatives of Air India victims who attended to hear Reyat
Wednesday felt outraged at his testimony.
"He is not telling everything he knows," said Major Singh Sidhu,
whose sister, niece and nephew were killed.
But both Sidhu and Surjit Singh Kalsi, who lost a cousin, felt the
Crown was successful in exposing Reyat's contradictions in
court.

Not only were relatives of bombing victims in court, but so too
were others who have experienced violence at the hands of Sikh
extremists here.
Bikar Singh Dhillon, a 79-year-old community leader and former
president of Vancouver's Ross Street temple, attended.
Dhillon survived an assassination attempt in 1990 that he
believes was prompted by his criticism of some of the Sikh
separatists at Ross Street who were raising money to send to
India and Pakistan for their violent campaign to create a Sikh
homeland called Khalistan.
No one was ever charged in the Dhillon shooting, which he
believes was planned by members of the International Sikh
Youth Federation.
Liberal MLA Dave Hayer and his sister Rupinder were also in
court. Their father, Tara, publisher of the Indo-Canadian Times,
was assassinated five years ago after routinely condemning the
violence linked to some Sikh separatist groups, including the Air
India bombing.
Dave Hayer said he was frustrated after listening to Reyat on the
stand because he had expected more detailed evidence about
what went on in the weeks and months before the bombing.
"I would have hoped that since he has already spent a lot of time
in jail that he wants to move on with his life, and he has
apologized and that he would try to do a good job as a human
being, as a good Sikh, to be honest about it," Hayer told
reporters.

Perviz Madon, whose husband, Sam, died aboard Air India Flight
182, was visibly angry.
She said it was clear that an apology from Reyat read in court
Wednesday as part of his affidavit is insincere.
"He is not sorry," she said.
Reyat's testimony continues today.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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Vancouver Ñ Inderjit Singh Reyat did not connect the Air-India
disaster with his work in helping put together an explosive
device for four or five months after the deadly incident, B.C.
court heard yesterday.
In startling testimony, Mr. Reyat told the court it never occurred
to him that materials he provided for an explosive device were
used in Japan until police found evidence that linked him to the

purchase of parts of the bomb.
He also said he never asked Sikh radical Talwinder Singh Parmar
about the sensational explosions or whether the materials that
Mr. Parmar had asked him to supply had been used on June 23,
1985 killing 331 people.
Mr. Reyat was testifying for the second day during the trial of
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik and Kamloops
millworker Ajaib Singh Bagri, who are facing murder charges for
the death of 329 people in a mid-air explosion aboard and AirIndia flight and two baggage handlers killed by a bomb explosion
at Japan's Narita airport.
Mr. Reyat has previously been convicted of manslaughter in the
case and has admitted helping make a device that blew up on the
Air-India flight.
Earlier this week, Mr. Reyat told the court that Mr. Parmar had
asked him to put together an explosive device to blow up
"something heavy" in India, such as a bridge, as part of an antigovernment campaign. Mr. Reyat said he expected the explosion
would damage buildings but not harm anyone.
He heard about the Air-India disaster from his wife who heard
the news on television, he said. "I was shocked and saddened by
what happened. Lots of people's lives were lost," he said.
But he did not think at that time that the explosions were caused
by items he had acquired. "I had no idea," he said.
Prosecutor Leonard Doust said Mr. Reyat knew that Mr. Parmar
was upset with the treatment of Sikhs by the Indian government

and had wanted an explosive device to damage a building or
bridge. Mr. Reyat also knew that he had supplied some items for
an explosive device.
"You never put it together and said, maybe this was caused by
that explosive device that [Mr.] Parmar wanted to use in India,"
Mr. Doust asked.
"Not at this time," Mr. Reyat said. "In my mind it was supposed
to go to India."
Mr. Reyat said he was upset once he realized that he had played a
role in the disaster.
But he never confronted Mr. Parmar about the incident, even
after police arrested him for the Air India disaster in November,
1985 (The charges did not proceed at that time.)
Mr. Doust asked him why he did not question Mr. Parmar about
the disaster, especially after he had been arrested for playing a
role in the disaster. "I had no reason," he said.
Mr. Reyat also said he did not try to find out from others.
"I didn't do anything," Mr. Reyat told the court.
The trial continues.
Air-India prosecutor toÊchallenge evasive Reyat
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Vancouver Ñ Inderjit Singh Reyat, who was expected to provide
crucial evidence in the Air-India trial, has been so unhelpful in
court that the prosecutor who subpoenaed him in the first place
will apply today to challenge his evidence.
Mr. Reyat was convicted of manslaughter this year after telling
the court he provided items for a bomb that blew up on an AirIndia flight in 1985, killing 329 people.
He was sentenced to five years in jail in addition to 10 years
already served for manslaughter in the bombing deaths of two
people at Japan's Narita airport shortly before the Air-India
disaster.
His sentence caused speculation that a plea-bargain deal had
been made to have him testify against alleged co-conspirators
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, although
prosecution and defence lawyers at the time denied a deal had
been struck.
However, after two days of contradictory and evasive testimony,
prosecutor Leonard Doust indicated he was not satisfied with
what Mr. Reyat was telling the court.
He notified the court yesterday that he would ask to crossexamine Mr. Reyat.

Under normal court procedures, a lawyer can only ask a witness
questions to support his case, but cannot challenge the evidence
the witness presents without approval from the judge.
If Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson accedes, Mr. Doust will be
allowed to adopt a more aggressive approach, questioning Mr.
Reyat more vigorously on the basis of previous statements he has
made.
Like most witnesses who appear in the trial, Mr. Reyat was
required to be in court under a subpoena.
He has repeatedly changed his testimony under persistent
questioning. Often, he responded to questions by saying he could
not remember. He has denied some allegations until confronted
with evidence that contradicted what he said.
Mr. Doust questioned him at length about acquiring items for the
explosive devices, including batteries, electric relays, blasting
caps, a tuner to house the device, clocks to be used as timers,
dynamite and gunpowder.
Mr. Reyat's conviction for making the Narita bomb hinged on
evidence linking him to his efforts to acquire the items.
But he told the court yesterday that most of the items were
obtained for household uses. He reacted angrily to the suggestion
that he had made a bomb.
"I made no bomb," he told the court.
Asked whether he had ever talked to Mr. Malik on the phone, he

said he spoke to him some time in late 1985. When Mr. Doust
asked him about a phone call to Mr. Malik's business that was
charged to the Reyat home in May, 1984, Mr. Reyat said he did
not know anything about it.
Confronted with evidence of a phone call on Feb. 5, 1985, from
Mr. Malik's house to his home, Mr. Reyat said he recalled that
Mr. Malik was phoning him to solicit funds for the Khalsa Credit
Union.
He told the court that he did not remember Mr. Malik coming to
his house in 1984 or 1985 with a Sikh priest and a third person.
But when he was asked whether Mr. Malik at that time made an
effort to persuade him to build a bomb, he said "never."
Mr. Reyat appeared angry when Mr. Doust asked whether the
Sikh priest was also putting pressure on him to agree to make the
bombs. "That's ridiculous, not true. It never happened like that.
He is the holiest man," Mr. Reyat said.
He denied that the priest made him swear an oath of secrecy
about the discussion.
Mr. Reyat said he had no idea whether Mr. Malik paid part of his
legal costs in the Narita bombing trial in 1991. However, he
confirmed that Mr. Malik was giving his wife some money to
support his family while he was in jail.
Mr. Reyat said he did not know why Mr. Malik was giving the
money to his family and he had not asked him to explain. He also
said he had no idea how much. "I never asked," he said.
Mr. Reyat also told the court that he did not realize the items he

had collected for an explosive device were used in the Narita
bomb until police in Japan four or five months after the disaster
traced parts of the bomb to purchases he had made.
AIR INDIA
From the spate of articles that have been written this week it
appears that this case is to be tried based on emotionalism rather
than hard fact.
We have enclosed two articles (see below) that we would like to
dissect, we have not included the one written by Kim Bolan of
the Vancouver Sun but the Canadian Press article borrows much
from her ranting and is included below.
First of all letÕs take a look at the Globe and MailÕs article
written by R. Matas ‹ Reyat tells of making bombs ‹ first of all
Mr. Reyat did not make a bomb except for an ineffectual device
that has no relationship to the devices that were aboard the illfated planes, therefore the heading is misleading as it makes
appear that Mr. Reyat through association had knowledge of
those devices ‹ he didnÕt.
Next there is the comment by Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains who
states, ÔFor the first time, people can hear with their own ears
that he helped make the bomb, For years, the Sikh community
has been saying people are being framed.." As always the Hayer
family is at the forefront of making accusations with very little in
the way of proof, he did not state that he helped make the bomb,
and at this point in time the Sikh community has no assurances
that innocent Sikhs are not being framed. Take Mr. ReyatÕs case,
he has no knowledge of what the exterior shell or composition of
Boeing 747 is and what explosive force is required to rupture it,
he has no knowledge of making sophisticated bombs ‹ he gave

away a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps
according to the article below, no explosive material and yet he
was recharged for the same offence that he was tried for in his
original trial ‹ that he gave away a tuner, two timing devices, gun
powder and blasting caps to Mr. Parmar, that Mr. Reyat had no
knowledge of the intentions of Mr. Parmar, that he felt that there
was a great injustice being done in India against Sikhs is about
the only relevant facts that we know of about Mr. ReyatÕs case.
How Mr. Reyat gets charged the second time for the flight that
went into the Ocean is beyond belief ‹ there is no direct evidence
implicating him, no explosive residue was ever found on the
bodies or for that matter a blasting cap that had been purchased
by Mr. Reyat, it is evident for anyone that has two brain cells that
Mr. Reyat agreed to the plea bargaining because of the immense
pressure that was being put on him and his family and yet we
have an ignorant woman reaping scorn on the entire Sikh
community for believing that innocent Sikhs are being framed,
Mr. ReyatÕs case proves that they are. In other words Mr. Reyat
was tried for the same offence twice that of the purchase of the
same material that he testified to in his original case, a testament
to the StateÕs duplicity.
Much is made about Mr. ReyatÕs confusion and contradictions
however after two decades in confinement it would have been a
surprise to find Mr. Reyat not confused on the facts ‹ memory
does not work in a linear fashion, when, where and how is likely
to be a clouded affair for someone who is trying to as best as
possible put his past behind him. And yet once again appealing to
the emotionalism of the mob, Ms. BolanÕs article as well as the
one done by Canadian Press makes much of these contradictions
to paint a picture of a man that is intentionally lying but without
ever mentioning what he is actually lying about, that he is
confused about facts is evident but that does not necessarily

mean it is intentional as the Vancouver Sun article is arguing. It
must once again be stated for the purpose of emphasis that it
would have been strange spectacle for Mr. Reyat not to
contradict himself after so many years, one could argue that if
Mr. ReyatÕs testimony was seamless it was likely that he had
been coached.
Once again the ignorance of language makes itself known, the
word Bhajji does indeed mean ÔbrotherÕ to be even more
accurate it means Ôrevered brotherÕ and is used on a daily basis
in daily conversation, there should be nothing divined of its use
by Mr. Reyat, if Mr. Reyat has any manners he would address
men that he does not know of the same relative age as he as
Bhajji, in many cases close friends will refer to each other as
Bhajji. Both articles below try to implicate a message of
closeness between the mystery guest and Mr. Reyat that is not
evident from a well worn phrase such as Bhajji once again
pandering to the emotionalism of the mob and an assumption of
larger guilt that simply is not evident once one strips away the
layers of emotional drivel that is pawned of as journalism.
What is strange is how does the prosecution know that Mr. X
built the bombs besides Mr. Reyat assuming that to be the case,
is there hard evidence, a witness or is this one of the RCMPÕs
imaginative hypothesis such as the dubious one that CSIS was
evasive due to a mole by the name of Sajjan S. Gill. Mr. Parmar
was well connected even having relationships with members of
the Indian Consulate, why is Mr. X assumed as the bomb maker
(also recall previous stories in the Globe and Mail as well as the
Vancouver Sun had Mr. Reyat as the bomb maker) perhaps Mr. X
served another purpose ‹ the simple fact is that the bomb maker
is unknown to the authorities the rest is speculation.
Doubt as expressed by the family of victims on the Air India

flight in these journalistic endeavours take on the form of truth
and high comedy, Ms. Bains states with no relevant evidence to
prove so that, ÒHe knows exactly who Mr. X isÓ apparently the
gift of mind reading is not unknown to Ms. Bains ‹ proof Ms.
Bains how exactly do you know that He knows. Surdip Kalsi
puts her two cents in by stating, ÒHow can someone stay with
you for four or five days, go shopping and everything and not
know his name?" Probably because Mr. Reyat trusted Mr.
ParmarÕs judgement and given the fact that the person might be
a refugee from Punjab, Mr. Reyat probably felt it was better not
to know.
The Second article Heading from Canadian Press with help from
the Vancouver Sun is more direct in its assumption of guilt,
ÒEvasive Air India witness baffles trialÓ the evasiveness may be
due to the fact that Mr. Reyat does not know much and even the
stuff that he does know is being juggled in his head with current
memory and yesterdayÕs memory in a non-linear fashion.
However the Canadian Press as well as the Vancouver Sun have
already decided that Mr. Reyat knows much and is not willing to
name names, the assumption of righteousness taken by the two
organizations is mind boggling, given the fact that Mr. Reyat has
spent a considerable portion of his life in jail why would he not
name names at an earlier date when the RCMP was making
every effort to put a squeeze on Mr. Reyat for these purposes.
This does not stop the two organizations from presuming the
superiority of their position without disclosing the conclusive
evidence that makes their assumption correct. Much of the rest of
the article is a rehash of Mr. MatasÕ article adhering to
emotional content rather than any factual evidence necessary to
support their hypothesis in any conclusive fashion.
There is much made about Mr. ReyatÕs response to one of the
ProsecutionÕs questions:

That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
ItÕs a shame that Mr. Reyat does not have a stronger command
of the English language to challenge DoustÕs question, Mr.
Reyat was not intending to send a bomb to India, rather it was
materials which is significantly different than what a bomb is,
recall the firecracker he blew up in the woods was not an
effective bomb. As for the help part one wonders what is the
difference between large amounts of money going from the
Jewish community from Canada to Israel which in turn are used
to buy armaments, build walls and terrorize and brutalize the
Palestinian people or for that matter the Irish community for the
IRA ‹ if money is used to buy bombs and armaments for different
groups then it most assuredly can be argued that this helps the
cause of that group in particular ‹ that material for the bomb were
to take a more direct route only means that this also helps the aim
of that group, the transaction is only reduced by one, the moral
standard only varies in degrees not validity. That the prosecution
took advantage of Mr. Reyats poor English and the pressurized
atmosphere of the court is evident that the question or testimony
is relevant is another matter. The fact that if Mr. Reyat was to
utter some support for the separatist cause for Sikhs which can be
conceived as violent from his testimony the Crown may tack on
more years to Mr. Reyats sentence for the purpose of optics and
may be another reason for Mr. Reyat to be ÔevasiveÕ.

It is apparent from the slew of articles and their slant that this
case is being tried through emotional appeal rather than a

presentation of hard facts. Even the so called Òexpert on the Sikh
faithÓ has no idea as to what the underlying causes were that led
to the culminating event of 1984, his reasoning that it increased
ÒterrorismÓ is an observation that fails to account for the State
terrorism that the former terrorism rose to combat. The attack on
the Golden temple was a direct application of State terror and
subsequently the pogroms that were carried out against Sikhs
was also State terror that the majority of Sikhs were riled up
against the Hindu government does not indicate motive for the
bombing of Air India rather the emotion is perfectly
understandable in its context. The overwhelming grief and anger
of the time was spread throughout the Sikh population and yet no
pogroms against Hindus were carried out in Punjab, there was no
mass exodus of Hindus out of Punjab, this would have been more
of an appropriate response to the emotion that the so called
expert of the Sikh faith spoke of when he discussed motive as if
it was specific to one segment of the population. Mr. Parmar had
many associates, friends, and followers to implicate all of them
without proof would be wrong, to implicate two of them without
proof is also wrong. Given all the articles that have been
presented so far, the proof simply does not exist, in fact so
tenuous is the CrownÕs case that the investigation is still
ongoing and newly acquired draconian laws are first being used
on the Sikh community for that purpose. A call to emotional
content over hard facts is simple drivel that harkens to the days
of crude stereotypes used in the Drefyus affair in France. So
customary is the use of stereotype in this case that Ms. Bolan
who has always been a mouthpiece for State authorities and has
made a career out of her limited talent on this case indicated in a
recent emotional heart wrenching program on the Air India
disaster that there are people out there who know who did this,
even taxi cab drivers are talking about who is guilty and who is
not. Indeed these taxi cab drivers and the rest of us are talking

about the latest material coming in from the press and discussing
how little proof there is in this case. The statement also points
out Ms. BolanÕs racist hysteria that there is a general conspiracy
of silence out there in the Sikh community something that the
authorities have also tried to implicate ‹ the proofs please give us
the proof and more conclusive than the he said she said variety.Ê

*
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Evasive Air India witness baffles trial
*
Thursday, September 11, 2003
*VANCOUVER - A man convicted in a pair of 1985 Air India
bombings that killed 331 people testified Wednesday in B.C.
Supreme Court that a now-dead terrorist suspect asked him to
build an explosive device.
But Inderjit Singh Reyat was evasive and often contradicted
himself to chuckles from spectators in the specially built highsecurity courtroom where two B.C. men are on trial in Canada's
worst mass-murder case.
Reyat said Talwinder Singh Parmar told him the bomb was
needed "to do the big job" in India, perhaps to blow up a bridge,
a car or something heavy.
Reyat bowed to two Air India bombing suspects as he entered the
witness box Wednesday, then told B.C. Supreme Court he had no

idea who he provided bomb-building supplies to back in June
1985.
Reyat, who has been convicted for his role in two 1985
bombings that killed 331 people, said a mystery man from
Toronto stayed at his Duncan home for five days before leaving
with a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps.
"I called him Bhaiji," Reyat said, explaining the word means
brother.
But Reyat also testified that the stranger, dubbed Mr. X by
Crown prosecutor Len Doust, was brought to his house by the
now-dead terrorist Parmar.
Throughout several hours of testimony, Reyat did not say
anything to implicate the two men on trial in the Air India
bombing -- Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Reyat admitted he knew both men prior to the two explosions on
June 23, 1985, and also knew other suspects in the case who
have never been charged, including Parmar.
Parmar, the suspected mastermind, was killed in the custody of
Indian police in 1992. Parmar was the founder of the Babbar
Khalsa, a militant group devoted to creating a separate Sikh state
in the Indian province of Punjab and banned in June by the
Canadian government.
Reyat told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he agreed to assist
Parmar "to help people in India."
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
First Reyat claimed that he had concerns about the plan, but
didn't express them to Parmar or Mr. X. He later testified that he
did in fact tell one or both of the men that if people were going to
be hurt, he didn't want to be involved.
Reyat said his role in the bombing plan changed from builder to

assistant after Parmar visited Reyat in Duncan in early June 1985
with Mr. X and the trio did a test explosion while agents from
Canada's security service waited nearby.
Reyat said his test blast, which consisted of gunpowder and a
lightbulb filament in a toilet paper roll plus a battery and fuse,
was unsuccessful and described as "useless" by Parmar.
At that point, Reyat told Parmar he couldn't build something
satisfactory and became just the supplier of the equipment to Mr.
X, Reyat testified.
Doust asked repeatedly how Reyat could not have learned Mr.
X's name over a five-day visit, when the mystery man was eating
lunch and dinner with him, as well as being escorted around the
Vancouver Island community.
Reyat confirmed he attended a meeting at a Seattle temple
sometime between May and August 1985, but said he could not
recall if Parmar, Malik or Bagri were there.
Throughout the day, people in the packed courtroom gallery
burst out laughing at Reyat's responses, some of which
contradicted things he had said earlier in the day.
He said he did not know Air India suspect Surjan Singh Gill, who
has never been charged, but later admitted that he had placed
several telephone calls to Gill's Burnaby home in the months
before the bombing.
When first asked about the militant separatist Babbar Khalsa
group, Reyat said he knew nothing about it despite his
association with several leaders.
He also said he did not think Parmar was a leader of the
organization, though later in the day he admitted that Parmar was
in fact the chief Babbar.
Liberal MLA Dave Hayer said outside court that he was
disappointed with Reyat's evasiveness. "He should provide the
information he has, not 'I don't remember this and that,' " Hayer
said.

Hayer also said it wasn't realistic for Reyat to not recall the man
dubbed Mr. X. "I would have hoped that since he has already
spent a lot of time in jail that he wants to move on with his life,
and he has apologized and that he would try to do a good job as a
human being, as a good Sikh, to be honest about it."
Hayer's father, former Indo-Canadian Times publisher Tara
Hayer, was killed in 1998 after he spoke out against Sikh
extremists.
Relatives of victims who attended felt outraged at the apparent
evasiveness of Reyat, especially since the convicted killer got
just a five-year sentence when he pleaded guilty last February.
Perviz Madon, whose husband Sam died aboard Air India Flight
182, was clearly angry. She also said it was clear that an apology
read in court Wednesday as part of his affidavit is insincere.
"He is not sorry," she said.
AIR INDIA
From the spate of articles that have been written this week it
appears that this case is to be tried based on emotionalism rather
than hard fact.
We have enclosed two articles (see below) that we would like to
dissect, we have not included the one written by Kim Bolan of
the Vancouver Sun but the Canadian Press article borrows much
from her ranting and is included below.
First of all letÕs take a look at the Globe and MailÕs article
written by R. Matas ‹ Reyat tells of making bombs ‹ first of all
Mr. Reyat did not make a bomb except for an ineffectual device
that has no relationship to the devices that were aboard the illfated planes, therefore the heading is misleading as it makes
appear that Mr. Reyat through association had knowledge of

those devices ‹ he didnÕt.
Next there is the comment by Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains who
states, ÔFor the first time, people can hear with their own ears
that he helped make the bomb, For years, the Sikh community
has been saying people are being framed.." As always the Hayer
family is at the forefront of making accusations with very little in
the way of proof, he did not state that he helped make the bomb,
and at this point in time the Sikh community has no assurances
that innocent Sikhs are not being framed. Take Mr. ReyatÕs case,
he has no knowledge of what the exterior shell or composition of
Boeing 747 is and what explosive force is required to rupture it,
he has no knowledge of making sophisticated bombs ‹ he gave
away a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps
according to the article below, no explosive material and yet he
was recharged for the same offence that he was tried for in his
original trial ‹ that he gave away a tuner, two timing devices, gun
powder and blasting caps to Mr. Parmar, that Mr. Reyat had no
knowledge of the intentions of Mr. Parmar, that he felt that there
was a great injustice being done in India against Sikhs is about
the only relevant facts that we know of about Mr. ReyatÕs case.
How Mr. Reyat gets charged the second time for the flight that
went into the Ocean is beyond belief ‹ there is no direct evidence
implicating him, no explosive residue was ever found on the
bodies or for that matter a blasting cap that had been purchased
by Mr. Reyat, it is evident for anyone that has two brain cells that
Mr. Reyat agreed to the plea bargaining because of the immense
pressure that was being put on him and his family and yet we
have an ignorant woman reaping scorn on the entire Sikh
community for believing that innocent Sikhs are being framed,
Mr. ReyatÕs case proves that they are. In other words Mr. Reyat
was tried for the same offence twice that of the purchase of the
same material that he testified to in his original case, a testament

to the StateÕs duplicity.
Much is made about Mr. ReyatÕs confusion and contradictions
however after two decades in confinement it would have been a
surprise to find Mr. Reyat not confused on the facts ‹ memory
does not work in a linear fashion, when, where and how is likely
to be a clouded affair for someone who is trying to as best as
possible put his past behind him. And yet once again appealing to
the emotionalism of the mob, Ms. BolanÕs article as well as the
one done by Canadian Press makes much of these contradictions
to paint a picture of a man that is intentionally lying but without
ever mentioning what he is actually lying about, that he is
confused about facts is evident but that does not necessarily
mean it is intentional as the Vancouver Sun article is arguing. It
must once again be stated for the purpose of emphasis that it
would have been strange spectacle for Mr. Reyat not to
contradict himself after so many years, one could argue that if
Mr. ReyatÕs testimony was seamless it was likely that he had
been coached.
Once again the ignorance of language makes itself known, the
word Bhajji does indeed mean ÔbrotherÕ to be even more
accurate it means Ôrevered brotherÕ and is used on a daily basis
in daily conversation, there should be nothing divined of its use
by Mr. Reyat, if Mr. Reyat has any manners he would address
men that he does not know of the same relative age as he as
Bhajji, in many cases close friends will refer to each other as
Bhajji. Both articles below try to implicate a message of
closeness between the mystery guest and Mr. Reyat that is not
evident from a well worn phrase such as Bhajji once again
pandering to the emotionalism of the mob and an assumption of
larger guilt that simply is not evident once one strips away the
layers of emotional drivel that is pawned of as journalism.

What is strange is how does the prosecution know that Mr. X
built the bombs besides Mr. Reyat assuming that to be the case,
is there hard evidence, a witness or is this one of the RCMPÕs
imaginative hypothesis such as the dubious one that CSIS was
evasive due to a mole by the name of Sajjan S. Gill. Mr. Parmar
was well connected even having relationships with members of
the Indian Consulate, why is Mr. X assumed as the bomb maker
(also recall previous stories in the Globe and Mail as well as the
Vancouver Sun had Mr. Reyat as the bomb maker) perhaps Mr. X
served another purpose ‹ the simple fact is that the bomb maker
is unknown to the authorities the rest is speculation.
Doubt as expressed by the family of victims on the Air India
flight in these journalistic endeavours take on the form of truth
and high comedy, Ms. Bains states with no relevant evidence to
prove so that, ÒHe knows exactly who Mr. X isÓ apparently the
gift of mind reading is not unknown to Ms. Bains ‹ proof Ms.
Bains how exactly do you know that He knows. Surdip Kalsi
puts her two cents in by stating, ÒHow can someone stay with
you for four or five days, go shopping and everything and not
know his name?" Probably because Mr. Reyat trusted Mr.
ParmarÕs judgement and given the fact that the person might be
a refugee from Punjab, Mr. Reyat probably felt it was better not
to know.
The Second article Heading from Canadian Press with help from
the Vancouver Sun is more direct in its assumption of guilt,
ÒEvasive Air India witness baffles trialÓ the evasiveness may be
due to the fact that Mr. Reyat does not know much and even the
stuff that he does know is being juggled in his head with current
memory and yesterdayÕs memory in a non-linear fashion.
However the Canadian Press as well as the Vancouver Sun have
already decided that Mr. Reyat knows much and is not willing to

name names, the assumption of righteousness taken by the two
organizations is mind boggling, given the fact that Mr. Reyat has
spent a considerable portion of his life in jail why would he not
name names at an earlier date when the RCMP was making
every effort to put a squeeze on Mr. Reyat for these purposes.
This does not stop the two organizations from presuming the
superiority of their position without disclosing the conclusive
evidence that makes their assumption correct. Much of the rest of
the article is a rehash of Mr. MatasÕ article adhering to
emotional content rather than any factual evidence necessary to
support their hypothesis in any conclusive fashion.
There is much made about Mr. ReyatÕs response to one of the
ProsecutionÕs questions:
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
ItÕs a shame that Mr. Reyat does not have a stronger command
of the English language to challenge DoustÕs question, Mr.
Reyat was not intending to send a bomb to India, rather it was
materials which is significantly different than what a bomb is,
recall the firecracker he blew up in the woods was not an
effective bomb. As for the help part one wonders what is the
difference between large amounts of money going from the
Jewish community from Canada to Israel which in turn are used
to buy armaments, build walls and terrorize and brutalize the
Palestinian people or for that matter the Irish community for the
IRA ‹ if money is used to buy bombs and armaments for different
groups then it most assuredly can be argued that this helps the
cause of that group in particular ‹ that material for the bomb were
to take a more direct route only means that this also helps the aim

of that group, the transaction is only reduced by one, the moral
standard only varies in degrees not validity. That the prosecution
took advantage of Mr. Reyats poor English and the pressurized
atmosphere of the court is evident that the question or testimony
is relevant is another matter. The fact that if Mr. Reyat was to
utter some support for the separatist cause for Sikhs which can be
conceived as violent from his testimony the Crown may tack on
more years to Mr. Reyats sentence for the purpose of optics and
may be another reason for Mr. Reyat to be ÔevasiveÕ.

It is apparent from the slew of articles and their slant that this
case is being tried through emotional appeal rather than a
presentation of hard facts. Even the so called Òexpert on the Sikh
faithÓ has no idea as to what the underlying causes were that led
to the culminating event of 1984, his reasoning that it increased
ÒterrorismÓ is an observation that fails to account for the State
terrorism that the former terrorism rose to combat. The attack on
the Golden temple was a direct application of State terror and
subsequently the pogroms that were carried out against Sikhs
was also State terror that the majority of Sikhs were riled up
against the Hindu government does not indicate motive for the
bombing of Air India rather the emotion is perfectly
understandable in its context. The overwhelming grief and anger
of the time was spread throughout the Sikh population and yet no
pogroms against Hindus were carried out in Punjab, there was no
mass exodus of Hindus out of Punjab, this would have been more
of an appropriate response to the emotion that the so called
expert of the Sikh faith spoke of when he discussed motive as if
it was specific to one segment of the population. Mr. Parmar had
many associates, friends, and followers to implicate all of them
without proof would be wrong, to implicate two of them without
proof is also wrong. Given all the articles that have been

presented so far, the proof simply does not exist, in fact so
tenuous is the CrownÕs case that the investigation is still
ongoing and newly acquired draconian laws are first being used
on the Sikh community for that purpose. A call to emotional
content over hard facts is simple drivel that harkens to the days
of crude stereotypes used in the Drefyus affair in France. So
customary is the use of stereotype in this case that Ms. Bolan
who has always been a mouthpiece for State authorities and has
made a career out of her limited talent on this case indicated in a
recent emotional heart wrenching program on the Air India
disaster that there are people out there who know who did this,
even taxi cab drivers are talking about who is guilty and who is
not. Indeed these taxi cab drivers and the rest of us are talking
about the latest material coming in from the press and discussing
how little proof there is in this case. The statement also points
out Ms. BolanÕs racist hysteria that there is a general conspiracy
of silence out there in the Sikh community something that the
authorities have also tried to implicate ‹ the proofs please give us
the proof and more conclusive than the he said she said variety.Ê
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*VANCOUVER - A man convicted in a pair of 1985 Air India
bombings that killed 331 people testified Wednesday in B.C.
Supreme Court that a now-dead terrorist suspect asked him to
build an explosive device.
But Inderjit Singh Reyat was evasive and often contradicted
himself to chuckles from spectators in the specially built highsecurity courtroom where two B.C. men are on trial in Canada's
worst mass-murder case.
Reyat said Talwinder Singh Parmar told him the bomb was
needed "to do the big job" in India, perhaps to blow up a bridge,
a car or something heavy.
Reyat bowed to two Air India bombing suspects as he entered the
witness box Wednesday, then told B.C. Supreme Court he had no
idea who he provided bomb-building supplies to back in June
1985.
Reyat, who has been convicted for his role in two 1985
bombings that killed 331 people, said a mystery man from
Toronto stayed at his Duncan home for five days before leaving
with a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps.
"I called him Bhaiji," Reyat said, explaining the word means
brother.
But Reyat also testified that the stranger, dubbed Mr. X by
Crown prosecutor Len Doust, was brought to his house by the
now-dead terrorist Parmar.
Throughout several hours of testimony, Reyat did not say
anything to implicate the two men on trial in the Air India
bombing -- Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Reyat admitted he knew both men prior to the two explosions on
June 23, 1985, and also knew other suspects in the case who
have never been charged, including Parmar.
Parmar, the suspected mastermind, was killed in the custody of
Indian police in 1992. Parmar was the founder of the Babbar
Khalsa, a militant group devoted to creating a separate Sikh state

in the Indian province of Punjab and banned in June by the
Canadian government.
Reyat told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he agreed to assist
Parmar "to help people in India."
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
First Reyat claimed that he had concerns about the plan, but
didn't express them to Parmar or Mr. X. He later testified that he
did in fact tell one or both of the men that if people were going to
be hurt, he didn't want to be involved.
Reyat said his role in the bombing plan changed from builder to
assistant after Parmar visited Reyat in Duncan in early June 1985
with Mr. X and the trio did a test explosion while agents from
Canada's security service waited nearby.
Reyat said his test blast, which consisted of gunpowder and a
lightbulb filament in a toilet paper roll plus a battery and fuse,
was unsuccessful and described as "useless" by Parmar.
At that point, Reyat told Parmar he couldn't build something
satisfactory and became just the supplier of the equipment to Mr.
X, Reyat testified.
Doust asked repeatedly how Reyat could not have learned Mr.
X's name over a five-day visit, when the mystery man was eating
lunch and dinner with him, as well as being escorted around the
Vancouver Island community.
Reyat confirmed he attended a meeting at a Seattle temple
sometime between May and August 1985, but said he could not
recall if Parmar, Malik or Bagri were there.
Throughout the day, people in the packed courtroom gallery
burst out laughing at Reyat's responses, some of which
contradicted things he had said earlier in the day.
He said he did not know Air India suspect Surjan Singh Gill, who

has never been charged, but later admitted that he had placed
several telephone calls to Gill's Burnaby home in the months
before the bombing.
When first asked about the militant separatist Babbar Khalsa
group, Reyat said he knew nothing about it despite his
association with several leaders.
He also said he did not think Parmar was a leader of the
organization, though later in the day he admitted that Parmar was
in fact the chief Babbar.
Liberal MLA Dave Hayer said outside court that he was
disappointed with Reyat's evasiveness. "He should provide the
information he has, not 'I don't remember this and that,' " Hayer
said.
Hayer also said it wasn't realistic for Reyat to not recall the man
dubbed Mr. X. "I would have hoped that since he has already
spent a lot of time in jail that he wants to move on with his life,
and he has apologized and that he would try to do a good job as a
human being, as a good Sikh, to be honest about it."
Hayer's father, former Indo-Canadian Times publisher Tara
Hayer, was killed in 1998 after he spoke out against Sikh
extremists.
Relatives of victims who attended felt outraged at the apparent
evasiveness of Reyat, especially since the convicted killer got
just a five-year sentence when he pleaded guilty last February.
Perviz Madon, whose husband Sam died aboard Air India Flight
182, was clearly angry. She also said it was clear that an apology
read in court Wednesday as part of his affidavit is insincere.
"He is not sorry," she said.
AIR INDIA
From the spate of articles that have been written this week it
appears that this case is to be tried based on emotionalism rather

than hard fact.
We have enclosed two articles (see below) that we would like to
dissect, we have not included the one written by Kim Bolan of
the Vancouver Sun but the Canadian Press article borrows much
from her ranting and is included below.
First of all letÕs take a look at the Globe and MailÕs article
written by R. Matas ‹ Reyat tells of making bombs ‹ first of all
Mr. Reyat did not make a bomb except for an ineffectual device
that has no relationship to the devices that were aboard the illfated planes, therefore the heading is misleading as it makes
appear that Mr. Reyat through association had knowledge of
those devices ‹ he didnÕt.
Next there is the comment by Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains who
states, ÔFor the first time, people can hear with their own ears
that he helped make the bomb, For years, the Sikh community
has been saying people are being framed.." As always the Hayer
family is at the forefront of making accusations with very little in
the way of proof, he did not state that he helped make the bomb,
and at this point in time the Sikh community has no assurances
that innocent Sikhs are not being framed. Take Mr. ReyatÕs case,
he has no knowledge of what the exterior shell or composition of
Boeing 747 is and what explosive force is required to rupture it,
he has no knowledge of making sophisticated bombs ‹ he gave
away a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps
according to the article below, no explosive material and yet he
was recharged for the same offence that he was tried for in his
original trial ‹ that he gave away a tuner, two timing devices, gun
powder and blasting caps to Mr. Parmar, that Mr. Reyat had no
knowledge of the intentions of Mr. Parmar, that he felt that there
was a great injustice being done in India against Sikhs is about

the only relevant facts that we know of about Mr. ReyatÕs case.
How Mr. Reyat gets charged the second time for the flight that
went into the Ocean is beyond belief ‹ there is no direct evidence
implicating him, no explosive residue was ever found on the
bodies or for that matter a blasting cap that had been purchased
by Mr. Reyat, it is evident for anyone that has two brain cells that
Mr. Reyat agreed to the plea bargaining because of the immense
pressure that was being put on him and his family and yet we
have an ignorant woman reaping scorn on the entire Sikh
community for believing that innocent Sikhs are being framed,
Mr. ReyatÕs case proves that they are. In other words Mr. Reyat
was tried for the same offence twice that of the purchase of the
same material that he testified to in his original case, a testament
to the StateÕs duplicity.
Much is made about Mr. ReyatÕs confusion and contradictions
however after two decades in confinement it would have been a
surprise to find Mr. Reyat not confused on the facts ‹ memory
does not work in a linear fashion, when, where and how is likely
to be a clouded affair for someone who is trying to as best as
possible put his past behind him. And yet once again appealing to
the emotionalism of the mob, Ms. BolanÕs article as well as the
one done by Canadian Press makes much of these contradictions
to paint a picture of a man that is intentionally lying but without
ever mentioning what he is actually lying about, that he is
confused about facts is evident but that does not necessarily
mean it is intentional as the Vancouver Sun article is arguing. It
must once again be stated for the purpose of emphasis that it
would have been strange spectacle for Mr. Reyat not to
contradict himself after so many years, one could argue that if
Mr. ReyatÕs testimony was seamless it was likely that he had
been coached.

Once again the ignorance of language makes itself known, the
word Bhajji does indeed mean ÔbrotherÕ to be even more
accurate it means Ôrevered brotherÕ and is used on a daily basis
in daily conversation, there should be nothing divined of its use
by Mr. Reyat, if Mr. Reyat has any manners he would address
men that he does not know of the same relative age as he as
Bhajji, in many cases close friends will refer to each other as
Bhajji. Both articles below try to implicate a message of
closeness between the mystery guest and Mr. Reyat that is not
evident from a well worn phrase such as Bhajji once again
pandering to the emotionalism of the mob and an assumption of
larger guilt that simply is not evident once one strips away the
layers of emotional drivel that is pawned of as journalism.
What is strange is how does the prosecution know that Mr. X
built the bombs besides Mr. Reyat assuming that to be the case,
is there hard evidence, a witness or is this one of the RCMPÕs
imaginative hypothesis such as the dubious one that CSIS was
evasive due to a mole by the name of Sajjan S. Gill. Mr. Parmar
was well connected even having relationships with members of
the Indian Consulate, why is Mr. X assumed as the bomb maker
(also recall previous stories in the Globe and Mail as well as the
Vancouver Sun had Mr. Reyat as the bomb maker) perhaps Mr. X
served another purpose ‹ the simple fact is that the bomb maker
is unknown to the authorities the rest is speculation.
Doubt as expressed by the family of victims on the Air India
flight in these journalistic endeavours take on the form of truth
and high comedy, Ms. Bains states with no relevant evidence to
prove so that, ÒHe knows exactly who Mr. X isÓ apparently the
gift of mind reading is not unknown to Ms. Bains ‹ proof Ms.
Bains how exactly do you know that He knows. Surdip Kalsi
puts her two cents in by stating, ÒHow can someone stay with
you for four or five days, go shopping and everything and not

know his name?" Probably because Mr. Reyat trusted Mr.
ParmarÕs judgement and given the fact that the person might be
a refugee from Punjab, Mr. Reyat probably felt it was better not
to know.
The Second article Heading from Canadian Press with help from
the Vancouver Sun is more direct in its assumption of guilt,
ÒEvasive Air India witness baffles trialÓ the evasiveness may be
due to the fact that Mr. Reyat does not know much and even the
stuff that he does know is being juggled in his head with current
memory and yesterdayÕs memory in a non-linear fashion.
However the Canadian Press as well as the Vancouver Sun have
already decided that Mr. Reyat knows much and is not willing to
name names, the assumption of righteousness taken by the two
organizations is mind boggling, given the fact that Mr. Reyat has
spent a considerable portion of his life in jail why would he not
name names at an earlier date when the RCMP was making
every effort to put a squeeze on Mr. Reyat for these purposes.
This does not stop the two organizations from presuming the
superiority of their position without disclosing the conclusive
evidence that makes their assumption correct. Much of the rest of
the article is a rehash of Mr. MatasÕ article adhering to
emotional content rather than any factual evidence necessary to
support their hypothesis in any conclusive fashion.
There is much made about Mr. ReyatÕs response to one of the
ProsecutionÕs questions:
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
ItÕs a shame that Mr. Reyat does not have a stronger command

of the English language to challenge DoustÕs question, Mr.
Reyat was not intending to send a bomb to India, rather it was
materials which is significantly different than what a bomb is,
recall the firecracker he blew up in the woods was not an
effective bomb. As for the help part one wonders what is the
difference between large amounts of money going from the
Jewish community from Canada to Israel which in turn are used
to buy armaments, build walls and terrorize and brutalize the
Palestinian people or for that matter the Irish community for the
IRA ‹ if money is used to buy bombs and armaments for different
groups then it most assuredly can be argued that this helps the
cause of that group in particular ‹ that material for the bomb were
to take a more direct route only means that this also helps the aim
of that group, the transaction is only reduced by one, the moral
standard only varies in degrees not validity. That the prosecution
took advantage of Mr. Reyats poor English and the pressurized
atmosphere of the court is evident that the question or testimony
is relevant is another matter. The fact that if Mr. Reyat was to
utter some support for the separatist cause for Sikhs which can be
conceived as violent from his testimony the Crown may tack on
more years to Mr. Reyats sentence for the purpose of optics and
may be another reason for Mr. Reyat to be ÔevasiveÕ.

It is apparent from the slew of articles and their slant that this
case is being tried through emotional appeal rather than a
presentation of hard facts. Even the so called Òexpert on the Sikh
faithÓ has no idea as to what the underlying causes were that led
to the culminating event of 1984, his reasoning that it increased
ÒterrorismÓ is an observation that fails to account for the State
terrorism that the former terrorism rose to combat. The attack on
the Golden temple was a direct application of State terror and
subsequently the pogroms that were carried out against Sikhs

was also State terror that the majority of Sikhs were riled up
against the Hindu government does not indicate motive for the
bombing of Air India rather the emotion is perfectly
understandable in its context. The overwhelming grief and anger
of the time was spread throughout the Sikh population and yet no
pogroms against Hindus were carried out in Punjab, there was no
mass exodus of Hindus out of Punjab, this would have been more
of an appropriate response to the emotion that the so called
expert of the Sikh faith spoke of when he discussed motive as if
it was specific to one segment of the population. Mr. Parmar had
many associates, friends, and followers to implicate all of them
without proof would be wrong, to implicate two of them without
proof is also wrong. Given all the articles that have been
presented so far, the proof simply does not exist, in fact so
tenuous is the CrownÕs case that the investigation is still
ongoing and newly acquired draconian laws are first being used
on the Sikh community for that purpose. A call to emotional
content over hard facts is simple drivel that harkens to the days
of crude stereotypes used in the Drefyus affair in France. So
customary is the use of stereotype in this case that Ms. Bolan
who has always been a mouthpiece for State authorities and has
made a career out of her limited talent on this case indicated in a
recent emotional heart wrenching program on the Air India
disaster that there are people out there who know who did this,
even taxi cab drivers are talking about who is guilty and who is
not. Indeed these taxi cab drivers and the rest of us are talking
about the latest material coming in from the press and discussing
how little proof there is in this case. The statement also points
out Ms. BolanÕs racist hysteria that there is a general conspiracy
of silence out there in the Sikh community something that the
authorities have also tried to implicate ‹ the proofs please give us
the proof and more conclusive than the he said she said variety.Ê

*
**
Evasive Air India witness baffles trial
*
Thursday, September 11, 2003
*VANCOUVER - A man convicted in a pair of 1985 Air India
bombings that killed 331 people testified Wednesday in B.C.
Supreme Court that a now-dead terrorist suspect asked him to
build an explosive device.
But Inderjit Singh Reyat was evasive and often contradicted
himself to chuckles from spectators in the specially built highsecurity courtroom where two B.C. men are on trial in Canada's
worst mass-murder case.
Reyat said Talwinder Singh Parmar told him the bomb was
needed "to do the big job" in India, perhaps to blow up a bridge,
a car or something heavy.
Reyat bowed to two Air India bombing suspects as he entered the
witness box Wednesday, then told B.C. Supreme Court he had no
idea who he provided bomb-building supplies to back in June
1985.
Reyat, who has been convicted for his role in two 1985
bombings that killed 331 people, said a mystery man from
Toronto stayed at his Duncan home for five days before leaving
with a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps.
"I called him Bhaiji," Reyat said, explaining the word means

brother.
But Reyat also testified that the stranger, dubbed Mr. X by
Crown prosecutor Len Doust, was brought to his house by the
now-dead terrorist Parmar.
Throughout several hours of testimony, Reyat did not say
anything to implicate the two men on trial in the Air India
bombing -- Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Reyat admitted he knew both men prior to the two explosions on
June 23, 1985, and also knew other suspects in the case who
have never been charged, including Parmar.
Parmar, the suspected mastermind, was killed in the custody of
Indian police in 1992. Parmar was the founder of the Babbar
Khalsa, a militant group devoted to creating a separate Sikh state
in the Indian province of Punjab and banned in June by the
Canadian government.
Reyat told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he agreed to assist
Parmar "to help people in India."
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
First Reyat claimed that he had concerns about the plan, but
didn't express them to Parmar or Mr. X. He later testified that he
did in fact tell one or both of the men that if people were going to
be hurt, he didn't want to be involved.
Reyat said his role in the bombing plan changed from builder to
assistant after Parmar visited Reyat in Duncan in early June 1985
with Mr. X and the trio did a test explosion while agents from
Canada's security service waited nearby.
Reyat said his test blast, which consisted of gunpowder and a
lightbulb filament in a toilet paper roll plus a battery and fuse,
was unsuccessful and described as "useless" by Parmar.
At that point, Reyat told Parmar he couldn't build something

satisfactory and became just the supplier of the equipment to Mr.
X, Reyat testified.
Doust asked repeatedly how Reyat could not have learned Mr.
X's name over a five-day visit, when the mystery man was eating
lunch and dinner with him, as well as being escorted around the
Vancouver Island community.
Reyat confirmed he attended a meeting at a Seattle temple
sometime between May and August 1985, but said he could not
recall if Parmar, Malik or Bagri were there.
Throughout the day, people in the packed courtroom gallery
burst out laughing at Reyat's responses, some of which
contradicted things he had said earlier in the day.
He said he did not know Air India suspect Surjan Singh Gill, who
has never been charged, but later admitted that he had placed
several telephone calls to Gill's Burnaby home in the months
before the bombing.
When first asked about the militant separatist Babbar Khalsa
group, Reyat said he knew nothing about it despite his
association with several leaders.
He also said he did not think Parmar was a leader of the
organization, though later in the day he admitted that Parmar was
in fact the chief Babbar.
Liberal MLA Dave Hayer said outside court that he was
disappointed with Reyat's evasiveness. "He should provide the
information he has, not 'I don't remember this and that,' " Hayer
said.
Hayer also said it wasn't realistic for Reyat to not recall the man
dubbed Mr. X. "I would have hoped that since he has already
spent a lot of time in jail that he wants to move on with his life,
and he has apologized and that he would try to do a good job as a
human being, as a good Sikh, to be honest about it."
Hayer's father, former Indo-Canadian Times publisher Tara
Hayer, was killed in 1998 after he spoke out against Sikh

extremists.
Relatives of victims who attended felt outraged at the apparent
evasiveness of Reyat, especially since the convicted killer got
just a five-year sentence when he pleaded guilty last February.
Perviz Madon, whose husband Sam died aboard Air India Flight
182, was clearly angry. She also said it was clear that an apology
read in court Wednesday as part of his affidavit is insincere.
"He is not sorry," she said.
AIR INDIA
From the spate of articles that have been written this week it
appears that this case is to be tried based on emotionalism rather
than hard fact.
We have enclosed two articles (see below) that we would like to
dissect, we have not included the one written by Kim Bolan of
the Vancouver Sun but the Canadian Press article borrows much
from her ranting and is included below.
First of all letÕs take a look at the Globe and MailÕs article
written by R. Matas ‹ Reyat tells of making bombs ‹ first of all
Mr. Reyat did not make a bomb except for an ineffectual device
that has no relationship to the devices that were aboard the illfated planes, therefore the heading is misleading as it makes
appear that Mr. Reyat through association had knowledge of
those devices ‹ he didnÕt.
Next there is the comment by Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains who
states, ÔFor the first time, people can hear with their own ears
that he helped make the bomb, For years, the Sikh community
has been saying people are being framed.." As always the Hayer
family is at the forefront of making accusations with very little in

the way of proof, he did not state that he helped make the bomb,
and at this point in time the Sikh community has no assurances
that innocent Sikhs are not being framed. Take Mr. ReyatÕs case,
he has no knowledge of what the exterior shell or composition of
Boeing 747 is and what explosive force is required to rupture it,
he has no knowledge of making sophisticated bombs ‹ he gave
away a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps
according to the article below, no explosive material and yet he
was recharged for the same offence that he was tried for in his
original trial ‹ that he gave away a tuner, two timing devices, gun
powder and blasting caps to Mr. Parmar, that Mr. Reyat had no
knowledge of the intentions of Mr. Parmar, that he felt that there
was a great injustice being done in India against Sikhs is about
the only relevant facts that we know of about Mr. ReyatÕs case.
How Mr. Reyat gets charged the second time for the flight that
went into the Ocean is beyond belief ‹ there is no direct evidence
implicating him, no explosive residue was ever found on the
bodies or for that matter a blasting cap that had been purchased
by Mr. Reyat, it is evident for anyone that has two brain cells that
Mr. Reyat agreed to the plea bargaining because of the immense
pressure that was being put on him and his family and yet we
have an ignorant woman reaping scorn on the entire Sikh
community for believing that innocent Sikhs are being framed,
Mr. ReyatÕs case proves that they are. In other words Mr. Reyat
was tried for the same offence twice that of the purchase of the
same material that he testified to in his original case, a testament
to the StateÕs duplicity.
Much is made about Mr. ReyatÕs confusion and contradictions
however after two decades in confinement it would have been a
surprise to find Mr. Reyat not confused on the facts ‹ memory
does not work in a linear fashion, when, where and how is likely
to be a clouded affair for someone who is trying to as best as

possible put his past behind him. And yet once again appealing to
the emotionalism of the mob, Ms. BolanÕs article as well as the
one done by Canadian Press makes much of these contradictions
to paint a picture of a man that is intentionally lying but without
ever mentioning what he is actually lying about, that he is
confused about facts is evident but that does not necessarily
mean it is intentional as the Vancouver Sun article is arguing. It
must once again be stated for the purpose of emphasis that it
would have been strange spectacle for Mr. Reyat not to
contradict himself after so many years, one could argue that if
Mr. ReyatÕs testimony was seamless it was likely that he had
been coached.
Once again the ignorance of language makes itself known, the
word Bhajji does indeed mean ÔbrotherÕ to be even more
accurate it means Ôrevered brotherÕ and is used on a daily basis
in daily conversation, there should be nothing divined of its use
by Mr. Reyat, if Mr. Reyat has any manners he would address
men that he does not know of the same relative age as he as
Bhajji, in many cases close friends will refer to each other as
Bhajji. Both articles below try to implicate a message of
closeness between the mystery guest and Mr. Reyat that is not
evident from a well worn phrase such as Bhajji once again
pandering to the emotionalism of the mob and an assumption of
larger guilt that simply is not evident once one strips away the
layers of emotional drivel that is pawned of as journalism.
What is strange is how does the prosecution know that Mr. X
built the bombs besides Mr. Reyat assuming that to be the case,
is there hard evidence, a witness or is this one of the RCMPÕs
imaginative hypothesis such as the dubious one that CSIS was
evasive due to a mole by the name of Sajjan S. Gill. Mr. Parmar
was well connected even having relationships with members of
the Indian Consulate, why is Mr. X assumed as the bomb maker

(also recall previous stories in the Globe and Mail as well as the
Vancouver Sun had Mr. Reyat as the bomb maker) perhaps Mr. X
served another purpose ‹ the simple fact is that the bomb maker
is unknown to the authorities the rest is speculation.
Doubt as expressed by the family of victims on the Air India
flight in these journalistic endeavours take on the form of truth
and high comedy, Ms. Bains states with no relevant evidence to
prove so that, ÒHe knows exactly who Mr. X isÓ apparently the
gift of mind reading is not unknown to Ms. Bains ‹ proof Ms.
Bains how exactly do you know that He knows. Surdip Kalsi
puts her two cents in by stating, ÒHow can someone stay with
you for four or five days, go shopping and everything and not
know his name?" Probably because Mr. Reyat trusted Mr.
ParmarÕs judgement and given the fact that the person might be
a refugee from Punjab, Mr. Reyat probably felt it was better not
to know.
The Second article Heading from Canadian Press with help from
the Vancouver Sun is more direct in its assumption of guilt,
ÒEvasive Air India witness baffles trialÓ the evasiveness may be
due to the fact that Mr. Reyat does not know much and even the
stuff that he does know is being juggled in his head with current
memory and yesterdayÕs memory in a non-linear fashion.
However the Canadian Press as well as the Vancouver Sun have
already decided that Mr. Reyat knows much and is not willing to
name names, the assumption of righteousness taken by the two
organizations is mind boggling, given the fact that Mr. Reyat has
spent a considerable portion of his life in jail why would he not
name names at an earlier date when the RCMP was making
every effort to put a squeeze on Mr. Reyat for these purposes.
This does not stop the two organizations from presuming the
superiority of their position without disclosing the conclusive

evidence that makes their assumption correct. Much of the rest of
the article is a rehash of Mr. MatasÕ article adhering to
emotional content rather than any factual evidence necessary to
support their hypothesis in any conclusive fashion.
There is much made about Mr. ReyatÕs response to one of the
ProsecutionÕs questions:
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
ItÕs a shame that Mr. Reyat does not have a stronger command
of the English language to challenge DoustÕs question, Mr.
Reyat was not intending to send a bomb to India, rather it was
materials which is significantly different than what a bomb is,
recall the firecracker he blew up in the woods was not an
effective bomb. As for the help part one wonders what is the
difference between large amounts of money going from the
Jewish community from Canada to Israel which in turn are used
to buy armaments, build walls and terrorize and brutalize the
Palestinian people or for that matter the Irish community for the
IRA ‹ if money is used to buy bombs and armaments for different
groups then it most assuredly can be argued that this helps the
cause of that group in particular ‹ that material for the bomb were
to take a more direct route only means that this also helps the aim
of that group, the transaction is only reduced by one, the moral
standard only varies in degrees not validity. That the prosecution
took advantage of Mr. Reyats poor English and the pressurized
atmosphere of the court is evident that the question or testimony
is relevant is another matter. The fact that if Mr. Reyat was to
utter some support for the separatist cause for Sikhs which can be
conceived as violent from his testimony the Crown may tack on

more years to Mr. Reyats sentence for the purpose of optics and
may be another reason for Mr. Reyat to be ÔevasiveÕ.

It is apparent from the slew of articles and their slant that this
case is being tried through emotional appeal rather than a
presentation of hard facts. Even the so called Òexpert on the Sikh
faithÓ has no idea as to what the underlying causes were that led
to the culminating event of 1984, his reasoning that it increased
ÒterrorismÓ is an observation that fails to account for the State
terrorism that the former terrorism rose to combat. The attack on
the Golden temple was a direct application of State terror and
subsequently the pogroms that were carried out against Sikhs
was also State terror that the majority of Sikhs were riled up
against the Hindu government does not indicate motive for the
bombing of Air India rather the emotion is perfectly
understandable in its context. The overwhelming grief and anger
of the time was spread throughout the Sikh population and yet no
pogroms against Hindus were carried out in Punjab, there was no
mass exodus of Hindus out of Punjab, this would have been more
of an appropriate response to the emotion that the so called
expert of the Sikh faith spoke of when he discussed motive as if
it was specific to one segment of the population. Mr. Parmar had
many associates, friends, and followers to implicate all of them
without proof would be wrong, to implicate two of them without
proof is also wrong. Given all the articles that have been
presented so far, the proof simply does not exist, in fact so
tenuous is the CrownÕs case that the investigation is still
ongoing and newly acquired draconian laws are first being used
on the Sikh community for that purpose. A call to emotional
content over hard facts is simple drivel that harkens to the days
of crude stereotypes used in the Drefyus affair in France. So
customary is the use of stereotype in this case that Ms. Bolan

who has always been a mouthpiece for State authorities and has
made a career out of her limited talent on this case indicated in a
recent emotional heart wrenching program on the Air India
disaster that there are people out there who know who did this,
even taxi cab drivers are talking about who is guilty and who is
not. Indeed these taxi cab drivers and the rest of us are talking
about the latest material coming in from the press and discussing
how little proof there is in this case. The statement also points
out Ms. BolanÕs racist hysteria that there is a general conspiracy
of silence out there in the Sikh community something that the
authorities have also tried to implicate ‹ the proofs please give us
the proof and more conclusive than the he said she said variety.Ê

*
**
Evasive Air India witness baffles trial
*
Thursday, September 11, 2003
*VANCOUVER - A man convicted in a pair of 1985 Air India
bombings that killed 331 people testified Wednesday in B.C.
Supreme Court that a now-dead terrorist suspect asked him to
build an explosive device.
But Inderjit Singh Reyat was evasive and often contradicted
himself to chuckles from spectators in the specially built highsecurity courtroom where two B.C. men are on trial in Canada's

worst mass-murder case.
Reyat said Talwinder Singh Parmar told him the bomb was
needed "to do the big job" in India, perhaps to blow up a bridge,
a car or something heavy.
Reyat bowed to two Air India bombing suspects as he entered the
witness box Wednesday, then told B.C. Supreme Court he had no
idea who he provided bomb-building supplies to back in June
1985.
Reyat, who has been convicted for his role in two 1985
bombings that killed 331 people, said a mystery man from
Toronto stayed at his Duncan home for five days before leaving
with a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps.
"I called him Bhaiji," Reyat said, explaining the word means
brother.
But Reyat also testified that the stranger, dubbed Mr. X by
Crown prosecutor Len Doust, was brought to his house by the
now-dead terrorist Parmar.
Throughout several hours of testimony, Reyat did not say
anything to implicate the two men on trial in the Air India
bombing -- Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Reyat admitted he knew both men prior to the two explosions on
June 23, 1985, and also knew other suspects in the case who
have never been charged, including Parmar.
Parmar, the suspected mastermind, was killed in the custody of
Indian police in 1992. Parmar was the founder of the Babbar
Khalsa, a militant group devoted to creating a separate Sikh state
in the Indian province of Punjab and banned in June by the
Canadian government.
Reyat told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he agreed to assist
Parmar "to help people in India."
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't

help."
First Reyat claimed that he had concerns about the plan, but
didn't express them to Parmar or Mr. X. He later testified that he
did in fact tell one or both of the men that if people were going to
be hurt, he didn't want to be involved.
Reyat said his role in the bombing plan changed from builder to
assistant after Parmar visited Reyat in Duncan in early June 1985
with Mr. X and the trio did a test explosion while agents from
Canada's security service waited nearby.
Reyat said his test blast, which consisted of gunpowder and a
lightbulb filament in a toilet paper roll plus a battery and fuse,
was unsuccessful and described as "useless" by Parmar.
At that point, Reyat told Parmar he couldn't build something
satisfactory and became just the supplier of the equipment to Mr.
X, Reyat testified.
Doust asked repeatedly how Reyat could not have learned Mr.
X's name over a five-day visit, when the mystery man was eating
lunch and dinner with him, as well as being escorted around the
Vancouver Island community.
Reyat confirmed he attended a meeting at a Seattle temple
sometime between May and August 1985, but said he could not
recall if Parmar, Malik or Bagri were there.
Throughout the day, people in the packed courtroom gallery
burst out laughing at Reyat's responses, some of which
contradicted things he had said earlier in the day.
He said he did not know Air India suspect Surjan Singh Gill, who
has never been charged, but later admitted that he had placed
several telephone calls to Gill's Burnaby home in the months
before the bombing.
When first asked about the militant separatist Babbar Khalsa
group, Reyat said he knew nothing about it despite his
association with several leaders.
He also said he did not think Parmar was a leader of the

organization, though later in the day he admitted that Parmar was
in fact the chief Babbar.
Liberal MLA Dave Hayer said outside court that he was
disappointed with Reyat's evasiveness. "He should provide the
information he has, not 'I don't remember this and that,' " Hayer
said.
Hayer also said it wasn't realistic for Reyat to not recall the man
dubbed Mr. X. "I would have hoped that since he has already
spent a lot of time in jail that he wants to move on with his life,
and he has apologized and that he would try to do a good job as a
human being, as a good Sikh, to be honest about it."
Hayer's father, former Indo-Canadian Times publisher Tara
Hayer, was killed in 1998 after he spoke out against Sikh
extremists.
Relatives of victims who attended felt outraged at the apparent
evasiveness of Reyat, especially since the convicted killer got
just a five-year sentence when he pleaded guilty last February.
Perviz Madon, whose husband Sam died aboard Air India Flight
182, was clearly angry. She also said it was clear that an apology
read in court Wednesday as part of his affidavit is insincere.
"He is not sorry," she said.
AIR INDIA
From the spate of articles that have been written this week it
appears that this case is to be tried based on emotionalism rather
than hard fact.
We have enclosed two articles (see below) that we would like to
dissect, we have not included the one written by Kim Bolan of
the Vancouver Sun but the Canadian Press article borrows much
from her ranting and is included below.

First of all letÕs take a look at the Globe and MailÕs article
written by R. Matas ‹ Reyat tells of making bombs ‹ first of all
Mr. Reyat did not make a bomb except for an ineffectual device
that has no relationship to the devices that were aboard the illfated planes, therefore the heading is misleading as it makes
appear that Mr. Reyat through association had knowledge of
those devices ‹ he didnÕt.
Next there is the comment by Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains who
states, ÔFor the first time, people can hear with their own ears
that he helped make the bomb, For years, the Sikh community
has been saying people are being framed.." As always the Hayer
family is at the forefront of making accusations with very little in
the way of proof, he did not state that he helped make the bomb,
and at this point in time the Sikh community has no assurances
that innocent Sikhs are not being framed. Take Mr. ReyatÕs case,
he has no knowledge of what the exterior shell or composition of
Boeing 747 is and what explosive force is required to rupture it,
he has no knowledge of making sophisticated bombs ‹ he gave
away a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps
according to the article below, no explosive material and yet he
was recharged for the same offence that he was tried for in his
original trial ‹ that he gave away a tuner, two timing devices, gun
powder and blasting caps to Mr. Parmar, that Mr. Reyat had no
knowledge of the intentions of Mr. Parmar, that he felt that there
was a great injustice being done in India against Sikhs is about
the only relevant facts that we know of about Mr. ReyatÕs case.
How Mr. Reyat gets charged the second time for the flight that
went into the Ocean is beyond belief ‹ there is no direct evidence
implicating him, no explosive residue was ever found on the
bodies or for that matter a blasting cap that had been purchased
by Mr. Reyat, it is evident for anyone that has two brain cells that
Mr. Reyat agreed to the plea bargaining because of the immense

pressure that was being put on him and his family and yet we
have an ignorant woman reaping scorn on the entire Sikh
community for believing that innocent Sikhs are being framed,
Mr. ReyatÕs case proves that they are. In other words Mr. Reyat
was tried for the same offence twice that of the purchase of the
same material that he testified to in his original case, a testament
to the StateÕs duplicity.
Much is made about Mr. ReyatÕs confusion and contradictions
however after two decades in confinement it would have been a
surprise to find Mr. Reyat not confused on the facts ‹ memory
does not work in a linear fashion, when, where and how is likely
to be a clouded affair for someone who is trying to as best as
possible put his past behind him. And yet once again appealing to
the emotionalism of the mob, Ms. BolanÕs article as well as the
one done by Canadian Press makes much of these contradictions
to paint a picture of a man that is intentionally lying but without
ever mentioning what he is actually lying about, that he is
confused about facts is evident but that does not necessarily
mean it is intentional as the Vancouver Sun article is arguing. It
must once again be stated for the purpose of emphasis that it
would have been strange spectacle for Mr. Reyat not to
contradict himself after so many years, one could argue that if
Mr. ReyatÕs testimony was seamless it was likely that he had
been coached.
Once again the ignorance of language makes itself known, the
word Bhajji does indeed mean ÔbrotherÕ to be even more
accurate it means Ôrevered brotherÕ and is used on a daily basis
in daily conversation, there should be nothing divined of its use
by Mr. Reyat, if Mr. Reyat has any manners he would address
men that he does not know of the same relative age as he as
Bhajji, in many cases close friends will refer to each other as

Bhajji. Both articles below try to implicate a message of
closeness between the mystery guest and Mr. Reyat that is not
evident from a well worn phrase such as Bhajji once again
pandering to the emotionalism of the mob and an assumption of
larger guilt that simply is not evident once one strips away the
layers of emotional drivel that is pawned of as journalism.
What is strange is how does the prosecution know that Mr. X
built the bombs besides Mr. Reyat assuming that to be the case,
is there hard evidence, a witness or is this one of the RCMPÕs
imaginative hypothesis such as the dubious one that CSIS was
evasive due to a mole by the name of Sajjan S. Gill. Mr. Parmar
was well connected even having relationships with members of
the Indian Consulate, why is Mr. X assumed as the bomb maker
(also recall previous stories in the Globe and Mail as well as the
Vancouver Sun had Mr. Reyat as the bomb maker) perhaps Mr. X
served another purpose ‹ the simple fact is that the bomb maker
is unknown to the authorities the rest is speculation.
Doubt as expressed by the family of victims on the Air India
flight in these journalistic endeavours take on the form of truth
and high comedy, Ms. Bains states with no relevant evidence to
prove so that, ÒHe knows exactly who Mr. X isÓ apparently the
gift of mind reading is not unknown to Ms. Bains ‹ proof Ms.
Bains how exactly do you know that He knows. Surdip Kalsi
puts her two cents in by stating, ÒHow can someone stay with
you for four or five days, go shopping and everything and not
know his name?" Probably because Mr. Reyat trusted Mr.
ParmarÕs judgement and given the fact that the person might be
a refugee from Punjab, Mr. Reyat probably felt it was better not
to know.
The Second article Heading from Canadian Press with help from
the Vancouver Sun is more direct in its assumption of guilt,

ÒEvasive Air India witness baffles trialÓ the evasiveness may be
due to the fact that Mr. Reyat does not know much and even the
stuff that he does know is being juggled in his head with current
memory and yesterdayÕs memory in a non-linear fashion.
However the Canadian Press as well as the Vancouver Sun have
already decided that Mr. Reyat knows much and is not willing to
name names, the assumption of righteousness taken by the two
organizations is mind boggling, given the fact that Mr. Reyat has
spent a considerable portion of his life in jail why would he not
name names at an earlier date when the RCMP was making
every effort to put a squeeze on Mr. Reyat for these purposes.
This does not stop the two organizations from presuming the
superiority of their position without disclosing the conclusive
evidence that makes their assumption correct. Much of the rest of
the article is a rehash of Mr. MatasÕ article adhering to
emotional content rather than any factual evidence necessary to
support their hypothesis in any conclusive fashion.
There is much made about Mr. ReyatÕs response to one of the
ProsecutionÕs questions:
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
ItÕs a shame that Mr. Reyat does not have a stronger command
of the English language to challenge DoustÕs question, Mr.
Reyat was not intending to send a bomb to India, rather it was
materials which is significantly different than what a bomb is,
recall the firecracker he blew up in the woods was not an
effective bomb. As for the help part one wonders what is the
difference between large amounts of money going from the
Jewish community from Canada to Israel which in turn are used

to buy armaments, build walls and terrorize and brutalize the
Palestinian people or for that matter the Irish community for the
IRA ‹ if money is used to buy bombs and armaments for different
groups then it most assuredly can be argued that this helps the
cause of that group in particular ‹ that material for the bomb were
to take a more direct route only means that this also helps the aim
of that group, the transaction is only reduced by one, the moral
standard only varies in degrees not validity. That the prosecution
took advantage of Mr. Reyats poor English and the pressurized
atmosphere of the court is evident that the question or testimony
is relevant is another matter. The fact that if Mr. Reyat was to
utter some support for the separatist cause for Sikhs which can be
conceived as violent from his testimony the Crown may tack on
more years to Mr. Reyats sentence for the purpose of optics and
may be another reason for Mr. Reyat to be ÔevasiveÕ.

It is apparent from the slew of articles and their slant that this
case is being tried through emotional appeal rather than a
presentation of hard facts. Even the so called Òexpert on the Sikh
faithÓ has no idea as to what the underlying causes were that led
to the culminating event of 1984, his reasoning that it increased
ÒterrorismÓ is an observation that fails to account for the State
terrorism that the former terrorism rose to combat. The attack on
the Golden temple was a direct application of State terror and
subsequently the pogroms that were carried out against Sikhs
was also State terror that the majority of Sikhs were riled up
against the Hindu government does not indicate motive for the
bombing of Air India rather the emotion is perfectly
understandable in its context. The overwhelming grief and anger
of the time was spread throughout the Sikh population and yet no
pogroms against Hindus were carried out in Punjab, there was no
mass exodus of Hindus out of Punjab, this would have been more

of an appropriate response to the emotion that the so called
expert of the Sikh faith spoke of when he discussed motive as if
it was specific to one segment of the population. Mr. Parmar had
many associates, friends, and followers to implicate all of them
without proof would be wrong, to implicate two of them without
proof is also wrong. Given all the articles that have been
presented so far, the proof simply does not exist, in fact so
tenuous is the CrownÕs case that the investigation is still
ongoing and newly acquired draconian laws are first being used
on the Sikh community for that purpose. A call to emotional
content over hard facts is simple drivel that harkens to the days
of crude stereotypes used in the Drefyus affair in France. So
customary is the use of stereotype in this case that Ms. Bolan
who has always been a mouthpiece for State authorities and has
made a career out of her limited talent on this case indicated in a
recent emotional heart wrenching program on the Air India
disaster that there are people out there who know who did this,
even taxi cab drivers are talking about who is guilty and who is
not. Indeed these taxi cab drivers and the rest of us are talking
about the latest material coming in from the press and discussing
how little proof there is in this case. The statement also points
out Ms. BolanÕs racist hysteria that there is a general conspiracy
of silence out there in the Sikh community something that the
authorities have also tried to implicate ‹ the proofs please give us
the proof and more conclusive than the he said she said variety.Ê

*

**
Evasive Air India witness baffles trial
*
Thursday, September 11, 2003
*VANCOUVER - A man convicted in a pair of 1985 Air India
bombings that killed 331 people testified Wednesday in B.C.
Supreme Court that a now-dead terrorist suspect asked him to
build an explosive device.
But Inderjit Singh Reyat was evasive and often contradicted
himself to chuckles from spectators in the specially built highsecurity courtroom where two B.C. men are on trial in Canada's
worst mass-murder case.
Reyat said Talwinder Singh Parmar told him the bomb was
needed "to do the big job" in India, perhaps to blow up a bridge,
a car or something heavy.
Reyat bowed to two Air India bombing suspects as he entered the
witness box Wednesday, then told B.C. Supreme Court he had no
idea who he provided bomb-building supplies to back in June
1985.
Reyat, who has been convicted for his role in two 1985
bombings that killed 331 people, said a mystery man from
Toronto stayed at his Duncan home for five days before leaving
with a tuner, two timing devices, gun powder and blasting caps.
"I called him Bhaiji," Reyat said, explaining the word means
brother.
But Reyat also testified that the stranger, dubbed Mr. X by
Crown prosecutor Len Doust, was brought to his house by the
now-dead terrorist Parmar.
Throughout several hours of testimony, Reyat did not say
anything to implicate the two men on trial in the Air India
bombing -- Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.

Reyat admitted he knew both men prior to the two explosions on
June 23, 1985, and also knew other suspects in the case who
have never been charged, including Parmar.
Parmar, the suspected mastermind, was killed in the custody of
Indian police in 1992. Parmar was the founder of the Babbar
Khalsa, a militant group devoted to creating a separate Sikh state
in the Indian province of Punjab and banned in June by the
Canadian government.
Reyat told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he agreed to assist
Parmar "to help people in India."
That prompted Doust to ask: "How was sending a bomb to India
going to help people in India?"
Reyat paused in thought, then finally admitted: "The bomb won't
help."
First Reyat claimed that he had concerns about the plan, but
didn't express them to Parmar or Mr. X. He later testified that he
did in fact tell one or both of the men that if people were going to
be hurt, he didn't want to be involved.
Reyat said his role in the bombing plan changed from builder to
assistant after Parmar visited Reyat in Duncan in early June 1985
with Mr. X and the trio did a test explosion while agents from
Canada's security service waited nearby.
Reyat said his test blast, which consisted of gunpowder and a
lightbulb filament in a toilet paper roll plus a battery and fuse,
was unsuccessful and described as "useless" by Parmar.
At that point, Reyat told Parmar he couldn't build something
satisfactory and became just the supplier of the equipment to Mr.
X, Reyat testified.
Doust asked repeatedly how Reyat could not have learned Mr.
X's name over a five-day visit, when the mystery man was eating
lunch and dinner with him, as well as being escorted around the
Vancouver Island community.
Reyat confirmed he attended a meeting at a Seattle temple

sometime between May and August 1985, but said he could not
recall if Parmar, Malik or Bagri were there.
Throughout the day, people in the packed courtroom gallery
burst out laughing at Reyat's responses, some of which
contradicted things he had said earlier in the day.
He said he did not know Air India suspect Surjan Singh Gill, who
has never been charged, but later admitted that he had placed
several telephone calls to Gill's Burnaby home in the months
before the bombing.
When first asked about the militant separatist Babbar Khalsa
group, Reyat said he knew nothing about it despite his
association with several leaders.
He also said he did not think Parmar was a leader of the
organization, though later in the day he admitted that Parmar was
in fact the chief Babbar.
Liberal MLA Dave Hayer said outside court that he was
disappointed with Reyat's evasiveness. "He should provide the
information he has, not 'I don't remember this and that,' " Hayer
said.
Hayer also said it wasn't realistic for Reyat to not recall the man
dubbed Mr. X. "I would have hoped that since he has already
spent a lot of time in jail that he wants to move on with his life,
and he has apologized and that he would try to do a good job as a
human being, as a good Sikh, to be honest about it."
Hayer's father, former Indo-Canadian Times publisher Tara
Hayer, was killed in 1998 after he spoke out against Sikh
extremists.
Relatives of victims who attended felt outraged at the apparent
evasiveness of Reyat, especially since the convicted killer got
just a five-year sentence when he pleaded guilty last February.
Perviz Madon, whose husband Sam died aboard Air India Flight
182, was clearly angry. She also said it was clear that an apology
read in court Wednesday as part of his affidavit is insincere.

"He is not sorry," she said.
Crown calls testimony by Reyat pack of lies

ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Saturday's Globe and Mail
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Air-India prosecutor toÊchallenge evasive Reyat
Reyat tells of making bombs
Vancouver Ñ The prosecution in the sensational Air-India case,
the country's most high-profile trial, tried to recover from a major
setback yesterday, dismissing testimony from one of its main
witnesses as "a pack of lies."
Inderjit Singh Reyat, convicted of manslaughter in the deaths of
331 people in two bomb explosions in 1985, consistently failed
to tell the truth in order to protect those responsible for the
disaster, prosecutor Len Doust said in B.C. Supreme Court.
Mr. Reyat obfuscated, concealed evidence and misled the court
as a result of his hostility to the prosecution, he said.
In an attempt to undermine Mr. Reyat's evidence and his

credibility, Mr. Doust took the highly unusual step of seeking
court permission to challenge the testimony of his own witness in
cross-examination.
". . . It is necessary for you to give some consideration to the
question, why is he here, telling us a pack of lies. And the Crown
says, the reason he is doing it is because he is hostile. He has a
position that is antithetical to the prosecution," Mr. Doust told the
judge.
But defence lawyer Bill Smart told the court that the prosecution
was "fishing" for information about the Air-India disaster at the
expense of the defendants, Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri.
"There is almost an overwhelming public interest in trying to
determine who is responsible for this enormous crime," Mr.
Smart said. "But the trial is not the forum for a public inquiry."
Defence lawyer Michael Code said it was difficult for the
prosecution to attack the truthfulness of Mr. Reyat's testimony
because he has said in court exactly what the prosecution
accepted in a plea-bargaining agreement reached earlier this year.
"And now [Mr. Doust] stands up and says it is a lie," Mr. Code
said.
Mr. Reyat even went beyond the agreed statements of facts,
providing evidence about a conspiracy to build a bomb intended
to blow up in India, he added.
Mr. Code said the prosecution request is without legal precedent.

The prosecution is asking the court to rule prematurely on a
witness's credibility before defence lawyers have questioned him
and all the evidence has been heard, he said. The ruling could be
"profoundly unfair" to the defendants, he added.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri face murder charges for the deaths of
329 people in a mid-air explosion aboard an Air-India flight on
June 23, 1985, and the deaths of two people in Japan's Narita
airport 54 minutes earlier.
Mr. Reyat was convicted of manslaughter in 1991 in the Narita
bombing and pleaded guilty to manslaughter earlier this year for
the deaths of all passengers and crew on the Air-India flight.
Mr. Reyat, who was in court as a result a subpoena, testified for
two days before Mr. Doust asked to cross-examine him. Mr.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson said he would try to rule before the
trial resumes on Monday.
If the court rules that Mr. Reyat was hostile to the prosecution,
Mr. Doust could question him more aggressively in an effort to
discredit evidence unfavourable to the prosecution or to
undermine his credibility.
Mr. Doust outlined a lengthy list of what he said was "absolutely
untruthful" testimony. Mr. Code said the testimony was not so
obviously and incontrovertibly untrue as Mr. Doust said.
Mr. Doust's list includes:
¥Mr. Reyat testified he does not know the identity of the socalled Mr. X or any personal information about the mysterious
man from Toronto who police believe built the bombs.

Most of Mr. Reyat's testimony about Mr. X was "a fabrication" to
protect those implicated, Mr. Doust said.
"It defies logic" that Mr. Reyat never found out his name,
although Mr. X spent almost a week at his house after arriving
with Sikh radical Talwinder Singh Parmar three weeks before the
Air-India disaster to test an explosive in the woods, Mr. Doust
said.
"It stretches credulity" that Mr. Reyat never spoke to Mr. X about
making the bombs although Mr. X took over responsibility for
the explosives after Mr. Reyat failed, he added.
Mr. Code said it was "contrary to common sense" to suggest that
a professional terrorist would disclose his identity and discuss
details of a plot.
¥Mr. Reyat testified that Mr. Parmar asked him in mid-1984 to
build a device that could blow up a bridge in India. Mr. Reyat
also said he never asked the Sikh militant anything about how the
explosive should be built, what specifically was to be blown up,
how the bomb was to be detonated or the reason.
"Obviously . . . it was for the Sikh cause," Mr. Doust said, "and
he did not tell [the court] that."
¥Mr. Reyat said he did not do anything in response to Mr.
Parmar's request for a year. Initially, he testified that the first time
he tried to build an explosive device was June 4, 1985, when Mr.
Parmar and Mr. X came to his place. After further questioning by
Mr. Doust, he recalled another test about a month earlier.
¥Mr. Reyat said he asked a friend for dynamite around the time
that Mr. Parmar asked him to build an explosive device but that it
was to blow up tree stumps. Mr. Reyat testified he had not at that
time identified the location of the stumps that he wanted to blow

up.
¥Mr. Reyat said he spoke to Mr. Parmar about converting his car
to propane and never discussed building an explosive device
during 10 phone calls in the month before Mr. Parmar and Mr. X
came to his house and tested an explosive in the woods.
¥Mr. Reyat said the explosive device tested during Mr. Parmar's
visit was made of gunpowder inside a cardboard toilet roll. "His
description is absurd," said Mr. Doust, adding that Mr. Reyat
would have known that gunpowder must be in a fortified
container.
¥Mr. Reyat said it never occurred to him that the material he
provided might have been used in the Narita bombing until
police in Japan linked the bomb to material bought in his
hometown of Duncan, B.C. He also testified that he did nothing
to find out whether his suspicions were true.
Mr. Doust said Mr. Reyat did not need to ask Mr. Parmar because
he knew.
"If you take one step back and say to yourself, I'll think about
this for about 30 seconds . . . you ought to and probably will
conclude very, very quickly that he is not here to tell the truth,"
Mr. Doust said.
Air India judge to be asked to declare Reyat a hostile witness
He can then be asked about inconsistent statements

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun

Friday, September 12, 2003
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Surjan Singh Gill wearing a shirt reading 'Death to Indira
Gandhi,' shown on CBC-TV.

ADVERTISEMENT
Crown prosecutors in the Air India bombing case will apply
today to have convicted terrorist Inderjit Singh Reyat declared a
hostile witness, so he can be cross-examined on inconsistent
statements made during his testimony.
Prosecutor Len Doust informed B.C. Supreme Court Justice Ian
Bruce Josephson of the unusual move after Reyat was on the
witness stand for a second day, frequently evading questions or
claiming not to recall events around the time of the 1985
bombings.
Geoff Gaul, who speaks for the Air India prosecution team, said
outside court such an application enables prosecutors to crossexamine a witness they have called on "inconsistent evidence
with what's previously been recorded."
Reyat pleaded guilty in February to manslaughter for his role in
the June 23, 1985 bombing of an Air India jet that left 329 dead.
He claimed to have supplied only materials to a mystery man
after being asked to make an explosive device by suspected

mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, who was killed in India in
1992.
Reyat was also convicted in 1991 of manslaughter in a second
June 23 bombing at Tokyo's Narita Airport in which two baggage
handlers died. In that case he was convicted of being the bombmaker.
Reyat was forced by subpoena to testify at the trial of Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, who face eight counts in
both bombings.
Reyat said Thursday he couldn't remember if Malik and a high
priest named Bhai Jiwan Singh visited him in Duncan some time
before the bombings to urge him to participate in the plot.
Doust suggested to Reyat that such a visit had taken place to
pressure Reyat to assist and that Malik and Singh were
accompanied by Kewal Singh Nagra. Singh, who lives in
Amritsar, India, is Malik's spiritual adviser and a leader of the
Sikh sect Akhand Kirtani Jatha.
Nagra is a director of Surrey's Khalsa school, which Malik
founded.
"I don't recall that," Reyat said.
Doust then asked Reyat if Singh had instructed him to build the
bombs, then forced him to take an oath of silence.
"That's ridiculous," Reyat testified. "That's not true. He never
asked like that. He is the holiest man."

Reyat told the court that phone calls between his house and
Malik's both before and after the bombing were made because
Malik was trying to get Reyat to contribute money to start the
Khalsa Credit Union.
He also said he did not know why Malik had supported Reyat's
wife and children with monthly contributions after Reyat was
convicted of manslaughter in 1991. Despite being incarcerated
with Malik for about a year before his plea, Reyat said he never
asked Malik about the financial aid.
"Weren't you curious to know why he would do that?" Doust
asked.
Replied Reyat: "He doesn't help only my wife. He helps lots of
people."
Reyat said an appeal of his 1991 conviction was financed by the
Sikh community, which came up with between $70,000 and
$90,000 for defence lawyers Richard Peck and Michael Tammen.
He said he did not know if Malik made a donation.
However a B.C. provincial court was told three years ago that
Malik had paid Reyat's wife almost $109,000 under the table
while she collected welfare and that $58,000 was used for
Reyat's appeal.
Reyat testified earlier Thursday he did not recall seeing Parmar,
Bagri or Malik when he attended a demonstration in Vancouver
after the Indian Army's attack on the Golden Temple in Amritsar
on June, 1984.
After being shown some CBC footage of the demonstration, he

admitted that Bagri was a speaker at the rally and that Reyat had
been holding a large sword and standing near another Air India
suspect, Surjan Singh Gill, who has never been charged.
Gill was wearing a T-shirt that said, "Death to Indira Gandhi."
The Crown alleges there were two motives for the Air India plot:
revenge for the Golden Temple attack and to advance the cause
of Sikh separatists fighting for a homeland they called Khalistan.
Reyat admitted Thursday that he travelled from his Duncan home
to Vancouver on June 22, 1985 -- the same day two bomb-laden
suitcases were checked in at Vancouver International Airport
bound for two Air India flights heading in opposite directions
around the globe.
But Reyat claimed he was visiting his brother in Surrey and
father in Richmond that day, and did not make contact with any
of the other Air India suspects.
He could not explain two phone calls made between his house
and the Vancouver residence of suspect Hardial Singh Johal on
the evening of June 21 and about 4 p.m. on the 22nd.
"I was not at his house," Reyat said of Johal, who died last
November without ever facing charges.
Reyat said he got off the ferry at Horseshoe Bay about 9 a.m. and
went straight to Auto Marine Electric in Burnaby, where he
purchased two 12-volt batteries. He showed the clerk a homemade bracket saying the batteries needed to fit within the device.
Under tough questioning by Doust, Reyat said one of the

batteries was for his trailer in Duncan and the other was for his
testing equipment.
Reyat also refused to characterize as "a bomb" a test explosive
device he made along with Parmar on June 4, 1985.
He criticized media reports that said he had built two bombs,
instead of just providing some of the materials for the bombs.
A flippant Doust agreed to call the explosive device "that thing
you made."
Even though Reyat claimed in court that he only agreed to help
build a bomb to send to India, he admitted he never confronted
Parmar when he realized the bombs he had provided supplies for
were used to kill 331 people.
"Did you not want to know in your own mind whether what you
had done had contributed to causing these disasters?" Doust
asked. "Why didn't you just ask Mr. Parmar so you know?"
Replied Reyat: "I should have asked him."
Reyat has been in jail since 1988, when he was arrested and
charged in the Narita blast. He had moved from Duncan to
England and fought extradition for two years before being
returned to Canada to face trial. He was found guilty and
sentenced to 10 years in jail. During the last week of that
sentence, he was charged with conspiracy and murder connected
with the bombing of Air India Flight 182. After his plea in
February, he received an additional five years in jail.
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Air India bomb maker's daughter weds son of Sikh militant

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, September 13, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
Inderjit Singh Reyat told B.C. Supreme Court this week he knew
nothing about the beliefs of the militant Sikh separatist group
Babbar Khalsa even though its founder asked him to build a
bomb.
But The Vancouver Sun has learned that one of Reyat's daughters
was married this summer to the son of a former leader of the
Babbar Khalsa, who once faced terrorism charges with two Air
India suspects.
The arranged marriage of Charanjit Kaur Reyat and Tejpal Singh
Kaloe took place at a Hamilton Sikh temple over the summer
break in the Air India trial, which resumed this week after a
three-month hiatus.
Tejpal is the son of Tejinder Singh Kaloe, the long-time head of
the Ontario Babbar Khalsa who was arrested in 1986 along with
accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri and suspected Air
India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar.
The trio and several other members of the Babbar Khalsa were
charged with various terrorism offences in Hamilton related to a

conspiracy to attack targets in India. The charges against Bagri
were dropped soon afterwards for lack of evidence, while the
others were freed months later after defence lawyers raised
concerns about how warrants were obtained to authorize wiretaps
on the phones of the accused.
Kaloe was represented in the 1986 case by Toronto lawyer
Michael Code, who is now part of the Bagri defence team.
Inderjit Reyat was called as a Crown witness this week in the
conspiracy and murder trial of Bagri and Ripudaman Singh
Malik.
But the Crown sought Friday to question Reyat as a hostile
witness after two days of evasive answers during which Reyat
claimed he didn't remember many of the details leading up to
two June 23, 1985 bombings that killed 331.
Reyat said at first he didn't know Parmar was a leader of the
Babbar Khalsa, though he eventually conceded in court that
Parmar was with the militant group. He admitted Parmar asked
him to build a bomb, but said he failed in his attempts and only
supplied materials to a mystery man from Toronto introduced to
him by Parmar.
Reyat maintained he had no idea about the Babbar Khalsa's
ideology or violent advocacy for a separate Sikh homeland called
Khalistan.
Reyat's daughter's new father-in-law said Friday he knew nothing
of Reyat's testimony this week.
"I have no clue what he was asked," Tejinder Kaloe said in a

phone interview from Hamilton.
He said he was in B.C. earlier this year when he met Reyat's
daughter through a mutual friend and thought she would make a
good match for his son.
"I was just collecting funds for the temple and just met the girl,"
he said. "It is just a coincidence. I had never met the family
before."
The elder Kaloe said his new daughter-in-law is living with him
and his family in Hamilton where they run a health food store.
Satnam Kaur Reyat was in Ontario for the July wedding, but
Kaloe said he never talked to her about her subpoena to testify in
the Air India case in November.
He also confirmed that a son of Parmar's from B.C. attended the
marriage ceremony.
Jaswinder Singh Parmar, who is married to one of Bagri's
daughters, was in Ontario on business and went to the wedding,
Kaloe said.
Talwinder Parmar was the number one suspect in the Air India
bombing when he was killed in police custody in Punjab in 1992.
At one point after their 1987 Hamilton acquittal, Kaloe had a
falling out with the Parmar and said Parmar had been overthrown
from his position in Babbar Khalsa, something Parmar denied in
an interview with The Sun at the time.
But when Parmar was killed, Kaloe had nothing but praise for

the Air India suspect.
"At the time I heard the news, it was really shocking, I still wish
that he wouldn't have lost his life. He died for the Sikh cause,
and all the Sikhs, actually, we owe him," Kaloe told a newspaper
at the time.
Kaloe said Friday that he is no longer involved in Babbar Khalsa,
which was banned as a terrorist group by the federal government
last June.
Asked if he was involved in another organization, Kaloe said he
was, but refused to identify it. "You will know one day. You will
know."
Wedding raises questions about testimony of Air India witness
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Air India witness can't be cross-examined by Crown, judge rules
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A B.C. Supreme Court judge has ruled that Crown prosecutors in
the Air India case will not be able to treat Inderjit Singh Reyat as
a hostile witness and cross-examine him.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson informed lawyers on both sides of
his decision over the weekend.
Richard Peck, who represents accused Air India bomber Ajaib
Singh Bagri, confirmed Sunday that the Crown has lost its bid to
cross-examine Reyat.
Peck said it would be inappropriate to comment further.
Geoff Gaul, who speaks on behalf of the Air India prosecution
team, would not confirm the ruling Sunday.
"The court's decision will be formally announced in court," Gaul
said. "It would be premature to comment."
Crown prosecutor Len Doust, in a passionate submission Friday,
said Reyat told "a pack of lies" during two days on the witness
stand in the trial of Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh
Malik.

Doust said even though Reyat was called by the Crown, it was
clear he was hostile and untruthful.
He asked for a declaration of hostility that would have enabled
the Crown more leeway in cross-examining Reyat in an
aggressive manner.
Doust argued that Reyat was clearly trying to protect those
responsible for the 1985 plot to bomb two Air India planes
because of his "identification with the accused and their cause."
One bomb downed Flight 182, killing all 329 aboard. The second
exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed two baggage
handlers.
Reyat was found guilty of manslaughter in the Narita bombing in
1991 and sentenced to 10 years in jail. He pleaded guilty to
manslaughter for the Air India bombing last February and
received another five years in jail.
While Reyat claimed in testimony last week that he was asked by
the late Air India suspect Talwinder Singh Parmar to build a
bomb, he said he only supplied materials for an explosive device.
And he claimed not to know the identity of the man, dubbed Mr.
X, to whom he gave those materials and who stayed with him in
Duncan for almost a week.
Defence lawyers for Malik and Bagri argued against Doust's
application saying the Crown already cross-examined Reyat
when it asked him the same questions over and over again in an
increasingly aggressive manner.

Bagri lawyer Michael Code said: "Reyat testified to the same set
of facts that the Crown accepted when it entered into a plea
bargain with him last February.
"It is the very story upon which the Crown accepted a guilty
plea," Code said. "That has been the story that Reyat has always
told up until now."
Reyat is still expected to take the stand today for a third day of
questioning.
He could be asked more questions on direct examination by
Doust or face cross-examination by lawyers for the other two
accused.
Air India witness grilled over calls
Reyat admits conversations may have been connected to tests of
explosive device
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ADVERTISEMENT

Inderjit Singh Reyat admitted at the Air India trial Monday that a
flurry of phone calls between himself, suspected mastermind
Talwinder Singh Parmar and a third man might have been related
to the plot to build a terrorist bomb.
Reyat, on his third day on the witness stand, was repeatedly
questioned by defence lawyer Michael Code about 11 calls
between himself, Parmar and Surjan Singh Gill on May 6 and 7,
1985, about a visit Gill was to make to Reyat's Duncan home that
day.
Reyat earlier told the court he had never met Gill and that Parmar
had only visited Reyat once in Duncan on June 4, 1985.
But under cross-examination by Code, who represents Ajaib
Singh Bagri, Reyat said it was possible the calls were made to
check on his progress in testing an explosive device requested
sometime in 1984 by Parmar.
And he agreed it looked like Gill and Parmar might have been at
his house around the time of the phone calls. Reyat had no other
explanation for a collect call to Gill's Lower Mainland home
from Reyat's Duncan home on May 7, 1985.
When Code asked if the call could have been made by Gill
himself, Reyat said it was "possible."
Reyat pleaded guilty in February to manslaughter for his role in
the bombing of Air India Flight 182, killing all 329 aboard. He
received a controversial five-year sentence on top of 10 years he
already served after a conviction for a bombing the same day.
That blast, at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killed two baggage
handlers.

While Reyat said he just supplied bomb parts to a mystery man
at the request of Parmar, Code suggested Reyat was more
involved in the plot than he has admitted. Code asked Reyat if a
battery purchase he made in Burnaby on June 22, 1985, might
have been related to one of the bombings.
But Reyat disagreed with Code, both about the use of the battery
and about a store clerk's statement that Reyat was accompanied
that day by another Sikh man with a greying beard.
"I was by myself," Reyat said.
While Reyat provided more evidence of a conspiracy to build a
terrorist bomb to be used in India, none of his testimony linked
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik to the plot.
After Reyat was excused from the witness stand, he turned to
both Malik and Bagri before leaving court and nodded to them
with his hands clasped together in traditional Sikh greeting of
respect.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson earlier Monday announced his
ruling declining a prosecution application to cross-examine
Reyat as a hostile witness.
Crown counsel Len Doust on Friday argued that Reyat's
testimony over two days was "a pack of lies" and that Reyat was
hostile to the Crown.
Josephson did not provide his reasons Monday, but said they
would be filed later.

At a news briefing Monday, reporters questioned the Crown on
how it could have accepted a guilty plea from Reyat in February
on an agreed statement of fact that it was now calling dishonest.
Geoff Gaul, who speaks for the prosecution team, said while it
may be difficult for the public to understand, Reyat's plea was
"very important" to the case.
Gaul said the prosecution team had been hopeful its application
on Reyat would be successful.
Several victims' families were in court Monday, including people
who had travelled from Australia.
Anil Singh and his mother arrived from Melbourne to listen to
Reyat and see the trial first hand.
Singh, whose father was the Air India pilot on the flight, said it
was extremely difficult to be in court and see the accused in
person.
"Their lives seemed to have moved on," he said of the accused,
who were not arrested until 15 years after the bombing. "Ours
just went into a tailspin."
The trial was adjourned until Wednesday when the Crown's case
will move into "chapter four" with a brief opening about the
evidence against Malik.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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The Supreme Court of Canada has decided The Vancouver Sun's
legal arguments about gaining access to documents from a
closed-door anti-terrorism hearing will be made before the full
court and not just a panel of three justices.
A full court hearing is highly unusual and involves either five,
seven or nine Supreme Court Justices.
The oral hearing is set for Oct. 6.
In July, B.C. Supreme Court Justice Heather Holmes ruled The
Sun could not have access to transcripts and documents at the
investigative hearing of an unnamed person, which so far has
been held in camera -- in secret -- at the Vancouver Law Courts.
The uncooperative mystery witness has been ordered to appear
before a judge at the in-camera hearing, under the terms of
Canada's new Anti-terrorism Act, to provide information about
the 1985 bombing of an Air India flight out of Canada that
exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 people aboard.
The newspaper only learned of the closed-door hearing when a
reporter followed lawyers involved in the Air India trial to a
courtroom where the door was locked. The Sun's lawyer tried to

get access to the proceeding, but was initially denied entry.
The Sun's lawyer was later allowed to make submissions about
getting access to documents on a confidential undertaking, but
the judge denied the application.
The order compelling the mystery witness to talk was made by
Holmes July 21 after a five-day closed hearing.
Questioning of the mystery witness was to begin the next day but
was adjourned when the person's lawyer, Howard Rubin, sought
leave to appeal Holmes' order to the Supreme Court of Canada.
The Sun now has applied for access to appeal documents,
including affidavits, filed in the Supreme Court of Canada on the
matter.
The case is believed to be the first in which Canada's sweeping
new terrorism law, passed Dec. 24 2001, has been used to
compel a witness to testify.
Ripudaman Singh Malik, 56, and Ajaib Singh Bagri, 53, are
being tried on eight counts, including murder and conspiracy,
related to two bombings on June 23, 1985 that killed a total of
331 people.
The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two
baggage handlers transferring luggage from Vancouver to an Air
India flight. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182
exploded off the coast of Ireland.
Air India witness grilled over calls
Reyat admits conversations may have been connected to tests of
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Malik confided his role in bombings to secret love
Air India trial will hear star witnesses recount confession, the
prosecutor says
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Air India suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik confided his darkest
secret -- his involvement in two bombings that killed 331 people
-- to a Khalsa School day-care supervisor with whom he had
fallen in love, B.C. Supreme Court was told Wednesday
The woman, whose name is protected by a court order, will
provide "the most important evidence" in the case against Malik,
prosecutor Joe Bellows said in an opening statement.

As Bellows outlined chapter four of the Crown's five-part case,
he told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that witnesses would testify
about Malik's confessions to them, about threats they had
received over disclosing information and, in one case, about
Malik's supposed plan to dupe a man into carrying a bomb-laden
suitcase on to an Air India flight.
But the star witness against Malik, Bellows said, is the woman he
adored and to whom he confided "secrets -- secrets in relation to
his business, his personal life, his political beliefs and ultimately
his involvement in the conspiracy to blow up two Air India
planes."
Most of the witnesses Bellows referred to Wednesday are on a
list of 10 whose names are banned from publication.
Bellows acknowledged Malik is not linked to the Air India
bombing by forensic evidence.
"The crime scene in this case lies at the bottom of the Atlantic
Ocean off the coast of Ireland," Bellows said. "The case against
this accused comes ... in the form of explicit and specific
admissions made to a trusted confidante -- a woman that he
loved."
The day-care supervisor first started at the school Malik founded
in September 1992 and soon became a close friend of Malik,
Bellows said.
He said their relationship progressed and changed and they fell in
love, although "their love was never consummated." Malik told
the woman that if he could have left his wife for her, he would

have done so.
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are facing conspiracy
and murder charges in two June 23, 1985, bombings. The first
bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage
handlers. The second downed Air India Flight 182 less than an
hour later, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges Malik, Bagri, the late Babbar Khalsa leader
Talwinder Singh Parmar and convicted killer Inderjit Singh
Reyat conspired with other Sikh separatists to attack India's
national airline to retaliate for the Indian Army's attack on the
Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine, a year earlier.
Parmar was killed in 1992 and Reyat has been convicted of
manslaughter in both bombings.
The day-care supervisor, who was also a close friend of Reyat's
wife, Satnam, became more suspicious of Malik in May 1996
after the attempted suicide of a girl at the school, Bellows said.
The day-care supervisor felt terrible about what had happened
and visited the girl several times in hospital.
The woman was disturbed that Malik did not seem to care, so she
asked him if he was concerned.
"If one child dies for Sikhism, what is the big deal?" Malik
allegedly said, making reference to those who died in the Air
India bombing.
Bellows said Malik also once told the woman: "We had Air India
crash. Nobody, nobody can do anything. It's all for Sikhism."

At the time, the accused terrorist was animated, shouting at her
and pointing his finger.
He finally confessed details of his involvement in March or April
1997, Bellows said, after the woman confronted him about a
Punjabi newspaper article that made reference to him and the
bombing.
He described how he had booked over the phone the two tickets
used to load bomb-laden suitcases and sent a man named Daljit
Singh Sandhu to purchase the tickets with cash.
Bellows said Reyat's wife had described the contents of the
article to the woman and identified Malik as a participant in the
bombing, along with Parmar, Reyat, Bagri, Hardial Singh Johal
and Surjan Singh Gill.
The woman said she was devastated and fearful after learning of
Malik's involvement and she wept with Satnam Reyat.
The witness was eventually forced out of the school and
contacted the Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the
RCMP about her knowledge.
But she still has feelings for Malik, Bellows said.
"I believe [the woman] will tell you, your lordship, she still loves
him today," Bellows said.
Malik sat motionless as Bellows described the woman, listening
to the Crown statement through earphones wrapped around his
turban.

While Bellows described her as the most critical witness, there
are others who also had encounters with Malik, he said.
Bellows said Malik told a business partner that several people
meeting at Malik's house some time before the June 1985
bombing were discussing bombing as a tactic against the Indian
government.
"They are saying they should blow up planes," Malik allegedly
told the man, who was attending a religious ceremony at Malik's
house.
Another former Malik friend will testify that Malik asked the
man in the spring of 1985 to carry a suitcase to England, Bellows
said.
When the man asked Malik what was in the suitcase, Malik
allegedly said it was for "teaching a lesson to the Indian
government."
Bellows said the man also asked Malik what would happen to his
family if the man had a problem as a result of carrying the bag
and Malik replied: "You would be remembered as a martyr."
Bellows said the man saw Malik several times after the Air India
bombing and Malik urged him not to talk about their earlier
conversation.
The witness also got a call from an unknown man saying: "The
job is done. Don't open your mouth about it at all."
Another man who lives in Nanaimo and drove Parmar and a
mystery man to Reyat's house June 4, 1985, to do a test

explosion will testify that Parmar later tried to have him change
his statement to police about the incident, Bellows said.
"If you don't change your statement then they are going to kill
you," Parmar allegedly told the man.
On another occasion in Nanaimo, Malik also pressured him,
Bellows said.
"Malik tried to persuade him forcefully to change the evidence
he was going to give at the Reyat trial," Bellows said.
The Crown introduced evidence of Malik's financial support of
Reyat's family over the years, claiming Malik committed to
supporting the family after Reyat's June 1991 conviction in the
Narita bombing.
In fact, a $10,000 cheque written by Malik to Reyat's wife,
Satnam Kaur, on June 19, 1991, was entered into evidence, as
were dozens of other cheques made out to members of the Reyat
family for $1,000 or $1,100. All were deposited into Satnam
Reyat's account at the Khalsa Credit Union.
Some of the cheques did not even have a surname on them.
Credit union manager Amarjit Kaur Johal testified Wednesday it
was not the normal practice to deposit cheques without full
names on them.
Satnam Reyat pleaded guilty to welfare fraud in early 2000 after
collecting almost $109,000 in social assistance at the same time
Malik secretly financed her family from his personal account,
business account or from the charitable Satnam Trust he headed.
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The strongest evidence against Ripudaman Singh Malik in the
sensational Air-India case comes from his own mouth in an
explicit admission to a woman he loved and who loved him, B.C.
Supreme Court heard yesterday.
The woman, who cannot be identified under court order, will
testify next month that she had a professional working
relationship with Mr. Malik that evolved into "what I believe can
properly be described as a loving relationship," prosecutor Joe
Bellows told the court.
The witness will say that Mr. Malik demonstrated his feelings by
confiding in her with secrets about his business, personal life,
political beliefs "and ultimately his involvement in a conspiracy
to blow up two planes," Mr. Bellow said.
"He fell in love with the witness and he told her so," Mr. Bellows
said.

"She also loved him but this love was never consummated," he
added.
Mr. Bellows also told the court that another witness, who also
cannot be identified, will testify Mr. Malik asked him to be "a
human sacrific."
The witness will say he was asked to take a suitcase with a bomb
on an Air India flight, Mr. Bellows said.
The preview of anticipated testimony came at the start of the
most crucial portion of the multimillion-dollar Air-India trial.
Mr. Malik and a second defendant, Ajaib Singh Bagri, have been
charged with the murder of 329 people killed in an explosion
aboard an Air India flight on June 25, 1985. They are also on trial
for the death of two baggage handlers killed in a bomb explosion
at Japan's Narita airport 54 minutes earlier.
Although in its eighth week in court, none of the evidence so far
has linked either Mr. Malik or Mr. Bagri to the disaster. Phone
records have shown that they associated with each other and with
others who police say were involved in the conspiracy.
The explicit admission of his involvement in the disaster came a
few days after an article on the Air-India police investigation
appeared in a Punjabi language newspaper on Mar. 28, 1997.
The article obliquely referred to six people involved in the
conspiracy. The witness will testify that Satnam Kaur Reyat, wife
of Inderjit Singh Reyat who was convicted of manslaughter in
the case, identified the six people alleged to be in the conspiracy.

Hours later, the witness confronted Mr. Malik. He tried to
dismiss the allegation, saying he only donated money, she will
say.
But the woman demanded a complete explanation. "And she got
one," Mr. Bellows said.
The woman will tell the court that Mr. Malik said he booked two
tickets for two different flights from Vancouver that were to
connect to Air India flights, Mr. Bellows said.
He changed the reservations to make better connections and he
sent someone to pick up the tickets, giving the person cash to
cover the cost, Mr. Bellows said.
Mr. Malik also gave information to the witness about the role of
others, he added.
Another witness will testify Mr. Malik asked him to take a
suitcase on an Air India flight that he believed would have
contained a bomb. The incident happened months before the AirIndia disaster, possibly before the scheme to place two bombs on
Air-India planes had been developed.
The witness had approached Mr. Malik for financial help. Mr.
Malik asked for a favor in return. He indicated he had a suitcase
he wanted taken to India, Mr. Bellows said.
The witness asked what would happen to his family if he did not
return. Mr. Malik told him that he would be remembered as a
martyr, Mr. Bellows said.

The witness asked Mr. Malik what was in the suitcase. Mr. Malik
responded by referring to a desire to teach a lesson to the
government of India.
The witness decided not to make the trip.
On the day of the Air-India disaster, the witness received a phone
call from someone he could not identified. He was told "the job
was done. Don't open your mouth about it at all," Mr. Bellows
said.
Later that same day, he received a call from Mr. Malik, who
advised him to not tell anyone anything.
Mr. Malik also asked the witness to notify him of anyone who
was asking him about the disaster.
The trial continues.

'Is it that Indian life is cheap?' -- pilot's son
Man questions Canadian justice by drawing Lockerbie
comparison
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Sheila, leave Air India trial Thursday.

ADVERTISEMENT
Anil Singh Hanse wonders why he is sitting in a Canadian
courtroom this week watching the trial of two men accused of
murdering his dad more than 18 years after the crime.
He wonders if justice will ever be done in the death of his pilot
father Narendra Singh Hanse, who was flying the ill-fated Air
India Flight 182 when it exploded, off the coast of Ireland on
June 23, 1985.
"Look at the Lockerbie case," Hanse said Thursday, referring to a
similar airline bombing in 1988 that killed 270. One man was
convicted three years ago and a second was acquitted.
"It's already resolved. The families have [received] their
settlements and moved on."
He wonders why the probe into the Air India bombing -- the
world's deadliest act of aviation terrorism until the 9/11 terrorist
attacks in the U.S. -- has taken so long.
He wonders if the fact the Air India plane was filled with
passengers and crew members who were primarily Indian in
origin lessened the commitment to solve the case.
"Is it that Indian life is cheap?" a frustrated Hanse asked. "In
Lockerbie, it was mostly Americans killed."

Hanse hopes there will be convictions in the case some day, but
is not so sure after listening to four days of evidence in the trial
of Ajaib Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik.
Both are accused of conspiracy, murder and attempted murder in
two 1985 bombings that targeted Air India, the national airline of
India. The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita airport, killing
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Flight 182
exploded, killing all 329 aboard, including the 57-year old pilot
with 32 years of service with Air India.
"It's an eye-opener for me to hear this," Hanse said. "Until there
is a slam-dunk guilty, you never know."
Hanse said it was frustrating to hear evidence in court of Malik's
wealth when his mother, Sheila, had suffered so much
financially.
"Mom got just $15,000 out of Air India for dad," he said, adding
his mother was also denied medical benefits.
She was forced to immigrate with her son to Australia to build a
new life and try to forget. Both were flown to Vancouver by
victims' services for a week at government expense to witness
the trial first-hand.
Hanse almost went with his dad to Canada and would have
returned on Flight 182.
It was a good perk for families of Air India crew members
because they could spend a week in the country visiting relatives
or sight-seeing.

However, the younger Hanse decided instead to return to his job
on the oil rigs off Aberdeen. He agreed to chat by phone with his
dad when Flight 182 landed in London.
An hour short of Heathrow, the plane disappeared from the radar
screen and Hanse never saw his father again. His body was not
recovered.
"My dad was a good guy. He was a fly-boy. He loved the fastpaced life and the travel," Hanse said. "He didn't deserve this."
His father was just two years away from retirement when he was
killed. All the things he had waited to do with his wife, who he
met when she was an Air India flight attendant, were not to be.
Hanse said his dad did not fear a terrorist attack. He had
discussed the possibility of a hijacking with his wife.
Joyce Mitchell was at boarding school with Sheila Hanse. She
was also a flight attendant at Air India with a friend before
emigrating to Seattle. She was also in court supporting Sheila
and Anil Hanse.
"We flew a lot together. He was a great pilot, very generous and
very professional," she said of Narendra Hanse. "It was such a
terrible shock."
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ADVERTISEMENT
Some of the tens of thousands of dollars given by accused Air
India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik to the family of convicted
killer Inderjit Singh Reyat was paid to a relative of Reyat's who
purchased the house in which the Reyat family resided until
recently, according to land title documents obtained by The
Vancouver Sun.
A forensic accountant testified in B.C. Supreme Court Thursday
that Malik paid out more than $50,000 to Reyat's wife, Satnam,
between 1991 and 1996, from personal, business and charitable
accounts. Another $47,000 was deposited from unidentified
sources in an account Reyat had access to in the name of Piara
Singh Panesar. Both accounts were at the Khalsa Credit Union,
of which Malik was president from 1986 until after his October

2000 arrest on terrorism charges.
Panesar is a cousin of Inderjit Reyat's. He opened the account
and gave Satnam Reyat power of attorney on June 27, 1991 -about a month after Reyat was convicted of manslaughter in a
June 23, 1985 bombing at Tokyo's Narita Airport.
Accountant David Hooper testified Thursday the first deposit into
the Panesar-Satnam Reyat account was $10,000 that was given to
Satnam Reyat by Malik in mid-June, 1991.
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are accused of conspiracy, murder
and attempted murder in two 1985 bombings that targeted Air
India -- the national airline of India. The first bomb exploded at
Narita, killing two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later,
Flight 182 exploded, killing all 329 people aboard the aircraft.
Reyat, after serving 10 years for the Narita blast, pleaded guilty
to manslaughter in the Air India case in February and was
sentenced to another five years.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson was told Thursday that Satnam
Reyat made most of the transactions involving the Panesar
account
But it was impossible to determine from what source Reyat
received most of the money deposited in the account because
many of the records, including cancelled cheques normally kept
on file, were not at the Khalsa Credit Union when the RCMP
raided it on Sept. 1, 1999, court was told.
Hooper said Malik paid Satnam Reyat from his own account, the
business account of Papillon Eastern Imports and from two

registered charities he founded -- the Satnam Education Society
of B.C. and the Satnam trust.
He testified that another man named Paramjit Singh Panesar
received regular monthly payments from Satnam Reyat of $1,000
for the same period Malik was providing her with cheques.
Paramjit Panesar is also a relative of Reyat's. According to land
title records, he purchased a Surrey house at 6789-124A Street
for $199,500 in July, 1993. Satnam Reyat and her four children
then moved into the house. According to Panesar's mortgage
documents, he was paying $934 a month for the property.
The records indicate Panesar sold the house to Reyat's son Didar
for the bargain price of $175,000 in February, 2002, while the
younger Reyat was working for his father's publicly-funded
defence team.
Then just last month, Didar Reyat sold the house again -- for
$238,000, realizing a $63,000 profit over his 18-month
ownership.
Didar Reyat signed the transfer papers to the new owners on
August 19, 2003 in Hamilton, Ont., the land title forms indicate.
His sister Charanjit Kaur Reyat moved to Hamilton in July for
her arranged marriage to the son of a former Ontario leader of
the Babbar Khalsa and continues to reside there.
Both Didar and another sister, Pritpal, had been working for
Inderjit Reyat's defence team until several of the lawyers quit in
protest in the spring of 2002. A complaint was made to the B.C.
Law Society and the RCMP is also investigating. Both Reyat

siblings were let go by Reyat's new lead lawyer, David Gibbons,
who negotiated the plea.
Reyat was called as a Crown witness against Malik and Bagri
last week, but was evasive and contradictory on the witness
stand. He admitted he was asked to build a terrorist bomb in
1985 by the late Babbar Khalsa leader Talwinder Singh Parmar,
but said nothing to implicate either Malik or Bagri and bowed to
the two men at the beginning and end of his testimony.
The prosecution alleges Malik financed Reyat's family for years
to buy his silence in the mass murder case.
But Malik's lawyers have said repeatedly in court that Malik was
simply a Sikh leader helping the less fortunate in his community.
Satnam Reyat collected welfare throughout the period Malik
provided her with secret payments. None of the cheques she
received from Malik was made out to her full name and many
were written out to her daughters, using an initial instead of a
first name and the common Sikh name Kaur as a surname.
In early 2000, Satnam Reyat pleaded guilty to welfare fraud for
collecting about $109,000 under the table while on social
assistance between August 1991 and May 1998.
She claimed to welfare officials that she had just one account at
the Royal Bank into which her welfare cheques were deposited.
But she also had the two accounts at the Khalsa Credit Union
into which all the other money was deposited.
While collecting welfare, Satnam Reyat obtained several credit
cards, including a Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce VISA,

stating on the applications that she was employed at the Khalsa
pre-school and earning $1,300 a month, according to search
warrant documents in her fraud case.
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Vancouver Ñ The family of a British Columbia man who was
convicted of manslaughter in the Air-India disaster received
$50,825 in the years after he was sent to jail from Ripudaman
Singh Malik and organizations with which Mr. Malik was
associated, B.C. Supreme Court heard Thursday.
The wife of Inderjit Singh Reyat received the first cheque Ñ for
$10,000 Ñ in 1991, one week after Mr. Reyat was convicted of
manslaughter for the death of two baggage handlers killed by a
bomb explosion in 1985 at Japan's Narita airport, forensic
accountant David Hooper said.
Mr. Hooper also told the court that he was not aware of any link
between Mr. Malik's bank accounts and the stack of bills

totalling $3,000 in the denomination of fifties and one hundreds
that were used to buy tickets on two flights from Vancouver that
carried bombs to connecting Air-India flights.
Mr. Hooper said he has reviewed about 14,000 pages of
documents over the past five years dealing with Mr. Malik's
financial records for over a decade. "I never looked for anything
like that," he said. "I wasn't asked to look for that."
Mr. Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are on trial for murder in the
death of the two Japanese baggage handlers and the death of 329
people killed 54 minutes later in a midair explosion aboard an
Air-India flight from Canada.
The prosecution alleges that Mr. Malik, Mr. Bagri and Mr. Reyat
were part of a larger conspiracy that arranged for the two bombs
to be placed on flights leaving Vancouver. Testimony expected
next month will indicate that Mr. Malik told a friend he was
providing financial support to Mr. Reyat's wife because he made
a commitment to Mr. Reyat, prosecutor Joe Bellows told the
court earlier this week.
Mr. Malik told his friend that Mr. Reyat had done "a great service
for Sikhism" and what he did would not be forgotten, Mr.
Bellows said.
Mr. Hooper told the court the records show Mr. Malik transferred
about $15,000 into Ms. Reyat's account at the Khalsa Credit
Union.
She also received $23,000 from a charitable organization started
by Mr. Malik and others and $11,000 from Mr. Malik's private
clothing company.

Air India judge doesn't buy millionaire suspect's claim of poverty
Taxpayers shouldn't have to pay more for Ripudaman Singh
Malik's defence

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
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CREDIT:ÊFelicity Don, Special to the Vancouver Sun

Justice Judy Stromberg-Stein reads her judgment as Malik the
defendant watches via video link.

ADVERTISEMENT
The Air India bombing trial was adjourned Friday after a B.C.
Supreme Court judge ruled that alleged terrorist Ripudaman
Singh Malik is still a multi-millionaire and is not entitled to
additional government money to pay his lawyers.
Malik's trial lawyers told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson Friday
afternoon they might have to withdraw as counsel if an
appropriate funding arrangement is not reached by Wednesday.
Bill Smart and David Crossin appeared before Josephson, the

trial judge, after Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein rejected Malik's
application for more money, saying he "has submitted erroneous,
contradictory and unreliable evidence" about his finances.
In her strongly worded decision, Stromberg-Stein said Malik
"remains a multi-millionaire despite leading evidence to suggest
his net worth is zero." She said evidence provided by Malik and
his family at a two-week hearing in August was "unbelievable."
The Maliks claimed the patriarch no longer had any assets to
contribute to his defence -- despite his shares in two multimillionaire dollar companies -- because of outstanding debts to
his children and brothers totalling more than $1 million.
"The evidence establishes a collective effort by Mr. Malik and
the Malik family members to diminish the value of his estate,"
Stromberg-Stein said.
Crossin said both he and Smart would work hard to come to
some sort of agreement with the government in the next few
days.
"We are very anxious to stay on track," he said.
He quoted the last paragraph of Stromberg-Stein's ruling, which
said: "It is in the interests of justice that this trial into the deaths
18 years ago of many innocent people continues to an orderly
conclusion. Nothing in this judgment precludes an agreement
between the attorney-general and Mr. Malik for interim funding
with appropriate security."
Josephson said he would be waiting eagerly for the matter to be
resolved and said the trial would reconvene Wednesday.

"I am very pleased to hear there is some room for optimism. It
will make for a much better weekend for me. But I will be on
tenterhooks until I hear the results," Josephson said, adding the
associate chief justice will be available throughout the weekend
to aid the negotiations.
Attorney-General Geoff Plant said "the ball is now in Mr. Malik's
court."
"Mr. Malik has made some claims that appear on the evidence to
be false," Plant said. "I think we should be able to work through
this in a way that preserves the trial."
Stromberg-Stein ruled that debts Malik claimed are owed to
relatives are not "bona fide" and should be disregarded by the
court. And she suggested "there is evidence of collusion" in
efforts to secure one of the amounts Malik claimed.
"Mr. Malik can certainly pay the balance of anticipated defence
fees and he has the option of scaling back his defence team so it
is more affordable," Stromberg-Stein said.
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with
murder, attempted murder and conspiracy in two June 23, 1985
bombings that targeted Air India. The first bomb exploded at
Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed two baggage handlers. Less
than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of
Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair plotted with other B.C.-based Sikh
extremists against India's national airline to retaliate against the
Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,

Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Bagri's defence is 100 per cent publicly funded, while Malik
made a $650,000 contribution to his lawyers' fees before
applying for aid in the fall of 2001.
Malik then received $3.6 million in tax dollars for his 11-person
legal team after an interim funding agreement was reached in
February, 2002. As part of that agreement, he committed to assist
with the cost by using his assets -- a women's clothing company
and hotel in Harrison Hot Springs.
But the government alleged Malik then breached the agreement
by suddenly saying he was "indigent" and unable to contribute
anything more.
Malik told the August hearing he needs about $2.7 million more
for the rest of his trial, for a total of more than $6 million.
Stromberg-Stein said Malik claimed at his bail hearing three
years ago to be worth almost $12 million, but now says he is
broke.
"Mr. and Mrs. Malik have manipulated facts to suit their
particular needs," she said in her 36-page decision.
The August hearing was a fascinating glimpse into the lives of
the Malik family. His wife, Raminder, said she still loved him but
didn't want to pay his legal bills. She supports three adult sons, a
daughter-in-law, two teens and a nephew from India who all live
together in a Shaughnessy mansion.
They drive expensive cars including a Mercedes, a Lexus and a

Chevy Blazer and gave away a 1998 Land Rover. Three of the
sons are in their 20s, including lawyer Jaspreet and his lawyer
wife. Yet none of them contributes a penny to the household
expenses.
"Following Mr. Malik's arrest, his family continued to transfer,
give away and buy luxury vehicles," Stromberg-Stein noted.
"There has been no attempt to cut back on their standard of
living."
Stromberg-Stein agreed with the attorney general's ministry on
almost every point made at the hearing.
"I agree with the attorney- general that Mr. Malik's application
should be dismissed," Stromberg-Stein said. "Mr. Malik has
failed to meet the factual and evidentiary onus to establish
indigence."
She said "the evidence shows vast sums of money move in and
out of the many business and personal accounts; large sums of
money could have been, or could be available to Mr. Malik.
"The Maliks have consistently reported and enjoyed significant
income for years and have made large charitable contributions
and donations over the years. There is evidence of thousands of
dollars of discretionary payments that have been prioritized over
legal fees."
Malik's lawyer on the money application, Kevin Woodall,
refused to comment after the decision, except to say: "We are
still considering the impact."
Lawyer John Waddell, who represented the attorney-general

ministry during the hearing, said the decision was
"unprecedented," given that it happened in the middle of "a long
and complicated trial."
"This is unprecedented and obviously it is a situation that will
require some thinking and consideration on all sides," Waddell
said. "Obviously, it is pleasing to have the submissions made by
the Crown accepted by the court. Beyond that I have no ability to
say what is going to happen."
More than a dozen relatives of victims of Air India Flight 182, as
well as two of Malik's sons and a daughter-in-law of Malik were
in court to hear Stromberg-Stein make her announcement.
Outside court, both Jaspreet and Darshan Malik refused to
comment.
Perviz Madon, who lost her husband, Sam, in the bombing,
called the ruling a good day for justice.
"This was the day something positive has come out. Mr. Malik
can now pay for his trial," Madon said. "This was a good day for
us. It was swift and quick and hopefully the trial will end quickly
as well."
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ADVERTISEMENT
Some of the tens of thousands of dollars given by accused Air
India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik to the family of convicted
killer Inderjit Singh Reyat was paid to a relative of Reyat's who
purchased the house in which the Reyat family resided until
recently, according to land title documents obtained by The
Vancouver Sun.
A forensic accountant testified in B.C. Supreme Court Thursday
that Malik paid out more than $50,000 to Reyat's wife, Satnam,
between 1991 and 1996, from personal, business and charitable
accounts. Another $47,000 was deposited from unidentified
sources in an account Reyat had access to in the name of Piara
Singh Panesar. Both accounts were at the Khalsa Credit Union,
of which Malik was president from 1986 until after his October
2000 arrest on terrorism charges.

Panesar is a cousin of Inderjit Reyat's. He opened the account
and gave Satnam Reyat power of attorney on June 27, 1991 -about a month after Reyat was convicted of manslaughter in a
June 23, 1985 bombing at Tokyo's Narita Airport.
Accountant David Hooper testified Thursday the first deposit into
the Panesar-Satnam Reyat account was $10,000 that was given to
Satnam Reyat by Malik in mid-June, 1991.
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are accused of conspiracy, murder
and attempted murder in two 1985 bombings that targeted Air
India -- the national airline of India. The first bomb exploded at
Narita, killing two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later,
Flight 182 exploded, killing all 329 people aboard the aircraft.
Reyat, after serving 10 years for the Narita blast, pleaded guilty
to manslaughter in the Air India case in February and was
sentenced to another five years.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson was told Thursday that Satnam
Reyat made most of the transactions involving the Panesar
account
But it was impossible to determine from what source Reyat
received most of the money deposited in the account because
many of the records, including cancelled cheques normally kept
on file, were not at the Khalsa Credit Union when the RCMP
raided it on Sept. 1, 1999, court was told.
Hooper said Malik paid Satnam Reyat from his own account, the
business account of Papillon Eastern Imports and from two
registered charities he founded -- the Satnam Education Society
of B.C. and the Satnam trust.

He testified that another man named Paramjit Singh Panesar
received regular monthly payments from Satnam Reyat of $1,000
for the same period Malik was providing her with cheques.
Paramjit Panesar is also a relative of Reyat's. According to land
title records, he purchased a Surrey house at 6789-124A Street
for $199,500 in July, 1993. Satnam Reyat and her four children
then moved into the house. According to Panesar's mortgage
documents, he was paying $934 a month for the property.
The records indicate Panesar sold the house to Reyat's son Didar
for the bargain price of $175,000 in February, 2002, while the
younger Reyat was working for his father's publicly-funded
defence team.
Then just last month, Didar Reyat sold the house again -- for
$238,000, realizing a $63,000 profit over his 18-month
ownership.
Didar Reyat signed the transfer papers to the new owners on
August 19, 2003 in Hamilton, Ont., the land title forms indicate.
His sister Charanjit Kaur Reyat moved to Hamilton in July for
her arranged marriage to the son of a former Ontario leader of
the Babbar Khalsa and continues to reside there.
Both Didar and another sister, Pritpal, had been working for
Inderjit Reyat's defence team until several of the lawyers quit in
protest in the spring of 2002. A complaint was made to the B.C.
Law Society and the RCMP is also investigating. Both Reyat
siblings were let go by Reyat's new lead lawyer, David Gibbons,
who negotiated the plea.

Reyat was called as a Crown witness against Malik and Bagri
last week, but was evasive and contradictory on the witness
stand. He admitted he was asked to build a terrorist bomb in
1985 by the late Babbar Khalsa leader Talwinder Singh Parmar,
but said nothing to implicate either Malik or Bagri and bowed to
the two men at the beginning and end of his testimony.
The prosecution alleges Malik financed Reyat's family for years
to buy his silence in the mass murder case.
But Malik's lawyers have said repeatedly in court that Malik was
simply a Sikh leader helping the less fortunate in his community.
Satnam Reyat collected welfare throughout the period Malik
provided her with secret payments. None of the cheques she
received from Malik was made out to her full name and many
were written out to her daughters, using an initial instead of a
first name and the common Sikh name Kaur as a surname.
In early 2000, Satnam Reyat pleaded guilty to welfare fraud for
collecting about $109,000 under the table while on social
assistance between August 1991 and May 1998.
She claimed to welfare officials that she had just one account at
the Royal Bank into which her welfare cheques were deposited.
But she also had the two accounts at the Khalsa Credit Union
into which all the other money was deposited.
While collecting welfare, Satnam Reyat obtained several credit
cards, including a Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce VISA,
stating on the applications that she was employed at the Khalsa
pre-school and earning $1,300 a month, according to search

warrant documents in her fraud case.
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VANCOUVER (CP) _ A B.C. Supreme Court judge has turned
down a demand that one of the accused in the Air India bombing
case be given legal aid.
Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein of B.C. Supreme Court rejected
the application Friday without detailing her reasons in court.
Ripudaman Singh Malik, one of two B.C. men charged with firstdegree murder and conspiracy in the 1985 bombings that killed
331 people, had applied for government help to fund his 11lawyer defence team.
Malik, a millionaire Vancouver entrepreneur, claimed he had
exhausted his fortune fighting the charges in what is the worst
mass murder case in Canadian history.
But lawyers for the B.C. government argued Malik had access to
money via assets he owns jointly with his wife, who now runs
the family's various businesses.

At a hearing this summer, Malik's wife testified she would not
pay for her husband's defence because she and her family needed
the money to live.
In her written decision, the judge said Malik and his family have
tried to arrange his financial and business affairs "to minimize
the value of his estate, to render him insolvent, and to therefore
limit the amount of his contribution or eliminate that obligation
entirely.
"His family's evidence that they will not assist him with his legal
fees is simply unbelievable. He supports them all. He remains the
driving force.''
Malik's lawyers had warned rejecting the legal-aid bid could
have ``significant consequences'' in the complex trial, which has
been underway for months.
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, a Kamloops, B.C., sawmill worker,
are on trial in the bombing of Air India Flight 182, which
exploded over the Atlantic Ocean on June 23, 1985, killing 329
people, most of them Canadians.
They're also charged in the deaths the same day of two baggage
handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport when a suitcase exploded as it
was being transferred to another Air India flight.
Malik and Bagri have been in custody since their arrest in
October 2000.
It's estimated the investigation and prosecution, including
construction of a special, high-security courtroom in Vancouver,

could cost up to $100 million.
Judge explains why Reyat not hostile
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Inderjit Singh Reyat may have been lying when he testified at the
Air India trial, but that does not make him a hostile witness, B.C.
Supreme Court Justice Ian Bruce Josephson said in written
reasons Friday for a decision he handed down last weekend.
Josephson said Reyat's account of his involvement in the June
23, 1985 bombings "has been roughly consistent since his arrest
in 1985."
Last weekend Josephson rejected a Crown application to treat
Reyat as a hostile witness, which would have meant he could be
more aggressively questioned and cross-examined.
Because Reyat's story has been consistent, Josephson said "a
more reasonable inference is that his evidence flows from a
desire for self-preservation by minimizing his criminal conduct
and a desire to protect his companions in crime.
"If these motives were to be regarded as sufficient to infer a

hostile animus to the Crown, that inference would follow in
almost every case where a witness offers evidence which can be
demonstrated to be untruthful," Josephson said.
Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter in February for supplying
materials used in the bombing of Air India Flight 182, killing all
329 aboard. He had earlier been sentenced to 10 years for
another blast the same day that killed two baggage handlers at
Tokyo's Narita Airport.
Reyat was called as a Crown witness against the two other men
charged in both bombings -- Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri.
He did not implicate either man and claimed not to know the
identity of the person to whom he provided the bomb parts.
The Crown claimed he told "a pack of lies" under oath and made
the hostile witness application.
But Josephson said the two main factors in such an application
have to be proof that the witness has made inconsistent
statements or appears physically or verbally hostile to the Crown
in the witness box.
Josephson said Reyat was not obviously hostile in court and that
the Crown did not introduce prior inconsistent statements in
making its application.
He said Reyat's story was the same one he gave to police in 1985
and roughly the same as the Crown's theory at Reyat's 1990 trial
for the Narita bombing.

"It also formed the basis of the Crown's acceptance of Mr.
Reyat's plea of guilty to manslaughter in the course of this trial,"
Josephson said.
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The Khalsa Credit Union has still not received confidential
documents back from a former director despite a B.C. Supreme
Court order that the records be surrendered.
Credit union lawyer Andrew Sandilands said Tuesday that
Kulwarn Singh Parmar has not returned the material in question,
nor indicated when it might be given back.
"Despite all this, Mr. Parmar still hasn't returned anything,"
Sandilands said.
In a Sept. 12 ruling, Justice Marion Allan ordered Parmar to
return the documents and not disclose any confidential
information about the credit union in future.

"And that was the primary purpose of the action," Sandilands
said.
Aseem Dosanjh, Parmar's lawyer, said Tuesday that he is in the
process of collecting the confidential documents to return them to
the credit union.
"We hope to do that really soon," Dosanjh said, adding that he
hopes to go back to court to obtain costs.
He said he feels his client is entitled to costs because Parmar had
made a settlement offer before the trial to give the documents
back and to consent not to disclose any confidential information.
"Our opinion is that we had previously agreed to everything the
judge ordered."
But Sandilands believes the ruling provided stronger orders than
the settlement offer.
"We are still of the view that the order that we got was still
somewhat better than what Mr. Parmar offered," Sandilands said.
The credit union filed a suit against Parmar last year after a
broadcast on Radio India made allegations about a transaction
involving a credit union director. The station said it had obtained
the bank records of the transaction in question.
Parmar had been passed the records in question and had written
to the provincial regulator to try to get the matter investigated.
In its suit, the credit union claimed Parmar had passed the

records to Radio India and breached confidentiality,
However, the reporter who got the documents testified at the trial
last month that he received them from Hardial Singh Johal, a
perennial candidate for the credit union board who was a suspect
in the Air India case when he died last year.
"Although there is no evidence as to how Mr. Johal obtained the
documents, it appears clear that he must have obtained them
improperly," Allan said in her reasons for judgment.
"However, I do not find the plaintiff has established, on a balance
of probabilities, that Mr. Johal obtained them from Mr. Parmar."
Sandilands said the radio broadcast was the catalyst in launching
the lawsuit because the credit union received complaints from
members afterwards.
"There is no doubt in my mind that the credit union's purpose in
bringing this lawsuit was that it was an embarrassment to them
that Radio India and others were letting it be known that there
were documents out in circulation that related to individual
accounts," Sandilands said. "It was our belief and it still is our
belief that Mr. Parmar either directly or indirectly provided the
documents to Radio India and we lost that part -- no doubt."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Continuation of Air India trial in doubt over funding
Defence lawyers are expected to ask for a second adjournment
today

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, September 24, 2003
"We know that Mr. Malik is able to afford to pay for his defence.
I think it is reasonable for me to assume that we should have the
trial continue."

ADVERTISEMENT
The Air India trial could be headed for its second adjournment in
a week after a stalemate between the attorney-general's ministry
and accused bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik over his legal fees.
Attorney-General Geoff Plant told The Vancouver Sun on
Tuesday there have been informal talks between his ministry and
Malik's lawyers since Friday, when a B.C. Supreme Court judge
ruled Malik remains a multimillionaire and is not entitled to
additional government funding.
Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein also ruled nothing in her decision
precluded the government from negotiating an interim funding
agreement with the appropriate security so the trial would not be
delayed.
However, Plant said there is no such deal in place despite the fact
the trial is scheduled to resume.

"If there is a desire to come forward with some other helpful
proposals, my door's not closed and we are willing to have
conversations," Plant said. "I want the trial to continue but what I
also know is that the issue Mr. Malik was concerned about has
been tried and a decision rendered against him. We know Mr.
Malik is able to afford to pay for his defence. I think it is
reasonable for me to assume we should have the trial continue."
The trial was adjourned Friday at the request of Malik's criminal
lawyers. Bill Smart, who is on Malik's legal team, said Tuesday
he could not comment.
A request for a second adjournment is expected today.
Malik, a successful Vancouver businessman until his arrest on
terrorism charges in October, 2000, claimed at his bail hearing
three years ago to have a joint net worth with his wife Raminder
of almost $12 million.
However, a year after his arrest, he applied for funding under a
Rowbotham application, which allows people not normally
entitled to legal aid some financial assistance in special
circumstances. Plant's ministry then negotiated an interim
agreement on the basis Malik would continue to contribute to his
defence.
So far, the government has paid $3.6 million to Malik's lawyers,
who say they need another $2.7 million to finish the historic trial.
This summer, Malik claimed he could not contribute anything
more, despite his joint ownership of a women's clothing
company and a hotel in Harrison Hot Springs. He said he had
outstanding debts to his brothers and children of more than $1

million.
Stromberg-Stein ruled those debts were not "bona fide" and that
the Malik family has moved money around to make it look as if
the patriarch is broke.
Plant said his ministry has tried hard to reach a fair agreement
with Malik.
"We tried for months to do that and eventually the issue had to be
litigated. The outcome of the trial judgment on that issue does in
my view change the situation quite significantly. I still don't have
my door closed to options about how we can move forward, but,
as I think about what options might be available, I do so from a
perspective that takes into account what the judge said and what
the judge did."
Plant would not elaborate on the discussions between the
ministry and Malik's representatives.
"There have been conversations, but there have been
conversations among these people let's say for a month," Plant
said. "Things changed [last] Friday."
Lawyer Kevin Woodall, who represents Malik on the funding
issue, did not return phone calls Tuesday.
Richard Peck, lawyer for co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, also
declined to comment on the possibility of another delay in the
massive criminal case.
The Crown had just begun the portion of its case against Malik
when the trial was adjourned over the funding problems. Key

Crown witnesses, some of whom are protected, were due to
testify this week under security arrangements.
Malik and Bagri are charged with eight counts including murder,
attempted murder and conspiracy in two 1985 bombings
targeting Air India which killed 331. The first bomb exploded at
Tokyo's Narita Airport on June 23, 1985, killing two baggage
handlers. Less than an hour later, Flight 182 exploded off the
coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the men were part of a group of B.C. Sikh
separatists who plotted against India's national airline to retaliate
for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
TODAY: Funding battle could delay trial

CP
Wednesday, September 24, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
VANCOUVER -- The Air India trial has been delayed while
lawyers try to work out a temporary funding deal for a
millionaire accused in the bombing.
B.C. Supreme Court Associate Chief Justice Patrick Dohm has
agreed to facilitate funding negotiations between the provincial

government and lawyers for Ripudaman Singh Malik.
Last week a judge said she didn't believe Malik was broke and
ruled he had to pay for his own defence.
Malik's lawyer David Crossin told the court it could take a year
for his client to sell some of his assets. Crossin says he's been
told it's costing $100 million to prosecute the case, and the trial
must proceed.
Defence lawyer Richard Peck says if a funding deal can't be
worked out the trial could go off the rails.
Crown counsel spokesman Geoffrey Gaul insists the prosecution
will be ready when the case is set to resume next week.
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with mass murder in
the 1985 bombing of an Air India jet in which 329 people died.
Air India trial in peril: lawyer
Could 'go off rails' over funding, says counsel for accused

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, September 25, 2003
(Ajaib Singh) Bagri

ADVERTISEMENT
The Air India trial "could go off the rails" unless a funding
conflict between accused bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik and
the B.C. government is resolved, B.C. Supreme Court was told
Wednesday.
Richard Peck, lawyer for co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, made
the comment as the trial was adjourned for the second time in
five days. He said he was only agreeing to the week-long
adjournment in the hope that Malik and the ministry of the
attorney-general can resolve their impasse and the trial can
resume next Wednesday.
"It is with great reluctance that we are prepared to consent to this
adjournment given that it is a short adjournment and given that it
may result in something good coming from the time spent and
recognizing if it doesn't, this trial could go off the rails," Peck
told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson, adding that his client's rights
are affected by a delay.
"Whether we would be prepared to consent again is highly
doubtful. Mr. Bagri has been ready to go for quite some time. He
has never caused one delay in the course of this trial."
Josephson said that the adjournment seemed to be the only way
to get the trial back on track.
"It is most regrettable that the trial is being adjourned in this
fashion," he said. "To state the obvious perhaps, the interests of
justice require that this issue be resolved with haste so that this
trial can proceed."

Malik was receiving funding from the B.C. government for his
defence team until last Friday when another B.C. Supreme Court
judge ruled that he remains a multimillionaire and is not entitled
to any more public money.
But Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein said her strongly worded
ruling on Malik's ability to pay his own lawyers did not preclude
an interim funding agreement between the government and the
accused terrorist to avoid a delay in the trial.
However, Attorney-General Geoff Plant has repeatedly said since
Friday that it is up to Malik to come up with a satisfactory
proposal given Stromberg-Stein's ruling.
David Crossin, one of Malik's criminal lawyers, told the court
Wednesday that it could take a year for Malik to sell the
Executive Inn he owns with his wife in Harrison Hot Springs.
The hotel is worth somewhere between $3.4 and $4.3 million.
"It appears that a solution which will allow the trial to continue
now cannot occur without the government funding being
accorded to Mr. Malik," Crossin said. "We don't have the luxury
of time to debate what assets are available."
Crossin said the Air India prosecution is costing $100 million
and should not be delayed further.
"We must proceed, we must find a solution, we're on the eve of
the most fundamental evidence against Mr. Malik," he said.
He said lawyers for both Malik and his wife are prepared to sit
down with Associate Chief Justice Patrick Dohm, who has

offered to mediate. That information has been conveyed to the
attorney-general's ministry.
The issue of funding for the defence teams is handled by a
different branch of the ministry than the one responsible for the
prosecution. And Josephson, the trial judge, is also insulated
from those negotiations.
Lead prosecutor Robert Wright told the court he agreed with the
adjournment, but might have a different view if the delay goes
beyond next week.
"We do recognize that a short adjournment is in the interests of
the public and justice generally," he said.
"None of us wish this trial to be delayed. We are indeed reaching
a critical portion of the trial. But we are faced with a reality here
that a short adjournment may well resolve it."
Malik, a successful Vancouver businessman until his arrest on
terrorism charges in October, 2000, claimed at his bail hearing
three years ago to have a joint net worth with his wife Raminder
of almost $12 million.
However, a year after his arrest, he applied for funding under a
Rowbotham application, which allows people not normally
entitled to legal aid some financial assistance in special
circumstances. Plant's ministry then negotiated an interim
agreement on the basis Malik would continue to contribute to his
defence.
So far, the government has paid $3.6 million to Malik's lawyers,
who say they need another $2.7 million to finish the historic trial.

This summer, Malik claimed he could not contribute anything
more, despite his joint ownership of a women's clothing
company and the Executive Inn. He said he had outstanding
debts to his brothers and children of more than $1 million.
Stromberg-Stein ruled those debts were not "bona fide" and that
the Malik family has moved money around to make it look as if
Malik is broke.
Malik and Bagri are charged with eight counts including murder,
attempted murder and conspiracy in two 1985 bombings
targeting Air India which killed 331. The Crown alleges the men
were part of a group of B.C. Sikh separatists who plotted against
India's national airline to retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a
year earlier on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Both men watched Wednesday's proceedings via closed-circuit
television from the Vancouver jail where they have spent almost
three years.
In the courtroom to see the accused men were about a dozen
relatives of victims of the Air India bombing who had flown to
Vancouver for a week of the trial at the Canadian government's
expense. Those relatives, who were briefed by the prosecution
later Wednesday, are due to leave again before the trial resumes.
"We'll be taking steps to ensure that the victims' families are
treated fairly and are able to keep in touch with what's going on,"
Gaul said.
kbolan@png.canwest.com

Air India trial judge fears delays imperil 'fair resolution' another
delay in proceedings
Judge grants another adjournment, third in two weeks, over fee
dispute

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, October 02, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
Negotiations continued Wednesday between the B.C.
government and lawyers for accused terrorist Ripudaman Singh
Malik as the Air India trial was adjourned for the third time in
two weeks because of an impasse over legal aid.
Malik lawyer Bill Smart told B.C. Supreme Court he hopes a
satisfactory arrangement can be made over the next few days so
the trial can resume Monday.
"It's in the public interest to give these efforts of reaching an
agreement a few more days because the consequences of not
doing so to the administration of justice are very significant,"
Smart said.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson allowed the adjournment, but
expressed concerns about the continuing delays in Canada's
worst mass murder case.

"It impairs the ability of our judicial system to try and achieve a
fair, just and efficient resolution to the indictment," Josephson
said of the interruptions that have occurred because of Malik's
funding woes.
The Air India suspect, who was a successful businessman when
arrested three years ago, claimed over the summer that he was
too broke to contribute to his government-funded legal team.
But another Supreme Court judge ruled that Malik remains a
multimillionaire and is not entitled to additional funding beyond
the $3.6 million of public money already paid to his lawyers.
However, Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein also said nothing in her
ruling precludes the government from providing interim
financing with the appropriate security to ensure the continuation
of the Air India trial.
Malik is half-owner of two businesses that gross millions every
year --Papillon, a successful Vancouver women's clothing
company, and the Executive Inn in Harrison Hot Springs.
Richard Peck, who represents co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri,
called the situation "deplorable" and said he would only agree to
wait a few more days.
"This is the last adjournment we will agree to in this case," Peck
said. He noted earlier that his client, a Kamloops mill worker at
the time of his arrest, has not caused a single delay in the
massive trial.
"I simply urge compromise on both sides," Josephson said. "In
my respectful view the interests of justice demand it."

Lead prosecutor Bob Wright agreed with the adjournment and
said everyone involved in the case is hoping a resolution can be
worked out.
The Crown was beginning its key evidence against Malik when
the trial was adjourned because of the funding problem.
Geoff Gaul, who speaks for the team of Air India prosecutors,
reiterated outside court that his branch of the attorney-general's
ministry has nothing to do with the funding negotiations, which
are handled by another section of the ministry.
"The Crown is ready to resume Monday at the point we left off,"
Gaul said. "We are obviously concerned like everyone involved."
Malik's lawyers said in August they need an additional $2.7
million to cover the rest of the trial.
Kevin Woodall, Malik's lawyer in the funding negotiations, has
not returned repeated telephone calls.
Malik claimed at his bail hearing three years ago to have a joint
net worth with his wife Raminder of almost $12 million.
But a year after his arrest, he applied for funding under a
Rowbotham application, which allows people not normally
entitled to legal aid some financial assistance in special
circumstances. The attorney-general's ministry then negotiated an
interim agreement on the basis Malik would continue to
contribute to his defence.
kbolan@png.canwest.com

Risk to Air India trial over funding likened to Ho case
ANALYSIS I Lengthy, complex trials make it harder to finance
defence, lawyers say

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, October 04, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
Anyone who thinks there is no risk of the Air India bombing trial
being derailed by a funding dispute should check the case of Gou
Din (Tommy) Ho.
Ho, once accused in the biggest heroin bust in B.C. history, is
back in China a year after charges against him were stayed when
the federal government refused to pay for his lawyers.
The Department of Justice is appealing the stay and has a hearing
scheduled in the B.C. Court of Appeal Nov. 3.
Like Ho, both men accused in the Air India bombing -Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri -- made
Rowbotham applications for special government funding.
Rowbothams allow those who wouldn't normally qualify for
legal aid -- or need more than the $50,000 limit -- to get special
funding for complex or lengthy criminal proceedings.

Bagri's 10 lawyers continue to get paid out of public funds.
Malik's team was paid $3.6 million by the government before a
Sept. 19 ruling by Madame Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein said
Malik was not entitled to additional funding because he remains
a multimillionaire.
That ruling and the impasse over how much Malik can afford to
pay his 11-member defence team has led to three adjournments at
a critical juncture in the historic trial into Canada's worst mass
murder.
Lawyers for Malik, his wife and the ministry of the attorneygeneral have been talking for days about how to get the issue
resolved so the trial can continue. The next witness is scheduled
to be called Monday.
Attorney-General Geoff Plant said Friday that his ministry is
trying to find the right balance between the rights of accused
people and the obligation of government in Rowbotham cases.
"When the risk of a stay is created in the context of someone
who appears to be a pretty risky offender, then the pressure on
the Crown to provide coverage starts to become, in my view,
unfair," Plant said.
In other words, no government leader wants to see charges
stayed in a murder case over a funding dispute.
"Without impugning bad motives to lawyers, that's great
bargaining leverage for defence counsel," Plant said.
Malik and his wife Raminder own a women's clothing company

called Papillon, the Executive Inn in Harrison Hot Springs and
several properties in Vancouver and on Vancouver Island.
However, they say they don't have the $2.7 million in hand that
Malik's lawyers believe they need to complete the trial.
If the government made a mistake in handling the Malik
application, it was in reaching an interim agreement 18 months
ago without proper security, Plant said.
"One of the lessons from the Malik experience is government
will probably have to play hardball from day one more often than
not. The longer you allow interim funding to be provided without
resolving the basic issue of entitlement the more that the question
of the balance of power starts to operate against government," he
said.
"We are not going to delay these things until we are half-way
through the trial."
Plant doesn't know how much his ministry has spent on its legal
challenge of Malik's worth. But he said his staff is conscious of
the fact that at some point the costs incurred are greater than the
amount of money at stake.
"The dollars are big enough in the case of Malik that there is a
need to make a certain investment to see if you can protect a
larger investment," he said.
Plant said he is hopeful the trial will not be unduly delayed.
"I am mindful there is a strong public interest in keeping the trial
on track. But I do know in long, complicated trials there are

adjournments from time to time."
If there is no agreement by Monday, Bagri lawyer Richard Peck
has already indicated he intends to file an application to protect
the rights of his client, who he said has not caused a single delay
in the trial. He called the delays over the money issue
"deplorable."
Stromberg-Stein's ruling, which came after a three-week hearing
into Malik's wealth, "will provide us with a pretty useful set of
principles to help us respond to these cases as they arise," Plant
said.
Plant has expressed concern about the growing numbers of
Rowbotham applications being received by government.
In 1996, his ministry had just a single Rowbotham application.
By 2001, there were 81 such applications. The amount spent by
government on Rowbotham funding doubled in that same period
from $600,000 to $1.2 million.
"We are still wrestling with trying to create a policy framework
[for Rowbothams]," Plant said.
"How you create a policy framework that treats accused people
fairly without exposing government to unfair demands is a tough
balancing act."
The Air India case isn't the only high-profile prosecution in
which millions of public dollars are going to defence teams.
Accused serial killer Robert (Willy) Pickton is also receiving
Rowbotham funding, despite family real estate assets valued in

the millions.
Defence lawyer Peter Wilson, who once represented Tommy Ho,
said Friday that it is becoming more difficult for anyone charged
with a crime to finance their defence because of the increasing
complexity and length of trials.
"The way murder trials are conducted now and the way murder
investigations are conducted, there are very few people who can
afford to retain counsel," Wilson said.
"The reason for more and more Rowbotham applications being
made is directly related to the increasing length and complexity
or criminal trials."
Wilson, who is not Ho's lawyer for his appeal, said the amount of
disclosure provided to defence lawyers now is massive compared
to what it was a few years ago.
"The first murder trial I ever did was one in which the disclosure
was contained in one three-inch binder and you will never see
that now -- ever," he said.
"You are more likely to get your first disclosure in 10 banker's
boxes," he said.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air India trial adjourned to next Tuesday
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Monday, October 06, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT
VANCOUVER -- The Air India trial was again put on hold
Monday as lawyers continue to haggle over how the legal fees of
one of the accused will be paid.
Lawyers for Vancouver millionaire Ripudaman Singh Malik have
been trying to reach a funding agreement with the B.C.
government after a judge ruled he had enough assets to cover his
own legal fees.
But most of Malik's wealth is not in the form of cash. Until he's
able to liquidate some of his assets _ including a resort hotel at
Harrison Hot Springs _ he wants the B.C. government to pay the
staggering bill for his 11-member legal team.
Lawyers involved in the case are to return to court Friday to
update the judge on the progress of the funding talks. The trial is
now scheduled to resume Tuesday.
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, a mill worker from
Kamloops,B.C., are charged with first-degree murder in the
deaths of 329 people in the June 1985 airliner blast.
Defence lawyer David Crossin said Monday the parties have
made significant progress but are not yet ready to proceed.
Lawyers for Bagri have voiced increasing concern about the
delay and the toll it is taking on their client. Bagri's fees are
being covered by the province.

Both men have been in custody since October 2000.
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Malik faces trial without lawyer

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, October 07, 2003
Ripudaman Singh Malik

ADVERTISEMENT
The Air India trial will go ahead a week today even if accused
terrorist Ripudaman Singh Malik has no lawyer to represent him,
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Ian Bruce Josephson said Monday.
Josephson granted Malik's lawyers their fourth adjournment in
less than three weeks to try to resolve a funding dispute with the
ministry of the attorney-general.
But even if no agreement is reached and Malik's lawyers are
forced to withdraw, the trial will continue Oct. 14, Josephson
said.

"With or without counsel, this trial will proceed," Josephson said,
accepting the position put forward by co-accused Ajaib Singh
Bagri and Crown prosecutors.
"The consequences of Mr. Malik's counsel having to withdraw
would have very serious negative consequences not only for Mr.
Malik, but for the unfolding of this trial."
Malik's lawyers and government representatives held discussions
throughout the weekend about what is needed as security for
Malik to continue to get some public funding for his 11-person
defence team.
On Sept. 19, another B.C. Supreme Court judge ruled Malik
remains a multimillionaire and is not entitled to additional legal
aid beyond the $3.6 million he has already received.
But the judge also said the Air India trial should not be delayed
and that the government could negotiate an interim agreement
with the appropriate security.
Malik lawyer David Crossin told Josephson Monday that "a
significant amount of progress has been made" in the talks.
"In speaking personally, I am hopeful, more hopeful than I was
last week," he said. "There is a prospect of something of
consequence occurring later this week."
Three years ago, Malik claimed a net worth along with his wife
Raminder of about $12 million. He applied for government aid
for his lawyers a year later and got millions before the Sept. 19
ruling ordered him to cover his own costs.

Malik and his wife own a successful women's clothing company
called Papillon, as well as the Executive Inn at Harrison Hot
Springs, a Shaughnessy mansion, and a number of real estate
holdings.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
How a Sun reporter discovered the Air India trial's secret session

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
ADVERTISEMENT
It was about 2 p.m. last June 27 when lead Air India prosecutor
Bob Wright walked through the main lobby of the Vancouver
Law Courts at 800 Smithe.
I happened to be picking up some Air India documents from the
registry and chatting with Sun court reporter Neal Hall as Wright,
an imposing man almost two metres tall, walked by.
The Air India trial had adjourned until September a couple of
days earlier, but I asked Wright if there was something going on.
"Nothing for you," he replied as he headed for the elevator.
I discussed with my colleague what might have brought Wright
to the building. It was unusual to see the senior Crown
prosecutor in the courthouse these days for any other reason than

the massive Air India case.
A couple of minutes later, Bill Smart, a lawyer for accused Air
India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik, wandered in. He was
quickly followed by Michael Code, the Toronto lawyer who is
part of co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri's legal team.
If that wasn't enough to signal something was up, in walked Hans
Van Iperen, legal counsel to the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service.
None would comment on what was going on or why they were in
court on a Friday afternoon well after the Air India trial had
adjourned. I told Neal I was going to follow them.
As we all got into the elevator together, I suggested they had
better push the button. "I'm not sure where we are going," I said.
Without saying a word, the three got off on the third floor and
wandered down the hall to courtroom 33. The Air India case was
being held in courtroom 20, so this was also somewhat unusual.
Waiting to go into court was Paul Meyers. He is on contract to
the RCMP to sit through the Air India trial and monitor court
proceedings. His presence was another link to the bombing trial
of Malik and Bagri.
As I tried to follow everyone into the courtroom, I was told by
the sheriff that it was a closed hearing. She would not provide
information as to what was going on.
After checking in with Sun editors, I called our lawyer, Rob
Anderson, who arrived within minutes.

He also tried to gain access to the courtroom, but was denied.
When he asked if his business card could be handed up to judge,
a number of additional sheriffs were called.
He was advised by the courtroom sheriff that Justice Heather
Holmes would not be hearing him that day. Holmes was not the
Air India trial judge, raising the level of curiosity about the
unusual proceeding even more.
Our lawyer and I checked the docket and found the case listed as
R. vs. I* (CONF) with a number that does not correspond to the
Criminal Code file for Air India.
Nobody at the court's criminal registry desk could provide
insight into the strange listing or proceeding.
Anderson commented on how extraordinary the hearing appeared
to be.
"The closing of a courtroom in Canada is very, very rarely done
and only for extraordinary circumstances," Anderson said.
"Indeed if this is part of the Air India case, in view of the very,
very public trial that has occurred to date, it is most unusual that
such a hearing would be taking place."
The Sun decided to challenge the secret hearing. Within a month,
Holmes released some details, though she denied The Sun's
request for transcripts and documents from the five-day
proceeding.
Holmes said she had ordered a mystery witness believed to have

information about the Air India bombing to testify at an incamera investigative hearing under Canada's new anti-terrorism
law.
The witness, whose identity is protected by a court order,
appealed Holmes' order to the Supreme Court of Canada. And
The Sun also appealed to the country's highest court for
intervener status to argue that the proceedings should not take
place in secret.
On Monday the Supreme Court of Canada granted The Sun and
other media outlets intervener status.
Hotel ensnared in Air India trial
Property is one of main assets of accused Ripudaman Singh
Malik

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, October 09, 2003
CREDIT:ÊIan Lindsay, Vancouver Sun

The Executive Hotel in Harrison, with an estimated value of
between $3.4 million and $4.3 million, is one of the main assets
of Ripudaman Singh Malik, the accused Air India bomber. Malik
is trying to reach a deal with the B.C. government over legal aid.

CREDIT:ÊVancouver Sun

Ripudaman Singh Malik in a courtroom sketch. He is on trial for
the Air India bombing.

CREDIT:ÊIan Lindsay, Vancouver Sun

John Allen, the mayor of Harrison, said it is not up to council to
make moral judgements about who should come to town.

ADVERTISEMENT
HARRISON HOT SPRINGS -- Mayor John Allen doesn't care
who owns the Executive Hotel in this picturesque resort town, as
long as it stays open.
The hotel, which is the second- largest here behind the luxurious
Harrison Hot Springs Resort and Spa, has been in the news as
one of the main assets of accused Air India bomber Ripudaman
Singh Malik, who is trying to reach a deal with the B.C.
government for continued legal aid in the massive terrorism trial.

The government wants proper security and raised the issue of
Malik's equity in the multimillion dollar 88-room hotel in a
recent court hearing on the funding impasse.
Malik's lawyer David Crossin said earlier this week that
something may be worked out, as early as today, that provides
the government with the appropriate security for on-going public
cash.
Even if the ministry of the attorney-general were to take over the
hotel, it wouldn't bother Allen, who was sworn in as mayor
Wednesday after years as a village councillor.
"Whether it is Mr. Malik or Geoff Plant who owns the hotel,
we'll continue to provide services," Allen said. "The village
council doesn't often get into moral judgements about who
should come to town. It's not our area of responsibility."
As a 27-year resident of Harrison, Allen attended several events
with Malik in the community before the hotel owner's arrest in
the deaths of 331 people in October, 2000.
"He was quite sociable," Allen said. "He invited everyone to his
opening."
Allen said no one suspected Malik would later be charged in
connection with Canada's worst mass murder -- two June 23,
1985 bombings that targeted the national airline of India.
The hotel provides locals with jobs and tourists with an
alternative to the high-end resort a block away, Allen said.
"I think the village would suffer if anything were to hinder [the

hotel's] operations," Allen said. "It is a good compliment to our
existing stock of hotels."
Allen doesn't believe there will be any stigma attached to the
hotel if it is sold. And if someone doesn't like the fact that Malik
owns it, "you are free to vote with your feet" and stay somewhere
else.
Before his arrest, Malik was a valued member of the business
community here, said Allen, who works as a realtor.
"As an investor, he's paid his bills, he's abided by the bylaws and
codes. He's been a good businessman for this community."
Allen doesn't think Malik's alleged links to terrorism is anything
for the local council to be concerned about.
"It's not the village's role to judge Mr. Malik."
This community of about 1550 residents is one of the fastestgrowing around with new condominiums and homes being
constructed everywhere. Its summer arts festival attracts up to
15,000 visitors and the World Sand Sculpture Championship,
which ends Thanksgiving Monday, has extended the busy
tourism season well into the fall.
Enclosed by mountains, the gorgeous 60-kilometre-long lake
links places like Killer's Cove, Rainbow Falls and Beak Creek.
There are references everywhere to the mythical Sasquatch that
legend says haunts the hills.
It has been a place where many have come to escape Vancouver.

"We don't always have a choice as to who comes and goes from
our little community," Allen said.
Allen recalled that about five years ago, the village denied a
business licence to "a drug dealer who wanted to open a coffee
shop."
The charges against Malik have not had an impact on the local
tourism industry, but may have hit his hotel hard, Allen said.
"I can't imagine that's been good for business at the Executive
Hotel," he said. "But I don't think it has affected the rest of the
community."
Ken Becotte, who ran against Allen in the Sept. 20 election,
echoed the mayor's comments on the importance of the
Executive Hotel to the local economy.
"I know it stays very busy," he said of Malik's hotel. "I think
people are concerned, but I think the concern is that the hotel
remain operating."
Becotte thinks the hotel will likely be sold. It's estimated value,
according to assessments presented in court, is somewhere
between $3.4 million and $4.3 million.
Gina Charlie, president of the local Chamber of Commerce, said
there has been "a little bit of negative publicity" because of the
link to Malik and the Air India case but nothing that has had an
impact on the community.
"I'm sure people are curious," she said. "But Harrison is a resort
town and it's getting busier."

The 339-room Harrison Hot Springs Resort doesn't see Malik's
hotel as competition. But general manager Donald Ponniah is
concerned that members of the public think there is an
association between the two when there is none.
"I had some phone calls from people who thought it was us,"
Ponniah said. "We are totally a different entity. We have nothing
to do with those guys."
Ponniah said he is closely following news about Malik and the
Executive Hotel.
Ponniah's company has invested so much money in this
community, that it really wants it to prosper, he said.
"We are very tightly-knitted to the community," Ponniah said.
"We want the community to strive. We don't want any negativity
in the community. If bad publicity comes, it is not good."
He doesn't see Malik's much smaller hotel as competition to the
luxurious resort with a pool filled with water piped from the hot
springs, a lakeside dock and a golf course.
However, Ponniah's staff will refer people to the Executive Hotel
if his resort complex is full.
"We have a good working relationship with the other hotel," he
said.
Aside from the resort and Malik's hotel, there are several smaller
hotels and motels dotting the lake or located on the small
winding streets of this town. But they range from 10 to 25 rooms

and have generally been around a long time.
Malik's hotel, assessed at $3.1 million, was built in 1996 and
features a hot-tub, gym, meeting rooms and restaurant boasting a
$4.99 breakfast.
Zee Mohamed has run a gas station and store next to Malik's
hotel for four years. He doesn't think the local residents or
tourists really care what's happening with the hotel.
"I personally never met him, just his boys," Mohamed said of
Malik. "If the hotel is sold, I think somebody else will just come
in and run it."
Elisabeth Scotson, who recently moved from North Vancouver,
said she's heard people talking about the controversial
businessman charged with plotting to bomb two Air India planes.
Some of her recent visitors from Vancouver asked her about
Malik's hotel.
"I think it is crossing people's minds more and more," she said.
"It will be interesting to see what happens."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Funding dispute still hangs over Air India trial
Lawyer for co-accused says it may be time for judge to settle the
issue
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ADVERTISEMENT
After more than three weeks of discussions, lawyers for accused
Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik and the B.C.
government are still at an impasse over funding for the alleged
terrorist's defence team.
And if nothing changes over the weekend, a lawyer for coaccused Ajaib Singh Bagri will argue Tuesday when the Air India
trial resumes in B.C. Supreme Court that Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson must get involved to settle the dispute.
The massive terrorism trial has been adjourned since Sept. 19,
when another Supreme Court judge ruled that Malik remains a
millionaire and is therefore not entitled to any further legal aid
beyond the $3.6 million already paid out to his lawyers by the
attorney-general's ministry.
"In our respectful view, we are now at the point where only court
orders can protect these proceedings from breaking down,"
lawyer Richard Peck, who represents Bagri, said Friday. "Our
motion is essentially one we view as necessary to protect the
integrity of these proceedings. ... In our submission, this trial
cannot proceed without Mr. Malik having counsel, and also
cannot be subjected to any further delay."
Peck refused to elaborate outside court about what he will be
seeking Tuesday.

But he did confirm he will not be seeking to get Bagri's case
severed from Malik's, though that is also a future possibility.
Malik's lawyer, Bill Smart, told Josephson the legal team was
prepared to continue negotiations with the government. "I am
sorry to tell you an agreement has not yet been reached. We will
continue to work over the weekend, counsel for Mr. Malik, Mr.
Crossin and I, and counsel for the government, to try to reach an
agreement, but we haven't reached one yet," Smart said.
Crown prosecutor Bob Wright repeated what had been suggested
earlier this week, that if no deal is reached, Malik should have to
represent himself so the trial, which is the largest in Canadian
history, can carry on.
"It would be the prosecution's position that this trial must resume
even if that requires Mr. Malik to represent himself. It will be our
position that he finds himself unrepresented because of his own
conduct and therefore should not be granted an adjournment any
further past Tuesday," Wright said.
The money conflict came to a head after a three-week hearing in
August to determine the extent of Malik's wealth. He argued he
could no longer contribute anything to pay his 11-person defence
team.
When Malik was arrested three years ago, he claimed a joint net
worth with wife Raminder of $12 million.
Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein ruled last month that Malik was
not broke as he claimed, but moved family money around to
diminish his assets. Malik is half-owner of Papillon, a successful
Vancouver women's clothing company, and the Executive Hotel,

in Harrison Hot Springs, which is worth between $3.4 and $4.3
million.
Crown spokesman Geoff Gaul said outside court there is "still a
glimmer of hope" for a Thanksgiving weekend resolution. "If a
resolution cannot be reached between Mr. Malik and his current
counsel, the Crown intends to proceed against Mr. Malik as a
self-represented accused," Gaul said.
Malik and Bagri are charged with murder, conspiracy and
attempted murder in two 1985 bombings that targeted Air India.
The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two
baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182
exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard. The
Crown alleges Malik and Bagri were part of a group of B.C. Sikh
separatists who plotted against the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air India co-accused may have to represent self
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Advertisement
Vancouver Ñ The Air-India trial is teetering on the edge of chaos,
as defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik and the British Columbia
government continue to negotiate the terms for financing his
$6.3-million defence.
In a showdown expected on Tuesday, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson of the British Columbia Supreme Court will be asked
to issue an order to break the logjam that has halted the
unprecedented international terrorism case since Sept. 22.
Friday, defence lawyer Bill Smart, looking grim and sounding
pessimistic, told the court that a financial agreement had not yet
been reached. He would continue to work over the Thanksgiving
weekend on behalf of his client, he said.
Prosecutor Robert Wright said he is ready to continue next week,
whether or not Mr. Malik has a lawyer to represent him.
"The prosecution's position is that the trial must resume, even if
that requires Mr. Malik to represent himself," Mr. Wright said.
"Our position will be he finds himself unrepresented because of
his own conduct and therefore should not be granted an
adjournment past Tuesday."
The prosecution will be ready to call the next witness on
Tuesday, prosecution spokesman Geoff Gaul said later outside
the courtroom.
The prosecution has not identified who is next. Before the trial
stalled, the court had been told the most important witness in the

case against Mr. Malik would be brought to testify on Oct. 14.
The current turn of events poses the possibility that Mr. Malik
could be representing himself and entitled to cross-examine the
witness who is expected to say Mr. Malik loved her and in
confidence told her of his deep involvement in the murder of 331
people.
Mr. Malik, a Vancouver businessman, and Kamloops mill worker
Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with murder for the death of 329
people killed by a mid-air explosion on an Air-India flight on
June 23, 1985 and the death of two baggage handlers killed in an
explosion 54 minutes earlier at Japan's Narita airport.
The trial, which began April 28, was halted three weeks ago at
the request of Mr. Malik's lawyers after the government refused
to continue financing his defence costs.
The government had already paid out $3.6-million on the
assumption that Mr. Malik, a multimillionaire with valuable real
estate holdings and a successful clothing business, would
liquidate his assets and repay them.
However Mr. Malik subsequently claimed he was bankrupt
without making any repayment. His wife and lifetime partner in
all his businesses remained a millionaire, but she refused to sell
her assets to finance his legal costs.
A review of property records in the provincial registry this week
revealed that the government has not registered any claims
against the Maliks' properties.
Mr. Bagri's lawyer, Richard Peck, said in court he intends to ask

Judge Josephson on Tuesday to issue an order that would allow
the trial to resume.
"The trial cannot proceed without Mr. Malik having counsel, and
it cannot have any further delays," he said.
The two sides have had time to negotiate an agreement, he said.
"The time has come for the issues to be subject to a court order."
The lawyers were tightlipped outside the courtroom about
options opened to the judge if an agreement is not reached over
the weekend.
"There still is a glimmer of hope that a resolution will be
reached," Mr. Gaul said.
It was not clear if the court has jurisdiction to order the
government to continue financing defence costs in the absence of
an agreement, he added.
Tentative pact reached in Air India trial
The proposed agreement would see the millionaire accused
bomber contribute to his own defence costs

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, October 15, 2003
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Lawyers for accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik,
David Crossin (left) and Bill Smart make their way into B.C
Supreme Court in Vancouver, Tuesday.

ADVERTISEMENT
Taxpayers will continue to pay some of the fees for lawyers for
accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik, but there is a
tentative deal that would see the millionaire make a contribution
from his own assets.
While the funding deal is not finalized, Malik's legal team is
prepared to stay on the case when the trial resumes Thursday,
lawyer David Crossin told B.C. Supreme Court.
"There remains some uncertainty, but Mr. Smart and I are
confident that they can be resolved. We'd like to resume the case
and commit ourselves to do that," Crossin said.
The massive terrorism trial was supposed to sit Tuesday with or
without legal counsel for Malik, but Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
agreed to a brief adjournment since final details were being
worked out to end the money impasse.
Crown prosecutors say they are ready to call their first witness
since Sept. 19, when a series of adjournments began after another
judge ruled Malik remained a multi-millionaire and was not
entitled to more government money.

That left Malik's legal team in a lurch, saying they might have to
withdraw since the former businessman they represent did not
have cash in hand.
Malik remains a co-owner of a successful women's clothing
business called Papillon and the Executive Hotel in Harrison Hot
Springs.
His 11-person legal team had already received about $3.6 million
from the ministry of the attorney-general when Madame Justice
Sunni Stromberg-Stein ruled Malik had the resources to pay his
own legal bills.
But she also said the Air India trial should not be delayed and
that the government could still negotiate an interim funding
agreement with the appropriate security.
Josephson said Tuesday he was glad the funding issue appeared
to be mostly resolved.
"I am very pleased to hear that because not only does it better
ensure a fair trial, but as in the past, the presence of counsel adds
many times to gaining efficiencies in this trial process."
Michael Code, lawyer for co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, said
that while he was not happy at another delay, he was relieved that
Crossin and Malik lawyer Bill Smart would remain on the case.
"This is short-term pain for long-term gain," he said.
Lead prosecutor Bob Wright said the Crown has had its witness
on stand-by for the past three court appearances that led to

adjournments.
"The Crown under the circumstances is content in this matter to
resume this case on Thursday," Wright said.
When the funding deal remained in doubt, both Malik and Bagri
filed separate motions under the Charter of Rights requesting the
trial judge order the government to continue interim funding.
But those motions will not be heard now because of the tentative
agreement.
Geoff Gaul, who speaks for the Air India prosecutors, said
outside court he can't predict when the trial might end. Earlier
estimates that the Crown would complete its case by February
are in doubt.
"We're not going to rush through this," Gaul said. "It will take as
long as it takes."
But Gaul said both sides are working towards more admissions
on non-contentious evidence.
"If further admissions are made, that would naturally shorten the
trial," Gaul said.
Malik and Bagri are jointly charged with conspiracy and firstdegree murder in two 1985 bombings that targeted Air India and
killed 331.
The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two
baggage handlers.

Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the
coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges both men were part of a group of B.C. Sikh
separatists who plotted against the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple in Amritsar, which is Sikhism's holiest shrine.
White Rock resident Ken Jones, a former Liberal MLA, sat
through the proceedings Tuesday and said he was disturbed at the
amount of taxpayer dollars being committed to Malik's lawyers.
"I think justice requires some spending of money, but not huge
amounts and not to the level it appears to be in this trial," Jones
said.
"I think it is shameful that the lawyers should be playing games
with the tax-payers' money. That's what it is.
"Any delay like this is taking justice away from the process and
it is costing the tax-payers money."
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Most critical evidence next up at Air India trial
Witnesses are expected to testify about the alleged involvement
of the accused
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When the Air India trial resumes today after a month-long break,
the Crown will begin presenting the most critical evidence
against accused terrorists Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri.
The first few witnesses, expected to be on the stand for weeks,
will describe what they know about the alleged involvement of
Malik in Canada's worst mass murder -- twin 1985 bombings that
targeted Air India and killed 331 people.
As the Crown outlined in opening statements, the witnesses
against Malik include two friends with whom he had a business
relationship, as well as the former day-care supervisor at the
Khalsa School with whom Malik fell in love.
That woman, whose name is protected by a court order, is
described as the most important witness in the case against
Malik. She is expected to tell the court that Malik confided his
role in the bombing plot to her on more than one occasion in
1997 after she confronted him about a reference to the bombing
in a Punjabi newspaper article.
According to the Crown, Malik also told a business partner that
several people who met at his house some time before the June
1985 explosions discussed bombing as a tactic against the Indian
government.
"They are saying they should blow up planes," Malik allegedly
told the man, who was attending a religious ceremony at Malik's

home.
Another former Malik friend is expected to testify that Malik
asked the man in the spring of 1985 to carry a suitcase to
England on an Air India flight. When the man asked Malik what
was in the suitcase, Malik allegedly said it was for "teaching a
lesson to the Indian government."
And a Vancouver Island man is expected to tell the court about
threats he received from both Malik and unindicted coconspirator Talwinder Singh Parmar after he talked to police
about driving Parmar and another man to meet with Inderjit
Singh Reyat in Duncan in early June 1985.
Parmar, Reyat and the mystery man were followed by agents
from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service the same day
they set off a test explosion in the woods near Duncan.
Malik's legal team has already indicated it will attack the
credibility of the Malik witnesses.
After presenting its evidence against Malik, the Crown intends to
call witnesses against Bagri, a Kamloops mill worker who was a
leader of the militant Sikh separatist group Babbar Khalsa.
A New York man who comes from Bagri's village in Punjab is
expected to testify that Bagri visited him some weeks after the
bombing and said the B.C. group to which Bagri belonged was
responsible for the bombing.
The Crown has already confirmed the man was paid $300,000
US by the prosecution team, something Bagri's lawyers intend to
use to discredit the man.

Bagri's lawyers also intend to point out inconsistencies in police
statements given by another witness against Bagri -- a Lower
Mainland woman who told investigators that Bagri wanted to
borrow her car to take baggage to the airport. The woman has
fought the Crown's attempts to get her to testify and has recanted
earlier statements.
The witnesses against both accused men come in chapter four of
the Crown's five-part case, which is resuming after a tentative
funding arrangement between Malik and the B.C. government
was reached after weeks of negotiations.
Geoff Gaul, who speaks for the team of Air India prosecutors,
said this week that it is difficult to estimate when the Crown will
complete its evidence because it is not known how long it will
take to cross-examine the witnesses.
Malik and Bagri are jointly charged with conspiracy and firstdegree murder in two June 23, 1985 bombings.
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Air India witness in financial feud with suspect
B.C. SUPREME COURT I Accused bomber asked man to take
suitcase on flight to 'teach a lesson to the Indian government',
witness testifies
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Accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik once claimed
to have sent tens of thousands of dollars he got from a man now
testifying at his terrorism trial to India to help Sikh separatists,
the witness told B.C. Supreme Court Friday.
The man, whose name is protected by a court order, said Malik
made the claim in a letter to the witness' lawyer around 1995,
prompting the lawyer to withdraw from the case because he
thought it was linked to the Air India trial.
Under cross-examination by Malik's lawyer Bill Smart, the 61year-old farmer admitted he had been embroiled in a financial
feud with Malik for years when he finally went to the RCMP in
1997 and implicated the Vancouver millionaire in the twin
bombings on June 23, 1985 that killed 331 persons.
Smart suggested that the letter Malik sent to the man's lawyer
actually said the disputed money "had been given to the Singhs."
Singh means lion and is a name taken by Sikh men.
The dispute related to the 1988 purchase of a farm in Langley for
$351,000 by the man. Malik helped the cash-strapped farmer by
arranging $60,000 in four loans to the man's wife and children at
the Khalsa Credit Union, which Malik headed. The alleged
terrorist then co-signed for the loans, as well as arranged a
$251,000 mortgage at the Bank of Nova Scotia.

Because the mortgage was in Malik's name, the man had to
transfer the property to Malik, but got a trust agreement
identifying the witness as the owner who would eventually get
the property back.
A couple of years later, the man was travelling to India. He said
Malik was worried that he would be stuck with the loans if
something happened to the man, so the farmer agreed to give him
a voucher worth $75,000 which would only be used if he did not
return. An interest rate of 2.68 per cent was listed on the voucher,
he said.
When another mortgage was arranged in late 1990 by the farmer
and his family to cover the credit union debts and bank
mortgage, Malik claimed he was owed the $75,000, forcing the
man's family to take out a second mortgage, he testified.
"He forced you to do this or he wouldn't transfer the property
into your family's name?" Smart asked.
"Yes," the witness replied.
He said Malik had moved the decimal on the interest rate to
make it 26.8 per cent.
"So he tricked you? Mr. Malik tricked you?" Smart asked.
"Yes," the man calmly repeated.
The man was forced into bankruptcy and the farm was eventually
sold to pay debts, including $284,000 to Malik, the farmer told
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.

The witness said the accused bomber would always say three
things: "Money is everything for me -- I can do anything for
money, and business is first priority for me and Sikhism is
secondary. And the third thing he said is he has a firm of 150
lawyers and nobody can beat him."
The witness is currently suing Malik in relation to the dispute.
"I am shuttling between courts so that I can get justice," he
testified.
Smart portrayed the man as being motivated by bitterness and
anger over feeling swindled by Malik.
"Did you say to yourself, if you'll do anything for money, I'll
have you spend the rest of your life in jail?" Smart asked.
But the man said he did not go to the RCMP out of anger: "It was
my conscience."
The witness admitted he once threatened to beat Malik up over
the feud.
The man said he tried for years to get different lawyers to take
his civil case against Malik, but believes Malik sabotaged his
efforts by calling the lawyers and telling them the farmer could
not pay his legal bills.
The man testified Thursday how he was asked by Malik in late
March 1985 to carry a suspicious suitcase to England on the
same route flown by the ill-fated Air India flight.
Malik said the suitcase would be used "to teach a lesson to the

Indian government" and that the man would be a martyr if
anything happened to him.
The man said Malik asked for the favour in exchange for
$40,000 the farmer needed to settle foreclosure proceedings on
his house. Instead, the man borrowed money from relatives.
He testified that he was repeatedly told by Malik not to disclose
their conversation to anyone and that Malik suggested in one
phone call his involvement in "the mishap with Air India."
The man, who was a founding member of the Khalsa Credit
Union and trustee of Khalsa School, said he remained on good
terms with Malik until early 1997 despite their conflict over cash.
He described Malik inviting him to religious and community
events and even loaning a credit card for the man to use while he
travelled with a visiting Sikh saint across North America.
"When I returned from this trip, he jokingly said I hope you
didn't use this card for something illegal," he testified.
Smart also tried discredit the witness by pointing out inaccurate
information he provided during his 1991 bankruptcy proceeding.
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with
murder and conspiracy in the downing of Air India Flight 182
and another bombing the same day at Tokyo's Narita airport that
killed two baggage handlers.
The Crown alleges both men were part of a group of B.C. Sikh
separatists who targeted the national airline of India to retaliate
for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on Amritsar's Golden

Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
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Money is everything to Malik, Air India trial hears
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Vancouver Ñ Air-India suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik has been
portrayed by court prosecutors as a devout Sikh who provided
money to buy tickets to check in baggage with bombs at
Vancouver airport.
Please see:
Air India backgrounder

A different side of Mr. Malik was presented in court Friday
during testimony by a prosecution witness who had extensive
business dealings with the alleged financier in the international
terrorism case.
Business is a priority for Mr. Malik, said the witness who cannot
under court order be identified.

Money is everything for Mr. Malik and he will do anything for
money, the witness said Friday. "Sikhism is secondary," he said.
The witness had previously told the court that three months
before the Air-India disaster in 1985, Mr. Malik tried
unsuccessfully to have him take a suspicious suitcase on a flight
to India.
Mr. Malik assured him that he would be considered a martyr if he
did not return, the witness testified. After 329 people were killed
in a mid-air explosion aboard an Air-India flight on June 23,
1985, Mr. Malik asked him not to repeat their conversation to
anyone, he said.
Defence lawyer Bill Smart has yet to question the witness about
his testimony allegedly linking Mr. Malik to terrorist activities.
On Friday morning, Mr. Smart raised numerous questions about
the credibility and honesty of the witness.
In response to Mr. Smart's questioning, the witness admitted that
he swore under oath to false information when he declared
bankruptcy a few years before providing police with information
in the international terrorism case.
He swore he was separated, although he was still married and
living with his wife.
He swore he was broke, although he and his wife had equity of
about $200,000 in a farm, he said. He also told the court that he
transferred title to the family farm to his son to shelter the asset
from claims for unpaid taxes.

The witness also acknowledged that, before approaching police
with information about Mr. Malik, he had several difficult
business dealings with him.
Mr. Malik had helped him buy a farm in Langley, B.C. in 1988.
The witness said Mr. Malik registered a claim against his farm
for $75,000 a few years later although Mr. Malik had not given
him any money to justify the claim.
Mr. Malik doctored a mortgage document registered against the
farm to unilaterally raise the interest rate to 26.8 per cent on the
debt, he also said.
The witness acknowledged that he felt Mr. Malik had cheated
him, had lied during litigation over the financing dealings and
had prevented him from hiring lawyers by telling the lawyers
that he had no money.
"And all that happened before you [went] to the RCMP?" Mr.
Smart asked. "Yes," replied the witess.
Mr. Malik and another B.C. man, Ajaib Singh Bagri,are on trial
for murder for the death of 329 people killed in the Air-India
explosion and the death of two baggage handlers killed in a
bomb explosion 54 minutes earlier at Japan's Narita airport 54
minutes earlier.
The trial continues.
Key witness at Air-India trial lashes out at defence
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Vancouver Ñ A key witness at the Air-India trial lashed out at
defence counsel Monday after contradicting himself on several
occasions during his cross-examination in the international
terrorism case.
ÒYou think I'm a liar,Ó said the 61-year old witness who cannot
be identified under court order.
ÒI'm a baptized Sikh. You cannot call me a liar.Ó
He has been in Canada for 34 years and never fought with
anybody, he said earlier during questioning by defence counsel.
He has never testified falsely against anyone, he added, speaking
in Punjabi. A translator repeated his comments in English.
Neither defence nor prosecution lawyers responded to his
remarks.
The witness is the first person to testify directly against Air-India
suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik in the historic trial that began
on April 28.

The witness previously told the court that Mr. Malik asked him
to take a suspicious suitcase on a flight to India a few months
before the Air-India disaster. He said Mr. Malik said he would be
considered a martyr if he did not return and his family would be
cared for.
The prosecution says Mr. Malik asked the witness to be a human
sacrifice, carrying a bomb on the flight as part of a campaign by
Sikh radicals against the Indian government.
The witness told the police in April, 1997, about his conversation
in March, 1985, with Mr. Malik.
He recalled the conversation years later although he did not have
any notes, he told the court yesterday.
However the witness had difficulty remembering anything about
an interview with Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows last year about
his conversation with Mr. Malik.
Defence lawyer Bill Smart said he was advised in July 8, 2002
that the witness was interviewed by Mr. Bellows in June, 2002.
The witness said he had not made any notes of the interview and
he could not recall any questions that were asked nor any
answers he provided.
The witness also told the court that his interview with the RCMP
in 1997 was the first time he told anyone about his conversation
with Mr. Malik.
He did not tell his wife, son or father, he said.

The witness said he met two other people in 1998 who are
expected to be witnesses in the trial, but he did not tell them
about his conversation with Mr. Malik.
The witness became entangled in contradictions dealing with the
timing of the conversation with Mr. Malik. His testimony
differed from the account he gave to police.
Confronted with the contradictions, he reaffirmed his testimony
in court and suggested his comments had been translated
incorrectly in the transcript of the tape recorded interview with
police.
At another time, he suggested his answers may have been mixed
up in the transcript and put in the wrong sequence. ÒIt must be
as answer to another question. It does not sound right to me,Ó he
said.
Mr. Malik and another B.C. man, Ajai Singh Bagri, have been
charged with murder of 329 people killed in an explosion aboard
an Air-India flight on June 23,1985 and the murder of two
baggage handlers killed 54 minutes earlier at Japan's Narita
airport.
The trial continues.
Air India witness contradicts himself
Even the Punjabi interpreter was confused by answers
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Ripudaman Singh Malik, on trial in connection with the 1985 Air
India bombing, is alleged to have asked a witness to carry a
suitcase on a flight.

ADVERTISEMENT
A man who says accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh
Malik asked him to carry a suitcase aboard a plane in 1985
contradicted some of his earlier evidence under tough
questioning Monday by Malik's lawyer.
The man, whose name is protected by a court order, testified he
had never asked Malik what was in the suitcase, but admitted
under cross-examination by Bill Smart that he once told the
RCMP that he did in fact ask about the luggage contents.
Trying to explain the discrepancy, the man said Monday that he
didn't ask Malik directly, but only as part of a series of questions
about what would happen to him if he did what Malik asked.
At one point, even the Punjabi interpreter was confused by the
man's answers.
The man testified last Thursday that he had gone to Malik to

borrow $40,000 in late March, 1985, to prevent foreclosure on
his Surrey home.
He said Malik agreed to loan him the money if the man, a farmer
at the time, would carry a suitcase for Malik on the same route
flown by the ill-fated Air India flight.
The man said Malik told him the suitcase was "to teach a lesson
to the government of India," and that if anything happened to the
man, he would be remembered as a martyr by the Sikh
community.
The man told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he instead borrowed
money from relatives and told Malik he would not need the loan,
prompting the accused terrorist to repeatedly warn him not to
disclose their conversation.
The man testified earlier that he approached Malik about his
problem at the Ross Street temple and Malik invited the witness
to visit him at his Yaletown office the next day.
But Smart showed the man another police interview in which he
said the meeting with Malik was arranged over the phone.
The man said Monday he did not remember phoning Malik, but
only talking to him at the temple.
Smart also asked the man about his testimony that he had not
disclosed his conversation with Malik to anyone except police
over the years. Smart noted a meeting with Crown prosecutor Joe
Bellows in which the man said he might have told another
witness some time in 1998. The witness has yet to testify.

The man said he didn't recall exactly what he had told Bellows.
But he conceded it was "possible" that he had told the prosecutor
about disclosing the information to the other witness.
Asked by Smart if he had in fact disclosed the information to the
witness, the man also said: "It's possible."
Smart also pointed out inconsistencies in the witness' first
statement to police on April 7, 1997.
According to parts of a transcript read into court, the man told
RCMP Constable Baltej Singh Dhillon that he had more than one
conversation with Malik about the $40,000 loan and the suitcase.
The man said Monday that the transcript must have been mistranslated because "that doesn't seem right."
Smart also questioned the man over the timing of the
conversation, noting that the bank had been sending threatening
letters to the man over his debts as early as August, 1984.
But the man explained that he waited months to go to Malik
because he did not take the initial letters that seriously and felt he
would eventually be able to make up missed mortgage payments
with the money he earned from his fall brussels sprout crop.
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy, attempted murder
and murder in two June 23, 1985 bombings that killed 331. The
first blast killed two baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita Airport.
The second exploded on Air India Flight 182, killing all 329
aboard.

The Crown alleges Malik and Bagri were part of a group of B.C.
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India in June
1985 to retaliate against the Indian Army's attack a year earlier
on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
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Air India suspect threatened death, witness tells court
A Nanaimo man claims Talwinder Singh Parmar wanted him to
change his story that he gave Parmar a ride to meet another
suspect
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ADVERTISEMENT
Suspected Air India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar
threatened to kill a Nanaimo man if he didn't change his story
and deny he had given a ride to Parmar to meet another suspect
in the weeks before the Air India bombing, B.C. Supreme Court
was told Tuesday.

The man told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that Parmar met him at
another Nanaimo home some time after the bombing and urged
the witness to change his story to police.
"I told him I can't do that," the Nanaimo man explained to Justice
Ian Bruce Josephson.
"He was very angry and he asked me if I don't say that, I don't
change my story, we going to kill you. I said go ahead and I left
the home."
The witness said Parmar invited him into the basement of the
house and refused to turn off a radio while the two talked.
"We don't have to shut it off. We're going to talk. If the radio is
on, police can't catch anything," the man quoted Parmar as
saying.
Parmar was a prime suspect in two bombings on June 23, 1985
that killed 331. He was killed in 1992 in the custody of Punjab
police.
The man said a co-worker named Daya Singh Manhas called his
house on June 4, 1985 and left a message asking him to pick up
two Sikhs at the ferry terminal that afternoon.
The man said he met the two men about 4:30 p.m. One, he
eventually learned, was Parmar. The identity of the other
turbanned younger man has never been confirmed. The witness
said Parmar asked him to drive the two to Duncan. Once there
Parmar gave specific directions to the house of Inderjit Singh
Reyat without referring to a map, the man said.

Earlier evidence at the trial showed Parmar, the second man, and
Reyat set off a test explosion in the woods near Duncan that
evening while Canadian spies listened nearby.
Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter for his role in the Air India
bombing last February but last month he refused to answer many
prosecution questions on the witness stand.
The Nanaimo man is the second Crown witness to testify against
accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik.
The man, whose name is banned by court order, also testified
Tuesday that Malik met him at a Nanaimo house about two years
after the bombing and urged him to change his story.
The man said he refused to do so a second time.
The meeting with Malik was at the house of Karnail Singh
Manhas, the man testified. Manhas is a director of the Khalsa
Credit Union Malik founded. Also present at the house with
Malik, the man said, were Daljit Singh Sandhu, Parmar's brother
Kulwarn Singh, Piara Singh and Daya Singh Manhas -- who
originally asked the man to provide the ride.
"Mr. Malik asked me that if I can change my story -- I pick up
only one person from the ferry terminal and drop him off at
Inderjit Singh Reyat's house in Duncan. That was not Talwinder
Singh Parmar. That was the other guy I picked up from the ferry
terminal," the man testified.
The man was on the stand briefly Tuesday after the first Malik
witness, a farmer, finished four days of evidence. He testified
earlier that Malik asked him to carry a suitcase on the Air India

route a few months before the plane went down in exchange for a
loan of $40,000, but that he had borrowed the money elsewhere.
Under questioning from prosecutor Joe Bellows, the farmer said
he went to police about Malik finally in April 1997 after being
urged to do so by a man named Surjit Singh Gill. He said he ran
into Gill at the airport and the two began to discuss the divisions
in the Sikh community over the contentious issue of tables and
chairs in the dining halls.
Gill told the man he blamed Malik for many of the divisions, the
man testified.
Gill told the man that Malik said "one down" when he received a
call about the death of Parmar in 1992.
"I got scared that I might be on that list because his secret was
with me," the man testified.
"I asked Surjit, bhai sahib, if somebody has his secret with them,
should they disclose it or not?" the witness said. "Surjit Singh
advised me one must disclose it."
The farmer denied under cross-examination Tuesday that he hid a
suspect in the bombing on his Langley farm in June 1985.
Mike Tammen, who represents accused bomber Ajaib Singh
Bagri, asked the witness if remembered the massive police
manhunt for a man named Lal Singh after the Air India disaster
on June 23, 1985.
The witness, whose name is banned by a court order, said he did
not know who Lal Singh was, nor that RCMP investigators were

hunting for Singh, who at the time was believed to be involved in
the conspiracy targeting India's national airline.
"After the crash, the newspapers printed stories with pictures of
Lal Singh," Tammen said.
Replied the witness: "I don't read too many newspapers and I
don't remember."
Tammen also asked the man what he thought of Talwinder
Parmar.
"As far as I know, he was a truthful and pure Sikh. He was a
saint," said the witness.
He also said he called Parmar "sacha sucha" because it is a word
to describe "somebody in who we don't see any faults."
But he also told court there are others who wear the symbols of
Sikhism but do not adhere to the religion's doctrine.
"Even ordinary people are running around with these things.
Even the people who are going to hell are wearing these things,"
the witness said.
Malik and Bagri are charged with murder and conspiracy in two
June 23, 1985 bombings that targeted Air India and left 331 dead.
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Intelligence ignored
The investigation before the Air-India disaster

"Certainly we can, with the benefit of hindsight, say that if we
had immediately interviewed Parmar and Reyat after the [June 4,
1985] incident, we might have deterred the subsequent presumed
bombing of Flight 182. But then, the RCMP had this option open
to them as well and chose not to pursue it." -- CSIS director
general, in a memo dated July 1986
March 27, 1985
At the request of U.S. authorities, CSIS begins a wiretap on Sikh
militant Talwinder Singh Parmar, identified as a possible threat to
India's Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi during a visit to the United
Nations in June, 1985. April 8, 1985
CSIS intercepts Mr. Parmar talking to Jang Singh in Germany
about plans to assassinate Mr. Gandhi during a visit to the UN.
CSIS dismisses the threat as idle talk. June 4, 1985
CSIS agents follow Inderjit Singh Reyat, Mr. Parmar and an
unidentified person into the woods outside Duncan, B.C., where
they hear a loud explosion they believe to be a high-calibre
handgun. June 5,1985
CSIS tells RCMP on Vancouver Island about Mr. Reyat firing a
gun in the woods, provides biographical information and tells
police that Mr. Reyat is the registered owner of two revolvers.
June 6, 1985
CSIS tells Vancouver police about the incident in woods;
Vancouver police tell the RCMP in Vancouver. CSIS advises the
RCMP that a potential threat to Air-India and other Indian
interests in Canada is "high," although they were unaware of any
specific threat. June 12, 1985
RCMP officers accompanied by U.S. Secret Service agents speak
to Talwinder Singh Parmar and Surjan Singh Gill to let them
know that authorities are aware of the alleged plot to kill Mr.
Gandhi. The RCMP decides not to question Mr. Parmar about the

explosion in woods because they did not want him alerted about
surveillance by CSIS. June 21, 1985
CSIS intercepts Mr. Parmar's conversation with Mr. Gill about
papers and clothes. After the explosion, CSIS decides they were
speaking in code. Papers = plane tickets; Clothes = explosives.
June 23, 1985
Air-India disaster, 331 dead. By this date, CSIS has already
erased 139 of 193 tape recordings of the Parmar phone calls.
June 27, 1985
CSIS once again draws the RCMP's attention to bomb-testing
incident. July 9, 1985
After returning to Vancouver Island site, the RCMP decide
dynamite exploded in woods, suggesting Mr. Parmar and Mr.
Reyat tested a homemade bomb. The investigation after the AirIndia disaster
The police investigation after the Air-India disaster was seriously
hampered by the failure of the RCMP and CSIS to share
information. CSIS and the RCMP were arguing with each other
for three months before CSIS allowed the RCMP to have full
access to the recordings of Mr. Parmar's phone calls and notes
made by translators. While negotiations continued, CSIS
continued to erase tapes under administrative regulations on
protection of privacy. By the time the RCMP found out that CSIS
was erasing the Parmar tapes, only 54 of 300 tapes remained.
July 5, 1985
The RCMP finds out that CSIS is intercepting Mr. Parmar's
phone calls but does not find out that intercepts began three
months before explosions. CSIS refer to tapes before crash as
information "from a reliable source." July 23, 1985
The RCMP hears about CSIS wiretapping before Air-India
disaster. July 24, 1985
CSIS begins to give the RCMP access to some notes on

transcripts of tapes but a dispute arises and CSIS cuts them off
two weeks later. Sept 6, 1985
CSIS gives the RCMP access to notes of wiretaps from June 4,
1985 but a dispute arises and CSIS revokes access 11 days later.
Sept 30, 1985
CSIS has erased about 235 tapes. They admit to the RCMP that
some tapes have been erased. Feb 7, 1986
Department of Justice formally asks CSIS to retain intercept
tapes; only 54 tapes remain. July 16, 1986
Senior CSIS official says the agency might have deterred the
bombing if it had spoken to Mr. Parmar; the official says the
RCMP had the same option to deter bombing and they chose not
to pursue it. February, 1996
Top RCMP Air-India task force official says Mounties could
have solved the case much sooner if CSIS had retained tapes of
intercepted conversations recorded between March, 1985 and
August, 1985 and if CSIS had co-operated fully with the
Mounties.
Envelope passed to victim
Passenger to give it to suspect's mother, trial told
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Former Ross Street Temple president Hardial Singh Johal died
last year.

ADVERTISEMENT
An Air India suspect handed an envelope to a bombing victim at
Vancouver International Airport on June 22, 1985 -- shortly
before the man left on his ill-fated journey to India, B.C.
Supreme Court was told Wednesday.
Hardial Singh Johal, who died last year, appeared to be rushing
around the airport when Daljit Singh Grewal arrived with his
family in tow, Daljit's brother-in-law, Raghbir Singh Grewal,
testified.
Johal said the envelope he handed Daljit was for his mother in
India. He asked the soon-to-be victim to deliver it as a favour,
Raghbir Grewal told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
Grewal was already waiting at the airport at about 7:30 that
morning to see his relative off when he ran into Johal, a
prominent community leader who was once the president of
Vancouver's Ross Street temple.
"I asked him what he is doing here. He said he came to see
somebody," Grewal testified, as his nephew, Daljit's son, listened
in the courtroom gallery. "He asked me, 'Why you are here?' I
said, 'Daljit is going to India so I came to see him.'"
Grewal testified that he knew Johal because they came from

villages that were close together in Punjab and he had also met
him at various Sikh temples.
Johal died of liver disease last November without ever being
charged in the plot targeting two Air India flights that left 331
dead.
But his name has surfaced repeatedly in the trial of Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri as being involved in
Canada's worst mass murder -- the bombing of Air India Flight
182, which killed 329, and the same-day blast at Tokyo's Narita
Airport that killed two baggage handlers.
The Crown alleges two bomb-laden suitcases were checked in at
Vancouver's airport on June 22, 1985 to connect with Air India
flights heading in opposite directions around the globe.
Grewal told the court his brother-in-law had slept in and was a
little late arriving for one of those flights that morning.
So Grewal spoke to Johal twice, with the suspected terrorist
leaving briefly in between to go to another part of the terminal.
When Johal returned, he gave Daljit the envelope, which he
stuck into his shirt pocket, Grewal testified.
After learning of the bombing, Grewal and Daljit's brother went
to Cork, Ireland, to see whether their relative's body would be
recovered.
"They couldn't find him" Grewal said.
He said he later saw Johal at a Lower Mainland temple and Johal

asked whether the police had spoken to Grewal.
"He asked, 'Did the RCMP talk to you?' and I said yes," Grewal
said. "He said, 'That's okay to me. Don't worry.' "
Grewal was on a list of 10 Crown witnesses whose names were
under a court ban until Wednesday.
In response to an application from The Vancouver Sun and the
CBC, Josephson ordered that seven of the 10 witnesses can be
named after their testimony is complete.
But Bagri lawyer Michael Tammen said he believes the ban
should be lifted on all the names as the witnesses testify to
ensure his client's right to a "public trial."
Tammen said he would make an application later to have the ban
completely removed.
He said that while the witness names are used in open court,
many members of the public are unable to attend the trial.
His client, Tammen argued, could receive relevant information
about a witness from a member of the public who sees a media
report quoting testimony.
If witnesses are not named until they are finished their testimony
"the defence has effectively lost the opportunity to crossexamine," Tammen said.
Earlier Wednesday, a Nanaimo man who told the court he was
once threatened with death by Air India suspect Talwinder Singh
Parmar said he reported the threat to the police the day after it

happened.
But the man, who is expected to continue on the stand today, said
he didn't give the police the name of the person until years later.
The man drove Parmar and an unidentified person dubbed Mr. X
from the ferry terminal to the Duncan home of Inderjit Singh
Reyat on June 4, 1985, where the trio later did a test bombing.
The Nanaimo man said he was asked to do the favour by a coworker and didn't know Parmar at the time.
But he said Parmar later met him in Nanaimo at the co-worker's
house and said the man must change his statement to police or
"we're going to kill you."
The witness said that about two years later, he was asked to
change his testimony again by Malik at the home of another
Nanaimo man, Karnail Singh Manhas.
The man said that both times, he refused to do what he was
asked.
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy, first-degree murder
and attempted murder in the June 23, 1985 bombings. The
Crown alleges the two were part of a group of B.C. Sikh
separatists who targeted India's national airline to retaliate for the
Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple.
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'They say to crash the planes,' witness testifies
Air India bombing trial told of Malik conversation about blowing

up planes
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Balwant Singh Bhandher (left), was a director of Surrey's Khalsa
School, while Ajaib Singh Bagri attended a meeting with Malik
and others at the Seattle temple.

ADVERTISEMENT
In the months before the June 1985 Air India bombing,
Ripudaman Singh Malik said people gathered at his house were
discussing crashing planes, B.C. Supreme Court was told
Thursday.
Jagdev Singh Dhillon, a long-time friend and business associate
of Malik's, said he was in the kitchen area of Malik's
Shaughnessy home some time between October 1984 and June
1985 for a religious gathering.
He said the program was over and his wife and other women

were cleaning up as he sat with several others in the kitchenfamily room.
Dhillon said Malik was in an adjoining room with another group
of people he could not see.
At one point, he said, Malik entered the kitchen area and said
something to Dhillon and the others gathered about those in the
other room.
"I don't recollect the exact words. It has been a long time. But it
had something to the effect, I should say, 'They say to crash the
planes,' " Dhillon told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
"My response was if you are discomfortable with the Indian
government, don't fly by Indian airline planes or don't have
accounts in the State Bank of India."
Dhillon told the court he doesn't recall if Malik said anything
more that day.
But under cross-examination by Malik lawyer Bill Smart,
Dhillon admitted Malik might have agreed with his view about a
boycott.
"When you made the suggestion about boycotting, about
peaceful protest, you don't recall whether Malik said something
or didn't. He may well have said, 'I agree with you Mr. Dhillon.' "
Replied Dhillon: "Right."
Smart raised Dhillon's 1998 statement to the RCMP in which he
described what Malik said that day: "I heard him saying they are

saying that they should blow up an Air India plane."
Smart also asked Dhillon why he didn't go into the room and
confront those suggesting violence.
"I am not that extroverted to go and do that. That's not my nature.
I just responded to Mr. Malik's remark," Dhillon said.
"I thought to my myself that Mr. Malik is a businessman, a very
religious man, he had said 'they' -- that he was not involved in it."
Dhillon said he wasn't worried about the comment at the time.
"People make comments everywhere and I didn't take it
seriously," he said.
Dhillon said he had always had "a cordial relationship" with
Malik, but didn't see him much after 1987 because he moved to
Parksville for nine years.
"We didn't have as much interaction as we would have if I was
here with him," Dhillon said. "I still consider him to be a nice
friend. We have never had a chance recently to meet each other."
Also Thursday, a long-time acquaintance of Malik testified he
heard suspected Air India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar
talk in early 1985 about a violent plan to retaliate against the
Indian government.
The man, whose name is protected until his testimony is
complete, said Parmar attended a meeting at a Calgary Sikh
temple where there was discussion of getting arms for a war in
the name of Khalistan, the name given to the nation separatist

Sikhs want carved from Punjab.
"One man said we should destroy their planes with an air
launcher when they come here or anywhere," the man testified.
Parmar told the meeting: "Leave it to us, we have a plan," the
witness said.
Parmar asked the witness, who was treasurer of a Calgary Sikh
temple, for financial aid but the man refused.
Parmar said the money was for "the brothers back there that were
hurt and for the arms."
One of the men at the Calgary meeting was Balwant Singh
Bhandher, a director of Surrey's Khalsa School.
The man said he travelled with Bhandher to Seattle around the
time of the bombing, to attend a religious program.
En route, they picked up Bhai Jiwan Singh, leader of the group
Malik belongs to called Akhand Kirtani Jatha.
The man said he met Malik for the first time at the Seattle
temple. Malik had a meeting there with Kewal Singh Nagra,
another Khalsa School director, Inderjit Singh Reyat and his wife
Satnam Kaur, Ajaib Singh Bagri and Parmjit Singh Panesar, a
Reyat relative, the man said.
Reyat pleaded guilty last February to manslaughter for his role in
the bombing.
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in twin

June 23, 1985 bombings that killed 331.
The first blast killed two baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita
Airport. Less than an hour later, 329 more died when Air India
Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland.
The Crown alleges Malik and Bagri were B.C. Sikh separatists
who conspired with others against Air India to retaliate for the
Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
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Father of victim in Air India bombing says he just wants to see
justice served
Rattan Singh Kalsi still can't talk about his daughter without
shedding some tears
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Rattan Singh Kalsi and his wife Harbachan Kaur lost their
daughter Indira (in picture) in the Air India bombing in 1985.

ADVERTISEMENT

After more than 18 years, it is still hard for Rattan Singh Kalsi to
talk about his daughter Indira, a victim of the 1985 Air India
bombing, without tears streaming down his face.
Kalsi wept several times Monday as he attended for the first time
the trial of Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri in
B.C. Supreme Court.
The 71-year-old said he hopes he will some day have justice for
the loss of his beautiful 21-year-old daughter, who was studying
pharmacy when she flew on Air India to join him for a trip
around his native Punjab.
"I was in Delhi waiting," Kalsi recalled. "When I heard the news,
I fainted."
Kalsi, with his wife Harbhajan nodding in agreement, said he is
angry that the case has taken so long to be solved. He remembers
meeting Joe Clark when he was external affairs minister
promising his government "would not sleep" until the case was
solved.
"It's a long sleep," Kalsi said.
It was difficult seeing the accused killers of his daughters in
court, said Kalsi, a Sikh.

"It's not that I have a grudge against them. They are human
beings. They've got children," he said. "I miss my child. They
miss their children too."
But he strongly disagrees with the alleged motive in the bombing
-- to retaliate against the Indian government for its assault on the
Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine, in June 1984.
A militant Sikh separatist leader named Jarnail Singh
Bhindranwale, who had holed up in the temple with ammunition
and followers, was killed in the attack.
Kalsi saw Bhindranwale when he visited the Golden Temple in
1983. In fact, while Kalsi was denied entry for carrying a leather
camera case, Bhindranwale and his body guards walked right
past him carrying automatic weapons and wearing ammunition
belts, he said.
"Bhindranwale was a criminal," Kalsi said. "The Indian
government was justified in flushing out terrorists and criminals."
Monday marked the third anniversary of the arrest of Malik and
Bagri.
In the lobby outside the Air India courtroom, a witness who had
testified against Malik greeted Kalsi and offered condolences for
the loss of his daughter.
"I am very sorry," Narinder Singh Gill said, as Kalsi pulled out a
photograph of Indira to show Gill.
Earlier, Gill was questioned repeatedly under cross-examination

about the date of a meeting at a Seattle Sikh temple attended by
both Malik and Bagri, as well as convicted terrorist Inderjit
Singh Reyat, his wife Satnam Kaur and others.
And Gill repeated the evidence he gave in earlier testimony -that he left for the temple sometime in June after the June 14th
birth of a friend's baby.
Gill said he could not remember if he left 10 to 15 days after the
birth or fewer than 10 days afterwards.
The defence tried to demonstrate that Gill must have gone to
Seattle after June 24 -- which would place the Seattle meeting
after the Air India bombing.
Gill testified that he can't remember exactly but that he could
well have gone between June 14 and the 24.
He said he got a ride with a man then living in Calgary named
Balwant Singh Bhandher. Bhandher, a director of Surrey's Khalsa
School, has been named during the trial as allegedly carrying
bomb-laden suitcases to the airport. He has never been charged.
Gill, a former treasurer of the school, also testified that he loaned
Malik $335,000 in 1995 when the accused terrorist was building
his Harrison Hot Springs hotel. About $2,000 of the loan is still
outstanding, Gill said.
He also told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that a woman yet to
testify in the trial told him Malik had given her details of the
bombing plot.
Gill said Malik told him in 1997 not to talk to police and that

Malik would pay for a lawyer for him if police tried to talk to
him in future.
Kalsi, who now lives in London, Ont., was joined by a large
group of relatives at the trial Monday. There also were relatives
of the accused, including Malik's wife Raminder, three of Bagri's
daughters, and his son-in-law Jaswinder Singh Parmar. Parmar is
the son of suspected Air India mastermind Talwinder Singh
Parmar, who was killed in Punjab in 1992.
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in twin
June 23, 1985 bombings that killed 331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two
baggage handlers. The second brought down Air India Flight 182
54 minutes later, killing all 329 aboard.
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Worker kept detailed journal of talks with Air India suspect
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Several members of the RCMP's Air India Task Force descended
on the Khalsa day care in late 1997 after getting a panicked call
from an employee of accused bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik
who said she felt threatened, B.C. Supreme Court was told
Tuesday.
The woman, who is expected to be the Crown's star witness at
the Air India trial, told police within days of their attendance at
the day care that Malik confessed to her by saying: "We had Air
India crash."
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order, wore a
secret RCMP transmitter when she went to work on Nov. 3,
1997, despite getting a weekend phone call from Malik, who told
her she was no longer needed.
RCMP Corporal Doug Best testified Tuesday he gave the device
to the woman, who was supposed to say "I have a headache" if
she felt police needed to rush to her aid.
Best said he has been responsible for dealing with the woman
since she first talked to police on Oct. 23, 1997 through an agent
of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service.
Best said she told him she was still employed at the Khalsa day
care at the time but had been continually threatened and harassed
by Malik and two other Khalsa school directors for about two
months, after she refused to resign.
Malik founded the Satnam Education Society of B.C., which still
gets millions in government funding annually and runs both the
Khalsa day care and the Khalsa school next door.

Malik defence lawyer Bill Smart suggested the show of force by
police at the Khalsa premises in November 1997 was designed to
rattle Malik into saying something incriminating to someone
about the 1985 Air India bombing that killed 329.
But Best denied that was the intention. His notes indicated the
woman "had become very scared" and felt threatened by school
director Balwant Singh Bhandher, who has also been named at
the trial as a bombing suspect, though never charged.
The other director complained about by the woman, Aniljit Singh
Uppal, was in court Tuesday, sitting with Malik's wife Raminder.
Best said Bhandher was arrested Nov. 3, 1997 and the woman
ended up meeting with RCMP officers from both the task force
investigating the Air India bombing and the commercial crime
section over alleged misuse of funds by Malik.
Best said the woman kept a detailed journal of her conversations
with Malik, some pages of which she first provided to police on
Nov. 7, 1997.
He said she later provided additional pages on Nov. 10, 1997 and
in 1999.
Smart pointed out discrepancies in early police photocopies of
the journal pages and originals obtained for a second time from
the woman later on.
Best said he had not noticed before, but that there did appear to
have been some changes made to some of the pages.

Best said the journal was contained in a binder with entries made
on loose-leaf paper.
In his early meetings with the woman, Best said he did not know
how significant she would eventually be to the Air India
prosecution.
Also Tuesday, Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows introduced several
newspaper articles from 1997 and 1998 from both Englishlanguage and Punjabi publications.
Included were four Vancouver Sun stories from early 1998, as
well as a Globe and Mail report from March 22, 1997 and
another from the Punjabi Awaaz dated March 28, 1997. Another
article from Aaj magazine's July/August 1997 edition was also
introduced.
Three of the Sun articles focused on a Feb. 14 1998 meeting at
Surrey's Khalsa school attended by members of two militant
separatist groups, the International Sikh Youth Federation and
Babbar Khalsa. Malik attended the meeting, despite assuring the
government earlier that militant groups would not be meeting at
his publicly funded school.
The fourth Sun article was about a fence built with Khalsa school
funds around the house of Satnam Kaur Reyat, who is married to
the only man convicted in the Air India bombing to date. Inderjit
Singh Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter last February and is
serving five years.
The $1,200 fence was built to keep out the Air India Task Force,
according to Reyat's lawyer at the time, Kuldip Chaggar.

Satnam Reyat is scheduled as a witness at the Air India trial next
month.
Malik and Bagri are charged with murder and conspiracy in two
blasts that targeted Air India and killed 331 on June 23, 1985.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C. Sikh
separatists who targeted the national airline of India to retaliate
for the Indian army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Key evidence altered in Air-India case, police say
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The personal journal of a woman at the centre of the Air-India

trial was altered and some pages were burned, British Columbia
Supreme Court heard Wednesday.
In a session of startling developments, the court also heard
Wednesday that the woman's husband accused her of Òsetting
upÓ Air-India suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik.
The accusation came after the woman had taken a polygraph test
at the police station, according to notes written by RCMP
Corporal Douglas Best and submitted to court.
Corporal Best wrote that the woman said her husband was angry
with her and felt she should not co-operate with police any
further.
She subsequently destroyed some of her notes, Corporal Best
wrote. It was not clear what was in the notes that were burned.
A court order prohibits the media from identifying the woman,
who is expected to begin her testimony in the next few days.
Prosecutors have said a conviction in the unprecedented internal
terrorism case depends on the credibility of the evidence she
provides
The woman gave a portion of her journal with references to Mr.
Malik and the Air-India bombing to police on November, 1997.
Three days later, she provided copies of another portion to
police. However the entire journal was not seized by police as
evidence until June, 1999.
The journal contains the woman's account of the alleged
confession of Mr. Malik, the court was previously told.

During questioning by defence lawyer Bill Smart, Corporal Best
told the court that the woman inserted new material in the journal
while being interviewed by a prosecutor about her evidence for
the trial.
Corporal Best also confirmed that, in some instances, pages in
the journal seized by police were not identical to copies of those
pages that she had provided to police 19 months earlier.
Corporal Best testified that she may have written in some
material and changed dates after handing over a portion of the
journal to police in 1997.
Mr. Malik, and another B.C. man, Ajaib Singh Bagri, are charged
with murder for the death of 329 people in an explosion aboard
an Air India flight on June 23, 1985 and the death of two people
killed by a bomb explosion in Japan 54 minutes earlier.
The trial continues.
Husband accused wife of setting up Malik

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
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Ripudaman Singh Malik and a formerly close friend fell out
when she confronted him about his alleged involvement in the
Air India bombing.

ADVERTISEMENT

The most important Crown witness in the Air India trial was
accused by her husband of setting up bombing suspect
Ripudaman Singh Malik after the woman took an RCMP
polygraph, B.C. Supreme Court was told Wednesday.
Corporal Doug Best testified that the woman said in a 1999
meeting with the Crown and RCMP that her husband was not
happy about her talking to police.
After her husband expressed concern, the woman burned some
notes from her journal that reflected incriminating conversations
she allegedly had with Malik about the Air India bombing, Best
told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
The woman, whose name is shielded by a court order, is set to
begin testimony Friday.
Best said the woman is now divorced from her husband and that
when she told him about her husband's views, the couple had
already been involved in an acrimonious separation.

Best has been the member of the RCMP's Air India Task Force
who has dealt with the woman since October 1997, when she
first spoke to police.
The former supervisor at the Khalsa school's day-care centre said
Malik confessed to her: "We had Air India crash."
The woman had a close, loving friendship with Malik that led to
a high level of trust and eventual confession, court heard earlier.
But that friendship soured after a series of events in 1997 -culminating with her confronting Malik over a Punjabi
newspaper article that alluded to his involvement in the Air India
bombing on June 23, 1985 that killed 329.
During her talk with Malik, he is said to have confessed to her,
providing further details of the bombing plot, including errors he
believed were committed.
But Malik defence lawyer Bill Smart pointed out the article
about Air India was not published until March 28, 1997, even
though an entry in the woman's journal thought to relate to her
conversation with Malik is dated between Feb. 28 and March 16
of that year.
Smart noted that in a bail hearing three years ago for Malik and
co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows
referred to the journal entry as corroborative evidence.
But after the bail hearing, the Crown and RCMP asked the
woman about the date discrepancy and she said her journal entry
must not have referred to the confession at all.

The diary entry referred to in court says:
"It's been pretty interesting since my last entry. Mrs. Reyat's
house was broken into. That was sad. Since then, she is not
coming to school. I miss her. She sends goodies for me and talks
once in a while. But I miss her so much. She told me some stuff
that came in papers. It shocked me. I confronted Malik. He
confirmed and told me not to worry. But I am worried. I care
about him and Mrs. Reyat. I get upset when he is rude, but he
apologizes and everything is forgotten."
Satnam Kaur Reyat, wife of convicted terrorist Inderjit Singh
Reyat, volunteered at the Khalsa day care where the woman
worked and became her friend.
Bellows tried to clarify the discrepancy over the journal entry by
asking Best to refer to an April 1998 transcript of one of the
woman's many interviews with police.
In it, former RCMP staff-sergeant John Schneider asked the
woman if she had recorded what Malik said to her during the
confession and she replied: "Oh no. No way. No way. I just never
wanted to deal with it. I just talked to Mrs. Reyat and that's it."
Malik and Bagri are charged with murder and conspiracy in two
June 23, 1985 bombings that targeted Air India and left 331 dead.
The first blast tore through the baggage area at Tokyo's Narita
Airport, killing two workers. Less than an hour later Air India
Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland. All 329 aboard
perished.

The Crown alleges Malik and Bagri were part of a group of B.C.
Sikh separatists who plotted against India's national airline to
retaliate for the assault on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest
shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Key witness still in love with Air-India suspect
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Vancouver Ñ The key witness in the Air-India trial says she feels
she is betraying the man she loves, suspect Ripudaman Singh
Malik, by testifying against him in the unprecedented
international terrorism case.
Fighting back tears, she told the court Friday that Mr. Malik
loved her, trusted her and confided in her.
Although she has not seen him for five years, she said she misses
him and thinks about him.
ÒI still love him. I still respect him,Ó she said, in a soft, heavily
accented voice. ÒI miss him. I hate being here. I wish I wasn't
here.Ó
With Mr. Malik's family and friends in the public gallery, she
said she had promised Mr. Malik that she would always love
him, no matter what.

She adamantly denied a suggestion by prosecutor Joe Bellows
that she was out for revenge.
The woman is considered the most important witness in the 18year old multimillion dollar Air-India case. If her credibility is
seriously undermined, the chances of obtaining a guilty verdict
may be slim.
Prosecutors have said that she will testify that Mr. Malik told her
about his role in the disaster which killed 331 people in two
explosions on opposite sides of the world. The prosecution has
said that Mr. Malik also told the woman the names of several
others involved in the scheme.
The woman, who was born outside Canada, came to British
Columbia in 1978. She began working at a Sikh parochial school
in the fall of 1992. Mr. Malik, who was head of the school's of
trustees, was involved in hiring her.
They developed a good working relationship early on, the
woman said. Mr. Malik was a workaholic and she liked her job,
she said.
They became fond of each other, with friendship turning into
love and love turning into respect, she added.
Mr. Malik in early April, 1997, told her a time would come when
she would hate him. ÒI tell him, I could never hate you. There is
nothing to hate you about. I cannot think of anything that could
change ...Ó
She said she has thought about him often since they last saw each
other five years ago. ÒWe worked really well together. We were

very good friends. We were very happy together.Ó
When she entered the courtroom, she put her hands together and
bowed slightly to Mr. Malik. But as she testified, she looked at
the courtroom ceiling or the lawyer. She did not look at Mr.
Malik. She frequently took tissues from a nearby box.
Similarly, Mr.Malik in the prisoner's box was not looking at her.
He peered down, occasionally taking notes in a small pad on his
lap.
ÒWe shared a love and friendship that is very hard to find,Ó she
said.
She told the court that she was not happy to be talking in court
about her relationship with Mr. Malik. ÒI feel it is personal. It is
nobody's business ... and has nothing to do with this.Ó
Mr.Malik and another B.C. man, Ajaib Singh Bagri, have been
charged with murder for the death of 329 people in an explosion
aboard an Air-India flight on June 23, 1985, and the death of two
people in Japan killed in a bomb explosion 54 minutes earlier.
Star witness testifies
AIR INDIA I Former day-care worker says she still loves and
respects accused bomber

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
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Ripudaman Singh Malik listens Friday to testimony from the
Crown's star witness, who cannot be identified and whose face
and body has been obscured as ordered by Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson.

ADVERTISEMENT

The star witness in the Air India trial finally took the stand Friday
and professed her love for accused bomber Ripudaman Singh
Malik and her distress over being forced to testify in Canada's
worst mass murder case.
"I still love him. I still respect him. I miss him and I hate being
here. I wish I wasn't here," the woman said in response to
questions from Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows.
She looked right at the alleged terrorist when she told him she
was not testifying for revenge and would not be doing it at all if
she could have avoided it.
"You don't know how horrible I feel. If there was any way,
anything I could do not to be here," she told Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson. "It's a betrayal and it is so insulting to me."

The woman, the former supervisor at the Khalsa day-care, is
expected in the coming days to describe Malik's alleged
confession to her back in 1997.
Her identity is shielded by a court order.
The soft-spoken woman, dressed in a dark suit and with short
hair, bowed slightly to Malik with her hands pressed together
when she took the stand. She described how her friendship with
Malik began when he hired her on the spot in September 1992, to
run a new pre-school next door to Surrey's Khalsa School.
"We worked really well. We were very good friends. We were
very happy together. We shared a love and friendship that is very
hard to find," she said. "We had great times. He was a
workaholic ... We both had great dreams for Khalsa School." She
said each professed their love for the other during their five-year
relationship and that she promised him "I will always love you,
always respect you and if I can, always be there to help you."
The witness said Malik would say that she would grow to hate
him one day.
"There will come a time when you will hate me and I said I could
never hate you," she testified.
But even now she does not feel hatred against the accused mass
murderer, she said.
"I could never hate him, never," she told Bellows.
She also testified about her reluctance to give the prosecution

details about their friendship, "because I feel it is personal. It's
nobody's business. It's a relationship that was special and it has
nothing to do with (the) case."
Malik cast his eyes downward through much of the woman's
testimony. She appeared in tears at several points but also smiled
at times.
The woman said she got to know Satnam Kaur Reyat as soon as
the witness began working at the Khalsa day-care in October
1992. In fact, Reyat was living in a three-bedroom suite above
the day-care centre at the time. Reyat's husband Inderjit has
admitted a role in the Air India bombing and was convicted in
1991 of building a bomb that exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport
the same day.
Inderjit Reyat called the day-care every couple of weeks to talk
to his wife, the witness said. He soon got to know the woman as
well and would chat with her briefly on the phone when she
answered it.
The woman testified that Malik told her on three different
occasions that he was supporting Satnam Reyat with monthly
under-the-table payments while Reyat collected welfare. Malik
told the woman he paid the money to keep a promise made to
Inderjit Reyat after his 1991 conviction.
The witness testified that Malik said: "He'll continue to support
her because Mr. Reyat has done a great sewa for Sikhism." Sewa
means service, the woman said, adding that Malik told her the
bomb-maker's service was appreciated.
The woman said she became very close to Satnam Reyat, who

confided to her that the family's problems began after visits from
Air India co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri and the late Talwinder
Singh Parmar, the suspected mastermind of the plot, who was
killed in 1992. She said Satnam Reyat was also critical of David
Gibbons, who represented her husband after his arrest on the
earlier charges.
"She realized on trial that he was not wholly representing Mr.
Reyat. He was more representing others and she was not very
happy," the woman said.
Earlier testimony in B.C. Supreme Court indicated the woman's
relationship with Malik deteriorated in late 1997 after she
confronted him about a newspaper article that suggested he was a
bombing suspect. She left her job in early November and later
told police that Malik once said: "We had Air India crash."
She testified she last saw Malik on April 19, 1998 outside a
Khalsa Credit Union in Surrey for the election of the institution's
board of directors.
She said Malik, who was standing with Air India suspect Hardial
Singh Johal, spoke to her after she offered him tea.
"He greeted me. And then he smiled and then he said: 'She's still
not talking to me. I haven't seen her in so many days, so many
hours, so many months,' " she testified. Court was told the
woman had to move away later that year because of security
concerns. In fact, details of her former residences were kept
vague in court. Even her country of origin was not mentioned.
She said she was raised in a Sikh family, but is not baptized and
that she married a Hindu man outside of Canada in the late 1970s
before immigrating to B.C. She moved to North Delta in

December 1990.
In a dramatic moment, Bellows asked the woman to leave the
witness box and walk to the bullet-proof plexiglass between the
lawyers and the public gallery to try to identify Khalsa school
directors Aniljit Singh Uppal and Balwant Singh Bhandher.
She pointed to Uppal, sitting in a row full of Malik supporters.
Also in the public gallery were relatives of some of the 329
victims of the Air India bombing. Sikh community leaders also
attended to show their support for the woman.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Drawings vetted to protect witness
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The RCMP and prosecutors in the Air India bombing trial were
granted the unusual power to review drawings prepared for
media outlets during Friday's testimony of the star Crown
witness.

The woman's identity is protected by a court order made by
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson last February.
But Josephson also ordered Friday that any drawings prepared of
the witness from now on must be approved for broadcast or
publication by the Crown.
Josephson did not go as far as prosecutor Joe Bellows had asked.
Bellows wanted all the drawings made Friday to be confiscated.
After the trial adjourned for the day, RCMP Corporal Doug Best
collected a series of drawings from three courtroom artists used
by various media outlets, including The Vancouver Sun, and took
them away for review. All the drawings had the woman's face
obscured.
After about half an hour, Best returned and told journalists that
none of the drawings was approved for use, saying "It could
seriously compromise her personal safety."
Media lawyer Michael Skene then raised the issue before
Josephson who allowed broadcast and publication as long as the
woman's entire body was obscured or pixilated.
Court was told earlier Friday that the woman moved away from
the Lower Mainland in 1998 because of security concerns.
Several extra RCMP officers, in plainclothes, circulated around
the courtroom Friday and extra sheriffs were on duty.
Star witness testifies
AIR INDIA I Former day-care worker says she still loves and
respects accused bomber

Kim Bolan
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Ripudaman Singh Malik listens Friday to testimony from the
Crown's star witness, who cannot be identified and whose face
and body has been obscured as ordered by Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson.
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The star witness in the Air India trial finally took the stand Friday
and professed her love for accused bomber Ripudaman Singh
Malik and her distress over being forced to testify in Canada's
worst mass murder case.
"I still love him. I still respect him. I miss him and I hate being
here. I wish I wasn't here," the woman said in response to
questions from Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows.
She looked right at the alleged terrorist when she told him she

was not testifying for revenge and would not be doing it at all if
she could have avoided it.
"You don't know how horrible I feel. If there was any way,
anything I could do not to be here," she told Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson. "It's a betrayal and it is so insulting to me."
The woman, the former supervisor at the Khalsa day-care, is
expected in the coming days to describe Malik's alleged
confession to her back in 1997.
Her identity is shielded by a court order.
The soft-spoken woman, dressed in a dark suit and with short
hair, bowed slightly to Malik with her hands pressed together
when she took the stand. She described how her friendship with
Malik began when he hired her on the spot in September 1992, to
run a new pre-school next door to Surrey's Khalsa School.
"We worked really well. We were very good friends. We were
very happy together. We shared a love and friendship that is very
hard to find," she said. "We had great times. He was a
workaholic ... We both had great dreams for Khalsa School." She
said each professed their love for the other during their five-year
relationship and that she promised him "I will always love you,
always respect you and if I can, always be there to help you."
The witness said Malik would say that she would grow to hate
him one day.
"There will come a time when you will hate me and I said I could
never hate you," she testified.

But even now she does not feel hatred against the accused mass
murderer, she said.
"I could never hate him, never," she told Bellows.
She also testified about her reluctance to give the prosecution
details about their friendship, "because I feel it is personal. It's
nobody's business. It's a relationship that was special and it has
nothing to do with (the) case."
Malik cast his eyes downward through much of the woman's
testimony. She appeared in tears at several points but also smiled
at times.
The woman said she got to know Satnam Kaur Reyat as soon as
the witness began working at the Khalsa day-care in October
1992. In fact, Reyat was living in a three-bedroom suite above
the day-care centre at the time. Reyat's husband Inderjit has
admitted a role in the Air India bombing and was convicted in
1991 of building a bomb that exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport
the same day.
Inderjit Reyat called the day-care every couple of weeks to talk
to his wife, the witness said. He soon got to know the woman as
well and would chat with her briefly on the phone when she
answered it.
The woman testified that Malik told her on three different
occasions that he was supporting Satnam Reyat with monthly
under-the-table payments while Reyat collected welfare. Malik
told the woman he paid the money to keep a promise made to
Inderjit Reyat after his 1991 conviction.

The witness testified that Malik said: "He'll continue to support
her because Mr. Reyat has done a great sewa for Sikhism." Sewa
means service, the woman said, adding that Malik told her the
bomb-maker's service was appreciated.
The woman said she became very close to Satnam Reyat, who
confided to her that the family's problems began after visits from
Air India co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri and the late Talwinder
Singh Parmar, the suspected mastermind of the plot, who was
killed in 1992. She said Satnam Reyat was also critical of David
Gibbons, who represented her husband after his arrest on the
earlier charges.
"She realized on trial that he was not wholly representing Mr.
Reyat. He was more representing others and she was not very
happy," the woman said.
Earlier testimony in B.C. Supreme Court indicated the woman's
relationship with Malik deteriorated in late 1997 after she
confronted him about a newspaper article that suggested he was a
bombing suspect. She left her job in early November and later
told police that Malik once said: "We had Air India crash."
She testified she last saw Malik on April 19, 1998 outside a
Khalsa Credit Union in Surrey for the election of the institution's
board of directors.
She said Malik, who was standing with Air India suspect Hardial
Singh Johal, spoke to her after she offered him tea.
"He greeted me. And then he smiled and then he said: 'She's still
not talking to me. I haven't seen her in so many days, so many
hours, so many months,' " she testified. Court was told the

woman had to move away later that year because of security
concerns. In fact, details of her former residences were kept
vague in court. Even her country of origin was not mentioned.
She said she was raised in a Sikh family, but is not baptized and
that she married a Hindu man outside of Canada in the late 1970s
before immigrating to B.C. She moved to North Delta in
December 1990.
In a dramatic moment, Bellows asked the woman to leave the
witness box and walk to the bullet-proof plexiglass between the
lawyers and the public gallery to try to identify Khalsa school
directors Aniljit Singh Uppal and Balwant Singh Bhandher.
She pointed to Uppal, sitting in a row full of Malik supporters.
Also in the public gallery were relatives of some of the 329
victims of the Air India bombing. Sikh community leaders also
attended to show their support for the woman.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Spiritual advisor knew, approved of bombings: witness
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VANCOUVER -- The Air India trial in Vancouver has heard a
Sikh holy man knew about the bombing plot and gave his
blessing to the act.
A protected witness testified that accused bomber Ripudaman
Singh Malik told her that Bhai Jeewan Singh blessed the
bombing plan aimed at two Air India jets.
Singh was Malik's spiritual advisor.
The witness told the trial the blessing came when Malik and
others met with the holy man in Seattle.
The woman testified Malik wrote her notes professing his love,
but their relationship was never consummated.
She testified Malik visited Inderjit Singh Reyat in jail because he
was considered a Sikh hero, but also because Malik didn't want
anything to backfire on him.
Reyat is the only man convicted of the bombings.
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are accused of two 1985 bombings
targeted at Air India jets that killed 331 people.
Confidante tells of chilling Air India confession
Malik told me he made the plane crash, witness says in court
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Courtroom sketch of Ajaib Singh Bagri (left) and Ripudaman
Singh Malik Malik (right). A witness who testified is on a video
monitor that is behind Bagri and Malik for the public to view.
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In a chilling confession, accused Air India bomber Ripudaman
Singh Malik told his confidante in May 1996 that "we had Air
India crash" and no one can do anything about it, B.C. Supreme
Court was told Monday.
In the first direct evidence of Malik's alleged confessions, a
woman with whom he shared a loving friendship testified that
Malik criticized her for caring about a child from the Khalsa
School who attempted suicide after being ridiculed by a religion
teacher.

"If one child dies for Sikhism, so what? Others will learn not to
break the rules. And we will not be bending our rules for
anyone," the woman quoted Malik as saying.
"1982 - 328 people died. What did anyone do? I didn't say
anything and he said people still remember Khalistan."
As the woman spoke, sobs and gasps broke out in the public
gallery. It was another sensational day of testimony from the 43year-old former day-care supervisor at Surrey's Khalsa School.
" 'We had Air India crash,' " she quoted Malik. "And then he
goes: 'Nobody, nobody can do anything. It is all for Sikhism.'"
The woman is the Crown's star witness in its case against Malik.
She said Malik firmly shook his finger at her at one point in the
conversation, which took place at the day-care centre next door
to the government-funded school Malik ran.
Malik told her he was like a Hindu god -- Chakkar -- who spins
the world on his finger-tip controlling everyone.
She told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that Malik often forgot
names, dates, and other details in the five years she spent at his
side, explaining the discrepancies in the bombing description. Air
India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland on June 23,
1985, killing 329.
The woman said Malik ended the conversation by inviting her
out for coffee, rubbing her back and saying "always remember, I
love you."

She said after he left, she was so upset that she "just broke down"
and was crying uncontrollably. She decided to write on some
papers the dramatic comments he made to her over and over: "If
one child dies, so what? 1982 -- 328 dead, so what? We had Air
India crash, so what?"
She said she left the incriminating papers on her desk when she
left, but that her friend Satnam Kaur Reyat helped her rip them
up the next morning. Satnam was a volunteer at the day-care
centre.
Her husband Inderjit Singh admitted his role in the Air India
bombing last February. He was convicted in 1991 of building
another bomb that exploded the same day at Tokyo's Narita
Airport, killing two baggage handlers.
The woman said her conversation with Malik is documented in a
journal she kept. She also recounted a conversation she had with
Satnam Reyat in either late March or early April 1997.
The woman, who does not read Punjabi, begged Reyat to meet
her at the day-care to explain the contents of a Punjabi
newspaper article about Air India.
She said Reyat arrived before noon and they went into a room at
the day-care to discuss the article, which was predicting arrests in
the bombing by June of that year.
Reyat outlined the descriptions of each of the suspects. When the
woman asked for actual identities, Reyat listed the names -Inderjit Reyat, Hardial Singh Johal, Ajaib Singh Bagri, Surjan
Singh Gill and Talwinder Singh Parmar.

She asked the woman to guess the final identity based on a
description of the man as living in the West End, being a
millionaire and being fond of the group Akhand Kirtani Jatha.
When the woman said she did not know who it was, Reyat told
her it was Malik.
"I just thought no way, you are wrong," the woman testified. "I
did not have the energy to move. I just sat there and cried."
The woman also told the court that Malik's spiritual adviser, a
man named Bhai Jiwan Singh, gave his blessing to the Air India
bombing plot.
Singh, the leader of the Akhand Kirtani Jatha who lives in
Amritsar, gave his approval during a meeting of the conspirators
at a Seattle Sikh temple, the woman said.
"They had Bhai Jiwan Singh's blessing," she said. "They all met
in Seattle and they had a program there where Bhai Jiwan Singh
was there and they were blessed."
The woman said Malik not only told her about Singh's blessing,
but also confided that a former Ross Street temple president
named Daljit Singh Sandhu picked up the tickets used to load
bomb-laden suitcases onto two flights. Sandhu, who also headed
the World Sikh Organization at one time, has never been charged.
The woman described how she accompanied Malik, instead of
his wife, to political functions of civic, provincial and federal
parties.

The first time Malik told her he had fallen in love with her was in
January, 1995 -- three years after she was hired by the Satnam
Education Society Malik headed.
"He told me how special I was and gave me a big hug and told
me he had a lot of feelings for me," she said, adding that she was
happy about his comments, though she didn't express it to him. "I
said I admire you a lot."
But while they fell in love, they never had a sexual relationship
or even kissed, she said.
"We held hands, we hugged each other," she said, as Malik
looked downwards in the prisoners' docket.
Malik also told her how he had difficulties in his relationship
with wife Raminder, who was not in court Monday as she has
been.
"He said that he wasn't attracted to her. She's not the kind of
person he likes to go out with, he doesn't enjoy a sexual nature
with her and he doesn't like her ideas," the woman said, pointing
out how embarrassed she was to repeat the information in court.
Malik told her he wanted a sexual relationship "but it would be
dangerous ... for us to do that because of the Sikh guidelines."
She said she wrote down much of what Malik confided to her
about the activities of militant Sikh leaders, including Bhai Jiwan
Singh, Parmar, Balwant Singh Bhandher, and school directors
Kewal Singh Nagra, Aniljit Singh Uppal and Gurdev Singh Gill,
who is known as Kala Baba.

She testified that Bhandher first accused her of being an agent of
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service in February 1997. She
began to tell of an incident in which Bhandher pulled a gun on
someone, but was cut off by Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows.
Bhandher was in the public gallery Monday, but declined to
comment to a Vancouver Sun reporter.
The woman said that after she left the school in November 1997,
she destroyed most of her notes to protect Malik, she said.
"I didn't want anyone knowing that Mr. Malik told me this.
People were calling me a spy and making my life miserable," she
testified. "I was very scared. I was just so scared."
She also said she didn't want to end up a witness if charges were
laid.
"I did it so I wouldn't be sitting here and talking about any of
this," she said. "I didn't want people looking at him in a bad way.
I just wanted it to end."
She said Malik visited Inderjit Reyat in prison to reassure him
that he would be looked after.
At one point, Malik's wife went to England and met with Satnam
Reyat at a mutual friend's house "to let Satnam Kaur know they
were still going to be there for her, they hadn't forgotten her and
they would continue helping her."
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in the
June 23, 1985 bombings that targeted Air India and killed 331.

The first blast ripped through the baggage area at the Tokyo
airport. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off
the coast of Ireland.
The Crown alleges Malik, 56, and Bagri, 54, were part of a group
of B.C.-based Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline
of India to retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on
the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
--AIR INDIA INTRIGUE: Testimony at the Air India trial has
contained frequent references to alleged key players in the plot -many of whom have never been charged in connection with the
bombing. Here is some of the evidence heard by the court.
June 4, 1985 - Inderjit Singh Reyat meets Talwinder Singh
Parmar in Duncan and does a test explosion in the woods, along
with an unidentified Sikh dubbed Mr. X by police.
Air India flight 182 explodes weeks later on June 23, 1985,
killing all 329 aboard.
June 9, 1985 - Ajaib Singh Bagri is seen by the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service with Parmar at Vancouver
International Airport after both men arrived on a flight from
Toronto. Parmar was killed in the custody of Punjab police in
1992 and has never been charged.
June 1985 - Bhai Jiwan Singh, leader of the fervently religious
Akhand Kirtani Jatha and spiritual advisor to Ripudaman Singh

Malik and Inderjit Singh Reyat, allegedly gives his blessing to
the Air India bombing conspirators at a Seattle Sikh temple.
Singh lives in Amritsar, but visits Canada often. He has never
been charged.
June 18, 1985 - Ripudaman Singh Malik is photographed by
CSIS agents entering Parmar's Burnaby home. The agents also
note a car belonging to the late
Hardial Singh Johal also arrived at Parmar's home, although
CSIS described the driver as an "unknown male."
June 19, 1985 - Daljit Singh Sandhu, former president of the
Ross Street temple and the World Sikh Organization, allegedly
picks up the two airline tickets at CP Air's office and pays with
cash. He has never been charged.
June 20, 1985 - Surjan Singh Gill, once the self-described
Khalistani ambassador, allegedly pulls out of the Air India plot
and later resigns from Parmar's Babbar Khalsa terrorist group.
He now lives in England and has never been charged.
June 22, 1985 - Balwant Singh Bhandher, who is now a past
director of Khalsa School, allegedly carries bombs to airport in a
brown van. He has never been charged.
June 22, 1985 - Hardial Singh Johal, a former president of the
Ross Street Sikh temple who died last year, is seen at the airport
around the time the Air India bomb is believed to have been
checked in. Though he was picked up by police twice, the former
Vancouver school board employee was never charged.
Gandhi link raised at Air-India trial
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VANCOUVER Ñ A charity founded by Air-India suspect
Ripudaman Singh Malik supported the families of those who
assassinated Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi and those who
planned to kill her son, Rajiv, a court was told Monday.
Speaking calmly and without hesitation, the key witness at the
sensational Air-India trial said Mr. Malik told her that a Sikh
charity he founded sent money to a group involved in planning
an assassination attempt on Rajiv Gandhi and to the families of
two Sikh bodyguards who assassinated Ms. Gandhi on Oct. 31,
1984.
Indicating a previously unknown connection, she also said
alleged co-conspirator Inderjit Singh Reyat got a message the

day that one of Ms. Gandhi's bodyguards was hanged for killing
her.
"There was a message sent for Mr. Reyat to keep up the work,"
she said. "And their support -- those two gentlemen -- was with
Mr. Reyat and others."
In testimony that sometimes veered closer to a talk-show
confession than usual courtroom statements, the 43-year-old
woman also told the court about the deep love between Mr.
Malik and her, which she said was never consummated.
She also told the court about extensive criminal activity allegedly
involving Mr. Malik and others in Vancouver's Sikh community,
including passport fraud, embezzlement of Sikh temple funds, an
insurance scam and plans for fraudulent use of provincial
government funds.
The woman linked Mr. Malik directly to the Air-India disaster,
recounting that Mr. Malik told her "we'd Air-India crashed."
Afterwards, she wrote down some of his comments in a personal
journal and on loose papers.
Mr. Reyat's wife, Satnam Kaur Reyat, ripped up the loose papers
and threw them in the garbage, she said. However, the woman
kept her journal with its entries.
On another occasion, she said, Mr. Malik told her the name of a
Sikh man in the Vancouver area who picked up tickets for the illfated Air India flight that blew up in 1985, killing 329 people.
That person has not been charged in the case.
To protect her, a court order prohibits identification of the

woman. Prosecutors in the unprecedented international terrorism
trial say she is the most important witness in the case.
Defence lawyers have not yet had an opportunity to question her.
Mr. Malik's lawyers have said their client denies making
statements she attributes to him.
During her second day of testimony, the woman appeared tired
but relaxed. At crucial times, she gestured with her hands to
emphasize her comments. She did not look at Mr. Malik, even
when talking about her deep, continuing affection for him, and
he did not appear to be looking at her.
She has been asked to talk about her relationship with Mr. Malik
in order to explain why he confided in her about his involvement
in the Air-India disaster.
Both Mr. Malik and the woman were married to others and had
children at the time of their relationship.
From the first hug in 1995 to the final exchange less than three
years later, they would hold hands but never kissed, she said.
"In the beginning, he said that he wanted it [to consummate their
love] very much...but it would be very dangerous for us to do
that because, if someone found out, he would lose everything,"
she said.
She went to several political fundraising dinners, including
federal Liberal dinners, with Mr. Malik and his business
associates, she said. Mr. Malik's wife did not attend the dinners,
she added.

Mr. Malik told her that he was not attracted to his wife, she said.
She paused, took a deep breath and continued: Mr. Malik told her
that his wife was not the kind of person that he liked to go out
with.
"He doesn't enjoy sexual nature with her, and he does not like her
ideas and stuff," the woman, who was born outside Canada, said
in her accented English.
She provided only a few details about the link between Mr.
Malik's charity, called Satnam Trust, and the fate of Ms. Gandhi
and her son.
Mr. Malik told her that a Sikh group in England was involved in
planning an attempt to assassinate Rajiv Gandhi, which failed,
she told the court. Mr. Gandhi succeeded his mother as prime
minister and was killed by a bomb in the state of Tamil Nadu on
May 21, 1991.
"They needed money and things. Satnam Trust donated money to
Babbar Khalsa, England, and he [Mr. Malik] did not ask him for
a breakdown of money or any thing," the woman said.
She did not specify whether the money was sent to the group
before or after the assassination attempt.
Satnam Trust also collected money and sent it to the families of
the two bodyguards in India who killed Indira Gandhi, after the
assassination, she added. She mistakenly testified that one guard
was hanged in 1992 or 1993. He was in fact executed on Jun. 6,
1989.

Mr. Malik and another B.C. man, Ajaib Singh Bagri, have been
charged with murdering the 329 people killed in the Air-India
crash and two people killed in a bomb explosion in Japan 54
minutes earlier. Mr. Reyat is the only person to be convicted in
the Air-India case. He is serving a five-year sentence for
manslaughter.
Fewer Air-India victims than planned, trial hears
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Vancouver Ñ Those responsible for the Air-India disaster had
planned to kill many more people than the 331 who died in the
unprecedented twin explosions on opposite sides of the world on
June 23, 1985, the B.C. Supreme Court heard Tuesday.

A key witness at the Air-India trial testified that suspect
Ripudaman Singh Malik told her in the spring of 1997 that he
hoped the deadly scheme that killed the 331 people would be
large enough to draw attention to the Sikh campaign for
Khalistan, an independent Sikh homeland.
"He says, 'If only things were going right, if things were going
on time, if there were not that many glitches and planes had
landed on time, there would have been a far greater impact.
"There would have been far more deaths, and people would have
known what we were all about. People would have understood
Sikhism, would have understood Khalistan. The world would
have known what we're fighting for' " she quoted him as saying.
In sensational testimony during her third day in the witness box,
the woman who cannot be identified by court order, also said that
Mr. Malik revealed several details about the plan to blow up two
Air-India jetliners, including the identities of several players in
the deadly scheme.
Her testimony marked the first time in the 18-year-old
international terrorism case that an alleged inner circle of
conspirators was identified under oath.
Prosecutors and defence lawyers say the criminal charges against
Mr. Malik hinge on the credibility of her account of Mr. Malik's
comments.
However, it was the personal relationship between Mr. Malik and
the woman that provided the most intense moments in the court.
The woman worked at a daycare next to a Sikh parochial school,

and Mr. Malik was president of the school's board.
Months after Mr. Malik confided in her, the woman said she was
accused of being a spy for the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service and under pressure by school trustees to quit the daycare,
she told the court. Prosecutor Joe Bellows asked her to recount a
conversation with Mr. Malik from that time.
"I'm embarrassed," she said, shaking her head and looking into
her lap.
"Yes, I know you are. But I still want you to tell the judge what
[Mr. Malik] said," Mr. Bellows persisted.
"Mr. Malik wanted us to have a relationship which would be
more sexual," she said.
Mr. Bellows repeated his question. "He said he wanted us to be
together, and the only way he could trust me was if we were
together in a relationship," the woman said. "He wanted me, he
wanted to have sex."
Mr. Bellows asked what kind of sex. When she replied that Mr.
Malik wanted to have sexual intercourse with her, Mr. Bellows
sounded exasperated.
"You told me certain things, and I want you to repeat them to the
judge. Just say it, please," Mr. Bellows said.
But she remained silent for several tense moments. Mr. Bellows
then relented and the judge adjourned the session early.
She has testified that she and Mr.Malik had a loving relationship

and that he confided in her. She has said their love was not
physically consummated.
Earlier Tuesday, she told the court that Mr. Malik offered details
about the Air-India conspiracy in late March or early April of
1997, when she confronted him about an article in a Punjabi
publication called Awaaz.
The article, based on information previously published in The
Globe and Mail and the Vancouver Sun, outlined the plot without
identifying those involved in the scheme, she said.
Mr. Malik told her that he booked two tickets to India, she
continued. One ticket was for a Canadian Pacific Vancouver-toJapan flight that connected with an Air-India flight to Bangkok,
then India, she said.
The second ticket was for a Canadian Pacific Vancouver-toMontreal flight that connected with an Air-India flight going to
London, then India, she said. The ticket was changed to connect
with an Air-India flight in Toronto to avoid a problem with a
luggage transfer between airports in Montreal, she added.
Mr. Malik told her that he sent Daljit Singh Sandhu to the airport
to pick up the ticket and gave him money for the tickets. Mr.
Sandhu did not have enough money and changed the return
tickets to one way, she said.
Mr. Sandhu said in an interview later that he had no knowledge
of the disaster. Police talked to him on several occasions and
never questioned him about picking up the tickets, he told the
court.

The woman said Ajaib Singh Bagri, who is also charged in the
Air-India case, was among a group of four people who took
suitcases with bombs to the airport.
Air India star witness talks of threats and terror
'I only want protection. I'm so scared of running,' she tells trial

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, November 06, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT

Weeping on the stand, the star witness in the Air India trial said
she did not want to end up like slain newspaper publisher Tara
Singh Hayer after telling the court of a series of threats and
attacks against her and her family.
The woman, whose name is protected by a court order, also told
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that her life has been a living hell
since she was forced to enter the witness protection program by
the RCMP in July, 1998.
"I only want protection. That's all I want ... I'm so scared of
running. There is nowhere left to run."
Many in the public gallery cried as the 43-year-old mother of two

described her ordeal after being pushed out of Surrey's Khalsa
school by accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik,
who she said confessed his involvement in Canada's worst mass
murder.
"My Lord, I don't want to end up like Tara Singh Hayer," she
said, as two of Hayer's children, journalist Rupinder and MLA
Dave, listened in the public gallery.
Hayer was assassinated on Nov. 18, 1998 after taking on militant
Sikh separatist groups in his Indo-Canadian Times newspaper.
He was also slated to be a witness in the Air India case after
hearing an alleged confession from co-accused Ajaib Singh
Bagri.
The witness told the court of threatening phone calls, being
confronted and warned at various Surrey locations and of two
separate attacks on her house that left her youngest child
screaming in fear.
And she also expressed her desperation to Crown prosecutor Joe
Bellows after becoming a protected witness and losing her home,
her job, and contact with family and friends.
"I have lost a lot Mr. Bellows," she said, crying. "I didn't see my
child graduate from university. I don't have any contact with my
son. He was my life and I gave that up."
In four days on the stand, she has provided critical evidence
against Malik and mentioned Bagri during her testimony.
Both men are accused of murder and conspiracy in twin June 23,
1985 bombings that killed 331. The first blast tore through

Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers. The second
exploded on Air India Flight 182, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the two were part of a group of B.C. Sikh
separatists who targeted India's national airline to retaliate for the
Indian Army's attack a year earlier on Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Even before the witness was fired from her job at the Khalsa daycare on Nov. 3, 1997, Malik had repeatedly told the woman he
was afraid of her because he had told her so much. Court has also
been told they shared a deep platonic love but never a sexual
relationship.
She testified that on one day in late October 1997 she got two
disturbing phone calls from an anonymous man with a thick
Punjabi accent who told her he knew her movements throughout
the day.
"He was threatening me," she said, adding that the caller said: "I
should be very careful about what I say and what I do."
The same day a van tailed her as she returned from an evening
meeting, speeding up and slowing down every time she did.
"It was scary," she told Josephson.
She had been meeting with an agent of the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service during the period when the threats began,
she said.
But they continued into 1998, well after she left Malik's employ.
On Feb. 14, 1998 she said she was shopping at Guildford Mall
when a woman she recognized approached her and warned her to

be careful. The woman told her Malik and others "have decided
to shut you up."
She testified that a few weeks later, she was at a Surrey Skytrain
station when a young Indo-Canadian man in a bandanna called to
her by name. He said Malik was going to get her and made a
gesture with his finger across his throat.
Four Vancouver Sun articles were entered as exhibits after the
woman suggested threats against her and attacks came shortly
after each of the articles.
All four articles were about the government-funded society
Malik headed, which ran the Surrey's Khalsa school and the daycare the woman supervised for five years.
Three of the Sun articles focused on a February meeting at
Surrey's Khalsa School attended by members of the militant
separatist groups International Sikh Youth Federation and Babbar
Khalsa. Malik attended the meeting, despite assuring the
government earlier that militant groups would not be meeting at
his publicly-funded school.
The fourth Sun article in early March was about a fence built by
Khalsa school funds around the house of Satnam Kaur Reyat,
who is married to the only man convicted in the Air India
bombing to date. Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty to
manslaughter last February and is serving five years.
A few days after that article, the woman's house was hit by
vandals, who pelted it with eggs about 1 a.m., startling her entire
family, she said.

"My little boy wakes up screaming," the woman testified. "Our
whole house was in a panic. We didn't know what was coming
next."
The most frightening threat came in June 1998, she said, while
she was shopping with her youngest child and met an
acquaintance she had known at the Khalsa school. The man
threatened to kill her and her children with automatic weapons.
"Nobody will be able to recognize you when we finish with you
and your family," she quoted the man as saying. "I was
shaking ... it was scary because [my son) was standing there and
listening."
Outside court Dave Hayer praised the woman for having the
courage to testify in such a high-profile case.
"She's a real hero for all of Canada to sacrifice her personal
safety to give this information," Dave Hayer said. "My heart
goes out to her and anything I can do, I will do."
The woman said she was not after money when she filed a
wrongful dismissal suit against Malik and his society in 1998,
but justice for all the women who were treated badly.
"If I can make a difference, I'll do it," she said. "When you
employ a woman, appreciate the hard work, respect them, give
them credit for the work they do and don't abuse them."
She settled out of court for $12,000, and only had $5,000-$6,000
after paying her lawyer, she said.
Bellows asked her if she would ever apply for the $1 million

reward in the Air India case, but she said she wasn't at all
interested in it, even though she has lost out financially and
professionally because of her isolation in witness protection.
"What will I do with [the] reward when I don't have any family
left?" she asked.
She gave details of how difficult its been since starting over
under an assumed identity with no history.
"This protection program is not easy. You have no background.
You have no references. You lose touch with your friends. You
lose touch with your family. You are constantly watching your
back. Never suggest for anyone going into protection. You can't
go and get a volunteer job because you have no reference. You
can't even get a simple thing like vehicle insurance, life
insurance, nothing, because you have no reference. To get a
volunteer job I had to beg, beg, and say -- I'll clean washrooms
and do anything -- but you don't have a reference."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air-India witness lives in fear
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Vancouver Ñ Raising the spectre of assassinated Canadian
journalist Tara Singh Hayer, the key witness in the Air-India trial
says she lives in constant fear of being brutally killed. She has
been relocated six times in the past five years, she testified
Wednesday in the international terrorism case.
However, she still remains terrified of being slain, she said in a
passionate address to the court, punctuated by sobs and tears.
"I do not want to end up like Tara Singh Hayer," she said,
referring to the high-profile Vancouver publisher of a Punjabi
newspaper who was expected to be a witness at the trial but was
shot dead Nov. 18, 1998.
"I only want protection, that is all I want," she said.
"I do not want to be sitting here. I don't want anything in this
world. I'm so scared, so scared of running when there is nowhere
left to run."
Prosecutors have said the woman is the most important witness
against Vancouver resident Ripudaman Singh Malik in the 18year case. A court order prohibits the media from identifying the
woman.

She told the court Mr. Malik was in love with her and confided in
her. She testified that Mr. Malik told her in the spring of 1997, 12
years after the Air-India blast, that he made reservations for
airline tickets used to plant bombs on two flights connecting to
Air-India flights; that he arranged for the tickets to be picked up;
and that he provided money to buy the tickets.
She has also told the court that Mr. Malik identified several
others who had roles in the deadly scheme.
The woman said Wednesday she contacted Canada's spy agency
in October, 1997, when trying to track down rumours accusing
her of being a spy for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service.
At that time, she was a supervisor at a Sikh preschool centre and
Mr. Malik was head of the centre's board of trustees.
She told the court that Mr. Malik at that time wanted her to
resign her position at the preschool centre. "He would say he was
scared of me, 'You know too much,' " she said. He accused her of
spying for CSIS.
On the day after her first meeting with a CSIS agent, some time
in October, 1997, she received threatening phone calls and was
followed by a stranger with a long beard, she said.
She met with the RCMP on Oct. 30, 1997, a few days before her
last day at the preschool centre. Shortly afterward, she filed a
complaint with the Human Rights Commission. She abandoned
the human-rights complaint in January, 1998, and filed a lawsuit
for wrongful dismissal.
The threats increased in February, 1998, she said. After articles

critical of Mr. Malik and the Sikh parochial school appeared in
The Vancouver Sun, a teenager told her to watch out.
The youth said, "You and Kim Bolan," and drew a finger across
his neck, she said. Ms. Bolan, a journalist, had written the
newspaper articles.
One night a month later, her son's bedroom window was pelted
with eggs. She was constantly getting threatening phone calls,
she said.
She told the RCMP for the first time about Mr. Malik's alleged
confessions about his role in the Air-India disaster on April 2,
1998, the witness testified.
She did not understand why the police were so interested, she
added. "It was secondhand information. ...I was not there," she
said.
She also told the court she burned numerous pages from her
personal journal with entries dealing with Mr. Malik. "I did not
want anyone to know about our relationship," she said.
The death threats continued. In July, 1998, the RCMP advised
her to move. She entered the witness-protection program two
months later.
She expected the RCMP to help her find work, but they did not,
she said.
She had enormous difficulties rebuilding her life.
"You lose everything. You have no background. You have no

records. You lose touch with your friends and family. You are
constantly watching your back."
She said she receives annual payments of $33,600 as a protected
witness. She does not intend to apply for the $1-million reward if
Mr. Malik is convicted, she added. "Personal safety, that's all I
wanted," she said.
Mr. Malik and another B.C. man, Ajaib Singh Bagri, are charged
with murder in the deaths of 331 people in two explosions on
June 23, 1985.

'Shock' at Dhaliwal event
Families of the victims criticize attendance of Sikh leader named
in trial

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Friday, November 07, 2003

Vancouver Sun files / ...Sikh leader Daljit Singh Sandhu.

Vancouver Sun files / DALJIT SINGH SANDHU SAYS
TESTIMONY LINKING HIM TO BOMB PLOT IS

'NONSENSE': Families of Air India victims express shock that a
fund raiser for federal minister Herb Dhaliwal attracted ...

ADVERTISEMENT

A prominent Sikh leader attended a fund raiser for federal
Natural Resources Minister Herb Dhaliwal Wednesday -- a day
after being described at the Air India trial as the man who
purchased the plane tickets used to kill 331 people.
Several at the reception told The Vancouver Sun they were
shocked to see Daljit Singh Sandhu in the crowd of about 400 at
the event.
Among those who paid $100 each to hear Dhaliwal commit to
running for re-election were Major Singh Sidhu and Surjit Singh
Kalsi. Both men are on the executive of Vancouver's Ross Street
Sikh temple and both men lost relatives in the Air India bombing.
"I am very upset," Kalsi said in an interview Thursday. "Myself I
have seen that person -- Daljit Sandhu -- there. Just yesterday his
photo was in the newspaper."
Kalsi said he saw Dhaliwal go over to Sandhu and the group he
was with to shake their hands.
Kalsi lost his 21-year-old cousin Indira when Air India Flight
182 was blown out of the sky on June 23, 1985.

While Sandhu has never been charged in the Air India bombing,
his name has surfaced several times since the trial of Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri began last April.
On Tuesday, the Crown's star witness said Malik told her Sandhu
went to pick up the airline tickets, which were booked over the
phone by Malik, at the downtown office of CP Air on June 19,
1985.
She said Malik provided money to Sandhu but she testified that
Sandhu had to change the tickets from return to one-way tickets
because he didn't have enough cash.
Sandhu, a former president of Vancouver's Ross Street temple
and member of the World Sikh Organization, said Thursday that
all the testimony about him is "nonsense."
"Whatever is said so far is 120-per-cent untrue," he said, adding
that police have interviewed him many times over the years. "My
name is unnecessarily dragged into this case when I have nothing
to do with it."
He said he was surprised to learn some were upset to see him at
Dhaliwal's fund raiser.
Dhaliwal said in an interview from Ottawa that he didn't
recognize Sandhu at the reception, but now realizes the Air India
suspect was there and that he likely shook his hand.
Dhaliwal said he has met Sandhu "over the years," but does not
know him well.

"I don't know him well enough or see him often enough to know
him," Dhaliwal said. "Now that you mention it, I think he was
there. ... It never at the time clicked to me."
Dhaliwal said he has nothing to do with selling tickets to his fund
raisers and that they are public events that can be attended by
anyone.
"We don't really screen people," he said.
He also noted that "we have a presumption of innocence until
proven guilty."
Dhaliwal was acquainted with another man, Hardial Singh Johal,
who died last year and was also an Air India suspect. Dhaliwal's
letter of condolence praising the late Sikh leader was read out at
Johal's funeral.
Dhaliwal said Thursday he did not know Johal was a suspect in
Canada's worst mass murder in the years he knew him.
"He was active in the Sikh temple," Dhaliwal explained. "It was
a courtesy to his family to do the letter."
But Sadhu Singh Samra, vice-president of Surrey's Guru Nanak
temple, said politicians have to be more careful about the people
they meet.
He was at Dhaliwal's fund raiser and was also shocked to see
Sandhu at the event, especially after media coverage of the
allegations made against him at the trial this week.
"Politicians should not be associating with people like this,"

Samra said. "We were very surprised how the minister went over
to him. As an MP, he should have been reading the papers."
Surrey Liberal MLA Dave Hayer, who lost his father in a
suspected terrorist shooting, said he was also disturbed to learn
about someone mentioned in court as an Air India suspect
attending an event with a high-profile cabinet minister.
He said politicians have to take responsibility to ensure that
suspected criminals are not at their events to send the message
"we will not accept or tolerate anybody involved in or suspected
of terrorism."
"No wonder people think Canada is involved in harbouring
terrorists," Hayer said. "I was there at the trial and I saw the
parents, relatives of victims, holding pictures in their hands,
crying."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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Vancouver Ñ Tight controls over media sketches of crucial
witnesses in the Air-India trial were imposed Thursday after a
second Vancouver newspaper violated rules that allowed media
outlets to regular themselves.
The new restrictions on media coverage came a day after the
central witness in the trial made an impassioned address to the
court about her fear of being killed. The woman, who is in a
witness protection program, told the court she was terrified about
continuing threats to her life.
¥

Please see our: Air-India backgrounder

Despite a court order prohibiting publication of information that
could identify the witness, The Province newspaper published a
sketch Thursday of the woman testifying in court. Her hand
partially hid her face.
Earlier this week, the Vancouver Sun published a sketch of the
woman that obscured her face, but showed her hair style and
clothes.
The RCMP told the court that the woman's security was placed in
unnecessary peril as a result of the media's failure to comply with
the publication ban.

Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson, of B. C. Supreme Court, said
yesterday the media also compromised the ability of law
enforcement agencies to attract people into witness protection in
exchange for their cooperation.
ÒThe time for trust and goodwill has come to an end,Ó he said.
The judge invited the Attorney General's office to consider laying
contempt of court charges. Geoff Gaul, spokesman for the
prosecution, said later in an interview senior Crown counsel
Òwould be reviewing the entire matter.Ó
Judge Josephson also outlined new rules for the media. He
prohibited any sketches of witnesses covered by a publication
ban and required the media to obtain approval of the prosecution
for sketches of anything else in the courtroom.
ÒWe stand before you contrite,Ó Vivienne Sosnowski, The
Province's editor in chief, stated in a letter read out in court.
Ms. Sosnowski said the sketch was published as a result of
human error and the newspaper apologized. The Vancouver Sun
apologized to the court on Tuesday.
Earlier Thursday, Judge Josephson heard that the court may have
been misinformed by Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows, as a result
of misunderstandings between him and the witness.
The witness testified that Mr. Bellows frequently go things
wrong and did not understand what she was saying during
numerous interviews over the past four years. Mr. Bellows
mispronounced names and mixed up Sikh institutions, she said.

ÒMr. Bellows, I dislike you very much,Ó she also said with a
good-humoured smile, in response to questioning by Mr.
Bellows.
ÒI tell you five years worth of things and when you take those
things, you blend them together. I tell you things here and there,
and most of the time you do not understand,Ó she said.
A significant misunderstanding concerned the importance of an
entry in her personal journal, the court was told.
Mr. Bellows had told the court during Mr. Malik's bail hearing
three years ago that an entry in her personal diary would
corroborate her testimony about Mr. Malik allegedly confessing
his role in the Air-India disaster.
A diary entry states: ÒOn Feb 28 - Mar 16, 1997, Mrs. Reyat told
me stuff that come in paper that shock me. I confront him and he
confirmed. He told me not to worry. But I am worried, but I care
about him and Mrs. Reyat.Ó
However, in testimony earlier this week, the woman told the
court that Mr. Malik admitted his role in the Air-India disaster to
her after she confronted him with an article written in a Punjabi
publication dated Mar. 28, 1997.
Yesterday, the witness said she never wrote anything in her
personal diary about Mr. Malik admitting to her that he
participated in the plot to blow up Air-India aircraft.
ÒI [have] never written about Air-India in my journal,Ó she said,
in response to questioning by defence lawyer Bill Smart.

She was not asked to explain the diary entry.
Defence lawyer Michael Code said Mr. Bellows reference to the
diary entry during the bail hearing may have been Òone of the
fundamental things that Mr. Bellows misunderstood.Ó
Mr. Malik and another B.C. resident, Ajaib Singh Bagri, have
been charged with murder for the death of 331 people killed by
two explosions on opposite sides of the world on June 23, 1985.
Air India star witness endures day of scrutiny
Under cross-examination, she recounts alleged financial
misdeeds

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
ADVERTISEMENT

On her first day of cross-examination, the star witness at the Air
India trial recounted her distress over Ripudaman Singh Malik's
alleged misuse of public funds and his dismissive attitude over
her concerns.
The woman, whose name is protected by a court order, withstood
pointed questioning by defence lawyers as the trial entered a new
and critical phase.

The witness testified she didn't trust the accused bomber to use
government grants for legal purposes. That was the reason, she
said, that in 1995 she got Malik to sign a note written on a blue
Kleenex protecting her from any fraudulent use of a day-care
grant for which Malik was applying.
The Kleenex has been entered as an exhibit at the terrorism trial
of Malik, 56, and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, 54.
"I said, 'If it is illegal, I am not going to be part of that,' " she told
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson. But the woman said her mistrust
only extended to financial issues and she maintained a loving
friendship with the man accused in Canada's worst mass murder
until she was forced out of the Khalsa school he ran in the fall of
1997.
"I didn't trust them where funding was concerned," the woman
said of Malik and the other Khalsa School directors.
She said there there had been other instances of misuse of
government grants where targeted money was applied for and
then used for another purpose at the Khalsa School or day care.
Under cross-examination by Malik lawyer David Crossin, she
admitted that at one point in the summer of 1996, she wrote in
her journal that Malik was "in fact a thief hiding behind
religion."
At the time, the woman had developed a personal friendship with
Penny Priddy, the former New Democrat minister responsible for
child care issues.
When Malik signed the Kleenex, she said, "we were laughing,

we were joking. We were partly serious and partly in a joke."
The woman, the former supervisor at the day care, earlier told the
court Malik twice confessed his role in the twin bombings that
killed 331 people on June 23, 1985. And she wept as she
recounted a series of threats against her and her family that
forced her into the witness protection program.
The attractive 43-year-old woman said she didn't think too much
of it when Malik told her in May, 1996: "We had Air India
crash."
At the time, she said, she was more concerned about the way her
boss and close friend was handling the attempted suicide of a
student who was harassed by the Khalsa school's religion teacher.
The defence said earlier that the witness is a disgruntled exemployee who filed two human rights cases and a lawsuit against
her former employer to get back at him after she was fired.
The questioning Monday appeared to be trying to portray the
woman as someone who wanted total control over the day care
and who was sometimes at odds with her employer.
She denied Crossin's suggestion that all her self-worth was tied
up in her job at the day care, to which she devoted countless
unpaid hours.
"I am a great mom. I think I am a great person. I do a lot of
volunteer work and things. I have great kids. I wouldn't say [my
self esteem] was wrapped up in my work."
But she admitted that long before she left the school she began to

have doubts about Malik, even though she said they were in love
and she still misses him. But she said Malik would often
apologize for things he had said to her and afterwards "he would
always tell me he loved me and he would take away any upsets."
Crossin asked her about a journal reference saying she planned to
"break her ties" with Malik in November, 1996 -- a year before
she was fired.
But she testified Monday that she didn't leave because "it was not
easy to walk away."
"Emotionally it was just tearing me apart," she told the court,
confirming that she wrote in her journal that she feared for her
life.
She testified that the breaking point came the following summer
when she was asked to write a fraudulent letter to help an
employee get unemployment benefits.
She said Malik was very angry when she refused.
The woman said she helped the treasurers of both charitable
societies operating out of the government-funded school -- the
Satnam Education Society and the Satnam Trust.
The former treasurer of the education society, Narinder Singh
Gill, testified earlier as a Crown witness. And the former trust
treasurer, the late Hardial Singh Johal, has been mentioned
throughout the trial as an unindicted suspect.
The witness testified that Johal told her: "Malik is misusing
Satnam Trust funds."

The public gallery was packed Monday with a large number of
Malik supporters, including two of his children, Bagri's
daughters and toddler grand-daughter, as well as relatives of the
victims of the Air India bombing and spectators.
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
same day bombings that targeted Air India.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Malik described as 'thief hiding behind religion'
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The woman at the centre of the sensational Air-India trial says
her love for Air-India suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik had its
highs and lows, including a time when she referred to Mr. Malik
as "a thief hiding behind religion."
The woman previously said Mr. Malik confided in her in 1997
about his role in the Air-India disaster because they were in love.
She said he confessed to making reservations on airline flights
and providing the money for the tickets that were used to plant
two bombs on planes in 1985.
¥

Please see: Air-India backgrounder

On the first day of cross-examination by defence lawyer David
Crossin, the woman told the court about the low points in the
relationship. She responded confidently, appearing to be
unshaken as Mr. Crossin drew out inconsistencies in her
testimony.
In 1995, she wrote in her personal journal she did not trust Mr.
Malik on financial matters. In the spring of 1996, she was hurt by
the way he spoke to her about a youngster's attempted suicide,
she testified.
A few months later, she wrote in her personal journal: "[Mr.

Malik] is in fact a thief, hiding behind religion, and misuses the
trust account."
In November of 1996, she wrote in her journal that she had
spoken to her husband about breaking her ties with Mr. Malik.
Despite the conflicts, the love between them continued into 1997,
she told the court. "There were good moments and bad
moments," the woman testified, as several family and supporters
of Mr. Malik, including his wife, listened from the public gallery.
The bad moments did not stop her from caring for Mr. Malik, she
added, "because he always [told] me how he loved me, and that
would take away any upsets or any emotional downs I would
feel."
A court order prohibits the media from identifying the woman.
She worked at a parochial Sikh preschool centre in suburban
Vancouver from 1992 to 1997 and Mr. Malik was an active board
president for the centre.
She testified their close relationship began to blossom in January,
1995, and that she still loves him, although they never
consummated their love.
"He and I had disagreements, but we get back together," she said.
Mr. Malik and she were married to others and had children.
Asked how her marriage was by 1996, she initially testified that
her marriage was okay and she was content.
Confronted with contradictory information from a statement to
police in 1998, she said the marriage had its ups and down.

Pressed by Mr. Crossin, she told the court her marriage was not
very happy.
"I got married very young, it was an arranged marriage. It wasn't
all that great," she said.
She also provided different testimony yesterday about Mr.
Malik's statement about the Air-India disaster in the spring of
1996.
She had previously told the court she was upset when Mr. Malik
allegedly told her : "We'd Air-India crashed." The alleged
comments were made during a discussion of a youngster who
attempted suicide, and Mr. Malik allegedly chided her for caring
so much about one child, when 329 people died in the Air-India
crash and nobody did anything about it.
But yesterday, she told the court she was disturbed by Mr.
Malik's attitude to the attempted suicide, not by his comments
about Air-India. She did not say anything to him at that time
about the bombing. "Air-India was not the issue," she said.
Mr. Malik and another B.C. resident, Ajaib Singh Bagri, have
been charged with murder in the death of 331 people in two
explosions on opposite sides of the world on June 23, 1985.
Two were baggage handlers in Tokyo, killed when a second
bomb went off prematurely.
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Air India star witness endures day of scrutiny

Under cross-examination, she recounts alleged financial
misdeeds

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
ADVERTISEMENT

On her first day of cross-examination, the star witness at the Air
India trial recounted her distress over Ripudaman Singh Malik's
alleged misuse of public funds and his dismissive attitude over
her concerns.
The woman, whose name is protected by a court order, withstood
pointed questioning by defence lawyers as the trial entered a new
and critical phase.
The witness testified she didn't trust the accused bomber to use
government grants for legal purposes. That was the reason, she
said, that in 1995 she got Malik to sign a note written on a blue
Kleenex protecting her from any fraudulent use of a day-care
grant for which Malik was applying.
The Kleenex has been entered as an exhibit at the terrorism trial
of Malik, 56, and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, 54.
"I said, 'If it is illegal, I am not going to be part of that,' " she told
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson. But the woman said her mistrust

only extended to financial issues and she maintained a loving
friendship with the man accused in Canada's worst mass murder
until she was forced out of the Khalsa school he ran in the fall of
1997.
"I didn't trust them where funding was concerned," the woman
said of Malik and the other Khalsa School directors.
She said there there had been other instances of misuse of
government grants where targeted money was applied for and
then used for another purpose at the Khalsa School or day care.
Under cross-examination by Malik lawyer David Crossin, she
admitted that at one point in the summer of 1996, she wrote in
her journal that Malik was "in fact a thief hiding behind
religion."
At the time, the woman had developed a personal friendship with
Penny Priddy, the former New Democrat minister responsible for
child care issues.
When Malik signed the Kleenex, she said, "we were laughing,
we were joking. We were partly serious and partly in a joke."
The woman, the former supervisor at the day care, earlier told the
court Malik twice confessed his role in the twin bombings that
killed 331 people on June 23, 1985. And she wept as she
recounted a series of threats against her and her family that
forced her into the witness protection program.
The attractive 43-year-old woman said she didn't think too much
of it when Malik told her in May, 1996: "We had Air India
crash."

At the time, she said, she was more concerned about the way her
boss and close friend was handling the attempted suicide of a
student who was harassed by the Khalsa school's religion teacher.
The defence said earlier that the witness is a disgruntled exemployee who filed two human rights cases and a lawsuit against
her former employer to get back at him after she was fired.
The questioning Monday appeared to be trying to portray the
woman as someone who wanted total control over the day care
and who was sometimes at odds with her employer.
She denied Crossin's suggestion that all her self-worth was tied
up in her job at the day care, to which she devoted countless
unpaid hours.
"I am a great mom. I think I am a great person. I do a lot of
volunteer work and things. I have great kids. I wouldn't say [my
self esteem] was wrapped up in my work."
But she admitted that long before she left the school she began to
have doubts about Malik, even though she said they were in love
and she still misses him. But she said Malik would often
apologize for things he had said to her and afterwards "he would
always tell me he loved me and he would take away any upsets."
Crossin asked her about a journal reference saying she planned to
"break her ties" with Malik in November, 1996 -- a year before
she was fired.
But she testified Monday that she didn't leave because "it was not
easy to walk away."

"Emotionally it was just tearing me apart," she told the court,
confirming that she wrote in her journal that she feared for her
life.
She testified that the breaking point came the following summer
when she was asked to write a fraudulent letter to help an
employee get unemployment benefits.
She said Malik was very angry when she refused.
The woman said she helped the treasurers of both charitable
societies operating out of the government-funded school -- the
Satnam Education Society and the Satnam Trust.
The former treasurer of the education society, Narinder Singh
Gill, testified earlier as a Crown witness. And the former trust
treasurer, the late Hardial Singh Johal, has been mentioned
throughout the trial as an unindicted suspect.
The witness testified that Johal told her: "Malik is misusing
Satnam Trust funds."
The public gallery was packed Monday with a large number of
Malik supporters, including two of his children, Bagri's
daughters and toddler grand-daughter, as well as relatives of the
victims of the Air India bombing and spectators.
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
same day bombings that targeted Air India.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight

182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com

Name of Air-India witness made public
Judge orders publication representatives to court over possible
information breach
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VANCOUVER Ñ A publication ban imposed to protect the safety
of the star witness at the Air-India trial appears to be violated for
the third time.Representatives of Apna-Roots, an English
language publication in the Sikh community, were ordered
yesterday to appear this morning before Mr. Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson of the B.C. Supreme Court to explain why the first
name of the witness was printed in an article.
Apna-Roots, published by the family of slain Sikh publisher Tara
Singh Hayer, is a new, free biweekly available in the Sikh
community.
Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows, who alerted the court to the
publication of the witness's name, said the newspaper appears to
have violated the ban. The prosecution will tell the court this
morning what, if anything, the Attorney-General's Office
proposes to do, he said.
Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots was not available
yesterday for an interview. Her father, Tara Singh Hayer, gave
statements to police about some of those believed to be involved
in the Air-India disaster.
He was assassinated in 1998, before defendants Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri were arrested.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri face murder charges in the deaths of
329 people in an explosion aboard an Air-India flight in June
1985, and in the deaths of two baggage handlers 54 minutes
earlier in a bomb blast at Narita airport, outside Tokyo.
Last week, two Vancouver-based daily newspapers -- The
Vancouver Sun and The Province -- violated the publication ban

by publishing a courtroom sketch of a witness. The newspapers
apologized to the court for their mistake, which they attributed to
human error.
The RCMP told the court at that time that the violation by the
two Vancouver newspapers dealt a serious blow to the security of
the most important witness in the case.
The RCMP's concerns "go to the highest levels of the
organization, and they are seriously concerned there be
absolutely no further repetition of any of this any further," RCMP
lawyer Jeffrey Hayes said last week.
A violation of a court order imposing a publication ban could be
prosecuted as an offence under the Criminal Code and could be
subject to a fine or imprisonment, Vancouver media lawyer
Roger McConchie said yesterday in an interview. Alternatively,
the offence could be considered contempt of court, he continued.
"There's no ceiling on the fine for common-law contempt of
court."
The court may also look at the ineffectiveness of its ban. "It
seems to me somebody needs to get to the bottom of what can be
done. Human beings are going to make mistakes. So they need to
create situations where the consequences of mistakes are
negligible."
Alternatives to publication bans are available to ensure witnesses
are safe, he said.
Some options, he said, include ensuring that media outlets have
better controls in their newsrooms to observe publication bans,
having witnesses testify behind screens or changing witnesses'

appearances, locations and names after testimony is completed.
On Feb. 28 the court prohibited the publication of information,
photographs or likenesses that could disclose the identities of
eight crucial witnesses who were to testify against defendant
Ripudaman Singh Malik, and two witnesses who were to testify
against defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri.
In response to an application by The Vancouver Sun and CBC
TV, Judge Josephson changed his order on Oct. 22 to allow the
media to report the identities of seven of the 10 witnesses after
they testified.
However, the judge continued the ban regarding three people,
including the most important witness in the case.
The woman has said in court she continues to fear she will be
killed, though she is in a witness-protection program.
Last month, Mr. Bagri urged the court to lift the ban. Lawyer
Michael Tammen said the public may have witness information
but may not realize its significance if they do not know who is
testifying.
Air India judge rejects RCMP ban request

The Canadian Press
Thursday, November 13, 2003

ADVERTISEMENT

The judge in the Air India trial yesterday turned down an RCMP
request to ban further publication of the testimony of the Crown's
star witness until she is finished.
The RCMP is concerned about the safety of the woman, a love
interest of one of the two accused, because three newspapers
have published material the court believes could identify her,
said the RCMP's lawyer, Jeff Hayes. The woman is a protected
witness and can't be identified.
The most recent violation of Justice Ian Bruce Josephson's order
was publication of the woman's first name in an Englishlanguage newspaper aimed at the Sikh community.
"The RCMP's ability to protect this witness and her security has
been impaired," Hayes said in B.C. Supreme Court in Vancouver.
"The time for good will has come to an end."
The woman has testified she received death threats and her
family has been threatened because of what she knows about the
disasters that killed 331 people in two 1985 bombings targeting
Air India planes.
Josephson denied the request to ban publication of her testimony
until she is no longer on the stand, saying such a drastic measure
is not necessary.
Rupinder Hayer Bains, editor and publisher of a biweekly
newspaper, apologized in court yesterday.

"It slipped through me and it slipped through the proof reader,"
said Bains.
His late dad, Tara Singh Hayer, gave statements to police about
the Air India disaster. He was assassinated in 1998, before
defendants Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri were
arrested and charged with murder.
Last week, the Vancouver Sun and The Province published
courtroom sketches of the protected witness.
Air-India trial told of new breach ofÊban
But judge rejects Mounties' request that media coverage be
further curtailed
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VANCOUVER Ñ Another possible breach of a publication ban at
the Air-India trial surfaced yesterday, moments after the judge
dismissed an application to ban all reporting about the star
witness until she completes her testimony.
RCMP lawyer Jeffrey Hayes asked the court to prohibit any
contemporaneous coverage of the woman's testimony.
Breaches of the publication ban in the past week have exposed
the woman's hair style, her stature, where she works, her first
name and a profile of her face, he said in B.C. Supreme Court.
"Public confidence in the authority of courts and administration
of justice has been eroded," Mr. Hayes said, adding that the
capacity of the RCMP to protect the witness has been impaired.
Assessing the breaches of the ban as "almost certainly" criminal
contempt of court, Mr. Hayes asked the judge to bar the media
from reporting the evidence of the key witness until she
completes her testimony. The courtroom could remain open to
the public, he said.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson called "drastic" the measures
suggested by the RCMP. Barring media reports wasn't necessary
"for this particular witness at this time," he said.
But moments after he gave his ruling, Mr. Hayes told the court
that another possible breach of the ban had been discovered,
reopening the question of media coverage of the trial. He said an
Internet site owned by the CanWest news organization had a
sketch of the star witness on-line on Tuesday. The judge said the

sketch was blurry but the ban prohibits any image of her.
After hearing about the further breach, Judge Josephson said he
would interrupt the trial to reconsider the media issue whenever
the Attorney-General's office or the police lawyers wish to
pursue it.
Crown counsel spokesman Geoffrey Gaul later told reporters that
Justice officials were reviewing all the breaches to see if charges
of contempt of court should be laid against any of the offending
media.
"I am here to express Crown counsel's grave concern with
respect to these breaches and to implore the media to abide by
the terms of the publication ban," Mr. Gaul told a news
conference. He said a decision on possible contempt charges will
be announced as soon as Crown counsel have finish their
analysis of the circumstances regarding the breaches.
"As the court has said, the time for trust and goodwill has come
to an end," he said.
A publication ban had been imposed to protect 10 crucial
witnesses. The names of seven witnesses could be reported after
they complete their testimony but the ban continues indefinitely
on the names of three others, including the woman now in the
witness box.
The name of the woman and her testimony can be heard by
anyone who goes to the Vancouver courthouse and sits in the
public gallery. The ban is considered necessary to restrict
circulation of images and information about her identity to places
outside the Vancouver area.

Last week, Vancouver's two daily newspapers, The Vancouver
Sun and The Province, published courtroom sketches that the
police felt compromised the security of the witness. An Englishlanguage biweekly newspaper in Vancouver's Sikh community,
the Apna-Roots, inadvertently published the witness's first name
last weekend.
Rupinder Hayer Bains, publisher of Apna-Roots, apologized to
the court.
"I feel sick over it and will do whatever I can to correct it. . . . I
have not had a minute of peace since I found out," she said.
She said she could "never forgive myself for potentially putting
the safety of the witness in jeopardy."
Ms. Bains said the breach occurred as a result of human error and
assured the judge that a breach of the ban will not happen again.
Judge Josephson said he accepted her apology.
"A more abject letter of apology is difficult to imagine. I'm
satisfied that no further contempt will occur by this particular
witness or the newspaper," he said.
Two B.C. residents, Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh
Bagri, are facing murder charges in the death of 331 people in
two explosions on June 23, 1985, on opposite sides of the world.
Government squeezes Malik: Drop lawyers, cut costs, pay more
Air India accused told to hand over hotel, fire four lawyers

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
ADVERTISEMENT

The B.C. government has agreed to pay half of all future legal
bills for accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik, but
only as a loan that must be repaid after his trial for mass murder,
Attorney-General Geoff Plant said Thursday.
Plant told The Vancouver Sun the deal has been finalized and all
the security agreements should be registered today, including a
mortgage payable to Plant's ministry against Malik's shares in the
Executive Hotel in Harrison Hot Springs.
"We are only paying half and that half is a loan," Plant said.
"Malik is on the hook for the other half."
Malik's defence team will be reduced by four lawyers by the end
of November, Plant said, adding that the government will pay for
all disbursements.
Negotiations have been continuing since Sept. 19, when a B.C.
Supreme Court judge ruled Malik remains a multi-millionaire
and is not entitled to future government hand outs for his defence
team.
But the same judge ruled that an interim funding agreement with

the appropriate security would ensure the Air India trial
proceeded without delays.
Malik, who shared a fortune with his wife worth about $12
million when he was arrested, claimed last summer to be broke
and unable to contribute to his own defence, which he had
promised to do in an interim agreement signed in early 2002.
He claimed to owe more than $1 million in debts to relatives,
including his older brother Gurdip, who filed a civil suit against
Malik for more than $600,000.
Plant's ministry challenged Malik's claim of poverty in court and
on Sept. 19, Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein ruled Malik had the
means to pay his 11-person defence team.
The Air India trial was adjourned for a month as Plant's officials
negotiated with representatives of Malik. While the trial resumed
in October, no details were released about the funding
agreement.
Plant said the deal "allows the trial to move forward without
unreasonable delays."
"I think this is an arrangement that is consistent with the
judgement," Plant said. "There is a public interest in ensuring the
trial can move forward and also a public interest in ensuring we
essentially respect the ruling of Madame Justice StrombergStein."
Plant said the government's loan to Malik will take priority over
other debts registered against his assets, including the claim filed
by Malik's brother Gurdip, who attended Malik's trial Thursday.

Plant said the government is not covering the legal bills racked
up by lawyers fighting for additional funding.
There is also an agreement with Malik that he will live up to the
terms of the 2002 interim agreement to contribute towards the
defence cost up to last summer's funding hearing.
"We had difficulty securing that acknowledgement," Plant said.
Between February 2002 and August 2003, the B.C. government
paid $3.6 million to Malik's lawyers. And it was estimated
Malik's defence needed an additional $2.7 million to complete
the trial.
Plant said he is not allowed under terms of the new agreement to
disclose specific dollar amounts until after the trial.
As part of the deal, he said, the defence team is committed to
stay on the case until the completion of the trial.
Gurdip Malik, who lives in California, refused to comment
Thursday when approached at his brother's trial about the
outstanding debt and subsequent lawsuit.
"Stop asking me questions," he angrily told reporters. "Don't you
understand English? Do you need an interpreter."
Malik's lawyer son Jaspreet then told journalists to "f--k off."
Gurdip Malik was hustled off by his nephew and sister-in-law
and other supporters of Ripudaman Singh Malik.
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The key witness in the Air-India trial denies that she contacted
Canada's spy agency in the fall of 1997 in an effort to destroy
defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik.
She called agent Nick Rowe as part of an attempt to track down
the source of a rumour accusing her of being a spy for the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service, she said Thursday in
response to questioning by defence lawyer David Crossin.
She had been receiving threatening phone calls and was scared
when she made the call to CSIS, she said in British Columbia

Supreme Court. "I only went for help," she said.
She did not remember if she told Mr. Rowe that she had
information on Mr. Malik that she wanted to give the spy agency,
she told the court.
Asked if she went to CSIS "to destroy him," she answered
unequivocally. "No sir," the woman said.
A court order prohibits the media from identifying the woman
who has been on the witness stand since Oct. 31. In previous
testimony, she said Mr. Malik on two occasions told her about his
involvement in the deadly plot that led to 331 deaths on June 23,
1985. She said Mr. Malik confided in her because they were in
love with each other.
The defence contends that the woman went to CSIS and the
RCMP as part of a lengthy campaign to destroy Mr. Malik, a
prominent member of the Sikh community in B.C. who was
active in administration of the parochial school where she
worked.
She told the court that she had at least three meetings with Mr.
Rowe in late September and October of 1997 before she met with
an RCMP officer on Oct.30.
The woman said she did not remember much about her first
meeting with the CSIS agent, Mr. Rowe. "I do not have notes and
I do not have any recollections," she said.
Mr. Crossin suggested that she made it clear to Mr. Rowe that
she had information on Mr. Malik and she wanted the
information "put to its maximum use." The woman said she

could not remember saying something like that.
Mr. Crossin also suggested she agreed with Mr. Rowe that the
RCMP should become involved. "I never, ever, asked to see the
RCMP," she said.
"You agreed to be handed over to the RCMP," Mr. Crossin said.
"I don't remember ever asking that. I remember saying I didn't
trust the RCMP," the witness said.
Later she told the court she remembered when Mr. Rowe asked
her about Mr. Malik and Air-India. "I said, 'I don't know, I don't
want to know. I don't want to talk about that.' Something to that
effect," she said.
"I made it very clear, that was a topic I was not going into," she
said.
At the time that Mr. Rowe arranged for an RCMP officer to meet
her, she believed the police would help her deal with those who
were harassing her and would help clear her name, she said.
When she discovered the police officer was from the Air-India
task force, she was "shocked," she said.
Mr. Rowe, the CSIS agent, and RCMP Corporal Doug Best are
expected to testify next week.
When Mr. Rowe is on the witness stand, the spy agency will
have someone in the courtroom to object to any questions that
pose a threat to national security, prosecutor Joe Bellows told the
court Thursday.

Mr. Malik and another B.C. resident are charged with murder for
the death of 329 people killed in an explosion aboard an AirIndia flight and two people killed in a bomb explosion at Narita
airport outside Tokyo.
Air India witness wanted name cleared

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, November 15, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT

The star witness at the Air India trial testified Friday she
originally went to police because she wanted to prove to accused
bomber Ripudamin Malik that she had never spied on him.
Breaking down in tears, the woman testified she turned to the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service and the RCMP in the fall
of 1997 out of desperation.
All she wanted to do, she told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson, was
clear her name after being pushed out of Khalsa School's day
care and accused by Malik of spying on him.
"I just wanted to prove that I never, ever taped you," she said,
looking right at Malik in the courtroom.

The woman, who is now the most important witness at the
terrorism trial of Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, said
she was pressured to give numerous statements to the RCMP
about Malik's role in the Air India bombing.
"I was becoming like a spy," she said. "That wasn't what I was. I
was never that, never."
The woman has repeatedly told the trial she remains a reluctant
witness who wishes she could turn the clock back to the life she
had before threats, harassment and intimidation forced her into
the witness protection program.
"It was like I ran from one hunter into the arms of another," she
testified.
On her last day at the school, she carried an RCMP transmitter in
her purse and had police waiting outside in case she had a
problem. She said she only accepted the transmitter because she
feared for her safety, but she wanted to get a proper letter of
dismissal after Malik called her at home two days earlier and told
her not to show up to work again.
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order, agreed
with Malik lawyer David Crossin that she was turning into the
spy she said she never wanted to be.
"I said to myself, Mr. Malik, what did you make me become?
You guys accuse me of being a CSIS spy and now I'm becoming
one?
"This is not where I was going. This is not something I ever

planned on and right now I'm not going as a CSIS spy, but what
am I going as? A spy?"
It was another emotional day at the historic terrorism trial in B.C.
Supreme Court as the woman tried to explain the difficult and
unexpected turns her life took after Malik allegedly confessed his
darkest secret to her -- his role in two 1985 bombings that left
331 people dead.
She tried to explain to Crossin this week why she would still love
the powerful community leader after he apparently confessed to
mass murder. "Even after everything he told me, I couldn't pull
myself away."
She said it was like a cult from which she couldn't escape.
"There's this power that grabs," explained the woman. "It's like a
magnet."
She said she most admired the fact that Malik "makes up his
mind and goes for it" in his business and community ventures.
She said she shared his dreams for the Khalsa School as a great
Sikh institution.
In the spring of 1996 she took issue with the way Malik had
handled the suicide attempt of a girl at the school who had
apparently been mocked by the religion teacher.
That's when Malik first suggested his role in Air India, she
testified.
"If one child dies for Sikhism, so what? Others will learn not to
break the rules. And we will not be bending our rules for

anyone," the woman quoted Malik as saying of the Air India
crash: "'What did anyone do?' I didn't say anything and he said
people still remember Khalistan."
She also said he told her: "We had Air India crash ... And then he
goes -- Nobody, nobody can do anything. It is all for Sikhism."
Their relationship began to show strains after that conversation.
Several months later, she confronted him about a newspaper
article that appeared to implicate him in the bombing. She said
he not only confessed his role, but explained the parts played by
other conspirators, including some others linked to the Khalsa
School who have never been charged.
She was clinging to her job in the last few months of 1997,
facing increasing harassment and accusations of spying from not
only Malik but school trustees Balwant Singh Bhandher and
Aniljit Singh Uppal.
That's when she turned to CSIS agent Nick Rowe, who on Oct.
30, 1997 brought Constable Doug Best from the RCMP's Air
India Task Force to meet with the woman.
Crossin asked the woman Friday is she remembered how often
she called or met with police between Nov. 1997 and April 1998.
"Would it surprise you to know that Nov. 10 ,1997 and April 2,
1998, you met or had discussion with Constable Best and/or
[Staff Sergeant John] Schneider 50 times?" Crossin asked.
"Really?" the witness replied.

She said she didn't remember many of the phone calls with
police, except as they related to her security and threats she had
received. She told the court during the period she had weekly
visits from police to check on a security system she had in her
house.
Crossin also asked her about her discussions with police about
journalists she knew.
On Nov. 20, 1997, she told police to contact a Vancouver Sun
reporter who had "good files" on Malik. And she met with a
Province reporter in February, a couple of weeks after her civil
suit against the school was filed and covered by the media.
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in
bombings that targeted Air India on June 23, 1985.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Malik's wife wins assets battle against B.C.
From Saturday's Globe and Mail
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The wife of Air-India suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik has
emerged with her financial fortune intact after an acrimonious
fight with the government over public financing for her husband's
multimillion-dollar legal defence.
"The government will have no charge against any assets
exclusively owned by Mrs. Malik," B.C. Attorney-General Geoff
Plant said yesterday in an interview.
However the government will have a claim against Mr. Malik's
financial interests in the family business and real estate, he said.
Raminder Kaur Malik, 52, has been in the courtroom almost
every day during the testimony of a 43-year-old woman who
says Mr. Malik confessed to her his involvement in the Air-India
disaster because he loved her.
Mr. Malik is accused of murder in the death of 331 people killed
in explosions on June 23, 1985, on opposite sides of the world.
Mrs. Malik has been a business partner with her husband since
they were married 30 years ago. They worked together running
Papillon Eastern Imports Ltd., a women's clothing business, and
invested jointly in real estate. They lived in a $1.5-million home

on the edge of Vancouver's tony neighbourhood of Shaughnessy.
At various times, the family owned a Mercedes, a Land Rover
and a Lexus.
The family had $11-million in assets when Mr. Malik was
arrested in October, 2000.
But during the trial, Mr. Malik said he was broke and could not
afford to pay his lawyers.
Mrs. Malik, who was prepared to put her share of the family
wealth on the line when Mr. Malik applied for bail after his
arrest, refused to pay for his lawyers at the trial.
"I'm not charged with anything. I love my husband still, but I
don't want to pay for his defence," she had said. "I believe it is
my right to protect what I got for my old age and my children."
Yesterday, she declined to comment about the new financing
arrangements for her husband's lawyers.
Mr. Plant said the government agreed to provide a loan to Mr.
Malik to cover 50 per cent of his legal costs to the end of the
trial. He anticipated that the additional cost could be less than an
initial estimate of $2.7-million. The government has paid $3.6million for his legal bills.
The new funding will be provided when security documents are
registered against Mr. Malik's personal and business assets,
including those against Mr. Malik's interest in the family's most
valuable asset, a hotel in Harrison Hot Springs, Mr. Plant said.
Mrs. Malik's interest in the hotel will remain untouched.
Under the financing agreement, Mr. Malik agreed to cut the size
of his legal team by the end of November to seven from eleven
lawyers, Mr. Plant said. The testimony of witnesses directly
against Mr. Malik is expected to be completed by that time.
Mr. Plant added that Mr. Malik agreed to repay the government
in full.
"If Mr. Malik honours his obligation, in the end, the government
will not have paid anything for his defence."

At the trial yesterday, the star witness was caught by surprise at a
statement by defence lawyer David Crossin that she had
contacted the RCMP with information about suspects in the case
on 50 occasions after she was fired from a Sikh preschool centre.
Mr. Malik, president of the trustees' board at the centre, was
involved in the school and in dismissing her.
The woman, who cannot be identified under court order, denied
that she phoned the RCMP to talk with them about the Air-India
disaster in late 1997 and early 1998. She said she did not trust
them and only responded to questions they asked.
Armed with documents from the RCMP investigation, Mr.
Crossin asked the woman about specific conversations with the
RCMP on specific dates. She said she did not remember the calls.
Citing dates of the phone calls, Mr. Crossin said she phoned the
RCMP and passed on information about Mr. Malik and other
suspects in the case.
The woman confirmed that on Feb 8, 1998, she met with Salim
Jiwa, a reporter from The Province newspaper who had written a
book about the Air-India disaster. Mr. Crossin said she also gave
police information about a Vancouver Sun newspaper reporter,
Kim Bolan.

U.S. website publishes name of key witness in Air India trial,
breaching ban

CAMILLE BAINS
Canadian Press
Monday, November 17, 2003

ADVERTISEMENT

VANCOUVER (CP) - The safety of the star witness in the Air
India trial may be at risk after an American-based website
published her name in violation of a court order, B.C. Supreme
Court heard Monday.
It's the fourth time the order by Justice Ian Bruce Josephson has
been breached - previously by Canadian newspapers. Jeff Hayes,
a lawyer representing the RCMP, told Josephson that the website
inserted the woman's name into stories written by the Toronto
Star, the Globe and Mail and the Vancouver Sun.
"They've taken these stories and published them verbatim and
inserted the witness's name," Hayes said.
"It is a most disturbing piece of information to hear," Josephson
said.
"It appears, on the surface, to be attempting to place the security
of the witness in deliberate harm."
Hayes said the RCMP would continue to investigate any
Canadian links to the website, which appears to be operated by a
Sikh group.
Josephson's order prohibits publication of any photographs or
information that would identify the woman testifying against
Ripudaman Singh Malik, co-accused in two separate 1985
bombings that targeted Air India planes.

Last week, the judge turned down a request by the RCMP to ban
further publication of the woman's testimony.
That was after the biweekly newspaper Apna Roots
unintentionally published the woman's first name.
Before that, two Vancouver newspapers, the Sun and the
Province, violated the publication ban by publishing a courtroom
sketch of the woman. The newspapers apologized to the court for
their mistake, which they attributed to human error.
Meanwhile, a defence lawyer suggested Monday that the woman
told the RCMP about one alleged confession by Malik, despite
her assertions in court that he twice confessed his involvement.
"I don't remember being asked about it but I do know I never
wanted to discuss that," the woman said under crossexamination.
Defence lawyer David Crossin, who is representing Malik, read
from a Nov. 7, 1997, transcript in which an RCMP officer asked
the woman if Malik had made any other reference to the Air
India disaster.
The woman said no.
Crossin pointed out that she also didn't say anything about
Malik's second alleged confession during a statement she gave
police four days earlier.
The woman had already given a statement about Malik's first
confession in May 1996, when he told her, "We had Air India

crashed."
The woman has testified that in the spring of 1997, Malik again
told her about his role in the bombings, which included Canada's
worst mass murder.
"I didn't have any other evidence or anything on Air India, sir,"
the woman said about not disclosing the second alleged
confession.
She has previously said she wrote the words "We'd Air India
crashed" on some note paper, although she has also said she
wrote about Malik's confession in her diary.
But she testified she said nothing to the RCMP about Malik's
second alleged confession because she hadn't written anything
about it and couldn't prove Malik actually confessed about Air
India.
"I wasn't comfortable talking about that," she told Crossin. "I just
couldn't prove it and at that point I didn't know if that had any
value."
But Crossin said she wrote something in her diary in February
1997 that seemed to suggest Malik confessed to her a second
time.
The woman has repeatedly said she didn't trust the RCMP and
had no intention of testifying against Malik, her former boss and
love interest.
She said the topic of Air India only surfaced when she told the
Mounties about Malik's accusations that she was a spy for the

Canadian Security Intelligence Service and had taped his May
1996 confession.
Crossin has suggested over and over that the woman willingly
gave the RCMP information about Malik and wanted to destroy
him because she was bitter about being fired by the man in 1997
after five years of employment.
Malik and his co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with
murder in the deaths of 329 people aboard Air India Flight 182,
which crashed in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Ireland on
June 23, 1985.
They also face charges in a bombing the same day at Tokyo's
Narita airport where two baggage handlers were killed as they
were transporting luggage to an Air India flight headed for New
Delhi.
Crossin also suggested Monday that the woman felt betrayed
after Malik fired her and went to the RCMP to seek revenge.
But the woman maintained she only felt hurt because he didn't
believe she wasn't spying on him.
"I felt hurt that the person who told me he loved me most and I
loved would not believe me when I told him the truth."
Crossin suggested the woman has since recovered from feeling
she was unjustly accused of taping conversations with Malik.
"It's hurts, sir. It hurts. But it's something I'll never be able to
prove and its something I'll have to live with."
Witness failed to see value of conversation

ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Tuesday's Globe and Mail
VANCOUVER Ñ The key witness in the Air-India trial failed to
recognize the significance of the alleged confession by suspect
Ripudaman Singh Malik when she was first told of his role in the
disaster, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
The woman told police in the spring of 1998 that Mr. Malik
spoke to her a year earlier about his involvement in the scheme
to plant bombs on Air-India flights in 1985.
However, she did not think her account of their conversation was
important because she had no proof to substantiate what she was
saying, the woman told the court.
"It was just a conversation between Mr. Malik and me," she said.
¥

Air-India backgrounder

Mounties who heard her account of the confession made a big
issue out of it, she said. "I did not understand what the big thing
was, because I had no proof of anything."
She said she told police she thought Mr. Malik was joking when
he told her about his involvement. "I did not understand. I did not
know how serious it was."
The alleged confession is at the centre of the prosecution's case
against Mr. Malik. A court order prohibits the identification of
the woman in the media. The woman has said Mr. Malik
described the plot in detail and identified several people who
played a role.

She had her first meeting with a member of the RCMP Air-India
task force on Oct. 30, 1997. She gave her first statement on Nov.
3, 1997.
On the 10th day of her testimony, the woman told the court that
she did not tell police about the alleged confession in November,
1997, because she lacked proof.
When pressed by defence lawyer David Crossin to explain her
answer, the woman, who had been clear and crisp in her
responses up to that point, began to ramble.
She finally said she did not know if her account of Mr. Malik's
confession would have any value if she could not provide any
proof.
Although she did not mention Mr. Malik's alleged confession to
police in 1997, she said she did tell them that Mr. Malik had said,
"We finished 322 people for Sikhism."
Four days later, she backed up her statements with excerpts from
a diary. In it, she quoted Mr. Malik as saying, "We'd Air-India
crashed."
The witness also had difficulty explaining to court why she had
made changes to entries in her personal journal in 1999 while
waiting to meet with Crown prosecutor Joe Bellows. She altered
the date of an entry to Oct. 20, 1997, from Oct. 22, 1997,
corrected spelling and added words at various places.
When asked why she changed the date, she said, "I was sitting
and doodling with a pen while waiting. I was just scribbling on

it. I do not know why I did that."
Mr. Crossin suggested she made changes so the sequence of
pages in the journal would be more coherent, which she denied.
Mr. Malik and another B.C. man, Ajaib Singh Bagri, are charged
with murder in the death of 331 people in two explosions on June
23, 1985, on opposite sides of the world.
In other developments at the trial, court heard that a Web site had
identified the key witness, using her full name in violation of a
court ban designed to protect her.
"This Web site has taken stories from Canadian media outlets
directly -- they've published them verbatim and inserted [her]
name," Jeffrey Hayes, a lawyer for the RCMP, told court.
With a report from Mark Hume
Witness in Air India case lying about defendant's confession,
lawyer suggests

CAMILLE BAINS
Canadian Press
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VANCOUVER (CP) - The most important witness in the Air

India trial told court Tuesday that outsiders could never
understand her love for an accused terrorist, a love that
compelled her to protect him even after she said he confessed to
being involved in one of the world's worst mass murders.
Defence lawyer David Crossin, who is representing Ripudaman
Singh Malik, retorted that was "absurd." Crossin was crossexamining the woman about a second confession she says Malik
made to her about the June 23, 1985, plot to destroy Air India
planes. The woman has testified she came across a Punjabi
newspaper article dated March 28, 1997, that implicated Malik
and five others involved in two separate bombings.
She said she confronted her former boss in early April 1997 in
his office after a friend translated the article to her because she
wanted to help Malik in case he was wrongly implicated.
The woman, who can't be named under court order, said Malik
initially told her not to worry and that he wasn't in any trouble
because he wouldn't get caught.
But he then spilled a confession about buying two tickets for
flights leaving Vancouver and connecting with Air India flights.
One of them later exploded, killing 329 people after a bomb
blast. A suitcase that was to be loaded on the other Air India
flight exploded prematurely, killing two baggage handlers at
Tokyo's Narita airport.
"And was it clear to you then that he participated in this horrible
event?" Crossin asked.
"Yes, sir," the woman replied.

Crossin: "That must have been shocking for you."
"It was but I looked at it as all he did was bought the tickets," the
woman said.
She said she kept listening to Malik's confession because he
regularly discussed various topics with her and that she always
supported him no matter what.
"Did you get up and leave?" Crossin asked. "Did you say 'what is
it you're telling me?' "
"No, sir," she said.
The woman testified she also asked Malik who else at their
workplace was involved in the bombing plot because she wanted
to know how everyone, including Malik, would be affected. He
named several other men, she said.
"I just wanted him to tell me and he carried on telling me," she
said.
"Why did you want to know?" asked Crossin. "Why weren't you
running from the room in horror?"
"Because I have always loved him," the woman replied, adding
she just wanted to believe in Malik and that it's something people
"on the outside" wouldn't understand.
"You never run away. You just believe and hope that everything
in that group you are in is right."
She later said her love for Malik was so strong and that she saw

him as such a powerful leader that it was like being in a cult she
couldn't easily escape.
"Did you say to yourself 'Maybe I should take five minutes and
assess this relationship?' " asked Crossin.
"No, sir, it never entered my mind."
Crossin hammered away at her about why she didn't have a
stronger reaction after hearing about Malik's involvement in the
bombings and those who delivered the bomb-laden suitcases to
the airport.
But the woman said she and Malik talked about a lot of things
and his confession was no different.
"This was a little different in the sense that he had told you he'd
organized one of the biggest mass murders in the world," Crossin
said.
The woman said she was just worried about how she was going
to protect Malik and that she didn't consider what he told her as
something major.
"You didn't consider the implications of what he was telling you
as major?" Crossin shot back.
"I'm sorry and I apologize to the people who were affected," the
woman said.
"I don't know any people who were on the plane. I know it hurts
the families, I know it's hard for them but at that time I couldn't
think of them, sir."

"Were you thinking: 'Gee, I'm in love with a mass murderer?'Ê"
Crossin asked.
"Even today, sir, I love him and even today if I was not sitting
here I wouldn't look at it that way," the woman replied.
Crossin has repeatedly suggested the woman is a bitter and angry
former employee out to seek revenge against Malik for firing her
in 1997 after five years of employment.
Malik and his co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder and
conspiracy charges in the bombing deaths.
The woman said she was pressing Malik for information but now
wishes she hadn't.
"I don't know, Mr. Crossin, how many times I regret it, even
knowing that information," the woman said.
Crossin replied: "Well madam, I'm suggesting to you this is
absurd. There was no such discussion."
But the woman was adamant. She said even when she talked to
police, she asked for a lie detector test.
"I'm not making it up. I don't have to, and because of that I have
been running."
The woman entered a witness protection program in 1998 and
has testified she feared for her life because of what she knew.
Witness in Air India case lying about defendant's confession,

lawyer suggests
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VANCOUVER (CP) - The most important witness in the Air
India trial told court Tuesday that outsiders could never
understand her love for an accused terrorist, a love that
compelled her to protect him even after she said he confessed to
being involved in one of the world's worst mass murders.
Defence lawyer David Crossin, who is representing Ripudaman
Singh Malik, retorted that was "absurd." Crossin was crossexamining the woman about a second confession she says Malik
made to her about the June 23, 1985, plot to destroy Air India
planes. The woman has testified she came across a Punjabi
newspaper article dated March 28, 1997, that implicated Malik
and five others involved in two separate bombings.
She said she confronted her former boss in early April 1997 in
his office after a friend translated the article to her because she
wanted to help Malik in case he was wrongly implicated.
The woman, who can't be named under court order, said Malik

initially told her not to worry and that he wasn't in any trouble
because he wouldn't get caught.
But he then spilled a confession about buying two tickets for
flights leaving Vancouver and connecting with Air India flights.
One of them later exploded, killing 329 people after a bomb
blast. A suitcase that was to be loaded on the other Air India
flight exploded prematurely, killing two baggage handlers at
Tokyo's Narita airport.
"And was it clear to you then that he participated in this horrible
event?" Crossin asked.
"Yes, sir," the woman replied.
Crossin: "That must have been shocking for you."
"It was but I looked at it as all he did was bought the tickets," the
woman said.
She said she kept listening to Malik's confession because he
regularly discussed various topics with her and that she always
supported him no matter what.
"Did you get up and leave?" Crossin asked. "Did you say 'what is
it you're telling me?' "
"No, sir," she said.
The woman testified she also asked Malik who else at their
workplace was involved in the bombing plot because she wanted
to know how everyone, including Malik, would be affected. He
named several other men, she said.

"I just wanted him to tell me and he carried on telling me," she
said.
"Why did you want to know?" asked Crossin. "Why weren't you
running from the room in horror?"
"Because I have always loved him," the woman replied, adding
she just wanted to believe in Malik and that it's something people
"on the outside" wouldn't understand.
"You never run away. You just believe and hope that everything
in that group you are in is right."
She later said her love for Malik was so strong and that she saw
him as such a powerful leader that it was like being in a cult she
couldn't easily escape.
"Did you say to yourself 'Maybe I should take five minutes and
assess this relationship?' " asked Crossin.
"No, sir, it never entered my mind."
Crossin hammered away at her about why she didn't have a
stronger reaction after hearing about Malik's involvement in the
bombings and those who delivered the bomb-laden suitcases to
the airport.
But the woman said she and Malik talked about a lot of things
and his confession was no different.
"This was a little different in the sense that he had told you he'd
organized one of the biggest mass murders in the world," Crossin

said.
The woman said she was just worried about how she was going
to protect Malik and that she didn't consider what he told her as
something major.
"You didn't consider the implications of what he was telling you
as major?" Crossin shot back.
"I'm sorry and I apologize to the people who were affected," the
woman said.
"I don't know any people who were on the plane. I know it hurts
the families, I know it's hard for them but at that time I couldn't
think of them, sir."
"Were you thinking: 'Gee, I'm in love with a mass murderer?'Ê"
Crossin asked.
"Even today, sir, I love him and even today if I was not sitting
here I wouldn't look at it that way," the woman replied.
Crossin has repeatedly suggested the woman is a bitter and angry
former employee out to seek revenge against Malik for firing her
in 1997 after five years of employment.
Malik and his co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder and
conspiracy charges in the bombing deaths.
The woman said she was pressing Malik for information but now
wishes she hadn't.
"I don't know, Mr. Crossin, how many times I regret it, even

knowing that information," the woman said.
Crossin replied: "Well madam, I'm suggesting to you this is
absurd. There was no such discussion."
But the woman was adamant. She said even when she talked to
police, she asked for a lie detector test.
"I'm not making it up. I don't have to, and because of that I have
been running."
The woman entered a witness protection program in 1998 and
has testified she feared for her life because of what she knew.
Malik controls the Sikh community; 'I am not safe,' Air India
witness says

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, November 20, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT

The star witness in the Air India case wept Wednesday as she
said she is not lying or mistaken about hearing accused bomber
Ripudaman Singh Malik confess his role in twin terrorist attacks
that killed 331 persons.

In a dramatic close to her cross-examination by Malik lawyer
David Crossin, the woman said she is not "bitter and angry" and
only went to police because her life was in danger after Malik
accused her of working for the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service.
"Live in an East Indian community, Mr. Crossin, and then be
called a CSIS spy ... your life is finished from then on," she said.
"I loved Mr. Malik. He loved me. We shared birthdays. We
shared presents. We cared for each other. We talked together.
When he called me CSIS spy, I knew that I had to clear my
name. I know Mr. Malik best. I know Mr. Malik far more than
you'll ever know him. And he is a very powerful man, sir. He
holds that community. He owns the bank. He owns the school.
He owns the media. He may not financially own it, but he holds
that power. I knew that I could not live in that community if I did
not clear my name. I left that community and I am still am not
safe. You may find that funny Mr. Crossin. I don't. Live in my
shoes and you will know."
She said she did not turn to police as a disgruntled ex-employee
of Surrey's Khalsa school, as Crossin suggested.
"And I am not giving this to see anyone suffer. Why should
anyone suffer? Why should I suffer? I lost everything Mr.
Crossin. I have been sitting today for a month. I haven't seen my
little boy. I left him with some people.
"And day in and day out, I come here. I feel so bad that I am
sitting here and telling. I never wanted that. Never. I told RCMP
I didn't want that," she said, adding that Canadians should be

able to turn to police when they need help.
"I went to the authorities because I thought they would help me
to find my answer. If it is wrong to go to the right authorities to
find out, then our system shouldn't have these authorities. We
shouldn't have RCMP.
We shouldn't have CSIS."
Crossin asked her if she had got what she'd wanted by turning to
police, but she said she is beyond caring about that now after
more than five years in a witness protection program.
"Everything is lost Mr. Crossin. I don't know how safe I am. I
know one thing -- that I can never come back and live here. I
know one thing -- that I lost my family, that I have to live on my
own. I grew up very protected, very loved by my family. There is
nothing, nothing that can ever bring back that.
"Whether I find my answer or not, whether Mr. Malik believes or
not or anyone believes that I went there to spy, what difference
does it make Mr. Crossin? It doesn't make any difference. I wake
up still at night. I don't have a family. I don't have any friends. I
struggle so much. You wouldn't understand. If you ever have a
client who is going on witness protection, remember me sir."
In Crossin's final hours with the witness, he suggested she never
heard Malik describe the Air India bombing during conversations
in 1996 or 1997.
"Whatever your feelings were towards Malik over the years, it
was not a relationship that gave rise to any intimate discussions,"
Crossin said.

The woman adamantly replied: "I was there sir. You were not. I
remember what he said."
Crossin also said that for someone who claimed not to be bitter,
the witness took several actions against Malik and the school,
including filing a human rights complaint, a lawsuit and talking
to CSIS, police and journalists.
"I suggest to you madam that you probably are of the view that
Malik ought to be punished, but not as a result of any
information he gave, but as a result of the information you
received over the years," she said. "That's why you feel he
deserves punishment, not only for Air India, but for a number of
things."
The woman firmly said, "No sir" and again maintained she had
heard the confessions about which she testified.
Michael Code, lawyer for accused bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri,
directed the woman to a statement she gave in the summer of
1998 and noted that she didn't mention what Malik allegedly told
her about Bagri's involvement.
She said during the interview in question she was focusing more
on suspects Malik described who were connected to Khalsa
school.
Several relatives of victims listened during the emotional final
day of the woman's testimony and said afterwards they feel more
optimistic than ever about a conviction.
"It was quite clear today that she came forward without anything

to gain -- in fact a lot to lose -- by bringing this case forward,"
said Susheel Gupta, an Ottawa-based federal prosecutor who lost
his mother in the bombing.
"This has been a good week in terms of evidence. It is tying all
those pieces together."
Gupta said he wanted the witness to know that "we appreciate
and commend her for coming forward."
Perviz Madon, who lost her husband Sam in the bombing, said
she could relate to the woman's testimony about her loneliness
since entering witness protection.
"She really touched me this afternoon when she said she wakes
up in the night and she is alone because that's what I am for the
last 18 years. I wake up alone in bed as well. I don't know how to
thank her. I hope some day she will find her peace," Madon said.
"I think she was a very credible witness. She was honest. She
was believable. She wouldn't risk her life and that of her family
if she did not believe what she had heard."
Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
bombings that targeted Air India on June 23 1985
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the accused were part of a group of B.C.based Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India
to retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the

Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
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Canada's spy agency considered using Air India witness as
source, court hears
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VANCOUVER (CP) - The star witness in the Air India trial knew
so much about an accused bomber's alleged links to terrorist
groups that Canada's spy agency considered using her as a source
concerning threats to the country's national security.
Nick Rowe, a former agent for the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service, told B.C. Supreme Court on Thursday that
he was one of several people investigating Sikh extremist groups
allegedly linked to Ripudaman Singh Malik when one of his
employees contacted him. "The Babbar Khalsa and its offshoot
organizations were, in the view of the service, extremist groups
supporting terrorism or acts of violence," said Rowe, who now
works for the service as an analyst.
"It was a group we were mandated to examine."

The Canadian government banned the Babbar Khalsa as a
terrorist group last June.
The woman phoned Rowe on October 15, 1997, because she
wanted to clear her name of accusations by Malik and one of his
associates that she was a spy, Rowe said.
He was testifying at the terrorism trial of Malik and his coaccused Ajaib Singh Bagri.
The men face murder and conspiracy charges in the deaths of
331 people - mostly Canadians - in two separate June 23, 1985,
bombings targeting Air India planes.
The woman, who has testified Malik twice confessed to her his
role in the bombings that included Canada's worst mass murder,
also said she was facing numerous threats at the time she
contacted Rowe at a friend's suggestion.
Rowe said the woman didn't have any contact with CSIS before
he spoke to her in October 1997 or since he last talked to her in
early November that year.
She also received no compensation or benefit for providing any
information about Malik, Rowe said of the woman who he
recalled as fearing for her safety.
"My recollection is that she had been accused by Mr. Malik of
spying on behalf of the B.C. government and she had also been
subject to threats by other people and she believed those threats
had been delivered at the behest of Mr. Malik."

Rowe said he decided against using the woman as a source
because the service couldn't protect her from the escalating
threats she was under.
"We're not in the business of providing body guards, as it were,"
he said.
"I was quite concerned about her safety. It was a perennial topic
of discussion between us, her anxiety about her status and that of
her family."
The service handed the woman over to the RCMP for her own
protection and because the force could better deal with
information of a criminal nature she'd provided him about other
alleged activities involving Malik, Rowe said.
But defence lawyer Bill Smart, who is representing Malik at the
massive trial, read from a transcript of a 1999 interview in which
Rowe told an RCMP officer: "She had a falling out with Mr.
Malik and she was, in some respects, anxious to get back at
him."
Smart also pointed to a report Rowe wrote for CSIS, in which he
said the woman "volunteered to provide information to the
service on an ongoing basis."
Rowe said he couldn't remember what he told the RCMP four
years ago and as for his report, he was referring her as a possible
source for the service.
Earlier on Thursday, a defence lawyer for Bagri, who is coaccused in the Air India bombings, suggested his client wasn't
implicated in a newspaper article that identified several men as

being involved in the plot to blow up planes.
Michael Tammen suggested the March 28, 1997, Punjabilanguage newspaper article identified only five men, not six, as
B.C. Supreme Court has previously heard.
The woman who testified against Malik - and spoke to Rowe said the article was translated to her by a friend who said it didn't
name the men but implied Bagri was among them.
The woman said her friend told her Bagri was identified as the
only person who wasn't from the Vancouver area. Bagri lived in
Kamloops, B.C., at the time.
Translator Surjeet Kalsey told court that there was no description
in the article of anyone who lived outside the Vancouver area.
However, the article implied that one of the five men was
affiliated with the Babbar Khalsa, banned as a terrorist group by
the Canadian government in June.
Bagri's name has been linked to the Babbar Khalsa.
The article named Talwinder Singh Parmar, who was killed by
Indian police in 1992, as leader of the Babbar Khalsa.
It also named Inderjit Singh Reyat, who at the time was serving a
10-year sentence for his role in a June 23, 1985, bombing that
killed two baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport.
In February, Reyat received a controversial five-year sentence for
his involvement in the bombing deaths of 329 people aboard Air
India Flight 182, which plunged into the Atlantic Ocean off the

coast of Ireland about an hour before the Narita blast.
Bagri and Malik were arrested in October 2000 and face murder
and conspiracy charges in both bombings.
The Crown believes Bagri, Malik, Reyat and others were part of
a conspiracy by a Sikh extremist group bent on seeking revenge
against the Indian government, which owns Air India planes.
A year before the bombings, the Indian government ordered the
military to attack the Golden Temple - Sikhism's holiest shrine to flush out Sikh militants who occupied the site during their
fight for a separate homeland.
Air India witness didn't say anything to CSIS about spy
accusations:lawyer
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VANCOUVER (CP) - The star witness in the Air India trial
didn't say anything during her first meeting with Canada's spy
agency about accusations she was spying on an accused terrorist,
a defence lawyer suggested Friday.

Bill Smart, who is representing Ripudaman Singh Malik, said
former Canadian Security Intelligence Service agent Nick Rowe
didn't record any such conversation after meeting with the
woman Oct. 17, 1997.
"That is not my recollection," said Rowe, now an analyst for
CSIS.
"I don't see in a report or notes from you where you've noted that
conversation," Smart said.
Rowe read from a report he wrote after two subsequent meetings
with the woman in October 1997 that she indicated "she is a
victim of anonymous threats which she believes to be at the
behest of Malik and is concerned for her safety."
He also wrote that Malik, the woman's former employer, had
accused the woman of spying on him for the B.C. government
and that one of his associates accused her of being a CSIS plant.
Malik and his co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are currently on trial
for the murder of 331 people in two separate June 23, 1985,
bombings targeting Air India planes.
The woman, who can't be named under court order, was
pragmatic and wise enough to know "that Malik is a powerful
individual with resources and a possible motivation to harm her,"
Rowe wrote in his report.
"Well, those are your words not hers, are they?" Smart said.
"They are capturing the essence of the contact and her concerns,"
Rowe said.

Rowe said his notes from his first meeting with the woman had
been destroyed under CSIS policy but they weren't detailed
anyway because the meeting was so short.
"It wasn't essential that I detail those points at that time," he said,
adding he wasn't conducting a police investigation.
"The salient point here is that this woman was at risk and that
information came from her and included statements about Mr.
Malik and Mr. (Balwant) Bhandher and some anonymous phone
calls."
After talking in the coffee shop, the two met for about 10
minutes in his car, Rowe said.
That meeting was also short because he didn't want to be
recognized by anyone in the heart of suburban Surrey, home to a
large population of Sikhs he came in contact with during his
investigations of Sikh extremism, Rowe said.
The woman has testified she met with Rowe after getting his
business card from a friend and that she just wanted to clear her
name of rumours in the Indo-Canadian community that she was a
spy.
Smart suggested that Rowe didn't say anything about the woman
telling him about spy accusations at a November 2001 meeting
he had with the Crown.
Rowe said he doesn't remember being asked anything about the
matter.

Smart also read a transcript from a 1999 interview Rowe had
with police, in which he said the woman provided him with a
large amount of information about threats to Canada's national
security.
Rowe told a police officer that the woman said Malik and his
associates were involved in funding and organizing meetings of
Sikh extremist groups such as the Babbar Khalsa, banned as a
terrorist group by the Canadian government earlier this year.
"She felt that his activities were nefarious if not criminal and a
threat to Canada," Smart quoted Rowe as saying.
She was eager to impart the information to CSIS and "provided
so much detail that it was impossible to get it all down," Rowe
told police.
The woman also told him about allegations of welfare,
immigration, visa and unemployment insurance fraud at Malik's
businesses.
But the woman never told Rowe anything that linked Malik to
the Air India investigation except that he was making monthly
payments to the wife of Inderjit Singh Reyat, the only man
convicted in the bombings.
Rowe said he was more concerned with issues concerning Sikh
extremism and that Malik was already "formally a target of the
service."
On Oct. 30, 1997, he introduced the woman to an RCMP officer
because many of her allegations were about criminal activities
and because the force was better able to protect her safety, Rowe

said.
He said the woman appeared to be at ease with the RCMP.
The woman has testified she was shocked to learn the officer
Rowe introduced to her worked for the force's Air India task
force.
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Air India defendant allegedly scammed B.C. and federal
governments:court
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VANCOUVER (CP) - An accused Air India bomber helped
smuggle vulnerable Indians into Canada, then "virtually enslaved
them" by having them work for little pay as teachers in the
school he ran, court heard Monday.
Ripudaman Singh Malik also used money from his illicit
activities in British Columbia to support Sikh militants and their
families in India. Some money from the school was used to
smuggle arms from Pakistan to India, a former agent with

Canada's spy agency said.
Nick Rowe said he was given the information by a woman who
worked closely with Malik. The woman, who cannot be named,
wrapped up her testimony last week and is considered the star
witness in the case.
Under the smuggling scheme, Rowe said Malik's Sikh school in
suburban Surrey sponsored visiting religious delegations from
India that included a priest, two or three singers and four or five
storytellers, virtually on a weekly basis.
Rowe said except for the priests - who were genuine and returned
to India - the rest of the group would stay behind, using fake
credentials to obtain visitors' visas.
"The source claimed that at least half of the current staff at
Khalsa School's religion department had entered Canada this
way," Rowe wrote in a report after he met with the woman
several times in October 1997.
"Malik takes advantage of the vulnerability of these people and
their lack of English to virtually enslave them."
Rowe, who now works as an analyst with the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service, said the woman told him Malik paid the
smuggled individuals substandard wages and made them work
12-hour days, six days a week, under his direct order.
The fake teachers' credentials were produced by a woman at the
school who held the supposed certificates over an open flame to
yellow the paper and make it appear like it was from India, the
woman told Rowe.

Malik and his co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with
murder and conspiracy in the deaths of 331 people in two
separate June 23, 1985, bombings targeting Air India planes.
Rowe said the woman told him a trustee at Malik's school also
ran his own immigrant smuggling operation and was a member
of the Babbar Khalsa International, a terrorist group affiliated
with the Babbar Khalsa.
The latter group was banned as a terrorist group by the Canadian
government last June.
Along with immigration scams, Malik's school was also ripping
off the B.C. government through welfare fraud and overcharging
on tuition fees while receiving more than $2 million of public
money in 1997, court heard.
The school was also getting money for ESL classes even though
none of the teachers was qualified and for a French-language
training program that didn't exist, Rowe said the woman told
him.
Students as young as four and five were often forced to sit at the
school's temple "for hours on end or otherwise kill time with no
instructors present," Rowe said the woman told him.
The woman was also upset about how staff were being treated,
he said, adding they were forced to donate 10 per cent of their
gross wages back to the school.
Malik also used money from a large-scale retail operation run out
of the basement of his school through Satnam Trust, a charitable

organization he set up, the court heard.
He had a monopoly in North America on sales of religious items,
tapes and books and in 1995, grossed $140,000 by selling lowquality, overpriced goods to people in the throes of "religious
ecstasy," Rowe said the woman told him.
"It demonstrated another form of funding for Mr. Malik," Rowe
told the court, adding the woman said the business was run by
Malik's wife through the couple's clothing company in
Vancouver and his brother in India.
No taxes were collected on the goods and buyers were issued
income tax receipts as if they'd made a donation to the trust
company.
Rowe, whose mandate was to investigate Sikh extremism, said
everything the woman told him provided evidence of possible
threats to Canada's security through Malik's domination and
control of the school, "which possibly was being used in support
of militant activity."
Bill Smart, Malik's lawyer, suggested the woman was out to ruin
Malik with the information she provided Rowe.
But Rowe said the woman feared for her life when she contacted
him and was also concerned about the substandard education that
950 students were receiving at Malik's school.
She was also "fighting back" against the abuses Malik was
perpetrating against people, including young children, the federal
and provincial governments and the public, Rowe said.

"From the get-go she had to come to me with some information,"
he said. "Otherwise why would I talk to her?
"Basically this was a woman seeking to protect herself from
threats, which I believe she has the right to do."
Rowe said the woman volunteered to become an ongoing source
for CSIS but that once he fulfilled his mandate by acquiring
information that pertained to a national threat against Canada, he
passed her on to the RCMP for her own safety.
"I really didn't hold out hope that she was going to stick it out at
the school," Rowe said, adding she was too much of a target as
someone who Malik no longer trusted.
"I credit her with courage to have come forward," he said.
Air-India witness kept love secret from CSIS
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A CSIS agent who spent hours interviewing the key witness in
Air-India case was never told about the so-called love
relationship between the woman and suspect Ripudaman Singh
Malik, the court heard Monday.
Nick Rowe, an agent with the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service, said he became aware of the woman's love for Mr.
Malik from media accounts of her testimony at the trial earlier
this month.
The woman phoned Mr. Rowe when she first decided to go to
authorities about Mr. Malik in October, 1997.
Mr. Rowe met with her four times over two weeks Ñ including
twice in meetings each lasting more than two hours Ñ before
introducing her to a member of the RCMP Air-India task force.
During her testimony, the woman repeatedly said she was in love
with Mr. Malik and Mr. Malik was in love with her. She told the
court Mr. Malik confided in her about his role in the Air-India
disaster because of their close relationship.
Mr. Rowe told the court that the woman was a highly educated,
articulate person Òthat found herself enmeshed in an institution
that values religious orthodoxy and strict obedience to Malik.Ó
As opposed to love, Mr. Rowe said his impression at the time of
the interviews in 1997 was that the woman lacked respect for Mr.

Malik and resented his treatment of her fellow staff.
Accordingly, she decided to fight back as a matter of conscience
and principle, Mr. Rowe confirmed during cross examination by
defence lawyer Bill Smart.
Please see our
¥ Air-India backgrounder
A court order prohibits the identification of the woman in the
media. Mr. Rowe's testimony Monday differed in several
respects from the account of the interviews provided by the
woman earlier this month.
She told the court she went to CSIS in order to chase down
rumours in the Sikh community that she was a CSIS spy and
never volunteered information. She said she was scared for her
safety at that time, but she did not remember much about the
interviews.
However, she did remember being shocked when she was
introduced to a RCMP officer of the Air-India task force, she told
the court.
In response to questioning, Mr. Rowe said the woman
approached CSIS with a lengthy list of allegations of criminal
activities involving Mr. Malik.
She feared for her safety as a result of the information she had,
he said in B.C. Supreme Court.
She was being forced out of her job at a Sikh preschool centre
run by Mr. Malik and also feared for her economic security, Mr.

Rowe said.
In a rousing defence of the woman's approach to CSIS, Mr.
Rowe asked rhetorically what the woman should have done.
ÒContinue to sit back and continue to get threats from thugs,Ó
he said.
ÒWas she supposed to wait perhaps for a bullet through the
living room window? She had a right to act. If Malik was a
victim of this approach, well, so be it,Ó he said ÒEveryone has
the right to seek protection for herself...She was receiving
threats.Ó
Mr. Rowe also confirmed that the woman came to CSIS with
significant information that was of interest to the spy agency.
ÒRight from the get-go, she had to come to me with some
information. Otherwise why would I talk to her. She had to come
to the table with an ante to get into the game.Ó
Mr. Rowe also said that she was willing to provide information
to CSIS Òon an on-going basis.Ó
But her primary motivation for phoning up CSIS was her need
for protection, he said.
She had already approached the RCMP previously over he safety
but Òshe did not give them enough and they sent her on her
way,Ó he said.
ÒShe needed to pique my interests and she did,Ó Mr. Rowe said.
Mr. Rowe also told the court that, once she began answering his

questions, there was no going back.
ÒEvents took over and she lost control of the situation,Ó he said.
She came to CSIS convinced she was doing the right thing Òand
then there was no going back.Ó
The RCMP became involved after CSIS decided her allegations
dealt mostly with criminal matters, he said. He discussed the
involvement of the RCMP with the woman at a meeting on the
day before the RCMP officer was introduced to her, he also said.
Mr. Malik and another B.C. man, Ajaib Singh Bagri, are accused
of killing 331 people in a terrorist attack on Air-India flights on
June 23, 1985.
The trial continues.
Air-India witness kept RCMP well informed
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The woman at the centre of the Air-India trial gave information
to the RCMP on several occasions about suspects in the case, but
she was not an RCMP agent, the court heard Tuesday.
The woman told police she could talk Satnam Kaur Reyat into
co-operating, according to a summary of an Air-India task force
meeting on Nov 4, 1997. Mrs. Reyat's husband is the only person
to be convicted in the 18-year old case.
Two days later, a summary of a meeting of 18 Air-India
investigators states that the woman felt Mrs. Reyat would cooperate if approached directly, the court was told.
Over the next few months, police notes show that she provided
police with information about Mrs. Reyat, suspect Ripudaman
Singh Malik, friends of Mr. Malik and associates of alleged AirIndia mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar. She also notified
police of activities at a Sikh parochial school run by Mr. Malik,
including a case of sexual abuse of a nine-year old child that was
not reported to police and in which a teacher accused of sexual
misconduct.
However RCMP Corporal Doug Best, who dealt regularly with
the woman, said she was not a police agent. ÒI do not ever recall
she was asked to be an agent,Ó he testified.
¥ Air-India backgrounder
The woman is considered the most important witness for the
prosecution in the international terrorism case. She has testified

that Mr. Malik confided in her about his role in the Air-India
disaster. A court order prohibits the media from identifying her.
Corporal Best said he did not recall ever specifically asking or
even hearing that she was asked to talk to Mrs. Reyat about cooperating with police.
ÒMrs. Reyat was of interest to me ... and I was interested in
knowing whatever could possibly be known about Mr. and Mrs.
Reyat,Ó he said.
Despite the notes of the RCMP meetings, he did not recall ever
telling his colleagues that the woman said she could talk Mrs.
Reyat into co-operating, he told the court.
He also denied a suggestion by defence lawyer Bill Smart that he
was encouraging the woman to try to get Mrs. Reyat to cooperate with police.
ÒI was trying to get as much information as I could concerning
Mrs. Reyat,Ó he said. But he did not recall any conversation with
the woman to have her encourage Mrs. Reyat to co-operate with
the RCMP, he added.
Reading from police reports, Mr. Smart said that the woman
phoned Cpl. Best at 12:30 p.m. on Nov 12, 1997. During the
conversation, she advised him that she had learned that Mr.
Malik was in a panic to obtain a visa to go to India and so far had
not obtained it.
At 4.30p.m.,the same day, she phoned Cpl. Best again. She told
the police officer she had spoken to Mrs. Reyat, who invited her
to come with her on a visit to her husband. Mr. Reyat was

concerned about an upcoming parole hearing, the woman told
police.
Cpl. Best testified that he could not recall whether he had asked
the woman to visit Mrs. Reyat.
Police notes show that, on the following day, she consented to
have her phone and private conversations intercepted and taperecorded by police.
Cpl. Best also confirmed that his notes showed the woman told
him on Dec.1,1997, that a person in jail in Calgary on a rape
charge had provided a fraudulent passport and documents to Mr.
Parmar, the alleged Air-India mastermind.
On Dec 2, 1997, she told Cpl. Best that she had not heard from
Mrs. Reyat and she felt Mrs. Reyat was advised to not be in
contact with her. She also gave the name of an associate of Mr.
Parmar to the police.Ó
She is not only providing information from others. She is making
suggestions about who you should go speak with,Ó Mr. Smart
said. Cpl. Best agreed.
Mr. Malik and another B.C. man, are accused of killing 331
people in two explosions on June 23, 1985.
Why mention money, Malik lawyer asks
Mounties flashed $5,000 at a meeting with a potential informant
but his information was considered unreliable
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Investigators from the Air India Task Force flashed a $5,000 wad
of cash and mentioned the $1 million reward in October 1997
when they approached a man who had warned police about the
1985 Air India bombing 10 months before it happened, B.C.
Supreme Court was told Tuesday.
Bill Smart, a lawyer for accused bomber Ripudaman Singh
Malik, asked an RCMP witness why police would have been
carrying a "flash roll" of $5,000 during a meeting with Harmail
Singh Grewal on Oct. 8, 1997.
"It was done as an inducement, wasn't it, to get Mr. Grewal to
talk," Smart suggested to Corporal Doug Best. "At times, when
you felt it was appropriate or necessary, you actually tried to
emphasize the reward money and the cash that was available."
But Best refuted Smart's suggestion and said the money was just
to show the potential witness "yes we do have money when
money is required."
No details of the conversation with Grewal were presented in
court Tuesday, but the name of the former Vancouver liquor store
employee first became public in 1987 when his lawyer confirmed
he had approached police in September, 1984, about a plan to

blow up an Air India plane.
At the time he was dismissed as unreliable because he was trying
to swap information about the bombing plot as part of a deal to
reduce other charges against him.
In 1987, then federal solicitor-general James Kelleher said
Grewal had nothing new to offer investigations into the June
1985 Air India bombing.
"In the course of any investigation of a tragedy of this kind, you
get all sorts of tips and leads," Kelleher told reporters. "We
follow up on them . . . and in the opinion of the RCMP
(Grewal's) allegations didn't reveal anything that was new."
But Grewal was approached by the task force on Oct. 8, 1997
according to evidence presented Tuesday to Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson.
Best wrote in a note of the 1997 meeting that the reward was
discussed and that he mentioned "it was the largest investigation
in Canadian history and we have money at our disposal."
Grewal has not shown up on any witness list for the terrorism
trial of Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri, who face
murder and conspiracy charges in two June 23, 1985 bombings
that killed 331.
When Grewal approached police before the Air India bombing he
did not provide names or other details, and the deal he wanted
fell through. Grewal was questioned again after the June 1985
bombings but his information was again judged to be unreliable.

But that didn't stop police from approaching Grewal again a
decade later, just weeks before the Crown's star witness was
introduced to the RCMP after a series of meetings during two
weeks with an agent from the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service.
Smart also suggested Tuesday that the star witness, a former
employee of Malik's who says they were in love, was much more
eager to provide information to police than what she claimed
during her testimony.
But Best said he drew information out of the woman, whose
identity is protected by court order.
"I thought there was tremendous potential -- yes," Best said of
his initial contact with the woman. "I was very anxious to
develop a rapport with her . . . whenever the opportunity arose, I
would engage her in conversation."
Smart pointed to a call from the woman in early December 1997
providing information about a sexual assault on a nine-year-old
girl at the school by a religious teacher.
"She was encouraging you or the police to investigate that,"
Smart said. Best said he did not know the woman's intention.
While Smart didn't name the man, in January 1998 police issued
a warrant for Khalsa school teacher Beant Singh Sekhon, who
faced 20 counts of sexual assault and sexual interference with
girls aged seven to nine. He eventually pleaded guilty to two
counts.
Smart also said Tuesday that the star witness had offered to try to

convince Satnam Kaur Reyat, her co-worker at the school's day
care, to cooperate with police. Reyat's husband Inderjit pleaded
guilty to manslaughter last February for his role in the Air India
bombing.
"I am suggesting to you that (the woman) was agreeing to try to
get both Mrs. Reyat and Mr. Reyat to cooperate," Smart said.
Best said he does not recall the woman ever offering to try to
pressure either of the Reyats.
He said he always tried to get information out of the woman
about Satnam Reyat because he knew they had shared a "close
and trusting" friendship.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Bagri's lawyer warns Sikhs not to threaten U.S. witness
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A lawyer for accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri
warned members of the Sikh community Thursday not to
threaten or intimidate a key Crown witness before the man is
expected to testify at the end of January.
Michael Code wants the identity of the witness to eventually be
made public, but told B.C. Supreme Court he would wait and see
if the man faces any threats before he is called to testify against
Bagri.
"The message should go out loud and clear from this court that
there be no misconduct whatsoever in relation to this witness in
the intervening time, prior to his testimony," Code told Justice
Ian Bruce Josephson.
Code said the witness has not been subjected to any threats so far
even though his identity has been known by the defence for more
than three years. He said if there are threats to the witness in the
coming weeks, the Crown would be in a better position to argue
its case that the man's identity should be protected throughout his
testimony.
"We strongly urge anyone in the community who might be
minded to interfere with this witness to behave themselves for
the next period of time as we are confident that when this motion
comes back on -- if the record remains as it is now -- we will be
in a strong position to have the publication ban lifted," Code
said.
In an extraordinary move, Crown prosecutor Gordon Matei
argued not only for a continuing ban of the man's name, but also

that there be a prohibition on publishing Thursday's submissions
related to the ban.
He said the Crown did not want the man to become aware of the
move by the Bagri team to exclude his identity from the
publication ban.
That prompted an objection by The Vancouver Sun and the CBC.
But just as lawyer Barry Gibson arrived at court to fight the issue
on behalf of the media outlets, the Crown withdrew its motion
for a ban on the submissions.
Bagri lawyer Michael Tammen earlier told the court that it is
important for the name of the key witness to be publicized so
anyone with information about the man which might aid Bagri's
defence has the ability to come forward.
Code said Thursday he is concerned the RCMP might be
promising the man his name will not be made public in order to
convince him to testify. He said only the court -- and not the
police -- has the ability to make that decision.
"This adjournment forms some part of some ongoing
negotiations with [the man] in which he continues to bargain
with the RCMP over whether or not he will attend and our
concern is the injection of this publication ban issue into
whatever these negotiations are that are going on," Code said. "If
that somehow is part of the package of benefits he is seeking and
being offered in return for his testimony, we wish to make it clear
that that would be completely improper."
In 1985, the man told the FBI that Bagri confided to him that
Bagri and his group were responsible for the Air India bombing

that killed 329.
"The police have already given this man $460,000 Canadian in
order to entice him into the jurisdiction and they simply cannot
offer him any hope of a publication ban as part of the package of
benefits he seeks," Code said. "It is not their jurisdiction to offer
it and in any event, it is wrong in law."
Crown prosecutor Matei said the RCMP have not promised the
man his name will remain shielded.
But he said the Crown believes "there are valid and well-founded
concerns for the continuation of this publication ban."
"Bringing this issue to the forefront at this time may have
repercussions nobody wants," Matei said.
While the Crown concedes the man has not been subjected to
threats up until now, another potential witness against Bagri, Tara
Singh Hayer, was assassinated in November, 1998.
Hayer had told the RCMP's Air India Task Force about allegedly
overhearing Bagri confess to the Air India bombing while he was
visiting a mutual friend in England in the fall of 1985.
That friend, newspaper publisher Tarsem Singh Purewal, was
gunned down in January, 1995, just after he turned against Sikh
separatist groups he had earlier supported.
A publication ban remains on the identities of two of the
witnesses against co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik. Both
people are in the witness protection program after receiving
threats.

Gibson, the media lawyer, said the events in court Thursday were
"verging on bizarre."
"Our position on behalf of The Vancouver Sun and the CBC is
simply that these rather curious proceedings this morning ought
to be reported," Gibson said.
Bagri and Malik are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
bombings that targeted Air India on June 23, 1985 and killed
331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the two were part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
--AIR INDIA: THE CASE UNFOLDS: DAY 55
Accused Air India bombers Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri are jointly charged with eight counts including
murder, attempted murder and conspiracy in two bombings
targeting Air India planes on June 23, 1985. The first bomb
destined for an Air India flight exploded at Tokyo's Narita
Airport, killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later,

Air India Flight 182 -- flying from Canada to London's Heathrow
airport -- exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 board.
The case is divided into five chapters. It's currently in chapter 4.
Chapter one: The prebombing plot
Chapter two: The explosions
Chapter three: The conspiracy
Chapter four: Roles of the accused
Chapter five: Forensic evidence
Khalsa school okay: ministry
SURREY I The society has faced a litany of criminal allegations
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Education ministry officials are confident everything is in order
at Surrey's Khalsa school despite a litany of criminal allegations
involving the institution revealed at the Air India bombing trial.
The Satnam Education Society of B.C. receives about $4 million
a year from the ministry of education to run Khalsa school, even
though it maintains links to accused terrorist Ripudaman Singh
Malik.
Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri face eight counts,
including murder and conspiracy, in two June 23, 1985 bombings
that targeted Air India and left 331 dead.
Malik founded the charitable society and served as its president
until after his arrest in October 2000 in Canada's worst mass
murder. His son Hardeep, who often attends his father's trial,
replaced him on the board.
Witnesses have testified about the misuse of government grants
at the school, its use in an immigrant smuggling ring, welfare and
unemployment fraud, and numerous links to terrorism by several
of the school's directors besides Malik.
In fact, the Crown's star witness, a former employee of the
society, testified that Malik told her director Satwant Singh
Sandhu helped build the bombs. The woman, whose identity is

protected by a court order, also said Balwant Singh Bhandher -- a
long-time director who recently resigned -- helped carry bombladen suitcases to the airport June 22, 1985.
A third director, Gurdev Singh Gill, sent money to members of
the terrorist group Babbar Khalsa International, the woman told
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
She also described how several fraudulent activities took place
and said the school's head religion teacher, Jasmohanjit Kaur
Gill, obtained fake diplomas for teachers from India, then aged
them by holding them over a fire.
And Bhai Jiwan Singh, who is pictured in the Khalsa school
yearbook as its spiritual leader, gave his blessing to the bombing
plot, the woman told the court.
A Nanaimo man named Joginder Singh Gill testified he was
invited to the home of school director Karnail Singh Manhas and
encouraged by Malik to falsify his evidence before the 1990 trial
of Inderjit Singh Reyat in connection with the Narita bombing.
Another director, Aniljit Singh Uppal, helped facilitate illegal
payments to Reyat's wife as she collected welfare, according to
testimony.
Several of those connected to the school regularly attend court
and bow to Malik upon entry. Attending in recent weeks have
been Hardeep Malik, Uppal, Bhandher, Jasmohanjit Gill, as well
as directors Gurdial Singh Neel and Harchand Singh Gill.
A former treasurer of the education society, Narinder Singh Gill,
testified he objected to the fraudulent activities at the school.

And an agent with the Canadian Security Intelligence Service,
Nick Rowe, told the court that CSIS had a file on the school even
before he was contacted by the star witness, who provided him
with more information about alleged criminal activity there.
Rowe said he was told Malik helped smuggle vulnerable Indians
into Canada, then ''virtually enslaved them'' by having them work
for little pay as teachers at the school.
Some of the allegations about the school came to light in late
1997 and early 1998 and were investigated by the ministry, who
then implemented a series of recommendations.
Education ministry official Kate Thompson said that adequate
checks and balances are in place at the school.
"They meet the criteria under the Independent School Act,"
Thompson said, adding the act doesn't contain provisions for
criminal investigations.
She said the education ministry is not monitoring the evidence at
the terrorism trial, nor has it requested a transcript of the
proceedings, even though the school is mentioned almost daily.
The only thing we've heard is what's reported in the paper,"
Thompson said. "We haven't had any complaints."
The school's government grant has almost doubled since 1997,
when it was about $2 million annually to close to $4 million
today. The number of students has also increased, to 1,384 from
about 1,000.

Jinny Sims, first vice-president of the B.C. Teachers Federation,
urged the government to take a close look at the private school,
given the allegations coming out at the trial.
"If anything like this was in a public school, it would
immediately be in the media with calls for a public inquiry,"
Sims said. "There is $4 million in public funds going into fund
this school, but no concern at the minister's level."
Sims said there needs to be more accountability for the
government money going to independent schools, just as there is
in the public system.
"There have been allegations and when there are allegations like
this, for the sake of the professionals involved and for the
children, there needs to be an open investigation."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air India
Accused Air India bombers Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri are jointly charged with eight counts including
murder, attempted murder and conspiracy in two bombings
targeting Air India planes on June 23, 1985. The first bomb
destined for an Air India flight exploded at Tokyo's Narita
airport, killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later,
Air India Flight 182 -- flying from Canada to London's Heathrow
airport -- exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 on
board.
Ran with fact box "Air India", which has been appended to the
end of the story.
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Crown set to lay out case on Bagri
Air India trial turns to second bombing suspect
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For almost two months, Air India bombing suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri has sat in the prisoner's dock as prosecutors laid out their
evidence against co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik.
Starting today, it's Bagri's turn to begin hearing what proof the
Crown has to implicate him in Canada's worst mass murder.
Bagri, 54, was a Kamloops mill worker and well-known leader
of the terrorist group Babbar Khalsa when he was arrested along
with Malik on Oct. 28, 2000 and charged in two 1985 bombings
that killed 331 persons.
Despite an 18-year investigation, the case against Bagri is
considerable weaker than that against Malik.

Two main civilian witnesses are expected to testify in the Bagri
portion of the direct evidence against the two accused terrorists.
One of those -- a Vancouver woman whom Bagri has known for
years -- is not cooperating with the Crown, despite having given
statements to both the RCMP and Canada's spy agency in the
years immediately following the bombings.
In those statements, the woman said Bagri went to her to borrow
her vehicle just before the bombings and made comments about a
suitcase being dropped at the airport without a passenger.
But the woman has since claimed that police pressured her into
making the statements and that none of it is true.
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns, who is leading the case
against Bagri, told B.C. Supreme Court last week he has no idea
if the woman will cooperate and won't know until she takes the
stand two weeks from today.
The main Crown witness in the Bagri case is an American who
claims to have been told by Bagri that he and his group were
responsible for the bombings.
That witness is also posing problems for the Crown. Being
outside the jurisdiction of a Canadian court, he was paid
$460,000 by the RCMP to encourage him to testify.
He has also been an FBI informant and wants his identity
shielded throughout the Air India prosecution -- something
lawyers for Bagri plan to challenge in January.
Also testifying during the Bagri case will be police officers from

the RCMP and Scotland Yard.
The case is expected to start this week with a shocking videotape
of the founding convention of the World Sikh Organization at
Madison Square Gardens in July 1984. During a lengthy speech
to thousands, Bagri called for the death of 50,000 Hindus to
avenge the Indian Army attack a month before on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Bagri's lawyers have already told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
they intend to challenge the translation of the Punjabi language
tape.
One of the witnesses who gave statements to police and had been
expected to testify was slain newspaper publisher Tara Singh
Hayer.
Hayer told the RCMP's Air India Task Force about allegedly
overhearing Bagri confess to the Air India bombing while he was
visiting a common friend in England in the fall of 1985.
That friend, newspaper publisher Tarsem Singh Purewal, was
gunned down in January, 1995, just after he turned against Sikh
separatist groups he had earlier supported.
Bagri is charged with the attempted murder of Hayer in 1988,
when the journalist survived an assassination attempt. He was
killed in a subsequent attack at his home.
Bagri and Malik are jointly charged with conspiracy and murder
in two bombings that targeted Air India on June 23, 1985.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed

two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who plotted against the national airline of India
to retaliate for the Golden Temple attack.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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The case against Air-India defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri depends
on an American witness who may not show up to testify and a
British Columbia woman who may contradict her statements to
police while in the witness box, the court heard Monday.

In a brief preview of the prosecution case against the second
defendant in the international terrorism trial, Crown counsel
Richard Cairns said the court will hear Òstrong evidenceÓ of Mr.
Bagri's motive.
But he was uncertain about whether the court will hear strong
evidence of Mr. Bagri's involvement in the mass murder.
A woman who will step into the witness box later this month
may Ñ or may not Ñ testify that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her
car to take baggage to the airport shortly before the Air-India
disaster, he said. Although she has told police on numerous
occasions about Mr. Bagri's request, she has refused to speak to
the prosecutors in the case, he said.
ÒI don't know what she will say when she is on the witness
stand,Ó Mr. Cairns said in a startling submission to the court.
The second crucial witness in the case against Mr. Bagri is an
American citizen, who has told police about comments by Mr.
Bagri on five occasions that the prosecution says indicate Mr.
Bagri's involvement in the crime, Mr. Cairns said.
But the American cannot be subpoenaed to testify in a Canadian
court, Mr. Cairns said.
ÒIt is ... totally up to him,Ó Mr. Cairns said. ÒThere is no way
judicial authorities in Canada can compel him to testify.Ó
The prospective witness has received $300,000 (U.S.) to testify
about what he heard from Mr. Bagri, Mr. Cairns said, adding that
the payments were to enable the American to make security

arrangements that he felt necessary, including paying off his
mortgage so he could move.
A publication ban imposed by the court prohibits the media from
publishing the name of either the B.C. woman or the American.
Defence lawyer Richard Peck said the context of Mr. Bagri's
comments to the woman and the American were critical to
determine whether Mr. Bagri was guilty or innocent.
The woman has given 16 separate statements over the years. The
accounts are Òhighly inconsistentÓ in context, substance and
form, Mr. Peck said.
The American was a paid informant of dubious character, he also
said.
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik have been accused of
murder for the death of 329 people killed in an explosion aboard
an Air-India flight on June 23, 1985, and the death of two people
killed in an explosion 54 minutes earlier at Narita airport outside
Tokyo.
Bagri told friend 'we' did bombing

Kim Bolan
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Air India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri took credit for the June 1985
bombing when he and an American friend were chatting at a
New Jersey gas station some time after the terrorist attack, B.C.
Supreme Court was told Monday.
And Bagri allegedly told the same friend a year earlier not to
bother with small attacks for the Sikh separatist cause because
Bagri had "enough stuff to blow up a city block."
Bagri did not appear to react when Crown prosecutor Richard
Cairns finally laid out his case against the accused terrorist more
than seven months after the Air India trial began.
The American witness, who Bagri lawyer Richard Peck
described as a man of "very dubious character," told police that
he expressed concern to Bagri that some were blaming the man's
separatist group for Canada's worst mass murder.
The man, whose identity is protected by a court order, said Bagri
responded: "Why are they bothering you? We did it."
Cairns said the man comes from the same Punjabi village as
Bagri and that the two got re-acquainted in July 1984, at the
founding convention of the World Sikh Organization in New
York.
At the convention, Bagri made a videotaped speech to thousands
in which he called for the "slaughter of 50,000 Hindus," Cairns
told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson in an opening statement

describing the evidence against Bagri.
Cairns said Bagri also mentioned high-jacking flights and "called
for the raising of an army" to retaliate for the Indian army's
attack a month earlier on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest
shrine.
Cairns said that in another videotaped speech in September,
1984, Bagri specifically identified Air India -- the national airline
of India -- as a target for boycott.
Bagri said during the September speech that any Sikh, whether
bearded or clean-shaven, who would fly Air India, is an enemy of
the Sikh religion, Cairns said.
And Cairns said Bagri noted the profit made from the sale of Air
India tickets was used by the Indian government to repress Sikhs
in Punjab.
"They bought very modern weapons and violated the honour of
our sisters and martyred our brothers," Cairns quoted Bagri as
saying.
Cairns said the video tape indicates that Bagri considered Air
India a legitimate target and that anyone who flew Air India "are
traitors to the Sikh cause."
A third video tape Cairns will introduce as evidence of motive is
of a speech in Hamilton in July, 1984, by suspected Air India
mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, who was killed in Punjab
in 1992.
Cairns said Bagri was present during the Parmar speech.

In addition to the three video tapes and the American man, who
was paid $460,000 to testify, Cairns said the man who made two
of the three video tapes will also testify, as will two men who
heard the speeches made by Bagri and Parmar.
Cairns reiterated that another Crown witness against Bagri -- a
Vancouver woman he visited regularly around the time of the
bombing -- is not cooperating with the prosecution. The woman
earlier told police that Bagri came to her house late one night
before the June 23, 1985 bombing and asked to borrow her car to
go to the airport.
Bagri allegedly told the woman that "he wasn't travelling
anywhere, only his bags were going," Cairns said.
Cairns said Bagri later told the woman "that she knew some of
his secrets and she could get him in trouble with this
knowledge."
Cairns said the woman gave numerous statements to police and
Canada's spy agency and eventually told them "she would never
cooperate with the police and would not testify."
She is scheduled to be on the stand beginning Dec. 15.
Rounding out the Crown's case against Bagri is a series of
witnesses who are or were with the RCMP, FBI, Scotland Yard or
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. Cairns said each will
tell the court about their own encounters with Bagri or individual
witnesses testifying against him.
Bagri's defence team refuted the Crown's opening remarks and

told Josephson that the most important thing for him to
understand is the context in which most of Bagri's 1984
comments were made.
"At the time, Mr. Bagri expressed views that were shared by
thousands, if not tens of thousands, of Sikhs," Peck said.
Peck said the key Crown witness -- the American -- cannot be
relied upon because of the hundreds of thousands of dollars he
was paid by the RCMP.
"This is a paid informant, a person of very dubious character,"
Peck said, adding that the man was involved in immigration
fraud in the U.S. and assault.
As for the woman, Peck said she has given 16 separate
statements over the years which are "highly inconsistent in
content and form."
Any statements Bagri made about an uprising against the Indian
government were in relation to activities in Punjab, not abroad,
Peck said.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
murder and conspiracy in two 1985 bombings that killed 331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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AIR INDIA: DAY 56
The case unfolds
Accused Air India bombers Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri are jointly charged with eight counts including
murder, attempted murder and conspiracy in two bombings
targeting Air India planes on June 23, 1985. The first bomb
destined for an Air India flight exploded at Tokyo's Narita
airport, killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later,
Air India Flight 182 -- flying from Canada to London's Heathrow
airport -- exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 board.
The case is divided into five chapters. It's currently in chapter 4.
Chapter 1: The pre-bombing plot
Chapter 2: The explosions
Chapter 3: The conspiracy
Chapter 4: Roles of the accused
Chapter 5: Forensic evidence
New York Sikh backs violence, trial hears
Revenge justified, Sikh leader testifies in court

Kim Bolan
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"We are all different. I may want to commit suicide. The next
guy may want to kill the oppressor."
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VANCOUVER - Sikhs were justified in doing whatever they had
to for revenge against the Indian government in 1984, including
killing their oppressors, B.C. Supreme Court was told Tuesday.
"When you are angry, you are allowed to do what you want, say
what you want," New Yorker Amarjit Singh Ahluwalia testified
at the Air India terrorism trial. "We are all different. I may want
to commit suicide. The next guy may want to kill the oppressor."
Ahluwalia was the main organizer of the July 1984 founding

convention of the World Sikh Organization in New York, which
he said was held to come up with strategies to respond to the
Indian army's attack a month earlier on the Golden Temple.
Accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri made a videotaped
speech at the convention calling for hijackings and the retaliatory
murders of 50,000 Hindus.
Ahluwalia, a colourful Sikh separatist with a long white beard,
said he refused the Crown's request to come to Vancouver and
testify until Bagri defence lawyer Michael Tammen asked him to
come.
"My sympathies are for my Sikh brothers," Ahluwalia explained
to Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
Ahluwalia said he checked with his lawyer son when he was first
called by the Crown and his son urged him not to cooperate.
"Are you crazy?," he quoted his son as telling him.
Quoting the last guru of Sikhism, Gobind Singh, Ahluwalia
justified retaliation against those who violate Sikh human rights.
"Sikhism is about standing up for your rights. Sikhism is about
catching hold of the oppressor. Don't let him [go] scott-free. We
know how to get even. That's the philosophy," Ahluwalia said.
He praised Bagri's "motivational" 1984 speech, though he said he
disagreed with some of the comments it contained, including a
portion in which Bagri says: "They say Hindus are our brothers.
Many have said that. But I give you my most solemn assurance -until we kill 50,000 Hindus, we will not rest."

Ahluwalia tried to explain Bagri's thinking.
"Suppose I get news from India that my father has been
butchered, my son has been burnt alive on the street. Am I
allowed to be angry? Am I allowed to attack Indira Gandhi. Am I
allowed to say, 'Get even?' " Ahluwalia asked, his voice breaking
with emotion. "Whatever he said in anger you can take it out of
context."
Prosecutor Richard Cairns asked Ahluwalia about another Bagri
quote from the speech: "Anybody tries to betray us now -anybody tries to get our nation annihilated -- all of his family and
children will be crushed in crushers and reduced to pulp."
"Is that a part of the Sikh traditions?" Cairns asked, to which
Ahluwalia said "No, of course not."
Ahluwalia said he has seen reports in the media about someone
killing out of anger.
"People are angry and they murder someone in a rage. The logic
is the guy was angry. He was not in control. He was not rational
because of what happened," Ahluwalia explained.
Ahluwalia said he has never been a member of Bagri's militant
Babbar Khalsa group, but is a supporter.
"I sympathize with what they say. They are right," he said of the
group, which has been declared a terrorist organization in Canada
and the United States.
Ahluwalia said he arranged for the making of the videotape of

Bagri's speech. The tape is now an exhibit at the trial of Bagri
and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik.
He verified the authenticity of the Crown exhibit and also said
Bagri's speech, which he witnessed on July 28, 1984, is
accurately represented.
Ahluwalia agreed with Tammen that many Sikhs around the
world felt as Bagri did after the Indian army assault on Sikhism's
holiest shrine.
"That was the opinion of everybody in the world. They were
angry. They were hurt," he said.
Others at the same convention were calling for the formation of
Sikh armies to combat the Indian government, as well as the
boycott of all things Indian, including government-owned Air
India.
Ahluwalia said he invited Didar Singh Bains, a California farmer
who used to live in B.C., and General Jaswant Singh Bhullar, to
the convention and both were made leaders of the new
organization.
He said Bhullar was talking during the period of going to
Nicaragua and other countries "to acquire bombs, missiles,
planes to get ready to get even with the government of India."
Bains, a multimillionaire, was a long-time director of the charity
Malik founded that runs Surrey's Khalsa school.
After he testified, Ahluwalia sat in the gallery and gave a thumbs
up to Malik and Bagri. He bragged to reporters outside court that

he had come from New York to damage the Crown's case.
Bagri and Malik are charged with murder and conspiracy in two
bombings on June 23, 1985 that targeted Air India. The first blast
ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed two baggage
handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded
off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the accused were part of a group of B.C.based Sikh separatists who wanted revenge for the Indian army
attack.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
--AIR INDIA; THE CASE UNFOLDS: DAY 55
Accused Air India bombers Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri are jointly charged with eight counts including
murder, attempted murder and conspiracy in two bombings
targeting Air India planes on June 23, 1985. The first bomb
destined for an Air India flight exploded at Tokyo's Narita
airport, killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later,
Air India Flight 182 -- flying from Canada to London's Heathrow
airport -- exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 board.
The case is divided into five chapters. It's currently
in chapter 4.
Chapter 1: The prebombing plot

Chapter 2: The explosions
Chapter 3: The conspiracy
Chapter 4: Roles of the accused
Air-India accused rallied Sikhs to kill Hindus
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Calling for the death of 50,000 Hindus was a legitimate response
to the Indian government's invasion of the Sikh religion's holiest
shrine in 1984, the Air-India trial heard Tuesday.
In chilling testimony on the second day of evidence against Ajaib
Singh Bagri, Amarjit Singh Ahluwalia told the court that Sikhism
is about standing up for your rights.

ÒWhen you are angry, you are allowed to do what you want, say
what you want,Ó Mr. Ahluwalia said.
Mr. Ahluwalia had organized an anti-Indian government rally in
New York City weeks after the invasion of the Golden Temple.
The court has heard that Mr. Bagri, a speaker at the rally, called
for the death of Hindus during his speech.
ÒThey say Hindus are our brothers. Many have said that,Ó Mr.
Bagri said at the rally.
ÒBut I give you my most solemn assurance. Until we kill 50,000
Hindus, we will not rest.Ó
During the rally, Mr. Bagri also called for the death of anyone
who tried to betray the Sikhs.
Mr. Bagri's comments reflect his motive for participating in the
scheme to blow up Air-India flight 182, prosecution Richard
Cairns has said.
Mr. Ahluwalia, a prosecution witness, said he did not agree with
Mr. Bagri on killing Hindus.
However, he added, Mr. Bagri's comments should be taken in
context.
Those who hear that members of their family have been
butchered and burned alive in the streets are allowed to be angry,
he said.
Murderers are often not punished because they murder in rage

and are not considered rational, he also said.
Mr. Bagri was active in a Sikh group called the Babbar Khalsa,
which has been branded as a terrorist group. The Babbar Khalsa
were hunted down in India and butchered, Mr. Ahluwalia said.
ÒSo for [Mr. Bagri] to be angry and shaken Ñ as one of them Ñ
is not beyond comprehension,Ó he said.
Mr. Ahluwalia said the government's attack on the holy shrine of
the Sikhs enraged everyone. Many people became emotional
Òand you cannot blame them for that,Ó he said.
Mr. Ahluwalia also told the court that, as a Sikh preacher, Mr.
Bagri was comparable to a motivational speaker who was trying
to convince people to his point of view.
He outlined two points of view that he said were supported by
Mr. Bagri and his group: ÒSikhism is about catching your
oppressor and not letting him go;Ó and Sikhs need a homeland to
exist Òand you have to fight for it. No one is going to give it to
you on a platter.Ó
He cautioned that he was different than Mr. Bagri and Babbar
Khalsa because he did not want to Òkill the oppressor.Ó
Mr. Ahluwalia, an American citizen, was a reluctant witness for
the prosecution. He told the court that he had refused to testify
after speaking to his son, a lawyer, who advised him that his
reputation would be damaged for giving evidence against Mr.
Bagri.
However he agreed to come to the trial after receiving a request
from Mr. Bagri's defence lawyer Michael Tammen.

In response to questions by Mr. Tammen, Mr. Ahluwalia said
many people at that time backed any action that would have an
impact on the Indian economy. ÒThe mood was so angry people
[wanted to do] whatever we could do to destabilize it,Ó he said.
The rally on July 28, 1984, heard several speakers call for the
creation of an independent Sikh homeland and one speaker, who
became the head of the organization formed at the rally, said
Sikhs were at war, he said.
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are accused of killing 331
people in two bomb explosions on June 23, 1985. The
prosecution say the mass murders were in revenge against the
Indian government for the invasion of the Golden Temple and the
killing of thousands of Sikhs.
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Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri stared blankly at the video
screen as he listened in court Wednesday to a bombastic,
bloodthirsty speech he delivered almost 20 years ago calling for
the death of 50,000 Hindus and support for terrorist airplane
hijackers.
As a crowd of 4,000 people shouted religious and hate-filled
slogans, a younger Mr. Bagri on July 28, 1984, called for "the
entire Sikh world" to give someone from every home to fight and
die in the battle for the creation of Khalistan, an independent
country that some Sikhs hoped to carve out of India.
¥ Air-India backgrounder
"Those dogs have put a machine gun to the head of each person.
More than 50,000 [Sikh] youth have been martyred. When will
we make up that 50,000?" he said.
Mr. Bagri also said that those who are unable to go to the
battlefield should work double shifts and donate the extra salary
to the Sikh community.
He urged the crowd to arrange marriages with children of those
who are killed in the battlefield and help them to leave India. If
the children are too young to be married, Sikhs should accept

responsibility for looking after the families.
The hour-long speech was delivered at Madison Square Gardens
in New York City, weeks after the Indian government sent troops
into several Sikh temples, including the Golden Temple in
Amritsar, which is the Sikh's holiest shrine. Thousands of Sikhs
were killed by Indian government forces.
Mr. Bagri, dressed in traditional Sikh outfit, was standing in front
of a circle of men in white, brandishing the traditional lengthy
swords of Sikh warriors.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns showed a video of the speech in court
to illustrate Mr. Bagri's alleged motive almost a year later for
participating in a scheme to place bombs on Air-India aircraft.
The prosecution says Mr. Bagri and another B.C. man,
Ripudaman Singh Malik, are responsible for the death of 331
people killed in two explosions on June 23, 1985.
Mr. Bagri was one of several speakers at the five-hour rally. His
speech, filled with references to historic battles of the Sikh nation
and religious confrontations, was interrupted frequently with
chants from the crowd.
Mr. Bagri said anyone who calls Hindus as brothers will be
considered a traitor. The crowd responded with: "Indira bitch,"
referring to India's prime minister Indira Gandhi, "death to her"
and "Hindu traitors."
More than 50,000 Sikh youth were martyred in Punjab province,
he said. "I tell you one thing, they have amused themselves, these
Hindu dogs. Now it is our turn. ... until we kill 50,000 Hindus,
we will not rest."

Mr. Bagri defended those who hijacked aircraft to force the
Indian government to negotiate with the Sikh leadership and he
criticized those in the Sikh community who distance themselves
from the hijackers.
"This has to be said straightforwardly and openly, that they [the
hijackers] are the Sikhs of the Guru, they are sacrificing their
lives for the community," he said. "They are ours."
Mr. Bagri was critical of the Gandhian strategy of protest and
non-violence. "We are to die in the battlefield, fighting, by
sacrificing ourselves. To die such a death, which is the mission of
the Khalsa, which is our religion," he said.
Trial hears calls of rage
The Crown plays videotapes of Sikhs urging murder and revenge

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, December 04, 2003

(Ripudaman Singh Malik)

(Ajaib Singh Bagri)
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Three videotaped speeches peppered with frenzied calls for
revenge and murder were played in B.C. Supreme Court
Wednesday as prosecutors attempted to show why accused
terrorist Ajaib Singh Bagri wanted to bomb two Air India planes.
Two of the speeches were made by Bagri, an activist in the
militant Babbar Khalsa, to large groups of Sikhs in July and
September 1984. In one he calls for the murder of 50,000 Hindus
and in the other he explains why Air India is a legitimate target
after the Indian army's attack on Sikhism's holiest shrine.
The third videotape shows Babbar Khalsa founder Talwinder
Singh Parmar at the Toronto airport as dozens of Sikhs raise
swords and shout "death to Indira Gandhi" and "traitors of the
nation." Parmar had just returned to Canada after spending a year
in a German prison.
Standing beside him in the video is Bagri and Surjan Singh Gill,
another suspect in the 1985 Air India bombing who has not been
charged.
Bagri, who was then 33, gave the most fiery speeches and called
on everyone listening to rise up and commit their lives to the
Sikh cause even if it meant dying.
Bagri said he was sure Sikhs would eventually get the separate

homeland they called Khalistan.
"First, let us get revenge," he said.
In the September speech Bagri called Hindus "hell-dwellers" and
raised his long kirpan, challenging the crowd -- "there should not
be a Sikh without a sword in his swordbelt."
He also made reference to an unnamed newspaper publisher who
had been writing against the Babbar Khalsa who would be
"getting his reward." At the time, Indo-Canadian Times editor
Tara Singh Hayer had criticized the Babbars for misuse of
donated money.
Hayer was paralysed in a 1988 shooting and assassinated a
decade later.
Parmar addressed worshippers at a Hamilton temple shortly after
arriving at the airport on July 21, 1984.
His speech condemned a series of Sikh political leaders,
including those in India who headed the Punjab party, the Akali
Dal.
"Until we hand the heads of those sinners on the tips of our
swords, we will not rest," Parmar said. "Now the iron is hot, no
power in the world can defeat us," Parmar said.
Relatives of Air India victims were shocked at the tone of the
videotapes.
"It's very inflammatory and provokes violence," said Toronto
resident Neelam Kaushik, who lost her father, O.P. Sharma, in

the bombing.
She said her understanding of the Sikh religion is that it is
peaceful and does not represent the violence being advocated.
"What they're teaching their community and their children is that
violence is the way, that if you're angry you can do whatever you
want."
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
murder and conspiracy in two bombings on June 23, 1985 that
targeted Air India, killing a total of 331 people.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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Translators joust at Air-India trial
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The Air-India trial turned into a contest between duelling
interpreters Thursday as defence counsel for suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri tried to take the fire out of inflammatory chants calling for
the death of Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi shortly before
she was assassinated.
A video from 1984 shows a group of Sikhs in Ontario shouting
ÒIndira Gandhi, die, die; Indira bitch, die, die,Ó Surjit Kalsey, a
translator retained by the prosecution, told the court.
However defence lawyer Michael Tammen did not accept her
translation.
They were shouting an expression of condemnation but were not
calling for her death, Mr. Tammen suggested.
The meaning of hai -- the Punjabi word chanted by the crowd -depended on context, he told the court.
The prosecution previously showed in court three Punjabilanguage videos with English language subtitles. In two videos,
Mr. Bagri was seen delivering rousing speeches calling for
support for the campaign for Khalistan, an independent country
that some Sikhs hoped to carve out of India.
In the third video, a group of people, dressed in traditional Sikh
garb and waving long-blade swords, is seen greeting alleged Air-

India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar at Toronto's Pearson
airport.
After making a short speech interrupted by chants from the
crowd, Mr. Parmar is shown going to a Hamilton Sikh temple
where he delivers a speech. Mr. Bagri, who is also seen in the
video, was active in a Sikh separatist group headed by Mr.
Parmar.
The crowd was incensed by the Indian government's invasion of
several Sikh temples, including the Golden Temple in Amritsar,
the holiest Sikh shrine. Thousands of Sikhs were killed during
the temple invasion.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns told the court that the videos revealed
Mr. Bagri's motive for participating in the scheme to place
bombs on Air-India flights. Mr. Bagri and another B.C. man are
charged with murder in the deaths of 331 people in two
explosions on June 23, 1985.
Defence lawyer Michael Tammen focused on difficulties of
translation into English from the Punjabi language to illustrate
the importance of placing words in their proper context.
Mr. Tammen suggested the crowd's chants were Òsimply an
expression of damnation and condemnation.Ó
Ms. Kalsey said the chants, in context, mean they are cursing a
person to die. ÒIn this context, it means die, die,Ó she said.
In response to further questioning, she said the word hai could
have other meanings. A person in mourning may use the term,
she said. The word also has a lighter meaning.

But in the context used in the video, the word has a specific
meaning, she said. The chant was cursing a person who they
wanted to die, she said.
The trial continues.
Defence argues chants of 'die' not meant literally
'It has special meaning in Punjabi,' translator tells court

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Friday, December 05, 2003

Ashes of assassinated Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi are
placed in an urn.

ADVERTISEMENT

VANCOUVER - A group of Canadian Sikhs, including three Air
India suspects, were condemning Indian Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi with their 1984 chants of "die, die," but did not mean it
literally, a defence lawyer for Ajaib Singh Bagri suggested
Thursday.

Michael Tammen repeatedly questioned a Crown witness about
other possible uses of the slogan she translated as: "Indira bitch
-- die, die!"
Tammen said the chants, captured on a videotape played at the
trial of Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik, were
merely "an expression of condemnation."
But translator Surjeet Kaur Kalsey said the frenzied slogans
shouted at Toronto's Pearson International Airport in July 1984
literally mean "cursing [Gandhi] to die."
"It's not meant to be taken literally," Tammen suggested.
Kalsey said in the context of the video, there is only one meaning
of the words spoken.
"It has a special meaning, sir, in Punjabi," Kalsey said.
Gandhi was assassinated by her Sikh bodyguards three months
after the Toronto slogans.
During the chants, a group including Bagri and former
Vancouver resident Surjan Singh Gill, are greeting suspected Air
India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, who was killed in
1992. Gill, who is alleged to have backed out of the Air India
bombing plot just before it happened, has never been charged.
Parmar, who had been in a German jail for more than a year, is
greeted like a hero by the emotional crowd, who have their long
swords drawn and raised above them in the days before
heightened airport security.

The video was recorded 11 months before two B.C.-made bombs
destined for Air India flights exploded on June 23, 1985, killing
331. One of the bombs was interlined from a Vancouver flight to
Air India Flight 182 at the same Toronto airport.
The Crown is using three videotapes, including two of Bagri's
speeches, to attempt to prove Bagri was so angry about the June
1984 Indian army attack on Sikhism's holiest shrine that he and
others plotted against the national airline of India.
Kalsey's translation of a Bagri speech from the stage of a July
1984 convention at Madison Square Garden in New York has
him calling for the retaliatory murder of 50,000 Hindus and the
crushing of the children of enemies into pulp.
But Tammen told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson there are problems
with the translations and that it is very difficult to get an accurate
English translation from Punjabi because of the major
differences between sentence structure and the fact some words
can't be translated.
Tammen said it is even more difficult when working from a
Punjabi videotape because someone may have trouble hearing
what is being said.
He noted that Kalsey made numerous revisions to her first
translation of the New York speech. "You made changes on
almost every page of this transcript," Tammen said.
Kalsey said that when she first worked on the videotape in the
fall of 2000, the prosecution did not have quality sound
equipment and she had trouble making out portions of it.

"It was still not coming very clear," she said.
When she reviewed her translation and the tape two months ago,
the equipment was better and she could hear the audio more
clearly, she said.
"I heard differently and clearly," she said.
Tammen said the Bagri team hired Gian Singh Kotli, a former
Khalsa schoolteacher, to review Kalsey's translation and prepare
a report refuting her first translation of the Madison Square
Gardens tape.
Kotli was in the public gallery Thursday for the crossexamination of Kalsey.
Kalsey disagreed with Tammen's assessment of Bagri's fiery New
York speech as disjointed and coming from a man who was
obviously uneducated.
"The grammar is perfect and it looks like, sounds like, very
educated -- educative -- words and phrases are used," she said.
Bagri and Malik are charged with murder and conspiracy in the
two Air India bombings. The first blast ripped through Tokyo's
Narita Airport and killed two baggage handlers. Less than an
hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland,
killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who wanted revenge for the Indian army attack a
year earlier on Amritsar's Golden Temple.
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Vancouver Ñ Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri was recruiting
in Hamilton for an army to fight the government of India and
establish an independent Sikh country in India's Punjab province,
a former Sikh priest testified Friday.
Mr. Bagri told Sikhs in Hamilton in 1984 that they had to stand
up for their "brothers and sisters" who were being killed in

Punjab province, Tejinder Singh said during the 16th week of
testimony at the trial.
Mr. Bagri came to Hamilton five-to-seven times between July,
1984 and October, 1984, Mr. Singh said. He was always
accompanied by alleged Air-India mastermind Talwinder Singh
Parmar, he said.
Mr. Singh was a priest at Hamilton's Sikh temple up to October,
1984. Mr. Bagri and Mr. Parmar met with groups of 15 to 20
people at the temple, Mr. Singh said.
Mr. Bagri told the groups that no one else would help the Sikhs.
They needed their own state to be safe and free, Mr. Bagri said.
"We need an army, we need ammunition, we need rifles to fight
with the Indian government to make our own state of Khalistan,"
Mr. Singh said Mr. Bagri told the group.
Mr. Bagri urged them to "get your weapons ready, so we can take
revenge from the Indian government," Mr. Singh said.
Mr. Bagri also told the group that Hindu society and the Indian
government were their enemy. He urged them not to fly on AirIndia airlines and not to have any kind of business dealings or
other connection with Hindu society in Canada.
Mr. Singh said Mr. Parmar and Mr. Bagri came to the temple at a
time when Sikhs were looking for a leader who could respond to
the Indian army's invasion of Sikh temples, including the
invasion of the Golden Temple weeks earlier, in June, 1984.
Thousands of innocent people were killed and temples in the

Punjab province were destroyed, he said. All Sikhs were
emotionally affected by the violence, he said./P>
Many people believed that Mr. Parmar, as the leader of a group
called Babbar Khalsa, could do something for them, Mr. Singh
said. (The group was recently banned in Canada as a terrorist
group.)
Mr. Parmar was invited to the Hamilton temple "to take control
of the situation and do something for Sikhism," Mr. Singh said.
Neither Mr. Parmar nor Mr. Bagri solicited funds. However,
members of the temple committee that sponsored their visits
collected money, Mr. Singh said. He once donated $100, he said.
Mr. Parmar always came to the Hamilton temple with Mr. Bagri,
he also said. Mr. Parmar was recognized as the leader and Mr.
Bagri was "like the right hand of Parmar."
Mr. Parmar, who was never charged in the Air-India case, was
killed by Indian police in 1992. Mr. Bagri and another B.C. man,
Ripudaman Singh Malik, have been charged with murder for the
death of 331 people in two explosions on June 23, 1985 on an
Air-India flight and at Narita airport outside Tokyo.
Prosecutors say they were part of a conspiracy that was acting in
revenge against the Indian government.
Bagri urged Sikhs to 'get your weapons ready,' court told
VANCOUVER I A former priest says suspects called for a fullfledged war against India

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, December 06, 2003
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At small gatherings in Ontario months before the 1985 Air India
bombing, accused terrorist Ajaib Singh Bagri urged people to
"get your weapons ready so we can take revenge from the Indian
government," a former Sikh priest told B.C. Supreme Court
Friday.
In chilling testimony, Tejinder Singh said both Bagri and
suspected mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar spoke of getting
all the weapons necessary for a full-fledged war to retaliate for
the Indian army attack on the Golden Temple in June 1984.
Singh worked and lived at the time in the Sikh temple in
Hamilton and said he heard both men address the congregation
on several occasions between July and October 1984.
He told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he also attended smaller
private meetings at the temple with 15 to 20 others, at which the
suspected Air India bombers spoke more openly about violent
retaliation against India and Hindus.
At one of those meetings, Singh said Bagri declared: "We have to
stand up for ourselves -- nobody is going to help us. To make our

own state, we need an army, we need ammunition, we need rifles
to fight with the Indian government."
Both Bagri and Parmar, who was killed in Punjab in 1992, urged
those at the invitation-only meetings to join their separatist group
-- the Babbar Khalsa, which was banned in Canada last June as a
terrorist organization.
Singh said he also heard Bagri urge supporters to: "Get ready.
Stand up yourself. Babbar Khalsa is the only party that can do
something for the Sikhism. So please join the Babbar Khalsa and
get your weapons ready so we can take revenge from the Indian
government."
Singh identified a videotape featuring Parmar arriving at the
Toronto airport on July 21, 1984 to the raised swords and violent
shouts of followers. The tape, already an exhibit in the case, also
shows Parmar with Bagri and Surjan Singh Gill, who has never
been charged but is alleged to have backed out of the plot at the
last minute.
Singh, who is now a maintenance mechanic, said he was not
involved in politics at the time but believed Parmar was invited
by the temple's executive because people thought "he can take
control of the situation and do something for the Sikhism."
"Mr. Parmar was the leader of the Babbar Khalsa and his party
was the Babbar Khalsa. So people believed he could do
something," Singh said.
Both Parmar and Bagri would lay out the conditions in Punjab as
they saw them, Singh said.

"They would say in the meeting that right now in Punjab Sikhs
are living in slavery. 'We cannot live like a free people. We are
being insulted by the Indian government. Our religious buildings
are being destroyed and innocent people are being killed. That's
why we have to take revenge against the government and make
our own state called Khalistan.' "
The temple executive would collect money for the pair and their
organization, Singh said.
Singh said Bagri also spoke in the small meetings about
boycotting Hindu businesses and those with links to the Indian
government, including Air India, the national airline.
"Hindu society is our enemy, too, so over here we should not
have any kind of business with them and boycott them," Singh
quoted Bagri as saying.
Bagri was the "right hand of Mr. Parmar," Singh said.
He said he once donated $100 to the Babbar Khalsa, but never
joined the organization and did not agree with some of the things
said, especially retaliation against Hindus as a group.
"My religion does not allow to boycott or discriminate (against)
any other community or any other religion. If someone has done
something wrong, even you cannot touch his family. You should
respect his family."
Bagri lawyer Michael Tammen declined to cross-examine Singh,
but did have several questions for an RCMP expert on video and
audio tapes.

David Luknowski, who is based in Ottawa, testified that a pause
on a videotape during Bagri's New York speech on July 28, 1984
was likely caused by someone pausing the video machine as they
were making copies from a master tape of a series of speeches at
Madison Square Gardens that day. Luknowski agreed when
Tammen said a portion of Bagri's speech is missing from the
tape.
And the RCMP expert also agreed when Tammen suggested that
there is no scientific way to know how much time had passed
during the pause on the tape.
The tape shows Bagri calling for the retaliatory murder of 50,000
Hindus and other violent acts of revenge.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
murder and conspiracy in two June 1985 bombings that killed
331. The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 abroad.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C. Sikh
separatists who targeted the national airline of India in retaliation
for the Golden Temple attack.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air India: The case unfolds
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri face eight
counts, including murder, in two bombings of Air India planes on
June 23, 1985. The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita airport,
killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later, Air India

Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 on
board.
The case is divided into five chapters. It's currently
in chapter 4.
Chapter 1: The pre-bombing plot
Chapter 2: The explosions
Chapter 3: The conspiracy
Chapter 4: Roles of the accused
Chapter 5: Forensic evidence
Ran with fact box "Air India: The case unfolds", which has been
appended to the end of the story.
Anti-terrorism law faces test from Air-India bombing case
Applying law retroactively, secret probes by courts are among
issues for top court
ByÊKIRK MAKIN
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Canada's anti-terrorism legislation was born as a response to the
Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on New York and Washington, yet its first
legal test comes this week in a case dating back to the 1985 -- the
bombing of Air-India Flight 182.
The propriety of using emergency legislation on an aging case is
one of many questions the Supreme Court of Canada will plunge
into on Wednesday, when it faces the excruciating task of
balancing the collective need for security against the right of an
individual to be free of state coercion.
The case involves a mystery witness summoned to a special
judicial investigative hearing in Vancouver last May under the
Anti-Terrorism Act. Lawyers for Witness X have challenged the
constitutionality of compelling him or her to testify in connection
with the case.
"The order for an investigative hearing clearly impairs the right
of the proposed witness to remain silent and not co-operative
with a police investigation," Vancouver lawyer Roger
McConchie wrote in a recent commentary.
Mr. McConchie said the public has a right to know how the

government managed to "sidestep" ordinary rules that make it
impossible to apply a statute retrospectively.
"Does the court's reasoning make other people, whose
knowledge may only address pre-9/11 events, vulnerable to
orders for an investigative hearing under anti-terrorism
legislation?" he asked.
As if these questions were not enough for the court to tackle, it
must also deal with a companion case in which The Vancouver
Sun asserts a right for the press to know the details of the case in
which Witness X is caught up.
Sun lawyer Rob Anderson said his client ought, at least, to have
been given enough information about the nature of the secret
proceeding to challenge its secrecy during a review last July.
"This is a very important case," he said in an interview. "We
believe it is the first time in Canadian history this section has
ever been invoked. How the court responds to this will be of
great importance to how Parliament itself will respond in future."
The secret hearing came to light only after a Sun reporter noticed
several lawyers involved in the Air-India cases congregating in
the downtown Vancouver courthouse. She followed them to a
courtroom where Witness X was apparently being questioned.
The secrecy aspect of the case was reviewed in July by a separate
judge, and upheld. An eight-paragraph synopsis of the hearing
she released described the case as being related to the bombing
of Air-India Flight 182, in which 329 passengers and crew were
killed.

(The trial of two individuals on charges of conspiracy to murder
and other offences related to the bombing is going on in
Vancouver.)
Whether the court endorses or rejects the withholding of
fundamental rights in the case of Witness X could have a major
impact on future anti-terrorism legislation, Mr. Anderson said.
"I daresay, there are people in Canada who would say this is an
appalling attack on a democratic institution; you don't allow
judges to conduct police investigations," he said. "There are
other people who would say the events of Sept. 11 were a wakeup call and we should arm our police with greater powers."
Mr. McConchie said there are other subtle, but profound,
implications to keeping the entire case under wraps. He said
these include the message, or lack thereof, that it sends to other
courts.
"Temporary or permanent secrecy orders withholding from
public scrutiny the court's rulings on fundamental constitutional
issues could undermine our society's basic approach to the
development and application of the law . . .. Uniformity of the
law is impossible if important constitutional rulings remain
secret, even temporarily."
Both cases will be heard in open court. However, the name of
Witness X is under a strict sealing order, as is just about every
other detail of the case. The court intends to move in camera if
necessary as the two hearings progress.
There are several legal interveners in the case, including
provinces and media outlets, the Canadian Civil Liberties

Association and the Federation of Law Societies.
Reyat may be granted unescorted jail passes
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VANCOUVER -- Convicted terrorist Inderjit Singh Reyat will be
eligible to leave jail on temporary passes without escorts as of
Thursday, 10 months after pleading guilty to the deadliest crime
in Canadian history.
In a highly controversial plea bargain, Mr. Reyat admitted in
February that he acquired items to help others make a bomb that
exploded during an Air-India flight from Toronto, killing 329

people.
He got a five-year sentence in exchange for a guilty plea to a
charge of manslaughter. Under federal rules, he can receive
unescorted temporary passes starting this week and will be
eligible for full parole by Oct. 10, 2004.
"This sounds crazy," Prakash Sahu, whose father was killed in
the explosion on June 23, 1985, said yesterday. "In the United
States, they capture people and put them in prison just on the
notion that they participated in terrorism. This guy is a proven
terrorist. Why would he be set free?"
Most victims' families felt his sentence was not harsh enough for
the crime, Mr. Sahu said.
Canadian Alliance MP Chuck Strahl said Mr. Reyat's eligibility
for unescorted temporary passes is "another example that
something is wrong with the justice system in Canada."
Mr. Strahl's riding of Fraser Valley includes the Matsqui
Institution, a medium-security prison where Mr. Reyat has been
held for several years. Mr. Strahl said his constituents would
view Mr. Reyat's release as a personal-security issue.
Hundreds of people were killed, a person was caught and
convicted, "and virtually nothing happened," Mr. Strahl said.
"This feeds people's impression that serious crime does not
equate with serious time."
Attempts to reach Mr. Reyat yesterday were unsuccessful.
An auto mechanic who lived on Vancouver Island before his

arrest, Mr. Reyat has been in custody since February, 1988, when
he was picked up in Britain and sent back to Canada to face
charges related to Air-India.
He was sentenced to 10 years after being convicted in May,
1991, of manslaughter for helping to make a bomb that exploded
at Narita airport, outside Tokyo. The bomb was in a suitcase to
be transferred to an Air-India flight from a Canadian Pacific
Airlines flight originating in Vancouver.
Earlier this year, he was sentenced to an additional five years
after he admitted playing a role in helping make the bomb that
exploded aboard an Air-India flight 54 minutes after the Narita
explosion.
Those who know him have said Mr. Reyat believes he did
nothing wrong because he did not intend to kill anyone.
Mr. Reyat is the only person to be convicted in the 18-year-old
case. Two other British Columbians are currently on trial in
Vancouver, charged with playing a role.
Evelyn Blair, acting regional director for the Pacific region of the
National Parole Board, said privacy laws prohibited her from
providing details concerning Mr. Reyat's case. But she said the
National Parole Board would be involved if Mr. Reyat applies for
temporary absences. No review has been scheduled for him so
far, she said.
The decision on whether to approve an unescorted temporary
pass will be based on a risk assessment, Ms. Blair said.
Authorities will decide if it would be safe for the community to
have him come and go from jail, she said.

A prisoner does not have to show remorse for committing the
crime, she added.
Bagri sought army, court told
Sikhs in Hamilton urged to arm against government of India,
man says
ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri urged
Sikhs in Hamilton to support the formation of an army to fight
the government of India and establish an independent Sikh
country in India's Punjab province, a former Sikh priest testified
yesterday.

Mr. Bagri told Sikhs in Hamilton in 1984 they had to stand up for
their "brothers and sisters" who were being killed in Punjab
province, Tejinder Singh said during the 16th week of testimony
at the Air-India trial.
Mr. Bagri said no one else would help the Sikhs and they needed
their own state to be safe and free, Mr. Singh said.
"We need an army; we need ammunition; we need rifles to fight
with the Indian government to make our own state of Khalistan,"
he said Mr. Bagri told the group.
Mr. Bagri urged his audience to "get your weapons ready, so we
can take revenge from the Indian government," Mr. Singh said.
Mr. Bagri also said Hindu society and the Indian government
were their enemies and urged group members not to fly on AirIndia and not to have any business dealings or other connections
with Hindu society in Canada, he said.
Mr. Singh, a priest at Hamilton's Sikh temple from April, 1981,
to October, 1984, told the court that Mr. Bagri went to Hamilton
five to seven times between July and October, 1984. Mr. Bagri
was always accompanied by alleged Air-India bombings
mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, Mr. Singh said. Mr. Parmar
was recognized as the leader, and Mr. Bagri was "like the right
hand of Parmar."
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Parmar met with groups of 15 to 20 people
who had been invited to the temple for the meetings, Mr. Singh
said.

Mr. Parmar and Mr. Bagri had gone to Hamilton at a time when
Sikhs were looking for a leader who could respond to the Indian
army's occupation of Sikh temples, including the invasion of the
Golden Temple in June, 1984, Mr. Singh said.
Thousands of innocent people were killed and temples in Punjab
were destroyed. All Sikhs were emotionally affected by the
violence, he said.
Many people believed that Mr. Parmar, as the leader of a group
called Babbar Khalsa, could do something for them, Mr. Singh
said. (The group has since been banned in Canada as terrorist.)
Mr. Parmar was invited to the Hamilton temple "to take control
of the situation and do something for Sikhism," he said.
Mr. Parmar and Mr. Bagri did not solicit funds, but members of
the temple committee that sponsored the visits collected money,
Mr. Singh said. He once donated $100.
Previously, the court watched a video of a speech Mr. Bagri
made in September, 1984, in which he called for a boycott of
Air-India and Hindu businesses. India was using revenue from
the national airline to buy weapons that were used against the
Sikhs, he said.
Mr. Parmar, who was never charged in the Air-India case, was
killed by Indian police in 1992.
Mr. Bagri and another B.C. man are charged with murder in the
deaths of 329 people on June 23, 1985, when an Air-India plane
exploded in the air, and of two in an explosion at Narita airport
outside Tokyo. Prosecutors say they were part of a conspiracy
that was acting in revenge against the Indian government.

Suspect condoned violence in India

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, December 09, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT

VANCOUVER - Accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri
told Scotland Yard in 1985 that Babbar Khalsa in India used
violence "to further its political aim and could be seen by some
as a terrorist organization," B.C. Supreme Court was told
Monday.
But Chief Superintendent Keith Weston, who heads Scotland
Yard's metropolitan anti-terrorism branch, testified that Bagri
also said the Canadian Babbar Khalsa was not involved in
violent activities, though it provided money and support to its
Indian namesake.
"He agreed with me that the Babbar Khalsa was responsible for
what the Indian authorities would consider to be terrorist activity,
but was most insistent that Babbar Khalsa's -- what he termed -'executive action' was confined to within India's territorial
boundaries," Weston said. "He claimed that their operations
outside India were limited to providing moral and financial

support to their brothers in India."
Weston interviewed Bagri in October and December 1985 as the
Kamloops Babbar Khalsa leader arrived at Heathrow Airport for
a brief stay in Britain before heading to Germany, Pakistan and
back to Canada.
Weston said he met Bagri because he had intelligence reports
about the alleged terrorist's leadership in the militant Sikh
separatist group, Babbar Khalsa, which was banned in Canada
earlier this year.
Weston said he had no trouble communicating with Bagri in
English during the two 1985 meetings. Bagri has used a Punjabi
interpreter throughout the Air India bombing trial.
He testified that Bagri cooperated and provided detailed
information about the Babbar Khalsa -- "he told me there were
300 Babbar Khalsa in Canada and he named the main leaders."
Bagri said suspected Air India mastermind Talwinder Singh
Parmar was the overall leader, followed by Bagri and Kamloops
residents Gurmit Singh Gill, Dalbir Singh Gill and Avtar Singh
Narwal. Parmar was killed by Punjab police in 1992 and Narwal
drove his car into a lake and drowned in 1998.
Bagri explained that the Babbar Khalsa in England, under the
leadership of Gurmej Singh Gill, was separate from the Canadian
organization and had evolved from the Akhand Kirtani Jatha, the
group to which co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik belongs.
Bagri said the Canadian Babbars were linked at the time to the
Amritsar-based central gurdwara management committee known

by its Punjabi initials SGPC.
Gurmej Gill, who once lived in the Lower Mainland, was
detained at Vancouver International Airport in August 2001 when
he tried to enter Canada for his son's wedding. The wedding went
ahead without the groom's father at Surrey's Khalsa School,
which Malik founded.
Weston said Bagri also said during a 1985 interview that Bagri
was trying to unite the British and Canadian Babbar Khalsa
groups under Parmar's leadership.
But the British group was reluctant to split with Dr. Jagjit Singh
Chohan, who headed the Council of Khalistan but was not
recognized by Parmar.
Weston told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that Bagri rejected his
suggestion that Indian government property outside India might
be perceived as legitimate targets by Sikh separatists.
"He claimed that he was a holy man and a man of peace who
would not indulge in activities against Indian government
interests or personnel which would bring him in conflict with
Canadian or British authorities," Weston testified. "But he did say
he was prepared to fight for Khalistan in India."
Former Punjabi newspaper publisher Tara Singh Hayer, who was
shot to death in 1998, told the RCMP's Air India Task Force he
overheard Bagri confess to the Air India bombing to a mutual
friend in England in the fall of 1985.
Weston testified that Bagri was in England for a few days in midOctober 1985 and then again in early December of that year.

"I explained that as a representative of Babbar Khalsa, typically
one of the most militant of the Sikh separatist groups, he must
expect to be at the very least spoken to when he travels abroad,
especially when he enters the United Kingdom," Weston said.
"He accepted the explanation and added that if he was in India he
would be imprisoned without trial for his activities."
In other testimony Monday, a former RCMP officer in Kamloops
testified that Bagri once told him he hates Hindus.
Retired Corporal Wilf Bells said he was talking to Bagri about an
unrelated criminal matter in early 1985 when it was decided to
bring in a Punjabi interpreter.
Bagri told Bells he wanted a Sikh to be used because "Hindus
hate him and he hated Hindus."
Bagri lawyer Mike Tammen suggested Bagri was talking about
one man -- a Hindu in Kamloops -- he didn't want used.
But Bells said Bagri did not identify anyone specifically during
the conversation.
Bagri and Malik are charged with murder and conspiracy in two
bombings on June 23, 1985 that targeted Air India. The first blast
ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed two baggage
handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded
off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who wanted revenge for an Indian army attack

on the Golden Temple at Amritsar, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Crown won't touch issue of Reyat early release

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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Crown prosecutors who negotiated a highly controversial pleabargaining deal with convicted Air-India terrorist Inderjit Singh
Reyat have adopted a hands-off attitude on whether Mr. Reyat is
allowed out of jail before serving his full five-year sentence.
¥

Air-India backgrounder

"We don't get involved in that," Crown spokesman Geoffrey
Gaul said Monday. "The arrangement we had [with Mr. Reyat]
was based strictly on the evidence we had against him, and there

was nothing more to it than that."
The plea-bargaining arrangement did not include any provisions
involving the prosecution in supporting or opposing applications
by Mr. Reyat to get out of jail early, Mr. Gaul said.
However, some members of the victims' families said Monday
they hope authorities take steps to ensure that Mr. Reyat is not
allowed out of jail, even on temporary passes, before serving his
full sentence.
Mr. Reyat is eligible to apply for passes to leave for 48 hours
without an escort as of Thursday, 10 months after he was
sentenced. He is eligible for parole in October, 2004.
Although the families were shut out of the plea-bargaining
negotiations, they want to be part of any future process dealing
with his release from jail, they said.
Susheel Gupta, whose mother Ramwati was on the Air-India
flight, said he intended to monitor whether Mr. Reyat makes any
application for temporary passes or early release. So far, he has
not applied for unescorted temporary absences, he said.
Mr. Gupta was surprised that Mr. Reyat was already eligible for
unescorted temporary passes. "It seems a bit soon for this to
happen."
"It seems like a joke to me," said Cyrus Madon, whose brother
Sam was on the plane. Mr. Reyat should serve his full sentence,
he said.
Evelyn Blair, acting regional director of the Pacific Region

National Parole Board, said the board would have a hearing to
review any request by Mr. Reyat for early release. Victims'
family members could apply to observe the hearing, she said.
Simon Verdun-Jones, a criminologist at Simon Fraser University,
said victims' families play a bigger role in the process in some
states in the United States. In Arizona, a victim or family
member has a chance to speak to the judge before sentencing,
enabling the court to hear a potentially different version of
events, he said.
However, in British Columbia, the judge does not have an
opportunity to decide whether the arrangement is appropriate
after hearing from victims' families, he said.
Mr. Reyat was sentenced in February to five years in prison for
manslaughter in the death of 329 people killed when an Air-India
flight from Toronto blew up over the Atlantic Ocean on June 23,
1985.
Prosecutor Bob Wright initiated plea-bargaining discussions with
Mr. Reyat's lawyer, David Gibbons, weeks before the trial was to
begin. Mr. Reyat agreed to plead guilty to acquiring materials to
help others make an explosive device that blew up the Air-India
flight. The prosecution recommended a five-year sentence and
the court accepted it.
Prosecutors privately told family members of the victims, who
were disappointed with the five-year sentence, that Mr. Reyat
would provide lots of information when subpoenaed as a witness
in the trial of alleged co-conspirators Ripudaman Singh Malik
and Ajaib Singh Bagri. However, in the witness box, Mr. Reyat
only repeated what he said before: that he helped others, but was

not involved in making the bomb and didn't know who did.
The bomb maker's deal
Tuesday, December 9, 2003 - Page A22
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Canadians who suspect that Inderjit Singh Reyat received the
judicial deal of the century may soon have their suspicions
confirmed.
Sentenced to five years for manslaughter in the deaths of 329
people (on top of five years in pre-trial custody), the man who
helped build the bomb that blew up an Air-India jet on June 23,
1985, will be eligible on Thursday for unescorted temporary
absences from jail. That will be just 10 months after he was
sentenced, or one-sixth into his term. He may apply for day

parole in April, and full parole next October, one-third of the way
through his term.
But Mr. Reyat will have to apply to the National Parole Board for
these releases, even for the temporary absences. If he does, the
families of the victims will have the right to attend his hearings
before the parole board. This may require a very large room.
These may be the first parole-board hearings in Canadian history
to require an auditorium.
To show that he is no longer dangerous, Mr. Reyat is supposed to
demonstrate insight into his behaviour. This may not be easy for
him to do. Anyone who witnessed Mr. Reyat's testimony in the
trial of the two remaining accused in the worst act of mass
murder in Canadian history knows that he is not a man given to
troubling questions about himself. Yes, he allowed, he had
wondered whether his actions had contributed to the deaths of
331 people (that figure includes two baggage handlers at Tokyo's
Narita Airport, also on June 23, 1985); but no, he had not
bothered to ask his two alleged co-conspirators, during their long
days in jail together. So obtuse was he that the Crown tried (and
failed) to have him declared a hostile witness.
As Mr. Reyat's case suggested, a man who claims to know
nothing, and wonder about nothing, may evade serious penalties
for serious crimes. (The maximum penalty for manslaughter is
life in jail.) There are echoes of the judicial deal of the previous
century: the 12-year sentence given to Karla Homolka, who
pleaded guilty to manslaughter in the deaths of three schoolgirls,
including her sister, in the 1990s. But at least in that case Ms.
Homolka agreed to give testimony that would help convict her
co-conspirator, Paul Bernardo. Mr. Reyat, according to the
Crown, promised nothing. And he kept his word.

So the parole board will be asking for insight from the man who
said he helped make bombs but did not believe they would kill
anyone. If Mr. Reyat applies for early release, the ensuing
spectacle will be a reminder that Canadian justice missed the
mark terribly on this one.

Bagri definitely called for Hindu deaths, court told

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Thursday, December 11, 2003

(Ripudaman Singh Malik)

(Ajaib Singh Bagri)
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VANCOUVER - Killed, murdered or assassinated. No matter

which English word is used, accused Air India bomber Ajaib
Singh Bagri definitely called for the retaliatory death of 50,000
Hindus in a 1984 speech, B.C. Supreme Court was told
Wednesday.
Bagri lawyer Mike Tammen spent three days trying to get Crown
translator Surjeet Kaur Kalsey to agree with alternative
translations of Punjabi words in fiery speeches Bagri gave to
large crowds months before two terrorist bombings that claimed
331 lives.
But Kalsey said her translations of slogans and chants calling for
the murder of traitors and Hindus and revenge against the Indian
government were accurate in the context Bagri was speaking.
Tammen didn't even challenge Kalsey's translation of Bagri's
most inflammatory comments, made during a speech at New
York's Madison Square Garden on July 28, 1984.
"They say Hindus are our brothers. Many have said that. But I
give you my most solemn assurance -- until we kill 50,000
Hindus, we will not rest," Kalsey quoted Bagri as saying.
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns asked Kalsey which Punjabi
word Bagri used that she translated as "kill" and she said "katal."
Asked if there was another way to translate the word, Kalsey
said: "Yes, it can be murder. It can be assassinate."
She told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that she looks at the manner
in which someone is speaking, including their tone of voice, in
assessing the context of what is being said.

Bagri and others in the crowd were yelling "murdabad" or "death
to" for traitors and then Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi,
Kalsey said.
She rejected Tammen's assertion that the meaning was more
accurately translated as "down with" though she said it could
sometimes be used in that context with things, not people.
And she noted that one of the exchanges in which murdabad was
used came very close to a quote from Bagri which said:
"Anybody tries to betray us now -- anybody tries to get our
nation annihilated -- all of his family and children will be
crushed in crushers and reduced to pulp."
Kalsey described Bagri's crusher quote as "a very graphic
description," that she translated literally.
She accused Tammen of oversimplifying when he attempted to
provide alternative meanings in English for Punjabi words.
"I look at this in whole context, not just a few lines," she said. "In
this context, I used death to them."
The Crown introduced videotaped speeches from New York and
Hamilton, Ont. as evidence of Bagri's motive to target Air India,
the government-owned airline.
But Tammen attempted to show that many Sikhs who were upset
with the Indian army's attack on the Golden Temple in June 1984
made sensational speeches peppered with similar calls for a
violent response.
He accused Kalsey of always choosing the most violent form of

an expression used by Bagri in her translations, something she
rejected.
The trial has been adjourned until Monday when a close female
friend of Bagri's is to be called by the Crown.
--AIR INDIA: THE CASE UNFOLDS: DAY 63
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri face eight
counts, including murder, in two bombings of Air India planes on
June 23, 1985. The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita airport,
killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later, Air India
Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 on
board.
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Terrorists paid for Hayer hit group hired hitmen
Sikh's assassins received $50,000, offer to kill others

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Targeted: Tara Singh Hayer (left) was killed in 1998.

Terror group also planned to have Balwant Singh Gill murdered.

The body of murdered Indo-Canadian newspaper publisher Tara
Singh Hayer is taken away from his Surrey home after he was
shot.

CREDIT:ÊSteve Bosch, Vancouver Sun Files

Tara Singh Hayer of the Indo-Canadian Times is seen in this
1998 photo at his office in Surrey.

CREDIT:ÊLyle Stafford, Vancouver Sun Files

Gurpreet Sohi was gunned down in 2000. Explosive testimony
has come out at the trial of his alleged killer.

Robbie Soomel has already been convicted in the killing of
Gurpreet Sohi. Soomel is seen here in his Grade 8 photo.

Hardeep Uppal, seen here in his 1997 graduation photo, is
accused of killing Gurpreet Sohi.

ADVERTISEMENT

Sikh publisher Tara Singh Hayer was assassinated in 1998 by
two Indo-Canadian gangsters on the orders of the terrorist group
Babbar Khalsa for a $50,000 fee, according to information
provided to police three years ago.
The hit was so successfully carried out that the two young men
were then approached about killing Sikh moderate leader
Balwant Singh Gill for another "50 grand," police were also told
in the fall of 2000.
Chilling details about the Hayer murder were relayed in an
unrelated B.C. Supreme Court murder trial last month.
No journalists were present for the explosive testimony of Delta
police Staff Sergeant John Robin, who first received the account
of the Hayer slaying from a lawyer of one of the men accused in
the unrelated gang slaying.
The Vancouver Sun has obtained court transcripts of Robin's
testimony that include details of Hayer's Nov. 18, 1998
assassination and several other unsolved gangland hits.
Robin was testifying at the murder trial of Hardip Uppal, who is
accused of killing his former gang associate Gurpreet Singh Sohi
in Delta on Sept. 14, 2000.

Two other Indo-Canadian gangsters, Ravinder (Robbie) Soomel
and Gurwinder (Gogi) Mann, were convicted of first-degree
murder last May in Sohi's slaying.
Uppal told his lawyer, John Stowe, that Soomel confessed he was
"the wheelman" in the Hayer killing. Stowe then provided the
information to police in the hopes of striking an immunity deal
for Uppal in the Sohi murder.
Hayer was expected to be a witness in the Air India bombing trial
when he was shot to death.
"Robbie Soomel told me that he and Daljit Basran took a
contract from a named individual associated with Babbar Khalsa
to kill Tara Singh Hayer," Uppal said, according to testimony.
"Robbie Soomel told me that he was the driver of the getaway
car and Daljit Basran was the shooter...Robbie Soomel told me
subsequently that he was approached by a named individual
associated with Babbar Khalsa and was asked to kill Balwant
Singh Gill."
The RCMP's Air India Task Force also interviewed Uppal about
the information he claimed to have about the Hayer murder.
Delta police and the RCMP both wanted to make some sort of
plea bargain with Uppal. But Crown prosecutors, who believe he
played a key role in the Sohi murder, decided against reducing
the charges or offering any deal.
Uppal took an RCMP lie detector test on Nov. 1, 2001 in regards
to the Hayer murder, after which a senior RCMP superintendent
wanted to offer him immunity, court was told, although the result

of the polygraph was not mentioned.
"Hardip Uppal attended the polygraph office to prove he was
telling the truth regarding information on the Tara Hayer
homicide. He provided the statement in which he stated again
that Robbie Soomel and Daljit Basran killed Tara Hayer," a
police note read at the Uppal trial states.
Basran, who works as a taxi driver, is a suspect in at least two
other murders. He was arrested by Delta police in November
2000 and charged with the unsolved 1999 slaying of Deepak
Sodhi, but the charges were stayed less than a month later.
Uppal provided additional details to the police about the Hayer
murder, claiming they were provided by Soomel.
He said Soomel told him that Basran, who is referred to by his
nickname Umboo, was very upset after shooting the paralysed
62-year-old Indo-Canadian Times publisher in his garage.
"You should have seen Umboo," Uppal quoted Soomel as saying.
"He was almost crying. Umboo said it was like watching his
grandfather get shot."
The two suspects fled the Hayer murder scene in a black Honda,
court was told.
Soomel told Uppal that he later commented: "Umboo's been
initiated now."
Soomel referred to Hayer as "the old man in the wheelchair" and
also "made the sign of a gun with his right hand" to indicate
Basran was the shooter, Robin was told.

Uppal also said he was told by Soomel that members of the
Babbar Khalsa, a terrorist group outlawed in Canada last June,
"were going to hook him up after this job" with drugs, guns and
"serious protection."
Robin read from his notes of information he received about what
Soomel allegedly told Uppal: "(Soomel) was explaining that the
Babbar Khalsa knew what they were doing, that they were wellorganized."
Robin was asked if he remembered being told how the Babbar
Khalsa "knew Tara Singh Hayer's schedule, his house layout,
everything about him, down perfectly."
Robin said his notes indicate Soomel "was handed a black folder
containing Mr. Hayer's address, the car he drives, and
everything."
Police were told that Soomel had been approached to kill Hayer
by Ranjit Singh "Doc" Bahia, an Indo-Canadian gang leader
whose father -- Sucha Singh --was a prominent member of the
International Sikh Youth Federation.
"Doc Bahia was supposed to do the job but he was 'heated out,'"
Robin was told. "I took that to mean, My Lord, that he was
concerned with police interest in him."
Bahia told Soomel the money for the Hayer hit was from "up
high," court was told
Soomel "asked Doc how he wanted it done and Doc had said he
would ask his dad," Robin testified.

Just before the Hayer slaying, Bahia met Soomel and Basran
behind the gas station at Knight and 57th in South Vancouver and
Bahia said: "It doesn't really matter how it's done, (just) done
quick."
After the murder, the gun was thrown over the Knight Street
bridge, Robin said he was told.
Uppal said Soomel asked him if he "was interested in getting in"
on the Balwant Gill plot.
Soomel explained "to Mr. Uppal how a guy from Kamloops
directly approached him. There was a direct meeting with
(Soomel,) the guy from Kamloops and Mr. Uppal."
Robin said the Kamloops contact was directly linked to the
Babbar Khalsa.
"The guy from Kamloops said the people were really, really
impressed with the last one," Robin quoted from the information
he received.
Robin said "the last one" was an apparent reference to "the Hayer
homicide, that the price for the Gill murder would be 50 grand if
they pulled it off, and they would also have unlimited access to
produce from grow operations. I took that to mean marijuana
grow operations."
Robin was told that "the Kamloops connection was a weapons
specialist and strict orthodox Sikh family and that connection,
both he and his uncle, were directly related to the Babbar
Khalsa."

All the currently listed directors of Babbar Khalsa, which
remains a registered non-profit society in B.C. despite its terrorist
designation, live in Kamloops. The group has been linked to the
1985 Air India bombing.
Until his death, Hayer had been on the witness list for the Air
India trial, which is going on in the same building as the Uppal
case.
Hayer told the RCMP he allegedly overheard Ajaib Singh Bagri
in the fall of 1985 confessing his role in the bombing plot to a
mutual friend in England whom Hayer was visiting. That friend,
Tarsem Singh Purewal, was gunned down in early 1995.
Uppal waived his informant's privilege at a pre-trial conference
last September, enabling his lawyer to identify him at his trial as
the person who provided so much detailed information to police
about a number of murders, including Hayer's.
The man Uppal claimed paid the $50,000 -- Doc Bahia -currently faces a series of charges, including trafficking,
kidnapping, aggravated assault and unlawful confinement. A
1999 murder charge against him was stayed. His cousin Heera,
who was slain last year, was once arrested with Soomel.
Uppal's defence team is arguing before Justice Paul Williamson
that his client feared for his life when he helped set up Sohi in
the victim's north Delta basement suite. They say Soomel had a
violent reputation and was a suspect in other murders, meaning
Uppal felt compelled to do what Soomel told him.
Hayer's family was invited to a meeting by senior RCMP

investigators this week who were aware The Sun had applied for
the court documents of Uppal's statements about the Hayer
murder.
Dave Hayer, a Liberal MLA, said Friday the investigators are
checking out the information provided by Uppal.
"They said they are looking into it. They have different leads
available and different suspects available," Dave Hayer said.
He said he feels very confident police are on the right track to
catch his father's killers, it "is just a matter of pulling all the
pieces together."
While the alleged link between a terrorist group and IndoCanadian gangs is frightening, it is not surprising, Hayer said.
"The organizations that are said to be involved don't shock me
because these are the organizations we always suspected were
involved," Hayer said. "We have always believed that these
terrorist organizations are also linked to drug dealing and linked
to other organized crime in the Indo-Canadian community and
other organized criminals."
His father is the only known Canadian journalist to be killed in a
targeted hit. Tara Hayer had written for years against the
activities of two militant Sikh separatist groups which have now
been designated terrorist --the International Sikh Youth
Federation and the Babbar Khalsa.
More than anything, Dave Hayer wants the masterminds of the
killing brought to justice.

"It's important that the people who paid the money, who were
behind the scenes, are caught and prosecuted," he said.
Staff Sergeant Wayne Rideout, who is with the RCMP's
Integrated Homicide Investigation Team, said Friday it is
difficult to comment on the information when the Uppal trial is
before the courts and while the cases are active.
"Obviously we are aware of it because we participated in it,"
Rideout said. "The integrated homicide team has the care and
custody of all of these investigations at this time and they remain
open. We can't comment on the evidence at the on-going trial."
Balwant Gill, who is still president of Surrey's Guru Nanak Sikh
temple, said he was surprised about the detailed information
provided to police about Hayer's alleged killers, as well as the
plot against himself.
"Why didn't they charge anyone in Mr. Hayer's case?" Gill asked.
While he was given a bullet-proof vest by police, Gill has never
been informed of the claim that a $50,000 hit was put out on him.
"At that time, they told me nothing," Gill said. "When they
received that information, they should have given me more
protection."
Uppal remains in custody during his trial after breaching bail
conditions.
Robin was also asked in court if he was aware of a letter written
by the RCMP on November 13, 2001 "recommending that
Hardip Uppal be granted immunity in the prosecution for the

homicide of Gurpreet Sohi and that Crown counsel discontinue
prosecution against Mr. Uppal."
Robin said he had not seen the letter, but admitted discussions
with the RCMP over Uppal and a possible plea agreement
continued for "years," after his fall 2000 arrest.
"As the time progressed, Mr. Uppal continued to provide more
information, which we felt was important with regards to other
investigations," Robin testified. "And as a result, we were
concerned that if we did not make some kind if plea arrangement
with Mr. Uppal -- that those other investigations would not be
solved. But this was an on-going issue and it was a complex
one."
Robin also told the court that Soomel -- the alleged driver of the
getaway car -- was also interviewed by the Air India Task Force.
Like Uppal, Soomel provided police with statements about other
unsolved murders --most of them Indo-Canadian gangland hits.
Soomel, who is appealing his murder conviction, remains a
suspect in several other slayings.
His lawyer for the appeal, Ian Donaldson, did not return phone
calls Friday.
The first-degree murder trial of Uppal is continuing at the
Vancouver Law Courts. The Crown is expected to complete its
case next week before the defence begins.
Crown prosecutor Ralph Keefer declined to comment when
asked about Robin's testimony at the trial. Stowe did not return
phone calls. Robin also declined to comment.

Much has come out at the Uppal trial of the threat posed by IndoCanadian organized crime.
When Uppal was first granted bail after his September 2000
arrest, police agreed to provide him with a bullet-proof vest.
Several of the suspects in the Sohi case, as well as witnesses,
agreed to do re-enactments with the police about what they saw
around the time Sohi was gunned down in his suite. For each of
the re-enactments, bullet-proof vests were provided. On one
occasion, Emergency Response Team members accompanied the
police and witnesses as they visited the scene of the crime.
"The participants were involved in Indo-Canadian organized
crime," Robin testified. "We had concerns for the safety of
police, the public and (the witnesses.)"
Robin agreed that the RCMP asked him about speaking to Uppal
in regards to the Hayer murder, but he also said that he had
preferred not to be involved in the other agency's investigation,
given all the sensitivities.
"It was considered a politically motivated -- or possibly
politically motivated -- murder in Surrey and there were some
concerns about the file security on that and I would have been
cautious," Robin told the court.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
MONDAY: Hardip Singh Uppal, accused of setting up the
murder of a close friend, has provided police with details of at
least four other gangland hits.

Alleged conspirators met at witnesses' home, trial hears
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Accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri held a meeting with
four other alleged conspirators including Ripudaman Singh
Malik at the home of a close female friend before the June 1985
terrorist attack, B.C. Supreme Court was told Monday.
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns read out a 1992 statement the
homeowner gave to police in which she said Bagri met with
Malik, suspected mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, Daljit
Singh Sandhu and possibly Surjan Singh Gill at her East
Vancouver home. Parmar was killed in 1992. Neither Gill nor
Sandhu has ever been charged.
The woman, whose name is shielded by a court order, testified
Monday she did not recall the statement but signed a number of
them only because police "forced" her to do so under threat of
jail.
"I was really mentally tortured for years and years . . . . Both
statements signed was under very, very bad pressure," the

woman claimed on the witness stand. "Lots of times they said if
you don't sign this you will go to jail."
She said police came to her with statements already written and
she signed them under duress without reading them.
She could not explain to Cairns how her initials got on every
page of the statements if she did not read them or have someone
read them to her.
In one statement Cairns read to her Monday, the woman told
police that Bagri had come to her house the night before twin
June 23, 1985, bombings that killed 331 and asked to borrow her
car.
He told her Parmar had dropped him off and that he needed her
car to go to the airport, according to the statement.
"He said I'm not going, only the bags are going," the statement
said.
But on Monday the woman said repeatedly the statement didn't
make sense or "I don't recall that."
The statement also quoted the woman as saying: "I knew
something was up. That's why I refused to give him my car. I
always gave him my car."
She earlier told police Bagri said to her some time after the
bombing that "you know some of my secrets. You could put me
in big trouble if you want."
Said the witness: "I don't remember that at all."

The woman testified that she did recall Bagri arriving at her
home about 11 p.m. before the bombing.
"I said this is late. He said can I borrow your car and I said no,"
she testified.
Asked if there was any discussion about planes or flights, she
replied: "Absolutely not."
She said she didn't recall any reference to luggage or suitcases.
She testified that she did remember being upset at the bombing as
she lost a second cousin and the cousin's two children in it. She
said Bagri's wife, Surinder Kaur, was not sympathetic and once
commented that those who died had been warned not to use Air
India.
"Why didn't she have any sympathy for me?" the 49-year-old
seamstress told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
The woman comes from Bagri's native Punjabi village of Chak
Kalan and reconnected with the alleged bomber in 1980 or 1981
at a wedding in Vancouver to which she was invited by his sister.
She had separated from her husband, who was an abusive
alcoholic, she said, and Bagri offered to help her.
After that, the Kamloops millworker and Babbar Khalsa leader
would often visit her at her Vancouver home when he was in
town. Sometimes, his whole family would stay with the divorcee
and her two children, she said.
She admitted she knew Bagri was a leader of the Babbar Khalsa,

which was banned in Canada last June as a terrorist group. But
she said she knew nothing about the group's ideology.
The woman said she sewed drapes for Parmar's new house on
one occasion, but turned down a second job for the Parmars in
1988 because she was "too busy."
She also agreed with Cairns that she had an argument with
Surinder Bagri on the street some time in 1988 when Mrs. Bagri
wanted to stay at her house and she refused.
The woman repeatedly made reference to her lawyer, Arnie
Silverman, with whom she said she went over her testimony and
earlier police statements.
Cairns had already indicated to the court that the woman would
likely be an uncooperative witness because she had refused
repeated requests to meet with Crown prosecutors in the past
three years.
Earlier Monday, RCMP Corporal Doug Best described several
interviews he did with Air India suspect Daljit Singh Sandhu
between March 1997 and January 1998. Sandhu has never been
charged in the bombing plot, though he's alleged to have picked
up the tickets used to load bomb-laden suitcases at Vancouver
International Airport.
Best was also asked about a reference in his notes to a girlfriend
of accused bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik, whose husband may
have been the man killed outside a Vancouver community centre
in early 1997.
Best said he didn't remember the reference, nor the information

about a girlfriend, though he confirmed it was not the star
witness who testified earlier.
According to Vancouver Sun files, a Surrey man named Amarjit
Singh Dheil was shot dead as he left the Marpole community
centre in January 1997 in what police described as a targeted hit.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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A key prosecution witness at the Air-India trial who was to give
crucial evidence against suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri did not
remember any of the damning information once she took to the

witness box.
Her failure to testify as expected could mean that the
prosecution, for the second time in the trial, will request the court
to declare its own witness as hostile to the case and allow
prosecutors to cross-examine her aggressively.
¥

Air-India backgrounder

Prosecutor Robert Wright told the court at the beginning of the
sensational trial eight months ago that Mr. Bagri went to a female
friend's house to borrow her car on the night before bombs in
baggage were placed on two flights leaving Vancouver.
Mr. Wright said the court would hear that Mr. Bagri told the
woman the bags were going on flights from Vancouver, but he
was not. ÒAnd that's what happened,Ó Mr. Wright told the court.
However that is not what happened in court Monday.
The middle-aged woman, whose identify cannot be revealed in
the media, testified in heavily accented English that Mr. Bagri
came to her house around 10 p.m. or 11 p.m. to ask to borrow her
car. She said no, because she needed the car the following
morning, she said.
Appearing worried but ready to answer questions, the woman
said she could not remember whether the incident happened
before or after the Air-India disaster on June 23, 1985.
She did not remember any conversation with Mr. Bagri at that
time. She could not remember if she asked Mr. Bagri why he
wanted to borrow the car, whether he said anything about the

airport or baggage, or whether he mentioned if others were
accompanying him, the woman told the court.
She also did not remember any conversation with Mr. Bagri
about secrets or anything that she perceived to be a threat.
She vehemently denied the suggestion that, after the incident,
their relationship changed and she became afraid of Mr. Bagri.
ÒAbsolutely not,Ó she replied when asked if Mr. Bagri had said
something would happen to her if she revealed his secrets.
The woman, who grew up in the same village in India as Mr.
Bagri, said she came to Canada in 1974 for an arranged marriage.
She had two children before she was divorced in 1980 from a
man, who she said assaulted her on several occasions.
She knew Mr. Bagri in India as a friend of her older brother, she
told the court. She met him in Canada after she was divorced.
She did not remember Mr. Bagri ever talking to her about his
marriage, she said. She also did not recall Mrs. Bagri talking
with her about the marriage.
After they were re-acquainted in Canada, Mr. Bagri and his
family, who lived in Kamloops, would occasionally stay at her
house in Vancouver, she said.
The preview of her testimony, presented to the court by the
prosecution, was based on statements she has given previously to
police.
Earlier, the prosecution failed to have Inderjit Singh Reyat
declared a hostile witness after he told the court that he did not

know much about a person who stayed at his house for almost a
week and took away material for the bombs.
Mr. Bagri and another B.C. resident, Ripudaman Singh Malik,
are charged with murder in the death of 331 people who were
killed in two bomb explosions on June 23, 1985.
Judge to rule if witness 'hostile'
Crown in Air India case seeks ruling for second time
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Crown prosecutors in the Air India case are applying for a second
time to treat one of their own witnesses as hostile because of
contradictory testimony she provided on the stand this week.
The Crown also wants Justice Ian Bruce Josephson to consider as
the truth the woman's original statements to police implicating
Ajaib Singh Bagri -- not what she said in court.
The woman, whose name is shielded by a court order, claimed
repeatedly this week not to remember what she told police and
the Canadian Security Intelligence Service during numerous

meetings between 1985 and 1992.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns will make his case for both orders at a
hearing beginning today. He will call police officers who said the
woman told them Bagri made incriminating comments just
before the twin June 23, 1985 ,bombings that killed 331 persons.
The prosecution team tried unsuccessfully in September to get
convicted bomb-maker Inderjit Singh Reyat declared hostile,
meaning he could be more aggressively questioned.
But Josephson ruled Reyat had consistently told investigators he
did not know the identity of others involved in the Air India plot
and did not change his story on the witness stand.
The woman, a close friend of Bagri's from the same Punjabi
village, provided numerous oral and signed statements in which
she said Bagri asked to borrow her car before the bombing to go
to the airport with two friends.
"He said, 'I'm not going, only the bags are going,' " her earlier
statements said.
She earlier said Bagri told her he might get caught and that she
would never see him again. And she said he once came to her
and left a letter that said, "You know some of my secrets. You
could put me in big trouble if you want."
But this week, the woman claimed not to recall Bagri saying
anything about the airport or suitcases. And she said she signed
statements only after being "mentally tortured" by police.
The 49-year-old seamstress was shown a December 1996

videotaped statement, in which she referred the RCMP to her
earlier statements for the most accurate information. "Whatever I
said at that time was very fresh memory," she said in 1996. "It's
true what is written."
She agreed Tuesday that the 1996 video shows her chatting and
laughing with Doug Best, an RCMP investigator from the Air
India Task Force. And she makes affectionate reference to a CSIS
agent named Willy Laurie, who she provided with information
regularly in the late 1980s.
She also told Best she suspected Bagri's involvement in the Air
India bombing as soon as she heard about it, as well as that of his
associate Talwinder Singh Parmar, whom Bagri would call from
her home.
"Everybody was thinking it was Babbar Khalsa. Mostly, they
were thinking about Parmar," she said on the tape.
The woman looked distressed as she sat in the witness box and
watched the video of her 1996 exchange with police.
In it, she confirmed her father warned her to stay away from
Bagri and his Babbar Khalsa organization -- something she
denied at the trial.
In 1990, the woman told police she would commit suicide if they
made her testify in court. She said she feared Bagri because he
had a big family in Canada and in India.
Cairns asked her about information the CSIS agent claimed she
provided about the fact Bagri was not happy in his arranged
marriage and corresponded with old girlfriends for years.

"Bagri is quite capable of committing violence, if not for the
Khalistan cause then to appease an impressive ego," the woman
told CSIS.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
murder and conspiracy.
Air India witness 'warned RCMP'
She said it would be their fault if anything happened to her, the
Air India trial was told
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After Air India witness Tara Singh Hayer was gunned down in
1998, a woman who had also provided evidence against accused
bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri told RCMP officers it would be their
fault if anything happened to her, B.C. Supreme Court was told
Wednesday.
The woman, whose name is shielded by a court order, asked the
RCMP less than a week after Hayer's murder if Bagri knew she
was going to be a witness, prosecutor Richard Cairns said.

However, the woman testified she didn't remember what was said
at the meeting, except that police explained to her that Hayer had
been assassinated.
The woman admitted on the witness stand for the first time
Wednesday she was afraid to provide police with information
concerning the accused terrorist.
The woman, who the Crown wants declared a hostile witness,
agreed with Cairns that she told police in January 1997 that she
was "very anxious and scared to reveal all [her] knowledge
concerning Mr. Bagri."
That was one of the few things in the 1997 police statement that
the woman agreed she said.
For a third straight day, she repeatedly answered Cairns'
questions with "I don't recall" or "I don't remember."
But she also said the things she told police between 1985 and
1992 may well be true -- she just has no recollection of them
now.
She once told police Bagri came to her house late one night just
before the twin Air India bombings on June 23, 1985 and asked
to borrow her car to go to the airport. "He said I'm not going,
only the bags are going," her earlier statements said.
But now the woman claims to remember nothing of the
conversation she had with Bagri that night, though she agrees he
wanted to borrow her car.
Not only does Cairns want the woman declared hostile, he is also

asking Justice Ian Bruce Josephson to consider her previous
statements are true and not to rely on the contradictory evidence
in court this week.
Between 1985 and 1990, the woman consistently recounted the
information about Bagri to an agent of the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service and several police officers.
Then, in October 1990, after telling an RCMP officer she would
commit suicide if forced to testify, the woman began to change
details of her statement.
But that didn't stop her from signing a statement with the same
information about Bagri in May, 1992.
She now claims former RCMP officer Fred Maile "forced" her to
sign under threat of imprisonment.
But again in 1997, the woman signed a police statement that
said: "He asked to borrow my car and to the best of my
recollection I did not give it to him. He may have had a key, I
don't recall. I asked him where he was going and he said he was
going to the airport to take some luggage."
When presented with that statement Wednesday, the woman
claimed she felt she could not leave RCMP headquarters until
she gave the police what they wanted.
"I'm not saying it is not true. I don't remember saying that," she
said. "I probably said it because I wasn't going to leave there
until I said that." She agreed with defence lawyer Michael
Tammen that she would have signed anything in order to end a
police interview that went on for almost six hours.

The woman told Tammen she was so upset after the January
1997 meeting that she went to a psychiatrist, who told her to call
a lawyer.
"I know it is not right me signing things I don't remember," she
testified.
Prosecutors believe the woman is so afraid of testifying against
the alleged terrorist that she is pretending not to remember. A
series of police officers who met with the woman over the years
will be called next to describe her demeanour in the earlier
meetings, as well as to recount details of what she told them.
The woman was asked about one of her early meetings with a
CSIS agent who recorded in his notes that she was on the floor
crying at one point.
Responded the woman: "I don't remember that." On the lunch
break, the woman walked up to Major Sidhu, who lost his sister,
niece and nephew in the Air India bombing, and said in Punjabi:
"Brother, get me out of this."
Sidhu, who found the woman's comment strange, told her she
could "get out of it by telling the truth."
Sidhu, a distant relative of the woman, said he finds her apparent
memory lapse on the witness stand frustrating.
The woman's lawyer, Arnie Silverman, said his client was not
implying anything by the comment to Sidhu, but was just
expressing the stress of being on the witness stand.

Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
murder and conspiracy in two bombings that targeted Air India.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
Bagri tied to Gandhi murder plot, court hears
B.C. SUPREME COURT I Suspect told a witness he was 'lucky
to get away'

Kim Bolan
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Ajaib Singh Bagri is a suspect in the Air India bombing.
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VANCOUVER - Air India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri told a close
female friend that he went to the U.S. to participate in the plot to
assassinate then Indian prime minister Rajiv Gandhi, B.C.
Supreme Court was told Friday.

Bagri also told the woman "he was lucky to get away with his
life" when other conspirators in the plot were arrested by the FBI
in May 1985 and he managed to return to Canada, according to
information the woman supplied to Canada's spy agency.
The woman, whose name is shielded by a court order, claimed on
the witness stand this week not to remember any incriminating
information she told the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
or the RCMP about Bagri's involvement in the 1985 Air India
bombing or the terrorist group Babbar Khalsa.
But former CSIS agent Willy Laurie testified Friday that the
woman told him shortly into their first meeting in September
1987 that Bagri had come to her the night before the bombing to
borrow her car to go to the airport.
"He indicated that he wasn't going anywhere. That only the
luggage was going," Laurie told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
Laurie said the woman was nervous when he first showed up at
her house, but she agreed to talk. And he said she was "visibly
relieved" after telling him what she knew about Air India.
"I was a little bit startled by the revelations she came out with,"
Laurie said.
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns wants Josephson to declare the
woman a hostile witness so she can be questioned more
aggressively. And he wants her signed statements to police about
Bagri's role in the bombing to be considered evidence, not what
she told the court this week.

Cairns asked Laurie about the Gandhi assassination plot to show
that Bagri trusted the woman with intimate information that
could incriminate him.
"She told me he was sent there [to kill Gandhi] by Talwinder
Singh Parmar," Laurie said, referring to the suspected Air India
mastermind who was killed in 1992. "Mr. Parmar was considered
to be too well-known and too easily recognized, so he sent Mr.
Bagri in his place."
Bagri wore his long beard in a hair net, put on black slacks and a
blue shirt and changed the style of his turban for the trip, the
woman told Laurie.
Laurie said the woman told him right from the beginning that she
would never cooperate with the RCMP, but agreed to provide
information to CSIS.
He read from one of his reports in which he said: "She said she
was 100 per cent certain that the night he came to borrow the car
was the night before the plane exploded."
She told him the same information when he visited again a short
time later and was also very emotional when she relayed it, he
said, describing her crying on the floor.
While his mandate with CSIS was only to gather intelligence,
Laurie said, he knew right away that the Air India information
was significant and he sent off a report to Ottawa marked
"urgent."
"When she first told me about the request to borrow the car and
that only the luggage was going to the airport, I knew and in fact

I had a thought go through my mind at that time that some day I
would be sitting in this chair, giving this evidence," Laurie said.
Laurie described his technique in warming up the woman as a
possible long-term informant.
He would purchase Indian sweets and take them to the meetings
at her house, to go with the tea she would serve.
He even bought drapes for his home from her on one occasion,
for between $500 and $600. When they were delivered by her
common-law spouse, Laurie spoke to the man about the
important information his wife had about the Air India bombing.
He said there was a pattern to their meetings -- she would be
nervous at the start, then get very emotional and cry when he
brought up the victims. And by the end, she always appeared
relieved after giving him information.
He said he taped two of the meetings, but usually wrote notes in
his car after leaving her residence.
The woman told Laurie she was so afraid of Bagri that she would
never cooperate with police. She said Bagri warned her that "he
could have anybody killed just like that and he snapped his
fingers," Laurie recalled.
She told Laurie that Bagri used her phone all the time when he
was at her house because he figured it was safer than using his
own, which he suspected was bugged.
She said he called his family, Parmar and on one occasion, she
heard him talking to "a fellow named Malik" about $50,000

Malik was giving to Bagri.
Bagri's co-accused, Ripudaman Singh Malik, was not in court
Friday, but watched the proceedings via a video monitor from
jail.
The pair face murder and conspiracy charges in twin June 23,
1985 bombings that targeted Air India and killed 331 people. The
Crown alleges they attacked India's national airline to retaliate
for a deadly Indian army attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
The woman told Laurie she had seen both Inderjit Singh Reyat
and Surjan Singh Gill at Bagri's Kamloops home.
Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter for his role in the bombing
last February and Gill remains a suspect, though he has never
been charged.
The woman told the CSIS agent, who is now with the RCMP,
that Bagri owned a handgun, although she had never seen it.
And she explained to Laurie how she had reconnected with
Bagri, who is from the same Punjabi village, and that Bagri
began visiting her Vancouver home often in the early 1980s.
"Mr. Bagri indicated to her that she didn't need to find another
boyfriend because he would ... look after her. He would be the
comfort that she needed and he would assist her," Laurie said.
Both Bagri and his wife separately told her they were not
satisfied in their arranged marriage, Laurie said.

Laurie said he first approached the woman for information
because she was on a list he had been given of people who had
made donations to the Babbar Khalsa, which was banned in
Canada as a terrorist group last June.
The woman told him her family tried to get her to sever her ties
with Bagri because they believed both he and the Babbar Khalsa
were capable of violence.
She told Laurie about Bagri visiting her after the bombing to
deliver a threat.
"He told her that she was aware of a couple of secrets, they
shared a couple of secrets, and that if she told anybody that she
knew what he would do," Laurie. "She told me she was certain
that what that meant was Mr. Bagri would kill her."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Day 67 - Air India: the Case Unfolds
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri face eight
counts, including murder, in two bombings of Air India planes on
June 23, 1985. The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita airport,
killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later, Air India
Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 on
board.
The case is divided into five chapters. It's currently in chapter 4.
Ran with fact box "Day 67 - Air India: the Case Unfolds", which
has been appended to the end of the story.

Air India witness recovers her memory
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A former friend of accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri
recovered some of her memory loss Thursday and told Bagri's
lawyer she definitely didn't say some of the things attributed to
her in a report by a member of Canada's spy agency.
The woman, whose name is protected by a court order, has spent
three days on the stand saying she didn't recall any of the
incriminating comments made to her by Bagri that are contained
in police reports and signed statements from 1985 to 1997.

But under cross-examination by Bagri lawyer Michael Tammen,
the woman recalled many more details of meetings with Willy
Laurie, a former agent from the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service, who is now with the RCMP.
Laurie reported after meeting the woman in 1987 that she
provided many details about the militant Sikh separatist group
Babbar Khalsa, of which Bagri was a member.
But in court Thursday, the woman said that is impossible because
she knew nothing about Babbar Khalsa "except they are Sikh."
She adamantly denied providing CSIS with information about a
friend of Bagri's who is described in the report as a dangerous
"habitual criminal."
In one September, 1987 report, Laurie says the woman told him
that several Sikhs were arrested for plotting to assassinate former
Indian prime minister Rajiv Gandhi during his visit to the U.S.
On Thursday, the woman denied she gave the information and
said: "What is assassinate?" she asked Tammen.
The report also says she was already "antagonistic" towards
Bagri by June 1985, to which she said Thursday: "No I don't
remember saying that."
Crown prosecutors have asked Justice Ian Bruce Josephson to
declare the woman a hostile witness and also to consider her
earlier signed statements to police as the truth -- not what she
said in court this week.

She also told Tammen that she never told police she was afraid of
Bagri, even though there are numerous references in a number of
police reports of the woman expressing fear and saying she
would commit suicide rather than testify against him.
A statement the woman signed in May 1992 says Bagri came to
her house late one night just before the June 23, 1985 Air India
bombing and asked to borrow her car. He told her he had to go to
the airport, but would not be travelling, just sending baggage.
The woman agreed with Tammen's suggestion that Bagri did not
visit her that often in 1985 even though she earlier told police he
came almost "every weekend" and regularly borrowed her car.
She also agreed with Tammen's suggestion that the late- night
visit by Bagri was on June 9 -- much earlier than the time frame
the woman told police.
Several times Thursday the woman, who owns a company with
25 employees, indicated she did not understand English words in
the CSIS report, such as "reconstruction," "habitual,"
"antagonistic" and "assassinate."
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two June 23, 1985 bombings that
targeted Air India and killed 331.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
AIR INDIA:
THE CASE UNFOLDS

DAY 66: THURSDAY
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri face eight
counts, including murder, in two bombings of Air India planes on
June 23, 1985. The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita airport,
killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later, Air India
Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 on
board.
Ran with fact box "Air India", which has been appended to the
end of the story.
Air India probe has cost $43 million
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Then-Const. Catherine Galliford of the Air India Task Force
reads out charges at an RCMP press conference in October 2000.
The lengthy investigation has now tallied $43 million in costs.
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Costs for the most expensive criminal investigation in Canadian
history continue to climb with the RCMP spending almost $43
million on the Air India probe up to the time the massive
terrorism trial began last spring, according to documents
obtained under the Access to Information Act.
And millions of dollars a year are going into salaries, overtime,
travel and other expenses of the Mounties still working on the
prosecution phase of the case against accused Air India bombers
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri.
The documents indicate that the police costs began to spiral
around the time Malik and Bagri were arrested in October 2000
and charged in two June 23, 1985, bombings that killed 331.
In the 1999-2000 fiscal year, the RCMP spent $1.8 million on the
investigation. That climbed to more than $3.3 million in
2000-2001, $3.4 million in 2001-2002 and $4.2 million in the
fiscal year that ended last March.
RCMP Sergeant John Ward said Thursday that the costs reflect
the large commitment of resources to the unprecedented criminal
investigation.
Since 1997, he said, 25 to 27 regular RCMP members have been
working on the case, accounting for the "fairly elevated budget."
He said the public would undoubtedly be critical if the police
began an investigation and then scaled it back because of

concerns over costs.
"We have a job to do. This is one of -- if not the -- biggest and
most complex investigations we've ever done," he said.
Ward said costs of the probe include travelling all over the world
to seize exhibits and interview witnesses.
For the last two fiscal years, the travel budget for the Air India
Task Force has been close to $300,000 a year, the documents
show.
The largest non-personnel item in the documents is described as
"other" and totals about $1 million for the last two fiscal years.
Ward said that category includes translation costs incurred by the
RCMP, as well as the hiring of consultants with special expertise.
"These are all very expensive services," he said. "That's why that
"other" is so high."
Malik and Bagri's trial began April 28 and a team of between 18
and 20 RCMP investigators continue to work with Air India
prosecutors and have been involved in providing security for
protected witnesses.
Between 1985 and 1996, the RCMP estimates the investigation
cost taxpayers a total of $24 million, spread over several units
within the national police force.
The documents, provided last week to Ottawa researcher Ken
Rubin, also indicate the RCMP spent just $340,000 on personnel
in 1995-1996 -- showing how scaled-back Canada's largest

murder investigation was at the time the RCMP announced a $1
million reward in May, 1995.
By last fiscal year, the total personnel costs, including clerical
workers and overtime was almost $2.2 million.
The costs are probably down slightly now that the trial is on,
Ward said.
The $43 million RCMP bill is on top of the tens of millions spent
on the prosecution phase by the B.C. ministry of the attorneygeneral. The provincial government, with some help from
Ottawa, is covering the court services costs, the salaries of senior
Crown prosecutors and support staff, as well as contributing to
the multi-million dollar defence costs of Bagri and Malik.
COUNTING THE COST
The Air India investigation has cost Canadian taxpayers $43
million for policing costs alone -- even before the trial began this
year. A Vancouver Sun investigation found that in the most recent
completed financial year, 2002/03, the RCMP budgeted more
than $4 million for the case. Largest expenditures:
1.Ê Police officers' pay: $1,701,355
2.Ê Translation, consultants, 'other': $503,976
3.Ê RCMP overtime pay: $382,798
4.Ê Travel: $289,964
5.Ê Furniture, computers, vehicles: $156,582
6.Ê Building rental: $80,472
7.Ê Stationery: $52,253
8.Ê Pagers, cellphones, office lines: $38,741
9.Ê Staff overtime: $16,557
10.Ê
Fuel: $13,023

Costs of some other significant trials and investigations in
Canada:
¥ $70 million: Investigation and associated legal costs in
Willy Pickton murder case, at end of 2003
¥ $19 million: Montreal's Hells Angels trials, including
cost of a new courthouse
¥ $9.5 million: Ontario's Walkerton tainted water inquiry
¥ $8 million: Project Green Ribbon, which led to
conviction of Paul Bernardo for killing schoolgirls Kristen
French and Leslie Mahaffy in Toronto area 10 years ago
¥ $4.9 million: Cost of inquiry by Commission for Public
Complaints Against the RCMP into security for the 1997 APEC
summit held in Vancouver

Bombing suspect wanted to kill Indian PM, former CSIS agent
testifies
Canadian Press
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Vancouver Ñ An accused Air India terrorist tried to infiltrate a
conference in New York City so he could help assassinate then
Indian prime minister Rajiv Gandhi, a former agent of Canada's
spy agency said Friday.
Willy Laurie said Ajaib Singh Bagri revealed his part in the plot
to a woman who is a reluctant witness against Mr. Bagri in the
Air India bombing trial.
The woman then relayed the information to Mr. Laurie in a Sept.
24, 1987, interview. Mr. Laurie was gathering intelligence on
Sikh terrorism at the time.
"She told me the purpose of him going to New York was to take
part in the assassination of Rajiv Gandhi," said Mr. Laurie, who
is now an RCMP officer.
"Bagri told her he was lucky to get away with his life," Mr.
Laurie said, adding the accused bomber told the woman other
Sikhs involved in the plan had been arrested.
Mr. Laurie also said the woman told him Mr. Bagri was sent to
New York City by Talwinder Singh Parmar, the now-dead
alleged mastermind of the June 23, 1985, Air India bombings.
"Mr. Parmar was considered to be too well-known so he had sent
Mr. Bagri in his place," Mr. Laurie told B.C. Supreme Court.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns referred to an FBI report that said
several Sikh terrorists were arrested in New York City for

conspiring to kill Mr. Gandhi in June 1985.
Mr. Bagri and his co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are facing
murder and conspiracy charges in the deaths of 331 people killed
by two bomb explosions targeting Air India planes later that
month.
Mr. Laurie said the woman told him Mr. Bagri carried false
identification and changed his appearance for his trip to New
York City.
"She told me that she had hemmed a black pair of pants for him
and that he had worn a blue shirt," Mr. Laurie said of the woman,
who is a seamstress.
Mr. Bagri also wore a mesh net to cover his long beard and a
smaller turban compared to the larger one he wore as part of his
traditional Sikh attire.
Mr. Gandhi faced several assassination attempts during his trip to
the United States in 1985.
He was murdered in India in 1991 after succeeding his mother
Indira Gandhi.
She was assassinated by her Sikh bodyguards on Oct. 31, 1984,
four months after the Indian government ordered the Indian army
to attack the Golden Temple Ñ Sikhism's holiest shrine Ñ in
Amritsar.
The government's aim was to oust armed Sikh separatists who
had occupied the site during their fight for an independent
homeland they wanted to carve out of India's northern state of

Punjab and call Khalistan.
It's believed much of the funding for the separatists' attempts to
create Khalistan came from the Canadian branch of the Babbar
Khalsa Ñ declared a terrorist group by Ottawa earlier this year.
Mr. Bagri also told the woman the Babbar Khalsa, which he
headed, had the power to kill anyone, Mr. Laurie said.
"Mr. Bagri told her that he could have anybody killed just like
that, and he snapped his finger."
The Crown believes Mr. Bagri and others placed bomb-laden
suitcases aboard two flights leaving Vancouver and connecting
with Air India planes in Tokyo and Toronto.
One of the bombs exploded aboard Mumbai-bound Air India
Flight 182, killing 329 people Ñ mostly Canadians.
The other bomb went off about an hour earlier, killing two
baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport while they were
transferring luggage meant for another Air India plane.
Mr. Laurie also said the woman told him during his first
interview with her on Sept. 10, 1987, that Mr. Bagri was
involved in the Air India bombings.
The woman said she was 100 per cent certain Mr. Bagri arrived
at her home the night before the Air India explosions to borrow
her car, Mr. Laurie told court.
Mr. Bagri said he wanted to take luggage to the airport and that
only the luggage would be going on the flights.

During her testimony this week, the woman said she couldn't
remember when in June 1985 Mr. Bagri showed up at her home
to borrow her car, but said she refused his request.
The woman also told the former CSIS agent that she was afraid
of Bagri and that her family had cautioned her not to associate
with him because of his ties to the Babbar Khalsa, which they
believed to be a violent organization.
"I was a little bit startled by the revelations that she came out
with because they came out rather quickly," Mr. Laurie said of
the interview at the woman's home.
He also said she was "nervous, trembling and quite emotional"
and that she cried when they discussed the impact of the
bombings on the victims' families.
The information she revealed was so significant that Mr. Laurie
marked his report urgent before sending it to the solicitor
general's office in Ottawa.
He said he knew he would one day be testifying about it in a
trial.
The woman told Mr. Laurie that Mr. Bagri often used a phone at
her home because he felt his own phone was being monitored by
officials.
She told Mr. Laurie that Mr. Bagri talked on the phone to at least
three other suspects in the Air India bombings.
They included Inderjit Singh Reyat Ñ the only man convicted in

the crime Ñ and his co-accused Mr. Malik, who the woman
believed had offered Mr. Bagri $50,000.
Mr. Bagri and the woman grew up in the same village in Punjab
and the two became reacquainted in Vancouver during the early
1980s.
Mr. Laurie said Mr. Bagri told the divorced mother of two that
she didn't need a boyfriend and that he would comfort her.
Bagri bragged of ability to kill, CSIS agent tells Air-India trial
Officer testifies he bought curtains from woman who provided
information
ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- A CSIS agent bought drapes from a woman
who was providing crucial information to him about the alleged
involvement of Ajaib Singh Bagri in carrying out the Air-India
bombings and in a failed assassination attempt on former Indian
prime minister Rajiv Gandhi.
Agent William Laurie told the court that the woman -- one of the
most important witnesses at the Air-India trial -- offered startling
information about Mr. Bagri during a series of interviews in late
1987.
She told Mr. Laurie that Mr. Bagri bragged he could have anyone
in India and in Canada killed "just like that" and she snapped her
fingers showing Mr. Bagri's actions, he testified, as a lawyer in
the courtroom for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
closely monitored the agent's comments.
She said she was certain that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her car
to take luggage to the airport on the evening before the Air-India
disaster. She provided several details about Mr. Bagri's
involvement in a plot to kill Mr. Gandhi in New York. (Mr.
Gandhi was assassinated by a Sri Lankan rebel in India in 1991.)
The woman said Mr. Bagri had threatened to kill her if she told
their secrets to anyone.
"When I sent my report to Ottawa, I marked it urgent. I knew the
information was new and I knew it was very significant," Mr.
Laurie told the court.
Mr. Laurie said that around the time of his third interview with
the woman, he bought curtains for his home for $500 to $600.

The woman ran a drapery business out of her home. He used his
own funds, he added. "It was not CSIS money."
CSIS spokeswoman Nicole Currier said yesterday that the
incident is "not relevant to the realities of today . . . it was 17
years ago." She said she was not prepared to comment on
whether regulations permit a CSIS agent to do business with a
source.
A publication ban prohibits the news media from revealing the
woman's identity. During four days of testimony, she told the
court she could not remember her 1985 conversations with Mr.
Bagri or her comments to Mr. Laurie in the following years. She
accused the RCMP and CSIS of putting words in her mouth.
Mr. Laurie contradicted her testimony on several occasions. In a
highly unusual procedure, prosecutor Richard Cairns asked the
court to accept the woman's statements to CSIS and the RCMP as
true and to reject her sworn testimony in court as unreliable.
Mr. Laurie's testimony also touched on two controversial issues
that have plagued the multimillion-dollar investigation for years.
Although the RCMP mounted a massive effort at that time to
solve the unprecedented crime, Mr. Laurie said he promised the
woman that the information would not be shared with the RCMP.
The RCMP tried speaking with her, but she told them she knew
nothing, Mr. Laurie said. He promised confidentiality and that he
would not divulge his source.
Mr. Laurie told the court that he erased tape recordings of some
of his interviews with the woman after writing reports of the

interviews.
His comments are reminiscent of a previous admission by the
spy agency. CSIS acknowledged that the agency erased tape
recordings of intercepted phone conversations of alleged AirIndia-bombing plotterTalwinder Singh Parmar, which may have
included evidence.
A senior RCMP officer has said that the RCMP could have
solved the terrorist murders in the 1980s if CSIS had been more
co-operative.
Bombing suspect wanted to kill Indian PM, former CSIS agent
testifies
Canadian Press
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Vancouver Ñ An accused Air India terrorist tried to infiltrate a

conference in New York City so he could help assassinate then
Indian prime minister Rajiv Gandhi, a former agent of Canada's
spy agency said Friday.
Willy Laurie said Ajaib Singh Bagri revealed his part in the plot
to a woman who is a reluctant witness against Mr. Bagri in the
Air India bombing trial.
The woman then relayed the information to Mr. Laurie in a Sept.
24, 1987, interview. Mr. Laurie was gathering intelligence on
Sikh terrorism at the time.
"She told me the purpose of him going to New York was to take
part in the assassination of Rajiv Gandhi," said Mr. Laurie, who
is now an RCMP officer.
"Bagri told her he was lucky to get away with his life," Mr.
Laurie said, adding the accused bomber told the woman other
Sikhs involved in the plan had been arrested.
Mr. Laurie also said the woman told him Mr. Bagri was sent to
New York City by Talwinder Singh Parmar, the now-dead
alleged mastermind of the June 23, 1985, Air India bombings.
"Mr. Parmar was considered to be too well-known so he had sent
Mr. Bagri in his place," Mr. Laurie told B.C. Supreme Court.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns referred to an FBI report that said
several Sikh terrorists were arrested in New York City for
conspiring to kill Mr. Gandhi in June 1985.
Mr. Bagri and his co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are facing
murder and conspiracy charges in the deaths of 331 people killed

by two bomb explosions targeting Air India planes later that
month.
Mr. Laurie said the woman told him Mr. Bagri carried false
identification and changed his appearance for his trip to New
York City.
"She told me that she had hemmed a black pair of pants for him
and that he had worn a blue shirt," Mr. Laurie said of the woman,
who is a seamstress.
Mr. Bagri also wore a mesh net to cover his long beard and a
smaller turban compared to the larger one he wore as part of his
traditional Sikh attire.
Mr. Gandhi faced several assassination attempts during his trip to
the United States in 1985.
He was murdered in India in 1991 after succeeding his mother
Indira Gandhi.
She was assassinated by her Sikh bodyguards on Oct. 31, 1984,
four months after the Indian government ordered the Indian army
to attack the Golden Temple Ñ Sikhism's holiest shrine Ñ in
Amritsar.
The government's aim was to oust armed Sikh separatists who
had occupied the site during their fight for an independent
homeland they wanted to carve out of India's northern state of
Punjab and call Khalistan.
It's believed much of the funding for the separatists' attempts to
create Khalistan came from the Canadian branch of the Babbar

Khalsa Ñ declared a terrorist group by Ottawa earlier this year.
Mr. Bagri also told the woman the Babbar Khalsa, which he
headed, had the power to kill anyone, Mr. Laurie said.
"Mr. Bagri told her that he could have anybody killed just like
that, and he snapped his finger."
The Crown believes Mr. Bagri and others placed bomb-laden
suitcases aboard two flights leaving Vancouver and connecting
with Air India planes in Tokyo and Toronto.
One of the bombs exploded aboard Mumbai-bound Air India
Flight 182, killing 329 people Ñ mostly Canadians.
The other bomb went off about an hour earlier, killing two
baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport while they were
transferring luggage meant for another Air India plane.
Mr. Laurie also said the woman told him during his first
interview with her on Sept. 10, 1987, that Mr. Bagri was
involved in the Air India bombings.
The woman said she was 100 per cent certain Mr. Bagri arrived
at her home the night before the Air India explosions to borrow
her car, Mr. Laurie told court.
Mr. Bagri said he wanted to take luggage to the airport and that
only the luggage would be going on the flights.
During her testimony this week, the woman said she couldn't
remember when in June 1985 Mr. Bagri showed up at her home
to borrow her car, but said she refused his request.

The woman also told the former CSIS agent that she was afraid
of Bagri and that her family had cautioned her not to associate
with him because of his ties to the Babbar Khalsa, which they
believed to be a violent organization.
"I was a little bit startled by the revelations that she came out
with because they came out rather quickly," Mr. Laurie said of
the interview at the woman's home.
He also said she was "nervous, trembling and quite emotional"
and that she cried when they discussed the impact of the
bombings on the victims' families.
The information she revealed was so significant that Mr. Laurie
marked his report urgent before sending it to the solicitor
general's office in Ottawa.
He said he knew he would one day be testifying about it in a
trial.
The woman told Mr. Laurie that Mr. Bagri often used a phone at
her home because he felt his own phone was being monitored by
officials.
She told Mr. Laurie that Mr. Bagri talked on the phone to at least
three other suspects in the Air India bombings.
They included Inderjit Singh Reyat Ñ the only man convicted in
the crime Ñ and his co-accused Mr. Malik, who the woman
believed had offered Mr. Bagri $50,000.
Mr. Bagri and the woman grew up in the same village in Punjab

and the two became reacquainted in Vancouver during the early
1980s.
Mr. Laurie said Mr. Bagri told the divorced mother of two that
she didn't need a boyfriend and that he would comfort her.
Air-India witness says words in report not hers
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VANCOUVER -- A key witness at the Air-India trial says CSIS
and the RCMP quoted her in their reports as saying things she
did not say and using words she does not understand, B.C.
Supreme Court heard yesterday.

The middle-aged mother of two, whose first language is Punjabi,
said she could not possibly have told an agent of the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service in 1987 that she was "antagonistic"
to Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri because she did not know
what "antagonistic" meant.
A CSIS agent had written that she was "antagonistic to Bagri
because she had knowledge that he was involved in violent
action.
"That's not my language," she said, adding later in her testimony
that she was never afraid of Mr. Bagri.
Defence lawyer Michael Tammen plucked out words from
several internal memos over several years that she did not
understand.
The CSIS agent wrote that she told him Mr. Bagri had gone to
Pakistan to meet with allies who were to commit acts of
insurgency. She said she did not know the meaning of
"insurgency."
The agent wrote that she referred to Mr. Bagri as "a habitual
criminal." She said she absolutely would not use that wording. "I
do not know what 'habitual' is," she said.
The woman said she did not recall saying several things
attributed to her in the CSIS report. She was quoted as using
"words I even don't know," she said.
"That was surprising to me, those words."
Speaking in heavily accented English, the woman told the court

that her English-language skills in the mid-1980s were not very
good.
She emigrated to Canada in 1974 when she was 20 years old for
an arranged marriage. In September, 1987, at the time that CSIS
interviewed her, she was a single mother with two children
running a drapery business out of her house.
A court order prohibits the media from identifying her. However,
she told the court that she was not concerned about her safety
and has never asked for police protection.
Police and prosecutors have offered to place her in a witnessprotection program many times, she said. But she refused. "I do
not have fear from anybody," she said.
Nevertheless, she asked for a publication ban of her name, she
also said.
"I do business and I do not want my name out in public . . . I
never had my name in the paper," she said.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns asked whether she was concerned
about being seen as a witness for the prosecution. "It's not that,"
she said. "I do not want people to see my name in the paper. I do
not feel comfortable with that."
The woman is one of two crucial witnesses in the prosecution
case against Mr. Bagri. According to reports of the interviews
written by RCMP and CSIS officers, the woman has said Mr.
Bagri asked to borrow her car on the night before the bombings
to take luggage to the airport. The reports state that she said Mr.
Bagri told her the bags were going on a flight but he was not.

The woman has testified she does not remember saying those
things and repeatedly apologized for her poor memory.
Mr. Tammen told her she did not have to apologize for not
remembering the conversations. "It was a long time ago. We do
not expect you to remember," he said.
Mr. Cairns has asked the court to consider her statements to CSIS
and the RCMP as true and to disregard her testimony in court.
The court was also told yesterday the woman went to a
psychiatrist after a five-hour interview with police in January,
1997.
Her symptoms were anxiety, forgetfulness and stress on account
of the police investigation, her doctor wrote in a report of the
visit read out in court.
She told the doctor that the police were "putting words in my
mouth. I am signing documents and do not appreciate what I am
signing," the court was told.
She did not need to return to the psychiatrist for a second visit
after she spoke to a lawyer who advised her that she did not have
to speak to police any more. The court was told earlier that CSIS
and the RCMP had contact with her on 29 occasions, beginning
in November, 1985, five months after the disaster.
Mr. Bagri is charged with murder in the death of 331 people in
two Air-India bomb explosions 54 minutes apart on June 23,
1985.

Witness 'had no difficulty remembering'
Woman gave details to investigators six times from 1987 to
1990, ex-CSIS agent says

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, January 06, 2004
ADVERTISEMENT

A woman who now says she can't remember any incriminating
evidence against Air India bombing suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri
told investigators six times between 1987 and 1990 that Bagri
asked to borrow her car the night before the bombing to leave
some luggage at the airport.
The woman told an agent with the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service she was "100-per-cent certain" Bagri's late-night visit
was on the eve of Canada's worst mass murder, twin bombings
targeting Air India that left 331 dead.
Her vague testimony last month at the trial of Bagri and coaccused Ripudaman Singh Malik was in stark contrast to the
specific information she gave repeatedly to CSIS agent Willy
Laurie, who later rejoined the RCMP and interviewed the woman
again.

Laurie testified Monday the woman not only told him several
times during his CSIS tenure that Bagri wanted her car to take
bags to the airport, but repeated the identical information during
a January 1997 interview at RCMP headquarters.
Although she told police in 1997 she couldn't remember much,
Laurie said he could see the woman "was struggling with
whether she was going to admit she was pretending to forget" the
Bagri evidence.
When she finally agreed again to give a police statement about
what had happened in June, 1985, "she needed no refreshment,"
he told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
"When she recited the details of Mr. Bagri asking for the car, it
was so crystal clear in her mind she almost played it off a
newsreel. She saw it the same way each time and said it to me
every time," Laurie said. "She had no difficulty remembering it
at all and she never will, in my view."
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order, testified
last month she couldn't recall anything suggesting Bagri was
involved in the Air India bombing and testified she only signed
statements implicating him because she felt pressured and
intimidated by the RCMP.
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns is asking Josephson to
disregard the woman's testimony in December and declare her
numerous statements to Laurie and other RCMP officers as
evidence against Bagri.
He wants the woman to be declared a hostile witness so he can
question her more aggressively.

The Crown's position is the woman only started losing her
memory about her encounter with Bagri after the RCMP
indicated to her in 1990 that she would be subpoenaed as a
witness.
Laurie testified Monday the woman repeatedly said she would
not co-operate with police, but felt comfortable providing
information to CSIS.
"She said she was afraid for her children and she said she would
commit suicide if she was forced to go to court," Laurie said,
referring to 1990 police notes. "She said she was afraid Mr. Bagri
would kill them or have them killed."
The woman is quoted in the police report as saying: "It is very
dangerous. Ajaib has a very big family here [Vancouver] and in
India."
Laurie said the woman gave identical details of Bagri's request
for her car on Sept. 10, Sept. 24 and Oct. 7, 1987; on Nov. 30,
1988, Jan. 19, 1989, and in October 1990.
He said the woman was never threatened by him, nor did he raise
her voice to her or pressure her to provide information.
He also contradicted her testimony that some of the information
about Bagri noted in CSIS reports was told to her by Laurie and
not the other way around.
During the 1990 meeting, Laurie said, he attended the woman's
Vancouver house with RCMP officer Rick Rautio, who took
verbatim notes of the woman's evidence.

The woman, a Vancouver seamstress, repeated to police what she
had told Laurie several times, that Bagri indicated he was not
travelling, but only the bags were going. He also told her if he
was caught, she would never see him again.
Laurie said the woman's 1997 statement also says that everything
she told him while he was at CSIS is true.
He said the woman was angry at him in 1997 because she felt
betrayed by his relaying the intelligence he provided CSIS to the
RCMP.
"It was her worst nightmare," Laurie testified, adding he did not
prompt the woman with details of the earlier accounts to him.
"In six visits with her, the information about the car and the
baggage is what we focused on more than anything. There was
no question in her mind that that's what we wanted her to recall
for us."
Bagri defence lawyer Mike Tammen asked the witness why no
officer involved in the 1997 interview appeared to take notes and
Laurie agreed it was unusual for that to happen.
Laurie also agreed with Tammen's suggestion the woman was
sensitive and highly emotional during his meetings with her.
He said Monday she was "prone to sobbing and often needed
time to recover after giving bits of information."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
CSIS agent throws witness testimony into doubt

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Globe and Mail Update

Damning information linking Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri to a failed plot to assassinate former Indian prime minister
Rajiv Gandhi could not be corroborated, a former intelligence
agent testified Tuesday at the Air-India trial.
A woman who was convinced that Mr. Bagri was part of the AirIndia conspiracy said Mr. Bagri was also involved in an
unsuccessful attempt to assassinate Mr. Gandhi in 1985, said
William Laurie, a former Canadian Security Intelligence Service
agent.
The woman told the CSIS agent she hemmed a pair of western
pants for Mr. Bagri to make the trip to the United States in
disguise. Mr. Bagri usually wears traditional Punjabi clothing.
She also said Mr. Bagri's wife could not hem his pants because
she had an injury from a car accident, Mr. Laurie told the court.
But during questioning by Mr. Bagri's lawyer, Michael Tammen,
Mr. Laurie said CSIS did not verify her account.
Mr. Tammen told the court that evidence to be submitted later
will show that Mr. Bagri's wife was involved in a car accident in
1983, two years before the attempted assassination.
Mr. Tammen also said a U.S. investigation led to the arrest and
conviction of four people for crimes related to the assassination
plot. U.S. authorities never linked Mr. Bagri to the crimes, he
said.

Mr. Laurie agreed with Mr. Tammen that the only information
linking Mr. Bagri to the attempted assassination was the account
provided to Mr. Laurie by the woman.
During his third day of testimony, Mr. Laurie also said he was
not aware of corroboration for additional pieces of damning
information provided by the woman, including whether Mr.
Bagri had visited her after the Air-India disaster and threatened
her if she divulged secrets they shared.
Mr. Laurie also told the court he paraphrased her comments in
reports of his interviews with the woman in the late 1980s.
She told him that Mr. Bagri had gone to Pakistan to meet with
Sikh allies to discuss acts of insurgency, he wrote.
He told the court he did not remember at this time what she said
in the late 1980s, but he believes she would have probably said
something like Òbad things,Ó not acts of insurgency. She would
have referred to ÒBabbars,Ó which he understood to be
members of the militant Babbar Khalsa group, he said. He wrote
ÒSikh alliesÓ in his report.
Mr. Laurie said he did not have to quote her words exactly in his
report. His role as a CSIS agent was different than the role of an
RCMP officer, he said.
ÒI was not gathering evidence. I was just gathering intelligence.
That's the best reply I can give you,Ó he said.
Mr. Laurie was testifying as part of an unusual court procedure.
After the woman testified that she could not remember crucial
information against Mr. Bagri that she allegedly told authorities

over the past 15 years, the prosecution asked the court to accept
her statements to CSIS and the RCMP as true and to ignore her
sworn testimony in court.
During her testimony last month, the woman, whose first
language is Punjabi, said CSIS and the RCMP quoted her in their
reports as saying things she did not say and using words she does
not understand. A court order prohibits the media from
identifying the woman.
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are charged with murdering 331 people who were killed in two
bomb explosions on opposite sides of the world on June 23,
1985.
Secret hearings 'would have sped Air India case'
B.C. defends anti-terrorism law in Supreme Court

Norma Greenaway
CanWest News Service
Friday, December 12, 2003
ADVERTISEMENT

OTTAWA -- Charges might have been laid more quickly after the
deadly Air India bombing in 1985 if the federal government's
anti-terrorism legislation of 2001 had been in place sooner, the
Supreme Court of Canada was told Thursday.

Alexander Budlovsky, a lawyer representing the B.C.
government, made the statement as he defended a provision in
the legislation that forces witnesses to testify at secret
investigative hearings to get information about possible terrorist
activities.
He argued the investigation into the explosion aboard Air India,
which killed 329 people, would have gone "much, much faster"
if police had been able to force people with possible knowledge
about the bombing to answer questions at closed hearings before
a judge.
The case before the Supreme Court of Canada stems from an
attempt by RCMP and B.C. Crown attorneys to force an
unwilling witness -- whose name is under a publication ban -- to
answer questions related to the Air India bombing at a closed
hearing last summer in Vancouver.
The so-called mystery witness argues, among other things, he or
she shouldn't be forced to testify at a hearing other than a trial on
grounds it violates his or her right to silence.
The investigative hearing, which is related but separate from the
current trial in Vancouver of two suspects in the Air India
bombing, has been suspended pending a ruling by the Supreme
Court of Canada on whether the secret hearings are
constitutional.
The nine-member court, which also has been asked by the
Vancouver Sun to open such hearings to the media, has reserved
decision on both issues. It is expected to rule within the next few
months.

Budlovsky disputed assertions made by opponents of the
legislation that the investigative hearing process risks turning
judges into police agents. He contended the legislation has struck
the right balance between the right of the state to fight terrorism
and the right of the individuals to privacy.
"This act has achieved this balance precisely by inserting a judge
into the proceeding," he told the court.
Air India suspect identified as terrorist group member

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, January 07, 2004
ADVERTISEMENT

VANCOUVER - Accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh
Malik was identified by Canada's spy agency in the mid 1980s as
a member of the Sikh terrorist group Babbar Khalsa, B.C.
Supreme Court was told Tuesday.
RCMP Sergeant Willy Laurie, a former agent with the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service, testified he had a list of between
100 and 200 local supporters of the Babbar Khalsa when he was
assigned to gather intelligence on the group.

Malik has always been identified at the Air India bombing trial as
a member of the fervently religious Akhand Kirtani Jatha, which
had links to the Babbar Khalsa but has operated as a separate
group.
But Laurie told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that Malik's name
appeared on a list of donors to the Babbar Khalsa that he was
provided, and had been deemed to be a Babbar Khalsa member
through other CSIS intelligence.
Laurie said he was assigned to collect information on the Babbar
Khalsa and specifically Malik and Air India suspects Ajaib Singh
Bagri and Talwinder Singh Parmar, who was killed in 1992.
He visited a Vancouver woman who told him Bagri had asked to
borrow her car the night before the bombing.
Laurie said the woman, whose name is protected by a court
order, repeatedly told him Bagri said he was going to the airport,
but that only the suitcases were traveling and that he would
return her car afterwards.
When the woman took the stand as a Crown witness last month,
she claimed she didn't remember any of the incriminating
evidence against Bagri -- information Laurie says she gave him
six times between 1987 and 1990 before signing two RCMP
statements containing the same details.
The Crown believes -- and Laurie testified -- that the woman is
pretending to suffer from memory loss because she is afraid to
incriminate Bagri.

Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
bombings on June 23, 1985 that targeted Air India and killed 331
people.
CSIS misled RCMP, ex-agent tells Air India trial
Suggestion that information was concealed 'troublesome' to
witness' handler now with RCMP
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VANCOUVER - Canada's spy agency misled the RCMP for
three years about information it had obtained in 1987 from a
woman who implicated Air India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri in
twin terrorist bombings, B.C. Supreme Court was told
Wednesday.
Willy Laurie, a former agent with the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service, met the woman three times in September
and October 1987 and wrote reports for his superiors on what she
had conveyed about Bagri's link to the bombing.
The reports, marked "top secret and urgent," said the Vancouver
seamstress told him that Bagri had asked to borrow her car the

night before the bombing and told her that baggage, not people,
would be travelling.
But CSIS officials in Ottawa only told the RCMP in December,
1987 about the request to borrow the car. One memo read in
court said the RCMP was told: "There may have been some
mention of luggage, however source does not clearly recall."
Laurie, who is now an RCMP sergeant, told Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson that the memo "is not accurate of intelligence I
gathered."
He said he doesn't know why the RCMP was misled at the time
and that it was other CSIS officials who had the responsibility to
liaise with the national police force on the Air India case.
Laurie said it appeared the RCMP was not given all the
information he had gotten from the woman until October 1990,
after he had returned to the RCMP after several years working
for CSIS.
"There was some suggestion the information had been concealed
and that I had been involved and that was troublesome to me,"
Laurie said.
Laurie said he could think of no reason why CSIS officials may
have misled the RCMP, except that the spy agency would have
wanted to protect the woman's identity as a CSIS source.
Already the trial of Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh
Malik has heard of the sometimes strained relationship between
the RCMP and CSIS in the mid-1980s.

Hundreds of hours of CSIS tapes of the phone calls of suspects
around the time of the bombing were destroyed. The RCMP has
said the tapes would have led to arrests in Canada's worst mass
murder years earlier.
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order, claimed
in testimony last month that she could not recall the
incriminating information she provided CSIS and later the
RCMP about Bagri's late-night visit to her house in June 1985.
Laurie also testified that the woman told him she would never
cooperate with the RCMP because she feared Bagri would kill
her and her two children.
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns wants the woman declared a
hostile witness and also wants Josephson to disregard her
testimony and use her statements to CSIS and the RCMP as
evidence.
Bagri and Malik are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
bombings on June 23, 1985. The first blast ripped through
Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed two baggage handlers. Less
than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off Ireland,
killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the airline.
Charges stayed against Bagri in Hayer shooting
Accused Air India bomber was charged in 1988 attack on
publisher
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Crown spokesman Geoff Gaul said Thursday the staying of
attempted murder charges against Ajaib Singh Bagri doesn't
affect the ongoing Air India trial in which Bagri is charged.
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An attempted murder charge against accused Air India bomber
Ajaib Singh Bagri in the high-profile 1988 shooting of Tara
Singh Hayer has been stayed, officials from the ministry of the
attorney-general announced Thursday.
That means Bagri will not have to face a trial in connection with
the Hayer assassination attempt unless Crown prosecutors
reinstitute the charge within a year.
Crown prosecutor Bob Wright announced at the Air India trial
that the other charge is not going ahead for now.

He said prosecutors reviewed the file and "concluded that the
evidence was no longer available to the Crown."
At a news conference later, Crown spokesman Geoff Gaul
refused to specify what evidence was no longer available.
And he stressed that the stay has nothing to do with the
continuing Air India trial, in which Bagri and co-accused
Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with conspiracy and murder
in two bombings on June 23, 1985, that targeted Air India and
killed 331 people.
"The strength of that prosecution is in no way impacted by the
stay of proceedings of the other case," Gaul said.
Hayer, the publisher of the Indo-Canadian Times, was to have
been a witness against Bagri at the Air India case until he was
murdered in November 1998 in a still-unsolved slaying.
The near-fatal shooting a decade earlier left him confined to a
wheelchair.
Hayer told the RCMP he overheard Bagri in the fall of 1985
confessing his role in the bombing plot to a mutual friend in
England whom Hayer was visiting. That friend, Tarsem Singh
Purewal, was shot and killed in early 1995.
When Air India charges against Bagri and Malik were finally laid
in October 2000, the attempted murder charge against Bagri for
the 1988 attack was also laid.
But it appeared there were problems with the Hayer prosecution
by the fall of 2002, when no trial date had yet been set,

jeopardizing Bagri's right to a speedy trial. And the key Crown
witness in the case, Punjabi journalist Sukhminder Singh
Cheema, revealed to The Vancouver Sun that he would no longer
be cooperating with either the Air India prosecution or the Hayer
attempted murder case.
Cheema, who was paid more than $100,000 by the RCMP and
got help securing Canadian citizenship despite a criminal record,
did not return phone calls Thursday.
He hosts a show on the Surrey-based Radio India radio station.
When he told The Sun in December 2002 that he would not
longer be a witness, he claimed it was because of threats he and
his family had received.
At the time, Hayer's daughter Rupinder said: "I hope it does not
affect Air India or my dad's case."
Hayer's son Dave, a Liberal MLA in Surrey-Tynehead, said
Thursday he was disappointed by the staying of the charge, but is
confident that there will be a successful prosecution after the Air
India case in his father's 1998 murder and the 1988 attempt.
"Police explained in a meeting with us the reasoning behind the
charge being stayed," Dave Hayer said. "We believe after Air
India the charge will come back and we also believe the people
involved in his murder will be charged."
The Sun revealed last month that police have been told Hayer
was assassinated by two Indo-Canadian gangsters who were paid
$50,000 by the terrorist group Babbar Khalsa.

The hit was so successfully carried out that the two young men
were then approached about killing Sikh moderate leader
Balwant Singh Gill for another $50,000, police were also told in
the fall of 2000.
Chilling details about the Hayer murder were relayed in an
unrelated B.C. Supreme Court murder trial.
The suspect in the other case, Hardip Singh Uppal, told police a
friend of his, Robbie Soomel, had confessed his involvement in
the Hayer killing and identified the shooter as Daljit Basran.
Uppal also said the Babbar Khalsa connection was through
people in Kamloops.
Bagri was a listed director of the Babbar Khalsa who lived in
Kamloops until his arrest in the Air India mass-murder case.
Uppal even took a polygraph "to prove he was telling the truth
regarding information on the Tara Hayer homicide," his trial was
told. Police wanted to offer him immunity from prosecution in
the other case, but the Crown disagreed.
Uppal is expected to testify to the information on the Hayer
murder as well as other unsolved gang slayings when he takes
the stand in his trial.
Both the Hayer homicide and the 1988 shooting remain under
police investigation.
Dave Hayer said he has no doubt his father's murder was related
to the information he had about the Air India bombing.
"We are 100-per-cent confident that when the Air India trial is

over, all the pieces of the puzzle will fit together," he said. "My
father himself told me he heard the confession of Mr. Bagri in
England. It doesn't seem like a coincidence that the two people
who heard that confession have both been murdered."
Bagri's lawyer, Michael Code, said he felt the Crown's case in the
Hayer shooting was never strong.
He noted that the Air India trial judge, Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson, denied a Crown request to have the Hayer evidence
heard at the Air India trial, citing the lack of proof of a link
between the cases.
"Our understanding is simply that the Crown reassessed its case.
They did a review again of the evidence and concluded that the
evidence was not sufficient to meet the traditional charge
approval standard," Code said.
Accused Air India bomber gets money for defence
Ripudaman Singh Malik given $150,000 loan by wife to pay for
lawyers
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Raminder Kaur Malik said last summer she still loved her
accused terrorist husband, but didn't want to give him any
money.
But she is now willing to lend Ripudaman Singh Malik a
substantial amount of cash, according to documents filed with the
land title registry earlier this month.
Raminder gave the Air India suspect $150,000 in December, in
the form of a mortgage on a Yaletown warehouse that they coown.
Lawyer son Jaspreet Singh Malik signed the mortgage agreement
between his parents, the records show, listing his address as his
law office in the same building upon which the mortgage was
taken.
Last August, as Ripudaman Malik was fighting unsuccessfully
for additional government funding for his multi-million-dollar
legal team, Raminder told a B.C. Supreme Court judge: "I'm not
charged with anything. I love my husband still, but I don't want
to pay for his defence."
She also said: "I believe it is my right to protect what I've got for
my old age and my children who are underage."
The new mortgage was taken out on the warehouse at 1030
Hamilton St. in Vancouver, home to the couple's Papillon
clothing business.
When Justice Sunni Stromberg-Stein ruled in September that
Malik remained a multi-millionaire and could pay his own legal
bills, the value of the warehouse was assessed at just over $2.5

million.
The 2004 assessment records show the value has jumped by
more than $1.6 million to more than $4.1 million.
B.C. Assessment Authority records list the main reason for the
increase as "improvements" valued at almost $1.5 million.
During the summer hearing, both Raminder and Jaspreet Malik
testified that the family businesses were suffering and that
tenants did not want to stay in the warehouse because of the
terrorism charges faced by the family patriarch.
Jaspreet Malik, whose first child was born last week, testified
that he and his lawyer wife do not pay to live in the family's
Shaughnessy mansion and that he gets a retainer from his parents
of $2,400 a month.
The new mortgage stipulates that other encumbrances registered
against the property before Dec. 28, 2003 take priority over that
of Raminder Malik.
And it states that the mortgage is only against Ripudaman
Malik's half-interest in the property. No interest rate or monthly
payment is stipulated.
Other parties with mortgages or charges against the building are
a bank, a life assurance company, Malik's brother Gurdip of
California and the B.C. ministry of the attorney-general.
The government's lien is to guarantee additional funds being
loaned to Malik to cover his Air India legal bills, expected to
total more than $5 million by the end of the unprecedented

terrorism trial.
The government also took out a mortgage last November on
Malik's share of the Executive Hotel in Harrison Hot Springs,
which is co-owned with his wife as well.
The government security was obtained after Stromberg-Stein's
ruled that a series of family debts Malik claimed he owed his
children and brothers were not legitimate.
Raminder and her husband had an arranged marriage in March
1974 and have been business partners ever since.
They claimed in court documents to have a combined net worth
of $12 million when Malik was charged in the Air India bombing
in October 2000.
The trial of Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri continues
today.
Both men are jointly charged in two June 23, 1985 bombings that
killed 331 people. One bomb exploded at a Tokyo airport, killing
two. The other blew up aboard Air India Flight 182, killing all
329 aboard.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
CSIS kept RCMP in the dark, court told
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Vancouver Ñ Startling revelations in the Air-India trial Tuesday
showed that CSIS pulled its agent from an investigation yielding
crucial information about the international terrorism case and
withheld the information from the RCMP for three years.
Canadian Security Intelligence Service agent William Laurie was
required to stop talking to a woman friend of suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri in the fall of 1987 because she was Òonly providing
criminal information, not intelligence information,Ó B.C.
Supreme Court heard.
Criminal investigations were the responsibility of the RCMP, not
the spy agency. However CSIS did not pass on the information to
the RCMP until 1990, after the Mounties came across an
abbreviated reference to the information during an internal
review of the Air-India investigation.
One of the strongest pieces of evidence in the prosecution's case
against Mr. Bagri came from interviews conducted by Mr. Laurie

in September and October of 1987. The woman cannot be
identified by the media under court order.
The woman told Mr. Laurie that Mr. Bagri had asked to borrow
her car on the evening before the Air-India disaster to take
luggage to the airport. Mr. Bagri allegedly said the baggage was
going on a trip, but he wasn't, and he would return the car later.
Mr. Laurie believed the information was extremely important but
he had difficulty persuading senior CSIS officials at the agency's
Ottawa headquarters to pass the information to the RCMP, said
defence lawyer Michael Code, reading reports and memos of
officials from internal CSIS and RCMP.
CSIS officials did not tell the RCMP because they felt the
information would not prove the offence, Mr. Code read.
Mr. Laurie was eventually advised in the fall of 1987 that the
information had been passed to the RCMP.
However he was misled.
Previous evidence at the Air-India trial showed that CSIS shared
only part of the story with the RCMP.
CSIS told the Mounties in 1987 that an unidentified CSIS source
had said Mr. Bagri tried to borrow a car.
But for reasons that were not explained in court, CSIS did not
reveal the most damning part of the information. CSIS told the
RCMP that the source could not recall if baggage was
mentioned, the court heard.

Neither Canada's spy agency nor the RCMP have ever offered a
public accounting of what they did during the investigation into
the disaster almost 20 years ago. Both Liberal and Conservative
governments have turned down numerous requests to hold a
commission of inquiry into the investigation into the Air-India
disaster.
The court has also heard that the RCMP interviewed the woman
in November and December, 1985, but she did not tell them
about Mr. Bagri asking to borrow a car to take baggage to the
airport.
After receiving information from Mr. Laurie in 1990, the RCMP
interviewed her again and decided that she was not believable.
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
face murder charges for the death of 329 people killed on June
23, 1985 in a mid-air bomb explosion aboard an Air-India flight
and the death of two people killed in a bomb explosion at
Tokyo's Narita airport.
Associate distrusted accused bomber because of suspected affair,
court hears
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VANCOUVER - Suspected Air India mastermind Talwinder
Singh Parmar was distrustful of Babbar Khalsa associate Ajaib
Singh Bagri because he believed Bagri was having an affair with
a Vancouver woman, B.C. Supreme Court was told Tuesday.
Parmar discussed his concerns over the phone with Kamloops
Babbar Khalsa member Satnam Singh Khun Khun a month
before twin June 1985 terrorist bombings killed 331 and the
conversation was taped by Canada's spy agency.
The RCMP also had access to the May 6, 1985, wiretap of the
conversation and later suspected "the girlfriend" was the woman
now claiming she has no memory of incriminating evidence she
earlier provided against Bagri, court was told.
"Khun Khun and Parmar are expressing some doubts about
whether Bagri should be kept in the loop?" Bagri defence lawyer
Michael Code asked Bart Blachford, an RCMP officer who
reviewed the file.
Replied Blachford: "There were concerns that as a Sikh he had
this girlfriend, this mistress."
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order,
repeatedly told an agent from the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service that Bagri came to her house the night before the Air
India bombing and asked to borrow her car. He said that only the
bags were travelling and that if he got caught, she would never
see him again.

The woman also relayed the same story when the CSIS agent,
Willy Laurie, transferred to the RCMP and visited her again in
October 1990 with another officer.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
murder and conspiracy in two bombings on June 23, 1985, that
targeted Air India and killed 331 people.
Hayer hitmen feared cameras
There was no surveillance in garage where he was shot
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VANCOUVER - Tara Singh Hayer's hired killers were worried
about police surveillance cameras installed at the Sikh publisher's
home at the time of his assassination in November 1998, B.C.
Supreme Court was told Tuesday.
Hardeep Uppal, on trial in an Indo-Canadian gang murder,
relayed details of the Hayer slaying that he says were given to
him by the two gang associates hired by the terrorist group
Babbar Khalsa to kill Hayer.

Uppal told Justice Paul Williamson what he earlier said to police
on several occasions -- that Robbie Soomel and Daljit (Umboo)
Basran were paid $50,000 to murder Hayer.
"[Soomel] told me or I understood that Umboo was the shooter
and Robbie was the driver," Uppal testified, recounting
conversations peppered with swearing and slang.
He quoted Basran saying: "It was like shooting your own
grandfather."
Uppal said Soomel was concerned about seeing a camera at the
front of Hayer's house, adding that he tried to reassure Soomel:
"Don't worry about that s---, man."
Uppal said the money for the Hayer hit was paid out by the father
of accused drug trafficker Ranjit (Doc) Bahia and came from
"high up."
Bahia's father, Sucha Singh, was once a member of the
International Sikh Youth Federation.
Uppal told the court that the hit had been arranged by the Babbar
Khalsa and that the killers were promised that "we'll get hooked
up with unlimited weed, guns, all that s---."
Hayer was to testify as a witness in the Air India bombing trial at
the time of his 1998 murder.
He had given statements to the police claiming to have overheard
Air India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri, a Babbar Khalsa leader,
confess his involvement in the bombing during a 1985 discussion
with a mutual friend in England. That friend, Tarsem Singh

Purewal, was murdered in early 1995.
The RCMP had installed cameras at the front and rear of Hayer's
Surrey house. But there wasn't one in the garage, where the 62year-old was transferring himself from his car to his wheelchair
when he was shot.
Hayer had been paralyzed in a 1988 assassination attempt, for
which one youth was convicted. Bagri had faced an attempted
murder charge in that case until it was stayed last week.
During his first full day on the witness stand, Uppal described
how much he feared Soomel because Soomel had confessed his
involvement in a number of murders, including Hayer's.
Soomel and Gurwinder (Gogi) Mann were convicted last year of
first-degree murder in the slaying of Gurp Sohi, a former gang
associate gunned down in September 2000.
Uppal is also charged with conspiracy and murder in the Sohi
slaying and took the stand in his own defence this week.
He testified Tuesday that Soomel had told him of the plot to kill
Sohi and that Uppal had gone and warned his friend, even though
he felt it was risky to do so.
Uppal relayed details of the Hayer murder, a plot to kill moderate
Sikh leader Balwant Singh Gill and four other unsolved gangland
hits to police, who wanted to offer Uppal a deal.
But the Crown rejected a lesser charge or immunity, believing
Uppal played a major role in the conspiracy to kill his long-time
friend and was deeply involved in the criminal gang responsible

for the murder.
Uppal testified that after he was told about the Hayer murder,
Basran showed up at his house one day and insisted that the pair
go for a ride.
He said Basran took him to the Ross Street temple and suggested
they go into the worship hall to bow their heads in front of the
Sikh holy book -- the Guru Granth Sahib.
Basran held his hand in the shape of a gun and said: "We are
going to pray -- pray that nothing like this ever happens to you,"
Uppal said.
Uppal also told the court that Soomel had confessed his role in
the murders of Rishi Singh in early 2000 and Deepak Sodhi, who
was found dead on a dike in Delta in 1999.
Uppal said Soomel's plot to kill Sohi took shape after gunmen
attacked Soomel's family home in Vancouver on Sept. 9, 2000,
wounding his brother and a friend.
Uppal described meeting Soomel, Mann and others in Bear
Creek Park the night Sohi was killed. He claimed Soomel
ordered him to call Sohi as part of the murder plot and that he
felt he couldn't refuse.
He said Soomel and Mann were dressed in black and wearing
gloves. Mann carried a white box containing gold bullets which
the pair began loading into a clip almost ritualistically.
Uppal said he tried to suggest the timing might not be great, but
was too afraid to tell Soomel and Mann that he disagreed with

the hit.
"These guys are loading the clip. They are laughing back and
forth," he said.
"They had done a couple of murders. Robbie felt invincible. The
police couldn't touch him and he knew it."
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Surprise witness to testify
'Evidence of some significance' touches on Malik case, high
court told
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VANCOUVER - A month after prosecutors completed their case
against accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik, a
surprise witness has come forward with "evidence of some
significance," B.C. Supreme Court was told Wednesday.
Prosecutor Joe Bellows said the evidence "relates to Mr. Malik
only" and that details of it were disclosed to Malik's defence
lawyers this week.
Bellows said the witness, whose name cannot be published by
court order, first met with police on Dec. 11, 2003.
The man, who was interviewed in Punjabi, is expected to be
called as a witness later this month.
No details of what he has told police were provided in court.
Outside court, Crown spokesman Geoff Gaul said the witness
will testify as soon as scheduling issues are worked out with
Malik's defence team.
"This is an indication of what the police have said all along -that this investigation is continuing," Gaul said.
Several witnesses from the Sikh community testified against
Malik, including a woman who used to work with him at Surrey's
Khalsa school. She told the court he had confessed to her his role
in twin 1985 terrorist bombings that targeted Air India and killed
331 people.

The Crown's case is divided into five chapters, with the fourth
chapter being the specific evidence against each of the accused.
The Malik evidence was completed at the end of November.
The case against co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri is continuing as
the Crown has asked Justice Ian Bruce Josephson to declare a
witness against Bagri hostile so she can be more aggressively
questioned.
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order, testified
last month that she had no memory of incriminating evidence she
gave Canada's spy agency -- the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service -- and the RCMP about Bagri in connection with the Air
India bombing.
In a rare move, the Crown wants Josephson to consider her
statements as evidence, rather than her testimony.
One RCMP officer who dealt with the woman in June 1991
testified Wednesday that he found her cooperative, though she
indicated her reluctance to testify in court.
Stephen (Bob) Solvason, a former staff sergeant with years on
the Air India case, also said that when he and Air India Task
Force head Fred Maile visited the woman in 1991, they did not
know others in the same RCMP office had been in touch with her
months before.
"We had no idea they had been interviewing her," Solvason said,
adding that it was his idea to go to her believing she might have
been "Bagri's girlfriend."
"When I got back [to the office] there was a lot of commotion.

Somebody wasn't happy. There was some controversy."
He said the tension was over the fact that he and Maile had done
the interview and not the other two officers who had been dealing
with her -- Rick Rautio and Bart Blachford.
Solvason said he had no further contact with the source after
June 1991. He indicated there were some problems among the
officers and management on the task force at the time.
"Management there was quite cellular and autocratic," Solvason
said, without elaborating.
Already the unprecedented terrorism trial has heard of problems
within CSIS on the Air India file, as well as between CSIS and
the RCMP.
Last week, a former CSIS officer who transferred to the RCMP
said it took three years before CSIS provided the RCMP with
critical details of information he had obtained from the woman.
"The question, of course, is where was all this information
before?" said an RCMP note from 1990 that was read in court.
The woman told former CSIS agent Willy Laurie that Bagri came
to her house the night before the Air India bombing and asked to
borrow her car. He said that only the bags were travelling and
that if he got caught, she would never see him again.
Solvason -- referring to his 1991 notes and reports -- said the
woman provided him with similar information about Bagri's plan
to take bags to the airport, when he visited her with Maile in June
1991.

He also said the woman appeared to have had a very trusting
relationship with Laurie, who she referred to as "my Willy."
Maile also testified Wednesday about the same information given
by the woman to him, first in June 1991 and then again in a
signed statement on May 11, 1992.
But Maile contradicted Solvason, saying Solvason had also
accompanied Maile to the woman's home in May 1992.
Maile said he knew there were police records indicating that he
visited the source alone on the second visit, but that the records
were wrong.
The woman testified that Maile had been rude to her and forced
her to sign a statement he had taken to her home completely
prepared.
Maile denied that Wednesday, saying he never forced the woman
to do anything and that he wrote out her statement in longhand as
she spoke to him in May 1992. Evidence of that, he said, is the
fact he crossed out a line after checking its accuracy with her.
Maile also said that in 1991-1992 the officers working on the Air
India case, which remains Canada's worst mass murder, were
sidetracked by a number of other investigations involving
national security, including an anthrax scare in Kamloops.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
murder and conspiracy in two bombings on June 23, 1985 that
targeted Air India. The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita
Airport and killed two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later,

Air India Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all
329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair were members of a group of B.C.based Sikh separatists who wanted revenge for the Indian army
attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest
shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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Signed statement incriminating accused terrorist was given
freely, former RCMP investigator tells court
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VANCOUVER - A former RCMP officer who got a confession
out of child killer Clifford Olson denied an allegation by an Air
India witness that he had been rude or threatening when she
signed an incriminating statement.
Fred Maile got the first signed statement from the woman in
which she described how accused terrorist Ajaib Singh Bagri
came to her house on the eve of the Air India bombing and asked
to borrow her car to take bags to the airport.
The woman, whose name is protected by court order, testified
last month that Maile told her she would go to jail if she did not
sign a written statement containing information she had provided
to Canada's spy agency and the RCMP over the years. She also
testified that Maile was very rude to her and had brought the
statement already prepared and forced her to sign it without
reading it.
Maile adamantly denied the conduct attributed to him by the
woman.
He told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that as a seasoned
investigator, he knew not to intimidate or yell at someone if he
wanted continuing cooperation.
"It is certainly not an effective means," Maile said.
Maile said he never imagined the woman would change her
position and refuse to cooperate with police.

But he testified the woman did indicate she feared the terrorist
group to which Bagri belonged.
"I was very much aware that she was frightened by the Babbar
Khalsa," Maile said.
The woman also testified she would not have been capable of
reading the statement because of her poor literacy level.
Maile disagreed: "She had no trouble reading it ... . She did not
want to make any corrections."
Maile said in his long policing career, he never had a complaint
about his conduct such as the claims made by the woman at the
Air India trial.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns raised the fact that Maile had obtained
a confession from Olson -- the notorious child killer -- though
Josephson said he did not see the relevance to the current
proceedings.
Under cross-examination by defence lawyer Mike Tammen,
Maile explained that there were several problems with the
RCMP's investigation into Canada's worst mass murder in the
early 1990s.
He described personality clashes, differences over how to
proceed and a lack of resources for much of 1991 and 1992, with
his investigative team having to pursue a number of other files
related to national security.
One of his superiors did not want to pursue the woman as a
potential witness because he had decided she was unreliable,

Maile said.
"He felt that [the information] had been investigated and they
had concluded the tip," he testified. "There were some
personality problems."
Two of the officers on the file had a conflict and Maile said he
tried to act as a buffer.
"My function was to try and buffer it and keep everybody doing
their work as opposed to personal problems."
He also said a new computer system was being introduced and
some information on Air India was ending up in Ottawa before
all the local investigators were aware of it.
The court has already been told that neither Maile nor officer
Bob Solvason were aware that the woman had been interviewed
nine times by the RCMP and the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service when they first approached her in June 1991.
Tammen pointed out several discrepancies between Maile's notes
and those of Solvason from the June meeting.
Maile said Thursday that he stood by his notes. He often testified
about specific recollections from his meetings with the woman,
while Solvason told the court he had no memories of the
conversation aside from his notes and reports.
Maile said he had not seen the notes of other investigators about
the Bagri information before he went to see the woman on May
11, 1992, to get a signed statement.

He testified that Solvason came along for the May meeting,
though Solvason earlier told the court he did not go with Maile
and had nothing to do with the woman after June 1991.
Maile agreed with Tammen that some of the details in the signed
statement were different from what the woman had told him and
Solvason 11 months earlier.
"There are some differences, certainly," Maile said.
The woman claimed last month that she could not recall the
incriminating information she provided CSIS and later the
RCMP about Bagri's late-night visit to her house in June 1985.
Cairns wants the woman declared a hostile witness so he can
more aggressively question her and also wants Josephson to
disregard her testimony and use her statements to CSIS and the
RCMP as evidence.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two bombings on June 23, 1985.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com

AIR INDIA:
The case unfolds
Air-India witness challenged suggestion of affair
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VANCOUVER -- Were they lovers? Or just friends?
The relationship of Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri with his
wife and with a woman who is a central figure in the
international terrorism case keeps coming up at the Air-India
trial, in the midst of testimony about taking bombs to the airport,
incriminating conversations and police investigations.

At the trial yesterday, a top RCMP investigator told the court that
a woman friend of Mr. Bagri misunderstood his comments when
she thought he was saying she was having an affair with the
alleged mass murderer. A court order prohibits the media from
identifying the woman.
Former RCMP officer Fred Maile said he told the man with
whom the woman was living in March, 1992, that she was
"seeing" Mr. Bagri often in 1985, the time of the Air-India
disaster.
When Mr. Maile went to see the woman a few days later, she
raised that he had suggested she was having an affair with Mr.
Bagri.
"That's not what I intended when I talked to [the woman's
housemate]," he told the court. He used "seeing" because he
thought it was a nondescript word, he said.
The woman has denied having an affair with Mr. Bagri.
However, some police officers have considered the woman to be
Mr. Bagri's girlfriend ever since they found out that the alleged
mastermind of the disaster, Talwinder Singh Parmar, was
concerned about Mr. Bagri having a mistress.
The Canadian Security Intelligence Service intercepted a phone
conversation of Mr. Parmar talking with Kamloops resident
Satnam Singh Khun Khun on May 6, 1985.
The two were expressing doubts about whether Mr. Bagri should
be "kept in the loop," the court heard earlier this week.
"There were concerns that, as a Sikh, he had this girlfriend, this

mistress," RCMP officer Bart Blachford testified.
RCMP officer Robert Solvason told the court that he proposed
interviewing the woman in 1990 because he heard rumours that
she was Mr. Bagri's girlfriend. "That's a classic potential source
of information," he said.
The court has also heard evidence about Mr. Bagri's marriage.
CSIS agent William Laurie testified the woman said Mr. Bagri
did not love his wife. He told the woman that he remained
married to his wife out of a sense of duty, Mr. Laurie testified.
After hearing that his woman friend had separated from her
partner, he said he could occasionally keep her company and she
did not need to find another boyfriend, Mr. Laurie said.
The relevance of Mr. Bagri's relationship with the woman to the
murder charges is not yet clear. Testimony by CSIS and RCMP
officers indicated that her relationship with Mr. Bagri soured
after the Air-India disaster. The officer said she repeatedly told
them she would not testify against Mr. Bagri because she feared
him and was concerned about her family's safety.
During her testimony, the woman refused to confirm several
statements taken by police since 1985 that link Mr. Bagri to the
disaster. She told the court she did not remember the details of a
conversation with Mr. Bagri on the evening before the Air-India
disaster.
Former CSIS and RCMP officers have testified that she said Mr.
Bagri asked to borrow her car to take baggage to the airport. Mr.
Bagri told her that the baggage was going on a trip, and he was
not, and he would return the car later. In an unusual court

procedure, the prosecution has asked the judge to accept her
statements to police as true and to reject her sworn testimony in
court.
Earlier in the trial, the court also heard testimony about the
relationship of the second defendant, Ripudaman Singh Malik,
and a woman testifying against him. The woman said they held
hands but did not have a sexual relationship. She said Mr. Malik
confessed his role in the crime because he loved her.
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik are facing charges of murder in the
deaths of 331 people on June 23, 1985, in two explosions on
opposite sides of the world.
lled off case for guard duty
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VANCOUVER -- A top investigator in the Air-India case was
repeatedly diverted from pursuing clues in the early 1990s in
order to work on security for visiting dignitaries, an anthrax scare
in Kamloops and a host of other matters, the Supreme Court
heard yesterday.
The Air-India investigation - which was widely believed to be a
top priority for the RCMP - was also affected by computer
problems and by personality conflicts between Mounties who
were supposed to be working together on the case, the court was
told.
The Air-India international terrorism investigation is the longest
and most expensive police investigation in Canadian history.
Neither the RCMP, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
nor the federal government have provided a public accounting of
the investigation or explained why the investigation took so
many years.
Former RCMP officer Fred Maile, who was highly regarded for
obtaining a confession from notorious child killer Clifford Olsen
after other officers had failed, was involved in the Air-India
investigation from 1989 to 1992.
But as a senior officer in the RCMP national security
investigations section in the early 1990s, he was often required to
deal with other responsibilities, he told the court.
A woman friend of Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri, who
became a central figure in the prosecution's case, provided

crucial information to him about Mr. Bagri's alleged involvement
in the crime in June, 1991, he said.
He spoke to two weeks after Inderjit Singh Reyat was sentenced
to 10 years in prison for helping make a bomb that exploded in
Tokyo's Narita airport, killing two baggage handlers. The RCMP
at that time had identified other suspects involved in the Narita
bombing and a second bombing, an explosion 54 minutes later
aboard an Air-India flight that killed 329 people.
Mr. Maile told the court that the woman friend of Mr. Bagri said
that Mr. Bagri had asked to borrow her car to take baggage to the
airport on the evening before the Air-India disaster.
His team in the national security section was involved with
several files and he did not return to speak with her again for
several months, he said. "My team was designated, if any threat
to Canadian security, we were to investigate, he said. "There was
a number of threats the public never heard about that happened."
An anthrax threat in Kamloops required six investigators to
conduct surveillance on one individual, he said. At the same
time, officers were required for security during visits by several
dignitaries.
He did not return to speak with her until in the spring of 1992.
He succeed in obtaining a written statement setting out her
evidence on May 11, 1992.
Four days later, he retired from the RCMP, after a 27-year career
with the Mounties.
Mr. Maile also told the court that RCMP officer Robert Solvason,

who accompanied him to interview Mr. Bagri's woman friend,
was taken off the case as a result of "some personality problems"
with a staff sergeant.
"There was a conflict. My function was to try to buffer it and try
to keep everybody doing their work," he said.
Air-India probe delay explained
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Vancouver Ñ A top investigator in the Air-India case was
repeatedly diverted from pursuing clues in the early 1990s in
order to work on security for visiting dignitaries, an anthrax scare
in Kamloops and a host of other matters, B.C. Supreme Court
heard Thursday.

Former RCMP officer Fred Maile, a senior investigator assigned
to a top post in an RCMP national security section, said
investigators were often assigned to other responsibilities in the
early 1990s.
A central figure in the Air-India case provided crucial
information to Mr. Maile in June, 1991, he told the court.
But he had to deal with other matters and could not follow up on
the information for several months, he said. He succeeded in
obtaining a written statement setting out the evidence in May,
1992. Twelve years later, the person is one of two central
witnesses in the prosecution's case against Mr. Bagri..
The Air-India international terrorism investigation is the longest
and most expensive police investigation in Canadian history.
Neither the RCMP, the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
nor the federal government has provided a public accounting of
the investigation or explained why the investigation took so
many years.
Mr. Maile, who succeeded in obtaining a confession from
notorious child killer Clifford Olsen after other officers had
failed, said he worked in the national security section, not the
official Air India task force. Nevertheless, he was involved in the
Air-India investigation from 1989 until he retired three years
later, he said.
He first spoke to a woman friend of Mr. Bagri's two weeks after
Inderjit Singh Reyat was sentenced to 10 years in prison for
helping make a bomb that exploded in Tokyo's Narita airport,
killing two baggage handlers. The RCMP at that time had

identified other suspects involved in the Narita bombing and a
second bombing, an explosion 54 minutes later aboard an AirIndia flight that killed 329 people.
Mr. Maile told the court that the woman friend of Mr. Bagri said
that Mr. Bagri had asked to borrow her car to take baggage to the
airport on the evening before the Air-India disaster.
However his team in the national security section was involved
with several files. ÒMy team was designated, if any threat to
Canadian security, we were to investigate, he said. ÒThere was a
number of threats the public never heard about that happened.Ó
An anthrax threat in Kamloops require six investigators to
conduct surveillance on one individual, he said.
At the same time, officers were required for security during visits
by several dignitaries. ÒThere were all kinds of investigations
going on,Ó he said.
He did not return to speak with her until in the spring of 1992.
He retired from the RCMP on May 15, 1992, four days after
obtaining the written statement.
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are charged with murder for the death of 331 people in the twin
bombings on June 23, 1985
Crown to call surprise witness to testify in Air-India trial
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VANCOUVER -- A surprise witness with evidence "of some
significance" against defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik in the
Air-India international terrorism trial will be called to testify
within the next few weeks, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
Prosecutor Joe Bellows told the court that a person contacted the
RCMP in mid-December. Police took down a statement in
Punjabi that was translated and presented to the prosecution team
earlier this month, he said.
Mr. Bellows did not reveal the substance of the evidence.
However, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson agreed to a request
from Mr. Bellows to prohibit the media from identifying the
witness.
Susan Coristine, a lawyer representing Mr. Malik, declined to
comment about the sudden development in the sensational trial

that began April 28.
The prosecution completed the submission of evidence against
Mr. Malik in late November and is now in the middle of its case
against co-defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri.
In testimony later yesterday, the court was told about yet another
mix-up in the multi-million-dollar RCMP investigation.
Two senior RCMP officers interviewed Mr. Bagri in 1991
without knowing that other Mounties and an agent from Canada's
spy service had already interviewed a woman friend of Mr.
Bagri.
Previous testimony during the international terrorism case has
exposed numerous problems in the early days of the
investigation.
The court has heard that the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service erased intercepted wiretap tapes of key suspects and
withheld crucial information from the RCMP.
Testimony by former RCMP officer Robert Solvason was the
first time the spotlight was on internal problems within the
RCMP investigation years after the disaster.
Mr. Solvason told the court he went to the interview in June,
1991, with another officer without being aware that RCMP
officers interviewed the woman at length in October, 1990, or
that the CSIS had had several interviews with her in September
and October, 1987.
He had heard that RCMP officers had interviewed her in late

1985, but he did not know what they found out when he went to
speak to the woman, Mr. Solvason said.
He was ordered to have no more contact with the woman as soon
as senior RCMP managers heard about his interview, he recalled.
He was never told the reason, he said.
"When I got back, there was a lot of commotion in the office. I
was not privy to all of it, but someone was not happy. There was
some controversy, and for some reason, I had nothing more to do
with it," he said.
"I think there was a lot of , I'm not sure if you would call it,
conflict in the office," he said.
He did not recall any discussions at the office about whether the
woman had been interviewed too many times.
But he remembered some discussion about her reliability. "There
was some suggestion they felt she was unreliable.
At the time of the interview, Mr. Solvason was one of the senior
investigators on the Air-India task force and had worked almost
continuously on the investigation since the disaster in June, 1985.
The woman, who cannot be identified in the media under court
order, is one of the central figures in the prosecution case against
defendant Mr. Bagri.
In an interview with a CSIS agent in 1987, she said Mr. Bagri
asked to borrow her car on the night before the Air-India disaster
to take baggage to the airport. She told the CSIS that Mr. Bagri
said the baggage was going on a trip, but he was not, and he

would return her car later.
After interviewing her in late 1990, the RCMP decided that her
account of her conversation with Mr. Bagri was inconsistent and
contradictory. They decided that the woman would not make a
credible witness.
Mr. Solvason told the court that he knew "absolutely nothing"
about the RCMP interviews with the woman in September and
October, 1990.
"The only thing I knew after checking our files was a brief
reference to [the RCMP] speaking to her in 1985, and she had
nothing to say," Mr. Solvason testified.
Mr. Solvason said he first suggested that the woman be
interviewed in response to a request from another officer, Fred
Maile, who had started a project to develop sources. Mr.
Solvason said he thought the woman could be a source because
she was rumoured to be a girlfriend of Mr. Bagri. "That's a
classic potential source of information," he said.
He could not remember how he first became familiar with her
name or how he knew that she was rumoured to be his girlfriend.
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik face murder charges in the deaths of
331 people in two explosions on June 23, 1985, on opposite sides
of the world.
CSIS withheld tip from RCMP, Air-India disaster trial hears
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VANCOUVER -- CSIS pulled its agent from an investigation
that yielded some crucial information about the Air-India
bombings and then withheld the tip from the RCMP, the trial in
the international-terrorism case heard yesterday.
A woman friend of Air-India defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri told a
CSIS agent in the fall of 1987 that Mr. Bagri had asked to borrow
her car on the evening before the Air-India disaster.
She said Mr. Bagri told her he was going to take luggage to the
airport. Mr. Bagri allegedly said the baggage was going on a trip,
but he wasn't, and he would return the car later. The woman
cannot be identified under court order.
Internal RCMP and Canandian Security Intelligence Service
memos show that Mr. Laurie was directed to stop talking to the

woman in the fall of 1987 because she was "only providing
criminal information, not intelligence information," B.C.
Supreme Court heard.
Criminal investigations were the responsibility of the RCMP, not
Canada's spy agency.
Mr. Laurie felt the information was important to the Air-India
investigation, the court was told.
But he had difficulty persuading senior officials at the Ottawa
headquarters of CSIS to pass the information to the RCMP, said
defence lawyer Michael Code, as he reviewed reports from both
agencies in court.
CSIS officials who felt the information would not connect Mr.
Bagri to the disaster were reluctant to share the information with
the RCMP, the court heard.
Mr. Laurie was eventually advised that the information was
given to the RCMP. However, he was misled, the memos
showed.
CSIS shared only part of the story with the RCMP. The spy
agency told the Mounties in 1987 that an unidentified source had
said Mr. Bagri tried to borrow a car.
But for reasons that were not explained in court, CSIS did not
reveal the most damning part of the information. The agency told
the RCMP that the source could not recall if baggage was
mentioned, court heard.
CSIS finally told the RCMP about Mr. Bagri and baggage in

1990, after the Mounties came across an abbreviated reference to
the information during an internal review of the Air-India
investigation.
Neither Canada's spy agency nor the RCMP have ever offered a
public accounting of what they did during the investigation into
the disaster almost 20 years ago.The court has also heard that the
RCMP interviewed the woman in November and December of
1985, but that she did not tell them about Mr. Bagri asking to
borrow a car to take baggage to the airport.
After receiving information from Mr. Laurie in 1990, the RCMP
interviewed her again and decided that her account of her
conversation with Mr. Bagri on the evening before the Air-India
disaster was not reliable.
However, further RCMP interviews changed opinions about what
she was saying and her information is now a crucial part of the
prosecution's case against Mr. Bagri.
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
face murder charges for the death of 329 people on June 23,
1985, in a mid-air bomb explosion aboard an Air-India flight and
the death of two people in a bomb explosion at Tokyo's Narita
airport.
CSIS kept RCMP in the dark, court told
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Vancouver Ñ Startling revelations in the Air-India trial Tuesday
showed that CSIS pulled its agent from an investigation yielding
crucial information about the international terrorism case and
withheld the information from the RCMP for three years.
Canadian Security Intelligence Service agent William Laurie was
required to stop talking to a woman friend of suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri in the fall of 1987 because she was Òonly providing
criminal information, not intelligence information,Ó B.C.
Supreme Court heard.
Criminal investigations were the responsibility of the RCMP, not
the spy agency. However CSIS did not pass on the information to
the RCMP until 1990, after the Mounties came across an
abbreviated reference to the information during an internal
review of the Air-India investigation.
One of the strongest pieces of evidence in the prosecution's case
against Mr. Bagri came from interviews conducted by Mr. Laurie

in September and October of 1987. The woman cannot be
identified by the media under court order.
The woman told Mr. Laurie that Mr. Bagri had asked to borrow
her car on the evening before the Air-India disaster to take
luggage to the airport. Mr. Bagri allegedly said the baggage was
going on a trip, but he wasn't, and he would return the car later.
Mr. Laurie believed the information was extremely important but
he had difficulty persuading senior CSIS officials at the agency's
Ottawa headquarters to pass the information to the RCMP, said
defence lawyer Michael Code, reading reports and memos of
officials from internal CSIS and RCMP.
CSIS officials did not tell the RCMP because they felt the
information would not prove the offence, Mr. Code read.
Mr. Laurie was eventually advised in the fall of 1987 that the
information had been passed to the RCMP.
However he was misled.
Previous evidence at the Air-India trial showed that CSIS shared
only part of the story with the RCMP.
CSIS told the Mounties in 1987 that an unidentified CSIS source
had said Mr. Bagri tried to borrow a car.
But for reasons that were not explained in court, CSIS did not
reveal the most damning part of the information. CSIS told the
RCMP that the source could not recall if baggage was
mentioned, the court heard.

Neither Canada's spy agency nor the RCMP have ever offered a
public accounting of what they did during the investigation into
the disaster almost 20 years ago. Both Liberal and Conservative
governments have turned down numerous requests to hold a
commission of inquiry into the investigation into the Air-India
disaster.
The court has also heard that the RCMP interviewed the woman
in November and December, 1985, but she did not tell them
about Mr. Bagri asking to borrow a car to take baggage to the
airport.
After receiving information from Mr. Laurie in 1990, the RCMP
interviewed her again and decided that she was not believable.
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
face murder charges for the death of 329 people killed on June
23, 1985 in a mid-air bomb explosion aboard an Air-India flight
and the death of two people killed in a bomb explosion at
Tokyo's Narita airport.
RCMP wary of Air-India witness
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Vancouver Ñ A crucial witness in the Air-India trial was
dismissed as unreliable by the RCMP after she changed her
account of a key conversation with suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri,
B.C. Supreme Court heard Monday.
Former RCMP officer Rick Rautio told the court that he arranged
to interview the woman in October, 1990 on the advice of
William Laurie, a former agent with the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service.
Mr. Laurie had reported that the woman said Mr. Bagri asked to
borrow her car to take baggage to the airport on the evening
before the Air-India disaster. The court has prohibited the media
from identifying the woman.
However during a lengthy interview that stretched over two days,
the woman told Mr. Rautio that Mr.Bagri had come to borrow her
car after Ñ not before Ñ the Air-India disaster.
Mr. Rautio was concerned about how she changed her account in
several ways, the court was told. Some of the things she said
appeared to him as improbable and contradictory, Mr. Rautio
said.

Mr. Rautio was also concerned that her recollections had been
ÒcontaminatedÓ by information provided to her by Mr. Laurie
about the Air-India disaster, the court also heard. Mr. Ratio was
worried that she was repeating what she was told, and not what
she knew independently.
He was Òmore surprised than frustratedÓ that she did not tell
him the same story that she told Mr. Laurie, he said.
But after discussions with other police officers, Mr. Rautio
concluded that the woman could not be counted on to be a
reliable witness, he said.
In a highly unusual court procedure, the Air-India trial judge Mr.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson has been asked to consider her
initial statements to CSIS as true and dismiss as unreliable her
her sworn testimony in court.
The prosecution says the woman changed her account after
speaking to the CSIS agent because she feared for the safety of
her family if she testified against Mr. Bagri. Mr. Laurie had
promised her that he would pass on her information to others but
would not divulge the source of the information, the court has
heard.
Reading from internal RCMP memos, defence lawyer Michael
Code said Mr. Rautio told his supervisors the fact that the woman
Òchanged her storyÓ caused some problems and she could not
be counted on as a reliable witness.
The woman was more concerned about an allegation of her
having an affair with Mr. Bagri becoming common knowledge
than fear of threats against herself and her family, stated an

internal memo outlining conclusions reached by the RCMP in
Vancouver who deal with national security.
The woman became visibly nervous when he asked her about
whether she was having an affair with Mr. Bagri, Mr. Rautio
said.
The RCMP did not have any evidence of an affair. Mr. Rautio
said he asked the question because he wanted to determine what
their relationship was, he said.
Mr. Rautio also said the woman told him that she was afraid of
Mr. Bagri and unwilling to testify. ÒIf there is a problem of cooperation, there is a problem of reliability,Ó he said.
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are charged with murder for the death of 331 people on June 23,
1985 in two explosions on opposite sides of the world.

Woman remembers incident: Mountie
She said she could 'vividly recall' a request from the accused,
court told

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, January 20, 2004
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A close female friend of accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh
Bagri admitted to the RCMP in 1997 that she could "vividly
recall" the night Bagri wanted to borrow her car to take bags to
the airport, B.C. Supreme Court was told Monday.
The woman, who testified last month she could not recall any of
the incriminating evidence she provided police about Bagri for
years, admitted in a January 1997 police interview that she had
been pretending to forget, Corporal Doug Best testified.
He said he watched via video monitor as another officer who
knew the woman through minor hockey got her to admit she had
been holding back information.
"I recall that [the woman] became emotional and admitted to
Sergeant [Jim] Hunter that she could in fact vividly recall the
evening that Mr. Bagri had come to her residence," Best said.
The woman signed her second statement in 1997 after the
lengthy police interview but told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson in
December that police had forced the information out of her.
Best said Hunter treated the woman professionally and politely.
"He allowed her an opportunity to get off her chest what she
really wanted to say," Best said.
The January 1997 interview was not taped at the woman's
request, but in another videotaped interview a month earlier, the

woman expressed concern for her safety and praised the same
RCMP officers she accused in court of forcing her to sign
statements.
At the end of the taped interview, she also expressed fear about
testifying against Bagri.
"If he's guilty, why come to my door? Why put me through this?"
she said in a December 1996 videotape, played in court Monday.
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order, told a
series of investigators with the RCMP and Canada's spy agency
that Bagri visited her the night before twin 1985 terrorist
bombings and asked to borrow her car to leave some bags at the
airport. He also told her he might get into trouble if caught, court
has heard.
The Crown wants the woman declared a hostile witness and also
wants Josephson to rely on her earlier statements to police and
not what she said in court.
Also Monday, prosecutor Joe Bellows said he wants a surprise
witness against co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik to testify as
soon as possible because of the expense of special police security
for the man. Bellows said that because of the "potential
significance of the evidence," the witness now has protection.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Mountie recalls pressing Bagri friend
Prosecution, in pursuit of hostile-witness declaration, discloses
efforts of police to persuade woman to testify

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, January 21, 2004

The slaying of Tara Singh Hayer was followed 10 days later by
an RCMP visit to a friend of accused bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri.

(Ajaib Singh Bagri)

(Ripudaman Singh Malik)

ADVERTISEMENT

VANCOUVER - After Surrey publisher Tara Singh Hayer was
killed, the RCMP offered a close female friend of accused Air
India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri extra security, including
cameras, silent alarms and the chance to enter the witness
protection program, B.C. Supreme Court was told Tuesday.

Hayer had been scheduled to testify against Bagri when he was
gunned down in November 1998 in a still unsolved slaying.
Ten days after the Hayer murder, Corporal Doug Best visited the
woman's home to address any security concerns she might have
in light of the assassination, he testified.
She told him it would be the RCMP's fault if she ended up dead,
but he pointed out she was the one who had the close relationship
with Bagri.
"She then told me that if anything happened to her, it was the
responsibility of the police because they had brought her to this
situation," Best testified. "I said she had become involved with
Mr. Bagri on her own volition. At this point, I also said as a
reasonable person, I felt in my heart she was privy to much more
information that she told us simply because of her close
association with Bagri."
The woman, who now claims to have forgotten all the
incriminating evidence against Bagri she gave police, repeatedly
expressed her fears to Best and other officers who dealt with her,
court was told.
The woman refused protection, Best said, and even told him that
if she was killed it would be "God's will."
The woman told Best that all of her workers at her drapery
business were talking about the Hayer murder constantly, he said.
He said the woman said she regretted that she had ever spoken to
Willy Laurie, an RCMP officer who met with her several times
when he was an agent in the Canadian Security Intelligence

Service.
She told Laurie that Bagri had visited her home late on the night
before the June 23, 1985 Air India bombing to borrow her car.
Bagri told her he needed the vehicle to go to airport, but that only
the bags would be travelling.
The woman signed two RCMP statements containing the
information in 1992 and 1997, but now claims she doesn't
remember any of it.
The Crown wants her declared a hostile witness and to have her
earlier statements relied on as evidence instead of her testimony.
Best agreed with defence lawyer Mike Tammen's suggestion that
police were trying to make the woman emotional when they
showed her footage in a January, 1997 interview of the bodies of
children being recovered from the Air India bombing.
Best said he wanted the woman to realize how important it was
that she cooperate with police.
Tammen asked Best why none of the officers involved in the
interview took any notes, even though the meeting lasted almost
six hours.
"There was no deliberate attempt to make sure our notes were
brief," Best said. "It was just the way things happened."
The woman first told police in March, 1998 -- 13 years after her
first RCMP interview -- that she had hired a lawyer and would
not be cooperating further.

That didn't stop the RCMP from doing surveillance on her so that
Best could feign an accidental meeting at a South Vancouver
grocery store in April, 1998.
The woman told Best that Bagri was spreading rumours the pair
had had an affair -- something she has always denied.
"She confirmed that she recalled that Bagri came to her house
requesting to borrow her vehicle for the purpose of taking
baggage to the airport," Best said.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two June 1985 bombings that targeted
Air India and killed 331.
The first blast,Tokyo's Narita Airport, killed two baggage
handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded
off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair were part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Defence suggests RCMP tried to break witness
Goal to get woman to cooperate, officer testifies about videotape,
5-hour interview
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A defence lawyer for accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh
Bagri suggested Wednesday the RCMP showed a reluctant
witness graphic footage of the plane's wreckage in order to make
her "emotionally fragile" and get her to talk.
Richard Peck asked a former RCMP officer why the woman was
shown the videotape in a January 1997 interview that lasted five
hours and 40 minutes.
"Was this type of procedure used to break a witness down, to
make them emotionally fragile?" Peck asked interview specialist
Jim Hunter.
Hunter strongly disagreed that was his aim.

"My goal as an interviewer is never to break someone down,
especially a witness. And I do not believe that would be the case
here."
Hunter said the tape would have been shown to get cooperation
by reminding the woman of the magnitude of the tragedy. The
woman claimed to be suffering memory loss after earlier
providing police with incriminating statements against Bagri.
"I think a picture says a thousand words," Hunter said.
The veteran RCMP sergeant also rejected Peck's suggestion that
it was an "extraordinary event" for police to interrogate a civilian
witness in a small room for five hours and 40 minutes.
Hunter said the length of the interview, during which he spent
more than three hours with her, was warranted in a mass murder
probe.
He also said he did not realize until the day of the interview that
he knew the woman, whose identity is protected by court order,
because he had coached her son's hockey team.
Hunter told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson he felt bad about using
his personal friendship with the woman to get her to restate
evidence she claimed to have forgotten.
"It was difficult for me to use a trust or a friendship that I
developed outside of my job to try to get her to cooperate," he
testified.
But he said he "spent considerable time talking to her about [her

son's] respect for her."
"I tried to reason with her to do the right thing -- if she had
information, to cooperate. I did try to appeal to her that she
taught her son right and wrong and he was a very ethical young
man. That if you are seen to now not do the right thing, how
would he look at you?"
He said the woman finally admitted she remembered what she
had earlier stated to police -- that Bagri had visited her house on
the eve of the Air India bombings in June 1985 to borrow her car
to go to the airport. He told her that only the bags would be
travelling, she said.
Hunter said the woman's reluctance was clearly related to her
fear that she would be targeted if she testified.
"I believe that her fears of reprisal from that group as well as
reprisals from the Sikh community were so overwhelming for her
that she didn't see any way out," he said.
Peck suggested to both Hunter and his partner at the time, Don
Adam, that their memory loss about the 1997 interview was as
bad as that being claimed by the woman witness.
"Have you had some problem with your memory sir?" Peck
asked Hunter.
Replied Hunter: "Not at all."
Prosecutor Richard Cairns is trying to get Josephson to declare
the woman a hostile witness and to have her earlier statements
relied upon instead of her testimony.

The woman testified last month that she only signed the 1997 and
a 1992 statement because police forced her to do so.
But three different officers rejected that notion on the stand
Wednesday.
"The purpose of this interview was to bring this lady on side,"
Corporal Doug Best said. "I personally, and so did my
colleagues, just wanted her to do the right thing and tell the full
truth and full account of her knowledge of the evening in
question."
Defence lawyers agreed to two further admissions Wednesday -that Bagri visited the woman in December 1985 after returning
from England and Pakistan and that he also went to the woman's
house at about 11 p.m. on June 9, 1985.
On the June visit, Bagri was followed by agents from the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service, who saw him arrive at
Vancouver International Airport with suspected bombing plot
mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar and get picked up by
Parmar's wife Surinder and their son.
The woman, whose identity is protected by court order, also told
police Bagri returned several months later and said he had just
got back from Pakistan. She said he left her a letter referring to
secrets they shared, which she took as a threat.
In some of her police statements, she said the fall 1985 visit
occurred near Halloween, but Bagri was out of the country in
October.

Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two bombings on June 23, 1985 that
targeted Air India and killed 331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair were part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
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VANCOUVER -- Police considered videotaping an important
interview with a key witness in the Air-India case in 1997 but
decided against it, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
The police, who normally take copious notes during interviews,
also failed to write down much about what went on in the small
interview room at RCMP headquarters in Vancouver.
But after five hours and 40 minutes, police emerged with a twopage statement signed by a woman friend of suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri, incriminating him in the scheme in 1985 to blow up AirIndia planes, the court was told.
The failure of police to take notes, tape record or videotape the
lengthy interview in January of 1997 was one among many
incidents that has raised questions about the damning evidence
presented in the case against Mr. Bagri.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson is to hear legal arguments next
week on whether to accept the woman's sworn testimony in court
or her statements to police as true.
A Canadian Security Intelligence Service agent has testified the
woman told him in 1987 that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her car
on the evening before the Air-India disaster to take luggage to the
airport. He told her that the baggage was going on a trip but he
was not and he would return her car.
She signed written statements in 1992 and 1997 that set out

similar accounts of her late-night conversation with Mr. Bagri,
according to testimony of several police officers over the past
three weeks.
But the woman told the court last month that she did not recall
the conversation with Mr. Bagri and police pressured her to sign
statements incriminating him. The police say she refuses to
testify against Mr. Bagri because she fears for her safety and her
family's.
Over the past three weeks, court has heard of a string of unusual
circumstances, mixed-up dates and unexplained incidents that
cast a shadow over the incriminating statements collected by
police.
CSIS agent Willie Laurie wrote down the woman's account of
events in 1987 in his own words, the court was told. He also said
he did not make notes of her comments as she was speaking. He
wrote them in his notebook afterward, he said.
RCMP officer Rick Rautio testified police interviewed the
woman in 1990 and dismissed her as unreliable. Nevertheless,
RCMP officer Fred Maile went to interview her months later -without knowing that other officers had rejected her account as
not credible -- and succeeded in obtaining a signed statement
incriminating Mr. Bagri.
Mr. Maile, who has retired, said he wrote down the woman's
account as she recounted events and then she signed it. However,
in a videotaped interview in 1996, the woman said Mr. Maile
came with a statement that she believed was copied from
comments she made to Mr. Laurie in 1987. She said she just
signed the statement after being assured that she would not be

bothered any more by police.
Officer Doug Best said police did not make a deliberate attempt
to make sure their notes of the lengthy interview in 1997 were
sparse. "It was just the way things happened."
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are charged with murder in the death of 329 people in an
explosion aboard an Air-India flight and of two in an explosion at
Japan's Narita airport.
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Vancouver -- Police considered videotaping an important
interview with a key witness in the Air-India case in 1997 but
decided against it, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday. The
police, who normally take copious notes during interviews, also
failed to write down much about what went on in the small
interview room at RCMP headquarters in Vancouver.
But after five hours and 40 minutes, police emerged with a twopage statement signed by a woman friend of suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri, incriminating him in the horrific scheme in 1985 to blow
up Air-India planes, the court was told.
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VANCOUVER -- Punjabi shock-jock Sukhminder Singh
Cheema received a phone call shortly before prosecutors
announced they were not proceeding with an attempted murder
charge against Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri.
"I was told they were not going ahead with it," said Mr. Cheema,
a potential witness in the high profile case. "They said they were
not satisfied with my statement. I said, 'okay. It's up to you. It's
your decision, not mine.' "
Prosecutors have refused to explain why they walked away from
the attempted murder charge three years after announcing it.
A judge had stated in a pretrial hearing in the Air-India trial, that
the evidence indicated the attempted murder case against Mr.
Bagri was not strong. The judge also said that Mr. Cheema's
evidence, which was crucial to the prosecution, was "fraught
with reliability problems."
But Mr. Cheema, a controversial figure with a colourful past, said
he should not be blamed for the botched case.
In his first interview since the government abandoned the case,
Mr. Cheema said he still stands by statements he has given to
authorities. He dismissed questions about his credibility as
irrelevant. "They knew everything about me for years," he said.
"That's not something that came up right now."
The attempted murder charge stemmed from a cold-blooded
attack on Aug 26, 1988, on Tara Singh Hayer, an outspoken
publisher of a B.C.-based Punjabi-language newspaper. Harkirat

Singh Bagga walked into the newspaper office and shot Mr.
Hayer several times at close range with a .357 magnum revolver,
leaving the Sikh publisher a paraplegic. Mr. Hayer was shot dead
10 years later.
Mr. Bagga pleaded guilty to attempted murder. Provincial Court
Judge P.A. Hyde concluded Mr. Bagga was influenced by others,
if not sent by others to shoot Mr. Hayer. Except for Mr. Bagri, no
one else has been charged in the crime.
The charge against Mr. Bagri was based on the prosecution
theory that he played a role in bringing Mr. Bagga to Canada and
in providing the gun. Mr. Bagri has denied any involvement in
the crime.
Mr. Cheema, 48, came to Canada in 1988. He said he was
running away from charges fabricated by the Indian government
in response to his antigovernment activities in the Punjab.
Internal government reports say he was accused of arms and drug
offences.
He has been working as a Punjabi-language journalist in Canada
since 1990. Crucial evidence in the Air-India trial has been
attributed to the impact of one of his articles in 1997 published in
the Punjabi-language publication Awaaz.
Mr. Cheema was to be a witness in the attempted-murder case in
order to testify about comments Mr. Bagri allegedly made in
1992. Court documents show Mr. Cheema told authorities that
Mr. Bagri said he met Mr. Bagga in Pakistan. Mr. Cheema also
told authorities that Mr. Bagri said he convinced Mr. Bagga to
come to Canada to do something for the Sikh community by
shooting Mr. Hayer.

His account was contradicted by others and Mr. Cheema had no
notes to back up his version. As well, in two unrelated court
cases, Mr. Cheema's credibility has been called into question.
Interviewed at the offices of Radio India in Surrey, B.C., Mr.
Cheema confirmed reports that he had received more than
$100,000 from authorities who wanted him to testify against Mr.
Bagri. He also confirmed that he told police he wanted a passport
before testifying. He became a Canadian citizen last year.
However, he never had a deal with authorities to provide
testimony in exchange for money and a Canadian passport, he
said.
RCMP gave him money when police were suggesting, as a safety
measure, that he quit his job as a journalist on the radio, he said.
He did not work at the radio station for two years, he said.
Internal police and government documents state that Mr. Cheema
was adamant about receiving citizenship before testifying. Top
RCMP officials recommended his application be expedited. The
Solicitor General's office was involved in discussions about his
application.
Mr. Cheema said he did not ask authorities to take extraordinary
steps to arrange for his citizenship.
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VANCOUVER -- A surprise witness at the Air-India trial has told
authorities that defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik asked him to
take a bomb to the Vancouver airport to be put on an Air-India
flight, sources say.
Neither the name of the witness nor his evidence have yet been
revealed in court.
Prosecutor Joe Bellows told the court yesterday the witness's
evidence is straightforward. He anticipated the witness would
require only 30 minutes to recount his involvement in events in
1984 and 1985.
"It is significant and remarkably uncomplicated," Mr. Bellows
said.

Another witness has told the court that Mr. Malik asked him to
take a package on board the Air-India flight. Sources say the new
witness will go further and will testify that he was asked to get a
bomb on the plane. Mr. Bellows also told the court the RCMP
was so concerned about the safety of the witness that the force
has already taken measures to protect the security of the man and
his family.
In an effort to have the witness testify as soon as possible, Mr.
Bellows asked the court to juggle its schedule and hear the
witness in early February.
Mr. Bellows urged the court to pay attention to the
unprecedented costs involved in the multimillion-dollar case,
which has stretched over 19 years. "Not to be crass, but realistic:
It is expensive to maintain security," Mr. Bellows said.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson said he would prefer to hear the
new evidence sooner rather than later. But he also appreciated
that defence lawyers are entitled to a reasonable time to prepare,
he said.
The judge, who is hearing the case without a jury, asked defence
lawyers to make their best efforts to get ready. He will consider
when to hear the mystery witness in two weeks, he said.
Geoffrey Gaul, a spokesman for the prosecution, declined to say
anything about the surprise witness.
"The court is the proper forum for that," he said in an interview
outside the courtroom.
However, Mr. Gaul confirmed that concern has been raised about

the safety of the witness. "There are security issues and the
RCMP are dealing with it," he said. "Measures have been put in
place . . . to secure the safety of the witness."
RCMP spokesman John Ward said in an interview police would
not discuss protected witnesses or what they do to protect their
safety.
The mystery witness contacted police in December, 18? years
after explosions killed 331 people.
The witness gave a statement in Punjabi to the Mounties, which
was passed on to prosecutors earlier this month. A court order
prohibits the media from identifying him.
The prosecution has previously expressed concern about the
safety of several witnesses in the sensational international
terrorism case.

Air-India witness said to deliver damning testimony
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Vancouver Ñ A surprise witness at the Air-India trial has told
authorities that defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik asked him to
take a bomb to the Vancouver airport to be put on an Air-India
flight, sources say.
Neither the name of the witness nor his evidence have yet been
revealed in court.
¥
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Prosecutor Joe Bellows told the court yesterday the evidence is
straightforward. He anticipated the witness would require only
30 minutes to recount his involvement in events in 1984 and
1985.
"It is significant and remarkably uncomplicated," Mr. Bellows
said.
Another witness has told the court that Mr. Malik asked him to
take a package on board the Air-India flight. Sources say the new
witness will go further and will testify that he was asked to get a
bomb on the plane.
Mr. Bellows also told the court the RCMP was so concerned

about the safety of the witness that measures have already been
taken to protect the man and his family.
In an effort to have the witness testify as soon as possible, Mr.
Bellows asked the court to juggle its schedule and hear the
witness in early February.
Mr. Bellows urged the court to pay attention to the
unprecedented costs involved in the multimillion-dollar case,
which has stretched over 19 years.
"Not to be crass, but realistic: It is expensive to maintain
security," Mr. Bellows said.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson said he would prefer to hear the
new evidence sooner rather than later. But he also appreciated
that defence lawyers are entitled to a reasonable time to prepare,
he said.
The judge, hearing the case without a jury, asked defence
lawyers to make their best efforts to get ready.
He will consider when to hear the mystery witness in two weeks,
he said.
Geoffrey Gaul, a spokesman for the prosecution, declined to say
anything about the surprise witness.
"The court is the proper forum for that," he said in an interview
outside the courtroom.
However, Mr. Gaul confirmed that concern has been raised about
the safety of the witness.

"There are security issues and the RCMP are dealing with it," he
said. "Measures have been put in place ..... to secure the safety of
the witness."
RCMP spokesman John Ward said in an interview police would
not discuss protected witnesses or what they do to protect their
safety.
The mystery witness contacted police in December, 181/2 years
after explosions killed 331 people. The witness gave a statement
in Punjabi to the Mounties, which was passed on to prosecutors
earlier this month. A court order prohibits the media from
identifying him.
The prosecution has previously expressed concern about the
safety of several witnesses in the sensational international
terrorism case.
Two witnesses who testified against Mr. Malik in the fall are in
witness protection programs.
Tara Singh Hayer, the publisher of a Punjabi-language newspaper
who gave statements to police incriminating co-defendant Ajaib
Singh Bagri, was killed in a gangland-style shooting two years
before charges were laid. Court bans have been imposed to
prohibit the media from identifying several other witnesses while
they testify in the trial.
In court, defence lawyer David Crossin told the court that the
defence would need some time to review the new evidence.
"Our resources to examine the issues now are somewhat

limited," he said. The Malik defence team was trimmed after the
government cut public funding for legal costs late last year.
The court has previously heard from a businessman who said Mr.
Malik asked him to take a package on an Air-India flight and
promised him that his family would be taken care of if he did not
return. The prosecution has said the package was a bomb.
The court has also heard testimony from a woman who said Mr.
Malik confessed his involvement in the Air-India disaster to her.
Mr. Malik's lawyers have raised numerous questions about the
credibility of the witnesses.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with murder in the death of
the 331 people in twin bombings in 1985 on opposite sides of the
world. The prosecution's case against the two defendants, which
began on April 28, is expected to be completed in March.
Defence lawyers have not yet indicated whether they will call
any witnesses.
Air-India evidence questioned as police lack notes
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VANCOUVER -- Police considered videotaping an important
interview with a key witness in the Air-India case in 1997 but
decided against it, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
The police, who normally take copious notes during interviews,
also failed to write down much about what went on in the small
interview room at RCMP headquarters in Vancouver.
But after five hours and 40 minutes, police emerged with a twopage statement signed by a woman friend of suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri, incriminating him in the scheme in 1985 to blow up AirIndia planes, the court was told.
The failure of police to take notes, tape record or videotape the
lengthy interview in January of 1997 was one among many
incidents that has raised questions about the damning evidence
presented in the case against Mr. Bagri.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson is to hear legal arguments next
week on whether to accept the woman's sworn testimony in court
or her statements to police as true.

A Canadian Security Intelligence Service agent has testified the
woman told him in 1987 that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her car
on the evening before the Air-India disaster to take luggage to the
airport. He told her that the baggage was going on a trip but he
was not and he would return her car.
She signed written statements in 1992 and 1997 that set out
similar accounts of her late-night conversation with Mr. Bagri,
according to testimony of several police officers over the past
three weeks.
But the woman told the court last month that she did not recall
the conversation with Mr. Bagri and police pressured her to sign
statements incriminating him. The police say she refuses to
testify against Mr. Bagri because she fears for her safety and her
family's.
Over the past three weeks, court has heard of a string of unusual
circumstances, mixed-up dates and unexplained incidents that
cast a shadow over the incriminating statements collected by
police.
CSIS agent Willie Laurie wrote down the woman's account of
events in 1987 in his own words, the court was told. He also said
he did not make notes of her comments as she was speaking. He
wrote them in his notebook afterward, he said.
RCMP officer Rick Rautio testified police interviewed the
woman in 1990 and dismissed her as unreliable. Nevertheless,
RCMP officer Fred Maile went to interview her months later -without knowing that other officers had rejected her account as
not credible -- and succeeded in obtaining a signed statement

incriminating Mr. Bagri.
Mr. Maile, who has retired, said he wrote down the woman's
account as she recounted events and then she signed it. However,
in a videotaped interview in 1996, the woman said Mr. Maile
came with a statement that she believed was copied from
comments she made to Mr. Laurie in 1987. She said she just
signed the statement after being assured that she would not be
bothered any more by police.
Officer Doug Best said police did not make a deliberate attempt
to make sure their notes of the lengthy interview in 1997 were
sparse. "It was just the way things happened."
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are charged with murder in the death of 329 people in an
explosion aboard an Air-India flight and of two in an explosion at
Japan's Narita airport.
Air India witness' loss of memory unbelievable, Crown contends

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, January 27, 2004
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A witness is the Air India trial who claims no memory of
incriminating conversations with accused bomber Ajaib Singh
Bagri would have never forgotten "an event where a mass
murderer reveals his guilt to her," Crown prosecutor Richard
Cairns said Monday.
Cairns was arguing the woman, whose identity is protected by
court order, is pretending to forget earlier statements to police
because she is terrified of being a witness against Bagri at his
murder trial.
Cairns wants Justice Ian Bruce Josephson to declare her a hostile
witness so she can be more aggressively questioned on
inconsistencies between 17 statements given to investigators and
her testimony in court last month.
Cairns said the woman's claim of forgetfulness is more
unbelievable given she was threatened by Bagri and also lost
some of her relatives in the bombing. "It was her family
members who were slaughtered," Cairns said.
He said the woman -- who had been abused by her ex-husband -was lonely and vulnerable when Bagri began visiting her
regularly in the early 1980s, staying at her house and using her

car and phone.
"It appears he was intent on exploiting her," Cairns said.
That exploitative relationship continued, he argued, when Bagri
visited the woman on the eve of the Air India bombing to borrow
her car to go to the airport. She earlier told police Bagri said only
the bags were travelling and if he was caught, she would not see
him again.
"She didn't seek this information. It came to her," Cairns said.
He said the Crown's theory is that the suitcases described by
Bagri contained two bombs that exploded on June 23, 1985,
killing 331.
Prosecutors believe the woman is feigning memory loss because
she is so fearful of Bagri and the Babbar Khalsa, the militant
Sikh separatist group of which Bagri was a leader.
"She knew Mr. Bagri was capable of extreme violence," Cairns
said. "He was, after all, involved in the worst mass murder in
Canadian history."
The woman kept Bagri's secret to herself, Cairns said, until she
was approached in September 1987 by Willy Laurie, an agent
with the Canadian Security Intelligence Service. The woman
trusted Laurie because he said he was not with the police and she
revealed plenty about Bagri's late-night visit and other
incriminating information, Cairns said.
"It was a great relief for her to unburden herself of her terrible
secret," he said.

However, Cairns said the woman always said she would never
agree to be a witness and began to change her story when police
told her she would be called.
"She's doing exactly what she said she would do," Cairns said.
Cairns pointed out several inconsistencies between her testimony
and what the woman said to CSIS and the RCMP.
He said she testified that she "never" heard Bagri talking about
violent acts, even though she told Laurie she had heard the
accused bomber on the phone discussing violence.
Asked last month if she remembered Bagri mentioning airplanes
or the airport, she testified "absolutely not," before qualifying
that she didn't remember.
Cairns said it is unbelievable that someone would have forgotten
death threats made to her by a person she believed had blown up
a plane.
He said the woman is basically a good person who has always
worked hard, but now feels "victimized and trapped" by be
required to testify in court.
If Cairns wins the hostile witness declaration, the woman will be
called back to the stand for cross-examination.
Depending on her testimony, the Crown may make an additional
application to have the woman's earlier statements to the RCMP
and CSIS relied on instead of her testimony.
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VANCOUVER -- An Air-India prosecutor mounted a vigorous
attack to discredit a key prosecution witness yesterday in an
unusual judicial procedure to win court approval to question the
woman aggressively about her contact with suspect Ajaib Singh
Bagri.
Efforts by the witness to insist she did not remember highly
significant events in her life were transparent, prosecutor Richard
Cairns told the court.

A man who she believed was a mass murderer revealed his guilt
to her and threatened her, Mr. Cairns said, as Mr. Bagri looked on
dispassionately from the prisoner's box.
She could never forget her relatives were among those
slaughtered in the Air-India disaster, Mr. Cairns added.
"This is a personal experience of extraordinary proportion. To
suggest that anyone could simply forget about this is, in my view,
contrary to all our experience," Mr. Cairns said.
Her memories of an alleged conversation with Mr. Bagri on the
evening before the Air-India disaster is a central element in the
prosecution case against him.
The prosecution called her as a witness to testify about Mr. Bagri
asking to borrow her car. Police testified that she told them Mr.
Bagri had said baggage was going on a trip but he was not. The
prosecution theory is that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her car in
order to transport bombs hidden in luggage to the airport. Two
explosions on June 23, 1985 killed 331 people.
The woman -- who cannot be identified by the media under court
order -- provided slightly different accounts of the conversation
to police on numerous occasions over the past 19 years. But
during her testimony, she denied making some statements and
insisted that she did not remember others.
Defence lawyers have suggested her conversation with Mr. Bagri
took place two weeks before the Air-India disaster.
Mr. Cairns told the court that the woman was concerned about

her safety and that of her children. She was also concerned about
her position in the Sikh community, he said. She did not want to
be seen as co-operating with the authorities, Mr. Cairns said.
"She is basically a good person who has worked very hard. She
felt victimized, trapped. And that is what I think she feels today."
The woman did not want to give testimony against Mr. Bagri, but
she did not want to lie, Mr. Cairns also said. "Her motives are
transparent . . . she is feigning memory loss," he said.
Mr. Cairns asked the court to declare the witness hostile to the
prosecution, a process that will enable the prosecution to press
the witness on inconsistencies between her testimony and her
earlier statements to the police.
If she does not change her testimony, the prosecution has
indicated that the court will be asked to accept her statements to
police as true and to ignore her sworn testimony in court.
The prosecution tried a similar courtroom tactic unsuccessfully
during evidence against co-defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson rejected the request to regard
Inderjit Singh Reyat as a hostile witness, ruling that his
testimony in court was consistent with what he had previously
told police. Although a setback in the case against Mr. Malik, the
prosecution relied mostly on other evidence to back the charge of
murder against Mr. Malik.
The stakes are much higher in the Bagri case. The witness is one
of only two central witnesses to testify against Mr. Bagri. Mr.
Cairns told the court that the woman had a difficult life. An

immigrant from India in an arranged marriage, she was unhappy
in Canada. She was beaten and the marriage ended in a divorce,
he said.
She was lonely and vulnerable when Mr. Bagri began to exploit
her in the early 1980s, using her car, her house and her phone. He
also solicited contributions to the Babbar Khalsa, a Sikh
separatist organization recognized in Canada as a terrorist group,
he said.
She had information to provide to the Air-India investigation
because of her relationship with Mr. Bagri, he also said. "She did
not seek it out," he said.
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik face murder charges for the deaths of
329 people killed in a mid-air explosion aboard an Air-India
flight on June 23, 1985 and the death of two baggage handlers 54
minutes earlier at Japan's Narita airport.
Hostile-witness declaration would help get truth from witness:
Crown

Kim Bolan
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VANCOUVER - If a close female friend of an accused Air India
bomber is declared a hostile witness, she may just tell the truth
under cross-examination, a Crown prosecutor argued Tuesday.
Richard Cairns said that while the woman has claimed memory
loss so far, it is always possible she will tell the court the same
information she earlier provided the RCMP and Canada's spy
agency. "We hope that she'll tell the truth. Obviously, we are
going to attack what she said at trial," Cairns told Justice Ian
Bruce Josephson. The woman, whose identity is protected by a
court order, testified in December that she could not recall telling
investigators that Ajaib Singh Bagri came to her house on the eve
of twin terrorist bombings and asked to borrow the car.
She told police and an agent of the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service on 17 occasions that Bagri said he was going
to the airport, but was only leaving luggage and would not be
travelling.
Bagri's defence critical of police conduct
Lawyer for the accused Air India bomber attacks evidence
collected from woman
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VANCOUVER - A defence lawyer for accused Air India bomber
Ajaib Singh Bagri lashed out at the conduct of police officers and
Canada's spy agency in their dealings with a woman alleged to
have provided incriminating evidence against Bagri.
Richard Peck said none of the statements being attributed to the
woman are reliable because they contain information the woman
says she got from the Canadian Security Intelligence Service, as
well as rumours, gossip and hearsay.
He described the witness as "a woman whose memory is so
confused and so befuddled ... that she doesn't remember what
was said when."
The Crown wants the woman declared a hostile witness so she
can be aggressively questioned on inconsistencies between what
she told police and her testimony last month, during which she
said she couldn't remember things Bagri told her.
Court has been told that the woman, whose identity is protected

by a court order, said Bagri came to her home just before two
terrorist bombings and asked to borrow her car to leave some
bags at the airport.
Investigators said the woman also claimed Bagri told her if he
got caught, she wouldn't see him again.
The Crown believes Bagri wanted the car to take the bombs to
the airport and that he later threatened the woman.
But Peck said it would be improper to use unverified police notes
as her statements to cross-examine the woman.
"The 15 prior statements are all internally conflicting and
contradictory such that no coherent prior position ever emerges
that could be effectively used to contradict her," Peck argued.
He said many of the meetings between the woman and police are
not properly documented by investigators -- especially two in
1992 and 1997 during which she signed statements.
Peck said none of the officers who met with the woman kept
verbatim notes of their meetings and sometimes the notes of two
officers at a single meeting were contradictory.
He saved his most stinging criticism for Willy Laurie, who met
repeatedly with the woman between 1987 and 1989 when he was
a CSIS agent. He later returned to the RCMP.
Peck said Laurie's reports of meetings with the woman include
rumours, hearsay and double-hearsay and at times "smack of the
fantastic."

"He attributed ... words to the source even though she had never
said them," Peck said, adding the reports included "turns of
phrase that she did not understand."
Laurie told the woman he wouldn't disclose her information to
police, even though he eventually did.
"In the lingo of the trade, CSIS burned the source," Peck said.
Even though Laurie said he knew he might end up testifying one
day at the Air India trial, he still allowed audiotapes and
transcripts of two of his meetings with the woman to be
destroyed, Peck said.
"He personally shredded transcripts of these tapes," Peck said.
"He allowed the potentially valuable contemporaneous record to
be destroyed."
Peck noted that several of the investigators who testified needed
their notes to recall their meetings with the woman, but then
suspected the woman was lying about her memory loss.
"When you are hearkening back 19 years, memory problems are
a real issue," Peck said.
Bagri lawyer Michael Code said that just because the Crown
witness claims to be suffering from memory loss does not mean
the Crown's case has been damaged.
"She has simply denied any present recollection of certain
additional evidence that the Crown would like her to give," Code
said in his arguments.

If she has not injured the Crown's case, she should not be
declared hostile, he said.
Bagri and Malik are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
June 1985 bombings that targeted Air India and killed 331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
No surprises in witness' memory loss, lawyer says
Crown should have known accused bomber's friend would
disavow earlier statements, defence argues
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VANCOUVER - A close female friend of accused Air India
bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri made it clear to Crown prosecutors in
1999 that she did not intend to accept police statements attributed
to her over several years, Bagri lawyer Michael Code said
Thursday.
And that means nothing the woman said on the witness stand last
month about her memory loss was a surprise to the Crown, Code
argued.
In order for a witness to be declared hostile, she or he must have
damaged the Crown's case by surprising the prosecution with
unexpected testimony, Code told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
"She explicitly tells them the prior statements involved putting
words into her mouth," Code said of the woman's December
1999 meeting with prosecutors. "There is nothing to indicate she
had ever changed her position."
For a third day, Bagri's defence team passionately argued against
a Crown application to consider the woman a hostile witness so
that she can be cross-examined on statements she provided to
investigators.
The Crown believes the woman, whose identity is protected by a
court order, is feigning memory loss of incriminating evidence
against Bagri because she is afraid of the accused terrorist.
But Code said the Crown's real motive for wanting to crossexamine the woman is "to launch an attack on Mr. Bagri's
character."
"The only reason for doing so is to colour the record on Mr.

Bagri's reputation," Code said.
Not only does the Crown want Josephson to consider the woman
hostile, it is also looking for an order to have the woman's
numerous statements to the RCMP and Canada's spy agency
about Bagri admitted as evidence.
The court has heard that the woman told police and the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service that Bagri came to her house just
before twin 1985 terrorist bombings and asked to borrow her car
to go to the airport. Her statements say Bagri told her only the
bags would be travelling and that he said he might get caught.
Now the woman, who runs a successful drapery business, claims
to have no memory of those statements. And she criticized police
for pressuring her to sign statements about events she could not
recall.
Josephson's ruling on the issue could be critical to the outcome
of the case. The woman is only one of two key civilian witnesses
against Bagri.
Bagri's lawyers have already indicated they intend to challenge
the credibility of the other witness, a U.S. resident who was paid
more than $450,000 by the RCMP after he agreed to testify.
A lawyer for co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik also argued
against the hostile-witness declaration.
Susan Coristine said the woman made references to Malik in four
of her interviews with CSIS and the RCMP, but provided
inconsistent information.

"[The woman's] evidence about Malik is really all over the map,"
Coristine said.
She said it would be inappropriate to put the statements to her
under cross-examination when they contain so much ambiguity.
Bagri and Malik are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
June 1985 bombings that targeted Air India and killed 331.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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Vancouver Ñ A key event linking Air-India suspect Ajaib Singh

Bagri to the international terrorism disaster never happened, B.C.
Supreme Court heard Thursday.
An account of Mr. Bagri's late night visit to a woman friend on
the evening before the disaster is at the centre of the
prosecution's case against him.
CSIS and RCMP have told the court that the woman, who cannot
be identified under court order, told them about the visit in 1990,
1992 and 1997. But she testified she was not certain when Mr.
Bagri visited and did not recall her conversation with him.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns said the woman was feigning memory
loss of an event that no one could ever forget.
Defence lawyer Michael Code said the woman may not
remember the incident because it was not as momentous as the
prosecution maintains. The late night visit may have occurred
two weeks before the disaster, he said.
In the fourth week of an unusual court procedure, Mr. Justice Ian
Bruce Josephson has been asked to disregard the woman's sworn
testimony in court and accept as true her statements to CSIS and
the RCMP.
Former CSIS and RCMP officers have testified that she told them
that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her car on the night before the
disaster to take bags to the airport.
Mr. Bagri told the woman that the bags were going on a trip but
he was not, the former officers testified. The prosecution says Mr.
Bagri was involved in getting two pieces of luggage to the
Vancouver airport. Explosive devices inside the bags exploded

on June 23, 1985, killing 331 people.
Mr. Code said those statements were tainted by the failure of the
CSIS and RCMP to follow proper procedures. There is no
reliable record of what the woman actually said, Mr. Code told
the court.
Evidence at the trial has shown that Mr. Bagri's late-night visit
was two weeks before the disaster, on June 9, 1985, Mr. Code
also said. The court has not heard any evidence indicating Mr.
Bagri made more than one visit to the woman's house in June,
1985, he said.
The court has heard that CSIS agents, while following alleged
Air India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, saw Mr. Parmar
drop off Mr. Bagri at the woman's house on June 9, 1985. In an
interview with the RCMP five months after the disaster, the
woman confirmed that Mr. Bagri came to her home on June 9,
1985.
The visit did not have any significance until 2 ? years later, when
a CSIS agent, William Laurie, Òstarted working on her,Ó Mr.
Code said.
Mr. Laurie testified that the woman in the fall of 1987 told him
that Mr. Bagri came to borrow her car on the evening before the
disaster.
Mr. Code said her statements in 1987 were made during a freeflowing exchange that mixed rumour, gossip and speculation
with her memories, and after Mr. Laurie had played on her
emotional vulnerability as a relative of some Air-India victims.

RCMP investigators went back to the woman in 1990 and
concluded that she was confused and would be an unreliable
witness. However other investigators obtained written statements
from the woman in 1992 and 1997 that reaffirmed what Mr.
Laurie had attributed to her.
Mr. Code said he was not accusing police of making up evidence.
The RCMP did a thorough investigation up to the spring of 1991.
But RCMP officers in 1992 and 1997 were Òoverzealous and
lacked professionalism,Ó he said. ÒThey honestly believed she
told Mr. Laurie what Mr. Laurie said. The whole strategy was to
get her recovered memory of what she told him,Ó Mr. Code said.
ÒTheir fault, if there was fault, is they accepted her statement to
Mr. Laurie at face value without considering earlier
[information],Ó he said. The RCMP in 1992 and 1997 put too
much pressure on her to adopt it, he said.
Mr. Bagri and others are facing murder charges for the death of
331 people in two explosions on opposite sides of the world. The
trial continues.
Key witness cannot be cross-examined
A judge denies a Crown application to declare one of its
witnesses hostile

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
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VANCOUVER - For the second time in the Air India trial, the
judge has ruled against a Crown application to have one of its
own witnesses declared hostile.
The decision by Justice Ian Bruce Josephson means Crown
prosecutor Richard Cairns will not be able to cross-examine a
woman who was a close personal friend of co-accused Ajaib
Singh Bagri.
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order, gave
numerous statements to police and Canada's spy agency over the
years. But she testified in December she could not recall telling
police that Bagri came to her house on the eve of twin terrorist
bombings to borrow her car to leave luggage at the airport.
She also claimed memory loss on many details about Bagri's
alleged links to terrorism contained in her 15 statements to the
RCMP and to an agent of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service.
Neither the defence nor the Crown was commenting on
Josephson's preliminary decision Tuesday.
Bagri lawyer Richard Peck did not return phone calls.
Crown spokesman Geoff Gaul declined to comment, except to
confirm the ruling would be released in B.C. Supreme Court this

morning.
Arne Silverman, the woman's lawyer, said both he and his client
were aware of the judge's ruling.
But he stressed that the Vancouver seamstress has no stake in the
outcome of the trial and wants whoever is responsible for the
1985 Air India bombing brought to justice.
Josephson said earlier that while he would give notice of his
ruling to the parties, it would not be official until the decision
was read in court.
Nor have his reasons for ruling against the Crown application
been released.
He said during arguments last week that the Crown could still
apply to get the woman's earlier statements admitted in the trial,
even if he ruled against the hostile witness application.
Cairns had argued the woman's testimony in December was
inconsistent with her earlier statements on numerous points, thus
justifying the hostile witness application.
Bagri's defence team argued the earlier statements were not
reliable as proof of what the woman said because of
inconsistencies in police notes and, on some occasions, a lack of
police notes altogether.
They also said that if the Crown wanted to apply to have the
earlier statements admitted, it should move to do so without first
attempting to win the hostile witness application.

In September, Josephson rejected another Crown application to
declare Inderjit Singh Reyat hostile.
Josephson said in the Reyat ruling that the former Duncan man's
account of his involvement in the June 23, 1985 bombings "has
been roughly consistent since his arrest in 1985."
Because Reyat's story has been consistent, Josephson said, "a
more reasonable inference is that his evidence flows from a
desire for self-preservation by minimizing his criminal conduct
and a desire to protect his companions in crime.
"If these motives were to be regarded as sufficient to infer a
hostile animus to the Crown, that inference would follow in
almost every case where a witness offers evidence which can be
demonstrated to be untruthful."
Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter a year ago for supplying
materials used in the bombing of Air India Flight 182, killing all
329 aboard. He had earlier been sentenced to 10 years for
another blast the same day that killed two baggage handlers at
Tokyo's Narita Airport.
Reyat was called as a Crown witness against Bagri and coaccused Ripudaman Singh Malik, but did not implicate either
man and claimed not to know the identity of the person to whom
he provided the bomb parts.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air India witness lied but not enough to harm case
Lack of recall 'not true,' but Supreme Court judge refuses to
deem her hostile
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A key Crown witness against accused Air India bomber Ajaib
Singh Bagri was lying when she claimed not to remember
incriminating information she earlier provided to police, a B.C.
Supreme Court judge said Wednesday.
But that doesn't mean the woman should be declared a hostile
witness because her feigned memory loss was not "positively
harmful" to the Crown's case against Bagri, Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson said.
In his reasons for ruling against the Crown's application to have
the woman declared a hostile witness and subject to cross-

examination by the Crown, the judge said: "I have concluded for
the purposes of this application that her purported lack of recall
is not true."
But Josephson also said in his 32-page ruling that he did not
think the woman would admit making her earlier statements if
the Crown was permitted to cross-examine her as a hostile
witness.
The woman, whose identity is protected by a court order, testified
in December that she did not remember telling investigators over
several years that Bagri visited her house on the eve of the
terrorist attack to borrow her car to leave luggage at the airport.
She also claimed memory loss on many other details about
Bagri's alleged links to terrorism contained in her 15 statements
to the RCMP and to an agent of the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service.
While Josephson rejected the Crown's hostile witness
application, the prosecution is now expected to apply to have the
woman's earlier statements admitted as truthful evidence.
A hostile witness declaration is not "the gateway or a prerequisite
to that application," Josephson said.
Josephson said that in concluding the woman is not "adverse," he
didn't need to "make specific findings on this application as to
whether each of her alleged prior statements was in fact made."
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns called numerous witnesses
from the RCMP and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
who dealt with the woman between 1987 and 1998, to try to

show how she has changed her story.
They testified the woman was co-operative with them and
voluntarily told them of Bagri's late-night visit just before the Air
India bombing.
But the woman testified that she only signed two written
statements in 1992 and 1997 containing the same incriminating
information because she felt pressured to do so by police.
Her harshest criticism was for former RCMP sergeant Fred
Maile, who she claimed threatened her with jail if she did not
sign a statement he brought to her house in May 1992.
Josephson said the woman "falsely testified" about Maile's
conduct.
"Sergeant Maile's evidence rang true; [the woman's] did not,"
Josephson said. "Her description of serious misconduct on the
part of sergeant Maile, a very experienced police officer, is an
attempt by her to withdraw from a statement signed by her at a
time and in circumstances in which she would be aware that
feigned memory loss would be inadequate as an explanation."
Josephson agreed with the Crown that some of the woman's
evidence at trial was inconsistent with things in her earlier
statements, but "none of these inconsistencies, in my respectful
view, are substantial."
Bagri's defence team had argued the woman did not harm the
Crown's case by testifying she had memory loss.
And his lawyers said it has not been proven that the police

statements attributed to the woman were actually made by her.
After reading the decision, Bagri lawyer Richard Peck said his
team is pleased. "It's a balanced, highly principled judgment as
far as we are concerned," he said.
Crown spokesman Geoff Gaul said the ruling "is not a setback."
"The court's decision is simply one that indicates that the Crown
cannot cross-examine the witness. That was one avenue that the
Crown was seeking to be allowed to use to get to the ultimate
goal, which is the truth -- to get the evidence before the court,"
Gaul said. "There are other avenues available to us ..."
The woman is expected to be back on the stand next week to
resume her examination by the Crown. The trial is adjourned
until Monday.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik face murder and
conspiracy charges in the deaths of 331 people killed by two
terrorist bombings in June 1985 that targeted Air India.
Air India witness sticks by faulty memory story
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VANCOUVER - Five days after a judge said she was lying, a
witness at the Air India trial continued to claim she couldn't
remember incriminating evidence she once provided police about
accused bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri.
The woman took the witness stand briefly Monday to respond to
a few questions from Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns, who lost
an application last week to cross-examine her as a hostile
witness.
The woman, a close female friend of Bagri's, claimed her
memory is even worse today than when she testified in
December.
"I don't remember that," she told Cairns when he asked her about
the timing of a late-night visit by Bagri to borrow her car. "I don't
recall that. I don't. I'm very sorry."
Cairns asked her if she had tried since her testimony six weeks
ago to recall information she provided to numerous investigators
from the RCMP and Canada's spy agency.
"I'm trying to think every day, over the holidays. My memory is
worse now than it was before," said the woman, whose identity is
protected by a court order.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson said in a ruling last week that the
woman was not truthful when she claimed to have forgotten her
evidence against Bagri.
But he also said she was not a hostile witness because she didn't

damage the Crown's case with her feigned memory problem.
The Crown will ask the court Thursday to accept the woman's
statements to police as her evidence instead of her testimony at
the international terrorism trial.
She told police and the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
that Bagri came to her just before the June 1985 Air India
bombing and asked to borrow her car to leave some bags at the
airport.
The woman was without lawyer Arne Silverman when she
returned to B.C. Supreme Court Monday for the first time since
mid-December. She didn't veer from her earlier testimony, in
which she said she had no recollection of when Bagri came to
her.
The case is adjourned until Thursday.
Bagri and co-accused, Ripudaman Singh Malik, are charged with
murder and conspiracy in two June 23, 1985 bombings that
targeted Air India and left 331 dead.
estimony tussle takes new twist
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A key prosecution witness against Air-India defendant Ajaib
Singh Bagri could possibly cause collateral damage against codefendant Ripudaman Singh Malik, B.C. Supreme Court was
told Wednesday.
If Mr. Malik was on trial alone, the court would not have heard
statements about Mr. Malik made to CSIS and the RCMP by a
woman friend of Mr. Bagri , Susan Coristine, one of Mr. Malik's
lawyers, said in court.
ÒOur concern is what [a woman friend of Mr. Bagri] said about
what Mr. Bagri, or someone else said about Mr. Malik,Ó defence
lawyer Susan Coristine said. A court order prohibits the media
form identifying Mr. Bagri's woman friend.
A CSIS agent reported that the woman said in October, 1987 that
she overheard Mr. Bagri speaking on the phone with someone
named Mr. Malik, who she believed was a rich fellow who
supported the militant Sikh separatist group Babbar Khalsa. She
told the agent that Mr. Bagri had an arrangement to receive
$50,000 from Mr. Malik.
The woman allegedly told two RCMP officers in 1991 that Mr.

Bagri told her he was going to receive Òbig moneyÓ, which she
said was $20,000 to $40,000, from Mr. Malik. Mr. Bagri did not
specify the reasons for the payments, the RCMP reported.
In a third incident, the woman signed a written statement for the
RCMP in 1992 in which she said Mr. Malik paid out money at a
meeting with several suspects in the Air-India case at her home.
The written statement was the only time she offered an account
without allegedly repeating what she had been told by Mr. Bagri.
However the woman did not indicate if her memory was based
on something she was told or something she observed, Ms.
Coristine said. She did not say if someone gave her Mr. Malik's
name. She did not say if she personally saw money being
exchanged or whether that was something she was told about, the
lawyer also said.
But the woman testified that she had never seen Mr. Malik in her
life and did not know what he look like until she saw him on
television news several years later.
ÒThe only inference is that her description of Mr. Malik was
based on information from other persons and hearsay,Ó Ms.
Coristine said.
All statements about Mr. Malik by the woman were hearsay and
would not be admissible in court against Mr. Malik, Ms.
Coristine also said.
The prosecution has asked the court to accept the woman's
statements as evidence in the trial as part of their case against Mr.
Bagri. The prosecution does not intend to use her statements in
the case against Mr. Malik, prosecutor Richard Cairns has said.

However, the court would have references to Mr. Malik on the
record if the court decides to accept her statements as evidence,
Ms. Coristine said, as she urged the judge to dismiss the
statements as hearsay.
ÒIt could result in prejudicial and inadmissible evidence in the
Malik trial,Ó she said.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with the murder of 331
people in two explosions on June 23, 1985 on opposite sides of
the world. The trial continues.
Air India judge to address two critical issues
Incriminating statements, ban on identifying a key witness await
rulings
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Lawyers for accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri will
argue in B.C. Supreme Court today that a key witness against
their client should be publicly identified when he testifies next
week.
The name of the man, who comes from the same Punjabi village
as Bagri, has been covered by a sweeping ban on publication
shielding the names of 10 Crown witnesses, at least temporarily.
Bagri's lawyers have said in written submissions that there is no
justification for maintaining a ban and that it interferes with their
client's right to a fair trial.
People who know the man and may have information about him
helpful to the defence could see his name in media reports and
come forward, they argue.
The witness' evidence "should be subject to public scrutiny, not
just by the few dozen spectators who are able to attend in the
public gallery, but by the many thousands of interested people
around the world," Bagri's team said in its submission.
But the New York-area resident has told the RCMP he would
prefer that the ban remain on his name as a security measure.
Crown prosecutors support continuing the ban.
In an affidavit supporting the ban, RCMP officer Patricia

MacCormack said: "It has been my experience that potential
witnesses have expressed reluctance to be involved at all in the
Air India investigation.
"The RCMP is concerned that the publication of the names or
photographs or likeness of some of the Crown witnesses could
lead them to become the subject of threats and intimidation
following which it might prove extremely difficult to maintain
their participation in the Air India trial," she said.
The witness, who was paid more than $450,000 by the RCMP
after he agreed to testify, is expected to say that Bagri took credit
for the 1985 bombing plot during a meeting with the man in the
U.S. some weeks after the terrorist attack.
Bagri's legal team has also argued that the man has faced no
threats since charges were laid against Bagri and co-accused
Ripudaman Singh Malik in October 2000.
Crown spokesman Geoff Gaul would not confirm whether the
witness has arrived in B.C., but said the scheduling of the man's
evidence will be addressed today.
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson has not said when he will hand
down his ruling on a critical issue involving the other key
witness against Bagri, a Vancouver seamstress who police
believed was his girlfriend at one point.
Josephson has already ruled that the witness, whose identity is
protected by court order, feigned memory loss when she took the
stand as a Crown witness in December and February.
Because she claimed not to remember the incriminating

information attributed to her by the RCMP and Canada's spy
agency, Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns then applied to have
the statements, accepted as her true evidence, rather than her
sworn testimony.
Bagri's lawyer, Michael Code, spent more than three days
arguing against the Crown application, saying the woman had
actually denied in her testimony that she said some of the things
attributed to her years earlier by police.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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Vancouver Ñ A police informant says he was told that, in a

startling coincidence on the day of the deadly Air-India disaster,
the police went to speak with Ajaib Singh Bagri moments before
Flight 182 was blown out of the sky killing 329 people.
"He said that just a few minutes before the Air-India crash, the
Canadian police came to his house and told him not to do
anything wrong in Canada, or warned him not to do anything
wrong in Canada," the informant said Mr. Bagri told him a few
years after the disaster.
"He said that, after the police left, he got the news of the crash,"
the informant said in a statement to the RCMP on March 14,
2000, obtained by The Globe and Mail.
The informant, who lives in the United States, is expected to
begin testifying next week against Mr. Bagri in the sensational
Air-India international terrorism trial. Mr. Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson, of the B.C. Supreme Court, ruled yesterday that a
publication ban prohibiting the media from identifying the
informant will remain in place indefinitely.
The man's witness statement, which also includes several
comments appearing to link Mr. Bagri to the plot to blow up the
plane, is the first account to surface about activities of the RCMP
on the day of the crash 19 years ago
Neither RCMP nor the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
have ever been required to account publicly for their
multimillion-dollar investigation into the disaster.
A top official at Canada's spy agency speculated a year after the
crash that either CSIS or the Mounties might have deterred the
bombing if they had been more aggressive in pursuing

information collected from people under surveillance. RCMP
spokesman Sergeant John Ward said this week that the lengthy
investigation will likely come under scrutiny when the Air-India
trial is over. He said he could not comment about the witness's
statement until after the trial.
The RCMP met with the informant on several occasions in 1996
and in 1997. Defence lawyers for Mr. Bagri have indicated they
intend to challenge the witness's credibility and to show that his
accounts of conversations with Mr. Bagri are not reliable.
In a witness statement dated March 4, 1997, the informant told
police he spoke to Mr. Bagri a few weeks after the Air-India
disaster in 1985.
The informant was involved with a Sikh organization that some
people were blaming for the disaster. Mr. Bagri told him, "why
are they bothering you. We did this," the informant stated.
Three years later, the informant told police about a conversation
he had with Mr. Bagri in September, 1987.
"I was talking to him about the Narita bombing on the ground
and one in the air and how this happened, why this happened.
And then he said: ' We were expecting one hour earlier.' My
understanding was that they were expecting for that other bomb
to go off in the air also," he said, referring to an explosion at
Tokyo's Narita airport 54 minutes before the Air-ndia explosion.
Two people were killed in the Narita explosion.
The informant also recalled a conversation on Dec. 26, 1987,
when Mr. Bagri was trying to raise $40,000 at a Sikh temple in
New York to pay his lawyers. The witness said he asked Mr.

Bagri how to build a bomb
"He said that he don't want to open his mouth because ' the walls
also have ears'. Further, he mentioned that 'two of us know' and
he also said, 'if a third person or third party come to know about
this, we can go to jail."
The informant said he spoke to Mr. Bagri in New York in April
of 1989 about Inderjit Singh Reyat, the only person to be
convicted in the Air-India case.
At that time, the Canadian government was in the process of
extraditing Mr. Reyat from England to stand trial in Vancouver.
"I told him that you people will be in trouble if Inderjit Singh
Reyat will co-operate with the police. He said: 'Don't worry, he
fucking don't know nothing. Only two of us know that.'-"
Internal police memos show that, at the end of each meeting, the
RCMP made payments of up to $400 to compensate the
informant for parking and other expenses.
The informant asked in February, 1997, what he would be paid to
testify in court.
The RCMP told him they could give him money "to assist him in
providing protection for himself and his family," but they would
not pay for his testimony.
"The source commented that he had phrased the question wrong.
It was agreed that a price could be negotiated, but this was not
the time to do this," the memo says.

The man proposed $500,000 (U.S.) at a meeting on Sept. 30,
1999. The RCMP advised him that the amount "appeared to be
high," an internal police memo says. After a round of
negotiations, the Mounties made a lump sum payment of
$300,000 (U.S.) Ñ $460,000 in Canadian currency Ñ days after
Mr. Bagri was arrested in October, 2000.
The informant asked for an additional $200,000 (U.S.) in
December of 2003 and again a few weeks ago, the court heard
yesterday. The RCMP told him that no more money would be
paid.
Disclosure in Air India case

By Ian GunnÊ
BBC correspondent in Vancouver

A witness at the long-running Air India trial in Canada has told
the court he heard one of the accused admit to blowing up a
passenger jet.

Ripudaman Singh Malik is on trial along with Ajaib Singh Bagri
Two men are on trial for the bombing, which killed all 329
people on board the flight from Canada to India in 1985.
The witness says Ajaib Singh Bagri told him that a Sikh
extremist group in Canada carried out the bombing.
But the defence calls the witness unreliable because he was paid

by police to appear at this trial.
The witness, who cannot be identified by court order, is a Sikh
who has lived in the United States for many years and was
closely involved with the Sikh separatist movement there.
He told the British Columbia Supreme Court that he knew Mr
Bagri and met him in America shortly after the Air India disaster
in 1985.
He said he was shocked and stunned when Mr Bagri admitted
having had a role in the Air India bombing.
Controversial figure
It is the most direct evidence yet against Mr Bagri and this
witness is one of the keys to the prosecution's case.

The plane exploded off Ireland
But the man is also controversial.
He admitted to the court that he was an illegal immigrant to the
United States, a key figure in Sikh separatist groups and a paid
informant for the FBI.
And defence lawyers have argued that the witness is unreliable
because police paid him $300,000 to testify at this trial.
Last week Mr Bagri's legal team urged the judge to lift the ban
that prevents journalists from identifying him, calling it
unnecessary.

The court, however, ruled that the witness does have a legitimate
fear for his safety because he is appearing at this trial.Ê
'We did this,' bomb trial told
Witness who can't be named recalls conversation with accused
bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri in New York

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, March 02, 2004
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ADVERTISEMENT

VANCOUVER - A long-time friend of accused Air India bomber
Ajaib Singh Bagri testified Monday that Bagri confessed his
involvement in Air India bombing outside a New Jersey gas
station in the summer of 1985.

The man, who had just expressed concern to Bagri that his New
York group was getting blamed for the Air India bombing, told
the court that Bagri smiled as he admitted his role.
"Why the f--- are they bothering you?" the man quoted Bagri as
saying. "We did this."
The man, whose identity is shielded by a court order, said he was
startled at Bagri's revelation, which the man confided to his
roommates later that night.
"At that time, I did not ask him anything because I was so
stunned and shocked about this," said the Punjabi native who is
in his mid-50s.
The man had become an FBI informant a couple of months
earlier, providing information about "hard-liners" within his own
organization, the Dashmesh Regiment, who he feared would
commit acts of violence and ruin the reputation of the Sikh
separatist movement.
He thought for a couple of days before deciding to report Bagri's
confession to his FBI contact Ron Parrish, he said.
"This was not a small thing --329 people have been killed in that
bombing and the guy -- he admitted to me that 'We did this.' How
can a Sikh or a religious guy kill so many innocent people?" the
man said. "Second, it was very harmful [to] our goal for the
Khalistan."
The man, who hails from Bagri's home village of Chak Kalan,
said he continued to provide the FBI with details of

conversations he had with Bagri over the years.
He said he asked Bagri at a 1987 convention in California about
a split between Bagri's B.C. Babbar Khalsa and the same group
in Ontario and that Bagri said he was afraid the Ontario leader,
Tejinder Singh Kaloe, "will tell to police about the Air India
bombing."
Later at a New York temple, Bagri refused to answer the man's
questions about how to build a bomb, court was told. The man
quoted Bagri as saying: "Only two of us know. If a third person
knows, we can go in the jail."
The man said he accompanied Bagri to temples and meetings
when Bagri came to New York every few months.
While the man said he committed himself to getting more
information on the Air India bombing for the FBI, he never
wanted to meet with Canadian authorities or be a witness.
"There was fire all over Punjab. My family was in Punjab at that
time. It was my fear if I go to testify against these guys, against
this guy, nothing would be left of my family," he said.
Sounding like a character in a spy thriller, the man said that when
he first called the FBI to offer information in late spring 1985, he
only identified himself by a pseudonym -- "John," which he
maintained through several conversations with two agents,
including Parrish.
Then the apartment the man shared with four others was raided
by the FBI looking for leads after the May 1985 arrest of several
Sikhs in New Orleans who were plotting to kill a visiting Indian

politician.
Worried about what might happen to him, the man asked one of
the FBI agents if he knew who had been talking to "John." The
agent was Parrish. "I am John," he told Parrish.
The man testified that he had not seen Bagri in years before the
two reconnected in July, 1984, at a convention at Madison
Square Gardens where Bagri called for the death of 50,000
Hindus.
Bagri agreed to come to the man's apartment to meet with 20 or
30 members of the man's Dashmesh Regiment. The man said
Bagri took him aside at one point and said he had enough
explosives to blow up a city block.
"Tell your guys don't go to jail for a small thing," the man quoted
Bagri as saying.
The man admitted the FBI helped him with some immigration
problems.
Bagri's legal team has said repeatedly it intends to challenge the
credibility of the witness, who is considered the most important
Crown witness against Bagri.
The Crown mounted a preemptive strike by asking the man about
several controversies in his own life, including the death of his
brother after an altercation between the two.
The man said he stabbed his older brother in the chest in selfdefence. The eldest brother died and the man was convicted of
murder, but won an appeal after serving two years.

He said he was also wanted in another stabbing in the early
1970s, after which he left India. But he said he eventually
returned, faced trial and was acquitted.
Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns also asked the man about a
series of immigration frauds in which he participated. The man
said he won political asylum on his second attempt in 1996.
The trial attracted its biggest crowd in months Monday.
Several victims' families were there, as was a group of Bagri's
relatives from the same Punjabi village.
Also there was Bagri's son-in-law Jaswinder Singh Parmar, who
is the son of suspected Air India mastermind Talwinder Singh
Parmar.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two June 1985 bombings that targeted
Air India and killed 331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers.
Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the
coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard. The Crown alleges the
two were part of a group of B.C.-based Sikh separatists who
targeted the national airline of India to retaliate for the Indian
Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's
holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com

Bagri said Hayer 'deserved to get shot'
Crown witness tells court accused Air India bomber made the
comment in 1989

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, March 03, 2004
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VANCOUVER - Accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri
told a Montreal gathering in 1989 that Tara Singh Hayer
deserved to get shot in an assassination attempt a year earlier,
B.C. Supreme Court was told Tuesday.
A key Crown witness known as "John" testified at the Air India
trial that Bagri made the comments at a Babbar Khalsa

convention at the Lachine Sikh temple in the Montreal area.
Until January of this year, Bagri was facing an attempted murder
charge in the 1988 Hayer shooting, but the charges were stayed
when the Crown said key evidence was no longer available.
Hayer, who was to be a witness against Bagri at the Air India
trial, was murdered in 1998 in a shooting that remains unsolved.
Bagri's lawyer Richard Peck objected Tuesday to the testimony
related to Hayer, calling it irrelevant.
But Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns argued that the alleged
comments condoning violence made by an accused in a mass
murder case should be allowed.
John, whose real identity is shielded by a court order, also said he
asked the Kamloops mill worker outside a New York temple in
1989 if the arrest of Air India suspect Inderjit Singh Reyat had
Bagri worried.
Bagri allegedly replied: "Don't worry, he f---ing don't know
nothing. Only two of us knows --nobody else."
On cross-examination, John admitted he assisted two men from
his group, the Dashmesh Regiment, after they were involved in a
New Orleans plot to assassinate an Indian politician.
"So you participated knowingly in assisting a fugitive from
justice. Is that correct?" Peck asked.
John said he did not know when he provided the pair money for
return tickets to New York that the men were wanted by the

police.
Peck also asked John why he and others from his group regularly
went to a New York area shooting club to learn about firearms.
John said that after the New Orleans' arrests, immigration
officials cracked down on illegal Sikh immigrants and they all
feared they would be deported to Punjab, where violence against
supporters of the Khalistan movement was rampant.
"There were so many killings over there by the police, by the
army, by the other groups," John explained.
Peck also accused John, who hails from Bagri's Punjabi village
Chak Kalan, of minimizing the death of his brother in a sword
fight between the two in 1965. John, who testified he was acting
in self-defence, was convicted and served two years in jail, but
later won an appeal.
Peck itemized the 14 wounds the brother received in the fight as
they were listed in a four-decades-old medical report.
"In my respectful submission, the witness downplayed the
event," Peck said.
The witness used the pseudonym John when he began informing
the FBI in the spring of 1985 about militant Sikh separatists,
including Bagri.
He told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson Monday that Bagri took
credit for the Air India bombing when the two spoke outside a
New Jersey gas station in the summer of 1985. The FBI was
informed of the Bagri comments within days, John testified.

Despite his role as an FBI informant, John maintained contact
with Bagri throughout the 1990s, even attending the Kamloops
wedding of Bagri's daughter in 1992, he said.
For a second day on the stand, John appeared composed and
calm, even when the Crown asked him about accepting $460,000
from the RCMP after agreeing to testify.
As a resident of New York, he said he knew that Canadian police
could not protect him and he said he intends to disappear for a
while after he is no longer needed as a witness.
"I will have some hard time after the testimony," John said. "I
know that difficulties are coming on."
John was adamant that he didn't provide the testimony against
Bagri in exchange for money, pointing out that he first provided
the information to the FBI years before finally agreeing to meet
with the RCMP in 1996.
He claimed he finally decided to testify at the international
terrorism trial for altruistic reasons.
"It will be very good for the world, for the Sikh nation, for all the
people if I go to testify and tell the people what has happened,
what he has told me," he explained. "My life will not be easy, but
I think I will prepare for this."
John admitted he had lied several times in his attempts to stay in
the U.S., as well as on an Indian passport application when he
denied applying for political asylum in the U.S.

"I lied to get my passport to save my life and not to harm to
anybody," he said.
Asked by Cairns if he would have made up his testimony against
Bagri, he said: "Not at all."
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two June 1985 bombings that targeted
Air India and killed 331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
AIR INDIA: THE CASE UNFOLDS: DAY 96
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri face eight
counts, including murder, in two bombings of Air India planes on
June 23, 1985. The first bomb exploded at Tokyo's Narita airport,
killing two baggage handlers. Fifty-four minutes later, Air India
Flight 182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 on
board.
The case is divided into five chapters. It's currently in chapter 4.
Bureaucratic bungle halts Air-India trial

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Globe and Mail Update
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The Air-India prosecution team mistakenly passed classified FBI
information to defence lawyers in the high profile international
terrorism case, British Columbia Supreme Court heard
Wednesday.
Cross examination of a crucial witness testifying against
defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri was suddenly stopped after
prosecutor Richard Cairns revealed the bureaucratic slip-up.
ÒThis document we are examining this morning, I don't know
where this particular document came from,Ó an astonished Mr.
Cairns told the court.
ÒWe provided [defence counsel] with a vetted version of this
document which had blacked over this particular information. ...

This material has not been declassified by the FBI,Ó he said.
Please see our Air-India backgrounder
The document must have been released through an Òoversight,Ó
he said. ÒWe were somewhat taken aback to see it in this form.Ó
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson adjourned the proceedings for an
hour to allow lawyers from the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Canada's Department of Justice, the prosecution
and the defence to consult on what to do next. The court then
adjourned for an additional two hours.
The confidential information was contained in a telex dated Sept.
27, 1985 that was partially read out in court by defence lawyer
Richard Peck. Mr. Peck said he had received the telex from the
prosecution as part of a routine process requiring evidence
against the accused to be disclosed before a trial.
The telex refers to several people who were involved in an
attempted assassination of a former Indian government state
official in New Orleans in May, 1985. U.S. authorities at that
time arrested four people for conspiracy to assassinate Rajiv
Gandhi, who was then India's prime minister, and Bhanjanial
Singh, another Indian official. But two people escaped.
The group involved in the attempted assassination were all
members of a Sikh separatist group, called the Deshmesh
Regiment.
A witness testifying at the Air-India trial, who was an FBI
informant, told the court earlier this week that he sent money for
airline tickets to those who were not arrested. The witness said

he was the Deshmesh Regiment treasurer at that time. A court
order prohibits the media from identifying the witness.
Mr. Peck said the telex talks about this witness making
statements about various people Òand pointing a finger away
from himself, in respect to the New Orleans matter.Ó
Before the proceedings were stopped, the defence lawyer told the
court that he wanted to question the witness about the two men
who escaped arrest in New Orleans.
Mr. Peck said the two men were the first persons to be named as
suspects in the Air-India disaster.
The Air-India disaster occurred on June 23, 1985, about six
weeks after the failed assassination attempt in New Orleans. The
Globe and Mail reported on June 25, 1985 that Indian
government officials believed the two fugitives, identified as Lal
Singh and Ammand Singh, were involved in the bombing of the
Air-India jetliner that left 329 people dead and the explosion of
luggage from a CP Air plane that killed two baggage handlers in
Tokyo.
Intelligence sources had told The Globe that the FBI suspected
the two men were planning anti-Indian terrorism as early as
January, 1985. The FBI said the two men were wanted in the
U.S. to face charges of conspiracy to kill Mr. Gandhi and the
former Indian state official in New Orleans and were believed to
have fled to Canada.
As the lawyers left the courtroom, two FBI officials declined to
comment. The trial was expected to resume late Wednesday.

Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are on trial for murder of 331 people killed in two explosions on
June 23, 1985 on opposite sides of the world.

Bagri said Hayer 'deserved to get shot'
Crown witness tells court accused Air India bomber made the
comment in 1989

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Wednesday, March 03, 2004
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VANCOUVER - Accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri
told a Montreal gathering in 1989 that Tara Singh Hayer

deserved to get shot in an assassination attempt a year earlier,
B.C. Supreme Court was told Tuesday.
A key Crown witness known as "John" testified at the Air India
trial that Bagri made the comments at a Babbar Khalsa
convention at the Lachine Sikh temple in the Montreal area.
Until January of this year, Bagri was facing an attempted murder
charge in the 1988 Hayer shooting, but the charges were stayed
when the Crown said key evidence was no longer available.
Hayer, who was to be a witness against Bagri at the Air India
trial, was murdered in 1998 in a shooting that remains unsolved.
Bagri's lawyer Richard Peck objected Tuesday to the testimony
related to Hayer, calling it irrelevant.
But Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns argued that the alleged
comments condoning violence made by an accused in a mass
murder case should be allowed.
John, whose real identity is shielded by a court order, also said he
asked the Kamloops mill worker outside a New York temple in
1989 if the arrest of Air India suspect Inderjit Singh Reyat had
Bagri worried.
Bagri allegedly replied: "Don't worry, he f---ing don't know
nothing. Only two of us knows --nobody else."
On cross-examination, John admitted he assisted two men from
his group, the Dashmesh Regiment, after they were involved in a
New Orleans plot to assassinate an Indian politician.

"So you participated knowingly in assisting a fugitive from
justice. Is that correct?" Peck asked.
John said he did not know when he provided the pair money for
return tickets to New York that the men were wanted by the
police.
Peck also asked John why he and others from his group regularly
went to a New York area shooting club to learn about firearms.
John said that after the New Orleans' arrests, immigration
officials cracked down on illegal Sikh immigrants and they all
feared they would be deported to Punjab, where violence against
supporters of the Khalistan movement was rampant.
"There were so many killings over there by the police, by the
army, by the other groups," John explained.
Peck also accused John, who hails from Bagri's Punjabi village
Chak Kalan, of minimizing the death of his brother in a sword
fight between the two in 1965. John, who testified he was acting
in self-defence, was convicted and served two years in jail, but
later won an appeal.
Peck itemized the 14 wounds the brother received in the fight as
they were listed in a four-decades-old medical report.
"In my respectful submission, the witness downplayed the
event," Peck said.
The witness used the pseudonym John when he began informing
the FBI in the spring of 1985 about militant Sikh separatists,
including Bagri.

He told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson Monday that Bagri took
credit for the Air India bombing when the two spoke outside a
New Jersey gas station in the summer of 1985. The FBI was
informed of the Bagri comments within days, John testified.
Despite his role as an FBI informant, John maintained contact
with Bagri throughout the 1990s, even attending the Kamloops
wedding of Bagri's daughter in 1992, he said.
For a second day on the stand, John appeared composed and
calm, even when the Crown asked him about accepting $460,000
from the RCMP after agreeing to testify.
As a resident of New York, he said he knew that Canadian police
could not protect him and he said he intends to disappear for a
while after he is no longer needed as a witness.
"I will have some hard time after the testimony," John said. "I
know that difficulties are coming on."
John was adamant that he didn't provide the testimony against
Bagri in exchange for money, pointing out that he first provided
the information to the FBI years before finally agreeing to meet
with the RCMP in 1996.
He claimed he finally decided to testify at the international
terrorism trial for altruistic reasons.
"It will be very good for the world, for the Sikh nation, for all the
people if I go to testify and tell the people what has happened,
what he has told me," he explained. "My life will not be easy, but
I think I will prepare for this."

John admitted he had lied several times in his attempts to stay in
the U.S., as well as on an Indian passport application when he
denied applying for political asylum in the U.S.
"I lied to get my passport to save my life and not to harm to
anybody," he said.
Asked by Cairns if he would have made up his testimony against
Bagri, he said: "Not at all."
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two June 1985 bombings that targeted
Air India and killed 331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers. Less than an hour later, Air India Flight
182 exploded off the coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Defence wants to use secret memo to attack witness's credibility
The Crown calls FBI document irrelevant but says it could
jeopardize informant

VANCOUVER - If the Crown doesn't want a secret FBI memo to

be part of the cross-examination of a key Air India witness, it can
withdraw the man from the case or stay the charges against
accused bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri, defence lawyer Michael
Code said Thursday.
Code told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that the FBI document in
question, which the Crown says was accidentally disclosed to
Bagri's defence team, is relevant to challenge the credibility of
the witness who was an FBI informant for years.
But Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns argued that the
information contained in the memo is not about the Air India
case and therefore irrelevant and protected by informant
privilege.
And he said if parts of the secret document are released publicly,
the man's life would be put in "extreme danger."
Cairns was so concerned about the safety of the main Bagri
witness, who is known by his pseudonym John, that he requested
the hearing about the memo be held in camera.
But Josephson ruled the public could stay in the courtroom
though some sensitive details from the memo could not be
published.
John testified earlier that Bagri confessed his role in the 1985 Air
India bombing outside a New Jersey gas station a few weeks
after the terrorist attack.
The September 1985 FBI telex details information provided by
John about militant activities of Sikh separatists in Canada and
the United States, including political assassination plots and the

existence of hit lists.
Most of the information concerns the Dashmesh Regiment, a
New York-based separatist group of which John was the
treasurer.
But also in the telex is information that four members of the B.C.
Babbar Khalsa group plotted to blow up two Air India flights on
June 23, 1985, including Bagri, suspected mastermind Talwinder
Singh Parmar, Surjan Singh Gill and Kamloops resident Gurmit
Singh Gill.
The telex says that both bombs were supposed to go off as the
targeted aircraft were in flight but there was a timing problem.
The first bomb, destined for an Air India flight out of Japan,
exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers.
Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 blew up off the coast
of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
Code argued the memo is important because it shows John lied
about some of the things he told the FBI.
"His motivation was entirely corrupt, entirely self-serving," Code
said, adding that on direct examination, John's motives in
becoming an informant were presented in a "highly glossed-over
form."
Code said John was trying to cover up his own criminal activities
by shifting the blame to others when he informed on them to the
FBI.
Air-India judge imposes publication ban
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A B.C. Supreme Court judge prohibited the media from reporting
on the high profile Air-India trial Thursday morning as the court
dealt with a classified FBI document that prosecution say was
inadvertently passed on to defence lawyers.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson kept the public gallery open to
allow members of the public, the media and family and friends of
the two defendants to listen to the proceedings.
But he imposed a publication ban that will last at least until after
the court deals with a prosecution request to prohibit the use of
portions of the classified FBI document during cross-examination
of a crucial witness at the trial.
ÒAny revelation of this material could put this witness in the
[way] of serious harm,Ó prosecutor Richard Cairns said

Thursday.
Please see our
¥ Air-India backgrounder
The witness has previously testified in open court that defendant
Ajaib Singh Bagri admitted he was involved in the deadly
disaster in a conversation shortly after the two explosions on
June 23, 1985 killed 331 people.
While on the witness stand, the middle-aged man also said Mr.
Bagri incriminated himself in other conversations, indicating he
was one of only two people who knew how the bomb was built
and was familiar with some details of the plot.
Cross examination of the witness was halted suddenly on
Wednesday after defence lawyer Richard Peck started to question
the witness, referring to information in a FBI telex from
September, 1985.
The document includes information provided by the witness to
the FBI in cases that the prosecution say were unrelated to the
Air-India investigation.
The defence says the cases are indirectly related to the Air-India
case and could provide important information to the court on the
witness's motivation for talking to the FBI and the reliability of
his statements.
Although the name of the witness is used in court and available
to anyone who attends the proceedings, the court has prohibited
the media from identifying him.

Earlier, Judge Josephson rejected a request from prosecutor
Richard Cairns to close the public gallery and exclude the public
from the proceedings.
CBC lawyer Heather Maconachie had urged the court to limit
restrictions on public access to the courts and on the media to
submissions dealing with specific references to the classified
document. Most of the proceedings Ñ which deal with legal
arguments Ñ need not be behind closed doors, she said.
Judge Josephson subsequently accepted a suggestion from
defence lawyer Michael Code, who said that the lawyers could
make their submissions and the judge could decide afterwards
whether the media should be banned from reporting the
proceedings.
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are charged with murder for the death of 329 people on June 23,
1985 in a mid-air explosion aboard an Air-India flight and the
death of two people killed in an explosion at Japan's Narita
airport 54 minutes earlier.
The trial continues.
John admitted this week that he provided money through another
Dashmesh member to two men from the group known as Lal
Singh and Ammand Singh, who escaped from police after
plotting to kill an Indian politician in New Orleans in May, 1985.
The two men, who were also wanted in connection with a plot to
kill Rajiv Gandhi, were immediately identified as suspects in the
Air India bombings and their photos appeared in newspapers
across North America.

Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two June 1985 bombings that targeted
Air India and killed 331 people.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Defence wants to use secret memo to attack witness's credibility
The Crown calls FBI document irrelevant but says it could
jeopardize informant
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VANCOUVER - If the Crown doesn't want a secret FBI memo to
be part of the cross-examination of a key Air India witness, it can
withdraw the man from the case or stay the charges against
accused bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri, defence lawyer Michael
Code said Thursday.
Code told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that the FBI document in
question, which the Crown says was accidentally disclosed to
Bagri's defence team, is relevant to challenge the credibility of
the witness who was an FBI informant for years.
But Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns argued that the
information contained in the memo is not about the Air India
case and therefore irrelevant and protected by informant
privilege.
And he said if parts of the secret document are released publicly,
the man's life would be put in "extreme danger."
Cairns was so concerned about the safety of the main Bagri
witness, who is known by his pseudonym John, that he requested
the hearing about the memo be held in camera.
But Josephson ruled the public could stay in the courtroom
though some sensitive details from the memo could not be
published.
John testified earlier that Bagri confessed his role in the 1985 Air
India bombing outside a New Jersey gas station a few weeks

after the terrorist attack.
The September 1985 FBI telex details information provided by
John about militant activities of Sikh separatists in Canada and
the United States, including political assassination plots and the
existence of hit lists.
Most of the information concerns the Dashmesh Regiment, a
New York-based separatist group of which John was the
treasurer.
But also in the telex is information that four members of the B.C.
Babbar Khalsa group plotted to blow up two Air India flights on
June 23, 1985, including Bagri, suspected mastermind Talwinder
Singh Parmar, Surjan Singh Gill and Kamloops resident Gurmit
Singh Gill.
The telex says that both bombs were supposed to go off as the
targeted aircraft were in flight but there was a timing problem.
The first bomb, destined for an Air India flight out of Japan,
exploded at Tokyo's Narita Airport, killing two baggage handlers.
Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 blew up off the coast
of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
Code argued the memo is important because it shows John lied
about some of the things he told the FBI.
"His motivation was entirely corrupt, entirely self-serving," Code
said, adding that on direct examination, John's motives in
becoming an informant were presented in a "highly glossed-over
form."
Code said John was trying to cover up his own criminal activities

by shifting the blame to others when he informed on them to the
FBI.
John admitted this week that he provided money through another
Dashmesh member to two men from the group known as Lal
Singh and Ammand Singh, who escaped from police after
plotting to kill an Indian politician in New Orleans in May, 1985.
The two men, who were also wanted in connection with a plot to
kill Rajiv Gandhi, were immediately identified as suspects in the
Air India bombings and their photos appeared in newspapers
across North America.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two June 1985 bombings that targeted
Air India and killed 331 people.
The Crown alleges the pair was part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
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Lawyers will be allowed to ask the man what he told U.S. agency
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VANCOUVER - Despite the objections of prosecutors, the
defence in the Air India trial will be allowed to cross-examine a
key Crown witness on sensitive information he passed to the
FBI, the B.C. Supreme Court judge in the case ruled Tuesday.
After a two-hour secret hearing on the issue, Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson ruled that lawyers for accused Air India bomber Ajaib
Singh Bagri will be allowed to ask the man, an FBI informant,
about the classified documents, including one the FBI said was
deliberately falsified to protect the informant's identity.
Josephson's two-paragraph ruling came after the first closed
session since the international terrorism trial began last April.
While reporters, family members and others in the public gallery
were removed by sheriffs, Vancouver Sun lawyer Robert
Anderson was permitted to remain in the courtroom with lawyers
for the defence, prosecution, FBI and Canadian Security

Intelligence Service.
Josephson said he accepted Bagri's position that his legal team
should be able to ask the witness about what he told the FBI,
despite the normal informant privilege rules.
"There appears to me to be sufficient relevance on the issue of
motive, not just credibility, that it is related to issues in this
indictment," Josephson said.
But he also said he "remained concerned with respect to safety
issues."
He asked both sides to try to reach a consensus by today on how
the cross-examination could continue while safeguarding the
witness, who is known by his pseudonym, John.
For a second day, John was excused from the witness stand midday while both sides argued over the FBI documents, some of
which prosecutor Richard Cairns said were disclosed
inadvertently.
But Cairns told Josephson he could not even make his
submissions in open court.
"I just can't deal with this when I have people who concern me
listening," Cairns said.
Josephson agreed to close the courtroom even though he said he
believed the media should generally be given notice before an incamera hearing.
The trial began an hour later than scheduled Tuesday. The

proceedings have been on-again, off-again several times since
last week over sensitive FBI documents that have been disclosed
by the prosecution to the defence teams.
The FBI documents deal with information provided by John,
who became an FBI informant in the middle of 1985 after
members of his New York-based Dashmesh Regiment were
implicated in an assassination plot in New Orleans.
John has testified that Bagri confessed his involvement in the
1985 Air India bombing outside a New Jersey gas station in the
summer of 1985.
But he has faced tough questioning from Bagri lawyer Richard
Peck, who has suggested John told the FBI about Bagri to deflect
attention away from the Dashmesh Regiment.
Peck said that within 24 hours of the June 1985 bombings, news
reports linked two Dashmesh members -- Lal Singh and
Ammand Singh -- to the Air India plot.
As well, the media reported that two anonymous calls were
received by the New York Post and the New York Times from
people claiming to represent John's group who took
responsibility for the bombing.
John admitted Tuesday he was worried about being linked to the
Air India bombing.
But he said he didn't care if Lal Singh and Ammand Singh were
arrested and that in fact, "they should pay the price" if they were
involved in the terrorist plot.

"I was worried because I was not involved in any such incident,"
John said.
John said he could not remember if he provided the FBI with a
list of 20 people who were intending to take mercenary training
at a U.S. camp in May 1985.
But he said it is possible. He denied Peck's suggestion that he
intended to take the training himself.
He said some of the first Sikhs who took the mercenary training
told him they intended to return to India to train militants there to
engage in acts of terrorism.
John said he passed that information on to the FBI.
Peck pointed to an earlier interview John had given the Crown in
which he said the Dashmesh Regiment was prepared to raise
money for those fighting in India for a separate Sikh state called
Khalistan.
John said that may have been the long-range plan, but that "I
never raised money for that and I was never told to raise money
for that."
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik face murder and
conspiracy charges in twin June 23, 1985 bombings that targeted
Air India and killed 331. The Crown alleges they attacked India's
national airline in retaliation for a deadly Indian army attack a
year earlier on the Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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A key witness at the Air India trial admitted Thursday he lied
about his immigration status as recently as January to try to get a
new Indian passport from the consulate in New York.
But the man, who is known by his pseudonym John, explained to
Justice Ian Bruce Josephson that he did not intend to harm
anyone by his lies and felt they were necessary to protect his life.
John, whose real name is protected by court order, denied on his
application to the Indian government that he had applied for and
received political asylum in the United States.
John told the court he was left without travel documents from
any country on the eve of his testimony at the international
terrorism trial and felt he would be stuck if he needed to
disappear after his testimony against accused bomber Ajaib
Singh Bagri.
"I had nothing in my hand if I needed to get out from New York
after testifying. I needed something. So I lied to the Indian

consulate about political asylum," John explained. "I lied very
clearly. If I told to the consular personnel about political asylum
in the United States, they would never have given me a passport.
John said he felt he had no choice but to lie.
"I never have nothing in my hands. So after testifying, where will
I go?" John said. "That was the reason I had that false affidavit. I
lied for myself, for my safety, not to harm to anybody."
But Bagri defence lawyer Richard Peck continued to point to
several other examples of falsehoods John has told over the
years.
The witness, a boyhood friend of Bagri's, admitted again
Thursday that he falsely obtained farm workers' documents to
win a work permit in the U.S.
And he agreed with Peck that his application to stay in the U.S.
was incomplete because it did not include details about a militant
Sikh group called the Dashmesh Regiment, to which he
belonged.
Peck also accused John of hiding the fact he was arrested twice
in India for violent crimes, even though the man testified earlier
that he was eventually acquitted in both cases.
John is the most important witness against Bagri, the former
Kamloops mill worker now charged in Canada's worst mass
murder.
John, who began informing to the FBI on members of the
Dashmesh Regiment in mid-1985, testified earlier that Bagri

confessed his involvement in the Air India bombing outside a
New Jersey gas station in the summer of 1985.
Bagri's legal team has spent a week attacking the credibility of
John, who received $300,000 US from the RCMP after agreeing
to testify against Bagri.
Peck noted that John was trying two months ago to get an
additional $200,000 US from the RCMP.
Bagri and co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with
conspiracy and murder in two bombings on June 23, 1985 that
targeted Air India and killed 331.
The first blast ripped through Tokyo's Narita Airport and killed
two baggage handlers.
Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the
coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges the pair were part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
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Vancouver Ñ A former FBI agent offered an unqualified
endorsement Wednesday of a controversial Air-India witness
who says defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri told him that he was part
of the group responsible for twin bombings in 1985 that killed
331 people.
Ron Parrish, who retired from the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation in 2002, said information provided by the witness
on several matters was checked with other sources in the Sikh
community and with domestic and foreign government agencies.
ÒIt never came back as incorrect,Ó Mr. Parrish said.
The witness from New York City, who cannot under court order
be identified in the media, began providing information to the
FBI about members in the Sikh community on May 21, 1985,
one month before the most deadly terrorist attack in aviation
history, except for Sept. 11.
The middle-aged witness who admitted that he killed his older

brother in a family feud, told the court that he lied under oath on
several occasions in attempts to obtain his immigration papers in
the U.S. He was under intense pressure while testifying to defend
his credibility and to show that his recollections of incriminating
comments by Mr. Bagri were reliable.
During nine days in the witness box, he was also questioned
extensively about the extraordinary payment of $300,00 (U.S.)
he received from the RCMP after he agreed to testify and the
assistance he received from the FBI to remain in the U.S.
although he was an illegal alien.
Speaking with a strong North Carolina drawl, the former FBI
agent told the court that the witness said Mr. Bagri admitted his
involvement in the Air-India disaster in a conversation on Sept.
25, 1985.
Mr. Bagri told the witness the Sikh Òright wingÓ group Babbar
Khalsa was responsible for the mid-air explosion aboard an AirIndia flight that killed 329 people and an explosion 54 minutes
earlier at Tokyo's Narita airport that killed another two people,
according to a report written by Mr. Parrish and read out in court.
Mr. Bagri confided that the Tokyo airport explosion was
supposed to happen before the plane had landed, at the same time
as the explosion aboard the Air-India flight. He told the FBI
informant that he did not know who or why someone from the
New York-based Sikh group, the Dashmesh Regiment , had
claimed credit for the attack, the FBI report stated.
The FBI informant identified Mr. Bagri and three others as
members of the Babbar Khalsa, the report also stated.

The informant was Òvery surprisedÓ when Mr. Bagri claimed
credit for both explosions, Mr. Parrish testified. ÒHe [the
informant] had no idea they had anything to do with it,Ó the
former FBI agent said.
The informant provided the FBI with more details in July, 1989
about his conversation with Mr. Bagri in September, 1985,
including where the conversation took place and the names of
others at the location when he was talking with Mr. Bagri.
Mr. Parrish also confirmed that the informant repeated
incriminating comments made by Mr. Bagri on three additional
occasions.
Mr. Parrish was dealing with the informant until 1989. He said
the FBI paid him $2,075 for information about the Air-India
disaster and about $1,000 for expenses over the four year period.
The informant never offered to provide information on the Air
India crash in exchange for money or for immigration papers, he
said. Likewise, the FBII never threatened him with deportation
unless he provide information, Mr. Parrish said.
The U.S. agency helped him with his immigration for the
agency's own purposes, not the informant's, he said.
He may have told a RCMP officer that the information was in
exchange for assistance to prevent deportation, he said. But he
was providing RCMP with misinformation as part of effort to
protect the identity of the informant, he said.
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are charged with murder for the death of 331 people. The trial

continues.

Ex-FBI agent testifies he has no notes on informant
VANCOUVER - A retired FBI agent says he has no notes to back
up his recollection of information received from a confidential
informant implicating Ajaib Singh Bagri in the Air India
bombing.
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Testimony by a former FBI agent at the Air-India trial yesterday
cast a shadow over one of the most significant pieces of evidence
in the prosecution's case against defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Former agent Ron Parrish testified that Mr. Bagri's alleged
confession weeks after the deadly Air-India disaster was kept
secret and never shared with the RCMP or investigators within

the FBI.
In a startling admission, Mr. Parrish said he did not let anyone
know that he was told by an informant on Sept. 25, 1985 that Mr.
Bagri in a private conversation admitted some responsibility for
the deadly explosions that killed 331 people.
The informant recalled that Mr. Bagri said he was part of a Sikh
separatist group, the Babbar Khalsa, that was responsible for the
Air-India crash, Mr. Parrish said. "We did this," the informant
quoted Mr. Bagri as saying.
But in a report that was sent to others in the U.S. agency and to
the RCMP, Mr. Parrish wrote that the informant heard "from
many members of the Babbar Khalsa" that they were responsible
for the crash.
Mr. Parrish said he disguised the information in order to protect
the identity of his informant.
Mr. Bagri's defence team have suggested in court that the
conversation, as described by the informant, never took place.
Sounding incredulous, defence lawyer Michael Code pressed Mr.
Parrish on why he did not tell anyone else in 1985 about the
information. Mr. Parrish said he did not have a duty to tell them.
If he had been hit by a truck, "this information would have gone
to the grave with you, and no one would have know [Mr. Bagri]
was a suspect," Mr. Code said.
"Not until 1989, when [the informant] repeated the story again,"
Mr. Parrish replied.

The court has heard that the informant provided more details to
the FBI about the alleged confession in July, 1989, identifying
where they were when the conversation took place and the names
of others who were nearby.
Mr. Parrish rejected a suggestion from Mr. Code that the
informant in 1985 had, in fact, stated his source of information
was phone conversations with many members of the Babbar
Khalsa group. Mr. Code suggested that the FBI agent did not tell
anyone about the informant's account in 1985 because it was
"relatively insignificant."
Information from a group of Babbar Khalsa members was not as
compelling as it would have been if it had come directly from a
direct conversation with Mr. Bagri, Mr. Code said. The
information became more significant only after the informant
provided additional details in 1989, he said.
Mr. Parrish replied that the significance remained the same, just
more details were added.
The informant began providing information to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation as an anonymous caller on May 21,
1985, two weeks after the FBI arrested four people from a New
York Sikh group, the Dashmesh Regiment, for an attempted
assassination of a Indian government official in New Orleans.
The informant was also a senior member of the Dashmesh
Regiment and helped two Dashmesh members escape arrest in
New Orleans. The FBI never caught the two fugitives.
But a day after the Air-India disaster, the two fugitives - Lal
Singh and Ammand Singh - were identified as suspects in the

terrorism bombings.
The anonymous caller formally became an informant on July 29,
1985. Defence has suggested that the informat tried to divert
attention away from the Dashmesh regiment by offering
information about Mr. BagriÊand Babbar Kashsa to the FBI. A
court order prohibits the media from publishing any information
that would identify the informant.
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with murder
for the death of 331 people on June 23, 1985 in twin bombings
on opposite sides of the world.
Air India team off to New York to seek evidence from FBI files
Two prosecutors and two FBI agents have gone to New York in
the middle of the Air India trial to see if they can unearth any
additional evidence about Canada's worst mass murder by
reviewing FBI files.
Surprise Air-India witness fingers Malik
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Witness had memory refresher, court hears
Lied to RCMP, former FBI agent testifies

Vancouver Ñ A surprise last-minute witness in the Air-India trial
says defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik asked him to take an
attach⁄ case with explosives to the Vancouver airport almost a
year before the Air-India disaster in 1985, B.C. Supreme Court
heard Monday.
A retired gentleman, who cannot, under court order, be identified,
testified that he had a private conversation with Mr. Malik about
blowing up an airplane in 1984. He could not recall the date but
thought it was between early June, 1984. and late October, 1984.
He did not tell anyone about the conversation -- including his
wife and his son who is a member of the Vancouver Police
Department -- until December, 2003, he said. At that time, the
prosecution team in the Air-India trial had completed its case
against Mr. Malik and witnesses testifying against co-defendant
Ajaib Singh Bagri were on the stand.
The witness, who is now 73 years old, said he went to the police
after reading in the newspapers and hearing media reports about
testimony at the trial. ÒWhen other people tell things, I say I also

will tell,Ó he said.
He decided to give evidence in court Òbecause innocent people
were killed. It was no fault of their own.Ó
He flatly denied that his damning testimony was related to his
declaration of bankruptcy in July, 2003 and the possibility of
receiving money for his evidence. The prosecution has paid
$300,000 (U.S.) to a U.S. witness who testified against Mr. Bagri
and more than $100,000 (Cdn.) to another person who provided
information but was not called to testify.
The retired gentleman told the court he was not aware of a $1million reward for information leading to a conviction until
defence lawyer Bill Smart mentioned the reward in the
courtroom. He said he had heard about the money paid to the
U.S. witness.
He never thought he would receive money for his evidence, he
said.
Mr. Malik is alleged to be one of several Sikh separatists in
Vancouver involved in planning the Air-India disaster, which,
until the attacks on the United States Sept. 11, 2001, was the
deadliest terrorist attack in global aviation history. Two
explosions on June 23, 1985 on opposite sides of the world killed
331 people.
The prosecution theory is that Mr. Malik, in addition to
participating in the conspiracy that planned the explosions,
reserved the airline tickets used to baggage with explosives on
two flights from Vancouver and financed the scheme.

Recounting events from years ago, The witness told the court
that he had been to Mr. Malik's house for a religious service 20
or 25 years ago. He also went to the home of alleged Air-India
mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar on one or two occasions, he
said.
He heard Mr. Parmar tell those at his home that they should
Òtake revengeÓ against then-prime minister Indira Gandhi and
the government of India for the government's raid of the Golden
Temple in Amritsar in June, 1984, he said. He donated $300 to
Mr. Parmar after hearing his speech, the witness said. Ms.
Gandhi was assassinated by her two Sikh bodyguards on Oct. 31,
1984.
The witness recalled that he saw Mr. Malik outside the Sikh
temple some time after hearing Mr. Parmar's speech. No one else
was around, the gentleman testified.
ÒMr. Malik said: Ôthe government of India attacked [the Golden
Temple]. We are to take revenge of that. You are to drop the
attach⁄ case at the airport,'Ó the witness testified.
The gentleman said Mr. Malik told him Òa time-bombÓ was in
the attach⁄ case. ÒWhen the plane will go, then the plane will be
destroyed with that,Ó he said Mr. Malik told him.
Mr. Malik also told him that he would not go on the plane, he
was just to take the case to the airport. Mr. Malik also said that
Mr. Parmar had asked him to tell the gentleman that he was to
take the case to the airport, he said.
The witness said Mr. Malik's words were Òvery poisonous.Ó

ÒWhen I said innocent people are to be killed, what is their fault.
If you are going to take revenge, go and kill Indira Gandhi.
ÒMalik said, ÔParmar asked me to get this work done by
[you],Ó he testified.
During cross examination by Mr. Smart, the witness initially
denied that he had any money problems. However he later
confirmed that he declared bankruptcy in July, 2003, owing about
$20,000 for unpaid taxes.
He told the court that the house he lived in, which was valued at
about $350,000, was in the name of his children. His car was in
the name of his wife.
He said furniture at his home, worth $1,000, also belonged to his
children.
The trial continues. The prosecution case is expected to be
completed by mid-May.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri face murder charges for the death of
329 people in an explosion aboard an Air-India flight from
Canada and the death of two baggage handlers in an explosion 54
minutes earlier at Japan's Narita airport. The prosecution theory
is that both bombs were in suitcases checked in at Vancouver
airport.

ontinuing coverage by kim bolan
Witness donated to cost of killing of Indira GandhiÊÊ

An elderly retiree who has implicated accused Air India bomber
Ripudaman Singh Malik admitted in B.C. Supreme Court
Tuesday that he paid money towards hiring a hitman to
assassinate then Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi
Bagri defence wants to grill prosecutors
A lawyer for accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri wants
two prosecutors called to testify at the international terrorism
trial to recount their interviews with key Crown witnesses in the
case.
Bagri defence wants to grill prosecutors
Unusual step is aimed at pointing out inconsistencies in witness
statements

Kim Bolan
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Friday, April 02, 2004

A lawyer for accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri wants
two prosecutors called to testify at the international terrorism
trial to recount their interviews with key Crown witnesses in the
case.
Richard Peck told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson Thursday he
intends to make submissions today about why the unusual step is
necessary.

Peck said the Bagri team wants to point out inconsistencies
between what some of the witnesses told prosecutors in pre-trial
interviews and what they testified to in court.
Some of the Crown notes of the interviews that were disclosed to
the defence are proof of the inconsistencies, Peck said.
That means, he said, that the note-takers -- two female
prosecutors on the case -- need to take the stand to testify to their
accuracy. He said he had hoped to work out a solution with
prosecutors, but negotiations have reached an impasse.
"The only way to do it is by subpoenaing Crown counsel," he
said.
Lawyers for co-accused Ripudaman Singh Malik said they also
have concerns, but hope the matter can be resolved outside the
courtroom.
Prosecutor Joe Bellows, who called the prospect of prosecutors
testifying at the trial "a most unusual and dramatic step," said he
was not prepared to argue submissions on the issue today
because he has not had time to prepare.
The impasse is just another bump in the lengthy terrorism trial
that started a year ago this month.
The proceedings were already stalled this week because of a lastminute evidence-gathering trip to New York by two other
prosecutors to review FBI documents that might have some
connection to the case.

Prosecutor Richard Cairns reported back Thursday that 50
additional FBI documents have been declassified and would be
disclosed later in the day to defence lawyers.
Bagri and Malik monitored the proceedings via video-link from
jail. The pair are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
bombings on June 23, 1985 that killed 329 people aboard an Air
India plane and two baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita Airport.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Witness donated to cost of killing of Indira Gandhi
Retiree testifies he gave $300 to Air India mastermind Talwinder
Singh Parmar
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An elderly retiree who has implicated accused Air India bomber
Ripudaman Singh Malik admitted in B.C. Supreme Court
Tuesday that he paid money towards hiring a hitman to
assassinate then Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi.
The 73-year-old man, whose identity is shielded by court order,
agreed under cross-examination that he believed Gandhi should

be murdered for ordering an attack in June, 1984, on Sikhism's
holiest shrine.
The retiree said he gave $300 to suspected Air India mastermind
Talwinder Singh Parmar after Parmar called for Gandhi's
assassination at a 1984 meeting.
"When Parmar said we are to kill Indira Gandhi or take revenge,
then I gave $300," the man told Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
matter-of-factly. "He said we are to hire somebody to assassinate
her."
Gandhi, who was assassinated Oct. 31, 1984, deserved to die
"because she attacked Harm-inder Sahib," the man said referring
to the Amritsar's Golden Temple.
The retiree said he paid Parmar $200 cash and a $100 personal
cheque at the Vancouver home of a man named Sukhdev Singh
Sangha.
The man testified he did not believe in killing "innocent people"
in the name of Khalistan and had great sympathy with the 329
victims of the 1985 Air India bombing.
However, he never told anyone that he did not agree with
violence, the man admitted to Malik defence lawyer Bill Smart.
The man, a surprise witness who contacted police only in
December, said earlier that Malik asked him outside the Ross
Street temple in late 1984 to drop an attache case with a timebomb in it at Vancouver International Airport.
The retiree said Malik told him Parmar had asked the witness to

help with the terrorist plot but that he had refused.
Smart suggested the man's account of the alleged conversation
with Malik was gleaned from newspaper reports of the Air India
trial last fall.
One Crown witness against Malik testified in October that Malik
had asked him to carry a suitcase onto an Air India flight and told
the man he would be a "martyr" to the Sikh cause.
The retiree admitted he had read news reports and was told about
the similar testimony by his wife, who saw it on television.
Asked Smart: "Did you tell your wife -- gee the same thing
happened to me."
Smart showed the man several articles from The Vancouver Sun,
but the retiree acknowledged reading just one of the reports.
The man was adamant that he had the conversation with Malik
after the accused terrorist said
he wanted to talk to him on a plaza in front of the Ross Street
temple.
The man said Malik was selling religious artifacts from a table
there, although Smart suggested there was no plaza in the
location specified by the man in 1984.
The only witness testimony the man could specifically recall was
that of a former teacher at the Khalsa School who said Malik
confessed his role in the bombing, court was told.

kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air India lawyer focuses on video
VANCOUVER - The RCMP showed parts of a video-taped
interview with accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh
Malik to a group from the Sikh community, including two men
who later testified against Malik, B.C. Supreme Court was told
Monday.
Former FBI agent lied about Bagri 'confession,' lawyer saysÊÊ
A lawyer for Ajaib Singh Bagri suggested in B.C. Supreme Court
Wednesday that an FBI agent lied at the Air India trial about
when he first learned of an alleged confession by Bagri to an FBI
informant.Ê
Bagri defended killing Sikhs, court told

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- Ajaib Singh Bagri coldly defended the killing
of Sikhs in the Air-India disaster during a private conversation
with an FBI informant shortly after the ill-fated flight blew up in
1985, the B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
"When [the informant] learned that this [the Air-India bombing]
was done by Mr. Bagri and some of his people, he asked, 'How
could you do this, a hundred of these people were Sikh?' " former
FBI agent Ron Parrish told the court, recalling what the
informant had said.
Mr. Bagri replied that if they were good Sikhs, they did not mind
dying. And if they were bad Sikhs, so what, Mr. Parrish said.

The comments were part of an exchange between Mr. Bagri and
the FBI informant that is central to the prosecution case against
Mr. Bagri in the international terrorism trial. According to Mr.
Parrish's testimony, Mr. Bagri admitted his involvement in the
Air-India disaster to the informant as well as revealing his
attitude toward the explosions, which killed 331 people.
Mr. Parrish said the informant told him about the conversation on
Sept. 25, 1985. The informant, who cannot under court order be
named, told the court he spoke to Mr. Bagri a couple of weeks
after the disaster but could not remember the exact date.
Mr. Parrish recounted Mr. Bagri's comments about killing Sikhs
on his seventh and final day in the witness box, catching Mr.
Bagri's defence team by surprise.
"How did it suddenly come up that there was something
additional you wanted to say?" defence lawyer Michael Code
asked.
The former agent had never referred to Mr. Bagri's comments in
several internal memos on information provided by the
confidential source on Sept. 25, 1985. He did not mention the
comments either in his previous testimony in court or his crossexamination.
Mr. Parrish said he always remembered the informant's words
because they were so revealing of Mr. Bagri's "mindset" at the
time of the disaster.
He realized on Wednesday evening, while speaking with
prosecutor Richard Cairns, that he had not told the court about
the conversation, he said.

Mr. Parrish said he did not put the information in FBI reports
because the statements did not deal with the planning of the
disaster. Also, he wanted to protect the identity of his informant.
"It is so singular in nature," Mr. Parrish said. Mr. Bagri could
possibly find out the identity of the informant if the information
got out, he said.
Previously, the informant testified that Mr. Bagri said he was part
of a Sikh separatist group, the Babbar Khalsa, that was
responsible for the Air-India crash.
Mr. Bagri told the informant, "We did this," which the informant
understood as an admission by Mr. Bagri of his personal
involvement, the court was told.
However, Mr. Parrish altered the account of the exchange
between Mr. Bagri and the informant when writing up reports
about the incident, Mr. Parrish said.
His report of his meeting with the informant in September, 1985,
stated that several people told him that Babbar Khalsa was
responsible for the crash. He said he changed the information to
protect the identity of the informant.
Air India bombing trial nears final stages.
AFP

This 28 April 2003 courtroom drawing shows Vancouver
millionaire Ripudaman Singh Malik (L) and Kamloops mill

worker Ajaib Singh Bagri(C) in court. (File Photo)
VANCOUVER, Canada (AFP) - The final shots in a separatist
struggle now fading into history are being fired not on the
battlefield, but in a Canadian courtroom, in the trial into the
1985 downing of an Air India jet.
The courtroom drama sparked by the blast which ripped the
plane apart off Ireland, killing 329 people, is nearing its final
stages. Two Sikh Punjabis, immigrants to Canada, have spent a
year on trial.
Until the September 11, 2001 attacks on New York and the
Pentagon in the United States, the disaster ranked as the world's
worst airborne terrorist act.
At around the same time as the plane went down into the
Atlantic, killing mostly Canadians of Indian descent, a second
bomb killed two baggage handlers at Japan's Narita airport as
they transferred it to another Air India jet.
Canadian government prosecutors contend Ajaib Singh Bagri and
Ripudaman Singh Malik worked with other religious extremists
to place two suitcase bombs on Air India planes.
The motive, they say, was to punish India for a 1984 military
attack on Sikhdom's most holy place, the Golden Temple at
Amritsar.
The blasts were also allegedly intended to bolster the drive by
extremists for a state for an independent state of Khalistan in the
Punjab.
Advertisement

Air India planes were seen as a highly visible target worldwide,
and Sikh extremists were earlier blamed for the assassination of
Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi in 1984.
Since April 2003, a lone judge, Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of
British Columbia Supreme Court, has heard countless hours of
evidence.
Until recently, the only key testimony in the twin cases against
the two accused was based on what they allegedly said to two
former women friends.
In March, an elderly Sikh immigrant, a surprise witness against
Malik whose case had already been finished by prosecutors,
came forward to tell the court Malik tried to recruit him in 1984
to carry bombs to Vancouver airport.
This month, the trial has returned to examining the final evidence
against Bagri.
A Sikh from New York, an FBI informant, said Bagri admitted to
him that Canadian Sikhs carried out the bombings, and gave him
detailed information about the event.
Defence lawyers for Bagri say the witness is not credible.
Bagri's case is expected to continue through April, followed by
the last chapter in the prosecution of the men, which will focus
on forensic evidence and possibly take two more weeks, said
prosecution spokesman Geoffrey Gaul.
The length of the trail will then depend on the extent of the
defence case, said Gaul.

Most witnesses in the trial cannot be identified because of a
publication ban, while several are under police protection. Some
witnesses, including the two women friends, told of being
threatened by Sikh militants.
Two potential witnesses, editors of Sikh newspapers in London
and Vancouver, were assassinated long before the trial began.
Meanwhile, the first and only man to be convicted in the
bombings is eligible on April 10 to apply for early parole.
Inderjit Singh Reyat, who had earlier been sentenced to 10 years
for a conviction in the Narita explosion, pleaded guilty in 2002
to manslaughter for supplying materials used in the other blast.
He was sentenced to a further five years in jail.
In Canada, the fight and the dream of an independent Khalistan
are faded memories.
All that's left is a daily ritual in which sheriffs escort Bagri and
Malik into their plush seats in the calm, orderly courtroom
specially built, at a cost of 7.5 million Canadian dollars (six
million US) for this trial.
The men sit behind bullet-resistant glass, watched by a handful
of spectators including families of the victims, as lawyers argue
their fate, in a scene an age away from the fury of the Sikh
struggle two decades ago.
Air India jet partially rebuilt

The Air India case has been the most expensive in Canadian legal
history
The Air India jet destroyed by suspected Sikh militants near
Ireland in 1985 has been partially reconstructed in a secret
operation.
The reassembled wreckage will be used as key forensic evidence
in the trial of two Sikhs charged in connection with the attack,
which killed 329 people.
It will be displayed to the jury at a secret warehouse in the
Canadian city of Vancouver.
The trial started in April, 2003 and has heard 120 days of
evidence.
Secret warehouse
The chief prosecutor in the trial of Ripudaman Singh Malik and
Ajaib Singh Bagri said that the reconstructed aircraft is
physically too large to fit in the high security courtroom.
The judge in their trial has ruled that security concerns will
require the jury to go to the secret warehouse to see it.

Ripudaman Singh Malik is on trial along with Ajaib Singh Bagri

Although much of the aircraft has never been recovered, parts of

it were recovered by divers from the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police from the ocean floor near Ireland between 1985 and 1991.
Flight 182 was bound from London to Canada when the bomb
exploded.
The chief prosecutor said that the reconstruction of the jet had
been kept a closely guarded secret.
The location of the bomb within the hold of the plane is a key
part of the case. The prosecution says it was planted at the back
of the plane were luggage is concealed.
They allege that the defendants planted it on a plane leaving
Vancouver international airport which connected with the Air
India flight.
So tight is security that the two defendants will not be permitted
to go to the warehouse, remaining behind bullet resistant glass in
the fortified court room built especially for their trial.
The prosecution alleges that the attack on the aircraft was carried
out by Sikh separatists seeking revenge for the Indian army's
1984 storming of the Golden Temple in Amritsar.
Mr Bagri and Mr Malik have pleaded not guilty to charges in
connection with the Air India attack and a second bombing at
Tokyo's Narita airport.
The trial has so far cost about $43m - making it the most
expensive in Canadian history.Ê
Trial to examine reconstructed airliner

The Air India trial will move away from its high-security
downtown courtroom to a secret Lower Mainland warehouse
next week to view the partly reconstructed wreckage of the
Boeing 747 that was brought down in 1985 by a terrorist
bombing.
Bombed Air-India jet rebuilt for trial

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- The bombed-out Air-India aircraft that
exploded over the Atlantic Ocean in 1985, killing all 329 people
aboard, has been reconstructed at a warehouse at a secret location
in the Vancouver region, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
The Air-India trial will move to the secret address next week to
hear testimony about the location of the bomb in the plane at the

time of the explosion, prosecutor Robert Wright told the court.
The wreckage is the only piece of physical evidence in the
mammoth trial, which started almost one year ago. Testimony
about the bomb's location is considered central to the prosecution
case against defendants Ajaib Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh
Malik.
But neither members of the public nor the news media will be
allowed to see the charred wreckage, hear the testimony directly
or find out the site of the rebuilt plane, Mr. Wright said.
A video link will enable the public and the defendants to follow
the testimony on a screen at the courtroom in downtown
Vancouver, he said. The warehouse does not have space for
members of the public, Mr. Wright said in court. Geoff Gaul, a
spokesman for the prosecution, said outside the courtroom that
security concerns necessitated the secrecy.
Most of the Air-India Boeing 747 remains on the ocean floor off
the coast of Ireland, despite attempts immediately after the
disaster to retrieve the wreckage and two multimillion-dollar
deep-sea dives in the late 1980s and early 1990s to search for
debris.
The sparse list of retrieved items, set out in an internal
government report in 1992, drives home the horror of the
unprecedented mid-air terrorist attack. The divers picked up a
piece of the front cargo hold, part of the fuselage, two pieces of
foam-filled metal tracks, two overhead luggage-bin doors, a toilet
door with embedded glass fragments, suitcases, clothing, pieces
of different types of aircraft structure and several boxes of small
fragments.

Unofficial reports indicated less than 10 per cent of the plane, by
weight, was pulled out of the water.
The lack of forensic evidence with clear markings of an
explosion crippled the police investigation, posing a significant
hurdle for several years to laying criminal charges.
The prosecutors and defence lawyers in the Air-India trial have
agreed that the plane was blown up by a bomb but they disagree
on where it was stored on the aircraft.
The prosecution theory is that the explosive device was in
baggage checked in at the Vancouver airport and stored in a
compartment at the back of the plane.
However, early assessments of the explosion indicated that the
bomb exploded at the front of the plane. The Canadian Aviation
Safety Board and an Indian government commission of inquiry
both concluded in 1986 that the explosion occurred in a baggage
compartment at the front of the plane.
Airline employees have told the court that baggage from Toronto
was stored in cargo compartments at the front of the plane.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson decided -- without hearing from
the media or members of the victims' families -- to endorse the
proposal to impose the restrictions on public access and move the
court proceedings to the warehouse. A court order prohibits the
media from reporting the address of the warehouse if it ever
becomes known.

Defence wants key testimony thrown out
Statements made to Canada's spy agency by a key Air India
witness should be thrown out because original tape recordings of
the conversations were deliberately erased, a lawyer for accused
bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri says.
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Wednesday, April 21, 2004 - Page A11

VANCOUVER -- Canada's spy agency compromised the right of
Air-India defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri to a fair trial by erasing
tapes and shredding transcripts of interviews with a central
witness in the case, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
"The unavailability of the tapes, transcripts and notes
significantly compromises [Mr.] Bagri's ability to make full
answer and defence, particularly with respect to the allegations
contained in [the witness's] hearsay statements," defence lawyer
Michael Code said.
In an attempt to chip away at the prosecution's case, Mr. Code
asked the court to find that CSIS's negligence has led to a
violation of Mr. Bagri's rights under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
If successful, he could subsequently ask the court to ignore the
evidence or possibly stay the criminal charges against Mr. Bagri.
The contentious evidence concerns testimony by William Laurie,
a former Canadian Security Intelligence Service agent.

Mr. Laurie testified that a woman told him in September and
October of 1987 that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her car on the
evening before the Air-India disaster in 1985.
He told her that baggage was going on a trip, and he was not, and
he would return her car, Mr. Laurie said.
The prosecution alleges that Mr. Bagri was one of several men
who took suitcases with explosives to the Vancouver airport.
The woman, who cannot be identified under court order, told the
court that she could not remember much about her interviews
with Mr. Laurie. Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson decided that
the woman was feigning memory loss.
Mr. Code urged the court to consider whether Mr. Laurie's
accounts of the interviews were reliable.
Mr. Laurie told the court earlier this year he did not take notes
when he was speaking to the woman. He jotted down notes
afterward but did not retain the material, he recorded parts of the
interview but did not retain the tapes, and he had transcripts of
the tapes prepared but shredded the transcripts after writing
memos for his supervisors.
The notes, tapes and transcripts were handled in a manner similar
to tape recordings of intercepted phone conversations in 1985 of
alleged Air-India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, Mr. Code
said. CSIS erased several months of intercepted tapes without
telling the RCMP that it was erasing potentially significant
information.
CSIS assured the federal Solicitor-General after the Parmar

erasures that the spy agency would preserve materials from the
Air-India case and share relevant information with the RCMP,
Mr. Code said.
For CSIS to repeat these same mistakes months later after
providing those assurances "is simply inexplicable," he said.
No one took steps to preserve the record of statements although
they immediately recognized the potential significance of the
woman's statements, the need to share them with the RCMP and
the duty of police to preserve evidence, he said.
CSIS should have learned after erasures of Parmar intercepts
came to light, he said. In view of experience with loss of Parmar
intercepts "this failure can only be described as shockingly
negligent."
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with the
death of 331 people killed on June 23, 1985, in two explosions
54 minutes apart on opposite sides of the world. The prosecution
alleges the two Canadians were seeking revenge against the
Indian government for attacks against Sikhs in India.
Bomb mechanism demonstrated in court
Two Japanese baggage handlers likely lost their lives in June
1985 because they dropped a suitcase from a B.C. flight,
accidentally detonating the bomb it contained, the Air India trial
was told Thursday.
Gave dynamite to accused, witness tells Air-India trial

ByÊRobert Matas
Friday, April 23, 2004 - Page A8

Vancouver -- The Air-India trial heard yesterday that a Vancouver
Island well-driller gave dynamite to blow up tree stumps to
Inderjit Singh Reyat in May, 1985, a week before Mr. Reyat
tested a homemade-bomb, allegedly with Talwinder Singh
Parmar, who was killed by police in India in 1992.
Ken Slade told the court he heard a news report about the AirIndia disaster at 6 a.m. on June 23, 1985. "I said to my wife, I
hope that wasn't my powder, and she was pretty upset," Mr.
Slade said.
The prosecution alleges Mr. Reyat, Ripudaman Singh Malik and
Ajaib Singh Bagri were part of a conspiracy to blow up the AirIndia planes.
CSIS agents are not Mounties, Air-India trial told

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Thursday, April 22, 2004 - Page A5

VANCOUVER -- A requirement to have CSIS share information
with the RCMP does not obligate the spies to act as if they were
Mounties, the Air-India trial heard yesterday.
Despite a commitment by senior officials to develop greater cooperation between the two agencies, agents of the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service have not been converted into
officers of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, prosecutor
Richard Cairns said.

"CSIS has always been engaged in getting intelligence, not
evidence," he said.
The relationship between Canada's spy agency and the national
police force has come under a microscope at the Air-India trial in
response to a challenge to crucial evidence against defendant
Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Lawyers for Mr. Bagri allege that his right to a fair trial has been
compromised by the negligence of a CSIS agent who lost notes,
erased tape recordings and shredded transcripts of interviews in
1987 with a central witness. A publication ban prohibits the
media from ever identifying the witness.
Mr. Cairns said the CSIS agent, William Laurie, wrote up an
accurate account of his interviews with the witness before the
tapes and transcripts were destroyed.
Reports for his supervisors had all the relevant information, Mr.
Cairns said.
The tapes and transcripts would have been disclosed to the
defence if they had been preserved, he said. But even though the
tapes and transcripts were destroyed, defence counsel still has an
accurate account of the interviews because the agent's reports
were disclosed to them, he said.
The prosecutor also said that Mr. Laurie was writing a report
based on comments from someone considered at that time to be
an intelligence source, not a witness.
"He [Mr. Laurie] was not in the job of getting evidence," he said.
"[The woman who was interviewed] was not a witness. She was

a confidential informant," he later said.
Mr. Laurie testified earlier this year that the woman initially
refused to talk to him.
He explained to her that he was not with the police, he did not
have the authority to require her to testify in court and the
information she provided would go to the government, not the
police.
After hearing his explanation, she was willing to talk about
events involving Mr. Bagri, Mr. Laurie told the court.
Mr. Cairns said the woman provided information after Mr. Laurie
distanced himself from the police. "You cannot lose sight of that.
The CSIS mandate is different than the RCMP's," he said.
The evidence under scrutiny involves an alleged visit to the
witness on the evening before the Air-India disaster. Mr. Laurie
said the woman told him that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her car
to take baggage to the airport. Mr. Bagri said the bags were going
on a trip and he was not, Mr. Laurie said.

CSIS hindered rights of Air-India accused, trial told
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VANCOUVER -- Canada's spy agency compromised the right of
Air-India defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri to a fair trial by erasing
tapes and shredding transcripts of interviews with a central
witness in the case, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
"The unavailability of the tapes, transcripts and notes
significantly compromises [Mr.] Bagri's ability to make full
answer and defence, particularly with respect to the allegations
contained in [the witness's] hearsay statements," defence lawyer
Michael Code said.
In an attempt to chip away at the prosecution's case, Mr. Code
asked the court to find that CSIS's negligence has led to a
violation of Mr. Bagri's rights under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.
If successful, he could subsequently ask the court to ignore the
evidence or possibly stay the criminal charges against Mr. Bagri.
The contentious evidence concerns testimony by William Laurie,
a former Canadian Security Intelligence Service agent.
Mr. Laurie testified that a woman told him in September and
October of 1987 that Mr. Bagri asked to borrow her car on the
evening before the Air-India disaster in 1985.
He told her that baggage was going on a trip, and he was not, and
he would return her car, Mr. Laurie said.
The prosecution alleges that Mr. Bagri was one of several men
who took suitcases with explosives to the Vancouver airport.
The woman, who cannot be identified under court order, told the

court that she could not remember much about her interviews
with Mr. Laurie. Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson decided that
the woman was feigning memory loss.
Mr. Code urged the court to consider whether Mr. Laurie's
accounts of the interviews were reliable.
Mr. Laurie told the court earlier this year he did not take notes
when he was speaking to the woman. He jotted down notes
afterward but did not retain the material, he recorded parts of the
interview but did not retain the tapes, and he had transcripts of
the tapes prepared but shredded the transcripts after writing
memos for his supervisors.
The notes, tapes and transcripts were handled in a manner similar
to tape recordings of intercepted phone conversations in 1985 of
alleged Air-India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, Mr. Code
said. CSIS erased several months of intercepted tapes without
telling the RCMP that it was erasing potentially significant
information.
CSIS assured the federal Solicitor-General after the Parmar
erasures that the spy agency would preserve materials from the
Air-India case and share relevant information with the RCMP,
Mr. Code said.
For CSIS to repeat these same mistakes months later after
providing those assurances "is simply inexplicable," he said.
No one took steps to preserve the record of statements although
they immediately recognized the potential significance of the
woman's statements, the need to share them with the RCMP and
the duty of police to preserve evidence, he said.

CSIS should have learned after erasures of Parmar intercepts
came to light, he said. In view of experience with loss of Parmar
intercepts "this failure can only be described as shockingly
negligent."
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with the
death of 331 people killed on June 23, 1985, in two explosions
54 minutes apart on opposite sides of the world. The prosecution
alleges the two Canadians were seeking revenge against the
Indian government for attacks against Sikhs in India.

The prosecution theory is that Mr. Bagri intended to use the
woman's car to take baggage packed with a bomb to the
Vancouver airport.
RCMP officers testified that the woman gave them similar
information. However, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
dismissed the police reports because the police work did not
meet the requirements of the court for admissible evidence.
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are on trial for the
murder of 331 people killed on June 23, 1985, in two explosions
in different parts of the world. The prosecution alleges the two
Canadians carried out the mass murders as revenge against the
Indian government for attacks on Sikhs in India.
Convicted bomb maker connected to Narita site

ByÊRobert Matas
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Vancouver -- Convicted bomb maker Inderjit Singh Reyat was
linked to the explosion at Tokyo's Narita airport in June, 1985,
through tiny pieces of cardboard, wire and green tape that were
found at the blast site, the Air-India trial heard yesterday.
Japanese investigators recovered 3,200 bits of materials from the
site. Working with Canadian experts, they matched up 55 bits
with a Sanyo tuner model that Mr. Reyat had purchased at a store
near his home on Vancouver Island shortly before the blast.
A charred piece of cardboard with the letter "M" matched up
with "M" on the cardboard box for the Magnasonic tuner.
The prosecution alleges that Ripudaman Singh Malik, Ajaib
Singh Bagri and Mr. Reyat were part of a conspiracy to blow up
Air-India aircraft. Mr. Reyat has been convicted of manslaughter.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with murdering 331 people.
Bomb's location may hold key to trial

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Globe and Mail Update

Vancouver Ñ A difference of five feet in the location of the bomb
aboard the Air-India flight that blew up in 1985 could determine

the outcome of the sensational international terrorism trial, B.C.
Supreme Court heard Monday.
The bomb blast may be connected to Ajaib Singh Bagri if the
explosion occurred in cargo bin number 52, Mr. Bagri's lawyer
Richard Peck told the court.
But if the explosion occurred in the adjacent cargo bin number
51, then any connection between Mr. Bagri and the explosion is
gone, he said.
Bin 51 on the left side of the ill-fated flight held 100 bags
checked on the Air-India flight at Toronto airport.
The prosecution theory is that Mr. Bagri was involved in a
conspiracy to put a suitcase with a bomb on a flight in Vancouver
that was transferred onto the Air-India flight. The Vancouver
baggage would have been in Bin 52 or Bin 54, Mr. Peck said.
The two cargo bins were separated only by a canvas curtain, Mr.
Peck also said, indicating the hurdle confronting the prosecution
in proving that the bomb could be linked to Mr. Bagri and
Ripidaman Singh Malik, .
Problems in probe
From Monday's Globe and Mail
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Authorities were caught by surprise when two bombs, checked
on flights in Vancouver, exploded on opposite sides of the world
on June 23, 1985, killing 331 people. It took 15 years before
arrests were made. Ottawa has refused to look into why it took so
long. Air-India trial testimony has exposed some of the
problems:
Early 1985. The Indian government warned Canada that militant
Sikh separatists were talking about taking action against AirIndia airlines. The FBI advised Canada to keep an eye on
militant Sikh separatist Talwinder Singh Parmar who lived in
Vancouver.
June 4, 1985. Two CSIS agents followed Mr. Parmar and others
who tested a homemade bomb in the woods. RCMP and FBI
agents spoke to Mr. Parmar, but did not mention the test blast.
June 21, 1985. CSIS intercepted a conversation of Mr. Parmar's
but did not realize he was talking in code about explosives and
plane tickets.
June 23, 1985. Suspects were identified almost immediately after

the explosions. CSIS agent Raymond Kozbey immediately
thought Mr. Parmar was responsible for the disaster. Hardial
Singh Johal, a Vancouver Sikh, became the second suspect after
the airline said his phone number was left with the ticket
reservations.
July, 1985. CSIS erased tape recordings of intercepted phone
conversations of Mr. Parmar before and after the explosions.
CSIS and RCMP fought over access to the tapes for months. In
February, 1986, the Justice Department told CSIS to retain the
tapes. Only 54 of 289 remained.
Aug. 17, 1985. Inderjit Singh Reyat became the third suspect
after police found a receipt with his name for a stereo tuner
similar to the tuner used in the bombing at Tokyo's Narita airport.
September, 1985. An informant told FBI agent Ron Parrish that
Ajaib Singh Bagri admitted a part in the disaster. Mr. Parrish did
not tell his supervisors until 1989. The RCMP did not speak to
the informant until 1996.
Nov. 6, 1985. RCMP raided the homes of Mr. Reyat, Mr. Parmar,
Mr. Johal and others, and pressed for charges. The Crown
decided there was little chance for convictions with the available
evidence, an involved lawyer said, and no Air-India charges were
laid. Cases over allegations of Sikh terrorism were held in 1986
in Montreal and Hamilton.
Feb. 4, 1986. B..N. Kirpal, a judge heading an Indian
government inquiry into the disaster, concluded an explosion in
the forward baggage compartment brought down Air-India Flight
182. Baggage from Vancouver was at the back of the plane.
Before pressing charges, B.C. prosecutors needed forensic

evidence to counter the Kirpal commission.
September, October, 1987. CSIS agent William Laurie spoke to a
woman who said Mr. Bagri came to her house on the night before
the disaster to borrow her car. Mr. Bagri told her that bags were
going on a trip, but he was not, Mr. Laurie said. CSIS did not
give the information to RCMP for three years. The woman has
been a central witness at the trial.
Feb. 5, 1988. Inderjit Singh Reyat was arrested in England in
connection with the Narita bombing. Soon after Mr. Reyat's
arrest, the prime suspect, Talwinder Singh Parmar, fled Canada.
He was in Canada for his son's wedding in 1992, but was killed
months later by police in India.
October, 1990. RCMP receive information from CSIS agent
William Laurie about the woman who incriminated Mr. Bagri,
but decide she is unreliable.
1992. Atlantic Ocean dives fail to recover incriminating
wreckage. The probe slows down.
1995. B.C.-based Sikh publisher Tara Singh Hayer told police he
overheard Mr. Bagri in 1985 talk about his involvement in the
disaster. He gave similar but not identical statements to police in
1996 and 1997, but was shot dead in 1998. RCMP restart the
probe with new investigators.
October, 1997. A daycare supervisor approached CSIS with
complaints about Ripudaman Singh Malik. CSIS handed her to
the RCMP. Six months later, she told police about Mr. Malik
admitting involvement. She became the main witness against
him.

September, 1998. Sikh journalist Sukhminder Singh Cheema is
willing to testify that Mr. Bagri was making incriminating
comments in a conversation in July, 1992. Police lobby the
government to give him Canadian citizenship and pay him
$100,000, then don't call him as a witness.
September, 2000. Weeks before Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri were
arrested, suspect Surjan Singh Gill left Canada for England.
Nov. 15, 2002. Suspect Hardial Singh Johal died.
Feb. 10, 2003. Mr. Reyat pleads to manslaughter in plea bargain
without offering evidence against others.
Bagri's lawyer pins some hope on baggage bin
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VANCOUVER -- A difference of 1? metres in the location of the
bomb that exploded aboard an Air-India flight in 1985 could
determine the outcome of the historic international terrorism
trial, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
The blast may be connected to Ajaib Singh Bagri if the explosion
occurred in Cargo Bin 52, Richard Peck, Mr. Bagri's lawyer, told
the court.
But if the explosion occurred in adjacent Cargo Bin 51, then any

connection between Mr. Bagri and the explosion is gone, he said.
The prosecution theory is that Mr. Bagri, a millworker, and
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik were part of a
conspiracy to put a suitcase with a bomb on an Air-India flight in
Vancouver. The suitcase was transferred in Toronto to Flight 182
and exploded over the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Ireland,
killing 329 people.
Vancouver baggage would have been in Bin 52 or Bin 54, Mr.
Peck said. However, Bin 51 held bags checked in at Toronto.
Earlier, prosecutor Robert Wright told the court that the Air-India
Boeing 747-200 was proceeding normally from Montreal to
London, England, when a catastrophic event caused the cockpit
recording to end abruptly.
The explosion left no survivors, no crime scene and no evidence
of the material used for the bomb. About 95 per cent of the
wreckage sunk to the ocean floor more than 6,000 feet (1,830
metres) below, Mr. Wright said.
Investigators recovered less than 10 per cent of the aircraft.
Analysis of the wreckage did not indicate any malfunction, metal
fatigue or corrosion. A. D. Beveridge, an expert in the chemistry
of explosives, found no evidence of explosive residue, damage
consistent a bomb or material from a bomb, the court was told.
Investigators failed to find any forensic evidence that pointed
conclusively to a bomb exploding on the plane, Mr. Wright said.
However, both prosecutors and defence lawyers agreed that the
cause of the destruction of the aircraft could be deduced

indirectly from evidence such as the structural damage to the
plane, he said.
"The overwhelming inference is that the Air-India flight was
destroyed by a bomb that originated in Vancouver," Mr. Wright
said.
Expert evidence this week will show that the luggage was Bin
52, he added. The testimony will be further evidence of the
criminal conspiracy involving Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik, he said.
Later, the trial got its first glimpse of the partly reconstructed
aircraft.
A video link to a warehouse at an undisclosed location showed
27 fragments of the aircraft hung on scaffolding in a concrete
bunker-like room. The model replicated the size of a Boeing
747-200 with some restrictions. The RCMP had to cut up the
wreckage to fit around support pillars in the warehouse and under
a ceiling that was too low to accommodate the aircraft, RCMP
Sergeant Bart Blachford said.
The reconstructed aircraft had huge gaps between a stretch of
fuselage with windows, part of the rear bulkhead, cargo pallets, a
cargo container and stretches of metal flooring. It was made with
14 pieces taken from the ocean and 13 pieces fabricated by
experts to resemble wreckage, the court was told.
The court was shown video clips of a remote-controlled
submersible vehicle retrieving fragments of the aircraft from the
ocean floor.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are accused of murder in the 329 deaths

aboard the Air-India flight and two more in a blast at Narita
airport in Japan. The trial continues
In the final phase of the case against the two defendants,
prosecution Robert Wright earlier told the court that the mid-air
explosion off the coast of Ireland left no survivors, no crime
scene and little evidence of material that made up a bomb.
The flight was proceeding normally from Montreal to London,
England when something catastrophic happened, causing the
cockpit recording device to end abruptly, he said.
The aircraft broke up and 95 per cent of the wreckage sunk to the
ocean floor more than 6,000 feet below, Mr. Wright said.
Investigators failed to find any forensic evidence that pointed
conclusively to a bomb exploding on the plane, he also said.
However both prosecutors and defence lawyers agree that the
cause of the destruction of the aircraft can be deduced indirectly
from evidence such as the structural damage to the plane, he said.
ÒThe overwhelming inference is that the Air-India flight was
destroyed by a bomb that originated in Vancouver,Ó he said.
Expert evidence later this week will show that the luggage was in
cargo bin 52, Mr. Wright said. The testimony will be further
evidence of a criminal conspiracy, he also said.
In earlier evidence, CP Air ticket agent Martine Donahue told the
court that one person reserved two tickets to India -- one going
from Vancouver to London and on to India; a second ticket going
in the opposite direction from Vancouver to Japan, Bangkok and
then India.

CP Air employee Gerald Duncan testified that a man with a
netted beard and big ring picked up both tickets and paid cash.
Jeanne Bakermans, who checked in both bags, told the court she
bent the rules to allow a bag from Vancouver to be transferred in
Toronto to an Air-India flight without someone picking up the
bag and checking in again.
Mr. Duncan's colleague Joyce Soul told the court that tickets sold
by Mr. Duncan were used to check in bags but they were not
used by anyone to board the two flights.
Mr. Wright told the court that the explosion aboard the Air India
flight and an explosion 54 minutes earlier at Tokyo's Narita
airport were part of the same plan.
The evidence linking the Narita explosion to Vancouver was
Òstraightforward,Ó he said. The CP Air flight was empty when
bags were loaded in Vancouver and Narita was the flight's first
stop. The bomb at Narita exploded at the airport, leaving behind
a crime scene with wreckage that was traced back to Canada.
However, the link between the Air India explosion and
Vancouver was not as easily made, the court heard.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are accused of murdering 329 people
who were killed in an explosion aboard the Air-India flight and
murdering two people killed in the bomb blast at Narita airport.
The trial continues.
'It's as good a show as you can find'

In the past year, moments of high drama sometimes
overshadowed evidence at the Air-India trial
ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- It was a rare flash of raw emotion from the
witness box at the Air-India trial.
A daycare worker told the courtroom she had lost her job, her
home, her friends and contact with one of her sons since agreeing
to testify against Ripudaman Singh Malik. "I'm so scared, so
scared of running when there is nowhere left to run," she
mumbled, wiping away tears.
In the public gallery, Martine Donahue was pleased she'd been
there for the woman's testimony. "Everyone was crying . . . I was

really choked," she said later.
Ms. Donahue, 77, testified almost a year ago in the sensational
terrorism trial. She continues to attend out of interest -- and, she
says, because on a rainy day in Vancouver "it's as good a show as
you can find."
The trial is a spectacle all right -- one in which moments of high
drama have sometimes overshadowed evidence. But its outcome
is still very much in doubt.
The trial heads into its second year on Wednesday, and the
prosecution is only now beginning the final portion of its case
against the defendants.
Mr. Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder charges for the
killing of 329 people on June 23, 1985, in the mid-air explosion
of an Air-India flight from Canada off the coast of Ireland, and in
the death of two baggage handlers killed 54 minutes earlier in a
bomb blast at Tokyo's Narita airport. The prosecution's theory is
that the two Canadians were seeking revenge against the Indian
government for attacks against Sikhs in India, and an invasion of
the Golden Temple, the Sikhs' holiest shrine.
Until the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks in New York and Washington,
the disaster had been the deadliest terrorist attack in aviation
history.
Witnesses against Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik have all been called.
The primary evidence against Mr. Malik is an account of a
conversation 12 years after the co-ordinated twin bombings, in
which he is alleged to have confessed. The case against Mr.
Bagri revolves around incriminating statements he made that do

not spell out what he specifically did on the day of the disaster.
In the final portion of the prosecution's case, beginning today, the
trial will focus on the partly rebuilt aircraft that was blown out of
the sky. The court is expected to hear conflicting evidence on
whether the explosion occurred in a rear compartment of the
plane, where baggage checked in at the Vancouver airport was
stored.
Defence witnesses are expected to be called beginning in June.
Ms. Donahue, 77, is a spunky, retired airline employee who took
the reservations used in 1985 to check baggage with bombs onto
two aircraft. She has been in the public gallery frequently since
she testified almost a year ago, a day after the trial began.
She says she comes to court to see the accused, to hear the
witnesses and to piece together what really happened. She
measures each statement at the trial with the critical eye of a
juror.
Ms. Donahue also said she comes for entertainment. "That judge
is so cool, he shows absolutely nothing. You can tell he is really
attentive, but it's like he is made of stone, like a Buddha," she
said of Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson.
She is bored by legal arguments, but is impressed with
prosecutor Joe Bellows, who she feels presented the evidence
against Mr. Malik meticulously. She thought lawyer Len Doust,
who questioned Inderjit Singh Reyat for the prosecution, was
outstanding.
"His performance was so memorable."

Lawyer Richard Peck, who cross-examined her, was "a real
gentleman," but annoying. She wondered whether he tried to put
words in her mouth.
The mood at the trial has fluctuated dramatically, depending on
who is in the witness box. Mr. Malik had a strong show of
support from family and friends while witnesses testified against
him. Many members of Mr. Bagri's family were there when the
attention was on him.
At times, the trial seems more like a substitute for the judicial
commission of inquiry that never was. As the months pass, more
and more pieces in the unfinished Air-India jigsaw puzzle fall
into place.
At other times, the plush $7-million courtroom, built for the AirIndia trial, feels like a living shrine to the victims of the deadliest
crime in Canadian history. With a respectful silence, members of
the victims' families slip into their seats in the public gallery and
peer through a thick, transparent, bullet-resistant wall at lawyers
on the other side.
About 110 family members have appeared in the public gallery
since the trial began, a few different families coming to court
almost every week. Most sit directly behind Mr. Malik and Mr.
Bagri, a few metres away from the families of the accused.
After so many years, the edge has been taken off any
confrontation. Family members eye each other, but never speak.
Mr. Bagri's and Mr. Malik's families have been reticent to
comment to the media. Privately, they indicate they feel good

about how the trial is unfolding. They believe the court will not
find the witnesses credible.
Across the aisle, the families of victims are persuaded by the
evidence against Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik. Nursing their sorrow
for almost 20 years, they speak softly but with a firm belief that
the court will convict.
In the early months of the trial, families of the victims told
reporters they came to confront the accused and remind them of
those who were killed in cold blood. After waiting so many years
for a trial to begin, they wanted someone to be punished for the
crime. Many said they were taken aback by the glacial pace of
justice.
But now, family members are more realistic. They say they come
just to bear witness.
"It's important to be here," said Lata Pada, whose husband,
Vishnu, and teenaged daughters Brinda and Arti were on the
flight. "For a long time, it was as if the families [of the victims]
were blotted out from public memory. People's lives were lost,
people suffered, fathers and mothers and children were lost. But
we are still here."
Ms. Pada had trouble matching the image of terrorist bombers
with the two middle-aged men in the prisoner's box, dressed in
the traditional outfit of Sikh warriors.
When they come into the courtroom, Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri
scan the public gallery, looking for familiar faces. They smile.
They bow slightly, with their hands together, to those they know.
Often Mr. Bagri waves with a big smile to his grandchildren.

"When you look at the accused, they seem so innocent and
religious," Ms. Pada said. She wonders what type of person
could be capable of such heinous crimes. "They seem like two
people who might have been active in their community, good
neighbours, good parents in normal circumstances," she said.
Neither Mr. Malik nor Mr. Bagri has indicated whether they will
testify in their own defence. The court has heard from 87
witnesses over the past year. The prosecution's case stands
almost entirely on the testimony of witnesses who have
recounted private conversations with the accused. None of the
witnesses had firsthand knowledge about the alleged involvement
of the two men in the crime. The prosecution has not shown any
physical evidence directly linking the two men to the explosions.
Without direct evidence, the prosecution team of 18 lawyers has
slowly built a circumstantial case. Any one piece of evidence
may not be sufficient grounds for a conviction, they say, but all
the pieces together point overwhelmingly to one conclusion.
About 15 lawyers work on the two defence teams. Mr. Bagri's
lawyers have been more aggressive in challenging evidence and
raising legal issues about the process. Mr. Malik's team has relied
on Mr. Bagri's team to take care of the legal challenges,
appearing at times not to be as engaged in the courtroom battles
as other defence lawyers.
But with so much depending on whether a witness can be
believed, both teams hammered away strenuously at
inconsistencies in witness testimony, and unsavoury
embarrassments in the witness's past. They also questioned the
reliability of witnesses who received benefits for co-operating

with the prosecution.
The basic outline of the alleged conspiracy has remained the
same since investigators pieced together their best clues in 1985.
The prosecution's theory is that Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik were
part of a group of religious Sikh activists that included Talwinder
Singh Parmar, Inderjit Singh Reyat, Hardial Singh Johal, Surjan
Singh Gill and others.
Mr. Reyat pleaded guilty to manslaughter, admitting he collected
dynamite and other items for the Air-India bomb. He was
previously convicted of manslaughter in the Narita explosion.
Mr. Parmar, who was killed by police in India in 1992, and Mr.
Johal, who died of natural causes in 2002, were never charged.
The police have also not charged others who were named in
court as part of the conspiracy.
The most crucial evidence against the two defendants came from
women with whom they had a close relationship. The court has
prohibited the media from identifying either woman.
Both were friends of the defendants before talking to authorities
about the Air-India case. Both women testified they did not have
a sexual relationship with either of the accused.
Mr. Malik was betrayed by a daycare worker who repeatedly told
the court about her love for him, while setting out in precise
detail the most damning evidence against him. "He told me how
special I was and gave me a big hug and told me he had a lot of
feelings for me," she testified. "We grew very fond of each other
and the fondness turned to love and the love to respect."

Her love, though, was not blind. She told the court she balked
when he wanted to involve her in a scheme to misuse
government grants. She also came under pressure at the Sikh
preschool to be more devout. Unwilling to comply, she went to
the province's Human Rights Commission.
She started talking to police about Mr. Malik's alleged
involvement in an unemployment insurance scam, immigration
smuggling and welfare fraud. The court heard she was repeatedly
threatened, and eggs were thrown at her house in the middle of
the night during the months she met with police. Six months after
first approaching authorities, she told police about Mr. Malik and
Air-India.
She said Mr. Malik said: "We'd Air-India crashed." She said in a
second conversation he told her that he had arranged the airline
reservations and put up $3,000 for the tickets. He also identified
others who took part in the plot, she said.
She stuck by her account, although her credibility was vigorously
attacked in court. The woman also held to her emotions. "I love
him still," she said just before disappearing again into a witnessprotection program.
The woman linked to Mr. Bagri was a reluctant witness. She did
not provide any incriminating evidence against Mr. Bagri when
she was called to testify.
Eight RCMP officers and a CSIS agent told a different story. The
court was told she said Mr. Bagri came to her house on the
evening before the disaster to borrow her car. Mr. Bagri told her
the baggage was going on a trip but he was not. The prosecution
alleges that Mr. Bagri was involved in getting the bags with

explosives to Vancouver airport.
The court spent two months considering whether to accept the
testimony of the RCMP officers and CSIS agent. The judge
decided the woman had feigned memory loss and was afraid for
her life. He accepted as true the account of her comments
provided by CSIS agent William Laurie, but rejected most of the
police officers' work for failing to meet requirements of the court
for evidence.
Another witness to testify against Mr. Bagri was an FBI
informant, who testified that Mr. Bagri had told him he was
involved in the Air-India disaster. The informant, who received
$300,000 (U.S.) to testify, recounted incriminating comments
made during five conversations with Mr. Bagri.
The trial has also heard from several witnesses about incidents
that the prosecution says reveal motives for committing the
crime, and provide insight into the defendants' thinking.
The court spent several days considering a fiery speech by Mr.
Bagri almost a year before the crash. Speaking before thousands
of people at Madison Square Gardens in New York City, Mr.
Bagri called for the death of 50,000 Sikhs, for first-born sons to
be dedicated to the fight for a separatist Sikh country and for an
aggressive fundraising campaign to support militant action in
India.
One of the most outstanding moments of the trial had little to do
with either Mr. Malik or Mr. Bagri. Ms. Donahue recalled the
days in September when Inderjit Singh Reyat was called to
testify.

"Reyat is a handsome man, but his testimony was totally
dubious," she said. "But when he was on the stand, it was as
good as anything you could think of."
(Tuesday, April 27, 2004 on Page A2)
CORRECTION
Air-India defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri called for the death of
50,000 Hindus during a speech at New York's Madison Square
Garden. Incorrect information appeared yesterday.
Bagri's lawyer pins some hope on baggage bin
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VANCOUVER -- A difference of 1? metres in the location of the
bomb that exploded aboard an Air-India flight in 1985 could

determine the outcome of the historic international terrorism
trial, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
The blast may be connected to Ajaib Singh Bagri if the explosion
occurred in Cargo Bin 52, Richard Peck, Mr. Bagri's lawyer, told
the court.
But if the explosion occurred in adjacent Cargo Bin 51, then any
connection between Mr. Bagri and the explosion is gone, he said.
The prosecution theory is that Mr. Bagri, a millworker, and
Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik were part of a
conspiracy to put a suitcase with a bomb on an Air-India flight in
Vancouver. The suitcase was transferred in Toronto to Flight 182
and exploded over the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Ireland,
killing 329 people.
Vancouver baggage would have been in Bin 52 or Bin 54, Mr.
Peck said. However, Bin 51 held bags checked in at Toronto.
Earlier, prosecutor Robert Wright told the court that the Air-India
Boeing 747-200 was proceeding normally from Montreal to
London, England, when a catastrophic event caused the cockpit
recording to end abruptly.
The explosion left no survivors, no crime scene and no evidence
of the material used for the bomb. About 95 per cent of the
wreckage sunk to the ocean floor more than 6,000 feet (1,830
metres) below, Mr. Wright said.
Investigators recovered less than 10 per cent of the aircraft.
Analysis of the wreckage did not indicate any malfunction, metal
fatigue or corrosion. A. D. Beveridge, an expert in the chemistry

of explosives, found no evidence of explosive residue, damage
consistent a bomb or material from a bomb, the court was told.
Investigators failed to find any forensic evidence that pointed
conclusively to a bomb exploding on the plane, Mr. Wright said.
However, both prosecutors and defence lawyers agreed that the
cause of the destruction of the aircraft could be deduced
indirectly from evidence such as the structural damage to the
plane, he said.
"The overwhelming inference is that the Air-India flight was
destroyed by a bomb that originated in Vancouver," Mr. Wright
said.
Expert evidence this week will show that the luggage was Bin
52, he added. The testimony will be further evidence of the
criminal conspiracy involving Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik, he said.
Later, the trial got its first glimpse of the partly reconstructed
aircraft.
A video link to a warehouse at an undisclosed location showed
27 fragments of the aircraft hung on scaffolding in a concrete
bunker-like room. The model replicated the size of a Boeing
747-200 with some restrictions. The RCMP had to cut up the
wreckage to fit around support pillars in the warehouse and under
a ceiling that was too low to accommodate the aircraft, RCMP
Sergeant Bart Blachford said.
The reconstructed aircraft had huge gaps between a stretch of
fuselage with windows, part of the rear bulkhead, cargo pallets, a
cargo container and stretches of metal flooring. It was made with

14 pieces taken from the ocean and 13 pieces fabricated by
experts to resemble wreckage, the court was told.
The court was shown video clips of a remote-controlled
submersible vehicle retrieving fragments of the aircraft from the
ocean floor.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are accused of murder in the 329 deaths
aboard the Air-India flight and two more in a blast at Narita
airport in Japan. The trial continues.
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VANCOUVER -- Canada's spy agency acted with "unacceptable
negligence" in destroying crucial evidence in the Air-India trial
and violated the constitutional rights of defendant Ajaib Singh
Bagri, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson ruled yesterday.
In a stinging condemnation of the Canadian Security Intelligence
Service, Judge Josephson said the spy agency appeared to have
failed to ensure that errors it made in 1985 were not repeated two
years later. CSIS destroyed "clearly relevant evidence for the
criminal investigation," he said.
The decision, at a minimum, will undermine some of the most
important evidence in the prosecution case against Mr. Bagri.
The judge did not rule on an appropriate remedy for Mr. Bagri.
However, his defence lawyers have asked the court to consider
alternatives later in the trial that include staying the charges in
the sensational international terrorism case, dismissing the

relevant evidence or allowing the defence to submit evidence that
would not otherwise be admissible.
"It's an important decision," defence lawyer Michael Code said
in an interview outside the court.
The ruling touches on one of only two main witnesses testifying
against Mr. Bagri, he said.
Yesterday's ruling was the second time in the case that the judge
has decided Mr. Bagri's Charter rights were violated. "It's another
important step for us," Mr. Code said.
The ruling stems from CSIS agent William Laurie's handling of
information from interviews in the fall of 1987 with a source
who became one of the key witnesses in the prosecution's case.
Mr. Laurie testified that a woman had told him that Mr. Bagri
asked to borrow her car on the evening before the disaster to take
baggage to the airport.
Mr. Bagri said the bags were going to the airport, but he was not,
and he would return her car, Mr. Laurie said.
Although the woman refused Mr. Bagri's request, the prosecution
theory is that Mr. Bagri was involved in taking bags containing
explosives to the airport.
The CSIS agent testified that he did not take notes while he was
speaking to her but wrote down what he remembered later on the
same day.
He also had a briefcase with a hidden tape recorder that was

operating during parts of the interviews.
However, he could not find the notes, and the tapes were
destroyed after a transcript was prepared, he said. He shredded
the transcripts after writing reports for his supervisors, he added.
The woman told the court that she did not recall making the
comments to Mr. Laurie.
Judge Josephson decided that she was feigning memory loss,
fearing for her safety if she testified against Mr. Bagri.
However, he was critical of CSIS for its handling of the
information.
Mr. Laurie followed his normal practice when gathering
intelligence from a source, he said. But CSIS "appeared to have
failed at an institutional level," the judge stated.
CSIS erased tape recordings of intercepted telephone
conversations of alleged Air-India mastermind Talwinder Singh
Parmar in the months before and after the disaster in 1985.
Judge Josephson ruled earlier in the trial that Mr. Bagri's
constitutional right to see the evidence collected in the
investigation had been violated by the erasure.
Although the head of CSIS issued a directive in January, 1997, to
correct the problems, the agency failed to ensure that such errors
were not repeated, the judge wrote.
"It is apparent that the original notes, tapes and/or transcripts of
[Mr. Laurie's] meetings would have been the best evidence of

what was actually said," he wrote.
"It is clear that a procedure should have been in place for the
preservation of this clearly relevant evidence for the criminal
investigation."
Mr. Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik
are accused of murder in the death of 331 people killed in two
explosions on June 23, 1985.

VANCOUVER - A videotape showing the reconstruction of Air
India Flight 182 has been released to the media.
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The plane exploded in mid-air off the coast of Ireland in June

The recovered right front door of Air India Flight 182 (CP photo)

An inside view of the right front door

A container recovered from the wreckage

Ê1985, killing all 329 people onboard. Most of the victims were
Canadians.
The video is a silent tour of the rebuilt plane as it sits in a secret
location in Vancouver. The jetliner is a key exhibit in the trial of
the two men accused of blowing it up.
Ê
On screen are close-up shots of wreckage recovered from the
ocean floor: a huge chunk of fuselage, the windows still in place,
the plane skin puckered from the heat.
Beside it hangs fabricated aircraft parts. They are reconstructions
of pieces of Flight 182 that couldn't be recovered. They were
made from photographs and are a stark contrast to the real thing.
Their metal is pristine and smooth.
The release of the video is unusual.
Security around any witnesses and evidence at the trial has been
extremely tight. The location of the warehouse where the
reconstructed plane sits is still a secret.
Officials say they can't even reveal why they can't reveal its
location.
In court on Tuesday, an expert in aviation explosions testified.
Christopher Peel said he has never seen so much simulated
material in a reconstruction.
On Wednesday, Peel, the judge, the lawyers and the court clerks

will move the hearing to the warehouse itself so Peel can actually
walk up to what's left of Flight 182. He's expected to show how
the tears in the metal demonstrate exactly where the suitcase
bomb was stored in the plane's hold.
Also in court on Tuesday, the judge took Canada's spy agency to
task. Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson ruled the rights of one of
the accused had been violated because the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service (CSIS) destroyed audiotapes and notes from
interviews with a witness in the 1980s.
That witness testified against accused bomber Ajaib Singh Bagri.
The judge said the material should have been preserved and
destroying it violated Bagri's Charter right to disclosure of the
evidence against him.
Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are on trial in B.C. Supreme
Court, charged with killing 331 people in two separate bombings
on the same day in June 1985. One bomb killed 329 people
onboard Air India Flight 182. The other bomb killed two baggage
handlers at Tokyo's Narita Airport.
VANCOUVER (CP) - Wreckage of the downed Air India 747
recovered from the ocean floor shows damage consistent with an
explosion in the jet's left aft cargo area, the B.C. Supreme Court
heard Wednesday.
The dramatic evidence came as the Air India bombing trial of
Ajaib Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik reached the oneyear mark. Christopher Peel used photographs of wreckage from
the jet on the ocean floor and after it had been recovered to
prepare the court for a visit to the reconstructed remains of the

plane Friday.
He said the believed position of the bomb has been marked out at
a secret warehouse in the Vancouver area.
"When you get to the wreckage, you'll find it marked out with
tape to make it more visually obvious," Peel said.
He referred to a section of the plane's outer skin from about the
last 17 rows of passenger seats above a left, aft cargo area.
"It's my opinion it was blown out of the structure very early in
the process," he told B.C. Supreme Court Judge Ian Josephson.
He said damage to the piece and others nearby was characteristic
of damage seen in explosion trials done in research.
"What the bomb sees, the bomb hits, the bomb deflects," he said.
The area from which the pieces were close to contained two
baggage containers central to both the Crown and defence cases.
What is disputed is which container the blast originated from.
The prosecution has presented evidence that bags from two men,
both named Singh, were checked in at Vancouver International
Airport.
One of those bags would have gone into cargo area 52, the
Crown says.
However, lawyer Richard Peck, who is representing Ajaib Singh
Bagri, suggested if the Crown cannot show the bag was in that

area, it may not have a connection between the explosion and his
client.
Peck contends cargo area 51 held the bomb and is expected to
introduce witnesses to support the theory.
Peel is part of a team that reconstructed part of the Flight 182
wreckage at a secret Vancouver warehouse.
He was also involved in investigations into the crash of TWA
Flight 800 over Long Island, N.Y., in 1996.
Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are being tried on charges of
conspiracy and murder in connection with the explosion that
downed Air India Flight 182 off the coast of Ireland June 23,
1985.
Malik and Bagri also face charges connected to an explosion at
Tokyo's Narita airport the same day.
A total of 331 people died in the two attacks.
The Crown alleges the pair were part of a group of B.C.-based
Sikh separatists who targeted the national airline of India to
retaliate for the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden
Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
Expert identifies clues to Air-India explosion
Damage to Air-India plane shows bomb exploded in cargo bin,
court hears
ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- Rumpled fragments of fuselage and jagged
edges along pieces of twisted metal took on extraordinary
significance at the Air-India trial yesterday as an expert in
explosions identified in court the minuscule clues that he said
indicated a bomb exploded in a cargo bin containing baggage
from Vancouver.
Pointing to heavy creases on a segment of the fuselage from AirIndia flight 182, Christopher Peel said the wreckage appeared as
if it had been stomped on by a large foot.
The skin of the airplane was pushed off the frame, crumpled up
and tightly curled in on itself, he said.
The wreckage showed signs of "vast damage . . . typical of blast
damage," he added.
Some family members of victims in the public gallery cried as
photographs of the wreckage at the bottom of the sea and in a
warehouse were shown on courtroom video monitors.
"My younger brother Bimal Kumar Saha was a crew member on
that flight," Kamal Kumar Saha said later outside the courtroom.
"It was very, very disturbing."
Mr. Peel, who has 37 years experience working with explosives,
was also an expert witness at the Pan Am 103-Lockerbie trial.
He began his testimony by pinpointing the hole created on the
Air-India aircraft by the explosion.

He analyzed the trail of wreckage left behind in the Atlantic
Ocean, cracks radiating out from the apparent blast site that may
have caused the belly of the aircraft to split and the condition of
wreckage found on the seabed. He compared the wreckage with
results of trial explosions on aircraft.
The court previously heard that analysis of the wreckage did not
indicate any malfunction, metal fatigue or corrosion.
Investigators did not find remains of the material used in the
bomb or evidence of explosive residue.
Relying on a computer-designed reconstruction of the aircraft
and a partially rebuilt aircraft in a warehouse, Mr. Peel said he
found what he was looking for: "A hole surrounded by explosivedamaged, deformed material that really said to me, it was a
bomb."
The hole stretched over both cargo bin 51 and bin 52. The
prosecution theory at the trial is the bomb was in a suitcase that
came from Vancouver and was stored in bin 52. The adjacent bin
51, had baggage checked in at Toronto airport.
Mr. Peel told the court that the twisted metal edges of wreckage
that surrounded the hole did not show chemical evidence of a
bomb. He concluded that wreckage closer to the blast had not
been retrieved. He pulled in the edges of the hole by 20 inches, in
effect, excluding parts of bin 51 as the possible blast site.
After concluding his testimony today, Mr. Peel, the judge and
lawyers are to continue tomorrow at a secret location, where
investigators partially reassembled the Air-India aircraft. The
proceedings are to be shown by video link in the courtroom.

The prosecution alleges that mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri and
businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik were involved in a
conspiracy to put a bomb on Air-India flight 182.
They face murder charges for the deaths of 329 people killed in
an explosion aboard the Air-India flight and the deaths of two
people killed 54 minutes earlier in an explosion at Tokyo's Narita
airport.
Air India's dying secondsÊÊ
The bomb that killed 329 people aboard Air India Flight 182 was
at least four times more powerful than the one that downed Pan
Am flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988, an expert
testified in B.C. Supreme Court Thursday.Ê
Expert gives blow-by-blow of Air-India explosion

The bomb blast aboard Air-India flight 182 in 1985 was four to
five times bigger than the explosion aboard Pan Am 103 in
Lockerbie, Scotland in 1988, an explosions expert testified
Thursday.
The Air-India explosion on June 23, 1985, above the Atlantic
Ocean, 175 kilometres off the coast of Ireland, killed all 329
passengers and crew aboard the aircraft. The Pam An airplane
exploded on Dec. 21, 1988 while on the ground, killing 270
people.
Explosions expert Christopher Peel, who testified in 2000 at the
Lockerbie murder trial of two Libyan agents, told the Air-India

trial Thursday he could identify similarities between some of the
markings on wreckage retrieved from the two bombed-out
aircraft.
He also provided a blow-by-blow account of the aircraft in the
first few seconds after the Air-India bomb exploded at 31,000
feet above the ocean.
Please see our:
¥ Air-India backgrounder
"The bomb goes off, the hole is formed very rapidly, a small
amount of material is ejected from the hole," he said. Significant
cracks form and run forward, another significant crack forms and
runs to the tail, then the belly of the aircraft is effectively split
open, parting like the sides of a clam shell.
At the same time, vertical cracks appear from the left hand side
of the aircraft, where the bomb was located, and go up almost
like a Maltese cross, he said, referring to the cross formed by
four arrowheads joining at their points.
The side of the fuselage is separated by the vertical crack, pieces
bulge outward and fold back. The crack running toward the tail
then turns at right angle, effectively severing the tail.
"It take just over a second to get to this point," he said.
Major pieces of structure begin to come off as the cracks spread.
The pieces begin to disintegrate as soon as they fall into the sea,
he said.
Earlier, Mr. Peel told the court that structural analysis of the

heavily deformed aircraft wreckage indicated that the bomb was
located in cargo bin 52, which held a suitcase checked in at
Vancouver airport. Markings on the wreckage ruled out the
possibility that the bag was in bin 51, which held baggage from
Toronto, Mr. Peel said.
Two Canadians - Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri
- are charged with murder for the death of 329 people in the AirIndia bombing and the death of two baggage handlers in an
explosion 54 minutes earlier at Tokyo's Narita airport.
Malik's son says father has community support
Cites result of credit-union election
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Friday, April 30, 2004 - Page A12

VANCOUVER -- The son of Air-India defendant Ripudaman
Singh Malik says his "overwhelming" success in an election at a
Sikh-owned and -operated credit union indicates strong
community support for his father, who is now on trial for killing
331 people in the deadliest crime in Canadian history.
Some of those who helped authorities bring Mr. Malik to trial
and who testified against him supported candidates who ran
against his son.
Despite their efforts, Jaspreet Singh Malik, 28, received the
backing of 75 per cent of 2,409 members who cast valid ballots
in the election for Khalsa Credit Union directors last Sunday.

Jaspreet attributed his victory to support for him as a young
lawyer and a person with some business experience. He also
interpreted the vote as a public opinion poll on his family.
The opportunity to run for the board was a chance "to vindicate
my father's innocence," he said.
He said his father and his wife were involved in his decision to
seek a position on the board, but that he acts independently.
"I am not going to be a puppet," he said.
Prosecution witness Narinder Singh Gill handed out pamphlets
of those challenging the Malik slate in front of a credit union
office.
Another witness who testified only after receiving special police
protection also came out on election day.
The court prohibits the media from identifying the witness,
ostensibly for his own safety. Nevertheless, the witness took the
unusual step of spending time on election day chatting on the
street outside a voting station.
Mr. Gill told the Air-India trial last fall about a meeting at a
Seattle Sikh temple attended by defendants Ripudaman Singh
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, and others who police say were
involved in planning the bomb blasts on June 23, 1985. Mr. Gill
said he could not remember whether the meeting was before or
after the Air-India bombings.
He said the key witness against Mr. Malik -- a woman who
testified that he had confessed to her - had told him about Mr.

Malik giving her details about the plot. Mr. Malik urged him to
refuse to talk to police and offered to pay his legal bills if police
tried to talk to him, Mr. Gill said.
In an interview yesterday, Mr. Gill said he was handing out
pamphlets in support of other candidates for "about 15 minutes,"
but he was not involved in their campaigns. He confirmed that he
was with the second witness while handing out pamphlets. "We
were just talking," he said. He declined further comment.
The witness who cannot be identified testified that Mr. Malik
asked him to take a package on an Air-India flight.
The prosecution told the court that the package would have
contained a bomb and he was being asked to be a human
sacrifice.
RCMP officer John Ward said in an interview he could neither
confirm nor deny whether the witness was in a witness protection
program.
He also said he could not discuss whether a person in such a
program could continue with routine activities, such as
participating in a credit-union election.
The Khalsa Credit Union, a B.C.-based financial institution with
assets of about $100-million, held an election for three directors
on its nine-member board last Sunday. The new directors will
begin their three-year term at the close of the annual general
meeting slated for this weekend.
Credit union members were divided on whether the Air-India
case played a role in the election.

Gurnam Singh Gill, who served eight years as a director before
losing bids for re-election, dismissed the suggestion that the
ballot was a vote of confidence in Ripudaman Singh Malik.
"This was not a Gallup poll," he said. Some credit-union
members support Mr. Malik and some members do not, he
added. "But it is up to the justice system to decide who did it," he
said.
Jaspreet won support because he was better organized than his
opponents, Mr. Gill said. "We could not get people out of their
houses to vote. That's why we lost," he said.
Crown won't call on bomber's wife to testify at trail
Rest of Crown's case 'to focus on explosion's forensic evidence'

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Saturday, May 01, 2004

VANCOUVER - The wife of the only man convicted in the Air
India bombing so far will not be a witness at the trial of two
other suspects even though she was subpoenaed earlier, The
Vancouver Sun has learned.

When the trial of Ajaib Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik
opened a year ago, lead prosecutor Bob Wright indicated that
both Satnam Kaur Reyat and her convicted husband Inderjit
would be called by the Crown.
Satnam Reyat appeared on April 28, 2003 and was asked to
return in September to testify. She again appeared and was asked
to return in November. She was supposed to return last Feb. 16.
But instead prosecutor Joe Bellows wrote to her lawyer Feb. 9
and said a decision had been made not to call the woman, whose
name has come up often during the Air India trial.
Inderjit Reyat pleaded guilty in February 2003 to manslaughter
for his role in the June 23, 1985 Air India bombing and was
sentenced to five years. He had already been convicted of
manslaughter in 1991 in connection with a same-day blast at
Tokyo's Narita Airport that killed two baggage handlers.
When Inderjit Reyat was called to testify for the Crown last
September, he confirmed he had been asked to build a terrorist
bomb by suspected mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar, but did
not implicate either Malik or Bagri.
The Crown is expected to wrap up its case in two weeks.
Wright said the Crown's final presentation will focus on the
forensic evidence related to the explosion of Air India Flight 182.
All this week, Professor Christopher Peel, a British expert who
studies airline bombings, has testified on his theory about the
bomb being in a baggage area consistent with it having been in a

mysterious suitcase that originated in Vancouver.
Chapter four of the Crown's case ended a week ago with 35
pages of admissions related to the Narita bombing. Two baggage
handlers were killed as they unloaded a bag from Vancouver to
transfer it to an Air India flight.
Those admissions related to Inderjit Reyat's purchase of bombmaking supplies in the weeks before the two bombings and the
forensic discovery of identical materials in the debris at Narita.
Satnam Reyat is believed to be living in Ontario. The family
home in Surrey was sold last year after her daughter Charanjit
married the son of a former Ontario Babbar Khalsa leader named
Tejinderpal Kaloe.
A parole hearing for Inderjit Reyat is scheduled for September,
National Parole Board official Debora Kihara said Friday.
She said the hearing is automatically slated for a month before an
inmate's eligibility for full parole, which in Reyat's case is Oct,
10.
An inmate can decide not to go ahead with the hearing, she said.
The Crown has led evidence at the Air India trial about how
Satnam Reyat was financially supported by Malik after her
husband went to jail for the Narita bombing.
The star Crown witness against Malik, a former Khalsa daycare
supervisor, testified that Malik confessed to her after she
confronted him about a Punjabi newspaper article implicating
him, which Satnam Reyat had read to her.

Meanwhile, the trial moved Friday to a secret warehouse where
the Air India plane has been partially reconstructed over the last
year.
Wright got Peel to point to specific spots in the wreckage that he
has used to reach his conclusion that the bomb-laden suitcase had
to be in baggage area 52.
The two accused, the media, victims' relatives and other
members of the public watched the proceedings via a closedcircuit television monitor at B.C. Supreme Court.
Dressed in suits and not their usual black robes, the lawyers and
Josephson joined Peel in an eerie procession through giant pieces
of wreckage.
Holding a microphone and a laser pointer, Peel indicated a bulge
in the plane's fuselage which he said is the "single strongest
indication of an internal explosion."
At one point, Peel and Josephson stood shoulder to shoulder in a
spot marked off in black tape, indicating the baggage
compartment where Peel said the bomb was.
Peel explained the difference between the twisted, folded metal
he believes indicates the edge of the explosion and the other
damaged pieces of the fuselage more consistent with "the violent
depressurization that occurred," meaning the pieces had been
farther from the bomb.
"It's as if the bomb were there," he said, directing his laser
pointer to a spot right in front of Josephson.

Malik and Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder in two
bombings that targeted Air India and killed 331 persons.
The Crown alleges the pair were part of a group of B.C.-based
militants who targeted the national airline of India to retaliate for
the Indian Army's attack a year earlier on the Golden Temple,
Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Air-India reconstruction altered
Expert modified placement of parts he considered inaccurate,
court told
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Tuesday, May 4, 2004 - Page A10

VANCOUVER -- The elaborate reconstruction of bombed-out
Air-India Flight 182 for the international terrorism trial was
modified to fit an explosion expert's views on the location of a
bomb, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
During cross-examination by defence lawyer Richard Peck,
Christopher Peel, a British researcher who was also an expert
witness at the Pan Am Lockerbie trial, described changes he
made in the positioning of wreckage and the reconstruction of
some pieces.
He told the court he was called in by the prosecution and that he
disagreed with the placement of some pieces of wreckage when

he first viewed the work done by others. He said he wanted the
wreckage positioned as it would have been just after the
explosion.
In one instance, he pushed two pieces of simulated wreckage 50
centimetres apart to indicate a bulge along the side of the aircraft.
The original placement of the pieces did not fit with another
piece that he had linked to the explosion, he said. The initial
position was "incorrect," he said.
Mr. Peel agreed with Mr. Peck that the appearance of the partly
reassembled Air-India aircraft reflected subjective evaluations.
"Whatever position you put it in, there is some interpretation
inevitably," he said.
Parts of the ill-fated aircraft were rebuilt for the judge-only trial
to show the location and impact of the bomb that the prosecution
alleges was in a suitcase checked in at Vancouver airport. Mr.
Peck has told the court that he will present evidence indicating
that the bomb was in luggage put on the plane in Toronto, stored
about 1? metres away from the Vancouver baggage.
Last week, the judge was taken to a secret location to view
twisted metal wreckage retrieved from the Atlantic Ocean and
simulated pieces of wreckage, based on photos of remains on the
ocean floor.
In a dramatic demonstration, Mr. Peel pointed out the creases and
twists in the fragments that indicated a bombing. Building on his
evidence, he led the judge to the precise spot where the
prosecutors say the bomb went off.

Yesterday, Mr. Peel dismissed the suggestion that he had
disagreements with others about the positioning of wreckage in
the reconstruction. "Disagreement is too strong a word. A healthy
debate is the best way to represent it," he said.
Others took a more traditional approach to reconstruction, he
said. They tried to build it to resemble a conventional aircraft, he
said.
He did something "quite different," Mr. Peel said. He wanted the
aircraft in a "post-explosion position," a second or a fraction of a
second after the bomb went off.
"I do not think that anyone has done it before," Mr. Peel said.
Ajaib Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik face murder
charges for the deaths of 329 people in a mid-air explosion on
June 23, 1985, aboard Air-India flight 182 and two people who
died 54 minutes earlier in a bomb blast at Tokyo's Narita airport.
Air-India divers overlooked evidence, witness testifies

ByÊRobert Matas
Thursday, May 6, 2004 - Page A6

Vancouver -- A review of video images of underwater wreckage
from Air-India flight 182 showed that investigators overlooked
what might have been key evidence and left it on the ocean floor,
a defence witness testified yesterday.

Frank Taylor, an expert in analyzing the wreckage trail of
destroyed aircraft, told the court that he found video of what
appears to be a piece of fuselage skin and some clothing, spilling
out of a piece of baggage. The items were at the leading edge of
the wreckage trail, indicating they were extremely close to the
source of the explosion, he said.
The failure to retrieve the wreckage was one of several issues he
raised during a critical assessment of the partly reconstructed
Air-India aircraft assembled by the prosecution to bolster its case
in the murder trial of Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh
Bagri.
Defence witness contradicts testimony about where suitcase
bomb was loadedÊÊ
VANCOUVER I The trail of Air India wreckage left at the
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean is not consistent with the Crown's
theory that the bomb was in baggage area 52 where a suitcase
from Vancouver had been loaded, a defence expert says in his
report.
Bagri lawyer picks at Oxford professor's cargo-hold theory
A defence lawyer for accused Air India bomber Ajaib Singh
Bagri suggested that a Crown expert who has pinpointed the
exact location of the bomb could not possibly be accurate when
so little of the aircraft was recovered.
Defence witness contradicts testimony about where suitcase
bomb was loaded
VANCOUVER I The trail of Air India wreckage left at the
bottom of the Atlantic Ocean is not consistent with the Crown's
theory that the bomb was in baggage area 52 where a suitcase

from Vancouver had been loaded, a defence expert says in his
report.
Defence stage near in Air-India trial

ByÊRobert Matas
Friday, May 7, 2004 - Page A9

Vancouver -- Air-India defendants Ripudaman Singh Malik and
Ajaib Singh Bagri will call witnesses in their defence but have
not yet indicated whether they will sit in the witness box
themselves.
Prosecutors at the historic international terrorism trial are
expected to complete their submission of evidence against the
two defendants next week, almost 13 months after the trial
began. The defence is to begin its response on May 17, B.C.
Supreme Court was told yesterday.
The defence will begin with legal submissions on whether an
appointment book by Air-India suspect Hardial Singh Johal, who
died in 2002, should be accepted as evidence in the trial, defence
lawyer David Crossin told the court.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with the murder of 331
people in the deadliest crime in Canadian history.
Air India prosecutors fight use of diary evidenceÊÊ
VANCOUVER - A 19-year-old personal diary of a man now
dead could become evidence at the Air India trial if defence
lawyers for accused bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik have their
way.

Dispute between experts interrupts trial
VANCOUVER I Just before a defence expert was to tell the Air
India trial why he believes the bomb originated in Toronto, a
dispute between scientists from both sides led to a sudden
adjournment Friday in the international terrorism trial.
Expert for defence says damage tells a different storyÊÊ
VANCOUVER - A defence expert for accused Air India bomber
Ajaib Singh Bagri said tiny rivet holes and bent hinges in a major
piece of recovered wreckage indicate a deadly bomb was located
more than a metre forward of where the prosecution claims it
was
Defence expert muddies Air-India waters

ByÊAMY CARMICHAEL
Canadian Press
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Vancouver Ñ The judge overseeing the Air India trial seemed lost
as a defence expert disputed the Crown's theory about the
placement of the explosive that links the accused to the attack.
Edward Trimble, who is working for accused Air India bomber
Ajaib Singh Bagri, composed a series of drawings, focusing on
tiny fractures and rivets in a baggage bay recovered from the
wreckage of Air India flight 182.
The plane, which left Vancouver in June 1985 for India,
exploded in the air killing 329 people.
Much of the wreckage is still at the bottom of the ocean, though
pieces were recovered and have been studied to try to determine
what happened on board.
Mr. Trimble detailed kinks and tears in the corrugated metal of
the blackened compartment which had contained about 100 bags
checked in at Toronto's Pearson Airport.
ÒThis evidence suggests pretty strongly to me that this is where
the device was located,Ó Mr. Trimble told the court in a thick
British accent that has frequently confused defence lawyers.
Crown expert Christopher Peel, who worked with Mr. Trimble on
the Pan Am 103 bombing over Lockerbie in 1988, earlier told the
court he was sure the bomb was in the vicinity of baggage area
52, which is where a mysterious unaccompanied suitcase from
Vancouver had been loaded.
This is key to the Crown's case because Vancouver is where the
two accused bombers live and where it is alleged they

masterminded the attack.
Proving or disproving the theory has been difficult though, with
much of the plane lost and chemical residue from an explosion
corroded by the ocean's salt water.
Also, the scientists are being asked to be extremely precise. The
two baggage compartments in question are located mere feet
apart.
Mr. Trimble said the direction of the damage proved his idea the
bomb was in the Toronto luggage bay.
The cause and effect wasn't clear though to Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson.
ÒHow do you know the force came from the aft direction?Ó
Josephson asked, interrupting Mr. Trimble's testimony that also
had many in the gallery stumped.
Mr. Bagri's co-accused, Ripudaman Singh Malik, even dozed in
the prisoner's box.
Mr. Trimble, a retired senior official with the British Air Accident
Investigations Branch, said his explanation is consistent with the
bending of pieces of the baggage compartment.
A number of times he promised his theory would be more clear
once he got deeper into his report.
The defence asked the court to go over time to get through it all
by Wednesday.

That's when the Crown is expected to wrap up its case against the
pair, 13 months after it began.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with conspiracy and murder
in the plane bombing and a second explosion that happened later
the same day killing two baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita
airport.
Air-India trial focuses on bomb location

ByÊRobert Matas
Tuesday, May 11, 2004 - Page A6

Vancouver -- The Air-India trial judge repeatedly questioned the
relevance yesterday of defence evidence on the location of a
bomb aboard the aircraft that blew up in 1985, killing 329
people.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of B.C. Supreme Court pressed
British expert Edward Trimble to show the link between the
damage on several pieces of wreckage and the bomb's location.
Identity of Air-India witness put under permanent ban
Woman's safety could be jeopardized if media given free rein,
B.C. judge says
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Wednesday, May 12, 2004 - Page A11

VANCOUVER -- A sweeping, permanent publication ban has
been imposed on the identity of a witness at the Air-India trial
although neither the RCMP, the prosecution nor the defence
backed the request for the ban.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of B.C. Supreme Court imposed
restrictions that prohibit the news media from publishing
information that would identify the witness, including her name,
her address, any references to her family members or evidence
that might identify any of her family members, any references to
her appearance and any references to her business or her
employment.
Earlier in the trial, the judge imposed a ban while the witness
testified. She was identified by name in court and provided
extensive information about her life but the ban prohibited the
news media from identifying her.
The ban was to be lifted after she completed her testimony.
However, she asked the court that it be extended permanently.
Neither the prosecution nor defence took any position on her
request.
Nevertheless, the judge decided that the witness's safety could be
at risk if she were identified in the news media.
"Considering the risk to the lives of the witness and her family, it
is appropriate to err on the side of caution in this case," Judge
Josephson said.

"Impairment of freedom of the press is minimal," he added.
Arne Silverman, the woman's lawyer, said the witness is eager to
get on with her life. "She really wants to put this entire chapter
behind her," he said.
The woman was called by the prosecution to testify against Ajaib
Singh Bagri but did not providing any incriminating evidence
against him. Judge Josephson decided she was lying and
accepted the testimony of a Canadian Security Intelligence
Service agent who said the woman had told him about Mr.
Bagri's involvement in the Air-India disaster.
Mr. Bagri and co-defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged
with the murder of 331 people killed in two bomb blasts on June
23, 1985. The prosecution alleges the two Canadian defendants
were seeking revenge against the Indian government for attacks
against Sikhs and Sikh shrines in India.
ByÊRobert Matas
Thursday, May 13, 2004 - Page A6

Vancouver -- The Air-India trial moves to a secret location today
to allow a defence witness to point out pieces of wreckage that
allegedly indicate the bomb that blew up on Flight 182 on June
23, 1985, was located in baggage checked in at Toronto's airport.
Edward Trimble, retired head of Britain's Air Accident
Investigation Branch, will take Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson
of B.C. Supreme Court through the partly reconstructed Air-India
aircraft assembled for the trial.

Dr. Trimble is expected to show that the twisted wreckage
indicates the bomb could not have exploded, as the prosecution
alleges, in a cargo area with baggage put on the plane in
Vancouver.
The unusual walk-about in a warehouse at a secret location will
be shown in court on television monitors. Neither the public, the
media nor members of victims' families are allowed to attend the
proceedings.
Judge puzzled by conflicting testimony by experts about position
of bombÊÊ
VANCOUVER - The B.C. Supreme Court judge presiding over
the Air India case expressed his difficulty Wednesday in
assessing conflicting expert accounts of the location of the deadly
bomb that brought down a Boeing 747, killing all 329 aboard.
Location of bomb eludes expertÊÊ
VANCOUVER - A defence expert admitted Thursday he could
not give a precise location for the bomb that brought down an Air
India Boeing 747, killing all 329 passengers and crew.Ê
On-board conspiracy ruled out for Air-India

ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Saturday's Globe and Mail
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Vancouver Ñ A conspiracy theory linking the Air-India disaster
to a co-pilot on the flight or to Indian government diplomatic
pouches aboard the plane has been ruled out.
Aviation-accident experts for the prosecution and defence at the
trial of two men charged with murder in connection with the
downing of the Boeing 747 say a bomb explosion on the left
side, at the back of the aircraft, was responsible for its sudden
breakup over the Atlantic Ocean on June 23, 1985.
Defence witness Edward Trimble, a retired director of the British
Air Accident Investigations Branch, told the court yesterday that
he agreed with metallurgist Christopher Peel, an Oxford
professor and researcher at a British research agency, on the
general area where the bomb was located.
However, he concluded the bomb was in a different cargo
compartment at the back of the plane than Prof. Peel had
indicated, Dr. Trimble told the court.
Their evidence rules out the possibility that the bomb was taken

aboard in diplomatic pouches or by co-pilot Satwinder Singh
Bhinder, two possibilities investigated soon after the disaster.
The flight carried two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission in Ottawa. A pouch weighing one kilogram was
given to a flight purser in Toronto. A second pouch, weighing
nine kilograms, was placed in a container for valuables near the
front of the aircraft.
Lax security measures fuelled the rumour mill, especially within
Indo-Canadian communities. Neither diplomatic pouches nor the
crew's hand baggage went through security checks in 1985.
Flight crews were not subject to being frisked.
The Canadian government refused to appoint an inquiry into the
disaster, allowing conspiracy theories about the incident to
thrive.
Media reports shortly after the plane blew up stated that police
were interviewing check-in agents in Toronto about "brown,
paper-wrapped parcels" that Mr. Bhinder took onto the plane.
Vancouver journalist Salim Jiwa wrote that ground personnel
saw Mr. Bhinder boarding the plane with a parcel that was the
size of a shoebox.
Investigators were also questioning people Mr. Bhinder met in
Toronto the week before the flight departed.
An Air Canada passenger agent told investigators that co-pilot
Hanse Singh Narendra considered Mr. Bhinder "an extremist."
Intelligence reports suggested Mr. Bhinder had associated with
the brother of one of the most ardent supporters of the Sikh
separatist movement in India.

An Indian government inquiry concluded the bomb exploded in a
cargo compartment at the front of the aircraft. The inquiry did
not pinpoint the location.
However, Prof. Peel and Dr. Trimble disputed the findings of the
Indian government inquiry. Working with wreckage retrieved
after the inquiry had concluded, they pointed to the rear of the
aircraft as the location of the bomb.
Prof. Peel told the court that the twisted wreckage indicated the
bomb was in a compartment with luggage checked in at
Vancouver airport. Dr. Trimble said the bomb was among
luggage from Toronto.
After hearing three weeks of highly technical and often
conflicting testimony, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the
B.C. Supreme Court indicated that deciding on the location of
the bomb would not be easy.
The prosecution alleges that Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri were part of a group that had the bomb checked in at
Vancouver airport and transferred in Toronto to the Air-India
flight. Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with the murder of
329 people on the Air-India flight and two baggage handlers
killed in a bomb explosion in Japan 54 minutes earlier.
On-board conspiracy ruled out at Air-India trial

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Saturday, May 15, 2004 - Page A8

VANCOUVER -- A conspiracy theory linking the Air-India
disaster to a co-pilot on the flight or to Indian government
diplomatic pouches aboard the plane has been ruled out.
Aviation-accident experts for the prosecution and defence at the
trial of two men charged with murder in connection with the
downing of the Boeing 747 say a bomb explosion on the left
side, at the back of the aircraft, was responsible for its sudden
breakup over the Atlantic Ocean on June 23, 1985.
Defence witness Edward Trimble, a retired director of the British
Air Accident Investigations Branch, told the court yesterday that
he agreed with metallurgist Christopher Peel, an Oxford
professor and researcher at a British research agency, on the
general area where the bomb was located.
However, he concluded the bomb was in a different cargo
compartment at the back of the plane than Prof. Peel had
indicated, Dr. Trimble told the court.
Their evidence rules out the possibility that the bomb was taken
aboard in diplomatic pouches or by co-pilot Satwinder Singh
Bhinder, two possibilities investigated soon after the disaster.
The flight carried two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission in Ottawa. A pouch weighing one kilogram was
given to a flight purser in Toronto. A second pouch, weighing
nine kilograms, was placed in a container for valuables near the
front of the aircraft.
Lax security measures fuelled the rumour mill, especially within
Indo-Canadian communities. Neither diplomatic pouches nor the

crew's hand baggage went through security checks in 1985.
Flight crews were not subject to being frisked.
The Canadian government refused to appoint an inquiry into the
disaster, allowing conspiracy theories about the incident to
thrive.
Media reports shortly after the plane blew up stated that police
were interviewing check-in agents in Toronto about "brown,
paper-wrapped parcels" that Mr. Bhinder took onto the plane.
Vancouver journalist Salim Jiwa wrote that ground personnel
saw Mr. Bhinder boarding the plane with a parcel that was the
size of a shoebox.
Investigators were also questioning people Mr. Bhinder met in
Toronto the week before the flight departed.
An Air Canada passenger agent told investigators that co-pilot
Hanse Singh Narendra considered Mr. Bhinder "an extremist."
Intelligence reports suggested Mr. Bhinder had associated with
the brother of one of the most ardent supporters of the Sikh
separatist movement in India.
An Indian government inquiry concluded the bomb exploded in a
cargo compartment at the front of the aircraft. The inquiry did
not pinpoint the location.
However, Prof. Peel and Dr. Trimble disputed the findings of the
Indian government inquiry.
Working with wreckage retrieved after the inquiry had
concluded, they pointed to the rear of the aircraft as the location

of the bomb.
Prof. Peel told the court that the twisted wreckage indicated the
bomb was in a compartment with luggage checked in at
Vancouver airport.
Dr. Trimble said the bomb was among luggage put on the plane
in Toronto.
After hearing three weeks of highly technical and often
conflicting testimony, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the
B.C. Supreme Court indicated that deciding on the location of
the bomb would not be easy.
The prosecution alleges that Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri were part of a group that had the bomb checked in at
Vancouver airport and transferred in Toronto to the Air-India
flight. Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with the murder of
329 people on the Air-India flight and two baggage handlers
killed in a bomb explosion in Japan 54 minutes earlier.
Evidence ignored, crash expert testifiesÊÊ
An expert hired by Air India suspect Ajaib Singh Bagri suggested
Friday that Crown scientists had a "strategy" of only using
evidence from the aircraft wreckage that fit with their theory of
where the bomb was located on the Boeing 747.Ê
On-board conspiracy ruled out for Air-India

ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Saturday's Globe and Mail

Vancouver Ñ A conspiracy theory linking the Air-India disaster
to a co-pilot on the flight or to Indian government diplomatic
pouches aboard the plane has been ruled out.
Aviation-accident experts for the prosecution and defence at the
trial of two men charged with murder in connection with the
downing of the Boeing 747 say a bomb explosion on the left
side, at the back of the aircraft, was responsible for its sudden
breakup over the Atlantic Ocean on June 23, 1985.
Defence witness Edward Trimble, a retired director of the British
Air Accident Investigations Branch, told the court yesterday that
he agreed with metallurgist Christopher Peel, an Oxford
professor and researcher at a British research agency, on the
general area where the bomb was located.
However, he concluded the bomb was in a different cargo
compartment at the back of the plane than Prof. Peel had
indicated, Dr. Trimble told the court.
Their evidence rules out the possibility that the bomb was taken
aboard in diplomatic pouches or by co-pilot Satwinder Singh
Bhinder, two possibilities investigated soon after the disaster.
The flight carried two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission in Ottawa. A pouch weighing one kilogram was
given to a flight purser in Toronto. A second pouch, weighing
nine kilograms, was placed in a container for valuables near the
front of the aircraft.
Lax security measures fuelled the rumour mill, especially within

Indo-Canadian communities. Neither diplomatic pouches nor the
crew's hand baggage went through security checks in 1985.
Flight crews were not subject to being frisked.
The Canadian government refused to appoint an inquiry into the
disaster, allowing conspiracy theories about the incident to
thrive.
Media reports shortly after the plane blew up stated that police
were interviewing check-in agents in Toronto about "brown,
paper-wrapped parcels" that Mr. Bhinder took onto the plane.
Vancouver journalist Salim Jiwa wrote that ground personnel
saw Mr. Bhinder boarding the plane with a parcel that was the
size of a shoebox.
Investigators were also questioning people Mr. Bhinder met in
Toronto the week before the flight departed.
An Air Canada passenger agent told investigators that co-pilot
Hanse Singh Narendra considered Mr. Bhinder "an extremist."
Intelligence reports suggested Mr. Bhinder had associated with
the brother of one of the most ardent supporters of the Sikh
separatist movement in India.
An Indian government inquiry concluded the bomb exploded in a
cargo compartment at the front of the aircraft. The inquiry did
not pinpoint the location.
However, Prof. Peel and Dr. Trimble disputed the findings of the
Indian government inquiry. Working with wreckage retrieved
after the inquiry had concluded, they pointed to the rear of the
aircraft as the location of the bomb.

Prof. Peel told the court that the twisted wreckage indicated the
bomb was in a compartment with luggage checked in at
Vancouver airport. Dr. Trimble said the bomb was among
luggage from Toronto.
After hearing three weeks of highly technical and often
conflicting testimony, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the
B.C. Supreme Court indicated that deciding on the location of
the bomb would not be easy.
The prosecution alleges that Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri were part of a group that had the bomb checked in at
Vancouver airport and transferred in Toronto to the Air-India
flight. Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are charged with the murder of
329 people on the Air-India flight and two baggage handlers
killed in a bomb explosion in Japan 54 minutes earlier.

Crown closes case in jet bomb trialÊÊ
VANCOUVER - Lead Air India prosecutor Bob Wright closed
the Crown's case Tuesday, thanking defence lawyers for
unprecedented admissions that meant at least 520 fewer
witnesses had to be called at the international terrorism trial.Ê
Air-India testimony raises doubts about key dates
Statements by defence witnesses question timing of important
meeting of accused
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Wednesday, May 19, 2004 - Page A10

VANCOUVER -- The first witness for the defence was called
yesterday after the prosecution at the Air-India international
terrorism trial completed 13 months of evidence against two men
accused of committing the deadliest crime in Canadian history.
In a low-key opening, defence lawyer David Crossin offered no
clues in court about what was to come. He began with two
witnesses who provided testimony that raised doubts about the
date of an alleged meeting of the inner circle in the conspiracy
responsible for the twin bombings of Air-India planes on June
23, 1985.
But outside the courtroom, Mr. Crossin promised an aggressive
effort to undermine the evidence against B.C. millionaire
businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik.
"We are going to defend this aggressively. [Mr. Malik] pleaded
not guilty. He's innocent," said Mr. Crossin, the lead lawyer on
Mr. Malik's defence team.
Geoff Gaul, spokesman for the team of 20 prosecution lawyers
involved in the case, cautioned against jumping to conclusions
about the outcome based solely on the prosecution's case.
"We have to wait and see at the end of the day what the judge's
decision is, [and] that will depend on all the evidence," he told
reporters.
The prosecutors believe "a strong case of substance" has been set
before the court, he said. But Mr. Gaul declined to say whether
the prosecutors are confident the case will conclude with a

conviction.
Earlier in court, physician Shivinder Sidhu testified that a
document he signed 19 years ago shows he conducted a medical
examination of Balwant Singh Bhandher in Calgary on June 21,
1985.
The date is important in the case. According to evidence
presented by the prosecution, Mr. Malik and co-defendant Ajaib
Singh Bagri were involved in a conspiracy that arranged for
suitcases with bombs to be checked onto flights leaving
Vancouver International Airport on June 22, 1985. The bombs
exploded shortly after midnight the next day.
Prosecution witness Narinder Gill told court that he saw Mr.
Malik and Mr. Bagri at a religious ceremony in Seattle in 1985,
but he could not remember whether the trip was in late June or
early July.
He testified that he drove to Seattle with Mr. Bhandher, his wife
and their children and returned 10 days later. Inderjit Singh
Reyat, who is the only person convicted in the Air-India case,
and other men identified in RCMP documents as suspects were
also at the Seattle gathering. The court heard from another
witness that the group of alleged terrorists met in Seattle before
the Air-India disaster. A woman said Mr. Malik told her about the
meeting. A court order prohibits the news media from publishing
any information that could identify the witness.
Prosecutor Joe Bellows is expected this morning to crossexamine Dr. Sidhu about the date.
The defence also raised doubts about the date of the meeting

yesterday by submitting evidence about Mr. Bhandher's
children's school attendance. Calgary school board employee
John Wilson told court that two of Mr. Bhandher's children
missed only one day during the last three months of the school
year in 1985. The school year ended on June 28, 1985, he said.
VANCOUVER, Canada (Reuters) -- Prosecutors in the murder
trial of two suspects charged in the 1985 Air India bombings that
killed 331 people have rested their case.
Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with
two bombings, including the destruction of Air India Flight 182
that was history's deadliest bombing of a civilian airliner.
Prosecutors had originally thought they would need to call more
than 1,000 witnesses against the accused Sikh bombers. The list
was cut to 600 when the trial formally began, but less than 90
were actually called to testify.
"One can only imagine how long it would have taken if we'd had
to call 600 witnesses, let alone 1,000," prosecution spokesman
Geoffrey Gaul told reporters at the British Columbia Supreme
Court in Vancouver.
Malik and Bagri have independent legal teams, and neither has
said how long they expect their defense presentations to take or
whether the accused men will testify.
Attorneys said agreements between prosecutors and defense
attorneys to admit some evidence without arguments cut the
number of witnesses needed.
The prosecution's case was also reduced when a third defendant,

Inderjit Singh Reyat, pleaded guilty last year to a lesser charge of
helping to build the bomb that destroyed Flight 182.
"That did have an impact on the potential witness list," Gaul said.
Prosecutors allege the two bombings were the work of Canadianbased Sikh separatists who wanted revenge on the Indian
government for its bloody 1984 storming of Sikhism's Golden
Temple in Amritsar.
One bomb destroyed Flight 182 in mid-air on June 23, 1985, off
the Irish coast, killing 329 people. The other exploded less than
an hour earlier in luggage being loaded into an Air India flight in
Tokyo, killing two workers.
Gaul said 145 relatives of the victims of Flight 182 visited the
trial during the prosecution's case. Travel costs of relatives from
outside the Vancouver area were paid for by the Canadian
government.
Malik and Bagri's relatives have regularly attended the trial,
which is being held in a specially built high-security courtroom
in downtown Vancouver.
Crown challenges Air-India defence to produce witness

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Thursday, May 20, 2004 - Page A15

VANCOUVER -- The prosecutor at the Air-India trial has

challenged defence lawyers to have an alleged participant in the
deadly conspiracy who has never been charged come to court and
testify under oath.
Prosecutor Joe Bellows told the court yesterday that Balwant
Singh Bhandher would be in the best position to provide
evidence about conflicting testimony on the date of a meeting of
alleged Air-India co-conspirators in Seattle shortly before the
disaster on June 23, 1985.
The defence had asked the court to consider documents that
supported their position. Mr. Bellows said he wanted the judge to
know that Mr. Bhandher "is around to give evidence."
As is customary in murder trials, the prosecution has no idea who
the defence intends to call.
However, if the defence does not call Mr. Bhandher, the judge
should know that he "is not out of the country, he is alive," Mr.
Bellows said.
Mr. Bhandher is one of several people who have been linked to
the Air-India conspiracy in testimony during the trial but who
have never been asked to respond in court to the allegations.
Narinder Singh Gill, a central witness in the prosecution's case,
testified last fall that defendants Ripudaman Singh Malik, Ajaib
Singh Bagri, Mr. Bhandher and others were in Seattle together
around the time of the disaster.
Another key witness, who cannot under court order be identified,
said the Seattle meeting was held before the Air-India disaster.
She also said Mr. Bhandher, Mr. Bagri and others took suitcases

with explosives to the airport in Mr. Bhandher's brown van.
The witness said she was told about the conspiracy by Mr. Malik.
The prosecution did not call Mr. Bhandher to testify.
"We have an obligation to prove the case [against Mr. Malik and
Mr. Bagri]. If a witness is not necessary to prove the case, there
is no necessity to call the witness," Geoff Gaul, a spokesman for
the prosecution, said in an interview outside court.
However, the defence team for Mr. Malik attempted to raise
doubts about the date of the Seattle meeting by referring to Mr.
Bhandher and his children.
Mr. Gill had told the court he drove from Calgary to Seattle with
Mr. Bhandher, his wife and his children and returned to Calgary
10 days later.
School records showed that the children missed only one day of
school between April 1, 1985, and the end of the school term on
June 28, 1985, a Calgary school board employee told the court.
The Seattle meeting -- if there was a meeting -- must have been
after June 28, defence lawyer David Crossin said.
If Mr. Bhandher were called as a defence witness, the
prosecution would be entitled to cross-examine him, Mr. Gaul
said. The prosecution could question him on any issues that are
relevant, he also said.
Mr. Crossin declined to indicate this week who will be called as a
witness for the defence. He also would not reveal whether Mr.

Malik would testify.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri face murder charges in the deaths of
329 people in the mid-air bombing of Air-India Flight 182 and
the deaths o
Air-India trial adjourned until May 31

ByÊRobert Matas
Friday, May 21, 2004 - Page A10
Vancouver -- The Air-India trial has been adjourned until May 31
to allow the presiding judge, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson, to
attend an annual conference for judges of the British Columbia
Supreme Court.
The first two witnesses for the defence were called earlier this
week. The trial is expected to continue in Vancouver throughout
the summer.
B.C. residents Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri
are accused in the murder of 331 people, killed in two bomb
explosions on June 23, 1985.
Witness's ex approached by defence
The ex-husband of the Crown's star witness against accused Air
India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik has been approached to
testify for the defence, The Vancouver Sun has learned.
sHeart attack sidelines defence witness
An unindicted Air India suspect and the gang-linked son of
another alleged conspirator were to be the two first two major
defence witnesses for accused Air India bomber Ripudaman

Singh Malik, B.C. Supreme Court was told Monday.
Air-India witness set to testify has heart attack
ByÊRobert Matas
Tuesday, June 1, 2004 - Page A10

Vancouver -- An alleged member of the inner circle of
conspirators in the Air-India disaster had a heart attack last
weekend, just before he was to testify for the defence at the
international terrorism trial.
Defence lawyer Bill Smart told the court yesterday that Daljit
Singh Sandhu was in hospital. "I don't know if he can testify,
much less when," Mr. Smart said.
Mr. Sandhu has been linked to the deadly conspiracy on three
occasions during the Air-India trial but in an interview outside
the courtroom last fall, he said there was nothing to the
allegations.
Friend's son called as witness for Air India suspect
VANCOUVER - The decision by lawyers for accused Air India
bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik to call the son of an unindicted
suspect as a defence witness has put the spotlight on the next
generation who were just children when the terrorist conspiracy
was hatched.
Criminal admissions stun Air-India trial
Man says he was involved in fraud, fencing, drugs and
immigration scams

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Thursday, June 3, 2004 - Page A9

VANCOUVER -- A defence witness at the Air-India trial stunned
the courtroom yesterday, saying he has earned more than
$260,000 from a string of criminal activities that includes creditcard fraud, fencing stolen goods, selling drugs and faking a
marriage in India as part of an immigration scam.
Raminder Singh (Mindy) Bhandher, 26, was called by the
defence to undermine testimony of a key prosecution witness at
the international terrorism trial.
But after a day of vigorous questioning by prosecutor Joe
Bellows, his own credibility was on the line.
Mr. Bhandher initially tried to avoid answering when asked if he
was involved in unlawful activity. The judge, Mr. Justice Ian
Bruce Josephson, said he had to respond. Mr. Bhandher still
refused and asked to speak to a lawyer. The judge told him to
reply to the questions. And then he did.
Mr. Bhandher, with pudgy cheeks and closely cropped hair,
smiled and occasionally laughed nervously as he talked about his
activities.
He confirmed he has been convicted in Canada of driving
offences. He was convicted in the United States for smuggling
after he was caught walking across the border with a knapsack

filled with $32,000 in cash.
He was also involved in several lucrative activities for which he
was never charged, Mr. Bhandher said.
(His testimony in court cannot be used against him, his lawyer
Amandeep Singh said in an interview after listening from the
public gallery. Police would be required to find evidence outside
court before charges are brought, he said. )
Mr. Bhandher said he earned $60,000 over three years from
credit-card fraud, more than $100,000 for smuggling marijuana
into the United States, and $100,000 from selling illegal drugs,
including cocaine, over the past eight years. He also made money
from selling stolen electronic equipment.
He carried a loaded handgun when he felt his life was threatened
and was prepared to use it, he said. He had threatened to kill a
former girlfriend. He had thrown a rock through the window of
the home of man who later became a witness at the Air-India
trial, he said.
Mr. Bhandher also acknowledged in court that he had lied in an
unrelated court case, in sworn affidavits, to his father and to the
woman he married.
With people in the public gallery laughing out loud, Mr.
Bhandher said he quit the credit-card fraud "because people were
not reliable."
Gas station attendants were supposed to swipe credit cards
through a machine that he provided to them, he said. He would
use the information to make duplicate cards and then buy goods,

which he would resell.
The attendants, however, often failed to do the work. "People
were mostly unreliable," he said. "They say they will do it, but
then they give excuses."
During his testimony, Mr. Bhandher also contradicted evidence
from a witness who told the court last fall she overheard Mr.
Bhandher speaking to defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik in
April, 1997, about an incident that linked Mr. Malik to a
planning meeting for the Air-India disaster. The court has
prohibited the news media from identifying the witness.
Mr. Bhandher said he went to India for a fake marriage in 1997
and was not in Canada at the time of the alleged conversation.
His evidence was corroborated by an airline ticket, which his
father discovered by chance, hidden in his mother's purse. Also,
he had a visa from India in his passport showing that he was in
India at that time of the alleged conversation.
He told the court he was to be paid $10,000 for a marriage in
India after he sponsored the woman's immigration to Canada. He
never collected the money because he backed out of the deal and
had the marriage annulled, he said. He married another woman a
few years later.
Mr. Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are on trial for the murder of
331 people killed in two bomb blasts on June 23, 1985.
ontinuing coverage by kim bolan
Meeting no conspiracy, defence saysÊÊ
An entry in the day-planner of a now-deceased Air India

bombing suspect tells the real reason for a 1985 meeting by
several alleged conspirators -- to discuss a defamation suit, B.C.
Supreme Co
Meeting not for bomb plan, Air-India trial told

ByÊRobert Matas
Friday, June 4, 2004 - Page A9

Vancouver -- The Air-India trial was offered an alternative
explanation yesterday for a meeting of several alleged suspects at
the home of Talwinder Singh Parmar days before the June 23,
1985, bombings.
An entry in the 1985 diary of Air-India suspect Hardial Singh
Johal indicated the group of alleged conspirators was together on
June 18, 1985, to discuss a lawsuit against an Indo-Canadian
newspaper, the court was told yesterday.
Mr. Johal, who is alleged to have helped bring bags with bombs
to Vancouver airport, died in 2002. He was never charged in the
Air-India case.

Police probe revelations at Air India trialÊ
VANCOUVER - Police investigators are following up on
startling information about a series of crimes that came out at the
Air India trial last week in the testimony of a young IndoCanadian gangster.Ê
Air India defence lawyer points to other suspectsÊÊ

VANCOUVER I A defence lawyer for accused Air India bomber
Ajaib Singh Bagri said Friday that three B.C. men whose names
have come up frequently at the trial may have conspired to blow
up Air India Flight 182 on June 23, 1985
Police probe revelations at Air India trial
A witness said he knew who was responsible for a gangland
shooting

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
Tuesday, June 08, 2004

Raminder Singh (Mindy) Bhandher testified for the defence at
the Air India trial.
CREDIT: Ian Lindsay, Vancouver Sun

VANCOUVER - Police investigators are following up on
startling information about a series of crimes that came out at the
Air India trial last week in the testimony of a young IndoCanadian gangster.
Raminder Singh (Mindy) Bhandher, 26, was testifying on behalf
of accused Air India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik, who

Bhandher said he regarded as a generous father figure.
But during his testimony, Bhandher also acknowledged a lengthy
history of drug dealing, smuggling and fraud -- including a credit
card scam that he is still open to continuing.
Bhandher said he knew who was responsible for a Sept. 10, 2000
gangland shooting in Vancouver that led to the retaliatory murder
of his cousin Gurpreet Sohi.
Bhandher denied his own involvement in shooting Raj Soomel,
but fingered Harj Ghoman, an Indo-Canadian gangster who was
murdered in April.
Bhandher, who was named a suspect in the Soomel shooting at a
related gang trial, did not say during his startling Air India
testimony how he knew Ghoman was involved in wounding
Soomel -- a case that remains open, according to Vancouver
police.
Vancouver police media liaison officer Const. Sarah Bloor said
officers are aware of Bhandher's testimony and are following it
up.
"There is some intelligence information that is being gathered
and if it is of value to our investigation, then we will follow it
up," she said Monday. "We are aware of the statements that were
made."
Also at the Air India trial Bhandher admitted to carrying a loaded
handgun, to firing it for fun, and to threatening to kill people on
two occasions in the last three years, including last February
outside B.C. Supreme Court.

The February statement was investigated by Delta police and a
decision was made not to pursue charges, Delta police Const.
Sharlene Brooks said.
Bhandher also admitted to throwing rocks through the Surrey
window of Narinder Singh Gill, who became a Crown witness in
the Air India case.
The graduate of Surrey's Khalsa School also said he had dealt
and smuggled marijuana, cocaine and ecstasy for eight years,
although says he is no longer involved.
And he said he still had the illegal machine to steal credit card
information and had used it both in the Lower Mainland and
Calgary in recent years.
Bhandher, who has convictions in the U.S. and Canada, said he
had made $360,000 from illegal activities in recent years.
RCMP Sgt. John Ward said Monday that police always look at
information of a criminal nature that comes up during testimony.
"There is no question that each and every situation that
somebody as a defence witness brings up is definitely looked at,"
Ward said. "Just because you give it on the stand, doesn't mean it
is not something that isn't investigated."
The young Indo-Canadian was called to refute the testimony of
the Crown's star witness against Malik, a former employee of
Surrey's Khalsa School who said Malik confessed to her his
involvement in the terrorist bombings.

The woman, whose identity is protected by court order, also said
she overheard Bhandher telling Malik in April 1997 some
incriminating information about the bombing.
Bhandher told the Air India trial judge, Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson, that he was in India in April 1997 for a sham wedding
for which he was to be paid $10,000.
Bhandher's father Balwant is a close associate of Malik's and an
alleged Air India suspect who has never been charged.
The trial of Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Bagri is set to
resume with the testimony of Daljit Singh Sandhu, a former
president of Vancouver's Ross Street Sikh temple, who the court
has heard is also a suspect in the bombings.
Sandhu has always maintained his innocence and is expected to
refute testimony by the star witness related to his alleged
involvement in the plot.
Malik and Bagri are charged with eight counts including first
degree murder and conspiracy in two June 23, 1985, bombings
that targeted Air India and killed 331.
The first bomb had been loaded into a suitcase checked in at
Vancouver International Airport and was tagged for an Air India
flight out of Tokyo, when it exploded at the airport there, killing
two baggage handlers.
Less than an hour later, Air India Flight 182 exploded off the
coast of Ireland, killing all 329 aboard.
The Crown alleges Malik and Bagri were part of a group of B.C.

Sikh separatists who plotted against India's national airline in
retaliation for an Indian army attack in June 1984 against the
Golden Temple, Sikhism's holiest shrine.
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Sikh leader denies role in Air-India bombing

ByÊRobert Matas
Wednesday, June 9, 2004 - Page A12

Vancouver -- A prominent member of the Sikh community
vehemently denied yesterday he was the person with a diamond
ring on his finger who picked up airline tickets that were used in
the Air-India disaster. Testifying for the defence, Daljit Singh
Sandhu, 67, said defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik did not ask
him to pick up and pay for the airline tickets. As a community
leader, he would not be running errands for the businessman, Mr.
Sandhu said. He also denied he ever wore a diamond ring. A
prosecution witness, who cannot be named due to a court order,
identified Mr. Sandhu as the person who picked up the tickets.
Didn't buy tickets, agitated Air-India witness says
Prominent Sikh leader bristles at idea that he helped get bags
with bombs onto planes
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Wednesday, June 9, 2004 - Page A11

VANCOUVER -- A key defence witness at the Air-India trial
reacted with anger yesterday to a suggestion that he was among
those responsible for two bomb blasts in 1985 that killed 331
people.
"When 331 people were to be murdered, you think I'd participate
in that kind of nonsense? No way," Daljit Singh Sandhu, 67, said
in response to aggressive questioning by prosecutor Joe Bellows.
"That's wrong. You telling totally lie. You're just accusing a
person with a reputation," Mr. Sandhu, a prominent figure in the
B.C. Sikh community, said in heavily accented English.
Mr. Bellows persisted, suggesting Mr. Sandhu was the Sikh man
with his beard in a net who picked up airline tickets that were
used to check bags with bombs onto two aircraft.
As Mr. Sandhu became more agitated, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson intervened.
"Everyone can see you are frustrated and a little angry, but I'll
ask you to try and listen carefully to the question, and give us no
more than is necessary to answer the question," said the judge,
who is presiding over the international terrorism trial without a
jury.
Earlier in the trial, former ticket agent Gerald Duncan told the
court that two airline tickets were picked up by a man in a
mustard-coloured turban who had his beard in a hairnet and wore
a ring with a large, clear stone. Mr. Duncan said the man paid
about $3,000 in cash for the tickets.

Mr. Sandhu was identified as the person who picked up the
tickets by a prosecution witness who cannot under court order be
identified in the media. The witness testified that defendant
Ripudaman Singh Malik told her about Mr. Sandhu's
involvement in the conspiracy.
With his hands folded across his chest, Mr. Sandhu said he was
not the person who asked the airline agent to change the ticket to
one-way from return, or to change the emergency-contact phone
number.
Mr. Sandhu denied that Mr. Malik asked him to pick up and pay
for the airline tickets.
He also denied he ever wore a diamond ring. "I never wear a
ring, even up to now, never, ever," he said.
Mr. Bellows suggested Mr. Malik was furious with him for
wearing an easily identifiable ring when he picked up the tickets.
Mr. Malik told him not to wear the ring, Mr. Bellows said.
"Nonsense, Mr. Bellows. Nonsense," Mr. Sandhu said.
As a community leader, he would not be running errands for Mr.
Malik, he said.
"I am a community leader. He [Mr. Malik] is just a
businessman." Mr. Sandhu has been active in Sikh temple
politics and community affairs for more than 25 years.
Mr. Sandhu also vehemently denied he threatened a witness who
was to testify against Mr. Malik.

Mr. Sandhu has never been charged in the Air-India case. He was
called to testify for the defence at the trial.
He spoke in a strong, steady voice, without any visible signs of a
heart attack that kept him from testifying last week as scheduled.
Mr. Bellows pressed him on whether he really had a heart attack.
Mr. Sandhu said he had angioplasty after having a mild heart
attack on May 30, the day before he was initially slated to testify.
Mr. Sandhu told the court he met Mr. Malik in the early 1980s,
when Mr. Malik was trying to establish the Khalsa Credit Union
and a Sikh parochial school.
His relationship with Mr. Malik was that of a community leader
to a successful businessman, he said, and he did not consider Mr.
Malik a friend.
"My family never went to his place, and his family did not come
to my place."
Mr. Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with the death of
329 people killed in a bomb explosion in the air aboard an AirIndia flight from Canada, and in the death of two people in
another explosion at Tokyo's airport on June 23, 1985.
According to Crown testimony, the entrance plaza at this south
Vancouver Sikh temple, pictured here in 1970, was the site of a
recruitment effort by Air India bombing accused Ripudaman
Singh Malik. Malik is on trial for the bombing of Air India Flight
182, which killed 329 people in 1985. The original front area in
the 1970 photo has since been renovated. A November 1984 Sun
photo (above right) depicts a man dancing after the assassination

of Indian prime minister Indira Gandhi. It shows the original
entrance plaza, with room for a table, still existed between June
and October 1984, when the witness says he was asked to join
the conspiracy.
Didn't buy tickets, agitated Air-India witness says
Prominent Sikh leader bristles at idea that he helped get bags
with bombs onto planes
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VANCOUVER -- A key defence witness at the Air-India trial
reacted with anger yesterday to a suggestion that he was among
those responsible for two bomb blasts in 1985 that killed 331
people.

"When 331 people were to be murdered, you think I'd participate
in that kind of nonsense? No way," Daljit Singh Sandhu, 67, said
in response to aggressive questioning by prosecutor Joe Bellows.
"That's wrong. You telling totally lie. You're just accusing a
person with a reputation," Mr. Sandhu, a prominent figure in the
B.C. Sikh community, said in heavily accented English.
Mr. Bellows persisted, suggesting Mr. Sandhu was the Sikh man
with his beard in a net who picked up airline tickets that were
used to check bags with bombs onto two aircraft.
As Mr. Sandhu became more agitated, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson intervened.
"Everyone can see you are frustrated and a little angry, but I'll
ask you to try and listen carefully to the question, and give us no
more than is necessary to answer the question," said the judge,
who is presiding over the international terrorism trial without a
jury.
Earlier in the trial, former ticket agent Gerald Duncan told the
court that two airline tickets were picked up by a man in a
mustard-coloured turban who had his beard in a hairnet and wore
a ring with a large, clear stone. Mr. Duncan said the man paid
about $3,000 in cash for the tickets.
Mr. Sandhu was identified as the person who picked up the
tickets by a prosecution witness who cannot under court order be
identified in the media. The witness testified that defendant
Ripudaman Singh Malik told her about Mr. Sandhu's
involvement in the conspiracy.

With his hands folded across his chest, Mr. Sandhu said he was
not the person who asked the airline agent to change the ticket to
one-way from return, or to change the emergency-contact phone
number.
Air-India witness challenges allegations

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Thursday, June 10, 2004 - Page A10
\
VANCOUVER -- A prominent British Columbia Sikh accused of
playing a role in the deadly Air-India bombings challenged a
Crown prosecutor at the trial to repeat allegations against him
outside the courtroom yesterday.
In a heated exchange laced with obscenities, Daljit Singh Sandhu
said prosecutor Joe Bellows was using the protection of the
courtroom to make baseless accusations. Statements made in
court cannot be used as the basis for a libel or defamation
lawsuit.
Mr. Bellows asked Mr. Sandhu to respond to the suggestion that
he was involved in changing an airline reservation for a friend's
son who was booked on the flight that blew up over the Atlantic
Ocean in 1985.
"Bullshit, bullshit, nothing else," Mr. Sandhu replied.
"You didn't want your friend's son to die, and you told him to
change the reservation," Mr. Bellows said.

"Again bullshit, no truth to it."
Mr. Bellows persisted, saying, "You did that because you knew
the plane was going to . . ." when Mr. Sandhu interrupted him
again to deny the allegation.
"You can say whatever you want. But if you say it outside the
court, I'll sue you right away, as you are defaming me," Mr.
Sandhu said.
Mr. Sandhu, who has been active in Sikh temple politics and
Sikh community affairs for more than 25 years, was called to
testify as a defence witness. He has never been charged in the
Air-India case.
However, Mr. Bellows suggested on several occasions that Mr.
Sandhu knew about the deadly scheme that killed 331 people and
he helped carry it out.
Mr. Bellows also accused him of lying about the layout of the
Vancouver Sikh temple grounds in order to undermine evidence
in the trial that incriminated defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik.
An acquaintance of Mr. Malik told the court in March that Mr.
Malik asked him in 1984 to take a bag with a bomb to the
Vancouver airport. The witness said the conversation with Mr.
Malik took place outside the temple doorway, where Mr. Malik
had set up a table to sell religious artifacts. A court order
prohibits the media from identifying the witness.
Mr. Sandhu told the court there was no space outside the
doorway for Mr. Malik to set up a table.

Mr. Sandhu also contradicted testimony from an earlier witness
about a meeting after the Air-India disaster, where Mr. Malik
allegedly tried to have someone change his testimony about
events related to the disaster.
Mr. Sandhu, who was also at the meeting, said the group got
together to discuss support for a new credit union. He denied that
Mr. Malik and others tried to intimidate the witness and convince
him to change his account of events.
Mr. Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri face murder charges for the
death of 331 people in two bomb blasts on June 23, 1985.
Mr. Sandhu denied that Mr. Malik asked him to pick up and pay
for the airline tickets.
He also denied he ever wore a diamond ring. "I never wear a
ring, even up to now, never, ever," he said.
Mr. Bellows suggested Mr. Malik was furious with him for
wearing an easily identifiable ring when he picked up the tickets.
Mr. Malik told him not to wear the ring, Mr. Bellows said.
"Nonsense, Mr. Bellows. Nonsense," Mr. Sandhu said.
As a community leader, he would not be running errands for Mr.
Malik, he said.
"I am a community leader. He [Mr. Malik] is just a
businessman." Mr. Sandhu has been active in Sikh temple
politics and community affairs for more than 25 years.

Mr. Sandhu also vehemently denied he threatened a witness who
was to testify against Mr. Malik.
Mr. Sandhu has never been charged in the Air-India case. He was
called to testify for the defence at the trial.
He spoke in a strong, steady voice, without any visible signs of a
heart attack that kept him from testifying last week as scheduled.
Mr. Bellows pressed him on whether he really had a heart attack.
Mr. Sandhu said he had angioplasty after having a mild heart
attack on May 30, the day before he was initially slated to testify.

Witness grilled on '89 speechÊÊ
Archived media reports came back to haunt an Air India defence
witness Thursday as Daljit Singh Sandhu was asked to explain
parts of his testimony that contradicted news reports and
photographs going back 34 years.Ê
Alleged conspirator says he was too important to buy plane
ticketsÊÊ
An alleged Air India co-conspirator said Tuesday that he would
never have picked up airline tickets for the bombing at the
request of suspect Ripudaman Singh Malik because Malik's rank
as a community leader was lower than his own.Ê
Air-India defence witness sticks to testimony
Friday, June 11, 2004 - Page A10

Vancouver -- Defence witness Daljit Singh Sandhu stuck to his
testimony at the Air-India trial despite a 34-year-old newspaper
photograph that appeared to contradict what he was saying in
court.
Mr. Sandhu cast a shadow on testimony incriminating
Ripudaman Singh Malik by raising doubts about where a witness
for the prosecution and Mr. Malik talked about taking bags with
bombs to the airport. The witness said the conversation took
place at a booth set up by Mr. Malik outside the temple to sell
religious items. Mr. Sandhu testified that space was not available
outside the temple for Mr. Malik to set up a table.
However, a 1970 photo from the Vancouver Sun submitted to
court yesterday showed a plaza at the end of a walkway from the
front door. Prosecutor Joe Bellows suggested Mr. Malik could
have set up the table on the plaza.Robert Matas
Mr. Sandhu told the court he met Mr. Malik in the early 1980s,
when Mr. Malik was trying to establish the Khalsa Credit Union
and a Sikh parochial school.
His relationship with Mr. Malik was that of a community leader
to a successful businessman, he said, and he did not consider Mr.
Malik a friend.
"My family never went to his place, and his family did not come
to my place."
Mr. Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with the death of
329 people killed in a bomb explosion in the air aboard an AirIndia flight from Canada, and in the death of two people in
another explosion at Tokyo's airport on June 23, 1985.
Witness grilled on '89 speechÊÊ

Archived media reports came back to haunt an Air India defence
witness Thursday as Daljit Singh Sandhu was asked to explain
parts of his testimony that contradicted news reports and
photographs going back 34 years.Ê
Paper, family of assassinated publisher targetedÊ
For the first time since the 1998 murder of publisher Tara Singh
Hayer, his family and newspaper have been subjected to earlymorning vandalism attacks.
Air-India judge to consider key evidence
Dead physiotherapist's records challenge theory about Seattle
meeting, lawyers say
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Monday, June 14, 2004 - Page A8

VANCOUVER -- Paul De Schryver of Calgary died of cancer on
May 31, shortly before he was to provide testimony expected to
poke a few holes in the prosecution's case at the Air-India trial.
However, in court today, defence lawyers will ask Mr. Justice Ian
Bruce Josephson to accept Mr. De Schryver's evidence as if he
had been in the witness box.
The submissions will turn the spotlight on the credibility of a key
prosecution witness in the case.
The deceased physiotherapist's evidence challenges testimony
heard last fall about a meeting at a Sikh temple in Seattle. The
meeting was an integral part of the Air-India conspiracy sketched

by the prosecution, bringing together several suspects who were
alleged to have played a role in the deadly plot.
Court has heard that the defendants in the trial - Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri - met with others in the
conspiracy in Seattle. A prosecution witness said a Sikh religious
leader gave his blessing to the scheme shortly before the bomb
blasts on June 23, 1985.
"They all met in Seattle, and they had a program there where
[religious leader] Bhai Jiwan Singh was there, and they were
blessed," the witness told the court. A court order prohibits the
media from identifying the witness.
Another witness, Narinder Singh Gill, corroborated some details.
He told the court he drove to the Seattle temple from Calgary
with a friend and his family around the time of the Air-India
disaster.
He recalled a three-day religious ceremony at the temple,
beginning on Friday. He saw the Air-India suspects talking
together at the temple, although he did not hear what they were
saying, he told the court.
But Mr. Gill did not corroborate the timing of the meeting. He
could not remember whether the trip was in late June or early
July, he told the court.
The court also heard about the Seattle meeting from Inderjit
Singh Reyat, the only person to be convicted in the Air-India
case.
Mr. Reyat told the court he was at the Seattle temple some time

between May and August of 1985. He said he could not recall if
Mr. Malik or Mr. Bagri were there.
Defence lawyers had hoped to buoy their case with the testimony
of Mr. De Schryver, who ran the Temple Physiotherapy Clinic in
Calgary in 1985.
Mr. De Schryver, in a medical report dated Jan. 5, 1986, wrote
that Mr. Gill received numerous physiotherapy treatments in
1985 after a car accident, including six treatments in June, 1985.
The treatments stopped on June 19, 1985, and resumed on July 9,
1985, the report shows.
Mr. Gill said some dates listed by Mr. De Schryver were
incorrect.
But if the judge accepts Mr. De Schryver's report as evidence, the
prosecution will face a considerable hurdle in persuading the
judge that the defendants were together over a weekend in
Seattle before the bombings to discuss the plot.
Luggage with bombs was checked on two flights at Vancouver
airport on Saturday, June 22, 1985, and the bombs exploded
shortly after midnight on Sunday, June 23, 1985.
Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri are accused of murder in the death of
331 people on June 23, 1985, in two bomb explosions. The
prosecution alleges the two Canadians were seeking revenge
against the Indian government, who had killed Sikhs in India and
sent troops into sacred Sikh temples.

Prosecutor argues against admitting dead man's diaryÊÊ

The diary of a dead suspect should not be admitted at the Air
India trial because the man had a motive to lie to cover up his
involvement in the mass murder, a Crown prosecutor argued
Monday.
Vandals target Indo-Canadian newspaper

ByÊMARY NERSESSIAN
Globe and Mail Update

Vandals smashed the windows at the Indo-Canadian Times office
early Saturday, in what B.C. MLA Dave Hayer calls the latest
Òintimidation tacticÓ to keep the paper from covering the AirIndia trial.
The weekly Punjabi-language newspaper, the largest outside
India, was founded by Mr. Hayer's father in 1977. A week before
this incident, eggs were thrown at Mr. Hayer's house.
His father, Tara Singh Hayer, was killed in November, 1998,
after giving police statements about people who may have been
involved in the Air India bombing.
A previous assassination attempt in 1988 left him paralyzed from
the waist down following an article in which he linked a suspect
to the bombing.
Dave Hayer believes the culprits are angry that the paper has
Òactively reported the side of the prosecution.Ó
Mr. Hayer told globeandmail.com that every time a major
witness speaks, eggs are thrown or windows are broken at the

newspaper office or the family homes, in what he calls an
attempt to bully the newspaper and his family into reducing
coverage of the trial.
The trial is currently being heard in Vancouver. Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are accused of murder in the
death of 331 people on an Air-India plane on June 23, 1985, in
two bomb blasts.
Violence against family not random, RCMP say

ByÊRod Mickleburgh
Tuesday, June 15, 2004 - Page A9
Vancouver -- Police do not consider recent acts of vandalism
against the family of slain publisher Tara Singh Hayer to be
random. "Obviously, we are taking these seriously, considering
the implications," Surrey RCMP Corporal Tim Shields said
yesterday, after the home of Mr. Hayer's son, Liberal MLA David
Hayer, was pelted with eggs and windows were smashed at the
family-owned newspaper.
Cpl. Shields said he was referring to the current Air-India trial
and a number of disturbing events leading up to the 1998
assassination of Tara Singh Hayer, outspoken publisher of the
Indo-Canadian Times. Mr. Hayer had agreed to testify for the
Crown about the alleged plot by Sikh extremists to blow up an
Air-India plane.
No one has been arrested in Mr. Hayer's killing.
Prosecutor wants wives to testify at Air-India trial

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Tuesday, June 15, 2004 - Page A12
VANCOUVER -- The wives of suspects in the Air-India
international terrorism trial should be called to testify about the
activities of their husbands, prosecutor Joe Bellows said
yesterday.
The wives could provide the best available evidence on what
their spouses discussed at one of the last meetings before the
suspects are alleged to have bought airline tickets used to put
bombs on flights from Vancouver, he said.
The prosecution says defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik and
suspect Hardial Singh Johal met at the home of alleged Air-India
mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar on June 18, 1985, to go
over plans for the bombings five days later that killed 331
people.
However, defence lawyers at the trial have said the three men
met at that time to discuss a lawsuit against an Indo-Canadian
newspaper. To back up their suggestion, they asked the court
yesterday to accept an entry in a diary kept by Mr. Johal as
evidence in the trial.
"In the evening, there was a meeting about Indo-Canadian paper
at [Mr. Parmar's] house. Malik and others came," Mr. Johal wrote
in his diary under the date of June 18, 1985.
Both Mr. Johal and Mr. Parmar are dead. Mr. Parmar was killed
in India in 1992. Mr. Johal died of natural causes in 2002.

Neither was ever charged in the Air-India case.
Mr. Bellows dismissed the journal entry as contrived, selfserving evidence that cannot be tested in cross-examination. Mr.
Johal could have written the entry after the Air-India disaster in
case he had to prove his innocence, he said.
Before accepting the entry as evidence, the court is required by
legal precedents to consider whether other sources of information
are available, Mr. Bellows added.
Mr. Malik's wife, Raminder, and the widows of Mr. Parmar and
Mr. Johal likely know the purpose of the 1985 meeting, he said.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson asked whether the spouses
would have firsthand information about the meeting.
Canadian Security Intelligence Service agents, who had the
Parmar home under surveillance in 1985, saw neither Mr. Johal's
nor Mr. Malik's wife at the Parmar residence that day, the court
has heard. Mr. Parmar's wife was seen putting out garbage at
9:15 a.m. She left the house at 1:32 p.m. and was not seen again
on June 18, 1985.
The meeting of alleged conspirators took place in the evening.
Mr. Parmar was seen at his home at 7:29 p.m., talking with two
men who were later identified as Mr. Johal and Mr. Malik. When
CSIS surveillance stopped at 9:50, the three men were still in
discussion.
How would the spouses know what the husbands were talking
about, if they were not at the meeting, the judge asked.

Even if they were not at the meeting, they would be aware of the
lawsuit if it were as important as defence counsel suggested, Mr.
Bellows said.
Judge Josephson reserved his decision on whether Mr. Johal's
journal entry should be accepted as evidence without hearing
from the suspects' wives.
Mr. Malik and another B.C. man, Ajaib Singh Bagri, are on trial
for murder in the deaths of 331 people killed in two bomb blasts
on June 23, 1985.
Journalists view twisted remains of ill-fated Air India Flight 182
Pieced together wreckage in secret warehouse

Kim Bolan
Vancouver Sun
June 16, 2004
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CREDIT: Peter Battistoni, Vancouver Sun
An RCMP officer stands guard during a media tour of wreckage
from the Air India crash at an undisclosed warehouse Tuesday.
Police have been carefully reconstructing the plane to enter as
evidence.

VANCOUVER - The haunting images of the wreckage of Air
India Flight 182 were seen by Vancouver journalists for the first
time Tuesday after a cloak-and-dagger ride to the secret
warehouse where the RCMP has been keeping the remains of the
plane.
The first tour of reporters and camera operators left RCMP
headquarters about 8 a.m., piling into an 11-passenger van with
the windows covered in white film to prevent us from seeing
anything.
A large vinyl sheet shielded RCMP Sgt. John Ward, the driver,
from the nine of us in the back who made sarcastic comments
about the unprecedented security. We were even told we would
not have access to a washroom for two hours.
The van seemed to loop around several times to disorient us, but
the reporters still had a sense of the direction we were heading.
Just as we pulled into the corrugated metal door of the
warehouse, I could see an address printed on the building
through a tiny crack between the vinyl sheet and the window.
A court order prohibits the media from publishing the location of
the warehouse, where technicians and scientists spent months
painstakingly piecing together the mangled and twisted pieces of
metal from the bombed Boeing 747.

The partially reconstructed plane is playing a role in the trial of
Ripudaman Singh Malik and co-accused Ajaib Singh Baggri,
who are charged with eight counts, including first-degree murder
and conspiracy, in two bombings on June 23, 1985 that killed
331 persons. The first bomb ripped through Tokyo's Narita
Airport, killing two baggage handlers who were transferring a
Vancouver suitcase to an Air India flight. The second exploded
aboard Air India Flight 182, which was en route from Toronto to
India, killing all 329 aboard.
Despite the ban on disclosing the location of the warehouse
containing the plane, the RCMP spent $1,500 altering the vehicle
used to make four different media trips to the warehouse
Tuesday.
On my trip, the banter quickly subsided as we jumped out of the
van into the eerie concrete warehouse, which resembled an
underground parking lot.
The massive reconstruction towered above us just a few metres
away.
Yellow rope had been placed to create pathways around the plane
parts -- both real and simulated.
"You have one hour," Ward said. "If anyone touches anything,
you'll be removed."
The most striking thing was how little of the plane was put back
together.
The majority of the recovered pieces, including large segments
of the wing, the landing gear, passenger seats, tray tables and

outer shell carrying the Air India logo, sat off to the sides of the
partial reconstruction.
Some of the pieces, looking grey and corroded, were clearly the
ones seen in news photos at the time floating in the ocean.
We received no orientation as we walked around and around the
warehouse -- which measures about 50 metres by 70 metres.
Those of us who have been in court had to recall the testimony of
the key Crown and defence expert witnesses more than a month
ago.
We all zeroed in on the spot where Professor Christopher Peel,
the prosecution expert, said the bomb had exploded underneath a
piece of passenger floor called "target 1011."
Air-India wreckage a sobering memorial
Authorities give journalists an opportunity to view the remains of
Flight 182
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Wednesday, June 16, 2004 - Page A12

VANCOUVER -- Photos of a few pieces of wreckage from the
Air-India flight that blew up over the Atlantic Ocean in 1985
have been shown for years. More photos were on display in May,
when experts on aircraft explosions offered graphic details in
court.

But nothing -- not even 16 years of interviewing, researching and
writing about the disaster -- prepared me for the moment when I
stepped into a cold, concrete warehouse yesterday and saw how
little remains of the Boeing 747 aircraft that cracked, crumpled
and split up at 31,000 feet in less time than it would take to read
this account.
Salvage crews have retrieved only 5 per cent of the wreckage
from the ocean floor, only 159 pieces. Yet it was enough to send
a shiver down my spine. Twisted airplane fuselage, ripped-apart
wing flaps, charred passenger seats and numerous unidentifiable
pieces of rumpled dirty green metal were neatly set out along the
sides of the warehouse floor. In the centre of the concrete floor,
pieces of aluminum shaped to resemble missing fragments were
hung on metal scaffolding next to wreckage pulled from the
ocean.
The warehouse of wreckage struck me as a potent memorial to
the 329 ill-fated passengers who died in the ghastly bomb blast
19 years ago, next week. I absent-mindedly glanced around for a
listing of names of the passengers, knowing it would not be
there. But it was impossible to look at the wreckage and not think
about the mothers, fathers and children of those who I have
spoken to over the years. An expanse of window, decorated with
characteristic red Indian graphics, hung at the far end of the
scaffolding. Who was sitting at that seat? Were they looking out
the window when the blast occurred?
Authorities opened up the high-security warehouse yesterday in
response to a court application from The Globe and Mail and
other news media. The wreckage is considered an exhibit in the
Air-India international terrorism trial. Although reporters
discovered the address of the warehouse, police attempted to

keep the location secret by taking journalists there in a passenger
van with blacked-out windows. A court order prohibits the news
media from disclosing the location.
The viewing provided access for the first time to the largest
collection of Air-India wreckage ever put together in one place.
But the pieces may not be together much longer.
Although the remains of the aircraft are some of the most
momentous fragments of Canadian history, their future is
uncertain. Officials were not prepared to comment yesterday on
what will happen to the pieces after the trial is completed this
year.
The Air-India aircraft, en route from Canada to India, blew up on
June 23, 1985, over the ocean, 175 kilometres west of Ireland.
The government of India conducted the initial salvage operation
in 1985. The RCMP undertook two more deep-sea dives for
wreckage in 1989 and 1991.
The prosecution brought the wreckage together in order to
recreate the portion of the aircraft where it is alleged a
homemade bomb exploded.
To the untrained eye, the location of the bomb was not obvious.
The prosecution says the bomb was in luggage checked in at
Vancouver airport by a group of conspirators that include
defendants Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri. The
luggage was allegedly transferred to Air-India flight 182 in
Toronto. Airline employees have testified that the Vancouver
baggage was in cargo bin 52, on the left rear side of the aircraft.

At the warehouse, peering at the spot where the bomb is alleged
to have exploded was not as meaningful as I had expected.
Bin 52 is a big empty nothingness in the partly reconstructed
aircraft, marked off by black tape on the floor. None of the
fragments of bin 52 were retrieved. Pieces adjacent to bin 52
were mostly fabricated, based on computer-assisted design
graphics and underwater photos of pieces never retrieved.
Christopher Peel, a metallurgist who specializes in assessing the
effect of explosives, testified the crack lines and folds of the
fuselage indicated the explosion occurred in cargo bin 52.
The defence, however, drew attention to different pieces of
wreckage. Defence expert Edward Trimble said the damage in a
retrieved cargo bin on the right side of the aircraft indicates the
explosion occurred on the opposite side, further back, in cargo
bin 51. The bin held baggage checked in at the Toronto airport.
In order to find the defendants guilty, the court must conclude the
explosion occurred in cargo bin 52. The trial, now in its 14th
month, is hearing testimony of defence witnesses.
Air India figure admits he misled policeÊÊ
An alleged Air India co-conspirator admitted Wednesday he
misled police in 1985 about his relationship with suspected
bombing mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar.
Air-India witness goes on defensive

ByÊROBERT MATAS

Thursday, June 17, 2004 - Page A12

VANCOUVER -- Vancouver resident Satwant Singh Sandhu was
brought to the Air-India trial to testify in defence of his friend
Ripudaman Singh Malik. But during a vigorous crossexamination yesterday, Mr. Sandhu spent most of his time
defending his own integrity.
Prosecutor Joe Bellows accused Mr. Sandhu of helping to build
bombs that killed 331 people 19 years ago, intimidating
prosecution witnesses in the trial, helping a convicted Indian
terrorist evade Canadian immigration officials, and making a
death threat against Vancouver journalist Kim Bolan.
Mr. Bellows also said Mr. Sandhu was aware that Mr. Malik
admitted his involvement in the Air-India disaster to a woman
who worked at a parochial school he ran. Mr. Malik believed the
woman was a spy and had asked Mr. Sandhu to take actions
intended to push her out of the school, Mr. Bellows said.
Most of Mr. Bellows's allegations came from testimony of the
woman, a key prosecution witness who cannot by court order be
identified in the news media.
Mr. Sandhu, who described himself as a mild-mannered, friendly
person, denied each allegation unequivocally without appearing
to be upset about the lengthy list of accusations of possible
illegal activities.
He even complimented the woman who incriminated him, saying
he believed she was good at her job at a daycare centre.

The woman, who was in the witness box for 12 days last fall,
testified that Mr. Malik sent Mr. Sandhu to help Inderjit Singh
Reyat make a bomb a couple of months before the Air-India
disaster on June 23, 1985.
Mr. Sandhu told the court yesterday he was trained as an
electrician and worked in 1985 as a repairman. He could make a
timer but had never made a bomb and he refused to agree with
the prosecutor that he had the skill to do so.
"Mr. Malik came to you and said, 'Reyat is not too intelligent,
he's having trouble putting together a bomb. I want you to go
over and help him,' " Mr. Bellows said.
"No," Mr. Sandhu said.
"You followed Malik's instructions to go over there and help
Reyat," Mr. Bellows persisted.
"No, I did not," Mr. Sandhu said.
Mr. Sandhu, a trustee of the Khalsa School, confirmed that a Sikh
terrorist, who served 14 years in jail after hijacking an Air-India
plane, had lived in a basement suite under the school from 1995
to 1997.
But he did not know the hijacker, Tejinder Pal Singh, was
illegally in Canada, Mr. Sandhu said.
He denied that he had allowed Mr. Singh to stay in the basement
because he was in philosophical agreement with what Mr. Singh
had done. "If someone comes to your door and asks for help, you

help them," he said.
Mr. Bellows accused him of knowing about the involvement of
alleged Air-India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar in the
bombings and of lying to police about his links with Mr. Parmar
during an interview in late 1985 in order to distance himself from
Mr. Parmar.
Mr. Sandhu acknowledged that he had lied to police, but insisted
he did not know about Mr. Parmar's involvement in the Air-India
bombings.
He denied Mr. Malik had told him about confessing to the
woman, as the woman had testified.
He also denied making a death threat against the journalist.
Mr. Sandhu tried to intimidate Ms. Bolan and discourage her
from writing about the Air-India case by saying she was "digging
her own grave," Mr. Bellows said.
Mr. Sandhu said Mr. Bellows had misunderstood a Punjabi
aphorism when translated into English.
"If you throw dirt to people, one day some dirt will be on your
face. That's what I meant," he said.
Mr. Sandhu also said the comments were made in response to
articles about his involvement in the Khalsa credit union and had
nothing to do with the Air-India case.
The trial continues.
Vancouver -- The judge in the Air-India trial has rejected a

suggestion that spouses of suspects should be called to give
evidence about a meeting attended by their husbands five days
before the bomb blasts that killed 329 people. The spouses, who
were not at the meeting, "could only offer hearsay evidence of
what, if anything, they had been told by others," the judge stated
in a ruling made available yesterday. He also decided to accept as
evidence a day-planner entry by Hardial Singh Johal, who had
written the meeting was to talk about a lawsuit against a
newspaper. Mr. Johal died two years ago. The prosecution
alleges the suspects met to plan the bombings. The judge said he
would decide the significance of the evidence later in the case.
Air-India witness read prior report, trial hears

ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Saturday's Globe and Mail

Vancouver Ñ The star witness at the Air-India trial may have
been more familiar with accounts of the conspiracy that led to the
deadly bomb blasts in 1985 than she admitted in court, evidence
heard yesterday suggests.
In testimony that touches on the nub of the case against
Ripudaman Singh Malik, a bookseller named Inderjit Singh said
he gave Soft Target to the witness two years before she said she
was told that Mr. Malik was implicated in the conspiracy.
The book, written in 1989 by Toronto journalists Zuhair
Kashmeri and Brian McAndrew, provides a detailed description
of the conspiracy and the investigation immediately after the
bomb explosions on June 23, 1985.

The two journalists identify Mr. Malik in the book as "a wealthy
backer" of one of the top suspects in the Air-India case,
Talwinder Singh Parmar.
The star witness, who under a court order cannot be identified by
the news media, told the trial in November that she learned Mr.
Malik was part of the conspiracy in 1997 when a colleague at
work translated a Punjabi-language newspaper story about the
Air-India disaster for her.
She said she was shocked to realize she had been working at a
daycare run by Mr. Malik but did not know about his
involvement in the Air-India conspiracy. She immediately
confronted him. Mr. Malik confessed his involvement in the
scheme and identified several others who played roles, the
woman testified.
Mr. Singh, 61, testified that he gave Soft Target to the woman in
1995, two years before she said she first found out about Mr.
Malik's involvement.
Mr. Singh came to Canada from India in June, 1994, as a visiting
priest. He moved into a basement suite under the Khalsa School
in Surrey. He taught religious music and scripture, ran a
bookstore associated with the school and operated a Punjabilanguage radio station, he said.
He saw the star witness frequently during the 1994-95 school
year, he told the court. The witness worked as supervisor of the
school's daycare centre.
Mr. Singh said he found a copy of Soft Target when he was
reorganizing the books in the store some time between January

of 1995 and the end of the school year in June. The book did not
fit in the collection of religious works and he placed it on a table.
Although he was familiar with the Air-India disaster, he did not
know about the book and was not interested in reading it, he
testified.
The witness saw Soft Target on the table and started reading it,
he said. She read a portion referring to an error in Mr. Malik's
first name, Mr. Singh said. After reading for about 10 minutes,
she put the book back on the table.
Later she called him to ask if she could borrow the book. She did
not return the volume and they never spoke about it, Mr. Singh
said.
The bookseller was the 10th witness for the defence and the
100th witness to testify since the trial began on Apr 28, 2003.
His evidence was intended to bolster defence submissions that
the star witness was repeating media reports, rumours and
widespread speculation about Mr. Malik's alleged role in the
conspiracy. The defence lawyers have said the discussion in
which the witness says Mr. Malik confessed never took place.
The witness testified that Mr. Malik admitted providing the
money and arranging for someone to pick up the tickets that were
used to place bombs on two flights from Vancouver.
In Soft Target, the journalists say two agents from the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service believed that Mr. Malik was a
double agent, with links to the Indian government and ties to Mr.
Parmar. But the spy agency had no evidence linking Mr. Malik to
the bombings at that time, the book says.

Mr. Malik's lawyers are to decide this weekend whether he will
step into the witness box in his own defence. None of the defence
witnesses so far have dealt with the star witness's account of the
confession.
Mr. Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with murder in the
death of 329 people in a mid-air bomb explosion aboard an Air
India flight from Canada and the death of two people in Tokyo's
Narita airport in an explosion 54 minutes earlier. The prosecution
alleges the defendants were seeking revenge against the Indian
government for killing Sikhs in India and desecrating Sikh
temples.
Accused mass murderer decides not to testify in his own defence
VANCOUVER - A Vancouver millionaire accused in a mass
murder chose not to testify in his own defence, allowing his team
of lawyers to wind down their short case without any fiery
denials.

Defence chips away at star Crown witnessÊÊ
VANCOUVER I The Crown's star witness against accused Air
India bomber Ripudaman Singh Malik once borrowed a book
about the terrorist plot that was found in the Khalsa school's
bookstore, B.C. Supreme Court was told Friday.Ê
Dead man's diary allowed into evidenceÊÊ
VANCOUVER - The Air India trial judge is allowing into
evidence the diary of a dead man who allegedly participated in
two June 1985 terrorist bombings.Ê
Defence rests in Air-India trial

ByÊAMY CARMICHAEL
Canadian Press

Vancouver Ñ A Vancouver millionaire accused in a mass murder
chose not to testify in his own defence, allowing his team of
lawyers to wind down their short case without any fiery denials.
Lawyers for Ripuadaman Singh Malik, charged with conspiracy
and murder in the bombing of a 1985 Air India flight, stood down
just a month into their case. The end was a surprise Ñ Crown
prosecutors spent more than a year laying out their allegations
against Mr. Malik and his co-accused, Ajaib Singh Bagri.
Mr. Malik's representatives offered no opening or closing
statement to fight for their client's freedom and left the court
Monday saying only they felt the case went very well.
Mr. Malik has spent the last four years in jail after being charged
with plotting the attack.
The Crown alleges he conspired to plant explosive-laden
suitcases on Air India Flight 182. They exploded when the plane
was in the air off the coast of Ireland, sending 329 people to their
deaths in the icy ocean below. Another time bomb in an attache
case ended up being transferred to Tokyo and killed two baggage
handlers at Narita airport.
Mr. Bagri's defence was set to begin Wednesday.
Malik won't testify at Air-India trial

ByÊRobert Matas
Tuesday, June 22, 2004 - Page A8

Vancouver -- Ripudaman Singh Malik will not testify in his own
defence at the Air-India international terrorism trial, the court
heard yesterday.
"In our [judicial] system, when there is nothing left of the Crown
case to answer, an accused need not give evidence," his lawyer
David Crossin said in an interview outside the court.
The prosecution's case relies almost entirely on the testimony of
one witness who said Mr. Malik told her about his involvement
in the bomb blasts on June 23, 1985, that killed 331 people. His
defence is based on evidence from cross-examination and the
testimony of 13 witnesses who raised doubts about aspects of the
prosecution's case.

Victims' relatives get comfort at Irish farmhouseÊÊ
AHAKISTA, Ireland -- An old farmhouse-turned bed and
breakfast is full of people this time of year who come to this
gorgeous, remote spot overlooking the Atlantic to remember the
victims of Canada's worst-ever mass murder.Ê

Ottawa Ñ The Supreme Court of Canada ruled Wednesday that
reluctant witnesses can be forced to testify in hearings in the fight
against terrorism In a 6-3 decision, the court said the hearings do
not contravene the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

The case stemmed from the Air-India trial in British Columbia.
The Supreme Court has been grappling with the issue of whether
the hearings, which have been allowed under anti-terrorism
legislation, violate the charter.
The RCMP and Crown have been trying to force an uncooperative witness, whose name is protected under a publication
ban, to answer questions related to the 1985 Air-India bombing at
a closed hearing in Vancouver.
The Supreme Court originally heard the case in December when
federal Justice Department lawyers argued that citizens have a
duty Óto aid in enforcing the laws.Ó
ÓThere is no constitutionally protected right to refuse to assist
police,Ó Justice Department counsel Bernard Laprade told the
court last year.
The proposed hearing is separate from the trial of two men Ñ
Ripudiman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri Ñ who face
criminal charges in the downing of the Air-India plane that took
more than 300 lives.
Some of the information that could be gleaned from such a
hearing could be relevant to the trial.
Lawyers for the mystery witness argued before the Supreme
Court in December that such proceedings would violate their
client's right to privacy.
They also said they feared that the judges presiding at such

hearings would lose their independence and become investigative
arms of the police.
Top court backs Sun challenge of secret Air India hearings

Janice Tibbetts
CanWest News Service
Thursday, June 24, 2004
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CREDIT: Steve Bosch, Vancouver Sun Files
Satnam Kaur Reyat, wife of the only man convicted in the Air
India bombing so far, can now be identified as the witness who
reluctantly appeared at a secret hearing.

OTTAWA -- The Supreme Court of Canada, in a first test of
Canada's anti-terrorism laws, has ruled that the heightened threat
after 9/11 does not necessarily justify secret court hearings to try
to root out terrorist plots.
"Courthouses are public places," said the 7-2 ruling released

Wednesday. "The open court principle, to put it mildly, is not to
be lightly interfered with."
The Vancouver Sun launched the court challenge after being
denied entry to a hearing that was connected to the Air India
bombing trial and was being conducted in utmost secrecy in a
Vancouver courtroom.
"I think the importance of this is that in the face of terrorist
concerns, the courts must continue to apply the rules of our
democracy and openness is a fundamental tenet of judicial
proceedings," said the newspaper's lawyer, Robert Anderson.
But, in a separate decision, the court ruled that compelling
someone to appear before a judge to testify in new "investigative
hearings" does not violate the Charter of Rights.
The pair of cases marks the first time the high court has spoken
about Canada's anti-terrorism legislation, which was widely
described as "draconian" when it became law only three months
after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist bombings in the United States.
The Anti-terrorism Act dramatically expanded police powers and
for the first time paved the way for judges to hold the secret
hearings -- which critics likened to a "star chamber" -- where
people suspected of knowing something about a terrorist act that
has happened or is about to happen could be forced to testify.
Satnam Kaur Reyat -- the wife of Inderjit Singh Reyat, who is
serving a five-year manslaughter term for his role in the 1985 Air
India bombing -- challenged the constitutionality of the new law
after she was ordered to appear at a secret hearing, even though
she is not a suspect.

Her name was sealed from the public until Wednesday's Supreme
Court ruling and she had been identified in the media only as a
"mystery witness."
The Supreme Court cautioned that judges still have the discretion
to shut out the public when national security concerns are of
major importance. However, the starting point should be that the
courtroom is open, not closed.
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Heather Holmes went too far in
denying public access and "the level of secrecy imposed from the
outset was unnecessary," wrote Justices Louise Arbour and Frank
Iacobucci, who both retire next week.
"The court told all Canadian judges to reject the notion of
presumptively secret hearings," said Anderson, The Sun's lawyer.
"It then restated that anyone who would restrict public access to
any judicial proceeding would be required to meet a heavy test
and to do so at every stage of the process."
He said the court clearly rejected the argument that pre-trial or
investigative judicial proceedings are any less subject to the open
court principle than trials. This openness is necessary to maintain
judicial independence and ensure public confidence in the courts.

While opening up the courts, a 6-3 majority rejected arguments
from lawyers for Reyat's wife that the hearings themselves
violate the Charter of Rights' guarantees to remain silent and not
incriminate oneself.

"There is no reason to believe that the predominant purpose of
the judicial investigative hearing before us is to obtain
information or evidence for the prosecution of the appellant," the
bench ruled.
Reyat also failed to convince the court she should not be forced
to testify about an incident that happened 16 years before the
anti-terrorism law took effect.
One of her lawyers, Brian Crane, said he is satisfied that the
court struck an appropriate balance.
"When you look at the whole picture, the real protection for this
type of process is public scrutiny and that principle has been
affirmed," he said.
The court also rejected the argument that the hearings
compromise the independence of the judiciary by effectively
forcing judges to take part in what amounts to a police
investigation. Rather, the judge's role is to "act as a check against
state excess," the majority said.
The Canadian Civil Liberties Association denounced the decision
as a threat to individual freedoms by intensive questioning of
people who have not been criminally charged and may not even
be suspects.
"The difficulty is when a person is required to come forward and
talk at investigative hearing, it could precipitate a much wider
inquiry into that person's life," said association lawyer Alan
Borovoy. "This opens up people's private lives to intrusions you
wouldn't already have."

The investigative hearing in this case, which was adjourned
pending Reyat's constitutional challenge, was requested by the
RCMP.
She was expected to provide information related to the police
investigation in two bombings on June 23, 1985 -- the Narita,
Japan, blast that killed two baggage handlers and the downing of
Air India Flight 182.
The Crown and the RCMP have not made a final decision on
whether to go ahead with the hearing, said Geoffrey Gaul, a
spokesman for the B.C. attorney- general. But he noted that the
Crown has already wrapped up its case against Ripudaman Singh
Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri, who are on trial in the Air India
case.
Top court rejects secrecy in anti-terrorism hearings

ByÊKIRK MAKIN
JUSTICE REPORTER
Thursday, June 24, 2004 - Page A1
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Controversial anti-terrorism provisions that compel uncooperative witnesses to answer questions in special investigative
hearings are constitutional -- but cloaking them in immense
secrecy is not, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled yesterday.
"The challenge for democracies in the battle against terrorism is
not whether to respond, but rather how to do so," Mr. Justice
Frank Iacobucci and Madam Justice Louise Arbour wrote
yesterday, in what is probably their final collaboration before
both retire.
The landmark case involved a judicial investigative hearing
connected to the 1985 bombing that killed 329 passengers and
crew on Air-India Flight 182. Eighteen years after the disaster,
police used legislation passed in the wake of the 9/11 attacks to
question a potential Air-India witness.
The hearings under the Anti-Terrorism Act remove the traditional
right to remain silent, forcing witnesses to answer questions in a
courtroom presided over by a judge.
"Although terrorism necessarily changes the context in which the
rule of law must operate, it does not call for the abdication of
law," a 6-3 majority of the judges said.
"The challenge for democracies in the battle against terrorism is
to balance an effective response with fundamental democratic
values that respect the importance of human life, liberty and the

rule of law. Subject to interpretive comments, [this section of the
Anti-Terrorism Act] meets that challenge."
A second ruling stressed the importance of open courts.
The press and public ought to know what happens in
investigative hearings unless there are compelling reasons to
suppress it, a 7-2 majority said.
They underlined their point by lifting a ban on the identity of the
witness at the hearing -- Satnam Kaur Reyat. Ms. Reyat is the
wife of Interjit Singh Reyat, currently in prison for several
offences related to the bombing.
Taken together, the rulings trod a careful path between the
unprecedented power to dragoon witnesses into secret hearings
and the need to give police investigative leeway in case they
learn of a grave threat.
The majority went beyond simply saying the Reyat hearing ought
to have been publicized: It urged the courts, the legal profession
and the press to give "serious consideration" to developing a
better mechanism of giving notice of publication bans.
Robert Anderson, a lawyer for the Vancouver Sun, said the
rulings closely relate the open-court principle to the hearings
being constitutional. Without the requirement of openness, he
said in an interview, the legislation might well have been struck
down.
Still, the court left the door wide open to massive secrecy in
future cases, depending entirely on the gravity of the case and the
arguments in favour of secrecy.

"It may very well be that by necessity, very large parts of judicial
investigative hearings will be held in secret," the judges said. "It
may also very well be that the very existence of these hearings
will, at times, have to be kept secret."
Writing in dissent, Mr. Justice Michel Bastarache and Madam
Justice Marie Deschamps said that too much openness can
jeopardize the safety of witnesses and the usefulness of hearings
designed to root out serious threats.
Mr. Justice Ian Binnie also expressed strong misgivings. "The
danger in the 'war on terrorism' lies not only in the actual damage
the terrorists can do to us, but what we can do to our own legal
and political institutions by way of shock, anger, anticipation,
opportunism and overreaction," he warned.
Two B.C. men -- Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri
-- are currently on trial for conspiracy to murder and other
offences in the Air-India bombing. Their trial had barely
commenced when the defendants and the Vancouver Sun caught
wind of the Reyat investigative hearing.
Critics condemned the hearing for forcing a citizen to potentially
incriminate herself and for making the presiding judge an arm of
the police. They also suggested the hearing was a backdoor route
for the Crown to sneak an advance peek at testimony that might
be given in the Air-India trial.
The Supreme Court said yesterday that while judicial
independence is vital, the open nature of most hearings will
prevent any reasonable person from believing judges have been
co-opted.

However, two dissenting judges -- Mr. Justice Morris Fish and
Mr. Justice Louis LeBel -- disagreed about the harm to the
judiciary. "The judge takes part in and facilitates the police
investigation without having real power to act as a neutral
arbiter," they said.
Geoffrey Gaul, director of legal services for B.C. Crown counsel,
said no decision has been made on whether to revive or simply
abandon the hearing.
Air-India trial to hear about Toronto link

ByÊRobert Matas
Thursday, June 24, 2004 - Page A11

Vancouver -- The Air-India trial will hear evidence this summer
pointing to the participation of persons in Toronto in the
conspiracy that carried out the bombing of Air-India Flight 182
in 1985, defence lawyer Richard Peck said yesterday.
Most of the testimony in defence of Ajaib Singh Bagri over the
next two months will be called to challenge earlier evidence that
indicated Mr. Bagri was part of the conspiracy, Mr. Peck said in
B.C. Supreme Court.
However, witnesses will also testify about wiretaps, police
surveillance and Air-India aircraft wreckage that suggest a
Toronto connection to the disaster.

Here's to an open court
Thursday, June 24, 2004 - Page A20

The more Draconian the law, the more urgent it is that the public
know how it is being exercised. Canada's Anti-Terrorism Act,
which allows for secret investigative hearings and compelled
testimony, is a Draconian law. The Supreme Court of Canada
upheld that law yesterday, but said that as in any other court
hearing, the presump-tion is that the media have a right to attend.
And that presumption is not to be easily overcome.
"Public access to the courts guarantees the integrity of judicial
processes by demonstrating 'that justice is administered in a nonarbitrary manner, according to the rule of law,' " the court said,
quoting an earlier ruling.
This is the latest example of how the Supreme Court of Canada
is determined to fight for the public's right to know what goes on
in the nation's courtrooms. It also makes for a memorable
conclusion to the Supreme Court careers of Madam Justice
Louise Arbour and Mr. Justice Frank Iacobucci, who co-wrote
the judgment.
Ten years ago, the court said that the right to a fair trial does not
trump the right to know under the 1982 Charter of Rights and
Freedoms; the two rights are of equal value, and have to be made
to work together. From then on, judges have been under orders to
issue publication bans only in exceptional situations, and only
after giving the media a chance to argue against them. (Judges
and justices of the peace have often forgotten this, and have had
to be reminded several times byhigher courts.) Yesterday's ruling

on the anti-terrorism law expands that principle to include all
discretionary actions by a trial judge that limit freedom of
expression.
The investigative hearings have no precedent in Canadian legal
history. They permit a witness to be compelled, on pain of a jail
sentence, to answer a judge's questions. The judge's role is to
gatherinformation for a police investigation about an act of terror
-- one that has happened or one that is expected to happen. This
law was passed on Oct. 15, 2001, when the passions stirred by
the Sept. 11 attacks on New York and Washington were still
vivid.
But the investigative hearings were never used, as far as we
know, until last May, when the B.C. Crown applied to a judge for
an order compelling an unnamed witness to testify. The
information gathered was said to be pertinent to the investigation
of the crash of Air-India Flight 182 that took off from Toronto
and killed 329 people on June 23, 1985. The judge agreed that
the investigative hearing should be held in total secrecy. Not only
could the media not attend, but no one was to know of the
hearing's existence, not even lawyers for the two men accused in
the Air-India crash.
But those lawyers found out, and an alert reporter discovered the
case, and a series of appeals was launched that reached the
Supreme Court. The court did not preclude the possibility that
some hearings will be held in secret in future, if secrecy is
needed to protect a terrorism investigation. But the principle is
clear: In the age of terror, an open court is more important than
ever.
Top court backs Sun challenge of secret Air India hearings

Janice Tibbetts
CanWest News Service
June 24, 2004
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Satnam Kaur Reyat, wife of the only man convicted in the Air
India bombing so far, can now be identified as the witness who
reluctantly appeared at a secret hearing.

OTTAWA -- The Supreme Court of Canada, in a first test of
Canada's anti-terrorism laws, has ruled that the heightened threat
after 9/11 does not necessarily justify secret court hearings to try
to root out terrorist plots.
"Courthouses are public places," said the 7-2 ruling released
Wednesday. "The open court principle, to put it mildly, is not to
be lightly interfered with."
The Vancouver Sun launched the court challenge after being

denied entry to a hearing that was connected to the Air India
bombing trial and was being conducted in utmost secrecy in a
Vancouver courtroom.
"I think the importance of this is that in the face of terrorist
concerns, the courts must continue to apply the rules of our
democracy and openness is a fundamental tenet of judicial
proceedings," said the newspaper's lawyer, Robert Anderson.
But, in a separate decision, the court ruled that compelling
someone to appear before a judge to testify in new "investigative
hearings" does not violate the Charter of Rights.
The pair of cases marks the first time the high court has spoken
about Canada's anti-terrorism legislation, which was widely
described as "draconian" when it became law only three months
after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist bombings in the United States.
The Anti-terrorism Act dramatically expanded police powers and
for the first time paved the way for judges to hold the secret
hearings -- which critics likened to a "star chamber" -- where
people suspected of knowing something about a terrorist act that
has happened or is about to happen could be forced to testify.
Satnam Kaur Reyat -- the wife of Inderjit Singh Reyat, who is
serving a five-year manslaughter term for his role in the 1985 Air
India bombing -- challenged the constitutionality of the new law
after she was ordered to appear at a secret hearing, even though
she is not a suspect.
Her name was sealed from the public until Wednesday's Supreme
Court ruling and she had been identified in the media only as a
"mystery witness."

The Supreme Court cautioned that judges still have the discretion
to shut out the public when national security concerns are of
major importance. However, the starting point should be that the
courtroom is open, not closed.
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Heather Holmes went too far in
denying public access and "the level of secrecy imposed from the
outset was unnecessary," wrote Justices Louise Arbour and Frank
Iacobucci, who both retire next week.
"The court told all Canadian judges to reject the notion of
presumptively secret hearings," said Anderson, The Sun's lawyer.
"It then restated that anyone who would restrict public access to
any judicial proceeding would be required to meet a heavy test
and to do so at every stage of the process."
He said the court clearly rejected the argument that pre-trial or
investigative judicial proceedings are any less subject to the open
court principle than trials. This openness is necessary to maintain
judicial independence and ensure public confidence in the courts.
More...
Here's to an open court
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The more Draconian the law, the more urgent it is that the public
know how it is being exercised. Canada's Anti-Terrorism Act,
which allows for secret investigative hearings and compelled
testimony, is a Draconian law. The Supreme Court of Canada
upheld that law yesterday, but said that as in any other court
hearing, the presump-tion is that the media have a right to attend.
And that presumption is not to be easily overcome.
"Public access to the courts guarantees the integrity of judicial
processes by demonstrating 'that justice is administered in a nonarbitrary manner, according to the rule of law,' " the court said,
quoting an earlier ruling.
This is the latest example of how the Supreme Court of Canada
is determined to fight for the public's right to know what goes on
in the nation's courtrooms. It also makes for a memorable
conclusion to the Supreme Court careers of Madam Justice
Louise Arbour and Mr. Justice Frank Iacobucci, who co-wrote
the judgment.
Ten years ago, the court said that the right to a fair trial does not
trump the right to know under the 1982 Charter of Rights and
Freedoms; the two rights are of equal value, and have to be made
to work together. From then on, judges have been under orders to
issue publication bans only in exceptional situations, and only

after giving the media a chance to argue against them. (Judges
and justices of the peace have often forgotten this, and have had
to be reminded several times byhigher courts.) Yesterday's ruling
on the anti-terrorism law expands that principle to include all
discretionary actions by a trial judge that limit freedom of
expression.
The investigative hearings have no precedent in Canadian legal
history. They permit a witness to be compelled, on pain of a jail
sentence, to answer a judge's questions. The judge's role is to
gatherinformation for a police investigation about an act of terror
-- one that has happened or one that is expected to happen. This
law was passed on Oct. 15, 2001, when the passions stirred by
the Sept. 11 attacks on New York and Washington were still
vivid.
But the investigative hearings were never used, as far as we
know, until last May, when the B.C. Crown applied to a judge for
an order compelling an unnamed witness to testify. The
information gathered was said to be pertinent to the investigation
of the crash of Air-India Flight 182 that took off from Toronto
and killed 329 people on June 23, 1985. The judge agreed that
the investigative hearing should be held in total secrecy. Not only
could the media not attend, but no one was to know of the
hearing's existence, not even lawyers for the two men accused in
the Air-India crash.
But those lawyers found out, and an alert reporter discovered the
case, and a series of appeals was launched that reached the
Supreme Court. The court did not preclude the possibility that
some hearings will be held in secret in future, if secrecy is
needed to protect a terrorism investigation. But the principle is
clear: In the age of terror, an open court is more important than

ever.
Air-India trial to hear about Toronto link

ByÊRobert Matas
Thursday, June 24, 2004 - Page A11

Vancouver -- The Air-India trial will hear evidence this summer
pointing to the participation of persons in Toronto in the
conspiracy that carried out the bombing of Air-India Flight 182
in 1985, defence lawyer Richard Peck said yesterday.
Most of the testimony in defence of Ajaib Singh Bagri over the
next two months will be called to challenge earlier evidence that
indicated Mr. Bagri was part of the conspiracy, Mr. Peck said in
B.C. Supreme Court.
However, witnesses will also testify about wiretaps, police
surveillance and Air-India aircraft wreckage that suggest a
Toronto connection to the disaster.
Top court backs Sun challenge of secret Air India hearingsÊ
The Supreme Court of Canada, in a first test of Canada's antiterrorism laws, has ruled that the heightened threat after 9/11
does not necessarily justify secret court hearings to try to root out
terrorist plots. A special report from Ottawa by Janice Tibbetts,
CanWest News ServiceÊ
Defence promises to 'unveil' new evidenceÊÊ
On the 19th anniversary of the terror attack that killed some 300
Canadians, lawyers for one of the men accused began his
defence, promising to unveil new evidence that will prove his
innocence.Ê

Searcher returns for Air India memorialÊÊ
AHAKISTA, Ireland --Seaman Daniel Brown stood before the
Air India memorial here Wednesday and looked out to the
Atlantic Ocean, where 19 years
Fiery translation too literal, Air-India trial told

ByÊROBERT MATAS
From Saturday's Globe and Mail

Vancouver Ñ The rally in New York's Madison Square Garden
was held just weeks after the Indian government in 1984 sent
troops into the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the holiest site in the
Sikh religion. The speeches were inflammatory; the crowd was
seething.
In a Punjabi-language speech filled with bombastic references to
violence, Canadian Ajaib Singh Bagri called for the murder of
50,000 Hindus to avenge the death of 50,000 Sikhs killed by the
Indian government. "Indira bitch, Death to her," the agitated
crowd chanted, shouting their anger against then-prime-minister
Indira Gandhi.
The Air-India trial has heard that Mr. Bagri, in his speech,
revealed the motive for those who planned and carried out two
bombings a year later on June 23, 1985, that killed 331 people.
However, a witness for the defence told the court the translation
of Mr. Bagri's speech provided by prosecution witness Surjit
Kalsey was too literal.

Mr. Bagri made numerous references to violent events in Sikh
history, literature and religious scripture, Gian Singh Kotli, a
translator called to testify said.
The prosecution's translation was "in error, imputing violence
where there is none," Mr. Kotli said yesterday. "For a translation,
it is necessary to give context."
He agreed with prosecutor Richard Cairns that Mr. Bagri's
speech was filled with references to violence and he was trying to
incite Sikhs to seek revenge against Hindus, Ms. Gandhi and the
government of India. "He seemed to be so angry," Mr. Kotli said.
But Mr. Kotli minimized the significance of Mr. Bagri's choice of
words. The Sikh people expect inflammatory phrases in
speeches, he said. No one would listen to a peaceful speech after
the raid of the Golden Temple. Sikhs were upset and speakers
tried to outdo each other with fiery speeches, he said.
Some phrases with reference to violence were direct quotes from
Sikh prayers, he added.
Mr. Kotli also told the court that the crowd was not as
bloodthirsty as portrayed by the prosecution. They were chanting
"down with .....," not "death to .....," he said.
They were shouting "ordinary" slogans often raised at Sikh
rallies. "They were expressing their dissatisfaction, saying we do
not agree with you, we condemn you," he said.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns told the court Mr. Kotli was giving the
speech "a very benign description," refusing to take words at face

value.
Mr. Kotli was interpreting the speech as if it was simply about a
change of government, Mr. Cairns told the court. "That simply is
not the case. The meaning of phrases which he declines to
interpret, other than blindly, show a very strong bias on his part,"
he said.
Accusing Mr. Kotli of offering "a wild translation of a very
simple phrase," Mr. Cairns said the killing of 50,000 Hindus is
translated as if it is no more than an expression of resentment
against the government.
"He goes way beyond anything included in the text and does it
all the time, but only on one side of the coin," Mr. Cairns said.
Mr. Kotli later said he believed Mr. Bagri was not speaking
against Hindus or the Hindu religion. "He is just against the
Hindu government," Mr. Kotli said.
Mr. Bagri is on trial for murder in the death of 331 people in the
bomb blasts. The prosecution says he and co-defendant
Ripudaman Singh Malik were part of a conspiracy of Sikhs
seeking revenge against the Indian government.
Differences in translation:
Prosecution: More than 50,000 young men have been killed in
Punjab.
Defence: In excess of 50,000 youth have been martyred on the
land of Punjab.

Prosecution: This is my belief that the Khalsa [the Sikh nation]
like a tornado will fiercely attack India and demolish it entirely to
dust.
Defence: It is my belief that the Khalsa will rise in the form of a
storm and rout Hindustan.
Prosecution: They made us subservient and broke our backbone.
Get up. Get ready. Let us do the same to them, then we will
create Khalistan.
Defence: They have broken our backbone, they have made us
grass cutters, be ready get up, first let us bring them to the same
condition, then we will make Khalistan.
Canada in Brief Air-India defendant's motivation questioned

ByÊRobert Matas
Thursday, July 1, 2004 - Page A8

Vancouver -- Air-India defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik had a
$2-million line of credit with the State Bank of India at the time
of the twin bombings that killed 331 people in 1985, his trial
heard yesterday.
Sikh leaders had called for a boycott of both the state bank and
Air-India after the Indian government sent troops into the Golden
Temple, the holiest shrine in the Sikh religion in June of 1984,
defence lawyer Richard Fernyhough told the court.

However Mr. Malik's clothing business had a line of credit with
the state bank from March 21, 1984, to May 25, 1988. If Mr.
Malik felt strongly enough about the invasion to be involved in a
scheme to blow up Air-India planes, it's questionable whether he
would continue to be involved with the bank, Mr. Fernyhough
said after submitting Mr. Malik's bank documents as evidence.
The court case, which has heard testimony so far from 106
witnesses, will continue Monday.
Bagri urged revenge, trial hears

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Wednesday, July 7, 2004 - Page A8
VANCOUVER -- Professional translator Gian Singh Kotli began
his testimony confidently at the Air-India trial. A witness for the
defence, he insisted the prosecution had distorted the meaning of
a Punjabi-language speech by Ajaib Singh Bagri by failing to
understand its context within Sikh history, literature and
scripture.
But after intensive cross-examination over four days, Mr. Kotli
spoke much more quietly. He conceded yesterday that Mr.
Bagri's speech 11 months before the Air-India tragedy was
teeming with rage, filled with violent images and called for
deadly revenge against prime minister Indira Gandhi and the
government of India.
He acknowledged that Mr. Bagri called for revenge 11 times
during the speech at New York's Madison Square Garden. "In
excess of 50,000 youth have been martyred on the land of

Punjab," Mr. Bagri said early in his speech. "I tell you one thing.
They have amused themselves, these Hindu dogs. Now it is our
turn."
Later, Mr. Bagri said the Sikhs had been humiliated. "Be ready,
get up," he urged the crowd. "First, let us bring them to the same
condition. Then we will make Khalistan," he said, referring to the
name given to the independent state that many Sikhs advocate.
Mr. Kotli agreed with prosecutor Richard Cairns that Mr. Bagri
called for the destruction of Delhi, the capital of India. He also
said traitors to the Khalistan cause should be harmed and
Khalistan supporters who hijack aircraft should be supported,
Mr. Kotli said.
Mr. Bagri's speech was filled with references to death, mass
murder, exploding bodies, war and execution by hanging and
shooting. Responding to questions with a flat "Yes," Mr. Kotli
agreed with Mr. Cairns that Mr. Bagri was trying "to inflame
passions and arouse national pride . . . that the speech was a call
to action for the Sikh people."
The prosecution has told the court that Mr. Bagri's motive for
participating in the Air-India conspiracy was revealed in his New
York speech in July of 1984.
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are accused of killing 331
people in two bomb explosions on June 23, 1985. The
prosecution says Mr. Bagri took suitcases carrying the bombs to
Vancouver's airport.
According to the prosecution theory, the bombings were revenge
for government troops storming the Golden Temple, Sikh's

holiest shrine, in June of 1984. The troops killed hundreds, some
say thousands, of Sikhs while trying to capture Sikh insurgents
who were using the temple as a command post.
Mr. Cairns's persistent questioning clearly took its toll on the
witness. Sounding antagonistic, Mr. Kotli told the court during
cross-examination that Mr. Cairns's questions confused him.
He appeared flustered when forced to acknowledge mistakes in
his translation.
However, throughout his testimony, Mr. Kotli repeatedly rejected
a suggestion that Mr. Bagri was urging Sikhs to take revenge
against all Hindus. He said Mr. Bagri's anger was not directed at
the Hindu religion. Mr. Bagri spoke out against Ms. Gandhi, who
ordered the troops into the Golden Temple, and the Indian
government, he said, making an analogy with a call for a change
in government.
Defence denies Bagri link to disaster

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Thursday, July 8, 2004 - Page A6

VANCOUVER -- Ajaib Singh Bagri admitted he was partly
responsible for the Air-India crash during a conversation in New
Jersey shortly after the disaster, a U.S. police informant told the
court earlier this year.

However, Mr. Bagri's employment records show he was at work
at a mill outside Kamloops, B.C., around the time of the alleged
confession, the court was told yesterday. The records also show
that Mr. Bagri was at work in Kamloops in June, 1985, on the
day it is alleged that the co-conspirators were in Burnaby
planning the bombings, defence lawyer Michael Code said.
On the 161st day of the trial, Mr. Bagri's defence team started to
pick away at evidence from prosecution witnesses linking Mr.
Bagri directly to the twin explosions on June 23, 1985, that killed
331 people.
An FBI informant who cannot be identified in the media told the
court that Mr. Bagri admitted some responsibility for the
bombings in a conversation at a gas station outside New York a
few days before Sept 25, 1985.
The informant also said he could not remember exactly when the
conversation took place. In a 1997 statement to police, the
informant said the conversation was a few weeks after the AirIndia disaster.
Mr. Bagri's work record shows that Mr. Bagri was at work in
Kamloops every day of the week leading up to the Air-India
disaster and in September, Mr. Code said.
The prosecution's evidence does not fit with independent records
of his whereabouts around the time of the bombings in 1985, he
also said.
Joe Davies, a union representative from the mill where Mr. Bagri
worked, confirmed Mr. Bagri's work records in court. He said
attendance records show Mr. Bagri took a two-week holiday in

February, 1985, and a two-month leave of absence beginning
Oct. 17, 1985. The rest of the year, he was at the mill.

Work records unreliable, Air-India trial hears

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Friday, July 9, 2004 - Page A7

VANCOUVER -- The 1985 work records of Air-India defendant
Ajaib Singh Bagri are filled with errors, inconsistencies and
omissions, the B.C. Supreme Court was told yesterday.
Mr. Bagri worked in 1985 as a forklift operator at a pulp mill
outside Kamloops. Defence lawyer Michael Code has used work
records at the mill to argue that Mr. Bagri could not have been
involved in the Air-India conspiracy.
The trial has heard that payroll administrators referred to
employees' attendance records as "the bible," because they relied
so heavily on the document. "We refer back to it daily,"
administrator Annette Donchi told the court.
But Ms. Donchi confirmed during cross-examination that some
record keeping was haphazard and included mistakes. "I guess
there is a couple of errors in the bible," prosecutor Richard
Cairns said.
The records indicate Mr. Bagri was at work in Kamloops in June,
1985, when it is alleged co-conspirators were in Burnaby

planning the bombings. The 19-year-old documents also show
Mr. Bagri was in Kamloops in September, when it is alleged that
he confessed his involvement in the conspiracy to acquaintances
during a conversation at a New Jersey gas station.
However, the company documents may not be a reliable guide to
Mr. Bagri's whereabouts at crucial moments in the lead up to the
disaster. In cross-examination, Ms. Donchi identified several
errors in the work records.
Mr. Bagri's birth date was incorrectly recorded. The wrong year
was entered on two occasions. Notations indicating days off were
left out on some dates, and a blue marker used to indicate an
additional day off was not used in 1985.
Ms. Donchi said she was not surprised that errors were
discovered in the attendance sheets. Human beings sometimes
make mistakes, she said. She also said she had no firsthand
information about Mr. Bagri's whereabouts.
Mr. Bagri's immediate supervisor at the pulp mill would be the
only person at work who would know when Mr. Bagri was at
work, she confirmed. The supervisor has not been called to
testify at the trial.
Mr. Bagri and co-defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged
with murder in the death of 331 people killed by two bombs on
two Air-India flights on June 23, 1985.
Air-India witness links Bagri, prime suspect

ByÊRobert Matas

Tuesday, July 13, 2004 - Page A7

Vancouver -- A 19-year-old question in the Air-India case was
finally answered in court yesterday.
Canadian Security Intelligence Service agents spotted Ajaib
Singh Bagri's car outside the home of alleged mastermind
Talwinder Singh Parmar on June 21, 1985, the day before
baggage with explosives were checked on airline flights leaving
Vancouver. The explosives blew up shortly after midnight on
June 23, 1985, killing 331 people. The information appeared to
link Mr. Bagri with the prime suspect at a crucial time in the
conspiracy.
CSIS saw a man, a woman and a child in the car but could not
determine who they were. Jagdish Kaur Johal told the court
yesterday she was in Mr. Bagri's car with her brother, Avtar
Singh Narwal, and nephew. They were good friends of the Bagris
and had borrowed the Bagri car, she said.

Air-India witness blunts Crown argument

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Wednesday, July 14, 2004 - Page A7

VANCOUVER -- An aggressive cross-examination at the Air-

India trial yesterday failed to change significantly the testimony
of a defence witness about who used defendant Ajaib Singh
Bagri's car on the weekend of the twin bombings in 1985 that
killed 331 people.
Defence witness Jagdish Kaur Johal told the court that she drove
in Mr. Bagri's yellow vehicle with her brother Avtar Singh
Narwal and her niece from their home in Kamloops to Vancouver
on June 21, 1985.
Her testimony undermines the prosecution theory that links Mr.
Bagri to the deadly conspiracy partly by evidence showing his
car outside the home of alleged Air-India mastermind Talwinder
Singh Parmar on June 21, 1985.
The prosecution says Mr. Bagri took two suitcases carrying
explosives to the Vancouver airport the next day. The bombs
exploded on opposite sides of the world shortly after midnight on
June 23, 1985.
Ms. Johal was 23 years old at that time. She said she went in Mr.
Bagri's car with her brother and niece to the home of Mr. Parmar,
who was a family friend. After visiting for a few hours, they
went to stay with their parents, who had come to Vancouver to
work during the berry-picking season.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns challenged almost every aspect of Ms.
Johal's testimony, setting out in unusual detail a scenario that
supported the prosecution case against Mr. Bagri.
If she went to Vancouver at all that weekend, she went in Mr.
Bagri's car with Mr. Bagri's wife and his daughter, not with her
brother and niece, Mr. Cairns told the court.

Mr. Bagri drove her to the Vancouver residence where her
parents were staying and dropped her off, Mr. Cairns said.
Mr. Bagri told her to make arrangements with Mr. Parmar so she
would have someone to take her shopping on the weekend. On
the following day, Mr. Parmar phoned to say his wife and
daughter would take her shopping, Mr. Cairns said.
"No," Ms. Johal said. "They [Mr. Parmar's wife and daughter]
probably came along, I don't remember."
Under further questioning, she said she remembered shopping
with her mother but not with Mr. Parmar's wife and daughter.
She was also inconsistent in testifying about why she went to
Vancouver in Mr. Bagri's car.
First, she told the court that her family lived down the street from
the Bagri family in Kamloops. They were close friends and often
borrowed from each other.
Her brother had two cars in his household and the Bagri
household had only one.
She was not involved in making arrangements to borrow the
Bagri family car, she said. She also was not involved in returning
the car to the Bagri family on Sunday, June 23, 1985, when they
came back from Vancouver.
Ms. Johal said her brother Avtar borrowed Mr. Bagri's car
because their two cars were needed by other family members.
But her brother bought a new white truck a day before they went

to Vancouver, Mr. Cairns said.
"You and your brother obviously did not need to borrow Mr.
Bagri's car after all," Mr. Cairns said.
"Yes," she meekly replied.
Mr. Cairns also got into an unusual exchange with Ms. Johal
about whether her brother could have been mistaken for Mr.
Bagri.
Canadian Security Intelligence Service surveillance spotted a
man, woman and child in the car outside Mr. Parmar's house but
failed to identify them.
After Ms. Johal said her brother was in the car, Mr. Cairns
suggested that Mr. Bagri looked just like her brother.
From 100 feet away, it would be easy to mix them up, Mr. Cairns
said.
"Speaking for myself, I'd say no," she said.
"You do not get mixed up?" he asked again.
"No," she replied.
Ms. Johal said her brother was heavier and shorter than Mr.
Bagri.
Mr. Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri are charged with murder in the
death of 329 people in a mid-air bomb explosion aboard an AirIndia flight from Canada and the death of two people in Tokyo's

Narita airport in an explosion 54 minutes earlier. The prosecution
alleges the defendants were seeking revenge against the Indian
government for killing Sikhs in India and
desecrating Sikh temples.
Ex-FBI agent in spotlight at Air-India trial

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Friday, July 16, 2004 - Page A7

VANCOUVER -- An FBI agent who failed to pass on important
information in the Air-India case could have jeopardized the
international investigation in 1985, acting in ways that were
"inconceivable," the court heard yesterday.
The agent would have broken agency rules, blackened the
reputation of the FBI and compromised FBI relations with
RCMP, defence witness Jack Cloonan, a former top-ranked agent
who is now a television commentator on international terrorism,
told the court.
"The agent's core credibility will be at stake. I cannot think,
based on my experience, of a more egregious breach of trust than
what you just described," Mr. Cloonan said.
He made the comments in response to questions by defence
lawyer Michael Code about hypothetical circumstances that

appeared to be similar to the activities of agent Ron Parrish, an
important witness for the prosecution.
Mr. Code did not mention Mr. Parrish by name. It was up to the
judge to draw his own conclusions, Mr. Code said.
Earlier this year, Mr. Parrish corroborated the testimony of a U.S.
Federal Bureau of Investigation informant who said Ajaib Singh
Bagri admitted his involvement in the Air-India disaster during a
conversation a few months after the bombings. Mr. Parrish
testified that the informant told him in September, 1985, about
Mr. Bagri's admission.
But Mr. Parrish in 1985 had filed a different account of the
informant's report. He stated at that time the informant said
several members of the Sikh separatist group Babbar Khalsa told
him that Vancouver members of the group were responsible for
the crash. Mr. Bagri and others were identified in the report as
members of Babbar Khalsa.
Mr. Parrish testified he did not tell his supervisors that Mr. Bagri
was the source of the information and that Mr. Bagri had
admitted his involvement in the conspiracy. Mr. Parrish also
testified he did not pass the information to the RCMP a few
months later, when the RCMP told the FBI that they were
interested in Mr. Bagri. Mr. Parrish said he altered the source of
the information and withheld Mr. Bagri's name to protect his
informant's identity.
Mr. Cloonan, who retired in 2002 after 20 years in the FBI, said
yesterday senior FBI managers would be required to undertake
damage control once they found out that an agent failed to pass
on information he had received about the Air-India disaster.

The FBI would likely call in RCMP representatives in
Washington to inform them of the breach. It may also require the
FBI to set up a meeting with the RCMP in Ottawa, possibly with
the commissioner.
Mr. Code asked whether it was conceivable that an informant
would provide a tip to an agent about the Air-India case
implicating a suspect and the agent would not tell anyone.
"I cannot imagine circumstances in which that would happen,"
Mr. Cloonan said. However, he backed away from his critical
responses during cross-examination by prosecutor Richard
Cairns, who said the hypothetical case outlined by Mr. Code was
not identical to Mr. Parrish's circumstances.
Mr. Cloonan agreed with Mr. Cairns that the most important
information -- that the Babbar Khalsa was responsible for the
bombing and Mr. Bagri was a member of the group -- was
included in Mr. Parrish's report.
Mr. Cairns suggested it did not matter whether Mr. Bagri or a
group of people were identified as the source of the information.
Withholding the identity of the source has no impact on the value
of the intelligence, Mr. Cairns said.
Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with the
murder of 331 people in two bombings on June 23, 1985.

The many trials of a high-tech court
The room built for the high-profile Air-India case clearly wasn't

ready for prime time. ROBERT MATAS reports
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Saturday, July 17, 2004 - Page F3
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VANCOUVER -- On the first day of the historic Air-India
terrorism trial in 2003, Wade McGregor sent out a scathing email about the sound and video equipment in the $7.2-million
courtroom.
Five tiny courtrooms in the basement of Vancouver's courthouse
had been reconfigured into a showcase facility jam-packed with
the most sophisticated technology in North America.
But Mr. McGregor, a consultant hired to oversee the installation
of the audio-video systems, was blunt in his assessment of the
work that had been done. Telav, which received a $385,000

contract to install the system, did not measure up.
Telav claimed problems had been rectified, but the "deficiencies"
were not cleared up, Mr. McGregor wrote in an e-mail dated
April 28, 2003. Errors were made during the installation and
were not corrected. A paging system was not properly
configured.
Mr. McGregor was particularly concerned about the poor quality
of workmanship. "It impacts the reliability and long-term service
of the system," he wrote, foreshadowing subsequent troubles.
In the courtroom, the crowd was oblivious to any technical
difficulties. Electric sparks of a different sort were going off.
Family members of the Air-India victims who had waited almost
18 years for this day sat uncomfortably next to family and friends
of accused killers Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh
Bagri. Prosecutor Robert Wright set out the details of a
conspiracy by Canadian Sikhs to extract bloody revenge against
the government of India. Defence lawyers claimed the witnesses
were not credible.
The courtroom was especially built for this showdown. The two
Canadians are charged with murder in the death of 329 people on
June 23, 1985, in a midair explosion off the coast of Ireland and
the death of two baggage handlers in a blast 54 minutes earlier at
Tokyo's Narita airport. The trial was expected to attract
worldwide attention.
However, the Vancouver courtroom was clearly not yet ready for
prime time.

Internal government documents obtained by The Globe and Mail
under the B.C. Freedom of Information Act show that technical
problems persisted for several months.
A complaint log indicates that almost 300 calls were received in
the first six months after the trial began. Some problems took
more than 80 days to correct. In some incidents, an equipment
breakdown forced the judge to adjourn the trial until repairs were
made.
Some technical problems raised potentially significant issues for
the justice system. As a result of faulty wiring, a criminal registry
paging system broadcast into the jury deliberation room, raising
"the strong possibility" that a mistrial could be declared once a
jury trial is held in the courtroom, a government employee wrote.
(The Air-India verdict will be decided by a judge alone.)
Another e-mail message refers to sound penetrating walls,
allowing witnesses outside the courtroom to hear what was going
on inside.
Internal correspondences refer to complaints about microphones
not working, "very poor" audio recordings and a witness monitor
not displaying an image.
Now, most of the problems have been resolved, and the
courtroom technology is reshaping the road to justice:
A digitalized recording system offers instant access to testimony
from up to two years previously. Lawyers can cross-check
exactly what was said earlier in the trial while listening to a
witness.

Voice-activated video cameras transmit the proceedings to offices
outside the courtroom, where counsel start checking out
testimony as soon as it is given.
Every lawyer has Internet access at his or her table in the court.
Lawyers in the courtroom receive e-mail from lawyers outside
the courtroom who are watching the proceedings on a video
monitor, offering advice on matters to raise with the judge and
the witness.
Witnesses illustrate their testimony with drawings on touchscreen computers. Crown counsel have submitted 120 diagrams
electronically. The judge, lawyers and public immediately see
what the witness is talking about.
The issue at this stage is the people who are expected to use the
technology. Steeped in tradition, many of the lawyers are slow to
embrace the wired courtroom.
Michael Tammen, who has probably been in the courtroom more
than any other lawyer involved in the Air-India case, says
defence teams have not been as adept as the prosecution in taking
advantage of the technology. "We tend to do things the way we
always have done them," he says. ". . . They have daily
transcripts, but I take notes."
With a touch of envy in his voice, Mr. Tammen says he peeks
over at the prosecution table and sees Crown counsel zapping email to each other. "We all have those screens and Internet
connections. We're not plugged in. We don't bring laptops in.
They do," he says.
Mr. Tammen especially felt the impact of technology during the

cross-examination of one of his witnesses by the prosecution.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns was on his feet, pressing Punjabilanguage translator Gian Singh Kotli for answers about the
translation of a speech by defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri. At the
back of the courtroom, another Crown lawyer was sitting with
the prosecution's translator, Surjit Kaur Kalsey.
Mr. Tammen suspects Mr. Cairns was receiving e-mail from the
back of the room during his cross-examination. Armed with
immediate feedback from Ms. Kalsey, the lawyer pushed Mr.
Kotli harder than he would have otherwise.
In retrospect, Mr. McGregor, the audio-video consultant, says he
is satisfied with the work that had been done. For a project of that
sophistication, there weren't that many problems, he now says.
He recalls that wiring had been installed in the wrong place,
creating sound problems, but the errors were fixed. "Not exactly
a catastrophe," he says.
Mr. McGregor adds that the landmark achievements will
probably be copied in new courthouses across the continent.
Robert Matas is a member of The Globe and Mail's Vancouver
bureau.
$7.2-million Air-India court contract awarded without bid
Poor work ran up costs, documents allege
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Saturday, July 17, 2004 - Page A10

VANCOUVER -- The primary consultant for construction of the
$7.2-million courtroom in the Air-India case was awarded a
contract without a competitive bid.
The British Columbia government handed the contract for
$383,450 to Vancouver-based architectural firm Toby Russell
Buckwell & Partners "because it was such an urgent project," Joy
Bissonnette, a spokeswoman for the B.C. Building Corp., said in
an interview. The company oversaw the construction of the hightech, high-security courtroom.
In an effort to speed up the project, the government went to a
firm that had already made major improvements to the court
building. "We went to one who had the experience, knew the
facility, and we knew could do it," Ms. Bissonnette said.
The government has never released an accounting of the
extraordinary cost of building the room, in the basement of
Vancouver's downtown courthouse. A list of contracts, totalling
$3.6-million, was recently released in response to a request from
The Globe and Mail under the province's Freedom of
Information Act.
The list shows that most of the contracts worth more than
$55,000 were awarded after competitive bidding. The winning
bids were priced at less than half what the highest bidders had
asked for millwork, drywall, demolition work, acoustic wall
panels, painting and wall coverings.
The internal government documents also allege that the cost of

Courtroom 20 was boosted by shoddy workmanship and that
normal government procedures were ignored to replace
equipment on a rush basis.
The documents allege that poorly installed carpets had to be
lifted and replaced, at an extra cost of $46,101.
E-mails between consultants and government staff, released by
the government, indicate that problems surfaced at least six
weeks before the trial began on April 28, 2003.
In January, 2004, consultant Pat McTaggart, of Toby Russell
Buckwell & Partners, was still exchanging e-mails about the
carpet tiles with the contractor who did the job.
The carpet tiles may have been installed too tightly, causing them
to rise up in peaks, Ismail Vohra, of the B.C. Buildings Corp., the
Crown agency responsible for the construction, wrote in an email on Dec. 4, 2003, to government and court officials and the
Toby Russell firm. Alternately, the tiles were poorly made, he
suggested.
Mr. Vohra identified additional problems with the carpeting. He
alleged that installation of the carpet tiles didn't look right -- they
didn't form a straight cross -- and the glue was coming off the
floor, sticking to the back of the tile. "That usually is an
indication that the installers did not allow enough time for the
glue to cure or the wrong kind of glue was used," he wrote.
"In our opinion, entire Courtroom 20 carpet tiles to be relaid
professionally," he said.
A breakdown in electronic equipment occurred when one of the

high-tech video monitors stopped working on Sept. 18, 2003. A
local telecommunications company, Telus, advised that the only
available replacement was in Seattle.
One of the e-mails said the monitor was delivered over the
weekend without any paperwork. Telus sent a bill for their
services before government staff had even written up a
requisition for the new machine.
"Could you please let me know as to why Telus billed us for the
service on October 4, '03, for the [request for service] that didn't
exist until Oct. 17, '03 and was not approved until November 12,
'03," administrator co-ordinator Elena Usova wrote in an e-mail
to the company that placed the order with Telus and an official at
a government accounting office on Dec. 4, 2003.
The documents allege that several additional problems arose
during construction. E-mails between government staff and
contractors include references to microphones not working, a
microphone that went missing and "very poor" audio recording
in the courtroom. A list of the alleged problems compiled in
February, 2003, included mould smells in the new men's and
women's washrooms; ceiling tiles not fitted properly; floor and
stair edging "badly installed" and stained carpet tile.
Mr. McTaggart of Toby Russell did not respond to a request for
an interview.
The Air-India courtroom is like no other in North America. The
facility was designed to cope with security issues that arose after
the World Trade Center attack on Sept. 11, 2001. The expansive
room also broke new ground with state-of-the-art technology for
recording proceedings, handling exhibits and enabling those in

the public gallery to follow what is happening in the court.
Courtroom 20, which can accommodate 38 lawyers at once, is
expected to be used for a civil trial involving several lawyers
once the Air-India trial is completed.
Contract for Air-India courtroom criticized

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- Awarding a $383,450 contract without
competitive bidding to a consultant overseeing construction of
the Air-India courtroom violates one of the fundamental
commitments made to taxpayers by B.C. Premier Gordon
Campbell, says a spokeswoman for the Canadian Taxpayers
Federation.
"One of the big promises they made in the last [election]
campaign was to change the way government hands out
contracts," Sara MacIntyre, the federation's British Columbia
director, said yesterday.
The provincial Liberal Party attacked the previous NDP
administration for giving out government contracts without
public tenders, allegedly to their friends. The Liberals promised
to ensure that contracts would go to public tendering, Ms.
MacIntyre said.
"It was a cornerstone of their program. It was supposed to be one

of the tenets of the Liberal government, to restore competitive
bidding."
The B.C. government awarded a contract for $383,450 to
Vancouver-based architectural firm Toby Russell Buckwell &
Partners without a public tender, according to documents
obtained by The Globe and Mail under the Freedom of
Information Act. Toby Russell was the primary consultant for
construction of the $7.2-million courtroom built especially for
the historic Air-India international terrorism trial.
Ms. McIntyre said she has not yet scrutinized the details of the
Air-India contracts. But even if the savings are minimal, the
government should still have competitive bidding, she said,
adding the process is important to ensure transparency for the
taxpayers. "Obviously they have taken a different approach in
this case."
Attorney-General Geoff Plant said yesterday he would look into
the lack of tendering. ". . . I have not had a chance to look at the
tendering issues. There may be issues that need to be more
closely scrutinized," he said.
Mr. Plant has previously expressed concern about the cost of the
publicly funded defence lawyers. He said yesterday he did not
know "off the top of my head" how much has been spent so far
on the trial. The two Air-India defendants, Ajaib Singh Bagri and
Ripudaman Singh Malik, have 17 defence lawyers working on
their case.
The government has introduced "a significant amount of
oversight" over spending, Mr. Plant said. An independent
reviewer looks at legal costs for the defence teams without

compromising their right to advance their case, he said.
But the government cannot impose a cap on spending, Mr. Plant
added. "There is really no way in a case like this that you can put
your hand up and say, for fiscal reasons we will now stop," he
said. "You just have to trust that counsel will make the best
decisions possible on a day-to-day basis, with an eye to costs."

Consider CSIS tape, Air-India defendant asks court

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Thursday, July 22, 2004 - Page A5

VANCOUVER -- In an unusual twist in the Air-India trial,
defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri has asked the court to consider
CSIS tape recordings of intercepted telephone conversations to
prove that he was not a member of the alleged conspiracy to
blow up airplanes.
Tape recordings of intercepted conversations by the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service have never been accepted as
evidence in a criminal case in Canada.
However defence lawyer Michael Code said the prosecution
previously told the court about long-distance calls between the
alleged Air-India mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar and Mr.
Bagri.

The prosecution maintained the long-distance calls show Mr.
Bagri was associated with Mr. Parmar and was part of the
conspiracy responsible for the bombings, Mr. Code said.
"Viewed in this context, the relevance of the preserved Parmar
intercept tapes is self-evident," he said in his written submission
to court. "Since [Mr.] Parmar was an alleged co-conspirator,
evidence about who he spoke to during the time period of the
alleged conspiracy, when these conversations took place and the
matters that were discussed during these conversations has a
direct and obvious bearing," he also said.
"[Mr.] Bagri seeks to rely on the tapes as evidence tending to
establish that he was not a member of the alleged conspiracy,"
Mr. Code said.
The Parmar intercept tapes have repeatedly posed significant
problems for the prosecution. The spy agency erased the tapes
routinely before and after the Air-India disaster on June 23, 1985.
Only 54 of 340 tape recordings remained when the spy agency
realized the tapes might contain valuable information for
investigators.
The remaining tapes did not include evidence directly
incriminating the two men arrested in the case, Mr. Bagri and
Ripudaman Singh Malik, and were not part of the prosecution
case.
Mr. Code said the tapes show Mr. Bagri was associated with Mr.
Parmar for reasons other than blowing up airplanes.
Earlier this week, the prosecution agreed the court could accept
the tapes as evidence that Mr. Parmar had phone conversations

on dates and times indicated by the tapes and that he spoke to
those identified during the conversations.
The court will be asked later this summer to consider the
contents of the conversations as evidence in the trial. Mr. Code
said he will not seek to establish that all the statements made
were true.
"What is relevant is the fact that Parmar and Bagri are discussing
topics that do not form part of the conspiracy alleged, in contrast
with Parmar's conversations with other associates that do appear
to relate to the conspiracy," Mr. Code said.
Mr. Code conceded that the existence of some kind of conspiracy
"between [Mr.] Parmar and [Inderjit Singh] Reyat at a minimum
is not seriously in dispute." Mr. Reyat admitted he provided parts
that were used for the explosion on the Air-India flight and is
currently serving a five-year term for manslaughter.
But if the court decides that Mr. Bagri was not even probably a
member of the conspiracy, he will be entitled to an acquittal, Mr.
Code said.
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik are charged with the murder of 331
people in two bomb explosions in 1985.
Air-India trial takes summer break

ByÊRobert Matas
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Vancouver -- The Air-India trial has adjourned for a summer
break until Aug 9. The international terrorism case began 15
months ago. So far, 111 prosecution and defence witnesses have
testified.
The defence is expected to call its final witness and complete its
submission of evidence by the end of August. Final legal
arguments are expected to begin in September.
British Columbia residents Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri are accused of murder in the death of 331 people
killed on June 23, 1985, in two bomb blasts on opposite sides of
the world.
Key witness willing to change story, Air-India trial hears

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- A key prosecution witness at the Air-India trial
offered to change his testimony if the defence coached him on
what to say, the court heard yesterday. The witness also offered
to disappear before testifying if the defence paid him, the
international terrorism trial was told.
The prosecution witness has provided some of the most
important evidence in the case against defendant Ajaib Singh
Bagri. He testified earlier this year that Mr. Bagri told him he
was part of the Air-India conspiracy responsible for killing 331

people in 1985.
The RCMP paid him $300,000 (U.S.) after he agreed to testify,
but a court order prohibits the media from publishing any
information that could identify the witness.
The defence suggested yesterday the witness made statements
during conversations with Kamal Jit that raised doubts about the
reliability of his court testimony. Mr. Jit and the witness are longtime acquaintance from India who renewed their relationship
after both immigrated to the United States.
The witness told Mr. Jit, a 48-year-old New York cab driver, that
he was repeatedly asked about the Air-India disaster when he was
a leader of a Sikh separatist group in 1985, Mr. Jit recalled. He
asked Mr. Bagri about who was responsible for the bomb blasts.
Mr. Bagri suggested he deflect the persistent questioning by
shifting the blame.
"If people ask you, you say, 'We did it.' You tell them, 'Why [are]
you bothering me?' If people [keep] asking you, you say, 'We did
it.' " Mr. Jit recalled the witness quoting Mr. Bagri as saying.
The prosecution has told the court that Mr. Bagri's comments
were in effect an admission of his involvement in the Air-India
plot.
The defence, however, suggested the prosecution was reading too
much into the comments.
Mr. Jit said the witness told him in a conversation in October of
2003 that he did not anticipate his statements about Mr. Bagri
would be so important in the trial.

He told Mr. Jit that he was under stress, "in fear" of the U.S.
Federal Bureau of Investigation, when he initially spoke to the
authorities. He did not elaborate on why he was afraid of the
FBI, Mr. Jit said.
But once he made his statement to the authorities, he could not
change what he said.
"It was a small thing. I did not know it [would be] blown up so
much," Mr. Jit recalled the witness saying. "Now I cannot go
back."
He could, however, "run away from this place" before testifying
at the Air-India trial if the Bagri family gave him some money,
Mr. Jit recalled the witness saying.
Or he could change his testimony, Mr. Jit said.
The witness asked Mr. Jit to convey a message to Mr. Bagri's
lawyers. Ask the lawyers how he should testify so that Mr. Bagri
"could be saved," Mr. Jit recounted the witness saying.
The witness believed that Mr. Bagri was innocent, Mr. Jit also
said.
Mr. Jit's testimony marked the resumption of the trial after a twoweek summer break. After 30 minutes of testimony, however, the
court adjourned until tomorrow to allow the prosecution to
prepare its cross-examination.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns told the court he needed time to allow
the FBI to look into Mr. Jit's testimony. Defence lawyer Richard

Peck objected to the delay.
Mr. Cairns knew about Mr. Jit for months, Mr. Peck said. Mr. Jit
told the court that Mr. Cairns, accompanied by an FBI officer and
an RCMP officer, went to New York in May to speak to him.
Mr. Peck said Mr. Cairns also went to India earlier this year
while working on his response to Mr. Jit's evidence. Mr. Peck
questioned some people about the kidnapping of Mr. Jit's son in
the early 1990s, he said.
The multimillion-dollar trial began on April 28, 2003. Mr. Bagri
and Ripudaman Singh Malik are charged with murder in the
deaths of 329 people killed on June 23, 1985, in a bomb
explosion aboard an Air-India flight from Canada, and the deaths
in a bomb blast of two baggage handlers at Tokyo's airport killed
54 minutes earlier.
The prosecution alleges the bombs were put on airplanes in
Vancouver by a group of Canadian-based Sikh terrorists seeking
revenge against the Indian government.
Air-India judge calls a time-out
Half-hour break ordered in court after exasperated prosecutor
aims barb at defence witness Kamal Jit
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Thursday, August 12, 2004 - Page A9
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VANCOUVER -- A 30-minute time-out was called at the AirIndia trial yesterday after Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns
suggested a defence witness was "an idiot."
"That's a remarkable thing to say," Mr. Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson said, interrupting Mr. Cairns's questioning of witness
Kamal Jit of New York. "You may make direct submissions to
me, but it will be in the proper forum.
"Suggesting to the witness he's an idiot is outrageous," the judge
said, before ordering a break.
The unusual flash of temper in the normally staid courtroom
occurred while Mr. Cairns was probing whether the witness's
understanding of English was as poor as he contended during
cross-examination by the prosecution.
The defence called Mr. Jit to the witness box in an attempt to
discredit the testimony of a central prosecution witness in the
case against Kamloops mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri.

Mr. Bagri is accused of taking baggage with explosives to the
airport on June 23, 1985. The explosives blew up hours later on
opposite sides of the world, killing 331 people -- 329 on AirIndia Flight 182 over the Atlantic and two baggage handlers in
Tokyo.
The prosecution witness had testified that Mr. Bagri told him
during a conversation shortly after the bomb blasts that he had
been involved in the bombings.
The RCMP paid the witness $300,000 (U.S.) after he agreed to
testify against Mr. Bagri. A court order prohibits the news media
from identifying the witness.
Mr. Jit told the court this week the prosecution witness offered to
change his testimony if the defence coached him on what to say.
The witness also offered to disappear before testifying if the
Bagri family gave him some money, Mr. Jit said.
Mr. Jit, 48, came to the United States in 1985. He was taught
English in grade school and took English as an academic subject
at university before moving to the U.S.
He told the court his wife and son are fluent in English. He is
currently a cab driver in New York.
He testified on Monday mostly in English, relying occasionally
on a Punjabi-language translator to clarify his remarks. However,
he spoke only through a translator when Mr. Cairns was
questioning him.
Mr. Cairns told the court that he interviewed Mr. Jit on May 5 at

his home in New York in anticipation of the evidence he was to
provide during the trial. They spoke in English.
An RCMP officer took notes during the exchanges.
However, Mr. Jit's testimony earlier this week differed from the
account of his remarks in May. When confronted with
inconsistencies between his testimony and his statements in May,
Mr. Jit said he did not understand what Mr. Cairns was asking.
Mr. Cairns asked whether his understanding of English had
diminished since May. "On May 5, 2004, you answered
questions in English when questions were asked of you in
English," Mr. Cairns said.
"I do not really remember, when I did not understand the
question, how I answered," Mr. Jit said in Punjabi.
Patiently working through several exchanges from May before
losing control, Mr. Cairns asked whether police notes of the
interview were accurate. Mr. Jit repeatedly said no, and denied
making comments attributed to him by the police. On several
occasions, he did not respond directly to Mr. Cairns's questions,
instead providing answers to questions that were not asked.
At the time of the flare-up, Mr. Cairns had tried three times to
have Mr. Jit confirm that he had been asked in May about some
comments made by the prosecution witness.
Mr. Cairns asked whether he understood the question. Speaking
through the interpreter, Mr. Jit said he did. But Mr. Jit still
appeared to be confused about what he was being asked.

"You said 'yes.' You agree with that," Mr. Cairns said.
"In regard to what, I said 'yes?' " Mr. Jit said.
"In regard to the question you were asked," Mr. Cairns replied.
"What was the question, you tell me?" Mr. Jit asked.
"Sir, are you an idiot?" Mr. Cairns said.
Defence lawyer Richard Peck said the prosecutor's comments
were inappropriate.
Mr. Cairns later apologized to the court and to Mr. Jit. "It was
inappropriate and I acknowledge it. It was out of frustration and
it won't happen again," he said.
The trial continues.
Air-India prosecutor chastised once again
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VANCOUVER -- A British Columbia Supreme Court judge has
once again criticized Air-India prosecutor Richard Cairns for his
comments about a defence witness who repeatedly says he
cannot understand English.
"I'm sure you understand it, but you're pretending you don't," Mr.
Cairns said yesterday during cross-examination of defence
witness Kamal Jit.
"Again, a gratuitous remark that you assured me yesterday I
wouldn't be hearing," Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson interjected
before Mr. Jit could respond to the prosecutor's commentary on
his testimony.
Mr. Cairns interrupted the judge to apologize to the court.
Earlier this week, Mr. Cairns suggested in court that Mr. Jit was
"an idiot" after a puzzling exchange in which the witness
appeared to be trying to avoid answering the prosecutor's
questions. Mr. Cairns apologized for his comments and assured
the court that it would not happen again.
Questioning of a witness in court usually occurs according to
well-established traditions that enable lawyers to ask witnesses
just about anything of relevance to the case. However, lawyers
are expected to refrain from making facetious or caustic remarks
about witnesses.

Mr. Jit, a defence witness, told the court earlier this week that a
key prosecution witness offered to switch sides and testify for the
defence if lawyers for Ajaib Singh Bagri coached him or the
Bagri family paid him some money. The RCMP paid the
prosecution witness $300,000 (U.S.) after he agreed to testify
against Mr. Bagri.
However, Mr. Jit has repeatedly contradicted himself during
cross-examination by Mr. Cairns. When confronted with the
contradictions, he has said he gave incorrect answers to some
questions because he did not understand English well enough to
comprehend what was being asked.
Mr. Cairns asked through a Punjabi-language interpreter whether
he was trying to avoid answering the prosecutor's questions. Mr.
Jit said he lied on one occasion but on all other occasions, he
answered questions he understood truthfully.
Mr. Cairns suggested that Mr. Jit participated in an immigration
scam in the 1980s to obtain a green card in the United States. Mr.
Jit said he did not know or did not remember specific details
about where he was working in California in the 1980s to qualify
for immigration. But he denied that he obtained his green card
illegally.
Mr. Bagri is accused of murder in the deaths of 331 people in
bomb blasts on June 23, 1985, at the Tokyo airport and on an
Air-India flight from Canada. Mr. Jit is the 112th witness to
testify since the trial began last year.
Witness disputes claim Bagri confessed

Air-India testimony contradicts key details in prosecution's case
against millworker
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Tuesday, August 17, 2004 - Page A6

VANCOUVER -- They can't both be right.
The Air-India trial heard testimony yesterday that flatly
contradicts significant details in the prosecution's case against
Ajaib Singh Bagri.
The mass-murder case against Mr. Bagri could be seriously
handicapped if defence witness Balbir Singh Gharala steps out of
the witness box later this month with his credibility intact.
Earlier this year, an informant for the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation testifying for the prosecution said he borrowed the
car of his roommate, identified as Balbir Singh, shortly after the
Air-India disaster to drive from New York to New Jersey to meet
with Mr. Bagri.
During their conversation, the informant told Mr. Bagri some
people were suggesting his group of New York-based Sikh
activists was responsible for the Air-India bombings. (The FBI
informant cannot be identified in the media under a court order.)
"Why the . . . are they bothering you? We did this," Mr. Bagri
allegedly replied. The informant testified that Mr. Bagri's
admission shocked him and he returned to his New York

apartment and told his roommates, including Balbir Singh, that
Mr. Bagri had confessed.
The described incident is among the strongest evidence in the
international terrorism case against Mr. Bagri. The Kamloops
millworker is accused of taking suitcases containing bombs to
the Vancouver airport on June 23, 1985.
The bombs exploded on opposite sides of the world, killing 331
people -- 329 on Air-India Flight 182 over the Atlantic and two
baggage handlers at Tokyo's Narita airport.
Mr. Gharala told the court yesterday that he lived with the FBI
informant in a New York apartment for some months in 1985.
Mr. Gharala testified that he owned a car, but that he did not lend
the vehicle to the prosecution witness.
"Was there ever a time in the summer of 1985 when [the FBI
informant] came and said, 'I want to borrow your car?' " defence
lawyer Michael Tammen asked.
"No, sir. Never," Mr. Gharala replied.
Mr. Tammen also asked Mr. Gharala if he recalled a time when
the FBI informant said to him and others that he heard someone
confess to being responsible for the Air-India crash.
"I heard nothing like that," Mr. Gharala replied. He said he never
heard the FBI informant talk about Mr. Bagri.
Mr. Gharala, 43, came from Baltimore to testify at the trial
accompanied by an American lawyer. The lawyer, who watched
the proceedings from the public gallery, refused to give his name

to reporters.
Mr. Gharala told the court he was born in India, went to the
United States on a visitor's visa in 1981 and stayed on illegally.
After four years in New York, he moved to Baltimore, where he
has lived since. He is now a U.S. citizen, he said.
He told the court he was not active in Sikh politics in 1985 and
was not a member of the Dashmesh Regiment or the Sikh
Students Federation, two Sikh radical separatist groups.
Mr. Gharala recalled talking about the disaster at the time of the
bombings with someone who had family on the plane. But he did
not recall having any other discussion about the disaster, he said.
Mr. Gharala said that he has never met Mr. Bagri, and that he has
not spoken to the FBI informant since moving to Baltimore.
Prosecutor Richard Cairns questioned Mr. Gharala for 10
minutes before the proceedings stopped for the day. During
cross-examination, Mr. Gharala told the court he expected to be
paid $500 (U.S.) a day while in Canada for the trial. He was in
the witness box for about 40 minutes yesterday.
The payment is to compensate for his time away from his
business, he said. Mr. Gharala said he runs a liquor store, which
his wife and brother are running while he is away.
In response to questioning, Mr. Gharala said he lied to U.S.
authorities in 1985 when applying for his immigration papers.
Although he arrived in that country in 1981, he stated in his
application that he arrived in 1985, the year he applied for proper
documentation.

Mr. Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik, a Vancouver
businessman, are charged with murder.
The trial continues.
Air-India witness's testimony erratic

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- Defence witness Kamal Jit has had a rough
time in the witness box at the Air-India trial.
He has contradicted himself on numerous occasions, appeared
befuddled and at times devious in responding to questions. At
one point, in a futile effort to extricate himself from an
inconsistency, Mr. Jit told the court he did not remember what he
said moments before. Prosecutor Richard Cairns has called him
an idiot and accused him of lying.
Finally, on Mr. Jit's sixth day in the witness box, the judge
intervened.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the British Columbia
Supreme Court advised Mr. Cairns yesterday he had heard
enough testimony from Mr. Jit to decide on whether the witness
was credible.

"The credibility field seems to have been well tilled already,"
Judge Josephson said. Probing further into Mr. Jit's testimony to
challenge his credibility would not be necessary, the judge said.
The prosecution's approach to questioning Mr. Jit was entirely its
own, he also said. But he advised Mr. Cairns to "go to the
highlights and avoid lesser-significant matters."
Mr. Cairns said Mr. Jit continually came up with matters that he
had not anticipated and he felt obligated to find out more. "I am
not doing anything but what I'm required to do," he said.
Mr. Jit, a 48-year-old New York cab driver, was called by the
defence to discredit the testimony of a central prosecution
witness.
The prosecution witness told the court earlier this year that
Kamloops mill worker Ajaib Singh Bagri admitted his
involvement in the Air-India terrorist bombings in a conversation
shortly after the disaster.
The RCMP paid the witness $300,000 (U.S.) after he agreed to
testify against Mr. Bagri, but a court order prohibits the media
from identifying him.
Mr. Bagri is accused of murder in the death of 331 people in two
bomb blasts on June 23, 1985. The prosecution theory is that Mr.
Bagri helped plan the bombings and took bomb-laden luggage to
the Vancouver airport. It's alleged the luggage was placed on
flights connecting with Air-India flights.
Speaking in Punjabi, Mr. Jit said the prosecution witness told
him he would change his testimony if he was coached by defence

lawyers on how to "save" Mr. Bagri, or he could disappear before
the trial if the Bagri family paid him some money.
But in cross-examination, he provided several different versions
of his conversations with the prosecution witness. Late yesterday
afternoon, he changed his account once again, saying for the first
time the prosecution witness told him that he had made up Mr.
Bagri's admission of involvement.
When Mr. Cairns pressed Mr. Jit on details, Defence lawyer
Richard Peck raised an objection to the repetitive questioning.
Mr. Peck called the witness to testify, Mr. Cairns said. "I'm
entitled to cross-examine and show that he is not telling the
truth," Mr. Cairns said.
Mr. Jit leaned forward in the witness box, his arms crossed over
his chest, as he listened to the translator repeat Mr. Cairns's
comments in Punjabi. He looked troubled. But he remained
quiet, waiting for the next question.
The trial continues.
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VANCOUVER -- A defence witness who attempted to discredit a
key prosecution witness in the Air-India international terrorism
trial was part of a conspiracy to give false evidence, prosecutor

Richard Cairns says.
"The Crown theory is that Mr. Jit has been put up to this by
somebody," Mr. Cairns said of the witness, Kamal Jit, yesterday.
"He is not alone. He is supported by other people."
Mr. Jit was the first of four people who were to be called by the
defence to undermine the testimony of a central prosecution
witness. Mr. Jit's testimony over the past two weeks has been
part of a plan, Mr. Cairns told the court.
"He's here lying. . . . He's not here on his own. He had to be set
up to give this type of evidence," the prosecutor said.
Defence lawyer Richard Peck told the court he has seen nothing
to indicate a conspiracy to call false evidence. On the contrary,
the prosecution team has intimidated three potential defence
witnesses, pushing them to back away from earlier statements to
the defence team's lawyer and investigators in India, he said.
Mr. Cairns and two colleagues on the prosecution team,
accompanied by four police officers, travelled to Punjab after the
key prosecution witness testified, Mr. Peck said. The prosecutors
went to the local police station, where they waited for the arrival
of the three potential witnesses.
"Two vehicles, with police officers [who were] armed, went to
the farms of these witnesses to pick them up, and took them to
the police station. They were segregated and brought into
interview rooms, where there were six people present, including
a member of [India's] Central Bureau of Investigation, two
RCMP officers and three Crown counsel.

The potential witnesses were "extremely frightened," Mr. Peck
said. "Those are the facts."
Mr. Cairns replied that Mr. Peck was mistaken. "His version of
events, what happened in India, is entirely incorrect. It's wrong. I
was there. I talked to these people. Nobody was afraid. It was
very congenial."
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson, who is presiding over the trial
without a jury in the British Columbia Supreme Court, told the
lawyers to stick to dealing with testimony in court. "I cannot sort
out that scene," he said. Questioning of Mr. Jit during crossexamination should be based on testimony in court, the judge
said.
Outside court, Mr. Cairns said he was not suggesting defence
lawyers had anything to do with a conspiracy to call false
evidence. He declined to elaborate.
Mr. Peck told reporters the three potential witnesses would
probably not be brought from India to testify at the trial. He will
explain why in court, he said.
The potential witnesses lived in the same village as the family of
a central prosecution witness who testified against Ajaib Singh
Bagri, who is charged along with Vancouver businessman
Ripudaman Singh Malik in the deaths of 329 people in the
bombing of Air-India Flight 182 and another blast at Narita
airport in Japan that killed two baggage handlers.
The prosecution witness, an informant for the FBI told the court
this year that Mr. Bagri admitted his involvement in the
bombings in a conversation shortly after the disaster. A court

order prohibits the media from identifying the witness.
The allegation of a conspiracy to lie in court came during the
seventh day of testifying by Mr. Jit, who said the prosecution
witness was willing to change his testimony if he received
money from the Bagri family or was coached by the defence
lawyers.
But under intensive questioning by Mr. Cairns, Mr. Jit provided
different versions of his conversations with the prosecution
witness and repeatedly contradicted his own testimony.
Yesterday, he was caught lying. He told the court he had not met
with Mr. Peck before testifying in the trial. Mr. Peck told the
court when Mr. Jit was not in the room that he met with Mr. Jit
before he was called to the witness box.
Records clear Air-India suspects, defence says
Documents, recordings show two men weren't conspiring, lawyer
tells court
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Saturday, August 21, 2004 - Page A8

VANCOUVER -- CSIS surveillance records, intercepted phone
calls, old airline tickets and lists of long-distance phone calls
show that two men accused of murder in the Air-India case were
not involved in the conspiracy to put explosives on Air-India
planes, a defence lawyer said yesterday.
The documents reflect "a very different picture of the alleged

conspiracy than presented by the Crown [prosecutors]," lawyer
Michael Code told the British Columbia Supreme Court.
The documents show that neither Ajaib Singh Bagri nor
Ripudaman Singh Malik was involved in steps to further the
conspiracy, he said. Mr. Bagri "simply was not in the picture,"
said Mr. Code, Mr. Bagri's lawyer. The evidence is much the
same for Mr. Malik, he said.
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik face murder charges for the death of
331 people from explosives in luggage checked onto flights from
Vancouver airport on June 23, 1985. The trial, which began last
year, is hearing evidence from the defence.
Mr. Code said Canadian Security Intelligence Service records,
phone call lists and travel arrangements were better evidence
than much of the testimony heard.
The documents were "real evidence" from the time of the
disaster, he said. They do not pose problems of credibility or
reliability. Accurate recollection or honesty is not an issue, he
said.
"Look at what the alleged players were doing at the time," Mr.
Code said. He said that at key moments before the disaster, Mr.
Bagri was not involved with others alleged to be conspirators.
The court would have a fuller picture of the alleged conspiracy
by reviewing the entire body of evidence, he said.
The CSIS had a wiretap on the phone line of alleged Air-India
mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar from March 27, 1985, to
Sept. 19 of that year, court heard. All but 54 recordings of the

intercepted phone calls were erased. Those that were preserved
included 50 tapes from April 9 to April 25 and four tapes from
May 6 and May 7.
"Unfortunately the vast majority [of tape recordings] were
clustered in April, which is the early days," Mr. Code said.
"Things heat up considerably in May. . . . By then things seem to
be happening."
The prosecution did not place much importance on the
recordings. However, Mr. Code said intercepted conversations
that indicated matters other than the conspiracy were discussed
were relevant.
He also asked the court to pay closer attention to CSIS
surveillance reports. The agency had Mr. Parmar under
surveillance for 39 days in the three months before the
explosions.
The prosecution focused on CSIS surveillance that showed Mr.
Malik at Mr. Parmar's home on June 18, 1985, and Mr. Bagri's
car outside Mr. Parmar's house on June 21, three days later.
The prosecution contends conspirators held a meeting at Mr.
Parmar's house on June 18 and were together on June 21, the
evening before the bags containing explosives were taken to the
airport.
Mr. Code asked the court to consider CSIS reports of
surveillance on several other dates. "We're putting all the CSIS
surveillance reports before the court," he said.
He asked the court to review a much longer list of long-distance

tolls than the prosecution submitted, including tolls for calls
between Mr. Parmar and others that may be associated with the
alleged conspiracy.
Mr. Code also said the court should look at five trips by members
of the alleged conspiracy in addition to the reservations made on
June 19 for airline tickets at the centre of the prosecution theory.
Memory fails Air-India witness

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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Air-India judge praises evidence from defence
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Vancouver -- The defence team for an accused Air-India bomber
received the judge's praise yesterday for their work in compiling
new evidence for the case. Ajaib Singh Bagri's lawyer, Michael
Code, introduced the thick binder of documents with a flourish.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the B.C. Superior Court said,
"I am grateful" and called the submissions "remarkable and
novel." The documents included Canadian Security Intelligence
Service surveillance reports of suspected bombing mastermind
Talwinder Singh Parmar in the months before two bombs killed
331 people on June 23, 1985. CP

VANCOUVER -- A defence witness at the Air-India
international-terrorism trial told court yesterday he could not
recall testimony he gave a week earlier.
Balbir Singh Gharala gave testimony last Monday that raised
significant doubts about evidence against defendant Ajaib Singh
Bagri. But during questioning by prosecutor Richard Cairns
yesterday, he had severe memory problems.
He could not recall what he told Mr. Cairns in an interview Aug.
2 outside court. He also could not recall his testimony last week.
Mr. Cairns attempted to refresh his memory by reading a
transcript of his testimony, but he still could not recollect making
the remarks. "I don't remember it," Mr. Gharala said, speaking
quietly and mumbling his words. Mr. Cairns abandoned his
cross-examination of the witness after 20 minutes.
Earlier this month, Mr. Cairns spent several days crossexamining another witness, Kamal Jit, who repeatedly
contradicted himself. After his questioning, Mr. Cairns suggested
Mr. Jit was part of a conspiracy to give false evidence in court on
behalf of Mr. Bagri.
An informant for the Federal Bureau of Investigation told the
court this year that he borrowed the car of his roommate,
identified as Balbir Singh, shortly after the Air-India disaster to
go meet with Mr. Bagri. The informant testified that Mr. Bagri
admitted during their conversation that he was involved in
carrying out the Air-India bombings.

Mr. Gharala told the court last week that he lived in a New York
apartment at that time with the man who was later identified as
the FBI informant. He owned a car, but the roommate never
asked to borrow it, Mr. Gharala said.
He also said he never heard his roommate talk about someone
confessing to being responsible for the Air-India crash. The
informant said he was so shocked by Mr. Bagri's admissions that
he returned home and told his roommates.
Yesterday, in response to questions from Mr. Cairns, Mr. Gharala
agreed he might not have heard every conversation in their
apartment, which was shared by "four or five" people. He also
agreed his roommate had friends he did not know, that he did not
know Mr. Bagri, and that he might not remember Mr. Bagri's
name if his roommate had mentioned it.
Mr. Cairns said he had asked Mr. Gharala on Aug. 2 if he ever
lent his car to a roommate named Gurmit Singh and Mr. Gharala
replied that he had. However, yesterday Mr. Gharala denied he
lent his car to Gurmit Singh. "Why did you tell me that you did?"
Mr. Cairns asked. "I didn't say that, I do not remember I said
that," Mr. Gharala said. "You didn't?" Mr. Cairns said. "I don't
remember," Mr. Gharala replied.
Mr. Bagri and businessman Ripudaman Singh Malik are accused
of murder in the deaths of 331 people killed June 23, 1985, in
blasts from explosives in luggage checked in at Vancouver
airport on flights connecting with Air-India flights.
Mystery men key to plot, Air-India defence says

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- Two men boarded a plane in Vancouver for a
flight to Toronto at 1 p.m. on June 22, 1985, moments before a
flight with a bomb in the luggage compartment took off, the AirIndia trial heard yesterday.
The two men, using tickets issued to B. Singh and S. Singh, have
never been identified.
However, defence lawyer Michael Code suggested yesterday the
two men, who sat together on the flight, might have been part of
the conspiracy responsible for the Air-India disaster.
In the final days of submitting evidence in the mammoth
international terrorism trial, the defence has suggested an
alternative scenario to raise doubts about the prosecution theory.
The defence has argued the Air-India conspiracy was much
bigger and more complex than the prosecution has suggested.
Travel records, wiretaps, surveillance reports and long-distance
phone records show several people were in contact with the
alleged mastermind of the conspiracy, Talwinder Singh Parmar
(who was killed in India in 1992), and with Inderjit Singh Reyat,
who has been convicted of helping to make the bombs.
However, the records and reports also show that defendants Ajaib
Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh Malik at every crucial step

were not part of the conspiracy, the court has been told.
Yesterday, Mr. Code pinpointed several trips that the defence
says may have been linked to the scheme but did not involve
either Mr. Bagri or Mr. Malik.
On June 3, 1985, documents show an unidentified "East Indian"
male travelled from Toronto to Vancouver. Mr. Code said
wiretaps, surveillance reports and long-distance tolls suggest the
unidentified male may be "Mr. X," the man who went with Mr.
Parmar to a wooded area on Vancouver Island on June 4, 1985,
to test a homemade bomb made by Mr. Reyat.
Mr. Code also drew attention to airline tickets issued in the name
of Lal Singh.
One of the ticket reservations used to check in luggage with
explosives was booked in the name of L. Singh. The court has
also heard that Lal Singh was a Sikh militant wanted by the U.S.
Federal Bureau of Investigation. He was believed to be in
Vancouver at the time of the Air-India disaster.
It was not clear yesterday whether the person named Lal Singh
who used the airline tickets was the person previously linked to
the conspiracy.
The airline documents showed an unidentified male travelling
under the name of Lal Singh was on a flight from Vancouver to
Toronto on June 7, 1985. He returned to Vancouver on June 20.
Two men, Joga Singh and G. Singh, were also on the flight.
They arrived at 10 a.m., Mr. Code said. Surveillance by the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service picked up three or four

unidentified people at Mr. Parmar's home later on the same day.
Mr. Code suggested the unidentified people were Lal Singh, Joga
Singh and G. Singh.
Two days later, on June 22, 1985, two men travelled back to
Toronto using tickets issued to B. Singh and S. Singh. A flight
with a bomb in the luggage compartment left Vancouver at 9:18
a.m. that day. A second flight with a bomb left at 1:37 p.m. The
flight with the two Singhs left at 1 p.m.
In an agreed statement of facts, the court was also told yesterday
that phone records showed a call from Mr. Parmar's house to Mr.
Bagri's house on June 23, 1985, the day of the disaster.
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik are charged with murder in the death of
the 331 people killed on June 23, 1985, in explosions of two
bombs. The trial continues.
Culture clash bedevils Air-India trial lawyers
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VANCOUVER -- Air-India defendants Ajaib Singh Bagri and

Ripudaman Singh Malik are on the verge of wrapping up their
defence without testifying at the historic international terrorism
trial.
Mr. Bagri's lawyer, Richard Peck, told the court yesterday he
does not anticipate calling any more defence witnesses. He did
not offer any explanation for why Mr. Bagri would not testify in
his own defence before the case moves into its final phase.
Ten witnesses were called to challenge prosecution evidence
pointing to Mr. Bagri's involvement in one of the bloodiest
terrorist attacks in aviation history.
Mr. Malik, 57, and Mr. Bagri, 54, were charged with murder in
the death of 331 people in two bomb explosions on June 23,
1985, on opposite sides of the world. The bombs were in luggage
checked in at Vancouver airport and put on flights connecting to
Air-India flights, the court was told.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the British Columbia
Supreme Court will decide the case without a jury.
Mr. Malik also remained silent in court. His lawyer, William
Smart, called 14 witnesses before closing his defence earlier this
year. Mr. Smart refused yesterday to explain why Mr. Malik did
not testify.
Defendants in high-profile criminal cases, from Martha Stewart
to O. J. Simpson, have stayed out of the witness box with mixed
results.
Mr. Simpson -- accused of stabbing to death his ex-wife, Nicole
Brown Simpson, and her friend, Ronald Goldman -- was found

not guilty. Ms. Stewart -- accused of conspiracy, lying to
investigators and obstruction -- was convicted. Several
commentators said she would have fared better if she had
testified in her own defence.
The decision of Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri not to testify cannot be
used in court to draw any adverse inferences, said Michael
Mulligan, a criminal lawyer and former chairman of Victoria's
criminal justice section of the Canadian Bar Association, B.C.
branch.
"A defendant has a right to remain silent. That right would not
mean much if, by exercising that right, there is an inference of
guilt against them," he said in an interview.
Mr. Mulligan added Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri may have decided
the prosecution has not proven the case beyond a reasonable
doubt, and that they did not need to subject themselves to crossexamination.
The lawyers may have felt they could not give useful evidence,
he added. "They [Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri] can deny it, but they
have already pleaded not guilty," he said.
Prosecution witnesses have testified that Mr. Malik was involved
in planning meetings, made reservations for two flights, provided
cash to pay for the tickets and asked an acquaintance to pick up
the tickets.
Mr. Bagri, an angry Sikh preacher who repeatedly advocated
bloody revenge against the Indian government in the mid-1980s,
was among the group that took luggage with explosives to the
airport, witnesses told the court.

The case against the two men is based on circumstantial
evidence. The outcome hangs on whether the judge believes
witnesses who recounted private conversations with them. The
witnesses, who were friends of the defendants, testified that they
told them of their involvement in the deadly scheme.
Defence witnesses contradicted prosecution witnesses and
suggested the information they provided was not reliable.
Mr. Bagri and Mr. Malik did not challenge the prosecution theory
that a circle of Sikh radicals was responsible for the Air-India
deaths. The defence argued the evidence did not tie Mr. Bagri
and Mr. Malik to the conspiracy.
The court adjourned yesterday to Sept. 8 to allow prosecutors
and defence lawyers to discuss whether they can submit the
remainder of the evidence in the case by agreement.
In the final phase of the trial, the court in late September or early
October will hear legal arguments and final submissions.
VANCOUVER -- Aspects of Indo-Canadian culture and the
similarity of names have tripped up lawyers repeatedly at the AirIndia trial.
Prosecution and defence lawyers mispronounce names and
Punjabi words, court watchers from the Sikh community say.
They appear to not understand family arrangements in an IndoCanadian home. They judge interpersonal relationships through
the lens of Western culture, the observers say.

Ajaib Singh Bagri and Vancouver businessman Ripudaman
Singh Malik are accused of murdering 331 people in two bomb
blasts on June 23, 1985.
The prosecution alleges the bombs were put onto planes in
Vancouver airport connecting to Air-India flights in Tokyo and
Toronto.
The explosives blew up hours later, killing 329 people off the
coast of Ireland on Air-India Flight 182 and two baggage
handlers in Tokyo.
Yesterday in court, Crown prosecutor Richard Cairns echoed the
observers' concerns. He suggested that the defence had mixed up
Gurmit Singh, who played a role in the prosecution case, with
another person named Gurmit Singh.
The court previously heard that a man named Gurmit Singh was
living in a New York apartment with several Indians around the
time of the Air-India disaster.
Gurmit Singh drove a roommate -- later identified as a U.S.
Federal Bureau of Investigation informant -- to a New Jersey gas
station shortly after the disaster, the court was told.
The roommate met one of the defendants, Mr. Bagri, at the gas
station.
During their conversation, Mr. Bagri said he was part of the
group responsible for the Air-India bomb blasts, the FBI
informant testified.
The defence has maintained that the conversation never occurred

and that the FBI informant, who received $300,000 (U.S.) after
he agreed to testify, made it up.
Gurmit Singh told the court he lived with the FBI informant in
the New York apartment.
He denied that he drove his roommate to the New Jersey gas
station. The roommate never asked him to drive him to the gas
station, he also said.
In cross-examination, he said he lived in the apartment in 1984,
the year before the disaster. He did not know who lived in the
apartment in 1985, he said.
Mr. Cairns asked him about the evidence of a witness who
testified that Gurmit Singh was a roommate in the apartment
around the time of the disaster in 1985.
"It was not me," Gurmit Singh said.
"A different Gurmit," Mr. Cairns said. "Yes," he replied.
Mr. Cairns asked about the name Mita, suggesting a roommate
known as Mita may have been the person who drove the FBI
informant to New Jersey.
The lawyer asked whether "Mita" could be the diminutive for
Gurmit. "It could be," Gurmit Singh said.
Mr. Cairns suggested that the defence witness in the box was the
wrong Gurmit.
The confusion over names explains why the witness contradicted

the testimony of the FBI informant.
The trial continues on Monday.
After 19 long years, a verdict nears in terror case

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Monday, September 6, 2004 - Page A1

VANCOUVER -- It took more than $100-million and 19 years of
investigative work.
But after hearing testimony from 115 witnesses during 183 days
in court, the mammoth Air-India international terrorism trial has
boiled down, at its simplest, to conflicting versions of private
conversations between alleged religious terrorists Ripudaman
Singh Malik and Ajaib Singh Bagri and people they once
considered their friends.
Before the trial concludes this fall, Mr. Justice Ian Bruce
Josephson will have to decide whether mistakes by the Canadian
Security Intelligence Service -- which violated the rights of the
accused under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms to have a fair
trial -- should have an impact on the outcome.
Then the judge will have to decide on who to believe.
Tomorrow, the prosecution and defence lawyers will put the
finishing touches on the package of testimony from witnesses.
After some final legal arguments and submissions this fall, the

judge will sit down to make his decision.
The case against Mr. Malik, 57, and Mr. Bagri, 54, is
circumstantial. They were not connected to the crime by physical
evidence or firsthand testimony. They did not enter the witness
box to give their own accounts of their activities.
Mr. Malik is accused of playing a role in planning the disaster
and giving $3,005 to a friend to pick up the tickets for the flight.
Mr. Bagri, an angry Sikh preacher who advocated bloody
revenge against the Indian government, was allegedly part of the
group that took luggage with explosives to the airport.
Prosecution witnesses said Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri admitted
their part in carrying out the deadly scheme to friends they
thought they could trust.
The defence argued the conversations never took place and those
testifying for the prosecution were not credible, not reliable and
dishonest.
The defence suggested radical Sikhs, possibly from Toronto or
the United States, carried out the plan in co-operation with a
group of religious terrorists in Vancouver that did not include Mr.
Malik or Mr. Bagri.
The attacks killed 331 people and remains the deadliest assault in
aviation history, except for the events of Sept. 11, 2001.
Many witnesses left the courtroom shaken.
Under intensive questioning by some of the top lawyers in

Canada, prosecution and defence witnesses often sounded
confused and desperate when they were pushed to defend their
own credibility. They stammered and shed tears as they tried to
explain embarrassing moments from their own lives. Some
contradicted testimony they had given only moments earlier.
For families of the victims, just walking into the courtroom was
difficult. The trial ripped open 19-year-old wounds that had never
healed.
They were upset when they saw Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri step
into the courtroom wearing colourful traditional Sikh outfits, not
prison clothes, and wave to their own families in the public
gallery. They quietly sobbed as the court heard evidence of the
horrific mid-air bomb blasts. They fumed over tactics of
aggressive defence lawyers and testimony of defence witnesses
who offered alternative explanations. The basic narrative set out
shortly after the bomb blasts on June 23, 1985, stood mostly
unchallenged. Within 16 hours after the explosions, the Indian
consul-general in Toronto spoke to a reporter from The Globe
and Mail. The bombing was the work of Sikh terrorists, he told
the newspaper.
A group of radical Sikhs based in British Columbia and seeking
revenge against the government of India was involved in the
conspiracy, witnesses testified. Luggage with explosives was
checked onto two Vancouver flights connecting to Air-India
flights. Reservations for the two flights were made three days
before the planes left Vancouver. Tickets costing $3,005 were
picked up two days before.
On the day of the flights, an airline agent bent the rules to allow
one of the bags from Vancouver to be transferred in Toronto to an

Air-India flight without anyone claiming the bag to check it in
again. The bomb exploded in mid-air over the Atlantic Ocean,
killing all crew and passengers. The second bomb blew up at
Tokyo's airport, exploding moments before the luggage was to be
transferred to an Air-India flight.
Case against Malik relies on testimony of key witness

ByÊROBERT MATAS
Monday, September 6, 2004 - Page A5

VANCOUVER -- The case against Ripudaman Singh Malik,
accused of murder and terrorism, relies almost entirely on one
witness, a woman in her early 40s who, by her own account, was
deeply in love with him. Witnesses were called to bolster her
credibility and corroborated her testimony. Mr. Malik's defence
team countered with vigorous cross-examination of the woman.
Here are the highlights:
Case for the prosecution: Mr. Malik said in 1996: "we'd Air-India
crashed." The star witness said Mr. Malik made the comment
during a conversation about an attempted suicide. He urged her
not to worry so much about one person. More than 300 people
died and no one cared, he said.
In late March, 1997, or early April, 1997, a newspaper article on
the Air-India disaster described suspects without naming them.
The woman was distraught when a friend deciphered the article
and identified Mr. Malik. The woman confronted him. Mr. Malik

told her he made the reservations, changed the reservations to
make better connections, and sent someone to pick up the tickets.
He also oversaw everyone else.
Witness Narinder Gill backed up her evidence, testifying she told
him about the alleged confession in the summer of 1997.
Case for the defence: Mr. Malik's lawyers argued the confession
never happened. The woman did not react as if she had heard a
confession from a person who could be one of the world's
deadliest terrorists. She did nothing in 1996 in response to his
first comment. She did not tell authorities about his second
alleged confession until April, 1998, a year after she allegedly
heard his comments and almost six months after she started
talking to authorities, the lawyers argued.
Her credibility stands, in part, on whether her explanation for
waiting so long to tell the police is believable. She says she was
being threatened because she knew too much. The defence said
the woman repeated rumour and gossip she believed to be true.
They said she had reasons to fabricate the conversation with Mr.
Malik. She began working in 1992 at a parochial school run by
Mr. Malik and others. Within a few years, she was in conflict
with a school administrator. She filed a human-rights complaint
and a wrongful-dismissal lawsuit before going to police. Once
she began speaking to authorities, she first told them about
immigrant smuggling, welfare fraud, unemployment scams and
misuse of government grants. She alleged Mr. Malik was
supporting terrorist groups. The defence suggested she escalated
the seriousness of the allegations against Mr. Malik as her
dispute with the school accelerated. In the end, she told police
Mr. Malik confessed to her about his role in the Air-India
bombing.

Case for the prosecution: The woman testified Mr. Malik said he
sent a prominent member of the Sikh community who was his
friend, Daljit Singh Sandhu, to pick up airline tickets used to
check in luggage housing explosive devices. When he returned,
Mr. Malik scolded him for wearing a large diamond ring. Ticket
agent Gerald Duncan testified a man wearing a ring with a large
clear stone picked up the ticket. The man left a contact number
later identified as an old phone number of Daljit Singh Sandhu.
Case for the defence: Mr. Sandhu denied he picked up the tickets.
He said he did not give his phone number to the ticket agent. "I
never wear ring, even up to now, never ever," he said. Mr.
Duncan could not identify Mr. Sandhu in a police photo line-up.
Case for the prosecution: The woman testified Mr. Malik said he
sent Satwant Singh Sandhu, an electrician, to help Inderjit Singh
Reyat build a bomb a couple of months before the disaster
because Mr. Reyat was taking too long to figure out how to make
the explosives.
Case for the defence: Satwant Sandhu denied Mr. Malik sent him
to Mr. Reyat's home. He said he was not at Mr. Reyat's house in
1985 and does not know how to build a bomb. He acknowledged
he had a close relationship with Mr. Malik and with alleged AirIndia mastermind Talwinder Singh Parmar.
Air-India facts
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Number of people killed on June 23, 1985, in a bomb blast at
Tokyo's Narita airport: 2.
Number of people killed in bomb blast 54 minutes later aboard
Air-India flight 182 over Atlantic Ocean: 329.
Number of bodies recovered from the ocean: 132.
Number of people facing murder charges: 2.
Number of people mentioned during the trial as possibly
involved in or aware of the conspiracy, but never charged: 15.
Most memorable testimony
Seaman Daniel Brown recounting failed attempts to recover
bodies covered in oil, hydraulic fluid and blood. "Some I even
had in my hands, but we couldn't get them into the boat," he said,
with tears in his eyes.

Most dramatic testimony
"I was there sir. You were not. I remember what he said," star
witness for prosecution said, in response to suggestion she
fabricated evidence against Ripudaman Singh Malik.
Most bone-chilling comment
"We will not take rest until we kill 50,000 Hindus,"Ajaib Singh
Bagri said during a speech at a rally in July, 1984.
Most controversial moment
Inderjit Singh Reyat receives a five-year jail sentence after
admitting he acquired material to help others make explosive
devices.
Most understated effort
by a defence lawyer
"My client is not the worst player in what is a horrible crime,"
Mr. Reyat's lawyer David Gibbons said after the deal was sealed.
Prosecution handicap
No testimony from members of the alleged inner circle, no
physical evidence, no crime scene, unreliable memories after 19
years.
Defence handicap
Widespread perception of guilt before any evidence was

presented.
Most common witness
response to a question
"I don't remember."
Most outlandish moment
"Sir, are you an idiot?" prosecutor Richard Cairns said during
cross-examination of a witness.
Most money collected
by a witness after agreeing
to testify at the trial
$300,000 (U.S.), paid by the RCMP to a U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation informant who was an important witness to testify
against Mr. Bagri.
Worst team players
The Canadian Security Intelligence Service refused to share
wiretap information with the RCMP for several months after the
crash; a CSIS agent withheld crucial information about an
alleged admission of guilt for several years; RCMP officers
sidetracked by office politics did not follow up significant
evidence for several years; the FBI waited years before telling
the RCMP about key information passed on by a trusted
informant.

Most significant setbacks
for the prosecution
CSIS wiped out tape recordings of intercepted conversations of
prime suspects days before the explosion; judge threw out
testimony of police officers and signed witness statements taken
by police that would have corroborated prosecution evidence.
Bagri prosecution targets 2 conversations
His defence attacks credibility of witnesses
ByÊROBERT MATAS
Monday, September 6, 2004 - Page A5

VANCOUVER -- Two pivotal conversations form the foundation
of the prosecution's case against Ajaib Singh Bagri, accused of
murder and terrorism.
He allegedly admitted his involvement in the bombings shortly
after the disaster, to an acquaintance from New York, who turned
out to be an informant for the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
He supposedly talked about taking bags to the airport on the
night before bags with explosives were checked in.
His defence raised doubts about the credibility of witnesses who
recounted the conversations and offered evidence the defence
believes proves Mr. Bagri was not involved in the Air-India

conspiracy.
Some highlights from the case:
The case for the prosecution: A member of a radical Sikh group
based in New York, who was also an FBI informant, spoke to Mr.
Bagri shortly after the disaster. He told Mr. Bagri he was
receiving calls suggesting he was involved in the bombings. Mr.
Bagri replied: "Why are they bothering you? We did this." The
informant testified Mr. Bagri incriminated himself four more
times after that.
The case for the defence: The conversation never took place,
court heard. Testimony defies common sense. The informant said
he told his handler for the first time about Mr. Bagri's apparent
confession in September, 1985. The FBI handler did not tell
anyone else about the information for several months. That was
not believable, defence lawyers suggested. The informant
incriminated Mr. Bagri to deflect attention from his own radical
Sikh group, court heard. The informant's testimony was also
tainted by the RCMP paying him $300,000 (U.S.) after he agreed
to testify against Mr. Bagri.
Case for the prosecution: CSIS surveillance spotted Mr. Bagri's
yellow Pontiac on the evening of June 21, 1985, in Vancouver
outside the home of the alleged plot mastermind, Talwinder
Singh Parmar. Baggage containing explosives was taken to the
Vancouver airport the following morning and checked onto
flights connecting to Air-India flights. Court was asked to assume
the presence of Mr. Bagri's car indicated he was in the Vancouver
area on the evening before bags with explosives were checked in.
Case for the defence: Mr. Bagri's employment records as a

forklift operator at a pulp mill outside Kamloops showed he was
at work in the days before the disaster, when conspirators were
allegedly planning the bombings. He was at the mill up to 4 p.m.
Friday, June 21, 1985, the day before the bags were taken to the
airport. Jagdish Kaur Johal testified her brother Avtar Singh
Narwal drove Mr. Bagri's car to Vancouver on June 21, 1985.
Case for the prosecution: A CSIS agent testified a woman friend
of Mr. Bagri said he asked to borrow her car on the evening of
June 21, 1985. Mr. Bagri told her he wanted to take baggage to
the airport, the agent, William Laurie, said. Mr. Bagri said the
bags were going on a trip and he was not, Mr. Laurie said.
Case for the defence: The defence maintained a visit to the
woman's house on June 9, 1985, had been mixed up with events
on the weekend of the bombings. CSIS surveillance on June 9,
1985, saw Mr. Parmar drop off an unidentified male at the
woman's house in Vancouver. The man was subsequently
identified as Ajaib Singh Bagri. The woman said in court she
couldn't recall a conversation with Mr. Bagri on June 21, 1985.
The judge did not believe her.
'The Crown case is weak,' Bagri's lawyer says

ByÊROBERT MATAS
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VANCOUVER -- Air-India defendant Ajaib Singh Bagri could
be acquitted without asking the court to consider the impact of
CSIS mistakes on his right to a fair trial, his lawyer Michael

Code said yesterday.
"Our position is the Crown case is weak, standing on its own, to
justify a conviction," Mr. Code said, signalling confidence in Mr.
Bagri's defence as the mammoth case winds down.
The two witnesses at the heart of the prosecution case against
Mr. Bagri were unreliable, he said. Most of the defence team's
final submissions will deal with traditional common law,
advising courts to be cautious when considering evidence from
unreliable witnesses, Mr. Code said.
Mr. Bagri and co-defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik face murder
charges in the deaths of 331 people in two bomb blasts on June
23, 1985. The prosecution alleges the bombs were on suitcases
checked onto flights in Vancouver that connected with Air-India
flights.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson of the British Columbia
Supreme Court has previously ruled that mistakes made by the
Canadian Security Intelligence Service during its investigation of
the twin bombings violated Mr. Bagri's constitutional right to a
fair trial.
CSIS erased tape recordings of intercepted conversations of the
prime suspects in the weeks before the disaster and failed to keep
records of statements by a key witness that could be used as
evidence in court.
As a result of their errors, Mr. Bagri could be entitled to, at the
most extreme, a stay of proceedings. At the minimum, the judge
could keep the violations in mind when assessing the evidence.

However Mr. Code, who represents Mr. Bagri, said in court
yesterday the judge may not have to consider the lawyer's
"erudite, technical, academic arguments" about the violation of
Mr. Bagri's constitutional rights.
The court may not have to issue a ruling on remedies to
compensate for the destroyed evidence because evidence that
was preserved, and put before the court, was insufficient for a
conviction, he said.
Prosecutor Robert Wright said the judge should rule on whether
he intends to exclude evidence from a key witness, as a result of
CSIS missteps, before the prosecution and defence make final
submissions in the mammoth international terrorism trial.
The evidence indicated Mr. Bagri asked to borrow a car from a
woman friend on the evening before luggage with explosives was
checked in at the Vancouver airport. The prosecution alleges Mr.
Bagri was involved in taking the bags to the airport.
Prosecutors are entitled to know the evidence that will be
reviewed by the court before making their final submissions, he
said.
Mr. Code said legal precedents indicate the court should consider
appropriate remedies for a violation of a constitutional right only
after ruling on the evidence in the case.
Mr. Bagri is entitled to have his case decided on the basis of the
merits of the evidence brought against him, he said.
Judge Josephson later declined Mr. Wright's request for a ruling
on remedies. He did not provide any reasons.

Bill Smart, lawyer for co-defendant Ripudaman Singh Malik,
will begin the final round of submissions on Oct. 18.
Mr. Smart told the court he would require two to three weeks to
make his submissions. Mr. Bagri's legal team will be next up,
followed by the prosecution.

Reyat's ex-lawyer put client's kin on payroll, legal body says
By CHRISTIE BLATCHFORD
Tuesday, September 14, 2004, Page A6
The former lead lawyer for convicted Air-India terrorist Inderjit
Singh Reyat put his client's relatives on the public payroll and
paid them with public money meant for their father's legal
defence, the Law Society of British Columbia alleges.
Phone list allowed as evidence in Air-India trial
ROBERT MATAS
Today's Paper: Thursday, September 9, 2004 12:00 AM Page
A13
Prosecutors at the Air-India trial won a minor victory yesterday
with a court ruling that allows as evidence an apparent link in
early 1985 between the defendants and alleged co-conspirators,
who were never charged in the case.
Bagri prosecution targets 2 conversations
ROBERT MATAS
Today's Paper: Monday, September 6, 2004 12:00 AM Page
A5

Two pivotal conversations form the foundation of the
prosecution's case against Ajaib Singh Bagri, accused of murder
and terrorism.He allegedly admitted his involvement in the
bombings shortly after the disaster, to an acquaintance from New
York, who turned out to be an informant for the U.S. Federal
Bureau of Investigation

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 29, 2004 10:51:35 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: They got it right in 1986 and it remains
unrefuted....Too bad they couldn't reconstruct the forward
part...it was all blown away by the explosive decompression
when the forward cargo door blew open...

Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating against a
breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 caused by an explosion
of a bomb in the aft cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact mark found on
the leading edge of the right horizontal root leading edge is
indicative of an object striking the stabilizer in flight before
water impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail plane was not
the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo

compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion of the aft
cargo compartment roller floor, shows no indications
characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft cargo
compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films
of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft cargo door
was intact and in its position except that it had come adrift
slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The door was
found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the
aircraft. This indicates that the door remained in position and did
not cause any problem in flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of
the aft cargo compartment was located between B S 1600 and B
S 1760. No significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the
panels of the front cargo compartment are ruptured and have a
large number of holes. This shows that there was occurrence of
an event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in

the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been established as
sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would
explain the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the
electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at
is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been a
rapid decompression in the aircraft.

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: April 20, 2004 8:51:27 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: The explosion was in the forward not the aft. All
Vancouver baggage went into aft compartment. I can prove
explosion was in the forward, not aft.
Hi.
I'm sure you already know but Garstang has changed his mind
and is expected to testify that the explosion was at the back. Will
you be in Vancouver to hear his testimony?

Robert

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2004 8:44 AM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: The explosion was in the forward not the aft. All
Vancouver baggage went into aft compartment. I can prove
explosion was in the forward, not aft.

From newspaper article of today:
The location of the bomb within the hold of the plane is a key
part of the case. The prosecution says it was planted at the back
of the plane were luggage is concealed.
From Canadian and Indian reports:
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of
the aft cargo compartment was located between B S 1600 and B
S 1760. No significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the
panels of the front cargo compartment are ruptured and have a
large number of holes. This shows that there was occurrence of
an event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3

engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.

From Smith PDF of Air India Flight 182 on corazon.com:

Summary of reasonable alternative explanations to explain the
evidence offered by the Garstang Report for an explosion in the
aft cargo compartment.
A.
Over pressures and overloads on a few pieces of
fuselage skin, beams, and trunnions occur during any fuselage
breakup, with or without an explosion source.
B.
Quilting patterns on fuselage skin occurs upon
water impact and did so on Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and
Pan Am Flight 103.
C. A strangely shaped piece of metal can occur
when a fuselage disintegrates from an inflight breakup at 296
knots which can be similar to a strangely shaped of a piece of
metal that occurs after a staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectories can be widely variable for specific
pieces of falling wreckage based upon shape, size, and weight of
the object.
To review the evaluation of the Garstang Report regarding Air

India Flight 182:
A. It offers no new evidence to contradict the
conclusions of the Canadians and the Indians.
B.
It offers no new insight into the previous
investigations.
C.
It omits and refuses to address the conclusive
tangible evidence which refutes its assertions, such as
1. Cockpit voice recorder data,
2.
Inflight damage to engines, wing leading edge
and right horizontal stabilizer. straight and undamaged skin
panels in the aft cargo compartment,
3. The large undeformed sheets of fuselage skin,
4. The intact aft and bulk cargo doors,
5. The loss of the tailplane was not the first event
and would have been if a bomb explosion had occurred in the aft
cargo compartment.
6. The power was cut to three pieces of electronic
equipment, two of which are located in the aft area, and one in
the main equipment compartment adjacent to the forward cargo
compartment. If an explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment, the two recorders might have stopped recording
but not the transponder which would have continued on for some
time. The simultaneous stopping of all three indicates the
explosion was in the forward cargo compartment.
D.
It offers no corroborative evidence of a bomb
explosion in the aft cargo compartment such as:
1. Pitting: Absent
2. Cratering: Absent
3.
Hot gas washing: Absent
4. Holes: Absent
5.
Punctures: Absent
6.
Shrapnel: Absent

7. Explosive residue: Absent
7. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the
cabin: Absent
8.
Sooted metal: Absent
10. Timer: Absent
11. Fuze: Absent
12. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice
recorder: Absent
13. Staggered power cuts to the aft and forward
data recorders: Absent
E.
It offers as proof of an explosion in the aft
compartment ambiguous evidence which is common to both
compartments such as overloads, overpressures, and quilting
patterns, all of which have alternative explanations such as
aerodynamics and water impact, and are evident in both cargo
compartments of Air India Flight 182 and evident in Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two additional
Boeing 747 inflight breakups that were not caused by explosions
in the aft cargo compartment.
F.
It offers a trajectory study in which:
1. The plotting is confusing,
2. Essential chart details are omitted,
3.
Confusing legend is given, and
4. Ballistic trajectory charts are missing
which are included in other accident reports which contain
trajectory studies.
5. Specific conclusions about locations of
pieces of wreckage are made which were prone to error from
errant winds, currents, and aerodynamics of random shaped
pieces of wreckage,
To summarize the assertions in the Garstang Report that an
explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo compartment caused the

inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182:
A. There is no old or new evidence offered to
sustain such an assertion.
B. The methodology is unorthodox.
C.
Statements are made which contradict the
established facts, data, and evidence.
D. Conclusions are drawn which are unsubstantiated and
not logical.
2.3.3 Conclusions:
There never was and is not now any official assertion by any
recognized aviation accident investigating authority that the
explosions in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight
103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in or near the forward
cargo compartment and there never was and is not now any
assertion by an recognized aviation accident investigating
authority of any country that an explosion of any type occurred
in the aft cargo compartment of their respective aircraft.
To put it another way, there has been and there is now total
agreement by all aviation accident investigating authorities of
four countries, Canada, UK, USA, and India, that the explosions
in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 occurred in or near the forward cargo
compartment. There has been and there is now total agreement
by all aviation accident investigating authorities of those same
countries, that the explosion in Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
Pan Am Flight 103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in the
aft cargo compartment.
A. There was no bomb explosion, nor any other type
of explosion, in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight

182.
B. There was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating
against a breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 caused by an
explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact mark found on
the leading edge of the right horizontal root leading edge is
indicative of an object striking the stabilizer in flight before
water impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail plane was not
the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion of the aft
cargo compartment roller floor, shows no indications
characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft cargo
compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films
of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft cargo door
was intact and in its position except that it had come adrift
slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The door was
found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the

aircraft. This indicates that the door remained in position and did
not cause any problem in flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of
the aft cargo compartment was located between B S 1600 and B
S 1760. No significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the
panels of the front cargo compartment are ruptured and have a
large number of holes. This shows that there was occurrence of
an event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been established as
sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would
explain the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the

electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at
is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been a
rapid decompression in the aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and
the rear bulk cargo hold.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the mapping of the
sea bed provided some distinct distribution patterns. The depth of
the wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the
effect of the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus some
distortion of an object's relationship from time of water entry to
its location on the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the
items found east of long 12ƒ43.00'W are small, lightweight and
often made of a structure which traps air. These items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved

horizontally in sea currents before settling on the bottom. Marks
left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does indicate
horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.

By ROBERT MATAS
Tuesday, April 20, 2004 - Page A8

VANCOUVER -- The bombed-out Air-India aircraft that
exploded over the Atlantic Ocean in 1985, killing all 329 people
aboard, has been reconstructed at a warehouse at a secret location
in the Vancouver region, B.C. Supreme Court heard yesterday.
The Air-India trial will move to the secret address next week to
hear testimony about the location of the bomb in the plane at the
time of the explosion, prosecutor Robert Wright told the court.
The wreckage is the only piece of physical evidence in the
mammoth trial, which started almost one year ago. Testimony
about the bomb's location is considered central to the prosecution
case against defendants Ajaib Singh Bagri and Ripudaman Singh
Malik.
But neither members of the public nor the news media will be
allowed to see the charred wreckage, hear the testimony directly
or find out the site of the rebuilt plane, Mr. Wright said.
A video link will enable the public and the defendants to follow
the testimony on a screen at the courtroom in downtown
Vancouver, he said. The warehouse does not have space for
members of the public, Mr. Wright said in court. Geoff Gaul, a
spokesman for the prosecution, said outside the courtroom that

security concerns necessitated the secrecy.
Most of the Air-India Boeing 747 remains on the ocean floor off
the coast of Ireland, despite attempts immediately after the
disaster to retrieve the wreckage and two multimillion-dollar
deep-sea dives in the late 1980s and early 1990s to search for
debris.
The sparse list of retrieved items, set out in an internal
government report in 1992, drives home the horror of the
unprecedented mid-air terrorist attack. The divers picked up a
piece of the front cargo hold, part of the fuselage, two pieces of
foam-filled metal tracks, two overhead luggage-bin doors, a toilet
door with embedded glass fragments, suitcases, clothing, pieces
of different types of aircraft structure and several boxes of small
fragments.
Unofficial reports indicated less than 10 per cent of the plane, by
weight, was pulled out of the water.
The lack of forensic evidence with clear markings of an
explosion crippled the police investigation, posing a significant
hurdle for several years to laying criminal charges.
The prosecutors and defence lawyers in the Air-India trial have
agreed that the plane was blown up by a bomb but they disagree
on where it was stored on the aircraft.
The prosecution theory is that the explosive device was in
baggage checked in at the Vancouver airport and stored in a
compartment at the back of the plane.
However, early assessments of the explosion indicated that the
bomb exploded at the front of the plane. The Canadian Aviation

Safety Board and an Indian government commission of inquiry
both concluded in 1986 that the explosion occurred in a baggage
compartment at the front of the plane.
Airline employees have told the court that baggage from Toronto
was stored in cargo compartments at the front of the plane.
Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson decided -- without hearing from
the media or members of the victims' families -- to endorse the
proposal to impose the restrictions on public access and move the
court proceedings to the warehouse. A court order prohibits the
media from reporting the address of the warehouse if it ever
becomes known.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 14, 2004 8:07:43 AM PST
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: A couple of thoughts...

Dear Robert, Wednesday, January 14, 2004 7:44 AM
I've been thinking....hmmm....
1. Terrorism is like kidnapping/hostage taking in that it has one
major flaw: The villain needs to contact the victims. Without
contact there is no success for the criminal. A terrorist needs the
publicity or his task has failed. I've thought a funny plot would
be where a terrorist groups does some major damage and a
competing terrorist group gets the credit/blame and the two then
argue in public about who did the deed as they present evidence
of the crime. So...real terrorist acts are quickly identified as such
and the group involved is known. Both parties want it that way.
Whenever an event occurs and the issue is in doubt but a
mechanical explanation is plausible, possible, and even likely,

then that is the avenue of investigation. Gas main explosion,
explosive decompression, refinery fire, electrical grid failures,
are all possible terrorist acts but usually not.
Back in the mid 80s there were several obvious 747 terrorist
explosions, usually by groups holding planes on the ground and
blowing them up while being videotaped. So when Air India
Flight 182, Pan American World Airways Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800
exploded in flight, the first thought was bombs by terrorists. Two
out of those four were later corrected. Two remain. All four are
mechanical and not terrorists. You will notice now when a
mysterious accident occurs, the officials are very quick to rule
out terrorism. How different it was just 15 years ago.
2. My other thought is why do you not ask questions. That is not
a question but a thought. I think I know already. You, your paper,
your readers don't care about a story that may bring
embarrassment, shame, and financial problems to them, the
paper, and the government. Your readers are interested in stories
that blame a minority, gives exculpatory evidence to themselves,
gives a martyr complex, and have lots of juicy gossip of crossed
and jilted lovers.
But you are a reporter, you work for a newspaper, and your
readers fly in Boeing 747s. I am reporting a safety of life issue to
you. This is not a directly financial or sex story, it is a life and
death story. And still no questions. You have dismissed the
shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight
182 without question. You report what the government states in a
more easily digestible form for your readers.

So what happens when the government is wrong? People die is
what happens. And will continue to die. That's why a free press is
so important; it allows the people to question a well intentioned
government who happens to get it wrong once in a while.
I don't see what's wrong or bad for circulation if you were to
publish extracts from official Canadian, UK, USA, and Indian
reports. They are not under seal and are relevant to a high profile
trial going on right now.
You know the contradictions of the Crown case about where the
explosion was, what caused it, and which compartment the
baggage was loaded into. Those are facts which are presented in
official reports from real accident investigators, not criminal
attorneys or police.
So....the party line is Air India Flight 182 was a bomb planted by
terrorists which are two Sikhs who were out for revenge and
bragged about the crime to lovers. Ha!
Double Ha.
If you don't turn over stones, open Pandora's box, or let the cat
out of the bag, who will?
Curiosity killed the cat...and satisfaction brought it back.
Satisfaction is resolving a Canadian divisive issue with common
sense, facts, evidence, logic, reasoning and confirmation.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: January 13, 2004 9:19:42 AM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: airline safety

So, do you think the downing of the flight to Paris from Egypt
was mechanical or terrorism?

Robert Matas
The Globe and Mail
Vancouver, Canada

From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@comcast.net>
Date: December 6, 2003 3:00:06 PM PST
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Returned mail: delivery problems encountered

--_3fd25f76.7041.0+comcast.net=_
Content-Type: text/plain
A message (from <barry@corazon.com>) was received at 6 Dec

2003 23:00:04 +0000.
The following addresses had delivery problems:
<nwnews@wic.ca>
Permanent Failure:
550_relaying_mail_to_wic.ca_is_not_allowed
Delivery last attempted at Sat, 6 Dec 2003 23:00:05 -0000
--_3fd25f76.7041.0+comcast.net=_
Content-Type: message/delivery-status
Reporting-MTA: dns; comcast.net
Arrival-Date: 6 Dec 2003 23:00:04 +0000
Final-Recipient: rfc822; <nwnews@wic.ca>
Action: failed
Status: 5.0.0 550_relaying_mail_to_wic.ca_is_not_allowed

WARNING: The remainder of this 32K message has not been
transferred. Turn on the ÒFetchÓ button in the icon bar and
check mail again to get the whole thing.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 5, 2003 9:33:57 AM PST
To: margolis@foreigncorrespondent.com
Subject: Conviction on Wilson overturned, pdf file attached.

Eric Margolis
c/o Editorial Department
The Toronto Sun
333 King St. East

Toronto Ontario Canada
M5A 3X5
Dear Mr. Margolis, Friday, December 5, 2003 9:33AM
Conviction on Wilson overturned, pdf file attached.
Cheers
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: Indo Canadian Times <indo@direct.ca>
Date: November 18, 2003 10:00:07 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: For Rupinder Hayer: Correction: Air India Flight
182 shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation

Mr. Larkin,
Here is the second e-mail I received from this guy. Can you
please
look into this to see who he is?
Rupinder Hayer Bains
At 8:03 PM -0800 11/14/03, From a Source:
Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames terroists
for
her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear from
her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send you a

number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of Indo
Canadian Times.

Dear Ms. Rupinder Hayer, Saturday, November 15, 2003
3:36PM

The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation has the facts and it
has a
precedent. For you to understand what happened to your father
in a
plane crash you will have to learn why planes crash.
Correction, correction!
At 3:27 PM -0800 11/15/03, A source:
Her father died in the garage when he was getting into his
wheelchair - he was shot by an assilant that the police yet have to
capture - she blames the terrorists as her father was always
writing
against them so the story goes.

I was wrong, I thought he died in Air India Flight 182. Well,
what
was your father writing? Terrorist conspiracy stories? If so, then
the cause of plausible mechanical explanation is lost as
conspiracies
can never be refuted by facts. There is always a "Mr. X' to fill in
the blanks.

Well, if you are curious, as a newspaper person should be, you
might
check out a story that makes sense, has facts, has conclusions
that
can be checked out, and has a precedent, United Airlines Flight
811.
The whole benefit to you would be you find out the truth about
her
father and she clear your religion of terrible accusations. You
would
think that would be enough to pique your interest.
Call and we can chat if you wish.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: November 15, 2003 3:27:08 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots

Her father died in the garage when he was getting into his

wheelchair - he was shot by an assilant that the police yet have to
capture - she blames the terrorists as her father was always
writing against them so the story goes.

>From: John Barry Smith
>To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
>Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots
>Date: Sat, 15 Nov 2003 09:56:44 -0800
>
>>Try it out, if it doesn't work, I'll pick up a paper of hers and
>>give you the phone # for the paper - g'luck because you
chances of
>>changing her mind her next to nil I think.
>
>
>Thanks, I sent an email yesterday to the indo email address. I
don't
>like the phone as I am not persuasive verbally. I prefer the
written

>word.
>
>I hope she responds to my email.
>
>The whole benefit to her is she finds out the truth about her
>father, she can claim compensation from Boeing, and she clears
her
>religion of terrible accusations. You would think that would be
>enough to pique her interest.
>
>
>Cheers,
>Barry
>
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924

>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com

STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months
FREE*
From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: November 15, 2003 9:40:44 AM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots

Try it out, if it doesn't work, I'll pick up a paper of hers and give
you the phone # for the paper - g'luck because you chances of
changing her mind her next to nil I think.

>From: John Barry Smith
>To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
>Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots
>Date: Fri, 14 Nov 2003 22:01:37 -0800
>
>>Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames

terroists for
>>her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear
from
>>her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send you
a
>>number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of Indo
>>Canadian Times.
>
>I just found the below. I'll use these if they are the ones for Ms.
>Hayer.
>
>E-mail: indo@direct.ca
>
>
>Tel: 1 - (604) - 599-5408
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>Yes, I understand that. However, she has turned her grief to hate
>and directed it in wrong direction. She may, as newspaper
person,
>respect facts, data, and evidence.
>
>I'd appreciate the number, thanks.
>
>Barry
>
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924

>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com

MSN 8 with e-mail virus protection service: 2 months FREE*
From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: November 14, 2003 8:03:42 PM PST
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots

Rupinder Hayer is the daughter of T. Hayer and blames terroists
for her father's death it is unlikely that you will get a kind ear
from her as she hates Mr. Malik however if you want us to send
you a number I can look it up for you, she is also the editor of
Indo Canadian Times.

>From: John Barry Smith
>To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
>Subject: Rupinder Kaur Hayer Bains of Apna-Roots
>Date: Fri, 14 Nov 2003 18:54:07 -0800
>

>Could you help me get in contact with Rupinder Kaur Hayer
Bains of
>Apna-Roots? I want to show him the shorted wiring/ruptured
open
>cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for
>Air India Flight 182. He may be interested in some facts for a
>change over all the conspiracy nonsense at the trial.
>
>Cheers,
>Barry Smith
>
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924
>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com

Protect your PC - Click here for McAfee.com VirusScan Online
From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: September 26, 2003 8:24:55 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Best way to get to Mr. Malik is to to see send an e-mail to his son
which I believe you have as he would know that information, we
personally aren't connected with the law team surrounding him
nor do we know Mr. Malik personally but we can get information
through people that have knowledge of some of the facts and
from our own deductive analysis of the papers. If you have a
tough time reaching Mr. Malik's son then we can try to get the
name of a person connected to the law team. Sorry we couldn't
be of more help - as for the Sikh papers they are written in
Punjabi and therefore are marginal - also most of the papers are
following the govt. line rather than questioning the so called facts
of the case.

>From: John Barry Smith
>To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
>Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182
>Date: Thu, 25 Sep 2003 21:40:35 -0700

>
>We'll try to send word to Mr. Ma.lik but don't hold your breath
>right now the battle in court is funding for Mr. Malik's case >Mr.Malik's team wants the state to pay as Mr. Malik said that he
>does not have the assets to procure an effective defense team.
As
>for the lady at the herald we can send her the stuff that we sent
to
>the press here - would that be effective or is there another way
of
>doing this.
>
>
>
>Well, regarding the Herald. Her point is that a local paper
would
>not be interested in Air India Flight 182. Well, I say the shorted
>wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight

>breakup explanation affects all flying passengers worldwide and
is
>therefore relevant the their readers.
>
>I think Ms. Shackelford would authorize an interview/story
based
>upon my past contributions to the paper and your interest as a
>minority trying to get an unbiased view of terrible accusations.
Any
>plausible alternative explanation to mass murder is worthy of
an
>article. Ms. Sukhjit Purewal writes good stories; I have read
them.
>
>I'm surprised there is no Sikh newspaper as such. How about a
>website devoted to Sikh affairs exclusively? Is there no one to
ask
>questions of an explanation which exonerates 20 million people
of
>complicity in mass murder of men women and children?

>
>Regarding Mr. Malik: I'm going to Vancouver sometime
between October
>7 and 12. I'm going to try to see him during visiting hours at the
>Vancouver jail. If you can give me some advice to ensure some
time
>with him, I would appreciate it. He knows me by name and I
think
>that when I'm announced as a visitor, he will see me. Do they
allow
>visitors? He has been jailed for three years on trumped up
charges
>that were only filed after the British got a conviction on the Pan
>American World Airways Flight 103 event. The Crown wants to
justify
>15 years of expensive investigation.
>
>I want him to know that at least one person on this planet
knows he
>is innocent and can prove it scientifically other than those that

>love him and know he's innocent through emotion. I met his
wife and
>we had a nice conversation.
>
>All he has to do is to tell his attorneys to query the location of
>the explosion, confirm the Crown itself through its aviation
>accident investigators stated the explosion was in the forward
cargo
>compartment and the Crown itself declared that baggage from
>Vancouver was loaded into the aft cargo compartment and they
will
>have to let him go. On the Crown's own evidence Mr. Malik
and Mr.
>Bagri are innocent as they could not have committed the crime
they
>are accused of.
>
>My problem would still remain as the confirmation of faulty
wiring
>and design flaw would not be demonstrated but...it's a start.

>
>I don't know Mr. Bagri but have heard good things about Mr.
Peck. If
>I could see him for a time, it might be fruitful. I well understand
>that all they are thinking about now is getting more money from
>anyone including the Crown. Money and crime they know
about,
>airplane crashes they don't.
>
>Good luck trying to send word to Mr. Malik that I would like to
>visit with him. Let me know if anything comes of it as well as
any
>contact with their attorneys.
>
>Cheers,
>Barry
>
>John Barry Smith

>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924
>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com

STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months
FREE*
From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: September 25, 2003 6:11:07 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

We'll try to send word to Mr. Ma.lik but don't hold your breath
right now the battle in court is funding for Mr. Malik's case Mr.Malik's team wants the state to pay as Mr. Malik said that he
does not have the assets to procure an effective defense team. As
for the lady at the herald we can send her the stuff that we sent to
the press here - would that be effective or is there another way of
doing this.

>From: John Barry Smith

>To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
>Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182
>Date: Wed, 24 Sep 2003 19:12:00 -0700
>
>
>Dear Sir, regarding below quotes: well said.
>
>Now if only rational minds will pay attention.
>
> lshackel@montereyherald.com is Laurel Shackelford an
executive on
>the Monterey County Herald. She may direct an interview with
me via
>her Sikh reporter if you send her persuasive information.
>
>By the way, Mr. Malik knows of the shorted wiring/ruptured
open
>cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation and

>believed in it for a while, before his criminal attorneys talked
him
>out of it. If no crime, then no need for criminal attorneys, yes?
If
>you can get contact with Mr. Malik, he may ask Mr. Peck or
Smart to
>interview me.
>
>I'm not afraid of 'contact' with 'terrorists' because I know they
>did not do it. They may have done other stuff, but they did not
bomb
>Air India Flight 182 and that's what I'm talking about.
>
>I have faith that if the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
>door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation
could just
>reach the air of public opinion, then the facts of the explanation
>will take over and persuade because they are irrefutable.
>

>Cheers,
>Barry
>
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924
>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com
>
>
>
>
>
>
>6:11 PM -0700 9/24/03, Sikh Media Advisory Council wrote:

>>A statement from the prosecution in the Vancouver Sun caught
our
>>eye, ã Bellows acknowledged Malik is not liked to the Air
India
>>bombing by forensic evidence. ãThe crime scene in this case
lies at
>>the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Ireland,ä
Bellows
>>said.ä There is also the crime scene at Tokyo but apparently
the
>>forensic evidence from that crime site does not link with Mr.
Malik
>>or Mr. Bagri either. Of the crime scene at the bottom of the
ocean
>>there is doubt as to whether the plane was downed by a bomb
or by
>>faulty mechanism. The Indian investigation is suspect as all
Indian
>>investigations are governed by interest and not fact, whereas
much
>>of the Canadian investigation is dependent on Indian
assertions.

>>The British investigation revealed an explosive decompression
and
>>not a bomb, and Mr. John Garstang, a TSB official who has
been
>>seconded to the RCMP and represents the police point of
view, has
>>recently reported the explosion occurred in the aft cargo
>>compartment (as opposed to the forward cargo compartment,
the
>>current theory) and the cause was a bomb. With all these
>>contradictions it is evident as to why the Crown reached a deal
>>with Mr. Reyat ö Mr Reyat guilt is based on common material
that he
>>acquired, his second trial would also be for the acquisition for
>>the same materials that supposedly were used to down the Air
India
>>jet in the Atlantic Ocean, Mr. Reyatâs first line of defence
would
>>have been to challenge this conception that a bomb took the
Air
>>India jet down. Enough evidence is available which

contradicts the
>>investigation of the RCMP and made it necessary for the
Crown to
>>make a deal with Mr. Reyat, if the well regarded fact that the
>>airliner was bought down by a bo mb was challenged and
enough doubt
>>placed on that theory, the entire investigation of the RCMP
falls
>>apart. Mr. Malik and Mr. Bagri have foregone this defence on
the
>>basis that they had nothing to do with a bomb, they did not
>>challenge the central thesis that the airliner was bought down
by a
>>bomb for the simple reason that this would be seen as a
political
>>move rather than a legal one and use of valuable resources.
The
>>argument against a bomb being used on the airliner as sent to
us by
>>an expert are as follows:
>>

>>
>>
>>1. Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward cargo
>>compartment in flight leading to its breakup. The Canadian,
>>British, and Indian aviation accident authorities agree on that
>>conclusion. There has been no evidence presented to
contradict
>>those findings.
>>
>>
>>
>>2. The Canadian accident board, the CASB, refused to state
the
>>cause of that explosion to be a bomb and left the cause
unstated.
>>
>>
>>

>>3. The Indian judge, Judge Kirpal, stated the cause of the
>>explosion to be a bomb based upon three reasons which later
>>accident history proved to be incorrect.
>>
>>
>>
>>4. The British aviation accident board representative stated the
>>cause of the explosion was not a bomb but probably explosive
>>decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
>>
>>
>>
>>5. Through 12 years of research and analysis an expert
concluded
>>the cause was not a bomb but a mechanical event based on
precedent,
>>faulty wiring, and design flaws of non plug cargo doors and no

>>locking sectors on the midspan latches.
>>
>>
>>
>>6. The explosion in Air India Flight 182 was an explosive
>>decompression which occurred when the forward cargo door
>>inadvertently opened in flight, probably caused by faulty
wiring.
>>The event has precedent in another similar explosion in the
forward
>>cargo compartment of another early model Boeing 747 which
left
>>similar evidence such as a sudden loud sound on the CVR and
an
>>abrupt power cut to the recorders, United Airlines Flight 811.
>>
>>
>>
>>7. The accused could not have caused the explosion because

all
>>baggage from Vancouver was loaded into the aft cargo
compartment
>>and the explosion occurred in the forward cargo compartment.
There
>>is no physical connection in the aircraft between the aft and
>>forward cargo compartments.
>>
>>
>>
>>8. The RCMP will not release photographs of the wreckage of
Air
>>India Flight 182 to the Transportation Safety Board of Canada
TSB,
>>which would confirm the shattered forward cargo door which
would
>>match other similar accidents.
>>
>>

>>
>>9. The experts lengthy analysis is in a PDF file called the
Smith
>>AAR. It explains all the plausible possibilities for the
accident,
>>including bomb, missile, and ruptured open cargo door. The
expert
>>had the advantage of hindsight and the ability of 15 years of
>>similar type accidents to review and compare.
>>
>>
>>
>>12. To sum up, the accused did not plant a bomb, nobody did.
The
>>cause was a mechanical event with precedent.
>>
>>
>>
>>The PDF file is available on www.corazon.com.

>>
>>
>>
>>The factual evidence that Mr. Bellow is looking for is not only
at
>>the bottom of the Ocean but has so many contradictions that
the
>>Crowns case would fall apart simply based on the fact that
there
>>are competing theories that are equally valid, especially when
one
>>considers that the RCMP has not been forthcoming with the
pictures
>>of the forward door of the plane. Mr. Bellows would be hard
pressed
>>to find a consistent theory about the facts that bought down
the
>>airliner.
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UK
Sikhs struggle in Afghanistan

By Sanjoy Majumder
BBC News Online correspondent in Kabul
Nearly two years after the fall of the Taleban, Afghanistan's Sikh
community is once again trying to establish itself.
Sikhs and Hindus share the Dharamsal temple
The Sikhs were first brought to Afghanistan by the British in the
19th century and once dominated the Afghan economy.
But since then they have seen their fortunes fade, especially
during the civil war in the 1990s which was followed by the rule
of the Taleban.
Several thousand Sikhs, who are mostly Pashto-speaking Afghan
nationals, reside in the Afghan capital Kabul and the cities of
Jalalabad, Ghazni and the former Taleban stronghold of
Kandahar.
Fleeing community

In a narrow lane in a dusty Kabul neighbourhood, hundreds of
Sikhs and a few Hindus gather every Sunday for prayers at a
shared temple, known as Dharamsal.
Preet Singh - took part in the election of President Karzai
This is Karte Parwan, the main Sikh-Hindu area in the capital,
where most of the community live.
Rajinder Singh is head of the temple trust.
"This temple was built 45 years ago during the rule of King Zahir
Shah," he says.
"At that time we had no place to pray or hold ceremonies. But
the king granted us permission to hold special prayers at this site
to commemorate births and deaths."
The Sikhs along with the Hindus had at one time controlled the
currency markets in the main cities.
But all that changed with the advent of the mujahideen fighters
who overthrew the Soviet regime and then the arrival of the
Taleban.
"The overthrow of Najibullah's regime in 1992 and the fighting
between the warlords hurt us very badly," Mr Singh says.
"The constant violence forced many Sikhs to flee, mostly to
India, some to Pakistan."
Yellow tags

Just over 100 Sikh families stayed on in Kabul.
We were made painfully aware of the fact that we were
minorities
Inder Singh Majboor
They were forced to pay the price for events taking place miles
away at Ayodhya.
"When the Babri mosque was demolished in India in 1992 the
mujahideen burned down our temple in retaliation," says Mr
Singh.
Things got worse during Taleban rule.
In a controversial move, the Taleban forced Hindus and Sikhs to
wear distinctive yellow tags and ordered Hindu and Sikh women
to be veiled.
Inder Singh Majboor, who owns a small shop outside the temple,
remembers it as a difficult time.
"We were frightened by the order. Even though we were allowed
to continue praying and holding ceremonies, we were made
painfully aware of the fact that we were minorities," Mr Majboor
says.
New problems
The fall of the Taleban and the formation of a new Afghan
Government has seen many Sikhs return to what they consider to
be their homeland and the strength of the community in Kabul
has grown to about 360 families.

Gurcharan Singh had to pay a bribe to get his shops back
Some like Preet Singh were invited to take part in the Loya Jirga
(Grand Assembly) of tribal chieftains which elected Hamid
Karzai as the new president.
Many others have returned elsewhere.
But those who have returned are confronted with fresh problems.
Most of them find their property in ruins or, in many cases,
seized.
Gurcharan Singh's family has been living in Kabul for three
generations where they worked as traders and businessmen.
He returned to Kabul last year after 10 years to discover that his
shops and home had been captured by warlords.
"For the past year I've been running from pillar to post to try and
get my property back," Gurcharan Singh says.
"I've finally agreed to pay a hefty bribe and will hopefully get my
shops and home back."
Cremation controversy
Almost all the Sikhs here face this problem. There are very few
people who are lucky to be living in their own house.
The Sikhs face another, urgent problem.

The new government urges Sikhs to play a more active role
For months now, they have been denied access to their cremation
ground.
"We have not been able to use the ground which has been in our
possession for over a hundred years," says Gurcharan Singh.
"Three days ago a Sikh woman died and we had to send her body
to Pakistan for cremation."
Afghan Religious Affairs Minister Nasir Yar says the government
is aware of the problem and is doing something about it.
"Their cremation ground was occupied by some irresponsible
people - we are taking this matter very seriously and a delegation
has been dispatched and will report back to me," Mr Yar said.
But this is of little comfort to the Sikh community.
"We need access to it immediately," says Rajinder Singh.
"The Hindus and Sikhs of Afghanistan still face tremendous
problems. Although the whole country is trying to recover from
the years of war, it appears that no one is thinking of us."
In the fading light of twilight, the Sikhs of Karte Parwan down
their shutters and head home.
A proud community who consider themselves Afghans, they may
soon be able to cremate their dead.
But clearly there is a lot to be done before they can rebuild their

lives.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 24, 2003 7:12:00 PM PDT
To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir, regarding below quotes: well said.

Now if only rational minds will pay attention.
lshackel@montereyherald.com is Laurel Shackelford an
executive on the Monterey County Herald. She may direct an
interview with me via her Sikh reporter if you send her
persuasive information.
By the way, Mr. Malik knows of the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation and believed in it for a while, before his criminal
attorneys talked him out of it. If no crime, then no need for
criminal attorneys, yes? If you can get contact with Mr. Malik, he
may ask Mr. Peck or Smart to interview me.
I'm not afraid of 'contact' with 'terrorists' because I know they did
not do it. They may have done other stuff, but they did not bomb
Air India Flight 182 and that's what I'm talking about.
I have faith that if the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation could just
reach the air of public opinion, then the facts of the explanation
will take over and persuade because they are irrefutable.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

6:11 PM -0700 9/24/03, Sikh Media Advisory Council wrote:
A statement from the prosecution in the Vancouver Sun caught
our eye, ã Bellows acknowledged Malik is not liked to the Air
India bombing by forensic evidence. ãThe crime scene in this
case lies at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of
Ireland,ä Bellows said.ä There is also the crime scene at Tokyo
but apparently the forensic evidence from that crime site does not
link with Mr. Malik or Mr. Bagri either. Of the crime scene at the
bottom of the ocean there is doubt as to whether the plane was
downed by a bomb or by faulty mechanism. The Indian
investigation is suspect as all Indian investigations are governed
by interest and not fact, whereas much of the Canadian
investigation is dependent on Indian assertions. The British
investigation revealed an explosive decompression and not a
bomb, and Mr. John Garstang, a TSB official who has been
seconded to the RCMP and represents the police point of view,
has recently reported the explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment (as opposed to the forward cargo compartment, the
current theory) and the cause was a bomb. With all these
contradictions it is evident as to why the Crown reached a deal
with Mr. Reyat ö Mr Reyat guilt is based on common material
that he acquired, his second trial would also be for the
acquisition for the same materials that supposedly were used to
down the Air India jet in the Atlantic Ocean, Mr. Reyatâs first
line of defence would have been to challenge this conception that
a bomb took the Air India jet down. Enough evidence is available
which contradicts the investigation of the RCMP and made it

necessary for the Crown to make a deal with Mr. Reyat, if the
well regarded fact that the airliner was bought down by a bo mb
was challenged and enough doubt placed on that theory, the
entire investigation of the RCMP falls apart. Mr. Malik and Mr.
Bagri have foregone this defence on the basis that they had
nothing to do with a bomb, they did not challenge the central
thesis that the airliner was bought down by a bomb for the simple
reason that this would be seen as a political move rather than a
legal one and use of valuable resources. The argument against a
bomb being used on the airliner as sent to us by an expert are as
follows:

1. Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment in flight leading to its breakup. The Canadian,
British, and Indian aviation accident authorities agree on that
conclusion. There has been no evidence presented to contradict
those findings.

2. The Canadian accident board, the CASB, refused to state the
cause of that explosion to be a bomb and left the cause unstated.

3. The Indian judge, Judge Kirpal, stated the cause of the
explosion to be a bomb based upon three reasons which later
accident history proved to be incorrect.

4. The British aviation accident board representative stated the
cause of the explosion was not a bomb but probably explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment.

5. Through 12 years of research and analysis an expert
concluded the cause was not a bomb but a mechanical event
based on precedent, faulty wiring, and design flaws of non plug
cargo doors and no locking sectors on the midspan latches.

6. The explosion in Air India Flight 182 was an explosive
decompression which occurred when the forward cargo door
inadvertently opened in flight, probably caused by faulty wiring.
The event has precedent in another similar explosion in the
forward cargo compartment of another early model Boeing 747
which left similar evidence such as a sudden loud sound on the
CVR and an abrupt power cut to the recorders, United Airlines
Flight 811.

7. The accused could not have caused the explosion because all
baggage from Vancouver was loaded into the aft cargo
compartment and the explosion occurred in the forward cargo
compartment. There is no physical connection in the aircraft
between the aft and forward cargo compartments.

8. The RCMP will not release photographs of the wreckage of

Air India Flight 182 to the Transportation Safety Board of
Canada TSB, which would confirm the shattered forward cargo
door which would match other similar accidents.

9. The experts lengthy analysis is in a PDF file called the Smith
AAR. It explains all the plausible possibilities for the accident,
including bomb, missile, and ruptured open cargo door. The
expert had the advantage of hindsight and the ability of 15 years
of similar type accidents to review and compare.

12. To sum up, the accused did not plant a bomb, nobody did.
The cause was a mechanical event with precedent.

The PDF file is available on www.corazon.com.

The factual evidence that Mr. Bellow is looking for is not only at
the bottom of the Ocean but has so many contradictions that the
Crowns case would fall apart simply based on the fact that there
are competing theories that are equally valid, especially when
one considers that the RCMP has not been forthcoming with the
pictures of the forward door of the plane. Mr. Bellows would be
hard pressed to find a consistent theory about the facts that
bought down the airliner.

From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: September 24, 2003 6:11:58 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

AIR INDIA
Love & Bombs
The prosecution is laying down the heart of its case, a woman who Mr. Malik
professed his love to as well as his confession and a man who was asked to
become a martyr by Mr. Malik. Rather than hard factual evidence Air India is to be
decided on melodrama, an ending worthy of Bollywood.

The Globe and Mail article begins with, Î To demonstrate his
trust in the woman he loved, Ripudaman Singh Malik told
her his secrets about his business, politics, personal life
"and ultimately his involvement in a conspiracy to bomb
two Air-India planes," the B.C. Supreme Court heard
yesterday.ä The article goes onto point out that the love was not
consummated, which must have been a disappointment for Mr.
Malik. In 1996 the woman found out that Mr. Malik was one of
the suspected for the Air India disaster from a Punjabi news
article which is a surprise since everyone within the community
seemed to know that he was a suspect soon after the disaster, and
this news was well spread throughout the community before the
nineties began. Yet the mystery love did not even know this
while working for Mr. Malik and had to go to Mrs. Reyat for
confirmation, she didnât need to, she could have asked her coworkers or anyone else in the community, she could have phoned
up Ujjal Dosanjh of L. Singh fame in 1986 and come away with
the names of the individuals that he and his fellow cohorts were
busy pointing fingers at. According to Ms. Bolan of the
Vancouver Sun (Malik confided his role in bombings to secret
love- September 18, 2003) ãHe (Bellows) said their (Malik

and the mystery lady) relationship progressed and
changed and they fell in love, although ãtheir love was
never consummated.ä Malik told the woman that if he
could have left his wife for her he would have done so.ä
From where we stand this statement is ridiculous, a love that is
not consummated even though one pours his heart out to the
object of his adoration does not make sense, should not the inner
voice of Mr. Malik who from the statement realizes that this
ãloveä is unworkable caution him to error on the side of ca ution
ö but no our wily anti-heroâs weakness was that he swooned at
the sight of this beauty and lost his ability to reason. What is also
intriguing is the fact that the mystery lady reciprocated in this
love by staying and taking part in this absurd fantasy although
having the sense not to give away the key to chastityâs belt.
Burning, Burning within the desire of their love and yet cool
enough to rationalize the absurdity of her situation, while Mr.
Malik sank beneath the waves of that mighty torrent of Love and
lost his capacity for self preservation at a point in time when he
is recognized as the Alpha suspect of the Air India case. Pity the
fool for love was his undoing and somewhere this fantasy as
thrown out by the prosecution must meet the real world of hard
facts and what exactly are the ulterior motives of the mystery
lady who loved and yet did not lose her ability to reason, scheme
and bargain.
Mr. Malik is a man with no pity as described in the Vancouver
Sun who once callously described the suicide attempt of a girl by
stating to the mystery lady, ãIf one child dies for Sikhism what
is the big deal?ä What the child or her attempt at death had to
do with Sikhism is in itself a mystery that the Sun did not bother
trying to explain and from the surface of things seems
nonsensical except as a useful tool to portray a caricature of
monster, a Webster winning formula for the Sunâs award

winning hack. We are led to believe that such an unsentimental
man is also open to the ravages of love and discards his uncanny
ability for self preservation, he must have known that he was the
prime suspect, that he was being watched, listened to, bugged
and around him was an industry aimed at discrediting him with
the help of the authorities, the Vancouver Sun, T. Hayerâs IndoCanadian Times and others which does not explain the
confession and his refusal for self preservation. His confession
contradicts the reality he was surrounded by, from a male
perspective there could only be one reason for confession and
that was to see if chastityâs belt could be opened up by an
hyperbole statement, the underlying emotion for that moment
would be lust and not love and lust is rather a poor indicator of
truth-telling, if this situation existed at all.
The Globe and Mail Article states, ãThe woman went to police
in late 1997, eight months after Mr. Malik confided in her.ä
Mr. Malik in 1997 was not arrested after this woman went to the
police, this is remarkable, as it appears that she is the lynchpin of
the prosecutionâs case and the 1997 testimony is the centrepiece
of this case. Why was her testimony so flawed in 1997 and yet
has credence in 2003, no doubt the RCMP has coached her
wonderfully. Of interest would be the mystery ladyâs use to the
RCMP after 1997, what type of contact did she have with the
police, was she questioned again and again until her story began
to sound believable and the small inconsistencies ironed out,
after all practice makes perfect.
The man who would be a martyr is an interesting twist, exactly
when did this would be martyr make an appearance at the police
station, does he have a history with Mr. Malik and is that history
a negative one. Did he upon getting that phone call to shut his
mouth have no more dealings with Mr. Malik out of fear for his

own life? No, it appears that he met Mr. Malik again at least on
one occasion where according to the Vancouver Sun, Î On
another occasion in Nanaimo Malik also pressured him,
Bellows said. ãMalik tried to persuade him forcefully to
change the evidence he was going to give at the Reyatâs
trial,ä Bellows said.ä It appears that this martyr has made a
career of being a witness, what was this would be martyrâs
relationship with the RCMP and did he receive money and why
was he not afraid of Mr. Malik after the phone call telling him to
keep his mouth shut.
A statement from the prosecution in the Vancouver Sun caught
our eye, ã Bellows acknowledged Malik is not liked to the
Air India bombing by forensic evidence. ãThe crime scene
in this case lies at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean off the
coast of Ireland,ä Bellows said.ä There is also the crime scene
at Tokyo but apparently the forensic evidence from that crime
site does not link with Mr. Malik or Mr. Bagri either. Of the
crime scene at the bottom of the ocean there is doubt as to
whether the plane was downed by a bomb or by faulty
mechanism. The Indian investigation is suspect as all Indian
investigations are governed by interest and not fact, whereas
much of the Canadian investigation is dependent on Indian
assertions. The British investigation revealed an explosive
decompression and not a bomb, and Mr. John Garstang, a TSB
official who has been seconded to the RCMP and represents the
police point of view, has recently reported the explosion occurred
in the aft cargo compartment (as opposed to the forward cargo
compartment, the current theory) and the cause was a bomb.
With all these contradictions it is evident as to why the Crown
reached a deal with Mr. Reyat ö Mr Reyat guilt is based on
common material that he acquired, his second trial would also be
for the acquisition for the same materials that supposedly were

used to down the Air India jet in the Atlantic Ocean, Mr. Reyatâs
first line of defence would have been to challenge this conception
that a bomb took the Air India jet down. Enough evidence is
available which contradicts the investigation of the RCMP and
made it necessary for the Crown to make a deal with Mr. Reyat,
if the well regarded fact that the airliner was bought down by a
bo mb was challenged and enough doubt placed on that theory,
the entire investigation of the RCMP falls apart. Mr. Malik and
Mr. Bagri have foregone this defence on the basis that they had
nothing to do with a bomb, they did not challenge the central
thesis that the airliner was bought down by a bomb for the simple
reason that this would be seen as a political move rather than a
legal one and use of valuable resources. The argument against a
bomb being used on the airliner as sent to us by an expert are as
follows:

1. Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward cargo compartment in flight
leading to its breakup. The Canadian, British, and Indian aviation accident
authorities agree on that conclusion. There has been no evidence presented to
contradict those findings.
2. The Canadian accident board, the CASB, refused to state the cause of that
explosion to be a bomb and left the cause unstated.
3. The Indian judge, Judge Kirpal, stated the cause of the explosion to be a bomb
based upon three reasons which later accident history proved to be incorrect.
4. The British aviation accident board representative stated the cause of the
explosion was not a bomb but probably explosive decompression in the forward
cargo compartment.
5. Through 12 years of research and analysis an expert concluded the cause was
not a bomb but a mechanical event based on precedent, faulty wiring, and design
flaws of non plug cargo doors and no locking sectors on the midspan latches.

6. The explosion in Air India Flight 182 was an explosive decompression which
occurred when the forward cargo door inadvertently opened in flight, probably
caused by faulty wiring. The event has precedent in another similar explosion in
the forward cargo compartment of another early model Boeing 747 which left
similar evidence such as a sudden loud sound on the CVR and an abrupt power cut
to the recorders, United Airlines Flight 811.
7. The accused could not have caused the explosion because all baggage from
Vancouver was loaded into the aft cargo compartment and the explosion occurred
in the forward cargo compartment. There is no physical connection in the aircraft
between the aft and forward cargo compartments.
8. The RCMP will not release photographs of the wreckage of Air India Flight 182
to the Transportation Safety Board of Canada TSB, which would confirm the
shattered forward cargo door which would match other similar accidents.
9. The experts lengthy analysis is in a PDF file called the Smith AAR. It explains
all the plausible possibilities for the accident, including bomb, missile, and ruptured
open cargo door. The expert had the advantage of hindsight and the ability of 15
years of similar type accidents to review and compare.
12. To sum up, the accused did not plant a bomb, nobody did. The cause was a
mechanical event with precedent.
The PDF file is available on www.corazon.com.
The factual evidence that Mr. Bellow is looking for is not only at the bottom of the
Ocean but has so many contradictions that the Crowns case would fall apart simply
based on the fact that there are competing theories that are equally valid, especially
when one considers that the RCMP has not been forthcoming with the pictures of
the forward door of the plane. Mr. Bellows would be hard pressed to find a
consistent theory about the facts that bought down the airliner.
The Prosecution is now floundering basing its theory of guilt on raw emotion rather
than any recourse to hard facts ö what makes the word of the witnesses that have
been lined up by the prosecution more valid than the word of Mr. Malik and Mr.
Bagri ö only the word of the Media makes it so.
For reference please review the two articles from the Globe & Mail and the
Vancouver Sun:
http://www.canada.com/national/features/airindia/story.html?

id=9E4AD1F7-1C02-450A-A8DE-D20F174D25E5
http://www.globeandmail.com/servlet/ArticleNews/TPStory/LAC/20030918/
UAIRRN//?query=air+india

>From: John Barry Smith
>To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
>Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182
>Date: Wed, 24 Sep 2003 16:23:16 -0700
>
>Dear Sir, Wednesday, September 24, 2003 4:22 PM
>
>Thanks for effort, I did not get entire file, please resend
>attachment or enclose it in body of text.
>
>Now we can both see where the media and government are deaf
and

>blind to science fact when it does not suit their perceived best
>interests. I sympathize with all Sikhs everywhere who are being
>tainted by this unjust accusation of mass murder. I alone know
for
>sure they are innocent because I know 'nobody' did it.
>
>I have not been contacted by any of the media you sent the
article
>to. You would think someone out there would be curious.
>
>Are there not Sikh newspapers? Sikh investigative reporters?
Sikh
>pilots?
>
>I know of one reporter but she rejected the shorted wiring/
ruptured
>open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation
>out of hand. Maybe you can interest her. She is a reporter for

the
>Monterey County Herald, our local daily.
>
>At 6:22 PM -0700 8/11/03, John Barry Smith wrote:
>To: spurewal@montereyherald.com
>From: John Barry Smith
>Subject: Air India Flight 182
>Cc:
>Bcc:
>X-Attachments:
>
>Dear Sukhjit Purewal, Monday, August 11, 2003 6:09 PM
>
>You said on the phone that my story of a mechanical
explanation for
>an airplane crash for which two Sikhs are accused of blowing
up was
>'not something you would be interested in.'

>
>Well, as I said in the telephone call, it's about aviation safety
>and many of the Herald's readers fly in the aircraft I am
referring
>to: Early model Boeing 747s. The cause of that accident exists
to
>this day, faulty wiring in early model Boeing 747s.
>
>The two accused are innocent because nobody blew it up, it was
a
>mechanical event of shorted wiring causing the forward cargo
door to
>rupture open in flight causing an inflight breakup from the
>explosive decompression. There is a precedent for Air India
Flight
>182 and that is United Airlines Flight 811.
>
>By not asking basic questions of your source, that's me, you
have

>betrayed your profession of newspaper reporter. This is not an
>unverifiable conspiracy nonsense story, this is factual analysis
and
>can be confirmed by official sources.
>
>By not pursuing the possibility that two Sikhs are innocent you
are
>betraying your religion in that Sikhs are accused of the worst
mass
>murder in aviation history: 329 men, women, and children died.
The
>entire 20 million strong religion is accused of being and aiding
>terrorists.
>
>maan100@worldonline.nl Santokh Singh.
>AMARDEEP@klse.com.my Amardeep Kaur.
>
>Check with those two. Introduce yourself as a reporter for the
>Monterey County Herald and want an opinion about John Barry

Smith
>and the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
>decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight
182.
>
>Check with Laurel Shackelford about me and my former
contributions
>to the Herald.
>
>The best stories are strange at first.
>
>Cheers,
>Barry Smith
>
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924
>831 659 3552

>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com
>
>
>Well, never give up.
>
>Cheers,
>Barry
>
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924
>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
>
>------=_NextPart_000_30f0_719c_4fc7
>Content-Type: text/html
>
>We sent the attached document to the press a number of days
ago, we
>basically used the information that you surmised which you
will see
>at the end of the attached article - we in fact only made minor
>changes for example where you used the phrase "I" we stated

"the
>expert. If you think we should state more to the press we are all
>ears - we have introduced this evidence to a member of the
defense
>team but it is unlikely that they will do nothing with it. The
>attached article was sent to basically the local media, globe and
>mail and AP and local tv stations. Take a read and see if we can
add
>more and in what direction.
>
>
>
>
>
>>From: John Barry Smith
>WARNING: The remainder of this 35K message has not been
transferred.
>Turn on the "Fetch" button in the icon bar and check mail again
to

>get the whole thing.

Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8.
From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: September 24, 2003 3:50:49 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_30f0_719c_4fc7
Content-Type: text/html
<html><div style='background-color:'><DIV>
<P>We sent the attached document to the press a number of days
ago, we basically used the information that you surmised which
you will see at the end of the attached article - we in fact only
made minor changes for example where you used the phrase "I"
we stated "the expert. If you think we should state more to the
press we are all ears -&nbsp;&nbsp;we have introduced this
evidence to a member of the defense team but it is unlikely that
they will do nothing with it. The attached article was sent to
basically the local media, globe and mail and AP and local tv
stations. Take a read and see if we can add more and in what
direction. </P>
<DIV>
<DIV></DIV>
<P><BR><BR></P></DIV>

<DIV></DIV>
<DIV></DIV></DIV>
<P><BR><BR></P>
<DIV></DIV>
<DIV></DIV>
<DIV></DIV>
<DIV></DIV>&gt;From: John Barry Smith
<BARRY@CORAZON.COM>
<DIV></DIV>
<DIV></DIV>
<DIV></DIV>

WARNING: The remainder of this 35K message has not been
transferred. Turn on the ÒFetchÓ button in the icon bar and
check mail again to get the whole thing.

From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: September 17, 2003 6:53:50 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182
Sorry here is the article (see below) where I was getting the
information, I misread about the contradiction I thought there
was one between the Indian and Canadian inquiries. With the
case against Malik and Bagri it appears that they are not
even trying to contest the finding of the inquiries rather the
defense simply has accepted the fact re: 'the bomb' probably due to costs - it appears that Mr. Matas was in
contact with you already and yet he did not print an article
noting the contradictions that you have pointed out except in
this one article and even here he qualifies it as Reyat's
defense rather than a seperate puzzle that the authorities

have not accounted for. It appears that the Press would
rather not listen except to qualify the story as they know it.
Thanks for the info - we'll use the stuff that you sent however
given that Mr. Matas who has been the most fair journalist so
far has not shown any interest in following up the story it is
unlikely that there will be a response.
Thanks
S.S. Bains

Reyat defence was to argue against
blast
Thursday, February 27, 2003
By Robert Matas

http://www.globeandmail.com/backgrounder/airindia/pages/
s_reyet.html
VANCOUVER -- If his trial had gone ahead, Inderjit Singh
Reyat was preparing to challenge the widely held assumption
that Air-India Flight 182 was destroyed by a bomb at the rear of
the aircraft.
Under a plea-bargain deal with the prosecution, Mr. Reyat was
sentenced to five years in prison for manslaughter. The deal was
announced shortly before John Garstang, an expert on analyzing
wreckage scatter, was to be questioned at a pretrial hearing.
Court documents that now can be reported show that Mr. Reyat's

lawyers had told the court as early as November, 2001, that they
were reviewing several contradictory reports on the cause of the
disaster and the location of the bomb.
Most of the Boeing 747 wreckage remains on the ocean floor,
despite two RCMP dives. By weight, only 3 to 4 per cent of the
aircraft has been retrieved.
An aggressive effort failed to find the remains of many of the
329 people on the flight. Only 131 bodies, including 30 children,
were recovered and taken to Cork, Ireland, for autopsies.
An insurance-arbitration report for Lloyd's of London on a civil
dispute over the cause of the crash notes that neither the bodies
nor the wreckage provided clues to the cause of the crash.
"None of the recovered parts of the aircraft showed any sign
whatsoever of damage from explosives," Lord Roskill wrote in a
report dated March 21, 1988. "None of the 131 bodies . . .
showed any sign of death having been caused by explosive
injuries or by shrapnel."
Lord Roskill said he was faced with a situation in which neither
side in the dispute could point to a recovered part of the aircraft
or a body to establish conclusively whether the plane was
brought down by a bomb blast or structural failure.
Lord Roskill, after noting that the suitcase believed to be housing
a bomb was placed in the aft cargo compartment, concluded that
a bomb exploded in the cargo hold at the back of the plane.
His findings contradict the conclusions of Canadian experts and a
judicial inquiry in India.

The Canadian Aviation Safety Board found that an
"explosion" occurred in the plane's forward cargo
compartment. "This evidence is not conclusive. However, the
evidence does not support any other conclusion," the agency
stated in a submission to the judicial inquiry in India.
WARNING: The remainder of this 18K message has not been
transferred. Turn on the ÒFetchÓ button in the icon bar and
check mail again to get the whole thing.

From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: September 16, 2003 7:04:46 AM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Thanks, the discrepancy between the fact that the Indian govt.
stated that the explosion occurred in the forward section and the
Canadaian in the aft section makes for an interesting
contradiction. I wonder why - such a large discrepancy should
have been investigated further.

Thanks, we'll use the info for our next response.

>From: John Barry Smith
>To: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
>Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

>Date: Mon, 15 Sep 2003 22:50:46 -0700
>
>could you give it to us especially the succint points as to why
the
>crash could not have been downed with a bomb.
>
>
>
>Sikh Media Advisory Council
>
>Dear Sir or Madam, Monday, September 15, 2003 10:23 PM
>
>Well.....'succinct'.
>
>succinct [adj.]
>1. Precise; compressed into few words.
>2. Tending to produce concise statements.

>
>Let me make concise statements in a few words. All statements
below
>can be verified with documents upon request.
>
>1. Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward cargo
>compartment in flight leading to its breakup. The Canadian,
British,
>and Indian aviation accident authorities agree on that
conclusion.
>There has been no evidence presented to contradict those
findings.
>
>2. The Canadian accident board, the CASB, refused to state the
cause
>of that explosion to be a bomb and left the cause unstated.
>
>3. The Indian judge, Judge Kirpal, stated the cause of the
explosion

>to be a bomb based upon three reasons which later accident
history
>proved to be incorrect.
>
>4. The British aviation accident board representative stated the
>cause of the explosion was not a bomb but probably explosive
>decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
>
>5. The attorney for Reyat argued the cause was not a bomb. He
was
>then offered a very lenient sentence if he plead guilty to a lesser
>charge. The other attorneys for the accused are criminal
attorneys
>who believe it was a bomb explosion but their clients did not
plant
>it. Those attorneys do not know why airplanes crash. I do, I am
a
>survivor of a sudden, night, fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
>

>6. Through 12 years of research and analysis, I have concluded
the
>cause was not a bomb but a mechanical event based on
precedent,
>faulty wiring, and design flaws of non plug cargo doors and no
>locking sectors on the midspan latches.
>
>7. The explosion in Air India Flight 182 was an explosive
>decompression which occurred when the forward cargo door
>inadvertently opened in flight, probably caused by faulty
wiring.
>The event has precedent in another similar explosion in the
forward
>cargo compartment of another early model Boeing 747 which
left
>similar evidence such as a sudden loud sound on the CVR and
an
>abrupt power cut to the recorders, United Airlines Flight 811.
>
>8. The accused could not have caused the explosion because all

>baggage from Vancouver was loaded into the aft cargo
compartment and
>the explosion occurred in the forward cargo compartment.
There is no
>physical connection in the aircraft between the aft and forward
>cargo compartments.
>
>9. The RCMP will not release photographs of the wreckage of
Air
>India Flight 182 to the Transportation Safety Board of Canada
TSB,
>which would confirm the shattered forward cargo door which
would
>match other similar accidents.
>
>10. My lengthy analysis is in a PDF file called the Smith AAR.
It
>explains all the plausible possibilities for the accident,
including
>bomb, missile, and ruptured open cargo door. I had the

advantage of
>hindsight and the ability of 15 years of similar type accidents to
>review and compare.
>
>11. Two persons you might contact regarding the shorted
>wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive decompression/
inflight
>breakup explanation for Air India Flight 182 are Amardeep
Kaur and
>Santokh Singh. AMARDEEP@klse.com.my and
maan100@worldonline.nl
>
>12. To sum up, the accused did not plant a bomb, nobody did.
The
>cause was a mechanical event with precedent.
>
>If you can avoid the hate and conspiracy nonsense and treat Air
>India Flight 182 as an airplane crash, the objective evidence
plus

>hindsight of other similar crashes will demonstrate to you that
the
>cause was not a bomb but mechanical.
>
>The PDF file is available on www.corazon.com. I am available
to
>answer questions. I am not a Sikh but I am committed to
aviation
>safety. The danger of faulty wiring and non plug cargo doors is
>still present and exposes all who fly in early model Boeing 747s
to
>a similar inflight breakup.
>
>Sincerely,
>Barry Smith
>
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924

>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com
>
>

STOP MORE SPAM with the new MSN 8 and get 2 months
FREE*
From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: September 15, 2003 6:10:47 PM PDT
To: barry@corazon.com
Cc: AMARDEEP@klse.com.my
Subject: Re: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

could you give it to us especially the succint points as to why the
crash could not have been downed with a bomb.

Thanks

>From: John Barry Smith

>To: sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com,
AMARDEEP@klse.com.my
>Subject: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182
>Date: Mon, 15 Sep 2003 09:58:41 -0700
>
>
>Dear Sir, I can explain Air India Flight 182 in rational
mechanical
>terms to you. Their was no bomb. There was no crime. The
accused are
>innocent. The Sikh religion is innocent. There was an
explosion. The
>shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/explosive
>decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air India Flight
182
>is explained at www.corazon.com
>
>If you want people to understand the innocence of the accused
then
>you must offer a reasonable plausible alternative with

supportive
>documents and precedent. I have that.
>
>Cheers,
>John Barry Smith
>541 Country Club Drive
>Carmel Valley, California 93924
>831 659 3552
>barry@corazon.com
>http://www.corazon.com
>
>
>
>>AIR INDIA
>>
>> From the spate of articles that have been written this week it
>>appears that this case is to be tried based on emotionalism

rather
>>than hard fact.
>>
>>We have enclosed two articles (see below) that we would like
to
>>dissect, we have not included the one written by Kim Bolan of
the
>>Vancouver Sun but the Canadian Press article borrows much
from her
>>ranting and is included below.

Tired of spam? Get advanced junk mail protection with MSN 8.
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: September 15, 2003 9:58:41 AM PDT
To: sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com, AMARDEEP@klse.com.my
Subject: I agree with you about Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir, I can explain Air India Flight 182 in rational
mechanical terms to you. Their was no bomb. There was no
crime. The accused are innocent. The Sikh religion is innocent.
There was an explosion. The shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo
door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for
Air India Flight 182 is explained at www.corazon.com

If you want people to understand the innocence of the accused
then you must offer a reasonable plausible alternative with
supportive documents and precedent. I have that.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

AIR INDIA
From the spate of articles that have been written this week it
appears that this case is to be tried based on emotionalism rather
than hard fact.
We have enclosed two articles (see below) that we would like to
dissect, we have not included the one written by Kim Bolan of
the
Vancouver Sun but the Canadian Press article borrows much
from her
ranting and is included below.

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: September 12, 2003 8:34:24 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: "I made no bomb," he told the court. (Mr. X

made it. Love con spiracy thinkers. Always have a Mr. X to fill
in the blanks.)
Good to hear from you again. Hope you had a good summer. Reyat does not appear to be
helping the conspiracy. The next few days should be quite interesting.
Regards, Robert
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, September 12, 2003 6:42 AM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: "I made no bomb," he told the court. (Mr. X made it. Love conspiracy thinkers.
Always have a Mr. X to fill in the blanks.)

Air-India prosecutor to challenge evasive Reyat
By ROBERT MATAS
From Friday's Globe and Mail
Vancouver ‹ Inderjit Singh Reyat, who was expected to provide crucial evidence in
the Air-India trial, has been so unhelpful in court that the prosecutor who
subpoenaed him in the first place will apply today to challenge his evidence.
Mr. Reyat was convicted of manslaughter this year after telling the court he
provided items for a bomb that blew up on an Air-India flight in 1985, killing 329
people.
He was sentenced to five years in jail in addition to 10 years already served for
manslaughter in the bombing deaths of two people at Japan's Narita airport shortly
before the Air-India disaster.
His sentence caused speculation that a plea-bargain deal had been made to have
him testify against alleged co-conspirators Ripudaman Singh Malik and Ajaib
Singh Bagri, although prosecution and defence lawyers at the time denied a deal
had been struck.
However, after two days of contradictory and evasive testimony, prosecutor
Leonard Doust indicated he was not satisfied with what Mr. Reyat was telling the
court.
He notified the court yesterday that he would ask to cross-examine Mr. Reyat.
Under normal court procedures, a lawyer can only ask a witness questions to
support his case, but cannot challenge the evidence the witness presents without

approval from the judge.
If Mr. Justice Ian Bruce Josephson accedes, Mr. Doust will be allowed to adopt a
more aggressive approach, questioning Mr. Reyat more vigorously on the basis of
previous statements he has made.
Like most witnesses who appear in the trial, Mr. Reyat was required to be in court
under a subpoena.
He has repeatedly changed his testimony under persistent questioning. Often, he
responded to questions by saying he could not remember. He has denied some
allegations until confronted with evidence that contradicted what he said.
Mr. Doust questioned him at length about acquiring items for the explosive
devices, including batteries, electric relays, blasting caps, a tuner to house the
device, clocks to be used as timers, dynamite and gunpowder.
Mr. Reyat's conviction for making the Narita bomb hinged on evidence linking him
to his efforts to acquire the items.
But he told the court yesterday that most of the items were obtained for household
uses. He reacted angrily to the suggestion that he had made a bomb.
"I made no bomb," he told the court.
Asked whether he had ever talked to Mr. Malik on the phone, he said he spoke to
him some time in late 1985. When Mr. Doust asked him about a phone call to Mr.
Malik's business that was charged to the Reyat home in May, 1984, Mr. Reyat said
he did not know anything about it.
Confronted with evidence of a phone call on Feb. 5, 1985, from Mr. Malik's house
to his home, Mr. Reyat said he recalled that Mr. Malik was phoning him to solicit
funds for the Khalsa Credit Union.
He told the court that he did not remember Mr. Malik coming to his house in 1984
or 1985 with a Sikh priest and a third person. But when he was asked whether Mr.
Malik at that time made an effort to persuade him to build a bomb, he said "never."
Mr. Reyat appeared angry when Mr. Doust asked whether the Sikh priest was also
putting pressure on him to agree to make the bombs. "That's ridiculous, not true. It
never happened like that. He is the holiest man," Mr. Reyat said.
He denied that the priest made him swear an oath of secrecy about the discussion.
Mr. Reyat said he had no idea whether Mr. Malik paid part of his legal costs in the

Narita bombing trial in 1991. However, he confirmed that Mr. Malik was giving
his wife some money to support his family while he was in jail.
Mr. Reyat said he did not know why Mr. Malik was giving the money to his family
and he had not asked him to explain. He also said he had no idea how much. "I
never asked," he said.
Mr. Reyat also told the court that he did not realize the items he had collected for
an explosive device were used in the Narita bomb until police in Japan four or five
months after the disaster traced parts of the bomb to purchases he had made.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 24, 2003 11:55:42 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Your web page about Air India Flight 182

Dear Robert, Tuesday, June 24, 2003 11:53 PM
Your webpage about Air India Flight 182 has The bombing of Air
India Flight 182, and The day of the bombing, and Victims of the
bombing....
You know and I know that only the Indians said it was a bomb,
the Canadians said explosion with no cause stated.
You are a Canadian newspaper.
Why the loyalty to India civil judge Kirpal while ignoring
Canadian Aviation Safety Board personnel?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 13, 2003 2:13:40 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Can you do original?

Dear Robert, Friday, June 13, 2003 2:13 PM
What is required for you to do a story on Air India Flight 182?
Timeliness? Facts? Precedent? What is needed?
I know you can report what the government says, that's easy.
Can you do original?
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 2, 2003 9:37:05 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: No nonsense paper versus nonsense paper

Dear Robert, Monday, June 2, 2003 9:32 AM
Why not Globe and Mail be the straight forward no nonsense
paper and the Vancouver Sun be the scandal ridden tabloid?
She gives conspiracy nonsense and you give facts, official

documents and interviews with aviation safety officials?
Which one would have the higher reputation? More respect? Has
not the New York Times scandal influenced the press to check
out sources and double check facts? You have done that with me.
Your paper is the one to be higher respected.
Laying out the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation with
supporting documentation does not circumvent any trial gagging,
does not shout fear mongering, does not raiser terror alert level,
but does offer to the public notice of a safety issue which may
affect their literal lives.
Call it a public service.
Cheers
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 31, 2003 10:20:39 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: From John Garstang to me in 1997. It's wrong, even
a lie. And he's the RCMP 'expert.'

Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400

From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft. During any aircraft crash, investigators
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause. In the case
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a
bomb blast
had occurred. Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet. Put your money on
the experts;
you will win more often.
---------From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com

To: Securitas
Subject: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Date: Saturday, August 31, 1996 9:50PM
<<File Attachment: BDY3.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:50:40 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 32287B6A.1295(a)corazon.com
FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]
TO: Securitas
SUBJECT: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY3.P00
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Safety Person, The cause of the Air India flight 182 crash of
a
Boeing 747-237B from Toronto to London in 1985 was an
inadvertent opened
forward cargo door which then tore of skin which then tore of
nose to
destruction of aircraft. Not a bomb. My safety concern to TSB
Securitas
is that it can happen again. To properly assess the risk to
Canadian air
passengers, visit the web site at http://www.corazon.com for a
fully

documented presentation of the issue of inadvertently opening
cargo
doors. Open doors causing destruction in early model Boeing
747s has
happened before, it has happened now, and it may happen again.
Please
assess door opening claim by visiting web site and evaluating
documents
supporting hypothesis. John Barry Smith

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 30, 2003 12:55:02 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Take advantage of lull in trial...

Dear Robert, now is the time for a story on alternative to
bombing for Air India Flight 182 that is plausible and supported
by official documents.
Tucker of TSB said it was plausible and AAIB rep on the CASB
report said structural failure could have been lead event.
Then there is the indisputable evidence of United Airlines Flight
811 whcih matches Air India Flight 182 in many many ways.
The attorneys, AITF, and TSB would have time for interviews in
the three week period.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: May 29, 2003 9:21:23 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Robert, you could correct your paper's website
which says the CASB said bomb and you know they didn't.
Thanks for the note. We have clarified the report. Check it out

http://www.globeandmail.com/backgrounder/airindia/pages/
s_investigation.html

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Monday, May 26, 2003 10:03 AM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Robert, you could correct your paper's website which says the CASB said bomb
and you know they didn't.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 27, 2003 7:54:29 AM PDT
To: 182cargodoorpeople:mmj@kaclawyers.com, info@ap.org,
www.myvoice@compuserve.com, letters@globeandmail.ca,
nwnews@wic.ca, pfong@png.canwest.com,
fdawson@png.canwest.com, vcasselton@png.canwest.com,
smuir@png.canwest.com, sjiwa@png.canwest.com,
vsosnowski@png.canwest.com, pgraham@png.canwest.com,
AMARDEEP@klse.com.my, hmalik@uniserve.com,
aniljitsingh@hotmail.com, hmalik@harrisonhotsprings.com,

jsmalik@wwdb.org, npsingh@wans.net,
jaswinderp@hotmail.com, khalsaq@yahoo.com,
beanbag@mbay.net, chrisolsson@btopenworld.com,
spmayes@email.msn.com, swatson@core.com,
Barry.Howarth@Ticketmaster.com, smandkjc@internet.co.nz,
mdornheim@att.net, maan100@worldonline.nl,
KaurSingh@webtv.net, Glenwood@mweb.co.za,
murphyd@tc.gc.ca, paulette.delorme@tsb.gc.ca,
pettifg@tc.gc.ca, plattsj@tc.gc.ca, sweetd@tc.gc.ca,
sampsonj@bigpond.net.au, adlaw@planet.nl,
rskeenqc@compuserve.com, adlaw@callnetuk.com,
Ronald.Wojnar@faa.dot.gov, John.Dimtroff@FAA.DOT.GOV,
Neil.Schalekamp@faa.dot.gov, Bob.Breneman@faa.dot.gov,
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov, WILDEYJ@ntsb.gov;
gesmith@ee.net, rmatas@globeandmail.ca,
kbolan@png.canwest.com
Subject: Documentation attached for shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Air India Flight 182

Dear Honorable Addressees, Tuesday, May 27, 2003 7:43 AM
Attached in a pdf file is the Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182
which documents the shorted wiring/ruptured open cargo door/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for the
crash. It is detailed and examines all the plausible explanations
for the inflight breakup including bomb, missile, and center tank
explosion. Further details available at www.corazon.com
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924

831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
Attachment 1:
SmithAAR182 plusappens.pdf

From: "Sikh Media Advisory Council"
<sikh_media_advis@hotmail.com>
Date: May 26, 2003 6:28:58 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca, info@ap.org,
www.myvoice@compuserve.com, letters@globeandmail.ca,
nwnews@wic.ca, pfong@png.canwest.com,
fdawson@png.canwest.com, vcasselton@png.canwest.com,
smuir@png.canwest.com, sjiwa@png.canwest.com,
vsosnowski@png.canwest.com, kbolan@png.canwest.com,
pgraham@png.canwest.com, joomratty@sajlawyers.com,
aschandi@shaw.ca, mmj@kaclawyers.com
Cc: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Air India - more e-mail received

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: May 26, 2003 10:13:48 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Robert, you could correct your paper's website
which says the CASB said bomb and you know they didn't.
4.1 Cause-related findings
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the aircraft was the lead event
in this occurrence.

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Monday, May 26, 2003 10:03 AM

To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Robert, you could correct your paper's website which says the CASB said bomb
and you know they didn't.

http://www.globeandmail.com/backgrounder/airindia/pages/
s_investigation.html
Jan. 22, 1986
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board formally concludes that a bomb
brought down Air-India Flight 182.
The Investigation
June 23, 1985
Nov. 8, 1985
RCMP conduct raids on homes of suspected Sikh militants including
Talwinder Singh Parmar, Inderjit Singh Reyat, Surjan Singh Gill and
Hardial Singh Johal Although the arrests lead to widespread speculation
that the Air-India bombing is about to be solved, that does not prove to be
the case: charges against Mr. Parmar are eventually dropped for lack of
evidence, and Mr. Reyat is charged with a minor offence, unrelated to AirIndia. Mr. Parmar later acknowledges that he is considered a prime
suspect in the Air-India bombing.
Jan. 22, 1986
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board formally concludes that a bomb
brought down Air-India Flight 182.
Feb. 4, 1986
B. N. Kirpal, a judge heading an Indian government inquiry into the
disaster, concludes a bomb in the forward baggage compartment brought
down Flight 182.
May 11, 1986
Federal Solicitor-General James Kelleher says new evidence discovered
in the case may lead to charges, but warns that the evidence gathered so
far is insufficient to get a conviction in court.
Nov. 11, 1987
The head of the Canadian Security Intelligence Service resigns after it is
revealed that the agency submitted a misleading affidavit in 1985 in order
to obtain a wiretap warrant from a judge as they investigated suspected
Sikh terrorists in connection with the Air-India bombing.
Feb. 5, 1988
Inderjit Singh Reyat is arrested in England in connection with the Narita

airport bombing. Soon after Mr. Reyat's arrest, Talwinder Singh Parmar
leaves Canada for India. Although he is still widely regarded as the prime
suspect in the Air-India case, police say Mr. Parmar is free to travel where
he wants, since he has not been charged with any crime.
Aug. 10.1988
A British court orders Mr. Reyat's extradition to Canada.
Aug. 21, 1989
Canadian investigators confirm they have found new evidence in the AirIndia bombing, but refuse to make it public.
Jan. 30, 1990
Citizens Alliance for a Public Inquiry into the Air-India Disaster claims
RCMP are blocking its bid for a public inquiry.
May 10, 1991
Inderjit Singh Reyat is convicted in Vancouver of manslaughter and four
explosives charges related to the Narita airport bombing.
May 14, 1991
Liberal MP John Nunziatia says RCMP know who bombed the plane but
don't have evidence needed for prosecution.
Oct. 15, 1992
Talwinder Singh Parmar is shot by police. There are conflicting reports
about whether he was killed in a battle with police or while being tortured
by police.
Feb. 3, 1994
Solicitor-General Herb Gray says a royal commission into the air disaster
hasn't been ruled out, but declines to order one.
April 13, 1994
RCMP say they have spent $20-million on the Air-India investigation, and
are still working on the case.
May 31, 1995
RCMP announce a $1-million reward for help catching Air-India bombers.
Dec. 11, 1996
RCMP announce that they expect to lay charges against several suspects
in the bombing within a few months. No charges are laid.

Oct. 15, 1998
RCMP announce they have handed their Air-India report to British
Columbia's Crown counsel office, which may allow them to bring charges
in the bombing.
March 11, 1999
RCMP announce they have spent $26-million on the Air-India probe.
Jan. 26, 2000
A former CSIS agent tells The Globe and Mail that a turf war between his
agency and the RCMP led him to destroy taped interviews with Air-India
sources rather than hand them over to his rivals at the RCMP.
June 26, 2000
Documents obtained by The Globe and Mail reveal that police have
identified a third suspect in the Air-India investigation. The documents
indicate that a link has been established between the suspect and Inderjit
Singh Reyat, who is still in prison after being convicted in connection with
the Narita airport bombing. Although police do not name the suspect, they
say he has significant financial ties to Mr. Reyat's family.
Oct. 27, 2000
Ripudaman Singh Malik, 53, and Ajaib Singh Bagri, 51, are charged with
murder.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 21, 2003 5:03:12 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Canadians love a good mystery..

Dear Robert, Wednesday, May 21, 2003 5:00 PM
Give your readers a mystery; where was the explosion on Air
India Flight 182? Here's the pictures on page 1. Globe can be
neutral and non political, just show Canadian taxpayer paid for
pictures of Air India Flight 182, now held by the Crown.
Get the Canadian's minds of SARS, mad cow disease, west Nile
Virus......

We all love a good mystery.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: May 20, 2003 5:08:51 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: You link to my site....which says 3.2.5.2
About 50 video tap es and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provi ded the visual
information on the targets
Thanks for this. I appreciate your assistance.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 20, 2003 5:06 PM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: You link to my site....which says 3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000
still photographs (positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on the
targets

Globe and Mail Website>Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal's Report on the Air-India
Disaster
links to corazon.com for Air India Flight 182 report. That's fine. I ordered that print
report from Canada and it took me over a hundred of boring hours of scanning it
and putting it in webpages and uploading. Someone I know had it transcribed. It

exists no where else. It is extremely valuable. Tens of thousands of people have
downloaded it since 1996.
It's text and there are no pictures except a few grainy black and white that are
worthless. There are however high quality color still and moving pictures in film
and video and the Crown has them. You can get them.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs (positives and
transparencies) provided the visual information on the targets
I show the test report, Robert, you show the pictures. Why not suggest to your
editor that what newspaper readers want is pictures, not dry paraphrasing of what
goes on in a courtroom. (Although you do make it interesting.) Get the pictures.
Ask the defence to get the pictures. Ask the Chief of RCMP for the pictures.
Then show in the paper the area of the 'bomb' explosion. The explosion was there
are all right, right there at the forward cargo door and the text describes it. Let's see
it. Let the readers see it. Let the trial come alive.
Please don't make me say a picture is worth a thousand.....
Then show the aft end of the wreckage and where the new 'bomb' is supposed to
have gone off.
Two pictures is all you need, Robert. One of the forward cargo door and one of the
aft. They exist. They are in public reports, paid for by Canadians.
You might also request the below:
Cheers,
Barry
Aircraft:
AI 182:
1. Copies of all videotapes, photographs, interview notes, and sketches now held
by the RCMP, TSB, NTSB, AAIB, and BARC to include the About 50 video
tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs taken.
2. Access to all hard evidence of the wreckage which was retrieved from ocean
now in Bombay.
3. Interviews with TSB, AAIB, and NTSB investigators who contributed to the AI
182 report through deposition or voluntary meeting.
4. Autopsy reports now held by Indian authorities.
5. Wreckage database and plots held by TSB
6. Passenger and cargo manifests held by TSB.

7. CVR and FDR printouts held by TSB.
8. All picture albums made of the wreckage, albums now held by TSB.
Quotes about evidence:
FEBRUARY 26, 1986
3.2.9.1
All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all major items
were recorded on 35 mm positive film.
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as photographs of
the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to the personnel on board the ship for
facilitating identification and recovery of correct targets.
All the personnel involved in the recovery operation were shown the slides and
photographs of the targets which were chosen for recovery on priority basis. The
method and procedure of the recovery operation was discussed in detail and
finalised. Another meeting was convened on 6.10.85
to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing various
photographs of targets to be recovered.
3.2.10.12
After detailed macro photography of the recovered wreckage, the
experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16 prepared a detailed factual report after
carefully inspecting each of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the
wreckage to Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the large
pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by the experts group to
facilitate their packing.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed and built for tethered
unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 6000 feet. Scarab's standard equipment
are :
A complete optical suite.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/cutters etc. of any
required description and size. The Scarab has three TV cameras mounted on
separate pan/tilt mechanism to allow real time observation and video tape
documentation. A 35 mm still camera was also installed and used in the present
work. There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360ƒ high resolution Sonar with a range
of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz
and 27 KHz pingers. It can function independently of the ship's facilities and is
equipped with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs. In the initial stages
(upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating in peripheral areas and therefore few
targets were found. Hence the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85,
only about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up. But later,
when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial areas, video tapes were
recorded at a fast rate. Further, still photography facility on the Scrab was activated
at about this time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain the
video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still photographs (these

required to be processed) were transported from John Cabot to Cork Control
Centre.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed and built for tethered
unmanned work at ocean depths of upto 6000 feet. Scarab's standard equipment
are :
A complete optical suite.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/cutters etc. of any
required description and size. The Scarab has three TV cameras mounted on
separate pan/tilt mechanism to allow real time observation and video tape
documentation. A 35 mm still camera was also installed and used in the present
work. There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide illumination.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360ƒ high resolution Sonar with a range
of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz
and 27 KHz pingers. It can function independently of the ship's facilities and is
equipped with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs. In the initial stages
(upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating in peripheral areas and therefore few
targets were found. Hence the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85,
only about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up. But later,
when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial areas, video tapes were
recorded at a fast rate. Further, still photography facility on the Scrab was activated
at about this time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain the
video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still photographs (these
required to be processed) were transported from John Cabot to Cork Control
Centre.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs (positives and
transparencies) provided the visual information on the targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and study of the video
tapes and still photographs. Video equipment (TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for
viewing the video tapes had to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality colour film (35
mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was diapositive. These had to be
developed and transparencies obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints
had to be made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to be
provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies and prints provided
the principal means of monitoring of the results of the operation
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by Scarab it was
necessary to position aircraft maintenance personnel on board the ship. As the
aircraft structure was badly torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was
anticipated in identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore essential
that these maintenance personnel were provided with aircraft photographs,
manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue, wiring diagram manuals and maintenance
manuals. Since carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M micro
film reader printer

machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were produced and
installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of locating any particular information, the
engineers were advised to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who,
in turn, could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.9 Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all major items
were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During the course of the investigation,
several members of the investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes
and photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it became
apparent that the optical image presented on video and still film had some limitation
with respect to identification of damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine
wave bending of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident in either the video
or photographs. The interpretation of damage through photographic/video evidence
without the physical evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should
take this into account.
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as photographs of the
wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to the personnel on board the ship for
facilitating identification and recovery of correct targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and study of the video
tapes and still photographs. Video equipment (TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for
viewing the video tapes had to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality colour film (35 mm),
each roll having 800 frames. The film was diapositive. These had to be developed
and transparencies obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to be provided for
continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies and prints provided the principal
means of monitoring of the results of the operation
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by Scarab it was
necessary to position aircraft maintenance personnel on board the ship. As the
aircraft structure was badly torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was
anticipated in identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore essential
that these maintenance personnel were provided with aircraft photographs,
manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue, wiring diagram manuals and maintenance
manuals. Since carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M micro
film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were produced and
installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of locating any particular information, the
engineers were advised to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who,

in turn, could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.9 Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and all major items
were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During the course of the investigation,
several members of the investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes
and photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it became
apparent that the optical image presented on video and still film had some limitation
with respect to identification of damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine
wave bending of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident in either the video
or photographs. The interpretation of damage through photographic/video evidence
without the physical evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should
take this into account.
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as photographs of the
wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to the personnel on board the ship for
facilitating identification and recovery of correct targets.

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: May 20, 2003 8:36:21 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Fishy going on....
The testimony this week is supposed to be about the explosion. I’ll get in touch if there is
an opportunity to write something.
Robert
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, May 16, 2003 10:11 PM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: RE: Fishy going on....

Dear Robert,
Friday, May 16, 2003 10:08 PM
just got back from three day field trip at Yosemite with my 11 year old daughter. It
was a fifth grade class trip with a few parents. Fantastic...but, I may have missed
you. I have been out of touch with the outside world since Wednesday morning
and not checked my answering machine yet.

I stand by to corroborate anything you need confirming.
Hope springs eternal...just like the waterfalls we saw and the 3000 year old
Sequoia trees....
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

I'm trying today to follow this up. I'll phone later today
or early Friday.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:vigilante3@redshift.net]
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2003 9:28 AM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fishy going on....
Dear Robert, Sunday, May 11, 2003 9:26 AM
below opinion about 'unsafe' conviction is from aviation
accident expert. My email which evoked Bill Tucker's
response and Mr. Tucker's entire email is attached below:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired

He might be interviewed since he is retired and can talk now
without court restraints and would be talking about an
alternative explanation not in dispute at court.
And...Robert, how can persons be accused of 'robbing a
bank' and yet the defence can not see pictures of the 'bank'?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Subject: RE: John still trying...Fwd: Why there was no
explosion, bomb or otherwise, in the aft cargo compartment
of Air India Flight 182
Date: Sun, 11 May 2003 16:17:11 +0800
That last paragraph below would seem to me to
constitute an automatic miscarriage of Justice - if
Tucker is telling it as it truly is. Even if convicted by a
jury, the Sikhs would probably be able to have it
overturned on judicial appeal, It would be a
demonstrably "unsafe" conviction.
JS
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:vigilante3@redshift.net]
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2003 8:05 AM
To: sampsonj
Subject: RE: John still trying...Fwd: Why there was no
explosion, bomb or otherwise, in the aft cargo compartment
of Air India Flight 182
JBS
Read the lengthy PDF file and I would agree that it is
mightily apparent that the Garstang analysis was

skewed towards a finding of an explosion in aft cargo solely because that was where the Sikh's cargo was
placed.
JS, well I agree and very reluctantly because it
smacks of corruption. It really bugs me that an official
investigator would bias his conclusions to fit political
ends. And that's what apparently Jim Wildey of NTSB
and Tom Thurman of the FBI did. They are supposed
to be scientists.
Any confirmation of the fwd cargo having been the
origin of any explosion would make it quite hard to get
a conviction.
JBS>I told all this to Dave Crossin, attorney for Malik
two years ago. And is confirmed by much evidence
and examination. JAL 123 happened two months after
Air India Flight 182 so the aft pressure bulkhead and
nearby was carefully scrutinized for any evidence of
explosion of any source. None found, no explosion.
JS>Garstang appears to have fully understood his
task - which was to incriminate the Sikhs by dint of
circumstantial corroboration and thereby get the
RCMP off the hook - as the Mounties always need to
get their man (and had sworn to in this case). So it all
depended upon how effectively that Garstang Report
was to be dismantled in court.
JBS>I can dismantle it and so can you and the
attorneys can't because they are criminal lawyers, not
accident investigators.
John, that Garstang report is a piece of shit and
unworthy of any title of accident report.
TSB in the name of Bill Tucker tried to get photos of
Air India Flight 182 and was rebuffed by RCMP.
Imagine that, the aviation authority can not get pictures
of a plane crash wreckage.
RCMP is really hiding the evidence. It's all there on

film. I could match the cargo doors to the others very
quickly.
But never get the chance...
But...fate is funny....
Cheers,
Barry

>From Bill Tucker of TSB
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired:
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised
that there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation.
However, with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he
is only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where
the cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the
door at the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery
attempt; he is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time
went by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the
magnetic tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need
both for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised

that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is
in effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could
be prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I
have been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the
RCMP's work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's
Access to
Information Act.

Email which precipitated response:
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Bill, 22 May 02
Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal
Commission to have suffered an explosion on the right side
forward of the wing in flight. Therefore, photographs of the
right side forward of the wing are relevant and very
important. It is to be expected that photographs of that area
be available for inspection as they are the fatal wound of the
victim. Much time and expense was used to procure those
photographs. They exist and held by the Crown authorities.
If the Director General, Investigation Operations,
Transportation Safety Board of Canada asks to view those
photographs and is rebuffed with excuses and delay, there is
something fishy going on.
Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What
did Ken Smart say that led to your decision to retire a few
days later?

Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.
I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation
for Air India Flight 182 is mechanical rather than conspiracy.
In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you
refer to persons and titles and their opinions as to the cause
of the accidents but never refer to facts, data, or evidence.
You also never refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it
never existed which is absolutely not fair since that is the
model for the other three.
Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts,
only the opinions of titles of persons who have been
involved since 1985 and have much interest in maintaining
the status quo, even in the face of conclusive contradictory
evidence which abounds in the metal, cams, latches, engines,
and recorders of United Airlines Flight 811.
For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of
Pan Am Flight 103 opened in flight but that it happened after
the 'bomb' explosion' is contrary to the AAIB wreckage
distribution fuselage reconstruction which shows it happened
at initial event time. The photographs show it happened in
flight. The evidence is there.
But ignored and that's why it's fishy.
Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward
cargo door area of Air India Flight 182. Satisfy your own
curiosity to see if the twisted metal matches the other three
door areas of twisted metal.
Cheers,
Barry
X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca Tue Jun 25 15:22:17 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 18:23:49 -0400
Reply-By: Sun, 2 Jun 2002 17:00:00 -0400
X-Message-Flag: Follow up

Dear Barry,
I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May,
needed specific
responses to several of your points. I'll get to your request
for photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some
of your
concerns - or at least try to.
1) - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".
2) - There is nothing fishy going on.
3) - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague
and a friend. He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six
months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).
4) - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and
I am shocked
that you would suspect a connection. The fact is that my
decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before
Ken's visit.
5) - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air
India Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy". Based on my direct
knowledge from
the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one
plausible
explanation. Adding my indirect knowledge at the time
(back in the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I
considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be
plausible, but
unlikely. Adding in the additional knowledge I have
acquired since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation
sense) I have

become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.
6) - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI
182, PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less
familiarity with the UA
811 investigation than the other three. However, I have
absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door
failed in UA
811.
7) - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no
mandate to re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182. Moreover, my personal opinion
is that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so.
Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to
that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP,
and I still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision. I have high
confidence in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation;
and I sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial whatever its
outcome.
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward
right side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised
that there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation.
However, with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he
is only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where
the cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the

door at the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery
attempt; he is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time
went by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the
magnetic tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need
both for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is
in effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could
be prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I
have been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the
RCMP's work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's
Access to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video
info that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain)
be releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and,
to be at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John
Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the
SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the
next few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment
from both the

Director of Engineering and the Director of Air
Investigations that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if
there is anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send
both of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring
forward" reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can
certainly be made
available after the trial.
Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure
possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner. In fact, I
understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the
information and
suggestions that you had provided. John G. told me that
when he was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the
slightest hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed
thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.
As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraftrelated elements
are only part of a huge investigation. The trial (which is
expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much
evidence that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation. You
will no doubt be
following the trial, as I will. Let us hope that the trial will
not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just
outcome (whatever
that may be)..
In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed
communicating with you at least most of the time. (I must admit that there have been
times when

you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with
your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere
message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.) If I may offer
some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue
consume you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already
raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as
pushing it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will
not listen to
what you have to say. I was, and still am, impressed with
you. You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a
wonderful family and
home; Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement
years.
Very sincerely,
Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 18, 2003 10:30:38 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 is still in high demand on my
website and has been for years. Only place to get AAR.

Request Report
-------------Listing files, sorted by the number of requests.
#reqs: %bytes:
last time: file
-----: ------: ------------------: ---1003: 23.28%: May/18/03 10:48 AM: www.corazon.com/

255: 43.87%: May/18/03 10:54 AM: www.corazon.com/
AirIndiareportcontents.html
119: 2.13%: May/18/03 11:19 AM: www.corazon.com/
747specsheet.html
110: 2.79%: May/18/03 11:46 AM: www.corazon.com/
crashcontentspagelinks.html
62: 0.42%: May/17/03 11:14 PM: www.corazon.com/Boeing
747.html
61: 0.10%: May/18/03 8:55 AM: www.corazon.com/
nosepicts.html
52: 0.07%: May/17/03 7:39 PM: www.corazon.com/
forwardcargodoorpicts.html
47: 2.43%: May/17/03 8:02 PM: www.corazon.com/
variousdooraccidents.html
44: 4.26%: May/17/03 2:35 AM: www.corazon.com/
800newsreports2.html
43: 0.04%: May/18/03 4:47 AM: www.corazon.com/
811holesofftv.html
41: 0.04%: May/18/03 10:54 AM: www.corazon.com/
Skiescargodoor0pict.html
40: 0.13%: May/18/03 9:41 AM: www.corazon.com/
DC-10crashcontents.html
38: 0.49%: May/18/03 4:23 AM: www.corazon.com/
Page2.html
37: 0.22%: May/17/03 4:27 PM: www.corazon.com/
TWA800PA103UA811.html
36: 1.69%: May/17/03 10:25 PM: www.corazon.com/
emailsource.html
35: 0.12%: May/18/03 7:00 AM: www.corazon.com/
Suddenloudsound.html
34: 0.14%: May/18/03 3:32 AM: www.corazon.com/
Foddedengines.html
34: 0.49%: May/17/03 8:59 PM: www.corazon.com/

johndenverplanecrash.html
32: 0.56%: May/18/03 9:39 AM: www.corazon.com/
747crashes.html

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: May 15, 2003 10:39:26 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Subject: RE: Fishy going on....
I’m trying today to follow this up. I’ll phone later today or early Friday.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:vigilante3@redshift.net]
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2003 9:28 AM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Fishy going on....

Dear Robert, Sunday, May 11, 2003 9:26 AM
below opinion about 'unsafe' conviction is from aviation accident expert. My email
which evoked Bill Tucker's response and Mr. Tucker's entire email is attached
below:
W.T. (Bill) Tucker
Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired
He might be interviewed since he is retired and can talk now without court
restraints and would be talking about an alternative explanation not in dispute at
court.
And...Robert, how can persons be accused of 'robbing a bank' and yet the defence
can not see pictures of the 'bank'?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive

Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <vigilante3@redshift.net>
Subject: RE: John still trying...Fwd: Why there was no
explosion, bomb or otherwise, in the aft cargo compartment
of Air India Flight 182
Date: Sun, 11 May 2003 16:17:11 +0800
That last paragraph below would seem to me to
constitute an automatic miscarriage of Justice - if
Tucker is telling it as it truly is. Even if convicted by a
jury, the Sikhs would probably be able to have it
overturned on judicial appeal, It would be a
demonstrably "unsafe" conviction.
JS
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:vigilante3@redshift.net]
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2003 8:05 AM
To: sampsonj
Subject: RE: John still trying...Fwd: Why there was no
explosion, bomb or otherwise, in the aft cargo compartment
of Air India Flight 182
JBS
Read the lengthy PDF file and I would agree that it is
mightily apparent that the Garstang analysis was
skewed towards a finding of an explosion in aft cargo solely because that was where the Sikh's cargo was
placed.
JS, well I agree and very reluctantly because it
smacks of corruption. It really bugs me that an official
investigator would bias his conclusions to fit political
ends. And that's what apparently Jim Wildey of NTSB
and Tom Thurman of the FBI did. They are supposed
to be scientists.
Any confirmation of the fwd cargo having been the

origin of any explosion would make it quite hard to get
a conviction.
JBS>I told all this to Dave Crossin, attorney for Malik
two years ago. And is confirmed by much evidence
and examination. JAL 123 happened two months after
Air India Flight 182 so the aft pressure bulkhead and
nearby was carefully scrutinized for any evidence of
explosion of any source. None found, no explosion.
JS>Garstang appears to have fully understood his
task - which was to incriminate the Sikhs by dint of
circumstantial corroboration and thereby get the
RCMP off the hook - as the Mounties always need to
get their man (and had sworn to in this case). So it all
depended upon how effectively that Garstang Report
was to be dismantled in court.
JBS>I can dismantle it and so can you and the
attorneys can't because they are criminal lawyers, not
accident investigators.
John, that Garstang report is a piece of shit and
unworthy of any title of accident report.
TSB in the name of Bill Tucker tried to get photos of
Air India Flight 182 and was rebuffed by RCMP.
Imagine that, the aviation authority can not get pictures
of a plane crash wreckage.
RCMP is really hiding the evidence. It's all there on
film. I could match the cargo doors to the others very
quickly.
But never get the chance...
But...fate is funny....
Cheers,
Barry

>From Bill Tucker of TSB
W.T. (Bill) Tucker

Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired:
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised
that there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation.
However, with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he
is only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where
the cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the
door at the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery
attempt; he is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time
went by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the
magnetic tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need
both for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is
in effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could
be prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I
have been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the
RCMP's work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's
Access to
Information Act.

Email which precipitated response:
To: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Bill, 22 May 02
Air India Flight 182 was said by the CASB and the Kirpal Commission to have
suffered an explosion on the right side forward of the wing in flight. Therefore,
photographs of the right side forward of the wing are relevant and very important.
It is to be expected that photographs of that area be available for inspection as they
are the fatal wound of the victim. Much time and expense was used to procure
those photographs. They exist and held by the Crown authorities.
If the Director General, Investigation Operations, Transportation Safety Board of
Canada asks to view those photographs and is rebuffed with excuses and delay,
there is something fishy going on.
Why would Ron Schleede call you out of the blue? What did Ken Smart say that
led to your decision to retire a few days later?
Bill, the whole sequence is fishy.
I believe you see the plausible and more likely explanation for Air India Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy.
In your bailing out email, as I call it, to me on 9 May 02, you refer to persons and
titles and their opinions as to the cause of the accidents but never refer to facts,
data, or evidence. You also never refer to United Airlines Flight 811 as if it never
existed which is absolutely not fair since that is the model for the other three.
Well, that is how I know I'm right; never rebutted with facts, only the opinions of
titles of persons who have been involved since 1985 and have much interest in
maintaining the status quo, even in the face of conclusive contradictory evidence
which abounds in the metal, cams, latches, engines, and recorders of United
Airlines Flight 811.

For Ken Smart to imply that the forward cargo door area of Pan Am Flight 103
opened in flight but that it happened after the 'bomb' explosion' is contrary to the
AAIB wreckage distribution fuselage reconstruction which shows it happened at
initial event time. The photographs show it happened in flight. The evidence is
there.
But ignored and that's why it's fishy.
Bill, please do not retire until you get a look at the forward cargo door area of Air
India Flight 182. Satisfy your own curiosity to see if the twisted metal matches the
other three door areas of twisted metal.
Cheers,
Barry
X-From_: Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca Tue Jun 25 15:22:17 2002
From: "Tucker, Bill" <Bill.Tucker@tsb.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pix of Air India Flight 182
Date: Tue, 25 Jun 2002 18:23:49 -0400
Reply-By: Sun, 2 Jun 2002 17:00:00 -0400
X-Message-Flag: Follow up
Dear Barry,
I felt that this message from you below, dated 22 May, needed specific
responses to several of your points. I'll get to your request for photos
later in this response, but first I want to clear the air on some of your
concerns - or at least try to.
1) - I am not being "rebuffed with excuses and delay".
2) - There is nothing fishy going on.
3) - Ron Schleede contacts me because he is a colleague and a friend. He
worked for me here as Director of Investigations-Air for six months on an
international exchange (and he did a great job).
4) - Ken Smart said nothing to influence my retirement, and I am shocked
that you would suspect a connection. The fact is that my decision was made
and relayed to my boss in late March, at least a month before Ken's visit.
5) - I do not believe the "more likely explanation for Air India Flight 182
is mechanical rather than conspiracy". Based on my direct knowledge from

the AI 182 investigation, I saw mechanical failure as one plausible
explanation. Adding my indirect knowledge at the time (back in the late
1980s), from others who were more directly involved, I considered a bomb to
be the more likely explanation and mechanical failure to be plausible, but
unlikely. Adding in the additional knowledge I have acquired since then
(which is almost all indirect in a pure accident investigation sense) I have
become more convinced that a bomb brought down AI 182.
6) - The only reason that my recent e-mail referred to AI 182, PanAm 103,
and TWA 800, but not to UA 811, was that I had less familiarity with the UA
811 investigation than the other three. However, I have absolutely no
reason to doubt the eventual conclusion that the cargo door failed in UA
811.
7) - As I advised you last summer, this agency has no mandate to re-conduct
an investigation of AI 182. Moreover, my personal opinion is that it would
not be an appropriate use of our resources to do so. Nevertheless, I did
believe that the TSB should make John Garstang available to that
investigation through periodic secondment to the RCMP, and I still feel that
our doing so was an appropriate decision. I have high confidence in the
integrity and the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation; and I sincerely
hope that justice will be served by the pending trial - whatever its
outcome.
Now to the matter of your request for photos of the forward right side of
the AI 182 B747.
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However, with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in effect,
and that they do not want anything to be released that could be prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have been

notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access to
Information Act.
There may (far from certain) be some form of photo/video info that is still
in the TSB's possession and that may (also far from certain) be releasable
to you. To determine that will take considerable effort and, to be at all
manageable, it will require the personal involvement of John Garstang. With
his heavy workload, as we try to complete the report on the SWR111
investigation, we just can't give him any more tasks for the next few
months. However, I have obtained a personal commitment from both the
Director of Engineering and the Director of Air Investigations that they
will follow-up on this at the end of the summer and see if there is anything
that can be made available to you. To that end, I shall send both of them a
copy of this message so that they can create a "bring forward" reminder to
follow up. At the very worst, the TSB's photos/videos can certainly be made
available after the trial.
Meanwhile, I can assure you that the cargo door failure possibility was
looked at in a rigorous and unbiased manner. In fact, I understand that
part of that process was to specifically review the information and
suggestions that you had provided. John G. told me that when he was asked
by the RCMP to do work in that area, there was not the slightest hint of a
desired outcome - only that all the information be reviewed thoroughly and
objectively to find the truth.
As Sgt Blachford has indicated to both of us, the aircraft-related elements
are only part of a huge investigation. The trial (which is expected to be
the largest in Canada's history) will also bring out much evidence that was
obtained through the RCMP's criminal investigation. You will no doubt be
following the trial, as I will. Let us hope that the trial will not be
delayed much longer and that it will culminate in a just outcome (whatever
that may be)..
In closing, I can honestly say that I have enjoyed communicating with you at least most of the time. (I must admit that there have been times when
you added to my stress level because I couldn't keep up with your
correspondence; it is against my nature to ignore a sincere message or to
respond to it without adequate consideration.) If I may offer some
gratuitous advice, please don't let the cargo door issue consume you, and
don't become like the conspiracy theorists. You have already raised
awareness of the cargo door issue; but if you are seen as pushing it as the
only credible explanation for so many accidents, people will not listen to

what you have to say. I was, and still am, impressed with you. You have a
good brain, a pleasant personality, good heath, and a wonderful family and
home; Don't miss out on enjoying all that in your retirement years.
Very sincerely,
Bill T..

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 13, 2003 8:17:34 AM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Can you refer a Sikh reporter to me?

Dear Robert, Can you refer a Sikh fellow reporter in a Sikh
newspaper to me?
Cheer,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 10, 2003 5:14:44 PM PDT
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Questions:

Dear Robert: Saturday, May 10, 2003 4:51 PM
1. Why will the RCMP not give photographs of the Air India
Flight 182 wreckage to TSB investigators?

Possible answer: Photos would show match to other cargo door
accidents in 747s.
2. Why is RCMP saying explosion is in aft and not forward cargo
compartment?
Possible answer: If in forward compartment, case falls apart
against the accused because Vancouver luggage went into aft
compartment.
3. Why are not the Indians involved?
Possible answer: They said the bomb was in the forward
compartment.
4. Why is Crossin not disputing the bomb explanation?
Possible answer: He is a criminal lawyer and knows nothing
about lift, drag, and thrust.
5. Why are not TSB aviation investigators, (not Garstang) called
to update the probable cause of Air India Flight 182?
Possible answer: They will say what was said by the CASB in
1986, explosion in forward cargo compartment of unknown
source.
6. Why did Reyat get such a light sentence?
Possible answer: The RCMP wanted to avoid any discussion of
source and location of explosion and wanted to get the defence to
admit there was a bomb.
7. Why is there no discussion about similar accidents to similar
aircraft during similar circumstances leaving similar evidence?
Possible answer: Yes, it's an answer nobody wants to believe:
Mechanical problems brought down at least four Boeing 747s
because of serious flaws in design and construction.

These people below know about the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation for Air India Flight 182:
1. Yourself representing media.
2. Sgt Bart Blachford of RCMP
3. John Garstang seconded to RCMP.
4. Bill Tucker representing TSB aviation, now retired.
5. Dave Crossin, representing Mr. Malik, accused.
6. Mr. Malik, accused.
Can you not ask for interviews of the above to solicit their
opinion regarding a plausible alternative to a bomb for Air India
Flight 182?
Can you do anything if you suspect an injustice is being done
and a danger to the Canadian flying public presently exists?
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From:
Bill Tucker of TSB
W.T. (Bill) Tucker

Director General,
Investigation Operations
Transportation Safety Board
Canada
now retired:
I spoke with John Garstang about your request. He advised that
there are
both photos and videos from the AI 182 investigation. However,
with respect
to the forward right side and the cargo door in particular, he is
only
certain about the video. They have pictures showing where the
cargo door
was in the debris field, and they also have a picture of the door at
the
ocean surface when it broke free during the recovery attempt; he
is just not
sure how much was video, or still frame from video, versus
photographs..
To complicate matters, the video was deteriorating as time went
by. Some
years ago (estimate: around 1995), the RCMP took the magnetic
tape video
(which would be of even poorer quality by now) and made a
digitized version.
The former is ours, the latter is theirs; however they need both
for trial
purposes (continuity of evidence, I assume). Moreover, they
have advised
that the matter is before the courts, that a publication ban is in
effect,

and that they do not want anything to be released that could be
prejudicial
to the court process. Both the TSB's General Counsel and I have
been
notified that the RCMP Legal Services group believes that
release of Air
India wreckage photographs could be injurious to the RCMP's
work and that,
as such, release is exempted under Sec. 16(1) of Canada's Access
to
Information Act.

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: May 9, 2003 2:43:39 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Pesky cargo doors are not freaks...only the
people who say th ey open in flight on 747s...
Stay tuned. Testimony during the week of May 20 is expected to deal with the explosion/
crash etc.
With kindest regards,
Robert
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2003 8:10 AM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Pesky cargo doors are not freaks...only the people who say they open in flight on
747s...

Scores die in freak air tragedy
More than 120 people are feared dead in the Democratic
Republic of Congo after being sucked out of a cargo plane.
Military officials are quoted as saying that the rear ramp of a
plane became detached soon after it had taken off from the
capital, Kinshasa, on an internal flight.

The Defence Minister Irung Awan told reporters that he was
unaware of any deaths, but airport sources told the BBC in
Kinshasa that only the Russian crew members survived.
The accident took place on Thursday night about 45 minutes
after the plane took off.
The plane had been chartered by the military and was flying
from Kinshasa to Congo's second city, Lubumbashi.
Recent African air accidents
6 March 2003: An Algerian Boeing 737 crashes after taking off
from the remote Tamanrasset airport, leaving up to 102 people
dead.
4 July 2002: A Sudan Airways plane crashes into a residential
district of Bangui, capital of the Central African Republic, killing
23 people.
7 May 2002: An EgyptAir Boeing 735 crash-lands near Tunis
with 55 passengers and up to 10 crew on board, killing 15.
4 May 2002: A BAC1-11-500 plane crashes in the Nigerian city
of Kano, killing 148 people - half of them on the ground.
Flying in Africa can be dangerous
"The doors opened including the ramp as the pressure system
broke down," a military official told Reuters news agency.
"Everybody was sucked out."
The Russian crew was able to turn the Ilyushin 76 around and
land at Kinshasa airport following the incident.
There were both civilians and military or police officials on
board, reports say.
A senior air force officer said an inquiry was under way.
The BBC's Mark Dummett in Kinshasa says there are often
plane accidents in the vast country.
He says the poor state of the roads and the terrible state of the

economy means any journey over distance requires a hairraising ride in a poorly-maintained aircraft.
Many are old Soviet military planes, with passengers and cargo
crammed in the back.
Concerns over the safety of now ageing Ilyushin 76 planes have
mounted since 276 people died when one crashed in Iran's
southeastern mountains in February.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: March 21, 2003 12:48:02 AM PST
To: cblatchford@nationalpost.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Air India Flight 182 was caused by the shorted wiring/ruptured
open cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation detailed at http://www.corazon.com.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: March 11, 2003 9:12:15 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Problems, yes....

Thanks for the note. I have not abandoned the story but I have

not yet found
someone to review the material for me. Also I am puzzled about
Reyat
admitting he made a bomb that was put on the plane if in fact a
bomb was not
put on the plane.

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Tuesday, March 11, 2003 7:08 AM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Problems, yes....
RM>The massive, multimillion-dollar Air-India bombing
investigation
stretched over 17ü years and has been reported to have been
riddled
with problems.
Dear Robert, one problem is that everybody talks conspiracy and
nobody talks reality. Reality is most plane crashes are pilot error
or mechanical. Very very few are sabotage or bombings.
Air India Flight 182 was caused by the shorted wiring/ruptured
open
cargo door/explosive decompression/inflight breakup
explanation.
Nobody 'did' it.
Find a aviation person who knows why planes crash and whose

opinion
you respect and have him review corazon.com. If he says it's
possible, is that not enough to bring the mechanical explanation
to
light of day?
Or.....will you wait for someone else to do it and then you can
copy them?
Mr. Reyat pleaded guilty last month to helping make the AirIndia
airliner bomb,.....

Reyat did no such thing but the RCMP would have you believe
he did.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
541 Country Club Drive
Carmel Valley, California 93924
831 659 3552
barry@corazon.com
http://www.corazon.com

By STAFF
The Toronto Star, Feb. 11, 2003
"Text of the agreed statement of facts submitted in B.C. Supreme
Court

when Inderjit Singh Reyat pleaded guilty Feb. 10 to 329 counts
of
manslaughter in the 1985 bombing of Air India Flight 182:"
--"In May and Jun. 1985, in the province of British Columbia, Mr.
Reyat
acquired various materials for the purpose of aiding others in the
making of the explosive devices. Mr. Reyat was told and
believed that
the explosive devices would be transported to India in order to
blow up
property such as a car, a bridge or something 'heavy.' Although
Mr.
Reyat acquired materials for this purpose, he did not make or
arm an
explosive device, nor did he place an explosive device on an
airplane,
nor does he know who did or did not do so. At no time did Mr.
Reyat
intend by his actions to cause death to any person or believe that
such
consequences were likely to occur. However, unbeknownst to
Mr. Reyat the
items that he acquired were used by another person or persons to
help
make an explosive device that, on or about Jun. 23, 1985,
destroyed Air
India Flight 182, killing all 329 people on board."

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: February 27, 2003 12:10:43 PM PST

To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: AIB is UK accident investigation board represented
by Mr. Davis....

Air India Flight 182 Kirpal and CASB report..
2.10.2 The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR and the
Shannon ATC tape. An
analysis of the CVR audio found no significant very low
frequency content which
would be expected from the sound created by the detonation of a
high explosive
device. A comparison with CVRs recording an explosive
decompression on a DC10, a bomb in the cargo hold of a B737, and a gun shot on the
flight deck of a
B737 was made. Considering the different acoustic
characteristics between a DC-10
and a B747, the AIB analysis indicates that there were distinct
similarities between
the sound of the explosive decompression on the DC-10 and the
sound recorded on
the AI 182 CVR. Knocking sounds were also heard during the
transmission. These
were initially thought to be due to hand-held microphone
vibration, but this was
discounted because of the frequency of the sounds. Almost
identical sounds were
heard on the DC-10 CVR after the explosive decompression had
occurred. Their
source was not identified.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also we have 3
different opinions.

Mr. Caiger is unable to give the nature of the sound, Mr. Davis
says it is rapid
decompression while Mr. Seshadri says it is a sound of an
explosive device
followed by decompression.

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: June 18, 2002 8:34:23 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Prediction: Will have sudden loud sound
followed by abrupt po wer cut: It's fast air molecules and
nose off. Monday Night, 17 June 2002 John Barry Smith

Thanks for the article. Keep in touch.

Robert Matas
National Correspondent
The Globe and Mail
Vancouver, B.C.
(604) 631-6628

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2002 10:10 PM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Prediction: Will have sudden loud sound followed by
abrupt
power cut: It's fast air molecules and nose off. Monday Night, 17
June
2002 John Barry Smith

Prediction: Will have sudden loud sound followed by abrupt
power
cut: It's fast air molecules and nose off. Monday Night, 17 June
2002
John Barry Smith
Taiwan
'Black boxes' likely to be retrieved today, declares ASC chief
Chinese boats join search and recovery efforts, complain direct
link
restriction causing delay
2002-06-18 / Taiwan News, Staff Writer /
The Aviation Safety Council Managing Director Kay Yong (??)
yesterday
said that the so-called "black boxes" of the ill-fated China
Airlines
CI-611 jetliner are expected to be retrieved early this morning.
As the signals of the plane's data and voice recorders are
weakening
24 days now after the crash, rescue efforts are concentrating on
the
recovery of the recorders - which may stop emitting signals soon
since the batteries have an estimated life span of 30 days.
Ships and underwater photography equipment sent by the
companies Jan
Steen of Singapore and Global Industries of America have
contributed
to boosting the search efforts. In addition to the participation of
the Taiwanese navy and local resecurers.
The ASC official yesterday was confident of recovering the

recorders
by this morning.
"Taking a look at the recent rescue efforts - which are very
effective - I believe it is very possible for us to recover the black
boxes early in the morning," said Yong at yesterday's press
conference.
The ASC also made public some pictures of the wreckage the
divers
successfully took under the water. Yong said that the pictures are
very helpful for the team to recover the black boxes.
Chinese boats also joined the search for the plane's wreckage and
the
victims' bodies, but they complained that the ban on direct links
postponed the return of the wreckage they retrieved from the
Taiwan
Strait.
The rescue team has recovered 121 bodies as of yesterday with
one
body still needing to be identified.
The Hong Kong-bound jetliner dived into the sea near the
outlying
Penghu island after breaking into four chunks in mid-air on May
25.
The crash has killed 225 passengers and crew on board.
© 2001-2002 Taiwan News. All Rights Reserved.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 30, 2002 9:44:26 AM PDT
To: RMatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Written before and after TWA 800 and way before
China Airlines Flight 611.

Mr. John Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038
Dear Mr. Brennan,
16 August 1995

This is John Barry Smith from Carmel Valley, California. We
spoke on the phone today, 16 August 1995. Thank you again for
the conversation.
The essential point is that I think it was an inadvertent opening
of the cargo door which resulted in explosive decompression and
not a bomb leading to the crash of Pan Am 103. You believe
opposite.
In response to my statement that if there were a picture of the
skin peeling back I would be persuaded that it was a bomb, you
told me about a picture in Flight International. I immediately
went down to the Monterey library which did not carry the
magazine but, to my luck, the Naval Postgraduate School did,
from 1962 to 1992. As a retired officer, I had access and
reviewed the entire bound and unbound back issues. The
enclosed copies are some of what I found.
The only visual reference I could find is this drawing. It is a

drawing made by someone in a publishing group on assignment
to read the report and make a picture. It has several
inconsistencies and has very little credibility.
Mr. Brennan, will you consider an alternate cause for the crash
of 103? A quality of an intelligent mind is the ability to hold two
completely opposite trains of thought at the same time. One
would be the bomb theory and the other the door.
The copilot of United Flight 811 reported, "A bomb went off,"
when the cargo door let loose. He was wrong but based upon
what he felt and heard he could have been right. Only later did he
change his mind.
Will you follow the hypothetical line that it was an inadvertent
opening of the cargo door which resulted in explosive
decompression?
Accident investigations must rule out certain possible causes as
well as rule in the probable. May we assume that the cause of the
explosive decompression was not a mid-air with some foreign
object? Yes, because the object should have shown up on radar,
and didn't. May we assume human error was not the cause such
as a pilot induced sudden pitchup? Yes, because the flight
recorder information would have revealed such deviation.
Can we rule out mechanical malfunction? No, although many
types of malfunction can be ruled out such as aft bulkhead
breaking and shearing of the vertical stab and rudder, or other
known 747 problems. If those mechanical malfunctions had
occurred, the disintegration would have taken a few seconds
longer and shown up on the flight recorder.
Is there a mechanical malfunction which could cause the sudden
explosive decompression and explain the subsequent actions of
the crash? Yes. A large hatch opening at high altitude would do it.
The plane would pop like an inflated balloon. That possibility
then needs to be conclusively ruled out if a different cause is to
be believed.

In my opinion, the cargo door mechanical malfunction
possibility has not been conclusively ruled out. It doesn't matter
how much belief there is that it was something else, this
possibility needs to be ruled out for the alternate bomb theory to
be believed without doubt.
Mr. Brennan, please persuade me that it could not have been a
cargo door.
I will always say it could have been a bomb. In my opinion,
however, the scale of reasonable probability tips towards the
mundane explanation of a mechanical event that happened before
and happened afterward-inadvertent cargo door opening; as
opposed to the tortuous, twisted, shadowy, flimsy explanation of
Libyan agents, Maltese tailor shops, German bomb factories,
botched British security, transferred luggage, traces of explosive
on fragments, concealed warnings, and fake cassette recorders.
Let me get back to our conversation by telephone today. Thank
you again for your time. I fully realize the possible futile effort of
talking about a subject so close to you with a stranger on the
telephone. You were gracious and patient. I recall your statement
of it's not an economic thing but more important thing to find out
the truth. I agree.
Of note in the Flight International article is the the investigating
board declared, within a week, the cause of the crash to be a
bomb found on traces on a metal pallet and no evidence of
structural failure. That was fine for a quick guess but carries little
weight for an accident scene miles wide. In September of 1990,
the accident report was released, (which I assume you have
access to, where can I get one?,) but did not address the
possibility of a cargo door opening, a very curious omission for
such an obvious cause, a cause you immediately speculated
upon, an aging aircraft with mechanical problems.
Let us examine the drawing and then the picture of the large
piece of cockpit.

It doesn't make sense. Why is the cargo door closed? Logic says
that when the bomb went off and the fuselage started to
disintegrate the tear would have been at a point where the
fuselage was already cut, the cargo door.
The size of the bomb hole is much larger that the report stated,
50cm.
The photo picture shows a straight line cut near the cockpit,
exactly what the forward fuselage of Flight 811 looked like after
it limped home from its 20000 feet, lower altitude, inadvertent
door opening. That 747 was also an aging aircraft. The picture
shows a line consistent with a shearing action of a door torn off,
not an explosive disintegration of jagged edges.
To rule out the cargo door the accident board should have done
the following:
1. Where did the door land? Was it near the frame of the door as
it would be if it were a bomb and the whole front of the aircraft
disintegrated together? Or was it far away indicating it separated
first and drifted further away?
2. Was the door found with any of the latches still intact and
clasping indicating it was bomb? Or was the door found with all
latches unlatched indicating the door was opened in flight?
3. Was the door compared with the door from Flight 811 which
was conclusively proven to be an inadvertent door opening?
Dissimilar markings would indicate a bomb. Similar markings
would indicate inadvertent door opening.
4. Was the tape from 103 compared to the tape of 811 during the
critical second after the event? Dissimilar would indicate bomb;
similar would indicate cargo door opening.
5. Explain debris in starboard engines and not port engines.
Port engine FOD indicates bomb, starboard engines indicate
door.
Did the board do these steps to rule out an obvious crash cause?
If they didn't, they were negligent.

To rule in the bomb I ask;
1. Where is the picture of the peeled back skin in the
reconstruction of the aircraft? The omission of the important
picture is alarming. As Sherlock Holmes said, "The hound should
have barked, but didn't."
2. Where are the pictures of the fragments on which traces of
explosive were found? They may be too small to photograph or
damaged during testing. Fragments imply very small pieces and
traces imply very small amounts. To find a very small amount of
something on a very small piece of something among millions of
very small pieces of something spread out over many square
miles in a few days is not probable, is not likely, and is not
believable. I believe it also rained following the crash so that
may have washed off any residue.
3. Where is conclusive evidence from the terrorists. Many
terrorists want credit for their cause and have code numbers or
leave notes. None for Flight 103 because there is none.
4. Explain how the sequence and coincidences and lapses and
bad luck could have resulted in the bomb going off when and
where it did and remain plausible to a reasonable person.
If the opening of such a small hole that the bomb caused could
cause an explosive decompression, why was the possibility not
considered of inadvertent opening of other hatches, such as the
passenger doors which can be opened from inside?
I can explain why the bomb theory holds such weight but I get
into controversial opinion which might be better discussed later.
Let us stick to objective facts as much as possible.
Bomb scenario...Too confusing for me but many people can
explain the path as well as disagree as to the exact route.
Door scenario...several documented accidental openings on
ground, documented accidental opening at 20000 feet, accidental
opening at 31000 feet. Boring, sad, and completely plausible.
Which sequence is more probable, more likely, more believable?

If the door can not be ruled out, then the conclusion must be that
it could be the cause just as if the bomb can not be ruled out, it
must be considered to be the cause.
If the door is the cause, then your company has just saved a
billion dollars. I have never written a billion dollars before and in
this case, it is a real number. The damage awards are from two
to twenty million. If a conservative number is five million and
the number is 200 passenger sue out of the 260 killed, then a
billion dollars changes hands.
If not a bomb then a cargo door, still misconduct but not wilful
and therefore limited to 75000$.
Why is money important? It should act as an inducement for
closed minds to consider other options, even if embarrassing or
surprising. The cause of the crash should be reexamined. There
are many historical precedents for catastrophes to be blamed on
bombs and then later reassessed to be natural phenomena.
Changing a person's mind is the most difficult thing in the world
to do. I'm open, sir, persuade me it was not a cargo door and it
was a bomb. I will say it could have been a bomb. Will you say it
could have been a cargo door inadvertently opening at high
altitude causing explosive decompression of Flight 103?
Should you choose to reply by telephone, Mr. Brennan, I'm at
408 659 3552. By email, I'm at meadow@redshift.com. By snail
mail, I'm at 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, California,
93924. To help put an image for your reply I've enclosed a
graphic of me. I'm a commercial pilot, instrument rated, formerly
owned a FAR Part 135 charter company, Navy P2V aircrewman,
RA5C navigator, squadron legal officer, and now a retired officer
with wife and daughter.
Please continue our dialogue.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

Mr. John V. Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation Underwriters
One Seaport Plaza
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038
Dear Mr. Brennan,
6 September 1995
Well, sir, a polite brush off is better than no brush off. Thank you
for reading my letter of 16 August and replying; it could have
been ignored. I will followup on your lead of the picture of the
bomb caused petalled hole in the side of Pan Am 103 which is
said to appear in a later issue of Flight International. I shall drive
to San Francisco from Carmel Valley to find a library with the
back issues. A 50cm bomb hole is six inches; I hope it's a
closeup.
While waiting for your reply I wrote a shorter letter to Mr.
Harold Clark reviewing the essential points supporting my belief
that the inadvertent opening of the cargo door caused the
explosive decompression of the airframe of the older Boeing 747
leading to its destruction.
Your letter does not rebut any of those suppositions. Nor does it
answer my question of how I can get hold of the official accident
board investigation report.
The question I have that should be answered in that report is
where did the door land? Assuming a bomb, the door falls
nearby with the rest of the nose. Assuming the door unlatched,

opened up, was torn way, and then drifted down to land, that
certain spot can be calculated. Start at 31000 feet, velocity 450
knots, factor in the wind, use a drift angle determined by the
United Flight 811 door falling, and the area of probability can be
approximated. If the door was found in that far location, then it
must be assumed it came off and did not come down with the rest
of the forward fuselage.
Easy problem with easy answer with big consequences.
I will seek the book you recommend, "Sky Gods: the Fall of Pan
Am," by Robert Gandt. I will keep an open mind although it
appears that the book will rule in a bomb, something that has
been done, and done poorly, for the last six years.
I'm asking to rule out the accidental opening of a cargo door;
something that has happened before, could have happened then,
and happened after. This is not a weird request like saying it
could have been a midair with a flying saucer, man, check out the
autopsy photos. I'm the rational one here with a boring, ordinary,
mechanical event. An old airplane gets worn, twisted and its door
snaps open. Not very interesting unless you have a billion dollars
on the line. And you do.
Much more interesting with shadowy spies with secret weapons
concealed duping security, switching airplanes and whatever, the
bomb theory just gets too strange for me. I'm very down to earth
when it comes to reality. I also know who killed John F.
Kennedy...Lee Harvey Oswald.
The American people do not want to believe that a single
twisted person with a gun could kill a beloved symbol or a few
simple latches unsnapped and killed hundreds. They want to
believe it was a conspiracy of dozens of shadowy secret agents in
cahoots doing terrible things. They even tried to blame the
Oklahoma bombing on Mideast terrorists until the real culprits
showed up.
There is a way for me to stop writing to you....tell me it is in

your best interest that the cause of the crash be a bomb. If your
company is better off with a bomb cause than a cargo door, I'll go
elsewhere. Your mind will not be changed.
If a cargo door, the US government loses 30% of two billion for
taxes. They have already issued tax claims against the family
members. It wants a bomb.
If a cargo door, the family members don't get their 10 million
each from you, just a lousy $75000 to assuage their grief. They
want a bomb.
If a cargo door, Boeing has some questions to answer and may
have to pay a lot money to somebody. They want a bomb.
Pan Am is dead and said, as it was dying, "It was a bomb but it
wasn't my fault, it got on the plane because of faulty airport
security, blame Heathrow, and the government knew about it and
should have told me and should share the blame." Blah, blah,
blah.
Now it comes down to paying the piper, the insurance company:
you. The insurance company is to pay for other's screwups. Is
that the way it works?
Mr. Brennan, let us be philosophical. You are the good guys.
You correctly judged the risk to loss and assigned a correct
premium to insure Pan AM. It was not wilful misconduct. Your
company should not pay.
In one sense you are the victim of an enormous insurance fraud
by well meaning institutions who are blind to boring truth
because they believe it is in their best interest to believe the
exciting lie of a bomb. And for hundreds of millions of dollars, in
cold cash, I would have trouble believing otherwise myself.
I see your letterhead reads-Chairman of the Executive
Committee. What does that mean? What does the Executive
Committee do? When I called to find out the correct spelling of
your name, the secretary said you were retired but still employed.
What does that mean? Do you have a staff? a budget?

Did I detect a New York Irish accent in our conversation? I was
born in England and emigrated at age two and a half. My parents
have given me a bias against the Irish. I fight against that bias
and try to be objective in matters of Ireland and the IRA, etc. (If
the Boeing had been British Airways, the cause would have been
an IRA bomb. Still wrong.)
Mr. Brennan, put yourself in my position for a few moments.,
You are a fifty one year old retired military officer who built
model airplanes as a kid, then flew model airplanes as a teenager,
then soled a real plane at eighteen. Went on to get commercial
license and becomes a charter pilot. Went to war as a navigator
on Navy carrier jet. Survived an ejection and crash which killed
his pilot. And believes that the cause of a world famous crash is
not the common belief. The common belief has nations fighting
with each other. It has nations refusing to fly into other nations
airports, has stopped commerce into another country, has caused
barbaric bounties for the capture of foreign citizens. It has caused
delayed compensation to grieving family members. It has glossed
over a defective apparatus in an aircraft that we may fly in and
crash. The common belief is wrong; it happens all the time. What
would you do, Mr. Brennan if you believed as I do? Who should
I talk to? Where should I write?
Back to objective. Can you assign a lowly staff member a
morning of work to work out the landing spot of the door if it
were to come loose at 31000 feet over Lockerbie? I would do it if
I had access to the accident reports of Flights 811 and 103. I don't
have the data. You do.
Does the Flight 103 door look like the Flight 811 door? I don't
have access to the pictures. You do.
Do the flight recorder sounds of Flight 811 match the sounds of
Flight 103? I don't have access to the sound tapes. You do.
Please explain the starboard engines FOD. It should be the port
engines if a bomb.

Where may I obtain copies of the accident reports of Flight 811
and Flight 103?

Sincerely,
John
Barry Smith
email
meadow@redshift.com
(408)
659-3552
551
Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924

Mr. John V. Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation Underwriters
One Seaport Plaza
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Brennan,
16 September 1995

Well, sir, I went to the local bookstore, (the Thunderbird, at the
mouth of Carmel Valley, you may know it if you have visited the
Monterey Peninsula,) and excitedly picked up the book you
recommended about Pan Am by Robert Gandt. It has three pages

about the crash. Two of the pages are about the cause being
structural failure. One page is about a bomb. The rest of the book
is tabloid heart-pulling pseudo-dramatic crap.
I shall have to add wild goose chase to polite brush off. But
then, a wild goose chase is better than no goose chase.
As you also recommended, I went back to the library and found
another visual representation in Flight International of the Pan
Am Boeing 747 being blown apart by a bomb. It was the same
non-official drawing I sent you; they just repeated it in another
later issue. There was no picture.
If you have a picture, please send it. I would think that a
company that is about to pay a billion or so dollars because of an
event would have a picture of that event displayed prominently
in the files with a note, "Here is the bomb! Read it and weep!"
(To quote from a report, "General Re's US Aviation subsidiary
was the leader of a 15-member syndicate that carried 30% of the
insurance on the plane involved in the 1988 Pan Am 103 crash,
about which there has been considerable litigation that may still
affect this unit.")
To have no picture in your files is curious. To have no picture at
all, even in the British official files, is damning.
I sent a picture to you; it was the 747 lying on its side with a
straight line cut on its starboard side, exactly as it would appear
if the cargo door ripped off in flight.
Why the resistance to accept a contrary theory until ruled out,
Mr. Brennan?
Our difference in opinion is the cause of the crash; you bomb,
me cargo door.
What do we have in common? We are men. We are aviation
experienced. We are retired. We are over fifty. We speak English.
We are Americans. We respect the truth. Our names are both
John. (Check out my web page, http://www.redshift.com/
~coyote, it includes a story of ejection and a link to my John

Smith club.)
Since we are men we know that terrible crimes such as mass
murder do exist so it could have been a bomb. Since we are
aviation experienced we know that there are an infinite number
of causes of crashes so it could have been a bomb or a cargo
door. Since we are retired we don't have to kiss ass for money or
approval, we can think for ourselves. Since we are over fifty we
can look back and see that many events are misunderstood for
years and some are never correctly explained. Since we speak
English we can talk about all this stuff. Since we are Americans
we know that many other cultures hate us for whatever reasons
and could kill us with a bomb. We also know we Americans
make things that don't often work the way they should and
occasionally break, like space shuttles. Since we respect the truth
we never give up trying to find out what happened about
important events until 100% sure.
Mr. Brennan, are you 100% sure the cause of the crash was a
bomb? If so, crush this letter up, hold it over the wastebasket and
let it float down to destruction.
If not 100% sure, then read further. What else could it be if not a
bomb?
Let's skip the bomb or door theory for now. Let's agree it was a
sudden decompression and then go to what happened next. Do
you agree it was a sudden decompression? Is the analogy of a
pricked fully inflated balloon satisfactory?
The prick came from inside. Do we agree so far? Then what
happened?
How far can we agree before we disagree?
Tomorrow I'm going on a few days motorcycle trip around
California. I want to see the high Sierra passes before the snows
hit. Then down to the deserts, flat and fast and alone. It's good to
get away and just think with no distractions and outside
pressures.

Sincerely,
John
Barry Smith
email
meadow@redshift.com,
web
page http://www.redshift.com/~coyote/
(408)
659-3552
551
Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
Mr. John Brennan, Esq.
US Aviation
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038
Dear Mr. Brennan,
December, 1996

Wednesday, 04

Mr. Brennan, John Barry Smith here. We spoke on the phone
and exchanged a few letters last summer.
The cause of the crash of Pan Am 103, the inadvertent opening
of the forward cargo door in flight, which we spoke about, has
happened again, this time to TWA Flight 800.
As the insurer of both, I assume you have a responsibility to
investigate a reasonable report of hazard to the things you insure.
I wish again to make a reasonable report of a hazard to the

airplane you insure and which has crashed at least two of them,
Pan Am 103, and TWA 800.
The reasonable mechanical cause is the inadvertent opening of
the forward cargo door in flight.
Full documentation and support for the report of hazard is on
web site, www.corazon.com The web site has ADs, NTSB
reports, other government reports such as UK AAIB, and news
reports.
I wish to thank you for steering me on to the path of
documentation by referring me to the Flight International article
on Pan Am 103 which was supposed to have a picture of the
petalling of the fuselage skin from the bomb but actually had an
artist's impression. Once started on documentation, I went to the
NTSB and other governments and literature for information on
the crashes. The research only made me more firmly believe in
the cargo door theory.
By the way, if the proof of bomb on 103 was the same evidence
as used for bomb on TWA 800 but later shown to be benign such
as heart medicine or planted explosives for dog sniffing tests,
why not PA 103 also be benign? It can be and the cause of the
crash can be shown by evidence to be that forward cargo door.
The weight of evidence for bomb on 103 is lessened by the
discovery of innocent evidence on 800. The investigation of 103
should be reopened.
Regardless, the cargo door theory must be investigated for the
current crash and for the fact that the hazard still exists and can
cause another Boeing 747 crash.
I invite you to turn this over to your investigators by referring
them to the web site or calling me at 408 659 3552.

Sincerely,

John Barry Smith

Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer
US Aviation Insurance Group
1 Seaport Plaza,
199 Water Street,
New York, New York 10038

Dear Mr. Clark,
30 August 1995

I am John Barry Smith from Carmel Valley, California. The
cause of the crash of Pan Am 103 was the inadvertent opening of
the starboard cargo door resulting in explosive decompression to
the airframe. The cause of the crash of Pan Am 103 was not a
bomb.
Why is that important to you? Because that truth will mean that
your company does not spend a billion dollars in claims because
the company you insured was not guilty of wilful misconduct by
allowing a bomb through security checkpoints. The company you
insured did its best to make sure the door was locked but, as
documented, many inadvertent openings happened before and
happened after December 21, 1988. Your judgment about risk to
loss to insure the airline was correct.
For the past six years all interested parties have believed it was
in their best interests to believe it was a bomb and spent their
time ruling in a bomb and not ruling out the cargo door. Until
now.
It is in your interest to try to rule out a cargo door, Mr. Clark.

And sir, that can't be done. I've tried to in my hobby/interest of
six years and the deeper I go, the more I am persuaded that it was
the door. It could have been a bomb but the more reasonable,
mundane, tragic cause is the cargo door.
I ask you, Mr. Clark, to use science and open mindedness to try
to rule out the cause of the crash being the opening of the cargo
door. Ruling in a bomb has been done, and done poorly, but still
holds as the consensus opinion. It is a wrong opinion.
A letter to your employee, Mr. John Brennan, is enclosed. As a
retired military officer I followed the chain of command. Time is
getting short. He has not replied yet so I have come directly to
you.
As a commercial licensed, instrument rated pilot I want the
causes of crashes to be accurately appraised to prevent a
reoccurrence. Truth hurts. We must realize our planes have
defects but we are not totally hated with mysterious foreigners
tying to bomb us. Let Boeing pay for their design errors which
led to death of passengers and crew.
Important questions not answered yet to rule out door:
1. Where did the door land? Close to cockpit means bomb;
far away means failure of door.
2. Was the door found with any of the latches still intact? Or
all latches unlatched?
3. Was the door compared with the door from United Flight
811 which was conclusively proven to be an inadvertent cargo
door opening? Dissimilar markings would indicate a bomb.
Similar markings would indicate inadvertent door opening.
4. Explain FOD in starboard engines and not port engines.
Port engine FOD indicates bomb, in starboard engines indicates
door.
I welcome discussion; please reply.
Sincerely,

John Barry Smith
Email meadow@redshift.com
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley CA 93924
408 6593552
Ronald Ferguson
Chairman, President, and CEO,
General Reinsurance
HQ: 695 E. Main St.,
PO Box 10351,
Stamford, CT 06904-2351

Dear Mr. Ferguson
12 October
1995
I'm at the top corresponding with you. Please consider this a
billion dollar letter.
Your company should not pay the claims against you for the
crash of Pan Am 103 because you are not fairly liable. The cause
was not a bomb which was judged wilful misconduct but an
inadvertent opening of a cargo door which is not wilful
misconduct.
The accident board ruled in a bomb. They should have ruled out
the door. If unable, the accident board investigation must be
reopened. Current facts prove the door theory possible. Further
investigation will prove it correct.
Current facts show foreign object damage (FOD) in the
starboard engines, consistent with the cargo door opening. There
was no FOD to the port engines, consistent with a bomb theory.

Documentation shows seven previous inadvertent cargo door
openings on the ground in early boeing 747s with no damage. A
few months after Flight 103, records show one door opening in
flight, United Flight 811, with loss of life and heavily fodded
starboard engines.
Further investigation will match similarities to the known door
opening of Flight 811 to Flight 103 such as sounds on tape,
markings on door, number of latches attached, and landing
distance from cockpit.
Why you and your company, sir? Because only now is the piper
due his payment and you are asked to pay for someone else's
tune. You should not pay the billion dollars and should listen to
clear reasons why not.
The tune of conspiracy of spy Libyans in Malta buying stuff and
going to Germany and hiding bombs etc is not your tune. There
is no conspiracy. A stupid boring thing happened. A door opened
when it should not have. It's happened before and will happen
again. You insured against that door opening and should pay the
75000$ maximum. You should not pay the 20 million dollars per
victim for a phantom bomb. When multiplied by 260 victims and
divided by the other companies shares, you still will pay out a
billion of real dollars unnecessarily.
Here's how to avoid that injustice. Attempt to rule out the door
opening. When unable, petition to reopen the accident board
investigation. The new cause will be the faulty cargo door. Then
ask the courts to moot the wilful misconduct decision. There will
be no new trial against you because the victims will seek
damages against Boeing, the true culprit.
How to reopen the accident investigation? Show it was a cargo
door.
Will you go through the thinking with me?
A real event happens and consistent, reasonable events follow.
An imagined event occurs and inconsistent unreasonable events

are proposed.
The real event is the cargo door and the imagined event is the
bomb.
The imagined event is much more interesting and much more
profitable for many people who believe it is in their best interest
to believe it. So they do.
The real event is ordinary, boring, and deprives sad people a lot
of money who therefore disbelieve it.
Will you agree with me that a 747 cargo door opening at 31000
feet would cause an explosive decompression such as a pricked
balloon? We know from Flight 811 that the fuselage is torn apart
when the door opens. Flight 811 was at 21000 feet and therefore
the door opening had less explosive force which did not destroy
the craft, but did tear a large piece of skin off, blew debris into
number 3 and 4 engines, and allowed the solo door to float down
a far distance away into the water where it was retrieved. In
addition, the co-pilot of United Flight 811 said a bomb had gone
off. Only upon landing was it discovered that the door had
opened and torn off. (If that United 747 had not limped back to
Honolulu but crashed into the ocean, there would have been two
bomb thought US 747 crashes within three months with terrible
international repercussions.)
If the Pan Am 103 crash could have been the cargo door
opening, a competent accident investigation would rule that
cause out. That was not done. The board concentrated on ruling a
cause in, a bomb.
In the real event of the door coming open and then off, the door
would drift to a certain spot on the ground that can be calculated
using the United Flight 811 data. Did the Pan Am 103 door land
near that spot? That must be determined.
In the imagined bomb explosion, the door would land someplace
else. Where? The landing location of the door must be
determined.

I can't do that. I don't have access to the board investigation. I
have asked your employees, Mr. John Brennan and Mr. Harold
Clark of US Aviation Underwriters, for help, but so far, no joy.
(Letters attached.)
The door needs to be examined in close detail to determine if it
is similar or dissimilar to the United Flight 811 door. The real
event of the door opening at altitude would leave similar
scratches, snapped latches, twisted hinges, etc. If a bomb, the
markings would be dissimilar.
The audio tape needs to be examined closely for similar sounds.
A half a second is an eternity to an audio expert. The tape of
Flight 811 and Flight 103 may be similar in the critical one half
second after the door opened. Or they would be dissimilar if a
bomb. If both flights of early 747's suffered inadvertent door
openings, there would be a discernible pattern in the half million
microseconds before the tape ended for Flight 103 when
compared to Flight 811.
If the door theory is to be discounted, a reasonable explanation
needs to be provided for the pounds of debris found in the
engines on the cargo door side of the plane and no debris found
in the engines on the bomb side of the fuselage.
The bomb theory is the flimsiest set of coincidences with
improbable discoveries and is easily discarded when a strong,
verifiable explanation is presented.
(Just one wildly impossible occurrence which is required for the
bomb theory...Within two days of the crash, with twisted,
shattered debris scattered over dozens of miles, fragments of a
storage pallet were discovered which had traces of explosive on
them. Something invisible, traces of explosive, was quickly
found on something very small, fragments, in an area of millions
of very small pieces, debris, in a very large area, pastures.
Possible but improbable, just as are all the other bomb linking
clues.)

A competent, non-political, unbiased aircraft accident
investigation has to rule out probable causes. The Pan Am 103
investigation was inadequate and only ruled in a cause.
The early conjecture of the cause of the crash was structural
failure on an airframe with over 70000 flight hours. That cause
was not ruled out. It can't be because that was the cause.
(Other interesting coincidental facts about early 747s: They had
the cargo door area worked on as part of a civilian retrofit for
military purposes in event of war. That was an opportunity for
defective workmanship. After the crash of 103, early 747s were
recalled and more structural work was done on the cargo door
area. This was an opportunity to fix door problems.)
To review:
1.You should pay for what you agreed to pay...75000$. You
should not pay for what you did not agree to pay...20 million per
victim for wilful misconduct of your client.
2. Determine if there is reasonable belief that the cargo door
opening could be a cause of the crash by calculating landing
spot.
3. Request that investigation be reopened upon further evaluation
of facts.
4. When confirmed that door could have and probably did cause
the crash, ask the wilful misconduct judgment be set aside.
You will have potent opposition. Everybody except the
insurance company loves the bomb theory, especially Boeing.
The US government wants the half billion or so in taxes it will
collect from the families after you pay them off. (It has already
sent tax due notices to families how have yet to be paid off.) The
families want the 20 million dollars instead of the 75000$. The
US government and Boeing will be concerned at the sales export
drop at the decreased reputation of the 747. Everyone will be
upset at the door explanation except you, who saves a billion
dollars.

Conspiracy theories abound and are false. Lee Harvey Oswald
killed President Kennedy, not a group of ex-CIA agents. A cargo
door opened and caused the crash of a 747, not a group of
Libyan secret agents working in several countries smuggling a
bomb on board a plane. A jealous ex-husband slashed his wife to
death, not a group of racist police who planted evidence to frame
OJ Simpson.
You may think, who is presenting this idea of cargo door crash
cause, which goes against the popular belief? The crash cause
should stand on its merits but the messenger is always judged.
I may be a tramp pushing a shopping cart full of carefully
selected items picked up from trash cans while talking on a
broken cellular telephone to people on another planet. But, even
a blind squirrel finds an acorn once in a while. The acorn is the
cargo door.
But I am not the person described above although I did see
someone just like that. Again, that homeless tramp is more
interesting than the reality which is a retired military officer
living in own home with wife and daughter.
Here I am. Call me anytime, Mr. Furguson. I have a phone, 408
659 3552, a snail mail address, 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel
Valley, CA, 93924, an email address, meadow@redshift.com, a
web site, http://www.redshift.com/~coyote/, and an insurance
company I have had for thirty years, USAA, account number
0071 03 10. Check me out.
Regarding the crash of Pan Am 103, I have been in a plane
crash, ejected and lived to tell about it. The story is on my web
page under FCLP. I am a commercial licensed pilot, instrument
rated. I have flight time as enlisted crewmember, jet carrier
navigator, civilian owner and pilot, and Boeing 747 passenger.
On the legal side, I was a Navy squadron legal officer, not an
Article 27b lawyer, but a Navy trained legal officer handling
summary courts-martial and non-judicial punishments. I've had

a few articles published in aviation newspapers, worked on a
local newspaper, and finished a novel which can be read at my
web page under Valiant Dust. I became an audiologist which
examines sound very closely and assists the hard of hearing.
Do you disregard free advice but respect information you pay
for? Then send me a dollar.
I can see clearly how a person's perceived best interests rule
their beliefs. This individual delusional response applies to
aircraft accident boards, corporations, and governments. Truth
does not shape administrative reality.
The accident board, Boeing, and the US government all believe
a bomb was smuggled on board Pan Am 103 because they
believe it is in their best interests to believe in the bomb theory.
It's just not true.
A jury in a courtroom ruled Pan Am showed wilful misconduct
in allowing the bomb on board. Pan Am paid you premiums to
pay off any claims against them. You must now pay a billion or
so dollars to fulfill your contract.
But you don't have to, sir. Before payout, take that last gasp and
check out the landing spot of the cargo door. Find out if the
latches and markings on the door match the documented
defective cargo door of Flight 811. Clutch that last straw and
demand to know why the starboard engines of Flight 103 were
fodded and the port engines were not. Look under the final stone
and examine that audio tape for a frequency pattern similar to
Flight 811.
You have that right. You can examine the aircraft pieces for
which you are about to pay a billion dollars. Give the case to
your fraud squad. Tell them to look at the claim as bogus from
claimants who stand to gain much from the flimsy bomb theory
and little from the solid cargo door theory.
When the door theory is shown to be correct, your actuarial
judgment in assessing premiums against risk will be vindicated.

You did not gamble and lose a lot. You gambled and lost a little.
General Reinsurance will have re-established the integrity of the
insurance risk/premium/claim/payment/ model. It's worth the
effort.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
551 Country Club Drive,
meadow@redshift.com
Carmel Valley CA 93924
(408) 659-3552

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: May 28, 2002 8:31:14 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: China Airlines Flight 611 and Air India Flight 182
The file arrived. Thanks.
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent: Monday, May 27, 2002 4:35 PM
To: Matas, Robert
Subject: RE: China Airlines Flight 611 and Air India Flight 182

>I also have completed my Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182
in pdf. It is available upon request as it is a big file with lots of
pictures. If you are going to get into Air India Flight 182 as an
airplane crash and not a conspiracy plot like a bank robbery, you
will have much reading to do. My AAR is a good place to start.

Would this be available?

Certainly, PDF attached for Pan Am Flight 103. If you do not get
it, tell me and we'll try something else.
Barry

From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: May 27, 2002 4:30:34 PM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: China Airlines Flight 611 and Air India Flight 182

>I also have completed my Smith AAR for Air India Flight 182
in pdf. It is available upon request as it is a big file with lots of
pictures. If you are going to get into Air India Flight 182 as an
airplane crash and not a conspiracy plot like a bank robbery, you
will have much reading to do. My AAR is a good place to start.
Would this be available?

Robert Matas
National Correspondent
The Globe and Mail
(604) 631-6628

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 8, 2002 1:36:47 PM PDT

To: cblatchford@nationalpost.com
Subject: Tip

Dear Christie,
Contact Sgt. Bart Blachford at RCMP Air India Task Force for
comment on the shorted wiring/forward cargo door rupture/
explosive decompression/inflight breakup explanation for Air
India Flight 182.
Cheers,
Barry Smith
John Barry Smith
(831) 659 3552
541 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>
Date: November 9, 2001 1:31:10 PM PST
To: <wsopanth@trytel.com>
Cc: "Ajit Kaur" <ajit53@hotmail.com>, "alice basarke"
<aliceb@istar.ca>, "Aman Bal" <aman_bal@city.toronto.on.ca>,
"AMRIT PAL SINGH UBHI" <amrit84@hotmail.com>, "Amritpal
Singh" <apsingh@unforgettable.com>, "Anne Marrian"
<AMarrian@crr.ca>, "Ashwani Kanda" <info@kandaoptical.com>,
"Atma" <netdev4@singnet.com.sg>, "Avtar Singh Sekhon"
<assekhon@v-wave.com>, "Badesha"
<badesha1868@home.com>, "Baldev Mutta"
<bmutta@home.com>, "Balwant Sidhu" <Sidhu.B@ems-t.ca>,
"Barjinder Singh" <barjinder.singh@sympatico.ca>, "Bicky Singh"
<bsingh@sikhpoint.com>, "Bonnie Gervais" <bonnie@hri.ca>,

"BOSS-British Organiasion of Sikh Students" <Info@Bossuk.org>, "Brain" <lcc@brain.net.pk>, "Canadian Sikh"
<canadiansikh@home.com>, "Charles F. Printz"
<cprintz@phtlawyers.com>, "Charles F. Printz"
<cfphrai@bellatlantic.net>, "Christopher Guly"
<cguly@magma.ca>, "cmahmood" <cmahmood@nd.edu>,
<crickert@hotmail.com>, "Cynthia Mahmood"
<Cynthia.K.Mahmood.2@nd.edu>, <Dakhalsa@aol.com>,
<davidbeckham_o7@hotmail.com>, "Deepinder Gill"
<gill@nortelnetworks.com>, "Deirdre Rice"
<deirdre.rice@ag.gov.bc.ca>, "Dhaliwal, Herb Singh - Assistant 1"
<DhaliH0@parl.gc.ca>, "Didar Singh"
<crazysingh@hotmail.com>, "Dr. Jaswant Singh"
<jaswant@email.com>, "dsgill" <dsgill@satyam.net.in>, "edith
shore" <eshore@neptune.on.ca>, "Eric Conn"
<cookie@achilles.net>, "Evelyn Bush" <elb10@cornell.edu>,
"evelyn bush" <evelynbush@hotmail.com>,
<floraconsult@hotmail.com>, <gfloyd@ccp.ca>, "Gian Sandhu"
<gssandhu@midbc.com>, "Gill, Raminder"
<raminder_gill@ontla.ola.org>, "Goldi Dogra"
<goldy@exploreweb.net>, "Grace Randhawa"
<gracer@shaw.ca>, "Guest Christina \(NHQ-AC\)"
<GuestCR@CSC-SCC.GC.CA>, "Gur Aasra Trust"
<guraasra@satyam.net.in>, "Gurbachan sidhu"
<GurbachanSinghsidhu@ukgateway.net>, "Gurbachan Sidhu"
<GSSidhu@ukgateway.net>, "Gurbachan Singh Ji"
<Gurbachan@gobindsadan.org>, "GurmitSingh"
<GurmitSingh@bigpond.com>, <GURPARKASH@aol.com>,
"Gurpreet Sodhi" <gurpreet_sodhi@hotmail.com>, "Hansra
Jagdeep Singh" <hansra@NETMAGIC.NET>, "Harbans Lal"
<japji@home.com>, "Hardeep Singh Pannu"
<HSPannu@aol.com>, "HARINDER GAHIR"
<31360618@3web.net>, "HARJINDER SINGH"
<harjinder@mailcity.com>, "Harpreet Singh \(E-mail\)"
<harpreet.singh@sikhcoalition.org>, "Herrai"
<herrai@thefreeinternet.co.uk>, "hsandhu"

<hsandhu@medremote.com>, <Icehoqy@aol.com>,
<INDIAKRAJA@aol.com>, "J Dosangh" <jdosangh@home.com>,
"Jagdish Singh" <jag50@primus.com.au>, "Jagmohan Bedi"
<jagmohanbedi@rediffmail.com>, "janmeja"
<janmeja@satyam.net.in>, "Jasbeer Singh"
<jasbeer_singh99@hotmail.com>, "jaspal bal"
<editorial@sanjhsavera.com>, "Jaspal Singh"
<asingh@idirect.com>, "JASPREET KAUR SIDHU"
<jsidhu79@hotmail.com>, "Jaz P"
<xxxcateyezxxx@yahoo.co.uk>, <jfalanga@fast.net>, "Jitinder
Singh" <jitinder_singh@yahoo.com>, <jlebert@amnesty.ca>,
"Jodh Kaur" <clrc@club-internet.fr>, "joginder sidhu"
<panjabitribune@home.com>, "John Barry Smith"
<barry@corazon.com>, "John M. Cinnamon"
<cinnamjm@muohio.edu>, "John Palmer"
<palmerottawa@compuserve.com>, "JSidhu"
<sidhu3069@home.com>, "K. Nahar Singh \(Central\)"
<NAHAR@DIGI.COM.MY>, "KabirSingh Gill"
<kabirsinghgill@yahoo.com>, "Kalwant Dhillon"
<kalwant_dhillon@hotmail.com>, "Kamaljit K. Sidhu"
<kksidhu@shaw.ca>, "Kanwal Neel Singh"
<kneel@richmond.sd38.bc.ca>, "Karen Seto" <kseto@sms.ca>,
"Kashmiri-Canadian Council, Toronto CANADA M1K 5K3"
<kcc@kashmiri-cc.ca>, "KAUR, AMANDEEP"
<amandeep.kaur@bell.ca>, "Kavneet Alag"
<kavneet@hotmail.com>, "Keneston, Fran"
<kenestfr@sunypress.edu>, <kenfollett00@yahoo.com>,
"Khalistan Affairs Centre" <k_affairs@hotmail.com>,
<khalistan@khalistan.com>, "khalsa" <sangat@khalsa-net.net>,
"Khalsa-Net" <khalsa@maboli.com>, "Kiran Kaur"
<kbhinder@hotmail.com>, "Kirpal Singh" <kpsingh@webtv.net>,
"Kristian Foster" <kdfoster@medianetcentral.ca>, "Kulwinder
Khehra" <khehra@idirect.com>, "Laurent GAYER"
<laugayer@hotmail.com>, "Linda" <linda@jackpinegroup.com>,
"Makhan Singh" <makhan_singh17@yahoo.com>, "Manjit Singh"
<manjit@sikhmediawatch.org>, "Marlatt, Greta"

<GMarlatt@nps.navy.mil>, "McCreery Matthew \(NHQ-AC\)"
<MccreeryMA@CSC-SCC.GC.CA>, "Melissa Cline"
<m_elissa4@hotmail.com>, "Micheal Singh Purewal"
<msingh@aol.com>, "mohinder gida" <mgida@instantel.com>,
"Mohinder Singh Gida" <mohindersingh@home.com>, "Mohny
Singh" <msingh@wclbauld.com>, "Ms Judy Sgro M.P."
<Sgro.J@parl.gc.ca>, "Nagara Weekly" <nagara@idirect.com>,
"Navdeep Bahad" <bahad@yahoo.com>, "Nirmal Singh Hansra"
<nhansra@idirect.ca>, "nni" <nni@comsats.net.pk>, "Office of
Sanjh Savera" <info@sanjhsavera.com>, "Office of Sanjh
Savera" <news@sanjhsavera.com>, "Pageman"
<hsh123@yahoo.com>, "Palbinder K. Shergill"
<pks@petersonstark.bc.ca>, "pandori" <pandorih@home.com>,
<panjpani@sympatico.ca>, "Patricia O'Donovan"
<dancingelves@home.com>, "Paul Singh Grewal"
<desiawaaz@hotmail.com>, <pjhansra@hotmail.com>, "Prabhjot
Singh" <prabh19@hotmail.com>, "Pritpal Singh Bindra"
<bindra@home.com>, "PSi" <psi@interchange.ubc.ca>, "Punjab
Times , Mr. Purewal" <PUNJABTIME@aol.com>, "Punjabi Kuri"
<punjabank@hotmail.com>, "Rachel Collins"
<roecollins@sympatico.ca>, "raja" <webraja@email.com>,
"Randhawa Family" <randhawa@internorth.com>, "RB"
<rb@sthreads.com>, "Real Image Graphics Inc , Avtar Singh
Surti" <realimage@southasian.com>,
<rpurewal@amazon.co.uk>, "Ruth Wilson" <rwilson@crr.ca>,
<SadhuSingh@aol.com>, <sales@sikhfoundation.org>,
<Sarah.Blackstock@yto.greenpeace.org>, "Sardar Kuldeep
Singh Toledo" <sikhs@accesstoledo.com>, "Satpal Singh Banga"
<satpal@bangaphoto.com>, "Sharan Singh"
<sharan@RootLearning.com>, <sharanjeetkaur@hotmail.com>,
"shrg" <shrg@shrg.org>, "Sikh Coalition"
<info@mail.sikhcoalition.org>, "Sikh Mailing List"
<sikhs@mail.sikhcoalition.org>, "Sikh PR"
<sikhrelations@webbox.com>, "Singh" <SinghPlant@aol.com>,
"singhi" <ijs1@is.nyu.edu>, "SMART"
<info@sikhmediawatch.org>, "SMART Volunteers" <volunteers-

list@sikhmediawatch.org>, <ssavera@idirect.com>, "Surender
Rayat" <ssrayat@hotmail.com>, "Surendra S Chawla"
<chawla007@hotmail.com>, <taj_sidhu@hotmail.com>, "Tara
Atterberry" <Tara.Atterberry@galegroup.com>,
<Valariekaur@aol.com>, "weeklyvoice"
<weeklyvoice@idirect.com>, "World Sikh Organization"
<wsopanth@trytel.com>, "Worldwide Immigration"
<publicrelations@wwicscanada.com>
Subject: Bill C36 - Update
Reply-To: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>

HOUSE OF COMMONS HEARS FROM THE
SIKH COMMUNITY
(Ottawa, November 7, 2001) Yesterday the WSO legal
counsel made an impressive presentation to the House of
Commons Standing Committee on Justice and Human
Rights. Many MPs from all parties were moved and
inspired by the recommendations made by the WSO and
indicated that our legal analysis of the implications of Bill
36 gave them much to consider as they retire to make
recommendations for change to the Bill.
Herb Dhaliwal’s office attended and received a copy of our
brief, and many MPs including the Chair Andy Scott, Michel
Bellehumeur, Irwin Cotler, Vic Toews, engaged us in a very
productive discussion on the effects of Bill C-36. In
addition, during the question and answer period,
distinguished member Bill Blaikie asked the WSO to
remind the committee of the effects of Joe Clark’s remarks
in the early eighties that publicly vilified legitimate
organizations in Canada, based on unsubstantiated
information supplied by the Indian government. As many
Sikhs may remember, Joe Clark passed this
misinformation along to seven premiers throughout

Canada, violating the rights of Sikhs by mere innuendo, an
intentional public vilification of Sikhs in Canada that
suspended all of their civil liberties such as the right to be
innocent until proven guilty. Basic fundamental freedoms
must be protected so that Sikhs in Canada will not suffer
further hardship through stereotypes, hate crime, foreign
influences, and misinformation which the new legislation,
Bill C-36, would inherently support and encourage.
The House of Commons panel was informed of the risks
inherent in violating the basic rights and freedoms that
Canadians hold dear. That many countries like India
continue to chastize Canada for having "too many" rights,
and are anxious to see Bill C-36 passed so that they might
also influence the lives of Canadians, with potentially
disastrous outcomes to the civil liberties that we cherish.
For more information regarding this important legislation,
and how you can get involved to protect Canadians, please
view our brief on our website or contact our head office to
receive a hard copy.
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Head office: 613-521-1984 fax: 613-521-7454, cell:
613-220-6214, email:

From: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>
Date: November 3, 2001 9:05:58 AM PST
To: <wsopanth@trytel.com>

Subject: URGENT ACTION - ILLEGAL ARRESTS IN INDIA
Reply-To: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>

URGENT ACTION
REQUEST
(OTTAWA, November 3, 2001) The World Sikh
Organization requests your immediate assistance to
procure the release of Mrs. Jaswant Singh Khalra and six
other human rights activists and lawyers who were
arrested by the Indian police on November 2, 2001. It is
known that these individuals were arrested to prevent their
participation in political events in Punjab, and to prevent
public protest. Mrs Khalra’s husband, Jaswant Singh was
the lead investigator who uncovered illegal cremation
grounds maintained throughout Punjab by police. Mr.
Khalra and Mr. Jaspal Singh Dhillon both leaders of the

Human Rights Wing of the Shiromani Akali Dal were
arrested, and presumably tortured by the very same
Punjab Police they sought to prosecute. Mr. Khalra was
tortured to death, and now Mrs. Khalra and six others have
been arrested under a charge of "threat to the peace".
Soft-spoken and peaceful, Mr. and Mrs. Khalra visited with
Canadian and American politicians, including Canadian
Prime Minister Jean Chretien to apprize them of ongoing
oppression in Punjab. Providing evidence of the disposal
grounds for thousands of unidentified Sikhs murdered by
Indian officials with the support of central government, Mrs.
Khalra has been an outspoken activist since the murder of
her husband. Nonetheless the central Indian government
has been seeking general amnesty for the police officers
involved in the cremation grounds and thousands of other
illegal executions. Since the early nineteen eighties
thousands of Sikhs have suffered illegal arrest, detention,
torture, and murder at the hands of state and government
officials. Arresting human rights activists like Mrs. Khalra
and lawyers involved in important human rights cases,
once again prevents public scrutiny of the realities of
present day Punjab.
Recently a professor by the name of Davinder Singh was
prosecuted under the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities Act,
an Act which was purportedly repealed in 1995. Despite
the United Nations condemning India’s laws, and evidence
of coercion and torture of the accused for the purposes of
extracting a confession, Mr. Singh has been sentenced to
the death penalty. In India, the new Prevention of Terrorism
Ordinance (POTO) seeks to fill the void created following
the lapsing of TADA, and makes the TADA legislation look
mild. POTO provides for suppression of information and
therefore makes journalists subject to terrorism charges if

they publish information unfavourable to the government. It
makes the disclosure of information to police investigators
mandatory with prison terms of up to three years for non
compliance. Under the POTO citizens of Punjab will be
forced to live in a police state that is even more brutal than
the last two decades.
We need your urgent assistance to let the Indian
government know that democratic nations will not tolerate
such abuses of innocent citizens and such shameless
violations of civilian rights from a Commonwealth partner.
Please take every action possible to obtain the immediate
release of Mrs. Khalra and six other lawyers, and to repeal
the death penalty sentence against Davinder Singh. Your
active and vocal response to these travesties of justice are
imperative to the future of all civilians in India.
(- 30 -)
For more information, please contact Anne E. Lowthian
613-521-1984 or 613-220-6214.

From: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>
Date: November 1, 2001 1:06:43 PM PST
To: <wsopanth@trytel.com>
Subject: WSO briefs the Senate Committee on Anti Terrorism
Legislation
Reply-To: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>
UPDATE: BILL C-36 - Canadian Anti-Terrorism Legislation

For your information:
The WSO legal counsel will be presenting a brief, on behalf of the
International and Canadian Sikh community, to the Canadian
Senate Committee hearings on Bill C-36 (proposed Anti-terrorism
legislation). This breifing will take place on November 6, 2001.
The WSO will keep you informed of the important issues
regarding this bill, and will post our brief on our website following
the presentation. For more information regarding how this bill will
affect your civil rights, please email us, or contact our head office
at 613-521-1984.
Please feel free to volunteer your time and expertise to towards
this and many other important initiatives the WSO is
currently undertaking - your support will always be gratefully
received.
Anne Lowthian
Executive Director

From: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Date: July 6, 2001 12:19:44 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: FW: THE LIST 252

John Barry,
I thought this might interest you.
Jim Stevenson
------ Forwarded Message
From: "Leonard, Skip" <sleonard@logicon.com>
Date: Thu, 05 Jul 2001 13:24:54 -0700
To: "Leonard, Skip" <sleonard@logicon.com>
Subject: THE LIST 252

THE LIST 252
To All,
Here is a little info and humor.
Regards,
Skip Editor's note: The following column by independent
filmmaker Jack Cashill explores how the official explanation of the
TWA Flight 800 disaster fell apart upon examination in his new
video documentary "Silenced: Flight 800 and the Subversion
of Justice," available through WorldNetDaily's online store.
James Sanders, a former police officer turned investigative
reporter, co-wrote this report. Sanders is the author of "The
Downing of TWA Flight 800" and "Altered Evidence,"
among other books. ©2001WorldNetDaily.com On the
evening of July 17, 1996, when Mike Wire quit the
switch gear room on Beach Lane Bridge for a
breath of fresh air, he had no idea he would be
strolling on to the center stage of one of the most
explosive political cover-ups in American history.
For the unassuming Wire (Mick to close friends) to
play this critical role took a combination of unlikely
and unrelated factors, among them the reckless
cunning of the CIA, an unthinking bit of
bureaucracy by the National Transportation Safety
Board, a seemingly trivial slip-up by the FBI, the
keen-eyed detective work of Accuracy In Media's Reed
Irvine, and above all, the stalwart character of Mike Wire
himself, a man whose courage and resolve the CIA would
fatally underestimate. Wire, a union millwright from
suburban Philadelphia, had been working all that day on

this Westhampton Bridge. At day's end, he leaned his burly
6-foot-6-inch frame against the rail on the southwest end of
the bridge and looked out toward the sea beyond the
house line. At that moment a white light caught his eye.
Twelve days later, during a 90-minute interview at his
Pennsylvania home, he told an FBI agent "a real nice guy"
exactly what he saw. Here is how the agent recorded the
conversation on his "302": "Wire saw a white light that was
traveling skyward from the ground at approximately a 40
degree angle. Wire described the white light as a light that
sparkled and thought it was some type of fireworks. Wire
stated that the white light 'zig zagged' (sic) as it traveled
upwards, and at the apex of its travel the white light
'arched over' and disappeared from Wire's view. ... Wire
stated the white light traveled outwards from the beach in
a south-southeasterly direction." After the light
disappeared, the 302 continues, Wire "saw an orange light
that appeared to be a fireball." This description, by the way,
matches the description Wire gave the FBI a few days
earlier by phone and perfectly mirrors what the
eyewitnesses observed in the NTSB missile test: the white
smoke trail, the zig-zag, the arch, the disappearance. At the
end of the 302, the agent added the now ironic notation,
Wire "wishes to cooperate in any way he can and can be recontacted at any time." Wire was hardly alone in his
sighting. Seven hundred and thirty-five other citizens
shared their observations of the crash with the FBI. The
patterns in their testimony are undeniable, flare after flare,
streak after streak, zig-zag after zig-zag. At least 96 of these
eyewitnesses saw the light rise up off the horizon. Many

saw the explosion from a clearer angle than Wire. At least
four of them, for instance, saw the nose of the plane blow
off; two of these shared this information with the FBI even
before the authorities knew the nose had fallen off first.
Wire did not parrot these details. He had left Long Island
for home the next morning before any story might have
circulated. Had a co-worker not alerted the FBI to what
Wire had seen, Wire would have played no role in the
drama to follow. After his July 1996, interviews, Wire
returned to his uneventful, workaday life in Pennsylvania.
Having little interest in politics and less in the Internet, he
did not follow the controversy swelling around the crash.
Wire did, however, see the CIA recreation of the flight
presented by the FBI in November of 1997, at least the
abbreviated version shown on the news. He presumed this
to be some temporary scheme to pacify the public and was
fully unaware of his own role in it. This CIA video,
however, proved to be the central, most visible element of
a disinformation campaign designed to discredit the
eyewitnesses. In an animated sequence, The CIA argued
that when the nose of the plane broke off due to a
spontaneous explosion in the center wing tank the plane
pitched up and climbed like a rocket for more than 3,000
feet. According to the CIA, this climb, not a missile, is what
the 736 official eyewitnesses saw. Forget for a moment the
all-but-unanimous rejection of this scenario by the aviation
world. Forget, too, the total absence of any eyewitness
corroboration in the FBI 302s or in the accompanying
sketches. Focus instead on the role Mike Wire played in the
video's creation. For reasons not fully explained, the CIA

chose to build its case squarely on Mike Wire's testimony.
"FBI investigators determined precisely where the
eyewitness was standing," says the CIA narrator of Wire
while the video shows the explosion from his perspective
on Beach Lane Bridge. "The white light the eyewitness saw
was very likely the aircraft very briefly ascending and
arching over after it exploded rather than a missile
attacking the aircraft." To be sure, this version of events
does not at all square with Wire's detailed 302 from July
1996, recorded when his memory was at its freshest. The
CIA animation converts Wire's "40 degree" climb to one of
roughly 70 or 80 degrees. It reduces the movement of an
obvious smoke trail from three dimensions, south and east
"outward from the beach," to a small, two dimensional blip
far off shore. It places the explosion noticeably to the west
of where Wire clearly remembers it. Most noticeably, it
fully ignores Wire's claim that the plane ascended
"skyward from the ground" and places his first sighting 20
degrees above the horizon, exactly where Flight 800 would
have been. Curiously, however, the CIA narrator repeats
Wire's claim that the object "zig-zagged," although neither
the CIA nor the NTSB animations show the crippled plane
in anything but a perfectly smooth, elliptical ascent. The
question begs to be asked: How could the CIA recreate
events at such obvious odds with the original and detailed
302? Here is what the agency reported orally to the NTSB
and which the NTSB transcribed and released with
bureaucratic unconsciousness (NTSB Witness document,
Appendix FF, Docket No. SA-516, April 30, 1999): CIA
Analyst No. 1: "Let me say something else about this

eyewitness [Wire] because I think this is interesting. He
was an important eyewitness to us. And we asked the FBI to
talk to him again, and they did [our emphasis]. In his original
description, he thought he had seen a firework and that
perhaps that firework had originated on the beach behind
the house. We went to that location and realized that, if he
was only seeing the airplane, that he would not see a light
appear from behind the rooftop of that house. The light
would actually appear in the sky. It's high enough in the
sky that that would have to happen. "When he was reinterviewed, he said that is indeed what happened. The
light did appear in the sky. Now, when the FBI told us that,
we got even more comfortable with our theory. He also
described, he was asked to describe how high in the sky
above the house he thought that light appeared, and he
said it was as if -- if you imagine a flagpole on top of the
house it would be as if it were on the top or the tip of the
flagpole." If he could summon the political will, Attorney
General John Ashcroft could launch an investigation into a
criminal cover-up of the TWA 800 catastrophe with nothing
more than the CIA animated sequence and the document
above, as clear and compelling evidence of a conspiracy to
obstruct justice as a prosecutor could hope for. Why?
Here's why: The FBI never re-contacted Mike Wire after
July of 1996. Someone made up the interview out of whole
cloth including the bizarre "flagpole" detail. (Curiously,
the NTSB's David Mayer fully invents "two flagpoles" in
discrediting critical eyewitness 649). Some persons within
either the CIA or the FBI, or both, knowingly and
flagrantly corrupted the investigation into the tragic death

of 230 innocent people. Joan Wire, Mike's equally
courageous wife, did take one call from an alleged FBI
agent after July of 1996, but when Mike Wire called the
number back, he got a New York publishing house,
presumed the call a fraud and refused to talk. If there were
a follow-up interview by the FBI, there should be a followup 302 complete with date, place, and name of agent. The
attorney general could begin his investigation by asking
the FBI to produce it. It won't be able. Besides, even if the
FBI had decided to call back, Wire would not have changed
his testimony. He has not changed it to this day. When he
and Joan came back to Westhampton to help us create the
video, "Silenced," he told and showed us exactly what he
told the original agent on his 302, though he had not seen
that document himself. For the record, Wire received no
compensation for this trip, even for his travel. Wire has no
reason to lie. In fact, he and Joan are fully aware of the
potential consequences of telling the truth. Says Mike, "I
understand the implications of dealing with the big guys."
But the reserved, soft-spoken Wire, who served with the
U.S. Army in Korea during the Vietnam War, still believes
deeply in the concept of duty. "If we don't stand up for the
country," he asks rhetorically, "who will?" The question
remains: Why, of all the eyewitness accounts, did the CIA
choose to alter Mike Wire's? Many others, including key
witnesses like Major Fritz Meyer and Paul Angelides,
never claimed to see the streak of light come off the
horizon. Their testimony might have been easier to fudge.
Best guess: the 302s contain fairly detailed information
about occupation and residence. There is much the CIA can

infer from them about income and media access. Most of
the eyewitnesses on this, the affluent south shore of Long
Island, viewed the events from their boats, from their
summer homes, from their yacht clubs. One eyewitness, a
humble mechanic from Philadelphia, saw it on his work
break before heading home the next morning. Who would
you choose? One must give credit here where it is due. The
CIA damn well almost got away with it. Wire spent the
next four years fully unaware of what had transpired. Had
it not been for an odd double screw-up by the FBI, he
might still be unaware. On his 302, the interviewing agent
from July of 1996 neglected once to capitalize "Wire." The
FBI employee that redacted the 302s before their public
release failed to black out "wire" since it was a common
noun, not capitalized. The 302s also included Wire's
hometown. Reed Irvine of AIM, who has been diligently
pursuing this case for years, caught the discrepancy, found
Wire's name in the phonebook, and called. This call did not
take place until the spring of 2000. And the rest, as they
say, is history.
1fFlipH0fFlipV0fillColor8421504fFilled1fLine0pctHR160ali
gnHR1dxHeightHR15dxWidthHR1267fStandardHR1fNos
hadeHR1fHorizRule1fLayoutInCell1 Jack Cashill's stunning
documentary video, "Silenced: Flight 800 and the Subversion
of Justice" is available only through WorldNetDaily's
online store. Be sure to get your copy today while they are
still available.
1fFlipH0fFlipV0fillColor8421504fFilled1fLine0pctHR1
60alignHR1dxHeightHR15dxWidthHR1267fStandard
HR1fNoshadeHR1fHorizRule1fLayoutInCell1 Related

columns: Jack Cashill's Flight 800 archive Related story:
Haunting evidence of missile attack
Jack Cashill is an Emmy-award winning independent writer and
producer with a Ph.D. in American Studies from Purdue.
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Subject: FW: Martha's Way/My Way
Martha's way #1: Stuff a miniature marshmallow in
the bottom of a sugar
cone to prevent ice cream drips.
My way: Just suck the ice cream out of the bottom
of the cone, for Pete's
sake, you are probably lying on the couch with your
feet up eating it
anyway.
*****
Martha's way #2: Use a meat baster to "squeeze"
your pancake batter onto
the hot griddle and you'll get perfectly shaped
pancakes every time.
My way: Buy the precooked kind you nuke in the
microwave for 30 seconds.
The hard part is getting them out of the plastic bag.
*****
Martha's way #3: To keep potatoes from budding,
place an apple in the bag

with the potatoes.
My way: Buy Hungry Jack mashed potato mix and
keep it in the pantry for
up to a year.
*****
Martha's way #4: To prevent egg shells from
cracking, add a pinch of salt
to the water before hard boiling.
My way: Who cares if they crack? Aren't you going
to take the shells off
anyway?
*****
Martha's way #5: To get the most juice out of fresh
lemons, bring them to
room temperature and roll them under your palm
against the kitchen
counter before squeezing.
My way: Sleep with the lemons in between the
mattress and box springs.
*****
Martha's way #6: To easily remove burnt-on food
from your skillet, simply
add a drop or two of dish soap and enough water to
cover bottom of pan,
and bring to a boil on stovetop.
My way: Eat at Chili's every night and avoid
cooking altogether.
*****
Martha's way #7: Spray your Tupperware with

nonstick cooking spray before
pouring in tomato based sauces and there won't be
any stains.
My way: Feed your garbage disposal and there
won't be any leftovers.
*****
Martha's way #8: When a cake recipe calls for
flouring the baking pan,
use a bit of the dry cake mix instead and there
won't be any white mess
on the outside of the cake.
My way: Go to the bakery. They'll even decorate it
for you.
*****
Martha's way #9: If you accidentally over salt a
dish while it's still
cooking, drop in a peeled potato and it will absorb
the excess salt for
an instant "fix me up."
My way: If you over salt a dish while you are
cooking, that's too darn
bad. My motto: I made it and you will eat it and I
don't care how bad it
tastes.
*****
Martha's way #10: Wrap celery in aluminum foil
when putting in the
refrigerator and it will keep for weeks.
My way: Celery? Never heard of it.

*****
Martha's way #11: Brush some beaten egg white
over pie crust before
baking to yield a beautiful glossy finish.
My way: The Mrs. Smith frozen pie directions do
not include brushing egg
whites over the crust and so I
don't do it.
*****
Martha's way #12: Place a slice of apple in
hardened brown sugar to
soften it.
My Way: Brown sugar is supposed to be "soft"?
*****
Martha's way #13: When boiling corn on the cob,
add a pinch of sugar to
help bring out the corn's natural sweetness.
My Way: The only kind of corn I buy comes in a
can.
*****
Martha's way #14: To determine whether an egg is
fresh, immerse it in a
pan of cool, salted water. If it sinks, it is fresh, but
if it rises to
the surface, throw it away.
My way: Eat, cook, or use the egg anyway. If you
feel bad later, you will
know it wasn't fresh.
*****

Martha's way #15: Cure for headaches: Take a
lime, cut it in half and rub
it on your forehead. The throbbing will go away.
My way: Take a lime, cut it in half and rub the rim
of your margarita
glass before dipping it in salt and adding a freshly
made margarita.
Headache?...what headache?
*****
Martha's way #16: Don't throw out all that leftover
wine. Freeze into ice
cubes for future use in casseroles and sauces.
My way: Leftover wine?
*****
Martha's way #17: If you have a problem opening
jars: Try using latex
dishwashing gloves. They give a non slip grip that
makes opening jars
easy.
My way: Go ask the very cute neighbor to do it.
*****
Martha's way #18: Now look what you can do with
Alka Seltzer.
* Clean a toilet. Drop in two Alka-Seltzer tablets,
wait twenty minutes,
brush and flush. The citric acid and effervescent
action clean vitreous
china.
* Clean a vase. To remove a stain from the bottom
of a glass vase or

cruet, fill with water and drop in two Alka-Seltzer
tablets.
* Polish jewelry. Drop two Alka-Seltzer tablets into
a glass of water and
immerse the jewelry for two minutes.
* Clean a thermos bottle. Fill the bottle with water,
drop in four
Alka-Seltzer tablets, and let soak for an hour (or
longer, if necessary).
My way: Put your jewelry, vases, and thermos in
the toilet. Add some
Alka-Seltzer. You've solved a whole bunch of
problems all at once.
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You can tell this was written by a PAO (blowin'
smoke) type!!!
R/ Litnin'
Super Hornets Ready to Soar
By Naval Air Force Pacific Fleet Public Affairs
NAS LEMOORE, Calif. (NNS) -- The first F/A-18E
Super
Hornet squadron, Strike Fighter Squadron (VFA)
115 at Naval
Air Station Lemoore, Calif., was recently declared

"safe for
flight certification."
This certification followed a series of inspections
and
review of programs designed to satisfy Navy
requirements for
the aircraft.
The squadron, nicknamed the "Eagles," is set to
train
independently in preparation for its first
deployment of
Super Hornets with the USS Abraham Lincoln (CVN
72) Battle
Group and Carrier Air Wing (CVW) 14 next summer.
Prior to certification, VFA-115 trained jointly with
VFA122, the Super Hornet fleet replacement squadron
at NAS
Lemoore, to prepare pilots and maintenance crews
for the
arrival of the Navy's new Super Hornet aircraft.
As new jets were received by the Navy, individual
training was conducted on an "asset available"
basis. Now,
with an inventory of six aircraft, a full compliment
of
pilots and a complete administrative structure, the
squadron
is capable of operating autonomously.
During a recent Super Hornet acceptance flight, Lt.
Cmdr.
Greg Harris and Lt. Cmdr. Matt Tysler flew a
qualifying

mission to demonstrate the capabilities of the
aircraft.
"The first flight was the culmination of hard work
by the
Eagles, VFA-122, the fleet introduction team and
the entire
Super Hornet industry team," said Harris. "It was a
real
thrill to be able to fly the first fleet Super Hornet
flight,
and we are looking forward to many more."
Harris added, "This is a great milestone for
VFA-115 and
the Super Hornet team and we should all be proud
to be taking
the next step."
The Super Hornet is a multi-mission aircraft that
can be
employed as a fighter, a bomber or a tanker.
The new jet has a tactical mission spectrum that
spans
from long range, sea-based air dominance to deepstrike
interdiction.
The Super Hornet is designed to greatly exceed
the
capabilities of current naval aviation assets and is
expected
to replace the F-14 Tomcat in future program
years.
The new jet is designed to carry every tactical airtoair and air-to-ground weapon in the Navy's

inventory, and is
equipped with an enhanced radar system, as well
as advanced
on-board sensor fusion capability.
The Super Hornet is the Navy's premier strikefighter
aircraft and is designed to lead naval aviation in the
21st
Century.
*****************************************
**********
This Week in Naval History:
- July 9, 1944: Organized Japanese resistance
ceases on the
island of Saipan. The battle would be over by July
12.
Possession of Saipan places the home islands of
Japan within
range of land-based B-29 bombers.
- July 10, 1934: USS Houston (CA 30) takes
President
Franklin D. Roosevelt on the first visit of a U.S.
president
to South America.
- July 11, 1798: President John Adams approves an
act of
Congress that authorizes the Marine Corps. A day
later, Adams
appointed lawyer William Ward Burrows as major
commandant.

- July 12, 1916: The battleship USS North Carolina
becomes
the first ship in the Navy to operate aircraft. An
AB-3
flying boat was catapulted from the vessel while
underway in
Pensacola Bay, off the coast of Florida. The test
calibrated
the first catapult designed for shipboard use.
- July 13, 1863: The screw sloop Wyoming attacks
Japanese
warlord Price Nagata's forces in the Shimonoseki
strait
between the islands of Kyushu and Honshu. The
strike was in
retribution for an attack a month earlier against the
steamer
Pembroke, which was fired on as it passed through
the strait.
Wyoming was outgunned but still managed to sink
all three of
the warlord's warships and even shelled the forts
ashore.
- July 14, 1853: Commodore Matthew Perry meets
with the
joint governors of Uraga, Japan, to establish
relations with
the country. Japan had traditionally shunned
contact with the
outside world. This attempt was unsuccessful, but
Perry would
later secure a treaty with Japan on a return trip in
March

1854.
- July 15, 1870: An act of Congress establishes the
Pay
Corps, which in 1919 would become the Supply
Corps.
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Dear Abby was speechless when these came in:
Dear Abby,
A couple of women moved in across the hall from
me. One is a middle-aged gym
teacher and the other is a social worker in her midtwenties.These two women
go everywhere together and I've never seen a man
go into their apartment or
come out. Do you think they could be Lebanese?
Dear Abby,
What can I do about all the sex, nudity, language
and violence on my VCR?
Dear Abby,
I have a man I never could trust. He cheats so
much I'm not even sure this
baby I'm carrying is his.
Dear Abby,

I am a twenty-three-year-old liberated woman who
has been on the pill for two
years. It's getting expensive and I think my
boyfriend should share half the
cost, but I don't know him well enough to discuss
money with him.
Dear Abby,
I suspected that my husband had been fooling
around, and when confronted him
with the evidence he denied everything and said it
would never happen again.
Dear Abby,
Our son writes that he is taking Judo. Why would a
boy who was raised in a
good Christian home turn against his own?
Dear Abby,
I joined the Navy to see the world. I've seen it.
Now, how do I get out?
Dear Abby,
My forty-year-old son has been paying a
psychiatrist $50 an hour every week
for two-and-a-half years. He must be crazy.
Dear Abby,
I was married to Bill for three months and I didn't
know he drank until one
night he came home sober.
Dear Abby,

Do you think it would be all right if I gave my
doctor a little gift? I tried
for years to get pregnant and couldn't and he did it.
Dear Abby,
My mother is mean and short-tempered. I think she
is going through her mental
pause.
Dear Abby,
You told some woman whose husband had lost all
interest in sex to send him to
a doctor. Well, my husband lost all interest in sex
years ago and he is a
doctor.

------ End of Forwarded Message

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 27, 2001 1:24:28 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Thank you for publishing my letter

Dear Laurel and Calvin,
Thank you for publishing my letter to the editor in your 26 June
edition.
Sincerely,

Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 27, 2001 1:24:27 PM PDT
To: cdemmon@montereyherald.com
Subject: Thank you for publishing my letter

Dear Laurel and Calvin,
Thank you for publishing my letter to the editor in your 26 June
edition.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: June 19, 2001 2:37:12 PM PDT

To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>, Calvin Demmon
<cdemmon@montereyherald.com>
Subject: Re: Status of rebuttal letter/New commentary
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

John,
I'll forward your query about the status of the letter to Assistant
City Editor Calvin Demmon, who is assisting me with letters.
We've been swamped with letters recently and just haven't been
able to get back to readers as swiftly as we'd like.
While I appreciate your generous offer to write another
Commentary on the subject of landlords, I need to decline.
There's so much competition for that Commentary spaces, we
typically don't offer that forum to any individual more than once
a year.
Best wishes,
Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel, Calvin, and Victoria, 18 June 01 John Barry Smith
here, responding to invite from Ms. Manley in her well
researched article in the Sunday Herald for landlords to 'share
their stories about how they have been affected...'' by the
softening real estate market. My story is that I wrote a
Commentary piece for the Herald about rents/versus owning
which provoked responses which were not flattering and in fact
were downright...downright....downright something; glib words
elude me in my confused embarrassment. I was able to gin up a
letter to the editor (below) which salved my shell shocked pride
somewhat. But..., not printed, and it's been almost two weeks as I
am laid out to ridicule without any response; my friends must
think me a wimp and defeated by the hateful letters full of
whining and exaggerations about me. So, I whine too, does the
squeaky wheel get the grease? Anyway, how about another

commentary of 600 words from the point of view of this villain
landlord? Both the letter to the editor which named me and the
Commentary article which quoted me asked specific questions of
me. I can answer both, but it will need more than 200 words
each. Questions, yes, questions.. 1. Why not sell house to tenants
and rent from them?2. If renting to tenants not profitable, why do
it? This story has legs. Sincerely,Barry John Barry Smith(831)
659-3552 phone551 Country Club Drive,Carmel Valley, CA
93924www.corazon.combarry@corazon.com
At 9:24 PM -0700 6/11/01, Calvin Demmon wrote:
Dear John,
According to the file, your letter came in on June 7. It's In
Process,which means that somebody else has it and will call you
to
verify that you wrote it. Then it will come to me and I'll put it in
the
letter column.
I'm fairly low on the food chain here, so I don't know what to say
about
your domain name query except that I believe such decisions are
made by
Knight Ridder rather than locally at The Herald. And I'd bet that
KR
doesn't want to buy a domain name.
Your letter (this one, the one below) is very informative and I
appreciate your sending it.
Best,
Calvin Demmon

Re: "Angered by Landlord" Landlord John Smith here, (please,
just call me Lord John) vilified in a recent letter as spoiled,

rotten, and arrogant. I'm asked, "Why doesn't he sell to his
tenants and rent from them? Answers: 1. I couldn't afford the
rent. If they bought and charged me what it costs them in
mortgage, taxes, and fees to break even, the rent would be $2800
a month instead of the $1500 now. 2. I could not get a loan
because of a low appraisal because they trashed the place. Just
joking. 3. Sell? And take a rental off the market, thus driving
rents higher in this free market? Renting makes sense for short
timers and the non-committed so most do rent. It's a good deal
relative to alternatives. The question should be, "Why buy?" My
answer is I like to change/modify/alter/customize so I own my
eight year old Ford, my five year old Mac clone, and my 42 year
old house and customize them, an option not available if I leased
a car, computer, or house. I pay a lot of money for that
luxury. "Why rent out a house to tenants?" Now that's a good
question. John Barry SmithCarmel Valley
This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/Attachments/.DS_Store

From: Coast Weekly Online <birddog@coastweekly.com>
Date: June 14, 2001 6:29:20 PM PDT
To: John Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Woof woof! Articles

Coast Weekly
www.coastweekly.com
Here is your weekly, custom delivered copy of the Coast Weekly
Online, The Best of Monterey County.
For the best of Monterey County news, arts, entertainment and
classifieds, pick up your free copy of Coast Weekly at any of our

1,000 distribution points county-wide.
Good dog.
<B> <P>School Ties</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6789
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
<B> <P>Pucker Factor</B> [News Briefs]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6790
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Paradise Regained 06/14/01 [News Features]
By Chuck Thurman
Monterey Pop Festival veterans look back on the idyllic
gathering that cleared the path to Woodstock and sowed the seeds
of cultural change.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6778
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Monterey Pop Revisited Schedule 06/14/01 [News Features]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6779
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Bustin' Cap's 06/14/01 [News Features]
By Andrew Scutro
How a downtown Salinas saloon became Public Enemy No. 1.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6780
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
MedalWorkers 06/14/01 [News Features]
By Brett Wilbur
Sand City's developmentally disabled employees bring home the

gold and find meaningful work.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6781
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
King of Rain 06/14/01 [News Features]
By Stuart Thornton
Robert Renard finds silver linings in the clouds.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6782
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Soul-Balm Trail 06/14/01 [News Features]
By M.L. Fischer
The many-splendored Tan Bark Trail in Big Sur provides relief
and inspiration for the world-weary.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6783
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
The Graduates 06/14/01 [Opinion]
By Aaron S. Birk
Streetalk.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6784
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
SquidFry [Opinion]
by Squid
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6785
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Your Letters [Opinion]
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6786
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
From the Editorial Desk 06/14/01 [Opinion]

http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6787
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!
Scratching the Surface 06/14/01 [Movies]
By Marjorie Baumgarten
Director Ken Loach turns his camera on the invisible Latino
workforce in Los Angeles but barely brings them into focus.
http://www.coastweekly.com/coastweekly.asp?ref=6777
and pick up this week's Coast Weekly!

From: "Alice Hill" <alice@alicehill.com>
Date: June 12, 2001 11:17:35 AM PDT
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Too right
Reply-To: "Alice Hill" <alice@alicehill.com>
LOVED the analogy! My personal theory is that when a telco is
involved add another 10-15 years to when you will actually see a real
product or widespread standard. I used to write about ADSL in the early
90's and it still isn't here for most people.
--Alice
=====================
Alice M. Hill
http://www.alicehill.com
Subscribe to our free tech
newsletter today!
======================

----- Original Message ----From: John Barry Smith
To: alice@alicehill.com
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2001 9:53 AM
Subject: Too right

Dear Alice, Too right, and Jobs Ellison Dell Gates et all should
be focusing in getting broadband into our homes and offices, not
corporations like ATT baby bells et al that are like government,
slow and reactive.
You used a great analogy to chip to web: here's mine: If the
government did the software of road and highways, we would
have roads that are safe at 50 MPH, if the cars where made by
private enterprise we would have cars that do 150 MPH, Oh we
do.
To reverse it, the cars by government would go 45 MPH max on
roads that would be safe at 500 MPH.
If ATT et al (big corporations are as slow, safe, and noninnovative as government) did the highways of electrons, the
safe speed would be 56 K, and if private enterprise did the
computers the speed would be 10 megabit a second. Oh, it is.
To reverse it, if private enterprise did the broadband, we would
all have DSL or satellite or something and get 10 megabit a
second while our computers would still be at 286 chip speed with
a new 386 due in six months and every six months are told it will
be ready in six months.
Jobs and Dell make a Ferrari that drives on dirt roads while the
average guy drives a Ford that goes just fine on the dirt road but
would be slow on a superhighway and would buy a Ferrari to go

that fast, but no superhighway and none in sight, so the Ford
stays.
The answer, the razor blade makers, Jobs Gates guys, had better
make sure the user can get access to all those razor blades he
needs and wants. (love metaphors.)
So, get the trucks and installers on the road, lay those wires, hook
up those cable modems, hook up satellites, do something other
than ATT trying for the cream of the crop in high density office
buildings who pay high prices which are tax deductible. The big
guys don't want to get their fingers dirty with actually putting the
wires in the homes, they want to make deals and talk about the
future. The future caught up with them and it's stuck in 1997.
Until the computers get TV quality and size on their monitors the
net and computer makers are stuck in 286 land. Broadband will
do that and ATT can't and won't, but guys like free enterprise
Jobs et al can and will.
I hope.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

And then things froze, right at 56 Kbps. And stayed
that way. And stayed that way.
Broadband blues Unfortunately, while Intel was able
to serve up the 386 chip--the CPU that many feel kick
started computing into the graphical, interactive and
highly profitable "PC Boom Part 2" we know today,
no one has been able to kick-start faster Internet
connections out of their dial-up 286-style existence.
From: "Calvin Demmon" <cdemmon@montereyherald.com>
Date: June 11, 2001 9:24:54 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Status of letter to the editor/cityofmonterey.com
Reply-To: cdemmon@montereyherald.com

Dear John,
According to the file, your letter came in on June 7. It's In
Process,which means that somebody else has it and will call you
to
verify that you wrote it. Then it will come to me and I'll put it in

the
letter column.
I'm fairly low on the food chain here, so I don't know what to say
about
your domain name query except that I believe such decisions are
made by
Knight Ridder rather than locally at The Herald. And I'd bet that
KR
doesn't want to buy a domain name.
Your letter (this one, the one below) is very informative and I
appreciate your sending it.
Best,
Calvin Demmon

John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Mr. Demmon,
This is John Barry Smith here, checking on the status of my letter
to
the editor replying to a letter to the editor that referred to me by
name. I hope to see my response published which will ease my
tortured
ego.
Anyway, love your computer pieces, need more.
I have all those cityof....com domains which are just sitting there
funneling traffic and readers to my skimpy site.

A good story is the availability of high speed access to various
parts of the Peninsula.
For instance, here in CV we have none. No DSL, no cable, and
sat iffy
if you can see the thing in the sky which is hard in a valley. There
is a new service of point to point but need a home base antenna
and
at least 6 people to sign up and pay the 1250.00 dollar
installation
fee. My house is in a pit of silence from broadband but I do hear
all
the airplanes.
It's so sad for a guy who bought his first Apple II in 1980, Mac in
1987, 165C in 1992, and Clone 604/120 in 1996 and internet in
1995.
Did you see the story on the cityofsalinas.com guy? And why is
Livernois doing that story which is in your area?
It seems now that the actual city does not own the domain name
cityof...com, an that your newspaper could use the obvious
traffic
to the site of the easily remembered name. The other city related
sites are all trying to sell something.
Any ideas?
Last week these people came to the sites with no advertising:
Possibly countyofmonterey.com would be of interest since the
Herald

is county wide.
Request Report
-------------Listing files with at least 1 request, sorted by the number of
requests.
#reqs: %bytes:
last time: file
-----: ------: ---------------: ---1948: 90.82%: Jun/ 3/01 01:40: internetpagepublishing.com/
74: 0.12%: Jun/ 2/01 22:27:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmonterey.html
42: 0.07%: Jun/ 2/01 20:12:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofashley.html
29: 0.11%: Jun/ 2/01 18:41:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofoakland.html
21: 0.05%: Jun/ 3/01 00:45:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofcarmel.html
21: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 21:42:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofsanfrancisco.html
19: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 13:49:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmacon.html
18: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 18:34:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofgilroy.html
17: 0.16%: Jun/ 2/01 23:22:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmonroe.html
15: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 12:45:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofseaside.html
14: 0.01%: Jun/ 3/01 00:45:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofwatsonville.html
12: 0.96%: Jun/ 2/01 19:01:
internetpagepublishing.com/countyof/countyoflake.html
12: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:

internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofsantacruz.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/countyof/countyofsantaclara.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 13:25:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmarina.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmontreal.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmorganhill.html
11: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 10:30:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofjasper.html
10: 0.07%: Jun/ 2/01 09:04:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofvernon.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofpacificgrove.html
10: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofbedford.html
10: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 08:13:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityoffarmington.html
10: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofwaterloo.html
10: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofoxford.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofsanford.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 3/01 00:44:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofstratford.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:35:
internetpagepublishing.com/countyof/countyofbernlillo.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofarcadia.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 22:55:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofyakima.html

9: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityoffairfax.html
9: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofquebec.html
9: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofdelreyoaks.html
8: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofgreenfield.html
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
At 5:25 PM -0800 6/9/01, Laurel Shackelford wrote:
X-From_: lshackel@montereyherald.com Sat Jun 9 17:00:42
2001
Date: Sat, 09 Jun 2001 17:25:39 -0800
From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Organization: Monterey County Herald
X-Accept-Language: en
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: cityofmonterey.com et al
John,
Thank you for your missive. Time is short, so please excuse the
brevity.

I doubt that The Herald would be interested in purchasing a
domain, but the
person who would decide is Publisher Pat Keil. You should
contact her if
you want to pursue the idea.
Calvin Demmon is handling letters to the editor and could tell
you the
status of the one you wrote. it's cdemmon@montereyherald.com.
Sounds like an interesting site - you certainly are knowledgable
about a
wide range of topics.
We don't have any reporter openings now, and I couldn't be
optimistic about
opportunities here for anyone who didn't have recent experience
as a
reporter. You might want to ask HR director Dani Ross to notify
you of any
reporter openings.
Best wishes,
Laurel

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: June 9, 2001 6:25:39 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: cityofmonterey.com et al

Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

John,
Thank you for your missive. Time is short, so please excuse the
brevity.
I doubt that The Herald would be interested in purchasing a
domain, but the
person who would decide is Publisher Pat Keil. You should
contact her if
you want to pursue the idea.
Calvin Demmon is handling letters to the editor and could tell
you the
status of the one you wrote. it's cdemmon@montereyherald.com.
Sounds like an interesting site - you certainly are knowledgable
about a
wide range of topics.
We don't have any reporter openings now, and I couldn't be
optimistic about
opportunities here for anyone who didn't have recent experience
as a
reporter. You might want to ask HR director Dani Ross to notify
you of any
reporter openings.
Best wishes,
Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:

Dear Laurel,
Anything come of my offer to the paper for the use of
cityofmonterey.com etc? It seems now that the actual city does
not
own the domain name cityof...com, that your newspaper could
use the
obvious traffic to the site of the easily remembered name. The
other
city related sites are all trying to sell something.
Last week these people came to the sites with no advertising:
Possibly countyofmonterey.com would be of interest since the
Herald
is county wide.
Request Report
-------------Listing files with at least 1 request, sorted by the number of
requests.
#reqs: %bytes:
last time: file
-----: ------: ---------------: ---1948: 90.82%: Jun/ 3/01 01:40: internetpagepublishing.com/
74: 0.12%: Jun/ 2/01 22:27:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmonterey.html
42: 0.07%: Jun/ 2/01 20:12:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofashley.html
29: 0.11%: Jun/ 2/01 18:41:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofoakland.html
21: 0.05%: Jun/ 3/01 00:45:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofcarmel.html

21: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 21:42:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofsanfrancisco.html
19: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 13:49:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmacon.html
18: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 18:34:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofgilroy.html
17: 0.16%: Jun/ 2/01 23:22:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmonroe.html
15: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 12:45:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofseaside.html
14: 0.01%: Jun/ 3/01 00:45:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofwatsonville.html
12: 0.96%: Jun/ 2/01 19:01:
internetpagepublishing.com/countyof/countyoflake.html
12: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofsantacruz.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/countyof/countyofsantaclara.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 13:25:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmarina.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmontreal.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofmorganhill.html
11: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 10:30:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofjasper.html
10: 0.07%: Jun/ 2/01 09:04:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofvernon.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofpacificgrove.html
10: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofbedford.html
10: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 08:13:

internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityoffarmington.html
10: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofwaterloo.html
10: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofoxford.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofsanford.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 3/01 00:44:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofstratford.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:35:
internetpagepublishing.com/countyof/countyofbernlillo.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofarcadia.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 22:55:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofyakima.html
9: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityoffairfax.html
9: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofquebec.html
9: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofdelreyoaks.html
8: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07:
internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/cityofgreenfield.html
On another matter, letters:
I hope to see my reply to the letter to the editor identifying me by
name in derogatory terms for an article published by the Herald.
It
may be a good editorial policy to keep the subject of the letters as
an issue, not the person remarking on the issue. The problem is
high
rents, not the person saying they are not high. Attacking the

messenger is an old tactic of those who do not have the facts of
the
issue on their side.
Another issue: Aviation Safety.
I'm embroiled in an issue of wiring safety for early model Boeing
747s. It's quite controversial as you might imagine as most of my
issues are. It's detailed at www.corazon.com and might be worthy
of a
story.
Another issue: Employment:
I've considered becoming a full time reporter for years and went
to
journalism courses in college years ago. I even worked at the
former
Carmel Valley Sun. What are the job descriptions and
requirements of
the Herald for writing work?
My words keep on popping up in others' mouths, such as "Au
Contraire"
in Andy Rose's column and now "sullied' in the cityofsalinas.com
owner, as quoted by Joe Livernois in today's paper.
To review:
1. Domains offered for use by Herald for a fee.
2. Letter to editor replying to remarks about me by name.
3. The shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for plane crashes.
4. Reporter job.

It's really too bad about the bear.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; charset=us-ascii;
name="lshackel.vcf"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Description: Card for Laurel Shackelford
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename="lshackel.vcf"
Attachment converted: Master:lshackel.vcf (TEXT/TBB6)
(00051B52)
This message has the following attachments:
file://localhost/Users/barry/Library/Mail/
Attachments/.DS_Store

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 9, 2001 9:14:50 AM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: cityofmonterey.com et al

Dear Laurel,

Anything come of my offer to the paper for the use of
cityofmonterey.com etc? It seems now that the actual city does
not own the domain name cityof...com, that your newspaper
could use the obvious traffic to the site of the easily remembered
name. The other city related sites are all trying to sell something.
Last week these people came to the sites with no advertising:
Possibly countyofmonterey.com would be of interest since the
Herald is county wide.
Request Report
-------------Listing files with at least 1 request, sorted by the number of
requests.
#reqs: %bytes:
last time: file
-----: ------: ---------------: ---1948: 90.82%: Jun/ 3/01 01:40: internetpagepublishing.com/
74: 0.12%: Jun/ 2/01 22:27: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmonterey.html
42: 0.07%: Jun/ 2/01 20:12: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofashley.html
29: 0.11%: Jun/ 2/01 18:41: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofoakland.html
21: 0.05%: Jun/ 3/01 00:45: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofcarmel.html
21: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 21:42: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsanfrancisco.html
19: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 13:49: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmacon.html
18: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 18:34: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofgilroy.html

17: 0.16%: Jun/ 2/01 23:22: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmonroe.html
15: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 12:45: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofseaside.html
14: 0.01%: Jun/ 3/01 00:45: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwatsonville.html
12: 0.96%: Jun/ 2/01 19:01: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyoflake.html
12: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofsantacruz.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofsantaclara.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 13:25: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmarina.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmontreal.html
11: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofmorganhill.html
11: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 10:30: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofjasper.html
10: 0.07%: Jun/ 2/01 09:04: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofvernon.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofpacificgrove.html
10: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofbedford.html
10: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 08:13: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityoffarmington.html
10: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofwaterloo.html
10: 0.04%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofoxford.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/

cityofsanford.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 3/01 00:44: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofstratford.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:35: internetpagepublishing.com/
countyof/countyofbernlillo.html
10: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofarcadia.html
10: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 22:55: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofyakima.html
9: 0.02%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityoffairfax.html
9: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofquebec.html
9: 0.01%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofdelreyoaks.html
8: 0.03%: Jun/ 2/01 08:07: internetpagepublishing.com/cityof/
cityofgreenfield.html
On another matter, letters:
I hope to see my reply to the letter to the editor identifying me by
name in derogatory terms for an article published by the Herald.
It may be a good editorial policy to keep the subject of the letters
as an issue, not the person remarking on the issue. The problem
is high rents, not the person saying they are not high. Attacking
the messenger is an old tactic of those who do not have the facts
of the issue on their side.
Another issue: Aviation Safety.
I'm embroiled in an issue of wiring safety for early model Boeing
747s. It's quite controversial as you might imagine as most of my
issues are. It's detailed at www.corazon.com and might be worthy

of a story.
Another issue: Employment:
I've considered becoming a full time reporter for years and went
to journalism courses in college years ago. I even worked at the
former Carmel Valley Sun. What are the job descriptions and
requirements of the Herald for writing work?
My words keep on popping up in others' mouths, such as "Au
Contraire" in Andy Rose's column and now "sullied' in the
cityofsalinas.com owner, as quoted by Joe Livernois in today's
paper.
To review:
1. Domains offered for use by Herald for a fee.
2. Letter to editor replying to remarks about me by name.
3. The shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/explosive
decompression/inflight breakup explanation for plane crashes.
4. Reporter job.
It's really too bad about the bear.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: June 5, 2001 1:51:04 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Sent letters off to Coast Weekley

Dear Laurel, 5 June 01
Haven't heard from you since I submitted the airport letter to
editor or commentary so I assume you have passed on them.
I've sent them to the Coast Weekly for consideration.
Too bad about the bear.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: May 23, 2001 9:54:07 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: What might have been

But this it seems is not the whole story Barry- found this on
PPRUNE- it is
from the author of said FI article. His original article was

subbed! This
further information raises some serious questions!!
Hi everybody,
I'm the author of the FI article and unfortunately it got a bit
shortend.
To get the heat a bit down (or turn it up - as you might see it)
here some
more facts, which are as well available on my webpage at
www.aviationsafetyonline.com <http://
www.aviationsafetyonline.com> :
A proper flight control check has been conducted. By the
mechanics and by
the crew, prior to take off. The problem, as I see it after
consulting with
some AI mechanics are
the wiring lists. Figure that out: even among the same type of
modern airbus
FBW aircraft the sidestick connector pin might be wired
differently.
According to the Murphys law rule this implements incidents and
accidents to
happen. The connector pin is a 164 pin connector (similar to
those you have
for you printer cable at your pc). Apparently the wrong wiring
list was
consulted (though it was for an A 320-200 aircraft) and the wires
for the
roll input and the associated control channels were reversed. This
resulted
in the ELAC computer indicating proper aileron deflection while
the ailor
was actually reversed. This failure is impossible to detect, as

long as
nobody outside the cockpit visually checks if the corresponding
aileron
deflection (up/down right and left wing)is consistent with the
control
input.
Airbus Industrie did not respond on several requests for
comment.
Happy landings and let's all be careful out there
Tim v. Beveren
editor aviation safety
and more info from said man
I was told and had proof in my hands that even within one line
series there
might be differences in the wiring list for the respective
sidesticks.
According to the sources, close to the German BFU
investigation, the pins in
the connector were wired 100 percent to the diagram, but
unfortunately for
the wrong aircraft serial no's. The correct diagram for the
"incident"
aircraft had these connections reversed (control channel and roll
channel =
total of 4 pins). Thereby the next step "safety feature", the
control
computer was "bypassed" and showed the correct(wrong)
deflection on the ECAM
screen.

Again, only somebody outside the a/c with radio communication
might have
catched it, when the wrong aileron turned up - instead of
(desired)down.
I believe something VITAL as the flight controls, specially in an
FBW
aircraft, should be failsafe on this end.
I recall talking to a former top manager at AI some years ago,
where we
discussed such an issue and AI was trying to convince me that a
screw up as
it was the case in the famous B 727 accident(flight control cabels
connected
reversed) is more than unlikely to happen with an Airbus. Well
Murphys
Law...
BTW: there were 108 pax and a crew of 7 on board during this
event. A/c
registration was D-AIPW. Take-Off RWY was 18 and this is a
pretty long one,
as I recall. Big, big luck for all, as the aircraft was still above the
runway and not close to the ajecent forrest...
[This message has been

-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Wednesday, May 23, 2001 5:49 PM
To: Ben Whalley
Subject: RE: What might have been

Joking apart, this raises another issue. If this incident had ended
with
a
smoking hole in the ground how easy would the cause of the
crash have
been
to trace? The incident tripped no warning bells or master
cuations so the
aircraft obviously thought it was behaving correctly given the
manual
inputs- no indication of the reverse of polarity was able to be
traced by
this extremely sophisticated airliner. So would the FDR give any
clues?
And
might the tiny connectors have been vaporized in the resultant
blaze
destroying the evidence....?

Too right, impossible to figure out....until another happened that
did not
crash. Or go back and find any mysterious similar crashes that
now has
answer. I can't think of any but Airbus have down go arounds and
crashed
into air terminal in Taiwan.
Just like United Airlines Flight 811 that survived and matched
similar
mystery crashes of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Pan Am

Flight 103 Air
India Flight 182 by evidence.
Above would have been pilot error for sure.
Good question of why did copilot take over and do something so
intrinsically counter intuitive, down low and give hard stick into
ground?
That guy/gal had something few have. How did he know pilot
was giving
inputs that controls were responding backwards? The movement
is so slight
and the stick is on opposite side of cockpit.
Just so many questions.
Probably weather would have been blamed and poor pilot
response.
What might have been.
Barry

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received
it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
this message may contain personal views which are not the views
of the

BBC, unless specifically stated.

From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: May 23, 2001 2:25:04 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: What might have been

Thanks for this I read it yesterday in FI. Well done to the
Lufthansa FO.
But did he really realise what the problem was at the time? They
were flying
through turbulent air. How about the possibility of a really strong
wake
vortex encounter? Or even an inbalanced fuel load or incorrectly
loaded
cargo?
It seems obvious what the problem was in analysis and retrospect
but in that
split instant, and given their proximity to the ground, is it not
possible
he felt that most primeval human instinct- survival- something
that would
have overriden any SOP training etc and he reached for the
takeover button
almost involuntarily?
Then again, as he was the monitoring pilot, maybe he understood
the
situation from his instruments and the captain's actions. Maybe it
was a

situation oft practised in the simulator. Or maybe the EICAM
gives
indications of control surface input. In fact I am pretty sure it
does for
the pre-flight checks but would this page or this information have
been
displayed on the MFD at this point in flight? I don't know I'm not
a pilot!
But still, it's fascinating...
But nevertheless well done chaps or chapesses.
Yes it makes you think what would have happened in a lesser
outfit. And if
that outfit hads been Islamic and the NTSB had become involved
no doubt the
verdict would have been fundamentalist suicide!
Joking apart, this raises another issue. If this incident had ended
with a
smoking hole in the ground how easy would the cause of the
crash have been
to trace? The incident tripped no warning bells or master
cuations so the
aircraft obviously thought it was behaving correctly given the
manual
inputs- no indication of the reverse of polarity was able to be
traced by
this extremely sophisticated airliner. So would the FDR give any
clues? And
might the tiny connectors have been vaporized in the resultant
blaze
destroying the evidence....?

As you have expertise in the matter I'll pass this one back to you!
What do
you think would have happened?
Regards
Ben

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received
it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
this message may contain personal views which are not the views
of the
BBC, unless specifically stated.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 22, 2001 7:33:49 PM PDT
To: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Subject: Thanks anyway

Dear Paul, well, I understand, probably too controversial,
politically, that's why the error has gone on for long and lives
continue to be lost. It was an offer to get you into the biggest

aviation story Canada has ever had.
But, you could at least have sent me the original to me instead of
a copy as shown below by the > marks.
Cheers,
Barry

X-From_: MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca Tue May 22 11:35:46 2001
From: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Letter to RCMP
Date: Tue, 22 May 2001 14:35:38 -0400
Dear Mr. Smith,
Thank you for your invitation to participate in a meeting with the
RCMP to
discuss your independent investigation of the crash of Air India
Flight
182 on June 23, 1985. Unfortunately, you may have
misunderstood my earlier
correspondence to you. While I congratulate your efforts and
respect your
opinion, I am not in a position to enter such discussions.
Sincerely,
Paul Marquis
Editor

Aviation Safety Letter

---------From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
May 17, 2001 12:41 PM
To: Marquis, Paul
Subject: Letter to RCMP
<<File: RCMPblachfor16may01.pdf>>
Dear Paul,
I just sent a snail mail to RCMP responding to their request for a
meeting
with me. I mentioned your name as a participant and would
appreciate it if
you could attend. Sgt Blachford may get my letter in a few days
by land
mail.
It's in PDF, if unable to read, tell me and I'll send in alternate
format.
How's the Safety Forum going? I sent my Smith AAR to a few
TSB people, if
anyone is talking about the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive
decompression/inflight breakup for Air India Flight 182, I'm here
to

clarify any issues.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Date: May 22, 2001 7:33:32 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Out of Office AutoReply: Thanks anyway

I will be out of the office until May 23th. Thank you.
Je serai absent du bureau jusqu'au 23 mai. Merci
Paul Marquis

From: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Date: May 22, 2001 11:35:38 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Letter to RCMP

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thank you for your invitation to participate in a meeting with the
RCMP to
discuss your independent investigation of the crash of Air India
Flight
182 on June 23, 1985. Unfortunately, you may have
misunderstood my earlier
correspondence to you. While I congratulate your efforts and
respect your
opinion, I am not in a position to enter such discussions.
Sincerely,
Paul Marquis
Editor
Aviation Safety Letter

---------From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
May 17, 2001 12:41 PM
To: Marquis, Paul
Subject: Letter to RCMP
<<File: RCMPblachfor16may01.pdf>>
Dear Paul,
I just sent a snail mail to RCMP responding to their request for a
meeting
with me. I mentioned your name as a participant and would

appreciate it if
you could attend. Sgt Blachford may get my letter in a few days
by land
mail.
It's in PDF, if unable to read, tell me and I'll send in alternate
format.
How's the Safety Forum going? I sent my Smith AAR to a few
TSB people, if
anyone is talking about the shorted wiring/cargo door rupture/
explosive
decompression/inflight breakup for Air India Flight 182, I'm here
to
clarify any issues.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Date: May 21, 2001 6:23:27 AM PDT
To: James Stevenson <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Permit me to share my pride. . .

This past Saturday, my wife Edel graduated from the University
of Maryland
University College Summa Cum Laude. She was part of a
graduating class of
over 2,200.
Those of you who know Edel, recall that for the better part of
two
semesters, she was pregnant and recently gave birth on April 19
to our
second daughter. Frankly, I don't know how she did it but I
though I would
share both my pride and joy.
Jim Stevenson
-Ross & Perry, Inc.
Publishers
717 Second St., N.E., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 675-8300

begin:vcard
version:3.0
fn:Beat Koller
n:Koller;Beat;;;
email;type=internet;type=pref:swssbake@bellsouth.net
email;type=internet:BPKoller@aol.com
end:vcard

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 18, 2001 6:21:53 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Carmel Pine Cone article

Dear Laurel,
The Pine Cone has a front page story about the dangers of
airports, exactly what I have been sending you these past few
weeks and more recently specifically about the Carmel Valley
Airport. The play down the danger; they ignore the negative
effects, and they don't understand airplanes.
These people are not pilots, they do not live near the airport, they
do not have children in the school, they have not been in a plane
crash, they have not had a plane from the local airport crash in
front of their house.
I have. I have all those things.
These one sided accounts of safety at airports and the impacts of
airports must be rebutted. You have my article and you have my
letter to the editor, is there anything else you want to present a
fair sided issue using official government documents for support
of assertions?
Airplanes are not living rooms to watch a movie in or a dining
room to have meal, or a bar to have a drink with a friend, as the
airlines would have us believe, they are fuel laden potentially
explosive units with fire all around. They are dangerous and kill
thousands very year.
Airports are not cool places to take off on exotic wonderful
adventures but boring stand in line expensive bus stations that

send and received airplanes that crash nearby hundreds of times a
year. Approach and departure are the two most accidently likely
places for crashes.
People have an aura of invulnerability that it can't happen here. It
has happened here. I lost that aura in my crash, it can happen to
me. It has happened to me.
Having an open access fenced airport in a small village
community where the dogs play in the taxiway, the children ride
bikes on the runway and the parents cross the runway to go to the
Post Office is insane. They are naive idiots who are unclear of
the concept of slashing machete blades on flesh which is what
propellers do.
If you want a true appraisal of the Carmel Valley Airport and the
Monterey Peninsula Airport and the effects on the communities,
just tell me or send one of your ace investigative reporters around
and interview me.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 17, 2001 9:41:14 AM PDT
To: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Subject: Letter to RCMP

Dear Paul,
I just sent a snail mail to RCMP responding to their request for a
meeting with me. I mentioned your name as a participant and
would appreciate it if you could attend. Sgt Blachford may get
my letter in a few days by land mail.
It's in PDF, if unable to read, tell me and I'll send in alternate
format.
How's the Safety Forum going? I sent my Smith AAR to a few
TSB people, if anyone is talking about the shorted wiring/cargo
door rupture/explosive decompression/inflight breakup for Air
India Flight 182, I'm here to clarify any issues.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 10:10:25 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Housing Situation commentary article
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

Thanks. The changes wll be made. Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:
John, this is the box that would go with your main piece. Laurel.
Please insert any changes in CAPS.

John Barry Smith, a self-styled authority on Monterey Peninsula
housing strategies, lists these credentials: o
Occasional Tourist in Motels: Monterey Peninsula 1952-1988
Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel Valley 1977-1978; New
Monterey 1986; Pebble Beach 1986.
Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove 1977, Seaside 1978, Carmel
Valley 1988.
Landlord: Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside 1978 for
seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven years.
Total tourist nights: 100.
Total renting: 5 years.
Total ownership: 56 years.otal landlord: 38 years.
Well, 'self styled'? Where did that come from? That sounds like
an insult. When is 'self styled' ever a compliment? And who is to
'style' the authority on Monterey Peninsula housing strategies?
No one. How about John Barry Smith, 'A LONG TIME
RESIDENT ON THE MONTEREY PENINSULA' lists these

credentials: Or delete 'self-styled' and just leave it 'John Barry
Smith, an authority on ..." Delete the 'o' hanging out there for
some reason after 'credentials: o' Can not capitalize an
omission. Last credential: add the 'T' for 'Total landlord: 38
years.' omitted for some reason.
At 5:34 PM -0800 5/15/01, Laurel Shackelford wrote:
This is the main piece; please insert any change in CAPS.
Well, why is '30-year' hyphenated? It's fine if so. '2000 a month'
needs a comma if the others have them, and they do. A comma in
CAPS is hard to do.
There appears to be a perception that the only persons who are
paying high costs for housing around the Monterey Bay are
renters. Not so.
Relative to other communities, such as Barstow, it's true that
renters are paying more money for the same house or apartment;
however, relative to other types of persons living here such as
tourists, homeowners, or landlords, renters have by far the lowest
housing costs. They may not realize that. If they knew about
living costs borne by all, they might not be so inflamed.
It's obvious that the tourist pays the most per month to live here
when the average daily cost is more than $100 per night, which
works out to $3,000 a month for a bedroom and bathroom.
The landlords' expenses are comparable to the homeowners'.
Here is a general comparison between the remaining renter and
homeowner.
The renter started with about $2,500. The owner started with
about $25,000. The similar houses they lived in were valued at
about $250,000.
The renter paid $1,000 a month and paid for water, electricity,
gas, TV cable, and phone. He did not get the $5 interest per
month on the $1,000 he used as a deposit. The owner paid the

same utilities herself. She also paid every month $1,600 to the
bank for the 30-year mortgage of $225,000 after having given the
$25,000 as a down payment; $50 a month to the insurance
company for the mandatory insurance; $2000 a month to the
state of California for the mandatory property tax; $12 a month
to the mandatory water board; $20 a month to the mandatory
disposal pickup; for a mandatory total of $1,882 dollars a month.
She did not get the $145 a month interest from the $25,000 she
had used as a down payment.The owner in effect was paying
$2,027 a month to live here while the renter was paying $1,005.
If the true cost of monthly ownership of a house on the Monterey
Peninsula were charged to the renters, the rents would be
doubled overnight.
Owners who moved here years ago, eventually bought a house
and then rented it out, are now aware of potential problems such
as not being able to raise the rent to meet rising costs or having
to tolerate unsuitable tenants. Most current landlords were
satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred dollars a
month in exchange for pleasant tenants who paid the rent on time
and kept good care of the house.
But now landlords are thinking: Appreciation is tenuous, maybe
it's best to sell now, an action which would decrease the supply
of available rental properties. Or they are thinking: If some sort
of retroactive caps are imposed, I had better start raising rents
now, thus causing rents to rise again. Renters are paying the least
among the four main categories and are driving their rents higher
by their current actions. There always has been a housing
shortage, the rents and costs of houses here has always been
high; they always will be.
What's the point? Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to
community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards. Enjoy
what you have.

John Barry Smith lives in Carmel Valley
He certainly does, Looks good, Laurel, Thank you, Cheers,Barry
the self styled contrarian Smith

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 6:37:18 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: 596 words of informed, thoughtful commentary
on the housingsituation.
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

T here appears to be a perception that the only persons who are
paying high costs for housing around the Monterey Bay are
renters. Not so.
Relative to other communities, such as Barstow, it's true that
renters are paying more money for the same house or apartment;
however, relative to other types of persons living here such as
tourists, homeowners, or landlords, renters have by far the lowest
housing costs. They may not realize that. If they knew about
living costs borne by all, they might not be so inflamed.
It's obvious that the tourist pays the most per month to live here
when the average daily cost is more than $100 per night, which
works out to $3,000 a month for a bedroom and bathroom.
The landlords' expenses are comparable to the homeowners'.
Here is a general comparison between the remaining renter and
homeowner.
The renter started with about $2,500. The owner started with
about $25,000. The similar houses they lived in were valued at
about $250,000.
The renter paid $1,000 a month and paid for water, electricity,
gas, TV cable, and phone. He did not get the $5 interest per

month on the $1,000 he used as a deposit.
The owner paid the same utilities herself. She also paid every
month $1,600 to the bank for the 30-year mortgage of $225,000
after having given the $25,000 as a down payment; $50 a month
to the insurance company for the mandatory insurance; $2000 a
month to the state of California for the mandatory property tax;
$12 a month to the mandatory water board; $20 a month to the
mandatory disposal pickup; for a mandatory total of $1,882
dollars a month. She did not get the $145 a month interest from
the $25,000 she had used as a down payment.
The owner in effect was paying $2,027 a month to live here
while the renter was paying $1,005. If the true cost of monthly
ownership of a house on the Monterey Peninsula were charged to
the renters, the rents would be doubled overnight.
Owners who moved here years ago, eventually bought a house
and then rented it out, are now aware of potential problems such
as not being able to raise the rent to meet rising costs or having
to tolerate unsuitable tenants. Most current landlords were
satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred dollars a
month in exchange for pleasant tenants who paid the rent on time
and kept good care of the house.
But now landlords are thinking: Appreciation is tenuous, maybe
it's best to sell now, an action which would decrease the supply
of available rental properties. Or they are thinking: If some sort
of retroactive caps are imposed, I had better start raising rents
now, thus causing rents to rise again.
Renters are paying the least among the four main categories and
are driving their rents higher by their current actions. There
always has been a housing shortage, the rents and costs of houses
here has always been high; they always will be.
What's the point? Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to
community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards. Enjoy

what you have.
John Barry Smith lives in Carmel Valley
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel, below are your 596 words, cut from my 1800, and
every word that was removed was as if a red blood cell in my
bone marrow had been vaporized. Poof! Pow!
I did not count the credential part at the end as that's optional.
This is a complex issue, of course, and I did not get into the dire
consequences of rent control which I assume the elected leaders
know about.
As usual, it's the 'have nots' trying to become the 'haves' any way
they can. I was once a 'have not' myself and probably you were
too. We earned our way up.
The letter to the editor this morning asks, "Where's the beef?", an
old cliche from an unimaginative mind, and below is my mad
cow response.
This commentary is of course open for further editing.
Cheers,
Barry
There appears to be a perception that the only persons who are
paying high costs for housing around the Monterey Bay are
renters. Not so. Relative to other communities, such as Barstow,
it's true that renters are paying more money for the same house or

apartment; however, relative to other types of persons living here
such as tourists, homeowners, or landlords, renters have by far
the lowest housing costs. They may not realize that. If they knew
about living costs borne by all, they might not be so inflamed.
It's obvious that the tourist pays the most per per month to live
here when the average daily cost is over a hundred dollars or
three thousand dollars a month for a bedroom and bathroom. The
landlords' expenses are comparable to the homeowners'. Here is a
general comparison between the remaining two main types,
renter and homeowner.
The renter started with about two thousand five hundred dollars.
The owner started with about twenty five thousand dollars. The
similar houses they lived in were valued at about two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars.
The renter paid one thousand dollars a month and paid for water,
electricity, gas, TV cable, and phone. He did not get the five
dollars interest per month on the one thousand dollars he used as
a deposit.
The owner paid the same utilities herself. She also paid every
month one thousand six hundred dollars to the bank for the thirty
year mortgage of two hundred twenty five thousand dollars after
having given the twenty five thousand dollars as a down
payment; fifty dollars a month to the insurance company for the
mandatory insurance; two hundred dollars a month to the state of
California for the mandatory property tax; twelve dollars a month
to the mandatory water board; twenty dollars a month to the
mandatory disposal pickup; for a mandatory total of one
thousand eight hundred eighty two dollars a month. She did not
get the one hundred forty five dollars a month interest from the

twenty five thousand dollars she had used as a down payment.
The owner in effect was paying two thousand twenty seven
dollars a month to live here while the renter was paying one
thousand five dollars. If the true cost of monthly ownership of a
house on the Monterey Peninsula were charged to the renters, the
rents would be doubled overnight.
Owners who moved here years ago, eventually bought a house
and then rented it out, are now aware of potential problems such
as not being able to raise the rent to meet rising costs or having
to tolerate unsuitable tenants. Most current landlords were
satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred dollars a
month in exchange for pleasant tenants who paid the rent on time
and kept good care of the house.
But now landlords are thinking: Appreciation is tenuous, maybe
it's best to sell now, an action which would decrease the supply
of available rental properties. Or they are thinking: If some sort
of retroactive caps are imposed, I had better start raising rents
now, thus causing rents to rise again.
Renters are paying the least among the four main categories and
are driving their rents higher by their current actions. There
always has been a housing shortage, the rents and costs of houses
here has always been high; they always will be.
What's the point? Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to
community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards. Enjoy
what you have.
Author:

Occasional Tourist in Motels: Monterey Peninsula 1952-1988
Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel Valley 1977-1978; New
Monterey 1986; Pebble Beach 1986.
Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove 1977, Seaside 1978, Carmel
Valley 1988.
Landlord: Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside 1978 for
seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven years.
Total tourist nights: 100.
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Total ownership: 56 years.
Total landlord: 38 years.
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From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 6:34:08 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: 596 words of informed, thoughtful commentary

on the housingsituation.
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

This is the main piece; please insert any change in CAPS.
There appears to be a perception that the only persons who are
paying high costs for housing around the Monterey Bay are
renters. Not so.
Relative to other communities, such as Barstow, it's true that
renters are paying more money for the same house or apartment;
however, relative to other types of persons living here such as
tourists, homeowners, or landlords, renters have by far the lowest
housing costs. They may not realize that. If they knew about
living costs borne by all, they might not be so inflamed.
It's obvious that the tourist pays the most per month to live here
when the average daily cost is more than $100 per night, which
works out to $3,000 a month for a bedroom and bathroom.
The landlords' expenses are comparable to the homeowners'.
Here is a general comparison between the remaining renter and
homeowner.
The renter started with about $2,500. The owner started with
about $25,000. The similar houses they lived in were valued at
about $250,000.
The renter paid $1,000 a month and paid for water, electricity,
gas, TV cable, and phone. He did not get the $5 interest per
month on the $1,000 he used as a deposit.
The owner paid the same utilities herself. She also paid every
month $1,600 to the bank for the 30-year mortgage of $225,000
after having given the $25,000 as a down payment; $50 a month
to the insurance company for the mandatory insurance; $2000 a
month to the state of California for the mandatory property tax;
$12 a month to the mandatory water board; $20 a month to the
mandatory disposal pickup; for a mandatory total of $1,882
dollars a month. She did not get the $145 a month interest from

the $25,000 she had used as a down payment.
The owner in effect was paying $2,027 a month to live here
while the renter was paying $1,005. If the true cost of monthly
ownership of a house on the Monterey Peninsula were charged to
the renters, the rents would be doubled overnight.
Owners who moved here years ago, eventually bought a house
and then rented it out, are now aware of potential problems such
as not being able to raise the rent to meet rising costs or having
to tolerate unsuitable tenants. Most current landlords were
satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred dollars a
month in exchange for pleasant tenants who paid the rent on time
and kept good care of the house.
But now landlords are thinking: Appreciation is tenuous, maybe
it's best to sell now, an action which would decrease the supply
of available rental properties. Or they are thinking: If some sort
of retroactive caps are imposed, I had better start raising rents
now, thus causing rents to rise again.
Renters are paying the least among the four main categories and
are driving their rents higher by their current actions. There
always has been a housing shortage, the rents and costs of houses
here has always been high; they always will be.
What's the point? Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to
community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards. Enjoy
what you have.
John Barry Smith lives in Carmel Valley
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel, below are your 596 words, cut from my 1800, and
every word that was removed was as if a red blood cell in my
bone marrow had been vaporized. Poof! Pow!

I did not count the credential part at the end as that's optional.
This is a complex issue, of course, and I did not get into the dire
consequences of rent control which I assume the elected leaders
know about.
As usual, it's the 'have nots' trying to become the 'haves' any way
they can. I was once a 'have not' myself and probably you were
too. We earned our way up.
The letter to the editor this morning asks, "Where's the beef?", an
old cliche from an unimaginative mind, and below is my mad
cow response.
This commentary is of course open for further editing.
Cheers,
Barry
There appears to be a perception that the only persons who are
paying high costs for housing around the Monterey Bay are
renters. Not so. Relative to other communities, such as Barstow,
it's true that renters are paying more money for the same house or
apartment; however, relative to other types of persons living here
such as tourists, homeowners, or landlords, renters have by far
the lowest housing costs. They may not realize that. If they knew
about living costs borne by all, they might not be so inflamed.
It's obvious that the tourist pays the most per per month to live
here when the average daily cost is over a hundred dollars or
three thousand dollars a month for a bedroom and bathroom. The
landlords' expenses are comparable to the homeowners'. Here is a

general comparison between the remaining two main types,
renter and homeowner.
The renter started with about two thousand five hundred dollars.
The owner started with about twenty five thousand dollars. The
similar houses they lived in were valued at about two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars.
The renter paid one thousand dollars a month and paid for water,
electricity, gas, TV cable, and phone. He did not get the five
dollars interest per month on the one thousand dollars he used as
a deposit.
The owner paid the same utilities herself. She also paid every
month one thousand six hundred dollars to the bank for the thirty
year mortgage of two hundred twenty five thousand dollars after
having given the twenty five thousand dollars as a down
payment; fifty dollars a month to the insurance company for the
mandatory insurance; two hundred dollars a month to the state of
California for the mandatory property tax; twelve dollars a month
to the mandatory water board; twenty dollars a month to the
mandatory disposal pickup; for a mandatory total of one
thousand eight hundred eighty two dollars a month. She did not
get the one hundred forty five dollars a month interest from the
twenty five thousand dollars she had used as a down payment.
The owner in effect was paying two thousand twenty seven
dollars a month to live here while the renter was paying one
thousand five dollars. If the true cost of monthly ownership of a
house on the Monterey Peninsula were charged to the renters, the
rents would be doubled overnight.
Owners who moved here years ago, eventually bought a house

and then rented it out, are now aware of potential problems such
as not being able to raise the rent to meet rising costs or having
to tolerate unsuitable tenants. Most current landlords were
satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred dollars a
month in exchange for pleasant tenants who paid the rent on time
and kept good care of the house.
But now landlords are thinking: Appreciation is tenuous, maybe
it's best to sell now, an action which would decrease the supply
of available rental properties. Or they are thinking: If some sort
of retroactive caps are imposed, I had better start raising rents
now, thus causing rents to rise again.
Renters are paying the least among the four main categories and
are driving their rents higher by their current actions. There
always has been a housing shortage, the rents and costs of houses
here has always been high; they always will be.
What's the point? Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to
community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards. Enjoy
what you have.
Author:
Occasional Tourist in Motels: Monterey Peninsula 1952-1988
Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel Valley 1977-1978; New
Monterey 1986; Pebble Beach 1986.
Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove 1977, Seaside 1978, Carmel
Valley 1988.
Landlord: Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside 1978 for
seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven years.
Total tourist nights: 100.

Total renting: 5 years.
Total ownership: 56 years.
Total landlord: 38 years.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
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From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 6:33:13 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: 596 words of informed, thoughtful commentary
on the housingsituation.
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

John, this is the box that would go with your main piece. Laurel.
Please insert any changes in CAPS.
John Barry Smith, a self-styled authority on Monterey Peninsula
housing strategies, lists these credentials: o
Occasional Tourist in Motels: Monterey Peninsula 1952-1988
Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel Valley 1977-1978; New

Monterey 1986; Pebble Beach 1986.
Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove 1977, Seaside 1978, Carmel
Valley 1988.
Landlord: Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside 1978 for
seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven years.
Total tourist nights: 100.
Total renting: 5 years.
Total ownership: 56 years.
otal landlord: 38 years.

John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel, below are your 596 words, cut from my 1800, and
every word that was removed was as if a red blood cell in my
bone marrow had been vaporized. Poof! Pow!
I did not count the credential part at the end as that's optional.
This is a complex issue, of course, and I did not get into the dire
consequences of rent control which I assume the elected leaders
know about.
As usual, it's the 'have nots' trying to become the 'haves' any way
they can. I was once a 'have not' myself and probably you were
too. We earned our way up.
The letter to the editor this morning asks, "Where's the beef?", an
old cliche from an unimaginative mind, and below is my mad
cow response.
This commentary is of course open for further editing.

Cheers,
Barry
There appears to be a perception that the only persons who are
paying high costs for housing around the Monterey Bay are
renters. Not so. Relative to other communities, such as Barstow,
it's true that renters are paying more money for the same house or
apartment; however, relative to other types of persons living here
such as tourists, homeowners, or landlords, renters have by far
the lowest housing costs. They may not realize that. If they knew
about living costs borne by all, they might not be so inflamed.
It's obvious that the tourist pays the most per per month to live
here when the average daily cost is over a hundred dollars or
three thousand dollars a month for a bedroom and bathroom. The
landlords' expenses are comparable to the homeowners'. Here is a
general comparison between the remaining two main types,
renter and homeowner.
The renter started with about two thousand five hundred dollars.
The owner started with about twenty five thousand dollars. The
similar houses they lived in were valued at about two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars.
The renter paid one thousand dollars a month and paid for water,
electricity, gas, TV cable, and phone. He did not get the five
dollars interest per month on the one thousand dollars he used as
a deposit.
The owner paid the same utilities herself. She also paid every
month one thousand six hundred dollars to the bank for the thirty
year mortgage of two hundred twenty five thousand dollars after
having given the twenty five thousand dollars as a down

payment; fifty dollars a month to the insurance company for the
mandatory insurance; two hundred dollars a month to the state of
California for the mandatory property tax; twelve dollars a month
to the mandatory water board; twenty dollars a month to the
mandatory disposal pickup; for a mandatory total of one
thousand eight hundred eighty two dollars a month. She did not
get the one hundred forty five dollars a month interest from the
twenty five thousand dollars she had used as a down payment.
The owner in effect was paying two thousand twenty seven
dollars a month to live here while the renter was paying one
thousand five dollars. If the true cost of monthly ownership of a
house on the Monterey Peninsula were charged to the renters, the
rents would be doubled overnight.
Owners who moved here years ago, eventually bought a house
and then rented it out, are now aware of potential problems such
as not being able to raise the rent to meet rising costs or having
to tolerate unsuitable tenants. Most current landlords were
satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred dollars a
month in exchange for pleasant tenants who paid the rent on time
and kept good care of the house.
But now landlords are thinking: Appreciation is tenuous, maybe
it's best to sell now, an action which would decrease the supply
of available rental properties. Or they are thinking: If some sort
of retroactive caps are imposed, I had better start raising rents
now, thus causing rents to rise again.
Renters are paying the least among the four main categories and
are driving their rents higher by their current actions. There
always has been a housing shortage, the rents and costs of houses

here has always been high; they always will be.
What's the point? Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to
community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards. Enjoy
what you have.
Author:
Occasional Tourist in Motels: Monterey Peninsula 1952-1988
Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel Valley 1977-1978; New
Monterey 1986; Pebble Beach 1986.
Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove 1977, Seaside 1978, Carmel
Valley 1988.
Landlord: Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside 1978 for
seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven years.
Total tourist nights: 100.
Total renting: 5 years.
Total ownership: 56 years.
Total landlord: 38 years.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 11:23:33 AM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Art mimics reality?

X-From_: tomkirkwood@msn.com Tue May 15 05:54:27 2001
X-Sender: tomkirkwood@msn.com
Date: Tue, 15 May 2001 06:01:36 -0600
From: "Book-of-the-Month Club Author Tom Kirkwood"
<tomkirkwood@msn.com>
To: "barry@corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Boeing vs. Airbus: What If . . .
Reply-To: tomkirkwood@netzero.com
Don't miss the first great romantic thriller of the new century.
PILOT'S DAWN is now available as an eBook from the
respected British-French publisher, Online Originals. Download
the novel to your laptop or eBook reader from http://
www.onlineoriginals.com or visit the author's website at http://
www.pilotsdawn.com. Below is the publisher's summary:
Synopsis
French Minister of Industry, Georges Michelet,
is a man of the
right with presidential ambitions. When he is
approached by
Walter Claussen, a former East-Bloc spy who
has spent 30
years in the States developing a plan to sabotage
American

aviation, he cannot turn down a diabolical offer.
Claussen, for a
hefty fee, promises to destroy Boeing's
leadership in the global
marketplace. Airbus, the unwitting beneficiary,
will revive the
French economy and catapult Michelet into the
political limelight.
Steven Le Conte, a young American journalist
manqu⁄, lives in
Paris near Sophie Marx, retired bureau chief of
The New York
Times. Sophie, who is writing a series on
Michelet, persuades
Steven to befriend Michelet's daughter, Nicole.
When the two
fall hopelessly in love, Steven is plunged into an
ugly dilemma.
Frank Warner, head of the National
Transportation Safety
Board in the US, has failed to make sense of the
random crashes
that have plagued Boeing aircraft and terrified
the flying public.
As airlines worldwide begin to switch their
orders to Airbus, he
becomes the scapegoat of the Administration.
Steven, quite by
chance, learns that Michelet is behind the
crashes. When he
finally manages to convince Sophie, she contacts
a beleaguered
Frank Warner. Unable to elicit any support from

the Washington
establishment, Warner comes to Paris himself.
Several subplots,
pitting family members against each other, love
against decency
and courage against terror, hurtle toward a
conclusion that leaves
the reader exhilarated and emotionally spent.

If you have received this newsletter in error or wish to be
removed from the author's mailing list, please email
tomkirkwood@netzero.com and write REMOVE in the subject
box.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 9:42:48 AM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Bring a smile to your lips, (not my text)

Whoa, Canada!

You went too damn far this time. First you tried to
pawn off that bad ham as bacon. Then you stuck us with
Celine Dion and no instructions on how to turn her
off. But when you started booin' our national anthem,
Bubba, you peed on the wrong leg.
It happened five times last week. Vancouver Canucks
fans roundly booed The Star-Spangled Banner before two
home playoff games against the Colorado Avalanche, and
Edmonton Oilers fans booed it before three home games
against the Dallas Stars.
Hey, Roseanne wasn't even singin' it!
I know it's not easy playin' Paul Shaffer to our David
Letterman, but we don't deserve this. Don't we keep
our border open to you people? Put up with that gross
Tom Green and his televised testicles? Let you park
your Zambonis anyplace you want?
O.K., our anthem isn't the catchiest tune, but it's
ours. We don't like Muslim point guards sittin' down
while it's played, and we don't like Canadians like
Robert Goulet forgettin' the words to it, and we sure
as hell don't like a bunch of plaid-wearin',
moose-speakin' McKenzie brothers booin' it. Don't
forget, we've got a Texan on the button now.
Nobody's quite sure why you're booin'. Maybe you think
if you disrespect somebody else's country, it makes
you more patriotic. Maybe Vancouver is hacked off
about losing its NBA Grizzlies to a U.S. city. Maybe
Edmonton fans have had it up to their earflaps with

gettin' punked by the Stars in the playoffs four
straight seasons. Or maybe fans hear the rumors that
the Oilers are the next Canadian hockey team that's
going to pack up and move across the border. Or maybe
you drink about three dozen too many Labatts before
the games. But you buncha lumberjacks just crossed a
3,987-mile line.
Well, I know what it is. You're sore at how we're
whippin' you at your game. A Canadian team hasn't won
the Stanley Cup since 1993. You've only got six teams
left out of the 30 in the league, and those six are
lookin' paler than a Saskatoon stripper. None of 'em
have a snowball's chance this year, and most are
broker than Braniff. Meanwhile, there are teams in
such hockey hotbeds as Dallas, Miami, Phoenix (you
remember that team, right? Used to be in Winnipeg),
San Jose and Tampa.
Your dollar is worth, what, 65 cents now? How many
pesos is that? Two? And now a Coloradan, George Gillet
Jr., is trying to buy your crown jewel, the Montreal
Canadiens. Is that beautiful? Hope he starts serving
tacos and Bud and slappin' all those snooty French
Canadians on the back with, "How's it hangin', Hoss?"
You had to be pretty desperate to boo ol' Frank Key's
jingle. The Avalanche (you remember that team, right?
Used to be in Quebec) was on its way to sweepin' out
the Canucks four-zip, and most of the Colorado players
are Canadians anyhow. You even pissed off Avalanche
captain Joe Sakic, and he's from suburban Vancouver!
You're booin' your next-igloo neighbor. Plus, you've

been runnin' those Molson beer "I Am Canadian" ads up
there the last three years, takin' shots at us,
callin' Canada "the best part of North America." One
ad mocked us for our basic friendliness, like when you
tell us you're from Canada, and we say, "Hey, do you
know Suzy? She's from Canada!"
O.K., we do know one guy you might know -- Wayne
Gretzky. Owns a piece of the Phoenix club. You thought
he'd come back after he'd seen Hollywood, the beach
and Janet Jones naked? Yeah, right. He figured out
early on that he was stayin', especially after his
Canadian buddies came to his house in L.A., saw the
long, steep driveway and moaned, "Wayner, you'll never
get up this in the winter."
I notice Larry Walker hasn't moved back, either. Or
Michael J. Fox. Or Jim Carrey. Gee, can't imagine why.
Other than fat taxes, tiny temperatures and the fact
that a big Saturday night is sittin' next to a hole in
the ice waitin' for a lunk to come along while keepin'
your bait warm in your mouth.
You know what a Canadian guy asks before he agrees to
a blind date? "Does she have her own jumper cables?"
You know how to spell Canada? C, eh? N, eh? D, eh?
So that's it. Burn the Peace Bridge. This is war. Your
only job was to stay quiet up there, send us the
occasional smoked salmon and protect us from invasion
by Greenland. But you went and ruined it. You think we
can't take all them sissy Mounties? We can whip them
with Rulon Gardner alone.

Tell you what. We either get an apology by the
morning, or you hosers can forget about becoming our
51st state.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 9:41:20 AM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Bring a smile to your lips, (not my text)

Whoa, Canada!
You went too damn far this time. First you tried to
pawn off that bad ham as bacon. Then you stuck us with
Celine Dion and no instructions on how to turn her
off. But when you started booin' our national anthem,
Bubba, you peed on the wrong leg.
It happened five times last week. Vancouver Canucks
fans roundly booed The Star-Spangled Banner before two
home playoff games against the Colorado Avalanche, and
Edmonton Oilers fans booed it before three home games
against the Dallas Stars.
Hey, Roseanne wasn't even singin' it!
I know it's not easy playin' Paul Shaffer to our David
Letterman, but we don't deserve this. Don't we keep
our border open to you people? Put up with that gross
Tom Green and his televised testicles? Let you park
your Zambonis anyplace you want?

O.K., our anthem isn't the catchiest tune, but it's
ours. We don't like Muslim point guards sittin' down
while it's played, and we don't like Canadians like
Robert Goulet forgettin' the words to it, and we sure
as hell don't like a bunch of plaid-wearin',
moose-speakin' McKenzie brothers booin' it. Don't
forget, we've got a Texan on the button now.
Nobody's quite sure why you're booin'. Maybe you think
if you disrespect somebody else's country, it makes
you more patriotic. Maybe Vancouver is hacked off
about losing its NBA Grizzlies to a U.S. city. Maybe
Edmonton fans have had it up to their earflaps with
gettin' punked by the Stars in the playoffs four
straight seasons. Or maybe fans hear the rumors that
the Oilers are the next Canadian hockey team that's
going to pack up and move across the border. Or maybe
you drink about three dozen too many Labatts before
the games. But you buncha lumberjacks just crossed a
3,987-mile line.
Well, I know what it is. You're sore at how we're
whippin' you at your game. A Canadian team hasn't won
the Stanley Cup since 1993. You've only got six teams
left out of the 30 in the league, and those six are
lookin' paler than a Saskatoon stripper. None of 'em
have a snowball's chance this year, and most are
broker than Braniff. Meanwhile, there are teams in
such hockey hotbeds as Dallas, Miami, Phoenix (you
remember that team, right? Used to be in Winnipeg),
San Jose and Tampa.
Your dollar is worth, what, 65 cents now? How many

pesos is that? Two? And now a Coloradan, George Gillet
Jr., is trying to buy your crown jewel, the Montreal
Canadiens. Is that beautiful? Hope he starts serving
tacos and Bud and slappin' all those snooty French
Canadians on the back with, "How's it hangin', Hoss?"
You had to be pretty desperate to boo ol' Frank Key's
jingle. The Avalanche (you remember that team, right?
Used to be in Quebec) was on its way to sweepin' out
the Canucks four-zip, and most of the Colorado players
are Canadians anyhow. You even pissed off Avalanche
captain Joe Sakic, and he's from suburban Vancouver!
You're booin' your next-igloo neighbor. Plus, you've
been runnin' those Molson beer "I Am Canadian" ads up
there the last three years, takin' shots at us,
callin' Canada "the best part of North America." One
ad mocked us for our basic friendliness, like when you
tell us you're from Canada, and we say, "Hey, do you
know Suzy? She's from Canada!"
O.K., we do know one guy you might know -- Wayne
Gretzky. Owns a piece of the Phoenix club. You thought
he'd come back after he'd seen Hollywood, the beach
and Janet Jones naked? Yeah, right. He figured out
early on that he was stayin', especially after his
Canadian buddies came to his house in L.A., saw the
long, steep driveway and moaned, "Wayner, you'll never
get up this in the winter."
I notice Larry Walker hasn't moved back, either. Or
Michael J. Fox. Or Jim Carrey. Gee, can't imagine why.
Other than fat taxes, tiny temperatures and the fact
that a big Saturday night is sittin' next to a hole in

the ice waitin' for a lunk to come along while keepin'
your bait warm in your mouth.
You know what a Canadian guy asks before he agrees to
a blind date? "Does she have her own jumper cables?"
You know how to spell Canada? C, eh? N, eh? D, eh?
So that's it. Burn the Peace Bridge. This is war. Your
only job was to stay quiet up there, send us the
occasional smoked salmon and protect us from invasion
by Greenland. But you went and ruined it. You think we
can't take all them sissy Mounties? We can whip them
with Rulon Gardner alone.
Tell you what. We either get an apology by the
morning, or you hosers can forget about becoming our
51st state.

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 10:58:43 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Star!
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

John,
Thanks for letting me know that's your lovely
daughter....Fascinating tidbit about your father's role in getting
Hopkins to delete some barbed wire fencing..Could I persuade
you to further the letter writer's campaign by writing about it perhaps a double byline with your father? It's a worthwhile
crusade, I think.

Your piece (the shortened version) on rents is slated for Sunday's
Commentary. I'll send the edited version to you for review today
- there are no substantive changes; I mainly need you to
doublecheck the numbers since I converted them to numerals.
Laurel

John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel, well, you've made a girl very happy. Specifically
our daughter, Laura Smith, age 9, as her picture was in the paper
this morning playing the violin. And her mother is ecstatic too.
It's amazing the power of the press to please or displease.
Well, I did so enjoy the puff piece about the Monterey Airplane
Company and the charter outfit flying celebrities and condors
around and owned by multimillionaire Al Shugart of Pebble
Beach and his socialite Carmel boutique owning wife. Pillars of
the community.
Not a whisper about the grief those airplanes bring constantly
every day to the many hundreds of residents who live in Del Rey
Oaks and Monterey who hear and smell those planes as they start
and taxi in and out of the hangars. The story did make true my
prediction that Monterey will become the charter business
corporate hub for Northern California. The noise here will make
an Air Force base seem like a monastery.
And of course, more letters and articles about dem po' renters
and der high costs of livin' here.

My two articles to you regarding moving airplane operations to
Salinas and rents are cheap run counter to the conventional
wisdom that airplanes are fun and cool and landlords are always
gouging tenants. All my articles have is facts and reasoned logic
to support my assertions.
By the way, years ago, my father, T Arnold Smith, of Pacific
Grove, when he was Chairman of the Pacific Grove Planning
Commission was able to persuade, at my urging, the Marine
Hopkins people to remove the barbed wire along the top of the
offensive chain link fence alongside the recreation trail, an still
ugly chain fence railed against by a recent letter to the paper.
The Monterey Peninsula is a little nicer place to live because of
everyone's efforts.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 9:15:37 AM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Star!

Dear Laurel, well, you've made a girl very happy. Specifically
our daughter, Laura Smith, age 9, as her picture was in the paper
this morning playing the violin. And her mother is ecstatic too.
It's amazing the power of the press to please or displease.
Well, I did so enjoy the puff piece about the Monterey Airplane
Company and the charter outfit flying celebrities and condors
around and owned by multimillionaire Al Shugart of Pebble
Beach and his socialite Carmel boutique owning wife. Pillars of
the community.
Not a whisper about the grief those airplanes bring constantly
every day to the many hundreds of residents who live in Del Rey
Oaks and Monterey who hear and smell those planes as they start
and taxi in and out of the hangars. The story did make true my
prediction that Monterey will become the charter business
corporate hub for Northern California. The noise here will make
an Air Force base seem like a monastery.
And of course, more letters and articles about dem po' renters

and der high costs of livin' here.
My two articles to you regarding moving airplane operations to
Salinas and rents are cheap run counter to the conventional
wisdom that airplanes are fun and cool and landlords are always
gouging tenants. All my articles have is facts and reasoned logic
to support my assertions.
By the way, years ago, my father, T Arnold Smith, of Pacific
Grove, when he was Chairman of the Pacific Grove Planning
Commission was able to persuade, at my urging, the Marine
Hopkins people to remove the barbed wire along the top of the
offensive chain link fence alongside the recreation trail, an still
ugly chain fence railed against by a recent letter to the paper.
The Monterey Peninsula is a little nicer place to live because of
everyone's efforts.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Book-of-the-Month Club Author Tom Kirkwood"
<tomkirkwood@msn.com>
Date: May 15, 2001 5:01:36 AM PDT
To: "barry@corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: Boeing vs. Airbus: What If . . .
Reply-To: tomkirkwood@netzero.com

Don't miss the first great romantic thriller of the new century.
PILOT'S DAWN is now available as an eBook from the
respected British-French publisher, Online Originals. Download
the novel to your laptop or eBook reader from http://
www.onlineoriginals.com or visit the author's website at http://
www.pilotsdawn.com. Below is the publisher's summary:
Synopsis
French Minister of Industry, Georges Michelet,
is a man of the
right with presidential ambitions. When he is
approached by
Walter Claussen, a former East-Bloc spy who
has spent 30
years in the States developing a plan to sabotage
American
aviation, he cannot turn down a diabolical offer.
Claussen, for a
hefty fee, promises to destroy Boeing's
leadership in the global
marketplace. Airbus, the unwitting beneficiary,
will revive the
French economy and catapult Michelet into the
political limelight.
Steven Le Conte, a young American journalist
manqu⁄, lives in
Paris near Sophie Marx, retired bureau chief of
The New York
Times. Sophie, who is writing a series on
Michelet, persuades
Steven to befriend Michelet's daughter, Nicole.

When the two
fall hopelessly in love, Steven is plunged into an
ugly dilemma.
Frank Warner, head of the National
Transportation Safety
Board in the US, has failed to make sense of the
random crashes
that have plagued Boeing aircraft and terrified
the flying public.
As airlines worldwide begin to switch their
orders to Airbus, he
becomes the scapegoat of the Administration.
Steven, quite by
chance, learns that Michelet is behind the
crashes. When he
finally manages to convince Sophie, she contacts
a beleaguered
Frank Warner. Unable to elicit any support from
the Washington
establishment, Warner comes to Paris himself.
Several subplots,
pitting family members against each other, love
against decency
and courage against terror, hurtle toward a
conclusion that leaves
the reader exhilarated and emotionally spent.

If you have received this newsletter in error or wish to be
removed from the author's mailing list, please email
tomkirkwood@netzero.com and write REMOVE in the subject
box.

____________________________________
This message was sent to you using Broadc@st
____________________________________

From: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Date: May 14, 2001 10:19:00 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Feedings....

Barry,
I'll send you a copy of my cir. Vitae sometime in the future. But
what I
have written and what I would look for from you are two
different things.
My advise to you is to outline the book first and send it to me.
Make the
outline as detailed as possible.
Jim
On 5/13/01 8:08 PM, "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>

wrote:
Barry,
Not due to a lack of interest. My wife just had a baby three
weeks ago and
is taking her last two final exams for her second degree. I have
been
overwhelmed with chores. I'll get back to you soon.
Jim

Ok, thanks, Jim, it's just that sometimes I get left hanging now
and
then......
I remember the baby...sleep deprived yet? I know about those
chores, for me it
was doing all the feedings. But good bonding, that's for sure.
That baby cry in the far distance bringing one out of deep sleep
and yes, it
is time again.
I've just received another inquiry from the RCMP who want my
documentation and
want to interview me about the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression
explanation. I'm trying to coordinate it with the Sikhs.

I'm telling you Jim, everyone has their own interest at heart and
care less
about passenger safety.
Do you have a web site and/or a list of books you've previously
published to
give me an idea of what you want?
Sincerely,
Barry

From: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Date: May 13, 2001 1:04:54 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: What's going on?

Barry,
Not due to a lack of interest. My wife just had a baby three
weeks ago and
is taking her last two final exams for her second degree. I have
been
overwhelmed with chores. I'll get back to you soon.
Jim
On 5/13/01 3:12 PM, "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
wrote:
Dear Jim

How come no answer to my inquiring emails?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 13, 2001 12:12:15 AM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: What's going on?

Dear Jim
How come no answer to my inquiring emails?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>

Date: May 9, 2001 4:05:56 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Followup to Andy Rose' call.
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

John,
By this statement, "I really want to double check any numbers
and conclusions I make before publication," I infer that you want
to double check the numbers you gave Andy. Please deal
directly with Andy about that - I'm
swamped and can be the middle person.
Thanks,
Laurel

John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel,
Mr. Andy Rose just called and we had a nice chat about runway
10R. I also gave a short brief on closing the airport and moving
ops to Salinas.
Well, I'm here for any followup. If we are talking airplane
crashes I really want to double check any numbers and
conclusions I make before publication.
Andy asked me a good question I did not know the answer: Are
the fatalities unusual? Well to the dead they were but to the
locals, maybe it's normal to have planes crash all around us every

so often, just like car crashes.
Ah, inured to tragedy.....probably all that violence we see in the
media; Ha!
Sincerely,
Barry
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; charset=us-ascii;
name="lshackel.vcf"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Description: Card for Laurel Shackelford
Content-Disposition: attachment;
filename="lshackel.vcf"
Attachment converted: Master:lshackel.vcf 2 (TEXT/TBB6)
(0005049C)

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 9, 2001 2:20:59 PM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Send again questions

To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Questions
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Jim,
Still wrestling with this new possible direction of 'book' about

wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression for four Boeing 747
fatal accidents.
What other books have you published?
Are you the publisher?
Does your company have a web site?
What is the potential profit to me for a 'modestly successful'
book?
What other obligations would I occur should you accept the
manuscript for publication?
Would I have an editor assigned to help with format, proofing,
and legal considerations such as copyright and libel?
The only 'voice' I can hear myself obeying for a 'book' is the first
person singular, warts and all. Emotions from anger to frustration
to bitterness to hopes dashed. It would be Galileo understanding
the earth goes round the sun and not the other way around and
when he asks people to look through his telescope at the moons
of Jupiter, they say, 'We don't need no stinkin' telescopes' and put
him under house arrest until he dies eleven years later.
All the facts would be documented, all the emotion my own.
It's possible.
It's also possible that I could provide four AAR for sale too. My
independent accident investigator aircraft accident reports told
from objective point of view for Air India Flight 182 Pan Am
Flight 103 United Airlines Flight 811 Trans World Airlines
Flight 800. You've seen one, Air India Flight 182.
They could be used to support the book and give technical
information for those that desire it.

Well, as I said, I'm thinking about it.
In the back of my mind is that I have to be ready when another
747 bites the dust in the same manner as the other three. I have
be ready for the Air India Flight 182 trial in February.
Here's my stats for my web sites about the wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression explanation for last month. I've been
above this in 'hot' weeks by triple and it's been this way for
almost five years. There are at least 750000 people out there
around the world that know about the wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression explanation for the four aircraft.
So the book may be presold.
Well, we'll see, the well is deep on wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation.
By the way, I did the 'pdf' thing about my RA 5C aircraft and
ejection and translant last night and I'll attach it as pdf file in
separate email if you're interested. It's over 6 meg with lots of
pictures.
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 9, 2001 3:42:31 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Moving Monterey Airport operations to Salinas
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

John, I received both pieces and look forward to reading them
but probably won't have a chance to do that until the weekend.
Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel,
Here are a few words, a measly 1192, about why it makes sense
to move airport operations to Salinas: Must I cut again? Is this a
worthy story?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.

Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Monterey Peninsula Airport is inappropriate land use for 2001.
Monterey used to be a fishing community, then it was military
oriented city, now it is a tourist destination. Tourists expect peace
and quiet for a vacation. Other peaceful and quiet coastal tourist
communities such as Santa Barbara, La Jolla, and Santa Cruz
have their airports far away. Monterey is not peaceful and quiet
because of the dozens of takeoffs daily in several different types
of aircraft from the reciprocating engines which are on small
aircraft which are privately owned, the prop jets which are on
the airliners, to the pure jets of the corporate charter aircraft.
The reciprocating engines are on the slower aircraft so the noise
lasts a longer time. The prop jets are on the airliners which
actually make the smallest noise footprint in the air but the
loudest on the ground, and the corporate charter jets are the
loudest, make many flights a day carrying only a few passengers
and sometimes none as they fly out for positioning flights to
return to Monterey after the day's missions.
The residents of Monterey and surrounding communities were
living and working in the area long before airplanes ever flew.
Monterey was settled before 1850 when the noisiest contraption
was the horse and buggy. During World War II, many
communities believed it was patriotic to have an airport nearby
for defense and thus many new runways were built near cities
which were small at the time. The flights out of the close to
downtown airports were few with less than ten flights a week
disturbing the tranquility. The poisoning of the land started at

that time when the chemicals were dumped into the ground. It
was considered big time to actually have an airport in a city and a
status symbol that the city was thriving.
The quality of life on the Monterey Peninsula is seriously
impaired by the noise, poisoning, and danger from the constant
airplanes flying overhead, on the ground, or in the hangars.
And it's not getting better; the noise and pollution is not getting
less; it is getting worse. The corporate hub is adding aircraft to its
fleet monthly. The airliner traffic remains constant because the
passenger base is steady. Monterey will always be a weekend
destination for transient private pilots, pilots who are not
professional, may fly infrequently and thus not be as proficient as
they could be as they maneuver among the nearby mountains and
dodge in and out of the clouds. There exists a flying school at
Monterey Peninsula Airport which means very inexperience
pilots flying a pattern around and around the runway for practice.
The flying school would be better served flying out of Marina
Airport, an airport originally used by the club in the 1970's. The
airport is isolated, has less traffic and is more tolerant of flight
procedural errors students are prone to.
The airlines would be better served flying out of Salinas
Municipal airport, an airport within a growing population base
for passengers. Monterey Peninsula passengers could drive the
half hour to the airport.
The transient private pilots would be better served flying out of
Salinas Municipal Airport which is safer and then using rental
cars to come to Monterey.

The corporate jets would not be better served flying out of
Salinas Municipal Airport. Their passengers currently enjoy
climbing out of their plane into their limo to their hotel in Pebble
Beach or Carmel Valley, away from the noise of the airport and
freeways to get ready for their rounds of golf. The corporate jet
passengers would be annoyed at the half hour drive from Salinas
Municipal Airport to their hotels.
For three out of the four users of Monterey Peninsula Airport,
their goals would be better realized by transferring their
operations from Monterey to Salinas.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is split in two with a north side and a
south side. Passenger parking is limited and expensive. Hangars
on northside are old and unusable. New hangars are for corporate
use only.
Salinas Municipal Airport has existing facilities to handle new
commercial airline traffic: FAA tower, terminal, long runways,
fuel farm, large ramp, passenger parking and maintenance
hangars.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is located within dense residential
zones with homes on all four sides under all flight patterns. There
are also many businesses which are adjacent to the airport or
nearby and also under flight patterns. The ground noise from
constantly running auxiliary power units is heard eighteen hours
a day by literally thousands of nearby residents. The fumes are
smelt by hundreds of residents. The ground pollutions affect
hundred of residents directly and thousands indirectly. Take off
noise is heard by literally dozens of thousands of residents
dozens of times a day.

Salinas Municipal Airport is located in an industrial area
southeast of the main commercial center and residential areas.
Most of the airport is surrounded by agricultural fields. Noise and
other environmental impacts all airports impart would have
minimal affect on local citizens.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is located next to rising terrain into
which four aircraft have fatally crashed within the last decade.
No one on the ground has yet been killed by the impacting
aircraft. The weather is such that the airport is socked in many
months of the year by the marine layer fog. Instrument
approaches used in poor weather fly over densely populated
cities.
Salinas Municipal Airport is located in the middle of a large wide
valley with rising terrain many miles away. Safety for the
flightcrews would be greater as well as for those on the ground
near the airport. The weather has less fog and stratus layer. The
instrument approaches fly mostly over agricultural fields.
Monterey Peninsula Airport has seen a decline in passenger use
as the passenger base population has declined because of the
built out land on the peninsula. Residents outside the Peninsula
drive to San Jose for flights.
Salinas Municipal Airport as a commercial air service airport
would see an increase in passenger loads as Salinas is growing
annually and has the land to accommodate the added residents.
Salinas passengers currently drive to San Jose for flights.
Monterey Peninsula Airport has become a corporate hub for
charter jets. The corporate jets, which have an exemption on
noise levels, are increasing in number and frequency in flights

because Monterey Peninsula Airport is friendly to them contrary
to other noise sensitive communities which have enacted strict
mandatory curfews, limited number of arrivals and departures,
and excluded the very noisiest from any activity.
If the Monterey Peninsula Airport were closed and operations
moved to Salinas, what would become of the hundreds of acres
on a plateau overlooking Monterey Bay? That is a question best
answered by the elected officials of the various communities
which surround the airport, an option not available at this time as
the Airport is run by a board which does not answer to any mayor
or city council. Any land use that does not make noise, give off
offensive odors, not poison the ground, or otherwise disturb
nearby citizens to distraction would be welcome and a certain
improvement over the current land use.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 9, 2001 2:18:07 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Followup to Andy Rose' call.

Dear Laurel,

Mr. Andy Rose just called and we had a nice chat about runway
10R. I also gave a short brief on closing the airport and moving
ops to Salinas.
Well, I'm here for any followup. If we are talking airplane
crashes I really want to double check any numbers and
conclusions I make before publication.
Andy asked me a good question I did not know the answer: Are
the fatalities unusual? Well to the dead they were but to the
locals, maybe it's normal to have planes crash all around us every
so often, just like car crashes.
Ah, inured to tragedy.....probably all that violence we see in the
media; Ha!
Sincerely,
Barry

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 9, 2001 1:24:48 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: 596 words of informed, thoughtful commentary on
the housing situation.

Dear Laurel, below are your 596 words, cut from my 1800, and
every word that was removed was as if a red blood cell in my
bone marrow had been vaporized. Poof! Pow!
I did not count the credential part at the end as that's optional.
This is a complex issue, of course, and I did not get into the dire

consequences of rent control which I assume the elected leaders
know about.
As usual, it's the 'have nots' trying to become the 'haves' any way
they can. I was once a 'have not' myself and probably you were
too. We earned our way up.
The letter to the editor this morning asks, "Where's the beef?", an
old cliche from an unimaginative mind, and below is my mad
cow response.
This commentary is of course open for further editing.
Cheers,
Barry

There appears to be a perception that the only persons who are
paying high costs for housing around the Monterey Bay are
renters. Not so. Relative to other communities, such as Barstow,
it's true that renters are paying more money for the same house or
apartment; however, relative to other types of persons living here
such as tourists, homeowners, or landlords, renters have by far
the lowest housing costs. They may not realize that. If they knew
about living costs borne by all, they might not be so inflamed.
It's obvious that the tourist pays the most per per month to live
here when the average daily cost is over a hundred dollars or
three thousand dollars a month for a bedroom and bathroom. The
landlords' expenses are comparable to the homeowners'. Here is a
general comparison between the remaining two main types,
renter and homeowner.

The renter started with about two thousand five hundred dollars.
The owner started with about twenty five thousand dollars. The
similar houses they lived in were valued at about two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars.
The renter paid one thousand dollars a month and paid for water,
electricity, gas, TV cable, and phone. He did not get the five
dollars interest per month on the one thousand dollars he used as
a deposit.
The owner paid the same utilities herself. She also paid every
month one thousand six hundred dollars to the bank for the thirty
year mortgage of two hundred twenty five thousand dollars after
having given the twenty five thousand dollars as a down
payment; fifty dollars a month to the insurance company for the
mandatory insurance; two hundred dollars a month to the state of
California for the mandatory property tax; twelve dollars a month
to the mandatory water board; twenty dollars a month to the
mandatory disposal pickup; for a mandatory total of one
thousand eight hundred eighty two dollars a month. She did not
get the one hundred forty five dollars a month interest from the
twenty five thousand dollars she had used as a down payment.
The owner in effect was paying two thousand twenty seven
dollars a month to live here while the renter was paying one
thousand five dollars. If the true cost of monthly ownership of a
house on the Monterey Peninsula were charged to the renters, the
rents would be doubled overnight.
Owners who moved here years ago, eventually bought a house
and then rented it out, are now aware of potential problems such
as not being able to raise the rent to meet rising costs or having
to tolerate unsuitable tenants. Most current landlords were

satisfied to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred dollars a
month in exchange for pleasant tenants who paid the rent on time
and kept good care of the house.
But now landlords are thinking: Appreciation is tenuous, maybe
it's best to sell now, an action which would decrease the supply
of available rental properties. Or they are thinking: If some sort
of retroactive caps are imposed, I had better start raising rents
now, thus causing rents to rise again.
Renters are paying the least among the four main categories and
are driving their rents higher by their current actions. There
always has been a housing shortage, the rents and costs of houses
here has always been high; they always will be.
What's the point? Save your nickels and dimes. Commit to
community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your rewards. Enjoy
what you have.
Author:
Occasional Tourist in Motels: Monterey Peninsula 1952-1988
Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel Valley 1977-1978; New
Monterey 1986; Pebble Beach 1986.
Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove 1977, Seaside 1978, Carmel
Valley 1988.
Landlord: Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside 1978 for
seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven years.
Total tourist nights: 100.
Total renting: 5 years.
Total ownership: 56 years.
Total landlord: 38 years.

John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 9, 2001 11:42:10 AM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Moving Monterey Airport operations to Salinas

Dear Laurel,
Here are a few words, a measly 1192, about why it makes sense
to move airport operations to Salinas: Must I cut again? Is this a
worthy story?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance bombardier navigator, RA-5C 650
hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.

Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
Monterey Peninsula Airport is inappropriate land use for 2001.
Monterey used to be a fishing community, then it was military
oriented city, now it is a tourist destination. Tourists expect peace
and quiet for a vacation. Other peaceful and quiet coastal tourist
communities such as Santa Barbara, La Jolla, and Santa Cruz
have their airports far away. Monterey is not peaceful and quiet
because of the dozens of takeoffs daily in several different types
of aircraft from the reciprocating engines which are on small
aircraft which are privately owned, the prop jets which are on
the airliners, to the pure jets of the corporate charter aircraft.
The reciprocating engines are on the slower aircraft so the noise
lasts a longer time. The prop jets are on the airliners which
actually make the smallest noise footprint in the air but the
loudest on the ground, and the corporate charter jets are the
loudest, make many flights a day carrying only a few passengers
and sometimes none as they fly out for positioning flights to
return to Monterey after the day's missions.
The residents of Monterey and surrounding communities were
living and working in the area long before airplanes ever flew.
Monterey was settled before 1850 when the noisiest contraption
was the horse and buggy. During World War II, many
communities believed it was patriotic to have an airport nearby
for defense and thus many new runways were built near cities
which were small at the time. The flights out of the close to
downtown airports were few with less than ten flights a week
disturbing the tranquility. The poisoning of the land started at

that time when the chemicals were dumped into the ground. It
was considered big time to actually have an airport in a city and a
status symbol that the city was thriving.
The quality of life on the Monterey Peninsula is seriously
impaired by the noise, poisoning, and danger from the constant
airplanes flying overhead, on the ground, or in the hangars.
And it's not getting better; the noise and pollution is not getting
less; it is getting worse. The corporate hub is adding aircraft to its
fleet monthly. The airliner traffic remains constant because the
passenger base is steady. Monterey will always be a weekend
destination for transient private pilots, pilots who are not
professional, may fly infrequently and thus not be as proficient as
they could be as they maneuver among the nearby mountains and
dodge in and out of the clouds. There exists a flying school at
Monterey Peninsula Airport which means very inexperience
pilots flying a pattern around and around the runway for practice.
The flying school would be better served flying out of Marina
Airport, an airport originally used by the club in the 1970's. The
airport is isolated, has less traffic and is more tolerant of flight
procedural errors students are prone to.
The airlines would be better served flying out of Salinas
Municipal airport, an airport within a growing population base
for passengers. Monterey Peninsula passengers could drive the
half hour to the airport.
The transient private pilots would be better served flying out of
Salinas Municipal Airport which is safer and then using rental
cars to come to Monterey.

The corporate jets would not be better served flying out of
Salinas Municipal Airport. Their passengers currently enjoy
climbing out of their plane into their limo to their hotel in Pebble
Beach or Carmel Valley, away from the noise of the airport and
freeways to get ready for their rounds of golf. The corporate jet
passengers would be annoyed at the half hour drive from Salinas
Municipal Airport to their hotels.
For three out of the four users of Monterey Peninsula Airport,
their goals would be better realized by transferring their
operations from Monterey to Salinas.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is split in two with a north side and a
south side. Passenger parking is limited and expensive. Hangars
on northside are old and unusable. New hangars are for corporate
use only.
Salinas Municipal Airport has existing facilities to handle new
commercial airline traffic: FAA tower, terminal, long runways,
fuel farm, large ramp, passenger parking and maintenance
hangars.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is located within dense residential
zones with homes on all four sides under all flight patterns. There
are also many businesses which are adjacent to the airport or
nearby and also under flight patterns. The ground noise from
constantly running auxiliary power units is heard eighteen hours
a day by literally thousands of nearby residents. The fumes are
smelt by hundreds of residents. The ground pollutions affect
hundred of residents directly and thousands indirectly. Take off
noise is heard by literally dozens of thousands of residents
dozens of times a day.

Salinas Municipal Airport is located in an industrial area
southeast of the main commercial center and residential areas.
Most of the airport is surrounded by agricultural fields. Noise and
other environmental impacts all airports impart would have
minimal affect on local citizens.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is located next to rising terrain into
which four aircraft have fatally crashed within the last decade.
No one on the ground has yet been killed by the impacting
aircraft. The weather is such that the airport is socked in many
months of the year by the marine layer fog. Instrument
approaches used in poor weather fly over densely populated
cities.
Salinas Municipal Airport is located in the middle of a large wide
valley with rising terrain many miles away. Safety for the
flightcrews would be greater as well as for those on the ground
near the airport. The weather has less fog and stratus layer. The
instrument approaches fly mostly over agricultural fields.
Monterey Peninsula Airport has seen a decline in passenger use
as the passenger base population has declined because of the
built out land on the peninsula. Residents outside the Peninsula
drive to San Jose for flights.
Salinas Municipal Airport as a commercial air service airport
would see an increase in passenger loads as Salinas is growing
annually and has the land to accommodate the added residents.
Salinas passengers currently drive to San Jose for flights.
Monterey Peninsula Airport has become a corporate hub for
charter jets. The corporate jets, which have an exemption on
noise levels, are increasing in number and frequency in flights

because Monterey Peninsula Airport is friendly to them contrary
to other noise sensitive communities which have enacted strict
mandatory curfews, limited number of arrivals and departures,
and excluded the very noisiest from any activity.
If the Monterey Peninsula Airport were closed and operations
moved to Salinas, what would become of the hundreds of acres
on a plateau overlooking Monterey Bay? That is a question best
answered by the elected officials of the various communities
which surround the airport, an option not available at this time as
the Airport is run by a board which does not answer to any mayor
or city council. Any land use that does not make noise, give off
offensive odors, not poison the ground, or otherwise disturb
nearby citizens to distraction would be welcome and a certain
improvement over the current land use.

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 9, 2001 10:50:51 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Runway 10R at Monterey is a killer.
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

Interesting. Thanks.
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel,
Below are similar type accidents that occur when planes take off
from the West to the East from the airport. 10R means heading
100 degrees on the 'right' runway. The mountains are to the right
and rise steeply to Mount Toro. Four almost identical accidents.

These are just the ones from runway 10R, taking off the other
way, on 28L, has more fatal accidents. Carmel Valley Airport has
fatal accidents after takeoff.
One of these day, pow, into a house or school.
So sad.
And why? To bring tourists in to spend money? Most locals drive
to San Jose or SF to fly.
Anyway, it's a simmering problem, it's a dangerous, noisy,
smelly, and poisonous industrial zone affecting the entire
Peninsula one way or the other.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
NTSB Identification: LAX84FA453 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 26150A
Accident occurred AUG-23-84 at MONTEREY, CA
Aircraft: CESSNA 320C, registration: N7AE
Injuries: 5 Fatal.

THE FLT ARRIVED IN MONTEREY, CA, THAT
AFTERNOON. AFTER DINNER THE FLT WAS RETURNING
TO THE POINT OF ORIGINAL DEPARTURE. WHEN THE
PLT CONTACTED THE TWR FOR TAXI INSTRUCTION HE
WAS INFORMED THAT MONTEREY WX WAS BELOW
VFR MINIMUMS. AFTER A DISCUSSION OF WX
CONDITIONS IN THE VICINITY AND THE NEARBY
MOUNTAINS, THE CONTROLLER ISSUED A SPECIAL
VFR CLEARANCE OUT OF THE CONTROL ZONE. AT 2051
PDT THE ACFT WAS CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF. AT 2054
WHEN ASKED BY THE CONTROLLER IF THE HIGHWAY
WAS IN SIGHT THE PLT RESPONDED "ROGER." THE
CONTROLLER INSTRUCTED THE PLT TO STAY OVER
THE HIGHWAY AND TO STANDBY ON TWR FREQ. AT
2055 THE CONTROLLER CALLED THE ACFT TO TURN
LEFT WARNING OF RISING TERRAIN. THE ACFT WAS
OBSERVED ON RADAR TO CLIMB IN A RIGHT TURN
FROM 900 TO 1500 FEET BEFORE RADAR CONTACT WAS
LOST ABOUT 4.5 MILES EAST OF THE ARPT. THE ACFT
IMPACTED THE 30 DEGREE UPSLOPING TERRAIN IN A
NOSE DOWN INVERTED ATTITUDE AND WAS
CONSUMED BY POST CRASH FIRE. ELEVATION AT THE
ARPT AND ACCIDENT SITE WERE !
244 AND 744 FT MSL RESPECTIVELY.
Probable Cause
Planning/decision..Poor..Pilot in command
Flight into known adverse weather..Performed..Pilot in command
Spatial disorientation..Pilot in command
Contributing Factors
Weather condition..Low ceiling
Light condition..Dark night
Instructions,written/verbal..Not followed..Pilot in command
ATC clearance..Not followed..Pilot in command

NTSB Identification: LAX84FVM02 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 28164A
Accident occurred AUG-11-84 at MONTEREY, CA
Aircraft: GRUMMAN AMERICAN AA-5B, registration:
N1544R
Injuries: 2 Minor.
THE ACFT COLLIDED WITH HILLY TERRAIN APRX 6
MILES EAST OF THE ARPT DURING THE SECOND
ATTEMPTED ILS RWY 10 APCH. THE PLT STATED THAT
COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION PROBLEMS WERE
EXPERIENCED DURING THE FLT. HE ALSO STATED HE
CHANGED FUEL TANKS EVERY 1/2 HR DURING THE FLT.
A MISSED APCH WAS PERFORMED DURING THE FIRST
ILS ATTEMPT BECAUSE THE PLT COULD NOT
"POSITIVELY" IDENTIFY THE RWY THRESHOLD. ON
THE 2ND APCH, AFTER OUTER MARKER PASSAGE, THE
PLT NOTICED HE WAS BELOW GLIDESLOPE AND
NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS WERE MADE. HE
CONTINUED TO STATE THAT AFTER TIME PASSAGE HE
NOTICED FULL DOWN GLIDESLOPE DEFLECTION AND
MIDDLE MARKER PASSAGE HAD NOT OCCURRED.
SHORTLY THEREAFTER, THE ACFT IMPACTED
TERRAIN. THE INSTRUMENT PANEL AND RADIO PACK
WERE REMOVED FROM THE ACFT BEFORE
INVESTIGATORS ARRIVED. THE RT FUEL TANK WAS
FOUND EMPTY AND THE LT WAS NEARLY FULL. NO
MECHANICAL FAILURE/MALFUNCTION WAS FOUND.
RECORDS INDICATE LAST TRANS CHECK WAS 5/9/77,
LAST STATIC SYSTEM/ALTIMETER CHECK WAS 5/12/77.
L!
AST VOR TEST COULD NOT BE DETERMINED.
Probable Cause

Proper altitude..Not maintained..Pilot in command
IFR procedure..Not followed..Pilot in command
Contributing Factors
Comm/nav equipment..Undetermined
NTSB Identification: LAX92FA260 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 47855A
Accident occurred JUN-24-92 at MONTEREY, CA
Aircraft: CESSNA 421B, registration: N628RJ
Injuries: 3 Fatal.
THE 3 OCCUPANTS ABOARD WERE: THE OWNER IN THE
LEFT FRONT SEAT, HIS WIFE IN THE RIGHT FRONT
SEAT, AND A MAN HIRED BY THE OWNER TO FLY THE
AIRPLANE (SEAT LOCATION COULD NOT BE
DETERMINED). PRIOR TO TAKEOFF A MAN
TELEPHONED FSS FOR A WEATHER BRIEFING AND TO
FILE AN IFR FLIGHT PLAN. HE TOLD FSS THE PILOT'S
NAME WAS J. HAMLETT; A J. HAMLETT WAS NOT
ABOARD (IT WAS FOUND LATER THAT HAMLETT WAS
THE MAIDEN NAME OF THE WIFE OF THE MAN HIRED
TO FLY THE AIRPLANE). TWO MINUTES AFTER
TAKEOFF THE PILOT WAS TOLD TO CONTACT
DEPARTURE; THE PILOT ACKNOWLEDGED. THIS WAS
THE LAST RECORDED RADIO CONTACT. THE AIRPLANE
COLLIDED WITH A HILL OBSCURED BY GROUND FOG
ABOUT 3 MI EAST OF THE AIRPORT. THE MAN HIRED
TO FLY THE AIRPLANE DID NOT POSSESS AN AIRMAN
CERTIFICATE; HIS CERTIFICATE WAS REVOKED 2
YEARS PRIOR TO THE ACCIDENT. THE OWNER HAD
OBTAINED HIS PRIVATE CERTIFICATE FOR AIRPLANE
SINGLE-ENGINE LAND ABOUT 1 MONTH PRIOR TO THE
ACCIDENT, AND HAD NOT RECEIVED ANY MULTIENGINE INSTRUCTION.

Probable Cause
THE OWNER/PILOT'S POOR JUDGEMENT IN
ATTEMPTING AN OPERATION BEYOND HIS
EXPERIENCE AND ABILITY, WHICH RESULTED IN HIS
FAILURE TO ATTAIN AN ADEQUATE CLIMB PROFILE
NECESSARY FOR TERRAIN CLEARANCE. ALSO, THE
OWNER/PILOT LACKED INSTRUMENT EXPERIENCE,
AND WAS OVERCONFIDENT IN HIS ABILITY. FACTORS
IN THE ACCIDENT WERE: THE HILLY TERRAIN AND
WEATHER CONDITIONS.
NTSB Identification: LAX01FA152
Accident occurred Sunday, April 22, 2001 at Carmel Valley, CA
Aircraft:Cessna 310F, registration: N5834X
Injuries: 1 Fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On April 22, 2001, at 1108 hours Pacific daylight time, a Cessna
310F, N5834X, was destroyed by impact with mountainous
terrain, 3 miles northwest of Carmel Valley, California. The
airline transport certificated pilot, the sole occupant, was fatally
injured. The personal flight was operated by the owner under 14
CFR Part 91. Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed and
the aircraft was operating on an instrument flight rules (IFR)
flight plan. The flight originated at the Monterey Peninsula
airport at 1105.
According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Southwest Region Quality Assurance Office, the aircraft arrived
at Monterey from Carson City, Nevada, on a visual flight rules

(VFR) flight plan. Upon arrival at Monterey, the pilot requested
an instrument clearance from VFR conditions on top and
executed an instrument approach and landing at Monterey;
landing about 1030. According to a preliminary transcript of
communications, at 1052:53, the pilot contacted Monterey Air
Traffic Control Tower and requested an instrument clearance to
VFR conditions on top. The tower issued a clearance to the
"Salinas VOR [navigational aide] via the SECA 2 departure,
climb to and report reaching VFR conditions on top, if not on top
by 6,000 [feet] maintain 6,000 and advise, tops last reported
2,300 [feet], departure frequency will be 133.0, [transponder]
squawk will be assigned." The pilot read back the clearance but
omitted the assigned altitude in the read-back. The controller
restated,!
"your altitude is 6,000." The pilot acknowledged "6,000." At
1100:05, the aircraft was issued a taxi clearance to runway 10R
and was given a transponder code of 4565. At 1104:45, the
aircraft was cleared for takeoff on runway 10R. At 1107:00, the
tower controller transmitted to the aircraft that he was not
receiving the aircraft's transponder. At 1107:20, the tower
transmitted "I've got your transponder now, contact departure
[control]." At 1107:56, the pilot transmitted "Monterey, twin
Cessna 5834 xray is with you (unintelligible) 2,000." At 1108:04,
the Monterey Approach controller transmitted "last call to
Monterey was that twin Cessna 5834 xray?" At 1108:06, the pilot
replied "34 xray." At 1108:10, the controller transmitted
"November 34 xray verify you're flying the seca 2 departure, say
altitude." At 1008:13, the pilot replied "2,200 climbing." At
1108:14, the controller transmitted "are you canceling IFR and
on top now VFR, you're southbound November 34X, radar
conta!
ct 5 miles east of Monterey." At 1108:28, the pilot replied "we're
just about to break out here a little bit." At 1108:30, the controller

transmitted "34 xray you're heading directly towards higher
terrain turn northbound immediately if you're not VFR." At
1108:40, the controller transmitted "November 34 xray are you
on top?" There was no further communication received from the
aircraft.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) SECA 2 departure
procedure states (in part) "TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 10L/R: Climb
via heading 096 [degrees] and intercept the SNS [Salinas
navigational aide] R-210 to SNS VORTAC, thence via assigned
route, maintain 6,000 [feet]. Expect clearance to filed altitude 5
minutes after departure."
A review of preliminary recorded radar flight path data provided
by the FAA's Southwest Region Quality Assurance Office shows
that, after departure, the aircraft climbed approximately on a 100degree (magnetic) heading, until crossing the Salinas VORTAC
210 radial, at which time the aircraft track turned right to
approximately a 160-degree heading and the aircraft remained on
that heading until radar contact was lost near the accident site.
The accident site was on a south-southwesterly facing mountain
slope in the coastal mountain range, 6.6 miles southeast of the
Monterey Peninsula airport. The position was at latitude 36
degrees 30.9 minutes north and longitude 121degrees 44.4
minutes west (GPS). The elevation was 1,700 feet mean sea level
(msl, GPS). The local mountain slope was about 45 degrees
downward to the south and southwest. To the north and northeast
of the site, the mountain rose steeply to a ridgeline about 2,000
feet msl. The Carmel Valley, extending east-west to the coast,
was visible at the base of the mountain about 1 mile to the south
and southwest.
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 8, 2001 7:11:06 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Runway 10R at Monterey is a killer.

Dear Laurel,
Below are similar type accidents that occur when planes take off
from the West to the East from the airport. 10R means heading
100 degrees on the 'right' runway. The mountains are to the right
and rise steeply to Mount Toro. Four almost identical accidents.
These are just the ones from runway 10R, taking off the other
way, on 28L, has more fatal accidents. Carmel Valley Airport has
fatal accidents after takeoff.
One of these day, pow, into a house or school.

So sad.
And why? To bring tourists in to spend money? Most locals drive
to San Jose or SF to fly.
Anyway, it's a simmering problem, it's a dangerous, noisy,
smelly, and poisonous industrial zone affecting the entire
Peninsula one way or the other.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

NTSB Identification: LAX84FA453 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 26150A
Accident occurred AUG-23-84 at MONTEREY, CA
Aircraft: CESSNA 320C, registration: N7AE
Injuries: 5 Fatal.
THE FLT ARRIVED IN MONTEREY, CA, THAT
AFTERNOON. AFTER DINNER THE FLT WAS RETURNING
TO THE POINT OF ORIGINAL DEPARTURE. WHEN THE
PLT CONTACTED THE TWR FOR TAXI INSTRUCTION HE
WAS INFORMED THAT MONTEREY WX WAS BELOW

VFR MINIMUMS. AFTER A DISCUSSION OF WX
CONDITIONS IN THE VICINITY AND THE NEARBY
MOUNTAINS, THE CONTROLLER ISSUED A SPECIAL
VFR CLEARANCE OUT OF THE CONTROL ZONE. AT 2051
PDT THE ACFT WAS CLEARED FOR TAKEOFF. AT 2054
WHEN ASKED BY THE CONTROLLER IF THE HIGHWAY
WAS IN SIGHT THE PLT RESPONDED "ROGER." THE
CONTROLLER INSTRUCTED THE PLT TO STAY OVER
THE HIGHWAY AND TO STANDBY ON TWR FREQ. AT
2055 THE CONTROLLER CALLED THE ACFT TO TURN
LEFT WARNING OF RISING TERRAIN. THE ACFT WAS
OBSERVED ON RADAR TO CLIMB IN A RIGHT TURN
FROM 900 TO 1500 FEET BEFORE RADAR CONTACT WAS
LOST ABOUT 4.5 MILES EAST OF THE ARPT. THE ACFT
IMPACTED THE 30 DEGREE UPSLOPING TERRAIN IN A
NOSE DOWN INVERTED ATTITUDE AND WAS
CONSUMED BY POST CRASH FIRE. ELEVATION AT THE
ARPT AND ACCIDENT SITE WERE 244 AND 744 FT MSL
RESPECTIVELY.
Probable Cause
Planning/decision..Poor..Pilot in command
Flight into known adverse weather..Performed..Pilot in command
Spatial disorientation..Pilot in command
Contributing Factors
Weather condition..Low ceiling
Light condition..Dark night
Instructions,written/verbal..Not followed..Pilot in command
ATC clearance..Not followed..Pilot in command

NTSB Identification: LAX84FVM02 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 28164A
Accident occurred AUG-11-84 at MONTEREY, CA

Aircraft: GRUMMAN AMERICAN AA-5B, registration:
N1544R
Injuries: 2 Minor.
THE ACFT COLLIDED WITH HILLY TERRAIN APRX 6
MILES EAST OF THE ARPT DURING THE SECOND
ATTEMPTED ILS RWY 10 APCH. THE PLT STATED THAT
COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION PROBLEMS WERE
EXPERIENCED DURING THE FLT. HE ALSO STATED HE
CHANGED FUEL TANKS EVERY 1/2 HR DURING THE FLT.
A MISSED APCH WAS PERFORMED DURING THE FIRST
ILS ATTEMPT BECAUSE THE PLT COULD NOT
"POSITIVELY" IDENTIFY THE RWY THRESHOLD. ON
THE 2ND APCH, AFTER OUTER MARKER PASSAGE, THE
PLT NOTICED HE WAS BELOW GLIDESLOPE AND
NECESSARY ADJUSTMENTS WERE MADE. HE
CONTINUED TO STATE THAT AFTER TIME PASSAGE HE
NOTICED FULL DOWN GLIDESLOPE DEFLECTION AND
MIDDLE MARKER PASSAGE HAD NOT OCCURRED.
SHORTLY THEREAFTER, THE ACFT IMPACTED
TERRAIN. THE INSTRUMENT PANEL AND RADIO PACK
WERE REMOVED FROM THE ACFT BEFORE
INVESTIGATORS ARRIVED. THE RT FUEL TANK WAS
FOUND EMPTY AND THE LT WAS NEARLY FULL. NO
MECHANICAL FAILURE/MALFUNCTION WAS FOUND.
RECORDS INDICATE LAST TRANS CHECK WAS 5/9/77,
LAST STATIC SYSTEM/ALTIMETER CHECK WAS 5/12/77.
LAST VOR TEST COULD NOT BE DETERMINED.
Probable Cause
Proper altitude..Not maintained..Pilot in command
IFR procedure..Not followed..Pilot in command
Contributing Factors
Comm/nav equipment..Undetermined

NTSB Identification: LAX92FA260 For details, refer to NTSB
microfiche number 47855A
Accident occurred JUN-24-92 at MONTEREY, CA
Aircraft: CESSNA 421B, registration: N628RJ
Injuries: 3 Fatal.
THE 3 OCCUPANTS ABOARD WERE: THE OWNER IN THE
LEFT FRONT SEAT, HIS WIFE IN THE RIGHT FRONT
SEAT, AND A MAN HIRED BY THE OWNER TO FLY THE
AIRPLANE (SEAT LOCATION COULD NOT BE
DETERMINED). PRIOR TO TAKEOFF A MAN
TELEPHONED FSS FOR A WEATHER BRIEFING AND TO
FILE AN IFR FLIGHT PLAN. HE TOLD FSS THE PILOT'S
NAME WAS J. HAMLETT; A J. HAMLETT WAS NOT
ABOARD (IT WAS FOUND LATER THAT HAMLETT WAS
THE MAIDEN NAME OF THE WIFE OF THE MAN HIRED
TO FLY THE AIRPLANE). TWO MINUTES AFTER
TAKEOFF THE PILOT WAS TOLD TO CONTACT
DEPARTURE; THE PILOT ACKNOWLEDGED. THIS WAS
THE LAST RECORDED RADIO CONTACT. THE AIRPLANE
COLLIDED WITH A HILL OBSCURED BY GROUND FOG
ABOUT 3 MI EAST OF THE AIRPORT. THE MAN HIRED
TO FLY THE AIRPLANE DID NOT POSSESS AN AIRMAN
CERTIFICATE; HIS CERTIFICATE WAS REVOKED 2
YEARS PRIOR TO THE ACCIDENT. THE OWNER HAD
OBTAINED HIS PRIVATE CERTIFICATE FOR AIRPLANE
SINGLE-ENGINE LAND ABOUT 1 MONTH PRIOR TO THE
ACCIDENT, AND HAD NOT RECEIVED ANY MULTIENGINE INSTRUCTION.
Probable Cause
THE OWNER/PILOT'S POOR JUDGEMENT IN
ATTEMPTING AN OPERATION BEYOND HIS

EXPERIENCE AND ABILITY, WHICH RESULTED IN HIS
FAILURE TO ATTAIN AN ADEQUATE CLIMB PROFILE
NECESSARY FOR TERRAIN CLEARANCE. ALSO, THE
OWNER/PILOT LACKED INSTRUMENT EXPERIENCE,
AND WAS OVERCONFIDENT IN HIS ABILITY. FACTORS
IN THE ACCIDENT WERE: THE HILLY TERRAIN AND
WEATHER CONDITIONS.

NTSB Identification: LAX01FA152
Accident occurred Sunday, April 22, 2001 at Carmel Valley, CA
Aircraft:Cessna 310F, registration: N5834X
Injuries: 1 Fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.
On April 22, 2001, at 1108 hours Pacific daylight time, a Cessna
310F, N5834X, was destroyed by impact with mountainous
terrain, 3 miles northwest of Carmel Valley, California. The
airline transport certificated pilot, the sole occupant, was fatally
injured. The personal flight was operated by the owner under 14
CFR Part 91. Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed and
the aircraft was operating on an instrument flight rules (IFR)
flight plan. The flight originated at the Monterey Peninsula
airport at 1105.
According to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Southwest Region Quality Assurance Office, the aircraft arrived
at Monterey from Carson City, Nevada, on a visual flight rules
(VFR) flight plan. Upon arrival at Monterey, the pilot requested
an instrument clearance from VFR conditions on top and

executed an instrument approach and landing at Monterey;
landing about 1030. According to a preliminary transcript of
communications, at 1052:53, the pilot contacted Monterey Air
Traffic Control Tower and requested an instrument clearance to
VFR conditions on top. The tower issued a clearance to the
"Salinas VOR [navigational aide] via the SECA 2 departure,
climb to and report reaching VFR conditions on top, if not on top
by 6,000 [feet] maintain 6,000 and advise, tops last reported
2,300 [feet], departure frequency will be 133.0, [transponder]
squawk will be assigned." The pilot read back the clearance but
omitted the assigned altitude in the read-back. The controller
restated, "your altitude is 6,000." The pilot acknowledged
"6,000." At 1100:05, the aircraft was issued a taxi clearance to
runway 10R and was given a transponder code of 4565. At
1104:45, the aircraft was cleared for takeoff on runway 10R. At
1107:00, the tower controller transmitted to the aircraft that he
was not receiving the aircraft's transponder. At 1107:20, the
tower transmitted "I've got your transponder now, contact
departure [control]." At 1107:56, the pilot transmitted "Monterey,
twin Cessna 5834 xray is with you (unintelligible) 2,000." At
1108:04, the Monterey Approach controller transmitted "last call
to Monterey was that twin Cessna 5834 xray?" At 1108:06, the
pilot replied "34 xray." At 1108:10, the controller transmitted
"November 34 xray verify you're flying the seca 2 departure, say
altitude." At 1008:13, the pilot replied "2,200 climbing." At
1108:14, the controller transmitted "are you canceling IFR and
on top now VFR, you're southbound November 34X, radar
contact 5 miles east of Monterey." At 1108:28, the pilot replied
"we're just about to break out here a little bit." At 1108:30, the
controller transmitted "34 xray you're heading directly towards
higher terrain turn northbound immediately if you're not VFR."
At 1108:40, the controller transmitted "November 34 xray are
you on top?" There was no further communication received from

the aircraft.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) SECA 2 departure
procedure states (in part) "TAKE-OFF RUNWAY 10L/R: Climb
via heading 096 [degrees] and intercept the SNS [Salinas
navigational aide] R-210 to SNS VORTAC, thence via assigned
route, maintain 6,000 [feet]. Expect clearance to filed altitude 5
minutes after departure."
A review of preliminary recorded radar flight path data provided
by the FAA's Southwest Region Quality Assurance Office shows
that, after departure, the aircraft climbed approximately on a 100degree (magnetic) heading, until crossing the Salinas VORTAC
210 radial, at which time the aircraft track turned right to
approximately a 160-degree heading and the aircraft remained on
that heading until radar contact was lost near the accident site.
The accident site was on a south-southwesterly facing mountain
slope in the coastal mountain range, 6.6 miles southeast of the
Monterey Peninsula airport. The position was at latitude 36
degrees 30.9 minutes north and longitude 121degrees 44.4
minutes west (GPS). The elevation was 1,700 feet mean sea level
(msl, GPS). The local mountain slope was about 45 degrees
downward to the south and southwest. To the north and northeast
of the site, the mountain rose steeply to a ridgeline about 2,000
feet msl. The Carmel Valley, extending east-west to the coast,
was visible at the base of the mountain about 1 mile to the south
and southwest.

From: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Date: May 8, 2001 11:49:15 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>

Subject: RE: Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India
Flight 182

Not me. I would say you have an uphill challenge. Your best bet
(even as
small as it is) would be to try the traditional media - and see if
you can
further advance your theories by exposing them through a
sympathetic ear in
some recognized newspaper. Perhaps a freelance reporter could
pick-up your
story and push it to papers, but then again... The public has been
hearing
bomb for 15 years...
Good luck
Paul Marquis
Editor
Aviation Safety Letter

---------From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
May 8, 2001 2:00 PM
To: Marquis, Paul
Subject: Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India Flight 182
<<File: garstangreport.pdf>>
Yes, the Mounties are saying the 'bomb' was in the Aft
compartment of Air
India Flight 182 and want to put three guys in jail for life for

putting
it there.
Ha!
Can you do something about this nonsense?
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: May 8, 2001 11:00:18 AM PDT
To: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Subject: Mounties now say 'bomb' in aft of Air India Flight
182

Yes, the Mounties are saying the 'bomb' was in the Aft
compartment of Air India Flight 182 and want to put three guys
in jail for life for putting it there.
Ha!
Can you do something about this nonsense?
Cheers,

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 8, 2001 11:09:36 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Commentaries
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

Thank for the suggestion. I 'll pass it along.
John Barry Smith wrote:
Congratulations on getting a book contract! I understand that
your book must come first. If you choose to condense the piece,
please send it back for further consideration. Commentary
decisions aren't made on the basis of whether the view reflects
the majority.
Laurel
Dear Laurel, Books, shmooks, the internet is where it's at. And
that means online newspapers too. Another angle, as you know, I
have domain names of cities around here in Monterey County. Is
there some way we could mutually benefit by all the traffic that
comes to my www.cityof....com names? It seems to me that a
newspaper invites traffic to read their material to get readership
up to therefore raise advertising revenue and here I get people
wanting to know about the local cities around here, come to my
domains, and I have very little to offer them. 39 people a week to
cityofmonterey.com is not much but it is every week and they
come without any advertising about the site. And if all the the

local cities are added up, it gets up near a hundred. If the sites
were advertised and there were some content on them, they will
come. They are so easy to remember. Ah, I don't know, it's a
business side of life which is not my strong point. Anyway,
commentary, let me 'jin up a piece on rent/owning and airport
land use. I've been active in this closing Carmel Valley Airport
thing. Remember the crash into the bay last October with the two
women pilots, what a sad thing, details below. I'm still waiting
for details from NTSB about the 22 April crash a mile from my
house in Carmel Valley. If your business development people
want to discuss the use of the idle domain names, have them give
me a call. Knight Ridder has a good web presence with lots of
city specific web domains. Sincerely,Barry John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone551 Country Club Drive,Carmel Valley,
CA
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Identification: LAX01FA014
Accident occurred Sunday, October 15, 2000 at MONTEREY,
CA
Aircraft:Beech 35-33, registration: N1344G
Injuries: 2 Fatal.
This is preliminary information, subject to change, and may
contain errors. Any errors in this report will be corrected when
the final report has been completed.

On October 15, 2000, about 1244 hours Pacific daylight time, a
Beech 35-33, N1344G, operated by the pilot, descended into the
Pacific Ocean off Monterey, California, during climb out on a
special visual flight rules clearance. The accident site is in the
Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary. The accident site was
about 2 miles northwest of the Monterey Peninsula Airport, from
where the pilot had taken off about 1242. The flight was
performed under 14 CFR Part 91. Instrument meteorological
conditions existed at the airport. The noninstrument rated private
pilot had been issued a special visual flight rules (SVFR)
clearance for departure, and had taken off toward the ocean for a
personal flight to Sacramento, California. The airplane was
destroyed, and the pilot and pilot-rated passenger were fatally
injured.
On October 18, with the assistance of the United States Coast
Guard and local municipal authorities, the main wreckage was
recovered from a 60-foot depth. The wreckage was found at
global positioning satellite (GPS) coordinates of 36 degrees
36.774 minutes north latitude by 121 degrees 52.260 minutes
west longitude. The wreckage was examined immediately
following its recovery.
In summary, the engine's crankshaft was rotated, compression
was felt in the cylinders, and the continuity of the gear and valve
train was confirmed. The propeller blades were observed
torsionally twisted and bent into an "S" shape. Fuel was observed
in the main fuel line leading to the flow divider. The vacuum
pump's drive coupling was found intact. The continuity of the
flight control system was verified. The throw-over control yoke
was found positioned to the left side.
A pilot-witness, in another airplane waiting in sequence for
takeoff behind the accident pilot, provided a statement to the
National Transportation Safety Board investigator. According to
this witness, the noninstrument rated pilot occupied the left seat,

and the instrument rated passenger (who held a commercial pilot
and flight instructor certificate) was in the right seat. The
airplane's acceleration and initial climb appeared normal. The
witness lost sight of the airplane as it entered the base of the
clouds.
A jogger, located near the coast reported "I heard the sound of an
airplane in a dive (and saw) a plane fly out of the clouds, diving
towards the water." The airplane pulled out of the dive. It then
rolled sideways while climbing and then "dropped suddenly into
what appeared to be a straight downward dive." It descended at
what appeared to be a 90-degree angle. At no time did the engine
sound as if it were under stress, faltering, or sputtering. It
sounded very strong.
Numerous other witnesses, who were in boats, also reported
observing the airplane during its last few seconds of flight. One
boater reported, "I first heard the plane . . . under full throttle."
The plane climbed, went inverted, rolled into a dive, and hit the
water at full speed. Another boater commented that "it appeared
like he came out of the heavy fog . . .".
Another boater reported that he was between 300 and 500 yards
from the crash site. According to this witness, the airplane "flew
out of the low clouds at an angle of approximate 45 to 60 degrees
toward the sea."
Five boaters reported observing the airplane bank right to "an
inverted attitude," and "full throttle" was heard. Three other
boaters reported the airplane was attempting to pull out of a fall
and "it was out of control." The airplane pulled up, the right wing
dipped, the plane rolled and twisted counter-clockwise (cork
screwed) and went up, twisting back almost toward the direction
from which it came. It was inverted. Then, it appeared to stall
and descend straight down into the water.At 1213, Monterey
Airport (elevation 254 feet mean sea level (msl)) reported its
weather as 5 miles visibility, mist, and a broken ceiling 700 feet

above ground level (agl). At 1254, Monterey reported its
visibility had decreased to 4 miles in mist. The overcast ceiling
had lowered to 500 feet agl. Welcome to Real Cities!
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From: "Marquis, Paul" <MARQUPJ@tc.gc.ca>
Date: May 8, 2001 7:10:27 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "'michael murphy'" <fmmurphy@cadmus.ca>

Subject: RE: Air India Flight 182 AAR from Smith

Thank you John. Looks like a very exhaustive report, and I will
read it when
time permits - right now we are in the last week preparations for
our
Canadian Aviation Safety Seminar from May 14 to 16.
I assume you have taken some formal steps to present your
points to either
the FAA, NTSB, TC or the TSB - so I am not sure what to do
with it. I
forwarded it to Mike Murphy for his information. Mike is also an
independent
consultant who is quite involved in the safety of the flying
public. He has
been very active in following the SR111 investigation and wiring
issues.
As the TC ASL Editor, my options to promote your conclusions
are limited.
David Evans (Air Safety Week) may be bolder than I am in this
respect. Keep
me advised of the reactions from your report from transportation
"officials"
- (I do not consider myself an "official", just a working bee here).
Thanks
Paul Marquis
Editor
Aviation Safety Letter
Transport Canada

---------From: John Barry Smith[SMTP:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
May 7, 2001 6:49 PM
To: marqupj@tc.gc.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182 AAR from Smith
<<File: SmithReportfinalfor.pdf>>
Dear Paul,
Attached as a pdf file is my AAR on Air India Flight 182. It
shows that
the most probable cause was the wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression
explanation. Note the Canadians in 1986 in the CASB report
stated the
cause was an unexplained explosion. Now, years later, after
United
Airlines Flight 811, the cause of that explosion is clear: Wiring.
Swiss Air 111 investigation by TSB showed the dangers of
Kapton style
insulation.
The implication of my AAR is that there is clear and present
danger to
the Canadian flying public that should be addressed by the TSB.
That
danger is faulty wiring in the cargo door system, not only the fuel
system
or flight entertainment system.
Here's the matches between the incontrovertible United Airlines

Flight 811
and Air India Flight 182: From the Smith AAR
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air India Flight
182 and United
Airlines Flight 811 specifically:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C. Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D. Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
102
J . Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally in
all
parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo
door area
L. Initial event starts with sudden sound

M. Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to
data
recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression
sound in wide
body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number
three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number
four
V. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward
cargo
door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo
door
AC. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not reported
as latched
AD. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented
(stronger lock
sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo
door

AG. Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb
explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for
probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
Smith AAR AI 182

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 7, 2001 7:09:22 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Too much of Informed, thoughtful commentary
on the housingsituation.
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

Congratulations on getting a book contract! I understand that
your book must come first. If you choose to condense the piece,
please send it back for further consideration. Commentary
decisions aren't made on the basis of whether the view reflects
the majority.
Laurel

Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:
John, thank you. There's good food for thought here, however,
it's way too long for our Commentary section. If you want to
condense it to 600 words, I would be happy to give it another
look.
Laurel
Dear Laurel,
It's easy to write a long story; it's hard to write a short story.
Well, I should but...I just received an offer from a publisher to
publish a book on my wiring/cargo door/explosive
decompression explanation for four aircraft accidents and I really
should do that before fun stuff.
And, the living cost thing is controversial. The paper must write
to the majority and the majority do not want to hear how they are
living cheap when paying a thousand a month for rent. They
want sympathy and bad mouthing the landlords, a time honored
tradition.
I guess I could go in and cut every third word to get to 600
words. Be hard to read though.
Ha!

Thanks, Laurel, let me look at it again to cut it so you can give it
another look to digest the food for thought so that maybe the
readers will have something to look at.
The animal pictures on front pages were great, good closeups of
cows, horses, etc. in color. Pandering to the Salinas crowd?
A good closeup of tourist on Fisherman's Wharf would be funny.
Here's a hot subject that could/will be:
Closing Monterey Peninsula Airport as incompatible to land use
and restoring it to native land. Reduce pollution and noise and
make Monterey the tourist place it purports to be. Santa Barbara,
La Jolla and Santa Cruz all have their airports way out of town.
Monterey Peninsula Airport is becoming a corporate hub for the
West Coast. The Airport Board is friendly to charter outfits and
the board is not responsive to the city councils affected by the
noise. This shall soon be called Monterey Air Force Base with
hundreds of flights a day as other cities have thrown out the
corporate noisier jets or made mandatory curfews.
Moving the Airport to Salinas makes sense as Salinas airport is
mostly surrounded by fields, it's in an industrial zone, it has
burgeoning poplulation, it has hangars, terminal and tower
already in place.
Well, as noise becomes more and more of a social issue, expect
to see pressure to close Monterey Peninsula Airport and moving
operations to Salinas. The plateau is worth millions in residential
or other appropriate land use in a peaceful tourist town.

Those poor saps in Del Rey Oaks have to endure noise and
smells and land poisoning and get nothing in return but the
evasive tactics of an unresponsive Airport Board.
Ain't local politics great?
Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
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From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: May 7, 2001 5:21:06 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Informed, thoughtful commentary on the
housing situation.
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

John, thank you. There's good food for thought here, however,
it's way too long for our Commentary section. If you want to
condense it to 600 words, I would be happy to give it another
look.
Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:

At 9:33 AM -0800 4/30/01, Laurel Shackelford wrote:
We're always interested in informed, thoughtful
commentary on the housing situation. Sounds like you
could provide it. I'll look foward to reading what you
send. Laurel
Dear Laurel, 1 May 01 Below is submission of about
1750 words of informed, thoughtful commentary on
the housing situation. Can you do your magic in
editing? Sincerely,Barry John Barry Smith(831)
659-3552 phone551 Country Club Drive,Carmel
Valley, CA
93924www.corazon.combarry@corazon.com
Parable: There were once two persons who lived far
away. They decided to move to the Monterey Bay area
because they found it to be a nice place to live. They
moved into one of the Monterey Peninsula

communities and lived next door to each other in
about the same sized, shaped, and functional houses.
They both worked in about the same type jobs for the
about the same wages for about the same hours.
One person rented and the other owned. The renter
brought to Monterey Peninsula about two thousand
five hundred dollars with him. The owner brought
about twenty five thousand dollars with her. The
renter had saved his money for about ten months. The
owner had saved her money for about ten years.
The similar houses they lived in each had a value at
the time of move in of about two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars.The renter paid one thousand dollars
a month to treat the house as if he owned it and paid
for water, electricity, gas, TV cable, and phone
himself. He did not get the five dollars interest per
month on the one thousand dollars he used as a
deposit. The owner paid for water, electricity, gas, TV
cable, and phone herself. She also paid every month
one thousand six hundred dollars to the bank to pay
for the thirty year mortgage of two hundred twenty
five thousand dollars after having given the twenty
five thousand dollars as a down payment; fifty dollars
a month to the insurance company for the mandatory
insurance; and two hundred dollars a month to the
state of California for the mandatory property tax;
twelve dollars a month to the mandatory water board;

twenty dollars a month to the mandatory disposal
pickup; thirty dollars a month to the mandatory water
supply company for a mandatory total of one
thousand nine hundred twelve dollars a month to treat
the house as if she owned it. She also did not get the
one hundred dollars forty five dollars a month interest
from the twenty five thousand dollars she had used as
a down payment. The owner in effect was paying two
thousand fifty seven dollars a month to live on the
Monterey Bary plus some utility expenses.The renter
in effect was paying one thousand five dollars a month
to live on the Monterey Bay plus some utility
expenses. Several years passed. Property taxes went
up every year. The owner paid them. Carpets, heating
ducts, a roof, a stove, and a fence needed replacing.
The owner paid for it. Over a period of time the
upfront paid for expenses averaged about one hundred
dollars a month. The uncertain value of the house
went up at an average of an invisible one hundred
dollars a month. The owner took good care of her
house and sustained the value of her house through
pride of ownership.
The renter reported to the landlord that the washer had
broken, the fence had fallen down and windows had
broken. The landlord fixed them at no expense to the
tenant. The renter took care of the house as he would a
motel room and the normal wear and tear

accumulated.
One afternoon both persons were out sunning
themselves on the deck of their houses after the
morning fog had burned off and they reflected on their
lives.The renter was thinking about his life, his living
conditions, his job and the better promotion prospects
offered elsewhere and how he could take the new job
and move within the month. He thought about his
relationships with people around him and how it
might be best if he just cooled these down and left to
start anew someplace else with exciting new people.
He could save a thousand dollars, get his deposit of
one thousand dollars back, and move on within the
month. He thought it would be easy just to get rid of
most of his furniture and other stuff, pack up a small
trailer and take off. He really liked the Monterey area
but he heard they were paying better at this other
place a few hundred miles away. The landlord had just
raised the rent from one thousand dollars a month to
twelve hundred dollars a month, a two hundred dollar
increase of twenty percent. He thought that it might
not be worth it to stay here at the same salary and
have to pay increased rent for the same old house and
go to work with the same old people at the same old
job. He thought about moving on. The owner thought
about her life. Her job was the same old job but she

had heard about a better paying one elsewhere. She
had some good friends and knew some people she did
not like. She thought about moving on and then
thought of the hassle of selling her home, listing it and
having it shown as strangers went through her house,
paying the six percent commission off the selling
price, having to put some more money into it to get
into saleable condition, paying the capital gains tax,
paying the recapture on the depreciation she had used,
and realized she would be just about where she started
a few years back in saved money. She really liked the
Monterey area and decided it was worth it to continue
to pay the increased taxes, the mortgage, and the other
mandatory fees owners paid, now up four hundred and
fifty dollars, an increase of about twenty percent,
raised to two thousand five hundred dollars a month to
pay everyone or lose everything through liens and
foreclosure. She decided to stay, settle down, get
married, start a family, support the schools, get
involved with local politics, and make the Monterey
Peninsula a better place to live, prosper, and grow.
The issue came up about the high cost of living on the
Monterey Peninsula. Articles were written, meetings
were held, and study groups were formed.
And who was complaining? Who was making threats
about how the quality of life would be decreased if

they did not get their living expenses lowered or
frozen by governmental controls? Who had the least
to lose if the costs kept on going up? Who put the
least amount of money, time, worry, and effort into
those living expenses?Was it the owner paying twenty
five hundred dollars a month to live here with all the
worries about sudden expenses and no freedom to
walk away from it all if times got tough? Or was it the
renter paying twelve hundred dollars a month to live
here in about the same house working at the same job
with about the same amount of time off and no
worries about sudden high expenses and the freedom
to start again almost overnight if things turned
down? Well, it's the lower paying person who
complains and threatens to leave while the higher
paying person remains silent and just keeps on
working and living and paying the bills. It's as if a
person went to a car rental business and insisted that a
thirty thousand dollar car rent for four dollars a day
and gets very upset if the charge were raised to the
amount the car owner actually had to pay to own the
car. A house that costs three hundred thousand dollars
to buy but rented at twelve hundred dollars a month or
forty dollars a day is somewhat analogous to a car that
costs thirty thousand dollars to buy being rented for
one hundred twenty dollars a month or four dollars a
day. If the true cost of ownership of a house on the

Monterey Peninsula were charged to the renters, the
rents would at least be doubled overnight. Doubled,
not twenty percent but one hundred percent. As usual,
complainers who try to get something for very little
have defeated their cause. Here is what has happened
in the previous several months since the issue of the
high cost of living around Monterey Bay has emerged.
Owners who moved here years ago, saved their
nickels and dimes, bought a house, fixed it up, then
rented it out and kept it maintained, are now aware of
potential problems such as not being able to raise the
rent to meet rising costs or having to accept unsuitable
or unruly tenants. The current landlords were satisfied
to keep the rents above the mortgages, taxes and
insurance for a reasonable profit of a few hundred
dollars a month in exchange for pleasant tenants who
paid the rent on time and kept good care of the
house. But now...but now...the landlords are thinking:
Maybe its best to sell now and forget about the hassle
of renting out to tenants, an action which would thus
decrease the supply of available rental properties and
drive the rents up through normal economic
fundamentals of supply and demand. Or the landlords
are thinking: If some sort of caps are imposed on
rents, they may be made retroactive so I had better
start raising the rents now to get ahead of any
controls, thus causing rents to rise again. So the rents

go up either way as result of the recent complaining
by tenants paying one half of the real costs of
maintaining the house they are living in. There always
has been a housing shortage on the Monterey
Peninsula. The rents and costs of houses here has
always been high. They always will be. There are
reasons why a three bedroom two bath ranch style
home in Pebble Beach costs one million dollars to
own and three thousand five hundred dollars a month
to rent and why the same house in Barstow costs
eighty five thousand dollars to own and six hundred
dollars a month to rent. No more Monterey Peninsula
land is being created while more people with money
are and they want to live in a nice area like the
Monterey Bay so costs are relatively high. There is
still lots of desert land being turned into residential
areas so costs are relatively low. Location is
everything and Monterey Bay has a supreme
location. What's the moral? Stop whining. Stop
making threats. Save your nickels and dimes. Commit
to community. Work hard. Work long. Earn your
rewards. Author:Renter: Marina 1970-1971; Carmel
Valley 1977-1978; New Monterey 1986; Pebble
Beach 1986.Owner: Seaside 1976; Pacific Grove
1977, Seaside 1978, Carmel Valley 1988.Landlord:
Seaside 1977 for twenty four years; Seaside 1978 for
seven years, Pacific Grove 1977 for seven years. Total

renting: 5 years.Total ownership: 56 years.Total
landlord: 38 years.
John Barry Smith
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
This message has the following attachments:
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From: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Date: May 4, 2001 8:10:45 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Elements of argument

John,
I enjoyed our conversation yesterday.
Here is the approach to argument created by the Greeks that is
still valid
to day. I recommend you incorporate it.
-Jim Stevenson
Publisher
Ross & Perry, Inc.
Publishers
717 Second St., N.E., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20002

Telephone (202) 675-8300

Attachment converted: Master:Elements of argument.pdf (PDF /
CARO) (0004E851)

From: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Date: May 4, 2001 8:08:20 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Elements of argument

John,
I enjoyed our conversation yesterday.
Here is the approach to argument created by the Greeks that is
still valid
to day. I recommend you incorporate it.
-Jim Stevenson
Publisher
Ross & Perry, Inc.
Publishers
717 Second St., N.E., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20002
Telephone (202) 675-8300

From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>

Date: May 2, 2001 5:12:16 AM PDT
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India 123

Dear Barry,
I hope you are well.
Thank you for sending me the May 1st report on the Air India
Disaster and
the associated files. I am able to converrt the files and have
enough
memeory to receive the report in one. I am currently reading it
and admire
the amount of work and time that you have put in to it.
I agree that your findings would make a great story. To this end I
have
written an email to the managing editor of the BBC's
investigative
documentaries department (ie. the people who do this type of
journalistic
programming). She is a very big cheese indeed and I will follow
up with a
call. I have enclosed the text below. My apologies if any of it
sounds
over-simplified but these people know nada about aviation (or
anything come
to think of it) so you really have to sell it. I apologize for the
wording
of the second paragraph but I hope it meets with your approval.
I am very busy ith other projects at the moment but would love to
and will

catch up with you over the telephone soon.
Regards

Ben
(Paste)
Some months ago I was developing an idea about military pilots
who have
ejected in flight. I established correspondence with a former US
Navy fast
jet navigator who banged out in the sixties. He is a veteran and a
commercially rated pilot today. We have been in touch many
months. As a
survivor, as he puts it, of a "sudden night fiery fatal jet plane
crash",
he has worked extensively in aviation safety for many years.
Just to contextualize this, as someone who knows a little about
flying and
who works on documentaries I feel able to separate the wheat
from the chaff
and know a "crank" when I talk to one. But the level of this
man's
intelligence and the minutia of his work are compelling in spite
of the
radical conclusions. A simple abstract of his findings follows:
John Barry Smith has evidence that Boeing's products, especially
older ones,
are not safe to fly. He believes some official investigations into
accidents

where the blame has been attributed to a third party- pilot error,
bomb or
whatever- are political and corporate cover-ups. He has sent me
masses of
evidence and research to prove this. The implications are
massive- Smith
finds suggestions that Boeing and the US government find it far
easier to
blame often far-away non-Caucasian human factors than look at
the
susceptibility of their own products. The bottom line of his
argument is
that many families of those who have been killed in recent
specific
accidents have been subjected to a huge, international injustice.
Smith is currently being consulted in the impending Air India
123 case in
2002 by the defence for the case. An Air India 747 broke up in
flight en
route from Canada to the UK in 1985. It was attributed to a
bomb, no
evidence of which was recovered.
For this and other accidents Smith has evaluated a lot of
evidence . Most
recently he has sent me a 115 page investigation into the disaster
that he
has compiled. There are many compelling extraneous reasons
why his work
bears further examination. Most notably Boeing's unchallenged
monopoly of
the market (pre Airbus Industrie), inconclusive official

investigations and
a proven "track record" of localised faults with areas of Boeing
aircraft
from cargo doors to control surfaces such as rudders and
elevators.
Having spoken at length to the man in question and having read
his work, I
must re-iterate its high detail. Basically it would make an
outstanding 50
minute documentary, shaking many preconceptions to the core
and ruffle
feathers the world over.
I would love to talk more about this and can provide further
details and
stories on request. It could be a real coup.
Yours sincerely,

Ben Whalley
x47576

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received

it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
this message may contain personal views which are not the views
of the
BBC, unless specifically stated.

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 30, 2001 12:59:13 PM PDT
To: "James P. Stevenson" <jamesstevenson@sprintmail.com>
Subject: Air India Flight 182 Smith AAR

Jim Stevenson
Publisher
Ross & Perry, Inc.
Publishers
717 Second St., N.E., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20002
Telephone (202) 675-8300
Facsimile (202) 675-8400
Dear Jim,

29 Apr 01

Well, I've completed a report on AI 182. It supports the wiring/
cargo door/explosive decompression explanation for the
accident.
I've been consulted by the defence team for the accused of
'bombing' it.
This report covers Air India Flight 182 and the overview of the
four similar accidents, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811.

I shall complete the other three soon.
Are you interested in publishing the entire report?
I'm sending the report in email format minus pictures (*) and
appendices. Can you receive Mac files? My large file is in
Appleworks format. I'm creating a Word file now. If garbled,
please tell me and I can resend a little different.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

John Barry Smith
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Copyright 2001
All Rights Reserved

AIRCRAFT
ACCIDENT
REPORT

Air India Flight 182
*

Report on the Accident to Boeing 747-237B VT-EFO, Air India
Flight 182,
Off Cork, Ireland on 23 June 1985
by John Barry Smith,
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator
Abstract: Air India Flight 182, a Boeing 747-237B, registration
VT-EFO, was on a flight from Mirabel airport, Montreal,
Canada, to Heathrow airport, London, UK, when it disappeared
from the radar scope at a position of latitude 51 degrees 0
minutes North and longitude 12 degrees 50 minutes West at 0714
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 23 June 1985, and the pieces
crashed into the ocean about 110 miles west of Cork, Ireland.
There were no survivors among the 329 passengers and crew
members. There was unanimous official opinion among
authorities that an inflight breakup caused by an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment occurred. Based on the direct,
tangible and circumstantial evidence of four similar accidents as
described in six aircraft accident reports and using the benefit of
hindsight, the conclusion of this investigator and author of this
report is that the probable cause of the accident to Air India
Flight 182 was faulty wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor
causing the forward cargo door to inadvertently rupture open in
flight probably at one or both of the midspan latches leading to
an explosion of explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment and subsequent aircraft breakup.
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1. Air India Flight 182
Glossary:
Acronyms and Abbreviations:
CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB,
Transportation Safety Board, of Canada
UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents Investigation Branch,
Farnborough, U.K
NTSB USA, National Transportation Safety Board, United States
of America
CVR, cockpit voice recorder
DFDR, digital flight data recorder
ATC, air traffic control
AAR, aircraft accident report
MEC, main equipment compartment
PSI, pounds per square inch
FOD, foreign object damage
IED, improvised explosive device
KTS, knots
TAS, true air speed
IAS, indicated air speed
AI, Air India
PA, Pan Am World Airways
UAL, United Airlines,
TWA, Trans World Airlines
JAL, Japan Air Lines

NAVAVNSAFECEN, Naval Aviation Safety Center
a.c. alternating current
AC advisory circular
AD airworthiness directive
ALPA Air Line Pilots Association
amp ampere
AOA angle-of-attack
APU auxiliary power unit
ARTCC air route traffic control center
ASR airport surveillance radar
ATC air traffic control
ATP airline transport pilot
CAM cockpit area microphone
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
c.g. center of gravity
CVR cockpit voice recorder
CWT center wing fuel tank
d.c. direct current
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
E/E electrical/electronics
EME electromagnetic environment
EMI electromagnetic interference
EPR engine pressure ratio
F Fahrenheit
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FARs Federal Aviation Regulations
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
FDR flight data recorder
FQIS fuel quantity indication system
GPS global positioning system
HF high frequency
Hg mercury
HIRF high-intensity radiated fields

Hz hertz (cycles per second)
JFK John F. Kennedy International Airport (New York, New
York)
MHz megahertz
msl mean sea level
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NPRM notice of proposed rulemaking
PETN pentaerythritol tetranitrate
P/N part number
psi (pressure expressed in) pounds per square inch
P&W Pratt & Whitney
RDX cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
SB service bulletin
SDR service difficulty report
SL service letter
S/N serial number
STA body station
STC supplemental type certificate
TWA Trans World Airlines, Inc.
USAF U.S. Air Force
USCG U.S. Coast Guard
References and Source Materials:
AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90, Pan Am 103, 22
December 1988, Boeing 747
Blacks Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition 1990
Canadian Aviation Bureau Aviation Occurrence, Air India
Boeing, 747-237B VT-EFO Report
Indian Kirpal Report, Report Of The Court Investigating
Accident To Air India Boeing 747 Aircraft VT-ETO, "Kanishka"
On 23rd June 1985

NAVAVNSAFECEN Investigation 69-67, RA-5C, 14 June, 1967
Netherlands Aviation Safety Board AAR 92-11, El Al Flight
1862, Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 90/01 UAL Flight 811, 23 February 1989, Boeing
747
NTSB AAR 92/02 UAL Flight 811, 23 February 1989, Boeing
747
NTSB AAR 00/03 TWA Flight 800, 17 July 1996, Boeing 747
NTSB AAR 93/06, JAL Flight 46E, 31 March, 1993, Boeing 747
Definitions: Definitions as used in this report:
Bomb: 'Bomb' may mean an explosive device designed to release
destructive material at high velocity upon detonation; an
explosive device placed in an aircraft with an intent to detonate.
Cargo Door: In the Boeing 747 both the forward and aft lower
cargo doors are similar in appearance and operation. They are
located on the lower starboard side of the fuselage and are
outward opening and nonplug. The door opening is
approximately 110 inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured
along the fuselage.
Cargo Compartments: The forward and aft freight holds are used
for the storage of cargo and baggage in standard air-transportable
containers. The forward freight compartment has a length of
approximately 40 feet and a depth of approximately 6 feet. The
containers are loaded into the forward hold through a large cargo
door on the starboard side of the aircraft.
Conclusion of fact: An inference drawn from the subordinate or
evidentiary facts.
Conclusive evidence: That which is incontrovertible, either
because the law does not permit it to be contradicted, or because
it is so strong and convincing as to overbear all proof to the
contrary and establish the proposition in question beyond

reasonable doubt.
Ear Barotrauma: Injury to the tympanic membrane (eardrum)
when a sudden pressure differential exists between the middle
ear cavity and the external ear.
Evidence: A species of proof, or probative matter, legally
presented at the trial of an issue, by the act of the parties and
through the medium of witnesses, records, documents, exhibits,
concrete objects, etc., for the purpose of inducing belief in the
minds of the court or jury as to their contention.
Circumstantial Evidence: The proof of various facts or
circumstances which usually attend the main fact in dispute, and
therefore tend to prove its existence, or to sustain, by their
consistency, the hypothesis claimed. Testimony not based on
actual personal knowledge or observation of the facts in
controversy, but of other facts from which deductions are drawn,
showing indirectly the facts sought to be proved. Evidence of
facts or circumstances from which the existence or nonexistence
of fact in issue may be inferred. Inferences drawn from facts
proved.
Direct Evidence: Evidence in the form of testimony from a
witness who actually saw, heard, or touched the subject of
questioning.
Tangible Evidence: Evidence which consists of something that
can be seen or touched. In contrast to testimonial evidence,
tangible evidence is real evidence.
Expert: One who is knowledgeable in a specialized field, that
knowledge being obtained from either education or personal
experience. One who by reason of education or special
experience has knowledge respecting a subject matter about
which persons having no particular training are incapable of
forming an accurate opinion or making a correct deduction.
Expert Testimony: Opinion evidence of some person who
possesses special skill or knowledge in some science, profession,

or business which is not common to the average man and which
is possessed by the expert by reason of his special study or
experience.
Expert Witness: One who by reason of education or specialized
experience possesses superior knowledge respecting a subject
about which persons have no particular training are incapable of
forming an accurate opinion, or deducing correct conclusions.
One possessing, with reference to particular subject, knowledge
not acquired by ordinary persons.
Explosion: To burst or cause to burst violently and noisily. The
sudden and rapid escape of gases from a confined space,
accompanied by high temperatures, violent shock, and loud
noise.ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
Explosive Decompression: Explosive decompression is an
aviation term used to mean a sudden and rapid loss of cabin
pressurization of higher internal air pressure venting outside to
the lower pressure air.
Finding: The result of the deliberations of a jury or a court. A
decision upon a question of fact reached as the result of a judicial
examination or investigation by a court, jury, referee, coroner,
etc. A recital of the facts found.
Outward Opening Nonplug: A type of cargo door which
undergoes stress to open in flight under a high pressure
differential because it opens outward and the door does not 'plug
up' or 'block' the opening.
Premise: A statement of fact or a supposition made or implied as
a basis of argument.
Reasonable doubt: The standard used to determine the guilt of
innocence of a person criminally charged. Reasonable doubt
which will justify acquittal is doubt based on reason and arising
from evidence or lack of evidence, and it is doubt which a
reasonable man or woman might entertain, and it is not fanciful
doubt, is not imagined doubt, and is not doubt that juror might

conjure up to avoid performing an unpleasant task or duty.
Reasonable doubt is such a doubt as would cause prudent men to
hesitate before acting in matters of importance to themselves.
Doubt based on reasons which arise from evidence or lack of
evidence.
Starboard Side: The right side of the fuselage looking from aft to
forward. The port side is the left side looking aft to forward. The
starboard side of the aircraft faces the viewer when the nose is to
the right. Both cargo doors are on the starboard side of the
Boeing 747.
Wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression explanation:
Mechanical explanation for the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182 and three other Boeing 747s as caused by an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment of explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door ruptures open in
flight, probably at one or both of the midspan latches and
probably caused by faulty wiring inadvertently turning on the
door unlatch motor.
Formatting Style:
There are two Aircraft Accident Reports specifically
referenced in Section 1 regarding Air India Flight 182; the Indian
Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report.
Conclusions made by an independent accident investigator must
be supported by the best evidence available and documented for
immediate confirmation by the reviewer; therefore, quotes and
section numbers from the actual official reports are given after
the discussion by the investigator. The format is to first give a
premise explanation, its proponent, an analysis, a discussion of
the explanation, and the conclusion; immediately followed by the
indented excerpts of the official corroborative statements to
support or mitigate against the premise explanation, if

appropriate. The first report quoted is always the Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report followed by the Indian Kirpal
Report. Any identical duplicated material from both reports is
only stated once in a premise explanation but may be repeated in
other premises if relevant.
Thus the premise explanation and its proponents is stated,
discussion and analysis are made, and then each official report is
quoted in sequence to support or mitigate against that
explanation. All quotes from the two official Air India Flight 182
reports are indented and followed by the introduction: 'From the
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:" or 'From the Indian
Kirpal Report' and followed by the statements.
Introduction:
*
There was unanimous official opinion among authorities that
an inflight breakup caused by an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment occurred in Air India Flight 182 on 23 June 1985 at
0714Z, one hundred fifteen miles west of Ireland while
proceeding normally at 31,000 feet above sea level. The
information concerning meteorological conditions, crew, flight,
aircraft, aids to navigation, communication, and search and
rescue as reported by the Indians and Canadians in their reports
is stipulated to be correct.
This report examines some the information available to the
public with respect to the circumstances surrounding the Air
India Flight 182 accident which has been published in public
documents reporting conclusions and findings. The sources of
information include information made public by the Indian and
Canadian inquiries as a result of the RCMP investigation; the

flight data recorder (FDR), cockpit voice recorder (CVR) and
Shannon ATC tape recording analyses by Canadian, United
Kingdom, and Indian authorities; the medical evidence obtained
from the pathologist of the Air Accidents Investigations Branch
of the United Kingdom; evidence obtained by photographic
examination of the wreckage recovered, the wreckage
distribution pattern, and evaluations of photographs and
videotapes of the wreckage on the ocean bottom. In addition, this
report evaluates the evidence and conclusions in other aircraft
accident reports which support the conclusion by this
investigator for the probable cause of the Air India Flight 182
accident as an inflight breakup caused by a wiring/cargo door/
explosive decompression sequence of events.
The tangible and direct evidence to support the conclusion
of an inflight breakup by explosion in the forward cargo
compartment exists in the CVR, the ATC tape recording, the
DFDR, the wreckage distribution, the inflight damage to the
airframe, the medical evidence, and the engines. There was no
dispute among investigating authorities that a breakup of Air
India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and catastrophically in flight
and the cause was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment.
There was some circumstantial evidence in 1985 that a
bomb caused that explosion; however, based upon similar
circumstances to similar aircraft leaving similar evidence in the
subsequent sixteen years, new facts and circumstantial evidence
sustain the premise explanation by this investigator that the cause
of the explosion in the Air India Flight 182 forward cargo
compartment was not the result of a conspiracy to detonate a
bomb but a mechanical explanation as caused by an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment of explosive decompression

when the forward cargo door ruptured open in flight, probably at
one or both of the midspan latches and probably caused by faulty
wiring inadvertently turning on the door unlatch motor.
Section 2 of this report establishes that Air India Flight 182
did suffer an explosion in the forward cargo door compartment
on the starboard side that led to the total breakup of the aircraft in
flight and the explosion cause was not a bomb. Section 3
establishes that the cause of the explosion in Air India Flight 182
was an explosive decompression when the forward cargo door
ruptured open in flight probably at one or both of the midspan
latches and probably caused by faulty wiring.
2. Premise Explanations for Air India Flight 182:
The main questions presented to the investigators in
1985/1986 for the cause of the inflight breakup for Air India
Flight 182 were, 'What kind of explosion and where did it occur?'
Six premises will be examined:
2.1 Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight for Air India
Flight 182 in the forward cargo compartment.
Proponents: Indian Government in its Kirpal Report, CASB,
Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB, Transportation
Safety Board, of Canada, in its Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report, UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents Investigation
Branch Farnborough, U.K by its representative, NTSB USA,
National Transportation Safety Board, United States of America,
by its representative
2.2. Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the aft
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, a bomb which was
first loaded at Vancouver B.C, Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22

June, 1985.
No proponent but considered, evaluated, and rejected by the
Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence
Report, and the AAIB representative
2.3 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward cargo
compartment with its cause unstated:
Proponent: Canadian CASB (TSB),
2.4 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side, inclusive of a bomb
detonation.
Proponent: Indian Kirpal Report,
2.5 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward cargo
compartment caused by explosive decompression of
undetermined cause, exclusive of a bomb detonation:
Proponent: Mr. Roy Davis of AAIB, as described in the Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report and the Indian Kirpal Report
2.6 Premise Explanation described in Section 3: Explosion
in the forward cargo compartment caused by explosive
decompression caused by structural failure of ruptured open
forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches caused
by faulty electrical wiring:
Proponent: John Barry Smith
This report shall analyze all the explanations, their
proponents, their reasons, and their likelihood of being the most
correct.
2.1. Premise Explanation: Explosion in flight in the forward
cargo compartment .

2.1.1
Proponents: Indian Government in its Kirpal
Report, CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety Board, now TSB,
Transportation Safety Board, of Canada, in its Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report, UK AAIB, United Kingdom Air Accidents
Investigation Branch Farnborough, U.K., by its representative,
NTSB USA, National Transportation Safety Board, United States
of America, by its representative
2.1.2
Analysis: The unanimous conclusion by authorities
of a sudden inflight breakup implies an explosion of explosive
decompression since the hull of Air India Flight 182 was
pressurized to a 8.9 pounds per square inch differential between
inside and outside air at 31000 feet above sea level. Explosive
decompression is a symptom of a sudden hull breakup, not the
cause. If the hull is not compromised by a break in it,
decompression does not occur. Any break of substantial size in
that highly pressurized hull, for reasons such as a bomb
explosion, a midair collision, or an inadvertently opened cargo
door, would be sufficient to cause an inflight breakup and
subsequent explosive decompression. Some of the investigators
in the two reports seem to imply that if a bomb had detonated,
then that would rule out explosive decompression occurring and
vice versa; however, inflight breakups can be caused by an
explosive decompression which can be caused by a 'bomb'
explosion, or structural failure, or an inadvertent door opening.
All bomb explosions, all structural failures, and all inadvertent
door openings do not cause inflight breakups; in fact, many
aircraft have suffered those events and landed safely. On the
other hand, any one of those events has the potential to cause an
inflight breakup and have in the past, depending on the size of
the bomb, the skin tear, or the door.

When a catastrophic event occurs, such as an explosion of a
bomb, or a large door opening in flight, much evidence is left
behind for investigators to recover, examine, and evaluate
specific to that cause. All explosions of any kind leave certain
similar evidence regardless of the cause of the explosion.
Evidence of an explosion does not imply a 'bomb' nor explosive
decompression from any source. Even when there is a single
piece of tangible evidence that indicates a specific type of
explosion such as a bomb, structural failure, or an inadvertent
door opening, other corroborative evidence is required to sustain
the conclusion of the type of explosion since all types of
explosions can cause similar evidence and explosive
decompressions from any source can mimic a bomb explosion
and vice versa.
The unanimous conclusion by authorities of an inflight
breakup by explosion in the forward cargo compartment for Air
India Flight 182 can be summarized by the Canadian Aviation
Bureau Aviation Occurrence Report findings and an excerpt from
the Indian Kirpal Report which also illustrates the conflict in the
specifics:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS: The Canadian Aviation Safety Board
respectfully submits as follows: 4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1. 4.10 After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points to

the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft;
2. 3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived
at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been
a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
An inflight breakup is agreed upon by the Canadian and
Indian authorities and the cause is given as an explosion;
however, the Canadians decline to give a cause of the explosion
and leave it unstated. The Indians state the cause of the explosion
was a 'bomb.' The Canadian finding specifically omits a possible
cause of the explosion such as 'bomb,' or 'explosive
decompression'. The location of the explosion is identified and
agreed by both authorities as the forward cargo compartment.Ê
The tangible and circumstantial evidence upon which
the unanimous conclusion of inflight breakup by explosion in the
forward cargo compartment was reached can be summarized as
thus:
A. The cockpit audio tapes and the digital flight
recorder were normal until a sudden audible loud sound occurred
and the power was abruptly cut to the recorders.
B. Passengers suffered explosion type injuries.
C. Metal skin of the fuselage was peeled outward and
curled.
D. Metal skin suffered explosion type impacts from
inside the aircraft.
E. The main pieces of wreckage on the surface were
far apart from each other as well as the wide scatter of the
victims.
F. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment
explained the abrupt cessation of the recorders and the sudden
loud audible sound on the voice recorder.

G. The inflight damage could have occurred only if
objects had been ejected from the front portion of the aircraft
when it was still in the air.
2.1.3
Conclusion: There was an explosion in flight in Air
India Flight 182 in the forward cargo compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements supporting the
breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the recordings of the
DFDR, CVR and Shannon ATC tape, the unusual sounds heard
on the ATC tape started shortly after the flight recorders stopped
recording. The conversations in the cockpit were normal, and
there was no indication of an emergency situation prior to the
loud noise heard on the CVR a fraction of a second before it
stopped recording. The DFDR showed no abnormal variations in
parameters recorded before it stopped functioning. The other
possibility for the irregular signals on the DFDR is that they were
caused by a disturbance to the Flight Data Acquisition Unit in the
main electronics bay. Since there was an almost simultaneous
loss of the transponder signal, this indicates the possibility of an
abrupt aircraft electrical failure. The abrupt cessation of the data
recorder could be caused by airframe structural failure or the
detonation of an explosive device as the initial event.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence showed a
proportion of the passengers with indications of hypoxia,
decompression, flail injuries and loss of clothing. The incidence
of hypoxia and decompression indicates that the aircraft
experienced a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries
and loss of clothing indicate a proportion of the passengers were

ejected from the aircraft before water impact. Hence, it is likely
that the aft portion of the aircraft separated from the forward
portion before striking the water.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier, the sudden
nature of the occurrence indicates the possibility of a massive
airframe structural failure or the detonation of an explosive
device.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been established as
sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would
explain the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the
electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements supporting the
breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R. Hill
further stated that the significance of flail injuries being suffered
by some of the passengers was that it indicated that the aircraft
had broken in mid-air at an altitude and that the victims had
come out of the aeroplane at an altitude.
3.2.11.42 a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and the condition of the limited wreckage
recovered indicates that the aircraft had broken up in flight
before impact with the sea.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at
is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been a

rapid decompression in the aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical
examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399, clearly confirms
that there was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
2.2 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo
compartment, a bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver B.C,
Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
2.2.1
No proponent for this explanation but it was
considered, evaluated, and rejected in the Indian Kirpal Report,
the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: by the AAIB
representative, and the NTSB representative. However, there
exists a recent report entitled "Aircraft Occurrence Investigation
Report" dated 16 March 2001, by John H. Garstang, an official
assigned to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) Air
India Task Force (AITF). The report shall be referred to as the
'Garstang Report.'
Observations about the author of the Garstang Report: John
H. Garstang, is an official assigned to the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) Air India Task Force (AITF). Mr.

Garstang is apparently not currently assigned to the
Transportation Safety Board (TSB) of Canada. His report carries
his signature without title. He has been assigned to the RCMP
AITF since 1988 and therefore represents official RCMP opinion
regarding the probable cause of Air India Flight 182. He calls his
work for the RCMP as "independent."
Current government agency opinions about the probable
cause for the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182:
A. RCMP opinion about the probable cause for Air
India 182 is an explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo
compartment.
B. Unless updated with a supplemental conclusion by
the TSB, the Canadian Aviation Safety Board (Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report) conclusions as stated in their 1986 Aviation
Occurrence Report of an explosion, cause unstated, in the
forward cargo compartment was the probable cause for the
breakup of Air India Flight 182 is the current position of
Canadian aircraft accident investigation authorities.
C. Unless updated by the Indian government, the
Kirpal Report findings of an explosion by a bomb in the forward
cargo compartment is the current position of the Indian
government.
2.2.2
Analysis: There was consideration of the explosion
of a bomb, or any other source of an explosion, in the aft cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182 instead of an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment, to explain the breakup in flight
amidships. Both the the Indian Kirpal Report and the Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report had good cause to suspect a failure
in the aft section of Air India Flight 182 and therefore examined
and evaluated extensively the possibility of an aft pressure
bulkhead failure or an aft cargo door inadvertent opening.

Just five weeks after Air India Flight 182, a Japan Air Lines
Boeing 747, JAL Flight 123, had an aft pressure bulkhead fail in
flight and the subsequent explosive decompression tore off the
vertical stabilizer which rendered the aircraft uncontrollable
leading to its fatal crash. Wreckage of Air India Flight 182 was
then attempted to be retrieved by the US Navy to rule in or rule
out such a similar probable cause.
Corroborative official statements supporting the reasons and
results of the close examination of the aft pressure bulkhead for
evidence of preexisting failure in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead
The localized impact mark found on the leading edge of the right
horizontal root leading edge is indicative of an object striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests that the loss
of the tail plane was not the first event. The horizontal and
vertical stabilizers were found separated and each was intact and
in good condition. Items from the aft cargo compartment were
found further to the west of the tail plane. The absence of the
type of damage to the tail plane as was found in the Japan
Airlines (JAL) Boeing 747 accident where the aft pressure
bulkhead failed and which took place shortly after this
occurrence, and the rupture of the aft cargo compartment before
the loss of the tail indicate that there was not an in-flight failure
of the aft pressure bulkhead. In addition, examination of the
recovered portions of the bulkhead shows evidence of overload
failures from the rear to front only and no evidence of any preexisting defect, premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion
damage.

From the Indian Kirpal Report
1.4.6
The Court also had the advantage of being able to
meet members of the team investigating into the Japan Airlines
Flight JL 123 accident which had occurred near Tokyo on 12th
August, 1985. Similarities and dissimilarities between the two
accidents were, to some extent, noticed and some information
was exchanged.
3.2.10.5 Subsequent to the accident to Japan Airlines Boeing 747
aircraft, suspected to have been caused by failure of the repair to
the rear pressure bulkhead, NTSB and FAA decided to fund the
U.S. Navy for a two week operation over the seas for recovery of
significant pieces of wreckage.
In addition, the aft cargo door stops of Air India Flight 182
had been removed and reinstalled by authorized personnel just
before the Air India Flight 182 fatal flight to make room for parts
of an engine being shipped back to India for repair.
Corroborative official statements supporting the reasons and
results of the close examination of the aft cargo door for
preexisting failure in flight.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
2.1.20 The pre-loaded four pallets and one container were
brought to the aircraft by M/s Mega International personnel from
their warehouse in the afternoon of 22nd June for loading them
into the aircraft cargo compartment at positions assigned by the
Air Canada load agent. Difficulty was experienced while loading
one of the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable
loading of the cowl, Air Canada engineering/maintenance
personnel removed door stop fitting from the aft cargo
compartment door cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the cowl
could be loaded. All the removed fittings were then reinstalled.

From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.4.3.5 Some difficulty was experienced while loading one of
the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable loading
of the cowl, Air Canada engineering/maintenance personnel
removed door stop fittings from the aft cargo compartment door
cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the pallet could be loaded.
All the removed fittings were then re-installed. Removal and
installation of the fittings was certified by Mr. Rajendra.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop
fittings could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the
video films of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft
cargo door was intact and in its position except that it had come
adrift slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The
door was found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion
of the aircraft. This indicates that the door remained in position
and did not cause any problem in flight.
The investigators carefully examined all pieces of wreckage
in and around the aft pressure bulkhead and aft cargo
compartment for evidence of any type of failure of structure and
for any type of explosion, such as explosive decompression or a
bomb. They found none.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in support that
no evidence of an explosion in the aft cargo compartment was
found.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the direction of
cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the crossbeam

displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
Investigators on the scene found that the type of damage that
would have occurred with an aft pressure bulkhead failure such
as the loss of the vertical stabilizer did not occur to Air India
Flight 182; they found that the aft cargo compartment ruptured
before, not after, the loss of the entire tailplane, and they found
that the overload failures from the rear to front only instead of
from front to rear if the aft pressure bulkhead had failed as an
initial event.
They found that the aft cargo door was discovered intact and
in position and did not cause any problem in flight. It was latched
at the bottom. They found there was no evidence to indicate
characteristics of an explosion of any type emanating from the
aft cargo compartment.
Therefore, after an extensive examination and evaluation by
the Canadian and Indian authorities of the possibility of an
explosion of any type in the aft section or in the aft cargo
compartment based upon visual examination of the actual aft
pressure bulkhead, aft cargo door, aft cargo compartment floor
and skin; they concluded that the occurrence of an explosion or
any type in the aft cargo compartment was ruled out as well as a
failure of the aft pressure bulkhead or involvement by the aft
cargo door. The rupture that occurred in the aft cargo
compartment was after the initial events, was a result of the
overpressures and overload experienced by that part of the
aircraft and consistent with an airframe disintegrating after an

inflight breakup caused by the confirmed explosion in the
forward cargo compartment.
The tangible and direct evidence to support the conclusions
by authorities of an inflight breakup by explosion in the forward
cargo compartment exists in the CVR, the ATC tape recording,
the DFDR, the wreckage distribution, the inflight damage to the
airframe, the medical evidence, and the engines.
A confirmed alternative exists to a bomb explosion in the aft
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 to explain its inflight
breakup and that is an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. That conclusion was and remains unanimous
among the aircraft accident investigative authorities and was
based upon the evidence and lack of evidence.
There exist certain characteristics of an explosion by bomb
such as evidence in the metal itself or in the wreckage such as:
Pitting, cratering, hot gas, washing, holes, punctures, shrapnel,
explosive residue, burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin,
sooted metal, timer, fuze, bomb explosion sound on the cockpit
voice recorder, and staggered power cuts to the aft and forward
data recorders (the transponder is located forward and the CVR
and DFDR are located aft.)
Summary of evidence required to support a conclusion of an
explosion of any type in the aft cargo compartment of Air India
Flight 182 and its presence or absence:
A. Pitting: Absent
B. Cratering: Absent
C. Hot gas washing: Absent
D. Holes: Absent
E. Punctures: Absent

F. Shrapnel: Absent
G. Explosive residue: Absent
H. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin:
Absent
I. Sooted metal: Absent
J. Timer: Absent
K. Fuze: Absent
L. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice
recorder: Absent
M. Staggered power cuts to the aft and forward data
recorders: Absent
Summary of evidence that refutes the assertion that an
explosion of any type occurred in the aft cargo compartment as
an initial event or at any other time.
A. Absence of required corroborative evidence to
support the assertion.
B. Transponder off simultaneously as FDR and CVR
C. Inflight damage by flying debris to pieces of
airframe well forward of the aft cargo compartment such as
leading edge of wing and engines.
D. Overpressures in both cargo compartments, not just
the aft.
E. Intact aft and bulk cargo doors.
F. Much straight and undamaged fuselage skin in the
aft section.
G. Conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment to explain the inflight breakup of Air India
Flight 182.
H. General trajectory patterns from wreckage debris
locations that match two other early model Boeing 747s, Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, that experienced

inflight breakups amidships from an explosion in or near the
forward cargo compartment, not the aft cargo compartment as
confirmed by the aircraft accident investigation authorities of the
UK AAIB, and the USA NTSB.
An evaluation of the independent accident report by Mr.
Garstang follows:
The overall appraisal by this independent investigator of Mr.
Garstang's report is that the data shows in some manner what
happens to sections 46 and 48 of an early model Boeing 747 that
has broken apart amidships from an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment and is in the process of disintegrating as it
falls and drifts from 31000 feet to the sea, after which it drifts
and sinks another 6700 feet to the bottom.

*
Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing fuselage
station numbers and sections.
The Garstang Report states that in section 46 and 48 there
were overloads on beams, bulkheads, trunnions, and fuselage
skin around rivets. There were also overpressures in both cargo
compartments and on outer skin panels.
Overloads and overpressures are expected to occur with
inflight breakups and do not necessarily confirm an explosion
from any source.
The Garstang Report concludes:
9.0 CONCLUSION

9.1 Analysis indicates that the sudden and catastrophic loss of
the aircraft was due to the overload failure of the aft cargo
compartment and the bulk cargo compartment as a result of
sudden, large, internal overpressure load(s). The only plausible
way to do this rapidly, and in the manner previously described, is
by the detonation of a bomb (improvised explosive device). The
evidence I have examined is consistent with this.
There are other plausible ways to explain sudden, large,
internal overpressure load(s). In a recent correspondence with
Gordon E. Smith, Senior Materials Engineer, Mr. Smith, (no
relation) states and concludes in regard to overpressures and
overloads in Air India Flight 182,
"Overload: is the pulling/stretching (tension) of material (metal)
the crack progresses at close to right angles (90 degrees) to the
direction of tensile stress.
Compression (pressing) can also produce cracks where the metal
tries to fold back upon itself and fails in a different mode (shear)
Looks entirely different than a tensile crack
Overpressure: the pressure hull experienced a higher pressure
that the design pressure."
The airframe was disintegrating and rapidly redistributing its
design loads. This redistribution leads to a lot of local
overloading on airframe/ pressure hull metal. It tore itself apart."
The Garstang Report makes an unsubstantiated statement
that is in contradiction to the Indian Kirpal Report and the
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report in which Mr. Garstang
states on page 7, referring to the "Forward Half of the Aircraft
Fuselage (Sections 41, 42, 44), "The fracture patterns examined
were all consistent with an overload mode of failure." The Indian
Kirpal Report and the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report

found conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward half of
the fuselage forward of the wing on the right side in the forward
cargo compartment that was not the result of an overload mode
of failure but was the result of an explosion. They also found
many, not 'all', fractures that were of an overload type as both the
aft and forward cargo compartments ruptured and were
disintegrating in flight.
The Garstang Report devotes a scant one page to the
breakup of the forward half of Air India Flight 182 whereas the
actual investigators in the the Indian Kirpal Report and Canadian
Aviation Occurrence Report inquiries concentrated most of their
retrieval and evaluation efforts in that area based upon the
tangible evidence discovered which conclusively proved an
explosion had occurred in the forward cargo compartment and
there was no explosion of any type in the aft compartment. The
Garstang Report declines to address that evidence.
The Garstang Report devotes most of its fourteen pages of
analysis to the 'Rear Half of the Aircraft Fuselage' which had
fractured into smaller pieces and lay isolated from one another
on the ocean floor. He implies that observation is evidence of an
explosion in the aft cargo compartment but, in fact, is evidence
of an inflight breakup and disintegrating fuselage which lay
scatted in a very long trail of debris.
The Garstang Report reports that the breakup location is at
the Section 44 and Section 46 joint which is to be expected with
an inflight breakup since that is where the sections are mated in
construction, but not expected if a powerful bomb were to
explode in the aft cargo compartment which would have split and
shattered the fuselage in the middle of Section 46 leaving much
obvious evidence of the bomb explosion.

*
Above picture is of a Boeing 747 during construction and shows
the sections being mated. Section 41 has already been mated to
Section 42. The unmated joint on the left is the Section 44/
Section 46 joint.
When a real bomb the size of the alleged bomb by the
Garstang Report is detonated in the aft cargo compartment of a
Boeing 747, much real evidence is created.
*
Above is a picture of the staged bombing of a Boeing 747 at
Bruntingthorpe in 1997.
The aft section evidence which resulted from the real bomb
explosion above does not match the aft section evidence
examined for Air India Flight 182 which had undeformed,
straight fuselage skin and intact cargo doors. If the above bomb
type explosion had occurred in Air India Flight 182, the
Canadian and Indian and UK investigative authorities in
1985/1986 would most certainly have detected it because of the
obvious hot-gas pitting on pieces of metal, punctures, shrapnel,
explosive residue, pitting, cratering, explosive type injuries to
passengers sitting in the cabin, timer, fuze, and a bomb explosion
sound on the cockpit voice recorder.
None of the tell tale characteristics of a bomb explosion
pieces of evidence was found on Air India Flight 182. In addition
there was much evidence to rule out any type of explosion in the
aft compartment.

The reason for ruling out a bomb explosion anywhere in Air
India Flight 182 is the same reason used to rule out a bomb
explosion anywhere in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, another
early model Boeing 747 that was seriously evaluated for a bomb
explosion after experiencing an inflight breakup caused by an
explosion that was not in the aft cargo compartment. That reason
is a lack of corroborating evidence even after some ambiguous
evidence of overpressures and overloading was discovered.
The Garstang Report describes, in 'Aft Cargo and Bulk
Cargo Compartments' a large piece of belly skin, Target 7, which
was not grossly deformed, bent, twisted, or crushed, missing
evidence which might be expected within the range of a powerful
bomb explosion. The report describes the separations of the skin
from the floor assembly in terms of overload and overpressure
but not by hot gas pitting, shrapnel, cratering or punctures which
would support the assertion of an explosion by bomb.
The Garstang Report makes another undocumented
statement that a piece of skin is 'similar' to a piece of skin in the
Bruntingthorpe staged bomb explosion but provides no
photographs of either piece of metal. It is reasonable to expect
that among thousands of different shapes of pieces of wreckage
there might be one that are 'similar' to another among thousands
of pieces in a staged bomb explosion.
The Garstang Report describes in detail the overpressures
and overloads of pieces of the aft section of Air India Flight 182
(Targets 7, 8, 47, 307, 287, 658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and 282) but
offers no evidence of an explosion, only of aerodynamic forces
consistent with a fuselage disintegrating as it falls from five
miles high.

Whenever there is evidence offered in pieces of metal in
'deformation', there is also the qualifier that the deformation
could have occurred by aerodynamic forces or water impact.
Deformation on pieces of metal in the aft section, as are
overpressures and overloads, are not confirmations of an
explosion by bomb but are confirmations of a section of aircraft
disintegrating as it falls after an inflight breakup amidships from
a confirmed explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report equated on page 13 that a bomb is an
improvised explosive device when it states: "Detonation of a
bomb (improvised explosive device)...", a synonym which is
misleading. There are many devices which may become an
improvised explosive device such as firecrackers, fireworks,
blasting caps, and other incendiary devices which were never
intended to become bombs but did by circumstances. If there
were any device created that was not improvised to be explosive,
but very, very calculated, it would be a 'bomb' which is a most
carefully thought out explosive device. On the other hand,
fireworks do detonate inadvertently and cause explosions often
leading to fatalities.
The Garstang Report summarizes the 'Structural Breakup' by
stating: " Analysis indicated that the aft cargo and bulk cargo
compartments failed due to a large, internal, overpressure load
(s)."
To use the overpressures and overloads on beam, fuselage
skin, skin panels, and trunnions as conclusive evidence of an
explosion is faulty logic as both cargo compartments had such
evidence. Those overpressure failures are consistent with
aerodynamic and water impact forces acting on a compromised
fuselage disintegrating as it falls to the sea, an opinion shared

and stated by the the Indian Kirpal Report and Canadian Aviation
Occurrence Report investigators in 1985/1986 who carefully
examined and evaluated all wreckage in the aft area of Air India
Flight 182 and is also the current opinion of a senior metals
engineer in 2001.
Without any corroborative tangible evidence which would
have been present of a bomb explosion, or evidence of any type
of explosion, the next statement by Mr. Garstang lacks credibility
and carries little weight: "The only plausible way to do this
rapidly, and in the manner previously described, is by the
detonation of a bomb, (improvised explosive device).Ó
As explained above, there is a plausible way to explain the
overpressures in the aft compartment as well as the overpressures
discovered in the forward compartment: Aerodynamic and water
impact forces acting upon both cargo compartments in the
fuselage as it disintegrates and falls to the sea after experiencing
an inflight breakup amidships from the confirmed explosion in
the forward cargo compartment. This plausible way to explain
the overpressure evidence is currently agreed upon by official
accident investigators of three countries, a metal engineer, and
this independent aircraft accident investigator.
The Garstang Report section on 'Trajectory Analysis' opens
with a broad disclaimer that a breakup of an aircraft in flight is a
complex affair composed of random actions because various
pieces of wreckage have different weights, sizes, and shapes and
the trajectory of these pieces through the air can not be precisely
determined because of the unknown winds and currents affect the
drift pattern of the piece through the five miles of air to the
bottom of the ocean.

There are other factors which limit the validity of trajectory
studies as stated by the Canadians in their aviation occurrence
report, ÒThe depth of the wreckage varies between about 6000
and 7000 feet, and the effect of the ocean current, tides and the
way objects may have descended to the sea bed was not
determined, thus some distortion of an object's relationship from
time of water entry to its location on the bottom cannot be
discounted. In general, the items found east of long 12°43.00'W
are small, lightweight and often made of a structure which traps
air. These items may have taken considerable time to sink and
may have moved horizontally in sea currents before settling on
the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does
indicate horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.Ó
The Garstang Report plots the location of the pieces of
wreckage in three appendices, G, H, and I. The specific locations
of the pieces of wreckage as retrieved are given in latitude and
longitude (lat/long) in the Indian Kirpal Report and in the
appendices of the Garstang Report which is consistent with
wreckage retrieval procedures. The Indian Kirpal Report, as well
as the Trans World Airlines Flight 800 NTSB report of AAR
00/03, plots the wreckage items on a grid using a north arrow and
distance in nautical miles from a reference point, which is
consistent with official aircraft accident reports.
The Garstang Report, however, plots the wreckage items in
"Universal Mercator Projection", omits the north arrow, and has
no reference point.
Specifically, the Garstang Report narrative gives the lat/long
position for only one piece of wreckage, a torn suitcase. In the
official accident reports of the Indians and Canadians for Air
India Flight 182, and the USA NTSB for TWA 800, the broad

wreckage patterns as well as the individual pieces are given in
lat/long.
Only a generalized appraisal of large sections of wreckage is
possible and that was done in the Garstang Report as well as the
official reports. A general plot of large sections of wreckage may
be plotted and a theory of which sections left the aircraft first
based upon the assumption they would land closest to the initial
event location. This is done on all in flight breakups, such as Pan
Am Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two
additional early model Boeing 747s that suffered breakups
amidships inflight and left similar debris patterns. Specifically,
the nose section was in a dense localized area, the area of initial
breakup just forward of the wing was in a scattered area, and
then the long loose trail of the aft section as it scatters widely the
pieces of the disintegrating fuselage.
All three flights, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, exhibited this matching
debris pattern. All three flights have conclusive evidence which
is reported in detail in the official accident reports of having
suffered breakups in flight from explosions in or adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment, conclusions which are supported by
trajectory studies, wreckage reconstructions, and reconstruction
drawings. All three official accident reports conclusively ruled
out explosions of any type in the aft cargo compartment.
The Garstang Report states on page 16: "It is significant to
note that the wreckage trail patterns bear a very strong
resemblance to a known case involving the same type of aircraft,
at essentially the same altitude and speed, which was proceeding
normally when, without warning, something sudden and
catastrophic occurred." "The case I [Garstang] am referring to is

the Pan Am Flight 103 occurrence..."
*
Above drawing shows wreckage trails for Pan Am Flight 103
from the AAIB AAR 2/90
The debris patterns of Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 103
do match. Both events were carefully examined for the location
of the explosion that broke the aircraft apart amidships. Both
events have conclusive evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment to explain the breakup. Both events had none
of the evidence to support an assertion of an explosion from any
source in the aft cargo compartment. The matching debris
patterns of both events confirm the conclusions of the British,
Indian, and Canadian investigators who stated in their respective
aircraft accident reports that the explosion in each aircraft
occurred in the forward cargo compartment and did not occur in
the aft compartment.
The concluding assertion on the trajectory analysis of The
Garstang Report which states, "The distinction is that the
wreckage trail patterns indicate that the lead Air India Flight 182
breakup event occurred in the rear of the aircraft, as opposed to
the front of the Pan Am 103 case," contradicts the physical laws
of aerodynamics, gravity, chemistry, and metallurgy. It insults the
detailed concerted efforts of aviation accident investigators of
three countries to precisely determine the location of the
explosion and who all concluded it was in the forward section
and was not in the aft cargo compartment.
Summary of evidence that suggests there was an explosion
of any type in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182

as indicated by the Garstang Report:
A. Overpressures and overloads on a few pieces of the
aft section of Air India Flight 182 (Targets 7, 8, 47, 307, 287,
658, 26, 369, 321, 71, and 282)
B. Quilting pattern on a few pieces of wreckage.
C. One piece of wreckage fuselage skin that is
ÔsimilarÕ to another piece of metal from wreckage from a
staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectory studies that imply that the specific first
pieces to leave Air India Flight 182 came from the aft cargo
compartment.
Summary of reasonable alternative explanations to explain
the evidence offered by the Garstang Report for an explosion in
the aft cargo compartment.
A. Over pressures and overloads on a few pieces of
fuselage skin, beams, and trunnions occur during any fuselage
breakup, with or without an explosion source.
B. Quilting patterns on fuselage skin occurs upon
water impact and did so on Trans World Airlines Flight 800 and
Pan Am Flight 103.
C. A strangely shaped piece of metal can occur when a
fuselage disintegrates from an inflight breakup at 296 knots
which can be similar to a strangely shaped of a piece of metal
that occurs after a staged aircraft bombing.
D. Trajectories can be widely variable for specific
pieces of falling wreckage based upon shape, size, and weight of
the object.
To review the evaluation of the Garstang Report regarding
Air India Flight 182:

A. It offers no new evidence to contradict the
conclusions of the Canadians and the Indians.
B. It offers no new insight into the previous
investigations.
C. It omits and refuses to address the conclusive
tangible evidence which refutes its assertions, such as
1. Cockpit voice recorder data,
2. Inflight damage to engines, wing leading edge
and right horizontal stabilizer. straight and undamaged skin
panels in the aft cargo compartment,
3. The large undeformed sheets of fuselage skin,
4. The intact aft and bulk cargo doors,
5. The loss of the tailplane was not the first event
and would have been if a bomb explosion had occurred in the aft
cargo compartment.
6. The power was cut to three pieces of electronic
equipment, two of which are located in the aft area, and one in
the main equipment compartment adjacent to the forward cargo
compartment. If an explosion occurred in the aft cargo
compartment, the two recorders might have stopped recording
but not the transponder which would have continued on for some
time. The simultaneous stopping of all three indicates the
explosion was in the forward cargo compartment.
D. It offers no corroborative evidence of a bomb
explosion in the aft cargo compartment such as:
1. Pitting: Absent
2. Cratering: Absent
3. Hot gas washing: Absent
4. Holes: Absent
5. Punctures: Absent
6. Shrapnel: Absent
7. Explosive residue: Absent
7. Burn injuries to passengers sitting in the cabin:

Absent
8. Sooted metal: Absent
10. Timer: Absent
11. Fuze: Absent
12. Bomb explosion sound on the cockpit voice
recorder: Absent
13. Staggered power cuts to the aft and forward
data recorders: Absent
E. It offers as proof of an explosion in the aft
compartment ambiguous evidence which is common to both
compartments such as overloads, overpressures, and quilting
patterns, all of which have alternative explanations such as
aerodynamics and water impact, and are evident in both cargo
compartments of Air India Flight 182 and evident in Pan Am
Flight 103 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800, two additional
Boeing 747 inflight breakups that were not caused by explosions
in the aft cargo compartment.
F. It offers a trajectory study in which:
1. Essential chart details are omitted,
2. Ballistic trajectory charts are missing
which are included in other accident reports which contain
trajectory studies.
3. Specific conclusions about locations of
pieces of wreckage are made which were prone to error from
errant winds, currents, and aerodynamics of random shaped
pieces of wreckage,
To summarize the assertions in the Garstang Report that an
explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo compartment caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182:
A. There is no old or new evidence offered to sustain
such an assertion.
B. The methodology is unorthodox.

C. Statements are made which contradict the
established facts, data, and evidence.
D. Conclusions are drawn which are unsubstantiated,
not logical, or have plausible alternative explanations.
2.3.3

Conclusions:

There never was and is not now any official assertion by any
recognized aviation accident investigating authority that the
explosions in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight
103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in or near the forward
cargo compartment and there never was and is not now any
assertion by an recognized aviation accident investigating
authority of any country that an explosion of any type occurred
in the aft cargo compartment of their respective aircraft.
To put it another way, there has been and there is now total
agreement by all aviation accident investigating authorities of
four countries, Canada, UK, USA, and India, that the explosions
in Trans World Airlines Flight 800, Pan Am Flight 103, and Air
India Flight 182 occurred in or near the forward cargo
compartment. There has been and there is now total agreement
by all aviation accident investigating authorities of those same
countries, that the explosion in Trans World Airlines Flight 800,
Pan Am Flight 103, and Air India Flight 182 did not occur in the
aft cargo compartment.
A. There was no bomb explosion, nor any other type
of explosion, in the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight
182.
B. There was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating
against a breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 caused by an
explosion of a bomb in the aft cargo compartment.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.9 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead The localized impact mark found on
the leading edge of the right horizontal root leading edge is
indicative of an object striking the stabilizer in flight before
water impact. This suggests that the loss of the tail plane was not
the first event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device-Target 47, which is a portion of the aft
cargo compartment roller floor, shows no indications
characteristic of an explosion emanating from the aft cargo
compartment.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films
of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft cargo door
was intact and in its position except that it had come adrift
slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom. The door was
found lying along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the
aircraft. This indicates that the door remained in position and did
not cause any problem in flight.
3.2.11.19 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure This portion of
the aft cargo compartment was located between B S 1600 and B

S 1760. No significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the
panels of the front cargo compartment are ruptured and have a
large number of holes. This shows that there was occurrence of
an event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft cargo
compartment.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been established as
sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight. An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would
explain the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the
electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.4.6.60: The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at
is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been a

rapid decompression in the aircraft.
E. Damage in air: The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and
the rear bulk cargo hold.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the mapping of the
sea bed provided some distinct distribution patterns. The depth of
the wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the
effect of the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus some
distortion of an object's relationship from time of water entry to
its location on the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the
items found east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and
often made of a structure which traps air. These items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved
horizontally in sea currents before settling on the bottom. Marks
left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does indicate
horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.

2.3 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward cargo
compartment with its cause unstated:
2.3.1
Proponents: CASB, Canadian Aviation Safety
Board in its Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
2.3.2
Analysis: The CASB explanation for the breakup
was to state there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment but omit the cause of the explosion. This was the
prudent choice of the CASB based on evidence and experience
available to them in 1985/1986. CASB concluded in their report
that the evidence supported an 'explosion' in the forward cargo
compartment but that the evidence did not support the
determination of the cause of that explosion. They specifically
omitted a cause of bomb, structural failure, or open door. The
CASB most certainly knew the focus of attention would be on
the cause of the explosion and did not omit the cause as an
administrative oversight. They certainly knew the Indians
believed it was a bomb explosion and the AAIB representative
had rejected that cause and stated the explosion was from an
explosive decompression by a cause yet to be determined.
The CASB decided to just state the explosion occurred in the
forward cargo department and declined to state the cause as a
bomb detonation or explosive decompression. This decision by
the Canadians to be cautious was later proven correct by
subsequent similar accidents discussed in Section 3 which finally
determined the cause of the explosion not from a bomb explosion
but an explosive decompression when the forward cargo door
ruptured open in flight.
2.3.3
Conclusion: There was an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment with cause unstated based upon knowledge

available in 1985/1986 to the Canadian accident investigators.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment with its cause
unstated.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
4.0 CONCLUSIONS The Canadian Aviation Safety Board
respectfully submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
2.4 Premise Explanation: Explosion of a bomb in the forward
cargo compartment on the starboard side, inclusive of a bomb
detonation, a bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver B.C,
Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
2.4.1

Proponent: The Indian Kirpal Report.

2.4.2
Analysis: Another explanation for the explosion
was a 'bomb' in the forward cargo compartment on the starboard
side which caused the breakup of Air India Flight 182 in flight
and was presented by the Indian Kirpal Report which concludes
in a finding: ' 4.10 After going through the entire record we find
that there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence which
directly points to the cause of the accident as being that of an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft.'
The bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment
finding by the Indians was based on meager circumstantial and

tangible evidence. The circumstantial evidence of 'bomb'
detonation lies in two areas, the ticketing and switching of tickets
by one or two mysterious men in Vancouver, B. C. Canada and
an explosion at Narita Airport, Tokyo, Japan within the hour of
the explosion of Air India Flight 182 off Ireland.
It is not unusual for passengers to manipulate ticket fares
and baggage destinations when flying into and through Canada:
From the Kirpal Report: '2.2 It should be noted that some
passengers from India book flights to Montreal with their
intended destination being Toronto. The reason is that the fare to
Montreal is cheaper and therefore some passengers get off the
flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and leave without reporting
a cancellation of the trip to Montreal.'
The ticketing by airline agents of the two men allegedly
named 'Singh' is described in the report; however, the supporting
documentation is missing. There are no interview notes or audio
tapes available of the actual transactions. The ticketing
procedures as described conflict with established procedures by
the airlines. The names offered should have been rejected on site
as inadequate for security reasons. It is not unusual for
passengers to switch flights. The entire ticketing sequence used
as important circumstantial evidence for a 'bomb' being loaded
upon CP 060 in Vancouver is uncorroborated, unsubstantiated,
conflicts with normal procedures, and lacks tangible evidence of
tickets, suitcases, money, voice, or handwritten notes.
The second circumstantial event offered as proof of a 'bomb'
explosion on Air India Flight 182 is the Narita episode of an
explosion on a baggage cart which happened thousands of miles
away in a enormously busy airport which had suffered fatal
terrorist attacks before and after which were unrelated to any Air

India flights. The airport was controversial in that in September,
1971, after a second compulsory execution of the land
expropriation by proxy, three policemen were killed in a conflict
during expropriation. In May, 1977, the removal of the
obstructing steel tower resulted in the death of one the supporters
of the opposition group during the protest rally. In March, 1978,
extremists attacked the control tower with subsequent destruction
of most of the equipment resulting in the opening of the airport
being postponed. In September, 1988, the Chairman of the Chiba
Prefecture Land Expropriation Committee was seriously injured
in an attack of terrorism. All members of the committee resigned.
The details supporting the Narita 'bomb' explosion evidence
are omitted from the Indian Kirpal Report as well as the details
on yet another Boeing 747 aircraft, CP 003, carrying a 'bomb'
which does not detonate during the flight. For the Narita event to
be connected to Air India Flight 182 in any meaningful manner,
the details as to security for CP 003 and the baggage cart
explosion must be investigated and stated in the same degree of
attention to detail as the security status for CP 060 and Air India
Flight 181/182.
The four flights of three different aircraft through four
airports in two countries which had the two 'bombs' on board had
many delays enroute and to connect the event of Narita and the
event of Air India by timing because they happened within the
hour thousands of miles apart as circumstantial proof of a
relationship indicating both were 'bombs' is not logical nor
credible.
The Indian Kirpal report states in the finding:
'A. Connection with an explosion at Narita Airport : On 23rd

June, 1985 there was an explosion at the Narita Airport. The
explosion occurred when a bomb exploded in a suit case which
was to be interlined to Air India's Flight No. 301 from Tokyo to
Bangkok. CPA 003 arrived Narita Airport, Tokyo. Arrived 14
minutes early 0541 Baggage cart explodes in transit area. 2
killed, 4 injured' 'Similarly, a suitcase was interlined
unaccompanied on CP Air Flight 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
to be placed on Air India Flight 301 to Bangkok. The explosion
of a bag from CP 003 at Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55
minutes before the AI 182 accident. Therefore, the nature of the
link between the two occurrences raises the possibility that the
suitcase which was unaccompanied on AI 182 contained an
explosive device.' 'At 0541 GMT, 23 June 1985, CP Air Flight
003 arrived at Narita Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At
0619 GMT a bag from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in
the transit area of the airport within an hour of the Air India
occurrence. Two persons were killed and four were injured. From
the day of the occurrences, there have been questions about a
possible linkage between the events.' 'The interlined baggage
exploded at Narita Airport and there is strong probability that the
suitcase from Vancouver, which was interlined to AI 182,
contained a device similar to the one which had exploded at
Narita Airport on 23 June, 1985.' 'As it was suspected that there
may be a link between the blast which had taken place at Narita
Airport on 23rd June, 1985 and the accident to Air India's flight
182, it was felt necessary to inspect the site of the bomb blast at
Narita Airport. On the aforesaid visit to Tokyo, the site where the
blast had taken place was inspected which gave some, though
very vague, idea of the detonating power of the blast.'
Note there is no evidentiary connection between 'an
interlined bag' and 'a bag from this flight'. There is no support
documentation for a 'bomb' explosion on the baggage cart, no

documentation support for which suitcase and from which flight
the bag came from and the only statement by the Court is very
vague about details even though he personally visited the site.
When the Indian judicial authority alleges that Air India
Flight 182 was blown out of the sky by a 'bomb' explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side in its official
report, then the following sequence of allegations must be
believed:
Two bombs were somehow surreptitiously placed on two Boeing
747s at Vancouver airport on or about 22 June 1985. This was
done although there was much security in place to prevent such
heinous crimes. One 'bomb' loaded on CP 003 flew to Tokyo with
the 'bomb' refusing to detonate either through a altimeter fuze or
a timing fuze. This 'bomb' was then unloaded in a busy airport,
put on a baggage cart which was wheeled through a 'transit' area
with many other bags from many other flights, and only then the
'bomb' detonated, not from an altimeter fuze but from a timing
fuze which went off when it was not supposed to. No fuze or
parts of any bomb or the suitcase were reported to have been
discovered. At the same time this premature 'bomb' was loaded at
Vancouver onto CP 003, the other 'bomb' was loaded onto CP
060, also in Vancouver, and successfully slipped past the
extensive security of men, dogs, and machines. CP 060 then flew
to Toronto without the bomb going off by timer or altimeter fuse.
At Toronto, the 'bomb' was then off loaded from CP 060 and
sent, along with some passengers, to a different aircraft, a Boeing
747 which was Flight 181 which, after another flight to Montreal,
would change to Flight 182. At Toronto, all the baggage from CP
060, including the 'bomb', was placed in the aft cargo hold of the
Boeing 747 that was to become Air India Flight 182. The aircraft,
now called Flight 181, took off and flew to Montreal with the

'bomb' still not detonating by altimeter or timing fuze. After the
Boeing 747 landed in Montreal with the 'bomb' still in the aft
cargo hold, the flight number changed to Air India Flight 182,
more passengers and baggage were put on board, with all their
baggage, and a new ÔbombÕ, loaded into the forward cargo
compartment. There were many delays involved with loading
parts of a large engine into the aft cargo compartment which did
not set off the 'bomb' in that compartment. Finally, the aft and
forward cargo compartment 'bomb' laden Boeing 747 called Air
India Flight 182 took off for its third flight in about twelve hours,
flew for five hours and then a fuze for an entirely new Montreal
'bomb' decided to activate and a Ôbomb' exploded in the forward
cargo compartment, not by an altimeter fuze because the aircraft
was level at 31000 feet and had been so for hours, but by a timer
fuze. The Vancouver 'bomb', first loaded in Vancouver and
transferred to the aft cargo compartment of the doomed aircraft
in Toronto, is presumed to have fallen harmlessly to the sea and
remained hidden from the robotic search vehicles with video and
still cameras.
To further clarify the impossibility of the ÔbombÕ
assertions in the Indian Kirpal report: The bomb explosion
explanation for a bomb loaded first in Vancouver is impossible
because if the first placement of the bomb in an aircraft is stated
to have occurred in Vancouver for flights CP 003 and CP 060,
then the mystery suitcase with a bomb inside from Vancouver on
CP 060, as was all baggage, was loaded from CP 060 into the aft
cargo compartment of Air India Flight 181/182 in Toronto and
thus unable to explode in the forward cargo compartment two
flights later as only the Indian Kirpal Report alleges. One section
of the Indian Kirpal Reports states that the cargo compartment
into which the suitcase carrying the alleged bomb was loaded
could not be determined, but in another section of the same

report, it clearly states that all the baggage from CP 060 was
loaded into the aft cargo compartment of Air India Flight
181/182 in Toronto and all the baggage for the Montreal
passengers was loaded into the forward compartment. [2.4.3.6
The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal was loaded in
containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R, 23R and 24R in the front
cargo compartment. 2.4.3.7 All the baggage and engine parts in
the aft and bulk cargo compartments were loaded at Toronto.]
The unsure statement by one investigator versus the clear
statement and the logic of common sense of efficient baggage
loading indicates that all baggage from CP 060 from Vancouver
went into the aft cargo compartment, not the forward, and all
baggage for the Montreal passengers went into the forward cargo
compartment, not the aft, of Air India Flight 181/182.
If there were conclusive evidence of a bomb explosion in the
forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, and there is
not even scant evidence of a bomb explosion in either
compartment, the suitcase containing the 'bomb' would have
come from Montreal ticketed passengers.
The confusion among authorities over the three ÔbombsÕ as
to where they came from, where they were going, what aircraft
was targeted, and where they were located in the various aircraft
is understandable because the ÔbombsÕ are phantoms. There
were no bombs. The phantom ÔbombsÕ existed only in the
minds of those who wished them to exist.
The Tokyo airport is one of the busiest in the world; lost and
misplaced baggage is common at all airports; this airport was the
target of unrelated terrorist acts before and since; there is no
documentation to support the vague conjecture of a connection to
an event thousands of miles away which took place within the

hour although the many flights involved had many delays;
security details were omitted on yet another bomb placed into a
Boeing 747; and details on type of bomb and security
arrangements at Narita Airport were omitted.
The circumstantial connections to passengers switching
flights and events on baggage carts thousands of miles away have
little, if any, connection to an airplane accident at 31000 feet.
Any connection of those two circumstances is very unlikely and
lacks any real evidence to support the claim the events are
circumstantial proof of a bombing in an airliner such as Air India
Flight 182.
The entire premise of 'bomb explosion' for Air India Flight
182 from circumstantial evidence is not realistic when the actual
details are examined and impossible if the 'bomb' is asserted to
have been loaded in Vancouver, B.C. Canada. At first blush it
appears plausible, and even exciting, but the reality of the
evidence rules it out. The bomb theory lacks credibility, reason,
or logic. It assumes inefficient ticketing agents, dull-witted
security forces, and malfunctioning X ray machines in four large
metropolitan airports in two industrialized nations. It assumes
incompetent terrorists who can't set a 'bomb' to go off on time. It
assumes a quiet 'bomb' in an aircraft that makes no sound when it
goes off, and three stealthy 'bombs' that managed to slip through
sniffing dogs, portable metal detectors, X-Ray machines, private
security teams, and yet leave no trace of their fuzes, timers,
explosive material, or containers.
The conclusion of a 'bomb' explosion in Air India Flight 182
is based mainly on weak circumstantial evidence since little
tangible evidence of a bomb explosion was discovered. The
circumstantial evidence of a 'bomb' explosion is unsubstantiated

and can be summed up as very vague. Now that a reasonable,
mechanical alternative with precedent for the explosion on Air
India Flight 182 has emerged, detailed in Section 3 of this report,
the finding of 'bomb explosion' becomes even less credible.
The tangible evidence for and against a bomb placed
anywhere on Air India Flight 182 can be summarized as thus:
Summary of evidence for a bomb explosion:
A. Blackened erosion on some seat cushions.
B. Cabinet had dent in it.
C. Minor fire and explosive damage in cabin.
D. Sudden and massive structural failure.
E. The lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
F. Although the wooden spares box was burned, this
could have happened after the occurrence;
G. Although pieces of an overhead locker were
damaged by fire, it is not known if the burning happened at the
time of the occurrence;
H. Although the pieces of U-section alloy clearly
indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible that these
pieces were not associated with the aircraft;
I. The bottoms of some seat cushions show
indications of a possible explosion;
J. The inside of the right wing root fillet appears to
have been scorched; and
K. The deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an explosive shock
wave generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the
cabinet.
L. Damage to the floor stantion and the presence of
the fragments.
M. Targets 362/396 and 399 which contain some

evidence that an explosion emanated from the forward cargo
compartment.
N. Curling, cork-screwing, and saw tooth edges may
also be indicative of an explosion though such fractures by
themselves may not be conclusive evidence that an explosion
was involved.
O. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by an
explosive device.
P. Marked similarities between the spectra of Indian
Airlines 737 and Air India's Kanishka CVR.
Q. Twinning on fragments of wreckage.
Summary of evidence against a bomb explosion:
R. Wooden boxes were found broken apart exhibiting
no burn marks.
S. An electronic device was found among some
floating wreckage and was not modified as a detonating device.
T. There was no evidence to indicate characteristics of
an explosion emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
U. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or
timing mechanism was recovered.
V. Certain characteristics of the noise indicate the
possibility that the noise was the result of an explosive
decompression.
W. From the examination of the wreckage recovered
and wreckage on the bottom, there is no indication that a fire or
explosion emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas.Ê
X. The medical examination of the bodies also showed
no fire or explosion type injuries.
Y. A portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor
shows no indications characteristic of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.

Z. No evidence of fire burns or explosive material
could be found.
AA. The floating wreckage recovered and showed there
was no evidence of fire internal or external.
AB. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not
show any explosive fractures or any signs of burning.
AC. The seat cushions and head cushions also did not
show any explosive characteristics.
AD. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did
not show any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck
door showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
AE. There was no significant fire or explosion in the
flight deck, first and tourist passenger cabin including several
lavatories and the rear bulk cargo hold.
AF. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression and no sound of a 'bomb' preceded the bang.
AG. The only conclusion which can, however, be
arrived at by the Court is that the aircraft had broken in midair
and that there has been a rapid decompression in the aircraft.
AH. Twinning evidence is unreliable because of poor
examining conditions and a powerful explosive decompression
can be the cause of it.
An article in a magazine by Mr. Eric Newton, a retired
expert in aviation sabotage, to describe a phenomenon called,
'twinning' is referred to by Judge Kirpal as support for a bomb
explosion.
Judge Kirpal quotes Mr. Newton who writes:
"In some metals such as copper, iron and steel, deformation in
the crystals of the metal takes place by 'twinning', that is to say
by parallel lines or cracks cutting across the crystal. Such a
phenomenon can occur only if the specimen has been subjected

to extreme shock wave loading at velocities in the order of 8000
m/sec. Such specimens, usually distorted must be selected with
care, prepared in a metallurgical laboratory, polished, mounted
and microscopically examined."
Judge Kirpal then states in his report, 3.2.11.58: ÔThe
metallurgical report indicates that the microscopic examination
(conducted by them) discloses such features being present which
had been described as positive signatures of the detonation of an
explosive device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.Õ Judge Kirpal
does not identify the authors of the 'metallurgical report' who
conducted the actual microscopic examination of the few
fragments from Air India Flight 182 that exhibited twinning but
it is possible that the fragments of aluminum found at the bottom
of the ocean might not have been copper, iron, or steel, and
having been immersed for days, had not been selected with care
and prepared in a metallurgical laboratory and thus any results
are highly suspect. For twinning to be reliable as an indicator of
the type of explosion, a comparative piece of similar metal with
the same amount of pressure cycles must be used to compare
against the twinned fragment. The actual results of the
metallurgical report for Air India Flight 182 are not given, only
vague references to 'such results' and 'explosive fracture' which
could come from any explosive source, such as an explosive
decompression.
In recent correspondence with Gordon E. Smith, Senior
Materials Engineer, Mr. Smith (no relation) reports to this
investigator that twinning can be produced any time metal is
separated fast enough, about 25,000 feet/Sec speed, which
includes such events as bomb explosion, aviation fuel explosion,
and powerful explosive decompressions. An aviation fuel
explosion can create twinning only by concentrating its force and

tearing the metal. Twins will be found adjacent to tears but not
several feet away from tears. In an explosive decompression, the
twin population and size distribution will be related to the force
of the explosion experience by that piece. Metal grain twinning
from age/cycles will be distributed in areas of high stresses from
pressure cycles. i.e. door frames, bulkheads. The twin
characteristics will be a function of the total force available and
the rate of application of that force. For twinning to be reliable as
an indicator of the type of explosion, a comparative piece of
similar metal with the same amount of pressure cycles must be
used to compare against the twinned fragment. The Reference
sample must be from the same numbered part on an aircraft with
similar numbers of pressure cycles. A new part will not have any
metal crystal twins that might have been formed by in service
stresses.
When Mr. Newton personally inspected the pieces and the
fragments of pieces of wreckage and made his report to the
Court, he makes no mention of 'twinning' but he does seem to
rule in an explosion but rules out sabotage by bomb explosion.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
absence of fire or bomb explosion evidence by personal
inspection by Mr. Newton.
From the Kirpal Report:
3.2.11.42 The floating wreckage recovered was initially
examined at Cork. On 25th June, Mr. Eric Newton a retired
investigator of AIB, UK, was requested to examine the floating
wreckage recovered and other materials with specific reference
to the possibility of explosive sabotage having taken place. Mr.
Newton examined the floating wreckage, passenger clothings and
the other materials recovered from the crash victims The findings

of Mr. Newton on the material available at that time are
summarised below:
a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and the condition of the limited wreckage
recovered indicates that the aircraft had broken up in flight
before impact with the sea.
b. Detailed examination of the structural wreckage recovered did
not reveal any evidence of collision with another aircraft.
Nothing was found suggestive of an external missile attack.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
d. There was no evidence of lightning strike.
e. Examination of all available structural parts recovered, did not
reveal any evidence of significant corrosion, metal fatigue or
other material defects. All fractures and failures were consistent
with overstressing material and crash impact forces
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not show any
explosive fractures or any signs of burning. The seat cushions
and head cushions also did not show any explosive
characteristics.
g. The damage to the suitcases (14 large and 29 small) which
were examined was due to impact crash forces. The presence of
14 large suitcases could, however, indicate that one of the
baggage containers had been broken to permit these suitcases to
escape.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did not show
any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck door
showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
i The circumstantial evidence strongly suggests a sudden and
unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and
the rear bulk cargo hold.

Microscopic examination of crystals on fragments of pieces
of metal from Air India Flight 182 which were not selected with
care, not the proper metal, not prepared in a metallurgical
laboratory, retrieved in poor condition, and which gives vague
results which may or may not have been caused by a high
explosive device is not a very reliable and valid basis upon which
to make the finding of the detonation of a high explosive device
in the forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182 as
Judge Kirpal had done. Even if some 'twinning' was discovered,
the cause of it may not have been a bomb explosion; it could
have been an explosive decompression. Other corroborative
evidence was needed to determine the cause of the twinning but
it was not found.
In regard to 'twinning' as a reliable indicator of a bomb
explosion in Air India Flight 182, the Canadians decline to even
discuss ÔtwinningÕ and do not refer to it in their report at all.
For Trans World Airlines Flight 800, a similar event for which
the cause was suspected as being a bomb explosion for seventeen
months and underwent intense scrutiny to confirm the bomb
explanation, 'twinning' was not considered or mentioned at all in
its aircraft accident report, NTSB AAR 00/03. The legitimate
corroborating evidence sought for a bomb explosion in Trans
World Airlines Flight 800, such as severe pitting, cratering,
petalling, or hot gas washing, was discussed in the report. The
investigation into Pan Am Flight 103 which has attempted for
years to confirm a bomb explosion also neglected to consider
'twinning' as a reliable indicator of a bomb explosion and omits
any reference to it in its report of AAIB 9/90. Contrary to Judge
KirpalÕs assertion, twinning is not a positive indicator of a
specific type of explosion, such as a bomb explosion, exclusive
of other types of explosions.

The reasons for ruling out a bomb explosion for Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 are the same reasons for ruling out a bomb
explosion for Air India Flight 182 and that is a lack of
corroborating evidence even after some minute ambiguous
tangible evidence was discovered.
The NTSB states in AAR 00/03 regarding Trans World
Airlines Flight 800: Page 180, footnote 368: Evidence of a bomb
explosion included deformation of materials away from a
location at the height of the passenger seat pan, hot-gas pitting
damage on multiple pieces of wreckage that formed a pattern
radiating from the same location (including into the CWT),
punctures radiating from the same location, and shrapnel.
Further, according to the FBI's laboratory report, No. 91204034 S
YQ YB/91207052 S YQ YB, dated January 30, 1990, chemical
analysis of a piece of wreckage from the right side of the CWT
identified the presence of RDX and PETN high explosive. These
two explosives comprise about 86 percent of the composition of
SEMTEX, which is a rubberlike material manufactured by
Synthesia Corporation of Semtin, Czechoslovakia, primarily for
use in mining and other civil engineering activities. According to
the FBI, SEMTEX has been used by criminal and terrorist
elements in Europe since 1966. (SEMTEX was identified as the
material used in the bomb placed on Pan Am flight 103. For
additional information, see section 1.11.1.2.) Page 257 to page
259 of NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1.2 Consideration of a HighEnergy Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or Missile
Warhead) Several factors led to speculation that the accident
might have been caused by a bomb or missile strike. These
factors included heightened safety and security concerns because
of the 1996 Olympics then being held in the United States, the
fact that TWA flight 800 was an international flight, and the
sudden and catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup. In

addition, numerous witnesses to the accident reported seeing a
streak of light and then a fireball, which some people believed
represented a missile destroying the airplane. Further, some
anomalous primary radar targets were recorded by the Islip, New
York, radar site in the general vicinity of TWA flight 800 at the
time of the accident that apparently could not be explained.
Accordingly, the Safety Board considered the possibility that a
bomb exploded inside the airplane or that a missile warhead
from a shoulder-launched missile exploded upon impact with the
airplane. Testing performed by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) found trace amounts of explosives on three
separate pieces of airplane wreckage (described by the FBI as a
piece of canvaslike material and two pieces of floor panel).
However, none of the damage characteristics typically associated
with a high-energy explosion of a bomb or missile warhead (such
as severe pitting, cratering, petalling, or hot gas washing) were
found on any portion of the recovered airplane structure,
including the pieces on which the trace amounts of explosives
were found. Only about 5 percent of the airplane's fuselage was
not recovered, and none of the areas of missing fuselage were
large enough to have encompassed all of the damage that would
have been caused by the detonation of a bomb or missile.
Although several large holes are visible in the reconstructed
portion of the airplane fuselage, almost all of the structure that
originally filled in these holes is attached to the remaining
structure but is folded either inward or outward. No area of
structure in the reconstructed portion of the airplane contained
any unexplained holes large enough to represent the entry point
of a missile. Further, the victims remains showed no evidence of
injuries that could have been caused by high-energy explosives,
nor was there any damage to the airplane seats and other interior
components consistent with a high-energy explosion.
Investigators considered several scenarios to determine how the

trace amounts of explosive residue might have gotten on the
wreckage from the accident airplane. Trace amounts of explosive
residue could have been transferred to the contaminated pieces
from the military personnel (and their associated clothing, boots,
and equipment) that were on board the accident airplane when it
was used to transport troops during the Gulf War in 1991. In
addition, explosives were placed and then removed from several
locations in the accident airplane during a dog-training explosive
detection exercise about 1 month before the accident. Despite
being unable to determine the exact source of the trace amounts
of explosive residue found on the wreckage, the lack of any
corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy explosion
indicates that these trace amounts did not result from the
detonation of a high-energy explosive device on TWA flight 800.
Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was not initiated by a bomb or a
missile strike.
Judge Kirpal was only forceful for one explanation for the
Air India Flight 182 event in which he stated in his report:
3.4.6.60 The only conclusion which can, however, be arrived at
is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that there has been a
rapid decompression in the aircraft.
The ambiguity and conflicts from within the investigators
may be summarized by their finding and conclusion where Judge
Kirpal finds for a bomb explosion and the Canadian aircraft
accident investigators conclude an explosion but decline to state
the cause.
There was much evidence of an explosion on the starboard
side of the forward cargo compartment in Air India Flight 182
but of the circumstantial and tangible evidence for a bomb

explosion there is precious little of actual physical evidence and
when that evidence is offered, it is usually accompanied by a
disclaimer with an alternative benign explanation. When
opinions for a bomb explosion are stated, they are often
unsubstantiated, confusing and self contradictory. Determined
efforts were made at great expense and time to confirm an
explosive device with every possible bit of metal examined
closely for the characteristics of a bomb such as fuze, timer,
residue, container, but none of a conclusive nature was found. On
the other hand, evidence given against an explosive device in Air
India Flight 182 is clearly stated and unequivocal.
The circumstantial evidence for a bomb explosion relies on
flawed logic, unrelated events, and irrelevant facts while omitting
crucial details necessary to sustain the premise. The explanation
for the explosion which caused the breakup in flight based on the
circumstantial and tangible evidence as caused by a bomb
explosion in the forward cargo compartment is poorly
documented, mostly unsubstantiated, unreasonably
circumstantial, and therefore very unlikely, and probably
impossible.
The Canadian professional aircraft accident investigators
understood the evidence and the significance of the lack of it and
refused to conclude a bomb was the cause of the explosion but
agreed there was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment
on the starboard side. When the illogical circumstantial evidence
and the dearth of physical evidence of a 'bomb' explosion on Air
India Flight 182 is considered, it is clear why the Canadian
aircraft accident investigators chose to leave the cause of the
explosion as unknown and unstated. The Indian government was
not so prudent.

The Indian investigation was conducted and written by
Honorable Mr. Justice B. N. Kirpal, Judge, High Court of Delhi
Assessors, not an aircraft accident investigator. Although the
Court held that it would not go into the question as to who was
responsible for the accident, the Indian Kirpal Report devotes
many dozens of pages describing the thousands of investigative
hours in three countries to do exactly that by accepting hearsay
evidence and uncorroborated testimony on the unsubstantiated
assumption of a 'bomb explosion'.
The Indian aviation accident investigator originally
assigned, Mr. Khola, Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation
Department, New Delhi, was quickly taken off the case and input
from Indian aircraft accidents investigators was muted thereafter.
The tone of the Indian Kirpal Report was shifted from the
science to the political, while the Canadian Report stays firmly
neutral and scientific. Because of the shift of emphasis from
accident investigation to criminal investigation a presumption
was made that a person or persons unknown committed the act
and much effort was directed in confirming that a crime had
occurred so that the persons could be apprehended.
In the case of Air India Flight 182, however, the evidence
showed there was no bomb explosion but a mechanical accident,
and thus no crime, and thus no criminals, except possibly for
unintentional lapses of responsibility or negligence. The
Canadian aircraft accident investigators understood the
mechanical possibility and stated the cause of the airplane crash
in scientific conclusions and not criminal findings.
Analysis of the then and now tangible, direct and
circumstantial evidence for the conclusion by this investigator of
a mechanical probable cause of the explosion as caused by

wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression sequence of events
is given in Section 3 of this report.
2.4.3
Conclusions: Conclusions regarding the premise of
an explosion in flight of a bomb on the starboard side in the
forward cargo compartment of Air India Flight 182, inclusive of
a bomb detonation, a bomb which was first loaded at Vancouver
B.C, Canada onto CP Flight 060 on 22 June, 1985.
A. There was an explosion on the starboard side of the
forward cargo compartment.
B. There was no bomb explosion in the forward cargo
compartment from any baggage loaded in Vancouver B.C onto
CP 060.
C. There was no bomb explosion, nor any other kind
of explosion, in the aft compartment.
D. There was no bomb explosion in any compartment,
although there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side. (Type of explosion detailed
in Section 3)
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
identification of the Indian official in charge of the investigation
for Air India Flight 182.
From the Indian Kirpal Report.
Initial Action Taken by the Government of India
1.2.1
Initial intimation of the accident was received by Air
India who, in turn, communicated the same to Mr. H.S. Khola,
Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi.
The Accident Investigation Branch of United Kingdom also sent
information to the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi
to the effect that the accident had taken place on international
waters and as such it was India which was the authority to
investigate the accident in accordance with the provisions of

ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2
Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated 23rd
June, 1985 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation
whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed Inspector of Accidents for
the purpose of carrying out the investigation into the aforesaid air
accident. This appointment was made under Rule 71 of the
Aircraft Rules, 1937.
1.2.12 The Government of India, in exercise of the powers
conferred by Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, 1937 vide
Notification No. AV.15013/10/85-A, dated 13th July, 1985,
directed that a formal investigation of the accident be carried out.
Mr Justice B.N. Kirpal, Judge of the Delhi High Court, was
appointed as the Court to hold the said investigation.
1.5.28 By the order dated 4th February, 1986, it was made clear
that it was not the intention of the investigation to apportion
blame if any lapse had been committed and, therefore, the Court
would ignore any written submissions which tended to apportion
blame or responsibility for any lapse of any participants. The
Court had then held that it will not go into the question as to who
was responsible for the accident. It was in view of this order that
no evidence was led by any of the parties on the question as to
who may have been responsible for any possible lapse which
could have led to this accident.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in support of
the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment, inclusive of a bomb
detonation.
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area There was blackened erosion
damage to the bottoms of some seat cushions, showing damage
possibly from an explosive device, and the upper deck storage

cabinet had a large rounded dent in the bottom inboard edge
which might have been caused by an explosive shock wave
generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet. It
should be noted that the pieces of the overhead locker were
found on the Welsh shore some time after the accident, and it is
not known if the pieces were subjected to a fire after the accident.
Also, it is not known if the damage to the seat cushions and the
upper deck storage cabinet could have been caused by other
means. Nevertheless, the above evidence suggests that some
areas of the passenger cabin may have been subjected to minor
fire and explosive damage possibly emanating from below the
cabin floor.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier, the sudden
nature of the occurrence indicates the possibility of a massive
airframe structural failure or the detonation of an explosive
device.
3.4.5 Explosive Device Of the floating wreckage, there is little to
indicate the possibility of an explosion:
the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered; although the
wooden spares box was burned, this could have happened after
the occurrence; although pieces of an overhead locker were
damaged by fire, it is not known if the burning happened at the
time of the occurrence;although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible
that these pieces were not associated with the aircraft; the
bottoms of some seat cushions show indications of a possible
explosion; the inside of the right wing root fillet appears to have
been scorched; and the deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an explosive shock
wave generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the
cabinet. It is not known if the suitcase came from the aft or
forward cargo compartment, and the location of the seats from
which the cushions came is also unknown. The scorching of the

right wing root fillet and the damage to the upper deck cabinet
suggest, if there was an explosion, it emanated from the forward
cargo compartment.
Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and stringers on the
right side in the area of the forward cargo compartment contained
holes and several hundred metal fragments. The damage to the
floor stantion and the presence of the fragments are consistent
with an explosion. The examination of the recovered wreckage
contains no evidence of an explosion except for targets 362/396
and 399 which contain some evidence that an explosion
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would explain
the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the
electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.5 Security Aspects There is a considerable amount of
circumstantial and other evidence that an explosive device
caused the occurrence
3.5 The evidence indicates that if there was an explosion, it most
likely occurred in the forward cargo hold, not the passenger and
flight deck areas or exterior to the fuselage. Although an
explosive device could have been placed in a cargo hold in a
number of ways, the available evidence points to the events
involving the checked baggage of M. and L. Singh in Vancouver.
The investigation determined that a suitcase was interlined
unaccompanied from Vancouver via CP Air Flight 060 to
Toronto. In Toronto, there is nothing to suggest that the suitcase
was not transferred to Terminal 2 and placed on board Air India
Flight 181/182 in accordance with normal practice.
3.5.2 Once loaded on the aircraft, the suitcase would have been
placed in container 11L and 12L (see Appendix B) if in the
forward cargo compartment, in container 44L or 44R if in the aft
cargo compartment, or in position 52 if in the bulk cargo
compartment. It could not be determined in which cargo

compartment the suitcase was loaded. Therefore, although the
procedures were in place to prevent an explosive device from
being placed on board the aircraft in checked-in baggage, there
was a breakdown in the X-ray machine used to screen baggage,
and there are indications that the PD-4 sniffer was inadequate.
Also, the security numbering system used in Toronto was
ineffective in preventing unaccompanied interlined baggage from
being placed on board the aircraft.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements in support of
the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an
explosion in the forward cargo compartment inclusive of a bomb
detonation.
From the Indian Kirpal Report:
1.2.8 It was also being speculated that the accident may have
occurred due to an explosion on board the aircraft. In order to see
whether there was any evidence of an explosion which could be
gathered from the floating wreckage which was being salvaged,
the Government of India requisitioned the services of Mr. Eric
Newton, a Specialist in the detection of explosives sabotage in
aircraft wreckage.
3.2.11.56 Mr. Newton has also observed that curling, corkscrewing, and saw tooth edges may also be indicative of an
explosion though such fractures by themselves may not be
conclusive evidence that an explosion was involved.
3.2.11.57 Mr. Newton also refers to the positive explosive
signatures which remain on a detonation in an aircraft. These
positive signatures, according to him, are as follows:
"(a) The formation of distinctive surface effects such as pitting or
very small craters formed in metal surfaces, caused by extremely
high velocity impacts from small particles of explosive material.
Such craters, when viewed under the microscope, have raised

and rolled over edges and often have explosive residue in the
bottom of the crater.
"(b) Small fragments of metal, some less than 1 mm in diameter,
which, under the scanning electron microscope, reveal features
such as rolled edges, hot gas washing (orange peel effect, surface
melting and pitting and general evidence of heat; such features
have been proved and observed following explosive experiments
with known explosives). Supporting strong evidence would be if
such fragments (normally found embedded in structures,
furnishing or suitcases) were found embedded in a body where
evidence of burning of tissue is present at the puncture entry and
where the fragment came to rest.
"(c) As well as surface effects on metal fragments produced by
explosives there are deformation mechanisms which are peculiar
to high rates of strain at normal temperature. At normal rates of
strain metals deform by usual mechanism associated with
dislocation movement. However, because this process in an
explosion is thermally activated at very high rates of strain, there
is insufficient time for the normal process to occur. In some
metals such as copper, iron and steel, deformation in the crystals
of the metal takes place by 'twinning', that is to say by parallel
lines or cracks cutting across the crystal. Such a phenomenon can
occur only if the specimen has been subjected to extreme shock
wave loading at velocities in the order of 8000 m/sec. Such
specimens, usually distorted must be selected with care, prepared
in a metallurgical laboratory, polished, mounted and
microscopically examined. Where such twinning of the crystals
is found it establishes (a) that the specimen was close to the seat
of the explosion and (b) that a military type explosive had been
used with a detonating velocity of 8000 m/sec or more. Twinning
is rarely produced when shock impact loadings are below 8000
m/sec.
The above features, singly or combined, are considered to be

proof positive evidence of a detonation of a high explosive; they
could not be produced in any other way.
3.2.11.58 The metallurgical report indicates that the microscopic
examination (conducted by them) discloses such features being
present which had been described as positive signatures of the
detonation of an explosive device in an aircraft by Mr. Newton.
Furthermore, twinning effect has also been noticed at a number
of places - around holes and in fragments. These have been
categorised by Mr. Newton as positive signature of an explosion.
3.2.11.59 In the primary zone of explosion, metallic structures
disintegrate into numerous tiny fragments and usually these
fragments contain the above mentioned distinct signatures of
explosion. In the present case the explosive damage had occurred
at an altitude of 31000 feet when the aircraft was flying over the
ocean. The fragments that formed due to explosion must have
been scattered over a wide area and it is impossible to locate and
recover all of them from the ocean bed. Nevertheless, some of
the fragments which were recovered along with the targets 362
and 399 do contain signatures of explosive fracture.
3.2.11.60 From the aforesaid discussion it would, therefore, be
safe to conclude that the examination of targets 362 and 399
clearly reveals that there had been a detonation of an explosive
device on the Kanishka aircraft and that detonation has taken
place not too far away from where these targets had been located.
3.4.6.51 It may be that the frequency spectrum of Kanishka CVR
did not contain low frequencies but, as has been admitted by Mr.
Davis himself in answer to a Court question, it is not necessary
that in the case of every detonation there must necessarily be low
frequencies in the spectrum. The CVR of Indian Airlines Boeing
737 has not been analysed either by Mr. Caiger or Mr. Davis. The
analysis was, however, conducted by Mr. Seshadri and as is
evident from his report, there were marked similarities between
the spectra of Indian Airlines 737 and Air India's Kanishka CVR.

3.4.6.56 From what has been stated in the various reports, as well
as in the testimony of the 3 experts who appeared in the Court,
the only safe conclusion which can be drawn is that possibly
enough study has not been done, due to lack of adequate data,
which can lead one to the conclusion as to the exact nature of the
sound and the distance from which it originated.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to the ear when
the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are played. The bang could
have been caused by a rapid decompression but it could also
have been caused by an explosive device.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also we have 3
different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to give the nature of the
sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid decompression while Mr.
Seshadri says it is a sound of an explosive device followed by
decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical literature on the
subject, it is not possible for this Court to come to the conclusion
as to which of the Experts is right. The only conclusion which
can, however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in
midair and that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft. Just as it is not possible to say that the spectrum
discloses that the bang is due to an explosive device similarly,
and as has also been admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is
not possible to say that the bang is due to break up of a structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the aforesaid
two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the sound emanating due to
rapid decompression.
In the present case the bang, as already noticed, could have been
due to the sound originating from the detonation of a device or
by reason of rapid decompression. Other evidence on the record,
however, clearly indicates that the accident occurred due to a
bomb having exploded in the forward cargo hold of Kanishka.
The spectra analysis and the conclusions of Mr. S.N. Seshadri are

corroborated by other evidence.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000 feet which
had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could have possibly
happened to it? The aircraft was apparently incapacitated and this
was due either to it having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an explosive device
within the aircraft.
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities viz.,
structural failure or accident having been caused due to a bomb
having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10 After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points to
the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a bomb
in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time there
is complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was any
structural failure.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating
against the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by
an explosion of a 'bomb' in the forward cargo compartment:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.1- The wooden boxes which contained the fan blades of the
5th pod engine were loaded in container 24L in the forward cargo
compartment and were found broken apart exhibiting no burn
marks. An electronic device was found among some floating
wreckage and was forwarded to the Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre for analysis. There was some concern that it could have
been used to detonate an explosive device. The device was
forwarded to the RCMP who in conjunction with the CASB
determined it to be an item manufactured for use in radiosondes
(weather balloons) and was not modified as a detonating device.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 - Lower Skin Panel - Forward Cargo

Area. The chemical nature of the explosive material was not
identified. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing
mechanism was recovered.
2.2 It should be noted that some passengers from India book
flights to Montreal with their intended destination being Toronto.
The reason is that the fare to Montreal is cheaper and therefore
some passengers get off the flight in Toronto, claim their luggage
and leave without reporting a cancellation of the trip to Montreal.
All checked-in baggage for AI 181/182 was to be screened by an
X-ray machine which was located in Terminal 2 at the end of
international belt number 4. This location would permit all
baggage from the check-in counters and interline carts to be fed
through the X-ray machine before being loaded. It has been
established that this machine worked intermittently for a period
of time and stopped working during the loading process at about
1700 EDT (2100 GMT). Rather than opening the bags and
physically inspecting them, the Burns security personnel
performing the X-ray screening were told by the Air India
security officer to start using the hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
3.1 Initial Event The millisecond noise on a CVR as observed in
this case is usually, as described in the available literature, the
result of the shock wave from detonation of an explosive device.
However, in this case, certain characteristics of the noise indicate
the possibility that the noise was the result of an explosive
decompression.
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area From the examination of the
wreckage recovered and wreckage on the bottom, there is no
indication that a fire or explosion emanated from the cabin or
flight deck areas. The medical examination of the bodies also
showed no fire or explosion type injuries.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating
against the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by

an explosion of a 'bomb' in the forward cargo compartment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report
2.1.1. Air India Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO 'Kanishka' was
operating flight AI-181 (Bombay-Delhi-Frankfurt-TorontoMontreal) on 22nd June, 1985. From Montreal it becomes
AI-182 from Mirabel to Heathrow Airport, London enroute to
Delhi and Bombay.
2.1.7 As stated earlier, 68 transit passengers had disembarked at
Toronto for completing the customs and immigration checks.
However, only 65 of these passengers re-boarded the aircraft as
per transit cards collected at the boarding gate. It is in evidence
that almost every flight of Air India to Canada, two or three
transit passengers do not re-board the flight at Toronto.
2.4.3.6 The entire baggage of passengers ex-Montreal was loaded
in containers at positions 12R, 21R, 22R, 23R and 24R in the
front cargo compartment.
2.4.3.7 All the baggage and engine parts in the aft and bulk cargo
compartments were loaded at Toronto.
3.1.8 Air Vice Marshal Kunzru, witness No. 10 in his report
dated 14th November, 1985, Ex.A-48, No evidence of fire burns
or explosive material, other than Kerosene burns on some bodies,
which I had myself seen at Cork, could be found. Kerosene burns
in such accidents is a fairly common findings and is of no
significance"
3.2.11.21 In the metallurgical report it is stated that on an
examination of this target it was also found that on the underside
of this floor near the forward end, a number of dents and impact
marks were observed. This region appeared to have suffered
shrapnel penetration. This area was radiographed but no metallic
fragment was detected.
3.2.11.42 The floating wreckage recovered was initially
examined at Cork.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.

f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not show any
explosive fractures or any signs of burning. The seat cushions
and head cushions also did not show any explosive
characteristics.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did not show
any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck door
showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
i. The circumstantial evidence strongly suggests a sudden and
unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and
the rear bulk cargo hold.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to the ear when
the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are played. The bang could
have been caused by a rapid decompression but it could also
have been caused by an explosive device. One fact which has,
however, to be noticed is that the sound from the explosion must
necessarily emanate a few milliseconds or seconds earlier than
the sound of rapid decompression because the explosion must
necessarily occur before a hole is made, which results in
decompression. In the event of there being an explosive
detonation then the sound from there must reach the area mike
first before the sound of decompression is received by it. The
sound may travel either through the air or through the structure
of the aircraft, but if there is no explosion of a device, but there is
nevertheless an explosive decompression for some other reason,
then it is that sound which will reach the area mike. To my mind
it will be difficult to say, merely by looking at the spectra of the
sound, that the bang recorded on the CVR tape was from an
explosive device.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also we have 3
different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to give the nature of the
sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid decompression while Mr.

Seshadri says it is a sound of an explosive device followed by
decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical literature on the
subject, it is not possible for this Court to come to the conclusion
as to which of the Experts is right. The only conclusion which
can, however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in
midair and that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft. Just as it is not possible to say that the spectrum
discloses that the bang is due to an explosive device similarly,
and as has also been admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is
not possible to say that the bang is due to break up of a structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the aforesaid
two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the sound emanating due to
rapid decompression.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000 feet which
had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could have possibly
happened to it? The aircraft was apparently incapacitated and this
was due either to it having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an explosive device
within the aircraft.
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities viz.,
structural failure or accident having been caused due to a bomb
having been placed inside the aircraft.
2.5 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward cargo
compartment caused by explosive decompression of
undetermined cause, exclusive of a bomb detonation:
2.5.1
Proponent: UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch,
(AAIB) representative.
2.5.2
Analysis: There is unanimous opinion that Air India
Flight 182 suffered an inflight breakup due to an explosion in the

forward cargo compartment. The cause of the explosion is in
dispute. The Canadian investigators left the cause unstated. The
Indian Kirpal Report states it was a 'bomb'.
In 1985/1986, the UK AAIB investigator, Mr. Roy A. Davis,
stated the cause of the explosion to be explosive decompression,
exclusive of a bomb detonation, and the cause of the
decompression was yet to be identified. Mr. Davis ruled out a
bomb explosion, among other reasons, because of the sound
spectrum analysis of the sudden loud audible sound on the
cockpit voice recorder of Air India Flight 182 at event start time
lacked the low frequencies and fast rise time associated with a
bomb explosion.
There is ample evidence of explosive decompression in the
forward cargo compartment, exclusive of a bomb explosion, in
the official reports which is summarized as follows:
A. Forward cargo door broken, frayed, and damage
caused by outward force.
B. CVR recording of an explosive decompression
sound which matches another decompression sound in a wide
body airliner.
C. CVR recording not a bomb explosion because of
lacking low frequencies and slow rise time.
D. ATC recordings of sounds which matched another
decompression event in wide body airliner.
E. Many fragments and outward curling of fuselage
skin in the forward cargo door area.
F. Ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments.
G. Passenger victims suffered hypoxia,
decompression, flail injuries, and loss of clothing.
H. No passengers sitting above or near the forward

cargo door were recovered.
I. More damage on starboard side than port side.
J. Inflight damage to engine number three, right wing
and right horizontal stabilizer.
K. Forward cargo door ruptured from above.
L. General absence of explosive residue, timing
device, or other bomb explosion evidence.
In addition to the tangible evidence listed above, there are
three crucial assumptions about items of evidence which, in 1985
and 1986, were used by Judge Kirpal to rule out explosive
decompression and rule in 'bomb explosion'; whereas, in 1989,
the opposite of two of the earlier assumptions was conclusively
shown to be true.
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight
breakup from an explosion, it was believed that an explosive
decompression in an early model Boeing 747 could not cause an
abrupt power cut to the data flight recorders. That belief was
cited by the Indian Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the
explosive decompression explanation because, in fact, Air India
Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
The Indian Kirpal Reports states: "It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electrical power supply from the MEC
compartment." That assumption may have been correct in 1985
but a subsequent similar event with similar evidence to a similar
type aircraft in 1989 has shown that assumption to be completely
wrong. United Airlines (UAL) Flight 811, an early model Boeing
747 similar to Air India Flight 182, did in fact suffer a rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure of a forward cargo
door which inadvertently ruptured open in flight which did
abruptly disrupt the entire electrical supply in the adjacent Main
Equipment Compartment (MEC).

Therefore, one of the main reasons why the Indian Kirpal
Report rejected the explosive decompression explanation has
been conclusively proven incorrect, thereby supporting the
wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression explanation as a
plausible, reasonable, mechanical explanation for the events of
Air India Flight 182.
The second reason used by the Indian Kirpal Report for
rejecting the explosive decompression explanation was that the
floor panels appeared to have failed in an upward direction
whereas a decompression would have put downward pressure on
the floor panels. However, the subsequent event of UAL 811,
four years later, showed that when the decompression occurs, the
floor beams are pulled downward with such force the floor panels
separate. In effect, there is no difference in the appearance of
floor panels which fail upward attached to stationary floor beams
compared to floor panels remaining stationary as the floor beams
beneath them are pulled downward. Both events could lead
investigators to assume that the floor panels failed upward from
an explosive force below or to assume the panels remained
stationary and the supporting floor beams were suddenly sucked
downward by decompression forces. Other corroborative
evidence is needed for either conclusion to be accurate.
The third reason for accepting the Ôbomb explosionÕ
explanation was the belief by Judge Kirpal that only a bomb
explosion could create the metallurgical effect known as
ÔtwinningÕ. Since twins were found on fragments of pieces of
metal examined under less than ideal conditions and believing he
had the Ôproof positiveÕ for a bomb explosion, Judge Kirpal
states in 3.2.11.58 ÔThe metallurgical report indicates that the
microscopic examination (conducted by them) discloses such

features [twinning] being present which had been described as
positive signatures of the detonation of an explosive device in an
aircraft by Mr. Newton.Õ It is now known that under certain
conditions, an aviation fuel explosion or a powerful explosive
decompression can also create ÔtwinsÕ in the metal affected by
the blast; therefore. the identification of ÔtwiningÕ on fragments
of pieces of metal from the wreckage is not a positive indicator
of a bomb explosion in Air India Flight 182. Other corroborative
evidence is needed for any conclusion to be accurate.
Judge Kirpal relied on three beliefs to sustain his lone
finding of a bomb explosion in Air India Flight 182; all three
have been shown to lack corroborative support and over the
subsequent sixteen years to be flawed and unreliable with
alternative, plausible explanations for the evidence. It was
understandable that Judge Kirpal made the error in judgment for
the cause of the explosion that caused the breakup of Air India
Flight 182 as a bomb explosion based on what he believed in
1985/1986.
Based upon the actual evidence presented in 1985/1986,
there is considerable support for the probable cause for the
explosion that caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182
to be explosive decompression in the forward cargo compartment
but not caused by a bomb explosion. The UK AAIB investigator
concluded as such but gave no cause for the decompression. He
stated in The Indian Kirpal Report 3.4.6.16: "It is considered
that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for analysis,
there is no evidence of a high explosive device having detonated
on AI 182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden
explosive decompression occurred but the cause has not been
identified."

The British aviation accident investigator from AAIB
rejected the bomb explosion explanation, accepted the explosive
decompression premise but said the cause of it is not yet
identified. The Canadian aviation accident investigators also
declined to state the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment but did not reject the bomb explosion explanation.
The Indian judge rejected the explosive decompression
explanation and accepted the bomb explosion explanation
possibly because of the three assumptions valid in 1985 but now
shown by a subsequent event to be unreliable.
To summarize, the UK AAIB representative concluded that
there was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment caused
by explosive decompression by an unidentified cause; the
Canadians concluded there was an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment on the starboard side but declined to state the
cause; and the Indians found there was an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment on the starboard side and stated the
cause to be a bomb explosion, basing their finding on three
flawed assumptions.
It might be presumed that had the Indian, Canadian, and
British authorities known about the similar type event, United
Airlines Flight 811, detailed in Section 3, in a similar type
aircraft which left similar evidence four years later which would
have explained the mysteries of Air India Flight 182, they all
would have refined their probable cause for the explosion to be
explosive decompression in the forward cargo compartment due
to a ruptured open forward cargo door in flight.
2.5.3
Conclusion: There was an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment caused by explosive decompression of
undetermined cause, exclusive of a bomb detonation, based upon

knowledge available in 1985/1986.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for support of
the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an
explosion by explosive decompression at the forward cargo door,
exclusive of a bomb explosion:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
2.11.4.6 Section 42 Portions of section 42, consisting of the
forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area, and the upper
deck passenger area, were located near section 41. This area was
severely damaged and some of section 42 was attached to section
44. Some of the structure identified from section 42 was the
crown skin, the upper passenger compartment deck, the belly
skin, and some of the cargo floor including roller tracks. All
cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.
2.11.4.9 Sections 46 and 48 Sections 46 and 48 contain that part
of the aircraft structure aft of BS 1480 and, for purposes of this
Submission, will include the horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin.
The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place and

intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified. A large
portion of the outer skin panels showed signs of a force being
applied from the inside out. On several pieces of wreckage, the
skin was curled outwards away from the stringers and formers.
This could have been the result of an overpressure of air or water.
2.11.5 Wreckage Recovery and Initial Examination During the
wreckage mapping, some small items were recovered, and an
unsuccessful attempt was made to recover a portion of the
forward cargo door.
2.11.6.8 Target 399 - Fuselage Side and 2R Entry Door The
fuselage segment was located between BS 780 and 940. This
piece was badly damaged and buckled inwards along a line
through the lower door hinge. There were 12 holes or damaged
areas on the skin generally with petals bending outwards. The
curl on a flap around a hole had one full turn. This curl was in the
outward direction. Cracks were also noticed around some of the
holes. Part of the metal was missing in some of the holes. The
edges of some of the petals showed reverse slant fracture. In one
of the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal. When this
target was recovered from the sea, along with it came a few
hundred tiny fragments and medium-sized pieces. One of the
medium-sized pieces recovered with this target was a floor
stantion about 35 inches long. It was confirmed that this stantion
belonged to the right side of the forward cargo hold. The inner
face of the stantion had a fracture with a curl at the lower end,
the curl being in the outboard direction and up into the centre of
the stantion. Scientists from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,
the National Aeronautical Laboratory and the Explosives
Research and Development Laboratory in India conducted a
metallurgical examination of certain items of wreckage. Their
report on target 399 concluded that:
the curling of the metal on the floor channel was indicative of a
shock wave effect; the large number of tiny fragments from the

disintegration of nonbrittle aluminum was a characteristic
indication of explosive forces; and the indications of punctures,
outward petalling around holes, curling of metal lips, reverse
slant fracture, formation of spikes at fracture edges and certain
microstructural changes all were indicative of an explosion.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 Lower Skin Panel Forward Cargo Area
This section of skin panel was located between BS 720 and 860
and is just below target 399. The skin was badly crumpled and
torn and had several punctures. It was pulled free from a large
mass of debris which included some mangled cargo floor beams
and roller trays. Some of the punctures had a feathered or spiked
profile, with spikes angled at approximately 45 degrees to the
edge. Other puncture holes gave clear indication of being formed
by underlying stiffeners at impact. Two of these holes contained
pieces of web stiffener. Most of the punctures were the result of
penetrations from inside. In the preliminary report of Mr. V.J.
Clancy, representing Boeing, the following observations
regarding target 362/396 were made: There were about 20 holes
in the lower skin panel clearly resulting from penetration from
inside. In addition to the fact that perforation was from inside,
there were certain features which suggested that they were made
by high velocity fragments such as those produced by an
explosion. The production of a large number of small fragments
is generally regarded as an indication of an explosion. One piece,
which was isolated, was about an inch square of sheet alloy with
characteristic spikes on one edge similar to those described by
Tardif and Sterling. The following is an excerpt from the report
by Mr. V.J. Clancy wherein he gives his opinion and conclusions
regarding target 362. "Opinion The features discernible to a
careful close visual examination point towards the possibility of
an explosion but taken alone do not justify a firm conclusion. Mr.
Clancy concluded that: "there is strong circumstantial evidence
that an explosion occurred but neither individually nor

collectively do the several pointers give the degree of confidence
necessary for a firm and final conclusion, at this time."
The Indian report, in addition to the observations made by Mr.
Clancy, noted the following with respect to the metallurgical
examination: The microstructure in the various areas examined
on target 362/396 confirmed explosive loading in this part of the
aircraft. The holes and other features observed in targets 362/396
and 399 must have been due to shock waves and penetration by
fragments resulting from an explosion inside the forward cargo
hold. The chemical nature of the explosive material was not
identified. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing
mechanism was recovered.
3.1 Initial Event From the correlation of the recordings of the
DFDR, CVR and Shannon ATC tape, the unusual sounds heard
on the ATC tape started shortly after the flight recorders stopped
recording. The conversations in the cockpit were normal, and
there was no indication of an emergency situation prior to the
loud noise heard on the CVR a fraction of a second before it
stopped recording. The DFDR showed no abnormal variations in
parameters recorded before it stopped functioning. The abrupt
cessation of the data recorder could be caused by airframe
structural failure or the detonation of an explosive device as the
initial event. The millisecond noise on a CVR as observed in this
case is usually, as described in the available literature, the result
of the shock wave from detonation of an explosive device.
However, in this case, certain characteristics of the noise indicate
the possibility that the noise was the result of an explosive
decompression. There is some disagreement regarding the cause
and location of the source of the noise heard on the CVR, that is,
whether the noise resulted from an explosive device or an
explosive decompression and whether the noise originated from
the rear or closer to the front of the aircraft.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence The medical evidence showed a

proportion of the passengers with indications of hypoxia,
decompression, flail injuries and loss of clothing. The incidence
of hypoxia and decompression indicates that the aircraft
experienced a decompression at a high altitude. The flail injuries
and loss of clothing indicate a proportion of the passengers were
ejected from the aircraft before water impact
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity As described earlier, the sudden
nature of the occurrence indicates the possibility of a massive
airframe structural failure or the detonation of an explosive
device.
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up The forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached was located on the sea bed. The
door was broken horizontally about one-quarter of the distance
above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage
skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an outward
force and the fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly
frayed. This damage was different from that seen on other
wreckage pieces. A failure of this door in flight would explain the
impact damage to the right wing areas. The door failing as an
initial event would cause an explosive decompression leading to
a downward force on the cabin floor as a result of the difference
in pressure between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft.
However, examination showed that the cabin floor panels
separated from the support structure in an upward direction.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The initial event has been established as
sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight
recorders indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden
failure of primary structure; however, there is evidence to
suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo
compartments prior to any failure of the primary structure in
flight.
3.4.5 Explosive Device Of the floating wreckage, there is little to
indicate the possibility of an explosion:

the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered; although the
wooden spares box was burned, this could have happened after
the occurrence; although pieces of an overhead locker were
damaged by fire, it is not known if the burning happened at the
time of the occurrence; although the pieces of U-section alloy
clearly indicated evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible
that these pieces were not associated with the aircraft; the
bottoms of some seat cushions show indications of a possible
explosion; the inside of the right wing root fillet appears to have
been scorched; and the deformation of the floor of the upper deck
storage cabinet might have been caused by an explosive shock
wave generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the
cabinet. It is not known if the suitcase came from the aft or
forward cargo compartment, and the location of the seats from
which the cushions came is also unknown. The scorching of the
right wing root fillet and the damage to the upper deck cabinet
suggest, if there was an explosion, it emanated from the forward
cargo compartment. Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin
and stringers on the right side in the area of the forward cargo
compartment contained holes and several hundred metal
fragments. The damage to the floor stantion and the presence of
the fragments are consistent with an explosion.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for support of
the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by an
explosion by explosive decompression at the forward cargo door,
exclusive of a bomb explosion:

From the Indian Kirpal Report:
3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows: "It is
considered that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied for
analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive device having
detonated on AI 182. There is strong evidence to suggest that a
sudden explosive decompression occurred but the cause has not
been identified.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to the ear when
the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are played. The bang could
have been caused by a rapid decompression but it could also
have been caused by an explosive device.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical literature on the
subject, it is not possible for this Court to come to the conclusion
as to which of the Experts is right. The only conclusion which
can, however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in
midair and that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the aforesaid
two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the sound emanating due to
rapid decompression. In the present case the bang, as already
noticed, could have been due to the sound originating from the
detonation of a device or by reason of rapid decompression.
3.5.6 Subjects were taken to 8,000 feet in the explosive
decompression chamber with oxygen. They were exposed to an
altitude of 25,000 feet within one second. During the course of
this explosion a loud bang was heard and inside the chamber
there was misting and drop in temperature.
3.4.6.15 It was also reported by Mr. Davis that knocking sounds
which were heard during the transmission were initially thought
to be due to hand-held microphone vibration. This was
discounted because of the frequency of the sounds. He noticed
that almost identical sounds were heard on the DC-10 CVR after

the decompression had occurred and the source of that sound had
not been identified.
2.10.2 The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR and the
Shannon ATC tape. An analysis of the CVR audio found no
significant very low frequency content which would be expected
from the sound created by the detonation of a high explosive
device. A comparison with CVRs recording an explosive
decompression on a DC-10, a bomb in the cargo hold of a B737,
and a gun shot on the flight deck of a B737 was made.
Considering the different acoustic characteristics between a
DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis indicates that there were
distinct similarities between the sound of the explosive
decompression on the DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI
182 CVR. Knocking sounds were also heard during the
transmission. These were initially thought to be due to hand-held
microphone vibration, but this was discounted because of the
frequency of the sounds. Almost identical sounds were heard on
the DC-10 CVR after the explosive decompression had occurred.
Their source was not identified.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also we have 3
different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to give the nature of the
sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid decompression while Mr.
Seshadri says it is a sound of an explosive device followed by
decompression.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop fittings
could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the video films
of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft cargo door
was intact and in its position except that it had come adrift
slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom.
2.4.4.1 (ii) Fuselage Lower Bilge Area: Boeing Company have
recommended modifications to provide improved drainage
systems by incorporation of various Service Bulletins. All the
relevant modification have been completed by Air India on the

affected aircraft. In addition to completion of these
modifications, repeat inspection of lower bilge area is being
carried out to meet the requirements of Boeing (iv) Cargo
Compartments: Inspection of all the cargo compartment interior
structures for corrosion and cracks is being accomplished
periodically by Air India after removal of linings and insulation
blankets.
3.1.6 In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R. Hill
further stated that the significance of flail injuries being suffered
by some of the passengers was that it indicated that the aircraft
had broken in mid-air at an altitude and that the victims had
come out of the aeroplane at an altitude. Furthermore, the
seating pattern also shows that none of the bodies from Zone A
or B was recovered, in fact as per the seating plan Zone B was
supposed to have been unoccupied. This Zone is directly above
the forward cargo compartment.
3.2.8.1 The forward fuselage section of the aircraft was found
inverted and badly broken into many pieces, the major pieces
being :
(vi) The lower portion of the fuselage skin/frame between the
nose and B S 1000 was damaged past recognition except for a
small portion with the forwarded cargo door (Target No.204) and
another portion containing the aft access door cutout at B S 810
(Target No. 362).
3.2.9.5 Section 41 Section 41, consisting of the cockpit, firstclass section, and electronics bay and identified as target 192,
was found in a near-inverted attitude. This section was severely
damaged. The electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be
located within the wreckage.
3.2.9.6 Section 42 Portions of Section 42, consisting of the
forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area, and the upper
deck passenger area, were located near section 41. This area was
severely damaged and some of section 42 was attached to section

44. All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the
fuselage structure, except for the forward cargo door which had
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different from that seen on other
wreckage pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by
CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the
water, the area of the door to which the lift cable was attached
broke free from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back on
to the sea bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.
3.2.11.28 Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin This piece
included the station 815 electronic access door, portions of seven
longitudinal stringers to the left of bottom centre and five
longitudinal stringers to the right of bottom centre. The original
shape of the piece (convex in the circumferential direction) had
been deformed to a concave inward overall shape. Multiple
separations were found in the skin as well as in the underlying
stringers. Further inward concavity was found in the skin
between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.38 A number of small fragments were found along with
the forward cargo skin in target 362. Amongst them was a piece
from the web of a roller tray. This has pronounced curling of the
edges towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting :
Signals from this also stopped being received by the secondary
radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the CVR and the DFDR
had stopped simultaneously at about the same time, when the
signals from ATC transponder had also ceased, it is reasonable to
presume that there must have been a complete breakdown of

electrical supply which had affected all the three units. The only
event which could have caused such a damage to paralyze the
entire MEC compartment could only have been an explosion in
the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electrical power supply from the MEC
compartment. In known cases of aircraft being subjected to rapid
decompression there has never been such an instantaneous and
total stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircraft have been
known to have continued to fly and communicate with the
ground even after decompression.
E. Damage in air : The examination of the floating and the other
wreckage shows that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3
engine fan cowl, right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and
the leading edge of the right hand stabilizer were damaged in
flight. This damage could have occurred only if objects had been
ejected from the front portion of the aircraft when it was still in
the air. The cargo door of the front cargo compartment was also
found ruptured from above. This also indicates that the explosion
perhaps occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the
objects to come out and thereby damaging the components on the
right hand side.
F. Evidence of Over pressurization: The examination of the
structural panels and the other parts of the forward cargo
compartment and the aft cargo compartment, recovered from the
sea bed, indicates that overpressure condition had occurred in
both the cargo compartments. The failure of the passenger cabin
floor panels in upward direction also indicates that overpressure
was created in both the compartments.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels While the skin panels of
the aft cargo compartment are fairly straight and undamaged, the
panels of the front cargo compartment are ruptured and have a
large number of holes. This shows that there was occurrence of

an event in the front cargo compartment and not in the aft cargo
compartment.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating
against the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by
an explosion by explosive decompression at the forward cargo
door, exclusive of a bomb explosion:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report:
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up The door failing as an initial event
would cause an explosive decompression leading to a downward
force on the cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft. However,
examination showed that the cabin floor panels separated from
the support structure in an upward direction.
3.4.4 Structural Failure The examination of the floating and
recovered wreckage and the analysis of the photos and videos of
the wreckage on the bottom failed to indicate any evidence of a
failure of the primary or secondary structure as a result of a preexisting defect. The initial event has been established as sudden
and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the flight recorders
indicates the possibility of a massive and sudden failure of
primary structure; however, there is evidence to suggest that
there were ruptures in the forward and aft cargo compartments
prior to any failure of the primary structure in flight. Therefore,
available evidence tends to rule out a massive structural failure
as the initial event.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements mitigating
against the breakup in flight of Air India Flight 182 as caused by
an explosion by explosive decompression at the forward cargo
door, exclusive of a bomb explosion:
From the Indian Kirpal Report:

C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting: Signals from
this also stopped being received by the secondary radar at
Shannon. Keeping in view that the CVR and the DFDR had
stopped simultaneously at about the same time, when the signals
from ATC transponder had also ceased, it is reasonable to
presume that there must have been a complete breakdown of
electrical supply which had affected all the three units. The only
event which could have caused such a damage to paralyze the
entire MEC compartment could only have been an explosion in
the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any rapid
decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electrical power supply from the MEC
compartment. In known cases of aircraft being subjected to rapid
decompression there has never been such an instantaneous and
total stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircraft have been
known to have continued to fly and communicate with the
ground even after decompression.
F. Evidence of Over pressurization: The examination of the
structural panels and the other parts of the forward cargo
compartment and the aft cargo compartment, recovered from the
sea bed, indicates that overpressure condition had occurred in
both the cargo compartments. The failure of the passenger cabin
floor panels in upward direction also indicates that overpressure
was created in both the compartments.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results : A metallurgical
examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399, clearly confirms
that there was an explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
Microscopy around some of the holes discloses that they have
such characteristics like twinning which can be present only if
the holes had been punctured due to the detonation of an
explosive device.

2.6 Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward cargo
compartment caused by explosive decompression caused by
structural failure of ruptured open forward cargo door at one or
both of the midspan latches caused by faulty electrical wiring:
2.6.1

Proponent: John Barry Smith

2.6.2
Analysis: There is close agreement with the
opinions of the two aviation authorities (CASB and AAIB), the
judicial finding of Judge Kirpal, and this independent aircraft
accident investigator in the specific location in the aircraft and
consequences of the explosion with the only difference being the
cause of the explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment of Air India Flight 182:
A. CASB: There was an explosion, which could have
been a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the forward
cargo compartment near the forward cargo door which caused
the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
B. AAIB: There was an explosion, cause not identified
but not a bomb explosion, of the forward cargo compartment
which caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
C. Judge Kirpal: There was an explosion, a bomb
explosion, on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment near the forward cargo door which caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
D. John Barry Smith: There was an explosion, an
explosive decompression when faulty wiring shorted on the
forward cargo door unlatch motor which allowed one or both of
the midspan latches to rupture open in the forward cargo door on

the starboard side of the forward cargo compartment, which
caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
To determine the pattern in early model Boeing 747
accidents that suffered breakups in flight, it was necessary to
evaluate carefully all the official accident reports concerning
them. A pattern was detected of similar significant evidence
among only four of the many hull losses, Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800.
It was very probable that one common initial event by one
cause was the reason for all four since the matching evidence
was so rare. There are many significant individual matches of
evidence among each flight to each other. Table 1 in 7.17 in
Section 3 gives all the individual matches to each other of the
fifty four significant evidence matches that appear among the
flights such as:
A. Boeing 747
B. Early model -100 or -200
C. Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
D. Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit
G. High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
H. Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event within an hour after takeoff
K. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally
in all parameters
L. Initial event has unusual radar contacts
M. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo

door area
N. Initial event starts with sudden sound
O. Initial event sound is loud
P. Initial event sound is audible to humans
Q. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to
data recorders
R. Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound
S. Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression
sound in wide body airliner
T. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
U. Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door
V. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
W. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number three
X. Fire/soot in engine number three
Y. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number four
Z. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
AA. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
AB. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
AC. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
AD. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AE. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward
cargo door
AF. Fracture/tear/rupture at one or both of the midspan latches of
forward cargo door
AG. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as
latched
AH. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger
lock sectors)
AI. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AJ. Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo
door

AK. Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AL. Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched
AM.
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AN. At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies
AO. Wreckage debris field in two main areas, forward and aft
sections of aircraft
AP. Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb
explosion.
AQ. Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AR. Structural failure considered for probable cause
AS. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for
probable cause
AT. Official probable cause as bomb explosion
AU. Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'
AV. Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause
AW.Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank with
unknown ignition source
AX. Official probable cause as improper latching of forward
cargo door
AY. Official probable cause as switch /wiring inadvertently
opening forward cargo door
AZ. "Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to detonation
flight
BA. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
BB. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight

2.6.3
Conclusion: The discovered common cause for all
four aircraft, including Air India Flight 182, is the wiring/cargo
door/explosive decompression premise explanation which is a
mechanical explanation by an explosion on the starboard side in
the forward cargo compartment of explosive decompression
when the forward cargo door ruptures open in flight, probably at

one or both of the midspan latches and probably caused by faulty
wiring inadvertently turning on the door unlatch motor and
explained in detail in Section 3 of this report.
3. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Wiring/Cargo Door/
Explosive Decompression Matching Evidence
Introduction
4. Formatting style
5. Background
6. Purpose
7. Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward cargo
compartment caused by explosive decompression caused by
structural failure of ruptured open forward cargo door at one or
both of the midspan latches caused by faulty electrical wiring
7.1 Matching Significant Circumstantial Evidence
7.2 All four aircraft had probable causes initially thought to
be bomb explosions.
7.3 All four aircraft had the probable cause of bomb
explosion modified.
7.4 All four aircraft had initial breakups in their airframes in
a similar amidships location.
7.5 All four aircraft had at least nine missing never
recovered bodies.
7.6 All four aircraft had passengers which showed
explosive decompression type injuries and no evidence of bomb
explosion injuries.

7.7 All four aircraft experienced a sudden, loud, audible
sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event start time.
7.8 All four aircraft had the source of the sudden, loud,
audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and the source as an
explosive decompression supported.
7.9 All four aircraft had an abrupt power cut to the data
recorders immediately after the sudden, loud, audible sound.
7.10All four aircraft had an explosion in or adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment.
7.11All four aircraft had similar shattered fuselage skin in
and around the forward cargo door.
7.12All four aircraft had relatively mild damage on the port
side of the nose forward of the wing.
7.13All four aircraft had similar damage to their airframe
structures from inflight ejected debris
7.14All four aircraft had foreign object damage to engine
number three.
7.15All four aircraft had incomplete reports of the status of
the forward cargo door, in particular, the status of the two
midspan latches.
7.16All four aircraft had similar debris patterns on the
surface of the ground or sea bottom.
7.17Summary of matching evidence for all aircraft: Table 1
7.18Summary of matching evidence between Air India
Flight 182 and United Airlines Flight 811
8. Cargo Door Operation Boeing 747
9. Choice of Explosion Cause
10. Inadvertent Cargo Door Opening Causes
11. Wiring

12. Sequence of destruction for Air India Flight 182
13. Comment
14. Hindsight
15. General Conclusions
16. Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182
17. Contributing Causes
18. Recommendations
19. Concluding Comment
3. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Wiring/Cargo Door/
Explosive Decompression Matching Evidence
Introduction
Hindsight is a luxury that is available to determine what
happened to Air India Flight 182. It has been sixteen years since
the tragic event and many Boeing 747 accidents have occurred
before and since. (Appendix A, Boeing 747 Accidents) There
have been fourteen hull losses of Boeing 747s since 1985 with a
startling three of them suffering similar explosions in flight to Air
India Flight 182 leaving significant matching evidence that gives
circumstantial proof that all four aircraft suffered the same
probable cause. The main fact in dispute for Air India Flight 182
is the cause of the explosion that caused the aircraft to breakup in

flight. The three similar accidents, including one which did not
totally breakup in flight, United Airlines Flight 811, prove by
their existence and tangible evidence that all four should be
included in a matching group of inflight breakups initiated by the
same probable cause.
Once the evidence has been evaluated sufficiently to include
them all into one similar group as matching, various premises
may be evaluated to explain the inflight breakups, such as bomb
explosion, center fuel tank explosion, missile explosion, or
explosive decompression. The three similar accidents which
occurred in similar circumstances and left similar matching
evidence to United Airlines Flight 811 are Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800. The
three flights are all controversial but evidence grouped the the
aircraft together, not the flight numbers.
When the matching evidence is examined thoroughly
enough to deduce all four as having the same initial event then
the conclusion can be made that the general cause is the one for
the confirmed, indisputable event of United Airlines Flight 811 in
which the forward cargo door ruptured open in flight causing the
explosive decompression explosion which other investigators
have mistakenly assumed to be a bomb or center fuel tank
explosion.
All of the many potential causes of why those inadvertently
ruptured forward cargo doors opened inflight may then be
considered such as a bomb explosion, center tank explosion, or
explosive decompression explosion. The most probable general
cause is the same as the one irrefutably confirmed for the
Ôtremendous explosionÕ in United Airlines Flight 811, the cause
of which was attributed to a faulty switch or wiring in the door

control system which permitted electrical actuation of the door
latches toward the unlatched position after initial door closure
and before takeoff. The probable cause has been further refined,
by this investigator, to the initial rupture location in the forward
cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches and the
electrical fault to that of faulty wiring failing in flight.
When evaluating at one time the probable causes from the
point of view of the five accident reports and other research,
there is overwhelming circumstantial and tangible evidence that
all four aircraft suffered a breakup in flight from an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment at the forward cargo door on the
starboard side.
The current official general explanations for the inflight breakups
can be summarized:
A. Air India Flight 182: An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side.
B. Pan Am Flight 103: An explosion in the forward cargo
compartment on the port side.
C. United Airlines Flight 811: An explosion in the forward
cargo compartment on the starboard side.
D. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: An explosion in the
center of the aircraft adjacent to the forward cargo compartment.
All of the above official explanations were stated years ago
without benefit of hindsight or current research techniques. The
explanations all try to explain the inflight breakup as an
explosion in or near the forward cargo compartment. The only

difference is the location of the explosion by a few feet and the
cause of the explosion. The explosive decompression by the
sudden rupturing open of the forward cargo door in flight is
generally consistent with all current official explanations. All of
the inconsistencies in each individual accident are fully
explained by the wiring/cargo door/explosive decompression
explanation applied to all four accidents.
One aircraft had a partial breakup, United Airlines Flight
811, and was thus able to land with its evidence of the event for a
positive incontrovertible explanation of an explosion of
explosive decompression at the forward cargo door which
explained the tangible evidence of CVR, FDR, inflight damage,
engine damage, and injuries to passengers. That substantial and
tangible evidence of United Airlines Flight 811 matches the
evidence for all four aircraft, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight
103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight
800. This pattern of evidence will be described below with
summaries, findings, and matching evidence.
The individual evidence of Air India Flight 182 will be
matched to United Airlines Flight 811 to show that the
explanation for the explosion in the forward cargo compartment
as a bomb is extremely unlikely and even impossible based upon
the evaluation in Section 2 of this report and the explanation as
an explosive decompression caused by a ruptured open forward
cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches in flight from
faulty wiring is most probable.
4. Formatting Style:
Formatting style for the specific matching accidents in
Section 3: There are six Aviation Accident Reports concerning

four Boeing 747 accidents referred to in Section 3 which
compare the four accidents to each other into a matching pattern.
For instance:
Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines Flight
811, Trans World Airlines Flight 800, experienced ........
(Description and evidence Match)
Air India Flight 182 was flying normally.......(Individual flight
evidence match)
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally....... (Individual flight
evidence match)
United Airlines Flight 811 was flying normally ....... (Individual
flight evidence match)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was flying normally ......
(Individual flight evidence match)
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the...
(Indented excerpts to support the described pattern indented)
Air India Flight 182:
"From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was ..... Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21 (Individual
excerpts and source)
Pan Am Flight 103:
"The CVR tape was listened to....... UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page
15 (Individual excerpts and source)
United Airlines Flight 811:

"The CVR revealed normal ....... NTSB Accident Report 92-02
Page 25 (Individual excerpts and source)
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
"The recording appeared .......Exhibit 12B (Individual excerpts
and source)
5. Background:
There is a history of aviation accidents not being fully
explained in the first AAR.
*
Icarus was the first aviation related fatality and his mythic
accident was said to have been caused when the wax by which he
affixed the wings to his body melted when he flew too close to
the sun; the wings came off, and down he went.
The AAR might have been worded thus:
When King Minos of Crete found out that his son, the Minotaur,
had been killed and Theseus had escaped with his daughter, he
was angry with Daedalus for not building a complex enough
labyrinth. In revenge, he imprisoned the inventor in there with
his young son Icarus. Determined to escape from this unfair
punishment, Daedalus fashioned two pairs of wings, each on a
wooden frame, lined with many feathers which were fixed with
beeswax.
When the inventor had finished, he and his son climbed up to the
highest part of the labyrinth, catching the wind and looking down
into the sea which surrounded the walls. They fixed their wings
on each other and planned their escape. Daedalus told Icarus that
he was to keep his arms wide apart so as to catch even the
slightest breath of wind and to keep close behind his father,

keeping a straight course between the sun and the sea. "For if
you fly too close to the sea, your feathers will dampen and you
will drown under the weight of the frame. If you fly too close to
the sun however, the beeswax will melt and the feathers will
loosen. Remember these words and you will be safe."
The two of them then leapt from the walls, Daedalus going first
and Icarus following closely behind. However, Icarus soon
became bolder as he flew effortlessly in the skies and left his
father's straight course of flight to twirl and loop in the air. As his
loops became bolder, he flew higher and forgot his father's
warning. All too late, he noticed the feathers falling off the frame
for he had flown too close to the sun. He called out to his father
as he fell from the sky and into the sea where he drowned.
Daedalus had heard his cries but it was too late for Icarus had
already fallen. He recovered the body which had swept up onto a
nearby island and buried it there, naming it 'Icaria'. He then flew
on and found refuge in Etna's land.
This explanation was not meant to be examined closely, of
course, as the explanation makes no sense. For instance, how
does one affix large wings to a human body with beeswax; how
does one fly high enough to get too close to the sun, how did
Icarus find enough energy to get off the ground in the first place,
and lastly, who was to blame? Was it the designer Daedalus who
used the defective wax? Was it the King who gave them reason
to fly away? Was it pilot error of flying his craft outside accepted
operating limits? What could be done to prevent such a
reoccurrence? Better flight training, better adhesives? Aviation
accident investigations are very complex affairs with many
parties interested in the outcome. (Note that laypersons who have
heard about Icarus are usually unaware of the wise admonition to

not fly too low and are only aware of the warning hazard of
flying too high. Only the fatal accident causes are remembered.)
The probable cause for Icarus' accident made sense at the
time of telling, but now, years later, we understand it did make a
good story and fulfilled the wishful thinking of those listening to
it but was clearly impossible based on the tangible,
circumstantial, and direct evidence.
With the introduction of the jet age in commercial airliners
in the late 1950's, such as the Comet from the United Kingdom,
large hulls were pressurized and subjected to many cycles of
pressurizing and depressurizing. Cracks appeared in the fuselage
which led to structural failure and powerful explosive
decompressions which appeared as an explosion which led to the
inflight breakup of the early airliner.
There is a history of inadvertent explosive decompressions
in commercial airliners being initially suspected as bomb
explosions. Those events are usually controversial. (Appendix B,
Avianca Accident) It is an understandable error of deduction
because an explosion of explosive decompression closely mimics
a bomb in producing explosive effects such as ejecting material
at high velocity, making a loud noise, being unexpected, and not
supposed to happen inside an airliner as well as cratering, pitting
curling, folding, and tearing metal. An explosive decompression
is referred to in accident investigations as an 'explosionÕ and
described by a crewmember who suffered through one as a
Ôtremendous explosion.Õ
All explosions give some similar evidence; it is the
corroborating evidence for a specific type of explosion that is
required before a determination may be made as to type of

explosion, such as bomb, fuel tank, or explosive decompression.
Explosive decompression is the most difficult to determine
because it leaves no residue or soot and therefore, its
determination lies largely in the absence of corroborating
evidence for an alternative explanation of residue, timer, fuze,
ignition source, burns, or soot. An explosive decompression does
need a highly pressurized vessel and a rupture location identified
whereas the others do not. Bombs and fuel tanks can explode on
the ground; fatal explosive decompressions from any source have
all occurred inflight.
* The solution to the early mystery of the Comet crashes was
achieved by matching two similar events in the similar aircraft
which left similar evidence.
Excerpts of corroborative statements to support the Comet
explosive decompression explanation: (Appendix C, Comet
Accidents)
http://www.tech.plym.ac.uk/sme/FailureCases/FAILURE.htm
Professor M Neil James Webpage:
http://www.plym.tech.ac.uk/sme/uoa30/structur.htm
Comet Airliner: Jet transportation age began in on May 5 1952
when the De Havilland Comet 1 began scheduled flights from
London to Johannesburg. In April 1953, a Tokyo to London
service was inaugurated ‹ flying time for the 10 200 mile distance
dropped from 85 hours to 36 hours. The Comet had a cruising
speed of 490 mph at 35 000 feet and a range of 1 750 miles with
a payload of 44 passengers.
The cabin was pressurized to maintain a pressure equivalent to 8
000 feet at an aircraft altitude of 40 000 feet, which was required
for efficient operation of the engines. This gave a pressure

differential of 8.25 psi (56 kPa) across the fuselage ‹ twice the
value previously used. De Havilland conducted Ômany testsÕ to
ensure structural integrity of the cabin. However, a series of 3
accidents occurred where Comet aircraft disintegrated in flight:
(a) Investigation by R.A.E. (Excerpts) The loss of Yoke Peter and
Yoke Yoke presented a problem of unprecedented difficulty, the
solution of which was clearly of the greatest importance to the
future, not only of the Comet, but also of Civil Air Transport in
this country and, indeed, throughout the world. They thought it
necessary to satisfy themselves about the structural integrity of
the aircraft, in particular of the cabin and the tail and to consider
in more detail possible sources of explosion and loss of control.
But at the time when their attention became directed to fatigue
of the pressure cabin they were influenced chiefly by the
apparent similarity of the circumstances of the two accidents, and
by the fact that the modifications carried out after Elba seemed to
rule out many of the other possible causes.
(2) There were serious lessons resulting from explosive
decompression and deceleration.
G-ALYV after leaving Calcutta ‹ May 1953. Violent storms were
thought to be involved and some wreckage was recovered. No
firm conclusions drawn as to cause.
G-ALYP over Elba ‹ January 1954 after 1 286 cabin
pressurisation cycles. Little wreckage was recovered and no
major problems found in fleet inspection. Fire was assumed the
most likely cause and modifications made to improve fire
prevention and control. Aircraft returned to service.
G-ALYY flying as SA 201 after leaving Rome ‹ April 1954. and
all Comet 1 aircraft were subsequently withdrawn from service.
A more intensive effort was made to recover the wreckage of GALYP using underwater television cameras for the first time.
About 70% of the aircraft was recovered and reconstructed at

Farnborough. The Royal Navy was charged with getting the
relevant fuselage piece of G-ALYP from the sea (using
simulation trials, based on the way the aircraft was now thought
to break up in flight, to establish the likely position of this part of
the aircraft on the seabed. This was recovered within a few hours
of searching and showed, in the language of the coroner, the
Ôunmistakable fingerprint of fatigueÕ. The fatigue crack was
associated with the stress concentrations of the rather square rear
ADF window cutout (stress of 315 MPa at edge of window), and
with a bolt hole around the window (although the stress at the
bolt position was only 70 MPa).
In the 1960s a new type of airliner came into production
called a 'widebody', the DC-10 (Appendix D, DC-10 Accidents)
and the Boeing 747 (Appendix E, Boeing 747 History). These
aircraft had a much larger cabin to accommodate several hundred
passengers. This larger size of the hull required greater
pressurization loads on the internal fuselage which were
underestimated by designers. Subsequently two flights of the
DC-10 suffered explosive decompressions in flight from
inadvertent cargo door openings which left evidence of a sudden
loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder which was used to
match to later explosive decompression events in another wide
body airliner, the Boeing 747. The design of the outward opening
nonplug cargo door was criticized as inadequate for both types of
aircraft in subsequent accident reports.
*
June 12, 1972
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 N103AA, American Airlines
Over Windsor, Ontario
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 67
Fatalities: 0

Following takeoff from Detroit, the rear cargo door blew off due
to a door latch system that had been damaged by ground crew
members. The loss of pressurization caused the cabin floor to
buckle and damaged the hydraulic control lines of the aircraft.
The captain, having trained himself in simulator sessions to fly
the aircraft using its throttles (a method called Òdifferential
thrust steeringÓ), made an emergency landing in Detroit.
March 3, 1974
McDonnell Douglas DC-10-10 TC-JAV Turk Hava Yollari THY
Outside Paris, France
Mechanical Failure due to Design Flaw/Human Error
Occupants: 346
Fatalities: 346
The latch mechanism of the aft cargo door, the design of which
was susceptible to damage, had been damaged before the
accident. Before takeoff the door had not been secured properly.
Shortly after takeoff from Paris, the door failed. The resulting
depressurization led to the disruption of the floor structure,
causing six passengers and parts of the aircraft to be ejected,
rendering No.2 engine inoperative, and impairing the flight
controls so that it was impossible for the crew to regain control
of the aircraft.
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines Flight 811, a Boeing
747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard.
*
After an investigation, the NTSB issued AAR 90/01 which

concluded:
'The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
improperly latched forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and
the subsequent explosive decompression.' NTSB also
stated:Ê'The next opportunity for the FAA and Boeing to have
reexamined the original assumptions and conclusions about the
B-747 cargo door design and certification was after the findings
of the Turkish Airline DC-10 accident in 1974 near Paris, France.
The concerns for the DC-10 cargo door latch/lock mechanisms
and the human and mechanical failures, singularly and in
combination, that led to that accident, should have prompted a
review of the B-747 cargo door's continuing airworthiness. In the
Turkish Airlines case, a single failure by a ramp service agent,
who closed the door, in combination with a poorly designed
latch/lock system, led to a catastrophic accident. The revisions to
the DC-10 cargo door mechanisms mandated after that accident
apparently were not examined and carried over to the design of
the B-747 cargo doors. Specifically, the mechanical retrofit of
more positive locking mechanisms on the DC-10 cargo door to
preclude an erroneous locked indication to the flightcrew, and the
incorporation of redundant sensors to show the position of the
latches/locks, were not required to be retrofitted at that time for
the B-747.'
After extensive efforts from the family of one of the victims,
the forward cargo door pieces of United Airlines Flight 811 were
retrieved from the bottom of the ocean and it was discovered
that, in fact, the cargo door had been properly latched, thus
exonerating the accused ground baggage handler of the deaths of
nine innocent passengers. The NTSB issued another aircraft
accident report, AAR 92/02, with the corrected probable cause,

the only known time that two aircraft accident reports have been
written about the same accident.
NTSB AAR 92/02 states: "Thus, as a result of the recovery
and examination of the cargo door, the Safety Board's original
analysis and probable cause have been modified. This report
incorporates these changes and supersedes NTSB/AAR-90/01.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff."
Over a period of eleven years, from 1985 to 1996, there have
been four early model Boeing 747 aircraft which have suffered
fatal explosive decompressions in flight which were all initially
attributed to 'bombs', one of which was United Airlines Flight
811 as reported by the surviving crew. Two of the accidents have
since had a bomb explosion ruled out as the probable cause while
one cause is in dispute as a bomb or not and one cause is stated
to be 'an improvised explosive device' which may or may not be
a bomb. All four flights were and are controversial. It is these
four flights that in similar circumstances with similar aircraft that
left similar evidence that has led this investigator to conclude
that one similar probable cause is the same for all, including Air
India Flight 182, and that similar cause is the only confirmed and
irrefutable probable cause: the sudden opening of the forward
lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent explosive
decompression refined to the locations as the midspan latches
and the cause as faulty wiring.

The implication of this conclusion is that there were never
any bombs, or missiles, or center fuel tanks initially exploding
inflight on the four flights but an event in each occurred which
mimics those other explosions, that is, an explosive
decompression after an inadvertently ruptured open forward
cargo door inflight.
6. Purpose:
This report shall evaluate the four fatal inflight breakups of
Boeing 747s using the cumulative evidence of sixteen years to
sustain the matching pattern for all four of an explosion in the
forward cargo compartment by a sudden ruptured opening of the
forward cargo door in flight at one or both of the midspan
latches probably caused by faulty wiring.
Specific data about the four early model Boeing 747s:
Air India Flight 182: Sequence in construction:#330,
Construction Number 21473 Date completed: 19 June 78, Type
Aircraft: B747-237B Type of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp),
accident date: June 23 1985
Pan Am Flight 103: Sequence in construction: #15, Construction
Number 19646, Date completed: 25 Jan 70, Type Aircraft:
B747-121 Type of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp), accident
date: 21 December 88
United Airlines Flight 811: Sequence in construction:#89,
Construction Number 19875, Date completed: 20 Oct 70, Type
Aircraft: B747-122 Type of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem Corp),
accident date: 23 February 89
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Sequence in construction:#153,

Construction Number 20083, Date completed: 18 August 71,
Type Aircraft: B747-131 Type of wiring: Poly-X (Raychem
Corp), accident date: 17 July 96
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for background:
Air India Flight 182
From: Report Of The Court Investigating Accident To Air India
Boeing 747 Aircraft VT-EFO, "Kanishka" On 23rd June 1985
From Canadian Aviation Bureau Safety BoardÊÊÊ
Aviation Occurrence Air India Boeing 747-237b VT-EFO
Cork, Ireland 110 Miles West 23 June 1985ÊÊ
Boeing 747-237B 'Kanishka' aircraft VT-EFO was manufactured
by Messrs Boeing Company under Sl.No. 21473. The aircraft
was acquired by Air India on 19th June, 1978. Initially, it came
with the expert Certificate of Airworthiness No. E-161805.
Subsequently, the Certificate of Airworthiness No. 1708 was
issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation, India on 5th
July, 1978. The C of A was renewed periodically and was valid
up to 29th June, 1985. From the beginning of June, 1985, C of A
renewal work of the aircraft was in progress. The aircraft had the
Certificate of Registration No. 2179 issued by the DGCA on 5th
May, 1978. The commercial flight of 'Kanishka' aircraft started
on 7th July, 1978.
2.4.1.2 The aircraft was maintained by Air India following the
approved maintenance schedules. It had logged 23634:49 hours
and had completed 7525 cycles till the time of accident.
A. On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 Air India's Boeing 747
aircraft VT-EFO (Kanishka) was on a scheduled passenger flight
(AI-182) from Montreal and was proceeding to London enroute
to Delhi and Bombay. It was being monitored at Shannon on the
Radar Scope. At about 0714 GMT it suddenly disappeared from
the Radar Scope and the aircraft, which has been flying at an
altitude of approximately 31,000 feet, plunged into the Atlantic

Ocean off the south-west coast of Ireland at position latitude 51
degrees 3.6 minutes N and Longitude 12 degrees 49 minutes W.
This was one of the worst air disasters wherein all the 307
passengers plus 22 crew members perished.
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before water
impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from the
forward portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the
aircraft was the lead event in this occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.'
The Indian Kirpal Report: "3.4.6.60 The only conclusion which
can, however, be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in
midair and that there has been a rapid decompression in the
aircraft.' and 4.10 'After going through the entire record we find
that there is circumstantial as well as direct evidence which
directly points to the cause of the accident as being that of an
explosion of a bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft.'
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for background:
Pan Am Flight 103
From: Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft Accident
Report No 2/90

1.6.1 Leading particulars Aircraft type: Boeing 747-121
Constructor's serial number: 19646
N739PA first flew in 1970 and spent its whole service life in the
hands of Pan American World Airways Incorporated. Its
Certificate of Airworthiness was issued on 12 February 1970 and
remained in force until the time of the accident, at which time the
aircraft had completed a total of 72,464 hours flying and 16,497
flight cycles.
The accident was notified to the Air Accidents Investigation
Branch at 19.40 hrs on the 21 December 1988 and the
investigation commenced that day. The aircraft, Flight PA103
from London Heathrow to New York, had been in level cruising
flight at flight level 310 (31,000 feet) for approximately seven
minutes when the last secondary radar return was received just
before 19.03 hrs. The radar then showed multiple primary returns
fanning out downwind. Major portions of the wreckage of the
aircraft fell on the town of Lockerbie with other large parts
landing in the countryside to the east of the town. Lighter debris
from the aircraft was strewn along two trails, the longest of
which extended some 130 kilometres to the east coast of
England. The report concludes that the detonation of an
improvised explosive device led directly to the destruction of the
aircraft with the loss of all 259 persons on board and 11 of the
residents of the town of Lockerbie.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements for background:
United Airlines Flight 811:
From: National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Aircraft Accident Report Explosive Decompression-- Loss Of
Cargo Door In Flight
United Airlines Flight 811 Boeing 747-122, N4713U

Honolulu, Hawaii February 24, 1989
The accident airplane, serial No. 19875, registered in the United
States as N4713U, was manufactured as a Boeing 747-122
transport category airplane by the Boeing Commercial Airplane
Company (Boeing), Seattle, Washington, a Division of the
Boeing Company. N4713U, the 89th B-747 built by Boeing, was
manufactured in accordance with Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) type certificate No. A20WE, as approved
on December 30, 1969. The airplane was certificated in
accordance with the provisions of 14 CFR Part 25, effective
February 1, 1965.
On February 24, 1989, United Airlines flight 811, a Boeing
747-122, experienced an explosive decompression as it was
climbing between 22,000 and 23,000 feet after taking off from
Honolulu, Hawaii, en route to Sydney, Australia with 3
flightcrew, 15 flight attendants, and 337 passengers aboard. The
airplane made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu and
the occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the
airplane revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had
separated in flight and had caused extensive damage to the
fuselage and cabin structure adjacent to the door. Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of this accident was the sudden opening of the
forward lower lobe cargo door in flight and the subsequent
explosive decompression. The door opening was attributed to a
faulty switch or wiring in the door control system which
permitted electrical actuation of the door latches toward the
unlatched position after initial door closure and before takeoff.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements for background:
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From: National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594
Aircraft Accident Report
In-flight Breakup Over the Atlantic Ocean
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
Boeing 747-131, N93119
Near East Moriches, New York
July 17, 1996
The accident airplane, N93119, a 747-100 series airplane (model
747-131), serial number (S/N) 20083, was manufactured by
Boeing in July 1971 and purchased new by TWA. The airplane
was added to TWA's operating certificate on October 27, 1971,
and, except for a 1-year period, was operated by TWA in
commercial transport service until the accident occurred.
According to TWA records, the accident airplane had 93,303
total hours of operation (16,869 flight cycles) at the time of the
accident. The 747-100 is a low-wing, transport-category airplane
that is about 225 feet long and 63 feet high (from the ground to
the top of the vertical stabilizer), with a wingspan of about 195
feet.
On July 17, 1996, about 2031 eastern daylight time, Trans World
Airlines, Inc. (TWA) flight 800, a Boeing 747-131, N93119,
crashed in the Atlantic Ocean near East Moriches, New York.
TWA flight 800 was operating under the provisions of Code of
Federal Regulations Part 121 as a scheduled international
passenger flight from John F. Kennedy International Airport
(JFK), New York, New York, to Charles DeGaulle International
Airport, Paris, France. The flight departed JFK about 2019, with
2 pilots, 2 flight engineers, 14 flight attendants, and 212
passengers on board. All 230 people on board were killed, and

the airplane was destroyed. Visual meteorological conditions
prevailed for the flight, which operated on an instrument flight
rules flight plan.
The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the
probable cause of the TWA flight 800 accident was an explosion
of the center wing fuel tank (CWT), resulting from ignition of
the flammable fuel/air mixture in the tank. The source of ignition
energy for the explosion could not be determined with certainty,
but, of the sources evaluated by the investigation, the most likely
was a short circuit outside of the CWT that allowed excessive
voltage to enter it through electrical wiring associated with the
fuel quantity indication system.
Excerpts of corroborative statements for background:
For Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
Findings of John Barry Smith, independent aviation accident
investigator, in report 'Boeing 747 Rupture at Midspan Latches
of Forward Cargo Door in Flight Probably Caused by Wiring/
Electrical Fault Accidents TWA 800, UAL 811, PA 103, AI 182'
at www.corazon.com, December, 1996. For AI 182: 'Explosion in
forward cargo compartment explains observations. Explosive
decompression which occurs when cargo door opens produces
explosive effects.' 'A structural failure occurred in AI 182 when
the forward cargo door inadvertently ruptured open in flight
when faulty wiring probably shorted on the door unlatch motor
which led to explosive decompression just forward of the wing
on the starboard side creating a huge hole in which airframe
integrity was compromised so that the aircraft broke up in flight'.
7. Premise Explanation: Explosion in the forward cargo

compartment of explosive decompression caused by structural
failure of ruptured open forward cargo door at one or both of the
midspan latches caused by faulty electrical wiring:
Proponent: John Barry Smith
Analysis: To determine the pattern in early model Boeing
747 accidents that suffered breakups in flight, it was necessary to
evaluate carefully all the official accident reports concerning
them. A pattern was detected of similar significant evidence
among only four of the many hull losses. It was very probable
that one initial event by one cause was the reason for all four.
The evidence is detailed below. There are many significant
individual matches of evidence among each flight to each other.
For instance, three flights had strange radar returns at event time
but Air India Flight 182 was out of radar range and therefore
there is no match for all, therefore the match is not included
below. Only the matches for all four flights are listed below.
Table 1 in 7.17 of Section 3 gives all the individual matches to
each other of the fifty four significant evidence matches that
appear among the flights.
7.1. Matching Significant Circumstantial Evidence: The
matching significant circumstantial evidence that follows is for
all the four aircraft, Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103,
United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
A. All four aircraft had probable causes initially thought to
be bomb explosions.
B. All four aircraft had the probable cause of bomb
explosion modified.

C. All four aircraft had breakups in their airframes in a
similar amidships location.
D. All four aircraft had at least nine missing never
recovered bodies.
E. All four aircraft had passengers which showed
explosive decompression type injuries and no injuries consistent
with a detonation of a powerful bomb.
F. All four aircraft experienced a sudden, loud, audible
sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event start time.
G. All four aircraft had the source of the sudden, loud,
audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed and the source as an
explosive decompression supported.
H. All four aircraft had an abrupt power cut to the
recorders immediately after the sudden, loud, audible sound.
I. All four aircraft had an explosion in or adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment.
J. All four aircraft had similar shattered fuselage skin in
and around the forward cargo door.
K. All four aircraft had relatively mild damage on the port
side of the nose forward of the wing directly opposite the
shattered zone around the forward cargo door at the same initial
event time.
L. All four aircraft had similar damage to their airframe
structures from inflight ejected debris.

M. All four aircraft had foreign object damage to engine
number three.
N. All four aircraft had incomplete reports of the status of
the forward cargo door, in particular, the status of the two
midspan latches was omitted.
O. All four aircraft had similar debris patterns on the
surface of the ground or sea bottom. (United Airlines Flight 811
had much lesser debris that still fell in the same pattern as the
rest which was first items to leave the aircraft landed the closest
to the initial event location.)
7.2. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had probable
causes which were initially thought to be bomb explosions:
Air India Flight 182. Initial action was to speculate on explosive
sabotage for the cause and immediately requisition the services
of a specialist in the detection of explosives sabotage in aircraft
wreckage.
Pan Am Flight 103: Within a few days items of wreckage were
retrieved upon which forensic scientists found conclusive
evidence of a detonating high explosive.
United Airlines Flight 811: The flight crew heard the explosion,
checked the damage and reported to the tower a bomb had gone
off in their aircraft.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Initial information led to
consideration of the detonation of a high energy explosive

device.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights were thought initially to be 'bombs'.
Air India Flight 182
From the Indian Kirpal Report: Initial Action Taken by the
Government of India 1.2.8 It was also being speculated that the
accident may have occurred due to an explosion on board the
aircraft. In order to see whether there was any evidence of an
explosion which could be gathered from the floating wreckage
which was being salvaged, the Government of India
requisitioned the services of Mr. Eric Newton, a Specialist in the
detection of explosives sabotage in aircraft wreckage.
Pan Am Flight 103
From Air Accidents Investigation Branch Aircraft Accident
Report No 2/90 Synopsis: Within a few days items of wreckage
were retrieved upon which forensic scientists found conclusive
evidence of a detonating high explosive.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02 1.15 Survival Aspects: At 0210, the
FAA notified the U.S. Coast Guard that a United Airlines, Inc.,
B-747, with a possible bomb on board, had experienced an
explosion and was returning to HNL.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03 2.2.1 The In-Flight Breakup: On the
basis of this initial information, investigators considered several
possible causes for TWA flight 800s in-flight structural breakup:
a structural failure and decompression; detonation of a highenergy explosive device, such as a bomb exploding inside the

airplane or a missile warhead exploding upon impact with the
airplane; and a fuel/air explosion in the center wing fuel tank
(CWT). Several factors led to speculation that the accident might
have been caused by a bomb or missile strike. These factors
included heightened safety and security concerns because of the
1996 Olympics then being held in the United States, the fact that
TWA flight 800 was an international flight, and the sudden and
catastrophic nature of the in-flight breakup.
7.3 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had the original
cause of bomb explosion modified.
Two flights, United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800, had the accident cause changed from 'bomb
explosion' to other; one flight, Air India Flight 182, remained a
bomb for the Indians and maybe a bomb by the Canadians, and
one flight, Pan Am 103, became an "improvised explosive
device' which may or may not be a bomb.
Air India Flight 182 is now stated to be an explosion from an
unstated source by the Canadian aviation accident investigators
and an explosion by bomb by the judicial inquiry of Judge
Kirpal.
Pan Am Flight 103 is now stated to be an explosion by an 'an
improvised explosive device', which may or may not be a 'bomb'.
The British accident investigators could certainly have called the
cause a 'bomb' if they had chosen to but declined as the evidence
supported a conclusion of an improvised explosive device but did
not support the conclusion of a 'bomb.' A cargo door has become
an improvised explosive device in the United Airlines Flight 811
and the Paris Turkish Airlines DC-10 events in which

tremendous explosions occurred by the inadvertently improvised
complex door device. Firecrackers and fireworks illegally carried
aboard in a cabin or cargo compartment can become inadvertent
improvised explosive devices.
United Airlines Flight 811 is now stated to be an explosion by
explosive decompression caused by an inadvertently opened
forward cargo door in flight from defective electrical wiring or
switch. After landing safely the crew and ground personnel
discovered that the forward cargo door had opened in flight and
there was no evidence of a bomb on board as they previously
reported.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 is now stated to be an explosion
of the center fuel tank by an unknown ignition source but
probably faulty wiring. NTSB concluded that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was not initiated by a bomb or a
missile strike because of the lack of any corroboration evidence
associated with a high energy explosion. A bomb explosion or
missile strike was the official working explanation for seventeen
months. Evidence of of a detonating high explosive was
discovered but determined to be benign such as a 'dog sniffing'
test.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements that two of the
aircraft changed their initial cause from 'bomb', one aircraft had
explosion as a bomb or an explosion of unstated cause, and one
aircraft had an explosion by an improvised explosive device.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: Canadian
Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings 5. There is considerable

circumstantial and other evidence to indicate that the initial event
was an explosion occurring in the forward cargo compartment.
This evidence is not conclusive. However, the evidence does not
support any other conclusion.'
From the Kirpal Report: 4.10 After going through the entire
record we find that there is circumstantial as well as direct
evidence which directly points
to the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a
bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time
there is complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was any
structural failure.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90: Synopsis. The
report concludes that the detonation of an improvised explosive
device led directly to the destruction of the aircraft with the loss
of all 259 persons on board and 11 of the residents of the town of
Lockerbie
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Executive Summary: The airplane
made a successful emergency landing at Honolulu and the
occupants evacuated the airplane. Examination of the airplane
revealed that the forward lower lobe cargo door had separated in
flight and had caused extensive damage to the fuselage and cabin
structure adjacent to the door.
Trans World Air Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 2.2.1.2 Consideration of a High-Energy
Explosive Device Detonation (Bomb or Missile Warhead)
Despite being unable to determine the exact source of the trace
amounts of explosive residue found on the wreckage, the lack of
any corroborating evidence associated with a high-energy

explosion indicates that these trace amounts did not result from
the detonation of a high-energy explosive device on TWA flight
800. Accordingly, the Safety Board concludes that the in-flight
breakup of TWA flight 800 was not initiated by a bomb or a
missile strike. The National Transportation Safety Board
determines that the probable cause of the TWA flight 800
accident was an explosion of the center wing fuel tank (CWT),
resulting from ignition of the flammable fuel/air mixture in the
tank. The source of ignition energy for the explosion could not be
determined with certainty,
7.4 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had breakups in
their airframes in a similar amidships location.
For three of the aircraft the sudden huge hole appearing on
the starboard side just forward of the wing was too large and the
forward part of the aircraft pulled away from the aft part for a
total breakup. United Airlines Flight 811 had a partial breakup
with 'only' a ten foot by fifteen foot hole appearing and was able,
with difficulty, to safely land soon after the explosive
decompression when the forward cargo door opened in flight.
Air India Flight 182 had an inflight breakup when the aft part
separated from the forward part.
Pan Am Flight 103 had an inflight breakup when the forward part
pulled away from the rear part.
United Airlines Flight 811 had an inflight partial breakup of the
forward part when a huge hole appeared in the nose of the
aircraft.

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an inflight breakup when the
nose portion pulled away from the rest of the aircraft.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had breakups in their airframes at a
similar amidships location:
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 3.3 Aircraft
Break-up Sequence Hence, it is likely that the aft portion of the
aircraft separated from the forward portion before striking the
water. Canadian Aviation Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985,
page 48
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90: 2.14 Summary
The combined effect of the direct and indirect explosive forces
was to destroy the structural integrity of the forward fuselage.
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 56 The forward fuselage and flight
deck area separated from the remaining structure within a period
of 2 to 3 seconds." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 57 Although the
pattern of distribution of bodies on the ground was not clear cut
there was some correlation with seat allocation which suggested
that the forward part of the aircraft had broken away from the
rear early in the disintegration process. UK AAIB Report 2/90
Page 30
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage to the Airplane The
primary damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the right
side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. An area of fuselage skin
measuring about 13 feet lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and

extending from the upper sill of the forward cargo door, to the
upper deck window belt, had separated from the airplane at a
location above the cargo door extending to the upper deck
windows. The floor beams adjacent to and inboard of the cargo
door area had been fractured and buckled downward. NTSB/
AAR 92/02 Page 4
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 2.2.1.3 Consideration of a Fuel/Air
Explosion in the Center Wing Fuel Tank It was clear from the
wreckage recovery locations that the first pieces to depart the
airplane were from the area in and around the airplane's wing
center section (WCS), which includes the CWT, and, therefore,
that the breakup must have initiated in this area.
7.5 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had at least nine
never recovered bodies.
Extensive and long searches were made at the four accident
sites soon after the events. The never recovered passengers were
mostly those seated in the cabin near and above the forward
cargo door. One published report gives the macabre explanation
for the missing bodies for United Airline Flight 811 as they were
ingested into the adjacent number three engine.
Air India Flight 182 had 131 bodies recovered of the 329 which
left 198 bodies never recovered with passengers assigned seats
near and above the forward cargo compartment included in the
missing.
Pan Am Flight 103 had ten passengers never recovered although
evidence was presented of recovering very small items such as

fragments of pieces of metal which indicates the extensive and
thorough search that was conducted on land.
United Airlines Flight 811 had nine never recovered passengers,
all expelled from the huge hole created when the forward cargo
door opened in flight which took fuselage skin with it leaving the
passengers above exposed. US Navy ships were on the scene
very quickly but recovered no bodies.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 has at least nineteen bodies
never recovered although DNA testing of the fragments of bones
identified all the passengers.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had at least nine missing, never
recovered bodies.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 3.1.6 In his
testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R. Hill further stated
that the significance of flail injuries being suffered by some of
the passengers was that it indicated that the aircraft had broken in
mid-air at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. He further explained that if an explosion
had occurred in the cargo hold, it was possible that the bodies
may not show any sign of explosion. It may here be mentioned
that the forensic examination of the bodies do not disclose any
evidence of an explosion. Furthermore, the seating pattern also
shows that none of the bodies from Zone A or B was recovered,
in fact as per the seating plan Zone B was supposed to have been
unoccupied. This Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment. Medical examination was conducted on the 131
bodies recovered after the accident. This comprises about 40

percent of the 329 persons on board. Canadian Aviation Safety
Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 19
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.13 Medical and
pathological information The bodies of 10 passengers were not
recovered and of these, 8 had been allocated seats in rows 23 to
28 positioned over the wing at the front of the economy section.
UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 31
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Executive Summary: Nine of the
passengers had been ejected from the airplane and lost at sea. 1.2
Injuries to Persons Injuries Flightcrew Cabincrew Passengers
Others Serious Lost in flight. An extensive air and sea search for
the passengers was unsuccessful. 1.15 Survival Aspects The fatal
injuries were the result of the explosive nature of the
decompression, which swept nine of the passengers from the
airplane. The explosive decompression of the cabin when the
cargo door separated caused the nine fatalities. The floor
structure and seats where the nine fatally injured passengers had
been seated were subjected to the destructive forces of the
decompression and the passengers were lost through the hole in
the fuselage. Their remains were not recovered. Passengers-Nine
Passengers who were seated in seats 8H, 9FGH, 10GH, 11GH
and 12H, were ejected from the fuselage and were not found; and
thus, are assumed to have been fatally injured in the accident.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.13 Medical and Pathological
Information: Most identifications of occupants were
accomplished through the use of fingerprints or dental records.
However, in 29 cases, neither of these methods was successful;

these cases required the use of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
protocols or forensic radiography as the primary means of
identification. (Nineteen occupants were identified solely by
DNA, and 10 were identified by forensic radiography, either by
the medical examiner or the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology.)
7.6 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had passengers
that showed explosive decompression type injuries and no
evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Air India Flight 182 has at least twenty five passengers who
showed signs of decompression injuries and no evidence of
bomb explosion injuries.
Pan Am Flight 103 had a majority of passengers who had been
injured by the inflight disintegration of the aircraft and showed
no evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
United Airlines Flight 811 had surviving passengers who
suffered decompression type injuries such as baro trauma to the
ear and no evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had passengers who suffered
from the effects of an inflight breakup of the aircraft and no
evidence of bomb explosion injuries.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had passengers who suffered from
decompression type injuries and no evidence of bomb explosion
injuries.

Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 2.9 Medical
Evidence Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies.
Five of these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and
one crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it
indicates that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude
before it hit the water. There were 26 bodies that showed signs of
hypoxia (lack of oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6
in Zone D and 11 in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs
of decompression, including 7 children. Pathological
examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative of a fire or
explosion.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.13 Medical and
pathological information The results of the post mortem
examination of the victims indicated that the majority had
experienced severe multiple injuries at different stages,
consistent with the in-flight disintegration of the aircraft and
ground impact. There was no pathological indication of an inflight fire and no evidence that any of the victims had been
injured by shrapnel from the explosion. There was also no
evidence which unequivocally indicated that passengers or cabin
crew had been killed or injured by the effects of a blast. Of the
casualties from the aircraft, the majority were found in areas
which indicated that they had been thrown from the fuselage
during the disintegration. Although the pattern of distribution of
bodies on the ground was not clear cut there was some
correlation with seat allocation which suggested that the forward
part of the aircraft had broken away from the rear early in the
disintegration process. The bodies of 10 passengers were not
recovered and of these, 8 had been allocated seats in rows 23 to
28 positioned over the wing at the front of the economy section.

United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: Injury Information Passengers.--Nine
Passengers who were seated in seats 8H, 9FGH, 10GH, 11GH,
and 12H, were ejected from the fuselage and were not found; and
thus, are assumed to have been fatally injured in the accident.
Passengers seated in the indicated seats sustained the following
injuries: Seat 7CBarotrauma to both ears 9E Superficial
abrasions and contusions to the left hand, mild barotrauma to
both ears 13D Barotrauma to both ears 13E Bleeding in both ears
14A Laceration in the parietal occipital area, barotrauma to both
ears 16J Barotrauma to both ears 26A Barotrauma to both ears
26B Barotrauma to both ears 26H Barotitis to both ears, low
back pain, irritation to the right eye due to foreign bodies 27A
Barotrauma to the right ear 28J Superficial abrasions and a
contusion to the left hand, mild barotrauma to both ears
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.13 Medical and Pathological
Information A Medical Forensic Investigation Analysis Report,
dated January 28, 1999, and prepared for the Department of
Justice/FBI by a medical/forensic expert, 166 concluded the
following: Exhaustive analysis of all available medical data on
the victims of TWA Flight 800 by an experienced team of
forensic pathologists, biomechanicists and criminal investigators
failed to find any evidence that any victim was directly exposed
to a bomb blast or missile warhead detonation. This finding
makes it highly unlikely that a localized explosion occurred
within the passenger cabin of TWA Flight 800. All injuries found
in the victims were consistent with severe in-flight break up and
subsequent water impact.
7.7 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines

Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had experienced
a sudden, loud, audible sound on the cockpit voice recorder at
event start time:
It is very unusual to have a sudden, loud, audible sound
appear to the flightcrew in flight. It never happens under usual
circumstances and only four times in accidents. The rarity and
difficulty in creating such an event leads to the assumption that
one identical initial event caused the sound which appeared on
all four cockpit voice recorders, such as a bomb explosion, a
center tank explosion, or an explosive decompression from a
sudden hull rupture.
Air India Flight 182 was flying normally when a sudden, loud,
audible sound occurred.
Pan Am Flight 103 was flying normally when a sudden, loud,
audible sound occurred.
United Airlines Flight 811 was flying normally when a sudden,
loud, audible sound occurred and described by a survivor as a
'tremendous explosion'.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was flying normally when a
sudden, loud, audible sound occurred.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights experienced a sudden, loud audible
sound on the cockpit voice recorder at event start time.
*
Above Chart 12 from TWA 800 Public Docket for TWA 800 and
shows CVR data for TWA 800, Pan Am Flight 103, Air India

Flight 182, United Airlines Flight 811, and a Philippines Airlines
737.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 2.10.1 Analysis
by National Research Council, Canada From the CVR and
DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route from Montreal
to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated airspeed
of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a
sudden loud sound. The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds,
and then almost immediately, the line from the cockpit area
microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the rear of the
pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was followed by
a loss of electrical power to the recorder. Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.11.2 Cockpit
voice recorder The CVR tape was listened to for its full duration
and there was no indication of anything abnormal with the
aircraft, or unusual crew behaviour. The tape record ended, at
19:02:50 hrs +- second, with a sudden loud sound on the CAM
channel followed almost immediately by the cessation of
recording whilst the crew were copying their transatlantic
clearance from Shanwick ATC." UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 15
It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the result
of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure.
The short period between the beginning of the event and the loss
of electrical power suggests that the latter is more likely to be the
case. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 38
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders The CVR

revealed normal communication before the decompression. At
0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard on the CVR. The
loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a "thump" was heard on
the CVR for which one of the flightcrew made a comment. They
heard a sound, described as a "thump," which shook the airplane.
They said that this sound was followed immediately by a
"tremendous explosion." The airplane had experienced an
explosive decompression. The electrical power to the CVR was
lost for approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. The
CVR returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST, and cockpit
conversation continued to be recorded in a normal manner.
NTSB Accident Report 92-02 Page 25.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1. Factual Information 1.1 History of
Flight The CVR then recorded a very loud sound for a fraction of
a second (0.117 second) on all channels immediately before the
recording ended. 1.11.1.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder-Related
Airplane Tests As previously discussed in section 1.1, the CVR
recorded an event (a very loud sound) that was about 40 percent
louder than the previous signals during the last few tenths of a
second of the CVR recording, which continued until the CVR
recording abruptly stopped. The CVRs recovered from these
airplanes all recorded very loud sound events just before they
stopped recording. The sound signatures from these events were
compared with the sound signatures recorded at the end of the
TWA flight 800 CVR recording. Generally, the sound signatures
could be characterized based on how quickly the loud noise
event rose from the background noise (rise time), the duration of
the loud noise event, and how quickly the loud noise event
decreased (fall time). 121 The TWA flight 800 CVR recorded
noise characteristics that were most similar to those recorded by
the CVRs on board the United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines

airplanes. At 2031:12, the CVR recording ended. A sound
spectrum study of the information recorded by the CVR revealed
that twice within the last second of the CVR recording (about
0.73 and 0.68 seconds before the recording stopped), the
captain's channel recorded harmonic tones at the 400 Hertz 10
(Hz) frequency, but it did not record other electrical system
background noise that it had recorded previously throughout the
recording. These other electrical system background noises were
recorded on the other CVR channels without interruption. 11 The
CVR then recorded a every loud sound for a fraction of a second
(0.117 second) on all channels immediately before the recording
ended. The accident airplane's last recorded radar 12 transponder
return occurred at 2031:12, and a review of the FDR data
indicated that the FDR lost power at 2031:12.
7.8 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had the source of
the sudden, loud, audible sound as a bomb explosion disputed
and the source of the sudden, loud, audible sound as an explosive
decompression supported.
Air India Flight 182:
The sudden loud, audible sound lacked certain low frequencies
and had a slower rise time for it to be the sound of a bomb
explosion. The sudden loud sound matched that of an explosive
decompression of a wide body DC-10 decompression accident
sound.
Pan Am Flight 103:
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any bomb
explosion sounds. The sound did match the sound of its structure

breaking up.
United Airlines Flight 811
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any bomb
explosion sounds because a bomb explosion was conclusively
ruled out. The sudden loud sound did match the sound of the
explosive decompression when its forward cargo door opened in
flight which allowed the inside compressed air to rush out
suddenly into the low pressure outside air.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
The sudden loud, audible sound did not match any bomb
explosion sounds because a bomb explosion was conclusively
ruled out. The sudden loud sound was matched to the sound of a
Boeing 747 explosive decompression accident sound,
specifically, United Airlines Flight 811.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all had the source of the sudden, loud, audible sound
as a bomb explosion disputed and the source as an explosive
decompression supported.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 2.10.2 Analysis
by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United Kingdom An
analysis of the CVR audio found no significant very low
frequency content which would be expected from the sound
created by the detonation of a high explosive device.
Considering the different acoustic characteristics between a
DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis indicates that there were
distinct similarities between the sound of the explosive

decompression on the DC-10 and the sound recorded on the AI
182 CVR. 3.4.6.52 It would be pertinent to note that even
according to the report of Mr. Davis the rise time in the case of
Kanishka, which has been given for the peak is about 40
milliseconds. 3.4.6.55 A reference may also be made, at this
stage, the frequency spectrum of the sound of the hand gun
which was fired on a Boeing 737 flight deck. He has stated that
the rise time for reaching the peak is almost instantaneous. Same
is the case with regard to the frequency spectrum prepared by
him of a bomb in a B-737 aircraft where the bomb had been
placed in the freight hold which is shown in Fig. 6. A perusal of
that spectrum also shows that the peak was reached in
approximately 5 ms. 3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is
evident to the ear when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are
played. The bang could have been caused by a rapid
decompression but it could also have been caused by an
explosive device. One fact which has, however, to be noticed is
that the sound from the explosion must necessarily emanate a
few milliseconds or seconds earlier than the sound of rapid
decompression because the explosion must necessarily occur
before a hole is made, which results in decompression. In the
event of there being an explosive detonation then the sound from
there must reach the area mike first before the sound of
decompression is received by it. The sound may travel either
through the air or through the structure of the aircraft, but if there
is no explosion of a device, but there is nevertheless an explosive
decompression for some other reason, then it is that sound which
will reach the area mike. To my mind it will be difficult to say,
merely by looking at the spectra of the sound, that the bang
recorded on the CVR tape was from an explosive device.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 2.3.2 Cockpit

voice recorders The analysis of the cockpit voice recording,
which is detailed in Appendix C, concluded that there were valid
signals available to the CVR when it stopped at 19.02:50 hrs ±1
second because the power supply to the recorder was interrupted.
It is not clear if the sound at the end of the recording is the result
of the explosion or is from the break-up of the aircraft structure.
The short period between the beginning of the event and the loss
of electrical power suggests that the latter is more likely to be the
case.
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders Examination of
the data plotted from the DFDR indicated that the flight was
normal from liftoff to the accident. The recorder operated
normally during the period. However, the decompression event
caused a data loss of approximately 2 1/2 seconds. When the data
resumed being recorded, all values appeared valid with the
exception of the pitch and roll parameters. Lateral acceleration
showed a sharp increase immediately following the
decompression. Vertical acceleration showed a sharp, rapid
change just after the decompression and a slight increase as the
airplane began its descent. The CVR revealed normal
communication before the decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a
loud bang could be heard on the CVR. The loud bang was about
1.5 seconds after a "thump" was heard on the CVR for which one
of the flightcrew made a comment. The electrical power to the
CVR was lost for approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud
bang. The CVR returned to normal operation at 0209:29 HST,
and cockpit conversation continued to be recorded in a normal
manner
Trans World Airlines Flight 800
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.11.1.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder-

Related Airplane Tests Sound spectrum analysis plots from these
airplane tests were compared with those from the TWA flight 800
CVR recording. For further comparisons, the Safety Board
plotted the CVR recordings from other known in-flight
explosions/breakups (such as Pan Am flight 103, a 747-100
airplane that crashed at Lockerbie, Scotland, after a bomb on
board exploded; 117 an Air India 747-100 that crashed in the
Atlantic Ocean southwest of Ireland after a bomb on board
exploded; and United flight 811, a 747-100 that lost its forward
cargo door in flight. The CVRs recovered from these airplanes all
recorded very loud sound events just before they stopped
recording. The sound signatures from these events were
compared with the sound signatures recorded at the end of the
TWA flight 800 CVR recording. Generally, the sound signatures
could be characterized based on how quickly the loud noise
event rose from the background noise (rise time), the duration of
the loud noise event, and how quickly the loud noise event
decreased (fall time). The TWA flight 800 CVR recorded noise
characteristics that were most similar to those recorded by the
CVRs on board the United flight 811 and Philippine Airlines
airplanes.
7. 9 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an abrupt
power cut to the data recorders immediately after a sudden, loud,
audible sound at event start time.
It is very unusual to have an abrupt power cut to the data
recorders in flight. It never happens under usual circumstances
and only four times in accidents which were preceded by another
rare occurrence, a sudden, loud, audible sound on the flightdeck.
The rarity and difficulty in creating such an event leads to the
assumption that one identical initial event caused the abrupt

power cut which disrupted all four data recorders, such as a
bomb explosion, a center tank explosion, or an explosive
decompression from a sudden hull rupture
The actual duration or the fall time of the sudden loud sound
can not be determined because the power to the recording device
was severed before the sound ended. The sound may have lasted
for quite a long time but it is not recorded. The duration of the
sound and the fall time of it on the recorders is independent of
the actual duration and fall tall time of the sudden loud sound.
Air India Flight 182 was proceeding normally until a sudden,
loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an abrupt
power cut to the data recorders.
Pan Am Flight 103 was proceeding normally until a sudden,
loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an abrupt
power cut to the data recorders.
United Airlines Flight 811 was proceeding normally until a
sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an
abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 was proceeding normally until a
sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an
abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights were proceeding normally until a
sudden, loud, audible sound was immediately followed by an
abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
Air India Flight 182

From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: ' 2.10.1
Analysis by National Research Council, Canada From the CVR
and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en route from
Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and an indicated
airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area microphone detected
a sudden loud sound. The sound continued for about 0.6 seconds,
and then almost immediately, the line from the cockpit area
microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the rear of the
pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was followed by
a loss of electrical power to the recorder. Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 21 When
synchronized with other recordings it was determined, within the
accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR stopped
recording simultaneously with the CVR. Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 22
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 2.3.1 Digital flight
data recordings The analysis of the recording from the DFDR
fitted to N739PA, which is detailed in Appendix C, showed that
the recorded data simply stopped. Following careful examination
and correlation of the various sources of recorded information, it
was concluded that this occurred because the electrical power
supply to the recorder had been interrupted at 19:02:50 +second. UK AAIB Report 2/90 Page 37 The analysis of the
cockpit voice recording, which is detailed in Appendix C,
concluded that there were valid signals available to the DVR
when it stopped at 19:02.50 +- second because the power supply
to the recorder was interrupted. It is not clear if the sound at the
end of the recording is the result of the explosion or is from the
break-up of the aircraft structure. The short period between the
beginning of the event and the loss of electrical power suggests
that the latter is more likely to be the case. UK AAIB Report

2/90 Page 38
United Airlines Flight 811
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.11 Flight Recorders However, the
decompression event caused a data loss of approximately 2 1/2
seconds. The CVR revealed normal communication before the
decompression. At 0209:09:2 HST, a loud bang could be heard
on the CVR. The loud bang was about 1.5 seconds after a
"thump" was heard on the CVR for which one of the flightcrew
made a comment. The electrical power to the CVR was lost for
approximately 21.4 seconds following the loud bang. NTSB
AAR 92/02. page 25
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.11.2 Flight Data Recorder During the
first 12 1/2 minutes of the accident flight (from the start of the
takeoff roll until 2031:12, when the recording stopped abruptly),
the FDR operated continuously and recorded data consistent with
a normal departure and climb. The data indicated that the
airplane was in a wings-level climb, and the vertical and
longitudinal acceleration forces were consistent with normal
airplane loads when the recording stopped. Examination of the
FDR data revealed that the interruption of the recording at
2031:12 was consistent with the loss of electrical power to the
recorder. 1.1 History of Flight At 2031:12, the CVR recording
ended. The CVR then recorded a every loud sound for a fraction
of a second (0.117 second) on all channels immediately before
the recording ended. The accident airplane's last recorded radar
12 transponder return occurred at 2031:12, and a review of the
FDR data indicated that the FDR lost power at 2031:12.
7.10 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an explosion

in or adjacent to the forward cargo compartment.
Air India Flight 182 had an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment.
Pan Am Flight 103 had an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment.
United Airlines Flight 811 had an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had an explosion in the center
fuel tank immediately adjacent to the forward cargo compartment
with much tangible evidence of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment as the initial event and the center tank
explosion later as a consequence.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had an explosion in or adjacent to the
forward cargo compartment.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: 4.1 CauseRelated Findings "There is considerable circumstantial and other
evidence to indicate that the initial event was an explosion
occurring in the forward cargo compartment." Canadian Aviation
Safety Board Air India 23 June 1985, page 58
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.12.2.4 Baggage
containers It was evident, from the main wreckage layout, that
the explosion had occurred in the forward cargo hold and,
although all baggage container wreckage was examined, only

items from this area which showed the relevant characteristics
were considered for the reconstruction. The initial explosion
triggered a sequence of events which effectively destroyed the
structural integrity of the forward fuselage. UK AAIB Report
2/90 Page 43 The direct explosive forces produced a large hole in
the fuselage structure and disrupted the main cabin floor. UK
AAIB Report 2/90 Page 56
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.6.2 Cargo Door Description and
Operation Both the forward and aft lower cargo doors are similar
in appearance and operation. They are located on the lower right
side of the fuselage and are outward-opening. The door opening
is approximately 110 inches wide by 99 inches high, as measured
along the fuselage. 1.3 Damage to the Airplane The primary
damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the right side in the
area of the forward lower lobe cargo door, approximately 10 by
15 feet large. The cargo door fuselage cutout lower sill and side
frames were intact but the door was missing (see figures 1 and 2).
An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet lengthwise by
15 feet vertically, and extending from the upper sill of the
forward cargo door to the upper deck window belt, had separated
from the airplane at a location above the cargo door extending to
the upper deck windows. The floor beams adjacent to and
inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and buckled
downward. Executive Summary The National Transportation
Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in
flight and the subsequent explosive decompression.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
NTSB AAR 00/03 Executive Summary: The National
Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable cause

of the TWA flight 800 accident was an explosion of the center
wing fuel tank (CWT), resulting from ignition of the flammable
fuel/air mixture in the tank. The source of ignition energy for the
explosion could not be determined with certainty, but, of the
sources evaluated by the investigation, the most likely was a
short circuit outside of the CWT that allowed excessive voltage
to enter it through electrical wiring associated with the fuel
quantity indication system. From NTSB TWA 800 Photographs
and text from Public Docket No. SA-516, Exhibit No. 18A,
Sequencing Study, page 20, "Downward separation directions
were noted at STA 900, 880, 840, 820, 800, and 780...The initial
opening of the fuselage lower lobe (e.g. LF6A) would have the
expected result of rapid depressurization accompanied by
collapse of the main deck floor for some distance forward of STA
1000. The red area recovery of interior components as far
forward as STA 600 would not be inconsistent with this floor
collapse and associated structural breakup."
7.11 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had similar
shattered fuselage skin in and around the forward cargo door.
The forward cargo doors of Pan Am Flight 103 and Air India
Flight 182, are shown in drawings as equally split longitudinally
which matches the retrieved United Airlines Flight 811 forward
cargo door longitudinal split of its retrieved forward cargo door.
The Trans World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door is
shown in photographs as very shattered with two ruptures of
outward peeled skin at each midspan latch.
The text description of the damage of the Air India Flight
182 forward cargo door and the surrounding area fits very closely
with the photographs of the forward cargo door and the

surrounding area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800, a Boeing
747 that also suffered an inflight breakup in flight thought to be
caused by a bomb explosion in the forward cargo compartment.
Photographs of the forward cargo door area of Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 with the closeup of the forward cargo door
area demonstrate the shattered destruction of the door area. The
text from the Indian Kirpal report concerning pieces of wreckage
debris around the forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182
describes very accurately the details in the photographs of the the
same area of Trans World Airlines Flight 800. The matches of
both cargo door areas to each other with similar holes, flaps,
fractures, inward concavity, tears, deformities, outward bent
petals, curls, missing pieces, cracks, separations, curved
fragments, spikes, and folds are apparent by matching the
photographs of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 to the text of Air
India Flight 182. There are no photographs yet available of the
forward cargo door area of Air India Flight 182 in the accident
reports to compare to the other three aircraft.
*Ê
Above is a NTSB photograph of the wreckage
reconstruction of Trans World Airlines Flight 800 starboard side
over and forward of the wing. Fuselage station 600 is to the right
extending to fuselage station 960 to the left in the photograph. A
little over half of the forward cargo door is the shattered area in
the lower right hand section. An outward opening petal shaped
rupture can be seen at the aft midspan latch of the forward cargo
door. The mildly damaged right hand, number two passenger
door is in the middle left of the photograph.
*
Above is a closeup photograph of about a half of the Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 forward cargo door extending from
fuselage station 520 on the right to fuselage station 620 to the left

in the photograph. The cargo door hinge is in red near the top of
the photograph. The outward opening petal shaped oval rupture
is located at the forward midspan latch of the forward cargo door.
*Above is a drawing from NTSB AAR 00/03 showing fuselage
station numbers and sections.
Below is text from the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report
and the Indian Kirpal Report referring to Air India Flight 182
area forward of the wing on the starboard side:
E. Damage in air : The cargo door of the front cargo
compartment was also found ruptured from above.
2.11.4.6 Section 42 Portions of section 42, consisting of the
forward cargo hold, main deck passenger area, and the upper
deck passenger area, were located near section 41. This area was
severely damaged and some of section 42 was attached to section
44. Some of the structure identified from section 42 was the
crown skin, the upper passenger compartment deck, the belly
skin, and some of the cargo floor including roller tracks. The
right-hand, number two passenger door including some of the
upper and aft frame and outer skin was located beside section 44.
Scattered on the sea bed near this area were a large number of
suitcases and baggage as well as several badly damaged
containers. All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed.
3.2.11.23 Target 399 - Fuselage around 2R Door This target is
shown in Fig. 399-1. A detailed description is given below :
TARGET 399 Fuselage Station 780 to 940 in the longitudinal

direction and stringer 7R down to stringer 35R circumferentially.
This piece contained five window frames, one in the 2R
passenger entry door. Three of the window frames, including the
door window frame, still contained window panes. Little overall
deformation was found in the stringers and skin above the door.
The structure did contain a significant amount of damage and
fractures in the skin and stringers beneath the window level. In
the area beneath the level of the windows, the original convex
outward shape of the surface had been deformed into an inward
concave shape. Further inward concavity was found in the skin
between many of the stringers below stringer 28R. The skin at
the forward edge of the piece was folded outward and back
between stringers 25R and 30R. Over most of the remaining
edges of the piece a relatively small amount of overall
deformation was noted in the skin adjacent to the edge
separations. Twelve holes or damage areas were numbered and
are further described.
No.1 : Hole, 5 inches by 9 inches with two large flaps and one
smaller curl, all folded outward. Reversing slant fractures, small
area missing.
No.2 : Hole, 2 inches by 3/4 inch, one flap folded outward,
reversing slant fractures, one curled sliver, no missing metal.
No.3 : Triangular shaped hole about 2 inches on each side. One
flap, folding inward, with one area with a serrated edge. No
missing metal, extensive cracking away from corners of the hole,
reversing slant fracture.
No.4 : Tear area, 8 inches overall, with deformation inward in
the centre of the area. Reversing slant fracture.
No.5 : Fracture area with two legs measuring 14 inches and
about 24 inches. Small triangular shaped piece missing from a
position slightly above stringer 27R. Inward fold noted near the
joint of the legs. An area of 45° scuff marks extend onto this fold.
No.6 : Hole about 2.5 inches by 3 inches with a flap folded

outward, reversing slant fracture. Approximately half the metal
from the hole is missing.
No.7 : Hole about 3 inches by 1 inch, all metal from the hole is
missing. Fracture edges are deformed outward.
No.8 : Forward edge of the skin is deformed into an "S" shaped
flap. Three inward curls noted on an edge.
No.9 : Inwardly deformed flap of metal between stringers 11R
and 12R at a frame splice separation. No evidence of an impact
on the outside surface.
No.10 : Door lower sill fractured and deformed downward at the
aft edge of the door.
No.11 : Frame 860 missing above stringer 14R. Upper auxiliary
frame of the door has its inner chord and web missing at station
860. A 10 inch piece of stringer 12R is missing aft of station 860.
No.12 : Attached piece of floor panel (beneath door) has one half
of a seat track attached. The floor panel is perforated and the
lower surface skin is torn.
3.2.11.24 Much of the damage on this target was on the skin and
stringers beneath the window level, i.e., on the right side of the
front cargo hold. The inside and outside surface of the skin in
this region are shown in Fig. 399-2 and 399-3 respectively. There
were 12 holes or damaged areas on the skin as described above,
generally with petals bending outwards. The curl on a flap
around hole no.1 shown in Figh 399-4 has one full turn. This curl
is in the outward direction. Cracks were also noticed around
some of the holes. Part of the metal was missing in some of the
holes. The edges of some of the petals showed reverse slant
fracture. In one of the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge of a
petal.
3.2.11.25 When this target was recovered from the sea, along
with it came a large number, a few hundreds, of tiny fragments
and medium size pieces, All of the fragments were recovered
from the area below the passenger entry door 2R. One of the

medium size pieces recovered with this target was a floor
stantion, about 35 inches long, shown in Fig. 399-5. It is a square
tube. It had the mark station 880 painted on its inner face, i.e.
facing the centre line of the cargo hold. The part number printed
on this station is 69B06115 12 and the assembly number is ASSY
65B06115-942 E3664 1/31/78*. It was confirmed that this
stantion belongs to the right side of the forward cargo hold. The
inner face of the stantion had a fracture with a curl at the lower
end, the curl being in the outboard direction and up into the
centre of the station. Fig. 399-6 is a print from the radiograph of
this station. The inward curling can be seen clearly in this figure.
Curling of the metal in this manner is a shock wave effect.
3.2.11.26 A piece near the fracture edge of this stantion was cut,
and examined metallographically. Fig. 399-7 and 399-8 show the
micro-structure of this piece. Twins are seen in the grains close to
the fracture edge. The normal microstructure of the stantion
material is free from twins as shown in Fig. 399-9.
3.2.11.27 Fig. 399-10 shows a collection of small fragments
recovered along with target 399. There were some curved
fragments with small radius of curvature (A). Reverse slant
fracture (B) was noticed in some of the skin pieces. A piece 3/4"
x 1/2" and 3/16" thick was found to have three blunt spikes at the
edge (C). This piece was metallographically polished on the
longitudinal edge. The microstructure of the piece is shown in
Fig. 399-11. It may be seen that the grains in this fragment also
contain a large number of twins.
3.2.11.28 Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin This piece
included the station 815 electronic access door, portions of seven
longitudinal stringers to the left of bottom centre and five
longitudinal stringers to the right of bottom centre. The original
shape of the piece (convex in the circumferential direction) had
been deformed to a concave inward overall shape. Multiple
separations were found in the skin as well as in the underlying

stringers. Further inward concavity was found in the skin
between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.29 The two sides of this piece are shown in Fig. 362-1 and
362-2. This piece has 25 holes or damaged areas in most of
which there are multiple petals curling outwards. These holes are
numbered 1 to 3, 4a, 4b, 4c and 5 to 23. These are described
below. Unless otherwise noted, holes did not have any material
missing :
No.1 : Hole with a large flap of skin, reversing slant fracture.
No.2 : Hole with multiple curls, reverse slant fracture.
No.3: Hole with multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant fracture,
one area of spikes (ragged sawtooth)
No.4A: One large flap, reverse slant fracture, one area of spikes.
No.4B : Hole with two flaps.
No.4C : Hole with two flaps, one area of spikes
No.5 : Hole with two flaps
No.6 : Branching tear from the left side of the piece, reversing
slant fracture.
No.7 : Hole, with one flap, one curl and one area of spikes.
No.8: Very large tear from the left side of the piece with multiple
flaps and curls, reversing slant fracture and at least two areas of
spikes.
No.9 : Hole with multiple flaps, one curl.
No. 10: 2.5 inch tear
No.11: One flap
No. 12: Grip hole, plus a curl with spikes on both sides of the
curl.
No.13: "U" shaped notch with gouge marks in the inboard/
outboard direction. Three curls are nearby with one are of spikes.
Gouges found on a nearby stringer and on a nearby flap.
No. 14 : Nearly circular hole, 0.3 inch to 0.4 inch in diameter.
Small metal lipping on outside surface of the skin. Most of the
metal from the hole is missing.

No. 15 : Hole in the skin beneath the first stringer to the left of
centre bottom. Small piece missing.
No. 16 : Hole in the stringer above hole No. 15. Most of the
metal from this hole is missing.
No. 17 : Hole through the second stringer to the left of centre
bottom, 0.4 inch in diameter. The hole encompassed a rivet
which attached the stringer to the outer skin. Small pieces of
metal missing.
No. 18 : Hole at the aft end of the piece between the third and
fourth stringers to the left of centre bottom. The hole consisted of
a circular portion (0.4 inch diameter), plus a folded lip extending
away from the hole. The metal from the circular area was
missing.
No. 19 : Hole with metal folded from the outside to the inside,
about 0.6 inch by 1.5 inch. Flap adjacent to the hole contained a
heavy gouge mark on the outside surface of the skin.
No. 20 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 21 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 22 : Hole with one flap.
No. 23 : Hole about 0.3 inch in diameter, with tears away from
the hole. Small piece missing.
3.2.11.30 Fig. 362-3 to 362-7 show a few of these holes. There
were also cracks or tears around some of the holes. The curls
around some of the holes had nearly one full turn. In the large
tear between body stations 700 and 740 and stringers between
41L and 45L, there were many pronounced curls as shown in
Fig. 362-8. On the edges of the petals around several holes,
reverse slant fracture was seen at a number of places. This slant
fracture is at an angle of about 45° to the skin surface, the
fracture continuing in the same general direction but with the
slope of the slant fracture reversing frequently.
3.2.11.31 Sharp spikes were observed at the edges of the holes or
at the edges of the petals around the holes No. 3, 4A, 4C, 7, 8 (at

two locations), 12, 13 and 16. Some of the spikes are shown in
Fig. 362-9 to 362-12. One of the holes, No. 14, on the skin was
nearly elliptical with metal completely missing, as shown in Fig.
362-13. On the inside surface of the skin, paint surrounding this
hole was missing. Hole No. 16 was through the hat section
stringer, as shown in Fig. 362-14. In this, most of the metal was
missing. On the inside of the hat section, the fracture edge of this
hole had spikes, as shown in Fig. 362-15. Hole No. 17 was
through the stringer and the skin, as shown in 362-16.
3.2.11.32 Through holes No. 20 and 21, extruded angles were
found stuck inside, as shown in Fig. 362-17 and 362-18
respectively. In the petal around hole No. 20, there was an impact
mark by hit from the angle as seen in Fig. 362-19 photographed
after removing the angle. Such a mark was not present in the
petals around other holes.
3.2.11.33 On the skin adjacent to hole No. 13 gouge marks were
noticed, Fig. 362-20. These marks were on the inside surface of
the skin. To check whether these could be due to rubbing by the
bridal cable of Scarab during the recovery operations, a sample
of bridal cable was obtained from "John Cabot" and gouge marks
were produced by pressing this cable against an aluminum sheet.
The gouge marks thus produced, as shown in Fig. 362-21, appear
to be different from those observed near hole No. 13.
3.2.11.34 A piece surrounding hole No. 14 was cut out and
examined in a Jeol 840 scanning electron microscope at the
Naval Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratory, Bombay. Fig.
362-22 and 362-23 are the scanning electron micrographs
showing the inside surface and outside surface of the skin around
this hole. Flow of metal from inside to outside can be seen from
these figures. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis was carried out on
the edges of this hole. Only the elements present in this alloy and
sea water residue were detected.
3.2.11.35 A portion of the skin containing part of hole No. 14

was cut, polished on the thickness side of the skin and examined
in a metallurgical microscope. Fig. 362-24 shows the
microstructure of this region. The flow of metal along the edge of
the hole can be seen from the shape of the deformed grains near
the hole. This can be compared with the bulk of the grains shown
in Fig. 362-25, away from the hole. In addition, in Fig. 362-24, a
series of twin bands can be seen in some of the grains near the
hole. Fig. 362-26 shows these bands at a higher magnification.
Normal deformation rates at various temperatures do not produce
such twinning in aluminum or its alloys. It may be noted that this
microstructural feature is absent in the microstructure of the skin,
away from hole No. 14, Fig. 362-25.
3.2.11.36 Metallography was also carried out on a petal around
hole No.7 and on a curl with spikes around hole No. 12. The
microstructures indicate twins, however they could not be
recorded due to their poor contrast.
3.2.11.37 Small pieces containing the spikes around holes No. 12
and 16 were cut and energy dispersive x-ray chemical analysis
on the region of spikes in both was carried out in the Jeol 840
SEM. Only elements present in the alloys and sea water residue
were detected.
3.2.11.38A number of small fragments were found along with the
forward cargo skin in target 362. Amongst them was a piece from
the web of a roller tray. This has pronounced curling of the edges
towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
3.2.11.39 Another small fragment was found from the above
target. This piece, identified as specimen No. 12 in box No. 1,
target 362, has a number of spikes along the edge. A scanning
electron micrograph of the spikes is shown in Fig. 362-28. The
sides of the spikes on SEM examination revealed elongated
dimples as shown in Fig. 362-29, characteristic of shear mode of
fracture. Metallography was carried out on the thickness side of
this specimen. Fig. 362-30 and 362-31 show the microstructure

near the apex of the spike and at the root of the spike
respectively. Extensive twinning can be seen in these regions of
the spikes.
3.2.11.40 Another fragment recovered with target 362 and
identified as specimen No. 8 in box No. 1, also showed extensive
twinning. The microstructure is recorded in Fig. 362-32.
Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door was ruptured, split and
shattered.
Pan Am Flight 103 has not text information about the forward
cargo door although it was near the location of the explosion in
the forward cargo compartment. The reconstruction drawing
shows the forward cargo door split longitudinally at the midspan
latches at the initial event start time.
United Airlines Flight 811 gives a detailed report on the ruptured
and split forward cargo door.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 photographs show the ruptured,
split and shattered forward cargo door.
Excerpts of official corroborative drawings and photographs to
support all aircraft had similar shattered skin in and around the
forward cargo door.
Air India Flight 182 from the Indian Kirpal Report:
*
Pan Am Flight 103 below from AAIB Aircraft Accident Report
No 2/90
*
United Airlines Flight 811 below from NTSB AAR 92/02
*

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 below from NTSB public docket
and AAR 00/03:
*
Below illustration shows the red zone of Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 which is were all the first debris left the
aircraft. The red zone includes the forward cargo door area but
the zone is forward of the center fuel tank.
*
7.12 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had relatively
mild damage on the port side of the nose forward of the wing
directly opposite the shattered zone around the forward cargo
door at the same initial event time.
Air India Flight 182 concentrated on the starboard side since it
had unusual damage on the fuselage wreckage. No photographs
are yet available of the port side. There is no report of any
damage on the port side of the aircraft. Only a few parts of the
port side were retrieved and nothing unusual was reported about
those pieces.
Pan Am Flight 103 had large areas of skin torn away on the
starboard side during the first instants of the initial event while
immediately opposite at the same time only a few pieces were
torn off.Ê
United Airlines Flight 811 had no damage to the port side of the
airframe. All of the damage was on the starboard side from the
explosive decompression and the ejected objects. The vertical
stabilizer in the middle of the aircraft was damaged.

Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had no inflight damage on the
port side while the starboard side directly opposite is shattered
and torn.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had relatively mild damage on the port
side of the nose forward of the wing directly opposite the
shattered zone around the forward cargo door at the same initial
event time.
Air India Flight 182: From the Indian Kirpal Report and the
Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: Five frames and door-port
side aft# 5 left door (iii) Section of fuselage between B S 510 to
B S 700, including the passenger window belt right side, up and
over crown to include upper deck windows left side (Target No.
218). (iv) Section of fuselage between B S 720 to B S 840
including left side passenger window belt, up and over crown to
right side passenger window belt. Forward and upper edges of L
H No.2 door cutout can be seen (Target No. 193). (v) Large
section of fuselage between B S 1000 to B S 1460 including left
side passenger window belt, up and over crown to right side
passenger window belt. This section was found lying on its right
side (Target No. 137). There was no reported in flight damage to
engines Nos. 1 and 2.
Pan Am Flight 103: From UK AAIB Report 2/90
*
Above photograph from Figure B-11 of the AAIB report
shows the large amounts of fuselage skin around the forward
cargo door (top drawing) torn away at initial event time while on
the port side (bottom drawing) at the same time, only a few

pieces are torn off. The dark blue rectangle is the very small
Ôbomb explosionÕ shatter zone which is purported to have
caused the aircraft to break in two.
United Airlines Flight 811: From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage
to the Airplane The primary damage to the airplane consisted of a
hole on the right side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo
door, approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door fuselage
cutout lower sill and side frames were intact but the door was
missing (see figures 1 and 2). An area of fuselage skin measuring
about 13 feet lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending
from the upper sill of the forward cargo door to the upper deck
window belt, had separated from the airplane at a location above
the cargo door extending to the upper deck windows. The floor
beams adjacent to and inboard of the cargo door area had been
fractured and buckled downward. Examination of all structure
around the area of primary damage disclosed no evidence of
preexisting cracks or corrosion. All fractures were typical of
fresh overstress breaks. Debris had damaged portions of the right
wing, the right horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and
engines Nos. 3 and 4. No damage was noted on the left side of
the airplane, including engines Nos. 1 and 2.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800: From NTSB Public Docket
photograph
*
Above photograph shows the smooth port side forward of
the wing (nose to left in photograph), while directly opposite the
starboard side is shattered and torn. There was no inflight
damage to engines Nos. 1 or 2, both on the port side of the
aircraft.

7.13 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had similar
damage to their airframe structures from inflight ejected debris.
Air India Flight 182 had inflight damage to the right wing root,
number three engine and cowling, engine number four cowling,
vertical stabilizer, and the right horizontal stabilizer.
Pan Am Flight 103 had inflight damage to number three engine
and cowling, the vertical stabilizer, and the right horizontal
stabilizer. The wing was destroyed and examination for inflight
damage was not possible.
United Airlines Flight 811 had inflight damage to the leading
edge of the right wing, engine number three and cowling, engine
number four and cowling, the vertical stabilizer, the right
horizontal stabilizer.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had inflight damage to the right
wing, engine number three and cowling, and the right horizontal
stabilizer.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had similar inflight damage to their
airframe structures.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 3.4.1 Aircraft
Break-up The examination of the floating wreckage indicates
that the right wing root leading edge, the number 3 engine
inboard fan cowling, the right inboard midflap leading edge, and
the right horizontal stabilizer root leading edge all exhibit
damage consistent with objects striking the right wing and

stabilizer before water impact. page 49. The fan cowls of the
number 4 engine show evidence of being struck by a portion of
the turbine from number 3 engine. page 49 The right wing root
fillet which faired the leading edge of the wing to the fuselage
ahead of the right spar had a vertical dent similar to that which
would have resulted had the fillet run into a soft cylindrical
object with significant relative velocity. page 30. The fan cowls
of the number 4 engine had a series of five marks in a vertical
line across the centre of the Air India logo on the inboard facing
side of the fan cowl. These marks had the characteristic airfoil
shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible that a portion of the
turbine parted from the number 3 engine and struck the cowl of
the number 4 engine.
Pan Am Flight 103:
UK AAIB Report 2/90 1.14 Fire Of the several large pieces of
aircraft wreckage which fell in the town of Lockerbie, one was
seen to have the appearance of a ball of fire with a trial of flame.
Its final path indicated this was the No 3 engine, which
embedded itself in a road in the north-east part of the town. page
31 During this process the lower nose section struck the No 3
engine intake causing the engine to detach from its pylon. This
fuselage separation was apparently complete within 3 seconds of
the explosion. page 44. Containers and items of cargo ejected
from the fuselage aperture in the forward hold, together with
pieces of detached structure, collided with the empennage
severing most of the left tailplane, disrupting the outer half of the
right tailplane, and damaging the fin leading edge structure. page
57 Examination of the structure of the fin revealed evidence of
in-flight damage to the leading edge caused by the impact of
structure or cabin contents. 1.12.3.3 General damage features not
directly associated with explosive forces. (v) A large, clear,
imprint of semi-eliptical form was apparent on the lower right

side at station 360 which had evidently been caused by the
separating forward fuselage section striking the No 3 engine as it
swung rearwards and to the right (confirmed by No 3 engine fan
cowl damage)
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3 Damage to the Airplane The
primary damage to the airplane consisted of a hole on the right
side in the area of the forward lower lobe cargo door,
approximately 10 by 15 feet large. The cargo door fuselage
cutout lower sill and side frames were intact but the door was
missing. An area of fuselage skin measuring about 13 feet
lengthwise by 15 feet vertically, and extending from the upper
sill of the forward cargo door to the upper deck window belt, had
separated from the airplane at a location above the cargo door
extending to the upper deck windows. The floor beams adjacent
to and inboard of the cargo door area had been fractured and
buckled downwards. Debris had damaged portions of the right
wing, the right horizontal stabilizer, the vertical stabilizer and
engines Nos.3 and 4. The right wing had sustained impact
damage along the leading edge between the No. 3 engine pylon
and the No. 17 variable camber leading edge flap. Slight impact
damage to the No. 18 leading edge flap was noted. The external
surfaces of the No. 3 engine inlet cowl assembly exhibited
foreign object damage including small tears, scuffs and a large
outwardly directed hole. The entire circumference of all the
acoustic (sound attenuator) panels installed on the inlet section of
the cowl had been punctured, torn, or dented. The leading edges
of all fan blade airfoils on the No. 3 engine exhibited extensive
foreign object damage. External damage to the No 4 engine inlet
and core cowls was confined to the inboard side of the inlet cowl
assembly. The No. 4 engine fan blade airfoils had sustained both
soft and hard object damage from foreign objects. NTSB/AAR

92/02 Page 7 NTSB/AAR 92/02 Page 8
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB TWA 800 Public Docket Exhibit 7A 3.1 Right Wing
The right wing had separated into two major sections.The wing
structure between the inboard and outboard sections (WS 1224 to
WS 1482) had broken into several pieces. Fire and soot damage
was observed mainly on the inboard wing section, with some
limited fire and soot damage on the other pieces. Docket No.
SA-516, Exhibit No. 7A, Structures Group Report, page 33: 5.1
Horizontal Stabilizer, Some of the items found in the horizontal
stabilizer are sections of seat track, a stator blade from turbine
section, and glitter. On 5.1.1 Right Horizontal Stabilizer, page
34, An engine stator blade from turbine section penetrated the
upper honeycomb surface near the outboard trailing edge.
7.14 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had foreign
object damage to engine number three.
Engine number three is the engine closest to the fuselage on
the starboard side and the engine closest to the forward cargo
door. Any debris ejected from a sudden opening in the forward
cargo compartment or cabin nearby will be ingested into the
large fan of the engine. Foreign object damage to an engine
inflight generally results in fire and bent or broken fan turbine
blades. Sufficient ingestion of objects may result in an
uncontainment where parts of the engine depart the nacelle and
sometimes strike other parts of the aircraft such as the adjacent
number four engine and cowling or the right horizontal stabilizer.
Engine number three is directly in front of the right wing leading
edge, the right wing fillet, and the right horizontal stabilizer.

Air India Flight 182 examination showed that an internal turbine
part of engine number three departed and impacted the adjacent
engine.
Pan Am Flight 103 examination showed engine number three
ingested debris from within the aircraft.
United Airlines Flight 811 examination showed engine number
three exhibited extensive foreign object damage.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 examination showed that engine
number three had many fan blades missing, soft body impacts on
a partial airfoil, impact damage to the leading and trailing edges
of the fan blades, and fan blade airfoils were bent rearward and
the tips were bent forward. Foreign object damage is a cause for
those damages.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had foreign object damage to engine
number three.
Air India Flight 182:
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report: The fan cowls
of the number 4 engine show evidence of being struck by a
portion of the turbine from number 3 engine. page 49 These
marks had the characteristic airfoil shape of a turbine blade tip. It
is possible that a portion of the turbine parted from the number 3
engine and struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
Pan Am Flight 103:
UK AAIB Report 2/90 1.12.4 Examination of engines (ii) No 3
engine, identified on site as containing ingested debris from
within the aircraft, nonetheless had no evidence of the type of
shingling seen on the blades of No 2 engine.

United Airlines Flight 811: From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.3
Damage to the Airplane The leading edges of all fan blade
airfoils on the No. 3 engine exhibited extensive foreign object
damage.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB TWA 800 Public Docket Exhibit 8A, Page 11,
paragraph 3, discussing results of engine 3 disassembly: Of the
46 fan blades in the fan rotor, 21 blades with complete or partial
airfoils and 6 root sections were recovered. All of the fan blades
had sooting on the convex airfoil surfaces. Most of the full length
airfoils were bent rearward and the tips outboard of the outer
midspan shroud were bent forward slightly. About half of the fan
blades had impact damage to the leading and trailing edges.
Almost all of the impact damage to the airfoils could be matched
to contact with the midspan shroud on an adjacent blade. One
full length blade had four soft body impacts along the leading
edge and a partial airfoil had a soft body impact, which had some
streaking extending rearward.
7.15 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United Airlines
Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had incomplete
reports of the status of the forward cargo door.
In particular, the status of the two midspan latches of the
forward cargo door is omitted even though the door is close to
the site of the initial explosion and the latched status of the other
doors is usually given. There is evidence of ruptures at the
midspan latches of all the forward cargo doors. There are two
identically sized cargo doors on Boeing 747s with twenty latches
and sixteen locking sectors. There are two midspan latches for
each door. The aft cargo door, the bulk cargo door, and the

CRAF door is often reported as intact and latched. The eight
midspan latches for the forward cargo doors on the four accident
aircraft have not been discovered, nor retrieved, nor examined,
nor evaluated, nor status reported. The whereabouts of those
eight midspan latches in the four forward cargo doors is a
mystery.
Air India Flight 182 forward cargo door was shattered with no
status reported for any of the ten latches yet the aft cargo door
was intact and latched at the bottom. There is a description and
drawing of a longitudinal split of the forward cargo door near the
midspan latches.
Pan Am Flight 103 omitted the latch status of the forward cargo
door which was split in two while the aft cargo door (frames
1800-1920) is reported as latched. A reconstruction drawing
shows a longitudinal split at the midspan latches of the forward
cargo door.
United Airlines Flight 811 reports on the split forward cargo door
discuss the latching pins but omits the status of the midspan latch
cams while the aft cargo door is intact and latched. The midspan
latch area had a rupture at the aft midspan latch of the forward
cargo door, giving the characteristic outward petal shaped
explosion of metal.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 reports on only the bottom eight
latches of the forward cargo door and omits any discussion of the
midspan latches which are missing from the wreckage database
while the aft cargo door status is unreported. Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 photographs show clearly the large petal
shaped ruptures at both the midspan latches of the forward cargo
door.

Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had incomplete reports of the status of
the forward cargo door while status of aft cargo door is usually
reported.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 2.11.4.6 Section
42 All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the
fuselage structure except for the forward cargo door which had
some fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. 2.4.3.6 From the
video films of the wreckage it was found that the complete aft
cargo door was intact and in its position except that it had come
adrift slightly. The door was found latched at the bottom.
Pan Am Flight 103
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.12.1.2 The
Rosebank Crescent site Other items found in the wreckage
included both body landing gears, the right wing landing gear,
the left and right landing gear support beams and the cargo door
(frames 1800-1920) which was latched. The CRAF door itself
(latched) apart from the top area containing the hinge.
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.16.1.1 Before Recovery of the Door
The forward mid-span latch pin was relatively undamaged. The
aft mid-span latch pin had definite areas of damage. Both pins
had wear areas where the cams would contact the pins during

latching.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.16.4.4 Metallurgical Examination of
the Forward Cargo Door The Safety Board also considered the
possibility that the forward cargo door (the forward edge of
which is located several feet aft of STA 520 on the lower right
side of the fuselage) separated from the accident airplane in flight
and that this separation initiated the breakup sequence. The
Board examined the pieces of the forward cargo door, which
were recovered from the yellow zone. All eight of the latching
cams at the bottom of the door were recovered attached to pieces
of the lower end of the door and were in the latched position.
Additionally, the latching cams and pieces of the cargo door
remained attached to the pins along the lower door sill. The
hinge at the top of the door was broken into several pieces, but
the hinge pin still held the various pieces of the hinge together.
There was no evidence to suggest that this hinge separated. The
forward cargo door exhibited severe crushing deformation and
fragmentation, very similar to damage observed on the adjacent
fuselage structure.
Public Docket Exhibit No. 15C, Report Number 97-82, Section
41/42 Joint, Forward Cargo Door, Examination of the lower lobe
forward cargo door showed that all eight of the door latching
cams remain attached (along with pieces of the door itself) to the
pins along the lower door sill.
7.16 Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World
Airlines Flight 800, and United Airlines Flight 811 to a much
lesser extent, had similar debris patterns on the surface of the
ground or sea bottom.
There was a denser, tight debris zone for the forward part of
the aircraft and then scattered in a trail for the rest of aircraft.

The forward part of the aircraft debris was closest to the initial
event site. United Airlines Flight 811 had limited wreckage and it
was found by tracking radar information of the debris to the
surface of the ocean. The similar debris patterns are to be
expected because of the similar breakup amidships in flight.
Air India Flight 182 had the nose section and wing land in a
localized zone with the rest of the aircraft spread out in a trail.
Pan Am Flight 103 had the forward fuselage fall in short trail and
the aft fuselage in a loose trail with nose in one tightly packed
zone.
United Airlines Flight 811 had pieces from the partial breakup of
the forward fuselage fall to the sea.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 had a tightly packed forward
part of the fuselage fall in a zone and a looser trail for the aft
fuselage.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
match that all four flights had similar debris patterns.
Air India Flight 182
From the Canadian Aviation Occurrence Report 3.3 Aircraft
Break-up Sequence The forward portion of the aircraft was
highly localized, which indicates that it struck the water in one
large mass. page 49. Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42,
and 44, and the wing structure were located in a relatively
localized area ... page 32. Section 46 and 48, including the
vertical fin and horizontal stabilizer, extended in a west to east
pattern... page 32. A third area which had some distinctive
pattern was that of the engines, engine struts, and components

and was localized ... page 32.
Pan Am Flight 103:
From AAIB Aircraft Accident Report No 2/90 1.12.1 General
distribution of wreckage in the field The wreckage was
distributed in two trails which became known as the northern and
southern trails...page 15. The northern trail contained mainly
wreckage from the rear fuselage, fin and the inner regions of both
tailplanes together with structure and skin from the upper half of
the fuselage forward to approximately the wing mid-chord
position. page 17. The southern trail was easily defined...The trail
contained numerous large items from the forward fuselage. page
18. 1.12.2.4 Baggage containers Discrimination between
forward and rear cargo hold containers was relatively
straightforward as the rear cargo hold wreckage was almost
entirely confined to Lockerbie, whilst that from the forward hold
was scattered along the southern wreckage trail.
United Airlines Flight 811:
From NTSB AAR 92/02: 1.12 Wreckage and Impact
Information Navy radar near Honolulu tracked debris that fell
from the airplane when the cargo door was lost. Refinement of
the radar data led to a probable "splashdown" point in the ocean.
Trans World Airlines Flight 800:
From NTSB AAR 00/03: 1.12 Wreckage Recovery and
Documentation Information Pieces of the wreckage were
distributed along a northeasterly 123 path about 4 miles long by
3 1/2 miles wide in the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long
Island.
1.12.1 Wreckage Recovered from the Red Zone The red zone
was the largest of the three zones and was located farthest west
(closest to JFK) in the wreckage distribution. Pieces recovered

from the red zone generally included pieces from between about
fuselage STA 840 and about fuselage STA 1000 (the aft portion
of section 42 see figure 3a for station references); the structure
from the aft end of the forward cargo compartment; and pieces
from the WCS, including most of the front spar, a large portion
of SWB3, and the manufacturing access door from SWB2.
1.12.2 Wreckage Recovered from the Yellow Zone The yellow
zone was the smallest of the three zones and was contained
within the red zone on its northeastern side (see figure 22a). This
zone contained pieces of the airplane's forward fuselage, from
about STA 840 to the nose of the airplane (STA 90). The
wreckage recovered from the yellow zone included nearly all of
fuselage section 41 (the nose section) and the forward portions of
fuselage section 42.
1.12.3 Wreckage Recovered from the Green Zone The green
zone was located farthest east (farthest from JFK) in the
wreckage distribution. Most of the airplane wreckage was
recovered from this zone, including most of the pieces of both
wings, all four engines, and the fuselage aft of about STA 1000
(fuselage sections 44, 46, and 48 see figures 3a and 3b for
reference).
7.17 Summary of matching evidence for all aircraft:
There is overwhelming circumstantial and tangible evidence
from the five aircraft accident reports that all four aircraft
suffered a breakup in flight amidships caused by an explosion in
the forward cargo compartment. One aircraft had a partial
breakup, United Airlines Flight 811, and was fortunately able to
land with its invaluable evidence for a positive incontrovertible
explanation for the tremendous explosion of explosive
decompression which created the tangible evidence of CVR,
FDR, inflight damage, engine damage, and injuries to passengers

which matches the other other three accidents in many significant
ways as detailed below in Table 1:
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four
B747 Breakups in Flight
AI 182 PA103 UAL 811
TWA 800
Boeing 747
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Early model -100 or -200
Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Breakup occurs amidships
Yes Yes Yes
Yes
High flight time (over 55,000 flight hours)
No
Yes Yes Yes
Aged airframe (over 18 years of service)
No
Yes Yes Yes
Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
Yes Maybe Yes Maybe
Initial event within an hour after takeoff
No Yes
Yes Yes
Initial event at about 300 knots
while proceeding normally in all parameters
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Initial event has unusual radar contacts
Maybe
Yes Yes Yes
Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo door
area Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event starts with sudden sound
Yes
Yes Yes Yes

Initial event sound is loud
Yes Yes Yes
Yes
Initial event sound is audible to humans
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to data
recorders
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial event sound matched to explosion of bomb sound
No No No No
Initial event sound matched to explosive decompression sound
in wide body airliner
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unusual paint smears on and above forward cargo door
Maybe Maybe Yes Yes
Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number
three
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fire/soot in engine number three
Maybe
Yes Yes Yes
Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine number
four Yes Yes Yes Yes
Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
Yes
Maybe Yes Maybe
Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes Yes
Yes Maybe
Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward

cargo door Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo door
Maybe Yes Yes Yes
Midspan latching status of forward cargo door reported as
latched
No No No No
Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 implemented (stronger lock
sectors) No No No Yes
Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo door
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
Yes Yes Yes Maybe
Status of aft cargo door as intact and latched
Yes
Yes Yes Maybe
Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
Yes
Yes Yes Yes
At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wreckage debris field in two main areas,
forward and aft sections of aircraft
Yes Yes
No Yes
Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb
explosion. Yes Yes Yes Yes
Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Structural failure considered for probable cause
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for probable
cause Yes No Yes Yes
Official probable cause as bomb explosion
Yes
Yes No No
Official probable cause as 'improvised explosive device'

No Yes No No
Official probable cause as explosion by unstated cause
Yes No No No
Official probable cause as explosion in center fuel tank
with unknown ignition source
No No No
Yes
Official probable cause as improper latching of forward cargo
door
No No Yes No
Official probable cause as switch /wiring
inadvertently opening forward cargo door
No
No Yes No
"Bomb' allegedly loaded two flights previous to detonation flight
Yes Yes N/AN/A
"Bomb' allegedly loaded one flight previous to detonation flight
N/AN/AN/AYes
Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight
Yes Yes Yes Yes
"Bomb' allegedly goes off on ground after a flight
N/
A N/AN/AN/A
Significant Direct and Tangible Evidence Obtained for Four
B747 Breakups in Flight
AI 182 PA103 UAL 811
TWA 800
7.18 Summary of matching evidence between Air India Flight
182 and United Airlines Flight 811 specifically:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Boeing 747
Early model -100 or -200
Polyimide wiring (Poly X type)
Sudden airframe breakup in flight (partial or total)

E. Breakup occurs amidships
F. Section 41 retrofit not done
G. At least medium flight time
H. At least medium aged airframe
I. Previous maintenance problems with forward cargo door
J. Initial event at about 300 knots while proceeding normally
in all parameters
K. Initial event involves hull rupture in or near forward cargo
door area
L. Initial event starts with sudden sound
M. Initial event sound is loud
N. Initial event sound is audible to humans
O. Initial event followed immediately by abrupt power cut to
data recorders
P. Initial event sound not matched to explosion of bomb sound
Q. Initial event sound is matched to explosive decompression
sound in wide body airliner
R. Torn off skin on fuselage above forward cargo door area
S. Evidence of explosion in forward cargo compartment
T. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number three
U. Foreign object damage to engine or cowling of engine
number four
V. Right wing leading edge damaged in flight
W. Vertical stabilizer damaged in flight
X. Right horizontal stabilizer damaged in flight
Y. More severe inflight damage on starboard side than port side
Z. Port side relatively undamaged by inflight debris
AA. Vertical fuselage tear lines just aft or forward of the forward
cargo door
AB. Fracture/tear/rupture at a midspan latch of forward cargo
door
AC. Midspan latching status of forward cargo door not reported

as latched
AD. Airworthiness Directive 88-12-04 not implemented (stronger
lock sectors)
AE. Outwardly peeled skin on upper forward fuselage
AF. Rectangular shape of shattered area around forward cargo
door
AG. Forward cargo door fractured in two longitudinally
AH. Status of aft cargo door as latched
AI. Passengers suffered decompression type injuries
AJ. At least nine missing and never recovered passenger bodies
AK. Initial official determination of probable cause as bomb
explosion.
AL. Initial official determination modified from bomb explosion
AM.
Structural failure considered for probable cause
AN. Inadvertently opened forward cargo door considered for
probable cause
AO. Takeoff after sunset on fatal flight
AP. Takeoff after scheduled takeoff time on fatal flight

8. Cargo Door Operation for Boeing 747: Drawing of Boeing
747 cargo door from NTSB AAR 92/02
*
From AAR 92/02 United Airlines Flight 811: 1.6.2 Cargo
Door Description and Operation: Normally, the cargo doors are
operated electrically by means of a switch located on the exterior
of the fuselage, just forward of the door opening. The switch
controls the opening and closing and the latching of the door. If
at any time the switch is released, the switch will return to a
neutral position, power is removed from all actuators, and
movement of the actuators ceases.

In order to close the cargo door, the door switch is held to the
"closed" position, energizing the closing actuator, and the door
moves toward the closed position. After the door has reached the
near closed position, the hook position switch transfers the
electrical control power to the pull- in hook actuator, and the
cargo door is brought to the closed position by the pull-in hooks.
When the pull-in hooks reach their fully closed position, the
hook-closed switch transfers electrical power to the latch
actuator. The latch actuator rotates the eight latch cams, mounted
on the lower portion of the door, around the eight latch pins,
attached to the lower door sill. At the same time, the two
midspan latch cams, located on the sides of the door rotate
around the two midspan latch pins located on the sides of the
door frame. When the eight latch cams and the two mid-span
cams reach their fully closed position, electrical power is
removed from the latch actuator by the latch-closed switch. This
completes the electrically powered portion of the door closing
operation. The door can also be operated in the same manner
electrically by a switch located inside the cargo compartment
adjacent to the door.
The final securing operation is the movement of lock sectors
across the latch cams. These are manually moved in place across
the open mouth of each of the eight lower cams through
mechanical linkages to the master latch lock handle. The position
of the lock sectors is indicated indirectly by noting visually the
closed position of the two pressure relief doors located on the
upper section of each cargo door. The pressure relief doors are
designed to relieve any residual pressure differential before the
cargo doors are opened after landing, and to prevent
pressurization of the airplane should the airplane depart with the
cargo doors not properly secured. The pressure relief doors are

mechanically linked to the movement of the lock sectors. This
final procedure also actuates the master latch lock switch,
removing electrical control power from the opening and closing
control circuits, and also extinguishes the cockpit cargo door
warning light through a switch located on one of the pressure
relief doors. Opening the cargo door is accomplished by
reversing the above procedure.
The cargo door and its associated hardware are designed to carry
circumferential (hoop) loads arising from pressurization of the
airplane. These loads are transmitted from the piano hinge at the
top of the door, through the door itself, and into the eight latches
located along the bottom of the door. The eight latches consist of
eight latch pins attached to the lower door sill and eight latch
cams attached to the bottom of the door. The cargo door also has
two midspan latches located along the fore and aft sides of the
door. These midspan latches primarily serve to keep the sides of
the door aligned with the fuselage. There are also four door stops
which limit inward movement of the door. There are two pull-in
hooks located on the fore and aft lower portion of the door, with
pull-in hook pins on the sides of the door frame.' (Appendix F,
Cargo Door Incidents)
9. Choice of Explosion Cause:
There is agreement among the authorities on where and
when the explosion occurred in Air India Flight 182 and what
happened afterward; the only difference of opinion is the source
of the explosion:
A. CASB: There was an explosion, which could have
been a bomb explosion, on the starboard side of the forward
cargo compartment near the forward cargo door which caused

the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
B. AAIB: There was an explosion, not identified but
not a bomb explosion, of the forward cargo compartment which
caused the inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
C. Judge Kirpal: There was an explosion, a bomb
explosion, on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment near the forward cargo door which caused the
inflight breakup of Air India Flight 182.
Throughout the Canadian and Indian reports on Air India
Flight 182 the choice is considered for the explosion in the
forward cargo compartment as being a bomb explosion or a
structural failure causing an explosive decompression. The
Canadians preferred to leave the cause of the explosion in the
forward cargo hold which caused the explosive decompression
unstated. The British statement was that the cause of the
explosion was explosive decompression but was not yet
identified. The Indians stated the cause was a bomb possibly
because there was no other reasonable alternative offered to them
in 1985/1986. They also based the choice of bomb explosion
cause on premises that were later proven to be unreliable:
Explosive decompression by structural failure could not cause an
abrupt power cut to the flight recorders and it can, twinning
could not be produced by an explosive decompression and it can,
and floor panels can appear to be broken upwards when in fact
the floor beams were broken downward. They also could not
have been aware of the several airworthiness directives issued to
correct faults in the cargo doors that became apparent in the
ensuing years.
It is now evident that the source of the explosions in all the

aircraft was not a bomb, but a sudden, powerful decompression
when the forward cargo door ruptured open at one or both of the
midspan latches probably caused by faulty wiring turning on the
door unlatch motor.
10. Inadvertent Cargo Door Opening Causes:
Once the direct and tangible evidence established that all
four aircraft suffered a breakup in flight caused by an explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment at the forward
cargo door, the question became, "What made the forward cargo
door suddenly rupture open in flight?'
There are many ways for a cargo door to inadvertently
rupture open in flight: (Current official opinion in parentheses)
A. Bomb explosion. (Partially accepted for two flights, ruled
out for two flights.)
B. Crew or passenger error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
C. Electrical fault in switch or wiring. (Accepted for two
flights, ruled out for two flights.
D. Pneumatic overpressure. (Ruled out for all flights.)
E. Cargo shift. (Ruled out for all flights.)
F. Compressed air tank explosion. (Ruled out for all flights.)
G. Fire. (Ruled out for all flights.)
H. Missile strike. (Ruled out for all flights.)
I. Midair collision. (Ruled out for all flights.)
J. Fuel tank explosion. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for
three flights.)
K. Stowaway. (Ruled out for all flights.)
L. Electromagnetic interference. (Ruled out for all flights.)
M. Comet or meteor. (Ruled out for all flights.)
N. Space debris. (Ruled out for all flights.)
O. Turbulence. (Ruled out for all flights.)

P. Out of rig door. (Ruled out for all flights.)
Q. Lightning. (Ruled out for all flights.)
R. Metal fatigue. (Ruled out for all flights.)
S. Improperly latched. (Initially accepted for one flight, then
ruled out for all flights.)
T. Design error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for three
flights.)
U. Repair error. (Ruled out for all flights.)
V. Maintenance error. (Accepted for one flight, ruled out for
three flights.)
W. Collision with terrain. (Ruled out for all flights.)
The four aircraft have had most of these probable causes
considered at one time or the other by the authorities in varying
degrees of attention. The initial answers were wrong twice for
United Airlines Flight 811 and Trans World Airlines Flight 800
and modified for Air India Flight 182 and Pan Am 103. United
Airlines Flight 811 was at first explained as a bomb explosion,
then it was changed to an improperly latched forward cargo door,
then finally it was determined to be an electrical switch or wiring
to cause the forward cargo door to open in flight. Trans World
Airlines Flight 800 was at first explained as a bomb explosion,
then a missile strike, and currently a center fuel tank explosion
by an unknown ignition source.
The current official probable causes for all four are
ambiguous or mysterious:
A. Air India Flight 182 Explosion of unstated cause or
explosion of a bomb.
B. Pan Am Flight 103: Improvised explosive device or a bomb.
C. United Airlines Flight 811: Electrical switch or wiring
causing forward cargo door to open in flight.
D. Trans World Airlines Flight 800: Center fuel tank explosion

by unknown ignition source with wiring the main suspect.
In all the cases, based upon the evidence now available to
this investigator, an explosion occurred in the forward cargo
compartment on the starboard side at event start time; in all cases
explosive decompression in the forward cargo compartment
caused a tremendous explosion which mimics a bomb or fuel
tank explosion; and in all cases there is much matching direct,
tangible and circumstantial evidence to the one accident which
has the irrefutable probable cause, United Airlines Flight 811,
with the electrical switch or wiring causing the forward cargo
door to rupture open inflight causing an explosion of explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
Time has allowed this investigator to add further refinements
to the confirmed probable cause of United Airlines Flight 811 in
two ways; the location in the forward cargo door that ruptures
first has been identified as one or both of the midspan latches and
that the wiring has now been shown to be faulty in that it cracks
and chafes to bare wire easily, especially in the presence of
moisture.
The midspan latch area of the forward cargo door of United
Airlines Flight 811, the reference accident, had a rupture at the
aft midspan latch, showing the characteristic outward petal
shaped explosion of metal. Air India Flight 182 describes the
entire door in shattered terms of outward curled metal which
would include the midspan latches and describes a longitudinal
split near the latches. Pan Am Flight 103 shows a reconstruction
drawing of a longitudinal split at the midspan latches. Trans
World Airlines Flight 800 shows clearly the large petal shaped
ruptures at both the midspan latches of the forward cargo door.

The midspan latches have no locking sectors to prevent the
inadvertent backdriving of the latching cams while the bottom
eight latching cams do have the eight safety locking sectors.
Each midspan latch holds together an eight foot slice of fuselage
skin at the aft and forward edges of the cargo door against the
tens of thousands of pounds of internal pressure exerted outward
in flight.
The matching evidence of missing midspan latches, the large
slice of fuselage the latches hold together, the lack of locking
sectors on those midspan latches, the lack of a status report on
the latches, and drawings and photographs of ruptures at those
latch locations on the actual doors on all four aircraft indicates
the ruptures in the forward cargo door on all four aircraft
occurred at one or both of the midspan latches as the initial event
leading to the explosive decompression and airframe breakup.
The investigation authorities in 1985/1986/1989 also did not
know of the faulty Poly X wiring because the faults of that type
insulated wire only became apparent years later. That defective
type of wiring, which was on Air India Flight 182, was
implicated in the explosive decompression of United Airlines
Flight 811. Also, the investigators of 1985 did not have the sound
of the explosive decompression in the forward cargo
compartment of a early model Boeing 747 which occurred in
1989 to match with Air India Flight 182 in 1985. They would
have discovered the sounds of the Boeing 747 that was United
Airlines Flight 811 matched the sudden loud sound of Air India
Flight 182, just as the DC-10 explosive decompression sound
matched Air India Flight 182. Thus, Air India Flight 182 would
have had two wide body airliners which had suffered explosive
decompressions inflight, not caused by bomb explosions, which
left a sudden loud audible sound on the cockpit voice recorders

to match with the sudden loud audible sound on its own recorder.
If the 1985 CASB and AAIB and Indian investigators for Air
India Flight 182 had had the UAL 811 NTSB AAR 92/02 and
wiring records to review, they would have quickly discovered the
many significant similarities and would probably have made the
match between the two flights, and thus been able to make the
right choice among an explosion of unstated cause, or a bomb
explosion, or structural failure, or inadvertent rupture of the
forward cargo door at one or both of the midspan latches due to
faulty wiring causing the door to open in flight leading to
explosive decompression.
11. Wiring:
The discovery of the faulty Poly X wiring, which was
installed in all four aircraft, further narrows down the probable
cause of the inadvertent door rupture to defective wiring. Cargo
holds of Boeing 747s are known to have condensed water in
them which accumulates in the bilges. The wire is of an aromatic
polyimide type of insulation called Poly X. All four aircraft had
this type of faulty wiring.
Excerpts of official corroborative statements to support the
claim that Poly X wiring is defective: (Appendix G, Wiring)
Quote from Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Public Docket
516A, Exhibit 9A Systems Group Chairman's Factual report of
Investigation, Page 47, "A Boeing telefax of June 25, 1997,
stated that: The Poly-X wire was used as general purpose wire on
the RA164 (TWA 800) aircraft. Wire insulation known as Poly-X
had three in-service problems:
-Abrasion of the insulation in bundles installed in high vibration

areas.
(This problem was corrected by Boeing Service Bulletin No.
747-71-7105, Dated July 19, 1974)
-Random flaking of the topcoat.
-Insulation radial cracks in tight bend radii.
Radial cracking phenomenon of the Poly-X wire was mainly
associated with mechanical stress. Bend radius is the largest
contributor to mechanical stress in installed wire or cable.
Presence of moisture in conjunction with mechanical stress is
also a contributor."
Trans World Airlines Flight 800 Public Docket 516A, Page 57,
Letter from Commander Naval Air Systems Command to
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 1 Oct 82, "As you
know, the problems with poly-x wire are well known to
headquarters and its use had been curtailed."
From NTSB AAR 00/03 Trans World Airlines Flight 800: The
results of these reviews are discussed in this section. WiringRelated Accidents/Incidents In an October 21, 1996, fax, the
Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore described an event that
occurred on October 12, 1996, in which an operator reported that
arcing in a wire bundle on a 747-200 cargo airplane had resulted
in a fire at the aft bulkhead of the forward cargo compartment
about STA 1000. The airplane was undergoing maintenance at
the time of the fire, and subsequent inspection revealed damage
to wire bundles W834,W846, W1524, and W370; the insulation
blanket; the aft bulkhead of the forward cargo compartment; and
(possibly) the CWT sealant. The operator removed the affected
components from the airplane and shipped them to Boeing for
examination and evaluation. A December 16, 1996, letter from
Boeing stated that X-ray microanalysis and chemical
identification of the damaged wire suggest that the insulation of

the wire was damaged and that arcing had occurred between the
damaged wires or that arcing between the damaged wires and
ground had occurred.
12. Sequence of Destruction for Air India Flight 182:
Hypothetical possible sequence of destruction for Air India
Flight 182 based on circumstantial, tangible, deduced, historical,
inferred, and direct evidence obtained through aircraft accident
reports, 1952-2001.
On 18 July, 1984 a high lift vehicle damaged the fuselage
skin near the forward cargo door of a Boeing 747-237B,
construction number 330, operated by Air India airlines. The
fuselage skin had wiring routed on the inside which became bent
from the impact and subsequently cracked to bare wire, a
characteristic of the polyimide type insulated Poly X wiring
installed in the aircraft. The forward cargo door had non-steel
locking sectors to keep the bottom eight latching cams from
being back driven which would allow the door to open in flight
causing explosive decompression which would be a catastrophic
event well known to aircraft designers.
In June of 1986 several passengers changed their flight plans
and their baggage routing for various flights through Canada to
overseas destinations probably from Vancouver.
On 22 June, 1986, two aircraft had baggage loaded aboard
them at the Vancouver B. C. airport; one flight was called CP 003
and the other CP 060. Flight 003 took off and flew uneventfully
to the extremely busy Narita airport near Tokyo, Japan. After the
baggage was unloaded from the flight, it was put on a baggage
cart which was wheeled through a transit area of many other

baggage carts containing many other bags from many other
flights. An explosion of unspecified cause, unknown fuzing,
unknown container, and unknown material occurred on the
baggage cart which killed two people and injured others. The
airport had high security because of previous terrorist attacks on
it resulting in fatalities over the years.
The other flight, CP 060, flew uneventfully to Toronto
Airport. The baggage was unloaded from CP 060 and those bags
continuing on to London on Air India Flight 181/182 were
loaded into the aft cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B,
construction number 330. The flight, now called Air India Flight
181, flew uneventfully to Mirabel Airport in Montreal. After
landing, some baggage of the departing passengers was unloaded
from the aft compartment. Parts of a broken engine were placed
in the aft cargo compartment for ferry back to India. New
passengers and new baggage from Montreal for the next flight of
the same aircraft, construction number 330 and now called Air
India Flight 182, were loaded with all the new baggage going
into the forward baggage compartment. The baggage from
Vancouver on CP 060 and reloaded at Toronto remained in the aft
cargo compartment of the Boeing 747-237B, construction
number 330 and now called Air India Flight 182.
The forward cargo compartment was filled with summer
night air, warm and moist. When flying at altitude the air would
be cooled by the air conditioning and the very cold outside air
would cool the fuselage skin thus condensing out moisture along
the inside of the compartment which would run through the
wiring bundles and down into the cargo door bilge.
Air India Flight 182 took off from Montreal for London at
0218 Z on 23 June 1986 and flew uneventfully for about five

hours and while at 31000 feet at 296 knots and about 115 miles
west of Ireland a tragic sequence of events began at 0714 Z. The
pressure differential between outside and inside air was at its
maximum design limit, 8.9 pounds per square inch.Ê
Water may have met the cracked insulated wire which may
have been previously damaged by the high lift accident to the
cargo door area. The now exposed and bare wire shorted against
the metal fuselage. The electricity then flowed around safety
cutout switches and powered on the cargo door actuator unlatch
electric motor which attempted to rotate all ten cam sectors to
unlocked positions around their latching pins. The eight lower
cam sectors may have been prevented from unlatching around
the latching pins because of the bottom eight locking sectors.
However, the two midspan latches had no locking sectors to
prevent the inadvertent rotation of the midspan latching cams
around the midspan latching pins. The lower eight cams may
have been able to overcome the weaker locking sectors to just
turn past center and allow the door to unlatch in flight, a defect
known years later in two other Boeing 747 flights, Pan Am Flight
125 and United Airlines Flight 811. The midspan cams may have
turned just past center with not no locking sectors to prevent the
backdriving of the cams, an operation only supposed to be
allowed on the ground. Possibly other factors such as an out of
rig cargo door, a poor repair job on the door area, the slack in
bellcranks, torque tubes, and worn latch pins may combined to
have allowed the two midspan latches to rotate just past center
permitting the almost 100,000 pounds of internal pressure on the
99 inch by 110 inch door to rupture outward inflight relieving the
maximum pressure differential on the internal fuselage.
The nine foot by eight foot squarish forward cargo door
would have instantly burst open at the midspan bottom latches

sending the latches, door material, and large pieces of fuselage
skin spinning away. The forward cargo compartment would have
spewn its contents outward onto the starboard side of the
fuselage. I was as if a huge mylar balloon had popped. The
severe explosion of explosive decompression caused the forward
cargo door to be fractured and shattered into a few large pieces
and many small pieces which gave a frayed appearance from an
outward force. Many small bits of metal from the explosion were
embedded into the cargo door area metal fuselage structure.
The top part of the door swung outward and upward on its
hinge and then separated taking large vertical pieces of fuselage
skin with it, exposing stringers and bulkheads. The very lower
part of the door sill with its eight bottom latches may have stuck
to fuselage skin. The resulting damage zone appeared as a huge
rectangle of shattered door, skin, and stringers. Some pieces of
the door and fuselage skin flew directly aft and impacted the
leading edge of the right wing, the vertical stabilizer and the right
horizontal stabilizer inflight.
This explosion of explosive decompression blew out a large
hole about thirty feet wide and forty feet high on the starboard
side of the nose forward of the wing. It looked as if a bomb had
gone off inside the forward cargo hold. Fuselage skin was peeled
outward at various places on the starboard side of the nose.
The forward cargo door had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward starboard side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one-quarter of the
distance above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door appeared
to have been badly frayed. The cargo door pieces and the

adjacent skin had holes, flaps, fractures, inward concavity, tears,
deformities, outward bent petals, curls, missing pieces, cracks,
separations, curved fragments, spikes, and folds. The fast and
powerful explosion of the explosive decompression would have
caused a metallurgical effect called ÔtwinningÕ on a few
fragments of pieces of wreckage.
The now uncompressed air molecules rushed out of the huge
hole equalizing the high pressure inside the fuselage to the low
pressure outside the aircraft while making a sudden very loud
audible sound. This sudden rushing outward air was recorded on
the Cockpit Voice Recorder as a sudden loud sound. The sound
did not accurately match any bomb explosion sounds on other
aircraft but did match the explosive decompression sound on
another wide body airliner, a DC-10 cargo door open event.
The tremendous explosive force in the forward cargo hold
severely disrupted the adjacent main equipment compartment
which housed power cables and abruptly shut off power to the
Flight Data Recorders. The resulting data tapes showed a sudden
loud audible sound followed by an abrupt power cut to the flight
data recorder, the cockpit voice recorder and transponder.
The number three engine and cowling, closest to the forward
cargo compartment, were damaged by inflight debris from
material ejected from the now exposed compartment and cabin
above, debris which also damaged the number four engine
cowling by a displaced turbine blade from number three engine.
The resulting vibration from the internal damage to engine
number three caused the nacelle and engine to fall away from the
wing, as designed, and land apart from the other three engines.
The floor beams above the forward cargo hold were sucked

downward, and were fractured and broken from the sudden
decompression. The floor panels were stationary but gave the
appearance of separating upward by the suddenly moving
downward floor beams.
The flight attitude of the aircraft was askew to the left from
reaction of explosive decompression from the right. Air rushed
into the large hole and weakened other skin and frames peeling
skin further outward and rupturing the aft part of the aircraft to
include the aft cargo compartment and the aft pressure bulkhead.
The 296 knots of wind force pressed upon the weakened airframe
and broke it in half amidships. This wind force was larger than
any wind force the surface of the earth had ever experienced. The
nose portion and wings tore off and landed in a dense debris heap
apart from the debris field of the aft part.
The rest of the plane without the forward section suddenly
decelerated from 296 knots and caused whiplash injuries to
passengers. After the breakup, the passengers who were not
wearing their seatbelts were scattered to far distances. They
suffered explosion type injuries such as pieces of metal
embedded in them from flying debris in the cabin. They were not
burned because there was no fire nor explosion from a bomb
explosion. The passengers had no other bomb explosion
evidence. The passengers and crew were ejected from the
disintegrating aircraft to tumble to the water and suffer upward
impact physical damage to their bodies. Some remained in the
their seats and were trapped in the fuselage underwater. Some
had decompression type injuries of hypoxia from the high
altitude aircraft breakup.
The passengers fell to the sea and some floated and some
sank. The baggage from Vancouver passengers and loaded into

the aft cargo compartment fell to the sea and some floated and
some sank. The baggage from Montreal passengers and loaded
into the forward cargo compartment fell to the sea and some
floated and some sank. The aircraft fell in pieces and some pieces
floated and some sank.
The pilots may have been conscious for a few seconds and
adjusted the trim controls out of habit. The communications
radio may have been activated by the disturbances in the cockpit
and transmitted for a few seconds to air traffic control.
The port side forward of the wing was relatively smooth and
undamaged from inflight debris while the starboard side forward
of the wing was shattered, torn, and frayed at the ruptured cargo
door area.
A few local fires appeared on the surface of the ocean from
the jet kerosene fuel and singed some seat cushions and floating
passengers.
Explanations were sought as to what happened. Immediately
the suggestion was made by authorities that a bomb explosion
had caused the accident because of the sudden and catastrophic
nature of the immediate evidence.
The Canadian aviation accident investigation authorities
became involved since the aircraft had taken off from Canada
and had many Canadian citizens aboard. Indian authorities
became involved since the airline, Air India, has government ties.
The Indian authorities quickly dismissed their aviation experts
and assigned a Judge of the Court the oversee the investigation.
After a period of investigation, much of which was

conducted to confirm the bomb explosion explanation and
identify the culprits, the Indian judge made a finding that a bomb
in the forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight
breakup of Air India Flight 182.
After a period of investigation, during which the opinion of
the UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch representative of an
explosive decompression not caused by a bomb but a cause as
yet to be determined was given, the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board made a conclusion that an explosion of unstated cause in
the forward cargo compartment had caused the inflight breakup
of Air India Flight 182.
The immediate suggestion by the Indians of a bomb
explosion in the forward cargo compartment was accepted and
remained the probable cause for Air India Flight 182 sixteen
years later although subsequent accidents of a similar type
aircraft in similar circumstances leaving similar evidence now
resolutely contradict that finding although confirming the Indian
finding of an explosion on the starboard side of the forward cargo
compartment.
The Canadian probable cause of an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment of an undermined cause has been proven to
be correct by subsequent accidents of a similar type aircraft in
similar circumstances leaving similar evidence which do reveal
the cause of the explosion: faulty wiring causing the forward
cargo door to rupture open inflight at the latches leading to a
tremendous explosion of explosive decompression causing Air
India Flight 182 to totally breakup in flight.
13. Comment:

Aging aircraft problems such as cracking wiring do not get
better with age; they get worse. Design problems such as
inadequately latched non plug doors which open outward in
flight can not be fixed by putting more latches on them. Aircraft
accidents will happen; most are caused by mechanical problems
or pilot error. A very small percent are caused by sabotage in the
air. (Appendix H, Accidents). Subsequent problems to 1985
discovered in and around the forward cargo door of Boeing 747s
were expressed as Airworthiness Directives (AD).
A. The locking sectors on the bottom eight latches of both
cargo doors needed to be strengthened. (AD)
B. The lower sill of the forward cargo door needed
strengthening. (AD)
C. Section 41 needed to be strengthened. (AD)
D. Instructions needed to be made clearer to ground
personnel to not backdrive the latches. (AD)
E. Caution placards needed to be easily understandable.
(AD)
F. Wire bundles alongside the forward cargo door needed
to be rerouted so they would not bind and chafe. (AD)
14. Hindsight:
In 1985, when Air India Flight 182 suffered an inflight
breakup from an explosion, it was believed that an explosive
decompression in an early model Boeing 747 could not cause an
abrupt power cut to the data flight recorders. That belief was
cited by the Indian Kirpal Report as a reason to reject the
explosive decompression explanation because, in fact, Air India
Flight 182 had suffered an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
The Indian Kirpal Reports states: "It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electrical power supply from the MEC

compartment." The later event of United Airlines Flight 811
showed that it was possible, and indeed, did happen, that an
explosive decompression caused by a structural failure could and
did cause an abrupt electrical cutoff to the recorders.
The reason for the Indians in 1985 to rule out explosive
decompression by structural failure was negated by the reality of
United Airlines Flight 811 in 1989. If the Indians had the
foreknowledge of United Airlines Flight 811 and the explosive
decompression which cut off abruptly the power to the recorders,
it is most probable they would have sustained the findings of the
Canadians and the British who said that a explosion in the
forward cargo compartment occurred and all would have then
known the solution to the mystery posed by the AAIB
investigator: "...but the cause has not been identified." The cause
was identified in 1989 and demonstrated by United Airlines
Flight 811 in NTSB AAR 92/02: The National Transportation
Safety Board determines that the probable cause of this accident
was the sudden opening of the forward lower lobe cargo door in
flight and the subsequent explosive decompression.'
The evidence that was unavailable to the Air India Flight
182 CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident investigators in 1985 that
became available in the ensuing 16 years that would have been
invaluable in assisting them in determining the probable cause
was:
A. Evidence that an explosive decompression could cause
an abrupt power cut to the data recorders.
B. Evidence that floor panels can appear to separate
upwards when in fact the floor beneath were pulled down.
C. Testimony that twinning can occur in explosions other
than bombs, such as an aviation fuel explosion, or explosive

decompression.
D. Evidence that the type of wiring installed, Poly-X, was
defective in that it cracked to bare wire easily, especially in the
presence of moisture.
E. Visible ruptures in flight in forward cargo doors of other
early model Boeing 747s that suffered the same events in flight.
F. Several Airworthiness Directives for defects in and
around the forward cargo doors of Boeing 747s that if
uncorrected could lead to inadvertent opening of the cargo door
in flight leading to catastrophic explosive decompression.
The evidence that was available to the Air India Flight 182
CASB, AAIB, and Indian accident investigators in 1985 was
such to lead them to conclude that an explosion had taken place
on the starboard side in the forward cargo compartment which
was picked up by the cockpit voice recorder and cut off the
electrical power in the adjacent main electrical equipment
compartment. The cause of the explosion was given as either
unknown, structural failure of explosive decompression, or a
bomb explosion. Since the event in 1989 with United Airlines
Flight 811 had not happened yet, the understandable decision of
the Indians, based on three assumptions later proven unreliable,
was to state the cause of the explosion in the forward cargo
compartment a bomb whilst the cautious Canadian CASB and
the British AAIB left the cause unstated or unidentified.
15. General Conclusions for Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight
103, United Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight
800:
When all the evidence is objectively considered using the
hindsight of sixteen years, it is apparent that Air India Flight 182,
Pan Am Flight 103, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800 suffered

the same and only confirmed and irrefutable probable cause for
the explosion of the explosive decompression in the forward
cargo compartment that led to the breakup in flight, that of
United Airlines Flight 811.
It is apparent that all four aircraft are related by direct,
tangible, and circumstantial evidence to have suffered an
amidships breakup in flight which occurred after an explosion on
the starboard side in the forward cargo compartment which
caused an explosive decompression, the cause of which was a
suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door in flight probably at
one or both of the midspan latches and probably caused by faulty
wiring which turned on the door unlatch motor. The implications
of these conclusions raises many questions which are addressed
in Appendix I, Questions.
Based on the direct, tangible and circumstantial evidence of
the four accidents, and using the benefit of hindsight, the
conclusion of this investigator and author of this report is that the
probable cause of the forward cargo door rupturing open in flight
for the four aircraft, including Air India Flight 182, was faulty
wiring shorting on the door unlatch motor causing the forward
cargo door to inadvertently rupture open in flight at one or both
of the midspan latch leading to explosive decompression in the
forward cargo compartment.
A. Air India Flight 182, Pan Am Flight 103, United
Airlines Flight 811, and Trans World Airlines Flight 800
experienced inflight breakups.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment on the starboard side.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden explosive
decompression.

D. The explosive decompression was caused by the
suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door probably at one or
both of the midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was probably
caused by faulty wiring which turned on the door unlatch motor
which unlatched the latching cams from around the latching pins
in flight.
F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X wiring with
inferior insulation which easily cracked to bare wire especially in
the presence of moisture.
G. There were no bomb explosions in any cargo
compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or anywhere else in
any of the aircraft.
16. Specific Conclusions for Air India Flight 182:
These conclusions are based on evidence available before
and after 1985.
A. While proceeding normally, an inflight breakup of Air
India Flight 182 occurred suddenly and catastrophically at 0714Z
at 31000 feet at 300 knots TAS about 110 miles west of Cork,
Ireland on 23 June, 1985. There were no survivors.
B. The breakup was caused by an explosion in the forward
cargo compartment.
C. The explosion was a severe and sudden explosive
decompression.
D. The explosive decompression was caused by the
suddenly ruptured open forward cargo door probably at one or
both of the midspan latches.
E. The ruptured open forward cargo door was probably
caused by faulty wiring which turned on the door unlatch motor
which unlatched the latching cams from around the latching pins
in flight.

F. The wiring fault was probably the Poly X wiring with
inferior insulation which easily cracked to bare wire especially in
the presence of moisture.
G. There was no bomb explosion in any cargo
compartment, crew cabin, passenger cabin, or anywhere else on
the aircraft.
H. There was no explosion in the aft cargo compartment.
I. The sudden loud sound on the cockpit voice recorder
was the sound of the air rushing out during the explosive
decompression in the forward cargo compartment.
J. The abrupt power cut to the recorders was caused by the
explosive effects of the decompression affecting the power
cables in the adjacent main equipment compartment to the
forward cargo compartment.
17. Contributing causes:
A. Water or moisture in the forward cargo compartment.
B. Weak locking sectors on the bottom eight latches of the
cargo doors.
C. Poor design of one midspan latch per each eight foot
side of the cargo doors.
D. Poor design of no locking sector for each midspan latch
of the cargo doors.
E. Poor design of outward opening nonplug type large,
squarish cargo doors in a highly pressurized hull.
18. Recommendations:
A. An emergency airworthiness directive for immediate
compliance should be issued for all operators of early model
Boeing 747s to visually and electrically wire check all the wiring
for integrity in the forward cargo door area as well as all wiring

involved with operation of the forward cargo door.
B. All unnecessary electrical equipment on early model
Boeing 747s should be turned off and remain off during flight.
C. All early model Boeing 747s should have the Poly X
insulated wiring removed or isolated and replaced as soon as
practicable.
D. All early model Boeing 747s should have the aft and
forward outward opening nonplug cargo doors sealed shut
permanently or modified into plug type doors.
19. Concluding Comment:
From the Indian Kirpal Report: 1.1.4 The aircraft in question
- Kanishka, was named after the most powerful and famous king
of the Kushanas who perhaps ruled in India from AD 78 to AD
103. Besides being a great conqueror, he was an ardent supporter
and follower of Buddhism - a religion which preaches nonviolence. Emperor Kanishka, however, met a violent end. After
25 years of reign he was killed by some of his own subjects. His
life was thus brought to an abrupt end. 1.1.5 It is indeed ironical
that the Jumbo Jet which bore the name 'Kanishka' also met with
a violent and a sudden end on that fateful morning of 23rd June,
1985.
It is indeed ironic that the Jumbo Jet which bore the name
'Kanishka' also met with a violent and a sudden end on that
fateful morning of 23rd June, 1985, after seven years of reign,
accidentally killed by some of his own subjects.
Respectfully submitted;
John Barry Smith
Independent Aircraft Accident Investigator

26 April 2001,
Carmel Valley, California

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: April 30, 2001 10:33:41 AM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Honored, shmonered.
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

We're always interested in informed, thoughtful commentary on
the housing situation. Sounds like you could provide it. I'll look
foward to reading what you send. Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:
Thank you! I am honored to be selected.
Laurel

Honored, shmonered. Circulation has to stay up or hit the bricks,
babe. It's a step up on a slippery ladder.
I can write as many words as you want and be very interesting on
the 'housing shortage' high rent thing, written from view of long
time renter and landlord on Monterey Peninsula. It's
controversial since it is not the line supporting the 'poor'
hospitality workers who 'threaten' to leave since they do not have
a 'living' wage. Ha! Join the crowd sweating out the money.
Well, does the Herald tolerate controversy in its editorial pages?
This story has legs.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: "Laurel Shackelford" <lshackel@montereyherald.com>
Date: April 29, 2001 6:53:01 PM PDT
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Congratulations!
Reply-To: lshackel@montereyherald.com

Thank you! I am honored to be selected.
Laurel
John Barry Smith wrote:
Dear Laurel,
Congratulations on your promotion; it's well deserved.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 29, 2001 5:06:19 PM PDT
To: ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk
Subject: Air India Flight 182 story

Dear Ben, 29 Apr 01
Well, I've completed a report on AI 182. It supports the wiring/
cargo door/explosive decompression explanation for the
accident.
I've been consulted by the defence team for the accused of
'bombing' it.
This report covers Air India Flight 182 and the overview of the
four similar accidents, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811.
I shall complete the other three soon.
Are you interested in doing a story on the accident?
I'm sending the report, appendices and pix in email format. Can
you receive Mac files? My large file is in Appleworks format.
If you give me a snail mail address I can send the hard copy with
color pictures inside and formatted correctly.
The trial of the accused of 'bombing' it starts Feb 4, 2002.

Sincerely,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 29, 2001 4:42:49 PM PDT
To: JStevenson@RossPerry.com
Subject: Read first: Air India Flight 182 Smith AAR Intro

Jim Stevenson
Publisher
Ross & Perry, Inc.
Publishers
717 Second St., N.E., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20002
Telephone (202) 675-8300
Facsimile (202) 675-8400
Dear Jim,

29 Apr 01

Well, I've completed a report on AI 182. It supports the wiring/
cargo door/explosive decompression explanation for the
accident.
I've been consulted by the defence team for the accused of
'bombing' it.

This report covers Air India Flight 182 and the overview of the
four similar accidents, PA 103, TWA 800, and UAL 811.
I shall complete the other three soon.
Are you interested in publishing the entire report?
I'm sending the report, appendices and pix in email format. Can
you receive Mac files? My large file is in Appleworks format.
If you give me a snail mail address I can send the hard copy with
color pictures inside and formatted correctly.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: April 28, 2001 1:39:23 PM PDT
To: lshackel@montereyherald.com
Subject: Congratulations!

Dear Laurel,
Congratulations on your promotion; it's well deserved.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

From: Ben Whalley <ben.whalley@bbc.co.uk>
Date: March 29, 2001 12:56:27 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>

Hello Barry,
Long time no hear.
I thought I shoulf send you this. It makes for interesting reading
in light
of the Egyptair 767 and other occurences of elevator problems on
the 767.
http://www.aviationnow.com/avnow/news/channel_comm.jsp?
view=story&id=news/ra
a480328.xml
Cheers
Ben

This e-mail, and any attachment, is confidential. If you have
received
it in error, please delete it from your system, do not use or
disclose
the information in any way, and notify me immediately. The
contents of
this message may contain personal views which are not the views
of the
BBC, unless specifically stated.

From: "Joe Livernois" <jlivernois@montereyherald.com>
Date: March 5, 2001 12:53:34 AM PST
To: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Disregard Chart 12
Reply-To: jlivernois@montereyherald.com

Okay. Disregarded. But what is it?
Joe

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: January 14, 2001 4:07:54 PM PST
To: adriescribe@hotmail.com
Subject: AI 182 report

Canadian AviationBureau canadienSafety Boardde la sécurité
aérienneAVIATION OCCURRENCEAIR INDIABOEING
747-237BVT-EFOCORK, IRELAND110 MILES WEST23
JUNE 1985 1.0 INTRODUCTION
Air India Flight 182, a Boeing 747-237B, registration VT-EFO,

was on a flight from Mirabel to London when it disappeared
from the radar scope at a position of latitude 51°O'N and
longitude 12°50'W at 0714 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 23
June 1985, and crashed into the ocean about 110 miles west of
Cork, Ireland. There were no survivors among the 329
passengers and crew members. The depth of the water at the
crash site is about 6,700 feet.
At 0541 GMT, 23 June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at Narita
Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT a bag
from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in the transit area of
the airport within an hour of the Air India occurence. Two
persons were killed and four were injured. From the day of the
occurrences, there have been questions about a possible linkage
between the events.
This Submission examines the information available to the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB) with respect to the
circumstances surrounding the AI 182 accident. The sources of
information include: information made public to the Indian
Inquiry as a result of the RCMP investigation; the flight data
recorder (FDR), cockpit voice recorder (CVR) and Shannon ATC
tape recording analyses by Canadian, United Kingdom, and
Indian authorities; the medical evidence obtained from Dr. Hill
of the Accident Investigations Branch of the United Kingdom;
and the evidence obtained by examination of the wreckage
recovered, the wreckage distribution pattern, photographs, and
videotapes of the wreckage on the ocean bottom.
2.0 EXAMINATION
2.1 Vancouver
On 19 June 1985, at approximately 1800 PDT (0100 GMT, 20
June), a CP Air reservations agent in Vancouver received a
telephone call from a male with a slight East Indian accent.* He
identified himself as Mr. Singh and informed the agent that he
was making bookings for two different males also with the

surname of Singh. One booking was made in the name of
Jaswand Singh with CP 086 from Vancouver to Dorval on 22
June 1985 to link with AI 182 departing from Mirabel. The other
booking was to Bangkok using CP 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
and AI 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok. This booking was made in
the name of Mohinderbel Singh. A local telephone contact
number was given and the call lasted about one-half hour.
On the same date at approximately 1920 PDT (0220 GMT),
another reservations agent for CP Air was contacted and
requested to change the booking for Jaswand Singh. The
confirmed flight on CP 086 was cancelled and a reservation was
made on CP 060 from Vancouver to Toronto, and a request to be
wait-listed on AI 181/182 from Toronto to Delhi was made.
On 20 June 1985 at about 1210 PDT (1910 GMT), a male
appearing to be of East Indian origin purchased the tickets with
cash from a CP Air ticket office in Vancouver. The booking in the
name of Mohinderbel Singh was changed to L. Singh and the
booking using the name of Jaswand Singh changed to M. Singh.
The telephone contact number was also changed. The final
itinerary was as follows:
a) M. Singh
- CP 060 Vancouver - Toronto Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 0900 PDT, 22 June 1985
- AI 181 Toronto - Montreal Wait-listed Scheduled to
depart Toronto at 1835 EDT, 22 June 1985
*See Appendix A for chronology of events.
- AI 182 Montreal - Delhi Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Montreal at 2020 EDT, 22 June 1985
b) L. Singh - CP 003 Vancouver - Tokyo Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 1315 PDT, 22 June 1985
- Air India 301 Tokyo - Bangkok Confirmed Scheduled to
depart Tokyo at 1705 (local time in Tokyo), 23 June 1985
On 22 June 1985 at about 0630 PDT (1330 GMT), a caller
identifying himself as Mr. Manjit Singh called the CP Air

reservations office. The caller spoke with a heavy East Indian
accent and wanted to know if his booking on AI 181/182 was
confirmed. The caller was informed by the agent that he was still
wait-listed out of Toronto and offered to make alternate
arrangements to Delhi. The caller stated that he would rather go
to the airport and take his chances. The caller also asked if he
could send his luggage from Vancouver to Delhi and was told he
could not check his baggage past Toronto unless his flight was
confirmed.
On Saturday morning, 22 June 1985, a CP Air passenger agent
worked check-in position number 26 at the CP Air ticket counter,
Vancouver International Airport, and recalls dealing with a
passenger booked on CP 060 and then on to Delhi. The passenger
stated that he wanted his bag tagged right to Delhi from
Vancouver. After checking the computer, the agent explained that
since he was not confirmed past Toronto he could not interline
his baggage. The passenger insisted and, as the line-ups were
long, the agent relented and interlined his suitcase. The flight
manifest for CP 060 shows that M. Singh checked in through this
passenger agent, was assigned seat 10B, and checked one piece
of baggage. The flight manifest for CP 003 shows that on the
same day the person using the name of L. Singh with a ticket to
Bangkok also checked in through the same counter, was assigned
seat 38H, and checked one piece of baggage.
A check of CP Air's records and interviews with passengers on
flights CP 003 and CP 060 indicates that the persons identifying
themselves as M. and L. Singh did not board these respective
flights.
2.2 Toronto
Air India Flight 181 from Frankfurt arrived at Toronto on 22
June 1985 at 1430 EDT (1830 GMT) and was parked at gate 107
of Terminal 2. All passengers and baggage were removed from
the aircraft and processed through Canada Customs. Passengers

continuing on the flight to Montreal were given transit cards, and
on this flight 68 cards were handed out. These transit passengers
are required to claim their luggage and proceed through Canada
Customs. Prior to entering the public area, there is a belt which is
designated for interline or transit baggage. Transit passengers
deposit their luggage on this belt which carries it to be reloaded
on the aircraft. This baggage was not subjected to X-ray
inspection as it was presumed to have been screened at the
passengers' overseas departure point. When the transit passengers
checked in to proceed to Montreal, their carry-on baggage was
subjected to the normal security checks in place on this date.
Passenger and baggage security checks were conducted by Burns
International Security Services Ltd. and all passenger and
baggage processing for both off-loading and on-loading was
handled by Air Canada staff.
Air India Flight 181 was composed of the following:
- passengers continuing to Montreal (68)
- passengers from connecting flights
AC 102 (Saskatoon) 2
AC 106 (Edmonton) 4
AC 192 (Winnipeg) 1
AC 170 (Winnipeg) 4
AC 136 (Vancouver) 10
CP 060 (Vancouver) 1 Standby (M. Singh)
- passengers originating at Toronto
- diplomatic bags from the Vancouver India Consul General
via AC 508
- produce cargo from India
- cargo in the form of 5th pod engine components loaded in
the aft cargo compartment.
It should be noted that some passengers from India book flights
to Montreal with their intended destination being Toronto. The
reason is that the fare to Montreal is cheaper and therefore some

passengers get off the flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and
leave without reporting a cancellation of the trip to Montreal. It
has been established that 65 of the 68 transit passengers
reboarded the flight to Montreal.
Air India personnel were in charge for the overall operation at
Toronto regarding the unloading and loading of both passengers
and cargo. Although the actual work was performed by various
companies under contract, Air India personnel oversaw the
operation. The Air India station manager was away on vacation
on 22 June 1985. The evidence does not clearly establish who
had been assigned to replace the station manager and assume his
duties.
Air Canada had stored in a hangar an engine that had failed on a
previous Air India flight from Toronto on 8 June 1985. Air
Canada received a message from Air India stating that the failed
engine was to be mounted as a 5th pod on Flight 181/182 on 22
June 1985. The engine was prepared for loading and component
parts were crated for loading into the aft cargo compartment. On
22 June, the component parts were taken from the hangar and
placed outside to be delivered to the aircraft by MEGA
International Air Cargo. The component parts were placed just
inside the airport fence separating the restricted and unrestricted
areas. The installation began immediately upon the arrival of
Flight 181 and was completed at 1530 EDT (1930 GMT). The
front engine cowling was crated but would not fit through the aft
cargo door. The crating was rearranged, and the door stops on the
cargo door were removed to permit the loading of the crate and
the remaining engine parts were loaded on pallets. Due to
problems with loading the 5th pod and component parts, the
departure was delayed from 1835 EDT (2235 GMT) to 2015
EDT (0015 GMT, 23 June).
CP Air Flight 060 arrived in Toronto at 1610 EDT (2010 GMT)
and docked at gate 44, Terminal 1. A number of passengers on

this flight were interlined to other flights including passenger M.
Singh wait-listed on Air India Flight 181/182. It has been
established that this passenger did not board Flight CP 060 but
did check baggage onto the flight. This baggage was to be
interlined to the Air India flight departing from Terminal 2. In
this case, CP Air employees would have off-loaded all baggage
from CP 060 and deposited the baggage at Racetrack 6 on the
ring road of Terminal 1 to be transported to the Air Canada
sorting room at Terminal 2.
Consolidated Aviation Fuelling and Services (CAFAS) is a
company which is contracted to pick up and deliver baggage
from one terminal to the other. The CAFAS driver on duty at the
time recalls picking up a bag from a CP Air flight originating in
Vancouver and destined for Air India at Terminal 2. As this piece
of luggage did not turn up as found luggage, it is deduced that
normal practice was followed, and the luggage was interlined
and loaded on AI 181/182.
MEGA International Air Cargo is a firm that handled air cargo
and containers for Air India. Since the flight was carrying a 5th
engine and component parts, no commercial cargo could be
loaded at Toronto. MEGA delivered the engine component parts
to be loaded in the cargo compartment by Air Canada employees.
Later, MEGA received two diplomatic bags and delivered these
to the aircraft. The bags were loaded into the valuable goods
container (see Appendix B). These bags were not subjected to Xray or any other security checks.
All checked-in baggage for AI 181/182 was to be screened by an
X-ray machine which was located in Terminal 2 at the end of
international belt number 4. This location would permit all
baggage from the check-in counters and interline carts to be fed
through the X-ray machine before being loaded. It has been
established that this machine worked intermittently for a period
of time and stopped working during the loading process at about

1700 EDT (2100 GMT). Rather than opening the bags and
physically inspecting them, the Burns security personnel
performing the X-ray screening were told by the Air India
security officer to start using the hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
One Burns security officer checked the bags with the sniffer
while another put stickers on the bags and forwarded them. The
security officer forwarding the baggage recalls the sniffer making
short beeping noises not long whistling ones. The security officer
who used the sniffer claims it never went off, and the only time
any sound was made was when it was turned on and off. At those
times, it would emanate a short beep (refer to section 2.8 for
further information regarding the PD-4 sniffer).
Burns International Security had a contract with Air India for the
security of the aircraft while it was docked. The security
arrangements contracted from Burns were as follows:
- security at the bridge door leading to the aircraft;
- security inside the aircraft from the time the passengers
disembarked upon flight arrival until flight departure;
- security guards assigned the physical inspection of all carryon baggage in the departure room; and
- security guards in the international baggage make-up room
conducting screening of baggage using an X-ray machine and a
hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
The statements taken from Burns security personnel in Toronto
indicated that a significant number of personnel, including those
handling passenger screening, had never had the Transport
Canada passenger inspection training program or, if they had,
had not undergone refresher training within 12 months of the
previous training.
As a result of official requests made by Air India in early June
1985 for increased security for Air India flights, the RCMP
provided additional security as follows:
- one member in a marked police motor vehicle patrolling the

apron area;
- one member in a marked police motor vehicle parked under
the right wing from time of arrival until push-back;
- one member on foot patrol at Air India check-in counter; and
- one member at the loading bridge during boarding.
In addition, all RCMP members working in that particular area of
Terminal 2 were aware of the Air India flight and would check in
with the assigned personnel during their patrols in the area of the
aircraft and check-in/boarding lounges. Uniformed members are
to patrol and monitor security within the airport premises as
detailed in section 2.5 below.
Passenger check-in was handled for Air India by Air Canada
under contract with Air India. The check-in included passengers
originating in Toronto and interline passengers but did not
include the transit passengers to Montreal. The check-in
passengers were numbered using a security control sheet in
accordance with instructions from Air India; however, the checkin and interline baggage was not numbered, and no attempt was
made to correlate baggage with passengers. Hence, any
unaccompanied interline baggage would not have been detected.
The flight and cabin crew had been in Toronto for the week prior
to this flight and were to take the aircraft to London where they
would be replaced by another crew. The crew members
themselves and their carry-on baggage were not subjected to any
security checks; however, their checked-in baggage was screened
in the same manner as other baggage.
2.3 Montreal
Air India Flight 181 from Toronto arrived at Mirabel
International Airport at about 2100 EDT (0100 GMT, 23 June)
and parked in supply area number 14 at 2106 EDT (0106 GMT).
The 65 passengers destined for Montreal along with three Air
India personnel deplaned and were transported by bus to the
terminal building. The remaining passengers remained on board

as transit passengers and were not permitted to disembark at
Montreal. Air Canada baggage handlers off-loaded four
containers of cargo, three containers of baggage and a valuables
container. Two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission in Ottawa were delivered to the aircraft by MEGA
International Cargo. One pouch weighing one kilogram was
hand-delivered to the flight purser for storage in a valuables
locker within the cabin and the other pouch was loaded into the
valuables container.
During the check of the aircraft at Montreal, the second officer
pointed out to an Air Canada mechanic that a rear latch on the
fan cowl for the 5th engine did not appear to be properly secured.
The mechanic examined the latch and found it well secured, but
the handle was not flush and was hanging about five degrees. The
mechanic applied high-speed tape to the latch handle for
aerodynamic smoothness. This repair was examined by the
second officer who was satisfied with the work. No records were
completed by Air Canada in connection with this temporary
repair.
At about 1730 EDT (2130 GMT), Air Canada, which is Air
India's contracted agent, opened its check-in counter to
passengers who would be flying on Air India Flight 182. Burns
security personnel were also assigned at this time to screen the
checked baggage. Passenger tickets were checked, issued a
number, and copies of the tickets were removed and retained by
Air Canada. Boarding passes were then issued and affixed to the
numbered tickets. Also attached to the ticket booklets were
numbered tickets which corresponded to each piece of checked
baggage. The numbered checked baggage was sent to the
baggage area by Air Canada personnel to be security-checked by
Burns security personnel.
The passengers for AI 182 after checking in were free to enter
the departure area. At the entrance to the departure area, Burns

security staff used X-ray units and metal detectors to screen
passengers and carry-on baggage. At about 2100 EDT (0100
GMT), the passengers proceeded to gate 80 where they gave
their boarding passes and numbered tickets to an Air Canada
agent. The agent kept the numbered flight tickets and checked the
numbers against the passenger list. Also, at gate 80, a secondary
security check was done on passengers by a Burns security
officer using a metal detector. Hand-carried baggage was
subjected to further physical and visual checks. A total of 105
passengers boarded the flight at Mirabel Airport; there were no
interline passengers.
Between 1900 (2300 GMT) and 1930 EDT (2330 GMT), Burns
security personnel identified a suspect suitcase using the X-ray
machine. The suitcase was placed on the floor next to the
machine. The Burns security supervisor told Air India personnel
that a suspect suitcase had been located and was advised within
15 to 20 minutes to wait for the Air India security officer who
would be arriving on the flight from Toronto. Subsequently, a
second suspect suitcase was identified and a little later a third.
The three suitcases were placed next to the X-ray machine.
Between 1930 (2330 GMT) and 1945 (2345 GMT), all the Burns
security personnel at the X-ray machine were assigned to other
duties and the three suspect suitcases remained in the baggage
area without supervision. At about 2140 (0140 GMT), the Air
India security officer went to the baggage room and inspected the
three suitcases with the X-ray machine and a sniffer that was in
the possession of the security officer. The Air India security
officer decided to keep the three suitcases and, if further
examination proved negative, send them on a later flight. At
approximately 2155 (0155 GMT), the Air Canada Operations
Centre supervisor contacted the airport RCMP detachment
regarding the suspect suitcases. At about 2205 (0205 GMT), an
RCMP member located the suitcases in the baggage room and

requested that an Air India representative be sent to the baggage
room. About five minutes later, the Air India security officer
contacted the baggage room by telephone and advised that he
could not come to the room immediately. The Air India security
officer arrived in the baggage room at about 2235 (0235 GMT)
and, when asked to determine the owners of the suitcases,
informed the RCMP member that the flight had already departed
[2218 (0218 GMT)]. The three suspect suitcases were later
examined with negative results.
The remainder of the checked baggage which cleared the security
check was identified by a green sticker. The baggage was then
forwarded to Air Canada personnel who loaded the baggage in
containers to be placed on board the aircraft. A later check with
Canada Customs and Air Canada at Mirabel revealed no
unclaimed baggage associated with AI 181/182. A similar check
at Dorval Airport was conducted with negative results.
No record was kept as to the location and number of individual
pieces of checked-in luggage. Records were kept as to the
location of the containers according to destination, where loaded
and the number of pieces of luggage in each container (see
Appendix B).
The Mirabel Detachment of the RCMP provided the following
security at the airport on 22 June 1985:
- one member in a police vehicle for airside security;
- one member on patrol in the arrival and departure areas;
- one member on general foot patrol throughout the terminal;
and
- one member as a telecommunications operator in the
detachment office.
In addition, due to the increased threat to Air India flights, the
RCMP provided the following supplementary coverage to Air
India Flight 181/182 on 22 June 1985:
- one member in a police vehicle escorted the aircraft to and

from the runway and the terminal building and remained with the
aircraft while it was stationary;
- one member in a police vehicle remained at the entrance to
the ramp;
- two members patrolled the area of the ticket counter and
access corridors, and one of these members also served in a
liaison capacity with the airline representatives.
2.4 International Standards and Recommended Practices
International security standards and recommendations to
safeguard international civil aviation against acts of unlawful
interference are listed in ICAO Annex 17 to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation. Suggested security measures and
procedures are amplified in the ICAO Security Manual for
Safeguarding Civil Aviation Against Acts of Unlawful
Interference.
Annex 17 requires contracting States of which Canada is one to
"take the necessary measures to prevent weapons or any other
dangerous devices, the carriage or bearing of which is not
authorized, from being introduced by any means whatsoever, on
board an aircraft engaged in the carriage of passengers."
In addition to other recommendations, Annex 17 recommends
that contracting States should establish the necessary procedures
to prevent the unauthorized introduction of explosives or
incendiary devices in baggage, cargo, mail and stores to be
carried on board aircraft.
The Security Manual specifies that,
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Recently, ICAO has proposed amendments to Annex 17. These
proposals arise from a decision taken by the Council in its 115th
Session on 10 July 1985. The Council instructed its Committee
on Unlawful Interference, as a matter of urgency, to review the
entirety of Annex 17 and to report on those provisions which

might be immediately introduced, upgraded to Standards,
strengthened or improved. Among the proposed amendments is
the following upgrading in the Standards:
- Each contracting State ensure the implementation of
measures at airports to protect cargo, baggage, mail stores and
operator's supplies being moved within an airport to safeguard
such aircraft against an act of unlawful interference.
2.5 Canadian Law
In terms of Canadian statutory requirements, the Civil Aviation
Security Measures Regulations and the Foreign Aircraft Security
Measures Regulations made pursuant to the Aeronautics Act
require specified owners or operators of aircraft registered in
Canada or specified owners or operators who land foreign
aircraft in Canada to establish, maintain, and carry out security
measures at airports consisting of:
- systems of surveillance of persons, personal belongings,
baggage, goods and cargo by persons or by mechanical or
electronic devices;
- systems of searching persons, personal belongings, baggage,
goods and cargo by persons or by mechanical or electronic
devices;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for locked, closed or restricted areas that are
inaccessible to any person other than a person who has been
searched and the personnel of the owner or operator;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for check-points at which persons intending to board
the aircraft of an owner or operator can be searched;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for locked, closed or restricted areas in which cargo,
goods and baggage that have been checked for loading on
aircraft are inaccessible to persons other than those persons
authorized by the owner or operator to have access to those

areas;
- a system of identification that prevents baggage, goods and
cargo from being placed on board the aircraft if it is not
authorized to be placed on board by the owner or operator; and
- a system of identification of surveillance and search
personnel and the personnel of the owner or operator.
Specified carriers including Air Canada, CP Air, and Air India
were required to provide a description of their security measures
to the Canadian Minister of Transport.
An Order-in-Council on 29 September 1960 established that the
RCMP was responsible for the direction and administration of
police functions at major airports operated by Transport Canada.
The duties of the Police and Security Detail at these designated
airports include the following:
- carry out policing and security duties to guard against
unauthorized entry, sabotage, theft, fire or damage;
- enforce federal legislation;
- respond to violations of the Criminal Code of Canada,
Federal, Provincial, and Territorial statutes, and perform a
holding action pending arrival of the police department having
primary criminal jurisdiction;
- man guard posts; and
- provide a police response in those areas of airports where
pre-board screening takes place.
Section 5.1(9) of the Aeronautics Act states that "The Minister
may designate as security officers for the purposes of this section
any persons or classes of persons who, in his opinion, are
qualified to be so designated." Pursuant to this section Transport
Canada has established criteria for persons or classes of persons
that are designated as security officers in a Schedule registered
on 11 April 1984. The criteria also specify that a security guard
company and its employees will meet Transport Canada
requirements provided that the company:

- is under contract with a carrier to conduct passenger
screening under the Aeronautics Act and Regulations;
- is licensed in the province or territory;
- complies with the security guard criteria as follows in that
the guard must:
- be 18 years or older,
- be in good general health without physical defects or
abnormalities which would interfere with the performance of
duties,
- be licensed as a security guard and in possession of the
licence while on duty, and
- meet the training standards of Transport Canada consisting
of successfully completing the Transport Canada passenger
inspection training program, attaining an average mark of 70 per
cent, and undergoing refresher training within 12 months from
previous training;
- uses a comprehensive training program which has been
approved by Transport Canada and is capable of being monitored
and evaluated;
- keeps records showing the date each employee received
initial training and/or refresher training and the mark attained;
and
- provides supervision to ensure that their employees maintain
competency and act responsibly in the conduct of searching
passengers and carry-on baggage being carried aboard aircraft.
2.6 Canadian Security Procedures
In accordance with the Canadian Aeronautics Act and pursuant
regulations, air carriers are assigned the responsibility for
security. Transport Canada provides the following security
services for the air carriers using major Canadian airports,
including the international airports in Vancouver, Toronto and
Montreal:
- security and policing staff including RCMP airport

detachments;
- specific airport security plans and procedures;
- secure facilities (e.g., secure areas, pass identification
systems, etc.); and
- security equipment and facilities (e.g., X-ray detection units,
walk-through metal detectors, hand-held metal detectors,
explosive detection dogs).
As of 22 June 1985, the following general security measures
were in place at Canadian airports:
- metal detection screening of passengers; and
- X-raying of carry-on baggage.
Checked baggage was not normally subject to any security
screening. A few air carriers such as Air India had extra security
measures in place because of an assessed higher threat level (see
section 2.7 below).
On 23 June 1985, Transport Canada required additional security
measures to be implemented by all Canadian and foreign air
carriers for all international flights from Canada except those to
the continental United States. These measures required:
- the physical inspection or X-ray inspection of all checked
baggage;
- the full screening of all passengers and carry-on baggage;
and
- a 24-hour hold on cargo except perishables received from a
known shipper unless a physical search or X-ray inspection is
completed.
Further, on 29 June 1985, Transport Canada directed that all
baggage or cargo being interlined within Canada to an Air India
flight was to be physically inspected or X-rayed at the point of
first departure and that matching of passengers to tickets was to
be verified prior to departure.
2.7 Air India Security Program in Canada
In accordance with the Foreign Aircraft Security Measures

Regulations, Air India had provided the Minister of Transport
with a copy of its security program. It included measures to:
- establish sterile areas;
- physically inspect all carry-on baggage by means of handheld devices or X-ray equipment;
- control boarding passes;
- maintain aircraft security;
- ensure baggage and cargo security; and
- off-load baggage of passengers who fail to board flights.
Under these procedures established by Air India, passengers,
carry-on baggage, and checked baggage destined for AI 181/182
on 22 June 1985 were subjected to extra security checks. A
security officer from the Air India New York office arrived in
Toronto on 22 June 1985 to oversee the security operation at
Toronto and Montreal.
On 17 May 1985, the High Commission of India presented a
diplomatic note to the Department of External Affairs regarding
the threat to Indian diplomatic missions or Air India aircraft by
extremist elements. Subsequently, in early June, Air India
forwarded a request for "full and strict security coverage and any
other appropriate security measures" to Transport Canada offices
in Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto, and RCMP offices in Montreal
and Toronto.
2.8 PD-4 Sniffer
On 18 January 1985, prior to the inaugural Air India flight out of
Toronto on 19 January, a meeting on security for Air India flights
(Toronto) was held with representatives from Transport Canada,
RCMP and Air India. At this meeting, a PD-4 sniffer belonging
to Air India was produced. It was explained that it would be used
to screen checked baggage as the X-ray machine had not yet
arrived. At that time, an RCMP member tested its effectiveness.
The test revealed that it could not detect a small container of
gunpowder until the head of the sniffer was moved to less than

an inch from the gunpowder. Also, the next day the sniffer was
tried on a piece of C4 plastic explosives and it did not function
even when it came directly in contact with the explosive
substance. It is not known if this was the same sniffer used on 22
June 1985.
2.9 Medical Evidence
Medical examination was conducted on the 131 bodies recovered
after the accident. This comprises about 40 per cent of the 329
persons on board. It should be noted that assigned seating is
based on preliminary information. Also, the exact position of
passengers is not certain because it is not known if passengers
changed their seats after lift-off. On the information available,
the passengers were seated as follows:
Passengers:*
Seats Bodies
Available
Occupied
Identified
Zone A 16 1 0
Zone B 22 0 0
Upper Deck 18 7 0
Zone C 112 104 + 2 29
Zone D 86 84 + 1 38
Zone E 123 105 + 3 50
SUB-TOTAL
377 301 (+6 infants) 117
Crew:
Flight Deck 3 3 0
Cabin 19 19 5
TOTAL 399 329 122
There were 30 children recovered and they showed less overall
injury. The average severity of injury increases from Zone C to E
and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies. Five of
these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates

that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evenly
*See Appendix C for interior seating arrangement.
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be seated
at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries from
a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear of the
aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including three
children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the right (3
in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of lap
belts.
Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion.
2.10 Flight Recorders and Shannon Air Traffic Control (ATC)
Tape Analyses
VT-EFO was equipped with a Fairchild A100 Cockpit Voice
Recorder (CVR) and a Lockheed 209E Digital Flight Data
Recorder (DFDR). These were each equipped with Dukane
Underwater Acoustic Beacons and were installed adjacent to
each other in the cabin on the left side near the aft pressure
bulkhead. The serial digital signal recorded by the DFDR was
generated by a Teledyne Flight Data Acquisition Unit installed in
the forward electronics bay below the cabin floor.

The Shannon Air Traffic Control Centre was in contact with VTEFO and recorded radio communications with the aircraft. At the
time of the accident, 5.4 seconds of noise was recorded, and the
transponder signal seen on the radar scope was lost from the
aircraft. This signal which displays aircraft altitude showed no
deviation before disappearing from the radar scope.
2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council, Canada
From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder. The initial
waveform of the cockpit area microphone signal is not consistent
with the sharp pressure rise expected with detonation of an
explosive device close to the flight deck, but, with the
multiplicity of paths by which sound may be conducted from
other regions of the aircraft, the possibility that it originated from
such a device elsewhere in the aircraft cannot be excluded.
By correlating the oscillograph records of the CVR and the
Shannon ATC VHF recording, it was estimated that the unusual
sounds recorded on the ATC tape started 1.4 ± 0.5 seconds after
the start of the sudden sound detected by the cockpit area
microphone and lasted intermittently for 5.4 seconds. It was felt
the closeness in time of the two noises indicated the 5.4 seconds
recorded on the ATC tapes originated from AI 182. The ATC
recording that followed the cockpit area microphone sounds
appeared at first to contain a series of short intermittent sounds.
Listening to the sounds, it also appeared that a human cry
occurred near the end of the recording. Spectral analysis of these
sounds and comparison with voice imitations revealed that the

recorded sounds do not contain all the pitch harmonic
frequencies normally associated with voice sounds. The origin of
these sounds has not been determined.
An examination of the DFDR showed no abnormal variations
before the accident. With the spare engine, this aircraft was
restricted to altitudes below 35,200 feet and indicated airspeeds
less than 290 knots. During the last 27 minutes of the flight, the
computed airspeed did gradually increase to nine knots above
this limit in the first part of this period and the power was
readjusted several times. The speed fell below the 290 knot limit
at about 07h:09m GMT as recorded by the DFDR; power was
increased again at about 07h:10m causing the aircraft to
accelerate to six knots above the limit by the time the accident
occurred at 07h:13m:59s. The observed excursions outside the
specified limits are not considered significant.
The aircraft was flown with 1.5-degree left-wing-down with 4.2
degrees clockwise control wheel as compared to the aircraft
without the 5th engine installation. Also, 9.4 per cent of right
rudder pedal was applied giving a 1.1-degree right deflection of
the upper and lower rudders. Considering the carriage of the 5th
engine on the left side, these figures are not considered abnormal.
When synchronized with the other recordings, it was determined,
within the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR
stopped recording simultaneously with the CVR.
Irregular signals were observed over the last 0.27 inches of the
DFDR tape. Laboratory tests indicated that the irregular signals
most likely occurred as a result of the recorder being subjected to
sharp angular accelerations about the lateral axis of the recorder,
causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record head. This
equates to an angular acceleration on the recorder about the
aircraft's longitudinal axis in a left-wing-down sense. Therefore,
these tests indicate that the digital recorder was subjected to a
sharp jolt separate from any violent motion of the aircraft.

The other possibility for the irregular signals is that the Flight
Data Acquisition Unit which generated the serial digital data
signal and which is located in the electronics bay under the cabin
floor forward of the cargo compartment could have suffered
some damage or had an intermittent power supply that caused it
to generate the irregular signals.
2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United
Kingdom
The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape. The correlation of the CVR and ATC tapes showed
that the ATC recording started after the CVR had stopped
recording and 1.1 ± 0.4 seconds from the start of the sudden
sound. The total duration of the signal on the ATC tape was 5.4
seconds.
An analysis of the CVR audio found no significant very low
frequency content which would be expected from the sound
created by the detonation of a high explosive device. Evidence of
the presence of audio warning signals buried amongst the noise
was investigated with negative results. A comparison with CVRs
recording an explosive decompression* on a DC-10, a bomb in
the cargo hold of a B737, and a gun shot on the flight deck of a
B737 was made. Considering the different acoustic
characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis
indicates that there were distinct similarities between the sound
of the explosive decompression on the DC-10 and the sound
recorded on the AI 182 CVR.
The analysis of the ATC tape audio determined three or four
words could be heard at the beginning of the transmission, but
extensive filtering did not allow the sounds to be transcribed.
Two bursts of tone occurred during the first second. The
spectrum of the tone does not coincide with any B747 audio
warning. The transmission is chopped until at about 2.7 seconds
into the transmission a loud noise lasting about 200 milliseconds

is heard. This is followed about 0.5 seconds later by a sound
which increases in volume. This sound is similar to that heard in
other accidents where there has been a rapid increase in airspeed.
Toward the end of the transmission a crying sound was heard;
however, a study of the noise indicates a human cry would
contain more harmonics. The origin of this sound was not
determined. Knocking sounds were also heard during the
transmission. These were initially thought to be due to hand-held
microphone vibration, but this was discounted because of the
frequency of the sounds. Almost identical sounds were heard on
the DC-10 CVR after the explosive decompression had occurred.
Their source was not identified. On the DC-10, the pressurization
audio warning sounded 2.2 seconds after the decompression. No
such warning was identified on the ATC tape.
*Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion.
Every aircraft provides a different signature when the press-totransmit button is released. These signatures were compared with
transients which occurred during the open microphone
transmission. There is a close match with the previous AI 182
signatures. Therefore, it is almost certain that the ATC tape
recording originated from AI 182.
The AIB report concluded that the analysis of the CVR and ATC
recordings showed no evidence of a high-explosive device
having been detonated on AI 182. It further states there is strong
evidence to suggest a sudden explosive decompression of
undetermined origin occurred. Although there is no evidence of a
high-explosive device, the possibility cannot be ruled out that a
detonation occurred in a location remote from the flight deck and
was not detected on the microphone. However, the AIB report is
of the opinion that the device would have to be small not to be
detected as it is considered that a large high-explosive device

could not fail to be detected on the CVR.
2.10.3 Analysis by Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC),
India
The BARC analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape.
Channel 3 of the recording which corresponded to the cockpit
area microphone showed the first indication of a rising audio
signal. The signal level rises from the ambient level in the
cockpit by about 18.5 decibels in approximately 45 milliseconds.
The signal starts falling and stabilizes at a level about 10 decibels
higher than ambient for about 375 milliseconds. The total
duration of the signal is about 460 milliseconds.
The timings of the CVR and the Shannon ATC tape were
correlated, and it was determined that the explosive sound on the
CVR coincided with the beginning of the series of audio bursts
on the ATC tape. The report concluded that the sounds recorded
on the ATC tape emanated from AI 182 at the time of the
occurrence.
The noise on the CVR was compared with an explosion which
caused the crash of an Indian Airlines B737. In this occurrence,
the explosive sound recorded on the cockpit area microphone
showed a rise time of about 8 milliseconds. It was also
determined that the explosion occurred 8 feet from the
microphone. The report concluded that the rise time is a measure
of the distance from the cockpit area microphone to the source of
an explosion. Hence, the exact location in the aircraft at which
the explosion occurred is likely to be about 40 to 50 feet from the
cockpit judging from the rise time of 45 milliseconds.
The report concluded that the series of audio bursts on the ATC
tape were most probably generated by the break-up of AI 182 in
mid-air.
2.11 Aircraft Structures Examination
The examination of aircraft structures consisted of the following

areas: floating wreckage, wreckage mapping and surveying,
wreckage distribution, photographic and video interpretation of
wreckage, wreckage recovery and initial examination, and
examination of recovered wreckage.
2.11.1 Floating Wreckage
During the search, aircraft wreckage was sited and recovered by
several search vessels. The wreckage was transported to Cork,
Ireland, where preliminary examination was conducted. This
examination took place in June and July, 1985.
The wreckage consisted mainly of various leading edge skin
panels of the left and right wings, left wing tip, spoilers, leading
edge and trailing edge flaps, engine cowlings, flap track canoe
fairing pieces, landing gear wheel well doors, pieces of elevator
and aileron, cabin floor panels, cabin overhead and upper deck
bins, passenger seats, life vests, slide rafts, hand baggage,
suitcases, personal effects and a number of internal fittings. The
floating wreckage constitutes about three to five percent of the
aircraft structure.
The wreckage was then transported from Ireland to Bombay,
India where it underwent further examination by the Floating
Wreckage Structures Group which then produced a report which
was submitted to the Indian Inquiry. The report concluded:
- There was no evidence of fire damage.
- There was no evidence of lightning strike damage.
- The cabin floor panels from the forward and rear sections of
the aircraft separated from the support structure in an upward
direction (floor to ceiling) pulling free from the attaching screws
and, in some cases, breaking the vertical web of the seat track/
floor beams.
- The position of the leading edge flap rotary actuator and the
damage to the flap structure indicated that the leading edge flaps
were in the retracted position.
- The six spoiler actuators found were in the retracted

position. The lower surface of all the spoiler panels showed signs
of spanwise skin splits with the edges curled into the core of the
honeycomb. The report concluded that this was possibly due to
the loading of the spoilers by being deployed in flight at high
speed, resulting in compression on the lower surfaces. This, in
turn, caused splitting of the lower skin into the honeycomb.
- The right wing root leading edge, number 3 engine inboard
fan cowling, the right inboard midflap inboard leading edge, and
the right stabilizer root leading edge all exhibited damage
possibly due to objects striking the right wing and stabilizer
before water impact.
In addition to the above conclusions, the following significant
information regarding the floating wreckage is noted in the
report:
- The aircraft was carrying a -7Q engine at the 5th pod and a
-7J 5th pod kit in the aft cargo compartment. In all there were 14
engine fan cowls (four in the aft cargo compartment). Out of
these 14 fan cowls, nine, including six from the working engines
and three from the aft cargo compartment, and two additional
pieces of fan cowls were found. Five of the fan cowls from the
working engines showed folding damage lines at about the three
and nine o'clock positions. The number 3 engine inboard fan
cowl had severe impact damage on its leading edge and had
small outward puncture holes but no penetration through the
outer skin in the lower centre region. The two fan cowls of the
-7J 5th pod kit stowed in the aft cargo compartment showed
severe damage. One piece was cut at one corner in an arc of
about 20 inches diameter and its external skin was peeled back.
- The cockpit entry door and the side bulkhead panel were
found relatively intact but had come out of their attachments.
- Twelve toilet doors out of 16 were found and were relatively
intact but had come out of their attachments.
- Cabin interior panels and overhead bins of the main and

upper decks which were recovered exhibited only minor damage.
- The wooden boxes which contained the fan blades of the 5th
pod engine were loaded in container 24L in the forward cargo
compartment and were found broken apart exhibiting no burn
marks.
- One passenger oxygen bottle and one portable oxygen bottle
were recovered and showed no sign of damage.
Mr. V.J. Clancy, an aviation explosives expert representing
Boeing Aircraft Corporation, prepared a preliminary report based
on his examinations of certain items of recovered and floating
wreckage. Mr. Clancy's report notes the following with respect to
floating wreckage:
- A foam-backed floor panel which showed a small number of
perforations was recovered. Mr. Clancy recommended that it
should be X-rayed and a detailed examination completed.
- One of the lavatory doors had, into its inner surface, a
number of fragments of glass mirror - presumably from breakage
of a mirror normally fitted into the lavatory. Most of the
fragments, buried edgeways, were oriented parallel to each other.
The remainder were approximately at right angles to the others.
Mr. Clancy concluded that it would be improbable that any
reliance could be placed on the penetration by mirror fragments
as being indicative of an explosion.
- Three steel oxygen cylinders which were stowed in the
forward cargo compartment were recovered. One had been
dented apparently by the impact of an object measuring about
one to two centimetres. The depression had a maximum depth of
about four millimetres.
- A few suitcases recovered among the floating wreckage were
examined. Mr. Clancy felt that one might provide useful
information. It was of red plastic material with a blue lining. Mr.
Clancy reported that plastic material has been found to retain
identifiable traces of explosive after long immersion in the sea.

Also, the lining which was severely tattered resembled that of
one found after an explosion in an aircraft in Angola.
- A wooden spares box was found on the foreshore of Wales.
It was of the kind used on the aircraft. It was charred on one side
and partially on the bottom. The depth of charring suggested that
the burn time was three to four minutes. This box was normally
stowed in the aft cargo compartment; however, on this flight it
may have been stowed in the forward compartment.
- Two pieces of the cover of an overhead locker originating
above either door 2R or 4R were also found on the foreshore.
They were partially damaged and blackened by fire. Mr. Clancy
concluded that this indicated the presence of fire.
- Two pieces of U-section alloy channel partially filled with
plastic foam were found on the foreshore. The alloy was of a
kind not used in aircraft structure; however, it could have been
from some fitting supplied by a sub-contractor. Also, since the
pieces were found near an area where practice firings at targets
are carried out off the west coast of the United Kingdom, it could
have come from some other source. One piece of the alloy bore
marks ("mooncraters") typical of an attack by very high velocity
fragments such as produced by an explosion. X-rays showed the
presence of a few small particles buried in the foam which Mr.
Clancy recommended should be extracted and examined. He also
felt that this provided the strongest single indication of an
explosion and that it was essential to determine if these pieces
came from the aircraft or any of the equipment or cargo aboard
the aircraft.
The CASB in its examination of the floating wreckage noted the
following:
- The fan cowls of the number 4 engine had a series of five
marks in a vertical line across the centre of the Air India logo on
the inboard facing side of the fan cowl. These marks had the
characteristic airfoil shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible

that a portion of the turbine parted from the number 3 engine and
struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
- The upper deck storage cabinet which was located on the left
side had unusual damage to its bottom. A large rounded dent in
the bottom inboard edge of this stiff cabinet structure revealed
smooth stretching without breakthrough. The damage did not
seem to be achievable by inertia or impact forces as the cabinet
except for the bottom was undamaged. The damage was
considered by a CASB investigator to be compatible with the
spherical front of an explosive shock wave generated below the
cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet; however, it is not
known if this damage could be caused by some other means.
- The right wing root fillet which faired the leading edge of
the wing to the fuselage ahead of the front spar had a vertical
dent similar to that which would have resulted had the fillet run
into a soft cylindrical object with significant relative velocity.
The paint on the inboard chord appeared to be scorched brown in
the centre areas of three honeycomb panels. It has been
determined that sudden heat can turn these panels brown, but it is
not known if other reasons for the discolouration exist. The fillet
abutted the fuselage side at the aft end of the forward cargo
compartment.
- There was blackened erosion damage to the bottoms of some
seat cushions. The damage had an appearance similar to that
which would have been caused by an explosive device. It is not
known if marine life feeding on the cushions or some other cause
could have produced the same effect.
- The charred wooden spares box contained some sand and
small shellfish. The flesh from the shellfish appeared to be
charred, indicating that the box was subjected to fire after the
occurrence.
An electronic device was found among some floating wreckage
and was forwarded to the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre for

analysis. There was some concern that it could have been used to
detonate an explosive device. The device was forwarded to the
RCMP who in conjunction with the CASB determined it to be an
item manufactured for use in radiosondes (weather balloons) and
was not modified as a detonating device.
2.11.2 Wreckage Mapping and Surveying
The Canadian Coast Guard Ship (CCGS) John Cabot was given
the task of mapping the wreckage on the ocean floor. On 19 July
1985, the Cabot with a SCARAB deep submersible on board
departed Cork. On arrival at the site, and based on surface
wreckage distribution and bottom side scan sonar plots, four
transmitters were placed on the sea bed. These transmitters
provided signals for the ALLNAV navigation system used to
accurately plot the sea bed wreckage.
Based on all the data available, the SCARAB was launched on
24 July 1985 to begin the bottom search in position 51°01.9'N
12°41.0'W. During the mapping, stage areas were designated for
search and each progressive area was determined based on the
information gained during the search. The search was conducted
using sonar and video. Wreckage found was recorded on video
tape and on 35mm positive film.
The first object plotted on the sea bed was a torn suitcase located
at lat 51°02.63'N, long 12°53.15'W and was the most westerly
object located. This suitcase has not been recovered, nor has it
been positively identified as having come from the accident
aircraft.
As the search progressed eastward, the first positive identification
of aircraft wreckage was made at lat 51°02.9'N, long
12°49.93'W. Slowly, over a period of about 90 days, a detailed
bottom wreckage plot was developed.
While mapping was in progress, some of the wreckage was
revisited to obtain additional data. During the transit through
areas already searched, wreckage not previously plotted was

found, and, in some areas, the density of wreckage physically
precluded 100 per cent coverage. Components and major
structural items were identified from all sections of the aircraft
and when the mapping of the sea bed ended, most of the aircraft
had been found and photographed. Although positive
identification of each piece of wreckage could not be made, it
was decided in late October 1985 that the search phase was
essentially completed and wreckage recovery could begin. A
bottom wreckage distribution plot is contained separately in an
envelope as Appendix F.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the mapping of the
sea bed provided some distinct distribution patterns. The depth of
the wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the
effect of the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus some
distortion of an object's relationship from time of water entry to
its location on the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the
items found east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and
often made of a structure which traps air. These items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved
horizontally in sea currents before settling on the bottom. Marks
left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does indicate
horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42 and 44*, and the wing
structure were located in a relatively localized area centred about
lat 51°03.30'N and long 12°47.80'W, and the wreckage scatter
was oriented north/south. The wreckage scatter in this area was
so dense that it is probable that some of the wreckage may not
have been plotted or photographed.
Sections 46 and 48, including the vertical fin and horizontal
stabilizer, extended in a west to east pattern with the westernmost
identified aircraft component located at lat 51°02.90'N and long

12°50.1'W. The wreckage extended in a line about 110 degrees
True to an eastern position of lat 51°02.04'N and long
12°41.26'W, a distance of approximately 6.5 nautical miles. The
aircraft structure had a random scatter pattern. That is, items such
as the aft pressure bulkhead were broken into several pieces, and
these pieces were located throughout the pattern.
A?? third area which had some distinctive pattern was that of the
engines, engine struts and components and was localized about
lat 51°03.25'N and long 12°47.4'W in a northwest/southeast
orientation. One of the operating engines was displaced 0.5
nautical miles to the north of this area, and it was also
geographically separated from the wing structure. The number 3
engine nacelle strut was also separated from the rest of the
engine components and was located about one nautical mile to
the west-southwest at lat 51°02.87'N, long 12°48.05'W. The
reasons for the displacement of the number 3 engine nacelle strut
and one of the operating engines from the other engines are not
known.
*See Appendix D for location of aircraft sections and aircraft
body stations (BS).
2.11.4 Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
2.11.4.1 Photographic Interpretation
All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tape and all major
items were recorded on 35mm positive film. During the course of
the investigation, several members of the investigation team had
the opportunity to view the tapes and photographs. Subsequently,
when some items were recovered, it became apparent that the
optical image presented on video and still film had some
limitation with respect to identification of damage or damage
patterns. For example, the sine wave bending of target 7*
appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave fracture,
and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident in either
the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage through

photographic/video evidence without the physical evidence
might be misleading, and any interpretation should take this into
account.
2.11.4.2 Engines
The four operating engines were all extensively damaged. A view
of the fan blades did not show signs of any rotational damage,
and it could not be determined whether any pre-impact failures
had occurred. The external damage to the engines varied, and at
least one engine appeared to be attached to part of the nacelle
strut. Except for the non-operational fifth engine, the engines
could not be matched with their original positions on the aircraft.
2.11.4.3 Landing Gear
The nose, wing, and body landing gear were all located.
Photographic examination indicated that all the gear were in the
'up' position at the time of impact.
2.11.4.4 Flaps and Spoilers
Positive identification of all the flap and spoiler surfaces was not
made. All the flap jackscrews indicated that the flaps were
retracted at impact. Of the spoilers identified, six had actuators
attached. The actuators were in the fully retracted position.
*See Appendix E for location of targets on aircraft.
2.11.4.5 Section 41
Section 41, consisting of the cockpit, first-class section, and
electronics bay and identified as target 192, was found in a nearinverted attitude. This section was severely damaged. The
electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located within the
wreckage. The first officer's seat was found on the sea bed near
section 41 wreckage.
2.11.4.6 Section 42
Portions of section 42, consisting of the forward cargo hold,
main deck passenger area, and the upper deck passenger area,
were located near section 41. This area was severely damaged
and some of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the

structure identified from section 42 was the crown skin, the upper
passenger compartment deck, the belly skin, and some of the
cargo floor including roller tracks. The right-hand, number two
passenger door including some of the upper and aft frame and
outer skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the sea bed
near this area were a large number of suitcases and baggage as
well as several badly damaged containers.
All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.
2.11.4.7 Section 44
Section 44, containing the aircraft structure between body station
(BS) 1000 and BS 1480 including that area where the fuselage
and wings were mated was located in the same general area as
the forward sections of the aircraft. This section was severely
damaged but maintained its overall shape and was lying on its
right side. Part of the left wing upper skin was attached to the
fuselage and a large portion, about one-third of the upper wing
skin, separated and was lying against the fuselage crown skin.
Some of the body and wing landing gear were found beside this
section of the aircraft. The gear was detached from the main
structure. The interior of the fuselage was extensively damaged.

2.11.4.8 Wing Structure
The wing structure was located near the forward area of the
aircraft structure and towards the northernmost area of the
wreckage pattern. The wings showed extreme damage patterns
with the top and bottom surfaces separated and the wing surfaces
broken into segments.
2.11.4.9 Sections 46 and 48
Sections 46 and 48 contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of
BS 1480 and, for purposes of this Submission, will include the
horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. This section of the aircraft
was scattered in a west to east pattern about 6.5 nautical miles in
length and exhibited severe break-up characteristics.
The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place and
intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified. Four
segments of the aft pressure bulkhead were identified (targets 35,
37, 73 and 296), and one portion of the bulkhead was never
located. Much of the fuselage which was forward of the number
five door and above the passenger floor area was not located, or
if located was not recognizable as having come from a specific
area of the aircraft.
Sections of the outer skin below the cargo area were located as
was some of the cargo floor structure. Generally, the stringers
and stiffeners are attached to the skin; however, the lower
frames, which provided the cargo floor support, were detached
from the skin. The rear cargo floor from BS 1600 to BS 1760 was
located and was found to have little or no distortion; however,
the lower skin and stringers were missing. A second portion of
the aft cargo compartment floor containing cargo drive wheels
and cargo roller trays was located. This structure was severely
damaged and mangled.
The tail cone and the auxiliary power unit (APU) housing were
located and had received relatively minor damage; however, the
APU had broken free and was never located.

A large portion of the outer skin panels showed signs of a force
being applied from the inside out. On several pieces of wreckage,
the skin was curled outwards away from the stringers and
formers. This could have been the result of an overpressure of air
or water.
The vertical tail was found in good condition, in a single piece
with both rudders attached. The top cap was partially separated
and a small dent was noticed in the middle of the leading edge at
the bottom. A curved broken portion of fuselage was observed
with a portion of the "Y" ring and pressure bulkhead attached.
Another small segment of the pressure bulkhead was leaning on
the lower section of the tail.
The horizontal stabilizer tail section was located and was one
unit with the elevators attached. The actuator jackscrew was
attached to the assembly. The stabilizer jackscrew ballnut was
observed to be located at the upper jackscrew stop. This equates
to a full deflection of elevator trim. Since there is nothing on the
DFDR or CVR to indicate a malfunction of the trim, it is
deduced that this was not the lead event. It is not known if the
position of the ballnut resulted from a pilot trim selection, a
result of the initial event or if it rotated to the observed position
under the influence of gravity. Two-thirds of the leading edge of
the right horizontal stabilizer was missing and the auxiliary spar
was exposed. There was localized damage to the right-hand root
of the leading edge through about a span of five ribs. The leading
edge skin and part of the leading edge ribs were torn downwards.
Some localized damage to the root of the left leading edge was
visible with the remainder of the leading edge undamaged. There
was minor damage to the trailing edge of the outboard left
elevator, and a major portion of the inboard left elevator was
missing.
2.11.4.10 Passenger Seats
Many of the passenger seats located among the wreckage pattern

and identified as having come from sections 46 and 48 appeared
to have the aft support legs buckled with little or no damage to
the forward support legs. Seats located in the wreckage
containing sections 41, 42, and 44 appeared to have varying
types of damage, that is, aft support legs only buckled, and all
legs buckled. One consistent feature noted was that in the
majority of seats located it was possible to ascertain that the seatbelts were not fastened.
2.11.5 Wreckage Recovery and Initial Examination
During the wreckage mapping, some small items were recovered,
and an unsuccessful attempt was made to recover a portion of the
forward cargo door. On completion of the sea bed survey, an
offshore supply ship, Kreuztrum, chartered by the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), joined John Cabot for a
wreckage recovery operation. Prior to the commencement of the
wreckage recovery, the structures group met at the Boeing
facility in Seattle, USA and reviewed the video tapes and
photographs of the wreckage. Based on their findings, a list of
items was identified as being most desirable for recovery. The
priority list was prepared by a group in Cork, Ireland, headed by
Dr. V. Ramachandran. On 8 October 1985, the John Cabot sailed,
and on 9 October 1985, the Kreuztrum sailed for the accident
site. The following target numbers and items were recovered
during the mapping and wreckage recovery stages of the
investigation: 7, 8, 35, 47, 117, 193, 223, 245, 287, 296, 299,
362/396, and 399 (as the location on the aircraft of some of the
targets was not known when Appendix E was created, some are
not shown in the appendix). The first officer's seat, some
suitcases and small debris were also recovered using a metal
frame basket. Initial examination of the wreckage was carried out
in Cork and then it was transported to Bombay for detailed
examination.
2.11.6 Examination of Recovered Wreckage

Although all the recovered wreckage was examined, only those
items exhibiting characteristics which provided some evidence as
to what may have happened to the aircraft during its final
moments of flight are discussed. CASB engineering personnel
and other participants examined the recovered wreckage at Cork
and Bombay. The observations made during their examinations
are discussed below.
2.11.6.1 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
contained the keel beam. Target 7 extended from BS 1480 to
1860 and was about eight feet in width and 32 feet in length. The
left edge had a full length rivet line tear, and the torn edge was
buckled in waves, like the trace of a sine wave. On the right side,
between the one-quarter and midway segment, a large flap of
skin was attached. The skin was folded aft, diagonally
underneath, from right to left and the paint was scoured off the
leading edge. The forward break was at the joint at BS 1480. The
skin tear located at about BS 1860 was irregular in nature. The
forward keel joint splice plate was bent, and the keel joint bolt
holes were distorted and elongated.
The left and right trunnion vertical support fittings located at BS
1480 were examined optically using the stereomicroscope. Both
trunnions were fractured through the three bolt holes. The right
fracture characteristics were consistent with an overload mode of
failure. Although most of the left fracture surface was also
characterized by overload features, there were heavily corroded
areas where the fracture mode could not be confirmed through
optical examination. One lug fracture was sectioned from the left
trunnion and prepared for scanning electron microscope (SEM)
examination. After the corroded area was cleaned, the
examination revealed some ductile characteristics on the fracture
surface. There was no evidence of intergranular fracture
observed to suggest a stress corrosion cracking mode of failure,

nor was there any evidence of progressive failure observed. The
corrosion appeared to have developed after the accident.
2.11.6.2 Target 8 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
extended from BS 1860 to 1960 and from stringer 46L to 46R. A
small section from the aft end along the belly skin splice at
stringer 46L was removed for examination. SEM examination
revealed that the fracture was characterized by slightly elongated
ductile dimples along its length, including areas adjacent to the
edges of the rivet holes. On the aft edge of each rivet hole
examined, a distinctive shear lip was observed. These features
are consistent with an overload mode of failure along the skin
splice with an apparent direction of failure from aft to forward.
2.11.6.3 Target 35 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from behind the aircraft, this segment of
pressure bulkhead occupied the 9 to 1 o'clock position. The piece
from 12 to 1 o'clock had the flange from the outer ring attached.
The web below the outer ring flange had areas of buckling. From
the 11 to 12 o'clock position, the outer edge showed sinusoidal
buckling, and the edge sector at 9 o'clock was partially collapsed
and its edge was turned under. Samples taken for optical
stereomicroscope and SEM examination revealed that the
fracture characteristics were consistent with an overload mode of
failure. The examination suggested a general direction of failure
from the aft to the forward edge of the rear pressure bulkhead
panel.
2.11.6.4 Target 296 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from the rear of the aircraft, this segment of the
bulkhead occupied the 7 to 9 o'clock position. Optical and SEM
examination were undertaken on this item.
The fracture along the left-hand edge of target 296 (viewed from
the rear) was examined optically prior to removing any
representative samples. The fracture was at the rivet line at a skin

splice, except for a length of fracture about 15 inches long near
the forward end, which was through the skin away from the rivet
line. Most of the rivet holes along the fracture path showed some
slight elongation and skin deformation.
Representative fracture samples were cut from the left-hand and
right-hand edges of the fracture surfaces. Optical and SEM
examination revealed that the fracture characteristics are
consistent with an overload mode of failure.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the direction of
cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the crossbeam
displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
2.11.6.6 Target 117 - Floor with Seats Attached
These seats were right-section doubles, located between BS 1880
and 1980 and were from rows 46, 47 and 48, F and G (Zone E).
The seats were displaced to the left with the rear legs buckled to
the left. The front leg supports exhibited only minor damage. The
middle and rear doubles had aisle-side seat arms bent to the right.
There was no impact damage to the seat backs or seat pans, and
all life vests except one were gone from the underseat container
bags.
2.11.6.7 Target 399 - Left-Hand Side Triple Seat with Tray Arms
It would appear that this section was from row 18, seats A, B and
C, the first set of triple seats aft of door 2L. The notable damage
to this unit was as follows: front leg aisle side buckled and
crushed in place; front leg window side buckled and crushed in
place; forward edge tube to seat broken and bent downwards at
joint with fore and aft tube between window and centre seats;

and fore and aft tube between centre and aisle seat broken at start
of T-connection to rear edge of seat tube. The damage suggests
that the failures resulted from vertical loading. All the life-jackets
were in place.
2.11.6.8 Target 399 - Fuselage Side and 2R Entry Door
The fuselage segment was located between BS 780 and 940. This
piece was badly damaged and buckled inwards along a line
through the lower door hinge. There were 12 holes or damaged
areas on the skin generally with petals bending outwards. The
curl on a flap around a hole had one full turn. This curl was in the
outward direction. Cracks were also noticed around some of the
holes. Part of the metal was missing in some of the holes. The
edges of some of the petals showed reverse slant fracture. In one
of the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
When this target was recovered from the sea, along with it came
a few hundred tiny fragments and medium-sized pieces. One of
the medium-sized pieces recovered with this target was a floor
stantion about 35 inches long. It was confirmed that this stantion
belonged to the right side of the forward cargo hold. The inner
face of the stantion had a fracture with a curl at the lower end,
the curl being in the outboard direction and up into the centre of
the stantion.
Scientists from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, the National
Aeronautical Laboratory and the Explosives Research and
Development Laboratory in India conducted a metallurgical
examination of certain items of wreckage. Their report on target
399 concluded that:
- the curling of the metal on the floor channel was indicative
of a shock wave effect;
- the large number of tiny fragments from the disintegration of
nonbrittle aluminum was a characteristic indication of explosive
forces; and
- the indications of punctures, outward petalling around holes,

curling of metal lips, reverse slant fracture, formation of spikes at
fracture edges and certain microstructural changes all were
indicative of an explosion.
2.11.6.9 Target 193 - Fuselage Side and 2L Entry Door
The fuselage segment was located between BS 720 and 840. The
door and fuselage skin were buckled outwards, approximately in
line with the buckling on the fuselage and 2R entry door directly
opposite.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 - Lower Skin Panel - Forward Cargo
Area
This section of skin panel was located between BS 720 and 860
and is just below target 399. The skin was badly crumpled and
torn and had several punctures. It was pulled free from a large
mass of debris which included some mangled cargo floor beams
and roller trays. Some of the punctures had a feathered or spiked
profile, with spikes angled at approximately 45 degrees to the
edge. Other puncture holes gave clear indication of being formed
by underlying stiffeners at impact. Two of these holes contained
pieces of web stiffener. Most of the punctures were the result of
penetrations from inside.
In the preliminary report of Mr. V.J. Clancy, representing Boeing,
the following observations regarding target 362/396 were made:
- There were about 20 holes in the lower skin panel clearly
resulting from penetration from inside.
- In addition to the fact that perforation was from inside, there
were certain features which suggested that they were made by
high velocity fragments such as those produced by an explosion.
Mr. Clancy's report describes these features as follows:
- the presence of toothed or spiked edges at some parts of the
metal which has petalled out from the perforations;
(Tardif and Sterling, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal,
1969, 15, 1, 19-27, obtained spiked fractures in fragments from
sheet alloy subjected closely to an explosion. They stated that

they had not obtained this effect in fractures otherwise
produced.)
- the presence of marked curling (in some cases of more than
360 degrees) of some of the petals;
(Tardif and Sterling stated that such curling was a feature of
explosively produced fragments.)
- the virtual absence of scratches or score marks on the petals
such as might be expected if something were slowly forced
through the metal;
- the virtual absence of other impact marks on the inside
surface such as might have been produced by a massive impact
with a substantial object, thereby suggesting that the production
of at least many of the perforations were separate independent
events; and
- the presence of one perforation (identified as number 14)
resembling a "bullet hole" that was clearly punched out - a type
of hole usually associated with a high velocity missile.
- There was evidence that the forward part of the skin panel
had been folded back inward along the line of station 760 and
then bent back again along a line slightly forward of this station.
- Such folding, perhaps violently produced on impact with the
water, could have brought broken metal of stringers or stiffeners
into forceful contact with the internal surfaces, thus producing
perforations outwards. The overlap of such folding would
conceivably have covered the area up to station 800 and thus
included most of the perforations.
- One hole (identified as number 13) was almost certainly
caused by a slipping wire rope used as a sling.
- Part of the inner surface, aft of station 780 was superficially
blackened as if by soot from a fire. Swabs were taken of this area
for further examination for evidence of fire or explosives.
- A large number (several hundred) of small fragments were
recovered. These varied in size from an inch or less to a few

inches. They included fragments broken out of sheet metal, and
these were reported to be from the same area as T362.
- The production of a large number of small fragments is
generally regarded as an indication of an explosion.
- One piece, which was isolated, was about an inch square of
sheet alloy with characteristic spikes on one edge similar to those
described by Tardif and Sterling.
The following is an excerpt from the report by Mr. V.J. Clancy
wherein he gives his opinion and conclusions regarding target
362.
"Opinion
The features discernible to a careful close visual examination
point towards the possibility of an explosion but taken alone do
not justify a firm conclusion.
Curling of petals and spiked or toothed fractures may be
observed in other events than explosions despite the failure by
Tardif and Sterling to obtain them in their limited number of
attempts. It is probable that these features indicate a rapid rate of
failure but not necessarily of a rapidity which could only be
produced by an explosion.
A more detailed study, metallurgical and fractographic, is
required.
The studies by Tardif and Sterling were done on fragments
produced from aluminium alloy in contact with the explosive.
Very little information is available on the behaviour of
aluminium alloy some distance from the explosive and subjected
to attack by secondary fragments. To determine this some trials
will be necessary, to obtain reference samples for comparison.
The single "bullet hole," No. 14, strongly supports an explosion
hypothesis but, being the sole example of its kind, is not, by itself
determinative.
If the forward part of this item was forcefully and rapidly folded
back to impact on the other part, it might explain the other

features apparent to visual examination. It would require detailed
laboratory examination and tests to eliminate this possibility.
The production of a large number of small fragments is generally
regarded as a pointer towards an explosive cause but cannot be
relied upon unless it is clear that they could not have been
produced by some other means. It is known that the break-up of
an aircraft at high speed may produce great fragmentation.
The single spiked fragment must be regarded as important but a
single specimen is not, by itself, determinative."
Mr. Clancy concluded that:
"there is strong circumstantial evidence that an explosion
occurred but neither individually nor collectively do the several
pointers give the degree of confidence necessary for a firm and
final conclusion, at this time."
With respect to target 362/396, in his report Mr. Clancy
recommended:
"that firing trials be carried out projecting various size missiles at
targets similar to the material of T362 to obtain reference
samples for laboratory comparison with the perforations in
T362."
The Indian report, in addition to the observations made by Mr.
Clancy, noted the following with respect to the metallurgical
examination:
- The microstructure in the various areas examined on target
362/396 confirmed explosive loading in this part of the aircraft.
- The holes and other features observed in targets 362/396 and
399 must have been due to shock waves and penetration by
fragments resulting from an explosion inside the forward cargo
hold.
- The chemical nature of the explosive material was not
identified. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing
mechanism was recovered.
2.11.6.11 Examination of Wreckage in India with CASB

Participation
The examination of the targets recovered did not reveal any preexisting defect, premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion
damage associated with any of the failures.
3.0 DISCUSSION
3.1 Initial Event
From the correlation of the recordings of the DFDR, CVR and
Shannon ATC tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped recording. The
conversations in the cockpit were normal, and there was no
indication of an emergency situation prior to the loud noise heard
on the CVR a fraction of a second before it stopped recording.
The DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The only unusual
observation was the irregular signals recorded over the last 0.27
inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory tests indicated the
possibility that these signals resulted from the recorder being
subjected to a sharp disturbance at the time it stopped recording.
The other possibility for the irregular signals on the DFDR is that
they were caused by a disturbance to the Flight Data Acquisition
Unit in the main electronics bay. Since there was an almost
simultaneous loss of the transponder signal, this indicates the
possibility of an abrupt aircraft electrical failure. The medical
evidence showed a general absence of signs indicating that seatbelts were fastened. From the video and photographic
examination of the wreckage on the bottom, it was ascertained
that the majority of seats located did not have the seat-belts
fastened. The above evidence indicates that the initial occurrence
was sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the
data recorder could be caused by airframe structural failure or the
detonation of an explosive device as the initial event. The
millisecond noise on a CVR as observed in this case is usually, as
described in the available literature, the result of the shock wave

from detonation of an explosive device. However, in this case,
certain characteristics of the noise indicate the possibility that the
noise was the result of an explosive decompression. There is
some disagreement regarding the cause and location of the
source of the noise heard on the CVR, that is, whether the noise
resulted from an explosive device or an explosive decompression
and whether the noise originated from the rear or closer to the
front of the aircraft.
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area
From the examination of the wreckage recovered and wreckage
on the bottom, there is no indication that a fire or explosion
emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas. The medical
examination of the bodies also showed no fire or explosion type
injuries. However, pieces of an overhead locker coming from
above door 2R or 4R had been blackened by fire. There was
blackened erosion damage to the bottoms of some seat cushions,
showing damage possibly from an explosive device, and the
upper deck storage cabinet had a large rounded dent in the
bottom inboard edge which might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor and
inboard from the cabinet. It should be noted that the pieces of the
overhead locker were found on the Welsh shore some time after
the accident, and it is not known if the pieces were subjected to a
fire after the accident. Also, it is not known if the damage to the
seat cushions and the upper deck storage cabinet could have been
caused by other means. Nevertheless, the above evidence
suggests that some areas of the passenger cabin may have been
subjected to minor fire and explosive damage possibly emanating
from below the cabin floor.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence
The medical evidence showed a proportion of the passengers
with indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries and
loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and decompression

indicates that the aircraft experienced a decompression at a high
altitude. The flail injuries and loss of clothing indicate a
proportion of the passengers were ejected from the aircraft before
water impact. The severity of injuries increased from Zones C to
E and was significantly less in Zone C than in Zones D and E.
The wreckage of the forward portion of the aircraft up to and
including the aircraft body wheel well area and the wings was
lying about 0.8 miles north of the vertical and horizontal
stabilizers. Hence, it is likely that the aft portion of the aircraft
separated from the forward portion before striking the water. In
addition, the wreckage found west of longitude 12°48' consisted
of suitcases and aft cargo compartment lower skin panels. There
was also a wide scatter of sections 46 and 48 in an east-west
direction, whereas the wreckage of the forward portion was
mainly localized within a relatively small area.
The higher severity of injuries in the aft end of the passenger
cabin appears to coincide with the break-up of the aft end,
sections 46 and 48 of the aircraft. The fact that items from the aft
cargo compartment were found further west than the tail section
indicates that the aft cargo compartment ruptured first during the
break-up sequence of the aft end. The forward portion of the
aircraft was highly localized, which indicates that it struck the
water in one large mass.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity
As described earlier, the sudden nature of the occurrence
indicates the possibility of a massive airframe structural failure
or the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up
The examination of the floating wreckage indicates that the right
wing root leading edge, the number 3 engine inboard fan
cowling, the right inboard midflap leading edge, and the right
horizontal stabilizer root leading edge all exhibit damage
consistent with objects striking the right wing and stabilizer

before water impact. In addition, the right wing root interior area
appears to have been scorched briefly by a heat source. The fan
cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of being struck by a
portion of the turbine from number 3 engine.
The number 3 engine nacelle strut was separated from the rest of
the engine components and was located about one nautical mile
to the west indicating that there was some break-up of the
number 3 engine before water impact.
The forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached was located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward force and the
fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This
damage was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces. A
failure of this door in flight would explain the impact damage to
the right wing areas. The door failing as an initial event would
cause an explosive decompression leading to a downward force
on the cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft. However,
examination showed that the cabin floor panels separated from
the support structure in an upward direction. Also, passenger
seats viewed and recovered exhibited that they had been
subjected to an upward force from below. They showed that the
seats to the rear in sections 46 and 48 had their back legs
buckled, and the seats toward the front had both front and back
legs buckled. This indicates the vertical force was greater at the
front than the rear of the aircraft. It is possible that this vertical
force on the floor was caused by the force of the water during
impact, but the rear of the aircraft broke up before impact and
therefore any vertical loading on the floor in this area is unlikely
to have occurred at impact. Twenty-three passengers also showed
evidence of vertical impact injuries. These could have been

caused from a force from below during flight or at water impact.
Sixteen of these passengers had little or no clothing indicating
that some may have been ejected before water impact. Therefore,
there is some indication that the upward force on the floor may
have occurred in flight and was more severe toward the front.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead
The localized impact mark found on the leading edge of the right
horizontal root leading edge is indicative of an object striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests that the loss
of the tail plane was not the first event. The horizontal and
vertical stabilizers were found separated and each was intact and
in good condition. Items from the aft cargo compartment were
found further to the west of the tail plane. The absence of the
type of damage to the tail plane as was found in the Japan
Airlines (JAL) Boeing 747 accident where the aft pressure
bulkhead failed and which took place shortly after this
occurrence, and the rupture of the aft cargo compartment before
the loss of the tail indicate that there was not an in-flight failure
of the aft pressure bulkhead. In addition, examination of the
recovered portions of the bulkhead shows evidence of overload
failures from the rear to front only and no evidence of any preexisting defect, premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion
damage.
3.4.3 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
Target 7 which extends from BS 1480 to 1860 shows a break at
the joint at BS 1480. The forward keel joint splice plate is bent
and the keel joint holes are distorted and elongated. Some of the
fracture surface was heavily corroded. An in-flight failure in this
area would cause a massive failure of the aircraft's structural
integrity. Further examination showed the fractures to be
overload, and there was no evidence of an intergranular type
fracture to suggest a stress corrosion cracking mode of failure.
The corrosion was concluded to be post-impact and, therefore,

there is no evidence to suggest an in-flight failure in this area as
the initial event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure
The examination of the floating and recovered wreckage and the
analysis of the photos and videos of the wreckage on the bottom
failed to indicate any evidence of a failure of the primary or
secondary structure as a result of a pre-existing defect. The initial
event has been established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the possibility of
a massive and sudden failure of primary structure; however, there
is evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and
aft cargo compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight. Therefore, available evidence tends to rule out
a massive structural failure as the initial event.
3.4.5 Explosive Device
A violent explosion occurring within an aircraft in flight usually
leads to a complicated break-up mode and sequence of failure.
Fractures of metal caused by an explosion are normally different
in character to those caused by overstressing or crash impact
forces. Shattering of metal into very small and numerous
fragments and minute deep penetration of a metal surface are not
usually found in aircraft accident wreckage. The size and
characteristics of these particles often accompanied by rolled
edges, surface spalling, pitting or evidence of heat are indicative
of an explosion.
Of the floating wreckage, there is little to indicate the possibility
of an explosion:
- the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
- although the wooden spares box was burned, this could have
happened after the occurrence;
- although pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire,
it is not known if the burning happened at the time of the
occurrence;

- although the pieces of U-section alloy clearly indicated
evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible that these pieces
were not associated with the aircraft;
- the bottoms of some seat cushions show indications of a
possible explosion;
- the inside of the right wing root fillet appears to have been
scorched; and
- the deformation of the floor of the upper deck storage
cabinet might have been caused by an explosive shock wave
generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet.
It is not known if the suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which the
cushions came is also unknown.
The scorching of the right wing root fillet and the damage to the
upper deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
From the examination of the recovered wreckage, the following
deductions can be made:
- Target 47, which is a portion of the aft cargo compartment
roller floor, shows no indications characteristic of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
- Target 362/396, which is a lower skin panel from the
forward cargo compartment is badly crumpled and torn and has
about 20 punctures resulting from penetration from inside. It
appears that some folding occurred on water impact which
brought stringers or stiffeners from the aircraft structure into
forceful contact with the internal surface of the panel producing
most of the penetrations. However, there are certain punctures
which indicate no evidence of impact marks on the inside surface
and show evidence of being produced by high velocity
fragments. Part of the inner surface of the skin panel appeared to
have been blackened by soot from a fire.
- Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and stringers on

the right side in the area of the forward cargo compartment
contained holes and several hundred metal fragments. The
damage to the floor stantion and the presence of the fragments
are consistent with an explosion.
The examination of the recovered wreckage contains no evidence
of an explosion except for targets 362/396 and 399 which contain
some evidence that an explosion emanated from the forward
cargo compartment.
An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would explain
the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the
electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.5 Security Aspects
There is a considerable amount of circumstantial and other
evidence that an explosive device caused the occurrence.
Therefore, it is reasonable to examine the security measures in
place on 22 June 1985. The evidence indicates that if there was
an explosion, it most likely occurred in the forward cargo hold,
not the passenger and flight deck areas or exterior to the fuselage.
Although an explosive device could have been placed in a cargo
hold in a number of ways, the available evidence points to the
events involving the checked baggage of M. and L. Singh in
Vancouver. The investigation determined that a suitcase was
interlined unaccompanied from Vancouver via CP Air Flight 060
to Toronto. In Toronto, there is nothing to suggest that the
suitcase was not transferred to Terminal 2 and placed on board
Air India Flight 181/182 in accordance with normal practice. The
aircraft departed Toronto for Mirabel and London with the
suitcase unaccompanied. Similarly, a suitcase was interlined
unaccompanied on CP Air Flight 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
to be placed on Air India Flight 301 to Bangkok. The explosion
of a bag from CP 003 at Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55
minutes before the AI 182 accident. Therefore, the nature of the
link between the two occurrences raises the possibility that the

suitcase which was unaccompanied on AI 182 contained an
explosive device.
3.5.1 Canadian Security Situation
Canadian security arrangements in place prior to 23 June 1985
met or exceeded the international requirements for civil air
transportation. However, before this date, the emphasis was on
preventing the boarding of weapons including explosive devices
in hand luggage. Hence, the screening of checked baggage was
only undertaken in conditions of a heightened threat as was the
case with respect to Air India flights.
In Canada, the Department of Transport (Transport Canada) is
responsible for establishing overall security standards for airports
and airlines, and for the provision of certain security equipment
and facilities at airports. By regulation, air carriers are
responsible for applying security standards for passengers, for
baggage and cargo and for ensuring security within individual
aircraft. The RCMP provides airport physical security and
responds to criminal incidents.
Air carriers contract for or otherwise provide the personnel who
operate the security check-points through which passengers and
their carry-on baggage enter the secure area of the airport
terminal. These personnel also operate security equipment for the
screening of cargo, passengers and checked baggage. Usually, air
carriers use the service of private security firms. Transport
Canada has established certain standards required for licensed
security guards, such as the successful completion of the
Transport Canada passenger inspection training program and
annual refresher training. As stated earlier, a significant number
of the security guards did not meet the criteria with respect to the
completion of the training program and refresher training. In
addition, the criteria do not require training for the screening of
cargo and checked baggage.
ICAO Annex 17 recommends that contracting States establish

the necessary procedures to prevent the unauthorized
introduction of explosives or incendiary devices in baggage or
cargo intended to be carried on board aircraft. For all Canadian
airlines, Canadian regulations before 23 June 1985 required a
system of identification that prevented baggage, goods and cargo
from being placed on board an aircraft if it was not authorized to
be placed on board by the airline operator. However, if someone
were to purchase a ticket, check in baggage and not board the
aircraft, the baggage would in all likelihood have been
authorized by the airline to be placed on board the aircraft.
Therefore, it was possible to interline baggage unaccompanied
and this explains how a suitcase was interlined to AI 181/182
from CP 060. It is not the normal practice of airlines to interline
baggage if there is not a confirmed reservation to the destination.
In this case, the ticket agent allowed the suitcase to proceed;
however, if there had been a confirmed reservation, the suitcase
would have been interlined unaccompanied without question.
3.5.2 Air India Security
Air India, as required by Canadian regulation, had a security
program. Because of the threat level assessed against the airline,
Air India had more extensive security measures than almost any
other Canadian or international airline. These measures were
generally in accordance with the recommended procedures of the
ICAO Security Manual for special risk flights. Air India had also
requested and received extra security from Transport Canada and
the RCMP for the month of June 1985. For Air India Flight
181/182, Air India provided a security officer from its New York
office to oversee the security arrangements at Toronto and
Mirabel. The security program at each airport was under the
overall supervision of the respective Air India station managers.
In Toronto, it was not clear who, if anyone, was undertaking this
function.
It is not known if the suitcase interlined from CP 060 was

screened before or after the X-ray machine broke down in
Toronto. Although baggage not examined by X-ray was screened
by a PD-4 sniffer, there are indications that the sniffer could have
been ineffective in detecting explosives, especially plastics.
Rather than using the sniffer, it would have been more effective
to open all bags and physically inspect them. Even though a
number of security personnel were not adequately trained in the
screening of passengers and baggage, it is not known whether
more training would have prevented an explosive device from
being placed on board.
Although airline procedures required baggage to be
accompanied, the agents checking in passengers in Toronto used
a passenger security numbering system but did not number
checked-in baggage, and baggage was not correlated with
passengers. Therefore, the interlined unaccompanied suitcase
from CP 060 was not detected. At Mirabel, checked-in
passengers and baggage were numbered so that the number of
passengers checking in baggage could be correlated with the
number of passengers boarding the aircraft. Had a passengerbaggage correlation been carried out in Toronto, the suitcase
from CP 060 would have been detected. The airline procedures
would have prevented the placement of the suitcase on the
aircraft.
Once loaded on the aircraft, the suitcase would have been placed
in container 11L and 12L (see Appendix B) if in the forward
cargo compartment, in container 44L or 44R if in the aft cargo
compartment, or in position 52 if in the bulk cargo compartment.
It could not be determined in which cargo compartment the
suitcase was loaded.
Therefore, although the procedures were in place to prevent an
explosive device from being placed on board the aircraft in
checked-in baggage, there was a breakdown in the X-ray
machine used to screen baggage, and there are indications that

the PD-4 sniffer was inadequate. Also, the security numbering
system used in Toronto was ineffective in preventing
unaccompanied interlined baggage from being placed on board
the aircraft.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before
water impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from
the forward portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the
aircraft was the lead event in this occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
4.2 Other Findings
Even though they may not be causal or related to the accident,
the following additional conclusions can be drawn from the
investigation with respect to certain security arrangements and
their application pertaining to this flight:
1. In compliance with the International Civil Aviation
Organization Annex 17 to the Convention on International Civil
Aviation, the Department of Transport of Canada has made
regulations requiring foreign aircraft operators who land in
Canada to establish, maintain, and carry out certain security
measures at airports.

2. In accordance with these regulations, Air India submitted a
security program to the Minister of Transport which included
security measures with respect to aircraft, cargo, baggage, and
passengers.
3. On 22 June 1985, an unaccompanied suitcase was interlined
from Vancouver to Toronto on CAP Flight 060 for transfer in
Toronto to Air India Flight 181/182.
4. The baggage loaded in Toronto was screened through an Xray machine process but, during the course of this procedure, the
X-ray machine broke down.
5. After the X-ray machine breakdown, an explosives detector
was used to screen the baggage; the baggage was not opened and
physically examined.
6. The effectiveness of the explosives detector is in doubt.
7. It is not known whether the unaccompanied suitcase
interlined from Vancouver was screened before or after the X-ray
machine broke down.
8. The security numbering system used in Toronto did not
prevent unaccompanied interlined baggage from being placed on
board the aircraft.
9. The normal procedures for interlining baggage in Toronto
indicate that the unaccompanied suitcase was loaded on Air India
Flight 181/182.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1.1
On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 Air India's Boeing
747 aircraft VT-EFO (Kanishka) was on a scheduled passager
flight (AI-182) from Montreal and was proceeding to London
enroute to Delhi and Bombay. It was being monitored at Shannon
on the Radar Scope. At about 0714 GMT it suddenly disappeared
from the Radar Scope and the aircraft, which has been flying at
an altitude of approximately 31,000 feet, plunged into the
Atlantic Ocean off the south-west coast of Ireland at position
latitude 51° 3.6'N and Longitude 12° 49'W. This was one of the
worst air disasters wherein all the 307 passengers plus 22 crew
members perished.
1.1.2
The fact that emergency had arisen was first noticed by

Shannon Upper Area Control (UAC) after the aircraft had
disappeared from the Radar Scope. The control gave a number of
calls to the aircraft but there was obviously no response.
Thereafter various messages were transmitted and that is how the
rest of the world came to know of the accident.
1.1.3
Shannon Control at 0730 hours advised the Marine
Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) about the situation which
appeared to have arisen. MRCC, in turn, explained the situation
to Valencia Coast Station and requested for a Pan Broadcast.
Thereafter ships started converging on the scene of the accident
and they commenced search and rescue operations.
1.1.4
The aircraft in question - Kanishka, was named after the
most powerful and famous king of the Kushanas who perhaps
ruled in India from AD 78 to AD 103. Besides being a great
conqueror, he was an ardent supporter and follower of Budhism a religion which preaches non-violence. Emperor Kanishka,
however, met a violent end. After 25 years of reign he was killed
by some of his own subjects. His life was thus brought to an
abrupt end.
1.1.5
It is indeed ironical that the Jumbo Jet which bore the
name 'Kanishka' also met with a violent and a sudden end on that
fateful morning of 23rd June, 1985.
INITIAL ACTION TAKEN BY THE
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
1.2.1
Initial intimation of the accident was received by Air
India who, in turn, communicated the same to Mr. H.S. Khola,
Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi.
The Accident Investigation Branch of United Kingdom also sent
information to the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi
to the effect that the accident had taken place on international
waters and as such it was India which was the authority to
investigate the accident in accordance with the provisions of
ICAO Annex 13.

1.2.2
Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated 23rd
June, 1985 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation
whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed Inspector of Accidents for
the purpose of carrying out the investigation into the aforesaid air
accident. This appointment was made under Rule 71 of the
Aircraft Rules, 1937.
1.2.3
While search and rescue operations were underway at
the site of the accident, a team of officials headed by Dr.S.S.
Sidhu, Secretary, Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation rushed
from India to Cork. The said team was joined by Mr. Kiran
Doshi, the Indian Ambassador to Ireland, and also by two
officers of the Indian Navy who were attached to the Indian High
Commission at London. Subsequently two Medical Experts from
India also joined the said Team.
1.2.4
The Indian Team arrived at Cork, Ireland on 24th June,
1985. Representatives of the Governments of United States of
America, Canada and United Kingdom also reached there that
day. They were met by the representatives of the Government of
Ireland.
1.2.5
The members of the Team saw the rescue and salvage
operations being conducted. They also visited the Cork Regional
Hospital and had discussions with Irish and other Authorities
with a view to release the bodies of the victims which were being
brought to Cork.
1.2.6
For facilitating the process of investigation the Inspector
of Accidents after consulting the representatives of the aforesaid
Governments formed the following groups:
a. Structures, Power Plant and Systems Group.
b. Operations Weather & ATS Group.
c. Medical and Human Factor Group.
d. Search & Rescue Group.
The aforesaid groups were required to collect evidence and to
submit their respective reports to the Inspector of Accidents.

1.2.7
The bodies which were being recovered were brought to
the Cork Regional Hospital for identification and post-mortem.
At that time it was considered proper that apart from the two
medical experts from India, Wing Commandor Dr.I.R. Hill, who
is an expert in aviation pathology should also be called from
United Kingdom.
1.2.8
It was also being speculated that the accident may have
occurred due to an explosion on board the aircraft. In order to see
whether there was any evidence of an explosion which could be
gathered from the floating wreckage which was being salvaged,
the Government of India requisitioned the services of Mr. Eric
Newton, a Specialist in the detection of explosives sabotage in
aircraft wreckage.
1.2.9
In order to coordinate and guide the operations of the
various ships working at the crash site, a control centre was set
up at Cork Airport on 30th June, 1985.
1.2.10 The control centre was manned by representatives of the
Governments of Ireland, Canada and United States. The Indian
Naval Officers from the High Commission at London were
overall in-charge of this centre. After the flight recorders had
been recovered the centre continued to function, but the
representatives of the United States departed.
1.2.11 For retrieving the Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) and
Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR), a cable ship named Leon
Thevenin was engaged which had on board Submersible Robot
(Scarab) which was fitted with a Sonar receiver and TV Cameras.
The aforesaid ship was engaged and after an intensive search
CVR and the DFDR (more popularly known as 'the black boxes')
were located and retrieved on 10th July and 11th July, 1985
respectively.
1.2.12 The Government of India, in exercise of the powers
conferred by Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, 1937 vide
Notification No. AV.15013/10/85-A, dated 13th July, 1985,

directed that a formal investigation of the accident be carried out.
Mr Justice B.N. Kirpal, Judge of the Delhi High Court, was
appointed as the Court to hold the said investiation. The Central
Government also appointed Dr. V. Ramachandran of National
Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore; Mr. J.S. Gharia of
Explosive Research and Development Laboratory, Pune; Captian
J.S. Dhillon, retired Director of Operations, Air India, Bombay;
Mr. J.K. Mehra, retired Manager (Technical Training), Indian
Airlines, Hyderabad and Captain B.K. Bhasin, Deputy Managing
Director of Indian Airlines, New Delhi to act as Assessors of the
said Investigation. The Court was required to make its report to
the Central Government by 31st December, 1985, which date
was later extended to 28th February, 1986.
1.2.13 Mr. S.N. Sharma, Director of Airworthiness, Civil
Aviation Department, was appointed as Secretary to the Court
vide Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation letter No. AV/
15013/10/85-A, dated 22nd August, 1985. The appointment was
to take effect from 13th July, 1985.
ACTION TAKEN BY IRELAND, INCLUDING THE CORK
REGIONAL HOSPITAL
1.3.1
The accident had occurred on the Atlantic Ocean
approximately 100 miles south-west of the coast of Ireland. It is
the Air Traffic Control at Shannon, Ireland who first became
aware of the tragic event.
1.3.2
On coming to know of the accident, various authorities
in Ireland took immediate action. The Shannon ATC asked the
Marine and Rescue Coordinating Centre there to take emergency
action. Thereupon MRCC, Shannon asked Valantia Coast Radio
Station (CRS) for a PAN broadcast requiring all the vessels in
areas 51N/1250W to keep a look out for the wreckage of an
aircraft. The PAN broadcast was repeated and all ships were
directed to proceed to the site of accident which was determined
as 5101.9N/1242.5 W.

1.3.3
Irish authorities also took great pains in rendering every
possible assistance to the Indian and other authorities. Some of
the wreckage which had floated in to the west coast of ireland
was transported to Cork where a boat house had been hired by
the Government of India. The wreckage which was placed in the
said boat house was protected from any outside interference by
the local Gardai (police).
1.3.4
Irish ships proceeded to the scene of accident and
helped in search and rescue operations. The ATC at Shannon
gave details about the accident, in so far as they were aware of it,
and copies of the ATC tapes were supplied. Aer Lingus, national
airline of Ireland, provided assistance by making available its
local engineering facilities to the coordinating centre at Cork and
also to the other authorities.
1.3.5
Cork is a city having a population of approximately
1,34,000. One of the hospitals which was opened in 1978 is the
Cork Regional Hospital which had been set up to meet the needs
of the people. This 600-bed hospital was designated for the
purposes of the Major Accident Plan of the Southern Health
Board and thus became the appropriate centre for the reception
of the casualities of the Air India disaster. Since
the hospital first opened, it had dealt with a number of major
accidents involving road, rail and marine incidents. The Major
Accident Plan of the Southern Health Board sets out formally,
the strategy and procedure which the hopital is required to follow
while deailing with major accidents.
1.3.6
On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 at approximately
11.20 A.M. the hospital was put on alert following the
disappearance of the Air India Flight 182 off the south-west coast
of Ireland. The first message which was communicated to the
hospital indicated that it was unlikely that there would be any
survivors. The key hospital personnel were alerted and a meeting
was arranged in the hospital for the purposes of discussing and

making arrangements for the receipt of the bodies on the basis of
the information which was available at that time.
1.3.7
On being informed that there were no survivors in the
accident and that the hospital should be prepared to receive a
large number of bodies, then, in accordance with the Major
Accident Plan, mortuary facilities were improvised by
appropriating the gymnasium attached to the Deparatment of
Rheumatology. Subsequently it became evident that additional
mortuary and postmortem facilities would be needed. In order to
decide where the second mortuary was to be located, the hospital
had to take into cosideration the following factors:(a) The number and the condition of the bodies;
(b) The period during which the bodies would be retained;
(c) The hospital would be required to provide an on-going
service for in-patients, out-patients and serious accident and
emergency cases;
(d) To avoid unnecessary internal transport problems, the bodies
should be near the Post-Mortem and Pathology Departments; and
(e) To facilitate traffic flow in the hospital curtilage and to to
aviod unduc public access.
The hospital authorities accordingly located the second mortuary
in a recreational room adjoining the gymnasium.
1.3.8
Two rooms were put at the disposal of the Garda
(Police) authorities for use as Garda Control Rooms in the
hospital. Telecommunications lines were set up immediately for
their assistance as the Gardai was responsible for the forensic
and identification procedures in regard to the bodies brought to
the hospital.
1.3.9
A small Co-ordinating Group was set up consisting of
the Chief Executive Officer of the Southern Health Board,
Medical Co-ordinating Officer, Press Liaison Officer, a Senior
Registrar who knew about Indian customs and traditions and a
Hospital Administrator. This small Co-ordinating Group, whose

membership never changed, worked together and were capable
of assessing situations, making decisions, liaising with other
agencies and services and undertaking with other agencies and
services and undertaking responsibility for hospital press
releases. Apart from individual contact between members, the
Group had a standing arrangement to meet every morning and
afternoon. In the late evening, the Group, met the Garda,
Hospital Pathologists and key staff members for a general review
of progress and to decide the tasks and objectives for the
following day.
1.3.10 Within a few hours, the Co-ordinating Group realised
that the hospital was a world focal point of the international
media, and was required to:
a. Accommodate 131 bodies;
b. Provide pathological and Radiological services for each
body;
c. Co-operate with the Garda in their forensic work;
d. Cater for relatives of the victims;
e. eet representatives of foreign Governments; and
f. Keep press agencies informed.
Thus began an operation which demanded a quick and dedicated
response from all staff working in close cooperation with the
Gardai. At the same time, the hospital was required to continue
functioning in the delivery of normal in-patient and out-patient
services. The Major Accident Plan, apart from alerting staff,
provided the framework and basis for many
decisions taken as events evolved. An additional advantage in the
practical implementation of the Plan was the fact that the hospital
had staff experienced in dealing with previous emergency
situations and could marshal the extensive manpower resources
available.
1.3.11 The hospital authorities also made the following
arrangements:-

a. They briefed Government Ministers and Officials and other
dignitaries who visited the hospital. They were taken round the
hospital and were explained the arrangements which had been
made.
b. Some of the services which were being provided at the
hospital were either discontinued or postponed.
c. Bodies were received at the hospital and arrangements were
made on their arrival to numerically label and certify as dead all
the 131 bodies which were initially received. All the bodies, at
that stage, had been individually placed in special purpose body
bags. Initially, bodies were placed on tables, but, it was
subsequently decided that it would be much easier for all
concerned to place the wrapped bodies on polythene covered
floors.
d. Arrangements were made for carrying out of the postmortem examinations. Three Pathologists from other city
Hospitals were recruited to augment the existing staff. Dr.
Harbison, State Pathologist, was in charge of this aspect of the
operation. All the post mortem were completed by 27th June,
1985.
e. For the preservation of the bodies five refrigerated
containers with a capacity to hold 140 bodies were hired. These
containers were fitted with timber shelving.
f. Government Information Service was located in the
Matron's Office.
g. The Army provided troops for the unloading of the bodies
from the helicoplers at Cork Airport. They also supplied and
erected two large tents for storing bodies after post mortem and
embalming. Under Garda escort transport of all the bodies which
were recovered was undertaken by the
Army and these arrangements were co-ordinated by Chief
Ambulance Officer.
h. Embalming was carried out in the hospital and bodies were

then coffined and the coffins with appropriate number plaques
were subsequently laid out in the numerical order on the floor
when all the post mortems had been completed.
I. All the embalmed bodies were x-rayed (whole body). The
examination was completed on 28th June, 1985.
j. A provision was made for a 24 hour extended catering
service to meet the needs of staff, Gardai, Army and other
personnel involved including visiting relatives.
k. A simple plan was devised for dealing with the relatives.
This was a sensitive task bearing in mind the varying religious
beliefs, customs and cultures generally of the visiting relatives.
Their main function was to provide moral and emotional support
to the relatives.
l. As identification progressed, special arrangements were
made to assist the relatives. They were met by teams of
councellors from the Hospital as soon as they disembarked at
Cork Airport and subsequently at the Hospital. The relatives had
the same Counsellor and Garda Officer throughout the
identification procedure. An interesting development noted was
that each family group of relatives, their Counsellor and Garda
officers formed a single family unit transcending cultural
barriers. On subsequent visits, families appeared lost if their own
Counsellor was not immediately available to them. Usually, the
Counsellor and the Garda officers accompanied the relatives, at
their own request, for visual identification.
m. When plans were being formulated to receive the relatives, it
had been hoped to discourage them from coming to the Hospital
until such time as progress had been reported on the
identification process. Practical experience subsequently proved
this strategy to be inappropriate for a number of reasons. Apart
from facilitating the collection from relatives
of salient information on the victims, the most fundamental
reason was the underestimation of the abiding wish of the

relatives to be physically and psychologically as close as possible
to their deceased dear ones. Moreover, it was the express wish of
almost all relatives on arriving at Cork Airport to proceed
directly to Cork Regional Hospital; there, they were given an
informal talk by Air India and Garda representatives on the
progress of the investigation and the methods of identification.
Many of the relatives visited the hospital daily and remained
there throughout each day.
n. Coach trips were arranged to Bantry Bay for the relatives;
Bantry Bay is the nearest landmark from the site of the crash.
Relatives visited the seaside to pay their last respects to the
departed souls. These were solemn occasions when each relative
prayed in his/her own way. Rose petals and wreaths were
immersed in the sea in keeping with Indian traditions. The visit
gave them mental satisfaction and in the early days following the
crash, helped in diverting their attention while the investigative
procedures were being completed.
o. A small number of visiting relatives had personal medical
problems and they were treated at out-patient and in-patient
levels at the Hospital.
p. Cork/Kerry Tourism Organisation helped to co-ordinate the
accommodation of relatives between a number of hotels.
Approximately seven hotels were used within a radius of twenty
miles of the city for this purpose.
g. A number of press conferences were held. The Chief
Executive Officer, directed that press photography and television
filming be not allowed within the hospital in deference to the
privacy of patients and in respect for the relatives wishes.
r. Responsibility for the identification of bodies rested with the
Garda Authorities and the conditions under which bodies were
released are summarised as follows :(I) Satisfactory identification
(ii) Consent of the Coroner

(iii) Proper authentification of the person claiming each body
All bodies arriving at Cork Regional Hospital had already been
numerically labelled by the Garda Authorities. To prevent
confusion, the bodies were then given identical numbers under
the hospital major accident labelling system and this proved to be
very helpful later during identification, investigations and
recordings. A routine was established for examining and
recording information about each body. Teams consisting of a
doctor, nurse, clerical officer and Garda made the necessary
examination, labelling and recording each body and such details
as :a. Sex
b. Adult or child
c. Clothing
d. Jewellery and personal effects
e. Injuries
f. Obvious scars
Death was confimed in all cases. Each body was fingerprinted
and photographed by Garda Technical Bureau Staff. Each body
was subjected to autopsy, forensic and dental examination. All
bodies were embalmed and following embalming, were
photographed and x-rayed. This procedure was completed in
respect of all the bodies by the evening of the fifth day of the
crash. The data from these investigations was collated on an
Interpol form (pink) for each body. Similar ante-mortem
information was obtained from the relatives about each victim on
a separate Interpol form (yellow). When the information on the
pink and yellow forms matched beyond doubt, a positive
identification was made. It might be noted that the photographs
originally taken by the Garda Technical Bureau Officers of each
body were matched with photographs of the 131 embalmed
bodies. When a positive identification was made, the relatives
were shown photographs of the deceased. These photographs

were available for inspection by Saturday, 29th June. As positive
identification progressed,
personal effects were added to the identification process and
finally, visual identification took place. For obvious forensic
reasons, positive identification was necessarily slow and
meticulous and, in fact, was made more difficult by reason of the
fact that only 131 bodies out of the 329 passengers and crew
were recovered. All 131 bodies were identified, the first positive
identification was made on 27th June and the last on the 6th
August. Each coffin had affixed to it a metal plaque clearly
indicating the number assigned in the first instance to the body it
contained. The bodies when identified were released by the
Garda Authorities through the undertaker. The Coroner directed
that a reasonable time would have to elapse before unidentified
bodies could be disposed off an this was to be by way of burial.
The final date for this purpose was fixed for 3rd August, 1985,
but, this date was subsequently extended to 6th August, 1985, to
coincide with the date of the Civic Commemoration Ceremony.
(s) Bodies of victims for identification were brought
individually to separate viewing rooms, suitably decordated with
flowers and with incense burning. Visual identification was
performed in private by the relatives and moreover, it allowed
them to pay their last respects in their own religious beliefs. An
adjoining room was also made available where they could grieve
in private. Subsequently, it was learnt that these arrangements
were much appreciated by the relatives who articulated this
appreciation by commenting that the arrangements provided
were as near as possible to the funeral rites observed in their
domestic communities. The relatives were of the opinion that the
special arrangements made conveyed a deep personal and
individual response to the dignity of each victim which might
otherwise be lost with such a large number of bodies.
(t) Procedures were laid down which were required to be

followed and observed for the purposes of preventing infection.
(u) On 6th August, 1985 an interdenominational service was
held in the morning. In the evening on that day a Civic
Commemoration Ceremony was held which was attended by a
large number of persons.
(v) A formal inquest was held by the Coroner in the Courthouse,
Cork, which commenced on 17th September, 1985 and ended on
23rd September, 1985. The Coroner's Jury returned a verdict in
accordance withmedical and pathological evidence.
ACTION TAKEN BY THE COURT
1.4.1
Despite the fact that Mr. H.S. Khola had been appointed
as the Inspector of Accidents under Rule 71 of the Aircraft Rules,
the Government thought it proper to appoint Mr.Justice B.N.
Kirpal as the Court to investigate into the circumstances of the
accident.
1.4.2
The appointment of the Court was made under Rule 75
of the Aircraft Rules, which is as follows :"75. Formal Investigation - Where it appears to the Central
Government that it is expedient to hold a formal investigation of
an accident it may, whether or not an investigation or an inquiry
has been made under rule 71 or 74, by order direct a formal
investigation to be held and with respect to any such formal
investigation the following provisions shall apply namely
(1) The Central Government shall appoint a competent person
(hereinafter referred to as "the Court"), to hold the investigation,
and may appoint one or more persons possessing legel,
aeronautical, engineering, or other special knowledge to act as
assessors, it may also direct that the Court and the assessors shall
receive such remuneration as it may determine.
(2) The Court shall hold the investigation in open court in such
manner and under such conditions as the Court may think fit
most effectual for ascertining the causes and circumstances of the
accident and for enabling the Court to make the report

hereinafter mentioned.
(3) (i) The Court shall have, for the purpose of the investigation,
all the powers of a Civil Court under the Code of Civil
Procedure, 1908 and without prejudice to those powers the Court
may :(a) enter and inspect, or authorise any person to enter and
inspect, any place or building, the entry or inspection whereof
appears to the court reguisite for the purpose of the investigation;
and
(b) enforce the attendance of witness and compel the production
of documents and material objects; and every person required by
the Court to furnish any information shall be deemed to be
legally bound to
do so within the meaning of section 176 of the Indian Penal
Code.
(ii) The assessors shall have the same powers of entry and
inspection as the Court.
(4) The investigation shall be conducted in such manner that, if a
charge is made or likely to be made against any person, that
person shall have an opportunity of being present and of making
any statement or giving any evidence and producing witness on
his behalf.
(5)Every person attending as a witness before the Court shall be
allowed such expenses as the Court may consider reasonable:
Provided that, in the case of the owner or hirer of any aircraft
concerned in the accident and of any person in his employment
or of any other person concerned in the accident, any such
expenses may be disallowed if the Court, in its discretion, so
directs.
(6)The court shall make a report to the Central Government
stating its findings as to the causes of the accident and the
circumstances thereof and adding any observations and
recommendations which the Court thinks fit to make with a view

to the preservation of life and avoidance of similar accidents in
future, including, a recommendation for the cancellation,
suspension or endorsement of any licence or certificate issued
under the rules.
(7)The assessors (if any) shall either sign the report, with or
without reservations, or state in writing their dissent therefrom
and their reasons for such dissent, and such reservations or
dissent and reasons (if any) shall be forwarded to the Central
Government with the report. The Central Government may cause
any such report and reservation or dissent and reason (if any) to
be made public, wholly or in part, in such manner as it thinks fit."
1.4.3
The Court, which is appointed under Rule 75, does not
act as a 'Commission of Inquiry' which is usually appointed
under the Commissions of Inquiry Act to inquire into any definite
matters of public importance. The role of the Court, on its
appointment under Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, is essentially
that of an Investigator. It is for this
reason that no procedure has been prescribed in the Rules which
the Court is required to follow. While carrying out its functions,
the Court is not only required to comply with the provisions of
the Aircraft Act, and the Rules framed thereunder, but it must
necessarily also keep in view the provisions of ICAO Annex. 13.
1.4.4. As an Investigator, investigating into an accident, the
Court had to perform multi-farious duties and functions. Before
referring to them, it would be pertinent to point out that whereas
an Inspector of Accidents, who is appointed under Rule 71,
would normally be belonging to the Civil Aviation Department
and would have all the machinery available to him for
conducting the investigation, the Court, when it is appointed to
hold an investigation under Rule 75, lacks the basic
infrastructure to conduct the investigation of such a magnitude.
Assessors are appointed to assist the Court but the actual
investigation work cannot be carried out by them. Despite these

handicaps, the investigation continued smoothly primarily due to
the fact that whenever directions were issued by the Court to any
of the participants before it or to the Civil Aviation Department
or any other Organisations, the directions of the Court were
readily complied with. On a few occasions it also became
necessary to require the Assessors to conduct the investigation,
which they did with the help of other organisations.
1.4.5
As an Investigator, the first task which was undertaken
was to see that the tapes from the Cockpit Voice Recorder, which
had been salvaged, were recoverd from the recorders and
subsequently analysed. Requisite directions were issued and the
tapes were removed from their respective recorders on 16th July,
1985. This operation was carried out at the Air India workshop at
Santacruz in the presence of the accredited representatives of
Lockheed (manufactures of DFDR), Fairchild (manufacturers of
CVR), Boeing Airplane Co., Canadian Air Safety Board (CASB),
National Transportation Safety Board, USA (N.T.S.B), Air India
and Government of India. The tapes so recovered were
subsequently played and analysed.
1.4.6
On an appointment being made under Rule 75 the Court
would become incharge of overall investigation of the accident.
In that capacity, and in order to effectively discharge its
functions, it became necessary for the Court to undertake the
following tasks :(a) For getting first hand information, the Court had to
personally inspect the wreckage which had been recovered and
was housed in a boat yard in Cork. While in Cork opportunity
was also taken to go to the Cork Regional Hospital and to have
discussions with and be briefed by the hospital staff. A trip was
also made to Shannon with a view to see and understand the
working of the Secondary Radar System which was in use there.
On this visit the original ATC tape, which contained
communication betwen Kanishka and the ATC, was also heard.

As it was suspected that there may be a link between the blast
which had taken place at Narita Airport on 23rd June, 1985 and
the accident to Air India's flight 182, it was felt necessary to
inspect the site of the bomb blast at Narita Airport.
On the aforesaid visit to Tokyo, the site where the blast had taken
place was inspected which gave some, though very vague, idea
of the detonating power of the blast. While in Tokyo meetings
and discussions were also held with the police and Aviation
Authorities. The Court also had the advantage of being able to
meet members of the team investigating into the Japan Airlines
Flight JL 123 accident which had occurred near Tokyo on 12th
August, 1985. Similarities and dissimilarities between the two
accidents were, to some extent, noticed and some information
was exchanged.
Information was received, that some floating wreckage had been
picked on the coast of England and it was possible that some of
the places, which were so received, should be subjected to
further detailed chemical and metallurgical examination. In order
to decide this, it became necessary to visit RADRE, Kent, U.K.
As a result of the inspection and the discussions there, it was
decided by the Court that the pieces so recovered should be sent
to BARC at Bombay for further analysis.
(b) Directions had to be given, from time to time, with regard to
the mapping and salvaging of the wreckage which was being
effected. It had to be decided as to how, and in what areas, the
Scarab should continue to map the wreckage and take video films
and still photographs. Based on the information received
therefrom and after discussions with the experts, both Indian and
foreign, a list was drawn up indicating the items which had to be
salvaged. As the weather was likely to be unpredictable, with a
possibility of its deteriorating rapidly, a priority list of items to be
salvaged had also to be prepared, and this was done. In view of
the fact that the Canadian ship John Cabot and the Scarab had a

limited capacity, with regard to the size and weight of pieces
which could be lifted from the bottom of the ocean, decision had
also to be taken with regard to the deployment of another ship.
As a consequence thereof a ship 'Kreuzturm' was also engaged in
salvage operations.
(c) Directions had also to be given assigning work and duties to
different teams of persons. As an Investigator, the Court was
incharge of the entire work of investigation which was being
carried out in different parts of the world. It not being possible
for the Court itself to undertake all the tasks, decisions had to be
taken as to how the investigating work was to progress and who
would carry out the directions issued from time to time. For
example, immediately after reaching Cork on 25th July, 1985 it
was felt necessary that a team should be immediately sent to
Canada in an effort to get relevant information from there in
connection with the flight AI 182. Accordingly, a team of 3
persons headed by Mr. H.S. Khola was directed to proceed to
Canada immediately. As a result of the efforts put in by this team,
and with the considerable amount of cooperation, help and
assistance rendered by the Canadian Authorities valuable
information was received by the Court having direct bearing on
the investigation. Yet another example in this regard was of
requiring Dr. V. Ramachandran, one of the Assessors and an
expert in Metallurgy, to be stationed on board the salvage ships
during the recovery operations. The procedure which had to be
followed by him was also determined. Information about the
progress of the salvage operations was communicated on
telephone to the Court at all times of day and night. On receipt of
such information further instructions, when ever necessary, used
to be issued.
(d) Discussions were held with the Indian experts in order to
understand some of the complicated questions which had arisen
during the investigation.

In an effort to be able to fully appreciate the effect of
decompression, the Court visited the Institute of Aviation
Medicine at Bangalore where explsoive decompression was
simulated for the Court's benefit. Discussions were also held with
other experts of aviation medicine who were also given copies of
the post-mortem reports for their opinion. National Aeronautics
Laboratory was also visited in Bangalore where meeting was
held with experts in aerodynamics, structure and metallurgy.
Visits to Bombay where more frequent and necessary so that the
Court could get first hand information with regard to the work
which was being done at BARC.
The investigation involved looking into matters concerning
aviation, electronics, medicine etc. Not being familiar with these
branches, the discussions which were held, were of immense
help and assistance to the Court who had to understand all the
evidence and information which it was gathering.
(e) The accident had attracted world wide attention. Right from
the start of the investigation by the Court when the recorders
were first opened in Bombay on 16th July, 1985 till the
conclusion of the hearing, the Press and the TV were eager for
information. It was felt that rather than the media resorting to
speculation of getting wrong information, the Court itself or its
representative should, as and when necessary, brief the media. In
this connection interviews were given, both in India and abroad,
which were broadcast over the television and printed in the Press.
As a result of this, correct information was disseminated with
regard to the progress of the investigation without disclosing the
Court's opinion on the evidence which had been received.
(f) Finally, the Court had to conduct the formal investigation in
Court. For this purpose it laid down the procedure which would
be followed. Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules required that the
investigation would be in open court. It was, however, felt that in
this particular case it would be advisable that some evidence

should be obtained in Camera.
The Court, accordingly, recommended that necessary amendment
should be made in Rule 75 so that the Court was given the power
to hold certain proceedings in camera when the circumstances so
warranted. The suggestion of the Court was accepted and that
resulted in Rule 75(2) being amended and, as a result thereof, the
Court was given the power to hold proceedings in camera if the
stipulated conditions existed.
COMMENCEMENT OF FORMAL INVESTIGATION
1.5.1
The object of setting up a court to investigate into an
accident is primarily to find out the causes and circumstances of
the accident and thereafter to make recommendations. Such an
investigation is not in the nature of an adversary litigation
between the participants before the Court. As such it should be
the endeavour of all the participants to assist the Court in arriving
at a correct conclusion.
1.5.2
Under Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, the procedure
which has to be followed in the investigation of an accident is to
be determined by the Court itself. While laying down the
procedure which is required to be followed, the endeavour of the
Court has necessarily to be to adopt such procedure which would
help the court in being able to complete its task satisfactorily, and
in the shortest possible time. Whenever an accident takes place,
it is of utmost importance that the cause of the accident must be
ascertained at the earliest so that if any remedial measures are to
be taken then those steps should be taken without any undue
delay.
1.5.3
In the present case, there were a number of factors
which had to be kept in view while determining the procedure
whichshould be followed. The accident had occurred over
international waters and approximately at a distance of about
5000 miles from the place where the investigation was to be
conducted, namely, New Delhi. The ill fated flight itself had

commenced from Canada, and this meant that most of the
evidence would only be available there. Matters were not
simplified by the fact that the debris itself was lying at the
bottom of the ocean, 2 miles under water. It became apparent, at
the very beginning, that to recover the entire debris would be a
superhuman task and it will not be possible to do so within the
limited time span which was available.
1.5.4
It was thought that it would be of assistance if all the
participants got together so as to determine what procedure
should be followed. The procedure had to be such which would
give an effective opportunity of hearing to all the participants,
without in any way unduly prolonging the investigation.
1.5.5
The Court decided that, in order to obtain the views, it
would be necessary and advisable to have a Pre-hearing
Conference.
1.5.6
The first decision which had to be taken was as to who
were to be given a participants status. Keeping inview the
provisions of Annex 13, participants status was given to
Governments of Ireland, Canada, USA and India. Similar status
was also given to Boeing Airplane Co. and Air India. As there
might have been some similarities or dissimilarities between the
present accident and the accident of the Japan Airlines Boeing
747-SR and also because there may have been a possibility of the
present accident being linked with the explosion which had
taken, place at Narita Airport, Tokyo on 23rd June, 1985, an
Observer's status was given to the Government of Japan.
1.5.7
Notices for holding of the Pre-hearing Conference on
16th September, 1985 were accordingly issued on 29th August,
1985. The agenda for the Conference was to be as follows :a. To make suggestions to the Court for its consideration,
regarding the procedure to be followed in the conduct of the
formal proceedings in the Court.
b. To draw up a tentative list of witness.

c. To draw up a tentative list of exhibits.
d. To determine the areas to be inquired into
e. To fix a date for the commencement of the public hearing.
f. Any other matter with the permission of the Court.
1.5.8
Except for the Government of Japan, all the other
participants were represented at the said Pre-hearing Conference.
After discussions had been held between the Court and the
Participants, some decisions were arrived at regarding different
items of the agenda.
1.5.9
Firstly the following points were framed, indicating the
areas to be inquired into by the Court:
a. Whether the accident was caused by a structural failure?
b. Whether the accident was caused by some human effort?
c. Whether the accident was caused by some criminal act?
d. Whether the accident was caused by an external noncriminal act?
e. Based on the evidence on record, what steps should or can
be taken so as to ensure greater air safety.
1.5.10 It was further decided that, as suggested by all the
participants, at least critical portions of the wreckage should be
recovered.
1.5.11 With regard to the recording of the evidence it was
decided that evidence will, in the first instance, be taken by
filling affidavits or by filling statements alongwith affidavits.
Copies of the same were to be supplied to the other participants
for their consideration. These affidavits were to be filed on or
before 18th October, 1985 and a second Pre-hearing Conference
was to take place on 30th October, 1985 at New Delhi when it
was to be decided as to which of the persons should be called for
cross-examination. It was determined that it is only thereafter
that hearing would commence in open court.
1.5.12 A tentative list of witnesses was also drawn up and it
was decided that on the next date names of more witnesses may

be added and, furthermore, the participants would be free to file
any affidavits which they deem fit including affidavits in rebuttal.
1.5.13 Another important decision which was taken at the Prehearing Confence was that a Structural Group was formed
consisting of (1) Mr. H.S. Khola or his nominee (2)
Representative of the Canadian Government (3) Representative
of NTSB, USA (4) Representative of Boeing Airplane Co., USA
(5) Representative of Air India. This group was entrusted with
the task of examining and analysing, initially in Seattle, USA, the
video films and the still photographs of the wreckage. This group
was also to indicate and decide the items of priorities of
wreckage which had to be recovered. The report of this group
was required to be submitted by 18th October, 1985. The report
of the work done at Seattle was in fact submitted only on 25th
October, 1985. This group was also given the liberty to associate
any other experts or persons from Boeing or any other Authority.
The group was also to inspect the floating wreckage which had
already been salvaged and any further wreckage which would be
salvaged.
1.5.14 Although the affidavits by way of evidence had to be
filed by 18th October, 1985, it was only the Government of
Ireland who filed an affidavit by at date. On behalf of the
Government of India, an application was filed asking for more
time. The reason stated was that the affidavit which had to be
filed was to be of Mr. H.S. Khola but he was out of India as he
was heading the structures group which was evaluating the video
films and photographs at Seattle. The Court had no option but to
grant further time to the Union of India to file its affidavits and
this necessarily resulted in the adjournment of the Pre-hearing
Conference which had been fixed for 30th October 1985.
1.5.15 As the salvage operations were reaching a critical point
it became necessary for the Court to go to Cork on 27th October,
1985. Taking advantage of the presence of the Court in Cork,

other participants also came there. Besides them, representatives
of CP Air and Air Canada also arrived. At one of the informal
meetings between the Court and the representatives of the
participants, applications were filed by CP Air and the Air
Canada, inter alia, praying that they should be permitted to
participate in the investigation. It might be mentioned here that
CP Air had interlined one of the passangers from Vancouver to
AI-182, while Air Canada was the handling agents in Canada of
Air India. After hearing the participants it was decided that
participant status should also be given to these two viz., CP Air
and Air Canada.
1.5.16 The participant had all filed their affidavits by way of
submissions. The Court indicated that formal hearings would be
held for the purpose of cross-examining some of the witnesses
about three weeks after the receipt of all the reports of the
various groups. While in Cork, in the first week of November,
1985 some of the salvaged pieces of the wreckage were brought
there. After they were inspected by all the participants and their
advisers, who were present in Cork, it was decided by the Court
that further detailed metallurgical and other examination of those
pieces would be done at BARC, Bombay. In order that there
should be no undue delay the Court decided that a Group be
constituted consisting of expert representatives of all the
participants and also the nominees
of the Court. This group was asked to carry out metallurgical and
other examination of some of the critical pieces salvaged and
give its report to the Court. The group consituted as a 'Committee
of Experts' was as under :a. Mr. A.J.W. Melson, Canadian Aviation Safety Board,
Canada.
b. Mr. R.K. Phillips, Canadian Pacific Air, Canada.
c. Mr. T. Swift, Federal Aviation, Administration, USA.
d. Mr. R.Q. Taylor, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.

e. Mr. J.P. Tryzl, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
f. Mr. J.F. Wildey II, National Transportation Safety Board
USA.
g. Mr. S.N. Seshadri, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India
(Coordinator).
1.5.17 The parties were informed in Cork that the report of Mr.
H.S. Khola, Inspector of Accidents, would be available by about
8th November, 1985. It was then decided that the statements of
the first batch of witnesses should be recorded from 20th
November, 1985. It was also agreed that if some of the reports of
the experts were not received, further examination of the witness
may have to postponed.
1.5.18 After receipt of the report from Mr. Khola. on the 8th
November, 1985, a notice of the holding of the Public Hearing
was issued to all the participants. This notice indicated that the
hearing would commence on 20th November, 1985. In the
meantime, a Public Notice was also published in the daily
"Times of India" in Delhi and Bombay editions on 21st October,
1985 in which it was stated as follows :NOTICE
AIR INDIA KANISHKA
ACCIDFNT INVESTIGATION
The Government of India, vide Notification dated 13th July,
1985, appointed Hon'ble Mr. Justice B.N. Kirpal as a Court to
investigate into the accident to Air India's Boeing 747 aircraft
VT-EFO (KANISHKA) near the Irish Coast on 23rd June, 1985,
when the aircraft was engaged on a scheduled passenger flight
from Montreal to Bombay via London and New Delhi.
Any person having direct knowledge, who may desire to make
representation concerning the circumstances or causes of the
accident, may do so in writing in the form of an affidavit duly
attested by an Oath Commissioner or a Notary Public and
address the same to the undersigned so as to reach him within 15

days of the publication of this Notice.
S.N. SHARMA
SECRETARY
COURT OF INVESTIGATION
COURT NO.10,DELHI HIGH COURT
SHERSHAH ROAD
NEW DELHI - 110 003
Pursuant to the aforesaid public notice no affidavit was received
from any one.
1.5.19 The public hearing commenced on 20th November,
1985 and the first session concluded on 28th November, 1985.
During this period statements of Mr. H.S. Khola, Wing
Commander Dr. I.R. Hill and Sgt. Atkinson of R.C.M.P., Canada
were recorded.
1.5.20 Till that date, report on the examination of the salvaged
pieces had not been received. It was anticipated that the report
would be available by mid December, 1985. In order to give the
parties sufficient time to study the reports of all the experts it was
decided that further evidence would be recorded from 22nd
January, 1986.
1.5.21 After the reports were received from BARC; AIB;
Farnborrough; NTSB; USA; and Mr. Bernard Caiger of CASB,
Canada and the copies of the same had also been received by all
the participants, recording of evidence commenced from 22nd
January, 1986 and concluded on 30th January, 1986. In all
statements of 13 witnesses were recorded.
1.5.22 At this stage it will be pertinent to make a few
observations with regard to the procedure which was laid down
for recording of evidence etc. As already indicated, most of the
evidence was such which was not available in India. As a Court
investigating the accident under the provisions of Aircraft Rules,
it had no jurisdication to compel
attendance of any witness from abroad. The Court also had no

jurisdication, either under the Rules or under the provisions of
Annex 13, to require any witness to be examined in a country
other than the one in which the Court is holding the
investigation. The Court was informed that, if called upon, some
of the persons who were outside India may not be inclined to
testify before the Court.
1.5.23 Faced with the aforesaid difficulty it became necessary,
therefore, to evolve a procedure which would enable the Court to
get the requisite information. As long as the Court was satisfied
that the information which was being received was one which
had been truthfully given by a person, it was immaterial as to the
manner in which the information was received. It is for this
reason that it was decided that evidence will, in the first instance,
be given by way of affidavits. It was also provided that the
statements could also be filed along with affidavits. This latter
course was permitted so as to enable some of the statements,
which had been recorded by members of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, to be placed before the Court. These statements,
of course, had to be accompanied, as they were, with the
affidavits of the persons who had recorded the statements.
1.5.24 At one stage, by a formal application in writing, Air
India had protested against this procedure being followed. By
order dated 22nd November, 1985, an objection by Air India to
the filing of the statements accompanied by affidavits, was dealt
with by the Court in the following words :"With regard to the affidavits which have been filed by the
Government of Canada, I would only like to observe in the Prehearing Conference on 16th September, 1985, it was decided that
"Evidence will, in the first instance, 1985 be taken by filing
affidavits or by filling of Statements along with affidavits." It was
understood that if it is not possible to file affidavits of the persons
who are in a position to give information then affidavits may be
filed of other persons who may have recorded the statements of

the persons who are in a position to give information. This
is not an adversary litigation where one of the parties may lose
because of lack of proof. One of the objects of setting up a Court
to investigate into an accident is to find out the causes of the
accident and to make recommendations. It is necessary for this
purpose to get information which may be relevant. It is true that
strictly speaking the statements which are annexed to the
affidavits may not be admissible as evidence in a Court of Law
when there is a litigation between the parties but considering
limitations which we have, namely, where a Court like the
present has no jurisdication to enforce the attendance of any
witness who is outside this country and furthermore, the Court
has no jurisdication to compel any one to give information, the
procedure which was adopted was thought to be the most
practical one for obtaining information in connection with the
accident. Under the circumstances, the affidavits which have
been filed along with the statements which have been annexed
thereto which give information with regard to the accident, have
to be taken on record."
1.5.25 Another advantage of following the aforesaid procedure
was that the time which would have been taken in Court in
examining of the witnesses was considerably reduced. After the
participants had filed affidavits, the same were to be secrutinised
and it was then to be decided as to which of the deponents or
persons should be called for examination in Court. Effectiveness
of this procedure which was adopted is apparent from the fact
that though affidavits by way of evidence were filed in Court,
ultimately only 13 witnesses had to be examined in Court and
sitings were held in Court only on 14 days.
1.5.26 Written arguments were filed on the forenoon of the 4th
February, 1986 and oral arguments were heard in the afternoon
of that day. No written arguments or oral submissions were made
by the Government of Ireland, CP Air or Boeing Company.

1.5.27 Mr. I.G. Whitehall, councel for the Government of
Canada took exception to some of the submissions which were
contained in the written submissions filed by Air India. Mr.
Whitehall contended that the Court had opined that it will not go
into the question of responsibility of the unfortunate accident and
therefore, there was no; justification for Air India to include in its
written submissions numberous passages
which tended to fix responsibilities.
1.5.28 By the order dated 4th February, 1986, it was made
clear that it was not the intention of the investigation to apportion
blame if any lapse had been committed and, therefore, the Court
would ignore any written submissions which tended to apportion
blame or responsibility for any lapse of any participants. It might
here be mentioned that such a question had earlier arisen while
the statement of Sgt. Atkinson was being recorded. The Court
had then held that it will not go into the question as to who was
responsible for the accident. It was in view of this order that no
evidence was led by any of the parties on the question as to who
may have been responsible for any possible lapse which could
have led to this accident.
2.1 Flight Preparation
2.1.1. Air India Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO 'Kanishka' was
operating flight AI-181 (Bombay-Delhi-Frankfurt-TorontoMontreal) on 22nd June, 1985. From Montreal it becomes
AI-182 from Mirabel to Heathrow Airport, London enroute to
Delhi and Bombay. The aircraft arrived at Toronto from
Frankfurt at 1830 Z and was parked at gate No. 107 Terminal 2 at
L.N. Pearson International Airport. In accordance with the
Canadian regulations, all the passengers and their baggage were
off loaded to complete the customs and immigration checks.
Transit cards were handed out to 68 transit passengers destined to
Montreal who disembarked at Toronto for customs and
immigration checks.

2.1.2. The flight from Toronto to Montreal was made up of the
following:(I) Passengers originating at Toronto and their baggage.
(ii) Transit passengers, and their baggage, continuing their flight
to Montreal.
(iii) Two diplomatic bags from Indian Consulate General,
Vancouver via Air Canada Cargo Flight, and some Air India
Mail.
(iv) Fifth Pod engine and its associated parts.
(v) Interline passengers and their baggage from connecting
flights as detailed below:a) Air Canada flight AC-102
from Sasktoon - 2 Passengers
b) Air Canada flight AC-106
from Edmonton - 4 Passengers
c) Air Canada flight AC-170
from Winnipeg - 1 Passenger
d) Air Canada flight AC-170
from Winnipeg - 4 Passengers
e) Air Canada flight AC-136
from Vancouver - 10 Passengers
2.1.3. One passenger by name 'M. Singh', checked in at
Vancouver on Canadian Pacific flight CP-060 (VancouverToronto) of 22nd June 1985, and got his one piece of baggage
interlined to Air India flight AI-181
even though he had no confirmed reservation on AI-181. This
passenger, however, did not board the flight CP-060 at
Vancouver and also did not check-in for Air India flight
AI-181/182 at Toronto.
2.1.4
The checking-in of passengers for Air India flight
AI-181/182 at Toronto began at 1830 Z. The checking-in of the
passengers was carried out by Air Canada personnel who are the
handling agents for Air India, and was supervised by Air India

personnel. The Air Canada personnel indicated the computer
sequeritial numbers (security numbers) on the passenger
boarding card stubs. At about 1930 Z announcement was made
for the primary security check of passengers and their hand
baggage. The passengers passed through the Door Frame Metal
Detector and their hand baggage was checked through X-Ray
machine. The passengers were also subjected to physical security
check with the help of Hand Held Metal Detectors. The transit
passengers to Montreal and their hand baggage were also
subjected to these security checks, while their checked in
baggage, after clearance by the Canadian Customers authorities
was placed by the passengers themselves on the conveyor belt
while they were still in sterile area. In this way there was
personal identification by the passengers of all checked in
baggage, except the baggage which had been interlined to this
flight.
2.1.5
The flight was closed for check-in at about 2150 Z.
There were 10 'NO SHOWS' and 4 'GO SHOWS'. The security
checked passengers remained in the holding area gate No. 107
till boarding was announced at about 2210 Z. At the boarding
gate secondary security check of the passengers and their hand
baggages was carried out. The passengers were frisked with the
help of Hand Held Metal Detectors and their hand baggages were
opened and physically checked.
2.1.6
The security numbers on the stubs were circled on the
pre-numbered Security Control Sheet to ensure that all the
checked-in passengers have boarded the aircraft. Passenger
boarding was completed by 2300 Z. Traffic/Sales representative
of Air India verified the Security Control Sheet with the number
of stubs collected and the number of passengers checked-in.
He found that all the 202 passengers, who had checked-in, had
boarded the aircraft.
2.1.7
As stated earlier, 68 transit passengers had disembarked

at Toronto for completing the customs and immigration checks.
However, only 65 of these passengers re-boarded the aircraft as
per transit cards collected at the boarding gate. It is in evidence
that almost every flight of Air India to Canada, two or three
transit passengers do not re-board the flight at Toronto. Some
Toronto passengers travelling to India buy their tickets
"Montreal-India-Montreal" instead of "Toronto-India-Toronto",
for which the fare is higher, and they travel by bus to Montreal to
catch the Air India flight to India. On their return journey, when
they get down at Toronto for customs and immigration checks,
they simply do not re-board the flight even though their
reservations are upto Montrteal. These passengers sometimes
inform Air India personnel at Toronto about their not re-boarding
the aircraft. On 22nd June, 1985, however, no such passenger
informed Air India personnel.
2.1.8
There was a crew change at Toronto. The flight and
cabin crew members who took over the flight AI-181/182 had
been laid over in Toronto for the week prior to the accident flight
and were scheduled to take the flight upto London where they
were to be relieved by another set of crew. Capt H.S.Narendra
was the Commander of the flight, with Capt S.S.Bhinder as copilot and Mr.D.D.Dumasia as the Flight Engineer. In addition
there were 19 cabin crew members. All the crew members
reported together at the airport at 2130 Z. As per the practice
existing at that time, the flight crew and cabin crew members
were not subjected to frisking checks and their hand baggage
were also not security checked. Their checked-in baggage was,
howevewr, security checked along with the other checked-in
baggage of passengers.
2.1.9
The interline baggage was brought to the international
baggage make-up area by the Air Canada staff but, as mentioned
earlier, it was not personally identified and matched with the
passengers.

2.1.10 The checked-in baggage of the originating passengetrs
and crew members of AI-181/182 was sent on a conveyer belt to
the baggage make-up area. All the checked-in baggage along
with the interline baggage was required to be security checked on
the X-ray machine which was located in the baggage make-up
area at the end of international belt No.4.
2.1.11 It has been reported that the X-ray machine worked
intermittently for some period and at about 2045Z it broke down
and there was no picture on the screen. The Machine could not
be repaired on that day as it was a week-end and no technician
could be contacted. Air India's Security Officer then advised that
the rest of the baggage be checked with a PD-4 explosive
detector provided by him. He also demonstrated the use of the
PD-4 detec- tor to the concerned personnel. It has been reported
that about 60 to 70 baggages were checked and cleared by the
PD-4 detector.
2.1.12 The security checked baggage was loaded in the
containers by the Air Canada personnel. The loading of the
baggage in containers was over by about 2230 Z. The ramp
personnel of Air Canada carried the container and loaded them in
the aircraft.
2.1.13 From March, 1985, after the introduction of Air India
flight AI-181 through Toronto, diplomatic bags from Indian
Consulate General at Vancouver were being sent to India by Air
India flight from Toronto. Accordingly, two diplomatic bags,
duly sealed and escorted, were delivered to Air Canada office at
Vancouver on 21st June and they arrived at Toronto by Air
Canada flight AC-580. One of the bags Sl.No. 49 contained 13
empty large diplomatic bags while the other bag Sl.No.50
contained diplomatic mail. The total weight of the bags was 13.8
Kgs.
2.1.14 In addition to the above, a few envelopes containing
some flight documents addressed to Accounts Office, Air India,

Bombay, and one envelope addressed to Commercial
Headquarters, Air India, Bombay from Air India Town Office in
Toronto, were collected by Messrs Mega International.
2.1.15 The aircraft was refueled by CAFAS with 14,602 litres
of fuel.
2.1.16 On 8th June No. 1 engine of Air India Boeing 747
aircraft VT-EGC had failed during take off. The failed engine
was to be ferried to Bombay on flight AI-181/182 of 22nd June.
2.1.17 The failed engine and the associated parts were placed
in Air Canada Engineering Hangar at Toronto airport since June
8,when
the aircraft was brought to the engineering hangar for engine
replacement. Air India had requested Air Canada on 15th June
for preparing the failed engine for installation as fifth pod
mounting of the aircraft on 22nd June.
2.1.18 On 15th June Air India deputed one of their foremen to
Toronto to bring back the failed engine. From 17th to 21st June,
Air Canada technicians prepared the failed engine for installation
as fifth pod. This preparation involved removal of cowlings, fan
blades, locking of compressor rotors etc. Air Canada
Engineering/Maintence personnel loaded the aircraft/engine parts
on 4 pallets and one container. These pallets and container were
then delivered at 0100 Z on 22nd June by Air Canada personnel
to Messrs Mega International cargo warehouse at Toronto Airport
within restricted airport area. (Messrs Mega International Cargo
Warehouse at Toronto Airport within restricted airport area.
(Messrs Mega International is the cargo handling agent of Air
India at Toronto). The fifth pod engine was transported by Air
Canada directly from their premises to the 'Kanishka' aircraft for
mounting it on the fifth pod.
2.1.19 Installation of the engine on the fifth pod began
immediately on arrival of flight AI-181 at Toronto on 22nd June
and the work was completed by 1930 Z. One of the mechanics of

Air Canada installed the Mach Air Speed Warning Switch in the
Main Equipment Centre as part of the fifth pod engine
installation.
2.1.20 The pre-loaded four pallets and one container were
brought to the aircraft by M/s Mega International personnel from
their warehouse in the afternoon of 22nd June for loading them
into the aircraft cargo compartment at positions assigned by the
Air Canada load agent. Difficulty was experienced while loading
one of the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable
loading of the cowl, Air Canada engineering/maintenance
personnel removed door stop fitting from the aft cargo
compartment door cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the cowl
could be loaded. All the removed fittings were then reinstalled.
2.1.21. On account of the delay in loading the cowls, departure
of the flight was delayed by one hour and twentyfive minutes.
2.1.22 Maintenance Manager of Air India, Montreal carried out
the Terminal Transit Check 'E' of the aircraft and no snag was
observed by him. The commander duly accepted the aircraft.
2.1.23 Senior Flight Despatcher, Air India, Toronto did the
flight despatch of AI-181/182 for sectors Toronto-MontrealLondon. He briefed the flight crew members about flight plan,
weather, Air Traffic Control and fuel requirements. The flight
plans for the sectors Toronto-Montreal-London were duly
accepted and signed by the Commander.
2.2 Progress of the Flight
2.2.1. The Aircraft took off from Toronto Runway 24L at 0016
Z on 23rd June, 1985. The Maintenance Manager, Security
Officer and Passenger Service Supervisor of Air India travelled
on board the aircraft for their duties at Montreal. In all there were
270 passengers on board in addition to 22 crew members.
2.2.2. The route from Toironto to Montreal was V-98/
JHL-594/MSS/V 203/FRANX at flight level 290. The flight was
uneventful and the aircraft landed at Montreal at 0110 Z. No snag

was reported by the flight crew. The aircraft was parked at
Cluster 1 Bay No.114.
2.2.3
Sixtyfive passengers destined to Montreal along with
the three Air India personnel mentioned above deplaned at
Montreal. The remaining 202 passengers, who had joined the
flight at Toronto, remained on board the aircraft as transit
passengers were not allowed to disembark at Montreal.
2.2.4
Baggage handlers off loaded three containers of
baggage, one valuable container and four cargo containers from
the aircraft.
2.2.5
Transit Check 'C' of the aircraft was carried out at
Montreal. The Flight Engineer also carried out his pre-flight
inspection and found that rear latch handle of the fifth pod engine
fan cowl was loose. He informed the same to an Air Canada
Technician who flaired the handle and applied the high speed
tape. There was no other snag observed during the inspection.
The personnel of CAFAS refueled the aircraft with 96,000 litres
of fuel. Total fuel on board at the time of take off from Montreal
was 104,000 Kgs. which was adequate for 8 hours 40 minutes of
flying. The commander accepted the aircraft and signed the
'Certificate of Acceptance' of the aircraft.
2.2.6
At approximately 2130 Z Air Canada personnel opened
the passenger check-in counter for flight AI-182 (The flight
AI-181 terminates at Montreal and the flight from Montreal to
London-Delhi-Bombay is designated as AI-182). The checked-in
baggage was sent to the baggage make-up
area. Between 2300-2350 Z, a suspect suitcase was identified as
the X-Ray showed what appeared to be some wires next to the
suitcase opening. The suitcase was placed on the floor next to the
X-Ray machine. Subsequently two more suspect suitcases were
located. These suitcases were also placed next to the X-Ray
machine to await the arrival of the Air India Security Officer who
was to arrive on Air India flight AI-181 from Toronto. The

remainder of the checked-in baggage, which cleared the security
check, was loaded in containers by Air Canada personnel for
loading on board the aircraft.
2.2.7
Two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission, Ottawa were brought to Mirabel. After the flight
arrived, one of the pouches of Category 'A' weighing 1 Kg. was
given to the Flight Purser. The other Category 'B' pouch
weighing 9 Kgs. was placed in an valuable container 14R.
2.2.8
No other cargo was accepted for this flight except a
small package (weighing less than 1 Kg) containing medicines
for cancer treatment of a patient in New Delhi. This parcel was
received at 1530 Z on 21st June and was loaded in container 14R
by Messrs Mega International on 22nd June, more than 24 hours
after its receipt.
2.2.9
Five baggage containers, one valuables container and
two empty containers were loaded in the aircraft.
2.2.10 The checked-in passengers with their hand baggage
went to the departure sterile area. At the entrance to the departure
sterile area security staff used X-Ray units and metal detectors to
check passengers and their hand baggages.
2.2.11. At approximately 0100 Z, 23rd June, after the primary
security check was completed, the passengers proceeded to
boarding gate No.80. At this lcoation the secondary security
check was done on passengers using hand held metal detectors.
Hand baggages were also subjected to further physical and visual
check by them.
2.2.12. A total of 105 passengers boarded the flight AI-182 at
Mirabel Airport. It was determined that all the passengers who
had checked-in, boarded the aircraft. There was no interline
passenger. At Montreal there were five 'NO SHOWS' and two
'GO SHOWS'. In all 307 passengers were on board the aircraft.
The flight plan and the load and trim sheet, however, indicated
303 passengers as four of the 6 infants were not included in the

passenger list.
2.2.13. The seating distribution of the passengers was as given
below:Zone/ClassTotal number ofSeats Occupied seats
Zone
'A' -First Class161Zone 'B'- Club Class22-Upper deck - Club
class187Zone 'C' - Economy Class112104+ 2Zone 'D' - Economy
Class8684+ 1Zone 'E' - Economy Class123105+ 3
377301+ 6(Infants)
2.2.14 The seating distribution of the 19 cabin crew members
was as follows:Two at door L1 and two at door R1
Two at door L2 and two at door R2
Two at door L3 and one at door R3
Two at door L4 and one at door R4
One at door L5 and one at door R5
One in crew rest area, Zone 'A'
One in jump seat upper deck
One crew rest area upper deck.
2.2.15 The three suspected suit cases were not loaded on the
aircraft and were detained in the baggage make-up room. After
the names of the passengers to whom the suit cases had belonged
had been identified the same were transferred to the
decompression chamber of E1 A1 Airline where they were
examined, with the aid of a Police Explosive Dog, with negative
results. The suit cases were kept overnight in the said chamber
and when they were opened it was found that they contained no
explosive items.
2.2.16. No unclaimed baggage pertaining to the Air India flight
was recovered either at Toronto or at Mirabel or Dorval Airport
in Montreal.
2.2.17. The flight plan for the sector Montreal to London was
filed on telephone by the Air India Flight despatch from Toronto

to Dorval ATC Centre. He requested for route SHERBROOKECOLOR-NAT XRAYBUNTY-MERLY-EXMOR-IBLEYSAMTN-HAZEL-OCKHAM-LONDON at flight level 290 upto
COLOR and flight level 330 thereafter. The reporting points on
Track XRAY on that day were COLOR, 47N/50W, 49N/40W,
50N/30W, 51N/20W, 51N/15W, 51N/08W and BUNTY.
2.2.18 The aircraft took off from Montreal at 0218 Z. Its
estimated time of arrival at London was 0833 Z. The CVR and
the ATC tapes show that the flight was normal and quite
uneventful. Suddenly at about 0714 Z, when the flight was being
monitored by the Air Traffic Controller at Shannon, with the help
of secondary surveillance radar, the aircraft disappeared from the
radar scope. Subsequently, the ATC at Shannon got the know that
the aircraft had met with an accident and its wreckage was
sighted about 110 miles west south-west of Cork, Ireland.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
2.3.1
Pilot-in-Command (Capt. H.S. Narendra)
2.3.1.1 Cap.t H.S. Narendra (age 561/2 years, date of birth 25th
November, 1928) joined Air India on 1st October, 1956. He held
ALTP Licence No. 247 valid upto 29th October, 1985 and FRTO
No. 478 valid upto 23rd October, 1985. He was released as a Copilot on Boeing 707 aircraft on 21st July, 1960 and as a
Commander on Boeing 707 aircraft on 17th September, 1964.
2.3.1.2 For conversion as Pilot-in-Command on Boeing 747
aircraft, Capt. Narendra had undergone ground training at Boeing
Airplane Company, USA and simulator and aircraft flying
training at Bombay in 1972. He completed his route checks for
Pilot-in-Command endorsement between December, 72 and
January, 73. He became a Commander on Boeing 747 aircraft on
14th February, 1973.
2.3.1.3 Details of Capt. Narendra's flying experience and
licence renewal checks are as given below:
a. Total flying experience
:
20, 379:15 hours

b.

Flying experience on B-747 as
(i) Pilot-in-Command
:
6,364.50 hours
(ii) Co-pilot :
123:45 hours
c. Day flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
3,980:00 hours
d. Night flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
2,508:35 hours
e. Flying experience during
(i) last 6 months:
301:45 hours
(ii) last 3 months:
159:40 hours
(iii) last 30 days :
68:45 hours
(iv) last 7 days :
9:00 hours
He had last flown as
Pilot-in-Command on
flight AI 181 (Frankfurt to Toronto) on
15th June, 1985.
f. Date of last licence
renewal and IR check :
8 May, 1985
g. Date of last route check :
24 March, 1985
h. Date of last medical
examination at CME,
Delhi :
29 April, 1985
i. Date of last simulator
refresher course :
19 December, 1984
j. Date of ground technical
refresher course :
6/7 May, 1985
k. Date of last flight
safety refresher course
:
25 July, 1984
l. Rest period before
operating the accident
flight :
1 week
2.3.1.4 Records indicate that on 29th June, 1966, Captain

Narendra was declared medically unfit for 2 months to reduce his
weight by 10 Lbs. In February, 1973 he was advised to wear
corrective by-focal glasses while flying. In May, 1975 he was
again declared medically unfit for 3 months.
2.3.1.5 Capt. Narendra was earlier involved in the following
two incidents:
(a) On 25th August, 1984, while operating flight AI-1100 from
London to Delhi, there was a deviation of the aircraft by about
170 nautical miles from the track over Rahimyar Khan in
Pakistan. He was given necessary INS refresher and Route
checks with particular emphasis on cross checking procedure.
(b) On 6th December, 1984, while operating flight AI-124
Delhi-Bombay, the aircraft was observed approaching runway 32
at Bombay Airport when runway in use was 27. Captain
Narendra was given simulator training for a series of approaches
and landings and visual circuits from right hand and left hands
seats for approaches and landings on runway 27 at Bombay
Airport.
2.3.1.6 Captain Narendra was not involved in any accident
previously.
2.3.2
Co-pilot (Capt. S.S. Bhinder)
2.3.2.1 Capt. S.S. Bhinder (age 411/2 years, date of birth 30th
November, 1943) joined Air India on 12th October, 1977. He
held ALTP Licence
No. 940 valid upto 25th July, 1985 and FRTO Licence No. 2290
valid upto 2nd February, 1986.
2.3.2.2 Capt. Bhinder was released as a Co-pilot on Boeing 707
aircraft on 18th November, 1978 and as a Co-pilot on Boeing
747 aircraft on 17th May, 1980.
2.3.2.3 Details of his flying experience and licence renewal
checks are as given below:
a. Total flying experience
:
7,489:00 hours
b. Experience on B-747

aircraft as Co-pilot :
2,469:30 hours
c. Day flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
1,426:15 hours
d. Night flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
1,043:15 hours
e. Flying experience during
(i) last 6 months:
157:45 hours
(ii) last 3 months:
65:00 hours
(iii) last 30 days :
20:15 hours
(iv) last 7 days :
9:00 hours
He had last flown as
Co-pilot on flight AI-181
(Frankfurt to Toronto)
on 15th June, 1985).
f. Date of last licence
renewal check :
25th March, 1985
g. Date of last IR check :
23rd November, 1984
h. Date of last route check :
9 April, 1985
i. Date of last medical
examination at CME
Delhi :
14 January, 1985
j. Date of last simulator
refresher course :
16 July, 1984
k. Date of last ground technical
refresher course :
8/9 October, 1984
l. Date of last flight
safety refresher course
:
3 December, 1984
m. Rest period before operating
the accident flight:
1 week.
2.3.2.4 Records indicate that Capt. Bhinder was not involved in
any accident earlier.
2.3.3
Flight Engineer (Mr. D.D. Dumasia)
2.3.3.1 Flight Engineer Mr. D.D. Dumasia (age 57 1/2 years,

date of birth 10th October, 1927) joined Air India on 27th
December 1954. He held flight Engineer's Licence No. 37 valid
upto 6th December, 1985. Mr. Dumasia was released as a Flight
Engineer on Boeing 707 airecaft on 16th December, 1963 and on
Boeing 747 aircraft on 6th February, 1974. He had a total flying
experience of 14,885 hours out of which 5,512:35 hours were on
Boeing 747 aircraft.
2.3.3.2 Last medical examination of Mr. Dumasia was
completed on 1st October, 1984 at CME Delhi. He had
completed simulator refresher course on 14th February, 1985,
ground technical refresher course on 14/15th January, 1985 and
flight safety refresher course on 13th August, 1984.
2.3.4
Cabin Crew
2.3.4.1 A total of 19 cabin crew members were on duty on
Flight AI-181/182 on 23rd June, 1985. Their brief details are as
given below:
Sl.No.NamesDesignationFlight Safety coursecompleted on1.Mr.
S.L. LazarInflight Supervisor1/2 April, 19852.Mr. K.M.
ThakurFlight Purser18 February, 19853.Mr. Inder ThakurFlight
Purser9/10 May, 19844.Mr. ShuklaFlight Purser23 January,
19855.Mr. S.P. SinghFlight Purser15 January, 19856.Mr. N.
VaidAsst. Flight Purser2/3 May, 19857.Mr. B.K. SenaAsst.
Flight Purser3 December, 19848.Mr. N. KashipriAsst. Flight
Purser12/13 Sept., 19849.Mr. J.S. DinshawAsst. Flight
Purser17/18 Dec., 198410.Mr. K.K. SethAsst. Flight Purser11/12
February, 1985
11.Miss RaghavanAirhostess13 July, 198412.Miss S.
GhatgeAirhostess10/11 April, 198513.Miss R.
BhasinAirhostess11/12 February, 198514.Miss L.
KajAirhostess17/18 April, 198515.Miss P.
DinshawAirhostess17/18 Dec., 198416.Miss S.
LasaradoAirhostess15/16 April, 198517.Miss E.S.

RodricksAirhostess10/11 June, 198518.Miss S.
GaonkarAirhostess3/4 April, 198519.Miss R.R.
PhansekarAirhostess29/30 April, 1985 AIRCRAFT
INFORMATION
2.4.1
General
2.4.1.1. Boeing 747-237B 'Kanishka' aircraft VT-EFO was
manufactured by Messrs Boeing Company under Sl.No. 21473.
The aircraft was acquired by Air India on 19th June, 1978.
Initially, it came with the expert Certificate of Airworthiness No.
E-161805. Subsequently, the Certificate of Airworthiness No.
1708 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation, India
on 5th July, 1978. The C of A was renewed periodically and was
valid upto 29th June, 1985. From the beginning of June, 1985, C
of A renewal work of the aircraft was in progress. The aircraft
had the Certificate of Registration No. 2179 issued by the DGCA
on 5th May, 1978. The commercial flight of 'Kanishka' aircraft
started on 7th July, 1978.
2.4.1.2 The aircraft was maintained by Air India following the
approved maintenance schedules. It had logged 23634:49 hours
and had completed 7525 cycles till the time of accident.
2.4.1.3 The aircraft was fitted with four P & W JT9D-7J
engines having thrust rating of 48650 pounds. The hours and
cycles logged by the engines since new till the time of accident
are as given below:
Engine No.1 :
P662927-7J - 29,663:26 Hrs (9422 cycles)
Engine No.2 :
P695610-7J - 20,810:28 Hrs (6031 cycles)
Engine No.3 :
P695602-7J - 21,992:31 Hrs (6564 cycles)
Engine No.4 :
P662926-7J - 32,332:15 Hrs (11295 cycles)
2.4.1.4 All the DGCA mandatory modifications and inspections
applicable to the subject aircraft had been compiled with. No
major component installed on this aircraft and its engines had
exceeded the stipulated life period.
2.4.1.5 The last quarter Periodic Check of the aircraft was

carried out on 24th May, 1985, at 23274:53 hours and 7439
cycles. Subsequent to this check, two Check 'B' schedules were
carried out. The last Check 'B' was carried out on 17th June,
1985, at 23564:14 hours and 7510 cycles and was valid for 200
flying hours.
2.4.1.6 The aircraft had flown 359:56 hours and 86 cycles since
last quarter Periodic Check and 70:35 hours and 15 cycles since
last Check 'B' till the time of accident.
2.4.1.7 The last Flight Release Certificate was issued on 24th
May, 1985 on completion of quarter Periodic Check and was
valid for 1100 hours or 150 days elapsed time whichever
occurred first. After the last departure from Bombay on 21st
June, 1985, the aircraft had flown for 22:34 hours till the time of
crash.
2.4.1.8 Mr. Rajendra, Maintenanace Manager, Air India,
Montreal carried out the Terminal Transit Check 'E' of the
aircraft at Toronto on 22nd June, 1985 and no snag was observed
by him. No snag was reported by the flight crew during the flight
from Toronto to Montreal. Transit Check 'C' of the aircraft for the
flight AI-182 was carried out at Montreal by Mr. Rajendra and
three Air Canada technicians. The flight engineer also carried out
his pre-flight inspection and found that the rear latch handle of
the fifth pod engine fan cowl was loose. He informed the same to
Mr. P. Bayle, Air Canada technician who faired the handle and
applied high speed tape. No other snag was observed during the
inspection.
2.4.2
Previous Incidents and Snags
2.4.2.1 A maintenance Group was formed with representatives
from Air India and Airworthiness Directorate with Mr. R.K. Paul,
Senior Air Safety Officer as the Group Leader to scrutinise the
maintenance documents and various defects experienced on this
aircraft. The report submitted by the Group (Attachment 'B')
indicates that the aircraft was involved in six incidents since the

last C of A renewal, details of which are given below
(I) On 13th July, 1984 at Dubai -- flight AI-868 The aircraft
returned after aborting take off due to no rise in the EPR and N1
on No.1 engine (Sl.No. 695612). The engine front and rear were
checked and found OK. Slight wetness was noticed in the bleed
outlets. No external oil leak was noticed. Oil quantity was topped
up. The chip detectors and oil filter were found OK. EVC Ph
filter was found
OK. EVC linkage wes exercised. The engine was run up and its
operation was found satisfactory. The snag was suspected to be
due to lack of pressurising air at low N1.
(ii) On 18th July, 1984 at Delhi -- flight AI-105 The right hand
side fuselage skin between stations 480 and 500 in line with
lower portion of forward cargo door cut-out was damaged by
high lift. The same was repaired at Delhi. Permanent repair was
carried out at Bombay. The repairs were accomplished using
guidelines given in the Boeing Structural Repair Manual.
(iii) On 12th August, 1984, at Rome -- flight AI-135 The aircraft
landed with No. 2 engine (Sl.No. 662826) shut down in flight
due to oil pressure and oil quantity droping. On motoring the
engine, oil leak was observed from metal line between F C O C
and L O P switch at the switch end. The line was found cracked
which was welded and refitted. The line was subsequently
replaced at Bombay.
(iv) On 24th October, 1984, at London -- flight AI-104 There
was total loss of No.1 hydraulic system fluid. The fluid leak was
traced to inlet pressure adapter of flap control module in the left
hand body gear wheel well. Two of the four bolts holding the
adaptor on the flap control module had sheared. The hydraulic
pump, seal, back-up ring and case drain filter were replaced. The
flap control module was replaced when the aircraft arrived at
Bombay.
(v) On 14th February, 1985, at Delhi -- flight AI-164 On arrival

the leading edge honey comb of the left hand aft trailing edge
flap was found damaged about 18 inches in length due foreign
object damage. Necessary repair was carried out at Delhi. The aft
flap was replaced at Bombay.
(vi) On 28th May, 1985, at Dubai -- flight AI-103 On arrival, the
left hand wing to fuselage botton fairing forward rubber seal with
strip was found turn off. Temporary repair was carried out at
Dubai. Permanent repair was carried out subsequently at
Bombay.
2.4.2.2 The flight snags recorded in the flight report books of
the aircraft during the 4 1/2 month period prior to the accident
were scrutinised by the Maintenance Group and the only
significant repetitive defect observed was "R2 door not going to
manual". On ground checks by the aircraft maintenance
engineers, the operation of the selector was, however, found
normal.
2.4.2.3 Prior to operating the accident flight, the aircraft arrived
at Toronto from Frankfurt. Capt. R.K. Spencer was the
commander of the flight. The flight crew had reported the
following three snags:
(I) HF system No. 2 had a lot of distortion
(ii) E P R L indicator unserviceable in 'Go around' mode
(iii) Hydraulic system No.1 pressure indication unserviceable
(This snag was carried forward from Delhi).
2.4.2.4 The Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) was unserviceable exBombay and had been released under M E L.
2.4.2.5 For rectification of the above stated snag No.1, Shri
Rajendra, Air India's Maintenance Engineer at Totonto checked
the connections of the transreceiver and reracked the unit. No
snag was reported on this system on Toronto-Montreal sector.
2.4.2.6 Snag No. 2 was carried forward.
2.4.2.7 Regarding the third snag, Mr. Rajendra has stated that
the indicator showed 4000 P S I pressure even with no pump

running. He therefore, interchanged No.1 and No.3 indicators.
The snag, however, persisted. He then replaced transmitter No.1
with a spare transmitter from the aircraft SE box and the snag
was rectified. No rectification work was however, recorded by
the AME in the Flight Report Book. No snag was reported on
this system on Toronto-Montreal sector.
2.4.3
Installation of 5th Pod Engine
2.4.3.1 On 8th June, 1985, No.1 engine of Air India Boeing 747
aircraft VT-EGC operating flight AI-181 failed during take off at
Toronto. The aircraft returned and the engine was replaced by a
loaned engine from Air Canada. The removed engine was a P &
W JT9D-7Q type (Sl. No. P702353-7Q).
2.4.3.2 Air India had planned to bring back the failed engine of
VT-EGC aircraft to Bombay, as fifth pod on their flight
AI-181/182 of 22/23 June, 1985 and had sent an Engineer along
with the necessary kit to Toronto on 15th June, 1985. The engine
borrowed from Air Canada on 8th June, 1985, was flown back to
Toronto as a fifth pod engine on flight AI-181 of 22nd June, to
return it to Air Canada.
2.4.3.3 Shri C.D. Kolhe, Controller of Airworthiness, Bombay
examined the aspects relating to installation of the 5th Pod
engine, loading of its components and certification of the related
work. Shri Kolhe's report indicates that the failed engine and the
associated parts were kept in the Air Canada engineering hanger
at Toronto airport since June 8 when the aircraft was brought to
the hanger for engine replacement. Air India requested Air
Canada on 15th June, 1985, for prepairing the failed engine for
installation as fifth pod engine on 22nd June. Accordingly, Air
Canada's technicians undertook the preparatory work of
removing the cowlings, fan blades, panels, locking of
compressor, turbine rotors etc. on 17th June, 1985, and
completed the work on 21st June, 1985. The fan blades (46 in
number) from the failed engine were placed in 12 wooden

shipping boxes provided by Air India. These boxes were then
loaded in a container. The other components of the failed engine
were loaded on 4 pallets.
2.4.3.4 Installation of the fith pod engine was carried out by Air
Canada technicians and the individual items on the task card
were certified by the individuals who had carried out the work.
2.4.3.5 Some difficulty was experienced while loading one of
the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable loading
of the cowl, Air Canada engineering/maintenance personnel
removed door stop fittings from the aft cargo compartment door
cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the pallet could be loaded.
All the removed fittings were then re-installed. Removal and
installation of the fittings was certified by Mr. Rajendra.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop
fittings could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the
video films of the werckage it was found that the complete aft
cargo door was intact
and in its position except that it had come adrift slightly. The
door was found latched at the bottom. The door was found lying
along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the aircraft. This
indicates that the door remained in position and did not cause any
problem in flight. In the front cargo compartment, there were 16
containers out of which four were empty. Five containers had
baggage of Delhi bound passengers. Container at Position 13L
had baggage of the first class and London passengers and
container at position 13R had crew baggage. The entire baggage
of passengers ex-Montreal was loaded in containers at positions
12R, 21R, 22R, 23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment.
Container at position 24L contained fan blades in wooden boxes
and the other components of the pod engine. Valuable container
was at position 14R.
2.4.3.7 In the aft cargo compartment, there were four pallets
containing parts of the fifth pod engine and two containers at

positions 44L and 44R containing baggage of Delhi bound
passengers. The bulk cargo compartment contained passenger
baggage bound for Delhi and Bombay. All the baggage and
engine parts in the aft and bulk cargo compartments were loaded
at Toronto.
2.4.3.8 The total weight of the fifth pod engine and its items
was about 9000 kgs. As a result of carriage of the fifth pod
engine, the payload of the flight was considerably reduced on
London-Delhi sector.
2.4.3.9 At the time of take off from Montreal the aircraft had
104,000 kgs of fuel on board which was adequate for 08:40
hours of flying as against sector flying time of 06:15 hours. The
flight plan fuel was calculated taking Paris as the alternate airport
for London.
2.4.3.10 The load and trim sheet from the sector Montreal
London was prepared and was duly counter-signed by the
commander. The take off weight of the aircraft was 317,877 kgs
which was within the maximum take off weight limit of 334,500
kgs. The estimated landing weight of the aircraft was 237,177
kgs which was also within the maximum landing weight limit of
256,279 kgs. The centre of gravity of the aircraft was at 21.3
percent
of MAC at take off and the estimated C G position at the time of
landing at London was 25.8 percent of MAC which was within
the limits.
2.4.3.11 The load and trim sheet and the flight plan of the aircraft
indicated that there was 301+2 passengers on board the aircraft
whereas there were actually 301+6 passengers on board. The
error occured because four of the six infants were not taken into
account.
2.4.4
Corrosion Control Measures
2.4.4.1 Boeing Company have recommended various measure
to control corrosion on Boeing 747 aircraft through different

documents such as Maintenance Planning Data Document,
Corrosion Prevention Manual and Service Bulletins. Compliance
of these measures on Air India fleet is accomplished as follows:
(I) Support structure under galleys and lavatories
Boeing Company have recommended repeat inspections of under
galley/toilet structure at intervals of 12000 hours. However, in
order to detect corrosion at an early stage, these inspections are
carried out by Air India at intervals not exceeding 9000 hours.
(ii) Fuselage Lower Bilge Area:
Boeing Company have recommended modifications to provide
improved drainage systems by incorporation of various Service
Bulletins. All the relevant modification have been completed by
Air India on the affected aircraft. In addition to completion of
these modifications, repeat inspection of lower bilge area is being
carried out to meet the requirements of Boeing Service Bulletins.
(iii) Canted Pressure Deck:
In order to prevent water accomulation and consequent corrosion
in the area, Boeing Company have issued SBs 51-2015, 51-2026
and 51-2032. Air India have incorporated Service Bulletins
51-2015, and 51-2032 on all their affected airplanes SB 51-2026
is being complied progressively.
(iv) Cargo Compartments:
Inspection of all the cargo compartment interior structures for
corrosion and cracks is being accomplished periodically by Air
India after removal of linings and insulation blankets.
(v) Aft Pressure Bulkhead:
During every equalised Periodic Check routine, the aft surface of
aft pressure bulkhead is being visually inspected for corrosion
condition and security of attachements. The forward surface of
the pressure bulkhead, which is covered by aft toilets, is
inspected after removal of toilets at intervals not exceeding 9000
hours although the recommended interval by Boeing Company is
12000 hours.

2.4.4.2 Air India has stated that in addition to the above specific
measures, aircraft structure particularly the areas below toilets,
galleys, cargo compartments, outflow valve area etc. which are
prone to corrosion, are inspected for corrosion, cleaned and
protected during every equalised Periodic Check. Air India have
further stated that no serious corrosion problem has been
experienced by them so far on their fleet.
2.4.5
Supplemental Structural Inspection Programme
2.4.5.1 In the case of airplanes which have completed 10,000
flight cycles as on June 30, 1983, Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) U S A and Boeing Company had
recommended additional structural inspections known as
Supplemental Structural Inspection Programme. In the Air India
fleet, the first three 747 aircraft, namely, VT-EBE, VT-EBN and
VT-EBO fell in this category and are known as 'Candidate
Airplanes'. The subject aircraft (VT-EFO) had completed only
7525 flight cycles at the time of the accident on 23rd June, 1985,
and therefore, the Supplemental Structural Inspection
Programme was not applicable to this aircraft.
2.4.6
Special Corrosion Inspection of B-747 Aircraft Fleet of
Air India
2.4.6.1 In order to examine whether corrosion to the aircraft
structure of Kanishka aircraft could have contributed to the
accident, a group was constituted by Mr. H.S. Khola, Inspector of
Accidents to carry out special corrosion Inspection of all the
Boeing 747 aircraft of Air India.
The group consisted of the following members:
(a) Senior Air Safety Officer of the D.G.C.A.
(b) Senior Airworthiness Officer of the D.G.C.A.
(c) Air India's Representative.
2.4.6.2 The inspection was carried out in the following areas:
(a) Below toilets and galleys
(b) Forward and aft cargo compartments belly areas - internally

and externally
(c) The forward and aft pressure bulkheads
(d) Canted pressure web area from inside the passenger cabin.
(e) Area around outflow valves
(f) MEC area inside and outside.
2.4.6.3 The inspection reports submitted by the Group show
that no corrosion was noticed on the significant primary
structural members of the aircraft. Surface corrosion was,
however, noticed on some of the members below the toilets and
galleys. The corrosion observed during the inspection was of
minor nature which is normally expected on such inspection
schedule. The Kanishka aircraft was subjected to Periodic Check
on 24th May, 1985 at 23,274.53 hours/7,439 cycles and no
significant corrosion was observed. Among the Nine 747 aircraft
inspected for corrosion, 5 aircraft had logged hours more than the
Kanishka aircraft. Three of the aircraft had actually logged nearly
double the flying hours. Taking into consideration that the
corrosion prevention measures recommended by the Boeing
Company were followed by Air India and that even the high life
aircraft (45,000 hours approximately) subjected to corrosion
inspection at the time when Periodic Check was due i.e. 1100
hours since previous check, had no significant corrosion, it is
considered unlikely that Kanishka aircraft, which had logged
only 23,275 hours since new and 360 hours since last Periodic
Check, had corrosion which could have contributed to the
accident.
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
2.5.1
A report on the Meteorological conditions prevailing enroute near the location where the aircraft crashed was provided
by the Meteorological Service, Department of Communications,
Dublin, Ireland. This report covers a period of one to two hours
before and after the time of accident (0714 Z).
2.5.2
From the report it is seen that the surface Synoptic

Situation in the vicinity of 51°N, 12.50°W at 0715 Z on 23rd
June was as given below:
Surface wind:
250/15 knots
Surface visibility :
10 Kms (occasionally 4 kms in drizzle)
Surface temperature :
13°C
Cloud conditions :
Cloud cover in the area was estimated to
have been layered upto about FL 100 with a base of 600 feet.
There is no evidence of cumulonimbus or thunderstorm activity.
Freezing Level :
700 feet.
2.5.3
With regard to Upper Air situation the report indicates
that a mainly West or West North West airflow covered the area
of FL 310 The Jet stream was centred at about 48°N. The
estimated wind and temperature at FL 310 were 270/65 knots and
-47°C. As per the report, at FL 310, 51°N 12.50°W and at 0715 Z
any significant clear air turbulence was not expected.
2.5.4
Sunlight condition was prevailing at the time of
accident. There were no sigmets valid for the area at that time.
AIDS TO NAVIGATION
2.6.1
The aircraft was equipped with Inertial Navigation
System (INS) and was cruising normally at its assigned flight
level 310 on track X-ray over Atlantic. It was under the control
of Shannon Upper Area Control and was being monitored on the
Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) located at Mount Gabreal.
Till the time of accident, the aircraft was beyond the range of
Shannon primary radar.
2.6.2
The aircraft entered Shannon airspace at the correct
position and level and remained on the assigned track and flight
level till it disappeared from the radar screen.
2.6.3. There is no evidence to indicate that AI-182
experienced any navigational problem during the flight.
COMMUNICATIONS
2.7.1
Two-way communication between the ill-fated aircraft
and the ATS units of Canada and Ireland was maintained during

the flight from Montreal till the time of crash. The
communications were recorded on the ATC tapes. Transcripts of
the relevant tapes were provided by the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board and the Director of Air Traffic Services, Ireland.
2.7.2
From the Transcript of the conversations, it is observed
that two-way communication between AI-182 and the various
ATS units was normal. The last R/T contact with the aircraft was
at 0709:58 Z when AI-182 informed Shannon UAC that it was
squawking 2005. The tape transcript also shows that the aircraft
did not transmit any information regarding the emergency on
frequency 131.15 MHz on which it was last working with
Shannon UAC or on distress frequency 121.5 MHz.
Indecipheiable noise was, however, found recorded on the
Shannon ATC tape just at the time of crash i.e. 0714:01 Z.
Thereafter, repeated calls were made by Shannon UAC to
AI-182, but there was no response.
SEARCH AND RESCUE
2.8.1
The report of the Search and Rescue Group gives the
details of the Search and Rescue operations. From the report it is
seen that at 0730 Z, Shannon UAC informed Marine Rescue Coordination centre (MRCC) shannon that AI-182, a Boeing 747
aircraft enroute Montreal-London had disappeared from the
Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) at 0713 Z in position 51N/
120W. Shannon UAC requested MRCC Shannon to take
emergency section. At 0740 Z MRCC Shannon telephonically
explained the situation to Valantia Coast Radio Station (CRS)
and requested a PAN Broadcast urgently and to ask any vessels
in area to keep sharp lookout and report to Valantia Radio. At
0746 Z Valantia Radio transmitted to all stations PAN message
and above advice to ships. The transmission was repeated.
2.8.2
At 0750 Z, an Irish Naval Vessel AISLING reported on
R/T to Valantia Radio that it was 54 miles from site of accident
and was proceeding to the site. Valantia Radio passed on this

information by Telex to MRCC Shannon. Between 0740/ 0750 Z
MRCC briefed the Irish Naval Service (INS) Haulbowline,
MRCC Swansea, RCC Plymouth and Irish Army Air Corps
(IAAC) on the situation. At 0754 Z MRCC relayed a distress
message to Shannon Aeradio via the Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunication Network (AFTN)
2.8.3
At 0803 Z Valantia Radio again transmitted the PAN
message and the advice to ships. At 0840 Z Cargo vessel M W
Laurentian Forest/HBWP (Registered in PANAMA and owned
by Federal Commerce of Montreal, Canada) at position 51.09N/
12.18W reported that it was 22 miles away from distress area and
was proceeding there. Laurantian enquired if there were other
ships in the area and was informed about position of Aisling. At
0813 Z Valantia Radio informed MRCC Shannon by telex about
Laurentain Forest.
2.8.4
Between 0815/0820 Z, MRCC Shannon updated RCC
plymouth and they advised that a Nimrod Rescue Aircraft would
depart shortly for the area and that SEA KING helicopters were
already enroute the Cork Airport initially. Edinburgh RCC
advised MRCC Shannon that a Nimrod Rescue Aircraft was also
being prepared at Kinloss. At 0820
Shannon Aeradio informed Valantia Radio that there was
message from Shanwick Oceanic Control that aircraft were
picking up ELT signal in position 51N/15W and 51N/08W and
the actual position was beleived to be 51W/1250W. At 0833 Z,
Valentia Radio sent message giving the above information and
requesting ships in the area to report to Valentia Radio.
2.8.5
At 0842 Z, Ali Baba informed Valentia Radio that it was
at position 5125.5N/0825.4W and was listening on 121.5 MHz.
At 0850 Z Western Arctic informed Valentia Radio its position
5207N/1151W and that it would proceed in about 20 minutes
after bringing in cable. At 0857 Z, High Seas Driller informed
Valentia Radio that Vessel Kongstain could be released, ETA

51/2 to 6 hours and they would standby. At 0858 Z, Valentia
Radio informed MRCC Shannon about reports from Ali Baba
Western Arctic and High Seas Driller.
2.8.6
At 0905 Z, Laurentian forest reported to Valdentia
Radio that it was 5 miles from SOS position 51N/12.5 W and it
had not sighted anything. Between 0905/0908 Z, three more
vessels viz. Atlantic Concern, MV Norman Amstel and MV
Tasman reported their positions to Valentia Radio. At 0908 Z,
Swansea advised MRCC Shannon that four Seaking helicopters
and two Nimrod Aircraft were enroute.
2.8.7
At 0913 Z, Laurentin Forest reported to Valentia Radio
that they had sighted what looked like 2 rafts about 2 miles away.
At 0914 Valentia Radio informed MRCC Shannon about the
report from Laurentian Forest.
2.8.8
At 0918 Z, Laurentian Forest reported to Valentia Radio
that it had sighted wreckage in water at position 5101.9N/
1242.5W and the liferafts were not inflated. Valentia Radio
passed the message to MRCC Shannon at 0920 and also sent
transmission about wreckage sighting. Lifeboats Valentia and
Baltimore reported to Valentia Radio that they were proceeding
to the position of wreckage.
2.8.9
At 0937 Z, Laurentian Forest reported that it had
sighted 3 bodies in water. Valentia Radio informed the same to
MRCC Shannon at 0940 Z. At 0945 Z, MRCC Shannon and
MRCC Swansea decided that
for security and operational reasons Cork Airport would be the
primary operational base and ATC Cork were informed of this
decision.
2.8.10 At 0953 Z, S MYROLI informed Valentia Radio that it
was 80 miles north of position and had a group of 10 to 20
French vessesls and desired to know if they should proceed to
site. After consulting Laurentian Forest, S MYROLI was advised
that it was not necessary. Valentia Radio kept on giving Mayday

relay frequently.
2.8.11 At 1045 Z, a prohibited flying area was established with
a radius of 40 N Miles from the datum point from sea level to
5000 feet. Falmouth Coast Guard reqested Valentia Radio the
position of all ships in the distress area and those proceeding so
that each vessel could be designated to search a particular area.
2.8.12 At 1126 Z, Laurentian Forest reported Valentia Radio
that it had located numerous bodies in water and Seaking
helicopter was hovering there. Valantia Radio Transmitted this
information to all stations.
2.8.13 At 1133 Z, Valentia Radio informed Coast Guard
Falmouth the position and ETA of various ships and also of the
Lifeabouts Valentia and Beltimore. At 1150 Z, RRC Plymouth
requested MRCC Shannon that "Le Aisling" assume duty as "On
Scene Commander Surface Unit". At 1204 Z, information was
received by Valentia Radio that 8 Spannish Trawlers were
proceeding to distress position of AI-182 and their ETAs were
between 1630/2000 Z. At 1246 Z, Star Orion informed Valentia
Radio that it would be able to refuel any vessel in medium or
small quantities at the accident site. Valentia Radio informed
MRCC Shannon and Falmouth about the Spanish Vessels and
Star Orion.
2.8.14 Falmouth requested Valentia Radio at 1303 to advise
Laurentian Forest to inform Aisling that 8 Spanish trawlers
would arrive in search area between 1600 Z and 2000 Z and
Aisling should deploy trawlers in conjunction with lifeboats to
recover bodies as it would be easier to recover than from large
vessels. Valentia Radio sent the above message.
2.8.15 Laurentian Forest informed Valentia Radio at 1307 Z
that 10 bodies were on Aisling, 4 on Helo, and they had some
alongside and had launched lifeboats to pick them up. Valentia
Radio informed the same to MRCC Shannon and Falmouth. At
1338Z, MRCC Shannon requested Valentia Radio to include the

following in their broadcast:
"Vessels within 100 N Miles of datum 5101.9N/1242.5W are
requested to proceed to search area and contact Aisling/EIYP.
Any vessels recovering bodies or wreckage are requested to
retain them on board and inform MRCC Falmouth of total
number of bodies recovered."
2.8.16 Valentia Radio transmitted the above message at 1340 Z
to all stations and also informed MRCC Shannon. At 1503 Z
Aisling informed Valentia Radio that they had recovered 56
bodies. MRCC Shannon requested Valentia Radio to advise
Aisling that if they could locate "Black Box", they should drop
buoy. Valentia Radio advised Aisling accordingly. At 1530 Z, on
advice from MRCC Shannon, Valentia Radio asked Baltimore,
Courtmaesherry and Ballycotton lifeboats to return to base. At
1633 Aisling requested Valentia Radio to inform Falmouth that
they were unable to transfer bodies to Valentia Lifeboat as latter
was returning to base owing to fuel shortage. At 1659, Laurentia
Forest informed Valentia Radio that 66 bodies had been picked
up by then. Aisling advised Valentia Radio that Valentia lifeboat
was returning with four bodies.
2.8.17 At 1721 Z Falmouth requested Valentia Radio to relay
following to all surface units at scene:
1. One mimrod remaining on scene overnight.
2. All other air units will be recalled at 2200 Z. One Helo
remains at 15 minutes notice at Cork
3. Air Search recommences at 240400 Z.
4. All Civil surface units will be released by 2200 and may
proceed on passage. Bodies should be landed at Irish Post for
transfer to receiving station at Cork Airport.
5. Warship Challenger, Emer and Aisling acknowledge".
2.8.18 At 1723 Z Aisling informed Valentia Radio that they
saw 3 Spanish vessels approaching and they were using Ch.16
which Aisling was using for co-ordination with RESCUE 52 and

requested that Spanish Vessels be asked to stay outside 5 miles
radius. Spanish Agent was told about Aisling request.
2.8.19. Valentia lifeboat informed Valentia Radio that they were
heading for home (Valientia) at reduced spead of 11 knots and
they had five bodies on board. At 1822 Z, Aisling requested
Valentia Radio information on 'Black Box' that might help its
location. Aisling was advised of ELT signal on 121.5 MHz. At
1840 Z Cork ATC Advised MRCC Shannon that a total of 64
bodies were in Cork.
2.8.20 At 1920 Z, MRCC Shannon downgraded the
'MAYDAY' Broadcast to 'PAN' (Urgency) Broadcast, Aisling
informed Valentia Radio that 79 bodies had been recovered. At
1958 Z Laurentian Forest informed Valentia Radio that they were
proceeding to Dublin. Valentia Radio thanked them for
assistance.
2.8.21 At 2000 Z, MRCC Swansea advised MRCC Shannon
that main air search would cease at 2200 Z and would
recommence at 240400 Z. The overnight search would continue
with one Nimrod providing air cover for the surface search by
three warships. Vessels transiting the area were requested to keep
a sharp look out and to report to HMS Challenger.
2.8.22 By 0300 Z on 24th June, four Seaking helicopters had
deported from Cork to resume the airborne search. At that time
the search area covered a six nautical mile radius of position
5059.2 N/1225.3W and the vessels Le Emer and HMS
Challenger were requested to search this area. HMS Challenger
was the coordinator of the surface search and Nimrod Rescue 02
was on-Scene-Commander.
2.8.23 At 0450 Z Rescue 02 reported sighting of wreckage in
position 5101 M/1245 W. Between 0505 and 0543, three USAF
Chinook helicopters departed from Cork Airport to join the
search. At 0556, MRCC
Swansea confirmed that there were 329 people on board the

aircraft (Earlier reportes had idicated 325 people on board).
2.8.24 A continuous search was maintained throughtout the
day (24th June) but only one further body and numerous pieces
of wreckage were recovered. An extensive surface search was
also maintained throughout the day and instructions were passed
by MRCC Shannon to Valentia Radio requestiong all shipping to
recover any wreckage or bodies sighted.
2.8.25 At 0900 Z, Capt. G Mc. Stay of Department of
Communications advised MRCC Shannon that Aisling was
bound for Cork, ETA 1300 Z and he (Capt. Mc Stay) was
assuming responsibility for collection of wreckage. MRCC were
also advised by Mr. Gregory of Britoil that their two vessels
'Constine' and 'Star Orion' were enroute to Foynes having picked
up quantities of wreckage.
2.8.26 At 1740 Z, SRCC Plymouth advised Shannon that the
Search will terminate at 242200 Z, at 1800 Z Falmouth MRCC
advised MRCC Shannon to direct the Portisheal and Valentia
Radios to concel Urgency Broadcast from 242000 and to release
HMS Challenger and Le Aisling from the search at 242000
hours. All the aircraft were released at 24000. It was also decided
that Le Emer would remain at the area. At 242003 Z, a message
was transmitted to all stations on R/T and W/T that air and sea
search was being terminated at 242000 Z and all the participant
were thanked for their assistance.
INJURIES TO PERSONS
3.1.1
Post mortem examination was carried out by Irish
Authorities at Cork. At that time Wing Commandor Dr. LR. Hill
was also present. Subsequently Air Vice Marshall Kunzru also
reached Cork. Both of them were members of the Medical Group
which had been constituted by Mr. H.S. Khola.
3.1.2
By then 131 bodies had been recovered. None of the
bodies of the flying crew were revocered. The bodies which were
recovered represented 39.8 per cent of the victims. The exact

seating position of passengers is not certain, because it is known
if the passengers had changed their seats after the take off of the
aircraft from Montreal. On the information which is available,
the passengers were supposed to have been as follows:Passengers:SeatsOccupiedBodiesAvailableidentifiedZone
A1610Zone B2200Upper Deck1870Zone D112104 + 229Zone
D8684 + 138Zone E123105 + 350Sub-Total377301 +(6 infants)
117Crew:Flight Deck330Cabin19195Total399329122
3.1.3
The Post-mortem reports were examined by Wing
Commander Dr. Hill. He submitted two reports being Exhibits
H-1 and H-2. He was also examined in Court as Witness No. 2.
Dr. Hill who had developed a system which would indicate the
severity of the accident and the injuries suffered. He used a scale
from 0 to 4, with naught being no injury and 4 being a fatal
lesion. Though there is some amount of subjectivity involved in
the system, nevertheless categorising the injuries according to the
sacle does give an overall picture of what had happened to the
victims. After adding up all the injury scale for a particular body,
Dr. Hill in his Report Exhibit H-1 divided the injuries as under:No. of victimsMild injury (0-49) total34.4%45%Moderate injury
(50-99)38.9%51%Severe Injury (100-149)
25.2%33%Catestrophic Injury (150 +)
1.5%2Total100.1%1313.1.4 A further break up showing the
overall injury score of the recovered victims is as follows:
MinorModerateSevereZoneNo.%%No.%%No.%
%TotalC86.117.896.917.743.111.421D96.9201511.529.496.925.
733E1511.533.31511.529.41410.74044Unknown139.928.9129.2
23.586.122.933Total14534.41005139.1100%3526.8100%131
3.1.5
The reports submitted by Dr.Hill further indicted as
follows
(a) There were 30 children recovered and they showed less
overall injury. The average severity of injury increases from zone

C to E and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
(b) Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies, five of
these were in Zones E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
(c) There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evently
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be seated
at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
(d) Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries
from a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear
of the aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 Zone D, 11 inZone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
(e) Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including
three children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the
right (3 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
(f) There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
(g) There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of
lap belts.
(h) Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries
indicative of a fire or explosion.
3.1.6
In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R.
Hill further stated that the significance of flail injuries being
suffered by some of the passengers was that it indicated that the
aircraft had broken
in mid-air at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. He further explained that if an explosion
had occurred in the cargo hold, it was possible that the bodies

may not show any sign of explosion. It may here be mentioned
that the forensic examination of the bodies do not disclose any
evidence of an explosion. Furthermore, the seating pattern also
shows that none of the bodies from Zone A or B was recovered,
in fact as per the seating plan Zone B was supposed to have been
unoccupied. This Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment.
3.1.7
Dr. Hill further stated that the pattern of the accident as
suggested by the injuries indicated that it was a complex affair
and there were at least two phases of injuries, one in the air and
the other at water impact. In answer to a specific question that if
there was an explosive device in the cargo hold then could the
passengers who were seated have suffered such injuries, the
answer of Dr. Hill was that "it is possible". According to him, the
pattern of injuries indicated that if there was an explosion in the
aircraft it was more likely that the explosion had occurred in the
rear cargo compartment than in the front cargo compartment.
This conclusion was apparently based on the fact that, according
to him, in zone E of the aircraft there were larger vertical load
type injuries. Dr. Hill was also asked if he had to make any
suggestions which would minimise injuries to passangers in the
event of an accident. In answer, the witness made his suggestion
in the following words
"There are very complicated things one would have to do such as
rearward facing seats; having safety belts which incorporated
restraint for the upper part of the body; increasing the space
between aircraft seats; incorporating shocks absorbing system
within the seat and using materials which do not break easily like
plastic. We would also need fuel systems which would not
immediately set on fire and furnishing which would be resistant
to burining, and also passengers should not carry into the
aeroplanes large amount of hand bags which only get in way in
the event of evacuation, and I personally feel that the carriage of

large amount of alchohol both in the passengers and in the
aeroplane is a hazard to flight and safety. Finally the passengers
should take heed of the flight safety instructions given to them by
the crew of the aeroplane".
3.1.8
Air Vice Marshal Kunzru, witness No. 10 in his report
dated 14th November, 1985, Ex.A-48, gave his comments not
only on the post-mortem reports but also on the statement of
Wing Commander Dr. I.R. Hill. With regard to the post-mortem
examination, the comment of AVM Kunzru was as follows:
"All victims have been stated in the PM reports to have died of
Multiple injuries. However two of the dead, one infant and one
child, are reported to have dies of Asphyxia. There is no doubt
about the asphyxial death of the infant. In the case of the other
child (Body No. 93) there could be doubt because the findings
could also be caused due to the child undergoing tumbling or
spinning with the anchor point at the ankles. Three other victims
undoubtedly died of drowning. There was no evidence of
significant Lap-belt injuries.
Considering rupture of the ear-drum, without injury to skull, as a
criterion to indicate rapid decompression, two cases may be
considered to fall in this category.
Histological examination has been carried out only in 57 bodies
out of 131. Lung examination on almost all of them showed
decelerative changes. Six bodies (Nos. 6,22,70,103,121 and 131)
showed presence of Bone Marrow Embolism in Lung Sections.
Though not of much significance in this accident, this finding
does indicate survicval after a bony injury for an undefined
period of time No evidence of fire burns or explosive material,
other than Kerosene burns on some bodies, which I had myself
seen at Cork, could be found. Kerosene burns in such acidents is
a fairly common findings and is of no significance".
AVM Kunzru generally agreed with the crash injury analysis on
the victims which had been furnished by Wing Commander Dr.

Hill. He, however, gave the following comments with regard to
hypoxia, decompression and decelerative changes:
"Hypoxia : The main Post Mortem findings in hypoxia is
generalised congestion if the hypoxia is of the type described as
"hypoxic hypoxia". In other causes of hypoxia of more severe
degree such as "histotoxic hypoxia", "asphyxia" or "drowning"
additional histological findings such as petechial haemorrhages
and generalised congestion, and lung findings such as
haemorrhage and extrusion of alvoolar phagocytos are seen.
Decompression : The term used by Dr. Hill is "Decompression".
It is presumed that he means "Rapid/Explosive Decompression"
which occurs within one Sec. and not "decompression sickness"
which takes a minimum of 5 to 7 mnts to occur even at 31,000 ft.
altitude and which in this case can positively be ruled out.
The Post-Mortem and histological signs of rapid Decompressions
are :(a) Possibility of rupture of Ear drums without any injury to the
skull.
*(b) Patchy Lung Haemorrhages
*(c) Emphysomatus changes
*(These occur more commonly in those cases where the
individual was in the phase of breathing-in at the time of
decompression.
3.1.9
If it is assumed that the aircraft suddenly broke up in
Mid-Air at an altitude of 31,000 ft. the bodies will be at once
exposed to hypoxia and rapid decompression and as a
consequence will suffer body changes as mentioned above. As
the aircraft/occupants start descending, they will be exposed to
increasing amounts of Oxygen and as soon as ;they come down
below 15,000 ft. and then below 10,000 ft. the effect of hypoxia
rapidly diminishes. Finally, the aircraft/individuals come down
and hit the ground/water with a very heavy impact, thus
submitting the individuals to extremely severe G-loads of

decelarative type.
Decelerative Changes : Decelerative impact brings about well
established changes in the lungs besides many other associated
injuries. It is relevant to note the decelerative lung changes which
are :(a) Patchy haemorrhages in Lung.
(b) Marked Emphysomatus Changes.
(c) Extrusion of alvoolar Phagocytes
(d) Desqummation of bronchcolar epitherium.
"Comparative study of the PM/histological findings of hypoxia,
Decompression and Decelerative Lung injuries reveal that they
are more or less similar. Decelerative injury being the most
severe of the three and last to occur tends to so modify the PostMortem and Histological findings that it becomes extremely
difficult and some times impossible to isolate one from the
other."
3.1.10 AVM Kunzru was, therefore, of the opinion that in this
accident evidence of hypoxia/decompression (except in 2 cases)
had not been confirmed or established.
3.1.11 The difference of opinion between Wing Commander
Dr. hill and AVM Kunzru, with regard to evidence of hypoxia
and decompression, is of no significance in the present case.
What is important to note, however, is that they have agreed that
the injury pattern does indicate break up of the aircraft in mid-air
and that the occupants of Zone E had suffered the greatest
amount of injuries as compared to the occupants of the other
zones.
MAPPING, WRECKAGE DISTRIBUTION AND SALVAGE
3.2.1
Introduction
3.2.1.1 Oceanographic charts indicated that the depth of sea in
the crash area was about 6700 feet and the site appeared to be a
flat sea bed, without any valleys or hills. The immediate
necessity after rescuing/searching crash victims, was to locate

and recover the digital flight data recorder (DFDR) and the
cockpit voice recorder (CVR). The operation was unique of its
kind and had never been undertaken earlier in the world at this
depth of the sea. It required an equipment which could home on
the transmitted signals from the underwater locater acoustic
beacons fitted on DFDR/ CVR, identify the units, clear them
from attachments/wreckages, grab them and bring them to the
surface.
3.2.1.2 The pressure exerted by the water at 6700 feet below
mean sea level is extremely high and the temperature is very low.
No light penetrates to that depth and it is pitch dark. Scarab I
fitted on French Ship "Leon Thevenin" which had undertaken the
challenging job of locating DFDR and CVR, and recovering the
same, was not designed to operate at 6700 feet depth. Its
maximum design operating depth was only 6000 feet. However,
it was decided to exceed the design operating depth for this
emergency operation.
3.2.1.3 By using the preliminary information of probable area
of location OF CVR and DFDR as indicated by ship 'Gardline
Locator', the Scarab I was Lowered in the sea to locate and
recover these units which it accomplished on 10.7.85 and 11.7.85
respectively.
3.2.1.4 Prior to recovery of DFDR/CVR by the ship 'Leon
Thevenin', sufficient spade work was done by the ship 'Gardline
Locator' (A ship provided by Accident Investigation Branch,
U.K.) and 'Le Aoife' (an Irish Naval Ship). The survey of the
crash area, carried out with the help of side-scan sonars fitted on
these ships, had indicated a general distribution of the wreckage
and a rough idea about the sizes of the parts. Each part of the
wreckage was called a target. The method used for survey was
triangulation with multiple passes through the crash site.
3.2.1.5 Next phase was the task of :
(a) Locating hundreds of pieces of wreckage by the combined

use of sonar and video monitors.
(b) Video and still photography of the pieces of wreckage.
(c) Plotting the distribution of the wreckage.
All this was to be carried out under the directions of the Court.
3.2.2
Scarab
3.2.2.1 The means (vehicles/equipment) proposed to be used in
the locating, mapping and video photography of the wreckage
were the CCGS John Cabot and SCARAB II.
3.2.2.2 The John Cabot is an ice breaker of the Canadian Coast
Guard. Since utilisation as an ice breaker is seasonal, the John
Cabot is also equipped for submarine cable laying. In order to
enlarge its capabilities in this regard, the John Cabot is equipped
to have on its deck the Scarab and to operate it. Thus the John
Cabot can be used for repair of submarine cables. The John
Cabot has complete facilities for operation, maintenance and
repair of the Scarab. This includes a Control Hut, a Test Room,
Workshop, Stores etc. The John Cabot has considerable
experience in work on deep sea bed.
3.2.2.3 The SCARAB II is a submersible craft assisting repair
and burial of cables. As will be clear from the following details,
the Scarab is not ipso facto a submarine. It is a total system for
carrying out its complex functions.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed
and built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto
6000 feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
Two rugged manipulators.
A complete optical suite.
Six thrusters of 5 hp each.
CTFM Sonar.
Navigation System.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to

allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.6 The location and control of the Scarab is accomplished
through a phased array navigation system.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.2.8 The John Cabot can salvage items, but it is not a salvage
ship as it does not have the specialised high capacity cranes,
derricks etc. required for salvage of large objects. Further, it does
not have deck space for keeping large salvaged items like the
wings, fuselage or tail surfaces of an aircraft as large as a 747.
The John Cabot was, therefore, adequate and fully satisfactory
for the work envisaged in this phase of the programme, as
salvage of large items was not planned in this phase. The task
was, as mentioned earlier, locating, mapping and photography of
the hundreds of pieces of wreckage. (The salvage work was part
of the next phase of the programme).
3.2.3
Control and Monitoring of Operations
3.2.3.1 It was realised that the operation proposed would pose
problems of control, monitoring and logistics.
3.2.3.2 Consider : A ship operating on the high seas in
international waters on the task of locating, mapping and video
photographing the hundreds of pieces of wreckage. The state of
art system for Sonar location and photography (Scarab) used by
the ship for handling this task. The group located on shore in
charge of the operations. Finally, the Court in Delhi was in
overall charge of the operatins.
3.2.3.3 It was realised that a proper line of control and

communication was essential if the operations were to be smooth
and successful.
3.2.3.4 Therefore it was decided that the following would be
the chain of command :
Court Investigating the Accident
(Mr. Justice B.N. Kripal)
Control Centre at Cork
(Court's representative)
CCGS John Cabot
(Commanding Officer)
Scarab
(Project Manager)
3.2.3.5 Because of the multiplicity of agencies involved in the
operations, the need was felt for a proper delineation of power at
all levels. It was, therefore, decided that :
a. Overall responsibility for the operations would rest with the
Indian authority viz. the Court. This would cover the
identification and definition of assignment of the overall tasks,
laying down of the priorities, overall control of the coverage of
the operation and, finally, the time schedule for the operation.
b. Decisions taken at the Control Centre, flowing from the
above, were to be taken solely by the Court's representative. The
experts from CASB, NTSB and Boeing were free to give their
views and recommendations, but the final decisions were to be
left to the Court's representative. Examples of such matters are :
Track of the survey, areas to be covered by John Cabot,
assignment of priorities for specific tasks, amount of time to be
devoted to any piece of wreckage, whether any item of wreckage
is to be picked up, etc.
c. Operation Control of John Cabot would be in the hands of
the Canadian Coast Guard Officer in the Control Centre,
who would co-ordinate with the Commanding Officer of John
Cabot. This would cover decision on feasibility or otherwise of

operations under adverse weather conditions, manner of covering
the area, method of retrieving any wreckage, etc.
d. Decisions relating to the Scarab (i.e. whether the weather
was suitable for Scarab operations, whether the size, weight etc.
of an item would permit its being picked up by Scarab, etc.)
would be left to the Scarab Project Manager on Board John
Cabot.
3.2.3.6 It might appear at first sight that in the above system
excessive power was delegated at certain levels to the detriment
of overall control. Any such impression would not be correct. In
actual fact, because of proper delegation of responsibility and
power at different levels, the operations were carried out with
extraordinary efficiency, smoothness and coordination, In this
connection, it is relevant to point out that the operations were not
a uni-disciplinary one. The operation (aircraft accident
investigation) was totally dependent on experts from other
disciplines, like naval (coast guard) operations, deep sea
photograph, salvage from sea bed etc. It was therefore, decided
that for smooth and efficient operations, adequate power and
responsibility should be delegated at all levels, particularly to
specialists engaged in the different areas of work as above.
3.2.3.7 It was also considered that adequate communication
was a sine qua non for smooth operation. Therefore, the
following communication facilities were established :
Control Centre at Cork Airport
Telex
Telephones (2)
3.2.3.8 The ship John Cabot had both telex and telephone
facility. These links were through satellite (IN MARSAT). The
Control Centre was in continuous communication contact with
John Cabot through telex and telephones. In order to establish a
reliable and satisfactory line of communication it was decided
that instructions or communication from Control Centre to the

Indian experts on John Cabot would follow the path as under :
Control Centre
Court's representative --- Canadian Coast
Guard Officer
John Cabot
Indian experts
--- Commanding Officer
3.2.3.9 It was felt that this would eliminate any possibility of
inconsistent or contradictory orders/messages going to John
Cabot.
3.2.3.10 With a view to have an ordered system of
communications between the control centre and John Cabot
(which is essential for proper control and monitoring of the
operations), it was decided that John Cabot would sent to the
Control Centre daily Situation Reports (SITREPS) at specified
times viz. 0800 hrs, 1200 hrs, 1600 hrs and 2000 hrs. This
however did not preclude the despatch of telexes by both Control
Centre and John Cabot at any other time.
3.2.3.11 In order to inform all agencies of the above system of
Control and Communication a number of meetings were held.
These were on 12.8.85 and 3.9.85 on board John Cabot and on a
number of occasions at the Control Centre. The purpose of these
meetings was not only to inform all concerned about the specific
task, the programme and the line of control and communication
but also to sort out differences and to understand the technical
and operational difficulties faced by the personnel on the spot
and to find a way out.
3.2.4
Daily Monitoring of Progress
3.2.4.1 It may be relevant to point out here that search, location
and video photography work was to be carried out round the
clock. Thus a considerable volume of data would be coming into
Control Centre. This required regular, almost hourly, monitoring,
study and analysis for
(a) proper understanding of the data collected and (b) advising

John Cabot of any changes in its programme, such as additional
photography on an item etc. For this purpose (i) SITREPS were
filed in the Control Centre (ii) all data (description, latitude and
longitude) obtained on every target was tabulated and the
cumulative list updated daily.
3.2.4.2 The location of the targets was plotted on charts every 4
hours. This was in addition to the plotting of targets carried out
on John Cabot.
3.2.4.3 Every day (including holidays and week ends) all the
officers posted at Control Centre assembled at about 0900 hrs.
They studied the SITREPS received at 0800 hrs and any other
telexes received from John Cabot in the night. The lists of targets
were updated and the new targets plotted on the charts. John
Cabot generally also sent brief remarks such as description,
nature of failure/damage, dimensions etc. Discussions were held
on the significance of the targets and their implications.
Instructions if any to be telexed to John Cabot were also
discussed. Similarly SITREPS received at 1200 hrs and 1600 hrs
were studied.
3.2.5
Monitoring at Cork
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs

(positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on
the targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation.
3.2.6
Operations
3.2.6.1 The Charts prepared by 'Gardline Locator' were on a
different type of grid system, and had to be translated into LATLONG system, for use by John Cabot. For the convenience of
search/mapping operation the search area was divided into 4
blocks viz. Block 1, Block 2, Block 3 and Block 4.
3.2.6.2 The navigation system used by John Cabot is PULSE-8
system. This system needs the transponders to be placed on the
sea bed. These transponders help in getting the correct fix of a
target and in obtaining relative positions of the targets on the sea
bed which is highly useful for revisit for the purpose of
rephotography or recovery. Initially 4 transponders were placed,
and subsequently the number was increased as the search
operation was continued. The strategic locations for placing the
transponders was decided by considering :
(a) frequencies of relative transponders,
(b) distances required between relative transponders,
(c) wreckage distribution suggested by side scan sonar plots of
Eithena and Garline Locator, and

(d) size of search area.
These transponders were calibrated to match the navigation
system of the ship.
3.2.6.3 In order to obtain the maximum information from
search, it was decided that the Scarab search paths should be as
follows :
(a) Normally the search paths should be east to west, or west to
east within the individual blocks.
(b) The pattern of search should be a parallel search method.
(c) Distances between the parallel paths to be 1,200 feet (i.e. 2
cable widths), for effective use of sonar fitted on the Scarab.
(d) If Scarab deviates from its planned path for photography or
recovery, it should return to its planned path for further search.
(e) In each block, the search was to be made, at least 1/2 mile
(North or South) beyond the last target sighted, so as to ensure no
target is missed out from the given block.
3.2.6.4 However, when there was a need to modify the search
pattern, due to wreckage distribution in particular areas, the
following changes were made:
(a) Expanding box type search pattern was used in Block 1.
(b) Some North to South and South to North passes were made
in Block 3.
(c) In Block 3 northern end, the distances between the search
passes was reduced to 600 feet i.e. 1 cable width.
However, these deviations were made basically to improve the
reliability of search in specific areas, as demanded by peculiar
distribution of aircraft wreckage.
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with

aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since
carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.7
Wreckage Distribution
3.2.7.1 The wreckage distribution as determined by the
mapping of the sea bed provided some distinct distribution
patterns. The depth of the wreckage varies between about 6000
and 7000 feet, and the effect of the ocean current, tides and the
way objects may have descended to the sea bed was not
determined, thus some distortion of an object's relationship from
time of water entry to its location on the bottom cannot be
discounted. In general, the items found east of long 12°43.00'W
are small, lightweight and often made of a structure which traps
air. These items may have taken considerable time to sink and
may have moved horizontally in sea currents before settling at
the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does
indicate horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42 and 44, and the wing
structure were located in a relatively localized area centred about
lat 51°03.30'N and long 12°47.80'W, and the wreckage scatter
was oriented north/south. The wreckage scatter in this area was
so dense that it is probable that some of the wreckage may not
have been mapped or photographed. Section 46 and 48, including
the vertical fin and horizontal stabilizer, extended in a west to
east pattern with the western most identified aircraft component
located at lat 51°02.90'N and long 12°50.1'N. The wreckage
extended in a line about 110 degrees to an eastern position of lat

51°02.04'N and long 12°41.26'W, a distance of approximately
6.5 nautical miles. The aircraft structure had a random scatter
pattern. That is, items such as the aft pressure bulkhead were
broken into several pieces, and these pieces were located
throughout the pattern. A third area which had some distinctive
pattern was that of the engines, engine struts and components and
was localized about lat 51°03.25'N and long 12°47.4'W in a
northwest/southwest orientation. One of the operating engines
was displaced 0.5 nautical mile to the north of this area, and it
was also geographically separated from the wing structure. The
number 3 engine nacelle strut was also separated from the rest of
the engine components
and was located about one nautical mile to the west-southwest at
lat 51°02.87'N, long 12°48.05'W. The reasons for the
displacement of the number 3 engine nacelle strut and one of the
operating engines from the other engines are not known.
3.2.7.2 Details of the various targets which were identified by
the Structures Group is contained in Appendix 1 of this Report.
3.2.8
The Break up Pattern
3.2.8.1 The forward fuselage section of the aircraft was found
inverted and badly broken into many pieces, the major pieces
being :
(I) Section of fuselage right side below cockpit windows
containing part of the name 'Kanishka' (in Hindi) and 3 passenger
windows (Target No. 192)
(ii) Portion of upper skin between B S 360 and B S 520 below
window belt right side, up and over crown. This portion includes
the crew door and last letter of the "Air India" (in Hindi) logo
(Target No. 192).
(iii) Section of fuselage between B S 510 to B S 700, including
the passenger window belt right side, up and over crown to
include upper deck windows left side (Target No. 218).
(iv) Section of fuselage between B S 720 to B S 840 including

left side passenger window belt, up and over crown to right side
passenger window belt. Forward and upper edges of L H No.2
door cutout can be seen (Target No. 193).
(v) Large section of fuselage between B S 1000 to B S 1460
including left side passenger window belt, up and over crown to
right side passenger window belt. This section was found lying
on its right side (Target No. 137).
(vi) The lower portion of the fuselage skin/frame between the
nose and B S 1000 was damaged past recognition except for a
small portion with the forwarded cargo door (Target No.204) and
another portion containing the aft access door cutout at B S 810
(Target No. 362).
3.2.8.2 The aft fuselage was found in the following major
pieces :
(I) Section of RH fuselage skin between B S 1640 and B S 1940
below the window belt up to the crown (Target No. 321).
(ii) The RH fuselage bottom skin between B S 1820 (forward
edge of C2 door) and B S 2060 and between two stringers above
the door cutout to just below stringer 46 lap joint (Target No. 40).
(iii) The lower fuselage skin with stringers between B S 1480
and B S 1846 about 100 inches wide approximately (Target No.
7).
(iv) The LH fuselage skin panel between B S 1740 and B S 1880
about 110 inches wide (Target No. 11).
(v) The LH fuselage skin between B S 1460 and B S 1800 width
80 inches including No. 4L door and passenger windows (Target
No. 28).
(vi) The RH fuselage skin between B S 1660 and B S 1920, from
below window belt up to the crown including the 4R door cutout
(Target No. 321).
(vii)A fuselage lower skin panel (containing out flow valve)
between B S 2120 and B S 2240 and 120 inches wide (Target No.
320).

(viii)
A fuselage LH skin panel (containing 5 windows with
"T -" part of registration) between B S 1980and B S 2080
between stringers 19L and 24L (Target No. 369 and 26).
(ix) A fuselage LH skin panel between B S 1460 and B S 1800
with 8 stringers below the bottom of the door and 3 stringers
above the top of the door (Target No. 28).
3.2.8.3 The tail portion of the fuselage was found in the
following pieces:
(I) The lower fuselage skin between B S 2412 and B S 2598
about 20 stringers wide (Target No. 371).
(ii) The vertical fin with rudders attached was lying on the
ground by itself with a portion of B S 2517 frame. This includes
a small portion of the aft pressure bulkhead (Target No.37).
(iii) The horizontal tail with elevators attached was lying on
ocean floor with the jack screw and drive motor attached (Target
No. 31).
(iv) The fuselage tail cone aft of B S 2669 was found basically
intact and lying separately (Target No. 27).
3.2.9
Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical

evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into acount.
3.2.9.2 Engines
The four operating engines were all extensively damaged. A view
of the fan blades did not show signs of any rotational damage,
and it could not be determined whether any pre-impact failures
had occurred. The external damage to the engines varied, and at
least one engine appeared to be attached to part of the nacelle
strut. Except for the non-operational fifth engine, the engines
could not be matched with their original positions on the aircraft.
3.2.9.3 Landing Gear
The nose, wing, and body landing gear were all located.
Photographic examination indicated that all the gears were in the
'up' position at the time of impact.
3.2.9.4 Flaps and Spoilers
Positive identification of all the flap and spoiler surfaces was
not made. All the flap jackscrews indicated that the flaps were
retracted at impact. Of the spoilers identified, six had actuators
attached. The actuators were in the fully retracted position.
3.2.9.5 Section 41
Section 41, consisting of the cockpit, first-class section, and
electronics bay and identified as target 192, was found in a nearinverted attitude. This section was severely damaged. The
electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located within the
wreckage. The first officer's seat was found on the sea bed near
section 41 wreckage.
3.2.9.6 Section 42
Portions of Section 42, consisting of the forward cargo hold,
main deck passenger area, and the upper deck passenger area,
were located near section 41. This area was severely damaged
and some of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown skin, the upper
passenger compartment deck, the belly skin, and some of the

cargo floor including roller tracks. The right-hand, number two
passenger door including some of the upper and aft frame and
outer skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the sea bed
near this area were a large number of suitcases and baggage as
well as several badly damaged containers. All cargo doors were
found intact and attached to the fuselage structure, except for the
forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward right side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one-quarter of the
distance above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door appeared
to have been badly frayed. Because the damage appeared to be
different from that seen on other wreckage pieces, an attempt to
recover the door was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after
the wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of the door to
which the lift cable was attached broke free from the cargo door,
and the wreckage settled back on to the sea bed. An attempt to
relocate the door was unsuccessful.
3.2.9.7 Section 44
Section 44 containing the aircraft structure between B S 1000
and B S 1480 including that area where the fuselage and wings
were mated
was located and identified. This section was severely damaged
but maintained its overall shape and was lying on its right side.
Part of the left wing upper skin was attached to the fuselage and
a large portion, about one third of the upper wing skin, separated
and was lying against the fuselage crown skin. Some of the body
and wing landing gears were found beside this section of the
aircraft. The gear was detached from the main structure. The
interior of the fuselage was extensively damaged.
3.2.9.8 Wing Structure
The wing structure was located near the forward area of the

aircraft structure and towards the northern most area of the
wreckage pattern. The wings showed extreme damage patterns
with the top and bottom surfaces separated and the wing surfaces
broken into segments.
3.2.9.9 Sections 46 and 48
Sections 46 and 48 contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of
B S 1480 and, for purposes of this report, will include the
horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. This section of the aircraft
was scattered in a west to east pattern about 6.5 nautical miles in
length and exhibited severe break-up characteristics.
3.2.9.10 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified. Four
segments of the aft pressure bulkhead were positively identified
(targets 35, 37, 73 and 296). Much of the fuselage which was
forward of the number five door and above the passenger floor
area was not located, or if located was not recognisable as having
come from a specific area of the aircraft.
3.2.9.11 Sections of the outer skin below the cargo area were
located as was some of the cargo floor structure. Generally, the
stringers and stiffeners are attached to the skin; however, the
lower frames, which provided the cargo floor support, were
detached from the skin. The rear cargo floor from B S 1600 to B
S 1760 was located and was found to have little or no distortion;
however, the lower skin and stringers were missing. A second
portion of the aft cargo compartment floor containing cargo drive
wheels and cargo roller trays was located. This structure was
severely damaged and mangled.
3.2.9.12 The tail cone and the auxillary power unit (APU)
housing were located and had received relatively minor damage;
however, the APU had broken free and was never located.
3.2.9.13 A large portion of the outer skin panels showed signs of
a force being applied from the inside out. On several pieces of
wreckage, the skin was curled outwards away from the stringers

and formers. This could have been the result of an overpressure.
3.2.9.14 The vertical tail was found in good condition, in a single
piece with both rudders attached. The top cap was partially
separated and a small dent was noticed in the middle of the
leading edge at the bottom. A curved broken portion of fuselage
was observed with a portion of the "Y" ring and pressure
bulkhead attached. Another small segment of the pressure
bulkhead was leaning on the lower section of the tail.
3.2.9.15 The horizontal stabilizer tail section was located and
was one unit with the elevators attached. The actuator jackscrew
was attached to the assembly. The stabilizer jackscrew ballnut
was observed to be located at the upper jackscrew stop. This
equates° to a full deflection of elevator trim. Since there is
nothing on the DFDR or CVR to indicate a malfunction of the
trim, it is deduced that this was not the lead event. It is not
known if the position of the ballnut resulted from a pilot trim
selection, a result of the initial event or if it rotated to the
observed position under the influence of gravity. Two-thirds of
the leading edge of the right horizontal stabiliser was missing
and the auxilliary spar was exposed. There was localized damage
to the right-hand root of the loading edge through about a span of
five ribs. The leading edge skin and part of the leading edge ribs
were torn downwards. Some localized damage to the root of the
left leading edge was visible with the remainder of the leading
edge undamaged. There was minor damage to the trailing edge of
the outboard left elevator, and a major portion of the inboard left
elevator was missing.
3.2.9.16 Passenger Seats
Many of the passenger seats located among the wreckage pattern
and identified as having come from section 46 and 48 appeared
to have the aft support legs buckled with little or no damage to
the forward support legs. Seats located in the wreckage
containing sections 41, 42 and 44 appeared to have varying types

of damage, that is, aft support legs only buckled, and all legs
buckled. One consistent feature noted was that in the majority of
seats located it was possible to ascertain that the seat belts were
not fastened.
3.2.10 Salvage Operations
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
3.2.10.2 Whenever any component/part of the aircraft wreckage
was salvaged it was essential to immediately subject the same to
inspection and to identify the damage sustained during recovery
operation. In order to oversee this critical operation, the Court
deputed one of its Assessors, Dr. V. Ramachandran, to be on
board the ships. Under his supervision, the components/parts
were thoroughly washed with fresh water, dried and treated with
corrosion inhibiting compounds. A detailed inspection was
thereafter carried out, observations recorded and the targets were
appropriately labelled and their numbers were painted thereon. A
laboratory microscope was taken on board by Dr Ramachandran.
With that, fragments of significance were segregated for further
investigation. Indeed some of these fragments did give important
clues.
3.2.10.3 All the investigating personnel on board the ship were
provided with leather gloves, fisherman's shoes, raincoat, life
floating suits, writing and labelling material, camera with
coloured films, etc. Sufficient number of "body bags" were
positioned on each ship to cater for the eventuality of recovery of
bodies with the wreckage. This precaution helped when a body
did come along with wreckage on 25.10.1985.
3.2.10.4 The ship John Cabot completed the operation of
locating, mapping and photography of the wreckage and returned
to Cork on 1.10.85 at 2020 hours. The next phase of operation

was to recover the significant wreckage parts which would be
useful for deciding the cause of the crash.
3.2.10.5 Subsequent to the accident to Japan Airlines Boeing 747
aircraft, suspected to have been caused by failure of the repair to
the rear pressure bulkhead, NTSB and FAA decided to fund the
U.S. Navy for a two week operation over the seas for recovery of
significant pieces of wreckage. For this purpose, U.S. Navy
appointed Commander J.R. Buckingham, a deep sea salvage
expert, to head the recovery operation. An offshore supply vessel
M.V. Kreuzturm, of Canada was hired by U.S. Navy to recover
the wreckage with the help of Scarab on John Cabot. One nylon
lift line together with winch and ram were installed on the ship
prior to its sailing to Cork where it arrived on 4th October, 1985.
One crane was installed on the ship Kreuzturm in Cork.
3.2.10.6 One inch dia Kevlar lines coated with black plastic for
abrasion resistance and braided with Dacron lining were used by
John Cabot as primary lift lines.
3.2.10.7 The structure group after studying the photographic
data, had formulated a list of 32 targets for recovery on 3.10.85.
A systemwise priority list proposed by the Court of Inquiry was
received through Dr V. Ramachandran on 4.10.85. Using these
two lists, and taking into account the operating restrictions
imposed by two ship operation, a final list of targets was
prepared for recovery by the ships, assigning a priority number to
each target. However, as the recovery operation progressed,
changes in priority list were made to achieve optimum utilisation
of the ships.
3.2.10.8 A meeting was held at 1400 hrs. on 4.10.85 on board
CCGS John Cabot to establish/clarify the priorities for the
wreckage recovery operation and coordination between John
Cabot, Kreuzturm and Cork Search Centre. All the personnel
involved in the recovery operation were shown the slides and
photographs of the targets which were chosen for recovery on

priority basis. The method and procedure of the recovery
operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another meeting
was convened on 6.10.85
to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing
various photographs of targets to be recovered. The mode of
attaching grippers/grabbers to the targets at strong points was
clarified. A serialised list of priorities was prepared based on the
mode of operation indicated by the the crew of John Cabot and
Kreuzturm. Dr Ramachandran was given the authority to make
on-the-spot decisions during the salvage operations.
3.2.10.9 A detail log of the activities of the ships John Cabot and
Kreuzturm which started the recovery operation of 10.10.85,
reveals the following :
(a) The Scarab working independently recovered the following
(1) Basket at target 192 containing copilot's chair, 2 suitcases
and radar antenna (12.10.85)
(2) Target 8 - Lower fuselage skin of aft cargo compartment.
(11.10.85).
(3) Target 245 - Forward belly skin just aft of radome
(16.10.85).
(4) Target 350 - Economy class seats and carpet (23.10.85).
(5) Target 296 - Piece of aft pressure bulkhead.
(b) The Scarab after attaching the grippers, bridal cable and lift
line to the targets buoyed off the same to Kreuzturm which
recovered the following targets :
(1) Target 362/396 - Forward cargo fuselage skin from station
700 to 840 and STR 41L to 43R. (16.10.85).
(2) Target 193 - Fueselage skin from station 720 to 860 and
passenger door 2L (17.10.85)
(3) Target 223 - Nose landing gear pressure deck web and
stiffeners, container pieces (staion 260-340)(19.10.85).
(4) Target 181 - Wing skin with forward cargo compartment
SLIPPED OFF WITH GRIPPERS (21.10.85) AND WAS LOST.

(5) Target 399/358 - Fuselage skin from station 780 to 940 and
STR 7R to 35R with 2R door (25.10.85). A body entrapped in
target 399/358 was recovered. Another body which came upto
surface with the wreckage fell
off into sea and was lost while hauling the wreckage on board.
The recovered body was identified as of Dr. Mathew Alexander,
a Canadian passenger and was brought to Cork by Fisherman's
vessel "Orion" at 0130 hrs. on 28.10.85 and was sent for Post
Mortem etc.
(6) Target 7 - Aft cargo compartment fuselage skin from station
1480 to 1860 (26.10.85).
(7) Target 47/50 - Aft cargo floor structure with roller tracks,
frames, latch etc. from station 1600 to 1760 (27.10.85).
(8) Target 117 - Three rows of coach class seats with passenger
cabin floor boards, broken floor beam (28.10.85).
(9) Target 35 - Aft Pressure Bulkhead piece (30.10.85).
3.2.10.10
The Scarab experienced malfunctions with its arms,
Sonar equipment, multiplex system, junction box,
microprocessor unit, etc. off and on during the above period of
operation. Fouling of lift line with umbilical cord was also
experienced in the early stages of operation. Since the assigned
recovery by Kreuzturm was over by 30.10.85, and as the Scarab
became unserviceable due to breakdown of its power suppluy,
the OSV MV Kreuzturm was directed to return to Cork to offload the recovered wreckage and its operation was terminated,
(Indian Government had funded the cost of operation of M.V.
Kreuzturm from 21.10.85 onwards).
3.2.10.11
Since the Scrab continued to remain unserviceable,
the ship John Cabot was called back to Cork. It anchored in Cork
at 1100 hrs. on 5.11.85. All the wreckage on board the ship was
transported to the boat yard, in the afternoon.
3.2.10.12
After detailed macro photography of the recovered
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16

prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by
the experts group to facilitate their packing.
3.2.10.13
RCMP investigators carried out a close visual and
microscopic examination of the fragments recovered with the
wreckage, suitcases, seats and cushions, etc. For further
laboratory analysis. Dr A.D. Beveridge collected a few samples.
3.2.10.14
The Scarab appeared to be serviceable on 19.11.85
and the ship John Cabot sailed for completion of recovery of left
over targets, on 20.11.85. However, the serviceability of Scarab
proved elusive, it became inoperable on 21.11.85 and the ship
returned to Cork at 1700 hrs on 25.11.85.
3.2.10.15
Efforts were made to repair Scarab so that the ship
John Cabot could sail again in order to salvage as many pieces as
possible. It was fortunate that the weather had not deteriorated.
Some of the important but small pieces which had to be
recovered had been placed in a basket at the bottom of the ocean.
The ship sailed out again after Scarab had been repared. The
basket was sought to be lifted, but, unfortunately, when it
reached near the surface of the sea it overturned and the contents
of the basket spilled and were never traced again.
3.2.10.16
At this juncture it was decided that the salvage
operations should be terminated. The ship returned and sailed for
home in the first week of December 1985.
3.2.11 Examination of Wreckage
3.2.11.1 Floating Wreckage
Soon after the accident, a number of light weight parts of the
aircraft were found floating over a wide area at the crash site.
These were picked up by the ships engaged in rescue operations
and were brought to Cork where they were kept in the boat yard.
The floating wreckage recovery continued for four days i.e. upto

26th June.
3.2.11.2 Some of the wreckage items were subsequently washed
to the west coast of Ireland. These were picked up by the Irish
Police and were brought to Cork. Some wreckage items were
taken by a ship to Halifax, Canada. These were flown to Cork by
the Canadian Aviation Safety Board. With the assitance of Air
India engineers, the wreckage items were
identified, labelled, photographed and laid out in the boat yard
hangar for examination.
3.2.11.3 The wreckage was initially examined at Cork by the
Structures, Power Plant and Systems Group. It was subsequently
transported to Bombay for further examination. A few wreckage
items which were taken by the Spanish trawlers to Madrid were
also transported to Bombay. Some wreckage items had washed to
the west coast of England. These were collected by the Accident
Investigation Branch of UK and were transported to Cork and
then to Bombay.
3.2.11.4 The floating wreckage recovered constituted
approximately 3 to 5 per cent of the aircraft structure. The major
items of the wreckage recovered were :
Various leading edge skin panels of LH nd RH wing, LH wing
tip, spoilers, leading edge and trailing edge flaps, engine
cowlings, flap track canon fairings aft end pieces, landing gear
wheel wall doors, pieces of elevator and aileron, toilet doors,
cabin floor panels, cabin overhead and upper deck bins,
passenger seats, life vests, slide rafts, hand baggages, suitcases
etc. and three empty oxygen bottles.
3.2.11.5 The Structures Group which had been constituted by the
Court examined the floating wreckage and submitted its report.
From the report the following significant information about the
damage to major items of the floating wreckage is noted :
(I) VT-EFO aircraft was carrying a -7Q engine on 5th pod and a
-7Q 5th pod kit in the aft cargo compartment. It had therefore, in

all 14 engine fan cowls (eight working engine fan cowls plus two
5th pod engine fan cowls plus two -7T engine kit fan cowls in the
aft cargo compartment plus two -7Q engine fan cowls in the aft
cargo compartment). Out of these 14 fan cowls, 9 cowls (6 of
working engines plus 2 of -7J kit plus one of 7Q kit) and two
additional pieces of fan cowls were found. Five of the fan cowls
of working engines show
folding damage lines at approximately 3 O'Clock and 9 O'Clock
positions. The number 3 engine inboard fan cowl has severe
impact damage on its leading edge and has small inward to
outward puncture holes (not penetrating through outer skin) in
the lower centre region. The two fan cowls of -7J 5th pod kit
stowed in the aft cargo compartment exhibit severe damage. One
of these cowls is broken in two pieces. One of the pieces is cut at
one corner in an arc of about 20 inches diameter and its external
skin is pealed back. The external surfaces of all the three pieces
have considereable scratches, tears and holes from outside to
inside. None of the punctures penetrates the inner skin. Some
punctures are also present from inside to outside but none of
these penetrates the outer skin.
(ii) Out of the 12 spoilers, seven (number 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 12)
have been retrieved. Of these, six have their actuators attached to
them in fully retracted position. Six spoilers have splits in their
lower skin with split edges curled into the cores of honeycomb.
Number 8 spoiler (located just inboard of number 3 engine) has a
concentrated local impact damage on front spar and trailing edge
beam from forward to aft and up direction over a span of 2 feet
starting from outboard of spoiler actuator.
(iii) The left hand wing tip assembly with a part of H F Antenna
was retrieved. No burning/discolouration marks around lightning
arrester of H F system were noticed. The rib inboard of the
lightning arrester was found intact. There were no burn marks
anywhere on the panel.

(iv) The right hand wing leading edge top panel inboard of
number 3 engine with a position of kruger flap frame along with
bull nose attached was recovered. The bull nose was found
crushed from top in the area just below the stay rod and the lower
surface of stay rod has scratch marks from front to rear.
(v) The right hand wing root leading edge (inboard of W S
268.81) shows an impact damage at the leading edge. Bottom
skin and internal structure are torn away. The leading edge skin is
caved in over a span of about 3 feet and shows signs of heavy
body impact in air. The impact damage shows signs of downward
and backward movement of the impacting body.
(vi) A 3' x 2' piece of right hand inboard trailing edge fore flap
with accordian seal was recovered. The inboard 8" portion of
leading edge was found damaged by impact of an object going
from lower forward to upper aft.
(vii)All the floor panels recovered from upper deck and main
cabin indicate that these were detached from their attachments in
an upward direction from all sides.
(viii)
One main deck blow out door located between B S 2040
and 2140 left hand side was available. Out of its four metal clips,
one clip was broken off with 2 nylon rivet heads sheared.
(ix) The cockpit entry door and the side bulkhead panel were
found fairly intact but had come out of their attachment.
(x) Twelve toilet doors, out of a total of 16, were available and
were found fairly intact, but had come out of their attachments.
(xi) The available cabin interior panels and overhead bins of the
main deck and upper deck have only minor damage.
(xii)The woodent boxes which contained the fan blades of 5th
pod engine and were loaded in container at position 24L in the
forward cargo compartment were found broken apart with no
burn marks.
3.2.11.6 Wreckage Salvaged from Sea
The wreckage salvaged from the sea was visually examined at

Cork by the Committee of Experts as mentioned in section 1.5.16
and the observations thereon recorded. Subsequently detailed
metallurgical examination was carried out at the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre, Bombay by
Dr. M.K. Asundi and Dr. G.E. Prasad of B.A.R.C., Mr. S.
Radhakrishnan and Dr. R.V. Krishnan of National Aeronautical
Laboratory and Mr. B.K. Athawale of the Explosives Research
and Development Laboratory, under the guidance of Dr. V.
Ramachandran. During this examination, representatives of
CASB, CP Air and Boeing were present in the first week. These
represntatives left Bombay while the metallurgical examination
was being carried out. The metallurgical examination was
continued and the aforesaid group submitted the metallurgical
report to the Court in December, 1985.
3.2.11.7 Although all the recovered wreckage was examined,
only those items exhibiting characteristics which provide some
evidence as to what may have happened to the aircraft during its
final moments of flight are discussed herein below :
3.2.11.8 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
contained the keel beam. Target 7 extended from B S 1480 to
1850 and was about eight feet in width and 32 feet in length. The
left edge had a full length rivet line tear and the torn edge was
buckled in waves, like the trace of a sine wave. One the right
side, between the one quarter and midway segment, a large flap
of skin was attached. The skin was folded aft, diagonally
underneath, from right to left and the paint was scoured off the
leading edge. The forward break was at the joint at B S 1480.
The skin tear located at about B S 1860 was irregular in nature.
The forward keel joint splice plate was bent, and the keel joint
bolt holes were distored and elongated.
3.2.11.9 This panel was examined by the committee of experts at
BARC and according to their report the keel beam trunnion

fitting beneath the outer chord of the station 1480 bulkhead had
fractured at the aft set of bolt holes. The fracture surface of the
right side of the trunnion fitting was clean. As per the report, it
was typical of overload failure in tension. The fracture surface of
the left side of the trunnion fitting was covered with corrosion
products, especially, at one corner, due to sea water. After
cleaning this area by the recommended techniques, scanning
electron microscopy revealed morphology of overload fracture
consisting of dimples. Away from this corner also the fracture
was similar as being due to overload. There was no evidence of
there having been any fatigue failure.
3.2.11.10
At B.A.R.C., a sample was cut from the corroded
corner of the failed left side trunnion fitting and metallographic
examination was carried out on the same. The said examination
showed on a face perpendicular to the corroded fracture surface,
pits due to corrosion by sea water. The basic microstructure was
however free from intergranular cracking. It was thus concluded
by the experts that the material in the region corroded by sea
water had not suffered stress corrosion cracking which generally
manifests as intergranular cracking.
3.2.11.11
A piece of the trunnion fitting was cut and the
hardness and electrical conductivity values were measured by the
said experts. As per their report, the electrical conductivity values
were within the specified limits.
3.2.11.12
Target 8 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
extended from B S 1860 to 1960 and from stringer 46L to 46R.
The forward end of target 8 matched with the aft end of Target 7.
A region of fracture along the rivet holes near stringer 46L was
marked for SEM examination. SEM examination after cleaning
revealed that the fracture was characterised by dimples along its
length, including areas adjacent to the edges of the rivet holes.
These features are consistent with an overload mode of failure.

3.2.11.13
According to the metallurgical report, there was no
evidence of fatigue failure on this target.
3.2.11.14
Target 35 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from behind the aircraft, this segment of
pressure bulkhead occupied the 9 to 1 O'Clock position, the piece
from 12 to 1 O'Clock position had the flange from the outer ring
attached. The web below the outer ring flange had areas of
buckling. From the 11 to 12 O'Clock position the outer edge
showed sinusoidal buckling, and the edge sector at 9 O'Clock
position was partially collapsed and its edge was turned under.
Samples taken for optical stereo microscope and SEM
examination revealed that the fracture characteristics were
consistent with an ovrload mode of failure.
3.2.11.15
According to the metallurgical report, there was no
evidence of fatigue or any other mode of failure.
3.2.11.16
Target 296 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from the rear of the aircraft, this segment of the
bulkhead occuped the 7 to 9 O'Clock position. Optical and SEM
examination were undertaken on this item.
3.2.11.17
The fracture alont the left-hand edge of target 296
(viewed from the rear) was examined optically prior to removing
any representative samples. The fracture was at the rivet line at a
skin splice, except for a length of fracture about 15 inches long
near the forward end, which was through the skin away from the
rivet line. Most of the rivet holes along the fracture path showed
some slight elongation and skin deformation.
3.2.11.18
Representative fracture samples were cut from the
left-hand side and circumferential fracture edges of the fracture
surfaces. Optial and SEM examination revealed that the fracture
characteristics are consistent with an overload mode of failure.
3.2.11.19
Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure
This portion of the aft cargo compartment was located between B
S 1600 and B S 1760. No significant observation was noted.

There was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
3.2.11.20
Target 117 - Floor with Seats Attached
These seats were right-section doubles, located between B S
1880 and 1980 and were from rows 46, 47 and 48, F and G
(Zone E). The seats were displaced to the left with the rear legs
buckled to the left. The front leg supports exhibited only minor
damage. The middle and rear doubles had aisle-side seat arms
bent to the right. There was no impact damage to the seat backs
or seat pans, and all life vests except one were gone from the
underseat container bags.
3.2.11.21
In the metallurgical report it is stated that on an
examination of this target it was also found that on the underside
of this
floor near the forward end, a number of dents and impact marks
were observed. This region appeared to have suffered shrapnel
penetration. This area was radiographed but no metallic fragment
was detected.
3.2.11.22
Target 193 - Fuselage Side and 2L Entry Door
The fuselage segement was located between B S 720 and 840.
The door and fuselage skin were buckled outwards,
approximately in line with the buckling on the fuselage and 2R
entry door directly opposite.
3.2.11.23
Target 399 - Fuselage around 2R Door
This target is shown in Fig. 399-1. A detailed description is given
below :
TARGET 399
Fuselage Station 780 to 940 in the longitudinal
direction and stringer 7R down
to stringer 35R circumferentially.
This piece contained five window frames, one in the 2R
passenger entry door. Three of the window frames, including the
door window frame, still contained window panes. Little overall
deformation was found in the stringers and skin above the door.

The structure did contain a significant amount of damage and
fractures in the skin and stringers beneath the window level. In
the area beneath the level of the windows, the original convex
outward shape of the surface had been deformed into an inward
concave shape. Further inward concavity was found in the skin
between many of the stringers below stringer 28R. The skin at
the forward edge of the piece was folded outward and back
between stringers 25R and 30R. Over most of the remaining
edges of the piece a relatively small amount of overall
deformation was noted in the skin adjacent to the edge
separations. Twelve holes or damage areas were numbered and
are further described.
No.1 : Hole, 5 inches by 9 inches with two large flaps and one
smaller curl, all folded outward. Reversing slant fractures, small
area missing.
No.2 : Hole, 2 inches by 3/4 inch, one flap folded outward,
reversing slant fractures, one curled sliver, no missing metal.
No.3 : Triangular shaped hole about 2 inches on each side. One
flap, folding inward, with one area with a serrated edge. No
missing metal, extensive cracking away from corners of the hole,
reversing slant fracture.
No.4 : Tear area, 8 inches overall, with deformation inward in
the centre of the area. Reversing slant fracture.
No.5 : Fracture area with two legs measuring 14 inches and
about 24 inches. Small triangular shaped piece missing from a
position slightly above stringer 27R. Inward fold noted near the
joint of the legs. An area of 45° scuff marks extend onto this fold.
No.6 : Hole about 2.5 inches by 3 inches with a flap folded
outward, reversing slant fracture. Approximately half the metal
from the hole is missing.
No.7 : Hole about 3 inches by 1 inch, all metal from the hole is
missing. Fracture edges are deformed outward.
No.8 : Forward edge of the skin is deformed into an "S" shaped

flap. Three inward curls noted on an edge.
No.9 : Inwardly deformed flap of metal between stringers 11R
and 12R at a frame splice separation. No evidence of an impact
on the outside surface.
No.10 : Door lower sill fractured and deformed downward at the
aft edge of the door.
No.11 : Frame 860 missing above stringer 14R. Upper auxilliary
frame of the door has its inner chord and web missing at station
860. A 10 inch piece of stringer 12R is missing aft of station 860.
No.12 : Attached piece of floor panel (beneath door) has one
half of a seat track attached. The floor panel is perforated and the
lower surface skin is torn.
3.2.11.24
Much of the damage on this target was on the skin
and stringers beneath the window level, i.e., on the starboard side
of the front cargo hold. The inside and outside surface of the skin
in this region are shown in Fig. 399-2 and 399-3 respectively.
There were 12 holes or damaged areas on the skin as described
above, generally with petals bending outwards. The curl on a flap
around hole no.1 shown in Figh 399-4 has one full turn.
This curl is in the outward direction. Cracks were also noticed
around some of the holes. Part of the metal was missing in some
of the holes. The edges of some of the petals showed reverse
slant fracture. In one of the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge
of a petal.
3.2.11.25
When this target was recovered from the sea, along
with it came a large number, a few hundreds, of tiny fragments
and medium size pieces, All of the fragmets were recovered from
the area below the passenger entry door 2R. One of the medium
size pieces recovered with this target was a floor stantion, about
35 inches long, shown in Fig. 399-5. It is a square tube. It had the
mark station 880 painted on its inner face, i.e. facing the centre
line of the cargo hold. The part number printed on this station is
69B06115 12 and the assembly number is ASSY 65B06115-942

E3664 1/31/78*. It was confirmed that this stantion belongs to
the starboard side of the forward cargo hold. The inner face of
the stantion had a fracture with a curl at the lower end, the curl
being in the outboard direction and up into the centre of the
station. Fig. 399-6 is a print from the radiograph of this station.
The inward curling can be seen clearly in this figure. Curling of
the metal in this manner is a shock wave effect.
3.2.11.26
A piece near the fracture edge of this stantion was
cut, and examined metallographically. Fig. 399-7 and 399-8
show the micro-structure of this piece. Twins are seen in the
grains close to the fracture edge. The normal microstructure of
the stantion material is free from twins as shown in Fig. 399-9.
3.2.11.27
Fig. 399-10 shows a collection of small fragments
recovered along with target 399. There were some curved
fragments with small radius of curvature (A). Reverse slant
fracture (B) was noticed in some of the skin pieces. A piece 3/4"
x 1/2" and 3/16" thick was found to have three blunt spikes at the
edge (C). This piece was metallographicaly polished on the
longitudinal edge. The microstructre of the piece is shown in Fig.
399-11. It may be seen that the grains in this fragment also
contain a large number of twins.
3.2.11.28
Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin
This piece indluded the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of bottom
centre and five longitudinal stringers to the right of bottom
centre. The original shape of the piece (convex in the
circumferential direction) had been deformed to a concave
inward overall shape. Multiple separations were found in the skin
as well as in the underlying stringers. Further inward concavity
was found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.29
The two sides of this piece are shown in Fig. 362-1
and 362-2. This piece has 25 holes or damaged areas in most of
which there are multiple petals curling outwards. These holes are

numbered 1 to 3, 4a, 4b, 4c and 5 to 23. These are described
below. Unless otherwise noted, holes did not have any material
missing :
No.1 : Hole with a large flap of skin, reversing slant fracture.
No.2 : Hole with multiple curls, reverse slant fracture.
No.3 : Hole with multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant
fracture, one area of spikes (ragged sawtooth)
No.4A : One large flap, reverse slant fracture, one area of spikes.
No.4B : Hole with two flaps.
No.4C : Hole with two flaps, one area of spikes
No.5 : HOle with two flaps.
No.6 : Braching tear from the left side of the piece, reversing
slant fracture.
No.7 : Hole, with one flap, one curl and one area of spikes.
No.8 : Very large tear from the left side of the piece with
multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant fracture and at least two
areas of spikes.
No.9 : Hole with multiple flaps, one curl.
No. 10 : 2.5 inch tear
No.11 : One flap
No. 12 : Grip hole, plus a curl with spikes on both sides of the
curl.
No.13 : "U" shaped notch with gouge marks in the inboard/
outboard direction. Three curls are nearby with one are of spikes.
Gouges found on a nearby stringer and on a nearby flap.
No. 14 : Nearly circular hole, 0.3 inch to 0.4 inch in diameter.
Small metal lipping on outside surface of the skin. Most of the
metal from the hole is missing.
No. 15 : Hole in the skin beneath the first stringer to the left of
centre bottom. Small piece missing.
No. 16 : Hole in the stringer above hole No. 15. Most of the
metal from this hole is missing.
No. 17 : Hole through the second stringer to the left of centre

bottom, 0.4 inch in diameter. The hole encompassed a rivet
which attached the stringer to the outer skin. Small pieces of
metal missing.
No. 18 : Hole at the aft end of the piece between the third and
fourth stringers to the left of centre bottom. The hole consisted of
a circular portion (0.4 inch diameter), plus a folded lip extending
away from the hole. The metal from the circular area was
missing.
No. 19 : Hole with metal folded from the outside to the inside,
about 0.6 inch by 1.5 inch. Flap adjacent to the hole contained a
heavy gouge mark on the outside surface of the skin.
No. 20 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 21 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 22 : Hole with one flap.
No. 23 : Hole about 0.3 inch in diameter, with tears away from
the hole. Small piece missing.
3.2.11.30
Fig. 362-3 to 362-7 show a few of these holes.
There were also cracks or tears around some of the holes. The
curls around some of the holes had nearly one full turn. In the
large tear between body stations 700 and 740 and stringers
between 41L and 45L, there were many pronounced curls as
shown in Fig. 362-8. On the edges of the petals around
several holes, reverse slant fracture was seen at a number of
places. This slant fracture is at an angle of about 45° to the skin
surface, the fracture continuing in the same general direction but
with the slope of the slant fracture reversing frequently.
3.2.11.31
Sharp spikes were observed at the edges of the
holes or at the edges of the petals around the holes No. 3, 4A,
4C, 7, 8 (at two locations), 12, 13 and 16. Some of the spikes are
shown in Fig. 362-9 to 362-12. One of the holes, No. 14, on the
skin was nearly elliptical with metal completely missing, as
shown in Fig. 362-13. On the inside surface of the skin, paint
surrounding this hole was missing. Hole No. 16 was through the

hat section stringer, as shown in Fig. 362-14. In this, most of the
metal was missing. On the inside of the hat section, the fracture
edge of this hole had spikes, as shown in Fig. 362-15. Hole No.
17 was through the stringer and the skin, as shown in 362-16.
3.2.11.32
Through holes No. 20 and 21, extruded angles were
found stuck inside, as shown in Fig. 362-17 and 362-18
respectively. In the petal around hole No. 20, there was an impact
mark by hit from the angle as seen in Fig. 362-19 photographed
after removing the angle. Such a mark was not present in the
petals around other holes.
3.2.11.33
On the skin adjacent to hole No. 13 gouge marks
were noticed, Fig. 362-20. These marks were on the inside
surface of the skin. To check whether these could be due to
rubbing by the bridal cable of Scarab during the recovery
operations, a sample of bridal cable was obtained from "John
Cabot" and gouge marks were produced by pressing this cable
against an aluminium sheet. The gouge marks thus produced, as
shown in Fig. 362-21, appear to be different from those observed
near hole No. 13.
3.2.11.34
A piece surrounding hole No. 14 was cut out and
examined in a Jeol 840 scanning electron microscope at the
Naval Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratory, Bombay. Fig.
362-22 and 362-23 are the scanning electron micrographs
showing the inside surface and outside surface of the skin around
this hole. Flow of metal from inside to outside can be seen from
these figures. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis was carried out on
the edges of this hole. Only the elements present in this alloy and
sea water residue were detected.
3.2.11.35
A portion of the skin containing part of hole No. 14
was cut, polished on the thickness side of the skin and examined
in a metallurgical microscope. Fig. 362-24 shows the
microstructure of this region. The flow of metal along the edge of
the hole can be seen from the shape of the deformed grains near

the hole. This can be compared with the bulk of the grains shown
in Fig. 362-25, away from the hole. In addition, in Fig. 362-24, a
series of twin bands can be seen in some of the grains near the
hole. Fig. 362-26 shows these bands at a higher magnification.
Normal deformation rates at various temperatures do not produce
such twinning in aluminium or its alloys. It may be noted that
this microstructural feature is absent in the microstructure of the
skin, away from hole No. 14, Fig. 362-25.
3.2.11.36
Metallography was also carried out on a petal
around hole No.7 and on a curl with spikes around hole No. 12.
The microstructures indicate twins, however they could not be
recorded due to their poor contrast.
3.2.11.37
Small pieces containing the spikes around holes
No. 12 and 16 were cut and energy dispersive x-ray chemical
analysis on the region of spikes in both was carried out in the
Jeol 840 SEM. Only elements present in the alloys and sea water
residue were detected.
3.2.11.38
A number of small fragments were found along
with the forward cargo skin in target 362. Amongst them was a
piece from the web of a roller tray. This has pronounced curling
of the edges towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
3.2.11.39
Another small fragment was found from the above
target. This piece, identified as specimen No. 12 in box No. 1,
target 362, has a number of spikes along the edge. A scanning
electron micrograph of the spikes is shown in Fig. 362-28. The
sides of the spikes on SEM examination revealed elongated
dimples as shown in Fig. 362-29, characteristic of shear mode of
fracture. Metallography was carried out on the thickness side of
this specimen. Fig. 362-30 and 362-31 show the microstructure
near the apex of the spike and at the root of the spike
respectively. Extensive twinning can be seen in these regions of
the spikes.
3.2.11.40
Another fragment recovered with target 362 and

identified as specimen No. 8 in box No. 1, also showed extensive
twinning. The microstructure is recorded in Fig. 362-32.
3.2.11.41
Reference has also to be made to two other reports
concerning wreckage.
3.2.11.42
The floating wreckage recovered was initially
examined at Cork. On 25th June, Mr. Eric Newton a retired
investigator of AIB, UK, was requested to examine the floating
wreckage recovered and other materials with specific reference
to the possibility of explosive sabotage having taken place. Mr.
Newton examined the floating wreckage, passenger clothings and
the other materials recovered from the crash victims The findings
of Mr. Newton on the material available at that time are
summarised below:
a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and the condition of the limited wreckage
recovered indicates that the aircraft had broken up in flight
before impact with the sea.
b. Detailed examination of the structural wreckage recovered
did not reveal any evidence of collision with another aircraft.
Nothing was found suggestive of an external missile attack.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
d. There was no evidence of lightning strike.
e. Examination of all available structural parts recovered, did
not reveal any evidence of significant corrosion, metal fatigue or
other material defects. All fractures and failures were consistent
with overstressing material and crash impact forces
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not show any
explosive fractures or any signs of burning. The seat cushions
and head cushions also did not show any explosive
characteristics.
g. The damage to the suitcases (14 large and 29 small) which
were examined was due to impact crash forces. The presence of
14 large suitcases could, however, indicate that one of the

baggage containers had been broken to permit these suitcases to
escape.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did not show
any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck door
showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
i
The circumstatnial evidence strongly suggests a sudden and
unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and
the rear bulk cargo hold.
3.2.11.43
The other report dated 30th November, 1985 is of
Mr. V.J. Clancy. Mr. Clancey had examined the wreckage and
had also taken part, though only for a few days, in the
metallurgical examination which was being conducted at BARC,
Bombay.
3.2.11.44
Mr. Clancey examined practically all the items of
wreckage which had been brought to BARC and in his report he
has dealt with all of them. His report contained a description of
the recovered items and also his comments thereon.
3.2.11.45
With regard to the aforesaid target 362, he observed
that there were about 20 holes in it clearly resulting from
penetrations from inside.
3.2.11.46
He further stated that:
"In addition to the fact that perforation was from inside there are
certain features which suggest that they were made by high
velocity fragments such as are produced by an explosion. These
features are:
(a) Presence of toothed or spiked edges at some parts of the
metal which had petalled out from the perforations.
"Tardif and Sterling (Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal,
1969, 16, 1, 19-27) obtained spiked fractures in fragments from
sheet alloy subjected closely to an explosion. They stated that
they had not obtained this effect in fractures otherwise produced.

(b) Presence of marked curling, in some cases of more than
360°, of some of the petals.
Tradif and Sterling stated that such curling was a feature of
explosively produced fragments.
(c) The virtual absence of scratches or score marks on the petals
such as might be expected if something were slowly forced
through the metal.
(d) The virtual absence of other impact marks on the inside
surface such as might have been produced by a massive impact
with a substantial object. This suggested that the production of at
least many of the perforations were separate independent events.
(e) One perforation (identified as No. 14) resembles a "bullet
hole", that is cleanly punched out - a type of hole usually
associated with a high velocity missile.
"There is evidence that the forward part of this item had been
folded back inwards along the line of station 760 and then bent
back again along a line slightly forward of this station.
"Such folding, may be violently produced on impact with the
water, could have brought broken metal of stringers or stiffeners
into forceful contact with the internal surfaces producing
perforations outwards. The overlap of such folding would
conceivably have covered the area up to station 800 and thus
included most of the perforations.
"One hole identified as No. 13, was almost certainly caused by a
slipping wire rope used as a sling.
"Part of the inner surface, aft of station 780 was superficially
blackened as if by soot from a fire. Swabs were taken by me of
this area
and are being examined by R.A.R.D.E. for evidence of fire or
explosives".
3.2.11.47
There were several hundred small fragments which
were recovered from the same general area as Target 362. While
dealing with these Mr. Clancey observed that the production of a

large number of small fragments is generally regarded as
indicative of an explosion. One piece out of this was isolated,
which was about one inch square of sheet alloy, and it was noted
by Mr. Clancey that this piece had characteristic spikes on one
edge similar to those described by Tardif and Sterling. (This
piece is the same as shown in Fig. 362-28).
3.2.11.48
Mr. Clancey also examined a few suit cases which
had been recovered. One particular suit case to which reference
was made by him was of red plastic material with blue lining.
With regard to this he stated that the damaged lining, severely
tattered, resembles that of one found after an explosion in an
aircraft in Angola. In that case microscopic examination showed
definite evidence of damage by an explosion.
3.2.11.49
The later part of the report of Mr. Clancey
contained his opinion. With regard to Target 362 his opinion was
as follows:
"The features discernible to a careful close visual examination
point towards the possibility of an explosion but taken alone do
not justify a firm conclusion.
"Curling of petals and spiked or toothed fractures may be
observed in other events than explosions despite the failure by
Tardif and Sterling to obtain them in their limited number of
attempts. It is probable that these features indicate a rapid rate of
failure but not necessarily of a rapidity which could only be
produced by an explosion.
"A more detailed study, metallurgical and fractographic, is
required.
"The studies by Tardif and Sterling were done on fragments
produced from aluminium alloy in contact with the explosive.
Very little information is available on the behaviour of
aluminium alloy some distance
from the explosive and subjected to attack by secondary
fragments. To determine this some trials will be necessary, to

obtain reference samples for comparison.
"The single "bullet hole", No. 14, strongly supports an explosion
hypothesis but, being the sole example of its kind, is not, by itself
determinative.
"If the forward part of this item was forcefully and rapidly folded
back to impact on the other part it might explain the other
features apparent to visual examination. It would require detailed
laboratory examination and tests to eliminate this possibility".
3.2.11.50
The opinion of Mr. Clancey about the small
fragments was as follows:
"The production of a large number of small fragments is
generally regarded as a pointer towards an explosive cause but
cannot be relied upon unless it is clear that they could not have
been produced by some other means. It is known that the breakup of an aircraft at high speed may produce great fragmentation.
"The single spiked fragment must be regarded as important but a
single specimen is not, by itself, determinative."
3.2.11.51
It appeared to the Court that the report of Mr.
Clancey required certain clarifications. It was suggested to
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company by the Court that Mr.
Clancey should appear as a witness. The Court received a
message to the effect that Mr. Clancey felt that he could not add
anything useful to his report.
3.2.11.52
A close examination of the report of Mr. Clancey
shows that the opinion expressed by him in the later part of the
report is at considerable variance with the observations contained
in the earlier part of the report. Particularly with regard to Target
362 and the small fragments, Mr. Clancey has stated in his
observations that there was strong
evidence of explosion. In his opinion, however, he has stated that
more detailed study is required. It is interesting to note that
though Mr. Clancey has referred to the opinion of Tardif and
Sterling, he has not chosen to contradict the conclusions arrived

by them. Mr. Clancey has also not stated as to what could
possibly have caused the special features which were noted on
Target 362.
3.2.11.53
We find the metallurgical report inspires more
confidence. Not only is reference and reliance made in the report
to other expert opinions contained in various articles written by
experts all over the world, certain explosion experiments were
also carried out by the experts which led them to the same
conclusion.
3.2.11.54
The particulars of the experiments so carried out
and the results obtained therefrom have been stated in their
report as follows:
EXPLOSION EXPERIMENTS
"To determine the damage by high velocity fragments or shock
waves on a structure similar to the one in aircraft cargo hold, the
following experiments were conducted on November 30 and
December 1, 1985 at the Explosives Research and Development
Laboratory, Pune, using plastic explosive (PEKI) and different
mixtures of plastic explosive and TNT. The explosive was kept in
a box made of sheet metal of 6" x 6" x 6" of 1/16" thickness.
This box was kept inside another box made of sheet metal 2' x 2'
x 2' of .04 or .06" thickness. The boxes were made of 2024
aluminium alloy sheets used for aircraft skin. To the inner
surface of the outer box, hat section stringers similar to those
used in the aircraft were riveted. The quantity of explosive used
in the inner box was varied from 60 g to 100 g. The explosive
was detonated with an electrical detonator. After the explosions
the fragments and the panels were collected and examined.
"Experiments were also conducted to produce explosive damage
on skin panels, individual hat section stringers and individual
stantion tubes. In the case of stantion tubes experiments were
carried out placing the explosive charge both inside and outside.
The quantity of explosive used was varied from 5 g to 50 g.

"Various types of damages were recorded on all the targets.
These include punched holes, petaling and curling around holes,
spikes at fracture edges, curved fragments with small radius of
curvature and reverse slant fracture. Fig. EXP-1 shows a
collection of fragments. The features mentioned above are shown
in Fig. EXP-2 to EXP-7. It may be noticed that the features
produced by experimental explosion were similar to the features
observed largely in target 362 of the wreckage. The small
fragments had features similar to those in the fragments from
targets 362 and 399.
"Metallography was carried out in (a) a specimen surrounding a
punched hole in the skin (b) a specimen surrounding a hole in the
stringer, (c) a curl in the stantion and (d) spikes in a fragment. In
all these cases, the grains adjacent to the area of explosive
damage are having twins. Two typical microstructures are shown
in Fig. EXP-8 and EXP-9. Away from these areas the
microstructure is normal. Thus it is confirmed that twinning in
the microstructure of these structural members is a unique feature
of explosive fracture, not produced by any other measns known
so far."
3.2.11.55
The findings in the said metallurgical report are
also strengthened by the observations of Eric Newton in the
article "Investigating Explosive Sabotage in Aircraft" published
in the International Journal of Aviation Safety, March 1985, p.
43. Mr. Newton is an acknowledged authority in the detection of
explosive sabotage in aircraft. The conclusions contained in the
article are based on his review of incidents of explosion between
1946 and 1984 which were known to him. Some of the
conclusions arrived at by him which were relevant in the present
case are when he states "Generally speaking, the smaller the
fragment, higher the velocity of the detonation. Minute
fragmentation is indicative of high explosive having been used,
and provides clues to the focal point or region of the explosion.

The mode of break up of the aircraft itself and its sequence of
failure is usually very complicated and quite without the logic
dictated by normal aerodynamic overstressing".
3.2.11.56
Mr. Newton has also observed that curling, corkscrewing, and saw tooth edges may also be indicative of an
explosion though such fractures by themselves may not be
conclusive evidence that an explosion was involved. Firmer
evidence, according to him, was of fusing
of metal, scorching, pitting and blast effect. He further states that
"Perhaps the most conclusive material evidence to be found on
metal specimens is cratering, very often in groups, often minute
and numerous".
3.2.11.57
Mr. Newton also refers to the positive explosive
signatures which remain on a detonation in an aircraft. These
positive singatures, according to him, are as follows:
"(a) The formation of distinctive surface effects such as pitting or
very small craters formed in metal surfaces, caused by extremely
high velocity impacts from small particles of explosive material.
Such craters, when viewed under the microscope, have raised
and rolled over edges and often have explosive residue in the
bottom of the crater.
"(b) Small fragments of metal, some less than 1 mm in diameter,
which, under the scanning electron microscope, reveal features
such as rolled edges, hot gas washing (orange peel effect, surface
melting and pitting and general evidence of heat; such features
have been proved and observed following explosive experiments
with known explosives). Supporting strong evidence would be if
such fragments (normally found embedded in structures,
furnishing or suitcases) were found embedded in a body where
evidence of burning of tissue is present at the puncture entry and
where the fragment came to rest.
"(c) As well as surface effects on metal fragments produced by
explosives there are deformation mechanisms which are peculiar

to high rates of strain at normal temperature. At normal rates of
strain metals deform by usual mechanism associated with
dislocation movement. However, because this process in an
explosion is thermally activated at very high rates of strain, there
is insufficient time for the normal process to occur. In some
metals such as copper, iron and steel, deformation in the crystals
of the metal takes place by 'twinning', that is to say by parallel
lines or cracks cutting across the crystal. Such a phenomenon can
occur only if the specimen has been subjected to extreme shock
wave loading at velocities in the order of 8000 m/sec. Such
specimens, usually distorted must be selected with care, prepared
in a metallurgical laboratory, polished, mounted
and microscopically examined. Where such twinning of the
crystals is found it establishes (a) that the specimen was close to
the seat of the explosion and (b) that a military type explosive
had been used with a detonating velocity of 8000 m/sec or more.
Twinning is rarely produced when shock impact loadings are
below 8000 m/sec.
"The above features, singly or combined, are considered to be
proof positive evidence of a detonation of a high explosive; they
could not be produced in any other way."
3.2.11.58
The metallurgical report indicates that the
microscopic examination (conducted by them) discloses such
features being present which had been described as positive
signatures of the detonation of an explosive device in an aircraft
by Mr. Newton. Furthermore, twinning effect has also been
noticed at a number of places - around holes and in fragments.
These have been categorised by Mr. Newton as positive signature
of an explosion.
3.2.11.59
In the primary zone of explosion, metallic
structures disintegrate into numerous tiny fragments and usually
these fragments contain the above mentioned distinct signatures
of explosion. In the present case the explosive damage had

occurred at an altitude of 31000 feet when the aircraft was flying
over the ocean. The fragments that formed due to explosion must
have been scattered over a wide area and it is impossible to
locate and recover all of them from the ocean bed. Nevertheless,
some of the fragments which were recovered along with the
targets 362 and 399 do contain signatures of explosive fracture.
3.2.11.60
From the aforesaid discussion it would, therefore,
be safe to conclude that the examination of targets 362 and 399
clearly reveals that there had been a detonation of an explosive
device on the Kanishka aircraft and that detonation has taken
place not too far away from where these targets had been located.
FIRE
3.3.1
There is no evidence that there was any fire on board the
aircraft before it met with the accident.
3.3.2
Amongst the floating wreckage, however, was found,
what was later on identified as, a spares equipment box
belonging to this aircraft. This box was charred on one side and
partially on the bottom. The depth of charring suggested that the
burning time was three to four minutes. This box contained some
sand and small shellfish. The flesh from the shelfish appeared to
be charred, indicating that the box was subjected to fire after the
occurrence.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
3.4.1
Recovery of Flight Recorders
3.4.1.1 Recovery of the flight recorders was a very difficult and
challenging job. At the site of accident, depth of water is about
6700 feet. The job involved fixing the location of recorders and
then retrieving them. For this purpose three ships viz. Guardline
Locator (a ship provided by Accident Investigation Branch of
U.K.), Le Aoife (an Irish Naval Ship) and Leon Thevenin (a
French Cable laying ship, charterd by the Government of India)
were utilised. Guardline Locator and Le Aoife were solely for
fixing the positions of recorders and also had the capability to lift

the recorders with the help of its scarab.
3.4.1.2 Both the Cockpit Voice Recorder and the Digital Flight
Data Recorder were fitted with Dukane Underwater Acoustic
Beacons (Pingers) which enabled establishing the location of
flight recorders under water. The Beacons are designed to
provide a signal at 37.5 ñ 1 Khz frequency that can be heard for
approximately 2 miles in any direction for 30 days after water
entry. Its high strength case permits operation in water depth to
20,000 feet. Its pulse repetition rate is not less than 0.9 pulse per
second.
3.4.1.3 On 4th July, 1985, Guardline Locator reported strong
possibility of two separate sound sources of frequencies between
39 KHz and 42 KHz. On 5th July, Guardline Locator gave
coordinates of an area, which it believed contained the pinger.
Guardline Locator later reported that using a Dukane Hand
Locator, it had located pinger (2) at 5102.6N, 1248.6W. Leon
Thevenin then concentrated its search in this area for retrieving
the recorders.
3.4.1.4 In response to a query, Messrs Dukane Corporation
advised that Pinger transducer is made of ceramic and if cracked
during impact, its frequency could be elevated. The pulse rate
should, however, be uneffected. Keeping this in mind, the Leon
Thevenin increased its Sonar Band one upper frequency limit
from 40 KHz to 45 KHz.
3.4.1.5 On 9th July at about 2300 hours the Scarab of Leon
Thevenin located the Cockpit Voice Recorder at 5102.67N,
1248.93W and the recorder was brought on the deck at 0747 hrs
on 10th July. The CVR was kept in a drum filled with water. The
scarab was again lowered on 10th July in the same area and at
about 2130 hours faint signals were picked up on Sonar. By
about 2200 hours the signals became louder and the pulse rate
frequency was calculated to be 72 transmissions per minute. At
about 2230 hours the DFDR was also located at 5103.10N,

1249.59W and it was brought on deck at 0245 Z on 11th July.
3.4.1.6 The DFDR was also placed alongside the CVR in the
drum filled with water. Leon Thevenin was then advised to return
to Cork with the Flight Recorders. Leon Thevenin reached Cork
on the morning of 12th July and the flight recorders were placed
in two specially fabricated water tight steel containers filled with
water. The recorders were then carried to Bombay on the same
day by Mr. Satendra Singh, Reginal Controller of Air Safety,
Bombay, accompanied by Mr. Vishwanath of Air India for
preparing read-outs and transcript of the recorders. Necessary
precautions were taken to ensure that the data recorded was not
affected during transportation to Bombay.
3.4.1.7 Both the recorders reached Bombay on the morning of
13th July and were kept in the office of the Regional Controller
of Air Safety under Armed Police Guard.
3.4.2
Description of Flight Recorders
3.4.2.1 Kanishka was equipped with a Fairchild A-100 Cockpit
Voice Recorder Serial No. 5809 and a Lockheed 209E Digital
Flight Data Recorder Serial No. 1282. These were each equipped
with Dukane Underwater Acoustic Beacons and were installed
adjacent to each other in the cabin on the left side near the rear
pressure bulkhead.
3.4.2.2 The CVR records all crew communications and sounds
in the cockpit on a continuous tape loop which has a tape speed
of 1-7/8 inches per second. The Recorder has two heads, one
head which erases the previous recording and the second which
records the current information and thus the last 30 minutes of
recorded signals are retained, the previous being automatically
erased. It continuously records convervations/sounds from 4
different sources on the following four separate channels:
Channel 1 : Radio channel of pilot
Channel 2 : Radio channel of flight engineer
Channel 3 : Cockpit Area Mike

Channel 4: Radio channel of co-pilot.
3.4.2.3 The serial digital signal recorded by the DFDR was
generated by a Teledyne Flight Data Acquisition Unit installed in
the forward electronics bay below the cabin floor. Adjacent to
this unit was a Lockheed Model 280 Quick Access Recorder that
recorded the same serial digital signals on to a 50 hour cassette.
3.4.2.4 The DFDR records 52 basic parameters on a magnetic
tape. The tape preserves records of the last 25 hours. The serial
digital signal has a bit rate of 768 bits per second and is recorded
at a tape speed of 0.37 inches per second.
3.4.3
Examination of Flight Recorders and Tapes
3.4.3.1 General
The recorders brought to Bombay from Cork were opened on
16th July, 1985 at the Air India's Facilities in Bombay in the
presence of the Court and Assessors. A team of foreign experts
including one each representatives from both the Recorder
Manufacturers, three from National Transportation Safety Board,
one from Canadian Aviation Safety Board and one from NRC
Flight Recorder Playback Centre, Canada were present when the
tapes were taken out of the recorders. Apart from them,
representatives of the Government of India and Air India were
also present.
3.4.3.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder
When the unit was removed from its shipping and storage
container, some mechanical damage was immediately evident.
The top of the cover had been deformed inwards, probably due to
initial external
strong attachments for the horizontally mounted Underwater
Acoustic Beacon. The plate had torn away from the light
structure behind it. The cause of the damage was not obvious.
The light outer cover was removed by cutting it open with hand
shears and pliers.
3.4.3.3 When the armoured and insulated containment was

opened, the tape transport was found to be in relatively good
condition and the tape physically undamaged. Eighteen inches of
the tape was pulled from the centre of the tape stack and the tape
cut near the stack well clear of the end of recording. The tape
was then removed from the recorder, transferred to standard tape
reels, laboriously cleaned several times with distilled water and
dried with lint free absorbent material.
3.4.3.4 Digital Flight Data Recorder
When the recorder was removed from its shipping and storage
container, it was noted that there was very little external damage.
A cover on the rear section was removed and it was observed
that, when viewed from the front of the recorder, the right hand
edges of the four rearmost printed circuit cards were displaced
towards the front of the recorder. The left hand edges were
restrained by plug-in connectors to the boards. The rearmost
card, that controls track selection on the tape, and the one in front
of it, had bowed along the right-hand edges and popped out of
their plastic guides in the top and bottom of the recorder.
Deflection of the other two cards had occurred following failure
of the attachments of the right hand ends of the plastic guides to
the chassis. The damage could have been caused by a high
lontitudinal decelaration, as would occur if the front face of the
recorder impacted the water.
3.4.3.5 When the tape deck was opened, it was found that the
tape was intact but had become dislodged from the last tape
guide when the tape was moving in the direction of the oddnumbered tracks and had also jumped out of the adjacent end-oftape sensor. One edge of the tape had been streteched in this area.
The drive belt to the tape transport was still in its correct
position. The tape was stuck to the third tape guide in the oddnumbered track direction and suffered some damage
when it was finally detached from it. This was repeaired with a
splicing tape.

3.4.3.6 The location of the record heads was marked on the
back of the tape with a waterproof felt pen. It was noted that
there was slightly more tape on the supply reel for the odd tracks
than on the other reel. The tape reels and tape were removed
from the recorder, keeping the tape wet with distilled water, and
the tape transferred to the standard reels for meticulous cleaning.
During the cleaning process, it was found that the edge of the
tape had also been stretched locally 336 inches down- stream
from the splice repair in the odd track direction. The tape was
dried by patting it with absorbent lint-free material before
loading it into a serviceable recorder as this was the only means
by which it could be replayed at the Air India base.
3.4.3.7 The circuit card controlling track selection was removed
from the accident recorder and the status of the latching relays
checked to determine the last track on which recording was being
made. It was found that the relay states indicated Track 1, but
since this requires all relays to be set in the same condition, it
was considered possible that they had been mechanically set on
water impact. The card was subsequently inserted to another
recorder and the Track 1 setting confirmed on a test bench.
3.4.3.8 When a change in track selection was attempted, it was
found that the relays would not switch, probably due to the
effects of salt water corrosion or high water pressure. It was
decided that Track 1 would be considered as the most likely one
to contain the accident data with the possibility that it could have
occurred on any of the other tracks. When the data was recored,
the accident information was found some distance past the midpoint of Track 1.
3.4.4. Recovery of Information
3.4.4.1 Cockpit Voice Recorder Tape
The spool was removed from the CVR and was washed with
distilled water, dried and loaded on to another spool. The cleaned
and dried tape was taken to the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

(BARC), and a copy
of the tape was prepared which was used for preparing transcript
and carrying out further analysis. The transcript of the CVR
conversation is given in Appendix 2.
3.4.4.2 Shannon Air Traffic Control Tape
A copy of this tape that contains all radio communications
between the aircraft and Shannon was provided to the Indian
Authorities by the Air Traffic Control Authorities, Shannon. The
recording also included the short series of unusual sounds that
occurred about the time of the accident.
3.4.4.3 When the CVR and the ATC tapes were played it was
found that some adjustment in speed was necessary so as to
synchronize the two. This adjustment was independently carried
out by different experts who analysed the CVR tapes.
3.4.4.4 Digitial Flight Data Recorder Tape
The Lockheed representative had brought a Lockheed Model 235
Copy Recorder from his plant. This unit copies all the 25 hours
of data from the recorder by running it at high speed for only two
passes of the tape, an operation lasting only 16 minutes. A copy
tape was made by this procedure before embarking on the
standard Air India recovery procedure to serve as a back-up tape
in the event of physical damage to the original tape in subsequent
playback.
3.4.4.5 Air India playback equipment for the DFDR required
that the tape be re-installed in another DFDR in which it was
driven at high speed. In the standard playback procedure, the
tape was first run to the beginning of Track 1 through 6
sequentially on to a computer tape followed by a repeat of Track
1. The computer tape was then taken to Air India's main
computing facility where selected information was printed out in
engineering units.
3.4.4.6 The first printouts showed that the accident was
recorded on Track 1, as indicated by the latching relays, and

suggested a rather abrupt end to the recording. There was a loss
in bit synchronization in word 26 of the last Subframe 3 of data
that was followed by a normal Subframe 4. Prior to the loss in bit
synchronization, all measurements appeared normal. Plans were
made to borrow the high speed oscillograph recorder previously
used to studythe final CVR signals from BARC to examine the
end of the recorded serial digital signal in detail.
3.4.4.7 Meanwhile, the critical section of the tape and the heads
of the playback recorder were re-cleaned and a second transfer of
data on to the computer tape was made. Printouts from this
computer tape showed no significant difference from the first
one.
3.4.4.8 The recorder was then opened and the tape positioned
about 1.5 inches before the final resting place of the tape that was
clearly indicated by head imprints on the magnetic oxide coating
side. A high speed oscillograph record of a few seconds of data
was made and visually decoded. It was found that the recorded
GMT was 21 hr 16 min. This time corresponded to 15 min or
about 333 inches of the tape after start of the oldest recording
downstream of the accident.
3.4.4.9 The tape was then re-positioned using a Lockheed
analogue playback unit, that had a display of the recorded time
and a stopwatch was used to locate the accident timing. Two
oscillograph copies of the end of the serial digital data were
made, the second one having more data preceding the end. Visual
reading of the traces confirmed that recording became erratic and
irrecoverable at the end of Word 26 in Subframe 3 at the
recorded time of 07 h : 14m : 35s. The erratic signal continued
for about 0.27 inches of the tape before switching back to the
data recorded 25 hours earlier.
3.4.4.10 Examination of the printouts confirmed a suspicion that
the complete Subframe 4 of data following the partial Subframe
3, was data from 32 seconds earlier that had not been cleared

from the data buffer in the computer and that Word 26 of the
Subframe 3 was the last normal measurement provided by the
recorder.
3.4.4.11 The end of recording occurred at the point on the tape at
which some damage had been observed during the cleaning
process. It was apparent that, after the end of the recording, the
tape had run on for 336 inches before finally coming to rest.
3.4.4.12 A copy tape of the DFDR tape was made at Bombay
and taken to Ottawa. Data from the accident flight, the
preceeding Toronto-to-Montreal flight and part of the cruise
conditions of the earlier flight to Toronto were transcribed on to
the computer tape. The tape was edited to minimize errors and
converted to engineering units using standards calibration. Time
histories of all parameters for periods of interest were plotted. In
addition, chart records were made of all parameters in raw data
form for the total duration of the last lap of the flight.
3.4.4.13 The DFDR read out shows that the aircraft was cruising
at an altitude of 31,000 ft. and a computed air speed of 296 knots
till it suddently stopped recording at 07:14:35 GMT recorded
time.
3.4.5
Reports received by the Court
3.4.5.1 The CVR was taken to B.A.R.C. This tape was played
by the CVR group a number of times and hard copies of the time
information were also prepared using an ultra violet (UV)
Recorder. The group consisted of Mr. Satendra Singh, Regional
Controller of Air Safety of D.G.C.A., Mr. S.N. Seshadri of
BARC, Mr. Paul C. Turner of NTSB, USA, Mr. John G. Young
of NTSB, USA and Mr. P. dE Niverville of CASB, Canada. On
18th July, 1985 this group made the following observations after
playing the aforesaid tape (UV recording of CVR is at Fig. 1) :"The first visible rising signal volume was observed on channel
number three the CAM channel It reaches a maximum in about
50 milliseconds. At this time noticeable disturbances are

observable on the other three channels. A smaller disturbance is
observable on channels 2 and 4 earlier than observable on
channel 1. A major disturbance is observed to begin approx.
ninety milliseconds following the initial observation on channel
number 3 (CAM), on channels 1,2 and 4. Following this point
at 75 milliseconds the CAM signal subsides to a lower level but
much higher than observed ambient (prior to disturbance) where
it remains for approximately 375 milliseconds from initiation
when it ceases. Channel four goes off at the same time. Channel
1 goes off twenty five milliseconds earlier. Channel two is
inconclusive and had a different pattern. All four channels
exhibit a disturbance at approx. 450 milliseconds. The cockpit
voice recorder power then shuts off at 650 milliseconds.
The Shannon area control centre tape made the night of the
accident was examined and printed. It shows a signal was
received at approximately the time the aircraft disappeared from
radar. It isn't conclusive at this time that the signal originated
from the accident aircraft. The signal was received in pulses for
approximately five seconds."
3.4.5.2 The tape was again played on 19th July, 1985 and a
further report was prepared which was signed by the aforesaid
persons and Mr. B. Caiger of NRC, Canada. In this report it was
stated as follows:"The Shannon area control centre tape was again printed at .05"/
second per inch speed from approximately 22 sec. before the first
broadcast from the accident aircraft at 0709.58 until Radio
carrier with indecipherable modulation can be heard at 0714:01.
The print contains a time encoded signal.
A similar print was made from the CVR channel 4 (Co-Pilot's) of
the same audio as received on the ATC tape. Although the tape
speed is different, the events when corrected for tape speed errors
occur at the same time. It appears that the ATC recording
contains the beginning of the aircraft breaking until power is lost

to the transmitter since channel one and channel four (Capt + Copilot's radio) appear to contain a transmitted signal on the CVR.
It is probable that the ATC signal at 0714:01 coincides with the
final quarter second of CVR radio channels".
3.4.5.3 On the date i.e. 19th July, 1985, Mr. Paul Turner of
NTSB also gave an additional report which is to the following
effect :"During my observations of numerous cockpit voice recorders I
have heard and observed a number of aircraft breakages due to
various causes. In this case the explosive sound on the CAM
channels occurs prior to any electrical disturbance observable on
the selector panel signals. Electrical disturbances can generally
be seen prior to audio signal when explosive sounds originate at
any significant measureable distance from the microphone (15
feet) and in the area where there is significant electrical systems.
It is my opinion that an explosive event occurred close to the
cockpit. The CAM signal which follows the explosive event
shows a very much higher noice level than cockpit ambient 85
db, indicating to me the cockpit area was penetrated and opened
to the atmosphere. The selector panel signals show signatures
similar to those of an aircraft breaking up and are apparantly
caused by electrical systems disturbance (circuit breaker
blowing, fuse switching etc.). The lack of Mayday call and
apparent inadvertant signal from the cockpit crew incapacitation.
The transmitter coming on due to breakup is phenomena
observed previously.
This contains only my personal opinion and in no way should be
considered a final determination of cause without corroborating
evidence".
3.4.5.4 Copies of the tapes were also sent to some of the
participants who wanted to carry out independent analysis.
3.4.5.5 With regard to DFDR the Court received reports from
Dr. Caroll Roberts of NTSB and report dated 11th November of

Mr. B. Caiger.
3.4.5.6 With regard to CVR the Court received reports from Mr.
B. Caiger dated 11th November, 1985, report dated November,
1985 of Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section,
Accidents Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K., report dated
31st August, 1985 of Mr. S.N. Seshadri of BARC, Bombay.
3.4.6
Court Observations
3.4.6.1 Digital Flight Data Recorder
The reports of Dr. Caroll Roberts and Mr. Caiger which also
coincide with the report submitted by Mr. Satendra Singh
disclose that the DFDR showed no evidence of abnormal values
of any of the many parameters being monitored upto a point at
which the recorded data signal became irregular for a fraction of
a second and recording ceased. Both the DFDR and the CVR
stopped at the same time.
3.4.6.2 The short period of irregular digital data that occupied
only 0.27 inches of tape, most probably indicates that the
recorder was subjected to a sharp angular acceleration in the left
wing down sense about the aircraft longitudinal axis.
3.4.6.3 According to Mr. Caiger's report the possibility that the
digital recorder was subjected to a sharp disturbance more rapid
than violent motion of the aircraft lends some credence to the
possibility of a detonatiaon of an explosive device in the aircraft.
The other alternative, according to Mr. Caiger, which could have
led to this was that the Flight Data Acquisition Unit in the main
electronics bay .or its power supply were suddenly disturbed. As
the Lockheed Quick Access Recorder was not recovered from the
wreckage, this possibility could not be investigated further. A
perusal of the DFDR print out, however, shows that whereas
there was a speed limit of 290 knots (.81 Mach) of the aircraft
due to carriage of the 5th pod engine, in actual fact the aircraft's
speed during cruise varied from 287 to 296 knots. Mr. H.S.
Khola asked the Boeing Airplane Company to examine the effect

of aircraft cruising at a speed of 296 knots with a 5th pod engine
installed on it. The Boeing company sent a reply, inter alia,
stating as follows:
"The operating speed limit of Air India 747-237B, JT9D-7J with
fifth engine pod was 290 knots indicated airspeed, with an
altitude limit of 35,200 feet. Flight testing of this model airplane
configuration was successfully accomplished to a dive speed of
386 knots calibrated airspeed and 0.92 Mach number, with no
adverse effects.
In the event that the operating speed placard was exceeded an
increase in perceptible vibration levels would be felt. As the dive
Mach number (0.92) is approached the buffet vibration would
increase to level that could become objectional to the flight crew,
but would not he bazardous".
3.4.6.4 It would thus be clear that if no adverse effects could
have been noticed with a dive speed of 386 knots calibrated
airspeed and 0.92 Mach number, there was little likelihbood of
the aircraft having been subjected to any adverse effect by reason
of the speed varying from 287 to 296 knots while it was cruising
at a height of about 31,000 feet.
3.4.6.5 Cockpit Voice Recorder
The Court received four reports of the CVR tape analysis. These
reports were of Mr. B. Caiger, Mr. R.A. Davis, Mr. S.N. Seshadri
and Mr. Paul C. Turner. Whereas the first three experts appeared
and deposed in Court, Mr. Paul Turner did not come.
3.4.6.6. There were certain aspects of the report of Mr. Turner
which required clarification. After the Court had failed to secure
his presence, it sent a questionnaire to Mr. Turner for his answers
thereto. It is indeed unfortunate that till now no reply has been
received. It is in this background that the report dated 13th
November, 1985 of Mr. Turner and the reports of other experts
have to be judged and analysed.
3.4.6.7 Mr. B. Caiger's Report and Deposition

Mr. Caiger has said in his report that the Cockpit Area
Microphone signal was studied in detail. According to him, in an
aircraft, sound can be transmitted by multiplicity of paths. If an
explosive device was located close to the microphone then the
short wave from the disturbance would cause a sharp rise in
pressure which was not noticed. From more remote location,
however, structurally transmitted sounds could reach the
microphone first and induce more complex signals. According to
Mr. Caiger, at this time he did not have any evidence from
occurrences of this nature that would permit any meaningful
comparisons or conclusions.
3.4.6.8 Mr. Caiger obtained from the manufacturers details of
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) on the cockpit area microphone.
According to the information so provided it was indicated that
the decrease in amplitude of the recorded noise over about 33
msec after the peak level was reached 40 msec from the start of
the disturbance is most probably due to the AGC and that the
actual envelope of the pressure levels at the microphone
continued to increase until 90 msec from the start before
establishing at about four times the recorded level until the 160
msec point when the recorded amplitude started to decrease
rapidly. Mr. Caiger could not find any explanation for this
marked reduction. Mr. Caiger further recorded that the large
amplitude lower frequency signature, that immdediately followed
this reduction, is similar to signatures observed by the
manufacturer when there was an abrupt break in the line from the
cockpit area microphone pre-amplifier output to the voice
recorder. No similar signature was observed in tests on the crew
audio channels when the appropriate lines to the recorder were
similarly interrupted.
3.4.6.9 The observation of Mr. Caiger with regard to ATC tape
was as follows :"The ATC recording that followed the cockpit area microphone

sounds appears at first to contain a series of short intermittant
sounds. Closer study reveals that the background noise only
returns to its steady level for about 160 msec immediately after
the first low level noise and again for about 85 msec just over
halfway through the 5.4 sec duration of the recordings. At the
end of all routine radio transmissions, a damped sine wave
transmitter keying signature is observed with a frequency in the
region of 450 Hz. In the accident recordings, only two of these
are observed".
"Listening to the sounds, it also appears that a human cry occurs
near the end of the recordings. Spectral analysis of these sounds
and comparison with voice limitations reveals that the accident
sounds do not contain all the pitch harmonic frequencies
normally associated with such voice sounds. The origin of all the
sounds has not been identified."
3.4.6.10 From the aforesaid investigation Mr. Caiger concluded
that :"From the voice and data recorders, Air India Flight 182 was
proceeding normally enroute from Montreal to London, England
at an altitude of 31,000 feet and a computed airspeed of 296
knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a sudden loud
sound the cause of which has not yet been identified. The sound
continued for about 0.35 seconds, and then almost immediately,
the line from the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice
recorder at the rear of the pressure cabin was most probably
broken. This was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder".
"The initial waveform of the cockpit area microphone signal is
not consistant with the sharp pressure rise expected with
detonation of an explosive device close to the flight deck but,
with the multiplicity of paths by which sound may be conducted
from other regions of the aircraft, we cannot at this time exclude
the possibility that it originated from such a device elsewhere in

the aircraft".
"Within 1 to 2 seconds of the first detection of the loud sound on
the cockpit area microphone, a series of unidentified noises were
recorded on the Shannon ATC tape. These extended over a period
of 5.4 seconds and are assumed to have origniated from VT-EFO.
They gave the impression of abnormal conditions on the flight
deck".
3.4.6.11 In his evidence in court, Mr. Caiger explained about
Automatic Gain Control. He stated that the CAM channel of the
CVR had an Automatic Gain Gontrol in a pre-amplifier that is
installed close to the microphone. This AGC is designed to
prevent excessively loud signals from saturating the microphone
and the associated electronics. He further stated that from the
tests conducted by the manufacturers it could be concluded that
most likely at 45 msec. point the AGC came into effect which
gradually reduced the signal over the next 33 msec. before letting
it stabilise at a roughly constant value. This figure of 33 msec.
was taken by Mr. Caiger not by carrying out any experiment
himself but it was provided to him by the manufacturers. He also
stated that there was no positive indication of structural failure
being evident from the flight
recorders. Mr. Caiger was asked to explain as to what was the
reason for loud sound to which reference had been made in his
report. In answer to the said question from the Court he said that
there could be a number of reasons. The detonation of an
explosive device not close to the microphone was one possibility,
the occurrence of some type of structural failure was another
possibility. He was further of the opinion that at the present stage
of development in structural acoustics, he did not think it was
possible to come up with any reasonable estimate of the location
of either explosive device or some type of possible structural
failure. When asked for his opinion about the sequence of events
which he could determine by looking at the sound spectrum, he

said as follows:
"From the study that we have made which have of course been
augmented by studies done by several other groups it would
appear that there was a very sharp bang that was detected by the
CAM. Approximately one-third of a second after this happened
the line from the CAM to the CVR was disconnected but
intermitant power supply was still being sent to the voice
recorder for approximately one and a half seconds. During this
1-1/2 seconds period sounds were being transmitted from the
'Kanishka' aircraft that tend to suggest that the aircraft was in
some distress. Though it is difficult to be specific about the basis
on which we assesss the state of the aircraft, this signal ceased
after a period of 5.4 seconds and we have no more audio
information concerning the aircraft from that point onwards."
3.4.6.12 Mr. R.A. Davis's Report and Deposition
Mr. R.A. Davis in his report on the analysis of CVR has stated
that he did not have with him a faithful copy of the original CVR
tape. The tape supplied to his contained signals which warranted
investigation but any measurement could be hampered by a
decreased signal to noise ratio due to the copying process. Mr.
Davis however analysed the tape which admittedly according to
him was not of good quality. Mr. Davis in his report states that he
carried out a spectrum analysis of the different channels of the
CVR. The spectra did contain the sound of a bang. He however,
could not find any significant low frequency content in the
spectrum which according to him, would have been expected if
the sound was of a high explosive detonation.
3.4.6.13 While carrying out detailed study of the tape he also
looked out for any evidence of various audio warning signals
which may have been buried in the noise. One such audio
warning which could have been detected was that of
pressurisation warning. Mr. Davis stated that this warning
possessed a very defined frequency spectrum which was not

present in the signal of the CVR of Kanishka. With regard to this
he, however, stated that absence of this signal was not surprising
as any decompression would take a finite time before reaching
the warning level. Mr. Davis further observed that the presence
of warnings due to attititude display disagreement, excessive
speed and fire were investigated but with negative results.
3.4.6.14 During the course of investigations, Mr. Davis had
compared Kanishka CVR recording with the recordings of an
explosive decompression on a DC-10, a bomb in the freight hold
of a B-737 and a gun shot on the flight deck of a B-737.
According to Mr. Davis the spectrum of VCR tape of B-737
showed a much low frequency content with very little content at
upper frequencies. This bomb, in the forward baggage hold of
B-737, had exploded while the aircraft was at a low level and
therefore the CVR did not have the sound accompanied with that
of depressurization. That aircraft had landed safely. Mr. Davis,
however, observed that if Kanishka's accident was caused by
detonation of a high explosive device, then the spectra should
have shown large low frequency content, but this was absent. He
further opined that, even if there was a possibility of a bomb
remote from the flight deck and of a low power, even then the
characteristics of a bomb would still be apparent in the time
record. He also analysed the spectrum of the sound of the hand
gun shot on a B-737 flight deck and according to him the said
signal was sharp edged and did not compare with that of
Kanishka's signal.
3.4.6.15 Mr. Davis also analysed the sounds recorded on the
ATC tape. He concluded that the sounds emanated from Air
India's Kanishka aircraft. According to him the transmission
from the ATC is "chopped" until at approximately 2.7 seconds
into the transmission a loud noise lasting about 200 milliseconds
is heard. This is followed about 0.5 seconds later by a sound
which increases in volume. This sound was similar to that heard

in other accidents where there had been a rapid increase in
airspeed.
In the noise which continues until the end of the transmission is
heard a crying sound. This was originally thought to be a human
cry. He, however, noted that a human cry would contain more
harmonics than was noticed in this case. It was also reported by
Mr. Davis that knocking sounds which were heard during the
transmission were initially thought to be due to hand-held
microphone vibration. This was discounted because of the
frequency of the sounds. He noticed that almost identical sounds
were heard on the DC-10 CVR after the decompression had
occured and the source of that sound had not been identified. On
the DC-10 the pressurization audio warning commenced 2.2
seconds after the decompression. Analysing the ATC tape Mr.
Davis observed that no such warning was identified during the
open microphone transmission.
3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :"It is considered that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied
for analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive device
having detonated on AI 182.
"There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified.
"Although there is no evidence of a high-explosive device, the
possibility cannot be ruled out that a detonation occurred in a
location remote from the flight deck and was not detected on the
microphone. Such a situation would be most unusual, if not
unique, in that we have never failed to detect sounds of structural
failure, decompression, explosives etc., on any accident CVR,
even though the event occurred at the rear of the aircraft. If such
a device was used on AI 182 it is considered that it would have to
be a very small device in order not to be detected (unlikely in
itself). Such a device would be unlikely to cause the sudden total
destruction which occurred in this instance. It is considered that a

device of sufficient power to produce this effect could not fail to
be detected on the CVR. The B-747 explosions referred to
earlier, blew holes several feet wide in the structure but the crew
were still able to control and operate the aircraft.
"It must be concluded that without positive evidence of an
explosive device from either the wreckage or pathological
examinations, some other cause has to be established for the
accident".
3.4.6.17 In reply to a question it was stated by Mr. Davis, when
he was examined in Court, that it was true that there was no
evidence that rapid decompression was caused by any structural
failure. In an answer to another question, as to whether in his
opinion there is a low frequency content present in every
situation whereever there has been a high explosive device
detonated, Mr. Davis answered in the affirmative, he however
added that "But we do not have sufficient numbers to indicate
that that would always be the case". Mr. Davis, however, agreed
that DC-10 aircraft was quite dissimilar to Boeing 747, and the
sound of an explosive decompression in the aft cargo hold of a
DC-10 would not be identical to an explosive decompression in
the aft cargo hold of a Boeing 747.
3.4.6.18 Mr. Davis further agreed that he was looking for low
frequencies in Kanishka tape, but he did not know what type of
low frequencies should be looked out for because there was no
available data anywhere in the world for the sound of a bomb
explosion in a Boeing 747. Mr. Davis was however emphatic in
saying that he could not measure the distance of the origin of the
sound from the cockpit area mike. In his report, and also in the
earlier part of the examination, Mr. Davis had referred to the
absence of low frequency component in the spectrum and had
sought to conclude that such absence showed that there was no
detonation of a high explosive device. In an answer to the
question put by the Court however, Mr. Davis appeared to have

altered his stand. This is evident from the following deposition of
Mr. Davis :"Court Ques Am I to understand that there must necessarily be a
low frequency whenever an explosion occurs?
Ans.
No. What we thought was there would be. There was
only one sample of explosion in B-737. But we would need more
accidents of that nature to able to say that yes we must have a
low frequency component.
Court Ques: Am I to understand that the absence of a low
frequency component would not therefore necessarily mean that
the sound was not that of an explosion?
Ans.
Because of the absence of a low frequency component
we would not be able to say positively that there was an
explosion or it was not explosion."
Court Ques : Would the frequency of a particular type of sound
change depending upon the environment in which that sound
occurs?
Ans Yes.
Court Ques If an event results in low frequency sounds in one
type of environment, can it mean that the same event can result
in a high frequency sound in a different environment?
Ans.
That must be possible".
3.4.6.19 Mr. S.N. Seshadri's Report and Deposition
A detailed analysis of the CVR and the ATC tapes was also
carried out by Mr. S.N. Seshadri at BARC. For the purposes of
comparison, CVR tapes of Iranian Air Force Boeing 747 accident
as well as that of Indian Airlines Boeing 737 accident were also
analysed at BARC.
3.4.6.20 The original CVR tape of Kanishka was played on a 4
channel tape recorder modified to run at 1-7/8" per second. The
output of this tape recorder was copied faithfully on an eight
channel HP 3968A instrumentation tape recorder. Channels 1 to 4
were used for recording the CVR data and channels 5 for

recording a time marker. For further processing and signal
analysis this copy of the original tape was used.
3.4.6.21 The observations of the data so recorded, as contained
in the said report inter-alia are as follows :
"Repeated and careful listening to all the four channels revealed
the presence of explosive sounds on all these channels occuring
nearly
at the end at the same time. Speech information is present on
channels 3 and 4 during the last few minutes. Channel 1 does not
contain any speech data during this period. Channel 2 contains
indecipherable speech data about 20 to 25 seconds before the
explosive sound".
"It was decided to analyse in detail the tape data during the final
few seconds within which significant audio and electrical
changes were observed to be present. Data from all the four
channels were displayed on a Tektronix 2-channel storage
oscilloscope Model 466 for initial observations. Based on this
study the relevant portion of the tape was selected for more
intensive snalysis. Simultanious ultraviolet recording of all the
four channels on this portion of the tape was next carried out".
The following observations are relevant.
1. Channel 3, which corresponds to the area mike shows the
first indication of a rising audio signal. This instant is termed, for
conveniece, as zero time reference. The signal level rises from
the ambient level in the cockpit by about 18.5 db in
approximately 45 milliseconds. The signal then starts falling and
stablises at a level about 10 db higher than the ambient level
before zero time. The signal continues to remain at this level for
about 275 milliseconds. The total duration of the signal from
zero reference is thus about 360 milliseconds.
2. Channels 1 and 2, which are the radio channels of the pilot
and the flight engineer respectively, show start of electrical
disturbance signals 45 milliseconds from zero time at which the

audio signal on channel 3 is at its maximum. These signals,
which have do minant frequencies in the range of 70 to 210 Hz,
persist for about 100 milliseconds on both channels. Subsequent
to this, channel 1, shows an audio burst lasting about 200
milliseconds. Channel 2 shows a delayed audio burst lasting 25
milliseconds, 220 milliseconds from zero time, or in other words,
175 milliseconds after the peak signal from channel 3. A low
amplitude tail appears after this burst and lasts around 40
milliseconds. Channel 4 which is the co-pilot's radio channel
shows an electrical disturbance commencing at 85 milliseconds
from zero time and lasting around 60 milliseconds. The
frequency distribution during this period is similar to those on
channels 1 and 2. This is followed
by an audio burst of 230 milliseconds duration. The frequency
spectra of the audio portions of channels 1,2 and 4 are reasonably
similar."
3.4.6.22 "Correlation of Events of ATC Shannon Tape and
Channel 4 of CVR tape :
"It was observed that during the last few minutes before the
stoppage of the CVR, information recorded on the ATC tape and
channel 4 of the CVR tape are identical. However, the ATC tape
contains a series of audio bursts approximately corresponding to
the instant at which a single explosive sound is recorded on
channel 4. Thus a doubt arose whether the series of audio bursts
recorded on the ATC tape had originated from channel 4 of
Kanishka CVR since these are not recorded on the CVR tape. In
order to obtain an answer to this it was necessary to check with
very good accuracy the simultaneity of the explosive sound on
channel 4 and the series of audio bursts on the ATC. The
procedure followed for the same is given below.
"The ATC Shannon tape and the CVR tape were run on two
independent tape recorders. It was found that the speeds of the
two tapes were mismatched. In order to match speeds the earliest

speech signal on both the tapes.
"Seven seventy that checks maintain three five zero" was used as
the reference point. The speech signals which mostly contain the
conversation between the co-pilot and ATC Shannon lasts for
about 146 seconds. Channel four was kept ready for starting
exactly at the reference point. The ATC was next played starting
well before the reference point. The tape recorder playing
channel 4 was started manually exactly at the time when the
reference point on the ATC was audible. By noting the time of
ending of the conversation on both the tapes which corresponds
to
"Right Sir squaking two zero zero five one eight two" the speed
of the recorder playing the ATC tape was corrected by pitch
control to approach the speed of CVR tape. The process was
repeated a number of times till audibly the speeds were matched.
The two tapes were next synchronously played and both the
channels were simultaneously recorded on a third recorder to a
point well after the explosive sound on channel 4. This tape was
used for all further analysis.
"The first significant observation was that the explosive sound on
channel 4 coincided with the beginning of the series of audio
bursts on the ATC tape as heard by the ear. It was thus clear that
both the recordings correspond to those generated by Kanishka
during its last moments.
"To confirm this preliminary conclusion which was judged solely
by the ear, accurate instrumented tests were carried out. The two
channels were simultaneously recorded on an ultraviolet recorder
at the four speeds, 0.1"/sec, 1"/sec, 10"/sec and 160"/sec for
study of synchronism as well as frequency details. It was noticed
that the two waveforms were not exactly suynchronised though
by the ear they appeared to be so. In order to find out exactly the
difference in synchronisation the following tests were done:
UV recordings at 16" per second were taken at three

representative points relating to the communication of ATC with
Kanishka. These points correspond to speech portions at 070838
"Five eh Squawking and eh Air India", at 070958 "Right Sir
Squawking" and near the blast on channel 4. It was found that
the ATC was running slightly faster. At the first point the ATC
was leading by 90 milliseconds, and at the second point by 130
milliseconds. The time interval between these points is about 80
sec. By extrapolating this lead to the time of the blast which
occurs about 243 sec. from the second point, it is clear that the
lead of the ATC with respect to channel 4 at this point will be
given by 130 + (130-90) (243/80) which is approximately 250
milliseconds. This error is very small."
"Thus one can conclude that the sounds recorded on the ATC
Shannon tape are those which emanated from Kanishka during
its last seconds."
3.4.6.23 "Frequency Analysis:
Mr. Seshadri also carried out frequency analysis of the CVR and
the ATC tapes. His opinion with regard to the same was the
follows:
"Significant audio and electrical disturbances were observed in
the final few seconds of the CVR tape. It was therefore decided
to analyse all the four channels for their frequency contents at the
various places
in this pertinent region. For Fourier analysis of each signal,
digitized time data of 200 milliseconds duration was processed.
The frequency analysis was carried out using Bruel & Kjaer
model 2033, high resolution signal analyser. Frequency spectrum
was computed over a base band of 2 KHz with a resolution of 5
Hz.
3.4.6.24 "The frequency analysis of electrical disturbances in
channels 1,2 and 4 indicate presence of low frequencies in the
region of 20 Hz to 600 Hz. The dominant frequencies are in the
range of 70 Hz to 210 Hz.

3.4.6.25 "The frequency spectrum of the background noise in
channel 3 just before the explosive sound has a broad band
spectrum with some dominant frequencies in the region of 650
Hz to 1550 Hz. At the bang, many additional frequencies appear.
The frequency spectrum of bang on channel 3 indicates an
increase in the bandwidth.
3.4.6.26 "The frequency spectrum of channel 1 at the bang
position indicates a fairly broad spectrum with dominant
frequencies in the range of 150 Hz to 1 KHz. Channel 2 displays
a frequency spectrum at the bang position in which low
frequencies are dominant. It has a significant frequency range
between 20 Hz to about 1 KHz. The frequency spectrum of
channel 4 at the bang is wide-band with a broad peak in the range
of 150 Hz to 800 Hz.
3.4.6.27 "At the beginning of the crackling sound, the frequency
spectrum shows narrow band peaks around 1.6 KHz. About 90
and 300 milliseconds later, the spectrum changes with additional
peaks appearing around 400 Hz, 600 Hz and 1150 Hz. Frequency
analysis was also carried out at 600, 800 and 1000 milliseconds
before the start of the crackling sound."
3.4.6.28 The conclusions which were arrived at by Mr. Seshadri
on the basis of what he had heard and after studying the various
spectra were as follows:
"The signal in channel 3 of the CVR which corresponds to the
cockpit Area Mike shows the first signs of an audio disturbance.
The signal
time data of 200 milliseconds duration was processed. The
frequency analysis was carried out using Bruel & Kjaer model
2033, high resolution signal analyser. Frequency spectrum was
computed over a base band of 2 KHz with a resolution of 5 Hz.
3.4.6.24 "The frequency analysis of electrical disturbances in
channels 1,2 and 4 indicate presence of low frequencies in the
region of 20 Hz to 600 Hz. The dominant frequencies are in the

range of 70 Hz to 210 Hz.
3.4.6.25 "The frequency spectrum of the background noise in
channel 3 just before the explosive sound has a broad band
spectrum with some dominant frequencies in the region of 650
Hz to 1550 Hz. At the bang, many additional frequencies appear.
The frequency spectrum of bang on channel 3 indicates on
increase in the bandwidth.
3.4.6.26 "The frequency spectrum of channel 1 at the bang
position indicates a fairly broad spectrum with dominant
frequencies in the range of 150 Hz to 1 KHz. Channel 2 displays
a frequency spectrum at the bang position in which low
frequencies are dominant. It has a significant frequency range
between 20 Hz to about 1 KHz. The frequency spectrum of
channel 4 at the bang is wide-band with a broad peak in the range
of 150 Hz to 800 Hz.
3.4.6.27 "At the beginning of the crackling sound, the frequency
spectrum shows narrow band peaks around 1.6 KHz. About 90
and 300 milliseconds later, the spectrum changes with additional
peaks appearing around 400 Hz, 600 Hz and 1150 Hz. Frequency
analysis was also carried out at 600, 800 and 1000 milliseconds
before the start of the crackling sound."
3.4.6.28 The conclusions which were arrived at by Mr. Seshadri
on the basis of what he had heard and after studying the various
spectra were as follows:
"The signal in channel 3 of the CVR which corresponds to the
cockpit Area Mike shows the first signs of an audio disturbance.
The signal
peaks to its maximum of 18.5 db above ambient level in about 45
milliseconds. A loud audible blast is heard when this channel is
played at this point. An analysis of the frequency spectra before
this loud blast and during the blast shows a definite change in the
frequency composition. From all the above results it can be
concluded that an explosion occurred in the aircraft. The exact

position in the aircraft at which the explosion occurred is likely
to be about 40 to 50 feet from the Cockpit judging from the rise
time of 45 milliseconds.
3.4.6.29 "Explosive sounds on all the four radio channels
preceded by electrical disturbance reinforce the evidence
provided by channel 3.
3.4.6.30 The synchronised recording and detailed analysis of the
ATC and channel 4 confirm that the sounds recorded in the ATC
Shannon tape are undoubtedly attributable to the transmissions
from AI 182 Kanishka during its last moments. The sounds
indicate possible breaking up of the aircraft in mid air and the air
blast which follows a decompression. A very detailed UV
recording does not indicate the presence of a second explosion."
3.4.6.31 "Copies of CVR tapes of well understood air crashes
pertaining to an Indian Airlines Boeing 737 in 1979 and Iranian
Air Force Boeing 747 in 1976 were analysed for possible
reference in connection with the analysis of the CVR tape of
Kanishka.
3.4.6.32 "A definite explosion near the Cockpit was the cause of
the crash of the Indian Airlines Boeing 737. An explosive sound
recorded on the Cockpit Area Mike shows a rise time of about 8
milliseconds which corresponds to a distance of about 8 feet.
This indicates that the rise time is a measure of the distance from
the Cockpit Area Mike at which an explosion has occurred.
3.4.6.33 "The Iranian Air Force Boeing 747 broke up in mid air.
Analysis of the CVR tape clearly indicates that the frequency
spectra of the electrical disturbances are similar to those obtained
for Kanishka. Thus the series of audio bursts recorded on the
ATC Shannon tape have been most probably generated by the
break-up of kanishka in midair.
3.4.6.34 Mr. Seshadri was also examined in Court on 27th
January, 1986. In his deposition he very succintly explained
some aspects of the work which was done by him. He also dealt

with the aspect of AGC to which reference has been made by Mr.
R.A. Davis and Mr. Paul Turner in their reports. The relevant part
of the testimony in this connection is as follows :"We wanted to make sure that the CVR recording and the ATC
corresponded to the same aircraft Kanishka. When we played the
tapes for the first time we found that there was a difference of
about 1 second. Though this figure may be tolerable because of
the accuracy of the tape speeds, we wanted to investigate further
to make really sure that the ATC corresponded to Kanishka. For
this purpose we had simultaneously "recorded channel 4 of the
CVR and the ATC on a single tape on 2 channels after
synchronising the common speech signals to the best of our
ability by the ear. We started with the first speech which was
available on both the tapes, namely, "770 that checks maintain
350". This was a conversation with the TWA aircraft which is
available on both channel 4 and the ATC. The last sound which is
recorded common to CVR and ATC is the speech of the co-pilot
who says "right Sir, squaking 2005 182". After this recording
though by the ear the explosive sounds on the ATC. as well as the
CVR seemed to match, we wanted to check it in more detail. For
this purpose we had detailed UV recordings of different portions
of the synchronised tapes pertaining to the conversation between
ATC and Kanishka. This was done and we noticed that the ATC
was running slightly fast. We had about 80 seconds reference
time of conservation from Air India Boeing Kanishka and the
ATC for reference and we had to extrapolate the information in
this section for another 243 seconds at which time the explosive
sound occurs. During the beginning of this 80 seconds reference
period, we find that the ATC was leading by 90 milli-seconds and
at the end of 80 seconds the lead of ATC was 130 milli-seconds.
Thus, in 80 seconds, the ATC had gained 40 milliseconds.
"This extrapolated to 243 seconds and gives a figure of
250milliseconds. This is how we arrived at the conclusion that

both are synchronised within 250 milliseconds. I would like to
bring to the notice of the Court that we have taken great pains to
confirm this information by reapeating the tests a number of
times. We did not take the 400 cycle signal available on the tape
as the time reference. We took for reference the bunching of
signals produced by the conversation and the gaps in between the
convervation which are very clear on both tapes. Hence we are
sure that our results are right. The UV recording which was made
has been filed along with my report.
"The main channel which was examined was the CAM channel.
This was agreed to by all the experts who were present during
the first analysis of the tape at the BARC between 16th and 20th
July, 1985. One of the most noticeable things is that channel 3
which corresponds to cockpit area shows the first sign of
disturbance. Let us say for reference that the disturbance starts at
0 time. In about 45 milliseconds the signal rises to a peak value
which is approximately 18.5 db above the ambient level before
the commencement of the signal. After this point the signal
decays roughly exponentially in about 40 milliseconds to be
almost a steady level which is 10 db above the ambient level
before the explosive sound. From this we could draw
conclusions. Assuming that an explosion occurred on the aircraft.
The explosion produces a shock wave with a steep wave front
which travels in air as well as through the aluminium body and
the speed of travel will depend upon the distance of the explosive
from the point of observation. It will depend on the cube root of
the explosive and it will also depend on the ratio of the distance
to the cube root of the weight of the explosive. The shock wave
is very fast. It can travel at about 10 times the speed of sound.
Also when the shock wave hits the aluminium body of the
aircraft the vibrating panels which are defined by the stringers
and longerons transmit the sound to the CAM location. Because
the speed of sound in aluminium is about 19,200 feet per second

which is 16 to 18 times that of the speed of sound in air and the
shock velocity is also about 10 to 12 times. This signal will be
received
"first by the CAM. Nevertheless the shock wave gets attenuated
diffracted and refracted during its travels to the cockpit. Hence
the signal received at the cockpit will be an attenuated signal and
this small signal we have taken as instantaneous with the time of
explosion. As the time passes the sound waves travel from the
explosion site reinforcing the sound in the cockpit area thereby
there is a rise time. Then when all the complete sound
information is transmitted we get the peak of the signal and thus
the rise time corresponds to the delay between the first rise in
signal to the peak as compared to the speed of sound. One may
ask the question what is the speed of sound because the aircraft
has an explosion and is exposed to the outside environment but
since the de-pressurization of the aircraft through the explosive
fracture will take a minimum of a few seconds, we can
reasonably assume that the pressure of the air in the aircraft
corresponds to about 5000 to 6000 feet of altitude. At this
presure and temperature, the sound velocity is roughly 1000 feet
per second and from the 45 milliseconds delay we concluded that
the explosion should have occurred about 40 to 50 feet from the
cockpit. A question may be asked that the decay of the signal
might be due to the AGC of the CVR coming into action. Mr.
Turner, who is an acknowledged expert in the field of CVR has
reported that Messrs Fairchild tested the cockpit voice recorders
with a 10 db rise and fall of signals at the threshold of AGC and
they got a result indicating a decay time of 33 milliseconds. The
fall in the waveform of Channel 3 is about 40 milliseconds and is
well near 33 milliseconds, so an argument may be advanced that
the sound continued to remain steady and the fall in the signal
level was effected by the AGC. In order to confirm this we tested
the Cockpit Voice Recorder which was identical to the one which

was on Kanishka by applying 1 KHz waveform of rectuangular
modulation. To our surprise, we found that the decay time
roughly was 130 milliseconds as compared to 33 milliseconds
given by Mr. Turner. We repeated the tests with an initial
background and without any background at all. We further tested
with ramp waveforms, in other words, "slowly rising and falling
waveforms of triangular shape with modulations of 1000 cycle
carrier. This also confirms our finding. In order to clarify how the
tests were performed so that others can judge whether it was a
realistic test, I will explain the procedure. The modulated
waveform was produced by a signal generator. This was fed to an
amplifier. The amplifier output was fed to a loudspeaker. The
output of the amplifier was checked to ensure that there was no
distortion. Thus the signal going into the loudspeaker is the same
modulated signal which has been applied at the input of the
amplifier. This sound coming from the loudspeaker was recorded
on the CVR through the CAM in the laboratory. This is how the
test was performed. We were given a CVR tape by the
Department of Civil Aviation purported to be that of an explosion
which occurred on a Boeing 737 aircraft which crash- landed at
Madras. We did the CVR analysis of this aircraft. We first
recorded the output of the CVR of Indian Airlines CAM channel
on a UV recorder. We found the rise time to be very small. This
was of the order of a few milliseconds, about 8 milliseconds or
so. We have been told that the explosion occurred just by the side
of the front toilet i.e. just behind the cockpit. This to some extent
confirms that the rise time is related to the distance of the
explosion from the detecting CAM. The next thing that we did
was the frequency analysis of this waveform. Mr. Davis has
indicated in his report that if an explosion occurs on board the
aircraft there should be low frequencies present. When we
analysed the frequencies of the Kaniskha aircraft Channel 3, we
did not find very low frequencies in case of an explosion abroad

the aircraft. When we analysed the Boeing 737 tape we did not
find any low frequencies in the signals. The report of Mr. Davis
also provides the frequency analysis of a pistol shot which has
been fired in the cockpit of the aeroplane. This also shows no low
frequency components. So our conclusion, that it is not essential
for low frequencies to be present in case of an explosion abroad
an aircraft, was confirmed. I will go a step further to say that the
frequency received by an area mike which responds to an
explosive action abroad the aircraft will contain frequencies of
the structure of the defracted " and dragging shock wave, the
resonant frequencies of the aluminium panels defined by the
longerons and the stiffening channel members and also some
frequencies which may be of objects that the shock wave
encounters in its path. It is, therefore, impossible to calculate the
frequency spectrum that one would expect in the cockpit due to
an explosion taking place in the aircraft".
3.4.6.35 In answer to a question Mr. Seshadri categorically stated
that the word "explosion" in his report meant "a bomb, a very
fast device".
3.4.6.36 Mr. Paul C. Turner's Report
Lastly, a reference may be made to the report dated 13th
November, 1985 of Mr. Paul C. Turner. The evaluation of Mr.
Turner of the analysis done by him of the CVR and the ATC
tapes, as contained in the said report, was as follows:"With the foregoing as background, we can make several
observations. The CVR record on the CAM channel, captain's
channel and flight engineer's channel show that they were all
affected at about the same time; the copilot's perhaps 20
milliseconds later. Major disturbances which are recognized as
electrical system disturbances can be seen to begin about 60
milliseconds after the initial disturbance. This approximates the
time it would take for the electrical system protective circuitry to
become active.

3.4.6.37 "A steep wave front which would be indicative of a
shock wave cannot be seen on the CAM channel sound
spectrum; however, the spectrum analaysis shows that impulse
type sounds occurred at the beginning of the event recorded on
the CAM channel of the CVR. Since audio signals propagate
through aluminium approximately 16 times the speed of sound in
air, the CAM channel would probably have been affected by
structurally transmitted noise before being affected by airborne
noise. The geometry of the aircraft was such that structure borne
disturbances could be recorded before the airborne transmitted
information appeared at the cockpit microphone and an air
transmitted shock wave or steep wave front may not be evident
on the CVR.
3.4.6.38 The captain's and copilot's selector box channels
recorded signals which appeared to be electrically inducted and
similar to those seen on the Huete Boeing 747 breakups. These
are then followed by a signal resembling audio frequency noises
similar to an open microphone in a noisy environment or the
opening of a receiver squelch. Both effects have been seen
during aircraft breakups. The audio noise on the captain's and
copilot's channels appears to have come from a different source.
The flight engineer's channel does not contain audio noise. A
spectral diagram of the copilot's and captain's channel noises just
show broad band noise across the spectrum. The signal
frequncies extend beyond the frequency range of a microphone
both on the high and the low end. It does not fit the normal
microphone envelope. Spectral diagrams of the event on the
CAM channel show the normal microphone preamplifier
envelope summed with wide band signal of unspecified origin.
Since the signal quits abruptly with a doublet, it indicates that the
interference was added upstream of the CVR and was not just
reflected in the CVR power supply.
3.4.6.39 "The CVR record shows a signal stayed on for about

200 milliseconds when it appears that the power may have been
interrupted to both the radio channel and the CAM channel of the
CVR at the same time. It further appears that the signals to the
CVR were probably interrupted at 360 milliseconds from the
initial disturbance possibly by severance of the signal wires. It
further appears from the action of the erase head and record that
the main electrical system began to fail at this point and the CVR
bus voltage value dropped to a value below 70 volts but not
below 20 volts. This fluctuating voltage continued intermittently
for a minimum of 1-1/4 seconds at which time the voltage
evidently dropped to some value below 20 volts and the recorder
ceased to operate. The power for operation of the No. 1 VHF
transmitter can be explained by the operation of the standby bus
and battery and connection of the No. 1 VHF radio to this
standby bus.
3.4.6.40 "The necking down of the signal to a low value shows
that no signal was coming to the CVR from the CAM
preamplifier. The lack of a signal on the radio channels, which do
not need to be erased before being recorded, further suggest that
the wires were severed or
"that the transmission to Cork began after what appeared to be
the loss of the primary electrical system approximately 1-1/2
seconds following the event. Standby power would have become
available upon loss of the primary power, the number one VHF
would have become available, and CVR would have ceased to
operate.
3.4.6.41 "The action of the erase circuitry in the CVR suggests
that the fluctuating voltage seen was coming from the main
electrical system bus. Anything else causing this fluctuating
voltage down stream of the CVR circuit breaker would probably
blow it.
3.4.6.42 "The signal received in Ireland indicated that a radio,
most probably this aircraft's No. 1 VHF transmitter, stayed

operational for about 5.4 seconds following the event at which
time the entire aircraft electrical system ceased to function. This
assumes that the No. 1 transmitter ceased to operate due to
standby bus failure.
3.4.6.43 "In the conclusion, it appears that a catastrophic event
occurred on Kanishka. It was reflected in all channels of the
CVR and the CVR power supply at the same time. The main
electrical bus began to fail within 0.35 second and the standby
bus survived for only 6 seconds more at which time the aircraft's
electrical system ceased to function. It appears that the event
occurred in a manner to affect the cockpit area microphone
operation severely and to force operation of the automatic gain
control on the CVR. This loud noise continued for the life of the
aircraft's main electrical system as reflected in the CVR.
3.4.6.44 "The mechanism of how the ATC transmission was
made from Kanishka to Cork is unclear. The sound was not
recorded on the CVR, indepentent studies by Canadian and
British investigators have the Cork ATC call originating
approximately 1-1/2 seconds following the event on the CVR.
This is about the time that standby power would have become
available to the No. 1 VHF.
3.4.6.45 "This report should be viewed as an accident
investigation tool only and used in conjunction with other
evidence gathered during the investigation.
3.4.6.46 "The United States Noard/Space Command has
confirmed that there was no incoming space debris in the vicinity
of Ireland on June 23, 1985."
3.4.6.47 It is pertinent to note that according to Mr. Turner there
was "catastrophic event" which had occurrred on Kanishka. He
has, however, not elucidated as to what this event was.
3.4.6.48 After the receipt of the report, the Court requested the
NTSB that Mr. Turner should come and depose. It is unfortunate
that permission was not granted to him. Faced with this situation

and as it was thought necessary that some clarification was called
for, the Court sent a telex to Mr. Turner whereby he was asked to
give replies to the queries contained therein. He was requested
that the reply be sent by 27th January 1986. A copy of the telex
was also forwarded to the American Embassy at New Delhi for
sending the same to NTSB by way of confirmation. Previously
all communications addressed to NTSB were being routed
through American Embassy. No reply has been received by the
Court till this day either from NTSB or from Mr. Paul Turner.
According to paragraph 5.14 of Annex 13 the State is required,
on request from the State conducting the investigation of an
accident, to provide to that State with all the relevant information
available to it. It was, therefore, obligatory on the NTSB to have
seen that the information sought for by the Court by way of
answers to the queries was supplied.
3.4.6.49 Court Evaluation
From the reports of all the experts and the testimonies of M/s
Caiger, Davis and Seshadri it is clear, and it is agreed to by all of
them, that there was a breakup of the aircraft in mid-air. The
experts also agreed that the sounds recorded on the ATC Shannon
tape at 0714:01 Z emanated from the Kanishka aircraft.
3.4.6.50 Mr. Caiger has not said either in the report or in his
statement as to what was the cause of the bang. Mr. Davis, on the
other hand, is categorical in stating in his report that there was
explosive decompression (meaning rapid decompression) on the
aircraft. He has, however,
stated in the report that there is no evidence of an explosive
device. The main reason for his coming to this conclusion is that
he had not been able to find low frequencies in the spectra of the
CVR of Kanishka. Mr. Seshadri, on the other hand is equally
vehement in concluding that an explosive device had detonated
in the front cargo hold of Kanishka.
3.4.6.51 It may be that the frequency spectrum of Kanishka CVR

did not contain low frequencies but, as has been admitted by Mr.
Davis himself in answer to a Court question, it is not necessary
that in the case of every detonation there must necessarily be low
frequencies in the spectrum. Frequency spectra of 'Kanishka
CVR before 'bang' and at the 'bang' position are shown in Figs. 2
& 3, indicating presence of additional high frequncies at the
bang. Indeed in the case of Indian Airlines Boeing 737, which
admittedly was a case where there was an explosion of a device
within about 8 feet of the CAM, the frequency analysis showed
absence of low frequencies. Frequency spectrum of Indian
Airlines Boeing 737 CVR is shown at Fig. 4. Merely, because
therefore, there were no low frequencies present would not mean
that there was no detonating device on board the Kanishka. The
CVR of Indian Airlines Boeing 737 has not been analysed either
by Mr. Caiger or Mr. Davis. The analysis was, however,
conducted by Mr. Seshadri and as is evident from his report,
there were marked similarities between the spectra of Indian
Airlines 737 and Air India's Kanishka CVR. One of the
important reasons for coming to this conclusion, which has been
indicated by Mr. Seshadri, is the rise time of the bang signal.
From the analysis of the Indian Airlines Boeing 737 tape it was
observed that it had taken 8 milliseconds for the peak to be
reached. It was also seen that the explosive device was
approximately 8 feet away from the cockpit area mike. Keeping
this in view Mr. Seshadri observed that in the case of Kanishka
the peak of the bang signal was reached in about 40 milliseconds.
He, therefore, concluded that the origin of the bang sound was
about 40 feet away from the cockpit area mike.
3.4.6.52 It would be pertinent to note that even according to the
report of Mr. Davis the rise time in the case of Kanishka, which
has been given for the peak is about 40 milliseconds. He,
however, does not attach much importance to this because
according to him after about 40 ms automatic gain control would

become effective.
3.4.6.53 Mr. Davis has no personal experience of the time which
it would take for the Automatic Gain Control to take effect. He
has got the figures from the manufacturer. Mr. Davis admitted
that the time which it will take for the AGC to be effective is not
indicated in any published document of the manufacturer.
3.4.6.54 Mr. Seshadri, however, personally carried out the
experiments on a Boeing 747 by using an instrument similar to
what was on board Kanishka. From the testimony of Mr.
Seshadri it is apparent that the results which he got were
different. As per his testimony, for the AGC to be effective it will
take 130 ms. If this be so then it may be possible to conclude that
in the case of Kanishka the peak was reached in 40 ms. and
thereafter the signal decayed and the signal was in no way
effected by the AGC.
3.4.6.55 A reference may also be made, at this stage, the
frequency spectrum of the sound of the hand gun which was fired
on a boeing 737 flight deck. Frequency spectrum prepared by Mr.
R.A. Davis is shown at Fig. 5. He has stated that the rise time for
reaching the peak is almost instantaneous. Same is the case with
regard to the frequency spectrum prepared by him of a bomb in a
B-737 aircraft where the bomb had been placed in the freight
hold which is shown in Fig. 6. A perusal of that spectrum also
shows that the peak was reached in approximately 5 ms. The
forward freight hold compartment of Boeing 737 is much more
than five feet away from the cockpit area mike. If the theory of
Mr. Seshadri was to be applied then as per the frequency analysis
of this Boeing 737 bomb, the distance from the area mike could
not have been more than 5 ft. It is, however, known, as per the
report of Davis, that the bomb was actually in the freight hold
which would mean not nearer than about 25 feet.
3.4.6.56 From what has been stated in the various reports, as
well as in the testimony of the 3 experts who apperared in the

Court, the only safe conclusion which can be drawn is that
possibly enough study has not been done, due to lack of adequate
data, which can lead one to the conclusion as to the exact nature
of the sound and the distance from which it originated.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to the ear
when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are played. The bang
could have been caused by a rapid decompression but it could
also have been caused by an explsoive device. One fact which
has, however, to be noticed is that the sound from the explosion
must necessarily emanate a few milliseconds or seconds earlier
than the sound of rapid decompression because the explosion
must necessarily occur before a hole is made, which results in
decompression. In the event of there being an explosive
detonation then the sound from there must reach the area mike
first before the sound of decompression is received by it. The
sound may travel either through the air or through the structure
of the aircraft, but if there is no explosion of a device, but there is
nevertheless an explosive decompression for some other reason,
then it is that sound which will reach the area mike. To my mind
it will be difficult to say, merely by looking at the spectra of the
sound, that the bang recorded on the CVR tape was from an
explosive device.
3.4.6.58 There are various hypothesis and theories which the
experts have to investigate before any acceptable conclusions are
arrived at. It so happens that in the present case we have the
opinions of four experts, but they do not agree with one another
on some material aspects. Two of the experts, namely, Mr. Caiger
and Mr. Davis are categorical in saying that it is not possible to
measure the distance of the origin of the sound on the cockpit
area mike, whereas Mr. Seshadri has come to a different
conclusion. Mr. Paul Turner in his report dated 13th November,
1985 in silent on this aspect, though in his earlier report dated
19th July, 1985 he had categorically said that there was an

explosive device close to the cockpit.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also we have 3
different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to give the nature of the
sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid decompression while Mr.
Seshadri says it is a sound of an explosive device followed by
decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical literature on the
subject, it is not possible for this Court to come to the conclusion
as to which of the Experts is right. The only conclusion which
can, however,
be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that
there has been a rapid decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is
not possible to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is
due to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been
admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not possible to say
that the bang is due to break up of a structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the aforesaid
two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the sound emanating due to
rapid decompression. The advantage of carrying out the said
analysis is that a number of possible causes of the accident are
eliminated. On the other hand, if the analysis is viewed in
conjunction with other evidence on the record it is further
possible to determine the exact nature or cause of the bang. In the
present case the bang, as already noticed, could have been due to
the sound originating from the detonation of a device or by
reason of rapid decompression. Other evidence on the record,
however, clearly indicates that the accident occurred due to a
bomb having exploded in the forward cargo hold of Kanishka.
The spectra analysis and the conclusions of Mr. S.N. Seshadri are
corroborated by other evidence.
TESTS AND RESEARCH
3.5.1
During the course of investigation a number of groups
were formed to study and analyse evidence and data which was

available. Materials like CVR, ATC and DFDR tapes were also
given to the various participants.
3.5.2
The groups as well as other experts studied and
analysed the material with them and submitted their reports
which have been referred to earlier.
3.5.3
The experts examining the CVR tapes did carry out a
number of tests. Different graphs and traces were prepared and
the sound was analysed by them. The result of their analysis has
been referred to in Chapter 3.4 on Flight Recorders.
3.5.4. The metallurgical examination of some of the recovered
pieces was carried out at BARC. The examination of some of the
pieces showed different types of damages having been recorded
on the targets such as petalling and curling round the holes,
spikes etc. The said team carried out certain explosion
experiments. Their report on the experiments so carried out has
already been set-out in paragraph 3.2 above.
3.5.5
The Indian Air Force has set up an Institute of Aviation
Medicine at Bangalore. The Court visited the said Institute on 9th
December 1985. During that visit an experiment was conducted
in the explosive decompression and high altitude chamber to
demonstrate what actually happens during explosive
decompression and subsequently on exposure to hypoxia.
3.5.6
Subjects were taken to 8,000 feet in the explosive
decompression chamber with oxygen. They were exposed to an
altitude of 25,000 feet within one second. During the course of
this explosion a loud bang was heard and inside the chamber
there was misting and drop in temperature. After this the
chamber was allowed to run at 22,000 feet for roughly two
minutes and an experiment to show the adverse affects of
hypoxia on the subjects was done. In this experiment, subjects
were asked to write a given sentence while their oxygen supply
was cut off. It was observed that initially the subjects kept on
writing the sentence correctly and then

after about 120 seconds they started making errors while writing
the sentence and finally they stopped writing. At this stage
oxygen was re-started and within a few seconds, the subjects
started writing their sentence once again. The experiment was
completed at this stage and the altitude chamber was brought
down to ground level.
3.5.7
The subjects were taken out and were asked questions
as to what did they feel. They explained that at the time of
explosive decompression, they heard a loud bang, felt cold and
saw misting inside the chamber. They also found air escaping
from their lungs. On further enquiry about the experiment
pertaining to hypoxia, they said that they felt light headed and
after that they did not know what happened till they once again
noticed that they were writing on a piece of paper.
SECURITY
3.6.1
The evidence and the statements filed on record show
that Canadian Security arrangements in place prior to 23rd June,
1985 met the international requirements for civil air
transportation. However, before this date, the emphasis was on
preventing the boarding of weapons including explosive devices
in hand baggage. Hence, the screening of checked baggage was
only undertaken in conditions of a heightened threat as was the
case with respect to Air India flights.
3.6.2
Air India, as required by Canadian regulation, had a
security programme. Because of the threat level assessed against
the Airline, Air India had more extensive security measures than
almost any other Canadian or international airline. These
measures were generally in accordance with the recommended
procedures of the ICAO Security Manual for special risk flights.
Air India had also requested and had received and arranged for
extra security for the month of June, 1985. For Air India flight
181/182, Air India provided a security officer from its New York
Office to oversee the security at Toronto and Montreal.

3.6.3
As it became apparent during the course of investigation
that security would be an important aspect whilch would require
the attention of the Court, Mr. Rodney Wallis, Director,
Facilitation and Security, International Air Transport Association
was good enough to appear in Court on 24th January, 1986. His
testimony on certain aspects of security was recorded in camera
by the Court on that date. The expert evidence has been taken
into consideration while formulating some of the
recommendations.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
3.7.1
The manner in which persons and organisations from
five different countries combined their resources and efforts in
connection with this accident is an object lesson in international
cooperation.
3.7.2
From the time the accident occurred, till the conclusion
of the investigation proceedings by the Court in Delhi, there has
been a consistent interplay amongst different persons and
organisations. When all the persons got together, for the first
time, at Cork the group was very heterogeneous. Each one had
his own point of view, which did not necessarily coincide with
that of another. At times, the atmosphere was charged with a bit
of tension which continued even when the Court was constituted
to investigate into the accident.
3.7.3
It was noticed that not only were the participants a bit
apprehensive and suspicious but, during the course of
investigation, there were also occasions when there appeared
some acrimony between a few of them.
3.7.4
In such a sensitive situation, careful handling was called
for. The participants' honesty of purpose could not be doubted.
All that was wanted was that there should be an effort to try and
understand the point of view of all the persons. This is precisely
what the Court tried to do.
3.7.5
It is indeed fortunate that the efforts of the Court, in this

regard, succeeded. After the Court had decided that it was not the
purpose or the function of the investigation to affix responsibility
for any lapse which may have been committed, one could see the
general relieving of tension. With the passage of time there was a
gradual building up of the confidence of the participants in the
conduct of the investigation. The participants' interest for air
safety transcended all barriers and any apprehension or
suspicion, which was present in the minds of some, was soon
dispelled. In its place there grew a deep sense of urgency, anxiety
and cooperation in an effort to see that all the participants
rendered utmost assistance for the satisfactory completion of the
task in hand.
3.7.6
The main beneficiary of this international cooperation
was not only the Court investigating the accident but it was the
cause of air safety which benefited the most. Countries and
Organisations went out of the way to help each other, financially
and otherwise, even when they were not obliged to do so. Money
and services were readily and voluntarily offered and usually the
requirements of the Court were always fulfilled.
3.7.7
As the accident had occurred only about 100 miles off
the coast of Ireland, the centre of activity, initially, was centred at
Cork. The Government of Ireland, and the Irish people in
particular, acted as though they regarded this as a national
disaster. Not only did they render every assistance with regard to
the search and rescue operation, hospital facilities, police etc. but
the people acted as if one of their own kith and kin had died. In
the situation which existed they were pillars of strength to the
relatives of the deceased. Not only did complete strangers
comfort such relatives but, more often than not, they even joined
in their grief. The residents of Cork did everything possible to try
and mitigate the sorrow of the victims' relatives. Everyone did
their small bit, even the children of Cork queued up to place
flowers at the coffins of the victims.

3.7.8
The Representatives of the Government of Canada also
came to the scene, at the initial stages itself, and rendered full
help and cooperation till the last. The major brunt of the mapping
and the salvage operations was borne by Canada. Willingly and
without any demur it incurred huge expenses, which must have
been to the tune of a few million dollars, in carrying out these
operations. It rendered full help and assitance to the Court
whenever called upon to do so. For example, it offorded full
facilities and help to the team which had been sent to Canada by
the Court in August, 1985. It was only with the help of the
Canadian Government, and the CASB and RCMP in particular,
that the Court was able to obtain evidence and information
relating to the accident. Without Canadian help the conduct of
the investigation would have only been speculative in nature.
3.7.9
On their own, and without any request from the Court or
from the Government of India, the Government of United States
decided to lend a helping hand in the salvage operations. This
was done
at a very critical juncture when financial help and expertise were
required so as to salvage the important critical pieces of the
wreckage. It arranged for the services of a salvage expert and it
also made necessary arrangements for the deployment of a
second ship, duly fitted with necessary equipment to enable it to
salvage some of the heavier pieces of the wreckage. The Court
understands that the amount which was contributed in meeting
the expenses by the United States was to the tune of U.S. $
700,000.
3.7.10 The Government of United Kingdom also provided ship
and helicopters in connection with the search and rescue
operations. Even during the time when salvage operations were
being carried out it was the British Helicopters which assisted in
transporting personnel to and from the ship which were engaged
in the salvage operations. The A.I.B. at Farnborough, on being

asked by the Court to do so, carried out a very detailed analysis
of the CVR and the ATC tapes.
3.7.11 Being the state of Registry of the aircraft and also the
state holding the investigation, the major brunt of the work fell
on the shoulders of officers of the Government of India and
BARC. They acted as coordinators who had to oversee the work
being carried out by persons belonging to diverse organisations
and coming from different countries. Young engineers of Air
India took turns in going aboard the ships and manning the
Control Centre at Cork. They worked in conjunction with the
engineers of Boeing and CASB and the crew members of the
ships during the salvage operations. Without their enthusiastic
participation the progress of the salvage operations would have
been severely hampered.
3.7.12 The Scientists from BARC and National Aeronautical
Laboratory, Bangalore were ever ready and willing to work
together with the experts from abroad. Whenever called upon to
do so, they rendered whatever assistance which was desired by
the Court and the other participants.
3.7.13 It was seen that when the persons, coming from
different countries and backgrounds, worked together with
sincerety and honesty of purpose then they functioned smoothly
and harmoniously, and usually arrived at an agreed solution or
finding. These days it is indeed rare to see such a degree of
international cooperation between different persons,
organisations and countries.
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 From the evidence which is available what has now to be
determined is as to what caused the accident.
4.2 Finding the cause of the accident is usually a deduction from
known set of facts. In the present case known facts are not very
many, but there are a number of possible events which might
have happened which could have led to the crash.

4.3 The first task is to try and marshal the facts which may have
a bearing as to the cause of the accident.
4.4 It is undisputed, and there is ample evidence on the record to
prove it, that Air India's Kanishka had a normal and uneventful
flight out of Montreal. The aircraft had been in air for about five
hours and was cruising smoothly at an altitude of 31,000 feet.
The readout from the CVR shows that there was no emergency
on board till the catastrophic event had occurred. This is
corroborated by the printout available from the DFDR. The event
occurred at approximately 0714 Z and that brought the aircraft
down, and it probably hit the surface of the sea within a distance
of 5 miles. The time within which the plane came down at such a
steep angle could not have been more than very few minutes.
There was a sudden snapping of the communication between the
aircraft and the ground. The aircraft had also suddenly
disappeared from the radar.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000 feet which
had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could have possibly
happened to it? The aircraft was apparently incapacitated and this
was due either to it having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an explosive device
within the aircraft.
4.6 Evidence indicates that after the event had occurred, though
the pilots did not or were not in a position to communicate with
the ground, they nevertheless appeared to have taken some
action. According to Mr. Laflamme, witness No. 12, the
examination of the wreckage showed that spoilers had been
deployed and this must have been done
with a view to enter into emergency descent. He has further
speculated that such an emergency descent would support or
perhaps cause a rupture in the forward area or a partial damage to
the hydraulic system or damage to the control system which
created such a condition that the pilots were not able to control

the flight. The wreckage fruther showed that the jack screw for
the stabilizer trim was found in the nose-up position and it was
hard to explain how this got there merely as a result of impact
with the water. The trim being in that position could only have
been due to the pilot selecting it or as a result of a situation
created by an explosion. In that position, and at a high aircraft
speed, there would have been an extremely high g-loading on the
aircraft.
4.7 It can further be speculated that if an explosion takes place
in the forward cargo compartment, the oxygen stream might have
been damaged so that when the pilots donned their masks as part
of the emergency drill for explosive decompression, they were
not breathing enriched oxygen and the time of useful
consciousness at about 31,000 feet would be significantly less
than 30 seconds under high stress and if the pilots became
unconscious as a result of this, then the aircraft would have got
out of control which would explain the subsequent events.
4.8 None of the participants have produced any evidence which
could lead one to the conclusion, that there was any external hit
to the aircraft. In fact in the report dated 13th November, 1985,
Mr. Paul Turner has stated as follows:
"The United States Norad/Space Command has confirmed that
there was no incoming space debris in the vicinity of Ireland on
June 23, 1985."
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities viz.,
structural failure or accident having been caused due to a bomb
having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points
to the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a
bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time
there is complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was any
structural failure.

4.11The circumstantial and direct evidence which leads to the
aforesaid conclusion is as follows :
A. Connection with an explosion at Narita Airport :
On 23rd June, 1985 there was an explosion at the Narita Airport.
The explosion occurred when a bomb exploded in a suit case
which was to be interlined to Air India's Flight No. 301 from
Tokyo to Bangkok. The following events, which had occurred
prior to this explosion, clearly establish the connection between
the two incidents :
(i) On 19 June 1985, at approximately 1800 PDT (0100 GMT,
20 June), a CP Air reservations agent in Vancouver received a
telephone call from a male with a slight Indian accent. He
identified himself as Mr. Singh and informed the agent that he
was making bookings for two different males also with the
surname of Singh. One booking was made in the name of
Jaswand Singh with CP 086 from Vacouver to Dorval on 22 June
1985 to link with AI 182 departing from Mirabel. The other
booking was to Bangkok using CP 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
and AI 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok. This booking was made in
the name of Mohinderbel Singh. A local telephone contact
number was given and the call lasted about one-half hour.
(ii) On the same date at approxmimately 1920 PDT (0220
GMT), another reservations agent for CP Air was contacted and
requested to change the booking for Jaswand Singh. The
confirmed flight on CP 086 was cancelled and a reservation was
made on CP 060 from Vancouver to Toronto, and a request to be
wait-listed on AI 181/182 from Toronto to Delhi was made.
(iii) On 20 June, 1985 at about 1210 PDT (1910 GMT), a male
appearing to be of Indian origin purchased the tickets with cash
from a CP Air Ticket office in Vancouver. The booking in the
name of Mohinderbel Singh was changed to L. Singh and the
booking using the name of Jaswand Singh changed to 'M. Singh'.
The telephone contact number was also changed. The final

itinerary was as follows :
(a) M. Singh
- CP 060 Vancouver - Toronto Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 0900 PDT, 22 June 1985
- AI 181 Toronto - Montreal Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Toronto at 1835 EDT, 22nd June, 1985
- AI 182 Montreal - Delhi Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Montreal at 2020 EDT, 22nd June, 1985
(b) L. Singh - CP 003 Vacouver - Tokyo Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 1315 PDT, 22 June, 1985
- Air India 301 Tokyo - Bangkok Confirmed Scheduled to
depart Tokyo at 1705 time in Tokyo, local 23 June, 1985
(iv) On 22 June, 1985 at about 0630 PDT (1330 GMT), a caller
identifying himself as Mr. Manjit Singh called the CP Air
reservations office. The caller spoke with a heavy Indian accent
and wanted to know if his booking on AI 181/182 was
confirmed. The caller was informed by the agent that the was still
wait-listed out of Toronto and offered to make alternate
arrangements to Delhi. The caller stated that he would rather go
to the airport and take his chances. The caller also asked if he
could send his luggage from Vancouver to Delhi and was told he
could not check his baggage past Toronto unless his flight was
confirmed.
(v) On Saturday morning, 22 June, 1985, a CP Air passenger
agent worked check-in position number 26 at the CP AIR ticket
counter, Vancouver International Airport, and recalls dealing with
a passenger of Indian origin booked on CP 060 and then on to
Delhi. The passenger stated that he wanted his bag tagged right
to Delhi from Vancouver. After checking the computer, the agent
explained that since he was not confirmed past Toronto his
baggage could not be interlined. The passenger insisted and, as
the line-up were long, the agent relented and interlined his
suitcase. The flight manifest for CP 060 shows that 'M. Singh'
checked in through this passenger agent, was assigned seat 10B,

and checked one piece of baggage.
(vi) The flight manifest for CP 003 shows that on the same day
the person using the name of 'L. Singh' with an interline ticket to
Bangkok also checked through the same counter, was assigned
seat 38H, and checked one piece of baggage.
(vii)A check of CP Air's records and interviews with passengers
on flights CP 003 and CP 060 indicates that the persons
identifying themselves as 'M. Singh' and 'L. Singh' did not board
these respective flights.
(viii)
In a statement of William Long, annexed to the affidavit
of I.G. Pole, Police Officer, City of Toronto, he has stated that on
22nd June, 1985 he was employed as a driver whose
responsibility was to deliver interlined baggage between terminal
2 to Terminal 1 and vice versa at Toronto. He has further stated
that he had picked up 4 bags from Terminal 1 which were
destined for terminal 2 Air India. Three of these bags were from
U.S. Air originating from New York city. Regarding the last bag
he stated as follows :
"The fourth bag destined for Air India was, I distinctly remember
looking at the baggage tag and it was pink with the CP logo in
blue and
letters saying CP on it there were also numbers but I can't
remember the number, from CP Air and I remember it was from
Vancouver. On the bottom of the tag it said vancouver using the
initials YVR and the flight number which I can't remember. The
bag was destined for India. When I arrived at the CP Air belt
there were a number of bags from other airlines on the belt
included in these were the three U.S. Air bags destined for Air
India. As I was finishing loading the carts, a CP Air station
attendant who had been unloading bags from containers, I
noticed as I checked once more for anymore bags, drop another
bag on the conveyer belt. This was the bag destined for Air India.
It was dark brown Samsonite Hard sided Type 01A on the

Baggage Identification Chart. After they were loaded onto the
cart I took them over to Air Canada domestic belt at Gate 89-91".
To further questions posed to him, Long stated that this bag from
CP Air weighed approximately 70 lbs and there was something
which rattled inside the bag. He could not say what it was but he
said that "it sounded small". When specifically asked whether he
thought there was something big inside the bag, he answered in
the affirmative, and added that he did not know what was in it
but it was heavy. There was discrepancy in the time when he is
alleged to have picked up the bags which he had indicated in his
schedule when compared with CP Air Vancouver flight which
had arrived at 1622 hours. When this was pointed out to Long, he
answered "I could have may be got the time wrong, it was during
the busy period. It could have been an estimate time. But I do
remember the bag came off CP air. It could have been 16:34 Hrs.
I don't know."
(ix) The aircraft departed from Toronto for Mirable and London
with the suitcase unaccompained by the passenger who had
checked it in at Vancouver. Similarly, CP Air 003 departed
Toronto for Tokyo with the baggage of one passenger 'L. Singh'
to be interlined to Air India flight AI 301 to Bangkok even
though 'L Singh' had not boarded that flight.
(x) The linking of the two occurrences namely the blast at
Narita Airport and the Air India accident becomes startingly
evident if we look at the following chronology of events:
CPA 003 (VANCOUVER-TOKYO)CPA 060 (VANCOUVERTORONTO)Connection toConnecting toAir India 301Air India
182WESTBOUNDEASTBOUNDAll Times GMTThurs20 June,
19850057A male called C.P. Air Reservations in Vancouver and
after discussing a number of routings, booked a one-way ticket
and CPA 060 to Toronto with connections to Air India 182 under
the name of Jaswand SINGH. A return ticket was also booked on

CPA 003 to Tokyo connecting with Air India 301 to Bangkok in
the name of Mohinderbel SINGH.
1912A male attended the CP Air Ticket Office in Vancouver. He
paid $ 3005.00 in cash for the above tickets after changing the
ticket of Mohinderbel SINGH to L. SINGH and changing
from a return to a one-way ticket. He changed the Jaswand
SINGH ticket to M. SINGH.
Saturday22 JuneA Mr. SINGH calledReservations and
got1330confirmation on his one-wayticket to Torontowith
luggage to be sentthrough to India.M. SINGH checked in
withseat 10B confirmed to1550Toronto. Wanted
suitcaseinterlined to AI 182.Agent relents.1618CPA 060
departedVancouver 18 minuteslate. M. SINGH not inassigned
seat.L. SINGH checked in for CPA003 and one suitcase
interlinedto Air India 301. Assigned seat38H.CPA 060 arrived
Toronto202212 minutes late. Somepassengers and
baggageinterlined to AI 181.
CPA 003 departed 17 min. latefor Tokyo. L. SINGH not
in2037assigned seat.Sunday23 JuneAir India 181
departed0015Toronto for Mirabel1 hour 40 minutes late.0100Air
India arrived Mirabel.0218Air India 182 departedMirabel 1 hour
38 minuteslate.CPA 003 arrived Narita Airport,Tokyo. Arrived 14
minutes early0541Baggage cart explodes in transitarea. 2 killed,
4 injured, 06190714Air India 182 disappearedfrom Radar
Air India 301 departed Narita.08050815Air India 182
Scheduledarrival Heathrow (fuel stop).
(xi) It would indeed to too much of a coincidence that two
persons, whose tickets were bought at the same time and who
had checked in under the names of 'L. Singh' and 'M. Singh'
missed their respective flights, more so when 'M. Singh' had
insisted at the check in counter at Vancouver that he should be

interlined, even though his seat from Toronto on AI 181/182 was
not confirmed, and his baggage (one suitcase) accepted and be
routed through to Delhi. If there had been some reason for 'gate
no-show' by both of them, one would ordinarily have expected
both, or at least one of them, to have made efforts, at that time or
thereafter, either to ask for refund of money or they should have
contacted the airline staff at the Airport and asked that they
should be put on another flight.
(xii)A large amount of money had been spent on the purchase of
the two tickets and a question which comes to mind is as to why
was this money spent if both the tickets were to be wasted and no
one was to travel on them, after having checked in and obtained
boarding cards. Furthermore, no effort has been made by any of
these two persons to try and lodge a claim for the baggage which
they had checked in.
(xiii)
The aforesaid facts clearly indicate the connection
between
the travel plans of so called 'L. Singh' and 'M. Singh'. In fact the
manner in which the reservations were changed to the names of
'M. Singh' and 'L. Singh' shows the anxiety of some one to hide
behind the identity of persons who bore notorious names.
(xiv)
The interlined baggage exploded at Narita Airport and
there is strong probability that the suticase from Vancouver,
which was interlined to AI 182, contained a device similar to the
one which had exploded at Narita Airport on 23 June, 1985.
B. CVR and DFDR both stopped simultaneously:
There was simultaneous interruption of electrical power to the
flight recorders. The electrical supply could have been
interrupted either because of the cables being cut or because of
total electric failure. Power supply wires to the CVR and the
DFDR run under the passenger cabin ceiling on the left and the
right hand side. The supply of electricity through these cables
originates from the MEC compartment, which is in front of the

forward cargo hold. If the CVR and the DFDR had stopped due
to the breakage of electrical supply wires as a result of possible
explosion in the aft cargo hold there would have had to be an
instantaneous break of almost the entire section of fuselage,
because both these recorders had stoped simultaneously. In such
a catastrophic event it is not possible that the bottom skin panels
of the aft cargo compartment would remain undistorted, or would
have no rupture or holes in them. Furthermore, in such an event
the tail portion of the aircraft would have been found in the
beginning of the wreckage trail, but this was not so. On the other
hand, and explosion in the forward cargo compartment would
have resulted in damage to the electrical buses located in the
MEC and that would, in turn, result in cutting off the electrical
power supply causing simultaneous stoppage of the recorders.
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting :
The transponder is located at the bottom of the one of the
forward rakes immediately forward of the front cargo
compartment. Signals from this also stopped being received by
the secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the CVR
and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at about the same
time, when the signals from ATC transponder had also ceased, it
is reasonable to presume that there must have been a complete
breackdown of electrical supply which had affected all the three
units. The only event which could have caused such a damage to
paralyse the entire MEC compartment could only have been an
explosion in the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electricl power supply from the MEC
compartment. In known cases of aircraft being subjected to rapid
decompression there has never been such an instantaneous and
total stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircrafts have been
known to have continued to fly and communicate with the
ground even after decompression.

D. Non-supply of Oxygen :
Oxygen supply cylinders are located in the ceiling of the forward
cargo compartment. Any rupture of the only pipeline which
supplies oxygen to the passengers would result in there being no
surge of oxygen flow, which alone drops the oxygen masks. The
inspection of the wreckage shows that there is no indication of
the oxygen masks ever having dropped. A rupture of this
pipeline, simultaneously with power rupture, could only have
been caused if there had been a detonation of the explosive
device in the front cargo hold.
E. Damage in air :
The examination of the floating and the other wreckage shows
that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl,
right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This damage
could have occurred only if objects had been ejected from the
front portion of the aircraft when it was still in the air. The cargo
door of the front cargo compartment was also found ruptured
from above. This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the objects
to come out and thereby damaging the components on the right
hand side.
F. Evidence of Overpressurization :
The examination of the structural panels and the other parts of
the forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo compartment,
recovered from the sea bed, indicates that overpressure condition
had occurred in both the cargo compartments. The failure of the
passenger cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the compartments. It
cannot be disputed that whenever an explosive detonates very
high pressure shockwaves are formed which travel in all
directions and high speed fragments of the container, or the loose
material, also move away from the source of explosion. It is,

therefore, clear that there was overpressurization in the cargo
compartments which resulted in such rupture of the cabin floor
panels.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels
While the skin panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly
straight and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of holes. This
shows that there was occurrence of an event in the front cargo
compartment and not in the aft cargo compartment.
H. Buckling of Seats :
The seats towards the rear of the aircraft had only the aft legs
buckled, whereas the seats towards the front had both the front
and the aft legs buckled. This indicated that the whole floor was
subjected to a vertical force and was more severe towards the
front. Moreover, the upper deck storage cabin was found among
floating wreckage. The bottom of this cabin was pushed up in the
shape of a dome with no evidence of impact damage. This
deformation was indicative of having been caused, possibly, as a
result of a shockwave.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results :
A metallurgical examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. Microscopy around some of the holes discloses
that they have such characteristics like twinning which can be
present only if the holes had been puntured due to the detonation
of an explosive device.
J. CVR Tape Analysis :
The report of CVR tape analysis by Mr. S.N. Seshadri also
corroborates the aforesaid evidence i.e. that there was a bomb in
the forward cargo hold of the aircraft.
RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 ICAO, IATA and the States should :(a) undertake an ongoing review of established aviation security

standards to prevent the placement of explosive substances on
board commercial aircraft;
(b) establish a programme of monitoring the implimentation of
security measures in airports around the world, in cooperation
with the Governments concerned. For each airport studied, it
should report its findings and recomend any improvements that
may be required;
(c) consider establishing a group of civil aviation experts to
investigate serious breaches of security. The purpose of these
investigations would be to determine the facts of an incident so
that necessary measures could be developed and implemented
world wide to prevent similar breaches in the future.
Note : As it may take some time for ICAO and IATA to
implement these recommendations, at least those countries which
have international air traffic should take up effective measures
without delay.
5.2 ICAO should :(a) develop a model clause on security that could be used in the
bilateral air agreements that govern the exchange of air traffic
rights between countries;
(b) consider establishing standards for the training of security
personnel.
5.3 IATA should develop practical procedures for reconciliation
of interlined passengers and their baggage at intermediate
airports.
5.4 Interlining of checked-in baggage should not be done if a
passenger does not have a confirmed reservation on the onward
carrier flight.
5.5 The baggage of interlined passengers should be matched
with passengers by the onward carriers before loading the
baggage on the aircraft.
5.6 Whenever a Government becomes aware of particular high
risk security threat it should notify not only the airline at risk, but

also all connecting airlines in order that extra precaution can be
taken at potential points of introduction of interline baggage into
the system.
5.7 When an Airline is aware of a high security threat it should
communicate the same to the host state as well as, if possible and
prudent, to the other airlines operating there.
5.8 Passenger count should be done at boarding gate and in case
of 'no gate show' of a passenger, his baggage must be off-loaded.
5.9 All checked-in baggage, whether it has been screened by Xray machine or not, should be personally matched and identified
with the passengers boarding an aircraft. Any baggage which is
not so identified should be off-loaded. This is advisable as
examination of the baggage with the help of an X-ray machine
has its own limitations and is not fool proof. Some explosives
hidden in Radios, Cameras etc. may not be readily detected by
such a machine. In fact an explosive not placed in a metallic
container will not be detectable by an X-ray machine. Similarly,
a plastic explosive can be given an innocuous shape or form so
as to avoid detection by an X-Ray. Reliance on an X-Ray
machine alone may in fact provide a false sense of security.
5.10Effectiveness of the instrument known as PD-4 is highly
questionable. It is not advisable to rely on it.
5.11All unaccompanied baggage should be placed on the aircraft
after their contents have been physically checked. In the
alternative, it should be loaded only after it has been placed in a
decompression chamber and the host state is satisfied that the
baggage is clean and the shipper has been identified.
5.12Airlines should have effective backup security equipment or
procedures available in case of machanical break down of
security equipment.
5.13All hand baggage, including that of the crew, should be
opened and the contents physically checked even if the said
baggage has been x-rayed. This will no doubt be a bit time

consuming and laborius but if security is to be meaningful, then
slight inconvenience has to be endured in order to ensure a safer
flight.
5.14The manufacturers of aircraft should take effective steps for
protecting sensitive parts of the aircraft from explosive damage.
5.15Studies should be undertaken to determine the feasibility of
physically separating the avionics bay and emergency oxygen
systems from the cargo area in aircraft so that these sensitive and
essential areas of the aircraft cannot be damaged or destroyed by
a relatively small explosive deivce concealed in luggage.
5.16The seats should have safety belts which can act as restraint
for the upper part of the body e.g. like a shoulder harness with
inertial restraint.
5.17The seats in the aircraft should be so designed so as to
incorporate shock absorbing systems within the seat and they
should be manufactured by using material which does not break
easily.
5.18In addition to the cockpit voice recorder, there should be in
the cockpit a video/scanning camera which would record the
movements and the audio sounds in the cockpit. This will not
only assist in ascertaining as to how the pilots act during as
emergency but, in the case of hijacking, would also assist in the
identification of the hijackers.
5.19The CVR should record all the conservation and sounds in
the cockpit for the entire duration of the flight, and not merely for
the last 30 minutes.
5.20The CVR and the DFDR should be powered from two
alternative sources of energy.
5.21The oxygen for the flight crew should be supplied from two
different sources i.e. in the event of an emergency the pilot and
the co-pilot must don the oxygen mask and the oxygen must be
supplied from different source.
5.22Suitable provisions should be incorporated in Annex 13

which would give power to an Investigator to record evidence
outside the country of investigation and also to summon witness
from abroad. It should also be mandatory on the contracting
States to give information sought for by an Investigator.
(B. N. KIRPAL)
February 26, 1986
COURT
We agree with the conclusions and recommendations stated
above.
ASSESSORS
(V. Ramachandran) (J.S. Gharia)
(J.S. Dhillon)
(J.K. Mehra)
(B.K. Bhasin)
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POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED DEBRIS
AIR INDIA 747 VT-EFO
KANISHKA AIRCRAFT

SECTIONTARGETLATLONGDESCEIPTION41 DOOR19251
03.2812 47.74FIRST CLASS AND COCKPIT AREA (+ UPPER
DECK DOOR)4113151 03.2112 47.93LEFT HAND UPPER
DECK SLIDE MECHANISM4113451 03.2812 47.81NOSE
LANDING GEAR4126551 02.3712 44.51LANDING GEAR
DOOR (NOSE GEAR)4124451 03.5612 48.19UPPER DECK
WINDOW TRIM (REVEAL)416351 02.5112 47.372 FIRST
CLASS SEATS417751 02.5912 47.832 FIRST CLASS
SEATS42 DOOR19351 03.3012 47.85PIECE OF FUSELAGE,
WING PLUS LANDING GEAR (#2 LEFT DOOR)4213851
03.3712 47.77SMALL PIECE OF WRECKAGE (BS 800)
4220051 03.34712 47.831Dual Heat Exchanger42 DOOR20451
03.3312 47.87FORWARD CARGO DOOR + FLOOR4225551
03.7212 48.01GALLEY COMPLEX (UPPER DECK)4223251
03.4912 47.92'P93' RACK MARKED 'DANGER HIGH
VOLTAGE' (BS 670)4232751 01.6212 43.03NACA SCOOP42
DOOR35851 03.3912 47.86MASS OF DEBRIS (#2 RIGHT
DOOR)4236151 03.38412 47.848BOX MARKED "FAN
BLADES"4236251 03.37212 47.840MASS OF DEBRIS
FUSELAGE SKIN4238351 03.3212 47.81MASS OF DEBRIS
WITH UPPER DECK FLOOR44 DOOR13751 03.3012
47.80CENTER FUSELAGE SECTION WITH #3 LEFT DOOR
6 WINDOWS AFT OF DOOR AND 13 WINDOWS
FORWARD. LEFT UPPER WING SKIN AND ONE MAIL
LANDING GEAR ATTACHED.4410351 02.8612
46.37LANDING GEAR DOOR4410551 02.8112 46.04LEFT
WHEEL WELL LANDING GEAR DOOR4418651 03.3212
47.825KEEL BEAM4419551 03.3212 47.78WING
STRUCTURE4422451 03.4612 48.49TWO WHEELS FROM
MAIN LANDING GEAR4423951 03.6212 47.38MAIN BRAKE
UNIT WITHOUT AXEL, PLUS EQUALIZING ROD4424051
03.6212 47.44MAIN TIRE AND RIM4424151 03.6212

47.40MAIN TIRE AND RIM PLUS AXEL4424251 03.6112
47.40MAIN BRAKE UNIT4426751 03.3512 44.45PART OF
LANDING GEAR DOOR4427551 02.1312 44.10BODY
LANDING GEAR DOOR4427951 02.3012 44.64MAIN
LANDING GEAR DOOR4428051 02.2612 44.61SECTION OF
MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR4434351 03.28512
47.809MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR5951 02.5712
45.73SECTION OF LANDING GEAR4421851 03.4112
47.86STEP WELL AREA (STA 1250-1480)
46651 02.7912 49.44SMALL MOTOR 10" x 8" (FAN)46751
02.9012 49.92LOWER SKIN OF CARGO AREA 4' x8' (BS
1480))46#1151 02.0412 45.44PIECE OF OUTER SKIN BODY
STATION #1760 PART NO. 65B04325-403462551 02.2112
46.27BODY FRAME (BS 1660-1680)462651 02.2012
46.72CABIN SECTION WITH 4 WINDOWS (ABOVE 'T' IN
REG No.)462851 02.3112 47.02SKIN PANEL
1460-1800463351 02.4912 48.28AFT FUSELAGE SKIN
PANEL 'YOUR PALACE IN THE SKY' (AFT OF #5 DOOR)
463451 02.4912 48.29RIGHT HAND FUSELAGE SKIN
PANEL AT DOOR #546 DOOR4051 02.4712 47.41CARGO
DOORS C2, C3464751 02.3912 46.61REAR CARGO
FLOOR465051 02.3812 46.60CARGO FLOOR (STA 1500)46
DOOR7451 02.4912 47.71FIVE FRAMES AND DOOR-PORT
SIDE AFT (#5 LEFT DOOR)467851 02.5212 47.95FRAME
SECTION (SHEAR WEB STA 2000-2020)468751 02.5812
48.43BUILT UP STRUCTURE (STA 2412)46 DOOR9751
02.5212 47.38FUSELAGE SKIN SECTION WINDOW BELT
AREA WITH DOOR FOLDED UNDER FRAME46
DOOR10151 02.8412 47.145 WINDOWS AND DOOR (#4
RIGHT DOOR)4629251 01.8112 44.24FRAME (STA 2240)
4632151 02.3912 46.61'4R' DOOR ENTRANCE WITH NO
DOOR AND 10 WINDOWS (BS 1700)32051 01.8412
44.59FUSELAGE BOTTOM SKIN NEAR OUTFLOW

VALUE4633651 01.3412 42.03BULK CARGO
COMPARTMENT FLOOR AND STRUCTURE4636951
02.1712 46.20FUSELAGE PANEL SECTION, 4
WINDOWS483151 02.3712 48.43HORIZONTAL STAB483751
02.4712 47.99VERTICAL TAIL FIN (+ PRESSURE
BULKHEAD SECTION)483551 02.5012 48.08AFT
PRESSURE BULKHEAD ( 25%)482251 02.1912
45.68ELECTRICAL PANEL (RUDDER RATIO JUNCTION
BOX)482751 02.2012 46.83APU HOUSING486651 02.5912
47.54BODY FRAME (BS 25XX)486751 02.5512
47.50FUSELAGE SKIN (3 FRAMES FORWARD OF APU BS
2638)486851 02.5712 47.55FUSELAGE SECTION (BS 2598)
487351 02.5112 47.70PART OF PRESSURE
BULKHEAD487551 02.4712 47.63FRAME FOR OVERHEAD
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT (ROW 46 F-G)488851 02.9012
48.84CONTROL LINKAGE FROM TAIL OF AIRCRAFT
(ELEVATOR CONTROL QUADRANT)489951 02.7112
47.92FUSELAGE SKIN SECTION (BS 2598)4829651 02.0312
43.17PART OF PRESSURE BULKHEAD4831451 01.8412
44.19APU AIR DUCT4837151 02.5112 48.28AFT FUSELAGE
SKIN 10'x15' (HORIZ. STAB CUTOUT)
SECTIONTARGETLATLONGENGINES7.1310851 02.9712
47.12AIRCRAFT ENGINE (WITH STRUT)14951 03.2612
47.38ENGINE AND STRUT15451 03.3212 47.75ENGINE
SECTION (5th ENGINE)17151 03.1612 47.16TURBINE
SECTION OF ENGINE (POSSIBLY COMPLETE ENGINE)
23551 03.6312 47.07AIRCRAFT ENGINEENGINE
PARTS10651 02.9812 46.41ENGINE COWLING (INLET)
MARKED 'A124' (5th ENGINE)10951 02.9712 47.11STARTER
FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE11151 03.0212 47.20ENGINE
COWL11651 02.9912 47.80ENGINE DEVICE12451 02.8512
48.47FIFTH ENG CENTER DOME15051 03.2512 47.36PART
OF ENGINE15151 03.2912 47.42SMALL PART OF

ENGINE15251 03.3112 47.44LOWER PORTION OF
ENGINE15351 03.3112 47.44LOWER ENGINE
COWLING15551 03.3212 47.44FAN INNER EXIT
AREA15651 03.3212 47.43PART OF ENGINE15851 03.2312
47.35PART OF ENGINE COWLING15951 03.2512
47.29ENGINE COWLING16151 03.2612 47.29PORTION OF
ENGINE COWL16551 03.2012 47.21THRUST REVERSER
SLEEVE16651 03.2012 47.21UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS16751 03.2112 47.24UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS16851 03.2012 47.22UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PART16951 03.1812 47.20UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS17051 03.1912 47.19PART OF DIAPHRAM (OIL
COOLER)17251 03.2512 47.21ENGINE EXHAUST
CONE17351 03.2712 47.38ENGINE EXHAUST CONE AND
EXHAUST23751 03.69012 47.10ENGINE PARTS CASE23851
03.7212 47.10ENGINE INLET COWL20651 03.3412
47.50SECTION OF ENGINE EXHAUST STAGE #720751
03.3512 47.49ENGINE HOT SECTION AREA20851 03.3712
47.51ENGINE TAIL CONE21451 03.1912 47.36CASCADE
VANE
STRUTS7.12451 02.8712 49.05#3 ENGINE NACELLE
STRUT15751 03.2312 47.36STRUT (SIMILAR TO 149)11051
03.1512 47.16NACELLE STRUTWINGPARTS1712051
03.0112 47.98OUTBOARD AILERON (50%)1613551 03.2812
47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP AND DRAG JACK1613651
03.3112 47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP JACK SKREW1214051
03.3512 47.83LEADING EDGE SECTION OF WING1414551
03.3412 47.85WING LEADING EDGE VARIABLE CAMBER
FLAP1617751 03.3412 47.91TRAILING EDGE FLAP1218151
03.3812 47.87LOWER CARGO COMPARTMENT AND WING
LOWER SKIN1618351 03.3812 47.87SECTION OF FLAP
SKIN1618851 03.3312 47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP WITH
JACK SKREW1618951 03.3212 47.80TRAILING EDGE FLAP

WITH SKREW JACK1619151 03.3212 47.78FLAP
ACTUATOR AND FLAP TRACK1619451 03.3212
47.77TRAILING EDGE OF FORE FLAP1625351 03.3212
47.86PIECE OF TRAILING EDGE FLAP1625451 03.4012
47.86PIECE OF TRAILING EDGE FLAP1626451 02.4712
44.74TRAILING EDGE FLAP FAIRING1627751 02.1812
44.40WING FLAP1634451 03.29412 47.802TRAILING EDGE
FLAP AND FLAP TRACK1638451 03.3312 47.80T/E FLAP
TAPER AND DRIVE SHAFT1639851 03.32512 47.85PIECE
OF TE MID FLAP1519051 03.3212 47.79SPOILER
ACTUATOR1418751 03.3412 47.81LEADING EDGE FLAP
SECTION1438751 03.3312 47.853PIECE OF L/E FLAP
MECHANISM
125451 02.3812 45.86LE FROM WING1220251 03.3312
47.86WING LOWER SKIN1222151 03.3912 47.89UPPER
EDGE LEFT WING1222551 03.3812 48.78SMALL PIECE OF
WING LEADING EDGE PANEL1222251 03.3812 47.94WING
FILLER & WING PARTS1224351 03.5912 47.85PIECE OF
LEADING EDGE FLAP1225251 03.3812 47.84LOWER WING
SECTION1226251 03.8512 46.92MID LOWER WING SKIN,
ONE AFT FLAP TRACK WITH JACK SKREW1226651
02.3612 44.46LANDING GEAR DOOR1229751 01.9112
43.18PART OF WING TIP1234551 03.2812 47.842'REAR
WING SPAR'1236551 03.33812 47.842REAR SPAR RIB WITH
SPOILER ACTUATOR1237951 03.31512 47.785WING REAR
SPAR AND SPOILER STA 11501238151 03.4012 47.88LE OF
WING SECTION1218251 03.3812 47.87POSSIBLE REAR
SPAR, (WING STA 802 I.D. ON PART)1727451 02.1912
43.57LEFT INBOARD AILERON
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From: "Matas, Robert" <RMatas@globeandmail.ca>
Date: December 6, 2000 8:46:59 AM PST
To: "'John Barry Smith'" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Facts for AI 182

Thanks for the stuff. Keep in touch.

Robert Matas
National Correspondent
The Globe and Mail
(604) 631-6628
-----Original Message----From: John Barry Smith [mailto:barry@corazon.com]
Sent:
Tuesday, December 05, 2000 7:52 PM
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Facts for AI 182
<< Message: Untitled Attachment >> << File:
twabrenbigforcampgell.JPG_.jpg >>

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 5, 2000 10:45:39 PM PST
To: rmatas-globeandmail.ca
Subject: Keeping in Touch Part IV

Date: 5 Sep 1996 11:14:35 +0400

From: Communications <Communications@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Van Riel, Manon" <Manon.Van_Riel@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Wish to buy accident report
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal
Status:

Our reports are free and you should receive a copy in the mail
very soon.
Manon: could you please mail this report. Thank you.
Jacques Babin
Chief, Communications
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
---------From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Communications
Subject: Wish to buy accident report
Date: Saturday, 31 August, 1996 21:43
<<File Attachment: BDY2.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:43:32 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 322879C0.142D(a)corazon.com
FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]

TO: Communications
SUBJECT: Wish to buy accident report
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY2.P00
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi, I would like to purchase the accident report of Air India flight
182, destroyed 23 June 1985, from Toronto to London, 239 fatal,
Boeing
747-237B. It is important. I will purchase any official
information you
have available. My phone is 408 659 3552. My email is
barry@corazon.com.
I live at 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley, CAl. 93924.
Thank you,
John Barry Smith
Date: 25 Mar 1997 12:58:55 +0400
From: "Babin, Jacques" <Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Cc: "Van Riel, Manon" <Manon.Van_Riel@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: Please help, clarification requested.
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

In reply to your e-mail:
If you wish more up-to-date information on the Air India inquiry,
please
contact the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in Vancouver,
British Columbia,
Sgt. Peter Montague, (604) 264-2929.
If you want a printed copy of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board report,
please contact Mrs. Manon Van Riel (see cc above).
Jacques Babin
Chief, Communications
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
---------From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Communications
Subject: Please help, clarification requested.
Date: Sunday, 16 March, 1997 15:55
<<File Attachment: BDY5.P00>>
DATE: Mar 16 03:55:50 1997 -08:00 relative to GMT
IPMessageID: 332B6FAF.59CB(a)corazon.com
FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]
TO: Communications
SUBJECT: Please help, clarification requested.

IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY5.P00
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Please help me. Was the cargo door of Air India Flight 182
retrieved? A
recent email to me from TSB Security said it was and that is very
important if true. If false, the statement should be corrected. It is
a
very important door. The TSB is on record as saying something
that may
not be correct and if so, must be corrected.
The Securitas email was strange as it came seven months after
my
initial email to them and was in direct conflict with the TSB
accident
report of Air India 182 which said the forward cargo door was
lost on a
retrieval attempt and not relocated. Below is my most recent
email
attempting clarification. Can you help me?
Sincerely, John Barry Smith, barry@corazon.com
Dear Security,
The below email was sent to me from you. It is either incorrect
and needs
co
rrecting or it is right and is important requiring follow up.
Is it correct to say the AI 182 door was retrieved? If not, please
tell
me.

If so, please tell me when, where, and can I see it? It is a very
important
door.
If you are unable to reply about the door, can you refer me to the
appropria
te Canadian government agency?
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com"
<barry
@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft. During any aircraft crash, investigators
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause. In the case
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and

there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a
bomb blast
had occurred. Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet. Put your money on
the
experts;
you will win more often.
---------From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Securitas
Subject: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Date: Saturday, August 31, 1996 9:50PM
<<File Attachment: BDY3.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:50:40 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 32287B6A.1295(a)corazon.com
FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]
TO: Securitas

SUBJECT: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY3.P00

---------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Safety Person, The cause of the Air India flight 182 crash of
a
Boeing 747-237B from Toronto to London in 1985 was an
inadvertent opened
forward cargo door which then tore of skin which then tore of
nose to
destruction of aircraft. Not a bomb. My safety concern to TSB
Securitas
is that it can happen again. To properly assess the risk to
Canadian air
passengers, visit the web site at http://www.corazon.com for a
fully
documented presentation of the issue of inadvertently opening
cargo
doors. Open doors causing destruction in early model Boeing
747s has
happened before, it has happened now, and it may happen again.
Please
assess door opening claim by visiting web site and evaluating
documents
supporting hypothesis. John Barry Smith

Date: 25 Jan 1999 09:29:00 -0500
From: "Babin, Jacques" <Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "tim clark"
<timothyclark#l#a#r#compuserve.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"paul koring"
<pkoring#l#a#r#globeandmail.ca@x400.gc.ca>,
aviator <aviator53#l#a#r#hotmail.com@x400.gc.ca>,
omega <omega#l#a#r#omegainc.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"jim bennett" <sai#l#a#r#cybercenter.cl@x400.gc.ca>,
"barbara fetherolf"
<BabsF342#l#a#r#aol.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"edward block" <EdwBlock#l#a#r#aol.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"john king" <jking1#l#a#r#mediaone.net@x400.gc.ca>,
"lyn romano" <rosebush2#l#a#r#hotmail.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"patrick price" <papcecst#l#a#r#aol.com@x400.gc.ca>,
wireman <wireman#l#a#r#hfx.andara.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"barry mews"
<Barry.Mews#l#a#r#eclipse.com.au@x400.gc.ca>,
"dan mcglaun" <dan#l#a#r#mcglaun.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"barry smith" <barry#l#a#r#corazon.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"jay miller" <JNiessen#l#a#r#aol.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"mike goldfein" <mgoldfein#l#a#r#belodc.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"lois legge" <llegge#l#a#r#herald.ns.ca@x400.gc.ca>,
"tim dobbyn"
<tim.dobbyn#l#a#r#reuters.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"geffrey thomas"
<jade#l#a#r#wantree.com.au@x400.gc.ca>,
"paul eddy" <peddyxx#l#a#r#aol.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"david evans" <devans#l#a#r#phillips.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"james bergquist" <clittle#l#a#r#cari.net@x400.gc.ca>,
"bob rowland" <rwroland#l#a#r#aol.com@x400.gc.ca>,
"john sampson" <sampson#l#a#r#iinet.net.au@x400.gc.ca>,

"res gehriger" <res.gehriger#l#a#r#sfdrs.srgssr.ch@x400.gc.ca>,
"Aart van der Wal"
<avanderwal#l#a#r#compuserve.com@x400.gc.ca>
Subject: RE: SR111: article in Wall Street Journal
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal
To all:
Here is the text of a Statement by the TSB Investigator-inCharge, Vic Gerden, released to the media January 22.
Jacques Babin
Chief, Communications
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
Remarks as delivered by Vic Gerden to a News Briefing
at Shearwater, Nova Scotia, 22 January 1999
The media has generally been responsible and circumspect in
attempting to keep the public informed and in trying to get it
right. Unfortunately at times you are all faced with a
considerable amount of misinformation from various sources,
other than the TSB investigation.
Some sources, in their attempt to analyse and draw conclusions
from their appreciation of the facts or issues, sometimes present
misleading interpretations or inadvertently introduce misinformation.
When I release information during this investigation I must do

my best to ensure that information is accurate, based on fact, and
it must be fair to all concerned. For some issues involving
judgments, analysis and final conclusions, the TSBC process
requires that a full fairness process that involves the Parties with
Direct Interest (PDIs) being given an opportunity to review the
findings and provide their input for Board consideration. The
Board members then must decide on and approve the final
conclusions of the investigations.
When uninformed speculation gets widely promulgated, it is
unfair to the next-of-kin of the victims and can at times be
prejudicial to the investigation. And it sometimes means the
investigation team has to expend considerable effort in trying to
correct and clarify the information.
To give you an example of this, we have just finished examining
the available components of the copilots seat. This examination
has revealed damage to the seat belt that is consistent with the
co-pilot seat being occupied when the aircraft struck the water.
You probably remember the number of times that speculative
stories appeared about the crew abandoning the cockpit. That
type of speculation can cause undue hardship to the families of
the crew and the victims families. This is just one example of
misleading and inaccurate information that can be damaging and
does not further the advancement of safety.
I must add here we have only recovered a small portion of the
captain's seat and are unable to make any determinations about
that seat. Of course, we are continuing our attempts to find and
reconstruct that seat.
I can also say today that the conclusions and interpretations, as
reported fairly widely in the last day or so, concerning what went

on in the cockpit of the aircraft, are misleading and not accurate.
As you know, I cannot comment on or divulge the actual
conversations recorded on the Cockpit Voice Recorder - that is
prevented by Canadian law. But, I can say that the
characterizations and the interpretations in the media of that
conversation and events are misleading. Some of the facts
concerning times and ATC conversations and events are accurate
and you should know that the transcripts of the ATC tapes are
available on the TSB web site. But, the interpretations of the
interactions between the crew members are not only misleading
and inaccurate, but are unfair.
Early on in the investigation the investigation team attempted to
derive as much factual information as was possible from various
sources. We did not have the aircraft wreckage at this point, but
we did have the Air Traffic Control Services tape, Radar tape,
and Flight recorders.
You'll remember me saying it would take some time to recover
this aircraft from 200 feet below the ocean. When analysing that
information, care was taken to avoid any premature conclusions
in the preparation of documents for the investigation team.
We have a very large International team of investigators here.
We do need to share information and that type of document is
produced as a composite and intended to contain just factual
information as best we knew it at the time. That document has of
course been updated and changed as the investigation proceeds.
We improve our information as we get it from various sources.
Whether or not some of the information currently being
circulated came from such a document is not something I will

pursue further, but I will say that there is much more additional
information that we had to deal with and consider as time has
progressed.
At any rate if you receive information concerning this
investigation, and it has not been released by the TSB it may be
speculative and unconfirmed.
Now, I understand there is significant thirst for information about
this accident around the world. It is my intention to provide
periodic updates as factual information becomes available. That
information will also be placed on the TSB web site at: http://
www.bst-tsb.gc.ca.

Date: 29 Oct 2000 04:35:30 -0400
From: "Babin, Jacques" <Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Jacques Babin
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal
Starting July 13, the Acting Manager of Communications at the
TSB will be Johanne Ostiguy at Johanne.Ostiguy@bst.gc.ca, and
from August 7on, it will be Jim Harris at Jim.Harris@tsb.gc.ca.
_____________________
Ë compter du 13 juillet, le gestionnaire int⁄rimaire des
communications au BST sera Johanne Ostiguy
(Johanne.Ostiguy@bst.gc.ca), et √ compter du 7 aoıt, ce sera Jim
Harris (Jim.Harris@tsb.gc.ca).

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 5, 2000 10:45:31 PM PST
To: rmatas-globeandmail.ca
Subject: Keeping in Touch Part III

To: Manon.Van_Riel@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Copy of CASB report
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mrs. Manon Van Riel,
I received the below email from Mr. Babin this morning. May I
please have a printed copy of the Air India Flight 182 report of
the crash of June 23, 1985? The report may also include the
Indian report, may I have that also? There is a possiblity that the
report was revised based on new information upon a retrieved
cargo door. May I please have the most recent revision of the AI
182 accident report?
Please send to me at John Barry Smith, 551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924. I will gladly pay any fees you assess
for this service.
Thank you very much, John Barry Smith

If you want a printed copy of the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board report,
please contact Mrs. Manon Van Riel (see cc above).
Jacques Babin

Chief, Communications
Transportation Safety Board of Canada
To: Communications@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Real Responsive Humans in a government agency
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Our reports are free and you should receive a copy in the mail
very soon.
Thank you very much. I am still astonished by the prompt,
courteous, fulfilling response. Really, I have been dealing with
the FAA, the NTSB, the FBI, the Air Force, and other agencies
that do nothing.
The reason the report which I will receive in the mail soon is
important is because it is a link in a series of early model Boeing
747 crashes that have a similar mechanical cause, the inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. The door opens, gets
torn off in slipstream, takes skin with it exposing large hole
which gets larger in windstream and tears nose off, plane crashes,
kills everyone. Yes, it sounds weird that I have a cause for a
crash that others believe was a bomb. To me it's weird that
everyone believes this weird paranoid conspiracy bomb terrorist
thing when the cause is a door that has two Airworthiness
Directives against it, causes the exact type of damage described,
leaves similar evidence trails and is as ordinary as you leaving a
door open, like me, and others, trivial really, unless you are going
300 knots at 31000 feet.
My web site has the documentation of official government
reports to support hypothesis and compare accident reports. The
insight of crash cause is only due to hindsight and the internet.

http://www.corazon.com has the pages, reasoning, pictures,
opinion, and emails from all over the world discussing the issue.
I invite you to refer Canadian Air safety officials to the site for
consideration and please email me a barry@corazon.com for
comment. Thank you again for report of Air India Flight 182,
John Barry Smith
To: Communications@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: For Mr. John Garstang: Swissair match to UAL 811
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
For Mr. John Garstang, TSB investigator on Swissair 111:
Dear. Mr. Garstang, 16 Sep 98
This is John Barry Smith, we spoke on the phone a year ago
regarding AI 182 and the possible rupture of the door in flight.
Well, Swissair appears to be electrical. When confirmed it is,
then that matches the only other polyimide wired airliner fatal
accident, UAL 811. UAL 811 was polyX wired electrically
caused cargo door fatal event.
UAL 811 matches Swissair in electrical problems. UAL 811
matches AI 182 in sudden loud sound on CVR. AI 182 matches
TWA 800 in sudden loud sound, abrupt power cut to the FDR
and nose coming off.
All were fatal and all had the polyimide insulated wiring.

Sooner or later, the investigation into wiring will lead to UAL
811, the only fatal electrical crash of a wide body like Swissair
111.
Once to UAL 811 the matches to other fatal accidents will
become apparent.
AI 182 is still an unresolved event, just like Swissair111. The
investigation continues, good luck.
Cheers,

John Barry Smith
831 659 3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 5, 2000 10:41:21 PM PST
To: rmatas-globeandmail.ca

Subject: Keeping in Touch Part II

To: Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Cargo door rupture/NTSB TWA 800 Hearing
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
For Mr. John Schneider of RCMP and Mr. John Garstaing of
CASB: Send this to both please,
Sincerely
John Barry Smith

November 28, 1997
CHARGES PENDING IN 1985 AIR INDIA BOMBING
By
SEAN DURKAN -- Parliamentary Bureau
The RCMP is preparing to lay charges in the 1985 Air India
bombing which killed 329 people on a flight from Canada, says
Canada's top
Mountie.
"We have quite a large number of investigators working very
diligently in finalizing that matter as quickly as possible," RCMP
commissioner Phil Murray announced yesterday.
"It's our intention to lay charges, but we can't at this particular
time divulge exactly what those charges are or who they will
involve because
the matter is still ongoing," Murray told reporters.
Murray said the 12-year probe has been complicated because it

involves jurisdictions in Japan, India and Britain.
"This is the most complex investigation in the history of
Canada," Murray said.
John Schneider
RCMP
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Dear Mr. Schneider and Mr. Garstaing
26 November 1997
Hello again, still trying...
We are allies, we are on the same side, we have the same goal.
Let us use the upcoming public hearing in Baltimore to share our
information. I will be there and look forward to meeting you.
I wish to prevent death by preventing airplane accidents by
preventing fuselage disintegration in flight by preventing forward
cargo door rupture at aft midspan latch on aging Boeing 747s. It's
happened before and confirmed: UAL 811; and probably
happened before on Pan Am 103, and before that Air India 182.
It's probably happened again with TWA 800. The probable cause
for all is the same, door rupture in flight.
The Chairman of NTSB has said the whole issue of aging aircraft
will be examined. TWA 800 was certainly that.
Let's assume a few things about TWA 800, AI 182, PA 103, and
UAL 811:
1. TWA 800 (93,000 hours), AI 182 (23,624 hours), PA 103

(72,464 hours), and UAL 811 (58,815 hours) were high time,
aging early model Boeing 747-100, -200 aircraft.
2. Explosive decompression makes a sudden loud sound. If
explosive decompression does not make a sudden loud sound
then the cargo door explanation is not valid.
3. TWA 800, Air India 182, PA 103, and UAL 811 all had sudden
loud sounds on the CVR at event time. If not, then cargo door
explanation for that aircraft is not valid.
4. If the forward cargo door were to rupture in flight and do the
same damage as UAL 811, the nose could tear off, although it did
not for UAL 811. If the nose of an aging 747 always stays on
after forward door ruptures/opens, then the cargo door
explanation is not valid.
4. Explosive decompression is an explosion.
5. Destructive force of 300 knots onto weakened structure is
immense.
To explain TWA 800 from the top down is to match up four
aging Boeing 747s which had fatal accidents with destruction
starting in fuselage near leading edge of the wing, sudden loud
sound on CVR, abrupt power cut to FDR, fodded engines, never
recovered bodies, severe starboard side damage, similar
wreckage plots, and all were thought to be a bomb for some time.
Only four 747 accidents fit that pattern, UAL 811, AI 182, PA
103, and TWA 800. They belong to a group from which
deductions can be made. The many other evidence matches of
these four to each other are reported in the respective
governments' AARs: UK AAIB 2/90, CASB and Indian Aviation
Occurrence, and NTSB AAR 92/02; all available on web site
www.corazon.com
To explain TWA 800 from the bottom up, the evidence pertaining
to TWA 800 must be examined closely and deductions made. The

following observations and explanations refer to TWA 800.
1. CVR sudden loud sound: Explosive decompression starts as
air molecules rush against each other quickly. NTSB reported
sudden loud sound.
2. FDR abrupt power cut: Severe disruption to cargo hold floor
and adjacent main equipment compartment. NTSB reported
abrupt power cut.
3. Streak: Top part of door with fuselage skin attached spinning
away reflecting evening sunlight to ground observers appearing
as streak as it decelerates. Door is shiny metal object and light
source was orange setting sun.
4. TWA 800 wreckage reconstruction can be seen at URL http://
www.corazon.com/presskit.html and reveals the following: Red
flags on top of door indicate it was found closest to airport. Top
piece of door and fuselage skin were found closest to airport and
far apart from its usual frame and nose: Door ruptured/opened in
flight and pieces spun away first, landed first, and found closest.
5. Red paint smears between passenger windows only found
above forward cargo door: Red paint from door below
transferred when door opened out, up, and slammed into fuselage
above. Paint transfer between door and white fuselage principle
matches UAL 811.
6. Missing red paint on trim above cargo door: Red paint from
trim scraped off by friction of metal bending and rubbing
together.
7 Inward bending of top of cargo door: Inward bend occurs when
top of door hits fuselage. Inward bending of top door matches
UAL 811 top door piece inward bend.
8. Most of middle of cargo door, aft midspan latch, door frame,
and outer skin missing: Missing material not available for
examination. Door can rupture even when bottom eight latches
hold because only two midspan latches hold sixteen feet of door
closed and have no locking sectors to prevent inadvertent

unlatching.
9. Door hinges are attached to door and appear near normal:
Hinges match UAL 811 hinge description in appearance and
function.
10. Outward petal bulge rupture at aft midspan latch of forward
cargo door: Outward bulge rupture suggests rupture at aft latch.
Petal pattern indicated outward, not inward force of rupture.
11. Outward peeled upper fuselage skin: Outward indicates
internal force pushed outward, not external force, such as water,
pushing inward.
12. Vertical tear line at station 741 between windows: Vertical
tear line is nose cut off point and matches other two Boeing 747
nose cut off points, AI 182, and PA 103.
13. Starboard only shattered, torn, and frayed fuselage around
forward cargo door: Unilateral rupture suggests explosive
decompression caused by inadvertent rupture at aft midspan latch
of forward cargo door in flight and discounts center tank fire/
explosion as initial event.
From top to bottom, TWA 800 crash cause is clear to see, hear,
and touch; fuselage rupture forward of the wing on right side on
a very old and worn aircraft. The cargo door explanation is
plausible, it's mechanical, it's happened before, and it fits the
evidence. It also incorporates the center tank fire/explosion
explanation as happening as described by NTSB but a few
seconds later and and a few thousand feet lower than the initial
event at 13700 feet/8:31 PM.
I first discovered the cargo door rupture problem on aging 747s
after PA 103 in 1988 and confirmed for me by UAL 811 only
three months later. My concerns were published first in an
aviation newsletter in April, 1990 and in Flying magazine in July,
1992. I've had correspondence with a Pan Am 103 aviation

insurance company representative in 1995 regarding the risk of
another cargo door inadvertent opening. As soon as I heard that
TWA 800 had disappeared from radar and disintegrated in flight
shortly after takeoff I suspected cargo door and it was confirmed
for me when the sudden loud sound and abrupt power cut to the
FDR were reported by NTSB. All of the subsequent evidence
confirms even stronger that the cause of TWA 800 was the aft
midspan latch rupture in flight. This letter only describes a few of
the linking clues, evidence, and closely reasoned deductions
based on the observations of the evidence.
To sum up specific, irrefutable evidence that leads to conclusion
of cargo door rupture for TWA 800:
1. Sudden loud sound on CVR.
2. Abrupt power cut to FDR.
3. Red flags on top of door in wreckage reconstruction.
4. Red paint smears on white paint between passenger windows.
5. Most of middle door, aft latch, outer skin, and door frame
missing.
6. Shattered, torn, and frayed starboard fuselage structure
surrounds the blown apart cargo door yet the opposite port side is
smooth and relatively undamaged.
7. Visible bulging outward opening rupture hole at missing aft
midspan latch of forward cargo door.
A confirming exercise would be to closely examine the door
hinge of TWA 800 to see if it has overtravel impressions on the
opposite hinge which would match the overtravel impressions on
the UAL 811 door hinge as reported in NTSB AAR 92/02 and
seen at http://www.corazon.com/811page40doorhinge.html
Cargo door explanation for TWA 800 is worthy of intense
investigation. My intentions at the public hearing are to support

such an investigation. I have formally offered to speak before the
fact finding panel as a qualified technical person with special
knowledge. I will be offering literature to attendees including
pictures and text from NTSB AAR 92/02 showing big hole in
nose of UAL 811.
What can be done to stop fuselage ruptures in high time Boeing
747s?
1. Boeing must modify/fix the cargo doors again.
2. FAA can direct Boeing to fix the doors with a sixth
Airworthiness Directive.
3. NTSB can confirm door explanation and make
recommendations to FAA.
4. NTSB public fact finding hearing can determine cargo door
explanation worthy of investigation and confirm probable cause
if valid.
5. Families of victims and their representatives may be persuaded
to investigate the door and make recommendations to authorities.
6. Elected officials may be persuaded to conduct a parallel door
investigation.
7. Media can draw attention to cargo door explanation and bring
it to the attention of all concerned.
In all my discussions with persons involved with TWA 800, one
person asked the key question: "Why do the doors open?" That
was asked of me by my Congressman, Sam Farr, in his office as I
presented the cargo door explanation to him. It is a good
question.
I will reply now, as I did then, "I don't know for three of them,
but for UAL 811 it was chafed wires shorting to turn on door
motor which overrode safety features and unlatched the door
which opened outward, up, and away, taking fuselage paint with

it, killing nine passengers whose bodies were never recovered,
leaving a sudden loud sound on the CVR, an abrupt power cut to
the FDR, severe starboard side damage, and the cause was
thought to be a bomb. The other three are probably the same
reason but there are lots of other possibilities that need to be
investigated."
(Regarding the AD 'fix' installed after UAL 811, it affected
locking sectors yet the two midspan latches have no locking
sectors to be 'fixed.' TWA 800 shattered door shows a midspan
rupture with bottom latches in place. There were two pairs of
door failure: UAL 811 and PA 103 had door rupture midspan and
entire door open; AI 182 and TWA 800 had bottom latches hold
and door ruptured/opened just at midspan latch.)
I hope to work with you, the authorities and all those concerned
to confirm the probable cause of TWA 800. Please contact me
with questions or rebuttal. My email is barry@corazon.com. I
hope to see you at the NTSB public fact finding hearing about
TWA 800 and aging aircraft.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith
Persons contacted and responded:
Mr. Sam Farr
17th District, California
House of Representatives
Congress of the United States
Washington, DC
samfarr@mail.house.gov

Contacted: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
Responded: 29 Oct 1996 09:10:09 EST
John McCain, Arizona,
Chairman, Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation
United States Senate
Julie_Swingle@mccain.senate.gov
Contacted:Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Responded: Mon, 09 Sep 96 17:49:37 EST
Lyle Streeter
FAA Office of Accident Investigation
Lyle.Streeter@faa.dot.gov
Contacted: 3 Nov 97
Responded: 4 Nov 97
Al Dickinson
NTSB TWA 800 Lead Investigator
DICKINA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Sep 96
Responded: 19 Sep 96
Ron Schleede
NTSB TWA 800 Investigator
SCHLEDR@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 29 Jul 96
Allan Pollock
Media representative
POLLOCA@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 11 Nov 96

Responded: 11 Nov 96
John Garstaing
CASB investigator
Contacted: 18 Apr 97
Responded: 3 May 97
Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
CASB Official
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 10 Apr 97
Ron Wojnar, Manager
Darrell Pederson, Assistant Manager
Federal Aviation Administration
Transport Airplane Directorate, ANM-100
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
Bob Brenerman,
FAA Structural Aerospace Engineer,
Contacted: 30 Oct 97
Responded: 30 Oct 97
John Schneider
RCMP
Air India Flight 182 Task Force in Canada.
Contacted: 10 Apr 97
Responded: 13 Apr 97
Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
Canadian aviation security
Contacted: 27 Feb 97

Responded: 27 Feb 97
Secret Service, San Jose Office
Contacted: 24 Feb 97
Responded: 24 Feb 97
LCDR Donald Lawson
Aircraft accident investigator
NPG School, Monterey
Navy Accident School
Contacted: 13 Jan 97
Responded: 13 Jan 97
John Hamilton
Boeing Safety Office
Contacted: 5 Dec 96
Responded: 5 Dec 96
John Brennan
Chairman
Executive Committee
US Aviation Underwriters
Contacted: 16 Aug 95
Responded: 16 Aug 95
Michael D. Busch
Editor-in-Chief
AVweb, the Web Site for Aviators
mbusch@avweb.com
Contacted: 26 Jul 96
Responded: 30 Jul 96
Robert Knight

News Director
WBAI
rknight@escape.com
Contacted: 2 Aug 96
Responded: 2 Aug 96
Nick Fielding
Reporter Mail on Sunday
msnews@mailonsunday.co.uk
Contacted: 9 Aug 96
Responded: 9 Aug 96
Byron Acohido
Reporter Seattle Times
baco-new@seatimes.com
Contacted: 18 Sep 96
Responded: 18 Sep 96
Matthew L. Wald
The New York Times
mattwald@mailgate.nytimes.com
Contacted: 14 Mar 97
Responded: 14 Mar 97
David Evans,
Editor of the Aviation Group at Phillips
Business Information, Inc.
Air Safety Week.
devans@phillips.com
Contacted: 27 Nov 96
Responded: 27 Nov 96
Jessica Kowal

Reporter Newsday
cbhays@amherst.edu
Contacted: 11 Sep 96
Responded: 11 Sep 96
Lou Miliano
Reporter WCBS
RLM6KIDS@aol.com
Contacted: 16 Dec 96
Responded: 16 Dec 96
Royal Barnard, Publisher
The Mountain Times
Killington, VT
E-Mail RBarn64850@AOL.com
Contacted: 13 Nov 96
Responded: 13 Nov 96
Antonio Leonardi
Gianfranco Bangone
Journalists
Telematic diary Galileo
http://galileo.webzone.it
Contacted: 20 Mar 97
Responded: 20 Mar 97
Carmel Valley Sun
Editor
Elizabeth Cowles
Contacted: 9 Jun 97
Responded: 9 Jun 97
Speiser, Krause,

Madole, Nolan, Granito
Attorneys for victims
Contacted: 11 Oct 96
Responded: 11 Oct 96
Arthur Wolk
Attorney
Contacted: 23 Oct 96
Responded: 8 Nov 96
Jerry Sterns,
Sterns, Walker & Lods
sterns@pop.lanminds.com
sterns@trial-law.com
Attorney
Contacted: 20 Sep 96
Responded: 20 Sep 96
Jos⁄ Cremades
Victims of Flight 800
cremades@calva.net
Contacted: 18 July 97
Responded: 22 July 97
The following have not responded but have been contacted by
letter and email.
The Honorable John J. Duncan, Jr.
U.S. House of Representatives
jjduncan@hr.house.gov
Contacted 9 Aug 97
Slade Gorton, Washington, Chairman

Subcommittee on Aviation
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
senator_gorton@gorton.senate.gov
Contacted 19 Feb 97
Bernard Loeb
NTSB Director, Office of Aviation Safety
LOEBBER@ntsb.gov
Contacted: 12 Aug 96
John Warner
United States Senator
From: Senator@warner.senate.gov
Contacted: 07 Sep 96 11:56:32 EST
President, Bill Clinton
Chief of Staff, Leon Panetta
Secretary of Transportation, Federico Peˆa
Director, Federal Aviation Authority, David Hinson
Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, James Hall
Vice Chairman, National Transportation Safety Board, Robert
Francis
Attorney General, Department of Justice, Janet Reno
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Louis Freeh
Agent, New York Field Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation,
James Kallstrom
Contacted: All on 18 Dec 96
Wendell H. Ford
United States Senator
Contacted: 3 Mar 97
Ron Wyden

United States Senator
Senator@wyden.senate.gov
Contacted 10 Mar 97
Kay Bailey Hutchison,
United States Senator
senator@hutchison.senate.gov
Contacted: 24 Aug 96
James Oberstar,
Congressman
oberstar@hr.house.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Dianne Feinstein
United States Senator CA
senator@feinstein.senate.gov
Contacted: 7 Sep 96
Jim Kallstrom
Assistant Director
FBI Office New York
newyork@fbi.gov
Contacted: 19 July 96
WebmasterFAA@mail.hq.faa.go
Contacted: 27 Sep 96
BENSONM@ntsb.gov
NTSB investigator
Contacted: 11 Nov 96
US Air Force

hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 26 Sep 96
Department of Transportation
webmaster@www.dot.gov
Contacted: 6 Sep 96
US Air Force
jberger@dtic.mil
nefft@afsync.hq.af.mil
hewitts@emh.aon.af.mil
Contacted: 9 Sep 96
Jim Hall
Chairman NTSB
National Transportation Safety Board
Office of the Chairman
Contacted: 10 Feb 97
Tom McSweeney
Director
FAA Aircraft Certification Service.
Contacted: 21 Oct 97
Perkins Coie
Seattle, Washington, 98101-3099
Davis, Scott, Weber & Edwards, PC
New York, New York 10017
Attorneys for Boeing
Contacted: 6 Nov 97
Mr. Harold Clark
Chief Executive Officer

US Aviation Insurance Group
New York, New York
Contacted. 30 Aug 95
CNN.FEEDBACK@turner.com
Contacted:13 Aug 96
plugin@newsday.com
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted 3 Sep 96
George Magazine
Cargo door mentioned
Contacted: 17 Nov 96
David Fuhlgrum
Reporter, Aviation Week
Cargo door mentioned
mangann@mcgraw-hill.com
Contacted: 29 Oct 97
To: Jacques.Babin@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Correction Noted
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Mr. Babin,
Thank you for forwarding my email about AI 182 to
Transportation Safety Board of Canada member John Garstang.

I don't have Mr. Schneider's email either. RCMP just had arrests
are imminent in AI 182 case.
CASB to TSB noted. Sorry, I work so much with 1985 CASB
report on AI 182, I forgot.
Thanks again for forwarding.
Sincerely,
John Barry Smith

This message is forwarded to John Garstang.
Message to Mr. Smith: Please note that CASB does not exist
anymore. The
name of our organization is Transportation Safety Board of
Canada (TSB)
since 1990. Also, please note that I did not forward your e-mail
to Mr.
John Schneider of the RCMP, since he does not work for us and I
don't
have his e-mail address.
To: Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Thank you for info, need more please
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:

In the case of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
Dear Securitas, Thank you for your reply to my safety concerns
about forward cargo doors on high time Boeing 747s. In the
above you state the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of the ocean. This is very important news to me. Can you
give me the particulars?
I will update my page and make corrections with this relevant
information. Can you tell when it was retrieved, by whom, and
who examined it and concluded the latches were still in place.
Was there an amendment to the Air India 182 Canadian Report to
correct the information in it which stated the door was dropped
and lost? Are there pictures of the door? I will pay whatever fees
and postage necessary to obtain a copy of the revised report/
amendment/evaluation. Can you tell me all you know about that
retrieved door and tell me where to go to get any information
about it? My address is 551 Country Club Drive, Carmel Valley
CA 93924
Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft. During any aircraft crash, investigators
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause. In the case
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a
bomb blast
had occurred. Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet. Put your money on
the experts;
you will win more often.
To: Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: barry@corazon.com
Subject: Cargo door Flight 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Thank you again for your email of 27 Feb 97 regarding the
retrieved forward cargo door of Air India Flight 182 which

crashed with all aboard in June of 1985, tragically killing many
Canadians. Your email has encouraged me to research the official
Indian statement about the cargo door and it says, 'An attempt to
relocate the door was unsuccessful." on page 84 of the Indian
report, available for viewing on website page
http://www.corazon.com/182page84.html or through
www.corazon.com Page 84 also mentions the door was broken
one quarter of the way from the bottom edge, so the door was in
pieces. Apparently the larger piece was attempted to be retrieved
when the cable broke and they lost it and failed in an attempt to
relocate it, never mind retrieve it. It's lost. I hope I'm wrong and
the report amended. Please tell me if the smaller piece was
retrieved or they went back, found the big piece and retrieved it.
It would be very good news indeed. Sincerely, John Barry Smith
Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft. During any aircraft crash, investigators
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause. In the case
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a
bomb blast
had occurred. Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.
Anybody

can say anything they want on the Internet. Put your money on
the experts;
you will win more often.
To: Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Please comment AI 182 cargo door
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Dear Security,
The below email was sent to me from you. It is either incorrect
and needs correcting or it is right and is important requiring
follow up.
Is it correct to say the AI 182 door was retrieved? If not, please
tell me.
If so, please tell me when, where, and can I see it? It is a very
important door.
If you are unable to reply about the door, can you refer me to the
appropriate Canadian government agency?
Sincerely, John Barry Smith

Date: 27 Feb 1997 15:18:35 +0400
From: Securitas <Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca>
To: "P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: RE: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Importance: normal
Autoforwarded: FALSE
Priority: normal

Thank you for your report expressing concern about the opening
of cargo
doors on B-747 aircraft. During any aircraft crash, investigators
examine
every piece of evidence, in order to determine cause. In the case
of the
Air India flight, the cargo door was in fact retrieved from the
bottom of
the ocean by the investigators. The latches were still in place,
and there
was no evidence on the edges of the door to indicate in-flight
opening of
that door.
On the other hand, there was other solid evidence indicating a
bomb blast
had occurred. Aircraft accident investigators are trained people.
Anybody
can say anything they want on the Internet. Put your money on
the experts;
you will win more often.
---------From: P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com
To: Securitas
Subject: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
Date: Saturday, August 31, 1996 9:50PM
<<File Attachment: BDY3.P00>>
DATE: Aug 31 17:50:40 1996 GMT
IPMessageID: 32287B6A.1295(a)corazon.com

FROM: [P=gc+internet; DDA.TYPE=RFC-822;
DDA.VALUE=barry(a)corazon.com]
TO: Securitas
SUBJECT: Crash cause of Air India Flight 182
IMPORTANCE: normal
AUTO FORWARDED: FALSE
PRIORITY:
ATTACHMENTS: c:\BDY3.P00
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Safety Person, The cause of the Air India flight 182 crash of
a
Boeing 747-237B from Toronto to London in 1985 was an
inadvertent opened
forward cargo door which then tore of skin which then tore of
nose to
destruction of aircraft. Not a bomb. My safety concern to TSB
Securitas
is that it can happen again. To properly assess the risk to
Canadian air
passengers, visit the web site at http://www.corazon.com for a
fully
documented presentation of the issue of inadvertently opening
cargo
doors. Open doors causing destruction in early model Boeing
747s has
happened before, it has happened now, and it may happen again.
Please
assess door opening claim by visiting web site and evaluating
documents

supporting hypothesis. John Barry Smith
To: Securitas@bst-tsb.x400.gc.ca
From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Attention Mr John Garstang RE Air India 182
Cc:
Bcc:
X-Attachments:
Mr. Garstang, this is John Barry Smith, discover of the cargo
door explanation for the cause of the crash of AI 182. I just had a
nice chat with Mr. John Schnieder of the Air India Task Force.
He said he would get in touch with you to ask would you contact
me to discuss the forward cargo door of AI 182. Mr. Schnieder is
a police officer and referred me to you because you are an
aircraft crash investigator and sent me the email about how the
door was retrieved and latches latched. Well, since the door was
not retrieved the latch status is still unknown and we must go to
other evidence to explain the crash. After twelve years and three
other similar crashes, a better explanation emerges, inadvertent
opening of the forward cargo door in flight. www.corazon.com
has a thousand pages of documentation and analyis of the four
crashes.
In addition Boeing is conducting its own investigation into the
forward cargo door as shown by the remark of Mr. Rich Spruel
of the Task Force that Boeing had also recently inquired about
that forward cargo door of AI 182.
I trust that as a crash investigator your primary desire is to
explain a crash so that it will not happen again and will examine
all possibilities that are presented that are reasonable and
documented, such as cargo door. Please contact me through
email or phone so that I may present my case in a short brief,
enough to give you thought to either pursue the door theory or

dismiss it. Please don't ignore it.
Sincerely, John Barry Smith 10408 659 3552

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: December 4, 2000 5:32:17 AM PST
To: rmatas@globeandmail.ca
Subject: Contact

Dear Mr. Matas,
I just emailed the attorneys to ask them if it is OK for me to give
you their names.
I just sent the e-version of AI 182 Canadian and Indian report.
If you believe it was a bomb for AI 182 you will quickly lose
interest in the wiring/cargo door explanation.
If you believe it was wiring causing cargo door to open in flight,
they your interest will be piqued.
The evidence is there and my explanation of wiring/cargo door
can be confirmed by examining the video tapes of the debris at
the bottom of the ocean.
Can you examine the video tapes of AI 182 wreckage in video
tapes now held by the RCMP?
Please don't go running away from wiring/cargo door
explanation because it fits PA 103 also. Those two planes are
usually shown together as being so similar....and they are.

Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
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JUNE 1985 1.0 INTRODUCTION
Air India Flight 182, a Boeing 747-237B, registration VT-EFO,
was on a flight from Mirabel to London when it disappeared
from the radar scope at a position of latitude 51°O'N and
longitude 12°50'W at 0714 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 23
June 1985, and crashed into the ocean about 110 miles west of
Cork, Ireland. There were no survivors among the 329
passengers and crew members. The depth of the water at the

crash site is about 6,700 feet.
At 0541 GMT, 23 June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at Narita
Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT a bag
from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in the transit area of
the airport within an hour of the Air India occurence. Two
persons were killed and four were injured. From the day of the
occurrences, there have been questions about a possible linkage
between the events.
This Submission examines the information available to the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB) with respect to the
circumstances surrounding the AI 182 accident. The sources of
information include: information made public to the Indian
Inquiry as a result of the RCMP investigation; the flight data
recorder (FDR), cockpit voice recorder (CVR) and Shannon ATC
tape recording analyses by Canadian, United Kingdom, and
Indian authorities; the medical evidence obtained from Dr. Hill
of the Accident Investigations Branch of the United Kingdom;
and the evidence obtained by examination of the wreckage
recovered, the wreckage distribution pattern, photographs, and
videotapes of the wreckage on the ocean bottom.
2.0 EXAMINATION
2.1 Vancouver
On 19 June 1985, at approximately 1800 PDT (0100 GMT, 20
June), a CP Air reservations agent in Vancouver received a
telephone call from a male with a slight East Indian accent.* He
identified himself as Mr. Singh and informed the agent that he
was making bookings for two different males also with the
surname of Singh. One booking was made in the name of
Jaswand Singh with CP 086 from Vancouver to Dorval on 22
June 1985 to link with AI 182 departing from Mirabel. The other
booking was to Bangkok using CP 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
and AI 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok. This booking was made in
the name of Mohinderbel Singh. A local telephone contact

number was given and the call lasted about one-half hour.
On the same date at approximately 1920 PDT (0220 GMT),
another reservations agent for CP Air was contacted and
requested to change the booking for Jaswand Singh. The
confirmed flight on CP 086 was cancelled and a reservation was
made on CP 060 from Vancouver to Toronto, and a request to be
wait-listed on AI 181/182 from Toronto to Delhi was made.
On 20 June 1985 at about 1210 PDT (1910 GMT), a male
appearing to be of East Indian origin purchased the tickets with
cash from a CP Air ticket office in Vancouver. The booking in the
name of Mohinderbel Singh was changed to L. Singh and the
booking using the name of Jaswand Singh changed to M. Singh.
The telephone contact number was also changed. The final
itinerary was as follows:
a) M. Singh
- CP 060 Vancouver - Toronto Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 0900 PDT, 22 June 1985
- AI 181 Toronto - Montreal Wait-listed Scheduled to
depart Toronto at 1835 EDT, 22 June 1985
*See Appendix A for chronology of events.
- AI 182 Montreal - Delhi Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Montreal at 2020 EDT, 22 June 1985
b) L. Singh - CP 003 Vancouver - Tokyo Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 1315 PDT, 22 June 1985
- Air India 301 Tokyo - Bangkok Confirmed Scheduled to
depart Tokyo at 1705 (local time in Tokyo), 23 June 1985
On 22 June 1985 at about 0630 PDT (1330 GMT), a caller
identifying himself as Mr. Manjit Singh called the CP Air
reservations office. The caller spoke with a heavy East Indian
accent and wanted to know if his booking on AI 181/182 was
confirmed. The caller was informed by the agent that he was still
wait-listed out of Toronto and offered to make alternate
arrangements to Delhi. The caller stated that he would rather go
to the airport and take his chances. The caller also asked if he

could send his luggage from Vancouver to Delhi and was told he
could not check his baggage past Toronto unless his flight was
confirmed.
On Saturday morning, 22 June 1985, a CP Air passenger agent
worked check-in position number 26 at the CP Air ticket counter,
Vancouver International Airport, and recalls dealing with a
passenger booked on CP 060 and then on to Delhi. The passenger
stated that he wanted his bag tagged right to Delhi from
Vancouver. After checking the computer, the agent explained that
since he was not confirmed past Toronto he could not interline
his baggage. The passenger insisted and, as the line-ups were
long, the agent relented and interlined his suitcase. The flight
manifest for CP 060 shows that M. Singh checked in through this
passenger agent, was assigned seat 10B, and checked one piece
of baggage. The flight manifest for CP 003 shows that on the
same day the person using the name of L. Singh with a ticket to
Bangkok also checked in through the same counter, was assigned
seat 38H, and checked one piece of baggage.
A check of CP Air's records and interviews with passengers on
flights CP 003 and CP 060 indicates that the persons identifying
themselves as M. and L. Singh did not board these respective
flights.
2.2 Toronto
Air India Flight 181 from Frankfurt arrived at Toronto on 22
June 1985 at 1430 EDT (1830 GMT) and was parked at gate 107
of Terminal 2. All passengers and baggage were removed from
the aircraft and processed through Canada Customs. Passengers
continuing on the flight to Montreal were given transit cards, and
on this flight 68 cards were handed out. These transit passengers
are required to claim their luggage and proceed through Canada
Customs. Prior to entering the public area, there is a belt which is
designated for interline or transit baggage. Transit passengers
deposit their luggage on this belt which carries it to be reloaded

on the aircraft. This baggage was not subjected to X-ray
inspection as it was presumed to have been screened at the
passengers' overseas departure point. When the transit passengers
checked in to proceed to Montreal, their carry-on baggage was
subjected to the normal security checks in place on this date.
Passenger and baggage security checks were conducted by Burns
International Security Services Ltd. and all passenger and
baggage processing for both off-loading and on-loading was
handled by Air Canada staff.
Air India Flight 181 was composed of the following:
- passengers continuing to Montreal (68)
- passengers from connecting flights
AC 102 (Saskatoon) 2
AC 106 (Edmonton) 4
AC 192 (Winnipeg) 1
AC 170 (Winnipeg) 4
AC 136 (Vancouver) 10
CP 060 (Vancouver) 1 Standby (M. Singh)
- passengers originating at Toronto
- diplomatic bags from the Vancouver India Consul General
via AC 508
- produce cargo from India
- cargo in the form of 5th pod engine components loaded in
the aft cargo compartment.
It should be noted that some passengers from India book flights
to Montreal with their intended destination being Toronto. The
reason is that the fare to Montreal is cheaper and therefore some
passengers get off the flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and
leave without reporting a cancellation of the trip to Montreal. It
has been established that 65 of the 68 transit passengers
reboarded the flight to Montreal.
Air India personnel were in charge for the overall operation at
Toronto regarding the unloading and loading of both passengers

and cargo. Although the actual work was performed by various
companies under contract, Air India personnel oversaw the
operation. The Air India station manager was away on vacation
on 22 June 1985. The evidence does not clearly establish who
had been assigned to replace the station manager and assume his
duties.
Air Canada had stored in a hangar an engine that had failed on a
previous Air India flight from Toronto on 8 June 1985. Air
Canada received a message from Air India stating that the failed
engine was to be mounted as a 5th pod on Flight 181/182 on 22
June 1985. The engine was prepared for loading and component
parts were crated for loading into the aft cargo compartment. On
22 June, the component parts were taken from the hangar and
placed outside to be delivered to the aircraft by MEGA
International Air Cargo. The component parts were placed just
inside the airport fence separating the restricted and unrestricted
areas. The installation began immediately upon the arrival of
Flight 181 and was completed at 1530 EDT (1930 GMT). The
front engine cowling was crated but would not fit through the aft
cargo door. The crating was rearranged, and the door stops on the
cargo door were removed to permit the loading of the crate and
the remaining engine parts were loaded on pallets. Due to
problems with loading the 5th pod and component parts, the
departure was delayed from 1835 EDT (2235 GMT) to 2015
EDT (0015 GMT, 23 June).
CP Air Flight 060 arrived in Toronto at 1610 EDT (2010 GMT)
and docked at gate 44, Terminal 1. A number of passengers on
this flight were interlined to other flights including passenger M.
Singh wait-listed on Air India Flight 181/182. It has been
established that this passenger did not board Flight CP 060 but
did check baggage onto the flight. This baggage was to be
interlined to the Air India flight departing from Terminal 2. In
this case, CP Air employees would have off-loaded all baggage

from CP 060 and deposited the baggage at Racetrack 6 on the
ring road of Terminal 1 to be transported to the Air Canada
sorting room at Terminal 2.
Consolidated Aviation Fuelling and Services (CAFAS) is a
company which is contracted to pick up and deliver baggage
from one terminal to the other. The CAFAS driver on duty at the
time recalls picking up a bag from a CP Air flight originating in
Vancouver and destined for Air India at Terminal 2. As this piece
of luggage did not turn up as found luggage, it is deduced that
normal practice was followed, and the luggage was interlined
and loaded on AI 181/182.
MEGA International Air Cargo is a firm that handled air cargo
and containers for Air India. Since the flight was carrying a 5th
engine and component parts, no commercial cargo could be
loaded at Toronto. MEGA delivered the engine component parts
to be loaded in the cargo compartment by Air Canada employees.
Later, MEGA received two diplomatic bags and delivered these
to the aircraft. The bags were loaded into the valuable goods
container (see Appendix B). These bags were not subjected to Xray or any other security checks.
All checked-in baggage for AI 181/182 was to be screened by an
X-ray machine which was located in Terminal 2 at the end of
international belt number 4. This location would permit all
baggage from the check-in counters and interline carts to be fed
through the X-ray machine before being loaded. It has been
established that this machine worked intermittently for a period
of time and stopped working during the loading process at about
1700 EDT (2100 GMT). Rather than opening the bags and
physically inspecting them, the Burns security personnel
performing the X-ray screening were told by the Air India
security officer to start using the hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
One Burns security officer checked the bags with the sniffer
while another put stickers on the bags and forwarded them. The

security officer forwarding the baggage recalls the sniffer making
short beeping noises not long whistling ones. The security officer
who used the sniffer claims it never went off, and the only time
any sound was made was when it was turned on and off. At those
times, it would emanate a short beep (refer to section 2.8 for
further information regarding the PD-4 sniffer).
Burns International Security had a contract with Air India for the
security of the aircraft while it was docked. The security
arrangements contracted from Burns were as follows:
- security at the bridge door leading to the aircraft;
- security inside the aircraft from the time the passengers
disembarked upon flight arrival until flight departure;
- security guards assigned the physical inspection of all carryon baggage in the departure room; and
- security guards in the international baggage make-up room
conducting screening of baggage using an X-ray machine and a
hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
The statements taken from Burns security personnel in Toronto
indicated that a significant number of personnel, including those
handling passenger screening, had never had the Transport
Canada passenger inspection training program or, if they had,
had not undergone refresher training within 12 months of the
previous training.
As a result of official requests made by Air India in early June
1985 for increased security for Air India flights, the RCMP
provided additional security as follows:
- one member in a marked police motor vehicle patrolling the
apron area;
- one member in a marked police motor vehicle parked under
the right wing from time of arrival until push-back;
- one member on foot patrol at Air India check-in counter; and
- one member at the loading bridge during boarding.
In addition, all RCMP members working in that particular area of

Terminal 2 were aware of the Air India flight and would check in
with the assigned personnel during their patrols in the area of the
aircraft and check-in/boarding lounges. Uniformed members are
to patrol and monitor security within the airport premises as
detailed in section 2.5 below.
Passenger check-in was handled for Air India by Air Canada
under contract with Air India. The check-in included passengers
originating in Toronto and interline passengers but did not
include the transit passengers to Montreal. The check-in
passengers were numbered using a security control sheet in
accordance with instructions from Air India; however, the checkin and interline baggage was not numbered, and no attempt was
made to correlate baggage with passengers. Hence, any
unaccompanied interline baggage would not have been detected.
The flight and cabin crew had been in Toronto for the week prior
to this flight and were to take the aircraft to London where they
would be replaced by another crew. The crew members
themselves and their carry-on baggage were not subjected to any
security checks; however, their checked-in baggage was screened
in the same manner as other baggage.
2.3 Montreal
Air India Flight 181 from Toronto arrived at Mirabel
International Airport at about 2100 EDT (0100 GMT, 23 June)
and parked in supply area number 14 at 2106 EDT (0106 GMT).
The 65 passengers destined for Montreal along with three Air
India personnel deplaned and were transported by bus to the
terminal building. The remaining passengers remained on board
as transit passengers and were not permitted to disembark at
Montreal. Air Canada baggage handlers off-loaded four
containers of cargo, three containers of baggage and a valuables
container. Two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission in Ottawa were delivered to the aircraft by MEGA
International Cargo. One pouch weighing one kilogram was

hand-delivered to the flight purser for storage in a valuables
locker within the cabin and the other pouch was loaded into the
valuables container.
During the check of the aircraft at Montreal, the second officer
pointed out to an Air Canada mechanic that a rear latch on the
fan cowl for the 5th engine did not appear to be properly secured.
The mechanic examined the latch and found it well secured, but
the handle was not flush and was hanging about five degrees. The
mechanic applied high-speed tape to the latch handle for
aerodynamic smoothness. This repair was examined by the
second officer who was satisfied with the work. No records were
completed by Air Canada in connection with this temporary
repair.
At about 1730 EDT (2130 GMT), Air Canada, which is Air
India's contracted agent, opened its check-in counter to
passengers who would be flying on Air India Flight 182. Burns
security personnel were also assigned at this time to screen the
checked baggage. Passenger tickets were checked, issued a
number, and copies of the tickets were removed and retained by
Air Canada. Boarding passes were then issued and affixed to the
numbered tickets. Also attached to the ticket booklets were
numbered tickets which corresponded to each piece of checked
baggage. The numbered checked baggage was sent to the
baggage area by Air Canada personnel to be security-checked by
Burns security personnel.
The passengers for AI 182 after checking in were free to enter
the departure area. At the entrance to the departure area, Burns
security staff used X-ray units and metal detectors to screen
passengers and carry-on baggage. At about 2100 EDT (0100
GMT), the passengers proceeded to gate 80 where they gave
their boarding passes and numbered tickets to an Air Canada
agent. The agent kept the numbered flight tickets and checked the
numbers against the passenger list. Also, at gate 80, a secondary

security check was done on passengers by a Burns security
officer using a metal detector. Hand-carried baggage was
subjected to further physical and visual checks. A total of 105
passengers boarded the flight at Mirabel Airport; there were no
interline passengers.
Between 1900 (2300 GMT) and 1930 EDT (2330 GMT), Burns
security personnel identified a suspect suitcase using the X-ray
machine. The suitcase was placed on the floor next to the
machine. The Burns security supervisor told Air India personnel
that a suspect suitcase had been located and was advised within
15 to 20 minutes to wait for the Air India security officer who
would be arriving on the flight from Toronto. Subsequently, a
second suspect suitcase was identified and a little later a third.
The three suitcases were placed next to the X-ray machine.
Between 1930 (2330 GMT) and 1945 (2345 GMT), all the Burns
security personnel at the X-ray machine were assigned to other
duties and the three suspect suitcases remained in the baggage
area without supervision. At about 2140 (0140 GMT), the Air
India security officer went to the baggage room and inspected the
three suitcases with the X-ray machine and a sniffer that was in
the possession of the security officer. The Air India security
officer decided to keep the three suitcases and, if further
examination proved negative, send them on a later flight. At
approximately 2155 (0155 GMT), the Air Canada Operations
Centre supervisor contacted the airport RCMP detachment
regarding the suspect suitcases. At about 2205 (0205 GMT), an
RCMP member located the suitcases in the baggage room and
requested that an Air India representative be sent to the baggage
room. About five minutes later, the Air India security officer
contacted the baggage room by telephone and advised that he
could not come to the room immediately. The Air India security
officer arrived in the baggage room at about 2235 (0235 GMT)
and, when asked to determine the owners of the suitcases,

informed the RCMP member that the flight had already departed
[2218 (0218 GMT)]. The three suspect suitcases were later
examined with negative results.
The remainder of the checked baggage which cleared the security
check was identified by a green sticker. The baggage was then
forwarded to Air Canada personnel who loaded the baggage in
containers to be placed on board the aircraft. A later check with
Canada Customs and Air Canada at Mirabel revealed no
unclaimed baggage associated with AI 181/182. A similar check
at Dorval Airport was conducted with negative results.
No record was kept as to the location and number of individual
pieces of checked-in luggage. Records were kept as to the
location of the containers according to destination, where loaded
and the number of pieces of luggage in each container (see
Appendix B).
The Mirabel Detachment of the RCMP provided the following
security at the airport on 22 June 1985:
- one member in a police vehicle for airside security;
- one member on patrol in the arrival and departure areas;
- one member on general foot patrol throughout the terminal;
and
- one member as a telecommunications operator in the
detachment office.
In addition, due to the increased threat to Air India flights, the
RCMP provided the following supplementary coverage to Air
India Flight 181/182 on 22 June 1985:
- one member in a police vehicle escorted the aircraft to and
from the runway and the terminal building and remained with the
aircraft while it was stationary;
- one member in a police vehicle remained at the entrance to
the ramp;
- two members patrolled the area of the ticket counter and
access corridors, and one of these members also served in a

liaison capacity with the airline representatives.
2.4 International Standards and Recommended Practices
International security standards and recommendations to
safeguard international civil aviation against acts of unlawful
interference are listed in ICAO Annex 17 to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation. Suggested security measures and
procedures are amplified in the ICAO Security Manual for
Safeguarding Civil Aviation Against Acts of Unlawful
Interference.
Annex 17 requires contracting States of which Canada is one to
"take the necessary measures to prevent weapons or any other
dangerous devices, the carriage or bearing of which is not
authorized, from being introduced by any means whatsoever, on
board an aircraft engaged in the carriage of passengers."
In addition to other recommendations, Annex 17 recommends
that contracting States should establish the necessary procedures
to prevent the unauthorized introduction of explosives or
incendiary devices in baggage, cargo, mail and stores to be
carried on board aircraft.
The Security Manual specifies that,
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Recently, ICAO has proposed amendments to Annex 17. These
proposals arise from a decision taken by the Council in its 115th
Session on 10 July 1985. The Council instructed its Committee
on Unlawful Interference, as a matter of urgency, to review the
entirety of Annex 17 and to report on those provisions which
might be immediately introduced, upgraded to Standards,
strengthened or improved. Among the proposed amendments is
the following upgrading in the Standards:
- Each contracting State ensure the implementation of
measures at airports to protect cargo, baggage, mail stores and
operator's supplies being moved within an airport to safeguard

such aircraft against an act of unlawful interference.
2.5 Canadian Law
In terms of Canadian statutory requirements, the Civil Aviation
Security Measures Regulations and the Foreign Aircraft Security
Measures Regulations made pursuant to the Aeronautics Act
require specified owners or operators of aircraft registered in
Canada or specified owners or operators who land foreign
aircraft in Canada to establish, maintain, and carry out security
measures at airports consisting of:
- systems of surveillance of persons, personal belongings,
baggage, goods and cargo by persons or by mechanical or
electronic devices;
- systems of searching persons, personal belongings, baggage,
goods and cargo by persons or by mechanical or electronic
devices;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for locked, closed or restricted areas that are
inaccessible to any person other than a person who has been
searched and the personnel of the owner or operator;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for check-points at which persons intending to board
the aircraft of an owner or operator can be searched;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for locked, closed or restricted areas in which cargo,
goods and baggage that have been checked for loading on
aircraft are inaccessible to persons other than those persons
authorized by the owner or operator to have access to those
areas;
- a system of identification that prevents baggage, goods and
cargo from being placed on board the aircraft if it is not
authorized to be placed on board by the owner or operator; and
- a system of identification of surveillance and search
personnel and the personnel of the owner or operator.

Specified carriers including Air Canada, CP Air, and Air India
were required to provide a description of their security measures
to the Canadian Minister of Transport.
An Order-in-Council on 29 September 1960 established that the
RCMP was responsible for the direction and administration of
police functions at major airports operated by Transport Canada.
The duties of the Police and Security Detail at these designated
airports include the following:
- carry out policing and security duties to guard against
unauthorized entry, sabotage, theft, fire or damage;
- enforce federal legislation;
- respond to violations of the Criminal Code of Canada,
Federal, Provincial, and Territorial statutes, and perform a
holding action pending arrival of the police department having
primary criminal jurisdiction;
- man guard posts; and
- provide a police response in those areas of airports where
pre-board screening takes place.
Section 5.1(9) of the Aeronautics Act states that "The Minister
may designate as security officers for the purposes of this section
any persons or classes of persons who, in his opinion, are
qualified to be so designated." Pursuant to this section Transport
Canada has established criteria for persons or classes of persons
that are designated as security officers in a Schedule registered
on 11 April 1984. The criteria also specify that a security guard
company and its employees will meet Transport Canada
requirements provided that the company:
- is under contract with a carrier to conduct passenger
screening under the Aeronautics Act and Regulations;
- is licensed in the province or territory;
- complies with the security guard criteria as follows in that
the guard must:
- be 18 years or older,

- be in good general health without physical defects or
abnormalities which would interfere with the performance of
duties,
- be licensed as a security guard and in possession of the
licence while on duty, and
- meet the training standards of Transport Canada consisting
of successfully completing the Transport Canada passenger
inspection training program, attaining an average mark of 70 per
cent, and undergoing refresher training within 12 months from
previous training;
- uses a comprehensive training program which has been
approved by Transport Canada and is capable of being monitored
and evaluated;
- keeps records showing the date each employee received
initial training and/or refresher training and the mark attained;
and
- provides supervision to ensure that their employees maintain
competency and act responsibly in the conduct of searching
passengers and carry-on baggage being carried aboard aircraft.
2.6 Canadian Security Procedures
In accordance with the Canadian Aeronautics Act and pursuant
regulations, air carriers are assigned the responsibility for
security. Transport Canada provides the following security
services for the air carriers using major Canadian airports,
including the international airports in Vancouver, Toronto and
Montreal:
- security and policing staff including RCMP airport
detachments;
- specific airport security plans and procedures;
- secure facilities (e.g., secure areas, pass identification
systems, etc.); and
- security equipment and facilities (e.g., X-ray detection units,
walk-through metal detectors, hand-held metal detectors,

explosive detection dogs).
As of 22 June 1985, the following general security measures
were in place at Canadian airports:
- metal detection screening of passengers; and
- X-raying of carry-on baggage.
Checked baggage was not normally subject to any security
screening. A few air carriers such as Air India had extra security
measures in place because of an assessed higher threat level (see
section 2.7 below).
On 23 June 1985, Transport Canada required additional security
measures to be implemented by all Canadian and foreign air
carriers for all international flights from Canada except those to
the continental United States. These measures required:
- the physical inspection or X-ray inspection of all checked
baggage;
- the full screening of all passengers and carry-on baggage;
and
- a 24-hour hold on cargo except perishables received from a
known shipper unless a physical search or X-ray inspection is
completed.
Further, on 29 June 1985, Transport Canada directed that all
baggage or cargo being interlined within Canada to an Air India
flight was to be physically inspected or X-rayed at the point of
first departure and that matching of passengers to tickets was to
be verified prior to departure.
2.7 Air India Security Program in Canada
In accordance with the Foreign Aircraft Security Measures
Regulations, Air India had provided the Minister of Transport
with a copy of its security program. It included measures to:
- establish sterile areas;
- physically inspect all carry-on baggage by means of handheld devices or X-ray equipment;
- control boarding passes;

- maintain aircraft security;
- ensure baggage and cargo security; and
- off-load baggage of passengers who fail to board flights.
Under these procedures established by Air India, passengers,
carry-on baggage, and checked baggage destined for AI 181/182
on 22 June 1985 were subjected to extra security checks. A
security officer from the Air India New York office arrived in
Toronto on 22 June 1985 to oversee the security operation at
Toronto and Montreal.
On 17 May 1985, the High Commission of India presented a
diplomatic note to the Department of External Affairs regarding
the threat to Indian diplomatic missions or Air India aircraft by
extremist elements. Subsequently, in early June, Air India
forwarded a request for "full and strict security coverage and any
other appropriate security measures" to Transport Canada offices
in Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto, and RCMP offices in Montreal
and Toronto.
2.8 PD-4 Sniffer
On 18 January 1985, prior to the inaugural Air India flight out of
Toronto on 19 January, a meeting on security for Air India flights
(Toronto) was held with representatives from Transport Canada,
RCMP and Air India. At this meeting, a PD-4 sniffer belonging
to Air India was produced. It was explained that it would be used
to screen checked baggage as the X-ray machine had not yet
arrived. At that time, an RCMP member tested its effectiveness.
The test revealed that it could not detect a small container of
gunpowder until the head of the sniffer was moved to less than
an inch from the gunpowder. Also, the next day the sniffer was
tried on a piece of C4 plastic explosives and it did not function
even when it came directly in contact with the explosive
substance. It is not known if this was the same sniffer used on 22
June 1985.
2.9 Medical Evidence

Medical examination was conducted on the 131 bodies recovered
after the accident. This comprises about 40 per cent of the 329
persons on board. It should be noted that assigned seating is
based on preliminary information. Also, the exact position of
passengers is not certain because it is not known if passengers
changed their seats after lift-off. On the information available,
the passengers were seated as follows:
Passengers:*
Seats Bodies
Available
Occupied
Identified
Zone A 16 1 0
Zone B 22 0 0
Upper Deck 18 7 0
Zone C 112 104 + 2 29
Zone D 86 84 + 1 38
Zone E 123 105 + 3 50
SUB-TOTAL
377 301 (+6 infants) 117
Crew:
Flight Deck 3 3 0
Cabin 19 19 5
TOTAL 399 329 122
There were 30 children recovered and they showed less overall
injury. The average severity of injury increases from Zone C to E
and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies. Five of
these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evenly

*See Appendix C for interior seating arrangement.
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be seated
at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries from
a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear of the
aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including three
children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the right (3
in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of lap
belts.
Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion.
2.10 Flight Recorders and Shannon Air Traffic Control (ATC)
Tape Analyses
VT-EFO was equipped with a Fairchild A100 Cockpit Voice
Recorder (CVR) and a Lockheed 209E Digital Flight Data
Recorder (DFDR). These were each equipped with Dukane
Underwater Acoustic Beacons and were installed adjacent to
each other in the cabin on the left side near the aft pressure
bulkhead. The serial digital signal recorded by the DFDR was
generated by a Teledyne Flight Data Acquisition Unit installed in
the forward electronics bay below the cabin floor.
The Shannon Air Traffic Control Centre was in contact with VTEFO and recorded radio communications with the aircraft. At the
time of the accident, 5.4 seconds of noise was recorded, and the
transponder signal seen on the radar scope was lost from the
aircraft. This signal which displays aircraft altitude showed no
deviation before disappearing from the radar scope.

2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council, Canada
From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder. The initial
waveform of the cockpit area microphone signal is not consistent
with the sharp pressure rise expected with detonation of an
explosive device close to the flight deck, but, with the
multiplicity of paths by which sound may be conducted from
other regions of the aircraft, the possibility that it originated from
such a device elsewhere in the aircraft cannot be excluded.
By correlating the oscillograph records of the CVR and the
Shannon ATC VHF recording, it was estimated that the unusual
sounds recorded on the ATC tape started 1.4 ± 0.5 seconds after
the start of the sudden sound detected by the cockpit area
microphone and lasted intermittently for 5.4 seconds. It was felt
the closeness in time of the two noises indicated the 5.4 seconds
recorded on the ATC tapes originated from AI 182. The ATC
recording that followed the cockpit area microphone sounds
appeared at first to contain a series of short intermittent sounds.
Listening to the sounds, it also appeared that a human cry
occurred near the end of the recording. Spectral analysis of these
sounds and comparison with voice imitations revealed that the
recorded sounds do not contain all the pitch harmonic
frequencies normally associated with voice sounds. The origin of
these sounds has not been determined.
An examination of the DFDR showed no abnormal variations
before the accident. With the spare engine, this aircraft was
restricted to altitudes below 35,200 feet and indicated airspeeds

less than 290 knots. During the last 27 minutes of the flight, the
computed airspeed did gradually increase to nine knots above
this limit in the first part of this period and the power was
readjusted several times. The speed fell below the 290 knot limit
at about 07h:09m GMT as recorded by the DFDR; power was
increased again at about 07h:10m causing the aircraft to
accelerate to six knots above the limit by the time the accident
occurred at 07h:13m:59s. The observed excursions outside the
specified limits are not considered significant.
The aircraft was flown with 1.5-degree left-wing-down with 4.2
degrees clockwise control wheel as compared to the aircraft
without the 5th engine installation. Also, 9.4 per cent of right
rudder pedal was applied giving a 1.1-degree right deflection of
the upper and lower rudders. Considering the carriage of the 5th
engine on the left side, these figures are not considered abnormal.
When synchronized with the other recordings, it was determined,
within the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR
stopped recording simultaneously with the CVR.
Irregular signals were observed over the last 0.27 inches of the
DFDR tape. Laboratory tests indicated that the irregular signals
most likely occurred as a result of the recorder being subjected to
sharp angular accelerations about the lateral axis of the recorder,
causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record head. This
equates to an angular acceleration on the recorder about the
aircraft's longitudinal axis in a left-wing-down sense. Therefore,
these tests indicate that the digital recorder was subjected to a
sharp jolt separate from any violent motion of the aircraft.
The other possibility for the irregular signals is that the Flight
Data Acquisition Unit which generated the serial digital data
signal and which is located in the electronics bay under the cabin
floor forward of the cargo compartment could have suffered
some damage or had an intermittent power supply that caused it
to generate the irregular signals.

2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United
Kingdom
The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape. The correlation of the CVR and ATC tapes showed
that the ATC recording started after the CVR had stopped
recording and 1.1 ± 0.4 seconds from the start of the sudden
sound. The total duration of the signal on the ATC tape was 5.4
seconds.
An analysis of the CVR audio found no significant very low
frequency content which would be expected from the sound
created by the detonation of a high explosive device. Evidence of
the presence of audio warning signals buried amongst the noise
was investigated with negative results. A comparison with CVRs
recording an explosive decompression* on a DC-10, a bomb in
the cargo hold of a B737, and a gun shot on the flight deck of a
B737 was made. Considering the different acoustic
characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis
indicates that there were distinct similarities between the sound
of the explosive decompression on the DC-10 and the sound
recorded on the AI 182 CVR.
The analysis of the ATC tape audio determined three or four
words could be heard at the beginning of the transmission, but
extensive filtering did not allow the sounds to be transcribed.
Two bursts of tone occurred during the first second. The
spectrum of the tone does not coincide with any B747 audio
warning. The transmission is chopped until at about 2.7 seconds
into the transmission a loud noise lasting about 200 milliseconds
is heard. This is followed about 0.5 seconds later by a sound
which increases in volume. This sound is similar to that heard in
other accidents where there has been a rapid increase in airspeed.
Toward the end of the transmission a crying sound was heard;
however, a study of the noise indicates a human cry would
contain more harmonics. The origin of this sound was not

determined. Knocking sounds were also heard during the
transmission. These were initially thought to be due to hand-held
microphone vibration, but this was discounted because of the
frequency of the sounds. Almost identical sounds were heard on
the DC-10 CVR after the explosive decompression had occurred.
Their source was not identified. On the DC-10, the pressurization
audio warning sounded 2.2 seconds after the decompression. No
such warning was identified on the ATC tape.
*Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion.
Every aircraft provides a different signature when the press-totransmit button is released. These signatures were compared with
transients which occurred during the open microphone
transmission. There is a close match with the previous AI 182
signatures. Therefore, it is almost certain that the ATC tape
recording originated from AI 182.
The AIB report concluded that the analysis of the CVR and ATC
recordings showed no evidence of a high-explosive device
having been detonated on AI 182. It further states there is strong
evidence to suggest a sudden explosive decompression of
undetermined origin occurred. Although there is no evidence of a
high-explosive device, the possibility cannot be ruled out that a
detonation occurred in a location remote from the flight deck and
was not detected on the microphone. However, the AIB report is
of the opinion that the device would have to be small not to be
detected as it is considered that a large high-explosive device
could not fail to be detected on the CVR.
2.10.3 Analysis by Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC),
India
The BARC analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape.
Channel 3 of the recording which corresponded to the cockpit

area microphone showed the first indication of a rising audio
signal. The signal level rises from the ambient level in the
cockpit by about 18.5 decibels in approximately 45 milliseconds.
The signal starts falling and stabilizes at a level about 10 decibels
higher than ambient for about 375 milliseconds. The total
duration of the signal is about 460 milliseconds.
The timings of the CVR and the Shannon ATC tape were
correlated, and it was determined that the explosive sound on the
CVR coincided with the beginning of the series of audio bursts
on the ATC tape. The report concluded that the sounds recorded
on the ATC tape emanated from AI 182 at the time of the
occurrence.
The noise on the CVR was compared with an explosion which
caused the crash of an Indian Airlines B737. In this occurrence,
the explosive sound recorded on the cockpit area microphone
showed a rise time of about 8 milliseconds. It was also
determined that the explosion occurred 8 feet from the
microphone. The report concluded that the rise time is a measure
of the distance from the cockpit area microphone to the source of
an explosion. Hence, the exact location in the aircraft at which
the explosion occurred is likely to be about 40 to 50 feet from the
cockpit judging from the rise time of 45 milliseconds.
The report concluded that the series of audio bursts on the ATC
tape were most probably generated by the break-up of AI 182 in
mid-air.
2.11 Aircraft Structures Examination
The examination of aircraft structures consisted of the following
areas: floating wreckage, wreckage mapping and surveying,
wreckage distribution, photographic and video interpretation of
wreckage, wreckage recovery and initial examination, and
examination of recovered wreckage.
2.11.1 Floating Wreckage
During the search, aircraft wreckage was sited and recovered by

several search vessels. The wreckage was transported to Cork,
Ireland, where preliminary examination was conducted. This
examination took place in June and July, 1985.
The wreckage consisted mainly of various leading edge skin
panels of the left and right wings, left wing tip, spoilers, leading
edge and trailing edge flaps, engine cowlings, flap track canoe
fairing pieces, landing gear wheel well doors, pieces of elevator
and aileron, cabin floor panels, cabin overhead and upper deck
bins, passenger seats, life vests, slide rafts, hand baggage,
suitcases, personal effects and a number of internal fittings. The
floating wreckage constitutes about three to five percent of the
aircraft structure.
The wreckage was then transported from Ireland to Bombay,
India where it underwent further examination by the Floating
Wreckage Structures Group which then produced a report which
was submitted to the Indian Inquiry. The report concluded:
- There was no evidence of fire damage.
- There was no evidence of lightning strike damage.
- The cabin floor panels from the forward and rear sections of
the aircraft separated from the support structure in an upward
direction (floor to ceiling) pulling free from the attaching screws
and, in some cases, breaking the vertical web of the seat track/
floor beams.
- The position of the leading edge flap rotary actuator and the
damage to the flap structure indicated that the leading edge flaps
were in the retracted position.
- The six spoiler actuators found were in the retracted
position. The lower surface of all the spoiler panels showed signs
of spanwise skin splits with the edges curled into the core of the
honeycomb. The report concluded that this was possibly due to
the loading of the spoilers by being deployed in flight at high
speed, resulting in compression on the lower surfaces. This, in
turn, caused splitting of the lower skin into the honeycomb.

- The right wing root leading edge, number 3 engine inboard
fan cowling, the right inboard midflap inboard leading edge, and
the right stabilizer root leading edge all exhibited damage
possibly due to objects striking the right wing and stabilizer
before water impact.
In addition to the above conclusions, the following significant
information regarding the floating wreckage is noted in the
report:
- The aircraft was carrying a -7Q engine at the 5th pod and a
-7J 5th pod kit in the aft cargo compartment. In all there were 14
engine fan cowls (four in the aft cargo compartment). Out of
these 14 fan cowls, nine, including six from the working engines
and three from the aft cargo compartment, and two additional
pieces of fan cowls were found. Five of the fan cowls from the
working engines showed folding damage lines at about the three
and nine o'clock positions. The number 3 engine inboard fan
cowl had severe impact damage on its leading edge and had
small outward puncture holes but no penetration through the
outer skin in the lower centre region. The two fan cowls of the
-7J 5th pod kit stowed in the aft cargo compartment showed
severe damage. One piece was cut at one corner in an arc of
about 20 inches diameter and its external skin was peeled back.
- The cockpit entry door and the side bulkhead panel were
found relatively intact but had come out of their attachments.
- Twelve toilet doors out of 16 were found and were relatively
intact but had come out of their attachments.
- Cabin interior panels and overhead bins of the main and
upper decks which were recovered exhibited only minor damage.
- The wooden boxes which contained the fan blades of the 5th
pod engine were loaded in container 24L in the forward cargo
compartment and were found broken apart exhibiting no burn
marks.
- One passenger oxygen bottle and one portable oxygen bottle

were recovered and showed no sign of damage.
Mr. V.J. Clancy, an aviation explosives expert representing
Boeing Aircraft Corporation, prepared a preliminary report based
on his examinations of certain items of recovered and floating
wreckage. Mr. Clancy's report notes the following with respect to
floating wreckage:
- A foam-backed floor panel which showed a small number of
perforations was recovered. Mr. Clancy recommended that it
should be X-rayed and a detailed examination completed.
- One of the lavatory doors had, into its inner surface, a
number of fragments of glass mirror - presumably from breakage
of a mirror normally fitted into the lavatory. Most of the
fragments, buried edgeways, were oriented parallel to each other.
The remainder were approximately at right angles to the others.
Mr. Clancy concluded that it would be improbable that any
reliance could be placed on the penetration by mirror fragments
as being indicative of an explosion.
- Three steel oxygen cylinders which were stowed in the
forward cargo compartment were recovered. One had been
dented apparently by the impact of an object measuring about
one to two centimetres. The depression had a maximum depth of
about four millimetres.
- A few suitcases recovered among the floating wreckage were
examined. Mr. Clancy felt that one might provide useful
information. It was of red plastic material with a blue lining. Mr.
Clancy reported that plastic material has been found to retain
identifiable traces of explosive after long immersion in the sea.
Also, the lining which was severely tattered resembled that of
one found after an explosion in an aircraft in Angola.
- A wooden spares box was found on the foreshore of Wales.
It was of the kind used on the aircraft. It was charred on one side
and partially on the bottom. The depth of charring suggested that
the burn time was three to four minutes. This box was normally

stowed in the aft cargo compartment; however, on this flight it
may have been stowed in the forward compartment.
- Two pieces of the cover of an overhead locker originating
above either door 2R or 4R were also found on the foreshore.
They were partially damaged and blackened by fire. Mr. Clancy
concluded that this indicated the presence of fire.
- Two pieces of U-section alloy channel partially filled with
plastic foam were found on the foreshore. The alloy was of a
kind not used in aircraft structure; however, it could have been
from some fitting supplied by a sub-contractor. Also, since the
pieces were found near an area where practice firings at targets
are carried out off the west coast of the United Kingdom, it could
have come from some other source. One piece of the alloy bore
marks ("mooncraters") typical of an attack by very high velocity
fragments such as produced by an explosion. X-rays showed the
presence of a few small particles buried in the foam which Mr.
Clancy recommended should be extracted and examined. He also
felt that this provided the strongest single indication of an
explosion and that it was essential to determine if these pieces
came from the aircraft or any of the equipment or cargo aboard
the aircraft.
The CASB in its examination of the floating wreckage noted the
following:
- The fan cowls of the number 4 engine had a series of five
marks in a vertical line across the centre of the Air India logo on
the inboard facing side of the fan cowl. These marks had the
characteristic airfoil shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible
that a portion of the turbine parted from the number 3 engine and
struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
- The upper deck storage cabinet which was located on the left
side had unusual damage to its bottom. A large rounded dent in
the bottom inboard edge of this stiff cabinet structure revealed
smooth stretching without breakthrough. The damage did not

seem to be achievable by inertia or impact forces as the cabinet
except for the bottom was undamaged. The damage was
considered by a CASB investigator to be compatible with the
spherical front of an explosive shock wave generated below the
cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet; however, it is not
known if this damage could be caused by some other means.
- The right wing root fillet which faired the leading edge of
the wing to the fuselage ahead of the front spar had a vertical
dent similar to that which would have resulted had the fillet run
into a soft cylindrical object with significant relative velocity.
The paint on the inboard chord appeared to be scorched brown in
the centre areas of three honeycomb panels. It has been
determined that sudden heat can turn these panels brown, but it is
not known if other reasons for the discolouration exist. The fillet
abutted the fuselage side at the aft end of the forward cargo
compartment.
- There was blackened erosion damage to the bottoms of some
seat cushions. The damage had an appearance similar to that
which would have been caused by an explosive device. It is not
known if marine life feeding on the cushions or some other cause
could have produced the same effect.
- The charred wooden spares box contained some sand and
small shellfish. The flesh from the shellfish appeared to be
charred, indicating that the box was subjected to fire after the
occurrence.
An electronic device was found among some floating wreckage
and was forwarded to the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre for
analysis. There was some concern that it could have been used to
detonate an explosive device. The device was forwarded to the
RCMP who in conjunction with the CASB determined it to be an
item manufactured for use in radiosondes (weather balloons) and
was not modified as a detonating device.
2.11.2 Wreckage Mapping and Surveying

The Canadian Coast Guard Ship (CCGS) John Cabot was given
the task of mapping the wreckage on the ocean floor. On 19 July
1985, the Cabot with a SCARAB deep submersible on board
departed Cork. On arrival at the site, and based on surface
wreckage distribution and bottom side scan sonar plots, four
transmitters were placed on the sea bed. These transmitters
provided signals for the ALLNAV navigation system used to
accurately plot the sea bed wreckage.
Based on all the data available, the SCARAB was launched on
24 July 1985 to begin the bottom search in position 51°01.9'N
12°41.0'W. During the mapping, stage areas were designated for
search and each progressive area was determined based on the
information gained during the search. The search was conducted
using sonar and video. Wreckage found was recorded on video
tape and on 35mm positive film.
The first object plotted on the sea bed was a torn suitcase located
at lat 51°02.63'N, long 12°53.15'W and was the most westerly
object located. This suitcase has not been recovered, nor has it
been positively identified as having come from the accident
aircraft.
As the search progressed eastward, the first positive identification
of aircraft wreckage was made at lat 51°02.9'N, long
12°49.93'W. Slowly, over a period of about 90 days, a detailed
bottom wreckage plot was developed.
While mapping was in progress, some of the wreckage was
revisited to obtain additional data. During the transit through
areas already searched, wreckage not previously plotted was
found, and, in some areas, the density of wreckage physically
precluded 100 per cent coverage. Components and major
structural items were identified from all sections of the aircraft
and when the mapping of the sea bed ended, most of the aircraft
had been found and photographed. Although positive
identification of each piece of wreckage could not be made, it

was decided in late October 1985 that the search phase was
essentially completed and wreckage recovery could begin. A
bottom wreckage distribution plot is contained separately in an
envelope as Appendix F.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the mapping of the
sea bed provided some distinct distribution patterns. The depth of
the wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the
effect of the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus some
distortion of an object's relationship from time of water entry to
its location on the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the
items found east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and
often made of a structure which traps air. These items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved
horizontally in sea currents before settling on the bottom. Marks
left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does indicate
horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42 and 44*, and the wing
structure were located in a relatively localized area centred about
lat 51°03.30'N and long 12°47.80'W, and the wreckage scatter
was oriented north/south. The wreckage scatter in this area was
so dense that it is probable that some of the wreckage may not
have been plotted or photographed.
Sections 46 and 48, including the vertical fin and horizontal
stabilizer, extended in a west to east pattern with the westernmost
identified aircraft component located at lat 51°02.90'N and long
12°50.1'W. The wreckage extended in a line about 110 degrees
True to an eastern position of lat 51°02.04'N and long
12°41.26'W, a distance of approximately 6.5 nautical miles. The
aircraft structure had a random scatter pattern. That is, items such
as the aft pressure bulkhead were broken into several pieces, and
these pieces were located throughout the pattern.

A?? third area which had some distinctive pattern was that of the
engines, engine struts and components and was localized about
lat 51°03.25'N and long 12°47.4'W in a northwest/southeast
orientation. One of the operating engines was displaced 0.5
nautical miles to the north of this area, and it was also
geographically separated from the wing structure. The number 3
engine nacelle strut was also separated from the rest of the
engine components and was located about one nautical mile to
the west-southwest at lat 51°02.87'N, long 12°48.05'W. The
reasons for the displacement of the number 3 engine nacelle strut
and one of the operating engines from the other engines are not
known.
*See Appendix D for location of aircraft sections and aircraft
body stations (BS).
2.11.4 Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
2.11.4.1 Photographic Interpretation
All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tape and all major
items were recorded on 35mm positive film. During the course of
the investigation, several members of the investigation team had
the opportunity to view the tapes and photographs. Subsequently,
when some items were recovered, it became apparent that the
optical image presented on video and still film had some
limitation with respect to identification of damage or damage
patterns. For example, the sine wave bending of target 7*
appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave fracture,
and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident in either
the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage through
photographic/video evidence without the physical evidence
might be misleading, and any interpretation should take this into
account.
2.11.4.2 Engines
The four operating engines were all extensively damaged. A view
of the fan blades did not show signs of any rotational damage,

and it could not be determined whether any pre-impact failures
had occurred. The external damage to the engines varied, and at
least one engine appeared to be attached to part of the nacelle
strut. Except for the non-operational fifth engine, the engines
could not be matched with their original positions on the aircraft.
2.11.4.3 Landing Gear
The nose, wing, and body landing gear were all located.
Photographic examination indicated that all the gear were in the
'up' position at the time of impact.
2.11.4.4 Flaps and Spoilers
Positive identification of all the flap and spoiler surfaces was not
made. All the flap jackscrews indicated that the flaps were
retracted at impact. Of the spoilers identified, six had actuators
attached. The actuators were in the fully retracted position.
*See Appendix E for location of targets on aircraft.
2.11.4.5 Section 41
Section 41, consisting of the cockpit, first-class section, and
electronics bay and identified as target 192, was found in a nearinverted attitude. This section was severely damaged. The
electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located within the
wreckage. The first officer's seat was found on the sea bed near
section 41 wreckage.
2.11.4.6 Section 42
Portions of section 42, consisting of the forward cargo hold,
main deck passenger area, and the upper deck passenger area,
were located near section 41. This area was severely damaged
and some of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown skin, the upper
passenger compartment deck, the belly skin, and some of the
cargo floor including roller tracks. The right-hand, number two
passenger door including some of the upper and aft frame and
outer skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the sea bed
near this area were a large number of suitcases and baggage as

well as several badly damaged containers.
All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John
Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.
2.11.4.7 Section 44
Section 44, containing the aircraft structure between body station
(BS) 1000 and BS 1480 including that area where the fuselage
and wings were mated was located in the same general area as
the forward sections of the aircraft. This section was severely
damaged but maintained its overall shape and was lying on its
right side. Part of the left wing upper skin was attached to the
fuselage and a large portion, about one-third of the upper wing
skin, separated and was lying against the fuselage crown skin.
Some of the body and wing landing gear were found beside this
section of the aircraft. The gear was detached from the main
structure. The interior of the fuselage was extensively damaged.
2.11.4.8 Wing Structure
The wing structure was located near the forward area of the
aircraft structure and towards the northernmost area of the
wreckage pattern. The wings showed extreme damage patterns
with the top and bottom surfaces separated and the wing surfaces
broken into segments.

2.11.4.9 Sections 46 and 48
Sections 46 and 48 contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of
BS 1480 and, for purposes of this Submission, will include the
horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. This section of the aircraft
was scattered in a west to east pattern about 6.5 nautical miles in
length and exhibited severe break-up characteristics.
The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place and
intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified. Four
segments of the aft pressure bulkhead were identified (targets 35,
37, 73 and 296), and one portion of the bulkhead was never
located. Much of the fuselage which was forward of the number
five door and above the passenger floor area was not located, or
if located was not recognizable as having come from a specific
area of the aircraft.
Sections of the outer skin below the cargo area were located as
was some of the cargo floor structure. Generally, the stringers
and stiffeners are attached to the skin; however, the lower
frames, which provided the cargo floor support, were detached
from the skin. The rear cargo floor from BS 1600 to BS 1760 was
located and was found to have little or no distortion; however,
the lower skin and stringers were missing. A second portion of
the aft cargo compartment floor containing cargo drive wheels
and cargo roller trays was located. This structure was severely
damaged and mangled.
The tail cone and the auxiliary power unit (APU) housing were
located and had received relatively minor damage; however, the
APU had broken free and was never located.
A large portion of the outer skin panels showed signs of a force
being applied from the inside out. On several pieces of wreckage,
the skin was curled outwards away from the stringers and
formers. This could have been the result of an overpressure of air
or water.
The vertical tail was found in good condition, in a single piece

with both rudders attached. The top cap was partially separated
and a small dent was noticed in the middle of the leading edge at
the bottom. A curved broken portion of fuselage was observed
with a portion of the "Y" ring and pressure bulkhead attached.
Another small segment of the pressure bulkhead was leaning on
the lower section of the tail.
The horizontal stabilizer tail section was located and was one
unit with the elevators attached. The actuator jackscrew was
attached to the assembly. The stabilizer jackscrew ballnut was
observed to be located at the upper jackscrew stop. This equates
to a full deflection of elevator trim. Since there is nothing on the
DFDR or CVR to indicate a malfunction of the trim, it is
deduced that this was not the lead event. It is not known if the
position of the ballnut resulted from a pilot trim selection, a
result of the initial event or if it rotated to the observed position
under the influence of gravity. Two-thirds of the leading edge of
the right horizontal stabilizer was missing and the auxiliary spar
was exposed. There was localized damage to the right-hand root
of the leading edge through about a span of five ribs. The leading
edge skin and part of the leading edge ribs were torn downwards.
Some localized damage to the root of the left leading edge was
visible with the remainder of the leading edge undamaged. There
was minor damage to the trailing edge of the outboard left
elevator, and a major portion of the inboard left elevator was
missing.
2.11.4.10 Passenger Seats
Many of the passenger seats located among the wreckage pattern
and identified as having come from sections 46 and 48 appeared
to have the aft support legs buckled with little or no damage to
the forward support legs. Seats located in the wreckage
containing sections 41, 42, and 44 appeared to have varying
types of damage, that is, aft support legs only buckled, and all
legs buckled. One consistent feature noted was that in the

majority of seats located it was possible to ascertain that the seatbelts were not fastened.
2.11.5 Wreckage Recovery and Initial Examination
During the wreckage mapping, some small items were recovered,
and an unsuccessful attempt was made to recover a portion of the
forward cargo door. On completion of the sea bed survey, an
offshore supply ship, Kreuztrum, chartered by the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), joined John Cabot for a
wreckage recovery operation. Prior to the commencement of the
wreckage recovery, the structures group met at the Boeing
facility in Seattle, USA and reviewed the video tapes and
photographs of the wreckage. Based on their findings, a list of
items was identified as being most desirable for recovery. The
priority list was prepared by a group in Cork, Ireland, headed by
Dr. V. Ramachandran. On 8 October 1985, the John Cabot sailed,
and on 9 October 1985, the Kreuztrum sailed for the accident
site. The following target numbers and items were recovered
during the mapping and wreckage recovery stages of the
investigation: 7, 8, 35, 47, 117, 193, 223, 245, 287, 296, 299,
362/396, and 399 (as the location on the aircraft of some of the
targets was not known when Appendix E was created, some are
not shown in the appendix). The first officer's seat, some
suitcases and small debris were also recovered using a metal
frame basket. Initial examination of the wreckage was carried out
in Cork and then it was transported to Bombay for detailed
examination.
2.11.6 Examination of Recovered Wreckage
Although all the recovered wreckage was examined, only those
items exhibiting characteristics which provided some evidence as
to what may have happened to the aircraft during its final
moments of flight are discussed. CASB engineering personnel
and other participants examined the recovered wreckage at Cork
and Bombay. The observations made during their examinations

are discussed below.
2.11.6.1 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
contained the keel beam. Target 7 extended from BS 1480 to
1860 and was about eight feet in width and 32 feet in length. The
left edge had a full length rivet line tear, and the torn edge was
buckled in waves, like the trace of a sine wave. On the right side,
between the one-quarter and midway segment, a large flap of
skin was attached. The skin was folded aft, diagonally
underneath, from right to left and the paint was scoured off the
leading edge. The forward break was at the joint at BS 1480. The
skin tear located at about BS 1860 was irregular in nature. The
forward keel joint splice plate was bent, and the keel joint bolt
holes were distorted and elongated.
The left and right trunnion vertical support fittings located at BS
1480 were examined optically using the stereomicroscope. Both
trunnions were fractured through the three bolt holes. The right
fracture characteristics were consistent with an overload mode of
failure. Although most of the left fracture surface was also
characterized by overload features, there were heavily corroded
areas where the fracture mode could not be confirmed through
optical examination. One lug fracture was sectioned from the left
trunnion and prepared for scanning electron microscope (SEM)
examination. After the corroded area was cleaned, the
examination revealed some ductile characteristics on the fracture
surface. There was no evidence of intergranular fracture
observed to suggest a stress corrosion cracking mode of failure,
nor was there any evidence of progressive failure observed. The
corrosion appeared to have developed after the accident.
2.11.6.2 Target 8 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
extended from BS 1860 to 1960 and from stringer 46L to 46R. A
small section from the aft end along the belly skin splice at

stringer 46L was removed for examination. SEM examination
revealed that the fracture was characterized by slightly elongated
ductile dimples along its length, including areas adjacent to the
edges of the rivet holes. On the aft edge of each rivet hole
examined, a distinctive shear lip was observed. These features
are consistent with an overload mode of failure along the skin
splice with an apparent direction of failure from aft to forward.
2.11.6.3 Target 35 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from behind the aircraft, this segment of
pressure bulkhead occupied the 9 to 1 o'clock position. The piece
from 12 to 1 o'clock had the flange from the outer ring attached.
The web below the outer ring flange had areas of buckling. From
the 11 to 12 o'clock position, the outer edge showed sinusoidal
buckling, and the edge sector at 9 o'clock was partially collapsed
and its edge was turned under. Samples taken for optical
stereomicroscope and SEM examination revealed that the
fracture characteristics were consistent with an overload mode of
failure. The examination suggested a general direction of failure
from the aft to the forward edge of the rear pressure bulkhead
panel.
2.11.6.4 Target 296 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from the rear of the aircraft, this segment of the
bulkhead occupied the 7 to 9 o'clock position. Optical and SEM
examination were undertaken on this item.
The fracture along the left-hand edge of target 296 (viewed from
the rear) was examined optically prior to removing any
representative samples. The fracture was at the rivet line at a skin
splice, except for a length of fracture about 15 inches long near
the forward end, which was through the skin away from the rivet
line. Most of the rivet holes along the fracture path showed some
slight elongation and skin deformation.
Representative fracture samples were cut from the left-hand and
right-hand edges of the fracture surfaces. Optical and SEM

examination revealed that the fracture characteristics are
consistent with an overload mode of failure.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the direction of
cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the crossbeam
displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.
2.11.6.6 Target 117 - Floor with Seats Attached
These seats were right-section doubles, located between BS 1880
and 1980 and were from rows 46, 47 and 48, F and G (Zone E).
The seats were displaced to the left with the rear legs buckled to
the left. The front leg supports exhibited only minor damage. The
middle and rear doubles had aisle-side seat arms bent to the right.
There was no impact damage to the seat backs or seat pans, and
all life vests except one were gone from the underseat container
bags.
2.11.6.7 Target 399 - Left-Hand Side Triple Seat with Tray Arms
It would appear that this section was from row 18, seats A, B and
C, the first set of triple seats aft of door 2L. The notable damage
to this unit was as follows: front leg aisle side buckled and
crushed in place; front leg window side buckled and crushed in
place; forward edge tube to seat broken and bent downwards at
joint with fore and aft tube between window and centre seats;
and fore and aft tube between centre and aisle seat broken at start
of T-connection to rear edge of seat tube. The damage suggests
that the failures resulted from vertical loading. All the life-jackets
were in place.
2.11.6.8 Target 399 - Fuselage Side and 2R Entry Door
The fuselage segment was located between BS 780 and 940. This

piece was badly damaged and buckled inwards along a line
through the lower door hinge. There were 12 holes or damaged
areas on the skin generally with petals bending outwards. The
curl on a flap around a hole had one full turn. This curl was in the
outward direction. Cracks were also noticed around some of the
holes. Part of the metal was missing in some of the holes. The
edges of some of the petals showed reverse slant fracture. In one
of the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
When this target was recovered from the sea, along with it came
a few hundred tiny fragments and medium-sized pieces. One of
the medium-sized pieces recovered with this target was a floor
stantion about 35 inches long. It was confirmed that this stantion
belonged to the right side of the forward cargo hold. The inner
face of the stantion had a fracture with a curl at the lower end,
the curl being in the outboard direction and up into the centre of
the stantion.
Scientists from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, the National
Aeronautical Laboratory and the Explosives Research and
Development Laboratory in India conducted a metallurgical
examination of certain items of wreckage. Their report on target
399 concluded that:
- the curling of the metal on the floor channel was indicative
of a shock wave effect;
- the large number of tiny fragments from the disintegration of
nonbrittle aluminum was a characteristic indication of explosive
forces; and
- the indications of punctures, outward petalling around holes,
curling of metal lips, reverse slant fracture, formation of spikes at
fracture edges and certain microstructural changes all were
indicative of an explosion.
2.11.6.9 Target 193 - Fuselage Side and 2L Entry Door
The fuselage segment was located between BS 720 and 840. The
door and fuselage skin were buckled outwards, approximately in

line with the buckling on the fuselage and 2R entry door directly
opposite.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 - Lower Skin Panel - Forward Cargo
Area
This section of skin panel was located between BS 720 and 860
and is just below target 399. The skin was badly crumpled and
torn and had several punctures. It was pulled free from a large
mass of debris which included some mangled cargo floor beams
and roller trays. Some of the punctures had a feathered or spiked
profile, with spikes angled at approximately 45 degrees to the
edge. Other puncture holes gave clear indication of being formed
by underlying stiffeners at impact. Two of these holes contained
pieces of web stiffener. Most of the punctures were the result of
penetrations from inside.
In the preliminary report of Mr. V.J. Clancy, representing Boeing,
the following observations regarding target 362/396 were made:
- There were about 20 holes in the lower skin panel clearly
resulting from penetration from inside.
- In addition to the fact that perforation was from inside, there
were certain features which suggested that they were made by
high velocity fragments such as those produced by an explosion.
Mr. Clancy's report describes these features as follows:
- the presence of toothed or spiked edges at some parts of the
metal which has petalled out from the perforations;
(Tardif and Sterling, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal,
1969, 15, 1, 19-27, obtained spiked fractures in fragments from
sheet alloy subjected closely to an explosion. They stated that
they had not obtained this effect in fractures otherwise
produced.)
- the presence of marked curling (in some cases of more than
360 degrees) of some of the petals;
(Tardif and Sterling stated that such curling was a feature of
explosively produced fragments.)

- the virtual absence of scratches or score marks on the petals
such as might be expected if something were slowly forced
through the metal;
- the virtual absence of other impact marks on the inside
surface such as might have been produced by a massive impact
with a substantial object, thereby suggesting that the production
of at least many of the perforations were separate independent
events; and
- the presence of one perforation (identified as number 14)
resembling a "bullet hole" that was clearly punched out - a type
of hole usually associated with a high velocity missile.
- There was evidence that the forward part of the skin panel
had been folded back inward along the line of station 760 and
then bent back again along a line slightly forward of this station.
- Such folding, perhaps violently produced on impact with the
water, could have brought broken metal of stringers or stiffeners
into forceful contact with the internal surfaces, thus producing
perforations outwards. The overlap of such folding would
conceivably have covered the area up to station 800 and thus
included most of the perforations.
- One hole (identified as number 13) was almost certainly
caused by a slipping wire rope used as a sling.
- Part of the inner surface, aft of station 780 was superficially
blackened as if by soot from a fire. Swabs were taken of this area
for further examination for evidence of fire or explosives.
- A large number (several hundred) of small fragments were
recovered. These varied in size from an inch or less to a few
inches. They included fragments broken out of sheet metal, and
these were reported to be from the same area as T362.
- The production of a large number of small fragments is
generally regarded as an indication of an explosion.
- One piece, which was isolated, was about an inch square of
sheet alloy with characteristic spikes on one edge similar to those

described by Tardif and Sterling.
The following is an excerpt from the report by Mr. V.J. Clancy
wherein he gives his opinion and conclusions regarding target
362.
"Opinion
The features discernible to a careful close visual examination
point towards the possibility of an explosion but taken alone do
not justify a firm conclusion.
Curling of petals and spiked or toothed fractures may be
observed in other events than explosions despite the failure by
Tardif and Sterling to obtain them in their limited number of
attempts. It is probable that these features indicate a rapid rate of
failure but not necessarily of a rapidity which could only be
produced by an explosion.
A more detailed study, metallurgical and fractographic, is
required.
The studies by Tardif and Sterling were done on fragments
produced from aluminium alloy in contact with the explosive.
Very little information is available on the behaviour of
aluminium alloy some distance from the explosive and subjected
to attack by secondary fragments. To determine this some trials
will be necessary, to obtain reference samples for comparison.
The single "bullet hole," No. 14, strongly supports an explosion
hypothesis but, being the sole example of its kind, is not, by itself
determinative.
If the forward part of this item was forcefully and rapidly folded
back to impact on the other part, it might explain the other
features apparent to visual examination. It would require detailed
laboratory examination and tests to eliminate this possibility.
The production of a large number of small fragments is generally
regarded as a pointer towards an explosive cause but cannot be
relied upon unless it is clear that they could not have been
produced by some other means. It is known that the break-up of

an aircraft at high speed may produce great fragmentation.
The single spiked fragment must be regarded as important but a
single specimen is not, by itself, determinative."
Mr. Clancy concluded that:
"there is strong circumstantial evidence that an explosion
occurred but neither individually nor collectively do the several
pointers give the degree of confidence necessary for a firm and
final conclusion, at this time."
With respect to target 362/396, in his report Mr. Clancy
recommended:
"that firing trials be carried out projecting various size missiles at
targets similar to the material of T362 to obtain reference
samples for laboratory comparison with the perforations in
T362."
The Indian report, in addition to the observations made by Mr.
Clancy, noted the following with respect to the metallurgical
examination:
- The microstructure in the various areas examined on target
362/396 confirmed explosive loading in this part of the aircraft.
- The holes and other features observed in targets 362/396 and
399 must have been due to shock waves and penetration by
fragments resulting from an explosion inside the forward cargo
hold.
- The chemical nature of the explosive material was not
identified. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing
mechanism was recovered.
2.11.6.11 Examination of Wreckage in India with CASB
Participation
The examination of the targets recovered did not reveal any preexisting defect, premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion
damage associated with any of the failures.
3.0 DISCUSSION
3.1 Initial Event

From the correlation of the recordings of the DFDR, CVR and
Shannon ATC tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped recording. The
conversations in the cockpit were normal, and there was no
indication of an emergency situation prior to the loud noise heard
on the CVR a fraction of a second before it stopped recording.
The DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The only unusual
observation was the irregular signals recorded over the last 0.27
inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory tests indicated the
possibility that these signals resulted from the recorder being
subjected to a sharp disturbance at the time it stopped recording.
The other possibility for the irregular signals on the DFDR is that
they were caused by a disturbance to the Flight Data Acquisition
Unit in the main electronics bay. Since there was an almost
simultaneous loss of the transponder signal, this indicates the
possibility of an abrupt aircraft electrical failure. The medical
evidence showed a general absence of signs indicating that seatbelts were fastened. From the video and photographic
examination of the wreckage on the bottom, it was ascertained
that the majority of seats located did not have the seat-belts
fastened. The above evidence indicates that the initial occurrence
was sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the
data recorder could be caused by airframe structural failure or the
detonation of an explosive device as the initial event. The
millisecond noise on a CVR as observed in this case is usually, as
described in the available literature, the result of the shock wave
from detonation of an explosive device. However, in this case,
certain characteristics of the noise indicate the possibility that the
noise was the result of an explosive decompression. There is
some disagreement regarding the cause and location of the
source of the noise heard on the CVR, that is, whether the noise
resulted from an explosive device or an explosive decompression

and whether the noise originated from the rear or closer to the
front of the aircraft.
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area
From the examination of the wreckage recovered and wreckage
on the bottom, there is no indication that a fire or explosion
emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas. The medical
examination of the bodies also showed no fire or explosion type
injuries. However, pieces of an overhead locker coming from
above door 2R or 4R had been blackened by fire. There was
blackened erosion damage to the bottoms of some seat cushions,
showing damage possibly from an explosive device, and the
upper deck storage cabinet had a large rounded dent in the
bottom inboard edge which might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor and
inboard from the cabinet. It should be noted that the pieces of the
overhead locker were found on the Welsh shore some time after
the accident, and it is not known if the pieces were subjected to a
fire after the accident. Also, it is not known if the damage to the
seat cushions and the upper deck storage cabinet could have been
caused by other means. Nevertheless, the above evidence
suggests that some areas of the passenger cabin may have been
subjected to minor fire and explosive damage possibly emanating
from below the cabin floor.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence
The medical evidence showed a proportion of the passengers
with indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries and
loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and decompression
indicates that the aircraft experienced a decompression at a high
altitude. The flail injuries and loss of clothing indicate a
proportion of the passengers were ejected from the aircraft before
water impact. The severity of injuries increased from Zones C to
E and was significantly less in Zone C than in Zones D and E.
The wreckage of the forward portion of the aircraft up to and

including the aircraft body wheel well area and the wings was
lying about 0.8 miles north of the vertical and horizontal
stabilizers. Hence, it is likely that the aft portion of the aircraft
separated from the forward portion before striking the water. In
addition, the wreckage found west of longitude 12°48' consisted
of suitcases and aft cargo compartment lower skin panels. There
was also a wide scatter of sections 46 and 48 in an east-west
direction, whereas the wreckage of the forward portion was
mainly localized within a relatively small area.
The higher severity of injuries in the aft end of the passenger
cabin appears to coincide with the break-up of the aft end,
sections 46 and 48 of the aircraft. The fact that items from the aft
cargo compartment were found further west than the tail section
indicates that the aft cargo compartment ruptured first during the
break-up sequence of the aft end. The forward portion of the
aircraft was highly localized, which indicates that it struck the
water in one large mass.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity
As described earlier, the sudden nature of the occurrence
indicates the possibility of a massive airframe structural failure
or the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up
The examination of the floating wreckage indicates that the right
wing root leading edge, the number 3 engine inboard fan
cowling, the right inboard midflap leading edge, and the right
horizontal stabilizer root leading edge all exhibit damage
consistent with objects striking the right wing and stabilizer
before water impact. In addition, the right wing root interior area
appears to have been scorched briefly by a heat source. The fan
cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of being struck by a
portion of the turbine from number 3 engine.
The number 3 engine nacelle strut was separated from the rest of
the engine components and was located about one nautical mile

to the west indicating that there was some break-up of the
number 3 engine before water impact.
The forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached was located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward force and the
fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This
damage was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces. A
failure of this door in flight would explain the impact damage to
the right wing areas. The door failing as an initial event would
cause an explosive decompression leading to a downward force
on the cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft. However,
examination showed that the cabin floor panels separated from
the support structure in an upward direction. Also, passenger
seats viewed and recovered exhibited that they had been
subjected to an upward force from below. They showed that the
seats to the rear in sections 46 and 48 had their back legs
buckled, and the seats toward the front had both front and back
legs buckled. This indicates the vertical force was greater at the
front than the rear of the aircraft. It is possible that this vertical
force on the floor was caused by the force of the water during
impact, but the rear of the aircraft broke up before impact and
therefore any vertical loading on the floor in this area is unlikely
to have occurred at impact. Twenty-three passengers also showed
evidence of vertical impact injuries. These could have been
caused from a force from below during flight or at water impact.
Sixteen of these passengers had little or no clothing indicating
that some may have been ejected before water impact. Therefore,
there is some indication that the upward force on the floor may
have occurred in flight and was more severe toward the front.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead

The localized impact mark found on the leading edge of the right
horizontal root leading edge is indicative of an object striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests that the loss
of the tail plane was not the first event. The horizontal and
vertical stabilizers were found separated and each was intact and
in good condition. Items from the aft cargo compartment were
found further to the west of the tail plane. The absence of the
type of damage to the tail plane as was found in the Japan
Airlines (JAL) Boeing 747 accident where the aft pressure
bulkhead failed and which took place shortly after this
occurrence, and the rupture of the aft cargo compartment before
the loss of the tail indicate that there was not an in-flight failure
of the aft pressure bulkhead. In addition, examination of the
recovered portions of the bulkhead shows evidence of overload
failures from the rear to front only and no evidence of any preexisting defect, premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion
damage.
3.4.3 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
Target 7 which extends from BS 1480 to 1860 shows a break at
the joint at BS 1480. The forward keel joint splice plate is bent
and the keel joint holes are distorted and elongated. Some of the
fracture surface was heavily corroded. An in-flight failure in this
area would cause a massive failure of the aircraft's structural
integrity. Further examination showed the fractures to be
overload, and there was no evidence of an intergranular type
fracture to suggest a stress corrosion cracking mode of failure.
The corrosion was concluded to be post-impact and, therefore,
there is no evidence to suggest an in-flight failure in this area as
the initial event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure
The examination of the floating and recovered wreckage and the
analysis of the photos and videos of the wreckage on the bottom
failed to indicate any evidence of a failure of the primary or

secondary structure as a result of a pre-existing defect. The initial
event has been established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the possibility of
a massive and sudden failure of primary structure; however, there
is evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and
aft cargo compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight. Therefore, available evidence tends to rule out
a massive structural failure as the initial event.
3.4.5 Explosive Device
A violent explosion occurring within an aircraft in flight usually
leads to a complicated break-up mode and sequence of failure.
Fractures of metal caused by an explosion are normally different
in character to those caused by overstressing or crash impact
forces. Shattering of metal into very small and numerous
fragments and minute deep penetration of a metal surface are not
usually found in aircraft accident wreckage. The size and
characteristics of these particles often accompanied by rolled
edges, surface spalling, pitting or evidence of heat are indicative
of an explosion.
Of the floating wreckage, there is little to indicate the possibility
of an explosion:
- the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
- although the wooden spares box was burned, this could have
happened after the occurrence;
- although pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire,
it is not known if the burning happened at the time of the
occurrence;
- although the pieces of U-section alloy clearly indicated
evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible that these pieces
were not associated with the aircraft;
- the bottoms of some seat cushions show indications of a
possible explosion;
- the inside of the right wing root fillet appears to have been

scorched; and
- the deformation of the floor of the upper deck storage
cabinet might have been caused by an explosive shock wave
generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet.
It is not known if the suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which the
cushions came is also unknown.
The scorching of the right wing root fillet and the damage to the
upper deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
From the examination of the recovered wreckage, the following
deductions can be made:
- Target 47, which is a portion of the aft cargo compartment
roller floor, shows no indications characteristic of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
- Target 362/396, which is a lower skin panel from the
forward cargo compartment is badly crumpled and torn and has
about 20 punctures resulting from penetration from inside. It
appears that some folding occurred on water impact which
brought stringers or stiffeners from the aircraft structure into
forceful contact with the internal surface of the panel producing
most of the penetrations. However, there are certain punctures
which indicate no evidence of impact marks on the inside surface
and show evidence of being produced by high velocity
fragments. Part of the inner surface of the skin panel appeared to
have been blackened by soot from a fire.
- Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and stringers on
the right side in the area of the forward cargo compartment
contained holes and several hundred metal fragments. The
damage to the floor stantion and the presence of the fragments
are consistent with an explosion.
The examination of the recovered wreckage contains no evidence
of an explosion except for targets 362/396 and 399 which contain

some evidence that an explosion emanated from the forward
cargo compartment.
An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would explain
the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the
electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.5 Security Aspects
There is a considerable amount of circumstantial and other
evidence that an explosive device caused the occurrence.
Therefore, it is reasonable to examine the security measures in
place on 22 June 1985. The evidence indicates that if there was
an explosion, it most likely occurred in the forward cargo hold,
not the passenger and flight deck areas or exterior to the fuselage.
Although an explosive device could have been placed in a cargo
hold in a number of ways, the available evidence points to the
events involving the checked baggage of M. and L. Singh in
Vancouver. The investigation determined that a suitcase was
interlined unaccompanied from Vancouver via CP Air Flight 060
to Toronto. In Toronto, there is nothing to suggest that the
suitcase was not transferred to Terminal 2 and placed on board
Air India Flight 181/182 in accordance with normal practice. The
aircraft departed Toronto for Mirabel and London with the
suitcase unaccompanied. Similarly, a suitcase was interlined
unaccompanied on CP Air Flight 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
to be placed on Air India Flight 301 to Bangkok. The explosion
of a bag from CP 003 at Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55
minutes before the AI 182 accident. Therefore, the nature of the
link between the two occurrences raises the possibility that the
suitcase which was unaccompanied on AI 182 contained an
explosive device.
3.5.1 Canadian Security Situation
Canadian security arrangements in place prior to 23 June 1985
met or exceeded the international requirements for civil air
transportation. However, before this date, the emphasis was on

preventing the boarding of weapons including explosive devices
in hand luggage. Hence, the screening of checked baggage was
only undertaken in conditions of a heightened threat as was the
case with respect to Air India flights.
In Canada, the Department of Transport (Transport Canada) is
responsible for establishing overall security standards for airports
and airlines, and for the provision of certain security equipment
and facilities at airports. By regulation, air carriers are
responsible for applying security standards for passengers, for
baggage and cargo and for ensuring security within individual
aircraft. The RCMP provides airport physical security and
responds to criminal incidents.
Air carriers contract for or otherwise provide the personnel who
operate the security check-points through which passengers and
their carry-on baggage enter the secure area of the airport
terminal. These personnel also operate security equipment for the
screening of cargo, passengers and checked baggage. Usually, air
carriers use the service of private security firms. Transport
Canada has established certain standards required for licensed
security guards, such as the successful completion of the
Transport Canada passenger inspection training program and
annual refresher training. As stated earlier, a significant number
of the security guards did not meet the criteria with respect to the
completion of the training program and refresher training. In
addition, the criteria do not require training for the screening of
cargo and checked baggage.
ICAO Annex 17 recommends that contracting States establish
the necessary procedures to prevent the unauthorized
introduction of explosives or incendiary devices in baggage or
cargo intended to be carried on board aircraft. For all Canadian
airlines, Canadian regulations before 23 June 1985 required a
system of identification that prevented baggage, goods and cargo
from being placed on board an aircraft if it was not authorized to

be placed on board by the airline operator. However, if someone
were to purchase a ticket, check in baggage and not board the
aircraft, the baggage would in all likelihood have been
authorized by the airline to be placed on board the aircraft.
Therefore, it was possible to interline baggage unaccompanied
and this explains how a suitcase was interlined to AI 181/182
from CP 060. It is not the normal practice of airlines to interline
baggage if there is not a confirmed reservation to the destination.
In this case, the ticket agent allowed the suitcase to proceed;
however, if there had been a confirmed reservation, the suitcase
would have been interlined unaccompanied without question.
3.5.2 Air India Security
Air India, as required by Canadian regulation, had a security
program. Because of the threat level assessed against the airline,
Air India had more extensive security measures than almost any
other Canadian or international airline. These measures were
generally in accordance with the recommended procedures of the
ICAO Security Manual for special risk flights. Air India had also
requested and received extra security from Transport Canada and
the RCMP for the month of June 1985. For Air India Flight
181/182, Air India provided a security officer from its New York
office to oversee the security arrangements at Toronto and
Mirabel. The security program at each airport was under the
overall supervision of the respective Air India station managers.
In Toronto, it was not clear who, if anyone, was undertaking this
function.
It is not known if the suitcase interlined from CP 060 was
screened before or after the X-ray machine broke down in
Toronto. Although baggage not examined by X-ray was screened
by a PD-4 sniffer, there are indications that the sniffer could have
been ineffective in detecting explosives, especially plastics.
Rather than using the sniffer, it would have been more effective
to open all bags and physically inspect them. Even though a

number of security personnel were not adequately trained in the
screening of passengers and baggage, it is not known whether
more training would have prevented an explosive device from
being placed on board.
Although airline procedures required baggage to be
accompanied, the agents checking in passengers in Toronto used
a passenger security numbering system but did not number
checked-in baggage, and baggage was not correlated with
passengers. Therefore, the interlined unaccompanied suitcase
from CP 060 was not detected. At Mirabel, checked-in
passengers and baggage were numbered so that the number of
passengers checking in baggage could be correlated with the
number of passengers boarding the aircraft. Had a passengerbaggage correlation been carried out in Toronto, the suitcase
from CP 060 would have been detected. The airline procedures
would have prevented the placement of the suitcase on the
aircraft.
Once loaded on the aircraft, the suitcase would have been placed
in container 11L and 12L (see Appendix B) if in the forward
cargo compartment, in container 44L or 44R if in the aft cargo
compartment, or in position 52 if in the bulk cargo compartment.
It could not be determined in which cargo compartment the
suitcase was loaded.
Therefore, although the procedures were in place to prevent an
explosive device from being placed on board the aircraft in
checked-in baggage, there was a breakdown in the X-ray
machine used to screen baggage, and there are indications that
the PD-4 sniffer was inadequate. Also, the security numbering
system used in Toronto was ineffective in preventing
unaccompanied interlined baggage from being placed on board
the aircraft.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as

follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before
water impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from
the forward portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the
aircraft was the lead event in this occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
4.2 Other Findings
Even though they may not be causal or related to the accident,
the following additional conclusions can be drawn from the
investigation with respect to certain security arrangements and
their application pertaining to this flight:
1. In compliance with the International Civil Aviation
Organization Annex 17 to the Convention on International Civil
Aviation, the Department of Transport of Canada has made
regulations requiring foreign aircraft operators who land in
Canada to establish, maintain, and carry out certain security
measures at airports.
2. In accordance with these regulations, Air India submitted a
security program to the Minister of Transport which included
security measures with respect to aircraft, cargo, baggage, and
passengers.
3. On 22 June 1985, an unaccompanied suitcase was interlined
from Vancouver to Toronto on CAP Flight 060 for transfer in

Toronto to Air India Flight 181/182.
4. The baggage loaded in Toronto was screened through an Xray machine process but, during the course of this procedure, the
X-ray machine broke down.
5. After the X-ray machine breakdown, an explosives detector
was used to screen the baggage; the baggage was not opened and
physically examined.
6. The effectiveness of the explosives detector is in doubt.
7. It is not known whether the unaccompanied suitcase
interlined from Vancouver was screened before or after the X-ray
machine broke down.
8. The security numbering system used in Toronto did not
prevent unaccompanied interlined baggage from being placed on
board the aircraft.
9. The normal procedures for interlining baggage in Toronto
indicate that the unaccompanied suitcase was loaded on Air India
Flight 181/182.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1.1
On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 Air India's Boeing
747 aircraft VT-EFO (Kanishka) was on a scheduled passager
flight (AI-182) from Montreal and was proceeding to London
enroute to Delhi and Bombay. It was being monitored at Shannon
on the Radar Scope. At about 0714 GMT it suddenly disappeared
from the Radar Scope and the aircraft, which has been flying at
an altitude of approximately 31,000 feet, plunged into the
Atlantic Ocean off the south-west coast of Ireland at position
latitude 51° 3.6'N and Longitude 12° 49'W. This was one of the
worst air disasters wherein all the 307 passengers plus 22 crew
members perished.
1.1.2
The fact that emergency had arisen was first noticed by
Shannon Upper Area Control (UAC) after the aircraft had
disappeared from the Radar Scope. The control gave a number of
calls to the aircraft but there was obviously no response.
Thereafter various messages were transmitted and that is how the
rest of the world came to know of the accident.
1.1.3
Shannon Control at 0730 hours advised the Marine

Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) about the situation which
appeared to have arisen. MRCC, in turn, explained the situation
to Valencia Coast Station and requested for a Pan Broadcast.
Thereafter ships started converging on the scene of the accident
and they commenced search and rescue operations.
1.1.4
The aircraft in question - Kanishka, was named after the
most powerful and famous king of the Kushanas who perhaps
ruled in India from AD 78 to AD 103. Besides being a great
conqueror, he was an ardent supporter and follower of Budhism a religion which preaches non-violence. Emperor Kanishka,
however, met a violent end. After 25 years of reign he was killed
by some of his own subjects. His life was thus brought to an
abrupt end.
1.1.5
It is indeed ironical that the Jumbo Jet which bore the
name 'Kanishka' also met with a violent and a sudden end on that
fateful morning of 23rd June, 1985.
INITIAL ACTION TAKEN BY THE
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
1.2.1
Initial intimation of the accident was received by Air
India who, in turn, communicated the same to Mr. H.S. Khola,
Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi.
The Accident Investigation Branch of United Kingdom also sent
information to the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi
to the effect that the accident had taken place on international
waters and as such it was India which was the authority to
investigate the accident in accordance with the provisions of
ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2
Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated 23rd
June, 1985 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation
whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed Inspector of Accidents for
the purpose of carrying out the investigation into the aforesaid air
accident. This appointment was made under Rule 71 of the
Aircraft Rules, 1937.

1.2.3
While search and rescue operations were underway at
the site of the accident, a team of officials headed by Dr.S.S.
Sidhu, Secretary, Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation rushed
from India to Cork. The said team was joined by Mr. Kiran
Doshi, the Indian Ambassador to Ireland, and also by two
officers of the Indian Navy who were attached to the Indian High
Commission at London. Subsequently two Medical Experts from
India also joined the said Team.
1.2.4
The Indian Team arrived at Cork, Ireland on 24th June,
1985. Representatives of the Governments of United States of
America, Canada and United Kingdom also reached there that
day. They were met by the representatives of the Government of
Ireland.
1.2.5
The members of the Team saw the rescue and salvage
operations being conducted. They also visited the Cork Regional
Hospital and had discussions with Irish and other Authorities
with a view to release the bodies of the victims which were being
brought to Cork.
1.2.6
For facilitating the process of investigation the Inspector
of Accidents after consulting the representatives of the aforesaid
Governments formed the following groups:
a. Structures, Power Plant and Systems Group.
b. Operations Weather & ATS Group.
c. Medical and Human Factor Group.
d. Search & Rescue Group.
The aforesaid groups were required to collect evidence and to
submit their respective reports to the Inspector of Accidents.
1.2.7
The bodies which were being recovered were brought to
the Cork Regional Hospital for identification and post-mortem.
At that time it was considered proper that apart from the two
medical experts from India, Wing Commandor Dr.I.R. Hill, who
is an expert in aviation pathology should also be called from
United Kingdom.

1.2.8
It was also being speculated that the accident may have
occurred due to an explosion on board the aircraft. In order to see
whether there was any evidence of an explosion which could be
gathered from the floating wreckage which was being salvaged,
the Government of India requisitioned the services of Mr. Eric
Newton, a Specialist in the detection of explosives sabotage in
aircraft wreckage.
1.2.9
In order to coordinate and guide the operations of the
various ships working at the crash site, a control centre was set
up at Cork Airport on 30th June, 1985.
1.2.10 The control centre was manned by representatives of the
Governments of Ireland, Canada and United States. The Indian
Naval Officers from the High Commission at London were
overall in-charge of this centre. After the flight recorders had
been recovered the centre continued to function, but the
representatives of the United States departed.
1.2.11 For retrieving the Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) and
Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR), a cable ship named Leon
Thevenin was engaged which had on board Submersible Robot
(Scarab) which was fitted with a Sonar receiver and TV Cameras.
The aforesaid ship was engaged and after an intensive search
CVR and the DFDR (more popularly known as 'the black boxes')
were located and retrieved on 10th July and 11th July, 1985
respectively.
1.2.12 The Government of India, in exercise of the powers
conferred by Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, 1937 vide
Notification No. AV.15013/10/85-A, dated 13th July, 1985,
directed that a formal investigation of the accident be carried out.
Mr Justice B.N. Kirpal, Judge of the Delhi High Court, was
appointed as the Court to hold the said investiation. The Central
Government also appointed Dr. V. Ramachandran of National
Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore; Mr. J.S. Gharia of
Explosive Research and Development Laboratory, Pune; Captian

J.S. Dhillon, retired Director of Operations, Air India, Bombay;
Mr. J.K. Mehra, retired Manager (Technical Training), Indian
Airlines, Hyderabad and Captain B.K. Bhasin, Deputy Managing
Director of Indian Airlines, New Delhi to act as Assessors of the
said Investigation. The Court was required to make its report to
the Central Government by 31st December, 1985, which date
was later extended to 28th February, 1986.
1.2.13 Mr. S.N. Sharma, Director of Airworthiness, Civil
Aviation Department, was appointed as Secretary to the Court
vide Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation letter No. AV/
15013/10/85-A, dated 22nd August, 1985. The appointment was
to take effect from 13th July, 1985.
ACTION TAKEN BY IRELAND, INCLUDING THE CORK
REGIONAL HOSPITAL
1.3.1
The accident had occurred on the Atlantic Ocean
approximately 100 miles south-west of the coast of Ireland. It is
the Air Traffic Control at Shannon, Ireland who first became
aware of the tragic event.
1.3.2
On coming to know of the accident, various authorities
in Ireland took immediate action. The Shannon ATC asked the
Marine and Rescue Coordinating Centre there to take emergency
action. Thereupon MRCC, Shannon asked Valantia Coast Radio
Station (CRS) for a PAN broadcast requiring all the vessels in
areas 51N/1250W to keep a look out for the wreckage of an
aircraft. The PAN broadcast was repeated and all ships were
directed to proceed to the site of accident which was determined
as 5101.9N/1242.5 W.
1.3.3
Irish authorities also took great pains in rendering every
possible assistance to the Indian and other authorities. Some of
the wreckage which had floated in to the west coast of ireland
was transported to Cork where a boat house had been hired by
the Government of India. The wreckage which was placed in the
said boat house was protected from any outside interference by

the local Gardai (police).
1.3.4
Irish ships proceeded to the scene of accident and
helped in search and rescue operations. The ATC at Shannon
gave details about the accident, in so far as they were aware of it,
and copies of the ATC tapes were supplied. Aer Lingus, national
airline of Ireland, provided assistance by making available its
local engineering facilities to the coordinating centre at Cork and
also to the other authorities.
1.3.5
Cork is a city having a population of approximately
1,34,000. One of the hospitals which was opened in 1978 is the
Cork Regional Hospital which had been set up to meet the needs
of the people. This 600-bed hospital was designated for the
purposes of the Major Accident Plan of the Southern Health
Board and thus became the appropriate centre for the reception
of the casualities of the Air India disaster. Since
the hospital first opened, it had dealt with a number of major
accidents involving road, rail and marine incidents. The Major
Accident Plan of the Southern Health Board sets out formally,
the strategy and procedure which the hopital is required to follow
while deailing with major accidents.
1.3.6
On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 at approximately
11.20 A.M. the hospital was put on alert following the
disappearance of the Air India Flight 182 off the south-west coast
of Ireland. The first message which was communicated to the
hospital indicated that it was unlikely that there would be any
survivors. The key hospital personnel were alerted and a meeting
was arranged in the hospital for the purposes of discussing and
making arrangements for the receipt of the bodies on the basis of
the information which was available at that time.
1.3.7
On being informed that there were no survivors in the
accident and that the hospital should be prepared to receive a
large number of bodies, then, in accordance with the Major
Accident Plan, mortuary facilities were improvised by

appropriating the gymnasium attached to the Deparatment of
Rheumatology. Subsequently it became evident that additional
mortuary and postmortem facilities would be needed. In order to
decide where the second mortuary was to be located, the hospital
had to take into cosideration the following factors:(a) The number and the condition of the bodies;
(b) The period during which the bodies would be retained;
(c) The hospital would be required to provide an on-going
service for in-patients, out-patients and serious accident and
emergency cases;
(d) To avoid unnecessary internal transport problems, the bodies
should be near the Post-Mortem and Pathology Departments; and
(e) To facilitate traffic flow in the hospital curtilage and to to
aviod unduc public access.
The hospital authorities accordingly located the second mortuary
in a recreational room adjoining the gymnasium.
1.3.8
Two rooms were put at the disposal of the Garda
(Police) authorities for use as Garda Control Rooms in the
hospital. Telecommunications lines were set up immediately for
their assistance as the Gardai was responsible for the forensic
and identification procedures in regard to the bodies brought to
the hospital.
1.3.9
A small Co-ordinating Group was set up consisting of
the Chief Executive Officer of the Southern Health Board,
Medical Co-ordinating Officer, Press Liaison Officer, a Senior
Registrar who knew about Indian customs and traditions and a
Hospital Administrator. This small Co-ordinating Group, whose
membership never changed, worked together and were capable
of assessing situations, making decisions, liaising with other
agencies and services and undertaking with other agencies and
services and undertaking responsibility for hospital press
releases. Apart from individual contact between members, the
Group had a standing arrangement to meet every morning and

afternoon. In the late evening, the Group, met the Garda,
Hospital Pathologists and key staff members for a general review
of progress and to decide the tasks and objectives for the
following day.
1.3.10 Within a few hours, the Co-ordinating Group realised
that the hospital was a world focal point of the international
media, and was required to:
a. Accommodate 131 bodies;
b. Provide pathological and Radiological services for each
body;
c. Co-operate with the Garda in their forensic work;
d. Cater for relatives of the victims;
e. eet representatives of foreign Governments; and
f. Keep press agencies informed.
Thus began an operation which demanded a quick and dedicated
response from all staff working in close cooperation with the
Gardai. At the same time, the hospital was required to continue
functioning in the delivery of normal in-patient and out-patient
services. The Major Accident Plan, apart from alerting staff,
provided the framework and basis for many
decisions taken as events evolved. An additional advantage in the
practical implementation of the Plan was the fact that the hospital
had staff experienced in dealing with previous emergency
situations and could marshal the extensive manpower resources
available.
1.3.11 The hospital authorities also made the following
arrangements:a. They briefed Government Ministers and Officials and other
dignitaries who visited the hospital. They were taken round the
hospital and were explained the arrangements which had been
made.
b. Some of the services which were being provided at the
hospital were either discontinued or postponed.

c. Bodies were received at the hospital and arrangements were
made on their arrival to numerically label and certify as dead all
the 131 bodies which were initially received. All the bodies, at
that stage, had been individually placed in special purpose body
bags. Initially, bodies were placed on tables, but, it was
subsequently decided that it would be much easier for all
concerned to place the wrapped bodies on polythene covered
floors.
d. Arrangements were made for carrying out of the postmortem examinations. Three Pathologists from other city
Hospitals were recruited to augment the existing staff. Dr.
Harbison, State Pathologist, was in charge of this aspect of the
operation. All the post mortem were completed by 27th June,
1985.
e. For the preservation of the bodies five refrigerated
containers with a capacity to hold 140 bodies were hired. These
containers were fitted with timber shelving.
f. Government Information Service was located in the
Matron's Office.
g. The Army provided troops for the unloading of the bodies
from the helicoplers at Cork Airport. They also supplied and
erected two large tents for storing bodies after post mortem and
embalming. Under Garda escort transport of all the bodies which
were recovered was undertaken by the
Army and these arrangements were co-ordinated by Chief
Ambulance Officer.
h. Embalming was carried out in the hospital and bodies were
then coffined and the coffins with appropriate number plaques
were subsequently laid out in the numerical order on the floor
when all the post mortems had been completed.
I. All the embalmed bodies were x-rayed (whole body). The
examination was completed on 28th June, 1985.
j. A provision was made for a 24 hour extended catering

service to meet the needs of staff, Gardai, Army and other
personnel involved including visiting relatives.
k. A simple plan was devised for dealing with the relatives.
This was a sensitive task bearing in mind the varying religious
beliefs, customs and cultures generally of the visiting relatives.
Their main function was to provide moral and emotional support
to the relatives.
l. As identification progressed, special arrangements were
made to assist the relatives. They were met by teams of
councellors from the Hospital as soon as they disembarked at
Cork Airport and subsequently at the Hospital. The relatives had
the same Counsellor and Garda Officer throughout the
identification procedure. An interesting development noted was
that each family group of relatives, their Counsellor and Garda
officers formed a single family unit transcending cultural
barriers. On subsequent visits, families appeared lost if their own
Counsellor was not immediately available to them. Usually, the
Counsellor and the Garda officers accompanied the relatives, at
their own request, for visual identification.
m. When plans were being formulated to receive the relatives, it
had been hoped to discourage them from coming to the Hospital
until such time as progress had been reported on the
identification process. Practical experience subsequently proved
this strategy to be inappropriate for a number of reasons. Apart
from facilitating the collection from relatives
of salient information on the victims, the most fundamental
reason was the underestimation of the abiding wish of the
relatives to be physically and psychologically as close as possible
to their deceased dear ones. Moreover, it was the express wish of
almost all relatives on arriving at Cork Airport to proceed
directly to Cork Regional Hospital; there, they were given an
informal talk by Air India and Garda representatives on the
progress of the investigation and the methods of identification.

Many of the relatives visited the hospital daily and remained
there throughout each day.
n. Coach trips were arranged to Bantry Bay for the relatives;
Bantry Bay is the nearest landmark from the site of the crash.
Relatives visited the seaside to pay their last respects to the
departed souls. These were solemn occasions when each relative
prayed in his/her own way. Rose petals and wreaths were
immersed in the sea in keeping with Indian traditions. The visit
gave them mental satisfaction and in the early days following the
crash, helped in diverting their attention while the investigative
procedures were being completed.
o. A small number of visiting relatives had personal medical
problems and they were treated at out-patient and in-patient
levels at the Hospital.
p. Cork/Kerry Tourism Organisation helped to co-ordinate the
accommodation of relatives between a number of hotels.
Approximately seven hotels were used within a radius of twenty
miles of the city for this purpose.
g. A number of press conferences were held. The Chief
Executive Officer, directed that press photography and television
filming be not allowed within the hospital in deference to the
privacy of patients and in respect for the relatives wishes.
r. Responsibility for the identification of bodies rested with the
Garda Authorities and the conditions under which bodies were
released are summarised as follows :(I) Satisfactory identification
(ii) Consent of the Coroner
(iii) Proper authentification of the person claiming each body
All bodies arriving at Cork Regional Hospital had already been
numerically labelled by the Garda Authorities. To prevent
confusion, the bodies were then given identical numbers under
the hospital major accident labelling system and this proved to be
very helpful later during identification, investigations and

recordings. A routine was established for examining and
recording information about each body. Teams consisting of a
doctor, nurse, clerical officer and Garda made the necessary
examination, labelling and recording each body and such details
as :a. Sex
b. Adult or child
c. Clothing
d. Jewellery and personal effects
e. Injuries
f. Obvious scars
Death was confimed in all cases. Each body was fingerprinted
and photographed by Garda Technical Bureau Staff. Each body
was subjected to autopsy, forensic and dental examination. All
bodies were embalmed and following embalming, were
photographed and x-rayed. This procedure was completed in
respect of all the bodies by the evening of the fifth day of the
crash. The data from these investigations was collated on an
Interpol form (pink) for each body. Similar ante-mortem
information was obtained from the relatives about each victim on
a separate Interpol form (yellow). When the information on the
pink and yellow forms matched beyond doubt, a positive
identification was made. It might be noted that the photographs
originally taken by the Garda Technical Bureau Officers of each
body were matched with photographs of the 131 embalmed
bodies. When a positive identification was made, the relatives
were shown photographs of the deceased. These photographs
were available for inspection by Saturday, 29th June. As positive
identification progressed,
personal effects were added to the identification process and
finally, visual identification took place. For obvious forensic
reasons, positive identification was necessarily slow and
meticulous and, in fact, was made more difficult by reason of the

fact that only 131 bodies out of the 329 passengers and crew
were recovered. All 131 bodies were identified, the first positive
identification was made on 27th June and the last on the 6th
August. Each coffin had affixed to it a metal plaque clearly
indicating the number assigned in the first instance to the body it
contained. The bodies when identified were released by the
Garda Authorities through the undertaker. The Coroner directed
that a reasonable time would have to elapse before unidentified
bodies could be disposed off an this was to be by way of burial.
The final date for this purpose was fixed for 3rd August, 1985,
but, this date was subsequently extended to 6th August, 1985, to
coincide with the date of the Civic Commemoration Ceremony.
(s) Bodies of victims for identification were brought
individually to separate viewing rooms, suitably decordated with
flowers and with incense burning. Visual identification was
performed in private by the relatives and moreover, it allowed
them to pay their last respects in their own religious beliefs. An
adjoining room was also made available where they could grieve
in private. Subsequently, it was learnt that these arrangements
were much appreciated by the relatives who articulated this
appreciation by commenting that the arrangements provided
were as near as possible to the funeral rites observed in their
domestic communities. The relatives were of the opinion that the
special arrangements made conveyed a deep personal and
individual response to the dignity of each victim which might
otherwise be lost with such a large number of bodies.
(t) Procedures were laid down which were required to be
followed and observed for the purposes of preventing infection.
(u) On 6th August, 1985 an interdenominational service was
held in the morning. In the evening on that day a Civic
Commemoration Ceremony was held which was attended by a
large number of persons.
(v) A formal inquest was held by the Coroner in the Courthouse,

Cork, which commenced on 17th September, 1985 and ended on
23rd September, 1985. The Coroner's Jury returned a verdict in
accordance withmedical and pathological evidence.
ACTION TAKEN BY THE COURT
1.4.1
Despite the fact that Mr. H.S. Khola had been appointed
as the Inspector of Accidents under Rule 71 of the Aircraft Rules,
the Government thought it proper to appoint Mr.Justice B.N.
Kirpal as the Court to investigate into the circumstances of the
accident.
1.4.2
The appointment of the Court was made under Rule 75
of the Aircraft Rules, which is as follows :"75. Formal Investigation - Where it appears to the Central
Government that it is expedient to hold a formal investigation of
an accident it may, whether or not an investigation or an inquiry
has been made under rule 71 or 74, by order direct a formal
investigation to be held and with respect to any such formal
investigation the following provisions shall apply namely
(1) The Central Government shall appoint a competent person
(hereinafter referred to as "the Court"), to hold the investigation,
and may appoint one or more persons possessing legel,
aeronautical, engineering, or other special knowledge to act as
assessors, it may also direct that the Court and the assessors shall
receive such remuneration as it may determine.
(2) The Court shall hold the investigation in open court in such
manner and under such conditions as the Court may think fit
most effectual for ascertining the causes and circumstances of the
accident and for enabling the Court to make the report
hereinafter mentioned.
(3) (i) The Court shall have, for the purpose of the investigation,
all the powers of a Civil Court under the Code of Civil
Procedure, 1908 and without prejudice to those powers the Court
may :(a) enter and inspect, or authorise any person to enter and

inspect, any place or building, the entry or inspection whereof
appears to the court reguisite for the purpose of the investigation;
and
(b) enforce the attendance of witness and compel the production
of documents and material objects; and every person required by
the Court to furnish any information shall be deemed to be
legally bound to
do so within the meaning of section 176 of the Indian Penal
Code.
(ii) The assessors shall have the same powers of entry and
inspection as the Court.
(4) The investigation shall be conducted in such manner that, if a
charge is made or likely to be made against any person, that
person shall have an opportunity of being present and of making
any statement or giving any evidence and producing witness on
his behalf.
(5)Every person attending as a witness before the Court shall be
allowed such expenses as the Court may consider reasonable:
Provided that, in the case of the owner or hirer of any aircraft
concerned in the accident and of any person in his employment
or of any other person concerned in the accident, any such
expenses may be disallowed if the Court, in its discretion, so
directs.
(6)The court shall make a report to the Central Government
stating its findings as to the causes of the accident and the
circumstances thereof and adding any observations and
recommendations which the Court thinks fit to make with a view
to the preservation of life and avoidance of similar accidents in
future, including, a recommendation for the cancellation,
suspension or endorsement of any licence or certificate issued
under the rules.
(7)The assessors (if any) shall either sign the report, with or
without reservations, or state in writing their dissent therefrom

and their reasons for such dissent, and such reservations or
dissent and reasons (if any) shall be forwarded to the Central
Government with the report. The Central Government may cause
any such report and reservation or dissent and reason (if any) to
be made public, wholly or in part, in such manner as it thinks fit."
1.4.3
The Court, which is appointed under Rule 75, does not
act as a 'Commission of Inquiry' which is usually appointed
under the Commissions of Inquiry Act to inquire into any definite
matters of public importance. The role of the Court, on its
appointment under Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, is essentially
that of an Investigator. It is for this
reason that no procedure has been prescribed in the Rules which
the Court is required to follow. While carrying out its functions,
the Court is not only required to comply with the provisions of
the Aircraft Act, and the Rules framed thereunder, but it must
necessarily also keep in view the provisions of ICAO Annex. 13.
1.4.4. As an Investigator, investigating into an accident, the
Court had to perform multi-farious duties and functions. Before
referring to them, it would be pertinent to point out that whereas
an Inspector of Accidents, who is appointed under Rule 71,
would normally be belonging to the Civil Aviation Department
and would have all the machinery available to him for
conducting the investigation, the Court, when it is appointed to
hold an investigation under Rule 75, lacks the basic
infrastructure to conduct the investigation of such a magnitude.
Assessors are appointed to assist the Court but the actual
investigation work cannot be carried out by them. Despite these
handicaps, the investigation continued smoothly primarily due to
the fact that whenever directions were issued by the Court to any
of the participants before it or to the Civil Aviation Department
or any other Organisations, the directions of the Court were
readily complied with. On a few occasions it also became
necessary to require the Assessors to conduct the investigation,

which they did with the help of other organisations.
1.4.5
As an Investigator, the first task which was undertaken
was to see that the tapes from the Cockpit Voice Recorder, which
had been salvaged, were recoverd from the recorders and
subsequently analysed. Requisite directions were issued and the
tapes were removed from their respective recorders on 16th July,
1985. This operation was carried out at the Air India workshop at
Santacruz in the presence of the accredited representatives of
Lockheed (manufactures of DFDR), Fairchild (manufacturers of
CVR), Boeing Airplane Co., Canadian Air Safety Board (CASB),
National Transportation Safety Board, USA (N.T.S.B), Air India
and Government of India. The tapes so recovered were
subsequently played and analysed.
1.4.6
On an appointment being made under Rule 75 the Court
would become incharge of overall investigation of the accident.
In that capacity, and in order to effectively discharge its
functions, it became necessary for the Court to undertake the
following tasks :(a) For getting first hand information, the Court had to
personally inspect the wreckage which had been recovered and
was housed in a boat yard in Cork. While in Cork opportunity
was also taken to go to the Cork Regional Hospital and to have
discussions with and be briefed by the hospital staff. A trip was
also made to Shannon with a view to see and understand the
working of the Secondary Radar System which was in use there.
On this visit the original ATC tape, which contained
communication betwen Kanishka and the ATC, was also heard.
As it was suspected that there may be a link between the blast
which had taken place at Narita Airport on 23rd June, 1985 and
the accident to Air India's flight 182, it was felt necessary to
inspect the site of the bomb blast at Narita Airport.
On the aforesaid visit to Tokyo, the site where the blast had taken
place was inspected which gave some, though very vague, idea

of the detonating power of the blast. While in Tokyo meetings
and discussions were also held with the police and Aviation
Authorities. The Court also had the advantage of being able to
meet members of the team investigating into the Japan Airlines
Flight JL 123 accident which had occurred near Tokyo on 12th
August, 1985. Similarities and dissimilarities between the two
accidents were, to some extent, noticed and some information
was exchanged.
Information was received, that some floating wreckage had been
picked on the coast of England and it was possible that some of
the places, which were so received, should be subjected to
further detailed chemical and metallurgical examination. In order
to decide this, it became necessary to visit RADRE, Kent, U.K.
As a result of the inspection and the discussions there, it was
decided by the Court that the pieces so recovered should be sent
to BARC at Bombay for further analysis.
(b) Directions had to be given, from time to time, with regard to
the mapping and salvaging of the wreckage which was being
effected. It had to be decided as to how, and in what areas, the
Scarab should continue to map the wreckage and take video films
and still photographs. Based on the information received
therefrom and after discussions with the experts, both Indian and
foreign, a list was drawn up indicating the items which had to be
salvaged. As the weather was likely to be unpredictable, with a
possibility of its deteriorating rapidly, a priority list of items to be
salvaged had also to be prepared, and this was done. In view of
the fact that the Canadian ship John Cabot and the Scarab had a
limited capacity, with regard to the size and weight of pieces
which could be lifted from the bottom of the ocean, decision had
also to be taken with regard to the deployment of another ship.
As a consequence thereof a ship 'Kreuzturm' was also engaged in
salvage operations.
(c) Directions had also to be given assigning work and duties to

different teams of persons. As an Investigator, the Court was
incharge of the entire work of investigation which was being
carried out in different parts of the world. It not being possible
for the Court itself to undertake all the tasks, decisions had to be
taken as to how the investigating work was to progress and who
would carry out the directions issued from time to time. For
example, immediately after reaching Cork on 25th July, 1985 it
was felt necessary that a team should be immediately sent to
Canada in an effort to get relevant information from there in
connection with the flight AI 182. Accordingly, a team of 3
persons headed by Mr. H.S. Khola was directed to proceed to
Canada immediately. As a result of the efforts put in by this team,
and with the considerable amount of cooperation, help and
assistance rendered by the Canadian Authorities valuable
information was received by the Court having direct bearing on
the investigation. Yet another example in this regard was of
requiring Dr. V. Ramachandran, one of the Assessors and an
expert in Metallurgy, to be stationed on board the salvage ships
during the recovery operations. The procedure which had to be
followed by him was also determined. Information about the
progress of the salvage operations was communicated on
telephone to the Court at all times of day and night. On receipt of
such information further instructions, when ever necessary, used
to be issued.
(d) Discussions were held with the Indian experts in order to
understand some of the complicated questions which had arisen
during the investigation.
In an effort to be able to fully appreciate the effect of
decompression, the Court visited the Institute of Aviation
Medicine at Bangalore where explsoive decompression was
simulated for the Court's benefit. Discussions were also held with
other experts of aviation medicine who were also given copies of
the post-mortem reports for their opinion. National Aeronautics

Laboratory was also visited in Bangalore where meeting was
held with experts in aerodynamics, structure and metallurgy.
Visits to Bombay where more frequent and necessary so that the
Court could get first hand information with regard to the work
which was being done at BARC.
The investigation involved looking into matters concerning
aviation, electronics, medicine etc. Not being familiar with these
branches, the discussions which were held, were of immense
help and assistance to the Court who had to understand all the
evidence and information which it was gathering.
(e) The accident had attracted world wide attention. Right from
the start of the investigation by the Court when the recorders
were first opened in Bombay on 16th July, 1985 till the
conclusion of the hearing, the Press and the TV were eager for
information. It was felt that rather than the media resorting to
speculation of getting wrong information, the Court itself or its
representative should, as and when necessary, brief the media. In
this connection interviews were given, both in India and abroad,
which were broadcast over the television and printed in the Press.
As a result of this, correct information was disseminated with
regard to the progress of the investigation without disclosing the
Court's opinion on the evidence which had been received.
(f) Finally, the Court had to conduct the formal investigation in
Court. For this purpose it laid down the procedure which would
be followed. Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules required that the
investigation would be in open court. It was, however, felt that in
this particular case it would be advisable that some evidence
should be obtained in Camera.
The Court, accordingly, recommended that necessary amendment
should be made in Rule 75 so that the Court was given the power
to hold certain proceedings in camera when the circumstances so
warranted. The suggestion of the Court was accepted and that
resulted in Rule 75(2) being amended and, as a result thereof, the

Court was given the power to hold proceedings in camera if the
stipulated conditions existed.
COMMENCEMENT OF FORMAL INVESTIGATION
1.5.1
The object of setting up a court to investigate into an
accident is primarily to find out the causes and circumstances of
the accident and thereafter to make recommendations. Such an
investigation is not in the nature of an adversary litigation
between the participants before the Court. As such it should be
the endeavour of all the participants to assist the Court in arriving
at a correct conclusion.
1.5.2
Under Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, the procedure
which has to be followed in the investigation of an accident is to
be determined by the Court itself. While laying down the
procedure which is required to be followed, the endeavour of the
Court has necessarily to be to adopt such procedure which would
help the court in being able to complete its task satisfactorily, and
in the shortest possible time. Whenever an accident takes place,
it is of utmost importance that the cause of the accident must be
ascertained at the earliest so that if any remedial measures are to
be taken then those steps should be taken without any undue
delay.
1.5.3
In the present case, there were a number of factors
which had to be kept in view while determining the procedure
whichshould be followed. The accident had occurred over
international waters and approximately at a distance of about
5000 miles from the place where the investigation was to be
conducted, namely, New Delhi. The ill fated flight itself had
commenced from Canada, and this meant that most of the
evidence would only be available there. Matters were not
simplified by the fact that the debris itself was lying at the
bottom of the ocean, 2 miles under water. It became apparent, at
the very beginning, that to recover the entire debris would be a
superhuman task and it will not be possible to do so within the

limited time span which was available.
1.5.4
It was thought that it would be of assistance if all the
participants got together so as to determine what procedure
should be followed. The procedure had to be such which would
give an effective opportunity of hearing to all the participants,
without in any way unduly prolonging the investigation.
1.5.5
The Court decided that, in order to obtain the views, it
would be necessary and advisable to have a Pre-hearing
Conference.
1.5.6
The first decision which had to be taken was as to who
were to be given a participants status. Keeping inview the
provisions of Annex 13, participants status was given to
Governments of Ireland, Canada, USA and India. Similar status
was also given to Boeing Airplane Co. and Air India. As there
might have been some similarities or dissimilarities between the
present accident and the accident of the Japan Airlines Boeing
747-SR and also because there may have been a possibility of the
present accident being linked with the explosion which had
taken, place at Narita Airport, Tokyo on 23rd June, 1985, an
Observer's status was given to the Government of Japan.
1.5.7
Notices for holding of the Pre-hearing Conference on
16th September, 1985 were accordingly issued on 29th August,
1985. The agenda for the Conference was to be as follows :a. To make suggestions to the Court for its consideration,
regarding the procedure to be followed in the conduct of the
formal proceedings in the Court.
b. To draw up a tentative list of witness.
c. To draw up a tentative list of exhibits.
d. To determine the areas to be inquired into
e. To fix a date for the commencement of the public hearing.
f. Any other matter with the permission of the Court.
1.5.8
Except for the Government of Japan, all the other
participants were represented at the said Pre-hearing Conference.

After discussions had been held between the Court and the
Participants, some decisions were arrived at regarding different
items of the agenda.
1.5.9
Firstly the following points were framed, indicating the
areas to be inquired into by the Court:
a. Whether the accident was caused by a structural failure?
b. Whether the accident was caused by some human effort?
c. Whether the accident was caused by some criminal act?
d. Whether the accident was caused by an external noncriminal act?
e. Based on the evidence on record, what steps should or can
be taken so as to ensure greater air safety.
1.5.10 It was further decided that, as suggested by all the
participants, at least critical portions of the wreckage should be
recovered.
1.5.11 With regard to the recording of the evidence it was
decided that evidence will, in the first instance, be taken by
filling affidavits or by filling statements alongwith affidavits.
Copies of the same were to be supplied to the other participants
for their consideration. These affidavits were to be filed on or
before 18th October, 1985 and a second Pre-hearing Conference
was to take place on 30th October, 1985 at New Delhi when it
was to be decided as to which of the persons should be called for
cross-examination. It was determined that it is only thereafter
that hearing would commence in open court.
1.5.12 A tentative list of witnesses was also drawn up and it
was decided that on the next date names of more witnesses may
be added and, furthermore, the participants would be free to file
any affidavits which they deem fit including affidavits in rebuttal.
1.5.13 Another important decision which was taken at the Prehearing Confence was that a Structural Group was formed
consisting of (1) Mr. H.S. Khola or his nominee (2)
Representative of the Canadian Government (3) Representative

of NTSB, USA (4) Representative of Boeing Airplane Co., USA
(5) Representative of Air India. This group was entrusted with
the task of examining and analysing, initially in Seattle, USA, the
video films and the still photographs of the wreckage. This group
was also to indicate and decide the items of priorities of
wreckage which had to be recovered. The report of this group
was required to be submitted by 18th October, 1985. The report
of the work done at Seattle was in fact submitted only on 25th
October, 1985. This group was also given the liberty to associate
any other experts or persons from Boeing or any other Authority.
The group was also to inspect the floating wreckage which had
already been salvaged and any further wreckage which would be
salvaged.
1.5.14 Although the affidavits by way of evidence had to be
filed by 18th October, 1985, it was only the Government of
Ireland who filed an affidavit by at date. On behalf of the
Government of India, an application was filed asking for more
time. The reason stated was that the affidavit which had to be
filed was to be of Mr. H.S. Khola but he was out of India as he
was heading the structures group which was evaluating the video
films and photographs at Seattle. The Court had no option but to
grant further time to the Union of India to file its affidavits and
this necessarily resulted in the adjournment of the Pre-hearing
Conference which had been fixed for 30th October 1985.
1.5.15 As the salvage operations were reaching a critical point
it became necessary for the Court to go to Cork on 27th October,
1985. Taking advantage of the presence of the Court in Cork,
other participants also came there. Besides them, representatives
of CP Air and Air Canada also arrived. At one of the informal
meetings between the Court and the representatives of the
participants, applications were filed by CP Air and the Air
Canada, inter alia, praying that they should be permitted to
participate in the investigation. It might be mentioned here that

CP Air had interlined one of the passangers from Vancouver to
AI-182, while Air Canada was the handling agents in Canada of
Air India. After hearing the participants it was decided that
participant status should also be given to these two viz., CP Air
and Air Canada.
1.5.16 The participant had all filed their affidavits by way of
submissions. The Court indicated that formal hearings would be
held for the purpose of cross-examining some of the witnesses
about three weeks after the receipt of all the reports of the
various groups. While in Cork, in the first week of November,
1985 some of the salvaged pieces of the wreckage were brought
there. After they were inspected by all the participants and their
advisers, who were present in Cork, it was decided by the Court
that further detailed metallurgical and other examination of those
pieces would be done at BARC, Bombay. In order that there
should be no undue delay the Court decided that a Group be
constituted consisting of expert representatives of all the
participants and also the nominees
of the Court. This group was asked to carry out metallurgical and
other examination of some of the critical pieces salvaged and
give its report to the Court. The group consituted as a 'Committee
of Experts' was as under :a. Mr. A.J.W. Melson, Canadian Aviation Safety Board,
Canada.
b. Mr. R.K. Phillips, Canadian Pacific Air, Canada.
c. Mr. T. Swift, Federal Aviation, Administration, USA.
d. Mr. R.Q. Taylor, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
e. Mr. J.P. Tryzl, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
f. Mr. J.F. Wildey II, National Transportation Safety Board
USA.
g. Mr. S.N. Seshadri, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India
(Coordinator).
1.5.17 The parties were informed in Cork that the report of Mr.

H.S. Khola, Inspector of Accidents, would be available by about
8th November, 1985. It was then decided that the statements of
the first batch of witnesses should be recorded from 20th
November, 1985. It was also agreed that if some of the reports of
the experts were not received, further examination of the witness
may have to postponed.
1.5.18 After receipt of the report from Mr. Khola. on the 8th
November, 1985, a notice of the holding of the Public Hearing
was issued to all the participants. This notice indicated that the
hearing would commence on 20th November, 1985. In the
meantime, a Public Notice was also published in the daily
"Times of India" in Delhi and Bombay editions on 21st October,
1985 in which it was stated as follows :NOTICE
AIR INDIA KANISHKA
ACCIDFNT INVESTIGATION
The Government of India, vide Notification dated 13th July,
1985, appointed Hon'ble Mr. Justice B.N. Kirpal as a Court to
investigate into the accident to Air India's Boeing 747 aircraft
VT-EFO (KANISHKA) near the Irish Coast on 23rd June, 1985,
when the aircraft was engaged on a scheduled passenger flight
from Montreal to Bombay via London and New Delhi.
Any person having direct knowledge, who may desire to make
representation concerning the circumstances or causes of the
accident, may do so in writing in the form of an affidavit duly
attested by an Oath Commissioner or a Notary Public and
address the same to the undersigned so as to reach him within 15
days of the publication of this Notice.
S.N. SHARMA
SECRETARY
COURT OF INVESTIGATION
COURT NO.10,DELHI HIGH COURT
SHERSHAH ROAD

NEW DELHI - 110 003
Pursuant to the aforesaid public notice no affidavit was received
from any one.
1.5.19 The public hearing commenced on 20th November,
1985 and the first session concluded on 28th November, 1985.
During this period statements of Mr. H.S. Khola, Wing
Commander Dr. I.R. Hill and Sgt. Atkinson of R.C.M.P., Canada
were recorded.
1.5.20 Till that date, report on the examination of the salvaged
pieces had not been received. It was anticipated that the report
would be available by mid December, 1985. In order to give the
parties sufficient time to study the reports of all the experts it was
decided that further evidence would be recorded from 22nd
January, 1986.
1.5.21 After the reports were received from BARC; AIB;
Farnborrough; NTSB; USA; and Mr. Bernard Caiger of CASB,
Canada and the copies of the same had also been received by all
the participants, recording of evidence commenced from 22nd
January, 1986 and concluded on 30th January, 1986. In all
statements of 13 witnesses were recorded.
1.5.22 At this stage it will be pertinent to make a few
observations with regard to the procedure which was laid down
for recording of evidence etc. As already indicated, most of the
evidence was such which was not available in India. As a Court
investigating the accident under the provisions of Aircraft Rules,
it had no jurisdication to compel
attendance of any witness from abroad. The Court also had no
jurisdication, either under the Rules or under the provisions of
Annex 13, to require any witness to be examined in a country
other than the one in which the Court is holding the
investigation. The Court was informed that, if called upon, some
of the persons who were outside India may not be inclined to
testify before the Court.

1.5.23 Faced with the aforesaid difficulty it became necessary,
therefore, to evolve a procedure which would enable the Court to
get the requisite information. As long as the Court was satisfied
that the information which was being received was one which
had been truthfully given by a person, it was immaterial as to the
manner in which the information was received. It is for this
reason that it was decided that evidence will, in the first instance,
be given by way of affidavits. It was also provided that the
statements could also be filed along with affidavits. This latter
course was permitted so as to enable some of the statements,
which had been recorded by members of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police, to be placed before the Court. These statements,
of course, had to be accompanied, as they were, with the
affidavits of the persons who had recorded the statements.
1.5.24 At one stage, by a formal application in writing, Air
India had protested against this procedure being followed. By
order dated 22nd November, 1985, an objection by Air India to
the filing of the statements accompanied by affidavits, was dealt
with by the Court in the following words :"With regard to the affidavits which have been filed by the
Government of Canada, I would only like to observe in the Prehearing Conference on 16th September, 1985, it was decided that
"Evidence will, in the first instance, 1985 be taken by filing
affidavits or by filling of Statements along with affidavits." It was
understood that if it is not possible to file affidavits of the persons
who are in a position to give information then affidavits may be
filed of other persons who may have recorded the statements of
the persons who are in a position to give information. This
is not an adversary litigation where one of the parties may lose
because of lack of proof. One of the objects of setting up a Court
to investigate into an accident is to find out the causes of the
accident and to make recommendations. It is necessary for this
purpose to get information which may be relevant. It is true that

strictly speaking the statements which are annexed to the
affidavits may not be admissible as evidence in a Court of Law
when there is a litigation between the parties but considering
limitations which we have, namely, where a Court like the
present has no jurisdication to enforce the attendance of any
witness who is outside this country and furthermore, the Court
has no jurisdication to compel any one to give information, the
procedure which was adopted was thought to be the most
practical one for obtaining information in connection with the
accident. Under the circumstances, the affidavits which have
been filed along with the statements which have been annexed
thereto which give information with regard to the accident, have
to be taken on record."
1.5.25 Another advantage of following the aforesaid procedure
was that the time which would have been taken in Court in
examining of the witnesses was considerably reduced. After the
participants had filed affidavits, the same were to be secrutinised
and it was then to be decided as to which of the deponents or
persons should be called for examination in Court. Effectiveness
of this procedure which was adopted is apparent from the fact
that though affidavits by way of evidence were filed in Court,
ultimately only 13 witnesses had to be examined in Court and
sitings were held in Court only on 14 days.
1.5.26 Written arguments were filed on the forenoon of the 4th
February, 1986 and oral arguments were heard in the afternoon
of that day. No written arguments or oral submissions were made
by the Government of Ireland, CP Air or Boeing Company.
1.5.27 Mr. I.G. Whitehall, councel for the Government of
Canada took exception to some of the submissions which were
contained in the written submissions filed by Air India. Mr.
Whitehall contended that the Court had opined that it will not go
into the question of responsibility of the unfortunate accident and
therefore, there was no; justification for Air India to include in its

written submissions numberous passages
which tended to fix responsibilities.
1.5.28 By the order dated 4th February, 1986, it was made
clear that it was not the intention of the investigation to apportion
blame if any lapse had been committed and, therefore, the Court
would ignore any written submissions which tended to apportion
blame or responsibility for any lapse of any participants. It might
here be mentioned that such a question had earlier arisen while
the statement of Sgt. Atkinson was being recorded. The Court
had then held that it will not go into the question as to who was
responsible for the accident. It was in view of this order that no
evidence was led by any of the parties on the question as to who
may have been responsible for any possible lapse which could
have led to this accident.
2.1 Flight Preparation
2.1.1. Air India Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO 'Kanishka' was
operating flight AI-181 (Bombay-Delhi-Frankfurt-TorontoMontreal) on 22nd June, 1985. From Montreal it becomes
AI-182 from Mirabel to Heathrow Airport, London enroute to
Delhi and Bombay. The aircraft arrived at Toronto from
Frankfurt at 1830 Z and was parked at gate No. 107 Terminal 2 at
L.N. Pearson International Airport. In accordance with the
Canadian regulations, all the passengers and their baggage were
off loaded to complete the customs and immigration checks.
Transit cards were handed out to 68 transit passengers destined to
Montreal who disembarked at Toronto for customs and
immigration checks.
2.1.2. The flight from Toronto to Montreal was made up of the
following:(I) Passengers originating at Toronto and their baggage.
(ii) Transit passengers, and their baggage, continuing their flight
to Montreal.
(iii) Two diplomatic bags from Indian Consulate General,

Vancouver via Air Canada Cargo Flight, and some Air India
Mail.
(iv) Fifth Pod engine and its associated parts.
(v) Interline passengers and their baggage from connecting
flights as detailed below:a) Air Canada flight AC-102
from Sasktoon - 2 Passengers
b) Air Canada flight AC-106
from Edmonton - 4 Passengers
c) Air Canada flight AC-170
from Winnipeg - 1 Passenger
d) Air Canada flight AC-170
from Winnipeg - 4 Passengers
e) Air Canada flight AC-136
from Vancouver - 10 Passengers
2.1.3. One passenger by name 'M. Singh', checked in at
Vancouver on Canadian Pacific flight CP-060 (VancouverToronto) of 22nd June 1985, and got his one piece of baggage
interlined to Air India flight AI-181
even though he had no confirmed reservation on AI-181. This
passenger, however, did not board the flight CP-060 at
Vancouver and also did not check-in for Air India flight
AI-181/182 at Toronto.
2.1.4
The checking-in of passengers for Air India flight
AI-181/182 at Toronto began at 1830 Z. The checking-in of the
passengers was carried out by Air Canada personnel who are the
handling agents for Air India, and was supervised by Air India
personnel. The Air Canada personnel indicated the computer
sequeritial numbers (security numbers) on the passenger
boarding card stubs. At about 1930 Z announcement was made
for the primary security check of passengers and their hand
baggage. The passengers passed through the Door Frame Metal
Detector and their hand baggage was checked through X-Ray

machine. The passengers were also subjected to physical security
check with the help of Hand Held Metal Detectors. The transit
passengers to Montreal and their hand baggage were also
subjected to these security checks, while their checked in
baggage, after clearance by the Canadian Customers authorities
was placed by the passengers themselves on the conveyor belt
while they were still in sterile area. In this way there was
personal identification by the passengers of all checked in
baggage, except the baggage which had been interlined to this
flight.
2.1.5
The flight was closed for check-in at about 2150 Z.
There were 10 'NO SHOWS' and 4 'GO SHOWS'. The security
checked passengers remained in the holding area gate No. 107
till boarding was announced at about 2210 Z. At the boarding
gate secondary security check of the passengers and their hand
baggages was carried out. The passengers were frisked with the
help of Hand Held Metal Detectors and their hand baggages were
opened and physically checked.
2.1.6
The security numbers on the stubs were circled on the
pre-numbered Security Control Sheet to ensure that all the
checked-in passengers have boarded the aircraft. Passenger
boarding was completed by 2300 Z. Traffic/Sales representative
of Air India verified the Security Control Sheet with the number
of stubs collected and the number of passengers checked-in.
He found that all the 202 passengers, who had checked-in, had
boarded the aircraft.
2.1.7
As stated earlier, 68 transit passengers had disembarked
at Toronto for completing the customs and immigration checks.
However, only 65 of these passengers re-boarded the aircraft as
per transit cards collected at the boarding gate. It is in evidence
that almost every flight of Air India to Canada, two or three
transit passengers do not re-board the flight at Toronto. Some
Toronto passengers travelling to India buy their tickets

"Montreal-India-Montreal" instead of "Toronto-India-Toronto",
for which the fare is higher, and they travel by bus to Montreal to
catch the Air India flight to India. On their return journey, when
they get down at Toronto for customs and immigration checks,
they simply do not re-board the flight even though their
reservations are upto Montrteal. These passengers sometimes
inform Air India personnel at Toronto about their not re-boarding
the aircraft. On 22nd June, 1985, however, no such passenger
informed Air India personnel.
2.1.8
There was a crew change at Toronto. The flight and
cabin crew members who took over the flight AI-181/182 had
been laid over in Toronto for the week prior to the accident flight
and were scheduled to take the flight upto London where they
were to be relieved by another set of crew. Capt H.S.Narendra
was the Commander of the flight, with Capt S.S.Bhinder as copilot and Mr.D.D.Dumasia as the Flight Engineer. In addition
there were 19 cabin crew members. All the crew members
reported together at the airport at 2130 Z. As per the practice
existing at that time, the flight crew and cabin crew members
were not subjected to frisking checks and their hand baggage
were also not security checked. Their checked-in baggage was,
howevewr, security checked along with the other checked-in
baggage of passengers.
2.1.9
The interline baggage was brought to the international
baggage make-up area by the Air Canada staff but, as mentioned
earlier, it was not personally identified and matched with the
passengers.
2.1.10 The checked-in baggage of the originating passengetrs
and crew members of AI-181/182 was sent on a conveyer belt to
the baggage make-up area. All the checked-in baggage along
with the interline baggage was required to be security checked on
the X-ray machine which was located in the baggage make-up
area at the end of international belt No.4.

2.1.11 It has been reported that the X-ray machine worked
intermittently for some period and at about 2045Z it broke down
and there was no picture on the screen. The Machine could not
be repaired on that day as it was a week-end and no technician
could be contacted. Air India's Security Officer then advised that
the rest of the baggage be checked with a PD-4 explosive
detector provided by him. He also demonstrated the use of the
PD-4 detec- tor to the concerned personnel. It has been reported
that about 60 to 70 baggages were checked and cleared by the
PD-4 detector.
2.1.12 The security checked baggage was loaded in the
containers by the Air Canada personnel. The loading of the
baggage in containers was over by about 2230 Z. The ramp
personnel of Air Canada carried the container and loaded them in
the aircraft.
2.1.13 From March, 1985, after the introduction of Air India
flight AI-181 through Toronto, diplomatic bags from Indian
Consulate General at Vancouver were being sent to India by Air
India flight from Toronto. Accordingly, two diplomatic bags,
duly sealed and escorted, were delivered to Air Canada office at
Vancouver on 21st June and they arrived at Toronto by Air
Canada flight AC-580. One of the bags Sl.No. 49 contained 13
empty large diplomatic bags while the other bag Sl.No.50
contained diplomatic mail. The total weight of the bags was 13.8
Kgs.
2.1.14 In addition to the above, a few envelopes containing
some flight documents addressed to Accounts Office, Air India,
Bombay, and one envelope addressed to Commercial
Headquarters, Air India, Bombay from Air India Town Office in
Toronto, were collected by Messrs Mega International.
2.1.15 The aircraft was refueled by CAFAS with 14,602 litres
of fuel.
2.1.16 On 8th June No. 1 engine of Air India Boeing 747

aircraft VT-EGC had failed during take off. The failed engine
was to be ferried to Bombay on flight AI-181/182 of 22nd June.
2.1.17 The failed engine and the associated parts were placed
in Air Canada Engineering Hangar at Toronto airport since June
8,when
the aircraft was brought to the engineering hangar for engine
replacement. Air India had requested Air Canada on 15th June
for preparing the failed engine for installation as fifth pod
mounting of the aircraft on 22nd June.
2.1.18 On 15th June Air India deputed one of their foremen to
Toronto to bring back the failed engine. From 17th to 21st June,
Air Canada technicians prepared the failed engine for installation
as fifth pod. This preparation involved removal of cowlings, fan
blades, locking of compressor rotors etc. Air Canada
Engineering/Maintence personnel loaded the aircraft/engine parts
on 4 pallets and one container. These pallets and container were
then delivered at 0100 Z on 22nd June by Air Canada personnel
to Messrs Mega International cargo warehouse at Toronto Airport
within restricted airport area. (Messrs Mega International Cargo
Warehouse at Toronto Airport within restricted airport area.
(Messrs Mega International is the cargo handling agent of Air
India at Toronto). The fifth pod engine was transported by Air
Canada directly from their premises to the 'Kanishka' aircraft for
mounting it on the fifth pod.
2.1.19 Installation of the engine on the fifth pod began
immediately on arrival of flight AI-181 at Toronto on 22nd June
and the work was completed by 1930 Z. One of the mechanics of
Air Canada installed the Mach Air Speed Warning Switch in the
Main Equipment Centre as part of the fifth pod engine
installation.
2.1.20 The pre-loaded four pallets and one container were
brought to the aircraft by M/s Mega International personnel from
their warehouse in the afternoon of 22nd June for loading them

into the aircraft cargo compartment at positions assigned by the
Air Canada load agent. Difficulty was experienced while loading
one of the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable
loading of the cowl, Air Canada engineering/maintenance
personnel removed door stop fitting from the aft cargo
compartment door cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the cowl
could be loaded. All the removed fittings were then reinstalled.
2.1.21. On account of the delay in loading the cowls, departure
of the flight was delayed by one hour and twentyfive minutes.
2.1.22 Maintenance Manager of Air India, Montreal carried out
the Terminal Transit Check 'E' of the aircraft and no snag was
observed by him. The commander duly accepted the aircraft.
2.1.23 Senior Flight Despatcher, Air India, Toronto did the
flight despatch of AI-181/182 for sectors Toronto-MontrealLondon. He briefed the flight crew members about flight plan,
weather, Air Traffic Control and fuel requirements. The flight
plans for the sectors Toronto-Montreal-London were duly
accepted and signed by the Commander.
2.2 Progress of the Flight
2.2.1. The Aircraft took off from Toronto Runway 24L at 0016
Z on 23rd June, 1985. The Maintenance Manager, Security
Officer and Passenger Service Supervisor of Air India travelled
on board the aircraft for their duties at Montreal. In all there were
270 passengers on board in addition to 22 crew members.
2.2.2. The route from Toironto to Montreal was V-98/
JHL-594/MSS/V 203/FRANX at flight level 290. The flight was
uneventful and the aircraft landed at Montreal at 0110 Z. No snag
was reported by the flight crew. The aircraft was parked at
Cluster 1 Bay No.114.
2.2.3
Sixtyfive passengers destined to Montreal along with
the three Air India personnel mentioned above deplaned at
Montreal. The remaining 202 passengers, who had joined the
flight at Toronto, remained on board the aircraft as transit

passengers were not allowed to disembark at Montreal.
2.2.4
Baggage handlers off loaded three containers of
baggage, one valuable container and four cargo containers from
the aircraft.
2.2.5
Transit Check 'C' of the aircraft was carried out at
Montreal. The Flight Engineer also carried out his pre-flight
inspection and found that rear latch handle of the fifth pod engine
fan cowl was loose. He informed the same to an Air Canada
Technician who flaired the handle and applied the high speed
tape. There was no other snag observed during the inspection.
The personnel of CAFAS refueled the aircraft with 96,000 litres
of fuel. Total fuel on board at the time of take off from Montreal
was 104,000 Kgs. which was adequate for 8 hours 40 minutes of
flying. The commander accepted the aircraft and signed the
'Certificate of Acceptance' of the aircraft.
2.2.6
At approximately 2130 Z Air Canada personnel opened
the passenger check-in counter for flight AI-182 (The flight
AI-181 terminates at Montreal and the flight from Montreal to
London-Delhi-Bombay is designated as AI-182). The checked-in
baggage was sent to the baggage make-up
area. Between 2300-2350 Z, a suspect suitcase was identified as
the X-Ray showed what appeared to be some wires next to the
suitcase opening. The suitcase was placed on the floor next to the
X-Ray machine. Subsequently two more suspect suitcases were
located. These suitcases were also placed next to the X-Ray
machine to await the arrival of the Air India Security Officer who
was to arrive on Air India flight AI-181 from Toronto. The
remainder of the checked-in baggage, which cleared the security
check, was loaded in containers by Air Canada personnel for
loading on board the aircraft.
2.2.7
Two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission, Ottawa were brought to Mirabel. After the flight
arrived, one of the pouches of Category 'A' weighing 1 Kg. was

given to the Flight Purser. The other Category 'B' pouch
weighing 9 Kgs. was placed in an valuable container 14R.
2.2.8
No other cargo was accepted for this flight except a
small package (weighing less than 1 Kg) containing medicines
for cancer treatment of a patient in New Delhi. This parcel was
received at 1530 Z on 21st June and was loaded in container 14R
by Messrs Mega International on 22nd June, more than 24 hours
after its receipt.
2.2.9
Five baggage containers, one valuables container and
two empty containers were loaded in the aircraft.
2.2.10 The checked-in passengers with their hand baggage
went to the departure sterile area. At the entrance to the departure
sterile area security staff used X-Ray units and metal detectors to
check passengers and their hand baggages.
2.2.11. At approximately 0100 Z, 23rd June, after the primary
security check was completed, the passengers proceeded to
boarding gate No.80. At this lcoation the secondary security
check was done on passengers using hand held metal detectors.
Hand baggages were also subjected to further physical and visual
check by them.
2.2.12. A total of 105 passengers boarded the flight AI-182 at
Mirabel Airport. It was determined that all the passengers who
had checked-in, boarded the aircraft. There was no interline
passenger. At Montreal there were five 'NO SHOWS' and two
'GO SHOWS'. In all 307 passengers were on board the aircraft.
The flight plan and the load and trim sheet, however, indicated
303 passengers as four of the 6 infants were not included in the
passenger list.
2.2.13. The seating distribution of the passengers was as given
below:Zone/ClassTotal number ofSeats Occupied seats
Zone
'A' -First Class161Zone 'B'- Club Class22-Upper deck - Club

class187Zone 'C' - Economy Class112104+ 2Zone 'D' - Economy
Class8684+ 1Zone 'E' - Economy Class123105+ 3
377301+ 6(Infants)
2.2.14 The seating distribution of the 19 cabin crew members
was as follows:Two at door L1 and two at door R1
Two at door L2 and two at door R2
Two at door L3 and one at door R3
Two at door L4 and one at door R4
One at door L5 and one at door R5
One in crew rest area, Zone 'A'
One in jump seat upper deck
One crew rest area upper deck.
2.2.15 The three suspected suit cases were not loaded on the
aircraft and were detained in the baggage make-up room. After
the names of the passengers to whom the suit cases had belonged
had been identified the same were transferred to the
decompression chamber of E1 A1 Airline where they were
examined, with the aid of a Police Explosive Dog, with negative
results. The suit cases were kept overnight in the said chamber
and when they were opened it was found that they contained no
explosive items.
2.2.16. No unclaimed baggage pertaining to the Air India flight
was recovered either at Toronto or at Mirabel or Dorval Airport
in Montreal.
2.2.17. The flight plan for the sector Montreal to London was
filed on telephone by the Air India Flight despatch from Toronto
to Dorval ATC Centre. He requested for route SHERBROOKECOLOR-NAT XRAYBUNTY-MERLY-EXMOR-IBLEYSAMTN-HAZEL-OCKHAM-LONDON at flight level 290 upto
COLOR and flight level 330 thereafter. The reporting points on
Track XRAY on that day were COLOR, 47N/50W, 49N/40W,
50N/30W, 51N/20W, 51N/15W, 51N/08W and BUNTY.

2.2.18 The aircraft took off from Montreal at 0218 Z. Its
estimated time of arrival at London was 0833 Z. The CVR and
the ATC tapes show that the flight was normal and quite
uneventful. Suddenly at about 0714 Z, when the flight was being
monitored by the Air Traffic Controller at Shannon, with the help
of secondary surveillance radar, the aircraft disappeared from the
radar scope. Subsequently, the ATC at Shannon got the know that
the aircraft had met with an accident and its wreckage was
sighted about 110 miles west south-west of Cork, Ireland.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
2.3.1
Pilot-in-Command (Capt. H.S. Narendra)
2.3.1.1 Cap.t H.S. Narendra (age 561/2 years, date of birth 25th
November, 1928) joined Air India on 1st October, 1956. He held
ALTP Licence No. 247 valid upto 29th October, 1985 and FRTO
No. 478 valid upto 23rd October, 1985. He was released as a Copilot on Boeing 707 aircraft on 21st July, 1960 and as a
Commander on Boeing 707 aircraft on 17th September, 1964.
2.3.1.2 For conversion as Pilot-in-Command on Boeing 747
aircraft, Capt. Narendra had undergone ground training at Boeing
Airplane Company, USA and simulator and aircraft flying
training at Bombay in 1972. He completed his route checks for
Pilot-in-Command endorsement between December, 72 and
January, 73. He became a Commander on Boeing 747 aircraft on
14th February, 1973.
2.3.1.3 Details of Capt. Narendra's flying experience and
licence renewal checks are as given below:
a. Total flying experience
:
20, 379:15 hours
b. Flying experience on B-747 as
(i) Pilot-in-Command
:
6,364.50 hours
(ii) Co-pilot :
123:45 hours
c. Day flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
3,980:00 hours
d. Night flying experience

on B-747 aircraft :
2,508:35 hours
e. Flying experience during
(i) last 6 months:
301:45 hours
(ii) last 3 months:
159:40 hours
(iii) last 30 days :
68:45 hours
(iv) last 7 days :
9:00 hours
He had last flown as
Pilot-in-Command on
flight AI 181 (Frankfurt to Toronto) on
15th June, 1985.
f. Date of last licence
renewal and IR check :
8 May, 1985
g. Date of last route check :
24 March, 1985
h. Date of last medical
examination at CME,
Delhi :
29 April, 1985
i. Date of last simulator
refresher course :
19 December, 1984
j. Date of ground technical
refresher course :
6/7 May, 1985
k. Date of last flight
safety refresher course
:
25 July, 1984
l. Rest period before
operating the accident
flight :
1 week
2.3.1.4 Records indicate that on 29th June, 1966, Captain
Narendra was declared medically unfit for 2 months to reduce his
weight by 10 Lbs. In February, 1973 he was advised to wear
corrective by-focal glasses while flying. In May, 1975 he was
again declared medically unfit for 3 months.
2.3.1.5 Capt. Narendra was earlier involved in the following
two incidents:

(a) On 25th August, 1984, while operating flight AI-1100 from
London to Delhi, there was a deviation of the aircraft by about
170 nautical miles from the track over Rahimyar Khan in
Pakistan. He was given necessary INS refresher and Route
checks with particular emphasis on cross checking procedure.
(b) On 6th December, 1984, while operating flight AI-124
Delhi-Bombay, the aircraft was observed approaching runway 32
at Bombay Airport when runway in use was 27. Captain
Narendra was given simulator training for a series of approaches
and landings and visual circuits from right hand and left hands
seats for approaches and landings on runway 27 at Bombay
Airport.
2.3.1.6 Captain Narendra was not involved in any accident
previously.
2.3.2
Co-pilot (Capt. S.S. Bhinder)
2.3.2.1 Capt. S.S. Bhinder (age 411/2 years, date of birth 30th
November, 1943) joined Air India on 12th October, 1977. He
held ALTP Licence
No. 940 valid upto 25th July, 1985 and FRTO Licence No. 2290
valid upto 2nd February, 1986.
2.3.2.2 Capt. Bhinder was released as a Co-pilot on Boeing 707
aircraft on 18th November, 1978 and as a Co-pilot on Boeing
747 aircraft on 17th May, 1980.
2.3.2.3 Details of his flying experience and licence renewal
checks are as given below:
a. Total flying experience
:
7,489:00 hours
b. Experience on B-747
aircraft as Co-pilot :
2,469:30 hours
c. Day flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
1,426:15 hours
d. Night flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
1,043:15 hours
e. Flying experience during

(i) last 6 months:
157:45 hours
(ii) last 3 months:
65:00 hours
(iii) last 30 days :
20:15 hours
(iv) last 7 days :
9:00 hours
He had last flown as
Co-pilot on flight AI-181
(Frankfurt to Toronto)
on 15th June, 1985).
f. Date of last licence
renewal check :
25th March, 1985
g. Date of last IR check :
23rd November, 1984
h. Date of last route check :
9 April, 1985
i. Date of last medical
examination at CME
Delhi :
14 January, 1985
j. Date of last simulator
refresher course :
16 July, 1984
k. Date of last ground technical
refresher course :
8/9 October, 1984
l. Date of last flight
safety refresher course
:
3 December, 1984
m. Rest period before operating
the accident flight:
1 week.
2.3.2.4 Records indicate that Capt. Bhinder was not involved in
any accident earlier.
2.3.3
Flight Engineer (Mr. D.D. Dumasia)
2.3.3.1 Flight Engineer Mr. D.D. Dumasia (age 57 1/2 years,
date of birth 10th October, 1927) joined Air India on 27th
December 1954. He held flight Engineer's Licence No. 37 valid
upto 6th December, 1985. Mr. Dumasia was released as a Flight
Engineer on Boeing 707 airecaft on 16th December, 1963 and on
Boeing 747 aircraft on 6th February, 1974. He had a total flying
experience of 14,885 hours out of which 5,512:35 hours were on

Boeing 747 aircraft.
2.3.3.2 Last medical examination of Mr. Dumasia was
completed on 1st October, 1984 at CME Delhi. He had
completed simulator refresher course on 14th February, 1985,
ground technical refresher course on 14/15th January, 1985 and
flight safety refresher course on 13th August, 1984.
2.3.4
Cabin Crew
2.3.4.1 A total of 19 cabin crew members were on duty on
Flight AI-181/182 on 23rd June, 1985. Their brief details are as
given below:
Sl.No.NamesDesignationFlight Safety coursecompleted on1.Mr.
S.L. LazarInflight Supervisor1/2 April, 19852.Mr. K.M.
ThakurFlight Purser18 February, 19853.Mr. Inder ThakurFlight
Purser9/10 May, 19844.Mr. ShuklaFlight Purser23 January,
19855.Mr. S.P. SinghFlight Purser15 January, 19856.Mr. N.
VaidAsst. Flight Purser2/3 May, 19857.Mr. B.K. SenaAsst.
Flight Purser3 December, 19848.Mr. N. KashipriAsst. Flight
Purser12/13 Sept., 19849.Mr. J.S. DinshawAsst. Flight
Purser17/18 Dec., 198410.Mr. K.K. SethAsst. Flight Purser11/12
February, 1985
11.Miss RaghavanAirhostess13 July, 198412.Miss S.
GhatgeAirhostess10/11 April, 198513.Miss R.
BhasinAirhostess11/12 February, 198514.Miss L.
KajAirhostess17/18 April, 198515.Miss P.
DinshawAirhostess17/18 Dec., 198416.Miss S.
LasaradoAirhostess15/16 April, 198517.Miss E.S.
RodricksAirhostess10/11 June, 198518.Miss S.
GaonkarAirhostess3/4 April, 198519.Miss R.R.
PhansekarAirhostess29/30 April, 1985 AIRCRAFT
INFORMATION
2.4.1
General
2.4.1.1. Boeing 747-237B 'Kanishka' aircraft VT-EFO was

manufactured by Messrs Boeing Company under Sl.No. 21473.
The aircraft was acquired by Air India on 19th June, 1978.
Initially, it came with the expert Certificate of Airworthiness No.
E-161805. Subsequently, the Certificate of Airworthiness No.
1708 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation, India
on 5th July, 1978. The C of A was renewed periodically and was
valid upto 29th June, 1985. From the beginning of June, 1985, C
of A renewal work of the aircraft was in progress. The aircraft
had the Certificate of Registration No. 2179 issued by the DGCA
on 5th May, 1978. The commercial flight of 'Kanishka' aircraft
started on 7th July, 1978.
2.4.1.2 The aircraft was maintained by Air India following the
approved maintenance schedules. It had logged 23634:49 hours
and had completed 7525 cycles till the time of accident.
2.4.1.3 The aircraft was fitted with four P & W JT9D-7J
engines having thrust rating of 48650 pounds. The hours and
cycles logged by the engines since new till the time of accident
are as given below:
Engine No.1 :
P662927-7J - 29,663:26 Hrs (9422 cycles)
Engine No.2 :
P695610-7J - 20,810:28 Hrs (6031 cycles)
Engine No.3 :
P695602-7J - 21,992:31 Hrs (6564 cycles)
Engine No.4 :
P662926-7J - 32,332:15 Hrs (11295 cycles)
2.4.1.4 All the DGCA mandatory modifications and inspections
applicable to the subject aircraft had been compiled with. No
major component installed on this aircraft and its engines had
exceeded the stipulated life period.
2.4.1.5 The last quarter Periodic Check of the aircraft was
carried out on 24th May, 1985, at 23274:53 hours and 7439
cycles. Subsequent to this check, two Check 'B' schedules were
carried out. The last Check 'B' was carried out on 17th June,
1985, at 23564:14 hours and 7510 cycles and was valid for 200
flying hours.
2.4.1.6 The aircraft had flown 359:56 hours and 86 cycles since

last quarter Periodic Check and 70:35 hours and 15 cycles since
last Check 'B' till the time of accident.
2.4.1.7 The last Flight Release Certificate was issued on 24th
May, 1985 on completion of quarter Periodic Check and was
valid for 1100 hours or 150 days elapsed time whichever
occurred first. After the last departure from Bombay on 21st
June, 1985, the aircraft had flown for 22:34 hours till the time of
crash.
2.4.1.8 Mr. Rajendra, Maintenanace Manager, Air India,
Montreal carried out the Terminal Transit Check 'E' of the
aircraft at Toronto on 22nd June, 1985 and no snag was observed
by him. No snag was reported by the flight crew during the flight
from Toronto to Montreal. Transit Check 'C' of the aircraft for the
flight AI-182 was carried out at Montreal by Mr. Rajendra and
three Air Canada technicians. The flight engineer also carried out
his pre-flight inspection and found that the rear latch handle of
the fifth pod engine fan cowl was loose. He informed the same to
Mr. P. Bayle, Air Canada technician who faired the handle and
applied high speed tape. No other snag was observed during the
inspection.
2.4.2
Previous Incidents and Snags
2.4.2.1 A maintenance Group was formed with representatives
from Air India and Airworthiness Directorate with Mr. R.K. Paul,
Senior Air Safety Officer as the Group Leader to scrutinise the
maintenance documents and various defects experienced on this
aircraft. The report submitted by the Group (Attachment 'B')
indicates that the aircraft was involved in six incidents since the
last C of A renewal, details of which are given below
(I) On 13th July, 1984 at Dubai -- flight AI-868 The aircraft
returned after aborting take off due to no rise in the EPR and N1
on No.1 engine (Sl.No. 695612). The engine front and rear were
checked and found OK. Slight wetness was noticed in the bleed
outlets. No external oil leak was noticed. Oil quantity was topped

up. The chip detectors and oil filter were found OK. EVC Ph
filter was found
OK. EVC linkage wes exercised. The engine was run up and its
operation was found satisfactory. The snag was suspected to be
due to lack of pressurising air at low N1.
(ii) On 18th July, 1984 at Delhi -- flight AI-105 The right hand
side fuselage skin between stations 480 and 500 in line with
lower portion of forward cargo door cut-out was damaged by
high lift. The same was repaired at Delhi. Permanent repair was
carried out at Bombay. The repairs were accomplished using
guidelines given in the Boeing Structural Repair Manual.
(iii) On 12th August, 1984, at Rome -- flight AI-135 The aircraft
landed with No. 2 engine (Sl.No. 662826) shut down in flight
due to oil pressure and oil quantity droping. On motoring the
engine, oil leak was observed from metal line between F C O C
and L O P switch at the switch end. The line was found cracked
which was welded and refitted. The line was subsequently
replaced at Bombay.
(iv) On 24th October, 1984, at London -- flight AI-104 There
was total loss of No.1 hydraulic system fluid. The fluid leak was
traced to inlet pressure adapter of flap control module in the left
hand body gear wheel well. Two of the four bolts holding the
adaptor on the flap control module had sheared. The hydraulic
pump, seal, back-up ring and case drain filter were replaced. The
flap control module was replaced when the aircraft arrived at
Bombay.
(v) On 14th February, 1985, at Delhi -- flight AI-164 On arrival
the leading edge honey comb of the left hand aft trailing edge
flap was found damaged about 18 inches in length due foreign
object damage. Necessary repair was carried out at Delhi. The aft
flap was replaced at Bombay.
(vi) On 28th May, 1985, at Dubai -- flight AI-103 On arrival, the
left hand wing to fuselage botton fairing forward rubber seal with

strip was found turn off. Temporary repair was carried out at
Dubai. Permanent repair was carried out subsequently at
Bombay.
2.4.2.2 The flight snags recorded in the flight report books of
the aircraft during the 4 1/2 month period prior to the accident
were scrutinised by the Maintenance Group and the only
significant repetitive defect observed was "R2 door not going to
manual". On ground checks by the aircraft maintenance
engineers, the operation of the selector was, however, found
normal.
2.4.2.3 Prior to operating the accident flight, the aircraft arrived
at Toronto from Frankfurt. Capt. R.K. Spencer was the
commander of the flight. The flight crew had reported the
following three snags:
(I) HF system No. 2 had a lot of distortion
(ii) E P R L indicator unserviceable in 'Go around' mode
(iii) Hydraulic system No.1 pressure indication unserviceable
(This snag was carried forward from Delhi).
2.4.2.4 The Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) was unserviceable exBombay and had been released under M E L.
2.4.2.5 For rectification of the above stated snag No.1, Shri
Rajendra, Air India's Maintenance Engineer at Totonto checked
the connections of the transreceiver and reracked the unit. No
snag was reported on this system on Toronto-Montreal sector.
2.4.2.6 Snag No. 2 was carried forward.
2.4.2.7 Regarding the third snag, Mr. Rajendra has stated that
the indicator showed 4000 P S I pressure even with no pump
running. He therefore, interchanged No.1 and No.3 indicators.
The snag, however, persisted. He then replaced transmitter No.1
with a spare transmitter from the aircraft SE box and the snag
was rectified. No rectification work was however, recorded by
the AME in the Flight Report Book. No snag was reported on
this system on Toronto-Montreal sector.

2.4.3
Installation of 5th Pod Engine
2.4.3.1 On 8th June, 1985, No.1 engine of Air India Boeing 747
aircraft VT-EGC operating flight AI-181 failed during take off at
Toronto. The aircraft returned and the engine was replaced by a
loaned engine from Air Canada. The removed engine was a P &
W JT9D-7Q type (Sl. No. P702353-7Q).
2.4.3.2 Air India had planned to bring back the failed engine of
VT-EGC aircraft to Bombay, as fifth pod on their flight
AI-181/182 of 22/23 June, 1985 and had sent an Engineer along
with the necessary kit to Toronto on 15th June, 1985. The engine
borrowed from Air Canada on 8th June, 1985, was flown back to
Toronto as a fifth pod engine on flight AI-181 of 22nd June, to
return it to Air Canada.
2.4.3.3 Shri C.D. Kolhe, Controller of Airworthiness, Bombay
examined the aspects relating to installation of the 5th Pod
engine, loading of its components and certification of the related
work. Shri Kolhe's report indicates that the failed engine and the
associated parts were kept in the Air Canada engineering hanger
at Toronto airport since June 8 when the aircraft was brought to
the hanger for engine replacement. Air India requested Air
Canada on 15th June, 1985, for prepairing the failed engine for
installation as fifth pod engine on 22nd June. Accordingly, Air
Canada's technicians undertook the preparatory work of
removing the cowlings, fan blades, panels, locking of
compressor, turbine rotors etc. on 17th June, 1985, and
completed the work on 21st June, 1985. The fan blades (46 in
number) from the failed engine were placed in 12 wooden
shipping boxes provided by Air India. These boxes were then
loaded in a container. The other components of the failed engine
were loaded on 4 pallets.
2.4.3.4 Installation of the fith pod engine was carried out by Air
Canada technicians and the individual items on the task card
were certified by the individuals who had carried out the work.

2.4.3.5 Some difficulty was experienced while loading one of
the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable loading
of the cowl, Air Canada engineering/maintenance personnel
removed door stop fittings from the aft cargo compartment door
cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the pallet could be loaded.
All the removed fittings were then re-installed. Removal and
installation of the fittings was certified by Mr. Rajendra.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop
fittings could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the
video films of the werckage it was found that the complete aft
cargo door was intact
and in its position except that it had come adrift slightly. The
door was found latched at the bottom. The door was found lying
along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the aircraft. This
indicates that the door remained in position and did not cause any
problem in flight. In the front cargo compartment, there were 16
containers out of which four were empty. Five containers had
baggage of Delhi bound passengers. Container at Position 13L
had baggage of the first class and London passengers and
container at position 13R had crew baggage. The entire baggage
of passengers ex-Montreal was loaded in containers at positions
12R, 21R, 22R, 23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment.
Container at position 24L contained fan blades in wooden boxes
and the other components of the pod engine. Valuable container
was at position 14R.
2.4.3.7 In the aft cargo compartment, there were four pallets
containing parts of the fifth pod engine and two containers at
positions 44L and 44R containing baggage of Delhi bound
passengers. The bulk cargo compartment contained passenger
baggage bound for Delhi and Bombay. All the baggage and
engine parts in the aft and bulk cargo compartments were loaded
at Toronto.
2.4.3.8 The total weight of the fifth pod engine and its items

was about 9000 kgs. As a result of carriage of the fifth pod
engine, the payload of the flight was considerably reduced on
London-Delhi sector.
2.4.3.9 At the time of take off from Montreal the aircraft had
104,000 kgs of fuel on board which was adequate for 08:40
hours of flying as against sector flying time of 06:15 hours. The
flight plan fuel was calculated taking Paris as the alternate airport
for London.
2.4.3.10 The load and trim sheet from the sector Montreal
London was prepared and was duly counter-signed by the
commander. The take off weight of the aircraft was 317,877 kgs
which was within the maximum take off weight limit of 334,500
kgs. The estimated landing weight of the aircraft was 237,177
kgs which was also within the maximum landing weight limit of
256,279 kgs. The centre of gravity of the aircraft was at 21.3
percent
of MAC at take off and the estimated C G position at the time of
landing at London was 25.8 percent of MAC which was within
the limits.
2.4.3.11 The load and trim sheet and the flight plan of the aircraft
indicated that there was 301+2 passengers on board the aircraft
whereas there were actually 301+6 passengers on board. The
error occured because four of the six infants were not taken into
account.
2.4.4
Corrosion Control Measures
2.4.4.1 Boeing Company have recommended various measure
to control corrosion on Boeing 747 aircraft through different
documents such as Maintenance Planning Data Document,
Corrosion Prevention Manual and Service Bulletins. Compliance
of these measures on Air India fleet is accomplished as follows:
(I) Support structure under galleys and lavatories
Boeing Company have recommended repeat inspections of under
galley/toilet structure at intervals of 12000 hours. However, in

order to detect corrosion at an early stage, these inspections are
carried out by Air India at intervals not exceeding 9000 hours.
(ii) Fuselage Lower Bilge Area:
Boeing Company have recommended modifications to provide
improved drainage systems by incorporation of various Service
Bulletins. All the relevant modification have been completed by
Air India on the affected aircraft. In addition to completion of
these modifications, repeat inspection of lower bilge area is being
carried out to meet the requirements of Boeing Service Bulletins.
(iii) Canted Pressure Deck:
In order to prevent water accomulation and consequent corrosion
in the area, Boeing Company have issued SBs 51-2015, 51-2026
and 51-2032. Air India have incorporated Service Bulletins
51-2015, and 51-2032 on all their affected airplanes SB 51-2026
is being complied progressively.
(iv) Cargo Compartments:
Inspection of all the cargo compartment interior structures for
corrosion and cracks is being accomplished periodically by Air
India after removal of linings and insulation blankets.
(v) Aft Pressure Bulkhead:
During every equalised Periodic Check routine, the aft surface of
aft pressure bulkhead is being visually inspected for corrosion
condition and security of attachements. The forward surface of
the pressure bulkhead, which is covered by aft toilets, is
inspected after removal of toilets at intervals not exceeding 9000
hours although the recommended interval by Boeing Company is
12000 hours.
2.4.4.2 Air India has stated that in addition to the above specific
measures, aircraft structure particularly the areas below toilets,
galleys, cargo compartments, outflow valve area etc. which are
prone to corrosion, are inspected for corrosion, cleaned and
protected during every equalised Periodic Check. Air India have
further stated that no serious corrosion problem has been

experienced by them so far on their fleet.
2.4.5
Supplemental Structural Inspection Programme
2.4.5.1 In the case of airplanes which have completed 10,000
flight cycles as on June 30, 1983, Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) U S A and Boeing Company had
recommended additional structural inspections known as
Supplemental Structural Inspection Programme. In the Air India
fleet, the first three 747 aircraft, namely, VT-EBE, VT-EBN and
VT-EBO fell in this category and are known as 'Candidate
Airplanes'. The subject aircraft (VT-EFO) had completed only
7525 flight cycles at the time of the accident on 23rd June, 1985,
and therefore, the Supplemental Structural Inspection
Programme was not applicable to this aircraft.
2.4.6
Special Corrosion Inspection of B-747 Aircraft Fleet of
Air India
2.4.6.1 In order to examine whether corrosion to the aircraft
structure of Kanishka aircraft could have contributed to the
accident, a group was constituted by Mr. H.S. Khola, Inspector of
Accidents to carry out special corrosion Inspection of all the
Boeing 747 aircraft of Air India.
The group consisted of the following members:
(a) Senior Air Safety Officer of the D.G.C.A.
(b) Senior Airworthiness Officer of the D.G.C.A.
(c) Air India's Representative.
2.4.6.2 The inspection was carried out in the following areas:
(a) Below toilets and galleys
(b) Forward and aft cargo compartments belly areas - internally
and externally
(c) The forward and aft pressure bulkheads
(d) Canted pressure web area from inside the passenger cabin.
(e) Area around outflow valves
(f) MEC area inside and outside.
2.4.6.3 The inspection reports submitted by the Group show

that no corrosion was noticed on the significant primary
structural members of the aircraft. Surface corrosion was,
however, noticed on some of the members below the toilets and
galleys. The corrosion observed during the inspection was of
minor nature which is normally expected on such inspection
schedule. The Kanishka aircraft was subjected to Periodic Check
on 24th May, 1985 at 23,274.53 hours/7,439 cycles and no
significant corrosion was observed. Among the Nine 747 aircraft
inspected for corrosion, 5 aircraft had logged hours more than the
Kanishka aircraft. Three of the aircraft had actually logged nearly
double the flying hours. Taking into consideration that the
corrosion prevention measures recommended by the Boeing
Company were followed by Air India and that even the high life
aircraft (45,000 hours approximately) subjected to corrosion
inspection at the time when Periodic Check was due i.e. 1100
hours since previous check, had no significant corrosion, it is
considered unlikely that Kanishka aircraft, which had logged
only 23,275 hours since new and 360 hours since last Periodic
Check, had corrosion which could have contributed to the
accident.
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
2.5.1
A report on the Meteorological conditions prevailing enroute near the location where the aircraft crashed was provided
by the Meteorological Service, Department of Communications,
Dublin, Ireland. This report covers a period of one to two hours
before and after the time of accident (0714 Z).
2.5.2
From the report it is seen that the surface Synoptic
Situation in the vicinity of 51°N, 12.50°W at 0715 Z on 23rd
June was as given below:
Surface wind:
250/15 knots
Surface visibility :
10 Kms (occasionally 4 kms in drizzle)
Surface temperature :
13°C
Cloud conditions :
Cloud cover in the area was estimated to

have been layered upto about FL 100 with a base of 600 feet.
There is no evidence of cumulonimbus or thunderstorm activity.
Freezing Level :
700 feet.
2.5.3
With regard to Upper Air situation the report indicates
that a mainly West or West North West airflow covered the area
of FL 310 The Jet stream was centred at about 48°N. The
estimated wind and temperature at FL 310 were 270/65 knots and
-47°C. As per the report, at FL 310, 51°N 12.50°W and at 0715 Z
any significant clear air turbulence was not expected.
2.5.4
Sunlight condition was prevailing at the time of
accident. There were no sigmets valid for the area at that time.
AIDS TO NAVIGATION
2.6.1
The aircraft was equipped with Inertial Navigation
System (INS) and was cruising normally at its assigned flight
level 310 on track X-ray over Atlantic. It was under the control
of Shannon Upper Area Control and was being monitored on the
Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) located at Mount Gabreal.
Till the time of accident, the aircraft was beyond the range of
Shannon primary radar.
2.6.2
The aircraft entered Shannon airspace at the correct
position and level and remained on the assigned track and flight
level till it disappeared from the radar screen.
2.6.3. There is no evidence to indicate that AI-182
experienced any navigational problem during the flight.
COMMUNICATIONS
2.7.1
Two-way communication between the ill-fated aircraft
and the ATS units of Canada and Ireland was maintained during
the flight from Montreal till the time of crash. The
communications were recorded on the ATC tapes. Transcripts of
the relevant tapes were provided by the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board and the Director of Air Traffic Services, Ireland.
2.7.2
From the Transcript of the conversations, it is observed
that two-way communication between AI-182 and the various

ATS units was normal. The last R/T contact with the aircraft was
at 0709:58 Z when AI-182 informed Shannon UAC that it was
squawking 2005. The tape transcript also shows that the aircraft
did not transmit any information regarding the emergency on
frequency 131.15 MHz on which it was last working with
Shannon UAC or on distress frequency 121.5 MHz.
Indecipheiable noise was, however, found recorded on the
Shannon ATC tape just at the time of crash i.e. 0714:01 Z.
Thereafter, repeated calls were made by Shannon UAC to
AI-182, but there was no response.
SEARCH AND RESCUE
2.8.1
The report of the Search and Rescue Group gives the
details of the Search and Rescue operations. From the report it is
seen that at 0730 Z, Shannon UAC informed Marine Rescue Coordination centre (MRCC) shannon that AI-182, a Boeing 747
aircraft enroute Montreal-London had disappeared from the
Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) at 0713 Z in position 51N/
120W. Shannon UAC requested MRCC Shannon to take
emergency section. At 0740 Z MRCC Shannon telephonically
explained the situation to Valantia Coast Radio Station (CRS)
and requested a PAN Broadcast urgently and to ask any vessels
in area to keep sharp lookout and report to Valantia Radio. At
0746 Z Valantia Radio transmitted to all stations PAN message
and above advice to ships. The transmission was repeated.
2.8.2
At 0750 Z, an Irish Naval Vessel AISLING reported on
R/T to Valantia Radio that it was 54 miles from site of accident
and was proceeding to the site. Valantia Radio passed on this
information by Telex to MRCC Shannon. Between 0740/ 0750 Z
MRCC briefed the Irish Naval Service (INS) Haulbowline,
MRCC Swansea, RCC Plymouth and Irish Army Air Corps
(IAAC) on the situation. At 0754 Z MRCC relayed a distress
message to Shannon Aeradio via the Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunication Network (AFTN)

2.8.3
At 0803 Z Valantia Radio again transmitted the PAN
message and the advice to ships. At 0840 Z Cargo vessel M W
Laurentian Forest/HBWP (Registered in PANAMA and owned
by Federal Commerce of Montreal, Canada) at position 51.09N/
12.18W reported that it was 22 miles away from distress area and
was proceeding there. Laurantian enquired if there were other
ships in the area and was informed about position of Aisling. At
0813 Z Valantia Radio informed MRCC Shannon by telex about
Laurentain Forest.
2.8.4
Between 0815/0820 Z, MRCC Shannon updated RCC
plymouth and they advised that a Nimrod Rescue Aircraft would
depart shortly for the area and that SEA KING helicopters were
already enroute the Cork Airport initially. Edinburgh RCC
advised MRCC Shannon that a Nimrod Rescue Aircraft was also
being prepared at Kinloss. At 0820
Shannon Aeradio informed Valantia Radio that there was
message from Shanwick Oceanic Control that aircraft were
picking up ELT signal in position 51N/15W and 51N/08W and
the actual position was beleived to be 51W/1250W. At 0833 Z,
Valentia Radio sent message giving the above information and
requesting ships in the area to report to Valentia Radio.
2.8.5
At 0842 Z, Ali Baba informed Valentia Radio that it was
at position 5125.5N/0825.4W and was listening on 121.5 MHz.
At 0850 Z Western Arctic informed Valentia Radio its position
5207N/1151W and that it would proceed in about 20 minutes
after bringing in cable. At 0857 Z, High Seas Driller informed
Valentia Radio that Vessel Kongstain could be released, ETA
51/2 to 6 hours and they would standby. At 0858 Z, Valentia
Radio informed MRCC Shannon about reports from Ali Baba
Western Arctic and High Seas Driller.
2.8.6
At 0905 Z, Laurentian forest reported to Valdentia
Radio that it was 5 miles from SOS position 51N/12.5 W and it
had not sighted anything. Between 0905/0908 Z, three more

vessels viz. Atlantic Concern, MV Norman Amstel and MV
Tasman reported their positions to Valentia Radio. At 0908 Z,
Swansea advised MRCC Shannon that four Seaking helicopters
and two Nimrod Aircraft were enroute.
2.8.7
At 0913 Z, Laurentin Forest reported to Valentia Radio
that they had sighted what looked like 2 rafts about 2 miles away.
At 0914 Valentia Radio informed MRCC Shannon about the
report from Laurentian Forest.
2.8.8
At 0918 Z, Laurentian Forest reported to Valentia Radio
that it had sighted wreckage in water at position 5101.9N/
1242.5W and the liferafts were not inflated. Valentia Radio
passed the message to MRCC Shannon at 0920 and also sent
transmission about wreckage sighting. Lifeboats Valentia and
Baltimore reported to Valentia Radio that they were proceeding
to the position of wreckage.
2.8.9
At 0937 Z, Laurentian Forest reported that it had
sighted 3 bodies in water. Valentia Radio informed the same to
MRCC Shannon at 0940 Z. At 0945 Z, MRCC Shannon and
MRCC Swansea decided that
for security and operational reasons Cork Airport would be the
primary operational base and ATC Cork were informed of this
decision.
2.8.10 At 0953 Z, S MYROLI informed Valentia Radio that it
was 80 miles north of position and had a group of 10 to 20
French vessesls and desired to know if they should proceed to
site. After consulting Laurentian Forest, S MYROLI was advised
that it was not necessary. Valentia Radio kept on giving Mayday
relay frequently.
2.8.11 At 1045 Z, a prohibited flying area was established with
a radius of 40 N Miles from the datum point from sea level to
5000 feet. Falmouth Coast Guard reqested Valentia Radio the
position of all ships in the distress area and those proceeding so
that each vessel could be designated to search a particular area.

2.8.12 At 1126 Z, Laurentian Forest reported Valentia Radio
that it had located numerous bodies in water and Seaking
helicopter was hovering there. Valantia Radio Transmitted this
information to all stations.
2.8.13 At 1133 Z, Valentia Radio informed Coast Guard
Falmouth the position and ETA of various ships and also of the
Lifeabouts Valentia and Beltimore. At 1150 Z, RRC Plymouth
requested MRCC Shannon that "Le Aisling" assume duty as "On
Scene Commander Surface Unit". At 1204 Z, information was
received by Valentia Radio that 8 Spannish Trawlers were
proceeding to distress position of AI-182 and their ETAs were
between 1630/2000 Z. At 1246 Z, Star Orion informed Valentia
Radio that it would be able to refuel any vessel in medium or
small quantities at the accident site. Valentia Radio informed
MRCC Shannon and Falmouth about the Spanish Vessels and
Star Orion.
2.8.14 Falmouth requested Valentia Radio at 1303 to advise
Laurentian Forest to inform Aisling that 8 Spanish trawlers
would arrive in search area between 1600 Z and 2000 Z and
Aisling should deploy trawlers in conjunction with lifeboats to
recover bodies as it would be easier to recover than from large
vessels. Valentia Radio sent the above message.
2.8.15 Laurentian Forest informed Valentia Radio at 1307 Z
that 10 bodies were on Aisling, 4 on Helo, and they had some
alongside and had launched lifeboats to pick them up. Valentia
Radio informed the same to MRCC Shannon and Falmouth. At
1338Z, MRCC Shannon requested Valentia Radio to include the
following in their broadcast:
"Vessels within 100 N Miles of datum 5101.9N/1242.5W are
requested to proceed to search area and contact Aisling/EIYP.
Any vessels recovering bodies or wreckage are requested to
retain them on board and inform MRCC Falmouth of total
number of bodies recovered."

2.8.16 Valentia Radio transmitted the above message at 1340 Z
to all stations and also informed MRCC Shannon. At 1503 Z
Aisling informed Valentia Radio that they had recovered 56
bodies. MRCC Shannon requested Valentia Radio to advise
Aisling that if they could locate "Black Box", they should drop
buoy. Valentia Radio advised Aisling accordingly. At 1530 Z, on
advice from MRCC Shannon, Valentia Radio asked Baltimore,
Courtmaesherry and Ballycotton lifeboats to return to base. At
1633 Aisling requested Valentia Radio to inform Falmouth that
they were unable to transfer bodies to Valentia Lifeboat as latter
was returning to base owing to fuel shortage. At 1659, Laurentia
Forest informed Valentia Radio that 66 bodies had been picked
up by then. Aisling advised Valentia Radio that Valentia lifeboat
was returning with four bodies.
2.8.17 At 1721 Z Falmouth requested Valentia Radio to relay
following to all surface units at scene:
1. One mimrod remaining on scene overnight.
2. All other air units will be recalled at 2200 Z. One Helo
remains at 15 minutes notice at Cork
3. Air Search recommences at 240400 Z.
4. All Civil surface units will be released by 2200 and may
proceed on passage. Bodies should be landed at Irish Post for
transfer to receiving station at Cork Airport.
5. Warship Challenger, Emer and Aisling acknowledge".
2.8.18 At 1723 Z Aisling informed Valentia Radio that they
saw 3 Spanish vessels approaching and they were using Ch.16
which Aisling was using for co-ordination with RESCUE 52 and
requested that Spanish Vessels be asked to stay outside 5 miles
radius. Spanish Agent was told about Aisling request.
2.8.19. Valentia lifeboat informed Valentia Radio that they were
heading for home (Valientia) at reduced spead of 11 knots and
they had five bodies on board. At 1822 Z, Aisling requested
Valentia Radio information on 'Black Box' that might help its

location. Aisling was advised of ELT signal on 121.5 MHz. At
1840 Z Cork ATC Advised MRCC Shannon that a total of 64
bodies were in Cork.
2.8.20 At 1920 Z, MRCC Shannon downgraded the
'MAYDAY' Broadcast to 'PAN' (Urgency) Broadcast, Aisling
informed Valentia Radio that 79 bodies had been recovered. At
1958 Z Laurentian Forest informed Valentia Radio that they were
proceeding to Dublin. Valentia Radio thanked them for
assistance.
2.8.21 At 2000 Z, MRCC Swansea advised MRCC Shannon
that main air search would cease at 2200 Z and would
recommence at 240400 Z. The overnight search would continue
with one Nimrod providing air cover for the surface search by
three warships. Vessels transiting the area were requested to keep
a sharp look out and to report to HMS Challenger.
2.8.22 By 0300 Z on 24th June, four Seaking helicopters had
deported from Cork to resume the airborne search. At that time
the search area covered a six nautical mile radius of position
5059.2 N/1225.3W and the vessels Le Emer and HMS
Challenger were requested to search this area. HMS Challenger
was the coordinator of the surface search and Nimrod Rescue 02
was on-Scene-Commander.
2.8.23 At 0450 Z Rescue 02 reported sighting of wreckage in
position 5101 M/1245 W. Between 0505 and 0543, three USAF
Chinook helicopters departed from Cork Airport to join the
search. At 0556, MRCC
Swansea confirmed that there were 329 people on board the
aircraft (Earlier reportes had idicated 325 people on board).
2.8.24 A continuous search was maintained throughtout the
day (24th June) but only one further body and numerous pieces
of wreckage were recovered. An extensive surface search was
also maintained throughout the day and instructions were passed
by MRCC Shannon to Valentia Radio requestiong all shipping to

recover any wreckage or bodies sighted.
2.8.25 At 0900 Z, Capt. G Mc. Stay of Department of
Communications advised MRCC Shannon that Aisling was
bound for Cork, ETA 1300 Z and he (Capt. Mc Stay) was
assuming responsibility for collection of wreckage. MRCC were
also advised by Mr. Gregory of Britoil that their two vessels
'Constine' and 'Star Orion' were enroute to Foynes having picked
up quantities of wreckage.
2.8.26 At 1740 Z, SRCC Plymouth advised Shannon that the
Search will terminate at 242200 Z, at 1800 Z Falmouth MRCC
advised MRCC Shannon to direct the Portisheal and Valentia
Radios to concel Urgency Broadcast from 242000 and to release
HMS Challenger and Le Aisling from the search at 242000
hours. All the aircraft were released at 24000. It was also decided
that Le Emer would remain at the area. At 242003 Z, a message
was transmitted to all stations on R/T and W/T that air and sea
search was being terminated at 242000 Z and all the participant
were thanked for their assistance.
INJURIES TO PERSONS
3.1.1
Post mortem examination was carried out by Irish
Authorities at Cork. At that time Wing Commandor Dr. LR. Hill
was also present. Subsequently Air Vice Marshall Kunzru also
reached Cork. Both of them were members of the Medical Group
which had been constituted by Mr. H.S. Khola.
3.1.2
By then 131 bodies had been recovered. None of the
bodies of the flying crew were revocered. The bodies which were
recovered represented 39.8 per cent of the victims. The exact
seating position of passengers is not certain, because it is known
if the passengers had changed their seats after the take off of the
aircraft from Montreal. On the information which is available,
the passengers were supposed to have been as follows:Passengers:SeatsOccupiedBodiesAvailableidentifiedZone
A1610Zone B2200Upper Deck1870Zone D112104 + 229Zone

D8684 + 138Zone E123105 + 350Sub-Total377301 +(6 infants)
117Crew:Flight Deck330Cabin19195Total399329122
3.1.3
The Post-mortem reports were examined by Wing
Commander Dr. Hill. He submitted two reports being Exhibits
H-1 and H-2. He was also examined in Court as Witness No. 2.
Dr. Hill who had developed a system which would indicate the
severity of the accident and the injuries suffered. He used a scale
from 0 to 4, with naught being no injury and 4 being a fatal
lesion. Though there is some amount of subjectivity involved in
the system, nevertheless categorising the injuries according to the
sacle does give an overall picture of what had happened to the
victims. After adding up all the injury scale for a particular body,
Dr. Hill in his Report Exhibit H-1 divided the injuries as under:No. of victimsMild injury (0-49) total34.4%45%Moderate injury
(50-99)38.9%51%Severe Injury (100-149)
25.2%33%Catestrophic Injury (150 +)
1.5%2Total100.1%1313.1.4 A further break up showing the
overall injury score of the recovered victims is as follows:
MinorModerateSevereZoneNo.%%No.%%No.%
%TotalC86.117.896.917.743.111.421D96.9201511.529.496.925.
733E1511.533.31511.529.41410.74044Unknown139.928.9129.2
23.586.122.933Total14534.41005139.1100%3526.8100%131
3.1.5
The reports submitted by Dr.Hill further indicted as
follows
(a) There were 30 children recovered and they showed less
overall injury. The average severity of injury increases from zone
C to E and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
(b) Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies, five of
these were in Zones E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.

(c) There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evently
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be seated
at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
(d) Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries
from a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear
of the aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 Zone D, 11 inZone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
(e) Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including
three children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the
right (3 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
(f) There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
(g) There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of
lap belts.
(h) Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries
indicative of a fire or explosion.
3.1.6
In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R.
Hill further stated that the significance of flail injuries being
suffered by some of the passengers was that it indicated that the
aircraft had broken
in mid-air at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. He further explained that if an explosion
had occurred in the cargo hold, it was possible that the bodies
may not show any sign of explosion. It may here be mentioned
that the forensic examination of the bodies do not disclose any
evidence of an explosion. Furthermore, the seating pattern also
shows that none of the bodies from Zone A or B was recovered,
in fact as per the seating plan Zone B was supposed to have been
unoccupied. This Zone is directly above the forward cargo

compartment.
3.1.7
Dr. Hill further stated that the pattern of the accident as
suggested by the injuries indicated that it was a complex affair
and there were at least two phases of injuries, one in the air and
the other at water impact. In answer to a specific question that if
there was an explosive device in the cargo hold then could the
passengers who were seated have suffered such injuries, the
answer of Dr. Hill was that "it is possible". According to him, the
pattern of injuries indicated that if there was an explosion in the
aircraft it was more likely that the explosion had occurred in the
rear cargo compartment than in the front cargo compartment.
This conclusion was apparently based on the fact that, according
to him, in zone E of the aircraft there were larger vertical load
type injuries. Dr. Hill was also asked if he had to make any
suggestions which would minimise injuries to passangers in the
event of an accident. In answer, the witness made his suggestion
in the following words
"There are very complicated things one would have to do such as
rearward facing seats; having safety belts which incorporated
restraint for the upper part of the body; increasing the space
between aircraft seats; incorporating shocks absorbing system
within the seat and using materials which do not break easily like
plastic. We would also need fuel systems which would not
immediately set on fire and furnishing which would be resistant
to burining, and also passengers should not carry into the
aeroplanes large amount of hand bags which only get in way in
the event of evacuation, and I personally feel that the carriage of
large amount of alchohol both in the passengers and in the
aeroplane is a hazard to flight and safety. Finally the passengers
should take heed of the flight safety instructions given to them by
the crew of the aeroplane".
3.1.8
Air Vice Marshal Kunzru, witness No. 10 in his report
dated 14th November, 1985, Ex.A-48, gave his comments not

only on the post-mortem reports but also on the statement of
Wing Commander Dr. I.R. Hill. With regard to the post-mortem
examination, the comment of AVM Kunzru was as follows:
"All victims have been stated in the PM reports to have died of
Multiple injuries. However two of the dead, one infant and one
child, are reported to have dies of Asphyxia. There is no doubt
about the asphyxial death of the infant. In the case of the other
child (Body No. 93) there could be doubt because the findings
could also be caused due to the child undergoing tumbling or
spinning with the anchor point at the ankles. Three other victims
undoubtedly died of drowning. There was no evidence of
significant Lap-belt injuries.
Considering rupture of the ear-drum, without injury to skull, as a
criterion to indicate rapid decompression, two cases may be
considered to fall in this category.
Histological examination has been carried out only in 57 bodies
out of 131. Lung examination on almost all of them showed
decelerative changes. Six bodies (Nos. 6,22,70,103,121 and 131)
showed presence of Bone Marrow Embolism in Lung Sections.
Though not of much significance in this accident, this finding
does indicate survicval after a bony injury for an undefined
period of time No evidence of fire burns or explosive material,
other than Kerosene burns on some bodies, which I had myself
seen at Cork, could be found. Kerosene burns in such acidents is
a fairly common findings and is of no significance".
AVM Kunzru generally agreed with the crash injury analysis on
the victims which had been furnished by Wing Commander Dr.
Hill. He, however, gave the following comments with regard to
hypoxia, decompression and decelerative changes:
"Hypoxia : The main Post Mortem findings in hypoxia is
generalised congestion if the hypoxia is of the type described as
"hypoxic hypoxia". In other causes of hypoxia of more severe
degree such as "histotoxic hypoxia", "asphyxia" or "drowning"

additional histological findings such as petechial haemorrhages
and generalised congestion, and lung findings such as
haemorrhage and extrusion of alvoolar phagocytos are seen.
Decompression : The term used by Dr. Hill is "Decompression".
It is presumed that he means "Rapid/Explosive Decompression"
which occurs within one Sec. and not "decompression sickness"
which takes a minimum of 5 to 7 mnts to occur even at 31,000 ft.
altitude and which in this case can positively be ruled out.
The Post-Mortem and histological signs of rapid Decompressions
are :(a) Possibility of rupture of Ear drums without any injury to the
skull.
*(b) Patchy Lung Haemorrhages
*(c) Emphysomatus changes
*(These occur more commonly in those cases where the
individual was in the phase of breathing-in at the time of
decompression.
3.1.9
If it is assumed that the aircraft suddenly broke up in
Mid-Air at an altitude of 31,000 ft. the bodies will be at once
exposed to hypoxia and rapid decompression and as a
consequence will suffer body changes as mentioned above. As
the aircraft/occupants start descending, they will be exposed to
increasing amounts of Oxygen and as soon as ;they come down
below 15,000 ft. and then below 10,000 ft. the effect of hypoxia
rapidly diminishes. Finally, the aircraft/individuals come down
and hit the ground/water with a very heavy impact, thus
submitting the individuals to extremely severe G-loads of
decelarative type.
Decelerative Changes : Decelerative impact brings about well
established changes in the lungs besides many other associated
injuries. It is relevant to note the decelerative lung changes which
are :(a) Patchy haemorrhages in Lung.

(b) Marked Emphysomatus Changes.
(c) Extrusion of alvoolar Phagocytes
(d) Desqummation of bronchcolar epitherium.
"Comparative study of the PM/histological findings of hypoxia,
Decompression and Decelerative Lung injuries reveal that they
are more or less similar. Decelerative injury being the most
severe of the three and last to occur tends to so modify the PostMortem and Histological findings that it becomes extremely
difficult and some times impossible to isolate one from the
other."
3.1.10 AVM Kunzru was, therefore, of the opinion that in this
accident evidence of hypoxia/decompression (except in 2 cases)
had not been confirmed or established.
3.1.11 The difference of opinion between Wing Commander
Dr. hill and AVM Kunzru, with regard to evidence of hypoxia
and decompression, is of no significance in the present case.
What is important to note, however, is that they have agreed that
the injury pattern does indicate break up of the aircraft in mid-air
and that the occupants of Zone E had suffered the greatest
amount of injuries as compared to the occupants of the other
zones.
MAPPING, WRECKAGE DISTRIBUTION AND SALVAGE
3.2.1
Introduction
3.2.1.1 Oceanographic charts indicated that the depth of sea in
the crash area was about 6700 feet and the site appeared to be a
flat sea bed, without any valleys or hills. The immediate
necessity after rescuing/searching crash victims, was to locate
and recover the digital flight data recorder (DFDR) and the
cockpit voice recorder (CVR). The operation was unique of its
kind and had never been undertaken earlier in the world at this
depth of the sea. It required an equipment which could home on
the transmitted signals from the underwater locater acoustic
beacons fitted on DFDR/ CVR, identify the units, clear them

from attachments/wreckages, grab them and bring them to the
surface.
3.2.1.2 The pressure exerted by the water at 6700 feet below
mean sea level is extremely high and the temperature is very low.
No light penetrates to that depth and it is pitch dark. Scarab I
fitted on French Ship "Leon Thevenin" which had undertaken the
challenging job of locating DFDR and CVR, and recovering the
same, was not designed to operate at 6700 feet depth. Its
maximum design operating depth was only 6000 feet. However,
it was decided to exceed the design operating depth for this
emergency operation.
3.2.1.3 By using the preliminary information of probable area
of location OF CVR and DFDR as indicated by ship 'Gardline
Locator', the Scarab I was Lowered in the sea to locate and
recover these units which it accomplished on 10.7.85 and 11.7.85
respectively.
3.2.1.4 Prior to recovery of DFDR/CVR by the ship 'Leon
Thevenin', sufficient spade work was done by the ship 'Gardline
Locator' (A ship provided by Accident Investigation Branch,
U.K.) and 'Le Aoife' (an Irish Naval Ship). The survey of the
crash area, carried out with the help of side-scan sonars fitted on
these ships, had indicated a general distribution of the wreckage
and a rough idea about the sizes of the parts. Each part of the
wreckage was called a target. The method used for survey was
triangulation with multiple passes through the crash site.
3.2.1.5 Next phase was the task of :
(a) Locating hundreds of pieces of wreckage by the combined
use of sonar and video monitors.
(b) Video and still photography of the pieces of wreckage.
(c) Plotting the distribution of the wreckage.
All this was to be carried out under the directions of the Court.
3.2.2
Scarab
3.2.2.1 The means (vehicles/equipment) proposed to be used in

the locating, mapping and video photography of the wreckage
were the CCGS John Cabot and SCARAB II.
3.2.2.2 The John Cabot is an ice breaker of the Canadian Coast
Guard. Since utilisation as an ice breaker is seasonal, the John
Cabot is also equipped for submarine cable laying. In order to
enlarge its capabilities in this regard, the John Cabot is equipped
to have on its deck the Scarab and to operate it. Thus the John
Cabot can be used for repair of submarine cables. The John
Cabot has complete facilities for operation, maintenance and
repair of the Scarab. This includes a Control Hut, a Test Room,
Workshop, Stores etc. The John Cabot has considerable
experience in work on deep sea bed.
3.2.2.3 The SCARAB II is a submersible craft assisting repair
and burial of cables. As will be clear from the following details,
the Scarab is not ipso facto a submarine. It is a total system for
carrying out its complex functions.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed
and built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto
6000 feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
Two rugged manipulators.
A complete optical suite.
Six thrusters of 5 hp each.
CTFM Sonar.
Navigation System.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.6 The location and control of the Scarab is accomplished
through a phased array navigation system.

3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.2.8 The John Cabot can salvage items, but it is not a salvage
ship as it does not have the specialised high capacity cranes,
derricks etc. required for salvage of large objects. Further, it does
not have deck space for keeping large salvaged items like the
wings, fuselage or tail surfaces of an aircraft as large as a 747.
The John Cabot was, therefore, adequate and fully satisfactory
for the work envisaged in this phase of the programme, as
salvage of large items was not planned in this phase. The task
was, as mentioned earlier, locating, mapping and photography of
the hundreds of pieces of wreckage. (The salvage work was part
of the next phase of the programme).
3.2.3
Control and Monitoring of Operations
3.2.3.1 It was realised that the operation proposed would pose
problems of control, monitoring and logistics.
3.2.3.2 Consider : A ship operating on the high seas in
international waters on the task of locating, mapping and video
photographing the hundreds of pieces of wreckage. The state of
art system for Sonar location and photography (Scarab) used by
the ship for handling this task. The group located on shore in
charge of the operations. Finally, the Court in Delhi was in
overall charge of the operatins.
3.2.3.3 It was realised that a proper line of control and
communication was essential if the operations were to be smooth
and successful.
3.2.3.4 Therefore it was decided that the following would be
the chain of command :
Court Investigating the Accident
(Mr. Justice B.N. Kripal)

Control Centre at Cork
(Court's representative)
CCGS John Cabot
(Commanding Officer)
Scarab
(Project Manager)
3.2.3.5 Because of the multiplicity of agencies involved in the
operations, the need was felt for a proper delineation of power at
all levels. It was, therefore, decided that :
a. Overall responsibility for the operations would rest with the
Indian authority viz. the Court. This would cover the
identification and definition of assignment of the overall tasks,
laying down of the priorities, overall control of the coverage of
the operation and, finally, the time schedule for the operation.
b. Decisions taken at the Control Centre, flowing from the
above, were to be taken solely by the Court's representative. The
experts from CASB, NTSB and Boeing were free to give their
views and recommendations, but the final decisions were to be
left to the Court's representative. Examples of such matters are :
Track of the survey, areas to be covered by John Cabot,
assignment of priorities for specific tasks, amount of time to be
devoted to any piece of wreckage, whether any item of wreckage
is to be picked up, etc.
c. Operation Control of John Cabot would be in the hands of
the Canadian Coast Guard Officer in the Control Centre,
who would co-ordinate with the Commanding Officer of John
Cabot. This would cover decision on feasibility or otherwise of
operations under adverse weather conditions, manner of covering
the area, method of retrieving any wreckage, etc.
d. Decisions relating to the Scarab (i.e. whether the weather
was suitable for Scarab operations, whether the size, weight etc.
of an item would permit its being picked up by Scarab, etc.)
would be left to the Scarab Project Manager on Board John

Cabot.
3.2.3.6 It might appear at first sight that in the above system
excessive power was delegated at certain levels to the detriment
of overall control. Any such impression would not be correct. In
actual fact, because of proper delegation of responsibility and
power at different levels, the operations were carried out with
extraordinary efficiency, smoothness and coordination, In this
connection, it is relevant to point out that the operations were not
a uni-disciplinary one. The operation (aircraft accident
investigation) was totally dependent on experts from other
disciplines, like naval (coast guard) operations, deep sea
photograph, salvage from sea bed etc. It was therefore, decided
that for smooth and efficient operations, adequate power and
responsibility should be delegated at all levels, particularly to
specialists engaged in the different areas of work as above.
3.2.3.7 It was also considered that adequate communication
was a sine qua non for smooth operation. Therefore, the
following communication facilities were established :
Control Centre at Cork Airport
Telex
Telephones (2)
3.2.3.8 The ship John Cabot had both telex and telephone
facility. These links were through satellite (IN MARSAT). The
Control Centre was in continuous communication contact with
John Cabot through telex and telephones. In order to establish a
reliable and satisfactory line of communication it was decided
that instructions or communication from Control Centre to the
Indian experts on John Cabot would follow the path as under :
Control Centre
Court's representative --- Canadian Coast
Guard Officer
John Cabot
Indian experts
--- Commanding Officer

3.2.3.9 It was felt that this would eliminate any possibility of
inconsistent or contradictory orders/messages going to John
Cabot.
3.2.3.10 With a view to have an ordered system of
communications between the control centre and John Cabot
(which is essential for proper control and monitoring of the
operations), it was decided that John Cabot would sent to the
Control Centre daily Situation Reports (SITREPS) at specified
times viz. 0800 hrs, 1200 hrs, 1600 hrs and 2000 hrs. This
however did not preclude the despatch of telexes by both Control
Centre and John Cabot at any other time.
3.2.3.11 In order to inform all agencies of the above system of
Control and Communication a number of meetings were held.
These were on 12.8.85 and 3.9.85 on board John Cabot and on a
number of occasions at the Control Centre. The purpose of these
meetings was not only to inform all concerned about the specific
task, the programme and the line of control and communication
but also to sort out differences and to understand the technical
and operational difficulties faced by the personnel on the spot
and to find a way out.
3.2.4
Daily Monitoring of Progress
3.2.4.1 It may be relevant to point out here that search, location
and video photography work was to be carried out round the
clock. Thus a considerable volume of data would be coming into
Control Centre. This required regular, almost hourly, monitoring,
study and analysis for
(a) proper understanding of the data collected and (b) advising
John Cabot of any changes in its programme, such as additional
photography on an item etc. For this purpose (i) SITREPS were
filed in the Control Centre (ii) all data (description, latitude and
longitude) obtained on every target was tabulated and the
cumulative list updated daily.
3.2.4.2 The location of the targets was plotted on charts every 4

hours. This was in addition to the plotting of targets carried out
on John Cabot.
3.2.4.3 Every day (including holidays and week ends) all the
officers posted at Control Centre assembled at about 0900 hrs.
They studied the SITREPS received at 0800 hrs and any other
telexes received from John Cabot in the night. The lists of targets
were updated and the new targets plotted on the charts. John
Cabot generally also sent brief remarks such as description,
nature of failure/damage, dimensions etc. Discussions were held
on the significance of the targets and their implications.
Instructions if any to be telexed to John Cabot were also
discussed. Similarly SITREPS received at 1200 hrs and 1600 hrs
were studied.
3.2.5
Monitoring at Cork
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on
the targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.

3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation.
3.2.6
Operations
3.2.6.1 The Charts prepared by 'Gardline Locator' were on a
different type of grid system, and had to be translated into LATLONG system, for use by John Cabot. For the convenience of
search/mapping operation the search area was divided into 4
blocks viz. Block 1, Block 2, Block 3 and Block 4.
3.2.6.2 The navigation system used by John Cabot is PULSE-8
system. This system needs the transponders to be placed on the
sea bed. These transponders help in getting the correct fix of a
target and in obtaining relative positions of the targets on the sea
bed which is highly useful for revisit for the purpose of
rephotography or recovery. Initially 4 transponders were placed,
and subsequently the number was increased as the search
operation was continued. The strategic locations for placing the
transponders was decided by considering :
(a) frequencies of relative transponders,
(b) distances required between relative transponders,
(c) wreckage distribution suggested by side scan sonar plots of
Eithena and Garline Locator, and
(d) size of search area.
These transponders were calibrated to match the navigation
system of the ship.
3.2.6.3 In order to obtain the maximum information from
search, it was decided that the Scarab search paths should be as
follows :

(a) Normally the search paths should be east to west, or west to
east within the individual blocks.
(b) The pattern of search should be a parallel search method.
(c) Distances between the parallel paths to be 1,200 feet (i.e. 2
cable widths), for effective use of sonar fitted on the Scarab.
(d) If Scarab deviates from its planned path for photography or
recovery, it should return to its planned path for further search.
(e) In each block, the search was to be made, at least 1/2 mile
(North or South) beyond the last target sighted, so as to ensure no
target is missed out from the given block.
3.2.6.4 However, when there was a need to modify the search
pattern, due to wreckage distribution in particular areas, the
following changes were made:
(a) Expanding box type search pattern was used in Block 1.
(b) Some North to South and South to North passes were made
in Block 3.
(c) In Block 3 northern end, the distances between the search
passes was reduced to 600 feet i.e. 1 cable width.
However, these deviations were made basically to improve the
reliability of search in specific areas, as demanded by peculiar
distribution of aircraft wreckage.
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since
carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of

locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.7
Wreckage Distribution
3.2.7.1 The wreckage distribution as determined by the
mapping of the sea bed provided some distinct distribution
patterns. The depth of the wreckage varies between about 6000
and 7000 feet, and the effect of the ocean current, tides and the
way objects may have descended to the sea bed was not
determined, thus some distortion of an object's relationship from
time of water entry to its location on the bottom cannot be
discounted. In general, the items found east of long 12°43.00'W
are small, lightweight and often made of a structure which traps
air. These items may have taken considerable time to sink and
may have moved horizontally in sea currents before settling at
the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does
indicate horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42 and 44, and the wing
structure were located in a relatively localized area centred about
lat 51°03.30'N and long 12°47.80'W, and the wreckage scatter
was oriented north/south. The wreckage scatter in this area was
so dense that it is probable that some of the wreckage may not
have been mapped or photographed. Section 46 and 48, including
the vertical fin and horizontal stabilizer, extended in a west to
east pattern with the western most identified aircraft component
located at lat 51°02.90'N and long 12°50.1'N. The wreckage
extended in a line about 110 degrees to an eastern position of lat
51°02.04'N and long 12°41.26'W, a distance of approximately
6.5 nautical miles. The aircraft structure had a random scatter
pattern. That is, items such as the aft pressure bulkhead were
broken into several pieces, and these pieces were located
throughout the pattern. A third area which had some distinctive
pattern was that of the engines, engine struts and components and

was localized about lat 51°03.25'N and long 12°47.4'W in a
northwest/southwest orientation. One of the operating engines
was displaced 0.5 nautical mile to the north of this area, and it
was also geographically separated from the wing structure. The
number 3 engine nacelle strut was also separated from the rest of
the engine components
and was located about one nautical mile to the west-southwest at
lat 51°02.87'N, long 12°48.05'W. The reasons for the
displacement of the number 3 engine nacelle strut and one of the
operating engines from the other engines are not known.
3.2.7.2 Details of the various targets which were identified by
the Structures Group is contained in Appendix 1 of this Report.
3.2.8
The Break up Pattern
3.2.8.1 The forward fuselage section of the aircraft was found
inverted and badly broken into many pieces, the major pieces
being :
(I) Section of fuselage right side below cockpit windows
containing part of the name 'Kanishka' (in Hindi) and 3 passenger
windows (Target No. 192)
(ii) Portion of upper skin between B S 360 and B S 520 below
window belt right side, up and over crown. This portion includes
the crew door and last letter of the "Air India" (in Hindi) logo
(Target No. 192).
(iii) Section of fuselage between B S 510 to B S 700, including
the passenger window belt right side, up and over crown to
include upper deck windows left side (Target No. 218).
(iv) Section of fuselage between B S 720 to B S 840 including
left side passenger window belt, up and over crown to right side
passenger window belt. Forward and upper edges of L H No.2
door cutout can be seen (Target No. 193).
(v) Large section of fuselage between B S 1000 to B S 1460
including left side passenger window belt, up and over crown to
right side passenger window belt. This section was found lying

on its right side (Target No. 137).
(vi) The lower portion of the fuselage skin/frame between the
nose and B S 1000 was damaged past recognition except for a
small portion with the forwarded cargo door (Target No.204) and
another portion containing the aft access door cutout at B S 810
(Target No. 362).
3.2.8.2 The aft fuselage was found in the following major
pieces :
(I) Section of RH fuselage skin between B S 1640 and B S 1940
below the window belt up to the crown (Target No. 321).
(ii) The RH fuselage bottom skin between B S 1820 (forward
edge of C2 door) and B S 2060 and between two stringers above
the door cutout to just below stringer 46 lap joint (Target No. 40).
(iii) The lower fuselage skin with stringers between B S 1480
and B S 1846 about 100 inches wide approximately (Target No.
7).
(iv) The LH fuselage skin panel between B S 1740 and B S 1880
about 110 inches wide (Target No. 11).
(v) The LH fuselage skin between B S 1460 and B S 1800 width
80 inches including No. 4L door and passenger windows (Target
No. 28).
(vi) The RH fuselage skin between B S 1660 and B S 1920, from
below window belt up to the crown including the 4R door cutout
(Target No. 321).
(vii)A fuselage lower skin panel (containing out flow valve)
between B S 2120 and B S 2240 and 120 inches wide (Target No.
320).
(viii)
A fuselage LH skin panel (containing 5 windows with
"T -" part of registration) between B S 1980and B S 2080
between stringers 19L and 24L (Target No. 369 and 26).
(ix) A fuselage LH skin panel between B S 1460 and B S 1800
with 8 stringers below the bottom of the door and 3 stringers
above the top of the door (Target No. 28).

3.2.8.3 The tail portion of the fuselage was found in the
following pieces:
(I) The lower fuselage skin between B S 2412 and B S 2598
about 20 stringers wide (Target No. 371).
(ii) The vertical fin with rudders attached was lying on the
ground by itself with a portion of B S 2517 frame. This includes
a small portion of the aft pressure bulkhead (Target No.37).
(iii) The horizontal tail with elevators attached was lying on
ocean floor with the jack screw and drive motor attached (Target
No. 31).
(iv) The fuselage tail cone aft of B S 2669 was found basically
intact and lying separately (Target No. 27).
3.2.9
Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into acount.
3.2.9.2 Engines
The four operating engines were all extensively damaged. A view
of the fan blades did not show signs of any rotational damage,
and it could not be determined whether any pre-impact failures

had occurred. The external damage to the engines varied, and at
least one engine appeared to be attached to part of the nacelle
strut. Except for the non-operational fifth engine, the engines
could not be matched with their original positions on the aircraft.
3.2.9.3 Landing Gear
The nose, wing, and body landing gear were all located.
Photographic examination indicated that all the gears were in the
'up' position at the time of impact.
3.2.9.4 Flaps and Spoilers
Positive identification of all the flap and spoiler surfaces was
not made. All the flap jackscrews indicated that the flaps were
retracted at impact. Of the spoilers identified, six had actuators
attached. The actuators were in the fully retracted position.
3.2.9.5 Section 41
Section 41, consisting of the cockpit, first-class section, and
electronics bay and identified as target 192, was found in a nearinverted attitude. This section was severely damaged. The
electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located within the
wreckage. The first officer's seat was found on the sea bed near
section 41 wreckage.
3.2.9.6 Section 42
Portions of Section 42, consisting of the forward cargo hold,
main deck passenger area, and the upper deck passenger area,
were located near section 41. This area was severely damaged
and some of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown skin, the upper
passenger compartment deck, the belly skin, and some of the
cargo floor including roller tracks. The right-hand, number two
passenger door including some of the upper and aft frame and
outer skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the sea bed
near this area were a large number of suitcases and baggage as
well as several badly damaged containers. All cargo doors were
found intact and attached to the fuselage structure, except for the

forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward right side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one-quarter of the
distance above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door appeared
to have been badly frayed. Because the damage appeared to be
different from that seen on other wreckage pieces, an attempt to
recover the door was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after
the wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of the door to
which the lift cable was attached broke free from the cargo door,
and the wreckage settled back on to the sea bed. An attempt to
relocate the door was unsuccessful.
3.2.9.7 Section 44
Section 44 containing the aircraft structure between B S 1000
and B S 1480 including that area where the fuselage and wings
were mated
was located and identified. This section was severely damaged
but maintained its overall shape and was lying on its right side.
Part of the left wing upper skin was attached to the fuselage and
a large portion, about one third of the upper wing skin, separated
and was lying against the fuselage crown skin. Some of the body
and wing landing gears were found beside this section of the
aircraft. The gear was detached from the main structure. The
interior of the fuselage was extensively damaged.
3.2.9.8 Wing Structure
The wing structure was located near the forward area of the
aircraft structure and towards the northern most area of the
wreckage pattern. The wings showed extreme damage patterns
with the top and bottom surfaces separated and the wing surfaces
broken into segments.
3.2.9.9 Sections 46 and 48
Sections 46 and 48 contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of

B S 1480 and, for purposes of this report, will include the
horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. This section of the aircraft
was scattered in a west to east pattern about 6.5 nautical miles in
length and exhibited severe break-up characteristics.
3.2.9.10 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified. Four
segments of the aft pressure bulkhead were positively identified
(targets 35, 37, 73 and 296). Much of the fuselage which was
forward of the number five door and above the passenger floor
area was not located, or if located was not recognisable as having
come from a specific area of the aircraft.
3.2.9.11 Sections of the outer skin below the cargo area were
located as was some of the cargo floor structure. Generally, the
stringers and stiffeners are attached to the skin; however, the
lower frames, which provided the cargo floor support, were
detached from the skin. The rear cargo floor from B S 1600 to B
S 1760 was located and was found to have little or no distortion;
however, the lower skin and stringers were missing. A second
portion of the aft cargo compartment floor containing cargo drive
wheels and cargo roller trays was located. This structure was
severely damaged and mangled.
3.2.9.12 The tail cone and the auxillary power unit (APU)
housing were located and had received relatively minor damage;
however, the APU had broken free and was never located.
3.2.9.13 A large portion of the outer skin panels showed signs of
a force being applied from the inside out. On several pieces of
wreckage, the skin was curled outwards away from the stringers
and formers. This could have been the result of an overpressure.
3.2.9.14 The vertical tail was found in good condition, in a single
piece with both rudders attached. The top cap was partially
separated and a small dent was noticed in the middle of the
leading edge at the bottom. A curved broken portion of fuselage
was observed with a portion of the "Y" ring and pressure

bulkhead attached. Another small segment of the pressure
bulkhead was leaning on the lower section of the tail.
3.2.9.15 The horizontal stabilizer tail section was located and
was one unit with the elevators attached. The actuator jackscrew
was attached to the assembly. The stabilizer jackscrew ballnut
was observed to be located at the upper jackscrew stop. This
equates° to a full deflection of elevator trim. Since there is
nothing on the DFDR or CVR to indicate a malfunction of the
trim, it is deduced that this was not the lead event. It is not
known if the position of the ballnut resulted from a pilot trim
selection, a result of the initial event or if it rotated to the
observed position under the influence of gravity. Two-thirds of
the leading edge of the right horizontal stabiliser was missing
and the auxilliary spar was exposed. There was localized damage
to the right-hand root of the loading edge through about a span of
five ribs. The leading edge skin and part of the leading edge ribs
were torn downwards. Some localized damage to the root of the
left leading edge was visible with the remainder of the leading
edge undamaged. There was minor damage to the trailing edge of
the outboard left elevator, and a major portion of the inboard left
elevator was missing.
3.2.9.16 Passenger Seats
Many of the passenger seats located among the wreckage pattern
and identified as having come from section 46 and 48 appeared
to have the aft support legs buckled with little or no damage to
the forward support legs. Seats located in the wreckage
containing sections 41, 42 and 44 appeared to have varying types
of damage, that is, aft support legs only buckled, and all legs
buckled. One consistent feature noted was that in the majority of
seats located it was possible to ascertain that the seat belts were
not fastened.
3.2.10 Salvage Operations
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as

photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
3.2.10.2 Whenever any component/part of the aircraft wreckage
was salvaged it was essential to immediately subject the same to
inspection and to identify the damage sustained during recovery
operation. In order to oversee this critical operation, the Court
deputed one of its Assessors, Dr. V. Ramachandran, to be on
board the ships. Under his supervision, the components/parts
were thoroughly washed with fresh water, dried and treated with
corrosion inhibiting compounds. A detailed inspection was
thereafter carried out, observations recorded and the targets were
appropriately labelled and their numbers were painted thereon. A
laboratory microscope was taken on board by Dr Ramachandran.
With that, fragments of significance were segregated for further
investigation. Indeed some of these fragments did give important
clues.
3.2.10.3 All the investigating personnel on board the ship were
provided with leather gloves, fisherman's shoes, raincoat, life
floating suits, writing and labelling material, camera with
coloured films, etc. Sufficient number of "body bags" were
positioned on each ship to cater for the eventuality of recovery of
bodies with the wreckage. This precaution helped when a body
did come along with wreckage on 25.10.1985.
3.2.10.4 The ship John Cabot completed the operation of
locating, mapping and photography of the wreckage and returned
to Cork on 1.10.85 at 2020 hours. The next phase of operation
was to recover the significant wreckage parts which would be
useful for deciding the cause of the crash.
3.2.10.5 Subsequent to the accident to Japan Airlines Boeing 747
aircraft, suspected to have been caused by failure of the repair to
the rear pressure bulkhead, NTSB and FAA decided to fund the
U.S. Navy for a two week operation over the seas for recovery of

significant pieces of wreckage. For this purpose, U.S. Navy
appointed Commander J.R. Buckingham, a deep sea salvage
expert, to head the recovery operation. An offshore supply vessel
M.V. Kreuzturm, of Canada was hired by U.S. Navy to recover
the wreckage with the help of Scarab on John Cabot. One nylon
lift line together with winch and ram were installed on the ship
prior to its sailing to Cork where it arrived on 4th October, 1985.
One crane was installed on the ship Kreuzturm in Cork.
3.2.10.6 One inch dia Kevlar lines coated with black plastic for
abrasion resistance and braided with Dacron lining were used by
John Cabot as primary lift lines.
3.2.10.7 The structure group after studying the photographic
data, had formulated a list of 32 targets for recovery on 3.10.85.
A systemwise priority list proposed by the Court of Inquiry was
received through Dr V. Ramachandran on 4.10.85. Using these
two lists, and taking into account the operating restrictions
imposed by two ship operation, a final list of targets was
prepared for recovery by the ships, assigning a priority number to
each target. However, as the recovery operation progressed,
changes in priority list were made to achieve optimum utilisation
of the ships.
3.2.10.8 A meeting was held at 1400 hrs. on 4.10.85 on board
CCGS John Cabot to establish/clarify the priorities for the
wreckage recovery operation and coordination between John
Cabot, Kreuzturm and Cork Search Centre. All the personnel
involved in the recovery operation were shown the slides and
photographs of the targets which were chosen for recovery on
priority basis. The method and procedure of the recovery
operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another meeting
was convened on 6.10.85
to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing
various photographs of targets to be recovered. The mode of
attaching grippers/grabbers to the targets at strong points was

clarified. A serialised list of priorities was prepared based on the
mode of operation indicated by the the crew of John Cabot and
Kreuzturm. Dr Ramachandran was given the authority to make
on-the-spot decisions during the salvage operations.
3.2.10.9 A detail log of the activities of the ships John Cabot and
Kreuzturm which started the recovery operation of 10.10.85,
reveals the following :
(a) The Scarab working independently recovered the following
(1) Basket at target 192 containing copilot's chair, 2 suitcases
and radar antenna (12.10.85)
(2) Target 8 - Lower fuselage skin of aft cargo compartment.
(11.10.85).
(3) Target 245 - Forward belly skin just aft of radome
(16.10.85).
(4) Target 350 - Economy class seats and carpet (23.10.85).
(5) Target 296 - Piece of aft pressure bulkhead.
(b) The Scarab after attaching the grippers, bridal cable and lift
line to the targets buoyed off the same to Kreuzturm which
recovered the following targets :
(1) Target 362/396 - Forward cargo fuselage skin from station
700 to 840 and STR 41L to 43R. (16.10.85).
(2) Target 193 - Fueselage skin from station 720 to 860 and
passenger door 2L (17.10.85)
(3) Target 223 - Nose landing gear pressure deck web and
stiffeners, container pieces (staion 260-340)(19.10.85).
(4) Target 181 - Wing skin with forward cargo compartment
SLIPPED OFF WITH GRIPPERS (21.10.85) AND WAS LOST.
(5) Target 399/358 - Fuselage skin from station 780 to 940 and
STR 7R to 35R with 2R door (25.10.85). A body entrapped in
target 399/358 was recovered. Another body which came upto
surface with the wreckage fell
off into sea and was lost while hauling the wreckage on board.
The recovered body was identified as of Dr. Mathew Alexander,

a Canadian passenger and was brought to Cork by Fisherman's
vessel "Orion" at 0130 hrs. on 28.10.85 and was sent for Post
Mortem etc.
(6) Target 7 - Aft cargo compartment fuselage skin from station
1480 to 1860 (26.10.85).
(7) Target 47/50 - Aft cargo floor structure with roller tracks,
frames, latch etc. from station 1600 to 1760 (27.10.85).
(8) Target 117 - Three rows of coach class seats with passenger
cabin floor boards, broken floor beam (28.10.85).
(9) Target 35 - Aft Pressure Bulkhead piece (30.10.85).
3.2.10.10
The Scarab experienced malfunctions with its arms,
Sonar equipment, multiplex system, junction box,
microprocessor unit, etc. off and on during the above period of
operation. Fouling of lift line with umbilical cord was also
experienced in the early stages of operation. Since the assigned
recovery by Kreuzturm was over by 30.10.85, and as the Scarab
became unserviceable due to breakdown of its power suppluy,
the OSV MV Kreuzturm was directed to return to Cork to offload the recovered wreckage and its operation was terminated,
(Indian Government had funded the cost of operation of M.V.
Kreuzturm from 21.10.85 onwards).
3.2.10.11
Since the Scrab continued to remain unserviceable,
the ship John Cabot was called back to Cork. It anchored in Cork
at 1100 hrs. on 5.11.85. All the wreckage on board the ship was
transported to the boat yard, in the afternoon.
3.2.10.12
After detailed macro photography of the recovered
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by
the experts group to facilitate their packing.
3.2.10.13
RCMP investigators carried out a close visual and

microscopic examination of the fragments recovered with the
wreckage, suitcases, seats and cushions, etc. For further
laboratory analysis. Dr A.D. Beveridge collected a few samples.
3.2.10.14
The Scarab appeared to be serviceable on 19.11.85
and the ship John Cabot sailed for completion of recovery of left
over targets, on 20.11.85. However, the serviceability of Scarab
proved elusive, it became inoperable on 21.11.85 and the ship
returned to Cork at 1700 hrs on 25.11.85.
3.2.10.15
Efforts were made to repair Scarab so that the ship
John Cabot could sail again in order to salvage as many pieces as
possible. It was fortunate that the weather had not deteriorated.
Some of the important but small pieces which had to be
recovered had been placed in a basket at the bottom of the ocean.
The ship sailed out again after Scarab had been repared. The
basket was sought to be lifted, but, unfortunately, when it
reached near the surface of the sea it overturned and the contents
of the basket spilled and were never traced again.
3.2.10.16
At this juncture it was decided that the salvage
operations should be terminated. The ship returned and sailed for
home in the first week of December 1985.
3.2.11 Examination of Wreckage
3.2.11.1 Floating Wreckage
Soon after the accident, a number of light weight parts of the
aircraft were found floating over a wide area at the crash site.
These were picked up by the ships engaged in rescue operations
and were brought to Cork where they were kept in the boat yard.
The floating wreckage recovery continued for four days i.e. upto
26th June.
3.2.11.2 Some of the wreckage items were subsequently washed
to the west coast of Ireland. These were picked up by the Irish
Police and were brought to Cork. Some wreckage items were
taken by a ship to Halifax, Canada. These were flown to Cork by
the Canadian Aviation Safety Board. With the assitance of Air

India engineers, the wreckage items were
identified, labelled, photographed and laid out in the boat yard
hangar for examination.
3.2.11.3 The wreckage was initially examined at Cork by the
Structures, Power Plant and Systems Group. It was subsequently
transported to Bombay for further examination. A few wreckage
items which were taken by the Spanish trawlers to Madrid were
also transported to Bombay. Some wreckage items had washed to
the west coast of England. These were collected by the Accident
Investigation Branch of UK and were transported to Cork and
then to Bombay.
3.2.11.4 The floating wreckage recovered constituted
approximately 3 to 5 per cent of the aircraft structure. The major
items of the wreckage recovered were :
Various leading edge skin panels of LH nd RH wing, LH wing
tip, spoilers, leading edge and trailing edge flaps, engine
cowlings, flap track canon fairings aft end pieces, landing gear
wheel wall doors, pieces of elevator and aileron, toilet doors,
cabin floor panels, cabin overhead and upper deck bins,
passenger seats, life vests, slide rafts, hand baggages, suitcases
etc. and three empty oxygen bottles.
3.2.11.5 The Structures Group which had been constituted by the
Court examined the floating wreckage and submitted its report.
From the report the following significant information about the
damage to major items of the floating wreckage is noted :
(I) VT-EFO aircraft was carrying a -7Q engine on 5th pod and a
-7Q 5th pod kit in the aft cargo compartment. It had therefore, in
all 14 engine fan cowls (eight working engine fan cowls plus two
5th pod engine fan cowls plus two -7T engine kit fan cowls in the
aft cargo compartment plus two -7Q engine fan cowls in the aft
cargo compartment). Out of these 14 fan cowls, 9 cowls (6 of
working engines plus 2 of -7J kit plus one of 7Q kit) and two
additional pieces of fan cowls were found. Five of the fan cowls

of working engines show
folding damage lines at approximately 3 O'Clock and 9 O'Clock
positions. The number 3 engine inboard fan cowl has severe
impact damage on its leading edge and has small inward to
outward puncture holes (not penetrating through outer skin) in
the lower centre region. The two fan cowls of -7J 5th pod kit
stowed in the aft cargo compartment exhibit severe damage. One
of these cowls is broken in two pieces. One of the pieces is cut at
one corner in an arc of about 20 inches diameter and its external
skin is pealed back. The external surfaces of all the three pieces
have considereable scratches, tears and holes from outside to
inside. None of the punctures penetrates the inner skin. Some
punctures are also present from inside to outside but none of
these penetrates the outer skin.
(ii) Out of the 12 spoilers, seven (number 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 12)
have been retrieved. Of these, six have their actuators attached to
them in fully retracted position. Six spoilers have splits in their
lower skin with split edges curled into the cores of honeycomb.
Number 8 spoiler (located just inboard of number 3 engine) has a
concentrated local impact damage on front spar and trailing edge
beam from forward to aft and up direction over a span of 2 feet
starting from outboard of spoiler actuator.
(iii) The left hand wing tip assembly with a part of H F Antenna
was retrieved. No burning/discolouration marks around lightning
arrester of H F system were noticed. The rib inboard of the
lightning arrester was found intact. There were no burn marks
anywhere on the panel.
(iv) The right hand wing leading edge top panel inboard of
number 3 engine with a position of kruger flap frame along with
bull nose attached was recovered. The bull nose was found
crushed from top in the area just below the stay rod and the lower
surface of stay rod has scratch marks from front to rear.
(v) The right hand wing root leading edge (inboard of W S

268.81) shows an impact damage at the leading edge. Bottom
skin and internal structure are torn away. The leading edge skin is
caved in over a span of about 3 feet and shows signs of heavy
body impact in air. The impact damage shows signs of downward
and backward movement of the impacting body.
(vi) A 3' x 2' piece of right hand inboard trailing edge fore flap
with accordian seal was recovered. The inboard 8" portion of
leading edge was found damaged by impact of an object going
from lower forward to upper aft.
(vii)All the floor panels recovered from upper deck and main
cabin indicate that these were detached from their attachments in
an upward direction from all sides.
(viii)
One main deck blow out door located between B S 2040
and 2140 left hand side was available. Out of its four metal clips,
one clip was broken off with 2 nylon rivet heads sheared.
(ix) The cockpit entry door and the side bulkhead panel were
found fairly intact but had come out of their attachment.
(x) Twelve toilet doors, out of a total of 16, were available and
were found fairly intact, but had come out of their attachments.
(xi) The available cabin interior panels and overhead bins of the
main deck and upper deck have only minor damage.
(xii)The woodent boxes which contained the fan blades of 5th
pod engine and were loaded in container at position 24L in the
forward cargo compartment were found broken apart with no
burn marks.
3.2.11.6 Wreckage Salvaged from Sea
The wreckage salvaged from the sea was visually examined at
Cork by the Committee of Experts as mentioned in section 1.5.16
and the observations thereon recorded. Subsequently detailed
metallurgical examination was carried out at the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre, Bombay by
Dr. M.K. Asundi and Dr. G.E. Prasad of B.A.R.C., Mr. S.
Radhakrishnan and Dr. R.V. Krishnan of National Aeronautical

Laboratory and Mr. B.K. Athawale of the Explosives Research
and Development Laboratory, under the guidance of Dr. V.
Ramachandran. During this examination, representatives of
CASB, CP Air and Boeing were present in the first week. These
represntatives left Bombay while the metallurgical examination
was being carried out. The metallurgical examination was
continued and the aforesaid group submitted the metallurgical
report to the Court in December, 1985.
3.2.11.7 Although all the recovered wreckage was examined,
only those items exhibiting characteristics which provide some
evidence as to what may have happened to the aircraft during its
final moments of flight are discussed herein below :
3.2.11.8 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
contained the keel beam. Target 7 extended from B S 1480 to
1850 and was about eight feet in width and 32 feet in length. The
left edge had a full length rivet line tear and the torn edge was
buckled in waves, like the trace of a sine wave. One the right
side, between the one quarter and midway segment, a large flap
of skin was attached. The skin was folded aft, diagonally
underneath, from right to left and the paint was scoured off the
leading edge. The forward break was at the joint at B S 1480.
The skin tear located at about B S 1860 was irregular in nature.
The forward keel joint splice plate was bent, and the keel joint
bolt holes were distored and elongated.
3.2.11.9 This panel was examined by the committee of experts at
BARC and according to their report the keel beam trunnion
fitting beneath the outer chord of the station 1480 bulkhead had
fractured at the aft set of bolt holes. The fracture surface of the
right side of the trunnion fitting was clean. As per the report, it
was typical of overload failure in tension. The fracture surface of
the left side of the trunnion fitting was covered with corrosion
products, especially, at one corner, due to sea water. After

cleaning this area by the recommended techniques, scanning
electron microscopy revealed morphology of overload fracture
consisting of dimples. Away from this corner also the fracture
was similar as being due to overload. There was no evidence of
there having been any fatigue failure.
3.2.11.10
At B.A.R.C., a sample was cut from the corroded
corner of the failed left side trunnion fitting and metallographic
examination was carried out on the same. The said examination
showed on a face perpendicular to the corroded fracture surface,
pits due to corrosion by sea water. The basic microstructure was
however free from intergranular cracking. It was thus concluded
by the experts that the material in the region corroded by sea
water had not suffered stress corrosion cracking which generally
manifests as intergranular cracking.
3.2.11.11
A piece of the trunnion fitting was cut and the
hardness and electrical conductivity values were measured by the
said experts. As per their report, the electrical conductivity values
were within the specified limits.
3.2.11.12
Target 8 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
extended from B S 1860 to 1960 and from stringer 46L to 46R.
The forward end of target 8 matched with the aft end of Target 7.
A region of fracture along the rivet holes near stringer 46L was
marked for SEM examination. SEM examination after cleaning
revealed that the fracture was characterised by dimples along its
length, including areas adjacent to the edges of the rivet holes.
These features are consistent with an overload mode of failure.
3.2.11.13
According to the metallurgical report, there was no
evidence of fatigue failure on this target.
3.2.11.14
Target 35 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from behind the aircraft, this segment of
pressure bulkhead occupied the 9 to 1 O'Clock position, the piece
from 12 to 1 O'Clock position had the flange from the outer ring

attached. The web below the outer ring flange had areas of
buckling. From the 11 to 12 O'Clock position the outer edge
showed sinusoidal buckling, and the edge sector at 9 O'Clock
position was partially collapsed and its edge was turned under.
Samples taken for optical stereo microscope and SEM
examination revealed that the fracture characteristics were
consistent with an ovrload mode of failure.
3.2.11.15
According to the metallurgical report, there was no
evidence of fatigue or any other mode of failure.
3.2.11.16
Target 296 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from the rear of the aircraft, this segment of the
bulkhead occuped the 7 to 9 O'Clock position. Optical and SEM
examination were undertaken on this item.
3.2.11.17
The fracture alont the left-hand edge of target 296
(viewed from the rear) was examined optically prior to removing
any representative samples. The fracture was at the rivet line at a
skin splice, except for a length of fracture about 15 inches long
near the forward end, which was through the skin away from the
rivet line. Most of the rivet holes along the fracture path showed
some slight elongation and skin deformation.
3.2.11.18
Representative fracture samples were cut from the
left-hand side and circumferential fracture edges of the fracture
surfaces. Optial and SEM examination revealed that the fracture
characteristics are consistent with an overload mode of failure.
3.2.11.19
Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure
This portion of the aft cargo compartment was located between B
S 1600 and B S 1760. No significant observation was noted.
There was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
3.2.11.20
Target 117 - Floor with Seats Attached
These seats were right-section doubles, located between B S
1880 and 1980 and were from rows 46, 47 and 48, F and G
(Zone E). The seats were displaced to the left with the rear legs

buckled to the left. The front leg supports exhibited only minor
damage. The middle and rear doubles had aisle-side seat arms
bent to the right. There was no impact damage to the seat backs
or seat pans, and all life vests except one were gone from the
underseat container bags.
3.2.11.21
In the metallurgical report it is stated that on an
examination of this target it was also found that on the underside
of this
floor near the forward end, a number of dents and impact marks
were observed. This region appeared to have suffered shrapnel
penetration. This area was radiographed but no metallic fragment
was detected.
3.2.11.22
Target 193 - Fuselage Side and 2L Entry Door
The fuselage segement was located between B S 720 and 840.
The door and fuselage skin were buckled outwards,
approximately in line with the buckling on the fuselage and 2R
entry door directly opposite.
3.2.11.23
Target 399 - Fuselage around 2R Door
This target is shown in Fig. 399-1. A detailed description is given
below :
TARGET 399
Fuselage Station 780 to 940 in the longitudinal
direction and stringer 7R down
to stringer 35R circumferentially.
This piece contained five window frames, one in the 2R
passenger entry door. Three of the window frames, including the
door window frame, still contained window panes. Little overall
deformation was found in the stringers and skin above the door.
The structure did contain a significant amount of damage and
fractures in the skin and stringers beneath the window level. In
the area beneath the level of the windows, the original convex
outward shape of the surface had been deformed into an inward
concave shape. Further inward concavity was found in the skin
between many of the stringers below stringer 28R. The skin at

the forward edge of the piece was folded outward and back
between stringers 25R and 30R. Over most of the remaining
edges of the piece a relatively small amount of overall
deformation was noted in the skin adjacent to the edge
separations. Twelve holes or damage areas were numbered and
are further described.
No.1 : Hole, 5 inches by 9 inches with two large flaps and one
smaller curl, all folded outward. Reversing slant fractures, small
area missing.
No.2 : Hole, 2 inches by 3/4 inch, one flap folded outward,
reversing slant fractures, one curled sliver, no missing metal.
No.3 : Triangular shaped hole about 2 inches on each side. One
flap, folding inward, with one area with a serrated edge. No
missing metal, extensive cracking away from corners of the hole,
reversing slant fracture.
No.4 : Tear area, 8 inches overall, with deformation inward in
the centre of the area. Reversing slant fracture.
No.5 : Fracture area with two legs measuring 14 inches and
about 24 inches. Small triangular shaped piece missing from a
position slightly above stringer 27R. Inward fold noted near the
joint of the legs. An area of 45° scuff marks extend onto this fold.
No.6 : Hole about 2.5 inches by 3 inches with a flap folded
outward, reversing slant fracture. Approximately half the metal
from the hole is missing.
No.7 : Hole about 3 inches by 1 inch, all metal from the hole is
missing. Fracture edges are deformed outward.
No.8 : Forward edge of the skin is deformed into an "S" shaped
flap. Three inward curls noted on an edge.
No.9 : Inwardly deformed flap of metal between stringers 11R
and 12R at a frame splice separation. No evidence of an impact
on the outside surface.
No.10 : Door lower sill fractured and deformed downward at the
aft edge of the door.

No.11 : Frame 860 missing above stringer 14R. Upper auxilliary
frame of the door has its inner chord and web missing at station
860. A 10 inch piece of stringer 12R is missing aft of station 860.
No.12 : Attached piece of floor panel (beneath door) has one
half of a seat track attached. The floor panel is perforated and the
lower surface skin is torn.
3.2.11.24
Much of the damage on this target was on the skin
and stringers beneath the window level, i.e., on the starboard side
of the front cargo hold. The inside and outside surface of the skin
in this region are shown in Fig. 399-2 and 399-3 respectively.
There were 12 holes or damaged areas on the skin as described
above, generally with petals bending outwards. The curl on a flap
around hole no.1 shown in Figh 399-4 has one full turn.
This curl is in the outward direction. Cracks were also noticed
around some of the holes. Part of the metal was missing in some
of the holes. The edges of some of the petals showed reverse
slant fracture. In one of the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge
of a petal.
3.2.11.25
When this target was recovered from the sea, along
with it came a large number, a few hundreds, of tiny fragments
and medium size pieces, All of the fragmets were recovered from
the area below the passenger entry door 2R. One of the medium
size pieces recovered with this target was a floor stantion, about
35 inches long, shown in Fig. 399-5. It is a square tube. It had the
mark station 880 painted on its inner face, i.e. facing the centre
line of the cargo hold. The part number printed on this station is
69B06115 12 and the assembly number is ASSY 65B06115-942
E3664 1/31/78*. It was confirmed that this stantion belongs to
the starboard side of the forward cargo hold. The inner face of
the stantion had a fracture with a curl at the lower end, the curl
being in the outboard direction and up into the centre of the
station. Fig. 399-6 is a print from the radiograph of this station.
The inward curling can be seen clearly in this figure. Curling of

the metal in this manner is a shock wave effect.
3.2.11.26
A piece near the fracture edge of this stantion was
cut, and examined metallographically. Fig. 399-7 and 399-8
show the micro-structure of this piece. Twins are seen in the
grains close to the fracture edge. The normal microstructure of
the stantion material is free from twins as shown in Fig. 399-9.
3.2.11.27
Fig. 399-10 shows a collection of small fragments
recovered along with target 399. There were some curved
fragments with small radius of curvature (A). Reverse slant
fracture (B) was noticed in some of the skin pieces. A piece 3/4"
x 1/2" and 3/16" thick was found to have three blunt spikes at the
edge (C). This piece was metallographicaly polished on the
longitudinal edge. The microstructre of the piece is shown in Fig.
399-11. It may be seen that the grains in this fragment also
contain a large number of twins.
3.2.11.28
Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin
This piece indluded the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of bottom
centre and five longitudinal stringers to the right of bottom
centre. The original shape of the piece (convex in the
circumferential direction) had been deformed to a concave
inward overall shape. Multiple separations were found in the skin
as well as in the underlying stringers. Further inward concavity
was found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.29
The two sides of this piece are shown in Fig. 362-1
and 362-2. This piece has 25 holes or damaged areas in most of
which there are multiple petals curling outwards. These holes are
numbered 1 to 3, 4a, 4b, 4c and 5 to 23. These are described
below. Unless otherwise noted, holes did not have any material
missing :
No.1 : Hole with a large flap of skin, reversing slant fracture.
No.2 : Hole with multiple curls, reverse slant fracture.
No.3 : Hole with multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant

fracture, one area of spikes (ragged sawtooth)
No.4A : One large flap, reverse slant fracture, one area of spikes.
No.4B : Hole with two flaps.
No.4C : Hole with two flaps, one area of spikes
No.5 : HOle with two flaps.
No.6 : Braching tear from the left side of the piece, reversing
slant fracture.
No.7 : Hole, with one flap, one curl and one area of spikes.
No.8 : Very large tear from the left side of the piece with
multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant fracture and at least two
areas of spikes.
No.9 : Hole with multiple flaps, one curl.
No. 10 : 2.5 inch tear
No.11 : One flap
No. 12 : Grip hole, plus a curl with spikes on both sides of the
curl.
No.13 : "U" shaped notch with gouge marks in the inboard/
outboard direction. Three curls are nearby with one are of spikes.
Gouges found on a nearby stringer and on a nearby flap.
No. 14 : Nearly circular hole, 0.3 inch to 0.4 inch in diameter.
Small metal lipping on outside surface of the skin. Most of the
metal from the hole is missing.
No. 15 : Hole in the skin beneath the first stringer to the left of
centre bottom. Small piece missing.
No. 16 : Hole in the stringer above hole No. 15. Most of the
metal from this hole is missing.
No. 17 : Hole through the second stringer to the left of centre
bottom, 0.4 inch in diameter. The hole encompassed a rivet
which attached the stringer to the outer skin. Small pieces of
metal missing.
No. 18 : Hole at the aft end of the piece between the third and
fourth stringers to the left of centre bottom. The hole consisted of
a circular portion (0.4 inch diameter), plus a folded lip extending

away from the hole. The metal from the circular area was
missing.
No. 19 : Hole with metal folded from the outside to the inside,
about 0.6 inch by 1.5 inch. Flap adjacent to the hole contained a
heavy gouge mark on the outside surface of the skin.
No. 20 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 21 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 22 : Hole with one flap.
No. 23 : Hole about 0.3 inch in diameter, with tears away from
the hole. Small piece missing.
3.2.11.30
Fig. 362-3 to 362-7 show a few of these holes.
There were also cracks or tears around some of the holes. The
curls around some of the holes had nearly one full turn. In the
large tear between body stations 700 and 740 and stringers
between 41L and 45L, there were many pronounced curls as
shown in Fig. 362-8. On the edges of the petals around
several holes, reverse slant fracture was seen at a number of
places. This slant fracture is at an angle of about 45° to the skin
surface, the fracture continuing in the same general direction but
with the slope of the slant fracture reversing frequently.
3.2.11.31
Sharp spikes were observed at the edges of the
holes or at the edges of the petals around the holes No. 3, 4A,
4C, 7, 8 (at two locations), 12, 13 and 16. Some of the spikes are
shown in Fig. 362-9 to 362-12. One of the holes, No. 14, on the
skin was nearly elliptical with metal completely missing, as
shown in Fig. 362-13. On the inside surface of the skin, paint
surrounding this hole was missing. Hole No. 16 was through the
hat section stringer, as shown in Fig. 362-14. In this, most of the
metal was missing. On the inside of the hat section, the fracture
edge of this hole had spikes, as shown in Fig. 362-15. Hole No.
17 was through the stringer and the skin, as shown in 362-16.
3.2.11.32
Through holes No. 20 and 21, extruded angles were
found stuck inside, as shown in Fig. 362-17 and 362-18

respectively. In the petal around hole No. 20, there was an impact
mark by hit from the angle as seen in Fig. 362-19 photographed
after removing the angle. Such a mark was not present in the
petals around other holes.
3.2.11.33
On the skin adjacent to hole No. 13 gouge marks
were noticed, Fig. 362-20. These marks were on the inside
surface of the skin. To check whether these could be due to
rubbing by the bridal cable of Scarab during the recovery
operations, a sample of bridal cable was obtained from "John
Cabot" and gouge marks were produced by pressing this cable
against an aluminium sheet. The gouge marks thus produced, as
shown in Fig. 362-21, appear to be different from those observed
near hole No. 13.
3.2.11.34
A piece surrounding hole No. 14 was cut out and
examined in a Jeol 840 scanning electron microscope at the
Naval Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratory, Bombay. Fig.
362-22 and 362-23 are the scanning electron micrographs
showing the inside surface and outside surface of the skin around
this hole. Flow of metal from inside to outside can be seen from
these figures. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis was carried out on
the edges of this hole. Only the elements present in this alloy and
sea water residue were detected.
3.2.11.35
A portion of the skin containing part of hole No. 14
was cut, polished on the thickness side of the skin and examined
in a metallurgical microscope. Fig. 362-24 shows the
microstructure of this region. The flow of metal along the edge of
the hole can be seen from the shape of the deformed grains near
the hole. This can be compared with the bulk of the grains shown
in Fig. 362-25, away from the hole. In addition, in Fig. 362-24, a
series of twin bands can be seen in some of the grains near the
hole. Fig. 362-26 shows these bands at a higher magnification.
Normal deformation rates at various temperatures do not produce
such twinning in aluminium or its alloys. It may be noted that

this microstructural feature is absent in the microstructure of the
skin, away from hole No. 14, Fig. 362-25.
3.2.11.36
Metallography was also carried out on a petal
around hole No.7 and on a curl with spikes around hole No. 12.
The microstructures indicate twins, however they could not be
recorded due to their poor contrast.
3.2.11.37
Small pieces containing the spikes around holes
No. 12 and 16 were cut and energy dispersive x-ray chemical
analysis on the region of spikes in both was carried out in the
Jeol 840 SEM. Only elements present in the alloys and sea water
residue were detected.
3.2.11.38
A number of small fragments were found along
with the forward cargo skin in target 362. Amongst them was a
piece from the web of a roller tray. This has pronounced curling
of the edges towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
3.2.11.39
Another small fragment was found from the above
target. This piece, identified as specimen No. 12 in box No. 1,
target 362, has a number of spikes along the edge. A scanning
electron micrograph of the spikes is shown in Fig. 362-28. The
sides of the spikes on SEM examination revealed elongated
dimples as shown in Fig. 362-29, characteristic of shear mode of
fracture. Metallography was carried out on the thickness side of
this specimen. Fig. 362-30 and 362-31 show the microstructure
near the apex of the spike and at the root of the spike
respectively. Extensive twinning can be seen in these regions of
the spikes.
3.2.11.40
Another fragment recovered with target 362 and
identified as specimen No. 8 in box No. 1, also showed extensive
twinning. The microstructure is recorded in Fig. 362-32.
3.2.11.41
Reference has also to be made to two other reports
concerning wreckage.
3.2.11.42
The floating wreckage recovered was initially
examined at Cork. On 25th June, Mr. Eric Newton a retired

investigator of AIB, UK, was requested to examine the floating
wreckage recovered and other materials with specific reference
to the possibility of explosive sabotage having taken place. Mr.
Newton examined the floating wreckage, passenger clothings and
the other materials recovered from the crash victims The findings
of Mr. Newton on the material available at that time are
summarised below:
a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and the condition of the limited wreckage
recovered indicates that the aircraft had broken up in flight
before impact with the sea.
b. Detailed examination of the structural wreckage recovered
did not reveal any evidence of collision with another aircraft.
Nothing was found suggestive of an external missile attack.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
d. There was no evidence of lightning strike.
e. Examination of all available structural parts recovered, did
not reveal any evidence of significant corrosion, metal fatigue or
other material defects. All fractures and failures were consistent
with overstressing material and crash impact forces
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not show any
explosive fractures or any signs of burning. The seat cushions
and head cushions also did not show any explosive
characteristics.
g. The damage to the suitcases (14 large and 29 small) which
were examined was due to impact crash forces. The presence of
14 large suitcases could, however, indicate that one of the
baggage containers had been broken to permit these suitcases to
escape.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did not show
any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck door
showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
i
The circumstatnial evidence strongly suggests a sudden and

unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and
the rear bulk cargo hold.
3.2.11.43
The other report dated 30th November, 1985 is of
Mr. V.J. Clancy. Mr. Clancey had examined the wreckage and
had also taken part, though only for a few days, in the
metallurgical examination which was being conducted at BARC,
Bombay.
3.2.11.44
Mr. Clancey examined practically all the items of
wreckage which had been brought to BARC and in his report he
has dealt with all of them. His report contained a description of
the recovered items and also his comments thereon.
3.2.11.45
With regard to the aforesaid target 362, he observed
that there were about 20 holes in it clearly resulting from
penetrations from inside.
3.2.11.46
He further stated that:
"In addition to the fact that perforation was from inside there are
certain features which suggest that they were made by high
velocity fragments such as are produced by an explosion. These
features are:
(a) Presence of toothed or spiked edges at some parts of the
metal which had petalled out from the perforations.
"Tardif and Sterling (Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal,
1969, 16, 1, 19-27) obtained spiked fractures in fragments from
sheet alloy subjected closely to an explosion. They stated that
they had not obtained this effect in fractures otherwise produced.
(b) Presence of marked curling, in some cases of more than
360°, of some of the petals.
Tradif and Sterling stated that such curling was a feature of
explosively produced fragments.
(c) The virtual absence of scratches or score marks on the petals
such as might be expected if something were slowly forced

through the metal.
(d) The virtual absence of other impact marks on the inside
surface such as might have been produced by a massive impact
with a substantial object. This suggested that the production of at
least many of the perforations were separate independent events.
(e) One perforation (identified as No. 14) resembles a "bullet
hole", that is cleanly punched out - a type of hole usually
associated with a high velocity missile.
"There is evidence that the forward part of this item had been
folded back inwards along the line of station 760 and then bent
back again along a line slightly forward of this station.
"Such folding, may be violently produced on impact with the
water, could have brought broken metal of stringers or stiffeners
into forceful contact with the internal surfaces producing
perforations outwards. The overlap of such folding would
conceivably have covered the area up to station 800 and thus
included most of the perforations.
"One hole identified as No. 13, was almost certainly caused by a
slipping wire rope used as a sling.
"Part of the inner surface, aft of station 780 was superficially
blackened as if by soot from a fire. Swabs were taken by me of
this area
and are being examined by R.A.R.D.E. for evidence of fire or
explosives".
3.2.11.47
There were several hundred small fragments which
were recovered from the same general area as Target 362. While
dealing with these Mr. Clancey observed that the production of a
large number of small fragments is generally regarded as
indicative of an explosion. One piece out of this was isolated,
which was about one inch square of sheet alloy, and it was noted
by Mr. Clancey that this piece had characteristic spikes on one
edge similar to those described by Tardif and Sterling. (This
piece is the same as shown in Fig. 362-28).

3.2.11.48
Mr. Clancey also examined a few suit cases which
had been recovered. One particular suit case to which reference
was made by him was of red plastic material with blue lining.
With regard to this he stated that the damaged lining, severely
tattered, resembles that of one found after an explosion in an
aircraft in Angola. In that case microscopic examination showed
definite evidence of damage by an explosion.
3.2.11.49
The later part of the report of Mr. Clancey
contained his opinion. With regard to Target 362 his opinion was
as follows:
"The features discernible to a careful close visual examination
point towards the possibility of an explosion but taken alone do
not justify a firm conclusion.
"Curling of petals and spiked or toothed fractures may be
observed in other events than explosions despite the failure by
Tardif and Sterling to obtain them in their limited number of
attempts. It is probable that these features indicate a rapid rate of
failure but not necessarily of a rapidity which could only be
produced by an explosion.
"A more detailed study, metallurgical and fractographic, is
required.
"The studies by Tardif and Sterling were done on fragments
produced from aluminium alloy in contact with the explosive.
Very little information is available on the behaviour of
aluminium alloy some distance
from the explosive and subjected to attack by secondary
fragments. To determine this some trials will be necessary, to
obtain reference samples for comparison.
"The single "bullet hole", No. 14, strongly supports an explosion
hypothesis but, being the sole example of its kind, is not, by itself
determinative.
"If the forward part of this item was forcefully and rapidly folded
back to impact on the other part it might explain the other

features apparent to visual examination. It would require detailed
laboratory examination and tests to eliminate this possibility".
3.2.11.50
The opinion of Mr. Clancey about the small
fragments was as follows:
"The production of a large number of small fragments is
generally regarded as a pointer towards an explosive cause but
cannot be relied upon unless it is clear that they could not have
been produced by some other means. It is known that the breakup of an aircraft at high speed may produce great fragmentation.
"The single spiked fragment must be regarded as important but a
single specimen is not, by itself, determinative."
3.2.11.51
It appeared to the Court that the report of Mr.
Clancey required certain clarifications. It was suggested to
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company by the Court that Mr.
Clancey should appear as a witness. The Court received a
message to the effect that Mr. Clancey felt that he could not add
anything useful to his report.
3.2.11.52
A close examination of the report of Mr. Clancey
shows that the opinion expressed by him in the later part of the
report is at considerable variance with the observations contained
in the earlier part of the report. Particularly with regard to Target
362 and the small fragments, Mr. Clancey has stated in his
observations that there was strong
evidence of explosion. In his opinion, however, he has stated that
more detailed study is required. It is interesting to note that
though Mr. Clancey has referred to the opinion of Tardif and
Sterling, he has not chosen to contradict the conclusions arrived
by them. Mr. Clancey has also not stated as to what could
possibly have caused the special features which were noted on
Target 362.
3.2.11.53
We find the metallurgical report inspires more
confidence. Not only is reference and reliance made in the report
to other expert opinions contained in various articles written by

experts all over the world, certain explosion experiments were
also carried out by the experts which led them to the same
conclusion.
3.2.11.54
The particulars of the experiments so carried out
and the results obtained therefrom have been stated in their
report as follows:
EXPLOSION EXPERIMENTS
"To determine the damage by high velocity fragments or shock
waves on a structure similar to the one in aircraft cargo hold, the
following experiments were conducted on November 30 and
December 1, 1985 at the Explosives Research and Development
Laboratory, Pune, using plastic explosive (PEKI) and different
mixtures of plastic explosive and TNT. The explosive was kept in
a box made of sheet metal of 6" x 6" x 6" of 1/16" thickness.
This box was kept inside another box made of sheet metal 2' x 2'
x 2' of .04 or .06" thickness. The boxes were made of 2024
aluminium alloy sheets used for aircraft skin. To the inner
surface of the outer box, hat section stringers similar to those
used in the aircraft were riveted. The quantity of explosive used
in the inner box was varied from 60 g to 100 g. The explosive
was detonated with an electrical detonator. After the explosions
the fragments and the panels were collected and examined.
"Experiments were also conducted to produce explosive damage
on skin panels, individual hat section stringers and individual
stantion tubes. In the case of stantion tubes experiments were
carried out placing the explosive charge both inside and outside.
The quantity of explosive used was varied from 5 g to 50 g.
"Various types of damages were recorded on all the targets.
These include punched holes, petaling and curling around holes,
spikes at fracture edges, curved fragments with small radius of
curvature and reverse slant fracture. Fig. EXP-1 shows a
collection of fragments. The features mentioned above are shown
in Fig. EXP-2 to EXP-7. It may be noticed that the features

produced by experimental explosion were similar to the features
observed largely in target 362 of the wreckage. The small
fragments had features similar to those in the fragments from
targets 362 and 399.
"Metallography was carried out in (a) a specimen surrounding a
punched hole in the skin (b) a specimen surrounding a hole in the
stringer, (c) a curl in the stantion and (d) spikes in a fragment. In
all these cases, the grains adjacent to the area of explosive
damage are having twins. Two typical microstructures are shown
in Fig. EXP-8 and EXP-9. Away from these areas the
microstructure is normal. Thus it is confirmed that twinning in
the microstructure of these structural members is a unique feature
of explosive fracture, not produced by any other measns known
so far."
3.2.11.55
The findings in the said metallurgical report are
also strengthened by the observations of Eric Newton in the
article "Investigating Explosive Sabotage in Aircraft" published
in the International Journal of Aviation Safety, March 1985, p.
43. Mr. Newton is an acknowledged authority in the detection of
explosive sabotage in aircraft. The conclusions contained in the
article are based on his review of incidents of explosion between
1946 and 1984 which were known to him. Some of the
conclusions arrived at by him which were relevant in the present
case are when he states "Generally speaking, the smaller the
fragment, higher the velocity of the detonation. Minute
fragmentation is indicative of high explosive having been used,
and provides clues to the focal point or region of the explosion.
The mode of break up of the aircraft itself and its sequence of
failure is usually very complicated and quite without the logic
dictated by normal aerodynamic overstressing".
3.2.11.56
Mr. Newton has also observed that curling, corkscrewing, and saw tooth edges may also be indicative of an
explosion though such fractures by themselves may not be

conclusive evidence that an explosion was involved. Firmer
evidence, according to him, was of fusing
of metal, scorching, pitting and blast effect. He further states that
"Perhaps the most conclusive material evidence to be found on
metal specimens is cratering, very often in groups, often minute
and numerous".
3.2.11.57
Mr. Newton also refers to the positive explosive
signatures which remain on a detonation in an aircraft. These
positive singatures, according to him, are as follows:
"(a) The formation of distinctive surface effects such as pitting or
very small craters formed in metal surfaces, caused by extremely
high velocity impacts from small particles of explosive material.
Such craters, when viewed under the microscope, have raised
and rolled over edges and often have explosive residue in the
bottom of the crater.
"(b) Small fragments of metal, some less than 1 mm in diameter,
which, under the scanning electron microscope, reveal features
such as rolled edges, hot gas washing (orange peel effect, surface
melting and pitting and general evidence of heat; such features
have been proved and observed following explosive experiments
with known explosives). Supporting strong evidence would be if
such fragments (normally found embedded in structures,
furnishing or suitcases) were found embedded in a body where
evidence of burning of tissue is present at the puncture entry and
where the fragment came to rest.
"(c) As well as surface effects on metal fragments produced by
explosives there are deformation mechanisms which are peculiar
to high rates of strain at normal temperature. At normal rates of
strain metals deform by usual mechanism associated with
dislocation movement. However, because this process in an
explosion is thermally activated at very high rates of strain, there
is insufficient time for the normal process to occur. In some
metals such as copper, iron and steel, deformation in the crystals

of the metal takes place by 'twinning', that is to say by parallel
lines or cracks cutting across the crystal. Such a phenomenon can
occur only if the specimen has been subjected to extreme shock
wave loading at velocities in the order of 8000 m/sec. Such
specimens, usually distorted must be selected with care, prepared
in a metallurgical laboratory, polished, mounted
and microscopically examined. Where such twinning of the
crystals is found it establishes (a) that the specimen was close to
the seat of the explosion and (b) that a military type explosive
had been used with a detonating velocity of 8000 m/sec or more.
Twinning is rarely produced when shock impact loadings are
below 8000 m/sec.
"The above features, singly or combined, are considered to be
proof positive evidence of a detonation of a high explosive; they
could not be produced in any other way."
3.2.11.58
The metallurgical report indicates that the
microscopic examination (conducted by them) discloses such
features being present which had been described as positive
signatures of the detonation of an explosive device in an aircraft
by Mr. Newton. Furthermore, twinning effect has also been
noticed at a number of places - around holes and in fragments.
These have been categorised by Mr. Newton as positive signature
of an explosion.
3.2.11.59
In the primary zone of explosion, metallic
structures disintegrate into numerous tiny fragments and usually
these fragments contain the above mentioned distinct signatures
of explosion. In the present case the explosive damage had
occurred at an altitude of 31000 feet when the aircraft was flying
over the ocean. The fragments that formed due to explosion must
have been scattered over a wide area and it is impossible to
locate and recover all of them from the ocean bed. Nevertheless,
some of the fragments which were recovered along with the
targets 362 and 399 do contain signatures of explosive fracture.

3.2.11.60
From the aforesaid discussion it would, therefore,
be safe to conclude that the examination of targets 362 and 399
clearly reveals that there had been a detonation of an explosive
device on the Kanishka aircraft and that detonation has taken
place not too far away from where these targets had been located.
FIRE
3.3.1
There is no evidence that there was any fire on board the
aircraft before it met with the accident.
3.3.2
Amongst the floating wreckage, however, was found,
what was later on identified as, a spares equipment box
belonging to this aircraft. This box was charred on one side and
partially on the bottom. The depth of charring suggested that the
burning time was three to four minutes. This box contained some
sand and small shellfish. The flesh from the shelfish appeared to
be charred, indicating that the box was subjected to fire after the
occurrence.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
3.4.1
Recovery of Flight Recorders
3.4.1.1 Recovery of the flight recorders was a very difficult and
challenging job. At the site of accident, depth of water is about
6700 feet. The job involved fixing the location of recorders and
then retrieving them. For this purpose three ships viz. Guardline
Locator (a ship provided by Accident Investigation Branch of
U.K.), Le Aoife (an Irish Naval Ship) and Leon Thevenin (a
French Cable laying ship, charterd by the Government of India)
were utilised. Guardline Locator and Le Aoife were solely for
fixing the positions of recorders and also had the capability to lift
the recorders with the help of its scarab.
3.4.1.2 Both the Cockpit Voice Recorder and the Digital Flight
Data Recorder were fitted with Dukane Underwater Acoustic
Beacons (Pingers) which enabled establishing the location of
flight recorders under water. The Beacons are designed to
provide a signal at 37.5 ñ 1 Khz frequency that can be heard for

approximately 2 miles in any direction for 30 days after water
entry. Its high strength case permits operation in water depth to
20,000 feet. Its pulse repetition rate is not less than 0.9 pulse per
second.
3.4.1.3 On 4th July, 1985, Guardline Locator reported strong
possibility of two separate sound sources of frequencies between
39 KHz and 42 KHz. On 5th July, Guardline Locator gave
coordinates of an area, which it believed contained the pinger.
Guardline Locator later reported that using a Dukane Hand
Locator, it had located pinger (2) at 5102.6N, 1248.6W. Leon
Thevenin then concentrated its search in this area for retrieving
the recorders.
3.4.1.4 In response to a query, Messrs Dukane Corporation
advised that Pinger transducer is made of ceramic and if cracked
during impact, its frequency could be elevated. The pulse rate
should, however, be uneffected. Keeping this in mind, the Leon
Thevenin increased its Sonar Band one upper frequency limit
from 40 KHz to 45 KHz.
3.4.1.5 On 9th July at about 2300 hours the Scarab of Leon
Thevenin located the Cockpit Voice Recorder at 5102.67N,
1248.93W and the recorder was brought on the deck at 0747 hrs
on 10th July. The CVR was kept in a drum filled with water. The
scarab was again lowered on 10th July in the same area and at
about 2130 hours faint signals were picked up on Sonar. By
about 2200 hours the signals became louder and the pulse rate
frequency was calculated to be 72 transmissions per minute. At
about 2230 hours the DFDR was also located at 5103.10N,
1249.59W and it was brought on deck at 0245 Z on 11th July.
3.4.1.6 The DFDR was also placed alongside the CVR in the
drum filled with water. Leon Thevenin was then advised to return
to Cork with the Flight Recorders. Leon Thevenin reached Cork
on the morning of 12th July and the flight recorders were placed
in two specially fabricated water tight steel containers filled with

water. The recorders were then carried to Bombay on the same
day by Mr. Satendra Singh, Reginal Controller of Air Safety,
Bombay, accompanied by Mr. Vishwanath of Air India for
preparing read-outs and transcript of the recorders. Necessary
precautions were taken to ensure that the data recorded was not
affected during transportation to Bombay.
3.4.1.7 Both the recorders reached Bombay on the morning of
13th July and were kept in the office of the Regional Controller
of Air Safety under Armed Police Guard.
3.4.2
Description of Flight Recorders
3.4.2.1 Kanishka was equipped with a Fairchild A-100 Cockpit
Voice Recorder Serial No. 5809 and a Lockheed 209E Digital
Flight Data Recorder Serial No. 1282. These were each equipped
with Dukane Underwater Acoustic Beacons and were installed
adjacent to each other in the cabin on the left side near the rear
pressure bulkhead.
3.4.2.2 The CVR records all crew communications and sounds
in the cockpit on a continuous tape loop which has a tape speed
of 1-7/8 inches per second. The Recorder has two heads, one
head which erases the previous recording and the second which
records the current information and thus the last 30 minutes of
recorded signals are retained, the previous being automatically
erased. It continuously records convervations/sounds from 4
different sources on the following four separate channels:
Channel 1 : Radio channel of pilot
Channel 2 : Radio channel of flight engineer
Channel 3 : Cockpit Area Mike
Channel 4: Radio channel of co-pilot.
3.4.2.3 The serial digital signal recorded by the DFDR was
generated by a Teledyne Flight Data Acquisition Unit installed in
the forward electronics bay below the cabin floor. Adjacent to
this unit was a Lockheed Model 280 Quick Access Recorder that
recorded the same serial digital signals on to a 50 hour cassette.

3.4.2.4 The DFDR records 52 basic parameters on a magnetic
tape. The tape preserves records of the last 25 hours. The serial
digital signal has a bit rate of 768 bits per second and is recorded
at a tape speed of 0.37 inches per second.
3.4.3
Examination of Flight Recorders and Tapes
3.4.3.1 General
The recorders brought to Bombay from Cork were opened on
16th July, 1985 at the Air India's Facilities in Bombay in the
presence of the Court and Assessors. A team of foreign experts
including one each representatives from both the Recorder
Manufacturers, three from National Transportation Safety Board,
one from Canadian Aviation Safety Board and one from NRC
Flight Recorder Playback Centre, Canada were present when the
tapes were taken out of the recorders. Apart from them,
representatives of the Government of India and Air India were
also present.
3.4.3.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder
When the unit was removed from its shipping and storage
container, some mechanical damage was immediately evident.
The top of the cover had been deformed inwards, probably due to
initial external
strong attachments for the horizontally mounted Underwater
Acoustic Beacon. The plate had torn away from the light
structure behind it. The cause of the damage was not obvious.
The light outer cover was removed by cutting it open with hand
shears and pliers.
3.4.3.3 When the armoured and insulated containment was
opened, the tape transport was found to be in relatively good
condition and the tape physically undamaged. Eighteen inches of
the tape was pulled from the centre of the tape stack and the tape
cut near the stack well clear of the end of recording. The tape
was then removed from the recorder, transferred to standard tape
reels, laboriously cleaned several times with distilled water and

dried with lint free absorbent material.
3.4.3.4 Digital Flight Data Recorder
When the recorder was removed from its shipping and storage
container, it was noted that there was very little external damage.
A cover on the rear section was removed and it was observed
that, when viewed from the front of the recorder, the right hand
edges of the four rearmost printed circuit cards were displaced
towards the front of the recorder. The left hand edges were
restrained by plug-in connectors to the boards. The rearmost
card, that controls track selection on the tape, and the one in front
of it, had bowed along the right-hand edges and popped out of
their plastic guides in the top and bottom of the recorder.
Deflection of the other two cards had occurred following failure
of the attachments of the right hand ends of the plastic guides to
the chassis. The damage could have been caused by a high
lontitudinal decelaration, as would occur if the front face of the
recorder impacted the water.
3.4.3.5 When the tape deck was opened, it was found that the
tape was intact but had become dislodged from the last tape
guide when the tape was moving in the direction of the oddnumbered tracks and had also jumped out of the adjacent end-oftape sensor. One edge of the tape had been streteched in this area.
The drive belt to the tape transport was still in its correct
position. The tape was stuck to the third tape guide in the oddnumbered track direction and suffered some damage
when it was finally detached from it. This was repeaired with a
splicing tape.
3.4.3.6 The location of the record heads was marked on the
back of the tape with a waterproof felt pen. It was noted that
there was slightly more tape on the supply reel for the odd tracks
than on the other reel. The tape reels and tape were removed
from the recorder, keeping the tape wet with distilled water, and
the tape transferred to the standard reels for meticulous cleaning.

During the cleaning process, it was found that the edge of the
tape had also been stretched locally 336 inches down- stream
from the splice repair in the odd track direction. The tape was
dried by patting it with absorbent lint-free material before
loading it into a serviceable recorder as this was the only means
by which it could be replayed at the Air India base.
3.4.3.7 The circuit card controlling track selection was removed
from the accident recorder and the status of the latching relays
checked to determine the last track on which recording was being
made. It was found that the relay states indicated Track 1, but
since this requires all relays to be set in the same condition, it
was considered possible that they had been mechanically set on
water impact. The card was subsequently inserted to another
recorder and the Track 1 setting confirmed on a test bench.
3.4.3.8 When a change in track selection was attempted, it was
found that the relays would not switch, probably due to the
effects of salt water corrosion or high water pressure. It was
decided that Track 1 would be considered as the most likely one
to contain the accident data with the possibility that it could have
occurred on any of the other tracks. When the data was recored,
the accident information was found some distance past the midpoint of Track 1.
3.4.4. Recovery of Information
3.4.4.1 Cockpit Voice Recorder Tape
The spool was removed from the CVR and was washed with
distilled water, dried and loaded on to another spool. The cleaned
and dried tape was taken to the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
(BARC), and a copy
of the tape was prepared which was used for preparing transcript
and carrying out further analysis. The transcript of the CVR
conversation is given in Appendix 2.
3.4.4.2 Shannon Air Traffic Control Tape
A copy of this tape that contains all radio communications

between the aircraft and Shannon was provided to the Indian
Authorities by the Air Traffic Control Authorities, Shannon. The
recording also included the short series of unusual sounds that
occurred about the time of the accident.
3.4.4.3 When the CVR and the ATC tapes were played it was
found that some adjustment in speed was necessary so as to
synchronize the two. This adjustment was independently carried
out by different experts who analysed the CVR tapes.
3.4.4.4 Digitial Flight Data Recorder Tape
The Lockheed representative had brought a Lockheed Model 235
Copy Recorder from his plant. This unit copies all the 25 hours
of data from the recorder by running it at high speed for only two
passes of the tape, an operation lasting only 16 minutes. A copy
tape was made by this procedure before embarking on the
standard Air India recovery procedure to serve as a back-up tape
in the event of physical damage to the original tape in subsequent
playback.
3.4.4.5 Air India playback equipment for the DFDR required
that the tape be re-installed in another DFDR in which it was
driven at high speed. In the standard playback procedure, the
tape was first run to the beginning of Track 1 through 6
sequentially on to a computer tape followed by a repeat of Track
1. The computer tape was then taken to Air India's main
computing facility where selected information was printed out in
engineering units.
3.4.4.6 The first printouts showed that the accident was
recorded on Track 1, as indicated by the latching relays, and
suggested a rather abrupt end to the recording. There was a loss
in bit synchronization in word 26 of the last Subframe 3 of data
that was followed by a normal Subframe 4. Prior to the loss in bit
synchronization, all measurements appeared normal. Plans were
made to borrow the high speed oscillograph recorder previously
used to studythe final CVR signals from BARC to examine the

end of the recorded serial digital signal in detail.
3.4.4.7 Meanwhile, the critical section of the tape and the heads
of the playback recorder were re-cleaned and a second transfer of
data on to the computer tape was made. Printouts from this
computer tape showed no significant difference from the first
one.
3.4.4.8 The recorder was then opened and the tape positioned
about 1.5 inches before the final resting place of the tape that was
clearly indicated by head imprints on the magnetic oxide coating
side. A high speed oscillograph record of a few seconds of data
was made and visually decoded. It was found that the recorded
GMT was 21 hr 16 min. This time corresponded to 15 min or
about 333 inches of the tape after start of the oldest recording
downstream of the accident.
3.4.4.9 The tape was then re-positioned using a Lockheed
analogue playback unit, that had a display of the recorded time
and a stopwatch was used to locate the accident timing. Two
oscillograph copies of the end of the serial digital data were
made, the second one having more data preceding the end. Visual
reading of the traces confirmed that recording became erratic and
irrecoverable at the end of Word 26 in Subframe 3 at the
recorded time of 07 h : 14m : 35s. The erratic signal continued
for about 0.27 inches of the tape before switching back to the
data recorded 25 hours earlier.
3.4.4.10 Examination of the printouts confirmed a suspicion that
the complete Subframe 4 of data following the partial Subframe
3, was data from 32 seconds earlier that had not been cleared
from the data buffer in the computer and that Word 26 of the
Subframe 3 was the last normal measurement provided by the
recorder.
3.4.4.11 The end of recording occurred at the point on the tape at
which some damage had been observed during the cleaning
process. It was apparent that, after the end of the recording, the

tape had run on for 336 inches before finally coming to rest.
3.4.4.12 A copy tape of the DFDR tape was made at Bombay
and taken to Ottawa. Data from the accident flight, the
preceeding Toronto-to-Montreal flight and part of the cruise
conditions of the earlier flight to Toronto were transcribed on to
the computer tape. The tape was edited to minimize errors and
converted to engineering units using standards calibration. Time
histories of all parameters for periods of interest were plotted. In
addition, chart records were made of all parameters in raw data
form for the total duration of the last lap of the flight.
3.4.4.13 The DFDR read out shows that the aircraft was cruising
at an altitude of 31,000 ft. and a computed air speed of 296 knots
till it suddently stopped recording at 07:14:35 GMT recorded
time.
3.4.5
Reports received by the Court
3.4.5.1 The CVR was taken to B.A.R.C. This tape was played
by the CVR group a number of times and hard copies of the time
information were also prepared using an ultra violet (UV)
Recorder. The group consisted of Mr. Satendra Singh, Regional
Controller of Air Safety of D.G.C.A., Mr. S.N. Seshadri of
BARC, Mr. Paul C. Turner of NTSB, USA, Mr. John G. Young
of NTSB, USA and Mr. P. dE Niverville of CASB, Canada. On
18th July, 1985 this group made the following observations after
playing the aforesaid tape (UV recording of CVR is at Fig. 1) :"The first visible rising signal volume was observed on channel
number three the CAM channel It reaches a maximum in about
50 milliseconds. At this time noticeable disturbances are
observable on the other three channels. A smaller disturbance is
observable on channels 2 and 4 earlier than observable on
channel 1. A major disturbance is observed to begin approx.
ninety milliseconds following the initial observation on channel
number 3 (CAM), on channels 1,2 and 4. Following this point
at 75 milliseconds the CAM signal subsides to a lower level but

much higher than observed ambient (prior to disturbance) where
it remains for approximately 375 milliseconds from initiation
when it ceases. Channel four goes off at the same time. Channel
1 goes off twenty five milliseconds earlier. Channel two is
inconclusive and had a different pattern. All four channels
exhibit a disturbance at approx. 450 milliseconds. The cockpit
voice recorder power then shuts off at 650 milliseconds.
The Shannon area control centre tape made the night of the
accident was examined and printed. It shows a signal was
received at approximately the time the aircraft disappeared from
radar. It isn't conclusive at this time that the signal originated
from the accident aircraft. The signal was received in pulses for
approximately five seconds."
3.4.5.2 The tape was again played on 19th July, 1985 and a
further report was prepared which was signed by the aforesaid
persons and Mr. B. Caiger of NRC, Canada. In this report it was
stated as follows:"The Shannon area control centre tape was again printed at .05"/
second per inch speed from approximately 22 sec. before the first
broadcast from the accident aircraft at 0709.58 until Radio
carrier with indecipherable modulation can be heard at 0714:01.
The print contains a time encoded signal.
A similar print was made from the CVR channel 4 (Co-Pilot's) of
the same audio as received on the ATC tape. Although the tape
speed is different, the events when corrected for tape speed errors
occur at the same time. It appears that the ATC recording
contains the beginning of the aircraft breaking until power is lost
to the transmitter since channel one and channel four (Capt + Copilot's radio) appear to contain a transmitted signal on the CVR.
It is probable that the ATC signal at 0714:01 coincides with the
final quarter second of CVR radio channels".
3.4.5.3 On the date i.e. 19th July, 1985, Mr. Paul Turner of
NTSB also gave an additional report which is to the following

effect :"During my observations of numerous cockpit voice recorders I
have heard and observed a number of aircraft breakages due to
various causes. In this case the explosive sound on the CAM
channels occurs prior to any electrical disturbance observable on
the selector panel signals. Electrical disturbances can generally
be seen prior to audio signal when explosive sounds originate at
any significant measureable distance from the microphone (15
feet) and in the area where there is significant electrical systems.
It is my opinion that an explosive event occurred close to the
cockpit. The CAM signal which follows the explosive event
shows a very much higher noice level than cockpit ambient 85
db, indicating to me the cockpit area was penetrated and opened
to the atmosphere. The selector panel signals show signatures
similar to those of an aircraft breaking up and are apparantly
caused by electrical systems disturbance (circuit breaker
blowing, fuse switching etc.). The lack of Mayday call and
apparent inadvertant signal from the cockpit crew incapacitation.
The transmitter coming on due to breakup is phenomena
observed previously.
This contains only my personal opinion and in no way should be
considered a final determination of cause without corroborating
evidence".
3.4.5.4 Copies of the tapes were also sent to some of the
participants who wanted to carry out independent analysis.
3.4.5.5 With regard to DFDR the Court received reports from
Dr. Caroll Roberts of NTSB and report dated 11th November of
Mr. B. Caiger.
3.4.5.6 With regard to CVR the Court received reports from Mr.
B. Caiger dated 11th November, 1985, report dated November,
1985 of Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section,
Accidents Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K., report dated
31st August, 1985 of Mr. S.N. Seshadri of BARC, Bombay.

3.4.6
Court Observations
3.4.6.1 Digital Flight Data Recorder
The reports of Dr. Caroll Roberts and Mr. Caiger which also
coincide with the report submitted by Mr. Satendra Singh
disclose that the DFDR showed no evidence of abnormal values
of any of the many parameters being monitored upto a point at
which the recorded data signal became irregular for a fraction of
a second and recording ceased. Both the DFDR and the CVR
stopped at the same time.
3.4.6.2 The short period of irregular digital data that occupied
only 0.27 inches of tape, most probably indicates that the
recorder was subjected to a sharp angular acceleration in the left
wing down sense about the aircraft longitudinal axis.
3.4.6.3 According to Mr. Caiger's report the possibility that the
digital recorder was subjected to a sharp disturbance more rapid
than violent motion of the aircraft lends some credence to the
possibility of a detonatiaon of an explosive device in the aircraft.
The other alternative, according to Mr. Caiger, which could have
led to this was that the Flight Data Acquisition Unit in the main
electronics bay .or its power supply were suddenly disturbed. As
the Lockheed Quick Access Recorder was not recovered from the
wreckage, this possibility could not be investigated further. A
perusal of the DFDR print out, however, shows that whereas
there was a speed limit of 290 knots (.81 Mach) of the aircraft
due to carriage of the 5th pod engine, in actual fact the aircraft's
speed during cruise varied from 287 to 296 knots. Mr. H.S.
Khola asked the Boeing Airplane Company to examine the effect
of aircraft cruising at a speed of 296 knots with a 5th pod engine
installed on it. The Boeing company sent a reply, inter alia,
stating as follows:
"The operating speed limit of Air India 747-237B, JT9D-7J with
fifth engine pod was 290 knots indicated airspeed, with an
altitude limit of 35,200 feet. Flight testing of this model airplane

configuration was successfully accomplished to a dive speed of
386 knots calibrated airspeed and 0.92 Mach number, with no
adverse effects.
In the event that the operating speed placard was exceeded an
increase in perceptible vibration levels would be felt. As the dive
Mach number (0.92) is approached the buffet vibration would
increase to level that could become objectional to the flight crew,
but would not he bazardous".
3.4.6.4 It would thus be clear that if no adverse effects could
have been noticed with a dive speed of 386 knots calibrated
airspeed and 0.92 Mach number, there was little likelihbood of
the aircraft having been subjected to any adverse effect by reason
of the speed varying from 287 to 296 knots while it was cruising
at a height of about 31,000 feet.
3.4.6.5 Cockpit Voice Recorder
The Court received four reports of the CVR tape analysis. These
reports were of Mr. B. Caiger, Mr. R.A. Davis, Mr. S.N. Seshadri
and Mr. Paul C. Turner. Whereas the first three experts appeared
and deposed in Court, Mr. Paul Turner did not come.
3.4.6.6. There were certain aspects of the report of Mr. Turner
which required clarification. After the Court had failed to secure
his presence, it sent a questionnaire to Mr. Turner for his answers
thereto. It is indeed unfortunate that till now no reply has been
received. It is in this background that the report dated 13th
November, 1985 of Mr. Turner and the reports of other experts
have to be judged and analysed.
3.4.6.7 Mr. B. Caiger's Report and Deposition
Mr. Caiger has said in his report that the Cockpit Area
Microphone signal was studied in detail. According to him, in an
aircraft, sound can be transmitted by multiplicity of paths. If an
explosive device was located close to the microphone then the
short wave from the disturbance would cause a sharp rise in
pressure which was not noticed. From more remote location,

however, structurally transmitted sounds could reach the
microphone first and induce more complex signals. According to
Mr. Caiger, at this time he did not have any evidence from
occurrences of this nature that would permit any meaningful
comparisons or conclusions.
3.4.6.8 Mr. Caiger obtained from the manufacturers details of
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) on the cockpit area microphone.
According to the information so provided it was indicated that
the decrease in amplitude of the recorded noise over about 33
msec after the peak level was reached 40 msec from the start of
the disturbance is most probably due to the AGC and that the
actual envelope of the pressure levels at the microphone
continued to increase until 90 msec from the start before
establishing at about four times the recorded level until the 160
msec point when the recorded amplitude started to decrease
rapidly. Mr. Caiger could not find any explanation for this
marked reduction. Mr. Caiger further recorded that the large
amplitude lower frequency signature, that immdediately followed
this reduction, is similar to signatures observed by the
manufacturer when there was an abrupt break in the line from the
cockpit area microphone pre-amplifier output to the voice
recorder. No similar signature was observed in tests on the crew
audio channels when the appropriate lines to the recorder were
similarly interrupted.
3.4.6.9 The observation of Mr. Caiger with regard to ATC tape
was as follows :"The ATC recording that followed the cockpit area microphone
sounds appears at first to contain a series of short intermittant
sounds. Closer study reveals that the background noise only
returns to its steady level for about 160 msec immediately after
the first low level noise and again for about 85 msec just over
halfway through the 5.4 sec duration of the recordings. At the
end of all routine radio transmissions, a damped sine wave

transmitter keying signature is observed with a frequency in the
region of 450 Hz. In the accident recordings, only two of these
are observed".
"Listening to the sounds, it also appears that a human cry occurs
near the end of the recordings. Spectral analysis of these sounds
and comparison with voice limitations reveals that the accident
sounds do not contain all the pitch harmonic frequencies
normally associated with such voice sounds. The origin of all the
sounds has not been identified."
3.4.6.10 From the aforesaid investigation Mr. Caiger concluded
that :"From the voice and data recorders, Air India Flight 182 was
proceeding normally enroute from Montreal to London, England
at an altitude of 31,000 feet and a computed airspeed of 296
knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a sudden loud
sound the cause of which has not yet been identified. The sound
continued for about 0.35 seconds, and then almost immediately,
the line from the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice
recorder at the rear of the pressure cabin was most probably
broken. This was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder".
"The initial waveform of the cockpit area microphone signal is
not consistant with the sharp pressure rise expected with
detonation of an explosive device close to the flight deck but,
with the multiplicity of paths by which sound may be conducted
from other regions of the aircraft, we cannot at this time exclude
the possibility that it originated from such a device elsewhere in
the aircraft".
"Within 1 to 2 seconds of the first detection of the loud sound on
the cockpit area microphone, a series of unidentified noises were
recorded on the Shannon ATC tape. These extended over a period
of 5.4 seconds and are assumed to have origniated from VT-EFO.
They gave the impression of abnormal conditions on the flight

deck".
3.4.6.11 In his evidence in court, Mr. Caiger explained about
Automatic Gain Control. He stated that the CAM channel of the
CVR had an Automatic Gain Gontrol in a pre-amplifier that is
installed close to the microphone. This AGC is designed to
prevent excessively loud signals from saturating the microphone
and the associated electronics. He further stated that from the
tests conducted by the manufacturers it could be concluded that
most likely at 45 msec. point the AGC came into effect which
gradually reduced the signal over the next 33 msec. before letting
it stabilise at a roughly constant value. This figure of 33 msec.
was taken by Mr. Caiger not by carrying out any experiment
himself but it was provided to him by the manufacturers. He also
stated that there was no positive indication of structural failure
being evident from the flight
recorders. Mr. Caiger was asked to explain as to what was the
reason for loud sound to which reference had been made in his
report. In answer to the said question from the Court he said that
there could be a number of reasons. The detonation of an
explosive device not close to the microphone was one possibility,
the occurrence of some type of structural failure was another
possibility. He was further of the opinion that at the present stage
of development in structural acoustics, he did not think it was
possible to come up with any reasonable estimate of the location
of either explosive device or some type of possible structural
failure. When asked for his opinion about the sequence of events
which he could determine by looking at the sound spectrum, he
said as follows:
"From the study that we have made which have of course been
augmented by studies done by several other groups it would
appear that there was a very sharp bang that was detected by the
CAM. Approximately one-third of a second after this happened
the line from the CAM to the CVR was disconnected but

intermitant power supply was still being sent to the voice
recorder for approximately one and a half seconds. During this
1-1/2 seconds period sounds were being transmitted from the
'Kanishka' aircraft that tend to suggest that the aircraft was in
some distress. Though it is difficult to be specific about the basis
on which we assesss the state of the aircraft, this signal ceased
after a period of 5.4 seconds and we have no more audio
information concerning the aircraft from that point onwards."
3.4.6.12 Mr. R.A. Davis's Report and Deposition
Mr. R.A. Davis in his report on the analysis of CVR has stated
that he did not have with him a faithful copy of the original CVR
tape. The tape supplied to his contained signals which warranted
investigation but any measurement could be hampered by a
decreased signal to noise ratio due to the copying process. Mr.
Davis however analysed the tape which admittedly according to
him was not of good quality. Mr. Davis in his report states that he
carried out a spectrum analysis of the different channels of the
CVR. The spectra did contain the sound of a bang. He however,
could not find any significant low frequency content in the
spectrum which according to him, would have been expected if
the sound was of a high explosive detonation.
3.4.6.13 While carrying out detailed study of the tape he also
looked out for any evidence of various audio warning signals
which may have been buried in the noise. One such audio
warning which could have been detected was that of
pressurisation warning. Mr. Davis stated that this warning
possessed a very defined frequency spectrum which was not
present in the signal of the CVR of Kanishka. With regard to this
he, however, stated that absence of this signal was not surprising
as any decompression would take a finite time before reaching
the warning level. Mr. Davis further observed that the presence
of warnings due to attititude display disagreement, excessive
speed and fire were investigated but with negative results.

3.4.6.14 During the course of investigations, Mr. Davis had
compared Kanishka CVR recording with the recordings of an
explosive decompression on a DC-10, a bomb in the freight hold
of a B-737 and a gun shot on the flight deck of a B-737.
According to Mr. Davis the spectrum of VCR tape of B-737
showed a much low frequency content with very little content at
upper frequencies. This bomb, in the forward baggage hold of
B-737, had exploded while the aircraft was at a low level and
therefore the CVR did not have the sound accompanied with that
of depressurization. That aircraft had landed safely. Mr. Davis,
however, observed that if Kanishka's accident was caused by
detonation of a high explosive device, then the spectra should
have shown large low frequency content, but this was absent. He
further opined that, even if there was a possibility of a bomb
remote from the flight deck and of a low power, even then the
characteristics of a bomb would still be apparent in the time
record. He also analysed the spectrum of the sound of the hand
gun shot on a B-737 flight deck and according to him the said
signal was sharp edged and did not compare with that of
Kanishka's signal.
3.4.6.15 Mr. Davis also analysed the sounds recorded on the
ATC tape. He concluded that the sounds emanated from Air
India's Kanishka aircraft. According to him the transmission
from the ATC is "chopped" until at approximately 2.7 seconds
into the transmission a loud noise lasting about 200 milliseconds
is heard. This is followed about 0.5 seconds later by a sound
which increases in volume. This sound was similar to that heard
in other accidents where there had been a rapid increase in
airspeed.
In the noise which continues until the end of the transmission is
heard a crying sound. This was originally thought to be a human
cry. He, however, noted that a human cry would contain more
harmonics than was noticed in this case. It was also reported by

Mr. Davis that knocking sounds which were heard during the
transmission were initially thought to be due to hand-held
microphone vibration. This was discounted because of the
frequency of the sounds. He noticed that almost identical sounds
were heard on the DC-10 CVR after the decompression had
occured and the source of that sound had not been identified. On
the DC-10 the pressurization audio warning commenced 2.2
seconds after the decompression. Analysing the ATC tape Mr.
Davis observed that no such warning was identified during the
open microphone transmission.
3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :"It is considered that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied
for analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive device
having detonated on AI 182.
"There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified.
"Although there is no evidence of a high-explosive device, the
possibility cannot be ruled out that a detonation occurred in a
location remote from the flight deck and was not detected on the
microphone. Such a situation would be most unusual, if not
unique, in that we have never failed to detect sounds of structural
failure, decompression, explosives etc., on any accident CVR,
even though the event occurred at the rear of the aircraft. If such
a device was used on AI 182 it is considered that it would have to
be a very small device in order not to be detected (unlikely in
itself). Such a device would be unlikely to cause the sudden total
destruction which occurred in this instance. It is considered that a
device of sufficient power to produce this effect could not fail to
be detected on the CVR. The B-747 explosions referred to
earlier, blew holes several feet wide in the structure but the crew
were still able to control and operate the aircraft.
"It must be concluded that without positive evidence of an
explosive device from either the wreckage or pathological

examinations, some other cause has to be established for the
accident".
3.4.6.17 In reply to a question it was stated by Mr. Davis, when
he was examined in Court, that it was true that there was no
evidence that rapid decompression was caused by any structural
failure. In an answer to another question, as to whether in his
opinion there is a low frequency content present in every
situation whereever there has been a high explosive device
detonated, Mr. Davis answered in the affirmative, he however
added that "But we do not have sufficient numbers to indicate
that that would always be the case". Mr. Davis, however, agreed
that DC-10 aircraft was quite dissimilar to Boeing 747, and the
sound of an explosive decompression in the aft cargo hold of a
DC-10 would not be identical to an explosive decompression in
the aft cargo hold of a Boeing 747.
3.4.6.18 Mr. Davis further agreed that he was looking for low
frequencies in Kanishka tape, but he did not know what type of
low frequencies should be looked out for because there was no
available data anywhere in the world for the sound of a bomb
explosion in a Boeing 747. Mr. Davis was however emphatic in
saying that he could not measure the distance of the origin of the
sound from the cockpit area mike. In his report, and also in the
earlier part of the examination, Mr. Davis had referred to the
absence of low frequency component in the spectrum and had
sought to conclude that such absence showed that there was no
detonation of a high explosive device. In an answer to the
question put by the Court however, Mr. Davis appeared to have
altered his stand. This is evident from the following deposition of
Mr. Davis :"Court Ques Am I to understand that there must necessarily be a
low frequency whenever an explosion occurs?
Ans.
No. What we thought was there would be. There was
only one sample of explosion in B-737. But we would need more

accidents of that nature to able to say that yes we must have a
low frequency component.
Court Ques: Am I to understand that the absence of a low
frequency component would not therefore necessarily mean that
the sound was not that of an explosion?
Ans.
Because of the absence of a low frequency component
we would not be able to say positively that there was an
explosion or it was not explosion."
Court Ques : Would the frequency of a particular type of sound
change depending upon the environment in which that sound
occurs?
Ans Yes.
Court Ques If an event results in low frequency sounds in one
type of environment, can it mean that the same event can result
in a high frequency sound in a different environment?
Ans.
That must be possible".
3.4.6.19 Mr. S.N. Seshadri's Report and Deposition
A detailed analysis of the CVR and the ATC tapes was also
carried out by Mr. S.N. Seshadri at BARC. For the purposes of
comparison, CVR tapes of Iranian Air Force Boeing 747 accident
as well as that of Indian Airlines Boeing 737 accident were also
analysed at BARC.
3.4.6.20 The original CVR tape of Kanishka was played on a 4
channel tape recorder modified to run at 1-7/8" per second. The
output of this tape recorder was copied faithfully on an eight
channel HP 3968A instrumentation tape recorder. Channels 1 to 4
were used for recording the CVR data and channels 5 for
recording a time marker. For further processing and signal
analysis this copy of the original tape was used.
3.4.6.21 The observations of the data so recorded, as contained
in the said report inter-alia are as follows :
"Repeated and careful listening to all the four channels revealed
the presence of explosive sounds on all these channels occuring

nearly
at the end at the same time. Speech information is present on
channels 3 and 4 during the last few minutes. Channel 1 does not
contain any speech data during this period. Channel 2 contains
indecipherable speech data about 20 to 25 seconds before the
explosive sound".
"It was decided to analyse in detail the tape data during the final
few seconds within which significant audio and electrical
changes were observed to be present. Data from all the four
channels were displayed on a Tektronix 2-channel storage
oscilloscope Model 466 for initial observations. Based on this
study the relevant portion of the tape was selected for more
intensive snalysis. Simultanious ultraviolet recording of all the
four channels on this portion of the tape was next carried out".
The following observations are relevant.
1. Channel 3, which corresponds to the area mike shows the
first indication of a rising audio signal. This instant is termed, for
conveniece, as zero time reference. The signal level rises from
the ambient level in the cockpit by about 18.5 db in
approximately 45 milliseconds. The signal then starts falling and
stablises at a level about 10 db higher than the ambient level
before zero time. The signal continues to remain at this level for
about 275 milliseconds. The total duration of the signal from
zero reference is thus about 360 milliseconds.
2. Channels 1 and 2, which are the radio channels of the pilot
and the flight engineer respectively, show start of electrical
disturbance signals 45 milliseconds from zero time at which the
audio signal on channel 3 is at its maximum. These signals,
which have do minant frequencies in the range of 70 to 210 Hz,
persist for about 100 milliseconds on both channels. Subsequent
to this, channel 1, shows an audio burst lasting about 200
milliseconds. Channel 2 shows a delayed audio burst lasting 25
milliseconds, 220 milliseconds from zero time, or in other words,

175 milliseconds after the peak signal from channel 3. A low
amplitude tail appears after this burst and lasts around 40
milliseconds. Channel 4 which is the co-pilot's radio channel
shows an electrical disturbance commencing at 85 milliseconds
from zero time and lasting around 60 milliseconds. The
frequency distribution during this period is similar to those on
channels 1 and 2. This is followed
by an audio burst of 230 milliseconds duration. The frequency
spectra of the audio portions of channels 1,2 and 4 are reasonably
similar."
3.4.6.22 "Correlation of Events of ATC Shannon Tape and
Channel 4 of CVR tape :
"It was observed that during the last few minutes before the
stoppage of the CVR, information recorded on the ATC tape and
channel 4 of the CVR tape are identical. However, the ATC tape
contains a series of audio bursts approximately corresponding to
the instant at which a single explosive sound is recorded on
channel 4. Thus a doubt arose whether the series of audio bursts
recorded on the ATC tape had originated from channel 4 of
Kanishka CVR since these are not recorded on the CVR tape. In
order to obtain an answer to this it was necessary to check with
very good accuracy the simultaneity of the explosive sound on
channel 4 and the series of audio bursts on the ATC. The
procedure followed for the same is given below.
"The ATC Shannon tape and the CVR tape were run on two
independent tape recorders. It was found that the speeds of the
two tapes were mismatched. In order to match speeds the earliest
speech signal on both the tapes.
"Seven seventy that checks maintain three five zero" was used as
the reference point. The speech signals which mostly contain the
conversation between the co-pilot and ATC Shannon lasts for
about 146 seconds. Channel four was kept ready for starting
exactly at the reference point. The ATC was next played starting

well before the reference point. The tape recorder playing
channel 4 was started manually exactly at the time when the
reference point on the ATC was audible. By noting the time of
ending of the conversation on both the tapes which corresponds
to
"Right Sir squaking two zero zero five one eight two" the speed
of the recorder playing the ATC tape was corrected by pitch
control to approach the speed of CVR tape. The process was
repeated a number of times till audibly the speeds were matched.
The two tapes were next synchronously played and both the
channels were simultaneously recorded on a third recorder to a
point well after the explosive sound on channel 4. This tape was
used for all further analysis.
"The first significant observation was that the explosive sound on
channel 4 coincided with the beginning of the series of audio
bursts on the ATC tape as heard by the ear. It was thus clear that
both the recordings correspond to those generated by Kanishka
during its last moments.
"To confirm this preliminary conclusion which was judged solely
by the ear, accurate instrumented tests were carried out. The two
channels were simultaneously recorded on an ultraviolet recorder
at the four speeds, 0.1"/sec, 1"/sec, 10"/sec and 160"/sec for
study of synchronism as well as frequency details. It was noticed
that the two waveforms were not exactly suynchronised though
by the ear they appeared to be so. In order to find out exactly the
difference in synchronisation the following tests were done:
UV recordings at 16" per second were taken at three
representative points relating to the communication of ATC with
Kanishka. These points correspond to speech portions at 070838
"Five eh Squawking and eh Air India", at 070958 "Right Sir
Squawking" and near the blast on channel 4. It was found that
the ATC was running slightly faster. At the first point the ATC
was leading by 90 milliseconds, and at the second point by 130

milliseconds. The time interval between these points is about 80
sec. By extrapolating this lead to the time of the blast which
occurs about 243 sec. from the second point, it is clear that the
lead of the ATC with respect to channel 4 at this point will be
given by 130 + (130-90) (243/80) which is approximately 250
milliseconds. This error is very small."
"Thus one can conclude that the sounds recorded on the ATC
Shannon tape are those which emanated from Kanishka during
its last seconds."
3.4.6.23 "Frequency Analysis:
Mr. Seshadri also carried out frequency analysis of the CVR and
the ATC tapes. His opinion with regard to the same was the
follows:
"Significant audio and electrical disturbances were observed in
the final few seconds of the CVR tape. It was therefore decided
to analyse all the four channels for their frequency contents at the
various places
in this pertinent region. For Fourier analysis of each signal,
digitized time data of 200 milliseconds duration was processed.
The frequency analysis was carried out using Bruel & Kjaer
model 2033, high resolution signal analyser. Frequency spectrum
was computed over a base band of 2 KHz with a resolution of 5
Hz.
3.4.6.24 "The frequency analysis of electrical disturbances in
channels 1,2 and 4 indicate presence of low frequencies in the
region of 20 Hz to 600 Hz. The dominant frequencies are in the
range of 70 Hz to 210 Hz.
3.4.6.25 "The frequency spectrum of the background noise in
channel 3 just before the explosive sound has a broad band
spectrum with some dominant frequencies in the region of 650
Hz to 1550 Hz. At the bang, many additional frequencies appear.
The frequency spectrum of bang on channel 3 indicates an
increase in the bandwidth.

3.4.6.26 "The frequency spectrum of channel 1 at the bang
position indicates a fairly broad spectrum with dominant
frequencies in the range of 150 Hz to 1 KHz. Channel 2 displays
a frequency spectrum at the bang position in which low
frequencies are dominant. It has a significant frequency range
between 20 Hz to about 1 KHz. The frequency spectrum of
channel 4 at the bang is wide-band with a broad peak in the range
of 150 Hz to 800 Hz.
3.4.6.27 "At the beginning of the crackling sound, the frequency
spectrum shows narrow band peaks around 1.6 KHz. About 90
and 300 milliseconds later, the spectrum changes with additional
peaks appearing around 400 Hz, 600 Hz and 1150 Hz. Frequency
analysis was also carried out at 600, 800 and 1000 milliseconds
before the start of the crackling sound."
3.4.6.28 The conclusions which were arrived at by Mr. Seshadri
on the basis of what he had heard and after studying the various
spectra were as follows:
"The signal in channel 3 of the CVR which corresponds to the
cockpit Area Mike shows the first signs of an audio disturbance.
The signal
time data of 200 milliseconds duration was processed. The
frequency analysis was carried out using Bruel & Kjaer model
2033, high resolution signal analyser. Frequency spectrum was
computed over a base band of 2 KHz with a resolution of 5 Hz.
3.4.6.24 "The frequency analysis of electrical disturbances in
channels 1,2 and 4 indicate presence of low frequencies in the
region of 20 Hz to 600 Hz. The dominant frequencies are in the
range of 70 Hz to 210 Hz.
3.4.6.25 "The frequency spectrum of the background noise in
channel 3 just before the explosive sound has a broad band
spectrum with some dominant frequencies in the region of 650
Hz to 1550 Hz. At the bang, many additional frequencies appear.
The frequency spectrum of bang on channel 3 indicates on

increase in the bandwidth.
3.4.6.26 "The frequency spectrum of channel 1 at the bang
position indicates a fairly broad spectrum with dominant
frequencies in the range of 150 Hz to 1 KHz. Channel 2 displays
a frequency spectrum at the bang position in which low
frequencies are dominant. It has a significant frequency range
between 20 Hz to about 1 KHz. The frequency spectrum of
channel 4 at the bang is wide-band with a broad peak in the range
of 150 Hz to 800 Hz.
3.4.6.27 "At the beginning of the crackling sound, the frequency
spectrum shows narrow band peaks around 1.6 KHz. About 90
and 300 milliseconds later, the spectrum changes with additional
peaks appearing around 400 Hz, 600 Hz and 1150 Hz. Frequency
analysis was also carried out at 600, 800 and 1000 milliseconds
before the start of the crackling sound."
3.4.6.28 The conclusions which were arrived at by Mr. Seshadri
on the basis of what he had heard and after studying the various
spectra were as follows:
"The signal in channel 3 of the CVR which corresponds to the
cockpit Area Mike shows the first signs of an audio disturbance.
The signal
peaks to its maximum of 18.5 db above ambient level in about 45
milliseconds. A loud audible blast is heard when this channel is
played at this point. An analysis of the frequency spectra before
this loud blast and during the blast shows a definite change in the
frequency composition. From all the above results it can be
concluded that an explosion occurred in the aircraft. The exact
position in the aircraft at which the explosion occurred is likely
to be about 40 to 50 feet from the Cockpit judging from the rise
time of 45 milliseconds.
3.4.6.29 "Explosive sounds on all the four radio channels
preceded by electrical disturbance reinforce the evidence
provided by channel 3.

3.4.6.30 The synchronised recording and detailed analysis of the
ATC and channel 4 confirm that the sounds recorded in the ATC
Shannon tape are undoubtedly attributable to the transmissions
from AI 182 Kanishka during its last moments. The sounds
indicate possible breaking up of the aircraft in mid air and the air
blast which follows a decompression. A very detailed UV
recording does not indicate the presence of a second explosion."
3.4.6.31 "Copies of CVR tapes of well understood air crashes
pertaining to an Indian Airlines Boeing 737 in 1979 and Iranian
Air Force Boeing 747 in 1976 were analysed for possible
reference in connection with the analysis of the CVR tape of
Kanishka.
3.4.6.32 "A definite explosion near the Cockpit was the cause of
the crash of the Indian Airlines Boeing 737. An explosive sound
recorded on the Cockpit Area Mike shows a rise time of about 8
milliseconds which corresponds to a distance of about 8 feet.
This indicates that the rise time is a measure of the distance from
the Cockpit Area Mike at which an explosion has occurred.
3.4.6.33 "The Iranian Air Force Boeing 747 broke up in mid air.
Analysis of the CVR tape clearly indicates that the frequency
spectra of the electrical disturbances are similar to those obtained
for Kanishka. Thus the series of audio bursts recorded on the
ATC Shannon tape have been most probably generated by the
break-up of kanishka in midair.
3.4.6.34 Mr. Seshadri was also examined in Court on 27th
January, 1986. In his deposition he very succintly explained
some aspects of the work which was done by him. He also dealt
with the aspect of AGC to which reference has been made by Mr.
R.A. Davis and Mr. Paul Turner in their reports. The relevant part
of the testimony in this connection is as follows :"We wanted to make sure that the CVR recording and the ATC
corresponded to the same aircraft Kanishka. When we played the
tapes for the first time we found that there was a difference of

about 1 second. Though this figure may be tolerable because of
the accuracy of the tape speeds, we wanted to investigate further
to make really sure that the ATC corresponded to Kanishka. For
this purpose we had simultaneously "recorded channel 4 of the
CVR and the ATC on a single tape on 2 channels after
synchronising the common speech signals to the best of our
ability by the ear. We started with the first speech which was
available on both the tapes, namely, "770 that checks maintain
350". This was a conversation with the TWA aircraft which is
available on both channel 4 and the ATC. The last sound which is
recorded common to CVR and ATC is the speech of the co-pilot
who says "right Sir, squaking 2005 182". After this recording
though by the ear the explosive sounds on the ATC. as well as the
CVR seemed to match, we wanted to check it in more detail. For
this purpose we had detailed UV recordings of different portions
of the synchronised tapes pertaining to the conversation between
ATC and Kanishka. This was done and we noticed that the ATC
was running slightly fast. We had about 80 seconds reference
time of conservation from Air India Boeing Kanishka and the
ATC for reference and we had to extrapolate the information in
this section for another 243 seconds at which time the explosive
sound occurs. During the beginning of this 80 seconds reference
period, we find that the ATC was leading by 90 milli-seconds and
at the end of 80 seconds the lead of ATC was 130 milli-seconds.
Thus, in 80 seconds, the ATC had gained 40 milliseconds.
"This extrapolated to 243 seconds and gives a figure of
250milliseconds. This is how we arrived at the conclusion that
both are synchronised within 250 milliseconds. I would like to
bring to the notice of the Court that we have taken great pains to
confirm this information by reapeating the tests a number of
times. We did not take the 400 cycle signal available on the tape
as the time reference. We took for reference the bunching of
signals produced by the conversation and the gaps in between the

convervation which are very clear on both tapes. Hence we are
sure that our results are right. The UV recording which was made
has been filed along with my report.
"The main channel which was examined was the CAM channel.
This was agreed to by all the experts who were present during
the first analysis of the tape at the BARC between 16th and 20th
July, 1985. One of the most noticeable things is that channel 3
which corresponds to cockpit area shows the first sign of
disturbance. Let us say for reference that the disturbance starts at
0 time. In about 45 milliseconds the signal rises to a peak value
which is approximately 18.5 db above the ambient level before
the commencement of the signal. After this point the signal
decays roughly exponentially in about 40 milliseconds to be
almost a steady level which is 10 db above the ambient level
before the explosive sound. From this we could draw
conclusions. Assuming that an explosion occurred on the aircraft.
The explosion produces a shock wave with a steep wave front
which travels in air as well as through the aluminium body and
the speed of travel will depend upon the distance of the explosive
from the point of observation. It will depend on the cube root of
the explosive and it will also depend on the ratio of the distance
to the cube root of the weight of the explosive. The shock wave
is very fast. It can travel at about 10 times the speed of sound.
Also when the shock wave hits the aluminium body of the
aircraft the vibrating panels which are defined by the stringers
and longerons transmit the sound to the CAM location. Because
the speed of sound in aluminium is about 19,200 feet per second
which is 16 to 18 times that of the speed of sound in air and the
shock velocity is also about 10 to 12 times. This signal will be
received
"first by the CAM. Nevertheless the shock wave gets attenuated
diffracted and refracted during its travels to the cockpit. Hence
the signal received at the cockpit will be an attenuated signal and

this small signal we have taken as instantaneous with the time of
explosion. As the time passes the sound waves travel from the
explosion site reinforcing the sound in the cockpit area thereby
there is a rise time. Then when all the complete sound
information is transmitted we get the peak of the signal and thus
the rise time corresponds to the delay between the first rise in
signal to the peak as compared to the speed of sound. One may
ask the question what is the speed of sound because the aircraft
has an explosion and is exposed to the outside environment but
since the de-pressurization of the aircraft through the explosive
fracture will take a minimum of a few seconds, we can
reasonably assume that the pressure of the air in the aircraft
corresponds to about 5000 to 6000 feet of altitude. At this
presure and temperature, the sound velocity is roughly 1000 feet
per second and from the 45 milliseconds delay we concluded that
the explosion should have occurred about 40 to 50 feet from the
cockpit. A question may be asked that the decay of the signal
might be due to the AGC of the CVR coming into action. Mr.
Turner, who is an acknowledged expert in the field of CVR has
reported that Messrs Fairchild tested the cockpit voice recorders
with a 10 db rise and fall of signals at the threshold of AGC and
they got a result indicating a decay time of 33 milliseconds. The
fall in the waveform of Channel 3 is about 40 milliseconds and is
well near 33 milliseconds, so an argument may be advanced that
the sound continued to remain steady and the fall in the signal
level was effected by the AGC. In order to confirm this we tested
the Cockpit Voice Recorder which was identical to the one which
was on Kanishka by applying 1 KHz waveform of rectuangular
modulation. To our surprise, we found that the decay time
roughly was 130 milliseconds as compared to 33 milliseconds
given by Mr. Turner. We repeated the tests with an initial
background and without any background at all. We further tested
with ramp waveforms, in other words, "slowly rising and falling

waveforms of triangular shape with modulations of 1000 cycle
carrier. This also confirms our finding. In order to clarify how the
tests were performed so that others can judge whether it was a
realistic test, I will explain the procedure. The modulated
waveform was produced by a signal generator. This was fed to an
amplifier. The amplifier output was fed to a loudspeaker. The
output of the amplifier was checked to ensure that there was no
distortion. Thus the signal going into the loudspeaker is the same
modulated signal which has been applied at the input of the
amplifier. This sound coming from the loudspeaker was recorded
on the CVR through the CAM in the laboratory. This is how the
test was performed. We were given a CVR tape by the
Department of Civil Aviation purported to be that of an explosion
which occurred on a Boeing 737 aircraft which crash- landed at
Madras. We did the CVR analysis of this aircraft. We first
recorded the output of the CVR of Indian Airlines CAM channel
on a UV recorder. We found the rise time to be very small. This
was of the order of a few milliseconds, about 8 milliseconds or
so. We have been told that the explosion occurred just by the side
of the front toilet i.e. just behind the cockpit. This to some extent
confirms that the rise time is related to the distance of the
explosion from the detecting CAM. The next thing that we did
was the frequency analysis of this waveform. Mr. Davis has
indicated in his report that if an explosion occurs on board the
aircraft there should be low frequencies present. When we
analysed the frequencies of the Kaniskha aircraft Channel 3, we
did not find very low frequencies in case of an explosion abroad
the aircraft. When we analysed the Boeing 737 tape we did not
find any low frequencies in the signals. The report of Mr. Davis
also provides the frequency analysis of a pistol shot which has
been fired in the cockpit of the aeroplane. This also shows no low
frequency components. So our conclusion, that it is not essential
for low frequencies to be present in case of an explosion abroad

an aircraft, was confirmed. I will go a step further to say that the
frequency received by an area mike which responds to an
explosive action abroad the aircraft will contain frequencies of
the structure of the defracted " and dragging shock wave, the
resonant frequencies of the aluminium panels defined by the
longerons and the stiffening channel members and also some
frequencies which may be of objects that the shock wave
encounters in its path. It is, therefore, impossible to calculate the
frequency spectrum that one would expect in the cockpit due to
an explosion taking place in the aircraft".
3.4.6.35 In answer to a question Mr. Seshadri categorically stated
that the word "explosion" in his report meant "a bomb, a very
fast device".
3.4.6.36 Mr. Paul C. Turner's Report
Lastly, a reference may be made to the report dated 13th
November, 1985 of Mr. Paul C. Turner. The evaluation of Mr.
Turner of the analysis done by him of the CVR and the ATC
tapes, as contained in the said report, was as follows:"With the foregoing as background, we can make several
observations. The CVR record on the CAM channel, captain's
channel and flight engineer's channel show that they were all
affected at about the same time; the copilot's perhaps 20
milliseconds later. Major disturbances which are recognized as
electrical system disturbances can be seen to begin about 60
milliseconds after the initial disturbance. This approximates the
time it would take for the electrical system protective circuitry to
become active.
3.4.6.37 "A steep wave front which would be indicative of a
shock wave cannot be seen on the CAM channel sound
spectrum; however, the spectrum analaysis shows that impulse
type sounds occurred at the beginning of the event recorded on
the CAM channel of the CVR. Since audio signals propagate
through aluminium approximately 16 times the speed of sound in

air, the CAM channel would probably have been affected by
structurally transmitted noise before being affected by airborne
noise. The geometry of the aircraft was such that structure borne
disturbances could be recorded before the airborne transmitted
information appeared at the cockpit microphone and an air
transmitted shock wave or steep wave front may not be evident
on the CVR.
3.4.6.38 The captain's and copilot's selector box channels
recorded signals which appeared to be electrically inducted and
similar to those seen on the Huete Boeing 747 breakups. These
are then followed by a signal resembling audio frequency noises
similar to an open microphone in a noisy environment or the
opening of a receiver squelch. Both effects have been seen
during aircraft breakups. The audio noise on the captain's and
copilot's channels appears to have come from a different source.
The flight engineer's channel does not contain audio noise. A
spectral diagram of the copilot's and captain's channel noises just
show broad band noise across the spectrum. The signal
frequncies extend beyond the frequency range of a microphone
both on the high and the low end. It does not fit the normal
microphone envelope. Spectral diagrams of the event on the
CAM channel show the normal microphone preamplifier
envelope summed with wide band signal of unspecified origin.
Since the signal quits abruptly with a doublet, it indicates that the
interference was added upstream of the CVR and was not just
reflected in the CVR power supply.
3.4.6.39 "The CVR record shows a signal stayed on for about
200 milliseconds when it appears that the power may have been
interrupted to both the radio channel and the CAM channel of the
CVR at the same time. It further appears that the signals to the
CVR were probably interrupted at 360 milliseconds from the
initial disturbance possibly by severance of the signal wires. It
further appears from the action of the erase head and record that

the main electrical system began to fail at this point and the CVR
bus voltage value dropped to a value below 70 volts but not
below 20 volts. This fluctuating voltage continued intermittently
for a minimum of 1-1/4 seconds at which time the voltage
evidently dropped to some value below 20 volts and the recorder
ceased to operate. The power for operation of the No. 1 VHF
transmitter can be explained by the operation of the standby bus
and battery and connection of the No. 1 VHF radio to this
standby bus.
3.4.6.40 "The necking down of the signal to a low value shows
that no signal was coming to the CVR from the CAM
preamplifier. The lack of a signal on the radio channels, which do
not need to be erased before being recorded, further suggest that
the wires were severed or
"that the transmission to Cork began after what appeared to be
the loss of the primary electrical system approximately 1-1/2
seconds following the event. Standby power would have become
available upon loss of the primary power, the number one VHF
would have become available, and CVR would have ceased to
operate.
3.4.6.41 "The action of the erase circuitry in the CVR suggests
that the fluctuating voltage seen was coming from the main
electrical system bus. Anything else causing this fluctuating
voltage down stream of the CVR circuit breaker would probably
blow it.
3.4.6.42 "The signal received in Ireland indicated that a radio,
most probably this aircraft's No. 1 VHF transmitter, stayed
operational for about 5.4 seconds following the event at which
time the entire aircraft electrical system ceased to function. This
assumes that the No. 1 transmitter ceased to operate due to
standby bus failure.
3.4.6.43 "In the conclusion, it appears that a catastrophic event
occurred on Kanishka. It was reflected in all channels of the

CVR and the CVR power supply at the same time. The main
electrical bus began to fail within 0.35 second and the standby
bus survived for only 6 seconds more at which time the aircraft's
electrical system ceased to function. It appears that the event
occurred in a manner to affect the cockpit area microphone
operation severely and to force operation of the automatic gain
control on the CVR. This loud noise continued for the life of the
aircraft's main electrical system as reflected in the CVR.
3.4.6.44 "The mechanism of how the ATC transmission was
made from Kanishka to Cork is unclear. The sound was not
recorded on the CVR, indepentent studies by Canadian and
British investigators have the Cork ATC call originating
approximately 1-1/2 seconds following the event on the CVR.
This is about the time that standby power would have become
available to the No. 1 VHF.
3.4.6.45 "This report should be viewed as an accident
investigation tool only and used in conjunction with other
evidence gathered during the investigation.
3.4.6.46 "The United States Noard/Space Command has
confirmed that there was no incoming space debris in the vicinity
of Ireland on June 23, 1985."
3.4.6.47 It is pertinent to note that according to Mr. Turner there
was "catastrophic event" which had occurrred on Kanishka. He
has, however, not elucidated as to what this event was.
3.4.6.48 After the receipt of the report, the Court requested the
NTSB that Mr. Turner should come and depose. It is unfortunate
that permission was not granted to him. Faced with this situation
and as it was thought necessary that some clarification was called
for, the Court sent a telex to Mr. Turner whereby he was asked to
give replies to the queries contained therein. He was requested
that the reply be sent by 27th January 1986. A copy of the telex
was also forwarded to the American Embassy at New Delhi for
sending the same to NTSB by way of confirmation. Previously

all communications addressed to NTSB were being routed
through American Embassy. No reply has been received by the
Court till this day either from NTSB or from Mr. Paul Turner.
According to paragraph 5.14 of Annex 13 the State is required,
on request from the State conducting the investigation of an
accident, to provide to that State with all the relevant information
available to it. It was, therefore, obligatory on the NTSB to have
seen that the information sought for by the Court by way of
answers to the queries was supplied.
3.4.6.49 Court Evaluation
From the reports of all the experts and the testimonies of M/s
Caiger, Davis and Seshadri it is clear, and it is agreed to by all of
them, that there was a breakup of the aircraft in mid-air. The
experts also agreed that the sounds recorded on the ATC Shannon
tape at 0714:01 Z emanated from the Kanishka aircraft.
3.4.6.50 Mr. Caiger has not said either in the report or in his
statement as to what was the cause of the bang. Mr. Davis, on the
other hand, is categorical in stating in his report that there was
explosive decompression (meaning rapid decompression) on the
aircraft. He has, however,
stated in the report that there is no evidence of an explosive
device. The main reason for his coming to this conclusion is that
he had not been able to find low frequencies in the spectra of the
CVR of Kanishka. Mr. Seshadri, on the other hand is equally
vehement in concluding that an explosive device had detonated
in the front cargo hold of Kanishka.
3.4.6.51 It may be that the frequency spectrum of Kanishka CVR
did not contain low frequencies but, as has been admitted by Mr.
Davis himself in answer to a Court question, it is not necessary
that in the case of every detonation there must necessarily be low
frequencies in the spectrum. Frequency spectra of 'Kanishka
CVR before 'bang' and at the 'bang' position are shown in Figs. 2
& 3, indicating presence of additional high frequncies at the

bang. Indeed in the case of Indian Airlines Boeing 737, which
admittedly was a case where there was an explosion of a device
within about 8 feet of the CAM, the frequency analysis showed
absence of low frequencies. Frequency spectrum of Indian
Airlines Boeing 737 CVR is shown at Fig. 4. Merely, because
therefore, there were no low frequencies present would not mean
that there was no detonating device on board the Kanishka. The
CVR of Indian Airlines Boeing 737 has not been analysed either
by Mr. Caiger or Mr. Davis. The analysis was, however,
conducted by Mr. Seshadri and as is evident from his report,
there were marked similarities between the spectra of Indian
Airlines 737 and Air India's Kanishka CVR. One of the
important reasons for coming to this conclusion, which has been
indicated by Mr. Seshadri, is the rise time of the bang signal.
From the analysis of the Indian Airlines Boeing 737 tape it was
observed that it had taken 8 milliseconds for the peak to be
reached. It was also seen that the explosive device was
approximately 8 feet away from the cockpit area mike. Keeping
this in view Mr. Seshadri observed that in the case of Kanishka
the peak of the bang signal was reached in about 40 milliseconds.
He, therefore, concluded that the origin of the bang sound was
about 40 feet away from the cockpit area mike.
3.4.6.52 It would be pertinent to note that even according to the
report of Mr. Davis the rise time in the case of Kanishka, which
has been given for the peak is about 40 milliseconds. He,
however, does not attach much importance to this because
according to him after about 40 ms automatic gain control would
become effective.
3.4.6.53 Mr. Davis has no personal experience of the time which
it would take for the Automatic Gain Control to take effect. He
has got the figures from the manufacturer. Mr. Davis admitted
that the time which it will take for the AGC to be effective is not
indicated in any published document of the manufacturer.

3.4.6.54 Mr. Seshadri, however, personally carried out the
experiments on a Boeing 747 by using an instrument similar to
what was on board Kanishka. From the testimony of Mr.
Seshadri it is apparent that the results which he got were
different. As per his testimony, for the AGC to be effective it will
take 130 ms. If this be so then it may be possible to conclude that
in the case of Kanishka the peak was reached in 40 ms. and
thereafter the signal decayed and the signal was in no way
effected by the AGC.
3.4.6.55 A reference may also be made, at this stage, the
frequency spectrum of the sound of the hand gun which was fired
on a boeing 737 flight deck. Frequency spectrum prepared by Mr.
R.A. Davis is shown at Fig. 5. He has stated that the rise time for
reaching the peak is almost instantaneous. Same is the case with
regard to the frequency spectrum prepared by him of a bomb in a
B-737 aircraft where the bomb had been placed in the freight
hold which is shown in Fig. 6. A perusal of that spectrum also
shows that the peak was reached in approximately 5 ms. The
forward freight hold compartment of Boeing 737 is much more
than five feet away from the cockpit area mike. If the theory of
Mr. Seshadri was to be applied then as per the frequency analysis
of this Boeing 737 bomb, the distance from the area mike could
not have been more than 5 ft. It is, however, known, as per the
report of Davis, that the bomb was actually in the freight hold
which would mean not nearer than about 25 feet.
3.4.6.56 From what has been stated in the various reports, as
well as in the testimony of the 3 experts who apperared in the
Court, the only safe conclusion which can be drawn is that
possibly enough study has not been done, due to lack of adequate
data, which can lead one to the conclusion as to the exact nature
of the sound and the distance from which it originated.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to the ear
when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are played. The bang

could have been caused by a rapid decompression but it could
also have been caused by an explsoive device. One fact which
has, however, to be noticed is that the sound from the explosion
must necessarily emanate a few milliseconds or seconds earlier
than the sound of rapid decompression because the explosion
must necessarily occur before a hole is made, which results in
decompression. In the event of there being an explosive
detonation then the sound from there must reach the area mike
first before the sound of decompression is received by it. The
sound may travel either through the air or through the structure
of the aircraft, but if there is no explosion of a device, but there is
nevertheless an explosive decompression for some other reason,
then it is that sound which will reach the area mike. To my mind
it will be difficult to say, merely by looking at the spectra of the
sound, that the bang recorded on the CVR tape was from an
explosive device.
3.4.6.58 There are various hypothesis and theories which the
experts have to investigate before any acceptable conclusions are
arrived at. It so happens that in the present case we have the
opinions of four experts, but they do not agree with one another
on some material aspects. Two of the experts, namely, Mr. Caiger
and Mr. Davis are categorical in saying that it is not possible to
measure the distance of the origin of the sound on the cockpit
area mike, whereas Mr. Seshadri has come to a different
conclusion. Mr. Paul Turner in his report dated 13th November,
1985 in silent on this aspect, though in his earlier report dated
19th July, 1985 he had categorically said that there was an
explosive device close to the cockpit.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also we have 3
different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to give the nature of the
sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid decompression while Mr.
Seshadri says it is a sound of an explosive device followed by
decompression.

3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical literature on the
subject, it is not possible for this Court to come to the conclusion
as to which of the Experts is right. The only conclusion which
can, however,
be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that
there has been a rapid decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is
not possible to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is
due to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been
admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not possible to say
that the bang is due to break up of a structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the aforesaid
two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the sound emanating due to
rapid decompression. The advantage of carrying out the said
analysis is that a number of possible causes of the accident are
eliminated. On the other hand, if the analysis is viewed in
conjunction with other evidence on the record it is further
possible to determine the exact nature or cause of the bang. In the
present case the bang, as already noticed, could have been due to
the sound originating from the detonation of a device or by
reason of rapid decompression. Other evidence on the record,
however, clearly indicates that the accident occurred due to a
bomb having exploded in the forward cargo hold of Kanishka.
The spectra analysis and the conclusions of Mr. S.N. Seshadri are
corroborated by other evidence.
TESTS AND RESEARCH
3.5.1
During the course of investigation a number of groups
were formed to study and analyse evidence and data which was
available. Materials like CVR, ATC and DFDR tapes were also
given to the various participants.
3.5.2
The groups as well as other experts studied and
analysed the material with them and submitted their reports
which have been referred to earlier.
3.5.3
The experts examining the CVR tapes did carry out a

number of tests. Different graphs and traces were prepared and
the sound was analysed by them. The result of their analysis has
been referred to in Chapter 3.4 on Flight Recorders.
3.5.4. The metallurgical examination of some of the recovered
pieces was carried out at BARC. The examination of some of the
pieces showed different types of damages having been recorded
on the targets such as petalling and curling round the holes,
spikes etc. The said team carried out certain explosion
experiments. Their report on the experiments so carried out has
already been set-out in paragraph 3.2 above.
3.5.5
The Indian Air Force has set up an Institute of Aviation
Medicine at Bangalore. The Court visited the said Institute on 9th
December 1985. During that visit an experiment was conducted
in the explosive decompression and high altitude chamber to
demonstrate what actually happens during explosive
decompression and subsequently on exposure to hypoxia.
3.5.6
Subjects were taken to 8,000 feet in the explosive
decompression chamber with oxygen. They were exposed to an
altitude of 25,000 feet within one second. During the course of
this explosion a loud bang was heard and inside the chamber
there was misting and drop in temperature. After this the
chamber was allowed to run at 22,000 feet for roughly two
minutes and an experiment to show the adverse affects of
hypoxia on the subjects was done. In this experiment, subjects
were asked to write a given sentence while their oxygen supply
was cut off. It was observed that initially the subjects kept on
writing the sentence correctly and then
after about 120 seconds they started making errors while writing
the sentence and finally they stopped writing. At this stage
oxygen was re-started and within a few seconds, the subjects
started writing their sentence once again. The experiment was
completed at this stage and the altitude chamber was brought
down to ground level.

3.5.7
The subjects were taken out and were asked questions
as to what did they feel. They explained that at the time of
explosive decompression, they heard a loud bang, felt cold and
saw misting inside the chamber. They also found air escaping
from their lungs. On further enquiry about the experiment
pertaining to hypoxia, they said that they felt light headed and
after that they did not know what happened till they once again
noticed that they were writing on a piece of paper.
SECURITY
3.6.1
The evidence and the statements filed on record show
that Canadian Security arrangements in place prior to 23rd June,
1985 met the international requirements for civil air
transportation. However, before this date, the emphasis was on
preventing the boarding of weapons including explosive devices
in hand baggage. Hence, the screening of checked baggage was
only undertaken in conditions of a heightened threat as was the
case with respect to Air India flights.
3.6.2
Air India, as required by Canadian regulation, had a
security programme. Because of the threat level assessed against
the Airline, Air India had more extensive security measures than
almost any other Canadian or international airline. These
measures were generally in accordance with the recommended
procedures of the ICAO Security Manual for special risk flights.
Air India had also requested and had received and arranged for
extra security for the month of June, 1985. For Air India flight
181/182, Air India provided a security officer from its New York
Office to oversee the security at Toronto and Montreal.
3.6.3
As it became apparent during the course of investigation
that security would be an important aspect whilch would require
the attention of the Court, Mr. Rodney Wallis, Director,
Facilitation and Security, International Air Transport Association
was good enough to appear in Court on 24th January, 1986. His
testimony on certain aspects of security was recorded in camera

by the Court on that date. The expert evidence has been taken
into consideration while formulating some of the
recommendations.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
3.7.1
The manner in which persons and organisations from
five different countries combined their resources and efforts in
connection with this accident is an object lesson in international
cooperation.
3.7.2
From the time the accident occurred, till the conclusion
of the investigation proceedings by the Court in Delhi, there has
been a consistent interplay amongst different persons and
organisations. When all the persons got together, for the first
time, at Cork the group was very heterogeneous. Each one had
his own point of view, which did not necessarily coincide with
that of another. At times, the atmosphere was charged with a bit
of tension which continued even when the Court was constituted
to investigate into the accident.
3.7.3
It was noticed that not only were the participants a bit
apprehensive and suspicious but, during the course of
investigation, there were also occasions when there appeared
some acrimony between a few of them.
3.7.4
In such a sensitive situation, careful handling was called
for. The participants' honesty of purpose could not be doubted.
All that was wanted was that there should be an effort to try and
understand the point of view of all the persons. This is precisely
what the Court tried to do.
3.7.5
It is indeed fortunate that the efforts of the Court, in this
regard, succeeded. After the Court had decided that it was not the
purpose or the function of the investigation to affix responsibility
for any lapse which may have been committed, one could see the
general relieving of tension. With the passage of time there was a
gradual building up of the confidence of the participants in the
conduct of the investigation. The participants' interest for air

safety transcended all barriers and any apprehension or
suspicion, which was present in the minds of some, was soon
dispelled. In its place there grew a deep sense of urgency, anxiety
and cooperation in an effort to see that all the participants
rendered utmost assistance for the satisfactory completion of the
task in hand.
3.7.6
The main beneficiary of this international cooperation
was not only the Court investigating the accident but it was the
cause of air safety which benefited the most. Countries and
Organisations went out of the way to help each other, financially
and otherwise, even when they were not obliged to do so. Money
and services were readily and voluntarily offered and usually the
requirements of the Court were always fulfilled.
3.7.7
As the accident had occurred only about 100 miles off
the coast of Ireland, the centre of activity, initially, was centred at
Cork. The Government of Ireland, and the Irish people in
particular, acted as though they regarded this as a national
disaster. Not only did they render every assistance with regard to
the search and rescue operation, hospital facilities, police etc. but
the people acted as if one of their own kith and kin had died. In
the situation which existed they were pillars of strength to the
relatives of the deceased. Not only did complete strangers
comfort such relatives but, more often than not, they even joined
in their grief. The residents of Cork did everything possible to try
and mitigate the sorrow of the victims' relatives. Everyone did
their small bit, even the children of Cork queued up to place
flowers at the coffins of the victims.
3.7.8
The Representatives of the Government of Canada also
came to the scene, at the initial stages itself, and rendered full
help and cooperation till the last. The major brunt of the mapping
and the salvage operations was borne by Canada. Willingly and
without any demur it incurred huge expenses, which must have
been to the tune of a few million dollars, in carrying out these

operations. It rendered full help and assitance to the Court
whenever called upon to do so. For example, it offorded full
facilities and help to the team which had been sent to Canada by
the Court in August, 1985. It was only with the help of the
Canadian Government, and the CASB and RCMP in particular,
that the Court was able to obtain evidence and information
relating to the accident. Without Canadian help the conduct of
the investigation would have only been speculative in nature.
3.7.9
On their own, and without any request from the Court or
from the Government of India, the Government of United States
decided to lend a helping hand in the salvage operations. This
was done
at a very critical juncture when financial help and expertise were
required so as to salvage the important critical pieces of the
wreckage. It arranged for the services of a salvage expert and it
also made necessary arrangements for the deployment of a
second ship, duly fitted with necessary equipment to enable it to
salvage some of the heavier pieces of the wreckage. The Court
understands that the amount which was contributed in meeting
the expenses by the United States was to the tune of U.S. $
700,000.
3.7.10 The Government of United Kingdom also provided ship
and helicopters in connection with the search and rescue
operations. Even during the time when salvage operations were
being carried out it was the British Helicopters which assisted in
transporting personnel to and from the ship which were engaged
in the salvage operations. The A.I.B. at Farnborough, on being
asked by the Court to do so, carried out a very detailed analysis
of the CVR and the ATC tapes.
3.7.11 Being the state of Registry of the aircraft and also the
state holding the investigation, the major brunt of the work fell
on the shoulders of officers of the Government of India and
BARC. They acted as coordinators who had to oversee the work

being carried out by persons belonging to diverse organisations
and coming from different countries. Young engineers of Air
India took turns in going aboard the ships and manning the
Control Centre at Cork. They worked in conjunction with the
engineers of Boeing and CASB and the crew members of the
ships during the salvage operations. Without their enthusiastic
participation the progress of the salvage operations would have
been severely hampered.
3.7.12 The Scientists from BARC and National Aeronautical
Laboratory, Bangalore were ever ready and willing to work
together with the experts from abroad. Whenever called upon to
do so, they rendered whatever assistance which was desired by
the Court and the other participants.
3.7.13 It was seen that when the persons, coming from
different countries and backgrounds, worked together with
sincerety and honesty of purpose then they functioned smoothly
and harmoniously, and usually arrived at an agreed solution or
finding. These days it is indeed rare to see such a degree of
international cooperation between different persons,
organisations and countries.
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 From the evidence which is available what has now to be
determined is as to what caused the accident.
4.2 Finding the cause of the accident is usually a deduction from
known set of facts. In the present case known facts are not very
many, but there are a number of possible events which might
have happened which could have led to the crash.
4.3 The first task is to try and marshal the facts which may have
a bearing as to the cause of the accident.
4.4 It is undisputed, and there is ample evidence on the record to
prove it, that Air India's Kanishka had a normal and uneventful
flight out of Montreal. The aircraft had been in air for about five
hours and was cruising smoothly at an altitude of 31,000 feet.

The readout from the CVR shows that there was no emergency
on board till the catastrophic event had occurred. This is
corroborated by the printout available from the DFDR. The event
occurred at approximately 0714 Z and that brought the aircraft
down, and it probably hit the surface of the sea within a distance
of 5 miles. The time within which the plane came down at such a
steep angle could not have been more than very few minutes.
There was a sudden snapping of the communication between the
aircraft and the ground. The aircraft had also suddenly
disappeared from the radar.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000 feet which
had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could have possibly
happened to it? The aircraft was apparently incapacitated and this
was due either to it having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an explosive device
within the aircraft.
4.6 Evidence indicates that after the event had occurred, though
the pilots did not or were not in a position to communicate with
the ground, they nevertheless appeared to have taken some
action. According to Mr. Laflamme, witness No. 12, the
examination of the wreckage showed that spoilers had been
deployed and this must have been done
with a view to enter into emergency descent. He has further
speculated that such an emergency descent would support or
perhaps cause a rupture in the forward area or a partial damage to
the hydraulic system or damage to the control system which
created such a condition that the pilots were not able to control
the flight. The wreckage fruther showed that the jack screw for
the stabilizer trim was found in the nose-up position and it was
hard to explain how this got there merely as a result of impact
with the water. The trim being in that position could only have
been due to the pilot selecting it or as a result of a situation
created by an explosion. In that position, and at a high aircraft

speed, there would have been an extremely high g-loading on the
aircraft.
4.7 It can further be speculated that if an explosion takes place
in the forward cargo compartment, the oxygen stream might have
been damaged so that when the pilots donned their masks as part
of the emergency drill for explosive decompression, they were
not breathing enriched oxygen and the time of useful
consciousness at about 31,000 feet would be significantly less
than 30 seconds under high stress and if the pilots became
unconscious as a result of this, then the aircraft would have got
out of control which would explain the subsequent events.
4.8 None of the participants have produced any evidence which
could lead one to the conclusion, that there was any external hit
to the aircraft. In fact in the report dated 13th November, 1985,
Mr. Paul Turner has stated as follows:
"The United States Norad/Space Command has confirmed that
there was no incoming space debris in the vicinity of Ireland on
June 23, 1985."
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities viz.,
structural failure or accident having been caused due to a bomb
having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points
to the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a
bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time
there is complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was any
structural failure.
4.11The circumstantial and direct evidence which leads to the
aforesaid conclusion is as follows :
A. Connection with an explosion at Narita Airport :
On 23rd June, 1985 there was an explosion at the Narita Airport.
The explosion occurred when a bomb exploded in a suit case
which was to be interlined to Air India's Flight No. 301 from

Tokyo to Bangkok. The following events, which had occurred
prior to this explosion, clearly establish the connection between
the two incidents :
(i) On 19 June 1985, at approximately 1800 PDT (0100 GMT,
20 June), a CP Air reservations agent in Vancouver received a
telephone call from a male with a slight Indian accent. He
identified himself as Mr. Singh and informed the agent that he
was making bookings for two different males also with the
surname of Singh. One booking was made in the name of
Jaswand Singh with CP 086 from Vacouver to Dorval on 22 June
1985 to link with AI 182 departing from Mirabel. The other
booking was to Bangkok using CP 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
and AI 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok. This booking was made in
the name of Mohinderbel Singh. A local telephone contact
number was given and the call lasted about one-half hour.
(ii) On the same date at approxmimately 1920 PDT (0220
GMT), another reservations agent for CP Air was contacted and
requested to change the booking for Jaswand Singh. The
confirmed flight on CP 086 was cancelled and a reservation was
made on CP 060 from Vancouver to Toronto, and a request to be
wait-listed on AI 181/182 from Toronto to Delhi was made.
(iii) On 20 June, 1985 at about 1210 PDT (1910 GMT), a male
appearing to be of Indian origin purchased the tickets with cash
from a CP Air Ticket office in Vancouver. The booking in the
name of Mohinderbel Singh was changed to L. Singh and the
booking using the name of Jaswand Singh changed to 'M. Singh'.
The telephone contact number was also changed. The final
itinerary was as follows :
(a) M. Singh
- CP 060 Vancouver - Toronto Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 0900 PDT, 22 June 1985
- AI 181 Toronto - Montreal Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Toronto at 1835 EDT, 22nd June, 1985
- AI 182 Montreal - Delhi Wait-listed Scheduled to depart

Montreal at 2020 EDT, 22nd June, 1985
(b) L. Singh - CP 003 Vacouver - Tokyo Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 1315 PDT, 22 June, 1985
- Air India 301 Tokyo - Bangkok Confirmed Scheduled to
depart Tokyo at 1705 time in Tokyo, local 23 June, 1985
(iv) On 22 June, 1985 at about 0630 PDT (1330 GMT), a caller
identifying himself as Mr. Manjit Singh called the CP Air
reservations office. The caller spoke with a heavy Indian accent
and wanted to know if his booking on AI 181/182 was
confirmed. The caller was informed by the agent that the was still
wait-listed out of Toronto and offered to make alternate
arrangements to Delhi. The caller stated that he would rather go
to the airport and take his chances. The caller also asked if he
could send his luggage from Vancouver to Delhi and was told he
could not check his baggage past Toronto unless his flight was
confirmed.
(v) On Saturday morning, 22 June, 1985, a CP Air passenger
agent worked check-in position number 26 at the CP AIR ticket
counter, Vancouver International Airport, and recalls dealing with
a passenger of Indian origin booked on CP 060 and then on to
Delhi. The passenger stated that he wanted his bag tagged right
to Delhi from Vancouver. After checking the computer, the agent
explained that since he was not confirmed past Toronto his
baggage could not be interlined. The passenger insisted and, as
the line-up were long, the agent relented and interlined his
suitcase. The flight manifest for CP 060 shows that 'M. Singh'
checked in through this passenger agent, was assigned seat 10B,
and checked one piece of baggage.
(vi) The flight manifest for CP 003 shows that on the same day
the person using the name of 'L. Singh' with an interline ticket to
Bangkok also checked through the same counter, was assigned
seat 38H, and checked one piece of baggage.
(vii)A check of CP Air's records and interviews with passengers

on flights CP 003 and CP 060 indicates that the persons
identifying themselves as 'M. Singh' and 'L. Singh' did not board
these respective flights.
(viii)
In a statement of William Long, annexed to the affidavit
of I.G. Pole, Police Officer, City of Toronto, he has stated that on
22nd June, 1985 he was employed as a driver whose
responsibility was to deliver interlined baggage between terminal
2 to Terminal 1 and vice versa at Toronto. He has further stated
that he had picked up 4 bags from Terminal 1 which were
destined for terminal 2 Air India. Three of these bags were from
U.S. Air originating from New York city. Regarding the last bag
he stated as follows :
"The fourth bag destined for Air India was, I distinctly remember
looking at the baggage tag and it was pink with the CP logo in
blue and
letters saying CP on it there were also numbers but I can't
remember the number, from CP Air and I remember it was from
Vancouver. On the bottom of the tag it said vancouver using the
initials YVR and the flight number which I can't remember. The
bag was destined for India. When I arrived at the CP Air belt
there were a number of bags from other airlines on the belt
included in these were the three U.S. Air bags destined for Air
India. As I was finishing loading the carts, a CP Air station
attendant who had been unloading bags from containers, I
noticed as I checked once more for anymore bags, drop another
bag on the conveyer belt. This was the bag destined for Air India.
It was dark brown Samsonite Hard sided Type 01A on the
Baggage Identification Chart. After they were loaded onto the
cart I took them over to Air Canada domestic belt at Gate 89-91".
To further questions posed to him, Long stated that this bag from
CP Air weighed approximately 70 lbs and there was something
which rattled inside the bag. He could not say what it was but he
said that "it sounded small". When specifically asked whether he

thought there was something big inside the bag, he answered in
the affirmative, and added that he did not know what was in it
but it was heavy. There was discrepancy in the time when he is
alleged to have picked up the bags which he had indicated in his
schedule when compared with CP Air Vancouver flight which
had arrived at 1622 hours. When this was pointed out to Long, he
answered "I could have may be got the time wrong, it was during
the busy period. It could have been an estimate time. But I do
remember the bag came off CP air. It could have been 16:34 Hrs.
I don't know."
(ix) The aircraft departed from Toronto for Mirable and London
with the suitcase unaccompained by the passenger who had
checked it in at Vancouver. Similarly, CP Air 003 departed
Toronto for Tokyo with the baggage of one passenger 'L. Singh'
to be interlined to Air India flight AI 301 to Bangkok even
though 'L Singh' had not boarded that flight.
(x) The linking of the two occurrences namely the blast at
Narita Airport and the Air India accident becomes startingly
evident if we look at the following chronology of events:
CPA 003 (VANCOUVER-TOKYO)CPA 060 (VANCOUVERTORONTO)Connection toConnecting toAir India 301Air India
182WESTBOUNDEASTBOUNDAll Times GMTThurs20 June,
19850057A male called C.P. Air Reservations in Vancouver and
after discussing a number of routings, booked a one-way ticket
and CPA 060 to Toronto with connections to Air India 182 under
the name of Jaswand SINGH. A return ticket was also booked on
CPA 003 to Tokyo connecting with Air India 301 to Bangkok in
the name of Mohinderbel SINGH.
1912A male attended the CP Air Ticket Office in Vancouver. He
paid $ 3005.00 in cash for the above tickets after changing the
ticket of Mohinderbel SINGH to L. SINGH and changing

from a return to a one-way ticket. He changed the Jaswand
SINGH ticket to M. SINGH.
Saturday22 JuneA Mr. SINGH calledReservations and
got1330confirmation on his one-wayticket to Torontowith
luggage to be sentthrough to India.M. SINGH checked in
withseat 10B confirmed to1550Toronto. Wanted
suitcaseinterlined to AI 182.Agent relents.1618CPA 060
departedVancouver 18 minuteslate. M. SINGH not inassigned
seat.L. SINGH checked in for CPA003 and one suitcase
interlinedto Air India 301. Assigned seat38H.CPA 060 arrived
Toronto202212 minutes late. Somepassengers and
baggageinterlined to AI 181.
CPA 003 departed 17 min. latefor Tokyo. L. SINGH not
in2037assigned seat.Sunday23 JuneAir India 181
departed0015Toronto for Mirabel1 hour 40 minutes late.0100Air
India arrived Mirabel.0218Air India 182 departedMirabel 1 hour
38 minuteslate.CPA 003 arrived Narita Airport,Tokyo. Arrived 14
minutes early0541Baggage cart explodes in transitarea. 2 killed,
4 injured, 06190714Air India 182 disappearedfrom Radar
Air India 301 departed Narita.08050815Air India 182
Scheduledarrival Heathrow (fuel stop).
(xi) It would indeed to too much of a coincidence that two
persons, whose tickets were bought at the same time and who
had checked in under the names of 'L. Singh' and 'M. Singh'
missed their respective flights, more so when 'M. Singh' had
insisted at the check in counter at Vancouver that he should be
interlined, even though his seat from Toronto on AI 181/182 was
not confirmed, and his baggage (one suitcase) accepted and be
routed through to Delhi. If there had been some reason for 'gate
no-show' by both of them, one would ordinarily have expected
both, or at least one of them, to have made efforts, at that time or
thereafter, either to ask for refund of money or they should have

contacted the airline staff at the Airport and asked that they
should be put on another flight.
(xii)A large amount of money had been spent on the purchase of
the two tickets and a question which comes to mind is as to why
was this money spent if both the tickets were to be wasted and no
one was to travel on them, after having checked in and obtained
boarding cards. Furthermore, no effort has been made by any of
these two persons to try and lodge a claim for the baggage which
they had checked in.
(xiii)
The aforesaid facts clearly indicate the connection
between
the travel plans of so called 'L. Singh' and 'M. Singh'. In fact the
manner in which the reservations were changed to the names of
'M. Singh' and 'L. Singh' shows the anxiety of some one to hide
behind the identity of persons who bore notorious names.
(xiv)
The interlined baggage exploded at Narita Airport and
there is strong probability that the suticase from Vancouver,
which was interlined to AI 182, contained a device similar to the
one which had exploded at Narita Airport on 23 June, 1985.
B. CVR and DFDR both stopped simultaneously:
There was simultaneous interruption of electrical power to the
flight recorders. The electrical supply could have been
interrupted either because of the cables being cut or because of
total electric failure. Power supply wires to the CVR and the
DFDR run under the passenger cabin ceiling on the left and the
right hand side. The supply of electricity through these cables
originates from the MEC compartment, which is in front of the
forward cargo hold. If the CVR and the DFDR had stopped due
to the breakage of electrical supply wires as a result of possible
explosion in the aft cargo hold there would have had to be an
instantaneous break of almost the entire section of fuselage,
because both these recorders had stoped simultaneously. In such
a catastrophic event it is not possible that the bottom skin panels

of the aft cargo compartment would remain undistorted, or would
have no rupture or holes in them. Furthermore, in such an event
the tail portion of the aircraft would have been found in the
beginning of the wreckage trail, but this was not so. On the other
hand, and explosion in the forward cargo compartment would
have resulted in damage to the electrical buses located in the
MEC and that would, in turn, result in cutting off the electrical
power supply causing simultaneous stoppage of the recorders.
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting :
The transponder is located at the bottom of the one of the
forward rakes immediately forward of the front cargo
compartment. Signals from this also stopped being received by
the secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the CVR
and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at about the same
time, when the signals from ATC transponder had also ceased, it
is reasonable to presume that there must have been a complete
breackdown of electrical supply which had affected all the three
units. The only event which could have caused such a damage to
paralyse the entire MEC compartment could only have been an
explosion in the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electricl power supply from the MEC
compartment. In known cases of aircraft being subjected to rapid
decompression there has never been such an instantaneous and
total stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircrafts have been
known to have continued to fly and communicate with the
ground even after decompression.
D. Non-supply of Oxygen :
Oxygen supply cylinders are located in the ceiling of the forward
cargo compartment. Any rupture of the only pipeline which
supplies oxygen to the passengers would result in there being no
surge of oxygen flow, which alone drops the oxygen masks. The
inspection of the wreckage shows that there is no indication of

the oxygen masks ever having dropped. A rupture of this
pipeline, simultaneously with power rupture, could only have
been caused if there had been a detonation of the explosive
device in the front cargo hold.
E. Damage in air :
The examination of the floating and the other wreckage shows
that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl,
right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This damage
could have occurred only if objects had been ejected from the
front portion of the aircraft when it was still in the air. The cargo
door of the front cargo compartment was also found ruptured
from above. This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the objects
to come out and thereby damaging the components on the right
hand side.
F. Evidence of Overpressurization :
The examination of the structural panels and the other parts of
the forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo compartment,
recovered from the sea bed, indicates that overpressure condition
had occurred in both the cargo compartments. The failure of the
passenger cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the compartments. It
cannot be disputed that whenever an explosive detonates very
high pressure shockwaves are formed which travel in all
directions and high speed fragments of the container, or the loose
material, also move away from the source of explosion. It is,
therefore, clear that there was overpressurization in the cargo
compartments which resulted in such rupture of the cabin floor
panels.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels
While the skin panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly
straight and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo

compartment are ruptured and have a large number of holes. This
shows that there was occurrence of an event in the front cargo
compartment and not in the aft cargo compartment.
H. Buckling of Seats :
The seats towards the rear of the aircraft had only the aft legs
buckled, whereas the seats towards the front had both the front
and the aft legs buckled. This indicated that the whole floor was
subjected to a vertical force and was more severe towards the
front. Moreover, the upper deck storage cabin was found among
floating wreckage. The bottom of this cabin was pushed up in the
shape of a dome with no evidence of impact damage. This
deformation was indicative of having been caused, possibly, as a
result of a shockwave.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results :
A metallurgical examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. Microscopy around some of the holes discloses
that they have such characteristics like twinning which can be
present only if the holes had been puntured due to the detonation
of an explosive device.
J. CVR Tape Analysis :
The report of CVR tape analysis by Mr. S.N. Seshadri also
corroborates the aforesaid evidence i.e. that there was a bomb in
the forward cargo hold of the aircraft.
RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 ICAO, IATA and the States should :(a) undertake an ongoing review of established aviation security
standards to prevent the placement of explosive substances on
board commercial aircraft;
(b) establish a programme of monitoring the implimentation of
security measures in airports around the world, in cooperation
with the Governments concerned. For each airport studied, it
should report its findings and recomend any improvements that

may be required;
(c) consider establishing a group of civil aviation experts to
investigate serious breaches of security. The purpose of these
investigations would be to determine the facts of an incident so
that necessary measures could be developed and implemented
world wide to prevent similar breaches in the future.
Note : As it may take some time for ICAO and IATA to
implement these recommendations, at least those countries which
have international air traffic should take up effective measures
without delay.
5.2 ICAO should :(a) develop a model clause on security that could be used in the
bilateral air agreements that govern the exchange of air traffic
rights between countries;
(b) consider establishing standards for the training of security
personnel.
5.3 IATA should develop practical procedures for reconciliation
of interlined passengers and their baggage at intermediate
airports.
5.4 Interlining of checked-in baggage should not be done if a
passenger does not have a confirmed reservation on the onward
carrier flight.
5.5 The baggage of interlined passengers should be matched
with passengers by the onward carriers before loading the
baggage on the aircraft.
5.6 Whenever a Government becomes aware of particular high
risk security threat it should notify not only the airline at risk, but
also all connecting airlines in order that extra precaution can be
taken at potential points of introduction of interline baggage into
the system.
5.7 When an Airline is aware of a high security threat it should
communicate the same to the host state as well as, if possible and
prudent, to the other airlines operating there.

5.8 Passenger count should be done at boarding gate and in case
of 'no gate show' of a passenger, his baggage must be off-loaded.
5.9 All checked-in baggage, whether it has been screened by Xray machine or not, should be personally matched and identified
with the passengers boarding an aircraft. Any baggage which is
not so identified should be off-loaded. This is advisable as
examination of the baggage with the help of an X-ray machine
has its own limitations and is not fool proof. Some explosives
hidden in Radios, Cameras etc. may not be readily detected by
such a machine. In fact an explosive not placed in a metallic
container will not be detectable by an X-ray machine. Similarly,
a plastic explosive can be given an innocuous shape or form so
as to avoid detection by an X-Ray. Reliance on an X-Ray
machine alone may in fact provide a false sense of security.
5.10Effectiveness of the instrument known as PD-4 is highly
questionable. It is not advisable to rely on it.
5.11All unaccompanied baggage should be placed on the aircraft
after their contents have been physically checked. In the
alternative, it should be loaded only after it has been placed in a
decompression chamber and the host state is satisfied that the
baggage is clean and the shipper has been identified.
5.12Airlines should have effective backup security equipment or
procedures available in case of machanical break down of
security equipment.
5.13All hand baggage, including that of the crew, should be
opened and the contents physically checked even if the said
baggage has been x-rayed. This will no doubt be a bit time
consuming and laborius but if security is to be meaningful, then
slight inconvenience has to be endured in order to ensure a safer
flight.
5.14The manufacturers of aircraft should take effective steps for
protecting sensitive parts of the aircraft from explosive damage.
5.15Studies should be undertaken to determine the feasibility of

physically separating the avionics bay and emergency oxygen
systems from the cargo area in aircraft so that these sensitive and
essential areas of the aircraft cannot be damaged or destroyed by
a relatively small explosive deivce concealed in luggage.
5.16The seats should have safety belts which can act as restraint
for the upper part of the body e.g. like a shoulder harness with
inertial restraint.
5.17The seats in the aircraft should be so designed so as to
incorporate shock absorbing systems within the seat and they
should be manufactured by using material which does not break
easily.
5.18In addition to the cockpit voice recorder, there should be in
the cockpit a video/scanning camera which would record the
movements and the audio sounds in the cockpit. This will not
only assist in ascertaining as to how the pilots act during as
emergency but, in the case of hijacking, would also assist in the
identification of the hijackers.
5.19The CVR should record all the conservation and sounds in
the cockpit for the entire duration of the flight, and not merely for
the last 30 minutes.
5.20The CVR and the DFDR should be powered from two
alternative sources of energy.
5.21The oxygen for the flight crew should be supplied from two
different sources i.e. in the event of an emergency the pilot and
the co-pilot must don the oxygen mask and the oxygen must be
supplied from different source.
5.22Suitable provisions should be incorporated in Annex 13
which would give power to an Investigator to record evidence
outside the country of investigation and also to summon witness
from abroad. It should also be mandatory on the contracting
States to give information sought for by an Investigator.
(B. N. KIRPAL)
February 26, 1986
COURT

We agree with the conclusions and recommendations stated
above.
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advice which I readily got. I found him having a very practical
and positive approach to all the problems but, at the same time,
he very rightly was not prepared to compromise on any principal
issues.
The only interest Dr. V. Ramachandran appeared to have was to
do his work to perfection. No praise can be too high for the
manner in which this Metallurgist from landlocked Bangalore
volunteered and boarded the salvage ships which were carrying
out operations in the cold and choppy waters of Atlantic Ocean.
He sarificed all comforts and went to sea with a view to be
present on board the ships at the time when salvaged pieces of
wreckage were brought on board. His deep knowledge of
metallurgy greatly assisted the examination of the salvaged

pieces of wreckage. In this connection the entire metallurgical
examination was planned and organised by him.
Whenever any information was required concerning explosives,
Mr. J.S. Gharia was ever eager and in a position to provide the
information.
Mr. J.K. Mehra looked into the engineering aspect of the accident
and he spent a lot of time in going through various Air-India
Maintenance Manuals. He always made discussions very lively
and interesting.
Captain J.S. Dhillon came out of his retirement and provided
useful information to the Court on some aspects of flying.
This work would never have been satisfactorily completed
without the help and assistance received by the Court from late
Mr. S.N. Seshadri of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. From the
time when the CVR was first played by him at BARC on 16 July,
1985 till the very end, he most willingly and pleasantly
undertook any assignment which was given to him by the Court.
It was a great national loss when he suddenly passed away on
2nd February, 1986, only a few days after he had deomonstrated
his brilliance when his testimony, regarding the analysis of the
CVR tape, was recorded by me in the Court.
I am also grateful to the other Scientists and staff of B.A.R.C.
who rendered considerable assistance to the Court. The facilities
made available by Dr. P.K. Iyengar, Director, B.A.R.C. with
regard to the finalisation and completion of the report cannot be
easily forgotten. In the absence of late Mr. S.N. Seshadri, with
whom I had developled a personal rapport, Dr. Ashok Mohan and
Mr. V.K. Chadda met with all our requirements in the finalisation
and preparation of the Report. Dr. Asundi of BARC and the other
Metallurgists of that Organisation and of the National
Aeronautical Laboratory also spent a considerable amount of
their time and energy in successfully carrying out metallurgical
tests and examination of the salvaged pieces.

During the investigation I had to visit Ireland on two occasions. I
immediately realised the extent of help, assistance and guidance
which was being rendered to all of us by Mr. Kiran Doshi, the
Indian Ambassador to Ireland. There was no problem to which he
did not have a solution. On my visit to Dublin not only did I
enjoy the hospitality of Kiran and his wife Razia but it also gave
an opportunity to personally meet Mr. Mitchel, the Minister of
Communications, and senior officials of his Ministry, and to
express my gratitude to them for all the help and assistance
which the Government and people of Ireland had, most willingly,
rendered.
At Tokyo the Indian Ambassador and members of his staff
looked after all our needs and arranged meetings with the
Japanese officials whom we wanted to meet.
As representatives of the Court in Cork, Mr. P.R. Chandrasekhar
and Mr. C.D. Kolhe did a commendable job. They kept me
informed of the progress which was taking place at Cork and,
whenever required to do so, they took vital decisions while
coordinating the mapping and salvage operations.
Mr. H.S. Khola, Director of Air Safety, New Delhi willingly
carried out all the directions of the Court. Special mention must
also be made of Mr. Satendra Singh, Regional Controller of Air
Safety, Bombay, who worked day and night when the flight
recorders were first opened and the copies of the tapes made and
the data analysed.
I have also to express my gratitude to the Counsel who assisted
the Court in the Investigation. Without their help and
cooperation, it would not have been possible to complete the
work in 7-1/2 months.
On my trip to Bombay, the Staff and Management of Centaur
Hotel made my stay very comfortable. It was like a home away
from home. The work done during the salvage operarations by
four young engineers of Air-India was highly commendable and

valuable. All of them namely, Mr. Balasubramanium, Mr. L.S.
Carvalho, Mr. G.D. Nayar and Mr. A.K. Sheode, worked round
the clock even during adverse climatic conditions.
The Registrar of the Delhi High Court, Ms. Usha Mehra spared
no efforts in rendering every assistance whenever the same was
required. She ably marshalled all the resources available in the
High Court in order to ensure the smooth and efficient
functioning of my office. My own personal staff in particular,
headed by Mr. V.P. Ahuja, Court Master and Mr. Balram Chopra,
Private Secretary, as usual, rose to the occasion. While Mr. Ahuja
kept complete control of hundreds of documents and affidavits
which had been filed, Mr. Chopra besides bearing the brunt of the
typing work, very ably supervised the work of other
Stenographers.
It was most fortunate that I was able to persuade Mr. S.N.
Sharma to accept the trying job of being the Secretary to the
Court. His vast experience in such Investigations, he had been a
Secretary in three such Investigations earlier, made my task
much lighter. Moreover, as an Aircraft Engineer, he was always
ready to explain technical intricacies involved in the case.
Without his help I could not have completed my work within the
stipulated time.
(B. N. KIRPAL)
26th February, 1986 COURT
POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED DEBRIS
AIR INDIA 747 VT-EFO
KANISHKA AIRCRAFT
SECTIONTARGETLATLONGDESCEIPTION41 DOOR19251
03.2812 47.74FIRST CLASS AND COCKPIT AREA (+ UPPER
DECK DOOR)4113151 03.2112 47.93LEFT HAND UPPER
DECK SLIDE MECHANISM4113451 03.2812 47.81NOSE
LANDING GEAR4126551 02.3712 44.51LANDING GEAR

DOOR (NOSE GEAR)4124451 03.5612 48.19UPPER DECK
WINDOW TRIM (REVEAL)416351 02.5112 47.372 FIRST
CLASS SEATS417751 02.5912 47.832 FIRST CLASS
SEATS42 DOOR19351 03.3012 47.85PIECE OF FUSELAGE,
WING PLUS LANDING GEAR (#2 LEFT DOOR)4213851
03.3712 47.77SMALL PIECE OF WRECKAGE (BS 800)
4220051 03.34712 47.831Dual Heat Exchanger42 DOOR20451
03.3312 47.87FORWARD CARGO DOOR + FLOOR4225551
03.7212 48.01GALLEY COMPLEX (UPPER DECK)4223251
03.4912 47.92'P93' RACK MARKED 'DANGER HIGH
VOLTAGE' (BS 670)4232751 01.6212 43.03NACA SCOOP42
DOOR35851 03.3912 47.86MASS OF DEBRIS (#2 RIGHT
DOOR)4236151 03.38412 47.848BOX MARKED "FAN
BLADES"4236251 03.37212 47.840MASS OF DEBRIS
FUSELAGE SKIN4238351 03.3212 47.81MASS OF DEBRIS
WITH UPPER DECK FLOOR44 DOOR13751 03.3012
47.80CENTER FUSELAGE SECTION WITH #3 LEFT DOOR
6 WINDOWS AFT OF DOOR AND 13 WINDOWS
FORWARD. LEFT UPPER WING SKIN AND ONE MAIL
LANDING GEAR ATTACHED.4410351 02.8612
46.37LANDING GEAR DOOR4410551 02.8112 46.04LEFT
WHEEL WELL LANDING GEAR DOOR4418651 03.3212
47.825KEEL BEAM4419551 03.3212 47.78WING
STRUCTURE4422451 03.4612 48.49TWO WHEELS FROM
MAIN LANDING GEAR4423951 03.6212 47.38MAIN BRAKE
UNIT WITHOUT AXEL, PLUS EQUALIZING ROD4424051
03.6212 47.44MAIN TIRE AND RIM4424151 03.6212
47.40MAIN TIRE AND RIM PLUS AXEL4424251 03.6112
47.40MAIN BRAKE UNIT4426751 03.3512 44.45PART OF
LANDING GEAR DOOR4427551 02.1312 44.10BODY
LANDING GEAR DOOR4427951 02.3012 44.64MAIN
LANDING GEAR DOOR4428051 02.2612 44.61SECTION OF
MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR4434351 03.28512

47.809MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR5951 02.5712
45.73SECTION OF LANDING GEAR4421851 03.4112
47.86STEP WELL AREA (STA 1250-1480)
46651 02.7912 49.44SMALL MOTOR 10" x 8" (FAN)46751
02.9012 49.92LOWER SKIN OF CARGO AREA 4' x8' (BS
1480))46#1151 02.0412 45.44PIECE OF OUTER SKIN BODY
STATION #1760 PART NO. 65B04325-403462551 02.2112
46.27BODY FRAME (BS 1660-1680)462651 02.2012
46.72CABIN SECTION WITH 4 WINDOWS (ABOVE 'T' IN
REG No.)462851 02.3112 47.02SKIN PANEL
1460-1800463351 02.4912 48.28AFT FUSELAGE SKIN
PANEL 'YOUR PALACE IN THE SKY' (AFT OF #5 DOOR)
463451 02.4912 48.29RIGHT HAND FUSELAGE SKIN
PANEL AT DOOR #546 DOOR4051 02.4712 47.41CARGO
DOORS C2, C3464751 02.3912 46.61REAR CARGO
FLOOR465051 02.3812 46.60CARGO FLOOR (STA 1500)46
DOOR7451 02.4912 47.71FIVE FRAMES AND DOOR-PORT
SIDE AFT (#5 LEFT DOOR)467851 02.5212 47.95FRAME
SECTION (SHEAR WEB STA 2000-2020)468751 02.5812
48.43BUILT UP STRUCTURE (STA 2412)46 DOOR9751
02.5212 47.38FUSELAGE SKIN SECTION WINDOW BELT
AREA WITH DOOR FOLDED UNDER FRAME46
DOOR10151 02.8412 47.145 WINDOWS AND DOOR (#4
RIGHT DOOR)4629251 01.8112 44.24FRAME (STA 2240)
4632151 02.3912 46.61'4R' DOOR ENTRANCE WITH NO
DOOR AND 10 WINDOWS (BS 1700)32051 01.8412
44.59FUSELAGE BOTTOM SKIN NEAR OUTFLOW
VALUE4633651 01.3412 42.03BULK CARGO
COMPARTMENT FLOOR AND STRUCTURE4636951
02.1712 46.20FUSELAGE PANEL SECTION, 4
WINDOWS483151 02.3712 48.43HORIZONTAL STAB483751
02.4712 47.99VERTICAL TAIL FIN (+ PRESSURE
BULKHEAD SECTION)483551 02.5012 48.08AFT

PRESSURE BULKHEAD ( 25%)482251 02.1912
45.68ELECTRICAL PANEL (RUDDER RATIO JUNCTION
BOX)482751 02.2012 46.83APU HOUSING486651 02.5912
47.54BODY FRAME (BS 25XX)486751 02.5512
47.50FUSELAGE SKIN (3 FRAMES FORWARD OF APU BS
2638)486851 02.5712 47.55FUSELAGE SECTION (BS 2598)
487351 02.5112 47.70PART OF PRESSURE
BULKHEAD487551 02.4712 47.63FRAME FOR OVERHEAD
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT (ROW 46 F-G)488851 02.9012
48.84CONTROL LINKAGE FROM TAIL OF AIRCRAFT
(ELEVATOR CONTROL QUADRANT)489951 02.7112
47.92FUSELAGE SKIN SECTION (BS 2598)4829651 02.0312
43.17PART OF PRESSURE BULKHEAD4831451 01.8412
44.19APU AIR DUCT4837151 02.5112 48.28AFT FUSELAGE
SKIN 10'x15' (HORIZ. STAB CUTOUT)
SECTIONTARGETLATLONGENGINES7.1310851 02.9712
47.12AIRCRAFT ENGINE (WITH STRUT)14951 03.2612
47.38ENGINE AND STRUT15451 03.3212 47.75ENGINE
SECTION (5th ENGINE)17151 03.1612 47.16TURBINE
SECTION OF ENGINE (POSSIBLY COMPLETE ENGINE)
23551 03.6312 47.07AIRCRAFT ENGINEENGINE
PARTS10651 02.9812 46.41ENGINE COWLING (INLET)
MARKED 'A124' (5th ENGINE)10951 02.9712 47.11STARTER
FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE11151 03.0212 47.20ENGINE
COWL11651 02.9912 47.80ENGINE DEVICE12451 02.8512
48.47FIFTH ENG CENTER DOME15051 03.2512 47.36PART
OF ENGINE15151 03.2912 47.42SMALL PART OF
ENGINE15251 03.3112 47.44LOWER PORTION OF
ENGINE15351 03.3112 47.44LOWER ENGINE
COWLING15551 03.3212 47.44FAN INNER EXIT
AREA15651 03.3212 47.43PART OF ENGINE15851 03.2312
47.35PART OF ENGINE COWLING15951 03.2512
47.29ENGINE COWLING16151 03.2612 47.29PORTION OF

ENGINE COWL16551 03.2012 47.21THRUST REVERSER
SLEEVE16651 03.2012 47.21UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS16751 03.2112 47.24UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS16851 03.2012 47.22UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PART16951 03.1812 47.20UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS17051 03.1912 47.19PART OF DIAPHRAM (OIL
COOLER)17251 03.2512 47.21ENGINE EXHAUST
CONE17351 03.2712 47.38ENGINE EXHAUST CONE AND
EXHAUST23751 03.69012 47.10ENGINE PARTS CASE23851
03.7212 47.10ENGINE INLET COWL20651 03.3412
47.50SECTION OF ENGINE EXHAUST STAGE #720751
03.3512 47.49ENGINE HOT SECTION AREA20851 03.3712
47.51ENGINE TAIL CONE21451 03.1912 47.36CASCADE
VANE
STRUTS7.12451 02.8712 49.05#3 ENGINE NACELLE
STRUT15751 03.2312 47.36STRUT (SIMILAR TO 149)11051
03.1512 47.16NACELLE STRUTWINGPARTS1712051
03.0112 47.98OUTBOARD AILERON (50%)1613551 03.2812
47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP AND DRAG JACK1613651
03.3112 47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP JACK SKREW1214051
03.3512 47.83LEADING EDGE SECTION OF WING1414551
03.3412 47.85WING LEADING EDGE VARIABLE CAMBER
FLAP1617751 03.3412 47.91TRAILING EDGE FLAP1218151
03.3812 47.87LOWER CARGO COMPARTMENT AND WING
LOWER SKIN1618351 03.3812 47.87SECTION OF FLAP
SKIN1618851 03.3312 47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP WITH
JACK SKREW1618951 03.3212 47.80TRAILING EDGE FLAP
WITH SKREW JACK1619151 03.3212 47.78FLAP
ACTUATOR AND FLAP TRACK1619451 03.3212
47.77TRAILING EDGE OF FORE FLAP1625351 03.3212
47.86PIECE OF TRAILING EDGE FLAP1625451 03.4012
47.86PIECE OF TRAILING EDGE FLAP1626451 02.4712
44.74TRAILING EDGE FLAP FAIRING1627751 02.1812

44.40WING FLAP1634451 03.29412 47.802TRAILING EDGE
FLAP AND FLAP TRACK1638451 03.3312 47.80T/E FLAP
TAPER AND DRIVE SHAFT1639851 03.32512 47.85PIECE
OF TE MID FLAP1519051 03.3212 47.79SPOILER
ACTUATOR1418751 03.3412 47.81LEADING EDGE FLAP
SECTION1438751 03.3312 47.853PIECE OF L/E FLAP
MECHANISM
125451 02.3812 45.86LE FROM WING1220251 03.3312
47.86WING LOWER SKIN1222151 03.3912 47.89UPPER
EDGE LEFT WING1222551 03.3812 48.78SMALL PIECE OF
WING LEADING EDGE PANEL1222251 03.3812 47.94WING
FILLER & WING PARTS1224351 03.5912 47.85PIECE OF
LEADING EDGE FLAP1225251 03.3812 47.84LOWER WING
SECTION1226251 03.8512 46.92MID LOWER WING SKIN,
ONE AFT FLAP TRACK WITH JACK SKREW1226651
02.3612 44.46LANDING GEAR DOOR1229751 01.9112
43.18PART OF WING TIP1234551 03.2812 47.842'REAR
WING SPAR'1236551 03.33812 47.842REAR SPAR RIB WITH
SPOILER ACTUATOR1237951 03.31512 47.785WING REAR
SPAR AND SPOILER STA 11501238151 03.4012 47.88LE OF
WING SECTION1218251 03.3812 47.87POSSIBLE REAR
SPAR, (WING STA 802 I.D. ON PART)1727451 02.1912
43.57LEFT INBOARD AILERON
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From: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>
Date: November 7, 2000 7:45:32 AM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

Hi John!
Could not get www.corazon.com....is it working okay or is it just
my
system??
Regards,
Anne
----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
To: <wsopanth@trytel.com>; <wsopanth@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 06, 2000 11:51 AM
Subject: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

Dear Anne Lowthian, executive director of the World Sikh
Organization
I am an aircraft accident investigator with no official status but I
do have 35 years of experience in aviation and I am a survivor of
a
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
I have much evidence, facts, and data, that show that Air India
Flight 182 was not 'bombed' by anybody, certainly not Sikhs, but
was
brought down by explosive decompression caused by an open
cargo door
in flight. It's happened before to a similar aircraft with similar
evidence on the data recorders, United Airlines Flight 811 in
February 1989.

corazon.com is the website of mine that will come up if you put
Air
India Flight 182 into several search engines. The site has been up
for four years. The most popular download is the Air India Flight
182
reports from the Canadian and Indian authorities as the statistics
below from one week show. I got the report, scanned it, and put
it on
the site in 1997. http://www.corazon.com/
AirIndiareportcontents.html
That report shows how flimsy the evidence is of a bomb and how
the
Indian judge really stretched to make such a conclusion.
Subsequent
similar crashes show that the evidence in AI 182 matches a
wiring/cargo door mechanical event. There is no conspiracy
nonsense
with this airplane crash. The red herring of a bomb thousands of
miles away is not relevant.
I've tried to contact the RCMP and TSB but they refuse to
consider
any explanation other than bomb for AI 182.
I invite your attention to www.corazon.com. I ask that you assign
an
aviation experienced Sikh to review the data and give opinion.
I'm
available for interviews.
I am not associated with government, the law, the manufacturer,

the
airlines, or any religion.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 00:02:55 -0800
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Nov 05 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:13 to Sun, Nov 05
2000 00:15
(7.00 days).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 38,317
Average successful requests per day: 5,472
Successful requests for pages: 19,806
Average successful requests for pages per day: 2,828
Failed requests: 323
Distinct files requested: 2,252
Distinct hosts served: 4,710
Corrupt logfile lines: 2,493
Data transferred: 0.976 Gbytes
Average data transferred per day: 142.863 Mbytes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --5509: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2748: http://www.corazon.com/
1873: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
1020: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
672: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
655: http://www.ntsb.org/
430: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
328: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html

308: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
286: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
258: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
246: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
245: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
244: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
230: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
226: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
221: http://www.google.com/search
208: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
207: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
202: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
201: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
182: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
181: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
173: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
159: http://www.altavista.com/cgi-bin/query
157: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
154: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
149: http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html
148: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
147: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
139: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
136: http://aviation-safety.net/database/1985/850623-2.htm
134: http://www.corazon.com/wreckageplots.html
133: http://www.corazon.com/Inflightdamage.html
128: http://www.corazon.com/aftmidspanlatch.html
126: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
122: http://www.corazon.com/800wxradar.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
116: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html

115: http://www.airdisaster.com/news/1000/29/news.html
113: http://www.corazon.com/Tornoffnose.html
111: http://www.corazon.com/Redherrings.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/Foddedengines.html
106: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/teknik.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan2.html
93: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan58.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan33.html

From: "Wsopanth" <wsopanth@trytel.com>
Date: November 7, 2000 7:40:56 AM PST
To: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Re: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

Hello John!
Thank you for youe email. We know well of the CSIS/RCMP
unwillingness to
look at possible alternative explanations for the Air India
disaster.
I have forwarded your email to our executive and hope to return
to you with
some plan of action. I am now going to look at your site! Will
email you
later.
Thank you again.
Regards,

Anne Lowthian
----- Original Message ----From: "John Barry Smith" <barry@corazon.com>
To: <wsopanth@trytel.com>; <wsopanth@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 06, 2000 11:51 AM
Subject: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

Dear Anne Lowthian, executive director of the World Sikh
Organization
I am an aircraft accident investigator with no official status but I
do have 35 years of experience in aviation and I am a survivor of
a
sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
I have much evidence, facts, and data, that show that Air India
Flight 182 was not 'bombed' by anybody, certainly not Sikhs, but
was
brought down by explosive decompression caused by an open
cargo door
in flight. It's happened before to a similar aircraft with similar
evidence on the data recorders, United Airlines Flight 811 in
February 1989.
corazon.com is the website of mine that will come up if you put
Air
India Flight 182 into several search engines. The site has been up
for four years. The most popular download is the Air India Flight
182
reports from the Canadian and Indian authorities as the statistics

below from one week show. I got the report, scanned it, and put
it on
the site in 1997. http://www.corazon.com/
AirIndiareportcontents.html
That report shows how flimsy the evidence is of a bomb and how
the
Indian judge really stretched to make such a conclusion.
Subsequent
similar crashes show that the evidence in AI 182 matches a
wiring/cargo door mechanical event. There is no conspiracy
nonsense
with this airplane crash. The red herring of a bomb thousands of
miles away is not relevant.
I've tried to contact the RCMP and TSB but they refuse to
consider
any explanation other than bomb for AI 182.
I invite your attention to www.corazon.com. I ask that you assign
an
aviation experienced Sikh to review the data and give opinion.
I'm
available for interviews.
I am not associated with government, the law, the manufacturer,
the
airlines, or any religion.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone

551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate
holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C
From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 00:02:55 -0800
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Nov 05 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:13 to Sun, Nov 05
2000 00:15
(7.00 days).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 38,317
Average successful requests per day: 5,472

Successful requests for pages: 19,806
Average successful requests for pages per day: 2,828
Failed requests: 323
Distinct files requested: 2,252
Distinct hosts served: 4,710
Corrupt logfile lines: 2,493
Data transferred: 0.976 Gbytes
Average data transferred per day: 142.863 Mbytes
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --5509: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2748: http://www.corazon.com/
1873: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
1020: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
672: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
655: http://www.ntsb.org/
430: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
328: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
308: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
286: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
258: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
246: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
245: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
244: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
230: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html

226: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
221: http://www.google.com/search
208: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
207: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
202: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
201: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
182: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
181: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
173: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
159: http://www.altavista.com/cgi-bin/query
157: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
154: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
149: http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html
148: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
147: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
139: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
136: http://aviation-safety.net/database/1985/850623-2.htm
134: http://www.corazon.com/wreckageplots.html
133: http://www.corazon.com/Inflightdamage.html
128: http://www.corazon.com/aftmidspanlatch.html
126: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
122: http://www.corazon.com/800wxradar.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
116: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
115: http://www.airdisaster.com/news/1000/29/news.html
113: http://www.corazon.com/Tornoffnose.html
111: http://www.corazon.com/Redherrings.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/Foddedengines.html
106: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/teknik.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan2.html
93: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html

89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan58.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan33.html

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: November 6, 2000 8:51:15 AM PST
To: wsopanth@trytel.com; wsopanth@hotmail.com
Subject: Sikhs did not bomb AI 182

Dear Anne Lowthian, executive director of the World Sikh
Organization
I am an aircraft accident investigator with no official status but I
do have 35 years of experience in aviation and I am a survivor of
a sudden night fiery fatal jet airplane crash.
I have much evidence, facts, and data, that show that Air India
Flight 182 was not 'bombed' by anybody, certainly not Sikhs, but
was brought down by explosive decompression caused by an
open cargo door in flight. It's happened before to a similar
aircraft with similar evidence on the data recorders, United
Airlines Flight 811 in February 1989.
corazon.com is the website of mine that will come up if you put
Air India Flight 182 into several search engines. The site has
been up for four years. The most popular download is the Air
India Flight 182 reports from the Canadian and Indian authorities
as the statistics below from one week show. I got the report,
scanned it, and put it on the site in 1997. http://
www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
That report shows how flimsy the evidence is of a bomb and how

the Indian judge really stretched to make such a conclusion.
Subsequent similar crashes show that the evidence in AI 182
matches a wiring/cargo door mechanical event. There is no
conspiracy nonsense with this airplane crash. The red herring of
a bomb thousands of miles away is not relevant.
I've tried to contact the RCMP and TSB but they refuse to
consider any explanation other than bomb for AI 182.
I invite your attention to www.corazon.com. I ask that you assign
an aviation experienced Sikh to review the data and give opinion.
I'm available for interviews.
I am not associated with government, the law, the manufacturer,
the airlines, or any religion.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 5 Nov 2000 00:02:55 -0800
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Nov 05 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:13 to Sun, Nov 05
2000 00:15
(7.00 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 38,317
Average successful requests per day: 5,472
Successful requests for pages: 19,806
Average successful requests for pages per day: 2,828
Failed requests: 323
Distinct files requested: 2,252
Distinct hosts served: 4,710
Corrupt logfile lines: 2,493
Data transferred: 0.976 Gbytes
Average data transferred per day: 142.863 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.

#reqs: URL
-----: --5509: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2748: http://www.corazon.com/
1873: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
1020: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
672: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
655: http://www.ntsb.org/
430: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
328: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
308: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
286: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
258: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
246: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
245: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
244: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
230: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
226: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
221: http://www.google.com/search
208: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
207: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
202: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
201: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
183: http://www.corazon.com/TWA800PA103UA811.html
182: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
181: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
173: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
159: http://www.altavista.com/cgi-bin/query
157: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
154: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
149: http://www.corazon.com/cargodoorfaraway.html
148: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html

147: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
139: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
136: http://aviation-safety.net/database/1985/850623-2.htm
134: http://www.corazon.com/wreckageplots.html
133: http://www.corazon.com/Inflightdamage.html
128: http://www.corazon.com/aftmidspanlatch.html
126: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
122: http://www.corazon.com/800wxradar.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
116: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
115: http://www.airdisaster.com/news/1000/29/news.html
113: http://www.corazon.com/Tornoffnose.html
111: http://www.corazon.com/Redherrings.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/Foddedengines.html
106: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/teknik.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan2.html
93: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan58.html
89: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan33.html

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 31, 2000 7:27:00 AM PST
To: expnews@brt.southam.ca,
campbelld@theherald.southam.ca, newsroom@chg.southam.ca,
city@thejournal.southam.ca,
kinwhig@thewhig.com,citydesk@hfxnews.southam.ca,
citynews@thegazette.southam.ca, editorial@mjtimes.sk.ca,
durhampost@canada.com, city@thecitizen.southam.ca,
editorial@paherald.sk.ca, pgcnews@prg.southam.ca,
editorial@leader-post.sk.ca, telegram@thetelegram.com,
spnews@TheSP.com, sudburystar@siteseer.ca,
tabtips@pacpress.southam.ca, timesc@interlink.bc.ca,
gnott@southam.ca,

Subject: Air India Flight 182Canadian and Indian accident
report http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html

http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
Dear Newspaper Editors, 31 Oct00
Below is the complete electronic version of the Air India Flight
182 Canadian and Indian Accident report. It is searchable. Please
read it yourself and determine if a bomb was involved.
WWW.corazon.com has supporting evidence that it was
explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door inflight.
Subsequent events similar to AI 182 show that it was a cargo
door and not a bomb that caused the accident. UAL 811 in 1989
was another 747 that showed similar evidence at event time such
as sudden loud sound on CVR and abrupt power cut to the FDR.
The sound on the CVR of AI 182 was determined not to be a
bomb sound because of the frequency analysis showed an
absence of low frequencies and a too slow rise time.
I invite interviews to discuss the facts, data, and evidence but not
the nonsense of conspiracy thinking. It was a mechanical event
which has happened since 1985 and may again.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.

US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

Canadian AviationBureau canadienSafety Boardde la sécurité
aérienneAVIATION OCCURRENCEAIR INDIABOEING
747-237BVT-EFOCORK, IRELAND110 MILES WEST23
JUNE 1985 1.0 INTRODUCTION
Air India Flight 182, a Boeing 747-237B, registration VT-EFO,
was on a flight from Mirabel to London when it disappeared
from the radar scope at a position of latitude 51°O'N and
longitude 12°50'W at 0714 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), 23
June 1985, and crashed into the ocean about 110 miles west of
Cork, Ireland. There were no survivors among the 329
passengers and crew members. The depth of the water at the
crash site is about 6,700 feet.
At 0541 GMT, 23 June 1985, CP Air Flight 003 arrived at Narita
Airport, Tokyo, Japan, from Vancouver. At 0619 GMT a bag
from this flight exploded on a baggage cart in the transit area of
the airport within an hour of the Air India occurence. Two
persons were killed and four were injured. From the day of the
occurrences, there have been questions about a possible linkage
between the events.
This Submission examines the information available to the
Canadian Aviation Safety Board (CASB) with respect to the
circumstances surrounding the AI 182 accident. The sources of

information include: information made public to the Indian
Inquiry as a result of the RCMP investigation; the flight data
recorder (FDR), cockpit voice recorder (CVR) and Shannon ATC
tape recording analyses by Canadian, United Kingdom, and
Indian authorities; the medical evidence obtained from Dr. Hill
of the Accident Investigations Branch of the United Kingdom;
and the evidence obtained by examination of the wreckage
recovered, the wreckage distribution pattern, photographs, and
videotapes of the wreckage on the ocean bottom.
2.0 EXAMINATION
2.1 Vancouver
On 19 June 1985, at approximately 1800 PDT (0100 GMT, 20
June), a CP Air reservations agent in Vancouver received a
telephone call from a male with a slight East Indian accent.* He
identified himself as Mr. Singh and informed the agent that he
was making bookings for two different males also with the
surname of Singh. One booking was made in the name of
Jaswand Singh with CP 086 from Vancouver to Dorval on 22
June 1985 to link with AI 182 departing from Mirabel. The other
booking was to Bangkok using CP 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
and AI 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok. This booking was made in
the name of Mohinderbel Singh. A local telephone contact
number was given and the call lasted about one-half hour.
On the same date at approximately 1920 PDT (0220 GMT),
another reservations agent for CP Air was contacted and
requested to change the booking for Jaswand Singh. The
confirmed flight on CP 086 was cancelled and a reservation was
made on CP 060 from Vancouver to Toronto, and a request to be
wait-listed on AI 181/182 from Toronto to Delhi was made.
On 20 June 1985 at about 1210 PDT (1910 GMT), a male
appearing to be of East Indian origin purchased the tickets with
cash from a CP Air ticket office in Vancouver. The booking in the
name of Mohinderbel Singh was changed to L. Singh and the

booking using the name of Jaswand Singh changed to M. Singh.
The telephone contact number was also changed. The final
itinerary was as follows:
a) M. Singh
- CP 060 Vancouver - Toronto Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 0900 PDT, 22 June 1985
- AI 181 Toronto - Montreal Wait-listed Scheduled to
depart Toronto at 1835 EDT, 22 June 1985
*See Appendix A for chronology of events.
- AI 182 Montreal - Delhi Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Montreal at 2020 EDT, 22 June 1985
b) L. Singh - CP 003 Vancouver - Tokyo Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 1315 PDT, 22 June 1985
- Air India 301 Tokyo - Bangkok Confirmed Scheduled to
depart Tokyo at 1705 (local time in Tokyo), 23 June 1985
On 22 June 1985 at about 0630 PDT (1330 GMT), a caller
identifying himself as Mr. Manjit Singh called the CP Air
reservations office. The caller spoke with a heavy East Indian
accent and wanted to know if his booking on AI 181/182 was
confirmed. The caller was informed by the agent that he was still
wait-listed out of Toronto and offered to make alternate
arrangements to Delhi. The caller stated that he would rather go
to the airport and take his chances. The caller also asked if he
could send his luggage from Vancouver to Delhi and was told he
could not check his baggage past Toronto unless his flight was
confirmed.
On Saturday morning, 22 June 1985, a CP Air passenger agent
worked check-in position number 26 at the CP Air ticket counter,
Vancouver International Airport, and recalls dealing with a
passenger booked on CP 060 and then on to Delhi. The passenger
stated that he wanted his bag tagged right to Delhi from
Vancouver. After checking the computer, the agent explained that
since he was not confirmed past Toronto he could not interline
his baggage. The passenger insisted and, as the line-ups were

long, the agent relented and interlined his suitcase. The flight
manifest for CP 060 shows that M. Singh checked in through this
passenger agent, was assigned seat 10B, and checked one piece
of baggage. The flight manifest for CP 003 shows that on the
same day the person using the name of L. Singh with a ticket to
Bangkok also checked in through the same counter, was assigned
seat 38H, and checked one piece of baggage.
A check of CP Air's records and interviews with passengers on
flights CP 003 and CP 060 indicates that the persons identifying
themselves as M. and L. Singh did not board these respective
flights.
2.2 Toronto
Air India Flight 181 from Frankfurt arrived at Toronto on 22
June 1985 at 1430 EDT (1830 GMT) and was parked at gate 107
of Terminal 2. All passengers and baggage were removed from
the aircraft and processed through Canada Customs. Passengers
continuing on the flight to Montreal were given transit cards, and
on this flight 68 cards were handed out. These transit passengers
are required to claim their luggage and proceed through Canada
Customs. Prior to entering the public area, there is a belt which is
designated for interline or transit baggage. Transit passengers
deposit their luggage on this belt which carries it to be reloaded
on the aircraft. This baggage was not subjected to X-ray
inspection as it was presumed to have been screened at the
passengers' overseas departure point. When the transit passengers
checked in to proceed to Montreal, their carry-on baggage was
subjected to the normal security checks in place on this date.
Passenger and baggage security checks were conducted by Burns
International Security Services Ltd. and all passenger and
baggage processing for both off-loading and on-loading was
handled by Air Canada staff.
Air India Flight 181 was composed of the following:
- passengers continuing to Montreal (68)

- passengers from connecting flights
AC 102 (Saskatoon) 2
AC 106 (Edmonton) 4
AC 192 (Winnipeg) 1
AC 170 (Winnipeg) 4
AC 136 (Vancouver) 10
CP 060 (Vancouver) 1 Standby (M. Singh)
- passengers originating at Toronto
- diplomatic bags from the Vancouver India Consul General
via AC 508
- produce cargo from India
- cargo in the form of 5th pod engine components loaded in
the aft cargo compartment.
It should be noted that some passengers from India book flights
to Montreal with their intended destination being Toronto. The
reason is that the fare to Montreal is cheaper and therefore some
passengers get off the flight in Toronto, claim their luggage and
leave without reporting a cancellation of the trip to Montreal. It
has been established that 65 of the 68 transit passengers
reboarded the flight to Montreal.
Air India personnel were in charge for the overall operation at
Toronto regarding the unloading and loading of both passengers
and cargo. Although the actual work was performed by various
companies under contract, Air India personnel oversaw the
operation. The Air India station manager was away on vacation
on 22 June 1985. The evidence does not clearly establish who
had been assigned to replace the station manager and assume his
duties.
Air Canada had stored in a hangar an engine that had failed on a
previous Air India flight from Toronto on 8 June 1985. Air
Canada received a message from Air India stating that the failed
engine was to be mounted as a 5th pod on Flight 181/182 on 22
June 1985. The engine was prepared for loading and component

parts were crated for loading into the aft cargo compartment. On
22 June, the component parts were taken from the hangar and
placed outside to be delivered to the aircraft by MEGA
International Air Cargo. The component parts were placed just
inside the airport fence separating the restricted and unrestricted
areas. The installation began immediately upon the arrival of
Flight 181 and was completed at 1530 EDT (1930 GMT). The
front engine cowling was crated but would not fit through the aft
cargo door. The crating was rearranged, and the door stops on the
cargo door were removed to permit the loading of the crate and
the remaining engine parts were loaded on pallets. Due to
problems with loading the 5th pod and component parts, the
departure was delayed from 1835 EDT (2235 GMT) to 2015
EDT (0015 GMT, 23 June).
CP Air Flight 060 arrived in Toronto at 1610 EDT (2010 GMT)
and docked at gate 44, Terminal 1. A number of passengers on
this flight were interlined to other flights including passenger M.
Singh wait-listed on Air India Flight 181/182. It has been
established that this passenger did not board Flight CP 060 but
did check baggage onto the flight. This baggage was to be
interlined to the Air India flight departing from Terminal 2. In
this case, CP Air employees would have off-loaded all baggage
from CP 060 and deposited the baggage at Racetrack 6 on the
ring road of Terminal 1 to be transported to the Air Canada
sorting room at Terminal 2.
Consolidated Aviation Fuelling and Services (CAFAS) is a
company which is contracted to pick up and deliver baggage
from one terminal to the other. The CAFAS driver on duty at the
time recalls picking up a bag from a CP Air flight originating in
Vancouver and destined for Air India at Terminal 2. As this piece
of luggage did not turn up as found luggage, it is deduced that
normal practice was followed, and the luggage was interlined
and loaded on AI 181/182.

MEGA International Air Cargo is a firm that handled air cargo
and containers for Air India. Since the flight was carrying a 5th
engine and component parts, no commercial cargo could be
loaded at Toronto. MEGA delivered the engine component parts
to be loaded in the cargo compartment by Air Canada employees.
Later, MEGA received two diplomatic bags and delivered these
to the aircraft. The bags were loaded into the valuable goods
container (see Appendix B). These bags were not subjected to Xray or any other security checks.
All checked-in baggage for AI 181/182 was to be screened by an
X-ray machine which was located in Terminal 2 at the end of
international belt number 4. This location would permit all
baggage from the check-in counters and interline carts to be fed
through the X-ray machine before being loaded. It has been
established that this machine worked intermittently for a period
of time and stopped working during the loading process at about
1700 EDT (2100 GMT). Rather than opening the bags and
physically inspecting them, the Burns security personnel
performing the X-ray screening were told by the Air India
security officer to start using the hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
One Burns security officer checked the bags with the sniffer
while another put stickers on the bags and forwarded them. The
security officer forwarding the baggage recalls the sniffer making
short beeping noises not long whistling ones. The security officer
who used the sniffer claims it never went off, and the only time
any sound was made was when it was turned on and off. At those
times, it would emanate a short beep (refer to section 2.8 for
further information regarding the PD-4 sniffer).
Burns International Security had a contract with Air India for the
security of the aircraft while it was docked. The security
arrangements contracted from Burns were as follows:
- security at the bridge door leading to the aircraft;
- security inside the aircraft from the time the passengers

disembarked upon flight arrival until flight departure;
- security guards assigned the physical inspection of all carryon baggage in the departure room; and
- security guards in the international baggage make-up room
conducting screening of baggage using an X-ray machine and a
hand-held PD-4 sniffer.
The statements taken from Burns security personnel in Toronto
indicated that a significant number of personnel, including those
handling passenger screening, had never had the Transport
Canada passenger inspection training program or, if they had,
had not undergone refresher training within 12 months of the
previous training.
As a result of official requests made by Air India in early June
1985 for increased security for Air India flights, the RCMP
provided additional security as follows:
- one member in a marked police motor vehicle patrolling the
apron area;
- one member in a marked police motor vehicle parked under
the right wing from time of arrival until push-back;
- one member on foot patrol at Air India check-in counter; and
- one member at the loading bridge during boarding.
In addition, all RCMP members working in that particular area of
Terminal 2 were aware of the Air India flight and would check in
with the assigned personnel during their patrols in the area of the
aircraft and check-in/boarding lounges. Uniformed members are
to patrol and monitor security within the airport premises as
detailed in section 2.5 below.
Passenger check-in was handled for Air India by Air Canada
under contract with Air India. The check-in included passengers
originating in Toronto and interline passengers but did not
include the transit passengers to Montreal. The check-in
passengers were numbered using a security control sheet in
accordance with instructions from Air India; however, the check-

in and interline baggage was not numbered, and no attempt was
made to correlate baggage with passengers. Hence, any
unaccompanied interline baggage would not have been detected.
The flight and cabin crew had been in Toronto for the week prior
to this flight and were to take the aircraft to London where they
would be replaced by another crew. The crew members
themselves and their carry-on baggage were not subjected to any
security checks; however, their checked-in baggage was screened
in the same manner as other baggage.
2.3 Montreal
Air India Flight 181 from Toronto arrived at Mirabel
International Airport at about 2100 EDT (0100 GMT, 23 June)
and parked in supply area number 14 at 2106 EDT (0106 GMT).
The 65 passengers destined for Montreal along with three Air
India personnel deplaned and were transported by bus to the
terminal building. The remaining passengers remained on board
as transit passengers and were not permitted to disembark at
Montreal. Air Canada baggage handlers off-loaded four
containers of cargo, three containers of baggage and a valuables
container. Two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission in Ottawa were delivered to the aircraft by MEGA
International Cargo. One pouch weighing one kilogram was
hand-delivered to the flight purser for storage in a valuables
locker within the cabin and the other pouch was loaded into the
valuables container.
During the check of the aircraft at Montreal, the second officer
pointed out to an Air Canada mechanic that a rear latch on the
fan cowl for the 5th engine did not appear to be properly secured.
The mechanic examined the latch and found it well secured, but
the handle was not flush and was hanging about five degrees. The
mechanic applied high-speed tape to the latch handle for
aerodynamic smoothness. This repair was examined by the
second officer who was satisfied with the work. No records were

completed by Air Canada in connection with this temporary
repair.
At about 1730 EDT (2130 GMT), Air Canada, which is Air
India's contracted agent, opened its check-in counter to
passengers who would be flying on Air India Flight 182. Burns
security personnel were also assigned at this time to screen the
checked baggage. Passenger tickets were checked, issued a
number, and copies of the tickets were removed and retained by
Air Canada. Boarding passes were then issued and affixed to the
numbered tickets. Also attached to the ticket booklets were
numbered tickets which corresponded to each piece of checked
baggage. The numbered checked baggage was sent to the
baggage area by Air Canada personnel to be security-checked by
Burns security personnel.
The passengers for AI 182 after checking in were free to enter
the departure area. At the entrance to the departure area, Burns
security staff used X-ray units and metal detectors to screen
passengers and carry-on baggage. At about 2100 EDT (0100
GMT), the passengers proceeded to gate 80 where they gave
their boarding passes and numbered tickets to an Air Canada
agent. The agent kept the numbered flight tickets and checked the
numbers against the passenger list. Also, at gate 80, a secondary
security check was done on passengers by a Burns security
officer using a metal detector. Hand-carried baggage was
subjected to further physical and visual checks. A total of 105
passengers boarded the flight at Mirabel Airport; there were no
interline passengers.
Between 1900 (2300 GMT) and 1930 EDT (2330 GMT), Burns
security personnel identified a suspect suitcase using the X-ray
machine. The suitcase was placed on the floor next to the
machine. The Burns security supervisor told Air India personnel
that a suspect suitcase had been located and was advised within
15 to 20 minutes to wait for the Air India security officer who

would be arriving on the flight from Toronto. Subsequently, a
second suspect suitcase was identified and a little later a third.
The three suitcases were placed next to the X-ray machine.
Between 1930 (2330 GMT) and 1945 (2345 GMT), all the Burns
security personnel at the X-ray machine were assigned to other
duties and the three suspect suitcases remained in the baggage
area without supervision. At about 2140 (0140 GMT), the Air
India security officer went to the baggage room and inspected the
three suitcases with the X-ray machine and a sniffer that was in
the possession of the security officer. The Air India security
officer decided to keep the three suitcases and, if further
examination proved negative, send them on a later flight. At
approximately 2155 (0155 GMT), the Air Canada Operations
Centre supervisor contacted the airport RCMP detachment
regarding the suspect suitcases. At about 2205 (0205 GMT), an
RCMP member located the suitcases in the baggage room and
requested that an Air India representative be sent to the baggage
room. About five minutes later, the Air India security officer
contacted the baggage room by telephone and advised that he
could not come to the room immediately. The Air India security
officer arrived in the baggage room at about 2235 (0235 GMT)
and, when asked to determine the owners of the suitcases,
informed the RCMP member that the flight had already departed
[2218 (0218 GMT)]. The three suspect suitcases were later
examined with negative results.
The remainder of the checked baggage which cleared the security
check was identified by a green sticker. The baggage was then
forwarded to Air Canada personnel who loaded the baggage in
containers to be placed on board the aircraft. A later check with
Canada Customs and Air Canada at Mirabel revealed no
unclaimed baggage associated with AI 181/182. A similar check
at Dorval Airport was conducted with negative results.
No record was kept as to the location and number of individual

pieces of checked-in luggage. Records were kept as to the
location of the containers according to destination, where loaded
and the number of pieces of luggage in each container (see
Appendix B).
The Mirabel Detachment of the RCMP provided the following
security at the airport on 22 June 1985:
- one member in a police vehicle for airside security;
- one member on patrol in the arrival and departure areas;
- one member on general foot patrol throughout the terminal;
and
- one member as a telecommunications operator in the
detachment office.
In addition, due to the increased threat to Air India flights, the
RCMP provided the following supplementary coverage to Air
India Flight 181/182 on 22 June 1985:
- one member in a police vehicle escorted the aircraft to and
from the runway and the terminal building and remained with the
aircraft while it was stationary;
- one member in a police vehicle remained at the entrance to
the ramp;
- two members patrolled the area of the ticket counter and
access corridors, and one of these members also served in a
liaison capacity with the airline representatives.
2.4 International Standards and Recommended Practices
International security standards and recommendations to
safeguard international civil aviation against acts of unlawful
interference are listed in ICAO Annex 17 to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation. Suggested security measures and
procedures are amplified in the ICAO Security Manual for
Safeguarding Civil Aviation Against Acts of Unlawful
Interference.
Annex 17 requires contracting States of which Canada is one to
"take the necessary measures to prevent weapons or any other

dangerous devices, the carriage or bearing of which is not
authorized, from being introduced by any means whatsoever, on
board an aircraft engaged in the carriage of passengers."
In addition to other recommendations, Annex 17 recommends
that contracting States should establish the necessary procedures
to prevent the unauthorized introduction of explosives or
incendiary devices in baggage, cargo, mail and stores to be
carried on board aircraft.
The Security Manual specifies that,
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Recently, ICAO has proposed amendments to Annex 17. These
proposals arise from a decision taken by the Council in its 115th
Session on 10 July 1985. The Council instructed its Committee
on Unlawful Interference, as a matter of urgency, to review the
entirety of Annex 17 and to report on those provisions which
might be immediately introduced, upgraded to Standards,
strengthened or improved. Among the proposed amendments is
the following upgrading in the Standards:
- Each contracting State ensure the implementation of
measures at airports to protect cargo, baggage, mail stores and
operator's supplies being moved within an airport to safeguard
such aircraft against an act of unlawful interference.
2.5 Canadian Law
In terms of Canadian statutory requirements, the Civil Aviation
Security Measures Regulations and the Foreign Aircraft Security
Measures Regulations made pursuant to the Aeronautics Act
require specified owners or operators of aircraft registered in
Canada or specified owners or operators who land foreign
aircraft in Canada to establish, maintain, and carry out security
measures at airports consisting of:
- systems of surveillance of persons, personal belongings,
baggage, goods and cargo by persons or by mechanical or

electronic devices;
- systems of searching persons, personal belongings, baggage,
goods and cargo by persons or by mechanical or electronic
devices;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for locked, closed or restricted areas that are
inaccessible to any person other than a person who has been
searched and the personnel of the owner or operator;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for check-points at which persons intending to board
the aircraft of an owner or operator can be searched;
- a system that provides, at airports where facilities are
available, for locked, closed or restricted areas in which cargo,
goods and baggage that have been checked for loading on
aircraft are inaccessible to persons other than those persons
authorized by the owner or operator to have access to those
areas;
- a system of identification that prevents baggage, goods and
cargo from being placed on board the aircraft if it is not
authorized to be placed on board by the owner or operator; and
- a system of identification of surveillance and search
personnel and the personnel of the owner or operator.
Specified carriers including Air Canada, CP Air, and Air India
were required to provide a description of their security measures
to the Canadian Minister of Transport.
An Order-in-Council on 29 September 1960 established that the
RCMP was responsible for the direction and administration of
police functions at major airports operated by Transport Canada.
The duties of the Police and Security Detail at these designated
airports include the following:
- carry out policing and security duties to guard against
unauthorized entry, sabotage, theft, fire or damage;
- enforce federal legislation;

- respond to violations of the Criminal Code of Canada,
Federal, Provincial, and Territorial statutes, and perform a
holding action pending arrival of the police department having
primary criminal jurisdiction;
- man guard posts; and
- provide a police response in those areas of airports where
pre-board screening takes place.
Section 5.1(9) of the Aeronautics Act states that "The Minister
may designate as security officers for the purposes of this section
any persons or classes of persons who, in his opinion, are
qualified to be so designated." Pursuant to this section Transport
Canada has established criteria for persons or classes of persons
that are designated as security officers in a Schedule registered
on 11 April 1984. The criteria also specify that a security guard
company and its employees will meet Transport Canada
requirements provided that the company:
- is under contract with a carrier to conduct passenger
screening under the Aeronautics Act and Regulations;
- is licensed in the province or territory;
- complies with the security guard criteria as follows in that
the guard must:
- be 18 years or older,
- be in good general health without physical defects or
abnormalities which would interfere with the performance of
duties,
- be licensed as a security guard and in possession of the
licence while on duty, and
- meet the training standards of Transport Canada consisting
of successfully completing the Transport Canada passenger
inspection training program, attaining an average mark of 70 per
cent, and undergoing refresher training within 12 months from
previous training;
- uses a comprehensive training program which has been

approved by Transport Canada and is capable of being monitored
and evaluated;
- keeps records showing the date each employee received
initial training and/or refresher training and the mark attained;
and
- provides supervision to ensure that their employees maintain
competency and act responsibly in the conduct of searching
passengers and carry-on baggage being carried aboard aircraft.
2.6 Canadian Security Procedures
In accordance with the Canadian Aeronautics Act and pursuant
regulations, air carriers are assigned the responsibility for
security. Transport Canada provides the following security
services for the air carriers using major Canadian airports,
including the international airports in Vancouver, Toronto and
Montreal:
- security and policing staff including RCMP airport
detachments;
- specific airport security plans and procedures;
- secure facilities (e.g., secure areas, pass identification
systems, etc.); and
- security equipment and facilities (e.g., X-ray detection units,
walk-through metal detectors, hand-held metal detectors,
explosive detection dogs).
As of 22 June 1985, the following general security measures
were in place at Canadian airports:
- metal detection screening of passengers; and
- X-raying of carry-on baggage.
Checked baggage was not normally subject to any security
screening. A few air carriers such as Air India had extra security
measures in place because of an assessed higher threat level (see
section 2.7 below).
On 23 June 1985, Transport Canada required additional security
measures to be implemented by all Canadian and foreign air

carriers for all international flights from Canada except those to
the continental United States. These measures required:
- the physical inspection or X-ray inspection of all checked
baggage;
- the full screening of all passengers and carry-on baggage;
and
- a 24-hour hold on cargo except perishables received from a
known shipper unless a physical search or X-ray inspection is
completed.
Further, on 29 June 1985, Transport Canada directed that all
baggage or cargo being interlined within Canada to an Air India
flight was to be physically inspected or X-rayed at the point of
first departure and that matching of passengers to tickets was to
be verified prior to departure.
2.7 Air India Security Program in Canada
In accordance with the Foreign Aircraft Security Measures
Regulations, Air India had provided the Minister of Transport
with a copy of its security program. It included measures to:
- establish sterile areas;
- physically inspect all carry-on baggage by means of handheld devices or X-ray equipment;
- control boarding passes;
- maintain aircraft security;
- ensure baggage and cargo security; and
- off-load baggage of passengers who fail to board flights.
Under these procedures established by Air India, passengers,
carry-on baggage, and checked baggage destined for AI 181/182
on 22 June 1985 were subjected to extra security checks. A
security officer from the Air India New York office arrived in
Toronto on 22 June 1985 to oversee the security operation at
Toronto and Montreal.
On 17 May 1985, the High Commission of India presented a
diplomatic note to the Department of External Affairs regarding

the threat to Indian diplomatic missions or Air India aircraft by
extremist elements. Subsequently, in early June, Air India
forwarded a request for "full and strict security coverage and any
other appropriate security measures" to Transport Canada offices
in Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto, and RCMP offices in Montreal
and Toronto.
2.8 PD-4 Sniffer
On 18 January 1985, prior to the inaugural Air India flight out of
Toronto on 19 January, a meeting on security for Air India flights
(Toronto) was held with representatives from Transport Canada,
RCMP and Air India. At this meeting, a PD-4 sniffer belonging
to Air India was produced. It was explained that it would be used
to screen checked baggage as the X-ray machine had not yet
arrived. At that time, an RCMP member tested its effectiveness.
The test revealed that it could not detect a small container of
gunpowder until the head of the sniffer was moved to less than
an inch from the gunpowder. Also, the next day the sniffer was
tried on a piece of C4 plastic explosives and it did not function
even when it came directly in contact with the explosive
substance. It is not known if this was the same sniffer used on 22
June 1985.
2.9 Medical Evidence
Medical examination was conducted on the 131 bodies recovered
after the accident. This comprises about 40 per cent of the 329
persons on board. It should be noted that assigned seating is
based on preliminary information. Also, the exact position of
passengers is not certain because it is not known if passengers
changed their seats after lift-off. On the information available,
the passengers were seated as follows:
Passengers:*
Seats Bodies
Available
Occupied
Identified
Zone A 16 1 0

Zone B 22 0 0
Upper Deck 18 7 0
Zone C 112 104 + 2 29
Zone D 86 84 + 1 38
Zone E 123 105 + 3 50
SUB-TOTAL
377 301 (+6 infants) 117
Crew:
Flight Deck 3 3 0
Cabin 19 19 5
TOTAL 399 329 122
There were 30 children recovered and they showed less overall
injury. The average severity of injury increases from Zone C to E
and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies. Five of
these were in Zone E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evenly
*See Appendix C for interior seating arrangement.
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be seated
at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries from
a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear of the
aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including three
children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the right (3
in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,

including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of lap
belts.
Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries indicative
of a fire or explosion.
2.10 Flight Recorders and Shannon Air Traffic Control (ATC)
Tape Analyses
VT-EFO was equipped with a Fairchild A100 Cockpit Voice
Recorder (CVR) and a Lockheed 209E Digital Flight Data
Recorder (DFDR). These were each equipped with Dukane
Underwater Acoustic Beacons and were installed adjacent to
each other in the cabin on the left side near the aft pressure
bulkhead. The serial digital signal recorded by the DFDR was
generated by a Teledyne Flight Data Acquisition Unit installed in
the forward electronics bay below the cabin floor.
The Shannon Air Traffic Control Centre was in contact with VTEFO and recorded radio communications with the aircraft. At the
time of the accident, 5.4 seconds of noise was recorded, and the
transponder signal seen on the radar scope was lost from the
aircraft. This signal which displays aircraft altitude showed no
deviation before disappearing from the radar scope.
2.10.1 Analysis by National Research Council, Canada
From the CVR and DFDR, AI 182 was proceeding normally en
route from Montreal to London at an altitude of 31,000 feet and
an indicated airspeed of 296 knots when the cockpit area
microphone detected a sudden loud sound. The sound continued
for about 0.6 seconds, and then almost immediately, the line from
the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice recorder at the
rear of the pressure cabin was most probably broken. This was
followed by a loss of electrical power to the recorder. The initial
waveform of the cockpit area microphone signal is not consistent
with the sharp pressure rise expected with detonation of an

explosive device close to the flight deck, but, with the
multiplicity of paths by which sound may be conducted from
other regions of the aircraft, the possibility that it originated from
such a device elsewhere in the aircraft cannot be excluded.
By correlating the oscillograph records of the CVR and the
Shannon ATC VHF recording, it was estimated that the unusual
sounds recorded on the ATC tape started 1.4 ± 0.5 seconds after
the start of the sudden sound detected by the cockpit area
microphone and lasted intermittently for 5.4 seconds. It was felt
the closeness in time of the two noises indicated the 5.4 seconds
recorded on the ATC tapes originated from AI 182. The ATC
recording that followed the cockpit area microphone sounds
appeared at first to contain a series of short intermittent sounds.
Listening to the sounds, it also appeared that a human cry
occurred near the end of the recording. Spectral analysis of these
sounds and comparison with voice imitations revealed that the
recorded sounds do not contain all the pitch harmonic
frequencies normally associated with voice sounds. The origin of
these sounds has not been determined.
An examination of the DFDR showed no abnormal variations
before the accident. With the spare engine, this aircraft was
restricted to altitudes below 35,200 feet and indicated airspeeds
less than 290 knots. During the last 27 minutes of the flight, the
computed airspeed did gradually increase to nine knots above
this limit in the first part of this period and the power was
readjusted several times. The speed fell below the 290 knot limit
at about 07h:09m GMT as recorded by the DFDR; power was
increased again at about 07h:10m causing the aircraft to
accelerate to six knots above the limit by the time the accident
occurred at 07h:13m:59s. The observed excursions outside the
specified limits are not considered significant.
The aircraft was flown with 1.5-degree left-wing-down with 4.2
degrees clockwise control wheel as compared to the aircraft

without the 5th engine installation. Also, 9.4 per cent of right
rudder pedal was applied giving a 1.1-degree right deflection of
the upper and lower rudders. Considering the carriage of the 5th
engine on the left side, these figures are not considered abnormal.
When synchronized with the other recordings, it was determined,
within the accuracy that the procedure permitted, that the DFDR
stopped recording simultaneously with the CVR.
Irregular signals were observed over the last 0.27 inches of the
DFDR tape. Laboratory tests indicated that the irregular signals
most likely occurred as a result of the recorder being subjected to
sharp angular accelerations about the lateral axis of the recorder,
causing rapid changes in tape speed over the record head. This
equates to an angular acceleration on the recorder about the
aircraft's longitudinal axis in a left-wing-down sense. Therefore,
these tests indicate that the digital recorder was subjected to a
sharp jolt separate from any violent motion of the aircraft.
The other possibility for the irregular signals is that the Flight
Data Acquisition Unit which generated the serial digital data
signal and which is located in the electronics bay under the cabin
floor forward of the cargo compartment could have suffered
some damage or had an intermittent power supply that caused it
to generate the irregular signals.
2.10.2 Analysis by Accidents Investigation Branch (AIB), United
Kingdom
The AIB analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape. The correlation of the CVR and ATC tapes showed
that the ATC recording started after the CVR had stopped
recording and 1.1 ± 0.4 seconds from the start of the sudden
sound. The total duration of the signal on the ATC tape was 5.4
seconds.
An analysis of the CVR audio found no significant very low
frequency content which would be expected from the sound
created by the detonation of a high explosive device. Evidence of

the presence of audio warning signals buried amongst the noise
was investigated with negative results. A comparison with CVRs
recording an explosive decompression* on a DC-10, a bomb in
the cargo hold of a B737, and a gun shot on the flight deck of a
B737 was made. Considering the different acoustic
characteristics between a DC-10 and a B747, the AIB analysis
indicates that there were distinct similarities between the sound
of the explosive decompression on the DC-10 and the sound
recorded on the AI 182 CVR.
The analysis of the ATC tape audio determined three or four
words could be heard at the beginning of the transmission, but
extensive filtering did not allow the sounds to be transcribed.
Two bursts of tone occurred during the first second. The
spectrum of the tone does not coincide with any B747 audio
warning. The transmission is chopped until at about 2.7 seconds
into the transmission a loud noise lasting about 200 milliseconds
is heard. This is followed about 0.5 seconds later by a sound
which increases in volume. This sound is similar to that heard in
other accidents where there has been a rapid increase in airspeed.
Toward the end of the transmission a crying sound was heard;
however, a study of the noise indicates a human cry would
contain more harmonics. The origin of this sound was not
determined. Knocking sounds were also heard during the
transmission. These were initially thought to be due to hand-held
microphone vibration, but this was discounted because of the
frequency of the sounds. Almost identical sounds were heard on
the DC-10 CVR after the explosive decompression had occurred.
Their source was not identified. On the DC-10, the pressurization
audio warning sounded 2.2 seconds after the decompression. No
such warning was identified on the ATC tape.
*Explosive decompression is an aviation term used to mean a
sudden and rapid loss of cabin pressurization. A loud noise is
associated with this event but not necessarily an explosion.

Every aircraft provides a different signature when the press-totransmit button is released. These signatures were compared with
transients which occurred during the open microphone
transmission. There is a close match with the previous AI 182
signatures. Therefore, it is almost certain that the ATC tape
recording originated from AI 182.
The AIB report concluded that the analysis of the CVR and ATC
recordings showed no evidence of a high-explosive device
having been detonated on AI 182. It further states there is strong
evidence to suggest a sudden explosive decompression of
undetermined origin occurred. Although there is no evidence of a
high-explosive device, the possibility cannot be ruled out that a
detonation occurred in a location remote from the flight deck and
was not detected on the microphone. However, the AIB report is
of the opinion that the device would have to be small not to be
detected as it is considered that a large high-explosive device
could not fail to be detected on the CVR.
2.10.3 Analysis by Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC),
India
The BARC analysis was restricted to the CVR and the Shannon
ATC tape.
Channel 3 of the recording which corresponded to the cockpit
area microphone showed the first indication of a rising audio
signal. The signal level rises from the ambient level in the
cockpit by about 18.5 decibels in approximately 45 milliseconds.
The signal starts falling and stabilizes at a level about 10 decibels
higher than ambient for about 375 milliseconds. The total
duration of the signal is about 460 milliseconds.
The timings of the CVR and the Shannon ATC tape were
correlated, and it was determined that the explosive sound on the
CVR coincided with the beginning of the series of audio bursts
on the ATC tape. The report concluded that the sounds recorded
on the ATC tape emanated from AI 182 at the time of the

occurrence.
The noise on the CVR was compared with an explosion which
caused the crash of an Indian Airlines B737. In this occurrence,
the explosive sound recorded on the cockpit area microphone
showed a rise time of about 8 milliseconds. It was also
determined that the explosion occurred 8 feet from the
microphone. The report concluded that the rise time is a measure
of the distance from the cockpit area microphone to the source of
an explosion. Hence, the exact location in the aircraft at which
the explosion occurred is likely to be about 40 to 50 feet from the
cockpit judging from the rise time of 45 milliseconds.
The report concluded that the series of audio bursts on the ATC
tape were most probably generated by the break-up of AI 182 in
mid-air.
2.11 Aircraft Structures Examination
The examination of aircraft structures consisted of the following
areas: floating wreckage, wreckage mapping and surveying,
wreckage distribution, photographic and video interpretation of
wreckage, wreckage recovery and initial examination, and
examination of recovered wreckage.
2.11.1 Floating Wreckage
During the search, aircraft wreckage was sited and recovered by
several search vessels. The wreckage was transported to Cork,
Ireland, where preliminary examination was conducted. This
examination took place in June and July, 1985.
The wreckage consisted mainly of various leading edge skin
panels of the left and right wings, left wing tip, spoilers, leading
edge and trailing edge flaps, engine cowlings, flap track canoe
fairing pieces, landing gear wheel well doors, pieces of elevator
and aileron, cabin floor panels, cabin overhead and upper deck
bins, passenger seats, life vests, slide rafts, hand baggage,
suitcases, personal effects and a number of internal fittings. The
floating wreckage constitutes about three to five percent of the

aircraft structure.
The wreckage was then transported from Ireland to Bombay,
India where it underwent further examination by the Floating
Wreckage Structures Group which then produced a report which
was submitted to the Indian Inquiry. The report concluded:
- There was no evidence of fire damage.
- There was no evidence of lightning strike damage.
- The cabin floor panels from the forward and rear sections of
the aircraft separated from the support structure in an upward
direction (floor to ceiling) pulling free from the attaching screws
and, in some cases, breaking the vertical web of the seat track/
floor beams.
- The position of the leading edge flap rotary actuator and the
damage to the flap structure indicated that the leading edge flaps
were in the retracted position.
- The six spoiler actuators found were in the retracted
position. The lower surface of all the spoiler panels showed signs
of spanwise skin splits with the edges curled into the core of the
honeycomb. The report concluded that this was possibly due to
the loading of the spoilers by being deployed in flight at high
speed, resulting in compression on the lower surfaces. This, in
turn, caused splitting of the lower skin into the honeycomb.
- The right wing root leading edge, number 3 engine inboard
fan cowling, the right inboard midflap inboard leading edge, and
the right stabilizer root leading edge all exhibited damage
possibly due to objects striking the right wing and stabilizer
before water impact.
In addition to the above conclusions, the following significant
information regarding the floating wreckage is noted in the
report:
- The aircraft was carrying a -7Q engine at the 5th pod and a
-7J 5th pod kit in the aft cargo compartment. In all there were 14
engine fan cowls (four in the aft cargo compartment). Out of

these 14 fan cowls, nine, including six from the working engines
and three from the aft cargo compartment, and two additional
pieces of fan cowls were found. Five of the fan cowls from the
working engines showed folding damage lines at about the three
and nine o'clock positions. The number 3 engine inboard fan
cowl had severe impact damage on its leading edge and had
small outward puncture holes but no penetration through the
outer skin in the lower centre region. The two fan cowls of the
-7J 5th pod kit stowed in the aft cargo compartment showed
severe damage. One piece was cut at one corner in an arc of
about 20 inches diameter and its external skin was peeled back.
- The cockpit entry door and the side bulkhead panel were
found relatively intact but had come out of their attachments.
- Twelve toilet doors out of 16 were found and were relatively
intact but had come out of their attachments.
- Cabin interior panels and overhead bins of the main and
upper decks which were recovered exhibited only minor damage.
- The wooden boxes which contained the fan blades of the 5th
pod engine were loaded in container 24L in the forward cargo
compartment and were found broken apart exhibiting no burn
marks.
- One passenger oxygen bottle and one portable oxygen bottle
were recovered and showed no sign of damage.
Mr. V.J. Clancy, an aviation explosives expert representing
Boeing Aircraft Corporation, prepared a preliminary report based
on his examinations of certain items of recovered and floating
wreckage. Mr. Clancy's report notes the following with respect to
floating wreckage:
- A foam-backed floor panel which showed a small number of
perforations was recovered. Mr. Clancy recommended that it
should be X-rayed and a detailed examination completed.
- One of the lavatory doors had, into its inner surface, a
number of fragments of glass mirror - presumably from breakage

of a mirror normally fitted into the lavatory. Most of the
fragments, buried edgeways, were oriented parallel to each other.
The remainder were approximately at right angles to the others.
Mr. Clancy concluded that it would be improbable that any
reliance could be placed on the penetration by mirror fragments
as being indicative of an explosion.
- Three steel oxygen cylinders which were stowed in the
forward cargo compartment were recovered. One had been
dented apparently by the impact of an object measuring about
one to two centimetres. The depression had a maximum depth of
about four millimetres.
- A few suitcases recovered among the floating wreckage were
examined. Mr. Clancy felt that one might provide useful
information. It was of red plastic material with a blue lining. Mr.
Clancy reported that plastic material has been found to retain
identifiable traces of explosive after long immersion in the sea.
Also, the lining which was severely tattered resembled that of
one found after an explosion in an aircraft in Angola.
- A wooden spares box was found on the foreshore of Wales.
It was of the kind used on the aircraft. It was charred on one side
and partially on the bottom. The depth of charring suggested that
the burn time was three to four minutes. This box was normally
stowed in the aft cargo compartment; however, on this flight it
may have been stowed in the forward compartment.
- Two pieces of the cover of an overhead locker originating
above either door 2R or 4R were also found on the foreshore.
They were partially damaged and blackened by fire. Mr. Clancy
concluded that this indicated the presence of fire.
- Two pieces of U-section alloy channel partially filled with
plastic foam were found on the foreshore. The alloy was of a
kind not used in aircraft structure; however, it could have been
from some fitting supplied by a sub-contractor. Also, since the
pieces were found near an area where practice firings at targets

are carried out off the west coast of the United Kingdom, it could
have come from some other source. One piece of the alloy bore
marks ("mooncraters") typical of an attack by very high velocity
fragments such as produced by an explosion. X-rays showed the
presence of a few small particles buried in the foam which Mr.
Clancy recommended should be extracted and examined. He also
felt that this provided the strongest single indication of an
explosion and that it was essential to determine if these pieces
came from the aircraft or any of the equipment or cargo aboard
the aircraft.
The CASB in its examination of the floating wreckage noted the
following:
- The fan cowls of the number 4 engine had a series of five
marks in a vertical line across the centre of the Air India logo on
the inboard facing side of the fan cowl. These marks had the
characteristic airfoil shape of a turbine blade tip. It is possible
that a portion of the turbine parted from the number 3 engine and
struck the cowl of the number 4 engine.
- The upper deck storage cabinet which was located on the left
side had unusual damage to its bottom. A large rounded dent in
the bottom inboard edge of this stiff cabinet structure revealed
smooth stretching without breakthrough. The damage did not
seem to be achievable by inertia or impact forces as the cabinet
except for the bottom was undamaged. The damage was
considered by a CASB investigator to be compatible with the
spherical front of an explosive shock wave generated below the
cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet; however, it is not
known if this damage could be caused by some other means.
- The right wing root fillet which faired the leading edge of
the wing to the fuselage ahead of the front spar had a vertical
dent similar to that which would have resulted had the fillet run
into a soft cylindrical object with significant relative velocity.
The paint on the inboard chord appeared to be scorched brown in

the centre areas of three honeycomb panels. It has been
determined that sudden heat can turn these panels brown, but it is
not known if other reasons for the discolouration exist. The fillet
abutted the fuselage side at the aft end of the forward cargo
compartment.
- There was blackened erosion damage to the bottoms of some
seat cushions. The damage had an appearance similar to that
which would have been caused by an explosive device. It is not
known if marine life feeding on the cushions or some other cause
could have produced the same effect.
- The charred wooden spares box contained some sand and
small shellfish. The flesh from the shellfish appeared to be
charred, indicating that the box was subjected to fire after the
occurrence.
An electronic device was found among some floating wreckage
and was forwarded to the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre for
analysis. There was some concern that it could have been used to
detonate an explosive device. The device was forwarded to the
RCMP who in conjunction with the CASB determined it to be an
item manufactured for use in radiosondes (weather balloons) and
was not modified as a detonating device.
2.11.2 Wreckage Mapping and Surveying
The Canadian Coast Guard Ship (CCGS) John Cabot was given
the task of mapping the wreckage on the ocean floor. On 19 July
1985, the Cabot with a SCARAB deep submersible on board
departed Cork. On arrival at the site, and based on surface
wreckage distribution and bottom side scan sonar plots, four
transmitters were placed on the sea bed. These transmitters
provided signals for the ALLNAV navigation system used to
accurately plot the sea bed wreckage.
Based on all the data available, the SCARAB was launched on
24 July 1985 to begin the bottom search in position 51°01.9'N
12°41.0'W. During the mapping, stage areas were designated for

search and each progressive area was determined based on the
information gained during the search. The search was conducted
using sonar and video. Wreckage found was recorded on video
tape and on 35mm positive film.
The first object plotted on the sea bed was a torn suitcase located
at lat 51°02.63'N, long 12°53.15'W and was the most westerly
object located. This suitcase has not been recovered, nor has it
been positively identified as having come from the accident
aircraft.
As the search progressed eastward, the first positive identification
of aircraft wreckage was made at lat 51°02.9'N, long
12°49.93'W. Slowly, over a period of about 90 days, a detailed
bottom wreckage plot was developed.
While mapping was in progress, some of the wreckage was
revisited to obtain additional data. During the transit through
areas already searched, wreckage not previously plotted was
found, and, in some areas, the density of wreckage physically
precluded 100 per cent coverage. Components and major
structural items were identified from all sections of the aircraft
and when the mapping of the sea bed ended, most of the aircraft
had been found and photographed. Although positive
identification of each piece of wreckage could not be made, it
was decided in late October 1985 that the search phase was
essentially completed and wreckage recovery could begin. A
bottom wreckage distribution plot is contained separately in an
envelope as Appendix F.
2.11.3 Wreckage Distribution
The wreckage distribution as determined by the mapping of the
sea bed provided some distinct distribution patterns. The depth of
the wreckage varies between about 6000 and 7000 feet, and the
effect of the ocean current, tides and the way objects may have
descended to the sea bed was not determined, thus some
distortion of an object's relationship from time of water entry to

its location on the bottom cannot be discounted. In general, the
items found east of long 12°43.00'W are small, lightweight and
often made of a structure which traps air. These items may have
taken considerable time to sink and may have moved
horizontally in sea currents before settling on the bottom. Marks
left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does indicate
horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42 and 44*, and the wing
structure were located in a relatively localized area centred about
lat 51°03.30'N and long 12°47.80'W, and the wreckage scatter
was oriented north/south. The wreckage scatter in this area was
so dense that it is probable that some of the wreckage may not
have been plotted or photographed.
Sections 46 and 48, including the vertical fin and horizontal
stabilizer, extended in a west to east pattern with the westernmost
identified aircraft component located at lat 51°02.90'N and long
12°50.1'W. The wreckage extended in a line about 110 degrees
True to an eastern position of lat 51°02.04'N and long
12°41.26'W, a distance of approximately 6.5 nautical miles. The
aircraft structure had a random scatter pattern. That is, items such
as the aft pressure bulkhead were broken into several pieces, and
these pieces were located throughout the pattern.
A?? third area which had some distinctive pattern was that of the
engines, engine struts and components and was localized about
lat 51°03.25'N and long 12°47.4'W in a northwest/southeast
orientation. One of the operating engines was displaced 0.5
nautical miles to the north of this area, and it was also
geographically separated from the wing structure. The number 3
engine nacelle strut was also separated from the rest of the
engine components and was located about one nautical mile to
the west-southwest at lat 51°02.87'N, long 12°48.05'W. The
reasons for the displacement of the number 3 engine nacelle strut
and one of the operating engines from the other engines are not

known.
*See Appendix D for location of aircraft sections and aircraft
body stations (BS).
2.11.4 Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
2.11.4.1 Photographic Interpretation
All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tape and all major
items were recorded on 35mm positive film. During the course of
the investigation, several members of the investigation team had
the opportunity to view the tapes and photographs. Subsequently,
when some items were recovered, it became apparent that the
optical image presented on video and still film had some
limitation with respect to identification of damage or damage
patterns. For example, the sine wave bending of target 7*
appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave fracture,
and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident in either
the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage through
photographic/video evidence without the physical evidence
might be misleading, and any interpretation should take this into
account.
2.11.4.2 Engines
The four operating engines were all extensively damaged. A view
of the fan blades did not show signs of any rotational damage,
and it could not be determined whether any pre-impact failures
had occurred. The external damage to the engines varied, and at
least one engine appeared to be attached to part of the nacelle
strut. Except for the non-operational fifth engine, the engines
could not be matched with their original positions on the aircraft.
2.11.4.3 Landing Gear
The nose, wing, and body landing gear were all located.
Photographic examination indicated that all the gear were in the
'up' position at the time of impact.
2.11.4.4 Flaps and Spoilers
Positive identification of all the flap and spoiler surfaces was not

made. All the flap jackscrews indicated that the flaps were
retracted at impact. Of the spoilers identified, six had actuators
attached. The actuators were in the fully retracted position.
*See Appendix E for location of targets on aircraft.
2.11.4.5 Section 41
Section 41, consisting of the cockpit, first-class section, and
electronics bay and identified as target 192, was found in a nearinverted attitude. This section was severely damaged. The
electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located within the
wreckage. The first officer's seat was found on the sea bed near
section 41 wreckage.
2.11.4.6 Section 42
Portions of section 42, consisting of the forward cargo hold,
main deck passenger area, and the upper deck passenger area,
were located near section 41. This area was severely damaged
and some of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown skin, the upper
passenger compartment deck, the belly skin, and some of the
cargo floor including roller tracks. The right-hand, number two
passenger door including some of the upper and aft frame and
outer skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the sea bed
near this area were a large number of suitcases and baggage as
well as several badly damaged containers.
All cargo doors were found intact and attached to the fuselage
structure except for the forward cargo door which had some
fuselage and cargo floor attached. This door, located on the
forward right side of the aircraft, was broken horizontally about
one-quarter of the distance above the lower frame. The damage
to the door and the fuselage skin near the door appeared to have
been caused by an outward force. The fractured surface of the
cargo door appeared to have been badly frayed. Because the
damage appeared to be different than that seen on other wreckage
pieces, an attempt to recover the door was made by CCGS John

Cabot. Shortly after the wreckage broke clear of the water, the
area of the door to which the lift cable was attached broke free
from the cargo door, and the wreckage settled back onto the sea
bed. An attempt to relocate the door was unsuccessful.
2.11.4.7 Section 44
Section 44, containing the aircraft structure between body station
(BS) 1000 and BS 1480 including that area where the fuselage
and wings were mated was located in the same general area as
the forward sections of the aircraft. This section was severely
damaged but maintained its overall shape and was lying on its
right side. Part of the left wing upper skin was attached to the
fuselage and a large portion, about one-third of the upper wing
skin, separated and was lying against the fuselage crown skin.
Some of the body and wing landing gear were found beside this
section of the aircraft. The gear was detached from the main
structure. The interior of the fuselage was extensively damaged.
2.11.4.8 Wing Structure
The wing structure was located near the forward area of the
aircraft structure and towards the northernmost area of the
wreckage pattern. The wings showed extreme damage patterns
with the top and bottom surfaces separated and the wing surfaces
broken into segments.
2.11.4.9 Sections 46 and 48
Sections 46 and 48 contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of
BS 1480 and, for purposes of this Submission, will include the
horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. This section of the aircraft
was scattered in a west to east pattern about 6.5 nautical miles in
length and exhibited severe break-up characteristics.
The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place and
intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified. Four
segments of the aft pressure bulkhead were identified (targets 35,
37, 73 and 296), and one portion of the bulkhead was never
located. Much of the fuselage which was forward of the number

five door and above the passenger floor area was not located, or
if located was not recognizable as having come from a specific
area of the aircraft.
Sections of the outer skin below the cargo area were located as
was some of the cargo floor structure. Generally, the stringers
and stiffeners are attached to the skin; however, the lower
frames, which provided the cargo floor support, were detached
from the skin. The rear cargo floor from BS 1600 to BS 1760 was
located and was found to have little or no distortion; however,
the lower skin and stringers were missing. A second portion of
the aft cargo compartment floor containing cargo drive wheels
and cargo roller trays was located. This structure was severely
damaged and mangled.
The tail cone and the auxiliary power unit (APU) housing were
located and had received relatively minor damage; however, the
APU had broken free and was never located.
A large portion of the outer skin panels showed signs of a force
being applied from the inside out. On several pieces of wreckage,
the skin was curled outwards away from the stringers and
formers. This could have been the result of an overpressure of air
or water.
The vertical tail was found in good condition, in a single piece
with both rudders attached. The top cap was partially separated
and a small dent was noticed in the middle of the leading edge at
the bottom. A curved broken portion of fuselage was observed
with a portion of the "Y" ring and pressure bulkhead attached.
Another small segment of the pressure bulkhead was leaning on
the lower section of the tail.
The horizontal stabilizer tail section was located and was one
unit with the elevators attached. The actuator jackscrew was
attached to the assembly. The stabilizer jackscrew ballnut was
observed to be located at the upper jackscrew stop. This equates
to a full deflection of elevator trim. Since there is nothing on the

DFDR or CVR to indicate a malfunction of the trim, it is
deduced that this was not the lead event. It is not known if the
position of the ballnut resulted from a pilot trim selection, a
result of the initial event or if it rotated to the observed position
under the influence of gravity. Two-thirds of the leading edge of
the right horizontal stabilizer was missing and the auxiliary spar
was exposed. There was localized damage to the right-hand root
of the leading edge through about a span of five ribs. The leading
edge skin and part of the leading edge ribs were torn downwards.
Some localized damage to the root of the left leading edge was
visible with the remainder of the leading edge undamaged. There
was minor damage to the trailing edge of the outboard left
elevator, and a major portion of the inboard left elevator was
missing.
2.11.4.10 Passenger Seats
Many of the passenger seats located among the wreckage pattern
and identified as having come from sections 46 and 48 appeared
to have the aft support legs buckled with little or no damage to
the forward support legs. Seats located in the wreckage
containing sections 41, 42, and 44 appeared to have varying
types of damage, that is, aft support legs only buckled, and all
legs buckled. One consistent feature noted was that in the
majority of seats located it was possible to ascertain that the seatbelts were not fastened.
2.11.5 Wreckage Recovery and Initial Examination
During the wreckage mapping, some small items were recovered,
and an unsuccessful attempt was made to recover a portion of the
forward cargo door. On completion of the sea bed survey, an
offshore supply ship, Kreuztrum, chartered by the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), joined John Cabot for a
wreckage recovery operation. Prior to the commencement of the
wreckage recovery, the structures group met at the Boeing
facility in Seattle, USA and reviewed the video tapes and

photographs of the wreckage. Based on their findings, a list of
items was identified as being most desirable for recovery. The
priority list was prepared by a group in Cork, Ireland, headed by
Dr. V. Ramachandran. On 8 October 1985, the John Cabot sailed,
and on 9 October 1985, the Kreuztrum sailed for the accident
site. The following target numbers and items were recovered
during the mapping and wreckage recovery stages of the
investigation: 7, 8, 35, 47, 117, 193, 223, 245, 287, 296, 299,
362/396, and 399 (as the location on the aircraft of some of the
targets was not known when Appendix E was created, some are
not shown in the appendix). The first officer's seat, some
suitcases and small debris were also recovered using a metal
frame basket. Initial examination of the wreckage was carried out
in Cork and then it was transported to Bombay for detailed
examination.
2.11.6 Examination of Recovered Wreckage
Although all the recovered wreckage was examined, only those
items exhibiting characteristics which provided some evidence as
to what may have happened to the aircraft during its final
moments of flight are discussed. CASB engineering personnel
and other participants examined the recovered wreckage at Cork
and Bombay. The observations made during their examinations
are discussed below.
2.11.6.1 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
contained the keel beam. Target 7 extended from BS 1480 to
1860 and was about eight feet in width and 32 feet in length. The
left edge had a full length rivet line tear, and the torn edge was
buckled in waves, like the trace of a sine wave. On the right side,
between the one-quarter and midway segment, a large flap of
skin was attached. The skin was folded aft, diagonally
underneath, from right to left and the paint was scoured off the
leading edge. The forward break was at the joint at BS 1480. The

skin tear located at about BS 1860 was irregular in nature. The
forward keel joint splice plate was bent, and the keel joint bolt
holes were distorted and elongated.
The left and right trunnion vertical support fittings located at BS
1480 were examined optically using the stereomicroscope. Both
trunnions were fractured through the three bolt holes. The right
fracture characteristics were consistent with an overload mode of
failure. Although most of the left fracture surface was also
characterized by overload features, there were heavily corroded
areas where the fracture mode could not be confirmed through
optical examination. One lug fracture was sectioned from the left
trunnion and prepared for scanning electron microscope (SEM)
examination. After the corroded area was cleaned, the
examination revealed some ductile characteristics on the fracture
surface. There was no evidence of intergranular fracture
observed to suggest a stress corrosion cracking mode of failure,
nor was there any evidence of progressive failure observed. The
corrosion appeared to have developed after the accident.
2.11.6.2 Target 8 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
extended from BS 1860 to 1960 and from stringer 46L to 46R. A
small section from the aft end along the belly skin splice at
stringer 46L was removed for examination. SEM examination
revealed that the fracture was characterized by slightly elongated
ductile dimples along its length, including areas adjacent to the
edges of the rivet holes. On the aft edge of each rivet hole
examined, a distinctive shear lip was observed. These features
are consistent with an overload mode of failure along the skin
splice with an apparent direction of failure from aft to forward.
2.11.6.3 Target 35 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from behind the aircraft, this segment of
pressure bulkhead occupied the 9 to 1 o'clock position. The piece
from 12 to 1 o'clock had the flange from the outer ring attached.

The web below the outer ring flange had areas of buckling. From
the 11 to 12 o'clock position, the outer edge showed sinusoidal
buckling, and the edge sector at 9 o'clock was partially collapsed
and its edge was turned under. Samples taken for optical
stereomicroscope and SEM examination revealed that the
fracture characteristics were consistent with an overload mode of
failure. The examination suggested a general direction of failure
from the aft to the forward edge of the rear pressure bulkhead
panel.
2.11.6.4 Target 296 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from the rear of the aircraft, this segment of the
bulkhead occupied the 7 to 9 o'clock position. Optical and SEM
examination were undertaken on this item.
The fracture along the left-hand edge of target 296 (viewed from
the rear) was examined optically prior to removing any
representative samples. The fracture was at the rivet line at a skin
splice, except for a length of fracture about 15 inches long near
the forward end, which was through the skin away from the rivet
line. Most of the rivet holes along the fracture path showed some
slight elongation and skin deformation.
Representative fracture samples were cut from the left-hand and
right-hand edges of the fracture surfaces. Optical and SEM
examination revealed that the fracture characteristics are
consistent with an overload mode of failure.
2.11.6.5 Target 47 - Aft Cargo Compartment
This portion of the aft cargo compartment roller floor was
located between BS 1600 and BS 1760. Based on the direction of
cleat rotation on the skin panel (target 7) and the crossbeam
displacement on this structure, target 47 moved aft in relation to
the lower skin panel when it was detached from the lower skin.
No other significant observation was noted. There was no
evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion emanating
from the aft cargo compartment.

2.11.6.6 Target 117 - Floor with Seats Attached
These seats were right-section doubles, located between BS 1880
and 1980 and were from rows 46, 47 and 48, F and G (Zone E).
The seats were displaced to the left with the rear legs buckled to
the left. The front leg supports exhibited only minor damage. The
middle and rear doubles had aisle-side seat arms bent to the right.
There was no impact damage to the seat backs or seat pans, and
all life vests except one were gone from the underseat container
bags.
2.11.6.7 Target 399 - Left-Hand Side Triple Seat with Tray Arms
It would appear that this section was from row 18, seats A, B and
C, the first set of triple seats aft of door 2L. The notable damage
to this unit was as follows: front leg aisle side buckled and
crushed in place; front leg window side buckled and crushed in
place; forward edge tube to seat broken and bent downwards at
joint with fore and aft tube between window and centre seats;
and fore and aft tube between centre and aisle seat broken at start
of T-connection to rear edge of seat tube. The damage suggests
that the failures resulted from vertical loading. All the life-jackets
were in place.
2.11.6.8 Target 399 - Fuselage Side and 2R Entry Door
The fuselage segment was located between BS 780 and 940. This
piece was badly damaged and buckled inwards along a line
through the lower door hinge. There were 12 holes or damaged
areas on the skin generally with petals bending outwards. The
curl on a flap around a hole had one full turn. This curl was in the
outward direction. Cracks were also noticed around some of the
holes. Part of the metal was missing in some of the holes. The
edges of some of the petals showed reverse slant fracture. In one
of the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge of a petal.
When this target was recovered from the sea, along with it came
a few hundred tiny fragments and medium-sized pieces. One of
the medium-sized pieces recovered with this target was a floor

stantion about 35 inches long. It was confirmed that this stantion
belonged to the right side of the forward cargo hold. The inner
face of the stantion had a fracture with a curl at the lower end,
the curl being in the outboard direction and up into the centre of
the stantion.
Scientists from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, the National
Aeronautical Laboratory and the Explosives Research and
Development Laboratory in India conducted a metallurgical
examination of certain items of wreckage. Their report on target
399 concluded that:
- the curling of the metal on the floor channel was indicative
of a shock wave effect;
- the large number of tiny fragments from the disintegration of
nonbrittle aluminum was a characteristic indication of explosive
forces; and
- the indications of punctures, outward petalling around holes,
curling of metal lips, reverse slant fracture, formation of spikes at
fracture edges and certain microstructural changes all were
indicative of an explosion.
2.11.6.9 Target 193 - Fuselage Side and 2L Entry Door
The fuselage segment was located between BS 720 and 840. The
door and fuselage skin were buckled outwards, approximately in
line with the buckling on the fuselage and 2R entry door directly
opposite.
2.11.6.10 Target 362/396 - Lower Skin Panel - Forward Cargo
Area
This section of skin panel was located between BS 720 and 860
and is just below target 399. The skin was badly crumpled and
torn and had several punctures. It was pulled free from a large
mass of debris which included some mangled cargo floor beams
and roller trays. Some of the punctures had a feathered or spiked
profile, with spikes angled at approximately 45 degrees to the
edge. Other puncture holes gave clear indication of being formed

by underlying stiffeners at impact. Two of these holes contained
pieces of web stiffener. Most of the punctures were the result of
penetrations from inside.
In the preliminary report of Mr. V.J. Clancy, representing Boeing,
the following observations regarding target 362/396 were made:
- There were about 20 holes in the lower skin panel clearly
resulting from penetration from inside.
- In addition to the fact that perforation was from inside, there
were certain features which suggested that they were made by
high velocity fragments such as those produced by an explosion.
Mr. Clancy's report describes these features as follows:
- the presence of toothed or spiked edges at some parts of the
metal which has petalled out from the perforations;
(Tardif and Sterling, Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal,
1969, 15, 1, 19-27, obtained spiked fractures in fragments from
sheet alloy subjected closely to an explosion. They stated that
they had not obtained this effect in fractures otherwise
produced.)
- the presence of marked curling (in some cases of more than
360 degrees) of some of the petals;
(Tardif and Sterling stated that such curling was a feature of
explosively produced fragments.)
- the virtual absence of scratches or score marks on the petals
such as might be expected if something were slowly forced
through the metal;
- the virtual absence of other impact marks on the inside
surface such as might have been produced by a massive impact
with a substantial object, thereby suggesting that the production
of at least many of the perforations were separate independent
events; and
- the presence of one perforation (identified as number 14)
resembling a "bullet hole" that was clearly punched out - a type
of hole usually associated with a high velocity missile.

- There was evidence that the forward part of the skin panel
had been folded back inward along the line of station 760 and
then bent back again along a line slightly forward of this station.
- Such folding, perhaps violently produced on impact with the
water, could have brought broken metal of stringers or stiffeners
into forceful contact with the internal surfaces, thus producing
perforations outwards. The overlap of such folding would
conceivably have covered the area up to station 800 and thus
included most of the perforations.
- One hole (identified as number 13) was almost certainly
caused by a slipping wire rope used as a sling.
- Part of the inner surface, aft of station 780 was superficially
blackened as if by soot from a fire. Swabs were taken of this area
for further examination for evidence of fire or explosives.
- A large number (several hundred) of small fragments were
recovered. These varied in size from an inch or less to a few
inches. They included fragments broken out of sheet metal, and
these were reported to be from the same area as T362.
- The production of a large number of small fragments is
generally regarded as an indication of an explosion.
- One piece, which was isolated, was about an inch square of
sheet alloy with characteristic spikes on one edge similar to those
described by Tardif and Sterling.
The following is an excerpt from the report by Mr. V.J. Clancy
wherein he gives his opinion and conclusions regarding target
362.
"Opinion
The features discernible to a careful close visual examination
point towards the possibility of an explosion but taken alone do
not justify a firm conclusion.
Curling of petals and spiked or toothed fractures may be
observed in other events than explosions despite the failure by
Tardif and Sterling to obtain them in their limited number of

attempts. It is probable that these features indicate a rapid rate of
failure but not necessarily of a rapidity which could only be
produced by an explosion.
A more detailed study, metallurgical and fractographic, is
required.
The studies by Tardif and Sterling were done on fragments
produced from aluminium alloy in contact with the explosive.
Very little information is available on the behaviour of
aluminium alloy some distance from the explosive and subjected
to attack by secondary fragments. To determine this some trials
will be necessary, to obtain reference samples for comparison.
The single "bullet hole," No. 14, strongly supports an explosion
hypothesis but, being the sole example of its kind, is not, by itself
determinative.
If the forward part of this item was forcefully and rapidly folded
back to impact on the other part, it might explain the other
features apparent to visual examination. It would require detailed
laboratory examination and tests to eliminate this possibility.
The production of a large number of small fragments is generally
regarded as a pointer towards an explosive cause but cannot be
relied upon unless it is clear that they could not have been
produced by some other means. It is known that the break-up of
an aircraft at high speed may produce great fragmentation.
The single spiked fragment must be regarded as important but a
single specimen is not, by itself, determinative."
Mr. Clancy concluded that:
"there is strong circumstantial evidence that an explosion
occurred but neither individually nor collectively do the several
pointers give the degree of confidence necessary for a firm and
final conclusion, at this time."
With respect to target 362/396, in his report Mr. Clancy
recommended:
"that firing trials be carried out projecting various size missiles at

targets similar to the material of T362 to obtain reference
samples for laboratory comparison with the perforations in
T362."
The Indian report, in addition to the observations made by Mr.
Clancy, noted the following with respect to the metallurgical
examination:
- The microstructure in the various areas examined on target
362/396 confirmed explosive loading in this part of the aircraft.
- The holes and other features observed in targets 362/396 and
399 must have been due to shock waves and penetration by
fragments resulting from an explosion inside the forward cargo
hold.
- The chemical nature of the explosive material was not
identified. No part of an explosive device, its detonator or timing
mechanism was recovered.
2.11.6.11 Examination of Wreckage in India with CASB
Participation
The examination of the targets recovered did not reveal any preexisting defect, premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion
damage associated with any of the failures.
3.0 DISCUSSION
3.1 Initial Event
From the correlation of the recordings of the DFDR, CVR and
Shannon ATC tape, the unusual sounds heard on the ATC tape
started shortly after the flight recorders stopped recording. The
conversations in the cockpit were normal, and there was no
indication of an emergency situation prior to the loud noise heard
on the CVR a fraction of a second before it stopped recording.
The DFDR showed no abnormal variations in parameters
recorded before it stopped functioning. The only unusual
observation was the irregular signals recorded over the last 0.27
inches of the DFDR tape. Laboratory tests indicated the
possibility that these signals resulted from the recorder being

subjected to a sharp disturbance at the time it stopped recording.
The other possibility for the irregular signals on the DFDR is that
they were caused by a disturbance to the Flight Data Acquisition
Unit in the main electronics bay. Since there was an almost
simultaneous loss of the transponder signal, this indicates the
possibility of an abrupt aircraft electrical failure. The medical
evidence showed a general absence of signs indicating that seatbelts were fastened. From the video and photographic
examination of the wreckage on the bottom, it was ascertained
that the majority of seats located did not have the seat-belts
fastened. The above evidence indicates that the initial occurrence
was sudden and without warning. The abrupt cessation of the
data recorder could be caused by airframe structural failure or the
detonation of an explosive device as the initial event. The
millisecond noise on a CVR as observed in this case is usually, as
described in the available literature, the result of the shock wave
from detonation of an explosive device. However, in this case,
certain characteristics of the noise indicate the possibility that the
noise was the result of an explosive decompression. There is
some disagreement regarding the cause and location of the
source of the noise heard on the CVR, that is, whether the noise
resulted from an explosive device or an explosive decompression
and whether the noise originated from the rear or closer to the
front of the aircraft.
3.2 Passenger/Flight Deck Area
From the examination of the wreckage recovered and wreckage
on the bottom, there is no indication that a fire or explosion
emanated from the cabin or flight deck areas. The medical
examination of the bodies also showed no fire or explosion type
injuries. However, pieces of an overhead locker coming from
above door 2R or 4R had been blackened by fire. There was
blackened erosion damage to the bottoms of some seat cushions,
showing damage possibly from an explosive device, and the

upper deck storage cabinet had a large rounded dent in the
bottom inboard edge which might have been caused by an
explosive shock wave generated below the cabin floor and
inboard from the cabinet. It should be noted that the pieces of the
overhead locker were found on the Welsh shore some time after
the accident, and it is not known if the pieces were subjected to a
fire after the accident. Also, it is not known if the damage to the
seat cushions and the upper deck storage cabinet could have been
caused by other means. Nevertheless, the above evidence
suggests that some areas of the passenger cabin may have been
subjected to minor fire and explosive damage possibly emanating
from below the cabin floor.
3.3 Aircraft Break-up Sequence
The medical evidence showed a proportion of the passengers
with indications of hypoxia, decompression, flail injuries and
loss of clothing. The incidence of hypoxia and decompression
indicates that the aircraft experienced a decompression at a high
altitude. The flail injuries and loss of clothing indicate a
proportion of the passengers were ejected from the aircraft before
water impact. The severity of injuries increased from Zones C to
E and was significantly less in Zone C than in Zones D and E.
The wreckage of the forward portion of the aircraft up to and
including the aircraft body wheel well area and the wings was
lying about 0.8 miles north of the vertical and horizontal
stabilizers. Hence, it is likely that the aft portion of the aircraft
separated from the forward portion before striking the water. In
addition, the wreckage found west of longitude 12°48' consisted
of suitcases and aft cargo compartment lower skin panels. There
was also a wide scatter of sections 46 and 48 in an east-west
direction, whereas the wreckage of the forward portion was
mainly localized within a relatively small area.
The higher severity of injuries in the aft end of the passenger
cabin appears to coincide with the break-up of the aft end,

sections 46 and 48 of the aircraft. The fact that items from the aft
cargo compartment were found further west than the tail section
indicates that the aft cargo compartment ruptured first during the
break-up sequence of the aft end. The forward portion of the
aircraft was highly localized, which indicates that it struck the
water in one large mass.
3.4 Aircraft Structural Integrity
As described earlier, the sudden nature of the occurrence
indicates the possibility of a massive airframe structural failure
or the detonation of an explosive device.
3.4.1 Aircraft Break-up
The examination of the floating wreckage indicates that the right
wing root leading edge, the number 3 engine inboard fan
cowling, the right inboard midflap leading edge, and the right
horizontal stabilizer root leading edge all exhibit damage
consistent with objects striking the right wing and stabilizer
before water impact. In addition, the right wing root interior area
appears to have been scorched briefly by a heat source. The fan
cowls of the number 4 engine show evidence of being struck by a
portion of the turbine from number 3 engine.
The number 3 engine nacelle strut was separated from the rest of
the engine components and was located about one nautical mile
to the west indicating that there was some break-up of the
number 3 engine before water impact.
The forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached was located on the sea bed. The door was broken
horizontally about one-quarter of the distance above the lower
frame. The damage to the door and the fuselage skin near the
door appeared to have been caused by an outward force and the
fracture surfaces of the door appeared to be badly frayed. This
damage was different from that seen on other wreckage pieces. A
failure of this door in flight would explain the impact damage to
the right wing areas. The door failing as an initial event would

cause an explosive decompression leading to a downward force
on the cabin floor as a result of the difference in pressure
between the upper and lower portions of the aircraft. However,
examination showed that the cabin floor panels separated from
the support structure in an upward direction. Also, passenger
seats viewed and recovered exhibited that they had been
subjected to an upward force from below. They showed that the
seats to the rear in sections 46 and 48 had their back legs
buckled, and the seats toward the front had both front and back
legs buckled. This indicates the vertical force was greater at the
front than the rear of the aircraft. It is possible that this vertical
force on the floor was caused by the force of the water during
impact, but the rear of the aircraft broke up before impact and
therefore any vertical loading on the floor in this area is unlikely
to have occurred at impact. Twenty-three passengers also showed
evidence of vertical impact injuries. These could have been
caused from a force from below during flight or at water impact.
Sixteen of these passengers had little or no clothing indicating
that some may have been ejected before water impact. Therefore,
there is some indication that the upward force on the floor may
have occurred in flight and was more severe toward the front.
3.4.2 Aft Pressure Bulkhead
The localized impact mark found on the leading edge of the right
horizontal root leading edge is indicative of an object striking the
stabilizer in flight before water impact. This suggests that the loss
of the tail plane was not the first event. The horizontal and
vertical stabilizers were found separated and each was intact and
in good condition. Items from the aft cargo compartment were
found further to the west of the tail plane. The absence of the
type of damage to the tail plane as was found in the Japan
Airlines (JAL) Boeing 747 accident where the aft pressure
bulkhead failed and which took place shortly after this
occurrence, and the rupture of the aft cargo compartment before

the loss of the tail indicate that there was not an in-flight failure
of the aft pressure bulkhead. In addition, examination of the
recovered portions of the bulkhead shows evidence of overload
failures from the rear to front only and no evidence of any preexisting defect, premature cracking or pre-impact corrosion
damage.
3.4.3 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
Target 7 which extends from BS 1480 to 1860 shows a break at
the joint at BS 1480. The forward keel joint splice plate is bent
and the keel joint holes are distorted and elongated. Some of the
fracture surface was heavily corroded. An in-flight failure in this
area would cause a massive failure of the aircraft's structural
integrity. Further examination showed the fractures to be
overload, and there was no evidence of an intergranular type
fracture to suggest a stress corrosion cracking mode of failure.
The corrosion was concluded to be post-impact and, therefore,
there is no evidence to suggest an in-flight failure in this area as
the initial event.
3.4.4 Structural Failure
The examination of the floating and recovered wreckage and the
analysis of the photos and videos of the wreckage on the bottom
failed to indicate any evidence of a failure of the primary or
secondary structure as a result of a pre-existing defect. The initial
event has been established as sudden and without warning. The
abrupt cessation of the flight recorders indicates the possibility of
a massive and sudden failure of primary structure; however, there
is evidence to suggest that there were ruptures in the forward and
aft cargo compartments prior to any failure of the primary
structure in flight. Therefore, available evidence tends to rule out
a massive structural failure as the initial event.
3.4.5 Explosive Device
A violent explosion occurring within an aircraft in flight usually
leads to a complicated break-up mode and sequence of failure.

Fractures of metal caused by an explosion are normally different
in character to those caused by overstressing or crash impact
forces. Shattering of metal into very small and numerous
fragments and minute deep penetration of a metal surface are not
usually found in aircraft accident wreckage. The size and
characteristics of these particles often accompanied by rolled
edges, surface spalling, pitting or evidence of heat are indicative
of an explosion.
Of the floating wreckage, there is little to indicate the possibility
of an explosion:
- the lining in one suitcase was severely tattered;
- although the wooden spares box was burned, this could have
happened after the occurrence;
- although pieces of an overhead locker were damaged by fire,
it is not known if the burning happened at the time of the
occurrence;
- although the pieces of U-section alloy clearly indicated
evidence of an explosion, it is quite possible that these pieces
were not associated with the aircraft;
- the bottoms of some seat cushions show indications of a
possible explosion;
- the inside of the right wing root fillet appears to have been
scorched; and
- the deformation of the floor of the upper deck storage
cabinet might have been caused by an explosive shock wave
generated below the cabin floor and inboard from the cabinet.
It is not known if the suitcase came from the aft or forward cargo
compartment, and the location of the seats from which the
cushions came is also unknown.
The scorching of the right wing root fillet and the damage to the
upper deck cabinet suggest, if there was an explosion, it
emanated from the forward cargo compartment.
From the examination of the recovered wreckage, the following

deductions can be made:
- Target 47, which is a portion of the aft cargo compartment
roller floor, shows no indications characteristic of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
- Target 362/396, which is a lower skin panel from the
forward cargo compartment is badly crumpled and torn and has
about 20 punctures resulting from penetration from inside. It
appears that some folding occurred on water impact which
brought stringers or stiffeners from the aircraft structure into
forceful contact with the internal surface of the panel producing
most of the penetrations. However, there are certain punctures
which indicate no evidence of impact marks on the inside surface
and show evidence of being produced by high velocity
fragments. Part of the inner surface of the skin panel appeared to
have been blackened by soot from a fire.
- Target 399, consisting of a piece of the skin and stringers on
the right side in the area of the forward cargo compartment
contained holes and several hundred metal fragments. The
damage to the floor stantion and the presence of the fragments
are consistent with an explosion.
The examination of the recovered wreckage contains no evidence
of an explosion except for targets 362/396 and 399 which contain
some evidence that an explosion emanated from the forward
cargo compartment.
An explosion in the forward cargo compartment would explain
the loss of the DFDR, CVR and transponder signal as the
electronics bay is immediately ahead of the cargo compartment.
3.5 Security Aspects
There is a considerable amount of circumstantial and other
evidence that an explosive device caused the occurrence.
Therefore, it is reasonable to examine the security measures in
place on 22 June 1985. The evidence indicates that if there was
an explosion, it most likely occurred in the forward cargo hold,

not the passenger and flight deck areas or exterior to the fuselage.
Although an explosive device could have been placed in a cargo
hold in a number of ways, the available evidence points to the
events involving the checked baggage of M. and L. Singh in
Vancouver. The investigation determined that a suitcase was
interlined unaccompanied from Vancouver via CP Air Flight 060
to Toronto. In Toronto, there is nothing to suggest that the
suitcase was not transferred to Terminal 2 and placed on board
Air India Flight 181/182 in accordance with normal practice. The
aircraft departed Toronto for Mirabel and London with the
suitcase unaccompanied. Similarly, a suitcase was interlined
unaccompanied on CP Air Flight 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
to be placed on Air India Flight 301 to Bangkok. The explosion
of a bag from CP 003 at Narita Airport, Tokyo, took place 55
minutes before the AI 182 accident. Therefore, the nature of the
link between the two occurrences raises the possibility that the
suitcase which was unaccompanied on AI 182 contained an
explosive device.
3.5.1 Canadian Security Situation
Canadian security arrangements in place prior to 23 June 1985
met or exceeded the international requirements for civil air
transportation. However, before this date, the emphasis was on
preventing the boarding of weapons including explosive devices
in hand luggage. Hence, the screening of checked baggage was
only undertaken in conditions of a heightened threat as was the
case with respect to Air India flights.
In Canada, the Department of Transport (Transport Canada) is
responsible for establishing overall security standards for airports
and airlines, and for the provision of certain security equipment
and facilities at airports. By regulation, air carriers are
responsible for applying security standards for passengers, for
baggage and cargo and for ensuring security within individual
aircraft. The RCMP provides airport physical security and

responds to criminal incidents.
Air carriers contract for or otherwise provide the personnel who
operate the security check-points through which passengers and
their carry-on baggage enter the secure area of the airport
terminal. These personnel also operate security equipment for the
screening of cargo, passengers and checked baggage. Usually, air
carriers use the service of private security firms. Transport
Canada has established certain standards required for licensed
security guards, such as the successful completion of the
Transport Canada passenger inspection training program and
annual refresher training. As stated earlier, a significant number
of the security guards did not meet the criteria with respect to the
completion of the training program and refresher training. In
addition, the criteria do not require training for the screening of
cargo and checked baggage.
ICAO Annex 17 recommends that contracting States establish
the necessary procedures to prevent the unauthorized
introduction of explosives or incendiary devices in baggage or
cargo intended to be carried on board aircraft. For all Canadian
airlines, Canadian regulations before 23 June 1985 required a
system of identification that prevented baggage, goods and cargo
from being placed on board an aircraft if it was not authorized to
be placed on board by the airline operator. However, if someone
were to purchase a ticket, check in baggage and not board the
aircraft, the baggage would in all likelihood have been
authorized by the airline to be placed on board the aircraft.
Therefore, it was possible to interline baggage unaccompanied
and this explains how a suitcase was interlined to AI 181/182
from CP 060. It is not the normal practice of airlines to interline
baggage if there is not a confirmed reservation to the destination.
In this case, the ticket agent allowed the suitcase to proceed;
however, if there had been a confirmed reservation, the suitcase
would have been interlined unaccompanied without question.

3.5.2 Air India Security
Air India, as required by Canadian regulation, had a security
program. Because of the threat level assessed against the airline,
Air India had more extensive security measures than almost any
other Canadian or international airline. These measures were
generally in accordance with the recommended procedures of the
ICAO Security Manual for special risk flights. Air India had also
requested and received extra security from Transport Canada and
the RCMP for the month of June 1985. For Air India Flight
181/182, Air India provided a security officer from its New York
office to oversee the security arrangements at Toronto and
Mirabel. The security program at each airport was under the
overall supervision of the respective Air India station managers.
In Toronto, it was not clear who, if anyone, was undertaking this
function.
It is not known if the suitcase interlined from CP 060 was
screened before or after the X-ray machine broke down in
Toronto. Although baggage not examined by X-ray was screened
by a PD-4 sniffer, there are indications that the sniffer could have
been ineffective in detecting explosives, especially plastics.
Rather than using the sniffer, it would have been more effective
to open all bags and physically inspect them. Even though a
number of security personnel were not adequately trained in the
screening of passengers and baggage, it is not known whether
more training would have prevented an explosive device from
being placed on board.
Although airline procedures required baggage to be
accompanied, the agents checking in passengers in Toronto used
a passenger security numbering system but did not number
checked-in baggage, and baggage was not correlated with
passengers. Therefore, the interlined unaccompanied suitcase
from CP 060 was not detected. At Mirabel, checked-in
passengers and baggage were numbered so that the number of

passengers checking in baggage could be correlated with the
number of passengers boarding the aircraft. Had a passengerbaggage correlation been carried out in Toronto, the suitcase
from CP 060 would have been detected. The airline procedures
would have prevented the placement of the suitcase on the
aircraft.
Once loaded on the aircraft, the suitcase would have been placed
in container 11L and 12L (see Appendix B) if in the forward
cargo compartment, in container 44L or 44R if in the aft cargo
compartment, or in position 52 if in the bulk cargo compartment.
It could not be determined in which cargo compartment the
suitcase was loaded.
Therefore, although the procedures were in place to prevent an
explosive device from being placed on board the aircraft in
checked-in baggage, there was a breakdown in the X-ray
machine used to screen baggage, and there are indications that
the PD-4 sniffer was inadequate. Also, the security numbering
system used in Toronto was ineffective in preventing
unaccompanied interlined baggage from being placed on board
the aircraft.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The Canadian Aviation Safety Board respectfully submits as
follows:
4.1 Cause-Related Findings
1. At 0714 GMT, 23 June 1985, and without warning, Air India
Flight 182 was subjected to a sudden event at an altitude of
31,000 feet resulting in its crash into the sea and the death of all
on board.
2. The forward and aft cargo compartments ruptured before
water impact.
3. The section aft of the wings of the aircraft separated from
the forward portion before water impact.
4. There is no evidence to indicate that structural failure of the

aircraft was the lead event in this occurrence.
5. There is considerable circumstantial and other evidence to
indicate that the initial event was an explosion occurring in the
forward cargo compartment. This evidence is not conclusive.
However, the evidence does not support any other conclusion.
4.2 Other Findings
Even though they may not be causal or related to the accident,
the following additional conclusions can be drawn from the
investigation with respect to certain security arrangements and
their application pertaining to this flight:
1. In compliance with the International Civil Aviation
Organization Annex 17 to the Convention on International Civil
Aviation, the Department of Transport of Canada has made
regulations requiring foreign aircraft operators who land in
Canada to establish, maintain, and carry out certain security
measures at airports.
2. In accordance with these regulations, Air India submitted a
security program to the Minister of Transport which included
security measures with respect to aircraft, cargo, baggage, and
passengers.
3. On 22 June 1985, an unaccompanied suitcase was interlined
from Vancouver to Toronto on CAP Flight 060 for transfer in
Toronto to Air India Flight 181/182.
4. The baggage loaded in Toronto was screened through an Xray machine process but, during the course of this procedure, the
X-ray machine broke down.
5. After the X-ray machine breakdown, an explosives detector
was used to screen the baggage; the baggage was not opened and
physically examined.
6. The effectiveness of the explosives detector is in doubt.
7. It is not known whether the unaccompanied suitcase
interlined from Vancouver was screened before or after the X-ray
machine broke down.

8. The security numbering system used in Toronto did not
prevent unaccompanied interlined baggage from being placed on
board the aircraft.
9. The normal procedures for interlining baggage in Toronto
indicate that the unaccompanied suitcase was loaded on Air India
Flight 181/182.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1.1
On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 Air India's Boeing
747 aircraft VT-EFO (Kanishka) was on a scheduled passager
flight (AI-182) from Montreal and was proceeding to London
enroute to Delhi and Bombay. It was being monitored at Shannon
on the Radar Scope. At about 0714 GMT it suddenly disappeared
from the Radar Scope and the aircraft, which has been flying at
an altitude of approximately 31,000 feet, plunged into the
Atlantic Ocean off the south-west coast of Ireland at position
latitude 51° 3.6'N and Longitude 12° 49'W. This was one of the
worst air disasters wherein all the 307 passengers plus 22 crew
members perished.
1.1.2
The fact that emergency had arisen was first noticed by
Shannon Upper Area Control (UAC) after the aircraft had
disappeared from the Radar Scope. The control gave a number of
calls to the aircraft but there was obviously no response.
Thereafter various messages were transmitted and that is how the
rest of the world came to know of the accident.
1.1.3
Shannon Control at 0730 hours advised the Marine
Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) about the situation which
appeared to have arisen. MRCC, in turn, explained the situation
to Valencia Coast Station and requested for a Pan Broadcast.
Thereafter ships started converging on the scene of the accident
and they commenced search and rescue operations.
1.1.4
The aircraft in question - Kanishka, was named after the
most powerful and famous king of the Kushanas who perhaps
ruled in India from AD 78 to AD 103. Besides being a great
conqueror, he was an ardent supporter and follower of Budhism a religion which preaches non-violence. Emperor Kanishka,
however, met a violent end. After 25 years of reign he was killed

by some of his own subjects. His life was thus brought to an
abrupt end.
1.1.5
It is indeed ironical that the Jumbo Jet which bore the
name 'Kanishka' also met with a violent and a sudden end on that
fateful morning of 23rd June, 1985.
INITIAL ACTION TAKEN BY THE
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
1.2.1
Initial intimation of the accident was received by Air
India who, in turn, communicated the same to Mr. H.S. Khola,
Director of Air Safety, Civil Aviation Department, New Delhi.
The Accident Investigation Branch of United Kingdom also sent
information to the Director General of Civil Aviation, New Delhi
to the effect that the accident had taken place on international
waters and as such it was India which was the authority to
investigate the accident in accordance with the provisions of
ICAO Annex 13.
1.2.2
Thereupon Order No. AV.15013/8/85-AS dated 23rd
June, 1985 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation
whereby Mr. H.S.Khola was appointed Inspector of Accidents for
the purpose of carrying out the investigation into the aforesaid air
accident. This appointment was made under Rule 71 of the
Aircraft Rules, 1937.
1.2.3
While search and rescue operations were underway at
the site of the accident, a team of officials headed by Dr.S.S.
Sidhu, Secretary, Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation rushed
from India to Cork. The said team was joined by Mr. Kiran
Doshi, the Indian Ambassador to Ireland, and also by two
officers of the Indian Navy who were attached to the Indian High
Commission at London. Subsequently two Medical Experts from
India also joined the said Team.
1.2.4
The Indian Team arrived at Cork, Ireland on 24th June,
1985. Representatives of the Governments of United States of
America, Canada and United Kingdom also reached there that

day. They were met by the representatives of the Government of
Ireland.
1.2.5
The members of the Team saw the rescue and salvage
operations being conducted. They also visited the Cork Regional
Hospital and had discussions with Irish and other Authorities
with a view to release the bodies of the victims which were being
brought to Cork.
1.2.6
For facilitating the process of investigation the Inspector
of Accidents after consulting the representatives of the aforesaid
Governments formed the following groups:
a. Structures, Power Plant and Systems Group.
b. Operations Weather & ATS Group.
c. Medical and Human Factor Group.
d. Search & Rescue Group.
The aforesaid groups were required to collect evidence and to
submit their respective reports to the Inspector of Accidents.
1.2.7
The bodies which were being recovered were brought to
the Cork Regional Hospital for identification and post-mortem.
At that time it was considered proper that apart from the two
medical experts from India, Wing Commandor Dr.I.R. Hill, who
is an expert in aviation pathology should also be called from
United Kingdom.
1.2.8
It was also being speculated that the accident may have
occurred due to an explosion on board the aircraft. In order to see
whether there was any evidence of an explosion which could be
gathered from the floating wreckage which was being salvaged,
the Government of India requisitioned the services of Mr. Eric
Newton, a Specialist in the detection of explosives sabotage in
aircraft wreckage.
1.2.9
In order to coordinate and guide the operations of the
various ships working at the crash site, a control centre was set
up at Cork Airport on 30th June, 1985.
1.2.10 The control centre was manned by representatives of the

Governments of Ireland, Canada and United States. The Indian
Naval Officers from the High Commission at London were
overall in-charge of this centre. After the flight recorders had
been recovered the centre continued to function, but the
representatives of the United States departed.
1.2.11 For retrieving the Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) and
Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR), a cable ship named Leon
Thevenin was engaged which had on board Submersible Robot
(Scarab) which was fitted with a Sonar receiver and TV Cameras.
The aforesaid ship was engaged and after an intensive search
CVR and the DFDR (more popularly known as 'the black boxes')
were located and retrieved on 10th July and 11th July, 1985
respectively.
1.2.12 The Government of India, in exercise of the powers
conferred by Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, 1937 vide
Notification No. AV.15013/10/85-A, dated 13th July, 1985,
directed that a formal investigation of the accident be carried out.
Mr Justice B.N. Kirpal, Judge of the Delhi High Court, was
appointed as the Court to hold the said investiation. The Central
Government also appointed Dr. V. Ramachandran of National
Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore; Mr. J.S. Gharia of
Explosive Research and Development Laboratory, Pune; Captian
J.S. Dhillon, retired Director of Operations, Air India, Bombay;
Mr. J.K. Mehra, retired Manager (Technical Training), Indian
Airlines, Hyderabad and Captain B.K. Bhasin, Deputy Managing
Director of Indian Airlines, New Delhi to act as Assessors of the
said Investigation. The Court was required to make its report to
the Central Government by 31st December, 1985, which date
was later extended to 28th February, 1986.
1.2.13 Mr. S.N. Sharma, Director of Airworthiness, Civil
Aviation Department, was appointed as Secretary to the Court
vide Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation letter No. AV/
15013/10/85-A, dated 22nd August, 1985. The appointment was

to take effect from 13th July, 1985.
ACTION TAKEN BY IRELAND, INCLUDING THE CORK
REGIONAL HOSPITAL
1.3.1
The accident had occurred on the Atlantic Ocean
approximately 100 miles south-west of the coast of Ireland. It is
the Air Traffic Control at Shannon, Ireland who first became
aware of the tragic event.
1.3.2
On coming to know of the accident, various authorities
in Ireland took immediate action. The Shannon ATC asked the
Marine and Rescue Coordinating Centre there to take emergency
action. Thereupon MRCC, Shannon asked Valantia Coast Radio
Station (CRS) for a PAN broadcast requiring all the vessels in
areas 51N/1250W to keep a look out for the wreckage of an
aircraft. The PAN broadcast was repeated and all ships were
directed to proceed to the site of accident which was determined
as 5101.9N/1242.5 W.
1.3.3
Irish authorities also took great pains in rendering every
possible assistance to the Indian and other authorities. Some of
the wreckage which had floated in to the west coast of ireland
was transported to Cork where a boat house had been hired by
the Government of India. The wreckage which was placed in the
said boat house was protected from any outside interference by
the local Gardai (police).
1.3.4
Irish ships proceeded to the scene of accident and
helped in search and rescue operations. The ATC at Shannon
gave details about the accident, in so far as they were aware of it,
and copies of the ATC tapes were supplied. Aer Lingus, national
airline of Ireland, provided assistance by making available its
local engineering facilities to the coordinating centre at Cork and
also to the other authorities.
1.3.5
Cork is a city having a population of approximately
1,34,000. One of the hospitals which was opened in 1978 is the
Cork Regional Hospital which had been set up to meet the needs

of the people. This 600-bed hospital was designated for the
purposes of the Major Accident Plan of the Southern Health
Board and thus became the appropriate centre for the reception
of the casualities of the Air India disaster. Since
the hospital first opened, it had dealt with a number of major
accidents involving road, rail and marine incidents. The Major
Accident Plan of the Southern Health Board sets out formally,
the strategy and procedure which the hopital is required to follow
while deailing with major accidents.
1.3.6
On the morning of 23rd June, 1985 at approximately
11.20 A.M. the hospital was put on alert following the
disappearance of the Air India Flight 182 off the south-west coast
of Ireland. The first message which was communicated to the
hospital indicated that it was unlikely that there would be any
survivors. The key hospital personnel were alerted and a meeting
was arranged in the hospital for the purposes of discussing and
making arrangements for the receipt of the bodies on the basis of
the information which was available at that time.
1.3.7
On being informed that there were no survivors in the
accident and that the hospital should be prepared to receive a
large number of bodies, then, in accordance with the Major
Accident Plan, mortuary facilities were improvised by
appropriating the gymnasium attached to the Deparatment of
Rheumatology. Subsequently it became evident that additional
mortuary and postmortem facilities would be needed. In order to
decide where the second mortuary was to be located, the hospital
had to take into cosideration the following factors:(a) The number and the condition of the bodies;
(b) The period during which the bodies would be retained;
(c) The hospital would be required to provide an on-going
service for in-patients, out-patients and serious accident and
emergency cases;
(d) To avoid unnecessary internal transport problems, the bodies

should be near the Post-Mortem and Pathology Departments; and
(e) To facilitate traffic flow in the hospital curtilage and to to
aviod unduc public access.
The hospital authorities accordingly located the second mortuary
in a recreational room adjoining the gymnasium.
1.3.8
Two rooms were put at the disposal of the Garda
(Police) authorities for use as Garda Control Rooms in the
hospital. Telecommunications lines were set up immediately for
their assistance as the Gardai was responsible for the forensic
and identification procedures in regard to the bodies brought to
the hospital.
1.3.9
A small Co-ordinating Group was set up consisting of
the Chief Executive Officer of the Southern Health Board,
Medical Co-ordinating Officer, Press Liaison Officer, a Senior
Registrar who knew about Indian customs and traditions and a
Hospital Administrator. This small Co-ordinating Group, whose
membership never changed, worked together and were capable
of assessing situations, making decisions, liaising with other
agencies and services and undertaking with other agencies and
services and undertaking responsibility for hospital press
releases. Apart from individual contact between members, the
Group had a standing arrangement to meet every morning and
afternoon. In the late evening, the Group, met the Garda,
Hospital Pathologists and key staff members for a general review
of progress and to decide the tasks and objectives for the
following day.
1.3.10 Within a few hours, the Co-ordinating Group realised
that the hospital was a world focal point of the international
media, and was required to:
a. Accommodate 131 bodies;
b. Provide pathological and Radiological services for each
body;
c. Co-operate with the Garda in their forensic work;

d. Cater for relatives of the victims;
e. eet representatives of foreign Governments; and
f. Keep press agencies informed.
Thus began an operation which demanded a quick and dedicated
response from all staff working in close cooperation with the
Gardai. At the same time, the hospital was required to continue
functioning in the delivery of normal in-patient and out-patient
services. The Major Accident Plan, apart from alerting staff,
provided the framework and basis for many
decisions taken as events evolved. An additional advantage in the
practical implementation of the Plan was the fact that the hospital
had staff experienced in dealing with previous emergency
situations and could marshal the extensive manpower resources
available.
1.3.11 The hospital authorities also made the following
arrangements:a. They briefed Government Ministers and Officials and other
dignitaries who visited the hospital. They were taken round the
hospital and were explained the arrangements which had been
made.
b. Some of the services which were being provided at the
hospital were either discontinued or postponed.
c. Bodies were received at the hospital and arrangements were
made on their arrival to numerically label and certify as dead all
the 131 bodies which were initially received. All the bodies, at
that stage, had been individually placed in special purpose body
bags. Initially, bodies were placed on tables, but, it was
subsequently decided that it would be much easier for all
concerned to place the wrapped bodies on polythene covered
floors.
d. Arrangements were made for carrying out of the postmortem examinations. Three Pathologists from other city
Hospitals were recruited to augment the existing staff. Dr.

Harbison, State Pathologist, was in charge of this aspect of the
operation. All the post mortem were completed by 27th June,
1985.
e. For the preservation of the bodies five refrigerated
containers with a capacity to hold 140 bodies were hired. These
containers were fitted with timber shelving.
f. Government Information Service was located in the
Matron's Office.
g. The Army provided troops for the unloading of the bodies
from the helicoplers at Cork Airport. They also supplied and
erected two large tents for storing bodies after post mortem and
embalming. Under Garda escort transport of all the bodies which
were recovered was undertaken by the
Army and these arrangements were co-ordinated by Chief
Ambulance Officer.
h. Embalming was carried out in the hospital and bodies were
then coffined and the coffins with appropriate number plaques
were subsequently laid out in the numerical order on the floor
when all the post mortems had been completed.
I. All the embalmed bodies were x-rayed (whole body). The
examination was completed on 28th June, 1985.
j. A provision was made for a 24 hour extended catering
service to meet the needs of staff, Gardai, Army and other
personnel involved including visiting relatives.
k. A simple plan was devised for dealing with the relatives.
This was a sensitive task bearing in mind the varying religious
beliefs, customs and cultures generally of the visiting relatives.
Their main function was to provide moral and emotional support
to the relatives.
l. As identification progressed, special arrangements were
made to assist the relatives. They were met by teams of
councellors from the Hospital as soon as they disembarked at
Cork Airport and subsequently at the Hospital. The relatives had

the same Counsellor and Garda Officer throughout the
identification procedure. An interesting development noted was
that each family group of relatives, their Counsellor and Garda
officers formed a single family unit transcending cultural
barriers. On subsequent visits, families appeared lost if their own
Counsellor was not immediately available to them. Usually, the
Counsellor and the Garda officers accompanied the relatives, at
their own request, for visual identification.
m. When plans were being formulated to receive the relatives, it
had been hoped to discourage them from coming to the Hospital
until such time as progress had been reported on the
identification process. Practical experience subsequently proved
this strategy to be inappropriate for a number of reasons. Apart
from facilitating the collection from relatives
of salient information on the victims, the most fundamental
reason was the underestimation of the abiding wish of the
relatives to be physically and psychologically as close as possible
to their deceased dear ones. Moreover, it was the express wish of
almost all relatives on arriving at Cork Airport to proceed
directly to Cork Regional Hospital; there, they were given an
informal talk by Air India and Garda representatives on the
progress of the investigation and the methods of identification.
Many of the relatives visited the hospital daily and remained
there throughout each day.
n. Coach trips were arranged to Bantry Bay for the relatives;
Bantry Bay is the nearest landmark from the site of the crash.
Relatives visited the seaside to pay their last respects to the
departed souls. These were solemn occasions when each relative
prayed in his/her own way. Rose petals and wreaths were
immersed in the sea in keeping with Indian traditions. The visit
gave them mental satisfaction and in the early days following the
crash, helped in diverting their attention while the investigative
procedures were being completed.

o. A small number of visiting relatives had personal medical
problems and they were treated at out-patient and in-patient
levels at the Hospital.
p. Cork/Kerry Tourism Organisation helped to co-ordinate the
accommodation of relatives between a number of hotels.
Approximately seven hotels were used within a radius of twenty
miles of the city for this purpose.
g. A number of press conferences were held. The Chief
Executive Officer, directed that press photography and television
filming be not allowed within the hospital in deference to the
privacy of patients and in respect for the relatives wishes.
r. Responsibility for the identification of bodies rested with the
Garda Authorities and the conditions under which bodies were
released are summarised as follows :(I) Satisfactory identification
(ii) Consent of the Coroner
(iii) Proper authentification of the person claiming each body
All bodies arriving at Cork Regional Hospital had already been
numerically labelled by the Garda Authorities. To prevent
confusion, the bodies were then given identical numbers under
the hospital major accident labelling system and this proved to be
very helpful later during identification, investigations and
recordings. A routine was established for examining and
recording information about each body. Teams consisting of a
doctor, nurse, clerical officer and Garda made the necessary
examination, labelling and recording each body and such details
as :a. Sex
b. Adult or child
c. Clothing
d. Jewellery and personal effects
e. Injuries
f. Obvious scars

Death was confimed in all cases. Each body was fingerprinted
and photographed by Garda Technical Bureau Staff. Each body
was subjected to autopsy, forensic and dental examination. All
bodies were embalmed and following embalming, were
photographed and x-rayed. This procedure was completed in
respect of all the bodies by the evening of the fifth day of the
crash. The data from these investigations was collated on an
Interpol form (pink) for each body. Similar ante-mortem
information was obtained from the relatives about each victim on
a separate Interpol form (yellow). When the information on the
pink and yellow forms matched beyond doubt, a positive
identification was made. It might be noted that the photographs
originally taken by the Garda Technical Bureau Officers of each
body were matched with photographs of the 131 embalmed
bodies. When a positive identification was made, the relatives
were shown photographs of the deceased. These photographs
were available for inspection by Saturday, 29th June. As positive
identification progressed,
personal effects were added to the identification process and
finally, visual identification took place. For obvious forensic
reasons, positive identification was necessarily slow and
meticulous and, in fact, was made more difficult by reason of the
fact that only 131 bodies out of the 329 passengers and crew
were recovered. All 131 bodies were identified, the first positive
identification was made on 27th June and the last on the 6th
August. Each coffin had affixed to it a metal plaque clearly
indicating the number assigned in the first instance to the body it
contained. The bodies when identified were released by the
Garda Authorities through the undertaker. The Coroner directed
that a reasonable time would have to elapse before unidentified
bodies could be disposed off an this was to be by way of burial.
The final date for this purpose was fixed for 3rd August, 1985,
but, this date was subsequently extended to 6th August, 1985, to

coincide with the date of the Civic Commemoration Ceremony.
(s) Bodies of victims for identification were brought
individually to separate viewing rooms, suitably decordated with
flowers and with incense burning. Visual identification was
performed in private by the relatives and moreover, it allowed
them to pay their last respects in their own religious beliefs. An
adjoining room was also made available where they could grieve
in private. Subsequently, it was learnt that these arrangements
were much appreciated by the relatives who articulated this
appreciation by commenting that the arrangements provided
were as near as possible to the funeral rites observed in their
domestic communities. The relatives were of the opinion that the
special arrangements made conveyed a deep personal and
individual response to the dignity of each victim which might
otherwise be lost with such a large number of bodies.
(t) Procedures were laid down which were required to be
followed and observed for the purposes of preventing infection.
(u) On 6th August, 1985 an interdenominational service was
held in the morning. In the evening on that day a Civic
Commemoration Ceremony was held which was attended by a
large number of persons.
(v) A formal inquest was held by the Coroner in the Courthouse,
Cork, which commenced on 17th September, 1985 and ended on
23rd September, 1985. The Coroner's Jury returned a verdict in
accordance withmedical and pathological evidence.
ACTION TAKEN BY THE COURT
1.4.1
Despite the fact that Mr. H.S. Khola had been appointed
as the Inspector of Accidents under Rule 71 of the Aircraft Rules,
the Government thought it proper to appoint Mr.Justice B.N.
Kirpal as the Court to investigate into the circumstances of the
accident.
1.4.2
The appointment of the Court was made under Rule 75
of the Aircraft Rules, which is as follows :-

"75. Formal Investigation - Where it appears to the Central
Government that it is expedient to hold a formal investigation of
an accident it may, whether or not an investigation or an inquiry
has been made under rule 71 or 74, by order direct a formal
investigation to be held and with respect to any such formal
investigation the following provisions shall apply namely
(1) The Central Government shall appoint a competent person
(hereinafter referred to as "the Court"), to hold the investigation,
and may appoint one or more persons possessing legel,
aeronautical, engineering, or other special knowledge to act as
assessors, it may also direct that the Court and the assessors shall
receive such remuneration as it may determine.
(2) The Court shall hold the investigation in open court in such
manner and under such conditions as the Court may think fit
most effectual for ascertining the causes and circumstances of the
accident and for enabling the Court to make the report
hereinafter mentioned.
(3) (i) The Court shall have, for the purpose of the investigation,
all the powers of a Civil Court under the Code of Civil
Procedure, 1908 and without prejudice to those powers the Court
may :(a) enter and inspect, or authorise any person to enter and
inspect, any place or building, the entry or inspection whereof
appears to the court reguisite for the purpose of the investigation;
and
(b) enforce the attendance of witness and compel the production
of documents and material objects; and every person required by
the Court to furnish any information shall be deemed to be
legally bound to
do so within the meaning of section 176 of the Indian Penal
Code.
(ii) The assessors shall have the same powers of entry and
inspection as the Court.

(4) The investigation shall be conducted in such manner that, if a
charge is made or likely to be made against any person, that
person shall have an opportunity of being present and of making
any statement or giving any evidence and producing witness on
his behalf.
(5)Every person attending as a witness before the Court shall be
allowed such expenses as the Court may consider reasonable:
Provided that, in the case of the owner or hirer of any aircraft
concerned in the accident and of any person in his employment
or of any other person concerned in the accident, any such
expenses may be disallowed if the Court, in its discretion, so
directs.
(6)The court shall make a report to the Central Government
stating its findings as to the causes of the accident and the
circumstances thereof and adding any observations and
recommendations which the Court thinks fit to make with a view
to the preservation of life and avoidance of similar accidents in
future, including, a recommendation for the cancellation,
suspension or endorsement of any licence or certificate issued
under the rules.
(7)The assessors (if any) shall either sign the report, with or
without reservations, or state in writing their dissent therefrom
and their reasons for such dissent, and such reservations or
dissent and reasons (if any) shall be forwarded to the Central
Government with the report. The Central Government may cause
any such report and reservation or dissent and reason (if any) to
be made public, wholly or in part, in such manner as it thinks fit."
1.4.3
The Court, which is appointed under Rule 75, does not
act as a 'Commission of Inquiry' which is usually appointed
under the Commissions of Inquiry Act to inquire into any definite
matters of public importance. The role of the Court, on its
appointment under Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, is essentially
that of an Investigator. It is for this

reason that no procedure has been prescribed in the Rules which
the Court is required to follow. While carrying out its functions,
the Court is not only required to comply with the provisions of
the Aircraft Act, and the Rules framed thereunder, but it must
necessarily also keep in view the provisions of ICAO Annex. 13.
1.4.4. As an Investigator, investigating into an accident, the
Court had to perform multi-farious duties and functions. Before
referring to them, it would be pertinent to point out that whereas
an Inspector of Accidents, who is appointed under Rule 71,
would normally be belonging to the Civil Aviation Department
and would have all the machinery available to him for
conducting the investigation, the Court, when it is appointed to
hold an investigation under Rule 75, lacks the basic
infrastructure to conduct the investigation of such a magnitude.
Assessors are appointed to assist the Court but the actual
investigation work cannot be carried out by them. Despite these
handicaps, the investigation continued smoothly primarily due to
the fact that whenever directions were issued by the Court to any
of the participants before it or to the Civil Aviation Department
or any other Organisations, the directions of the Court were
readily complied with. On a few occasions it also became
necessary to require the Assessors to conduct the investigation,
which they did with the help of other organisations.
1.4.5
As an Investigator, the first task which was undertaken
was to see that the tapes from the Cockpit Voice Recorder, which
had been salvaged, were recoverd from the recorders and
subsequently analysed. Requisite directions were issued and the
tapes were removed from their respective recorders on 16th July,
1985. This operation was carried out at the Air India workshop at
Santacruz in the presence of the accredited representatives of
Lockheed (manufactures of DFDR), Fairchild (manufacturers of
CVR), Boeing Airplane Co., Canadian Air Safety Board (CASB),
National Transportation Safety Board, USA (N.T.S.B), Air India

and Government of India. The tapes so recovered were
subsequently played and analysed.
1.4.6
On an appointment being made under Rule 75 the Court
would become incharge of overall investigation of the accident.
In that capacity, and in order to effectively discharge its
functions, it became necessary for the Court to undertake the
following tasks :(a) For getting first hand information, the Court had to
personally inspect the wreckage which had been recovered and
was housed in a boat yard in Cork. While in Cork opportunity
was also taken to go to the Cork Regional Hospital and to have
discussions with and be briefed by the hospital staff. A trip was
also made to Shannon with a view to see and understand the
working of the Secondary Radar System which was in use there.
On this visit the original ATC tape, which contained
communication betwen Kanishka and the ATC, was also heard.
As it was suspected that there may be a link between the blast
which had taken place at Narita Airport on 23rd June, 1985 and
the accident to Air India's flight 182, it was felt necessary to
inspect the site of the bomb blast at Narita Airport.
On the aforesaid visit to Tokyo, the site where the blast had taken
place was inspected which gave some, though very vague, idea
of the detonating power of the blast. While in Tokyo meetings
and discussions were also held with the police and Aviation
Authorities. The Court also had the advantage of being able to
meet members of the team investigating into the Japan Airlines
Flight JL 123 accident which had occurred near Tokyo on 12th
August, 1985. Similarities and dissimilarities between the two
accidents were, to some extent, noticed and some information
was exchanged.
Information was received, that some floating wreckage had been
picked on the coast of England and it was possible that some of
the places, which were so received, should be subjected to

further detailed chemical and metallurgical examination. In order
to decide this, it became necessary to visit RADRE, Kent, U.K.
As a result of the inspection and the discussions there, it was
decided by the Court that the pieces so recovered should be sent
to BARC at Bombay for further analysis.
(b) Directions had to be given, from time to time, with regard to
the mapping and salvaging of the wreckage which was being
effected. It had to be decided as to how, and in what areas, the
Scarab should continue to map the wreckage and take video films
and still photographs. Based on the information received
therefrom and after discussions with the experts, both Indian and
foreign, a list was drawn up indicating the items which had to be
salvaged. As the weather was likely to be unpredictable, with a
possibility of its deteriorating rapidly, a priority list of items to be
salvaged had also to be prepared, and this was done. In view of
the fact that the Canadian ship John Cabot and the Scarab had a
limited capacity, with regard to the size and weight of pieces
which could be lifted from the bottom of the ocean, decision had
also to be taken with regard to the deployment of another ship.
As a consequence thereof a ship 'Kreuzturm' was also engaged in
salvage operations.
(c) Directions had also to be given assigning work and duties to
different teams of persons. As an Investigator, the Court was
incharge of the entire work of investigation which was being
carried out in different parts of the world. It not being possible
for the Court itself to undertake all the tasks, decisions had to be
taken as to how the investigating work was to progress and who
would carry out the directions issued from time to time. For
example, immediately after reaching Cork on 25th July, 1985 it
was felt necessary that a team should be immediately sent to
Canada in an effort to get relevant information from there in
connection with the flight AI 182. Accordingly, a team of 3
persons headed by Mr. H.S. Khola was directed to proceed to

Canada immediately. As a result of the efforts put in by this team,
and with the considerable amount of cooperation, help and
assistance rendered by the Canadian Authorities valuable
information was received by the Court having direct bearing on
the investigation. Yet another example in this regard was of
requiring Dr. V. Ramachandran, one of the Assessors and an
expert in Metallurgy, to be stationed on board the salvage ships
during the recovery operations. The procedure which had to be
followed by him was also determined. Information about the
progress of the salvage operations was communicated on
telephone to the Court at all times of day and night. On receipt of
such information further instructions, when ever necessary, used
to be issued.
(d) Discussions were held with the Indian experts in order to
understand some of the complicated questions which had arisen
during the investigation.
In an effort to be able to fully appreciate the effect of
decompression, the Court visited the Institute of Aviation
Medicine at Bangalore where explsoive decompression was
simulated for the Court's benefit. Discussions were also held with
other experts of aviation medicine who were also given copies of
the post-mortem reports for their opinion. National Aeronautics
Laboratory was also visited in Bangalore where meeting was
held with experts in aerodynamics, structure and metallurgy.
Visits to Bombay where more frequent and necessary so that the
Court could get first hand information with regard to the work
which was being done at BARC.
The investigation involved looking into matters concerning
aviation, electronics, medicine etc. Not being familiar with these
branches, the discussions which were held, were of immense
help and assistance to the Court who had to understand all the
evidence and information which it was gathering.
(e) The accident had attracted world wide attention. Right from

the start of the investigation by the Court when the recorders
were first opened in Bombay on 16th July, 1985 till the
conclusion of the hearing, the Press and the TV were eager for
information. It was felt that rather than the media resorting to
speculation of getting wrong information, the Court itself or its
representative should, as and when necessary, brief the media. In
this connection interviews were given, both in India and abroad,
which were broadcast over the television and printed in the Press.
As a result of this, correct information was disseminated with
regard to the progress of the investigation without disclosing the
Court's opinion on the evidence which had been received.
(f) Finally, the Court had to conduct the formal investigation in
Court. For this purpose it laid down the procedure which would
be followed. Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules required that the
investigation would be in open court. It was, however, felt that in
this particular case it would be advisable that some evidence
should be obtained in Camera.
The Court, accordingly, recommended that necessary amendment
should be made in Rule 75 so that the Court was given the power
to hold certain proceedings in camera when the circumstances so
warranted. The suggestion of the Court was accepted and that
resulted in Rule 75(2) being amended and, as a result thereof, the
Court was given the power to hold proceedings in camera if the
stipulated conditions existed.
COMMENCEMENT OF FORMAL INVESTIGATION
1.5.1
The object of setting up a court to investigate into an
accident is primarily to find out the causes and circumstances of
the accident and thereafter to make recommendations. Such an
investigation is not in the nature of an adversary litigation
between the participants before the Court. As such it should be
the endeavour of all the participants to assist the Court in arriving
at a correct conclusion.
1.5.2
Under Rule 75 of the Aircraft Rules, the procedure

which has to be followed in the investigation of an accident is to
be determined by the Court itself. While laying down the
procedure which is required to be followed, the endeavour of the
Court has necessarily to be to adopt such procedure which would
help the court in being able to complete its task satisfactorily, and
in the shortest possible time. Whenever an accident takes place,
it is of utmost importance that the cause of the accident must be
ascertained at the earliest so that if any remedial measures are to
be taken then those steps should be taken without any undue
delay.
1.5.3
In the present case, there were a number of factors
which had to be kept in view while determining the procedure
whichshould be followed. The accident had occurred over
international waters and approximately at a distance of about
5000 miles from the place where the investigation was to be
conducted, namely, New Delhi. The ill fated flight itself had
commenced from Canada, and this meant that most of the
evidence would only be available there. Matters were not
simplified by the fact that the debris itself was lying at the
bottom of the ocean, 2 miles under water. It became apparent, at
the very beginning, that to recover the entire debris would be a
superhuman task and it will not be possible to do so within the
limited time span which was available.
1.5.4
It was thought that it would be of assistance if all the
participants got together so as to determine what procedure
should be followed. The procedure had to be such which would
give an effective opportunity of hearing to all the participants,
without in any way unduly prolonging the investigation.
1.5.5
The Court decided that, in order to obtain the views, it
would be necessary and advisable to have a Pre-hearing
Conference.
1.5.6
The first decision which had to be taken was as to who
were to be given a participants status. Keeping inview the

provisions of Annex 13, participants status was given to
Governments of Ireland, Canada, USA and India. Similar status
was also given to Boeing Airplane Co. and Air India. As there
might have been some similarities or dissimilarities between the
present accident and the accident of the Japan Airlines Boeing
747-SR and also because there may have been a possibility of the
present accident being linked with the explosion which had
taken, place at Narita Airport, Tokyo on 23rd June, 1985, an
Observer's status was given to the Government of Japan.
1.5.7
Notices for holding of the Pre-hearing Conference on
16th September, 1985 were accordingly issued on 29th August,
1985. The agenda for the Conference was to be as follows :a. To make suggestions to the Court for its consideration,
regarding the procedure to be followed in the conduct of the
formal proceedings in the Court.
b. To draw up a tentative list of witness.
c. To draw up a tentative list of exhibits.
d. To determine the areas to be inquired into
e. To fix a date for the commencement of the public hearing.
f. Any other matter with the permission of the Court.
1.5.8
Except for the Government of Japan, all the other
participants were represented at the said Pre-hearing Conference.
After discussions had been held between the Court and the
Participants, some decisions were arrived at regarding different
items of the agenda.
1.5.9
Firstly the following points were framed, indicating the
areas to be inquired into by the Court:
a. Whether the accident was caused by a structural failure?
b. Whether the accident was caused by some human effort?
c. Whether the accident was caused by some criminal act?
d. Whether the accident was caused by an external noncriminal act?
e. Based on the evidence on record, what steps should or can

be taken so as to ensure greater air safety.
1.5.10 It was further decided that, as suggested by all the
participants, at least critical portions of the wreckage should be
recovered.
1.5.11 With regard to the recording of the evidence it was
decided that evidence will, in the first instance, be taken by
filling affidavits or by filling statements alongwith affidavits.
Copies of the same were to be supplied to the other participants
for their consideration. These affidavits were to be filed on or
before 18th October, 1985 and a second Pre-hearing Conference
was to take place on 30th October, 1985 at New Delhi when it
was to be decided as to which of the persons should be called for
cross-examination. It was determined that it is only thereafter
that hearing would commence in open court.
1.5.12 A tentative list of witnesses was also drawn up and it
was decided that on the next date names of more witnesses may
be added and, furthermore, the participants would be free to file
any affidavits which they deem fit including affidavits in rebuttal.
1.5.13 Another important decision which was taken at the Prehearing Confence was that a Structural Group was formed
consisting of (1) Mr. H.S. Khola or his nominee (2)
Representative of the Canadian Government (3) Representative
of NTSB, USA (4) Representative of Boeing Airplane Co., USA
(5) Representative of Air India. This group was entrusted with
the task of examining and analysing, initially in Seattle, USA, the
video films and the still photographs of the wreckage. This group
was also to indicate and decide the items of priorities of
wreckage which had to be recovered. The report of this group
was required to be submitted by 18th October, 1985. The report
of the work done at Seattle was in fact submitted only on 25th
October, 1985. This group was also given the liberty to associate
any other experts or persons from Boeing or any other Authority.
The group was also to inspect the floating wreckage which had

already been salvaged and any further wreckage which would be
salvaged.
1.5.14 Although the affidavits by way of evidence had to be
filed by 18th October, 1985, it was only the Government of
Ireland who filed an affidavit by at date. On behalf of the
Government of India, an application was filed asking for more
time. The reason stated was that the affidavit which had to be
filed was to be of Mr. H.S. Khola but he was out of India as he
was heading the structures group which was evaluating the video
films and photographs at Seattle. The Court had no option but to
grant further time to the Union of India to file its affidavits and
this necessarily resulted in the adjournment of the Pre-hearing
Conference which had been fixed for 30th October 1985.
1.5.15 As the salvage operations were reaching a critical point
it became necessary for the Court to go to Cork on 27th October,
1985. Taking advantage of the presence of the Court in Cork,
other participants also came there. Besides them, representatives
of CP Air and Air Canada also arrived. At one of the informal
meetings between the Court and the representatives of the
participants, applications were filed by CP Air and the Air
Canada, inter alia, praying that they should be permitted to
participate in the investigation. It might be mentioned here that
CP Air had interlined one of the passangers from Vancouver to
AI-182, while Air Canada was the handling agents in Canada of
Air India. After hearing the participants it was decided that
participant status should also be given to these two viz., CP Air
and Air Canada.
1.5.16 The participant had all filed their affidavits by way of
submissions. The Court indicated that formal hearings would be
held for the purpose of cross-examining some of the witnesses
about three weeks after the receipt of all the reports of the
various groups. While in Cork, in the first week of November,
1985 some of the salvaged pieces of the wreckage were brought

there. After they were inspected by all the participants and their
advisers, who were present in Cork, it was decided by the Court
that further detailed metallurgical and other examination of those
pieces would be done at BARC, Bombay. In order that there
should be no undue delay the Court decided that a Group be
constituted consisting of expert representatives of all the
participants and also the nominees
of the Court. This group was asked to carry out metallurgical and
other examination of some of the critical pieces salvaged and
give its report to the Court. The group consituted as a 'Committee
of Experts' was as under :a. Mr. A.J.W. Melson, Canadian Aviation Safety Board,
Canada.
b. Mr. R.K. Phillips, Canadian Pacific Air, Canada.
c. Mr. T. Swift, Federal Aviation, Administration, USA.
d. Mr. R.Q. Taylor, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
e. Mr. J.P. Tryzl, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., USA.
f. Mr. J.F. Wildey II, National Transportation Safety Board
USA.
g. Mr. S.N. Seshadri, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, India
(Coordinator).
1.5.17 The parties were informed in Cork that the report of Mr.
H.S. Khola, Inspector of Accidents, would be available by about
8th November, 1985. It was then decided that the statements of
the first batch of witnesses should be recorded from 20th
November, 1985. It was also agreed that if some of the reports of
the experts were not received, further examination of the witness
may have to postponed.
1.5.18 After receipt of the report from Mr. Khola. on the 8th
November, 1985, a notice of the holding of the Public Hearing
was issued to all the participants. This notice indicated that the
hearing would commence on 20th November, 1985. In the
meantime, a Public Notice was also published in the daily

"Times of India" in Delhi and Bombay editions on 21st October,
1985 in which it was stated as follows :NOTICE
AIR INDIA KANISHKA
ACCIDFNT INVESTIGATION
The Government of India, vide Notification dated 13th July,
1985, appointed Hon'ble Mr. Justice B.N. Kirpal as a Court to
investigate into the accident to Air India's Boeing 747 aircraft
VT-EFO (KANISHKA) near the Irish Coast on 23rd June, 1985,
when the aircraft was engaged on a scheduled passenger flight
from Montreal to Bombay via London and New Delhi.
Any person having direct knowledge, who may desire to make
representation concerning the circumstances or causes of the
accident, may do so in writing in the form of an affidavit duly
attested by an Oath Commissioner or a Notary Public and
address the same to the undersigned so as to reach him within 15
days of the publication of this Notice.
S.N. SHARMA
SECRETARY
COURT OF INVESTIGATION
COURT NO.10,DELHI HIGH COURT
SHERSHAH ROAD
NEW DELHI - 110 003
Pursuant to the aforesaid public notice no affidavit was received
from any one.
1.5.19 The public hearing commenced on 20th November,
1985 and the first session concluded on 28th November, 1985.
During this period statements of Mr. H.S. Khola, Wing
Commander Dr. I.R. Hill and Sgt. Atkinson of R.C.M.P., Canada
were recorded.
1.5.20 Till that date, report on the examination of the salvaged
pieces had not been received. It was anticipated that the report
would be available by mid December, 1985. In order to give the

parties sufficient time to study the reports of all the experts it was
decided that further evidence would be recorded from 22nd
January, 1986.
1.5.21 After the reports were received from BARC; AIB;
Farnborrough; NTSB; USA; and Mr. Bernard Caiger of CASB,
Canada and the copies of the same had also been received by all
the participants, recording of evidence commenced from 22nd
January, 1986 and concluded on 30th January, 1986. In all
statements of 13 witnesses were recorded.
1.5.22 At this stage it will be pertinent to make a few
observations with regard to the procedure which was laid down
for recording of evidence etc. As already indicated, most of the
evidence was such which was not available in India. As a Court
investigating the accident under the provisions of Aircraft Rules,
it had no jurisdication to compel
attendance of any witness from abroad. The Court also had no
jurisdication, either under the Rules or under the provisions of
Annex 13, to require any witness to be examined in a country
other than the one in which the Court is holding the
investigation. The Court was informed that, if called upon, some
of the persons who were outside India may not be inclined to
testify before the Court.
1.5.23 Faced with the aforesaid difficulty it became necessary,
therefore, to evolve a procedure which would enable the Court to
get the requisite information. As long as the Court was satisfied
that the information which was being received was one which
had been truthfully given by a person, it was immaterial as to the
manner in which the information was received. It is for this
reason that it was decided that evidence will, in the first instance,
be given by way of affidavits. It was also provided that the
statements could also be filed along with affidavits. This latter
course was permitted so as to enable some of the statements,
which had been recorded by members of the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police, to be placed before the Court. These statements,
of course, had to be accompanied, as they were, with the
affidavits of the persons who had recorded the statements.
1.5.24 At one stage, by a formal application in writing, Air
India had protested against this procedure being followed. By
order dated 22nd November, 1985, an objection by Air India to
the filing of the statements accompanied by affidavits, was dealt
with by the Court in the following words :"With regard to the affidavits which have been filed by the
Government of Canada, I would only like to observe in the Prehearing Conference on 16th September, 1985, it was decided that
"Evidence will, in the first instance, 1985 be taken by filing
affidavits or by filling of Statements along with affidavits." It was
understood that if it is not possible to file affidavits of the persons
who are in a position to give information then affidavits may be
filed of other persons who may have recorded the statements of
the persons who are in a position to give information. This
is not an adversary litigation where one of the parties may lose
because of lack of proof. One of the objects of setting up a Court
to investigate into an accident is to find out the causes of the
accident and to make recommendations. It is necessary for this
purpose to get information which may be relevant. It is true that
strictly speaking the statements which are annexed to the
affidavits may not be admissible as evidence in a Court of Law
when there is a litigation between the parties but considering
limitations which we have, namely, where a Court like the
present has no jurisdication to enforce the attendance of any
witness who is outside this country and furthermore, the Court
has no jurisdication to compel any one to give information, the
procedure which was adopted was thought to be the most
practical one for obtaining information in connection with the
accident. Under the circumstances, the affidavits which have
been filed along with the statements which have been annexed

thereto which give information with regard to the accident, have
to be taken on record."
1.5.25 Another advantage of following the aforesaid procedure
was that the time which would have been taken in Court in
examining of the witnesses was considerably reduced. After the
participants had filed affidavits, the same were to be secrutinised
and it was then to be decided as to which of the deponents or
persons should be called for examination in Court. Effectiveness
of this procedure which was adopted is apparent from the fact
that though affidavits by way of evidence were filed in Court,
ultimately only 13 witnesses had to be examined in Court and
sitings were held in Court only on 14 days.
1.5.26 Written arguments were filed on the forenoon of the 4th
February, 1986 and oral arguments were heard in the afternoon
of that day. No written arguments or oral submissions were made
by the Government of Ireland, CP Air or Boeing Company.
1.5.27 Mr. I.G. Whitehall, councel for the Government of
Canada took exception to some of the submissions which were
contained in the written submissions filed by Air India. Mr.
Whitehall contended that the Court had opined that it will not go
into the question of responsibility of the unfortunate accident and
therefore, there was no; justification for Air India to include in its
written submissions numberous passages
which tended to fix responsibilities.
1.5.28 By the order dated 4th February, 1986, it was made
clear that it was not the intention of the investigation to apportion
blame if any lapse had been committed and, therefore, the Court
would ignore any written submissions which tended to apportion
blame or responsibility for any lapse of any participants. It might
here be mentioned that such a question had earlier arisen while
the statement of Sgt. Atkinson was being recorded. The Court
had then held that it will not go into the question as to who was
responsible for the accident. It was in view of this order that no

evidence was led by any of the parties on the question as to who
may have been responsible for any possible lapse which could
have led to this accident.
2.1 Flight Preparation
2.1.1. Air India Boeing 747 aircraft VT-EFO 'Kanishka' was
operating flight AI-181 (Bombay-Delhi-Frankfurt-TorontoMontreal) on 22nd June, 1985. From Montreal it becomes
AI-182 from Mirabel to Heathrow Airport, London enroute to
Delhi and Bombay. The aircraft arrived at Toronto from
Frankfurt at 1830 Z and was parked at gate No. 107 Terminal 2 at
L.N. Pearson International Airport. In accordance with the
Canadian regulations, all the passengers and their baggage were
off loaded to complete the customs and immigration checks.
Transit cards were handed out to 68 transit passengers destined to
Montreal who disembarked at Toronto for customs and
immigration checks.
2.1.2. The flight from Toronto to Montreal was made up of the
following:(I) Passengers originating at Toronto and their baggage.
(ii) Transit passengers, and their baggage, continuing their flight
to Montreal.
(iii) Two diplomatic bags from Indian Consulate General,
Vancouver via Air Canada Cargo Flight, and some Air India
Mail.
(iv) Fifth Pod engine and its associated parts.
(v) Interline passengers and their baggage from connecting
flights as detailed below:a) Air Canada flight AC-102
from Sasktoon - 2 Passengers
b) Air Canada flight AC-106
from Edmonton - 4 Passengers
c) Air Canada flight AC-170
from Winnipeg - 1 Passenger

d) Air Canada flight AC-170
from Winnipeg - 4 Passengers
e) Air Canada flight AC-136
from Vancouver - 10 Passengers
2.1.3. One passenger by name 'M. Singh', checked in at
Vancouver on Canadian Pacific flight CP-060 (VancouverToronto) of 22nd June 1985, and got his one piece of baggage
interlined to Air India flight AI-181
even though he had no confirmed reservation on AI-181. This
passenger, however, did not board the flight CP-060 at
Vancouver and also did not check-in for Air India flight
AI-181/182 at Toronto.
2.1.4
The checking-in of passengers for Air India flight
AI-181/182 at Toronto began at 1830 Z. The checking-in of the
passengers was carried out by Air Canada personnel who are the
handling agents for Air India, and was supervised by Air India
personnel. The Air Canada personnel indicated the computer
sequeritial numbers (security numbers) on the passenger
boarding card stubs. At about 1930 Z announcement was made
for the primary security check of passengers and their hand
baggage. The passengers passed through the Door Frame Metal
Detector and their hand baggage was checked through X-Ray
machine. The passengers were also subjected to physical security
check with the help of Hand Held Metal Detectors. The transit
passengers to Montreal and their hand baggage were also
subjected to these security checks, while their checked in
baggage, after clearance by the Canadian Customers authorities
was placed by the passengers themselves on the conveyor belt
while they were still in sterile area. In this way there was
personal identification by the passengers of all checked in
baggage, except the baggage which had been interlined to this
flight.
2.1.5
The flight was closed for check-in at about 2150 Z.

There were 10 'NO SHOWS' and 4 'GO SHOWS'. The security
checked passengers remained in the holding area gate No. 107
till boarding was announced at about 2210 Z. At the boarding
gate secondary security check of the passengers and their hand
baggages was carried out. The passengers were frisked with the
help of Hand Held Metal Detectors and their hand baggages were
opened and physically checked.
2.1.6
The security numbers on the stubs were circled on the
pre-numbered Security Control Sheet to ensure that all the
checked-in passengers have boarded the aircraft. Passenger
boarding was completed by 2300 Z. Traffic/Sales representative
of Air India verified the Security Control Sheet with the number
of stubs collected and the number of passengers checked-in.
He found that all the 202 passengers, who had checked-in, had
boarded the aircraft.
2.1.7
As stated earlier, 68 transit passengers had disembarked
at Toronto for completing the customs and immigration checks.
However, only 65 of these passengers re-boarded the aircraft as
per transit cards collected at the boarding gate. It is in evidence
that almost every flight of Air India to Canada, two or three
transit passengers do not re-board the flight at Toronto. Some
Toronto passengers travelling to India buy their tickets
"Montreal-India-Montreal" instead of "Toronto-India-Toronto",
for which the fare is higher, and they travel by bus to Montreal to
catch the Air India flight to India. On their return journey, when
they get down at Toronto for customs and immigration checks,
they simply do not re-board the flight even though their
reservations are upto Montrteal. These passengers sometimes
inform Air India personnel at Toronto about their not re-boarding
the aircraft. On 22nd June, 1985, however, no such passenger
informed Air India personnel.
2.1.8
There was a crew change at Toronto. The flight and
cabin crew members who took over the flight AI-181/182 had

been laid over in Toronto for the week prior to the accident flight
and were scheduled to take the flight upto London where they
were to be relieved by another set of crew. Capt H.S.Narendra
was the Commander of the flight, with Capt S.S.Bhinder as copilot and Mr.D.D.Dumasia as the Flight Engineer. In addition
there were 19 cabin crew members. All the crew members
reported together at the airport at 2130 Z. As per the practice
existing at that time, the flight crew and cabin crew members
were not subjected to frisking checks and their hand baggage
were also not security checked. Their checked-in baggage was,
howevewr, security checked along with the other checked-in
baggage of passengers.
2.1.9
The interline baggage was brought to the international
baggage make-up area by the Air Canada staff but, as mentioned
earlier, it was not personally identified and matched with the
passengers.
2.1.10 The checked-in baggage of the originating passengetrs
and crew members of AI-181/182 was sent on a conveyer belt to
the baggage make-up area. All the checked-in baggage along
with the interline baggage was required to be security checked on
the X-ray machine which was located in the baggage make-up
area at the end of international belt No.4.
2.1.11 It has been reported that the X-ray machine worked
intermittently for some period and at about 2045Z it broke down
and there was no picture on the screen. The Machine could not
be repaired on that day as it was a week-end and no technician
could be contacted. Air India's Security Officer then advised that
the rest of the baggage be checked with a PD-4 explosive
detector provided by him. He also demonstrated the use of the
PD-4 detec- tor to the concerned personnel. It has been reported
that about 60 to 70 baggages were checked and cleared by the
PD-4 detector.
2.1.12 The security checked baggage was loaded in the

containers by the Air Canada personnel. The loading of the
baggage in containers was over by about 2230 Z. The ramp
personnel of Air Canada carried the container and loaded them in
the aircraft.
2.1.13 From March, 1985, after the introduction of Air India
flight AI-181 through Toronto, diplomatic bags from Indian
Consulate General at Vancouver were being sent to India by Air
India flight from Toronto. Accordingly, two diplomatic bags,
duly sealed and escorted, were delivered to Air Canada office at
Vancouver on 21st June and they arrived at Toronto by Air
Canada flight AC-580. One of the bags Sl.No. 49 contained 13
empty large diplomatic bags while the other bag Sl.No.50
contained diplomatic mail. The total weight of the bags was 13.8
Kgs.
2.1.14 In addition to the above, a few envelopes containing
some flight documents addressed to Accounts Office, Air India,
Bombay, and one envelope addressed to Commercial
Headquarters, Air India, Bombay from Air India Town Office in
Toronto, were collected by Messrs Mega International.
2.1.15 The aircraft was refueled by CAFAS with 14,602 litres
of fuel.
2.1.16 On 8th June No. 1 engine of Air India Boeing 747
aircraft VT-EGC had failed during take off. The failed engine
was to be ferried to Bombay on flight AI-181/182 of 22nd June.
2.1.17 The failed engine and the associated parts were placed
in Air Canada Engineering Hangar at Toronto airport since June
8,when
the aircraft was brought to the engineering hangar for engine
replacement. Air India had requested Air Canada on 15th June
for preparing the failed engine for installation as fifth pod
mounting of the aircraft on 22nd June.
2.1.18 On 15th June Air India deputed one of their foremen to
Toronto to bring back the failed engine. From 17th to 21st June,

Air Canada technicians prepared the failed engine for installation
as fifth pod. This preparation involved removal of cowlings, fan
blades, locking of compressor rotors etc. Air Canada
Engineering/Maintence personnel loaded the aircraft/engine parts
on 4 pallets and one container. These pallets and container were
then delivered at 0100 Z on 22nd June by Air Canada personnel
to Messrs Mega International cargo warehouse at Toronto Airport
within restricted airport area. (Messrs Mega International Cargo
Warehouse at Toronto Airport within restricted airport area.
(Messrs Mega International is the cargo handling agent of Air
India at Toronto). The fifth pod engine was transported by Air
Canada directly from their premises to the 'Kanishka' aircraft for
mounting it on the fifth pod.
2.1.19 Installation of the engine on the fifth pod began
immediately on arrival of flight AI-181 at Toronto on 22nd June
and the work was completed by 1930 Z. One of the mechanics of
Air Canada installed the Mach Air Speed Warning Switch in the
Main Equipment Centre as part of the fifth pod engine
installation.
2.1.20 The pre-loaded four pallets and one container were
brought to the aircraft by M/s Mega International personnel from
their warehouse in the afternoon of 22nd June for loading them
into the aircraft cargo compartment at positions assigned by the
Air Canada load agent. Difficulty was experienced while loading
one of the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable
loading of the cowl, Air Canada engineering/maintenance
personnel removed door stop fitting from the aft cargo
compartment door cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the cowl
could be loaded. All the removed fittings were then reinstalled.
2.1.21. On account of the delay in loading the cowls, departure
of the flight was delayed by one hour and twentyfive minutes.
2.1.22 Maintenance Manager of Air India, Montreal carried out
the Terminal Transit Check 'E' of the aircraft and no snag was

observed by him. The commander duly accepted the aircraft.
2.1.23 Senior Flight Despatcher, Air India, Toronto did the
flight despatch of AI-181/182 for sectors Toronto-MontrealLondon. He briefed the flight crew members about flight plan,
weather, Air Traffic Control and fuel requirements. The flight
plans for the sectors Toronto-Montreal-London were duly
accepted and signed by the Commander.
2.2 Progress of the Flight
2.2.1. The Aircraft took off from Toronto Runway 24L at 0016
Z on 23rd June, 1985. The Maintenance Manager, Security
Officer and Passenger Service Supervisor of Air India travelled
on board the aircraft for their duties at Montreal. In all there were
270 passengers on board in addition to 22 crew members.
2.2.2. The route from Toironto to Montreal was V-98/
JHL-594/MSS/V 203/FRANX at flight level 290. The flight was
uneventful and the aircraft landed at Montreal at 0110 Z. No snag
was reported by the flight crew. The aircraft was parked at
Cluster 1 Bay No.114.
2.2.3
Sixtyfive passengers destined to Montreal along with
the three Air India personnel mentioned above deplaned at
Montreal. The remaining 202 passengers, who had joined the
flight at Toronto, remained on board the aircraft as transit
passengers were not allowed to disembark at Montreal.
2.2.4
Baggage handlers off loaded three containers of
baggage, one valuable container and four cargo containers from
the aircraft.
2.2.5
Transit Check 'C' of the aircraft was carried out at
Montreal. The Flight Engineer also carried out his pre-flight
inspection and found that rear latch handle of the fifth pod engine
fan cowl was loose. He informed the same to an Air Canada
Technician who flaired the handle and applied the high speed
tape. There was no other snag observed during the inspection.
The personnel of CAFAS refueled the aircraft with 96,000 litres

of fuel. Total fuel on board at the time of take off from Montreal
was 104,000 Kgs. which was adequate for 8 hours 40 minutes of
flying. The commander accepted the aircraft and signed the
'Certificate of Acceptance' of the aircraft.
2.2.6
At approximately 2130 Z Air Canada personnel opened
the passenger check-in counter for flight AI-182 (The flight
AI-181 terminates at Montreal and the flight from Montreal to
London-Delhi-Bombay is designated as AI-182). The checked-in
baggage was sent to the baggage make-up
area. Between 2300-2350 Z, a suspect suitcase was identified as
the X-Ray showed what appeared to be some wires next to the
suitcase opening. The suitcase was placed on the floor next to the
X-Ray machine. Subsequently two more suspect suitcases were
located. These suitcases were also placed next to the X-Ray
machine to await the arrival of the Air India Security Officer who
was to arrive on Air India flight AI-181 from Toronto. The
remainder of the checked-in baggage, which cleared the security
check, was loaded in containers by Air Canada personnel for
loading on board the aircraft.
2.2.7
Two diplomatic pouches from the Indian High
Commission, Ottawa were brought to Mirabel. After the flight
arrived, one of the pouches of Category 'A' weighing 1 Kg. was
given to the Flight Purser. The other Category 'B' pouch
weighing 9 Kgs. was placed in an valuable container 14R.
2.2.8
No other cargo was accepted for this flight except a
small package (weighing less than 1 Kg) containing medicines
for cancer treatment of a patient in New Delhi. This parcel was
received at 1530 Z on 21st June and was loaded in container 14R
by Messrs Mega International on 22nd June, more than 24 hours
after its receipt.
2.2.9
Five baggage containers, one valuables container and
two empty containers were loaded in the aircraft.
2.2.10 The checked-in passengers with their hand baggage

went to the departure sterile area. At the entrance to the departure
sterile area security staff used X-Ray units and metal detectors to
check passengers and their hand baggages.
2.2.11. At approximately 0100 Z, 23rd June, after the primary
security check was completed, the passengers proceeded to
boarding gate No.80. At this lcoation the secondary security
check was done on passengers using hand held metal detectors.
Hand baggages were also subjected to further physical and visual
check by them.
2.2.12. A total of 105 passengers boarded the flight AI-182 at
Mirabel Airport. It was determined that all the passengers who
had checked-in, boarded the aircraft. There was no interline
passenger. At Montreal there were five 'NO SHOWS' and two
'GO SHOWS'. In all 307 passengers were on board the aircraft.
The flight plan and the load and trim sheet, however, indicated
303 passengers as four of the 6 infants were not included in the
passenger list.
2.2.13. The seating distribution of the passengers was as given
below:Zone/ClassTotal number ofSeats Occupied seats
Zone
'A' -First Class161Zone 'B'- Club Class22-Upper deck - Club
class187Zone 'C' - Economy Class112104+ 2Zone 'D' - Economy
Class8684+ 1Zone 'E' - Economy Class123105+ 3
377301+ 6(Infants)
2.2.14 The seating distribution of the 19 cabin crew members
was as follows:Two at door L1 and two at door R1
Two at door L2 and two at door R2
Two at door L3 and one at door R3
Two at door L4 and one at door R4
One at door L5 and one at door R5
One in crew rest area, Zone 'A'

One in jump seat upper deck
One crew rest area upper deck.
2.2.15 The three suspected suit cases were not loaded on the
aircraft and were detained in the baggage make-up room. After
the names of the passengers to whom the suit cases had belonged
had been identified the same were transferred to the
decompression chamber of E1 A1 Airline where they were
examined, with the aid of a Police Explosive Dog, with negative
results. The suit cases were kept overnight in the said chamber
and when they were opened it was found that they contained no
explosive items.
2.2.16. No unclaimed baggage pertaining to the Air India flight
was recovered either at Toronto or at Mirabel or Dorval Airport
in Montreal.
2.2.17. The flight plan for the sector Montreal to London was
filed on telephone by the Air India Flight despatch from Toronto
to Dorval ATC Centre. He requested for route SHERBROOKECOLOR-NAT XRAYBUNTY-MERLY-EXMOR-IBLEYSAMTN-HAZEL-OCKHAM-LONDON at flight level 290 upto
COLOR and flight level 330 thereafter. The reporting points on
Track XRAY on that day were COLOR, 47N/50W, 49N/40W,
50N/30W, 51N/20W, 51N/15W, 51N/08W and BUNTY.
2.2.18 The aircraft took off from Montreal at 0218 Z. Its
estimated time of arrival at London was 0833 Z. The CVR and
the ATC tapes show that the flight was normal and quite
uneventful. Suddenly at about 0714 Z, when the flight was being
monitored by the Air Traffic Controller at Shannon, with the help
of secondary surveillance radar, the aircraft disappeared from the
radar scope. Subsequently, the ATC at Shannon got the know that
the aircraft had met with an accident and its wreckage was
sighted about 110 miles west south-west of Cork, Ireland.
PERSONNEL INFORMATION
2.3.1
Pilot-in-Command (Capt. H.S. Narendra)

2.3.1.1 Cap.t H.S. Narendra (age 561/2 years, date of birth 25th
November, 1928) joined Air India on 1st October, 1956. He held
ALTP Licence No. 247 valid upto 29th October, 1985 and FRTO
No. 478 valid upto 23rd October, 1985. He was released as a Copilot on Boeing 707 aircraft on 21st July, 1960 and as a
Commander on Boeing 707 aircraft on 17th September, 1964.
2.3.1.2 For conversion as Pilot-in-Command on Boeing 747
aircraft, Capt. Narendra had undergone ground training at Boeing
Airplane Company, USA and simulator and aircraft flying
training at Bombay in 1972. He completed his route checks for
Pilot-in-Command endorsement between December, 72 and
January, 73. He became a Commander on Boeing 747 aircraft on
14th February, 1973.
2.3.1.3 Details of Capt. Narendra's flying experience and
licence renewal checks are as given below:
a. Total flying experience
:
20, 379:15 hours
b. Flying experience on B-747 as
(i) Pilot-in-Command
:
6,364.50 hours
(ii) Co-pilot :
123:45 hours
c. Day flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
3,980:00 hours
d. Night flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
2,508:35 hours
e. Flying experience during
(i) last 6 months:
301:45 hours
(ii) last 3 months:
159:40 hours
(iii) last 30 days :
68:45 hours
(iv) last 7 days :
9:00 hours
He had last flown as
Pilot-in-Command on
flight AI 181 (Frankfurt to Toronto) on
15th June, 1985.

f. Date of last licence
renewal and IR check :
8 May, 1985
g. Date of last route check :
24 March, 1985
h. Date of last medical
examination at CME,
Delhi :
29 April, 1985
i. Date of last simulator
refresher course :
19 December, 1984
j. Date of ground technical
refresher course :
6/7 May, 1985
k. Date of last flight
safety refresher course
:
25 July, 1984
l. Rest period before
operating the accident
flight :
1 week
2.3.1.4 Records indicate that on 29th June, 1966, Captain
Narendra was declared medically unfit for 2 months to reduce his
weight by 10 Lbs. In February, 1973 he was advised to wear
corrective by-focal glasses while flying. In May, 1975 he was
again declared medically unfit for 3 months.
2.3.1.5 Capt. Narendra was earlier involved in the following
two incidents:
(a) On 25th August, 1984, while operating flight AI-1100 from
London to Delhi, there was a deviation of the aircraft by about
170 nautical miles from the track over Rahimyar Khan in
Pakistan. He was given necessary INS refresher and Route
checks with particular emphasis on cross checking procedure.
(b) On 6th December, 1984, while operating flight AI-124
Delhi-Bombay, the aircraft was observed approaching runway 32
at Bombay Airport when runway in use was 27. Captain
Narendra was given simulator training for a series of approaches
and landings and visual circuits from right hand and left hands
seats for approaches and landings on runway 27 at Bombay

Airport.
2.3.1.6 Captain Narendra was not involved in any accident
previously.
2.3.2
Co-pilot (Capt. S.S. Bhinder)
2.3.2.1 Capt. S.S. Bhinder (age 411/2 years, date of birth 30th
November, 1943) joined Air India on 12th October, 1977. He
held ALTP Licence
No. 940 valid upto 25th July, 1985 and FRTO Licence No. 2290
valid upto 2nd February, 1986.
2.3.2.2 Capt. Bhinder was released as a Co-pilot on Boeing 707
aircraft on 18th November, 1978 and as a Co-pilot on Boeing
747 aircraft on 17th May, 1980.
2.3.2.3 Details of his flying experience and licence renewal
checks are as given below:
a. Total flying experience
:
7,489:00 hours
b. Experience on B-747
aircraft as Co-pilot :
2,469:30 hours
c. Day flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
1,426:15 hours
d. Night flying experience
on B-747 aircraft :
1,043:15 hours
e. Flying experience during
(i) last 6 months:
157:45 hours
(ii) last 3 months:
65:00 hours
(iii) last 30 days :
20:15 hours
(iv) last 7 days :
9:00 hours
He had last flown as
Co-pilot on flight AI-181
(Frankfurt to Toronto)
on 15th June, 1985).
f. Date of last licence
renewal check :
25th March, 1985
g. Date of last IR check :
23rd November, 1984

h. Date of last route check :
9 April, 1985
i. Date of last medical
examination at CME
Delhi :
14 January, 1985
j. Date of last simulator
refresher course :
16 July, 1984
k. Date of last ground technical
refresher course :
8/9 October, 1984
l. Date of last flight
safety refresher course
:
3 December, 1984
m. Rest period before operating
the accident flight:
1 week.
2.3.2.4 Records indicate that Capt. Bhinder was not involved in
any accident earlier.
2.3.3
Flight Engineer (Mr. D.D. Dumasia)
2.3.3.1 Flight Engineer Mr. D.D. Dumasia (age 57 1/2 years,
date of birth 10th October, 1927) joined Air India on 27th
December 1954. He held flight Engineer's Licence No. 37 valid
upto 6th December, 1985. Mr. Dumasia was released as a Flight
Engineer on Boeing 707 airecaft on 16th December, 1963 and on
Boeing 747 aircraft on 6th February, 1974. He had a total flying
experience of 14,885 hours out of which 5,512:35 hours were on
Boeing 747 aircraft.
2.3.3.2 Last medical examination of Mr. Dumasia was
completed on 1st October, 1984 at CME Delhi. He had
completed simulator refresher course on 14th February, 1985,
ground technical refresher course on 14/15th January, 1985 and
flight safety refresher course on 13th August, 1984.
2.3.4
Cabin Crew
2.3.4.1 A total of 19 cabin crew members were on duty on
Flight AI-181/182 on 23rd June, 1985. Their brief details are as
given below:

Sl.No.NamesDesignationFlight Safety coursecompleted on1.Mr.
S.L. LazarInflight Supervisor1/2 April, 19852.Mr. K.M.
ThakurFlight Purser18 February, 19853.Mr. Inder ThakurFlight
Purser9/10 May, 19844.Mr. ShuklaFlight Purser23 January,
19855.Mr. S.P. SinghFlight Purser15 January, 19856.Mr. N.
VaidAsst. Flight Purser2/3 May, 19857.Mr. B.K. SenaAsst.
Flight Purser3 December, 19848.Mr. N. KashipriAsst. Flight
Purser12/13 Sept., 19849.Mr. J.S. DinshawAsst. Flight
Purser17/18 Dec., 198410.Mr. K.K. SethAsst. Flight Purser11/12
February, 1985
11.Miss RaghavanAirhostess13 July, 198412.Miss S.
GhatgeAirhostess10/11 April, 198513.Miss R.
BhasinAirhostess11/12 February, 198514.Miss L.
KajAirhostess17/18 April, 198515.Miss P.
DinshawAirhostess17/18 Dec., 198416.Miss S.
LasaradoAirhostess15/16 April, 198517.Miss E.S.
RodricksAirhostess10/11 June, 198518.Miss S.
GaonkarAirhostess3/4 April, 198519.Miss R.R.
PhansekarAirhostess29/30 April, 1985 AIRCRAFT
INFORMATION
2.4.1
General
2.4.1.1. Boeing 747-237B 'Kanishka' aircraft VT-EFO was
manufactured by Messrs Boeing Company under Sl.No. 21473.
The aircraft was acquired by Air India on 19th June, 1978.
Initially, it came with the expert Certificate of Airworthiness No.
E-161805. Subsequently, the Certificate of Airworthiness No.
1708 was issued by the Director General of Civil Aviation, India
on 5th July, 1978. The C of A was renewed periodically and was
valid upto 29th June, 1985. From the beginning of June, 1985, C
of A renewal work of the aircraft was in progress. The aircraft
had the Certificate of Registration No. 2179 issued by the DGCA
on 5th May, 1978. The commercial flight of 'Kanishka' aircraft
started on 7th July, 1978.

2.4.1.2 The aircraft was maintained by Air India following the
approved maintenance schedules. It had logged 23634:49 hours
and had completed 7525 cycles till the time of accident.
2.4.1.3 The aircraft was fitted with four P & W JT9D-7J
engines having thrust rating of 48650 pounds. The hours and
cycles logged by the engines since new till the time of accident
are as given below:
Engine No.1 :
P662927-7J - 29,663:26 Hrs (9422 cycles)
Engine No.2 :
P695610-7J - 20,810:28 Hrs (6031 cycles)
Engine No.3 :
P695602-7J - 21,992:31 Hrs (6564 cycles)
Engine No.4 :
P662926-7J - 32,332:15 Hrs (11295 cycles)
2.4.1.4 All the DGCA mandatory modifications and inspections
applicable to the subject aircraft had been compiled with. No
major component installed on this aircraft and its engines had
exceeded the stipulated life period.
2.4.1.5 The last quarter Periodic Check of the aircraft was
carried out on 24th May, 1985, at 23274:53 hours and 7439
cycles. Subsequent to this check, two Check 'B' schedules were
carried out. The last Check 'B' was carried out on 17th June,
1985, at 23564:14 hours and 7510 cycles and was valid for 200
flying hours.
2.4.1.6 The aircraft had flown 359:56 hours and 86 cycles since
last quarter Periodic Check and 70:35 hours and 15 cycles since
last Check 'B' till the time of accident.
2.4.1.7 The last Flight Release Certificate was issued on 24th
May, 1985 on completion of quarter Periodic Check and was
valid for 1100 hours or 150 days elapsed time whichever
occurred first. After the last departure from Bombay on 21st
June, 1985, the aircraft had flown for 22:34 hours till the time of
crash.
2.4.1.8 Mr. Rajendra, Maintenanace Manager, Air India,
Montreal carried out the Terminal Transit Check 'E' of the
aircraft at Toronto on 22nd June, 1985 and no snag was observed

by him. No snag was reported by the flight crew during the flight
from Toronto to Montreal. Transit Check 'C' of the aircraft for the
flight AI-182 was carried out at Montreal by Mr. Rajendra and
three Air Canada technicians. The flight engineer also carried out
his pre-flight inspection and found that the rear latch handle of
the fifth pod engine fan cowl was loose. He informed the same to
Mr. P. Bayle, Air Canada technician who faired the handle and
applied high speed tape. No other snag was observed during the
inspection.
2.4.2
Previous Incidents and Snags
2.4.2.1 A maintenance Group was formed with representatives
from Air India and Airworthiness Directorate with Mr. R.K. Paul,
Senior Air Safety Officer as the Group Leader to scrutinise the
maintenance documents and various defects experienced on this
aircraft. The report submitted by the Group (Attachment 'B')
indicates that the aircraft was involved in six incidents since the
last C of A renewal, details of which are given below
(I) On 13th July, 1984 at Dubai -- flight AI-868 The aircraft
returned after aborting take off due to no rise in the EPR and N1
on No.1 engine (Sl.No. 695612). The engine front and rear were
checked and found OK. Slight wetness was noticed in the bleed
outlets. No external oil leak was noticed. Oil quantity was topped
up. The chip detectors and oil filter were found OK. EVC Ph
filter was found
OK. EVC linkage wes exercised. The engine was run up and its
operation was found satisfactory. The snag was suspected to be
due to lack of pressurising air at low N1.
(ii) On 18th July, 1984 at Delhi -- flight AI-105 The right hand
side fuselage skin between stations 480 and 500 in line with
lower portion of forward cargo door cut-out was damaged by
high lift. The same was repaired at Delhi. Permanent repair was
carried out at Bombay. The repairs were accomplished using
guidelines given in the Boeing Structural Repair Manual.

(iii) On 12th August, 1984, at Rome -- flight AI-135 The aircraft
landed with No. 2 engine (Sl.No. 662826) shut down in flight
due to oil pressure and oil quantity droping. On motoring the
engine, oil leak was observed from metal line between F C O C
and L O P switch at the switch end. The line was found cracked
which was welded and refitted. The line was subsequently
replaced at Bombay.
(iv) On 24th October, 1984, at London -- flight AI-104 There
was total loss of No.1 hydraulic system fluid. The fluid leak was
traced to inlet pressure adapter of flap control module in the left
hand body gear wheel well. Two of the four bolts holding the
adaptor on the flap control module had sheared. The hydraulic
pump, seal, back-up ring and case drain filter were replaced. The
flap control module was replaced when the aircraft arrived at
Bombay.
(v) On 14th February, 1985, at Delhi -- flight AI-164 On arrival
the leading edge honey comb of the left hand aft trailing edge
flap was found damaged about 18 inches in length due foreign
object damage. Necessary repair was carried out at Delhi. The aft
flap was replaced at Bombay.
(vi) On 28th May, 1985, at Dubai -- flight AI-103 On arrival, the
left hand wing to fuselage botton fairing forward rubber seal with
strip was found turn off. Temporary repair was carried out at
Dubai. Permanent repair was carried out subsequently at
Bombay.
2.4.2.2 The flight snags recorded in the flight report books of
the aircraft during the 4 1/2 month period prior to the accident
were scrutinised by the Maintenance Group and the only
significant repetitive defect observed was "R2 door not going to
manual". On ground checks by the aircraft maintenance
engineers, the operation of the selector was, however, found
normal.
2.4.2.3 Prior to operating the accident flight, the aircraft arrived

at Toronto from Frankfurt. Capt. R.K. Spencer was the
commander of the flight. The flight crew had reported the
following three snags:
(I) HF system No. 2 had a lot of distortion
(ii) E P R L indicator unserviceable in 'Go around' mode
(iii) Hydraulic system No.1 pressure indication unserviceable
(This snag was carried forward from Delhi).
2.4.2.4 The Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) was unserviceable exBombay and had been released under M E L.
2.4.2.5 For rectification of the above stated snag No.1, Shri
Rajendra, Air India's Maintenance Engineer at Totonto checked
the connections of the transreceiver and reracked the unit. No
snag was reported on this system on Toronto-Montreal sector.
2.4.2.6 Snag No. 2 was carried forward.
2.4.2.7 Regarding the third snag, Mr. Rajendra has stated that
the indicator showed 4000 P S I pressure even with no pump
running. He therefore, interchanged No.1 and No.3 indicators.
The snag, however, persisted. He then replaced transmitter No.1
with a spare transmitter from the aircraft SE box and the snag
was rectified. No rectification work was however, recorded by
the AME in the Flight Report Book. No snag was reported on
this system on Toronto-Montreal sector.
2.4.3
Installation of 5th Pod Engine
2.4.3.1 On 8th June, 1985, No.1 engine of Air India Boeing 747
aircraft VT-EGC operating flight AI-181 failed during take off at
Toronto. The aircraft returned and the engine was replaced by a
loaned engine from Air Canada. The removed engine was a P &
W JT9D-7Q type (Sl. No. P702353-7Q).
2.4.3.2 Air India had planned to bring back the failed engine of
VT-EGC aircraft to Bombay, as fifth pod on their flight
AI-181/182 of 22/23 June, 1985 and had sent an Engineer along
with the necessary kit to Toronto on 15th June, 1985. The engine
borrowed from Air Canada on 8th June, 1985, was flown back to

Toronto as a fifth pod engine on flight AI-181 of 22nd June, to
return it to Air Canada.
2.4.3.3 Shri C.D. Kolhe, Controller of Airworthiness, Bombay
examined the aspects relating to installation of the 5th Pod
engine, loading of its components and certification of the related
work. Shri Kolhe's report indicates that the failed engine and the
associated parts were kept in the Air Canada engineering hanger
at Toronto airport since June 8 when the aircraft was brought to
the hanger for engine replacement. Air India requested Air
Canada on 15th June, 1985, for prepairing the failed engine for
installation as fifth pod engine on 22nd June. Accordingly, Air
Canada's technicians undertook the preparatory work of
removing the cowlings, fan blades, panels, locking of
compressor, turbine rotors etc. on 17th June, 1985, and
completed the work on 21st June, 1985. The fan blades (46 in
number) from the failed engine were placed in 12 wooden
shipping boxes provided by Air India. These boxes were then
loaded in a container. The other components of the failed engine
were loaded on 4 pallets.
2.4.3.4 Installation of the fith pod engine was carried out by Air
Canada technicians and the individual items on the task card
were certified by the individuals who had carried out the work.
2.4.3.5 Some difficulty was experienced while loading one of
the pallets having inlet cowl of the pod engine. To enable loading
of the cowl, Air Canada engineering/maintenance personnel
removed door stop fittings from the aft cargo compartment door
cut-out. After removal of the fittings, the pallet could be loaded.
All the removed fittings were then re-installed. Removal and
installation of the fittings was certified by Mr. Rajendra.
2.4.3.6 A question arose whether removal of the door stop
fittings could have caused some difficulty in flight. From the
video films of the werckage it was found that the complete aft
cargo door was intact

and in its position except that it had come adrift slightly. The
door was found latched at the bottom. The door was found lying
along with the wreckage of the aft portion of the aircraft. This
indicates that the door remained in position and did not cause any
problem in flight. In the front cargo compartment, there were 16
containers out of which four were empty. Five containers had
baggage of Delhi bound passengers. Container at Position 13L
had baggage of the first class and London passengers and
container at position 13R had crew baggage. The entire baggage
of passengers ex-Montreal was loaded in containers at positions
12R, 21R, 22R, 23R and 24R in the front cargo compartment.
Container at position 24L contained fan blades in wooden boxes
and the other components of the pod engine. Valuable container
was at position 14R.
2.4.3.7 In the aft cargo compartment, there were four pallets
containing parts of the fifth pod engine and two containers at
positions 44L and 44R containing baggage of Delhi bound
passengers. The bulk cargo compartment contained passenger
baggage bound for Delhi and Bombay. All the baggage and
engine parts in the aft and bulk cargo compartments were loaded
at Toronto.
2.4.3.8 The total weight of the fifth pod engine and its items
was about 9000 kgs. As a result of carriage of the fifth pod
engine, the payload of the flight was considerably reduced on
London-Delhi sector.
2.4.3.9 At the time of take off from Montreal the aircraft had
104,000 kgs of fuel on board which was adequate for 08:40
hours of flying as against sector flying time of 06:15 hours. The
flight plan fuel was calculated taking Paris as the alternate airport
for London.
2.4.3.10 The load and trim sheet from the sector Montreal
London was prepared and was duly counter-signed by the
commander. The take off weight of the aircraft was 317,877 kgs

which was within the maximum take off weight limit of 334,500
kgs. The estimated landing weight of the aircraft was 237,177
kgs which was also within the maximum landing weight limit of
256,279 kgs. The centre of gravity of the aircraft was at 21.3
percent
of MAC at take off and the estimated C G position at the time of
landing at London was 25.8 percent of MAC which was within
the limits.
2.4.3.11 The load and trim sheet and the flight plan of the aircraft
indicated that there was 301+2 passengers on board the aircraft
whereas there were actually 301+6 passengers on board. The
error occured because four of the six infants were not taken into
account.
2.4.4
Corrosion Control Measures
2.4.4.1 Boeing Company have recommended various measure
to control corrosion on Boeing 747 aircraft through different
documents such as Maintenance Planning Data Document,
Corrosion Prevention Manual and Service Bulletins. Compliance
of these measures on Air India fleet is accomplished as follows:
(I) Support structure under galleys and lavatories
Boeing Company have recommended repeat inspections of under
galley/toilet structure at intervals of 12000 hours. However, in
order to detect corrosion at an early stage, these inspections are
carried out by Air India at intervals not exceeding 9000 hours.
(ii) Fuselage Lower Bilge Area:
Boeing Company have recommended modifications to provide
improved drainage systems by incorporation of various Service
Bulletins. All the relevant modification have been completed by
Air India on the affected aircraft. In addition to completion of
these modifications, repeat inspection of lower bilge area is being
carried out to meet the requirements of Boeing Service Bulletins.
(iii) Canted Pressure Deck:
In order to prevent water accomulation and consequent corrosion

in the area, Boeing Company have issued SBs 51-2015, 51-2026
and 51-2032. Air India have incorporated Service Bulletins
51-2015, and 51-2032 on all their affected airplanes SB 51-2026
is being complied progressively.
(iv) Cargo Compartments:
Inspection of all the cargo compartment interior structures for
corrosion and cracks is being accomplished periodically by Air
India after removal of linings and insulation blankets.
(v) Aft Pressure Bulkhead:
During every equalised Periodic Check routine, the aft surface of
aft pressure bulkhead is being visually inspected for corrosion
condition and security of attachements. The forward surface of
the pressure bulkhead, which is covered by aft toilets, is
inspected after removal of toilets at intervals not exceeding 9000
hours although the recommended interval by Boeing Company is
12000 hours.
2.4.4.2 Air India has stated that in addition to the above specific
measures, aircraft structure particularly the areas below toilets,
galleys, cargo compartments, outflow valve area etc. which are
prone to corrosion, are inspected for corrosion, cleaned and
protected during every equalised Periodic Check. Air India have
further stated that no serious corrosion problem has been
experienced by them so far on their fleet.
2.4.5
Supplemental Structural Inspection Programme
2.4.5.1 In the case of airplanes which have completed 10,000
flight cycles as on June 30, 1983, Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) U S A and Boeing Company had
recommended additional structural inspections known as
Supplemental Structural Inspection Programme. In the Air India
fleet, the first three 747 aircraft, namely, VT-EBE, VT-EBN and
VT-EBO fell in this category and are known as 'Candidate
Airplanes'. The subject aircraft (VT-EFO) had completed only
7525 flight cycles at the time of the accident on 23rd June, 1985,

and therefore, the Supplemental Structural Inspection
Programme was not applicable to this aircraft.
2.4.6
Special Corrosion Inspection of B-747 Aircraft Fleet of
Air India
2.4.6.1 In order to examine whether corrosion to the aircraft
structure of Kanishka aircraft could have contributed to the
accident, a group was constituted by Mr. H.S. Khola, Inspector of
Accidents to carry out special corrosion Inspection of all the
Boeing 747 aircraft of Air India.
The group consisted of the following members:
(a) Senior Air Safety Officer of the D.G.C.A.
(b) Senior Airworthiness Officer of the D.G.C.A.
(c) Air India's Representative.
2.4.6.2 The inspection was carried out in the following areas:
(a) Below toilets and galleys
(b) Forward and aft cargo compartments belly areas - internally
and externally
(c) The forward and aft pressure bulkheads
(d) Canted pressure web area from inside the passenger cabin.
(e) Area around outflow valves
(f) MEC area inside and outside.
2.4.6.3 The inspection reports submitted by the Group show
that no corrosion was noticed on the significant primary
structural members of the aircraft. Surface corrosion was,
however, noticed on some of the members below the toilets and
galleys. The corrosion observed during the inspection was of
minor nature which is normally expected on such inspection
schedule. The Kanishka aircraft was subjected to Periodic Check
on 24th May, 1985 at 23,274.53 hours/7,439 cycles and no
significant corrosion was observed. Among the Nine 747 aircraft
inspected for corrosion, 5 aircraft had logged hours more than the
Kanishka aircraft. Three of the aircraft had actually logged nearly
double the flying hours. Taking into consideration that the

corrosion prevention measures recommended by the Boeing
Company were followed by Air India and that even the high life
aircraft (45,000 hours approximately) subjected to corrosion
inspection at the time when Periodic Check was due i.e. 1100
hours since previous check, had no significant corrosion, it is
considered unlikely that Kanishka aircraft, which had logged
only 23,275 hours since new and 360 hours since last Periodic
Check, had corrosion which could have contributed to the
accident.
METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
2.5.1
A report on the Meteorological conditions prevailing enroute near the location where the aircraft crashed was provided
by the Meteorological Service, Department of Communications,
Dublin, Ireland. This report covers a period of one to two hours
before and after the time of accident (0714 Z).
2.5.2
From the report it is seen that the surface Synoptic
Situation in the vicinity of 51°N, 12.50°W at 0715 Z on 23rd
June was as given below:
Surface wind:
250/15 knots
Surface visibility :
10 Kms (occasionally 4 kms in drizzle)
Surface temperature :
13°C
Cloud conditions :
Cloud cover in the area was estimated to
have been layered upto about FL 100 with a base of 600 feet.
There is no evidence of cumulonimbus or thunderstorm activity.
Freezing Level :
700 feet.
2.5.3
With regard to Upper Air situation the report indicates
that a mainly West or West North West airflow covered the area
of FL 310 The Jet stream was centred at about 48°N. The
estimated wind and temperature at FL 310 were 270/65 knots and
-47°C. As per the report, at FL 310, 51°N 12.50°W and at 0715 Z
any significant clear air turbulence was not expected.
2.5.4
Sunlight condition was prevailing at the time of
accident. There were no sigmets valid for the area at that time.

AIDS TO NAVIGATION
2.6.1
The aircraft was equipped with Inertial Navigation
System (INS) and was cruising normally at its assigned flight
level 310 on track X-ray over Atlantic. It was under the control
of Shannon Upper Area Control and was being monitored on the
Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) located at Mount Gabreal.
Till the time of accident, the aircraft was beyond the range of
Shannon primary radar.
2.6.2
The aircraft entered Shannon airspace at the correct
position and level and remained on the assigned track and flight
level till it disappeared from the radar screen.
2.6.3. There is no evidence to indicate that AI-182
experienced any navigational problem during the flight.
COMMUNICATIONS
2.7.1
Two-way communication between the ill-fated aircraft
and the ATS units of Canada and Ireland was maintained during
the flight from Montreal till the time of crash. The
communications were recorded on the ATC tapes. Transcripts of
the relevant tapes were provided by the Canadian Aviation Safety
Board and the Director of Air Traffic Services, Ireland.
2.7.2
From the Transcript of the conversations, it is observed
that two-way communication between AI-182 and the various
ATS units was normal. The last R/T contact with the aircraft was
at 0709:58 Z when AI-182 informed Shannon UAC that it was
squawking 2005. The tape transcript also shows that the aircraft
did not transmit any information regarding the emergency on
frequency 131.15 MHz on which it was last working with
Shannon UAC or on distress frequency 121.5 MHz.
Indecipheiable noise was, however, found recorded on the
Shannon ATC tape just at the time of crash i.e. 0714:01 Z.
Thereafter, repeated calls were made by Shannon UAC to
AI-182, but there was no response.
SEARCH AND RESCUE

2.8.1
The report of the Search and Rescue Group gives the
details of the Search and Rescue operations. From the report it is
seen that at 0730 Z, Shannon UAC informed Marine Rescue Coordination centre (MRCC) shannon that AI-182, a Boeing 747
aircraft enroute Montreal-London had disappeared from the
Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) at 0713 Z in position 51N/
120W. Shannon UAC requested MRCC Shannon to take
emergency section. At 0740 Z MRCC Shannon telephonically
explained the situation to Valantia Coast Radio Station (CRS)
and requested a PAN Broadcast urgently and to ask any vessels
in area to keep sharp lookout and report to Valantia Radio. At
0746 Z Valantia Radio transmitted to all stations PAN message
and above advice to ships. The transmission was repeated.
2.8.2
At 0750 Z, an Irish Naval Vessel AISLING reported on
R/T to Valantia Radio that it was 54 miles from site of accident
and was proceeding to the site. Valantia Radio passed on this
information by Telex to MRCC Shannon. Between 0740/ 0750 Z
MRCC briefed the Irish Naval Service (INS) Haulbowline,
MRCC Swansea, RCC Plymouth and Irish Army Air Corps
(IAAC) on the situation. At 0754 Z MRCC relayed a distress
message to Shannon Aeradio via the Aeronautical Fixed
Telecommunication Network (AFTN)
2.8.3
At 0803 Z Valantia Radio again transmitted the PAN
message and the advice to ships. At 0840 Z Cargo vessel M W
Laurentian Forest/HBWP (Registered in PANAMA and owned
by Federal Commerce of Montreal, Canada) at position 51.09N/
12.18W reported that it was 22 miles away from distress area and
was proceeding there. Laurantian enquired if there were other
ships in the area and was informed about position of Aisling. At
0813 Z Valantia Radio informed MRCC Shannon by telex about
Laurentain Forest.
2.8.4
Between 0815/0820 Z, MRCC Shannon updated RCC
plymouth and they advised that a Nimrod Rescue Aircraft would

depart shortly for the area and that SEA KING helicopters were
already enroute the Cork Airport initially. Edinburgh RCC
advised MRCC Shannon that a Nimrod Rescue Aircraft was also
being prepared at Kinloss. At 0820
Shannon Aeradio informed Valantia Radio that there was
message from Shanwick Oceanic Control that aircraft were
picking up ELT signal in position 51N/15W and 51N/08W and
the actual position was beleived to be 51W/1250W. At 0833 Z,
Valentia Radio sent message giving the above information and
requesting ships in the area to report to Valentia Radio.
2.8.5
At 0842 Z, Ali Baba informed Valentia Radio that it was
at position 5125.5N/0825.4W and was listening on 121.5 MHz.
At 0850 Z Western Arctic informed Valentia Radio its position
5207N/1151W and that it would proceed in about 20 minutes
after bringing in cable. At 0857 Z, High Seas Driller informed
Valentia Radio that Vessel Kongstain could be released, ETA
51/2 to 6 hours and they would standby. At 0858 Z, Valentia
Radio informed MRCC Shannon about reports from Ali Baba
Western Arctic and High Seas Driller.
2.8.6
At 0905 Z, Laurentian forest reported to Valdentia
Radio that it was 5 miles from SOS position 51N/12.5 W and it
had not sighted anything. Between 0905/0908 Z, three more
vessels viz. Atlantic Concern, MV Norman Amstel and MV
Tasman reported their positions to Valentia Radio. At 0908 Z,
Swansea advised MRCC Shannon that four Seaking helicopters
and two Nimrod Aircraft were enroute.
2.8.7
At 0913 Z, Laurentin Forest reported to Valentia Radio
that they had sighted what looked like 2 rafts about 2 miles away.
At 0914 Valentia Radio informed MRCC Shannon about the
report from Laurentian Forest.
2.8.8
At 0918 Z, Laurentian Forest reported to Valentia Radio
that it had sighted wreckage in water at position 5101.9N/
1242.5W and the liferafts were not inflated. Valentia Radio

passed the message to MRCC Shannon at 0920 and also sent
transmission about wreckage sighting. Lifeboats Valentia and
Baltimore reported to Valentia Radio that they were proceeding
to the position of wreckage.
2.8.9
At 0937 Z, Laurentian Forest reported that it had
sighted 3 bodies in water. Valentia Radio informed the same to
MRCC Shannon at 0940 Z. At 0945 Z, MRCC Shannon and
MRCC Swansea decided that
for security and operational reasons Cork Airport would be the
primary operational base and ATC Cork were informed of this
decision.
2.8.10 At 0953 Z, S MYROLI informed Valentia Radio that it
was 80 miles north of position and had a group of 10 to 20
French vessesls and desired to know if they should proceed to
site. After consulting Laurentian Forest, S MYROLI was advised
that it was not necessary. Valentia Radio kept on giving Mayday
relay frequently.
2.8.11 At 1045 Z, a prohibited flying area was established with
a radius of 40 N Miles from the datum point from sea level to
5000 feet. Falmouth Coast Guard reqested Valentia Radio the
position of all ships in the distress area and those proceeding so
that each vessel could be designated to search a particular area.
2.8.12 At 1126 Z, Laurentian Forest reported Valentia Radio
that it had located numerous bodies in water and Seaking
helicopter was hovering there. Valantia Radio Transmitted this
information to all stations.
2.8.13 At 1133 Z, Valentia Radio informed Coast Guard
Falmouth the position and ETA of various ships and also of the
Lifeabouts Valentia and Beltimore. At 1150 Z, RRC Plymouth
requested MRCC Shannon that "Le Aisling" assume duty as "On
Scene Commander Surface Unit". At 1204 Z, information was
received by Valentia Radio that 8 Spannish Trawlers were
proceeding to distress position of AI-182 and their ETAs were

between 1630/2000 Z. At 1246 Z, Star Orion informed Valentia
Radio that it would be able to refuel any vessel in medium or
small quantities at the accident site. Valentia Radio informed
MRCC Shannon and Falmouth about the Spanish Vessels and
Star Orion.
2.8.14 Falmouth requested Valentia Radio at 1303 to advise
Laurentian Forest to inform Aisling that 8 Spanish trawlers
would arrive in search area between 1600 Z and 2000 Z and
Aisling should deploy trawlers in conjunction with lifeboats to
recover bodies as it would be easier to recover than from large
vessels. Valentia Radio sent the above message.
2.8.15 Laurentian Forest informed Valentia Radio at 1307 Z
that 10 bodies were on Aisling, 4 on Helo, and they had some
alongside and had launched lifeboats to pick them up. Valentia
Radio informed the same to MRCC Shannon and Falmouth. At
1338Z, MRCC Shannon requested Valentia Radio to include the
following in their broadcast:
"Vessels within 100 N Miles of datum 5101.9N/1242.5W are
requested to proceed to search area and contact Aisling/EIYP.
Any vessels recovering bodies or wreckage are requested to
retain them on board and inform MRCC Falmouth of total
number of bodies recovered."
2.8.16 Valentia Radio transmitted the above message at 1340 Z
to all stations and also informed MRCC Shannon. At 1503 Z
Aisling informed Valentia Radio that they had recovered 56
bodies. MRCC Shannon requested Valentia Radio to advise
Aisling that if they could locate "Black Box", they should drop
buoy. Valentia Radio advised Aisling accordingly. At 1530 Z, on
advice from MRCC Shannon, Valentia Radio asked Baltimore,
Courtmaesherry and Ballycotton lifeboats to return to base. At
1633 Aisling requested Valentia Radio to inform Falmouth that
they were unable to transfer bodies to Valentia Lifeboat as latter
was returning to base owing to fuel shortage. At 1659, Laurentia

Forest informed Valentia Radio that 66 bodies had been picked
up by then. Aisling advised Valentia Radio that Valentia lifeboat
was returning with four bodies.
2.8.17 At 1721 Z Falmouth requested Valentia Radio to relay
following to all surface units at scene:
1. One mimrod remaining on scene overnight.
2. All other air units will be recalled at 2200 Z. One Helo
remains at 15 minutes notice at Cork
3. Air Search recommences at 240400 Z.
4. All Civil surface units will be released by 2200 and may
proceed on passage. Bodies should be landed at Irish Post for
transfer to receiving station at Cork Airport.
5. Warship Challenger, Emer and Aisling acknowledge".
2.8.18 At 1723 Z Aisling informed Valentia Radio that they
saw 3 Spanish vessels approaching and they were using Ch.16
which Aisling was using for co-ordination with RESCUE 52 and
requested that Spanish Vessels be asked to stay outside 5 miles
radius. Spanish Agent was told about Aisling request.
2.8.19. Valentia lifeboat informed Valentia Radio that they were
heading for home (Valientia) at reduced spead of 11 knots and
they had five bodies on board. At 1822 Z, Aisling requested
Valentia Radio information on 'Black Box' that might help its
location. Aisling was advised of ELT signal on 121.5 MHz. At
1840 Z Cork ATC Advised MRCC Shannon that a total of 64
bodies were in Cork.
2.8.20 At 1920 Z, MRCC Shannon downgraded the
'MAYDAY' Broadcast to 'PAN' (Urgency) Broadcast, Aisling
informed Valentia Radio that 79 bodies had been recovered. At
1958 Z Laurentian Forest informed Valentia Radio that they were
proceeding to Dublin. Valentia Radio thanked them for
assistance.
2.8.21 At 2000 Z, MRCC Swansea advised MRCC Shannon
that main air search would cease at 2200 Z and would

recommence at 240400 Z. The overnight search would continue
with one Nimrod providing air cover for the surface search by
three warships. Vessels transiting the area were requested to keep
a sharp look out and to report to HMS Challenger.
2.8.22 By 0300 Z on 24th June, four Seaking helicopters had
deported from Cork to resume the airborne search. At that time
the search area covered a six nautical mile radius of position
5059.2 N/1225.3W and the vessels Le Emer and HMS
Challenger were requested to search this area. HMS Challenger
was the coordinator of the surface search and Nimrod Rescue 02
was on-Scene-Commander.
2.8.23 At 0450 Z Rescue 02 reported sighting of wreckage in
position 5101 M/1245 W. Between 0505 and 0543, three USAF
Chinook helicopters departed from Cork Airport to join the
search. At 0556, MRCC
Swansea confirmed that there were 329 people on board the
aircraft (Earlier reportes had idicated 325 people on board).
2.8.24 A continuous search was maintained throughtout the
day (24th June) but only one further body and numerous pieces
of wreckage were recovered. An extensive surface search was
also maintained throughout the day and instructions were passed
by MRCC Shannon to Valentia Radio requestiong all shipping to
recover any wreckage or bodies sighted.
2.8.25 At 0900 Z, Capt. G Mc. Stay of Department of
Communications advised MRCC Shannon that Aisling was
bound for Cork, ETA 1300 Z and he (Capt. Mc Stay) was
assuming responsibility for collection of wreckage. MRCC were
also advised by Mr. Gregory of Britoil that their two vessels
'Constine' and 'Star Orion' were enroute to Foynes having picked
up quantities of wreckage.
2.8.26 At 1740 Z, SRCC Plymouth advised Shannon that the
Search will terminate at 242200 Z, at 1800 Z Falmouth MRCC
advised MRCC Shannon to direct the Portisheal and Valentia

Radios to concel Urgency Broadcast from 242000 and to release
HMS Challenger and Le Aisling from the search at 242000
hours. All the aircraft were released at 24000. It was also decided
that Le Emer would remain at the area. At 242003 Z, a message
was transmitted to all stations on R/T and W/T that air and sea
search was being terminated at 242000 Z and all the participant
were thanked for their assistance.
INJURIES TO PERSONS
3.1.1
Post mortem examination was carried out by Irish
Authorities at Cork. At that time Wing Commandor Dr. LR. Hill
was also present. Subsequently Air Vice Marshall Kunzru also
reached Cork. Both of them were members of the Medical Group
which had been constituted by Mr. H.S. Khola.
3.1.2
By then 131 bodies had been recovered. None of the
bodies of the flying crew were revocered. The bodies which were
recovered represented 39.8 per cent of the victims. The exact
seating position of passengers is not certain, because it is known
if the passengers had changed their seats after the take off of the
aircraft from Montreal. On the information which is available,
the passengers were supposed to have been as follows:Passengers:SeatsOccupiedBodiesAvailableidentifiedZone
A1610Zone B2200Upper Deck1870Zone D112104 + 229Zone
D8684 + 138Zone E123105 + 350Sub-Total377301 +(6 infants)
117Crew:Flight Deck330Cabin19195Total399329122
3.1.3
The Post-mortem reports were examined by Wing
Commander Dr. Hill. He submitted two reports being Exhibits
H-1 and H-2. He was also examined in Court as Witness No. 2.
Dr. Hill who had developed a system which would indicate the
severity of the accident and the injuries suffered. He used a scale
from 0 to 4, with naught being no injury and 4 being a fatal
lesion. Though there is some amount of subjectivity involved in
the system, nevertheless categorising the injuries according to the
sacle does give an overall picture of what had happened to the

victims. After adding up all the injury scale for a particular body,
Dr. Hill in his Report Exhibit H-1 divided the injuries as under:No. of victimsMild injury (0-49) total34.4%45%Moderate injury
(50-99)38.9%51%Severe Injury (100-149)
25.2%33%Catestrophic Injury (150 +)
1.5%2Total100.1%1313.1.4 A further break up showing the
overall injury score of the recovered victims is as follows:
MinorModerateSevereZoneNo.%%No.%%No.%
%TotalC86.117.896.917.743.111.421D96.9201511.529.496.925.
733E1511.533.31511.529.41410.74044Unknown139.928.9129.2
23.586.122.933Total14534.41005139.1100%3526.8100%131
3.1.5
The reports submitted by Dr.Hill further indicted as
follows
(a) There were 30 children recovered and they showed less
overall injury. The average severity of injury increases from zone
C to E and is significantly less in C than in Zones D and E.
(b) Flail pattern injuries were exhibited by eight bodies, five of
these were in Zones E, one in Zone D, two in Zone C and one
crew member. The significance of flail injuries is that it indicates
that the victims came out of the aircraft at altitude before it hit
the water.
(c) There were 26 bodies that showed signs of hypoxia (lack of
oxygen), including 12 children, 9 in Zones C, 6 in Zone D and 11
in Zone E. There were 25 bodies showing signs of
decompression, including 7 children. They were evently
distributed throughout the zones, but with a tendency to be seated
at the sides, particularly the right side (12 bodies).
(d) Twenty-three bodies showed evidence of receiving injuries
from a vertical force. They tended to be older, seated to the rear
of the aircraft (4 in Zone C, 5 Zone D, 11 inZone E, 2 crew and 1
unknown), and 16 had little or no clothing.
(e) Twenty-one bodies were found with no clothing, including

three children. They tended to be seated to the rear and to the
right (3 in Zone C, 5 in Zone D, 11 in Zone E and 2 unknown).
(f) There were 49 cases showing signs of impact-type injuries,
including 19 children (15 in Zone C, 15 in Zone D, 15 in Zone E,
1 crew member and 3 unknown).
(g) There is a general absence of signs indicating the wearing of
lap belts.
(h) Pathological examination failed to reveal any injuries
indicative of a fire or explosion.
3.1.6
In his testimony in Court, Wing Commander Dr. I.R.
Hill further stated that the significance of flail injuries being
suffered by some of the passengers was that it indicated that the
aircraft had broken
in mid-air at an altitude and that the victims had come out of the
aeroplane at an altitude. He further explained that if an explosion
had occurred in the cargo hold, it was possible that the bodies
may not show any sign of explosion. It may here be mentioned
that the forensic examination of the bodies do not disclose any
evidence of an explosion. Furthermore, the seating pattern also
shows that none of the bodies from Zone A or B was recovered,
in fact as per the seating plan Zone B was supposed to have been
unoccupied. This Zone is directly above the forward cargo
compartment.
3.1.7
Dr. Hill further stated that the pattern of the accident as
suggested by the injuries indicated that it was a complex affair
and there were at least two phases of injuries, one in the air and
the other at water impact. In answer to a specific question that if
there was an explosive device in the cargo hold then could the
passengers who were seated have suffered such injuries, the
answer of Dr. Hill was that "it is possible". According to him, the
pattern of injuries indicated that if there was an explosion in the
aircraft it was more likely that the explosion had occurred in the
rear cargo compartment than in the front cargo compartment.

This conclusion was apparently based on the fact that, according
to him, in zone E of the aircraft there were larger vertical load
type injuries. Dr. Hill was also asked if he had to make any
suggestions which would minimise injuries to passangers in the
event of an accident. In answer, the witness made his suggestion
in the following words
"There are very complicated things one would have to do such as
rearward facing seats; having safety belts which incorporated
restraint for the upper part of the body; increasing the space
between aircraft seats; incorporating shocks absorbing system
within the seat and using materials which do not break easily like
plastic. We would also need fuel systems which would not
immediately set on fire and furnishing which would be resistant
to burining, and also passengers should not carry into the
aeroplanes large amount of hand bags which only get in way in
the event of evacuation, and I personally feel that the carriage of
large amount of alchohol both in the passengers and in the
aeroplane is a hazard to flight and safety. Finally the passengers
should take heed of the flight safety instructions given to them by
the crew of the aeroplane".
3.1.8
Air Vice Marshal Kunzru, witness No. 10 in his report
dated 14th November, 1985, Ex.A-48, gave his comments not
only on the post-mortem reports but also on the statement of
Wing Commander Dr. I.R. Hill. With regard to the post-mortem
examination, the comment of AVM Kunzru was as follows:
"All victims have been stated in the PM reports to have died of
Multiple injuries. However two of the dead, one infant and one
child, are reported to have dies of Asphyxia. There is no doubt
about the asphyxial death of the infant. In the case of the other
child (Body No. 93) there could be doubt because the findings
could also be caused due to the child undergoing tumbling or
spinning with the anchor point at the ankles. Three other victims
undoubtedly died of drowning. There was no evidence of

significant Lap-belt injuries.
Considering rupture of the ear-drum, without injury to skull, as a
criterion to indicate rapid decompression, two cases may be
considered to fall in this category.
Histological examination has been carried out only in 57 bodies
out of 131. Lung examination on almost all of them showed
decelerative changes. Six bodies (Nos. 6,22,70,103,121 and 131)
showed presence of Bone Marrow Embolism in Lung Sections.
Though not of much significance in this accident, this finding
does indicate survicval after a bony injury for an undefined
period of time No evidence of fire burns or explosive material,
other than Kerosene burns on some bodies, which I had myself
seen at Cork, could be found. Kerosene burns in such acidents is
a fairly common findings and is of no significance".
AVM Kunzru generally agreed with the crash injury analysis on
the victims which had been furnished by Wing Commander Dr.
Hill. He, however, gave the following comments with regard to
hypoxia, decompression and decelerative changes:
"Hypoxia : The main Post Mortem findings in hypoxia is
generalised congestion if the hypoxia is of the type described as
"hypoxic hypoxia". In other causes of hypoxia of more severe
degree such as "histotoxic hypoxia", "asphyxia" or "drowning"
additional histological findings such as petechial haemorrhages
and generalised congestion, and lung findings such as
haemorrhage and extrusion of alvoolar phagocytos are seen.
Decompression : The term used by Dr. Hill is "Decompression".
It is presumed that he means "Rapid/Explosive Decompression"
which occurs within one Sec. and not "decompression sickness"
which takes a minimum of 5 to 7 mnts to occur even at 31,000 ft.
altitude and which in this case can positively be ruled out.
The Post-Mortem and histological signs of rapid Decompressions
are :(a) Possibility of rupture of Ear drums without any injury to the

skull.
*(b) Patchy Lung Haemorrhages
*(c) Emphysomatus changes
*(These occur more commonly in those cases where the
individual was in the phase of breathing-in at the time of
decompression.
3.1.9
If it is assumed that the aircraft suddenly broke up in
Mid-Air at an altitude of 31,000 ft. the bodies will be at once
exposed to hypoxia and rapid decompression and as a
consequence will suffer body changes as mentioned above. As
the aircraft/occupants start descending, they will be exposed to
increasing amounts of Oxygen and as soon as ;they come down
below 15,000 ft. and then below 10,000 ft. the effect of hypoxia
rapidly diminishes. Finally, the aircraft/individuals come down
and hit the ground/water with a very heavy impact, thus
submitting the individuals to extremely severe G-loads of
decelarative type.
Decelerative Changes : Decelerative impact brings about well
established changes in the lungs besides many other associated
injuries. It is relevant to note the decelerative lung changes which
are :(a) Patchy haemorrhages in Lung.
(b) Marked Emphysomatus Changes.
(c) Extrusion of alvoolar Phagocytes
(d) Desqummation of bronchcolar epitherium.
"Comparative study of the PM/histological findings of hypoxia,
Decompression and Decelerative Lung injuries reveal that they
are more or less similar. Decelerative injury being the most
severe of the three and last to occur tends to so modify the PostMortem and Histological findings that it becomes extremely
difficult and some times impossible to isolate one from the
other."
3.1.10 AVM Kunzru was, therefore, of the opinion that in this

accident evidence of hypoxia/decompression (except in 2 cases)
had not been confirmed or established.
3.1.11 The difference of opinion between Wing Commander
Dr. hill and AVM Kunzru, with regard to evidence of hypoxia
and decompression, is of no significance in the present case.
What is important to note, however, is that they have agreed that
the injury pattern does indicate break up of the aircraft in mid-air
and that the occupants of Zone E had suffered the greatest
amount of injuries as compared to the occupants of the other
zones.
MAPPING, WRECKAGE DISTRIBUTION AND SALVAGE
3.2.1
Introduction
3.2.1.1 Oceanographic charts indicated that the depth of sea in
the crash area was about 6700 feet and the site appeared to be a
flat sea bed, without any valleys or hills. The immediate
necessity after rescuing/searching crash victims, was to locate
and recover the digital flight data recorder (DFDR) and the
cockpit voice recorder (CVR). The operation was unique of its
kind and had never been undertaken earlier in the world at this
depth of the sea. It required an equipment which could home on
the transmitted signals from the underwater locater acoustic
beacons fitted on DFDR/ CVR, identify the units, clear them
from attachments/wreckages, grab them and bring them to the
surface.
3.2.1.2 The pressure exerted by the water at 6700 feet below
mean sea level is extremely high and the temperature is very low.
No light penetrates to that depth and it is pitch dark. Scarab I
fitted on French Ship "Leon Thevenin" which had undertaken the
challenging job of locating DFDR and CVR, and recovering the
same, was not designed to operate at 6700 feet depth. Its
maximum design operating depth was only 6000 feet. However,
it was decided to exceed the design operating depth for this
emergency operation.

3.2.1.3 By using the preliminary information of probable area
of location OF CVR and DFDR as indicated by ship 'Gardline
Locator', the Scarab I was Lowered in the sea to locate and
recover these units which it accomplished on 10.7.85 and 11.7.85
respectively.
3.2.1.4 Prior to recovery of DFDR/CVR by the ship 'Leon
Thevenin', sufficient spade work was done by the ship 'Gardline
Locator' (A ship provided by Accident Investigation Branch,
U.K.) and 'Le Aoife' (an Irish Naval Ship). The survey of the
crash area, carried out with the help of side-scan sonars fitted on
these ships, had indicated a general distribution of the wreckage
and a rough idea about the sizes of the parts. Each part of the
wreckage was called a target. The method used for survey was
triangulation with multiple passes through the crash site.
3.2.1.5 Next phase was the task of :
(a) Locating hundreds of pieces of wreckage by the combined
use of sonar and video monitors.
(b) Video and still photography of the pieces of wreckage.
(c) Plotting the distribution of the wreckage.
All this was to be carried out under the directions of the Court.
3.2.2
Scarab
3.2.2.1 The means (vehicles/equipment) proposed to be used in
the locating, mapping and video photography of the wreckage
were the CCGS John Cabot and SCARAB II.
3.2.2.2 The John Cabot is an ice breaker of the Canadian Coast
Guard. Since utilisation as an ice breaker is seasonal, the John
Cabot is also equipped for submarine cable laying. In order to
enlarge its capabilities in this regard, the John Cabot is equipped
to have on its deck the Scarab and to operate it. Thus the John
Cabot can be used for repair of submarine cables. The John
Cabot has complete facilities for operation, maintenance and
repair of the Scarab. This includes a Control Hut, a Test Room,
Workshop, Stores etc. The John Cabot has considerable

experience in work on deep sea bed.
3.2.2.3 The SCARAB II is a submersible craft assisting repair
and burial of cables. As will be clear from the following details,
the Scarab is not ipso facto a submarine. It is a total system for
carrying out its complex functions.
3.2.2.4 The SCARAB II is a state-of-the-art system designed
and built for tethered unmanned work at ocean depths of upto
6000 feet. Scarab's standard equipment are :
Two rugged manipulators.
A complete optical suite.
Six thrusters of 5 hp each.
CTFM Sonar.
Navigation System.
3.2.2.5 The manipulators have a choice of grippers/claws/
cutters etc. of any required description and size. The Scarab has
three TV cameras mounted on separate pan/tilt mechanism to
allow real time observation and video tape documentation. A 35
mm still camera was also installed and used in the present work.
There was a choice of quartz-iodide flood lights to provide
illumination.
3.2.2.6 The location and control of the Scarab is accomplished
through a phased array navigation system.
3.2.2.7 The Scarab was equipped with a 360° high resolution
Sonar with a range of 1000 meters. The Sonar was also capable
of interrogating and detecting 37 KHz and 27 KHz pingers. It
can function independently of the ship's facilities and is equipped
with power generators and semiautomatic handling equipment.
3.2.2.8 The John Cabot can salvage items, but it is not a salvage
ship as it does not have the specialised high capacity cranes,
derricks etc. required for salvage of large objects. Further, it does
not have deck space for keeping large salvaged items like the
wings, fuselage or tail surfaces of an aircraft as large as a 747.
The John Cabot was, therefore, adequate and fully satisfactory

for the work envisaged in this phase of the programme, as
salvage of large items was not planned in this phase. The task
was, as mentioned earlier, locating, mapping and photography of
the hundreds of pieces of wreckage. (The salvage work was part
of the next phase of the programme).
3.2.3
Control and Monitoring of Operations
3.2.3.1 It was realised that the operation proposed would pose
problems of control, monitoring and logistics.
3.2.3.2 Consider : A ship operating on the high seas in
international waters on the task of locating, mapping and video
photographing the hundreds of pieces of wreckage. The state of
art system for Sonar location and photography (Scarab) used by
the ship for handling this task. The group located on shore in
charge of the operations. Finally, the Court in Delhi was in
overall charge of the operatins.
3.2.3.3 It was realised that a proper line of control and
communication was essential if the operations were to be smooth
and successful.
3.2.3.4 Therefore it was decided that the following would be
the chain of command :
Court Investigating the Accident
(Mr. Justice B.N. Kripal)
Control Centre at Cork
(Court's representative)
CCGS John Cabot
(Commanding Officer)
Scarab
(Project Manager)
3.2.3.5 Because of the multiplicity of agencies involved in the
operations, the need was felt for a proper delineation of power at
all levels. It was, therefore, decided that :
a. Overall responsibility for the operations would rest with the
Indian authority viz. the Court. This would cover the

identification and definition of assignment of the overall tasks,
laying down of the priorities, overall control of the coverage of
the operation and, finally, the time schedule for the operation.
b. Decisions taken at the Control Centre, flowing from the
above, were to be taken solely by the Court's representative. The
experts from CASB, NTSB and Boeing were free to give their
views and recommendations, but the final decisions were to be
left to the Court's representative. Examples of such matters are :
Track of the survey, areas to be covered by John Cabot,
assignment of priorities for specific tasks, amount of time to be
devoted to any piece of wreckage, whether any item of wreckage
is to be picked up, etc.
c. Operation Control of John Cabot would be in the hands of
the Canadian Coast Guard Officer in the Control Centre,
who would co-ordinate with the Commanding Officer of John
Cabot. This would cover decision on feasibility or otherwise of
operations under adverse weather conditions, manner of covering
the area, method of retrieving any wreckage, etc.
d. Decisions relating to the Scarab (i.e. whether the weather
was suitable for Scarab operations, whether the size, weight etc.
of an item would permit its being picked up by Scarab, etc.)
would be left to the Scarab Project Manager on Board John
Cabot.
3.2.3.6 It might appear at first sight that in the above system
excessive power was delegated at certain levels to the detriment
of overall control. Any such impression would not be correct. In
actual fact, because of proper delegation of responsibility and
power at different levels, the operations were carried out with
extraordinary efficiency, smoothness and coordination, In this
connection, it is relevant to point out that the operations were not
a uni-disciplinary one. The operation (aircraft accident
investigation) was totally dependent on experts from other
disciplines, like naval (coast guard) operations, deep sea

photograph, salvage from sea bed etc. It was therefore, decided
that for smooth and efficient operations, adequate power and
responsibility should be delegated at all levels, particularly to
specialists engaged in the different areas of work as above.
3.2.3.7 It was also considered that adequate communication
was a sine qua non for smooth operation. Therefore, the
following communication facilities were established :
Control Centre at Cork Airport
Telex
Telephones (2)
3.2.3.8 The ship John Cabot had both telex and telephone
facility. These links were through satellite (IN MARSAT). The
Control Centre was in continuous communication contact with
John Cabot through telex and telephones. In order to establish a
reliable and satisfactory line of communication it was decided
that instructions or communication from Control Centre to the
Indian experts on John Cabot would follow the path as under :
Control Centre
Court's representative --- Canadian Coast
Guard Officer
John Cabot
Indian experts
--- Commanding Officer
3.2.3.9 It was felt that this would eliminate any possibility of
inconsistent or contradictory orders/messages going to John
Cabot.
3.2.3.10 With a view to have an ordered system of
communications between the control centre and John Cabot
(which is essential for proper control and monitoring of the
operations), it was decided that John Cabot would sent to the
Control Centre daily Situation Reports (SITREPS) at specified
times viz. 0800 hrs, 1200 hrs, 1600 hrs and 2000 hrs. This
however did not preclude the despatch of telexes by both Control
Centre and John Cabot at any other time.

3.2.3.11 In order to inform all agencies of the above system of
Control and Communication a number of meetings were held.
These were on 12.8.85 and 3.9.85 on board John Cabot and on a
number of occasions at the Control Centre. The purpose of these
meetings was not only to inform all concerned about the specific
task, the programme and the line of control and communication
but also to sort out differences and to understand the technical
and operational difficulties faced by the personnel on the spot
and to find a way out.
3.2.4
Daily Monitoring of Progress
3.2.4.1 It may be relevant to point out here that search, location
and video photography work was to be carried out round the
clock. Thus a considerable volume of data would be coming into
Control Centre. This required regular, almost hourly, monitoring,
study and analysis for
(a) proper understanding of the data collected and (b) advising
John Cabot of any changes in its programme, such as additional
photography on an item etc. For this purpose (i) SITREPS were
filed in the Control Centre (ii) all data (description, latitude and
longitude) obtained on every target was tabulated and the
cumulative list updated daily.
3.2.4.2 The location of the targets was plotted on charts every 4
hours. This was in addition to the plotting of targets carried out
on John Cabot.
3.2.4.3 Every day (including holidays and week ends) all the
officers posted at Control Centre assembled at about 0900 hrs.
They studied the SITREPS received at 0800 hrs and any other
telexes received from John Cabot in the night. The lists of targets
were updated and the new targets plotted on the charts. John
Cabot generally also sent brief remarks such as description,
nature of failure/damage, dimensions etc. Discussions were held
on the significance of the targets and their implications.
Instructions if any to be telexed to John Cabot were also

discussed. Similarly SITREPS received at 1200 hrs and 1600 hrs
were studied.
3.2.5
Monitoring at Cork
3.2.5.1 The Scarab provided video tapes and still photographs.
In the initial stages (upto 9.8.1985) the John Cabot was operating
in peripheral areas and therefore few targets were found. Hence
the output of videotapes was small. In fact upto 9.8.85, only
about 10 targets were found and only 3 video tapes were used up.
But later, when John Cabot came close to and into the crucial
areas, video tapes were recorded at a fast rate. Further, still
photography facility on the Scrab was activated at about this
time. Therefore, arrangements were made periodically to obtain
the video tapes and films from John Cabot. Video tapes and still
photographs (these required to be processed) were transported
from John Cabot to Cork Control Centre.
3.2.5.2 About 50 video tapes and nearly 3000 still photographs
(positives and transparencies) provided the visual information on
the targets.
Arrangements had to be made at Cork for such viewing and
study of the video tapes and still photographs. Video equipment
(TV monitor plus VCR) suitable for viewing the video tapes had
to be arranged.
3.2.5.3 The still photography used special professional quality
colour film (35 mm), each roll having 800 frames. The film was
diapositive. These had to be developed and transparencies
obtained from them. Thereafter negatives and prints had to be
made. Special equipment for viewing the transparencies had to
be provided for continuous work. The video tapes, transparencies
and prints provided the principal means of monitoring of the
results of the operation.
3.2.6
Operations
3.2.6.1 The Charts prepared by 'Gardline Locator' were on a
different type of grid system, and had to be translated into LAT-

LONG system, for use by John Cabot. For the convenience of
search/mapping operation the search area was divided into 4
blocks viz. Block 1, Block 2, Block 3 and Block 4.
3.2.6.2 The navigation system used by John Cabot is PULSE-8
system. This system needs the transponders to be placed on the
sea bed. These transponders help in getting the correct fix of a
target and in obtaining relative positions of the targets on the sea
bed which is highly useful for revisit for the purpose of
rephotography or recovery. Initially 4 transponders were placed,
and subsequently the number was increased as the search
operation was continued. The strategic locations for placing the
transponders was decided by considering :
(a) frequencies of relative transponders,
(b) distances required between relative transponders,
(c) wreckage distribution suggested by side scan sonar plots of
Eithena and Garline Locator, and
(d) size of search area.
These transponders were calibrated to match the navigation
system of the ship.
3.2.6.3 In order to obtain the maximum information from
search, it was decided that the Scarab search paths should be as
follows :
(a) Normally the search paths should be east to west, or west to
east within the individual blocks.
(b) The pattern of search should be a parallel search method.
(c) Distances between the parallel paths to be 1,200 feet (i.e. 2
cable widths), for effective use of sonar fitted on the Scarab.
(d) If Scarab deviates from its planned path for photography or
recovery, it should return to its planned path for further search.
(e) In each block, the search was to be made, at least 1/2 mile
(North or South) beyond the last target sighted, so as to ensure no
target is missed out from the given block.
3.2.6.4 However, when there was a need to modify the search

pattern, due to wreckage distribution in particular areas, the
following changes were made:
(a) Expanding box type search pattern was used in Block 1.
(b) Some North to South and South to North passes were made
in Block 3.
(c) In Block 3 northern end, the distances between the search
passes was reduced to 600 feet i.e. 1 cable width.
However, these deviations were made basically to improve the
reliability of search in specific areas, as demanded by peculiar
distribution of aircraft wreckage.
3.2.6.5 To facilitate identification of the wreckage located by
Scarab it was necessary to position aircraft maintenance
personnel on board the ship. As the aircraft structure was badly
torn, mutilated and distorted, serious difficulty was anticipated in
identification of small pieces of structure. It was therefore
essential that these maintenance personnel were provided with
aircraft photographs, manufacturing drawings, parts catalogue,
wiring diagram manuals and maintenance manuals. Since
carriage of such voluminous literature was not praticable, 3M
micro film reader printer
machines with micro film cassettes of the above literature were
produced and installed on the ship. In case of difficulty of
locating any particular information, the engineers were advised
to contact Cork Search Centre by telex or telephone who, in turn,
could seek the desired information from the manufacturers.
3.2.7
Wreckage Distribution
3.2.7.1 The wreckage distribution as determined by the
mapping of the sea bed provided some distinct distribution
patterns. The depth of the wreckage varies between about 6000
and 7000 feet, and the effect of the ocean current, tides and the
way objects may have descended to the sea bed was not
determined, thus some distortion of an object's relationship from
time of water entry to its location on the bottom cannot be

discounted. In general, the items found east of long 12°43.00'W
are small, lightweight and often made of a structure which traps
air. These items may have taken considerable time to sink and
may have moved horizontally in sea currents before settling at
the bottom. Marks left on the sea bed beside some wreckage does
indicate horizontal movement of the wreckage as it settled.
Although badly damaged, sections 41, 42 and 44, and the wing
structure were located in a relatively localized area centred about
lat 51°03.30'N and long 12°47.80'W, and the wreckage scatter
was oriented north/south. The wreckage scatter in this area was
so dense that it is probable that some of the wreckage may not
have been mapped or photographed. Section 46 and 48, including
the vertical fin and horizontal stabilizer, extended in a west to
east pattern with the western most identified aircraft component
located at lat 51°02.90'N and long 12°50.1'N. The wreckage
extended in a line about 110 degrees to an eastern position of lat
51°02.04'N and long 12°41.26'W, a distance of approximately
6.5 nautical miles. The aircraft structure had a random scatter
pattern. That is, items such as the aft pressure bulkhead were
broken into several pieces, and these pieces were located
throughout the pattern. A third area which had some distinctive
pattern was that of the engines, engine struts and components and
was localized about lat 51°03.25'N and long 12°47.4'W in a
northwest/southwest orientation. One of the operating engines
was displaced 0.5 nautical mile to the north of this area, and it
was also geographically separated from the wing structure. The
number 3 engine nacelle strut was also separated from the rest of
the engine components
and was located about one nautical mile to the west-southwest at
lat 51°02.87'N, long 12°48.05'W. The reasons for the
displacement of the number 3 engine nacelle strut and one of the
operating engines from the other engines are not known.
3.2.7.2 Details of the various targets which were identified by

the Structures Group is contained in Appendix 1 of this Report.
3.2.8
The Break up Pattern
3.2.8.1 The forward fuselage section of the aircraft was found
inverted and badly broken into many pieces, the major pieces
being :
(I) Section of fuselage right side below cockpit windows
containing part of the name 'Kanishka' (in Hindi) and 3 passenger
windows (Target No. 192)
(ii) Portion of upper skin between B S 360 and B S 520 below
window belt right side, up and over crown. This portion includes
the crew door and last letter of the "Air India" (in Hindi) logo
(Target No. 192).
(iii) Section of fuselage between B S 510 to B S 700, including
the passenger window belt right side, up and over crown to
include upper deck windows left side (Target No. 218).
(iv) Section of fuselage between B S 720 to B S 840 including
left side passenger window belt, up and over crown to right side
passenger window belt. Forward and upper edges of L H No.2
door cutout can be seen (Target No. 193).
(v) Large section of fuselage between B S 1000 to B S 1460
including left side passenger window belt, up and over crown to
right side passenger window belt. This section was found lying
on its right side (Target No. 137).
(vi) The lower portion of the fuselage skin/frame between the
nose and B S 1000 was damaged past recognition except for a
small portion with the forwarded cargo door (Target No.204) and
another portion containing the aft access door cutout at B S 810
(Target No. 362).
3.2.8.2 The aft fuselage was found in the following major
pieces :
(I) Section of RH fuselage skin between B S 1640 and B S 1940
below the window belt up to the crown (Target No. 321).
(ii) The RH fuselage bottom skin between B S 1820 (forward

edge of C2 door) and B S 2060 and between two stringers above
the door cutout to just below stringer 46 lap joint (Target No. 40).
(iii) The lower fuselage skin with stringers between B S 1480
and B S 1846 about 100 inches wide approximately (Target No.
7).
(iv) The LH fuselage skin panel between B S 1740 and B S 1880
about 110 inches wide (Target No. 11).
(v) The LH fuselage skin between B S 1460 and B S 1800 width
80 inches including No. 4L door and passenger windows (Target
No. 28).
(vi) The RH fuselage skin between B S 1660 and B S 1920, from
below window belt up to the crown including the 4R door cutout
(Target No. 321).
(vii)A fuselage lower skin panel (containing out flow valve)
between B S 2120 and B S 2240 and 120 inches wide (Target No.
320).
(viii)
A fuselage LH skin panel (containing 5 windows with
"T -" part of registration) between B S 1980and B S 2080
between stringers 19L and 24L (Target No. 369 and 26).
(ix) A fuselage LH skin panel between B S 1460 and B S 1800
with 8 stringers below the bottom of the door and 3 stringers
above the top of the door (Target No. 28).
3.2.8.3 The tail portion of the fuselage was found in the
following pieces:
(I) The lower fuselage skin between B S 2412 and B S 2598
about 20 stringers wide (Target No. 371).
(ii) The vertical fin with rudders attached was lying on the
ground by itself with a portion of B S 2517 frame. This includes
a small portion of the aft pressure bulkhead (Target No.37).
(iii) The horizontal tail with elevators attached was lying on
ocean floor with the jack screw and drive motor attached (Target
No. 31).
(iv) The fuselage tail cone aft of B S 2669 was found basically

intact and lying separately (Target No. 27).
3.2.9
Extent of Damage
Photographic and Video Interpretation of Wreckage
Photographic Interpretation
3.2.9.1 All wreckage sighted was recorded on video tapes and
all major items were recorded on 35 mm positive film. During
the course of the investigation, several members of the
investigation team had the opportunity to view the tapes and
photographs. Subsequently, when some items were recovered, it
became apparent that the optical image presented on video and
still film had some limitation with respect to identification of
damage or damage pattern. For example, the sine wave bending
of target 7 appeared in the video and photographs as a sine wave
fracture, and some of the buckling on target 35 was not evident
in either the video or photographs. The interpretation of damage
through photographic/video evidence without the physical
evidence might be misleading, and any interpretation should take
this into acount.
3.2.9.2 Engines
The four operating engines were all extensively damaged. A view
of the fan blades did not show signs of any rotational damage,
and it could not be determined whether any pre-impact failures
had occurred. The external damage to the engines varied, and at
least one engine appeared to be attached to part of the nacelle
strut. Except for the non-operational fifth engine, the engines
could not be matched with their original positions on the aircraft.
3.2.9.3 Landing Gear
The nose, wing, and body landing gear were all located.
Photographic examination indicated that all the gears were in the
'up' position at the time of impact.
3.2.9.4 Flaps and Spoilers
Positive identification of all the flap and spoiler surfaces was
not made. All the flap jackscrews indicated that the flaps were

retracted at impact. Of the spoilers identified, six had actuators
attached. The actuators were in the fully retracted position.
3.2.9.5 Section 41
Section 41, consisting of the cockpit, first-class section, and
electronics bay and identified as target 192, was found in a nearinverted attitude. This section was severely damaged. The
electronics bay and cockpit areas could not be located within the
wreckage. The first officer's seat was found on the sea bed near
section 41 wreckage.
3.2.9.6 Section 42
Portions of Section 42, consisting of the forward cargo hold,
main deck passenger area, and the upper deck passenger area,
were located near section 41. This area was severely damaged
and some of section 42 was attached to section 44. Some of the
structure identified from section 42 was the crown skin, the upper
passenger compartment deck, the belly skin, and some of the
cargo floor including roller tracks. The right-hand, number two
passenger door including some of the upper and aft frame and
outer skin was located beside section 44. Scattered on the sea bed
near this area were a large number of suitcases and baggage as
well as several badly damaged containers. All cargo doors were
found intact and attached to the fuselage structure, except for the
forward cargo door which had some fuselage and cargo floor
attached. This door, located on the forward right side of the
aircraft, was broken horizontally about one-quarter of the
distance above the lower frame. The damage to the door and the
fuselage skin near the door appeared to have been caused by an
outward force. The fractured surface of the cargo door appeared
to have been badly frayed. Because the damage appeared to be
different from that seen on other wreckage pieces, an attempt to
recover the door was made by CCGS John Cabot. Shortly after
the wreckage broke clear of the water, the area of the door to
which the lift cable was attached broke free from the cargo door,

and the wreckage settled back on to the sea bed. An attempt to
relocate the door was unsuccessful.
3.2.9.7 Section 44
Section 44 containing the aircraft structure between B S 1000
and B S 1480 including that area where the fuselage and wings
were mated
was located and identified. This section was severely damaged
but maintained its overall shape and was lying on its right side.
Part of the left wing upper skin was attached to the fuselage and
a large portion, about one third of the upper wing skin, separated
and was lying against the fuselage crown skin. Some of the body
and wing landing gears were found beside this section of the
aircraft. The gear was detached from the main structure. The
interior of the fuselage was extensively damaged.
3.2.9.8 Wing Structure
The wing structure was located near the forward area of the
aircraft structure and towards the northern most area of the
wreckage pattern. The wings showed extreme damage patterns
with the top and bottom surfaces separated and the wing surfaces
broken into segments.
3.2.9.9 Sections 46 and 48
Sections 46 and 48 contain that part of the aircraft structure aft of
B S 1480 and, for purposes of this report, will include the
horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin. This section of the aircraft
was scattered in a west to east pattern about 6.5 nautical miles in
length and exhibited severe break-up characteristics.
3.2.9.10 The aft cargo and bulk cargo doors were found in place
and intact, and 5L, 5R and 4R entry doors were identified. Four
segments of the aft pressure bulkhead were positively identified
(targets 35, 37, 73 and 296). Much of the fuselage which was
forward of the number five door and above the passenger floor
area was not located, or if located was not recognisable as having
come from a specific area of the aircraft.

3.2.9.11 Sections of the outer skin below the cargo area were
located as was some of the cargo floor structure. Generally, the
stringers and stiffeners are attached to the skin; however, the
lower frames, which provided the cargo floor support, were
detached from the skin. The rear cargo floor from B S 1600 to B
S 1760 was located and was found to have little or no distortion;
however, the lower skin and stringers were missing. A second
portion of the aft cargo compartment floor containing cargo drive
wheels and cargo roller trays was located. This structure was
severely damaged and mangled.
3.2.9.12 The tail cone and the auxillary power unit (APU)
housing were located and had received relatively minor damage;
however, the APU had broken free and was never located.
3.2.9.13 A large portion of the outer skin panels showed signs of
a force being applied from the inside out. On several pieces of
wreckage, the skin was curled outwards away from the stringers
and formers. This could have been the result of an overpressure.
3.2.9.14 The vertical tail was found in good condition, in a single
piece with both rudders attached. The top cap was partially
separated and a small dent was noticed in the middle of the
leading edge at the bottom. A curved broken portion of fuselage
was observed with a portion of the "Y" ring and pressure
bulkhead attached. Another small segment of the pressure
bulkhead was leaning on the lower section of the tail.
3.2.9.15 The horizontal stabilizer tail section was located and
was one unit with the elevators attached. The actuator jackscrew
was attached to the assembly. The stabilizer jackscrew ballnut
was observed to be located at the upper jackscrew stop. This
equates° to a full deflection of elevator trim. Since there is
nothing on the DFDR or CVR to indicate a malfunction of the
trim, it is deduced that this was not the lead event. It is not
known if the position of the ballnut resulted from a pilot trim
selection, a result of the initial event or if it rotated to the

observed position under the influence of gravity. Two-thirds of
the leading edge of the right horizontal stabiliser was missing
and the auxilliary spar was exposed. There was localized damage
to the right-hand root of the loading edge through about a span of
five ribs. The leading edge skin and part of the leading edge ribs
were torn downwards. Some localized damage to the root of the
left leading edge was visible with the remainder of the leading
edge undamaged. There was minor damage to the trailing edge of
the outboard left elevator, and a major portion of the inboard left
elevator was missing.
3.2.9.16 Passenger Seats
Many of the passenger seats located among the wreckage pattern
and identified as having come from section 46 and 48 appeared
to have the aft support legs buckled with little or no damage to
the forward support legs. Seats located in the wreckage
containing sections 41, 42 and 44 appeared to have varying types
of damage, that is, aft support legs only buckled, and all legs
buckled. One consistent feature noted was that in the majority of
seats located it was possible to ascertain that the seat belts were
not fastened.
3.2.10 Salvage Operations
3.2.10.1 During recovery operation the video tapes as well as
photographs of the wreckage to be recovered, were supplied to
the personnel on board the ship for facilitating identification and
recovery of correct targets.
3.2.10.2 Whenever any component/part of the aircraft wreckage
was salvaged it was essential to immediately subject the same to
inspection and to identify the damage sustained during recovery
operation. In order to oversee this critical operation, the Court
deputed one of its Assessors, Dr. V. Ramachandran, to be on
board the ships. Under his supervision, the components/parts
were thoroughly washed with fresh water, dried and treated with
corrosion inhibiting compounds. A detailed inspection was

thereafter carried out, observations recorded and the targets were
appropriately labelled and their numbers were painted thereon. A
laboratory microscope was taken on board by Dr Ramachandran.
With that, fragments of significance were segregated for further
investigation. Indeed some of these fragments did give important
clues.
3.2.10.3 All the investigating personnel on board the ship were
provided with leather gloves, fisherman's shoes, raincoat, life
floating suits, writing and labelling material, camera with
coloured films, etc. Sufficient number of "body bags" were
positioned on each ship to cater for the eventuality of recovery of
bodies with the wreckage. This precaution helped when a body
did come along with wreckage on 25.10.1985.
3.2.10.4 The ship John Cabot completed the operation of
locating, mapping and photography of the wreckage and returned
to Cork on 1.10.85 at 2020 hours. The next phase of operation
was to recover the significant wreckage parts which would be
useful for deciding the cause of the crash.
3.2.10.5 Subsequent to the accident to Japan Airlines Boeing 747
aircraft, suspected to have been caused by failure of the repair to
the rear pressure bulkhead, NTSB and FAA decided to fund the
U.S. Navy for a two week operation over the seas for recovery of
significant pieces of wreckage. For this purpose, U.S. Navy
appointed Commander J.R. Buckingham, a deep sea salvage
expert, to head the recovery operation. An offshore supply vessel
M.V. Kreuzturm, of Canada was hired by U.S. Navy to recover
the wreckage with the help of Scarab on John Cabot. One nylon
lift line together with winch and ram were installed on the ship
prior to its sailing to Cork where it arrived on 4th October, 1985.
One crane was installed on the ship Kreuzturm in Cork.
3.2.10.6 One inch dia Kevlar lines coated with black plastic for
abrasion resistance and braided with Dacron lining were used by
John Cabot as primary lift lines.

3.2.10.7 The structure group after studying the photographic
data, had formulated a list of 32 targets for recovery on 3.10.85.
A systemwise priority list proposed by the Court of Inquiry was
received through Dr V. Ramachandran on 4.10.85. Using these
two lists, and taking into account the operating restrictions
imposed by two ship operation, a final list of targets was
prepared for recovery by the ships, assigning a priority number to
each target. However, as the recovery operation progressed,
changes in priority list were made to achieve optimum utilisation
of the ships.
3.2.10.8 A meeting was held at 1400 hrs. on 4.10.85 on board
CCGS John Cabot to establish/clarify the priorities for the
wreckage recovery operation and coordination between John
Cabot, Kreuzturm and Cork Search Centre. All the personnel
involved in the recovery operation were shown the slides and
photographs of the targets which were chosen for recovery on
priority basis. The method and procedure of the recovery
operation was discussed in detail and finalised. Another meeting
was convened on 6.10.85
to clarify the doubts and to present the picture albums containing
various photographs of targets to be recovered. The mode of
attaching grippers/grabbers to the targets at strong points was
clarified. A serialised list of priorities was prepared based on the
mode of operation indicated by the the crew of John Cabot and
Kreuzturm. Dr Ramachandran was given the authority to make
on-the-spot decisions during the salvage operations.
3.2.10.9 A detail log of the activities of the ships John Cabot and
Kreuzturm which started the recovery operation of 10.10.85,
reveals the following :
(a) The Scarab working independently recovered the following
(1) Basket at target 192 containing copilot's chair, 2 suitcases
and radar antenna (12.10.85)
(2) Target 8 - Lower fuselage skin of aft cargo compartment.

(11.10.85).
(3) Target 245 - Forward belly skin just aft of radome
(16.10.85).
(4) Target 350 - Economy class seats and carpet (23.10.85).
(5) Target 296 - Piece of aft pressure bulkhead.
(b) The Scarab after attaching the grippers, bridal cable and lift
line to the targets buoyed off the same to Kreuzturm which
recovered the following targets :
(1) Target 362/396 - Forward cargo fuselage skin from station
700 to 840 and STR 41L to 43R. (16.10.85).
(2) Target 193 - Fueselage skin from station 720 to 860 and
passenger door 2L (17.10.85)
(3) Target 223 - Nose landing gear pressure deck web and
stiffeners, container pieces (staion 260-340)(19.10.85).
(4) Target 181 - Wing skin with forward cargo compartment
SLIPPED OFF WITH GRIPPERS (21.10.85) AND WAS LOST.
(5) Target 399/358 - Fuselage skin from station 780 to 940 and
STR 7R to 35R with 2R door (25.10.85). A body entrapped in
target 399/358 was recovered. Another body which came upto
surface with the wreckage fell
off into sea and was lost while hauling the wreckage on board.
The recovered body was identified as of Dr. Mathew Alexander,
a Canadian passenger and was brought to Cork by Fisherman's
vessel "Orion" at 0130 hrs. on 28.10.85 and was sent for Post
Mortem etc.
(6) Target 7 - Aft cargo compartment fuselage skin from station
1480 to 1860 (26.10.85).
(7) Target 47/50 - Aft cargo floor structure with roller tracks,
frames, latch etc. from station 1600 to 1760 (27.10.85).
(8) Target 117 - Three rows of coach class seats with passenger
cabin floor boards, broken floor beam (28.10.85).
(9) Target 35 - Aft Pressure Bulkhead piece (30.10.85).
3.2.10.10
The Scarab experienced malfunctions with its arms,

Sonar equipment, multiplex system, junction box,
microprocessor unit, etc. off and on during the above period of
operation. Fouling of lift line with umbilical cord was also
experienced in the early stages of operation. Since the assigned
recovery by Kreuzturm was over by 30.10.85, and as the Scarab
became unserviceable due to breakdown of its power suppluy,
the OSV MV Kreuzturm was directed to return to Cork to offload the recovered wreckage and its operation was terminated,
(Indian Government had funded the cost of operation of M.V.
Kreuzturm from 21.10.85 onwards).
3.2.10.11
Since the Scrab continued to remain unserviceable,
the ship John Cabot was called back to Cork. It anchored in Cork
at 1100 hrs. on 5.11.85. All the wreckage on board the ship was
transported to the boat yard, in the afternoon.
3.2.10.12
After detailed macro photography of the recovered
wreckage, the experts group mentioned in section 1.5.16
prepared a detailed factual report after carefully inspecting each
of the targets recovered. It was decided to send the wreckage to
Bombay for which necessary crates were then prepared and the
large pieces of wreckage were cut along the lines indicated by
the experts group to facilitate their packing.
3.2.10.13
RCMP investigators carried out a close visual and
microscopic examination of the fragments recovered with the
wreckage, suitcases, seats and cushions, etc. For further
laboratory analysis. Dr A.D. Beveridge collected a few samples.
3.2.10.14
The Scarab appeared to be serviceable on 19.11.85
and the ship John Cabot sailed for completion of recovery of left
over targets, on 20.11.85. However, the serviceability of Scarab
proved elusive, it became inoperable on 21.11.85 and the ship
returned to Cork at 1700 hrs on 25.11.85.
3.2.10.15
Efforts were made to repair Scarab so that the ship
John Cabot could sail again in order to salvage as many pieces as
possible. It was fortunate that the weather had not deteriorated.

Some of the important but small pieces which had to be
recovered had been placed in a basket at the bottom of the ocean.
The ship sailed out again after Scarab had been repared. The
basket was sought to be lifted, but, unfortunately, when it
reached near the surface of the sea it overturned and the contents
of the basket spilled and were never traced again.
3.2.10.16
At this juncture it was decided that the salvage
operations should be terminated. The ship returned and sailed for
home in the first week of December 1985.
3.2.11 Examination of Wreckage
3.2.11.1 Floating Wreckage
Soon after the accident, a number of light weight parts of the
aircraft were found floating over a wide area at the crash site.
These were picked up by the ships engaged in rescue operations
and were brought to Cork where they were kept in the boat yard.
The floating wreckage recovery continued for four days i.e. upto
26th June.
3.2.11.2 Some of the wreckage items were subsequently washed
to the west coast of Ireland. These were picked up by the Irish
Police and were brought to Cork. Some wreckage items were
taken by a ship to Halifax, Canada. These were flown to Cork by
the Canadian Aviation Safety Board. With the assitance of Air
India engineers, the wreckage items were
identified, labelled, photographed and laid out in the boat yard
hangar for examination.
3.2.11.3 The wreckage was initially examined at Cork by the
Structures, Power Plant and Systems Group. It was subsequently
transported to Bombay for further examination. A few wreckage
items which were taken by the Spanish trawlers to Madrid were
also transported to Bombay. Some wreckage items had washed to
the west coast of England. These were collected by the Accident
Investigation Branch of UK and were transported to Cork and
then to Bombay.

3.2.11.4 The floating wreckage recovered constituted
approximately 3 to 5 per cent of the aircraft structure. The major
items of the wreckage recovered were :
Various leading edge skin panels of LH nd RH wing, LH wing
tip, spoilers, leading edge and trailing edge flaps, engine
cowlings, flap track canon fairings aft end pieces, landing gear
wheel wall doors, pieces of elevator and aileron, toilet doors,
cabin floor panels, cabin overhead and upper deck bins,
passenger seats, life vests, slide rafts, hand baggages, suitcases
etc. and three empty oxygen bottles.
3.2.11.5 The Structures Group which had been constituted by the
Court examined the floating wreckage and submitted its report.
From the report the following significant information about the
damage to major items of the floating wreckage is noted :
(I) VT-EFO aircraft was carrying a -7Q engine on 5th pod and a
-7Q 5th pod kit in the aft cargo compartment. It had therefore, in
all 14 engine fan cowls (eight working engine fan cowls plus two
5th pod engine fan cowls plus two -7T engine kit fan cowls in the
aft cargo compartment plus two -7Q engine fan cowls in the aft
cargo compartment). Out of these 14 fan cowls, 9 cowls (6 of
working engines plus 2 of -7J kit plus one of 7Q kit) and two
additional pieces of fan cowls were found. Five of the fan cowls
of working engines show
folding damage lines at approximately 3 O'Clock and 9 O'Clock
positions. The number 3 engine inboard fan cowl has severe
impact damage on its leading edge and has small inward to
outward puncture holes (not penetrating through outer skin) in
the lower centre region. The two fan cowls of -7J 5th pod kit
stowed in the aft cargo compartment exhibit severe damage. One
of these cowls is broken in two pieces. One of the pieces is cut at
one corner in an arc of about 20 inches diameter and its external
skin is pealed back. The external surfaces of all the three pieces
have considereable scratches, tears and holes from outside to

inside. None of the punctures penetrates the inner skin. Some
punctures are also present from inside to outside but none of
these penetrates the outer skin.
(ii) Out of the 12 spoilers, seven (number 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 12)
have been retrieved. Of these, six have their actuators attached to
them in fully retracted position. Six spoilers have splits in their
lower skin with split edges curled into the cores of honeycomb.
Number 8 spoiler (located just inboard of number 3 engine) has a
concentrated local impact damage on front spar and trailing edge
beam from forward to aft and up direction over a span of 2 feet
starting from outboard of spoiler actuator.
(iii) The left hand wing tip assembly with a part of H F Antenna
was retrieved. No burning/discolouration marks around lightning
arrester of H F system were noticed. The rib inboard of the
lightning arrester was found intact. There were no burn marks
anywhere on the panel.
(iv) The right hand wing leading edge top panel inboard of
number 3 engine with a position of kruger flap frame along with
bull nose attached was recovered. The bull nose was found
crushed from top in the area just below the stay rod and the lower
surface of stay rod has scratch marks from front to rear.
(v) The right hand wing root leading edge (inboard of W S
268.81) shows an impact damage at the leading edge. Bottom
skin and internal structure are torn away. The leading edge skin is
caved in over a span of about 3 feet and shows signs of heavy
body impact in air. The impact damage shows signs of downward
and backward movement of the impacting body.
(vi) A 3' x 2' piece of right hand inboard trailing edge fore flap
with accordian seal was recovered. The inboard 8" portion of
leading edge was found damaged by impact of an object going
from lower forward to upper aft.
(vii)All the floor panels recovered from upper deck and main
cabin indicate that these were detached from their attachments in

an upward direction from all sides.
(viii)
One main deck blow out door located between B S 2040
and 2140 left hand side was available. Out of its four metal clips,
one clip was broken off with 2 nylon rivet heads sheared.
(ix) The cockpit entry door and the side bulkhead panel were
found fairly intact but had come out of their attachment.
(x) Twelve toilet doors, out of a total of 16, were available and
were found fairly intact, but had come out of their attachments.
(xi) The available cabin interior panels and overhead bins of the
main deck and upper deck have only minor damage.
(xii)The woodent boxes which contained the fan blades of 5th
pod engine and were loaded in container at position 24L in the
forward cargo compartment were found broken apart with no
burn marks.
3.2.11.6 Wreckage Salvaged from Sea
The wreckage salvaged from the sea was visually examined at
Cork by the Committee of Experts as mentioned in section 1.5.16
and the observations thereon recorded. Subsequently detailed
metallurgical examination was carried out at the Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre, Bombay by
Dr. M.K. Asundi and Dr. G.E. Prasad of B.A.R.C., Mr. S.
Radhakrishnan and Dr. R.V. Krishnan of National Aeronautical
Laboratory and Mr. B.K. Athawale of the Explosives Research
and Development Laboratory, under the guidance of Dr. V.
Ramachandran. During this examination, representatives of
CASB, CP Air and Boeing were present in the first week. These
represntatives left Bombay while the metallurgical examination
was being carried out. The metallurgical examination was
continued and the aforesaid group submitted the metallurgical
report to the Court in December, 1985.
3.2.11.7 Although all the recovered wreckage was examined,
only those items exhibiting characteristics which provide some
evidence as to what may have happened to the aircraft during its

final moments of flight are discussed herein below :
3.2.11.8 Target 7 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
contained the keel beam. Target 7 extended from B S 1480 to
1850 and was about eight feet in width and 32 feet in length. The
left edge had a full length rivet line tear and the torn edge was
buckled in waves, like the trace of a sine wave. One the right
side, between the one quarter and midway segment, a large flap
of skin was attached. The skin was folded aft, diagonally
underneath, from right to left and the paint was scoured off the
leading edge. The forward break was at the joint at B S 1480.
The skin tear located at about B S 1860 was irregular in nature.
The forward keel joint splice plate was bent, and the keel joint
bolt holes were distored and elongated.
3.2.11.9 This panel was examined by the committee of experts at
BARC and according to their report the keel beam trunnion
fitting beneath the outer chord of the station 1480 bulkhead had
fractured at the aft set of bolt holes. The fracture surface of the
right side of the trunnion fitting was clean. As per the report, it
was typical of overload failure in tension. The fracture surface of
the left side of the trunnion fitting was covered with corrosion
products, especially, at one corner, due to sea water. After
cleaning this area by the recommended techniques, scanning
electron microscopy revealed morphology of overload fracture
consisting of dimples. Away from this corner also the fracture
was similar as being due to overload. There was no evidence of
there having been any fatigue failure.
3.2.11.10
At B.A.R.C., a sample was cut from the corroded
corner of the failed left side trunnion fitting and metallographic
examination was carried out on the same. The said examination
showed on a face perpendicular to the corroded fracture surface,
pits due to corrosion by sea water. The basic microstructure was
however free from intergranular cracking. It was thus concluded

by the experts that the material in the region corroded by sea
water had not suffered stress corrosion cracking which generally
manifests as intergranular cracking.
3.2.11.11
A piece of the trunnion fitting was cut and the
hardness and electrical conductivity values were measured by the
said experts. As per their report, the electrical conductivity values
were within the specified limits.
3.2.11.12
Target 8 - Lower Fuselage Skin Panel
This skin panel was located below the aft cargo area and
extended from B S 1860 to 1960 and from stringer 46L to 46R.
The forward end of target 8 matched with the aft end of Target 7.
A region of fracture along the rivet holes near stringer 46L was
marked for SEM examination. SEM examination after cleaning
revealed that the fracture was characterised by dimples along its
length, including areas adjacent to the edges of the rivet holes.
These features are consistent with an overload mode of failure.
3.2.11.13
According to the metallurgical report, there was no
evidence of fatigue failure on this target.
3.2.11.14
Target 35 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from behind the aircraft, this segment of
pressure bulkhead occupied the 9 to 1 O'Clock position, the piece
from 12 to 1 O'Clock position had the flange from the outer ring
attached. The web below the outer ring flange had areas of
buckling. From the 11 to 12 O'Clock position the outer edge
showed sinusoidal buckling, and the edge sector at 9 O'Clock
position was partially collapsed and its edge was turned under.
Samples taken for optical stereo microscope and SEM
examination revealed that the fracture characteristics were
consistent with an ovrload mode of failure.
3.2.11.15
According to the metallurgical report, there was no
evidence of fatigue or any other mode of failure.
3.2.11.16
Target 296 - Portion of Rear Pressure Bulkhead
Looking forward from the rear of the aircraft, this segment of the

bulkhead occuped the 7 to 9 O'Clock position. Optical and SEM
examination were undertaken on this item.
3.2.11.17
The fracture alont the left-hand edge of target 296
(viewed from the rear) was examined optically prior to removing
any representative samples. The fracture was at the rivet line at a
skin splice, except for a length of fracture about 15 inches long
near the forward end, which was through the skin away from the
rivet line. Most of the rivet holes along the fracture path showed
some slight elongation and skin deformation.
3.2.11.18
Representative fracture samples were cut from the
left-hand side and circumferential fracture edges of the fracture
surfaces. Optial and SEM examination revealed that the fracture
characteristics are consistent with an overload mode of failure.
3.2.11.19
Target 47 - Aft Cargo Floor Structure
This portion of the aft cargo compartment was located between B
S 1600 and B S 1760. No significant observation was noted.
There was no evidence to indicate characteristics of an explosion
emanating from the aft cargo compartment.
3.2.11.20
Target 117 - Floor with Seats Attached
These seats were right-section doubles, located between B S
1880 and 1980 and were from rows 46, 47 and 48, F and G
(Zone E). The seats were displaced to the left with the rear legs
buckled to the left. The front leg supports exhibited only minor
damage. The middle and rear doubles had aisle-side seat arms
bent to the right. There was no impact damage to the seat backs
or seat pans, and all life vests except one were gone from the
underseat container bags.
3.2.11.21
In the metallurgical report it is stated that on an
examination of this target it was also found that on the underside
of this
floor near the forward end, a number of dents and impact marks
were observed. This region appeared to have suffered shrapnel
penetration. This area was radiographed but no metallic fragment

was detected.
3.2.11.22
Target 193 - Fuselage Side and 2L Entry Door
The fuselage segement was located between B S 720 and 840.
The door and fuselage skin were buckled outwards,
approximately in line with the buckling on the fuselage and 2R
entry door directly opposite.
3.2.11.23
Target 399 - Fuselage around 2R Door
This target is shown in Fig. 399-1. A detailed description is given
below :
TARGET 399
Fuselage Station 780 to 940 in the longitudinal
direction and stringer 7R down
to stringer 35R circumferentially.
This piece contained five window frames, one in the 2R
passenger entry door. Three of the window frames, including the
door window frame, still contained window panes. Little overall
deformation was found in the stringers and skin above the door.
The structure did contain a significant amount of damage and
fractures in the skin and stringers beneath the window level. In
the area beneath the level of the windows, the original convex
outward shape of the surface had been deformed into an inward
concave shape. Further inward concavity was found in the skin
between many of the stringers below stringer 28R. The skin at
the forward edge of the piece was folded outward and back
between stringers 25R and 30R. Over most of the remaining
edges of the piece a relatively small amount of overall
deformation was noted in the skin adjacent to the edge
separations. Twelve holes or damage areas were numbered and
are further described.
No.1 : Hole, 5 inches by 9 inches with two large flaps and one
smaller curl, all folded outward. Reversing slant fractures, small
area missing.
No.2 : Hole, 2 inches by 3/4 inch, one flap folded outward,
reversing slant fractures, one curled sliver, no missing metal.

No.3 : Triangular shaped hole about 2 inches on each side. One
flap, folding inward, with one area with a serrated edge. No
missing metal, extensive cracking away from corners of the hole,
reversing slant fracture.
No.4 : Tear area, 8 inches overall, with deformation inward in
the centre of the area. Reversing slant fracture.
No.5 : Fracture area with two legs measuring 14 inches and
about 24 inches. Small triangular shaped piece missing from a
position slightly above stringer 27R. Inward fold noted near the
joint of the legs. An area of 45° scuff marks extend onto this fold.
No.6 : Hole about 2.5 inches by 3 inches with a flap folded
outward, reversing slant fracture. Approximately half the metal
from the hole is missing.
No.7 : Hole about 3 inches by 1 inch, all metal from the hole is
missing. Fracture edges are deformed outward.
No.8 : Forward edge of the skin is deformed into an "S" shaped
flap. Three inward curls noted on an edge.
No.9 : Inwardly deformed flap of metal between stringers 11R
and 12R at a frame splice separation. No evidence of an impact
on the outside surface.
No.10 : Door lower sill fractured and deformed downward at the
aft edge of the door.
No.11 : Frame 860 missing above stringer 14R. Upper auxilliary
frame of the door has its inner chord and web missing at station
860. A 10 inch piece of stringer 12R is missing aft of station 860.
No.12 : Attached piece of floor panel (beneath door) has one
half of a seat track attached. The floor panel is perforated and the
lower surface skin is torn.
3.2.11.24
Much of the damage on this target was on the skin
and stringers beneath the window level, i.e., on the starboard side
of the front cargo hold. The inside and outside surface of the skin
in this region are shown in Fig. 399-2 and 399-3 respectively.
There were 12 holes or damaged areas on the skin as described

above, generally with petals bending outwards. The curl on a flap
around hole no.1 shown in Figh 399-4 has one full turn.
This curl is in the outward direction. Cracks were also noticed
around some of the holes. Part of the metal was missing in some
of the holes. The edges of some of the petals showed reverse
slant fracture. In one of the holes, spikes were noticed at the edge
of a petal.
3.2.11.25
When this target was recovered from the sea, along
with it came a large number, a few hundreds, of tiny fragments
and medium size pieces, All of the fragmets were recovered from
the area below the passenger entry door 2R. One of the medium
size pieces recovered with this target was a floor stantion, about
35 inches long, shown in Fig. 399-5. It is a square tube. It had the
mark station 880 painted on its inner face, i.e. facing the centre
line of the cargo hold. The part number printed on this station is
69B06115 12 and the assembly number is ASSY 65B06115-942
E3664 1/31/78*. It was confirmed that this stantion belongs to
the starboard side of the forward cargo hold. The inner face of
the stantion had a fracture with a curl at the lower end, the curl
being in the outboard direction and up into the centre of the
station. Fig. 399-6 is a print from the radiograph of this station.
The inward curling can be seen clearly in this figure. Curling of
the metal in this manner is a shock wave effect.
3.2.11.26
A piece near the fracture edge of this stantion was
cut, and examined metallographically. Fig. 399-7 and 399-8
show the micro-structure of this piece. Twins are seen in the
grains close to the fracture edge. The normal microstructure of
the stantion material is free from twins as shown in Fig. 399-9.
3.2.11.27
Fig. 399-10 shows a collection of small fragments
recovered along with target 399. There were some curved
fragments with small radius of curvature (A). Reverse slant
fracture (B) was noticed in some of the skin pieces. A piece 3/4"
x 1/2" and 3/16" thick was found to have three blunt spikes at the

edge (C). This piece was metallographicaly polished on the
longitudinal edge. The microstructre of the piece is shown in Fig.
399-11. It may be seen that the grains in this fragment also
contain a large number of twins.
3.2.11.28
Target 362/396 Forward Cargo Skin
This piece indluded the station 815 electronic access door,
portions of seven longitudinal stringers to the left of bottom
centre and five longitudinal stringers to the right of bottom
centre. The original shape of the piece (convex in the
circumferential direction) had been deformed to a concave
inward overall shape. Multiple separations were found in the skin
as well as in the underlying stringers. Further inward concavity
was found in the skin between most of the stringers.
3.2.11.29
The two sides of this piece are shown in Fig. 362-1
and 362-2. This piece has 25 holes or damaged areas in most of
which there are multiple petals curling outwards. These holes are
numbered 1 to 3, 4a, 4b, 4c and 5 to 23. These are described
below. Unless otherwise noted, holes did not have any material
missing :
No.1 : Hole with a large flap of skin, reversing slant fracture.
No.2 : Hole with multiple curls, reverse slant fracture.
No.3 : Hole with multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant
fracture, one area of spikes (ragged sawtooth)
No.4A : One large flap, reverse slant fracture, one area of spikes.
No.4B : Hole with two flaps.
No.4C : Hole with two flaps, one area of spikes
No.5 : HOle with two flaps.
No.6 : Braching tear from the left side of the piece, reversing
slant fracture.
No.7 : Hole, with one flap, one curl and one area of spikes.
No.8 : Very large tear from the left side of the piece with
multiple flaps and curls, reversing slant fracture and at least two
areas of spikes.

No.9 : Hole with multiple flaps, one curl.
No. 10 : 2.5 inch tear
No.11 : One flap
No. 12 : Grip hole, plus a curl with spikes on both sides of the
curl.
No.13 : "U" shaped notch with gouge marks in the inboard/
outboard direction. Three curls are nearby with one are of spikes.
Gouges found on a nearby stringer and on a nearby flap.
No. 14 : Nearly circular hole, 0.3 inch to 0.4 inch in diameter.
Small metal lipping on outside surface of the skin. Most of the
metal from the hole is missing.
No. 15 : Hole in the skin beneath the first stringer to the left of
centre bottom. Small piece missing.
No. 16 : Hole in the stringer above hole No. 15. Most of the
metal from this hole is missing.
No. 17 : Hole through the second stringer to the left of centre
bottom, 0.4 inch in diameter. The hole encompassed a rivet
which attached the stringer to the outer skin. Small pieces of
metal missing.
No. 18 : Hole at the aft end of the piece between the third and
fourth stringers to the left of centre bottom. The hole consisted of
a circular portion (0.4 inch diameter), plus a folded lip extending
away from the hole. The metal from the circular area was
missing.
No. 19 : Hole with metal folded from the outside to the inside,
about 0.6 inch by 1.5 inch. Flap adjacent to the hole contained a
heavy gouge mark on the outside surface of the skin.
No. 20 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 21 : Hole containing a piece of extruded angle.
No. 22 : Hole with one flap.
No. 23 : Hole about 0.3 inch in diameter, with tears away from
the hole. Small piece missing.
3.2.11.30
Fig. 362-3 to 362-7 show a few of these holes.

There were also cracks or tears around some of the holes. The
curls around some of the holes had nearly one full turn. In the
large tear between body stations 700 and 740 and stringers
between 41L and 45L, there were many pronounced curls as
shown in Fig. 362-8. On the edges of the petals around
several holes, reverse slant fracture was seen at a number of
places. This slant fracture is at an angle of about 45° to the skin
surface, the fracture continuing in the same general direction but
with the slope of the slant fracture reversing frequently.
3.2.11.31
Sharp spikes were observed at the edges of the
holes or at the edges of the petals around the holes No. 3, 4A,
4C, 7, 8 (at two locations), 12, 13 and 16. Some of the spikes are
shown in Fig. 362-9 to 362-12. One of the holes, No. 14, on the
skin was nearly elliptical with metal completely missing, as
shown in Fig. 362-13. On the inside surface of the skin, paint
surrounding this hole was missing. Hole No. 16 was through the
hat section stringer, as shown in Fig. 362-14. In this, most of the
metal was missing. On the inside of the hat section, the fracture
edge of this hole had spikes, as shown in Fig. 362-15. Hole No.
17 was through the stringer and the skin, as shown in 362-16.
3.2.11.32
Through holes No. 20 and 21, extruded angles were
found stuck inside, as shown in Fig. 362-17 and 362-18
respectively. In the petal around hole No. 20, there was an impact
mark by hit from the angle as seen in Fig. 362-19 photographed
after removing the angle. Such a mark was not present in the
petals around other holes.
3.2.11.33
On the skin adjacent to hole No. 13 gouge marks
were noticed, Fig. 362-20. These marks were on the inside
surface of the skin. To check whether these could be due to
rubbing by the bridal cable of Scarab during the recovery
operations, a sample of bridal cable was obtained from "John
Cabot" and gouge marks were produced by pressing this cable
against an aluminium sheet. The gouge marks thus produced, as

shown in Fig. 362-21, appear to be different from those observed
near hole No. 13.
3.2.11.34
A piece surrounding hole No. 14 was cut out and
examined in a Jeol 840 scanning electron microscope at the
Naval Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratory, Bombay. Fig.
362-22 and 362-23 are the scanning electron micrographs
showing the inside surface and outside surface of the skin around
this hole. Flow of metal from inside to outside can be seen from
these figures. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis was carried out on
the edges of this hole. Only the elements present in this alloy and
sea water residue were detected.
3.2.11.35
A portion of the skin containing part of hole No. 14
was cut, polished on the thickness side of the skin and examined
in a metallurgical microscope. Fig. 362-24 shows the
microstructure of this region. The flow of metal along the edge of
the hole can be seen from the shape of the deformed grains near
the hole. This can be compared with the bulk of the grains shown
in Fig. 362-25, away from the hole. In addition, in Fig. 362-24, a
series of twin bands can be seen in some of the grains near the
hole. Fig. 362-26 shows these bands at a higher magnification.
Normal deformation rates at various temperatures do not produce
such twinning in aluminium or its alloys. It may be noted that
this microstructural feature is absent in the microstructure of the
skin, away from hole No. 14, Fig. 362-25.
3.2.11.36
Metallography was also carried out on a petal
around hole No.7 and on a curl with spikes around hole No. 12.
The microstructures indicate twins, however they could not be
recorded due to their poor contrast.
3.2.11.37
Small pieces containing the spikes around holes
No. 12 and 16 were cut and energy dispersive x-ray chemical
analysis on the region of spikes in both was carried out in the
Jeol 840 SEM. Only elements present in the alloys and sea water
residue were detected.

3.2.11.38
A number of small fragments were found along
with the forward cargo skin in target 362. Amongst them was a
piece from the web of a roller tray. This has pronounced curling
of the edges towards the drive wheel, Fig. 362-27.
3.2.11.39
Another small fragment was found from the above
target. This piece, identified as specimen No. 12 in box No. 1,
target 362, has a number of spikes along the edge. A scanning
electron micrograph of the spikes is shown in Fig. 362-28. The
sides of the spikes on SEM examination revealed elongated
dimples as shown in Fig. 362-29, characteristic of shear mode of
fracture. Metallography was carried out on the thickness side of
this specimen. Fig. 362-30 and 362-31 show the microstructure
near the apex of the spike and at the root of the spike
respectively. Extensive twinning can be seen in these regions of
the spikes.
3.2.11.40
Another fragment recovered with target 362 and
identified as specimen No. 8 in box No. 1, also showed extensive
twinning. The microstructure is recorded in Fig. 362-32.
3.2.11.41
Reference has also to be made to two other reports
concerning wreckage.
3.2.11.42
The floating wreckage recovered was initially
examined at Cork. On 25th June, Mr. Eric Newton a retired
investigator of AIB, UK, was requested to examine the floating
wreckage recovered and other materials with specific reference
to the possibility of explosive sabotage having taken place. Mr.
Newton examined the floating wreckage, passenger clothings and
the other materials recovered from the crash victims The findings
of Mr. Newton on the material available at that time are
summarised below:
a. Taking the scatter of the wreckage and bodies into
consideration and the condition of the limited wreckage
recovered indicates that the aircraft had broken up in flight
before impact with the sea.

b. Detailed examination of the structural wreckage recovered
did not reveal any evidence of collision with another aircraft.
Nothing was found suggestive of an external missile attack.
c. There was no evidence of fire internal or external.
d. There was no evidence of lightning strike.
e. Examination of all available structural parts recovered, did
not reveal any evidence of significant corrosion, metal fatigue or
other material defects. All fractures and failures were consistent
with overstressing material and crash impact forces
f. Examination of clothing from the bodies did not show any
explosive fractures or any signs of burning. The seat cushions
and head cushions also did not show any explosive
characteristics.
g. The damage to the suitcases (14 large and 29 small) which
were examined was due to impact crash forces. The presence of
14 large suitcases could, however, indicate that one of the
baggage containers had been broken to permit these suitcases to
escape.
h. A number of lavatory doors and structure also did not show
any damage consistent with explosion. The flight deck door
showed no explosion damage inside or outside.
i
The circumstatnial evidence strongly suggests a sudden and
unexpected disaster occurred in flight.
j. There was no significant fire or explosion in the flight deck,
first and tourist passenger cabin including several lavatories and
the rear bulk cargo hold.
3.2.11.43
The other report dated 30th November, 1985 is of
Mr. V.J. Clancy. Mr. Clancey had examined the wreckage and
had also taken part, though only for a few days, in the
metallurgical examination which was being conducted at BARC,
Bombay.
3.2.11.44
Mr. Clancey examined practically all the items of
wreckage which had been brought to BARC and in his report he

has dealt with all of them. His report contained a description of
the recovered items and also his comments thereon.
3.2.11.45
With regard to the aforesaid target 362, he observed
that there were about 20 holes in it clearly resulting from
penetrations from inside.
3.2.11.46
He further stated that:
"In addition to the fact that perforation was from inside there are
certain features which suggest that they were made by high
velocity fragments such as are produced by an explosion. These
features are:
(a) Presence of toothed or spiked edges at some parts of the
metal which had petalled out from the perforations.
"Tardif and Sterling (Canadian Aeronautics and Space Journal,
1969, 16, 1, 19-27) obtained spiked fractures in fragments from
sheet alloy subjected closely to an explosion. They stated that
they had not obtained this effect in fractures otherwise produced.
(b) Presence of marked curling, in some cases of more than
360°, of some of the petals.
Tradif and Sterling stated that such curling was a feature of
explosively produced fragments.
(c) The virtual absence of scratches or score marks on the petals
such as might be expected if something were slowly forced
through the metal.
(d) The virtual absence of other impact marks on the inside
surface such as might have been produced by a massive impact
with a substantial object. This suggested that the production of at
least many of the perforations were separate independent events.
(e) One perforation (identified as No. 14) resembles a "bullet
hole", that is cleanly punched out - a type of hole usually
associated with a high velocity missile.
"There is evidence that the forward part of this item had been
folded back inwards along the line of station 760 and then bent
back again along a line slightly forward of this station.

"Such folding, may be violently produced on impact with the
water, could have brought broken metal of stringers or stiffeners
into forceful contact with the internal surfaces producing
perforations outwards. The overlap of such folding would
conceivably have covered the area up to station 800 and thus
included most of the perforations.
"One hole identified as No. 13, was almost certainly caused by a
slipping wire rope used as a sling.
"Part of the inner surface, aft of station 780 was superficially
blackened as if by soot from a fire. Swabs were taken by me of
this area
and are being examined by R.A.R.D.E. for evidence of fire or
explosives".
3.2.11.47
There were several hundred small fragments which
were recovered from the same general area as Target 362. While
dealing with these Mr. Clancey observed that the production of a
large number of small fragments is generally regarded as
indicative of an explosion. One piece out of this was isolated,
which was about one inch square of sheet alloy, and it was noted
by Mr. Clancey that this piece had characteristic spikes on one
edge similar to those described by Tardif and Sterling. (This
piece is the same as shown in Fig. 362-28).
3.2.11.48
Mr. Clancey also examined a few suit cases which
had been recovered. One particular suit case to which reference
was made by him was of red plastic material with blue lining.
With regard to this he stated that the damaged lining, severely
tattered, resembles that of one found after an explosion in an
aircraft in Angola. In that case microscopic examination showed
definite evidence of damage by an explosion.
3.2.11.49
The later part of the report of Mr. Clancey
contained his opinion. With regard to Target 362 his opinion was
as follows:
"The features discernible to a careful close visual examination

point towards the possibility of an explosion but taken alone do
not justify a firm conclusion.
"Curling of petals and spiked or toothed fractures may be
observed in other events than explosions despite the failure by
Tardif and Sterling to obtain them in their limited number of
attempts. It is probable that these features indicate a rapid rate of
failure but not necessarily of a rapidity which could only be
produced by an explosion.
"A more detailed study, metallurgical and fractographic, is
required.
"The studies by Tardif and Sterling were done on fragments
produced from aluminium alloy in contact with the explosive.
Very little information is available on the behaviour of
aluminium alloy some distance
from the explosive and subjected to attack by secondary
fragments. To determine this some trials will be necessary, to
obtain reference samples for comparison.
"The single "bullet hole", No. 14, strongly supports an explosion
hypothesis but, being the sole example of its kind, is not, by itself
determinative.
"If the forward part of this item was forcefully and rapidly folded
back to impact on the other part it might explain the other
features apparent to visual examination. It would require detailed
laboratory examination and tests to eliminate this possibility".
3.2.11.50
The opinion of Mr. Clancey about the small
fragments was as follows:
"The production of a large number of small fragments is
generally regarded as a pointer towards an explosive cause but
cannot be relied upon unless it is clear that they could not have
been produced by some other means. It is known that the breakup of an aircraft at high speed may produce great fragmentation.
"The single spiked fragment must be regarded as important but a
single specimen is not, by itself, determinative."

3.2.11.51
It appeared to the Court that the report of Mr.
Clancey required certain clarifications. It was suggested to
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company by the Court that Mr.
Clancey should appear as a witness. The Court received a
message to the effect that Mr. Clancey felt that he could not add
anything useful to his report.
3.2.11.52
A close examination of the report of Mr. Clancey
shows that the opinion expressed by him in the later part of the
report is at considerable variance with the observations contained
in the earlier part of the report. Particularly with regard to Target
362 and the small fragments, Mr. Clancey has stated in his
observations that there was strong
evidence of explosion. In his opinion, however, he has stated that
more detailed study is required. It is interesting to note that
though Mr. Clancey has referred to the opinion of Tardif and
Sterling, he has not chosen to contradict the conclusions arrived
by them. Mr. Clancey has also not stated as to what could
possibly have caused the special features which were noted on
Target 362.
3.2.11.53
We find the metallurgical report inspires more
confidence. Not only is reference and reliance made in the report
to other expert opinions contained in various articles written by
experts all over the world, certain explosion experiments were
also carried out by the experts which led them to the same
conclusion.
3.2.11.54
The particulars of the experiments so carried out
and the results obtained therefrom have been stated in their
report as follows:
EXPLOSION EXPERIMENTS
"To determine the damage by high velocity fragments or shock
waves on a structure similar to the one in aircraft cargo hold, the
following experiments were conducted on November 30 and
December 1, 1985 at the Explosives Research and Development

Laboratory, Pune, using plastic explosive (PEKI) and different
mixtures of plastic explosive and TNT. The explosive was kept in
a box made of sheet metal of 6" x 6" x 6" of 1/16" thickness.
This box was kept inside another box made of sheet metal 2' x 2'
x 2' of .04 or .06" thickness. The boxes were made of 2024
aluminium alloy sheets used for aircraft skin. To the inner
surface of the outer box, hat section stringers similar to those
used in the aircraft were riveted. The quantity of explosive used
in the inner box was varied from 60 g to 100 g. The explosive
was detonated with an electrical detonator. After the explosions
the fragments and the panels were collected and examined.
"Experiments were also conducted to produce explosive damage
on skin panels, individual hat section stringers and individual
stantion tubes. In the case of stantion tubes experiments were
carried out placing the explosive charge both inside and outside.
The quantity of explosive used was varied from 5 g to 50 g.
"Various types of damages were recorded on all the targets.
These include punched holes, petaling and curling around holes,
spikes at fracture edges, curved fragments with small radius of
curvature and reverse slant fracture. Fig. EXP-1 shows a
collection of fragments. The features mentioned above are shown
in Fig. EXP-2 to EXP-7. It may be noticed that the features
produced by experimental explosion were similar to the features
observed largely in target 362 of the wreckage. The small
fragments had features similar to those in the fragments from
targets 362 and 399.
"Metallography was carried out in (a) a specimen surrounding a
punched hole in the skin (b) a specimen surrounding a hole in the
stringer, (c) a curl in the stantion and (d) spikes in a fragment. In
all these cases, the grains adjacent to the area of explosive
damage are having twins. Two typical microstructures are shown
in Fig. EXP-8 and EXP-9. Away from these areas the
microstructure is normal. Thus it is confirmed that twinning in

the microstructure of these structural members is a unique feature
of explosive fracture, not produced by any other measns known
so far."
3.2.11.55
The findings in the said metallurgical report are
also strengthened by the observations of Eric Newton in the
article "Investigating Explosive Sabotage in Aircraft" published
in the International Journal of Aviation Safety, March 1985, p.
43. Mr. Newton is an acknowledged authority in the detection of
explosive sabotage in aircraft. The conclusions contained in the
article are based on his review of incidents of explosion between
1946 and 1984 which were known to him. Some of the
conclusions arrived at by him which were relevant in the present
case are when he states "Generally speaking, the smaller the
fragment, higher the velocity of the detonation. Minute
fragmentation is indicative of high explosive having been used,
and provides clues to the focal point or region of the explosion.
The mode of break up of the aircraft itself and its sequence of
failure is usually very complicated and quite without the logic
dictated by normal aerodynamic overstressing".
3.2.11.56
Mr. Newton has also observed that curling, corkscrewing, and saw tooth edges may also be indicative of an
explosion though such fractures by themselves may not be
conclusive evidence that an explosion was involved. Firmer
evidence, according to him, was of fusing
of metal, scorching, pitting and blast effect. He further states that
"Perhaps the most conclusive material evidence to be found on
metal specimens is cratering, very often in groups, often minute
and numerous".
3.2.11.57
Mr. Newton also refers to the positive explosive
signatures which remain on a detonation in an aircraft. These
positive singatures, according to him, are as follows:
"(a) The formation of distinctive surface effects such as pitting or
very small craters formed in metal surfaces, caused by extremely

high velocity impacts from small particles of explosive material.
Such craters, when viewed under the microscope, have raised
and rolled over edges and often have explosive residue in the
bottom of the crater.
"(b) Small fragments of metal, some less than 1 mm in diameter,
which, under the scanning electron microscope, reveal features
such as rolled edges, hot gas washing (orange peel effect, surface
melting and pitting and general evidence of heat; such features
have been proved and observed following explosive experiments
with known explosives). Supporting strong evidence would be if
such fragments (normally found embedded in structures,
furnishing or suitcases) were found embedded in a body where
evidence of burning of tissue is present at the puncture entry and
where the fragment came to rest.
"(c) As well as surface effects on metal fragments produced by
explosives there are deformation mechanisms which are peculiar
to high rates of strain at normal temperature. At normal rates of
strain metals deform by usual mechanism associated with
dislocation movement. However, because this process in an
explosion is thermally activated at very high rates of strain, there
is insufficient time for the normal process to occur. In some
metals such as copper, iron and steel, deformation in the crystals
of the metal takes place by 'twinning', that is to say by parallel
lines or cracks cutting across the crystal. Such a phenomenon can
occur only if the specimen has been subjected to extreme shock
wave loading at velocities in the order of 8000 m/sec. Such
specimens, usually distorted must be selected with care, prepared
in a metallurgical laboratory, polished, mounted
and microscopically examined. Where such twinning of the
crystals is found it establishes (a) that the specimen was close to
the seat of the explosion and (b) that a military type explosive
had been used with a detonating velocity of 8000 m/sec or more.
Twinning is rarely produced when shock impact loadings are

below 8000 m/sec.
"The above features, singly or combined, are considered to be
proof positive evidence of a detonation of a high explosive; they
could not be produced in any other way."
3.2.11.58
The metallurgical report indicates that the
microscopic examination (conducted by them) discloses such
features being present which had been described as positive
signatures of the detonation of an explosive device in an aircraft
by Mr. Newton. Furthermore, twinning effect has also been
noticed at a number of places - around holes and in fragments.
These have been categorised by Mr. Newton as positive signature
of an explosion.
3.2.11.59
In the primary zone of explosion, metallic
structures disintegrate into numerous tiny fragments and usually
these fragments contain the above mentioned distinct signatures
of explosion. In the present case the explosive damage had
occurred at an altitude of 31000 feet when the aircraft was flying
over the ocean. The fragments that formed due to explosion must
have been scattered over a wide area and it is impossible to
locate and recover all of them from the ocean bed. Nevertheless,
some of the fragments which were recovered along with the
targets 362 and 399 do contain signatures of explosive fracture.
3.2.11.60
From the aforesaid discussion it would, therefore,
be safe to conclude that the examination of targets 362 and 399
clearly reveals that there had been a detonation of an explosive
device on the Kanishka aircraft and that detonation has taken
place not too far away from where these targets had been located.
FIRE
3.3.1
There is no evidence that there was any fire on board the
aircraft before it met with the accident.
3.3.2
Amongst the floating wreckage, however, was found,
what was later on identified as, a spares equipment box
belonging to this aircraft. This box was charred on one side and

partially on the bottom. The depth of charring suggested that the
burning time was three to four minutes. This box contained some
sand and small shellfish. The flesh from the shelfish appeared to
be charred, indicating that the box was subjected to fire after the
occurrence.
FLIGHT RECORDERS
3.4.1
Recovery of Flight Recorders
3.4.1.1 Recovery of the flight recorders was a very difficult and
challenging job. At the site of accident, depth of water is about
6700 feet. The job involved fixing the location of recorders and
then retrieving them. For this purpose three ships viz. Guardline
Locator (a ship provided by Accident Investigation Branch of
U.K.), Le Aoife (an Irish Naval Ship) and Leon Thevenin (a
French Cable laying ship, charterd by the Government of India)
were utilised. Guardline Locator and Le Aoife were solely for
fixing the positions of recorders and also had the capability to lift
the recorders with the help of its scarab.
3.4.1.2 Both the Cockpit Voice Recorder and the Digital Flight
Data Recorder were fitted with Dukane Underwater Acoustic
Beacons (Pingers) which enabled establishing the location of
flight recorders under water. The Beacons are designed to
provide a signal at 37.5 ñ 1 Khz frequency that can be heard for
approximately 2 miles in any direction for 30 days after water
entry. Its high strength case permits operation in water depth to
20,000 feet. Its pulse repetition rate is not less than 0.9 pulse per
second.
3.4.1.3 On 4th July, 1985, Guardline Locator reported strong
possibility of two separate sound sources of frequencies between
39 KHz and 42 KHz. On 5th July, Guardline Locator gave
coordinates of an area, which it believed contained the pinger.
Guardline Locator later reported that using a Dukane Hand
Locator, it had located pinger (2) at 5102.6N, 1248.6W. Leon
Thevenin then concentrated its search in this area for retrieving

the recorders.
3.4.1.4 In response to a query, Messrs Dukane Corporation
advised that Pinger transducer is made of ceramic and if cracked
during impact, its frequency could be elevated. The pulse rate
should, however, be uneffected. Keeping this in mind, the Leon
Thevenin increased its Sonar Band one upper frequency limit
from 40 KHz to 45 KHz.
3.4.1.5 On 9th July at about 2300 hours the Scarab of Leon
Thevenin located the Cockpit Voice Recorder at 5102.67N,
1248.93W and the recorder was brought on the deck at 0747 hrs
on 10th July. The CVR was kept in a drum filled with water. The
scarab was again lowered on 10th July in the same area and at
about 2130 hours faint signals were picked up on Sonar. By
about 2200 hours the signals became louder and the pulse rate
frequency was calculated to be 72 transmissions per minute. At
about 2230 hours the DFDR was also located at 5103.10N,
1249.59W and it was brought on deck at 0245 Z on 11th July.
3.4.1.6 The DFDR was also placed alongside the CVR in the
drum filled with water. Leon Thevenin was then advised to return
to Cork with the Flight Recorders. Leon Thevenin reached Cork
on the morning of 12th July and the flight recorders were placed
in two specially fabricated water tight steel containers filled with
water. The recorders were then carried to Bombay on the same
day by Mr. Satendra Singh, Reginal Controller of Air Safety,
Bombay, accompanied by Mr. Vishwanath of Air India for
preparing read-outs and transcript of the recorders. Necessary
precautions were taken to ensure that the data recorded was not
affected during transportation to Bombay.
3.4.1.7 Both the recorders reached Bombay on the morning of
13th July and were kept in the office of the Regional Controller
of Air Safety under Armed Police Guard.
3.4.2
Description of Flight Recorders
3.4.2.1 Kanishka was equipped with a Fairchild A-100 Cockpit

Voice Recorder Serial No. 5809 and a Lockheed 209E Digital
Flight Data Recorder Serial No. 1282. These were each equipped
with Dukane Underwater Acoustic Beacons and were installed
adjacent to each other in the cabin on the left side near the rear
pressure bulkhead.
3.4.2.2 The CVR records all crew communications and sounds
in the cockpit on a continuous tape loop which has a tape speed
of 1-7/8 inches per second. The Recorder has two heads, one
head which erases the previous recording and the second which
records the current information and thus the last 30 minutes of
recorded signals are retained, the previous being automatically
erased. It continuously records convervations/sounds from 4
different sources on the following four separate channels:
Channel 1 : Radio channel of pilot
Channel 2 : Radio channel of flight engineer
Channel 3 : Cockpit Area Mike
Channel 4: Radio channel of co-pilot.
3.4.2.3 The serial digital signal recorded by the DFDR was
generated by a Teledyne Flight Data Acquisition Unit installed in
the forward electronics bay below the cabin floor. Adjacent to
this unit was a Lockheed Model 280 Quick Access Recorder that
recorded the same serial digital signals on to a 50 hour cassette.
3.4.2.4 The DFDR records 52 basic parameters on a magnetic
tape. The tape preserves records of the last 25 hours. The serial
digital signal has a bit rate of 768 bits per second and is recorded
at a tape speed of 0.37 inches per second.
3.4.3
Examination of Flight Recorders and Tapes
3.4.3.1 General
The recorders brought to Bombay from Cork were opened on
16th July, 1985 at the Air India's Facilities in Bombay in the
presence of the Court and Assessors. A team of foreign experts
including one each representatives from both the Recorder
Manufacturers, three from National Transportation Safety Board,

one from Canadian Aviation Safety Board and one from NRC
Flight Recorder Playback Centre, Canada were present when the
tapes were taken out of the recorders. Apart from them,
representatives of the Government of India and Air India were
also present.
3.4.3.2 Cockpit Voice Recorder
When the unit was removed from its shipping and storage
container, some mechanical damage was immediately evident.
The top of the cover had been deformed inwards, probably due to
initial external
strong attachments for the horizontally mounted Underwater
Acoustic Beacon. The plate had torn away from the light
structure behind it. The cause of the damage was not obvious.
The light outer cover was removed by cutting it open with hand
shears and pliers.
3.4.3.3 When the armoured and insulated containment was
opened, the tape transport was found to be in relatively good
condition and the tape physically undamaged. Eighteen inches of
the tape was pulled from the centre of the tape stack and the tape
cut near the stack well clear of the end of recording. The tape
was then removed from the recorder, transferred to standard tape
reels, laboriously cleaned several times with distilled water and
dried with lint free absorbent material.
3.4.3.4 Digital Flight Data Recorder
When the recorder was removed from its shipping and storage
container, it was noted that there was very little external damage.
A cover on the rear section was removed and it was observed
that, when viewed from the front of the recorder, the right hand
edges of the four rearmost printed circuit cards were displaced
towards the front of the recorder. The left hand edges were
restrained by plug-in connectors to the boards. The rearmost
card, that controls track selection on the tape, and the one in front
of it, had bowed along the right-hand edges and popped out of

their plastic guides in the top and bottom of the recorder.
Deflection of the other two cards had occurred following failure
of the attachments of the right hand ends of the plastic guides to
the chassis. The damage could have been caused by a high
lontitudinal decelaration, as would occur if the front face of the
recorder impacted the water.
3.4.3.5 When the tape deck was opened, it was found that the
tape was intact but had become dislodged from the last tape
guide when the tape was moving in the direction of the oddnumbered tracks and had also jumped out of the adjacent end-oftape sensor. One edge of the tape had been streteched in this area.
The drive belt to the tape transport was still in its correct
position. The tape was stuck to the third tape guide in the oddnumbered track direction and suffered some damage
when it was finally detached from it. This was repeaired with a
splicing tape.
3.4.3.6 The location of the record heads was marked on the
back of the tape with a waterproof felt pen. It was noted that
there was slightly more tape on the supply reel for the odd tracks
than on the other reel. The tape reels and tape were removed
from the recorder, keeping the tape wet with distilled water, and
the tape transferred to the standard reels for meticulous cleaning.
During the cleaning process, it was found that the edge of the
tape had also been stretched locally 336 inches down- stream
from the splice repair in the odd track direction. The tape was
dried by patting it with absorbent lint-free material before
loading it into a serviceable recorder as this was the only means
by which it could be replayed at the Air India base.
3.4.3.7 The circuit card controlling track selection was removed
from the accident recorder and the status of the latching relays
checked to determine the last track on which recording was being
made. It was found that the relay states indicated Track 1, but
since this requires all relays to be set in the same condition, it

was considered possible that they had been mechanically set on
water impact. The card was subsequently inserted to another
recorder and the Track 1 setting confirmed on a test bench.
3.4.3.8 When a change in track selection was attempted, it was
found that the relays would not switch, probably due to the
effects of salt water corrosion or high water pressure. It was
decided that Track 1 would be considered as the most likely one
to contain the accident data with the possibility that it could have
occurred on any of the other tracks. When the data was recored,
the accident information was found some distance past the midpoint of Track 1.
3.4.4. Recovery of Information
3.4.4.1 Cockpit Voice Recorder Tape
The spool was removed from the CVR and was washed with
distilled water, dried and loaded on to another spool. The cleaned
and dried tape was taken to the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
(BARC), and a copy
of the tape was prepared which was used for preparing transcript
and carrying out further analysis. The transcript of the CVR
conversation is given in Appendix 2.
3.4.4.2 Shannon Air Traffic Control Tape
A copy of this tape that contains all radio communications
between the aircraft and Shannon was provided to the Indian
Authorities by the Air Traffic Control Authorities, Shannon. The
recording also included the short series of unusual sounds that
occurred about the time of the accident.
3.4.4.3 When the CVR and the ATC tapes were played it was
found that some adjustment in speed was necessary so as to
synchronize the two. This adjustment was independently carried
out by different experts who analysed the CVR tapes.
3.4.4.4 Digitial Flight Data Recorder Tape
The Lockheed representative had brought a Lockheed Model 235
Copy Recorder from his plant. This unit copies all the 25 hours

of data from the recorder by running it at high speed for only two
passes of the tape, an operation lasting only 16 minutes. A copy
tape was made by this procedure before embarking on the
standard Air India recovery procedure to serve as a back-up tape
in the event of physical damage to the original tape in subsequent
playback.
3.4.4.5 Air India playback equipment for the DFDR required
that the tape be re-installed in another DFDR in which it was
driven at high speed. In the standard playback procedure, the
tape was first run to the beginning of Track 1 through 6
sequentially on to a computer tape followed by a repeat of Track
1. The computer tape was then taken to Air India's main
computing facility where selected information was printed out in
engineering units.
3.4.4.6 The first printouts showed that the accident was
recorded on Track 1, as indicated by the latching relays, and
suggested a rather abrupt end to the recording. There was a loss
in bit synchronization in word 26 of the last Subframe 3 of data
that was followed by a normal Subframe 4. Prior to the loss in bit
synchronization, all measurements appeared normal. Plans were
made to borrow the high speed oscillograph recorder previously
used to studythe final CVR signals from BARC to examine the
end of the recorded serial digital signal in detail.
3.4.4.7 Meanwhile, the critical section of the tape and the heads
of the playback recorder were re-cleaned and a second transfer of
data on to the computer tape was made. Printouts from this
computer tape showed no significant difference from the first
one.
3.4.4.8 The recorder was then opened and the tape positioned
about 1.5 inches before the final resting place of the tape that was
clearly indicated by head imprints on the magnetic oxide coating
side. A high speed oscillograph record of a few seconds of data
was made and visually decoded. It was found that the recorded

GMT was 21 hr 16 min. This time corresponded to 15 min or
about 333 inches of the tape after start of the oldest recording
downstream of the accident.
3.4.4.9 The tape was then re-positioned using a Lockheed
analogue playback unit, that had a display of the recorded time
and a stopwatch was used to locate the accident timing. Two
oscillograph copies of the end of the serial digital data were
made, the second one having more data preceding the end. Visual
reading of the traces confirmed that recording became erratic and
irrecoverable at the end of Word 26 in Subframe 3 at the
recorded time of 07 h : 14m : 35s. The erratic signal continued
for about 0.27 inches of the tape before switching back to the
data recorded 25 hours earlier.
3.4.4.10 Examination of the printouts confirmed a suspicion that
the complete Subframe 4 of data following the partial Subframe
3, was data from 32 seconds earlier that had not been cleared
from the data buffer in the computer and that Word 26 of the
Subframe 3 was the last normal measurement provided by the
recorder.
3.4.4.11 The end of recording occurred at the point on the tape at
which some damage had been observed during the cleaning
process. It was apparent that, after the end of the recording, the
tape had run on for 336 inches before finally coming to rest.
3.4.4.12 A copy tape of the DFDR tape was made at Bombay
and taken to Ottawa. Data from the accident flight, the
preceeding Toronto-to-Montreal flight and part of the cruise
conditions of the earlier flight to Toronto were transcribed on to
the computer tape. The tape was edited to minimize errors and
converted to engineering units using standards calibration. Time
histories of all parameters for periods of interest were plotted. In
addition, chart records were made of all parameters in raw data
form for the total duration of the last lap of the flight.
3.4.4.13 The DFDR read out shows that the aircraft was cruising

at an altitude of 31,000 ft. and a computed air speed of 296 knots
till it suddently stopped recording at 07:14:35 GMT recorded
time.
3.4.5
Reports received by the Court
3.4.5.1 The CVR was taken to B.A.R.C. This tape was played
by the CVR group a number of times and hard copies of the time
information were also prepared using an ultra violet (UV)
Recorder. The group consisted of Mr. Satendra Singh, Regional
Controller of Air Safety of D.G.C.A., Mr. S.N. Seshadri of
BARC, Mr. Paul C. Turner of NTSB, USA, Mr. John G. Young
of NTSB, USA and Mr. P. dE Niverville of CASB, Canada. On
18th July, 1985 this group made the following observations after
playing the aforesaid tape (UV recording of CVR is at Fig. 1) :"The first visible rising signal volume was observed on channel
number three the CAM channel It reaches a maximum in about
50 milliseconds. At this time noticeable disturbances are
observable on the other three channels. A smaller disturbance is
observable on channels 2 and 4 earlier than observable on
channel 1. A major disturbance is observed to begin approx.
ninety milliseconds following the initial observation on channel
number 3 (CAM), on channels 1,2 and 4. Following this point
at 75 milliseconds the CAM signal subsides to a lower level but
much higher than observed ambient (prior to disturbance) where
it remains for approximately 375 milliseconds from initiation
when it ceases. Channel four goes off at the same time. Channel
1 goes off twenty five milliseconds earlier. Channel two is
inconclusive and had a different pattern. All four channels
exhibit a disturbance at approx. 450 milliseconds. The cockpit
voice recorder power then shuts off at 650 milliseconds.
The Shannon area control centre tape made the night of the
accident was examined and printed. It shows a signal was
received at approximately the time the aircraft disappeared from
radar. It isn't conclusive at this time that the signal originated

from the accident aircraft. The signal was received in pulses for
approximately five seconds."
3.4.5.2 The tape was again played on 19th July, 1985 and a
further report was prepared which was signed by the aforesaid
persons and Mr. B. Caiger of NRC, Canada. In this report it was
stated as follows:"The Shannon area control centre tape was again printed at .05"/
second per inch speed from approximately 22 sec. before the first
broadcast from the accident aircraft at 0709.58 until Radio
carrier with indecipherable modulation can be heard at 0714:01.
The print contains a time encoded signal.
A similar print was made from the CVR channel 4 (Co-Pilot's) of
the same audio as received on the ATC tape. Although the tape
speed is different, the events when corrected for tape speed errors
occur at the same time. It appears that the ATC recording
contains the beginning of the aircraft breaking until power is lost
to the transmitter since channel one and channel four (Capt + Copilot's radio) appear to contain a transmitted signal on the CVR.
It is probable that the ATC signal at 0714:01 coincides with the
final quarter second of CVR radio channels".
3.4.5.3 On the date i.e. 19th July, 1985, Mr. Paul Turner of
NTSB also gave an additional report which is to the following
effect :"During my observations of numerous cockpit voice recorders I
have heard and observed a number of aircraft breakages due to
various causes. In this case the explosive sound on the CAM
channels occurs prior to any electrical disturbance observable on
the selector panel signals. Electrical disturbances can generally
be seen prior to audio signal when explosive sounds originate at
any significant measureable distance from the microphone (15
feet) and in the area where there is significant electrical systems.
It is my opinion that an explosive event occurred close to the
cockpit. The CAM signal which follows the explosive event

shows a very much higher noice level than cockpit ambient 85
db, indicating to me the cockpit area was penetrated and opened
to the atmosphere. The selector panel signals show signatures
similar to those of an aircraft breaking up and are apparantly
caused by electrical systems disturbance (circuit breaker
blowing, fuse switching etc.). The lack of Mayday call and
apparent inadvertant signal from the cockpit crew incapacitation.
The transmitter coming on due to breakup is phenomena
observed previously.
This contains only my personal opinion and in no way should be
considered a final determination of cause without corroborating
evidence".
3.4.5.4 Copies of the tapes were also sent to some of the
participants who wanted to carry out independent analysis.
3.4.5.5 With regard to DFDR the Court received reports from
Dr. Caroll Roberts of NTSB and report dated 11th November of
Mr. B. Caiger.
3.4.5.6 With regard to CVR the Court received reports from Mr.
B. Caiger dated 11th November, 1985, report dated November,
1985 of Mr. R.A. Davis, Head, Flight Recorder Section,
Accidents Investigation Branch, Farnborough, U.K., report dated
31st August, 1985 of Mr. S.N. Seshadri of BARC, Bombay.
3.4.6
Court Observations
3.4.6.1 Digital Flight Data Recorder
The reports of Dr. Caroll Roberts and Mr. Caiger which also
coincide with the report submitted by Mr. Satendra Singh
disclose that the DFDR showed no evidence of abnormal values
of any of the many parameters being monitored upto a point at
which the recorded data signal became irregular for a fraction of
a second and recording ceased. Both the DFDR and the CVR
stopped at the same time.
3.4.6.2 The short period of irregular digital data that occupied
only 0.27 inches of tape, most probably indicates that the

recorder was subjected to a sharp angular acceleration in the left
wing down sense about the aircraft longitudinal axis.
3.4.6.3 According to Mr. Caiger's report the possibility that the
digital recorder was subjected to a sharp disturbance more rapid
than violent motion of the aircraft lends some credence to the
possibility of a detonatiaon of an explosive device in the aircraft.
The other alternative, according to Mr. Caiger, which could have
led to this was that the Flight Data Acquisition Unit in the main
electronics bay .or its power supply were suddenly disturbed. As
the Lockheed Quick Access Recorder was not recovered from the
wreckage, this possibility could not be investigated further. A
perusal of the DFDR print out, however, shows that whereas
there was a speed limit of 290 knots (.81 Mach) of the aircraft
due to carriage of the 5th pod engine, in actual fact the aircraft's
speed during cruise varied from 287 to 296 knots. Mr. H.S.
Khola asked the Boeing Airplane Company to examine the effect
of aircraft cruising at a speed of 296 knots with a 5th pod engine
installed on it. The Boeing company sent a reply, inter alia,
stating as follows:
"The operating speed limit of Air India 747-237B, JT9D-7J with
fifth engine pod was 290 knots indicated airspeed, with an
altitude limit of 35,200 feet. Flight testing of this model airplane
configuration was successfully accomplished to a dive speed of
386 knots calibrated airspeed and 0.92 Mach number, with no
adverse effects.
In the event that the operating speed placard was exceeded an
increase in perceptible vibration levels would be felt. As the dive
Mach number (0.92) is approached the buffet vibration would
increase to level that could become objectional to the flight crew,
but would not he bazardous".
3.4.6.4 It would thus be clear that if no adverse effects could
have been noticed with a dive speed of 386 knots calibrated
airspeed and 0.92 Mach number, there was little likelihbood of

the aircraft having been subjected to any adverse effect by reason
of the speed varying from 287 to 296 knots while it was cruising
at a height of about 31,000 feet.
3.4.6.5 Cockpit Voice Recorder
The Court received four reports of the CVR tape analysis. These
reports were of Mr. B. Caiger, Mr. R.A. Davis, Mr. S.N. Seshadri
and Mr. Paul C. Turner. Whereas the first three experts appeared
and deposed in Court, Mr. Paul Turner did not come.
3.4.6.6. There were certain aspects of the report of Mr. Turner
which required clarification. After the Court had failed to secure
his presence, it sent a questionnaire to Mr. Turner for his answers
thereto. It is indeed unfortunate that till now no reply has been
received. It is in this background that the report dated 13th
November, 1985 of Mr. Turner and the reports of other experts
have to be judged and analysed.
3.4.6.7 Mr. B. Caiger's Report and Deposition
Mr. Caiger has said in his report that the Cockpit Area
Microphone signal was studied in detail. According to him, in an
aircraft, sound can be transmitted by multiplicity of paths. If an
explosive device was located close to the microphone then the
short wave from the disturbance would cause a sharp rise in
pressure which was not noticed. From more remote location,
however, structurally transmitted sounds could reach the
microphone first and induce more complex signals. According to
Mr. Caiger, at this time he did not have any evidence from
occurrences of this nature that would permit any meaningful
comparisons or conclusions.
3.4.6.8 Mr. Caiger obtained from the manufacturers details of
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) on the cockpit area microphone.
According to the information so provided it was indicated that
the decrease in amplitude of the recorded noise over about 33
msec after the peak level was reached 40 msec from the start of
the disturbance is most probably due to the AGC and that the

actual envelope of the pressure levels at the microphone
continued to increase until 90 msec from the start before
establishing at about four times the recorded level until the 160
msec point when the recorded amplitude started to decrease
rapidly. Mr. Caiger could not find any explanation for this
marked reduction. Mr. Caiger further recorded that the large
amplitude lower frequency signature, that immdediately followed
this reduction, is similar to signatures observed by the
manufacturer when there was an abrupt break in the line from the
cockpit area microphone pre-amplifier output to the voice
recorder. No similar signature was observed in tests on the crew
audio channels when the appropriate lines to the recorder were
similarly interrupted.
3.4.6.9 The observation of Mr. Caiger with regard to ATC tape
was as follows :"The ATC recording that followed the cockpit area microphone
sounds appears at first to contain a series of short intermittant
sounds. Closer study reveals that the background noise only
returns to its steady level for about 160 msec immediately after
the first low level noise and again for about 85 msec just over
halfway through the 5.4 sec duration of the recordings. At the
end of all routine radio transmissions, a damped sine wave
transmitter keying signature is observed with a frequency in the
region of 450 Hz. In the accident recordings, only two of these
are observed".
"Listening to the sounds, it also appears that a human cry occurs
near the end of the recordings. Spectral analysis of these sounds
and comparison with voice limitations reveals that the accident
sounds do not contain all the pitch harmonic frequencies
normally associated with such voice sounds. The origin of all the
sounds has not been identified."
3.4.6.10 From the aforesaid investigation Mr. Caiger concluded
that :-

"From the voice and data recorders, Air India Flight 182 was
proceeding normally enroute from Montreal to London, England
at an altitude of 31,000 feet and a computed airspeed of 296
knots when the cockpit area microphone detected a sudden loud
sound the cause of which has not yet been identified. The sound
continued for about 0.35 seconds, and then almost immediately,
the line from the cockpit area microphone to the cockpit voice
recorder at the rear of the pressure cabin was most probably
broken. This was followed by a loss of electrical power to the
recorder".
"The initial waveform of the cockpit area microphone signal is
not consistant with the sharp pressure rise expected with
detonation of an explosive device close to the flight deck but,
with the multiplicity of paths by which sound may be conducted
from other regions of the aircraft, we cannot at this time exclude
the possibility that it originated from such a device elsewhere in
the aircraft".
"Within 1 to 2 seconds of the first detection of the loud sound on
the cockpit area microphone, a series of unidentified noises were
recorded on the Shannon ATC tape. These extended over a period
of 5.4 seconds and are assumed to have origniated from VT-EFO.
They gave the impression of abnormal conditions on the flight
deck".
3.4.6.11 In his evidence in court, Mr. Caiger explained about
Automatic Gain Control. He stated that the CAM channel of the
CVR had an Automatic Gain Gontrol in a pre-amplifier that is
installed close to the microphone. This AGC is designed to
prevent excessively loud signals from saturating the microphone
and the associated electronics. He further stated that from the
tests conducted by the manufacturers it could be concluded that
most likely at 45 msec. point the AGC came into effect which
gradually reduced the signal over the next 33 msec. before letting
it stabilise at a roughly constant value. This figure of 33 msec.

was taken by Mr. Caiger not by carrying out any experiment
himself but it was provided to him by the manufacturers. He also
stated that there was no positive indication of structural failure
being evident from the flight
recorders. Mr. Caiger was asked to explain as to what was the
reason for loud sound to which reference had been made in his
report. In answer to the said question from the Court he said that
there could be a number of reasons. The detonation of an
explosive device not close to the microphone was one possibility,
the occurrence of some type of structural failure was another
possibility. He was further of the opinion that at the present stage
of development in structural acoustics, he did not think it was
possible to come up with any reasonable estimate of the location
of either explosive device or some type of possible structural
failure. When asked for his opinion about the sequence of events
which he could determine by looking at the sound spectrum, he
said as follows:
"From the study that we have made which have of course been
augmented by studies done by several other groups it would
appear that there was a very sharp bang that was detected by the
CAM. Approximately one-third of a second after this happened
the line from the CAM to the CVR was disconnected but
intermitant power supply was still being sent to the voice
recorder for approximately one and a half seconds. During this
1-1/2 seconds period sounds were being transmitted from the
'Kanishka' aircraft that tend to suggest that the aircraft was in
some distress. Though it is difficult to be specific about the basis
on which we assesss the state of the aircraft, this signal ceased
after a period of 5.4 seconds and we have no more audio
information concerning the aircraft from that point onwards."
3.4.6.12 Mr. R.A. Davis's Report and Deposition
Mr. R.A. Davis in his report on the analysis of CVR has stated
that he did not have with him a faithful copy of the original CVR

tape. The tape supplied to his contained signals which warranted
investigation but any measurement could be hampered by a
decreased signal to noise ratio due to the copying process. Mr.
Davis however analysed the tape which admittedly according to
him was not of good quality. Mr. Davis in his report states that he
carried out a spectrum analysis of the different channels of the
CVR. The spectra did contain the sound of a bang. He however,
could not find any significant low frequency content in the
spectrum which according to him, would have been expected if
the sound was of a high explosive detonation.
3.4.6.13 While carrying out detailed study of the tape he also
looked out for any evidence of various audio warning signals
which may have been buried in the noise. One such audio
warning which could have been detected was that of
pressurisation warning. Mr. Davis stated that this warning
possessed a very defined frequency spectrum which was not
present in the signal of the CVR of Kanishka. With regard to this
he, however, stated that absence of this signal was not surprising
as any decompression would take a finite time before reaching
the warning level. Mr. Davis further observed that the presence
of warnings due to attititude display disagreement, excessive
speed and fire were investigated but with negative results.
3.4.6.14 During the course of investigations, Mr. Davis had
compared Kanishka CVR recording with the recordings of an
explosive decompression on a DC-10, a bomb in the freight hold
of a B-737 and a gun shot on the flight deck of a B-737.
According to Mr. Davis the spectrum of VCR tape of B-737
showed a much low frequency content with very little content at
upper frequencies. This bomb, in the forward baggage hold of
B-737, had exploded while the aircraft was at a low level and
therefore the CVR did not have the sound accompanied with that
of depressurization. That aircraft had landed safely. Mr. Davis,
however, observed that if Kanishka's accident was caused by

detonation of a high explosive device, then the spectra should
have shown large low frequency content, but this was absent. He
further opined that, even if there was a possibility of a bomb
remote from the flight deck and of a low power, even then the
characteristics of a bomb would still be apparent in the time
record. He also analysed the spectrum of the sound of the hand
gun shot on a B-737 flight deck and according to him the said
signal was sharp edged and did not compare with that of
Kanishka's signal.
3.4.6.15 Mr. Davis also analysed the sounds recorded on the
ATC tape. He concluded that the sounds emanated from Air
India's Kanishka aircraft. According to him the transmission
from the ATC is "chopped" until at approximately 2.7 seconds
into the transmission a loud noise lasting about 200 milliseconds
is heard. This is followed about 0.5 seconds later by a sound
which increases in volume. This sound was similar to that heard
in other accidents where there had been a rapid increase in
airspeed.
In the noise which continues until the end of the transmission is
heard a crying sound. This was originally thought to be a human
cry. He, however, noted that a human cry would contain more
harmonics than was noticed in this case. It was also reported by
Mr. Davis that knocking sounds which were heard during the
transmission were initially thought to be due to hand-held
microphone vibration. This was discounted because of the
frequency of the sounds. He noticed that almost identical sounds
were heard on the DC-10 CVR after the decompression had
occured and the source of that sound had not been identified. On
the DC-10 the pressurization audio warning commenced 2.2
seconds after the decompression. Analysing the ATC tape Mr.
Davis observed that no such warning was identified during the
open microphone transmission.
3.4.6.16 In conclusion, Mr. Davis reported as follows :-

"It is considered that from the CVR and ATC recordings supplied
for analysis, there is no evidence of a high explosive device
having detonated on AI 182.
"There is strong evidence to suggest that a sudden explosive
decompression occurred but the cause has not been identified.
"Although there is no evidence of a high-explosive device, the
possibility cannot be ruled out that a detonation occurred in a
location remote from the flight deck and was not detected on the
microphone. Such a situation would be most unusual, if not
unique, in that we have never failed to detect sounds of structural
failure, decompression, explosives etc., on any accident CVR,
even though the event occurred at the rear of the aircraft. If such
a device was used on AI 182 it is considered that it would have to
be a very small device in order not to be detected (unlikely in
itself). Such a device would be unlikely to cause the sudden total
destruction which occurred in this instance. It is considered that a
device of sufficient power to produce this effect could not fail to
be detected on the CVR. The B-747 explosions referred to
earlier, blew holes several feet wide in the structure but the crew
were still able to control and operate the aircraft.
"It must be concluded that without positive evidence of an
explosive device from either the wreckage or pathological
examinations, some other cause has to be established for the
accident".
3.4.6.17 In reply to a question it was stated by Mr. Davis, when
he was examined in Court, that it was true that there was no
evidence that rapid decompression was caused by any structural
failure. In an answer to another question, as to whether in his
opinion there is a low frequency content present in every
situation whereever there has been a high explosive device
detonated, Mr. Davis answered in the affirmative, he however
added that "But we do not have sufficient numbers to indicate
that that would always be the case". Mr. Davis, however, agreed

that DC-10 aircraft was quite dissimilar to Boeing 747, and the
sound of an explosive decompression in the aft cargo hold of a
DC-10 would not be identical to an explosive decompression in
the aft cargo hold of a Boeing 747.
3.4.6.18 Mr. Davis further agreed that he was looking for low
frequencies in Kanishka tape, but he did not know what type of
low frequencies should be looked out for because there was no
available data anywhere in the world for the sound of a bomb
explosion in a Boeing 747. Mr. Davis was however emphatic in
saying that he could not measure the distance of the origin of the
sound from the cockpit area mike. In his report, and also in the
earlier part of the examination, Mr. Davis had referred to the
absence of low frequency component in the spectrum and had
sought to conclude that such absence showed that there was no
detonation of a high explosive device. In an answer to the
question put by the Court however, Mr. Davis appeared to have
altered his stand. This is evident from the following deposition of
Mr. Davis :"Court Ques Am I to understand that there must necessarily be a
low frequency whenever an explosion occurs?
Ans.
No. What we thought was there would be. There was
only one sample of explosion in B-737. But we would need more
accidents of that nature to able to say that yes we must have a
low frequency component.
Court Ques: Am I to understand that the absence of a low
frequency component would not therefore necessarily mean that
the sound was not that of an explosion?
Ans.
Because of the absence of a low frequency component
we would not be able to say positively that there was an
explosion or it was not explosion."
Court Ques : Would the frequency of a particular type of sound
change depending upon the environment in which that sound
occurs?

Ans Yes.
Court Ques If an event results in low frequency sounds in one
type of environment, can it mean that the same event can result
in a high frequency sound in a different environment?
Ans.
That must be possible".
3.4.6.19 Mr. S.N. Seshadri's Report and Deposition
A detailed analysis of the CVR and the ATC tapes was also
carried out by Mr. S.N. Seshadri at BARC. For the purposes of
comparison, CVR tapes of Iranian Air Force Boeing 747 accident
as well as that of Indian Airlines Boeing 737 accident were also
analysed at BARC.
3.4.6.20 The original CVR tape of Kanishka was played on a 4
channel tape recorder modified to run at 1-7/8" per second. The
output of this tape recorder was copied faithfully on an eight
channel HP 3968A instrumentation tape recorder. Channels 1 to 4
were used for recording the CVR data and channels 5 for
recording a time marker. For further processing and signal
analysis this copy of the original tape was used.
3.4.6.21 The observations of the data so recorded, as contained
in the said report inter-alia are as follows :
"Repeated and careful listening to all the four channels revealed
the presence of explosive sounds on all these channels occuring
nearly
at the end at the same time. Speech information is present on
channels 3 and 4 during the last few minutes. Channel 1 does not
contain any speech data during this period. Channel 2 contains
indecipherable speech data about 20 to 25 seconds before the
explosive sound".
"It was decided to analyse in detail the tape data during the final
few seconds within which significant audio and electrical
changes were observed to be present. Data from all the four
channels were displayed on a Tektronix 2-channel storage
oscilloscope Model 466 for initial observations. Based on this

study the relevant portion of the tape was selected for more
intensive snalysis. Simultanious ultraviolet recording of all the
four channels on this portion of the tape was next carried out".
The following observations are relevant.
1. Channel 3, which corresponds to the area mike shows the
first indication of a rising audio signal. This instant is termed, for
conveniece, as zero time reference. The signal level rises from
the ambient level in the cockpit by about 18.5 db in
approximately 45 milliseconds. The signal then starts falling and
stablises at a level about 10 db higher than the ambient level
before zero time. The signal continues to remain at this level for
about 275 milliseconds. The total duration of the signal from
zero reference is thus about 360 milliseconds.
2. Channels 1 and 2, which are the radio channels of the pilot
and the flight engineer respectively, show start of electrical
disturbance signals 45 milliseconds from zero time at which the
audio signal on channel 3 is at its maximum. These signals,
which have do minant frequencies in the range of 70 to 210 Hz,
persist for about 100 milliseconds on both channels. Subsequent
to this, channel 1, shows an audio burst lasting about 200
milliseconds. Channel 2 shows a delayed audio burst lasting 25
milliseconds, 220 milliseconds from zero time, or in other words,
175 milliseconds after the peak signal from channel 3. A low
amplitude tail appears after this burst and lasts around 40
milliseconds. Channel 4 which is the co-pilot's radio channel
shows an electrical disturbance commencing at 85 milliseconds
from zero time and lasting around 60 milliseconds. The
frequency distribution during this period is similar to those on
channels 1 and 2. This is followed
by an audio burst of 230 milliseconds duration. The frequency
spectra of the audio portions of channels 1,2 and 4 are reasonably
similar."
3.4.6.22 "Correlation of Events of ATC Shannon Tape and

Channel 4 of CVR tape :
"It was observed that during the last few minutes before the
stoppage of the CVR, information recorded on the ATC tape and
channel 4 of the CVR tape are identical. However, the ATC tape
contains a series of audio bursts approximately corresponding to
the instant at which a single explosive sound is recorded on
channel 4. Thus a doubt arose whether the series of audio bursts
recorded on the ATC tape had originated from channel 4 of
Kanishka CVR since these are not recorded on the CVR tape. In
order to obtain an answer to this it was necessary to check with
very good accuracy the simultaneity of the explosive sound on
channel 4 and the series of audio bursts on the ATC. The
procedure followed for the same is given below.
"The ATC Shannon tape and the CVR tape were run on two
independent tape recorders. It was found that the speeds of the
two tapes were mismatched. In order to match speeds the earliest
speech signal on both the tapes.
"Seven seventy that checks maintain three five zero" was used as
the reference point. The speech signals which mostly contain the
conversation between the co-pilot and ATC Shannon lasts for
about 146 seconds. Channel four was kept ready for starting
exactly at the reference point. The ATC was next played starting
well before the reference point. The tape recorder playing
channel 4 was started manually exactly at the time when the
reference point on the ATC was audible. By noting the time of
ending of the conversation on both the tapes which corresponds
to
"Right Sir squaking two zero zero five one eight two" the speed
of the recorder playing the ATC tape was corrected by pitch
control to approach the speed of CVR tape. The process was
repeated a number of times till audibly the speeds were matched.
The two tapes were next synchronously played and both the
channels were simultaneously recorded on a third recorder to a

point well after the explosive sound on channel 4. This tape was
used for all further analysis.
"The first significant observation was that the explosive sound on
channel 4 coincided with the beginning of the series of audio
bursts on the ATC tape as heard by the ear. It was thus clear that
both the recordings correspond to those generated by Kanishka
during its last moments.
"To confirm this preliminary conclusion which was judged solely
by the ear, accurate instrumented tests were carried out. The two
channels were simultaneously recorded on an ultraviolet recorder
at the four speeds, 0.1"/sec, 1"/sec, 10"/sec and 160"/sec for
study of synchronism as well as frequency details. It was noticed
that the two waveforms were not exactly suynchronised though
by the ear they appeared to be so. In order to find out exactly the
difference in synchronisation the following tests were done:
UV recordings at 16" per second were taken at three
representative points relating to the communication of ATC with
Kanishka. These points correspond to speech portions at 070838
"Five eh Squawking and eh Air India", at 070958 "Right Sir
Squawking" and near the blast on channel 4. It was found that
the ATC was running slightly faster. At the first point the ATC
was leading by 90 milliseconds, and at the second point by 130
milliseconds. The time interval between these points is about 80
sec. By extrapolating this lead to the time of the blast which
occurs about 243 sec. from the second point, it is clear that the
lead of the ATC with respect to channel 4 at this point will be
given by 130 + (130-90) (243/80) which is approximately 250
milliseconds. This error is very small."
"Thus one can conclude that the sounds recorded on the ATC
Shannon tape are those which emanated from Kanishka during
its last seconds."
3.4.6.23 "Frequency Analysis:
Mr. Seshadri also carried out frequency analysis of the CVR and

the ATC tapes. His opinion with regard to the same was the
follows:
"Significant audio and electrical disturbances were observed in
the final few seconds of the CVR tape. It was therefore decided
to analyse all the four channels for their frequency contents at the
various places
in this pertinent region. For Fourier analysis of each signal,
digitized time data of 200 milliseconds duration was processed.
The frequency analysis was carried out using Bruel & Kjaer
model 2033, high resolution signal analyser. Frequency spectrum
was computed over a base band of 2 KHz with a resolution of 5
Hz.
3.4.6.24 "The frequency analysis of electrical disturbances in
channels 1,2 and 4 indicate presence of low frequencies in the
region of 20 Hz to 600 Hz. The dominant frequencies are in the
range of 70 Hz to 210 Hz.
3.4.6.25 "The frequency spectrum of the background noise in
channel 3 just before the explosive sound has a broad band
spectrum with some dominant frequencies in the region of 650
Hz to 1550 Hz. At the bang, many additional frequencies appear.
The frequency spectrum of bang on channel 3 indicates an
increase in the bandwidth.
3.4.6.26 "The frequency spectrum of channel 1 at the bang
position indicates a fairly broad spectrum with dominant
frequencies in the range of 150 Hz to 1 KHz. Channel 2 displays
a frequency spectrum at the bang position in which low
frequencies are dominant. It has a significant frequency range
between 20 Hz to about 1 KHz. The frequency spectrum of
channel 4 at the bang is wide-band with a broad peak in the range
of 150 Hz to 800 Hz.
3.4.6.27 "At the beginning of the crackling sound, the frequency
spectrum shows narrow band peaks around 1.6 KHz. About 90
and 300 milliseconds later, the spectrum changes with additional

peaks appearing around 400 Hz, 600 Hz and 1150 Hz. Frequency
analysis was also carried out at 600, 800 and 1000 milliseconds
before the start of the crackling sound."
3.4.6.28 The conclusions which were arrived at by Mr. Seshadri
on the basis of what he had heard and after studying the various
spectra were as follows:
"The signal in channel 3 of the CVR which corresponds to the
cockpit Area Mike shows the first signs of an audio disturbance.
The signal
time data of 200 milliseconds duration was processed. The
frequency analysis was carried out using Bruel & Kjaer model
2033, high resolution signal analyser. Frequency spectrum was
computed over a base band of 2 KHz with a resolution of 5 Hz.
3.4.6.24 "The frequency analysis of electrical disturbances in
channels 1,2 and 4 indicate presence of low frequencies in the
region of 20 Hz to 600 Hz. The dominant frequencies are in the
range of 70 Hz to 210 Hz.
3.4.6.25 "The frequency spectrum of the background noise in
channel 3 just before the explosive sound has a broad band
spectrum with some dominant frequencies in the region of 650
Hz to 1550 Hz. At the bang, many additional frequencies appear.
The frequency spectrum of bang on channel 3 indicates on
increase in the bandwidth.
3.4.6.26 "The frequency spectrum of channel 1 at the bang
position indicates a fairly broad spectrum with dominant
frequencies in the range of 150 Hz to 1 KHz. Channel 2 displays
a frequency spectrum at the bang position in which low
frequencies are dominant. It has a significant frequency range
between 20 Hz to about 1 KHz. The frequency spectrum of
channel 4 at the bang is wide-band with a broad peak in the range
of 150 Hz to 800 Hz.
3.4.6.27 "At the beginning of the crackling sound, the frequency
spectrum shows narrow band peaks around 1.6 KHz. About 90

and 300 milliseconds later, the spectrum changes with additional
peaks appearing around 400 Hz, 600 Hz and 1150 Hz. Frequency
analysis was also carried out at 600, 800 and 1000 milliseconds
before the start of the crackling sound."
3.4.6.28 The conclusions which were arrived at by Mr. Seshadri
on the basis of what he had heard and after studying the various
spectra were as follows:
"The signal in channel 3 of the CVR which corresponds to the
cockpit Area Mike shows the first signs of an audio disturbance.
The signal
peaks to its maximum of 18.5 db above ambient level in about 45
milliseconds. A loud audible blast is heard when this channel is
played at this point. An analysis of the frequency spectra before
this loud blast and during the blast shows a definite change in the
frequency composition. From all the above results it can be
concluded that an explosion occurred in the aircraft. The exact
position in the aircraft at which the explosion occurred is likely
to be about 40 to 50 feet from the Cockpit judging from the rise
time of 45 milliseconds.
3.4.6.29 "Explosive sounds on all the four radio channels
preceded by electrical disturbance reinforce the evidence
provided by channel 3.
3.4.6.30 The synchronised recording and detailed analysis of the
ATC and channel 4 confirm that the sounds recorded in the ATC
Shannon tape are undoubtedly attributable to the transmissions
from AI 182 Kanishka during its last moments. The sounds
indicate possible breaking up of the aircraft in mid air and the air
blast which follows a decompression. A very detailed UV
recording does not indicate the presence of a second explosion."
3.4.6.31 "Copies of CVR tapes of well understood air crashes
pertaining to an Indian Airlines Boeing 737 in 1979 and Iranian
Air Force Boeing 747 in 1976 were analysed for possible
reference in connection with the analysis of the CVR tape of

Kanishka.
3.4.6.32 "A definite explosion near the Cockpit was the cause of
the crash of the Indian Airlines Boeing 737. An explosive sound
recorded on the Cockpit Area Mike shows a rise time of about 8
milliseconds which corresponds to a distance of about 8 feet.
This indicates that the rise time is a measure of the distance from
the Cockpit Area Mike at which an explosion has occurred.
3.4.6.33 "The Iranian Air Force Boeing 747 broke up in mid air.
Analysis of the CVR tape clearly indicates that the frequency
spectra of the electrical disturbances are similar to those obtained
for Kanishka. Thus the series of audio bursts recorded on the
ATC Shannon tape have been most probably generated by the
break-up of kanishka in midair.
3.4.6.34 Mr. Seshadri was also examined in Court on 27th
January, 1986. In his deposition he very succintly explained
some aspects of the work which was done by him. He also dealt
with the aspect of AGC to which reference has been made by Mr.
R.A. Davis and Mr. Paul Turner in their reports. The relevant part
of the testimony in this connection is as follows :"We wanted to make sure that the CVR recording and the ATC
corresponded to the same aircraft Kanishka. When we played the
tapes for the first time we found that there was a difference of
about 1 second. Though this figure may be tolerable because of
the accuracy of the tape speeds, we wanted to investigate further
to make really sure that the ATC corresponded to Kanishka. For
this purpose we had simultaneously "recorded channel 4 of the
CVR and the ATC on a single tape on 2 channels after
synchronising the common speech signals to the best of our
ability by the ear. We started with the first speech which was
available on both the tapes, namely, "770 that checks maintain
350". This was a conversation with the TWA aircraft which is
available on both channel 4 and the ATC. The last sound which is
recorded common to CVR and ATC is the speech of the co-pilot

who says "right Sir, squaking 2005 182". After this recording
though by the ear the explosive sounds on the ATC. as well as the
CVR seemed to match, we wanted to check it in more detail. For
this purpose we had detailed UV recordings of different portions
of the synchronised tapes pertaining to the conversation between
ATC and Kanishka. This was done and we noticed that the ATC
was running slightly fast. We had about 80 seconds reference
time of conservation from Air India Boeing Kanishka and the
ATC for reference and we had to extrapolate the information in
this section for another 243 seconds at which time the explosive
sound occurs. During the beginning of this 80 seconds reference
period, we find that the ATC was leading by 90 milli-seconds and
at the end of 80 seconds the lead of ATC was 130 milli-seconds.
Thus, in 80 seconds, the ATC had gained 40 milliseconds.
"This extrapolated to 243 seconds and gives a figure of
250milliseconds. This is how we arrived at the conclusion that
both are synchronised within 250 milliseconds. I would like to
bring to the notice of the Court that we have taken great pains to
confirm this information by reapeating the tests a number of
times. We did not take the 400 cycle signal available on the tape
as the time reference. We took for reference the bunching of
signals produced by the conversation and the gaps in between the
convervation which are very clear on both tapes. Hence we are
sure that our results are right. The UV recording which was made
has been filed along with my report.
"The main channel which was examined was the CAM channel.
This was agreed to by all the experts who were present during
the first analysis of the tape at the BARC between 16th and 20th
July, 1985. One of the most noticeable things is that channel 3
which corresponds to cockpit area shows the first sign of
disturbance. Let us say for reference that the disturbance starts at
0 time. In about 45 milliseconds the signal rises to a peak value
which is approximately 18.5 db above the ambient level before

the commencement of the signal. After this point the signal
decays roughly exponentially in about 40 milliseconds to be
almost a steady level which is 10 db above the ambient level
before the explosive sound. From this we could draw
conclusions. Assuming that an explosion occurred on the aircraft.
The explosion produces a shock wave with a steep wave front
which travels in air as well as through the aluminium body and
the speed of travel will depend upon the distance of the explosive
from the point of observation. It will depend on the cube root of
the explosive and it will also depend on the ratio of the distance
to the cube root of the weight of the explosive. The shock wave
is very fast. It can travel at about 10 times the speed of sound.
Also when the shock wave hits the aluminium body of the
aircraft the vibrating panels which are defined by the stringers
and longerons transmit the sound to the CAM location. Because
the speed of sound in aluminium is about 19,200 feet per second
which is 16 to 18 times that of the speed of sound in air and the
shock velocity is also about 10 to 12 times. This signal will be
received
"first by the CAM. Nevertheless the shock wave gets attenuated
diffracted and refracted during its travels to the cockpit. Hence
the signal received at the cockpit will be an attenuated signal and
this small signal we have taken as instantaneous with the time of
explosion. As the time passes the sound waves travel from the
explosion site reinforcing the sound in the cockpit area thereby
there is a rise time. Then when all the complete sound
information is transmitted we get the peak of the signal and thus
the rise time corresponds to the delay between the first rise in
signal to the peak as compared to the speed of sound. One may
ask the question what is the speed of sound because the aircraft
has an explosion and is exposed to the outside environment but
since the de-pressurization of the aircraft through the explosive
fracture will take a minimum of a few seconds, we can

reasonably assume that the pressure of the air in the aircraft
corresponds to about 5000 to 6000 feet of altitude. At this
presure and temperature, the sound velocity is roughly 1000 feet
per second and from the 45 milliseconds delay we concluded that
the explosion should have occurred about 40 to 50 feet from the
cockpit. A question may be asked that the decay of the signal
might be due to the AGC of the CVR coming into action. Mr.
Turner, who is an acknowledged expert in the field of CVR has
reported that Messrs Fairchild tested the cockpit voice recorders
with a 10 db rise and fall of signals at the threshold of AGC and
they got a result indicating a decay time of 33 milliseconds. The
fall in the waveform of Channel 3 is about 40 milliseconds and is
well near 33 milliseconds, so an argument may be advanced that
the sound continued to remain steady and the fall in the signal
level was effected by the AGC. In order to confirm this we tested
the Cockpit Voice Recorder which was identical to the one which
was on Kanishka by applying 1 KHz waveform of rectuangular
modulation. To our surprise, we found that the decay time
roughly was 130 milliseconds as compared to 33 milliseconds
given by Mr. Turner. We repeated the tests with an initial
background and without any background at all. We further tested
with ramp waveforms, in other words, "slowly rising and falling
waveforms of triangular shape with modulations of 1000 cycle
carrier. This also confirms our finding. In order to clarify how the
tests were performed so that others can judge whether it was a
realistic test, I will explain the procedure. The modulated
waveform was produced by a signal generator. This was fed to an
amplifier. The amplifier output was fed to a loudspeaker. The
output of the amplifier was checked to ensure that there was no
distortion. Thus the signal going into the loudspeaker is the same
modulated signal which has been applied at the input of the
amplifier. This sound coming from the loudspeaker was recorded
on the CVR through the CAM in the laboratory. This is how the

test was performed. We were given a CVR tape by the
Department of Civil Aviation purported to be that of an explosion
which occurred on a Boeing 737 aircraft which crash- landed at
Madras. We did the CVR analysis of this aircraft. We first
recorded the output of the CVR of Indian Airlines CAM channel
on a UV recorder. We found the rise time to be very small. This
was of the order of a few milliseconds, about 8 milliseconds or
so. We have been told that the explosion occurred just by the side
of the front toilet i.e. just behind the cockpit. This to some extent
confirms that the rise time is related to the distance of the
explosion from the detecting CAM. The next thing that we did
was the frequency analysis of this waveform. Mr. Davis has
indicated in his report that if an explosion occurs on board the
aircraft there should be low frequencies present. When we
analysed the frequencies of the Kaniskha aircraft Channel 3, we
did not find very low frequencies in case of an explosion abroad
the aircraft. When we analysed the Boeing 737 tape we did not
find any low frequencies in the signals. The report of Mr. Davis
also provides the frequency analysis of a pistol shot which has
been fired in the cockpit of the aeroplane. This also shows no low
frequency components. So our conclusion, that it is not essential
for low frequencies to be present in case of an explosion abroad
an aircraft, was confirmed. I will go a step further to say that the
frequency received by an area mike which responds to an
explosive action abroad the aircraft will contain frequencies of
the structure of the defracted " and dragging shock wave, the
resonant frequencies of the aluminium panels defined by the
longerons and the stiffening channel members and also some
frequencies which may be of objects that the shock wave
encounters in its path. It is, therefore, impossible to calculate the
frequency spectrum that one would expect in the cockpit due to
an explosion taking place in the aircraft".
3.4.6.35 In answer to a question Mr. Seshadri categorically stated

that the word "explosion" in his report meant "a bomb, a very
fast device".
3.4.6.36 Mr. Paul C. Turner's Report
Lastly, a reference may be made to the report dated 13th
November, 1985 of Mr. Paul C. Turner. The evaluation of Mr.
Turner of the analysis done by him of the CVR and the ATC
tapes, as contained in the said report, was as follows:"With the foregoing as background, we can make several
observations. The CVR record on the CAM channel, captain's
channel and flight engineer's channel show that they were all
affected at about the same time; the copilot's perhaps 20
milliseconds later. Major disturbances which are recognized as
electrical system disturbances can be seen to begin about 60
milliseconds after the initial disturbance. This approximates the
time it would take for the electrical system protective circuitry to
become active.
3.4.6.37 "A steep wave front which would be indicative of a
shock wave cannot be seen on the CAM channel sound
spectrum; however, the spectrum analaysis shows that impulse
type sounds occurred at the beginning of the event recorded on
the CAM channel of the CVR. Since audio signals propagate
through aluminium approximately 16 times the speed of sound in
air, the CAM channel would probably have been affected by
structurally transmitted noise before being affected by airborne
noise. The geometry of the aircraft was such that structure borne
disturbances could be recorded before the airborne transmitted
information appeared at the cockpit microphone and an air
transmitted shock wave or steep wave front may not be evident
on the CVR.
3.4.6.38 The captain's and copilot's selector box channels
recorded signals which appeared to be electrically inducted and
similar to those seen on the Huete Boeing 747 breakups. These
are then followed by a signal resembling audio frequency noises

similar to an open microphone in a noisy environment or the
opening of a receiver squelch. Both effects have been seen
during aircraft breakups. The audio noise on the captain's and
copilot's channels appears to have come from a different source.
The flight engineer's channel does not contain audio noise. A
spectral diagram of the copilot's and captain's channel noises just
show broad band noise across the spectrum. The signal
frequncies extend beyond the frequency range of a microphone
both on the high and the low end. It does not fit the normal
microphone envelope. Spectral diagrams of the event on the
CAM channel show the normal microphone preamplifier
envelope summed with wide band signal of unspecified origin.
Since the signal quits abruptly with a doublet, it indicates that the
interference was added upstream of the CVR and was not just
reflected in the CVR power supply.
3.4.6.39 "The CVR record shows a signal stayed on for about
200 milliseconds when it appears that the power may have been
interrupted to both the radio channel and the CAM channel of the
CVR at the same time. It further appears that the signals to the
CVR were probably interrupted at 360 milliseconds from the
initial disturbance possibly by severance of the signal wires. It
further appears from the action of the erase head and record that
the main electrical system began to fail at this point and the CVR
bus voltage value dropped to a value below 70 volts but not
below 20 volts. This fluctuating voltage continued intermittently
for a minimum of 1-1/4 seconds at which time the voltage
evidently dropped to some value below 20 volts and the recorder
ceased to operate. The power for operation of the No. 1 VHF
transmitter can be explained by the operation of the standby bus
and battery and connection of the No. 1 VHF radio to this
standby bus.
3.4.6.40 "The necking down of the signal to a low value shows
that no signal was coming to the CVR from the CAM

preamplifier. The lack of a signal on the radio channels, which do
not need to be erased before being recorded, further suggest that
the wires were severed or
"that the transmission to Cork began after what appeared to be
the loss of the primary electrical system approximately 1-1/2
seconds following the event. Standby power would have become
available upon loss of the primary power, the number one VHF
would have become available, and CVR would have ceased to
operate.
3.4.6.41 "The action of the erase circuitry in the CVR suggests
that the fluctuating voltage seen was coming from the main
electrical system bus. Anything else causing this fluctuating
voltage down stream of the CVR circuit breaker would probably
blow it.
3.4.6.42 "The signal received in Ireland indicated that a radio,
most probably this aircraft's No. 1 VHF transmitter, stayed
operational for about 5.4 seconds following the event at which
time the entire aircraft electrical system ceased to function. This
assumes that the No. 1 transmitter ceased to operate due to
standby bus failure.
3.4.6.43 "In the conclusion, it appears that a catastrophic event
occurred on Kanishka. It was reflected in all channels of the
CVR and the CVR power supply at the same time. The main
electrical bus began to fail within 0.35 second and the standby
bus survived for only 6 seconds more at which time the aircraft's
electrical system ceased to function. It appears that the event
occurred in a manner to affect the cockpit area microphone
operation severely and to force operation of the automatic gain
control on the CVR. This loud noise continued for the life of the
aircraft's main electrical system as reflected in the CVR.
3.4.6.44 "The mechanism of how the ATC transmission was
made from Kanishka to Cork is unclear. The sound was not
recorded on the CVR, indepentent studies by Canadian and

British investigators have the Cork ATC call originating
approximately 1-1/2 seconds following the event on the CVR.
This is about the time that standby power would have become
available to the No. 1 VHF.
3.4.6.45 "This report should be viewed as an accident
investigation tool only and used in conjunction with other
evidence gathered during the investigation.
3.4.6.46 "The United States Noard/Space Command has
confirmed that there was no incoming space debris in the vicinity
of Ireland on June 23, 1985."
3.4.6.47 It is pertinent to note that according to Mr. Turner there
was "catastrophic event" which had occurrred on Kanishka. He
has, however, not elucidated as to what this event was.
3.4.6.48 After the receipt of the report, the Court requested the
NTSB that Mr. Turner should come and depose. It is unfortunate
that permission was not granted to him. Faced with this situation
and as it was thought necessary that some clarification was called
for, the Court sent a telex to Mr. Turner whereby he was asked to
give replies to the queries contained therein. He was requested
that the reply be sent by 27th January 1986. A copy of the telex
was also forwarded to the American Embassy at New Delhi for
sending the same to NTSB by way of confirmation. Previously
all communications addressed to NTSB were being routed
through American Embassy. No reply has been received by the
Court till this day either from NTSB or from Mr. Paul Turner.
According to paragraph 5.14 of Annex 13 the State is required,
on request from the State conducting the investigation of an
accident, to provide to that State with all the relevant information
available to it. It was, therefore, obligatory on the NTSB to have
seen that the information sought for by the Court by way of
answers to the queries was supplied.
3.4.6.49 Court Evaluation
From the reports of all the experts and the testimonies of M/s

Caiger, Davis and Seshadri it is clear, and it is agreed to by all of
them, that there was a breakup of the aircraft in mid-air. The
experts also agreed that the sounds recorded on the ATC Shannon
tape at 0714:01 Z emanated from the Kanishka aircraft.
3.4.6.50 Mr. Caiger has not said either in the report or in his
statement as to what was the cause of the bang. Mr. Davis, on the
other hand, is categorical in stating in his report that there was
explosive decompression (meaning rapid decompression) on the
aircraft. He has, however,
stated in the report that there is no evidence of an explosive
device. The main reason for his coming to this conclusion is that
he had not been able to find low frequencies in the spectra of the
CVR of Kanishka. Mr. Seshadri, on the other hand is equally
vehement in concluding that an explosive device had detonated
in the front cargo hold of Kanishka.
3.4.6.51 It may be that the frequency spectrum of Kanishka CVR
did not contain low frequencies but, as has been admitted by Mr.
Davis himself in answer to a Court question, it is not necessary
that in the case of every detonation there must necessarily be low
frequencies in the spectrum. Frequency spectra of 'Kanishka
CVR before 'bang' and at the 'bang' position are shown in Figs. 2
& 3, indicating presence of additional high frequncies at the
bang. Indeed in the case of Indian Airlines Boeing 737, which
admittedly was a case where there was an explosion of a device
within about 8 feet of the CAM, the frequency analysis showed
absence of low frequencies. Frequency spectrum of Indian
Airlines Boeing 737 CVR is shown at Fig. 4. Merely, because
therefore, there were no low frequencies present would not mean
that there was no detonating device on board the Kanishka. The
CVR of Indian Airlines Boeing 737 has not been analysed either
by Mr. Caiger or Mr. Davis. The analysis was, however,
conducted by Mr. Seshadri and as is evident from his report,
there were marked similarities between the spectra of Indian

Airlines 737 and Air India's Kanishka CVR. One of the
important reasons for coming to this conclusion, which has been
indicated by Mr. Seshadri, is the rise time of the bang signal.
From the analysis of the Indian Airlines Boeing 737 tape it was
observed that it had taken 8 milliseconds for the peak to be
reached. It was also seen that the explosive device was
approximately 8 feet away from the cockpit area mike. Keeping
this in view Mr. Seshadri observed that in the case of Kanishka
the peak of the bang signal was reached in about 40 milliseconds.
He, therefore, concluded that the origin of the bang sound was
about 40 feet away from the cockpit area mike.
3.4.6.52 It would be pertinent to note that even according to the
report of Mr. Davis the rise time in the case of Kanishka, which
has been given for the peak is about 40 milliseconds. He,
however, does not attach much importance to this because
according to him after about 40 ms automatic gain control would
become effective.
3.4.6.53 Mr. Davis has no personal experience of the time which
it would take for the Automatic Gain Control to take effect. He
has got the figures from the manufacturer. Mr. Davis admitted
that the time which it will take for the AGC to be effective is not
indicated in any published document of the manufacturer.
3.4.6.54 Mr. Seshadri, however, personally carried out the
experiments on a Boeing 747 by using an instrument similar to
what was on board Kanishka. From the testimony of Mr.
Seshadri it is apparent that the results which he got were
different. As per his testimony, for the AGC to be effective it will
take 130 ms. If this be so then it may be possible to conclude that
in the case of Kanishka the peak was reached in 40 ms. and
thereafter the signal decayed and the signal was in no way
effected by the AGC.
3.4.6.55 A reference may also be made, at this stage, the
frequency spectrum of the sound of the hand gun which was fired

on a boeing 737 flight deck. Frequency spectrum prepared by Mr.
R.A. Davis is shown at Fig. 5. He has stated that the rise time for
reaching the peak is almost instantaneous. Same is the case with
regard to the frequency spectrum prepared by him of a bomb in a
B-737 aircraft where the bomb had been placed in the freight
hold which is shown in Fig. 6. A perusal of that spectrum also
shows that the peak was reached in approximately 5 ms. The
forward freight hold compartment of Boeing 737 is much more
than five feet away from the cockpit area mike. If the theory of
Mr. Seshadri was to be applied then as per the frequency analysis
of this Boeing 737 bomb, the distance from the area mike could
not have been more than 5 ft. It is, however, known, as per the
report of Davis, that the bomb was actually in the freight hold
which would mean not nearer than about 25 feet.
3.4.6.56 From what has been stated in the various reports, as
well as in the testimony of the 3 experts who apperared in the
Court, the only safe conclusion which can be drawn is that
possibly enough study has not been done, due to lack of adequate
data, which can lead one to the conclusion as to the exact nature
of the sound and the distance from which it originated.
3.4.6.57 The fact that a bang was heard is evident to the ear
when the CVR as well as the ATC tapes are played. The bang
could have been caused by a rapid decompression but it could
also have been caused by an explsoive device. One fact which
has, however, to be noticed is that the sound from the explosion
must necessarily emanate a few milliseconds or seconds earlier
than the sound of rapid decompression because the explosion
must necessarily occur before a hole is made, which results in
decompression. In the event of there being an explosive
detonation then the sound from there must reach the area mike
first before the sound of decompression is received by it. The
sound may travel either through the air or through the structure
of the aircraft, but if there is no explosion of a device, but there is

nevertheless an explosive decompression for some other reason,
then it is that sound which will reach the area mike. To my mind
it will be difficult to say, merely by looking at the spectra of the
sound, that the bang recorded on the CVR tape was from an
explosive device.
3.4.6.58 There are various hypothesis and theories which the
experts have to investigate before any acceptable conclusions are
arrived at. It so happens that in the present case we have the
opinions of four experts, but they do not agree with one another
on some material aspects. Two of the experts, namely, Mr. Caiger
and Mr. Davis are categorical in saying that it is not possible to
measure the distance of the origin of the sound on the cockpit
area mike, whereas Mr. Seshadri has come to a different
conclusion. Mr. Paul Turner in his report dated 13th November,
1985 in silent on this aspect, though in his earlier report dated
19th July, 1985 he had categorically said that there was an
explosive device close to the cockpit.
3.4.6.59 With regard to the nature of the sound also we have 3
different opinions. Mr. Caiger is unable to give the nature of the
sound, Mr. Davis says it is rapid decompression while Mr.
Seshadri says it is a sound of an explosive device followed by
decompression.
3.4.6.60 In the absence of any other technical literature on the
subject, it is not possible for this Court to come to the conclusion
as to which of the Experts is right. The only conclusion which
can, however,
be arrived at is that the aircraft had broken in midair and that
there has been a rapid decompression in the aircraft. Just as it is
not possible to say that the spectrum discloses that the bang is
due to an explosive device similarly, and as has also been
admitted by Mr. Caiger and Mr. Davis, it is not possible to say
that the bang is due to break up of a structure.
3.4.6.61 The bang could have been due to either of the aforesaid

two causes i.e. a bomb explosion or the sound emanating due to
rapid decompression. The advantage of carrying out the said
analysis is that a number of possible causes of the accident are
eliminated. On the other hand, if the analysis is viewed in
conjunction with other evidence on the record it is further
possible to determine the exact nature or cause of the bang. In the
present case the bang, as already noticed, could have been due to
the sound originating from the detonation of a device or by
reason of rapid decompression. Other evidence on the record,
however, clearly indicates that the accident occurred due to a
bomb having exploded in the forward cargo hold of Kanishka.
The spectra analysis and the conclusions of Mr. S.N. Seshadri are
corroborated by other evidence.
TESTS AND RESEARCH
3.5.1
During the course of investigation a number of groups
were formed to study and analyse evidence and data which was
available. Materials like CVR, ATC and DFDR tapes were also
given to the various participants.
3.5.2
The groups as well as other experts studied and
analysed the material with them and submitted their reports
which have been referred to earlier.
3.5.3
The experts examining the CVR tapes did carry out a
number of tests. Different graphs and traces were prepared and
the sound was analysed by them. The result of their analysis has
been referred to in Chapter 3.4 on Flight Recorders.
3.5.4. The metallurgical examination of some of the recovered
pieces was carried out at BARC. The examination of some of the
pieces showed different types of damages having been recorded
on the targets such as petalling and curling round the holes,
spikes etc. The said team carried out certain explosion
experiments. Their report on the experiments so carried out has
already been set-out in paragraph 3.2 above.
3.5.5
The Indian Air Force has set up an Institute of Aviation

Medicine at Bangalore. The Court visited the said Institute on 9th
December 1985. During that visit an experiment was conducted
in the explosive decompression and high altitude chamber to
demonstrate what actually happens during explosive
decompression and subsequently on exposure to hypoxia.
3.5.6
Subjects were taken to 8,000 feet in the explosive
decompression chamber with oxygen. They were exposed to an
altitude of 25,000 feet within one second. During the course of
this explosion a loud bang was heard and inside the chamber
there was misting and drop in temperature. After this the
chamber was allowed to run at 22,000 feet for roughly two
minutes and an experiment to show the adverse affects of
hypoxia on the subjects was done. In this experiment, subjects
were asked to write a given sentence while their oxygen supply
was cut off. It was observed that initially the subjects kept on
writing the sentence correctly and then
after about 120 seconds they started making errors while writing
the sentence and finally they stopped writing. At this stage
oxygen was re-started and within a few seconds, the subjects
started writing their sentence once again. The experiment was
completed at this stage and the altitude chamber was brought
down to ground level.
3.5.7
The subjects were taken out and were asked questions
as to what did they feel. They explained that at the time of
explosive decompression, they heard a loud bang, felt cold and
saw misting inside the chamber. They also found air escaping
from their lungs. On further enquiry about the experiment
pertaining to hypoxia, they said that they felt light headed and
after that they did not know what happened till they once again
noticed that they were writing on a piece of paper.
SECURITY
3.6.1
The evidence and the statements filed on record show
that Canadian Security arrangements in place prior to 23rd June,

1985 met the international requirements for civil air
transportation. However, before this date, the emphasis was on
preventing the boarding of weapons including explosive devices
in hand baggage. Hence, the screening of checked baggage was
only undertaken in conditions of a heightened threat as was the
case with respect to Air India flights.
3.6.2
Air India, as required by Canadian regulation, had a
security programme. Because of the threat level assessed against
the Airline, Air India had more extensive security measures than
almost any other Canadian or international airline. These
measures were generally in accordance with the recommended
procedures of the ICAO Security Manual for special risk flights.
Air India had also requested and had received and arranged for
extra security for the month of June, 1985. For Air India flight
181/182, Air India provided a security officer from its New York
Office to oversee the security at Toronto and Montreal.
3.6.3
As it became apparent during the course of investigation
that security would be an important aspect whilch would require
the attention of the Court, Mr. Rodney Wallis, Director,
Facilitation and Security, International Air Transport Association
was good enough to appear in Court on 24th January, 1986. His
testimony on certain aspects of security was recorded in camera
by the Court on that date. The expert evidence has been taken
into consideration while formulating some of the
recommendations.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
3.7.1
The manner in which persons and organisations from
five different countries combined their resources and efforts in
connection with this accident is an object lesson in international
cooperation.
3.7.2
From the time the accident occurred, till the conclusion
of the investigation proceedings by the Court in Delhi, there has
been a consistent interplay amongst different persons and

organisations. When all the persons got together, for the first
time, at Cork the group was very heterogeneous. Each one had
his own point of view, which did not necessarily coincide with
that of another. At times, the atmosphere was charged with a bit
of tension which continued even when the Court was constituted
to investigate into the accident.
3.7.3
It was noticed that not only were the participants a bit
apprehensive and suspicious but, during the course of
investigation, there were also occasions when there appeared
some acrimony between a few of them.
3.7.4
In such a sensitive situation, careful handling was called
for. The participants' honesty of purpose could not be doubted.
All that was wanted was that there should be an effort to try and
understand the point of view of all the persons. This is precisely
what the Court tried to do.
3.7.5
It is indeed fortunate that the efforts of the Court, in this
regard, succeeded. After the Court had decided that it was not the
purpose or the function of the investigation to affix responsibility
for any lapse which may have been committed, one could see the
general relieving of tension. With the passage of time there was a
gradual building up of the confidence of the participants in the
conduct of the investigation. The participants' interest for air
safety transcended all barriers and any apprehension or
suspicion, which was present in the minds of some, was soon
dispelled. In its place there grew a deep sense of urgency, anxiety
and cooperation in an effort to see that all the participants
rendered utmost assistance for the satisfactory completion of the
task in hand.
3.7.6
The main beneficiary of this international cooperation
was not only the Court investigating the accident but it was the
cause of air safety which benefited the most. Countries and
Organisations went out of the way to help each other, financially
and otherwise, even when they were not obliged to do so. Money

and services were readily and voluntarily offered and usually the
requirements of the Court were always fulfilled.
3.7.7
As the accident had occurred only about 100 miles off
the coast of Ireland, the centre of activity, initially, was centred at
Cork. The Government of Ireland, and the Irish people in
particular, acted as though they regarded this as a national
disaster. Not only did they render every assistance with regard to
the search and rescue operation, hospital facilities, police etc. but
the people acted as if one of their own kith and kin had died. In
the situation which existed they were pillars of strength to the
relatives of the deceased. Not only did complete strangers
comfort such relatives but, more often than not, they even joined
in their grief. The residents of Cork did everything possible to try
and mitigate the sorrow of the victims' relatives. Everyone did
their small bit, even the children of Cork queued up to place
flowers at the coffins of the victims.
3.7.8
The Representatives of the Government of Canada also
came to the scene, at the initial stages itself, and rendered full
help and cooperation till the last. The major brunt of the mapping
and the salvage operations was borne by Canada. Willingly and
without any demur it incurred huge expenses, which must have
been to the tune of a few million dollars, in carrying out these
operations. It rendered full help and assitance to the Court
whenever called upon to do so. For example, it offorded full
facilities and help to the team which had been sent to Canada by
the Court in August, 1985. It was only with the help of the
Canadian Government, and the CASB and RCMP in particular,
that the Court was able to obtain evidence and information
relating to the accident. Without Canadian help the conduct of
the investigation would have only been speculative in nature.
3.7.9
On their own, and without any request from the Court or
from the Government of India, the Government of United States
decided to lend a helping hand in the salvage operations. This

was done
at a very critical juncture when financial help and expertise were
required so as to salvage the important critical pieces of the
wreckage. It arranged for the services of a salvage expert and it
also made necessary arrangements for the deployment of a
second ship, duly fitted with necessary equipment to enable it to
salvage some of the heavier pieces of the wreckage. The Court
understands that the amount which was contributed in meeting
the expenses by the United States was to the tune of U.S. $
700,000.
3.7.10 The Government of United Kingdom also provided ship
and helicopters in connection with the search and rescue
operations. Even during the time when salvage operations were
being carried out it was the British Helicopters which assisted in
transporting personnel to and from the ship which were engaged
in the salvage operations. The A.I.B. at Farnborough, on being
asked by the Court to do so, carried out a very detailed analysis
of the CVR and the ATC tapes.
3.7.11 Being the state of Registry of the aircraft and also the
state holding the investigation, the major brunt of the work fell
on the shoulders of officers of the Government of India and
BARC. They acted as coordinators who had to oversee the work
being carried out by persons belonging to diverse organisations
and coming from different countries. Young engineers of Air
India took turns in going aboard the ships and manning the
Control Centre at Cork. They worked in conjunction with the
engineers of Boeing and CASB and the crew members of the
ships during the salvage operations. Without their enthusiastic
participation the progress of the salvage operations would have
been severely hampered.
3.7.12 The Scientists from BARC and National Aeronautical
Laboratory, Bangalore were ever ready and willing to work
together with the experts from abroad. Whenever called upon to

do so, they rendered whatever assistance which was desired by
the Court and the other participants.
3.7.13 It was seen that when the persons, coming from
different countries and backgrounds, worked together with
sincerety and honesty of purpose then they functioned smoothly
and harmoniously, and usually arrived at an agreed solution or
finding. These days it is indeed rare to see such a degree of
international cooperation between different persons,
organisations and countries.
ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 From the evidence which is available what has now to be
determined is as to what caused the accident.
4.2 Finding the cause of the accident is usually a deduction from
known set of facts. In the present case known facts are not very
many, but there are a number of possible events which might
have happened which could have led to the crash.
4.3 The first task is to try and marshal the facts which may have
a bearing as to the cause of the accident.
4.4 It is undisputed, and there is ample evidence on the record to
prove it, that Air India's Kanishka had a normal and uneventful
flight out of Montreal. The aircraft had been in air for about five
hours and was cruising smoothly at an altitude of 31,000 feet.
The readout from the CVR shows that there was no emergency
on board till the catastrophic event had occurred. This is
corroborated by the printout available from the DFDR. The event
occurred at approximately 0714 Z and that brought the aircraft
down, and it probably hit the surface of the sea within a distance
of 5 miles. The time within which the plane came down at such a
steep angle could not have been more than very few minutes.
There was a sudden snapping of the communication between the
aircraft and the ground. The aircraft had also suddenly
disappeared from the radar.
4.5 It is evident that an event had occurred at 31,000 feet which

had brought down 'Kanishka'. What could have possibly
happened to it? The aircraft was apparently incapacitated and this
was due either to it having been hit from outside; or due to some
structural failure; or due to the detonation of an explosive device
within the aircraft.
4.6 Evidence indicates that after the event had occurred, though
the pilots did not or were not in a position to communicate with
the ground, they nevertheless appeared to have taken some
action. According to Mr. Laflamme, witness No. 12, the
examination of the wreckage showed that spoilers had been
deployed and this must have been done
with a view to enter into emergency descent. He has further
speculated that such an emergency descent would support or
perhaps cause a rupture in the forward area or a partial damage to
the hydraulic system or damage to the control system which
created such a condition that the pilots were not able to control
the flight. The wreckage fruther showed that the jack screw for
the stabilizer trim was found in the nose-up position and it was
hard to explain how this got there merely as a result of impact
with the water. The trim being in that position could only have
been due to the pilot selecting it or as a result of a situation
created by an explosion. In that position, and at a high aircraft
speed, there would have been an extremely high g-loading on the
aircraft.
4.7 It can further be speculated that if an explosion takes place
in the forward cargo compartment, the oxygen stream might have
been damaged so that when the pilots donned their masks as part
of the emergency drill for explosive decompression, they were
not breathing enriched oxygen and the time of useful
consciousness at about 31,000 feet would be significantly less
than 30 seconds under high stress and if the pilots became
unconscious as a result of this, then the aircraft would have got
out of control which would explain the subsequent events.

4.8 None of the participants have produced any evidence which
could lead one to the conclusion, that there was any external hit
to the aircraft. In fact in the report dated 13th November, 1985,
Mr. Paul Turner has stated as follows:
"The United States Norad/Space Command has confirmed that
there was no incoming space debris in the vicinity of Ireland on
June 23, 1985."
4.9 Thus we are left with only two of the possibilities viz.,
structural failure or accident having been caused due to a bomb
having been placed inside the aircraft.
4.10After going through the entire record we find that there is
circumstantial as well as direct evidence which directly points
to the cause of the accident as being that of an explosion of a
bomb in the forward cargo hold of the aircraft. At the same time
there is complete lack of evidence to indicate that there was any
structural failure.
4.11The circumstantial and direct evidence which leads to the
aforesaid conclusion is as follows :
A. Connection with an explosion at Narita Airport :
On 23rd June, 1985 there was an explosion at the Narita Airport.
The explosion occurred when a bomb exploded in a suit case
which was to be interlined to Air India's Flight No. 301 from
Tokyo to Bangkok. The following events, which had occurred
prior to this explosion, clearly establish the connection between
the two incidents :
(i) On 19 June 1985, at approximately 1800 PDT (0100 GMT,
20 June), a CP Air reservations agent in Vancouver received a
telephone call from a male with a slight Indian accent. He
identified himself as Mr. Singh and informed the agent that he
was making bookings for two different males also with the
surname of Singh. One booking was made in the name of
Jaswand Singh with CP 086 from Vacouver to Dorval on 22 June
1985 to link with AI 182 departing from Mirabel. The other

booking was to Bangkok using CP 003 from Vancouver to Tokyo
and AI 301 from Tokyo to Bangkok. This booking was made in
the name of Mohinderbel Singh. A local telephone contact
number was given and the call lasted about one-half hour.
(ii) On the same date at approxmimately 1920 PDT (0220
GMT), another reservations agent for CP Air was contacted and
requested to change the booking for Jaswand Singh. The
confirmed flight on CP 086 was cancelled and a reservation was
made on CP 060 from Vancouver to Toronto, and a request to be
wait-listed on AI 181/182 from Toronto to Delhi was made.
(iii) On 20 June, 1985 at about 1210 PDT (1910 GMT), a male
appearing to be of Indian origin purchased the tickets with cash
from a CP Air Ticket office in Vancouver. The booking in the
name of Mohinderbel Singh was changed to L. Singh and the
booking using the name of Jaswand Singh changed to 'M. Singh'.
The telephone contact number was also changed. The final
itinerary was as follows :
(a) M. Singh
- CP 060 Vancouver - Toronto Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 0900 PDT, 22 June 1985
- AI 181 Toronto - Montreal Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Toronto at 1835 EDT, 22nd June, 1985
- AI 182 Montreal - Delhi Wait-listed Scheduled to depart
Montreal at 2020 EDT, 22nd June, 1985
(b) L. Singh - CP 003 Vacouver - Tokyo Confirmed
Scheduled to depart Vancouver at 1315 PDT, 22 June, 1985
- Air India 301 Tokyo - Bangkok Confirmed Scheduled to
depart Tokyo at 1705 time in Tokyo, local 23 June, 1985
(iv) On 22 June, 1985 at about 0630 PDT (1330 GMT), a caller
identifying himself as Mr. Manjit Singh called the CP Air
reservations office. The caller spoke with a heavy Indian accent
and wanted to know if his booking on AI 181/182 was
confirmed. The caller was informed by the agent that the was still
wait-listed out of Toronto and offered to make alternate

arrangements to Delhi. The caller stated that he would rather go
to the airport and take his chances. The caller also asked if he
could send his luggage from Vancouver to Delhi and was told he
could not check his baggage past Toronto unless his flight was
confirmed.
(v) On Saturday morning, 22 June, 1985, a CP Air passenger
agent worked check-in position number 26 at the CP AIR ticket
counter, Vancouver International Airport, and recalls dealing with
a passenger of Indian origin booked on CP 060 and then on to
Delhi. The passenger stated that he wanted his bag tagged right
to Delhi from Vancouver. After checking the computer, the agent
explained that since he was not confirmed past Toronto his
baggage could not be interlined. The passenger insisted and, as
the line-up were long, the agent relented and interlined his
suitcase. The flight manifest for CP 060 shows that 'M. Singh'
checked in through this passenger agent, was assigned seat 10B,
and checked one piece of baggage.
(vi) The flight manifest for CP 003 shows that on the same day
the person using the name of 'L. Singh' with an interline ticket to
Bangkok also checked through the same counter, was assigned
seat 38H, and checked one piece of baggage.
(vii)A check of CP Air's records and interviews with passengers
on flights CP 003 and CP 060 indicates that the persons
identifying themselves as 'M. Singh' and 'L. Singh' did not board
these respective flights.
(viii)
In a statement of William Long, annexed to the affidavit
of I.G. Pole, Police Officer, City of Toronto, he has stated that on
22nd June, 1985 he was employed as a driver whose
responsibility was to deliver interlined baggage between terminal
2 to Terminal 1 and vice versa at Toronto. He has further stated
that he had picked up 4 bags from Terminal 1 which were
destined for terminal 2 Air India. Three of these bags were from
U.S. Air originating from New York city. Regarding the last bag

he stated as follows :
"The fourth bag destined for Air India was, I distinctly remember
looking at the baggage tag and it was pink with the CP logo in
blue and
letters saying CP on it there were also numbers but I can't
remember the number, from CP Air and I remember it was from
Vancouver. On the bottom of the tag it said vancouver using the
initials YVR and the flight number which I can't remember. The
bag was destined for India. When I arrived at the CP Air belt
there were a number of bags from other airlines on the belt
included in these were the three U.S. Air bags destined for Air
India. As I was finishing loading the carts, a CP Air station
attendant who had been unloading bags from containers, I
noticed as I checked once more for anymore bags, drop another
bag on the conveyer belt. This was the bag destined for Air India.
It was dark brown Samsonite Hard sided Type 01A on the
Baggage Identification Chart. After they were loaded onto the
cart I took them over to Air Canada domestic belt at Gate 89-91".
To further questions posed to him, Long stated that this bag from
CP Air weighed approximately 70 lbs and there was something
which rattled inside the bag. He could not say what it was but he
said that "it sounded small". When specifically asked whether he
thought there was something big inside the bag, he answered in
the affirmative, and added that he did not know what was in it
but it was heavy. There was discrepancy in the time when he is
alleged to have picked up the bags which he had indicated in his
schedule when compared with CP Air Vancouver flight which
had arrived at 1622 hours. When this was pointed out to Long, he
answered "I could have may be got the time wrong, it was during
the busy period. It could have been an estimate time. But I do
remember the bag came off CP air. It could have been 16:34 Hrs.
I don't know."
(ix) The aircraft departed from Toronto for Mirable and London

with the suitcase unaccompained by the passenger who had
checked it in at Vancouver. Similarly, CP Air 003 departed
Toronto for Tokyo with the baggage of one passenger 'L. Singh'
to be interlined to Air India flight AI 301 to Bangkok even
though 'L Singh' had not boarded that flight.
(x) The linking of the two occurrences namely the blast at
Narita Airport and the Air India accident becomes startingly
evident if we look at the following chronology of events:
CPA 003 (VANCOUVER-TOKYO)CPA 060 (VANCOUVERTORONTO)Connection toConnecting toAir India 301Air India
182WESTBOUNDEASTBOUNDAll Times GMTThurs20 June,
19850057A male called C.P. Air Reservations in Vancouver and
after discussing a number of routings, booked a one-way ticket
and CPA 060 to Toronto with connections to Air India 182 under
the name of Jaswand SINGH. A return ticket was also booked on
CPA 003 to Tokyo connecting with Air India 301 to Bangkok in
the name of Mohinderbel SINGH.
1912A male attended the CP Air Ticket Office in Vancouver. He
paid $ 3005.00 in cash for the above tickets after changing the
ticket of Mohinderbel SINGH to L. SINGH and changing
from a return to a one-way ticket. He changed the Jaswand
SINGH ticket to M. SINGH.
Saturday22 JuneA Mr. SINGH calledReservations and
got1330confirmation on his one-wayticket to Torontowith
luggage to be sentthrough to India.M. SINGH checked in
withseat 10B confirmed to1550Toronto. Wanted
suitcaseinterlined to AI 182.Agent relents.1618CPA 060
departedVancouver 18 minuteslate. M. SINGH not inassigned
seat.L. SINGH checked in for CPA003 and one suitcase
interlinedto Air India 301. Assigned seat38H.CPA 060 arrived

Toronto202212 minutes late. Somepassengers and
baggageinterlined to AI 181.
CPA 003 departed 17 min. latefor Tokyo. L. SINGH not
in2037assigned seat.Sunday23 JuneAir India 181
departed0015Toronto for Mirabel1 hour 40 minutes late.0100Air
India arrived Mirabel.0218Air India 182 departedMirabel 1 hour
38 minuteslate.CPA 003 arrived Narita Airport,Tokyo. Arrived 14
minutes early0541Baggage cart explodes in transitarea. 2 killed,
4 injured, 06190714Air India 182 disappearedfrom Radar
Air India 301 departed Narita.08050815Air India 182
Scheduledarrival Heathrow (fuel stop).
(xi) It would indeed to too much of a coincidence that two
persons, whose tickets were bought at the same time and who
had checked in under the names of 'L. Singh' and 'M. Singh'
missed their respective flights, more so when 'M. Singh' had
insisted at the check in counter at Vancouver that he should be
interlined, even though his seat from Toronto on AI 181/182 was
not confirmed, and his baggage (one suitcase) accepted and be
routed through to Delhi. If there had been some reason for 'gate
no-show' by both of them, one would ordinarily have expected
both, or at least one of them, to have made efforts, at that time or
thereafter, either to ask for refund of money or they should have
contacted the airline staff at the Airport and asked that they
should be put on another flight.
(xii)A large amount of money had been spent on the purchase of
the two tickets and a question which comes to mind is as to why
was this money spent if both the tickets were to be wasted and no
one was to travel on them, after having checked in and obtained
boarding cards. Furthermore, no effort has been made by any of
these two persons to try and lodge a claim for the baggage which
they had checked in.
(xiii)
The aforesaid facts clearly indicate the connection
between

the travel plans of so called 'L. Singh' and 'M. Singh'. In fact the
manner in which the reservations were changed to the names of
'M. Singh' and 'L. Singh' shows the anxiety of some one to hide
behind the identity of persons who bore notorious names.
(xiv)
The interlined baggage exploded at Narita Airport and
there is strong probability that the suticase from Vancouver,
which was interlined to AI 182, contained a device similar to the
one which had exploded at Narita Airport on 23 June, 1985.
B. CVR and DFDR both stopped simultaneously:
There was simultaneous interruption of electrical power to the
flight recorders. The electrical supply could have been
interrupted either because of the cables being cut or because of
total electric failure. Power supply wires to the CVR and the
DFDR run under the passenger cabin ceiling on the left and the
right hand side. The supply of electricity through these cables
originates from the MEC compartment, which is in front of the
forward cargo hold. If the CVR and the DFDR had stopped due
to the breakage of electrical supply wires as a result of possible
explosion in the aft cargo hold there would have had to be an
instantaneous break of almost the entire section of fuselage,
because both these recorders had stoped simultaneously. In such
a catastrophic event it is not possible that the bottom skin panels
of the aft cargo compartment would remain undistorted, or would
have no rupture or holes in them. Furthermore, in such an event
the tail portion of the aircraft would have been found in the
beginning of the wreckage trail, but this was not so. On the other
hand, and explosion in the forward cargo compartment would
have resulted in damage to the electrical buses located in the
MEC and that would, in turn, result in cutting off the electrical
power supply causing simultaneous stoppage of the recorders.
C. The ATC Transponder Stopped Transmitting :
The transponder is located at the bottom of the one of the
forward rakes immediately forward of the front cargo

compartment. Signals from this also stopped being received by
the secondary radar at Shannon. Keeping in view that the CVR
and the DFDR had stopped simultaneously at about the same
time, when the signals from ATC transponder had also ceased, it
is reasonable to presume that there must have been a complete
breackdown of electrical supply which had affected all the three
units. The only event which could have caused such a damage to
paralyse the entire MEC compartment could only have been an
explosion in the forward cargo hold. It was not possible that any
rapid decompression caused by a structural failure could have
disrupted the entire electricl power supply from the MEC
compartment. In known cases of aircraft being subjected to rapid
decompression there has never been such an instantaneous and
total stoppage of electrical power and in fact aircrafts have been
known to have continued to fly and communicate with the
ground even after decompression.
D. Non-supply of Oxygen :
Oxygen supply cylinders are located in the ceiling of the forward
cargo compartment. Any rupture of the only pipeline which
supplies oxygen to the passengers would result in there being no
surge of oxygen flow, which alone drops the oxygen masks. The
inspection of the wreckage shows that there is no indication of
the oxygen masks ever having dropped. A rupture of this
pipeline, simultaneously with power rupture, could only have
been caused if there had been a detonation of the explosive
device in the front cargo hold.
E. Damage in air :
The examination of the floating and the other wreckage shows
that the right hand wing leading edge, the No. 3 engine fan cowl,
right hand inboard mid flap leading edge and the leading edge of
the right hand stabilizer were damaged in flight. This damage
could have occurred only if objects had been ejected from the
front portion of the aircraft when it was still in the air. The cargo

door of the front cargo compartment was also found ruptured
from above. This also indicates that the explosion perhaps
occurred in the forward cargo compartment causing the objects
to come out and thereby damaging the components on the right
hand side.
F. Evidence of Overpressurization :
The examination of the structural panels and the other parts of
the forward cargo compartment and the aft cargo compartment,
recovered from the sea bed, indicates that overpressure condition
had occurred in both the cargo compartments. The failure of the
passenger cabin floor panels in upward direction also indicates
that overpressure was created in both the compartments. It
cannot be disputed that whenever an explosive detonates very
high pressure shockwaves are formed which travel in all
directions and high speed fragments of the container, or the loose
material, also move away from the source of explosion. It is,
therefore, clear that there was overpressurization in the cargo
compartments which resulted in such rupture of the cabin floor
panels.
G. Holes in the front cargo hold panels
While the skin panels of the aft cargo compartment are fairly
straight and undamaged, the panels of the front cargo
compartment are ruptured and have a large number of holes. This
shows that there was occurrence of an event in the front cargo
compartment and not in the aft cargo compartment.
H. Buckling of Seats :
The seats towards the rear of the aircraft had only the aft legs
buckled, whereas the seats towards the front had both the front
and the aft legs buckled. This indicated that the whole floor was
subjected to a vertical force and was more severe towards the
front. Moreover, the upper deck storage cabin was found among
floating wreckage. The bottom of this cabin was pushed up in the
shape of a dome with no evidence of impact damage. This

deformation was indicative of having been caused, possibly, as a
result of a shockwave.
I. Metallurgical Examination Results :
A metallurgical examination, especially of Targets 362 and 399,
clearly confirms that there was an explosion in the forward cargo
compartment. Microscopy around some of the holes discloses
that they have such characteristics like twinning which can be
present only if the holes had been puntured due to the detonation
of an explosive device.
J. CVR Tape Analysis :
The report of CVR tape analysis by Mr. S.N. Seshadri also
corroborates the aforesaid evidence i.e. that there was a bomb in
the forward cargo hold of the aircraft.
RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 ICAO, IATA and the States should :(a) undertake an ongoing review of established aviation security
standards to prevent the placement of explosive substances on
board commercial aircraft;
(b) establish a programme of monitoring the implimentation of
security measures in airports around the world, in cooperation
with the Governments concerned. For each airport studied, it
should report its findings and recomend any improvements that
may be required;
(c) consider establishing a group of civil aviation experts to
investigate serious breaches of security. The purpose of these
investigations would be to determine the facts of an incident so
that necessary measures could be developed and implemented
world wide to prevent similar breaches in the future.
Note : As it may take some time for ICAO and IATA to
implement these recommendations, at least those countries which
have international air traffic should take up effective measures
without delay.
5.2 ICAO should :-

(a) develop a model clause on security that could be used in the
bilateral air agreements that govern the exchange of air traffic
rights between countries;
(b) consider establishing standards for the training of security
personnel.
5.3 IATA should develop practical procedures for reconciliation
of interlined passengers and their baggage at intermediate
airports.
5.4 Interlining of checked-in baggage should not be done if a
passenger does not have a confirmed reservation on the onward
carrier flight.
5.5 The baggage of interlined passengers should be matched
with passengers by the onward carriers before loading the
baggage on the aircraft.
5.6 Whenever a Government becomes aware of particular high
risk security threat it should notify not only the airline at risk, but
also all connecting airlines in order that extra precaution can be
taken at potential points of introduction of interline baggage into
the system.
5.7 When an Airline is aware of a high security threat it should
communicate the same to the host state as well as, if possible and
prudent, to the other airlines operating there.
5.8 Passenger count should be done at boarding gate and in case
of 'no gate show' of a passenger, his baggage must be off-loaded.
5.9 All checked-in baggage, whether it has been screened by Xray machine or not, should be personally matched and identified
with the passengers boarding an aircraft. Any baggage which is
not so identified should be off-loaded. This is advisable as
examination of the baggage with the help of an X-ray machine
has its own limitations and is not fool proof. Some explosives
hidden in Radios, Cameras etc. may not be readily detected by
such a machine. In fact an explosive not placed in a metallic
container will not be detectable by an X-ray machine. Similarly,

a plastic explosive can be given an innocuous shape or form so
as to avoid detection by an X-Ray. Reliance on an X-Ray
machine alone may in fact provide a false sense of security.
5.10Effectiveness of the instrument known as PD-4 is highly
questionable. It is not advisable to rely on it.
5.11All unaccompanied baggage should be placed on the aircraft
after their contents have been physically checked. In the
alternative, it should be loaded only after it has been placed in a
decompression chamber and the host state is satisfied that the
baggage is clean and the shipper has been identified.
5.12Airlines should have effective backup security equipment or
procedures available in case of machanical break down of
security equipment.
5.13All hand baggage, including that of the crew, should be
opened and the contents physically checked even if the said
baggage has been x-rayed. This will no doubt be a bit time
consuming and laborius but if security is to be meaningful, then
slight inconvenience has to be endured in order to ensure a safer
flight.
5.14The manufacturers of aircraft should take effective steps for
protecting sensitive parts of the aircraft from explosive damage.
5.15Studies should be undertaken to determine the feasibility of
physically separating the avionics bay and emergency oxygen
systems from the cargo area in aircraft so that these sensitive and
essential areas of the aircraft cannot be damaged or destroyed by
a relatively small explosive deivce concealed in luggage.
5.16The seats should have safety belts which can act as restraint
for the upper part of the body e.g. like a shoulder harness with
inertial restraint.
5.17The seats in the aircraft should be so designed so as to
incorporate shock absorbing systems within the seat and they
should be manufactured by using material which does not break
easily.

5.18In addition to the cockpit voice recorder, there should be in
the cockpit a video/scanning camera which would record the
movements and the audio sounds in the cockpit. This will not
only assist in ascertaining as to how the pilots act during as
emergency but, in the case of hijacking, would also assist in the
identification of the hijackers.
5.19The CVR should record all the conservation and sounds in
the cockpit for the entire duration of the flight, and not merely for
the last 30 minutes.
5.20The CVR and the DFDR should be powered from two
alternative sources of energy.
5.21The oxygen for the flight crew should be supplied from two
different sources i.e. in the event of an emergency the pilot and
the co-pilot must don the oxygen mask and the oxygen must be
supplied from different source.
5.22Suitable provisions should be incorporated in Annex 13
which would give power to an Investigator to record evidence
outside the country of investigation and also to summon witness
from abroad. It should also be mandatory on the contracting
States to give information sought for by an Investigator.
(B. N. KIRPAL)
February 26, 1986
COURT
We agree with the conclusions and recommendations stated
above.
ASSESSORS
(V. Ramachandran) (J.S. Gharia)
(J.S. Dhillon)
(J.K. Mehra)
(B.K. Bhasin)
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Communications, and senior officials of his Ministry, and to
express my gratitude to them for all the help and assistance
which the Government and people of Ireland had, most willingly,
rendered.

At Tokyo the Indian Ambassador and members of his staff
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the data analysed.
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cooperation, it would not have been possible to complete the
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Carvalho, Mr. G.D. Nayar and Mr. A.K. Sheode, worked round
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no efforts in rendering every assistance whenever the same was
required. She ably marshalled all the resources available in the
High Court in order to ensure the smooth and efficient
functioning of my office. My own personal staff in particular,
headed by Mr. V.P. Ahuja, Court Master and Mr. Balram Chopra,
Private Secretary, as usual, rose to the occasion. While Mr. Ahuja
kept complete control of hundreds of documents and affidavits

which had been filed, Mr. Chopra besides bearing the brunt of the
typing work, very ably supervised the work of other
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Without his help I could not have completed my work within the
stipulated time.
(B. N. KIRPAL)
26th February, 1986 COURT
POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED DEBRIS
AIR INDIA 747 VT-EFO
KANISHKA AIRCRAFT
SECTIONTARGETLATLONGDESCEIPTION41 DOOR19251
03.2812 47.74FIRST CLASS AND COCKPIT AREA (+ UPPER
DECK DOOR)4113151 03.2112 47.93LEFT HAND UPPER
DECK SLIDE MECHANISM4113451 03.2812 47.81NOSE
LANDING GEAR4126551 02.3712 44.51LANDING GEAR
DOOR (NOSE GEAR)4124451 03.5612 48.19UPPER DECK
WINDOW TRIM (REVEAL)416351 02.5112 47.372 FIRST
CLASS SEATS417751 02.5912 47.832 FIRST CLASS
SEATS42 DOOR19351 03.3012 47.85PIECE OF FUSELAGE,
WING PLUS LANDING GEAR (#2 LEFT DOOR)4213851
03.3712 47.77SMALL PIECE OF WRECKAGE (BS 800)
4220051 03.34712 47.831Dual Heat Exchanger42 DOOR20451
03.3312 47.87FORWARD CARGO DOOR + FLOOR4225551
03.7212 48.01GALLEY COMPLEX (UPPER DECK)4223251
03.4912 47.92'P93' RACK MARKED 'DANGER HIGH
VOLTAGE' (BS 670)4232751 01.6212 43.03NACA SCOOP42

DOOR35851 03.3912 47.86MASS OF DEBRIS (#2 RIGHT
DOOR)4236151 03.38412 47.848BOX MARKED "FAN
BLADES"4236251 03.37212 47.840MASS OF DEBRIS
FUSELAGE SKIN4238351 03.3212 47.81MASS OF DEBRIS
WITH UPPER DECK FLOOR44 DOOR13751 03.3012
47.80CENTER FUSELAGE SECTION WITH #3 LEFT DOOR
6 WINDOWS AFT OF DOOR AND 13 WINDOWS
FORWARD. LEFT UPPER WING SKIN AND ONE MAIL
LANDING GEAR ATTACHED.4410351 02.8612
46.37LANDING GEAR DOOR4410551 02.8112 46.04LEFT
WHEEL WELL LANDING GEAR DOOR4418651 03.3212
47.825KEEL BEAM4419551 03.3212 47.78WING
STRUCTURE4422451 03.4612 48.49TWO WHEELS FROM
MAIN LANDING GEAR4423951 03.6212 47.38MAIN BRAKE
UNIT WITHOUT AXEL, PLUS EQUALIZING ROD4424051
03.6212 47.44MAIN TIRE AND RIM4424151 03.6212
47.40MAIN TIRE AND RIM PLUS AXEL4424251 03.6112
47.40MAIN BRAKE UNIT4426751 03.3512 44.45PART OF
LANDING GEAR DOOR4427551 02.1312 44.10BODY
LANDING GEAR DOOR4427951 02.3012 44.64MAIN
LANDING GEAR DOOR4428051 02.2612 44.61SECTION OF
MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR4434351 03.28512
47.809MAIN LANDING GEAR DOOR5951 02.5712
45.73SECTION OF LANDING GEAR4421851 03.4112
47.86STEP WELL AREA (STA 1250-1480)
46651 02.7912 49.44SMALL MOTOR 10" x 8" (FAN)46751
02.9012 49.92LOWER SKIN OF CARGO AREA 4' x8' (BS
1480))46#1151 02.0412 45.44PIECE OF OUTER SKIN BODY
STATION #1760 PART NO. 65B04325-403462551 02.2112
46.27BODY FRAME (BS 1660-1680)462651 02.2012
46.72CABIN SECTION WITH 4 WINDOWS (ABOVE 'T' IN
REG No.)462851 02.3112 47.02SKIN PANEL
1460-1800463351 02.4912 48.28AFT FUSELAGE SKIN

PANEL 'YOUR PALACE IN THE SKY' (AFT OF #5 DOOR)
463451 02.4912 48.29RIGHT HAND FUSELAGE SKIN
PANEL AT DOOR #546 DOOR4051 02.4712 47.41CARGO
DOORS C2, C3464751 02.3912 46.61REAR CARGO
FLOOR465051 02.3812 46.60CARGO FLOOR (STA 1500)46
DOOR7451 02.4912 47.71FIVE FRAMES AND DOOR-PORT
SIDE AFT (#5 LEFT DOOR)467851 02.5212 47.95FRAME
SECTION (SHEAR WEB STA 2000-2020)468751 02.5812
48.43BUILT UP STRUCTURE (STA 2412)46 DOOR9751
02.5212 47.38FUSELAGE SKIN SECTION WINDOW BELT
AREA WITH DOOR FOLDED UNDER FRAME46
DOOR10151 02.8412 47.145 WINDOWS AND DOOR (#4
RIGHT DOOR)4629251 01.8112 44.24FRAME (STA 2240)
4632151 02.3912 46.61'4R' DOOR ENTRANCE WITH NO
DOOR AND 10 WINDOWS (BS 1700)32051 01.8412
44.59FUSELAGE BOTTOM SKIN NEAR OUTFLOW
VALUE4633651 01.3412 42.03BULK CARGO
COMPARTMENT FLOOR AND STRUCTURE4636951
02.1712 46.20FUSELAGE PANEL SECTION, 4
WINDOWS483151 02.3712 48.43HORIZONTAL STAB483751
02.4712 47.99VERTICAL TAIL FIN (+ PRESSURE
BULKHEAD SECTION)483551 02.5012 48.08AFT
PRESSURE BULKHEAD ( 25%)482251 02.1912
45.68ELECTRICAL PANEL (RUDDER RATIO JUNCTION
BOX)482751 02.2012 46.83APU HOUSING486651 02.5912
47.54BODY FRAME (BS 25XX)486751 02.5512
47.50FUSELAGE SKIN (3 FRAMES FORWARD OF APU BS
2638)486851 02.5712 47.55FUSELAGE SECTION (BS 2598)
487351 02.5112 47.70PART OF PRESSURE
BULKHEAD487551 02.4712 47.63FRAME FOR OVERHEAD
LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT (ROW 46 F-G)488851 02.9012
48.84CONTROL LINKAGE FROM TAIL OF AIRCRAFT
(ELEVATOR CONTROL QUADRANT)489951 02.7112

47.92FUSELAGE SKIN SECTION (BS 2598)4829651 02.0312
43.17PART OF PRESSURE BULKHEAD4831451 01.8412
44.19APU AIR DUCT4837151 02.5112 48.28AFT FUSELAGE
SKIN 10'x15' (HORIZ. STAB CUTOUT)
SECTIONTARGETLATLONGENGINES7.1310851 02.9712
47.12AIRCRAFT ENGINE (WITH STRUT)14951 03.2612
47.38ENGINE AND STRUT15451 03.3212 47.75ENGINE
SECTION (5th ENGINE)17151 03.1612 47.16TURBINE
SECTION OF ENGINE (POSSIBLY COMPLETE ENGINE)
23551 03.6312 47.07AIRCRAFT ENGINEENGINE
PARTS10651 02.9812 46.41ENGINE COWLING (INLET)
MARKED 'A124' (5th ENGINE)10951 02.9712 47.11STARTER
FOR AIRCRAFT ENGINE11151 03.0212 47.20ENGINE
COWL11651 02.9912 47.80ENGINE DEVICE12451 02.8512
48.47FIFTH ENG CENTER DOME15051 03.2512 47.36PART
OF ENGINE15151 03.2912 47.42SMALL PART OF
ENGINE15251 03.3112 47.44LOWER PORTION OF
ENGINE15351 03.3112 47.44LOWER ENGINE
COWLING15551 03.3212 47.44FAN INNER EXIT
AREA15651 03.3212 47.43PART OF ENGINE15851 03.2312
47.35PART OF ENGINE COWLING15951 03.2512
47.29ENGINE COWLING16151 03.2612 47.29PORTION OF
ENGINE COWL16551 03.2012 47.21THRUST REVERSER
SLEEVE16651 03.2012 47.21UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS16751 03.2112 47.24UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS16851 03.2012 47.22UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PART16951 03.1812 47.20UNIDENTIFIED ENGINE
PARTS17051 03.1912 47.19PART OF DIAPHRAM (OIL
COOLER)17251 03.2512 47.21ENGINE EXHAUST
CONE17351 03.2712 47.38ENGINE EXHAUST CONE AND
EXHAUST23751 03.69012 47.10ENGINE PARTS CASE23851
03.7212 47.10ENGINE INLET COWL20651 03.3412
47.50SECTION OF ENGINE EXHAUST STAGE #720751

03.3512 47.49ENGINE HOT SECTION AREA20851 03.3712
47.51ENGINE TAIL CONE21451 03.1912 47.36CASCADE
VANE
STRUTS7.12451 02.8712 49.05#3 ENGINE NACELLE
STRUT15751 03.2312 47.36STRUT (SIMILAR TO 149)11051
03.1512 47.16NACELLE STRUTWINGPARTS1712051
03.0112 47.98OUTBOARD AILERON (50%)1613551 03.2812
47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP AND DRAG JACK1613651
03.3112 47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP JACK SKREW1214051
03.3512 47.83LEADING EDGE SECTION OF WING1414551
03.3412 47.85WING LEADING EDGE VARIABLE CAMBER
FLAP1617751 03.3412 47.91TRAILING EDGE FLAP1218151
03.3812 47.87LOWER CARGO COMPARTMENT AND WING
LOWER SKIN1618351 03.3812 47.87SECTION OF FLAP
SKIN1618851 03.3312 47.81TRAILING EDGE FLAP WITH
JACK SKREW1618951 03.3212 47.80TRAILING EDGE FLAP
WITH SKREW JACK1619151 03.3212 47.78FLAP
ACTUATOR AND FLAP TRACK1619451 03.3212
47.77TRAILING EDGE OF FORE FLAP1625351 03.3212
47.86PIECE OF TRAILING EDGE FLAP1625451 03.4012
47.86PIECE OF TRAILING EDGE FLAP1626451 02.4712
44.74TRAILING EDGE FLAP FAIRING1627751 02.1812
44.40WING FLAP1634451 03.29412 47.802TRAILING EDGE
FLAP AND FLAP TRACK1638451 03.3312 47.80T/E FLAP
TAPER AND DRIVE SHAFT1639851 03.32512 47.85PIECE
OF TE MID FLAP1519051 03.3212 47.79SPOILER
ACTUATOR1418751 03.3412 47.81LEADING EDGE FLAP
SECTION1438751 03.3312 47.853PIECE OF L/E FLAP
MECHANISM
125451 02.3812 45.86LE FROM WING1220251 03.3312
47.86WING LOWER SKIN1222151 03.3912 47.89UPPER
EDGE LEFT WING1222551 03.3812 48.78SMALL PIECE OF
WING LEADING EDGE PANEL1222251 03.3812 47.94WING

FILLER & WING PARTS1224351 03.5912 47.85PIECE OF
LEADING EDGE FLAP1225251 03.3812 47.84LOWER WING
SECTION1226251 03.8512 46.92MID LOWER WING SKIN,
ONE AFT FLAP TRACK WITH JACK SKREW1226651
02.3612 44.46LANDING GEAR DOOR1229751 01.9112
43.18PART OF WING TIP1234551 03.2812 47.842'REAR
WING SPAR'1236551 03.33812 47.842REAR SPAR RIB WITH
SPOILER ACTUATOR1237951 03.31512 47.785WING REAR
SPAR AND SPOILER STA 11501238151 03.4012 47.88LE OF
WING SECTION1218251 03.3812 47.87POSSIBLE REAR
SPAR, (WING STA 802 I.D. ON PART)1727451 02.1912
43.57LEFT INBOARD AILERON
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From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:05:24 PM PST
To: expnews@brt.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding

this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:05:21 PM PST
To: campbelld@theherald.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.

I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:05:18 PM PST
To: newsroom@chg.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door

in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:05:15 PM PST
To: city@thejournal.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and

supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:05:12 PM PST
To: citydesk@hfxnews.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on

canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:05:07 PM PST
To: citynews@thegazette.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,

If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:05:05 PM PST
To: editorial@mjtimes.sk.ca

Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>

Date: October 30, 2000 8:05:02 PM PST
To: durhampost@canada.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:59 PM PST
To: city@thecitizen.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.

Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:56 PM PST
To: editorial@paherald.sk.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy

Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:54 PM PST
To: pgcnews@prg.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.

US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:50 PM PST
To: editorial@leader-post.sk.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135

certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:47 PM PST
To: telegram@thetelegram.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com

barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:44 PM PST
To: spnews@TheSP.com
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:41 PM PST
To: sudburystar@siteseer.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith

(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:38 PM PST
To: tabtips@pacpress.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.

Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:04:34 PM PST
To: timesc@interlink.bc.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.
I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747

accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 30, 2000 8:00:32 PM PST
To: intouch@pacpress.southam.ca
Subject: Air India Flight 182

Dear Sir,
If you put 'Air India Flight 182' into your search engine on
canada.com website, you will come up with my website,
corazon.com. This site had been active for four years and
supports the explanation that Air India Flight 182 was brought
down by explosive decompression caused by an open cargo door
in flight. This explanation is supported by the Canadian and
Indian accident report which can be downloaded from my site.

I invite you to peruse the site and then interview me regarding
this plausible mechanical explanation for the Boeing 747
accident.
Cheers,
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com
Commercial pilot, instrument rated, former FAA Part 135
certificate holder.
US Navy reconnaissance navigator, RA-5C 650 hours.
US Navy patrol crewman, P2V-5FS 2000 hours.
Air Intelligence Officer, US Navy
Retired US Army Major MSC
Owner Mooney M-20C, 1000 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 2000 1:30:45 AM PDT
To: rcoulthart@ninenet.com
Subject: AI 182 matches TWA 800 and PA 103 and UAL 811

Note jump in hits to www.corazon.com site after arrest of Sikhs
for AI 182. Note that the AI 182 report was most asked for. Note
email about that fact.
It may be that AI 182, the forgotten wiring/cargo door event yet
the most deadly may yet break the case. I'm hoping that the Sikh
defense team is more open minded than the PA 103 team or

AAIB or NTSB. The RCMP and the TSB are as closed minded
about bomb as the other authorities but.....you never know. It
appears that the RCMP had the pressure to do about AI 182 what
the British did about PA 103, find some foreigners to put on trial
for a bombing long ago to justify the expense and time of the
investigation.
Three high time 747 explosive decompressions in flight and the
official explanations are unsatisfactory and incomplete and yet
only wiring/cargo door explanation fills in the holes, so to speak.
Here's the pattern and it all comes back to UAL 811.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

103 to 811 were both
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and after takeoff

experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines number 3
fire on engine number 3
enginge three fodded number four
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
fracture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
shattered fuselage shape on right side forward of the wing is
vertical large rectangle around forward cargo door.
door in two big halves split at longitudinal midline.
radar reflection from aircraft at event time

103 and 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture in forward cargo hold
engine three falls apart from other engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR

abrupt power cut to FDR
sound does not match bomb sound
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side

downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

800 to 182
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side in cargo
door area
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR

took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short

sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as
probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo doors.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR

abrupt data loss to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

UAL 811
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with forward cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
hoop stress found in cargo door area
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,

midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
port side smooth forward of the wing
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture of forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

PA 103
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in forward cargo
hold
nose came off
fodded number three engine
engine 3 falls apart from other three engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR

short duration sound on the CVR
sound does not match bomb sounds
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause for at least for the
last nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
TWA 800
aged
high flight time
non Section 41 retrofit
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun

running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
nose came off
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.
Forward Cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
fodded number three engine
fire in number three engine
missing blades from number three engine.
stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer
red paint mark in right horizontal stabilizer
glitter in right horizontal stabilizer.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR

abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed one flight previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation
considered probable cause for seventeen months
Cargo door failure offered as explanation for sudden loud short
sound on the CVR.
Cargo door failure explanation rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters are not identified

AI 182
non Section 41 retrofit

early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
nose came off
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least two flights previous
to final fatal flight; exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least thirteen
years.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.

Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
sound does not match bomb

From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Oct 2000 00:02:42 -0700
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:23 to Sun, Oct 29
2000 00:13
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 25,840
Average successful requests per day: 3,694
Successful requests for pages: 13,242
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,893
Failed requests: 316
Distinct files requested: 1,848
Distinct hosts served: 4,140
Corrupt logfile lines: 3,327
Data transferred: 666.748 Mbytes

Average data transferred per day: 95.344 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Daily Report
-----------Each unit (+) represents 100 requests for pages or part thereof.
date: #reqs: #pages:
---------: -----: ------:
Oct/22/00: 1726: 847: +++++++++
Oct/23/00: 2669: 1240: +++++++++++++
Oct/24/00: 2231: 1025: +++++++++++
Oct/25/00: 3173: 1759: ++++++++++++++++++
Oct/26/00: 1984: 952: ++++++++++
Oct/27/00: 5283: 2847: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
Oct/28/00: 8747: 4560: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++
Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --4675: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2280: http://www.corazon.com/
1008: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
620: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
506: http://www.ntsb.org/
390: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html

302: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
266: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
185: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
180: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
175: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
173: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
166: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
165: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
164: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
156: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
155: http://www.google.com/search
147: http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
145: http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/World/
Air_India_Flight_182/
145: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
143: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
132: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
131: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
130: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
123: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
115: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
115: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
105: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
104: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
Reply-To: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>

From: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India Bombings - JUNE85.
Date: Sat, 28 Oct 2000 17:08:10 -0600
X-Priority: 3

Hi Barry.
As you may or may not be aware, charges
were laid yesterday in Vancouver against too well
known Sikh individuals.
Your site was the ONLY place I could find
any REAL info. on the events that took place so
long ago. GREAT WORK!
Stay tuned - I have no doubt this "saga" will
drag on for another 15 years....
Rgds.
Liam/CYYC

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 2000 1:30:30 AM PDT
To: mbusch@avweb.com
Subject: AI 182 matches TWA 800 and PA 103 and UAL 811

Note jump in hits to www.corazon.com site after arrest of Sikhs
for AI 182. Note that the AI 182 report was most asked for. Note
email about that fact.

It may be that AI 182, the forgotten wiring/cargo door event yet
the most deadly may yet break the case. I'm hoping that the Sikh
defense team is more open minded than the PA 103 team or
AAIB or NTSB. The RCMP and the TSB are as closed minded
about bomb as the other authorities but.....you never know. It
appears that the RCMP had the pressure to do about AI 182 what
the British did about PA 103, find some foreigners to put on trial
for a bombing long ago to justify the expense and time of the
investigation.
Three high time 747 explosive decompressions in flight and the
official explanations are unsatisfactory and incomplete and yet
only wiring/cargo door explanation fills in the holes, so to speak.
Here's the pattern and it all comes back to UAL 811.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

103 to 811 were both
aged
high flight time
poly x wired

early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines number 3
fire on engine number 3
enginge three fodded number four
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
fracture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
shattered fuselage shape on right side forward of the wing is
vertical large rectangle around forward cargo door.
door in two big halves split at longitudinal midline.
radar reflection from aircraft at event time

103 and 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture in forward cargo hold

engine three falls apart from other engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
sound does not match bomb sound
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area

midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

800 to 182
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side in cargo
door area
damaged number three engine

sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff

while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as
probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo doors.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area

fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

UAL 811
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with forward cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR

hoop stress found in cargo door area
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
port side smooth forward of the wing
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture of forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

PA 103
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in forward cargo
hold
nose came off

fodded number three engine
engine 3 falls apart from other three engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
sound does not match bomb sounds
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause for at least for the
last nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
TWA 800
aged
high flight time

non Section 41 retrofit
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
nose came off
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.
Forward Cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
fodded number three engine
fire in number three engine
missing blades from number three engine.
stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer
red paint mark in right horizontal stabilizer

glitter in right horizontal stabilizer.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed one flight previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation
considered probable cause for seventeen months
Cargo door failure offered as explanation for sudden loud short
sound on the CVR.
Cargo door failure explanation rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters are not identified

AI 182
non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
nose came off
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least two flights previous
to final fatal flight; exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least thirteen

years.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
sound does not match bomb

From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Oct 2000 00:02:42 -0700
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:23 to Sun, Oct 29
2000 00:13
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 25,840
Average successful requests per day: 3,694
Successful requests for pages: 13,242
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,893
Failed requests: 316

Distinct files requested: 1,848
Distinct hosts served: 4,140
Corrupt logfile lines: 3,327
Data transferred: 666.748 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 95.344 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Daily Report
-----------Each unit (+) represents 100 requests for pages or part thereof.
date: #reqs: #pages:
---------: -----: ------:
Oct/22/00: 1726: 847: +++++++++
Oct/23/00: 2669: 1240: +++++++++++++
Oct/24/00: 2231: 1025: +++++++++++
Oct/25/00: 3173: 1759: ++++++++++++++++++
Oct/26/00: 1984: 952: ++++++++++
Oct/27/00: 5283: 2847: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
Oct/28/00: 8747: 4560: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++
Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --4675: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2280: http://www.corazon.com/

1008: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
620: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
506: http://www.ntsb.org/
390: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
302: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
266: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
185: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
180: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
175: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
173: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
166: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
165: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
164: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
156: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
155: http://www.google.com/search
147: http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
145: http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/World/
Air_India_Flight_182/
145: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
143: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
132: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
131: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
130: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
123: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
115: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
115: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
105: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
104: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html

99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
Reply-To: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
From: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India Bombings - JUNE85.
Date: Sat, 28 Oct 2000 17:08:10 -0600
X-Priority: 3

Hi Barry.
As you may or may not be aware, charges
were laid yesterday in Vancouver against too well
known Sikh individuals.
Your site was the ONLY place I could find
any REAL info. on the events that took place so
long ago. GREAT WORK!
Stay tuned - I have no doubt this "saga" will
drag on for another 15 years....
Rgds.
Liam/CYYC
0 hours.
Survivor of sudden night fiery fatal jet plane crash in RA-5C

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 2000 1:30:14 AM PDT

To: bhogan@publicintegrity.org
Subject: AI 182 matches TWA 800 and PA 103 and UAL 811

Note jump in hits to www.corazon.com site after arrest of Sikhs
for AI 182. Note that the AI 182 report was most asked for. Note
email about that fact.
It may be that AI 182, the forgotten wiring/cargo door event yet
the most deadly may yet break the case. I'm hoping that the Sikh
defense team is more open minded than the PA 103 team or
AAIB or NTSB. The RCMP and the TSB are as closed minded
about bomb as the other authorities but.....you never know. It
appears that the RCMP had the pressure to do about AI 182 what
the British did about PA 103, find some foreigners to put on trial
for a bombing long ago to justify the expense and time of the
investigation.
Three high time 747 explosive decompressions in flight and the
official explanations are unsatisfactory and incomplete and yet
only wiring/cargo door explanation fills in the holes, so to speak.
Here's the pattern and it all comes back to UAL 811.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

103 to 811 were both
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines number 3
fire on engine number 3
enginge three fodded number four
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
fracture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
shattered fuselage shape on right side forward of the wing is
vertical large rectangle around forward cargo door.
door in two big halves split at longitudinal midline.
radar reflection from aircraft at event time

103 and 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture in forward cargo hold
engine three falls apart from other engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
sound does not match bomb sound
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing

fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

800 to 182
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
early model

poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side in cargo
door area
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged

high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as
probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:

early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo doors.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

UAL 811
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with forward cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area

fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
hoop stress found in cargo door area
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
port side smooth forward of the wing
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture of forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

PA 103
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high time

early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in forward cargo
hold
nose came off
fodded number three engine
engine 3 falls apart from other three engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
sound does not match bomb sounds
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause for at least for the
last nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.

Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
TWA 800
aged
high flight time
non Section 41 retrofit
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
nose came off
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.
Forward Cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.

Midspan latch status undetermined.
fodded number three engine
fire in number three engine
missing blades from number three engine.
stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer
red paint mark in right horizontal stabilizer
glitter in right horizontal stabilizer.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed one flight previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation

considered probable cause for seventeen months
Cargo door failure offered as explanation for sudden loud short
sound on the CVR.
Cargo door failure explanation rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters are not identified

AI 182
non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
nose came off
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.

Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least two flights previous
to final fatal flight; exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least thirteen
years.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
sound does not match bomb

From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Oct 2000 00:02:42 -0700
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:23 to Sun, Oct 29
2000 00:13
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary

--------------Successful requests: 25,840
Average successful requests per day: 3,694
Successful requests for pages: 13,242
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,893
Failed requests: 316
Distinct files requested: 1,848
Distinct hosts served: 4,140
Corrupt logfile lines: 3,327
Data transferred: 666.748 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 95.344 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Daily Report
-----------Each unit (+) represents 100 requests for pages or part thereof.
date: #reqs: #pages:
---------: -----: ------:
Oct/22/00: 1726: 847: +++++++++
Oct/23/00: 2669: 1240: +++++++++++++
Oct/24/00: 2231: 1025: +++++++++++
Oct/25/00: 3173: 1759: ++++++++++++++++++
Oct/26/00: 1984: 952: ++++++++++
Oct/27/00: 5283: 2847: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
Oct/28/00: 8747: 4560: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++
Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of

requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --4675: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2280: http://www.corazon.com/
1008: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
620: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
506: http://www.ntsb.org/
390: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
302: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
266: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
185: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
180: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
175: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
173: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
166: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
165: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
164: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
156: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
155: http://www.google.com/search
147: http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
145: http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/World/
Air_India_Flight_182/
145: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
143: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
132: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
131: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
130: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
123: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html

115: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
115: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
105: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
104: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
Reply-To: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
From: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India Bombings - JUNE85.
Date: Sat, 28 Oct 2000 17:08:10 -0600
X-Priority: 3

Hi Barry.
As you may or may not be aware, charges
were laid yesterday in Vancouver against too well
known Sikh individuals.
Your site was the ONLY place I could find
any REAL info. on the events that took place so
long ago. GREAT WORK!
Stay tuned - I have no doubt this "saga" will
drag on for another 15 years....
Rgds.
Liam/CYYC

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 2000 1:29:07 AM PDT
To: 110363.607@compuserve.com
Subject: AI 182 matches TWA 800 and PA 103 and UAL 811

Note jump in hits to www.corazon.com site after arrest of Sikhs
for AI 182. Note that the AI 182 report was most asked for. Note
email about that fact.
It may be that AI 182, the forgotten wiring/cargo door event yet
the most deadly may yet break the case. I'm hoping that the Sikh
defense team is more open minded than the PA 103 team or
AAIB or NTSB. The RCMP and the TSB are as closed minded
about bomb as the other authorities but.....you never know. It
appears that the RCMP had the pressure to do about AI 182 what
the British did about PA 103, find some foreigners to put on trial
for a bombing long ago to justify the expense and time of the
investigation.
Three high time 747 explosive decompressions in flight and the
official explanations are unsatisfactory and incomplete and yet
only wiring/cargo door explanation fills in the holes, so to speak.
Here's the pattern and it all comes back to UAL 811.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,

Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

103 to 811 were both
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines number 3
fire on engine number 3
enginge three fodded number four
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
fracture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
shattered fuselage shape on right side forward of the wing is

vertical large rectangle around forward cargo door.
door in two big halves split at longitudinal midline.
radar reflection from aircraft at event time

103 and 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture in forward cargo hold
engine three falls apart from other engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
sound does not match bomb sound
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model

poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

800 to 182
Forward Cargo door frayed

Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side in cargo
door area
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as
probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo doors.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

UAL 811
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model
poly x wired

Boeing 747
had previous problems with forward cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
hoop stress found in cargo door area
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
port side smooth forward of the wing
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture of forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

PA 103
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in forward cargo
hold
nose came off
fodded number three engine
engine 3 falls apart from other three engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
sound does not match bomb sounds
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause for at least for the
last nine years.

Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
TWA 800
aged
high flight time
non Section 41 retrofit
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
nose came off
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.

Forward Cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
fodded number three engine
fire in number three engine
missing blades from number three engine.
stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer
red paint mark in right horizontal stabilizer
glitter in right horizontal stabilizer.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed one flight previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation
considered probable cause for seventeen months
Cargo door failure offered as explanation for sudden loud short
sound on the CVR.
Cargo door failure explanation rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters are not identified

AI 182
non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
nose came off
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as

explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least two flights previous
to final fatal flight; exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least thirteen
years.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
sound does not match bomb

From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Oct 2000 00:02:42 -0700
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:23 to Sun, Oct 29
2000 00:13

(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 25,840
Average successful requests per day: 3,694
Successful requests for pages: 13,242
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,893
Failed requests: 316
Distinct files requested: 1,848
Distinct hosts served: 4,140
Corrupt logfile lines: 3,327
Data transferred: 666.748 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 95.344 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Daily Report
-----------Each unit (+) represents 100 requests for pages or part thereof.
date: #reqs: #pages:
---------: -----: ------:
Oct/22/00: 1726: 847: +++++++++
Oct/23/00: 2669: 1240: +++++++++++++
Oct/24/00: 2231: 1025: +++++++++++
Oct/25/00: 3173: 1759: ++++++++++++++++++
Oct/26/00: 1984: 952: ++++++++++
Oct/27/00: 5283: 2847: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
Oct/28/00: 8747: 4560: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++

Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --4675: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2280: http://www.corazon.com/
1008: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
620: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
506: http://www.ntsb.org/
390: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
302: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
266: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
185: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
180: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
175: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
173: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
166: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
165: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
164: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
156: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
155: http://www.google.com/search
147: http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
145: http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/World/
Air_India_Flight_182/
145: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
143: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
132: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html

131: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
130: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
123: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
115: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
115: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
105: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
104: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
Reply-To: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
From: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India Bombings - JUNE85.
Date: Sat, 28 Oct 2000 17:08:10 -0600
X-Priority: 3

Hi Barry.
As you may or may not be aware, charges
were laid yesterday in Vancouver against too well
known Sikh individuals.
Your site was the ONLY place I could find
any REAL info. on the events that took place so
long ago. GREAT WORK!
Stay tuned - I have no doubt this "saga" will
drag on for another 15 years....

Rgds.
Liam/CYYC

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 2000 1:17:46 AM PDT
To: DefenceTeam
Subject: AI 182 matches TWA 800 and PA 103 and UAL 811

Note jump in hits to www.corazon.com site after arrest of Sikhs
for AI 182. Note that the AI 182 report was most asked for. Note
email about that fact.
It may be that AI 182, the forgotten wiring/cargo door event yet
the most deadly may yet break the case. I'm hoping that the Sikh
defense team is more open minded than the PA 103 team or
AAIB or NTSB. The RCMP and the TSB are as closed minded
about bomb as the other authorities but.....you never know. It
appears that the RCMP had the pressure to do about AI 182 what
the British did about PA 103, find some foreigners to put on trial
for a bombing long ago to justify the expense and time of the
investigation.
Three high time 747 explosive decompressions in flight and the
official explanations are unsatisfactory and incomplete and yet
only wiring/cargo door explanation fills in the holes, so to speak.
Here's the pattern and it all comes back to UAL 811.
Cheers,
Barry

John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

103 to 811 were both
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines number 3
fire on engine number 3
enginge three fodded number four
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
fracture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,

downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
shattered fuselage shape on right side forward of the wing is
vertical large rectangle around forward cargo door.
door in two big halves split at longitudinal midline.
radar reflection from aircraft at event time

103 and 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture in forward cargo hold
engine three falls apart from other engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
sound does not match bomb sound
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

800 to 182
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side in cargo
door area
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.

Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as

probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo doors.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

UAL 811
aged

non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with forward cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
hoop stress found in cargo door area
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
port side smooth forward of the wing
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture of forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,

destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

PA 103
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in forward cargo
hold
nose came off
fodded number three engine
engine 3 falls apart from other three engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
sound does not match bomb sounds
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause for at least for the
last nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
TWA 800
aged
high flight time
non Section 41 retrofit
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
nose came off
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and

destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.
Forward Cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
fodded number three engine
fire in number three engine
missing blades from number three engine.
stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer
red paint mark in right horizontal stabilizer
glitter in right horizontal stabilizer.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.

Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed one flight previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation
considered probable cause for seventeen months
Cargo door failure offered as explanation for sudden loud short
sound on the CVR.
Cargo door failure explanation rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters are not identified

AI 182
non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
nose came off
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side

at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least two flights previous
to final fatal flight; exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least thirteen
years.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
sound does not match bomb

From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Oct 2000 00:02:42 -0700
To: postmaster@corazon.com
Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================

Program started at Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:23 to Sun, Oct 29
2000 00:13
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 25,840
Average successful requests per day: 3,694
Successful requests for pages: 13,242
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,893
Failed requests: 316
Distinct files requested: 1,848
Distinct hosts served: 4,140
Corrupt logfile lines: 3,327
Data transferred: 666.748 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 95.344 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Daily Report
-----------Each unit (+) represents 100 requests for pages or part thereof.
date: #reqs: #pages:
---------: -----: ------:
Oct/22/00: 1726: 847: +++++++++
Oct/23/00: 2669: 1240: +++++++++++++
Oct/24/00: 2231: 1025: +++++++++++
Oct/25/00: 3173: 1759: ++++++++++++++++++
Oct/26/00: 1984: 952: ++++++++++
Oct/27/00: 5283: 2847: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+
Oct/28/00: 8747: 4560: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++
Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --4675: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2280: http://www.corazon.com/
1008: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
620: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
506: http://www.ntsb.org/
390: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
302: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
266: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
185: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
180: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
175: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
173: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
166: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
165: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
164: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
156: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
155: http://www.google.com/search
147: http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
145: http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/World/
Air_India_Flight_182/
145: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html

143: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
132: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
131: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
130: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
123: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
115: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
115: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
105: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
104: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
Reply-To: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
From: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India Bombings - JUNE85.
Date: Sat, 28 Oct 2000 17:08:10 -0600
X-Priority: 3

Hi Barry.
As you may or may not be aware, charges
were laid yesterday in Vancouver against too well
known Sikh individuals.
Your site was the ONLY place I could find
any REAL info. on the events that took place so

long ago. GREAT WORK!
Stay tuned - I have no doubt this "saga" will
drag on for another 15 years....
Rgds.
Liam/CYYC

From: John Barry Smith <barry@corazon.com>
Date: October 29, 2000 1:15:00 AM PDT
To: David_Evans
Subject: AI 182 matches TWA 800 and PA 103 and UAL 811

Note jump in hits to www.corazon.com site after arrest of Sikhs
for AI 182. Note that the AI 182 report was most asked for. Note
email about that fact.
It may be that AI 182, the forgotten wiring/cargo door event yet
the most deadly may yet break the case. I'm hoping that the Sikh
defense team is more open minded than the PA 103 team or
AAIB or NTSB. The RCMP and the TSB are as closed minded
about bomb as the other authorities but.....you never know. It
appears that the RCMP had the pressure to do about AI 182 what
the British did about PA 103, find some foreigners to put on trial
for a bombing long ago to justify the expense and time of the
investigation.
Three high time 747 explosive decompressions in flight and the
official explanations are unsatisfactory and incomplete and yet
only wiring/cargo door explanation fills in the holes, so to speak.

Here's the pattern and it all comes back to UAL 811.
Cheers,
Barry
John Barry Smith
(831) 659-3552 phone
551 Country Club Drive,
Carmel Valley, CA 93924
www.corazon.com
barry@corazon.com

103 to 811 were both
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and after takeoff
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engines number 3
fire on engine number 3
enginge three fodded number four
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,

at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
fracture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
shattered fuselage shape on right side forward of the wing is
vertical large rectangle around forward cargo door.
door in two big halves split at longitudinal midline.
radar reflection from aircraft at event time

103 and 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
suffers hull rupture in forward cargo hold
engine three falls apart from other engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
sound does not match bomb sound
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as

explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

Pan Am 103 and TWA 800 were both:
aged
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause at least for the last
nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.

Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.

800 to 182
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
shortly after take off
suffers hull rupture forward of the wing on the right side in cargo
door area
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen
months.

Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.

TWA 800 leads to UAL 811 which were both:
aged
high flight time
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
while climbing
experienced a sudden initial event in the forward cargo hold
which left a
short
sudden
loud
sound on the cockpit voice recorder, an
abrupt data loss to the flight data recorder,
foreign object damage to starboard engine #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
smooth port side forward of the wing
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,

downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door,
inadvertent opening of forward cargo door considered as
probable cause.
bare wires found in cargo door area.
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

And UAL 811 leads to Air India 182.
UAL 811 and AI 182 were both:
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo doors.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt data loss to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected

UAL 811
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high flight time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with forward cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing on right side in
cargo door area
fodded number three engine
on fire number three engine.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
hoop stress found in cargo door area
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
port side smooth forward of the wing

torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
rupture of forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.

PA 103
aged
non Section 41 retrofit
high time
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing in forward cargo
hold
nose came off
fodded number three engine
engine 3 falls apart from other three engines
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
sound does not match bomb sounds
abrupt power cut to FDR
outward peeled skin in cargo door area
longitudinal break at midline of the forward cargo door at
midspan latch,
midspan latch status not determined
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area

at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed two flights previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation is
still believed to be the correct probable cause for at least for the
last nine years.
Non bomb structural failure offered as explanation for sudden
loud short sound on the CVR.
Non bomb structural failure rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not tried in court.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
TWA 800
aged
high flight time
non Section 41 retrofit
poly x wired
early model Boeing 747
which took off in no sun
running late
and shortly after takeoff
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
nose came off
foreign object damage to starboard engines #3
more severe inflight damage on starboard side,
at least nine never recovered bodies,
torn off skin in forward cargo door area on starboard side,
post side smooth forward of the wing.
rupture at forward cargo door at aft midspan latch,
outward peeled skin on upper forward fuselage,

downward bent floor beams in cargo door area,
bare wire found in cargo door area.
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of forward
cargo door, and
destruction initially thought to be have been caused by a bomb.
parts initially shed from just forward of the wing.
first pieces of structure to leave aircraft in flight from forward
cargo bay.
Forward Cargo door frayed
hoop stress found in cargo door area
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
fodded number three engine
fire in number three engine
missing blades from number three engine.
stator blade in right horizontal stabilizer
red paint mark in right horizontal stabilizer
glitter in right horizontal stabilizer.
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least one flight previous to
final fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least seventeen

months.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters would have been terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
downward bent floor beams in cargo door area
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed one flight previous to final
fatal flight exploding in flight and nose coming off explanation
considered probable cause for seventeen months
Cargo door failure offered as explanation for sudden loud short
sound on the CVR.
Cargo door failure explanation rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters are not identified

AI 182
non Section 41 retrofit
early model
poly x wired
Boeing 747
had previous problems with cargo door.
experienced hull rupture forward of the wing
damaged number three engine
sudden sound on CVR
loud sound on the CVR
short duration sound on the CVR
abrupt power cut to FDR
nose came off

outward peeled skin in cargo door area
took off in no sun
running late
more severe inflight damage on starboard side
at least nine never recovered bodies
vertical fuselage tear lines forward of the wing and aft of cargo
door
inadvertent opening of the forward cargo door in flight offered as
explanation during official inquiry
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
Forward Cargo door frayed
Door Skin shattered outward.
Bottom eight latches latched.
Midspan latch status undetermined.
bomb in forward cargo hold initially suspected
bomb in forward cargo hold placed at least two flights previous
to final fatal flight; exploding in flight and nose coming off
explanation was thought to be explantion for at least thirteen
years.
Forward cargo door opening in flight considered as explanation
for sudden loud short sound on the CVR.
Forward cargo door opening in flight rejected.
Bomb planters are terrorists of foreign countries.
Bomb planters not charged.
Bomb planters deny they planted bomb.
Conspiracy explanations considered seriously.
sound does not match bomb

From: root <root@mail.redshift.com>
Date: Sun, 29 Oct 2000 00:02:42 -0700
To: postmaster@corazon.com

Subject: Weekly Stats Report For corazon.com
Web Server Statistics for www.corazon.com
=========================================
Program started at Sun, Oct 29 2000 00:02.
Analyzed requests from Sun, Oct 22 2000 00:23 to Sun, Oct 29
2000 00:13
(6.99 days).
---------------------------------------------------------------------------General Summary
--------------Successful requests: 25,840
Average successful requests per day: 3,694
Successful requests for pages: 13,242
Average successful requests for pages per day: 1,893
Failed requests: 316
Distinct files requested: 1,848
Distinct hosts served: 4,140
Corrupt logfile lines: 3,327
Data transferred: 666.748 Mbytes
Average data transferred per day: 95.344 Mbytes
---------------------------------------------------------------------------Daily Report
-----------Each unit (+) represents 100 requests for pages or part thereof.
date: #reqs: #pages:
---------: -----: ------:
Oct/22/00: 1726: 847: +++++++++
Oct/23/00: 2669: 1240: +++++++++++++

Oct/24/00: 2231: 1025: +++++++++++
Oct/25/00: 3173: 1759: ++++++++++++++++++
Oct/26/00: 1984: 952: ++++++++++
Oct/27/00: 5283: 2847: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+
Oct/28/00: 8747: 4560: ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++
Referrer Report
--------------Listing referring URLs with at least 1 request, sorted by the
number of
requests.
#reqs: URL
-----: --4675: http://www.corazon.com/AirIndiareportcontents.html
2280: http://www.corazon.com/
1008: http://www.corazon.com/Boeing 747.html
620: http://www.corazon.com/nosepicts.html
506: http://www.ntsb.org/
390: http://www.corazon.com/crashcontentspagelinks.html
302: http://www.corazon.com/Page2.html
266: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan.html
185: http://www.corazon.com/Missingbodies.html
180: http://www.corazon.com/811holesofftv.html
175: http://www.corazon.com/Damagelocation.html
173: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan19.html
166: http://www.corazon.com/mountain.html
165: http://google.yahoo.com/bin/query
164: http://www.corazon.com/AI182essentials.html
156: http://www.corazon.com/UAL811essentials.html
155: http://www.google.com/search

147: http://www.corazon.com/811reportcontentpage.html
145: http://dailynews.yahoo.com/fc/World/
Air_India_Flight_182/
145: http://www.corazon.com/Suddenloudsound.html
143: http://www.corazon.com/Skiescargodoor0pict.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan20.html
136: http://www.corazon.com/reconstructmatches.html
132: http://www.corazon.com/747historycontents.html
131: http://www.corazon.com/DC-10crashcontents.html
130: http://www.corazon.com/103reportcontents.html
123: http://www.corazon.com/Radarblips.html
118: http://www.corazon.com/747specsheet.html
115: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecancoverCan1.html
115: http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/5260/crash.html
110: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan5.html
105: http://www.corazon.com/forwardcargodoorpicts.html
104: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan9.html
102: http://www.corazon.com/314accidentreport.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan21.html
99: http://www.corazon.com/AI182pagecan1.html
Reply-To: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
From: "Liam Tully" <lrtully@sprint.ca>
To: <barry@corazon.com>
Subject: Air India Bombings - JUNE85.
Date: Sat, 28 Oct 2000 17:08:10 -0600
X-Priority: 3

Hi Barry.
As you may or may not be aware, charges
were laid yesterday in Vancouver against too well

known Sikh individuals.
Your site was the ONLY place I could find
any REAL info. on the events that took place so
long ago. GREAT WORK!
Stay tuned - I have no doubt this "saga" will
drag on for another 15 years....
Rgds.
Liam/CYYC

